Pronunciation
American English
This dictionary shows pronunciations used by
speakers of the most common American English
dialects. Sometimes more than one pronunciation
is shown. For example, many Americans say the
first vowel in data as /eI/, while many others say
this vowel as /{/. We show data as /'deIÔ@, 'd{Ô@/.
This means that both pronunciations are possible
and are commonly used by educated speakers.
We have not, however, shown all American dialects
and all possible pronunciations. For example, news is
shown only as /nuz/ even though a few Americans
might pronounce this word as /nyuz/. In words like
caught and dog we show the vowel /O/, but many
speakers use the vowel /A/ in place of /O/, so that
caught and cot are both said as /kAt/.

Use of the Hyphen
When more than one pronunciation is given for a
word, we usually show only the part of the
pronunciation that is different from the first
pronunciation, replacing the parts that are the same
with a hyphen: economics /"Ek@'nAmIks, "i£/. The
hyphen is also used for showing the division between
syllables when this might not be clear: boyish
/'bOI£IS/, drawing /'drO£IÎ/, clockwise
/'klAk£waIz/.

Symbols
The symbols used in this dictionary are based on the
symbols of the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA)
with a few changes. The symbol /y/, which is closer to
English spelling than the /j/ used in the IPA, is used
for the first sound in you /yu/. Other changes are
described in the paragraph American English Sounds.

The sign /'/ is put before the syllable with the most
force. We say it has main stress: person /'pøs@n/,
percent /pø'sEnt/. Some words also have a stress
on another syllable that is less strong than the main
stress. We call this secondary stress, and the sign /" /
is placed before such a syllable: personality
/"pøs@'n{l@Ôi/, personify /pø'sAn@"faI/. Secondary
stress is not usually shown in the second syllable of a
two-syllable word, unless it is necessary to show that
the second syllable must not be shortened, as in
starlit /'stAr"lIt/ compared to starlet /'stArlIt/.

Unstressed Vowels
/@/ and /I/ 				
Many unstressed syllables in American English are
pronounced with a very short unclear vowel. This
vowel is shown as /@/ or /I/; however, there is very
little difference between them in normal connected
speech. For example, the word affect /@'fEkt/ and
effect /I'fEkt/ usually sound the same. The word
rabbit is shown as /'r{bIt/, but it may also be
pronounced /'r{b@t/.
/@/ and /ö/ 				
These sounds are very similar. The symbol /@/ is
used in unstressed syllables, and /ö/, which is longer,
is used in stressed and secondary stressed syllables.
When people speak more quickly, secondary stressed
syllables become unstressed so that /ö/ may be
pronounced as /@/. For example, difficult /'dIfI"költ/
and coconut /'koUk@"nöt/ may be pronounced as
/'dIfIk@lt/ and /'koUk@n@t/. Only the pronunciation
with /ö/ is shown.

Compound Words with a Space or Hyphen

No pronunciations are shown for most abbreviations.
This is either because they are not spoken (and are
defined as “written abbreviations”), or because they
are pronounced by saying the names of the letters,
with main stress on the last letter and secondary
stress on the first: VCR /"vi si 'Ar/. Pronunciations
have been shown where an abbreviation is spoken
like an ordinary word: RAM /r{m/.

Many compounds are written with either a space or
a hyphen between the parts. When all parts of the
compound appear in the dictionary as separate main
words, the full pronunciation of the compound is not
shown. Only its stress pattern is given. For example:
'bus stop, "town 'hall. Sometimes a compound
contains a main word with an ending. If the main
word is in the dictionary, and the ending is a common
one, only a stress pattern is shown. For example:
'washing "machine. Washing is not a main word in
the Dictionary, but wash is; so only a stress pattern is
shown because -ing is a common ending. But if any
part is not a main word, the full pronunciation is
given: helter-skelter /"hEltø 'skEltø/.

Words that are Forms of Main Words

Stress Shift

Abbreviations

A form of a main word that is a different part of
speech may come at the end of the entry for that
word. If the related word is pronounced by saying the
main word and adding an ending (see list on page
A43), no separate pronunciation is given. If the
addition of the ending causes a change in the
pronunciation of the main word, the pronunciation
for the related word is given. For example:
impossible /Im'pAs@b@l/, impossibility /
Im"pAs@'bIl@Ôi/. There are some pronuncation
changes that we do not show at these entries,
because they follow regular patterns: (1) When an -ly
or -er ending is added to a main word ending in /£b@
l/, /£k@l/, /£p@l/, /£g@l/, or /£d@l/, the /@/ is usually
omitted. For example, practical is shown as
/'pr{ktIk@l/. When -ly is added to it, it becomes
practically /'pr{ktIkli/. This difference is not
shown. (2) When -ly or -ity is added to words ending
in -y /i/, the /i/ becomes /@/: angry /'{Îgri/
becomes angrily /'{Îgr@li/. This is not shown.

Stress
In English words of two or more syllables, at least one
syllable is said with more force than the others.

Some words may have a shift in stress. The secondary
stress becomes the main stress when the word
comes before a noun. The mark /X/ shows this.
For example: artificial /"ArÔ@'fIS@lX/, artificial
intelligence /"ArÔ@fIS@l In'tEl@dZ@ns/.

Syllabic Consonants
The sounds /n/ and /l/ can be syllabic. That is, they
can themselves form a syllable, especially when they
are at the end of a word (and follow particular
consonants, especially /t/ and /d/). For example, in
sudden /'södn/ the /n/ is syllabic; there is no vowel
between the /d/ and the /n/, so no vowel is shown.
In the middle of a word, a hyphen or stress mark after
/n/ or /l/ shows that it is syllabic: botanist /'bAt§n£Ist/
and catalog /'k{Ôl"Og/ are three-syllable words.
The sound r can be either a consonant, /r/, or a
vowel, /ø/. When /ø/ is followed by an unstressed
vowel, it may be pronounced as a sequence of two
vowels, /ø/ plus the following vowel, or as /@/
followed by a syllable beginning with /r/. For
example, the word coloring may be pronounced as
/'köløIÎ/ instead of /'köl@rIÎ/. Only the
pronunciation, /'köl@rIÎ/, is shown.

Short Forms Used in the
Dictionary
Parts of Speech
Some parts of speech have short forms:
adjective
prep. preposition
adj.
adverb
pron. 	pronoun
adv.
noun
v.
verb 	
n.
phr. v. phrasal verb              
Other Short Forms
etc.
et cetera (=and so on)   	
U.S.
United States
s/he
she or he
sb
somebody/someone
something
sth
sb/sth someone or something

Grammar Patterns
Grammar patterns are shown in dark
letters in the example sentences.

Grammar Codes Used in the
Dictionary
Nouns – to learn more about the grammar
of nouns, see the LEARNER’S HANDBOOK on
pages A46–A47.
[C]		
COUNTABLE nouns such as chair and store
are the most common type of noun in English.
Their plural is usually formed by adding -s,
and they are used with a plural verb:
Most of the smaller stores in the area have
closed down.
[U] 		
an UNCOUNTABLE noun, such as happiness
and furniture. Uncountable nouns cannot be
used with a or an. They do not have plural
forms, and are used with a singular verb:
The new furniture is being delivered on Friday.
[C,U]
a noun that has both countable and
uncountable uses, such as wine:
Our wines are specially chosen by our own
buyer.  
This is great wine – where did you buy it?
[singular]
a SINGULAR noun, such as outcome. Singular
nouns can be used with a, an, or the, or
without any determiner. They have no plural
form, and they are used with a singular verb:
No one knew what the outcome of the
discussion was.

We never dreamed there would be such a
good outcome.
[plural]
a PLURAL noun, such as pajamas. Plural
nouns do not have a singular form, and are
used with a plural verb:
Your red pajamas are in the wash.
[C usually singular]
a noun such as setting that is countable,
but is not used in the plural very often:
It was a lovely setting for a wedding.
[C usually plural]
a noun such as resource that is countable,
and is usually used in the plural:
The country is rich in natural resources.
[singular, U]
a noun that has both singular and
uncountable uses, such as calm:
The Smiths preferred the calm of the country.  
Marta reacted with amazing calm.

Verbs – to learn more about the grammar
of verbs, see the LEARNER’S HANDBOOK on
page A48.
[I]
an INTRANSITIVE verb, such as exist.
Intransitive verbs are not followed by objects:
Only five railroads from the old network still
exist.
[T]
a TRANSITIVE verb, such as take. Transitive
verbs are followed by objects:
Will you take my jacket to the dry cleaners
for me?
[I,T]
a verb that has both intransitive and
transitive uses, such as decide:
It’s so hard to decide.  
I can’t decide what to wear.
[linking verb]
a verb such as be, become, seem, etc.:
Jared’s father is a teacher.
Dana seems really sorry.
Adjectives
[only before noun]
an adjective, such as amateur, that is only
used before a noun:
This picture was taken by her husband Larry,
a gifted amateur phtographer.
[not before noun]
an adjective, such as afraid, that is never
used before a noun:
Small children are often afraid of the dark.

		

Labels Used in the Dictionary

approving and disapproving
Words and phrases are labeled approving or
disapproving if people use them in order to
show that they like or dislike someone or
something. For example, both childlike and
childish describe behavior that is typical of
a child, but childlike shows approval and
childish shows disapproval.
formal
Formal words and phrases, such as await
and moreover, are used only in formal
speech and writing, for example in essays
or official announcements, not in normal
conversation.
humorous
Humorous words and phrases, such as on
the warpath, are intended to be funny.
informal
Informal words and phrases, such as grungy
and long shot, are used in normal
conversation and informal letters or emails
to friends. Do not use these words and
phrases in essays.
literary
Literary words and phrases, such as foe and
inferno, are used mostly in poetry and
other types of literature. They are not
usually suitable for essays.
nonstandard
Nonstandard words and phrases do not
follow the rules of grammar, but are 		
still used a lot. For example, many people
use real instead of really. Do not use
nonstandard language in essays.
offensive
Offensive words and phrases are likely to
make someone upset if you use them.
People often use them when they intend to
insult other people, but these can also be
words and phrases that only particular
people consider to be offensive.
old-fashioned
Old-fashioned words and phrases are ones
that people still know, but that are not used
very often in modern speech or writing.
slang
Slang words and phrases are used by a
particular group of people, especially young
people, but not by everyone. They are
extremely informal and should not be used
in essays.

spoken
Spoken words and phrases, such as I mean
and by the way, are hardly ever used in
writing. They are always informal, unless
they have the label spoken formal. Do not
use these words and phrases in essays.
taboo
Taboo words and phrases are extremely rude,
offensive to everyone, and should be avoided.
technical
Technical words and phrases, such as
tautology or pro rata, are used by experts
in a particular subject, not by everyone.
trademark
A trademark is an official name for a product
made by a particular company. It is always
spelt with a capital letter.
written
Written words and phrases, such as ablaze
or exclaim, are usually only used in written
English.

Subject Labels
BIOLOGY
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Key to the Dictionary
Words that are spelled the same but
have different parts of speech have
separate entries.
Definitions explain the meaning of the
word in clear simple language, using
the 2000-word Longman Defining
Vocabulary whenever possible.
Subject labels before a definition
show that this word has a specialized
meaning in particular subject area.
The most common words in spoken
and written English are shown in red
letters. This shows you which are the
most important words to know.
The meanings of each word are
listed in order of frequency. The most
common meaning is shown first.
Useful natural examples show how
you can use the word.

Thesaurus boxes explain the
differences between words with
similar meanings, or between words
related to a particular topic.

Synonyms (=words with the same
meaning), antonyms (=words with
the opposite meaning), and related
words are shown after the definition.
Pronunciation is shown using the
International Phonetic Alphabet
Usage notes help you avoid making
common errors.
Dots show how words are divided
into syllables.
Derived words are show at the end of
an entry when the meaning is clear
from the definition of the main form.

ix

References to related words, pictures,
and Thesaurus Boxes are shown after
an arrow.
Information about irregular forms of
verbs, nouns, and adjectives is shown
at the beginning of the entry.
Parts of speech are shown in italics,
then information about whether a
word is countable, uncountable,
transitive, intransitive, etc.

Signposts in long entries help you
find the meaning you want quickly.
Grammar patterns and collocations
(words that are typically used
together) are shown in bold in
examples.
Groups of phrases that are only used
in spoken English are explained
together, each with its own definition.
Idioms and fixed phrases are shown
in dark type and have a definition
which explains the whole phrase.
Phrasal verbs are listed in alphabetical
order after the main verb.
Labels before the definition show if
a word is typically used in informal,
formal, written, etc. English.
The Ac label shows that a word is in
the Academic Wordlist. These are
important words which students
need to understand, and be able to
use in academic assignments.
Origin notes tell you when a word
first entered the English language
and the foreign language or
languages it came from.
If a word can be spelled in different
ways, both spellings are shown at the
beginning of an entry.



Preface
The 4th edition of the Longman Dictionary of American English has been researched
and revised to meet the real needs of learners of English. The up-dated text now includes
thousands of words for content areas such as Science, Economics and Social Science, as
well as Word Origins and updated thesaurus boxes that give extra help with vocabulary
acquisition.

Real Language
All Longman dictionaries are based on the authentic language data in the Longman Corpus
Network. This unique computerized language database now contains over 400 million
words from all types of written texts, and from real conversations recorded across the US.
The Corpus tells us how frequently words and phrases are used, so there is no guesswork in
deciding which ones students need to know most. The Corpus also shows which grammar
patterns are the most important to illustrate, which important new words and idioms people
use every day, and which words are frequently used together (collocations). We take our
example sentences from the Corpus, and this makes the language come alive as never before.

Real Clarity
The definitions in Longman dictionaries are written using only the 2,000 most common
English words – the Longman American Defining Vocabulary. Longman pioneered the
use of a limited vocabulary as the best way to guarantee that definitions are clear and easy
to understand. The meaning you want is easy to find. Words that have a large number of
meanings have short, clear signposts to guide you to the right meaning quickly.
The comprehensive grammatical information is easy to understand and use. Important
patterns are highlighted in the example sentences, so that you can see at a glance how to
use a word in a sentence.

Real Help
The 4th edition of the Longman Dictionary of American English is the result of extensive
research into learners needs and abilities. Thesaurus boxes explain thousands of synonyms
and antonyms to help users expand their vocabulary, so that instead of using the same
words all the time, such as the word angry, for example, they learn how to use related words
such as annoyed, irritated, furious, etc. Additional Thesaurus boxes now also help learners
expand their academic and content vocabulary.
The writers have also used their knowledge from years of teaching to analyze the Longman
Learner’s Corpus, which is a computerized collection of over 8 million words of writing in
English by learners. By studying the errors students make in essays and exams, the writers
were able to give clear, helpful usage information throughout the dictionary – in the
definitions, example sentences, and usage notes – to help students avoid common errors.
The grammar codes and labels are inside the front cover, and the IPA (International
Phonetic Alphabet) pronunciation charts are inside the back cover, so they are always
easy to find and use.
Whether you are writing an essay, sending an e-mail, or talking with friends, the Longman
Dictionary of American English will help you choose the right words, understand them
clearly, and use them correctly.

abduct

1

Aa
A, a /eI/ the first letter of the English alphabet
A /eI/ n. 1 [C] the best grade that a student can get

in a class or on a test: I got an A on my math test! |
Rick was an A student (=always received the best
grades) in high school. 2 [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS the
sixth note in the musical SCALE of C, or the
musical KEY based on this note 3 [U] a common
type of blood
a /@; strong eI/ also an indefinite article 1 used
before a noun to show that you are talking about a
general type of thing, not a specific thing ➔ THE :
Do you have a car? | I’ll find you a
pencil. 2 a) one: a thousand dollars | a dozen
eggs b) used before some words that show how
much of something there is: a few weeks from now |
a little water | a lot of people 3 used before a noun
that is one of many similar things, people, events,
times, etc.: I’d like to be a teacher. | This is a very
good wine. 4 every or each: A square has 4
sides. 5 once a week/$100 a day etc. one time
each week, $100 a day, etc. SYN per 6 used
before two nouns that are frequently mentioned
together: a cup and saucer | a knife and
fork 7 a) used before the -ing form of some
verbs when they are used as nouns: a loud screeching of brakes b) used before some singular nouns
that are actions: Take a look at that!
GRAMMAR

a, an

If the next word starts with a consonant sound,
use a: a cat | a white egg | a house | a CD
If the next word starts with a vowel sound (the
sounds shown by the letters a, e, i, o, or u), use
an: an apple | an old car
If the next word begins with h, but the h is not
pronounced, use an: an hour | an honest man
If the next word begins with u which is
pronounced like “you,’’ use a: a union | a
unique opportunity ➔ ANY 1

AA n. 1 Alcoholics Anonymous an organization for ALCOHOLIC s who want to stop drinking
alcohol 2 Associate of Arts a college degree
given after two years of study, usually at a COMMUNITY COLLEGE

AB n. [U] BIOLOGY a common type of blood
a·back /@'bæk/ adv. be taken aback to be very

surprised or shocked: I was taken aback by her
criticism.
ab·a·cus /'æb@k@s/ n. [C] a tool used for counting
and calculating, consisting of a frame with small
balls that can be slid along on thick wires [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Latin, Greek abax “flat piece of
stone”]
a·ban·don /@'bænd@n/ Ac v. [T] 1 to leave a

person or thing, especially one that you are responsible for, and not go back: How could she abandon
her own child? | We had to abandon the car and
walk the rest of the way. 2 to stop doing or using
something because of problems: The policy had to
be abandoned. 3 to stop having a particular idea,
belief, or opinion about something: The U.N. seems
to have abandoned all hope of finding a peaceful
solution to the conflict. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
French abandoner “surrendering,” from a bandon “into someone’s power”] —abandonment
n. [U]

a·ban·doned /@'bænd@nd/

Ac adj. 1 an abandoned building, car, boat, etc. has been left by the
people who owned or used it: The mayor wants all
the abandoned buildings in the downtown area to
be demolished (=knocked down). 2 an abandoned
person or animal has been left completely alone by
the person that was looking after him, her, or it: He
donates $20 a month to a home for abandoned
children.
a·base /@'beIs/ v. (formal) abase yourself to
behave in a way that shows you accept that someone has complete power over you —abasement

n. [U]

a·bashed /@'bæSt/ adj. embarrassed or ashamed:
an abashed grin

a·bate /@'beIt/ v. [I] (formal) to become less strong

➔ UNABATED : Public anger does not appear to be
abating.
ab·bey /'æbi/ n. [C] a large church, with buildings
next to it where MONK s and NUN s live [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Old French abaïe, from Late Latin
abbas, from Aramaic abba “father”]
ab·bre·vi·ate /@'brivi"eIt/ v. [T] (formal) to make
a word, story, etc. shorter: “Street” is often abbreviated as “St.”. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Late Latin,
past participle of abbreviare, from Latin brevis
“short”]
ab·bre·vi·a·tion /@"brivi'eIS@n/ n. [C] the short
form of a word used in writing. For example, Mr. is
the abbreviation of Mister.
ABC n. 1 ABC’s [plural] the letters of the English
alphabet as taught to children 2 American
Broadcasting Company one of the national
companies that broadcasts television and radio programs in the U.S.
ab·di·cate /'æbdI"keIt/ v. 1 [I,T] to officially
give up the position of being king or
queen 2 abdicate (your) responsibility (formal)
to refuse to continue being responsible for something [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin, past participle
of abdicare, from ab- “away, off” + dicare “to
say publicly”] —abdication /"æbdI'keIS@n/ n.
[C,U]

ab·do·men /'æbd@m@n/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the front

part of your body between your chest and the top of
your legs, including your stomach —abdominal
/æb'dAm@n@l, @b-/ adj.
ab·duct /@b'dökt, æb-/ v. [T] to take someone

A

aberration

A

2

away by force SYN kidnap [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 that you will give up a particular belief or way of
Latin, past participle of abducere, from ab- behaving
SYN
renounce
—abjuration
“away” + ducere “to lead”] —abduction /"æbdZU'reIS@n/ n. [U]
/-'dökS@n/ n. [C,U]
ab·la·tive /'æbl@ÔIv/ n. [singular] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
a·ber·ra·tion /"æb@'reIS@n/ n. [C,U] something particular form of a noun in some languages, such
that is completely different from what usually hap- as Latin or Finnish, which shows movement away
pens or from what someone usually does: Duvall’s or separation —ablative adj.
lawyer claimed that the crime was an aberration in a·blaze /@'bleIz/ adj. (written) burning strongly
his client’s otherwise blameless life.
with a lot of flames: During the riot, a police car
a·bet /@'bEt/ v. (abetted, abetting) [T] ➔ aid and was set ablaze.
abet at AID 2
a·ble /'eIb@l/ adj. 1 able to do sth a) having
ab·hor /@b'hOr, æb-/ v. (abhorred, abhorring) [T] the skill, strength, knowledge, etc. to do something:
(formal) to hate something, especially because you I was just able to reach the handle. b) in a
think it is morally wrong: I abhor discrimination of situation in which it is possible for you to do
something: Will you be able to come
any kind.
tonight? 2 smart or good at doing something: an
THESAURUS
hate, can’t stand, detest,
able student
1
loathe, despise ➔ HATE
ab·ne·ga·tion /"æbnI'geIS@n/ n. [U] (formal) the
act of not allowing yourself to have or do someab·hor·rent /@b'hOr@nt, -'hAr-, æb-/ adj. (for- thing
that you want
mal) behavior or beliefs that are abhorrent are
unacceptable because they are morally wrong ab·nor·mal /æb'nOrm@l/ Ac adj. different from
usual in a way that is strange, worrying, or
—abhorrence n. [U]
dangerous ANT normal: Scientists found abnormal
a·bide /@'baId/ v. [T] can’t abide sb/sth to hate levels of chemicals in the water. | Mike’s parents
someone or something very much: I can’t abide his began to worry about his increasingly abnormal
stupid jokes.
behavior. [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 ab- “away from,
abide by sth phr. v. to obey a law, agreement, etc.: not” (from Latin ab- “away, off”) + normal]
If you’re going to live here, you will abide by my —abnormally adv.: an abnormally high heart
rules.
rate | It has been an abnormally hot summer.
a·bid·ing /@'baIdIÎ/ adj. (literary) continuing for a —abnormality /"æbnOr'mæl@Ôi, -nø-/ n. [C,U]
long time and not likely to change: Our father had a·board /@'bOrd/ adv., prep. on or onto a ship,
an abiding love for nature.
airplane, or train: The plane crashed, killing all 200
a·bil·i·ty /@'bIl@Ôi/ n. (plural abilities) [C,U] the people aboard. | They were prevented from going
state of being able to do something, or your level of aboard.
skill at doing something: A manager must have the a·bode /@'boUd/ n. [C] (formal) the place where
ability to communicate well. | a young girl with you live
great musical/athletic/acting etc. ability | She
THESAURUS
home, house, place,
worked to the best of her ability (=as well as she
residence,
dwelling ➔ HOME 1
could) in school. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Old
French habilité, from Latin habilis “skillful”]
a·bol·ish /@'bAlIS/ v. [T] to officially end a law,
THESAURUS
system, etc.: plans to abolish the death penalty
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Old French abolir, from
power – the legal right or authority to do
Latin abolere]
something: Only the police have the power of
arrest.
ab·o·li·tion /"æb@'lIS@n/ n. [U] 1 the official end
capacity (formal) – someone’s ability to do
of a law, system, etc., especially one that has
something, especially when he or she can do this
existed for a long time: He argued against the
a lot: Children have a special capacity for learning
abolition of the death penalty. 2 also Abolition
language.
HISTORY the official ending of the system and praccapability (formal) – the ability of a machine,
tice of owning, buying, and selling SLAVE s in the
person, or organization to do something,
U.S. during the 19th century
especially something difficult: Does the country
ab·o·li·tion·ist /"æb@'lIS@nIst/ n. [C] 1 SOCIAL
have the capability to produce nuclear weapons?
SCIENCE someone who wants to end a system or
skill, talent, gift, aptitude ➔ SKILL
law 2 HISTORY someone who took part in a series
ab·ject /'æbdZEkt, æb'dZEkt/ adj. 1 abject of actions intended to end the system and practice
poverty/failure/terror/despair etc. the state of of owning, buying, or selling SLAVE s in the U.S.
being extremely poor, unsuccessful, frightened, during the 19th century
unhappy, etc. 2 abject apology an abject apol- a·bom·i·na·ble /@'bAm@n@b@l/ adj. extremely
ogy shows that you are ashamed of what you have bad, or of very bad quality
done —abjectly adv.
ab·o·rig·i·nal /"æb@'rIdZ@n@l/ adj. 1 Aborigiab·jure /æb'dZUr/ v. [T] (formal) to state publicly nal relating to the Australian aborigines 2 EARTH

abroad

3
SCIENCES

relating to the people or animals that have
existed in a place from the earliest times

ab·o·rig·i·ne, Aborigine /"æb@'rIdZ@ni/ n. [C] a
member of the people who have lived in Australia
from the earliest times [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
Latin aborigines (plural), from ab origine “from
the beginning”]

a·bort /@'bOrt/ v. [T] 1 to stop an activity because

it would be difficult or dangerous to continue: An
electrical fault caused the launch of the space
shuttle to be aborted. 2 to deliberately end a
PREGNANCY when the baby is still too young to
live

a·bor·tion /@'bOrS@n/ n. [C,U] the act of aborting
a baby: She decided to have an abortion.

a·bor·tive /@'bOrÔIv/ adj. an abortive action is not
successful or not finished: The Marines made an
abortive attempt to seize the town.

a·bound /@'baUnd/ v. [I] (literary) to exist in large
numbers: Coffee shops abound in American small
towns.

a·bout1 /@'baUt/ prep. 1 relating to a particular
subject: a book about horses | We were talking
about the stock market. | I’ll tell you all about
(=everything about) it later. | About that CD. I need
it back by tomorrow.
THESAURUS

on – if a book, lecture, conference, etc. is on a

particular subject, it relates to it: a seminar on
résumé writing
concerning/regarding (formal) – about or
relating to something: The police want to ask you
some questions concerning the night of April 4th.
with regard to (formal) – concerning a
particular subject that you want to write or talk
about: What is U.S. policy with regard to foreign
banks operating in the U.S.?
re – used in business letters to introduce the
subject that you are going to write about: Re your
letter of June 10...

2 in the nature or character of a person or thing:
There’s something weird about that guy. 3 what
about/how about (spoken) a) used in order to
make a suggestion: How about coming to my house
after we’re done here? b) used to ask a question
concerning another person or thing involved in a
situation: What about Jack? Should we invite him?

about2 adv. 1 a little more or less than a number
or amount SYN approximately: I live about 10
miles from here. | We need to leave at about 7:30.
THESAURUS

approximately – a little more or a little less

than a number, amount, distance, or time: A kilo
is approximately 2 pounds.
around – used when guessing a number,
amount, time, etc., without being exact: Around
50 people came to the meeting.
roughly – a little more or a little less than a
number, used when you are saying a number you

know is not exact: Roughly 7,000 vehicles a day
cross the border.
or so – used when you cannot be exact about a
number, amount, or period of time: Every month
or so he drives up to visit his parents.
in the region of – used when a number or
amount will be a little more or a little less than
the one mentioned: It will cost in the region of
$750 to fix it.

2 almost: Dinner’s just about ready.

about3 adj. 1 be about to do sth if someone is

about to do something, or if something is about to
happen, s/he will do it or it will happen very soon: I
was about to step into the shower when the phone
rang. | The parade is about to start. 2 not be
about to do sth (informal) used to emphasize that
you will not do something: I’m not about to give
him any more money!
a·bove /@'böv/ adv., prep. 1 in or to a higher
position than something else ANT below: Raise
your arm above your head. | The sound came from
the room above. 2 more than a number, amount, or
level ANT below: Temperatures rose above freezing today. | Males aged 18 and above could be
drafted. 3 louder than other sounds: He couldn’t
hear her voice above the noise. 4 higher in rank,
more powerful, or more important: He never rose
above the rank of corporal. 5 above all (formal)
most importantly: Above all, I would like to thank
my parents. 6 be above suspicion/criticism
etc. to be so honest or good that no one can doubt
or criticize you 7 (formal) before, in the same piece
of writing ANT below: The graph above shows the
growth in pollution levels.
a·bove·board /@'böv"bOrd/ adj. [not before noun]
honest and legal: The agreement seems to be aboveboard.
a·bra·sion /@'breIZ@n/ n. 1 [C] an area on your
skin that has been injured by rubbing against something hard: She was treated for cuts and abrasions. 2 [U] the process of rubbing a surface very
hard so that it becomes damaged
a·bra·sive /@'breIsIv, -zIv/ adj. 1 rude and
annoying: an abrasive personality 2 having a
rough surface that can be used to clean something
or make it smooth —abrasively adv.
a·breast /@'brEst/ adv. 1 keep abreast of sth
to make sure that you know the most recent facts
about a subject: We expect our sales staff to keep
abreast of all the latest developments in computer
technology. 2 next to someone or something, usually in a line, and facing the same direction: Patrol
cars were lined up four abreast.
a·bridged /@'brIdZd/ adj. ENG. LANG. ARTS an
abridged form of a book, play, etc. has been made
shorter ANT unabridged: the abridged version of
the dictionary
a·broad /@'brOd/ adv. in or to a foreign country:
He suggested that his son go abroad for a year. |
There are more than a million Americans living
abroad.

A

abrogate

ab·ro·gate /'æbr@"geIt/ v. [T] (formal) to offi-

A

cially end a law, legal agreement, practice, etc.: The
Sioux chief was forced to sign a document that
abrogated
the
treaty.
—abrogation
/"æbr@'geIS@n/ n. [C,U]
a·brupt /@'bröpt/ adj. 1 sudden and unexpected:
An abrupt change in the weather forced many
boats to pull out of the race. 2 not polite or
friendly, especially because you do not want to
waste time: She was very abrupt on the phone.
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin, past participle of
abrumpere, from ab- “away, off” + rumpere “to
break”] —abruptly adv.: The train stopped
abruptly.
abs /æbz/ n. [plural] (informal) the muscles on your
ABDOMEN (=stomach): exercises that strengthen
your abs
ABS n. [U] anti-lock braking system a type of
car BRAKE that makes the car easier to control
when you have to stop very suddenly
ab·scess /'æbsEs/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a swollen place
on your body that is infected and contains a yellow
liquid
ab·scond /@b'skAnd, æb-/ v. [I] (formal) to leave
a place without permission, or to leave somewhere
after stealing something
ab·sence /'æbs@ns/ n. 1 [C,U] an occasion
when you are not in a place where people expect
you to be, or the time that you are away: The vice
president will handle things in my absence. | His
frequent absences from work did not go unnoticed. 2 [singular] the lack of something: a complete absence of physical evidence
ab·sent /'æbs@nt/ adj. 1 not at work, school, a
meeting, etc. because you are sick or decide not to
go ANT present: Ten children were absent from
class today. 2 absent look/smile/expression a
look, etc. that shows you are not thinking about
what is happening [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
French, Latin, present participle of abesse, from
ab- “away” + esse “to be”]
ab·sen·tee /"æbs@n'ti/ n. [C] (formal) someone
who is supposed to be in a place but is not there
"absentee 'ballot n. [C] a process by which
people can vote by mail before an election because
they will be away during the election
ab·sen·tee·ism /"æbs@n'tiIz@m/ n. [U] regular
absence from work or school without a good reason
ab·sent·ly /'æbs@nt§li/ adv. in a way that shows
you are not interested in or not thinking about what
is happening: He gazed absently out of the window.
"absent-'minded adj. often forgetting or not
noticing things because you are thinking of something else —absent-mindedly adv.
ab·so·lute /'æbs@"lut, "æbs@'lut/ adj. 1 complete or total: The king has absolute power. | I have
absolute confidence in you. 2 used to emphasize
your opinion: The show was an absolute disaster. |
He’s talking absolute nonsense. 3 definite and not

4

likely to change: I can’t give you any absolute
promises.
'æbs@"lutli/
ab·so·lute·ly
/"æbs@'lutli,
adv. 1 completely or totally: Are you absolutely
sure? | We had absolutely nothing in common.
THESAURUS
COMPLETELY

completely, totally, entirely ➔

2 Absolutely (spoken) said when you agree completely with someone: “Can I talk to you for a
minute?” “Absolutely, come in.” 3 Absolutely
not! (spoken) said when you disagree completely
with someone, or when you do not want someone
to do something
"absolute 'monarch n. [C] POLITICS a king or
queen who rules a country and who is not limited
by laws or a government controlling what s/he can
do —absolute monarchy n. [C,U]
"absolute 'value n. [C] MATH the value of a
number without considering if it is positive or
negative, in other words, its distance from zero. For
example, the absolute value of -3 is 3, and the
absolute value of +3 is also 3.
"absolute 'zero n. [U] PHYSICS the lowest temperature that is possible. It is measured in the
Kelvin scale, where it is 0°, and is equal to about
-273° Celsius or -459° Fahrenheit.
ab·so·lu·tion /"æbs@'luS@n/ n. [U] a process in
the Christian religion by which someone is forgiven
for the things that s/he has done wrong
ab·solve /@b'zAlv, -'sAlv/ v. [T] (formal) to say
publicly that someone should not be blamed for
something, or to forgive him/her: He cannot be
absolved of all responsibility for the accident.
ab·sorb /@b'sOrb, -'zOrb/ v. [T] 1 if something
absorbs liquid, heat, etc., it takes it in through its
surface: The towel absorbed most of the
water. 2 be absorbed in sth to be interested in
something so much that you do not pay attention to
other things: He’s completely absorbed in his
job. 3 to learn, understand, and remember new
information: She’s a good student who absorbs
ideas quickly. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French
absorber, from Latin absorbere, from ab“away” + sorbere “to suck up”]
ab·sorb·ent /@b'sOrb@nt, -'zOr-/ adj. something
that is absorbent can take in liquid through its
surface: absorbent paper towel
ab·sorb·ing /@b'sOrbIÎ, -'zOr-/ adj. so interesting that you do not notice or think about other
things: an absorbing article
THESAURUS
interesting, enthralling,
engrossing, compelling, gripping, riveting ➔
INTERESTING

ab·sorp·tion /@b'sOrpS@n, -'zOrp-/ n. [U] 1 SCI-

ENCE a process in which a material or object takes in
liquid, gas, or heat: This chapter describes the
body’s absorption of nutrients. 2 a process in
which a country or organization makes a smaller

accelerate
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country, organization, or group of people become
part of itself 3 the fact of being very interested in
something
ab·stain /@b'steIn/ v. [I] 1 to deliberately not
vote for or against something: Three members of
the committee abstained. 2 to not do something
that you would normally enjoy doing: For two
weeks, I abstained from alcohol. —abstention
/@b'stEnS@n/ n. [C,U]
ab·ste·mi·ous /æb'stimi@s/ adj. (formal) careful
not to have too much food, drink, etc.
—abstemiously adv.
ab·sti·nence /'æbst@n@ns/ n. [U] the practice of
not doing something you enjoy, especially for
health or religious reasons —abstinent adj.
ab·stract1 /@b'strækt, æb-, 'æbstrækt/ Ac
adj. 1 based on ideas rather than specific examples
or real events: He took the abstract idea of political
reform and made it a reality. | Language and the
capability for abstract thought (=ability to think
about ideas) makes humans unique and separate
from other animals. 2 abstract art is made of
shapes and patterns that do not look like real things
or people ➔ see picture at PAINTING —abstraction
/@b'strækS@n/ n. [C,U]
ab·stract2 /'æbstrækt/ Ac n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS
a short written statement containing only the most
important ideas in a speech, article, etc.: People
planning to give a talk must send in an abstract by
July 1.
"abstract 'noun n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a noun that
names a feeling, quality, or state rather than a thing,
animal, or person. For example, “beauty,” “hunger,”
and “happiness” are abstract nouns. ➔ CONCRETE
NOUN

ab·struse /@b'strus, æb-/ adj. (formal) difficult to

understand, in a way that seems unnecessarily complicated: the abstruse regulations on saving for
pensions —abstrusely adv. —abstruseness n.

[U]

ab·surd /@b'sød, -'zød/ adj. completely unrea-

sonable or silly: an absurd situation | It’s absurd to
pay all that money for something you’re only going
to use once. —absurdly adv. —absurdity n.
[C,U]

a·bun·dance /@'bönd@ns/ n. [singular, U] (formal)

a large quantity of something: The park has an
abundance of wildlife. | Wild flowers grow in
abundance on the hillsides.
a·bun·dant /@'bönd@nt/ adj. more than enough
in quantity SYN plentiful: an abundant supply of
fresh fruit
a·bun·dant·ly /@'bönd@ntli/ adv. 1 abundantly clear very easy to understand: Kaplan
made it abundantly clear that we weren’t welcome. 2 in large quantities: Lavender will grow
abundantly with little water.
a·buse1 /@'byus/ n. 1 [U] cruel or violent treatment of someone: There were several cases of child
abuse at the home. | victims of sexual

abuse 2 [C,U] the use of something in a way it
should not be used: the government’s abuse of
power | drug/alcohol abuse (=the practice of taking
illegal drugs or drinking too much) 3 [U] cruel or
offensive things someone says when s/he is angry:
People were shouting abuse at the soldiers.
a·buse2 /@'byuz/ v. [T] 1 to do cruel or violent
things to someone: He used to get drunk and abuse
his wife. | She was sexually abused as a child. 2 to
use something too much or in the wrong way: He
abused his position as mayor by giving jobs to his
relatives. | She had been abusing drugs/alcohol
since she was 12. 3 to say cruel or unkind things
to someone
a·bu·sive /@'byusIv/ adj. using cruel words or
physical violence: an abusive husband
a·bys·mal /@'bIzm@l/ adj. very bad: the country’s
abysmal record on human rights [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 abysm “abyss” (14—20 centuries), from
Old French abisme, from Late Latin abyssus]
THESAURUS
bad, awful, terrible, horrible,
appalling, horrendous, atrocious ➔ BAD 1

a·byss /@'bIs/ n. [C] 1 (literary) a very dangerous

or frightening situation: The country might plunge
into the abyss of economic ruin. 2 a very deep
hole or space that seems to have no bottom
AC 1 PHYSICS the abbreviation of ALTERNATING
CURRENT 2 the abbreviation of AIR CONDITIONING

ac·a·de·mi·a /"æk@'dimi@/

Ac n. [U] the activities and work done at universities and colleges, or
the teachers and students involved in it: Ph.D.
students often look for jobs in academia. [ORIGIN:
1900—2000 Modern Latin, Latin; ACADEMY]
ac·a·dem·ic1 /"æk@'dEmIkX/ Ac adj. relating
to education, especially in a college or university:
The academic year starts September 3rd. | Applicants for the job must show proof of their academic
achievement.
academic2 n. [C] a teacher in a college or university: The conference is attended by academics from
many of the country’s leading universities.
a·cad·e·my /@'kæd@mi/ Ac n. (plural academies) [C] 1 a school or college that trains students in a special subject or skill: a military
academy 2 an organization of people who want to
encourage the progress of art, science, literature,
etc.: the American Academy of Arts and Sciences
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin academia, from
Greek Akademeia the school in Athens at which
the ancient Greek thinker Plato taught]
ac·cede /æk'sid, Ik-/ v.
accede to sth phr. v. (formal) 1 to agree to a
demand, proposal, etc., especially after first disagreeing with it: The General acceded to a request
for time to bury the dead. 2 to achieve a position
of power or authority: He acceded to the papacy
after the death of John Paul II.
ac·cel·er·ate /@k'sEl@"reIt/ v. 1 [I] if a vehicle

A

accelerator

A
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(formal) to admit that you are responsible for someor its driver accelerates, it moves faster ➔
DRIVE 1 2 [I,T] to happen at a faster rate than usual,
thing bad that has happened: Benson accepts full
or to make something do this: We tried to acceler- responsibility for his crimes. [ORIGIN: 1300—
ate the process by heating the chemicals. 1400 French accepter, from Latin accipere “to
receive,” from ad- “to” + capere “to take”]
—acceleration /@k"sEl@'reIS@n/ n. [U]
ac·cel·er·a·tor /@k'sEl@"reIÔø/ n. [C] the part of ac·cept·a·ble /@k'sEpt@b@l/ adj. 1 good
a car that you press with your foot to make it go enough for a particular purpose: a deal that is
faster
acceptable to all sides | a cheap and acceptable
ac·cent1 /'æksEnt/ n. 1 [C] a way of pronounc- substitute for rubber
ing words that someone has because of where s/he
THESAURUS
satisfactory, good enough,
was born or lives: a strong southern accent | a
reasonable, adequate ➔ SATISFACTORY
German/Korean, etc. accent ➔ LANGUAGE 2 [C]
the part of a word that you emphasize when you 2 acceptable behavior is considered morally or
say it 3 [C] a mark, usually written above some socially good enough: Smoking used to be more
letters, such as é or â, that shows how to pronounce socially acceptable. | It is now considered acceptthat letter 4 [singular] the extra importance or able for mothers to work outside the home.
emphasis given to something: In this year’s guide, —acceptability /@k"sEpt@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [U]
there is an accent on restaurants that offer value
for money. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French, Latin ac·cept·ance /@k'sEpt@ns/ n. [U] 1 the act of
agreeing that something is right or true: the accepaccentus, from ad- “to” + cantus “song”]
tance of Einstein’s theory 2 the act of agreeing to
2
ac·cent /'æksEnt, æk'sEnt/ v. [T] to emphasize accept something that is offered to you: a candia word in speech
date’s acceptance of illegal contributions 3 the
ac·cen·tu·ate /@k'sEntSu"eIt, æk-/ v. [T] to process of allowing someone to become part of a
make something easier to notice: Her scarf accen- group: the immigrants’ gradual acceptance into the
community 4 the act of deciding that there is
tuated the blue of her eyes.
nothing you can do to change a bad situaTHESAURUS
emphasize, stress, highlight,
tion 5 gain/find acceptance to become popuunderline, underscore, exaggerate ➔
lar: Home computers first gained wide acceptance
EMPHASIZE
in the 1980s.
1
ac·cept /@k'sEpt/ v. 1 [I,T] to take something ac·cess /'æksEs/

that someone offers you, or to agree to do something that someone asks you to do ANT refuse:
They offered him the job, and he accepted. | Mr.
Ryan wouldn’t accept any money from us. | They
accepted our invitation to dinner. | She accepted his
offer to repair the damage on her car.
GRAMMAR

When someone asks you to do something, you
agree to do it. Do not say “accept to do
something”: The U.S. has agreed to provide aid.
You accept an invitation, a job, an offer, etc.:
Schroeder accepted a job offer to teach at
Princeton University.

2 [T] to admit that something bad or difficult is true,
and continue with your normal life: He’s not going
to change, and you just have to accept it. | I accept
that we’ve made mistakes. | It took Ann months to
accept her son’s death. 3 [T] to believe something,
because someone has persuaded you to believe it:
The jury accepted his story.
THESAURUS
believe, swallow, fall for sth,
buy, give credence to sth ➔ BELIEVE

4 [T] to let someone join an organization, university, etc. ANT reject: I’ve been accepted at/to Harvard. 5 [T] to let someone new become part of a
group and to treat him/her in the same way as other
members: At first, the kids at school didn’t accept
him. 6 [T] to let customers pay for something in a
particular way SYN take: We don’t accept credit
cards. 7 accept responsibility/blame for sth

Ac n. [U] 1 the right to enter
a place, use something, see someone, etc.: Anyone
with access to the Internet can visit our website. |
Many people living in developing countries do not
have access to clean drinking water. 2 the way
you enter a building or get to a place, or how easy
this is: The only access to the building is through
the parking lot. | The law requires businesses to
improve access for disabled customers. ➔ gain
access at GAIN 1 [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
French acces “arrival,” from Latin accessus
“approach”]

access2 v. [T] to find information, especially on a

computer: You can even access the Internet from
this cell phone.

ac·ces·si·ble /@k'sEs@b@l/

Ac adj. 1 easy to
reach or get into ANT inaccessible: The park is
not accessible by road. 2 easy to obtain or use: We
want a low-cost health care system that is accessible to every citizen. 3 easy to understand and
enjoy: We tried to make the play more accessible to
a young audience by reducing it from its original
three hours to ninety minutes. | I thought his last
book was more accessible. —accessibility
/@k"sEs@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [U]

ac·ces·so·ry /@k'sEs@ri/ n. (plural accessories)

[C] 1 something such as a belt, jewelry, etc. that

you wear or carry because it is attractive: a dress
with matching accessories 2 something that you
can add to a machine, tool, car, etc. which is not
necessary but is useful or attractive 3 LAW someone who helps a criminal

accord
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ac·ci·dent /'æks@d@nt, -"dEnt/ n. [C] 1 a situation in which someone is hurt or something is
damaged without anyone intending it to happen:
She didn’t do it on purpose – it was an accident. |
Her parents were killed in a car/traffic/auto etc.
accident. | Ken had an accident on the way home
from work.
THESAURUS

crash/collision – an accident in which a vehicle
hits something else
wreck – an accident in which a car or train is
badly damaged
pile-up – an accident that involves several cars
or trucks
disaster – something that happens which
causes a lot of harm or suffering
catastrophe – a very serious disaster
mishap – a small accident that does not have a
very serious effect

2 by accident in a way that is not intended or
planned: I discovered by accident that he’d lied to
me. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French, Latin
accidens “additional quality, chance,” from
accidere “to happen,” from ad- “to” + cadere
“to fall”]
ac·ci·den·tal /"æks@'dEnô@l/ adj. happening
without being planned or intended ANT deliberate:
He was killed in an accidental shooting.
—accidentally adv.: I accidentally locked myself
out of the house.
'accident-"prone adj. someone who is accidentprone often has accidents
ac·claim1 /@'kleIm/ v. [T] to praise someone or
something publicly: He was acclaimed as the best
coach in football.
acclaim2 n. [U] strong praise for a person, idea,
book, etc.: Morrison’s novels have won critical
acclaim.
ac·claimed /@'kleImd/ adj. praised by a lot of
people: The film has been highly/widely acclaimed
by critics.
ac·cli·mate /'ækl@"meIt/ also ac·cli·ma·tize
/@'klaIm@"taIz/ v. [I,T] to become used to the
weather, way of living, etc. in a new place, or to
make someone do this: It takes the astronauts a day
to get acclimated to conditions in space.
—acclimatization /@"klaIm@Ô@'zeIS@n/ n. [U]
ac·co·lade /'æk@"leId/ n. [C] praise and approval
given to someone, or a prize given to someone for
his/her work [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 French accoler “to embrace,” from Vulgar Latin accolare,
from Latin collum “neck”]

ac·com·mo·date /@'kAm@"deIt/

Ac

v. 1 [T]

to have enough space for a particular number of
people or things: The hall can accommodate 300
people. 2 [T] to give someone a place to stay, live,
or work: The dorm was built in 1980 to accommodate new students. 3 [I] to get used to a new
situation, place, etc.: It can take northerners a long
time to accommodate to Florida’s hot climate.

[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin, past participle of
accommodare, from ad- “to” + commodare “to
make fit,” from commodus “suitable”]

ac·com·mo·dat·ing /@'kAm@"deIÔIÎ/

Ac adj.

helpful and willing to do what someone else wants:
All the Japanese people I met seemed very polite
and accommodating.

ac·com·mo·da·tion /@"kAm@'deIS@n/

Ac

n. 1 accommodations [plural] a place to live,

stay, or work: The cost of the trip includes meals
and motel accommodations. 2 [singular, U] (formal)
a way of solving a problem between two people or
groups so that both are satisfied: The ruling party
must reach an accommodation with one of the
opposition parties or it will lose power.

ac·com·pa·ni·ment /@'kömp@nim@nt/

Ac

n. 1 [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS music played while some-

one sings or plays another instrument: He sang the
national anthem, while another student provided
piano accompaniment. | an orchestral accompaniment 2 [C] (formal) something that is good to eat or
drink with another food: This wine makes a nice
accompaniment to fish. 3 to the accompaniment of something while something else is happening, or while another sound can be heard: The
soldiers marched to the accompaniment of drums
and whistles.

ac·com·pa·nist /@'kömp@nIst/ n. [C] ENG. LANG.
ARTS

someone who plays a musical instrument
while another person sings or plays the main tune

ac·com·pa·ny /@'kömp@ni/

Ac v. (accompanied, accompanies) [T] 1 (formal) to go some-

where with someone: Children under 12 must be
accompanied by an adult. | She needed someone to
accompany her to the doctor. 2 to happen or exist
at the same time: Tonight, heavy rains will be
accompanied by high winds. 3 ENG. LANG. ARTS to
play music while someone is playing or singing the
main tune [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Old French
acompaignier, from compaing “companion”]

ac·com·plice /@'kAmplIs/ n. [C] someone who
helps a criminal do something wrong

ac·com·plish /@'kAmplIS/ v. [T] to succeed in
doing something: We’ve accomplished our goal of
raising $45,000.

ac·com·plished /@'kAmplISt/ adj. very skillful:
an accomplished musician

THESAURUS
skillful, expert, talented,
gifted ➔ SKILLFUL

ac·com·plish·ment

/@'kAmplISm@nt/

n. 1 [U] the act of accomplishing something: the
accomplishment of policy goals 2 [C] something

you can do well: Playing the piano is one of her
many accomplishments.

ac·cord1 /@'kOrd/ n. 1 of sb’s own accord
without being asked or forced to do something: I
didn’t say anything. He left of his own
accord. 2 [C] (formal) an official agreement

A

accord

A

between countries 3 in accord (with sth) (formal) in agreement with someone or something:
These results are in accord with earlier research.

accord2 v. [T] (formal) to give someone or some-

thing special attention or a particular type of treatment: the wealth and privilege accorded to those in
power
ac·cord·ance /@'kOrdns/ n. in accordance
with sth according to a system or rule: He placed
pebbles on the grave, in accordance with Jewish
tradition.
ac·cord·ing·ly /@'kOrdIÎli/ adv. 1 in a way that
is appropriate for a particular situation, or based on
what someone has done or said: If you break the
rules, you will be punished accordingly. 2 (formal)
as a result of something SYN therefore: The law
was ruled unconstitutional. Accordingly, Congress
amended the bill in line with the court’s ruling.
THESAURUS
therefore, so, as a
result/consequently/as a consequence, thus,
hence ➔ THEREFORE

ac'cording to prep. 1 as shown by something or
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that amount in your account.
When the amount of money in your account is less
than zero, you are overdrawn.
Many banks have an online banking service,
which allows you to check the balance in your
account, make payments, etc. using a computer
that is connected to the Internet.
THESAURUS

checking account – one that you use regularly
for making payments, etc.

savings account – one where you leave money

for longer periods of time, and which pays you a
higher rate of interest than a checking account
joint account – one that is used by two people,
usually a husband and wife
online account – one which allows you to
check the balance in your account, make
payments, etc. by using a computer that is
connected to the Internet

3 take sth into account/take account of sth
to consider particular facts when judging or deciding something: The price does not take taxes into
account. 4 [C,U] an arrangement with a shop or
company that allows you to buy goods and pay for
them later: buying a dishwasher on account |
Please settle your account (=pay all you owe) as
soon as possible. | I’d like to charge this to my
account
(=pay
using
this
arrangement). 5 accounts [plural] ECONOMICS a record of
the money that a company has received and spent:
The accounts for last year showed a profit of $2
million. 6 [C] ECONOMICS a company or organization that regularly buys goods or a service from
another company over a long period of time: Our
sales manager won five new accounts this
year. 7 not on my/his etc. account (spoken)
not for me or because of me: Don’t stay up late on
my account. 8 on no account (formal) used in
order to say that someone must not do something:
On no account should anyone go near the building.
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French acompter,
from compter “to count”]

said by someone: According to our records, you
still have six of our books. | The president is still
very popular, according to recent public opinion
polls. 2 in a way that is directly affected or determined by something: You will be paid according to
the amount of work you do. | Everything went
according to plan.
ac·cor·di·on /@'kOrdi@n/ n. [C] a musical instrument that is played by pulling the sides and pushing
buttons to produce different notes
ac·cost /@'kOst, @'kAst/ v. [T] (formal) to go up to
someone you do not know and speak to him/her in
an impolite or threatening way: I was accosted by a
man asking for money.
ac·count1 /@'kaUnt/ n. 1 [C] a written or spoken
description of an event or situation: Can you give us
an account of what happened? | a detailed account
of the attack | By/From all accounts (=according to
what everyone says), Frank was once a great
account2 v.
player. 2 [C] also bank account an arrangement
with a bank that allows you to keep your money account for sth phr. v. to be the reason for somethere and take money out when you need it: I don’t thing, or to explain the reason for something: How
have much money in my account. | I’d like to open do you account for the $20 that’s missing?
an account, please. | checking account (=one that ac·count·a·ble /@'kaUnô@b@l/ adj. [not before
you can take money out of at any time) | savings noun] responsible for what you do, and willing to
account (=one in which you save money so that the explain it: If anything happens to Max, I’ll hold you
amount increases)
accountable (=consider you responsible).
—accountability /@"kaUnô@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [U]
TOPIC
ac·count·ant
/@'kaUnt@nt, @'kaUnt§nt/ n. [C]
You open an account at a bank.
ECONOMICS someone whose job is to write or check
You pay, put, or deposit money into your
financial records
account.
You take money out of your account or
ac·count·ing /@'kaUnôIÎ/ n. [U] ECONOMICS the
withdraw money from your account.
job of being an accountant
You can do this at a bank, or you can use an ATM
ac·cred·it·ed
/@'krEdIÔId/ adj. having official
(=a machine that you use with a card). An ATM is
approval: an accredited college —accreditation
also called a cash machine.
/@"krEd@'teIS@n/ n. [U]
When there is money in your account, you have a
balance of that amount of money, or you have
ac·cre·tion /@'kriS@n/ n. 1 [C,U] (formal) a layer

achievement
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of a substance which slowly forms on something:
an accretion of minerals 2 (formal) a gradual process by which new things are added and something
gradually changes or gets bigger: an accretion of
knowledge
ac·crue /@'kru/ v. [I,T] to increase over a period of
time: tax benefits that accrue to investors

ac·cu·mu·late /@'kyumy@"leIt/

Ac

v. [I,T] to

gradually increase in amount, or to make something do this: Drifting snow began to accumulate at
the entrance to the tunnel. | He accumulated a large
fortune from investments in real estate.
—accumulation /@"kyumy@'leIS@n/ n. [C,U]:
the accumulation of greenhouse gases in the upper
atmosphere

ac·cu·ra·cy /'æky@r@si/

Ac n. [U] the quality
of being accurate: The bombs can be aimed with
amazing accuracy.

ac·cu·rate /'æky@rIt/

Ac
adj. 1 correct in
every detail ANT inaccurate: The Hubble telescope provides scientists with accurate information
about our solar system. | The book claims to be
historically accurate.
THESAURUS

right, correct, true ➔ RIGHT 1

2 an accurate shot, throw, etc. succeeds in hitting
the thing that it is aimed at [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
Latin, past participle of accurare “to take care
of,” from ad “toward” + cura “care”]
—accurately adv.: He estimated the cost of
repairs pretty accurately.

ac·cu·sa·tion /"æky@'zeIS@n/ n. [C] a statement
saying that someone has done something wrong or
illegal: Serious accusations have been made
against the Attorney General. | The boy’s parents
face accusations (=are accused) of neglect and
abuse.
THESAURUS

allegation (formal) – a statement that someone
has done something illegal, which has not been
proved: He has denied the allegations of
wrongdoing.
charge – a statement that says what crime
someone is accused of: The charges against her
were dismissed.
indictment (Law) – an official written statement
saying that someone has done something illegal
and that there is enough evidence to have a trial
in a court of law: He is under indictment for credit
card fraud.
complaint (Law) – if you file a complaint, you
make a formal statement saying that you think
someone is guilty of a crime: She filed a
complaint against her employers, accusing them of
discrimination.

ac·cu·sa·tive /@'kyuz@ÔIv/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS

a form of a noun that shows that the noun is the
of a verb, in languages such as
Latin or German ➔ DATIVE

DIRECT OBJECT

ac·cuse /@'kyuz/ v. [T] to say that someone has
done something wrong or illegal: Norton was
accused of murder. | Are you accusing me of cheating? —accuser n. [C]
THESAURUS

allege – to say that something is true, though it

has not been proved: Ms. Ruiz alleges that she
was harassed.
charge – to state officially which crime someone
may be guilty of: He was charged with murder.
indict (Law) – to officially charge someone with
a crime and take him/her to a court of law: He
was indicted on charges of fraud.

ac·cused /@'kyuzd/ n. the accused

LAW the
person or people who are accused of a crime in a
court of law
ac·cus·tomed /@'köst@md/ adj. (formal) 1 be
accustomed to (doing) sth to be used to something and accept it as normal: Ed’s eyes quickly
grew/became/got accustomed to the dark. 2 [only
before noun] usual: We sat at our accustomed table.
—accustom v. [T]
ace1 /eIs/ n. [C] 1 a PLAYING CARD with one
mark on it, that has the highest or lowest value in a
game: the ace of spades ➔ see picture at PLAYING
CARD 2 a SERVE (=first hit) in tennis or VOLLEYBALL that is so good that your opponent cannot hit
it back 3 someone who is extremely skillful at
doing something: a World War II flying ace | the
school’s ace pitcher
ace2 v. [T] (spoken) to do very well on a test, a
piece of written work, etc.: Danny aced the spelling
test.
a·cer·bic /@'søbIk/ adj. criticizing someone or
something in an intelligent but cruel way: an acerbic wit
a·cet·y·lene /@'seÔl-In, -in/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY a
gas which burns with a bright flame and is used in
equipment for cutting and joining pieces of metal
ache1 /eIk/ n. [C] a continuous pain: I have a
headache/backache/toothache etc. [ORIGIN: Old
English acan] —achy adj.: My arm feels all achy.
ache2 v. [I] 1 to feel a continuous pain: I ache all
over. ➔ HURT 1 2 to want to do or have something
very much: Jenny was aching to go home.
a·chieve /@'tSiv/ Ac v. [T] to succeed in getting
a good result or in doing something you want: You
will have to work a lot harder if you want to
achieve your goals. | The company failed to achieve
the results its major shareholders had expected.
—achiever n. [C]: Many of our students are high
achievers. —achievable adj.
a·chieve·ment /@'tSivm@nt/ Ac n. 1 [C]
something good and impressive that you succeed in
doing: Winning the championship is quite an
achievement. | He read about his son’s achievements in the newspaper. 2 [U] success in doing or
getting what you worked for: Juan received an
award for his exceptional academic achievement.

A

acid
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ac·id1 /'æsId/ n. [C,U] a liquid chemical substance.

A

Some types of acid can burn holes in things or
damage your skin: hydrochloric acid [ORIGIN:
1600—1700 French acide, from Latin acere “to
be sour”]
acid2 adj. using humor in an unkind way or saying
cruel things: Everyone fears her acid tongue.
a·cid·ic /@'sIdIk/ adj. 1 having a very sour
taste 2 containing acid —acidity /@'sId@Ôi/ n. [U]
"acid 'rain n. [U] EARTH SCIENCES rain that can
damage the environment because it contains acid
from factory smoke, waste gases from cars and
trucks, etc. ➔ ENVIRONMENT
ac·knowl·edge /@k'nAlIdZ/ Ac v. [T] 1 to
accept or admit that something is true or official:
Angie acknowledged (that) she had made a
mistake. | They are refusing to acknowledge the
court’s decision. 2 to recognize how good or
important someone or something is: It is acknowledged as the finest restaurant in London. | He’s
widely acknowledged to be the best surgeon in his
field. 3 to let someone know that you have
received something from him/her: She never
acknowledged my letter. 4 to show someone that
you have seen him/her or heard what s/he has said:
Jackson waved, acknowledging his fans.
ac·knowl·edg·ment /@k'nAlIdZm@nt/ Ac
n. 1 [C,U] the act of admitting or accepting that
something is true: The public may consider Berry’s
silence to be an acknowledgment of his
guilt. 2 [C] a letter you write telling someone that
you have received something s/he sent to you
ac·ne /'ækni/ n. [U] a skin problem that causes
spots to appear on the face and is common among
young people
a·corn /'eIkOrn/ n. [C] the nut of an OAK tree
➔ see picture at PLANT

1

something: We have already acquainted ourselves
with the facts.
ac·quaint·ance /@'kweInt§ns/ n. [C] someone
you know, but not very well: He’s an old acquaintance of mine from school.
ac·quaint·ed /@'kweInôId/ adj. if you are
acquainted with someone, you know him/her, but
not well: Yes, I’m acquainted with Roger. | Why
don’t you two get acquainted (=start to learn more
about each other)?
ac·qui·esce /"ækwi'Es/ v. [I] (formal) to agree to
do what someone wants, or to allow something to
happen, although you do not like it
—acquiescence n. [U]
ac·quire /@'kwaIø/ Ac v. [T] 1 to buy a company or property: The present owner, who acquired
the property in 1995, is moving to Santa Monica.
THESAURUS

buy, purchase, get ➔ BUY 1

2 to develop or learn a skill, or become known for a
particular quality: She spent years completing her
education and acquiring the necessary skills to
become a surgeon. | He acquired a reputation for
honesty.
THESAURUS

learn, study, master ➔ LEARN

3 an acquired taste something that you only
begin to like after you have tried it a few times:
Whiskey is often an acquired taste. [ORIGIN:
1400—1500 Old French aquerre, from Latin
acquirere, from ad- “to” + quaerere “to look for,
obtain”]

ac·qui·si·tion /"ækw@'zIS@n/

Ac
n. (formal) 1 [U] the act of getting something: the acquisition of new companies 2 [C] something that you

have gotten: a recent acquisition

ac·quit /@'kwIt/ v. (acquitted, acquitting) [T]

LAW to decide in a court of law that someone is not
guilty of a crime: Simmons was acquitted of murder. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French acquiter,
from quite “free of”]
ac·quit·tal /@'kwIÔl/ n. [C,U] LAW an official statement in a court of law that someone is not guilty:
The trial ended with his acquittal.
a·cre /'eIkø/ n. [C] a unit for measuring an area of
land, equal to 4,840 square yards or about 4,047
square meters
a·cous·tic /@'kustIk/ adj. 1 relating to sound ac·rid /'ækrId/ adj. having a very strong and bad
and the way people hear things 2 an acoustic smell that hurts your nose or throat: a cloud of
musical instrument is not electric: an acoustic gui- acrid smoke
tar [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Greek akoustikos “of ac·ri·mo·ni·ous /"ækr@'moUni@s/ adj. (formal)
hearing,” from akouein “to hear”]
an acrimonious meeting, argument, etc. involves a
a·cous·tics /@'kustIks/ n. [plural] the way in lot of anger and disagreement: an acrimonious
which the shape and size of a room affect the divorce
quality of the sound you can hear in it
ac·ri·mo·ny /'ækr@"moUni/ n. [U] (formal) very
ac·quaint /@'kweInt/ v. acquaint yourself angry feelings between people, often strongly
with sth (formal) to deliberately find out about expressed

active
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ac·ro·bat /'ækr@"bæt/ n. [C] someone who does

difficult physical actions to entertain people, such
as balancing on a high rope [ORIGIN: 1800—1900
French acrobate, from Greek akrobatos “walking on the ends of the toes”] —acrobatic
/"ækr@'bæÔIk/ adj.
ac·ro·bat·ics /"ækr@'bæÔIks/ n. [plural] the skill
or tricks of an acrobat
ac·ro·nym /'ækr@nIm/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
word that is made from the first letters of a group of
words. For example, NATO is an acronym for the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization. [ORIGIN:
1900—2000 acr- “beginning, end” (from Greek
akr-) + -onym (as in homonym)]
a·cross /@'krOs/ adv., prep. 1 from one side of
something to the other side: The road’s too busy to
walk across. | Vince stared across the canyon. |
flying across the Atlantic 2 10 feet/5 miles etc.
across used to show how wide something is: At its
widest point, the river is 2 miles across. 3 on the
opposite side of something: Ben lives across the
street from us. | Andi sat across from me. | The
school is all the way across town. 4 reaching or
spreading from one side of an area to the other:
There was only one bridge across the bay. | a deep
crack across the ceiling 5 across the board
affecting everyone or everything: Changes will
have to be made across the board.
a·cryl·ic /@'krIlIk/ adj. CHEMISTRY acrylic paints,
cloth, etc. are made from a chemical substance
rather than a natural substance
act1 /ækt/ v. 1 [I] to do something: We must act
now in order to protect American jobs. | The jury
decided that Walker had acted in self-defense. |
We’re acting on the advice of our lawyer (=doing
what s/he says). 2 [I] to behave in a particular way:
Nick’s been acting strangely recently. | Pam’s acting like a baby. | Gabe acted as if nothing was
wrong. 3 [I,T] to perform as a character in a play or
movie: I started acting in high school. 4 [I] to
produce a particular effect: Salt acts as a preservative.
act sth ↔ out phr. v. to show how an event
happened by performing it like a play: The children
read the story and then acted it out.
act up phr. v. to behave badly, or not work correctly: The car’s acting up again.
act2 n. 1 [C] something that you do: a criminal
act | acts of cruelty | Police caught the suspect in
the act of making a bomb.
USAGE

Act is always countable, and is used when you
mean a particular type of action: an act of
kindness | acts of violence
Action can be countable or uncountable: His
actions were honorable. | We need to take
immediate action.

2 [C] also Act a law that has been officially
accepted by the government: the Civil Rights
Act 3 [C] also Act one of the main parts of a play,
OPERA , etc.: Hamlet kills the king in Act 5. 4 [C] a

short piece of entertainment on television or stage:
a comedy act 5 [singular] behavior that is not
sincere: He doesn’t care, Laura – it’s just an
act. 6 get your act together (informal) to start to
do things in a more organized or effective way: If
Julie doesn’t get her act together, she’ll never
graduate. 7 get in on the act (informal) to
become involved in a successful activity that someone else has started
act·ing1 /'æktIÎ/ adj. acting manager/director
etc. someone who replaces the manager, etc. for a
short time
acting2 n. [U] the job or skill of performing in
plays or movies
ac·tion /'ækS@n/ n. 1 [U] the process of doing
something for a particular purpose: He realized the
need for immediate action. | We must take action
(=start doing something) before it’s too late. | The
best course of action (=way of dealing with the
situation) is to resign immediately. | His lawyers
have threatened to take legal action. 2 [C] something that you do: The child could not be held
responsible for his actions. | His quick actions
probably saved my life. 3 out of action (informal)
not working because of damage or injury: My car’s
out of action. | Jim will be out of action for two
weeks. 4 [U] (informal) exciting things that are
happening: New York’s where the action is. | an
action movie (=one with a lot of fast exciting
scenes) 5 in action doing a particular job or
activity: a chance to see ski jumpers in
action 6 [C,U] fighting in a war: He was killed in
action.
THESAURUS

➔ WAR

war, fighting, combat, warfare

7 [U] the effect a substance has on something: The
rock is worn down by the action of the falling
water.

'action "verb n. [C]

ENG. LANG. ARTS a verb that
describes an action rather than a state, for example
“run” or “jump”
ac·ti·vate /'ækt@"veIt/ v. [T] (formal) to make
something start working: This switch activates the
alarm. —activation /"ækt@'veIS@n/ n. [U]

ac·tive1 /'æktIv/ adj. 1 always doing things, or

moving around a lot ANT inactive: Grandpa’s very
active for his age. | games for active youngsters 2 involved in an organization or activity by
doing things for it: an active member of the American Civil Liberties Union | Mahke is active in the
Republican Party. 3 working or operating in the
expected way: The alarm is now active. 4 EARTH
SCIENCES an active VOLCANO is likely to explode
and pour out fire and LAVA (=hot liquid
rock) 5 ENG. LANG. ARTS an active verb or sentence
has the person or thing doing the action as its
SUBJECT . In “The boy kicked the ball,” the verb
“kick” is active. ANT passive

active2 n. the active (voice) ENG. LANG. ARTS the
active form of a verb ➔

PASSIVE

A

actively
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ac·tive·ly /'æktIvli/ adv. in a way that involves A.D. Anno Domini used in order to show that a

A

doing things or taking part in something: My par- date is a particular number of years after the birth
of Christ ➔ B.C. : 432 A.D.
ents are actively involved with the church.
ac·tiv·ist /'ækt@vIst/ n. [C] someone who works ad·age /'ædIdZ/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a wellto achieve social or political change: human rights known phrase that says something wise about life
activists —activism n. [U]
ad·a·mant /'æd@m@nt/ adj. (formal) determined
ac·tiv·i·ty /æk'tIv@Ôi/ n. (plural activities) 1 [C not to change your opinion, decision, etc. [ORIGIN:
800—900 Old French, Latin adamas “hardest
usually plural] things that you do for pleasure: afterschool activities | She loves nature and outdoor metal, diamond,” from Greek] —adamantly
activities. 2 [C,U] things that you do because you adv.: The chairman has remained adamantly
want to achieve something: an increase in terrorist opposed to the project.
activity | anti-government political activity 3 [U] a Ad·am’s
ap·ple
situation in which a lot of things are happening or a /'æd@mz "æp@l/ n. [C]
lot of things are being done: the noise and activity the lump at the front of
of the city
a man’s neck, that
ac·tor /'æktø/ n. [C] someone who performs in a moves when he talks or
swallows
play or movie: a leading Hollywood actor ➔
MOVIE
a·dapt /@'dæpt/ Ac
ac·tress /'æktrIs/ n. [C] a woman who performs v. 1 [I,T] to change your
behavior or ideas to fit a
in a play or movie ➔ MOVIE
new situation: The kids
ac·tu·al /'æktSu@l, 'ækSu@l/ adj. real or exact: are having trouble adapting to their new school. |
Were those his actual words? | Well, the actual cost These plants are able to adapt themselves to desert
is a lot higher than they say.
conditions. 2 [T] to change something so that it is
ac·tu·al·ly /'æktSu@li, -tS@li, 'ækSu@li, -S@li/ appropriate for a new purpose: The car has been
adapted to take unleaded gas. | The house was
adv. 1 used to emphasize that something is true,
especially when it is a little surprising or unex- adapted for wheelchair users.
pected: They were never actually married. | What
THESAURUS
change, alter, adjust, modify
actually happened? | Actually, it was a lot of
➔ CHANGE 1
fun. 2 used in order to give more information, give
your opinion, etc.: The watch actually belonged to a·dapt·a·ble /@'dæpt@b@l/ Ac adj. able to
my father. | Actually, I think I’ll stay home tonight.
change and be successful in new and different
a·cu·men /@'kyum@n, 'æky@m@n/ n. [U] the situations —adaptability /@"dæpt@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [U]
ability to think quickly and make good judgments: ad·ap·ta·tion /"æd@p'teIS@n, "ædæp-/ Ac
business acumen
n. 1 [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a play, movie, or television
ac·u·punc·ture /'æky@"pöÎktSø/ n. [U] a way program that is based on a book 2 [U] the process
of treating pain or illness by putting thin needles of changing something so that it can be used in a
different way or in different conditions
into parts of the body
a·dapt·er /@'dæptø/ n. [C] an object you use to
a·cute /@'kyut/ adj. 1 very serious or severe: connect two pieces of electrical equipment, or to
acute pain | acute shortages of food 2 quick to connect more than one piece of equipment to the
notice and understand things: an acute same power supply
observation | an acute mind 3 showing an ability
to notice small differences in sound, taste, etc.: add /æd/ v. [T] 1 to put something with something
acute hearing 4 BIOLOGY an acute disease or illness else, or with a group of other things: Continue
quickly becomes dangerous ➔ CHRONIC : acute mixing, then add flour. | Do you want to add your
tuberculosis 5 ENG. LANG. ARTS an acute ACCENT name to the mailing list? 2 MATH to put numbers or
(=a mark used to show how something is pro- amounts together and then calculate the total: If you
nounced) is a small line written above a vowel. In add 5 and 3, you get 8. | The interest will be added
the word “café,” the letter “e” has an acute accent. to your savings every six months. 3 to say some[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin, past participle of thing extra about what you have just said: The
judge added that this case was one of the worst she
acuere “to sharpen,” from acus “needle”]
had ever tried.
a"cute 'angle n. [C] MATH an acute angle is less
THESAURUS
say, mention, state ➔ SAY 1
than 90° ➔ OBLIQUE ANGLE , OBTUSE ANGLE ➔ see
picture at ANGLE 1

a·cutely /@'kyutli/ adv. feeling or noticing some-

thing very strongly: We are acutely aware of the
problem.
a"cute 'triangle n. [C] MATH a TRIANGLE whose
three angles are each less than 90°
ad /æd/ n. [C] (informal) an advertisement

4 add insult to injury to make a bad situation
even worse for someone who has already been
treated badly [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin addere,
from ad- “to” + -dere “to put”]
add on ↔ sth phr. v. to include or put on something extra: Eating chocolate really adds on the
calories.

adhesion
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add to sth phr. v. to make a feeling or quality
stronger and more noticeable: The change of plans
only added to our confusion.
add up phr. v. 1 add sth ↔ up to put numbers or
amounts together and then calculate the total: We’re
now adding up the latest figures. 2 not add up to
not seem true or reasonable: Her story (=explanation or account of what has happened) just doesn’t
add up.
ad·den·dum /@'dEnd@m/ n. (plural addenda
/-d@/) [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS something that is added to
the end of a book, usually to give more information
ad·dict /'ædIkt/ n. [C] someone who is unable to
stop taking drugs: a heroin addict
ad·dict·ed /@'dIktId/ adj. unable to stop taking a
drug: Marvin was addicted to sleeping pills.
—addiction /@'dIkS@n/ n. [C,U]: addiction to
alcohol —addictive /@'dIktIv/ adj.: a highly
addictive drug
ad·di·tion /@'dIS@n/ n. 1 in addition used in
order to add another fact to what has already been
mentioned: We installed a new security system. In
addition, extra guards were hired. | In addition to
his job, Harvey also coaches Little League.

where someone lives or works, including the number of a building, name of the street and town, etc.:
I forgot to give Damien my new address. | Write
your name and address on a postcard. | Please
notify us of any change of address. 2 a series of
letters or numbers used to send an email to someone, or to reach a page of information on the
Internet: Give me your email address. ➔ INTERNET 3 /@'drEs/ a formal speech: the Gettysburg
Address
ad·dress2 /@'drEs/ v. [T] 1 to write a name and
address on an envelope, package, etc.: There’s a
letter here addressed to you. 2 (formal) to speak
directly to a person or a group: A guest speaker
then addressed the audience. | You should address
your question to the chairman. 3 address a
problem/question/issue etc. (formal) to start
trying to solve a problem: Special meetings address
the concerns of new members. 4 to use a particular
name or title when speaking or writing to someone:
The President should be addressed as “Mr. President.”
a·dept /@'dEpt/ adj. good at doing something that
needs care or skill: He has become adept at cooking. —adeptly adv.

THESAURUS

THESAURUS

extra – if something is extra, it is not included in

deft ➔ SKILLFUL

the price of something and you have to pay more
for it: Dinner costs $15, but drinks are extra.
on top of – in addition to a lot of other things,
or in addition to a large amount, when you do
not think this is good: On top of everything else, I
have to work on Saturday.
as well as – in addition to something or
someone else: She plays the piano as well as the
violin.

2 [U] MATH the process of adding together several
numbers or amounts to get a total ➔ DIVISION ,
MULTIPLICATION , SUBTRACTION 3 [C] something
that is added to something else: The book will be a
welcome addition to any travel reader’s collection.
THESAURUS

additive – a substance that is added to food to

make it taste or look better or to keep it fresh:
food additives
supplement – something that is added to
something else to improve it: vitamin supplements

4 [C] an extra room that is added to a building
ad·di·tion·al /@'dIS@n@l/ adj. more than you
already have, or more than was agreed or expected
SYN extra: We were charged an additional $50 in
late fees. | Additional information is available on
our website.
THESAURUS

➔ MORE 2

more, another, extra, further

ad·di·tive /'æd@ÔIv/ n. [C usually plural] a sub-

stance that is added to food to make it taste or look
better or to keep it fresh ➔ ADDITION
ad·dress1 /@'drEs, 'ædrEs/ n. [C] 1 the details of

skillful, expert, accomplished,

ad·e·quate /'æd@kwIt/

Ac adj. 1 enough in
quantity or of a good enough quality for a particular
purpose ANT inadequate: We have not been given
adequate information. | Her income is hardly
adequate to pay the bills.
THESAURUS

enough, sufficient ➔ ENOUGH

2 fairly good, but not excellent: an adequate performance [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin, past participle of adaequare “to make equal,” from ad“to” + aequare “to equal”]
THESAURUS
satisfactory, good enough,
acceptable, passable, reasonable,
respectable ➔ SATISFACTORY

—adequacy n. [U] —adequately adv.

ad·here /@d'hIr/ v. [I] (formal) to stick firmly to
something

adhere to sth phr. v. (formal) to continue to behave

according to a particular rule, agreement, or belief:
Not all the states adhered to the treaty.
ad·her·ence /@d'hIr@ns/ n. [U] the act of behaving according to particular rules, ideas, or beliefs: a
strict adherence to religious beliefs
ad·her·ent /@d'hIr@nt/ n. [C] someone who
agrees with and supports a particular idea, opinion,
or political party
ad·he·sion /@d'hiZ@n/ n. 1 [U] the state of one
thing sticking to another thing 2 [C,U] BIOLOGY a
piece of body TISSUE (=flesh) that has grown
around a small injury or damaged area and has
joined it to other tissue, or the process of joining

A

adhesive

A

two tissues together in this way 3 [U] PHYSICS a
force that makes the atoms of different substances
join tightly together when the substances touch
each other
ad·he·sive /@d'hisIv, -zIv/ n. [C] a substance
such as glue, that can stick things together
—adhesive adj.: adhesive tape
ad hoc /"æd 'hAk/ adj., adv. done when necessary,
rather than planned or regular: an ad hoc committee
ad·ja·cent /@'dZeIs@nt/ Ac adj. (formal) next to
something: The library is adjacent to the main
campus. | The warehouse is much bigger than the
adjacent buildings. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin,
present participle of adjacere “to lie near,” from
ad- “to” + jacere “to lie”]
ad"jacent 'angles n. [plural] MATH two angles
that are next to one another and share one side,
formed when a straight line divides one angle into
two parts
ad·jec·tive /'ædZIktIv, 'ædZ@tIv/ n. [C] ENG.
LANG. ARTS in grammar, a word that describes a noun
or PRONOUN . In the sentence “I bought a new car,”
“new” is an adjective. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
French adjectif, from Latin adjectus, past participle of adjicere, from ad- “to” + jacere “to
throw”]
ad·join·ing /@'dZOInIÎ/ adj. next to something,
and connected to it: a bedroom with an adjoining
bathroom —adjoin v. [T]
ad·journ /@'dZøn/ v. [I,T] to stop a meeting or a
legal process for a short time or until a later date:
This court is adjourned until 2:30 p.m. tomorrow.
—adjournment n. [C,U]
ad·ju·di·cate /@'dZudI"keIt/ v. [I,T] (formal) to
judge something such as a competition, or to make
an
official
decision
—adjudication
/@"dZudI'keIS@n/ n. [U]
ad·junct1 /'ædZöÎkt/ n. [C] (formal) something
that is added or joined to something else, but is not
part of it.: She took a course in computing as an
adjunct to her degree studies.
adjunct2 adj. adjunct professor/instructor a
professor or instructor who works PART-TIME at a
college
ad·just /@'dZöst/ Ac v. 1 [I] to gradually
become familiar with a new situation: When we
moved to a new neighborhood, it took the children
a long time to adjust. | It took a few seconds for her
eyes to adjust to the darkness. 2 [T] to change or
move something slightly in order to improve it,
make it more effective, etc.: Adjust your seat and
mirror before driving away.
THESAURUS
change, alter, adapt, modify,
revise, amend ➔ CHANGE 1

—adjustable adj.
ad·just·ment /@'dZösôm@nt/ Ac n. [C,U] 1 a
small change made to a machine, system, or calculation: We’ve made some adjustments to our original calculations. | a slight/minor/fine adjustment
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(=a small change) 2 a change in the way you
behave or think: Moving to the city has been a
difficult adjustment for us.
ad-lib /"æd'lIb/ v. (ad-libbed, ad-libbing) [I,T] to
say something in a speech or a performance without preparing or planning it —ad lib n. [C]
ad·min·is·ter /@d'mIn@stø/ v. [T] 1 to manage
and organize the affairs of a company, government,
etc. 2 to provide or organize something officially
as part of your job: The test was administered to all
high school seniors. 3 (formal) to give someone a
medicine or drug: Painkillers were administered to
the boy. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French aministrer, from Latin administrare, from ad- “to” +
ministrare “to serve”]
ad·min·is·tra·tion /@d"mIn@'streIS@n/ Ac
n. 1 [C] the government of a country at a particular
time: He was Secretary of State during the Bush
administration. 2 [U] the activities that are
involved in managing and organizing the affairs of
a company, institution, etc.: We’re looking for
someone with experience in administration. 3 the
administration the people who manage a company, institution, etc.
ad·min·i·stra·tive /@d'mIn@"streIÔIv/ Ac adj.
relating to the work of managing a company or
organization: Our administrative staff will deal
with all the paperwork for you. | The job is mainly
administrative.
ad"ministrative as'sistant n. [C] someone
who works in an office, typing letters, keeping
records, answering telephone calls, arranging meetings, etc.
ad·min·is·tra·tor /@d'mIn@"streIÔø/ Ac n. [C]
someone whose job is related to the management
and organization of a company, institution, etc.: A
decision will be made next week by the hospital
administrators.
ad·mi·ra·ble /'ædm@r@b@l/ adj. having many
good qualities that you respect and admire: an
admirable achievement —admirably adv.
ad·mi·ral /'ædm@r@l/ n. [C] a very high rank in
the navy, or an officer who has this rank [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Old French amiral, from Medieval
Latin admirallus, from Arabic amir-al- “commander of the”]
ad·mi·ra·tion /"ædm@'reIS@n/ n. [U] a feeling of
approval and respect for something or someone:
She’s always had great admiration for her father.
ad·mire /@d'maIø/ v. [T] 1 to approve of and
respect someone or something: I really admire the
way she brings up those kids. | I admired her for
having the courage to tell the truth.
THESAURUS

respect – to admire someone because of

his/her knowledge, skill, personal qualities, etc.:
He is respected by his colleagues.
look up to sb – to admire and respect someone
who is older and more experienced than you:
The other kids looked up to him.

adrift
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idolize – to admire someone so much that you

think s/he is perfect: He’s now competing with
the players he idolized in high school.
worship – to love and admire someone very
much: His son just worships him.
revere (formal) – to respect and admire
someone or something very much: As a civil
rights leader, Martin Luther King was revered for
his courage and leadership.
hold sb in high esteem (formal) – to respect
and admire someone a lot: Her colleagues held
her in high esteem.

2 to look at something and think how beautiful or
impressive it is: We stopped to admire the view.
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French admirer, from
Latin admirari, from ad- “to” + mirari “to
wonder”] —admirer n. [C] —admiring adj.: She
drew admiring glances from all the men (=the men
were looking at her with approval because she is
attractive). —admiringly adv.
ad·mis·si·ble /@d'mIs@b@l/ adj. LAW acceptable
or allowed, especially in a court of law ANT inadmissible: admissible evidence
ad·mis·sion /@d'mIS@n/ n. 1 [U] the price
charged when you go to a movie, sports event,
concert, etc.: Admission is $6.50. | The museum has
no admission charge. 2 [C] a statement in which
you admit that something is true or that you have
done something wrong: If he resigns, it will be an
admission of guilt. 3 [U] permission that is given
to someone to enter a building or place, or to
become a member of a school, club, etc.: Tom has
applied for admission to the university. 4 admissions [plural] the process of allowing people to
enter a college, institution, hospital, etc., or the
number of people who can enter

ad·mit /@d'mIt/ v. (admitted, admitting) 1 [T] to
accept or agree unwillingly that something is true
or that someone else is right: He was wrong, but he
won’t admit it. | You may not like her, but you have
to admit that she is good at her job. 2 [I,T] to say
that you did something wrong or are guilty of a
crime: She finally admitted to the murder. | In court,
he admitted his guilt.
THESAURUS

confess – to admit that you have done

something wrong or illegal: Smith confessed to
the shootings after his arrest.
own up (informal) – to admit that you have
done something wrong: He finally owned up to
the fact that he had lied to us.
come clean (informal) – to finally tell the truth
about something you have been hiding: Do you
think she’ll ever come clean about her past?

3 [T] to allow someone to enter a building or place,
or to become a member of a school, club, etc.: Only
members will be admitted to the club for tonight’s
performance.

ad·mit·tance /@d'mIt§ns/ n. [U] permission to
enter a place: Most journalists were unable to gain
admittance backstage.

ad·mit·ted·ly /@d'mIÔIdli/ adv. used when admit-

ting that something is true: Our net profit this year
is, admittedly, much smaller than we had expected.
ad·mon·ish /@d'mAnIS/ v. [T] (literary) to tell
someone that s/he has done something wrong
—admonishment n. [C,U]
THESAURUS
criticize, scold, rebuke,
reprimand ➔ CRITICIZE

a·do·be /@'doUbi/ n. [U] a material made of clay
and STRAW , used for building houses

a·do·les·cence /"ædl'Es@ns/ n. [U] the period

of time, usually between the ages of 12 and 18,
when a young person is developing into an adult
ad·o·les·cent1 /"ædl'Es@nt/ n. [C] a young person who is developing into an adult
THESAURUS
child, kid, teenager,
youngster, minor, juvenile ➔ CHILD

adolescent2 adj. relating to or typical of a young

person who is developing into an adult: adolescent
behavior
a·dopt /@'dApt/ v. 1 [I,T] to take someone else’s
child into your home and legally become his/her
parent: Melissa was adopted when she was two. |
couples who are hoping to adopt 2 [T] to begin to
have or use an idea, plan, or way of doing something: The city has adopted a new approach to
fighting crime. —adopted adj.: our adopted son
a·dop·tion /@'dApS@n/ n. [U] 1 the act or process of adopting a child: She decided to put the
baby up for adoption. 2 the act of deciding to use
an idea, plan, or way of doing something: the
adoption of new technology
a·dop·tive /@'dAptIv/ adj. [only before noun] an
adoptive parent is one who has adopted a child
a·dor·a·ble /@'dOr@b@l/ adj. very attractive and
easy to like: What an adorable little puppy!
a·dore /@'dOr/ v. [T] 1 to love and admire someone very much: Betty adores her grandchildren.
THESAURUS
love, be crazy about sb, be
devoted to sb, dote on sb ➔ LOVE 1

2 (informal) to like something very much [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 French adorer, from Latin adorare,
from ad- “to” + orare “to speak, pray”]
—adoring adj.: his adoring fans —adoration
/"æd@'reIS@n/ n. [U]
a·dorn /@'dOrn/ v. be adorned with sth (formal)
to be decorated with something: The church walls
were adorned with religious paintings.
—adornment n. [C,U]
a·dren·a·line, adrenalin /@'drEnl-In/ n. [U]
BIOLOGY a chemical produced by your body that
makes your heart beat faster and gives you extra
strength when you are afraid, excited, or angry
a·drift /@'drIft/ adj., adv. a boat that is adrift is not
tied to anything, and is moved around by the ocean
or wind

A

adroit

a·droit /@'drOIt/ adj. smart and skillful, especially

A
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something else happens: We had no advance warnin the way you use words and arguments: an adroit ing of the hurricane.
negotiator —adroitly adv.
ad·vanced /@d'vænst/ adj. 1 using the most
ad·u·la·tion /"ædZ@'leIS@n/ n. [U] (formal) praise modern ideas, equipment, and methods: advanced
and admiration for someone, that is more than s/he weapon systems
really deserves
THESAURUS
a·dult1 /@'dölt, 'ædölt/ Ac n. [C] a fully grown
sophisticated – made or designed well, and
person or animal: She’s an adult – she can do what
often complicated: sophisticated software
she pleases. | Children under 18 must be accompamodern – made or done using the most recent
nied by an adult. | Admission is $8 for adults and
methods: modern medicine
$5 for children. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin, past
high-tech – using the most modern machines
participle of adolescere “to grow up”]
and methods in industry, business, etc.: high-tech
weapons
adult2 adj. [only before noun] 1 fully grown or
state-of-the-art – using the newest methods,
developed: an adult male frog | My son passed from
materials, or knowledge: state-of-the-art
one job to another throughout his adult life (=the
technology
part of his life when he was an adult). 2 typical of
cutting-edge – using the newest design, or the
an adult: You need to deal with your problems in an
most advanced way of doing something:
adult way. 3 adult movies/magazines/
cutting-edge medical research
bookstores etc. movies, magazines, etc. that
show sexual acts, etc.
2 studying or relating to a school subject at a
a·dul·ter·ate /@'dölt@"reIt/ v. [T] to make some- difficult level: an advanced student | advanced
thing less pure by adding a substance of a lower physics 3 having reached a late point in time or
quality to it —adulteration /@"dölt@'reIS@n/ n. development: By this time, the disease was too far
advanced to be treated.
[U]
a·dul·ter·y /@'dölt@ri/ n. [U] sex between some- ad·van·tage /@d'vænôIdZ/ n. 1 [C,U] something
one who is married and someone who is not that that helps you to be better or more successful than
person’s husband or wife: men who commit adul- others ANT disadvantage: Her computer skills
gave her an advantage over the other applicants. |
tery —adulterous adj.
He turns every situation to his advantage.
a·dult·hood /@'dölthUd/ Ac n. [U] the time
THESAURUS
when you are an adult ➔ CHILDHOOD : By the time
benefit – a feature of something that has a good
Mathew reached adulthood, he weighed over 250
effect on people’s lives: Tourism has brought
pounds.
great benefits to the area.
ad·um·brate /'æd@m"breIt, @'döm-/ v. [T] (formerit (formal) – a good feature that something
mal) to suggest or describe something in a way that
has, which you consider when deciding whether
is not complete
it is the best choice: The committee will meet to
1
discuss the merits of the proposals.
ad·vance /@d'væns/ n. 1 in advance before
good point (especially spoken) – a good feature
something happens or is expected to happen:
that something has: The system has a lot of good
Reserve your ticket in advance by calling our
points.
telephone hotline. 2 [C,U] a change, discovery, or
the great/best/good thing about ...
invention that brings progress: medical advances |
(spoken) – used when you want to talk about a
advances in technology 3 [C] a movement forward
good feature that something has: The great thing
to a new position, especially by an army
about this phone is that it is so easy to use.
ANT retreat: Napoleon’s advance towards Mosthe pros and cons – the advantages and
cow 4 [C usually singular] money paid to someone
disadvantages: You need to weigh up
before the usual time: I asked for an advance on
(=consider) the pros and cons carefully before
my salary. 5 advances [plural] efforts to start a
you start the treatment. ➔ see also DISADVANTAGE
sexual relationship with someone [ORIGIN: 1200—
1300 Old French avancier, from Latin abante
2 take advantage of sth to use a situation or
“before”]
thing to help you do or get something you want: He
advance2 v. 1 [I] to move forward to a new took advantage of the opportunity given to
position ANT retreat: Troops advanced on him. 3 [C] a good or useful quality that something
(=moved forward while attacking) the rebel has: Good restaurants are one of the many advanforces. 2 [I,T] to develop or progress, or to make tages of living in a big city 4 take advantage of
something develop or progress: a job that will sb to treat someone unfairly or to control a particuadvance his career 3 [T] to give someone money lar situation in order to get what you want [ORIGIN:
before s/he has earned it: Will they advance you 1300—1400 Old French avantage, from avant
some money until you get your first paycheck? “before,” from Latin abante]
—advancement n. [U]
ad·van·ta·geous /"ædvæn'teIdZ@s, -v@n-/ adj.
advance3 adj. advance planning/warning/ helpful and likely to make you more successful
ANT disadvantageous
notice etc. planning, etc. that is done before

advice
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ad·vec·tion /æd'vEkS@n/ n. [U] 1

PHYSICS the
HORIZONTAL movement of heat, cold, or HUMIDITY (=amount of water in the air) in the Earth’s
ATMOSPHERE , caused by wind 2 EARTH SCIENCES
the HORIZONTAL movement of air or water

ad·vent /'ædvEnt/ n. the advent of sth the time

when something first begins to be widely used: the
advent of the computer
ad·ven·ture /@d'vEntSø/ n. [C,U] an exciting
experience in which dangerous or unusual things
happen
ad·ven·tur·er /@d'vEntS@rø/ n. [C] someone
who enjoys traveling and doing exciting things
ad·ven·ture·some /@d'vEntSøs@m/ adj. enjoying exciting and slightly dangerous activities
ad·ven·tur·ous /@d'vEntS@r@s/ adj. 1 wanting
to do new, exciting, or dangerous things: adventurous travelers 2 exciting and slightly dangerous: an
adventurous expedition up the Amazon
ad·verb /'ædvøb/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS in grammar, a word or a group of words that describes or
adds to the meaning of a verb, an adjective, another
adverb, or a sentence. For example, “slowly” in
“He walked slowly” and “very” in “It was a very
nice day” are adverbs. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
French adverbe, from Latin adverbium, from
ad- “to” + verbum “word”] —adverbial
/@d'vøbi@l/ adj.
ad·ver·sar·y /'ædvø"sEri/ n. (plural adversaries)
[C] (formal) a country or person you are fighting or
competing against SYN opponent
ad·verse /@d'vøs, æd-, 'ædvøs/ adj. (formal) not
good or favorable: The recession will have an
adverse effect on the building industry.
—adversely adv.
ad·ver·si·ty /@d'vøs@Ôi, æd-/ n. (plural adversities) [C,U] difficulties or problems that seem to be
caused by bad luck: We remained hopeful in the
face of adversity.
ad·ver·tise /'ædvø"taIz/ v. 1 [I,T] to tell the
public about a product or service in order to persuade them to buy it: The new perfume is being
advertised in women’s magazines. | companies who
advertise on TV
THESAURUS

promote – to advertise a product or event: She’s
in Atlanta to promote her new book.

market – to try to persuade someone to buy

something by advertising it in a particular way:
The clothes are marketed to teenagers.
publicize (formal) – to tell people about a new
movie, book, event, etc.: Reese has been giving
interviews to publicize her new novel.
hype – to try to make people think something is
good or important by advertising or talking about
it a lot on television, the radio, etc.: The director
is just using the controversy to hype his movie.
plug – to advertise a book, movie, etc. by talking
about it on a radio or television program: Marc
was on the show to plug his new play.

2 [I] to make an announcement, for example in a
newspaper, that a job is available, an event is going
to happen, etc.: They’re advertising for an accountant. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Early French
advertiss-, stem of advertir, from Latin advertere, from ad- “to” + vertere “to turn”]
—advertiser n. [C]

ad·ver·tise·ment /"ædvø'taIzm@nt/ n. [C] a

picture, set of words, or a short movie, that is
intended to persuade people to buy a product or use
a service, or that gives information about a job that
is available, an event that is going to happen, etc.
➔ COMMERCIAL : an advertisement for laundry
detergent
THESAURUS

commercial – an advertisement on TV or radio
billboard – a very large sign at the side of a road
or on a building, used as an advertisement

poster – an advertisement on a wall, often with
a picture on it

want ads/classified ads – short

advertisements in a newspaper, in which people
offer things for sale
flier – a piece of paper with an advertisement on
it, often given to you in the street
junk mail – unwanted letters that you receive in
the mail, containing advertisements
spam – unwanted emails containing
advertisements

ad·ver·tis·ing /'ædvø"taIzIÎ/ n. [U] the business of advertising things on television, in newspapers, etc.

ad·vice /@d'vaIs/ n. [U] an opinion you give

someone about what s/he should do: The book is
full of advice on/about child care. | Can you give
me some advice about buying a house? | If I were
you, I’d seek (=get) some legal/medical/financial
advice. | Did you follow/take your father’s advice? |
He offered them one piece of advice: Don’t panic.
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French avis “opinion”]
THESAURUS

tip – a helpful piece of advice: useful tips on
healthy eating

suggestion – an idea or plan that someone

suggests: He made a few suggestions about how I
could improve my essay.
recommendation – advice given to someone,
especially about what to do: Do you have any
recommendations about hotels in the city?
guidance – helpful advice about work,
education, etc.: His parents should provide more
guidance.
counseling – advice given by someone who is
trained to help people with their personal
problems or difficult decisions: Each student
receives career counseling.
warning – a piece of advice that tells you that
something bad or dangerous might happen, so
that you can avoid or prevent it: Cigarette packs
must have health warnings printed on them.

A
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ad·vise /@d'vaIz/ v. 1 [I,T] to tell someone what aes·thet·ics, esthetics /Es'θEÔIks, Is-/ n. [U]

A

you think s/he should do: Doctors advised her to ENG. LANG. ARTS the study of beauty, especially
have the operation. | We were advised against beauty in art
getting a cat because of Joey’s allergies.
a·far /@'fAr/ adv. from afar (literary) from a long
THESAURUS
distance away
recommend – to advise someone to do
AFC n. American Football Conference a group
something: I recommend that you get some
of teams that is part of the NFL
professional help.
af·fa·ble
/'æf@b@l/ adj. friendly and easy to talk
urge – to strongly advise someone to do
to: an affable guy [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French,
something: I urged Frida to reconsider her decision
Latin affabilis, from affari, from ad- “to” + fari
to drop out of school.
“to speak”] —affably adv.
suggest – to tell someone your ideas about
what should be done: Wilson suggested ways
that students can improve their study habits.
counsel (formal) – to talk to someone in order
to help that person to deal with his/her
problems, when it is your job to do this: She
counsels teenagers who have problems with drugs
or alcohol.

2 [T] (formal) to officially tell someone something:
You will be advised when the shipment arrives.
ad·vis·er, advisor /@d'vaIzø/ n. [C] someone
whose job is to give advice about a particular
subject: a financial adviser
ad·vi·so·ry /@d'vaIz@ri/ adj. having the purpose
of giving advice: an advisory committee
ad·vo·cate1 /'ædv@"keIt/ Ac v. [T] to strongly
support a particular way of doing things: Extremists
were openly advocating violence. [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Old French avocat, from Latin, past participle of advocare “to summon”] —advocacy
/'ædv@k@si/ n. [U]: He is well-known for his advocacy of family values.
ad·vo·cate2 /'ædv@k@t, -"keIt/ Ac n. [C]
someone who publicly supports someone or something: She later became an advocate for prisoners’
rights.
aer·i·al /'Eri@l/ adj. from the air, or happening in
the air: aerial photographs | aerial stunts
ae·ro·bic /@'roUbIk, E-/ adj. 1 BIOLOGY relating
to exercises that make your heart and lungs stronger 2 BIOLOGY needing oxygen in order to live
➔ ANAEROBIC
ae·ro·bics /@'roUbIks, E-/ n. [U] a very active
type of physical exercise done to music, usually in
a class ➔ EXERCISE 2
aer·o·dy·nam·ics /"EroUdaI'næmIks/ n. [U]
PHYSICS the scientific study of how objects move
through the air —aerodynamic adj.
aer·o·sol /'Er@"sOl, -"sAl/ n. [C] a small metal
container from which a liquid can be forced out
using high pressure
aer·o·space /'EroU"speIs/ adj. involving the
designing and building of aircraft and space
vehicles: the aerospace industry
aes·thet·ic, esthetic /Es'θEÔIk, Is-/ adj. relating to beauty and the study of beauty
—aesthetically adv.: The building’s design is
aesthetically pleasing.

THESAURUS

SOCIABLE

sociable, outgoing, genial ➔

friendly, warm, cordial, amiable ➔ FRIENDLY

af·fair /@'fEr/ n. [C] 1 affairs [plural] a) public
or political events and activities: a foreign affairs
correspondent for CNN b) things connected with
your personal life, your financial situation, etc.: You
need to get your financial affairs in order. 2 an
event or a set of related events, especially unpleasant ones: the Watergate affair
THESAURUS

➔ EVENT

event, occurrence, incident

3 a secret sexual relationship between two people,
when at least one of them is married to someone
else: Ed is having an affair with his boss’s wife.
➔ LOVE AFFAIR

af·fect /@'fEkt/

Ac v. [T] 1 to do something that
produces a change in someone or something
➔ INFLUENCE : Thousands of homes were affected by
the flooding | We feel that we do not have control
over decisions which affect our daily lives.
USAGE

Use the verb affect to talk about causing
changes, and the noun effect to talk about the
results of those changes: Her illness was starting
to affect her work. | The punishment seemed to
have no effect.
Effect can also be used as a verb to mean “to
make something happen.” This use is formal and
not very common: They have been unable to
effect a permanent solution.

2 to make someone feel strong emotions: I was
deeply affected by the news of Paul’s death. [ORIGIN: (1–2) 1300—1400 Latin, past participle of
afficere “to influence,” from ad- “to” + facere
“to do”]
af·fec·ta·tion /"æfEk'teIS@n/ n. [C,U] an action
or type of behavior that is not natural or sincere
af·fect·ed /@'fEktId/ Ac adj. not natural or
sincere: She seemed affected, and I wasn’t sure
what to make of her.
af·fect·ing /@'fEktIÎ/ Ac adj. (formal) producing strong emotions such as sadness, pity, etc.: The
movie is a genuinely affecting story of a child’s
search for his missing mother.
af·fec·tion /@'fEkS@n/ n. [C,U] a feeling of gentle
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love and caring: Bart felt great affection for her. |
He doesn’t show affection easily.
af·fec·tion·ate /@'fEkS@nIt/ adj. showing that
you like or love someone: an affectionate child | an
affectionate hug —affectionately adv.
af·fi·da·vit /"æf@'deIvIt/ n. [C] LAW a written
statement about something that you swear is true,
used in a court of law [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
Medieval Latin “he or she has made a formal
promise,” from affidare]
af·fil·i·ate1 /@'fIli"eIt/ v. be affiliated with/to
sth if a group or organization is affiliated to a
larger one, it is related to it or controlled by it: a TV
station affiliated to CBS [ORIGIN: 1700—1800
Medieval Latin, past participle of affiliare “to
take over as a son,” from Latin ad- “to” + filius
“son”] —affiliation /@"fIli'eIS@n/ n. [C,U]: What
are Jean’s political affiliations?
af·fil·i·ate2 /@'fIliIt, -"eIt/ n. [C] a small company or organization that is related to or controlled
by a larger one
af·fin·i·ty /@'fIn@Ôi/ n. (plural affinities) 1 [singular] the feeling you have when you like and understand someone or something: The poet has a deep
affinity for nature. 2 [C,U] a close similarity or
relationship between two things because of qualities or features that they both have [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Old French afinité, from Latin affinis “sharing a border, related by marriage”]
af·firm /@'føm/ v. [T] (formal) to state publicly that
something is true: The President affirmed his intention
to
reduce
taxes.
—affirmation
/"æfø'meIS@n/ n. [C,U]
af·firm·a·tive /@'føm@ÔIv/ adj. (formal) a word,
sign, etc. that is affirmative means “yes”
ANT
negative —affirmative n. [C]: She
answered in the affirmative. —affirmatively adv.
af"firmative 'action n. [U] the practice of
choosing people for jobs, education, etc. who have
been treated unfairly because of their race, sex, etc.
af·fix /@'fIks/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a group of
letters added to the beginning or end of a word to
change its meaning or use, such as “un-,” “mis-,”
“-ness,” or “-ly”
af·flict /@'flIkt/ v. [T usually passive] (formal) to
make someone have a serious illness or experience
serious problems: a country afflicted by famine |
people afflicted with AIDS —affliction
/@'flIkS@n/ n. [C,U]
af·flu·ent /'æflu@nt/ adj. having a lot of money,
nice houses, expensive things, etc. ➔ RICH ,
WEALTHY : an affluent suburb of Baltimore [ORIGIN:
1400—1500 Old French, Latin, present participle of affluere “to flow in large quantities”]
—affluence n. [U]
THESAURUS
rich, well-off, prosperous,
well-to-do ➔ RICH

af·ford /@'fOrd/ v. [T] 1 can afford a) to have
enough money to buy or pay for something: I can’t

afford to buy a new car. | Do you think we can
afford a computer now? b) to be able to do something without causing serious problems for yourself: We can’t afford to offend regular
customers. c) to have enough time to do something: I really can’t afford any more time away from
work. 2 (formal) to provide something or allow
something to happen: The walls afforded some
protection from the wind.
af·ford·a·ble /@'fOrd@b@l/ adj. not expensive:
affordable housing
af·front /@'frönt/ n. [C usually singular] a remark or
action that offends or insults someone
a·float /@'floUt/ adj. [not before noun] 1 having
enough money to operate or stay out of debt:
They’re struggling to stay afloat. 2 floating on
water
a·fraid /@'freId/ adj. [not before noun] 1 frightened because you think that you may get hurt or
that something bad may happen SYN scared:
There’s no need to be afraid. | Small children are
often afraid of the dark. | Mary’s afraid to walk
home alone.
THESAURUS
frightened, scared, terrified,
petrified, fearful ➔ FRIGHTENED

2 very worried that something bad will happen: A
lot of people are afraid of losing their jobs. | He
was afraid (that) the other kids would laugh at
him. 3 I’m afraid (spoken) used in order to
politely tell someone something that may annoy,
upset, or disappoint him/her: I’m afraid (that) this
is a “no smoking” area. | “Are we late?” “I’m
afraid so (=yes).” | “Are there any tickets left?”
“I’m afraid not (=no).” [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Past participle of affray “to frighten” (14—19
centuries), from Old French affreer]
a·fresh /@'frES/ adv. (formal) if you do something
afresh, you do it again from the beginning: We
decided to move to Texas and start afresh.

Af·ri·ca /'æfrIk@/ n. one of the seven
NENT s,

CONTI-

that includes land south of Europe and west
of the Indian Ocean
Af·ri·can1 /'æfrIk@n/ adj. relating to or coming
from Africa
African2 n. [C] someone from Africa
"African A'merican n. [C] an American with
dark skin, whose family originally came from the
part of Africa south of the Sahara Desert
—African-American adj.
af·ter1 /'æftø/ prep. 1 when a particular time or
event has happened: I go swimming every day after
work. | A month/year after the fire, the house was
rebuilt. 2 following someone or something else in
a list or a piece of writing, or in order of importance: Whose name is after mine on the list? | After
baseball, tennis is my favorite sport. 3 after 10
minutes/3 hours etc. when a particular amount
of time has passed: After a while, the woman
returned. 4 day after day/year after year etc.
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continuing for a very long time: Day after day, we taste that stays in your mouth after you eat or drink
waited, hoping she’d call. 5 used when telling something: The wine has a bitter aftertaste.
time to say how many minutes past the hour it is: af·ter·thought /'æftø"θOt/ n. [C usually singular]
It’s ten after five. 6 because of something that something that you mention or add later because
happened earlier: I’m not surprised he left her, after you did not think of it before: “Bring Claire too,”
the way she treated him. 7 after all a) used in he added as an afterthought.
order to say that what you expected did not happen:
It didn’t rain after all. b) used in order to say that af·ter·ward /'æftøwød/ also afterwards adv.
something should be remembered or considered after an event or time that has been mentioned: We
because it helps to explain what you have just said: met at college but didn’t get married until two years
Don’t shout at him – he’s only a baby, after afterward.
all. 8 one after the other also one after
THESAURUS
after, later, subsequently ➔
another if a series of events, actions, etc. happen
AFTER 3
one after another, each one happens soon after the
previous one: Ever since we moved here, it’s been
one problem after another. 9 be after sb to be a·gain /@'gEn/ adv. 1 one more time: Could you
looking for someone and trying to catch him/her: say that again? I couldn’t hear you. | The cake
The FBI is after him for fraud. 10 be after sth burned, so we had to start all over again (=from
(informal) to be trying to get something that belongs the beginning). 2 back to the same condition,
to someone else: You’re just after my money! 11 in situation, or place as before: Thanks for coming!
spite of: After all the trouble I went to, Reese didn’t Please come again. | He’s home again, after studying in Europe. 3 again and again repeating
even say thank you. [ORIGIN: Old English æfter]
many times: I’ve tried again and again to contact
after2 conjunction when a particular time has her. 4 then again (spoken) used in order to add a
passed, or an event has happened: Regan changed fact that is different from what you have just said,
his name after he left Poland. | He discovered the or makes it seem less likely to be true: She says
jewel was fake 10 days/3 weeks after he bought it. she’s thirty, but then again she might be lying.
after3 adv. later than someone or something else: a·gainst /@'gEnst/ prep. 1 opposed to or disGina came on Monday, and I got here the day after. agreeing with an idea, belief, etc.: John was against
the idea of selling the house. | You can’t do that! It’s
THESAURUS
against the law (=illegal). 2 in a way that has a
afterward – after an event or time that has been
bad or unfair effect: discrimination against racial
mentioned: He said afterward that it had been
minorities 3 fighting or competing with someone
the scariest experience of his life.
or something: He was injured in the game against
next – immediately afterward: What should we
the Cowboys. 4 touching a surface: The cat’s fur
do next?
felt soft against her face. 5 in the opposite direclater – after the present time or a time you are
tion from something: At least my drive to work is
talking about: We can clean up later.
against the traffic. 6 have sth against sb/sth to
subsequently (formal) – after an event in the
dislike or disapprove of someone or something: I
past: Subsequently, the company filed for
have nothing against dogs, but I don’t want one
bankruptcy
myself.
1
/eIdZ/ n. 1 [C,U] the number of years that
age
af·ter·ef·fect /'æftø@"fEkt/ n. [C usually plural] a
someone has lived or something has existed:
bad effect that remains after something has ended
Patrick is my age (=the same age as me). | Jamie
af·ter·life /'æftø"laIf/ n. [singular] the life that won his first tournament at the age of 15. | Most
some people believe you have after death
kids start kindergarten at age 5. | girls who become
af·ter·math /'æftø"mæθ/ n. [singular] the time mothers at an early age (=very young) | Stop
after an important or bad event: the danger of fire in messing around and act your age (=behave in a
the aftermath of the earthquake [ORIGIN: 1600— way that is suitable for how old you are)! | Judy’s
1700 aftermath “grass that grows after earlier very smart for her age (=compared to others of the
grass has been cut” (16—19 centuries), from same age). 2 [C,U] a period in someone’s life: Who
will look after you in old age? | women of childafter + math “mowing” (11—20 centuries)]
bearing age 3 [U] the age when you are legally old
af·ter·noon /"æftø'nunX/ n. [C,U] the period of enough to do something: voting/drinking/
time between 12 p.m. and the evening ➔ MORNING , retirement age (=when you can legally vote, drink
EVENING : a class on Friday afternoon | We should
alcohol, etc.) | You can’t buy alcohol – you’re under
get there about 3 in the afternoon. | Can you go age. 4 [C usually singular] a particular period of
swimming this afternoon (=today in the after- history: the modern age | this age of new technolnoon)? —afternoon adj.: an afternoon snack
ogy 5 be/come of age to be or become old
af·ter·shave /'æftø"SeIv/ n. [C,U] a liquid with a enough to be considered a responsible adult 6 [U]
pleasant smell that a man puts on his face after he the state of being old: a letter that was brown with
age 7 ages [plural] (informal) a long time: I
SHAVE s
haven’t been there for ages. 8 age group/
af·ter·taste /'æftø"teIst/ n. [C usually singular] a bracket the people between two particular ages,
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considered as a group: a book for children in the
8–12 age group
age2 v. [I,T] to become or look older, or to make
someone look older: Jim has really aged. —aging
adj.: an aging movie star
aged1 /eIdZd/ adj. aged 5/15/50 etc. 5, 15, etc.
years old: a game for children aged 12 and over
a·ged2 /'eIdZId/ adj. 1 very old: an aged
man 2 the aged old people
age·less /'eIdZlIs/ adj. never seeming old or
old-fashioned: an ageless song
a·gen·cy /'eIdZ@nsi/ n. (plural agencies) [C] 1 a
business that provides a particular service: an
employment agency
THESAURUS
organization, institution,
institute, association ➔ ORGANIZATION

2 an organization or department, especially within a
government, that does a specific job: the UN
agency responsible for helping refugees
a·gen·da /@'dZEnd@/ n. [C] 1 a list of the subjects to be discussed at a meeting: Let’s move on to
item five on the agenda. 2 a list of problems or
subjects that a government, organization, etc. is
planning to deal with: Health care reforms are high
on the agenda (=very important). [ORIGIN:
1600—1700 Latin “things to be done,” from
agere “to drive, lead, act, move, do”]
a·gent /'eIdZ@nt/ n. [C] 1 a person or company
that represents another person or company in business, in their legal problems, etc.: a literary
agent 2 someone who works for a government or
police department in order to get secret information
about another country or an organization: an FBI
agent [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Medieval Latin,
from the present participle of Latin agere “to
drive, lead, act, move, do”] ➔ REAL ESTATE AGENT ,
TRAVEL AGENT

ag·gran·dize·ment /@'grændIzm@nt, -daIz-/

n. [U] (formal) the act of trying to increase your own

or a country’s power or importance, in a way that
people disapprove of —aggrandize v. [T]
ag·gra·vate /'ægr@"veIt/ v. [T] 1 to make a bad
situation, illness, or injury worse: The doctors say
her condition is aggravated by stress. 2 to annoy
someone: What really aggravates me is the way she
won’t listen. —aggravating adj. —aggravation
/"ægr@'veIS@n/ n. [C,U]
ag·gre·gate /'ægrIgIt/ Ac adj [only before
noun] ECONOMICS being the total amount of something, especially money: Aggregate production at
the Detroit plant is being increased to handle the
extra demand. —aggregate n [singular, U]: The
twenty hotels in the chain have an aggregate of
1,952 rooms.
ag·gres·sion /@'grES@n/ n. [U] angry or threatening behavior, especially in which you attack
someone: an act of aggression [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 Latin aggressio, from aggredi “to attack”]
ag·gres·sive /@'grEsIv/ adj. 1 very determined

to succeed: aggressive sales tactics 2 behaving in
an angry or violent way toward someone: aggressive
behavior
adv.
—aggressively
—aggressiveness n. [U]
ag·gres·sor /@'grEsø/ n. [C] a person or country
that starts a fight or war
ag·grieved /@'grivd/ adj. angry or unhappy
because you think you have been treated unfairly
a·ghast /@'gæst/ adj. [not before noun] suddenly
feeling or looking shocked
ag·ile /'ædZ@l, 'ædZaIl/ adj. 1 able to move
quickly and easily 2 someone who has an agile
mind is able to think quickly and intelligently
—agility /@'dZIl@Ôi/ n. [U]
ag·i·tate /'ædZ@"teIt/ v. [I] (formal) to protest in
order to achieve social or political changes: workers agitating for higher pay —agitator n. [C]
ag·i·tat·ed /'ædZ@"teIÔId/ adj. very anxious, nervous, or upset —agitation /"ædZ@'teIS@n/ n. [U]
ag·nos·tic /æg'nAstIk, @g-/ n. [C] someone who
believes that it is impossible to know whether God
exists or not [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Greek agnostos “unknown, unknowable,” from a- “not” +
adj.
gnostos
“known”]
—agnostic
—agnosticism /æg'nAst@"sIz@m, @g-/ n. [U]
a·go /@'goU/ adj. used in order to show how far
back in the past something happened: Jeff left for
work 10 minutes/2 hours ago. | We went to Maine
once, but it was a long time ago. | I had the tickets
a minute ago! | Scott’s dad called a little while
ago.
GRAMMAR

ago, for, since

Ago, for, and since are all used to talk about
time.
Ago is used with the simple past tense to say
how far back in the past something happened. It
follows a length of time: Her son left home two
years ago.
For is used with the present perfect or simple
past tense to say how long a situation or event
has lasted. It is followed by a length of time: She
has been living in the U.S. for over twenty years. |
The meeting continued for five hours.
Since is used with the present perfect tense to
say when something started. It is followed by an
exact day, date, or time: He’s lived here since
2005. | I’ve been waiting since 4 o’clock.

a·gon·ize /'æg@"naIz/ v. [I] to think about a deci-

sion very carefully and with a lot of effort: For a
long time, she had agonized about/over what she
should do.
a·gon·iz·ing /'æg@"naIzIÎ/ adj. extremely painful or difficult: an agonizing decision
—agonizingly adv.
ag·o·ny /'æg@ni/ n. (plural agonies) [C,U] very
severe pain or suffering: The poor guy was in
agony.
a·grar·i·an /@'grEri@n/ adj. relating to farming or
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farmers: The country has a mainly agrarian French, Latin agricultura, from ager “field” +
economy. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin agrarius, cultura “use of land for crops”] —agricultural
/"ægrI'költS@r@l/ adj.
from ager “field”]
a·gree /@'gri/ v. 1 [I,T] to have the same opinion ah /A/ interjection used in order to show surprise,
as someone else ANT disagree: I agree with happiness, etc. or that you have just understood
Karen. It’s much too expensive. c Don’t say “I am something: Ah, yes, I see what you mean.
agree.” b | Most experts agree that global warming a·ha /A'hA/ interjection said when you suddenly
is a serious problem. | Mike and I certainly don’t understand or realize something: Aha! So that’s
agree on/about everything.
where you’ve been hiding!
THESAURUS
a·head /@'hEd/ adv. 1 in front of someone or
concur (formal) – to agree: Most modern
something: Do you see that red convertible ahead
historians would concur with this view.
of us? | We could see the lights of Las Vegas up
be of the same opinion/view (formal) – to
ahead. 2 in or into the future: We have a busy day
agree with another person’s opinion: They were
ahead of us. | The days/weeks/months ahead are
all of the same opinion.
going to be difficult. | You need to plan ahead
share sb’s views/concerns – to agree with
(=plan for the future). 3 arriving, waiting, finishanother person’s opinion: Her teachers shared her
ing, etc. before other people: There were two
parents’ concerns about her behavior.
people ahead of me at the doctor’s. 4 making
be unanimous – if a group of people are
more progress or more developed than other people
unanimous about something, they all agree about
or things: Jane is ahead of the rest of her class. |
it: The jury was unanimous. | a unanimous decision
You need to work hard if you want to get
2 [I,T] to say yes to a suggestion, plan, etc. ahead. 5 ahead of schedule/time earlier than
planned: The building was completed ahead of
ANT refuse: She agreed to stay home with
Charles. 3 [I,T] to make a decision with someone schedule. 6 go ahead a) (spoken) used in order
after discussing something: We agreed to meet next to tell someone s/he can do something: Go ahead
week. | We’re still trying to agree on a date for the and help yourself to some punch. b) used in order
wedding. 4 [I] if two pieces of information agree, to say you are going to start doing something: I’ll
they say the same thing: Your story doesn’t agree go ahead and start the coffee. 7 winning in a game
with what the police have said. [ORIGIN: 1300— or competition: The 49ers finished two games
1400 Old French agréer, from gré “will, plea- ahead of the Cowboys. | He’s ahead by 17 points in
the polls.
sure,” from Latin gratus “pleasing”]
agree with phr. v. 1 agree with sth to think that aid1 /eId/ Ac n. 1 [U] money, food, or services
something is the right thing to do: I don’t agree that an organization or government gives to help
with the decision at all. 2 not agree with sb if people ➔ FINANCIAL AID : The UN is sending aid to
something that you eat or drink does not agree with the earthquake victims. | Countries in the region
will receive extra military and economic aid from
you, it makes you feel sick
a·gree·a·ble /@'gri@b@l/ adj. 1 acceptable and the U.S. 2 with/without the aid of sth using or
able to be agreed on: a solution that’s agreeable to not using something, such as a tool, to help you do
both
parties 2
(old-fashioned)
pleasant something: The star can only be seen with the aid
of a telescope. 3 come/go to sb’s aid (formal) to
—agreeably adv.: I was agreeably surprised.
help someone: Several people came to the man’s
a·greed /@'grid/ adj. 1 an agreed price, method, aid after he collapsed on the sidewalk. 4 [C,U] a
arrangement, etc. is one that people have discussed thing that helps you do something: The diet aids we
and accepted 2 be agreed if people are agreed, tested contained mostly caffeine.
they all agree about something: Are we all agreed
aid2 v. [T] 1 (formal) to help or give support to
on the date for the meeting?
someone
a·gree·ment /@'grim@nt/ n. 1 [C] an arrangeTHESAURUS
help, give sb a hand (with
ment or promise to do something, made by two or
sth), lend a hand (with sth), assist, facilitate
more people, organizations, etc.: a trade
➔ HELP 1
agreement | Lawyers on both sides finally reached
an agreement. 2 [U] a situation in which two or 2 aid and abet LAW to help someone do something
more people have the same opinion as each other illegal
ANT disagreement: All of us were in agreement.
, aid /eId/ n. [C] someone whose job is to help
agri"cultural revo'lution n. 1 the Agricul- aide
someone in a more important position: a nurse’s
tural Revolution HISTORY a period a long time ago
aide
when people first began to grow crops and raise
AIDS
/eIdz/ n. [U] Acquired Immune Defifarm animals on farms 2 [C] HISTORY a period
when there was great change in farming methods ciency Syndrome a very serious disease that
because, for example, chemicals were introduced to stops your body from defending itself against infection
farming, or horses were replaced by machines
ag·ri·cul·ture /'ægrI"költSø/ n. [U] the science ail·ing /'eIlIÎ/ adj. weak or sick: the country’s
or practice of farming [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 ailing economy | his ailing mother

airport
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THESAURUS

➔ SICK

sick, ill, not very well, infirm

ail·ment /'eIlm@nt/ n. [C] an illness that is not
very serious

aim1 /eIm/ v. 1 [I] to

plan or intend to achieve
something: We aim to
finish by Friday. | a program aimed at creating
more jobs 2 aim sth
at sb to do or say something that is intended for
a particular person or
group: TV commercials
aimed
at
children 3 [I,T] to point a
weapon at a person or
thing you want to hit: A
gun was aimed at his
head.
aim2 n. 1 [C] something that you are trying to
achieve: What is the aim of their research? | Our
main aim is to provide good service. | I moved to
California with the aim of finding a job.
THESAURUS
GOAL

goal, objective, target ➔

2 take aim to point a weapon at someone or
something: He took aim at the target. 3 [U] someone’s ability to hit something by throwing or shooting something at it: Mark’s aim wasn’t very good.
aim·less /'eImlIs/ adj. without a clear purpose or
reason —aimlessly adv.: We wandered aimlessly
around the city.
ain’t /eInt/ v. (spoken, nonstandard) a short form of
“am not,” “is not,” “are not,” “has not,” or “have
not”
air1 /Er/ n. 1 [U] the gases around the Earth, which
we breathe: There was a smell of burning in the
air. | Let’s go outside and get some fresh air. | air
pollution 2 [U] the space above the ground or
around things: David threw the ball up into the
air. 3 by air traveling by or using an airplane: Are
you shipping that box by air or by land? 4 air
travel/safety etc. travel, safety, etc. involving or
relating to airplanes: the worst air disaster in the
state’s history 5 be in the air if a feeling is in the
air, a lot of people have it: There was tension in the
air. 6 [singular] a quality that someone or something seems to have: There was an air of mystery
about her. 7 be up in the air (spoken) used to say
that something has not been decided yet: Our trip is
still very much up in the air. 8 [U] (spoken) AIR
CONDITIONING 9 be on/off the air to be broadcasting, or to stop broadcasting 10 airs [plural] a
way of behaving that shows someone thinks s/he is
more important than s/he really is: You shouldn’t
have to put on airs with your own friends. [ORIGIN:
(1–2) 1200—1300 Old French, Latin aer, from
Greek]
air2 v. 1 [T] to broadcast a program on television

or radio: Star Trek was first aired in 1966. 2 [T] to
express your opinions publicly: You will all get a
chance to air your views. 3 [I,T] also air out to let
fresh air into a room
air·bag /'Erbæg/ n. [C] a bag in a car, that fills
with air to protect people in an accident
'air "bladder n. [C] BIOLOGY an organ inside the
body of most fish, that can fill with air and allows
the fish to float in water SYN swim bladder
air·borne /'ErbOrn/ adj. flying or carried through
the air
air·brush1 /'ErbröS/ n. [C] a piece of equipment
that uses air to put paint onto a surface
airbrush2 v. [T] to use an airbrush to make a
picture or photograph look better
airbrush sb/sth ↔ out phr. v. to remove someone
or something from a picture or photograph using an
airbrush
'air con"ditioner n. [C] a machine that makes the
air in a room, car, etc. stay cool
'air con"ditioning n. [U] a system of machines
that makes the air in a room, building, etc. stay cool
—air conditioned adj.
air·craft /'Erkræft/ n. (plural aircraft) [C] an airplane or other vehicle that can fly

'aircraft "carrier n. [C] a ship that airplanes can
fly from and land on

air·fare /'ErfEr/ n. [U] the price of an airplane trip
air·field /'Erfild/ n. [C] a place where military or
small airplanes fly from

'air force also Air Force n. [C usually singular] the

part of a country’s military organization that uses
airplanes to fight

air·i·ly /'Er@li/ adv. (literary) in a way that shows
you do not think something is important: “I know
all that,” she said airily.

air·less /'ErlIs/ adj. without fresh air
air·lift /'ErlIft/ n. [C] an occasion when people or

things are taken to a place by airplane because it is
too difficult or dangerous to get there by road
—airlift v. [T]

air·line /'ErlaIn/ n. [C] a business that regularly
flies passengers to different places by airplane

air·lin·er /'Er"laInø/ n. [C] a large airplane for
passengers

air·mail /'ErmeIl/ n. [U] letters, packages, etc. that
are sent to another country by airplane, or the
system of doing this —airmail adj., adv.

'air "marshall n. [C] a SKY MARSHALL
air·plane /'ErpleIn/ n. [C] a vehicle that flies by
using wings and one or more engines

SYN

plane

air·port /'ErpOrt/ n. [C] a place where airplanes
take off and land, that has buildings for passengers
to wait in

A

airspace
TOPIC

A

At the airport, you go into the terminal. You
check in (=show your ticket, leave your bags,
etc.) at the check-in counter/desk, usually one
or two hours before your flight leaves. You go
through airport security, where passengers and
their bags are checked for weapons, etc. You wait
in the departure lounge until your flight
number is called. You go through the departure
gate before boarding (=getting on) the plane.
The airplane takes off from the runway. When
the airplane lands, you get off. You then go to the
baggage claim to get your suitcases. If you have
traveled from another country, you show your
passport as you go through immigration, and
then you go through customs, where your bags
may be checked before leaving the airport.
➔ PASSPORT , TRAVEL
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à la mode /"Al@'moUd, "æl@-, "AlA-/ adj served
with ice cream

a·larm1 /@'lArm/ n. 1 [C] a piece of equipment

that makes a noise to warn people of danger: a
fire/burglar alarm | He set off the alarm (=made it
start ringing). | Someone’s car alarm was going off
(=making a noise). 2 [C] (informal) an alarm clock:
I’ve set the alarm for six o’clock. 3 [U] a feeling
of fear because something bad might happen: Calm
down! There’s no cause for alarm. 4 raise/
sound the alarm to warn everyone about something bad or dangerous that is happening: They first
sounded the alarm about the problem of nuclear
waste in 1955. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French
alarme, from Old Italian all’arme “to the
weapon”]
alarm2 v. [T] to make someone feel very worried
or frightened: The news about Tony alarmed me.
air·space /'ErspeIs/ n. [U] the sky above a par- —alarmed adj.
ticular country, considered to be controlled by that a'larm clock n. [C] a clock that will make a noise
at a particular time to wake you up ➔ see picture at
country
1
'air strike n. [C] an attack on a place, in which CLOCK
a·larm·ing /@'lArmIÎ/ adj. very frightening or
military aircraft drop bombs on it
air·strip /'ErstrIp/ n. [C] a long narrow piece of worrying: an alarming increase in violent crime
land, that airplanes can fly from and land on
a·larm·ist /@'lArmIst/ adj. making people feel
air·tight /'Er"taIt, "Er'taIt/ adj. 1 not allowing worried about dangers that do not exist
air to get in or out: airtight containers 2 planned —alarmist n. [C]
or done carefully, so that there are no problems or a·las /@'læs/ interjection (literary) said in order to
mistakes: Security at the airport is airtight.
express sadness
'air time n. [U] the amount of time that a radio or al·be·it /Ol'biIt, æl-/ Ac conjunction (formal)
television station gives to a particular subject, although: Many plants can grow at low temperaadvertisement, etc.
tures, albeit slowly.
air·waves /'ErweIvz/ n. [plural] (informal) all the al·bi·no /æl'baInoU/ n. (plural albinos) [C] a perprograms that are broadcast on radio and television son or animal with a GENETIC condition that makes
air·way /'ErweI/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the passage in the skin and hair extremely pale or white [ORIGIN:
1700—1800 Portuguese, Spanish, from albo
your throat that you breathe through
air·y /'Eri/ adj. an airy room, building, etc. has a lot “white”]
al·bum /'ælb@m/ n. [C] 1 a group of songs or
of space and fresh air
aisle /aIl/ n. [C] a long passage between rows of pieces of music on a record, CD , or tape 2 a book
seats in a theater, airplane, church, etc.: Frances in which you put photographs, stamps, etc. that you
walked down the aisle (=to get married) carrying a want to keep: a photo album [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 Latin “unused surface for writing on,”
bouquet of flowers. ➔ see picture at THEATER
from albus “white”]
a·jar /@'dZAr/ adj. [not before noun] a door or
al·co·hol /'ælk@"hOl, -"hAl/ n. 1 [U] drinks such
window that is ajar is not completely closed
as beer or wine that can make you drunk: I don’t
AK the written abbreviation of ALASKA
drink alcohol anymore. 2 [C,U] a chemical suba.k.a. adv. also known as used when giving stance that can be used for cleaning medical or
someone’s real name together with the name s/he is industrial equipment [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Mediknown by: John Phillips, a.k.a. The Mississippi eval Latin “fine powder, liquid made by a puriMauler
fying process,” from Old Spanish, from Arabic
a·kin /@'kIn/ adj. akin to sth (formal) similar to al-kuhul “the powdered antimony (=a type of
something: His music is much more akin to jazz metal)”]
than rock.
al·co·hol·ic1 /"ælk@'hOlIkX, -'hA-/ n. [C] someone who cannot stop the habit of drinking too much
AL the written abbreviation of ALABAMA
alcohol
à la carte /"Al@'kArt, "æl@-, "AlA-/ adj food in a
restaurant that is à la carte has its own separate alcoholic2 adj. containing alcohol, or relating to
alcohol ANT nonalcoholic: an alcoholic beverage
price for each dish —à la carte adv
a·lac·ri·ty /@'lækr@Ôi/ n. [U] (formal) speed and al·co·hol·ism /'ælk@hO"lIz@m, -hA-/ n. [U] the
medical condition of being an alcoholic
eagerness: He agreed with alacrity.
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alkaline earth metal

al·cove /'ælkoUv/ n. [C] a small place in a wall of

the country 2 in stories, a creature that comes
a room, that is built further back than the rest of the
from another world
wall [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French alcôve, from a·li·en·ate /'eIli@"neIt, 'eIly@-/ v. [T] to make
Spanish alcoba, from Arabic al-qubbah “the
someone stop feeling friendly or stop feeling like
arch”]
s/he belongs in a group: policies that will alienate
al·der·man /'Oldøm@n/ n. (plural aldermen
some voters —alienation /"eIli@'neIS@n, "eIly@-/
/-m@n/) [C] POLITICS a city or town government
n. [U]
official who is elected
a·light1 /@'laIt/ adj. 1 burning: Several cars were
ale /eIl/ n. [U] a type of beer
set alight by rioters. 2 someone whose face or
eyes are alight is happy or excited
a·lert1 /@'løt/ adj. 1 always watching and ready to
notice anything strange, unusual, dangerous, etc.: alight2 v. [I] (formal) if a bird, insect, etc. alights on
Cyclists must always be alert to the dangers on a
something, it stops flying in order to stand on it
busy road. 2 able to think quickly and clearly: I
a·lign
/@'laIn/ v. [I,T] 1 to work together with
didn’t feel alert enough to do any more work.
another person or group because you have the same
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French alerte, from Italaims: Five Democrats have aligned themselves
ian all’erta “on the watch”]
with the Republicans on this issue. 2 to arrange
2
alert v. [T] to warn someone of a problem or of
something so that it is in the same line as somepossible danger: As soon as we suspected it was a
thing else: It looks like your wheels need aligning.
bomb, we alerted the police.
—alignment n. [C,U]
alert3 n. 1 be on the alert to be ready to notice a·like1 /@'laIk/ adj. almost exactly the same
and deal with a problem: Police are on the alert for
SYN similar: She and her sister are very alike.
trouble. 2 [C] a warning to be ready for possible
THESAURUS
similar, like, identical,
danger: a flood alert
matching
➔ SIMILAR
al·fal·fa sprout /æl'fælf@ spraUt/ n. [C] a very
small plant, eaten raw as a vegetable in SALAD s
alike2 adv. 1 in a similar way, or in the same way:
al·gae /'ældZi/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a very simple plant
The twins were dressed alike. 2 in a way that
without stems or leaves that lives in or near water
includes both the people, groups, or things you
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin alga “seaweed”]
have mentioned: The rule was criticized by teachers and students alike.
al·gal bloom /"{lg@l 'blum/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a
sudden and great increase in the amount of algae al·i·men·tary ca·nal /æl@"mEntri k@'næl/ n.
growing on or near the surface of a body of fresh
[C] BIOLOGY the tube in your body that takes food
water, which uses up important supplies of oxygen
through your body from your mouth to your ANUS
in the water
al·i·mo·ny /'æl@"moUni/ n. [U] LAW money that
al·ge·bra /'ældZ@br@/ n. [U] MATH a type of mathsomeone has to pay regularly to his/her former wife
ematics that uses letters and signs to represent
or husband after a DIVORCE
numbers and values [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Medieval Latin, Arabic al-jabr “the reduction”] a·live /@'laIv/ adj. 1 living and not dead: Only one
passenger was still alive. | the food you need to stay
—algebraic /"ældZ@'breI-Ik/ adj.
alive | He called his mother to tell her he was alive
al·go·rithm /'ælg@"rID@m/ n. [C] IT a set of mathand well. 2 continuing to exist: Let’s keep the
ematical instructions that are done in a particular
traditions of the Inuit alive. 3 full of activity or
order
interest: The streets come alive after ten o’clock. |
Her eyes were alive with mischief. [ORIGIN: Old
a·li·as1 /'eIli@s, 'eIly@s/ prep. used when giving a
English on life “in life”]
criminal’s real name together with the name s/he
uses: the spy Margaret Zelle, alias Mata Hari al·ka·li /'ælk@"laI/ n. [C,U] CHEMISTRY a substance
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin “otherwise”]
that forms a chemical salt when combined with an
acid [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Medieval Latin, Araalias2 n. [C] a false name, usually used by a
bic al-qili “the ashes (of a particular plant from
criminal
which a type of alkali was obtained)”]
al·i·bi /'æl@baI/ n. [C] LAW something that proves
that someone was not where a crime happened and 'alkali "metal n. [C] CHEMISTRY any of the six soft
white metal ELEMENT s that appear in group 1 of
is therefore not guilty of the crime: He had a
the PERIODIC TABLE . They are LITHIUM , SODIUM ,
perfect alibi and the police let him go. [ORIGIN:
POTASSIUM , RUBIDIUM , CESIUM , and FRANCIUM .
1600—1700 Latin “somewhere else”]
a·li·en1 /'eIli@n, 'eIly@n/ adj. 1 very different or al·ka·line /'ælk@lIn, -"laIn/ adj. CHEMISTRY containing an alkali
strange: The landscape was alien to me. 2 relating
to creatures from other worlds [ORIGIN: 1300— "alkaline 'earth "metal n. [C] CHEMISTRY any of
1400 Old French, Latin alienus, from alius
the six metal ELEMENT s that appear in group 2 of
“other”]
the PERIODIC TABLE . They are BERYLLIUM , MAG2
alien n. [C] 1 someone who lives or works in a
NESIUM , CALCIUM , STRONTIUM , BARIUM , and
country but is not a citizen: illegal aliens entering
RADIUM .

A

alkaline solution

"alkaline so'lution n. [C]

A

CHEMISTRY a liquid
containing an alkali, which has a PH of more than 7
and will turn red LITMUS paper blue
all1 /Ol/ determiner, pron. 1 the whole of an amount,
time, or thing: Have you done all your homework? |
We’ve spent it all. | I’ve been waiting all day/week. |
Bill talks about work all the time (=very often or
too much). | Professor Ito explained all of
this. 2 every one of a group of things or people:
Answer all twenty questions. | Have you told them
all? | This is important to all of us. | She makes
almost all (of) her own clothes. 3 the only thing or
things: All I want is a cup of coffee. 4 all kinds/
sorts of sth very many different types of things,
people, or places: The students are reading all
kinds of books. 5 for all... in spite of a particular
fact or situation: For all his faults, he’s a good
father. 6 at all used in questions to mean “in any
way”: Did the new drugs help her at all? 7 not at
all not in any way: The snow didn’t affect us at
all. 8 in all including every thing or person: In all,
there were 28 people there. 9 all in all considering
everything: All in all, it was a successful event.

GRAMMAR

Use all with a singular verb when you are using
an uncountable noun: I’ve spent all my money.
Use all with a plural verb when you are using a
plural noun form: All my friends are coming to
the party. ➔ EVERY

all2 adv. 1 completely: I walked all alone. | The

judges were dressed all in black. 2 all
over a) everywhere on a surface or in a place:
There was stuff all over the floor. | We looked all
over the place for it. b) finished: Thank goodness
it’s all over; it was awful. 3 all too used in order
to mean “very” when talking about a bad situation:
It’s all too easy to blame parents for their children’s problems. 4 used in order to say that both
sides have the same number of points in a game:
The score was 10–all at half time. 5 all but almost
completely: It was all but impossible to contact
him. 6 all along from the beginning and all of the
time after that: I knew all along that I couldn’t trust
him. 7 sb was all... (spoken) used in order to
report what someone said or did, when telling a
story: She was all, “Don’t do it that way!” 8 sb/
sth is not all that (spoken) used in order to say
that someone or something is not very attractive or
desirable: Why him? He’s not all that. ➔ after all
at AFTER 1, all of a sudden at SUDDEN
Al·lah /'æl@, 'Al@/ n. the Muslim name for God
"all-A'merican adj. 1 typical of America or
Americans: an all-American girl 2 belonging to a
group of players who have been chosen as the best
in their sport in college
"all-a'round adj. good at doing many different
things, especially in sports: the best all-around
player
al·lay /@'leI/ v. allay sb’s fears/concerns/
worries etc. to make someone feel less afraid,
worried, etc.
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al·le·ga·tion /"æl@'geIS@n/ n. [C] a statement that
someone has done something illegal, which has not
been proved: allegations of child abuse
THESAURUS
accusation, charge,
complaint ➔ ACCUSATION

al·lege /@'lEdZ/ v. [T] to say that something is true,

though it has not been proved: Three students
alleged that they had been expelled unfairly.
THESAURUS

accuse, charge ➔ ACCUSE

al·leged /@'lEdZd/ adj. supposed to be true, but

not proven: the group’s alleged connections with
organized crime
al·leg·ed·ly /@'lEdZIdli/ adv. used when reporting
what other people say is true, although it has not
been proved: Felix allegedly offered him a bribe.
al·le·giance /@'lidZ@ns/ n. [C,U] loyalty to or
support for a leader, country, belief, etc.: The class
stood up and pledged allegiance to the flag of the
United States of America.
al·le·go·ry /'æl@"gOri/ n. (plural allegories) [C,U]
ENG. LANG. ARTS a story, poem, painting, etc. in which
the events and characters represent good and bad
qualities —allegorical /"æl@'gOrIk@l/ adj.
al·lele /@'lil/ also al·le·lo·morph /@'lil@"mOrf/ n.
[C] BIOLOGY one of a pair or series of GENE s that
have a specific position on a CHROMOSOME and
control which features an animal or plant gets from
its parents
al·le·lu·ia /"æl@'luy@/ interjection HALLELUJAH
al·ler·gic /@'lødZIk/ adj. 1 BIOLOGY having an
allergy: Jess is allergic to milk. 2 BIOLOGY caused
by an allergy: an allergic reaction to the bee sting
al·ler·gy /'ælødZi/ n. (plural allergies) [C] BIOLOGY
a condition that makes you sick when you eat,
touch, or breathe a particular thing: He has an
allergy to cats.
al·le·vi·ate /@'livi"eIt/ v. [T] to make something
less bad or severe: Aspirin should alleviate the
pain. | The road was built to alleviate traffic problems.
THESAURUS

➔ REDUCE

reduce, relieve, ease, lessen

al·ley /'æli/ also al·ley·way /'æli"weI/ n. [C] a
narrow street between buildings

al·li·ance /@'laI@ns/ n. [C] a close agreement or
connection between people, countries, etc.: the
NATO alliance
al·lied /@'laId, 'ælaId/ adj. joined or closely
related, especially by a political or military agreement: allied forces | The government was allied
with oil companies.
al·li·ga·tor /'æl@"geIÔø/ n. [C] a large REPTILE
(=type of animal) with a long body, a long mouth,
and sharp teeth that lives in hot wet areas of the

allude
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U.S. and China [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Spanish el
lagarto “the lizard,” from Latin lacerta]
"all-in'clusive adj. including everything: The firm
will handle all your stock investments for an allinclusive fee.
al·lit·e·ra·tion /@"lIÔ@'reIS@n/ n. [U] ENG. LANG.
ARTS the use of several words close together that
begin with the same CONSONANT , for example
“wet and windy weather”, used in order to produce
a special effect in writing or poetry [ORIGIN:
1600—1700 Latin litera “letter”]
"all-'nighter n. [C] (informal) an occasion when
you spend the whole night studying or writing
al·lo·cate /'æl@"keIt/ Ac v. [T] to decide to use a
particular amount of money, time, etc. for a particular purpose: The state plans to increase the funding
(=money) allocated to low-income housing. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Medieval Latin, past participle
of allocare, from Latin ad- “to” + locare “to
place”] —allocation /"æl@'keIS@n/ n. [U]: the
allocation of educational resources
al·lot /@'lAt/ v. (allotted, allotting) [T] to use a
particular amount of time for something, or give a
particular share of something to someone or something: Each person was allotted four tickets. | Two
hours were allotted to each interview. ➔ GIVE 1
—allotment n. [C,U]
al·lo·trope /'æl@"troUp/ n. [C] CHEMISTRY one of
the several different physical forms or structures of
the same ELEMENT (=simple chemical substance
with only one type of atom). For example, coal and
DIAMOND s are allotropes of CARBON .

al·low /@'laU/ v. 1 [T] to give someone permission

to do something, have something, or go somewhere: Smoking is not allowed. | Reporters were
allowed access to the files. | Those over 18 are
allowed to vote. | The cat’s not allowed in the
bedroom.
THESAURUS

allow is used in both formal and informal
English: You’re not allowed to use a calculator
during the test.
let is informal and is used a lot in spoken English:
Will your Mom let you come to the party?
permit is formal and is mainly used in written
English: Smoking is not permitted in this building.
authorize (formal) – to give official permission
for something: In the early 1900s, rangers were
authorized to trap wolves in national forests.
sanction (formal) – to officially accept or allow
something: The U.N. refused to sanction the use
of force.
condone (formal) – to accept or allow behavior
that most people think is wrong: I cannot
condone the use of violence.

2 [I,T] to make it possible for something to happen
or for someone to do something: The plan preserves the state’s wild areas while allowing economic growth. | The waiting period allows for a
background check. 3 [T] to make sure you have

enough time, money, etc. for a particular purpose:
Allow ten days for delivery. | I allow myself $75 a
week for groceries.
allow for sth phr. v. to consider the possible effects
of something and make plans to deal with it: Even
allowing for delays, we should finish early.
al·low·a·ble /@'laU@b@l/ adj. acceptable according to particular rules: the maximum allowable
dosage of the drug

al·low·ance /@'laU@ns/ n. 1 [C,U] money you

are given regularly or for a special reason: Do your
kids get an allowance? | a travel allowance 2 [C
usually singular] an amount of something that is
acceptable or safe: a baggage allowance | the
recommended daily allowance of vitamin
C 3 make allowances (for sb) to consider something when dealing with someone’s behavior

al·loy /'ælOI/ n. [C] CHEMISTRY a metal that is made
by mixing two or more different metals or a metal
and a substance that is not a metal: The pipes are
made of an alloy of copper and zinc.

all 'right adj., adv. (spoken) 1 acceptable, but not

excellent: “How was the movie?” “It was all
right.” 2 not hurt, not upset, or not having problems: Sue, are you all right? | The press conference
went all right (=happened without any problems). 3 used in order to say you agree with a
plan, suggestion, etc.: “Let’s go.” “All
right.” 4 that’s all right a) used in order to
reply when someone thanks you: “Thanks for your
help!” “That’s all right.” b) used in order to tell
someone you are not angry when s/he says s/he is
sorry: “Sorry I’m late!” “That’s all right.” 5 used
in order to say or ask whether something is convenient for you: Would Thursday morning be all
right? 6 used in order to ask or give permission to
do something: Is it all right if I close the window? |
It’s all right with me. 7 used in order to ask if
someone has understood something: Put the cards
into three piles, all right? 8 it’s all right used in
order to make someone feel less afraid or worried:
It’s all right, Mommy’s here. 9 used in order to get
someone’s attention, introduce a new subject, or
end a conversation: All right, quiet down
now. 10 used in order to say you are happy about
something: “I got the job!” “All right!” 11 be
doing all right to be successful in your job or life
USAGE

All right is the usual way of spelling this phrase:
Are you all right? | The movie was all right.
Alright is very informal, and most teachers think
that it is not correct.

'all-time adj. 1 all-time high/low/best etc. the

highest, lowest, etc. level there has ever been: The
stock reached an all-time high last week. 2 alltime record/classic etc. the best thing of its type
ever known: the NHL’s all-time leading goal scorer

al·lude /@'lud/ v.

allude to sb/sth phr. v. (formal) to talk about
something in a way that is not direct

A

allure

al·lure /@'lUr/ n. [singular, U] a pleasant or exciting

A

quality that attracts people: the allure of travel
—alluring adj.
al·lu·sion /@'luZ@n/ n. [C,U] (formal) something
said or written that mentions a subject, person, etc.
in a way that is not direct: His poetry is full of
allusions to the Bible. —allusive /@'lusIv/ adj.
al·lu·vi·um /@'luvi@m/ n. [U] EARTH SCIENCES soil
left by rivers, lakes, floods, etc.
al·ly1 /@'laI, 'ælaI/ n. (plural allies) [C] a person or
country that helps another, especially in war: the
U.S. and its European allies [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Old French alier, from Latin alligare, from ad“to” + ligare “to tie”]
ally2 v. (allied, allies) ally yourself to/with
sb/sth to join with other people or countries to
help each other
al·ma ma·ter /"ælm@ 'mAÔø, "Al-/ n. [singular, U]
(formal) 1 the school, college, or university where
you used to study 2 the official song of a school,
college, or university [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 a
Latin phrase meaning “generous mother”]
al·ma·nac /'Olm@"næk/ n. [C] 1 a book giving a
list of the days of a year, times the Sun rises and
sets, changes in the moon, etc. 2 a book giving
information about a particular subject or activity:
the Almanac of American Politics
al·might·y /Ol'maIÔi/ adj. 1 having the power to
do anything: Almighty God 2 very important or
powerful: the almighty dollar
al·mond /'Am@nd, 'æm-/ n. [C] a flat white nut
with pale brown skin and a slightly sweet taste, or
the tree on which these nuts grow
al·most /'OlmoUst, Ol'moUst/ adv. nearly but not
quite: Are we almost there? | Supper’s almost
ready. | We’ve spent almost all the money. | They
practice almost every day.
a·loft /@'lOft/ adv. (literary) high up in the air
a·lo·ha /@'loUhA/ interjection used in order to say
hello or goodbye in Hawaii
a·lone /@'loUn/ adj., adv. 1 without any other
people: She lives alone. | They had left their son
alone. | I was all alone in a strange city.
THESAURUS

on your own – without anyone helping you:

Finally, the baby started breathing on her own.
(all) by yourself – without anyone helping you:
She raised four children by herself.
single-handedly – done by one person, with no
help from anyone else: He almost single-handedly
is responsible for the business’s success.
solo – done alone, without anyone else helping
you: Lindbergh’s solo flight across the Atlantic
Ocean
independently – without other people’s help or
control: The children are encouraged to work
independently on the projects.
unaided (formal) – without help: She was no
longer able to breathe unaided.
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2 used in order to emphasize that only one person
can do something, that something belongs to only
one person, etc.: He alone can do the job. ➔ leave
sb alone at LEAVE 1, leave sth alone at LEAVE 1, let
alone at LET

a·long1 /@'lOÎ/ prep. 1 from one place on some-

thing such as a line, road, or edge toward the other
end of it: We took a walk along the river. | She
looked anxiously along the line of faces. 2 in a line
next to or on something: a fence along the road |
photographs arranged along the wall 3 at a particular place on something, usually something long:
The house is somewhere along this road. 4 along
the way/line during a process or experience, or
during someone’s life: The company has had more
successes than failures along the way.

along2 adv. 1 going forward: I was driving along,

listening to the radio. 2 go/come/be along to
go to, come to, or be in the place where something
is happening: You’re welcome to come
along. 3 take/bring sb/sth along to take someone or something with you to a place: Why don’t
you bring your guitar along? 4 along with
sb/sth in addition to and at the same time as
someone or something else: Many heart patients
now take aspirin, along with other drugs. ➔ all
along at ALL 2, get along at GET , come along at

COME

a·long·side /@"lOÎ'saId/ adv., prep. 1 close to
and in line with the edge of something: a boat tied
up alongside the dock 2 used in order to say that
people or things do something or exist together:
The children were playing alongside each other.

a·loof /@'luf/ adj., adv. apart from other people and

deliberately not doing things with them: He held
himself somewhat aloof from the others.

a·loud /@'laUd/ adv. in a voice that you can hear:

Mama read aloud to us. | I was just thinking aloud
(=saying what I was thinking). | The pain made him
cry aloud.

al·pha·bet /'ælf@"bEt/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a set
of letters in a particular order, used in writing a
language: the Greek alphabet [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 Late Latin alphabetum, from Greek, from
alpha + beta]

al·pha·bet·i·cal /"ælf@'bEÔIk@l/ adj. arranged
according to the letters of the alphabet: books in
alphabetical order —alphabetically adv.

'alpha "particle n. [C]

PHYSICS a PARTICLE (=a
very small piece of matter) with a positive charge,
that consists of two PROTON s and two NEUTRON s
and is sent out by some RADIOACTIVE substances

al·pine /'ælpaIn/ adj.

EARTH SCIENCES being in or
related to the Alps or other high mountains: alpine
flowers

al·read·y /Ol'rEdi/ adv. 1 before a particular
time: By the time he arrived, the room was already
crowded. 2 before: You already told me that.

although
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al·ter e·go /"æltø 'igoU, "Ol-/ n. [C] a person or

USAGE

Already is used in order to talk about something
that has happened: By the time we arrived, the
concert had already started.
All ready is used in order to say that someone is
ready to do something, or that something is
completely prepared: We’re all ready to go now. |
Dinner is all ready.

3 sooner than expected: I’ve already forgotten her
number. | Is he leaving already? 4 (spoken) said in
order to emphasize that you are annoyed: Make up
your mind already!

al·so /'OlsoU/ adv. 1 in addition

SYN too: She
speaks perfect English. She also speaks French and
Spanish. | This question is not only about writing
but also about reading. 2 used in order to say that
the same thing is true about another person or
thing: My father also died of a heart attack.

USAGE

Also is more formal than too, and is used more
often in writing than in speech: Electric cars are
cheap to run and they are also good for the
environment.
Too and as well are less formal and more often
used in spoken English. They are used at the end
of a sentence: My sister wants to come too. | I like
dance music, but I listen to other kinds of music as
well.
In negative sentences, use either rather than also
or too. Do not say “Tom was also not hungry.” or
“Tom was not hungry too.” Say “Tom was not
hungry either.”
GRAMMAR

Use also before a verb, unless the verb is “be”:
He also plays tennis. Use also after the verb
“be”: His wife is also a doctor.
If there are two or more verbs together, one of
which is an auxiliary verb, also comes after the
first one: Patty can also speak Italian.

al·tar /'Oltø/ n. [C] a table or raised structure used
in a religious ceremony

al·ter /'Oltø/

Ac

v. [I,T] to change, or to make

someone or something change: The design of the
aircraft’s wings had to be altered slightly. | The
discovery of penicillin altered the course of medical
history. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French altérer,
from Medieval Latin alterare, from Latin alter
“other”]
THESAURUS
change, adapt, adjust,
modify, revise, amend, transform ➔ CHANGE 1

al·ter·a·tion /"Olt@'reIS@n/

Ac n. [C] a change
in something or someone, that him, her, or it
slightly different: We’re planning to make a few
alterations to the house. | The bacteria can cause
alterations in the DNA.

al·ter·ca·tion /"Oltø'keIS@n/ n. [C] (formal) a
noisy argument

character in a book who represents part of someone’s character, or who has similar opinions, attitudes, etc.: Gissing used his fictional alter ego to
attack Victorian morals.

al·ter·nate1 /'Oltø"neIt/

Ac v. [I,T] if two things
alternate, or if you alternate them, they happen one
after the other in a repeated pattern: Periods of
laziness alternated with periods of frantic activity. |
I tend to alternate between eating too much and
eating too little. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin, past
participle of alternare “to alternate,” from alternus
“alternate,”
from
alter
“other”]
—alternation /"Oltø'neIS@n/ n. [C,U]

al·ter·nate2 /'OltønIt/

Ac adj. 1 able to be
used instead of something or someone else
SYN alternative: We had to take an alternate route
to the airport. 2 happening in a regular way, first
one thing and then the other thing: She visits her
aunt on alternate Saturdays.

"alternating 'current n. [U]

PHYSICS (abbreviation AC) a flow of electricity that regularly changes

direction very quickly, for example the current used
in buildings for electrical equipment ➔ DIRECT CURRENT

al·ter·na·tive1 /Ol'tøn@tIv/

Ac adj. 1 an alternative plan, idea, etc. can be used instead of another
one: We decided to take an alternative way
home. 2 different from what is usual or accepted:
Alternative medicine may cure some things, but not
diseases like cancer. | Before the oil runs out, we
will have to find alternative sources of energy.
—alternatively adv.

alternative2 n. [C] something you can choose to
do or use instead of something else: This costs less
than the other alternative. | There was no alternative to the use of force.

al·ter·na·tor /'Oltø"neIÔø/ n. [C] PHYSICS a GENERATOR (=machine that produces electricity) that
produces an ALTERNATING CURRENT , used in cars,
trucks, etc.

al·though /Ol'DoU/ conjunction 1 in spite of the
fact that SYN though: Although the car’s old, it
runs well.
THESAURUS

however – used when saying that something
seems different or surprising after your previous
statement: March is usually really cold. This year,
however, the weather was surprisingly mild.
in spite of/despite – even though something
happens or is true: We enjoyed the day, in spite of
all the problems with the car. | Despite the heat,
he still refused to take off his jacket.
nevertheless/nonetheless – in spite of what
has just been mentioned: A lot of people are
coming to the meeting. Nevertheless, there should
be enough seats for everyone.

2 but: No, I’ll do it, although I appreciate your
offer.

A

altitude

al·ti·tude /'ælt@"tud/ n. [C,U] the height of some-

A

thing above sea level: aircraft flying at high/low
altitude
al·to /'æltoU/ n. (plural altos) [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS
a female singer with a low voice, or the line of a
piece of music that this person sings
'Olt@"gEDø/
al·to·geth·er
/"Olt@'gEDø,
adv. 1 completely – used in order to emphasize
what you are saying: He uses an altogether different method. | Smoking in public buildings is banned
altogether. 2 considering everything or the whole
amount: There were five people altogether. | It did
rain a lot, but altogether it was a good trip.
USAGE

Use altogether to talk about the total amount or
number of something: The vacation cost about
$2,000 altogether.
Use all together to say that things or people are
together in a group: Try to keep the puzzle pieces
all together.
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for good – used to say that a change is

permanent: I’ve given up smoking for good.

3 happening often, especially in an annoying way:
The stupid car is always breaking down! 4 as
always as is usual or expected: Her singing, as
always, was wonderful. 5 you can/could
always... (spoken) said in order to make a polite
suggestion: You could always try calling her. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old English ealne weg “all the
way”]
GRAMMAR

Use always before a verb, unless the verb is
“be”: I always have my driver’s license with me.
Use always after the verb “be”: She’s always
very helpful.
If there are two or more verbs together, always
comes after the first one: He had always
dreamed of being a pilot.

Dis·ease
/'AltshaImøz
dI"ziz, 'AltsaI-, 'æl-/ also Alzheimer’s n. [U]
al·tru·ism /'æltru"Iz@m/ n. [U] the practice of BIOLOGY a disease that gradually destroys parts of
caring about the needs of other people before deal- the brain, especially in older people, so that they
ing with your own needs —altruist n. [C] forget things and lose their ability to take care of
themselves
—altruistic /"æltru'IstIkX/ adj.
AM /"eI 'EmX/ n [U] amplitude modulation a
a·lu·mi·num /@'lum@n@m/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY a system of broadcasting radio programs, in which
silver-white metal that is an ELEMENT , and that is the strength of the radio waves changes ➔ FM
light and easily bent
am /m, @m; strong æm/ v. the first person singular
a·lum·ni /@'lömnaI/ n. [plural] the former students and present tense of the verb BE
of a school, college, or university ➔ STUDENT
a.m. /"eI 'Em/ used when talking about times that
al·ve·o·lus /æl'vi@l@s/ n. (plural alveoli) [C] BIOL- are between MIDNIGHT and NOON ➔ P.M. : I start
OGY one of the very many small hollow spaces
work at 9:00 a.m. [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Latin
inside your lungs, through which oxygen enters and ante meridiem “before noon”]
CARBON DIOXIDE leaves ➔ see picture at LUNG
a·mal·gam·ate /@'mælg@"meIt/ v. (formal)
al·ways /'OlweIz, -wiz, -wIz/ adv. 1 at all 1 [I,T] to join in order to form one larger organizatimes, or each time: Always lock the doors. | We tion 2 [T] to combine two or more things to make
one thing —amalgamation /@"mælg@'meIS@n/
always want to improve our service.
THESAURUS

permanently – at all times: The door is
permanently locked.

all the time/the whole time – continuously

and often: The baby cries all the time.
constantly – always or regularly: You’re
constantly complaining about everything!
continuously (formal) – without stopping or
pausing: The tower clock has been working
continuously for 270 years.
invariably (formal) – always, without ever
changing: The disease almost invariably ends in
death.

2 for a very long time: He said that he’d always
love her. | She always dreamed of going to Paris.
THESAURUS

permanently – forever or for a very long time:
His eyesight may be permanently damaged.

forever – for all time in the future: I could stay
here forever.
for life – for the rest of your life: Marriage is
supposed to be for life.

Alz·heim·er’s

n. [C,U]

a·mass /@'mæs/ v. [T] to gather together or collect

money or information in large amounts: He had
amassed a fortune.
am·a·teur1 /'æm@tSø/ adj. [only before noun]
doing something for enjoyment, but not for money:
an amateur musician [ORIGIN: 1700—1800
French, Latin amator “lover,” from amare “to
love”]
amateur2 n. [C] 1 someone who does something
because s/he enjoys it, but not for money
ANT professional 2 someone who does not have
experience or skill in a particular activity: There’s
nothing worse than watching a blurred video, shot
by an amateur. —amateurish /"æm@'tSUrIS/ adj.
a·maze /@'meIz/ v. [T] to surprise someone very
much: He made a shot that amazed everyone. | You
never cease to amaze me (=always surprise me).
a·mazed /@'meIzd/ adj. very surprised: We were
amazed at how quickly the kids learned. | I’m
amazed (that) you remember him. | Many people
were amazed to learn that he had grown up poor.

American Indian
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THESAURUS
surprised, astonished,
astounded, flabbergasted, stunned,
dumbfounded ➔ SURPRISED

a·maze·ment /@'meIzm@nt/ n. [U] a feeling of
great surprise: We watched in/with amazement.

a·maz·ing /@'meIzIÎ/ adj. making someone feel
very surprised, often because something is very
good or very unexpected: an amazing coincidence |
It’s amazing how many things have gone wrong.
—amazingly adv.
THESAURUS

surprising, astonishing,
astounding, staggering, stunning ➔
SURPRISING

am·bas·sa·dor /æm'bæs@dø, @m-/ n. [C] an

important official who represents his/her country in
another country: the Mexican ambassador to
Canada [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French ambassadeur, from Latin ambactus “vassal”]
—ambassadorial /æm"bæs@'dOri@l/ adj.
am·bi·ance,
ambience
/'æmbi@ns,
'AmbiAns/ n. [U] the way a place makes you feel:
the restaurant’s friendly ambiance
am·bi·dex·trous /"æmbI'dEkstr@s/ adj. able to
use both hands with equal skill
am·bi·gu·i·ty /"æmb@'gyu@Ôi/ n. (plural ambiguities) [C,U] the state of being unclear or confusing,
or something that produces this effect: the ambiguity of her words | The report contains significant
ambiguities.
am·big·u·ous /æm'bIgyu@s/ Ac adj. something that is ambiguous is confusing or not clear
because it can be understood in more than one way:
The message being given to young people is
ambiguous and unclear. | an ambiguous question
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin ambiguus, from
ambigere “to wander around,” from ambi“about” + agere “to drive”]
am·bi·tion /æm'bIS@n/ n. 1 [C] a strong desire
to do or achieve something: Her ambition is to
climb Mount Everest. | She seems determined to
achieve all her ambitions. 2 [U] the quality of
being determined to succeed: Saul has no ambition
at all.
am·bi·tious /æm'bIS@s/ adj. 1 needing a lot of
skill and effort to achieve something: an ambitious
mission to Mars 2 having a strong desire to be
successful or powerful: a young and ambitious man
—ambitiously adv.
am·biv·a·lent /æm'bIv@l@nt/ adj. not sure
whether you want or like something or not: His
wife was ambivalent about having a child. [ORIGIN: 1900—2000 ambi- “both” + -valent “having a particular value”] —ambivalence n. [U]
am·ble /'æmb@l/ v. [I] to walk slowly in a relaxed
way: We ambled along/down the beach.
THESAURUS

walk, stroll ➔ WALK 1

am·bu·lance /'æmby@l@ns/ n. [C] a special

vehicle for taking sick or injured people to the
hospital: Somebody should call an ambulance.
[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 French “place near a
battle, where wounds are treated,” from ambulant “walking,” from Latin ambulare]
am·bush1 /'æmbUS/ n. [C] a sudden attack on
someone by people who have been hiding and
waiting to attack: Two soldiers were killed in an
ambush. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French
embuschier, from en “in” + busche “wood”] ➔
ATTACK 1

ambush2 v. [T] to attack someone from a place
where you have been hiding

a·me·lio·rate /@'mily@"reIt/ v. [I,T] (formal) to

make
something
better
—amelioration
/@"mily@'reIS@n/ n. [U]
a·men /"eI'mEn, "A-/ interjection said at the end of
a prayer, to express agreement or the hope that it
will be true [ORIGIN: 1000—1100 Late Latin,
Greek, from Hebrew, “truth”]
a·me·na·ble /@'min@b@l, @'mE-/ adj. 1 willing
to listen to or do something: From what we see and
read in the media, his views are not amenable to
change. 2 appropriate for a particular type of treatment: jobs that are amenable to flexible scheduling
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Old French amener “to
lead up,” from mener “to lead”]
a·mend /@'mEnd/ Ac v. [T] to make small
changes or improvements, especially in the words
of a law: The act was amended to protect wildlife.
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French amender,
from Latin emendare, from ex “out” + menda
“something wrong, fault”]
THESAURUS
change, alter, adapt, adjust,
modify, revise ➔ CHANGE 1

a·mend·ment /@'mEnÄm@nt/

Ac n. [C,U] a
change, especially in the words of a law: Congress
proposed three amendments to the bill.
a·mends /@'mEnÄz/ Ac n. make amends to
do something that shows you are sorry for something: I tried to make amends by paying for the new
window.
a·men·i·ty /@'mEn@Ôi, @'mi-/ n. (plural amenities) [C usually plural] something in a place that
makes living there enjoyable and pleasant: a housing development with a pool and other amenities
A·mer·i·can1 /@'mErIk@n/ n. [C] someone from
the U.S.
American2 adj. relating to or coming from the
U.S.: American cars
A·mer·i·ca·na /@"mEr@'kAn@/ n. [U] objects,
styles, stories, etc. that are typical of America
A"merican 'dream n. the American Dream
the belief that everyone in the U.S. has the opportunity to be successful if s/he works hard
A"merican 'Indian n. [C] another name for a
NATIVE AMERICAN

A

Americanize

A·mer·i·can·ize /@'mErIk@"naIz/ v. [T] to

A

change something or someone to make him, her, or
it more American: After ten years here, we’ve
become very Americanized. —Americanization
/@"mErIk@n@'zeIS@n/ n. [U]
A·mer·i·cas /@'mErIk@z/ n. the Americas [plural] North, Central, and South America considered
together as a whole
a·mi·a·ble /'eImi@b@l/ adj. friendly and pleasant:
an amiable child —amiably adv.
am·i·ca·ble /'æmIk@b@l/ adj. feeling friendly
and doing things without arguments: an amicable
divorce
a·mid /@'mId/ also a·midst /@'mIdst/ prep. (formal) among or in the middle of: life amid the
horrors of war [ORIGIN: Old English onmiddan
“in the middle”]
a·mi·no ac·id /@"minoU 'æsId/ n. [C] CHEMISTRY
one of the substances that combine to form PROTEIN s [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 amine type of
chemical compound, from ammonia]
a·miss /@'mIs/ adj. be amiss (formal) to be a
problem or to be wrong: She sensed something was
amiss.
am·mo /'æmoU/ n. [U] (informal) ammunition
am·mo·nia /@'moUny@/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY a gas or
liquid with a strong unpleasant smell, used in cleaning [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Modern Latin, Latin
sal ammoniacus “salt of Amon,” from Amon
ancient Egyptian god near one of whose temples
the substance was obtained]
am·mu·ni·tion /"æmy@'nIS@n/ n. [U] 1 things
such as bullets, bombs, etc. that are fired from
guns 2 information that can be used in order to
criticize someone or win an argument against him/
her: The scandal has given his opponents plenty of
ammunition.
am·ne·sia /æm'niZ@/ n. [U] the medical condition of not being able to remember anything [ORIGIN:
1700—1800 Modern Latin, Greek,
“forgetfulness”]
am·ne·si·ac /æm'nizi"æk, -'niZi-/ n. [C] someone with amnesia
am·nes·ty /'æmn@sti/ n. (plural amnesties) [C,U]
an official order forgiving criminals or freeing prisoners, especially people who have opposed the
government [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Greek amnestia “forgetfulness,” from mnasthai “to remember”]
a·moe·ba /@'mib@/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a very small
creature that has only one cell
a·mok /@'mök, @'mAk/ adv. run amok to behave
or happen in an uncontrolled way [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 Malay]
a·mong /@'möÎ/ also a·mongst /@'möÎst/
prep. 1 in a particular group of people or things:
unemployment among men under 25 | The university is among the top ten in the nation. | Relax,
you’re among friends. | They were talking amongst
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themselves (=a group of people were talking). 2 in
the middle of, through, or between: We walked
among the huge redwood trees. | He stood among
the huge piles of papers, frowning. 3 used when
mentioning one or two people or things from a
larger group: Swimming and diving are among the
most popular Olympic events. | We discussed,
among other things, ways to raise money.
a·mor·al /eI'mOr@l, -'mAr-/ adj. not moral: his
amoral actions
am·o·rous /'æm@r@s/ adj. showing or relating to
sexual love
a·mor·phous /@'mOrf@s/ adj. (formal) without a
fixed form or shape, or without clear organization
a·mount1 /@'maUnt/ n. [C] how much of something there is, or how much is needed: a large
amount of money | Please pay the full amount. | a
huge amount of time | Add a small amount of water.
USAGE

Amount is used with uncountable nouns: a large
amount of money
Number is used with countable nouns: a small
number of problems

amount2 v.

amount to sth phr. v. 1 to add up to a total of a
particular amount: Jenny’s debts amount to over
$1,000. 2 to mean something without saying it
directly: What he said amounted to an apology. 3 not amount to something/anything/
much to not be important, valuable, or successful:
His father never thought he’d amount to much.
amp /æmp/ also am·pere /'æmpIr, -pEr/ n. [C]
PHYSICS a unit for measuring an electric current
am·phet·a·mine /æm'fEÔ@"min, -mIn/ n. [C,U]
a drug that gives people more energy and makes
them feel excited
am·phib·i·an /æm'fIbi@n/ n. [C] BIOLOGY an animal such as a FROG , that can live on land and in
water
am·phib·i·ous /æm'fIbi@s/ adj. 1 an amphibious vehicle can travel on land and water 2 BIOLOGY
an amphibious animal can live on land and in water
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Greek amphibios “living a
double life,” from amphi- “round, on both sides,
both” + bios “way of life”]
am·phi·the·a·ter /'æmf@"θi@Ôø/ n. [C] a large
structure with no roof, and rows of seats that curve
partly around a central space, used for performances
am·ple /'æmp@l/ adj. 1 more than enough: There
will be ample opportunity to ask questions.
THESAURUS
ENOUGH

enough, plenty, sufficient ➔

2 ample belly/bosom etc. a big stomach, etc., in
a way that is attractive or pleasant —amply adv.

am·pli·fi·er /'æmpl@"faIø/ n. [C] a piece of electronic equipment that makes an electrical sound

analyze
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signal stronger, so that it is loud enough to hear
➔ see picture at ACOUSTIC

am·pli·fy /'æmpl@"faI/ v. (amplified, amplifies)

[T] 1 to make something louder or stronger: an
amplified guitar 2 (formal) to explain something in

more detail —amplification /"æmpl@f@'keIS@n/

n. [singular, U]

am·pli·tude /'æmpl@"tud/ n. [U] PHYSICS the dis-

tance between the middle and the top or bottom of
a wave of energy such as a SOUND WAVE
am·pu·tate /'æmpy@"teIt/ v. [I,T] to cut off a part
of someone’s body for medical reasons: Doctors
had to amputate his left leg. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
Latin, past participle of amputare, from amb“around” + putare “to cut”] —amputation
/"æmpy@'teIS@n/ n. [C,U]
am·pu·tee /"æmpy@'ti/ n. [C] someone who has
a part of his/her body cut off for medical reasons
amu PHYSICS the abbreviation of ATOMIC MASS
UNIT

a·muck /@'mök/ adv. another spelling of AMOK
a·muse /@'myuz/ v. [T] 1 to make someone

laugh or smile: The question seemed to amuse
him. 2 to make the time pass in an enjoyable way
for someone: the stories she tells to amuse her
daughter [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Old French
amuser, from muse “mouth of an animal”]
a·mused /@'myuzd/ adj. 1 thinking something
is funny: He looked amused by my embarrassment. 2 keep sb amused to entertain or interest
someone for a long time: games to keep the kids
amused
a·muse·ment /@'myuzm@nt/ n. 1 [U] the feeling you have when you think something is funny:
She looked at him with/in amusement. 2 [C,U]
something you do to make the time pass in an
enjoyable way: What do you do for amusement?
a'musement "park n. [C] a large park where
people can play games of skill, go on rides, and see
performances
a·mus·ing /@'myuzIÎ/ adj. funny and entertaining: Luckily, Joe found it amusing (=thought it was
funny). | a highly/mildly/fairly amusing movie
THESAURUS
funny, witty, humorous,
comical ➔ FUNNY 1

an /@n; strong æn/ indefinite article a – used when the

following word begins with a vowel sound: an
orange | an X-ray | an hour
an·a·bol·ic ster·oid /"æn@bAlIk 'stErOId,
'stIr-/ n. [C] a drug that makes muscles grow
quickly, sometimes used illegally by people in
sports
a·nach·ro·nism /@'nækr@"nIz@m/ n. [C] someone or something that is or seems to be in the
wrong historical time: Today, small farmers are
almost an anachronism. —anachronistic
/@"nækr@'nIstIk/ adj.

an·ae·ro·bic /"æn@'roUbIkX/ adj.

BIOLOGY not
needing oxygen in order to live ➔ AEROBIC
an·a·gram /'æn@"græm/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
word or phrase made by changing the order of the
letters in another word or phrase: “Silent” is an
anagram of “listen.”
a·nal /'eInl/ adj. 1 relating to the ANUS 2 (disapproving) showing a lot of concern with small details:
Don’t be so anal.
an·al·ge·sic /"ænl'dZizIkX/ n. [C] CHEMISTRY a
drug that reduces pain
a·nal·o·gous /@'næl@g@s/ Ac adj. (formal) similar to another situation or thing: The system of
roads across the country is analogous to the veins
and arteries in the human body.

THESAURUS
similar, like, alike,
comparable, akin to sth ➔ SIMILAR

a·nal·o·gy /@'næl@dZi/

Ac n. (plural analogies)
[C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS something that seems similar

in two situations, processes, etc.: We can draw/
make an analogy between the brain and a computer. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Greek analogia,
from analogos; from ana- “according to” +
logos “reason, ratio”]
a·nal·y·sis /@'næl@sIs/ Ac n. (plural analyses
/-siz/) 1 [C,U] the careful examination of something in order to understand it better or see what it
consists of: Analysis of the data shows that skin
cancer is on the increase. | The blood sample was
sent to the lab for analysis. | The company did a
variety of economic analyses to identify the likely
cost of each option. 2 [U] a process in which a
doctor helps someone to talk about his/her past
experiences, relationships, etc. in order to help
him/her with mental or emotional problems
SYN psychoanalysis: My sister has been in analysis for several years. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Modern Latin, Greek, from analyein “to break up”]
an·a·lyst /'ænl-Ist/ Ac n. [C] 1 someone whose
job is to analyze things: Most political analysts
believe that Congress will make amendments to the
bill. | a computer systems analyst 2 a doctor who
helps people with mental or emotional problems by
listening to them talk about their experiences, relationships, etc. SYN psychoanalyst
an·a·lyt·ic·al /"ænl'IÔIk@l/ Ac also an·a·lyt·ic
/"ænl'IÔIk/ adj. using methods that help you examine things carefully: The job requires someone with
an analytical mind who can assess data quickly. |
the detective’s analytic skills
an·al·yze /'ænl"aIz/ Ac v. [T] 1 to examine or
think about something carefully in order to understand it: We gather the data so that we can analyze
the evidence objectively. | The material was taken
to a police laboratory to be analyzed.
THESAURUS

➔ EXAMINE

examine, inspect, scrutinize

2 to examine someone’s mental or emotional problems using PSYCHOANALYSIS : The therapists work

A

anapest

A

with the patients to analyze their behavioral problems.
an·a·pest /'æn@"pest/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS an
arrangement of words or SYLLABLE s in poetry, that
consists of two short sounds that are not STRESS ed
(=emphasized), followed by one long sound that is
stressed. The word “immature” and the phrase “by
myself” also have this pattern.
an·ar·chy /'ænøki/ n. [U] 1 a situation in which
no one obeys rules or laws: Without the rule of law,
we would live in a state of chaos and anarchy. 2 a
situation in which there is no government in a
country [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Medieval Latin
anarchia, from Greek, from anarchos “having
no ruler”] —anarchist n. [C] —anarchic
/æ'nArkIk/ adj.
a·nath·e·ma /@'næθ@m@/ n. [singular, U] (formal)
something that is completely the opposite of what
you believe in: The party’s liberal ideas that are
anathema to conservative voters. [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 Late Latin, Greek, “thing given over to
evil, curse,” from anatithenai “to set up, dedicate”]
a·nat·o·my /@'næÔ@mi/ n. [U] BIOLOGY the scientific study of the structure of the body [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Late Latin anatomia “cutting up a
body,” from Greek anatome, from anatemnein
“to cut up”] —anatomical /"æn@'tAmIk@l/ adj.
an·ces·tor /'æn"sEstø/ n. [C] a member of your
family who lived in past times ➔ DESCENDANT : the
traditions of their ancestors [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Old French ancestre, from Latin antecessor
“one who goes before”] —ancestral
/æn'sEstr@l/ adj.
an·ces·try /'æn"sEstri/ n. [U] the members of
your family who lived in past times: people of
Spanish ancestry
an·chor1 /'æÎkø/ n. [C] 1 someone who reads
the news on television or radio and introduces news
reports: the local evening news anchor 2 a heavy
metal object that is lowered into the water to
prevent a ship or boat from moving 3 someone or
something that provides a feeling of support,
strength, or safety: He’s the anchor for the team’s
defense.
anchor2 v. 1 [I,T] to lower the anchor on a ship or
boat to keep it from moving: Three tankers were
anchored in the harbor. 2 [T] to be the person who
reads the news and introduces reports on television
or radio: Collins anchors the six o’clock
news. 3 [T] to fasten something firmly to something so that it cannot move: The main rope
anchors the tent to the ground. 4 [T] to provide a
feeling of support, safety, or help: The strong bond
between my parents helped to anchor the family
during some difficult times.
an·chor·man
/'æÎkø"mæn/,
an·chor·wom·an /'æÎkø"wUm@n/ n. (plural
anchormen /-mEn/, anchorwomen /-"wImIn/)
[C] someone who reads the news on TV and introduces news reports SYN anchor
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an·cho·vy /'æn"tSoUvi, -tS@-, æn'tSoUvi/ n.

(plural anchovies) [C,U] a very small ocean fish
that tastes very salty [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Spanish anchova]
an·cient /'eInS@nt/ adj. 1 happening or existing
very far back in history: ancient Rome ➔
OLD 2 (humorous) very old: an ancient truck piled
with furniture
and /n, @n, @nd; strong ænd/ conjunction 1 used
in order to join two words or parts of sentences: a
peanut butter and jelly sandwich | They have two
kids, a boy and a girl. | Martha cooks, and Tom
does the dishes. 2 used in order to say that one
thing happens after another: Grant knocked and
went in. 3 (spoken) used instead of “to” after
“come,” “go,” “try,” and some other verbs: Try and
finish your homework before dinner, okay? | We’re
going to go and play basketball. 4 used when
adding numbers: Six and four make ten. | a hundred
and thirty dollars 5 used in order to say that one
thing is caused by something else: I missed supper
and I’m starving! 6 used between repeated words
to emphasize what you are saying: She spent more
and more time alone.
and·ro·gyn·ous /æn'drAdZ@n@s/ adj. 1 someone who is androgynous looks both female and
male 2 BIOLOGY an androgynous plant or animal
has both male and female parts
an·droid /'ændrOId/ n. [C] a ROBOT that looks
completely human
an·ec·dot·al /"ænIk'doUÔlX/ adj. consisting of
short stories based on someone’s personal experience: There is anecdotal evidence that this can help
asthma sufferers.
an·ec·dote /'ænIk"doUt/ n. [C] a short interesting story about a particular person or event [ORIGIN:
1700—1800 French, Latin anekdota
“things not published,” from ekdidonai “to publish”]
THESAURUS

story, tale, yarn ➔ STORY

a·ne·mi·a /@'nimi@/ n. [U]

BIOLOGY a medical
condition in which there are not enough red cells in
your blood [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Modern Latin,
Greek anaimia “bloodlessness,” from haima
“blood”] —anemic adj.
an·es·the·sia /"æn@s'θiZ@/ n. [U] the use of
anesthetics in medicine [ORIGIN: 1700—1800
Modern Latin, Greek anaisthesia, from an
“without” + aisthesis “feeling”]
an·es·thet·ic /"æn@s'θEÔIk/ n. [C,U] a drug that
stops feelings of pain, used during a medical operation: an operation done under a local/general
anesthetic (=affecting part or all of your body)
a·nes·thet·ist /@'nEsθ@tIst/ n. [C] someone
whose job is to give an anesthetic to people in
hospitals
a·nes·the·tize /@'nEsθ@"taIz/ v. [T] to make
someone unable to feel pain or strong emotions

animal
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a·new /@'nu/ adv. (literary) in a new or different

way: She started life anew in New York.
an·gel /'eIndZ@l/ n. [C] 1 a spirit who lives with
God in heaven, usually represented as a person with
wings and dressed in white 2 (spoken) someone
who is very kind or helpful: Oh, thanks! You’re an
angel! [ORIGIN: Old English engel, from Late
Latin angelus, from Greek angelos “bringer of
messages, angel”] —angelic /æn'dZElIk/ adj.
an·ger1 /'æÎgø/ n. [U] a strong feeling of wanting
to hurt or criticize someone because s/he has done
something bad to you or been unkind to you: his
feelings of anger and frustration | Paul shouted at
him in anger. | his anger at his mother
anger2 v. [T] to make someone feel angry: The
court’s decision angered environmentalists.
an·gi·o·sperm /'ændZi@"spøm/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a
plant that produces fruit that contains the plant’s
seeds

angle2 v. [T] to turn or move something so that it is

not straight or upright: a lamp angled to give the
best light
angle for sth phr. v. to try to get something without
asking for it directly: I think she’s angling for an
invitation.
An·gli·can /'æÎglIk@n/ adj. relating to the official
church of England or related churches, such as the
Episcopal church —Anglican n. [C]
An·glo-Sax·on /"æÎgloU 'sæks@nX/ n. 1 [C]
HISTORY a member of the group of people who lived
in England from about 600 A.D. 2 [U] ENG. LANG.
ARTS the language of the Anglo-Saxons 3 [C] a
white person, especially someone whose family
originally came from England —Anglo-Saxon
adj.

an·go·ra /æÎ'gOr@/ n. 1 [C] a type of goat, rab-

bit, or cat with very long soft hair or fur 2 [U]
wool or thread made from the fur of an angora goat
or rabbit
an·gry /'æÎgri/ adj. feeling or showing anger: I’m
so angry with/at her! | My parents were really
angry about my grades. | Lerner got angry and
started shouting. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
Norse angr “great sorrow”] —angrily adv.
THESAURUS

annoyed – a little angry: I get annoyed with the
kids.

irritated – feeling annoyed and not patient with

people or things: I was getting irritated by all the
noise.
livid/furious – very angry: My boss will be
furious if I’m late again.
mad (informal) – very angry: Mom was mad at
me for not cleaning up.
indignant – angry because you feel you have
been insulted or unfairly treated: She was
indignant that only her children had been
punished, and not the others involved.
irate (formal) – extremely angry: a phone call
from an irate customer
outraged – feeling very angry or shocked:
Women were outraged at the way the court dealt
with the sexual harassment case.
resentful – feeling angry and upset about
something you think is unfair: Bethany felt
resentful about her mother’s interference.
➔ HAPPY , SAD

angst /'AÎst, 'æÎst/ n. [U] strong feelings of

an·gle1 /'æÎg@l/ n. [C] 1 MATH the space between
two lines or surfaces that meet or cross each other,
measured in degrees ➔ RIGHT ANGLE : an angle of
90 degrees | a 45-degree angle 2 at an angle not
upright or straight: The case was leaning at an
angle against the wall. 3 a way of considering a
problem or situation: We need to look at this from a
new angle.

anxiety and sadness because you are worried about
your life
an·guish /'æÎgwIS/ n. [U] suffering caused by
extreme pain or worry: “No!” cried her mother in
anguish. —anguished adj.: her anguished parents
an·gu·lar /'æÎgy@lø/ adj. 1 having sharp corners: an angular shape 2 very thin, and without
much flesh on your bones: a tall, angular young
man
an·i·mal1 /'æn@m@l/ n. [C] 1 BIOLOGY a living

A

animal

A

creature such as a cow or dog, that is not a bird,
insect, fish, or person: farm animals | wild animals 2 BIOLOGY any living creature, including
people: Humans are highly intelligent animals. 3 (informal) someone who behaves in a
cruel, violent, or rude way: He’s an animal – stay
out of his way. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin animalis “having life,” from anima “soul”] ➔ party
animal at PARTY
animal2 adj. 1 relating to or made from animals:
animal fats 2 animal urges/instincts etc.
human feelings, desires, etc. that relate to sex, food,
and other basic needs
An·i·ma·lia /"ænI'meIly@/ n. [U] BIOLOGY the
KINGDOM that consists of all living creatures with
more than one cell who obtain the food they need
in order to live and grow by eating other living
things ➔ PLANTAE
an·i·mate1 /'æn@"meIt/ v. [T] to make something
seem to have more life or energy: Laughter animated his face. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin, past
participle of animare “to give life to,” from
anima “soul”]
an·i·mate2 /'æn@mIt/ adj. (formal) living
ANT

inanimate

an·i·mat·ed /'æn@"meIÔId/ adj. 1 full of interest
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an·ni·hi·late /@'naI@"leIt/ v. [T] to destroy some-

thing or defeat someone completely [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Late Latin, past participle of annihilare “to reduce to nothing”] —annihilation
/@"naI@'leIS@n/ n. [U]
an·ni·ver·sa·ry /"æn@'vøs@ri/ n. (plural anniversaries) [C] a date on which something important or
special happened in an earlier year ➔ BIRTHDAY :
Our wedding anniversary is in June. | A parade
was held on the anniversary of the revolution.
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Latin anniversarius
“returning each year,” from annus “year” +
vertere “to turn”]
an·no·tate /'æn@"teIt/ v. [T usually passive] to add
short notes to a book or piece of writing to explain
parts of it: The translation was annotated by W. H.
Auden. —annotation /"æn@'teIS@n/ n. [C,U]
an·nounce /@'naUns/ v. [T] 1 to officially and
publicly tell people about something: The company
announced plans to build 300 homes. | The Senator
announced that he was running for a fourth
term. 2 to say something in a loud or confident
way, especially something other people will not
like: Randy suddenly announced (that) he was
leaving. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French annoncer,
from Latin annuntiare, from ad- “to” + nuntiare
“to report”]
an·nounce·ment /@'naUnsm@nt/ n. 1 [C] an
official public statement: School announcements
are broadcast over the PA system. | Carter made
the announcement on Wednesday. | the announcement that he had died 2 [U] the act of telling
people something publicly: the announcement of
the winners

and energy: an animated debate 2 an animated
movie, etc. is one in which pictures,
clay models, etc. seem to move and talk
—animatedly adv.
an·i·ma·tion /"æn@'meIS@n/ n. 1 [C,U] the process of making animated movies, television programs, or computer games, or the movie, program,
or game itself 2 [U] energy and excitement: They
an·nounc·er /@'naUnsø/ n. [C] someone who
were talking with animation.
an·i·mism /'æn@"mIz@m/ n. [U] SOCIAL SCIENCE a gives people news or tells them what is happening
religion in which all animals, plants, and objects in at an event, during a broadcast, etc.
the world are believed to have spirits [ORIGIN: an·noy /@'nOI/ v. [T] to make someone feel slightly
1800—1900 From Latin anima “soul”] angry about something SYN irritate: His reaction
—animist adj. —animist n.
annoyed her. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French
an·i·mos·i·ty /"æn@'mAs@Ôi/ n. (plural animosi- enuier, from Latin inodiare, from odium “hate”]
THESAURUS
ties) [C,U] (formal) strong dislike or hatred [ORIGIN:
1400—1500 Latin animosus “full of spirit”]
irritate – to annoy someone by continually doing
something or by continually happening: His
an·i·on /'æn"aI@n/ n. [C] PHYSICS an ION with a
constant interruptions were starting to irritate me.
negative electrical charge, that is attracted to the
get on sb’s nerves (informal) – to annoy
part on a BATTERY that sends out a positive electrisomeone by continually doing something or by
cal charge
continually happening: The noise was getting on
an·kle /'æÎk@l/ n. [C] the joint between your foot
my nerves.
and your leg: The skirt came down to her ankles.
infuriate – to make someone very angry: The
CARTOON ,

➔ see picture on page A3

an·nals /'ænlz/ n. in the annals of history/
science etc. in the whole history of a particular
subject

an·nex1 /@'nEks, 'ænEks/ v. [T] to take control of

a country or area next to your own, especially by
using force —annexation /"ænIk'seIS@n,
"ænEk-/ n. [C,U]
annex2 n. [C] a separate building that has been
added to a larger one

referee’s decision infuriated fans.
bother – to annoy someone, especially by
interrupting him/her when s/he is trying to do
something: Sorry to keep bothering you, but can I
ask you one more thing?
vex – to make someone feel annoyed or worried,
and unable to stop thinking about something: He
was still feeling vexed by her previous remark.
irk (formal) – to make someone feel annoyed:
The expression on his face irked her for some
reason.

answer
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an·noy·ance /@'nOI@ns/ n. 1 [U] the feeling of

being slightly angry SYN irritation: a look of
annoyance | To her annoyance, he was late. 2 [C]
something that makes you slightly angry: The constant noise was an annoyance.
an·noyed /@'nOId/ adj. slightly angry ➔ IRRITATED : I was annoyed at myself for telling him. |
Joel is really annoyed about the mess. | My sister’s
annoyed (that) we didn’t call. | Her father was
getting annoyed with her.
THESAURUS
angry, irritated, mad,
indignant ➔ ANGRY

an·noy·ing /@'nOI-IÎ/ adj. making you feel

slightly angry SYN irritating: an annoying habit |
It’s annoying that we didn’t know about this
before. —annoyingly adv.
an·nu·al1 /'ænyu@l/ Ac adj. 1 happening once
a year: The 98th annual conference of the NAACP
was held in Detroit.
THESAURUS

hourly, daily, weekly,
monthly, yearly ➔ REGULAR 1

THESAURUS
thin, slim, slender, slight,
skinny, lean, underweight, gaunt, emaciated,
1
skeletal ➔ THIN

an·oth·er /@'nöDø/ determiner, pron. 1 one more
person or thing of the same kind: Do you want
another beer? | I’ll cancel that check and send you
another.
THESAURUS
more, extra, additional,
further, supplemental, supplementary ➔
MORE 2

2 calculated over a period of one year: My annual
income before taxes is $68,200. [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Old French annuel, from Latin annuus
“yearly” and annalis “yearly,” both from annus
“year”] —annually adv.: The jazz festival is held
annually in July.
annual2 n. [C] a plant that lives for one year or
season

"annual per'centage rate n. [C]

anonymous letter 3 without interesting features or
qualities: an anonymous black car [ORIGIN:
1600—1700 Late Latin anonymus, from Greek,
from an- “without” + onyma “name”]
—anonymously adv.
a·no·rex·i·a /"æn@'rEksi@/ n. [U] a mental illness
that makes people, especially young women, stop
eating [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Modern Latin,
Greek, from an- “without” + orexis “desire to
eat”]
a·no·rex·ic /"æn@'rEksIk/ adj. having anorexia,
or relating to anorexia —anorexic n. [C]

ECONOMICS

APR

an·nu·i·ty /@'nu@Ôi/ n. (plural annuities) [C]

ECO-

NOMICS

an amount of money that is paid each year
to someone from an INVESTMENT
an·nul /@'nöl/ v. (annulled, annulling) [T] LAW to
officially state that a marriage or legal agreement
no longer exists: Their marriage was annulled last
year. —annulment n. [C,U]
an·ode /'ænoUd/ n. [C] PHYSICS the part of a
BATTERY that collects ELECTRON s, often a wire or
piece of metal with the sign (+) ➔ CATHODE
a·noint /@'nOInt/ v. [T] to put oil or water on
someone’s head or body during a religious ceremony —anointment n. [C,U]
a·nom·a·ly /@'nAm@li/ n. (plural anomalies)
[C,U] (formal) something that is very noticeable
because it is so different from what is usual: Women
firefighters are still an anomaly in a largely male
profession.
a·non. /@'nAn/ the written abbreviation of
ANONYMOUS

an·o·nym·i·ty /"æn@'nIm@Ôi/ n. [U] the state of
not having your name known

a·non·y·mous /@'nAn@m@s/ adj. 1 not known
by name: an anonymous writer | an official who
wished to remain anonymous 2 done, made, or
given by someone whose name is not known: an

2 a different person or thing: Is there another room
we could use? | It is easy to send information from
one place to another. 3 something in addition to a
particular amount, distance, period of time, etc.:
We’ll wait another ten minutes. ➔ one after the
other/one after another at ONE 1, ONE ANOTHER
an·swer1 /'ænsø/ v. [I,T] 1 to reply to something
that someone has asked or written: Why don’t you
answer me? | She thought for a minute before
answering. | The witness refused to answer the
question. | He answered that he did not know.
THESAURUS

reply – to answer someone – used especially in

written English: “Are you coming?” “Yes,” he
replied.
respond (formal) – to answer someone,
especially in writing: We would like to thank
everyone who responded to our survey.

2 to reply to a question in a test, competition, etc.:
Please answer questions 1–20. 3 answer the
telephone/door to pick up the telephone when it
rings, or go to the door when someone knocks or
rings a bell 4 to react to something that someone
else has done: The army answered by firing into the
crowd.
answer (sb) back phr. v. to reply to someone in a
rude way: Don’t answer back, young man!
answer for sth phr. v. 1 to explain why you did
something or why something happened, and be
punished if necessary: Voters should make politicians answer for the damage to the environment. 2 have a lot to answer for to be
responsible for causing a lot of trouble
answer to sb phr. v. to be judged by someone or
have to explain your actions to him/her, especially
someone you work for: As chairman of the company, Douglas is directly responsible for answering
to shareholders.

A

answer
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answer2 n. 1 [C,U] a reply to what someone asks ante2 v.

A

or writes: the answer to my question | Can you give ante up (sth) phr. v. to pay an amount of money in
me an answer as soon as possible? | I get a order to be able to do or be involved in something
different answer every time I ask him. | In answer ant·eat·er /'ænôiÔø/ n. [C] an animal that has a
to reporters’ questions, Wallace said they were very long nose and eats small insects
looking into the matter. 2 [C] a reply to a question
in a test, competition, etc.: What was the answer to an·te·bel·lum /"ænôI'bEl@m/ adj. existing before
question 7? 3 [C] something that you get as a a war, especially the American Civil War: an anteresult of thinking or calculating with numbers: The bellum plantation
answer is 255. 4 [C] something that solves a prob- an·te·ce·dent /"ænôI'sidnt/ n. 1 [C] (formal) an
lem: There are no easy/simple/right answers. | the event, organization, or thing that is similar to the
answer to the illegal immigration problem
one you have mentioned, but that existed earlier: It
was a highly unusual event, without any historical
THESAURUS
solution, cure, remedy,
antecedents. 2 sb’s antecedents [plural] (formal)
panacea ➔ SOLUTION
the people in someone’s family who lived a long
5 [singular, U] if you get an answer when you call time ago SYN ancestors 3 [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
someone, knock on his/her door, etc., s/he picks up word, phrase, or sentence that is represented later
the telephone or comes to the door: I knocked, but by another word, for example a PRONOUN
—antecedent adj.
there was no answer.
an·swer·a·ble /'æns@r@b@l/ adj. be answer- an·te·di·lu·vi·an /"ænôId@'luvi@n/ adj. (formal,
able (to sb) for sth to have to explain your humorous) very old-fashioned SYN outdated: antediluvian attitudes about women
actions to someone
'answering ma"chine n. [C] a machine that an·te·lope /'ænô@l"oUp/ n. [C] an animal that has
records your telephone calls when you cannot long horns, can run very fast, and is very graceful
answer them ➔ PHONE 1
an·ten·na /æn'tEn@/ n. [C] 1 a piece of equipant /ænt/ n. [C] a common small black or red insect ment on a television, car, roof, etc. for receiving or
sending radio or television signals 2 (plural antenthat lives in groups
/-ni/) BIOLOGY one of two long thin parts on the
an·tac·id /"ænt'æsId/ n. [C] a drug that gets rid of nae
head of insects or on some sea animals such as
the burning feeling in your stomach when you have LOBSTER s, that they use to feel things ➔ see picture
eaten too much, drunk too much alcohol, etc.
on page A2 [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin “pole
an·tag·o·nism /æn'tæg@"nIz@m/ n. [U] strong holding up a sail”]
opposition to or hatred of someone else: Polucci’s an·them /'ænθ@m/ n. [C] 1 a formal or religious
antagonism toward the press
song 2 a song that a particular group of people
THESAURUS
consider to be very important to them: The Rolling
opposition, objection,
Stones’ “Satisfaction” was an anthem for a generahostility, antipathy ➔ OPPOSITION
tion.
an·tag·o·nist /æn'tæg@nIst/ n. [C] your oppo- an·ther /'ænθø/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the part of a male
nent in an argument, fight, etc.
flower that contains POLLEN ➔ see picture at
an·tag·o·nis·tic /æn"tæg@'nIstIk/ adj. showing FLOWER 1
opposition to or hatred of someone or something: ant·hill /'ænt"hIl/ n. [C] a small pile of dirt on the
an antagonistic attitude —antagonistically adv.
ground over the place where ANT s live
an·tag·o·nize /æn'tæg@"naIz/ v. [T] to make an·thol·o·gy /æn'θAl@dZi/ n. (plural antholosomeone feel angry with you: The White House has gies) [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a set of stories, poems, etc.
been careful not to antagonize its NATO allies. by different people, collected together in one book:
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Greek antagonizesthai, an anthology of American literature [ORIGIN:
from anti- + agonizesthai “to fight”]
1600—1700 Modern Latin anthologia, from
Ant·arc·tic /ænt'ArktIk, ænô'ArÔIk/ n. the Ant- Greek, “gathering flowers”]
arctic the very cold, most southern part of the an·thrax /'ænθræks/ n. [U] a serious disease that
world —antarctic adj.
affects cattle and sheep, and that can affect people
Ant·arc·tic·a /ænt'ArktIk@, ænô'ArÔIk@/ n. one an·thro·pol·o·gy /"ænθr@'pAl@dZi/ n. [U] the
of the seven CONTINENT s that is the most southern scientific study of people, their societies, their
area of land on Earth
beliefs, etc. [ORIGIN: Latin, Greek, from anthroAnt"arctic 'Circle n. the Antarctic Circle an pos “human being” + logia “study”]
imaginary line around the world at a particular —anthropologist n. [C] —anthropological
distance from the most southern point, which is the /"ænθr@p@'lAdZIk@l/ adj.
South Pole ➔ see picture at GLOBE
an·ti·air·craft /"ænôi'Erkræft/ adj. able to be
an·te1 /'ænti/ n. up/raise the ante to increase used against enemy aircraft: antiaircraft missiles
your demands or try to get more things from a an·ti·bi·ot·ic /"ænôIbaI'AÔIk, "æntaI-/ n. [C usually plural] a drug that is used in order to kill
situation

anxious
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and cure infections —antibiotic adj.

an·ti·bod·y /'ænôI"bAdi/ n. (plural antibodies)

[C] BIOLOGY a substance produced by your body to
fight disease
an·tic·i·pate /æn'tIs@"peIt/ Ac v. [T] 1 to
expect that something will happen, and do something to prepare for it or prevent it: The economy is
growing faster than anticipated. | City officials are
anticipating problems if the jury finds the officers
not guilty. | We did not anticipate that the suspect
would drive his car into the building. 2 to think
about something that is going to happen, especially
something good: Daniel was eagerly anticipating
her arrival.
an·tic·i·pa·tion /æn"tIs@'peIS@n/ Ac n. [U] the
act of expecting something to happen: They cleaned
the church in anticipation of the bishop’s visit.
an·ti·cli·max /"ænôI'klaImæks/ n. [C,U] something that seems disappointing because it happens
after something that was much better: After all the
advertising, the concert itself was kind of an anticlimax. —anticlimactic /"ænôIklaI'mæktIk/ adj.
an·tics /'ænôIks/ n. [plural] behavior that seems
strange, funny, silly, or annoying: We’re all growing
tired of his childish antics.
an·ti·de·pres·sant /"ænôIdI'prEs@nt, "æntaI-/
n. [C,U] a drug used for treating DEPRESSION (=a
mental illness that makes people very unhappy)
—antidepressant adj.
an·ti·dote /'ænôI"doUt/ n. [C] 1 a substance that
stops the effects of a poison: an antidote to the bite
of a rattlesnake 2 something that makes an
unpleasant situation better: Laughter is one of the
best antidotes to stress.
an·ti·freeze /'ænôI"friz/ n. [U] a substance that is
put in the water in car engines to stop it from
freezing
an·ti·his·ta·mine /"ænôI'hIst@"min, -mIn/ n.
[C,U] a drug that is used for treating an ALLERGY or
COLD (=common illness) —antihistamine adj.
an·tip·a·thy /æn'tIp@θi/ n. [U] (formal) a feeling
of strong dislike or opposition [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 Latin antipathia, from Greek antipathes
“of opposite feelings”]
THESAURUS
opposition, objection,
antagonism, hostility ➔ OPPOSITION

an·ti·per·spi·rant /"ænôI'pøsp@r@nt/ n. [U] a

substance that you put under your arms to prevent
you from SWEAT ing
an·ti·quat·ed /'ænôI"kweIÔId/ adj. old-fashioned
and not appropriate for modern needs or conditions: antiquated laws
THESAURUS
old-fashioned, outdated,
out-of-date, outmoded, dated, obsolete ➔
OLD-FASHIONED

an·tique /æn'tik/ n. [C] a piece of furniture,

jewelry, etc. that is old and usually valuable

➔ ANCIENT : priceless antiques [ORIGIN: 1400—
1500 French, Latin antiquus, from ante
“before”] —antique adj.: an antique table
THESAURUS

old, ancient, vintage ➔ OLD

an·tiq·ui·ty /æn'tIkw@Ôi/ n. (plural antiqui-

ties) 1 [U] ancient times: a tradition that stretches
back into antiquity 2 [U] the state of being very
old: a building of great antiquity 3 [C usually plural]

a building or object made in ancient times: a
collection of Roman antiquities
an·ti-Sem·i·tism /"ænôi'sEm@"tIz@m, "æntaI-/
n. [U] hatred of Jewish people —anti-Semitic
/"ænôis@'mIÔIk, "æntaI-/ adj.
THESAURUS
prejudice, racism,
discrimination, intolerance, bigotry, sexism,
homophobia ➔ PREJUDICE 1

an·ti·sep·tic /"ænô@'sEptIk/ n. [C] a chemical

substance that prevents a wound from becoming
infected —antiseptic adj.: antiseptic lotion
an·ti·so·cial /"ænôi'soUS@l, "æntaI-/ adj. 1 not
liking to meet people and talk to them: Peter’s
colleagues regarded him as antisocial. 2 not caring if you cause problems for or injuries to other
people: His antisocial behavior prevents him forming lasting friendships.
an·tith·e·sis /æn'tIθ@sIs/ n. [C] (formal) the
exact opposite of something: This chaotic, rigged
election is the antithesis of democracy.
an·ti·trust /"ænôI'tröst, "æntaI-/ adj. preventing
one company from unfairly controlling prices: antitrust laws
ant·ler /'ænt§lø/ n. [C] one of the two horns that
look like tree branches on the head of animals such
as DEER ➔ see picture on page A2
an·to·nym /'ænt@"nIm/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
word that means the opposite of another word. For
example, “war” is the antonym of “peace.”
ANT synonym [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 French
antonyme, from Greek anti- “against” + onyma
“name”]
a·nus /'eIn@s/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the hole in your body
through which solid waste leaves your BOWEL s
➔ see picture at ORGAN

an·vil /'ænvIl/ n. [C] a heavy iron block on which
pieces of metal are shaped using a hammer

anx·i·e·ty /æÎ'zaI@Ôi/ n. [U] a strong feeling of

worry about something: a lifestyle that creates
stress and anxiety | workers’ anxiety about being
fired
anx·ious /'æÎkS@s, 'æÎS@s/ adj. 1 very worried
about something, or showing that you are worried:
June’s anxious about the results of her blood test. |
an anxious look
THESAURUS
worried, concerned, nervous,
uneasy, stressed (out), tense, apprehensive
➔ WORRIED

A

any

A

2 feeling strongly that you want something to
happen, especially in order to improve a bad situation: The Moores are anxious to adopt a child. |
Company directors were anxious for a meeting.
an·y1 /'Eni/ quantifier, pron. 1 some – used in
negative statements and questions: Is there any
coffee left? | Do you want any? | I don’t think that
will make any difference. | Are any of your relatives
coming for Christmas? 2 used to say that it does
not matter which person or thing you choose from a
group, or that something is true of all people or
things from that group: Any of the restaurants in
Chinatown would be fine. | There are bad things
about any job. ➔ in any case at CASE 1, at any
rate at RATE 1
USAGE

Do not say “Any country has its own special
dishes.” Say “Every country has its own special
dishes.”
Do not say “Any animals have ways of defending
themselves from attack.” Say “All animals have ways
of defending themselves from attack.”
GRAMMAR

any, a

Use any with uncountable nouns or plural noun
forms: Do you have any money?
Use a with singular noun forms: Do you have a
car? ➔ A

any2 adv. even a small amount or at all – used in

negative statements or questions: Are you feeling
any better? | Sandra couldn’t walk any farther.
an·y·bod·y /'Eni"bAdi, -"bödi, -b@di/ pron. (informal) ANYONE
an·y·how /'Eni"haU/ adv. (informal) ANYWAY
an·y·more, any more /"Eni'mOr/ adv. not anymore used in order to say that something happened
or was true before, but is not now: Frank doesn’t
live here anymore.
an·y·one /'Eni"wön, -w@n/ pron. 1 any person
or any people – used when it does not matter
exactly who: Anyone can learn to swim. | Why
would anyone want to do that? | Have you told
anyone else? 2 a person or someone – used in
questions and negative statements: Is anyone
home? | She’d just moved and didn’t know anyone.
an·y·place /'Eni"pleIs/ adv. (informal) ANYWHERE

an·y·thing /'Eni"θIÎ/ pron. 1 something or noth-
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but used in order to emphasize that someone or
something does not have a particular quality: The
book is anything but boring. 6 anything goes
used in order to say that anything is acceptable:
Don’t worry about what to wear – anything goes at
Ben’s parties.

an·y·time /'Eni"taIm/ adv. at any time: Call me

anytime. | Are you going to see him anytime soon?

an·y·way /'Eni"weI/ adv. 1 in spite of something:
It was raining, but we went anyway.

SPOKEN PHRASES

2 used in order to continue a story or change the
subject of a conversation: I think she’s Lori’s age,
but anyway, she just had a baby. | Anyway, where
do you want to go for lunch? 3 used when you are
ending a conversation: Anyway, I guess I’d better
go. 4 used when you are saying something to
support what you have just said: We decided to sell
it because nobody uses it anyway. 5 used in order
to add something that slightly changes what you
have said: Think about it a while – a few days,
anyway. 6 used in order to find out the real reason
for something: What were you doing at his house
anyway?

an·y·where /'Eni"wEr/ adv. 1 in or to any place,

when it does not matter exactly where: Fly anywhere in the U.S. with this special offer. | I can’t
imagine living anywhere else. 2 somewhere or
nowhere – used in questions and negative statements: I can’t find my keys anywhere. | Are you
going anywhere exciting? 3 not anywhere near
not at all: She doesn’t consider her collection anywhere near complete. 4 anywhere from one to
ten any age, number, amount, etc. between the two
numbers: He may get anywhere from 12 to 15% of
the vote. 5 not get anywhere (spoken) to not be
successful at something: I’m trying to set up a
meeting, but I don’t seem to be getting anywhere.
a·or·ta /eI'OrÔ@/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the largest ARTERY
(=tube for carrying blood) in the body, that takes
blood from the left side of the heart to all parts of
the body except the lungs ➔ see picture at HEART
a·part /@'pArt/ adv. 1 separated by distance or
time: The two towns are 15 miles apart. | Our
birthdays are only two days apart. | The baby’s
never been apart from his mother. 2 separated into
many pieces: He had to take the camera apart to fix
it. | The book just came apart in my hands. ➔ fall
apart at FALL 1 3 apart from a) except for: Apart
from a couple of spelling mistakes, your paper
looks fine. b) in addition to: What do you do for
fun? Apart from volleyball, I mean.

ing – used in questions and negative statements:
Her dad didn’t know anything about it. | Do you
need anything else from the store? 2 any thing, a·part·heid /@'pArtaIt, -teIt, -taId/ n. [U] HISevent, situation, etc., when it does not matter TORY a system in which the different races in a
exactly which: That cat will eat anything. | I was so country are separated from each other [ORIGIN:
worried it was hard to think about anything 1900—2000 Afrikaans “separateness”]
else. 3 or anything (spoken) said when there are
several things or ideas that are possible: Do you a·part·ment /@'pArt§m@nt/ n. [C] a place to live
want a Coke or anything? 4 anything like that consists of a set of rooms in a large building:
sb/sth similar to someone or something: Carrie My apartment is really small. | She lives in a studio/
doesn’t look anything like her sister. 5 anything one-bedroom/two-bedroom apartment. ➔ HOUSE 1
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[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 French appartement, from
Italian appartamento, from appartare “to put
aside, separate”]
a'partment "building also a'partment
"house n. [C] a building that is divided into separate
apartments
a'partment "complex n. [C] a group of apartment buildings built at the same time in the same
area
ap·a·thet·ic /"æp@'θEÔIk/ adj. not interested in
something: students who are apathetic about learning
ap·a·thy /'æp@θi/ n. [U] the feeling of not being
interested in something or not caring about life:
public apathy about the coming election

apoplectic

a difficult situation: She answered all their questions with aplomb.
a·po·ca·lypse /@'pAk@lIps/ n. 1 [U] a dangerous situation that results in great destruction, death,
or harm 2 the Apocalypse the religious idea of
the destruction and end of the world
—apocalyptic /@"pAk@'lIptIk/ adj.
a·poc·ry·phal /@'pAkr@f@l/ adj. an apocryphal
story about a famous person or event is well known
but probably not true

ap·o·gee /'æp@dZi/ n. [C] 1 (formal) the time or

ape /eIp/ n. [C] a large monkey without a tail or
with a very short tail, such as a GORILLA

a·per·i·tif /@"pEr@'tif, A-/ n. [C] a small alcoholic
drink that you have before a meal

ap·er·ture /'æpøtSø/ n. [C] a small opening,
especially one that lets light into a camera

a·pex /'eIpEks/ n. [C] 1 the top or highest part of

something: the apex of the pyramid 2 the most
successful part of something: the apex of her career
aph·o·rism /'æf@"rIz@m/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
short expression that says something true
a·pho·tic zone /eI'foUÔIk "zoUn/ n. the aphotic zone BIOLOGY the deep layer of an ocean
where light from the Sun does not reach and PHOTOSYNTHESIS does not take place ➔ see picture at
PHOTIC ZONE

aph·ro·di·si·ac /"æfr@'dizi"æk, -'dI-/ n. [C] a

food or drug that makes someone feel sexual
excitement [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Greek aphrodisiakos, from Aphrodite the ancient Greek goddess of love] —aphrodisiac adj.
a·piece /@'pis/ adv. each: Oranges are 20¢ apiece
(=for each one). | We gave $10 apiece for the gift
(=each of us gave $10).
a·plomb /@'plAm, @'plöm/ n. (formal) with
aplomb in a confident or skillful way, especially in

point when something is at its most successful:
Becoming a senator was the apogee of his political
career. 2 PHYSICS the furthest point away from the
Earth that the Moon or a SATELLITE reaches as it
travels in a curved path around the Earth [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 French apogée, from Modern Latin
apogaeum, from Greek, from apogaios “far
from the Earth”]
a·po·lit·i·cal /"eIp@'lIÔIk@l/ adj. not having any
interest in or connection with politics
a·pol·o·get·ic /@"pAl@'dZEÔIk/ adj. showing or
saying that you are sorry about something: Dave
came
in
late,
looking
apologetic.
—apologetically adv.
a·pol·o·gize /@'pAl@"dZaIz/ v. [I] to say that you
are sorry about something that you have done, said,
etc.: Harris apologized for being late. | Apologize
to your sister now!
a·pol·o·gy /@'pAl@dZi/ n. (plural apologies) [C]
something that you say or write to show that you
are sorry: an apology for missing the meeting | The
Senator made a formal apology. | Please accept
our apologies. | I feel I owe you an apology.
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Late Latin apologia “written or spoken defense,” from Greek, from apo“away from, off” + logos “speech”]
ap·o·plec·tic /"æp@'plEktIkX/ adj. 1 so angry
you cannot control yourself 2 relating to a
STROKE —apoplexy /'æp@"plEksi/ n. [U]

A

apostle
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a·pos·tle /@'pAs@l/ n. [C] 1 one of the 12 men

A

The soldiers were lying in the road, apparently
chosen by Christ to teach his message 2 someone dead.
who believes strongly in a new idea and tries to
persuade other people to believe it [ORIGIN: 900— ap·pa·ri·tion /"æp@'rIS@n/ n. [C] a GHOST
1000 Late Latin apostolus, from Greek, “bringer ap·peal1 /@'pil/ v. 1 [I] to make an urgent public
of
messages,
apostle”]
—apostolic request for help, money, information, etc.: The
/"æp@'stAlIk/ adj.
water company appealed to everyone to save
a·pos·tro·phe /@'pAstr@fi/ n. [C] 1 ENG. LANG. water. | charities appealing for money 2 appeal
to sb to seem attractive or interesting to someone:
ARTS the mark (’) used in writing to show that one
or more letters or figures are missing, such as in The program should appeal to older viewdon’t (=do not) or ’07 (=2007) 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS ers. 3 [I,T] LAW to make a formal request to a
the same mark used before or after the letter “s” to higher court or to someone in authority to change a
show that something belongs or is related to some- decision: We plan to appeal the verdict.
one or something, as in “Mandy’s coat,” or “the appeal2 n. 1 [C] an urgent public request for
building’s design” 3 ENG. LANG. ARTS the same sign money, information, etc.: Kennedy made a draused before “s” to show the plural of letters and matic appeal for peace. | an appeal for food and
numbers, as in “I got 4 A’s and 2 B’s on my report medical aid 2 [U] the quality that makes you like
card.”
or want something: her glamor and sex appeal
ap·palled /@'pOld/ adj. very shocked and upset: (=sexual attractiveness) | Their music has a broad
The boy’s mother was appalled at/by the violence appeal. | Romances have appeal for many readers. 3 [C,U] LAW a request to a higher court or to
of the computer game. —appall v. [T]
someone in authority to change a decision: an
ap·pall·ing /@'pOlIÎ/ adj. 1 shocking and ter- appeal to the Supreme Court | His conviction was
rible: animals kept in appalling conditions 2 (infor- overturned on appeal.
mal) very bad: an appalling movie —appallingly
ap·peal·ing /@'pilIÎ/ adj. attractive or interesting:
adv.
an appealing smile | These adventure stories are
THESAURUS
bad, awful, terrible, horrible,
particularly appealing to young readers.
horrific, lousy, horrendous, atrocious, abysmal
—appealingly adv.
1
➔ BAD

ap·pa·rat·us /"æp@'ræÔ@s, -'reIÔ@s/ n. (plural
apparatus or apparatuses) 1 [C,U] a set of

instruments, tools, machines, etc. used for a particular purpose: an apparatus for breathing under
water 2 [C usually singular] the way in which a lot
of people are organized to work together to do a job
or control a country or company: a large security
apparatus
ap·par·el /@'pær@l/ n. [U] (formal) clothes: men’s
apparel
ap·par·ent /@'pær@nt, @'pEr-/ Ac adj. 1 easily
seen or understood: It was apparent that the enemy
was stronger than they had believed. | Her embarrassment was apparent to everyone in the room. |
For no apparent reason (=without a clear reason),
he began to shout at her.
THESAURUS
noticeable, clear, obvious,
evident, conspicuous, manifest ➔ NOTICEABLE

2 seeming to be true or real, although it may not
really be: Students did well in the subject, despite
their apparent lack of interest. [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Old French, Latin, present participle of
apparere from ad- “to” + parere “to show yourself”]

ap·par·ent·ly /@'pær@nt§li, @'pEr-/

Ac

adv. 1 according to what you have heard is true,

although you are not completely sure about it: She
apparently lied about her qualifications on the job
application. | Apparently, the meeting went really
well. 2 according to the way something appears or
someone looks, although it may not really be true:

ap·pear /@'pIr/ v. 1 [I] to begin to be seen: Dark

clouds began to appear in the sky. | A face appeared
at the window. 2 [linking verb] to seem: The man
appeared to be dead. | He tried hard to appear
calm. | Light colors make a room appear bigger
than it is.
THESAURUS
seem, look, sound, come
across as sth ➔ SEEM

3 [I] to take part in a movie, television program,
play, etc.: He’ll be appearing in a new Broadway
musical. | Davis appeared on Horn’s breakthrough
album. 4 [I] to happen, exist, or become available
for the first time: Irving’s novel is soon to appear in
paperback. 5 [I] to be present officially, especially
in a court of law: He failed to appear in court. |
They were required to appear before a grand jury.
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French aparoir, from
Latin apparere, from ad- “to” + parere “to show
yourself”]

ap·pear·ance /@'pIr@ns/ n. [C] 1 the way
someone or something looks or seems to other
people: He cared little about his appearance. | The
Christmas lights gave the house a festive appearance. 2 an arrival by someone or something: the
sudden appearance of several reporters 3 the
point at which something begins to exist or starts
being used: The industry has changed with the
appearance of new technology. 4 a public performance in a film, play, concert, etc.: his first appearance on stage 5 the act of arriving at or attending
an event: his first public appearance since the
election | I put in an appearance at the wedding
but did not stay long.
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ap·pease /@'piz/ v. [T] to make someone less

angry, or stop him/her from attacking you by giving
him/her what s/he wants: A goat was killed to
appease the spirits.
ap·pease·ment /@'pizm@nt/ n. [C,U] HISTORY
the act of trying to persuade people not to attack
you, or to make them less angry by giving them
what they want, especially in politics: People who
opposed the war were accused of appeasement.
ap·pel·late /@'pElIt/ adj. LAW an appellate court,
judge, etc. is able to change a decision that was
made earlier in a court of law
ap·pend /@'pEnd/ Ac v. [T] (formal) to add
something to a piece of writing: The results of the
survey are appended to this document.
ap·pend·age /@'pEndIdZ/ n. [C] something that
is added or attached to something larger or more
important
ap·pen·di·ci·tis /@"pEnd@'saIÔIs/ n. [U] an illness in which your appendix swells and becomes
painful
ap·pen·dix /@'pEndIks/ Ac n. [C] 1 BIOLOGY a
small organ in your body that has little or no use
➔ see picture at ORGAN 2 (plural appendixes or
appendices /-dIsiz/) ENG. LANG. ARTS a part at the
end of a book that contains additional information:
The test results are described in detail in the appendix. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin from appendere
“to hang something from”]
ap·pe·tite /'æp@"taIt/ n. [C,U] 1 a desire for
food: I seem to have lost my appetite lately. | Don’t
eat that cake now – you’ll ruin/spoil your appetite. 2 a desire or liking for a particular activity:
his appetite for books
ap·pe·tiz·er /'æp@"taIzø/ n. [C] a small dish of
food served at the beginning of a meal
ap·pe·tiz·ing /'æp@"taIzIÎ/ adj. food that is
appetizing looks or smells very good
ap·plaud /@'plOd/ v. [T] 1 to hit your open hands
together to show that you have enjoyed a play,
concert, speaker, etc. SYN clap: As Maria walked
onto the stage, the audience applauded. 2 (formal)
to express strong approval of an idea, plan, etc.: We
applaud the company’s efforts to improve safety.
ap·plause /@'plOz/ n. [U] the sound of people
hitting their hands together in order to show that
they enjoy or approve of something: There was a
burst of applause as the band came on stage. | Let’s
give Rodney a big round of applause!
ap·ple /'æp@l/ n. [C] a hard round red or green
fruit that is white inside, or the tree this fruit grows
on: apple pie [ORIGIN: Old English æppel] ➔ see
picture on page 414

'apple "cider n. [C,U] CIDER
ap·ple·sauce /'æp@l"sOs/ n. [U] a thick smooth
food made from cooked apples

ap·plet /'æpl@t/ n. [C] IT a computer program that
is part of a larger program, and which performs a

appointee

particular job, such as finding documents on the
Internet
ap·pli·ance /@'plaI@ns/ n. [C] a piece of electrical equipment such as a REFRIGERATOR or a DISHWASHER , used in people’s homes: kitchen
appliances
THESAURUS
machine, device, gadget,
mechanism, contraption ➔ MACHINE 1

ap·pli·ca·ble /'æplIk@b@l, @'plIk@b@l/ adj.

affecting or relating to a particular person, group, or
situation: These tax laws are not applicable to
foreigners.
ap·pli·cant /'æplIk@nt/ n. [C] someone who has
formally asked for a job, place at a college, etc.,
especially by writing a letter: There were 30 applicants for the job.
ap·pli·ca·tion /"æplI'keIS@n/ n. 1 [C] a formal,
usually written, request for a job, a place at a
college, etc.: an application form | a job
application | The counselor will help students fill
out college applications. 2 [C] a piece of SOFTWARE : multimedia applications 3 [C,U] the use of
a machine, idea, etc. for a practical purpose: the
application of fair housing laws | The research has
many practical applications. 4 [C,U] the act of
putting something like paint, medicine, etc. onto a
surface: the application of fertilizer to the crops
ap·pli·ca·tor /'æplI"keIÔø/ n. [C] a special brush
or tool used for putting paint, glue, medicine, etc.
on something
ap·plied /@'plaId/ adj. a subject such as applied
mathematics or applied science is studied for a
practical purpose
ap·ply /@'plaI/ v. (applied, applies) 1 [I] to make
a formal, especially written, request for a job, place
at a college, permission to do something, etc.:
Fifteen people applied for the job. | He has applied
for U.S. citizenship. | Anna applied to several
colleges in California. 2 [I,T] to have an effect on,
involve, or concern a particular person, group, or
situation: The nutrition labeling requirements apply
to most foods. 3 [T] to use a method, idea, etc. in a
particular situation, activity, or process: Internships
give students a chance to apply their skills in real
situations. 4 [T] to put something on a surface, or
press on the surface of something: Apply the lotion
evenly. | Apply pressure to the wound. 5 [T] apply
yourself (to sth) to work very hard and very
carefully, especially for a long time: He never
really applied himself in school.
ap·point /@'pOInt/ v. [T] 1 to choose someone
for a job, position, etc.: Palmer was appointed to
the Board of Trustees. | Dr. Gordon was appointed
as the local representative. 2 (formal) to arrange or
decide a time or place for something to happen:
Judge Bailey appointed a new time for the trial. |
They met at the appointed time.
ap·point·ee /@"pOIn'ti/ n. [C] someone who is
chosen to do a particular job: a Presidential
appointee

A

appointment
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ap·point·ment /@'pOInt§m@nt/ n. 1 [C] a

A

steadily since the firm went public in 1996. [ORImeeting that has been arranged for a particular time GIN: 1600—1700 Late Latin, past participle of
and place: an appointment with a reporter | I’d like appretiare, from Latin ad- “to” + pretium
to make an appointment with Dr. Hanson. | Lisa “price”]
has an appointment at two. | She called a client to
cancel an appointment. 2 [C,U] the act of choos- ap·pre·ci·a·tion /@"prISi'eIS@n, @"pri-/ Ac n.
ing someone for a job, position, etc.: the appoint- [singular, U] 1 the feeling of being grateful for
ment of a new Supreme Court Justice 3 by something: I’d like to show/express my appreciation for everything you’ve done. 2 an understandappointment after arranging to meet at a particular time: Dr. Sutton will only see you by appoint- ing of the importance or meaning of something:
The course helps children to develop an appreciament.
tion of poetry and literature. | I teach classes in
ap'pointment "book n. [C] a book you keep at music appreciation. 3 the enjoyment you feel
work with a CALENDAR in it, in which you write when you recognize the good qualities of somemeetings, events, and other things you plan to do
thing: When Linda returned home, her appreciaap·por·tion /@'pOrS@n/ v. [T] (formal) to decide tion for her family got deeper. 4 ECONOMICS a rise
how something should be divided between various in the value of something: the appreciation of the
dollar against the yen
people
ap·pre·cia·tive /@'priS@ÔIv/ adj. feeling or
THESAURUS
separate, divide, split ➔
showing how much you enjoy, admire, or feel
SEPARATE 2
grateful for something or someone: Appreciative
laughter broke out in the room. —appreciatively
ap·po·si·tion /"æp@'zIS@n/ n. [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS adv.
when two or more noun phrases are in apposition,
they describe the same thing or person, but do not ap·pre·hend /"æprI'hEnd/ v. [T] (formal) to find
have a word such as “and” or “or” between them. a criminal and take him/her to prison [ORIGIN:
For example, in the sentence “His brother, a musi- 1300—1400 Latin apprehendere “to take hold
cian, lived in New York,” the two phrases “His of,” from ad- “to” + prehendere “to seize”]
brother” and “a musician” are in apposition.
THESAURUS

ap·pos·i·tive /@'pAz@ÔIv/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
noun phrase that is used with another noun phrase,
that gives information about the same person or
thing

ap·prais·al /@'preIz@l/ n. [C,U] an official judg-

CATCH 1

catch, capture, arrest ➔

ap·pre·hen·sion

/"æprI'hEnS@n/ n. [C,U]
1 anxiety or fear, especially about the future: my
sense of apprehension about flying 2 (formal) the
act of catching a criminal

ment about how valuable, effective, or successful
someone or something is: an appraisal of a watch ap·pre·hen·sive /"æprI'hEnsIv/ adj. worried or
(=finding out how much it is worth) | a perfor- anxious, especially about the future: She was
mance appraisal (=a judgment how well someone apprehensive about the demands of the job.
does his/her job)
—apprehensively adv.
ap·praise /@'preIz/ v. [T] to make an appraisal of
THESAURUS
worried, anxious, concerned,
someone or something: The furniture was
nervous, uneasy, stressed (out), tense ➔
appraised at $14,000. | an appraising look
WORRIED
THESAURUS
judge, evaluate, assess,
gauge ➔ JUDGE 2

ap·pre·cia·ble /@'priS@b@l/

Ac

adj. large

ap·pren·tice /@'prEnôIs/ n. [C] someone who
works for an employer for an agreed amount of
time, usually for low pay, in order to learn a
particular skill

enough to be noticed, felt, or considered important:
There has been no appreciable change in the ap·pren·tice·ship /@'prEnôI"SIp/ n. [C,U] the
patient’s condition. —appreciably adv.: Real job of being an apprentice, or the time spent as one
estate values increased appreciably in the last year.
ap·prise /@'praIz/ v. [T] (formal) to formally or
ap·pre·ci·ate /@'priSi"eIt/ Ac v. 1 [T] to be officially tell someone about something: Mrs. Belgrateful for something: Mom really appreciated the lamy has been apprised of the situation.
flowers you sent. | Thanks for meeting with me. I
appreciate it. | I’d really appreciate it if you’d turn ap·proach1 /@'proUtS/ Ac v. 1 [I,T] to move
the TV down. 2 [T] to understand and enjoy the closer to someone or something: The officer
good qualities or value of something: Dorm food approached him and asked to see his license. | She
made me appreciate Mom’s home cooking. 3 [T] heard the sound of a car approaching. 2 [T] to ask
to understand a difficult situation or problem: I someone for something when you are not sure if
appreciate that many parents struggle to afford s/he will do what you want: She was approached
college fees. | You don’t seem to appreciate how by two schools about teaching jobs. 3 [I,T] to
hard this is for us. 4 [I] to gradually increase in almost be a particular time, age, amount, temperavalue ANT depreciate: The stock has appreciated ture, etc.: By mid-afternoon, the temperature was

April
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approaching 100°. | Winter was fast approaching. 4 [T] to begin to deal with something: Different nations have approached the problem
differently. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French
aprochier, from Late Latin appropiare, from
Latin ad- “to” + prope “near”]

approach2

Ac n. 1 [C] a way of doing something or dealing with a problem: The school takes a
practical approach to teaching science.
THESAURUS
method, way, technique,
strategy, procedure ➔ METHOD

2 [U] the act of coming closer in time or distance:
the approach of winter 3 [C] if an airplane makes
an approach, it starts the process of landing on the
ground 4 [C] a road or path leading to a place: a
traffic jam at the approach to the bridge

ap·proach·a·ble /@'proUtS@b@l/

Ac

adj.

friendly and easy to talk to: Dr. Grieg is very
approachable.

ap·pro·ba·tion /"æpr@'beIS@n/ n. [U] (formal)
praise or approval

ap·pro·pri·ate1 /@'proUpriIt/

Ac adj. correct
or good for a particular time, situation, or purpose
ANT inappropriate: The movie is appropriate for
all ages. | books appropriate to elementary school
children | There may come a time when it is appropriate to cut jobs. | an appropriate time to honor
our
veterans
adv.
—appropriately
—appropriateness n. [U]
THESAURUS

right – used to talk about something that is best

or most appropriate for a particular situation or
purpose: Is she the right person for this position?
suitable – used to talk about something that has
the right qualities for a particular person or
purpose: a suitable school for the children
suited – used to talk about someone who has
the right qualities to do something: He’d be well
suited to the job.
apt – used to talk about something, especially a
word or description, that is exactly right for a
particular situation or purpose: She said it tasted
like bubble gum, which seemed like an apt
description.
proper – used to talk about something that is
correct or right for a particular situation: You
need the proper tools for the job.

ap·pro·pri·ate2 /@'proUpri"eIt/

Ac v. [T] (formal) 1 to use or take something that does not

belong to you: He is suspected of appropriating
company funds. 2 to keep something such as
money separate, to be used for a particular purpose:
Congress appropriated $11.7 billion for anti-drug
campaigns.

ap"propri'ations bill n. [C] POLITICS a bill which
allows the government to spend money, if it is
approved by the Senate and House of Representatives

ap·prov·al /@'pruv@l/ n. [U] 1 official permis-

sion or acceptance: The deal requires the approval
of shareholders. | A two-thirds majority vote is
required for approval. | The drug has won FDA
approval. | The board never gave its
approval. 2 the belief that someone or something
is good or doing something right: a child trying to
win/earn her father’s approval
ap·prove /@'pruv/ v. 1 [I] to believe that someone or something is good or acceptable ANT disapprove: 54% of voters approve of the president’s
performance. | Her parents did not approve of her
marriage. 2 [T] to officially agree to something:
The Senate is expected to approve the bill next
week.
THESAURUS

pass – to officially accept a law or proposal,
especially by voting: Many anti-smoking laws
have been passed.
ratify – to make a written agreement official by
signing it: Both sides are willing to ratify the treaty.
sanction (formal) – to officially accept or allow
something: At that time, the government
sanctioned slavery.
endorse (formal) – to officially say that you
support or approve of someone or something:
The principal endorsed the recommendations.
adj.:
—approving
—approvingly adv.

an

approving

approx the written abbreviation of

nod

APPROXI-

MATELY

ap·prox·i·mate1 /@'prAks@mIt/

Ac
adj. an
approximate number, amount, or time is not exact:
The approximate cost will be around $50 per adult.
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Late Latin, past participle
of approximare “to come near to,” from Latin
ad- “to” + proximare “to come near”]
—approximately adv.: The plane will land in
approximately 20 minutes.
ap·prox·i·mate2 /@'prAks@"meIt/ Ac v. [I,
linking verb] (formal) to be similar to but not exactly
the same as something else: The animals’ food
approximates what they would eat in the wild. | The
machine can only approximate the sound of a
human
voice.
—approximation
/@"prAks@'meIS@n/ n. [C,U]: The growth chart
shows a rough approximation of a child’s ideal
weight.
APR /"eI pi 'Ar/ n. [C] ECONOMICS annual percentage rate the rate of INTEREST that you must
pay when you borrow money
ap·ri·cot /'eIprI"kAt, 'æ-/ n. [C] a small soft
yellow-orange fruit with a single large seed

A·pril /'eIpr@l/ (written abbreviation Apr.) n. [C,U]

the fourth month of the year, between March and
May: Sometimes it snows in April. | The twins were
born on April 15th. | Mira will begin her training
next April. | The president signed the treaty last
April. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French avrill,
from Latin Aprilis]

A

April Fool’s Day

A
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"April 'Fool’s "Day n. April 1, a day for playing AR the written abbreviation of ARKANSAS
funny tricks on people
Ar·a·bic nu·me·ral /"ær@bIk 'num@r@l/ n. [C]
a·pron /'eIpr@n/ n. [C] a piece of clothing you MATH the sign 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, or 0, or a
wear to protect your clothes when you cook

ap·ro·pos /"æpr@'poU, 'æpr@"poU/ adv. (formal)

apropos of sth relating to something just mentioned: Apropos of nothing (=not relating to anything previously mentioned), he suddenly asked me
if I liked cats!
apt /æpt/ adj. 1 apt to likely to do something: A
sensitive child is apt to become overwhelmed in
busy situations. 2 exactly right for a particular
situation or purpose: an apt remark
THESAURUS
appropriate, right, suitable,
suited, proper ➔ APPROPRIATE 1

3 able to learn or understand things quickly: an apt
pupil
THESAURUS
intelligent, smart, bright,
brilliant, clever, gifted ➔ INTELLIGENT

—aptly adv.

apt. the written abbreviation of APARTMENT
ap·ti·tude /'æpt@"tud/ n. [C,U] a natural ability or
skill, especially in learning: He never had much
aptitude for business.
THESAURUS
skill, talent, ability, knack,
flair, gift ➔ SKILL

'aptitude "test n. [C] a test used for finding out

what someone’s best skills are: the Scholastic Aptitude Test

a·quar·i·um

/@'kwEri@m/ n. [C] 1 a
clear glass or plastic
container for fish or
other water animals to
live in 2 a building
where people go to look
at fish or other water
animals

A·quar·i·us

/@'kwEri@s/ n. 1 [U]
the eleventh sign of the ZODIAC , represented by a
person pouring water 2 [C] someone born between
January 20 and February 18
a·quat·ic /@'kwæÔIk, @'kwAÔIk/ adj. living or
happening in water: aquatic plants | aquatic sports
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French aquatique, from
Latin aqua “water”]
aq·ue·duct /'ækw@"dökt/ n. [C] a structure like a
bridge, for carrying water across a valley [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Latin aquaeductus, from aquae “of
water” + ductus “act of leading”]
"aqueous so'lution n. [C] CHEMISTRY a liquid
mixture of water and at least one other substance
aq·ui·fer /'ækw@fø, 'A-/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a
layer of stone or earth, under the surface of the
ground, that contains water

combination of these signs, used as a number
➔ ROMAN NUMERAL
ar·a·ble /'ær@b@l/ adj. arable land is good for
growing crops [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin arabilis, from arare “to plow”]
a·rach·nid /@'ræknId/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a small
creature such as a SPIDER , that has eight legs and a
body with two parts [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Greek
arachne “spider”]
ar·bi·ter /'Arb@Ôø/ n. [C] 1 a person or organization that settles an argument between two groups of
people 2 an arbiter of style, fashion, taste, etc.
influences society’s opinions about what is fashionable
ar·bi·trar·y /'Arb@"trEri/ Ac adj. decided or
arranged without any reason or plan, often unfairly:
There are too many arbitrary rules and regulations.
[ORIGIN:
1400—1500
Latin
arbitrarius
“depending on the decision of a judge, uncertain,” from arbiter] —arbitrarily /"Arb@'trEr@li/
adv.: Z represents an arbitrarily chosen number.
—arbitrariness /'Arb@"trErinIs/ n. [U]
ar·bi·trate /'Arb@"treIt/ v. [I,T] to be a judge in an
argument because both sides have asked for this
—arbitrator n. [C]
ar·bi·tra·tion /"Arb@'treIS@n/ n. [U] the process
in which someone tries to help two opposing sides
settle an argument
ar·bo·re·al /Ar'bOri@l/ adj. BIOLOGY relating to
trees, or living in trees
arc /Ark/ n. [C] MATH part of a circle or any curved
line [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French, Latin
arcus “bow, arch, arc”] ➔ see picture at CIRCLE 1
ar·cade /Ar'keId/ n. [C] 1 a special room or
small building where people go to play VIDEO
GAME s 2 a passage or side of a building that is
covered with an ARCH ed roof, and that often has
small stores along it
ar·cane /Ar'keIn/ adj. (literary) secret and known
or understood by only a few people: the arcane
rules of the Senate [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin
arcanus “secret,” from arca “box”]
arch1 /ArtS/ n. (plural
arches) [C] 1 a curved
structure at the top of a
door, window, bridge,
etc., or something that
has
this
curved
shape 2 the curved
middle part of the bottom of your foot
—arched adj.: an
arched doorway
arch2 v. [I,T] to make
something form an
arch, or be in the shape
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of an arch: The cat arched her back and hissed.

ar·chae·ol·o·gy, archeology /"Arki'Al@dZi/ n.
[U] the study of ancient societies by examining

area code

ar·dent /'Ardnt/ adj. having very strong feelings

of admiration or determination about someone or
something: the team’s ardent fans [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Old French, Latin, present participle of ardere “to burn”] —ardently adv.

what remains of their buildings, GRAVE s, tools, etc.
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 French archéologie, from
THESAURUS
Late Latin archaeologia “history of ancient
enthusiastic, eager,
times,” from Greek archaios “ancient” + logia
passionate, zealous, fanatical ➔ ENTHUSIASTIC
n.
[C]
“study”]
—archaeologist
—archaeological /"Arki@'lAdZIk@l/ adj.
ar·dor /'Ardø/ n. [U] very strong feelings of admiar·cha·ic /Ar'keI-Ik/ adj. belonging to the past, or
ration, excitement, or love: He opposed the reforms
old-fashioned and no longer used
with considerable ardor.
arch·bish·op /"ArtS'bIS@pX/ n. [C] a priest with ar·du·ous /'ArdZu@s/ adj. needing a lot of hard
a very high rank
and continuous effort: an arduous climb
ar·cher·y /'ArtS@ri/ n. [U] the sport of shooting
THESAURUS
difficult, hard, tough,
ARROW s from a BOW
challenging, demanding ➔ DIFFICULT
ar·che·type /'ArkI"taIp/ n. [C] 1 [usually singular] a perfect example of something, because it has
are /ø; strong Ar/ the present tense plural of the
all the most important qualities of things that
verb BE [ORIGIN: Old English earun]
belong to that type: For a bedtime snack, milk and
cookies are still the archetype. 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS a ar·e·a /'Eri@/ Ac n. [C] 1 a particular part of a
place, city, country, etc.: Mom grew up in the
character in a story, movie, etc. or a person who is
Portland area. | people who live in urban/rural
very familiar to people and is considered a model
areas (=in cities or the country) | The police have
for
other
characters
—archetypal
searched the farm and the surrounding area (=the
/"ArkI'taIp@lX/ adj.: She grew up in an archetypal
area around a place).
small Midwestern town. —archetypical
/"ArkI'tIpIk@lX/ adj.
THESAURUS
ar·chi·pel·a·go /"Ark@'pEl@"goU/ n. (plural
region – a large area of a country or the world:
archipelagos) [C] EARTH SCIENCES a group of small
the northwest region of Russia
islands [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Archipelago
territory – land that is owned or controlled by a
“Aegean Sea” (16—19 centuries), from Italian,
particular country: Once you cross the river, you’re
“main sea,” from Greek arhki “chief” + pelagos
in Canadian territory.
“sea”]
zone – an area that is different in a particular
way from the areas around it: a no-parking zone
ar·chi·tect /'Ark@"tEkt/ n. [C] someone whose
district – a particular area of a city or the
job is to design buildings [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
country: San Francisco’s Mission District
French architecte, from Latin, from Greek
neighborhood – an area of a town where
architekton “chief builder”]
people live: a friendly neighborhood
ar·chi·tec·ture /'Ark@"tEktSø/ n. [U] 1 the
suburb – an area outside the center of a city,
style and design of a building or buildings: mediwhere people live: a suburb of Boston
eval architecture | the architecture of Venice 2 the
slum – an area of a city that is in very bad
art and practice of planning and designing buildcondition, where many poor people live: one of
ings —architectural /"Ark@'tEktS@r@l/ adj.
the city’s worst slums
ar·chive /'ArkaIv/ n. [C usually plural] 1 a large
ghetto – a very poor area of a city: our urban
number of records, reports, letters, etc. relating to
ghettos
the history of a country, organization, family, etc.,
2
a part of a house, office, park, etc. that is used for
or the place where these records are stored: an
a particular purpose: a large dining area | a
archive of the writer’s unpublished work 2 copies
no-smoking area | Each apartment has a storage
of a computer’s FILE s that are stored on a DISK or
area in the basement. 3 a part of the surface of
in the computer’s memory in a way that uses less
something such as land, water, or skin: The fire
space than usual, so that the computer can keep
spread over a wide area. 4 MATH the amount of
them for a long time
space that a flat surface or shape covers: Use this
arch·way /'ArtSweI/ n. [C] a passage or entrance
formula to calculate the area of a circle. | The rate
under an ARCH or arches
at which the ice melts depends on its surface
area. 5 a particular subject or type of activity:
Arc·tic /'ArktIk, 'ArÔIk/ n. the Arctic the most
Safety is a major area of concern. | experts in
northern part of the Earth, including parts of Alaska
different subject areas [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
and Greenland, and the sea called the Arctic Ocean
Latin “piece of flat ground”]
—arctic adj.
"Arctic 'Circle n. the Arctic Circle an imaginary 'area "code n. [C] the three numbers before a
line around the world at a particular distance from
telephone number, that you use when you telethe most northern point, which is the North Pole
phone someone outside your local area in the U.S.
➔ see picture at GLOBE
and Canada

A

arena

a·re·na /@'rin@/ n. [C] 1 a building with a large

A

flat central area surrounded by raised seats, used for
sports or entertainment: A new sports arena is
under construction downtown. 2 the political/
public/national arena all the people and activities relating to politics or public life: More women
are entering the political arena.
aren’t /'Ar@nt/ v. 1 the short form of “are not”:
They aren’t here. 2 the short form of “am not,’’
used in questions: I’m in big trouble, aren’t I?
ar·gon /'ArgAn/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY (symbol Ar) a
type of gas that is an ELEMENT and that is found in
the air. It does not react chemically with other gases
or substances, and it is sometimes used in electric
lights.
ar·gu·a·ble /'Argyu@b@l/ adj. if something is
arguable, people can argue about it, because it is
not certain
ar·gu·a·bly /'Argyu@bli/ adv. used when giving
your opinion to say that there are good reasons why
something might be true: Wagner is arguably the
best athlete in the school.
ar·gue /'Argyu/ v. 1 [I] to disagree with someone,
usually by talking or shouting in an angry way: The
kids are constantly arguing. | Two men at the bar
were arguing over/about politics. | The catcher was
arguing with the umpire.
THESAURUS

have an argument: They started arguing over
money. | We’ve had serious arguments before but
never split up.
fight or have a fight: My mom and dad were
always fighting. | The neighbors had a huge fight.
quarrel or have a quarrel – to have an angry
argument: Let’s not quarrel about money. | She
had a quarrel with her boyfriend.
squabble/bicker – to argue about unimportant
things: The kids were bickering over what program
to watch.

2 [I,T] to clearly explain or prove why you think
something is true or should be done: Democrats
argued that the cuts would hurt the poor. | Some
experts argue for/against sex education in schools.
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French arguer, from
Latin arguere “to make clear”]
ar·gu·ment /'Argy@m@nt/ n. [C] 1 a disagreement, especially one in which people are angry and
shout: an argument with my husband | Jodie and I
had a big argument last night. | Congressional
arguments about/over the budget deficit 2 a set of
reasons you use to try to prove that something is
right or wrong, true or false, etc.: the arguments
for/against becoming a vegetarian | the argument
that the policy discriminates against women
ar·gu·men·ta·tive /"Argy@'mEnô@ÔIv/ adj.
someone who is argumentative often argues or likes
arguing
a·ri·a /'Ari@/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a song that is
sung by only one person in an OPERA
ar·id /'ærId/ adj. EARTH SCIENCES getting very little
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rain, and therefore very dry: arid land | an arid
climate
Ar·ies /'Eriz/ n. 1 [U] the first sign of the ZODIAC ,
represented by a RAM 2 [C] someone born
between March 21 and April 19
a·rise /@'raIz/ v. (past tense arose /@'roUz/, past
participle arisen /@'rIz@n/, present participle arising)
[I] 1 to happen or appear: the questions that arose
during the discussion | the problems that arise from
losing a job 2 (literary) to get up
ar·is·toc·ra·cy /"ær@'stAkr@si/ n. (plural aristocracies) 1 [C usually singular] the people in the
highest social class, who traditionally have a lot of
land, money, and power 2 [U] POLITICS the system
in which a country is governed by the people of the
highest social class 3 [singular] HISTORY the group
of rich and powerful men from a high social class
who ruled the city states and controlled the government of ancient Greece [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
French aristocratie, from Late Latin, from
Greek aristokratia, from aristos “best” + -kratia
“-cracy”] —aristocrat /@'rIst@"kræt/ n. [C]
—aristocratic /@"rIst@'kræÔIk/ adj.
a·rith·me·tic /@'rIθm@ÔIk/ n. [U] MATH the science of numbers involving adding, dividing, multiplying, etc. ➔ MATHEMATICS [ORIGIN: 1200—
1300 Old French arismetique, from Latin, from
Greek,
from
arithmein
“to
count”]
—arithmetic /"ærIθ'mEÔIkX/ adj.
"arithmetic 'sequence also "arithmetic
pro'gression n. [C] MATH a set of numbers in order
of value, in which a particular number is added to
each to produce the next number, for example 2, 4,
6, 8 ... ➔ GEOMETRIC SEQUENCE , NONLINEAR PROGRESSION

arm1 /Arm/ n. [C] 1 one of the two long parts of

your body between your shoulders and your hands:
He put his arm around her. | Marie touched her
arm. | He had a tattoo on his left/right arm. | I had
a pile of books in my arms. | She took him by the
arm (=holding his arm) and pushed him out the
door. ➔ see picture on page A3 2 arms [plural]
weapons used for fighting wars ➔ ARMED : sales of
arms to the rebels | nuclear arms | the right to bear
arms (=keep weapons for protection) 3 the part of
a chair, SOFA , etc. that you rest your arms on 4 a
SLEEVE 5 a long part of an object, that moves like
an arm: the arm of the record player 6 a particular
part of a group: the political arm of the terrorist
organization 7 be up in arms (informal) to be
very angry and ready to argue or fight: Parents
should be up in arms about the quality of the
schools. [ORIGIN: (1) Old English earm] [ORIGIN:
(2) 1100—1200 Old French armes (plural),
from Latin arma]
arm2 v. [T] to give someone the weapons or information s/he needs ➔ ARMED : The ship was armed
with 130 missiles. | Armed with a court order,
Gilley moved the squatters off his land.
ar·ma·dil·lo /"Arm@'dIloU/ n. (plural armadillos)
[C] a small animal with a pointed nose and a hard
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shell that lives in hot dry parts of North and South
America [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Spanish armado
“armed person”]
ar·ma·ments /'Arm@m@nts/ n. [plural] weapons
and military equipment: nuclear armaments
arm·band /'Armbænd/ n. [C] a band of material
that you wear around your arm, for example to
show that someone you love has died
arm·chair /'ArmtSEr/ n. [C] a chair with sides
that you can rest your arms on ➔ see picture at SEAT 1
armed /Armd/ adj. carrying one or more weapons:
an armed guard | a charge of armed robbery
(=stealing using guns) | The fort was heavily armed
(=had a lot of weapons).
"armed 'forces n. the armed forces [plural] a
country’s military organizations
arm·ful /'ArmfUl/ n. [C] the amount of something
that you can hold in one or both arms: an armful of
books
ar·mi·stice /'Arm@stIs/ n. [C] an agreement to
stop fighting, usually for a specific period of time
ar·mor /'Armø/ n. [U] 1 metal or leather clothing
worn in past times by men and horses in battle: a
suit of armor 2 a strong layer of metal that protects vehicles, ships, and aircraft
ar·mored /'Armød/ adj. protected against bullets
or other weapons by a strong layer of metal: an
armored car
ar·mor·y /'Arm@ri/ n. (plural armories) [C] a
place where weapons are stored
arm·pit /'Arm"pIt/ n. [C] the hollow place under
your arm where it joins your body
'arms con"trol n. [U] HISTORY the attempts by
powerful countries to limit the number and types of
war weapons that exist
'arms race n. 1 [C usually singular] POLITICS the
competition between different countries to have a
larger number of powerful weapons 2 the Arms
Race HISTORY the competition between the U.S.
and the Soviet Union to produce and have the
greatest number of powerful weapons, especially
NUCLEAR weapons. The Arms Race began at the
end of World War II and continued until the late
1980s.
ar·my /'Armi/ n. (plural armies) [C] 1 also Army
a military force that fights wars on land: The two
armies advanced across Europe. | Our son is in the
army. | He dropped out of school to join the army.
TOPIC

An army consists of soldiers or troops.
If you join up or enlist, you join the army.
If you are drafted, you are ordered to serve in the
army by the government.
You can use armed forces, the military, or the
services to talk in a general way about the Army,
Navy, Marines, and Air Force.

2 a large group of people or animals involved in the
same activity: an army of ants [ORIGIN: 1300—

1400 Old French armee, from Medieval Latin
armata “army, group of warships”]
a·ro·ma /@'roUm@/ n. [C] a strong pleasant smell:
the aroma of fresh coffee —aromatic
/"ær@'mæÔIkX/ adj.: aromatic oils
THESAURUS
smell, scent, fragrance,
perfume ➔ SMELL 2

a·ro·ma·ther·a·py /@"roUm@'θEr@pi/ n. [U] the

use of pleasant-smelling oils to help you feel well
—aromatherapist n. [C]
a·rose /@'roUz/ v. the past tense of ARISE
a·round /@'raUnd/ adv., prep. 1 surrounding
something or someone: We put a fence around the
yard. | Mario put his arms around her. 2 to or in
many parts of a place: Stan showed me around the
office. | an international company with offices all
around (=in all parts of) the world 3 in or near a
particular place: Is there a bank around
here? 4 used when guessing a number, amount,
time, etc., without being exact: Dodger Stadium
seats around 50,000 people.
THESAURUS
about, approximately,
roughly, or so, in the region of ➔ ABOUT 2

5 in a circular movement: Water pushes the wheel
around. | Leaves were blowing around and around
(=in a continuous circular movement). 6 along the
outside of a place, instead of through it: We had to
go around to the back of the house. 7 toward or
facing the opposite direction: I’ll turn the car
around and pick you up at the door. 8 present in
the same place as you: It was 11:30 at night, and
nobody was around. 9 existing: That joke’s been
around for years. 10 10 feet/3 inches etc.
around measuring a particular distance on the
outside of a round object: Redwood trees can measure 30 or 40 feet around. ➔ around the clock at
CLOCK 1

a"round-the-'clock adj. [only before noun] con-

tinuing or happening all the time, both day and
night: a station where you can get around-the-clock
news —around the clock adv.
a·rouse /@'raUz/ v. [T] 1 to make someone have
a particular feeling: Her behavior aroused the suspicions of the police. 2 to make someone feel
sexually excited —arousal n. [U]
ar·raign /@'reIn/ v. [T] LAW to make someone
come to court to hear what his/her crime is
—arraignment n. [C,U]
ar·range /@'reIndZ/ v. 1 [I,T] to make plans for
something to happen: Jeff will arrange our flights. |
We’ve arranged to go to the cabin this weekend. |
I’ve arranged for Mark to join us. | We still have to
arrange where to meet. 2 [T] to put a group of
things or people in a particular order or position:
The file is arranged alphabetically.
ar·range·ment /@'reIndZm@nt/ n. 1 [C usually
plural] the things that you must organize for something to happen: travel arrangements | We’ve
been making arrangements for the wedding.

A

array

A
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2 [C,U] something that has been organized or
agreed on: We have a special arrangement with the
bank. | I’m sure we can come to some
arrangement. | Maxine canceled our arrangement
to meet. 3 [C,U] a group of things in a particular
order or position, or the activity of arranging things
in this way: a flower arrangement 4 [C,U] ENG.
LANG. ARTS a piece of music that has been written or
changed for a particular instrument ➔ MUSIC

ar·ray /@'reI/ n. [C usually singular] 1 a group of

people or things, especially one that is large or
impressive: a dazzling array of acting talent 2 MATH a set of numbers or signs, or of computer memory units, arranged in lines across or
down

ar·rears /@'rIrz/ n. [plural] 1 be in arrears to

owe someone money because your regular payment
to him/her is late: We’re six weeks in arrears with
the rent. 2 money that is owed and should already
have been paid: The firm promised to pay all wage
arrears promptly and in full.

ar·rest1 /@'rEst/ v. [T] 1 if the police arrest some-

one, the person is taken away because the police
think s/he has done something illegal: He was
arrested and charged with murder. | The police
arrested Eric for shoplifting.
THESAURUS
CATCH 1

catch, capture, apprehend ➔

2 (formal) to stop something happening, or make it
happen more slowly: The drug is used to arrest the
spread of the disease. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
French arester “to rest, arrest,” from Latin ad“to” + restare “to remain, rest”]

arrest2 n. [C,U] the act of taking someone away

and guarding him/her because s/he may have done
something illegal: The police expect to make an
arrest soon. | Don’t move, you’re under arrest!

ar·riv·al /@'raIv@l/ n. 1 [U] the act of arriving

used especially when someone is waiting for you:
Lee turned up an hour late for the meeting.
get in – to arrive at a particular time or in a
particular place: What time did your plane get in?
come in – if an airplane, train, or ship comes in,
it arrives in the place where you are: I’ll be there
to pick you up when the train comes in.
land – to arrive somewhere in an airplane, boat,
etc.: The first U.S. Marines landed in Vietnam in
1965.

2 to happen: At last the big day arrived! 3 arrive
at a conclusion/decision to finally decide what
to do about something 4 to begin to exist, or start
being used: Our toy sales have doubled since computer games arrived. 5 to be born: It was just past
midnight when the baby arrived. [ORIGIN: 1100—
1200 Old French ariver, from Vulgar Latin
arripare “to come to shore”]
GRAMMAR

arrive in, arrive at

Use arrive in with the name of a town, city,
country, etc.: What time do you arrive in New
York? | When she first arrived in the U.S., she
didn’t speak any English.
Use arrive at with a building such as an airport,
a station, or a school: They arrived at the airport
half an hour early. | He was in a bad mood when
he arrived at school.

ar·ro·gant /'ær@g@nt/ adj. behaving in a rude

way because you think you are more important
than other people: an arrogant, selfish man [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin, present participle of
arrogare, from Latin ad- “to” + rogare “to ask”]
—arrogance n. [U]: I couldn’t believe her arrogance. —arrogantly adv.
THESAURUS
proud, conceited,
big-headed, vain, stuck-up, egotistical,
haughty ➔ PROUD

somewhere ANT departure: Porter spoke to ar·ro·gate /'ær@"geIt/ v. arrogate (to yourself)
reporters shortly after his arrival. | The arrival of sth (formal) to claim that you have a particular
our flight was delayed. | Shortly after our arrival in right, position, etc. without having the legal right to
Toronto, Lisa got sick. 2 the arrival of sth the it
time when a new idea, method, product, etc. is first ar·row /'æroU/ n. [C] 1 a thin straight weapon
used or discovered: The arrival of the personal with a point at one end, that you shoot from a
computer changed the way we work. 3 [C] a per- BOW 2 a sign in the shape of an arrow, used in
son or thing that has arrived recently: Late arrivals order to show the direction of something
will not be admitted to the theater.
ar·se·nal /'Ars@nl/ n. [C] a large number of weapar·rive /@'raIv/ v. [I] 1 to get to a place: Your ons, or the building where they are stored [ORIGIN:
letter arrived last week. | What time does the plane 1500—1600 Italian arsenale, from Arabic dar
arrive in New York? | We arrived at Mom’s two sina’ah “house where things are made”]
hours late. | We arrived home at ten o’clock.
ar·se·nic /'Ars@nIk, 'ArsnIk/ n. [U] a very strong
THESAURUS
poison
get to – to reach a particular place: What time

will you get to Atlanta?
reach – to arrive at a particular place: The
climbers reached the top of Mt. Everest.
come – if someone comes, s/he arrives at the
place where you are: She came home yesterday.
turn up also show up – to arrive somewhere,

ar·son /'Ars@n/ n. [U] the crime of deliberately
burning a building —arsonist n. [C]

art /Art/ n. 1 [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS the activity or skill
of producing paintings, photographs, etc., or paintings, etc. that are produced using this skill: Steve’s
studying art at college. | modern art | an art

artistry
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exhibition | Several famous works of art were stolen
from the museum.
THESAURUS

Types of art
painting – the art or skill of making a picture

using paint
drawing – the art or skill of making a picture
using a pen or pencil
photography – the art or skill of producing
photographs
sculpture – the art or skill of making objects out
of stone, wood, or clay
pottery – the activity of making pots, plates, etc.
from clay
ceramics – the art or skill of making pots,
plates, etc. from clay ➔ ARTIST

2 the arts ENG. LANG. ARTS painting, music, literature, etc. all considered together: government funding for the arts 3 arts [plural] ENG. LANG. ARTS
subjects of study that are not considered scientific,
such as history, languages, etc.: a bachelor of arts
degree 4 [C,U] the skill involved in making or
doing something: the art of writing

ar·ter·y /'ArÔ@ri/ n. (plural arteries) [C] 1 BIOLOGY

one of the tubes that carry blood from your heart to
the rest of your body ➔ VEIN 2 (formal) a main
road, railroad line, or river
ar·thri·tis /Ar'θraIÔIs/ n. [U] a disease that causes
pain and swelling in the joints of your body [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin, Greek, from arthron
“joint”] —arthritic /Ar'θrIÔIk/ adj.: arthritic fingers
ar·ti·choke /'ArÔI"tSoUk/ n. [C] a round green
vegetable with thick pointed leaves and a firm base
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Italian dialect articiocco,
from Arabic al-khurshuf “the artichoke”]
ar·ti·cle /'ArÔIk@l/ n. [C] 1 a piece of writing in a
newspaper, magazine, etc.: Did you read that
article on/about the space shuttle? | magazine
articles ➔ NEWSPAPER 2 a thing, especially one of
a group of things: an article of clothing
THESAURUS

➔ THING

thing, object, something, item

3 ENG. LANG. ARTS in grammar, the word “the” (=the
DEFINITE ARTICLE ), or the word “a” or “an” (=the
INDEFINITE ARTICLE ), used before a noun to show
whether the noun is a particular example of something or a general example of something 4 LAW a
part of a legal document

ar·tic·u·late1 /Ar'tIky@lIt/ adj. able to express

your thoughts and feelings clearly ANT inarticulate: a bright and articulate child [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Latin, past participle of articulare
“to divide into joints, speak clearly,” from
articulus “joint, division”] —articulately adv.
ar·tic·u·late2 /Ar'tIkjy@"leIt/ v. [I,T] to put your
thoughts or feelings into words: It’s hard to articulate what I’m feeling. —articulation
/Ar"tIky@'leIS@n/ n. [U]

ar·ti·fact /'ArÔI"fækt/ n. [C] an object such as a

tool, weapon, etc. that was made in the past and is
historically important: Egyptian artifacts
ar·ti·fi·cial /"ArÔ@'fIS@lX/ adj. 1 not real or natural, but made by people ANT natural: artificial
sweeteners | an artificial leg
THESAURUS

synthetic – made from artificial substances, not
natural ones: synthetic fabrics
fake – made to look or seem like something else
in order to deceive people: fake identity cards
man-made – made by people, but similar to
something natural: a man-made lake
simulated – not real, but made to look, sound,
or feel real: a simulated space journey
imitation – not real, but made to look real:
imitation leather
false – not real, but intended to seem real: He
was wearing a false mustache.
virtual – made, done, seen, etc. on the Internet,
rather than in the real world: virtual reality

2 (disapproving) not natural or sincere: an artificial
smile [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French artificiel, from Latin artificium from artifex “skilled
worker”] —artificially adv.: artificially colored
"artificial in'telligence n. [U] IT the science of
how to make computers do things that people can
do, such as make decisions or see things
"artificial respi'ration n. [U] a way of making
someone breathe again when s/he has stopped, by
blowing air into his/her mouth
"artificial se'lection n. [U] BIOLOGY the process
of breeding only those plants and animals that have
useful qualities or features, in order to develop
plants and animals with only these good qualities or
features
ar·til·ler·y /Ar'tIl@ri/ n. [U] large heavy guns,
usually on wheels
ar·ti·san /'ArÔ@z@n, -s@n/ n. [C] someone who
does skilled work, making things by hand
art·ist /'ArÔIst/ n. [C] 1 someone who produces
art, especially paintings: an exhibition of paintings
by local artists
THESAURUS

Types of artists
painter – someone who paints pictures
photographer – someone who takes
photographs

sculptor – someone who makes sculptures
potter – someone who makes objects out of
baked clay ➔ ART

2 a professional performer such as a singer or
dancer
ar·tis·tic /Ar'tIstIk/ adj. 1 good at painting,
drawing, etc.: I never knew you were so artistic. 2 relating to art or culture: artistic freedom
—artistically adv.
art·ist·ry /'ArÔ@stri/ n. [U] skill in a particular
artistic activity

A

artsy

art·sy /'Artsi/ adj. (informal) interested in art, or

A

seeming to know a lot about art: The movie has lots
of artsy camera work.
art·work /'Art§wøk/ n. 1 [U] pictures, photographs, etc. that are prepared for a book, magazine,
etc. 2 [C,U] paintings and other pieces of art
as /@z; strong æz/ adv., prep., conjunction 1 used to
compare people or things: I can’t run nearly as fast
as I used to. | Tom works just as hard as the
others. | Ask Carol to call me as soon as possible
(=very soon). 2 used to say what someone’s job is
or what purpose something has: In the past, women
were mainly employed as secretaries or teachers. |
John used an old blanket as a tent. 3 in a particular way or state: Make sure you leave this room as
you found it. 4 while something is happening: Be
patient with your puppy as he adjusts to his new
home. | The phone rang just as I was leaving. 5 used when mentioning something that has
been stated before: As you know, I’m leaving at the
end of this month. | As I mentioned in my letter, I
plan to arrive on the 6th. 6 as if/though used
when you are saying how someone or something
seems: She looked as if she had been crying. 7 as
for sb/sth used when you are starting to talk about
someone or something new that is related to what
you were talking about before: As for racism, much
progress has been made, but there is still much to
do. 8 as of today/December 12th/next
spring etc. starting from a particular time: The
pay raise will come into effect as of January. 9 as
it is a) already: Keep quiet – we’re in enough
trouble as it is. b) because of the situation that
exists: We were saving money to go to Hawaii, but
as it is we can only afford a camping trip. 10 as
to concerning: The President asked for opinions as
to the likelihood of war. | She offered no explanation as to why she’d left so suddenly. 11 (formal)
because: James decided not to go out as he was still
really tired. ➔ as long as at LONG 2, as a matter
of fact at MATTER 1, as well (as sb/sth) at WELL 1,
so as (not) to do sth at SO 1, such as at SUCH
ASAP, a.s.a.p. adv. the abbreviation of “as soon
as possible”
as·bes·tos /æs'bEst@s, æz-, @s-, @z-/ n. [U] a
gray substance that does not burn easily and was
used in some clothing and building material in the
past [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin, Greek from
asbestos “that cannot be put out,” from sbennynai “to put out a fire”]
as·cend /@'sEnd/ v. [I,T] (formal) 1 to move to a
higher position ANT descend: The plane ascended
rapidly. 2 in ascending order arranged so that
each thing in a group is bigger, more important, etc.
than the one before
as·cen·dan·cy, ascendency /@'sEnd@nsi/ n.
[U] (formal) a position of increasing power, influence, or control: the ascendancy of conservative
values in American life
as·cent /@'sEnt, 'æsEnt/ n. 1 [C] the act of
moving or climbing to a higher position
ANT descent: the first ascent of Everest 2 [U] the
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process of becoming more important or successful:
Jerry’s quick ascent into management surprised no
one. 3 [C] a path or road that goes gradually up
ANT descent: a steep ascent
as·cer·tain /"æsø'teIn/ v. [T] (formal) to find out
the truth about something: The police have ascertained that the killer did not act alone. [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Old French acertainer, from certain]
as·cet·ic /@'sEÔIk/ adj. living a simple life without
any physical comforts or pleasures —ascetic n.
[C] —asceticism /@'sEÔ@"sIz@m/ n. [U]
as·cribe /@'skraIb/ v.
ascribe sth to sb/sth phr. v. (formal) to say that
something is caused by a particular person or thing:
Carter ascribed his problems to a lack of money.
a·sex·u·al /eI'sEkSu@l/ adj. 1 not having sexual
organs or not involving sexual activity 2 not interested in sex
a"sexual repro'duction n. [U] BIOLOGY a process by which some plants and some living creatures produce a new plant or creature without male
and female sex cells joining together
ash /æS/ n. 1 [C,U] the soft gray powder that
remains after something has been burned: cigarette
ash ➔ see picture at VOLCANO 2 ashes [plural] the
ash that remains after the body of a dead person has
been CREMATE d (=burned) 3 [C,U] a tree that is
common in Britain and North America, or the wood
from this tree
a·shamed /@'SeImd/ adj. 1 feeling embarrassed
or guilty about something: I felt ashamed of the
things I had said to him. | You should be ashamed
of yourself, acting like that! | Fred was ashamed to
admit his mistake. | We have nothing to be
ashamed of.
THESAURUS

➔ GUILTY

guilty, embarrassed, contrite

2 be ashamed of sb feeling upset because someone’s behavior embarrasses you: Helen felt
ashamed of her parents.
ash·en /'æS@n/ adj. very pale because of shock or
fear: His face was ashen.
a·shore /@'SOr/ adv. onto or toward the shore of a
lake, river, sea, or ocean: The body washed ashore
on a remote beach. | We came ashore at Long
Beach.
ash·tray /'æStreI/ n. [C] a small dish for used
cigarettes and cigarette ASH
A·sia /'eIZ@/ n. one of the seven CONTINENT s that
includes land between the Ural Mountains and the
Pacific Ocean
A·sian /'eIZ@n/ n. [C] someone who comes from
Asia, or whose family came from Asia —Asian
adj.

"Asian-A'merican n. [C] an American whose

family originally came from Asia —AsianAmerican adj.

aspire
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a·side1 /@'saId/ adv. 1 to the side or away from

you: Jim stepped aside to let me pass. | He took/
pulled/called Kate aside so they could talk privately. 2 put/set sth aside a) to keep or not
use something so that you can use it later: I try to
put aside $30 a week for my vacation. b) to leave
something to be dealt with at another time: We put
aside our differences to fight a common
enemy. 3 aside from sb/sth a) except for
someone or something: Aside from coal, copper is
the state’s largest natural resource. b) in addition
to: Aside from providing maps of the downtown
area, the book also contains a guide to the city’s
best restaurants. SYN apart from

aside n. [C] 1 a remark you make in a quiet
2

voice so that only a few people can hear 2 ENG.
words spoken by an actor to the people
watching a play, that the other characters in the play
do not hear
LANG. ARTS

ask /æsk/ v. [I,T] 1 to make a request for someone

to tell you something: “What’s your name?” she
asked. | I asked him his phone number. | Can I ask a
question? | He asked how this could have
happened. | Ask Elaine if she knows what time it
is. | Visitors often ask about the place. | You should
ask around (=ask a lot of people) before deciding.
THESAURUS

question/interrogate – if the police question or
interrogate people, they ask them a lot of
questions in order to get information: The two
men are being questioned by police about the
robbery.
inquire (formal) – to ask someone for
information or facts about something: I’m writing
to inquire about the job you advertised.
poll – to officially ask a lot of people about
something, for example to find out their opinion:
58% of those polled supported the president.

2 to make a request for help, advice, information,
etc.: If you need anything, just ask. | Ask Paula to
mail the letters. | Some people don’t like to ask for
help. | I had to ask my parents for money. | Ask
your dad if we can borrow his car. | Karen asked to
see the doctor.
THESAURUS

request – to ask for something officially: I wrote
to request information about the college.

order – to ask for food or drinks in a restaurant:
He ordered a club sandwich.

demand – to ask for something in a firm or

them over (=invite them to your house) for dinner? 4 to want a particular amount of money for
something you are selling: He’s asking $2,000 for
that old car! 5 Don’t ask me! (spoken) said when
you do not know the answer to a question: “When
will Vicky get home?” “Don’t ask me!” 6 If you
ask me used in order to emphasize your opinion:
If you ask me, he should be in jail. 7 be asking
for trouble/it (informal) to be behaving in a way
that will probably cause problems: Eating lots of
fatty food and not exercising is just asking for
trouble. [ORIGIN: Old English ascian]

a·skance /@'skæns/ adv. look askance (at
sb/sth) to look at someone or something in a way
that shows you do not approve of him, her, or it

a·skew /@'skyu/ adv. not straight or level: His
coat was wrinkled and his hat was askew.

a·sleep /@'slip/ adj. sleeping

ANT awake: Be
quiet. The baby is asleep. | I fell asleep (=started
sleeping) in front of the TV. | fast/sound asleep
(=sleeping very deeply)

as·par·a·gus /@'spær@g@s/ n. [U] a long thin
green vegetable

as·pect /'æspEkt/

Ac
n. [C] one part of a
situation, plan, or subject that has many parts: The
committee discussed several aspects of the traffic
problem. | The book deals with the social aspects of
human behavior. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin,
past participle of aspicere “to look at,” from ad“to” + specere “to look”]
THESAURUS
characteristic, quality, feature
➔ CHARACTERISTIC 1

as·pen /'æsp@n/ n. [C]
a tall thin straight tree
that grows in the western U.S.

as·per·sion

/@'spøZ@n, -S@n/ n. (formal) cast aspersions

on sb/sth to criticize
someone or something,
or make an unfair judgment [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 Latin aspersio
“throwing drops of
water onto someone in
a religious ceremony,”
from aspergere, from ad- “to” + spargere “to
scatter”]

angry way: They’re demanding immediate
payment.
beg – to ask for something that you want very
much: “Please can I have one?” she begged. | I
begged her to stay.
plead/implore – to ask for something important
in an urgent way because you want it very much:
She pleaded with them not to hurt her daughter.

as·pi·ra·tion /"æsp@'reIS@n/ n. [C usually plural,

3 to invite someone to go somewhere: Jerry would
like to ask her out (=invite her to a movie, restaurant, etc. because he likes her). | Why don’t you ask

as·pire /@'spaIø/ v. [I] to have a strong desire to

as·phalt /'æs"fOlt/ n. [U] a hard black substance
used on the surface of roads

as·phyx·i·ate /@'sfIksi"eIt, æ-/ v. [I,T] (formal) to
suffocate
stop someone breathing SYN
—asphyxiation /@"sfIksi'eIS@n/ n. [U]

U] a strong desire to have or achieve something: a

young man with political aspirations

A

aspirin

A
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assembly (=the right of people to gather as a group
to discuss something). 3 [C,U] a meeting of all the
teachers and students of a school 4 [U] the process
of putting something together: The fan comes with
assembly directions.
as'sembly "line n. [C] a system for making
things in a factory, in which the products move past
a line of workers who each make or check one part
as·sem·bly·man /@'sEmblim@n/ n. (plural
assemblymen /-m@n/) [C] a man who is a member
of a state assembly
as·sem·bly·wom·an /@'sEmbli"wUm@n/ n.
(plural assemblywomen /-"wImIn/) [C] a woman
who is a member of a state assembly
as·sent /@'sEnt/ n. [U] (formal) official agreement:
The court gave its assent. —assent v. [I]
as·sert /@'søt/ v. [T] 1 to state firmly that something is true: Professor Ross asserts that American
schools are not strict enough. 2 to behave in a
determined and confident way to make people
respect you: The president tried to assert his power
over the military. | Don’t be afraid to assert yourself in the interview.
as·ser·tion /@'søS@n/ n. [C,U] something that
you say or write that you strongly believe: He
repeated his assertion that he was innocent.
THESAURUS
kill, murder, execute, put to
as·ser·tive
/@'søÔIv/ adj. behaving confidently so
death, slay ➔ KILL 1
that people pay attention to what you say: She
needs to be more assertive. —assertively adv.
as·sault1 /@'sOlt/ n. [C,U] 1 (formal) the crime of —assertiveness n. [U]
attacking a person: He served three years in prison
THESAURUS
confident, self-confident,
for assault. | an increase in sexual assaults | He
self-assured, extrovert ➔ CONFIDENT
was charged with assault on/against a police
officer. 2 an attack by an army to take control of a
as·sess /@'sEs/ Ac v. [T] 1 to make a judgment
place: the assault on Iwo Jima
about a person or situation after thinking carefully
2
assault v. [T] to attack someone violently: Two about
it: Psychologists will assess the child’s
men assaulted him after he left the bar.
behavior. | The research aims to assess the impact
as·sem·ble /@'sEmb@l/ Ac v. 1 [I,T] if you of advertising on children | We’re trying to assess
assemble people or things, or if people assemble, what went wrong.
they are brought together in the same place: A
THESAURUS
judge, evaluate, appraise,
crowd had assembled in front of the White House.
2

achieve something: Milligan aspires to be Governor of the state. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
French aspirer, from Latin aspirare “to breathe
on”] —aspiring adj.: aspiring young actors
as·pirin /'æsprIn/ n. (plural aspirins or aspirin)
[C,U] a drug that reduces pain and fever: I took an
aspirin and went to bed. [ORIGIN: 1800—1900
German acetylierte spirsäure type of acid from
which aspirin is obtained, from Modern Latin
spiraea type of bush from which this acid is
obtained]
ass /æs/ n. [C] (old-fashioned) a DONKEY
as·sail /@'seIl/ v. [T] 1 [usually passive] (literary) if
a thought or feeling assails you, it worries or upsets
you: As soon as I’d finished the test, I was assailed
by doubts. 2 to criticize someone or something
severely: countries who are assailed for their
human rights records 3 (formal) to attack someone
or something violently
as·sail·ant /@'seIl@nt/ n. [C] (formal) someone
who attacks someone else
as·sas·sin /@'sæs@n/ n. [C] someone who murders an important person
as·sas·si·nate /@'sæs@"neIt/ v. [T] to murder an
important person: a plot to assassinate the President —assassination /@"sæs@'neIS@n/ n. [C,U]

THESAURUS

meet, get together, gather,
come together, congregate, convene ➔ MEET 1

2 [T] to put the different parts of something
together: You’ll need to assemble the grill yourself.
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French assembler,
from Latin ad- “to” + simul “together”]
THESAURUS
build, construct, put up, erect
➔ BUILD 1
➔ see picture at BUILD 1

as·sem·bly /@'sEmbli/

Ac

n. (plural assem-

blies) 1 [C] a group of people who are elected to

make laws or decisions for a country, state, or
organization: the New York State Assembly 2 [C,U]
a meeting of a group of people for a particular
purpose: The mayor told an assembly of reporters
that the fire was now under control. | The military
government imposed strict controls on freedom of

gauge ➔ JUDGE

2 to calculate the quality, amount, or value of
something: They assessed the house at $90,000.
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Old French assesser, from
Latin, past participle of assidere “to sit beside,
help in making judgments,” from ad- “to” +
sedere “to sit”] —assessment n. [C,U]: The
Federal Reserve Bank’s assessment of the economy
is gloomy. | a reading assessment test

as·set /'æsEt/ n. 1 assets [plural] something,

such as a building, machine, or money, which a
company owns and uses to produce goods or services ➔ FINANCIAL ASSET : a firm with $1.3 billion in
assets 2 [C usually singular] something or someone
that helps you to succeed ➔ LIABILITY : A sense of
humor is a real asset. | You’re an asset to the
company, George. [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 assets
(singular) “enough money to pay debts,” from
Old French assez “enough”]

assume
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as·sid·u·ous /@'sIdZu@s/ adj. (formal) very care-

ful to make sure that something is done correctly or
completely: an assiduous examination of the paintings —assiduously adv. —assiduousness n.
[U]

as·sign /@'saIn/

Ac v. [T] 1 to give someone a
job to do: I’ve been assigned the task of looking
after the new students. | Guards were assigned to
the President. 2 to give something to someone:
They assigned me a small room. 3 to give a
particular time, value, place, etc. to something: To
solve the equation, X and Y must be assigned a
value. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French
assigner, from Latin assignare, from ad- “to” +
signare “to mark”]
as·sign·ment /@'saInm@nt/ Ac n. 1 [C,U] a
job or piece of work that is given to someone: Have
you all turned in your homework assignments? |
The newspaper is sending her on a special assignment to Libya. | She was arrested while on assignment in Cambodia.
THESAURUS
ESSAY

essay, composition, paper ➔

2 [U] the act of giving people particular jobs to do:
The resources manager is responsible for the
assignment of funds to each project.
as·sim·i·late /@'sIm@"leIt/ v. 1 [I,T] to accept
someone completely as a member of a group, or to
become an accepted member of a group: Many
ethnic groups have been assimilated into American
society. 2 [T] to learn and understand information:
We need someone who can assimilate new ideas
quickly. —assimilation /@"sIm@'leIS@n/ n. [U]
as·sist /@'sIst/ Ac v. [I,T] (formal) to help someone do something: Two nurses assisted Dr. Bernard
in performing the operation. [ORIGIN: 1400—
1500 French assister “to be present, help,” from
Latin assistere, from ad- “to” + sistere “to cause
to stand”]
THESAURUS
help, give sb a hand (with
sth), lend a hand (with sth), aid, facilitate, aid
and abet ➔ HELP 1

as·sist·ance /@'sIst@ns/

Ac
n. [U] help or
support: The company provides technical assistance for new computer users. | We offer financial
assistance to students. | Can I be of any assistance
(=help you)? | No one would come to her assistance (=help her).
as·sist·ant /@'sIst@nt/ Ac n. [C] 1 someone
whose job is to help someone who has a higher
rank: an administrative assistant 2 assistant
manager/director/editor etc. someone whose
job is just below the position of manager, director,
etc.
THESAURUS
POSITION 1

senior, chief, junior ➔

as·so·ci·ate1 /@'soUSi"eIt, -si"eIt/ v. 1 [T] if
you associate two people or things, you see that

they are connected in some way: I always associate
summer with travel. 2 be associated with
sb/sth a) to be related to a particular subject,
activity, group, etc.: health problems associated
with tobacco b) also associate yourself with
sb/sth to show support for someone or something:
I refuse to be friends with anyone who associates
himself with racists. 3 associate with sb to
spend time with someone: I don’t like the people
she associates with. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin,
past participle of associare, from ad- “to” +
sociare “to join”]
as·so·ci·ate2 /@'soUSiIt, -siIt/ n. [C] someone
that you work or do business with: a business
associate
As"sociate of 'Arts (abbreviation A.A.) also
As'sociate de"gree n. [C] a degree given after
two years of study at a COMMUNITY COLLEGE
as·so·ci·a·tion /@"soUsi'eIS@n, -Si'eI-/ n. 1 [C]
an organization for people who do the same kind of
work or have the same interests: the National Education Association
THESAURUS
organization, institution,
institute, (political) party, club, society, union,
agency ➔ ORGANIZATION

2 in association with sb/sth together with
someone or something else: Community groups are
working in association with the schools. 3 [C usually plural] a memory or feeling that is related to a
particular place, event, etc.: Los Angeles has happy
associations for me.
as"sociative 'property n. [C] MATH the quality
of particular types of operations in mathematics,
such as addition or MULTIPLICATION , by which the
result is the same no matter what order the CALCULATION s in PARENTHESES are done in, as long as
the order of the series of numbers is not changed, as
in (3 + 5) + 2 = 3 + (5 + 2) = 10
as·so·nance /'æs@n@ns/ n. [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS in
poetry, the use of words that have similar vowel
sounds, for example the words “born” and “warm”
as·sort·ed /@'sOrÔId/ adj. of various different
types: a box of assorted cookies
as·sort·ment /@'sOrt§m@nt/ n. [C] a mixture of
different types of the same thing: an assortment of
chocolates
as·suage /@'sweIdZ/ v. [T] (literary) to make a
bad feeling less painful or severe SYN relieve:
What could possibly assuage his guilt? [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Old French assouagier, from Latin
ad- “to” + suavis “sweet”]
as·sume /@'sum/ Ac v. [T] 1 to think that
something is true, although you have no proof:
Your light wasn’t on, so I assumed (that) you were
out. | Assuming (that) Dad agrees, when do you
want to shop for cars?
THESAURUS

be under the impression that ... – to wrongly

believe that something is true: They were under
the impression that he was an FBI agent.

A

assumed
presume – to think that something is true

A

because it is likely, and you have no reason to
doubt this: The defendant is presumed innocent
until proved guilty.
take it for granted (that) – to be sure that
something is true, without ever asking yourself
whether you are right or not: I never asked if he
was single – I just took it for granted.

2 (formal) to take control, power, or a particular
position: Stalin assumed power/control in
1941. 3 assume an air/expression of sth (formal) to pretend to feel something or be something
you are not: Andy assumed an air of innocence
when the teacher walked by. 4 to start having a
particular quality or appearance: Her family life
assumed more importance after the accident. 5 to
be based on the idea that something else is correct:
The company’s net earnings forecast assumes sales
will grow at 7%. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin
assumere, from ad- “to” + sumere “to take”]
as·sumed /@'sumd/ adj. an assumed name/
identity a false name: Davis applied for a loan
under an assumed name.
as·sump·tion /@'sömpS@n/ Ac n. 1 [C] something that you think is true, although you have no
proof: How can you make an assumption about
her if you’ve never met her? | The budget is based
on the assumption that the economy will grow at
the same rate. 2 [U] (formal) the act of starting to
have control or power: the general’s assumption of
power after the revolution
as·sur·ance /@'SUr@ns/ Ac n. 1 [C,U] a promise that something is true or will happen: We need
an assurance that you can pay off your loan. | The
vaccine is untested and provides no assurance of
immunity. 2 [U] confidence in your own abilities
or the truth of what you are saying: Cindy answered
their questions with quiet assurance.
as·sure /@'SUr/ Ac v. [T] 1 to tell someone that
something will definitely happen or is definitely
true so that s/he is less worried: The doctors
assured me (that) her life was not in danger. | The
concert won’t be canceled, I can assure you. | The
speech assured voters of the senator’s continued
commitment to health care. 2 to make something
certain to happen or be achieved: The new contract
means that the future of the company is assured.
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French assurer, from
Medieval Latin assecurare, from Latin ad- “to”
+ securus “safe”]
as·sured /@'SUrd/ Ac adj. 1 showing confidence in your abilities: Despite her assured manner, Amy felt nervous. 2 certain to be achieved:
Victory was assured.
as·sur·ed·ly /@'SUrIdli/ Ac adv. (formal) definitely or certainly: The governor is most assuredly
in favor of the reforms.
as·ta·tine /'æst@"tin, -tIn/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY (symbol At) a RADIOACTIVE chemical ELEMENT
belonging to the HALOGEN group
as·ter·isk /'æst@rIsk/ n. [C] a mark like a star (*),
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used especially to show something interesting or
important [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Late Latin
asteriscus, from Greek, “little star”]
as·ter·oid /'æst@"rOId/ n. [C] PHYSICS a large
object made of rock, that moves around in space ➔
SPACE 1 [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Greek asteroeides
“like a star,” from aster “star”]
as·then·o·sphere /@s'θEn@"sfIr/ n. the
asthenosphere EARTH SCIENCES a weak area of the
Earth’s MANTLE (=part of the Earth around the
central core) consisting of several hundred kilometers of rock that can change its usual shape under
pressure
asth·ma /'æzm@/ n. [U] an illness that makes it
difficult to breathe [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Medieval Latin asma, from Greek asthma, from azein
“to breathe hard”] —asthmatic /æz'mæÔIk/ adj.
as·ton·ish /@'stAnIS/ v. [T] to surprise someone
very much: Einstein’s work still astonishes physicists. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 astone “to astonish”
(14—17 centuries) from Old French estoner,
from Latin tonare “to thunder”]
as·ton·ished /@'stAnISt/ adj. very surprised:
Parker seemed astonished that someone wanted to
buy the house. | I was astonished to learn that she
was only 22.
THESAURUS
surprised, amazed, shocked,
astounded, flabbergasted, stunned,
dumbfounded, nonplussed, taken aback ➔
SURPRISED

as·ton·ish·ing /@'stAnISIÎ/ adj. very surprising:
astonishing news —astonishingly adv.

THESAURUS
surprising, extraordinary,
amazing, shocking, astounding, staggering,
stunning ➔ SURPRISING

as·ton·ish·ment /@'stAnISm@nt/ n. [U] great

surprise: To our astonishment, Sue won the race. |
Ken looked at her in astonishment.
as·tound /@'staUnd/ v. [T] to make someone feel
very surprised: My brother’s decision astounded us
all.
as·tound·ed /@'staUndId/ adj. very surprised: I
was astounded at what I saw.
THESAURUS
surprised, amazed, shocked,
astonished, flabbergasted, stunned,
dumbfounded, nonplussed, taken aback ➔
SURPRISED

as·tound·ing /@'staUndIÎ/ adj. so surprising that
it is difficult to believe: the band’s astounding
success —astoundingly adv.
THESAURUS
surprising, extraordinary,
amazing, shocking, astonishing, staggering,
stunning ➔ SURPRISING

a·stray /@'streI/ adv. 1 go astray (formal) to be
lost: One of the documents we sent them has gone

atoll
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astray. 2 lead sb astray to encourage someone
to do bad or immoral things
a·stride /@'straId/ adv., prep. having one leg on
each side of something: a young girl sitting astride
a horse
as·trin·gent /@'strIndZ@nt/ adj. 1 criticizing
someone
very
severely:
astringent
remarks 2 CHEMISTRY able to make your skin less
oily or stop a wound from bleeding: an astringent
cream
as·trol·o·gy /@'strAl@dZi/ n. [U] the study of the
position and movements of stars and PLANET s and
how they might affect people’s lives [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Old French astrologie “use of
astronomy for human purposes”] —astrologer
n. [C] —astrological /"æstr@'lAdZIk@l/ adj.
as·tro·naut /'æstr@"nOt, -"nAt/ n. [C] someone
who travels in a spacecraft ➔ SPACE 1
as·tro·nom·i·cal
/"æstr@'nAmIk@l/
adj.
1 extremely large in amount: astronomical prices
THESAURUS

➔ EXPENSIVE

high, extortionate, exorbitant

2 relating to the study of the stars and PLANET s

as·tron·o·my /@'strAn@mi/ n. [U]
scientific study of the stars
—astronomer n. [C]

PHYSICS the
and PLANET s

as·tute /@'stut/ adj. quick to understand a situation and how to get an advantage from it: an astute
politician —astutely adv.

a·sy·lum /@'saIl@m/ n. 1 [U] protection that a
government gives to someone who escapes from a
country for political reasons: He was granted political asylum. 2 [C] (old-fashioned) a hospital for
people with mental illness [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
Latin, Greek asylon, from asylos “not able to be
seized”]

a·sym·met·ri·cal

/"eIsI'mEtrIk@l/
also
a·sym·met·ric /"eIsI'mEtrIkX/ adj. having two
sides that are different in size and shape ANT symmetrical

as·ymp·tote /'æsIm"toUt/ n. [C] MATH a straight
line on a GRAPH , that a curved line continuously
moves closer to but never touches

at /@t; strong æt/ prep. 1 used to say where some-

one or something is or where something happens:
Meet me at my house. | There was a long line at the
bank. | I parked my car at the end of the road. |
John’s at work (=in the place where he works). | I’ll
see you at Jane’s (=Jane’s house). 2 used to say
when something happens: The movie starts at
8:00. | Alison gets lonely at Christmas. 3 used to
say what event or activity someone is taking part in:
I’m sorry, Mr. Rivers is at lunch (=eating
lunch). 4 used to show who or what a particular
action or feeling is directed toward: Jake shot at the
deer but missed. | Stop shouting at me! | Jenny, I’m
surprised at you. 5 used in order to show a price,
rate, speed, level, age, etc.: Gas is selling at over $3

a gallon. | I started school at age five. 6 used in
order to show what you are considering when
making a judgment about someone’s ability: How’s
Brian doing at his new job? | Debbie is good/bad at
math. 7 in a particular state: Many children are
still at risk of disease. | The two nations are at
war. 8 the symbol @, used in email addresses
[ORIGIN: Old English æt] ➔ at all at ALL 1, at first
at FIRST 3, at least at LEAST 1

ate /eIt/ v. the past tense of EAT
a·the·ist /'eIθiIst/ n. [C] someone who does not
believe in God ➔

AGNOSTIC

—atheism n. [U]

ath·e·ro·scle·ro·sis /"æθ@roUskl@'roUsIs/ n.
[U] BIOLOGY a medical condition in which sub-

stances containing a lot of fat form on the inside
surface of the tubes that carry blood from your
heart to the rest of your body, limiting or blocking
the flow of blood

ath·lete /'æθlit/ n. [C] someone who is good at
sports or who often plays sports: a professional
athlete [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin athleta, from
Greek athletes, from athlon “prize, competition”]

ath·let·ic /æθ'lEÔIk/ adj. 1 physically strong and
good at sports 2 relating to athletics: the athletic
department

ath·let·ics /æθ'lEÔIks/ n. [U] sports in general
At·lan·tic O·cean /@t§"lænÔIk 'oUS@n/ n. the
Atlantic Ocean, the Atlantic the large ocean
between North and South America in the west, and
Europe and Africa in the east

at·las /'æt§l@s/ n. [C] a book of maps: a world

atlas [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Atlas giant in an
ancient Greek story who had to hold up the sky;
because his name was used as the title of a
16th-century book of maps]

ATM n. [C] Automated Teller Machine a
machine that you use with a card to get money
from your bank account ➔ ACCOUNT 1

at·mos·phere /'æt§m@"sfIr/ n. 1 [singular, U]

the feeling that an event, situation, or place gives
you: The atmosphere in the bar was casual. | The
restaurant has a nice friendly atmosphere. | an
atmosphere of suspicion 2 [singular] PHYSICS the
mixture of gases that surrounds the Earth or another
PLANET 3 [singular] the air in a room: a smoky
atmosphere [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Modern Latin
atmosphaera, from Greek atmos “liquid in the
air, vapor” + Latin sphaera “sphere”]
—atmospheric /"æt§m@'sfIrIkX/ adj. see picture
on page 58

"atmospheric 'pressure n. [U]

PHYSICS the
pressure caused by the weight of the gases in the
Earth’s atmosphere pressing down on the surface of
the Earth

at·oll /'ætOl, -tAl/ n. [C]
ISLAND

EARTH SCIENCES

in the shape of a ring

a

CORAL

A

atom
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middle of a large building, that reaches from the
ground up several levels and often to a glass ceiling
at the top of the building 2 BIOLOGY one of the two
enclosed spaces in the top of your heart, from
which blood is sent into the VENTRICLE s

A

SYN

auricle ➔ see picture at HEART

a·tro·cious /@'troUS@s/ adj. extremely bad: atrocious weather | My spelling is atrocious.
—atrociously adv.
THESAURUS
bad, awful, terrible, horrible,
appalling, horrific, lousy, horrendous, abysmal
➔ BAD 1

a·troc·i·ty /@'trAs@Ôi/ n. (plural atrocities) [C,U]
very cruel or violent action: the atrocities of war

at·ro·phy /'ætr@fi/ v. (atrophied, atrophies) [I,T]
to become weak, or make something become weak,
because of lack of use or lack of blood: His muscles
had atrophied after the surgery.

at·om /'æÔ@m/ n. [C]

PHYSICS the smallest part
of an ELEMENT that can
exist alone [ORIGIN:

1500—1600 Latin atomus, from Greek, from
atomos “that cannot be
divided”]
a·tom·ic /@'tAmIk/
adj. PHYSICS relating to
atoms and the energy
produced by splitting
them: atomic energy

a"tomic 'bomb n. [C]

at·tach /@'tætS/

Ac v. [T] 1 to fasten or join one
thing to another: Please attach a photograph to
your application.
THESAURUS
fasten, secure, join, glue,
tape, staple, clip, tie ➔ FASTEN

2 be attached to sb/sth to like someone or
something very much, especially because you have
known him/her or had it for a long time: As a
doctor, I cannot get too attached to my
patients. 3 to connect a document or FILE to an
email so that you can send them together: I attach a
copy of the spreadsheet with this email for your
records. 4 attach importance/blame etc. to
sth to believe that something is important, valuable, guilty, etc.: They seem to attach more importance to money than to happiness.

a very powerful bomb
that splits atoms to cause an extremely large explosion
at·tach·ment /@'tætSm@nt/ Ac n. 1 [C,U] a
a"tomic 'mass n. [U] PHYSICS the weight of an strong feeling of loyalty, love, or friendship: a
mother’s deep attachment to her baby 2 [C] a
atom, usually given in atomic mass units
of equipment that you attach to a machine to
a"tomic 'mass "number n. [C] PHYSICS the total piece
number of PROTON s in the NUCLEUS (=central make it do a particular job: The vacuum cleaner has
various attachments. 3 [C] IT a FILE that you send
part) of an atom
with an email message: I can’t open the attacha"tomic 'mass "unit n. [U] PHYSICS (written ment.
abbreviation amu) an amount used as a standard for
1
representing the MASS (=weight) of an atom, based at·tack /@'tæk/ n. 1 [C,U] a violent action that is
intended
to hurt a person or damage a place: There
on the weight of a CARBON-12 atom
have been several attacks on foreigners recently. | a
a"tomic 'number n. [C] PHYSICS an ATOMIC terrorist attack | a bomb/knife/missile etc. attack |
MASS NUMBER
The city is under attack (=being attacked).
a·to·nal /eI'toUnl/ adj. ENG. LANG. ARTS atonal
THESAURUS
music is not based on a particular KEY (=seven
military attack
musical notes with a particular base note)
invasion – an occasion when an army enters a
—atonally adv. —atonality /"eItoU'næl@Ôi/ n.
[U]

a·tone /@'toUn/ v. [I] (formal) to do something to

show that you are sorry for doing something
wrong: Reilly would like to atone for his mistakes.
—atonement n. [U]
a·tri·um /'eItri@m/ n. (plural atriums or atria
/-tri@/) [C] 1 a large open hall, usually in the

country and takes control of it

raid – a short surprise military attack on a place
assault – an attack by an army to take control of
a place

ambush – a sudden attack by people who have

been waiting and hiding
counterattack – an attack that you make
against someone who has attacked you

attitude
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2 [C,U] strong criticism: an attack on the government’s welfare policy | The mayor is under heavy
attack for his racist remarks. 3 [C] a short period
of time when you are sick, worried, afraid, etc.: an
attack of asthma | panic attacks [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 French attaquer, from Old Italian attaccare, from stacca “sharp post”] ➔ HEART ATTACK
attack2 v. 1 [I,T] to try to hurt or kill someone:
Dan was attacked as he got into his car. | He was
arrested for attacking his brother with a
knife. 2 [T] to criticize someone strongly: Newspapers attacked the President for failing to cut taxes.
THESAURUS
criticize, lambast, knock, find
fault with, be disparaging about sb/sth ➔
CRITICIZE

3 [T] if a disease, insect, or substance attacks
something, it damages it: The virus attacks the
body’s immune system.

at·tack·er /@'tækø/ n. [C] someone who uses
violence to hurt someone: The police have been
unable to identify her attacker.
THESAURUS
criminal, robber, mugger,
murderer ➔ CRIMINAL 2

at·tain /@'teIn/

Ac v. [T] 1 to achieve something after trying for a long time: More women are
attaining high positions in business. | Sandra took
every opportunity to attain her goal. 2 to reach a
particular level, age, size, etc.: These fish can attain
a length of eight feet and weigh over 300 pounds.
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French ataindre, from
Latin attingere, from ad- “to” + tangere “to
touch”] —attainable adj.: The objectives must be
reasonable and attainable. —attainment n.
[C,U]: Educational attainment is the key to success.
at·tempt1 /@'tEmpt/ v. [T] to try to do something,
especially something difficult: The plane crashed
while attempting an emergency landing. | He died
when he attempted to rescue his wife.
THESAURUS
try, see if you can do sth, do
your best, make an effort to do sth, endeavor
1
➔ TRY

attempt2 n. [C] 1 an act of trying to do some-

thing: an attempt to be funny | Can’t you make an
attempt to be nice to your sister? | His early
attempts at writing were a dismal failure. | In an
attempt to save money, I offered to do the work
myself. 2 an act of trying to kill someone, especially someone important or famous, that fails: an
assassination attempt on the President
at·tend /@'tEnd/ v. [I,T] 1 to be present at an
event, such as a meeting, class, etc.: More than
1,000 people attended the conference. | Please let
us know if you are unable to attend. 2 to go
regularly to a school, church, etc.: Neither of my
parents attended college.
attend to sb/sth phr. v. (formal) to give attention to
someone or something: I have some business to
attend to.

at·tend·ance /@'tEnd@ns/ n. [C,U] 1 the num-

ber of people who attend an event, such as a
meeting, concert, etc.: an average attendance of
4,000 fans per game | Be quiet while I take attendance (=count how many students are in class
today). 2 the act of regularly going to a meeting,
class, etc.: He continued his daily attendance at
Mass.
at·tend·ant /@'tEnd@nt/ n. [C] someone whose
job is to take care of customers in a public place: a
parking lot attendant
at·ten·tion /@'tEnS@n/ n. [U] 1 the state of carefully watching, listening, or thinking about someone or something: Sorry, what did you say? I
wasn’t paying attention. | My attention wasn’t
really on the game. | He ended his sports career
and turned his attention to politics. | This assignment requires your full/undivided/complete
attention. | May/Can I have your attention, please
(=used when asking a group of people to listen
carefully to you)? | Most children have a short
attention span (=period of time that they are interested in watching, listening, etc. to something). |
Her boss admired her attention to detail. 2 the
interest that people show in someone or something:
Charlie tried to get/attract/catch our attention. |
The governor’s race has drawn the attention of the
nation’s media. | Rob loves being the center of
attention (=the person everyone notices). 3 special care or treatment: The back yard really needs
some attention – it’s full of weeds. | Some of the
children required urgent medical attention. 4 stand at/to attention if soldiers stand to
attention, they stand very straight, with their feet
together
at·ten·tive /@'tEnôIv/ adj. listening or watching
carefully: an attentive audience —attentively
adv. —attentiveness n. [U]
at·test /@'tEst/ v. [I,T] to show or prove that
something is true: The crowd of people waiting
outside his door attests to this young star’s popularity.
at·tic /'æÔIk/ n. [C] a room at the top of a house,
usually used for storing things: I think the photos
are up in the attic. [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 French
attique “of ancient Athens,” from Latin Atticus;
from the use of an ancient Greek style in designing structures around the top of buildings]

at·tire /@'taIø/ n. [U] (formal) clothes: Reservations and formal attire are required.

at·ti·tude /'æÔ@"tud/

Ac n. 1 [C,U] the opinions
and feelings that you usually have about someone
or something: people with a positive/negative attitude to life | I don’t like his attitude toward
women. | Attitudes about smoking have changed
immensely.
THESAURUS
opinion, view, point of view,
position, stance, sentiment, conviction ➔

OPINION

2 [C,U] the way that you behave toward someone or

A

attorney

A

in a particular situation: Their whole attitude
changed once they found out Ron was rich. | Cathy
has a real attitude problem (=she is not helpful or
pleasant to be with). 3 [U] (informal) the confidence to do unusual and exciting things without
caring what other people think: a young singer with
attitude
at·tor·ney /@'tøni/ n. (plural attorneys) [C] LAW a
lawyer [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French atorné,
past participle of atorner “to give a particular
job or position to”]
at"torney 'general n. [C] the chief lawyer in a
state, or of the government in the U.S.
at·tract /@'trækt/ v. [T] 1 to make someone like
something or feel interested in it: The story
attracted a lot of attention from the media. | What
attracted you to Atlanta? 2 to make someone
come to a place: Disneyland attracts millions of
tourists each year. 3 be attracted to sb to like
someone in a sexual way: I was immediately
attracted to him. 4 to make someone or something
move toward another thing: Flowers attract bees.
at·trac·tion /@'trækS@n/ n. 1 [C,U] a feeling of
liking someone, especially in a sexual way: I can’t
understand Beth’s attraction to Stan. 2 [C] something interesting or fun to see or do: the attractions
at the county fair | the city’s top tourist attraction
(=place that many tourists visit)
at·trac·tive /@'træktIv/ adj. 1 pretty or nice to
look at: an attractive young woman | an attractive
location for a wedding | Women seem to find him
attractive.
THESAURUS

good-looking/nice-looking – used about

anyone who is attractive
pretty – used about a girl or woman who is
attractive
beautiful – used about a woman, girl, or baby
who is extremely attractive
handsome – used about a man or boy who is
attractive
gorgeous/stunning – used about anyone who
is very attractive
cute – used about a baby or young child who is
attractive
cute – used about someone you think is sexually
attractive, especially someone young
hot (informal) – used about someone you think
is sexually attractive

2 interesting or exciting: an attractive salary/offer |
Advertising campaigns make alcohol attractive to
young people.

at·tri·but·a·ble /@'trIby@Ô@b@l/

Ac adj. (formal) likely to have been caused by something: The

price increase is attributable to a rise in the cost of
paper.
at·trib·ute1 /@'trIbyut/ Ac v.
attribute sth to sb/sth phr. v. 1 to believe or say
that someone or something is responsible for causing something: Many diseases can be attributed to
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stress. 2 to say that most people believe that someone said, wrote, or painted, etc. something: These
paintings are generally attributed to Rembrandt.
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin, past participle of
attribuere, from ad- “to” + tribuere “to give out
to
the
tribes,
pay”]
—attribution
/"ætr@'byuS@n/ n. [U]
at·tri·bute2 /'ætr@byut/ Ac n. [C] a good or
useful quality: Kindness is just one of her many
attributes.
THESAURUS
characteristic, quality, trait,
feature, property ➔ CHARACTERISTIC 1

at·trib·u·tive /@'trIby@ÔIv/ adj. ENG. LANG. ARTS in

grammar, an attributive adjective or noun comes
before the noun or phrase it describes. In the
sentence “I heard a funny story,” the word “funny”
is attributive.
at·tuned /@'tund/ adj. be/become attuned to
sth to be so familiar with someone or something
that you know how to deal with him, her, or it: It
took me a while to become attuned to the strong
southern accent.
a·typ·i·cal /eI'tIpIk@l/ adj. not typical or usual
au·burn /'Obøn/ adj. auburn hair is a red-brown
color [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Old French auborne
“blond,” from Medieval Latin alburnus “whitish”] —auburn n. [U]
auc·tion /'OkS@n/ n. [C] an event at which things
are sold to the person who offers the most money
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin auctio “increase,”
from augere; because the money offered
increases] —auction v. [T]
auc·tion·eer /"OkS@'nIr/ n. [C] someone who is
in charge of an auction
au·da·cious /O'deIS@s/ adj. brave and shocking:
audacious behavior [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French
audacieux, from audace “audacity,” from Latin
audax “brave”] —audaciously adv.
au·dac·i·ty /O'dæs@Ôi/ n. [U] the quality of having
enough courage to take risks or do things that are
shocking or rude: I can’t believe he had the audacity to call your father at 3 a.m.
au·di·ble /'Od@b@l/ adj. loud enough to be heard
ANT inaudible: Her voice was barely audible. | an
audible sigh of relief —audibly adv.
au·di·ence /'Odi@ns/ n. [C] 1 the people watching or listening to a performance: an audience of
300 people | Members of the audience were invited
to ask questions. ➔ THEATER 2 the people who
watch a particular television program, read a particular book or magazine, etc.: The show attracts a
regular audience of 20 million viewers. 3 a formal
meeting with someone who is very important: an
audience with the Pope [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
French, Latin audientia “hearing,” from audire
“to listen”]
au·di·o /'OdioU/ adj. relating to recording and
broadcasting sound ➔ VIDEO : audio equipment
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authoritative

come from a person or place: There’s an aura of
mystery around the castle. [ORIGIN: 1700—1800
Latin “air, light wind,” from Greek]
au·ral /'Or@l/ adj. related to the sense of hearing
➔ ORAL : aural skills
au·ri·cle /'OrIk@l/ n. [C] BIOLOGY one of the two
spaces inside the top of your heart, from which
blood is sent into the VENTRICLE s SYN atrium
aus·pic·es /'Osp@sIz, -"siz/ n. under the auspices of sb/sth (formal) with the help and support
of a person or organization: The research was done
under the auspices of Harvard Medical School.
[ORIGIN: 1700—1800 auspice “telling the future
by watching the behavior of birds, good influence” (16—19 centuries), from Latin auspicium]
aus·pi·cious /O'spIS@s/ adj. showing that something is likely to be successful ANT inauspicious:
an auspicious start/beginning to her career
[ORIGIN: 1900—2000 audio- “of hearing,” from
Latin audire “to listen”]
au·di·o·vis·u·al /"OdioU'vIZu@l/ adj. using
recorded pictures and sound: an audiovisual presentation
au·dit /'OdIt/ v. [T] 1 ECONOMICS to officially
examine a company’s financial records in order to
check that they are correct 2 to study a subject at
college without getting a GRADE for it —audit n.
[C] —auditor n. [C]
au·di·tion1 /O'dIS@n/ n. [C] a short performance
by an actor, singer, etc. to test whether s/he is good
enough to perform in a play, concert, etc.: The
ballet company is holding auditions for “Swan
Lake.”
audition2 v. [I,T] to perform in an audition, or
judge someone in an audition: He plans to audition
for a part in “Oklahoma!”
au·di·to·ri·um /"OdI'tOri@m/ n. [C] a large building used for concerts or public meetings
aug·ment /Og'mEnt/ v. [T] (formal) to increase the
size or value of something
Au·gust /'Og@st/ (written abbreviation Aug.) n.
[C,U] the eighth month of the year, between July
and September: The winner will be announced on
August 31st. | They sold their house in August. |
Last August, we traveled through Europe. | The
changes will take effect next August. [ORIGIN:
1000—1100 Latin Augustus, from Augustus
Caesar (63 B.C. – 14 A.D.), Roman emperor]
aunt /ænt, Ant/ n. [C] the sister of your mother or
father, or the wife of your UNCLE : Aunt Jean ➔
RELATIVE 1 [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French ante,
from Latin amita]
au pair /oU 'pEr/ n. [C] a young person who stays
with a family in a foreign country and looks after
their children [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 French “on
equal terms”]
au·ra /'Or@/ n. [C] a quality or feeling that seems to

THESAURUS
lucky, fortunate, fortuitous,
miraculous ➔ LUCKY

aus·tere /O'stIr/ adj. 1 very strict and serious: a

cold, austere woman 2 very plain and simple: an
austere style of painting 3 without a lot of comfort
or enjoyment: They lived an austere life.
aus·ter·i·ty /O'stEr@Ôi/ n. [U] 1 ECONOMICS bad
economic conditions in which people do not have
enough money to spend: the austerity of postcommunist Eastern Europe 2 the quality of being
austere
Aus·tra·lia /A'streIli@/ n. one of the seven CONTINENT s that is also its own country
Aus·tra·li·an /A'streIli@n/ adj. relating to Australia or its people
au·then·tic /O'θEnôIk/ adj. 1 done or made in a
traditional way: authentic Indian food 2 proven to
be made by a particular person SYN genuine: an
authentic Renoir painting [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Old French autentique, from Late Latin, from
Greek authentes “person who did a particular
thing”] —authentically adv. —authenticity
/"Oθ@n'tIs@Ôi/ n. [U]: Tests confirmed the book’s
authenticity.
au·thor /'Oθø/ Ac n. [C] 1 someone who writes
a book, story, article, play, etc.: Who is your favorite author? | Banville is the author of “The Book of
Evidence.” 2 the person who starts a plan or idea:
Senator Norris was the principal author of the bill.
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old North French auctour, from Latin auctor “maker, writer”]
au·thor·i·tar·i·an /@"θOr@'tEri@n, @"θAr-/ adj.
forcing people to obey strict rules or laws and not
allowing any freedom: an authoritarian government —authoritarian n. [C]: Papa was a strict
authoritarian.
au·thor·i·ta·tive /@'θOr@"teIÔIv, @'θAr-/ Ac
adj. 1 an authoritative book, account, etc. is
respected because the person who wrote it knows a
lot about the subject: an authoritative account of

A

authority

A
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the country’s history | The figures in the report au·to·mat·ed /'OÔ@"meIÔId/ Ac adj. using comcome from an authoritative source. 2 behaving or puters and machines to do a job, rather than people:
speaking in a confident determined way that makes The automated manufacturing system processes
people respect and obey you: The captain spoke to orders as they arrive. —automation
the passengers in a calm and authoritative voice. /"OÔ@'meIS@n/ n. [U]: In this industry, the trend
towards automation started in the 1950s.
—authoritatively adv.
au·thor·i·ty /@'θOr@Ôi, @'θAr-/ Ac n. 1 [U] the au·to·mat·ic1 /"OÔ@'mæÔIkX/ Ac adj. 1 an
power someone has because of his/her official posi- automatic machine is designed to operate by itself
tion: You have no authority over me! | Could I after you start it: The automatic safety switch will
speak to someone in authority (=who has a posi- stop the engine in an emergency. 2 certain to
tion of power), please? | She has the authority to happen: We get an automatic pay increase every
sign checks. | people in positions of author- year. 3 done without thinking: At first, driving is
ity 2 the authorities the people or organizations hard, but then it just becomes automatic. | Fear is
that are in charge of a particular place: Please an automatic response to a threatening situation.
report any suspicious activities to the authorities [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Greek automatos “acting
immediately. 3 [C] someone who is respected by itself”] —automatically adv.: She automatibecause of his/her knowledge about a subject: Dr. cally assumed that he was guilty. | The program
Ballard is a leading authority on tropical diseases. runs automatically when the user logs on.
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French auctorité, automatic2 n. [C] 1 a car with a system of
from Latin auctoritas “opinion, decision, GEAR s that operate themselves 2 a gun that can
power”]
shoot bullets continuously
THESAURUS
expert, specialist,
au·to·mo·bile /"OÔ@m@'bil, 'OÔ@m@"bil/ n. [C] a
connoisseur, pundit ➔ EXPERT
car
au·thor·ize /'Oθ@"raIz/ v. [T] to give official per- au·to·mo·tive /"OÔ@'moUÔIv/ adj. relating to cars:
mission for something: Can you authorize my the automotive industry
expenses? | No one authorized you to sign this. au·ton·o·mous /O'tAn@m@s/ adj. having the
—authorization /"Oθ@r@'zeIS@n/ n. [C,U]: You’ll power to make your own decisions or rules: an
need authorization from the Director to do that.
autonomous nation —autonomously adv.
—autonomy n. [U]: political autonomy
THESAURUS
allow, let, permit, sanction,
au"tonomous 'region n. [C] POLITICS a large
condone ➔ ALLOW
area within a country, that has the official right to
au·tis·m /'O"tIz@m/ n. [U] a problem in the way be independent and govern itself
the brain works that makes someone unable to au·top·sy /'O"tApsi/ n. (plural autopsies) [C] an
communicate in a normal way, or to form normal official examination of a dead body to discover the
relationships —autistic /O'tIstIk/ adj.: an autistic cause of death
child
au·to·some /'OÔ@"soUm/ n. [C] BIOLOGY any
au·to /'OÔoU/ adj. relating to cars: auto parts
CHROMOSOME that does not influence whether a
au·to·bi·og·ra·phy /"OÔ@baI'Agr@fi/ n. (plural person or animal is male or female —autosomal
autobiographies) [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a book that adj.: autosomal chromosomes
someone writes about his/her own life ➔ BOOK 1
au·to·troph /'OÔ@"trAf, -"troUf/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a
—autobiographical /"OÔ@baI@'græfIk@l/ adj.
living thing that produces its own food from subau·toc·ra·cy /O'tAkr@si/ n. (plural autocracies) stances that do not contain living things, using the
[C,U] POLITICS a system of government in which one
energy from the Sun or from a chemical process.
person or group has complete and unlimited power, Most plants and living creatures such as BACTERIA
or a country governed in this way
are autotrophs.
au·to·crat /'OÔ@"kræt/ n. [C] 1 POLITICS a ruler au·to·work·er /'OÔoU"wøkø/ n. [C] someone
who has complete and unlimited power to govern a whose job is to make cars
country 2 someone, especially a person with a
high rank in an organization, who makes decisions au·tumn /'OÔ@m/ n. [C,U] FALL —autumnal
and gives orders to people without ever asking /O'tömn@l/ adj.
other people for their opinion
aux·il·ia·ry /Og'zIl@ri, -'zIly@ri/ adj. giving extra
au·to·crat·ic /"OÔ@'kræÔIk/ adj. 1 POLITICS giving help or support: auxiliary police —auxiliary n. [C]
orders to people without considering their opinions: aux"iliary 'verb n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a verb that
an autocratic style of management 2 POLITICS hav- is used with another verb to form questions, negaing unlimited power to govern a country: an auto- tive sentences, and tenses. In English, the auxiliary
cratic government
verbs are “be,” “do,” and “have.”
au·to·graph /'OÔ@"græf/ n. [C] a famous person’s
1
/@'veIl/ n. to no avail without success: We
a·vail
name, written in his/her own writing: Can I have
searched
everywhere to no avail.
your autograph? —autograph v. [T]: a jacket
autographed by all the players
avail2 v. avail yourself of sth (formal) to accept
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an offer, or use an opportunity: Avail yourself of
every chance to improve your English.
a·vail·a·ble /@'veIl@b@l/ Ac adj. 1 if something is available, you can have it, buy it, or use it:
The database in the library is available to anyone. |
Several thousand seats are available for tonight’s
show. | films available on DVD | The book is
available in the museum’s bookstore. | Once it is
approved by the FDA, the vaccine will become
readily/widely available (=easily available, or
available from many places). 2 [not before noun]
someone who is available is not busy and has
enough time to talk to you: I’m available after
lunch. | The District Attorney is not available for
comment. —availability /@"veIl@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [U]:
the easy availability of guns in the U.S.
-"lAntS/
n.
av·a·lanche
/'æv@"læntS,
[C] 1 EARTH SCIENCES a large amount of snow, ice,
and rocks that falls down the side of a mountain 2 an avalanche of sth a very large number
of things that happen or arrive at the same time:
The station received an avalanche of letters. [ORIGIN:
1700—1800 French, French dialect
lavantse, avalantse]
a·vant-garde /"ævAnt§'gArdX, "A-/ adj. avantgarde art, literature, or music is very modern and
different from existing art, etc., often in a way that
is strange or shocking
av·a·rice /'æv@rIs/ n. [U] (formal) an extreme
desire for wealth SYN greed —avaricious
/"æv@'rIS@s/ adj.
av·a·tar /'æv@"tAr/ n. [C] IT a picture of a person,
animal, or other character that represents you on a
computer screen, for example when you are playing computer games on the Internet or when you
are in a CHAT ROOM
Ave. the written abbreviation of AVENUE
a·venge /@'vEndZ/ v. [T] (literary) to punish someone because s/he has harmed you, your family, or
your friends: plans to avenge his father’s death
—avenger n. [C]
av·e·nue /'æv@"nu/ n. [C] 1 also Avenue a
street in a town or city: Fifth Avenue | He lives on
Melrose Avenue.
THESAURUS
road, street, main street, lane,
main road, the main drag, highway, freeway,
expressway, toll road, turnpike ➔ ROAD

2 a possible way of achieving something: We
explored every avenue, but couldn’t find a solution.
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 French avenir “to come
up to,” from Latin advenire]
av·erage1 /'ævrIdZ/ adj. 1 [only before noun] the
average amount is the amount you get when you
add together several figures and divide this by the
total number of figures: the average price of a new
home | The average age of teachers is rising
steadily. 2 [only before noun] having qualities that
are typical of most people or things: In an average
week, I drive about 250 miles. | The average American has not even thought about next year’s election.

avowed
THESAURUS
normal, ordinary, standard,
routine, conventional ➔ NORMAL 1

3 not very good but not very bad: an average book
[ORIGIN: 1700—1800 average “(fair sharing out
of costs resulting from) damage to or loss of a
ship or the goods it carries” (15—20 centuries),
from French avarie, from Arabic ‘awariyah
“damaged goods”]

average2 n. 1 [C] MATH the amount that you get

by adding several figures together and then dividing
the result by the number of figures: The average of
3, 8, and 10 is 7. 2 on average based on a
calculation of what usually happens: On average,
women live longer than men. 3 [C,U] the usual
level or amount: an above average/below average
student
average3 v. [T] 1 to be a particular amount as an
average: The car averages about 20 miles per
gallon. 2 to calculate the average of an amount
average out phr. v. to result in a particular average
amount: Our weekly profits average out at about
$750.
a·verse /@'vøs/ adj. not be averse to sth to like
to do something: I don’t drink much, but I’m not
averse to the occasional glass of wine.
a·ver·sion /@'vøZ@n/ n. [singular, U] a strong dislike of something or someone: Mary has an aversion to cats.
a·vert /@'vøt/ v. [T] 1 to prevent something bad
from happening: The whole thing could’ve been
averted if you’d listened to us. 2 avert your
eyes/gaze to look away from something
a·vi·a·tion /"eIvi'eIS@n/ n. [U] the science or
activity of flying or making aircraft [ORIGIN:
1800—1900 French, Latin avis “bird”]
a·vi·a·tor /'eIvi"eIÔø/ n. [C] (old-fashioned) a pilot
av·id /'ævId/ adj. [only before noun] doing something as much as possible: an avid reader | an avid
golfer
av·o·ca·do /"æv@'kAdoU, "A-/ n. (plural avocados) [C,U] a firm green fruit with thick dark skin,
used in GUACAMOLE [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Spanish aguacate “avocado,” from Nahuatl ahuacatl
“testicle, avocado;” influenced by Spanish avocado “lawyer”] ➔ see picture on page 414
a·void /@'vOId/ v. [T] 1 to prevent something bad
from happening: Exercise will help you avoid heart
disease. | He had to swerve to avoid being hit by the
other car. c Don’t say “avoid to do something.” b 2 to deliberately stay away from someone or something: Paul’s been avoiding me all
day. 3 to deliberately not do something: To avoid
paying tax, he moved to Canada. —avoidable adj.
—avoidance n. [U]
a·vow /@'vaU/ v. [T] (formal) to say or admit something publicly
a·vowed /@'vaUd/ adj. said or admitted publicly:
an avowed atheist

A

await
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a·wait /@'weIt/ v. [T] (formal) 1 to wait for some-

A

thing: Briggs is awaiting trial for murder. 2 if a
situation or event awaits someone, it is going to
happen to him/her: A terrible surprise awaited
them.
a·wake1 /@'weIk/ adj. [not before noun] not sleeping: Is she awake yet? | I couldn’t stay awake
during the movie. | I was wide awake (=completely
awake) before dawn. | The baby kept us awake
(=stopped us from sleeping) all night.
awake2 v. (past tense awoke /@'woUk/, past participle awoken /@'woUk@n/) [I,T] (literary) 1 to
wake up, or to wake someone up: I awoke to the
sound of rain pounding on the roof. 2 to suddenly
begin to feel an emotion, or to make someone do
this
a·wak·en /@'weIk@n/ v. [I,T] (formal) to wake up,
or to make someone wake up: He was awakened by
the telephone.
awaken sb/sth to sth phr. v. to make someone
begin to realize something: Churches are awakening to the needs of their older members.
a·wak·en·ing /@'weIk@nIÎ/ n. [C,U] a situation
when you suddenly realize that you understand or
feel something: a spiritual awakening
a·ward1 /@'wOrd/ n. [C] 1 a prize or money given
to someone for something that s/he has achieved:
the award for best actor | an award of $10,000 to
each victim | an experienced reporter who has won
many awards 2 an amount of money that is given
to someone because of a judge’s decision: an
award for injuries suffered
award2 v. [T] to officially give someone an award:
He was awarded the Nobel Prize. | A large sum of
money was awarded to the survivors.
THESAURUS

a·ware /@'wEr/

give, present, grant ➔ GIVE 1

Ac adj. [not before noun] 1 realizing that something is true, exists, or is happening
ANT unaware: Are you aware of the dangers of
smoking? | Are you aware (that) your son has been
skipping classes? | “Are there any more problems?” “Not that I’m aware of.” | Now that the
school has been made aware of the situation, it will
act. 2
politically/socially/environmentally
etc. aware interested in politics, etc., and knowing
a lot about it
a·ware·ness /@'wErnIs/ Ac n. [U] knowledge
or understanding of a particular subject or situation:
The TV ads are meant to raise the public’s awareness of environmental issues. | The possibility of
getting drafted increased the students’ political
awareness.
a·wash /@'wAS, @'wOS/ adj. 1 awash with/in
sth having too much of something: TV is awash
with talk shows. 2 covered with water
a·way1 /@'weI/ adv. 1 moving further from a
place, or staying far from a place: Go away! | Diane
drove away quickly. | Move away from the

fire! 2 in a different direction: She looked away
and began to cry. 3 7 miles/40 feet/2 weeks
etc. away used to say how far it is to a place,
thing, or time in the future: a town about 50 miles
away from Chicago | Christmas is only a month
away. 4 into a safe place: Put all your toys away
now, please. 5 not at home, at work, or in school:
I’m sorry, Ms. Parker is away this week. 6 used to
say that something disappears or is removed: He
gave his money away to charity. | The music died
away. 7 used to say how close someone is to
achieving something or experiencing something: At
one point, they were only two points away from
victory. 8 without stopping: He’s been working
away on the patio all day.
away2 adj. away team/game/match a sports
team that is playing at an opponent’s field, or a
game they are playing there ANT home
awe /O/ n. [U] a feeling of great respect for someone or something: We were in awe of our father.
—awed adj.: an awed silence
'awe-in"spiring adj. making you feel awe: an
awe-inspiring achievement
THESAURUS
impressive, imposing,
dazzling, breathtaking, majestic, magnificent
➔ IMPRESSIVE

awe·some /'Os@m/ adj. 1 very impressive, seri-

ous, or difficult: an awesome responsibility 2 (spoken) extremely good: That concert was awesome!

awe·struck /'Oströk/ adj. feeling great awe: We
gazed awestruck at the pyramids.

aw·ful1 /'Of@l/ adj. 1 very bad: an awful movie |
The weather was awful. | This soup tastes awful!
THESAURUS
bad, terrible, horrible,
appalling, horrific, lousy, horrendous,
atrocious, abysmal, disgusting, revolting, foul,
dreadful ➔ BAD 1, HORRIBLE

2 [only before noun] (spoken) used in order to
emphasize how much, how good, how bad, etc.
something is: I have an awful lot (=a very large
amount) of work to do. 3 look/feel awful to look
or feel sick
awful2 adv. (spoken, nonstandard) very: She’s awful
cute.
aw·fully /'Ofli/ adv. (spoken) very: Helen looks
awfully tired.
a·while /@'waIl/ adv. for a short time: I stood at
the bedroom door awhile, watching the boys sleeping.
awk·ward /'Okwød/ adj. 1 embarrassing: This
puts us in an awkward position. | For a few
moments there was an awkward silence. 2 moving or behaving in a way that does not seem relaxed
or comfortable: an awkward teenager
THESAURUS
clumsy, gawky, inelegant,
klutzy ➔ CLUMSY

3 not convenient: They came at an awkward

baby
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time. 4 difficult to use or handle: The camera is
awkward to use.
THESAURUS
difficult, hard, tough,
challenging, demanding, complicated,
complex ➔ DIFFICULT

[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 awk “turned the wrong
way” (15—17 centuries) (from Old Norse
adv.
öfugr)
+
-ward]
—awkwardly
—awkwardness n. [U]
awn·ing /'OnIÎ/ n. [C] a sheet of material outside a
store, tent, etc., used for protection from the Sun or
the rain
a·woke /@'woUk/ v. the past tense of AWAKE
a·wok·en /@'woUk@n/ v. the past participle of
AWAKE

AWOL /'eI"wOl/ adj. Absent Without Leave

absent from your military group without permission: Private Ames has gone AWOL.
a·wry /@'raI/ adj. go awry to not happen in the
way that was planned: My carefully laid plans had
already gone awry.
ax1, axe /æks/ n. [C] 1 a tool with a metal blade
on a long handle, used for cutting wood 2 give
sb/sth the ax (informal) to dismiss someone from
his/her job, or get rid of something: The TV station
gave Brown the ax. 3 get the ax (informal) to be
dismissed from your job 4 have an ax to grind
to have a personal reason for doing something: I
have no political ax to grind.
ax2, axe v. [T] (informal) to get rid of a plan, a
service, or someone’s job: Did you hear they’re
axing 500 jobs?
ax·i·om /'æksi@m/ n. [C] (formal) a rule or principle that is considered by most people to be true
ax·i·o·mat·ic /"æksi@'mæÔIk/ adj. a principle that
is axiomatic does not need to be proved because
people can see that it is true
ax·is /'æksIs/ n. (plural axes /'æksiz/) [C] 1 EARTH
SCIENCES the imaginary line around which a large
object, such as the Earth, turns ➔ see picture at
GLOBE 2 MATH a line at the side or bottom of a
GRAPH , used for marking measurements 3 MATH a
line drawn across the middle of a regular shape,
that divides it into two equal parts
'Axis "Powers n. [plural] the Axis Powers HISTORY a group of countries, including Germany, Italy,
and Japan, that united against the ALLIED POWERS
(=Great Britain, the Soviet Union, the United
States, and other countries) in World War II
ax·le /'æks@l/ n. [C] the bar that connects two
wheels on a vehicle
ax·on /'æk"sAn/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a long thin part of a
nerve cell, along which short electrical signals
containing messages travel away from the cell
toward other cells
a·ya·tol·lah /"aIy@'toUl@, -'tA-/ n. [C] POLITICS an
important Shiite Muslim religious and political

leader, especially one living in Iran, who has special knowledge of Islamic law
aye /aI/ adv. (spoken, formal) used in order to say
yes, especially when voting
AZ the written abbreviation of ARIZONA
Az·tec /'æztEk/ n. HISTORY one of the tribes who
lived in and controlled Mexico from the 14th century until the 16th century: The Aztecs played a
game that had elements of both soccer and
basketball. | Aztec jewelry

Bb
B, b /bi/ the second letter of the English alphabet
B /bi/ n. 1 [C] a grade that a teacher gives to a

student’s work to show that it is good but not
excellent: Greg got a B in Chemistry. 2 [C,U] ENG.
LANG. ARTS the seventh note in the musical SCALE of
C, or the musical KEY based on this note 3 [U] a
common type of blood
b. the written abbreviation of BORN : A. Lincoln, b.
1809
B.A. n. [C] Bachelor of Arts a university degree
in a subject such as history or literature ➔ B.S. : He
graduated from Stanford with a B.A. in English.
baa /bA, bæ/ v. [I] to make the sound a sheep
makes
bab·ble /'bæb@l/ v. [I,T] to talk a lot in a way that
does not make sense: I couldn’t understand what he
was babbling about. —babble n. [U]
babe /beIb/ n. [C] 1 (spoken, informal) an attractive young woman 2 (literary) a baby
ba·boon /bæ'bun/ n. [C] a large monkey that lives
in Africa and south Asia [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
French babouin, from baboue “ugly face”]
ba·by /'beIbi/ n. (plural babies) [C] 1 a very
young child: A baby was crying upstairs. | Joyce
had a baby (=gave birth to a baby) in September. |
Pam is expecting a baby (=will have a baby). | a
baby boy/girl
TOPIC

A baby that has just been born is called a
newborn.
A very young baby who cannot walk or talk yet is
called an infant.
A baby who has learned how to walk is called a
toddler.
When babies crawl, they move around on their
hands and knees. Babies usually crawl before they
learn how to walk.
When you take a baby somewhere, you can push
him/her there in a baby carriage, which is like a

B

baby boom

B

bed on wheels. You can push an older baby along
in a stroller, which is like a chair on wheels.
Babies sleep in a special bed with bars on it, called
a crib.
If a baby is being fed milk from its mother’s breast,
the baby is nursing, or the mother is
breast-feeding the baby. If a baby drinks milk
from a bottle, s/he is being bottle-fed. When a
baby is old enough to sit up and eat food, s/he sits
in a highchair.
THESAURUS
child, kid, teenager,
adolescent, youngster, minor, juvenile ➔ CHILD

2 a very young animal: baby birds 3 (spoken)
someone, especially an older child, who is behaving in a stupid or silly way: Don’t be such a
baby! 4 (spoken) a way of speaking to someone
you love: Bye, baby. I’ll be back by six.
'baby boom n. [C] a time when a lot of babies are
born in a particular country, used especially to talk
about this period between 1946 and 1964
'baby "boomer n. [C] (informal) someone born
between 1946 and 1964
'baby "carriage also 'baby "buggy n. [C] a thing
like a bed on wheels, used for pushing a baby
around
ba·by·sit /'beIbi"sIt/ v. (past tense and past participle babysat /-"sæt/, present participle babysitting)
[I,T] to take care of children while their parents are
not at home —babysitter n. [C] —babysitting
n. [U]

bach·e·lor /'bætS@lø, 'bætSlø/ n. [C] a man who
has never been married
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My back was really aching. | The cat arched its
back and hissed. | He lay on his back, staring at the
sky. | Mrs. Ducin stood with her back to the
camera. b) the bone that goes from your neck to
your BUTTOCK s: He broke his back in a motorcycle
accident.
2 PART OF STH [C usually singular, U] the part of
something that is furthest from the front ANT front:
a grocery list on the back of an envelope | The
index is at the back of the book. | The pool’s in
back of the house. | Kids should always wear seat
belts, even in back (=in the seats behind the
driver). | Tom’s working on the car out back
(=behind a building).
3 SEAT [C] the part of a seat that you lean against
when you are sitting: Jack leaned against the back
of the chair.
4 behind sb’s back if you do something bad or
unkind behind someone’s back, you do it without
him/her knowing: I can’t believe she said that
about me behind my back!
5 at/in the back of your mind a thought or
feeling at the back of your mind is influencing you,
even though you are not thinking about it: There
was always a slight fear in the back of his mind.
6 get off my back (spoken) said when you want
someone to stop annoying you or asking you to do
something: I’ll do it in a minute. Just get off my
back!
7 be on sb’s back (spoken) to keep telling someone to do something, in a way that annoys him/her:
The boss has been on my back about being late.
8 have your back to/against the wall (informal)
to be in a very difficult situation with no choice
about what to do ➔ turn your back (on) at TURN 1

3
'bachelor "party n. [C] a party given for a man back v. 1 [I,T] to move backward, or to make a

before he gets married

'bachelor’s de"gree n. [C] a B.A.
back1 /bæk/ adv. 1 where someone or something

was before: Put the milk back in the refrigerator. |
Roger said he’d be back (=return) in an hour. | If
the shirt doesn’t fit, take it back to the store. | I was
on my way back home (=the place I come from or
think of as my home). 2 into the condition that
someone or something was in before: I woke up at
5 a.m. and couldn’t get back to sleep. | I never want
to go back to being a waitress. 3 in the direction
that is behind you: George glanced back to see if he
was being followed. 4 doing the same thing to
someone that s/he has done to you: Can you call me
back later? | Sarah smiled, and the boy smiled
back. 5 away from someone or something: Her
hair was pulled back in a ponytail. | Stand back
from the fire! 6 in or toward an earlier time: This
all happened about three years back. | The building
dates back to the 17th Century. 7 back and forth
in one direction and then in the opposite direction
several times: He walked back and forth across the
floor.

back2 n.

1 BODY [C] a) the part of your body between your
neck and legs, opposite your stomach and chest:

vehicle move backward: Teresa backed the car into
the garage. | We slowly backed away from the
snake. 2 [T] to support someone or something,
especially by using your money or power: The bill
is backed by several environmental groups. 3 [T]
to risk money on the team, person, horse, etc. that
you think will win something: Which team did you
back in the Super Bowl?
back down phr. v. to admit that you are wrong or
that you have lost an argument or fight: Neither
side would back down.
back off phr. v. 1 to move away from something:
Back off a little, you’re driving too close. 2 (spoken) said in order to tell someone to stop telling you
what to do, or to stop criticizing you: Back off! I
don’t need your advice.
back onto sth phr. v. if a building backs onto a
place, the back of the building faces it: The house
backs onto a busy road.
back out phr. v. to decide not to do something you
promised to do: They backed out of the deal at the
last minute.
back up phr. v. 1 back sb/sth ↔ up to support
what someone is doing or saying, or show what
s/he is saying is true: He had evidence on video to
back up his claim. 2 back (sth ↔) up to move
backward, or to make a vehicle go backward: Back
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backup

low level of RADIATION that is present naturally in
up a little so they can get by. 3 back sth ↔ up IT
to make a copy of information on a computer 4 be
the air, water, soil, and objects such as buildings
backed up traffic that is backed up is moving very back·hand /'bækhænd/ n. [C usually singular] a
slowly
way of hitting the ball in tennis, etc. with the back
of your hand turned toward the ball ➔ FOREHAND
back4 adj. [only before noun] 1 at the back of
something ANT front: the back door | We sat in the back·hand·ed /'bæk"hændId/ adj. backback row of the theater. 2 back street/road a
handed compliment a statement that seems to
street that is away from the main streets 3 back
express praise or admiration, but is actually insultrent/taxes/pay money that someone owes from
ing
an earlier date
back·ing /'bækIÎ/ n. [U] The agency has provided
back·ache /'bækeIk/ n. [C,U] a pain in your back
financial backing for the project.
back·bit·ing /'bæk"baIÔIÎ/ n. [U] rude or cruel back·lash /'bæklæS/ n. [singular] a strong reactalk about someone who is not present
tion from people against an idea or person: a
back·board /'bækbOrd/ n. [C] the board behind
political backlash against immigrants
the basket in the game of basketball
back·log /'bæklOg, -lAg/ n. [C] work that still
back·bone /'bækboUn/ n. 1 [C] BIOLOGY SPINE
needs to be done and should have been done
➔ see picture on page A3 2 the backbone of sth
earlier: a huge backlog of orders
the most important part of something: The cocoa back·pack1 /'bækpæk/ n. [C] a bag used to carry
industry is the backbone of Ghana’s
things on your back, especially when you go walkeconomy. 3 [U] courage and determination: Stuart
ing ➔ see picture at BAG 1
doesn’t have the backbone to be a good manager.
backpack2 v. [I] to go walking or traveling carryback·break·ing /'bæk"breIkIÎ/ adj. backbreaking a backpack —backpacker n. [C]
ing work is very difficult and tiring
—backpacking n. [U]
back·date /'bæk"deIt/ v. [T] to write an earlier "back 'seat n. [C] 1 the seat behind where the
date on a document or check than the date when it
driver sits in a car: Holly and I were sitting in the
was really written
back seat. 2 back seat driver someone who
back·drop /'bækdrAp/ n. [C] 1 the conditions in
gives unwanted advice about how to drive to the
which something happens: a love story set against
driver of a car 3 take a back seat to accept or be
the backdrop of war 2 the painted cloth at the
put in a less important position: His career has
back of a stage
taken a back seat while he raises his son.
back·er /'bækø/ n. [C] someone who supports a back·side /'bæksaId/ n. [C] (informal) the part of
plan, especially by providing money: We’re still
your body that you sit on
trying to find backers for the new enterprise.
back·slash /'bækslæS/ n. [C] a line (\) used in
back·fire /'bækfaIø/ v. [I] 1 if a plan or action
writing to separate words, numbers, or letters
backfires, it has the opposite effect to the one you
back·space
/'bækspeIs/ n. [singular] a button on
wanted 2 if a car backfires, it makes a sudden loud
a computer KEYBOARD or TYPEWRITER , that you
noise because the engine is not working correctly
press to move backward toward the beginning of
back·gam·mon /'bæk"gæm@n/ n. [U] a game
the line
for two players, using flat round pieces and DICE
back·stab·bing /'bæk"stæbIÎ/ n. [U] the act of
on a board
secretly doing bad things to someone else, espeback·ground /'bækgraUnd/ n. 1 [C] someone’s
cially saying bad things about him/her, in order to
education, family, and experience: kids from very
gain an advantage for yourself —backstabber n.
different ethnic/religious/cultural backgrounds |
[C]
Steve has a background in computer engineering. |
The position would suit someone with a back- back·stage /"bæk'steIdZ/ adv. behind the stage
in a theater
ground in real estate. 2 [C usually singular] the area
that is behind the main things that you are looking back·stroke /'bæk"stroUk/ n. [singular] a style
at, especially in a picture or photograph: The backof swimming on your back ➔ see picture at SWIM 1
ground is slightly out of focus. | Palm trees swayed
in the background. ➔ see picture at FORE- "back-to-'back adj., adv. happening one after the
other: back-to-back wins
GROUND 3 in the background someone who
keeps or stays in the background tries not to be back·track /'bæktræk/ v. [I] 1 to change somenoticed: The president’s wife preferred to stay in
thing you have said so that it is not as strong as it
the background. 4 [singular] sounds that are in the
was earlier: Congress is backtracking on some of
background are not the main ones that you can
the welfare cuts imposed last year. 2 to go back
hear: I could hear cars honking in the
the way you have just come: We had to backtrack
background. | soft lights and background
about a mile.
music 5 [singular, U] the general conditions in back·up /'bæköp/ n. 1 [C] something that you
which something happens
can use to replace something that does not work or
"background radi'ation n. [U] PHYSICS a very
is lost: Always have a backup plan. | a backup

B

backward

B

power supply 2 [C] IT a copy of a computer document, program, etc., which is made in case the
original becomes lost or damaged: Make a backup
of any work you do on the computer. 3 [C,U] extra
help or support that can be used if it is needed: The
officers decided to call for backup before entering
the building.
back·ward1 /'bækwød/ also backwards
adv. 1 in the direction that is behind you ANT forward: She took a step backwards. 2 toward the
beginning or the past: Can you say the alphabet
backward? 3 with the back part in front: Your
T-shirt is on backwards. 4 toward a worse state
ANT forward: The new law is seen by some as a
major step backward.
backward2 adj. 1 [only before noun] made
toward the direction that is behind you ANT forShe left without a backward
ward:
glance. 2 developing slowly and less successfully
than others: a backward country
back·wa·ter /'bæk"wOÔø, -"wA-/ n. [C] a quiet
town or place far away from cities, where not much
happens
back·woods /'bæk"wUdz/ n. [plural] an area in
the forest, far from any towns —backwoods adj.:
a backwoods town
back·yard, back yard /"bæk'yArdX/ n. [C] the
area of land behind a house
ba·con /'beIk@n/ n. [U] meat from a pig, that has
been put in salt and cut into thin pieces: bacon and
eggs [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French, from an
ancient Germanic word meaning “back”]
bac·te·ri·al /bæk'tIri@l/ adj. BIOLOGY relating to
bacteria, or caused by bacteria: If there is a bacterial infection, the skin will look red and be sore. |
Cooking food thoroughly destroys bacterial cells.
bac·te·ri·um /bæk'tIri@m/ n. (plural bacteria
/-ri@/) [C usually plural] BIOLOGY a very small living
thing consisting of a single cell. Some bacteria
cuase disease, but others are important in many
natural processes. The plural form, “bacteria,” is
much more common than the singular form. [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Modern Latin, Greek bakterion “stick, rod;” because of their shape]
bad1 /bæd/ adj. (comparative worse, superlative
worst) 1 not good or not nice ANT good: I’m
afraid I have some bad news for you. | a really bad
smell
THESAURUS

awful – very bad or unpleasant: The weather

was awful.
terrible – extremely bad: The hotel food was
terrible.
horrible – very bad or upsetting: What a horrible
thing to say!
appalling/horrific (formal) – very bad and very
shocking: She suffered appalling injuries. | a
horrific plane crash
lousy (informal) – very bad in quality: a lousy
movie
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horrendous (formal) – very bad and very
frightening or shocking: a horrendous crash
atrocious (formal) – extremely bad and often
very severe: Her driving is atrocious. | atrocious
weather conditions
abysmal (formal) – very bad, used especially to
describe the standard of something: The quality
of care at the hospital was abysmal. ➔ GOOD 1,

HORRIBLE

2 of a low quality or standard ANT good: That was
the worst pizza I ever ate. | Brian is really bad at
sports. 3 morally wrong or evil ANT good: He
plays one of the bad guys in the movie.
THESAURUS

evil/wicked – used to describe an evil person or
his/her actions: a fairy tale about a wicked witch |
evil thoughts
immoral/wrong – morally wrong, and not
accepted by society: It’s wrong to steal.
depraved – morally wrong and evil: a depraved
killer
reprehensible (formal) – reprehensible
behavior is very bad and deserves criticism: His
conduct was reprehensible.

4 damaging or harmful ANT good: Smoking is bad
for your health. | Pollution in the lake is having a
bad effect on fish stocks. 5 serious or severe: a bad
cold | Traffic in this city is getting worse by the
day. 6 too bad (spoken) said when you are sorry
about something that has happened: It’s too bad she
had to give up teaching. 7 feel bad to feel
ashamed or sorry about something: I felt bad about
missing your birthday. 8 a bad time a time that is
not suitable or convenient: Is this a bad time to
call? 9 food that is bad is not safe to eat because it
is not fresh: The milk has gone bad. 10 permanently injured or not working correctly: a bad
heart | a bad back 11 not bad (spoken) good or
acceptable: “How are you?” “Oh, not bad.”
12 bad language/words swearing or rude words

bad2 adv. (spoken, nonstandard) badly
bade /bæd, beId/ v. the past tense and past participle of

BID

badge /bædZ/ n. [C] a small piece of metal,

plastic, etc. that you wear or carry to show people
that you work for a particular organization: a police
officer’s badge

badg·er /'bædZø/ n. [C] an animal with black and
white fur, that lives under the ground

bad·lands /'bæd"lændz/ n. [plural] EARTH SCIENCES
an area of rocks and hills where no crops can be
grown

bad·ly /'bædli/ adv. (comparative worse, superlative
worst) 1 in a way that is not good ANT well: a
badly written book | She did badly on the exam.
c Don’t say “I sing very bad.” Say “I sing very
badly.” b 2 to a great or serious degree: The refugees badly need food and clean water. | Our house
was badly damaged during the storm.
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bad·min·ton /'bæd"mInt§n, -"mInt@n/ n. [U] a

game in which players hit a small object with
feathers on it over a net [ORIGIN: 1800—1900
Badminton large house in Gloucestershire,
England, where it was first played]
'bad-mouth v. [T] (informal) to criticize someone
or something: Divorced parents shouldn’t badmouth each other in front of the kids.
baf·fle /'bæf@l/ v. [T] if something baffles you,
you cannot understand it: Scientists were baffled by
the results. —baffling adj. —baffled adj.
THESAURUS
confused, bewildered,
puzzled ➔ CONFUSED

bag·gy /'bægi/ adj. baggy clothes are big and
loose: a baggy T-shirt

'bag "lady n. [C] (informal) an impolite word for a

woman who lives on the street and carries all her
possessions with her
bag·pipes /'bægpaIps/ n. [plural] a Scottish
musical instrument which is played by blowing air
into a bag and forcing it out through pipes
bail1 /beIl/ n. [U] LAW money left with a court of
law so that someone can be let out of prison while
waiting for his/her TRIAL ➔ SURETY : Marshall’s
father posted bail (=paid the bail) for him. | Harrell
was released on bail (=let out of prison when bail
was paid) until his trial. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Old French “keeping someone as a prisoner,”
from baillier “to deliver, keep as a prisoner,”
from Medieval Latin bajulare “to control”]

bail2 v.

bail out phr. v. 1 bail sb ↔ out to help someone

bag1 /bæg/ n. [C] 1 a) a container made of paper,

plastic, cloth, etc., that opens at the top: a paper
bag | a shopping bag b) a large bag that you use to
carry your clothes, etc. when you are traveling: She
packed her bags and left. c) a PURSE 2 the
amount a bag can hold: two bags of rice 3 in the
bag certain to be won or to be a success: We knew
the game was in the bag. 4 bags under your
eyes dark circles or loose skin under your eyes
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old Norse baggi]
bag2 v. (bagged, bagging) [T] 1 to put things in a
bag: He got a job bagging groceries at the supermarket. 2 (informal) to manage to get something
that a lot of people want: I’ll get there early and
bag some seats.
ba·gel /'beIg@l/ n. [C] a type of bread that is
shaped like a ring [ORIGIN: 1900—2000 Yiddish
beygel, from Old High German boug “ring”]
bag·ful /'bægfUl/ n. [C] the amount a bag can hold
bag·gage /'bægIdZ/ n. [U] 1 the bags that you
carry with you when you are traveling
SYN luggage 2 beliefs, opinions, and experiences
from the past that influence the way a person
behaves or thinks: emotional baggage [ORIGIN:
1400—1500 French bagage, from Old French
bague “bundle”]

get out of trouble, especially by giving him/her
money: Young people often expect their parents to
bail them out. 2 bail sb ↔ out LAW to give money
to a court of law so that someone can leave prison
until his/her TRIAL : Clarke’s family paid $500 to
bail him out. 3 (informal) to escape from a situation that you no longer want to be involved in: After
ten years in the business, McArthur is bailing
out. 4 bail sth ↔ out to remove water from the
bottom of a boat
bai·liff /'beIlIf/ n. [C] LAW an officer who watches
prisoners and keeps order in a court of law
bail·out /'beIlaUt/ n. [C] ECONOMICS a situation in
which a person or organization gives money to help
someone who needs it
bait1 /beIt/ n. [singular, U] 1 food used for attracting fish or animals so that you can catch
them 2 something that is offered to someone to
persuade him/her to do something: Plenty of people
took the bait (=accepted what was offered) and lost
their life savings.
bait2 v. [T] 1 to put food on a hook to catch fish,
or in a trap to catch animals 2 to deliberately try to
make someone angry by criticizing him/her, using
rude names, etc.: He started baiting me, trying to
get me to fight.
bake /beIk/ v. [I,T] to cook something such as
bread or cakes in an OVEN : I’m baking a cake. |
baked potatoes [ORIGIN: Old English bacan]
THESAURUS

cook, fry, roast, broil, grill,
sauté, boil, steam, deep fry ➔ COOK 1

bak·er /'beIkø/ n. [C] someone whose job is to
bake bread, cakes, cookies, etc.

bak·er·y /'beIk@ri/ n. (plural bakeries) [C] a place
where bread, cakes, cookies, etc. are made or sold

'bake sale n. [C] an occasion when the members

of a school group, church organization, etc. make
cookies, cakes, etc. and sell them in order to make
money for the organization
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bal·ance1 /'bæl@ns/ n. 1 [U] the ability to stand bal·co·ny /'bælk@ni/ n. (plural balconies)

B

and walk steadily, without falling: Billy fell when
he lost his balance (=was unable to stay steady). |
Tricia could not keep her balance (=could not stay
steady), and slipped on the ice. | He hit me when I
was still off balance (=not standing steady). 2 [singular, U] a state in which different or opposite
qualities are given equal importance, or exist
together in a way that is good: Try to keep a
balance between work and play. | The car’s designers wanted to strike a balance between safety and
style (=make sure that two things have equal
importance). | We must not upset the balance of
nature. 3 [C] a) ECONOMICS the amount of money
that you have in your bank account: a balance of
$1,247 b) ECONOMICS the amount of money that
you owe for something: The balance must be paid
by the end of the month. 4 on balance used to
tell someone your opinion after considering all the
facts: On balance, I’d say it was a fair decision. 5 be/hang in the balance to be in a
situation where the result of something could be
good or bad: With the war still going on, thousands
of lives hang in the balance. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300
Old French, Vulgar Latin bilancia, from Late
Latin bilanx “having two pans”]
balance2 v. 1 [I,T] to be in a steady position,
without falling, or to put something in this position:
They walked past, balancing heavy loads on their
head. | He turned around, balancing awkwardly on
one foot. 2 balance the budget/books ECONOMICS to make sure that you do not spend more money
than you have 3 [T] to give the right amount of
importance to two or more things: A working
mother has to balance her home life with a career. |
The need for a new road must be balanced against
the damage to the environment. 4 [I,T] also balance out if two or more things balance, or if one
balances the other, the effect of one equals the
effect of the other: Job losses in some departments
were balanced by increases in others.
bal·anced /'bæl@nst/ adj. 1 fair and sensible:
The government needs to take a balanced approach
to the problem.
THESAURUS
fair, just, reasonable,
equitable, even-handed, impartial, unbiased
➔ FAIR 1

2 including the right mixture of things: a balanced
diet
"balanced e'quation n. [C] CHEMISTRY a chemical EQUATION which has the same number of
atoms on each side of the equals sign. For example,
2Hi0 = 2Hi + 0i is a balanced equation.
"balance of 'power n. [singular] POLITICS a situation in which political or military strength is shared
evenly between different political groups or different countries: The legislation could change the
balance of power between Congress and the President.
'balance sheet n. [C] ECONOMICS a written statement of how much a business has earned and how
much it has spent

[C] 1 a structure that you can stand on that is built

above ground level onto an outside wall of a building 2 the seats upstairs in a theater ➔ THEATER
bald /bOld/ adj. 1 having little or no hair on your
head: I’m going bald. | a bald spot/patch (=a small
area with no hair) 2 not having enough of what
usually covers something: bald tires
'bald "eagle n. [C] a large North American wild
bird with a white head and neck that is the national
bird of the U.S. ➔ see picture at EAGLE
bald·ing /'bOldIÎ/ adj. becoming bald: a balding
man in his mid-thirties
bale /beIl/ n. [C] a large amount of something such
as paper or HAY that is tied tightly together
bale·ful /'beIlf@l/ adj. expressing a desire to harm
someone: a baleful look
balk /bOk/ v. [I] to not want to do something:
Customers balked at paying $25 for a hamburger.
—balky adj.
ball /bOl/ n. [C] 1 a round object that you throw,
hit, or kick in a game or sport: tennis balls | Troy
threw/kicked the ball to Michael. | Try to catch the
ball. 2 something rolled into a round shape: a ball
of yarn 3 on the ball (informal) able to think or
act quickly: We need an assistant who’s really on
the ball. 4 have a ball (informal) to have a very
good time 5 a ball thrown in baseball that the
hitter does not try to hit because it is not within the
correct area ➔ STRIKE 6 set/start the ball rolling to start something happening: Just a small
donation will start the ball rolling. 7 a large formal occasion where people dance
THESAURUS
DANCE 2

dance, prom, formal ➔

8 the ball of the foot the rounded part of the foot
at the base of the toes [ORIGIN: (1) 1200—1300
Old Norse böllr] [ORIGIN: (7) 1600—1700
French bal, from Old French baller “to dance,”
from Late Latin ballare] ➔ play ball at PLAY 1
bal·lad /'bæl@d/ n. [C] 1 a slow love song 2 ENG.
LANG. ARTS a long song or poem that tells a story
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Old French balade, from
Old Provençal balada “dance, song sung while
dancing,” from Late Latin ballare]
bal·le·ri·na /"bæl@'rin@/ n. [C] a woman who
dances in ballets
bal·let /bæ'leI, 'bæleI/ n. 1 [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
performance in which a story is told using dance
and music, without any speaking: the ballet “Swan
Lake” | a ballet dancer ➔ THEATER 2 [U] this type
of dancing 3 [C] a group of ballet dancers who
work together: the Bolshoi Ballet [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 French, Italian balletto, from ballo
“dance,” from Late Latin ballare]
'ball game n. [C] 1 a game of baseball, basketball, or football 2 a whole new ball game/a
different ball game a situation that is very different from the one you were in before
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bal·lis·tic /b@'lIstIk/ adj. go ballistic (spoken) to
suddenly become very angry

bal·lis·tics /b@'lIstIks/ n. [U] PHYSICS the study of
how objects move through the air when they are
thrown or shot from a gun

bal·loon1 /b@'lun/ n. [C] 1 a small brightly colored rubber bag that can be filled with air: Can you
blow up these balloons? 2 a HOT-AIR BALLOON

balloon2 v. [I] to suddenly become much larger
bal·lot /'bæl@t/ n. 1 [C] a piece of paper that you

use to vote 2 [C,U] a system of voting in secret, or
an occasion when you vote in this way: He won
54% of the ballot (=the number of votes in an
election). | There were 17 propositions on the ballot
(=17 things to be voted on). [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
Italian ballotta, from balla “ball;” because small
balls were used for voting]

'ballot box n. [C] 1 the ballot box the system of
voting in an election: The issue will be decided at
the ballot box. 2 a box that ballot papers are put in
during the vote

'ball park n. [C] 1 a field for playing baseball,

with seats for people to watch the game 2 a ball
park figure/estimate a number or amount that is
almost but not exactly correct

ball·point pen /"bOlpOInt 'pEn/ n. [C] a pen
with a small ball at the end that rolls ink onto the
paper

ball·room /'bOlrum/ n. [C] a large room for formal dances

balm /bAm/ n. [U] an oily liquid that you rub onto
your skin to reduce pain

balm·y /'bAmi/ adj. balmy weather or air is warm
and pleasant: a balmy summer night

ba·lo·ney /b@'loUni/ n. [U] 1 (informal) something that is silly or not true: His explanation
sounded like a bunch of baloney to me. 2 another
spelling of BOLOGNA

bam·boo /"bæm'buX/ n. [C,U] a tall plant with

hard hollow stems, often used for making furniture
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Malay bambu]

bam·boo·zle /bæm'buz@l/ v. [T] (informal) to
trick or confuse someone

ban1 /bæn/ n. [C] an official order saying that

people must not do something: a global ban on
nuclear testing | a movement to lift (=end) the ban
on traveling to Cuba

ban2 v. (banned, banning) [T] to officially say that
people must not do something or that something is
not allowed: The city council banned smoking in
public areas in 1995. | The government banned
Zhang from making films.
THESAURUS
forbid, not allow/permit/let,
prohibit, bar, proscribe ➔ FORBID

ba·nal /b@'næl, b@'nAl, 'beInl/ adj. ordinary and

not interesting ➔ BORING : a banal love song [ORI1800—1900 French, Old French ban “military service that everyone must do, something
common”] —banality /b@'næl@Ôi/ n. [C,U]
ba·nan·a /b@'næn@/ n. [C] 1 a long curved yellow fruit ➔ see picture on page 414 2 go bananas
(informal) to become very angry or excited: The kids
went bananas and tore open the boxes. [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Spanish, Portuguese, from Mande
(a group of African languages)]
band1 /bænd/ n. [C] 1 a group of musicians,
especially a group that plays popular music: a
rock/jazz/blues band | Solem played in a band
called “Great Buildings.” | The band was playing
old Beatles songs. 2 a group of people who work
together to achieve the same aims: a small band of
terrorists 3 a narrow piece of something, with one
end joined to the other to form a circle: Her hair
was pulled back with a rubber band. 4 a narrow
area of color or light that is different from the areas
around it: a fish with a black band along its back
[ORIGIN: (3–4) 1400—1500 French bande “flat
strip, edge, side”]
GIN:

THESAURUS

line, stripe, streak ➔ LINE 1

band2 v.

band together phr. v. to work with other people in

order to achieve something: Neighbors banded
together to fight for a health clinic.
ban·dage1 /'bændIdZ/ n. [C] a long piece of cloth
that you tie around a wound or injury
bandage2 v. [T] to tie a bandage around a wound
or injury
'Band-Aid n. [C] (trademark) a small piece of
material that you stick over a small cut on your skin
ban·dan·na /bæn'dæn@/ n. [C] a square piece of
colored cloth that you can wear around your head
or neck [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Hindi badhnu
“cloth tied and then colored,” from badhna “to
tie”]
ban·dit /'bændIt/ n. [C] someone who robs people
who are traveling [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Italian
bandito, from bandire “to banish”]
band·stand /'bænÄstænd/ n. [C] a structure in a
park, used by a band playing music
band·wag·on /'bænd"wæg@n/ n. jump/get/
climb on the bandwagon (disapproving) to start
doing something because a lot of other people are
doing it: Many companies have jumped on the
environmental bandwagon (=started to give attention to the environment).
band·width /'bænd"wIdθ/ n. [U] IT the amount
of information that can be carried through a telephone wire or computer connection at one time
ban·dy /'bændi/ v. (bandied, bandies) be bandied about/around to be mentioned by a lot of
people: Her name was bandied about in connection
with the recent scandal.
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bane /beIn/ n. be the bane of sth to be the thing bank2 v. 1 [T] to put or keep money in a bank:

B

that causes trouble or makes people unhappy:
Locusts are the bane of farmers.
bang1 /bæÎ/ v. 1 [I,T] to make a loud noise,
especially by hitting something against something
hard: Larren was banging on the wall with his fist. |
The screen door banged shut behind him.
THESAURUS
hit, punch, slap, beat, smack,
whack, strike, knock, tap, pound, rap,
1
hammer ➔ HIT

2 [T] to hit a part of your body against something
by accident: I banged my knee on the corner of the
bed.
THESAURUS

hit, bump, strike ➔ HIT 1

bang2 n. [C] 1 a sudden loud noise such as an

explosion or something hitting a hard surface:
There was a loud bang outside the kitchen door.
➔ see picture on page A7 2 a painful blow to the
body when you hit against something or something
hits you: a nasty bang on the head 3 with a bang
in a way that is very exciting or noticeable: He
began his presidential campaign with a
bang. 4 bangs [plural] hair that is cut straight
across the front of your head, above your eyes ➔ see
picture on page 462

bang3 adv. (informal) directly or exactly: They’ve
built a parking lot bang in the middle of town.

bang4 interjection said in order to make the sound
of a gun or bomb: Bang! Bang! You’re dead!

"banged-'up adj. (informal) damaged or injured: a

She’s managed to bank more than $300,000. 2 [I]
to use a particular bank: Do you bank with/at First
National? 3 [I] if an airplane, MOTORCYCLE , etc.
banks, it slopes to one side when it is turning 4 [I]
to have steep sides like a hill: The racetrack banks
steeply in the third turn.
bank on sb/sth phr. v. to depend on something
happening or someone doing something: We were
banking on Jesse being here to help.
bank·er /'bæÎkø/ n. [C] someone who has an
important job in a bank
bank·ing /'bæÎkIÎ/ n. [U] ECONOMICS the business
of a bank
bank·rupt1 /'bæÎkröpt/ adj. ECONOMICS unable to
pay your debts: Many small businesses went bankrupt during the recession. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
bankrupt “bankruptcy” (16—18 centuries),
from French banqueroute, from Old Italian bancarotta, from banca “bank” + rotta “broken”]
bankrupt2 v. [T] ECONOMICS to make someone
become bankrupt: The deal nearly bankrupted us.
bank·rupt·cy /'bæÎk"röpôsi/ n. (plural bankruptcies) [C,U] ECONOMICS the state of being unable
to pay your debts: The company was forced to
declare bankruptcy.
'bank "teller n. [C] a TELLER
ban·ner1 /'bænø/ n. [C] 1 a long piece of cloth
with writing on it: voters waving election banners 2 a belief or principle: Civil rights groups
have achieved a lot under the banner of fair and
equal treatment.
banner2 adj. excellent or successful: a banner
year for American soccer
ban·quet /'bæÎkwIt/ n. [C] a formal meal for
many people
ban·ter /'bænôø/ n. [U] friendly conversation with
a lot of jokes in it: light-hearted banter —banter

banged-up old car
ban·ish /'bænIS/ v. [T] to make someone leave a
place as a punishment: The king banished Roderigo
from the court.
ban·is·ter /'bæn@stø/ n. [C] a row of wooden
posts with a BAR along the top, that stops you from
falling over the edge of the stairs
v. [I]
ban·jo /'bændZoU/ n. (plural banjos) [C] a musical bap·tism /'bæp"tIz@m/ n. [C,U] a religious cerinstrument like a GUITAR , with four or more emony in which a priest puts water on someone to
strings, a circular body, and a long neck
make him/her a member of the Christian church
bank1 /bæÎk/ n. [C] 1 the company or place —baptismal /bæp'tIzm@l/ adj.
where you can keep your money or borrow money: Bap·tist /'bæptIst/ adj. relating to the Protestant
I went to the bank at noon to deposit my check. | a church that believes baptism is only for people old
bank loan | We have very little money in the bank. enough to understand its meaning —Baptist n. [C]
➔ ACCOUNT 1 2 land along the side of a river or
lake: the river bank | the banks of the Charles River bap·tize /'bæptaIz, bæp'taIz/ v. [T] to perform a
baptism
THESAURUS
shore, coast, beach,
1
/bAr/ n. [C] 1 a place where alcoholic drinks
bar
1
seashore ➔ SHORE
are sold and can be drunk: a cocktail bar 2 a
3 blood/sperm/organ etc. bank a place where COUNTER where alcoholic drinks are served:
human blood, etc. is stored until someone needs O’Keefe and I stood at the bar. | He ordered a drink
it 4 a large number of machines, etc. arranged close from the woman behind the bar. 3 a long narrow
together in a row: a bank of TV monitors 5 a large piece of metal or wood: iron bars 4 a salad/
pile of snow, sand, etc.: a snow bank 6 cloud/fog coffee/sushi etc. bar a place where a particular
etc. bank a mass of cloud, fog, mist, etc. [ORIGIN: kind of food or drink is served 5 a small block of
(1, 3) 1400—1500 French banque, from Old something: a bar of soap | a candy bar 6 bar to
Italian banca “long seat, bench”]
(doing) sth something that prevents something
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else from happening: His lack of a formal education was not a bar to his success. 7 behind bars
(informal) in prison: He spent the night behind
bars. 8 the Bar or the bar LAW the profession of
being a lawyer, or lawyers considered as a group
[ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old French barre]
➔ SALAD BAR , SNACK BAR

bar2 v. (barred, barring) [T] 1 to officially prevent someone from doing something: Photographers are barred from taking pictures inside the
courtroom.
THESAURUS
forbid, not allow/permit/let,
ban, prohibit, proscribe ➔ FORBID

2 to prevent people from going somewhere by
placing something in their way: She stood in the
hall, barring my way. 3 to put a piece of wood or
metal across a door or window to prevent people
from going in or out
bar·bar·i·an /bAr'bEri@n/ n. [C] someone who is
rough, violent, and uneducated and does not respect
art, education, etc.
bar·bar·ic /bAr'bærIk, -'bErIk/ adj. violent and
cruel: a barbaric act of terrorism —barbarism
/'bArb@rIz@m/ n. [U] —barbarous adj.
bar·be·cue1 /'bArbI"kyu/ n. [C] 1 an occasion
when you cook and eat food outdoors: We’re having a barbecue on Saturday. 2 a metal frame for
cooking food on outdoors [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
American Spanish barbacoa]
barbecue2 v. [T] to cook food outdoors on a
barbecue: barbecued ribs
barbed /bArbd/ adj. barbed humor or a barbed
remark is unkind
"barbed 'wire n. [U] wire with short sharp points
on it, usually used for making fences
bar·bell /'bArbEl/ n. [C] a metal bar with weights
at each end, which you lift to make you stronger
➔ see picture at DUMBBELL

bar·ber /'bArbø/ n. [C] a man whose job is to cut
men’s hair

bar·bi·tu·rate /bAr'bItS@rIt/ n. [C,U] a drug that

makes people calm and helps them to sleep
'bar chart n. [C] MATH a BAR GRAPH ➔ see picture
at CHART 1

'bar code n. [C] a row of black lines on a product,

that a computer can read to get information such as
the price
bard /bArd/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a poet
bare1 /bEr/ adj. 1 not covered by clothes: children
running around in bare feet | bare-chested/barelegged etc.
THESAURUS
naked, nude, undressed,
have nothing on, not have anything on ➔
NAKED

2 empty, or not covered by anything: bare and
treeless hills | Except for a few cans, the shelves
were bare.

THESAURUS
empty, deserted, uninhabited,
free, blank, vacant ➔ EMPTY 1

3 basic and with nothing extra: The refugees took
only the bare necessities/essentials (=the most necessary things they owned). | a report giving just the
bare facts 4 with your bare hands without
using a weapon or tool: It is said that Daniel Boone
killed a bear with his bare hands. [ORIGIN: Old
English bær]
bare2 v. [T] 1 to let people see part of your body
by removing something that is covering it: The dog
bared its teeth and growled. 2 bare your soul to
tell your most secret feelings to someone
bare·back /'bErbæk/ adj., adv. on the back of a
horse, without a SADDLE : riding bareback
"bare 'bones n. the bare bones (informal) the
most basic things, information, qualities, etc. that
are needed: He reduced his company to the bare
bones. —bare-bones adj.: a bare-bones existence
bare·foot /'bErfUt/ adj., adv. not wearing any
shoes or socks: We walked barefoot in the sand.
bare·ly /'bErli/ adv. 1 used in order to say that
something only just happens, exists, etc.: She was
barely 18 when she had her first child. | I could
barely stay awake. 2 used in order to emphasize
that something happens immediately after something else: He’d barely sat down when she started
asking questions.
barf /bArf/ v. [I] (informal) to VOMIT —barf n. [U]

bar·gain1 /'bArg@n/ n. [C] 1 something bought

for less than its usual price: Check the advertisements for bargains. | At $8,500, this car is a (real)
bargain (=cheap). | The stores were packed with
bargain hunters (=people looking for things that
are cheap).
THESAURUS
cheap, inexpensive,
reasonable, a good/great deal,
good/great/excellent value, competitive ➔
CHEAP 1

2 an agreement to do something in return for
something else: Management and unions have
struck a bargain over wage increases. | The company drove a hard bargain in the negotiations
(=they made sure the agreement was favorable to
them).

bargain2 v. [I] to discuss the conditions of a sale,

agreement, etc. in order to get a fair deal: auto
workers bargaining with management | teachers
bargained for higher pay | union leaders bargaining over wages
bargain for/on sth phr. v. to expect that something
will happen: I hadn’t really bargained on things
being so expensive there. | I got more than I
bargained for in this job.

'bargaining "chip n. [C] something that one

person or group in a business deal or political
agreement has that can be used in order to gain an
advantage in the deal

B

barge

barge1 /bArdZ/ n. [C] a boat with a flat bottom,

B

used for carrying goods on a CANAL or river
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French, Late Latin
barca]
barge2 v. [I] (informal) to walk somewhere so
quickly or carelessly that you push people or hit
things: Dana barged past the guards at the door. |
She barged her way through the crowds.
barge in also barge into sth phr. v. to interrupt
someone or go into a place when you were not
invited: The police just barged in.
'bar graph also 'bar chart n. [C] MATH a type of
GRAPH with a series of boxes, in which the height
of each box represents a particular amount
bar·i·tone /'bær@"toUn/ n. [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
male singing voice that is fairly low, but not the
lowest, or a man with a voice like this ➔ BASS
bar·i·um /'bEri@m, 'bær-/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY (symbol Ba) a soft silver-white metal that is an ELEMENT

bark1 /bArk/ v. 1 [I] to make the sound that a dog
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abuse 2 [C usually singular] the continuous shooting
of guns
bar·rel1 /'bær@l/ n. [C] 1 a large container with
curved sides and a flat top and bottom: a barrel of
beer 2 the part of a gun that the bullets are shot
through 3 have sb over a barrel (informal) to put
someone in a situation where s/he is forced to do
something: I didn’t really want to work overtime,
but my boss had me over a barrel. 4 a unit used
for measuring oil, equal to about 42 gallons or 159
liters
barrel2 v. [I] to move very fast, especially in an
uncontrolled way: We were barreling down the
road at 90 miles an hour.
bar·ren /'bær@n/ adj. land that is barren cannot
grow plants: a barren desert
bar·rette /b@'rEt/ n. [C] a small metal or plastic
object used to keep a woman’s hair in place
bar·ri·cade1 /'bær@"keId/ n. [C] something that
is put across a road, door, etc. to prevent people
from going past: Protesters were kept behind barricades. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French barrique
“barrel;” because early barricades were made
from barrels]
barricade2 v. [T] to use a barricade to prevent
someone or something from going somewhere:
They barricaded themselves in and the police had
to storm the building.
bar·ri·er /'bæriø/ n. [C] 1 something that prevents people from doing something: an attempt to
reduce trade barriers | The language barrier prevents many people from working abroad. | A lack of
education is a barrier to many good jobs. 2 a type
of fence that keeps people or things separate, or
prevents people from entering a place: The police
put up barriers to hold back the crowds. 3 a
physical object that separates two areas, groups of
people, etc.: The mountains form a natural barrier
between the two countries.
bar·ring /'bArIÎ/ prep. unless something happens:
Barring any last-minute problems, we should finish
Friday.
bar·ri·o /'bæri"oU/ n. (plural barrios) [C] an area
in a city where many poor Spanish-speaking people
live [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Spanish, Arabic barri
“of the open country”]
bar·room /'bAr"rum/ n. [C] (informal) a BAR
bar·tend·er /'bAr"tEndø/ n. [C] someone whose
job is to make and serve drinks in a bar
bar·ter /'bArÔø/ v. [I,T] to exchange goods or
services instead of money: I had to barter with the
locals for food.

makes 2 [I,T] also bark out to say something in a
loud angry voice: Perry barked at his assistant. 3 be barking up the wrong tree (informal)
to be doing something that will not get the result
you want: I realize now that I was barking up the
wrong tree. [ORIGIN: Old English beorcan]
bark2 n. 1 [C] the sound a dog makes 2 [U] the
outer covering of a tree ➔ see picture at PLANT 1
bar·ley /'bArli/ n. [U] a grain used for making
food and alcohol
barn /bArn/ n. [C] a large building on a farm, for
storing crops or keeping animals in [ORIGIN: Old
English bereærn, from bere “barley” + ærn
“place”]
bar·na·cle /'bArn@k@l/ n. [C] a small sea animal
with a hard shell, that sticks firmly to rocks, boats,
etc. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 barnacle type of
goose (12—21 centuries), from Medieval Latin
bernaca; from the former belief that the goose
was born from a barnacle]
barn·yard /'bArnyArd/ n. [C] the area on a farm
around a barn
ba·rom·e·ter /b@'rAm@Ôø/ n. [C] 1 an instrument for measuring changes in the air pressure and
weather 2 something that shows any changes in a
situation: The election is seen as a barometer of the
nation’s mood. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Greek
baros “weight, pressure” + English -meter]
—barometric /"bær@'mEtrIkX/ adj.
ba·roque /b@'roUk/ adj. ENG. LANG. ARTS relating to
the very decorated style of art, music, buildings,
etc. popular in Europe in the 17th century
bar·racks /'bær@ks/ n. [plural] a group of build- ba·salt /b@'sOlt, 'beIsOlt/ n. [U] EARTH SCIENCES a
ings in which soldiers live [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 type of hard dark green or black rock that comes
French baraque “small building,” from Catalan from a VOLCANO
barraca]
base1 /beIs/ v. [T] to use somewhere as your main
bar·rage /b@'rAZ/ n. 1 [singular] a lot of com- place of business: a law firm based in Denver |
plaints, questions, etc.: a barrage of insults/ Ohio-based/Miami-based etc. [ORIGIN: 1300—

bask
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1400 Old French bas, from Medieval Latin
bassus “short, low”]
base sth on/upon sth phr. v. to use something as
the model from which you develop something else:
Discrimination based on race or sex is forbidden
by law. | The movie was based on Amelia Earhart’s
life.

base2 n. [C]

1 LOWEST PART the lowest part or surface of
something: a black vase with a round base | Waves
crashed against the base of the cliff. | the base of
the skull
2 MAIN PART all the people, companies, money,
etc. that form the main part of something: Roosevelt
had a broad base of political support. | the city’s
economic base (=things that produce jobs and
money) | Japan’s manufacturing base (=companies that make things)
3 PLACE the main place where someone works or
stays, or from which work is done: Microsoft’s base
is in Redmond. | The hotel is an ideal base for
sightseeing.
4 MILITARY a place where people in the army, navy,
etc. live and work: an army base
5 IDEAS the most important part of something,
from which new ideas develop: Both French and
Spanish come from a Latin base.
6 off base (informal) completely wrong: The estimate for painting the house seems way off base.
7 cover/touch all the bases to prepare for or
deal with a situation thoroughly: The police have
called in experts to make sure they’ve covered all
the bases.
8 SUBSTANCE/MIXTURE the main part of a substance, to which other things can be added: paints
with a water base
9 BASEBALL one of the four places that a player
must touch in order to score a point
10 SCIENCE CHEMISTRY a chemical substance that
combines with an acid to form a salt

base·ball /'beIsbOl/ n. 1 [U] a game in which
two teams try to score points by hitting a ball and
running around four bases ➔ see picture on page
A4 2 [C] the ball used in this game

base·ment /'beIsm@nt/ n. [C] the room or rooms
in a building that are below the level of the ground

bas·es /'beIsiz/ n. the plural of BASIS
bash1 /bæS/ v. [I,T] 1 to hit someone or something

hard, causing pain or damage: He bashed his toe on
the coffee table. | Police bashed down the door to
get in. 2 (informal) to criticize someone or something very strongly: Hodge took every opportunity
to bash the media.

bash2 n. [C] (informal) a party: an anniversary bash
bash·ful /'bæSf@l/ adj. shy
THESAURUS
shy, timid, demure,
self-conscious, reserved, introverted, retiring
➔ SHY 1

bash·ing /'bæSIÎ/ n. gay-bashing/immigrantbashing/media-bashing etc. the act of physically attacking or strongly criticizing a particular
group of people or businesses

ba·sic /'beIsIk/ adj. 1 forming the main or most
necessary part of something: the basic principles of
mathematics | a soldier’s basic training | There are
two basic problems here.
THESAURUS

fundamental – relating to the most basic and

important parts of something: The fundamental
problem is a lack of resources.
essential – the essential parts, qualities, or
features of something are the ones that are most
important, typical, or easily noticed: Religion is an
essential part of their lives.
elementary – relating to the most simple or
basic parts of something: the elementary human
need for food
central – more important than anything else:
Linda played a central role in the negotiations.
underlying – relating to the reason or cause of
something that is the most important or main
one, but that is not easy to discover: the
underlying causes of her depression

2 at the simplest or least developed level: basic
health care | The farm lacks even basic equipment.
➔ BASICS

ba·si·cally /'beIsIkli/ adv. 1 (spoken) used to
give a simple explanation of something: Well, basically, the teacher said he’ll need extra help with
math. 2 in the main or most important ways,
without considering small details: Norwegian and
Danish are basically the same. | I believe that
human beings are basically good.

ba·sics /'beIsIks/ n. [plural] 1 the basics the
most important facts or things that you need: We
were taught the basics of sailing. 2 get/go back
to basics to return to teaching or doing the most
important or the simplest part of something: A lot of
parents want schools to get back to basics.

ba·sin /'beIs@n/ n. [C] 1

EARTH SCIENCES a large
area of land that is lower in the center than at the
edges: the Amazon basin 2 a large bowl, especially one for water [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
French bacin, from Late Latin bacchinon]

ba·sis /'beIsIs/ n. (plural bases /'beIsiz/)

[C] 1 on a weekly/informal/freelance etc.

basis happening at a particular time or in a particular way: Meetings are held on a monthly basis. |
She still works, but on a part-time basis. 2 the
information or ideas from which something develops: The video will provide a basis for class
discussion. | In this remote part of the world,
people’s religious beliefs form the basis of their
whole society. 3 on the basis of sth because of a
particular fact or situation: Employers may not
discriminate on the basis of race or sex.

bask /bæsk/ v. [I] 1 to enjoy sitting or lying

somewhere warm: a snake basking in the sun 2 to

B

basket

B
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enjoy the attention or approval you receive from
someone: She basked in her mother’s praise.
bas·ket /'bæskIt/ n. [C] 1 a container made of
thin pieces of dried plants, wire, etc., used for
carrying or holding things: a picnic basket | a
laundry basket (=for putting dirty clothes in) | a
basket of fruit 2 the net in basketball: Dean
scored/made a basket (=threw the ball into the
basket) with just under a minute to play.
bas·ket·ball /'bæskIt"bOl/ n. 1 [U] a game
between two teams, in which each team tries to
throw a ball through a net 2 [C] the ball used in
this game
'basket case n. [C] (informal) someone who you
think is crazy
bass1 /beIs/ n. 1 [C] also bass guitar a GUITAR
that plays low notes 2 [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS the
lowest male singing voice, or a man with a voice
like this 3 [U] the lower half of the whole range of
musical notes 4 [C] a DOUBLE BASS
bass2 /bæs/ n. [C,U] a fish that lives both in the
ocean and in rivers, lakes, etc., or the meat from
this fish
bas·si·net /"bæsI'nEt/ n. [C] a small bed that
looks like a basket, used for a very young baby
bas·soon /b@'sun, bæ-/ n. [C] a very long
wooden musical instrument with a low sound that
you play by blowing into it ➔ see picture at WOOD-

bat·ed /'beIÔId/ adj. with bated breath in a very

baste /beIst/ v. [T] to pour liquid fat over food that

THESAURUS
toilet, restroom,
women’s/ladies’ room, men’s room, lavatory,
latrine, outhouse, privy ➔ TOILET

excited and anxious way: I waited for her answer
with bated breath.
bath /bæθ/ n. (plural baths /bæDz, bæθs/)
[C] 1 an act of washing your body in the water that
you put in a bathtub: You need to take a bath before
you go to bed. | Dan, will you give the kids a bath
(=wash them) tonight? 2 a bathroom, used especially in advertising: a three-bedroom, two-bath
house 3 water that you sit or lie in to wash
yourself: I love to sit and soak in a hot bath. | Lisa
ran a bath (=put water in a bathtub) for herself.
[ORIGIN: Old English bæth]
bathe /beID/ v. 1 [I,T] to wash yourself or someone else in a bath: Water was scarce, and we only
bathed once a week. | He bathed the children and
put them to bed. 2 [T] to put water or another
liquid on part of your body as a medical treatment 3 be bathed in light if something is bathed
in light, a lot of light is shining on it
bathing suit /'beIDIÎ "sut/ n. [C] a piece of
clothing you wear for swimming
ba·thos /'beIθAs/ n. [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS in a book,
a play, etc., a sudden change from a subject that is
beautiful, moral, or serious to something that is
ordinary, silly, or not important
bath·robe /'bæθroUb/ n. [C] a loose piece of
clothing like a coat, that you wear especially before
or after taking a bath or SHOWER
WIND
bas·tard /'bæstød/ n. [C] (old-fashioned) someone bath·room /'bæθrum/ n. [C] 1 a room where
whose parents were not married when s/he was there is a toilet and usually a bathtub or a SHOWER
and sink
born
is cooking

bas·tion /'bæstS@n/ n. [C] a place, organization,

etc. that protects old beliefs or ways of doing
things: the country’s reputation as a bastion of free
speech
bat1 /bæt/ n. [C] 1 a long wooden stick used for
hitting the ball in baseball 2 a small animal like a
mouse with wings that flies at night ➔ see picture at
NOCTURNAL 3 right off the bat (informal) immediately: He got into trouble right off the bat. 4 be at
bat to be the person who is trying to hit the ball in
baseball
bat2 v. (batted, batting) [I,T] 1 to hit a ball with a
bat: Brent is up to bat next (=he will try to hit the
ball next). 2 bat your eyes/eyelashes if a
woman bats her eyes, she opens and closes them
several times quickly in order to look attractive to
men 3 not bat an eye/eyelash (informal) without showing any emotion or guilty feelings: He
used to tell the worst lies without batting an
eye. 4 go to bat for sb (informal) to help and
support someone: Andy really went to bat for me
with my manager. 5 bat a thousand (informal) to
be very successful
batch /bætS/ n. [C] a group of things or people that
arrive or are dealt with at the same time: She’s just
baked another batch of cookies

2 go to the bathroom to use the toilet: Mommy, I
have to go to the bathroom!

bath·tub /'bæθtöb/ n. [C] a long container in
which you wash yourself

ba·ton /b@'tAn/ n. [C] 1 a short stick used by the

leader of a group of musicians to direct the
music 2 a metal stick that you spin and throw into
the air 3 a stick that a police officer uses as a
weapon 4 a stick passed from one runner to
another in a race
bat·tal·ion /b@'tæly@n/ n. [C] a large group of
soldiers
bat·ter1 /'bæÔø/ n. 1 [C,U] a mixture of flour,
eggs, milk, etc. used for making cakes, some types
of bread, etc.: pancake batter 2 [C] the person who
is trying to hit the ball in baseball
batter2 v. [I,T] to hit someone or something very
hard many times: He was battered to death. | Waves
were battering against the rocks. —battering n.
[C,U]

bat·tered /'bæÔød/ adj. 1 old and slightly dam-

aged: a battered old guitar 2 battered woman/
child a woman who has been attacked by her
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beach ball

husband, boyfriend, etc., or a child who has been "bay 'window n. [C] a window that sticks out from
attacked by a parent
the wall of a house, with glass on three sides
bat·ter·y /'bæÔ@ri/ n. (plural batteries) 1 [C] an ba·zaar /b@'zAr/ n. [C] 1 an event at which a lot
object that provides electricity for something such
of people sell various things to collect money for an
as a radio or car: a dead battery (=one with no
organization: a church bazaar 2 a market in Asian
power) 2 [U] LAW the crime of beating someor Middle Eastern countries [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
Persian bazar]
one 3 [C] a set of many things of the same type: a
battery of medical tests
BB gun /'bibi "gön/ n. [C] a gun that uses air
pressure to shoot small metal balls
bat·tle1 /'bæÔl/ n. 1 [C,U] a fight between two
armies or groups, especially during a war: the BBQ /'bArbI"kyu/ the abbreviation of BARBECUE
Battle of Bunker Hill | Thousands of soldiers were
killed in battle (=during a war or battle). 2 [C] a B.C. adv. Before Christ used after a date to show
that it was before the birth of Christ ANT A.D.:
situation in which people or groups compete or
2600 B.C.
argue with each other: the battle for control of
Congress | a long and costly legal battle 3 [C] an be1 /bi/ auxiliary verb (past tense was, were, past
attempt to stop something happening or to achieve
participle been) 1 used with a present participle to
something difficult: the battle against racial
form the continuous tenses of verbs: Jane was
discrimination | a long battle with lung cancer |
reading by the fire. | Don’t talk to me while I’m (=I
Gina fought a losing battle to hold back the tears.
am) working. 2 used with a PAST PARTICIPLE to
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French bataille, from
form the PASSIVE : Smoking is not permitted in
Late Latin battalia “fighting,” from Latin batpublic places, such as restaurants. | I was shown a
tuere “to hit”]
copy of the contract. 3 used in CONDITIONAL
sentences to talk about an imagined situation: If I
THESAURUS
fight, campaign, drive,
were rich, I’d buy myself a Rolls Royce. | He could
struggle, crusade ➔ FIGHT 2
lose his job if he were to be charged with a
crime. 4 sb is to do sth (formal) a) used in
battle2 v. [I,T] to try very hard to achieve someorder to say what will happen: I’ll be (=I will be)
thing difficult: My mother battled bravely against
leaving tomorrow. b) used in order to say what
breast cancer. | Doctors battled to save his life.
must happen: The children are to go to bed by
bat·tle·field /'bæÔl"fild/ also bat·tle·ground
8:00. 5 sb/sth is to be seen/found/heard etc.
/'bæÔl"graUnd/ n. [C] 1 a place where a battle is
(formal) used to say that someone or something can
being fought or has been fought 2 a subject that
be seen, etc.: The money was nowhere to be found.
people disagree or argue a lot about: This area of
➔ IS , AM , ARE , BEEN
medical research has become an ethical battlefield.
be2 v. [linking verb] 1 used in order to give or ask
bat·tle·ship /'bæÔl"SIp/ n. [C] a very large ship
for information about someone or something, or to
used in wars
describe that person or thing in some way: January
is the first month of the year. | The concert was last
bawd·y /'bOdi/ adj. bawdy songs, jokes, etc. are
night. | Julie wants to be a doctor. | Where are my
about sex
shoes? | Is this your coat? | It’s (=it is) going to be
bawl /bOl/ v. [I] (informal) to shout or cry loudly: By
hot today. | I’m (=I am) cold. 2 there is/are/
the end of the movie, I was bawling.
were etc. used in order to show that something
bawl sb ↔ out phr. v. (informal) to speak angrily to
exists or happens: There were only eight people at
someone because s/he has done something wrong:
choir practice. | There’s (=there is) a hole in your
Mom bawled me out for not cleaning my room.
jeans. 3 to behave in a particular way: Be careful. |
He was just being silly. 4 used to give your opinbay /beI/ n. [C] 1 EARTH SCIENCES a place where the
ion about something: “We won’t be able to make it
coast curves around the ocean: Chesapeake Bay
tomorrow night.” “That’s too bad.” | It’s strange
➔ see picture on page A11 2 keep/hold sth/sb at
that she hasn’t phoned. 5 be yourself to behave
bay to prevent something dangerous or bad from
in a natural way: Don’t worry about impressing
happening, or someone from coming too close: The
them – just be yourself. 6 not be yourself to be
dogs kept the intruder at bay. 3 a small area used
behaving in a way that is unusual for you, espefor a special purpose: the plane’s cargo bay [ORIcially because you are sick or upset: She hasn’t
GIN: (1) 1300—1400 Old French baie, from Old
been herself lately. ➔ let sb/sth be at LET
Spanish bahia]
bay·o·net /'beI@nIt, -"nEt, "beI@'nEt/ n. [C] a beach /bitS/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES an area of sand
or small stones at the edge of an ocean or a lake: We
long knife attached to the end of a long gun
spent the day at the beach. | children playing on
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 French baïonnette, from
the beach | a beach house ➔ see picture on page A11
Bayonne city in southwest France where it was
first made]
THESAURUS
shore, coast, seashore, bank
➔ SHORE 1
bay·ou /'baIu, 'baIoU/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a
large area of water in the southeast U.S. that moves
very slowly and has many water plants [ORIGIN: 'beach ball n. [C] a large plastic ball that you fill
1700—1800 Louisiana French, Choctaw bayuk]
with air and play with at the beach

B

beacon
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bea·con /'bik@n/ n. [C] a light or electronic signal

B

used to guide boats, airplanes, etc.
bead /bid/ n. [C] 1 a small ball of plastic, wood,
glass, etc. used for making jewelry 2 a small drop
of liquid: beads of sweat [ORIGIN: Old English
bed, gebed “prayer;” because people counted
beads while saying their prayers]
bead·y /'bidi/ adj. beady eyes are small and shiny
bea·gle /'big@l/ n. [C] a dog with large ears, short
legs, and smooth fur, sometimes used in hunting
beak /bik/ n. [C] the hard pointed mouth of a bird
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French bec, from
Latin beccus] ➔ see picture on page A2
beak·er /'bikø/ n. [C] a glass cup with straight
sides, used in a LABORATORY (=place where
people do scientific tests)
beam1 /bim/ n. [C] 1 a line of light or energy: a
laser beam | A beam of light | The beam of a
flashlight was shining directly in my eyes. 2 a long
piece of wood or metal used in building houses,
bridges, etc.
beam2 v. 1 [I] to smile in a very happy way:
Uncle Willie beamed at us proudly.
THESAURUS
SMILE

smile, grin, smirk, simper ➔

2 [I,T] to send out energy, light, radio, or television
signals, etc.: the first broadcast beamed across the
Atlantic | The sun beamed through the clouds.
bean /bin/ n. [C] 1 a seed or a case that seeds
grow in, cooked as food: green beans | baked
beans 2 a plant that produces beans 3 coffee/
cocoa bean a seed used in making coffee or
COCOA , and food such as chocolate [ORIGIN: Old
English]
bear1 /bEr/ v. (past tense bore /bOr/, past participle
borne /bOrn/) [T]
1 BE RESPONSIBLE (formal) to be responsible for
something: In this case, you must bear the blame/
responsibility yourself. | The federal government
will bear the cost of the program.
2 DEAL WITH STH to bravely accept or deal with a
painful or difficult situation: She didn’t think she
could bear the pain. | Make the water as hot as you
can bear. | The pressure was more than he could
bear.
3 can’t bear sb/sth to dislike someone or something very much, or to feel unable to do something
because it upsets you SYN can’t stand: I can’t
bear that woman. | He can’t bear people watching
him eat. | She can’t bear to throw anything away. | I
couldn’t bear the thought of leaving the kids, even
for one night.
4 bear a resemblance/relation to sb/sth to be
similar to or related to someone or something: He
bears a striking resemblance to his father (=looks
very like his father). | The facts bear little relation
to (=are not similar to) reality.
5 bear (sth) in mind to consider a fact when you
are deciding or judging something: Bear in mind
that this method might not work.

6 HAVE FEELINGS (formal) to have bad feelings
toward someone: I don’t bear a grudge (=still feel
angry about something).
7 bear fruit if a plan or decision bears fruit, it is
successful: The project may not begin to bear fruit
for at least two years.
8 WEIGHT to support the weight of something: The
ice wasn’t thick enough to bear his weight.
9 sth doesn’t bear thinking about used to say
that something is very upsetting or shocking: The
long-term effects don’t bear thinking about.
10 MARK/NAME (formal) to have a particular name
or appearance: the company that bore her father’s
name | He bore the scars for the rest of his life.
11 bear with me (spoken) used in order to politely
ask someone to wait while you do something: Bear
with me for a minute while I check the files.
12 bear right/left to turn toward the right or left:
Bear left where the road divides.
13 BABY (formal) to give birth to a baby
14 CARRY (formal) to bring or carry something:
They came bearing gifts.
THESAURUS
carry, tote, lug, cart, haul,
schlep, transport ➔ CARRY

➔ bring sth to bear (on) at BRING
bear down on sb/sth phr. v.

to move quickly toward someone or something in a
threatening way: We ran as the truck bore down on
us.
bear sb/sth out phr. v.

to show that something is true: The study’s findings
were borne out by further research.
bear up phr. v.

to succeed in being brave and determined during a
difficult or upsetting time

bear2 n. [C] a large strong animal with thick fur
➔ POLAR BEAR , TEDDY BEAR

bear·a·ble /'bEr@b@l/ adj. a situation that is bearable is difficult but can be accepted or dealt with:
His friendship was the one thing that made life
bearable.

beard /bIrd/ n. [C] the hair that grows on a man’s

chin [ORIGIN: Old English] —bearded adj. ➔ see
picture on page 462

bear·er /'bErø/ n. [C] someone who brings or

carries something: the bearer of bad news | a flag
bearer ➔ PALLBEARER

bear·ing /'bErIÎ/ n. 1 have a bearing on sth
to have some influence on or effect on something:
The new information has no/some bearing on the
case. 2 get your bearings to find out where you
are or what you should do 3 lose your bearings
to become confused about where you are 4 [singular, U] the way someone moves or stands: an elderly
man with a military bearing

bear·ish /'bErIS/ adj.
price of shares on a
ANT

bullish

'bear "market n. [C]

ECONOMICS expecting
STOCK MARKET to
ECONOMICS

the
fall

a situation in

beautiful
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which the value of
MARKET

STOCK s

is decreasing ➔

BULL

beast /bist/ n. [C] 1 (literary) a wild animal 2 (old-fashioned) a cruel person

beat1 /bit/ v. (past tense beat, past participle beaten

/'bit§n/)
1 DEFEAT [T] to get more points, votes, etc. than
other people in a game or competition: New York
beat Boston 4–1. | Stuart usually beats me at
chess. | Has anyone ever beaten the record for
home runs set by Babe Ruth?
THESAURUS

defeat – to win a victory over someone: I don’t

think anybody will be able to defeat Kennedy in a
Senate election.
trounce – to defeat someone completely: The
Bears trounced Nebraska 44–10.
clobber/cream (informal) – to defeat someone
easily: We got creamed in the finals.
vanquish (formal) – to defeat someone or
something completely: The allies vanquished the
enemy.
overcome – to fight and win against someone
or something: Union troops finally overcame rebel
forces in the south.
conquer – to defeat someone, especially a
country, and get control of land and people: The
Greeks conquered the Trojans.

2 HIT SB [T] to hit someone many times with your
hand, a stick, etc.: He used to come home and beat
us. | The woman had been beaten to death.
THESAURUS
hit, punch, slap, smack,
whack, strike, knock, bang, tap, pound, rap,
1
hammer ➔ HIT

3 HIT STH [I,T] to hit against the surface of something continuously, or to make something do this:
waves beating on/against the shore
4 FOOD [I,T] to mix foods together quickly using a
fork or a kitchen tool: Beat the eggs and add them
to the sugar mixture. ➔ see picture on page A5
THESAURUS
MIX 1

mix, combine, stir, blend ➔

5 SOUND [I,T] to make a regular sound or movement, or to make something do this: She could feel
her heart beating. | I could hear drums beating.
6 beat around the bush to avoid talking about
something embarrassing or upsetting: Stop beating
around the bush, and say it!
7 AVOID [T] to do something early in order to avoid
problems, because later everyone will be doing it:
We left at 5:00 to beat the traffic. | Shop early and
beat the Christmas rush!
SPOKEN PHRASES

8 [T] to be better or more enjoyable than something
else: It’s not the greatest job, but it beats
waitressing. | You can’t beat (=nothing is better
than) San Diego for good weather.
9 (it) beats me used in order to say that you do not

understand or know something: “Where’s Myrna?”
“Beats me.”
10 beat it! an impolite way to tell someone to leave
at once
[ORIGIN: Old English beatan] ➔ off the beaten
track/path at BEATEN
beat down phr. v.
1 if the Sun beats down, it shines brightly and is hot
2 if the rain beats down, it rains very hard
beat sb/sth ↔ off phr. v.
to hit someone who is attacking you until s/he goes
away
beat sb ↔ out phr. v. (informal)
to defeat someone in a competition: Lange beat out
Foster for the award.
beat sb to sth phr. v.
to get or do something before someone else: I
wanted the car, but someone beat me to it.
beat sb ↔ up phr. v.
1 to hit someone until s/he is badly hurt: My
boyfriend went crazy and beat me up.
2 beat yourself up (informal) to blame yourself
too much for something: Don’t beat yourself up
over this!

beat2 n. 1 [C] one of a series of regular move-

ments or sounds: a heart rate of 80 beats per
minute | the beat of the drum 2 [singular] the
pattern of sounds in a piece of music 3 [singular] a
subject or area of a city that someone is responsible
for as his/her job: journalists covering the political
beat | a police officer on the beat (=walking around
the streets in a particular area)

beat3 adj. (informal) very tired: You look beat!
THESAURUS
tired, exhausted, worn out,
weary, run-down, fatigued ➔ TIRED

beat·en /'bit§n/ adj. off the beaten track/path
far away from places that people usually visit: a
little hotel off the beaten track

beat·er /'biÔø/ n. [C] 1 a kitchen tool that is used

for mixing foods together 2 wife/child beater
someone who hits his wife or his/her child

beat·ing /'biÔIÎ/ n. [C] 1 an act of hitting some-

one many times as a punishment or in a fight: a
severe beating 2 take a beating to lose very
badly in a game or competition

'beat-up adj. (informal) old and slightly damaged: a
beat-up old car

beau·ti·cian /byu'tIS@n/ n. [C] (old-fashioned) a
HAIRDRESSER

beau·ti·ful /'byuÔ@f@l/ adj. 1 extremely attractive to look at: She was the most beautiful woman
I’ve ever seen. | a beautiful baby | The views from
the mountaintop were beautiful.
THESAURUS
attractive, good-looking,
nice-looking, pretty, handsome, gorgeous,
stunning, cute, hot ➔ ATTRACTIVE

B

beauty

B

2 very good, or giving you great pleasure: beautiful
music | The weather was beautiful.
beau·ty /'byuÔi/ n. (plural beauties) 1 [U] a quality that people, places, or things have that makes
them very attractive to look at: a woman of great
beauty | the beauty of Yosemite 2 [U] a quality that
something such as a poem, song, etc. has that gives
you pleasure: the beauty of Keats’s poetry 3 [C]
(informal) something that is very good or impressive: His new car’s a beauty. 4 the beauty of sth
is... used to explain why something is especially
good: The beauty of this exercise is that you can do
it anywhere. 5 [C] (old-fashioned) a woman who is
very beautiful [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French
biauté, from Latin bellus “pretty”]
'beauty sa"lon also 'beauty "parlor n. [C] a
SALON

bea·ver /'bivø/ n. [C] a North American animal

that has thick fur, a wide flat tail, and cuts down
trees with its teeth ➔ see picture at RODENT
be·bop /'bibAp/ n. [U] a style of JAZZ music
be·came /bI'keIm/ v. the past tense of BECOME
be·cause /bI'kOz, -'köz/ conjunction used when
you are giving the reason for something: You can’t
go because you’re too young. | We weren’t able to
have the picnic because of the rain. | They liked
him simply because he could play basketball. | He
moved to Florida partly/largely/mainly because he
liked the weather. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 by cause
(that)]
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someone or something: Whatever became of
Grandma’s dishes? | No one knows what will
become of him when his mother dies.
USAGE

Become is used in both written and spoken
English: Their music has become very popular. |
He quickly became very rich.
Get and go are less formal than become, and
are used more often in spoken English: I’m getting
tired. | Have you gone crazy?
Become can be used in front of an adjective or
a noun, but get and go are used only in front of
an adjective: She wants to become a lawyer. |
People are becoming worried about the future of
our planet. | It’s getting dark. | Beethoven went
deaf when he was 40 years old.

be·com·ing /bI'kömIÎ/ adj. (old-fashioned) a
piece of clothing, HAIRSTYLE , etc. that is becoming
makes you look attractive

THESAURUS

due to – used when giving the reason why

something happened: The flight was delayed due
to bad weather.
since – used when giving the reason why
someone decides to do something: Since it was
getting late, we decided to go back home.
through – because of something: They
succeeded through a combination of hard work
and determination.
out of – because of a feeling: I went there out of
curiosity.
thanks to – because of what someone has
done, or because something exists: Today, thanks
to the Internet, you can find out information about
almost anything. | We’re late, thanks to you.
➔ just because ... (it) doesn’t mean ... at JUST 1

beck·on /'bEk@n/ v. [I,T] to move your hand to

show that you want someone to move toward you:
He beckoned her to join him. | He beckoned to her.
be·come /bI'köm/ v. (past tense became
/-'keIm/, past participle become) 1 [linking verb] to
begin to be something, or to develop in a particular
way: The weather had become warmer. | In 1960,
Kennedy became the first Catholic president. | It is
becoming harder to find good housing for lowincome families. | It became clear that she was
lying. | She started to become anxious about her
son. c Don’t say “She started to be anxious about
her son.” b 2 become of sb/sth to happen to

bed1 /bEd/ n. 1 [C,U] a piece of furniture for

sleeping on: a double bed (=a bed for two people) |
a single bed (=a bed for one person) | I was lying in
bed reading. | She looked like she had just gotten
out of bed. | What time do you usually put the kids
to bed? | Jamie usually goes to bed around seven
o’clock. | Sara, have you made your bed yet
(=pulled the sheets, etc. into place)? | Come on, it’s
time for bed (=time to go to sleep). 2 go to bed
with sb (informal) to have sex with someone 3 [C]
the ground at the bottom of the ocean, a river, or a
lake: a river bed 4 [C] an area of ground that has
been prepared for plants to grow in: flower
beds 5 a bed of sth a layer of something that is a
base for something else: potato salad on a bed of
lettuce [ORIGIN: Old English bedd]
bed2 v. (bedded, bedding)
bed down phr. v. to make yourself comfortable
and sleep in a place where you do not usually sleep:
I’ll just bed down on the sofa.
"bed and 'breakfast also B&B n. [C] a house or
a small hotel where you pay to sleep and have

before
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breakfast: We plan to stay at a bed and breakfast
while we’re in England.
THESAURUS

hotel, motel, inn, hostel,

campground ➔ HOTEL

bed·clothes /'bEdkloUz, -kloUDz/ n. [plural]
BEDDING

bed·ding /'bEdIÎ/ n. [U] 1 the sheets,

BLAN-

etc. that you put on a bed 2 soft material
that an animal sleeps on
bed·lam /'bEdl@m/ n. [U] a situation in which
there is a lot of noise and you are not able to think
clearly: When the bomb exploded, there was bedlam. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 bedlam “mental hospital” (17—18 centuries), from Bedlam
“Bethlehem” (10—17 centuries); from the Hospital of St. Mary of Bethlehem, former London
mental hospital]
bed·pan /'bEdpæn/ n. [C] a container used as a
toilet by someone who is too sick or old to get out
of bed
be·drag·gled /bI'dræg@ld/ adj. looking dirty,
wet, and messy: bedraggled hair
bed·rid·den /'bEd"rIdn/ adj. not able to get out
of bed because you are old or very sick
bed·room /'bEdrum/ n. [C] a room for sleeping
in: a four-bedroom house | We use the spare bedroom as an office.
bed·side /'bEdsaId/ n. [C] the area around a bed:
His family has been at his bedside (=stayed with
him because he was very ill) all night. | a bedside
table
bed·spread /'bEdsprEd/ n. [C] a large cover that
goes on top of a bed
bed·time /'bEdtaIm/ n. [C,U] the time when you
usually go to bed: It’s way past your bedtime!
bee /bi/ n. [C] a yellow and black insect that flies,
makes HONEY , and can sting you: James was stung
by a bee. [ORIGIN: Old English beo]
beech /bitS/ n. [C,U] a large tree with smooth gray
branches, or the hard wood of this tree
beef1 /bif/ n. 1 [U] meat from a cow: roast beef
KET s,

THESAURUS

➔ MEAT

meat, veal, pork, ham, bacon

2 [C] (informal) a complaint: The guy had a beef
with the manager and yelled at him for about 15
minutes. [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old French buef,
from Latin bos “ox”]

beef2 v. [I] (informal) to complain: They’re always

beefing about something.
beef sth ↔ up phr. v. (informal) to improve something, especially to make it stronger or more interesting: Security around the White House has been
beefed up since the attack.
beef·y /'bifi/ adj. a beefy man is big and strong
bee·hive /'bihaIv/ n. [C] a HIVE

bee·line /'bilaIn/ n. make a beeline for sb/sth

(informal) to go quickly and directly toward someone or something: The bear made a beeline for the
woods.
been /bIn/ v. 1 the past participle of BE 2 have
been to (do) sth used in order to say that someone has gone to a place and come back: Sandy has
just been to Japan. | Have you been to see Katrina’s
new house?
beep /bip/ v. 1 [I] if a machine beeps, it makes a
short high sound: The computer beeps when you
push the wrong key. 2 [I,T] if a horn beeps, or if
you beep it, it makes a loud sound —beep n. [C]
beep·er /'bipø/ n. [C] a small machine that you
carry with you that makes a sound to tell you to
telephone someone SYN pager
beer /bIr/ n. [C,U] an alcoholic drink made from
grain, or a glass, can, or bottle of this drink: a
pitcher of beer | Would you like a beer? ➔ ROOT BEER
beet /bit/ n. [C] a dark red vegetable that is the root
of a plant
bee·tle /'biÔl/ n. [C] an insect with a hard round
back [ORIGIN: Old English bitula, from bitan]
be·fall /bI'fOl/ v. (past tense befell /-'fEl/, past
participle befallen /-'fOl@n/) [T] (formal) if something bad or dangerous befalls you, it happens to
you: We prayed that no harm should befall them.
be·fit /bI'fIt/ v. (befitted, befitting) [T] (formal) to
be appropriate or seem right for someone: a funeral
befitting a national hero —befitting adj.
be·fore1 /bI'fOr/ prep. 1 earlier than something or
someone ANT after: I usually shower before
breakfast. | Denise got there before me. | He arrived
the day before yesterday (=two days ago). 2 ahead
of someone or something else in a list or order
ANT after: There were ten people before us in
line. | S comes before T in the alphabet. 3 used to
say that one thing or person is considered more
important than another: His wife and children come
before his job. | companies who put profit before
people 4 if one place is before another as you go
toward it, you will reach it first ANT after: Turn
right just before the stop light. 5 if something is
put before a person or group of people, they must
consider it and make a decision about it: The case is
now before the Supreme Court. 6 (formal) in front
of: The priest knelt before the altar. [ORIGIN: Old
English beforan, from foran “before”]
before2 adv. at an earlier time: They’d met before,
at one of Sandra’s parties. | Sales were up 14%
from the year/month/day etc. before (=the previous
year, etc.).
THESAURUS

earlier – during the first part of a period of time,
event, or process: I saw Kim earlier today.

previously – before now, or before a particular
time: Jim previously worked for Apple Bank.

before3 conjunction 1 earlier than the time when
something happens: It will be several days before

B

beforehand
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we know the results. | John wants to talk to you exercise 5. | May I begin by thanking you all for
before you go. 2 so that something bad does not coming. b) if a book, film, word, etc. begins with
happen: You’d better lock your bike before it gets something, that is how it starts: “Pharmacy”
stolen. 3 before you know it (spoken) used in begins with a “p.” 3 to begin with a) used in
order to say that something will happen very soon: order to introduce the first or most important point:
We’d better get going – it’ll be dark before you To begin with, photography is not really an art form
know it.
at all. b) used in order to say what something was
be·fore·hand /bI'fOr"hænd/ adv. before some- like before something else happened: If his hands
thing happens: Never eat a piece of fruit without weren’t dirty to begin with, they certainly are
now. c) in the first part of an activity or process:
washing it beforehand.
The children helped me to begin with, but they soon
be·friend /bI'frEnd/ v. [T] (formal) to become got bored. [ORIGIN: Old English beginnan]
someone’s friend, especially someone who needs
your help: An old woman befriended me and made be·gin·ner /bI'gInø/ n. [C] someone who has just
started to do or learn something: a class for beginme dinner.
ners
be·fud·dled /bI'födld/ adj. completely confused
be·gin·ning /bI'gInIÎ/ n. 1 [C usually singular]
beg /bEg/ v. (begged, begging) [I,T] 1 to ask for the start or first part of something: the beginning of
something in a way which shows you want it very the book | Placement tests are given at the beginmuch: I begged him to stay, but he wouldn’t. | a ning of the year. | He didn’t take me seriously in
prisoner begging to be released | He begged for the beginning. | The whole trip was a disaster from
forgiveness.
beginning to end. 2 beginnings [plural] the early
part or signs of something that later develop into
THESAURUS
ask, request, order, demand,
something bigger or more important: I think I have
plead, implore ➔ ASK
the beginnings of a cold.
2 to ask someone for food, money, etc. because you
be·grudge
/bI'grödZ/ v. [T] to feel upset or
are very poor: children begging in the streets |
JEALOUS about something: Honestly, I don’t
homeless families begging for food 3 I beg your
begrudge him his success.
pardon (spoken) a) used in order to ask someone
politely to repeat something: “It’s 7:00.” “I beg be·guile /bI'gaIl/ v. [T] to interest and attract
your pardon?” “It’s 7:00.” b) (formal) used in someone: She was beguiled by his smooth talk.
order to say you are sorry: Oh, I beg your pardon – —beguiling adj.
did I hurt you? c) (formal) used in order to show be·gun /bI'gön/ v. the past participle of BEGIN
that you strongly disagree: “You never had to work
be·half /bI'hæf/ Ac n. on behalf of sb/on sb’s
hard in your life!” “I beg your pardon!”
behalf also in behalf of somebody/in sb’s
be·gan /bI'gæn/ v. the past tense of BEGIN
behalf instead of someone, or as someone’s reprebeg·gar /'bEgø/ n. [C] 1 someone who lives by sentative: He agreed to speak on her behalf. |
asking people for food and money 2 beggars Lawyers have filed several suits on behalf of the
can’t be choosers (spoken) used in order to say victims.
that when you have no money, no power to choose,
be·have /bI'heIv/ v. 1 [I] to do or say things in a
etc., you have to accept whatever is available
particular way: Lions in a zoo do not behave like
be·gin /bI'gIn/ v. (past tense began /-'gæn/, past lions in the wild. | He began behaving differently
participle begun /-'gön/, present participle begintowards me. | We were behaving as if/though
ning) 1 [I,T] to start doing something, or to start to nothing was wrong. 2 [I,T] to be polite and not
happen or exist: The meeting will begin at 10:00. | cause trouble ANT misbehave: Will you boys
He began his career 30 years ago. | She began please behave! | If you behave yourself, you can
painting when she was a child. | I began to realize stay up late. | a well-behaved child
that he was lying.
be·hav·ior /bI'heIvyø/ n. [U] 1 the things that a
THESAURUS
person or animal does, or the way in which they do
them: I’m not very pleased with your behavior. |
start – to begin. Start is used more often in
criminal behavior | Reward your pet for good
conversation than begin: What time does the
behavior. | We’ve noticed a change in his behavior
concert start?
toward the other children.
commence (formal) – to begin – used
especially in official announcements: The search
for a new coach will commence immediately.
set off – to leave a place in order to begin
traveling: We set off early in the morning, to avoid
the traffic.
break out – if a fire or a fight breaks out, it
begins: A fire broke out in one of the warehouses.

2 [I] a) if you begin with something or begin by
doing something, you do it first: Let’s begin with

THESAURUS

conduct (formal) – the way someone behaves:
The chairman has denied any improper conduct.

manner – the way in which someone talks or

behaves with other people: They were teasing her
in a friendly manner.
demeanor (formal) – the way someone
behaves, dresses, speaks, etc. that shows what
his/her character is like: her cheerful demeanor

believe
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2 the things that a substance, material, etc. normally does: the behavior of cancer cells
be·head /bI'hEd/ v. [T] to cut off someone’s head
as a punishment
be·held /bI'hEld/ v. the past tense and past participle of BEHOLD
be·he·moth /bI'him@θ/ n. [C] (literary) something that is very large
be·hind1 /bI'haInd/ prep. 1 at the back of something: I was driving behind a truck on the freeway. |
The liquor store is right behind (=just behind) the
supermarket. 2 not as successful or advanced as
someone or something else: The Lakers were four
points behind the Celtics at half time. | Work on the
new building is three months behind schedule
(=later than it should be). 3 supporting a person,
idea, etc.: Congress is behind the President on this
issue. 4 responsible for something, or causing
something to happen: The police believe a local
gang is behind the killings. 5 behind the times
old-fashioned [ORIGIN: Old English behindan,
from hindan “from behind”]
behind2 adv. 1 at or toward the back of something: Several other runners followed close
behind. | The car was bumped from behind. 2 in
the place where someone or something was before:
I got there and realized I’d left the tickets behind. |
Barb stayed behind to wait for Tina. 3 be/get
behind to be late or slow in doing something: We
are three months behind with the rent.
behind3 n. [C] (informal) the part of your body that
you sit on
be·hold /bI'hoUld/ v. (past tense and past participle
beheld /bI'hEld/) [T] (literary) to see something
—beholder n. [C]
THESAURUS
see, notice, spot,
glimpse/catch a glimpse of sth/sb, make sth
out, catch sight of sb/sth, witness, observe ➔
SEE

beige /beIZ/ n. [U] a pale brown color —beige
adj.

be·ing /'biIÎ/ n. 1 [C] a living thing or imaginary

creature ➔ HUMAN BEING : stories about strange
beings from outer space 2 come into being to
begin to exist: Their political system came into
being in the early 1900s.
be·lat·ed /bI'leIÔId/ adj. happening or arriving
late: a belated birthday card | a belated effort to
apologize
THESAURUS

➔ LATE 1

late, overdue, delayed, tardy

belch /bEltS/ v. 1 [I] to let air from your stomach
come
SYN

out

loudly

through

your

mouth

burp 2 [T] to send out a large amount of

smoke, flames, etc.: factories belching blue smoke
be·lea·guered /bI'ligød/ adj. (formal) having a
lot of problems: the beleaguered tobacco industry

be·lie /bI'laI/ v. (belied, belying) [T] (formal) to
give you a wrong idea about something: With a
quickness that belied her age, she ran across the
road.
be·lief /b@'lif/ n. 1 [singular, U] the feeling that
something is definitely true or definitely exists: the
medieval belief that the Sun went around the
Earth | a strong belief in God | Contrary to popular
belief (=despite what most people believe), eating
carrots does not improve your eyesight. 2 [singular]
the feeling that someone or something is good and
can be trusted: a strong belief in the importance of
education 3 [C usually plural] an idea or set of ideas
that you think are true: religious beliefs
THESAURUS

faith, religion, creed ➔ FAITH

4 beyond belief used to emphasize that something
is very bad, good, strange, etc.: It seemed cruel
beyond belief.

be·liev·a·ble /b@'liv@b@l/ adj. able to be believed
because it seems possible, likely, or real: There’s
not a single believable character in the book.

be·lieve /b@'liv/ v. 1 [T] to be sure that some-

thing is true or that someone is telling the truth: Do
you believe her? | You shouldn’t believe everything
you read. | Young children often believe (that)
animals can understand them. | I found his excuse
hard to believe. c Don’t say “...no one believed in
him.” Say “...no one believed him.” b
THESAURUS

accept – to believe what someone says is true
or right: His wife accepted his explanation for why
he was late.
take sb’s word – to believe that what someone
says is true: You don’t have to take my word for it
– go see for yourself.
swallow (informal) – to believe a story or
explanation that is not actually true: Did he really
think we’d swallow that story?
fall for sth (informal) – to be tricked into
believing something that is not true: I can’t
believe she fell for that old excuse!
buy (informal) – to believe an explanation or
reason for something: I don’t buy it. He’d never
make that kind of mistake.
give credence to sth (formal) – to accept
something as true: The jurors gave credence to his
testimony because of the details he remembered.

2 [T] to think that something is true, although you
are not completely sure: I believe (that) she’ll be
back on Monday. | It is believed that the victim
knew his killer. | Lane is believed to be about 60.
THESAURUS
think, suspect, consider,
figure, guess ➔ THINK

3 [I] to have religious faith
SPOKEN PHRASES

4 [T] used in some phrases to show that you are
surprised or shocked: I can’t believe you lied to
me! | Would you believe it, he even remembered my

B
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birthday! 5 believe it or not said when some- if something belongs to you, you own it: Who does
thing is true but surprising: Believe it or not, we this umbrella belong to?
work hard around here.
be·long·ings /bI'lOÎIÎz/ n. [plural] the things
[ORIGIN: Old English belefan, from lyfan, lefan that you own, especially things that you are carrying with you
“to allow, believe”]
believe in sth phr. v. 1 to be sure that something
or someone definitely exists: Do you believe in
ghosts? 2 to think that someone or something is
good, important, or right: He believes in the democratic system.
be·liev·er /b@'livø/ n. [C] 1 someone who
believes that a particular idea or thing is very good:
I’m a firm/great believer in healthy eating. 2 someone who believes in a particular religion
be·lit·tle /bI'lIÔl/ v. [T] (formal) to make someone
or something seem small or unimportant: I don’t
like the way he belittles his children.
bell /bEl/ n. [C] 1 a metal object that makes a
ringing sound when you hit it or shake it: church
bells | The bell rang for school to start. 2 a piece
of electrical equipment that makes a ringing sound:
We ran out of the classroom as soon as the bell
rang. | She walked up the path and rang the door
bell. [ORIGIN: Old English belle]
'bell "bottoms n. [plural] a pair of pants with legs
that are wide at the bottom
bel·li·cose /'bEl@koUs/ adj. (literary) always
wanting to fight or argue SYN aggressive: bellicose behavior
bel·lig·er·ent /b@'lIdZ@r@nt/ adj. wanting to
fight or argue —belligerence n. [U]
bel·low /'bEloU/ v. [I,T] to shout loudly in a deep
voice: Tony was bellowing orders from upstairs.
THESAURUS
shout, call (out), scream,
shriek, yell, cry out, raise your voice, cheer,
1
holler ➔ SHOUT

'bell "pepper n. [C] a hollow red, green, yellow, or
orange vegetable, often used to add flavor in
cooking SYN pepper

bel·ly /'bEli/ n. (plural bellies) [C] (informal) 1 your stomach, or the part of your body

between your chest and the top of your legs 2 go
belly up (informal) to fail: The store went belly up
last year.

'belly "button n. [C] (informal) the small hole or
raised place in the middle of your stomach
SYN

navel

be·long /bI'lOÎ/ v. [I] 1 to be in the right place or
situation: Please put the chair back where it
belongs. | Books like that don’t belong in the
classroom. 2 if you belong somewhere, you feel
happy and comfortable there: I’m going back to
Colorado where I belong.
belong to phr. v. 1 belong to sth to be a
member of a group or organization: Mary and her
husband belong to the yacht club. 2 belong to sb

THESAURUS
property, possessions, things,
stuff, effects, valuables ➔ PROPERTY

be·loved /bI'lövd, bI'lövId/ adj. (literary) loved
very much: his beloved wife Kelly —beloved n.

[singular]

be·low /bI'loU/ adv., prep. 1 in a lower place or
position
ANT

than

someone

or

something

else

above: Jake lives in the apartment below. |

Can you read the writing below the picture? 2 less
than a particular number or amount ANT above:
Sales for this year are below last year’s. | It was 10
below outside (=10 below zero in temperature). |
Tom’s spelling is well below average (=much worse
than the normal standard). 3 on a later page, or
lower on the same page ANT above: For more
information, see below. 4 lower in rank
ANT above: There are people below him to handle
that type of thing.
belt1 /bElt/ n. [C] 1 a band of leather or cloth that
you wear around your waist ➔ see picture at
CLOTHES 2 a circular band of material, such as
rubber, that moves parts of a machine: the car’s fan
belt 3 a large area of land that has particular
qualities: America’s farm belt 4 have sth under
your belt to have already done something useful or
important: At 25, she already has two novels under
her belt. ➔ SEAT BELT
belt2 v. [T] (informal) to hit someone or something
hard
belt sth ↔ out phr. v. to sing a song loudly
belt·way /'bElt§weI/ n. [C] 1 a road that goes
around a city, keeping traffic away from the center 2 the Beltway POLITICS the U.S. government
in Washington, D.C., and the politicians, lawyers,
LOBBYIST s, etc. who are involved in it; used in
newspapers
be·mused /bI'myuzd/ adj. slightly confused: a
bemused expression
bench1 /bEntS/ n. [C] 1 a long seat for two or
more people, used especially outdoors: a wooden
bench 2 the bench a) LAW the job of a judge in a
court of law: He was appointed to the bench last
year. b) LAW the place where a judge sits in a court
bench2 v. [T] to make a sports player stay out of a
game for a period of time
bench·mark /'bEntSmArk/ n. [C] something that
is used for comparing and measuring other things:
The test results provide a benchmark for measuring student achievement.
bend1 /bEnd/ v. (past tense and past participle bent
/bEnt/) [I,T] 1 to move a part of your body so that
it is not straight, or so that you are not standing
upright: He bent down/over to tie his shoelace. |
Bend your knees slightly. ➔ see picture at BOW 1 2 to

berate
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push or press something so that it is no longer flat
or straight: First, the blacksmith heated the metal
and then bent it into shape. 3 bend over backwards to try very hard to help someone: The
neighbors bent over backwards to help when we
moved into the house. 4 bend the rules to allow
someone to do something that is not normally
allowed: Can’t we bend the rules just this one time?
[ORIGIN: Old English bendan]
bend2 n. [C] a curve in something, especially a
road or river: a sharp bend in the road
be·neath /bI'niθ/ adv., prep. (formal) 1 under or
below something: the warm sand beneath her
feet 2 if someone or something is beneath you,
you think that he, she, or it is not good enough for
you: She seemed to think that talking to us was
beneath her. [ORIGIN: Old English beneothan,
from neothan “below”]
ben·e·dic·tion /"bEn@'dIkS@n/ n. [C] a prayer
that asks God to protect and help someone
ben·e·fac·tor /'bEn@"fæktø/ n. [C] (formal)
someone who gives money or help to someone else
ben·e·fi·cial /"bEn@'fIS@l/ Ac adj. good or
useful: The agreement will be beneficial to both
groups. | Garlic has a beneficial effect in reducing
harmful cholesterol. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin
beneficium “kindness, favor,” from bene “well”
+ facere “to do”]
ben·e·fi·ci·ar·y /"bEn@'fISi"Eri, -'fIS@ri/ Ac n.
(plural beneficiaries) [C] 1 someone who gets
advantages from an action or change: The rich were
the main beneficiaries of the tax cut. 2 LAW someone who gets money when someone dies: The
estate will be divided between relatives and other
beneficiaries.
ben·e·fit1 /'bEn@fIt/ Ac n. 1 [C] the money or
other advantages that you get from something such
as insurance or the government, or as part of your
job: The company provides medical benefits. |
Social Security benefits 2 [C,U] an advantage,
improvement, or help that you get from something:
What are the benefits of contact lenses? | The new
credit cards will be of great benefit to our
customers. | Marc translated what the minister said
for my benefit (=to help me). | Consumers will reap
the benefits if the value of the yen continues to fall
because electrical goods will be cheaper.
THESAURUS
advantage, merit, good point,
the great thing about ..., the pros and cons ➔
ADVANTAGE

3 [C] a performance, concert, etc. that is done in
order to make money for a CHARITY 4 give sb
the benefit of the doubt to believe or trust
someone, even though it is possible that s/he is
lying or is wrong: His story was a little hard to
believe, but I gave him the benefit of the doubt.
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Anglo-French ben fet,
from Latin bene factus “well done”]

benefit2

Ac v. (benefitted or benefited, benefitting or benefiting) [I,T] if you benefit from

something or if it benefits you, it helps you: These
policy changes mainly benefit small companies. |
Most of these children would benefit from an extra
year at school. | Local employers benefit by having
a trained workforce.
be·nev·o·lent /b@'nEv@l@nt/ adj. (formal) kind
and generous [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin bene
“well” + volens (present participle of velle “to
wish”)] —benevolence n. [U]
be·nign /bI'naIn/ adj. 1 (formal) kind and
gentle 2 a benign TUMOR is not caused by
CANCER ANT malignant

bent1 /bEnt/ v. the past tense and past participle of
BEND

bent2 adj. 1 curved and no longer flat or straight:
a bent nail

THESAURUS

twisted – bent in many directions or turned

many times: a cable made of twisted strands of
wire
curved – bent in the shape of part of a circle, or
having this shape: curved wooden coat hangers
warped – bent or twisted into the wrong shape:
The window frame was old and warped.
crooked – not straight, but bending sharply in
one or more places: the crooked streets in the old
part of the city
wavy – having even curved shapes: She had
wavy black hair.

2 be bent on (doing) sth to be determined to do
something or have something: Mendez was bent on
getting a better job.
bent3 n. [singular] a natural skill or ability: Rebecca
has an artistic bent.
be·queath /bI'kwiθ, bI'kwiD/ v. [T] LAW to
arrange for someone to get something that belongs
to you after your death
THESAURUS

➔ GIVE 1

give, donate, leave, present

be·quest /bI'kwEst/ n. [C]

LAW money or property that you bequeath to someone
be·rate /b@'reIt/ v. [T] (formal) to speak angrily to
someone because s/he has done something wrong:
Dunn berated Kelly in front of his staff.

B

bereaved

be·reaved /b@'rivd/ adj. (formal) if someone is

B

bereaved, someone s/he loves has died [ORIGIN:
Old English bereafian, from reafian “to rob”]
—bereavement n. [C,U]
be·reft /b@'rEft/ adj. (formal) completely without
something: The refugees returned to the camp, their
eyes bereft of all hope.
be·ret /b@'reI/ n. [C] a soft round hat that is almost
flat ➔ see picture at HAT
ber·ry /'bEri/ n. (plural berries) [C] one of several
types of small soft fruits with very small seeds
ber·serk /bø'søk, -'zøk/ adj. go berserk (informal) to become very angry and violent in a crazy
way [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Old Norse berserkr
“wild fighter,” from björn “bear” + serkr
“shirt”]
berth /bøθ/ n. [C] 1 a place to sleep on a train or
boat 2 a place near land where a ship can be kept
be·ryl·li·um /b@'rIli@m/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY (symbol
Be) a light strong gray metal that is an ELEMENT ,
used especially as a building material or mixed
with other metals to make ALLOY s
be·seech /bI'sitS/ v. (past tense and past participle
besought /-'sOt/ or beseeched) [T] (literary) to ask
for something in an eager or anxious way
be·set /bI'sEt/ v. (past tense and past participle
beset, present participle besetting) [T] (formal) to
make someone have a lot of trouble or problems:
The family was beset by financial difficulties.
be·side /bI'saId/ prep. 1 next to or very close to
someone or something: Gary sat down beside me. |
a cabin beside the lake 2 used in order to compare
two people or things: Pat looked big and clumsy
beside her sister. 3 be beside the point to not be
important compared to something else: “I’m not
hungry.” “That’s beside the point; you need to
eat!” 4 be beside yourself (with anger/fear/
grief/joy etc.) to feel a particular emotion very
strongly: Matt was beside himself with excitement.
[ORIGIN: Old English be sidan “at or to the
side”]
be·sides /bI'saIdz/ prep., adv. 1 in addition to
something or someone: Besides going to college,
she works 15 hours a week. | Who’s going to be
there besides David and me? 2 (spoken) said when
giving another reason: I wanted to help her out.
Besides, I needed the money.
be·siege /bI'sidZ/ v. 1 be besieged by
people/worries/thoughts etc. to be surrounded
by a lot of people, or to be very worried, etc.: a rock
star besieged by fans 2 be besieged with
letters/questions/demands etc. to receive a lot
of letters, be asked a lot of questions, etc.: The
radio station was besieged with letters of complaint. 3 [T] to surround a place with an army
be·sought /bI'sOt/ v. the past tense and past
participle of BESEECH
best1 /bEst/ adj. [the superlative of “good”] better
than anyone or anything else: the best player on the
team | What’s the best way to get to El Paso? | The
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best thing to do is to stop worrying. | my best friend
(=the one I know and like the most) [ORIGIN: Old
English betst]
best2 adv. [the superlative of “well”] 1 more than
anyone else or anything else: Helene knows him
best. | Which song do you like best? 2 in a way
that is better than any other: It works best if you
warm it up first. 3 as best you can (spoken) as
well as you can: I’ll deal with the problem as best I
can.
best3 n. 1 the best a) someone or something
that is better than any others: Which motorcycle is
the best? b) the most successful situation or
results you can achieve: All parents want the best
for their children. 2 do/try your best to try very
hard to achieve something: I did my best, but I still
didn’t pass. 3 to the best of your knowledge/
belief/ability etc. used in order to say that something is as much as you know, believe, or are able
to do: I’m sure he’ll do the work to the best of his
ability. 4 at best used in order to emphasize that
something is not very good, even when you consider it in the best possible way: At best, sales have
been good but not great. 5 at your/its best
performing as well or as effectively as you are able
to: The movie shows Hollywood at its
best. 6 make the best of sth to accept a bad
situation and do what you can to make it better: It’s
not going to be fun, but we’ll have to make the best
of it. 7 be for the best used in order to say that a
particular event may seem bad now, but might have
a good result later: She’s upset that they broke up,
but it’s probably for the best.
bes·tial /'bEstS@l, 'bis-/ adj. behaving like an
animal, especially in a cruel way —bestially adv.
"best 'man n. [singular] a friend of a BRIDEGROOM
(=man who is getting married), who helps him to
get ready and stands next to him during the wedding ➔ WEDDING
be·stow /bI'stoU/ v. [T] (formal) to give someone
something valuable or important
best·sell·er /"bEsô'sElø/ n. [C] a new book that a
lot of people have bought —best-selling adj.
[only before noun]: a best-selling novel
THESAURUS

cult ➔ POPULAR

blockbuster, hit, craze, fad,

bet1 /bEt/ v. (past tense and past participle bet,
present participle betting) 1 [I,T] to risk money on

the result of a race, game, competition, or other
future event ➔ GAMBLE : She bet all her money on a
horse that came in last. | I bet him $20 that he
wouldn’t do it.
SPOKEN PHRASES

2 I/I’ll bet a) said when you think something is
true or likely to happen: I bet they’ll be late. | I’ll
bet that made her mad! b) said in order to show
that you agree with someone, or understand how
s/he feels: “I was furious.” “I bet you
were!” 3 you bet a) said in order to agree with
someone, or to say that you are definitely going to

between
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do something: “Would you like to come?” “You
bet!” b) used in order to reply to someone when
s/he thanks you for something: “Thanks for all
your help, Bob.” “You bet.”

bet2 n. 1 [C] an agreement to risk money on the

late rather than not happen at all 3 the sooner/
bigger etc. the better used in order to emphasize
that something should happen as soon as possible,
that it should be as big as possible, etc.: He needs a
wife, and the sooner the better. 4 had better (do
sth) a) used in order to say that you or someone
else should do something: I think I’d better leave
now. b) said when threatening someone: You’d
better keep your mouth shut about this. 5 do
better to perform better or reach a higher standard:
We did better than all the other schools. ➔ BETTER

result of a race, game, competition, or other future
event, or the money that you risk: Higgins had a
bet on the World Series. | I lost/won the bet. | a $10
bet 2 your best bet (spoken) said in order to give
someone advice about the best thing to do: Your
OFF
best bet would be to take Highway 9. 3 a good/
safe bet an action, situation, or thing that is likely better3 n. 1 the better the one that is the higher
to be successful or produce the results you want:
in quality, more appropriate, etc. when you are
The earrings seemed like a good bet for a birthday
comparing two similar people or things: It’s hard to
present.
decide which one is the better. 2 get the better
of sb a) if a feeling gets the better of you, you do
be·ta par·ti·cle /'beIÔ@ "pArÔIk@l/ n. [C] PHYSICS
not control it when you should: His curiosity got
an ELECTRON given off by the NUCLEUS (=central
the better of him and he opened the letter. b) to
part) of a RADIOACTIVE atom when it is breaking
defeat someone 3 for the better in a way that
apart
improves the situation: Smaller classes are defibeta ra·di·a·tion /"beIÔ@ reIdi'eIS@n/ n. [U]
nitely a change for the better.
PHYSICS a dangerous form of RADIATION that is
4
produced when the NUCLEUS (=central part) of a better v. [T] (formal) to achieve something that is
higher
in
quality, amount, etc. than something else
RADIOACTIVE atom is breaking apart
"
better
'
off
adj. 1 more successful, richer, or
bet·cha /'bEtS@/ a way of writing “bet you,” used
having more advantages than you did before: The
to show how people sound when they speak:
more prepared you are, the better off you’ll
Betcha I can run faster than you.
be. 2 sb is better off doing sth (spoken) said
be·tray /bI'treI/ v. [T] 1 to behave dishonestly
when giving advice about what someone should do:
toward someone who loves you or trusts you: He
You’re better off leaving before the traffic builds up.
felt that she had betrayed him. 2 to be disloyal to be·tween1 /bI'twin/ prep. 1 in or into the space
your country, company, etc., for example by giving
or time that separates two things, people, events,
secret information to its enemies 3 to show feeletc.: Jay was sitting between Kate and Lisa. | You
ings that you are trying to hide: Keith’s voice
know I don’t want you to eat between meals.
betrayed his nervousness.
➔ IN-BETWEEN 2 used in order to show a range of
be·tray·al /bI'treI@l/ n. [C,U] the act of betraying
amounts, distances, times, etc.: Why don’t you
your country, friends, or someone who trusts you
come over between seven and eight? | The project
will cost between 10 and 12 million dollars. c Don’t
bet·ter1 /'bEÔø/ adj. 1 [the comparative of “good”]
say “between 10 to 12 million dollars.” b 3 used in
higher in quality, or more useful, appropriate, interorder to show that something is divided or shared
esting, etc. than something or someone else
by two people, places, or things: We had about two
ANT worse: He’s applying for a better job. | Your
loads of laundry between us. | Linda and Dave split
apartment is better than mine. | My sister’s better
a milkshake between them. 4 used in order to
at math than I am. | The Mexican place across the
show a relationship between two people, things,
street has much better food. | Your English is
events, etc.: What’s the difference between the two
getting better (=improving). 2 [the comparative of
computers? | Trade relations between the countries
“well”] less sick than you were, or no longer sick
have improved. 5 used in order to show how two
ANT worse: He’s much better today. | I hope your
places are connected: the highway between Fresno
sore throat gets better soon. | Are you feeling
and Visalia 6 between you and me (spoken)
better?
said before you tell someone a secret or a private
THESAURUS
opinion: Between you and me, I don’t think she has
healthy, well, fine, in (good)
a chance of getting that promotion. [ORIGIN: Old
shape, physically fit ➔ HEALTHY
English betweonum]
3 it is better/it would be better used in order to
2
between
adv. in or into the space that separates
give advice: It’s better to get a written agreement. |
two things, people, etc., or in or into the time that
It would be better if you stayed here. 4 have
separates two events: two yards with a fence
seen better days (informal) to be in a bad condibetween
tion: The sofa had definitely seen better days.

better2 adv. [the comparative of “well”] 1 to a
higher standard or degree: He can speak French a
lot better than I can. | She knows this town better
than you do. 2 better late than never used in
order to say that it is better for something to happen

USAGE

Between and among are both used to talk
about the position of someone or something.
Use between when there is one other person or
thing on each side of someone or something:

B

beverage
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The store is between the bank and the post office.
Use among when there are two or more people
or things around someone or something: I found
the letter hidden among some old papers.

B

➔ IN-BETWEEN

bev·er·age /'bEvrIdZ, 'bEv@rIdZ/ n. [C] (formal)
a drink: alcoholic beverages [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Old French bevrage, from beivre “to
drink,” from Latin bibere]
bev·y /'bEvi/ n. (plural bevies) [C] a large group of
people: a bevy of teenagers
be·ware /bI'wEr/ v. [I,T] used in order to warn
someone to be careful: Beware of the dog! [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 be + ware “careful” (11—19
centuries) (from Old English wær)]
be·wil·dered /bI'wIldød/ adj. very confused
and not sure what to do or think: a bewildered
expression —bewilderment n. [U]
THESAURUS
CONFUSED

confused, puzzled, baffled ➔

be·wil·der·ing /bI'wIld@rIÎ/ adj. making you

beyond the river. | a view from the mountains, with
the plains beyond 2 later than a particular time,
date, etc.: The ban has been extended beyond
2010. | planning for the year 2020 and
beyond 3 more than a particular amount, level, or
limit: The population has grown beyond estimated
levels. 4 outside the range or limits of someone or
something: an apple just beyond my reach | Chemistry was beyond my understanding. 5 beyond
belief/doubt/recognition etc. used in order to
say that you cannot believe something, doubt something, etc.: In just six years, the town had changed
beyond all recognition. | The car has been damaged
beyond repair. 6 it’s beyond me why/what etc.
(spoken) said when you do not understand something: It’s beyond me why they ever got married at
all. 7 used in order to mean “except” in negative
sentences: Santa Fe doesn’t have much industry
beyond tourism.

bi·as /'baI@s/

Ac n. [singular, U] an opinion about
whether a person, group, or idea is good or bad,
which influences how you deal with it: Some
employers have a bias against women. | When
analyzing data, you must avoid having a bias
toward any particular result. [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 French biais, from Old Provençal] —bias
v. [T]: The wording of a test question may bias the
answer.

feel very confused: a bewildering number of
choices
be·witched /bI'wItSt/ adj. so interested in or
attracted by someone or something that you cannot
think clearly —bewitching adj.
bi·ased /'baI@st/ Ac adj. unfairly preferring one
be·yond /bI'yAnd/ prep., adv. 1 on or to the person or group over another: The referee was
farther side of something: There was a forest definitely biased. | biased news reporting

big
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bib /bIb/ n. [C] a piece of cloth that you tie under a

baby’s chin to protect his/her clothes while s/he
eats
bi·ble /'baIb@l/ n. [C] 1 the Bible the holy book
of the Christian religion 2 a copy of the Bible
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French, Medieval
Latin biblia, from Greek, plural of biblion
“book”]
bib·li·cal, Biblical /'bIblIk@l/ adj. relating to the
Bible
bib·li·o·graph·ic /"bIbli@'græfIk/ adj. ENG. LANG.
ARTS concerning books or articles written about a
particular subject: Valuable bibliographic information can be found in the reading lists of reference
books.
bib·li·og·ra·phy /"bIbli'Agr@fi/ n. (plural bibliographies) [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a list of all the books
and articles used in the preparation of another book,
or a list of books and articles on a particular subject
bi·cen·ten·ni·al /"baIsEn'tEni@l/ n. [C] the day
or year exactly 200 years after an important event:
the bicentennial of the Declaration of Independence
bi·cep /'baIsEps/ n. [C usually plural] BIOLOGY the
large muscle on the front of your upper arm
bick·er /'bIkø/ v. [I] to argue about something that
is not very important: The kids were bickering
about/over who would sleep in the top bunk.
THESAURUS
argue, have an argument,
fight, have a fight, quarrel, have a quarrel,
squabble ➔ ARGUE

bi·con·di·tion·al /"baIk@n'dIS@n@l/ n. [C] MATH

a statement expressing two mathematical facts, one
of which can be true only if the other one is true. It
always contains the phrase “If and only if...” or the
sign ↔. —biconditional adj.: a biconditional
proposition
bi·cus·pid valve /baI'köspId "vælv/ n [C] BIOLOGY a small part on your heart between the left
ATRIUM and the left VENTRICLE . It opens and
closes to allow blood to flow from the atrium into
the ventricle, and to prevent blood from flowing
back into the atrium. ➔ see picture at HEART
bi·cy·cle1 /'baIsIk@l/ n. [C] a vehicle with two
wheels, that you ride by pushing the PEDAL s with
your feet SYN bike: She usually rides her bicycle to
work. [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 French, from bi“two” + Greek kuklos “wheel”]
bicycle2 v. [I] to go somewhere by bicycle
SYN

bike

bid1 /bId/ n. [C] 1 an offer to pay a particular price

for something: They put in a bid for the
house. 2 an offer to do work for someone at a
particular price: The company accepted the lowest
bid for the project. 3 an attempt to achieve or gain
something: the mayor’s successful bid for the
Senate | The prisoners made a desperate bid to
escape.

bid2 v. (past tense and past participle bid, present
participle bidding) 1 [I,T] to offer to pay a particular price for something: Foreman bid $150,000 for
an antique table. | The two men ended up bidding
against each other at the auction. 2 [I] to offer to
do work for someone at a particular price: Four
companies were invited to bid for the contract.
—bidder n. [C]: There are five bidders for the
contract.

bid3 v. (past tense bade /bæd, beId/ or bid, past

participle bid or bidden /'bIdn/, present participle
bidding) (literary) bid sb good morning/

goodbye etc. to say good morning, etc. to someone

bid·ding /'bIdIÎ/ n. [U] 1 the activity of offering

to pay a particular price for something, or offering
to do work 2 do sb’s bidding (literary) to do what
someone tells you to do

bide /baId/ v. bide your time to wait until the
right time to do something

bi·en·ni·al /baI'Eni@l/ adj. happening once every

two years [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin biennium
“two-year period,” from bi- “two” + annus
“year”]

bi·fo·cals /'baI"foUk@lz, baI'foUk@lz/ n. [plural]
a pair of special glasses made so that you can look
through the upper part to see things that are far
away and through the lower part to see things that
are close

big /bIg/ adj. (comparative bigger, superlative biggest) 1 more than average size or amount
ANT small: a big house | Los Angeles is the biggest

city in California. | That boy gets bigger every time
I see him.
THESAURUS

Big
large – big or bigger than usual in size or

amount: the largest city in America | People are
now watching the program in large numbers.
substantial – large in number or amount: He
earns a substantial amount of money.
sizable – fairly large: a sizable crowd

Very Big
huge/enormous – extremely big: He died owing
a huge sum of money. | an enormous tree

vast – extremely big or large: The birds nest here
in vast numbers.

gigantic – extremely big or tall: gigantic waves
massive – very big, solid, and heavy: a massive

stone fireplace
immense – extremely large or great: We still
have an immense amount of work to do.
colossal – very large: We have made a colossal
mistake.
prodigious (formal) – very large in a surprising
or impressive way: There is a prodigious amount
of information available on the Internet.
Big and large mean the same thing, but large is
slightly more formal: That’s a big piece of cake! |
It’s the largest hotel in the city.

B

bigamy
Use large, not big, to describe amounts: They
have borrowed a large amount of money.
Use big, not large, to describe something that is
important: a big opportunity | That’s the big
question.

B

THESAURUS

fat, overweight, heavy, large,
obese, chubby, plump, stout, corpulent,
rotund ➔ FAT 1
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'big-league adj. (informal) belonging or relating to
the MAJOR

LEAGUE s

'big mouth n. [C] (informal) someone who cannot
be trusted to keep secrets

"big 'name n. [C] a famous person, especially an
actor, musician, etc. —big name adj.

big·ot /'bIg@t/ n. [C] someone who is bigoted ➔
PREJUDICE 1

2 important or serious: a big decision | He has big big·ot·ed /'bIg@ÔId/ adj. having strong opinions
plans for the house. | I’m having big problems with that most people think are unreasonable, especially
my PC. 3 successful or popular: The song was a about race, religion, or politics
big hit. | I knew I’d never make it big (=become
very successful) as a professional golfer. 4 big big·ot·ry /'bIg@tri/ n. [U] bigoted behavior or
sister/big brother (informal) your older sister or beliefs: religious bigotry
brother 5 [only before noun] (informal) doing someTHESAURUS
prejudice, racism,
thing to a large degree: I’ve never been a big
discrimination, intolerance, sexism,
baseball fan. | Both the girls are big eaters (=they
homophobia, anti-Semitism ➔ PREJUDICE 1
eat a lot). 6 big money/big bucks a lot of
money: They are willing to pay big bucks to attract
the best players. 7 be big on sth (spoken) to like 'big shot n. [C] (informal) someone who is very
important or powerful
something very much: I’m not big on kids.
big·a·my /'bIg@mi/ n. [U] the crime of being "big-'ticket adj. very expensive: big-ticket items
married to two people at the same time such as houses and cars
—bigamist n. [C] —bigamous adj.
'big time1 adv. (spoken) a lot or very much: He
"Big 'Apple n. the Big Apple (informal) a name messed up big time.
for New York City
'big time2 n. the big time (informal) the position
"Big 'Bang n. the Big Bang PHYSICS a single very of being very famous or important: The author has
large explosion that many scientists believe started finally hit the big time. —big-time adj. [only before
the universe, and from which pieces of MATTER are noun]: big-time drug dealers
still traveling out into space
big·wig /'bIgwIg/ n. [C] (informal) an important
"big 'brother n. [C] any person, organization, or person
system that seems to control people’s lives and
bike1 /baIk/ n. [C] (informal) 1 a bicycle: The kids
restrict their freedom
were riding their bikes. | Do you want to go for a
"big 'business n. [U] ECONOMICS very large com- bike ride? 2 a MOTORCYCLE
panies, considered as a group with a lot of influbike2 v. [I] to ride a bicycle
ence

"big 'deal n. [singular] (spoken) 1 said when you bik·er /'baIkø/ n. [C] someone who rides a
do not think something is as important as someone
else thinks it is: It’s just a game. If you lose, big
deal. | It’s no big deal. Everybody forgets things
sometimes. 2 an important event or situation: This
audition is a big deal for Joey. 3 make a big
deal of/out of/about sth to get too excited or
upset about something, or make something seem
more important than it is: She’s making a big deal
out of nothing.
"Big 'Dipper n. [C] a group of seven bright stars
seen in the northern sky in the shape of a bowl with
a long handle
big·gie /'bIgi/ n. no biggie (spoken) said when
something is not important, or when you are not
upset or angry about something: “Oh, I’m sorry.”
“That’s okay, no biggie.”
'big "government n. [U] POLITICS government,
when people think it is controlling their lives too
much
big·head·ed /'bIg"hEdId/ adj. someone who is
bigheaded thinks s/he is better than other people

MOTORCYCLE

bi·ki·ni /bI'kini/ n. [C] a piece of clothing in two
parts, that women wear for swimming [ORIGIN:
1900—2000 French Bikini Atoll, after a nuclear
bomb test was held there in 1946]

bi·lat·er·al

/baI'læÔ@r@l/
adj.
bilateral
agreement/treaty etc. an agreement, etc.
between two groups or countries: bilateral Mideast
peace talks —bilaterally adv.

bi"lateral 'symmetry n. [U]

BIOLOGY a quality
that some animals, including humans, have, which
means that they have two very similar sides. For
example, humans have an arm and a leg on each
side, an eye on each side, and so on.

bile /baIl/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a liquid produced by the
LIVER

to help the body DIGEST food

bi·lin·gual /baI'lIÎgw@l/ adj. 1 able to speak
two languages: Their children are completely bilingual. 2 written or spoken in two languages: a
bilingual dictionary
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bilk /bIlk/ v.

bilk sb out of sth phr. v. (informal) to trick some-

one,
SYN

especially

swindle

by

taking

his/her

money

bill1 /bIl/ n. [C] 1 a written list showing how much

you have to pay for services you have received,
work that has been done, etc.: I have to remember
to pay the phone bill this week. | The bill for the
repairs came to $600.
THESAURUS

check – a bill that you are given in a restaurant:
Can I have the check, please?

invoice – a document that shows how much you

owe for goods, work, etc.: Payment is due ten
days after receipt of the invoice.
tab – an amount of money that you owe for a
meal or drinks you have had, but have not yet
paid for: I ordered a rum and Coke and had the
bartender put it on my tab.

2 a piece of paper money: a ten-dollar bill
THESAURUS
money, coin, penny, nickel,
dime, quarter, cash, change, currency ➔

MONEY

3 a plan for a law, that is written down for a
government to decide on: The House of Representatives passed a new gun-control bill (=made it a
law). 4 fit/fill the bill to be exactly what you
need: This car fits the bill perfectly. 5 a program
of entertainment at a theater, concert, etc., with
details of who is performing, what is being shown,
etc. 6 a wide or long beak on a bird such as a duck
[ORIGIN: (1) 1300—1400 Medieval Latin billa,
from Latin bulla “bubble, seal added to a document”] ➔ foot the bill at FOOT 2
bill2 v. [T] 1 to send a bill to someone: They’ve
billed me for things I didn’t order. 2 bill sth as
sth to advertise or describe something in a particular way: The boxing match was billed as “the fight
of the century.”
bill·board /'bIlbOrd/ n. [C] a very large sign used
for advertising, especially next to a road
THESAURUS
advertisement, commercial,
poster, want ads/classified ads, flier, junk
mail, spam ➔ ADVERTISEMENT

bill·fold /'bIlfoUld/ n. [C] a WALLET
bil·liards /'bIlyødz/ n. [U] a game like POOL , in

which the balls go into the holes in a special order
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French billard “(stick used
in) billiards,” from bille “piece of wood, stick”]
bil·lion /'bIly@n/ number (plural billion or billions)
1,000,000,000: $7 billion | Billions of dollars have
been invested. —billionth number
"bill of 'rights n. [singular] 1 POLITICS an official
written list of the most important rights of the
citizens of a country 2 the Bill of Rights HISTORY
the first ten AMENDMENT s to the U.S. Constitution,
that state the basic rights of U.S. citizens
bil·low /'bIloU/ v. [I] 1 if something made of

binomial

cloth billows, it moves in the wind and fills with
air: Her long skirt billowed in the breeze. 2 if a
cloud or smoke billows, it rises in a round mass
bim·bo /'bImboU/ n. (plural bimbos) [C] (informal)
an insulting word meaning an attractive but stupid
woman [ORIGIN: 1900—2000 Italian “baby”]
bi·month·ly /baI'mönθli/ adj., adv. happening or
being done every two months, or twice each month:
a bimonthly magazine
bin /bIn/ n. [C] a large container for storing things
bi·na·ry /'baIn@ri/ adj. the binary system IT a
system of counting, used in computers, in which
only the numbers 0 and 1 are used
"binary 'compound n. [C] CHEMISTRY a substance
consisting of only two different types of atom
bind1 /baInd/ v. (past tense and past participle
bound /baUnd/) 1 [T] to tie something firmly
with string or rope: His legs were bound with
rope. 2 [T] also bind together to form a strong
relationship between two people, countries, etc.:
Religious belief binds this remote community
together. 3 [T] if you are bound by an agreement
or promise, you must do what you agreed or promised to do: Each country is bound by the
treaty. 4 [I,T] BIOLOGY to stick together in a mass, or
to make small pieces of something stick together:
The hydrogen molecule binds with the oxygen molecule. 5 [T] to fasten the pages of a book together
and put them in a cover: The book was printed and
bound in Spain.
bind2 n. [C] an annoying or difficult situation: I’m
so mad at him for putting me in this bind!
bind·er /'baIndø/ n. [C] a cover for holding loose
sheets of paper, magazines, etc. together
bind·ing1 /'baIndIÎ/ adj. a contract or agreement
that is binding must be obeyed: The contract isn’t
binding until you sign it.
binding2 n. 1 [C] the cover of a book 2 [U]
material sewn along the edge of a piece of cloth for
strength or decoration
binge /bIndZ/ n. [C] (informal) a short period of
time when you do too much of something, especially drinking alcohol: He went on a drinking
binge last week. —binge v. [I]: Whenever she’s
depressed, she binges on chocolate.
bin·go /'bIÎgoU/ n. [U] a game played for money
or prizes in which you win if a set of numbers
chosen by chance are the same as one of the lines
of numbers on your card
bin·oc·u·lars /bI'nAky@løz, baI-/ n. [plural] a
pair of special glasses that you hold up and look
through to see things that are far away [ORIGIN:
1800—1900 binocular “using both eyes”
(18—21 centuries), from Latin bini “two by
two” + oculus “eye”]
bi·no·mi·al /baI'noUmi@l/ n. [C] MATH a mathematical expression that has two parts connected by
the sign + or the sign −, for example 3x + 4y or x −
7 —binomial adj.: a binomial expression

B

binomial nomenclature

bi"nomial 'nomen"clature n. [singular,U] BIOLOGY

B

a system of naming animals, plants, and other
living things with a scientific word consisting of
two separate parts. The first part of the word is the
GENUS (=group of related animals, plants, etc.,
which do not breed), and the second part is the
SPECIES (=group of animals, plants, etc. which
breed and produce new animals, plants, etc.).
bi·o·chem·is·try /"baIoU'kEmIstri/ n. [U] the
scientific study of the chemistry of living things
—biochemist
n.
[C]
—biochemical
/"baIoU'kEmIk@l/ adj.: a complex biochemical process
bi·o·de·grad·a·ble /"baIoUdI'greId@b@l/ adj.
BIOLOGY a material, product, etc. that is biodegradable is able to change or decay naturally so that it
does not harm the environment: Most plastic is not
biodegradable. ➔ ENVIRONMENT
bi·o·di·ver·sit·y /"baIoUdI'vøs@Ôi, -daI-/ n. [U]
BIOLOGY the number and variety of different plants,
animals, and other living things in a particular
place: The loss of biodiversity will weaken the
ecosystem. | the biodiversity of the forest
bi·o·fuel /'baIoU"fyul, -"fyu@l/ n. [C,U] a substance produced from plants or other natural matter,
that can be used as the FUEL for a car, truck, etc.
bi·og·ra·pher /baI'Agr@fø/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS
someone who writes a biography of someone else
bi·og·ra·phy /baI'Agr@fi/ n. (plural biographies)
[C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a book about a person’s life: a
biography of Louis Armstrong ➔ BOOK 1 [ORIGIN:
1600—1700 Late Greek biographia, from
Greek bios “life” + -graphia “writing”]
bi·ol·o·gi·cal /"baI@'lAdZIk@l/ adj. 1 relating to
the natural processes performed by living things: a
biological process 2 [only before noun] relating to
biology: the biological sciences 3 biological
weapons/warfare/attack etc. weapons, attacks,
etc. that involve the use of living things, including
BACTERIA , to harm people —biologically adv.
bi·ol·o·gy /baI'Al@dZi/ n. [U] the scientific study
of living things [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 German
biologie, from Greek bios “life” + -logia
“study”] —biologist n. [C]
bi·o·mass /'baIoU"mæs/ n. [U] 1 BIOLOGY the
total number or weight of animals, plants, or other
living things within a particular environment 2 BIOLOGY plant and animal matter, especially
waste from farming, that can be used to provide
power or energy: biomass fuels
bi·o·met·ric /"baI@'mEtrIkX/ adj. biometric
equipment measures things such as a person’s IRIS
(=the colored part of the eye) or FINGERPRINT s,
and can be used to check who someone is, for
example when s/he shows a PASSPORT at an airport: Biometric technology, including fingerprint
and iris scanners, is being installed at all major
airports.
bi·op·sy /'baI"Apsi/ n. (plural biopsies) [C] BIOLOGY a medical test in which cells, TISSUE , etc. are
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removed from someone’s body in order to find out
more about a disease s/he may have
bi·o·tech·nol·o·gy /"baIoUtEk'nAl@dZi/ n. [U]
BIOLOGY the use of living things such as cells and
BACTERIA in science and industry to make drugs,
chemicals, etc.
bi·par·ti·san /baI'pArÔ@z@n/ adj. POLITICS involving two political parties, especially parties with
completely different opinions or beliefs: The Senate
is close to reaching a bipartisan agreement on the
bill.
birch /bøtS/ n. [C,U] a tree with BARK like paper
that comes off easily, or the wood of this tree
bird /bød/ n. [C] an animal with wings and feathers
that lays eggs and can usually fly [ORIGIN: Old
English bridd] ➔ early bird at EARLY 1, kill two
birds with one stone at KILL 1
'bird-brained adj. (informal) silly or stupid
bird·ie /'bødi/ n. [C] (informal) a small light object
that you hit over the net in the game of BADMINTON

"bird of 'prey n. (plural birds of prey) [C] any bird
that kills other birds and small animals for food

bird·seed /'bødsid/ n. [U] a mixture of seeds for
feeding birds

"bird’s eye 'view n. [singular] a view from a very
high place: a bird’s eye view over the city

birth /bøθ/ n. 1 give birth if a woman gives

birth, she produces a baby from her body: Jo gave
birth to a baby girl at 6:20 a.m. 2 [C,U] the time
when a baby comes out of its mother’s body: The
baby weighed 7 pounds at birth. | What is your
birth date (=the date on which you were
born)? 3 [U] someone’s family origin: Her grandfather was French by birth. 4 the birth of sth the
time when something begins to exist: the birth of a
nation [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old Norse byrth]
'birth cer"tificate n. [C] an official document
that shows when and where you were born
'birth con"trol n. [U] the practice of controlling
the number of children you have, or the methods
used SYN contraception
birth·day /'bøθdeI/ n. [C] the date on which
someone was born, usually celebrated each year:
When is your birthday? | It’s my 18th birthday next
week. | a birthday present/card/party | Happy
Birthday! (=said to someone on his/her birthday)
birth·mark /'bøθmArk/ n. [C] a permanent mark
on someone’s skin that s/he has had since birth
birth·place /'bøθpleIs/ n. [C usually singular] the
place where someone was born: Cézanne’s birthplace
birth·rate /'bøθreIt/ n. [C] the average number
of babies born during a particular period of time in
a country or area
bis·cuit /'bIskIt/ n. [C] a type of bread that is
baked in small round shapes
bi·sect /'baIsEkt, baI'sEkt/ v. [T] MATH to divide
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blab

something, especially a line or angle, into two
die, fail, be defeated, or stop working 7 bite off
equal
parts
/'baI"sEkS@n,
more than you can chew to try to do more than
—bisection
baI'sEkS@n/ n. [U]
you are able to do 8 [I] to start having the effect
that was intended, especially a bad effect: The new
bi·sec·tor /'baI"sEktø/ n. [C] MATH a line that
tobacco taxes have begun to bite. 9 [I] if a fish
divides something into two equal parts: a perpenbites, it takes food from a hook [ORIGIN: Old
dicular bisector (=line that crosses a line at 90
English bitan]
degrees and divides it into two equal parts) | an
angular bisector (=line that divides an angle into bite2 n. [C] 1 the act of cutting or crushing sometwo equal parts)
thing with your teeth: He took a bite of the
cheese. 2 a wound made when an animal or insect
bi·sex·u·al /baI'sEkSu@l/ adj. sexually attracted
bites you ➔ STING : I’m covered in mosquito
to both men and women —bisexual n. [C]
bites! 3 a bite (to eat) (informal) a quick meal: We
—bisexuality /"baIsEkSu'æl@Ôi/ n. [U]
can grab a bite at the airport before we go.
bish·op /'bIS@p/ n. [C] a Christian priest with a
'
bite-size
also 'bite-sized adj. the right size to fit
high rank who is in charge of the churches and
in your mouth easily: bite-size pieces of chicken
priests in a large area [ORIGIN: Old English bisceop, from Late Latin episcopus, from Greek bit·ing /'baIÔIÎ/ adj. 1 a biting wind feels very
episkopos “person in charge, bishop”]
cold 2 biting criticism or remarks are very unkind
bi·son /'baIs@n/ n. (plural bison or bisons) [C] a bit·map /'bIt"mæp/ (written abbreviation BMP) n.
BUFFALO
[C] IT a computer image that is stored or printed as
an arrangement of BIT s
bit1 /bIt/ n. [C]
1 SMALL PIECE a small piece of something: The bit·ten /'bIt§n/ v. the past participle of BITE
floor was covered with tiny bits of glass. | I tore the
letter to bits (=into small pieces) and threw it away. bit·ter /'bIÔø/ adj. 1 angry and upset because you
feel something bad or unfair has happened to you: I
2 COMPUTER IT the smallest unit of information
feel very bitter about what happened. | a bitter old
that can be used by a computer ➔ BYTE
man 2 [only before noun] making you feel very
3 TOOL the sharp part of a tool for cutting or
unhappy and upset: a bitter disappointment | She
making holes: a drill bit
knew from bitter experience that they wouldn’t
4 HORSE a piece of metal that is put in the mouth
agree. 3 a bitter argument, battle, etc. is one in
of a horse to control its movements [ORIGIN: (3)
which people oppose or criticize each other with
Old English bita “piece bitten off, small piece of
strong feelings of hate or anger: a bitter legal battle
food”]
over custody of the children 4 having a strong
2
bit /bIt/ adv., pron (informal) 1 a (little) bit
taste, like coffee without sugar 5 extremely cold: a
slightly, but not very: I’m a little bit tired. | Enrollbitter wind | We had to walk home in the bitter cold.
ment is down a bit from last year. 2 quite a bit a
THESAURUS
cold, cool, chilly, frosty,
fairly large amount: He owes me quite a bit of
freezing (cold), icy (cold), frigid ➔ COLD 1
money. 3 a bit of sth a small amount of a
particular quality or thing: We just need a bit of
6 to/until the bitter end continuing until the end
luck. 4 a bit a short amount of time: We’ll talk
even though this is difficult: We will fight until the
about the Civil War in just a bit. 5 bit a bit
bitter end to defend our land. —bitterness n. [U]
gradually: I could see that she was learning, bit by
bit. 6 every bit as... just as: Ray was every bit as bit·ter·ly /'bIÔøli/ adv. 1 with a lot of anger or
sadness: I was bitterly disappointed. 2 bitterly
good-looking as his brother.
cold very cold
bit3 v. the past tense of BITE
bit·ter·sweet /"bIÔø'switX/ adj. feelings, memobitch /bItS/ n. [C] a female dog
ries, or experiences that are bittersweet are happy
and sad at the same time: a bittersweet goodbye
bite1 /baIt/ v. (past tense bit /bIt/, past participle
bitten /'bIt§n/, present participle biting) 1 [I,T] to bi·valve /'baI"vælv/ n. [C] BIOLOGY any sea animal
cut or crush something with your teeth: The dog bit
that has two shells that join together, for example an
him and made his hand bleed. | I had just bitten
OYSTER
into the apple. | I wish I could stop biting my nails
(=biting the nails on my fingers). 2 [I,T] if an bi·week·ly /baI'wikli/ adj., adv. happening or
being done every two weeks, or twice a week: a
insect or snake bites you, it injures you by making a
biweekly meeting
hole in your skin ➔ STING : I think I’ve been bitten. |
She was bitten by a rattlesnake. 3 bite the bullet bi·zarre /bI'zAr/ adj. very unusual and strange:
to start dealing with a bad situation because you
His increasingly bizarre behavior is starting to
can no longer avoid it: I finally bit the bullet and
worry me.
called her. 4 bite sb’s head off (spoken) to speak
THESAURUS
strange, funny, peculiar,
to someone very angrily, especially when there is
curious, mysterious, odd, weird, eccentric ➔
no good reason to do this: I asked if she wanted
1
STRANGE
help, and she bit my head off! 5 bite your
tongue to not say what you really think, even
though you want to 6 bite the dust (informal) to blab /blæb/ v. (blabbed, blabbing) [I] (spoken) to

B

blabbermouth

B

talk too much about something, often something
that should be secret: This is not something you go
blabbing to your friends about.
blab·ber·mouth /'blæbø"maUθ/ n. [C] (spoken)
someone who always talks too much and often says
things that should be secret
black1 /blæk/ adj. 1 having a color that is darker
than every other color, like the sky at night: a black
dress | Outside, it was pitch black (=completely
dark). 2 also Black someone who is black has
dark skin, and is from a family that was originally
from Africa ➔ AFRICAN AMERICAN 3 black coffee
does not have milk in it: I take my coffee
black. 4 sad and without hope for the future: a
mood of black despair 5 black humor/comedy
humor that makes jokes about serious subjects
[ORIGIN: Old English blæc] —blackness n. [U]
black2 n. 1 [U] the color of the sky at night: She
was wearing black (=dressed in black clothing). 2 [C] also Black someone who has dark
skin, and whose family originally came from
Africa 3 be in the black ECONOMICS to have
money in your bank account ANT be in the red

black v.
3

black out phr. v. to suddenly become unconscious:

Sharon blacked out and fell to the floor.

"black and 'blue adj. skin that is black and blue

has BRUISE s (=dark marks) on it as a result of
being hit or injured: Her leg was black and blue
where she had fallen.
"black and 'white adj. 1 showing pictures of
images in black, white, and gray ANT color: old
black and white movies 2 in black and
white a) written or printed: The rules are there in
black and white. b) in a very simple way, as if
there are clear differences between good and bad:
He tends to see the issues in black and white.
'black belt n. [C] a high rank in JUDO or KARATE ,
or someone who has this rank
black·ber·ry /'blæk"bEri/ n. (plural blackberries) [C] a very sweet black or dark purple BERRY
black·bird /'blækbød/ n. [C] a common American and European bird, the male of which is completely black
black·board /'blækbOrd/ n. [C] a board with a
dark smooth surface, usually in a school, that you
write on with CHALK
"black 'box n. [C] a piece of equipment on an
airplane, that records what happens on a flight and
can be used to discover the cause of accidents
"black e'conomy n. the black economy ECONOMICS business activity that takes place secretly,
especially in order to avoid tax
black·en /'blæk@n/ v. 1 [I,T] to become black, or
to make something black: Smoke had blackened the
kitchen walls. 2 blacken sb’s name/
character/reputation etc. to say unpleasant
things about someone so that other people will have
a bad opinion of him/her
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"black 'eye n. [C] if you have a black eye, you
have a dark area around your eye because you have
been hit

black·head /'blækhEd/ n. [C] a small spot on
someone’s skin that has a black center

"black 'hole n. [C] PHYSICS an area in space where

the force of GRAVITY is so strong that light and
cannot escape. A black hole forms when a
star stops existing. ➔ SPACE 1
MATTER

black·jack /'blækdZæk/ n. [U] a card game,
usually played for money, in which you try to get as
close to 21 points as possible

black·list /'blæk"lIst/ v. [T] to put someone or
something on a list of people or things that are
considered bad or dangerous: More than 200
people in the movie industry were blacklisted during the McCarthy era. —blacklist n. [C]

"black 'magic n. [U] magic that is believed to use
the power of the Devil for evil purposes

THESAURUS
magic, witchcraft, sorcery,
spell, curse, the occult, voodoo ➔ MAGIC 1

black·mail /'blækmeIl/ n. [U] the practice of

making someone do what you want by threatening
to tell secrets about him/her [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
black + mail “payment” (11—20 centuries)
(from Old Norse mal “speech, agreement”)]
—blackmail v. [T] —blackmailer n. [C]

"black 'market n. [C]

ECONOMICS the system by
which people illegally buy and sell foreign money,
goods, etc. that are difficult to obtain: These rare
animals are being sold on the black market. | a
black market in foreign currency

black·out /'blækaUt/ n. [C] 1 a period of dark-

ness caused by a failure of the electricity supply:
Several neighborhoods in the San Francisco area
experienced blackouts last night. 2 if someone has
a blackout, s/he becomes unconscious 3 also
news blackout a situation in which particular
pieces of news or information are not allowed to be
reported

"black 'sheep n. [C usually singular] someone who

is regarded by other members of his/her family as a
failure or embarrassment: My sister’s the black
sheep of the family.

black·smith /'blæksmIθ/ n. [C] someone who
makes and repairs things made of iron

"black-'tie adj. a party or social event that is
black-tie is one at which you have to wear formal
clothes

black·top /'blæktAp/ n. [C,U] the thick black
substance used for covering roads

blad·der /'blædø/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the part of your

body that holds URINE until it is passed out of your
body ➔ see picture at ORGAN

blast
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THESAURUS
EMPTY 1

blade /bleId/ n. [C] 1 the flat cutting part of a

knife, tool, or weapon: The blade is sharp. | razor
blades 2 a leaf of grass or a similar plant 3 the
flat wide part of an OAR , PROPELLER , etc. [ORIGIN:
Old English blæd]
blah1 /blA/ adj. (spoken) 1 not very interesting or
exciting: The color of the walls is kind of
blah. 2 slightly sick or unhappy: I feel really blah
today.
blah2 n. blah, blah, blah (spoken) said when you
do not want to say or repeat something because it is
boring: Oh, you know Michelle; it’s blah, blah,
blah about her kids all the time.
blame1 /bleIm/ v. [T] 1 to say or think that
someone is responsible for something bad: Don’t
blame me – it’s not my fault. | Mom blamed herself
for Keith’s problems. | The accident was blamed on
pilot error. | More than one person may be to blame
for the fire. 2 I don’t blame you/them etc.
(spoken) said when you think it was right or reasonable for someone to do what s/he did: I don’t blame
her for not letting her kids see that movie!
blame2 n. [U] responsibility for a mistake or for
something bad: Because she’s the older child, she
usually gets the blame. | You can’t expect Terry to
take all the blame. | Fans often place/put/lay the
blame on (=say that something is someone’s fault,
often when this is not true) the coach when the
team fails to win.
blame·less /'bleImlIs/ adj. not guilty of anything bad: blameless behavior
blanch /blæntS/ v. [I] (literary) to become pale
because you are afraid or shocked
bland /blænd/ adj. 1 without any excitement,
strong opinions, or special character: bland TV
shows 2 bland food has very little taste: bland
cheese
THESAURUS

spicy ➔ TASTE 1

sweet, tasty, sour, salty, hot,

blan·dish·ments /'blændISm@nts/ n. [plural]

(formal) nice things that you say in order to persuade or influence someone
blank1 /blæÎk/ adj. 1 without any writing, print,
or recorded sound: a blank sheet of paper | Are
there any blank tapes?

empty, bare, free, vacant ➔

2 go blank a) to be suddenly unable to remember
something: My mind went blank as I stood up to
speak. b) to stop showing any images, writing,
etc.: The screen suddenly went blank. 3 showing
no expression, understanding, or interest: I said
hello, and she gave me a blank look [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Old French blanc “white”]
blank2 n. [C] 1 an empty space on a piece of
paper, where you are supposed to write a word or
letter: Fill in the blanks on the application
form. 2 a CARTRIDGE (=container for a bullet in a
gun) that has an explosive but no bullet: The police
were only firing blanks. —blankness n. [U]
"blank 'check n. [singular] 1 a check that has
been signed but has not had the amount written on
it 2 (informal) the authority to do whatever you
want, without any limits: Congress gave President
Johnson a blank check to wage war in Vietnam.
blan·ket1 /'blæÎkIt/ n. 1 [C] a heavy cover that
keeps you warm in bed 2 [singular] (literary) a thick
covering of something: a blanket of snow on the
mountains [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 blanket “white
cloth” (13—15 centuries), from Old French
blankete, from blanc “white”]
blanket2 adj. blanket statement/rule/ban etc.
a statement, rule, etc. that affects everyone or
includes all possible cases: The government
imposed a blanket ban on the trade in ivory.
blanket3 v. [T] to cover something with a thick
layer: The mountains were blanketed in snow.
blank·ly /'blæÎkli/ adv. in a way that shows no
expression, understanding, or interest: He was staring blankly at the wall.
"blank 'verse n. [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS poetry that has
a particular RHYTHM , but does not RHYME : Much
of Shakespeare’s plays are written in blank verse.
blare /blEr/ v. [I,T] to make a very loud unpleasant
noise: blaring horns | a radio blaring out music
—blare n. [singular]
bla·sé /blA'zeI/ adj. not worried or excited about
things that most people think are important, impressive, etc.: He’s very blasé about money now that
he’s got that job.
blas·phe·mous /'blæsf@m@s/ adj. showing disrespect for God or people’s religious beliefs: The
church has condemned the painting as
blasphemous. | a blasphemous book
blas·phe·my /'blæsf@mi/ n. [U] something you
say or do that is insulting to God or to people’s
religious beliefs —blaspheme /blæs'fim,
'blæsfim/ v. [I,T]
blast1 /blæst/ n. [C] 1 a sudden strong movement
of wind or air: a blast of icy air 2 an explosion:
The blast was heard three miles away. | a bomb
blast 3 a blast (spoken) an enjoyable and exciting
experience: We had a blast at Mitch’s party. 4 full
blast as strongly, loudly, or fast as possible: She
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had the TV on full blast. 5 a sudden very loud bleed /blid/ v. (past
noise: a trumpet blast
tense and past participle
blast2 v. 1 [I,T] to break something into pieces bled /blEd/) [I] to lose
using explosives: They blasted a tunnel through the blood, especially from
side of the mountain. 2 [I,T] also blast out to an injury: Your nose is
produce a lot of loud noise, especially music: bleeding. | He bled to
Dance music blasted out from the stereo. 3 [T] to death after being shot in
attack a place or person with bombs or large guns: the stomach. [ORIGIN:
Two gunmen blasted their way into the build- Old English bledan,
ing. 4 [T] to criticize something very strongly: The from blod “blood”]
President’s remarks were quickly blasted by Demo- —bleeding n. [U]: The
bleeding had almost
cratic leaders.
stopped.
blast off phr. v. if a SPACECRAFT blasts off, it
leaves the ground
blem·ish /'blEmIS/ n. [C] a small mark that spoils
'blast-off n. [U] the moment when a SPACECRAFT the appearance of something or someone: a small
blemish on her cheek [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
leaves the ground
blas·tu·la /'bl{stS@l@/ n. [C] BIOLOGY an EMBRYO French blemir “to make pale, injure”]
(=a person or animal that has not yet been born) in —blemished adj.
THESAURUS
the early stage of its development, when it is a
bruise, scar, pimple, zit, wart,
hollow ball of cells
blister, freckle, mole ➔ MARK 2
bla·tant /'bleIt§nt/ adj. very noticeable and offensive: blatant discrimination —blatantly adv.
blend1 /blEnd/ v. [I,T] 1 to mix together soft or
blaze1 /bleIz/ v. [I] to burn or shine very brightly liquid substances to form a single smooth substance: Blend the eggs with the sugar. | Stir in the
and strongly: a fire blazing in the fireplace
blaze2 n. [singular] 1 the strong bright flames of a sauce and blend well.
THESAURUS
fire: Several firefighters were injured in the blaze.
mix, combine, stir, beat ➔
THESAURUS

fire, flames, inferno, bonfire,

campfire ➔ FIRE

1

2 a very bright light or color: a blaze of sunshine 3 (in a) blaze of glory/publicity receiving
a lot of praise or public attention: He launched the
new magazine in a blaze of publicity. [ORIGIN: (1,
2) Old English blæse “torch”]
blaz·er /'bleIzø/ n. [C] a suit JACKET (=piece of
clothing like a short coat) without matching pants:
a wool blazer [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 blaze; from
the originally bright colors of blazers]
blaz·ing /'bleIzIÎ/ adj. 1 extremely hot: a blazing summer day 2 burning strongly: a blazing
fire 3 full of strong emotions, especially anger:
blazing eyes
bleach1 /blitS/ n. [U] a chemical used in order to
make things white or to kill GERM s
bleach2 v. [T] to make something white or lighter
by using chemicals or the light of the Sun: bleached
hair
bleach·ers /'blitSøz/ n. [plural] rows of seats
where people sit to watch sports
bleak /blik/ adj. 1 without anything to make you
feel happy or hopeful: Without a job, the future can
seem bleak. 2 cold and unpleasant: a bleak
November day [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old Norse
bleikr “pale, white”] —bleakness n. [U]
blear·y /'blIri/ adj. unable to see clearly because
you are tired or have been crying: Sam woke up
looking bleary-eyed. —blearily adv.
bleat /blit/ v. [I] to make the sound that a sheep or
goat makes —bleat n. [C]

MIX 1

2 to combine different things in a way that is
attractive or effective: a story that blends fact and
fiction 3 ENG. LANG. ARTS to combine parts of two
words to make a new word: The words “breakfast”
and “lunch” were blended to produce
“brunch.” 4 ENG. LANG. ARTS to combine two or
more sounds together in a word [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Old Norse blanda]
blend in phr. v. if something blends in with the
things around it, it looks similar and you do not
notice it: curtains that blend in with the wallpaper

blend2 n. [C] 1 a mixture of two or more things:
the right blend of sunshine and soil for growing
grapes
THESAURUS
mixture, combination,
compound, solution ➔ MIXTURE

2 ENG. LANG. ARTS a combination of parts of two
words to make a new word: “Smog” is a blend of
“smoke” and “fog.” 3 ENG. LANG. ARTS a combination of two or more sounds within a word: The
word “broil” contains the consonant blend “br”
and the vowel blend “oi.”

blend·er /'blEndø/ n. [C] a small electric machine
that you use to mix liquids together, or to make soft
foods more liquid

bless /blEs/ v. [T] 1 bless you (spoken) said
when someone SNEEZE s 2 to ask God to protect
someone or something: May God bless you and
keep you safe from harm. 3 to make something
holy: The priest blessed the bread and wine. 4 be
blessed with sth to have a special ability, good
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quality, etc.: I’m blessed with good eyesight. 5 bless him/her etc. (spoken, oldfashioned) said in order to show that you like
someone or are pleased by something s/he has done
bless·ed /'blEsId/ adj. 1 [only before noun]
enjoyable or desirable: a moment of blessed
silence 2 (formal) holy and loved by God: the
Blessed Virgin Mary
bless·ing /'blEsIÎ/ n. 1 [C] something good that
improves your life and makes you happy: The rain
was a real blessing after all that heat. 2 [U]
someone’s approval or encouragement for a plan,
activity, etc.: She left home with her parents’ blessing. 3 a mixed blessing something that is both
good and bad: Living close to the office was a
mixed blessing. 4 a blessing in disguise something that seems to be bad but that you later realize
is good: The lack of tourism on the island could be
a blessing in disguise. 5 [singular, U] protection
and help from God, or the prayer in which you ask
for this: The priest gave the blessing.
blew /blu/ v. the past tense of BLOW
blight /blaIt/ n. [singular, U] something that damages or spoils something else, or the condition of
being damaged or spoiled: an area suffering from
urban blight (=severe problems that only a city
has) —blight v. [T]
blight·ed /'blaIÔId/ adj. damaged or spoiled: the
blighted downtown area
blimp /blImp/ n. [C] an aircraft without wings that
looks like a very large BALLOON
blind1 /blaInd/ adj. 1 unable to see: My grandmother is almost totally blind. | People with the
disease often go blind (=become blind). 2 the
blind people who cannot see: special facilities for
the blind 3 blind faith/obedience/trust etc.
(disapproving) strong feelings that you have, without
thinking about why you have them: the army’s
blind obedience to the emperor 4 be blind to sth
to completely fail to notice or realize something:
He was blind to the faults of his own children. 5 turn a blind eye (to sth) to ignore
something that you know should not be happening:
Teachers were turning a blind eye to smoking in the
school. 6 blind corner/bend/curve a corner,
bend, etc. that you cannot see around when you are
driving [ORIGIN: Old English] —blindness n.
[U]

blind2 v. [T] 1 to make someone unable to see,

either permanently or for a short time: The deer
was blinded by our headlights. 2 to make someone unable to notice or realize the truth about
something: Being in love blinded me to his faults.
blind3 n. [C] a piece of cloth or other material that
you can pull down to cover a window ➔ VENETIAN
BLIND

"blind 'date n. [C] a

(=romantic meeting)
arranged between a man and a woman who have
not met each other before
blind·fold /'blaInÄfoUld/ n. [C] a piece of cloth
DATE

that you use to cover someone’s eyes so that s/he
cannot see —blindfold v. [T]
blind·ing /'blaIndIÎ/ adj. [usually before noun] a
blinding light/flash etc. a very bright light that
makes you unable to see for a short time
THESAURUS
bright, strong, brilliant,
dazzling, glaring ➔ BRIGHT

blind·ly /'blaInÄli/ adv. 1 (disapproving) not

thinking about something or trying to understand it:
Don’t just blindly accept what you are told. 2 not
seeing or noticing what is around you: She sat
staring blindly out the window.
blind·side /'blaInÄsaId/ v. [T] (informal) to hit the
side of a car with your car in an accident
'blind spot n. [C] 1 something that you are
unable or unwilling to understand: He has a blind
spot when it comes to his daughter’s problems. 2 the part of the road that you cannot see in
front of you or in your mirrors when you are
driving a car: The other car was right in my blind
spot.
bling /blIÎ/ also bling 'bling n. [U] (informal)
expensive things such as jewelry that are worn to be
noticed
blink1 /blIÎk/ v. 1 [I,T] to close and open your
eyes quickly: He blinked as he stepped out into the
sunlight. 2 [I] if a light blinks, it goes on and off
continuously: The answering machine light was
blinking.
blink2 n. 1 in the blink of an eye very quickly:
With email, we can send messages across the globe
in the blink of an eye. 2 on the blink (informal)
not working correctly: The radio’s on the blink
again.
blink·ers /'blIÎkøz/ n. [plural] the small lights on
a car that flash to show which direction you are
turning
blip /blIp/ n. [C] 1 a flashing light on the screen of
a piece of electronic equipment 2 (informal) a sudden and temporary change from the way something
normally happens: This month’s rise in prices could
be just a blip.
bliss /blIs/ n. [U] perfect happiness —blissful adj.
—blissfully adv. ➔ ignorance is bliss at IGNORANCE

blis·ter /'blIstø/ n. [C] a painful swollen area on
the skin containing a clear liquid, caused by a burn
or by being rubbed too much: New shoes always
give me blisters. —blister v. [I,T]
THESAURUS
blemish, bruise, scar, pimple,
zit, wart, freckle, mole ➔ MARK 2

blis·ter·ing /'blIst@rIÎ/ adj. 1 extremely hot:

blistering summer days 2 blistering attack/
criticism etc. very angry and disapproving
remarks
blithe /blaID, blaIθ/ adj. seeming not to care or
worry about the effects of what you do: the blithe
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assumption that he would always have a job
—blithely adv.: They blithely ignored the danger.

blitz /blIts/ n. [C] 1 a situation when you use a lot

B

of effort to achieve something, often in a short time:
an advertising blitz 2 a sudden military attack,
especially from the air —blitz v. [T]
bliz·zard /'blIzød/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a long
heavy storm with a lot of wind and snow
THESAURUS
snow, snowflakes, sleet,
slush, frost ➔ SNOW 1

bloat·ed /'bloUÔId/ adj. looking or feeling larger
than usual because of being too full of water, food,
gas, etc.: I feel bloated after that meal.

blob /blAb/ n. [C] a small drop of a thick liquid: a
blob of paint

bloc /blAk/ n. [C] a large group of people or

countries with the same political aims, working
together: the liberal bloc in Congress
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where your opponent wants it to go: He also
blocked 4 shots and scored 6 rebounds
block sth ↔ off phr. v. to close a road or path so
that people cannot use it: The freeway exit has been
blocked off.
block sth ↔ out phr. v. 1 to stop light from
reaching a place: Heavy curtains blocked out the
light. 2 to stop yourself from thinking about or
remembering something: Carrie hears what she
wants to hear and blocks out the rest. 3 to decide
that you will use a particular time only for a
particular purpose: I try to block out four hours a
week for research.

block·ade /blA'keId/ n. [C] the action of sur-

rounding an area with soldiers or ships, to stop
people or supplies leaving or entering a place: a
naval blockade —blockade v. [T]

block·age /'blAkIdZ/ n. [C] something that is
blocking a pipe, tube, etc.: a blockage in the drain

block·bust·er /'blAk"böstø/ n. [C] (informal) a

book or movie that is very successful: the latest
Hollywood blockbuster
1 STREETS/AREA [C] a) the distance along a city
THESAURUS
street from where one street crosses it to the next:
bestseller, hit, craze, fad, cult
We’re just two blocks from the bus stop. b) a
➔ POPULAR
square area of houses or buildings formed by four
streets: Let’s walk around the block. | We were the 'block "party n. [C] a party that is held in the street
first family on our block to get a swimming pool.
for all the people living in the area
2 SOLID MATERIAL [C] a solid piece of wood,
stone, etc.: a block of concrete | The baby was blog /blAg/ n. [C] a website that is made up of
information about a particular subject, in which the
playing with wooden blocks.
newest information is always at the top of the page
THESAURUS
piece, scrap, chunk, lump,
➔ INTERNET —blogger n. [C]

block1 /blAk/ n.

fragment, crumb, slice, strip ➔ PIECE 1

3 RELATED GROUP [C] a group of things of the
same kind or an amount of something, considered
as a single unit: We were given a block of shares in
the company. | Jason says he can get a block of
seats (=seats next to each other) for the concert.
4 a block of time a length of time that is not
interrupted by anything: Set aside a block of time to
do your homework.
5 UNABLE TO THINK [singular] the temporary loss
of your normal ability to think, learn, write, etc.: I
can never remember his name – I must have a
mental block. | After her first novel, she had writer’s block (=she could not write anything).
6 STOPPING MOVEMENT [C] something that makes
it difficult to move or progress ➔ ROADBLOCK : The
incident could be a block to the peace process.
7 SPORTS [C] a movement in sports that stops an
opponent going forward or moving the ball forward

block2 v. [T] 1 to prevent people or things from

blonde1, blond /blAnd/ adj. 1 blonde hair is pale
or yellow 2 someone who is blonde has pale or
yellow hair

blonde2 n. [C] (informal) a woman who has pale or
yellow hair: a good-looking blonde

blood /blöd/ n. [U] 1 the red liquid that your
heart pumps through your body: She lost a lot of
blood in the accident. | The Red Cross is asking
people to give/donate blood (=have blood taken
from them for the medical treatment of other
people). ➔ see picture at BLEED 2 in cold blood in
a cruel and deliberate way: He murdered the old
man in cold blood. 3 the family or group to which
you belong from the time you are born: There’s
French blood on his mother’s side. | a blood relative (=related by birth, not by marriage) 4 new
blood new members in a group or organization
who bring new ideas and energy: We need some
new blood in the department. 5 be/run in sb’s
blood to be a strong and natural part of someone’s
character: A love of politics was in his
blood. 6 bad blood feelings of anger and hate
between people: There’s been bad blood between
them for years. 7 -blooded having a particular
type of blood: Fish are cold-blooded. [ORIGIN: Old
English blod]

moving through or along a space: A fallen tree was
blocking the road. | It looks like the sink is blocked. |
I tried to get through, but there were too many
people blocking my way. | blocked arteries 2 to be
in front of someone so that s/he cannot see something: A tall man in front of me was blocking my
view. 3 to stop something happening, developing,
or succeeding: Why did the council block the "blood-and-'guts adj. (informal) full of action
plan? 4 to stop a ball, a blow, etc. from getting to and violence: a blood-and-guts horror movie
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'blood bank n. [C] a place where human blood is

kept to be used in hospital treatment
blood·bath /'blödbæθ/ n. [singular] the violent
killing of many people at the same time
blood·cur·dling /'blöd"kødl-IÎ/ adj. extremely
frightening: a bloodcurdling scream
blood·hound /'blödhaUnd/ n. [C] a large dog
with a very good sense of smell
blood·less /'blödlIs/ adj. 1 without killing or
violence: a bloodless revolution 2 extremely pale:
bloodless cheeks
'blood "pressure n. [U] BIOLOGY the force with
which blood moves around your body: a special
diet for people with high/low blood pressure

blood·shed /'blödSEd/ n. [U] the killing of
people in fighting or a war

blood·shot /'blödSAt/ adj. bloodshot eyes look
slightly red

blood·stain /'blödsteIn/ n. [C] a mark or spot of
blood —bloodstained adj.

blood·stream /'blödstrim/ n. [singular]

BIOLOGY

blood as it flows around the body: Drugs were
found in her bloodstream.

blood·thirst·y /'blöd"θøsti/ adj. eager to kill
and wound, or enjoying killing and violence: a
cruel and bloodthirsty ruler who slaughtered men,
women and children

'blood type n. [C] BIOLOGY one of the groups into
which human blood is divided, including A, B, AB,
and O

'blood "vessel n. [C]

BIOLOGY one of the tubes
through which blood flows in your body

blood·y /'blödi/ adj. 1 covered in blood, or losing blood: a bloody nose 2 with a lot of injuries or
killing: a bloody civil war

bloom1 /blum/ n. [C,U] a flower or flowers: lovely

yellow blooms | roses in bloom (=with flowers
completely open)

bloom2 v. [I] 1 if a plant or flower blooms, its
flowers appear or open 2 to look happy and
healthy or successful: Sheila bloomed like a woman
in love.

bloom·er /'blumø/ n. late bloomer (informal)
someone who grows or becomes successful at a
later age than most people

bloop·er /'blupø/ n. [C] (informal) an embarrassing mistake made in front of other people

blos·som1 /'blAs@m/ n. [C,U] a flower, or all the

flowers on trees or bushes: peach blossoms ➔ see

picture at PLANT 1

blossom2 v. [I] 1 if trees blossom, they produce
flowers: a blossoming plum tree 2 to become
happier, more beautiful, or successful: By the end of
the year she had blossomed into an excellent
teacher.

blot1 /blAt/ v. (blotted, blotting) [T] to dry a wet
surface by pressing soft paper or cloth on it
blot sth ↔ out phr. v. 1 to cover or hide something completely: Black clouds blotted out the
sun. 2 to forget something, often deliberately: He
tried to blot out the memory of that night.

blot2 n. [C] a mark or spot that spoils something or
makes it dirty: ink blots

blotch /blAtS/ n. [C] a pink or red mark on the
skin, or a colored mark on something —blotchy

adj.

'blotting "paper n. [U] soft paper used for drying
wet ink on a page

blouse /blaUs/ n. [C] a shirt for a woman or girl: a
summer blouse

blow1 /bloU/ v. (past tense blew /blu/, past participle
blown /bloUn/)

1 WIND MOVING [I] if wind or air blows, it moves:
A cold wind was blowing from the east.
2 WIND MOVING STH [I,T] to move in the wind, or
to make something move somewhere in the wind:
Her hair was blowing in the breeze. | My ticket
blew away. | Hundreds of trees were blown down in
the storm. | The wind must have blown the door
shut/open.
3 USING YOUR MOUTH [I,T] to push air through
your mouth: Renée blew on her soup to cool it a
little. | I hate people who blow smoke in your face.
4 VIOLENCE [T] to damage or destroy something
violently with an explosion or by shooting: Part of
his leg had been blown off. | A bomb like that
would blow the building to bits/pieces.
5 blow your nose to clear your nose by forcing
air through it into a cloth or TISSUE (=piece of soft
paper)
6 blow sth (up) out of (all) proportion to make
something seem much more serious or important
than it is: The health risks had been blown out of
proportion.
7 MAKE A SOUND [I,T] to make a sound by pushing
air into a whistle, horn, or musical instrument: I
could hear the train whistle blowing.
8 ELECTRICITY STOPS [I,T] if an electrical FUSE
blows, or a piece of electrical equipment blows a
FUSE , the electricity suddenly stops working
9 blow the whistle (on sb) (informal) to tell the
public or someone in authority about something
wrong that is happening: He blew the whistle on his
colleagues.
SPOKEN PHRASES

10 LOSE AN OPPORTUNITY [T] (informal) to lose a
good opportunity, by making a mistake or being
careless: I blew it by talking too much in the
interview. | We’ve blown our chances of getting that
contract.
11 LEAVE [T] (spoken) to leave a place quickly:
Let’s blow this joint (=leave this place).
12 SPEND MONEY [T] (informal) to spend a lot of
money at one time in a careless way: I blew all the
money I won on a trip to Hawaii.
13 sth blows your mind (informal) to make you
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feel very surprised and excited about something:
Seeing her again really blew my mind.
[ORIGIN: Old English blawan]

B

blow sb ↔ away phr. v. (spoken)
1 to completely surprise someone: It just blows me

away how friendly the islanders are.
2 to kill someone by shooting him/her with a gun:
One move and I’ll blow you away!
3 to defeat someone completely, especially in a
game: The Lakers blew the competition away.
blow in phr. v.
1 also blow into sth (informal) to arrive in a place,

especially suddenly: Guess who’s just blown into
town?
2 if a storm or bad weather blows in, it arrives and
begins to affect an area
blow sb/sth ↔ off phr. v. (spoken)
to treat someone or something as unimportant, for
example by not meeting someone or not going to
an event: I blew off my 8 a.m. class again. | She
blew us off and went out with Jim instead.
blow sth ↔ out phr. v.
1 to blow air on a flame and make it stop burning:
Blow out all the candles.
2 if a tire blows out, it bursts
blow over phr. v.
1 if an argument or a bad situation blows over, it

does not seem important anymore or is forgotten:
Many people expected the scandal to blow over in a
few days.
2 if a storm blows over, it comes to an end

blow up phr. v.
1 blow (sth ↔) up to destroy something, or to be

destroyed, by an explosion: A car was blown up
near the embassy. | Their plane blew up in mid-air.
2 blow sth ↔ up to fill something with air or gas:
Come and help me blow up the balloons.
3 to shout angrily at someone: She blew up at me
for no reason.
4 blow sth ↔ up if you blow up a photograph, you
make it larger: I’d like to have this picture blown
up.
blow2 n. [C] 1 something very sad and disappointing that happens to you: Not getting the job
was a blow to Kate’s confidence. | The death of
their father was a terrible blow. 2 a hard hit with a
hand, tool, or weapon: The victim suffered several
blows to the head. 3 the act of blowing air out of
your mouth: One blow and the candles were
out. 4 come to blows if two people come to
blows, they start hitting each other: They almost
came to blows over the money.
"blow-by-'blow adj. a blow-by-blow account/
description etc. a description of an event, that
gives all the details exactly as they happened
'blow dry v. (blow-dried, blow-dries) [T] to dry
hair and give it shape by using a blow dryer
'blow "dryer n. [C] a small electric machine that
you hold and use to blow hot air onto your hair in
order to dry it
blown /bloUn/ v. the past participle of BLOW

blow·out /'bloUaUt/ n. [C] (informal) 1 an occa-

sion when a TIRE bursts suddenly as a vehicle is
moving 2 a big expensive meal or a large party
blow·torch /'bloU"tOrtS/ n. [C] a piece of equipment that produces a small very hot flame, used
especially to remove paint
'blow-up n. [C] 1 a photograph, or part of a
photograph, that has been made larger 2 (informal)
a sudden loud argument
BLT n. [C] a SANDWICH that contains BACON ,
LETTUCE , and TOMATO
blub·ber1 /'blöbø/ n. [U] the fat of sea animals,
especially WHALE s
blubber2 v. [I] (informal) to cry loudly, especially
in a way that annoys people
blud·geon /'blödZ@n/ v. [T] to hit someone many
times with a heavy object: He was bludgeoned to
death with a hammer.
blue1 /blu/ adj. 1 having the same color as a clear
sky during the day: the blue lake water | a dark/
light blue dress 2 [not before noun] (informal) sad:
I’ve been feeling kind of blue lately.
THESAURUS
sad, unhappy, miserable,
sorrowful, depressed, down, low,
downhearted, melancholy, morose, gloomy,
glum ➔ SAD

3 do sth till you’re blue in the face (informal) to
do something a lot but without achieving what you
want: You can argue till you’re blue in the face, but
I won’t change my mind. ➔ once in a blue moon
at ONCE 1

blue2 n. 1 [C,U] the color of the sky on a clear

day: Carolyn’s the one dressed in blue. | I like the
rich greens and blues of the painting. 2 blues also
the blues [plural] ENG. LANG. ARTS a slow and sad
style of music that came from the AfricanAmerican culture in the southern U.S.: a blues
singer 3 out of the blue (informal) suddenly and
without warning: The letter came completely out of
the blue. 4 have/get the blues (informal) to feel
sad
blue·bell /'blubEl/ n. [C] a small plant with blue
flowers that grows in the forest
blue·ber·ry /'blu"bEri/ n. (plural blueberries) [C]
a small dark blue round BERRY : blueberry muffins
blue·bird /'blu"bød/ n. [C] a small North American wild bird that sings and has a blue back and
wings
"blue-'blooded adj. belonging to a royal or
NOBLE family —blue-blood n. [U]
'blue book n. [C] 1 a book with a blue cover, that
is used in colleges for writing answers to test
questions 2 a book with a list of prices that you
should expect to pay for any used car
"blue 'cheese n. [C,U] a strong-tasting pale
cheese with blue spots in it
'blue chip adj. blue chip companies/shares
etc. companies or STOCK s that are very unlikely to
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lose money [ORIGIN: 1900—2000 blue chip
“blue counter of high value used in gambling”
(1900—2000)]
"blue-'collar adj. [only before noun] blue-collar
workers do physical work, rather than working in
offices ➔ WHITE-COLLAR
blue·grass /'blugræs/ n. [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
type of COUNTRY MUSIC from the southern and
western U.S., using string instruments such as the
VIOLIN or BANJO
blue·jay /'bludZeI/ n. [C] a common North
American wild bird that has blue, black, and white
feathers
'blue law n. [C] (informal) a law that controls
activities that are considered immoral, such as
drinking alcohol, working on Sundays, etc.
"blue 'movie n. [C] a movie that shows a lot of
sexual activity
blue·print /'blu"prInt/ n. [C] 1 a plan for
achieving something: a blueprint for health care
reform 2 a print of a plan for a building, machine,
etc. on special blue paper
"blue 'ribbon n. [C] a small piece of blue material
given to someone who wins a competition
'blue shift n. [U] PHYSICS a change in the light
given off by an object in space such as a star, in
which the light appears more blue as the object is
moving toward the person looking at it ➔ RED SHIFT
Blue·tooth /'blutuθ/ n. [U] (trademark) IT a type
of TECHNOLOGY that uses radio to allow electronic
equipment such as a CELL PHONE and a computer
to work together without a wire connecting them
bluff1 /blöf/ v. [I,T] to pretend that you are going to
do something or that you know something, in order
to get what you want: I don’t believe you – I think
you’re bluffing!
bluff2 n. 1 [C,U] an attempt to make someone
believe that you are going to do something when
you do not really intend to: He threatened to resign,
but I’m sure it’s a bluff. 2 call sb’s bluff to tell
someone to do what s/he threatens because you
believe s/he has no intention of doing it 3 [C]
EARTH SCIENCES a very steep cliff or slope: the bluffs
near the river
blun·der1 /'blöndø/ n. [C] a careless or stupid
mistake: a terrible political blunder
blunder2 v. [I] 1 to make a careless or stupid
mistake: Police admitted that they blundered when
they let Wylie go. 2 to move forward in an
unsteady way, as if you cannot see well
blunt1 /blönt/ adj. 1 speaking in an honest way
even if it upsets people ➔ BLUNTLY : Did you have
to be so blunt?
THESAURUS

honest, frank, candid, direct,
upfront, straight, straightforward, forthright ➔
HONEST

2 not sharp or pointed ANT sharp: a blunt knife
➔ see picture at SHARP 1 —bluntness n. [U]

blunt2 v. [T] to make something less strong:
attempts to try to blunt the impact of anti-smoking
laws

blunt·ly /'blönt§li/ adv. speaking in a direct honest way that sometimes upsets people: To put it
bluntly, you’re failing the class.

blur1 /blø/ n. [singular] something that you cannot
see clearly or cannot remember clearly: a blur of
horses running past | The days following the accident were all a blur.

blur2 v. (blurred, blurring) [I,T] 1 to become difficult to see, or to make something difficult to see,
because the edges are not clear: Tears blurred my
vision. | The coastline was blurred by fog. 2 to
make the difference between two ideas, subjects,
etc. less clear: Computers have blurred the distinction between learning and play. —blurry adj.:
blurry photos

blurb /bløb/ n. [C] a short description giving
information about a book, new product, etc.

blurred /blød/ adj. 1 not clear in shape, or mak-

ing it difficult to see shapes: a blurred
image 2 difficult to understand or remember
clearly: blurred memories

blurt /bløt/ also blurt out v. [T] to say something
suddenly and without thinking, usually because you
are nervous or excited: She blurted out the news
before I could stop her.

blush1 /blöS/ v. [I] to become red in the face,

usually because you are embarrassed: Carlos
blushes every time he talks to her. [ORIGIN: Old
English blyscan “to become red,” from blysa
“flame”]

blush2 n. 1 [C] the red color on your face that
appears when you are embarrassed, confused, or
ashamed 2 [U] also blusher cream or powder
used for making your cheeks slightly red or pink

blus·ter1 /'blöstø/ v. [I] to talk loudly and behave
as if what you are doing is extremely important

bluster2 n. [U] noisy proud talk
blus·ter·y /'blöst@ri/ adj. blustery weather is very
windy: a blustery winter day

Blvd. the written abbreviation of BOULEVARD
B-mov·ie /'bi "muvi/ n. [C] a movie that is made
cheaply and is of low quality

B.O., BO /bi 'oU/ n. [U] (spoken) body odor a bad
smell from someone’s body, caused by SWEAT

bo·a con·strict·or /'boU@ k@n"strIktø/ n. [C]
a large snake that is not poisonous, but kills animals
by crushing them

boar /bOr/ n. [C] 1 a male pig 2 a wild pig
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'boarding pass n. [C] a card that you must show
before you get on an airplane or a ship

'boarding school n. [C] a school where students
live as well as study

board·room /'bOrdrum/ n. [C] a room where the

B

important people in a company have meetings

board·walk /'bOrdwOk/ n. [C] a raised path made
of wood, usually built next to the ocean

boast1 /boUst/ v. 1 [I] to talk too much about

board1 /bOrd/ n.

1 FOR INFORMATION [C] a flat wide piece of wood,
plastic, etc. where information is written or shown
➔ BLACKBOARD , BULLETIN BOARD : The teacher
wrote a list of words on the board. | Remember to
check the board for dates and times.
2 FOR PUTTING THINGS ON [C] a flat piece of
wood, plastic, etc. that you use for a particular
purpose: a cutting board | Where’s the chessboard?
3 GROUP OF PEOPLE [C] a group of people in an
organization who make the rules and important
decisions: the local school board | a board
meeting | a board of directors
4 FOR BUILDING [C] a long thin flat piece of wood
used for making floors, walls, fences, etc.
5 on board on an airplane, ship, etc.: There were
over 1,000 passengers on board.
6 take sth on board to accept a suggestion, idea,
etc. and do something about it: We’ll try to take
some of your points on board.
7 across the board affecting everyone or everything: Prices have been reduced across the board.
8 MEALS [U] the meals that are provided for you
when you pay to stay somewhere: Room and board
at the college is $4,000 per semester.
board2 v. [I,T] 1 to get on an airplane, ship, train,
etc. in order to travel somewhere: We invite our
first-class passengers to board the plane
now. 2 be boarding if an airplane or ship is
boarding, passengers are getting on it: Flight 503
for Toronto is now boarding.
board sth ↔ up phr. v. to cover a window or door
with wooden boards: The house next door has been
boarded up for months.
board·er /'bOrdø/ n. [C] someone who pays to
live in another person’s house with some or all of
his/her meals provided
'board game n. [C] any indoor game in which
pieces are moved around a specially designed
board made of thick CARDBOARD or wood
'boarding house n. [C] a private house where
you pay to sleep and eat

your own abilities and achievements in a way that
annoys other people SYN brag: Scott was boasting
about winning the game. 2 [T] if a place boasts
something good, the place has it: The new athletic
center boasts an Olympic-sized swimming pool.
boast2 n. [C] something you like telling people
because you are very proud of it
boast·ful /'boUstf@l/ adj. talking too much about
your own abilities and achievements —boastfully
adv.

boat /boUt/ n. 1 [C] a vehicle that travels across

water ➔ SHIP : fishing boats | You can only get to
the island by boat. 2 be in the same boat (as
sb) to be in the same unpleasant situation as someone else: We’re all in the same boat, so stop
complaining. [ORIGIN: Old English bat] ➔ miss
the boat at MISS 1, rock the boat at ROCK 2
'boat "people n. [plural] people who escape from
bad conditions in their country in small boats
bob1 /bAb/ v. (bobbed, bobbing) [I] to move up
and down on water: a boat bobbing up and down
on the water
bob2 n. [C] a way of cutting straight hair so that it
hangs to the level of your chin and is the same
length all the way around your head ➔ see picture on
page 462

bob·bin /'bAbIn/ n. [C] a small round object that
you wind thread onto

bob·by pin /'bAbi pIn/ n. [C] a thin piece of
metal that you use to hold your hair in place

bob·cat /'bAbkæt/ n. [C] a North American wild
cat that has no tail

bob·sled /'bAbslEd/ n. [C] a small vehicle with

two long thin metal blades that is used for racing
down a special ice track —bobsled v. [I]
bode /boUd/ v. bode well/ill (literary) to be a good
or bad sign for the future
bod·ice /'bAdIs/ n. [C] the part of a woman’s
dress above her waist
bod·i·ly1 /'bAdl-i/ adj. [only before noun] relating to
the human body: bodily functions (=things your
body does, especially going to the toilet) | He did
not suffer any bodily harm.
bodily2 adv. by moving all of your body or someone else’s body: She had to be carried bodily to
bed.
bod·y /'bAdi/ n. (plural bodies)
1 PHYSICAL BODY [C] a) the physical structure of
a person or animal: a strong healthy body | Your
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body temperature is higher in the daytime than at
night. ➔ see picture on page A3 b) the central part of
a person or animal’s body, not including the head,
arms, legs or wings: a creature with a short body
and long legs c) the body of a dead person: The
body of a girl had been found in the river.
2 GROUP OF PEOPLE [C] a group of people who
work together for a particular purpose: the governing body of a university | the president of the
student body (=all the students in a school or
college)
3 body of sth a) a large amount of information,
knowledge, etc.: He produced a body of work
comparable with many of the jazz greats. | A growing body of evidence suggests that the girl committed suicide. b) the main part of something: The
arguments are explained in the body of the text.
4 HAIR [U] if your hair has body, it is thick and
healthy
5 -bodied a) having a particular type of body:
thick-bodied men b) having a particular amount of
taste: full-bodied red wine
6 VEHICLE [C] the main structure of a vehicle, not
including the engine, wheels, etc.: The body of the
airplane was not damaged. [ORIGIN: Old English
bodig]
'body "building n. [U] an activity in which you do
hard physical exercise in order to develop big
muscles —body builder n. [C]

bod·y·guard /'bAdi"gArd/ n. [C] a person whose
job is to protect an important person

'body "language n. [U] movements that you
make without thinking, that show what you are
feeling or thinking: I could tell from his body
language that he was nervous.

'body "odor n. [U] B.O.
bod·y·work /'bAdi"wøk/ n. [U] the frame of a
vehicle, not including the engine, wheels, etc.

bog1 /bAg, bOg/ n. [C,U] EARTH SCIENCES an area of
wet muddy ground

bog2 v. (bogged, bogging) get/be bogged

down (in sth) to become too involved in thinking
about or dealing with one particular thing, so that
you are not able to make any progress: Let’s not get
bogged down in minor details.
bo·gey·man /'bUgi"mæn/ n. (plural bogeymen
/-m@n/) [C] 1 an evil spirit, especially in
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children’s imagination or stories 2 someone who
people think is evil or unpleasant
bog·gle /'bAg@l/ v. the mind boggles/sth
boggles the mind (informal) used in order to say
that something is difficult to believe or very confusing: The paperwork you have to fill out just boggles
the mind.
bo·gus /'boUg@s/ adj. (informal) not true or real,
although someone tries to make you think it is
SYN fake: a bogus insurance claim [ORIGIN:
1800—1900 bogus “machine for making illegal
money”]
bo·he·mi·an /boU'himi@n/ adj. living in a very
informal or relaxed way and not accepting society’s
rules or behavior: a bohemian lifestyle [ORIGIN:
1800—1900 Bohemian “of Bohemia, area and
former country in the Czech Republic;” because
of an association between Bohemia and traveling artists and gypsies] —bohemian n. [C]
boil1 /bOIl/ v. [I,T] 1 if a liquid boils, or if you boil
a liquid, it is hot enough for BUBBLE s to rise to the
surface and for the liquid to change to steam: Drop
the noodles into boiling salted water. | Water boils
at 100 degrees Centigrade. 2 to cook food in
boiling water: Boil the vegetables for 10 minutes.
THESAURUS
cook, bake, fry, roast, broil,
grill, sauté, steam, deep fry ➔ COOK 1

3 to clean something using boiling water: Boil the
baby’s bottles before using them. [ORIGIN: 1200—
1300 Old French boillir, from Latin bullire,
from bulla “bubble”]
boil down to sth phr. v. if a long statement,
argument, etc. boils down to a single statement, that
statement is the main point or cause: Think of the
money you can make – that’s what it all boils down
to.
boil over phr. v. 1 to boil and flow over the sides
of a pan 2 if a situation or emotion boils over,
people begin to get angry
boil2 n. 1 [singular] the act or state of boiling:
Bring the soup to a boil and cook for 5 minutes. |
Wait until the water comes to a boil. 2 [C] a
painful infected swelling under the skin
boil·er /'bOIlø/ n. [C] a container for boiling water,
that provides heat and hot water in a house or steam
in an engine
boil·ing /'bOIlIÎ/ also "boiling 'hot adj.
extremely hot: It’s boiling hot in here.
'boiling point n. [C] the temperature at which a
liquid boils
bois·ter·ous /'bOIst@r@s, 'bOIstr@s/ adj. noisy
and full of energy: boisterous children
bold /boUld/ adj. 1 confident and willing to take
risks: Yamamoto’s plan was bold and original.
THESAURUS
brave, courageous, heroic,
valiant, daring, fearless, intrepid ➔ BRAVE 1

2 very clear and strong or bright: wallpaper with
bold stripes 3 in bold (type/print/letters)
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printed in letters that are darker and thicker than bo·na fide /'boUn@ "faId, 'bAn@-/ adj. real, true,
ordinary printed letters: All the headings are in and not pretending to be something else: a bona
bold. [ORIGIN: Old English beald] —boldly adv. fide job offer
—boldness n. [U]
bo·nan·za /b@'nænz@, boU-/ n. [C] a lucky or
bo·lo·gna /b@'loUni/ n. [C] a type of cooked meat successful situation in which people can make a lot
often eaten in SANDWICH es
of money: The discovery could represent an amazbol·ster /'boUlstø/ also bolster up v. [T] to ing cash bonanza. [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Spanish
improve something by giving support and confi- “good weather,” from Medieval Latin bonacia,
changed from Latin malacia “calm at sea”]
dence: She tried to bolster his confidence.
bolt1 /boUlt/ n. [C] 1 a piece of metal that you bond1 /bAnd/ Ac n. 1 [C] a shared feeling or
slide across a door or window to close or lock it interest that unites people: a strong bond of affec➔ see picture at LOCK 2 2 a screw with a flat head tion between the two women | Marilyn’s bond with
and no point, used with a NUT for fastening two her mother was unusually strong. 2 [C] ECONOMICS
pieces of metal together 3 bolt of lightning an official document promising that a government
LIGHTNING that appears as a white line in the
or company will pay back money that it has borsky 4 a large long roll of cloth
rowed, often with INTEREST : They invested in U.S.
bolt2 v. 1 [I] to run away suddenly: A gun fired, government bonds. 3 [C,U] LAW money given to a
court of law so that someone can be let out of
and the horse bolted.
prison while s/he waits for his/her TRIAL SYN bail:
THESAURUS
run, sprint, dash, tear, race
His lawyers posted the $100,000 bond, and he was
➔ RUN 1
released. 4 [C] CHEMISTRY a chemical force that
holds atoms together in a MOLECULE : the atom’s
2 [I,T] to close or lock a door or window with a bolt: ability to form chemical bonds with other atoms
Jason bolted the door and closed the curtains. 3 [I,T] to fasten two things together using a bond2 v. 1 [I] to develop a special relationship
bolt: The bench is bolted to the sidewalk.
with someone: It takes a few months for new
bolt3 adv. sit/stand bolt upright to sit or stand mothers to bond with their babies. 2 [I,T] if two
with your back very straight: Suddenly, Dennis sat things bond to each other, they become firmly stuck
together: A special glue strongly bonds the insulabolt upright in bed.
tion to panels on the space shuttle.
1
bomb /bAm/ n. [C] 1 a weapon made of material
bond·age
/'bAndIdZ/ n. [U] a situation in which
that will explode: Bombs were dropped on the
city. | The bomb went off/exploded near the air- people have no freedom ➔ SLAVERY
port. 2 (informal) a play, movie, etc. that is not bond·ing /'bAndIÎ/ Ac n. [U] 1 a process by
successful 3 the bomb the ATOMIC BOMB or any which a special close relationship develops
NUCLEAR WEAPON 4 a container in which insect
between people: the results of a four-year study
poison, paint, etc. is kept under pressure: a flea into parent-infant bonding 2 male/female
bomb (=used for killing FLEA s) [ORIGIN: 1600— bonding (informal) the activity of doing things with
1700 French bombe, from Italian bomba]
other people of the same sex, so that you feel good
bomb2 v. 1 [T] to attack a place with bombs: about being a man or a woman 3 CHEMISTRY the
Terrorists threatened to bomb the building. 2 [I,T] joining together of two or more atoms: The drug
(spoken) to fail a test very badly: I bombed my chemically bonds with cells in the body to stop the
history test. 3 [I] (informal) if a play, movie, or joke virus spreading.
bombs, it is not successful
bone1 /boUn/ n. 1 [C] one of the hard parts that
bom·bard /bAm'bArd/ v. [T] 1 to attack a place form the frame of a human or animal body: She
for a long time with guns and bombs: The town was broke two bones in her arm. | the thigh
bombarded from all sides. 2 to ask a lot of ques- bone 2 make no bones about (doing) sth to
tions or give a lot of information or criticism, so not feel nervous or ashamed about doing or saying
that it is difficult for someone to deal with: Viewers something: She makes no bones about her religious
bombarded the TV station with complaints. beliefs. 3 be chilled/frozen to the bone to be
—bombardment n. [C]
extremely cold 4 a bone of contention somebom·bas·tic /bAm'bæstIk/ adj. (disapproving) thing that causes arguments between people [ORIbombastic language contains long words that sound GIN: Old English ban]
important but have no real meaning
bone2 v. [T] to remove the bones from fish or meat
bomb·er /'bAmø/ n. [C] 1 an airplane that car- bone up on sth phr. v. (informal) to study someries and drops bombs 2 someone who puts a bomb thing a lot for an examination: I should bone up on
somewhere: a suicide bomber (=someone who car- grammar before the test.
ries a bomb and allows himself/herself to be killed
"bone 'dry adj. completely dry
when the bomb explodes)
bomb·shell /'bAmSEl/ n. [C] (informal) a shock- 'bone "marrow n. [U] BIOLOGY the soft substance
ing piece of news: Last night, she dropped the in the hollow center of bones: a bone marrow
transplant
bombshell and told him she wouldn’t marry him.
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bon·fire /'bAn"faIø/ n. [C] a large outdoor fire
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 bonfire “fire made from
bones” (14—17 centuries)]
THESAURUS
fire, flames, blaze, inferno,
campfire ➔ FIRE 1

bon·gos /'bAÎgoUz/ also 'bongo "drums n.

[plural] a pair of small drums that you play with

your hands

bon·kers /'bAÎkøz/ adj. [not before noun] (infor-

mal) slightly crazy: I’d go bonkers if I had to stay at

home with the kids all day.
bon·net /'bAnIt/ n. [C] a hat that ties under the
chin, worn by babies and by women in the past
bo·nus /'boUn@s/ n. [C] 1 money added to someone’s pay, especially as a reward for good work: a
Christmas bonus | a $2,000 bonus
THESAURUS
pay, income, salary, wages,
earnings, remuneration ➔ PAY 2

2 something good that you did not expect in a
situation: The fact that our house is so close to the
school is a bonus. [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Latin
“good”]
bon·y /'boUni/ adj. 1 very thin: a bony
hand 2 full of bones: bony fish
boo1 /bu/ v. [I,T] to shout “boo” to show that you do
not like a person, performance, etc.
boo2 n. (plural boos) [C] a noise made by people
who do not like a person, performance, etc.
boo3 interjection a word you shout suddenly to
someone to try to frighten him/her as a joke
boob /bub/ n. [C] (slang) a woman’s breast
'boo-boo n. [C] a silly mistake
'boob tube n. the boob tube (disapproving)
television
'booby prize n. [C] a prize given as a joke to the
person who is last in a competition
'booby trap n. [C] a hidden bomb that explodes
when you touch something else that is connected to
it —booby-trapped adj.
boog·ie man /'bUgi "mæn/ n. [C] a BOGEYMAN
book1 /bUk/ n. [C] 1 ENG. LANG. ARTS a set of
printed pages held together in a cover so that you
can read them: I’m reading a good book. | a book
by William Faulkner | a book about photography |
She wrote a book of short stories which was published last year.
THESAURUS

Types of books
nonfiction – books which describe real things or
events

fiction – books which describe imaginary events
literature – fiction that people think is important
reference book – a book such as a dictionary
or encyclopedia that you look at to find specific
information
text book – a book that is used in the classroom

bookworm
hardcover/hardback – a book which has a
hard stiff cover
paperback – a book which has a soft cover
novel – a book about imaginary events
science fiction – a book about imaginary
events in the future or space travel
biography – a book about a real person’s life,
written by another person
autobiography – a book about someone’s life,
written by that person himself or herself

2 a set of sheets of paper held together in a cover so
that you can write on them: an address book 3 a
set of things such as stamps, tickets, etc. held
together inside a paper cover: a book of
matches 4 books [plural] ECONOMICS written
records of the financial accounts of a business 5 by the book exactly according to rules or
instructions: They do everything strictly by the
book. [ORIGIN: Old English boc] ➔ throw the
book at sb at THROW 1
book2 v. 1 [T] to arrange for someone such as a
speaker or singer to perform on a particular date:
They have a speaker booked for next Tuesday. 2 [I,T] to arrange to stay at a hotel, fly on an
airplane, etc. at a particular time in the future: I’ve
booked a room for us at the Hilton. | The flight is
fully booked (=has no seats left). 3 [T] to put
someone’s name officially in police records, with
the charge made against him/her: Ramey was
booked on suspicion of murder.
book·case /'bUk-keIs/ n. [C] a piece of furniture
with shelves to hold books

book·end /'bUkEnd/ n. [C] one of a pair of

objects that you put at each end of a row of books
to prevent them from falling
book·ie /'bUki/ n. [C] (informal) someone whose
job is to collect money that people BET on a race,
sport, etc. and who pays them if they win
book·ing /'bUkIÎ/ n. [C] an arrangement in which
a hotel, theater, etc. agrees to let you have a
particular room, seat, etc. at a future time: Cheaper
prices are available on early bookings.
book·keep·ing /'bUk"kipIÎ/ n. [U] the job or
activity of recording the financial accounts of an
organization —bookkeeper n. [C]
book·let /'bUklIt/ n. [C] a very short book that
contains information: a booklet on AIDS
book·mark /'bUkmArk/ n. [C] 1 a piece of
paper that you put in a book to show you the last
page you have read 2 IT a way of saving the
address of a page on the Internet so that you can
find it easily
book·shelf /'bUkSElf/ n. (plural bookshelves
/-SElvz/) [C] a shelf on a wall, or a piece of
furniture with shelves, used for holding books
book·store /'bUkstOr/ n. [C] a store that sells
books
book·worm /'bUkwøm/ n. [C] (informal, disapproving) someone who likes to read very much
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boom1 /bum/ n. [C] 1

B

ECONOMICS a sudden boot2 v. 1 [I,T] also boot up IT to make a comincrease in business activity or the popularity of puter ready to be used by putting in its instrucsomething ANT slump: a boom in sales | the eco- tions 2 [T] (informal) to force someone to leave a
nomic boom of the 1950s 2 a loud deep sound that place, job, or organization: Offenders are booted
you can hear for several seconds after it begins: the out of/from the dorms.
boom of guns in the distance
'boot camp n. [C] a training camp for people who
boom2 v. [I] 1 ECONOMICS if business or the have joined the Army, Navy, or Marines
economy is booming, it is very successful and boot·ee /'buÔi/ n. [C] a sock that a baby wears
growing quickly: We’re happy to report that busi- instead of a shoe
ness is booming this year. 2 to make a loud deep booth /buθ/ n. [C] 1 a small, partly enclosed
sound —booming adj.: a booming economy
place where one person can do something privately:
'boom box n. [C] (informal) a large radio and CD a phone booth | a voting booth 2 a partly enclosed
place in a restaurant, with a table between two long
PLAYER , that you can carry with you
seats 3 a place at a market or FAIR , where you can
boo·mer·ang /'bum@"ræÎ/ n. [C] a curved stick buy things, play games, or find information
that comes back to you when you throw it
boot·leg /'but§lEg/ adj. bootleg products are
'boom town n. [C] (informal) a city that suddenly made and sold illegally —bootlegging n. [U]
becomes very successful because of new industry
—bootlegger n. [C]
boot·straps
/'butstræps/ n. pull yourself up
boon /bun/ n. [C] something that is very useful and
makes your life a lot easier: The new sports com- by your bootstraps to get out of a difficult
situation by your own effort
plex will be a great boon to the city.
boon·docks /'bundAks/ also boo·nies /'buniz/ boo·ty /'buÔi/ n. [U] (literary) valuable things taken
or won by the winners in a war, competition, etc.
n. (informal) the boondocks/boonies [plural] a
place that is a long way from any town
booze1 /buz/ n. [U] (informal) alcoholic drinks
boor /bUr/ n. [C] someone who behaves in an booze2 v. [I] (informal) to drink a lot of alcohol
unacceptable way in social situations —boorish —boozer n. [C]
adj.
bop1 /bAp/ v. (bopped, bopping) [I] to hit someone
1
boost /bust/ n. 1 [singular] something that helps gently
someone be more successful and confident, or that bop2 n. 1 [C] a gentle hit 2 [U] BEBOP
helps something increase or improve: Immigrants
1
provide a boost to the U.S. economy. | a good bor·der /'bOrdø/ n. [C] 1 the official line that
separates
two countries, states, or areas: the border
publicity boost for his campaign | a boost from
extra vitamins 2 give sb a boost to lift or push between the U.S. and Mexico | The gang escaped
someone so s/he can get over or onto something across the border. | Mexico’s border with Guatemala
high or tall

boost2 v. [T] 1 to increase or improve something

and make it more successful: The new facility will
help boost oil production. | The win boosted the
team’s confidence. 2 to help someone get over or
onto something high or tall by lifting or pushing
him/her up

THESAURUS
edge, boundary, perimeter,
rim, margin ➔ EDGE 1

2 a band along the edge of something such as a
picture or piece of material: a skirt with a red
border [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French bordure, from border “to border,” from bort “borboost·er /'bustø/ n. [C] 1 a small quantity of a der”]
drug that increases the effect of one that was given border2 v. [T] 1 to share a border with another
before: a measles booster shot 2 confidence/ country: Spain borders Portugal. 2 to form a line
morale/ego etc. booster something that around the edge of something: willow trees borderincreases or improves someone’s confidence, etc.: ing the river
Letters from home are a great morale booster for border on sth phr. v. to be very close to reaching
the soldiers. 3 someone who gives a lot of support an extreme feeling or quality: She stared at him
to a person, organization, or idea: fund-raisers with a fear bordering on terror.
organized by the school’s booster club 4 a bor·der·line1 /'bOrdø"laIn/ adj. very close to
ROCKET that provides more power for a SPACEbeing unacceptable: His grades are borderline.
CRAFT
borderline2 n. 1 [singular] the point at which
boot1 /but/ n. 1 [C] a type of shoe that covers one quality, condition, etc. ends and another begins:
your whole foot and the lower part of your leg: The stories are on the borderline between romance
hiking boots ➔ see picture at SHOE 1 2 to boot and pornography. 2 [C] a border between two
(spoken) used at the end of a list of remarks, to countries
emphasize the last one: Jack’s tall, handsome, and
1
rich to boot. [ORIGIN: (1) 1300—1400 Old bore /bOr/ v. the past tense of BEAR
bore2 v. 1 [T] to make someone feel bored: The
French bote]

botch
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classes bored me. 2 [I,T] to make a deep round
hole in a hard surface: To build the tunnel, they had
to bore through solid rock.
THESAURUS
pierce, make a hole in sth,
prick, punch, puncture, drill ➔ PIERCE

3 [I] if someone’s eyes bore into you or through
you, s/he looks at you in a way that makes you feel
nervous or afraid
bore3 n. 1 [C] someone who talks too much about
the same things: Ralph is such a bore! 2 [singular]
something you have to do but do not like: Ironing is
a real bore.

bored /bOrd/ adj. tired and impatient because you

do not think something is interesting, or because
you have nothing to do: I ignored him, hoping he’d
get bored and leave. | I was bored with school. | I’m
so bored! c Don’t say “I’m so boring.” b
bore·dom /'bOrd@m/ n. [U] the feeling you have
when you are bored
bor·ing /'bOrIÎ/ adj. not interesting in any way: a
boring book
THESAURUS

dull – not interesting or exciting: a dull lecture
tedious – boring, and continuing for a long time:
Removing the wallpaper was a long, tedious task.

not (very/that/all that) interesting: The book

wasn’t all that interesting.
humdrum – boring, ordinary, and having very
little variety: a humdrum job
monotonous – boring and always the same:
Every song on the album is monotonous.
insipid (formal) – not interesting, exciting, or
attractive: the movie’s insipid story ➔ INTERESTING

born /bOrn/ adj. 1 be born when a person or

animal is born, it comes out of its mother’s body or
out of an egg: We saw a lamb being born. | I was
born in the South. | Lincoln was born on February
12. 2 be born to do/be sth to be very good at
doing a particular job, activity, etc.: Mantle was
born to play baseball. 3 born leader/teacher
etc. someone who has a natural ability to lead,
teach, etc. 4 something that is born starts to exist:
Unions were born out of (=started because of) a
need for better working conditions. [ORIGIN: Old
English boren, past participle of beran]
"born-again 'Christian n. [C] someone who
has become an EVANGELICAL Christian after having an important religious experience
borne /bOrn/ v. the past participle of BEAR
bor·ough /'bøoU, 'böroU/ n. [C] a town or part of
a large city, that is responsible for managing its
own schools, hospitals, roads, etc. [ORIGIN: Old
English burg “castle, town defended by a wall”]
bor·row /'bAroU, 'bOroU/ v. [I,T] 1 to use something that belongs to someone else and give it back
to him/her later ➔ LEND : Can I borrow your bike? |
Wallace borrowed money from his father to start a
business. | They borrowed heavily (=borrowed a lot

of money) to cover their losses. 2 to take or copy
ideas or words: English has borrowed many words
from French. [ORIGIN: Old English borgian]
—borrower n. [C]
bor·row·ing /'bAroUIÎ, 'bO-/ n. 1 [U] ECONOMICS the activity of borrowing money, or the total
amount of money that is borrowed ➔ LENDING :
When interest rates are low, borrowing is cheap. |
Government/public borrowing has doubled in the
last ten years. | Federal Reserve figures showed
consumer borrowing is slowing down. 2 borrowings [plural] ECONOMICS the total amount of
money that a person, company, or organization has
borrowed, usually from a bank
bos·om /'bUz@m/ n. 1 [C] (written) a woman’s
chest 2 bosom buddy (informal) a very close
friend
boss1 /bOs/ n. 1 [C] the person who employs you
or who is in charge of your work: The boss let us
leave early today.
THESAURUS

manager – the person in charge of a store,

restaurant, or bank, or of a group of people who
work for a company: She wasn’t satisfied with the
service, and asked to speak to the manager.
head/chief – the person in charge of an
organization: the head of the FBI’s New York office
principal – the person in charge of a school: I
had to go to the principal’s office.
president – the person in charge of a business,
bank, club, college, etc.: the president of Brown
University
CEO – the person who has the most authority in
a large company: Randall Stephenson became
CEO of AT&T in 2007.
supervisor – someone who is in charge of a
person or activity: I reported the problem to my
supervisor.
foreman/forewoman – the person in charge of
a group of workers, for example in a factory: The
foreman told the workers to go back to their
machines.

2 [singular, U] the person who is the strongest in a
relationship, who controls a situation, etc.: You
have to let the dog know who’s boss (=show that
you are in control).
boss2 also boss around v. [T] to tell people to do
things, give them orders, etc., especially when you
have no authority to do it: She’s always bossing her
brother around.
boss·y /'bOsi/ adj. always telling other people
what to do, in a way that is annoying: her bossy
older sister
bot·a·ny /'bAt§n-i/ n. [U] BIOLOGY the scientific
study of plants —botanist n. [C] —botanical
/b@'tænIk@l/ adj.: botanical gardens

botch /bAtS/ also botch up v. [T] (informal) to do
something badly because you were careless or did
not have the skill to do it well: The police botched
the investigation.
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both /boUθ/ quantifier, pron. 1 used in order to talk

B

on the bottom of your shoe? 3 the bottom the
lowest position in an organization or company, or
on a list, etc. ANT top: He started at the bottom,
and now he manages the store. | Tony is at the
bottom of the class in reading. 4 (informal) a word
meaning the part of your body that you sit on, used
especially when talking to children 5 the ground
under an ocean, river, etc., or the flat land in a
valley: The bottom of the river is rocky. | a ship
on/at the bottom of the bay 6 also bottoms the
GRAMMAR
part of a set of clothes that you wear on the lower
both, both of
part of your body: pajama bottoms 7 get to the
Do not say “The both men were caught.” Say
bottom of sth (informal) to find the cause of a
Both men were caught, Both of the men were
problem or situation: We will get to the bottom of
caught, or Both the men were caught.
this and find out who was responsible. [ORIGIN:
Old English botm] ➔ ROCK BOTTOM
both·er1 /'bADø/ v. 1 [T] to annoy someone,
2
bottom
adj. in the lowest place or position: the
especially by interrupting what s/he is doing: Don’t
bottom
drawer
bother your dad; he’s working.
about two people or things together: They both
have good jobs. | Hold it in both hands. | Both of
my grandfathers are farmers. 2 both ... and ...
used in order to emphasize that something is true of
two people, things, situations, etc.: Dan plays both
football and basketball. 3 have it both ways
(disapproving) used when someone wants the advantages from two situations that cannot exist together

THESAURUS

annoy, irritate, get on sb’s
nerves, infuriate, vex, irk ➔ ANNOY

2 [T] to make someone feel slightly worried, upset,
or frightened: Being in a crowd really bothers me. |
It bothered her that he’d forgotten her birthday. 3 [I,T] to make the effort to do something: He
hadn’t bothered unpacking. | I’ll never get the job,
so why bother applying? | Only 58% of Americans
even bothered to vote. 4 sorry to bother you
(spoken) said in order to politely interrupt what
someone is doing: Sorry to bother you, but I have a
question. 5 [T] if a part of your body bothers you,
it is slightly painful
bother2 n. [U] someone or something that slightly
annoys or upsets you: “Thanks for your help.”
“That’s okay; it’s no bother (=used in order to say
you were happy to help).” —bothersome adj.
bot·tle1 /'bAÔl/ n. [C] 1 a container with a narrow
top, for keeping liquids in, usually made of glass or
plastic: a wine bottle | a baby’s bottle 2 the
amount of liquid that a bottle contains: We drank
the entire bottle. 3 hit the bottle to start drinking
a lot of alcohol regularly [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Old French bouteille, from Late Latin buttis
“wooden container for liquid”]
bottle2 v. [T] to put a liquid into a bottle after you
have made it: wine bottled in California
bottle sth ↔ up phr. v. to not allow yourself to
show strong feelings or emotions: He keeps his
rage and frustration bottled up.
bot·tled /'bAÔld/ adj. bottled water/beer etc.
water, beer, etc. that is sold in a bottle

bot·tle·neck /'bAÔl"nEk/ n. [C] 1 a place in a

road where the traffic cannot pass easily, so that
cars are delayed 2 a delay in part of a process that
makes the whole process take longer: Removing the
bottleneck in the flow of materials has increased
production significantly.
bot·tom1 /'bAÔ@m/ n. [C] 1 the lowest part of
something ANT top: the bottom of the hill | The
fruit at the bottom of the basket was spoiled. 2 the
flat surface on the lowest side of an object: What’s

bottom3 v.

bottom out phr. v. if a situation, price, etc. bottoms
out, it stops getting worse or lower, usually before
it starts improving again: The recession seems to
have bottomed out.
bot·tom·less /'bAÔ@mlIs/ adj. 1 extremely
deep 2 seeming to have no end: a bottomless
supply of money
"bottom 'line n. the bottom line a) the main
fact about a situation, or the most important thing to
consider: The bottom line is that we have to win
this game. b) ECONOMICS the profit or the amount
of money that a business makes or loses
bot·u·lism /'bAtS@"lIz@m/ n. [U] BIOLOGY serious
food poisoning caused by BACTERIA in preserved
meat and vegetables
bough /baU/ n. [C] (literary) a main branch on a
tree
bought /bOt/ v. the past tense and past participle of
BUY

boul·der /'boUldø/ n. [C] a large stone or piece of
rock

bou·le·vard /'bUl@vArd, 'bu-/ n. [C] a wide road
in a town or city

bounce1 /baUns/ v. 1 [I,T] if a ball or other object

bounces, or you bounce it, it hits a surface and then
immediately moves away from it: The ball
bounced off the rim. | In basketball, you have to
bounce the ball while you run. 2 [I] to move up
and down, especially because you are walking or
jumping on a surface that is made of rubber, has
springs, etc.: Stop bouncing on the bed! ➔ see
picture at JUMP 1 3 [I,T] ECONOMICS if a check
bounces, or a bank bounces a check, the bank will
not pay any money because there is not enough
money in the account of the person who wrote
it 4 [I] to walk quickly and with a lot of energy: The
kids came bouncing down the stairs. 5 [I,T] IT if an
email that you send bounces or is bounced, it is
returned to you and the other person does not
receive it 6 bounce ideas off sb to ask someone
for his/her opinion about an idea, plan, etc. before
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you decide something [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
bounce “to hit” (13—19 centuries)]
bounce around (sth) phr. v. to move quickly from
one place to another: After college, I bounced
around Europe for a year. | I bounced around
between jobs quite a bit before ending up here.
bounce back phr. v. to feel better quickly, or to
become successful again after having a lot of problems: Experts expect the economy to bounce back.
bounce2 n. 1 [C] an act of bouncing: Catch the
ball on the first bounce. 2 [U] the ability to bounce
bounc·er /'baUnsø/ n. [C] someone whose job is
to make people who behave badly leave a club,
BAR , etc.
bounc·ing /'baUnsIÎ/ adj. healthy and active –
used especially about babies: a bouncing baby boy
bounc·y /'baUnsi/ adj. 1 able to bounce or be
bounced easily: a bouncy ball 2 happy and full of
energy
bound1 /baUnd/ v. the past tense and past participle of BIND
bound2 adj. 1 be bound to do sth to be certain
to do something: People are bound to spell your
name wrong. 2 having a legal or moral duty to do
something: The company is bound by law to provide safety equipment. | He felt duty bound to help
his parents. 3 fog-bound/wheelchair-bound/
tradition-bound etc. controlled or limited by
something, so that you cannot do what you want: a
fog-bound airport 4 intending to go in a particular
direction or to a particular place: a plane bound for
Peru | homeward bound 5 bound and determined determined to do or achieve something,
even if it is difficult: Klein is bound and determined
to win at least five races this year.
bound3 v. 1 be bounded by sth if a place is
bounded by something such as a wall, river, road,
etc., it has the wall, etc. at its edge: a valley
bounded by high mountains 2 [I] to move quickly
and with a lot of energy: George came bounding
down the stairs.
bound4 n. 1 bounds [plural] legal or social limits or rules: His imagination knows no bounds
(=has no limits). | The police acted within/beyond
the bounds of the law (=they acted legally or
illegally). 2 out of bounds a) if a subject is out
of bounds, you are not allowed to talk about it:
Questions about his personal life will be out of
bounds. b) if a place is out of bounds, you are not
allowed to go there 3 in bounds/out of bounds
inside or outside the legal playing area in some
sports 4 [C] a long or high jump made with a lot of
energy
bound·a·ry /'baUnd@ri, -dri/ n. (plural boundaries) [C] 1 the line that marks the edge of a
surface, space, or area of land inside a country: The
Mississippi forms a natural boundary between Tennessee and Arkansas.
THESAURUS

edge, border, perimeter, rim,
margin, hem, curb ➔ EDGE 1

bow
2 the limit of what is acceptable or thought to be
possible: the boundaries of human knowledge
bound·less /'baUndlIs/ adj. without any limits or
end: boundless optimism
boun·ty /'baUnôi/ n. (plural bounties) 1 [C]
money that is given as a reward for catching a
criminal 2 [U] (literary) a generous amount of
something, especially food —bountiful adj.: a
bountiful harvest
bou·quet /boU'keI,
bu-/ n. 1 [C] a group of
flowers given to someone as a present or carried at a formal
occasion 2 [C,U] the
smell of a wine: a rich
[ORIGIN:
bouquet
1700—1800 French,
Old North French
bosquet “plants growing thickly together,”
from Old French bosc “forest”]
bour·bon /'bøb@n/ n. [U] a type of American
WHISKEY made from corn [ORIGIN: 1800—1900
Bourbon county in Kentucky]
bour·geois /bUr'ZwA, 'bUrZwA/ adj. (disapproving) too interested in having a lot of possessions and
a high position in society [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
French “person who lives in a town,” from Old
French borjois, from borc “town”]
bour·geoi·sie /"bUrZwA'zi/ n. the bourgeoisie
the MIDDLE CLASS
’bout /baUt/ a short form of “about”, used in
writing to show how people sound when they speak
bout /baUt/ n. [C] 1 a short period of time during
which you do something a lot or suffer from a
particular illness: a drinking bout | a bout of the
flu 2 a BOXING or WRESTLING competition
bou·tique /bu'tik/ n. [C] a small store that sells
very fashionable clothes or decorations
bo·vine /'boUvaIn/ adj. BIOLOGY relating to cows,
or like a cow [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Late Latin
bovinus, from Latin bos “ox, cow”]

bow1 /baU/ v. [I,T] to bend your head or the top part

of your body forward, as a sign of respect or as a
way of thanking an AUDIENCE after you perform:

B
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He bowed, then began to play. | David bowed his
head in prayer.
bow down phr. v. to bend forward from your waist,
especially when you are already kneeling, in order
to pray: Old women bowed down before the statue
of Mary.
bow out phr. v. to decide not to take part in
something any longer: Two more Republicans have
bowed out of the race.
bow to sb/sth phr. v. to finally agree to do something that other people want you to do, even though
you do not want to: Congress may bow to public
pressure and reduce the gas tax.
bow2 /boU/ n. [C] 1 a knot of cloth or string with
a curved part on each side: a girl with a red bow in
her hair 2 a tool used for shooting ARROW s, made
of a piece of wood held in a curve by a tight
string 3 a long thin piece of wood with hair
stretched tightly from one end to the other, used for
playing an instrument such as a VIOLIN
bow3 /baU/ n. [C] 1 the act of bending the top part
of your body forward, as a sign of respect or to
thank an AUDIENCE : The actors took a bow
(=bowed) and the curtain came down. 2 the front
part of a ship
bow4 /boU/ v. [I] to bend or curve
bowd·ler·ize /'boUdl@"raIz, 'baU-/ v. [T] ENG.
LANG. ARTS to remove the parts of a book, play,
etc. that you think are offensive —bowdlerized
adj.: a bowdlerized version of the play
—bowdlerization /"boUdl@r@'zeIS@n, "baU-/ n.
[U]

bow·el /'baU@l/ n. [C usually plural] BIOLOGY the part

in the shape of a BOW , that a man wears around his
neck
box1 /bAks/ n. [C] 1 a container for putting things
in, especially one with four stiff straight sides: a
cardboard box | I put all her things in a box. 2 the
amount that a box can hold: a box of candy 3 an
area of seats in a theater, sports STADIUM , etc. that
is separate from where other people are sitting
➔ see picture at THEATER 4 the area in a court of law
where the JURY sit 5 a small area on an official
form for people to write information in: Write your
name in the box at the top. 6 a P.O. BOX [ORIGIN:
900—1000 Latin buxus, from Greek pyxis, from
pyxos type of tree, whose wood was used for
making boxes]
box2 v. 1 [I,T] to fight someone as a sport while
wearing big leather GLOVE s 2 [T] also box up to
put things in a box or in boxes: He boxed up his
belongings and put his furniture in storage.
box sb/sth ↔ in phr. v. to enclose someone or
something in a small space where it is not possible
to move freely: A Honda was parked behind me,
boxing me in.
box·car /'bAks"kAr/ n. [C] a railroad car with high
sides and a roof, that is used for carrying goods
box·er /'bAksø/ n. [C] 1 someone who boxes,
especially as a job: a heavyweight boxer 2 a dog
with short light brown hair and a flat nose
'boxer "shorts n. [plural] loose underwear for
men ➔ see picture at CLOTHES
box·ing /'bAksIÎ/ n. [U] the sport of fighting
while wearing big leather GLOVE s
'box "office n. [C] a place in a theater, concert hall,
etc. where tickets are sold ➔ THEATER
'box spring n. [C] a base containing metal springs,
that you put under a MATTRESS to make a bed
boy1 /bOI/ n. [C] 1 a male child or young man: a
club for both boys and girls | Some little boys
(=young boys) were playing with a ball. | One of
the big boys (=older boys) was picking on Sam.

of the body below the stomach, where food is made
into solid waste material [ORIGIN: 1200—1300
Old French boel, from Medieval Latin botellus,
from Latin botulus “sausage”]
bowl1 /boUl/ n. [C] 1 a wide round container that
is open at the top, used for holding liquids, food,
etc.: Mix the eggs and butter in a large bowl. | a
soup bowl 2 also bowlful the amount that a bowl
THESAURUS
will hold: a bowlful of rice 3 a part of an object
man, guy, gentleman, fellow,
that is shaped like a bowl: a toilet bowl 4 also
youth, male ➔ MAN 1
Bowl a special game played by two of the best
football teams after the normal playing season: the 2 someone’s son, especially a young one: How old
is your little boy? 3 paper/delivery etc. boy a
Rose Bowl [ORIGIN: Old English bolla]
young man who does a particular job 4 city/local
2
bowl v. [I,T] to roll the ball in the game of bowling etc. boy (informal) a man of any age from a
bowl sb ↔ over phr. v. to surprise, please, or particular place or social group 5 the boys (inforexcite someone very much: She was bowled over mal) a group of men who are friends and often go
by her visit to the campus.
out together: playing cards with the boys 6 (spobow-leg·ged /'boU"lEgId, -"lEgd/ adj. having ken) used when speaking to a male animal, such as
a horse or a dog: Good boy, Patches!
legs that curve out at the knee
2
also oh 'boy interjection said in order to
boy
bowl·ing /'boUlIÎ/ n. [U] an indoor game in emphasize
a statement: Boy, is he mad!
which you roll a heavy ball to try to knock down a
'bOIkAt/ v. [T] to refuse to buy someboy·cott
/
group of objects shaped like bottles: Let’s go bowlthing, use something, or take part in something as a
ing!
way of protesting: We boycott all products tested on
'bowling "alley n. [C] a building where you can animals. [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Charles Boycott
go bowling
(1832-97), English official in Ireland who
bow tie /'boU taI/ n. [C] a short piece of cloth tied refused to reduce rents, so the local people
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refused to do any business with him] —boycott
n. [C]

THESAURUS

protest, march, demonstrate,
riot, hold/stage a sit-in, go on a hunger strike
➔ PROTEST 2

boy·friend /'bOIfrEnd/ n. [C] a boy or man with

whom you have a romantic relationship: Have you
met Leah’s boyfriend?
boy·hood /'bOIhUd/ n. [U] (literary) the time in a
man’s life when he is very young
boy·ish /'bOI-IS/ adj. looking or behaving like a
boy: his boyish laughter
Boyle’s law /'bOIlz "lO/ n. PHYSICS a scientific
rule stating that the amount of space a gas fills at a
particular temperature decreases (=goes down) as
pressure increases and increases as pressure
decreases
'Boy Scout n. 1 the Boy Scouts an organization for boys, that teaches them practical skills and
helps develop their character ➔ GIRL SCOUTS 2 [C]
a member of the Boy Scouts
bo·zo /'boUzoU/ n. (plural bozos) [C] (informal)
someone who you think is stupid or silly
bps, BPS /"bi pi 'Es/ IT bits per second a
measurement of how fast a computer or MODEM
can send or receive information
bra /brA/ n. [C] a piece of underwear that a woman
wears to support her breasts ➔ see picture at CLOTHES
brace1 /breIs/ v. [T] 1 to prepare for something
unpleasant that is going to happen: Hospitals are
bracing themselves for a flu epidemic this winter. 2 to prevent something from falling or moving
by supporting it: His feet were braced against the
wall.
brace2 n. 1 braces [plural] a connected set of
wires that people, especially children, wear on their
teeth to make them straight 2 [C] something used
or worn in order to support something: a neck
brace
brace·let /'breIslIt/ n. [C] a band or chain that
you wear around your wrist or arm as a decoration
➔ see picture at JEWELRY

brac·ing /'breIsIÎ/ adj. 1 bracing air or weather

is cold and makes you feel very awake and
healthy 2 making you feel excited and interested:
Meeting such a powerful man was a bracing experience.
brack·et /'brækIt/ n. [C] 1 income/tax/age
etc. bracket ECONOMICS an income, tax, etc. that is
inside a particular range: the highest tax
bracket 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS one of the pair of marks
[ ] put around extra information: All grammar
information is given in brackets. 3 a piece of
metal, wood, or plastic put in or on a wall to
support something such as a shelf
brack·ish /'brækIS/ adj. brackish water is not
pure because it is slightly salty

brainpower

brag /bræg/ v. (bragged, bragging) [I,T] (disapproving) to talk too proudly about what you have

done, what you own, etc.: Todd was bragging
about his grades.
brag·gart /'brægøt/ n. [C] someone who brags
braid1 /breId/ n. [C,U] a length of hair or a narrow
band of material that has been separated into three
parts and then woven together: a girl with her hair
in braids ➔ see picture on page 462 —braided adj.
braid2 v. [T] to twist together three pieces of hair
or cloth to form one length
braille /breIl/ n. [U] a form of printing that makes
raised round marks on the paper, that blind people
can read by touching [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Louis
Braille]

brain1 /breIn/ n. 1 [C,U] BIOLOGY the organ inside

your head that controls how you think, feel, and
move: brain damage | the part of the brain that
controls movement 2 [C usually plural, U] the ability
to think clearly and learn quickly: The kid’s definitely got brains. 3 [C] (informal) someone who is
very intelligent: Some of the best brains in the
country are here tonight. 4 be the brains
behind sth to be the person who thought of and
developed a particular plan, system, organization,
etc. ➔ NO-BRAINER , pick sb’s brain(s) at PICK 1,
rack your brain(s) at RACK 2
brain2 v. [T] (old-fashioned) to hit someone on the
head very hard
brain·child /'breIntSaIld/ n. [singular] (informal)
an idea, organization, etc. that someone has thought
of without any help from anyone else: The project
was the brainchild of photographer Rick Smolan.
brain·less /'breInlIs/ adj. (informal) silly and stupid: a brainless movie
brain·pow·er /'breIn"paUø/ n. [U] intelligence,
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or the ability to think: The space industry relies on
THESAURUS
type, kind, sort, category,
scientific brainpower.
make, model, variety ➔ TYPE 1
'brain stem n. [C] BIOLOGY the lower part of your
brain that connects your SPINAL CORD to your 2 brand of humor/politics/religion etc. a particular type of humor, politics, etc.: his conservative
CEREBELLUM (=bottom part of the brain)
brand of politics 3 a mark burned into an animal’s
1
brain·storm /'breInstOrm/ v. [I,T] to think of skin that shows whom it belongs to [ORIGIN: Old
many different ways of doing something, develop- English “torch, sword”]
ing ideas, or solving a problem, especially in a
2
group: The students brainstormed about getting brand v. [T] 1 to burn a mark on an animal, in
more people to participate. —brainstorming n. order to show whom it belongs to 2 to call someone a very bad type of person, often unfairly:
[U]
Republicans have been branded as anti2
brainstorm n. [singular] (informal) a sudden environmentalists.
intelligent idea
THESAURUS
call, describe, characterize,
brain·wash /'breInwAS, -wOS/ v. [T] to make
label, portray ➔ CALL 1
someone believe something that is not true, by
using force, confusing him/her, or continuously brand·ing /'brændIÎ/ n. [U] ECONOMICS a practice
repeating it over a long period of time: Two former in which a company gives a product a name and
members of the Church claim they were brain- tries to make that name well known: the global
washed into joining. —brainwashing n. [U]
branding of Coca-Cola
brain·y /'breIni/ adj. (informal) able to think bran·dish /'brændIS/ v. [T] to wave something
clearly and learn quickly: a brainy kid
around in a dangerous and threatening way: He
braise /breIz/ v. [T] to cook meat or vegetables burst into the store brandishing a knife. [ORIGIN:
slowly in a small amount of liquid in a closed 1300—1400 Old French brandir, from brand
container
“sword”]
brake1 /breIk/ n. [C] 1 a piece of equipment that 'brand "name n. [C] ECONOMICS the name a commakes a vehicle go more slowly or stop: Maria hit pany gives to the goods it has produced: brand
the brakes/slammed on the brakes (=made the car names such as Jell-O and Coca-Cola
stop quickly). 2 put the brakes on sth to stop
something that is happening: efforts to put the "brand-'new adj. new and not used: a brand-new
car
brakes on rising prices
bran·dy
/'brændi/ n. (plural brandies) [C,U] a
2
brake v. [I] to make a vehicle go more slowly or strong alcoholic
drink made from wine, or a glass
stop by using its brake: Miguel braked suddenly. ➔
of this drink [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 brandywine
DRIVE 1
(1600—1700), from Dutch brandewijn “burnt
bran /bræn/ n. [U] the crushed outer skin of wheat wine, distilled wine”]
or a similar grain
brash /bræS/ adj. (disapproving) behaving and talkbranch1 /bræntS/ n. [C] 1 part of a tree that ing very confidently: a brash young man
grows out from the TRUNK (=main stem) and has
leaves, fruit, or smaller branches growing from it brass /bræs/ n. 1 [U] a very hard bright yellow
metal that is a mixture of COPPER and ZINC 2 the
➔ see picture at PLANT 1 2 a local business, store,
etc. that is part of a larger business, etc.: The bank brass (section) the people in an ORCHESTRA or
has branches all over the country. 3 one part of a band who play musical instruments such as the
large subject of study or knowledge: a branch of TRUMPET or horn
medicine 4 a part of a government or other orga- bras·siere /br@'zIr/ n. [C] a BRA
nization that deals with one particular part of its "brass 'knuckles n. [plural] a set of metal rings
work: the executive branch of the U.S. govern- worn over your KNUCKLE s, used as a weapon
ment 5 a smaller, less important part of a river,
road, etc. that leads away from the larger, more brass·y /'bræsi/ adj. 1 sounding loud and
important part of it: a branch of the Missouri unpleasant 2 (disapproving) a woman who is brassy
River 6 a group of members of a family who all talks loudly and behaves in a way that is too
have the same ANCESTOR s [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 confident
Old French branche, from Late Latin branca brat /bræt/ n. [C] 1 (informal) a badly behaved
“animal’s foot”]
child: Stop acting like a spoiled brat. 2 an Army/
branch2 also branch off v. [I] to divide into two Air Force/military etc. brat a child whose family
or more smaller, narrower, or less important parts: moves often, because one or both parents work for
the Army, etc.
Turn off where the road branches to the right.
branch out phr. v. to do something new in addition bra·va·do /br@'vAdoU/ n. [U] behavior that is
to what you usually do: The bookstore has intended to show how brave you are, but is often
branched out into renting movies.
unnecessary
brand1 /brænd/ n. [C] 1 a type of product made brave1 /breIv/ adj. dealing with danger, pain, or
by a particular company: different brands of soap
difficult situations with courage ANT cowardly:
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brave soldiers | her brave fight against cancer
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French, Old Italian and
Old Spanish bravo “brave, wild,” from Latin
barbarus] —bravely adv.
THESAURUS

courageous – someone who is courageous

behaves very bravely: an honest and courageous
leader
heroic – extremely brave or determined, and
admired by many people: the heroic work of the
doctors
valiant (formal) – very brave, especially in a
difficult situation: The firefighters made a valiant
effort to rescue the people in the burning building.
daring – willing to do dangerous things: the
daring young men who flew the first airplanes
bold – confident and willing to take risks:
Rebecca was a bold woman, willing to say what
she thought.
fearless – not afraid of anything or anyone: a
fearless campaigner for human rights
intrepid (formal) – willing to do dangerous
things or go to dangerous places: Lewis and Clark
were the intrepid explorers who first crossed the
country to the Pacific coast.

brave2 v. [T] to deal with a difficult, dangerous, or

unpleasant situation: 15,000 people braved the hot
sun to see Mandela.
brave3 n. [C] a young fighting man from a Native
American tribe
brav·er·y /'breIv@ri/ n. [U] brave behavior
ANT cowardice: an act of great bravery

structure, especially one made during a military
attack —breach v. [T]
bread /brEd/ n. [U] 1 a common food made from
flour, water, and YEAST : We need a loaf of bread. |
a slice/piece of bread with butter | white/wheat/rye/
French bread | fresh-baked bread 2 sb’s bread
and butter (informal) the work that someone gets
most of his/her income from: Tourists are our
bread and butter. [ORIGIN: Old English]
bread·bas·ket /'brEd"bæskIt/ n. 1 [singular]
(informal) the part of a country or other large area
that provides most of the food: The Midwest is the
breadbasket of America. 2 [C] a basket for holding or serving bread
bread·crumbs /'brEdkrömz/ n. [plural] very
small pieces of bread used in cooking
bread·ed /'brEdId/ adj. covered in breadcrumbs,
then cooked: breaded veal
breadth /brEdθ, brEtθ/ n. [U] 1 the distance
from one side of something to the other, especially
something very wide SYN width: He could see the
entire length and breadth of the canyon. 2 a wide
range or variety: He had an enormous breadth of
knowledge about the industry. | Older workers have
a greater breadth of experience.
bread·win·ner /'brEd"wInø/ n. [C] the member
of a family who earns the money to support the
others

THESAURUS
courage, guts, nerve, valor,
mettle ➔ COURAGE

bra·vo /'brAvoU, brA'voU/ interjection said in
order to show your approval when someone, especially a performer, has done well
brawl1 /brOl/ n. [C] a noisy fight, especially in a
public place: a drunken brawl
THESAURUS

scrap ➔ FIGHT 2

fight, free-for-all, scuffle,

brawl2 v. [I] to fight in a noisy way, especially in a
public place: youths brawling in the street

brawn /brOn/ n. [U] physical strength: She’s the

brain and he’s the brawn behind the operation.
—brawny adj.: brawny arms
bray /breI/ v. [I] if a DONKEY brays, it makes a
loud sound
bra·zen /'breIz@n/ adj. showing that you do not
feel ashamed about behavior that most people think
is wrong or immoral: a brazen lie —brazenly adv.
breach /britS/ n. 1 [C,U] an act of breaking a
law, rule, agreement, etc.: You are in breach of
your contract. 2 [C] a serious disagreement
between people, groups, or countries: a breach
between the allies over the issue of sanctions 3 [C]
a hole or broken place in a wall or a similar

break1 /breIk/ v. (past tense broke /broUk/, past
participle broken /'broUk@n/)
1 IN PIECES [I,T] if something breaks or someone

breaks it, it separates into two or more pieces,
especially because it has been hit or dropped: Be
careful or it’ll break. | I broke off a handful of basil
to put in the sauce. | They had to break the window
to get into the house.
THESAURUS

smash – used when a plate, glass, etc. breaks or
is broken with a lot of force: Angry crowds
smashed windows downtown.
shatter – used when a plate, glass, etc. breaks
into a lot of small pieces: The glass hit the floor,
shattering everywhere.
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crack – used when a plate, glass, etc. is

B

damaged so that there is a line between two
parts of it: One of the windows was cracked.
tear – used about paper or cloth: I tore the letter
to pieces.
snap – used about something that breaks into
two pieces, making a loud noise: The stick
snapped in two.
burst – used when a pipe with liquid inside it
breaks: Our pipes had burst in the freezing
weather.
pop – used when a bubble or balloon breaks:
The wind was so strong some of the balloons
popped.

2 BODY PART [T] if you break a part of your body,
the bone splits into two or more pieces: Sharon
broke her leg skiing.
THESAURUS

hurt, injure, wound, maim,
bruise, sprain, twist, strain, pull, dislocate ➔
HURT

1

3 END STH [I,T] to not continue, or to end something: Annie finally broke the silence. | I don’t
smoke anymore, but it was hard to break the habit.
4 NOT WORK [I,T] if something such as a machine
breaks, or you break it, it is damaged and does not
work: One of the kids poked something into the disk
drive and broke it. | My camera broke.
5 SURFACE/SKIN [T] to damage the surface of
something so that it splits or has a hole in it: Do not
use this product if the seal has been broken.
6 break free a) to escape from someone who is
trying to hold you: I broke free and ran. b) to get
out of a bad situation, or out of a situation that
limits what you can do: I desperately wanted to
break free from my parents.
7 RULES/LAWS [T] to disobey a law or rule: Sometimes breaking the rules is the only way to get
things done.
8 PROMISE/AGREEMENT [T] to not do what you
promised to do: politicians who break their election
promises
9 break your neck (informal) to hurt yourself very
badly: Don’t run; you’ll slip and break your neck.
10 break for lunch/coffee etc. to stop working
in order to eat or drink something
11 break a record to do something faster or better
than it has ever been done before: After breaking
the world record, she decided to retire from athletics.
12 break sth to sb to tell someone about something bad that has happened: Ellie called us to
break the news personally.
13 NEWS/EVENT [I] if news about an important
event breaks, it becomes known by everyone after
having been secret: The next morning, the news
broke that Monroe was dead.
14 break even to neither make a profit nor lose
money: We broke even in our first year of business.
15 break sb’s heart to make someone very
unhappy, by ending a relationship with him/her or
doing something that upsets him/her

16 DAY [I] if day breaks, light begins to show in the
sky as the Sun rises
17 VOICE [I] a) if a boy’s voice breaks, it becomes
lower as he gets older b) if someone’s voice
breaks, it does not sound smooth because s/he is
feeling strong emotions
18 WAVE [I] if a wave breaks, it begins to look
white on top because it is coming close to the shore
[ORIGIN: Old English brecan] ➔ break the ice

at ICE 1

break away phr. v.
1 to escape from someone who is holding you:

Nelson broke away from the policemen.
2 to leave your family, a group, a political party,
etc. and become separate from them: The three
Baltic States were the first to break away from the
Soviet Union.
break down phr. v.
1 if a large machine breaks down, it stops working:

A truck had broken down in the intersection.
2 to fail or stop working in a successful way: The
talks broke down completely in June 2002.
3 break sth ↔ down to change or remove something that prevents people from working together or
having a good relationship: attempts to break down
prejudice
4 break sth ↔ down to hit something, such as a
door, so hard that it falls down
5 break (sth ↔) down CHEMISTRY if a substance
breaks down, or something breaks it down, it
changes as a result of a chemical process: Bacteria
break down the raw sewage. | The waste products
break down into ammonia.
6 to be unable to stop yourself from crying: She
broke down during the funeral.
7 break sth ↔ down to separate something into
smaller parts so that it is easier to do or understand:
Try to break the question down into two parts.
break in phr. v.
1 to enter a building using force, in order to steal

something
2 break sb/sth ↔ in to make a person or animal
become used to the work he, she, or it has to do: a
training camp for breaking in new soldiers
3 to interrupt someone when s/he is speaking: She
broke in, saying “You know that’s not true!”
4 break sth ↔ in to make new shoes or boots less
stiff and more comfortable by wearing them
break into sth phr. v.
1 to enter a building or vehicle using force, in order

to steal something: They broke into the house
through the back window.
2 break into a run to suddenly begin running
3 to become involved in a new activity, especially a
business activity: companies trying to break into
the East European markets
break off phr. v.
1 break sth ↔ off to end a relationship, especially

a political or romantic one: Lisa and Mike have
broken off their engagement.
2 break (sth ↔) off to suddenly stop talking: She
broke off, tears in her eyes. | Suddenly, they saw me
and broke off their conversation.
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break out phr. v.
1 if something bad such as a disease, fire, or war

breaks out, it begins to happen: Last night, a fire
broke out in the 12th Street warehouse.
2 to change the way you live or behave: Rose was
determined to break out of the cycle of poverty.
3 to suddenly begin to have red spots on your skin,
especially on your face: Chocolate makes me break
out.
4 break out in a sweat to start SWEAT ing
5 to escape from prison
break through phr. v.
1 to manage to do something successfully: His

coach thinks he is ready to break through to the big
leagues.
2 break through (sth) if the Sun breaks through,
you can see it through the clouds
break up phr. v.
1 break sth ↔ up to separate something into

smaller parts: The phone company was broken up
to encourage competition.
2 to end a marriage or romantic relationship, or to
stop being together as a group: Troy and I broke up
last month. | The band broke up shortly after
releasing their second album.
3 break sth ↔ up to stop a fight or stop a group of
people doing something: The FBI broke up a crack
ring.
4 if a crowd or meeting breaks up, people start to
leave
5 break (sth ↔) up to break into small pieces, or to
break something into small pieces: The plane hit
the water and broke up. | We used shovels to break
up the soil.
break with sb/sth phr. v.
1 to leave a group or organization because you have
had a disagreement with them: Lewis broke with the
Administration on this issue.
2 break with tradition/the past etc. to do
something in a completely new way

break2 n.

1 A REST [C] a period of time when you stop
working or doing something: Matthews spoke for
three hours without taking a break. | She took a
two-year break from competitive running. | Harris
is on his lunch/coffee break. | We needed a break,
so we went up to the mountains. | Spring break
(=spring vacation from college) is at the end of
March.
THESAURUS
vacation, holiday, leave,
furlough, r & r, sabbatical ➔ VACATION

2 STH STOPS [C] a period of time when something
stops for a while and then starts again: There was a
break of two years between his last book and this
one. | a break in the conversation
3 give sb a break (spoken) to stop annoying,
criticizing, or being unkind to someone: Give me a
break! I can’t do it that fast.
4 A CHANCE [C] a chance to do something that
allows you to become successful: The band’s big
break came when they sang on a local TV show.
5 END STH [singular] a time when you stop doing

breakup

something, or end a relationship with someone: a
break in relations between the two countries | She
finally made the break and left him. | In a break
with tradition, the parade was canceled.
6 A SPACE [C] a space or hole in something: a
break in the clouds
7 TV/RADIO [C] a pause for advertisements during a
television or radio program: We’ll return after this
short commercial break.
8 BROKEN PLACE [C] a place where something is
broken: a bad break in his leg
break·a·ble /'breIk@b@l/ adj. made of material
that breaks easily
break·age /'breIkIdZ/ n. [C] (formal) something
that has been broken: All breakages must be paid
for.
break·a·way /'breIk@"weI/ adj. breakaway
republic/group/party etc. a country, group, etc.
that has been formed by people who left another
country or group because of a disagreement: He
will try to negotiate a ceasefire between government troops and fighters from the breakaway
republic.
break·down /'breIkdaUn/ n. 1 [C,U] the failure
of a system or relationship: a breakdown in the
peace talks | the consequences of family/marital/
social etc. breakdown 2 [C] a NERVOUS BREAKDOWN 3 [C] a statement or list that separates
something into parts: a breakdown of how government agencies will be affected by the cuts 4 [C] an
occasion when a car or a piece of machinery stops
working
break·er /'breIkø/ n. [C] a large wave with a
white top, that rolls onto the shore
break·fast /'brEkf@st/ n. [C,U] the meal you
have in the morning: I had bacon and eggs for
breakfast. | Make time to eat breakfast. [ORIGIN:
1400—1500 break + fast “a period of time when
you choose not to eat”]
'break-in n. [C] an act of entering a building
illegally using force
'breaking "point n. [U] the point at which someone or something is no longer able to work well or
deal with problems: Some of them are tired, almost
to the breaking point.
break·neck /'breIknEk/ adj. extremely and often
dangerously fast: She drove home at breakneck
speed.
break·out1 /'breIkaUt/ adj. successful, and making someone or something famous or popular: a
breakout performance by Williamson
breakout2 n. [C] an escape from a prison
break·through /'breIkθru/ n. [C] an important
new discovery in something you have been studying: Scientists have made an important breakthrough in the treatment of heart disease.
break·up /'breIköp/ n. [C,U] 1 the act of ending
a marriage or other relationship 2 the separation
of an organization, country, etc. into smaller parts:
the breakup of Yugoslavia
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breast /brEst/ n. 1 [C] one of the two round breathe /briD/ v. 1 [I,T] to take air into your

B

raised parts on a woman’s chest that produce milk
when she has a baby 2 [C] the part of the body
between the neck and the stomach: He cradled his
injured arm against his breast. 3 [C,U] the front
part of a bird’s body, or the meat from this part:
turkey breast ➔ see picture on page A2 [ORIGIN: Old
English breost]
breast·bone /'brEsôboUn/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the
long flat bone in the front of your chest, that is
connected to the top seven pairs of RIB s
'breast-feed v. (breast-fed) [I,T] if a woman
breast-feeds, she feeds a baby with milk from her
breasts
breast·stroke /'brEsô"stroUk/ n. [U] a way of
swimming in which you push your arms out from
your chest and then bring them back in a circle to
your sides, while on your stomach in the water
➔ see picture at SWIM 1

breath /brEθ/ n. 1 [C,U] the air that goes in or

comes out of your lungs when you breathe, or the
action of breathing air into or out of your lungs:
Officers could smell alcohol on his breath. | The cat
has bad breath (=it smells bad). | Take a deep
breath (=breathe in a lot of air once) and relax. | I
was hot and sweaty and out of breath (=having
difficulty breathing because I had just been
exercising). | One of the symptoms is shortness of
breath (=being unable to breathe easily). | My heart
was pounding and I was gasping for breath (=trying hard to get enough air to breathe). 2 hold
your breath a) to breathe in and keep the air in
your lungs: I couldn’t hold my breath anymore. b) to wait anxiously to see what is going to
happen: Patrice held her breath, waiting for Dan’s
reply. 3 catch your breath to begin breathing
normally again after you have been running or
exercising: I had to sit down to catch my
breath. 4 a breath of fresh air a) a short time
when you breathe air outside a building, after being
inside: I stepped outside for a breath of fresh
air. b) something that is different, exciting, and
enjoyable: These books bring a breath of fresh air
into the classroom. 5 under your breath in a
quiet voice: “I hate you,” he muttered under his
breath. 6 (don’t) waste your breath (spoken)
used in order to tell someone that it is not worth
saying something: You’re wasting your breath; he
won’t change his mind. 7 don’t hold your
breath used in order to say that something is not
going to happen soon 8 take your breath away
to be extremely beautiful or exciting: a view that
will take your breath away [ORIGIN: Old English
bræth]
breath·a·ble /'briD@b@l/ adj. 1 clothing that is
breathable allows air to pass through it easily 2 able to be breathed: The air was thin but
breathable.
Breath·a·lyz·er /'brEθ@"laIzø/ n. [C] (trademark) a piece of equipment used by the police to
see if a car driver has drunk too much alcohol: a
Breathalyzer test —breathalyze v. [T]

lungs and send it out again: the quality of the air we
breathe | Relax and breathe deeply (=take in a lot
of air). | He was sweating and breathing hard
(=breathing deeply and quickly).
THESAURUS

take a breath – to take air into your lungs: Take
deep breaths and try to relax.

inhale (formal) – to breathe in air, smoke, or

gas: Try not to inhale the fumes from the glue.

exhale (formal) – to breathe air, smoke, etc. out

through your mouth and nose: Take a deep
breath, then exhale slowly.

Ways of breathing
pant – to breathe quickly with short breaths,

especially after exercising: I ran to the station and
arrived sweaty and panting.
wheeze – to breathe with difficulty, making a
noise in your throat and chest, usually because
you are sick: I woke up the next morning
coughing and wheezing.
be short of breath also be out of breath – to
have difficulty breathing, often after physical
activity such as running, or because of sickness:
Patients quickly become short of breath and
unable to stand.
gasp for breath – to breathe quickly and
loudly, because you are having difficulty
breathing either from exercising or because you
are sick: He was gasping for breath and his heart
was pounding fiercely.
gasp for air – to be unable to breathe because
there is not enough air: He came up from under
the water, gasping for air.

2 [I,T] to blow air, smoke, or smells out of your
mouth: Roy breathed on his hands to warm
them. 3 breathe a sigh of relief to stop being
worried about something: We all breathed a sigh of
relief as he climbed off the roof. 4 breathe down
sb’s neck (informal) to watch what someone is
doing so carefully that it makes him/her feel nervous or annoyed: I can’t work with you breathing
down my neck. 5 not breathe a word to not tell
anyone about a secret [ORIGIN: 1200—1300
breath]
breathe (sth ↔) in phr. v. to take air into your
lungs: She breathed in deeply. | Wyatt breathed in
the fresh sea air.
breathe (sth ↔) out phr. v. to send air out from
your lungs: OK, now breathe out slowly. | He
breathed out a sigh of relief.
breath·er /'briDø/ n. [C] (informal) a short period
of rest from an activity: OK, everybody, take a
breather.
breath·ing /'briDIÎ/ n. [U] the process of breathing air in and out: his deep, regular breathing
breath·less /'brEθlIs/ adj. having difficulty
breathing in a normal way —breathlessly adv.
breath·tak·ing /'brEθ"teIkIÎ/ adj. extremely
impressive, exciting, or surprising: breathtaking
scenery

bridle
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THESAURUS
impressive, imposing,
dazzling, awe-inspiring, majestic, magnificent
➔ IMPRESSIVE

breath·y /'brEθi/ adj. if someone’s voice is

brew2 n. [C,U] beer, or a can or glass of beer
brew·er /'bruø/ n. [C] a person or company that
makes beer

brew·er·y /'bru@ri/ n. (plural breweries) [C] a

place where beer is made, or a company that makes
breathy, you can hear his/her breath when s/he
beer
speaks
breed1 /brid/ v. (past tense and past participle bred 'brew pub n. [C] a bar or restaurant that serves
beer that is made locally, rather than by large
/brEd/) 1 [I] BIOLOGY if animals breed, they have
companies
babies 2 [T] BIOLOGY to keep animals or plants in
order to produce babies, or to develop new animals bribe1 /braIb/ n. [C] money or gifts that you use to
or plants: He breeds horses. 3 [T] to cause a
persuade someone to do something, usually someparticular feeling or condition: The crowded living
thing dishonest: a judge accused of taking bribes |
conditions bred disease and crime. [ORIGIN: Old
The officials said that they had been offered bribes
English bredan]
before an important game. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Old French “bread given to a beggar”]
breed2 n. [C] 1 a type of animal, especially one
that people have kept to breed: Labradors and bribe2 v. [T] to give someone a bribe: Customs
other breeds of dog 2 a particular type of person
officials were bribed to let the trucks through.
or type of thing: the first in a new breed of home
brib·er·y
/'braIb@ri/ n. [U] the act of giving or
computers
taking bribes
breed·er /'bridø/ n. [C] someone who breeds
bric-a-brac /'brIk @ "bræk/ n. [U] small objects
animals or plants
that are used for decoration in a house
breed·ing /'bridIÎ/ n. [U] 1 BIOLOGY the act or
brick
/brIk/ n. [C,U] a hard block of baked clay
process of animals producing babies: the breeding
used for building walls, houses, etc. [ORIGIN:
season 2 BIOLOGY the activity of keeping animals
1400—1500 French brique, from Middle Dutch
or plants in order to produce babies, or to develop
bricke]
new types 3 (old-fashioned) polite social behavior
'breeding "ground n. [C] a place or situation brick·lay·er /'brIk"leIø/ n. [C] someone whose
job is to build things with bricks —bricklaying n.
where something grows or develops: The projects
[U]
were a breeding ground for gangs.
breeze1 /briz/ n. [C] 1 a light gentle wind
bri·dal /'braIdl/ adj. relating to a bride or a wedding: a bridal gown
THESAURUS
wind, gust, gale, storm,
bride /braId/ n. [C] a woman at the time she gets
hurricane, tornado, typhoon ➔ WIND 1
married or just after she is married: You may kiss
2 be a breeze (spoken) to be very easy to do
the bride. ➔ WEDDING [ORIGIN: Old English bryd]
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French brise] ➔ shoot
1
bride·groom
/'braIdgrum/ n. [C] a GROOM
the breeze at SHOOT
2
breeze v. [I] (informal) to walk somewhere in a brides·maid /'braIdzmeId/ n. [C] a woman who
helps the bride and stands beside her during her
quick confident way: She breezed into my office
wedding
and sat down.
breeze through sth phr. v. (informal) to finish a bridge1 /brIdZ/ n. 1 [C] a structure built over a
piece of work or pass a test very easily: Sherry
river, road, etc. that allows people or vehicles to
breezed through her final exams.
cross from one side to the other: the Brooklyn
Bridge 2 [C] something that provides a connection
breez·y /'brizi/ adj. 1 confident and relaxed: his
between two ideas, subjects, groups, or situations:
breezy way of speaking 2 breezy weather is when
His new book acts as a bridge between art and
the wind blows in a fairly strong way
science. 3 the bridge the raised part of a ship
breth·ren /'brEDr@n/ n. [plural] (old-fashioned,
from which it can be controlled 4 [U] a card game
written) male members of an organization, espefor four players, who play in pairs 5 the bridge
cially a religious group
of your nose the upper part of your nose, between
brev·i·ty /'brEv@Ôi/ Ac n. [U] (formal) 1 the
your eyes 6 [C] a piece of metal for keeping a false
quality of expressing something in very few words:
tooth in place [ORIGIN: (1) Old English brycg]
The speech was praised for its brevity. 2 the qual2
bridge
v. [T] 1 to reduce the difference between
ity of continuing for only a short time: the brevity of
two things: attempting to bridge the gap between
the meeting [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin brevitas,
rich and poor 2 to build or form a bridge over
from brevis “short”]
something: a log bridging the stream
brew1 /bru/ v. 1 [I,T] if tea or coffee brews, or you
1
/'braIdl/ n. [C] a set of leather bands put
bri·dle
brew it, you make it with boiling water and leave it
on
a
horse’s
head and used to control its moveto get a stronger taste 2 [I] if something unpleasant
ments
is brewing, it will happen soon: There’s a storm
brewing. 3 [T] to make beer
bridle2 v. 1 [T] to put a bridle on a horse 2 [I,T]
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to become angry or offended: Amy bridled at the
restrictions put on her.

brief1 /brif/

Ac adj. 1 continuing for a short
time: a brief period of silence

B

THESAURUS

short, quick, cursory,
temporary, ephemeral ➔ SHORT 1

2 using only a few words and not describing things
in detail: I’ll try to be brief. | a brief letter | In brief,
the report found a direct relationship between a
change in price and a change in demand. [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Old French, Latin brevis]
THESAURUS

➔ SHORT 1

short, concise, succinct, curt

—briefly adv.: He worked briefly for the state,
promoting tourism. | The president spoke briefly to
reporters.

brief2

Ac n. [C] 1 LAW a short statement giving
facts about a law case: a legal brief | The plaintiffs’
attorneys filed a brief asking the judge to dismiss
the evidence. 2 a short report: The brief should
outline the current economic situation in Eastern
Europe. 3 briefs [plural] men’s or women’s underwear worn on the lower part of the body

brief3

Ac v. [T] to give someone all the information about a situation that s/he will need: Senate
staff were briefed on the new law. —briefing n.

[C,U]

brief·case /'brifkeIs/ n. [C] a special flat bag
used for carrying papers or documents ➔ see picture

at CASE 1

bri·gade /brI'geId/ n. [C] 1 a large group of

THESAURUS
intelligent, smart, brilliant,
wise, clever, cunning, crafty, intellectual,
gifted, apt ➔ INTELLIGENT

3 bright colors are strong and easy to see: a bright
red sweater 4 happy and full of energy: a bright
smile 5 likely to be successful: You have a bright
future ahead of you. 6 bright and early (spoken)
very early in the morning: I’ll be here bright and
early to pick you up. 7 the bright side the good
things about something that is bad in other ways:
Look on the bright side – at least you didn’t lose
your job. [ORIGIN: Old English beorht]
—brightly adv. —brightness n. [U]
bright·en /'braIt§n/ also brighten up v. 1 [I,T]
to become brighter or lighter, or to make something
do this: The weather should brighten in the afternoon. 2 [T] to make something more pleasant or
attractive: Flowers would brighten up this
room. 3 [I,T] to become happier, or to make someone else feel like this: She brightened up when she
saw us coming.
brights /braIts/ n. [plural] car HEADLIGHT s when
they are on as brightly as possible
bril·liant /'brIly@nt/ adj. 1 brilliant light or color
is very bright and strong: brilliant sunshine
THESAURUS
bright, strong, dazzling,
glaring, blinding ➔ BRIGHT

2 extremely intelligent: a brilliant scientist [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 French, present participle of
briller “to shine,” from Italian brillare]
THESAURUS
intelligent, smart, bright,
wise, clever, cunning, crafty, intellectual,
gifted, apt ➔ INTELLIGENT

soldiers forming part of an army 2 a group of
n. [U] —brilliantly adv.
people who have similar qualities or beliefs: the —brilliance
1
brim
/
brIm
/
n.
[C] 1 the part of a hat that sticks
environmentalist brigade [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
French, Italian brigata, from brigare “to fight”] out to protect you from sun and rain 2 the brim
the top of a container such as a glass: The glass was
brig·a·dier gen·er·al, Brigadier General filled to the brim.
/"brIg@dIr 'dZEn@r@l/ n. [C] an officer who has a brim2 v. (brimmed, brimming) [I] 1 to start to
high rank in the Army, Air Force, or Marines
cry: His eyes brimmed with tears. 2 be brimbright /braIt/ adj. 1 shining strongly, or with ming (over) with sth to be full of a particular
thing, quality, or emotion
plenty of light: a bright sunny day | bright lights
brine
/braIn/ n. [U] water that contains a lot of salt
THESAURUS
—briny adj.
strong – a strong light is very bright: Diana
bring /brIÎ/ v. (past tense and past participle
squinted in the strong sunlight.
brought /brOt/) [T] 1 to take someone or somebrilliant – a brilliant light is very bright and
thing with you to a place or person: I brought these
strong: brilliant sunshine
pictures for you. | Will you bring me a glass of
dazzling – a dazzling light is so bright that you
water? | Can I bring a friend to the party? | Dave
cannot see for a short time after you look at it:
brought a friend home with him. | She brought her
Under the Sun, the white of the snow is dazzling.
daughter along (=with her).
glaring – a glaring light is too bright to look at:
When burned, the metal produces a glaring white
light.
blinding – a blinding light is very bright, and
makes you unable to see for a short time: There
was a blinding flash, then the noise of an explosion.

2 intelligent: Vicky is a very bright child. | a bright
idea

USAGE

bring – to take something or someone to the
place where you are now, or the place where you
are going: Did you remember to bring your
passport? | I have brought someone to see you.
take – to move something from one place to
another, or to help someone go from one place
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to another: Don’t forget to take your umbrella. | I
can take you to the airport.
get – to go to another place and come back with
something or someone: I’ll get my keys.

2 to cause a particular type of result or reaction:
The article brought angry letters from readers. |
The fishing industry brings lots of money into the
area. | efforts to bring peace to the region 3 to
make someone or something come to a place: The
project has brought inner city children new
opportunities. | ‘‘What brings you here?’’ “I need
to talk to Mike.” 4 to move something in a particular direction: Bring your arm up level with your
shoulder. | He brought the axe down with a
thud. 5 to begin a legal case against someone:
Criminal charges were brought against 14 officials. 6 bring the total/number/score etc. to
sth used in order to say what the new total, etc. is:
165 agents are being hired, bringing the total to
2,313. 7 not bring yourself to do sth to not be
able to do something, especially because you know
it will upset or harm someone: Brenda couldn’t
bring herself to tell him that Helen was dead. 8 to
cause someone or something to reach a particular
state or condition: Bring the mixture to a full boil. |
The demonstration was brought to a peaceful conclusion/end. 9 bring sth to sb’s attention a
phrase, used especially in formal writing, that
means to tell someone something: Thank you for
bringing the problem to our attention. 10 bring
sth to bear (on) to use something in order to get
the result you want: Pressure was brought to bear
by women’s rights groups, and the club began
admitting women.
bring sth ↔ about phr. v. to make something
happen: Lewis promised to bring about the needed
changes.
bring sb/sth around phr. v. 1 to change the subject of a conversation gradually to something new:
They keep bringing the conversation/subject
around to their son. 2 to make someone become
conscious again
bring back phr. v. 1 bring sth ↔ back to start
using something again that had been used in the
past: Some states have brought back the death
penalty. 2 bring back sth to make you remember
something: The smell of suntan lotion brought back
memories of the summer.
bring sb/sth ↔ down phr. v. 1 to reduce something to a lower level: The changes have brought
costs down. 2 to make something fall or come
down: A missile brought the plane down. 3 bring
down a government/president etc. to force a
government, etc. to stop being in control of a
country
bring sth ↔ forth phr. v. (formal) to make something happen, appear, or become available: No
evidence has been brought forth against Mr. Keele.
bring sth ↔ forward phr. v. 1 to change an
arrangement so that something happens sooner:
They had to bring the wedding forward because
Lynn got a new job. 2 to introduce or suggest a
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new plan or idea: Many arguments were brought
forward supporting the changes.
bring sb/sth ↔ in phr. v. 1 to ask or persuade
someone to become involved in a discussion, help
with a problem, etc.: The FBI were brought in to
investigate. 2 to earn or produce a particular
amount of money: The painting should bring in at
least a million dollars. 3 bring in a verdict if a
court or JURY brings in a verdict, it says whether
someone is guilty or not
bring sth ↔ off phr. v. to succeed in doing something that is very difficult: She’ll get a promotion if
she brings off the deal.
bring sth ↔ on phr. v. to make something bad or
unpleasant happen or begin: Stress can bring on an
asthma attack.
bring sth ↔ out phr. v. 1 to make something
become easier to notice, see, taste, etc.: That shirt
brings out the green in her eyes. 2 bring out the
best/worst in sb to emphasize someone’s best or
worst qualities: Becoming a father has brought out
the best in Dan. 3 to produce and begin to sell a
new product, book, record, etc.: The band is bringing out a new CD in September.
bring sb ↔ together phr. v. if an event brings a
group of people together, it makes them care about
each other more: Stuart’s death really brought the
family together.
bring sb/sth ↔ up phr. v. 1 to start to talk about a
particular subject or person: The issue was brought
up during the last election. 2 to educate and care
for a child until s/he is old enough to be independent: She brought up three children by herself. | I
was brought up a Catholic/Muslim etc. (=taught to
believe a particular religion). 3 to make something
appear on a computer screen: He brought up an
airplane modeling website.
brink /brIÎk/ n. the brink (of sth) a situation in
which you may soon begin a new or different
situation: Scientists say they’re on the brink of a
major discovery.
brisk /brIsk/ adj. 1 quick and full of energy: a
brisk walk 2 trade or business that is brisk is very
busy 3 weather that is brisk is cold and clear
—briskly adv.
bris·tle1 /'brIs@l/ n. [C,U] short stiff hair, wire,
etc.: a brush with short bristles
bristle2 v. [I] 1 to behave in a way that shows you
are very angry or annoyed: He bristled at my
suggestion. 2 if an animal’s hair bristles, it stands
up stiffly because the animal is afraid or angry
bristle with sth phr. v. to have a lot of something
that sticks out: Her hair bristled with curlers.
bris·tly /'brIs@li, -sli/ adj. 1 bristly hair is short
and stiff 2 having short stiff hairs on it: The old
man’s face was all bristly with white whiskers.
britch·es /'brItSIz/ n. [plural] 1 too big for
your britches (informal) very confident, in a way
that annoys other people 2 (old-fashioned) pants
Brit·ish1 /'brIÔIS/ adj. relating to or coming from
Great Britain: the British government
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British2 n. the British [plural] the people of Great broad·sheet /'brOdSit/ n. [C] a serious newspaBritain

per printed on large sheets of paper ➔

NEWSPAPER

Brit·on /'brIt§n/ n. [C] someone from Great Brit- broad·side1 /'brOd"saId/ adv. with the longest
ain

B

side facing you: He hit the car broadside.

brit·tle /'brIÔl/ adj. 1 hard but easily broken: The broadside2 v. [T] to crash into the side of another

paper was old and brittle. 2 a system, relationship, feeling, etc. that is brittle is easily damaged or
destroyed: a brittle friendship 3 showing no kind
feelings: a brittle laugh [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
English gebryttan “to break into pieces”]
bro /broU/ n. [C] (slang) 1 your brother 2 used by
young men as a way of greeting a male friend
broach /broUtS/ v. broach the subject/
question etc. to mention a subject that may be
embarrassing or cause an argument: It’s often difficult to broach the subject of sex.
broad /brOd/ adj. 1 very wide: broad shoulders |
He gave a broad smile. | The river is broad at this
point. 2 including many different kinds of things
or people: a movie that appeals to a broad range of
people | The measure has broad support. 3 concerning only the main ideas or parts of something:
a broad outline of the proposal 4 in broad daylight during the day when it is light: He got
stabbed in the street in broad daylight. [ORIGIN:
Old English brad]
broad·band /'brOdbænd/ n. [U] IT a system in
which computers are connected to the Internet and
can receive information at very high speed ➔
INTERNET

broad·cast1 /'brOdkæst/ n. [C] a program on the

radio or television: a news broadcast
broadcast2 v. (past tense and past participle
broadcast) [I,T] to send out a radio or television
program: Channel 5 will broadcast the game at six
o’clock.
broad·cast·er /'brOd"kæstø/ n. [C] 1 someone
who speaks on radio and television programs
➔ NEWSCASTER 2 a company that sends out television or radio programs
broad·cast·ing /'brOd"kæstIÎ/ n. [U] the business of making radio and television programs
broad·en /'brOdn/ v. 1 [T] to increase something
such as your knowledge, experience, or number of
activities: The class will broaden your knowledge of
wine. | Travel broadens the mind (=helps you
understand and accept other people’s beliefs, customs, etc.). 2 [T] to make something affect or
include more people or things: This novel will
broaden her appeal to younger readers. 3 [I,T] also
broaden out to make something wider, or to
become wider: The river broadens out here.
broad·ly /'brOdli/ adv. 1 in a general way: I
know broadly what to expect. 2 smile/grin
broadly to have a big smile on your
face 3 including a range of people, things, subjects, etc.: The policy is broadly supported.
broad·mind·ed /"brOd'maIndIdX/ adj. willing
to respect opinions or behavior that are very different from your own
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Broad·way /'brOdweI/ n. a street in New York
that is known as the center of American theater

bro·cade /broU'keId/ n. [U] thick heavy cloth
that has a pattern of gold and silver threads

broc·co·li /'brAk@li/ n. [U] a green vegetable with

thick groups of small dark green parts that look like
flowers [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Italian, plural of
broccolo, from brocco “small nail,” from Latin
broccus] ➔ see picture at VEGETABLE
bro·chure /broU'SUr/ n. [C] a thin book that gives
information or advertises something: a travel brochure
brogue /broUg/ n. [C] 1 a strong leather shoe,
especially one with a pattern in the leather 2 an
ACCENT , especially an Irish or Scottish one
broil /brOIl/ v. [I,T] if you broil something, or if
something broils, you cook it under or over direct
heat: broiled chicken [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
French bruler “to burn”]
THESAURUS
cook, bake, fry, roast, grill,
sauté, boil, steam, deep fry ➔ COOK 1

broil·er /'brOIlø/ n. [C] a special area of a STOVE ,
used for cooking food under direct heat

broke1 /broUk/ v. the past tense of BREAK
broke2 adj. (informal) 1 completely without
money: I’m flat broke.

THESAURUS
poor, needy, destitute,
impoverished, impecunious, indigent,
penurious, poverty-stricken ➔ POOR

2 go broke if a company or business goes broke, it
can no longer operate because it has no money: The
record store went broke last year. 3 go for broke
to take big risks trying to achieve something
bro·ken1 /'broUk@n/ v. the past participle of
BREAK

broken2 adj. 1 not working correctly: a broken

clock | How did the lawn mower get broken? 2 cracked or in pieces because of being hit,
dropped, etc.: a broken leg | There was broken glass
everywhere. 3 not continuous: a broken white
line | broken sleep 4 a broken relationship is one
that has ended because the husband and wife have
separated: a broken marriage | children from broken homes (=children whose parents are
divorced) 5 extremely mentally or physically
weak after suffering a lot: a broken man 6 broken
agreement/promise etc. a situation in which
someone did not do what s/he promised to do 7 a
broken heart a feeling of extreme sadness
because someone you love has died or left
you 8 broken English/French etc. if someone
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brownie

something that you are worried, angry, or sad
about: Louise was brooding about/over what had
happened at work.
brood2 n. [C] 1 a family of young
birds 2 (humorous) someone’s children
brook /brUk/ n. [C] a small stream
broom /brum, brUm/ n. [C] a large brush with a
long handle, used for sweeping floors
broom·stick /'brum"stIk, 'brUm-/ n. [C] the
long thin handle of a broom. In stories, WITCH es
BROKER
fly on broomsticks.
broker2 v. [T] to arrange the details of a deal, plan, broth /brOθ/ n. [U] a soup made by cooking meat
etc. so that everyone can agree to it: an agreement
or vegetables in water and then removing them:
brokered by the UN
beef broth
bro·ker·age /'broUk@rIdZ/ n. [U] ECONOMICS the broth·el /'brAθ@l, 'brO-, -D@l/ n. [C] a house
business of being a broker
where men pay to have sex with PROSTITUTE s
bro·mine /'broUmin/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY (symbol broth·er1 /'bröDø/ n. [C] 1 a boy or man who
Br) a dark red poisonous chemical liquid that
has the same parents as you ➔ SISTER : Isn’t that
changes easily into a gas, often used in photograyour big/little brother (=older or younger brother)?
phy or for making other chemicals change color. It
➔ RELATIVE 1 2 (spoken) a male friend – used
is a chemical ELEMENT belonging to the HALOGEN
especially by African Americans 3 a man who
group.
belongs to the same race, religion, organization,
etc. as you 4 a MONK : Brother Francis [ORIGIN:
bronchi /'brAÎkaI/ n. the plural of BRONCHUS
Old English brothor]
'bronchial tube n. [C usually plural] BIOLOGY one
of two tubes that take air into your lungs from your brother2 interjection Oh brother! said when you
are annoyed or surprised
TRACHEA SYN bronchus ➔ see picture at ORGAN
bron·chi·ole /'brAÎki"oUl/ n [C] BIOLOGY a nar- broth·er·hood /'bröDø"hUd/ n. (old-fashioned)
row tube that carries air into the lung from the
1 [U] a feeling of friendship between people: He
BRONCHIAL TUBES (=the main air passages leading
called for his countrymen to unite in a spirit of
to the lungs) ➔ see picture at LUNG
brotherhood. 2 [C] a men’s organization formed
for a particular purpose
bron·chi·tis /brAÎ'kaIÔIs/ n. [U] an illness that
affects your breathing and makes you cough 'brother-in-law n. [C] 1 the brother of your
husband or wife 2 the husband of your sister
—bronchitic /brAÎ'kIÔIk/ adj.
bron·chus /'brAÎk@s/ n. (plural bronchi /-kaI/) broth·er·ly /'bröDøli/ adj. showing feelings of
[C] BIOLOGY one of two tubes that take air into your
kindness, loyalty, etc. that you would expect a
lungs from your TRACHEA SYN bronchial tube
brother to show: brotherly love
➔ see picture at LUNG
brought /brOt/ v. the past tense and past participle
bron·co /'brAÎkoU/ n. (plural broncos) [C] a wild
of BRING
horse
brou·ha·ha /'bruhAhA/ n. [U] (informal) unnecesbron·to·sau·rus /"brAnô@'sOr@s/ n. [C] a large sary noise and activity SYN commotion
DINOSAUR with a very long neck and body
brow /braU/ n. [C] 1 a FOREHEAD 2 an EYEbronze1 /brAnz/ n. 1 [U] a hard metal that is a
BROW
mixture of COPPER and TIN 2 [U] a dull red-brown brow·beat /'braUbit/ v. (past tense browbeat,
color 3 [C] a work of art made of bronze: a bronze
past participle browbeaten /-bit§n/) [T] to make
by Henry Moore [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 French,
someone do something by continuously asking
Italian bronzo]
him/her to do it, especially in a threatening way
bronze2 adj. 1 made of bronze: a bronze brown1 /braUn/ adj. having the same color as
statue 2 having the red-brown color of bronze
earth, wood, or coffee: brown shoes [ORIGIN: Old
'Bronze Age n. the Bronze Age HISTORY the
English brun] —brown n. [C,U]
period of time, between about 6,000 and 3,500 brown2 v. [I,T] to become brown, or to make food
years ago, when bronze was used for making tools,
do this: Brown the meat in hot oil.
weapons, etc. ➔ IRON AGE , STONE AGE
Brown·ie /'braUni/ n. 1 the Brownies [plural]
"bronze 'medal n. [C] a prize that is given to the
the part of the GIRL SCOUTS that is for younger
person who finishes third in a race, competition,
girls 2 [C] a member of this organization
etc., usually made of bronze
brown·ie /'braUni/ n. 1 [C] a thick flat piece of
brooch /broUtS, brutS/ n. [C] a piece of jewelry
chocolate cake 2 get/earn brownie points
that you fasten to your clothes
(informal) if you do something to get brownie
brood1 /brud/ v. [I] to think for a long time about
points, you do it to get praise
speaks broken English, French, etc., s/he speaks
very slowly, with a lot of mistakes, because s/he
does not know the language well
"broken-'down adj. broken, old, and needing a lot
of repair: a broken-down sofa
"broken-'hearted adj. very sad, especially
because someone you love has died or left you
bro·ker1 /'broUkø/ n. [C] ECONOMICS someone
whose job is to buy and sell property, insurance,
etc. for someone else: a real-estate broker ➔ STOCK-
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'brown-nose v. [I,T] (informal, disapproving) to try

B

consisting of a handle with BRISTLE s or thin pieces
to make someone in authority like you by being of plastic attached to it ➔ HAIRBRUSH , PAINTBRUSH ,
TOOTHBRUSH 2 [U] small bushes and trees covering
very nice to him/her —brown-noser n. [C]
brown·stone /'braUnstoUn/ n. 1 [U] a type of an open area of land: a brush fire 3 [C] a short
red-brown stone, often used for building in the time when you are in an unpleasant situation or
eastern U.S. 2 [C] a house with a front made of argument: the boy’s first brush with the law
(=when he was stopped by police) [ORIGIN: (1)
this stone
1300—1400 Early French broisse, from Old
browse /braUz/ v. 1 [I] to look at the goods in a French broce]
store without wanting to buy a particular thing:
2
“Can I help you?” “No thanks. I’m just brows- brush v. 1 [T] to use a brush to clean something
or
to
make
it look smooth and neat: Go brush your
ing.” 2 [I] to look through the pages of a book,
magazine, etc. without a particular purpose, reading teeth. | He hadn’t brushed his hair. 2 [T] to remove
only the most interesting parts: I was browsing something with a brush or your hand: She brushed
through the catalog, and I found this. 3 [I,T] IT to the crumbs off her lap. 3 [I,T] to touch someone or
search for information on a computer or on the something lightly as you pass by: Her hair brushed
against my arm.
Internet: software for browsing the Internet
THESAURUS
brows·er /'braUzø/ n. [C] IT a computer program
touch, feel, handle, stroke,
that lets you find and use information on the INTERrub, scratch, pat, pet, tickle ➔ TOUCH 1
NET : a Web browser
brush sb/sth ↔ aside phr. v. to refuse to listen to
bruise1 /bruz/ n. [C] a mark on the skin of a someone or consider someone’s opinion: He
person or piece of fruit, where it has been damaged brushed her objections aside.
by a hit or a fall: She was covered in cuts and brush sth ↔ off phr. v. to refuse to talk about
bruises. [ORIGIN: Old English brysan “to press something: The President calmly brushed off their
so as to break, bruise,” later influenced by Old questions about his health.
French brisier, bruisier “to break”]
brush up (on) sth phr. v. to quickly practice and
THESAURUS
improve your skills or knowledge of a subject: I
blemish, scar, pimple, zit,
have to brush up on my French before I go to Paris.
wart, blister, freckle, mole ➔ MARK 2
injury, wound, contusion, cut, laceration,
'brush-off n. [singular] (informal) rude or unfriendly
scrape, sprain, bump, fracture ➔ INJURY
behavior that shows you are not interested in someone: I thought she really liked me, but she gave me
2
bruise v. [I,T] to bruise a person or piece of fruit, the brush-off.
or to get a bruise: He fell and bruised his knee. | a
brusque /brösk/ adj. using very few words, in a
bruised apple —bruising n. [U]
way that seems impolite: a brusque manner [ORITHESAURUS
hurt, injure, wound, maim,
GIN: 1600—1700 French, Italian brusco, from
break, sprain, twist, strain, pull, dislocate ➔
Medieval Latin bruscus type of bush with sharp
1
HURT
points]
brunch /bröntS/ n. [C,U] a meal eaten in the late brus·sels sprout /'brös@l "spraUt/ n. [C] a
morning, as a combination of breakfast and LUNCH small round green vegetable that has a slightly
bitter taste [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Brussels, where
bru·nette /bru'nEt/ n. [C] a woman with dark it was first grown] ➔ see picture at VEGETABLE
brown hair
/'bruÔl/ adj. 1 very cruel and violent: a
brunt /brönt/ n. bear/take the brunt of sth to bru·tal
brutal attack 2 not sensitive to people’s feelings:
have to deal with the worst part of something bad:
the brutal truth —brutally adv. —brutality
Women usually bear the brunt of caring for the
/bru'tæl@Ôi/ n. [C,U]
sick.
bru·tal·ize /'bruÔl"aIz/ v. [T] to treat someone in a
cruel and violent way
brute1 /brut/ n. [C] 1 a man who is rough, cruel,
and not sensitive 2 an animal, especially a large
one
brute2 adj. brute force/strength physical
strength that is used rather than thought or intelligence
brut·ish /'bruÔIS/ adj. very cruel: brutish behavior
B.S. n. [C] Bachelor of Science a university
degree in a science subject ➔ B.A.
bub·ble1 /'böb@l/ n. [C] a ball of air in a liquid or
brush1 /bröS/ n. 1 [C] an object that you use for solid substance: soap bubbles | the bubbles in a
cleaning, painting, making your hair neat, etc., glass of soda
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bubble2 v. [I] 1 to produce bubbles: Heat the

sauce until it starts to bubble. 2 also bubble
over to be full of a particular emotion, activity,
etc.: The kids were bubbling over with excitement.

bud2 v. (budded, budding) [I] BIOLOGY to produce
buds

Bud·dha /'bud@, 'bUd@/ n. the Buddha the title

given to Gautama Siddhartha, the man who taught
the ideas on which Buddhism is based
you can blow into a bubble
Bud·dhism /'budIz@m, 'bU-/ n. [U] a religion of
east and central Asia, based on the teaching of
bub·bly1 /'böbli/ adj. 1 full of BUBBLE s
Buddha —Buddhist n. [C] —Buddhist adj.
2 happy and friendly: a bubbly personality
1
2
bud·ding
/'bödIÎ/ adj. beginning to develop: a
bubbly n. [U] (informal) CHAMPAGNE
budding poet
buck1 /bök/ n. [C] 1 (spoken) a dollar: Could you
2
lend me 20 bucks? 2 the buck stops here also budding n. [U] 1 BIOLOGY the process by which
a
plant
produces
new BUD s 2 BIOLOGY a process by
the buck stops with sb used to say that a
which YEAST produces more of itself, and some
particular person is responsible for something: I’m
simple living creatures produce new creatures by
paid to make the decisions; the buck stops
separating to form two new parts 3 BIOLOGY a way
here. 3 pass the buck to make someone else
of producing a new type of plant or tree, especially
responsible for something that you should deal
a fruit tree, that involves putting the BUD of one
with: It’s a way for the politicians to pass the buck
plant onto the stem of a different plant
to voters. 4 (plural buck or bucks) BIOLOGY the
bud·dy /'bödi/ n. (plural buddies) [C] 1 (informal)
male of some animals, such as DEER , rabbits, etc.
a friend: We’re good buddies. 2 (spoken) used in
buck2 v. 1 [I] if a horse bucks, it kicks its back
order to speak to a man or boy: Hey, buddy! Leave
feet up in the air 2 [T] if a horse bucks someone
her alone! | Thanks, buddy!
off, it throws the person riding off its back by
budge
/bödZ/ v. [I,T] 1 to move, or to make
bucking 3 [T] (informal) to oppose something, or
someone or something move: I pulled the door, but
do the opposite of something: Unemployment in the
it wouldn’t budge. | Marshal refused to budge from
state bucked the national trend by falling for the
his seat. 2 to change your opinion, or to make
last month.
someone change his/her opinion: The Union
buck·et /'bökIt/ n. [C] 1 an open container with
wouldn’t budge from their demands.
a handle, used for carrying and holding things,
1
/'bödZIt/ n. [C] ECONOMICS a plan of how
budg·et
especially liquids 2 the amount that a bucket will
to spend the money that is available in a particular
hold: a bucket of water [ORIGIN: 1200—1300
period in time, or the money itself: a budget of $2
Anglo-French buket, from Old English buc
million for the project | the budget for the new
“container for pouring liquid, belly”] ➔ a drop
library system | Budget cuts (=a decrease in the
in the bucket at DROP 2, kick the bucket at KICK 1
amount of money spent) have meant job losses. |
1
buck·le /'bök@l/ v. 1 [I,T] to fasten a buckle, or
He wants to balance the budget (=make the money
be fastened with a buckle: The strap buckles at the
that is spent equal to the money coming in) and cut
side. 2 [I] to do something that you do not want to
taxes. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Old French
do because of a difficult situation: The senator
bougette “small leather bag,” from Latin bulga;
accused supporters of the amendment of buckling
from the idea of bringing your spending plan
under pressure from groups lobbying against the
out of its bag] —budgetary /'bödZ@"tEri/ adj.:
bill. 3 [I] if your knees buckle, they become weak
budgetary limits
and bend 4 [I,T] to bend because of heat or pres2
sure, or to make something do this [ORIGIN: budget v. [I] ECONOMICS to carefully plan and
control how much you will spend: $150,000 has
1300—1400 Old French bocle “buckle, raised
been budgeted for the after-school program.
part in the center of a shield,” from buccola
“strap for a helmet”]
budget3 adj. [only before noun] very low in price: a
budget flight
buckle down phr. v. (informal) to start working
seriously: Sanders buckled down, and his grade- 'budget "deficit n. [C] ECONOMICS the amount by
point average improved.
which the money a government spends is more than
buckle (sth ↔) up phr. v. to fasten your SEAT BELT
it receives in taxes or other income during a parin a car, aircraft, etc.
ticular period
buckle2 n. [C] a piece of metal used for fastening 'budget "surplus also "surplus 'budget n. [C]
the two ends of a belt, or for fastening a shoe, bag,
ECONOMICS money that a government still has availetc. ➔ see picture at WATCH 2
able when it spends less than it receives in taxes or
other income during a particular period
"buck 'teeth n. [plural] teeth that stick forward out
of your mouth —buck-toothed adj.
buff1 /böf/ n. 1 movie/car/jazz etc. buff someone who is interested in and knows a lot about
1
bud /böd/ n. [C] 1 BIOLOGY a young flower or leaf
movies, cars, etc. 2 [U] a pale yellow-brown color
that is still tightly rolled up ➔ see picture at
PLANT 1 2 (spoken) BUDDY ➔ nip sth in the bud
buff2 v. [T] to make a surface shine by polishing it
at NIP 1
with something soft

'bubble gum n. [U] a type of CHEWING GUM that
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buff3 adj. (informal) having an attractive body
buf·fa·lo /'böf@"loU/ n. (plural buffaloes or buf-

B

falo) [C] 1 a large animal like a cow, with a very
large head and thick hair on its neck and shoulders
SYN bison 2 an animal like a large black cow,
with long curved horns that lives in Africa and Asia

buff·er /'böfø/ n. [C] 1 something that protects

one thing from being affected by another thing: The
walls are a buffer against noise from the airport. |
Use your commuting time as a buffer between
work and home. 2 buffer zone an area between
two armies, which is intended to separate them so
that they do not fight 3 also buffer state POLITICS
a smaller country between two larger countries,
which makes war between the large countries less
likely 4 IT a place in a computer’s memory for
storing information for a short time 5 also buffer
solution CHEMISTRY a substance in a solution, that
reduces effects on the PH (=the level of acid) when build1 /bIld/ v. (past tense and past participle built
an acid or base is added to the solution
/bIlt/) 1 [I,T] to make a structure such as a house,
buf·fet1 /b@'feI, bU-/ n. [C] a meal in which factory, ship, etc.: the money to build a new bridge |
people serve themselves at a table and then sit More homes are being built near the lake. | houses
built of bricks
down somewhere else to eat: a breakfast buffet

buf·fet2 /'böfIt/ v. [T] to make someone or something move by hitting him, her, or it again and
again: The small boats were buffeted by the wind
and the rain.

buf·foon /b@'fun/ n. [C] someone who does silly
things that make you laugh [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
French boufon, from Old Italian buffone]
—buffoonery n. [U]

bug1 /bög/ n. [C] 1 any small insect: a little green
bug 2 (informal) a GERM (=very small creature)
that causes an illness that is not very serious: a
stomach bug 3 IT a small mistake in a computer
program that stops it from working correctly
THESAURUS
defect, problem, flaw, fault,
imperfection ➔ DEFECT 1

4 the travel/skiing/writing etc. bug (informal) a
sudden strong interest in doing something, that
usually only continues for a short time: I’d been
bitten by the travel bug. 5 a small piece of electronic equipment for listening secretly to other
people’s conversations

bug2 v. (bugged, bugging) [T] 1 (informal) to
annoy someone: It bugs me that he doesn’t listen. 2 to use a bug in order to listen secretly to
other people’s conversations: According to the
FBI’s report, the room had been bugged.

bug·gy /'bögi/ n. (plural buggies) [C] a light
carriage pulled by a horse

bu·gle /'byug@l/ n. [C] a musical instrument like a
TRUMPET , which is used in the army to call soldiers
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 bugle horn “instrument

made from buffalo horn, bugle” (13—16 centuries), from bugle “buffalo”]

THESAURUS

construct – to build something large such as a

building, bridge, etc.: There are plans to construct
a new library.
put up – to build something such as a wall or
building: It took five years to put up the
skyscraper.
erect (formal) – to build something: plans to
erect a memorial at the site of the World Trade
Center
assemble – to put all the parts of something
such as a machine or a piece of furniture
together: The bicycle is easy to assemble.

2 [T] also build up to make something develop or
form: We’re working to build a more peaceful
world. | He’d been working 14-hour days to build
up the business. 3 [I,T] also build up to increase,
or to make something increase: The tension
between them was building. | In diabetes, sugar
builds up in the bloodstream and causes damage. |
a confidence-building pre-game talk [ORIGIN: Old
English byldan]
build sth ↔ into sth phr. v. 1 to make something
a permanent part of a system, agreement, etc.: A
completion date was built into the contract. 2 to
make something so that it is a permanent part of a
structure, machine, etc.: a cash machine built into
the wall
build on phr. v. 1 build on sth to use your
achievements in order to develop something further: The soccer league hopes to build on the
popularity of the game among young
people. 2 build sth on sth to base something on
an idea or thing: a relationship built on loyalty and
trust
build up phr. v. build up sb’s hopes to unfairly
make someone think that s/he will get what s/he is
hoping for: Don’t build her hopes up.
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build up to sth phr. v. to gradually prepare for
something: I had built up to swimming 50 lengths.
build2 n. [singular, U] the shape and size of someone’s body: She has black hair and a slim build.
build·er /'bIldø/ n. [C] 1 a person or company
that builds buildings 2 someone or something that
makes something develop or form: The win was a
real confidence-builder for the team. | her role as a
bridge builder between the communities
build·ing /'bIldIÎ/ n. 1 [C] a structure such as a
house, church, or factory, that has a roof and walls:
Tall buildings lined the street. c Don’t say “high
buildings.” b 2 [U] the process or business of
building things
'building "block n. 1 [C] a block of wood or
plastic for young children to build things
with 2 building blocks [plural] the pieces or parts
that make it possible for something big or important to exist: Reading and writing are the building
blocks of education.
'building code n. [C] one of a set of official rules
about the standards that must be followed in the
structure and safety of new buildings, or when
changing the inside of an existing building
build·up /'bIldöp/ n. 1 [singular, U] a gradual
increase: a buildup of greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere 2 [C] the length of time spent preparing for an event: the buildup to the war
built1 /bIlt/ v. the past tense and past participle of
BUILD

built2 adj. used to describe someone’s size or
shape: a man who is built like a tank

"built-'in adj. forming a part of something that
cannot be separated from it: a modern kitchen with
built-in cabinets
bulb /bölb/ n. [C] 1 the glass part of an electric
light, that the light shines from: a 40-watt
bulb 2 BIOLOGY a root shaped like a ball, that grows
into a plant: tulip bulbs ➔ see picture at PLANT 1
bul·bous /'bölb@s/ adj. fat and round: a bulbous
nose
bulge1 /böldZ/ n. [C] 1 a curved place on the
surface of something, caused by something under
or inside it: The gun made a bulge under his
jacket. 2 an increase in the amount or level of
something: the population bulge that happened
after World War II
bulge2 v. [I] to stick out in a rounded shape: bags
bulging with shopping
bu·li·mi·a /b@'limi@, bu-/ n. [U] a mental illness
in which someone eats too much and then VOMIT s
because s/he is afraid of gaining weight [ORIGIN:
1800—1900 Modern Latin, Greek boulimia
“great hunger,” from bous “ox, cow” + limos
“hunger”] —bulimic /b@'limIk/ adj.
bulk /bölk/ Ac n. 1 the bulk (of sth) the main
or largest part of something: The bulk of the work
has already been done. | The bulk of the troops are
stationed in the north of the country. 2 [C,U] the

bum

large size of something or someone: the elephant’s
huge bulk | Let dough rise in a warm place until it
has doubled in bulk. 3 in bulk in large quantities:
Businesses buy paper in bulk.
bulk·y /'bölki/ Ac adj. big and heavy: a bulky
package
bull /bUl/ n. 1 [C] a male cow, or the male of some
other large animals, such as an ELEPHANT or
WHALE 2 [U] (informal) something someone says
that is stupid or not true: That’s bull. I never saw
him before. 3 take the bull by the horns (informal) to bravely or confidently deal with a difficult,
dangerous, or unpleasant problem [ORIGIN: (1) Old
English bula]
bull·dog /'bUldOg/ n. [C] a dog with a large head,
a flat nose, a short neck, and short thick legs
bull·doze /'bUldoUz/ v. [T] to move dirt and
rocks, destroy buildings, etc. with a bulldozer
bull·doz·er /'bUl"doUzø/ n. [C] a powerful
vehicle with a broad metal blade, used for moving
dirt and rocks, destroying buildings, etc.
bul·let /'bUlIt/ n. [C] a small round piece of metal
that is fired from a gun
bul·le·tin /'bUl@t§n, 'bUl@ÔIn/ n. [C] 1 a short
official news report or announcement that is made
to tell people about something important: a news
bulletin 2 a letter or printed statement that a group
or organization produces to tell people its news
[ORIGIN: 1700—1800 French, Italian bullettino,
from bulla “official announcement by the
Pope”]
'bulletin "board n. [C] 1 a board on a wall, that
you put information or pictures on 2 IT a place in a
system of computers where you can read or leave
messages
bull·fight /'bUlfaIt/ n. [C] a type of entertainment
in some countries, in which a man fights and kills a
BULL —bullfighter n. [C] —bullfighting n. [U]
bull·horn /'bUlhOrn/ n. [C] a piece of equipment
that you hold up to your mouth when you talk, to
make your voice louder
bul·lion /'bUly@n/ n. [U] blocks of gold or silver
bull·ish /'bUlIS/ adj. ECONOMICS expecting the price
of shares on a STOCK MARKET to rise ANT bearish
'bull "market n. [C] ECONOMICS a STOCK MARKET
in which the prices of STOCK s are rising and prices
are expected to continue rising ANT bear market
bull·pen /'bUlpEn/ n. [C] the area in a baseball
field, in which PITCHER s practice throwing
'bull’s-eye n. [C] the center of a TARGET that you
try to hit when shooting
bul·ly /'bUli/ v. (bullied, bullies) [T] to threaten to
hurt someone or frighten him/her, especially someone weaker or smaller than you: At camp, the
bigger boys bullied him. | Don’t let them bully you
into working on Saturdays. —bully n. [C]
bum1 /böm/ n. [C] (informal) 1 (disapproving) a
man who has no home or job, and who asks people
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on the street for money 2 someone who is very
lazy: Get up, you lazy bum! 3 beach/ski etc.
bum someone who spends all of his/her time on
the beach, SKI ing, etc.
bum2 v. (bummed, bumming) [T] (slang) to ask
someone if you can borrow or have something
small: He bummed a cigarette from her.
bum around phr. v. (slang) 1 to spend time doing
nothing, or in a very lazy way 2 bum around sth
to travel around, living very cheaply, without having any plans: He spent a year bumming around
Europe.
bum3 adj. (informal) 1 bad and useless: He got a
bum deal. 2 injured: a bum leg
bum·ble·bee /'bömb@l"bi/ n. [C] a large hairy
BEE

bum·bling /'bömblIÎ/ adj. behaving in a careless
way and making a lot of mistakes

bummed /bömd/ also "bummed 'out adj. (spo-

ken) feeling disappointed: I’m really bummed that
we can’t go!
bum·mer /'bömø/ n. [singular] (spoken) a situation that is disappointing: You can’t go? What a
bummer.
bump1 /bömp/ v. 1 [I,T] to hit or knock against
something, especially by accident: It was so dark I
bumped into a tree. | Don’t bump your head!
THESAURUS
HIT 1

hit, collide, bang, strike ➔

2 [I] to move up and down as you move forward in
a vehicle: We bumped along the dirt road.
bump into sb phr. v. (informal) to meet someone
you know when you were not expecting to: Guess
who I bumped into this morning?
bump sb ↔ off phr. v. (informal) to kill someone
bump2 n. [C] 1 an area of skin that is swollen
because you have hit it on something: a bump on
his head
THESAURUS
injury, wound, bruise,
contusion, cut, laceration, scrape, sprain,
fracture ➔ INJURY

2 a small raised area on a surface: a bump in the
road 3 a movement in which one thing hits against
another thing, or the sound that this makes: The
elevator stopped with a bump.
bump·er1 /'bömpø/ n. [C] 1 the part at the front
and back of a car that protects it if it hits anything 2 bumper-to-bumper bumper-to-bumper
traffic is very close together and moving slowly
bumper2 adj. very large: a bumper crop
'bumper "sticker n. [C] a small sign with a
message on it on the bumper of a car
bump·y /'bömpi/ adj. 1 a bumpy surface has a
lot of raised parts on it: a bumpy road 2 a bumpy
trip by car or airplane is uncomfortable because of
bad road or weather conditions
bun /bön/ n. [C] 1 a type of bread that is small

and round: a hamburger bun 2 if a woman has her
hair in a bun, she fastens her hair in a small round
shape at the back of her head 3 buns [plural]
(informal) the two round parts of a person’s bottom
➔ BUTTOCKS
bunch1 /böntS/ n. [singular] a group or number of
similar people or things, or a large amount of
something: The doctor asked me a bunch of
questions. | a bunch of grapes | There are a whole
bunch of little restaurants by the beach. | This beer
is the best of the bunch.
bunch2 v. [I,T] 1 also bunch together to stay
close together in a group, or to form a group: The
runners were bunched together. 2 also bunch up
to pull material together tightly in folds: Her socks
were bunched up around her ankles.
bun·dle1 /'böndl/ n. 1 [C] a group of things such
as papers, clothes, or sticks that are fastened or tied
together: a bundle of newspapers 2 [C] IT SOFTWARE that is included with the computer you
buy 3 [singular] (informal) a lot of money: That car
must have cost a bundle. 4 be a bundle of
nerves/laughs etc. (informal) to be very nervous,
a lot of fun, etc.
bundle2 v. 1 [I,T] also bundle up to make a
bundle: Dave bundled up the newspapers. 2 [I,T]
also bundle up to dress in a lot of warm clothes
because it is cold: Fans were bundled up against
the cold. 3 [T] to make someone move quickly
into a particular place: The police bundled him into
a car. 4 [T] IT to include computer software or
other services when you sell a new computer
bun·ga·low /'böÎg@"loU/ n. [C] a small house
that usually has only one level ➔ HOUSE 1 [ORIGIN:
1600—1700 Hindi bangla “(house) in the Bengal style”]
bun·gee jump·ing /'böndZi "dZömpIÎ/ n. [U]
a sport in which you jump off something very high
while you are attached to a long length of special
rope that stretches —bungee jump n. [C]
—bungee jumper n. [C]
bun·gle /'böÎg@l/ v. [T] to do something badly:
They bungled the job completely. —bungler n. [C]
—bungling adj.
bun·ion /'böny@n/ n. [C] a painful sore on your
big toe
bunk /böÎk/ n. 1 [C] a narrow bed that is attached
to the wall, for example on a train or a ship 2 [C]

burn
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one of the two beds that form bunk beds ➔ see
picture at BED 1 3 [U] (informal) something that is
not true or that does not mean anything
'bunk beds n. [plural] two beds that are attached
together, one on top of the other
bun·ker /'böÎkø/ n. [C] a strongly built shelter
for soldiers, usually under the ground
bun·ny /'böni/ also 'bunny "rabbit n. [C] (plural
bunnies) a rabbit – a word used especially by or to
children

buoy1 /'bui, bOI/ n. [C] an object that floats on the
water, used for showing boats which parts of the
water are safe or dangerous

buoy also buoy up v. [T] 1 to make someone
2

feel happier, more confident, etc.: The team was
buoyed by their win against Stanford. 2 ECONOMICS
to keep profits, prices, etc. at a high level

buoy·ant /'bOI@nt/ adj. 1 happy and confident: a
buoyant mood 2 ECONOMICS buoyant prices, etc.
tend not to fall 3 able to float —buoyancy n. [U]
—buoyantly adv.

bur·den1 /'bødn/ n. [C] (formal) 1 something that
is difficult or worrying that you are responsible for:
I don’t want to be a burden on my children when
I’m old. 2 the burden of proof the duty to prove
that something is true 3 (literary) something heavy
that you have to carry [ORIGIN: Old English
byrthen]

burden2 v. [T] 1 to make someone worry or

cause problems for him/her: families burdened
with debt 2 to make someone carry something
heavy

bu·reau /'byUroU/ n. [C] 1 a government depart-

ment or part of a government department: the
Federal Bureau of Investigation 2 an office or
organization that collects or provides information:
an employment bureau 3 a CHEST OF DRAWERS
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 French “desk, cloth covering for desks,” from Old French burel “woolen
cloth”]

bu·reauc·ra·cy /byU'rAkr@si/ n. (plural bureaucracies) 1 [U] an official system that is annoying

or confusing because it has a lot of rules, processes,
etc.: We need less bureaucracy in the school system. 2 [C] a government organization that is
divided into departments and operated by a large
number of officials who are not elected, or a system
in which this happens 3 [singular] the officials who
are employed rather than elected to do the work of
a government, business, etc.

bu·reau·crat /'byUr@"kræt/ n. [C] someone who
works in a bureaucracy and follows official rules
very carefully

bu·reau·crat·ic /"byUr@'kræÔIk/ adj. involving
a lot of complicated official rules and processes

bur·geon·ing /'bødZ@nIÎ/ adj. growing, increasing, or developing very quickly: the city’s burgeoning population

burg·er /'bøgø/ n. [C] (informal) a HAMBURGER : a
burger and fries

bur·glar /'bøglø/ n. [C] someone who goes into

buildings, cars, etc. in order to steal things [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Anglo-French burgler, from Medieval Latin burgare “to burgle,” from Latin burgus “defended place”]
THESAURUS

criminal, thief, robber,
shoplifter, pickpocket, mugger ➔ CRIMINAL 2

bur·glar·ize /'bøgl@"raIz/ v. [T] to go into a
building, car, etc. and steal things from it

THESAURUS
steal, rob, mug, shoplift, rip
off sth, loot, plunder, pilfer ➔ STEAL 1

bur·gla·ry /'bøgl@ri/ n. (plural burglaries) [C,U]
the crime of going into a building, car, etc. to steal
things
THESAURUS
crime, theft, robbery,
shoplifting, mugging ➔ CRIME

bur·gun·dy /'bøg@ndi/ n. (plural burgundies) 1 [C,U] red or white wine from the Burgundy area of France 2 [U] a dark red color
—burgundy adj.

bur·i·al /'bEri@l/ n. [C,U] the act or ceremony of
putting a dead body into a GRAVE

bur·lap /'bølæp/ n. [U] a type of thick rough cloth
bur·ly /'bøli/ adj. a burly man is big and strong
burn1 /bøn/ v. (past tense and past participle burned
or burnt /bønt/)
1 DESTROY/INJURE WITH FIRE [I,T] to damage
something or hurt someone with fire, heat, or the
Sun, or to be hurt or damaged in this way: Ricky
burned his hand on the stove. | Parts of the building
are still burning. | I burned the toast. | You can still
get burned at the beach even if it’s cloudy.
2 PRODUCE FLAMES [I] to produce heat and
flames: a fire burning in the fireplace
3 get burned (spoken) a) to be emotionally hurt
by someone or something: I’m going to take things
slowly because I don’t want to get burned
again. b) to lose a lot of money, especially in a
business deal
4 FUEL [I,T] if you burn a FUEL , or if it burns, it is
used for producing power, heat, light, etc.: Cars
burn gasoline.
5 FACE/CHEEKS [I] if your face or cheeks are
burning, you feel hot because you are embarrassed
or upset
6 FAT/ENERGY [T] if you burn fat or CALORIE s,
you use up energy stored in your body by being
physically active: a fat-burning exercise
7 CD/DVD [T] IT if you burn a CD or DVD , you
record information onto it using special computer
equipment
8 LIGHT [I] (literary) if a light or lamp burns, it
shines or produces light [ORIGIN: Old English
byrnan “to burn” and bærnan “to cause to
burn”] —burned adj. —burnt adj.
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burn (sth ↔) down phr. v.
if a building burns down or is burned down, it is
destroyed by fire
burn sth ↔ off phr. v.
burn off energy/fat/calories to use energy that
is stored in your body by doing physical exercise
burn out phr. v.
1 burn (sth ↔) out if a fire burns out or burns itself

out, it stops burning because there is no coal, wood,
etc. left
2 burn (sth ↔) out if an engine or electric wire
burns out or is burned out, it stops working because
it has become too hot
3 be burned out if a building, car, etc. is burned
out, the inside of it is destroyed by fire
4 burn (sb) out to work so hard over a period of
time that you become very tired and do not want to
continue: After three years of 14-hour days, he was
burned out.
burn up phr. v.
1 burn sth ↔ up if something burns up or is

burned up, it is completely destroyed by fire or
great heat
2 burn sb up (informal) to make someone angry:
The way she treats him really burns me up.
burn2 n. [C] an injury or mark caused by fire or
heat: a burn on her arm
burn·er /'bønø/ n. 1 [C] the part of a STOVE that
produces heat or a flame 2 put sth on the back
burner (informal) to delay dealing with something
until a later time
burn·ing /'bønIÎ/ adj. 1 on fire: The boys were
rescued from the burning house. 2 feeling very
hot: a burning fever 3 burning ambition/need
etc. a very strong ambition, need etc. 4 burning
question/issue a very important or urgent question, etc. —burning adv.
bur·nish /'bønIS/ v. [T] to polish metal until it
shines —burnished adj.
burnt /bønt/ v. a past tense and past participle of
BURN

burp /bøp/ v. (informal) 1 [I] if you burp, gas

comes up from your stomach through your mouth
and makes a noise 2 [T] to help a baby get rid of
stomach gas, especially by rubbing his/her back
—burp n. [C]
bur·ri·to /b@'riÔoU/ n. (plural burritos) [C] a Mexican food made from a TORTILLA folded around
meat or beans
bur·ro /'bøoU, 'bUroU/ n. (plural burros) [C] a
small DONKEY
bur·row1 /'bøoU, 'böroU/ v. [I] to make a hole or
passage in the ground: Gophers had burrowed
under the wall.
burrow2 n. [C] a passage in the ground made by
an animal such as a rabbit or a FOX for it to live in
burst1 /bøst/ v. (past tense and past participle
burst) 1 [I,T] to break open or apart suddenly and
violently, or to make something do this: a game in
which kids sit on balloons to try to burst them

THESAURUS
break, smash, shatter, crack,
tear, snap, pop ➔ BREAK 1

2 be bursting to be very full of something: This
town is bursting with tourists. | School classrooms
are bursting at the seams (=are too full of students). 3 [I] to move suddenly, quickly, and often
violently: She burst through the door of my
room. 4 be bursting with pride/confidence/
energy etc. to be very proud, confident, etc.
[ORIGIN: Old English berstan]
burst in on sb/sth phr. v. to suddenly enter a room
and interrupt someone or something, in a way that
embarrasses you or other people: I burst in on her
mother in the bathroom.
burst into sth phr. v. to suddenly start to do
something: Ellen burst into tears (=began crying). |
The car hit a tree and burst into flames (=began
burning).
burst out phr. v. 1 burst out laughing/crying
etc. to suddenly start to laugh, cry, etc. 2 to
suddenly say something in a strong way: “I don’t
believe it!” she burst out angrily.
burst2 n. a burst of sth a short sudden period of
increased activity, loud noise, or strong feeling: a
sudden burst of laughter | a burst of machine gun
fire
bur·y /'bEri/ v. (buried, buries) [T] 1 to put a
dead body into a GRAVE : Aunt Betty was buried in
Woodlawn Cemetery. 2 to cover something with
something else so that it cannot be seen: a dog
burying a bone | She buried her face in her hands. |
His glasses were buried under a pile of
papers. 3 to ignore a feeling or memory and
pretend that it does not exist 4 bury the hatchet/
bury your differences to end a disagreement
about something and become friends again
bus1 /bös/ n. (plural buses) [C] a large vehicle that
people pay to travel on: Are you going to drive or
go by bus? | Five people got on the bus. c Don’t say
“...get in the bus.” b | They ride/take the bus to
school. | I caught the bus at 6th Street. [ORIGIN:
1800—1900 omnibus] ➔ see picture at TRANSPORTATION

bus2 v. [T] 1 to take a group of people somewhere

in a bus: Many children are being bused to schools
in other areas. 2 to take away dirty dishes from
the tables in a restaurant: a job busing tables
bus·boy /'bösbOI/ n. [C] a man whose job is to
take away dirty dishes from the tables in a restaurant
bush /bUS/ n. 1 [C] a plant with many thin
branches growing up from the ground: a rose bush
➔ see picture on page A10 2 the bush EARTH SCIENCES wild country that has not been cleared in
Australia or Africa ➔ beat around the bush at
BEAT 1

bushed /bUSt/ adj. (informal) very tired: I’m
bushed.

bush·el /'bUS@l/ n. [C] a unit for measuring dry
food, equal to 8 gallons, or 36.4 liters
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bush·y /'bUSi/ adj. bushy hair or fur grows thickly:
a bushy tail

bus·i·ly /'bIz@li/ adv. in a busy way
busi·ness /'bIznIs/ n.

1 WORK DONE BY COMPANIES [U] the activity of
buying or selling goods or services: We do a lot of
business with a company in Texas. | jobs in the
music/advertising/publishing business
THESAURUS

commerce – the buying and selling of goods

and services: laws that regulate commerce
between nations
industry – the production of goods, especially in
factories: a decline in manufacturing industry
trade – the business of buying and selling things,
especially between countries: restrictions on trade
private enterprise – the economic system in
which private businesses can compete, and the
government does not control industry

2 A COMPANY [C] an organization that produces or
sells goods or services: a real-estate business | He
runs a printing business. | the owner of a small
business
THESAURUS
company, firm, corporation,
subsidiary ➔ COMPANY

3 YOUR JOB [U] work that you do as part of your
job: Al’s gone to Japan on business. | a business
trip
4 AMOUNT OF WORK [U] the amount of work a
company does, or the amount of money it makes:
Business is good/bad/slow during the winter.
5 be in business to be operating as a company:
He’s in business for himself (=he owns a small
company).
6 go into business/go out of business to begin
or stop operating as a company: Many small companies have recently gone out of business.
7 big business a) large and powerful companies
in general: the Republican’s links with big business b) something that makes a lot of profit: Toys
are big business.
8 PERSONAL LIFE [U] if something is not your
business, you should not be involved in it or ask
about it: It’s none of your business how much I
earn. | Why don’t you just mind your own business
(=used in order to tell someone rudely that you do
not want his/her advice, help, etc.)!
9 SUBJECT/ACTIVITY [singular] a subject, event, or
activity, especially one that you have a particular
opinion of: Rock climbing can be a risky business.
10 get down to business to start dealing with an
important subject
11 business as usual if a situation is business as
usual, things are happening as they usually do, even
though there is a reason why you might expect
them not to happen normally: The owners have
changed, but it’s business as usual for the popular
restaurant.
12 mean business (informal) to be determined to

do something: The border is being guarded by
troops who mean business.
13 have no business doing sth if someone has
no business doing something, s/he should not do it:
He was drunk and had no business driving. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 busy] ➔ BIG BUSINESS
'business "card n. [C] a card that shows your
name, the name of your company, the company’s
address, etc.
busi·ness·like /'bIznIs"laIk/ adj. effective and
practical in the way you do things: a businesslike
attitude
THESAURUS

➔ ORGANIZED

organized, efficient, well-run

busi·ness·man /'bIznIs"mæn/, busi·nesswom·an /'bIznIs"wUm@n/ n. (plural businessmen /-"mEn/, businesswomen /-"wImIn/) [C]

someone who works at a fairly high level in a
company, or who owns a business
'business "suit n. [C] a suit that a man wears
during the day at work
bus·ing /'bösIÎ/ n. [U] a system in which students
ride buses to schools that are far from where they
live, so that a school has students of different races
'bus lane n. [C] a part of a wide street, that only
buses can use
'bus "station n. [C] a place where buses start and
finish their trips
'bus stop n. [C] a place at the side of a road,
marked with a sign, where buses stop for passengers
bust1 /böst/ v. [T] (informal) 1 to break something:
I busted my watch. 2 bust sb (for sth) if the
police bust someone, they catch someone who has
done something illegal 3 to use too much money:
A new car would bust our budget. 4 crime-busting/union-busting/budget-busting etc. used
with nouns to show that a situation is being ended
or an activity is being stopped
bust2 n. [C] 1 a woman’s breasts, or the measurement around a woman’s breasts and back: a 34-inch
bust 2 (informal) a situation in which the police go
into a place in order to catch people doing something illegal: a drug bust 3 ENG. LANG. ARTS a model
of someone’s head, shoulders, and upper chest: a
bust of Beethoven
bust3 adj. go bust a business that goes bust stops
operating because it does not have enough money
bust·er /'böstø/ n. [C] 1 (informal) something
that ends a situation, or that stops a particular
activity: The storm should be a droughtbuster. 2 (spoken) used when speaking to a man
who is annoying you, or whom you do not respect
bus·tle1 /'bös@l/ n. [singular] busy and usually
noisy activity: the bustle of the big city —bustling
adj.

bustle2 v. [I] to move around quickly, looking very
busy: Linda bustled around the kitchen.
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bus·y1 /'bIzi/ adj. (comparative busier, superlative
busiest) 1 a busy person is working hard and has

B

a lot of things to do: Hawkins is busy with a
customer. | He’s busy studying for his finals. | a
busy mother | I found some paper and crayons to
keep the kids busy. 2 a busy time is full of work or
other activities: a very busy day 3 a busy place is
full of people or vehicles, or has a lot happening in
it: a busy airport 4 a telephone that is busy is
being used: I keep getting a busy signal. 5 (disapproving) a pattern or design that is busy is full of
details
busy2 v. (busied, busies) busy yourself with
sth to do something in order to make time seem to
go faster: He busied himself with cleaning.
bus·y·bod·y /'bIzi"bAdi, -"bödi/ n. (plural busybodies) [C] someone who is too interested in other
people’s private activities
but1 /b@t; strong böt/ conjunction 1 used in order
to connect two statements or phrases, when the
second statement adds something different or
seems surprising after the first one: It’s an old car,
but it’s reliable. | an expensive but useful
book 2 used before you give the reason why
something did not happen or is not true or possible:
I’d like to go, but I’m awfully busy. 3 used in order
to show surprise at what has just been said: “I have
to leave tomorrow.” “But you only got here this
morning!” 4 except: I had no choice but to leave.

butt out phr. v. (informal) used in order to tell
someone to stop being involved in something private: This has nothing to do with you, so just butt
out!
butte /byut/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a large hill with
steep sides and a flat top
but·ter1 /'böÔø/ n. [U] a yellow food made from
milk or cream, that you spread on bread or use in
cooking [ORIGIN: Old English butere, from Latin
butyrum, from Greek boutyron, from bous
“cow” + tyros “cheese”] —buttery adj.
butter2 v. [T] to spread butter on something
butter sb ↔ up phr. v. (informal) to say nice things
to someone so that s/he will do what you want
but·ter·cup /'böÔø"köp/ n. [C] a small shiny
yellow wild flower
but·ter·fin·gers /'böÔø"fIÎgøz/ n. [singular]
(informal) someone who often drops things

SPOKEN PHRASES

5 used in order to introduce a new subject: That’s
why I’ve been so busy this week. But, how are you
anyway? 6 but then (again)... used in order to
show that what you have just said is not as surprising as it seems: He doesn’t have a strong accent,
but then he has lived here for 35 years. 7 used
after phrases such as “Excuse me” and “I’m sorry”:
I’m sorry, but you’re not allowed to go in there.

but2 prep. except for: Joe can come any day but
Monday. | There’s nobody here but me.

butch·er1 /'bUtSø/ n. [C] someone who owns or

but·ter·fly /'böÔø"flaI/ n. (plural butterflies)
[C] 1 an insect with large and usually colored

wings 2 have butterflies (in your stomach)
(informal) to feel very nervous
but·ter·milk /'böÔø"mIlk/ n. [U] the liquid that
remains after butter has been made, used for drinking or cooking
but·ter·scotch /'böÔø"skAtS/ n. [C,U] a type of
candy made from butter and sugar boiled together
but·tock /'böÔ@k/ n. [C usually plural] (formal) one
of the soft parts of your body that you sit on
but·ton1 /'böt§n/ n. [C] 1 a small round flat
object on your shirt, coat, etc. that you pass through
a hole to fasten it: He left the top button
undone. 2 a small object on a machine that you
press to make it work: Push the “play” button. 3 a small metal or plastic pin with a message
or picture on it [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French
boton, from boter “to push”]
button2 also button up v. [I,T] to fasten something with buttons, or to be fastened with buttons:
Button up your coat.

works in a store that sells meat [ORIGIN: 1200—
1300 Old French bouchier, from bouc “male
goat”]
butcher2 v. [T] 1 to kill animals and prepare
them to be used as meat 2 to kill people in a cruel
way —butchery n. [U]
but·ler /'böt§lø/ n. [C] the main male servant of a
house
butt1 /böt/ n. [C] 1 (informal) the part of your body
that you sit on ➔ BUTTOCKS 2 the end of a
cigarette after most of it has been smoked 3 the
end of the handle of a gun 4 be the butt of sth
to be the person or thing that other people often
make jokes about
THESAURUS
butt2 v. [I,T] if a person or animal butts something
fasten, secure, join, glue,
or someone, it hits or pushes him, her, or it with its
tape, staple, clip, tie, zip (up) ➔ FASTEN
head
butt in phr. v. to become involved in someone but·ton·hole /'böt§n"hoUl/ n. [C] a hole for a
else’s private situation or conversation
button to be put through to fasten a shirt, coat, etc.
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but·tress1 /'bötrIs/ v. [T] (formal) to do some-

thing to support a system, idea, argument, etc.: The
evidence clearly buttresses the Treasury’s argument.
buttress2 n. [C] a structure built to support a wall
bux·om /'böks@m/ adj. a woman who is buxom
has large breasts
buy1 /baI/ v. (past tense and past participle bought
/bOt/) 1 [I,T] to get something by paying money
for it: Let me buy you a drink. | It’s best to buy
plants from a good nursery. | The money will be
used to buy equipment for the school.
THESAURUS

purchase (formal) – to buy something: Tickets
for the performance can be purchased by phone.
acquire (formal) – to buy a company or
property: They want to acquire valuable works of
art as cheaply as possible.
get – to buy or obtain something: I never know
what to get Dad for his birthday.
procure (formal) – to buy or obtain something,
especially something that is difficult to get: The
organization helps workers procure insurance at
cheaper rates.
snap sth up – to buy something immediately,
especially because it is very cheap: Real estate in
the area is being snapped up by developers.
pick sth up – to buy something: Could you pick
up some milk on your way home?
stock up – to buy a lot of something that you
intend to use later: Before the blizzard, we
stocked up on food.

2 [T] (informal) to believe an explanation or reason
for something: “I’ll tell the police it was an accident.” “They’ll never buy it.”
THESAURUS
believe, accept, take sb’s
word, swallow, fall for sth, give credence to
sth ➔ BELIEVE

3 buy time (informal) to do something that will get
you more time to finish something 4 [T] also buy
off (informal) to pay money to someone in order to
persuade him/her to do something dishonest
SYN bribe: They say the judge was bought.
buy into sth phr. v. 1 to accept that an idea is right
and allow it to influence you: women who buy into
the idea of having a “perfect body” 2 ECONOMICS
to buy part of a business or organization: How
much does it cost to buy into a hamburger franchise?
buy sb/sth ↔ out phr. v. ECONOMICS to buy someone’s share of a business or property that you
previously owned together, so that you gain control
buy sth ↔ up phr. v. to quickly buy as much as you
can of something: Even small local papers have
been bought up by the national newspaper chains.
buy2 n. be a good/bad buy to be worth or not
worth the price you paid: These shoes were a good
buy.
buy·er /'baIø/ n. [C] 1 someone who is buying or
has bought something: a first-time home buyer

THESAURUS
customer, client, shopper,
patron, consumer ➔ CUSTOMER

2 someone whose job is to choose and buy the
goods that a store or company will sell
buy·out /'baIaUt/ n. [C] ECONOMICS a situation in
which someone gains control of a company by
buying all of its STOCK : a management buyout
buzz1 /böz/ v. 1 [I] to make a continuous noise
like the sound of a BEE : What’s making that buzzing noise? 2 [I] if a group of people or a place is
buzzing, people are making a lot of noise because
they are excited: The room buzzed with excitement. 3 [I,T] to call someone by pressing a buzzer:
Tina buzzed for her secretary.
buzz off phr. v. (informal) used in order to tell
someone to go away in an impolite way
buzz2 n. 1 [C] a continuous noise like the sound
of a BEE : the buzz of traffic in the distance ➔ see
picture on page A7 2 [singular] (informal) a strong
feeling of excitement, pleasure, or success, especially one you get from alcohol or drugs
buz·zard /'bözød/ n. [C] a large wild bird that
eats dead animals
buzz·er /'bözø/ n. [C] a small thing like a button,
that makes a buzzing sound when you press it:
Press the buzzer if you know the answer.
buzz·word /'böz"wød/ n. [C] a word or phrase
relating to a particular subject that is suddenly very
popular
by1 /baI/ prep. 1 used with PASSIVE forms of verbs
to show who did something or what caused something: a play by Shakespeare | a film made by
Steven Spielberg | Her money is controlled by her
family. 2 near or beside: He was standing by the
window. 3 past: Two dogs ran by me. 4 used in
order to say what means or method someone uses
to do something: Send the letter by airmail. |
Carolyn earns extra money by babysitting. | We
went from New York to Philadelphia by car/plane/
train/bus. 5 no later than a particular time: This
report has to be done by 5:00. 6 by mistake/
accident without intending to do something: She
locked the door by mistake. 7 according to a particular way of doing things: By law, cars cannot
pass a school bus that has stopped. 8 used in order
to show which part of something someone holds: I
picked up the pot by the handle. | She grabbed him
by the arm. 9 used in order to show a distance,
amount, or rate: The room is 24 feet by 36 feet. | Are
you paid by the hour? 10 by the way (spoken)
used in order to begin talking about a subject that is
not related to the one you were talking about: Oh,
by the way, Vicky called while you were
out. 11 (all) by yourself completely alone: They
left the boy by himself for two days! 12 day by
day/little by little etc. used in order to show that
something happens gradually: Little by little, he
began to understand the language.
by2 adv. 1 past: One or two cars went by. | Three
hours went by before we heard any
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news. 2 come/stop/go by to visit or go to a
place for a short time when you intend to go
somewhere else afterward: Come by (=come to my
house, office, etc.) any time tomorrow. | I had to
stop by the supermarket on the way home. 3 by
and large used when talking generally about
something: By and large, the new arrangements are
working well.
bye /baI/ also "bye-'bye interjection (spoken) goodbye: Bye, Sandy!
'by-e"lection n. [C] POLITICS a special election to
replace a politician who has left the government or
died
by·gone /'baIgOn, -gAn/ adj. bygone days/
age/era etc. a period in the past
by·gones /'baIgOnz, -gAnz/ n. let bygones be
bygones (informal) to forgive someone for something bad that s/he has done to you
by·law /'baIlO/ n. [C] a rule made by an organization
'by-line n. [C] a line at the beginning of a newspaper or magazine article that gives the writer’s name
BYOB adj. bring your own bottle used in order
to describe a party or event that you bring your own
alcoholic drinks to
by·pass1 /'baIpæs/ n. [C] 1 a medical operation
that repairs the system of ARTERIES around the
heart: a triple heart bypass operation 2 a road that
goes around a town or other busy place rather than
through it
bypass2 v. [T] 1 to avoid a place by going around
it: If we bypass the town, we’ll save time. 2 to
avoid obeying a rule, system, or someone in an
official position: He bypassed the complaints procedure and wrote straight to the chairman.
by-product, by·prod·uct n. /'baI"prAdökt/
[C] 1 a substance that is produced during the
process of making something else: Sausages are
made from a variety of meats and meat by-products. 2 an unexpected result of an event or of
something you do: Job losses are a by-product of
the economic slowdown.
by·stand·er /'baI"stændø/ n. [C] someone who
watches what is happening without taking part:
Several innocent bystanders were killed.
byte /baIt/ n. [C] IT a unit for measuring the
amount of information a computer can use, equal to
8 BIT s
by·way /'baI"weI/ n. [C] a small road or path that
is not used very much
by·word /'baI"wød/ n. [C] the name of someone
or something that has become so well known for a
particular quality that it represents that quality: The
housing projects have become a byword for poverty.

Cc
C, c /si/ 1 the third letter of the English alphabet 2 the number 100 in the system of

ROMAN

NUMERAL s

C1 /si/ n. 1 [C] a grade given to a student’s work to

show that it is of average quality: Terry got a C on
the final exam. 2 [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS the first note
in the musical SCALE of C MAJOR , or the musical
KEY based on this note
C2 PHYSICS the written abbreviation of CELSIUS or
CENTIGRADE

c. the written abbreviation of CIRCA
CA the written abbreviation of CALIFORNIA
cab /kæb/ n. [C] 1 a car with a driver who you pay
to drive you somewhere
cab home.

SYN

taxi: We’ll just take a

C O L L O C AT I O N S

call a cab – to telephone and ask a cab to come
to where you are
call sb a cab – to telephone and ask for a cab
for someone else
hail a cab – to stand outside and raise your arm
so that a cab will stop for you

2 the part of a truck or train where the driver sits

cab·a·ret /"kæb@'reI/ n. [C,U] entertainment such

as music and dancing performed in a restaurant
while customers eat and drink [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 French “drinking place, bar”]
cab·bage /'kæbIdZ/ n. [C,U] a large round vegetable with thick green or purple leaves that can be
cooked or eaten raw [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French
caboche “head”] ➔ see picture at VEGETABLE
cab·bie, cabby /'kæbi/ n. [C] (informal) someone
who drives a cab
cab·in /'kæbIn/ n. [C] 1 a small house made of
wood, usually in a forest or the mountains: a log
cabin 2 a small room on a ship, in which you
sleep 3 the area inside an airplane where the
passengers sit ➔ see picture at AIRPLANE [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Old French cabane, from Old
Provençal cabana “small wooden building”]
'cabin crew n. [C] the people who take care of the
passengers and serve meals on an airplane
cab·i·net /'kæb@nIt/ n. [C] 1 a piece of furniture
with doors and shelves or drawers, used for storing
or showing things: a filing cabinet | the kitchen
cabinets 2 an important group of politicians who
make decisions or advise the leader of a government: cabinet members [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
French “small room,” from Old North French
cabine “room for gambling”]
ca·ble1 /'keIb@l/ n. 1 [C,U] a plastic or rubber
tube containing wires that carry electronic signals,
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telephone messages, etc.: an underground telephone cable 2 [U] a system of broadcasting television by using cables, paid for by the person
watching it: I’ll wait for the movie to come out on
cable. | the growth of cable television 3 [C,U] a
thick strong metal rope used on ships, to support
bridges, etc. 4 [C] a TELEGRAM
cable2 v. [I,T] to send a TELEGRAM

'cable car n. [C] 1 a vehicle that is pulled along

by a cable, used like a bus to take people from one
place to another 2 a vehicle that hangs from a
cable and takes people up a mountain
ca·boose /k@'bus/ n. [C] a small railroad car at
the end of a train
cache /kæS/ n. [C] 1 a group of things that are
hidden, or the place where they are hidden: The
soldiers found a cache of weapons in the forest. 2 IT a special part of a computer’s MEMORY
that helps it work faster by storing information for a
short time —cache v. [T]
ca·chet /kæ'SeI/ n. [U] a quality that is good or
desirable: It’s a great college, but it lacks the cachet
of Harvard.
cack·le /'kæk@l/ v. [I] 1 to make the loud noise a
chicken makes 2 to laugh or talk in a loud rough
voice
THESAURUS
laugh, giggle, chuckle,
snicker, titter, guffaw ➔ LAUGH 1

—cackle n. [C]

ca·coph·o·ny /kæ'kAf@ni/ n. [singular] (formal) a

mixture of loud sounds together that are not pleasant to listen to: a cacophony of car horns
—cacophonous adj.
cac·tus /'kækt@s/ n.
(plural cacti /'kæktaI/
or cactuses) [C] a
desert
plant
with
thick stems and sharp
points see picture on page
A10

ca·dav·er /k@'dævø/

n. [C] (formal) a dead

human body

Cajun

cad·dy /'kædi/ n. (plural caddies) [C] someone

who carries the equipment for someone who is
playing GOLF —caddy v. [I]
ca·dence /'keIdns/ n. [C] 1 the way someone’s
voice rises and falls 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS a regular
repeated pattern of sounds
ca·det /k@'dEt/ n. [C] someone who is studying to
become an officer in the military or the police
cad·mi·um /'kædmi@m/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY (symbol
Cd) a type of metal that is an ELEMENT and that is
used in BATTERIES
ca·dre /'kædri, 'kA-, -dreI/ n. [C] (formal) a small
group of specially trained people in a profession,
political party, or military force: a cadre of highly
trained scientists
cae·sar·e·an /sI'zEri@n/ n. [C] another spelling
of CESAREAN
ca·fe, café /kæ'feI, k@-/ n. [C] a small restaurant
[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 French “coffee, café,”
from Turkish kahve]
caf·e·te·ri·a /"kæf@'tIri@/ n. [C] a restaurant
where people get their own food at a COUNTER and
take it to a table themselves: the school cafeteria
[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 American Spanish “coffee
shop,” from Spanish café “coffee”]
THESAURUS
restaurant, cafe/coffee shop,
fast food restaurant, diner ➔ RESTAURANT

caf·feine /kæ'fin, 'kæfin/ n. [U] a chemical sub-

stance in coffee, tea, and some other drinks that
makes people feel more active: caffeine-free beverages
cage1 /keIdZ/ n. [C] a structure made of wires or
bars in which birds or animals can be kept: a
hamster cage [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old French,
Latin cavea “hollow place, cage”]
cage2 v. [T] to put an animal or bird in a cage
cag·ey /'keIdZi/ adj. (informal) not willing to talk
about your plans or intentions: The White House is
being very cagey about the contents of the report.
ca·hoots /k@'huts/ n. be in cahoots (with sb)
(informal) to be working secretly with others, usually to do something that is not honest
cai·man /'keIm@n/ n. [C] a type of small CROCODILE that lives in tropical areas of North, Central,
and South America
ca·jole /k@'dZoUl/ v. [T] to persuade someone to
do something by praising him/her or making promises to him/her: She cajoled him into helping.
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 French cajoler “to make
noises like a bird in a cage, cajole,” from Old
North French gaiole “birdcage”]
THESAURUS
persuade, talk sb into sth, get
sb to do sth, encourage sb to do sth,
influence, convince, coax, prevail on/upon sb
➔ PERSUADE

Ca·jun /'keIdZ@n/ n. [C] a member of a group of

C

cake

C
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people in southern Louisiana whose family origiminus (spoken) – used between numbers to
nally came from the French-speaking part of
show that you are taking one away from the
Canada —Cajun adj.
other: Six minus five is one.
times (spoken) – used between numbers to
cake1 /keIk/ n. 1 [C,U] a sweet food made by
show that you are multiplying them together: Six
baking a mixture of flour, fat, sugar, and eggs:
times three is eighteen.
chocolate cake | a birthday cake | Do you want a
piece of cake? 2 [C] a small piece of something, 2 be calculated to do sth to be intended to have
made into a flat shape: a cake of soap 3 salmon/ a particular effect: The ads are calculated to attract
rice/potato etc. cake fish, rice, etc. that has been Hispanic buyers. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin,
formed into a flat round shape and cooked 4 be a past participle of calculare, from calculus
piece of cake (informal) to be very easy: We “stone used in counting”]
looked at the other team and thought, “piece of
cake!” 5 take the cake (informal) to be worse cal·cu·lat·ed /'kælky@"leIÔId/ adj. 1 calcuthan anything else you can imagine: Of all the lated risk/gamble something you do after thinkstupid things you’ve done, this takes the ing carefully, although you know it may have bad
cake! 6 have your cake and eat it too (infor- results 2 deliberately and carefully planned to
have a particular effect: a calculated attempt to
mal) to have all the advantages of something without any of the disadvantages [ORIGIN: 1100— deceive the public
cal·cu·lat·ing /'kælky@"leIÔIÎ/ adj. (disapprov1200 Old Norse kaka]
ing) someone who is calculating makes careful
2
cake v. be caked in/with sth to be covered plans to get what s/he wants, without caring about
with a thick layer of something: Irene’s boots were how it affects other people
caked with mud.
cal·cu·la·tion /"kælky@'leIS@n/ n. [C usually plucal. or Cal. CHEMISTRY a written abbreviation of ral, U] MATH the act of adding, multiplying, or
CALORIE
dividing numbers to find out an amount, price, etc.:
ca·lam·i·ty /k@'læm@Ôi/ n. (plural calamities) [C] I made a few quick calculations. | an approximate
a very bad unexpected event that causes a lot of calculation of the cost | By their calculations, the
damage or suffering: If the crops fail again, it will debt will be paid off in four years.
be a calamity for the country. —calamitous adj. cal·cu·la·tor /'kælky@"leIÔø/ n. [C] a small
cal·ci·um /'kælsi@m/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY (symbol machine that can add, multiply, divide, etc. numCa) a silver-white metal that is an ELEMENT and bers
that helps to form teeth, bones, and CHALK [ORI- cal·cu·lus /'kælky@l@s/ n. [U] MATH the part of
GIN: 1800—1900 Modern Latin, Latin calx
mathematics that studies changing quantities, such
“lime”]
as the speed of a falling stone or the slope of a
cal·cu·late /'kælky@"leIt/ v. 1 [I,T] MATH to find curved line
out something or measure something using num- cal·de·ra /kæl'dEr@/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a large
bers: These instruments calculate distances deep hole in the top of a VOLCANO , formed by an
precisely. | Researchers calculated that the chances ERUPTION (=explosion which sends smoke, fire,
of having an accident rose 4.3%. | I’m trying to and rock into the sky)
calculate how long it will take us to drive to
cal·en·dar /'kæl@ndø/ n. [C] 1 a set of pages
Denver.
showing the days, weeks, and months of a year, that
THESAURUS
you usually hang on the wall 2 all the things that
figure out – a less formal word for calculate:
you plan to do in the following days, months, etc.:
Let’s try to figure out how much this will cost.
My calendar is full this week. 3 a system that
tally (up) – to calculate the total number of
divides and measures time in a particular way: the
points won, things done, etc.: Can you tally up
Jewish calendar 4 calendar year/month a
the scores?
period of time that continues from the first day of
add sth and sth – to put two or more numbers
the month or year until the last day of the month or
together to find the total: Add 7 and 5 to make
year [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Anglo-French cal12.
ender, from Medieval Latin kalendarium, from
subtract sth from sth also take sth away
Latin kalendae “first day of an ancient Roman
from sth – to reduce one number by another
month”]
number: If you subtract 12 from 15, you get 3. | 8
calf
/kæf/ n. (plural calves /kævz/) [C] 1 the part
take away 2 is 6.
at the back of your leg between your knee and
multiply – to add a number to itself a particular
foot 2 the baby of a cow, or of some other large
number of times: 4 multiplied by 10 is 40.
animals such as an ELEPHANT
divide – to calculate how many times one
cal·i·ber /'kæl@bø/ n. [C] 1 the level of quality
number contains another number: 10 divided by
or ability that someone or something has achieved:
2 equals 5.
musicians of the highest caliber 2 the width of a
plus (spoken) – used between numbers to show
bullet or the inside part of a gun [ORIGIN: 1500—
that you are adding them together: Two plus two
1600 French calibre, from Old Italian calibro,
equals four.

call
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from Arabic qalib “block on which shoes are
made”]
cal·i·brate /'kæl@"breIt/ v. [T] SCIENCE to mark an
instrument or tool so you can use it for measuring
—calibration /"kæl@'breIS@n/ n. [C,U]
cal·i·co /'kælI"koU/ n. [U] a light cotton cloth with
a small pattern on it
ca·liph /'keIlIf, 'kæ-/ n. [C] HISTORY a title of some
MUSLIM rulers, especially in the past. A caliph’s
right to rule came from being related to the
PROPHET Muhammad. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
French calife, from Arabic khalifah “person
who comes after;” because a caliph is regarded
as a successor of Muhammad]
CALL /kOl/ n. [U] IT computer-assisted language learning the use of computers to help
people learn foreign languages

call1 /kOl/ v.

1 TELEPHONE [I,T] to telephone someone: I called
about six o’clock. | He said he’d call me tomorrow.
2 DESCRIBE [T] to describe someone or something
in a particular way, or to say that s/he has a
particular quality: News reports have called it the
worst disaster of this century. | Are you calling me a
liar?
THESAURUS

describe – to say what someone or something is

like by giving details: The suspect has been
described as a young white man.
characterize – to describe the character of
someone or something in a particular way:
Psychologists characterized her as mentally
unstable.
label – to use a particular word or phrase in
order to describe someone: He labeled their
comments “ridiculous.”
brand – to call someone a very bad type of
person, often unfairly: His opponents branded
him a racist.
portray – to describe or show someone or
something in a particular way: a politician who
portrayed himself as an opponent of big business

3 ASK/ORDER [T] to ask or order someone or
something to come to you: Somebody call an
ambulance! | I can hear Mom calling me.
4 ARRANGE [T] to arrange for something to happen
at a particular time: A meeting was called for 3 p.m.
Wednesday.
5 SAY/SHOUT [I,T] to say or shout something so
that someone can hear you: “I’m coming!” Paula
called.
THESAURUS
shout, scream, shriek, yell,
cry out, raise your voice, cheer, bellow, holler
1
➔ SHOUT

6 NAME [T] to give a person, animal, or thing a
name: What are you going to call the dog? | What
was that movie called again (=what was its name)?
7 READ NAMES [T] also call out to read names or
numbers in a loud voice in order to get someone’s

attention: When I call your name, go stand at the
front.
8 call the shots (informal) to be the person who
decides what to do in a situation: He’s the boss, so
he gets to call the shots.
9 call it a day (spoken) said when you want to stop
working, either because you are tired or because
you have done enough: Come on, guys, let’s call it
a day. [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old Norse kalla]
call (sb) back phr. v.

to telephone someone again, or to telephone someone who tried to telephone you earlier: Okay, I’ll
call back around three. | Can I call you back later?
call for sth phr. v.
1 to ask publicly for something to be done: Parents

are calling for a return to basics in education.
2 to need or deserve a particular type of behavior or
treatment: a situation that calls for immediate
action
3 to say that a particular type of weather is likely to
happen: The forecast calls for more rain.
call in phr. v.
1 call sb ↔ in to ask or order someone to come

and help you with a difficult situation: The governor called in the National Guard to deal with the
riots.
2 to telephone the place where you work, especially
to report something: Jan called in sick this morning.
3 to telephone a radio or television show to give
your opinion or ask a question
call sb/sth ↔ off phr. v.
1 to decide that a planned event will not happen or
will not continue: The game had to be called off
due to bad weather.
2 to order a dog or person to stop attacking someone: Call off your dog!
call on sb phr. v.
1 to formally ask someone to do something: The

UN has called on both sides to observe the ceasefire.
2 to visit someone for a short time: a salesman
calling on customers
call out phr. v.
1 call (sth ↔) out to say something loudly:
“Phone for you,” Rosie called out.
2 call sb/sth ↔ out to ask or order someone to
come and help you with a difficult situation: The
Army has been called out to help fight the fires.
call up phr. v.
1 call (sb ↔) up to telephone someone: Dave
called me up to tell me about it.
2 call sth ↔ up IT to make information appear on a
computer screen

call2 n. [C] 1 an action of talking to someone by

telephone: Were there any phone calls for me? | I
got a call yesterday from Teresa. | Just give me a
call from the airport. | I have to make a telephone

C

call center
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call. | Why haven’t you returned my call (=telephoned me back)? | a local/long-distance call
TOPIC

cell phone, switch it on, listen to messages,
voice mail, text messages, text ➔ CELL PHONE

C

2 be on call ready to go to work if you are needed:
Heart surgeons are on call 24 hours a day. 3 a
shout or cry: a call for help 4 the sound that a bird
or animal makes 5 a request or demand for someone to do something: There have been calls for him
to resign. 6 no call for sth/no call to do sth
(spoken) used in order to tell someone that his/her
behavior is wrong or that something is unnecessary: She had no call to talk to you like that. 7 a
decision made by the REFEREE in a sports game:
All the calls went against us. 8 a message or
announcement: the last call for flight 134 9 a short
visit to someone
'call "center n. [C] an office where a lot of people
are employed to deal with customers who telephone them with questions, orders for goods, etc.
call·er /'kOlø/ n. [C] someone who is making a
telephone call
'call girl n. [C] a PROSTITUTE
cal·lig·ra·phy /k@'lIgr@fi/ n. [U] the art of writing using special pens or brushes, or the beautiful
writing produced in this way [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 Greek kalligraphia, from kallos “beauty”
+ -graphein “to write”]
call·ing /'kOlIÎ/ n. [C] a strong desire or feeling of
duty to do a particular type of work, especially
work that helps other people: She found her calling
as a nurse.
'call-in "show n. [C] a radio or television program
in which people telephone to give their opinions
cal·lous /'kæl@s/ adj. unkind and not caring that
other people are suffering —callousness n. [U]
—callously adv.
cal·lus /'kæl@s/ n. [C] an area of hard rough skin:
calluses on his feet —callused adj.
"call 'waiting n. [U] a telephone service that
allows you to receive another call without ending
the call you are already making

calm1 /kAm/ also calm down v. [I,T] to become

quiet after you have been angry, excited, or upset,
or to make someone become quiet: Calm down and
tell me what happened. | It took a while to calm the
kids down. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French
calme, from Late Latin cauma “heat;” because
everything is quiet and still in the heat of the
middle part of the day]
calm2 adj. 1 relaxed and not angry or upset: Glen
was calm and composed at the funeral. | Please,
everyone, try to keep/stay calm!
THESAURUS

relaxed – calm and not worried or angry: He
seemed relaxed and confident.

laid-back – relaxed and not seeming to worry

about anything: My dad’s pretty laid-back, but my
mother’s always nagging.
easygoing – not easily worried or annoyed: She’s
pretty easygoing; you’ll get along with her fine.
mellow – friendly, relaxed, and calm: Annie’s
family is pretty mellow, and they liked me.
cool – calm, and not nervous or excited: Try to
stay cool during the interview.
placid (formal) calm and peaceful and not easy
to annoy or make excited: She was a
good-natured, placid woman.
serene (formal) – very calm or peaceful: the
serene expression on her face

2 if a situation or place is calm, there is not a lot of
activity or trouble: The streets are calm again after
last week’s riots.
THESAURUS
quiet, tranquil, peaceful,
sleepy, still ➔ QUIET 1

3 completely still, or not moving very much: the
calm water of the lake ➔ see picture at
CHOPPY 4 not windy: a calm day —calmly adv.
calm3 n. 1 [singular, U] a time that is quiet and
peaceful: the calm of the evening 2 the calm
before the storm a peaceful situation just before
a big problem or argument
cal·o·rie /'kæl@ri/ n. [C] 1 a unit for measuring
the amount of energy a particular food can produce:
An average potato has about 90 calories. | a lowcalorie snack 2 count calories to try to control
your weight by calculating the number of calories
you eat 3 also small calorie CHEMISTRY (written
abbreviation cal.) the amount of heat that is needed
to raise the temperature of one gram of water by
one degree Celsius, used as a unit for measuring
energy 4 also large calorie CHEMISTRY (written
abbreviation Cal.) the amount of heat that is needed
to raise the temperature of one kilogram of water
by one degree Celsius, used as a unit for measuring
energy [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 French, Latin calor
“heat”]
cal·um·ny /'kæl@mni/ n. (plural calumnies) [C,U]
(formal) an untrue and unfair statement about someone that is intended to give people a bad opinion of
him/her, or the act of saying this SYN slander
calves /kævz/ n. the plural of CALF
ca·lyx /'keIlIks/ n. (plural calyxes or calyces
/-lIsiz/) [C] BIOLOGY the green outer part of a flower
that protects it before it opens
ca·ma·ra·der·ie /kæm'rAd@ri, kAm-/ n. [U] a
feeling of friendship that the people in a group
have, especially when they work together: the
camaraderie of firefighters
cam·cord·er /'kæm"kOrdø/ n. [C] a type of
camera that you can hold in one hand to record
pictures and sound onto VIDEOTAPE

came /keIm/ v. the past tense of COME
cam·el /'kæm@l/ n. [C] a large animal with a long

neck and one or two HUMP s (=large raised parts) on
its back that lives in the desert and carries goods or

can
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people [ORIGIN: 900—1000 Latin camelus, from
Greek kamelos]
cam·e·o /'kæmioU/ n.
(plural
cameos)
[C] 1 ENG. LANG. ARTS a
small part in a movie or
play acted by a famous
actor: Brad Pitt made a
cameo appearance in
the show. 2 a piece of
jewelry with a raised
shape, usually of a person’s face, on a dark
background: a cameo
brooch
cam·er·a /'kæmr@, -@r@/ n. [C] a piece of equipment used for taking photographs, or for making
movies or television programs [ORIGIN: 1700—
1800 camera obscura “box with a hole through
which an image is made to appear on the inside
of the box” (18—21 centuries), from Modern
Latin, “dark room”] ➔ see picture on page A6
TOPIC

Before you can take any pictures, you need to
load film into the camera.
Digital cameras do not need film because the
pictures you take are stored in the camera until
you download them onto a computer.
When you take pictures, you need to focus, so the
people or things in your picture will be clear. If you
are taking a picture indoors or at night, you might
need to use a flash.
After you have taken pictures, you take the film to
be developed and printed. The printed
photographs are also called prints. When you
get the prints, you also get the negatives, which
you can use in the future to get more copies of
your photographs.

cam·er·a·man

-m@n/,
/'kæmr@"mæn,
cam·er·a·wom·an /'kæmr@"wUm@n/ n. (plural
cameramen /-"mEn, -m@n/, camerawomen
/-"wImIn/) [C] someone who operates a camera for
a television or film company ➔ PHOTOGRAPHER

ca·mi·sole /'kæmI"soUl/ n. [C] a light piece of
clothing that women wear on the top half of their
bodies under other clothes

cam·o·mile /'kæm@"mil, -"maIl/ n. [C,U] a plant
with small white and yellow flowers, often used for
making tea

cam·ou·flage /'kæm@"flAZ, -"flAdZ/ n. [C,U] the

act of hiding something by making it look the same
as the things around it, or the things you use to do
this: a soldier in camouflage | The Arctic fox’s
white fur is an excellent winter camouflage. [ORIGIN: 1900—2000 French camoufler “to change
the appearance of,” from Italian camuffare]
—camouflage v. [T]

camp1 /kæmp/ n. [C,U] 1 a place where people
stay in tents in the mountains, forest, etc. for a short
time: We got back to camp at sunset. | The base

camp (=main camp) was 6,000 feet below the
summit. | a mining/logging camp (=one where
people stay when they are doing those jobs) 2 a
place where children go to do special activities
during their vacation, often staying there for a week
or more: a summer camp for girls only 3 a place
where people are kept for a particular reason, when
they do not want to be there: a refugee camp 4 a
group of people who support the same ideas or
principles, especially in politics: The debate
between the two camps is becoming heated. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French, Latin campus “field”]
➔ CONCENTRATION CAMP , DAY CAMP

camp2 v. [I] to set up a tent or shelter in a place

and stay there for a short time —camping n. [U]:
We went camping in Yellowstone Park.
camp out phr. v. to sleep outdoors, usually in a
tent: The kids camped out in the backyard.
cam·paign1 /kæm'peIn/ n. [C] a series of actions
that are intended to achieve a particular result,
especially in business, politics, or war: a presidential campaign | a military campaign | a campaign
for/against a constitutional amendment [ORIGIN:
1600—1700 French campagne, from Italian
campagna “level country, campaign,” from
Latin campus; because soldiers went out into the
country for military exercises]
THESAURUS
fight, battle, drive, struggle,
crusade ➔ FIGHT 2

campaign2 v. [I] to take part in a public series of

actions to try to achieve a particular result, especially in business or politics: a group campaigning
for/against gun control
camp·er /'kæmpø/ n. [C] 1 someone who is
staying in a tent or shelter for a short time 2 a
vehicle that has beds and cooking equipment so
that you can stay in it while you are on vacation
Camp·fire /'kæmpfaIø/ n. an organization for
girls and boys that teaches them practical skills and
helps develop their character
camp·ground /'kæmpgraUnd/ n. [C] a place
where people can camp in tents or CAMPER s
THESAURUS
hotel, motel, inn, bed and
breakfast (b&b), hostel ➔ HOTEL

camp·site /'kæmpsaIt/ n. [C] a place where you
can camp: a lakeside campsite

cam·pus /'kæmp@s/ n. [C] the land or buildings
of a college: the campus bookstore | Many students
live on campus.

can1 /k@n; strong kæn/ modal verb 1 to be able to
do something or know how to do something: I can’t
(=cannot) swim! | Jean can speak French. | Even a
small computer can store immense amounts of
information.
USAGE

Use can and be able to to say that someone has
the ability to do something. Be able to is more

C

can

C

formal: Can you speak Spanish? | He is able to see
with his left eye.
Use could to say that someone has the ability to
do something, but does not do it: He could be a
much better player.
Could is also the past form of can. Use could or
a past form of be able to to say that someone
had the ability to do something in the past: She
could ride a bike when she was three. | He was
able to walk with a cane.
Use will be able to to talk about future ability:
People will soon be able to travel to other planets.
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can·cel /'kæns@l/ v. [T] 1 to decide that some-

thing you have planned will not happen: I had to
cancel my trip. 2 to end an agreement or arrangement, especially because you no longer want something: We’re canceling our subscription to the
magazine. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French canceller “to cross out,” from Latin cancellare “to
make like a frame of crossed bars”]
cancel sth ↔ out phr. v. to have an equal but
opposite effect on something, so that a situation
does not change: The losses canceled out the profits
made the previous year.
2 to be allowed to do something: You can go home can·cel·la·tion /"kæns@'leIS@n/ n. [C,U] 1 a
now. | In soccer, you can’t touch the ball with your decision that something you have planned will not
hands (=it is against the rules). 3 (spoken) used in happen: The show’s low ratings led to cancellaorder to ask someone to do something or give you tion. 2 a decision to end an agreement or arrangesomething, or when you offer or suggest some- ment: the cancellation of an employment contract
thing: Can I have a cookie? | Can I give you a Can·cer /'kænsø/ n. 1 [U] the fourth sign of the
hand? 4 used in order to show what is possible or ZODIAC , represented by a CRAB 2 [C] someone
likely: It can’t be Steve; he’s in New York right born between June 22 and July 22
now. | I still think the problem can be
solved. 5 used with the verbs “see,” “hear,” “feel,” cancer n. [C,U] a serious disease in which cells in
“smell,” and “taste,” and with verbs relating to one part of the body start to grow in a way that is
thinking, to show that an action is happening: not normal: cases of breast/lung/bowel etc. cancer |
Nancy can’t understand why I’m so upset. | I can She has cancer. | He died of cancer at the age of
see Ralph coming now. 6 used in order to show 63. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin “crab, cancer”]
what often happens or how someone often behaves: —cancerous adj.
It can get pretty cold here at night. 7 used in order can·did /'kændId/ adj. telling the truth, even
to express surprise or anger: You can’t be serious! | when the truth may be unpleasant or embarrassing:
How can you be so stupid! 8 [in questions and He was surprisingly candid about the difficulties
the government is facing. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
negatives] used in order to say that you do not
believe something is true or right: This can’t be the French candide, from Latin candidus “bright,
right road. | It can’t be easy living with him. 9 [in white”] —candidly adv.
questions and negatives] used in order to say that
THESAURUS
honest, frank, direct, upfront,
someone should not or must not do something: You
straight, straightforward, blunt, forthright ➔
can’t expect him to change. [ORIGIN: Old English
HONEST
cunnan] ➔ COULD

can2 /kæn/ n. [C] 1 a metal container in which can·di·da·cy /'kænÄ@d@si/ n. (plural candida-

food or liquid is kept without air, or the amount the cies) [C,U] the fact of being a candidate, usually for
can holds: a soft drink can | Add two cans of kidney a political position: She announced her candidacy
beans. | a large can of paint 2 a (whole) can of for the Senate.
worms a complicated situation that causes a lot of can·di·date /'kænÄ@"deIt, -dIt/ n. [C] 1 someproblems when you start to deal with it [ORIGIN: one who is competing in an election or who is
Old English canne]
being considered for a job: a presidential
can3 /kæn/ v. (canned, canning) [T] 1 to pre- candidate | Sara seems to be a likely candidate for
serve food by putting it in a closed container the job. 2 someone or something that may be
without air: We canned the vegetables we’d chosen for something: Which patients are good
grown. 2 (spoken) to dismiss someone from his/ candidates for the new treatment? | The book is a
strong candidate to win the award. [ORIGIN:
her job ➔ CANNED
1600—1700 Latin candidatus, from candidatus
1
Ca·na·di·an /k@'neIdi@n/ adj. relating to or “dressed in white;” because someone trying to
get elected in ancient Rome wore white clothes]
coming from Canada
can·died
/'kændid/ adj. cooked in or covered
2
Canadian n. [C] someone from Canada
with sugar: candied fruit
ca·nal /k@'næl/ n. [C] a long passage dug into the can·dle /'kændl/ n. [C] a round stick of WAX with
ground and filled with water, either for boats to a piece of string through the middle, that you burn
travel along, or to bring water from somewhere: the to produce light: She sat down and lit the candle.
Panama Canal ➔ see picture at RIVER
[ORIGIN: 600—700 Latin candela, from candere
1
ca·nar·y /k@'nEri/ n. (plural canaries) [C] a small “to shine”] ➔ see picture at LIGHT
yellow bird that sings and is often kept as a pet can·dle·stick /'kændl"stIk/ n. [C] a specially
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Canary Islands, islands in shaped metal or wooden object used for holding
the Atlantic Ocean, where the bird comes from] candles
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can·dor /'kændø/ n. [U] the quality of being

etc. that are recognized as being the most important: the literary canon 3 an established law of the
honest and telling the truth ➔ CANDID : She spoke
with candor about the affair.
Christian church
can·dy /'kændi/ n. (plural candies) 1 [C,U] a 'can "opener n. [C] a tool used for opening cans
of food
sweet food made of sugar or chocolate, or a piece
of this: a box of candy | I gave her a piece of can·o·py /'kæn@pi/ n. (plural canopies) [C] 1 a
candy. 2 mind/brain/eye etc. candy (informal)
cover attached above a bed or seat, used as a
something that is entertaining or pleasant to look at,
decoration or as a shelter 2 EARTH SCIENCES the top
but that does not make you think [ORIGIN: 1200—
branches and leaves of the tallest trees in a forest,
1300 Old French candi, from Arabic qandi
which completely cover large areas of the forest
“covered with sugar”]
—canopied adj.
'candy bar n. [C] a long narrow bar of candy, can’t /kænt/ modal verb the short form of “cannot”:
usually covered with chocolate
I can’t go with you today.
'candy cane n. [C] a stick of hard sugar with a can·ta·loupe /'kænô@l"oUp/ n. [C,U] a type of
curved shape, colored red and white
MELON with a hard skin and sweet orange flesh
[ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Cantelupo former house
cane /keIn/ n. [C] a long thin stick, usually with a
of the Pope near Rome in Italy, where it was
curved handle, used for helping you walk: She
grown]
walks with a cane because of her arthritis. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French, Old Provençal
can·tan·ker·ous /kæn'tæÎk@r@s/ adj. easily
cana, from Latin canna, from Greek kanna]
annoyed and complaining a lot: a cantankerous old
man
ca·nine /'keInaIn/ adj. BIOLOGY relating to dogs
can·is·ter /'kæn@stø/ n. [C] a metal container can·teen /kæn'tin/ n. [C] 1 a small container for
carrying water or other drinks 2 a store or place
with a lid, used for storing dry food or a gas: a
where people in the military can buy things or go to
flour/sugar/salt canister
be entertained [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 French cancan·ker /'kæÎkø/ n. 1 [C,U] BIOLOGY an infected
tine, from Italian cantina “wine store”]
area on the wood of trees, or the disease that causes
can·ter
/'kænôø/ v. [I,T] when a horse canters, it
this 2 [C] also canker sore a painful sore inside
runs fast, but not as fast as possible —canter n. [C]
your mouth
can·to /'kæntoU/ n. (plural cantos) [C] ENG. LANG.
can·na·bis /'kæn@bIs/ n. [U] MARIJUANA
ARTS one of the parts into which a very long poem is
canned /kænd/ adj. 1 preserved without air in a
divided ➔ STANZA
container: canned tomatoes 2 canned music/ Can·to·nese /"kænt@n'izX/ n. [U] a language
laughter/applause music, etc. that has been
used in Hong Kong and parts of southern China
recorded and is used on television or radio procan·vas /'kænv@s/ n. 1 [U] a type of strong cloth
grams
that is used for making tents, sails, bags, etc.: a
can·ner·y /'kæn@ri/ n. (plural canneries) [C] a
canvas bag 2 [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a painting done
factory where food is put into cans
with oil paints, or the piece of cloth that it is
painted on [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old North
can·ni·bal /'kæn@b@l/ n. [C] someone who eats
French canevas, from Latin cannabis “hemp”]
human flesh [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Spanish Canibal “member of the Carib people of the West can·vass /'kænv@s/ v. [I,T] 1 to try to persuade
Indies, who were said to eat human flesh”]
people to support a political party, politician, plan,
—cannibalism n. [U] —cannibalistic
etc. by going from place to place and talking to
/"kæn@b@'lIstIkX/ adj.
people: Supporters were canvassing door to
door. 2 to ask people about something in order to
can·non /'kæn@n/ n. [C] a large gun, fixed to the
get information: Residents were canvassed about
ground or on wheels, used in past times
community needs.
can·not /'kænAt, k@'nAt, kæ-/ modal verb the
can·yon /'kæny@n/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a deep
negative form of CAN : I cannot accept your offer.
valley with very steep sides: the Grand Canyon
can·ny /'kæni/ adj. smart, careful, and showing
[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 American Spanish cañón,
that you understand a situation very well
from Spanish, “tube, pipe”]
ca·noe /k@'nu/ n. [C] a long light narrow boat that cap1 /kæp/ n. [C] 1 a) a soft hat with a curved
is pointed at both ends, which you move using a
part sticking out at the front: a baseball cap b) a
PADDLE [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French, Spanish
hat that fits closely over your head: a shower
canoa, from Arawakan (a group of South
cap 2 something that covers and protects the end
American languages)] —canoe v. [I]
or top of an object: a bottle cap | a pen cap
—canoeing n. [U]
THESAURUS
cover, lid, top, wrapper,
wrapping ➔ COVER 2

can·on /'kæn@n/ n. [C] 1 (formal) a generally

accepted rule or standard for behaving or thinking 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS the books, pieces of music,

3

ECONOMICS

a limit on the amount of money that

C
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someone can earn or spend: a cap on campaign of land surrounded on three sides by water: Cape
spending [ORIGIN: 900—1000 Late Latin cappa Cod
“covering for the head, cloak”] ➔ ICE CAP , KNEE- ca·per1 /'keIpø/ n. [C] 1 a small dark green part
CAP
of a flower, that is used in cooking to give a sour
cap2 v. (capped, capping) [T] 1 to be the last and taste to food 2 a planned activity, especially an
usually best thing that happens in a game, situation, illegal or dangerous one
etc.: Wilkes capped a perfect season by winning the caper2 v. [I] to jump around and play in a happy
100-meter sprint. 2 to cover the top of something: excited way
the snow-capped peaks of the Rocky Mountains | a
tower capped with a golden dome 3 to cover a cap·il·lar·y /'kæp@"lEri/ n. (plural capillaries) [C]
tooth with a special hard white substance: Her front BIOLOGY a very small narrow tube that carries blood
teeth had to be capped. 4 ECONOMICS to limit the around your body ➔ ARTERY , VEIN
amount of something, especially money, that can be cap·i·tal1 /'kæp@Ôl/ n. 1 [C] the city where a
used or spent: The law caps the amount of interest country or state’s main government is ➔ CAPITOL :
The New York state capital is Albany. | What’s the
that credit card companies can charge.
capital of Sweden? 2 [singular, U] ECONOMICS
n. (plural
ca·pa·bil·i·ty /"keIp@'bIl@Ôi/ Ac
capabilities) [C] the ability of a machine, person, money or property you use to start a business or to
or organization to do something, especially some- make more money: Investors lent him the capital to
thing difficult: The country has the capability to start the business. 3 [C] a letter of the alphabet
produce nuclear weapons. | the computer’s graph- written in its large form, for example at the beginics capability | The virus has the capability of ning of someone’s name: Please write your name
in capitals. | a capital “T” 4 [C] a place that is
attaching itself to a specific white blood cell.
important for a particular activity: Hollywood is the
THESAURUS
capital of the movie industry. [ORIGIN: 1100—
ability, power, capacity ➔
1200 Latin capitalis, from caput “head”]
ABILITY
capital2 adj. 1 ECONOMICS relating to money that
ca·pa·ble /'keIp@b@l/ Ac adj. 1 capable of you use to start a business, make more money,
(doing) sth having the power, skill, or other quali- improve things, etc.: We need greater capital
ties that are needed to do something: He is not investment to improve our schools. 2 capital letcapable of making these decisions by himself. | The ter a letter of the alphabet that is printed in its large
machine is capable of very precise calcula- form, for example at the beginning of someone’s
tions. 2 able to do things well: Mary Beth is a name 3 capital offense/crime LAW a crime that
capable lawyer. | The hospital’s staff were all very may be punished by death
capable. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French, Late
Latin capabilis “able to take things in,” from "capital 'gain n. [C] ECONOMICS the profit you
make by selling something for more than it cost
Latin capere “to take”]
you to buy: The sale of its overseas assets resulted
ca·pa·cious /k@'peIS@s/ adj. (formal) able to in a capital gain of $10 million for the group.
contain a lot: a capacious handbag
cap·i·tal·ism /'kæp@Ôl"Iz@m/ n. [U] ECONOMICS
—capaciousness n. [U]
an economic and political system in which busica·pac·i·tor /k@'pæs@Ôø/ n. [C] PHYSICS a piece of nesses belong mostly to private owners, not to the
equipment that collects and stores electricity for a government ➔ COMMUNISM , SOCIALISM
short time
cap·i·tal·ist /'kæp@Ôl-Ist/ adj. ECONOMICS relating
ca·pac·i·ty /k@'pæs@Ôi/ Ac n. (plural capaci- to a system or person who supports or takes part in
ties) 1 [singular, U] the amount that something can capitalism —capitalist n. [C]
hold, produce, or carry: The computer has a capacity of 400 megabytes. | The theater was filled to cap·i·tal·ize /'kæp@Ôl"aIz/ v. [T] 1 to write a
capacity (=completely full). 2 [C,U] the ability to letter of the alphabet using a CAPITAL letter 2 ECOdo or produce something: a child’s capacity for NOMICS to supply a business with money so that it
learning | The groups have the capacity to influ- can operate 3 ECONOMICS to calculate the value of a
ence Congress. | The factory is not yet working at business, based on the value of its SHARE s
—capitalization /"kæp@Ôl@'zeIS@n/ n. [U]
full capacity.
capitalize on sth phr. v. to use something in order
THESAURUS
ability, power, capability ➔
to gain an advantage: The company is trying to
ABILITY
capitalize on the popularity of fruit-based drinks.
3 [singular] someone’s job, position, or duty: She "capital 'punishment n. [U] the punishment of
has traveled a lot in her capacity as a photojour- legally killing someone for a crime s/he has done
nalist. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French capacité,
THESAURUS
punishment, sentence,
from Latin capacitas]
penalty, fine, community service, corporal
cape /keIp/ n. [C] 1 a long loose piece of clothing
punishment ➔ PUNISHMENT
without SLEEVE s that fastens around your neck and
➔
DEATH PENALTY
hangs from your shoulders: The bishop was wearing a long red cape. 2 EARTH SCIENCES a large piece Cap·i·tol /'kæp@Ôl/ n. 1 the Capitol the building
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in Washington, D.C. where the U.S. Congress
meets 2 [C] the building in each U.S. state where
the people who make laws for that state meet
"Capitol 'Hill n. POLITICS the place where the U.S.
Congress meets, often used to refer to Congress
itself: The bill has wide support on Capitol Hill.
ca·pit·u·late /k@'pItS@"leIt/ v. [I] to stop fighting
someone and accept his/her conditions or demands
—capitulation /k@"pItS@'leIS@n/ n. [C,U]
cap·puc·ci·no /"kæp@'tSinoU, "kA-/ n. (plural
cappuccinos) [C,U] a type of Italian coffee made
with hot milk
ca·price /k@'pris/ n. [C,U] (literary) a sudden and
unreasonable change in someone’s opinion or
behavior
ca·pri·cious /k@'priS@s/ adj. (literary) likely to
change very suddenly: capricious spring weather
Cap·ri·corn /'kæprI"kOrn/ n. 1 [U] the tenth
sign of the ZODIAC , represented by a goat 2 [C]
someone born between December 22 and January
19

cap·size /'kæpsaIz, kæp'saIz/ v. [I,T] if a boat

capsizes, or if you capsize it, it turns over in the
water
cap·sule /'kæps@l/ n. [C] 1 a very small object
with medicine inside that you swallow whole
THESAURUS
medicine, pill, tablet, eye/ear
drops, drug, medication ➔ MEDICINE

2 the part of a space vehicle in which people live
and work
cap·tain1 /'kæpt@n/ n. [C] 1 someone who is in
charge of a ship or airplane 2 a fairly high rank in
the Army, Air Force, Marines, police force, etc., or
an officer who has this rank 3 someone who leads
a team or group: the captain of the football team
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French capitain, from
Late Latin capitaneus “chief,” from Latin caput
“head”]
captain2 v. [T] to be the captain of a team, ship, or
airplane
cap·tion /'kæpS@n/ n. [C] words written above or
below a picture that explain what the picture is
about
cap·ti·vate /'kæpt@"veIt/ v. [T] to attract and
interest someone very much: Alex was captivated

caravan

by her beauty. —captivating adj.: a particularly
captivating story
cap·tive1 /'kæptIv/ adj. 1 kept in prison or in a
place that you are not allowed to leave: captive
animals | His son had been taken captive (=taken
and kept as a prisoner). 2 captive audience
people who listen to or watch someone or something because they have to, not because they want
to
captive2 n. [C] someone who is kept as a prisoner,
especially in a war SYN hostage
cap·tiv·i·ty /kæp'tIv@Ôi/ n. [U] the state of being
kept as a prisoner or in a small space: Many
animals won’t breed in captivity.
cap·tor /'kæptø/ n. [C] (formal) someone who is
keeping another person as a prisoner
cap·ture1 /'kæptSø/ v. [T] 1 to catch someone in
order to keep him/her as a prisoner: 40 French
soldiers were captured.
THESAURUS
catch, arrest, apprehend,
corner, trap ➔ CATCH 1

2 to get control of a place that previously belonged
to an enemy, during a war: The town was captured
by enemy troops. 3 capture sb’s imagination/
attention etc. to make someone feel very interested in something 4 to succeed in showing or
describing something, using words or pictures: The
book really captures the essence/spirit of what the
1920s were like. 5 to get something that you are
competing with others for, especially in business or
politics: Mayor Agnos captured 30% of the
vote. 6 to catch an animal without killing it [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French, Latin captura, from
captus]
capture2 n. [U] 1 the act of catching someone in
order to keep him/her as a prisoner: The two soldiers somehow managed to avoid capture. 2 the
act of getting control of something: the capture of
the village
car /kAr/ n. [C] 1 a vehicle with four wheels and
an engine, used by a small number of people for
traveling from one place to another: Joe got in the
car and buckled his seat belt. | She got out of the
car. | You can’t park your car here. 2 one of the
connected parts of a train: I’ll meet you in the
dining car.
ca·rafe /k@'ræf/ n. [C] a glass bottle with a wide
top, used for serving wine or water at meals
car·a·mel /'kær@m@l, -"mEl, 'kArm@l/ n. [C,U]
candy made of cooked sugar, butter, and milk
[ORIGIN: 1700—1800 French, Spanish caramelo]
car·a·pace /'kær@"peIs/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a hard
shell on the outside of some animals such as a
CRAB or TURTLE
car·at, karat /'kær@t/ n. [C] a unit for measuring
how pure gold is, or how heavy jewels are: Pure
gold is 24 carats.
car·a·van /'kær@"væn/ n. [C] a group of people

C

carbohydrate

with animals or vehicles, who travel together [ORI1500—1600 Italian caravana, from Persian
karwan]
car·bo·hy·drate /"kArboU'haIdreIt, -drIt,
-b@-/ n. [C,U] CHEMISTRY a substance in foods such
as rice, bread, and potatoes that provides your body
with heat and energy
car·bon /'kArb@n/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY a chemical
that is an ELEMENT and that forms into DIAMOND s,
and is in gas, coal, etc.
car·bon·at·ed /'kArb@"neIÔId/ adj. carbonated
drinks have a lot of BUBBLE s in them
"carbon 'copy n. [C] someone or something that
is very similar to another person or thing
"carbon 'cycle n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a continuous
series of related events in which carbon that exists
in the air as carbon dioxide is taken in by plants,
and is sent back out into the air again, either by
plants or animals or as the result of burning substances such as oil or coal
"carbon di'oxide n. [U] CHEMISTRY the gas produced when people and animals breathe out
"carbon 'footprint n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a measure of the amount of harmful carbon dioxide that a
person, company, industry, etc. produces when
doing his, her, or its normal activities, such as
driving a car, heating a building, or producing
goods
"carbon mo'noxide n. [U] CHEMISTRY a poisonous gas produced when engines burn gasoline
'carbon "paper n. [C,U] special paper with a blue
or black substance on one side, used especially in
the past to make copies of documents written on a

with a picture on one side, that is part of a set which
people collect 7 a small piece of thick stiff paper
that information can be written or printed on
➔ INDEX CARD : a set of recipe cards 8 the thing
inside a computer that the CHIP s are attached to that
allows the computer to do specific things: a sound
card 9 be in the cards to seem likely to happen:
The increase in price has been in the cards for a
long time. 10 play your cards right (informal) to
do the things that make you succeed in getting what
you want 11 put/lay your cards on the table
(informal) to be completely honest about what your
plans and intentions are [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
French carte, from Old Italian carta “sheet of
paper,” from Latin charta]
card2 v. [T] to ask someone to show a card proving
that s/he is old enough to be in a particular place or
to buy alcohol or cigarettes: I can’t believe I still get
carded.
card·board /'kArdbOrd/ n. [U] a thick material
like stiff paper, used especially for making boxes
'card "catalog n. [C] a set of cards that contain
information about something, especially books in a
library, and that are arranged in a particular order
car·di·ac /'kArdi"æk/ adj. [only before noun] BIOLOGY relating to the heart or to heart disease
"cardiac ar'rest n. [C] BIOLOGY a HEART ATTACK
car·di·gan /'kArd@g@n/ n. [C] a SWEATER that is
fastened at the front [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Earl of
Cardigan (1797-1868), British soldier]
car·di·nal1 /'kArdn-@l, -n@l/ adj. [only before
noun] very important or basic: a cardinal rule
cardinal2 n. [C] 1 a
priest of very high rank
TYPEWRITER
in the Roman Catholic
car·bu·re·tor /'kArb@"reIÔø/ n. [C] the part of an Church 2 a common
engine that mixes the air and gasoline to provide North American wild
power
bird that is a bright red
car·cass /'kArk@s/ n. [C] the body of a dead color
animal
"cardinal 'number n.
car·cin·o·gen /kAr'sIn@dZ@n/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a [C] MATH any of the
numbers 1, 2, 3, etc. that
substance
that
can
cause
CANCER
show the quantity of
—carcinogenic /"kArsIn@'dZEnIk/ adj.
something ➔ ORDINAL
car·ci·no·ma /"kArs@'noUm@/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a NUMBER
small growth on your skin or in your body caused
car·di·ol·o·gy
by CANCER ➔ TUMOR
/"kArdi'Al@dZi/ n. [U]
1
card /kArd/ n. [C] 1 a small piece of plastic or the study or science of medical treatment of the
stiff paper that shows information about someone heart
or something: a library card | an employee ID
1
card | Here’s my business card. 2 a small piece of care /kEr/ v. 1 [I,T] to be concerned about or
interested
in someone or something: He doesn’t
plastic which you use to pay for goods or to get
money ➔ CREDIT CARD , DEBIT CARD : I’ll use my care about anybody but himself. | I don’t care what
card. 3 a piece of folded stiff paper, usually with a you do. 2 [I] to like or love someone: He really
picture on the front, that you send to people on cared for you.
special occasions: a birthday card 4 one of a set SPOKEN PHRASES
of 52 small pieces of stiff paper with pictures or 3 who cares? used in order to say that something
numbers on them that are used for playing games: does not worry or upset you because you think it is
Let’s play cards (=play a game using cards). | a not important 4 I/he/they etc. couldn’t care
deck of cards 5 a POSTCARD 6 baseball/ less used in order to say that someone is not at all
sports etc. card a small piece of thick stiff paper concerned about or interested in something: I
GIN:
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couldn’t care less about the Super Bowl. 5 what
do I/you/they etc. care? used in order to say that
someone does not care at all about something:
What does he care? He’ll get his money whatever
happens. 6 would you care to do sth?/would
you care for sth? (formal) used in order to ask
someone if s/he wants to do something: Would you
care to meet us after the show? | Would you care for
a drink?
care for sb/sth phr. v. 1 to do things for someone
who is old, sick, weak, etc. and not able to do
things for himself/herself SYN look after: Angie
cared for her mother after her stroke. 2 not care
for sb/sth to not like someone or something: I
don’t care for his brother.

care2 n.

1 HELP [U] the process of doing things for someone
because s/he is old, sick, weak, etc.: Your father
will need constant medical care. | They shared the
care of their children.
2 KEEPING STH IN GOOD CONDITION [U] the
process of keeping something in good condition or
working correctly: skin care | With proper care,
your washing machine should last years.
3 take care of sb/sth a) to watch and help
someone and be responsible for him/her: Who’s
taking care of the baby? b) to keep something in
good condition or working correctly: Karl will take
care of the house while we’re on vacation. c) to do
the work or make the arrangements that are necessary for something to happen: I’ll take care of
making the reservations. d) to pay for something:
Don’t worry about the bill – it’s taken care of.
4 take care a) (spoken) used when saying goodbye to family or friends b) to be careful: It’s very
icy, so take care driving home.
5 CAREFULNESS [U] carefulness to avoid damage,
mistakes, etc.: You need to put more care into your
work. | Handle the package with care.
6 WORRY [C,U] something that causes problems
and makes you anxious or sad: Eddie doesn’t have
a care in the world (=does not have any problems
or worries).
7 in care of sb (written abbreviation c/o) used
when sending letters to someone at someone else’s
address: Send me the package in care of my cousin.

ca·reen /k@'rin/ v. [I] to move quickly forward in

an uncontrolled way, making sudden sideways
movements: Morillo’s truck careened down the
hillside and burst into flames.
ca·reer /k@'rIr/ n. [C] 1 a job or profession that
you have been trained for and intend to do for a
long time: a career in law | She’s considering
making a career change.
THESAURUS
job, work, employment,
position, post, occupation, profession,
vocation ➔ JOB

2 the period of time in your life that you spend
working: Will spent most of his career as a
teacher. 3 career soldier/teacher etc. someone
who intends to be a soldier, teacher, etc. for most of

his/her life, not just for a particular period of time:
a career diplomat [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French
carrière, from Old Provençal carriera “street,”
from Latin carrus]
care·free /'kErfri/ adj. without any problems or
worries: a carefree summer vacation
care·ful /'kErf@l/ adj. 1 trying very hard not to
make mistakes, damage something, or cause
problems ANT careless: a careful driver | Anna
was careful not to upset Steven. 2 (be) careful!
(spoken) used in order to tell someone to think
about what s/he is doing so that something bad
does not happen: Be careful – there’s broken glass
on the sidewalk! 3 paying a lot of attention to
detail: careful planning
THESAURUS

methodical – done in a careful and

well-organized way, or always doing things this
way: a methodical approach to the problem
thorough – careful to do everything that you
should and avoid mistakes: The police conducted
a thorough investigation of the affair.
meticulous – very careful about details, and
always trying to do things correctly: She keeps
meticulous records.
systematic – organized carefully and done
thoroughly: We need a systematic way to measure
employees’ performance.
painstaking – very careful and thorough:
Cleaning the paintings involves a lot of
painstaking work.
scrupulous (formal) – done very carefully so
that every detail is correct: The research shows
scrupulous attention to detail.
conscientious (formal) – careful to do
everything that it is your job or duty to do: a
conscientious student

—carefully adv.: Please listen carefully.

care·giv·er /'kEr"gIvø/ n. [C] someone who

takes care of a child or of someone who is old or
sick
care·less /'kErlIs/ adj. not paying enough attention to what you are doing, so that you make
mistakes, damage things, cause problems, etc.
ANT careful: a careless mistake | It was very
careless of you to leave your keys in the car.
—carelessly adv. —carelessness n. [U]
'care "package n. [C] a package of food, candy,
etc. that is sent to someone living away from home,
especially a student at college
ca·ress /k@'rEs/ v. [T] to gently touch or kiss
someone in a way that shows you love him/her
—caress n. [C]
THESAURUS
touch, feel, handle, stroke,
rub, scratch, pat, pet, tickle ➔ TOUCH 1

care·tak·er /'kEr"teIkø/ n. [C] 1 someone
whose job is to take care of a building or land when
the person who owns it is not there 2 someone
such as a nurse, who takes care of other people

C
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car·go /'kArgoU/ n. (plural cargoes) [C,U] the ca·rouse /k@'raUz/ v. [I] (literary) to drink a lot, be

C

goods that are being carried in a ship, airplane, noisy, and have fun
truck, etc.: The ship was carrying a cargo of oil. car·ou·sel, carrousel /"kær@'sEl/ n. [C] 1 a
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Spanish “load, charge,” machine with painted wooden horses on it that
from cargar “to load,” from Late Latin carri- turns around, which people can ride on for
care]
fun 2 the circular moving belt that you collect
Car·ib·be·an /"kær@'bi@n, k@'rIbi@n/ adj. from your bags and suitcases from at an airport
or relating to the islands in the Caribbean Sea, such carp1 /kArp/ n. (plural carp) [C] a large fish that
as the Bahamas and Jamaica —Caribbean n. [C]
lives in lakes or rivers and can be eaten
ca·ri·bou /'kær@bu/ n. [C] a North American carp2 v. [I] to complain about something in an
REINDEER
annoying way, or to criticize someone all the time
car·i·ca·ture /'kær@k@tSø, -"tSUr/ n. [C,U] ENG. car·pel /'kArp@l/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the part of a
LANG. ARTS a funny drawing or description of someflower where new seeds are formed
one that makes him/her seem silly, or the activity car·pen·ter /'kArp@ntø/ n. [C] someone whose
doing this [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 French, Italian job is making and repairing wooden objects [ORIcaricatura, from caricare “to load, make seem GIN: 1100—1200 Old North French carpentier,
larger, worse, etc.,” from Late Latin carricare] from Latin carpentarius “carriage-maker”]
—caricature v. [T]
car·pen·try /'kArp@ntri/ n. [U] the art or work of
THESAURUS
picture, sketch, painting,
a carpenter
1
portrait, cartoon, illustration, image ➔ PICTURE
car·pet1 /'kArpIt/ n. [C,U] a heavy woven material
for covering all of a floor and stairs, or a piece of
car·ies /'kEriz/ n. [U] BIOLOGY decay in one or this material ➔ RUG : a wine stain on the carpet | I’d
more teeth
like red carpet in the hall. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
car·ing /'kErIÎ/ adj. someone who is caring is Old French carpite, from Old Italian carpita,
kind to other people and tries to help them: a warm from carpire “to pull out”] ➔ see picture at RUG
and caring person
carpet2 v. [T] to cover something with a carpet
THESAURUS
car·pet·ing /'kArp@ÔIÎ/ n. [U] carpets in general,
kind, nice, considerate,
or heavy woven material used for making carpets
thoughtful, warm-hearted, compassionate,
2
sympathetic ➔ KIND
'car pool n. [C] a group of people who travel
together to work, school, etc. in one car and share
car·jack·ing /'kAr"dZækIÎ/ n. [C,U] the crime of the costs —carpool v. [I]
using a weapon to force the driver of a car to drive
you somewhere or give you his/her car car·port /'kArpOrt/ n. [C] a shelter for a car, that
has a roof and is often built against the side of a
—carjacker n. [C]
house ➔ GARAGE
car·nage /'kArnIdZ/ n. [U] (formal) the killing and
car·riage
/'kærIdZ/ n. [C] 1 a vehicle with
wounding of a lot of people, especially in a war
wheels that is pulled by a horse, used in past
car·nal /'kArnl/ adj. (formal) relating to sex: carnal times 2 a BABY CARRIAGE
desires
car·ri·er /'kæriø/ n. [C] 1 a company that moves
car·na·tion /kAr'neIS@n/ n. [C] a white, pink, or goods or passengers from one place to another,
red flower that smells nice
especially by airplane 2 BIOLOGY someone who
car·ni·val /'kArn@v@l/ n. 1 [C] a noisy outdoor passes a disease to other people without having it
event where you can ride on special machines and himself/herself 3 a telephone or insurance complay games for prizes SYN fair 2 [C,U] a public pany: a cell phone carrier
event at which people play music, wear special car·rot /'kær@t/ n. [C] a long orange vegetable that
clothes, and dance in the streets: carnival time in grows under the ground [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
Rio [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Italian carnevale, French carotte, from Late Latin, from Greek
from carne “meat” + levare “to remove;” karoton] ➔ see picture at VEGETABLE
because after Carnival people stopped eating carrousel n [C] another spelling of CAROUSEL
meat for a period]
car·ry /'kæri/ v. (carried, carries)
car·ni·vore /'kArn@"vOr/ n. [C] BIOLOGY an animal 1 LIFT AND TAKE [T] to hold something in your
that eats meat [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Latin car- hands or arms, or on your back, as you take it
nivorus “flesh-eating,” from caro “flesh” + somewhere: Can you carry that suitcase for me? |
-vorus “eating”] —carnivorous /kAr'nIv@r@s/ Angela was carrying the baby in her arms. ➔ see
adj.

car·ol /'kær@l/ n. [C] a CHRISTMAS CAROL
ca·rot·id ar·te·ry /k@"rAÔId 'ArÔ@ri/ n. [C] BIOLOGY

one of the two ARTERIES in your neck that
supply blood to your head

picture on page A9
THESAURUS

cart – to carry or take something large and
heavy somewhere: Workers carted away several
tons of trash.

cartilage
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haul – to carry or pull something heavy:

Contractors have begun hauling away the debris.
transport (formal) – to move or carry goods,
people, etc. from one place to another in a
vehicle: Helicopters are used to transport military
equipment.
bear (formal) – to bring or carry something:
They arrived bearing gifts.
tote (informal) – to carry something: guards
toting machine guns
lug (informal) – to pull or carry something that is
very heavy: We lugged our bags and chairs to the
beach.
schlep (informal) – to carry or pull something
heavy: He schlepped the luggage up the steps.

2 VEHICLE/SHIP/PLANE [T] to take people or things
from one place to another: The bus was carrying 25
passengers.
3 PIPE/ROAD/WIRE [T] if pipe, road, wire, etc.
carries something such as liquid or electricity, the
liquid etc. flows along, on, or in it: Pipes carry the
water across the desert.
4 HAVE WITH YOU [T] to have something with you
in your pocket, on your belt, in your bag, etc. as
you move from place to place: The security guard
usually carries a gun. | I never carry much cash.
5 STORE [T] if a store carries goods, it has a supply
of them for sale: I’m sorry, we don’t carry that
brand anymore.
6 INFORMATION/NEWS ETC. [T] to contain a particular piece of information or news: The morning
paper carried a story about the demonstration in
New York.
7 HAVE A QUALITY [T] to have a particular quality:
The job carries certain risks. | Lee’s opinions
usually carry a lot of weight (=have influence) with
the boss. | Matthew’s voice did not carry much
conviction (=he did not sound certain).
8 be/get carried away to be or become so
excited that you are no longer in control of what
you do or say
9 carry insurance/a guarantee etc. to have
insurance, etc.: All our products carry a 12-month
guarantee.
10 DISEASE [T] BIOLOGY to have a disease and pass
it to others: Many diseases are carried by insects.
11 carry yourself to stand and move in a particular way: It was obvious by the way they carried
themselves that they were soldiers.
12 CRIME/PUNISHMENT [T] if a crime carries a
particular punishment, that is the usual punishment
for the crime: Murder carries a life sentence in this
state.
13 carry sth too far to do or say too much about
something: It was funny at first, but you’ve carried
the joke too far.
14 ELECTION [T] to win an election in a state or
particular area: Reagan carried California in 1980.
15 SUPPORT [T] to support the weight of something else: Those columns carry the whole roof.
16 SOUND/SMELL [I] to be able to go as far as a
particular place or a particular distance: The sound
of their laughter carried as far as the lake.

17 carry a tune to sing the notes of a song
correctly
18 MATHEMATICS [T] also carry over to move a
total to the next row of figures for adding to other
numbers [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old North
French carier “to take in a vehicle,” from car
“vehicle,” from Latin carrus]
carry sth ↔ off phr. v.
to do something difficult successfully: No one
believed he could carry the plan off.
carry on phr. v.
1 to continue doing something: Jane plans to carry
on and finish writing the book.
2 (spoken) to behave in a silly or excited way: We
won’t get anything done if you two don’t stop
carrying on!
carry sth ↔ out phr. v.
1 to do something that has to be organized and
planned: The police department will carry out a
thorough investigation.
2 to do something that you have said you will do:
The bombers have threatened to carry out more
attacks.
carry sth ↔ over phr. v.
to make an amount of something available to be
used at a later time: Can I carry over my vacation
time to next year?
carry sth ↔ through phr. v.
to complete or finish something successfully: Once
he starts a project, he always carries it through.
'carry-on adj. a carry-on bag is one that you can
take with you onto an airplane
car·ry·out /'kæri"aUt/ n. [C] a TAKEOUT
'car seat n. [C] a special seat for babies or young
children, that you attach to the seat of a car
car·sick /'kAr"sIk/ adj. feeling sick because of the
movement of traveling in a car —carsickness n.
[U]

cart1 /kArt/ n. [C] 1 also shopping cart a large
wire basket on wheels that you use when shopping
in a SUPERMARKET 2 a vehicle with two or four
wheels that is pulled by a horse, used for carrying
heavy things 3 a small table on wheels, used for
moving and serving food: The waiter wheeled the
dessert cart over to our table.
cart2 v. [I,T] to carry or take something large and
heavy somewhere: Workers carted away several
tons of trash.
THESAURUS
carry, haul, transport, bear,
tote, lug, schlep ➔ CARRY

carte blanche /"kArt 'blAnS/ n. [U] permission

or freedom to do whatever you want: He was given
carte blanche to pick the team he wanted.
car·tel /kAr'tEl/ n. [C] ECONOMICS a group of companies who all agree to charge a particular price for
something they produce or sell, which limits competition in an unfair way: The price of a barrel of
oil is set by OPEC, the oil cartel.
car·ti·lage /'kArÔl-IdZ/ n. [C,U] BIOLOGY a strong

C
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substance that can bend and stretch, which is
around the joints in your body

car·tog·ra·phy /kAr'tAgr@fi/ n. [U] the skill or
practice of making maps —cartographer n. [C]

car·ton /'kArt§n/ n. [C] a box made of

CARD-

BOARD ,

that contains food or a drink: a milk
carton | a carton of juice

C

car·toon /kAr'tun/ n. [C] 1 a movie or television

program made with characters that are drawn and
not real: a Bugs Bunny cartoon ➔ MOVIE 2 a
funny drawing in a newspaper, usually about someone or something that is in the news [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Italian cartone “pasteboard, cartoon,” from carta “sheet of paper”]
THESAURUS

drawing, picture, sketch,
comic strip, portrait, caricature, illustration,
image ➔ DRAWING , PICTURE 1

car·toon·ist /kAr'tunIst/ n. [C] someone who
draws cartoons

car·tridge /'kArtrIdZ/ n. [C] 1 a small piece of
equipment that you put inside something to make it
work: The printer needs a new ink cartridge. 2 a
tube containing explosive material and a bullet for a
gun

cart·wheel /'kArt§wil/ n. [C] a movement in
which you throw your body sideways onto your
hands and bring your legs over your head
—cartwheel v. [I]

carve /kArv/ v. 1 [T] to make an object by cutting

it from a piece of wood or stone: The statue was
carved from a single block of marble. 2 [T] to cut
a pattern or letter on the surface of something:
Someone had carved their initials on the
tree. 3 [I,T] to cut a large piece of cooked meat into
smaller pieces with a large knife: Dad always
carves the turkey. ➔ see picture at CUT 1
THESAURUS
cut, chop (up), slice, dice,
peel, shred, grate ➔ CUT 1

carve sth ↔ out phr. v. carve out a career/
niche/reputation etc. to become successful and
be respected
carve sth ↔ up phr. v. (disapproving) to divide land,
a company, etc. into smaller parts: The country was
carved up after the war.

carv·ing /'kArvIÎ/ n. 1 [C] an object that has

been cut from wood, stone, etc. 2 [U] the activity
of cutting objects from wood, stone, etc., or cutting
patterns into wood, stone, etc.

'car wash n. [C] a place where you can take your
car to be washed with special equipment

cas·cade /kæ'skeId/ n. [C] 1 a small steep
2 (literary) something that seems to
flow or hang down: Her hair fell in a cascade of
soft curls. —cascade v. [I]
WATERFALL

case1 /keIs/ n.

1 SITUATION/EXAMPLE [C] a particular situation,
or an example of that situation SYN example,
instance: In some cases, snoring indicates a real
medical problem. | Miller’s actions were a clear
case of sexual harassment. | We live far apart now,
but that won’t always be the case. | Many western
cities are growing. Las Vegas is a case in point (=a
clear example).
2 (just) in case a) as a way of being prepared for
something that might happen: Take your umbrella
in case it rains. b) if: In case my train is late, start
the meeting without me.
3 COURT [C] LAW a legal matter or question that
must be decided in a court of law: a court case |
Watson is expected to win/lose the case.
4 POLICE [C] a crime or set of events that the police
are trying to find out the truth about: Sturgis is
investigating a murder case.
5 ARGUMENT [C] all the facts or reasons that
support one side of an argument: The prosecution’s
case against him is very strong. | There is a good
case for changing the rule.
6 CONTAINER [C] a container for storing something: a jewelry case | a case of wine
7 in case of sth if or when something happens: In
case of fire, break the glass and push the alarm
button.
8 DISEASE/ILLNESS [C] an example of a disease or
illness, or the person suffering from this disease or
illness: There have been ten cases of malaria in the
village recently.
9 in that case (spoken) used in order to say what
you will do or what will happen in a particular
situation: “I’ll be home late tonight.” “Well, in that
case, I won’t cook dinner.”
10 in any case used in order to give the reason
why you will do something, or to say that you are
determined to do it: Sure we’ll take you home –
we’re going that way in any case.
11 be on sb’s case (spoken) to be criticizing
someone a lot: Dad’s always on my case about
something.
12 get off my case (spoken) used in order to tell
someone to stop criticizing you: OK, OK, just get
off my case, will you?
13 GRAMMAR [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS the form of a
word, usually a noun, or the way the form changes,
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showing its relationship to other words in a sentence [ORIGIN: (6) 1200—1300 Old North
French casse, from Latin capsa “box, case”]
➔ LOWERCASE , UPPERCASE

cash·mere /'kæZmIr, 'kæS-/ n. [U] a type of fine

soft wool: a cashmere sweater [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 Cashmere, old spelling of Kashmir area on
the border of India and Pakistan]

case2 v. 1 be cased in sth to be surrounded by 'cash "register n. [C] a machine used in stores to

a substance: The reactor will be cased in
metal. 2 case the joint (informal) to look around
a place that you intend to steal from, in order to
find out information
case·load /'keIsloUd/ n. [C] the number of
people a doctor, SOCIAL WORKER , etc. has to deal
with
'case "study n. [C] a detailed study of a particular
person, group, or situation over a long period of
time
case·work /'keIswøk/ n. [U] work done to help
particular people or families with their social problems —caseworker n. [C]
cash1 /kæS/ n. [U] 1 money in the form of coins
and bills: There’s a small discount if you pay cash. |
He had about $200 in cash in his wallet.
THESAURUS
money, bill, coin, penny,
nickel, dime, quarter, change, currency ➔
MONEY

2 (informal) money in any form: I’m kind of short of
cash at the moment. | The company had problems
raising cash for the deal. 3 cash on delivery
(abbreviation C.O.D.) used when the customer must
pay the person who delivers goods to them
cash2 v. cash a check/money order etc. to
exchange a check for money: Can I get this check
cashed here?
cash in phr. v. 1 to gain money or advantages
from a situation: He cashed in on his fame as a
basketball player by advertising sportswear. 2 cash sth ↔ in to exchange something for
its value in money: We decided to cash in our
insurance policy early.
'cash cow n. [C] ECONOMICS a business or product
you can always depend on to make a profit
'cash crop n. [C] ECONOMICS a crop that is grown
to be sold rather than to be used by the people
growing it
cash·ew /'kæSu, kæ'Su/ n. [C] a small curved nut
that you can eat, or the tropical American tree on
which these nuts grow [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Portuguese cajú, from Tupi acajú]
'cash flow n. [singular, U] ECONOMICS the movement of money into and out of a business or
someone’s bank account: They’re having cash flow
problems and might be going out of business.
cash·ier /kæ'SIr/ n. [C] someone whose job is to
receive and pay out money in a store
cash·less /'kæSl@s/ adj. done or working without
using coins or paper money
'cash ma"chine n. [C] a machine from which you
can get money by using a special plastic card
SYN

ATM ➔ ACCOUNT 1

keep money in and to show how much customers
have to pay

cas·ing /'keIsIÎ/ n. [C] an outer layer of rubber,

metal, etc. that covers and protects something, for
example a wire

ca·si·no /k@'sinoU/ n. (plural casinos) [C] a place

where people try to win money by playing games
[ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Italian casa “house”]

cask /kæsk/ n. [C] a round wooden container used

for holding alcohol, or the amount contained in this
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French casque “helmet,”
from Spanish casco “broken piece of a pot,
skull, helmet”]

cas·ket /'kæskIt/ n. [C] a COFFIN
cas·se·role /'kæs@"roUl/ n. [C,U] food that is

cooked slowly in liquid in a covered dish in the
[ORIGIN: 1700—1800 French “cooking
pan,” from casse “big spoon, pan,” from Greek
kyathos “big spoon”]

OVEN

cas·sette /k@'sEt/ n. [C] a small flat plastic case
containing tape, that can be used for playing or
recording sound or pictures SYN tape: an audio/
video cassette

cast1 /kæst/ v. (past tense and past participle cast)

[T]
1 ACTORS to choose a particular actor for a part in

a movie, play, etc.: He was cast as the romantic
leading man in many famous movies.
2 cast doubt/suspicion on sth to make people
feel less certain about something: Recent information has cast doubt on the evidence.
3 cast a vote to vote in an election: I’d like to
know more about the candidates before I cast my
vote.
4 cast a spell (on/over sb/sth) a) to make
someone feel very strongly attracted to something
and keep his/her attention completely: Within minutes, Sinatra’s voice had cast a spell on the audience. b) to say magic words to make something
happen
5 cast a shadow a) to make people feel less
happy or hopeful about something: Her father’s
illness cast a shadow over the wedding celebrations. b) (literary) to make a shadow appear on
something: trees casting a shadow across the lawn
6 cast light on/onto sth a) to explain or give
new information about something: His research has
cast light on the origin of the universe. b) (literary)
to send light onto a surface
7 cast a look/glance (at sb/sth) (literary) to look
at someone or something: She cast an anxious
glance at Guy.
8 ART to make something by pouring metal or
plastic into a specially shaped container: a statue of
Lincoln cast in bronze

C
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9 THROW to throw something somewhere: fishermen casting their nets into the sea
THESAURUS
throw, toss, chuck, hurl, fling,
pass, pitch, lob ➔ THROW 1

cast sb/sth ↔ aside phr. v.

to get rid of something or someone: It’s time to cast
aside the past and make a new start.

C

cast off phr. v.
1 to untie the rope that keeps a boat on shore so that

it can sail away
2 cast sb/sth ↔ off (literary) to get rid of something or someone
cast sb/sth ↔ out phr. v. (literary)
to force someone or something to go away
cast2 n. [C] 1 all of the actors in a movie, play,
etc.: an all-star cast (=all the actors are
famous) 2 a hard cover for a part of your body,
that supports a broken bone while it gets better: a
leg cast 3 a MOLD (=specially shaped container)
into which you pour metal or plastic in order to
make an object of a particular shape
cast·a·way /'kæst@"weI/ n. [C] someone who is
alone on an island after his/her ship has sunk
caste /kæst/ n. [C,U] SOCIAL SCIENCE one of the
social classes in India into which people are born,
that cannot be changed
cast·er /'kæstø/ n. [C] a small wheel fixed to the
bottom of a piece of furniture so it can be moved
easily
'caste "system n. [C] SOCIAL SCIENCE the Hindu
system of social classes, which people are born into
and cannot change
cas·ti·gate /'kæst@"geIt/ v. [T] (formal) to criticize or punish someone in a severe way
—castigation /"kæst@'geIS@n/ n. [U]
cast·ing /'kæstIÎ/ n. [U] the act of choosing
actors for a movie, play, etc.: a casting director
"cast 'iron n. [U] a type of iron that is very hard
"cast-'iron adj. 1 made of cast iron: a cast-iron
skillet 2 cast-iron excuse/alibi/guarantee
etc. an excuse, etc. that is very certain and cannot
fail
cas·tle /'kæs@l/ n. [C] a very large strong building
built in past times to protect the people inside from
attack [ORIGIN: 1000—1100 Old North French
castel, from Latin castellum “building with a
defensive wall”]
cast·offs /'kæstOfs/ n. [plural] clothes or other
things that someone does not want anymore and
gives or throws away
cas·trate /'kæstreIt/ v. [T] to remove the sexual
organs of a male animal or a man —castration
/kæ'streIS@n/ n. [C,U]
cas·u·al /'kæZu@l, -Z@l/ adj. 1 casual clothes are
comfortable and not worn on formal occasions:
Many companies allow casual dress on Fridays. |
the casual look 2 relaxed and not worried about
things: The restaurant has a casual atmosphere. |

Sport is talked about a lot in casual conversation. |
His casual attitude toward work really irritates
me. 3 [only before noun] without any serious interest or attention: Most casual observers won’t notice
anything different. 4 knowing someone without
wanting a close relationship with him/her: a casual
acquaintance | We had a casual relationship when
we were at college. —casually adv.: He was
casually dressed.
cas·u·al·ty /'kæZ@lti, -Zu@lti/ n. (plural casualties) [C] 1 someone who is hurt or killed in an
accident or war: The army suffered heavy casualties (=a lot of people were hurt or killed). 2 be a
casualty of sth to suffer because of a particular
event or situation: The city library is the latest
casualty of the cutbacks.
cat /kæt/ n. [C] 1 a small animal that is often kept
as a pet or is used for catching mice ➔ see picture at
PET 1 2 a large wild animal, such as a lion, that is
related to cats 3 let the cat out of the bag
(informal) to tell a secret without intending to [ORIGIN: Old English catt]
cat·a·clysm /'kæÔ@"klIz@m/ n. [C] (literary) a
sudden violent event or change, such as a big flood
or EARTHQUAKE [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 French
cataclysme, from Latin, from Greek, from
kataklyzein “to flood,” from kata- “down” +
klyzein
“to
wash”]
—cataclysmic
/"kæÔ@'klIzmIk/ adj.

cat·a·log1, catalogue /'kæÔl"Og, -"Ag/ n.
[C] 1 a book with pictures and information about

goods or services that you can buy: a mail order
catalog 2 a list of the objects, paintings, books,
etc. in a place such as a MUSEUM or library

catalog2 v. [T] to make a complete list of something

cat·a·lyst /'kæÔl-Ist/ n. [C] 1 something or
someone that causes an important change or event
to happen: These events were the catalyst for the
war. 2 CHEMISTRY a substance that makes a chemical reaction happen more quickly without being
changed itself —catalytic /"kæÔl'IÔIkX/ adj.
—catalyze /'kæÔl"aIz/ v. [T]

"catalytic con'verter n. [C] a piece of equip-

ment that is attached to the EXHAUST of a car,
which reduces the amount of poisonous gases the
engine sends into the air

cat·a·ma·ran /'kæÔ@m@"ræn/ n. [C] a type of
small boat with sails and two separate HULL s (=part
that goes in the water)

cat·a·pult1 /'kæÔ@"pölt, -"pUlt/ v. [T] 1 to push

or throw something very hard so that it moves
through the air very quickly: Two cars were catapulted into the air by the force of the
blast. 2 catapult sb to stardom/fame etc. to
suddenly make someone very famous or successful

catapult2 n. [C] a large weapon used in former
times to throw heavy stones, iron balls, etc.

cat·a·ract /'kæÔ@"rækt/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a medical
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condition that affects the eye and makes you slowly
lose your sight

ca·tas·tro·phe /k@'tæstr@fi/ n. [C,U] a terrible

event that causes a lot of destruction or suffering:
The oil spill will be an ecological catastrophe.
—catastrophic /"kæÔ@'strAfIkX/ adj.: catastrophic floods
THESAURUS
ACCIDENT

accident, disaster, mishap ➔

catch1 /kætS/ v. (past tense and past participle

caught /kOt/)
1 HOLD [I,T] to get hold of and stop something that
is moving through the air ANT drop: He caught the
ball and started to run. ➔ see picture on page A9
2 FIND SB/STH [T] a) to stop a person or animal

that is running away: “You can’t catch me!” she
yelled over her shoulder. b) to find a criminal and
put him/her somewhere so that s/he cannot escape:
The police have caught the man suspected of the
murder. c) to get a fish or animal by using a trap,
net, or hook: Did you catch any fish?
THESAURUS

capture – to catch someone in order to keep
him/her as a prisoner: A French soldier was
captured in the battle.
arrest – if the police arrest someone, the person
is taken away because the police think s/he has
done something illegal: He was arrested and
charged with murder.
apprehend (formal) – if the police apprehend
someone they think has done something illegal,
they catch him/her: The two men were later
apprehended after robbing another store.
corner – to move closer to a person or an
animal so that he, she, or it cannot escape: Once
the dog was cornered, he began to growl.
trap – to catch an animal in a trap: These
animals used to be trapped for their fur.

3 SEE SB DOING STH [T] to see someone doing
something wrong or illegal: I caught him looking
through my letters. | A store detective caught him
red-handed (=saw him stealing).
4 GET SICK [T] to get an illness: Put your coat on
or you’ll catch a cold.
5 catch a train/plane/bus to get on a train, etc.
in order to travel somewhere: I should be able to
catch the 12:05 train.
6 NOT BE TOO LATE [T] to not be too late to do
something, talk to someone, etc. ANT miss: If you
hurry, you might catch her before she leaves.
7 GET STUCK [I,T] to become stuck on or in
something by mistake: His shirt caught on the
fence and tore.
8 catch sb by surprise/catch sb off guard to
do something or happen in an unexpected way, so
that someone is not ready to deal with it
9 SEE/SMELL [T] to see or smell something for a
moment: I suddenly caught sight of Luisa in the
crowd. | Yuck – did you catch a whiff of (=did you
smell) his aftershave?

10 catch sb’s eye a) to attract someone’s attention and make him/her look at something: A photograph on his desk caught my eye. b) to look at
someone at the same moment that s/he is looking at
you: Every time she caught his eye, she would look
away embarrassed.
11 be caught in/without etc. sth to be in a
situation that is difficult because you cannot easily
get out of it, or because you do not have what you
need: We got caught in the storm.
12 catch (on) fire to start burning, especially
accidentally
13 catch your breath to begin breathing normally
again after you have been running or exercising
14 catch sb’s attention/interest/imagination
to make someone feel interested in something: a
story that will catch children’s imaginations
15 STOP PROBLEM/DISEASE [T] to discover a
problem, especially a disease, and stop it from
developing: It’s a type of cancer that can be cured,
if it is caught early.
SPOKEN PHRASES

16 not catch sth to not hear or understand something clearly: I’m sorry, I didn’t catch your name.
17 you won’t catch me doing sth used in order
to say you would never do something: You won’t
catch me ironing his shirts.
18 Catch you later! used in order to say goodbye
catch on phr. v.
1 to begin to understand something: It may take
time for some of the children to catch on.
2 to become popular: The idea never caught on in
this country.
catch up phr. v.
1 to reach a person or vehicle that was in front of
you by going faster than him, her, or it: I had to run
to catch up with her.
2 to reach the same standard or level as other
people: If you miss class, it can be difficult to catch
up.
3 be/get caught up in sth to be or become
involved in something, especially without wanting
to: young people who get caught up in crime
catch up on sth phr. v.
to do something that needs to be done that you have
not had time to do in the past: I need to catch up on
some work.

catch2 n. 1 [C] the act of catching something that

has been thrown or hit: That was a great
catch! 2 [U] a game in which two or more people
throw a ball to each other: Let’s play catch. 3 [C]
(informal) a hidden problem or difficulty: The rent is
so low there must be a catch.
THESAURUS
disadvantage, drawback,
downside, bad point ➔ DISADVANTAGE

4 [C] a hook for fastening something and holding it
shut: the catch on my necklace

Catch-22 /"kætS twEnôi 'tu/ n. [singular, U] a
situation in which, whatever you do, you are prevented from achieving what you want: You can’t
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get a job without experience, and you can’t get
experience without a job. It’s a Catch-22. [ORIGIN:
1900—2000 Catch-22 book (1961) by Joseph
Heller in which such situations are described]
catch·er /'kætSø/ n. [C] the baseball player who
SQUAT s behind the BATTER in order to catch balls
that are not hit
catch·ing /'kætSIÎ/ adj. [not before noun] (informal) a disease or illness that is catching spreads
easily from one person to another
'catch phrase n. [C] a word or phrase that is easy
to remember and is repeated by a political party,
newspaper, etc.
catch·y /'kætSi/ adj. a catchy tune or phrase is
easy to remember: There are some really catchy
songs on the album.
cat·e·chism /'kæÔ@"kIz@m/ n. [C] a set of questions and answers about the Christian religion, that
people learn before becoming members of the
church
cat·e·gor·i·cal /"kæÔ@'gOrIk@l, -'gAr-/ adj.
clearly stating that something is true: Weber’s agent
issued a categorical denial that the incident had
ever happened. —categorically adv.: James categorically denied the charges.
cat·e·go·rize /'kæÔ@g@"raIz/ v. [T] to put people
or things into groups according to what type, level,
etc. they are: We’ve categorized the wines by
region.
cat·e·go·ry /'kæÔ@"gOri/ Ac n. (plural categories) [C] a group of people or things that are all of
the same type: There are several categories of
patients. | Voters fall into (=belong to) one of three
categories.
THESAURUS

type, kind, sort, brand, make,
model, genre, variety, species ➔ TYPE 1

a particular area [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 cathedral
church “cathedral” (13—21 centuries); from
Old French cathedral; from Latin cathedra
“chair, bishop’s chair”]
cath·ode /'kæθoUd/ n. [C] PHYSICS the negative
ELECTRODE , marked (-), from which an electric
current leaves a piece of equipment such as a
BATTERY ➔ ANODE
Cath·o·lic /'kæθlIk, -θ@lIk/ adj. relating to the
part of the Christian religion whose leader is the
Pope —Catholic n. [C] —Catholicism
/k@'θAl@"sIz@m/ n. [U]
catholic adj. (formal) including a great variety of
things: Susan has catholic tastes in music. [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 French catholique, from Late
Latin, from Greek katholikos “general, universal”]
cat·i·on /'kæt"aI@n/ n. [C] PHYSICS an ION with a
positive electrical charge that is attracted to the part
on a BATTERY that sends out a negative electrical
charge
cat·nap /'kæt§næp/ n. [C] (informal) a short sleep
during the day
cat·nip /'kæt§nIp/ n. [U] a type of grass with a
pleasant smell that cats are attracted to
CAT scan /'kæt skæn/ also CT scan /si 'ti
skæn/ n. [C] an image of the inside of someone’s
body produced by a special piece of hospital equipment called a SCANNER
cat·sup /'kEtS@p, 'kæ-/ n. [U] another spelling of
KETCHUP

cat·tle /'kæÔl/ n. [plural] cows and BULL s kept on a
farm

cat·ty /'kæÔi/ adj. (informal) deliberately unkind in
what you say about someone —cattiness n. [U]

'catty-"cornered adv. KITTY-CORNER
ca·ter /'keIÔø/ v. [I,T] to provide and serve food
and drinks at a party, meeting, etc., usually as a cat·walk /'kæt§wOk/ n. [C] 1 a long raised path
business: Who’s catering your daughter’s wedding? —caterer n. [C]
cater to sb phr. v. to provide a particular group of
people with something that they need or want:
newspapers that cater to business people
ca·ter·ing /'keIÔ@rIÎ/ n. [U] the job of providing
and serving food and drinks at parties, meetings,
etc.
cat·er·pil·lar /'kæÔø"pIlø, 'kæÔ@-/ n. [C] a small
creature with a long rounded body and many legs
that develops into a BUTTERFLY or MOTH [ORIGIN:
1400—1500 Old North French catepelose
“hairy cat, caterpillar”] ➔ see picture on page A2
cat·fish /'kæt§fIS/ n. [C,U] a common fish with
long hairs around its mouth that lives mainly in
rivers and lakes, or the meat from this fish
ca·thar·tic /k@'θArÔIk/ adj. (literary) helping you
to deal with difficult emotions and get rid of them
—catharsis /k@'θArsIs/ n. [U]
ca·the·dral /k@'θidr@l/ n. [C] the main church in

that models walk on in a fashion show 2 a narrow
structure high up in a building or above something
such as a bridge, built for people to walk on while
they are working
Cau·ca·sian /kO'keIZ@n/ adj. someone who is
Caucasian belongs to the race that has pale skin
—Caucasian n. [C]
cau·cus /'kOk@s/ n. [C] POLITICS a group of people
in a political party, who meet to discuss and decide
on political plans
caught /kOt/ v. the past tense and past participle of
CATCH

caul·dron /'kOldr@n/ n. [C] a large round metal
pot for boiling liquids over a fire

cau·li·flow·er /'kOlI"flaUø, 'kA-/ n. [C,U] a
white vegetable with short firm stems and thick
groups of small round flower-like parts [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Italian cavolfiore, from cavolo
“cabbage” + fiore “flower”] ➔ see picture at VEG-
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cau·sa·tion /kO'zeIS@n/ n. [U] MATH the relationship between two VARIABLE s (=mathematical
quantity that is not fixed), in which a change in one
produces a change in the other

’cause /k@z/ conjunction (spoken) because
cause1 /kOz/ n. 1 [C] a person, event, or thing

that makes something happen: What was the cause
of the accident. 2 [C,U] a reason for doing something or having a particular feeling: There is no
cause for concern/alarm. 3 [C] a principle or aim
that a group of people support or fight for: I don’t
mind giving money if it’s for a good cause. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French, Latin causa]

cause2 v. [T] to make something happen, espe-

cially something bad: Heavy traffic is causing long
delays. | We still don’t know what caused the
computer to crash.
THESAURUS

make – to cause a particular state or situation to
happen: I’m sorry, I didn’t mean to make you cry.

be responsible for sth – if you are responsible

for something bad, it is your fault that it
happened: The jury found him responsible for the
deaths of his wife and child.
bring about sth – to make something happen:
Working together, the community brought about
significant changes in the local area.
result in sth – if an action or event results in
something, it makes that thing happen: The fire
resulted in the deaths of two children.
lead to sth – if one thing leads to something
else, the first thing causes the second thing to
happen or exist at a later time: The information
led to several arrests.
trigger – if one event triggers another, it makes
the second event happen: The incident triggered
a wave of violence.
prompt (formal) – to make someone do
something as a reaction to an event or situation:
The changes prompted several people to resign
from the committee in protest.
induce (formal) – to make someone decide to
do something: What induced you to spend so
much money on a car?

"cause and ef'fect n. [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS a way
of organizing a piece of written work, in which you
describe an event or a situation and explain the
reasons why it happened and the effects that it has

caus·tic /'kOstIk/ adj. 1 caustic remark/
comment etc. something you say that is
extremely unkind or full of criticism 2 CHEMISTRY a
caustic substance can burn through things by
chemical action

cau·tion1 /'kOS@n/ n. [U] 1 the quality of doing

something carefully, not taking risks, and avoiding
danger: The animals should be handled with
caution. | Travelers in the area should use extreme
caution. 2 word/note of caution a warning to
be careful: A word of caution – be sure to make
copies of all files.

caution2 v. [T] (formal) to warn someone that

something might be dangerous or difficult: The
children were cautioned against talking to strangers.
cau·tion·ar·y /'kOS@"nEri/ adj. giving a warning:
a cautionary tale (=a story that is used to warn
people)
cau·tious /'kOS@s/ adj. careful to avoid danger: a
cautious driver | He was cautious about making
any predictions. —cautiously adv.
cav·a·lier /"kæv@'lIr/ adj. not caring or thinking
enough about other people or how serious a situation might be: drivers with a cavalier attitude
toward road safety
cav·al·ry /'kæv@lri/ n. [U] soldiers who fight
while riding on horses
cave1 /keIv/ n. [C] a large natural hole in the side
of a cliff or under the ground [ORIGIN: 1200—
1300 Old French, Latin cava, from cavus “hollow”]

cave2 v.

cave in phr. v. 1 if the top or sides of something

cave in, they fall down or inward: The roof of the
old house had caved in. 2 to stop opposing something because you have been persuaded or threatened
cave·man /'keIvmæn/ n. (plural cavemen
/-mEn/) [C] someone who lived in a cave many
thousands of years ago
cav·ern /'kævøn/ n. [C] a large deep cave
—cavernous adj.
cav·i·ar /'kævi"Ar/ n. [U] fish eggs, eaten as a
special expensive food
cav·i·ty /'kæv@Ôi/ n. (plural cavities) [C] 1 a hole
in a tooth, made by decay: The dentist told me that
I have a cavity. 2 a hole or space inside something
solid
THESAURUS
hole, space, gap, leak, crack,
opening ➔ HOLE 1

ca·vort /k@'vOrt/ v. [I] to jump or dance in an
excited or sexual way

CB n. [C,U] Citizens Band a radio on which

people can speak to each other over short distances

CBS n. Columbia Broadcasting System one of

the national companies that broadcasts television
and radio programs in the U.S.
cc 1 the abbreviation of CUBIC CENTIMETER : a
2,000 cc engine 2 carbon copy used in business
letters and emails to show that you are sending a
copy to someone else
CD n. [C] 1 compact disc a small circular piece
of hard plastic on which music or computer information is recorded ➔ see picture on page A6 2 a
CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT

C'D "player n. [C] a piece of equipment used for
playing music

CD s
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CD-ROM /"si di 'rAm/ n. [C,U] IT compact disc ce·les·tial /s@'lEstS@l/ adj. relating to the sky or

C

read-only memory a CD on which a large
amount of computer information is stored
CD-RW n. [C,U] IT compact disc-rewritable a
type of CD that you can record music, images, or
other information onto, using special equipment on
your computer, and that can be recorded onto
several times
cease /sis/ Ac v. [I,T] (formal) to stop doing
something, or to make an activity stop happening:
By noon, the rain had ceased. | He never ceases to
amaze me (=I am always surprised by what he
does). | East Germany ceased to exist in 1990,
shortly after the collapse of the Berlin Wall. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French cesser, from Latin
cessare “to stop,” from cedere “to give up”]
cease·fire /"sis'faIø, 'sisfaIø/ n. [C] an agreement for both sides in a war to stop fighting for a
period of time
cease·less /'sislIs/ Ac adj. (formal) continuing
for a long time without stopping: the ceaseless
motion of the waves —ceaselessly adv.
ce·dar /'sidø/ n. [C,U] a tall EVERGREEN tree with
leaves shaped like needles, or the red sweetsmelling wood of this tree ➔ see picture on page A10
cede /sid/ v. [T] (formal) to give land, power, etc. to
another country or person
ce·dil·la /sI'dIl@/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a mark
under the letter “c” in French and some other
languages, to show that it is an “s” sound instead of
a “k” sound. The letter is written “ç.”
ceil·ing /'silIÎ/ n. [C] 1 the inside surface of the
top part of a room ➔ ROOF : an apartment with high
ceilings 2 the largest number or amount of something that is officially allowed: They have put a
ceiling of $2 million on the project
cel·e·brate /'sEl@"breIt/ v. [I,T] to do something
special because of a particular event or special
occasion: It’s our anniversary, and we’re going out
to dinner to celebrate. | How do you want to
celebrate your birthday?
cel·e·brat·ed /'sEl@"breIÔId/ adj. famous or
talked about a lot: Chicago is celebrated for its
architecture.
THESAURUS
famous, well-known,
legendary, infamous, notorious, renowned,
noted, distinguished, eminent ➔ FAMOUS

cel·e·bra·tion /"sEl@'breIS@n/ n. 1 [C] an occa-

sion or party when you celebrate something: New
Year’s celebrations 2 [U] the act of celebrating
ce·leb·ri·ty /s@'lEbr@Ôi/ n. (plural celebrities) [C]
a famous person, especially someone in the entertainment business: Hollywood celebrities
cel·er·y /'sEl@ri/ n. [U] a vegetable with long firm
pale green stems, often eaten raw [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 Italian dialect seleri, from Late Latin selinon “parsley,” from Greek] ➔ see picture at
VEGETABLE

heaven

cel·i·bate /'sEl@bIt/ adj. someone who is celibate
does not have sex —celibacy /'sEl@b@si/ n. [U]

cell /sEl/ n. [C] 1 BIOLOGY the smallest part of any

living thing except a VIRUS : red blood cells 2 a
small room where prisoners are kept: a jail
cell 3 PHYSICS a piece of equipment that produces
electricity from chemicals, heat, or light: cars powered by fuel cells 4 a small space that an insect or
other small creature has made to live in or use ➔ see
picture at HIVE [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old French
celle, from Latin cella “small room”]
cel·lar /'sElø/ n. [C] a room under a house or other
building, often used for storing things
'cell "body n. [C] BIOLOGY the main part of a nerve
cell, which contains the NUCLEUS (=central part)
and the parts that keep the cell alive
'cell "culture n. [C] BIOLOGY a group of cells
grown in a special chemical solution from a single
original cell
'cell "cycle n. [C] BIOLOGY a process in which a cell
divides and forms two new cells
'cell di"vision n. [U] BIOLOGY the process by which
a cell divides to form two new cells
cel·list /'tSElIst/ n. [C] someone who plays the
cello
'cell "membrane n. [C,U] BIOLOGY a thin layer of
material that covers a cell, through which substances pass in and out ➔ see picture at CELL
cel·lo /'tSEloU/ n. (plural cellos) [C] a large
wooden musical instrument that you hold between
your knees and play by pulling a BOW (=special
stick) across the strings
Cel·lo·phane /'sEl@"feIn/ n. [U] (trademark) a
thin transparent material used for wrapping things
'cell phone also 'cellular "phone n. [C] a telephone that you carry with you ➔ see picture on page
A6
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TOPIC

To use a cell phone, you first switch it on. Then
you can either call someone or listen to
messages that people have left you on your
voice mail. You can also send or receive text
messages (=written messages) or text someone
(=send him/her a text message).

'cell respi"ration also 'cellular respi"ration n.
[U] BIOLOGY the process in which a cell changes

sugar and other substances into the energy it needs,
usually by using oxygen
'cell speciali"zation n. [U] BIOLOGY the fact that
different cells in the body have different purposes
and are involved in different activities
cel·lu·lar /'sEly@lø/ adj. 1 relating to cellular
phones: a cellular network 2 BIOLOGY relating to
the cells in a plant or animal
'cellular "phone n. [C] a CELL PHONE ➔ see
picture on page A6

cel·lu·lite /'sEly@"laIt/ n. [U] fat just below some-

censor2 n. [C] someone whose job is to censor
books, movies, etc.

cen·sure /'sEnSø/ v. [T] (formal) to officially criticize someone —censure n. [U]

cen·sus /'sEns@s/ n. (plural censuses) [C] an

occasion when a government collects information
about the number of people in a country, their ages,
jobs, etc.: When was the first U.S. census taken?
cent /sEnt/ n. [C] 1 a unit of money that is worth
1/100 of a dollar. Its sign is ¢. 2 put in/add/say
your two cents’ worth (informal) to give your
opinion about something, when no one has asked to
hear it [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French “hundred,” from Latin centum]
cen·ten·ni·al /sEn'tEni@l/ also cen·ten·a·ry
/sEn'tEn@ri/ n. [C] the day or year exactly 100
years after an important event: This year marked
the centennial of the composer’s death.
cen·ter1 /'sEnôø/ n. [C] 1 the middle part or
point of something: We moved the table to the
center of the room. | an old hotel in the center of
town 2 a building used for a particular purpose: a
shopping center | the Kennedy Space Center 3 a
place where there is a lot of a particular type of
business or activity: a major banking center | Nashville is the center of the country music industry. 4 be at the center of sth to be the main
cause of something bad, or have a very important
part in it: The senator is at the center of a controversy over political donations. 5 be the center
of attention to be the person that everyone is
giving attention to 6 the center a political position which does not support extreme views 7 in
basketball, the player who usually plays near the
basket 8 in football, the player who starts the ball
moving in each PLAY
center2 v. [T] to move something to a position at
the center of something else: Is this painting centered?
center on/around sth phr. v. if something centers
on a particular thing, that is the most important
thing in it or what it mainly concerns: Their whole
life centers around their children. | The discussion
centered on gun control.
'center field n. [singular] the area in baseball in
the center of the OUTFIELD —centerfielder n.

one’s skin that makes it look uneven and unattractive
cel·lu·loid /'sEly@"lOId/ n. [U] (trademark) a substance like plastic, used in the past to make film
cel·lu·lose /'sEly@"loUs/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a substance that forms the walls of plant cells
"cell 'wall n. [C] BIOLOGY the stiff outer part of the
cells of plants and BACTERIA , which helps to
support the growing plants or bacteria
Cel·si·us /'sElsi@s, -S@s/ n. [U] PHYSICS (written
abbreviation C) a temperature scale in which water
freezes at 0° and boils at 100° SYN Centigrade
➔ FAHRENHEIT [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Anders Celsius (1701-44), Swedish scientist who invented
the scale]
ce·ment1 /sI'mEnt/ n. [U] a gray powder used in
building that is mixed with sand and water and
allowed to dry and become hard [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Old French ciment, from Latin caementum
“small pieces of stone used in making mortar”]
cement2 v. [T] 1 to make a relationship, position,
etc. stronger: China has cemented its trade connections with the U.S. 2 to cover something with
cement
[C]
cem·e·ter·y /'sEm@"tEri/ n. (plural cemeteries) "center of 'gravity n. [singular] the point on an
[C] a place where dead people are buried [ORIGIN:
object at which it can balance
1300—1400 Old French cimitere, from Late
cen·ter·piece
/'sEnôø"pis/ n. 1 [singular] the
Latin coemeterium, from Greek koimeterion
most important, attractive, or noticeable part of
“sleeping room, burying place”]
something: the centerpiece of Canada’s foreign
Ce·no·zo·ic /"sin@'zoUIk/ n. the Cenozoic
policy 2 [C] a decoration in the middle of a table,
EARTH SCIENCES the period of time in the Earth’s
usually made of flowers
history from when the DINOSAUR s died out about
Cen·ti·grade
/'sEnô@"greId/ n. [U] PHYSICS CEL65 million years ago until the present day ➔ MESOSIUS
ZOIC , PALEOZOIC , PRECAMBRIAN —Cenozoic adj.:
cen·ti·me·ter /'sEnô@"miÔø/ n. [C] (written abbrethe Cenozoic era
viation cm) a unit for measuring length, equal to
cen·sor1 /'sEnsø/ v. [T] to examine books, mov1/100 of a meter, or 0.39 inches
ies, etc. and remove anything that is offensive,
cen·ti·pede /'sEnô@"pid/ n. [C] a very small
politically dangerous, etc. —censorship n. [U]
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creature with a long thin body and many legs west at the turn of the century (=at the beginning
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin centipeda, from of the century). 2 a period of 100 years
centi- “hundred” + pes “foot”]
CEO n. [C] Chief Executive Officer the person
cen·tral /'sEntr@l/ adj. 1 [only before noun] in the with the most authority in a large company
middle of an object or area: Central Asia | the ce·ram·ics /s@'ræmIks/ n. [plural, U] ENG. LANG.
central part of the island 2 [only before noun] ARTS pots, plates, etc. made from clay, or the art of
having control over the rest of a system, organiza- making them —ceramic adj.
tion, etc.: The computers are linked to a central
THESAURUS
database. 3 more important than anything else:
art, painting, drawing,
Owen played a central role in the negotiations. |
photography, sculpture, pottery ➔ ART
The environment was central to his election campaign.
ce·re·al /'sIri@l/ n. 1 [C,U] breakfast food made
from grain and usually eaten with milk: a bowl of
THESAURUS
basic, fundamental, essential,
cereal 2 [C] a plant grown to produce grain for
elementary, underlying ➔ BASIC
foods, such as wheat, rice, etc. [ORIGIN: 1800—
4 a place that is central is near the center of a town: 1900 French céréale, from Latin cerealis “of
Ceres,” from Ceres ancient Roman goddess of
I want a hotel that’s central. —centrally adv.
grain and farming]
"central 'air con"ditioning n. [U] a system for
cer·e·bel·lum
/"sEr@'bEl@m/ n. (plural cerebelmaking the air in a building cooler, in which cool
air produced in one place is taken to the rest of the lums or cerebella /-l@/) [C] BIOLOGY the bottom part
of your brain that controls your muscles ➔ see
building by pipes

"central 'bank n. [C] ECONOMICS the official bank

of a country, which is responsible for controlling
the country’s MONEY SUPPLY and controlling the
country’s banking system. A central bank can also
lend money to the country’s other banks.
"central 'heating n. [U] a system of heating
buildings, in which heat is produced in one place
and taken to the rest of the building by pipes
"Central In'telligence "Agency n. the CIA
cen·tral·ize /'sEntr@"laIz/ v. [T] POLITICS to control a country, organization, or system from one
place
"central 'nervous "system n. [C] BIOLOGY the
main part of the NERVOUS SYSTEM , consisting of
your brain and your SPINAL CORD
"central 'processing "unit n. [C] IT a CPU
cen·tri·fu·gal /sEn'trIfy@g@l, -'trIf@-/ adj. PHYSICS moving away from the center ANT centripetal:
centrifugal movement
cen"trifugal 'force n [C,U] PHYSICS a force that
makes things move away from the center of something when they are moving or turning quickly
around it [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Modern Latin
centrifugus, from centr- “center” + Latin fugere
“to run away”]
cen·trip·e·tal /sEn'trIp@Ôl/ adj. PHYSICS moving
toward the center ANT centrifugal: centripetal
acceleration
cen"tripetal 'force n. [C,U] PHYSICS a force that
makes things move toward the center of something
when they are moving or turning quickly around it
[ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Modern Latin centripetus,
from centr- “center” + Latin petere “to go to, try
to find”]
cen·tu·ry /'sEntS@ri/ n. (plural centuries)
[C] 1 one of the 100-year periods measured from
before or after the year of Christ’s birth: the 6th/
11th/21st etc. century | My grandparents moved

picture at BRAIN 1

cerebra /s@'ribr@/ n. a plural form of CEREBRUM
ce·re·bral /s@'ribr@l, 'sEr@-/ adj. BIOLOGY relating

to the brain [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 French
cérébral, from Latin cerebrum “brain”]
ce"rebral 'cortex n. [C] BIOLOGY the outer layer
of the front part of your brain, where you think and
receive information from your eyes, ears, etc.
ce"rebral 'palsy n. [U] BIOLOGY a medical condition that affects someone’s ability to move or
speak, caused by damage to the brain at birth
cer·e·brum /s@'ribr@m/ n. (plural cerebra /-br@/
or cerebrums) [C] BIOLOGY the front, larger part of
the brain, where thoughts and decisions happen,
and that also controls movements of the body ➔ see
picture at BRAIN 1

cer·e·mo·ni·al /"sEr@'moUni@l/ adj. used in a

ceremony, or done as part of a ceremony: Native
American ceremonial pipes
cer·e·mo·ny /'sEr@"moUni/ n. (plural ceremonies) 1 [C] a formal event that happens in public
on special occasions: a wedding ceremony | a
graduation ceremony | The treaty was signed during a ceremony at the White House. 2 [U] the
formal actions and words always used on particular
occasions: With great ceremony, the Mayor opened
the new concert hall. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
French cerymonie, from Latin caerimonia]
cer·tain /'søt§n/ adj. 1 completely sure: I’m not
certain (that) he’s telling me the truth. | She was
absolutely certain he was the killer. | No one was
certain what to expect. | Are you certain about
that?
THESAURUS
sure, convinced, confident,
satisfied, positive ➔ SURE 1

2 sure to happen or be true: It’s almost certain that
the enemy will attack from the north. | It seems
certain that the case will not end for months. | He’s
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certain to be offered the job. | The poison causes
certain death. 3 [only before noun] a certain thing,
person, idea, etc. is a particular thing, person, etc.
that you are not naming or describing exactly: The
plant grows in certain conditions. | There are certain things I just can’t talk about with
her. 4 make certain (that) a) to check that
something is correct or true: We need to make
certain that it’s going to fit first. b) to do something in order to be sure something will happen:
Employers are required to make certain that all
employees are treated fairly. 5 a certain a) some, but not a lot: I had to spend a
certain amount of time practicing, but it wasn’t
hard. | I agree with you to a certain extent (=partly,
but not completely). b) difficult to describe
exactly: The restaurant has a certain charm. 6 for
certain without any doubt: I can’t say for certain
when her plane will arrive. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300
Old French, Vulgar Latin certanus, from Latin
certus “decided, certain”]
cer·tain·ly /'søt§nli/ adv. without any doubt
SYN definitely: Diana certainly spends a lot of
money on clothes. | His lawyers will almost certainly appeal. | “Can I borrow your notes?” “Certainly (=yes, of course).”
cer·tain·ty /'søt§nti/ n. (plural certainties) 1 [U] the state of being completely sure
about something: We cannot say with complete
certainty whether your father will be all
right. 2 [C] something that is definitely true or will
definitely happen: Winning the championship is
almost a certainty.
cer·ti·fi·a·ble /"søÔ@'faI@b@l/ adj. (informal)
crazy
cer·tif·i·cate /sø'tIf@kIt/ n. [C] an official document that states the facts about something or someone: a birth/marriage/death certificate (=giving
details of someone’s birth, etc.) [ORIGIN: 1400—
1500 French certificat, from Late Latin, past
participle of certificare, from Latin certus
“decided, certain”] ➔ GIFT CERTIFICATE
cer"tificate of de'posit n. [C] ECONOMICS a
bank account that you must leave a particular
amount of money in for a particular amount of time
in order to get INTEREST
cer·ti·fi·ca·tion /"søÔ@f@'keIS@n/ n. [C,U] an
official document that says that someone is allowed
to do a certain job, that something is of good
quality, etc., or the process of doing this
"certified 'check n. [C] ECONOMICS a check that
you get from a bank for a particular amount of
money that the bank promises to pay
"certified 'mail n. [U] a method of sending mail,
in which a written record is kept of when it is sent
and when it is received
"certified "public ac'countant n. [C] a CPA
cer·ti·fy /'søÔ@"faI/ v. (certified, certifies)
[T] 1 to officially state that something is correct or
true: Two doctors certified that the patient was
dead. 2 to give someone an official document that

states that s/he has completed a course of training:
He has been certified as a mechanic. | a certified
nurse
cer·vix /'søvIks/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the narrow opening into a woman’s UTERUS [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
Latin “neck”] —cervical /'søvIk@l/ adj.
ce·sar·e·an /sI'zEri@n/ also ce"sarean 'section n. [C] an operation in which a woman’s body
is cut open to take a baby out [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 Julius Caesar (100-44 B.C.), Roman soldier and political leader, who is said to have
been born in this way]
ce·si·um /'sizi@m/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY (symbol Cs) a
very soft silver-gold metal that is an ELEMENT
ces·sa·tion /sE'seIS@n/ n. [C] (formal) a pause or
stop: the cessation of nuclear tests
cess·pool /'sEspul/ n. [C] a large hole or container under the ground for collecting waste water
from a building
CFC n. [C] SCIENCE chlorofluorocarbon a gas
used in AEROSOL s and REFRIGERATOR s which
causes damage to the OZONE LAYER
CGI n. [U] IT computer-generated imagery the
use of computers to produce artificial images and
sounds in movies and television programs ➔ SPECIAL EFFECTS

chafe /tSeIf/ v. [I,T] if a part of your body chafes,

or if something chafes it, your skin becomes sore
because something is rubbing against it
cha·grin /S@'grIn/ n. [U] (formal) a feeling of
being disappointed and annoyed: To the surfers’
chagrin, the beach was closed.
chain1 /tSeIn/ n. 1 [C,U] a series of metal rings
connected together: a delicate gold chain | a bicycle
chain (=that makes the wheels turn) ➔ see picture at
BICYCLE 1 2 [C] a group of stores, hotels, etc. that is
owned by the same person or company: a chain of
restaurants | a hotel chain 3 chain of events a
series of related events or actions: the chain of
events that caused World War I 4 [C] a series of
similar things in a line: a mountain chain | a chain
of islands 5 in chains prisoners in chains have
heavy chains fastened around their legs or arms, to
prevent them from escaping [ORIGIN: 1200—1300
Old French chaeine, from Latin catena]
chain2 v. [T] to use a chain to fasten one thing or
person to another: a bicycle chained to a fence
'chain "letter n. [C] a letter that is sent to several
people, who send copies to more people
"chain of com'mand n. [C] a system in an
organization by which decisions are made and
passed from people at the top of the organization to
people lower down
"chain re'action n. [C] a series of related events
or chemical changes that happen quickly, with each
one causing the next
chain·saw /'tSeInsO/ n. [C] a tool used for cutting wood, consisting of a circular chain with sharp
edges, that is moved by a motor

C
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'chain-smoke v. [I,T] to smoke cigarettes one chalk·board /'tSOkbOrd/ n. [C] a BLACKBOARD
after the other —chain-smoker n. [C]
chalk·y /'tSOki/ adj. similar to chalk or containing
'chain store n. [C] one of a group of stores owned chalk
by the same company

chair1 /tSEr/ n. 1 [C] a piece of furniture for one

C

chal·lenge1 /'tSæl@ndZ/

Ac n. 1 [C,U] something that tests your skill or ability, especially in a
way that is interesting: the challenge of a new job |
Together we can meet (=deal with) this challenge. |
The firm faces several challenges if it is to improve
sales. | The trial will pose a (=be a) difficult
challenge for the defense. | Hopefully, the students
are looking forward to the intellectual challenge. 2 [C] the act of questioning whether something is right, fair, or legal: If I make any decisions
myself, my boss thinks it’s a direct challenge to her
authority. 3 [C] an invitation from someone to try
to beat him/her in a fight, game, argument, etc.: The
mayor has accepted the challenge for a debate.

person to sit on: He sat in a chair next to the
fireplace. ➔ see picture at SEAT 1 2 [C] someone who
is in charge of a meeting, a committee, or a university department: She was named chair of the Public
Safety Committee. 3 the chair the position of
being in charge of a meeting or committee [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French chaiere, from
Latin cathedra, from Greek, from kata- + hedra
“seat”]
chair2 v. [T] to be the person in charge of a
meeting or committee
chair·man /'tSErm@n/ n. (plural chairmen
/-m@n/) [C] 1 someone, especially a man, who is challenge2 Ac v. [T] 1 to question whether
in charge of a meeting or committee 2 someone, something is right, fair, or legal: They plan to
especially a man, who is in charge of a large challenge the court’s decision. 2 to invite somecompany or organization
one to compete or fight against you: They challenged us to a game of tennis. 3 to test the skills
USAGE
or abilities of someone or something: A good
Chairman can be used for both men and
teacher challenges his or her students, often so that
women, though some women prefer to be called
they achieve more than they think they can.
a chairwoman. Many people prefer to use
—challenger n. [C]
chairperson, especially if the sex of the person is
not known.

—chairmanship n. [U]

chair·per·son /'tSEr"pøs@n/ n. (plural chairpersons) [C] someone who is in charge of a meeting or

directs the work of a committee or organization

chair·wom·an /'tSEr"wUm@n/ n. (plural chairwomen /-"wImIn/) [C] a woman who is a chairper-

son

chal·lenged /'tSæl@ndZd/

Ac adj. visually/
mentally/physically challenged an expression
for describing someone who has difficulty doing
things because s/he is blind, etc., used in order to be
polite

chal·leng·ing /'tSæl@ndZIÎ/

Ac adj. difficult in
an interesting way: a challenging new job
THESAURUS
difficult, hard, tough,
awkward, demanding, arduous, complicated,
complex ➔ DIFFICULT

cham·ber /'tSeImbø/ n. 1 [C] a room used for a

cha·let /Sæ'leI, 'SæleI/ n. [C] a wooden house,
especially one in a mountain area

special purpose: a gas/torture chamber (=used for
killing people by gas or for hurting them) | the
council chamber in the Town Hall 2 [C] an
enclosed space inside something, such as your
body or a machine: a gun with six chambers | the
four chambers of the heart 3 [C] POLITICS one of
the two parts of a PARLIAMENT or LEGISLATURE
(=institutions that have the power to make or
change laws): the upper/lower chamber of parliament 4 chambers [plural] the offices used by
judges [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old French chambre, from Late Latin camera, from Latin,
“curved roof,” from Greek kamara]

EARTH SCIENCES soft white cham·ber·maid /'tSeImbø"meId/ n. [C] a
rock 2 [C,U] small sticks of this substance, used woman whose job is to clean hotel BEDROOM s
for writing or drawing: a piece of chalk [ORIGIN: 'chamber "music n. [U] CLASSICAL MUSIC perOld English cealc, from Latin calx, from Greek formed by a small group of musicians
chalix “small stone”]
"Chamber of 'Commerce n. an organization
chalk2 v.
of business people in a town or city, whose aim is to
chalk sth ↔ up phr. v. (informal) to succeed in
encourage business
winning or getting something: Boston chalked up
another win over Detroit last night.
cha·me·leon /k@'mily@n, -li@n/ n. [C] a small

chalk1 /tSOk/ n. 1 [U]

change
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LIZARD (=type of animal) that can make its skin the
color of the things around it

chance3 adj. not planned or expected: a chance

cham·o·mile, camomile /'kæm@"mil, -"maIl/

chan·cel·lor /'tSæns@lø/ n. [C] 1 the person in

n. [C,U] a plant with small white and yellow flow-

ers, often used for making tea

champ /tSæmp/ n. [C] (informal) a CHAMPION
cham·pagne /Sæm'peIn/ n. [U] a French white

wine with a lot of BUBBLE s, often drunk on special
occasions [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 French Champagne area of northeastern France]

cham·pi·on /'tSæmpi@n/ n. [C] 1 a person,
1

team, etc. that has won a competition, especially in
sports: the world heavyweight boxing champion |
the defending/reigning national soccer champions
(=the champions right now) 2 champion of
sb/sth someone who fights for and defends an aim
or idea: a champion of civil rights

champion2 v. [T] to publicly fight for and defend
an aim or idea: She consistently championed the
cause of working mothers.

cham·pi·on·ship /'tSæmpi@n"SIp/ n. 1 [C]
also championships [plural] a competition to find

the best player or team in a particular sport: the
women’s figure skating championships
THESAURUS
competition, tournament,
contest, playoff ➔ COMPETITION

2 [singular] the position or period of being a champion: Can she win the championship again?

chance1 /tSæns/ n. 1 [C] an opportunity to do

something that you want to do: Now I’ll have/get a
chance to find out what her boyfriend looks like. | If
you’ll just give me a chance, I’ll tell you what
happened. | You should take the chance (=use the
opportunity) to travel while you’re young. | He
deserves a second chance (=another chance). |
Friday is our last chance to see the show. 2 [C,U]
a possibility that something will happen: What are
Deirdre’s chances of getting the job? | Davis has
no chance of playing on Sunday. | There’s a
chance (that) she left her keys in the office. |
Chances are (=it is likely) they’re stuck in traffic. 3 by any chance (spoken) used in order to
ask politely whether something is true or possible:
Are you Ms. Murphy’s daughter, by any
chance? 4 fat chance/not a chance/no
chance (spoken) used in order to emphasize that
you do not think something will happen: “Do you
think Mark would let me borrow his car?” “Not a
chance!” 5 take a chance to do something that
involves risk: The team took a chance on a young
coach with no experience. | I’m not taking any
chances. 6 [U] the way things happen without
being planned or caused: We met by chance at a
friend’s party. | He supervises every detail of the
business and leaves nothing to chance. ➔ stand a
chance (of doing sth) at STAND 1

chance2 v. [T] (informal) to do something that

involves a risk: The bus might get me there on time,
but I don’t want to chance it.

encounter/meeting

charge of some universities 2 POLITICS the leader of
the government in some countries [ORIGIN:
1000—1100 Old French chancelier, from Late
Latin cancellarius “doorkeeper, secretary”]

chanc·y /'tSænsi/ adj. (informal) uncertain or
involving risks: The weather there can be chancy in
the spring.

chan·de·lier /"Sænd@'lIr/ n. [C] a frame that
holds lights or CANDLE s, hangs from the ceiling,
and is decorated with small pieces of glass

change1 /tSeIndZ/ v. 1 [I,T] to become different,
or to make someone or something become different: Ed changed after Ricky died. | There are plans
to change the voting system. | In the fall, its leaves
change from green to gold. | The rain on the roads
had changed to ice during the night.
THESAURUS

alter – to change something, or to make

something change: Can we alter the date of the
meeting?
adapt/adjust/modify – to change something
slightly: The group is pressuring Congress to
modify the plan. | His doctor has adjusted the
dosage of his medication.
revise/amend – to change something because
of new information or ideas: The rules of
volleyball were revised to give the game a faster
pace. | The act was amended to protect wildlife.
reform/reorganize/restructure – to change a
system or organization: plans to reform the
welfare system | The company has been
restructured from top to bottom.
transform/revolutionize – to change
something completely: They’ve completely
transformed the downtown area. | The discovery of
penicillin revolutionized medicine.
twist/distort/misrepresent – to deliberately
change facts, information, someone’s words, etc.
in a way that is not completely true or correct:
He accused reporters of twisting his words.

2 [I,T] to stop doing or using one thing, and start
doing or using something else: I’m thinking about
changing jobs. | The company has changed its
name to Cortlandt Capital. | I think we’d better
change the subject (=talk about something
else). 3 change your mind to change your decision or opinion about something: I’ve changed my
mind about selling the house. 4 [I,T] to take off
your clothes and put on different ones: I went
upstairs to change my shirt. | Go upstairs and
change into your play clothes. | Eric went to get
changed. 5 [T] to put something new or different
in place of something else: We had to get out and
change the tire. | She cleaned the room and
changed the sheets (=put clean sheets on the bed). |
Do you mind changing the baby (=putting a clean
DIAPER on the baby)? 6 [T] if you change money,
you give it to someone and s/he gives it back to you
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in smaller amounts, or in money from a different surf (informal) to change quickly from one televicountry: Can you change a $10 bill? | I want to sion channel to another many times [ORIGIN:
change my dollars into pesos. 7 [I,T] to get out of 1300—1400 Old French chanel, from Latin
one train, bus, or aircraft and into another in order canalis “pipe, channel”]
to continue your trip: We had to change planes in channel2 v. [T] to direct something toward a
Chicago. 8 change hands to become someone particular purpose, place, or situation: Cody needs
else’s property: The house has changed hands twice to channel his creativity into something useful. |
in the last ten years. [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old Profits are channeled to conservation groups.
French changier, from Latin cambiare “to
chant1 /tSænt/ v. [I,T] 1 to repeat a word or
exchange”]
phrase many times: Crowds of protesters chanted
change sth ↔ around phr. v. to move things into
“Give peace a chance!” 2 to sing a religious song
different positions: The room looks bigger since we or prayer using only one or two notes
changed the furniture around.
2
change over phr. v. to stop doing or using one chant n. [C] 1 words or phrases that are repeated
many
times:
The crowd responded with chants of
thing and start doing or using something different:
We’re changing over to the new software next “Resign! Resign!” 2 a religious song or prayer
that is sung using only one or two notes
month.
Cha·nu·kah
/'hAn@k@/ n. another spelling of
change2 n. 1 [C,U] the process or result of some- HANUKKAH
thing or someone becoming different: Many people
find it hard to accept change. | a change in diet | a cha·os /'keIAs/ n. [U] a situation in which everychange of temperature | Grandpa’s health has thing is confused and nothing is happening in an
taken a change for the worse (=become organized way: After the earthquake, the city was
worse). 2 [C] an action or event that involves in chaos. | There was total chaos on the roads.
replacing one thing with another: The car needs an [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin, Greek]
oil change. | a change of leadership | the change cha·ot·ic /keI'AÔIk/ adj. confused and without
from communism to democracy 3 [singular] some- any order: a chaotic scene at the site of the accident
thing that is interesting or enjoyable because it is
different from what is usual: Why don’t we go out chap·ar·ral /"Sæp@'ræl/ n. [U] EARTH SCIENCES land
for a change? | I need a change. 4 [U] a) the on which many bushes and small trees, especially
money you get back when you pay more money OAK s, grow closely together, in areas such as Calithan something costs: Here’s your change, fornia where there are hot dry summers
ma’am. b) money in the form of coins: I have chap·el /'tSæp@l/ n. [C] a small church or a room
about a dollar in change. c) coins or paper money where Christians have religious services [ORIGIN:
that add up to the same value as a larger unit of 1100—1200 Old French chapele, from Medieval Latin cappella, from Late Latin cappa
money: Do you have change for a dollar?
“cloak;” because the cloak of St. Martin of
THESAURUS
money, bill, coin, penny,
Tours was kept in such a building]
nickel, dime, quarter, cash, currency ➔ MONEY
chap·e·rone1 /'Sæp@"roUn/ n. [C] an older per5 change of clothes/underwear etc. another son who is responsible for young people on social
set of clothes that you can use if necessary: Bring a occasions
change of clothes just in case.
chaperone2 v. [T] to go somewhere with somechange·a·ble /'tSeIndZ@b@l/ adj. likely to one as a chaperone
change, or changing often: Kids’ tastes are very chap·lain /'tSæplIn/ n. [C] a minister who works
changeable.
for the army, a hospital, a university, etc.
change·o·ver /'tSeIndZ"oUvø/ n. [C] a change chapped /tSæpt/ adj. chapped lips or hands are
from one activity or system to another: the sore, dry, and cracked
changeover from military to civilian rule
chap·ter /'tSæptø/ Ac n. [C] 1 one of the parts
chan·nel1 /'tSænl/ Ac n. [C] 1 a television into which a book is divided: Chapter 6 | For
station: What’s on channel 2? | Do you mind if I homework, read the first two chapters of the book. |
chapters on each geochange the channel? 2 [usually plural] a way of This detailed study contains
1
sending or obtaining information, ideas, etc.: You’ll graphic region. ➔ PART 2 a particular period in
have to go through official channels for help. | It is someone’s life or in history: a sad chapter in our
important that the U.S. opens channels of commu- country’s history | one of the most shameful chapnication with the North Korean government. 3 a ters of French history 3 the local members of a
long passage dug into the earth that water or other large organization or club: the local chapter of the
liquids flow along: Farmers dug a series of chan- Sierra Club [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old French
nels to allow water from the river to flow across the chapitre, from Late Latin capitulum, from Latin
land. 4 a) EARTH SCIENCES water that connects two caput “head”]
larger areas of water: the English Chan- char·ac·ter /'kærIktø/ n. 1 [C,U] the qualities
nel b) EARTH SCIENCES the deepest part of a river, that make a person, place, or thing different from
ocean, etc. that ships can sail through 5 channel any other: There’s a very serious side to her
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character. | All these new buildings have really
changed the character of this town. | He swore,
which was completely out of character (=not typical of the way he usually behaves). 2 [C] ENG. LANG.
ARTS a person in a book, play, movie, etc.: I don’t
like the main character in the book. 3 [U] qualities that make someone or something special or
interesting: an old house with a lot of character 4 [U] good qualities such as courage, loyalty,
and honesty that people admire: a woman of great
moral character 5 [C] a particular kind of person:
Dan’s a strange character. 6 [C] an unusual and
humorous person: Charlie’s such a character! 7 [C] a letter, mark, or sign used in writing,
printing, or on a computer: Chinese characters
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French caractere,
from Latin character “mark, particular quality”]

char·ac·ter·is·tic1 /"kærIkt@'rIstIk/ n. [C] a
special quality or feature that someone or something has, and that makes that person or thing
different from others: Each wine has particular
characteristics. | the characteristics of a good manager
THESAURUS

quality – something that someone has as part of

his/her character, especially something good:
Tina has a lot of good qualities.
trait – a particular quality in someone’s
character: The personality test reveals traits such
as shyness or risk-taking.
attribute – a good or useful quality: What
attributes should a good manager possess?
feature – an important, interesting, or typical
part of something: An important feature of Van
Gogh’s paintings is their bright color.
property – a natural quality of something: an
herb with healing properties
aspect – one part of a situation, activity, etc.
that has many parts: She enjoys most aspects of
her job.

BATTERY

5 ATTACK [C] an attack in which people or animals
move forward quickly
6 ENERGY [U] PHYSICS the electrical energy contained in all MATTER (=the material that everything
in the universe is made of), which exists in a
positive and negative form [ORIGIN: 1100—1200
Old French chargier, from Late Latin carricare,
from Latin carrus]

adv.

char·ac·ter·ize /'kærIkt@"raIz/ v. [T] 1 to be
typical of someone or something: Alzheimer’s disease is characterized by memory loss. 2 to
describe the character of someone or something in
a particular way: His book characterizes Eisenhower as a natural leader.
call, describe, label, brand,

—characterization

[C,U]

/"kærIkt@r@'zeIS@n/

2 CONTROL [U] the position of having control over
or responsibility for something or someone: Who is
in charge of the department? | Diane took charge
of the business when her husband died.
3 CRIME [C] LAW a statement that says that someone
has done something illegal or bad: He’s in court on
charges of murder. | He denied charges that he
used illegal drugs. | The charge against her was
shoplifting. | They decided not to bring/press
charges (=to officially say that they think someone
is guilty of a crime). | The police agreed to drop the
charges (=decided to stop making charges) against
him.

4 ELECTRICITY [U] PHYSICS electricity that is put
into a piece of electrical equipment such as a

or person: The vase is characteristic of 16thcentury Chinese art. | Mark, with characteristic
kindness, offered to help. —characteristically

THESAURUS

THESAURUS
cost, expense, price, fee,
fare, rent, rate ➔ COST 1

THESAURUS
accusation, allegation,
indictment, complaint ➔ ACCUSATION

characteristic2 adj. typical of a particular thing

portray ➔ CALL 1

show the meaning of a word or phrase, and other
people have to guess what it is
char·coal /'tSArkoUl/ n. [U] a black substance
made of burned wood, used as FUEL or for drawing
charge1 /tSArdZ/ n.
1 MONEY [C,U] the amount of money you have to
pay for something: an admission charge of $5 |
There’s a $70 charge for every extra piece of
luggage. | We deliver free of charge (=at no cost).

n.

cha·rade /S@'reId/ n. 1 [C] a situation in which

people pretend to think, feel, etc. something,
although they clearly do not: Their happy marriage
is just a charade. 2 charades [U] a game in
which one person uses actions and no words to

charge2 v. 1 a) [I,T] to ask for a particular

amount of money for something you are selling:
How much do you charge for your eggs? | They
charged me $2 for a candy bar. b) [T] to record
the cost of something that someone buys or uses, so
that s/he can pay for it later: Charge the room to my
account. | “Would you like to pay cash?” “No, I’ll
charge it (=pay with a CREDIT CARD ).” 2 [T] to
state officially that someone might be guilty of a
crime: Ron’s been charged with assault.
THESAURUS
ACCUSE

accuse, allege, indict ➔

3 [I,T] if a BATTERY charges, or if you charge it, it
takes in and stores electricity 4 [I,T] to move
quickly forward, especially in a threatening way:
The bear charged toward her at full speed.
THESAURUS
rush, race, dash, hurry,
speed, hasten ➔ RUSH 1

'charge card n. [C] a CREDIT
use in a particular store

CARD

that you can

C
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char·i·ot /'tSæri@t/ n. [C] a vehicle with two

C

wheels pulled by a horse, used in ancient times in
battles and races
cha·ris·ma /k@'rIzm@/ n. [U] the natural ability
to attract other people and make them admire you:
He has a lot of charisma. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
Greek “favor, gift,” from charizesthai “to
favor”] —charismatic /"kærIz'mæÔIkX/ adj.
char·i·ta·ble /'tSær@Ô@b@l/ adj. 1 relating to
charities and their work: The money went to a
charitable group. 2 kind, generous, and sympathetic —charitably adv.
char·i·ty /'tSær@Ôi/ n. (plural charities) 1 [C] an
organization that gives money, goods, or help to
people who need it: Several charities sent aid to the
flood victims. | a charity event 2 [U] charity organizations in general: He’s donated over $200,000 to
charity. | The auction raised more than $75,000 for
charity. 3 [U] money or gifts given to people who
need help: She’s too proud to accept charity. 4 [U]
(formal) kindness or sympathy that you show
toward other people [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old
French charité, from Late Latin caritas “Christian love”]
char·la·tan /'SArl@t@n/ n. [C] (disapproving)
someone who pretends to have special skills or
knowledge
charm1 /tSArm/ n. 1 [C,U] the special quality
someone or something has that makes people like
him, her, or it: Lee’s boyish charm | This town has a
charm you couldn’t find in a big city. 2 [C] something you wear, have, etc. because you believe it
brings you good luck: a lucky charm [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Old French charme, from Latin
carmen “song,” from canere “to sing”]
charm2 v. [T] to attract or please someone: Grant
has been charming audiences for years.
—charmer n. [C]
charmed /tSArmd/ adj. lead/live/have a
charmed life to be lucky all the time, especially
by succeeding in avoiding danger, injury, etc.
charm·ing /'tSArmIÎ/ adj. very pleasing or
attractive:
What
a
charming
house!
—charmingly adv.
charred /tSArd/ adj. something that is charred is
so burned that it has become black
chart1 /tSArt/ Ac n. [C] 1 a drawing, set of
numbers, GRAPH , etc. that shows information:
medical charts | The chart shows last year’s sales. |
Students should present the results of their experiment in the form of a chart. 2 the charts [plural]
the official list of the most popular songs and
records, produced each week: Her new album went
to the top of the charts. 3 a map, especially of the
ocean or stars: navigation charts [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 French charte, from Latin charta “piece of
papyrus, document,” from Greek chartes]
chart2 v. [T] 1 to record information about something over a period of time: Scientists have been
charting temperature changes in the oceans. | a

book that charts the history of the city | Each case
of the disease was charted on a graph. 2 to make
a plan of what should be done in order to achieve
something: She needs to chart a course for her
future. 3 to make a map of an area: The survey
team began charting the hills and ravines in the
area.
char·ter1 /'tSArÔø/ n. 1 [C] a written statement of
the principles, duties, and purposes of an organization: the UN charter 2 [C,U] the practice of renting
a boat, aircraft, etc. from a company, usually for a
short time, or the boat, etc. that is used in this way:
a charter service | fishing boats for charter
charter2 v. [T] to rent a boat, aircraft, etc. from a
company: We’ll have to charter a bus.
'charter flight n. [C] an airplane trip that is
arranged for a particular group or for a particular
purpose
"charter 'member n. [C] an original member of
a club or organization
'charter "school n. [C] a school that is run by
parents, companies, etc. rather than by the public
school system, but which the state government
provides money for
chase1 /tSeIs/ v. 1 [I,T] to quickly follow someone or something in order to catch him, her, or it:
Cops chased the mugger down the street. | a cat
chasing after a mouse
THESAURUS
follow, pursue, run after, tail,
track, stalk ➔ FOLLOW

2 [T] to make someone or something leave a place
by running after them: There was a raccoon in the
yard, but the dog chased it away. 3 [I,T] to try very
hard to get something: reporters chasing after a
story
chase2 n. [C] an act of following someone or
something quickly to catch him, her, or it: a car
chase | Police spotted the speeding car and gave
chase (=chased it).

check
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chasm /'kæz@m/ n. 1 [singular] a big difference

between ideas or groups of people: the chasm
between rich and poor 2 [C] a very deep space
between two areas of rock or ice
chas·sis /'tSæsi, 'Sæ-/ n. (plural chassis /-siz/)
[C] the frame on which the body, engine, etc. of a
vehicle are built
chaste /tSeIst/ adj. (old-fashioned) not having sex,
or not showing sexual feelings
chas·ten /'tSeIs@n/ v. [T] (formal) to make someone realize that his/her behavior is wrong
chas·tise /tSæ'staIz, 'tSæstaIz/ v. [T] (formal) to
criticize or punish someone
chas·ti·ty /'tSæst@Ôi/ n. [U] the principle or state
of not having sex with anyone except your husband
or wife
chat1 /tSæt/ v. (chatted, chatting) [I] to talk in a
friendly and informal way, especially about unimportant things: We were chatting about the weather.
chat2 n. [C,U] a friendly informal conversation: I
had a long chat with Rick.
cha·teau /Sæ'toU/ n. (plural chateaux /-'toUz/ or
chateaus) [C] a castle or large country house in
France
'chat room n. [C] a place on the Internet where
you can have a conversation with people by writing
messages to them and immediately receiving their
reply ➔ INTERNET
chat·ter /'tSæÔø/ v. [I] 1 to talk a lot in a quick
and friendly way about unimportant things 2 if
your teeth chatter, they knock together because you
are cold or afraid —chatter n. [U]
chat·ty /'tSæÔi/ adj. (informal) 1 liking to talk a lot
in a friendly way 2 having a friendly informal
style: a chatty letter
chauf·feur /'SoUfø, SoU'fø/ n. [C] someone
whose job is to drive a car for someone else
[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 French “person attending
to the fire of a steam-driven vehicle, driver,”
from chauffer “to heat”] —chauffeur v. [T]: I
spent all day chauffeuring my kids everywhere.
chau·vin·ist /'SoUv@nIst/ n. [C] (disapproving) 1 a man who thinks that men are better than
women: He’s a male chauvinist pig. 2 someone
who believes that his/her country or race is better
than any other —chauvinism n. [U]
—chauvinistic /"SoUv@'nIstIkX/ adj.
cheap1 /tSip/ adj. 1 not expensive, or lower in
price than you expected ANT expensive: Back
then, gas was really cheap. | I bought the cheapest
computer I could find. | Their jeans are dirt cheap
(=very low in price)!
THESAURUS

If something is inexpensive, it is not expensive
and is usually of good quality: an inexpensive coat
If something is reasonable, it is not too expensive
and seems fair: The restaurant serves good food at
reasonable prices.
If something is a good/great/excellent deal or

good/great/excellent value, it is worth the price
you pay for it: At $3, it’s a good deal. | The hotel
offers great value for your money.
If you think that something is worth more money
than you paid for it, you can say that it is a
bargain: You can get some real bargains at the
market. | bargain prices
If a price or product is competitive, it is slightly
cheaper than other similar things, but is still good
quality: goods for your home at competitive prices
➔ EXPENSIVE

2 (disapproving) low in price and quality: cheap
wine 3 (disapproving) not liking to spend money:
He’s so cheap we didn’t even go out on my birthday. 4 cheap shot an unkind and unfair criticism
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 good cheap “at a good
price, cheaply,” from cheap “trade, price”
(11—18 centuries), from Old English ceap]
—cheaply adv. —cheapness n. [U]
cheap2 adv. at a low price: I was lucky to get it so
cheap. | Cars like that don’t come cheap (=are
expensive).

cheap·en /'tSip@n/ v. 1 [T] to make someone or

something seem to have or deserve to have less
respect: As an actress, I’d be cheapening myself by
doing TV commercials. 2 [I,T] to become lower in
price or value, or to make something do this: The
dollar’s rise in value has cheapened imports.
cheap·skate /'tSip"skeIt/ n. [C] (informal, disapproving) someone who does not like spending
money
cheat1 /tSit/ v. 1 [I] to behave in a dishonest way
in order to win or get an advantage: He always
cheats at cards. | She was caught cheating on the
history test. 2 [T] to trick or deceive someone: The
salesman cheated me out of $100. | The band’s
30-minute show left fans feeling cheated (=feeling
that they had been treated unfairly). —cheating n.
[U]

cheat on sb phr. v. to be unfaithful to your hus-

band, wife, or sexual partner by secretly having sex
with someone else: I think Dan’s cheating on Debbie again.
cheat2 also cheat·er /'tSiÔø/ n. [C] someone who
cheats

check1 /tSEk/ v. 1 [I,T] to look at or test some-

thing carefully in order to be sure that it is correct,
in good condition, safe, etc.: “Did Barry lock the
back door?” “I don’t know — I’ll check.” | I need
to check the mailbox; I’m expecting a letter. | It’s a
good idea to check for ticks after being out in the
woods. | Make sure you double-check (=check
twice) the spellings of these names. 2 [I] to ask
someone about something: Check with Dave to see
if you can leave early. | Can you check whether
we’re still having a meeting? | We’d better check
that he received your message. 3 [T] to leave your
bags, coat, etc. in a special place where they can be
kept safe or put on an airplane, bus, etc., or to take
someone’s bags in order to do this: Can I check that
bag for you, sir? 4 [T] to suddenly stop yourself

C

check

C
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from saying or doing something: I had to check the factory. | I want you to do/run a check on (=find
urge to laugh out loud. 5 [T] to stop something out information about) this blood sample.
bad from getting worse: The treatment checks the 3 CONTROL [C usually singular] something that controls something else and stops it from increasing:
spread of the cancer.
check in phr. v. to go to the desk at a hotel, airport, The policy should act as a check on inflation. |
etc. to say that you have arrived: Please check in at We’ve kept/held the disease in check (=kept it
under control) for over a year now.
gate number 5.
check sth ↔ off phr. v. to put a mark (!) next to 4 BILL [C] a list you are given in a restaurant
something on a list to show that you have dealt with showing what you have eaten and how much you
must pay: Can I have the check, please?
it: Check their names off the list as they arrive.
C O L L O C AT I O N S
check on sb/sth phr. v. to make sure that someone
or something is all right or is doing what he, she, or
If you have eaten in a restaurant and are ready to
it is supposed to be doing: I have to go check on the
pay, you ask for the check.
roast.
If someone who eats with other people pays for the
check out phr. v. 1 a) check sth ↔ out to
whole meal, they pick up the check.
make sure that something is actually true, correct,
If people share the cost of the meal between them,
or acceptable: The police checked out his story
they split the check. ➔ RESTAURANT
with the other suspects. | “He said I could probably
get a scholarship.” “You should check it out —that
THESAURUS
bill, invoice, tab ➔ BILL 1
would be great.’ b) if something checks out, it is
proven to be true, correct, or acceptable: If your
references check out, you can start the job on 5 MARK [C] a mark (!) that you put next to an
Monday. 2 check sb/sth ↔ out (spoken) to look answer to show that it is correct, or next to someat someone or something because he, she, or it is thing on a list to show that you have dealt with it
interesting or attractive: Hey, check out that 6 SQUARES [C] a pattern of squares on something:
car! 3 to pay the bill and leave a hotel: You must a tablecloth with red and white checks
check out before 12 o’clock. 4 check sth ↔ out 7 checks and balances a system of rules in
to borrow a book from a library: You can only check government that keeps any one person or group
out five books at a time.
from having too much power or control
check sth ↔ over phr. v. 1 to look closely at
something to make sure it is correct or acceptable: check·book /'tSEkbUk/ n. [C] a book of checks
Can you check over my paper for spelling mis- checked /tSEkt/ adj. having a regular pattern of
takes? 2 to examine someone to make sure s/he is different colored squares: a checked skirt
healthy: The doctor checked her over and couldn’t
check·ered /'tSEkød/ adj. 1 marked with
find anything wrong.
squares of two different colors: a checkered
check up on sb/sth phr. v. to try to find out if flag 2 checkered past/history etc. periods of
someone is doing what s/he is supposed to be failure as well as success in someone’s or somedoing: She was calling every ten minutes to check thing’s past: a cop with a checkered past
up on me.
check·ers /'tSEkøz/ n. [U] a game for two players, using 12 flat round pieces each and a special
board with 64 squares

'check-in n. 1 [U] the process of reporting your

arrival at a hotel, airport, hospital, etc.: Passengers
should arrive early for check-in. 2 [singular] a
place where you report your arrival at an airport,
hotel, etc.: Be at the check-in counter at least two
hours before your flight. ➔ check in at CHECK 1

'checking ac"count n. [C] a bank account that
you can take money out of at any time

check n.
2

1 MONEY [C] one of a set of printed pieces of paper
that you can sign and use to pay for things: a check
for $50 | Can I pay by check? | I wrote her a check
for $300. | Did you cash the check (=get cash in
exchange for the check)?
2 EXAMINATION [C] a careful look at or test of
something, to see if it is safe, correct, in good
condition, etc.: a security check | The building
inspector must first do a safety check. | I want a
check on the quality of all goods leaving the

THESAURUS
account, savings account,
joint account, online account ➔ ACCOUNT 1

check·list /'tSEk"lIst/ n. [C] a list of things you
have to do for a particular job or activity

check·mate /'tSEkmeIt/ n. [U] the position in a
game of CHESS when the
the game has ended

KING

cannot escape and

check·out coun·ter /'tSEk-aUt "kaUnôø/ also
checkout n. [C] the place in a
where you pay for things

SUPERMARKET
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check·point /'tSEkpOInt/ n. [C] a place, espe-

cially at a border between countries, where an
official person stops people and vehicles to examine them
check·up, check-up /'tSEk-öp/ n. [C] an occasion when a doctor or DENTIST examines you to
see if you are healthy: Dentists recommend regular
check-ups.
ched·dar /'tSEdø/ n. [U] a firm smooth yellow or
orange cheese
cheek /tSik/ n. [C] the soft round part of your face
below each of your eyes: He kissed her lightly on
the cheek. ➔ see picture on page A16 [ORIGIN: Old
English ceace] ➔ see picture on page A3
cheek·bone /'tSikboUn/ n. [C] the bone just
below your eye: She had high cheekbones and
green eyes. ➔ see picture on page A3
cheep /tSip/ v. [I] if a young bird cheeps, it makes
a weak high noise —cheep n. [C]
cheer1 /tSIr/ v. [I,T] to shout approval, encouragement, etc.: The audience cheered as the band began
to play.

chemistry

chees·y /'tSizi/ adj. (informal) not sincere or of
good quality: a really cheesy movie | a cheesy grin

chee·tah /'tSiÔ@/ n. [C] an African wild cat that
has black spots and is able to run very fast

chef /SEf/ n. [C] a skilled cook, especially the main

cook in a restaurant [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 French
chef de cuisine “head of the kitchen”]
chem·i·cal1 /'kEmIk@l/ Ac adj. CHEMISTRY relating to substances used in chemistry, or involving
the changes that happen when two substances combine: Mixing the two substances causes a chemical
reaction. | The minerals are grouped together by
chemical composition. | chemical compounds [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Modern Latin chimicus
“alchemist,” from Medieval Latin alchimicus]
—chemically adv.: The Earth’s crust is chemically distinct from the mantle. | The acid reacts
chemically with oxygen.
chemical2 n. [C] CHEMISTRY a substance used in
chemistry or produced by a chemical process:
Toxic (=poisonous) chemicals from the factory created some serious health problems. | Everything is
grown organically without the use of chemicals.
THESAURUS
"
chemical
'bond n. [C] CHEMISTRY a force holding
shout, call (out), scream,
together the atoms in a chemical compound
shriek, yell, cry out, raise your voice, bellow,
holler ➔ SHOUT 1
"chemical 'change n. [C] CHEMISTRY a process
by which the chemical structure of something
cheer sb on phr. v. to encourage someone by
changes, and the chemical parts combine with other
cheering for him/her: Hansen’s family was there
chemicals or break apart into separate chemicals
cheering him on.
"
chemical
e'quation n. [C] CHEMISTRY a written
cheer up phr. v. 1 cheer sb ↔ up to make
record of what happens when two or more chemisomeone feel happier: I tried to cheer her up by
cals are mixed together, with letters and numbers
taking her out to dinner. 2 to become happier:
representing chemical substances
Cheer up, Connie!

cheer2 n. [C] a shout of approval and happiness: "chemical equi'librium n. [singular,U]

CHEMIS-

TRY a situation in which a chemical reaction and its
The team was greeted with applause and cheers.
opposite reaction are balanced or happen at the
cheer·ful /'tSIrf@l/ adj. 1 happy, or behaving in
same rate and there is no change
a way that shows you are happy: a cheerful and
"
chemical
'formula n. [C] CHEMISTRY a series of
easygoing guy | a cheerful voice/smile 2 bright,
numbers and letters that represents the number and
pleasant, and making you feel happy: a cheerful
types of atoms in a chemical compound or chemikitchen —cheerfully adv. —cheerfulness n.
cal reaction
[U]
cheer·lead·er /'tSIr"lidø/ n. [C] a member of a "chemical 'property n. [C] CHEMISTRY the features or qualities of a substance that have an effect
team of young women who encourage a crowd to
on the ways in which the chemical structure
cheer at sports events
changes
cheer·y /'tSIri/ adj. happy, or making you feel
"chemical re'action n. [C,U] CHEMISTRY a chemihappy: Sullivan was in a cheery mood.
cal change that happens when two or more subcheese /tSiz/ n. [C,U] a solid food made from
stances are mixed together, or the process in which
milk, that is usually white or yellow: a grilled
this happens
cheese sandwich | a piece/slice/wedge of cheese |
"
chemical
'symbol n. [C] CHEMISTRY the letter or
I’d like a bagel with cream cheese. [ORIGIN: Old
letters and numbers that represent the chemicals in
English cese]
a substance
cheese·burg·er /'tSiz"bøgø/ n. [C] a HAM- chem·ist /'kEmIst/ n. [C] a scientist who does
BURGER cooked with a piece of cheese on top of
work related to chemistry
the meat
chem·is·try /'kEm@stri/ n. [U] 1 the science of
cheese·cake /'tSizkeIk/ n. [C,U] a sweet cake
studying substances and the way that they change
made with soft white cheese
or combine with each other 2 the way substances
combine in a process, thing, person, etc.: This drug
cheese·cloth /'tSizklOθ/ n. [U] a type of very
causes changes to the body’s chemistry. 3 if there
thin cotton cloth, used especially for wrapping food

C

chemotherapy

C
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is chemistry between two people, they like each
other or work well together
che·mo·ther·a·py /"kimoU'θEr@pi/ n. [U] BIOLOGY the treatment of CANCER using special drugs
cher·ish /'tSErIS/ v. [T] 1 if you cherish something, it is very important to you: He cherishes his
privacy. 2 to take care of someone or something
you love very much
cher·ry /'tSEri/ n. (plural cherries) 1 [C] a small
round soft red fruit with a large seed: a bowl of
cherries | cherry pie ➔ see picture on page 414
2 [C,U] a tree that produces cherries, or the wood of
this tree [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old North French
cherise (taken as plural), from Latin cerasus
“cherry tree,” from Greek kerasos]
cher·ub /'tSEr@b/ n. [C] an ANGEL shown in
paintings as a small child with wings
chess /tSEs/ n. [U] a game for two players in
which you must trap your opponent’s KING in order
to win: Do you know how to play chess? [ORIGIN:
1100—1200 Old French esches, plural of escec]
➔ see picture at BOARD 1

chest /tSEst/ n. [C] 1 the front part of your body

between your neck and stomach: a man with a
hairy chest | chest pains ➔ see picture on page
A3 2 a large strong box with a lid, that you use to
keep things in: a large wooden chest 3 get sth off
your chest (informal) to tell someone about something that has worried or annoyed you for a long
time [ORIGIN: Old English cest, from Latin cista
“box, basket”]
chest·nut /'tSEsnöt/ n. 1 [C] a smooth redbrown nut you can eat 2 [C,U] the tree on which
these nuts grow, or the wood of this tree 3 [U] a
dark red-brown color —chestnut adj.
"chest of 'drawers n. (plural chests of drawers) [C] a piece of furniture with drawers that
clothes can be kept in
chew /tSu/ v. [I,T] 1 to bite food several times
before swallowing it: The meat’s so tough I can
hardly chew it. | We gave the dog a bone to chew
on. 2 to bite something several times without
eating it: Students are not allowed to chew gum in
the classroom. [ORIGIN: Old English ceowan]
chew sb ↔ out phr. v. (informal) to speak angrily
to someone who has done something wrong: Mom
chewed me out for coming home late.
chew sth ↔ over phr. v. to think about something
carefully for a period of time: Let me chew it over
for a few days, and then I’ll let you have my answer.

'chewing gum n. [U] GUM
chew·y /'tSui/ adj. food that is chewy is not hard

Chi·ca·no /tSI'kAnoU/ n. (plural Chicanos) [C] a

U.S. citizen who was born in Mexico or whose
family came from Mexico [ORIGIN: 1900—2000
Mexican Spanish, Spanish mejicano “Mexican
man”]
chick /tSIk/ n. [C] 1 a baby bird, especially a
baby chicken 2 (informal) a word meaning a young
woman, that many women think is offensive
chick·a·dee /'tSIk@"di/ n. [C] a small North
American wild bird with a black head
chick·en1 /'tSIk@n/ n. 1 [C] a farm bird that is
kept for its meat and eggs ➔ see picture at
FARM 1 2 [U] the meat from this bird: fried
chicken 3 [C] (informal) someone who lacks courage: Don’t be such a chicken! [ORIGIN: Old
English cicen “young chicken”]
chicken2 adj. (informal) not brave enough to do
something: Dave’s too chicken to ask her out.

chicken3 v.

chicken out phr. v. (informal) to decide at the last
moment not to do something because you are
afraid: I was going to ask for a raise but I chickened
out.
chicken pox, chick·en·pox /'tSIk@n"pAks/ n.
[U] BIOLOGY a disease that children often get that
causes ITCHY spots on the skin and a fever
chide /tSaId/ v. [I,T] (written) to speak in an angry
way to someone who has done something wrong
chief1 /tSif/ n. [C] 1 the leader of a group or
organization: the chief of police
THESAURUS
boss, manager, head,
principal, president, CEO, supervisor,
foreman, forewoman ➔ BOSS 1

2 the leader of a tribe: Native American tribal
chiefs [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French “head,
chief,” from Latin caput “head”]
chief2 adj. [only before noun] 1 most important:
Safety is our chief concern. 2 highest in rank: the
company’s chief financial officer
THESAURUS
senior, high-ranking, top,
junior, assistant ➔ POSITION 1

"Chief Ex'ecutive n. the Chief Executive
Officer POLITICS the President of the United States

"chief ex'ecutive "officer n. [C] a CEO
"chief 'justice n. [C] LAW the most important

judge in a court of law, especially in the U.S.
Supreme Court
chief·ly /'tSifli/ adv. mainly: The agency deals
chiefly with recent immigrants.

and dry, and needs to be chewed before you swalTHESAURUS
mainly, principally, largely,
low it: moist chewy brownies
primarily ➔ MAINLY
chic /Sik/ adj. fashionable and showing good judgment about style: a chic clothes store
"chief of 'staff n. (plural chiefs of staff) [C] an
chi·can·er·y /SI'keIn@ri/ n. [U] the use of com- official of high rank, who advises the person in
plicated plans or tricks to deceive people: He charge of an organization or government: the White
refused to stoop to such political chicanery.
House chief of staff
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chief·tain /'tSift@n/ n. [C] the leader of a tribe
chif·fon /SI'fAn/ n. [U] a soft thin silk or NYLON
material that you can see through: a chiffon scarf

chi·hua·hua /tSI'wAw@/ n. [C] a very small dog

from Mexico with smooth short hair [ORIGIN:
1800—1900 Chihuahua city in Mexico]
child /tSaIld/ n. (plural children /'tSIldr@n/)
[C] 1 a young person who is not yet fully grown:
Admission is free for children under 8. | I was very
happy as a child (=when I was a child).
THESAURUS

Child is a word that you can use to talk about

young children and teenagers. You do not
normally use child to refer to babies.
Kid is an informal word for a child.
You are a baby when you are first born.
You are a toddler when you have just learned to
walk.
You are a teenager between 13 and 19.
adolescent – a more formal word for a
teenager: Many adolescents fall prey to peer
pressure.
youngster – a young person, used especially in
writing: The after-school program is great for
active youngsters.
minor (formal) – someone who is not yet legally
an adult: It is illegal to sell alcohol to minors.
juvenile (formal) – a young person who is not
yet an adult, used especially when this person
has committed a crime: As a juvenile, he faces a
maximum sentence of five years. ➔ BABY

2 a son or daughter: How many children does Jane
have? | Alex is an only child (=he has no brothers
or sisters). [ORIGIN: Old English cild]
child·bear·ing /'tSaIld"bErIÎ/ n. 1 [U] the process of being PREGNANT and then giving
birth 2 childbearing age the period of a woman’s life during which she is able to have babies:
women of childbearing age
child·birth /'tSaIldbøθ/ n. [U] the act of giving
birth: His wife had died in childbirth.
child·care /'tSaIldkEr/ n. [U] an arrangement in
which someone takes care of children while their
parents are at work
child·hood /'tSaIldhUd/ n. [C,U] the time when
you are a child: Sara had a very happy childhood. |
We’ve been friends since childhood.
child·ish /'tSaIldIS/ adj. 1 (disapproving) behaving in a silly way that makes you seem younger
than you really are SYN immature: At your age,
don’t you think playing on the swings is a little
childish? 2 relating to or typical of a child: a
childish game —childishly adv.
child·less /'tSaIldlIs/ adj. having no children:
childless couples
child·like /'tSaIldlaIk/ adj. (approving) having the
good qualities of a child, such as natural or trusting
behavior: childlike innocence
child·proof /'tSaIldpruf/ adj. designed to prevent

chimpanzee

a child from being hurt: Most medicine bottles have
a childproof cap.
chil·dren /'tSIldr@n/ n. the plural of CHILD
'child sup"port n. [U] money that someone pays
regularly to his/her former husband or wife in order
to help support his/her children
chil·i /'tSIli/ n. (plural chilies) 1 [C,U] also 'chili
"pepper a small thin type of red or green pepper
with a very hot taste 2 [U] a dish made with beans
and usually meat cooked with chilies [ORIGIN:
1600—1700 Spanish chile, from Nahuatl chilli]
chill1 /tSIl/ v. 1 [I,T] to make something or someone very cold: This wine should be chilled before
serving. 2 [I] (informal) also chill out to relax
instead of feeling angry or nervous: Chill out, Dave
– it doesn’t matter.
chill2 n. 1 [singular] a feeling of coldness: There
was a slight chill in the air. 2 [C] a slight feeling
of fear: His laugh sent a chill down her spine
(=made her feel very frightened). 3 chills a feeling of being cold, caused by being sick
chil·ling /'tSIlIÎ/ adj. making you feel frightened
because something is cruel, violent, or dangerous: a
chilling report on child abuse
chill·y /'tSIli/ adj. 1 cold enough to make you feel
uncomfortable: a chilly November morning | It’s a
little bit chilly in here.
THESAURUS
cold, cool, frosty, freezing
(cold), icy (cold), bitter (cold), frigid ➔ COLD 1

2 unfriendly: The speech met with a chilly reception.

chime1 /tSaIm/ n. 1 chimes [plural] a set of bells

or other objects that produce musical sounds: wind
chimes 2 [C] the ringing sound of a bell or clock
chime2 v. [I,T] if a clock or bell chimes, it makes a
ringing sound: The clock chimed six.
chime in phr. v. to say something in order to add
your opinion to a conversation: “The kids could go
too,” Maria chimed in.
chim·ney /'tSImni/ n. [C] a pipe inside a building
for smoke from a fire to go out through the roof
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French cheminée,
from Latin caminus “fireplace,” from Greek
kaminos]

chim·pan·zee /"tSImpæn'zi/ also chimp
/tSImp/ n. [C] an African animal that is like a
monkey without a tail

C

chin
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chin /tSIn/ n. [C] the front part of your face below chip2 v. (chipped, chipping) [I,T] 1 to break a
your mouth: She tied the scarf under her chin.
[ORIGIN: Old English cinn] ➔ see picture on page

A3

chi·na /'tSaIn@/ n. [U] plates, cups, etc. that are
made from white clay of good quality [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Persian chini “Chinese;” because it
was originally made in China]

C

Chi·na·town /'tSaIn@"taUn/ n. an area in a city
where there are Chinese restaurants and stores, and
where a lot of Chinese people live

Chi·nese1 /"tSaI'nizX/ adj. 1 relating to or coming from China 2 relating to a Chinese language

Chi·nese2 /tSaI'niz/ n. 1 [U] any of the lan-

small piece off something accidentally: She fell and
chipped a tooth. 2 to remove something by breaking it off in small pieces: She started chipping the
ice off the windshield. —chipped adj.: chipped
fingernail polish
chip away at sth phr. v. to gradually make something weaker or less effective: His comments were
starting to chip away at my self-esteem.
chip in phr. v. if each person in a group chips in,
they each give a small amount of money so that
they can buy something: We all chipped in to buy
Amy a graduation present.
chip·munk /'tSIpmöÎk/ n. [C] a small brown
North American animal similar to a SQUIRREL , that
has black and white lines on its fur ➔ see picture at

guages that come from China, such as Mandarin or
Cantonese 2 the Chinese [plural] the people of RODENT
China
chip·per /'tSIpø/ adj. (informal) happy and healthy
chink /tSIÎk/ n. [C] a narrow crack or hole in chi·ro·prac·tor /'kaIr@"præktø/ n. [C] someone
something, that lets light or air through: I could see who treats medical problems such as back pain by
light through a chink in the wall.
moving and pressing the muscles and bones [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Latin chiro- “of the hand”
chi·nos /'tSinoUz/ n. [plural] loose pants made (from Greek cheiro- + Greek praktikos, from
from heavy cotton
prassein “to do”]
chintz /tSInts/ n. [U] smooth cotton cloth with chirp /tSøp/ v. [I] if a bird or insect chirps, it makes
brightly colored patterns on it: chintz covers on the short high sounds
—chirp n. [C]
chairs
chis·el1 /'tSIz@l/ n. [C] a metal tool with a sharp
chintz·y /'tSIntsi/ adj. (informal) 1 cheap and edge, used to cut wood or stone
badly made: a chintzy chest of drawers 2 unwillchisel2 v. [T] to use a chisel to cut wood or stone,
ing to give people things or spend money
especially into a particular shape
'chin-up n. [C] an exercise in which you hang on a
bar and pull yourself up until your chin is above the 'chit-chat n. [U] (informal) informal conversation
about unimportant things
bar
1
chiv·al·rous
/'SIv@lr@s/ adj. (formal) a man who
chip /tSIp/ n. [C]
1 FOOD a thin dry flat piece of potato or TORTILLA is chivalrous behaves in a polite and honorable way
cooked in very hot oil and eaten cold: chips and to women —chivalry /'SIv@lri/ n. [U]
salsa | a bag of potato chips
chive /tSaIv/ n. [C usually plural] a long thin green
2 COMPUTER IT a small piece of SILICON with plant that looks and tastes like an onion and is used
electronic parts on it that is used in computers: a in cooking
silicon chip
3 PIECE a small piece of wood, stone, etc. that has chlo·ride /'klOraId/ n. [C,U] CHEMISTRY a chemical
broken off something: Wood chips covered the floor COMPOUND that is a mixture of chlorine and
another substance: sodium chloride
of the workshop.
4 MARK a small hole, crack, or mark on a plate, chlo·ri·nat·ed /'klOr@"neIÔId/ adj. CHEMISTRY
cup, etc. where a piece has broken off: This plate chlorinated water has had chlorine added to it in
has a chip in it.
order to kill BACTERIA
5 have a chip on your shoulder (informal) to
chlo·rine
/'klOrin, klO'rin/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY (symhave an angry attitude to life because you think you
have been treated unfairly in the past: He’s always bol Cl) a dark yellow-green gas, often used to keep
had a chip on his shoulder about not going to swimming pools clean. It is a chemical ELEMENT
belonging to the HALOGEN group. [ORIGIN:
college.
6 GAME a small flat colored piece of plastic, used 1800—1900 Greek chloros “green”]
in games to represent money: a gambling chip
chlo·ro·fluo·ro·car·bon
7 be a chip off the old block (informal) to be like /"klOr@"flUroU'kArb@n/ n. [C] SCIENCE a CFC
one of your parents in the way you look or behave
chlo·ro·form /'klOr@"fOrm/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY a
8 when the chips are down (spoken) in a serious
liquid that makes you unconscious if you breathe it
or difficult situation: When the chips are down, you
only have yourself to depend on. [ORIGIN: Old chlo·ro·phyll /'klOr@"fIl/ n. [U] BIOLOGY the green
English cipp, cyp “small piece of wood,” from substance in plants [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 French
Latin cippus “sharp post”] ➔ BARGAINING CHIP , chlorophylle, from Greek chloros “green” +
BLUE CHIP
phyllon “leaf”]

chop
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chlo·ro·plast /'klOr@"plæst/ n. [C]

BIOLOGY one
of several parts of plant cells that contain chlorophyll, that react with light from the Sun to produce
the substance that the plant uses as food
chock-full /"tSAk 'fUl/ adj. [not before noun]
(informal) completely full: The bus was chock-full
of people.
choco·late /'tSAklIt/ n. 1 [U] a sweet brown
food that is eaten as candy or is used in cooking: a
chocolate bar | chocolate cake 2 [C] a small candy
that consists of something such as a nut or CARAMEL covered with chocolate: a box of chocolates
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Spanish, Nahuatl xocoatl]
"chocolate 'chip n. [C usually plural] a small piece
of chocolate put in foods such as cookies and cakes
choice1 /tSOIs/ n. 1 [C,U] the right to choose or
the chance to choose between two or more things: a
choice between three candidates. | You have a
choice – you can take French or Spanish. | He had
no choice but to move back into his parents’
house. | We were given a choice of morning or
afternoon flights. | You get a choice of soup or
salad. 2 [C] the act of choosing someone or something: career choices | I think I made the right
choice. 3 [C usually singular] the range of people or
things that you can choose from: We had little
choice in the matter. | The bookstore has a wide
choice of magazines. 4 [C usually singular] the person or thing that someone has chosen: Carrot sticks
are a good choice for a snack. | Her first choice of
college was Stanford. 5 the sth of your choice
the person or thing of your choice is the one you
would most like to choose: Many children are not
able to go to the school of their choice. 6 the sth
of choice the thing of choice is the one that people
prefer to use: It is the treatment of choice for this
particular disease. 7 by choice if you do something by choice, you do it because you want to: She
lives alone by choice. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
French chois, from choisir “to choose”]

choice2 adj. having a high quality or standard:
choice apples

choir /kwaIø/ n. [C] a group of people who sing

together, especially in a church or school: Amelia
sings in the choir.

choke1 /tSoUk/ v. 1 [I,T] to have difficulty breath-

ing because something is in your throat or there is
not enough air: The fumes were choking me. | He
choked on a piece of bread. 2 [T] to put your
hands around someone’s throat and press on it so
s/he cannot breathe: He choked me so I couldn’t
talk or breathe. 3 [I,T] to be almost unable to talk
because of strong emotion: Her voice was choked
with rage. 4 [T] to fill a space or passage so that
things cannot move through it: The roads were
choked with traffic. 5 [I] (spoken) to fail at doing
something that you have prepared for because there
is a lot of pressure on you
choke sth ↔ back phr. v. to control a strong
feeling so that you do not show it: Anna choked
back tears as she tried to explain.

choke up phr. v. be/get choked up to feel such
strong emotions about something that you are
almost crying
choke2 n. [C] 1 the act of choking, or the sound
someone makes when s/he is choking 2 a piece of
equipment that controls the amount of air going
into a car engine
chok·er /'tSoUkø/ n. [C] a piece of jewelry or
narrow cloth that fits closely around your neck
chol·er·a /'kAl@r@/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a serious infectious disease that attacks the stomach and BOWEL s
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French colère, from
Latin cholera “disease caused by bile,” from
Greek, from chole “bile;” because bile was
thought to cause anger]

cho·les·ter·ol /k@'lEst@"rOl, -"roUl/ n. [U] BIOLOGY

a substance in your body which doctors think
may cause heart disease: She’s had high cholesterol for many years. [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Greek
chole “bile” + stereos “solid” + English -ol
“chemical compound”]

choose /tSuz/ v. (past tense chose /tSoUz/, past
participle chosen /'tSoUz@n/, present participle
choosing) [I,T] 1 to decide which one of a number

of things, possibilities, people, etc. that you want
➔ CHOICE : A panel of six judges will choose the
winner. | They chose Roy to be the team captain. |
You can choose between two types of fabric. | There
are so many movies to choose from. | Why did they
choose her for the job?
THESAURUS

pick – to choose something or someone from a

group of people or things: Pick any number from
one to ten.
select (formal) – to choose something or
someone by thinking carefully about which is the
best, most appropriate, etc.: The advisors help
students select classes that meet graduation
requirements.
opt for sth – to choose one thing instead of
another: Many drivers opt for Japanese cars.
decide on sth – to choose one thing from many
possible choices: Have you decided on a name for
the baby?

2 to decide to do something: Donna chose to quit
her job after she had the baby. [ORIGIN: Old
English ceosan]
THESAURUS
decide, make up your mind,
resolve, determine ➔ DECIDE

choos·y /'tSuzi/ adj. difficult to please: Jean’s
very choosy about what she eats.

chop1 /tSAp/ v. (chopped, chopping) 1 [T] also

chop up to cut something, especially food, into
smaller pieces: Can you chop up some onions for
me? | Chop the tomatoes into fairly large pieces.
➔ see picture at CUT 1

THESAURUS
cut, slice, dice, peel, carve,
shred, grate ➔ CUT 1

C

chop

C
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2 [I,T] to cut something by hitting it many times
with a heavy sharp tool such as an AX : She was
outside chopping wood for the fire.
chop sth ↔ down phr. v. to make a tree fall down
by cutting it with a heavy sharp tool such as an AX :
A couple of the older trees will have to be chopped
down.
chop sth ↔ off phr. v. to remove something by
cutting it with a sharp tool: The branch had been
chopped off.
chop2 n. [C] 1 a small flat piece of meat on a
bone: a pork chop 2 a quick hard hit with the side
of your hand or with a heavy sharp tool: a karate
chop
chop·per /'tSApø/ n. [C] (informal) a HELICOPTER

in a show but do not have the main parts 4 a
chorus of thanks/disapproval/protest etc.
something expressed by a lot of people at the same
time

chose /tSoUz/ v. the past tense of CHOOSE
chos·en /'tSoUz@n/ v. the past participle of
CHOOSE

chow1 /tSaU/ n. [U] (slang) food
chow2 v.

chow down phr. v. (spoken) to eat, especially in a

noisy way or in a way that shows you are very
hungry

chow·der /'tSaUdø/ n. [U] a thick soup made
with milk, vegetables, and usually fish: clam chowder

Christ /kraIst/ also Jesus Christ, Jesus n. the
man who Christians believe to be the son of God,
and whose life and TEACHING Christianity is based
on

chris·ten /'krIs@n/ v. [T] 1 to officially give a

child its name at a Christian religious ceremony
➔ BAPTIZE : She was christened Elizabeth
Ann. 2 to give something or someone a name

chris·ten·ing /'krIs@nIÎ/ n. [C,U] a Christian

ceremony in which a baby is officially given a
name and becomes a member of a Christian church
➔ BAPTISM

chop·py /'tSApi/ adj. choppy water has many
small waves

chop·sticks /'tSApstIks/ n. [plural] a pair of thin

sticks used for eating food, especially by people in
Asia
cho·ral /'kOr@l/ adj. ENG. LANG. ARTS related to
music that is sung by a large group of people
➔ CHORUS : choral music
chord /kOrd/ n. [C] 1 ENG. LANG. ARTS a combination of two or more musical notes played at the
same time 2 strike/touch a chord to say or do
something that people feel is true or familiar to
them: Many of her experiences will strike a chord
with other young women. 3 MATH a straight line
joining two points on a curve ➔ see picture at CIRCLE 1
chore /tSOr/ n. [C] a job that you have to do,
especially a boring one: household chores
cho·re·og·ra·phy /"kOri'Agr@fi/ n. [U] the art of
arranging how dancers should move during a performance [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 French choréographie, from Greek choreia “dance” + -graphein
“to write”] —choreographer n. [C]
—choreograph /'kOri@"græf/ v. [T]
chor·tle /'tSOrÔl/ v. [I] (formal) to laugh because
something is funny or pleases you —chortle n. [C]
cho·rus /'kOr@s/ n. [C] 1 ENG. LANG. ARTS the part
of a song that is repeated after each VERSE 2 a
large group of people who sing together 3 a group
of singers, dancers, or actors who perform together

Chris·tian /'krIstS@n, 'krIStS@n/ adj. relating to

Christianity: Christian ministers | Christian beliefs
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Latin christianus, from
Greek, from Christos “Christ,” from chriein “to
pour holy oil on”] —Christian n. [C]

Chris·ti·an·i·ty /"krIstSi'æn@Ôi/ n. [U] the religion that is based on the life and teaching of Jesus
Christ

"Christian 'Science n. [U] a religion whose

members believe they can cure their own illnesses
using their minds rather than with medical help
—Christian Scientist n. [C]

Christ·mas /'krIsm@s/ n. 1 December 25, the

day when Christians celebrate the birth of Jesus
Christ: Are you going home for Christmas? | a
Christmas present 2 the period of time just before
and after this day: We spent Christmas in Colorado.
[ORIGIN: Old English Cristes mæsse ‘‘Christ’s
MASS1’’]

"Christmas 'carol n. [C] a Christian song that
people sing at Christmas

"Christmas 'Day n. December 25, the day when
Christians celebrate the birth of Jesus Christ

"Christmas 'Eve n. December 24, the day before
Christmas

'Christmas tree n. [C] a tree that people put
inside their house and decorate for Christmas

chro·ma·tid /'kroUm@tId/ n. [C] BIOLOGY one of

churlish
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the two parts that a chromosome divides into during the process in which two new cells are formed
from an original cell

chuck·le /'tSök@l/ v. [I,T] to laugh quietly: Terry

chro·ma·tin /'kroUm@tIn/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a sub-

THESAURUS
laugh, giggle, cackle, snicker,
titter, guffaw ➔ LAUGH 1

stance that chromosomes are formed from, that
consists of DNA , RNA , and PROTEIN s

chrome

also
chro·mi·um
/kroUm/
/'kroUmi@m/ n. [U] a hard metal substance used for
covering objects with a shiny protective surface: the
car’s chrome hubcaps

chro·mo·some /'kroUm@"soUm, -"zoUm/ n.
[C] BIOLOGY a part of every living cell, that contains

the GENE s that control the size, shape, etc. that a
plant or animal has [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Greek
chroma “skin, color” + soma “body;” because
chromosomes easily take up coloring substances]

chron·ic /'krAnIk/ adj. 1 a chronic disease or
illness is one that continues for a long time and
cannot be cured ➔ ACUTE : chronic back pain 2 a
chronic problem is one that continues for a long
time and cannot easily be solved: California is
trying to cope with chronic water shortages. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French chronique, from Greek
chronikos “of time”] —chronically adv.:
patients who are chronically ill

chron·i·cle /'krAnIk@l/ n. [C]

HISTORY a written
record of historical events, arranged in the order in
which they happened —chronicle v. [T]

chron·o·log·i·cal

adj.
/"krAnl'AdZIk@l/
arranged according to when something happened: a
list of World Series champions in chronological
order —chronologically adv.

chro·nol·o·gy /kr@'nAl@dZi/ n. (plural chronologies) [C] a list of events arranged according to

when they happened: a chronology of events in the
Middle East

chrys·a·lis /'krIs@lIs/ n. [C]

BIOLOGY a MOTH or
at the stage of development when it
has a hard outer shell, before becoming a LARVA
and then an adult ➔ COCOON ➔ see picture on page
BUTTERFLY

A2

chry·san·the·mum /krI'sænθ@m@m/ n. [C] a
garden plant with large brightly colored flowers

chub·by /'tSöbi/ adj. slightly fat, used especially
about children —chubbiness n. [U]

THESAURUS
fat, overweight, big, heavy,
large, obese, plump, stout, corpulent, rotund
1
➔ FAT

chuck /tSök/ v. [T] (informal) 1 to throw something in a careless or relaxed way: Chuck that
magazine over here, would you?
THESAURUS

throw, toss, hurl, fling, cast,
pass, pitch, lob ➔ THROW 1

2 also chuck away/out to throw something away:
Just go ahead and chuck out the old batteries.

chuckled to himself as he read his book. | “You’re
wearing a wig,” Mario chuckled. —chuckle n. [C]

chug /tSög/ v. (chugged, chugging) 1 [I] if a car,
boat, or train chugs somewhere, it moves there
slowly, with the engine making a repeated low
sound: The little boat chugged along the
river. 2 [T] (informal) to drink all of something
without stopping: Chug that Coke and let’s go.
—chug n. [C usually singular]

chum /tSöm/ n. [C] (old-fashioned) a good friend
chump /tSömp/ n. (informal) 1 [C] someone who

is silly or stupid, and who can be easily
deceived 2 chump change (informal) a very
small amount of money: That sort of investment is
mere chump change for a multi-billion dollar company.

chunk /tSöÎk/ n. [C] 1 a large thick piece of
something that does not have an even shape: a
chunk of cheese
THESAURUS
piece, scrap, lump, fragment,
crumb, slice, strip, block ➔ PIECE 1

2 a large part or amount of something: The rent
takes a large chunk out of my monthly salary.

chunk·y /'tSöÎki/ adj. 1 thick and heavy: chunky
jewelry 2 someone who is chunky has a broad
heavy body

church /tSøtS/ n. 1 [C] a building where Christians go to have religious services 2 [U] the religious services in a church: Come over after
church. | She goes to church every Sunday. 3 [C]
also Church one of the separate groups within the
Christian religion: the Catholic Church [ORIGIN:
Old English cirice, from Greek kyriakos “of the
Lord”]
THESAURUS

denomination – a religious group that has

slightly different beliefs from other groups who
belong to the same religion: Roman Catholicism
is the largest religious denomination in the nation.
sect – a group of people who have their own set
of beliefs or religious habits, especially a group
that has separated from a larger group: He joined
a Buddhist sect.
cult – an extreme religious group that is not part
of an established religion: Members of the cult all
committed suicide on the same day.
GRAMMAR

Do not use “a” or “the” before church when
you are talking about a religious ceremony: How
often do you go to church?

churl·ish /'tSølIS/ adj. (formal) not polite or
friendly

C

churn
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churn1 /tSøn/ n. [C] a container in which milk is cin·e·ma·tog·ra·phy /"sIn@m@'tAgr@fi/ n. [U]
shaken until it forms butter

the skill or art of movie photography
—cinematographer n. [C]
sick because you are frightened or nervous: Think- cin·na·mon /'sIn@m@n/ n. [U] a sweet-smelling
ing about the test made my stomach churn. 2 [T] brown SPICE used especially in baking cakes and
to make butter using a churn 3 [I,T] also churn up cookies
if water, mud, etc. churns, or if something churns it, ci·pher /'saIfø/ n. [C] a system of secret writing
it moves around violently
SYN code
churn sth ↔ out phr. v. to produce large quantities cir·ca /'søk@/ prep. (written abbreviation c.) used
of something quickly, especially without caring before a date to show that it is not the exact date when
about quality: She keeps churning out romance something happened: He was born circa 1100.
novels.
cir·ca·di·an rhythm /sø"keIdi@n 'rID@m/ n.
chute /Sut/ n. [C] 1 a long narrow structure that [C] BIOLOGY the regular pattern of changes that take
slopes down, so that things or people can slide place in your body during a 24-hour period
down it from one place to another: a mail
chute 2 (informal) a PARACHUTE
chutz·pah /'hUtsp@/ n. [U] (informal, approving) if
someone has chutzpah, s/he has a lot of confidence
and says rude or shocking things without feeling
embarrassed [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Yiddish, Late
Hebrew huspah]
CIA n. the CIA Central Intelligence Agency the
department of the U.S. government that collects
secret information about other countries
ci·der /'saIdø/ also 'apple "cider n. [C,U] a drink
made from apples

churn2 v. 1 [I] if your stomach churns, you feel

C

ci·gar /sI'gAr/ n. [C] a thick tube-shaped thing that
people smoke, and which is made from tobacco
leaves that have been rolled up

cig·a·rette /"sIg@'rEt, 'sIg@"rEt/ n. [C] a thin
tube-shaped thing that people smoke, that is made
from finely cut tobacco leaves that have been rolled
into a tube of paper: a pack of cigarettes [ORIGIN:
1800—1900 French cigare “cigar,” from Spanish cigarro]

cil·i·um /'sIli@m/ n. (plural cilia /-li@/) [C] BIOLOGY
one of many hair-like structures that grow from the
surface of some cells, that help move liquids past
the cell or help the living thing move around

cinch1 /sIntS/ n. be a cinch (informal) a) to be
almost certain to happen: The Cubs are a cinch to
win the National League East. b) to be very easy
to do: The test was a cinch. | Good pie crust is a
cinch to make.

cinch2 v. [T] to pull a belt,

STRAP ,

etc. tightly

around something

cin·der /'sIndø/ n. [C] a very small piece of
burned wood, coal, etc.

'cinder block n. [C] a large gray brick used to

build houses, etc., made from CEMENT and cinders

cin·e·ma /'sIn@m@/ n. 1 [U] the art or business

of making movies: an important director in Brazilian cinema 2 [C] (old-fashioned) a MOVIE THEATER [ORIGIN: 1900—2000 cinematograph
“movie camera, movie show” (19—20 centuries), from French cinématographe, from Greek
kinema “movement” + French -graphe “recording instrument”]

cir·cle1 /'søk@l/ n. [C] 1 a round shape like the
letter O: Draw a circle around the right answer.
➔ see picture at SHAPE 1

THESAURUS
shape, square, semicircle,
triangle, rectangle, oval, cylinder ➔ SHAPE 1

2 a group of people or things forming the shape of a
circle: The women sat in a circle. 3 a group of
people who know each other or have a common
interest: a large circle of friends | She is very
well-known in political/legal/medical etc. circles
(=the group of people who work in a particular
profession or industry). 4 come/go full circle to
end in the same situation in which you began, even
though there have been changes during the time in
between: After the experiments of the 1960s, education has come full circle in its methods of teaching
reading. 5 go/run around in circles to think or
argue about something a lot without deciding anything or making any progress [ORIGIN: 1000—
1100 Old French cercle, from Latin circulus]
circle2 v. 1 [T] to draw a circle around something: Circle the correct answer. 2 [I,T] to move in
a circle around something: a plane circling an
airport before landing.
cir·cuit /'søkIt/ n. 1 the talk show/golf/
lecture etc. circuit all the places that are usually
visited by someone who is doing a particular activity: Vesey returned to the nightclub circuit as a
singer. 2 [C] the complete circle that an electric
current travels [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French
circuite, from Latin circuitus, past participle of
circumire, circuire “to go around”]

circumstantial
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'circuit board n. [C] PHYSICS a set of connections

island is only nine miles in circumference. [ORI1300—1400 Old French, Latin circumferentia, from circumferre “to carry around,” from
circum- “around” + ferre “to carry”] ➔ see picture

GIN:

between points on a piece of electrical equipment,
that uses a thin line of metal to CONDUCT (=carry)
the electricity
'circuit "breaker n. [C] PHYSICS a piece of equipment that stops an electric current if it becomes
dangerous
'circuit "court n. [C] LAW a court of law in a U.S.
state that meets in different places within the area it
is responsible for
cir·cu·i·tous /sø'kyu@Ô@s/ adj. (formal) going
from one place to another in a way that is longer
than the most direct way: the river’s circuitous
course
cir·cuit·ry /'søk@tri/ n. [U] PHYSICS a system of
electric circuits
cir·cu·lar1 /'søky@lø/ adj. 1 shaped like a circle:
a circular table

cir·cum·lo·cu·tion /"søk@mloU'kyuS@n/ n.

THESAURUS
round, oval, semicircular,
triangular, rectangular, cylindrical ➔ SHAPE 1

cir·cum·scribe /'søk@m"skraIb/ v. [T] 1 (for-

2 moving around in a circle: a circular hike around
the lake 3 circular argument/discussion/
logic etc. an argument, etc. that is not helpful
because it always returns to the same statements or
ideas that were expressed at the beginning
—circularity /"søky@'lær@Ôi/ n. [U]

circular2 n. [C] a printed advertisement or notice
that is sent to a lot of people at the same time

cir·cu·late /'søky@"leIt/ v. 1 [I,T] to move

around within a system, or to make something do
this: Blood circulates around the body. 2 [I] if
information, facts, or ideas circulate, they become
known by many people: Rumors are circulating
that the senator’s health is getting worse. 3 [T] to
send or give information, facts, goods, etc. to a
group of people: I’ll circulate the report at the
meeting. —circulatory /'søky@l@"tOri/ adj.
cir·cu·la·tion /"søky@'leIS@n/ n. 1 [singular, U]
BIOLOGY the movement of blood around your body:
I feel like these tight shoes are cutting off my
circulation. 2 [singular] the average number of
copies of a newspaper, magazine, or book that are
usually sold over a particular period of time: The
newspaper has a daily circulation of
400,000. 3 in/out of circulation if something is
in circulation, it is being used by people in a society
and passing from one person to another: The government has reduced the number of $100 bills in
circulation. 4 [singular, U] the movement of liquid,
air, etc. in a system: Open a window and get some
circulation in here.
cir·cum·cise /'søk@m"saIz/ v. [T] 1 to cut off
the skin at the end of the PENIS (=male sex
organ) 2 to cut off a woman’s CLITORIS (=part of
her sex organs) —circumcision /"søk@m'sIZ@n/
n. [C,U]

cir·cum·ference /sø'kömfr@ns/ n. [C,U]

MATH

the distance around the outside of a circle or a
round object: the circumference of the Earth | The

at CIRCLE 1

cir·cum·flex /'søk@m"flEks/ n. [C]

ENG. LANG.

ARTS

a mark placed above a letter in some words in
French, Portuguese, etc. to show its pronunciation,
for example “â”
[C,U] (formal) the practice of using too many words

to express an idea instead of saying it directly, or a
statement that does this —circumlocutory
/"søk@m'lAky@"tOri/ adj.

cir·cum·nav·i·gate /"søk@m'næv@"geIt/ v. [T]

(formal) to sail, fly, or travel all the way around the
Earth, an island, etc.: the first successful attempt to
circumnavigate the globe —circumnavigation
/"søk@mnæv@'geIS@n/ n. [C,U]
mal)
SYN

to

limit

power,

rights,

or

abilities

restrict 2 MATH to draw a line around some-

thing: a circle circumscribed by a square
➔ INSCRIBE

cir·cum·scribed /'søk@m"skraIbd/ adj.

MATH

used to describe a shape that goes around and
touches the outside points or edges of a square, a
TRIANGLE , or other flat GEOMETRIC shape

cir·cum·spect /'søk@m"spEkt/ adj. (formal)
thinking carefully about things before doing them
SYN cautious: In politics, you have to be circumspect about what you say in public.

cir·cum·stance /'søk@m"stæns/

Ac n. 1 [C
usually plural] the facts or conditions that affect a

situation, action, event, etc.: You shouldn’t judge
him until you know the circumstances. | There are
plenty of people in similar circumstances. | Prisoners can leave their cells only under certain circumstances. 2 under the circumstances also given
the circumstances used in order to say that a
particular situation makes an action, decision, etc.
necessary, acceptable, or true when it would not
normally be: Under the circumstances, she did the
best job she could. 3 under no circumstances
used in order to emphasize that something must
definitely not happen: Under no circumstances are
you to leave the house. 4 [U] (formal) the combination of facts, events, and luck that influences your
life, that you cannot control: Circumstance played
a large part in her getting the job. 5 circumstances [plural] (formal) the conditions in which
you live, especially how much money you have:
The family’s financial problems won’t improve until
their economic circumstances change. [ORIGIN:
1100—1200 Old French, Latin circumstantia,
from circumstare “to stand around”]

cir·cum·stan·tial

/"søk@m'stænS@lX/ adj.
based on something that appears to be true but is
not proven: The case against McCarthy is based
largely on circumstantial evidence.

C

circumvent
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cir·cum·vent /"søk@m'vEnt, 'søk@m"vEnt/ v. cit·ric ac·id /"sItrIk 'æsId/ n. [U]
[T] (formal) to avoid having to obey a rule or law,

especially in a dishonest way: The company has
opened an office abroad in order to circumvent the
tax laws. —circumvention /"søk@m'vEnS@n/ n.
[U]

cir·cus /'søk@s/ n. [C] a group of performers and

C

animals that travel to different places doing tricks
and other kinds of entertainment: circus acts [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin “circle, circus”]
cir·rho·sis /sI'roUsIs/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a serious
disease of the LIVER , often caused by drinking too
much alcohol [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Modern
Latin, Greek kirrhos “orange-colored;” from the
appearance of the diseased liver]
cir·rus /'sIr@s/ n. (plural cirri /'sIraI/) [C,U] EARTH
SCIENCES a type of cloud that is light and shaped like
feathers, high in the sky ➔ CUMULONIMBUS , CUMULUS , NIMBUS , STRATUS

cis·tern /'sIstøn/ n. [C] a large container that
water is stored in

cit·a·del /'sIÔ@d@l, -"dEl/ n. [C]

HISTORY a strong
built in past times as a place where people
could go for safety if their city was attacked
ci·ta·tion /saI'teIS@n/ Ac n. [C] 1 LAW an
official order for someone to appear in court or pay
a FINE for doing something illegal: Turner was
issued a traffic citation for reckless driving. 2 an
official statement publicly praising someone’s
actions or achievements: a citation for bravery 3 ENG. LANG. ARTS a line taken from a book,
speech, etc. SYN quotation: The speech contained
a citation from “Hamlet.”
FORT

cite /saIt/

Ac v. [T] 1 to mention something as
an example or proof of something else: The mayor
cited the latest crime figures as proof of the need
for more police.
THESAURUS
mention, refer to sth, note,
raise, allude to sth, bring sth up ➔ MENTION 1

CHEMISTRY a
weak acid that is in some fruits such as oranges and
LEMON s
cit·rus /'sItr@s/ also 'citrus "fruit n. [C] a fruit
such as an orange or a LEMON
cit·y /'sIÔi/ n. (plural cities) [C] 1 a large important
town: New York City | I’ve always lived in big
cities. 2 the people who live in a city: The city has
been living in fear since last week’s earthquake.
[ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old French cité, from
Latin civitas “citizenship, state, city of Rome”]
"city 'council n. [C] the group of elected officials
who are responsible for making a city’s laws
"city 'hall n. [C,U] the local government of a city, or
the building it uses as its offices
"city-'state n. [C] HISTORY a city, especially in past
times, that forms an independent country: The citystate of Monaco is an interesting place to visit.
civ·ic /'sIvIk/ adj. relating to a city or the people
who live in it: an important civic and business
leader | It’s your civic duty to vote.
civ·ics /'sIvIks/ n. [U] a school subject dealing
with the rights and duties of citizens and the way
government works
civ·il /'sIv@l/ Ac adj. 1 not related to military or
religious organizations: We were married in a civil
ceremony, not in church. 2 related to laws concerning the private affairs of citizens, such as laws about
business or property, rather than laws concerning
crime: a civil lawsuit | a civil case 3 civil unrest/
disorder etc. violence involving different groups
within a country 4 polite but not very friendly:
Please try to be civil. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
French, Latin civilis, from civis “citizen”]

THESAURUS
polite, well-behaved,
courteous ➔ POLITE

—civilly adv.

"civil diso'bedience n. [U] actions done by a

large group of people in order to protest against the
2 LAW to order someone to appear before a court of government, but without being violent
law: He has been cited for speeding. 3 ENG. LANG. "civil engi'neering n. [U] the planning, building,
ARTS to give the exact words of something that has
and repair of roads, bridges, large buildings, etc.
been written in order to support an opinion or prove
an idea SYN quote: Patrick cited parts of the First ci·vil·ian /s@'vIly@n/ n. [C] anyone who is not a
Amendment to support his argument on freedom of member of the military or the police: Many innocent civilians were killed in the attack. —civilian
speech.

cit·i·zen /'sIÔ@z@n/ n. [C] 1 someone who lives

adj.

in a particular town, state, or country: The mayor civ·i·li·za·tion /"sIv@l@'zeIS@n/ n. 1 [C,U] a
urged citizens to begin preparing for a major society that is well organized and developed: modstorm. 2 someone who has the legal right to live ern American civilization | the ancient civilizations
and work in a particular country: a Brazilian citi- of Greece and Rome 2 [U] all the societies in the
zen 3 second class citizen someone who is not world considered as a whole: The book looks at the
as important as other people in a society and who is relationship between religion and civilization.
treated badly [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Anglo- civ·i·lize /'sIv@"laIz/ v. [T] (old-fashioned) to
French citezein, from Old French citeien, from improve a society so that it is more organized and
cité]
developed
cit·i·zen·ship /'sIÔ@z@n"SIp/ n. [U] the legal right civ·i·lized /'sIv@"laIzd/ adj. 1 a civilized society
of belonging to a particular country: She has is one that has laws and CUSTOM s and a wellapplied for U.S. citizenship.
developed social system: Care for the elderly is

clap
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essential in a civilized society. 2 behaving in a
polite and sensible way: Let’s discuss this in a
civilized way.
"civil 'liberty n. (plural civil liberties) [C,U] SOCIAL
SCIENCE the right of all citizens to be free to do
whatever they want while obeying the law and
respecting the rights of other people
"civil 'rights n. [plural] SOCIAL SCIENCE the legal
rights that every person in a particular country has.
In the U.S., these include the right to have the same
treatment whatever your race or religion.
"civil 'rights "movement n. the civil rights
movement HISTORY the actions by black people in
the U.S. during the 1950s and 1960s to gain equal
rights and to end SEGREGATION (=when people of
different races are kept apart)
"civil 'servant n. [C] someone who works in the
civil service
"civil 'service n. the civil service the government departments that deal with all the work of the
government except the military
"civil 'war n. 1 [C,U] a war in which opposing
groups of people from the same country fight each
other 2 the Civil War HISTORY a war that was
fought from 1861 to 1865 in the U.S. between the
northern and southern states over whether it was
right to own SLAVE s
clack /klæk/ v. [I,T] to make a short hard sound:
the sound of high heels clacking across the courtyard —clack n. [singular]
clad /klæd/ adj. (literary) wearing or covered in a
particular thing: The model was clad in silk and
lace
claim1 /kleIm/ v. 1 [T] to state that something is
true even though it might not be: The company
claims that their products will help you lose
weight. | George claims to remember exactly what
Emily said that night. 2 [I,T] to officially ask for
money that you have a right to receive: Your income
must be less than a certain amount to claim food
stamps. 3 [T] to state that you have a right to
something, or to take something that belongs to
you: Lost items can be claimed between 10 a.m.
and 4 p.m. 4 [T] (formal) if a war, accident, etc.
claims lives, people die because of it: Officials say
the violence has claimed 21 lives. [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Old French clamer, from Latin clamare
“to cry out, shout”]
claim2 n. 1 [C] a statement that something is true
even though it might not be: Cardoza denied claims
that he was involved in drug smuggling. 2 [C,U] an
act of officially saying that you have a right to
receive or own something, or the state of having
this right: The contract proves he has no claim on
the house. | Both groups believe they have a claim
to the land. 3 [C] an official request for money that
you think you have a right to: insurance claims |
She is filing a claim for unpaid child support. 4 claim to fame the most important or
interesting thing about a person or a place: Her
main claim to fame is the men she married.

clair·voy·ant /klEr'vOI@nt/ n. [C] someone who

says s/he can see what will happen in the future
—clairvoyance n. [U] —clairvoyant adj.
clam1 /klæm/ n. [C,U] a small sea animal that has a
shell and lives in sand and mud, or the meat from
this animal ➔ see picture at SHELLFISH
clam2 v. (clammed, clamming)
clam up phr. v. (informal) to suddenly stop talking:
Lou always clams up if you ask him too many
questions about his past.
clam·ber /'klæmbø, 'klæmø/ v. [I] to climb
something that is difficult to climb, using your
hands and feet: Jenny and I clambered up the side
of the hill.
clam·my /'klæmi/ adj. wet, cold, and sticky in a
way that is unpleasant: clammy hands
THESAURUS

damp, humid, moist ➔ DAMP

clam·or1 /'klæmø/ n. [singular, U] 1 a complaint
or a demand for something: a public clamor for
better schools 2 a very loud continuous noise: a
clamor of voices in the next room —clamorous
adj.

clamor2 v. [I] to demand something loudly: All the

kids were clamoring for attention at once. | The
children were clamoring to have their photo taken
with Santa.
clamp1 /klæmp/ v. [T] 1 to hold something
tightly so that it does not move: He clamped his
hand over her mouth. 2 to fasten or hold two
things together with a clamp: Clamp the boards
together until the glue dries.
clamp down phr. v. to become very strict in order
to stop people from doing something: The police
are clamping down on drunk drivers.
clamp2 n. [C] a tool used for fastening or holding
things together tightly
clamp·down /'klæmpdaUn/ n. [C] a sudden
action by the government, police, etc. to stop a
particular activity: a clampdown on illegal immigration
clan /klæn/ n. [C] (informal) a large family: The
whole clan will be coming over for Thanksgiving.
clan·des·tine /klæn'dEstIn/ adj. secret: a clandestine meeting
THESAURUS
secret, confidential,
classified, sensitive, covert, undercover ➔
SECRET 1

clang /klæÎ/ v. [I,T] to make a loud sound like

metal being hit: The gate clanged shut behind him.
—clang n. [C]
clank /klæÎk/ v. [I] to make a short loud sound like
metal objects hitting each other: clanking chains
—clank n. [C]
clap1 /klæp/ v. (clapped, clapping) 1 [I,T] to hit
your hands together loudly and continuously to
show that you approve of something, or want to

C

clap
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attract someone’s attention: The audience was clap- etc. 2 [singular] a tight firm hold SYN grip: the firm
ping and cheering. | The coach clapped his hands clasp of her father’s hand
and yelled, “OK, listen up!” ➔ see picture on page
clasp2 v. [T] to hold someone or something tightly:
A8 2 clap sb on the back/shoulder to hit
someone on the back or shoulder with your hand in Lie down with your hands clasped behind your
head.
a friendly way —clapping n. [U]
THESAURUS
2
hold, grip, clutch,
clap n. [C] 1 a clap of thunder a very loud
catch/take/keep/get (a) hold of sth, grasp,
sound made by THUNDER 2 the sound that you
grab (hold of sth)/seize ➔ HOLD 1
make when you hit your hands together
clap·board /'klæbød, 'klæpbOrd/ n. [C,U] a set
1
of boards that cover the outside walls of a building, class /klæs/ n.
1
GROUP OF STUDENTS [C] a) a group of stuor one of these boards: a clapboard house
dents who are taught together: a small class of ten
clar·i·fy /'klær@"faI/ Ac v. (clarified, clarifies) people b) a group of students who finish college
[I,T] to make something easier to understand by
or HIGH SCHOOL in the same year: Our class had
explaining it in more detail: I need you to clarify a its 30th reunion this year. | Howard was a member
few points. | Could you clarify what you mean? | of the class of ’05 (=the group of students who
Reporters asked the Speaker of the House to clarify finished in 2005).
his statement. —clarification /"klær@f@'keIS@n/ 2 TEACHING PERIOD [C,U] a period of time during
n. [C,U]
which students are taught: When’s your next
class? | Bob wasn’t in class today.
THESAURUS
explain, tell, show,
demonstrate, go through sth, elucidate ➔
EXPLAIN

clar·i·net /"klær@'nEt/ n. [C] a wooden musical

instrument shaped like a long black tube that you
play by blowing into it ➔ see picture at WOODWIND
—clarinetist n. [C]
clar·i·ty /'klær@Ôi/ Ac n. [U] the quality of
speaking, writing, or thinking in a clear way: the
clarity of Irving’s writing style | The novel’s lack of
clarity made it difficult to follow the plot. [ORIGIN:
1600—1700 Latin claritas, from clarus “clear,
bright”]
clash1 /klæS/ v. 1 [I] to fight or argue with someone: Soldiers clashed with rebels near the border. 2 [I] if two colors or patterns clash, they do
not look nice together: That red tie clashes with
your jacket. 3 [I,T] to make a loud sound by hitting
two metal objects together
clash2 n. [C] 1 a fight or argument between two
people, groups, or armies: a clash between Democrats and Republicans in the Senate | a culture/
personality clash (=a situation in which different
types or groups of people do not like each
other) 2 a loud sound made by two metal objects
hitting together: the clash of the cymbals

clasp1 /klæsp/ n. 1 [C] a small metal object used
for fastening a bag, belt, piece of jewelry,

THESAURUS

lesson – a class, especially to learn practical

skills such as music, swimming, or driving: She
takes dance lessons on Saturday mornings.
course – a class in a particular subject: a writing
course
period – one of the equal parts that a day is
divided into in middle or high school, during
which students study a particular subject: What’s
your fourth period class?
lecture – a talk about something, which is given
to a large group of students at a college or
university: Professor Calder’s lectures are always
really good.
seminar – a class, usually at a college or
university, where a teacher and small group of
students discuss a subject: He’s teaching a
graduate seminar on Herman Melville.

3 SUBJECT [C] a set of lessons in which you study
a particular subject: a class in computer design |
She’s taking a yoga class. | a Spanish/math/
science class
4 IN SOCIETY a) [C] a group of people in a society
that earn a similar amount of money, have similar
types of jobs, etc. ➔ LOWER CLASS , MIDDLE CLASS ,
UPPER CLASS : The middle class is feeling the pressure of lower wages and higher expenses. b) [U]
the system in which people are divided into such
groups: People were excluded from education
based on class and race.
5 QUALITY [C] a group into which people or things
are divided according to how good they are: We
can’t afford to travel first class (=the most expensive way) on the plane. | As a tennis player, she’s
not in the same class as (=not as good as)
Williams. | The car is in a class of its own (=very
good quality).
6 STYLE/SKILL [U] a particular style, skill, or way
of doing something that makes people admire you:
Margaret really has class.
7 PLANTS/ANIMALS [C] BIOLOGY one of the groups
into which scientists divide animals and plants. A
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class is larger than an ORDER but smaller than a
THESAURUS
secret, confidential, sensitive,
PHYLUM . [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French classe,
covert, undercover, clandestine ➔ SECRET 1
from Latin classis “class of citizens, social
class”]
"classified 'ad n. [C] a small advertisement that
you put in a newspaper if you want to buy or sell
class2 v. [T] to decide that someone or something
something
belongs in a particular group: Heroin and cocaine
are classed as hard drugs.
clas·si·fy /'klæs@"faI/ v. (classified, classifies)
[T] to put things into groups according to their age,
"class-'action adj. LAW a class-action LAWSUIT is
type, etc.: Whales are classified as mammals rather
one that a group of people bring to a court of law
than fish.
for themselves and all other people with the same
problem —class action n. [C,U]
class·less /'klæslIs/ adj. a classless society is
one in which people are not divided into different
adj. [usually before
clas·sic1 /'klæsIk/ Ac
social classes
noun] 1 a classic book, movie, etc. is considered to
be very good and has been popular for a long time: class·mate /'klæsmeIt/ n. [C] someone who is
in the same class as you at school or college: I’m
The Coca-Cola bottle is one of the classic designs
younger than most of my classmates.
of the last century. | Orson Welles directed the
classic film “Citizen Kane.” ➔ OLD 2 a classic class·room /'klæsrum/ n. [C] 1 a room in a
example/case etc. a typical or very good
school, where students are taught: classroom mateexample, etc.: Forgetting to release the emergency
rials 2 in the classroom in schools or classes in
brake is a classic mistake that many new drivers
general: the use of computers in the classroom
make. 3 a classic style of dressing, art, etc. is
attractive in a simple or traditional way: a classic class·work /'klæswøk/ n. [U] work that students
do in class, not at home ➔ HOMEWORK
blue suit
class·y
/'klæsi/ adj. (comparative classier, superla2
classic n. [C] 1 a book, movie, etc. that is
tive classiest) (informal) expensive and fashionable:
considered to be very good and has been popular
a classy restaurant
for a long time: “Moby Dick” is a classic of
American literature. | literary classics 2 some- clat·ter /'klæÔø/ v. [I,T] if something clatters, it
makes a loud noise when it hits something: The
thing that is very good and one of the best examples
pots clattered to the floor. —clatter n. [singular, U]
of its kind: The ’65 Ford Mustang is a classic. 3 classics [plural] the study of the languages, clause /klOz/ Ac n. [C] 1 a part of a written law
literature, and history of ancient Greece and Rome
or legal document: A clause in the contract states
when payment must be made. 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS in
clas·si·cal /'klæsIk@l/ Ac adj. 1 based on a
grammar, a group of words that is part of a sentence
traditional style or set of ideas: classical bal➔ PHRASE : In the sentence “Can you tell me what
let 2 relating to classical music: a classical piatime it is?” the main clause is “Can you tell me,”
nist 3 belonging to the language, literature,
and “what time it is” is a subordinate clause.
history, etc. of ancient Greece and Rome: classical
➔ INDEPENDENT CLAUSE
architecture | Challenging the gods is a common
theme in classical literature.
claus·tro·pho·bi·a /"klOstr@'foUbi@/ n. [U] a
strong fear of being in a small enclosed place or in
"classical con'ditioning n. [U] BIOLOGY a learna crowd of people [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Modern
ing process in which an animal makes a connection
Latin, Latin claustrum “bar keeping a door
in its mind between something that makes it move
closed” + Modern Latin phobia “fear”]
or react and a reward or a punishment
—claustrophobic /"klOstr@'foUbIk/ adj.: I
"classical 'music n. [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS a type of
began to feel a little claustrophobic in the elevator.
music, originally from Europe, that includes
clav·i·cle
/'klævIk@l/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a COLLAROPERA s and symphonies (SYMPHONY) , that is
BONE
played mainly on instruments such as the VIOLIN
and piano, and is considered to have serious artistic claw1 /klO/ n. [C] a sharp curved nail on an animal,
value
bird, or some insects: lobster claws [ORIGIN: Old
English clawu] ➔ see picture on page A2
clas·si·cism /'klæs@"sIz@m/ n. [U] ENG. LANG.
ARTS a style of art that is simple, regular, and does
claw2 v. [I,T] to tear or pull at something, using
not show much emotion, based on the models of
your fingers or claws: The cat keeps clawing at the
ancient Greece or Rome
rug.
clas·si·fi·ca·tion /"klæs@f@'keIS@n/ n. [C,U] the clay /kleI/ n. [U] a type of heavy wet soil that is
process of putting people or things into groups
used to make pots or bricks: a clay pot
according to their age, type, etc., or one of these clean1 /klin/ adj. 1 a) not dirty or messy
groups: the classification of chilis according to
ANT dirty ➔ CLEANLINESS : Are your hands clean? |
their strength | my job classification
clean sheets | I want you to keep this room clean. | a
squeaky clean (=very clean) floor b) not containclas·si·fied /'klæs@"faId/ adj. classified informaing or producing anything harmful or dirty
tion, documents, etc. are kept secret by the governANT polluted: clean water/air 2 not rude or
ment or an organization
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get cleaned up. 2 clean sth ↔ up to remove
crime, bad behavior, etc. from a place or organization: The new chief promised to clean up the police
department. 3 clean up your act (informal) to
begin to behave in a responsible way: You’ll have to
clean up your act if you want to impress Diane’s
parents. —cleaning n. [U]: A woman comes twice
a week to do the cleaning.
clean3 adv. (informal) completely: I’m sorry, I
clean forgot your birthday.
"clean-'cut adj. (approving) a man who is clean-cut
is clean and neat in his appearance
clean·er /'klinø/ n. 1 [C] a machine or substance
used to clean things: a vacuum cleaner 2 [C]
someone whose job is to clean something: a street
cleaner 3 the cleaners [plural] a DRY CLEANERS 4 take sb to the cleaners (informal) to get
all of someone’s money in a way that is not honest:
Juanita threatened to take her former husband to
the cleaners.
clean·li·ness /'klEnlinIs/ n. [U] the practice of
keeping yourself or the things around you clean
clean2 v. [I,T] 1 to remove dirt from somewhere clean·ly /'klinli/ adv. done quickly, smoothly, and
or something: I need to clean the bathtub. | She’s neatly: The doctor cut cleanly through the skin.
busy cleaning. | We’ve hired someone to clean our
cleanse /klEnz/ v. [T] to make something comhouse.
pletely clean: Cleanse the wound with alcohol.
THESAURUS
cleans·er /'klEnzø/ n. [C,U] 1 a substance used
do/wash the dishes – to wash plates and pans
for cleaning your skin 2 a substance used for
after a meal
cleaning surfaces in a house, office, etc.
offensive, or not about sex: good clean fun 3 honest or legal and showing that you have not broken
any rules or laws: I’ve had a clean record (=no
official record of having broken the law) for five
years now. | a clean driving record 4 having a
simple and attractive style or design: a shape that
emphasizes the furniture’s clean lines 5 come
clean (informal) to finally tell the truth about something you have been hiding: Josh finally came
clean about denting the car. 6 a clean break a
complete and sudden separation from a person,
organization, or situation: She wanted to make a
clean break with the past. 7 a clean sweep a
very impressive victory in a competition, election,
etc.: It was looking like a clean sweep for the
Democrats. 8 a clean slate a new situation in
which there is no record of you ever breaking any
rules or behaving badly, even if you have broken
rules or behaved badly in the past: He will start his
school life here with a clean slate. 9 a clean bill
of health a report saying that a person is healthy or
that a machine or building is safe [ORIGIN: Old
English clæne]

scour – to wash dirty pots and pans with a
rough cloth

do the housework – to clean the house
dust/polish – to clean furniture
vacuum – to clean carpets with a special

machine

sweep (up) – to clean the dirt from the floor or

ground using a broom (=brush with a long
handle)
scrub – to clean something by rubbing it with a
hard brush
mop – to clean the floor with water and a mop
(=soft brush on a long handle)
do the laundry – to wash clothes
dry clean – to clean clothes with chemicals
instead of water

2 to make something look neat by putting things in
their correct places SYN clear: Pam began to clean "clean-'shaven adj. a man who is clean-shaven
does not have hair on his face
her desk.
clean·up
/'klinöp/ n. [C usually singular] a process
clean out phr. v. 1 clean sth ↔ out to make the
inside of a car, room, house, etc. clean, especially in which you clean something thoroughly: The
by removing things from it: We cleaned out the cleanup of the oil spill took months. —cleanup
garage last Sunday. 2 clean sb/sth ↔ out (infor- adj.
mal) to steal everything from a place or from clear1 /klIr/ adj.
someone: Two armed men cleaned out the com- 1 SIMPLE/EASY easy to understand, hear, read, or
puter store. 3 clean sb out if buying something see: clear instructions | The law is quite clear on
cleans you out, it is so expensive you have no this issue. | Smith was very clear about the school’s
money left: The new refrigerator really cleaned me policies on the matter. | It is clear to me that the
out.
company will have to make further job cuts. | Have
clean up phr. v. 1 clean sb/sth ↔ up to make I made myself clear? | Hugh had made it perfectly
something or someone clean and neat: Clean up clear (that) he wasn’t interested. | We must send out
your room – it’s a mess! | I need to go upstairs and a clear message/signal to voters.
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THESAURUS
noticeable, obvious, striking,
evident, apparent, conspicuous,
unmistakable, manifest ➔ NOTICEABLE

2 CERTAIN impossible to doubt: clear evidence |
It’s not clear how it happened. | It became clear
that he would soon die. | a clear case/example of
fraud | In this situation, there is no clear winner.
3 SURE ABOUT STH [not before noun] feeling sure
that you understand something ANT confused: I’m
not clear about what you want me to do.
4 SEE THROUGH easy to see through: clear glass
bottles | a clear mountain lake
5 WEATHER weather that is clear is bright with no
rain or clouds: a clear sky
6 NOT BLOCKED not blocked, hidden, or covered
by anything: a clear view of the harbor | smooth
clear skin
7 a clear conscience the knowledge that you
have done the right thing and should not feel guilty
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French cler, from
Latin clarus “clear, bright”]

clear2 v.

1 MAKE NEAT [T] to make a place neat by removing
things from it: Snowplows quickly cleared the
streets of snow. | They spent the morning clearing
garbage from the front yard. | If you clear the table
(=take away the dishes, forks, etc.), I’ll make the
coffee. | Can you clear a space for my books?
2 REMOVE [T] to make people, cars, etc. leave a
place: Within minutes, police had cleared the area. |
Trucks have just finished clearing the wreck from
the road.
3 LEGAL CHARGE [T] to prove that someone is not
guilty of something: The jury cleared Johnson of
the murder charge.
4 WEATHER [I] also clear up if the weather or sky
clears, it becomes brighter
5 PERMISSION [T] to give or get official permission
to do something: Has the plane been cleared for
landing? | I’ll have to clear it with my boss first.
6 CHECK [I,T] if a check that is made out to you
clears, the money is paid into your bank account
7 clear your throat to cough a little so that you
can speak clearly
8 clear the air to talk about a problem in order to
solve a disagreement: You need to meet with him
and try to clear the air.
9 GO OVER [T] to go over a fence, wall, etc. without
touching it: The plane barely cleared the fence as it
came down.
10 clear a debt/loan to get rid of a debt by
paying what you owe
clear sth ↔ away phr. v.
to make a place look neat by removing things or
putting them where they belong: Clear all these
toys away before you go to bed.
clear sth ↔ out phr. v.
to make a place neat by removing things from it: I
need to clear out that closet.
clear up phr. v.
1 clear sth ↔ up to explain or solve something, or
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make it clearer: We need to clear up a few points
before the meeting begins.
2 if an infection clears up, it gets better
clear3 adv. 1 away from someone or something:
Firemen pulled the driver clear of the wreckage. 2 steer/stay/keep clear (of sb/sth) to
avoid someone or something because of possible
danger or trouble: She told us to stay clear of the
construction site. 3 all the way: You can see clear
to the Rockies today.
clear4 n. in the clear a) not having difficulties
because of something: The debt is being paid off,
but we’re not in the clear yet. b) not guilty of
something
clear·ance /'klIr@ns/ n. [C,U] 1 official permission to do something: Kameny was denied a security clearance. 2 the distance between two objects
that is needed to stop them touching: We need
twelve feet of overhead clearance for the truck.
'clearance sale n. [C] an occasion when goods
in a shop are sold cheaply in order to get rid of
them
'clear-cut adj. certain or definite: a clear-cut decision
"clear-'headed adj. able to think clearly and
sensibly
clear·ing /'klIrIÎ/ n. [C] a small area in a forest,
where there are no trees
clear·ly /'klIrli/ adv. 1 without any doubt:
Clearly, he felt he was to blame. | Leslie was clearly
annoyed. 2 in a way that is easy to see, understand, hear, etc.: Slow down and speak clearly. |
Prices were clearly marked. 3 if you cannot think
clearly, you are confused
cleat /klit/ n. 1 [C] one of a set of short pieces of
rubber, metal, etc. attached to the bottom of a sports
shoe 2 cleats [plural] a pair of shoes with cleats
attached to them
cleav·age /'klivIdZ/ n. [C,U] the space between a
woman’s breasts
cleave /kliv/ v. (past tense cleaved, clove /kloUv/,
cleft /klEft/, past participle cleaved, cloven
/'kloUv@n/, cleft) [I always + adv./prep.,T always +
adv./prep.] (literary) to cut something into separate
parts using a heavy tool: The wooden door had
been cleft in two.
cleave to sb/sth phr. v. 1 (formal) to be faithful to
an idea, belief, or person: The Bible says that a man
must leave his parents and cleave to his
wife. 2 (literary) to stick to someone or something,
or to seem to surround him, her, or it: The dirt still
cleaved to the roots.
clea·ver /'klivø/ n. [C] a knife with a large square
blade: a meat cleaver
clef /klEf/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a sign used in
written music to show the PITCH of the notes
cleft1 /klEft/ n. [C] a natural crack in the ground or
in rocks
cleft2 adj. partly split or divided: a cleft chin
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cleft3 v. a past tense and past participle of CLEAVE
clem·en·cy /'klEm@nsi/ n. [U] (formal) the act of

C

forgiving someone for a crime and making his/her
punishment less severe: His appeal for clemency
has been denied.
clench /klEntS/ v. [T] to close your hands, mouth,
etc. tightly: He clenched his fist and pounded it
into his palm. | He had a cigar clenched between
his teeth.
cler·gy /'klødZi/ n. the clergy [plural] the official
leaders of organized religions
cler·gy·man /'klødZim@n/, cler·gy·wom·an
/'klødZi"wUm@n/ n. (plural clergymen /-m@n/,
clergywomen /-"wImIn/) [C] a male or female
member of the clergy
cler·ic /'klErIk/ n. [C] a member of the clergy
cler·i·cal /'klErIk@l/ adj. 1 relating to office
work: a clerical worker 2 relating to the clergy
clerk /kløk/ n. [C] 1 someone who deals with
people arriving at a hotel: Please return your keys
to the desk clerk. 2 someone whose job is to help
people in a store 3 someone whose job is to keep
records, accounts, etc. in an office [ORIGIN:
1000—1100 Old French clerc “man in a religious order, scholar, man who keeps records,”
from Late Latin clericus] ➔ SALES CLERK
clev·er /'klEvø/ adj. 1 able to use your intelligence to do something, especially in a slightly
dishonest way: a lawyer’s clever tricks 2 able to
learn things quickly: a clever child
THESAURUS
intelligent, smart, bright,
brilliant, wise, cunning, crafty, intellectual,
gifted, apt ➔ INTELLIGENT

3 showing ability, skill, or imagination: a clever
idea —cleverly adv. —cleverness n. [U]

cli·ché /kli'SeI/ n. [C]

ENG. LANG. ARTS an idea or
phrase that has been used so much that it is no
longer effective or no longer has any real meaning:
The movie avoids most of the usual clichés.
click1 /klIk/ v. 1 [I,T] to make a short hard sound,
or to make something produce this sound: The door
clicked shut. | He clicked his heels (=hit the heels of
his shoes together) and jumped into the air. 2 [I]
(informal) to suddenly understand or realize something: I was having a lot of trouble with algebra
until one day it just clicked. 3 [I] (informal) if two
people click, they immediately like each
other 4 [I,T] IT to press a button on a computer
MOUSE to make the computer do something
➔ DOUBLE-CLICK : Click on the icon at the bottom of
the screen. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 From the
sound]
click2 n. [C] a short hard sound: I heard a click,
and the phone went dead. ➔ see picture on page A7
cli·ent /'klaI@nt/ n. [C] someone who pays a
person or organization for a service: important
clients [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French, Latin
cliens]

THESAURUS
customer, shopper, patron,
consumer, buyer ➔ CUSTOMER

cli·en·tele /"klaI@n'tEl, "kliAn-/ n. [singular] the

people who regularly go to a store, restaurant, etc.:
The Sports Cafe attracts a mostly male clientele.
cliff /klIf/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a large area of rock
with steep sides [ORIGIN: Old English clif] ➔ see
picture on page A11

cliff·hang·er /'klIf"hæÎø/ n. [C] (informal) a situ-

ation in a story, that excites you because you do not
know what will happen next
cli·mac·tic /klaI'mæktIk/ adj. forming an exciting or important part at the end of a story or event:
the final climactic scene of the play
cli·mate /'klaImIt/ n. 1 [C] EARTH SCIENCES the
typical weather conditions in an area: a hot and
humid climate 2 [singular] the general feelings in a
situation at a particular time: in the current climate
of uncertainty | a climate of fear/violence/hostility
etc. | the economic/political etc. climate [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Old French climat, from Late Latin
clima, from Greek klima “angle, latitude, climate;” because the weather depends on the
angle of the Sun to the Earth] —climatic
/klaI'mæÔIk/ adj.
cli·max1 /'klaImæks/ n. [C] the most important or
exciting things that come near the end of a story or
experience: Winning the gold medal was the climax
of his sports career. | The crisis reached a climax
last week, when two senators resigned. [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Latin, Greek klimax “ladder,” from
klinein “to lean”]
climax2 v. [I,T] to reach the most important or
exciting part of something: The tournament climaxes with the championship game on March 31.
climb1 /klaIm/ v. 1 [I,T] to move toward the top of
something: kids climbing a tree | the first man to
climb Mount Everest | We watched as the plane
climbed into the sky. | I slowly climbed three flights
of stairs. ➔ see picture on page A9 2 [I] to move
somewhere with difficulty, using your hands and
feet: Ford climbed into a waiting limousine. 3 [I]
to increase in number, amount, or level: The temperature was climbing steadily. 4 [I,T] to move to a
better position in your social or professional life:
women trying to climb the corporate ladder
(=become more successful) 5 be climbing the
walls (spoken) to become extremely anxious,
annoyed, or impatient: When he hadn’t gotten back
by midnight, I was climbing the walls. [ORIGIN:
Old English climban]
climb2 n. [C usually singular] 1 a process in which
you move up toward a place while using a lot of
effort: a tough climb to the top 2 an increase in
value or amount: a steady climb in house
prices 3 the process of improving your professional or social position: a politician’s climb to
power
climb·er /'klaImø/ n. [C] someone who climbs
rocks, mountains, etc. as a sport ➔ SOCIAL CLIMBER
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climb·ing /'klaImIÎ/ n. [U] the sport of climbing

from something to make it look neater: He went out
in the yard to clip the hedges.
mountains or rocks: Let’s go climbing this weekend. ➔ see picture on page A4
clip·board /'klIpbOrd/ n. [C] 1 a small flat
board with a clip that holds paper onto it 2 IT part
clinch /klIntS/ v. [T] (informal) to manage to win or
of a computer MEMORY that stores information
get something after trying hard: I think I know how
when you cut, copy, or move it
we can clinch this deal.
clinch·er /'klIntSø/ n. [C] (informal) a fact or 'clip-on adj. attached to something using a clip:
clip-on earrings
action that finally persuades someone to do something, or that ends an argument or competition: The clip·pers /'klIpøz/ n. [plural] a tool for cutting
real clincher was her threat to sue the city.
small pieces off something: nail clippers
cling /klIÎ/ v. (past tense and past participle clung clip·ping /'klIpIÎ/ n. 1 [C] an article, picture,
/klöÎ/) [I] 1 to hold onto someone or something
etc. that you cut out of a newspaper or magatightly because you do not feel safe: a climber
zine 2 [C usually plural] a small piece cut from
clinging onto a rock | They clung to each other and
something bigger: grass clippings
cried. 2 to stick to something: The wet shirt clung
clique /klik, klIk/ n. [C] (disapproving) a small
to his body.
group of people who do not want others to join
cling to sth phr. v. to continue to believe or do
their group: The girls have their own little clique.
something, even though it may no longer be true or
—cliquish adj.
useful: He clung to the possibility that she would be
clit·o·ris
/'klIÔ@rIs/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a small part of a
cured.
woman’s outer sex organs where she can feel
cling·y /'klIÎi/ adj. 1 (disapproving) someone who
sexual pleasure
is clingy is too dependent on another person: a shy,
1
/kloUk/ n. [C] a warm piece of clothing like
cloak
clingy child 2 clingy clothing or material sticks
a
coat
without sleeves [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
tightly to your body and shows its shape: a clingy
North French cloque “bell, cloak,” from Medidress
eval Latin clocca “bell;” because of its shape]
clin·ic /'klInIk/ n. [C] 1 a place where medical
2
treatment is given to people who do not need to cloak v. [T] (written) to deliberately cover or hide
something:
The early stages of the negotiations
stay in a hospital: a dental clinic 2 a group of
were cloaked in secrecy.
doctors who share the same offices 3 a meeting
during which a professional person gives advice or "cloak-and-'dagger adj. very secret and mysterious: a cloak-and-dagger operation
help to people: a marriage clinic [ORIGIN: 1800—
1900 French clinique, from Greek klinike cloak·room /'kloUk-rum/ n. [C] a small room
“medical practice by the bed”]
where you can leave your coat, bag, etc.
clin·i·cal /'klInIk@l/ adj. 1 relating to treating or clob·ber /'klAbø/ v. [T] (informal) 1 to hit sometesting people who are sick: The drug has underone hard 2 to affect someone or something badly,
gone a number of clinical trials/tests. 2 (disapprovespecially by making him, her, or it lose money:
ing) not influenced by personal feelings: a cold
Their new business was clobbered by rising interest
clinical attitude —clinically adv.
rates. 3 to defeat someone easily: Boston clobbered New York 11–1.
clin·i·cian /klI'nIS@n/ n. [C] a doctor who examines and treats people who are sick rather than
THESAURUS
beat, defeat, trounce, cream,
studying disease
vanquish, overcome ➔ BEAT 1
clink /klIÎk/ v. [I,T] if glass or metal objects clink,
or if you clink them, they make a short ringing clock1 /klAk/ n. [C] 1 an instrument in a room or
sound when they touch —clink n. [singular]
building that shows the time ➔ WATCH : What time
does that clock say? | The clock had stopped. | The
clip1 /klIp/ n. [C] 1 a small metal or plastic object
clock struck three (=made three loud noises to
for holding things together: a paper clip 2 a short
show it was three o’clock). | Mary set her alarm
part of a movie or television program that is shown
clock for 7:00 a.m. (=adjusted it so that it would
by itself, especially as an advertisement: clips from
ring at 7:00 a.m.) | The kitchen clock is five minutes
Pitt’s new movie 3 at a good/rapid/fast clip
slow/fast (=shows a time that is five minutes less or
quickly: Witnesses say the car was moving at a
more than the right time). 2 turn/set the clock
rapid clip.
back (disapproving) to make a situation the same as
clip2 v. (clipped, clipping) 1 [I,T] to put a clip on
it was in the past: Women’s groups warned that the
things to hold them together: She’d clipped her
law would turn the clock back fifty years. 3 set
business card to the letter.
the clock(s) back/ahead/forward to change the
time shown on the clock to one hour earlier or later,
THESAURUS
fasten, attach, secure, join,
when the time officially changes 4 around the
glue, tape, staple, tie ➔ FASTEN
clock all day and all night without stopping: We’ve
2 [T] to cut something out of a newspaper, magabeen working around the clock to get done on
zine, etc.: Tara showed him an ad she’d clipped out
time. 5 race/work against the clock to work
of the Sunday paper. 3 [T] to cut small amounts
quickly in order to finish something because you do
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not have much time: “The harvest is a race against Prentice Street has been closed to traffic. 3 to end
the clock to beat the winter rains,” Johnson says. something, or to end: Professor Schmidt closed his
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Middle Dutch clocke speech with a quote from Twain. 4 to stop existing
“bell, clock,” from Medieval Latin clocca or operating, or to stop something from existing or
“bell”] ➔ O’CLOCK , punch a clock at PUNCH 1, operating: Hundreds of lumber mills have closed
watch the clock at WATCH 1
down since World War II. | I’ve closed my bank
clock2 v. [T] 1 to measure the speed at which account. 5 close a deal/sale/contract to sucsomeone or something is moving: The police cessfully arrange a business deal, sale, etc. [ORIclocked her at 86 miles per hour. 2 to travel a GIN: 1200—1300 Old French clos, past
particular distance in a particular time: She clocked participle of clore “to close,” from Latin claudere]
her best time in the 200-meter sprint.
clock in/out phr. v. to record on a special card the close in phr. v. to move closer in order to catch
time when you begin or stop working: I clocked in someone or something: a tiger closing in for the kill
close sth ↔ off phr. v. if a road or area is closed
at 8:00 this morning.
off, people cannot go into it
"clock 'radio n. [C] a clock that you can set so that
close2 /kloUs/ adj.
it turns on a radio to wake you up
1 NEAR STH not far from someone or something:
clock·wise /'klAk-waIz/ adj., adv. in the same The closest gas station is 20 miles away. | We live
direction in which the HAND s (=parts that point to close to the school. | The victim was shot at close
the time) of a clock move ANT counterclockwise: range (=from a short distance).
Turn the dial clockwise.
2 NEAR IN TIME near to something in time: By the
clock·work /'klAk-wøk/ n. like clock- time we left it was close to midnight.
work a) (informal) happening in exactly the way 3 NEAR TO A NUMBER/AMOUNT near to a number:
you planned: Fortunately, production has been Inflation is now close to 6%.
going like clockwork. b) happening at the same 4 LIKELY TO HAPPEN SOON if you are close to
time and in the same way every time: At 6:30 every something, you are likely to experience it soon:
evening, like clockwork, Ari would milk the cows.
They haven’t reached an agreement yet, but they’re
clod /klAd/ n. [C] 1 a lump of mud or close. | Erickson was close to tears as he described
earth 2 (informal) someone who is not graceful and the accident. | A few of the injured people were
close to death.
behaves in a stupid way
5 SIMILAR very similar to each other: Do you have
1
clog /klAg/ v. (clogged, clogging) [I,T] also clog any shoes that are closer in color to this scarf? | A
up to block something, or to become blocked: dirt road was the closest thing to a highway in the
Potato peelings clogged up the drain. | freeways area.
clogged with heavy traffic
6 CAREFUL giving careful attention to details: Take
clog2 n. [C] a shoe made of wood ➔ see picture at a closer look at the facts. | Scientists are keeping a
close watch/eye on the volcano. | The jury paid
SHOE 1
very close attention to the evidence.
1
clone /kloUn/ n. [C] 1 BIOLOGY an exact copy of a 7 LIKE/LOVE SB if people are close, they like or
plant or animal that scientists produce from one of love each other very much: Are you very close to
its cells 2 IT a computer that is built as an exact your sister? | We were close friends in high school.
copy of a more famous computer: an IBM clone 8 AT WORK relating to a situation in which people
[ORIGIN: 1900—2000 Greek klon “small work or talk well together: The school encourages
branch”]
close partnerships between teachers and parents. |
clone2 v. [T] BIOLOGY to produce a plant or an Our job required close contact with the general
manager.
animal that is a clone
close1 /kloUz/ v. [I,T] 1 to shut something, or to 9 COMPETITION a close competition or game is
become shut SYN shut ANT open: Rita walked won or lost by only a few points: Right now it’s too
over and closed the curtains. | The hinges creaked close to call (=no one can say who the winner will
slightly as the door closed. | Close your eyes and go be).
10 ALMOST BAD (informal) used when you just
to sleep.
manage to avoid something bad happening: That
USAGE
was close! You almost hit that car! | I had a couple
of close calls, but they weren’t my fault.
Do not use open and close to talk about things
11 too close for comfort if something bad is too
that use electricity or things that provide water or
close for comfort, it is near you or happens near to
gas. Use turn on/off instead: Can you turn off the
you, making you feel nervous or afraid: The terlights? | I turned on the TV.
rible storm was too close for comfort.
For things that use electricity, you can also use
switch on/off: Don’t forget to switch off your
12 close relative a family member such as a
computer.
parent, brother, or sister —closeness n. [U]
2 if a store or building closes, or if someone closes close3 /kloUs/ adv. 1 very near: The grocery
it, it stops being open to the public for a period of store is close by. | You’re planting your tomatoes
time: What time does the mall close tonight? | too close together. | Dockery walked out of the
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room, with Shane following close behind. | The
woman held her baby close.
THESAURUS

near, not far (away), nearby,
within walking distance (of sth) ➔ NEAR 1

2 come close to (doing) sth to almost do
something: I was so angry I came close to hitting
him. | Carey came very close to victory. 3 close
up/up close from only a short distance away:
When I saw her close up, I realized she wasn’t
Jane.

close /kloUz/ n. [singular] the end of an activity
4

or period of time: The police brought the investigation to a close. | The summer was drawing to a
close.

closed /kloUzd/ adj. 1 not open

SYN

shut: Make

sure all the windows are closed. 2 if a store or
public building is closed, it is not open and people
cannot go into it or use it SYN shut: Sorry, the
store’s closed on Sundays. 3 restricted to a particular group of people or things ANT open: a
closed meeting between the mayor and community
leaders 4 not willing to accept new ideas or
influences ANT open: Don’t go with a closed
mind. 5 behind closed doors privately, without
involving other people: The deal was made behind
closed doors.

"closed "circuit 'television n. [C,U] cameras
which are used in public places in order to help
prevent crime

"closed 'circulatory "system n. [C] BIOLOGY a
system in which blood flows around the body
contained in blood VESSEL s, without directly flowing over the surrounding TISSUE s

close-knit /"kloUs 'nItX/ adj. a close-knit family
or group of people know each other well and help
each other a lot

clo·sure /'kloUZø/ n. [C,U] 1 the act of perma-

nently closing a building, factory, school, etc.: Several military bases are threatened with
closure. 2 an occasion in which a bad situation
has ended and you can finally stop thinking about
it: Funerals help give people a sense of closure.

clot1 /klAt/ n. [C] a mass of blood or another liquid

which has become almost solid: a blood clot in his
leg

clot2 v. (clotted, clotting) [I,T] if a liquid such as
blood clots, or if something clots it, it becomes
thicker and more solid

cloth /klOθ/ n. 1 [U] material used for making
things such as clothes ➔ FABRIC : These pants are
made with the finest wool cloth.
USAGE

Do not use cloth or cloths to mean “things that
you wear.” Use clothes: He usually wears casual
clothes.

2 [C] a piece of cloth used for a particular purpose:
Cover the bowl with a damp cloth. [ORIGIN: Old
English clath “cloth, piece of clothing”]

clothe /kloUD/ v. [T] to provide clothes for someone: He could barely afford to feed and clothe his
family.

clothed /kloUDd/ adj. (formal) dressed: The kids
were fast asleep, still fully clothed.

clothes /kloUz, kloUDz/ n. [plural] the things that

people wear to cover their bodies or keep warm: Go
to your room and put on some clean clothes. | Pete
took his clothes off and went to bed. | What sort of
clothes was he wearing? | The kids ran upstairs to
change into dry clothes. ➔ see picture on page 182
C O L L O C AT I O N S

close·ly /'kloUsli/ adv. 1 very carefully: The

tight: tight jeans
loose/baggy: a baggy T-shirt
fashionable/stylish: fashionable clothes
casual – comfortable and informal: a casual top
formal – appropriate for an official or serious
situation: Everyone was dressed in formal wear.
dressy – fairly formal and appropriate for
wearing to work: a pair of dressy pants ➔ CLOTH

close-set /"kloUs 'sEtX/ adj. close-set eyes are

TOPIC

police were watching him closely. | a closely
guarded secret 2 if you work closely with someone, you work with and help him/her 3 closely
related/linked/tied etc. having a strong connection: Diet and health are closely connected. 4 in a
way that is close to other things in time or space: a
flash of lightning, followed closely by thunder
very near to each other

clos·et1 /'klAzIt/ n. [C] 1 an area that you keep

clothes and other things in, built with a door behind
the wall of a room: Let me hang your coat up in the
closet. 2 come out of the closet (informal) to
say openly and publicly that you are HOMOSEXUAL
after keeping it a secret

You look at clothes in a store and then try them
on. You want to be sure that they fit you (=are the
right size for you), and also that they look good
on you. At home, you fold them and put them in
a drawer, or you hang them up in a closet. If
clothes are wrinkled (=have lines in the material),
you can iron them.

closet2 adj. closet liberal/homosexual etc.

GRAMMAR

close-up /'kloUs öp/ n. [C] a photograph of

There is no singular form of clothes. You have
to say a piece of clothing, an article of
clothing (formal), or an item of clothing
(formal): They found a piece of clothing in the
bushes.

someone who does not admit in public what s/he
thinks or does in private

someone or something that is taken from very near
to him, her, or it: a close-up of the children

C
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clothes·line /'kloUzlaIn/ n. [C] a rope that you

C

hang clothes on so that they will dry
clothes·pin /'kloUzpIn/ n. [C] a small object that
you use to fasten clothes to a clothesline
cloth·ing /'kloUDIÎ/ n. [U] clothes: The refugees
needed food and clothing. | Protective clothing
should be worn in the lab.
cloud1 /klaUd/ n. 1 [C,U] a white or gray mass in
the sky, from which rain falls: There wasn’t a cloud
in the sky. | Storm/Dark clouds moved overhead. 2 [C] a mass of smoke, dust, or gas: a cloud
of dust 3 [C] something that makes you feel worried or afraid: Ryder resigned under a cloud of
suspicion. | Marshall’s injury cast a cloud over the
rest of the game. 4 on cloud nine (informal) very
happy: When Caitlin was born, Adam was on cloud
nine. [ORIGIN: Old English clud “rock, hill;”
because some clouds look like rocks]
cloud2 v. 1 [T] to make something more difficult
to understand or deal with: These unnecessary
details are only clouding the issue. | Don’t allow
personal feelings to cloud your judgment. 2 [I,T]
also cloud up to become difficult to see through,
or to make this happen: Steam clouded up the
windows.

cloud over phr. v. if the sky clouds over, it

becomes darker and full of clouds

cloud·burst /'klaUdbøst/ n. [C] a sudden storm
of rain

cloud·y /'klaUdi/ adj. 1 dark and full of clouds: a
cloudy day 2 cloudy liquids are not clear

clout /klaUt/ n. [U] (informal) power or the ability

to influence important people: He has a lot of
political/economic/financial etc. clout in this town.
clove1 /kloUv/ n. [C] 1 a piece of GARLIC : a clove
of garlic 2 a strong sweet spice with a pointed
stem
clove2 v. a past tense of CLEAVE
cloven /'kloUv@n/ v. a past participle of CLEAVE
clo·ver /'kloUvø/ n. [C] a small plant with three
round leaves on each stem
clown1 /klaUn/ n. [C] a performer who wears
MAKEUP and funny clothes and tries to make
people laugh, especially in a CIRCUS
clown2 v. [I] to behave in a silly or funny way: a
couple of boys clowning around
cloy·ing /'klOI-IÎ/ adj. 1 a cloying attitude or

coach
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quality annoys you because it is too nice and seems
false: a cloying poem about love 2 cloying food or
smells are too sweet and make you feel sick: the
cloying smell of cheap perfume
club1 /klöb/ n. [C] 1 an organization for people
who share an interest or who enjoy similar activities: a member of the drama club | I just joined a
health club. | He belongs to the chess club.
THESAURUS
organization, institution,
institute, association, (political) party, society,
union, agency ➔ ORGANIZATION

2 a NIGHTCLUB 3 the building used by a club: The
restaurant is located next to the fitness club. 4 a
specially shaped stick for hitting the ball in golf
SYN golf club 5 clubs [plural] in card games, the
cards with black symbols with three round parts:
the five of clubs ➔ see picture at PLAYING CARD 6 a
heavy stick used as a weapon
club2 v. (clubbed, clubbing) [T] to hit someone
with a club
club·house /'klöbhaUs/ n. [C] a building used
by a club, especially a sports club
"club 'sandwich n. [C] a sandwich consisting of
three pieces of bread with meat and cheese between
them
"club 'soda n. [C,U] water filled with BUBBLE s
that is often mixed with other drinks
cluck /klök/ v. [I] to make a noise like a HEN
—cluck n. [C]
clue1 /klu/ n. [C] 1 a piece of information or an
object that helps to solve a crime or mystery: The
police are still searching for clues. | No one seems
to have a clue as to the bomber’s identity. 2 not
have a clue (informal) to definitely not know or
understand something: I don’t have a clue what
you’re talking about. | “Where’s Jamie?” “I don’t
have a clue.” [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 clew “ball of
string” (11—19 centuries), from Old English
cliewen; from the use of a ball of string for
finding the way out of a network of passages]

clue2

clue sb ↔ in phr. v. (informal) to give someone
information about something: He clued me in on
how the washing machine works.
clue·less /'klulIs/ adj. (disapproving) having no
understanding or knowledge of something: Jason is
clueless when it comes to women.
clump1 /klömp/ n. [C] a group of trees or plants
growing together
clump2 v. [I] to walk with slow noisy steps: I could
hear Grandpa clumping around in the basement.
clum·sy /'klömzi/ adj. 1 moving in an awkward
way and tending to knock things over: She was
clumsy and shy.
THESAURUS

awkward – moving or behaving in a way that
does not seem relaxed or comfortable: an
awkward hug

gawky – awkward in the way you move: a

gawky teenager
inelegant (formal) – not graceful or well done:
She was sprawled in an inelegant pose.
klutzy (informal) – often dropping things or
falling easily: I’ve always been a little klutzy.

2 a clumsy object is large, heavy, and difficult to
use 3 if you say or do something in a clumsy way,
you do it in a careless way, without considering
other people’s feelings: a clumsy attempt to apologize —clumsily adv. —clumsiness n. [U]
clung /klöÎ/ v. the past tense and past participle of
CLING

clunk /klöÎk/ v. [I,T] to make the loud sound of

two heavy objects hitting each other —clunk n. [C]

clunk·er /'klöÎkø/ n. [C] (informal) 1 an old car

or other machine that does not work very
well 2 something that is completely unsuccessful
because people think it is bad or stupid
clus·ter1 /'klöstø/ n. [C] a group of things that are
close together: a cluster of grapes
cluster2 v. [I,T] to form a group of people or
things: The tulips were clustered around the fence.
clutch1 /klötS/ v. [T] to hold something tightly:
Jamie stood there, clutching her purse.
THESAURUS
hold, grip,
catch/take/keep/get (a) hold of sth, grasp,
clasp, grab (hold of sth)/seize ➔ HOLD 1

➔ be grasping/clutching at straws at STRAW

clutch2 n. 1 [C] the part of a car that you press

with your foot to change GEAR s 2 sb’s clutches
if you are in someone’s clutches, s/he controls
you 3 in the clutch (informal) in an important or
difficult situation
clut·ter1 /'klöÔø/ v. [T] to make something messy
by covering or filling it with things: His desk is
always cluttered with paper.
clutter2 n. [U] a lot of things scattered in a messy
way
cm the written abbreviation of CENTIMETER
CNN n. Cable News Network an organization
that broadcasts television news programs all over
the world
CO the written abbreviation of COLORADO
Co. /koU/ 1 the written abbreviation of COMPANY : E.F. Hutton & Co. 2 the written abbreviation of COUNTY
c/o /"si 'oUX/ the written abbreviation of in care
of, used when you are sending a letter for someone
to another person who will keep it for him/her:
Send the letter to me c/o Anne Miller, 8 Brown St.,
Peoria, IL
C.O.D. adv. cash on delivery a system in which
you pay for something when it is delivered: Send
the equipment C.O.D.
coach1 /koUtS/ n. 1 [C] someone who trains a

C
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person or team in a sport: a basketball/football, etc.
coach
THESAURUS
teacher, professor, lecturer,
instructor ➔ TEACHER

C

2 [U] the cheapest type of seats on an airplane or a
train: We flew coach to Seattle. 3 [C] someone
who gives private lessons in singing, acting, etc.
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French coche, from German kutsche]
coach2 v. [I,T] 1 to train a person or team in a
sport: He coaches our tennis team. 2 to give someone private lessons in singing, acting, etc.
co·ag·u·late /koU'ægy@"leIt/ v. [I,T] to change
from a liquid into a thicker substance or a solid:
Blood had coagulated around the wound.
—coagulation /koU"ægy@'leIS@n/ n. [U]
coal /koUl/ n. 1 [U] EARTH SCIENCES a black mineral
that is dug from the earth and is burned for heat: a
lump of coal | coal miners 2 coals [plural] pieces
of coal that are burning [ORIGIN: Old English col]
➔ CHARCOAL , rake sb over the coals at RAKE 2
co·a·lesce /"koU@'lEs/ v. [I] (formal) to combine
or grow together to form one single group
co·a·li·tion /"koU@'lIS@n/ n. [C] a union of separate political parties or people for a special purpose,
usually for a short time: a new coalition government in Japan | The two parties have decided to
form a coalition.
coarse /kOrs/ adj. 1 rough and thick, not smooth
or fine: a coarse cloth 2 rude and offensive:
coarse
language
adv.
—coarsely
—coarseness n. [U]
coast1 /koUst/ n. [C] 1 EARTH SCIENCES the land
next to the ocean: the Pacific coast | the west coast
of Mexico | an island off the coast (=in the water
near the land) of California | a small beach house
on the coast
THESAURUS

➔ SHORE 1

shore, beach, seashore, bank

2 the coast is clear (informal) if the coast is clear,
it is safe for you to do something without being
seen or caught: Let’s leave now while the coast is
clear! [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French coste,
from Latin costa “rib, side”] —coastal adj.
coast2 v. [I] 1 to continue to move forward in a
car without using the engine, or on a bicycle without turning the PEDAL s 2 to succeed without using
any effort: Wilson coasted to victory in the election.

wear over other clothes to keep you warm when
you go outside: Put your coat on, it’s cold
outside! | He took off his coat and dropped it on the
bed. ➔ see picture at CLOTHES 2 a jacket that you
wear as part of a suit 3 a thin layer of something
that covers a surface: a coat of paint 4 an animal’s
fur: a dog with a black and brown coat 5 a light
piece of clothing that a doctor, etc. wears over other
clothes: a lab coat [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
French cote]
coat2 v. [T] to cover a surface with a layer of
something: The books were thickly coated with
dust.
'coat "hanger n. [C] a HANGER
coax /koUks/ v. [T] to persuade someone to do
something by talking gently and kindly: See if you
can coax him into giving us a ride home. | Firefighters coaxed the man down.
THESAURUS
persuade, talk sb into sth, get
sb to do sth, encourage sb to do sth,
influence, convince, cajole, prevail on/upon
sb ➔ PERSUADE

cob /kAb/ n. [C] the long hard middle part of the
corn plant: corn on the cob

co·balt /'koUbOlt/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY (symbol Co) a
shiny silver-white metal that is a chemical

ELE-

MENT

cob·bled /'kAb@ld/ adj. covered with round flat
stones: a cobbled street

cob·bler /'kAblø/ n. 1 [C,U] cooked fruit cov-

ered with a sweet bread-like mixture: peach cobbler 2 [C] (old-fashioned) someone who makes or
repairs shoes
cob·ble·stone /'kAb@l"stoUn/ n. [C] a small
round stone set in the ground, especially in past
times, to make a hard surface for a road

co·bra /'koUbr@/ n. [C] an African or Asian poi-

sonous snake [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Portuguese
cobra (de capello) “snake with a hood,” from
Latin colubra “snake”]

cob·web /'kAbwEb/ n. [C] a very fine structure of
sticky threads made by a SPIDER

Co·ca-Co·la /"koUk@ 'koUl@/ n. [C,U] (trademark) a sweet brown SOFT DRINK , or a glass of this
drink SYN Coke

co·caine /koU'keIn, 'koUkeIn/ n. [U] an illegal
drug, usually in the form of a white powder

coast·er /'koUstø/ n. [C] a small round object coch·le·a /'kAkli@/ n. (plural cochleas or
you put under a glass, bottle, etc. to protect a table

'coast guard n. the Coast Guard the military

cochleae /-li-i/) [C] BIOLOGY a part of the inner ear

that is shaped like a SPIRAL , and that has small
organization whose job is to watch for ships in hair-like cells that help you to hear
danger and prevent illegal activity in the ocean
cock1 v. [T] 1 to raise or move part of your head
coast·line /'koUsôlaIn/ n. [C,U] EARTH SCIENCES or face: Jeremy cocked his head to one side and
the land on the edge of the coast: the California smiled. 2 to pull back the part of a gun that hits the
back of a bullet, so that you are ready to shoot
coastline ➔ see picture on page A11
coat1 /koUt/ n. [C] 1 a piece of clothing that you cock2 /kAk/ n. [C] (old-fashioned) a ROOSTER
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cock-a-doo·dle-doo /"kAk @ "dudl 'du/ n. [C]

the loud sound make by a ROOSTER
cock·eyed /'kAkaId/ adj. (informal) 1 not sensible or practical: a cockeyed idea 2 not straight or
level: His hat was on cockeyed.
cock·pit /'kAk"pIt/ n. [C] the part of an airplane
or racing car where the pilot or driver sits ➔ see
picture at AIRPLANE

cock·roach /'kAk-roUtS/ n. [C] a large insect

that often lives where food is kept [ORIGIN:
1600—1700 Spanish cucaracha, from cuca
“caterpillar”]
cock·tail /'kAkteIl/ n. [C] 1 an alcoholic drink
made from a mixture of different drinks 2 a dish
of small pieces of food, usually eaten at the start of
a meal: a shrimp cocktail | fruit cocktail
'cocktail "lounge n. [C] a public room in a hotel,
restaurant, etc., where people can buy alcoholic
drinks
'cocktail "party n. [C] a formal party where
alcoholic drinks are served
cock·y /'kAki/ adj. (informal) too confident, in a
way which people do not like: Howitt was young
and cocky. —cockiness n. [U]
co·coa /'koUkoU/ n. [U] 1 a dark brown powder
that tastes like chocolate and is used in cooking 2 a hot chocolate drink: a cup of cocoa
co·co·nut /'koUk@"nöt/ n. [C,U] a very large
brown nut which is white inside and has liquid in
the middle [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 coco “coconut”
(16—18 centuries) (from Portuguese, “grinning
face;” because the bottom of a coconut, with its
three spots, looks like a face) + nut] ➔ see picture
on page 414

co·coon /k@'kun/ n. [C] 1

BIOLOGY a silk cover
that some insects make to protect themselves while
they are growing 2 a place or situation in which
you feel comfortable and safe: the comfortable
cocoon of college life —cocoon v. [T]
cod /kAd/ n. (plural cod) [C,U] a large ocean fish
that you can eat, or the meat from this fish
co·da /'koUd@/ n. [C] 1 ENG. LANG. ARTS an additional part at the end of a piece of music, that is
considered separate from the main piece 2 ENG.
LANG. ARTS a separate piece of writing at the end of a
work of literature or a speech
code1 /koUd/ Ac n. 1 [C] a set of rules, laws, or
principles that tells people how to behave: the
company’s employee code of conduct | The school
has a dress code (=rules about what to wear). |
Their religious beliefs are the basis for their strong
moral code.

THESAURUS
rule, law, regulation,
restriction, guidelines, statute, precept ➔

RULE 1

2 [C,U] a system of words, letters, or symbols used
instead of ordinary writing to keep something
secret: Important reports were sent in code. |

coffeemaker

Agents spent years trying to break/crack the
enemy’s code. 3 [C] a set of numbers, letters, or
symbols that give you information about something: Goods that you order must have a product
code. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French, Latin codex
“main part of a tree, piece of wood for writing
on, book”] ➔ AREA CODE , BAR CODE , ZIP CODE
code2 v. [T] to put a message into code —coded
adj.: He sent a coded message to CIA headquarters.
cod·i·fy /'kAd@"faI, 'koU-/ v. (codified, codifies)
[T] LAW to arrange laws, principles, facts, etc. in
a system: The agreement must still be codified
by
federal
legislation.
—codification
/"kAd@f@'keIS@n, "koU-/ n [C,U]
co·dom·i·nance /koU'dAm@n@ns/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a situation in which both ALLELE s (=pair of
GENE s) are present to an equal degree on a CHROMOSOME , and both have an equal influence on a
person’s or animal’s physical appearance and the
type of blood they have —codominant adj.
co-ed /koU 'Ed/ adj. using a system in which
students of both sexes study or live together: co-ed
dormitories
co·ef·fi·cient /"koU@'fIS@nt/ n. [C] MATH the
number that does not change in a mathematical
expression that has a VARIABLE : In 8x, the coefficient of x is 8.
co·en·zyme /koU'EnzaIm/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a substance, often a VITAMIN or a mineral, that forms
part of an ENZYME , and that must combine with a
PROTEIN to make the enzyme work
co·erce /koU'øs/ v. [T] (formal) to force someone
to do something by threatening him/her: The
women were coerced into hiding the drugs.
—coercion /koU'øS@n, -Z@n/ n. [U]: torture and
other extreme forms of coercion
THESAURUS
force, make, compel, impel,
pressure ➔ FORCE 2

co·ex·ist /"koUIg'zIst/ v. [I] to exist together: Can

the two countries coexist after the war?
—coexistence n. [U]
cof·fee /'kOfi, 'kA-/ n. 1 [U] a hot dark brown
drink that has a slightly bitter taste: a cup of
coffee 2 [C] a cup of this drink: Two black coffees
(=coffee with no milk added), please. 3 [U] whole
coffee beans, crushed coffee beans, or a powder
from which you make coffee: a pound of coffee |
instant coffee (=powdered coffee) [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Italian caffè, from Turkish kahve,
from Arabic qahwa]
'coffee cake n. [C,U] a sweet heavy cake, usually
eaten along with coffee
'coffee house n. [C] a small restaurant where
people go to talk and drink coffee
'coffee ma"chine n. [C] a machine that gives you a
cup of coffee, tea, etc. when you put money in it
cof·fee·mak·er /'kOfi"meIkø, 'kA-/ n. [C] an
electric machine that makes a pot of coffee

C

coffee shop
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'coffee shop n. [C] a small restaurant that serves coin1 /kOIn/ n. [C] 1 a round piece of money
cheap meals

'coffee "table n. [C] a low table in a

LIVING

ROOM

cof·fers /'kOføz, 'kA-/ n. [plural] the money that

C

an organization has: The tax would add an estimated $500,000 to the city’s coffers.
cof·fin /'kOfIn/ n. [C] the box in which a dead
person is buried [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
French cophin, from Latin cophinus “basket”]
cog /kAg/ n. [C] 1 a wheel in a machine, with
small parts on its edge that fit together with the
parts of another wheel as they turn 2 a cog in the
machine/wheel an unimportant worker in a large
organization
co·gent /'koUdZ@nt/ adj. (formal) if a reason, argument, etc. is cogent, it seems reasonable and correct
co·gnac /'kAnyæk, 'kOn-, 'koUn-/ n. [C,U] a
type of BRANDY (=strong alcoholic drink) from
France, or a glass of this drink
cog·ni·zant /'kAgn@z@nt/ adj. (formal) cognizant of sth having knowledge or information
about something: The social worker was cognizant
of the fact that the boy’s father was abusive.
co·hab·it /"koU'hæbIt/ v. [I] (formal) to live as
husband and wife, without being married
—cohabitation /koU"hæb@'teIS@n/ n. [U]
co·her·ence /koU'hIr@ns/ Ac n. [U] 1 ENG.
LANG. ARTS the quality of having ideas or parts that
relate to each other in a way that is clear, reasonable, and easy to understand, especially in a piece
of writing: Writing down your central idea will
help give your arguments coherence. 2 the quality
that a group has when its members are connected or
united because they share common aims, qualities,
or beliefs
co·her·ent /koU'hIr@nt/ Ac adj. clear and easy
to understand ANT incoherent: He was slightly
drunk, and not very coherent. | The article makes a
coherent argument in favor of economic change. |
Your manager should set coherent objectives.
—coherently adv.
co·he·sion /koU'hiZ@n/ n. [U] 1 the ability to fit
together or stay together well: social cohesion 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS the way in which different
parts of sentences or different parts of larger pieces
of writing are connected, based on grammar or
meaning 3 PHYSICS a physical force that holds
together MOLECULE s in a solid or liquid substance
coil1 /kOIl/ also coil up
v. [I,T] to wind or twist
into a round shape, or to
make something do this:
Dad coiled up the hose. |
The snake coiled around
the branch.
coil2 n. [C] a piece of
wire or rope that has
been wound into a circular shape

made of metal ➔
eign coins.

BILL :

Uncle Henry collects for-

THESAURUS
money, bill, penny, nickel,
dime, quarter, cash, change, currency ➔

MONEY

2 toss/flip a coin to choose or decide something
by throwing a coin into the air and guessing which
side will show when it falls 3 the other side of
the coin a different fact or way of thinking about
something [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French
“three-sided piece, corner,” from Latin cuneus
“wedge”]
coin2 v. [T] to invent a new word or phrase that
many people start to use: Who coined the word
“cyberpunk”?

coin·age /'kOInIdZ/ n. 1 [C]

ENG. LANG. ARTS a
word or phrase that has been recently
invented 2 [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS the use or making of
new words or phrases 3 [U] the system of money
used in a country
co·in·cide /"koUIn'saId/ Ac v. [I] to happen at
the same time as something else: Their wedding
anniversary coincides with Thanksgiving.
co·in·ci·dence /koU'Ins@d@ns/ Ac n. [C,U] a
situation in which two things happen together by
chance, in a surprising way: By coincidence, my
husband and my father went to the same high
school. | It’s no coincidence that veterans are more
likely to smoke than other people. | By sheer/pure
coincidence, he was seated next to his ex-wife.
—coincidental /koU"Ins@'dEnôl/ adj.: The link
between the two events could be merely coincidental. —coincidentally adv.
coke /koUk/ n. 1 Coke [C,U] (trademark) the
drink COCA-COLA , or a bottle, can, or glass of this
drink 2 [U] (informal) COCAINE
co·la /'koUl@/ n. [C,U] a sweet brown SOFT DRINK ,
or a bottle, can, or glass of this drink
col·an·der /'kAl@ndø, 'kö-/ n. [C] a metal or
plastic bowl with a lot of small holes in the bottom
and sides, used for separating liquid from food
cold1 /koUld/ adj. 1 having a low temperature: a
cold winter morning | It was freezing cold (=very
cold) in the car. | Let’s go inside – I’m cold. |
bitterly cold weather | Your coffee’s getting cold
(=becoming cold). ➔ ICE-COLD

THESAURUS

cool – cold in a pleasant way, especially after it

has been hot: It’s very hot during the day, but
cooler at night.
chilly – cold, but not very cold: a chilly fall day
frosty – very cold, with the ground covered in
frost (=ice that is white and powdery): a bright
frosty morning
freezing (cold) – extremely cold, so that water
outside becomes ice: It was freezing cold last
night.
icy (cold) – extremely cold: an icy wind
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bitter (cold) – very cold in a way that feels very

unpleasant: The bitter wind seemed to go right
through us.
frigid (formal) – very cold: I stepped out into the
frigid darkness of a December night. ➔ HOT 1,

WEATHER 1

2 cold food has been cooked, but is not eaten while
it is warm: cold chicken 3 without friendly feelings: a polite but cold greeting
THESAURUS
matter-of-fact, detached,
impassive, dispassionate ➔ MATTER-OF-FACT

4 leave sb cold (informal) to not interest someone
at all: Ballet just leaves me cold. 5 get/have cold
feet (informal) to suddenly feel that you are not
brave enough to do something: She was getting
cold feet about getting married. 6 cold snap a
sudden short period of very cold weather 7 give
sb the cold shoulder to deliberately ignore
someone or be unfriendly to him/her 8 in cold
blood in a cruel and deliberate way: They shot him
in cold blood. [ORIGIN: Old English ceald, cald]
—coldness n. [U]
cold2 n. 1 [C] a common illness that makes it
difficult to breathe through your nose: You sound
like you have a cold. | Did you catch a cold (=get a
cold)? 2 the cold a low temperature or cold
weather: Don’t go out in the cold without your coat.
cold3 adv. 1 suddenly and completely: In the
middle of his speech, he stopped cold. 2 out cold
(informal) unconscious, especially because of being
hit on the head
"cold-'blooded adj. 1 cruel and showing no feelings: a cold-blooded killer 2 BIOLOGY a coldblooded animal, such as a snake, has a body
temperature that changes with the air or ground
around it ➔ WARM-BLOODED
'cold cuts n. [plural] thin pieces of different kinds
of cooked meat eaten cold
"cold-'hearted adj. without sympathy or pity: a
cold-hearted man
cold·ly /'koUldli/ adv. in an unfriendly way: “I’m
busy,” said Sarah coldly.
'cold sore n. [C] a painful spot on the inside or
outside of your mouth that you sometimes get
when you are sick
"cold 'turkey n. go cold turkey (informal) to
suddenly stop taking a drug that you are ADDICTED
to, and to feel sick because of this: The only way to
quit smoking is to go cold turkey.
"cold 'war n. [C] 1 POLITICS an unfriendly political
relationship between two countries that do not
actually fight with each other 2 the Cold War
HISTORY this type of relationship between the U.S.
and the Soviet Union, after World War II
cole slaw /'koUl slO/ n. [U] a SALAD made with
thinly cut raw CABBAGE and CARROT s
col·ic /'kAlIk/ n. [U] pain in the stomach that
babies often get

collate

col·lab·o·rate /k@'læb@"reIt/ v. [I] 1 to work

together with another person or group in order to
achieve or produce something: The author and
illustrator wanted to collaborate on a book for
children. 2 to help a country that your country is at
war with: He was accused of collaborating with the
Nazis. [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Late Latin, past
participle of collaborare, from Latin com “with”
+ laborare “to work”] —collaborator n. [C]
col·lab·o·ra·tion /k@"læb@'reIS@n/ n. [U] 1 the
act of working with another person or group in
order to achieve or produce something: Our departments worked in close collaboration on the
project. | The project has involved collaboration
with the geography department. 2 the act of helping an enemy during a war
col·lab·o·ra·tive /k@'læbr@ÔIv/ adj. collaborative project/effort/work etc. a project, effort,
etc. that involves two or more people working
together to achieve something
col·lage /k@'lAZ, koU-/ n. 1 [C] a picture made
by sticking pictures, photographs, cloth, etc. onto a
surface 2 [U] the art of making pictures in this way
col·lapse1 /k@'læps/ Ac v. [I] 1 to fall down or
inward suddenly: Many buildings collapsed during
the earthquake. 2 to suddenly fall down or
become unconscious because you are sick or very
weak: He looked like he was going to collapse. 3 to fail suddenly and completely: We sold
the property just before the real estate market
collapsed. [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Latin collapsus,
past participle of collabi, from com- + labi “to
fall, slide”]
collapse2 n. 1 [singular, U] a sudden failure in the
way something works, so that it cannot continue:
the collapse of communism in Eastern Europe | The
industry faces economic collapse. 2 [U] the act of
falling down or inward: Floods caused the collapse
of the bridge. 3 [singular, U] an occasion when
someone falls down or becomes unconscious
because of a sickness
col·laps·i·ble /k@'læps@b@l/ Ac adj. something
that is collapsible can be folded up into a smaller
size: collapsible chairs
col·lar1 /'kAlø/ n. [C] 1 the part of a shirt, coat,
dress, etc. that fits around your neck 2 opencollared/fur-collared etc. having a particular
type of collar: a white-collared shirt 3 a narrow
band of leather or plastic put around the neck of a
dog or cat [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French
coler, from Latin collare, from collum “neck”]
collar2 v. [T] (informal) to catch and hold someone:
Two policemen collared the suspect near the scene.
col·lar·bone /'kAlø"boUn/ n. [C] one of a pair of
bones that go from the base of your neck to your
shoulders ➔ see picture on page A3
col·late /k@'leIt, kA-, 'koUleIt, 'kA-/ v. [T] 1 to
arrange things such as papers in the right
order 2 to gather information together in order to
examine it and compare it: The system allows us to
collate data from all over the country.

C

collateral
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col·lat·er·al /k@'læÔ@r@l/ n. [U] ECONOMICS prop-

C

erty or other goods that you promise to give to
someone if you cannot pay back a debt: They put up
their house as collateral in order to raise the money.
col·league /'kAlig/ Ac n. [C] someone you
work with, especially in a profession: The research
was carried out by Dr. Francis and her colleagues
at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore. [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 French collègue, from Latin collega, from com “with” + legare “to choose for a
particular job”]
col·lect1 /k@'lEkt/ v. 1 [T] to get things and bring
them together: I’ll collect everyone’s tests at the
end of class. 2 [T] to get and keep objects of the
same type because you think they are attractive or
interesting: She collects stamps.

THESAURUS

set – a complete group of similar things that

belong together or are related in some way: a set
of keys to the building
batch – a group of things that are made or dealt
with at the same time: a fresh batch of pancakes
anthology – a collection of stories, poems, or
songs: an anthology of poems for children

2 [U] the act of bringing together things of the same
type from different places: different methods of
data collection 3 [C] several stories, poems, pieces
of music, etc. that are put together: a collection of
fairy tales 4 [C,U] the act of taking something
away from a place: Garbage collection is on Fridays. 5 [C,U] the act of asking people for money:
tax collection | We’re planning to have a collection
for UNICEF
THESAURUS
keep, store, save, reserve,
1
1
/k@'lEktIv/ adj. [only before noun]
col·lec·tive
file, hoard ➔ KEEP
shared or done by all the members of a group
3 [I,T] to get money from people: We’re collecting together: We had made a collective decision. |
for charity. | The landlord was at the door, trying to collective farms —collectively adv.
collect the rent. 4 [I] to come or gather together:
2
Dust had collected in the corners of the collective n. [C] a business or farm that is
owned
and
operated by a group of workers who
room. 5 collect yourself/collect your
thoughts to make yourself calmer and able to share the profits equally
think more clearly: I had a few minutes to collect col"lective 'bargaining n. [U] discussions
my thoughts before the meeting began. [ORIGIN: between employers and unions about pay, working
1500—1600 Latin, past participle of colligere, conditions, etc.
from com “together” + legere “to gather”]
col"lective "noun n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a noun
collect2 adj., adv. 1 call sb collect if you call such as “family” or “committee,” that is the name
someone collect, the person who gets the telephone of a group of people or things ➔ COMMON NOUN ,
call pays for it 2 collect call a telephone call that PROPER NOUN
is paid for by the person who gets it
col·lec·tor /k@'lEktø/ n. [C] 1 someone whose
col·lect·ed /k@'lEktId/ adj. 1 collected job is to collect taxes, tickets, debts, etc.: a tax
works/poems/stories etc. all of the poems, sto- collector 2 someone who collects things that are
ries, etc. of a particular writer included together in interesting or attractive: a stamp collector
one book: the collected works of Emily Dickinson 2 in control of yourself and your thoughts, col·lege /'kAlIdZ/ n. 1 [C,U] a large school
where you can study after high school ➔ UNIVERfeelings, etc.: Jason seemed calm and collected.
SITY : My oldest son is in college (=is a student at a
col·lect·i·ble /k@'lEkt@b@l/ n. [C] an object that college). | I’m planning to go to college. 2 [C] the
you keep as part of a group of similar things: a part of a university that teaches a particular subject:
store that sells antiques and collectibles
the College of Engineering [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Old French, Latin collegium “society”]
GRAMMAR

Do not use “a” or “the” before college when
you are talking about the time when someone is
studying there: They met when they were in
college.
➔ UNIVERSITY

col·le·giate /k@'lidZ@t/ adj. relating to college or

a college: collegiate sports
col·lide /k@'laId/ v. [I] to crash violently into
something or someone: His car collided with a bus.
THESAURUS
HIT 1

hit, bump, bang, strike ➔

col·lec·tion /k@'lEkS@n/ n. 1 [C] a set of similar col·lin·e·ar points /k@"lIniø 'pOInts/ n. [plural]
things that you keep or put together: a coin
collection | a collection of toy soldiers

MATH

two or more points that lie on the same
straight line
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colorless

col·li·sion /k@'lIZ@n/ n. 1 [C,U] a violent crash

of his eyes | I love wearing bright colors. | The
leaves were pale green in color. 2 [U] the quality
of having colors: Flowers can add color to a patio
or backyard. 3 [C,U] a substance such as paint or
THESAURUS
accident, crash, wreck,
DYE , that makes something red, blue, etc.: He
pile-up, disaster, catastrophe, mishap ➔
mixed the colors with his paintbrush. 4 [C,U] how
ACCIDENT
dark or light someone’s skin is, which shows which
race s/he belongs to: They are trying to bring
2 be on a collision course to be likely to have
together people of all colors and religions. | The
trouble because your aims are very different from
awards will be given without discrimination based
someone else’s: The two nations are on a collision
on color, religion, or sex. 5 people/men/
course that could lead to war.
women etc. of color people who are not white:
col·loid /'kAlOId/ n. [C] CHEMISTRY a mixture of
We need to get more women and people of color
substances in which small amounts of one subinto elected office. 6 [U] showing all the different
stance are SUSPEND ed (=floating) in the other subcolors such as red, green, and blue rather than just
stance
black and white ANT black and white: The book
col·lo·qui·al /k@'loUkwi@l/ adj. colloquial lanincludes 200 color photographs/pictures. | “The
guage is the kind of language that is used in
Wizard of Oz” was the first film shot in
informal conversations: colloquial expressions
color. 7 [U] if you have some color in your face,
—colloquially adv. —colloquialism n. [C]
your face is pink or red, usually because you are
healthy or embarrassed: He felt the color rise to his
col·lu·sion /k@'luZ@n/ n. [U] (formal) the act of
face.
agreeing secretly with someone else to do something dishonest or illegal —collude /k@'lud/ v. [I]: color2 v. 1 [T] to give color to something: Do you
The companies colluded to keep prices high.
color your hair? 2 [I,T] to put color onto a drawing
or picture, or to draw a picture using colored
co·logne /k@'loUn/ n. [U] a liquid with a pleasant
pencils or pens: Give Grandma the picture you
smell, which you put on your skin
colored, Jenny. 3 color sb’s judgment/
co·lon /'koUl@n/ n. [C] 1 ENG. LANG. ARTS the mark
opinions/attitudes etc. to influence the way that
(:) used in writing to introduce a list, examples,
someone thinks about something, especially so that
etc. 2 BIOLOGY the lower part of the INTESTINE s, in
s/he becomes less fair or reasonable: Personal feelwhich food is changed into waste matter ➔ see
ings colored his judgment.
picture at ORGAN
col·or·blind /'kölø"blaInd/ adj. 1 not able to
colo·nel /'kønl/ n. [C] a high rank in the Army,
see the difference between particular colAir Force, or Marines, or an officer who has this
ors 2 treating all races of people fairly: In this
rank
court, justice is colorblind.
co·lo·ni·al /k@'loUni@l/ adj. 1 relating to the "color-co'ordinated adj. clothes or decorations
control of countries by a more powerful distant
that are color-coordinated have colors that look
country: the end of colonial rule in India 2 also
good together
Colonial relating to the time when the U.S. was a
col·ored
/'kölød/ adj. 1 having a color such as
colony of England: a Colonial-style brick house
red, blue, yellow, etc. rather than being black,
co·lo·ni·al·ism /k@'loUni@"lIz@m/ n. [U] POLITICS
white, or plain: brightly colored tropical
the principle or practice in which a powerful counbirds 2 (old-fashioned) a word used for describing
try rules a weaker one and establishes its own trade
a person who has dark or black skin, now considand society there
ered offensive
col·o·nize /'kAl@"naIz/ v. [I,T] to control a coun- col·or·fast /'kölø"fæst/ adj. colorfast clothing
try or area and send your own people to live there:
has a color that will not become lighter when you
Argentina was colonized by Spain. —colonist n.
wash or wear it
[C] —colonizer n. [C] —colonization
col·or·ful
/'köløf@l/ adj. 1 having a lot of bright
/"kAl@n@'zeIS@n/ n. [U]
colors: a colorful stained-glass window 2 interestcol·o·ny /'kAl@ni/ n. (plural colonies) [C] 1 a
ing and full of variety: a colorful career
country or area that is ruled by a more powerful
—colorfully adv.
country, usually one that is far away: Massachusetts
was one of the original British colonies in col·or·ing /'köl@rIÎ/ n. 1 [U] the color of something, especially someone’s hair, skin, eyes, etc.:
America. 2 a group of people with the same interMandy had her mother’s dark coloring. 2 [C,U] a
ests who live together: an artists’ colony 3 a group
substance used for giving a particular color to
of the same kind of animals living together [ORIsomething, especially food: They had added yellow
GIN: 1300—1400 Old French colonie, from
food coloring to the rice.
Latin colonia, from colonus “farmer, someone
'coloring book n. [C] a book full of pictures that
who develops a new place”]
are drawn without color so that a child can color
col·or1 /'kölø/ n. 1 [C] red, blue, yellow, etc.:
them in
“What color is your new car?” “Blue.” c Don’t say
“What color does your new car have?” b | the color col·or·less /'kölølIs/ adj. 1 not having any
in which one vehicle hits another: a midair collision (=one involving two planes)

C

colossal
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color: a colorless gas 2 not interesting or exciting

co·los·sal /k@'lAs@l/ adj. very large: They’ve run
up colossal debts.

THESAURUS
big, large, substantial,
sizable, prodigious, huge, enormous, vast,
gigantic, massive, immense ➔ BIG

co·los·sus /k@'lAs@s/ n. [C usually singular] some-

C

are used or put together: A combination of factors
led to the decision. | The medication should be
taken in combination with vitamin C.
THESAURUS
mixture, blend, compound,
solution ➔ MIXTURE

2 [C] a series of numbers or letters you need to open
a combination lock: I forgot the combination on my
lock.
"combi'nation lock n. [C] a lock that is opened
by using a special series of numbers or letters
com·bine1 /k@m'baIn/ v. 1 [I,T] to be joined
together with another thing, or to join two or more
things together: The two chemicals combine to
form a powerful explosive. | The heat, combined
with the loud music, was beginning to make her feel
sick.

one or something that is very large or very important
colt /koUlt/ n. [C] a young male horse
col·umn /'kAl@m/ n. [C] 1 a tall solid round
upright stone post used to support a building or as a
decoration 2 an article by a particular writer that
appears regularly in a newspaper or magazine: an
advice column ➔ NEWSPAPER 3 something with a
long narrow shape: a column of smoke 4 one of
THESAURUS
mix, stir, blend, beat ➔ MIX 1
two or more areas of print that go down the page of
a newspaper or book and that are separated from
each other by a narrow space: Let’s look at the 2 [T] to do two different activities at the same time:
second column of table 8.5. 5 a long moving line It’s hard to combine family life with a career.
of people, vehicles, etc.: A column of soldiers [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French combiner, from
marched through the streets.
Late Latin combinare, from Latin com
col·um·nist /'kAl@mnIst, 'kAl@mIst/ n. [C] “together” + bini “two by two”]
someone who regularly writes an article for a com·bine2 /'kAmbaIn/ n. [C] 1 also combine
newspaper or magazine: a sports columnist ➔
harvester a large machine used on a farm to cut a
NEWSPAPER
crop and separate the grain at the same time 2 a
com /kAm/ IT commercial organization – used group of people, businesses, etc. that work together
in Internet addresses
com·bo /'kAmboU/ n. (plural combos) [C] (inforco·ma /'koUm@/ n. [C] a state in which someone is mal) 1 a small group of musicians who play dance
not conscious for a long time, usually after an music: a jazz combo 2 a combination of things,
accident or illness: Ben was in a coma for six days. especially food at a restaurant: I’ll have the fish
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Modern Latin, Greek combo and a Coke.
koma “deep sleep”]
com·bus·ti·ble /k@m'böst@b@l/ adj. able to
co·ma·tose /'koUm@"toUs, 'kA-/ adj. in a coma catch fire and burn easily: Gasoline is highly combustible. —combustible n. [C]
comb1 /koUm/ n. [C] a flat piece of plastic or
com·bus·tion
/k@m'böstS@n/ n. [U] the process
metal with a row of thin parts like teeth on one side
of burning
that you use to make your hair neat ➔ BRUSH
comb2 v. [T] 1 to make your hair neat with a com'bustion re"action n. [C,U] CHEMISTRY a
comb: Go comb your hair. 2 to search a place chemical change that happens when a substance
thoroughly: Police combed the woods for the miss- reacts with oxygen to produce energy in the form of
heat and light
ing boy.
1
come
/köm/ v. (past tense came /keIm/, past
com·bat /'kAmbæt/ n. [U] fighting during a war:
Her husband was killed in combat. [ORIGIN: participle come) [I]
1500—1600 French combattre, from Latin com 1 MOVE TOWARD SB/STH to move toward you or
arrive at the place where you are ➔ GO : Come here
“together” + battuere “to hit”] —combat adj.
right now! | A young woman came into the room. |
THESAURUS
war, warfare, fighting,
There were no cars coming the opposite way. |
conflict, action, hostilities ➔ WAR
What time will you be coming home?

com·bat2 /k@m'bæt, 'kAmbæt/ v. [T] to try to

stop something bad from happening or getting
worse: efforts to combat terrorism
com·bat·ant /k@m'bæt§nt/ n. [C] someone who
fights in a war
com·ba·tive /k@m'bæÔIv/ adj. ready to fight or
argue: Paul was in a combative mood.
com·bi·na·tion /"kAmb@'neIS@n/ n. 1 [C,U]
two or more different things, substances, etc. that

THESAURUS
arrive, get to, reach, turn up,
show up, get in, come in, land ➔ ARRIVE

2 GO WITH SB if someone comes with you, s/he
goes to a place with you: I asked Rosie if she’d like
to come with us. | Do you want to come along?
3 TRAVEL TO A PLACE to travel to or reach a place:
He had come a long way to see us. | Will you be
coming by bus?
4 MAIL if a letter, etc. comes, it is delivered to you
in the mail: The phone bill hasn’t come yet.

come
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5 HAPPEN if a time or event comes, it arrives or
starts to happen: Spring came early that year.
6 LIST/COMPETITION ETC. to have a particular
position in the order of something: Jason came
first/last in the 10-mile race. | P comes before Q in
the alphabet.
7 come open/loose/undone etc. to become
open, loose, etc.: The buttons had come undone.
8 BE PRODUCED/SOLD to be produced or sold
with particular features: This shoe doesn’t come in
size 11.
9 come as a surprise/relief/shock etc. (to sb)
to make someone feel surprised, RELIEVED , etc.:
His decision to retire came as a surprise.
10 sb/sth has come a long way to have made a
lot of progress: Computer technology has come a
long way since the 1970s
11 REACH A LENGTH/HEIGHT to reach a particular
height or length: The grass came up to our knees.
THESAURUS

reach, go ➔ REACH 1

12 come naturally/easily (to sb) to be easy for
someone to do: Acting came naturally to Rae.
13 in the years/days to come in the future: I
think you might regret this decision in the years to
come.
14 come of age a) to reach the age, usually 18
or 21, when you are legally considered to be an
adult b) to develop into a successful form, or to
reach the time when this happens: The sport has
finally come of age.
15 come and go to be allowed to go into and
leave a place whenever you want
SPOKEN PHRASES

16 how come? used in order to ask someone why
something happened or is true: “She’s moving to
Alaska.” “How come?” | So, how come we haven’t
met your boyfriend yet?
17 here comes sb said when someone is about to
arrive at the place where you are: Here comes
Karen now.
18 come to think of it said when you have just
realized or remembered something: Come to think
of it, Cooper did mention it to me.
19 take sth as it comes to accept something as it
happens, without trying to plan for it or change it:
I’m not going to worry about it. I’ll just take each
day as it comes.
20 have it coming to deserve to be punished or to
have something bad happen to you: I don’t feel
sorry for Brad – he had it coming.

seems to have certain qualities: She comes across
as a really happy person.
come along phr. v.
1 to appear or arrive: Jobs like this don’t come

along very often!
2 to develop or improve: Terry’s work has really
come along this year.
come apart phr. v.
1 to split or separate easily into pieces: The book

just came apart in my hands.
2 to begin to fail: Their marriage was coming
apart.
come around phr. v.
1 to visit someone: What’s a good time to come

around and drop off his present?
2 if someone comes around, s/he decides to agree
with you after disagreeing with you: I know he’ll
come around.
3 if a regular event comes around, it happens as
usual: I can’t believe his birthday is coming around
already.
come at sb phr. v.

to move toward someone in a threatening way: She
came at him with a knife.
come away phr. v.

to leave a place with a particular feeling or idea: I
came away with a good impression.
come back phr. v.
1 to return from a place: When is your sister

coming back from Europe?
2 come back to sb to be remembered, especially
suddenly: Then, everything Williams had said came
back to me.
3 to become fashionable or popular again: The
styles of the seventies are coming back. ➔ COMEBACK

come between sb/sth phr. v.
1 to cause trouble between two or more people:

Don’t let money come between you and David.
2 to prevent someone from giving enough attention
to something: She never let anything come between
her and her work.
come by phr. v.
1 come by (sth) to visit someone for a short time

before going somewhere else: I’ll come by later to
pick up Katrina.
2 come by sth to get something that is difficult to
get: Good jobs are hard to come by right now.
come down phr. v.
1 a) to become lower in price, level, etc.: Wait until

to happen or develop: How did this change come
about?

interest rates come down before you buy a
house. b) to offer or accept a lower price: They
refused to come down on the price.
2 to fall to the ground: A lot of trees came down in
the storm.
3 if someone comes down to a place, s/he travels
south to the place where you are: Why don’t you
come down for the weekend sometime?

come across phr. v.
1 come across sb/sth to meet, find, or discover

come down on sb/sth phr. v.
1 to punish someone severely: The school came

someone or something by chance: I came across
this photograph among some old newspapers.
2 if someone comes across in a particular way, s/he

down hard on the students who were caught drinking.
2 come down on the side of sth to decide to

[ORIGIN: Old English cuman]
come about phr. v.

C

come
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support something or someone: The court came
down on the side of the boy’s father.
come down to sth phr. v.

if a difficult or confusing situation comes down to
something, that is the single most important thing:
It all comes down to money in the end.
come down with sth phr. v.

to get an illness: I think I’m coming down with the
flu.

C

come forward phr. v.

to offer to help: Several witnesses have come forward with information.
come from sth phr. v.
1 to have been born in a particular place: “Where

do you come from?” “Texas.”
2 to have first existed, been made, or produced in a
particular place, thing, or time: A lot of medicines
come from quite common plants. | The lines she
read come from a Rilke poem.
3 if a sound comes from a place, it begins there: I
heard a weird sound coming from the closet.
come in phr. v.
1 to enter a room or house: Come in and sit down.
2 to arrive or be received: Reports were coming in

of an earthquake in Mexico.
3 come in first/second etc. to finish first, second, etc. in a race or competition
4 to be involved in a plan, deal, etc.: I need
somebody to help, and that’s where you come in.
5 come in useful/handy to be useful: Bring the
rope – it might come in handy.
6 when the TIDE comes in, it moves toward the
land ANT go out

come in for sth phr. v.
come in for criticism/blame to be criticized or

blamed: After the riots, the police came in for a lot
of criticism.
come into sth phr. v.
1 to begin to be in a particular state or position: As

we turned the corner, the town came into view. |
The new law comes into effect tomorrow.
2 to be involved in something or to influence it:
Where do I come into all this?
3 come into money to receive money because
someone has died and given it to you
come of sth phr. v.

to result from something: What good can come of
getting so angry?
come off phr. v.
1 come off sth to no longer be on something,

connected to it, or fastened to it: A button had come
off my coat.
2 to seem like you have a particular attitude or
quality because of something you say or do: She
came off as a phony.
3 to happen in a particular way: The wedding came
off as planned.
4 come off it! (spoken) said when you think
someone is being stupid or unreasonable
come on phr. v.
1 if a light or machine comes on, it starts working:

The lights suddenly came on in the theater.

2 if a television or radio program comes on, it
starts: What time does the show come on?
3 if an illness comes on, you start to have it: I can
feel a headache coming on.
4 come on! (spoken) a) used in order to tell
someone to hurry, or to come with you b) said in
order to encourage someone to do something:
Come on! It’s not that hard! c) used in order to
tell someone that you know that what s/he said was
not true or right: Oh, come on! Don’t lie to me!
come out phr. v.
1 to become known, especially after being hidden:
The truth will come out eventually.
2 if something you say comes out in a particular
way, you say it in that way, or it is understood by
someone in that way: When I try to explain, it
comes out all wrong, and she gets mad.
3 to say something publicly or directly: Senator
Peters has come out against abortion. | Why don’t
you just come out and say what you think?
4 if a book, movie, etc. comes out, it is available for
people to buy or see
5 if dirt or a mark comes out of cloth, it can be
washed out
6 come out well/badly/ahead etc. to finish an
action or process in a particular way: I can never
get cakes to come out right.
7 if a photograph comes out, it looks the way it is
supposed to: Some of our wedding photos didn’t
come out.
8 when the Sun, moon, or stars come out, they
appear in the sky
come out with sth phr. v.
if a company comes out with a new product, it
makes it available to be bought: Ford has come out
with a new sports truck.
come over phr. v.
1 to visit someone at his/her house: Do you want to
come over on Friday night?
2 to move to the country where you are now,
especially from across an ocean: Her dad came
over from Italy in the 1960s.
3 come over sb if a feeling comes over someone,
s/he begins to feel it: A wave of sleepiness came
over her.
come through phr. v.
1 come through sth to continue to live, exist, be
strong, or succeed after a difficult or dangerous
time SYN survive: Bill came through the operation
all right.
2 to be made official, especially by having the
correct documents officially approved: She’s still
waiting for her visa to come through.
come to phr. v.
1 come to do sth to begin to have a feeling or
opinion: She had come to think of New York as her
home.
2 come to sb if an idea or memory comes to you,
you suddenly realize or remember it: Later that
afternoon, the answer came to him.
3 come to $20/$3 etc. to add up to a total of $20,
$3, etc.: That comes to $24.67, ma’am.
4 when it comes to sth relating to a particular

comic strip
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job is to tell jokes and make people laugh
SYN comic: a stand-up comedian

Latin cometa, from Greek kometes “long-haired,
comet;” because of its long tail]
come·up·pance /köm'öp@ns/ n. [singular]
(informal) a punishment or something bad that happens to you, that you deserve: the story of a crook
who finally gets his comeuppance
com·fort1 /'kömføt/ n. 1 [U] a feeling of being
physically relaxed and satisfied, so that nothing is
hurting you, making you feel too hot or cold, etc.
ANT discomfort: the air-conditioned comfort of
his car | We slept there in comfort until the dawn
appeared. 2 [U] if someone or something gives
you comfort, he, she, or it makes you feel happier
when you are upset or worried: I took comfort from
the fact that I had done my best. | She turned to her
church for comfort. 3 (be) a comfort to sb to
help someone feel happier or less worried: Her
children were a great comfort to her. 4 [U] a way
of living in which you have everything you need to
be happy: They had enough money to live in comfort. 5 comforts [plural] all the things that make
your life easier and more comfortable: The beach
cabin has all the comforts of home. [ORIGIN:
1100—1200 Old French conforter, from Late
Latin confortare “to strengthen”] ➔ too close
for comfort at CLOSE 2
comfort2 v. [T] to make someone feel less worried
or unhappy, for example by saying kind things to
him/her —comforting adj. —comfortingly adv.
com·fort·a·ble /'kömft@b@l, 'kömføÔ@b@l/
adj. 1 something that is comfortable makes you
feel physically relaxed: Remember to wear comfortable shoes. | a comfortable chair/bed/sofa 2 if
you are comfortable, you feel physically relaxed:
Come in and make yourself comfortable. 3 not
worried about what someone will do or about what
will happen: I feel very comfortable with
him. 4 having enough money to live on without
worrying: We’re not rich, but we are comfortable.
—comfortably adv.
com·fort·er /'kömføÔø/ n. [C] a thick cover for a
bed ➔ see picture at BED 1
com·fy /'kömfi/ adj. (spoken) comfortable

com·e·dy /'kAm@di/ n. (plural comedies)

com·ic1 /'kAmIk/ adj. funny or amusing: a comic

subject: She’s hopeless when it comes to money.
5 to become conscious again after having been
unconscious: When I came to, I was lying on the
grass.
come under sth phr. v.
1 come under attack/fire/pressure etc. to be
attacked, criticized, threatened, etc.: The president
has come under fire from Democrats in Congress.
2 to be controlled or influenced by something such
as a set of rules: All doctors come under the same
rules of professional conduct.
come up phr. v.
1 if someone comes up to you, s/he comes close to
you, especially in order to speak to you
2 if someone comes up to a place, s/he travels north
to the place where you are: Why don’t you come up
to Chicago for the weekend?
3 to be mentioned or suggested: The subject didn’t
come up at the meeting.
4 be coming up to be happening soon: Isn’t your
anniversary coming up?
5 when the Sun or moon comes up, it appears in the
sky and starts to rise
6 if something, especially a problem, comes up, it
suddenly happens: Something’s come up, so I won’t
be able to go with you Thursday.
come up against sb/sth phr. v.
to have to deal with difficult people or problems:
He came up against fierce resistance.
come upon sb/sth phr. v. (literary)
to find or discover something by chance
come up with sth phr. v.
1 to think of an idea, plan, reply, etc.: They still
haven’t come up with a name for the baby.
2 to be able to produce a particular amount of
money: I’ll never be able to come up with $2,000.

come·back /'kömbæk/ n. 1 make a comeback to become popular or successful again: Every
few years, short skirts make a comeback. 2 [C] a
quick reply that is smart or funny: I can never think
of a good comeback when I need one.

co·me·di·an /k@'midi@n/ n. [C] someone whose

1 [C,U] a funny movie, play, television program,
etc. that makes people laugh, or this type of entertainment: a TV comedy | stand-up comedy
➔ MOVIE 2 [U] the quality in something, such as a
book or movie, that makes you laugh SYN humor
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French comédie, from
Latin, from Greek komoidia, from komos “having fun, partying” + aeidein “to sing”]

'come-on n. [C] (informal) something that someone

does to try to make someone else sexually interested in him/her: Rick seems to think every smile is
a come-on.

actress | At least Marlene was there to give us
comic relief (=make us laugh in a serious situation).

comic2 n. [C] 1 a

COMEDIAN 2 a COMIC
3 the comics [plural] the part of a newspaper that has COMIC STRIP s

BOOK

com·i·cal /'kAmIk@l/ adj. funny, especially in a
strange or unexpected way —comically adv.
THESAURUS
funny, hilarious, hysterical,
witty, amusing, humorous ➔ FUNNY 1

com·et /'kAmIt/ n. [C] PHYSICS an object in the sky 'comic book n. [C] a magazine that tells a story
like a very bright ball with a tail, that moves
through SPACE (=the area beyond the Earth where
the stars are) ➔ SPACE 1 [ORIGIN: 1100—1200

using pictures that are drawn like comic strips

'comic strip n. [C] a series of pictures that are
drawn inside boxes and tell a story

C
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com·ing1 /'kömIÎ/ n. 1 the coming of sb/sth

C

the time when something or someone arrives or
begins: With the coming of the railroad, the town
changed considerably. 2 comings and goings
the movements of people as they arrive and leave
places
coming2 adj. [only before noun] happening soon:
the coming winter
com·ma /'kAm@/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS the mark
(,) used in writing to show a short pause [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Latin “part of a sentence,” from
Greek komma “part, clause,” from koptein “to
cut”]
com·mand1 /k@'mænd/ n. 1 [U] the control of a
group of people or a situation: How many officers
are under your command? | Who is in command
here? 2 [C] an order that must be obeyed: Shoot
when I give the command. 3 command of sth
knowledge of something, especially a language, or
the ability to use something: Fukiko has a good
command of English. 4 [C] IT an instruction to a
computer to do something
command2 v. 1 [I,T] to tell someone officially to
do something, especially if you are a military
leader, king, etc.: The captain commanded the crew
to remain on the main deck. 2 [T] to get attention,
respect, etc. because you are important or popular:
He commands one of the highest fees in Hollywood.
com·man·dant /'kAm@n"dAnt/ n. [C] the chief
officer in charge of a military organization
com·man·deer /"kAm@n'dIr/ v. [T] to officially
take someone’s property for military use: The hotel
was commandeered for use as a war hospital.
com·mand·er, Commander /k@'mændø/ n.
[C] 1 an officer in charge of a military organization or group 2 an officer who has a middle rank
in the Navy
com"mander in 'chief n. [C] 1 someone of
high rank who is in control of all the military
organizations in a country or of a specific military
activity 2 Commander in Chief POLITICS a title
for the U.S. president in his position as the official
head of the military
com·mand·ing /k@'mændIÎ/ adj. [only before
noun] 1 having authority or confidence that makes
people respect and obey you: his commanding
presence 2 being in a position from which you are
likely to win a race or competition easily: Stevens
has a commanding lead in the polls.
com·mand·ment /k@'mænÄm@nt/ n. [C] one
of ten rules given by God in the Bible that tell
people how they should behave
com·man·do /k@'mændoU/ n. (plural commandos) [C] a soldier who is specially trained to make
quick attacks into enemy areas
com·mem·o·rate /k@'mEm@"reIt/ v. [T] to
remember someone or something by a special
action, ceremony, object, etc.: The monument commemorates the soldiers who died during the
Vietnam war. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin,

past participle of commemorare, from memorare “to remind of”] —commemoration
/k@"mEm@'reIS@n/ n. [U] —commemorative
/k@'mEm@r@ÔIv/ adj.
com·mence /k@'mEns/ Ac v. [I,T] (formal) to
begin: Work on the building will commence soon. |
The trial commenced with the testimony of the first
witness. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French
comencer, from Vulgar Latin cominitiare, from
Latin + initiare “to begin”]
THESAURUS
BEGIN

begin, start, break out ➔

com·mence·ment /k@'mEnsm@nt/

Ac

n. 1 [C,U] a ceremony at which college or HIGH

SCHOOL
SYN

students

receive

their

DIPLOMA s

graduation 2 [U] (formal) the beginning of

something: The Olympic torch will be carried into
the stadium prior to (=before) the commencement
of the games.
com·mend /k@'mEnd/ v. [T] (formal) to praise
someone or something publicly or formally: The
three firefighters were commended for their bravery.
THESAURUS
praise, congratulate, flatter,
compliment sb/pay sb a compliment, extol ➔

PRAISE 1

com·mend·a·ble /k@'mEnd@b@l/ adj. (formal)

deserving praise: Baldwin answered with commendable honesty. —commendably adv.
com·men·da·tion /"kAm@n'deIS@n/ n. [C] (formal) an honor or prize given to someone for being
brave or successful
com·men·su·rate /k@'mEns@rIt, -S@rIt/ adj.
(formal) matching something else in size, quality, or
length of time: The salary is commensurate with
experience (=the salary for the job is higher if you
have experience).
com·ment1 /'kAmEnt/ Ac n. 1 [C,U] an opinion that you give about someone or something:
Does anyone have any questions or comments? |
He made rude comments about her. 2 no comment (spoken) said when you do not want to
answer a question, especially in public [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Late Latin commentum, from
Latin, “invention,” from comminisci “to invent”]
comment2 Ac v. [I,T] to give an opinion about
someone or something: The police have refused to
comment on the case. | His teacher commented
that his writing was poor.
com·men·tar·y /'kAm@n"tEri/ Ac n. (plural
commentaries) [C,U] 1 a spoken description of
an event, given while the event is happening, especially on the television or radio: the commentary
on the World Series 2 a book or article that
explains or discusses something, or the explanation
itself: political commentary 3 be a sad commentary on sth to be a sign or example of how
bad a situation is: It’s a sad commentary on our
culture that we need constant entertainment.

common
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com·men·ta·tor /'kAm@n"teIÔø/

Ac
n.
[C] 1 someone on television or radio who

describes an event as it is happening: a sports
commentator 2 someone who knows a lot about a
subject, and who writes about it or discusses it on
the television or radio: political commentators
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin commentari “to
comment,” from comminisci “to invent”]
com·merce /'kAmøs/ n. [U] the buying and
selling of goods and services: interstate commerce
(=among U.S. states) [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
French, Latin commercium, from com- + merx
“things to be sold”]
THESAURUS
business, industry, trade,
private enterprise ➔ BUSINESS

com·mer·cial1 /k@'møS@l/ adj. 1 relating to

business and the buying and selling of things:
commercial activity 2 relating to making money
or a profit: The movie was a commercial success/
failure. —commercially adv.
commercial2 n. [C] an advertisement on television or radio: TV commercials
THESAURUS
advertisement, billboard,
poster, want ads/classified ads, flier, junk
mail, spam ➔ ADVERTISEMENT

com·mer·cial·ism /k@'møS@"lIz@m/ n. [U]

(disapproving) the practice of being more concerned
with making money than with the quality of what
you sell
com·mer·cial·ize /k@'møS@"laIz/ v. [T] (disapproving) to be more concerned with making money
from something than about its quality: Christmas is
getting more and more commercialized!
—commercialization /k@"møS@l@'zeIS@n/ n.
[U]

com·mis·e·rate /k@'mIz@"reIt/ v. [I] (formal) to

express your sympathy for someone who is
unhappy: He’s able to talk to and commiserate
with
students
in
a
sincere
way.
—commiseration /k@"mIz@'reIS@n/ n. [U]
com·mis·sion1 /k@'mIS@n/ Ac n. 1 [C] a
group of people who have been given the official
job of finding out about something or controlling
something: the U.N. Commission on Human
Rights 2 [C,U] an amount of money paid to someone for selling something: Salespeople earn a 30%
commission on each new car. | Some firms work on
commission and others charge a fee. 3 [C] a piece
of work that someone, especially an artist or a
musician, is asked to do: a commission for a new
sculpture 4 out of commission a) not working
correctly, or not able to be used: The toilets are out
of commission. b) (informal) sick or injured
commission2 v. [T] to ask someone to do a piece
of work for you: He has been commissioned to
design a bridge.
com·mis·sion·er /k@'mIS@nø/ Ac n. [C]
someone who is officially in charge of an organization: a police commissioner

com·mit /k@'mIt/

Ac v. (committed, committing) [T] 1 to do something wrong or illegal:

Police still don’t know who committed the
crime. 2 commit suicide to kill yourself deliberately 3 commit adultery if a married person
commits adultery, s/he has sex with someone who
is not his/her husband or wife 4 to say that you
will definitely do something: Going to the interview
doesn’t commit you to anything. | I had committed
myself and there was no turning back.
THESAURUS
promise, give sb your word,
swear, take/swear an oath, vow, pledge,
undertake to do sth, guarantee ➔ PROMISE 1

5 to decide to use money, time, effort, etc. for a
particular purpose: A lot of money has been committed to the project. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin
committere, from com- “together” + mittere “to
send, put”]

com·mit·ment /k@'mIt§m@nt/

Ac n. 1 [C] a
promise to do something or behave in a particular
way: Volunteers must be able to make a commitment of four hours a week. | Our company has a
commitment to customer service. 2 [U] the hard
work and loyalty that someone gives to an organization, activity, etc.: You cannot question Sara’s
commitment to her work. 3 [C] (formal) something
that you have promised you will do or that you
have to do: He had other commitments and could
not attend. | The company will have to raise ticket
prices to meet its financial commitments.
com·mit·ted /k@'mIÔId/ Ac adj. willing to
work hard at something you believe is right or
important: Her parents are both committed
liberals. | The group is committed to improving
civil rights.
com·mit·tee /k@'mIÔi/ n. [C] a group of people
chosen to do a particular job, make decisions, etc.:
I’m on the finance committee.
com·mo·di·ous /k@'moUdi@s/ adj. (formal) a
house or room that is commodious is very big
SYN spacious —commodiously adv.
com·mod·i·ty /k@'mAd@Ôi/ Ac n. (plural commodities) [C] ECONOMICS a product that is bought
and sold: agricultural commodities | rising commodity prices

com·mo·dore, Commodore /'kAm@"dOr/ n.
[C] an officer who has a high rank in the Navy

com·mon1 /'kAm@n/ adj. 1 something that is

common is often seen or often happens ANT rare:
“Smith” is a common last name. | Heart disease is
common among smokers. | It’s common for new
fathers to feel jealous of their babies. c Don’t say
“It is common that.” b 2 belonging to, or shared by
two or more people or things: We are all working
towards a common goal. | a theme that is common
to all her novels 3 common ground facts, opinions, and beliefs that a group of people can agree
on, in a situation in which they are arguing about
something: Let’s see if we can establish some
common ground. 4 the common good what is

C

common

C
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best for everyone in a society: They truly believed French, Medieval Latin communia, from Latin
they were acting for the common good. 5 com- communis “common”]
mon knowledge something that everyone knows: com·mune2 /k@'myun/ v.
It’s common knowledge that he’s an alcoholic. 6 ordinary and not special in any way: The commune with sb/sth phr. v. (formal) 1 to comsong is a tribute to the common man (=ordinary municate with a person, god, or animal, especially
people). [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French com- in a mysterious way 2 commune with nature to
spend time in the COUNTRYSIDE , enjoying it in a
mun, from Latin communis]
quiet peaceful way
2
common n. 1 have sth in common (with
com·mu·ni·ca·ble
/k@'myunIk@b@l/ Ac adj.
sb/sth) to have the same interests, attitudes, etc. as
someone else: Terry and I have a lot in com- a communicable disease is one that can be passed
mon. 2 have sth in common (with sth) if on to other people SYN infectious
objects or ideas have something in common, they com·mu·ni·cate /k@'myun@"keIt/ Ac v. 1 [I]
share the same features: The two games have to exchange information or conversation with other
much/little in common. 3 [C] a word meaning a people, using words, signs, writing, etc.: We compublic park, used mostly in names: Boston Com- municate mostly by email. | It’s difficult to communicate with people if you don’t speak their
mon
"common 'cold n. [C] a slight illness in which language. 2 [I,T] to express your thoughts or feelyour throat hurts and it is difficult to breathe ings clearly, so that other people understand them:
A baby communicates its needs by crying. [ORIGIN:
normally SYN cold
1500—1600 Latin, past participle of communi"common de'nominator n. [C usually singular] care “to give information, take part,” from comMATH a number that can be divided exactly by all the
munis “common”]
DENOMINATOR s (=bottom numbers) in a set of
com·mu·ni·ca·tion
/k@"myun@'keIS@n/ Ac
FRACTION s
n. 1 [U] the process of speaking, writing, etc. by
"common 'factor n. [C] MATH a number that which people exchange information or express their
divides exactly into each of a set of two or more thoughts and feelings: Communication between
other numbers. For example, 3 is a common factor parents and teachers is vital. | We’ve stayed in
of 6, 12, and 18.
constant communication with each other. | Radio
'common-law adj. common-law husband/ was the pilot’s only means of communicawife someone you have lived with for a long time tion. 2 communications a) [plural] ways of
as if s/he was your husband or wife
sending and receiving information using computcom·mon·ly /'kAm@nli/ adv. often or usually: the ers, telephones, radios, etc.: Modern communications enable people to work from home. b) [U] the
most commonly used computer
study of using radio, television, movies, etc. to
"common 'noun n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a noun that communicate 3 [C] (formal) a letter, message, or
is not the name of a particular person, place, or telephone call: I received a communication from my
thing. For example, “book” and “sugar” are com- bank informing me of the charge.
mon nouns. ➔ COLLECTIVE NOUN , PROPER NOUN
/k@'myun@k@ÔIv,
com·mon·place /'kAm@n"pleIs/ adj. very com- com·mu·ni·ca·tive
-"keIÔIv/ Ac adj. 1 willing or able to talk or give
mon or not unusual: Divorce has become common- information: My son isn’t very communicaplace.
tive. 2 relating to the ability to communicate: The
"common 'sense n. [U] the ability to behave in a test evaluates students’ communicative skills.
sensible way and make practical decisions: Use
Com·mun·ion /k@'myuny@n/ n. also Holy
your common sense.
Communion the Christian ceremony in which
com·mon·wealth /'kAm@n"wElθ/ n. [C] (for- people eat bread and drink wine as signs of Christ’s
mal) 1 POLITICS a group of countries that are related
body and blood
politically or economically, for example the group
com·mu·ni·qué
/k@'myun@"keI,
of countries that have a strong relationship with
Great Britain 2 the official legal title of some U.S. k@"myun@'keI/ n. [C] an official report or
states: The Commonwealth of Virginia 3 POLITICS announcement
the official legal title of some places, such as Puerto com·mu·nism /'kAmy@"nIz@m/ n. [U] POLITICS a
Rico, that are governed by the U.S. but are not political system in which the government controls
states
all the production of food and goods and there is no
com·mo·tion /k@'moUS@n/ n. [singular, U] sud- privately owned property
den noisy activity or arguing: Everyone looked to com·mu·nist /'kAmy@nIst/ n. [C] POLITICS somesee what was causing the commotion.
one who is a member of a political party that
com·mu·nal /k@'myunl/ adj. shared by a group supports communism, or who believes in communism —communist adj.: the Communist Party
of people: a communal bathroom in the dorm
com·mune1 /'kAmyun/ n. [C] SOCIAL SCIENCE a com·mu·ni·ty /k@'myun@Ôi/ Ac n. (plural comgroup of people who live and work together and munities) [C] 1 a group of people who live in the
share their possessions [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 same town or area: The library serves the whole
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community. 2 a group of people who have the
same interests, religion, race, etc.: Miami has a
large Cuban community. | politicians who have
close ties to the business community | Most of the
world’s scientific community now accept the
theory. 3 sense of community the feeling that
you belong to a group in which people work
together and help each other: Teachers are working
to build a sense of community in the school. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French comuneté, from
Latin communitas, from communis “common”]
com'munity "college n. [C] a college that
people can go to, usually for two years, in order to
learn a skill or to prepare to go to another college or
university
com"munity 'service n. [U] work that someone
does to help other people without being paid, especially as punishment for a crime ➔ PUNISHMENT
com·mute1 /k@'myut/ v. 1 [I] to travel regularly
in order to get to work: Jerry commutes from
Scarsdale to New York every day. 2 [T] LAW to
change the punishment given to a criminal to one
that is less severe: Her sentence was commuted
from death to life imprisonment. [ORIGIN: 1400—
1500 Latin commutare “to exchange, change”]
commute2 n. [C usually singular] the trip made to
work every day: My morning commute takes 45
minutes.
com·mut·er /k@'myuÔø/ n. [C] someone who
travels a long distance to work every day
com·pact1 /'kAmpækt, k@m'pækt/ adj. small
but arranged so that everything fits neatly into the
available space: a compact car [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Latin compactus, past participle of compingere “to put together”]
com·pact2 /'kAmpækt/ n. [C] 1 a small flat
container with a mirror, containing powder for a
woman’s face 2 a small car 3 LAW an agreement
between two or more people, countries, etc. with
laws or rules that they must obey
com·pact3 /k@m'pækt/ v. [T] to press something
together so that it becomes smaller or more solid
—compacted adj.
THESAURUS
press, squash, crush, mash,
grind, squeeze, compress ➔ PRESS 1

"compact 'disc n. [C] a CD ➔ see picture on page
A6

com·pan·ion /k@m'pæny@n/ n. [C] 1 someone
you spend a lot of time with, especially a friend:
For ten years, he had been her constant
companion. | my traveling companions 2 one of a
pair of things that go together or can be used
together: This book is a companion to Professor
Farrer’s first work. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
French compagnon, from Late Latin companio,
from Latin com- “with” + panis “bread, food”]
com·pan·ion·a·ble /k@m'pæny@n@b@l/ adj.
pleasantly friendly: They sat in a companionable
silence.

com·pan·ion·ship /k@m'pæny@n"SIp/ n. [U]
the state of being with someone so that you have
someone to talk to and do not feel lonely: the need
for companionship

com·pa·ny /'kömp@ni/ n. (plural compa-

nies) 1 [C] a business that makes or sells things or

provides a service: What company do you work
for? | insurance/software/phone companies
THESAURUS

firm – a company that usually provides a service

rather than producing goods: a law firm
business – a company that often employs only
a small number of people: She set up her own
catering business. | small businesses
corporation – a large company that often
includes several smaller companies
subsidiary – a company that is owned by a
larger company

2 [U] the state of being with someone so that s/he
does not feel lonely: Why don’t you come with me?
I could use the company. | Tim is good company
(=someone you enjoy being with). | I’ll stay here to
keep you company (=be with you so you are not
alone). 3 [U] one or more guests, or someone who
is coming to see you: We’re having company
tonight, so I want you back home by five. 4 [singular, U] the group of people that you are friends with
or spend time with: I don’t like the company she
keeps. 5 [C] a group of actors, dancers, or singers
who work together: a ballet company [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Old French compagnie, from compain “companion,” from Late Latin companio]

com·pa·ra·ble /'kAmp@r@b@l/ adj. (formal) similar to something else in size, number, quality, etc.:
Is the pay rate comparable to that of other companies?
THESAURUS
similar, like, alike, akin to sth,
analogous, identical, matching ➔ SIMILAR

com·par·a·tive1 /k@m'pær@ÔIv/ adj. 1 showing

what is different and similar between things of the
same kind: a comparative study of European languages 2 comparative comfort/freedom/
wealth etc. comfort, freedom, etc. that is fairly
good when measured or judged against something
else, or against what the situation was before
SYN relative: After a lifetime of poverty, his last
few years were spent in comparative comfort.

comparative2 n. the comparative

ENG. LANG.
ARTS in grammar, the form of an adjective or adverb

that shows an increase in quality, quantity, degree,
etc. For example, “better” is the comparative of
“good.”

com·par·a·tive·ly /k@m'pær@ÔIvli/ adv. as
compared to something else or to a previous state:
The disease is comparatively rare.

com·pare1 /k@m'pEr/ v. 1 [T] to examine or
judge two or more things in order to show how they
are similar to or different from each other: We went

C
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to a few different stores to compare prices. | Compared to me, Al is tall. | The police compared the
suspect’s fingerprints with those found at the crime
scene.
THESAURUS

make a comparison – to compare two or

C

more people, situations, etc.: The article makes a
comparison between Hemingway and Thoreau.
draw a parallel – to say that people or things
are similar in some aspects: There are parallels
that can be drawn between the two writers – they
both grew up in the South.
draw an analogy (formal) – to say that two
things or situations are similar, even though they
may seem very different: Some people have
drawn an analogy between poetry and
mathematics.
contrast – to compare two things, situations,
etc., in order to show how they are different from
each other: In the novel, he contrasts the lives of
two families living in New York.
make/draw a distinction – to emphasize that
two things are very different: It is important to
draw a distinction between people’s fear of crime
and the actual amount of crime that really
happens.

2 [I,T] to say that someone or something is similar
to someone or something else: Critics have compared him to Robert De Niro. | The oranges out
here don’t compare with (=are not as good as) the
Florida ones. 3 compare notes (with sb) (informal) to talk with someone in order to find out if
his/her experience is the same as yours [ORIGIN:
1400—1500 French comparer, from Latin comparare, from compar “like,” from com “with” +
par “equal”]
compare2 n. beyond/without compare (literary) a quality that is beyond compare is the best of
its kind: beauty beyond compare
com·par·i·son /k@m'pær@s@n/ n. 1 [U] the
process of comparing two people or things: In
comparison with/to his brother, he’s really shy. |
My last job was so boring that this one seems great
by comparison. 2 [C] a statement or examination
of how similar or different two people or things are:
a comparison of crime figures in Chicago and
Detroit 3 [C] a statement that someone or something is like someone or something else: The writer
draws comparisons between the two presidents. |
You can’t make a comparison between American
and Japanese schools – they’re too different. 4 there’s no comparison used when you
think that someone or something is much better
than someone or something else: There’s just no
comparison between canned vegetables and fresh
ones.
com·part·ment /k@m'pArt§m@nt/ n. [C] a
smaller enclosed space inside something larger: the
overhead compartment on a plane

com·pass /'kömp@s/ n. [C] 1 an instrument that

shows the direction you are traveling in, with an
ARROW that always points north 2 MATH an instrument with a sharp point, used for drawing circles or
measuring distances on maps
com·pas·sion /k@m'pæS@n/ n. [U] sympathy for
someone who is suffering: her compassion for the
poor | We should have compassion for others.
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French, Late Latin
compassio, from compati “to feel sympathy”]
com·pas·sion·ate /k@m'pæS@nIt/ adj. feeling
sympathy for people who are suffering: a compassionate man
THESAURUS
kind, nice, considerate,
thoughtful, caring, warm-hearted, sympathetic
➔ KIND 2

com·pat·i·ble /k@m'pæÔ@b@l/

Ac adj. 1 two
people who are compatible are able to have a good
relationship because they share interests, ideas,
etc. 2 two things that are compatible are able to
exist or be used together without problems: Is the
software compatible with your PC? | The two
businesses have compatible aims, and they may
eventually merge (=join together to form one larger
business). —compatibility /k@m"pæÔ@'bIl@Ôi/ n.

[U]

com·pa·tri·ot /k@m'peItri@t/ n. [C] someone
who is from the same country as you: I took an
English class with several of my compatriots.
com·pel /k@m'pEl/ v. (compelled, compelling)
[T] to force someone to do something: He felt
compelled to resign because of the scandal.
THESAURUS
force, make, coerce, impel,
pressure ➔ FORCE 2

com·pel·ling /k@m'pElIÎ/ adj. 1 very interesting or exciting: a compelling story

THESAURUS
interesting, fascinating,
intriguing, absorbing, enthralling, engrossing,
gripping, riveting ➔ INTERESTING

2 a compelling argument, reason, etc. seems very
good or strong: The jury was presented with compelling evidence.
com·part·men·tal·ize
/k@m"pArt§'mEnô@l"aIz/ v. [T] to divide things into com·pen·di·um /k@m'pEndi@m/ n. [C] (formal)
a book that contains a complete collection of facts,
separate groups
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drawings, etc. on a particular subject: a baseball
compendium

com·pen·sate /'kAmp@n"seIt/

Ac v. 1 [I] to
do something so that something bad has a smaller
effect: Her intelligence more than compensates for
her lack of experience. 2 [T] to pay someone
money because s/he has suffered injury, loss, or
damage: The firm will compensate workers for
their loss of earnings. | The fund was set up to
compensate victims of the disaster. [ORIGIN:
1600—1700 Latin, past participle of compensare, from compendere “to weigh together”]
—compensatory /k@m'pEns@"tOri/ adj.: The
court awarded Ms. Jones $2 million in compensatory damages.

com·pen·sa·tion /"kAmp@n'seIS@n/

Ac

n. 1 [U] money that someone is given because s/he

has suffered injury, loss, or damage: The fishermen
have demanded compensation for the damage. |
The jury awarded Tyler $1 million in compensation. 2 [C,U] something that makes a bad situation
seem better: One of the few compensations of
losing my job was seeing more of my family.

com·pete /k@m'pit/ v. [I] to try to win or gain
something, or try to be better or more successful
than someone else: How many runners will be
competing in the race? | We just can’t compete
with/against big companies like theirs. | The stores
are competing for customers.

com·pe·tent /'kAmp@Ô@nt/ adj. having enough

skill or knowledge to do something to a satisfactory
standard: A competent mechanic should be able to
fix the problem quickly. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
French, Latin, present participle of competere
“to be suitable”] —competence n. [U]
—competently adv.

com·pet·ing /k@m'piÔIÎ/ adj. 1 competing
interests/demands/claims etc. two or more
interests, claims, etc. that cannot both be
right 2 competing products products, etc. that
are trying to be more successful than each other

com·pe·ti·tion /"kAmp@'tIS@n/ n. 1 [singular,
U] a situation in which people or organizations

compete with each other: The competition between
the two sisters is obvious. | Competition for the job
was intense. | Prices have gone down due to competition among the airlines. 2 [singular, U] the
people or groups that are competing against you,
especially in business: You’ll have no competition. |
Our aim is to be better than the competition. 3 [C]
an organized event in which people or teams compete against each other: a dancing competition | He
decided to enter the competition. | Who won the
competition?
THESAURUS

championship – a competition to find the best
player or team in a particular sport: the Iowa
State Girls’ Basketball Championships
tournament – a competition in which many
players or teams compete against each other

until there is one winner: a local volleyball
tournament at Sunset Park
contest – a competition in which a judge or
group of judges decides the winner: the school’s
essay contest
playoff – a game or series of games played by
the best teams or players in a sports competition,
in order to decide the final winner: The Yankees
have often made the playoffs. | the divisional
playoff game against San Francisco

com·pet·i·tive /k@m'pEÔ@ÔIv/ adj. 1 determined to be more successful than other people or
companies: Steve’s very competitive. | What can we
do to maintain our competitive edge (=ability to be
more successful)? 2 relating to competition: competitive sports | Advertising is a highly competitive
industry. 3 competitive prices or products are
cheaper than others but still of good quality
THESAURUS
cheap, inexpensive,
reasonable, a good/great deal, good/great
value, a bargain ➔ CHEAP 1

—competitiveness n. [U]

com·pet·i·tor /k@m'pEÔ@Ôø/ n. [C] a person,

team, company, etc. that is competing with another
one: Last year they sold twice as many computers
as their main competitor.
com·pi·la·tion /"kAmp@'leIS@n/ Ac n. 1 [C] a
book, list, record, etc. that consists of different
pieces of information, music, etc.: a compilation of
love songs 2 [U] the process of making a book,
list, record, etc. from different pieces of information, music, etc.: the compilation of the report
com·pile /k@m'paIl/ Ac v. [T] to make a book,
list, record, etc. using different pieces of information, music, etc.: The report is compiled from a
survey of 5,000 households. | It took several months
to compile the database. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Old French compiler, from Latin compilare “to
seize together, steal”]
com·pla·cen·cy
/k@m'pleIs@nsi/
also
com·pla·cence /-'pleIs@ns/ n. [U] a feeling of
satisfaction with a situation or with what you have
achieved, so that you stop trying to improve or
change things: Successful companies avoid complacency and constantly strive to improve.
com·pla·cent /k@m'pleIs@nt/ adj. pleased with
what you have achieved so that you stop trying to
improve or change things: We’ve been winning, but
we’re not going to get complacent.
com·plain /k@m'pleIn/ v. [I,T] 1 to say that you
are annoyed, not satisfied, or unhappy about something or someone: Fred’s always complaining
about something. | My kids complained that they
hardly ever saw me, because I was working too
much. | She complained to the manager. 2 I can’t
complain (spoken) said when you think a situation
is satisfactory even though there may be a few
problems: I still don’t feel too great, but I can’t
complain. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French
complaindre, from Vulgar Latin complangere]
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complain of sth phr. v. to say that you feel sick or
have a pain in a part of your body: He complained
of stomach pains.

com·plaint /k@m'pleInt/ n. 1 [C,U] a statement

C

in which someone complains about something:
We’ve received a large number of complaints from
customers. | There have been complaints about the
quality of her work. | complaints against the
police 2 [C] LAW a formal statement saying that
someone is guilty of a crime: She has filed a formal
complaint against her employer, alleging sexual
harassment.
THESAURUS
accusation, allegation,
charge, indictment ➔ ACCUSATION

3 [C] something that you complain about: My only
complaint is the high prices they charge. 4 [C] a
sickness that affects a part of your body

com·ple·ment1 /'kAmpl@m@nt/

Ac
n.
[C] 1 someone or something that combines well

something: The book took five years to complete. 2 to make something whole or perfect by
adding what is missing: I need one more stamp to
complete my collection. 3 to write the information
that is needed on a form: 65 people completed the
questionnaire.
com·plete·ly /k@m'plit§li/ adv. in every way or
to the greatest degree possible: I completely forgot
about her birthday.
THESAURUS

absolutely – used especially to emphasize
something, or to show that you strongly agree
with something: I was absolutely exhausted. | He’s
absolutely right.
totally – used especially to show that you are
annoyed about something or strongly disagree
with something: She totally ignored me. | The
price was totally ridiculous.
entirely – used especially in negative sentences
or after “almost”: I’m not entirely sure. | The class
was almost entirely girls.
wholly – used especially in negative sentences
to mean “in every possible way”: Is the company
wholly responsible for the damage?
utterly (formal) – used to emphasize something,
especially a negative quality: The game seemed
utterly pointless.

with another thing, and brings out the good qualities in it: The wine was the perfect complement to
the meal. 2 the number or quantity needed to
make a group complete: The school has its full
complement of teachers. 3 ENG. LANG. ARTS in
grammar, a word or phrase that follows a verb and
describes the subject of the verb. In the sentence
“You look angry,” “angry” is a complement. [ORIcom"pleting the 'square n. [U] MATH a
GIN: 1300—1400 Latin complementum, from
method for changing the form of a QUADRATIC
complere “to fill up”]
EQUATION so that it is easier to solve
2
com·ple·ment /'kAmpl@"mEnt/ Ac v. [T] to com·ple·tion /k@m'pliS@n/ n. [U] the state of
combine well with another thing, and bring out the
good qualities in it: Buy a hat and scarf that being finished, or the act of finishing something:
complements your coat. —complementary The construction is nearing completion. | the
/"kAmpl@'mEntriX, -'mEnô@riX/ adj.: a small completion of the $80 million project
com·plex1 /k@m'plEks, kAm-, 'kAmplEks/ Ac
team of people with complementary skills
adj. something that is complex has a lot of different
"complementary 'angles n. [plural] MATH two parts and is difficult to understand or deal with:
angles whose total is 90° ➔ see picture at ANGLE 1
complex systems of irrigation | a complex issue |
"complementary 'colors n. [plural] two colors The technology is highly complex. [ORIGIN:
that produce white or gray when they are mixed, 1600—1700 Latin complexus, past participle of
complecti “to include (many different things)”]
for example red and green
—complexity /k@m'plEks@Ôi/ n. [U]: the increascom·plete1 /k@m'plit/ adj. 1 something that is ing complexity of large construction projects
complete has all the parts it should have: a comTHESAURUS
complicated, elaborate,
plete set of china dishes | the complete works of
convoluted, intricate ➔ COMPLICATED
Shakespeare | The list of guests is not complete. 2 [only before noun] (informal) used in order
to emphasize that a quality or situation is as great as com·plex2 /'kAmplEks/ Ac n. [C] 1 a group of
it could possibly be: I made a complete fool of buildings or one large building used for a particular
myself. | The meeting was a complete waste of purpose: a new shopping complex 2 an emotional
time. | The news came as a complete sur- problem in which someone is too anxious about
prise. 3 finished: Our research is nearly complete. something or thinks too much about it: Linda has a
complex about her appearance.
THESAURUS
done, finished, over, through
2
"plex 'conjugate also com"plex "conjucom
➔ DONE
gate 'number n. [C] MATH either of a pair of
4 complete with sth having particular equipment complex numbers that have the same REAL NUMor features: The house comes complete with a BER parts but opposite IMAGINARY NUMBER parts.
swimming pool. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old For example, a + bi is the complex conjugate of a –
French complet, from Latin, past participle of bi.
complere “to fill up”] —completeness n. [U]
com"plex 'fraction n. [C] MATH a FRACTION
complete2 v. [T] 1 to finish doing or making (=number such as ½ or !) in which either the
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number above the line or the number below the line
is a fraction, or the numbers above and below the
line are both fractions
com·plex·ion /k@m'plEkS@n/ n. [C] the natural
color and appearance of the skin on your face: a
young woman with a pale/dark complexion
com"plex 'number n. [C] MATH any number that
can be written in the form a + bi, where a and b are
REAL NUMBER s and i is the square root of −1
➔ IMAGINARY NUMBER
com"plex 'word n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a word that
contains more than one MORPHEME (=the smallest
unit of meaning in a language). “Girls” is a complex word because it contains two morphemes,
“girl” and “s.”
com·pli·ance /k@m'plaI@ns/ n. [U] (formal) the
act of obeying a rule or law: Compliance with the
law is expected of everyone.
com·pli·ant /k@m'plaI@nt/ adj. willing to obey
or agree to other people’s wishes and demands
com·pli·cate /'kAmpl@"keIt/ v. [T] to make a
problem or situation more difficult ANT simplify:
There may be other factors, but let’s not complicate
matters right now.
com·pli·cat·ed /'kAmpl@"keIÔId/ adj. something that is complicated has a lot of different parts
and is difficult to understand or deal with
ANT simple: The instructions are much too
complicated. | an extremely complicated process
THESAURUS

complex – difficult to understand because of

having a lot of different parts that are all
connected in different ways: Scientists are still
trying to understand the complex relationship
between the genes that cause the disease.
elaborate – having lots of parts or details and
very carefully planned, but often more
complicated than is necessary: Josh and Maria
have made elaborate plans for their wedding.
convoluted – too complicated and difficult to
understand – used especially about language,
arguments, or a story: He tends to use long
convoluted sentences, which make the book
difficult for the ordinary reader.
intricate – very well designed, or made with a
lot of small parts or details: The rug has an
intricate design.
THESAURUS
difficult, hard, tough,
awkward, challenging, demanding ➔ DIFFICULT

com·pli·ca·tion /"kAmpl@'keIS@n/ n. 1 [C usually plural] a medical problem or illness that happens

while someone is already sick: There were no
complications following surgery. 2 [C,U] a problem or situation that makes something more difficult to understand or deal with: The drop in student
numbers added further complications.
com·plic·i·ty /k@m'plIs@Ôi/ n. [U] 1 LAW the act
of being involved in a crime with other people:

Fifteen men were arrested for complicity in the
lynching. 2 (formal) involvement in or knowledge
of a situation that is morally wrong or dishonest:
None of these terrible events could have happened
without the complicity of the state. —complicit
adj.

com·pli·ment1 /'kAmpl@m@nt/ n. 1 [C] some-

thing you say that shows you admire someone or
something: “You look great.” “Thanks for the
compliment.” | I was trying to pay her a compliment (=give her a compliment). | I wasn’t sure
exactly what they meant, but I took it as a compliment (=accepted what was said as a compliment
rather than an insult). 2 with the compliments
of sb/with sb’s compliments (formal) used by a
person or company when he, she, or it sends or
gives something to you: Please accept these tickets
with our compliments.

com·pli·ment2 /'kAmpl@"mEnt/ v. [T] to say
something nice to someone in order to praise him/
her: They complimented John on his excellent
Spanish.

com·pli·men·ta·ry

/"kAmpl@'mEntri,
-'mEnô@ri/ adj. 1 saying that you admire or
respect someone or something: He was very complimentary about your work. 2 given free to
someone: complimentary tickets

com·ply /k@m'plaI/ v. (complied, complies) [I]
(formal) to do what you are asked to do or what a
law or rule tells you to do: Those who fail to
comply with the law will be fined.
THESAURUS
obey, do what sb says, do
what you are told/do as you are told, follow
sb’s orders/instructions, observe ➔ OBEY

com·po·nent /k@m'poUn@nt/

Ac n. [C] one of
several parts that make up a whole machine or
system: stereo components | Oxygen is a major
component of the Earth’s atmosphere. [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Latin, present participle of componere from com- “together” + ponere “to put”]

com·pose /k@m'poUz/ v. 1 be composed of

sth to be formed from a number of substances,
parts, or people: Water is composed of hydrogen
and oxygen. 2 [T] to write a piece of music:
Schumann was better at composing music than
playing it. 3 compose yourself to become calm
after feeling angry, upset, or excited: Lynn took a
deep breath and tried to compose herself. 4 compose a letter/poem/speech etc. to write a
letter, poem, etc., thinking very carefully about it as
you write it

com·posed /k@m'poUzd/ adj. calm, rather than
upset or angry

com·pos·er /k@m'poUzø/ n. [C] someone who
writes music

com·pos·ite /k@m'pAzIt/ adj. made up of different parts or materials: a composite drawing
—composite n. [C]

C
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com·po·si·tion /"kAmp@'zIS@n/ n. 1 [U] the com·pre·hen·sion /"kAmprI'hEnS@n/ n. [U]

C

way in which something is made up of different
parts, things, or people: the chemical composition
of soil 2 a) [U] the art or process of writing
music, a poem, or an ESSAY , etc. b) [C] a piece of
music, or art, or a poem: one of Beethoven’s early
compositions 3 [U] the way in which the different
parts of a painting or photograph are
arranged 4 [C,U] a short piece of writing about a
particular subject, that is done by a student
THESAURUS
essay, paper, assignment,
thesis, dissertation ➔ ESSAY

the ability to understand something, or knowledge
about something: The complexities of the situation
are beyond my comprehension (=impossible for
me to understand). | a test of reading/listening
comprehension (=a student’s ability to understand
written or spoken language)
com·pre·hen·sive /"kAmprI'hEnsIvX/ Ac
adj. including everything that is necessary: comprehensive health insurance | a comprehensive study of
the city’s public transportation system

com·press /k@m'prEs/ v. 1 [I,T] to press some-

thing or make it smaller so that it takes up less
space: This program compresses computer files so
decayed leaves, plants, etc. used for improving the they can be easily sent by email.
quality of soil
THESAURUS
press, squash, crush, mash,
com·po·sure /k@m'poUZø/ n. [singular, U] a
grind, squeeze, compact ➔ PRESS 1
calm feeling that you have when you feel confident
about dealing with a situation: She stopped crying 2 [T] to reduce the amount of time it takes for
and regained her composure.
something to happen or be done —compression
com·pound1 /'kAmpaUnd/ Ac n. [C] 1 CHEM- /k@m'prES@n/ n. [U]
ISTRY a chemical compound is a substance that
com·prise /k@m'praIz/ Ac v. (formal) 1 [linkconsists of two or more different substances: ing verb] to consist of particular parts: The World
Organic compounds have been found in Trade Organization comprises more than 100
meteorites. | Sulfur dioxide is a compound of sulfur nations. | The committee is comprised of eight
and oxygen.
members.

com·post /'kAmpoUst/ n. [U] a mixture of

THESAURUS
mixture, combination, blend,
solution ➔ MIXTURE

2 an area that contains a group of buildings and is
surrounded by a fence or wall: a prison compound 3 also compound word/noun/
adjective/verb ENG. LANG. ARTS two or more
words that are used together as a noun, adjective, or
verb. For example, the noun “ice cream” is a
compound. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Old French
compondre, from Latin componere, from com
“together” + ponere “to put”]
com·pound2 /k@m'paUnd/ Ac v. [T] to make a
difficult situation worse by adding more problems:
Our difficulties were compounded by other people’s mistakes.

"compound 'interest n. [U]

ECONOMICS INTER-

USAGE

Comprise, be composed of, and consist of
can each be used in order to talk about the parts
that things are made of, or the things that
something contains.
Comprise is the more formal word.
Each of the following sentences means the same
thing, but the patterns are different: The United
States comprises 50 states. | The United States is
composed of 50 states. | The United States
consists of 50 states.

2 [T] to form part of a larger group: Women comprise over 75% of our staff. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
Old French, past participle of comprendre, from
Latin comprehendere “to take hold of completely”]

that is calculated both on the sum of money com·pro·mise1 /'kAmpr@"maIz/ n. [C,U] an
lent or borrowed and on the unpaid interest already agreement that is achieved after everyone involved
earned or charged ➔ SIMPLE INTEREST
accepts less than what s/he wanted at first: The
"compound 'sentence n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a President and Congress are attempting to reach a
sentence that consists of two or more CLAUSE s, compromise. | Neither of them was willing to make
each of which can stand independently and which compromises. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French
are often joined by a conjunction. For example, compromis, from Latin compromissum “joint
“The mountain was steep, but we eventually promise,” from compromittere]
reached the top” is a compound sentence.
compromise2 v. 1 [I] to end an argument by
com·pre·hend /"kAmprI'hEnd/ v. [I,T] (formal) making an agreement in which everyone involved
to understand something: I did not fully compre- accepts less than what s/he wanted at first: The
hend what had happened. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 governor is not willing to compromise on the
Latin comprehendere “to take hold of com- issue. 2 [T] to risk harming or damaging something that is important: The safety of employees had
pletely”]
been compromised.
com·pre·hen·si·ble /"kAmprI'hEns@b@l/ adj.
easy to understand ANT incomprehensible: The com·pro·mis·ing /'kAmpr@"maIzIÎ/ adj. makbook explains the process in language that is com- ing it seem that someone has done something
dishonest or wrong: a compromising photograph
prehensible to the average reader.
EST
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comp time /'kAmp "taIm/ n. [U] vacation time

that you are given instead of money because you
have worked more hours than you should have
com·pul·sion /k@m'pölS@n/ n. 1 [C] a strong
desire to do something that is wrong: Drinking is a
compulsion with her. 2 [singular, U] the act of
forcing or influencing someone to do something
that s/he does not want to do: You are under no
compulsion to sign the agreement.
com·pul·sive /k@m'pölsIv/ adj. 1 compulsive
behavior is very difficult to stop or control: compulsive eating 2 compulsive liar/gambler etc.
someone who has a strong desire to lie, GAMBLE ,
etc. which s/he cannot control —compulsively
adv.

com·pul·so·ry /k@m'pöls@ri/ adj. if something
is compulsory, it must be done because of a rule or
law ANT voluntary: compulsory military service
THESAURUS

necessary, essential, vital,
mandatory, requisite ➔ NECESSARY

com·punc·tion /k@m'pöÎkS@n/ n. have/feel
no compunction about (doing) sth (formal) to
not feel guilty or sorry about something although
other people may think that it is wrong: He seemed
to feel no compunction about lying to us.

com·pute /k@m'pyut/

Ac v. [I,T] (formal) to
calculate an answer, total, result, etc.: The machine
can compute the time it takes a sound wave to
bounce back. —computation /"kAmpy@'teIS@n/
n. [C,U]: He is below average in spelling and math
computation. | The software is able to perform
(=do) complex computations.
com·put·er /k@m'pyuÔø/ Ac n. [C] IT an electronic machine that stores information and uses
programs to help you find, organize, or change the
information ➔ LAPTOP , PC : I can’t get the program
to work on my computer. | We do all our work on
computer. | Our office has switched to a different
computer system. | the latest computer software

➔ see picture on page A6
TOPIC

You start up/boot up a computer and log in/on
in order to start using it.
People use computers to do a lot of different
things, such as send and receive emails, look for
information on the Internet, and work on files or
other documents.
You need to open a file before you can work on
it. When you have finished, you save your
work/file, close the document or file that you
were working on, and shut down the computer.
If your computer crashes, it suddenly stops
working. You have to reboot or restart the
computer to make it start working again.

com·put·er·ize /k@m'pyuÔ@"raIz/ v. [T] to use a

computer to control the way something is done, to
store information, etc.: plans to computerize all
our financial records —computerization
/k@m"pyuÔ@r@'zeIS@n/ n. [U]

com"puter 'literate adj. able to use a computer
—computer literacy n. [U]

com·put·ing /k@m'pyuÔIÎ/

Ac n. [U] the use of
computers as a job, in a business, etc.: personal
computing

com·rade /'kAmræd/ n. [C] (formal) a friend,

especially someone who is in the same army as
you, or who shares the same political aims as you
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French camarade, from
Old Spanish camarada “group of people sleeping in one room, friend”] —comradeship n. [U]
con1 /kAn/ v. (conned, conning) [T] (informal) to
trick someone, either to take his/her money or to
get him/her to do something: That guy tried to con
me out of $20.

con2 n. [C] 1 (informal) a trick to get someone’s

money or make someone do something: The ads
you see in the paper are just a con. 2 (slang) a
CONVICT ➔ pros and cons at PRO

'con "artist n. [C] (informal) someone who tricks
people in order to get money from them

con·cave

/"kAn'keIvX/ adj. PHYScurved inward like a
bowl ANT convex: a
concave lens
con·ceal /k@n'sil/ v.
[T] (formal) to hide
something
carefully:
She tried to conceal her
emotions from Ted. | He
was carrying a concealed weapon. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
French conceler, from Latin concelare, from
com
“with”
+
celare
“to
hide”]
—concealment n. [U]
ICS

THESAURUS
hide, cover/cover up,
disguise, mask, secrete ➔ HIDE 1

con·cede /k@n'sid/ v. 1 [T] to admit that some-

thing is true although you do not want to: She
reluctantly conceded that I was right. 2 [I,T] to
admit that you are not going to win a game,
argument, battle, etc.: Hawkins conceded defeat in
the election.
THESAURUS
surrender, give in, yield,
submit, admit/accept defeat ➔ SURRENDER

3 [T] to let someone have something although you
do not want to: They have refused to concede any
territory to the rebels. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
French concéder, from Latin concedere]

con·ceit /k@n'sit/ n. [U] an attitude that shows
that you are too proud of what you can do, how you
look, etc. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 conceit
“thought, opinion” (14—19 centuries), from
conceive]

con·ceit·ed /k@n'siÔId/ adj. (disapproving) behaving in a way that shows that you are too proud of

C

conceivable
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concentration of industry has made the province
one of the most polluted regions of China. | Workers
were exposed to huge concentrations of asbesTHESAURUS
proud, big-headed, vain,
tos. 4 [C] CHEMISTRY the amount of a substance
arrogant, stuck-up, egotistical, haughty ➔
contained in a liquid: Tests showed high concentraPROUD
tions of minerals in the water.
con·ceiv·a·ble /k@n'siv@b@l/ Ac adj. able to "concen'tration "camp n. [C] a prison where
be believed or imagined ANT inconceivable: It is large numbers of people are kept in very bad
conceivable that the experts could be wrong. | conditions, usually during a war
Doctors looked at every conceivable cause of her
illness. —conceivably adv.
con·ceive /k@n'siv/ Ac v. 1 [I,T] to imagine a
situation or what something is like: It is impossible
to conceive of the size of the universe. | I can hardly
conceive what it would be like to live in the
Antarctic during winter. | At that time, the Native
American people had heard about life in a city, but
they could not conceive it. 2 [T] to think of a new
idea or plan: It was Dr. Salk who conceived the idea
of a polio vaccine.
what you can do, how you look, etc.: I don’t want
to seem conceited, but I know I’ll win.

C

THESAURUS
invent, create, think up, come
up with sth, devise, make up, dream up ➔
INVENT

3 [I,T] BIOLOGY to become PREGNANT ➔ CONCEPTION : Ben and Tracy are hoping to conceive a
second child soon. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
French conceivre, from Latin concipere “to take
in, conceive”]

con·cen·trate1 /'kAns@n"treIt/

Ac v. 1 [I] to con·cen·tric /k@n'sEntrIk/ adj. MATH concentric
think very carefully about something you are circles are of different sizes and have the same
doing: With all this noise, it’s hard to concentrate. | center [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Medieval Latin
Children with attention deficit disorder find it diffi- concentricus, from Latin com- “together” + cencult to concentrate on their work. 2 be concen- trum “center”]
trated in/on/at etc. sth to be present in large con·cept /'kAnsEpt/ Ac n. [C] an idea of how
numbers or amounts in a particular place: Most of something is, or how something should be done:
the state’s population is concentrated in the cities.
He strongly believed in the concept of universal
concentrate on sth phr. v. to give most of your human rights. | The discovery supports the concept
attention to one thing: I want to concentrate on my that our solar system is not unique. [ORIGIN:
career for a while before I have kids. | The authori- 1500—1600 Latin conceptum, from the past
ties are concentrating their efforts on preventing participle of concipere “to take in, conceive”]
the disease spreading.

concentrate2 n. [C,U] a substance or liquid that
has been made stronger by removing most of the
water from it: orange juice concentrate

THESAURUS

IDEA

idea, theory, hypothesis ➔

con·cep·tion /k@n'sEpS@n/ Ac n. 1 [C] a
general idea about what something is like, or a way
/'kAns@n"treIÔId/ Ac
of understanding what something is like: One comadj. 1 showing a lot of determination or effort: He
made a concentrated effort to raise his grades. 2 a mon conception of democracy is that it means
substance that is concentrated has been made stron- “government by the people.” 2 [U] BIOLOGY the
ger by removing most of the water from it: a process by which a woman or female animal
concentrated detergent | Heating the substance pro- becomes PREGNANT , or the time when this happens
duced a concentrated solution containing sodium ➔ CONCEIVE
and calcium chlorides.
con·cep·tu·al /k@n'sEptSu@l/ Ac adj. (formal)
relating to ideas, or based on them, and not yet real:
con·cen·tra·tion /"kAns@n'treIS@n/ Ac
The plans are in the conceptual stage.
n. 1 [U] the act of thinking very carefully about
something that you are doing: The children got —conceptually adv.
tired and lost their concentration. 2 [U] a process con·cern1 /k@n'søn/ n. 1 [U] a feeling of worry
in which you put a lot of attention, energy, etc. into about something important: There is growing cona particular activity: There was too much concen- cern about/over ocean pollution. | There is concern
tration on one type of industry. 3 [C,U] a large that the war could continue for a long time. | The
amount of something in a particular place: This police officer said that there was no cause for

con·cen·trat·ed

concoct
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concern. 2 [C] something important that worries
you or involves you: The destruction of the rainforest is a concern to us all. | Our main/primary/
major concern is safety.

concern2 v. [T] 1 to affect someone or involve

him/her: What we’re planning doesn’t concern
you. 2 to make someone feel worried or upset: My
daughter’s problems at school concern me
greatly. 3 to be about something or someone:
Most of her books concern the problems of growing
up. 4 concern yourself (with sth) to become
involved in something that interests or worries you:
You don’t need to concern yourself with this, Jan.

con·cerned /k@n'sønd/ adj. 1 [not before noun]

involved in something or affected by it: It was a
shock for all concerned (=everyone involved). |
Everyone concerned with the car industry will be
interested. 2 worried about something important:
We’re concerned about the results of the test. |
letters from concerned parents
THESAURUS
worried, anxious, nervous,
uneasy, stressed (out), tense, apprehensive
➔ WORRIED

3 believing that something is important: They seem
to be only concerned with making money. 4 as
far as sth is concerned used in order to show
which subject or thing you are talking about: As far
as money is concerned, the club is doing fairly
well. 5 as far as sb is concerned used in order
to show what someone’s opinion on a subject is: As
far as I’m concerned, the whole idea is crazy.

con·cern·ing /k@n'sønIÎ/ prep. (formal) about or
relating to something: We have questions concerning the report.
THESAURUS
about, on, regarding, with
regard to, re ➔ ABOUT 1

con·cert /'kAnsøt/ n. [C] 1 a performance given

by musicians or singers: a rock concert | We went to
a concert last night. 2 in concert a) playing or
singing at a concert b) (formal) done together with
someone else: Police are working in concert with
local businesses. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French,
Italian concerto, from concertare, from Latin,
“to fight, compete”]

con·cert·ed /k@n'søÔId/ adj. a concerted
effort/action/attempt etc. something that is
done by people working together in a determined
way: Libraries have made a concerted effort to
attract young people.

con·cer·to /k@n'tSErÔoU/ n. (plural concertos)

[C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a piece of CLASSICAL MUSIC ,

usually for one instrument and an ORCHESTRA

con·ces·sion /k@n'sES@n/ n. [C] 1 something
that you do in order to end an argument: Neither
side is willing to make concessions on the issue of
pay. 2 a special right given to someone by the
government, an employer, etc.: tax concessions for
married people 3 the right to have a business in a

particular place, especially in a place owned by
someone else
con'cession "stand n. [C] a small business that
sells food, drinks, and other things at sports events,
theaters, etc.
con·cierge /kOn'syErZ/ n. [C] someone in a hotel
whose job is to help guests with problems, give
advice about local places to go, etc. [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 French, Latin conservus “fellow
slave”]
con·cil·i·a·tion /k@n"sIli'eIS@n/ n. [U] (formal)
the process of trying to end an argument between
people
con·cil·i·a·to·ry /k@n'sIli@"tOri/ adj. (formal)
intended to make someone stop being angry with
you or with someone else: a conciliatory remark
con·cise /k@n'saIs/ adj. short and clear, without
using too many words: a concise answer [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Latin concisus, from the past participle of concidere “to cut up”] —concisely adv.
—conciseness n. [U]
THESAURUS

curt ➔ SHORT 1

short, brief, quick, succinct,

con·clude /k@n'klud/

Ac v. 1 [T] to decide
something after considering all the information you
have: Doctors have concluded that sunburn can
lead to skin cancer. | There are a number of things
that we can conclude from this experiment. 2 [T]
(formal) to complete something that you have been
doing: The study was concluded last month. 3 [I,T]
to end a meeting, speech, event, etc. by doing or
saying one final thing, or to end in this way: The
carnival concluded with a fireworks display.
—concluding adj.: concluding remarks

con·clu·sion /k@n'kluZ@n/

Ac n. [C] 1 something that you decide after considering all the
information you have: I’ve come to the conclusion
that she’s lying. | The appeal court reached the
same conclusion. | It’s hard to draw any conclusions (=decide whether something is true) without
more data. | Megan, you’re jumping to conclusions
(=deciding something is true without knowing all
the facts). 2 the end or final part of something:
The conclusion of his essay was clear and concise. 3 in conclusion (formal) used in speech or a
piece of writing to show that you are about to
finish: In conclusion, I want to thank everyone who
came out today. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French,
Latin conclusio, from concludere “to shut up,
end, decide”]

con·clu·sive /k@n'klusIv/

Ac adj. showing that
something is definitely true: There is no conclusive
evidence connecting him with the crime.
—conclusively adv.: The theory has not been
proved conclusively.

con·coct /k@n'kAkt/ v. [T] 1 to invent a false
explanation or illegal plan: She concocted a story
about her mother being sick. | He concocted a
scheme to rob the bank. 2 to make something

C

concomitant
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unusual by mixing different things together [ORI1500—1600 Latin, past participle of concoquere “to cook together”] —concoction
/k@n'kAkS@n/ n. [C]
con·com·i·tant1 /k@n'kAm@Ô@nt/ adj. [only
before noun] (formal) existing or happening together,
especially as a result of something: members’ concomitant
rights
and
responsibilities
—concomitantly adv.
concomitant2 n. [C] (formal) something that
often or naturally happens with something else:
Deafness is a frequent concomitant of aging.
con·cord /'kAÎkOrd/ n. [U] (formal) the state of
having a friendly relationship, so that you agree on
things and live in peace SYN harmony ANT discord: Concord between the Democrats and Republicans is not easy.
con·course /'kAÎkOrs/ n. [C] a large hall or open
place in an airport, train station, etc. [ORIGIN:
1800—1900 concourse “coming together of
people, crowd” (14—21 centuries), from French
concours, from Latin concursus]
con·crete1 /'kAÎkrit/ n. [U] a substance used for
building that is made by mixing sand, water, small
stones, and CEMENT
con·crete2 /kAn'krit, 'kAÎkrit/ adj. 1 made of
concrete: a concrete floor ➔ see picture at MATERIAL 1 2 clearly based on facts, not on beliefs or
guesses: We need concrete evidence to prove that
he did it. —concretely adv.
"concrete 'noun n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a noun that
names a physical thing, animal, or person you are
able to hear, see, smell, touch, or taste. For
example, “book” and “child” are concrete nouns.
➔ ABSTRACT NOUN
con·cur /k@n'kø/ v. (concurred, concurring) [I]
(formal) to agree with someone or have the same
opinion: Dr. Hastings concurs with the decision of
the medical board. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin
concurrere, from com “together” + currere “to
run”] —concurrence /k@n'kø@ns, -'kör@ns/ n.
GIN:

C

[U]

THESAURUS
agree, be of the same
opinion, share sb’s views/concerns, be
unanimous ➔ AGREE

con·cur·rent /k@n'kø@nt, -'kör@nt/

Ac

adj.

(formal) 1 existing or happening at the same time:
His work is being displayed in three concurrent art
exhibitions. 2 (formal) in agreement: concurrent
opinions —concurrently adv.
con"current 'lines n. [plural] MATH two or more
lines that pass through the same single point
con·cus·sion /k@n'köS@n/ n. [C,U] a small
amount of damage to the brain that makes you
become unconscious or feel sick, caused by hitting
your head
con·demn /k@n'dEm/ v. [T] 1 to say very
strongly that you do not approve of someone or
something: Politicians were quick to condemn the

bombing. 2 to give a severe punishment to someone who is guilty of a crime: The murderer was
condemned to death. 3 to force someone to live in
an unpleasant way or to suffer: families who are
condemned to a life of poverty 4 to say officially
that a building is not safe enough to be lived in or
used [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French condemner, from Latin condemnare]
con·dem·na·tion /"kAnd@m'neIS@n/ n. [C,U]
an expression of very strong disapproval: international condemnation of the war
con·den·sa·tion /"kAnd@n'seIS@n/ n. [U] small
drops of water that appear when steam or hot air
touches something that is cool, such as a window
➔ EVAPORATION ➔ see picture at WATER CYCLE
con·dense /k@n'dEns/ v. 1 [I,T] PHYSICS if gas or
hot air condenses, it becomes a liquid as it becomes
cooler 2 [T] to make a speech or piece of writing
shorter by using fewer words to say the same
thing 3 [T] to make a liquid thicker by removing
some of the water from it: condensed soup
con·de·scend /"kAndI'sEnd/ v. [I] (disapproving)
to behave as if you are better or more important
than
other
people
—condescension
/"kAndI'sEnS@n/ n. [U]
con·de·scend·ing /"kAndI'sEndIÎX/ adj.
showing that you think you are better or more
important than other people: He gave us a condescending smile.
con·di·ment /'kAnd@m@nt/ n. [C] (formal) something such as KETCHUP or MUSTARD that you add
to food when you are eating it in order to make it
taste better [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French, Latin
condimentum, from condire “to pickle”]
con·di·tion1 /k@n'dIS@n/ n. 1 [singular, U] the
particular state that someone or something is in: the
miserable condition of the roads | The car is still in
excellent condition. | He remained in a critical
condition (=very sick or very badly injured) at
Emory University Hospital. 2 conditions [plural]
the situation or environment in which someone
lives or something happens: Poor working/living
conditions are part of their daily lives. | Under
these conditions, the plant will grow rapidly. |
Schools closed early because of the bad weather
conditions. 3 be in no condition to do sth to
be too sick, drunk, or upset to be able to do
something: He is in no condition to drive. 4 [C] an
illness or health problem that affects you permanently or for a very long time: She has a serious
heart condition. 5 [C] something that you must
agree to or must happen before something else can
happen: The bank sets strict conditions for new
loans. | Two employees agreed to speak on condition that they not be named.
condition2 v. [T] 1 SOCIAL SCIENCE to make a
person or animal behave in a particular way by
training him, her, or it over a period of time: Pavlov
conditioned the dogs to expect food at the sound of
a bell. 2 to put conditioner on your hair when you
wash it

confer
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con·di·tion·al1 /k@n'dIS@n@l/ adj. 1 if an offer,

agreement, etc. is conditional, it will only be done
if something else happens: Our buying the house is
conditional on our loan approval. 2 ENG. LANG.
ARTS a conditional sentence is one that usually
begins with “if” or “unless,” and states something
that must be true or must happen before something
else can be true or happen
conditional2 n. 1 the conditional ENG. LANG.
ARTS in grammar, the form of the verb that
expresses something that must be true or that happens before something else can be true or happens 2 [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a conditional sentence or
CLAUSE

con·di·tion·er /k@n'dIS@nø/ n. [C] a liquid that

you put on your hair when you wash it in order to
make it healthy and easy to comb
con·di·tion·ing /k@n'dIS@nIÎ/ n. [U] SOCIAL SCIENCE the process by which people or animals learn
to behave in a particular way: social conditioning
con·do /'kAndoU/ n. (plural condos) [C] (informal)
a CONDOMINIUM ➔ HOUSE 1
con·do·lence /k@n'doUl@ns/ n. [C usually plural,
U] sympathy for someone when someone s/he loves
has died: Please offer my condolences to your
mother. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Late Latin condolere “to express sympathy,” from Latin com“with” + dolere “to feel pain”]
con·dom /'kAnd@m/ n. [C] a thin piece of rubber
that a man wears over his PENIS during sex, to
prevent a woman from becoming PREGNANT or to
protect against disease
con·do·min·i·um /"kAnd@'mIni@m/ n. [C] a
building that consists of separate apartments, each
of which is owned by the people living in it, or one
of these apartments ➔ HOUSE 1 [ORIGIN: 1700—
1800 Modern Latin, Latin com- + dominium
“area ruled”]
con·done /k@n'doUn/ v. [T] to accept or allow
behavior that most people think is wrong: I cannot
condone the use of violence. [ORIGIN: 1800—1900
Latin condonare “to forgive”]
THESAURUS
tolerate, accept, stand, put
up with sth, live with sth ➔ TOLERATE
allow, let, permit, authorize, sanction ➔ ALLOW

con·du·cive /k@n'dusIv/ adj. be conducive to
sth (formal) to provide conditions that make it
easier to do something: The sunny climate is conducive to outdoor activities.

con·duct1 /k@n'dökt/

Ac v. 1 [T] to do something in an organized way, especially in order to get
information or prove facts: The District Attorney’s
office is conducting the investigation. | I don’t think
it’s right to conduct experiments/tests on animals. 2 [I,T] to stand in front of a group of musicians or singers and direct their playing or singing:
the Boston Pops Orchestra, conducted by John
Williams. 3 [T] if something conducts electricity
or heat, it allows the electricity or heat to travel

along or through it: Metal conducts electricity easily but plastic does not. 4 conduct yourself
(formal) to behave in a particular way: He conducted himself well in the job interview. [ORIGIN:
1400—1500 Latin conductus, past participle of
conducere “to lead or bring together”]
con·duct2 /'kAndökt, -d@kt/ Ac n. [U] (formal) 1 the way someone behaves: standards of
professional conduct
THESAURUS

➔ BEHAVIOR

behavior, manner, demeanor

2 the way a business, activity, etc. is organized and
done: Democrats have been critical of the conduct
of the hearings.
con·duc·tion /k@n'dökS@n/ n. [U] PHYSICS the
process by which energy, in the form of heat,
sound, or electricity, passes through a substance or
object without movement in the substance or
object, for example heat passing through metal
con·duc·tiv·i·ty /"kAndök'tIv@Ôi/ n. [U] PHYSICS
the degree to which something allows electricity or
heat to travel along or through it
con·duc·tor /k@n'döktø/ n. [C] 1 ENG. LANG.
ARTS someone who conducts a group of musicians
or singers 2 PHYSICS something that allows electricity or heat to travel along it or through
it 3 someone who is in charge of a train or the
workers on it
con·du·it /'kAnduIt/ n. [C] 1 a pipe or passage
through which water, gas, electric wires, etc.
pass 2 a connection that allows people to pass
ideas, news, money, weapons, etc. from one place
to another: The Internet is a tremendous conduit
for information.
cone /koUn/ n. [C] 1 a hollow or solid object with
a round base and a point at the top: an orange
traffic cone 2 a hard thin cookie, shaped like a
cone, that you put ICE CREAM into ➔ ICE CREAM
CONE 3 BIOLOGY the hard brown fruit of a PINE or
FIR tree ➔ see picture at PLANT 1
con·fec·tion /k@n'fEkS@n/ n. [C] (formal) 1 something sweet and decorated, such as
candy or cake: chocolate confections 2 something
that is complicated or has a lot of decoration, such
as clothing or a building 3 something such as a
movie or a song that is entertaining and not serious
at all: The movie is a pretty light-hearted confection.
con·fed·er·a·cy /k@n'fEd@r@si/ n. (plural confederacies) 1 the Confederacy HISTORY the
southern states that fought against northern states in
the American Civil War 2 [C] a confederation
con·fed·er·ate /k@n'fEd@rIt/ n. [C] HISTORY a
soldier in the Confederacy —confederate adj.
con·fed·e·ra·tion /k@n"fEd@'reIS@n/ n. [C] a
group of people, political parties, or organizations
that have united in order to achieve an aim
con·fer /k@n'fø/ Ac v. (conferred, conferring) 1 [I] to discuss something with other people

C
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so everyone can give his/her opinion: You may want con·fi·dant /'kAnf@"dAnt/ n. [C] someone to
to confer with the other team members. 2 confer whom you tell secrets or personal information
a degree/honor etc. on sb to officially give
someone a degree, etc. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 con·fi·dante /'kAnf@"dAnt/ n. [C] a woman to
whom you tell secrets or personal information
Latin conferre “to bring together”]
/k@n'faId/ v. [T] to tell someone about
con·ference /'kAnfr@ns/ Ac n. [C,U] 1 a con·fide
private meeting in which a few people discuss personal things that you do not want other people to
something: We’re having parent-teacher confer- know: He had confided to friends that he was
ences at my kids’ school this week. | The meeting unhappy.
will be held in the second floor conference confide in sb phr. v. to tell someone about someroom. 2 a large formal meeting, often lasting for thing that is very private or secret because you feel
several days, at which members of an organization, you can trust him/her: I’ve never been able to
profession, etc. discuss things related to their work: confide in my sister.
a sales conference | The American Medical Asso- con·fi·dence /'kAnf@d@ns/ n. 1 [U] the feeling
ciation is sponsoring a conference on men’s that you can trust someone or something to be good
health. | Professor Roth is in London attending an or successful: Public confidence in the economy is
international conference.
at an all-time low. | We have complete confidence
in your ability to handle the situation. | Employees
THESAURUS
discussion, negotiations,
are losing confidence in the company. 2 [U] belief
debate, talks, dialogue ➔ DISCUSSION
in your ability to do things well: I didn’t have any
3 a group of teams that play against each other in a confidence in myself. | Her lack of confidence
LEAGUE
showed. | Living in another country gave me more
confidence. 3 gain/win/earn sb’s confidence
'conference "call n. [C] a telephone conversa- if you gain someone’s confidence, s/he begins to
tion in which several people in different places can trust you: Gradually, the new manager began to
all talk to each other
win the employees’ confidence. 4 [U] the feeling
'conference com"mittee n. [C] POLITICS a that something is definite or true: I have confidence
temporary committee, consisting of members of (that) the dispute will be settled before long. 5 in
the House of Representatives and the Senate, confidence if you say something in confidence,
whose job is to reach an agreement on a bill that you tell someone something and trust him/her not
has been passed in two different forms by each to tell anyone else 6 [C] a secret, or a piece of
information that is private or personal
house
con·fess /k@n'fEs/ v. [I,T] 1 to admit that you con·fi·dent /'kAnf@d@nt/ adj. 1 sure that you
have done something wrong or illegal: It didn’t take have the ability to do things well or deal with
long for her to confess. | He has confessed to the situations successfully ANT insecure: She feels
very confident about her ability to do the work. | a
crime.
confident voice/smile/manner
THESAURUS

➔ ADMIT

admit, own up, come clean

2 to admit something that you feel embarrassed
about: I confessed that I hadn’t understood. 3 to
tell a priest or God about the bad things you have
done —confessed adj.

con·fes·sion /k@n'fES@n/ n. 1 [C] a statement

THESAURUS

self-confident – sure that you can do things

well and that other people will like you: He’s
much more self-confident since he started college.
self-assured – confident about what you are
doing, and dealing with people in a calm way:
The doctor spoke in a slow, self-assured voice.
assertive – behaving in a confident way, so that
you are able to get what you want: Men tend to
be more assertive than women.

that you have done something wrong or illegal:
He made a full confession at the police station. 2 [C,U] the act of telling a priest or God about
2 [not before noun] sure that something will happen
the bad things you have
in the way you want or expect: I’m confident (that)
done
he’ll help us out. | He was confident of winning the
con·fet·ti /k@n'fEÔi/ n.
election.—confidently adv.
[U] small pieces of colTHESAURUS
ored paper thrown into
sure, certain, convinced,
the air at a wedding,
satisfied, positive ➔ SURE 1
party, etc. [ORIGIN:
1800—1900 Italian,
con·fi·den·tial /"kAnf@'dEnS@lX/ adj. secret and
plural of confetto
not intended to be shown or told to other people:
“candy,” from Latin
confidential information —confidentially adv.
conficere;
because
—confidentiality /"kAnf@dEnSi'æl@Ôi/ n. [U]
candy was thrown at
THESAURUS
Italian street celebrasecret, classified, sensitive,
tions]
covert, undercover, clandestine ➔ SECRET 1

confront
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con·fig·u·ra·tion /k@n"fIgy@'reIS@n/ n. [C] the

way in which parts of something are arranged or
formed into a particular shape: a star-shaped configuration
con·fig·ure /k@n'fIgjø/ v. [T] IT to do things that
allow something, especially computer equipment,
to work with other equipment
con·fine /k@n'faIn/ Ac v. [T] 1 to stop something bad from spreading to another place: The fire
was confined to one building. 2 if you are confined to a place, you have to stay in that place,
especially because you are sick: Rachel is confined
to bed. 3 to keep someone or something within the
limits of a particular subject or activity: Try to
confine yourself to spending $120 a week. | We
confined our research to young people. 4 to keep
someone in a place s/he cannot leave, such as a
prison: The prisoners are confined to their cells for
most of the day. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French
confiner, from Latin confinis, from confine
“border”]
con·fined /k@n'faInd/ Ac adj. a confined space
or area is very small: It wasn’t easy to sleep in such
a confined space.
con·fine·ment /k@n'faInm@nt/ n. [U] the act of
forcing someone to stay in a room, prison, etc., or
the state of being there ➔ SOLITARY CONFINEMENT
con·fines /'kAnfaInz/ Ac n. [plural] the walls,
limits, or borders of something: His son has only
seen him within the confines of the prison.
con·firm /k@n'føm/ Ac v. [T] 1 to say or prove
that something is definitely true: Blood tests confirmed the diagnosis. | Further studies confirmed
that fish oil can lower blood pressure. | The article
confirms what many experts have been saying for
years. 2 to tell someone that a possible plan,
arrangement, etc. is now definite: Please confirm
your reservations 72 hours in advance. [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Old French confirmer, from Latin
confirmare]
con·fir·ma·tion /"kAnfø'meIS@n/ Ac n. [C,U]
a statement or letter that says that something is
definitely true, or the act of stating this: We’re
waiting for confirmation of the report. | These
figures provide confirmation that inflation is the
lowest it has been for ten years.
con·firmed /k@n'fømd/ Ac adj. 1 a confirmed bachelor/alcoholic etc. someone who
seems unlikely to change the way of life s/he has
chosen 2 confirmed case/sighting/report of
sth proved and therefore known to be true or real:
There have been two confirmed sightings of jaguars
in Arizona this year.
con·fis·cate /'kAnf@"skeIt/ v. [T] to officially
take something away from someone: U.S. customs
officers confiscated his passport. —confiscation
/"kAnf@'skeIS@n/ n. [C,U]
con·fla·gra·tion /"kAnfl@'greIS@n/ n. [C] (formal) 1 a very large fire over a large area, that
destroys a lot of buildings, forests, etc. 2 a violent

situation or war: the conflagration in the Middle
East
con·flict1 /'kAn"flIkt/ Ac n. 1 [C,U] angry
disagreement between people, groups, countries,
etc.: a conflict between father and son | conflicts
over land | The two groups have been in conflict
with each other for years. 2 [C,U] fighting or a
war: Armed conflict might be unavoidable. | The
fighting continues despite efforts to resolve the
conflict.
THESAURUS

war, warfare, fighting,
combat, action, hostilities ➔ WAR

3 [C,U] a situation in which you have to choose
between opposing things: a conflict between the
demands of one’s work and one’s family 4 [C]
something that you have to do at the same time that
someone wants you to do something else: Sorry – I
have a conflict Friday. Can we do it on Monday? 5 conflict of interest(s) a situation in
which you cannot do your job fairly because you
are personally affected by the decisions you make:
She sold her shares in the company to avoid any
conflict of interest. 6 ENG. LANG. ARTS a situation in a
book, play, movie, etc. in which different characters
or forces oppose each other in a way that causes or
influences the action of the story: The central
conflict in the story is between the boy and his
father. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin conflictus,
from the past participle of confligere “to strike
together”]

con·flict2 /k@n'flIkt/

Ac v. [I] if two ideas,
beliefs, opinions, etc. conflict, they cannot both be
true: The new evidence conflicts with the findings
from previous studies. | We have heard many conflicting opinions on the subject.
con·flu·ence /'kAnflu@ns/ n. [singular] 1 the
place where two or more rivers or roads meet and
join: the confluence of the Missouri and Yellowstone rivers 2 a situation in which two or more
things happen or exist at the same time: It was a
confluence of events that changed my life.
—confluent adj.
con·form /k@n'fOrm/ Ac v. [I] 1 to behave in
the way that most people behave: There’s always
pressure on kids to conform. 2 to obey a law, rule,
etc.: Restaurants must conform to health and safety
laws. | The proposed site of the new factory must
conform with the zoning laws. [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Old French conformer, from Latin conformare, from com- “together” + formare “to
form”] —conformity /k@n'fOrm@Ôi/ n. [U]
con·form·ist /k@n'fOrmIst/ n. [C] someone who
behaves or thinks like everyone else because s/he
does not want to be different ANT nonconformist

con·found /k@n'faUnd/ v. [T] to confuse and
surprise people by not being what they expected:
Her amazing recovery has confounded doctors.

con·front /k@n'frönt/ v. [T] 1 if you are con-

fronted with a problem, difficulty, etc., it appears
and needs to be dealt with: It was the first time the

C
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team had been confronted with a stronger opponent, but they still played well. 2 to try to make
someone admit s/he has done something wrong,
especially by showing him/her proof: I’m afraid to
confront her about her drinking. 3 to deal with
something difficult or bad in a brave and determined way: Sooner or later you’ll have to confront
your problems. 4 to stand in front of someone, as
though you are going to attack him/her: She was
confronted by two men.
con·fron·ta·tion /"kAnfr@n'teIS@n/ n. [C,U] an
argument or fight: confrontations between police
and protesters
con·fuse /k@n'fyuz/ v. [T] 1 to make someone
feel that s/he is unable to think clearly or understand something: His directions really confused
me. 2 to think wrongly that a person or thing is
someone or something else: It’s easy to confuse
Sue with her sister. 3 to make something more
complicated or difficult to understand: His questions were just confusing the issue.
con·fused /k@n'fyuzd/ adj. 1 unable to understand clearly what someone is saying or what is
happening: I’m totally confused. | I’m still confused
about what happened.
THESAURUS

bewildered – very confused and not sure what
to do or think: People are often bewildered by all
the rules and regulations about taxes.
puzzled – confused and unable to understand
something: He seemed puzzled by her question.
baffled – very confused and completely unable
to understand something: The police are still
baffled by the man’s disappearance.

quality is one that has always been part of your
character and is unlikely to change: He’s a congenital liar.

con·gest·ed /k@n'dZEstId/ adj. 1 too full or
blocked because of too many vehicles or people:
congested freeways 2 a congested nose, chest, etc.
is filled with thick liquid that does not flow easily
—congestion /k@n'dZEstS@n/ n. [U]

con·glom·er·ate /k@n'glAm@rIt/ n. [C]

ECO-

NOMICS

a large company made up of many different
smaller companies

con·glom·er·a·tion /k@n"glAm@'reIS@n/ n. [C]
(formal) a group of many different things or people
gathered together

con·grat·u·late /k@n'grætS@"leIt/ v. [T] to tell

someone that you are happy because s/he has
achieved something, or because something good
has happened to him/her: I want to congratulate
you on a fine achievement. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
Latin, past participle of congratulari “to wish
happiness”]
—congratulatory
/k@n'grætS@l@"tOri/ adj.
THESAURUS
praise, flatter, compliment
sb/pay sb a compliment, commend ➔ PRAISE 1

con·grat·u·la·tions /k@n"grætS@'leIS@nz/ n.
[plural] used in order to congratulate someone: You

won? Congratulations! | Congratulations on your
engagement! | Congratulations to all the winners.

con·gre·gate /'kAÎgr@"geIt/ v. [I] to come
together in a group: A group of protesters had
congregated outside. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin,
past participle of congregare, from com
“together” + grex “crowd”]

2 complicated and difficult to understand: confused
feelings [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French conTHESAURUS
meet, get together, gather,
fus, from Latin confusus, past participle of conassemble, come together, convene ➔ MEET 1
fundere “to pour together, confuse”]
con·fus·ing /k@n'fyuzIÎ/ adj. difficult to undercon·gre·ga·tion /"kAÎgr@'geIS@n/ n. [C] a
stand: The diagram is really confusing.
group of people gathered in a church for a religious
con·fu·sion /k@n'fyuZ@n/ n. 1 [U] a state of not service, or the people who usually go to a particular
understanding what is happening or what some- church
thing means: There’s a lot of confusion about/over
the new rules. | The changes in the schedule have con·gress /'kAÎgrIs/ n. 1 Congress POLITICS
created confusion. 2 [U] a situation in which you the group of people elected to make laws for the
wrongly think that a person or thing is someone or U.S., consisting of the Senate and the House of
something else: To avoid confusion, the teams Representatives: The bill has been approved by
wore different colors. 3 [singular, U] a very confus- both houses of Congress. | an act of Coning situation, usually with a lot of noise and action: gress 2 [C] a formal meeting in which representaWith all the confusion, nobody noticed the two tives of different groups, countries, etc. exchange
boys leave. | The country is in a state of confusion. information and make decisions [ORIGIN: 1400—
con·geal /k@n'dZil/ v. [I] if a liquid such as blood 1500 Latin congressus “meeting,” from the past
participle of congredi “to come together”]
congeals, it becomes thick or solid
—congressional /k@Î'grES@n@l/ adj.
con·ge·nial /k@n'dZiny@l/ adj. (formal) pleasant
in a way that makes you feel comfortable and con·gress·man /'kAÎgrIsm@n/ n. (plural congressmen /-m@n/) [C] a man who is elected to be
relaxed: a congenial atmosphere
in Congress
con·gen·i·tal /k@n'dZEn@Ôl/ adj. 1 BIOLOGY a
THESAURUS
politician, president,
congenital medical condition or disease affects
congresswoman, senator, governor, mayor ➔
someone from the time s/he is born: a congenital
POLITICIAN
heart problem 2 [only before noun] a congenital

connection
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con·gress·wom·an /'kAÎgrIs"wUm@n/ n. (plural congresswomen /-"wImIn/) [C] a woman who

is elected to be in Congress
THESAURUS
politician, president,
congressman, senator, governor, mayor ➔
POLITICIAN

to state the different forms that a verb can have
—conjugation /"kAndZ@'geIS@n/ n. [C,U]
con·ju·gate2 /'kAndZ@gIt/ n. [C] MATH a COMPLEX CONJUGATE

con·junc·tion /k@n'dZöÎkS@n/ n. [C] 1 in
conjunction with sb/sth working, happening, or
being used with someone or something else: The
worksheets should be used in conjunction with the
video. 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS a word such as “but,”
“and,” or “while” that connects parts of sentences,
phrases, or CLAUSE s

con·jure /'kAndZø/ v. [I,T] to perform tricks in
which you seem to make things appear, disappear,
or change as if by magic —conjurer, conjuror n.
[C]

conjure sth ↔ up phr. v. 1 make an image, idea,

con·gru·ent

/k@Î'gru@nt,

'kAÎgru@nt/

adj. 1 (formal) fitting together well, or suit-

able 2 MATH congruent shapes are the same size
and shape as each other: congruent circles | congruent polygons 3 MATH congruent angles are angles
that measure the same in degrees ➔ see picture at
ANGLE 1 4 MATH congruent numbers are two numbers whose difference can be divided exactly by a
third number. For example, 8 and 23 are congruent
when the third number is 5, because the difference
(15) can be divided exactly by 5. 5 MATH congruent
ARC s are parts of the outside of the same circle, or
of two IDENTICAL circles that curve with the same
degree 6 MATH congruent SEGMENT s are exactly
the same length [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin,
present participle of congruere “to come
together, agree”]
con·gru·ous /'kAÎgru@s/ adj. (formal) appropriate for something because it is similar in some way
—congruity n. [C,U]
con·i·cal /'kAnIk@l/ adj. shaped like a CONE , or
relating to cones
"conic 'section n. [C] MATH a curved shape
formed by a PLANE (=flat shape) crossing through a
CONE . It can be a circle, an ELLIPSE , a HYPERBOLA , or a PARABOLA , depending on the angle at
which the plane meets and goes through the cone.
con·i·fer /'kAn@fø/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a tree that
keeps its leaves in winter and has CONE s containing
its seeds —coniferous /k@'nIf@r@s, koU-/ adj.
con·jec·ture /k@n'dZEktSø/ n. [C,U] (formal) the
act of forming ideas about something when you do
not have enough information to base them on:
There has been some conjecture in the press about
a possible merger. —conjecture v. [I,T]
con·ju·gal /'kAndZ@g@l/ adj. [only before noun]
(formal) relating to marriage or married people
con·ju·gate1 /'kAndZ@"geIt/ v. [T] ENG. LANG. ARTS

memory, etc. very clear and strong in someone’s
mind: Smells can often conjure up memories. 2 to
make, get, or achieve something, as if by magic
con·man /'kAn"mæn/ n. (plural conmen /-"mEn/)
[C] (informal) someone who gets money or valuable
things from people by tricking them
con·nect /k@'nEkt/ v. 1 [T] to join two or more
things together ANT disconnect: Connect the
speakers to the stereo. 2 [T] to realize or show that
a fact, event, person, etc. is related to or involved in
something: There is little evidence to connect him
with the crime. 3 [T] to attach something to a
supply of electricity, gas, or water, or to a computer
or telephone network ANT disconnect: Has the
phone been connected yet? | Click here to connect
to the Internet. ➔ INTERNET 4 [I] if an airplane,
train, etc. connects with another one, it arrives just
before the other one leaves so you can change from
one to the other: a connecting flight to
Omaha 5 [I] (informal) if people connect, they feel
that they like and understand each other: I really
felt I connected with Jim’s parents. [ORIGIN:
1400—1500 Latin connectere, from com
“together” + nectere “to tie”]
con·nect·ed /k@'nEktId/ adj. 1 if two facts,
events, people, etc. are connected, there is some
kind of relationship between them: symptoms connected with the disease
THESAURUS
related, linked, relevant,
pertinent ➔ RELATED

2 joined to something else: The computer is connected to a printer 3 well-connected having
important or powerful friends or relatives: a
wealthy and well-connected lawyer

con·nec·tion /k@'nEkS@n/ n. 1 [C,U] a relationship between things, people, ideas, etc.: the connection between smoking and lung disease | Does
this have any connection with/to our
project? 2 [C] a piece of wire or metal joining two
parts of a machine together or to an electrical
system: There must be a loose connection – I’m not
getting any power. 3 [C,U] the process of joining
together two or more things: free Internet connection 4 [C] an airplane, bus, or train that leaves at a

C
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C
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time that allows passengers from an earlier airTHESAURUS
careful, methodical, thorough,
plane, bus, or train to use it to continue their trip: I
meticulous, systematic, painstaking,
missed my connection. 5 in connection with
scrupulous ➔ CAREFUL
sth concerning something: Police are questioning
a man in connection with the crime. 6 connec- "conscientious ob'jector n. [C] someone who
tions [plural] people you know who can help you, refuses to fight in a war because of his/her moral
especially because they are in positions of power: beliefs
He has connections in high places.
con·scious /'kAnS@s/ adj. 1 [not before noun]
con'nective "tissue n. [U] BIOLOGY parts of the noticing or realizing something SYN aware: I
body such as fat or bone that support or join became conscious of the fact that someone was
together organs and other body parts
watching me. 2 awake and able to understand
con·nive /k@'naIv/ v. [I] to plan something what is happening ANT unconscious: Owen was
secretly, especially something that is wrong or still conscious when they arrived at the hospiillegal: Together, they connived to deceive her. tal. 3 conscious effort/decision/attempt etc.
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 French conniver, from a deliberate effort, decision, etc.: Vivian had made
Latin connivere “to close the eyes, connive”] a conscious effort to be friendly. 4 thinking that
something is very important: fashion-conscious
—connivance n. [C,U]
teenagers | She’s very conscious of safety.
con·nois·seur /"kAn@'sø, -'sUr/ n. [C] someone —consciously adv.
who knows a lot about something such as art, food,
con·scious·ness /'kAnS@snIs/ n. [U] 1 the
or music: a connoisseur of fine wines
condition of being awake and understanding what
THESAURUS
expert, specialist, authority,
is happening: Charlie fell down the stairs and lost
pundit ➔ EXPERT
consciousness. | It was two weeks before he
regained consciousness. 2 someone’s mind,
con·no·ta·tion /"kAn@'teIS@n/ n. [C] an idea or thoughts, and ideas: research into human cona feeling that a word makes you think of, in sciousness 3 the state of knowing that something
addition to its basic meaning: The word “liberal” exists or is true SYN awareness: The march is
has negative connotations these days. —connote intended to raise people’s consciousness about
/k@'noUt/ v. [T]
women’s health issues.
con·no·ta·tive /'kAn@"teIÔIv/ adj. ENG. LANG. ARTS cons·cript /k@n'skrIpt/ v. [T] (formal) to make
making you think of a quality or an idea that is someone join the army, navy, etc. —conscription
/k@n'skrIpS@n/ n. [U]
more than the basic meaning of a word
con·se·crate
/'kAns@"kreIt/ v. [T] to make
con·quer /'kAÎkø/ v. 1 [I,T] to get control of
land or people by force: Egypt was conquered by something holy by performing a religious ceremony —consecration /"kAns@'kreIS@n/ n. [U]
the Ottoman Empire in 1517.
con·sec·u·tive
/k@n'sEky@ÔIv/ adj. consecutive
THESAURUS
beat, defeat, vanquish,
numbers or periods of time happen one after the
overcome ➔ BEAT 1
other: It rained for three consecutive days.
2 [T] to succeed in controlling a strong feeling or —consecutively adv.
solving a serious problem that you have: I didn’t
think I’d ever conquer my fear of heights.
—conqueror n. [C]
con·quest /'kAÎkwEst/ n. [singular, U] the act of
getting control of land or people by force: the
Spanish conquest of Central America
con·science /'kAnS@ns/ n. [U] 1 the set of
feelings that tell you whether what you are doing is
morally right or wrong: He had a guilty conscience
(=feeling of guilt). | At least my conscience is clear
(=I know I have done nothing wrong).
THESAURUS
GUILT

guilt, shame, remorse ➔

2 on sb’s conscience making you feel guilty: I
lied and it’s always going to be on my conscience.
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French, Latin conscientia, from conscire “to be conscious (of being
guilty)”]

con"secutive 'angles n. [plural] MATH angles of

a POLYGON (=flat shape with three or more sides)
that share one of their sides with each other
con·sen·su·al /k@n'sEnSu@l/ adj. giving your
con·sci·en·tious /"kAnSi'EnS@sX/ adj. careful permission for something, or agreeing to something
to do everything that it is your job or duty to do: a con·sen·sus /k@n'sEns@s/ Ac n. [singular, U]
conscientious teacher
an opinion that everyone in a group agrees with or

considerate
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accepts: We failed to reach a consensus on the
issue. | The decisions are made by consensus. |
There seems to be a lack of consensus on/about
how to deal with the situation. [ORIGIN: 1200—
1300 Latin consentire “to feel together, agree”]
con·sent1 /k@n'sEnt/ Ac n. [U] permission to
do something: parental consent | He took the car
without my consent.
consent2 v. [I] (formal) to give your permission for
something to happen: Her father reluctantly consented to the marriage. | His boss asked him to
work late, and he consented.
con·se·quence /'kAns@"kwEns, -kw@ns/ Ac
n. 1 [C] something that happens as a result of a
particular action: She never thinks about the consequences of her actions. | He broke the law, and now
he must face the consequences (=accept the bad
results of his actions). | He died as a consequence
of injuries he received in the accident. | Increased
taxes on fuel could have disastrous consequences
for the airline industry.
THESAURUS
result, aftereffects, side
effect, outcome, upshot, repercussions ➔
RESULT 1

2 of little/no consequence (formal) not important: a matter of little consequence
con·se·quent /'kAns@"kwEnt, -kw@nt/ Ac
adj. [only before noun] (formal) happening as a result
of something: racial prejudice and its consequent
violence [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French, Latin,
present participle of consequi, from com “with”
+ sequi “to follow”]
con·se·quent·ly /'kAns@"kwEntli, -kw@nt-/
Ac adv. as a result: He didn’t study and consequently failed the final exam. | The employees
received very little training. Consequently, they
made mistakes.

con·ser·va·tion /"kAnsø'veIS@n/ n. [U] 1 the

protection of natural things such as animals, plants,
forests, etc.: the conservation of wildlife 2 the
controlled use of a limited amount of water, gas,
electricity, etc. to prevent the supply from being
wasted —conservationist n. [C]
conser"vation of 'charge n. [U] PHYSICS a
scientific principle that says that the total electric
charge of a system remains the same in spite of any
changes that happen inside the system
conser"vation of 'energy n. [U] PHYSICS a
scientific principle that says that the total amount of
energy in a system remains the same even though
the type of energy may change
conser"vation of 'mass n. [U] PHYSICS a scientific principle that says that the total MASS of a
system remains the same in spite of any changes
that happen inside the system

conser"vation of mo'mentum n. [U] PHYSICS

a scientific principle that says that the total
MOMENTUM of a system remains the same in spite
of any changes that happen inside the system

con·serv·a·tism /k@n'søv@"tIz@m/ n. [U] the

belief that any changes to the way things are done
must happen slowly and have very good reasons:
political conservatism
con·serv·a·tive1 /k@n'søv@ÔIv/ adj. 1 preferring to continue doing things the way they are
being done or have been proven to work, rather
than risking changes: a very conservative attitude
to education 2 not very modern in style, taste, etc.:
a conservative business suit 3 POLITICS supporting
political ideas that include less involvement by the
government in business and people’s lives, for
example by encouraging everyone to work and earn
their own money, and having strong ideas about
moral behavior ANT liberal: a politically conservative family 4 a conservative estimate a guess
that is deliberately lower than the real amount
probably is —conservatively adv.
conservative2 n. [C] POLITICS someone with conservative opinions or principles ANT liberal: Conservatives in Congress want to reduce the agency’s
funds.
con·serv·a·to·ry /k@n'søv@"tOri/ n. (plural
conservatories) [C] 1 a school where students are
trained in music or acting 2 a GREENHOUSE
con·serve /k@n'søv/ v. [T] to prevent something
from being wasted, damaged, or destroyed: efforts
to conserve water | Try and rest frequently to
conserve your energy. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
French conserver, from Latin conservare, from
com “together” + servare “to keep, guard”]
THESAURUS
protect, guard, safeguard,
shield, give/offer/provide protection, shelter,
preserve ➔ PROTECT

con·sid·er /k@n'sIdø/ v. 1 [I,T] to think about
something very carefully, especially before making
a decision: I considered resigning. | He was considering whether to apply for the job. | You should
consider the possibility of moving there permanently. 2 [T] to think of someone or something in a
particular way, or have a particular opinion: Mrs.
Greenwood was considered to be an excellent
teacher. | We consider it important to get the
Director’s advice on this. | Greg should consider
himself lucky (=be glad) he wasn’t badly hurt.
THESAURUS

guess ➔ THINK

think, believe, suspect, figure,

3 [T] to think about someone or his/her feelings,
and try to avoid upsetting him/her: It’s all right for
you, but have you considered the children? [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French considerer, from
Latin considerare “to look at the stars, look at
closely, examine”]

con·sid·er·a·ble /k@n'sId@r@b@l/

Ac

adj.

large enough to be important or have an effect: We
spent a considerable amount of money on the
interior of the house. —considerably adv.: It’s
considerably colder tonight.
con·sid·er·ate /k@n'sId@rIt/ adj. thinking and

C
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caring about other people’s feelings, wants, or
needs ANT inconsiderate: He was always kind
and considerate. —considerately adv.
THESAURUS
kind, nice, thoughtful, caring,
warm-hearted, compassionate, sympathetic
➔ KIND 2

con·sid·er·a·tion /k@n"sId@'reIS@n/ n. 1 [U]

C

(formal) careful thought and attention: Several plans
are under consideration. | We will give careful
consideration to your proposal. 2 [C] a fact or
detail that you think about when making a decision:
financial considerations 3 take sth into consideration to think about something when making a
decision: We’ll take into consideration the fact that
you were sick. 4 [U] the quality of thinking and
caring about other people’s feelings, wants, or
needs: He shows no consideration for others.
con·sid·ered /k@n'sIdød/ adj. 1 considered
opinion/judgment an opinion based on careful
thought 2 all things considered after thinking
about all the facts: All things considered, I think the
meeting went pretty well.
con·sid·er·ing /k@n'sId@rIÎ/ prep., conjunction
used to say that you are thinking about a particular
fact when giving your opinion: She did very well
considering (that) it was her first attempt.
con·sign /k@n'saIn/ v. [T] (formal)
consign sb/sth to sth phr. v. 1 to cause someone
or something to be in a bad situation: a decision
that consigned him to political obscurity 2 to put
something somewhere, especially in order to get rid
of it
con·sign·ment /k@n'saInm@nt/ n. 1 [C] a
quantity of goods that is sent to someone in order to
be sold 2 on consignment goods that are on
consignment are being sold by a store owner for
someone else, for a share of the profit
con·sist /k@n'sIst/ Ac v.
consist of sth phr. v. to be made of or contain
particular things or people: The top layer of earth
consists largely of clay, gravel and sand. | The
audience consisted solely of teenagers. [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Latin consistere “to stand still or
firm, exist”]
con·sist·en·cy /k@n'sIst@nsi/ Ac n. (plural
consistencies) 1 [U] (approving) the quality of
always being the same, or of always behaving in an
expected way ANT inconsistency: There’s no consistency in the way they apply the rules. 2 [C,U]
how thick, smooth, etc. a substance is: a dessert
with a nice creamy consistency
con·sist·ent /k@n'sIst@nt/ Ac adj. 1 (approving) always happening in the same way, or having
the same attitudes, quality, etc. ANT inconsistent:
I’ve tried to be consistent in applying the
rules. 2 containing facts, ideas, etc. that agree with
other facts, etc.: His story is not consistent with the
facts. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin, present participle of consistere “to stand still or firm, exist”]
—consistently adv.: consistently good grades

con·so·la·tion /"kAns@'leIS@n/ n. [C,U] some-

thing that makes you feel better when you are sad
or disappointed: If it’s any consolation to you, I
think that you’re improving.
"conso'lation prize n. [C] a prize that is given to
someone who has not won a competition
con·sole1 /k@n'soUl/ v. [T] to help someone who
is sad or disappointed to feel better: No one could
console her when her dog died. | Danny consoled
himself with the thought that he had done his best.
con·sole2 /'kAnsoUl/ n. [C] IT a flat board that
contains the controls for a machine, piece of electrical equipment, computer, etc.: a video game
console ➔ see picture on page A6
con·sol·i·date /k@n'sAl@"deIt/ v. [I,T] 1 to
make something stronger or more successful: The
company has consolidated its position in the Japanese market. 2 to combine things so that they are
more effective or easier to manage: a loan to
consolidate
debts
—consolidation
/k@n"sAl@'deIS@n/ n. [C,U]

con·so·nance /'kAns@n@ns/ n. [U]

ENG. LANG.

ARTS

the action of repeating the same consonant
sound or sounds, especially at the end of words, in
a piece of writing or speech

con·so·nant /'kAns@n@nt/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS
any letter of the English alphabet except a, e, i, o,
and u ➔ VOWEL [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
French, Latin, present participle of consonare
“to sound together, agree”]

con·sort /k@n'sOrt/ v.

consort with sb phr. v. (formal) to spend time with

someone who other people do not approve of

con·sor·ti·um /k@n'sOrSi@m, -Ôi@m/ n. (plural
consortia /-Si@, -Ôi@/ or consortiums) [C] a com-

bination of several companies, organizations, etc.
working together: a consortium of banks

con·spic·u·ous /k@n'spIkyu@s/ adj. very easy
to notice ANT inconspicuous: The notice must be
displayed
in
a
conspicuous
place.
—conspicuously adv.
THESAURUS
noticeable, clear, obvious,
striking, eye-catching, evident, apparent,
unmistakable, manifest ➔ NOTICEABLE

con"spicuous con'sumption n. [U] (disapproving) the act of buying a lot of expensive things,

so that other people will see how rich you are

con·spir·a·cy /k@n'spIr@si/ n. (plural conspiracies) [C,U] a secret plan made by two or more

people to do something illegal: a conspiracy to
distribute drugs
THESAURUS

➔ PLAN 1

plan, plot, scheme, strategy

con·spir·a·tor /k@n'spIr@Ôø/ n. [C] someone
who is involved in a secret plan to do something
illegal —conspiratorial /k@n"spIr@'tOri@l/ adj.

consul
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con·spire /k@n'spaIø/ v. [I] 1 to secretly plan

with other people to do something bad or illegal:
The company was accused of conspiring with local
stores to fix prices. 2 (formal) if events conspire to
make something happen, they happen at the same
time and have a bad result
con·stant1 /'kAnst@nt/ Ac adj. 1 happening
regularly or all the time: There was a constant
stream of visitors to the house. | He’s under constant pressure. 2 staying at the same level for a
long period of time: driving at a constant speed |
The experiment was carried out at a constant
temperature. —constancy n. [singular, U]
constant2 Ac n. [C] 1 MATH a number or
quantity that never changes 2 (formal) something
that stays the same even though other things change
con·stant·ly /'kAnst@nt§li/ Ac adv. always or
regularly: The English language is constantly
changing.
THESAURUS
often, a lot, frequently,
regularly, repeatedly, again and again/over
and over (again) ➔ OFTEN
always, permanently, all the time/the whole
time, continuously, invariably ➔ ALWAYS

con·stel·la·tion /"kAnst@'leIS@n/ n. [C] a group

of stars that forms a particular pattern and has a
name ➔ SPACE 1
con·ster·na·tion /"kAnstø'neIS@n/ n. [U] a
feeling of shock or worry
con·sti·pa·tion /"kAnst@'peIS@n/ n. [U] a condition in which someone is unable to get rid of
solid waste from his/her body —constipated
/'kAnst@"peIÔId/ adj.
con·stit·u·en·cy /k@n'stItSu@nsi/ Ac n. (plural constituencies) [C] POLITICS the people who live
and vote in a particular area: The governor plans to
visit a rural constituency.
n.
con·stit·u·ent /k@n'stItSu@nt/ Ac
[C] 1 someone who votes in a particular area: The
congressman is committed to issues that are important to his constituents. 2 one of the parts that
combine to form something: Sodium is one of the
constituents of salt. —constituent adj.
con·sti·tute /'kAnst@"tut/ Ac v. [linking verb]
(formal) 1 if several parts constitute something,
they form it together: Alaska is the largest of the 50
states that constitute the U.S.A. | Nitrogen constitutes 78% of the Earth’s atmosphere. 2 to be
considered to be something: The rise in crime
constitutes a threat to society.
con·sti·tu·tion /"kAnst@'tuS@n/ Ac n. 1 [C]
also Constitution a set of laws and principles that
a country or organization is governed by: the Constitution of the United States 2 [singular] your general health and your body’s ability to fight disease
and illness: a boy with a strong/weak constitution 3 [singular] (formal) the structure of something, or the way something is organized: the
constitution of the Earth’s crust

con·sti·tu·tion·al /"kAnst@'tuS@n@lX/

Ac

adj. 1 officially allowed or restricted by the consti-

tution of a country or organization: The court ruled
that the officers had violated the men’s constitutional rights. 2 relating to the constitution of a
country or organization: a constitutional reform
"constitutional 'monarchy n. 1 [U] POLITICS a
political system in which a country is ruled by a
king or queen whose powers are limited by
law 2 [C] POLITICS a country that is ruled by a king
or queen whose powers are limited by law
con·strain /k@n'streIn/ Ac v. [T] (formal) to
limit someone’s freedom to do what s/he wants to
do: Our research was constrained by a lack of
funds.
con·straint /k@n'streInt/ Ac n. [C] something
that restricts what you are doing: constraints on
government spending | We did the best we could,
given the time/budget constraints.
con·strict /k@n'strIkt/ v. [I,T] to become smaller,
narrower, or tighter, or to make something do this:
Her
throat
constricted.
—constriction
/k@n'strIkS@n/ n. [C,U]: constriction of the arteries
con·struct /k@n'strökt/ Ac v. [T] 1 to build
something large such as a building, bridge, etc.:
The Empire State Building was constructed in
1931. | The cabin is constructed from thick, heavy
timbers. ➔ see picture at BUILD 1
THESAURUS
build, put up, erect,
assemble, make, produce, manufacture,
create ➔ BUILD 1, MAKE 1

2 ENG. LANG. ARTS to form something such as a
sentence or argument by joining words, ideas, etc.
together: The younger students found it hard to
construct a sentence in Spanish. 3 MATH to draw a
mathematical shape: Construct a triangle with
three equal angles. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin,
past participle of construere, from com
“together” + struere “to build”]

con·struc·tion /k@n'strökS@n/

Ac n. 1 [U]
the process or method of building something large
such as a house, road, etc.: the construction of a
new airport | The hotel is under construction
(=being built). | a construction worker 2 [C] ENG.
LANG. ARTS the way in which words are put together
in a sentence: difficult grammatical constructions
con'struction "paper n. [U] a thick colored
paper that is used especially by children at school
con·struc·tive /k@n'ströktIv/ Ac adj. useful
and helpful, or likely to produce good results:
constructive criticism of students’ essays | His suggestions were positive and constructive.
con·strue /k@n'stru/ v. [T] to understand something in a particular way ANT misconstrue: It
might be construed as a threat.
con·sul /'kAns@l/ n. [C] an official who lives in a
foreign city and whose job is to help citizens of
his/her own country who also live or work there
➔ AMBASSADOR —consular adj.

C
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con·sul·ate /'kAns@lIt/ n. [C] the official build- con·sump·tion /k@n'sömpS@n/

C

ing where a consul lives and works ➔ EMBASSY :
the Danish Consulate
con·sult /k@n'sölt/ Ac v. [I,T] 1 to ask or look
for advice, information, etc. from someone or
something that should have the answers: Consult
your physician. | Don’t do anything without consulting with your lawyer. 2 to discuss something
with someone so that you can make a decision
together: I’d better consult my wife first. 3 to look
for information in a book, list, map, etc.: The police
officer consulted his notes before answering Judge
Eggar’s question.
con·sul·tan·cy /k@n'sölt@nsi/ Ac n. (plural
consultancies) [C] a company that gives advice
and training in a particular area of business to
people in other companies
con·sult·ant /k@n'sölt@nt/ Ac n. [C] someone
with a lot of experience in a particular area of
business, whose job is to give advice about it: a
marketing consultant
n.
con·sul·ta·tion /"kAns@l'teIS@n/ Ac
[C,U] 1 a discussion in which people who are
affected by a decision can say what they think
should be done: The changes were made in consultation with community groups. | The interest rate
rise follows close consultations with Treasury officials. 2 a meeting in which you get advice from a
professional, or the process of getting this advice: a
consultation with the school counselor
con·sume /k@n'sum/ Ac v. [T] 1 to completely use time, energy, goods, etc.: Smaller cars
consume less fuel. 2 to eat or drink something:
The boys seemed able to consume large quantities
of food. 3 be consumed with passion/guilt/
rage etc. to have a very strong feeling that you
cannot ignore 4 (formal) if a fire consumes something, it completely destroys it [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Old French consumer, from Latin
consumere, from com “completely” + sumere
“to take up, take”] ➔ TIME-CONSUMING
con·sum·er /k@n'sumø/ Ac n. [C] someone
who buys or uses goods and services: Consumers
will soon be paying higher airfares. | There are
laws that protect the consumer (=consumers in
general) from fraud. | advertisements for consumer
goods (=things that people buy for their own use,
rather than things bought by businesses)

Ac
n.
[U] 1 the amount of electricity, gas, etc. that is
used: the aircraft’s fuel consumption 2 (formal) the

act of eating or drinking: The consumption of alcohol is not permitted on these premises.
con·tact1 /'kAntækt/ Ac n. 1 [C,U] communication with a person, organization, country, etc.:
Have you kept/stayed in contact with any of your
school friends? | The soldiers had little contact
with citizens of the country. | the establishment of
diplomatic contacts 2 [U] the state of touching or
being close to someone or something: What happens when different cultures come in contact with
each other? | The disease spreads by sexual contact. 3 [C] someone you know who may be able to
help you or give you advice: He has a few contacts
in the movie industry. 4 [C] a contact lens 5 [C]
PHYSICS an electrical part that completes a CIRCUIT
when it touches another part
contact2 Ac v. [T] to telephone or write to
someone: I’ve been trying to contact you for the
past three days! c Don’t say “I’ve been trying to
contact with you.” b
'contact "lens n. [C] a
small round piece of
plastic you put on your
eye to help you see
clearly

con·ta·gious

/k@n'teIdZ@s/ adj. 1 a
disease that is contagious can be passed
from person to person
by touch or through the
air 2 a person who is
contagious has a disease
like this 3 a feeling,
attitude, action, etc. that
is contagious is quickly felt or done by other
people: Jeannie’s laughter was contagious.
con·tain /k@n'teIn/ v. [T] 1 to have something
inside: a wallet containing $50 2 to be included in
something or be part of something: The report
contained some shocking information. | products
that contain nuts 3 to control the emotions you
feel: Greg was so excited he could hardly contain
himself. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French contenir, from Latin continere “to hold together,
hold in, contain”]
THESAURUS
customer, client, shopper,
con·tain·er
/k@n'teInø/ n. [C] something such as
patron, buyer ➔ CUSTOMER
a box, a bowl, a bottle, etc. that can be filled with
con·sum·er·ism /k@n'sum@"rIz@m/ n. [U] (dis- something: an eight-gallon container
approving) the belief that it is good to buy and use a con·tain·ment /k@n'teInm@nt/ n. [U] POLITICS
lot of goods and services
the act of controlling something, such as the cost of
con·sum·mate1 /'kAns@mIt/ adj. very skillful: a plan or the power of an unfriendly country
a consummate politician
con·tam·i·nate /k@n'tæm@"neIt/ v. [T] 1 to
con·sum·mate2 /'kAns@"meIt/ v. [T] (for- spoil something by adding a dangerous or poisonous substance to it: These areas of the ocean are
mal) 1 to make a marriage or a relationship complete by having sex 2 to make something such as contaminated with/by oil. 2 to influence someone
an agreement complete —consummation or something in a way that has a bad effect: Lack of
trust will contaminate your whole relationship.
/"kAns@'meIS@n/ n. [U]

contest
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—contaminated
adj.
—contamination
/k@n"tæm@'neIS@n/ n. [U]
contd. the written abbreviation of CONTINUED
con·tem·plate /'kAnt@m"pleIt/ v. [T] to think
seriously for a long time about something you
intend to do, or something you want to understand:
The group is contemplating legal action. [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Latin, past participle of contemplari] —contemplation /"kAnt@m'pleIS@n/ n.
[U]

con·tem·pla·tive /k@n'tEmpl@ÔIv/ adj. spending a lot of time thinking seriously and quietly

con·tem·po·ra·ne·ous /k@n"tEmp@'reIni@s/

adj. (formal) happening or existing in the same
period of time SYN contemporary: Built in

the 13th century, the churches are contemporaneous with many of the great gothic cathedrals.
adv.
—contemporaneously
—contemporaneity
/k@ntEmp@r@'ni@Ôi,
-'neI@Ôi/ n. [U]
con·tem·po·rar·y1 /k@n'tEmp@"rEri/ Ac
adj. 1 belonging to the present time SYN modern:
a museum of contemporary art 2 happening or
existing in the same period of time: letters contemporary with his earliest compositions [ORIGIN:
1600—1700 Medieval Latin contemporarius,
from Latin com- “together” + tempus “time”]
contemporary2 n. (plural contemporaries) [C]
someone who lives in the same period of time as a
particular
person
or
event:
Mozart’s
contemporaries | Christopher Marlowe was a contemporary of Shakespeare.
con·tempt /k@n'tEmpt/ n. [U] 1 a feeling that
someone or something does not deserve any
respect: actions that show contempt for
women 2 contempt of court not doing what a
judge or court of law has told you to: Cooper was
fined $100 for contempt of court. [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Latin contemptus, from contemnere “to
think of with contempt”]
con·tempt·i·ble /k@n'tEmpt@b@l/ adj. not
deserving any respect: contemptible behavior
—contemptibly adv.
con·temp·tu·ous /k@n'tEmptSu@s/ adj. showing that you believe someone or something does
not deserve any respect: young people who are
contemptuous of authority
con·tend /k@n'tEnd/ v. 1 [T] to argue or say that
something is true: Opponents contend that the
changes will create even more problems. 2 [I] to
compete for something: Twelve teams are contending for the title.
contend with sth phr. v. to deal with a problem or
difficult situation: The police would then have less
paperwork to contend with.
con·tend·er /k@n'tEndø/ n. [C] someone who is
involved in a competition: She is a contender for
the Democratic nomination for president.
con·tent1 /'kAntEnt/ n. 1 contents [plural] a) the things that are in a box, bag, room, etc.:

Officers searched through the contents of the
desk. b) the words or ideas that are written in a
book, letter, etc.: The contents of the document are
still unknown. | the table of contents (=a list at the
beginning of a book, that tells you what is in
it) 2 [singular] the ideas, information, or opinions
that are expressed in a speech, book, etc.: First of
all, concentrate on the content of your essay, not its
appearance. 3 [singular] the amount of a substance
that something contains: Peanut butter has a high
fat content.
con·tent2 /k@n'tEnt/ adj. happy or satisfied, or
willing to do or accept something: She seemed
content to sit and wait. | I’d say she’s pretty content
with her life. —contentment n. [U]
THESAURUS
happy, glad, pleased,
delighted, thrilled, overjoyed, ecstatic,
jubilant, elated ➔ HAPPY

content3 v. content yourself with sth to do or

have something that is not what you really want,
but is still satisfactory: Jack’s driving, so he’ll have
to content himself with a soft drink.

content4 n. do sth to your heart’s content to
do something as much as you want

con·tent·ed /k@n'tEnôId/ adj. satisfied or happy
ANT

discontented: a contented cat

con·ten·tion /k@n'tEnS@n/ n. 1 [C] a belief or

opinion that someone expresses: It was the
defense’s contention that their client was wrongly
arrested. 2 [U] a situation in which people or
groups are competing: Oregon remains in contention for the playoffs. 3 [U] arguments and disagreement between people: City planning has been
a bone of contention (=subject that people argue
about) for a long time.

con·ten·tious /k@n'tEnS@s/ adj. likely to cause a
lot of argument —contentiously adv.

con·test1 /'kAntEst/ n. [C] 1 a competition, usu-

ally a small one: a contest to see who can run the
fastest | The deadline for entering the contest is
May 1. | Who won/lost the contest?
THESAURUS
competition, championship,
tournament, playoff ➔ COMPETITION

2 a struggle to win control or power: the 1960
presidential contest between Kennedy and
Nixon 3 no contest (informal) if a victory is no
contest, it is very easy to achieve: In the end, it was
no contest, with the Dolphins beating the Bengals
37–13. 4 plead no contest LAW to state that you
will not give a defense in a court of law for
something wrong you have done [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 French contester, from Latin contestari
“to call a witness, bring a legal case”]

con·test2 /k@n'tEst/ v. [T] 1 to say formally that
you do not think something is right or fair: We
intend to contest the judge’s decision. 2 to compete for something: a hotly contested (=competed
for very strongly) election

C
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con·test·ant /k@n'tEst@nt/ n. [C] someone who continua n. a plural of CONTINUUM
competes in a contest
con·tin·u·al /k@n'tInyu@l/ adj. repeated often,
con·text /'kAntEkst/ Ac n. [C] 1 the situation, over a long period of time: Their continual arguing

C

events, or information that are related to something,
and that help you to understand it: The events have
to be considered in their historical/social/political
context. | Can students apply the skills learned in
school in a different context, such as the workplace? 2 the words and sentences that come
before and after a word and that help you understand its meaning: “Smart” can mean “intelligent”
or “sarcastic,” depending on the context. 3 take
sth out of context to repeat a sentence or phrase
without describing the situation in which it was
said, so that its meaning seems different from what
was intended: Journalists had taken his comments
completely out of context. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
Latin contextus “connection of words,” from
contexere “to weave together”]
'context "clue n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS information
that helps you understand the meaning of a particular word or phrase, which you obtain from the
surrounding words or from the situation or events,
etc. being described
con·tig·u·ous /k@n'tIgyu@s/ adj. (formal) next to
something, or sharing the same border: the 48
contiguous States
con·ti·nent /'kAnt@n@nt, 'kAnt§n-@nt/ n. [C]
one of the main areas of land on the Earth: the
continent of Africa [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin
continens “continuous area of land,” from continere]
con·ti·nen·tal /"kAnt@n'EnôlX/ adj. relating to a
continent: flights across the continental U.S.
"continental 'breakfast n. [C] a breakfast consisting of coffee, juice, and a sweet ROLL (=type of
bread)
"continental di'vide n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a very
large area of high ground on a CONTINENT , from
each side of which river systems flow in opposite
directions
"continental 'drift n. [U] EARTH SCIENCES the very
slow movement of the CONTINENT s across the
surface of the Earth
"continental 'shelf n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES the area
of land on the edge of a CONTINENT that slopes
down into the bottom of the ocean ➔ see picture at
PHOTIC ZONE

con·tin·gen·cy /k@n'tIndZ@nsi/ n. (plural con-

really upset me.
USAGE

Continual and continuous can be used in a very
similar way: a continual/continuous process
Continual is also used when something happens
many times, especially something annoying:
There were continual interruptions all day.
Continuous is used in order to emphasize that
there is no pause or break between things: a
continuous flow of water | a continuous line of trees

—continually adv.

con·tin·u·a·tion /k@n"tInyu'eIS@n/ n. 1 [U]

the act or state of continuing for a long time
without stopping: the continuation of family traditions 2 [C] something that follows after or is
joined to something else and seems a part of it:
Community colleges offer students a continuation
of their education.
con·tin·ue /k@n'tInyu/ v. 1 [I,T] to keep happening, existing, or doing something without stopping: She will continue her work at UCSD. | The
city’s population will continue to grow. | Continuing with the peace process is very important. 2 [I,T] to start doing something again after a
pause: Rescuers will continue the search
tomorrow. | After a brief ceasefire, fighting continued. 3 [I] to go further in the same direction: Route
66 continues on to Texas from here. [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 French continuer, from Latin continuare, from continuus]
con"tinuing edu'cation n. [U] classes for
adults, often on subjects that relate to their jobs
con·ti·nu·i·ty /"kAnt@'nu@Ôi/ n. [U] the state of
continuing over a long period of time without being
interrupted or changing: Changing doctors can
affect the continuity of your treatment.
con·tin·u·ous1 /k@n'tInyu@s/ adj. 1 continuing
to happen or exist without stopping or pausing: The
church has been in continuous use since 1732.
➔ see USAGE box at CONTINUAL 2 without any
spaces or holes in it: a continuous line of cars
—continuously adv.

continuous2 n. the continuous ENG. LANG. ARTS
in grammar, the form of a verb that shows that an
action or activity is continuing to happen, and that
is formed with “be” and the PRESENT PARTICIPLE .
In the sentence “She is watching TV,” “is watching” is in the continuous.

tingencies) [C] an event or situation that might
happen and could cause problems: a contingency
plan to cope with any computer failures
con·tin·gent1 /k@n'tIndZ@nt/ adj. (formal) con·tin·u·um /k@n'tInyu@m/ n. (plural continudependent on something that may or may not ums or continua /-nyu@/) [C] (formal) a series of
happen in the future: The purchase of the house is related things, in which each thing is only slightly
different from the one before or the one after, so
contingent on/upon a satisfactory inspection.
there are no clear dividing points: Depression
contingent2 n. [C] a group of people who have that
exists on a continuum, with mild sadness at one
the same aims or are from the same area, and who
end to suicide at the other.
are part of a larger group: By late summer, a
contingent of scientists had arrived.
con·tort /k@n'tOrt/ v. [I,T] to twist your face or
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body so that it does not have its normal shape
—contortion /k@n'tOrS@n/ n. [C,U]
con·tour /'kAntUr/ n. [C] the shape of the outer
edges of something such as an area of land or
someone’s body
con·tra·band /'kAntr@"bænd/ n. [U] 1 goods
that are brought into or taken out of a country
illegally, especially to avoid paying tax 2 goods
that are illegal to supply to either side in a war
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Italian contrabbando,
from Medieval Latin contrabannum, from
contra- “against” + bannum “official order”]
—contraband adj.
con·tra·cep·tion /"kAntr@'sEpS@n/ n. [U] the
practice or methods of preventing a woman from
becoming PREGNANT when she has sex SYN birth
control

con·tra·cep·tive /"kAntr@'sEptIv/ n. [C] a

drug, object, or method used so that a woman does
not become PREGNANT when she has sex
—contraceptive adj.
con·tract1 /'kAntrækt/ Ac n. [C] 1 a legal
written agreement between two people, companies,
etc. that says what each will do: Stacy signed a
three-year contract. | His firm has a contract with
the Forest Service to supply firefighting
equipment. | The shipyard won the contract to build
seven ships. 2 (informal) an agreement to kill
someone for money [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin
contractus, past participle of contrahere “to pull
together, make a contract, make smaller”]
con·tract2 /k@n'trækt/ Ac v. 1 [T] (formal) to
get an illness SYN catch: The disease is contracted
from drinking contaminated water. 2 [I] to become
smaller ANT expand: The economy is likely to
contract over the coming year.
con·tract3 /'kAntrækt/ v. [I,T] to sign a contract
to do something: The city has contracted with a
private company to remove garbage.
contract sth ↔ out phr. v. to arrange to have a job
done by a person or company outside your own
organization: The city has contracted its garbage
collection out to an independent company.
con·trac·tion /k@n'trækS@n/ n. 1 [C] BIOLOGY a
very strong and painful movement of a muscle in
which it suddenly becomes tight, used especially
about the muscles that become tight when a woman
is going to give birth 2 [U] the process of becoming smaller or shorter 3 [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a short
form of a word or words, such as “don’t” for “do
not”
con·trac·tor /'kAn"træktø, k@n'træk-/ Ac n.
[C] a person or company that does work or supplies
material for other companies
con·trac·tu·al /k@n'træktSu@l/ adj. agreed in a
contract: contractual obligations
con·tra·dict /"kAntr@'dIkt/ Ac v. 1 [T] if a
statement, story, etc. contradicts another one, the
facts in it are so different that both statements
cannot be true: The witnesses’ reports contradicted

each other. | Recent experiments seem to contradict
the earlier results. 2 [I,T] to say that what someone
else has just said is wrong or not true: You shouldn’t
contradict me in front of the kids. 3 contradict
yourself to say something that is the opposite of
what you have said before [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
Latin, past participle of contradicere, from
contra- “against” + dicere “to say”]
—contradictory /"kAntr@'dIkt@ri/ adj.
con·tra·dic·tion /"kAntr@'dIkS@n/ Ac
n. 1 [C] a difference between two stories, facts, etc.
that means they cannot both be true: There were
contradictions between the testimonies of the two
men. 2 [U] the act of saying that what someone
has just said is wrong or not true 3 contradiction
in terms a combination of words that seem to be
the opposite of each other, so that the phrase does
not have a clear meaning
con·trap·tion /k@n'træpS@n/ n. [C] (informal) a
piece of equipment that looks strange
THESAURUS
machine, appliance, device,
gadget, mechanism ➔ MACHINE 1

con·trar·y1 /'kAn"trEri/

Ac n. (formal) 1 on
the contrary used in order to show that the opposite of what has just been said is actually true: We
didn’t start the fire. On the contrary, we helped put
it out. 2 to the contrary showing or saying the
opposite: In spite of rumors to the contrary, their
marriage is fine. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin,
contrarius “opposed, opposite,” from contra“against”]
contrary2 adj. 1 completely different or opposite: This idea is contrary to Catholic teaching. 2 contrary to popular belief used in order
to show that something is true even though people
may think the opposite: Contrary to popular belief,
gorillas are shy and gentle.
con·trar·y3 /k@n'trEri/ adj. deliberately doing or
saying the opposite of what someone else wants: an
extremely contrary child
con·trast1 /'kAntræst/ Ac n. 1 [C,U] a difference between two people, situations, ideas, etc. that
are being compared: the contrast between the rich
and poor in America | Claire is tall and dark, in
contrast to her mother, who is short and fair. | At
that time, the life of West Berlin stood in sharp/
stark/marked contrast to East Berlin. 2 [U] the
differences in color or in light and darkness on
photographs, a television picture, etc. [ORIGIN:
1600—1700 French contraster, from Italian
contrastare “to stand out against, fight against”]
con·trast2 /k@n'træst/ Ac v. 1 [T] to compare
two people, ideas, objects, etc. to show how they
are different from each other: In another passage,
Melville again contrasts the land with the sea. |
Students should compare and contrast the motives
of each character in the story.
THESAURUS
compare, make a
comparison, draw a parallel, draw an analogy,
make/draw a distinction ➔ COMPARE 1

C
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2 [I] if two things contrast, they are very different
from each other: His thick, bulky body contrasted
with Len’s tall lankiness. —contrasting adj.: Different cultures have contrasting interpretations of
the story.
con·tra·vene /"kAntr@'vin/ v. [T] (formal) to do
something that is not allowed by a law or a rule
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French contrevenir, from
Late Latin contravenire, from Latin contra“against”
+
venire
“to
come”]
—contravention /"kAntr@'vEnS@n/ n. [C,U]
THESAURUS
disobey, break a rule/law,
rebel, defy, flout, violate, infringe ➔ DISOBEY

con·trib·ute /k@n'trIbyut, -y@t/

Ac v. 1 [I,T]
to give money, help, or ideas to something that
other people are also giving to: Large companies
contribute money to both parties. | Other people
had good ideas, but I felt I had nothing to contribute. 2 [I] to help make something happen: An
electrical problem may have contributed to the
crash. 3 [I,T] to write something for a newspaper
or magazine: Several hundred people contributed
articles,
photographs,
and
cartoons.
—contributor
n.
[C]
—contributory
/k@n'trIby@"tOri/ adj.
n.
con·tri·bu·tion /"kAntr@'byuS@n/ Ac
[C] 1 something that is given or done to help
something else be successful: The Mayo Clinic has
made important contributions to cancer research. |
Einstein’s significant/important/valuable contributions to physics 2 an amount of money that is
given to help pay for something: Would you like to
make a contribution to the Red Cross? | a contribution of $25 3 a piece of writing that is printed in
a newspaper or magazine
con·trite /k@n'traIt/ adj. feeling guilty and sorry
for something bad that you have done: a contrite
apology —contrition /k@n'trIS@n/ n. [U]
THESAURUS
guilty, ashamed,
embarrassed ➔ GUILTY

con·trive /k@n'traIv/ v. [T] to manage to do

something difficult or to invent something by being
very smart or dishonest: Schindler contrived to
save more than 1,000 Polish Jews from the Nazis.
con·trived /k@n'traIvd/ adj. seeming false and
not natural: The plot was contrived.
con·trol1 /k@n'troUl/ n. 1 [U] the power or ability to make someone or something do what you
want: They don’t have any control over their son. |
Newborn babies have little control of/over their
movements. | The car went out of control and hit a
tree. | The situation is now under control. | These
events are beyond our control (=not possible for us
to control). 2 [U] the power to rule or govern a
place, organization, or company: Rioters took control of the prison. | The airport is now under the
control of UN troops. | The government is no
longer in control of the country. 3 [C,U] an action,
method, or law that limits the amount or growth of

something: an agreement on arms control | Firefighters brought the fire under control (=stopped it
from getting worse). 4 [U] the ability to remain
calm even when you are angry or excited: I just lost
control and punched him! 5 [C] something that
you use to make a television, machine, vehicle, etc.
work: the volume control | the controls of the
airplane 6 [singular] also control key IT a button
on a computer, that allows you to do particular
things: Press “control” and “S” to save the document. —controlled adj.
control2 v. (controlled, controlling) [T] 1 to
make someone or something do what you want or
work in a particular way: If you can’t control your
dog, you should put it on a leash. 2 to limit the
amount or growth of something: a chemical used to
control weeds 3 to rule or govern a place, organization, or company, or to have more power than
someone else: Rebels control all the roads into the
capital. 4 to make yourself behave calmly, even if
you feel angry, excited, or upset: I was furious, but
I managed to control myself.
con'trol "freak n. [C] (informal, disapproving)
someone who is very concerned about controlling
all the details in every situation s/he is involved in
con"trolled ex'periment n. [C] SCIENCE a scientific test in which you change only one single
condition of the test and do not change any of the
other conditions that might affect the test
con"trolled 'variable n. [C] SCIENCE in a scientific EXPERIMENT (=test), one of the conditions that
you do not change, so that its effect is always the
same
con·trol·ler /k@n'troUlø/ n. [C] ECONOMICS someone whose job is to collect and pay money for a
government or company department: the state controller
con'trol "tower n. [C] a building at an airport,
from which people direct the movements of airplanes on the ground and in the air
con·tro·ver·sial /"kAntr@'vøS@lX/ Ac adj.
something that is controversial causes a lot of
disagreement because many people have strong
opinions about it: the controversial subject of
abortion | He is a controversial figure (=person
who does controversial things) in the art world.
—controversially adv.
con·tro·ver·sy /'kAntr@"vøsi/ Ac n. (plural
controversies) [C,U] a serious disagreement
among many people over a plan, decision, etc., over
a long period of time: There is controversy over the
proposed development. | The controversy surrounding the theory continues to this day. [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Latin controversia, from controversus “disagreed about”]
con·tu·sion /k@n'tuZ@n/ n. [C] (formal) a BRUISE
—contused adj.
co·nun·drum /k@'nöndr@m/ n. [C] 1 something or someone that is confusing and difficult to
understand: a moral conundrum 2 a trick question
asked for fun SYN riddle
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con·ur·ba·tion /"kAnø'beIS@n/ n. [C] SOCIAL SCIENCE

a group of towns that have grown and joined
together to form an area where a lot of people live,
often with a large city as its center
con·va·lesce /"kAnv@'lEs/ v. [I] (formal) to spend
time getting well after a serious illness SYN recuperate —convalescence n. [singular, U]
—convalescent n. [C]
con·va·les·cent /"kAnv@'lEs@nt/ adj. convalescent home/hospital etc. a place where
people stay when they need care from doctors and
nurses but are not sick enough to be in a hospital
con·vec·tion /k@n'vEkS@n/ n. [U] 1 PHYSICS the
circular movement in a gas or liquid, caused by an
outside force such as GRAVITY 2 PHYSICS the
movement of heat through a liquid, caused by the
action of MOLECULE s ➔ CONDUCTION [ORIGIN:
1800—1900 Late Latin convectio, from Latin
convehere, from con- “together” + vehere “to
carry”]
con·vene /k@n'vin/ Ac v. [I,T] (formal) if a
group of people convenes, or if someone convenes
them, they come together for a formal meeting: A
board was convened to judge the design
competition. | The matter will be discussed when
the Assembly convenes on November 4th.
THESAURUS
meet, get together, gather,
assemble, come together, congregate ➔
MEET 1

con·ven·ience /k@n'viny@ns/ n. 1 [U] the

quality of being good or useful for a particular
purpose, especially because it makes something
easier ANT inconvenience: Most people like the
convenience of using a credit card. 2 [U] what is
easiest and best for someone ANT inconvenience:
The package can be delivered at your convenience. 3 [C] something such as a service, piece of
equipment, etc. that is useful because it saves you
time or work: modern conveniences such as washing machines
con'venience "food n. [C,U] food that is partly
or completely prepared already

con·ven·tion /k@n'vEnS@n/

Ac
n. 1 [C] a
large formal meeting of people who belong to the
same profession, organization, etc., or who have the
same interests: the Democratic National
Convention | a convention of science fiction
fans 2 [C,U] behavior and attitudes that most
people in society think are normal and right: He
defied social conventions to follow his own path.
THESAURUS
habit, custom, tradition,
practice ➔ HABIT

3 [C] a formal agreement between countries: the
Geneva convention on human rights

con·ven·tion·al

/k@n'vEnS@n@l/

Ac

adj. 1 used or existing for a long time, and consid-

ered usual: Acupuncture is one alternative to conventional medicine.
THESAURUS
normal, ordinary, average,
standard, routine, orthodox ➔ NORMAL 1

2 always following the behavior and attitudes that
most people in society think are normal and right,
so that you seem boring: The twins share a very
conventional taste in clothing. | My family is
extremely conventional in its attitude and morals. 3 conventional wisdom the opinion that
most people consider to be normal and
right 4 conventional weapons and wars do not use
NUCLEAR explosives —conventionally adv.
con·verge /k@n'vødZ/ v. [I] to move or come
together from different directions to meet at the
same point ANT diverge: Thousands of fans converged on the stadium. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
Medieval Latin convergere, from Latin con“together” + vergere “to bend, turn”]
—convergence n. [C,U]

convergent /k@n'vødZ@nt/ adj. coming together
at a point: convergent lines ➔ see picture at LINE 1

con"vergent evo'lution n. [U]

BIOLOGY the
natural way that SPECIES of animals, plants, etc.
living in different areas have developed similar
physical features as they have EVOLVE d (=changed
gradually over a long period of time)

con'venience "store n. [C] a store where you

con·ver·sant /k@n'vøs@nt/ adj. (formal) having

con·ven·ient /k@n'viny@nt/ adj. 1 useful to

con·ver·sa·tion /"kAnvø'seIS@n/ n. 1 [C,U] a

can buy food, newspapers, etc. and that is often
open 24 hours each day

you because it makes something easier or saves you
time ANT inconvenient: Catalogs are a convenient
way to shop. | What time would be convenient for
you? 2 near and easy to get to ANT inconvenient:
a restaurant in a convenient location [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Latin, present participle of convenire “to come together, be suitable”]
—conveniently adv.

con·vent /'kAnvEnt, -v@nt/ n. [C] a place where
NUN s live and work [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
French covent, from Latin conventus “group of
people who have come together,” from convenire]

knowledge or experience of something: Staff members are conversant with all the safety rules.

talk between two or more people in which people
ask questions, exchange news, etc.: They had a
pleasant conversation during dinner. | a short conversation with his mother | a conversation about
the tensions between work and family life | The two
women were deep in conversation (=they were
concentrating on their conversation). 2 make
conversation to talk to someone to be polite, not
because you really want to: “Nice weather we’re
having,” he said, trying to make conversation.
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French, Latin conversatio, from conversari “to live with, be with”]
—conversational adj. —conversationally
adv.

C
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con·verse1 /k@n'vøs/

Ac v. [I] (formal) to have a
conversation with someone: She enjoyed the chance
to converse with someone who spoke her language.
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French converser,
from Latin conversari “to live with, be with”]
THESAURUS
talk, have a conversation,
chat (with/to sb)/have a chat, visit with sb,
discuss, gossip, whisper ➔ TALK 1

C

con·verse2 /'kAnvøs/

Ac n. (formal) 1 the
converse the opposite of something: Most people’s income grew, but the converse was true in
some cases. 2 [singular, U] MATH a mathematical or
LOGICAL statement in which the subject and the
statement about the subject have been changed
around. For example, the converse of “All X is Y”
is “All Y is X”. ➔ INVERSE —converse
/k@n'vøs, 'kAnvøs/ adj. —conversely adv.
n.
con·ver·sion /k@n'vøZ@n, -S@n/ Ac
[C,U] 1 the act or process of changing something
from one form, system, or purpose to another:
Canada’s conversion to the metric system 2 a
change in which someone accepts a completely
new religion, belief, etc.: his conversion to Islam
con'version "factor n. [C] MATH a fixed quantity
that, when multiplied or divided by another number, changes one type of measurement into a different type of measurement, for example miles into
kilometers
con·vert1 /k@n'vøt/ Ac v. [I,T] 1 to change, or
to make something change, from one form, system,
or purpose to another: We’re going to convert the
garage into a workshop. | Energy from the converts
to heat. 2 to change your opinions, beliefs, or
habits, or to make someone do this: She converted
to Christianity. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French
convertir, from Latin convertere “to turn
around, convert”]
con·vert2 /'kAnvøt/ Ac n. [C] someone who
has accepted a completely new religion, belief, etc.

con·vert·i·ble1 /k@n'vøÔ@b@l/

band of rubber or metal, used in a place such as a
factory or airport to move things from one place to
another
con·vict1 /k@n'vIkt/ v. [T] LAW to prove or
announce that someone is guilty of a crime after a
TRIAL in a court of law ANT acquit: Both men were
convicted of fraud.
con·vict2 /'kAnvIkt/ n. [C] LAW someone who has
been proved to be guilty of a crime and sent to
prison
con·vic·tion /k@n'vIkS@n/ n. [C,U] 1 a very
strong belief or opinion: his religious convictions |
He argued with conviction that the economy was
growing.
THESAURUS
opinion, view, point of view,
position, stance, attitude, sentiment ➔

OPINION

2 LAW an official announcement in a court of law
that someone is guilty of a crime ANT acquittal:
his third conviction for theft
con·vince /k@n'vIns/ Ac v. [T] 1 to make
someone feel certain that something is true: His
lawyers convinced the jury that Booth was innocent. 2 to persuade someone to do something: I
convinced him to stay. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
Latin convincere “to prove untrue, convict,
prove”]

Ac adj. 1 an
THESAURUS
object that is convertible can be folded or arranged
persuade, talk sb into sth, get
in a different way, so that it can be used as somesb to do sth, encourage sb to do sth,
thing else: a convertible couch (=one that unfolds
influence, coax, cajole, prevail on/upon sb ➔
to become a bed) 2 ECONOMICS able to be
PERSUADE
exchanged for the money of another country, for
STOCK s, etc.: a convertible currency | This type of con·vinced /k@n'vInst/ Ac adj. be convinced
to feel certain that something is true: I was constock is convertible.
(that) we were doing the right thing. |
convertible2 n. [C] a car with a roof that you can vinced
Doctors are convinced of the medicine’s effectivefold back or remove
ness.
con·vex /"kAn'vEksX, k@n-/ adj. PHYSICS curved
THESAURUS
sure, certain, confident,
toward the outside like the surface of the eye
satisfied, positive ➔ SURE 1
ANT concave: a convex lens
con·vey /k@n'veI/ v. [T] (formal) to communicate con·vinc·ing /k@n'vInsIÎ/ Ac adj. making you
a message or information, with or without using believe that something is true or right: Their arguwords: Please convey my thanks to her. [ORIGIN: ment is not very convincing. | The most convincing
1300—1400 Old French conveier “to go with evidence that light travels as a wave came from the
someone to a place,” from Vulgar Latin con- experiments of James Maxwell. —convincingly
viare]
adv.
con'veyor belt n. [C] a long continuous moving con·viv·i·al /k@n'vIvi@l/ adj. (formal) friendly and

cool
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pleasant: a convivial atmosphere —conviviality
/k@n"vIvi'æl@Ôi/ n. [U]

cook·book /'kUkbUk/ n. [C] a book that tells you
how to prepare and cook food

THESAURUS

cooked /kUkt/ adj. ready for eating and not raw:

SOCIABLE

cook·ie /'kUki/ n. [C] 1 a small flat sweet cake:

sociable, outgoing,
extroverted, gregarious, affable, genial ➔

con·vo·lut·ed /'kAnv@"luÔId/ adj. (formal) complicated and difficult to understand: a convoluted
plot
THESAURUS
complicated, complex,
elaborate, intricate ➔ COMPLICATED

con·voy /'kAnvOI/ n. [C,U] a group of vehicles or
ships traveling together

con·vul·sion /k@n'völS@n/ n. [C] 1 an occasion
when someone cannot control the violent movements of his/her body because s/he is sick 2 [usually plural] a great change that affects a country: the
political convulsions in Eastern Europe

coo /ku/ v. 1 [I] to make a sound like the low cry

of a DOVE or a PIGEON 2 [I,T] to make soft loving
noises: a mother cooing to her baby

cook1 /kUk/ v. 1 [I,T] to prepare food for eating by

using heat: Whoever gets home first cooks
dinner/supper. | Alice said she’d cook tonight. |
Cook the pasta for 10–12 minutes.
THESAURUS

bake – to cook food such as bread in the oven
fry – to cook food in oil on the top part of an
oven

roast – to cook meat or vegetables in an oven
broil – to cook food by placing it near to strong

heat from above
grill – to cook food over strong heat, especially
over flames: a grilled steak
sauté – to fry vegetables for a short time in a
small amount of oil
boil – to cook vegetables in very hot water on
the top part of the oven
steam – to cook vegetables by placing them in a
container over very hot water, so that the steam
from the hot water cooks them
deep fry – to fry food in a pan containing a lot
of hot oil

2 [I] to be prepared for eating by using heat: How
long does it take the stew to cook? 3 be cooking
(with gas) (spoken) to be doing something very
well, or in the correct way: The band is really
cooking tonight. [ORIGIN: Old English coc, from
Latin coquus, from coquere “to cook”]
cook sth ↔ up phr. v. 1 (informal) to invent an
excuse, reason, plan, etc. that is slightly dishonest
or will not work: the plan that Larry and Jim had
cooked up between them 2 to prepare food, especially quickly: She cooked up some beans and
cornbread.

cook2 n. [C] someone who cooks and prepares

food: Kevin works as a cook. | My cousin’s a
wonderful/good/terrible cook.

cooked vegetables

chocolate chip cookies 2 IT information that a WEB
leaves on your computer so that the website
will recognize you when you use it again [ORIGIN:
1700—1800 Dutch koekje, from koek “cake”]
'cookie "cutter1 n. [C] an instrument that cuts
cookies into special shapes before you bake them
cookie cutter2 adj. [only before noun] almost
exactly the same as other things of the same type,
and not very interesting: cookie cutter houses
'cookie sheet n. [C] a flat metal pan that you
bake food on
cook·ing1 /'kUkIÎ/ n. [U] 1 the act of making
food and cooking it: I do most of the cooking. 2 food made in a particular way or by a
particular person: Italian cooking
cooking2 adj. used for cooking: cooking oil | a
cooking pot
cool1 /kul/ adj. 1 low in temperature but not cold:
a cool summer evening | a nice cool drink
SITE

THESAURUS
cold, chilly, frosty, freezing
(cold), icy (cold), bitter (cold), frigid ➔ COLD 1

2 (spoken) said in order to show that you agree with
something, that you understand it, or that it does
not annoy you: “Do you mind if I bring my sister?”
“No, that’s cool.” 3 (spoken, approving) fashionable, attractive, interesting, etc. in a way that people
admire: He’s a really cool guy. | That’s such a cool
car. 4 calm and not nervous or excited: Stay cool;
don’t let him get to you.
THESAURUS
calm, relaxed, laid-back,
easygoing, mellow, placid, serene ➔ CALM 2

5 unfriendly: a cool welcome [ORIGIN: Old
English col] —coolness n. [U] —coolly /'kulli/ adv.
cool2 v. 1 [I,T] also cool down to make something slightly colder, or to become slightly colder:
Allow the cake to cool before cutting it. 2 [I]
feelings or relationships that cool become less
strong or friendly: Relations between the two countries have cooled considerably. 3 cool it (spoken)
used in order to tell someone to stop being angry:
Jeez, Jim, just cool it, will you?
cool down phr. v. 1 to become calm after being
angry: The long walk home helped me cool
down. 2 to do gentle physical exercises after doing
more difficult exercises, so that you do not get
injuries
cool off phr. v. 1 to return to a normal temperature
after being hot: They went for a swim to cool
off. 2 to become calm after being angry: Give him
some time to cool off first.
cool3 n. [U] 1 the cool a temperature that is cool:
the cool of a spring morning 2 keep your cool

C

cooler

C
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to stay calm in a difficult situation: The players kept
their cool and started scoring. 3 lose your cool
to stop being calm in a difficult situation: The
waiter never lost his cool.
cool·er /'kulø/ n. [C] a small box in which you
can keep food or drinks cool
coop /kup/ n. [C] a cage for chickens
"cooped 'up adj. [not before noun] having to stay
indoors or in a place that is too small for a long
period of time: I’ve been cooped up in this apartment all day.
co·op·er·ate /koU'Ap@"reIt/ Ac v. [I] 1 to
work with someone else to achieve something that
you both want: The local police are cooperating
with the FBI. 2 to do what someone asks you to
do: Some of the kids refused to cooperate with him.
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Late Latin, past participle
of cooperari “to work with”]
co·op·er·a·tion /koU"Ap@'reIS@n/ Ac
n.
[U] 1 the act of working with someone else to
achieve what you both want: The sales team will be
working in cooperation with other departments. |
the cooperation between Congress and the White
House 2 willingness to work with other people, or
to do what they ask you to do: Thank you for your
cooperation.
co·op·era·tive1 /koU'Apr@ÔIv/ Ac adj. 1 willing to help or willing to do what you ask: a happy
and cooperative child 2 made, done, or owned by
people working together: a cooperative farm
—cooperatively adv.
cooperative2 n. [C] a company, farm, etc. that is
owned and operated by people working together:
They turned their business into a cooperative.
co-opt /koU'Apt/ v. [T] (disapproving) to use something that was not originally yours to help you do
something, or to persuade someone to help you: He
saw his best ideas co-opted by his rivals.
co·or·di·nate1 /koU'Ordn-It/ Ac n. [C usually
plural] MATH one of a set of numbers showing the
exact position of a point on a line, map, or GRAPH ,
etc. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Late Latin, past participle of coordinare, from Latin “to arrange
with”]
co·or·di·nate2 /koU'Ordn"eIt/ Ac v. [T] to
organize people or things so that they work together
well: The group is coordinating medical and food
aid to the area. | Diplomatic efforts in London were
coordinated with those in Washington.
co·or·di·nat·ed /koU'Ordn"eIÔId/ adj. 1 able to
control your body and make it move smoothly: a
well-coordinated young boy 2 organized so that
people or things work together well: a coordinated
effort to get the law changed
co"ordinate of a 'point n. [C] MATH one of a set
of numbers showing the exact position of a point on
a line or PLANE (=completely flat surface)
co'ordinate "plane n. [C] MATH a PLANE (=completely flat surface) formed when two straight lines
go across each other at right angles

co"ordinating con'junction n. [C]

ENG. LANG.

ARTS

a word such as “and” or “but,” which joins
together two CLAUSE s of the same type
n.
co·or·di·na·tion /koU"Ordn'eIS@n/ Ac
[U] 1 the organization of people or things so that
they work together well: More coordination
between departments is needed. 2 the way that the
parts of your body work together to do something:
Alcohol affects your coordination.
co·or·di·na·tor /koU'Ordn"eIÔø/ Ac n. [C]
someone who organizes the way people work
together
coo·ties /'kuÔiz/ n. [plural] LICE (=small insects
that live in your hair) – used by children as an insult
when they do not want to play with or sit with
another child: Jenny has cooties.
cop /kAp/ n. [C] (informal) a police officer [ORIGIN:
1800—1900 copper “police officer” (19—21
centuries), from cop “to arrest” (19—20 centuries)]
co·pay·ment /koU'peIm@nt/ n. [C] an amount
that someone with medical insurance has to pay for
using particular medical services, for example visits to the doctor
cope /koUp/ v. [I] to succeed in dealing with a
difficult problem or situation: The country is trying
to cope with high levels of unemployment. | children who have trouble coping with change
THESAURUS
deal with sth, handle, tackle,
attend to sth, take care of sth ➔ DEAL 2

cop·i·er /'kApiø/ n. [C] a machine that quickly

copies documents onto paper by photographing
them
co-pi·lot /'koU"paIl@t/ n. [C] a pilot who helps
the main pilot fly an airplane
co·pi·ous /'koUpi@s/ adj. produced in large
amounts: He took copious notes. [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Latin copiosus, from copia “large
amounts,” from co- + ops “wealth”]
—copiously adv.
co·pla·nar /koU'pleInø/ adj. MATH coplanar lines
or points all lie in the same PLANE (=completely
flat surface)
'cop-out n. [C] (informal) something you do or say
in order to avoid doing something: Blaming kids’
failing grades on TV is a cop-out. —cop out phr.
v.

cop·per /'kApø/ n. [U] an orange-brown metal

that is an ELEMENT and is often used to make wire
[ORIGIN: Old English coper, from Late Latin
cuprum, from Latin (aes) Cyprium “metal of
Cyprus, copper”] —copper adj.
cop·ter /'kAptø/ n. [C] (informal) a HELICOPTER
cop·u·late /'kApy@"leIt/ v. [I] (formal) to have sex
—copulation /"kApy@'leIS@n/ n. [U]
cop·y1 /'kApi/ n. (plural copies) 1 [C] something
that is made to look exactly like something else:
Please make me a copy of the report. | a good copy
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of Van Gogh’s famous painting 2 [C] one of many
books, magazines, etc. that are exactly the same: a
copy of Cornwell’s new novel 3 [U] something
written to be printed, especially for an advertisement: We need someone who can write good copy.
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French copie, from
Latin copia “large amounts”]
copy2 v. (copied, copies) 1 [T] to make a thing
that is exactly like something else: I copied a CD
for him. | To copy a file, press “F3.”
THESAURUS

reproduce – to make a copy of something:
Printing presses allowed books to be reproduced
cheaply.
duplicate – to copy something exactly, in order
to have more than one: They duplicate the DVDs
and then sell them illegally.
replicate (formal) – to do or make something
again, so that you make an exact copy: How does
DNA replicate itself?
photocopy/Xerox (trademark) – to copy a
piece of paper with writing or pictures on it,
using a special machine
forge – to illegally copy something written or
printed: He forged my signature. | forged
documents
pirate – to illegally copy and sell a movie, book,
CD, or DVD that was made by another company:
pirated DVDs

2 [T] also copy down to write something down
exactly as it was said or written: She copied down
the homework assignment. 3 [T] to do something
that someone else has done, or behave like someone else: The system has been copied by other
organizations, and has worked well. 4 [I,T] to
cheat by looking at someone else’s work and writing what s/he has written as an answer: Several
students were punished for copying. 5 [T] to copy
writing, etc. from a computer document in order to
put it in another place or document ➔ CUT , PASTE
copy sb ↔ in phr. v. to send someone a copy of an
EMAIL message you are sending to someone else

cop·y·cat /'kApi"kæt/ n. [C] (informal) 1 (disapproving) someone who copies other people’s

clothes, behavior, etc. – used especially by children 2 copycat crime/murder etc. a crime,
murder, etc. that is similar to a crime that someone
else has done

cop·y·right /'kApi"raIt/ n. [C,U] the legal right to

produce and sell a book, play, movie, or record
cor·al /'kOr@l, 'kAr@l/
n. [U] a hard colored
substance formed in
warm ocean water from
the bones of very small
creatures

"coral 'island n. [C]
EARTH SCIENCES

an island
formed from coral covered in sand and other
natural substances

"coral 'reef n. [C]

EARTH SCIENCES a long hard
structure formed of coral in warm ocean water that
is not very deep
cord /kOrd/ n. [C,U] 1 a piece of wire covered
with plastic, used especially for connecting electrical equipment to the supply of electricity: an extension cord | a long phone cord ➔ see picture at
ACOUSTIC 2 a piece of thick string or thin
rope 3 cords [plural] CORDUROY pants [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Old French corde, from Latin
chorda “string,” from Greek chorde]
cor·dial /'kOrdZ@l/ adj. friendly and polite but
formal: a cordial greeting [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Medieval Latin cordialis, from Latin cor
adv.
“heart”]
—cordially
—cordiality
/"kOrdZi'æl@Ôi/ n. [U]

THESAURUS
friendly, warm, amiable,
genial, affable, welcoming, hospitable ➔
FRIENDLY

cord·less /'kOrdlIs/ adj. a piece of equipment
that is cordless is not connected to its power supply
by wires: a cordless phone
cor·don1 /'kOrdn/ n. [C] a line of police, soldiers,
or vehicles that is put around an area to protect or
enclose it

cordon2 v.

cordon sth ↔ off phr. v. to surround and protect an

area with police officers, soldiers, or vehicles:
Police have cordoned off the building.
cor·du·roy /'kOrd@"rOI/ n. [U] thick strong cotton
cloth with raised lines on one side: a corduroy
jacket
core1 /kOr/ Ac n. [C] 1 the central or most
important part of something: The core of the proposal is a tax credit. | the company’s core
customers | The department has a small core of
experienced staff. 2 the hard central part of an
apple or PEAR ➔ see picture on page 414 3 EARTH
SCIENCES the central part of the Earth or any other
PLANET ➔ see picture at GLOBE 4 PHYSICS the central part of a NUCLEAR REACTOR [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Old French coeur, from Latin cor “heart”]
➔ HARDCORE

core2 v. [T] to remove the hard center of a piece of
fruit

cork1 /kOrk/ n. 1 [U] the light outer part of a

particular type of tree, that is used for making
things: cork mats 2 [C] a round piece of this
material that is put into the top of a bottle to keep
liquid inside
cork2 v. [T] to close a bottle tightly by putting a
cork in it
cork·screw /'kOrkskru/ n. [C] a tool used for
pulling corks out of bottles
corn /kOrn/ n. [U] 1 a tall plant with yellow seeds
that are cooked and eaten as a vegetable: an ear of
corn (=the top part of a corn plant on which these
yellow seeds grow) | steak and corn on the cob
(=an ear of corn that is cooked and eaten) ➔ see

C
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picture at VEGETABLE 2 a thick, hard, and painful
area of skin on your foot [ORIGIN: Old English]
corn·bread /'kOrnbrEd/ n. [U] bread that is made
from CORNMEAL
cor·ne·a /'kOrni@/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the strong transparent covering on the outer surface of your eye
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Medieval Latin, Latin,
“horny,” from cornu “horn;” because its structure is like horn] —corneal adj.
corned beef /"kOrnd 'bifX/ n. [U] BEEF that has
been preserved in salt water and SPICE s
cor·ner1 /'kOrnø/ n. [C] 1 the point at which two
lines, surfaces, or edges meet: a table in the corner
of the room | Jess sat on the corner of the
bed. 2 the place where two roads, streets, or paths
meet: Meet me on the corner of 72nd and Central
Park. | We went to a place around the corner for
coffee. | Some kids were standing at the corner. |
When you turn the corner (=go around the corner),
you’ll see a bookstore. 3 a particular part of an
area, especially one that is far away or quiet: a
pretty corner of the state | a sunny corner of the
yard 4 the sides of your mouth or eye 5 see sth
out of the corner of your eye to notice something without turning your head 6 be just
around the corner to be going to happen very
soon: Victory seemed to be just around the corner.
➔ cut corners at CUT 1
corner2 v. [T] 1 to move closer to a person or an
animal so that he, she, or it cannot escape: Gibbs
cornered Cassetti after the meeting.
THESAURUS
CATCH 1

catch, capture, trap ➔

2 corner the market to sell or produce all of a
particular type of goods
cor·ner·stone /'kOrnø"stoUn/ n. [C] 1 a stone
set at one of the bottom corners of a building, often
as part of a special ceremony 2 something that is
very important because everything else depends on
it: Free speech is the cornerstone of democracy.
cor·net /kOr'nEt/ n. [C] a small musical instrument like a TRUMPET
corn·flakes /'kOrnfleIks/ n. [plural] a type of
breakfast food made from corn
corn·meal /'kOrnmil/ n. [U] a rough type of flour
made from crushed dried corn
corn·starch /'kOrnstArtS/ n. [U] a fine white
flour made from corn, used in cooking to make
liquids thicker
'corn "syrup n. [U] a very sweet thick liquid made
from corn, used in cooking

corn·y /'kOrni/ adj. (informal) old, silly, and very

direct result of something else: Increases in unemployment were the corollary of the government’s
economic policy. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin corollarium “money paid for a circle of flowers,
something additional,” from corolla “circle of
flowers”]
co·ro·na /k@'roUn@/ n. [C] PHYSICS the shining
circle of light seen around the Sun when the Moon
passes in front of it during an ECLIPSE
cor·o·na·ry1 /'kOr@"nEri/ adj. BIOLOGY relating to
the heart: coronary disease [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
Latin coronarius “like a crown,” from corona
“crown,” because the blood-tubes coming out of
the top of the heart look like a crown]
coronary2 n. (plural coronaries) [C] a HEART
ATTACK

cor·o·na·tion /"kOr@'neIS@n/ n. [C] a ceremony

in which someone officially becomes a king or
queen
cor·o·ner /'kOr@nø/ n. [C] an official whose job is
to discover the cause of someone’s death, if it is
sudden or unexpected, by examining his/her body
cor·po·ral /'kOrp@r@l/ n. [C] a low rank in the
Army or Marines, or an officer who has this rank
"corporal 'punishment n. [U] punishment that
involves hitting someone
THESAURUS
punishment, sentence,
penalty, fine, community service, capital
punishment ➔ PUNISHMENT

cor·po·rate /'kOrp@rIt/

Ac adj. belonging to or
relating to a corporation: corporate headquarters |
an increase in corporate profits —corporately

adv.

cor·po·ra·tion /"kOrp@'reIS@n/
NOMICS

Ac

n. [C] ECO-

a large company, or a group of companies
acting together as a single organization: the Chief
Executive Officer of a large/big/major corporation
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Late Latin corporatio,
from corporare “to combine together in one
body,” from corpus “body”]
THESAURUS
company, firm, business,
subsidiary ➔ COMPANY

corps /kOr/ n. [singular] 1 a trained group of

people with special duties in the military: the Naval
Air Corps 2 a group of people who do a particular
job: the press corps
corpse /kOrps/ n. [C] a dead body
cor·pu·lent /'kOrpy@l@nt/ adj. (formal) very fat
and large: a corpulent man —corpulence n. [U]
➔ FAT 1

cor·pus·cle /'kOr"pös@l/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a red or
familiar: a corny song from the 1940s
blood cell in your body [ORIGIN: 1600—
cor·ol·lar·y /'kOr@"lEri, 'kAr-/ n. (plural corollar- white
1700 Latin corpusculum “small body,” from
ies) [C] 1 MATH a statement that is true as a direct
corpus “body”]
result of a THEOREM (=a statement that can be
proven by showing that it has been correctly devel- cor·ral1 /k@'ræl/ n. [C] an enclosed area where
oped from facts) 2 (formal) something that is the cattle, horses, etc. are kept

corrupt
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corral2 v. [T] to put animals into a corral
cor·rect1 /k@'rEkt/ adj. 1 right or without any

mistakes ANT incorrect: the correct answers |
“Your name is Ives?” “Yes, that’s correct.”
THESAURUS

right, accurate, true ➔ RIGHT 1

2 right for a particular occasion or use: the correct
way to lift a heavy weight [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Latin, past participle of corrigere, from com
“together” + regere “to lead straight”]
—correctly adv. —correctness n. [U]
correct2 v. [T] 1 to make something right or
better: Your eyesight can be corrected with
glasses. | Paola corrected his pronunciation. 2 if a
teacher corrects a student’s written work, s/he
shows where the mistakes are and what the right
answer is
cor·rec·tion /k@'rEkS@n/ n. [C] a change in
something that makes it right or better: Johnson
made a few corrections to the article.
cor·rec·tive /k@'rEktIv/ adj. (formal) intended to
make something right or better: corrective lenses
for the eyes
cor·re·la·tion /"kOr@'leIS@n, "kAr-/ n. [C,U] 1 a
relationship between two ideas, facts, etc., especially when one may be the cause of the other:
There’s a strong correlation between poverty and
poor health. 2 MATH a relationship between two
mathematical VARIABLE s (=quantities that can represent any of several different values) —correlate
/'kOr@"leIt, 'kAr-/ v. [I,T]
corre'lation coef"ficient n. [C] MATH a number
between +1 and -1, used to represent the relationship between quantities that increase or decrease in
direct relation to one another
cor·re·spond /"kOr@'spAnd, "kAr-/ Ac v.
[I] 1 if two things correspond, they are similar to
each other or relate to each other: The figures in
columns A and B do not correspond. | The name on
the envelope doesn’t correspond with the one on
the letter. | The test gives you a qualification that
corresponds to a high school diploma. 2 if two
people correspond, they write letters to each other:
They’ve been corresponding for years. [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 French correspondre, from Medieval Latin, from Latin com- “together” +
respondere “to promise in return, answer”]
cor·re·spond·ence /"kOr@'spAnd@ns, "kAr-/
Ac n. [U] 1 letters that people send and receive:
Her secretary deals with her correspondence. 2 the activity of writing letters: His correspondence with Hemingway continued until his
death. 3 a relationship or connection between two
things: the correspondence between a letter and the
sound it represents
corre'spondence "course n. [C] a course of
lessons that you receive by mail and do at home
cor·re·spond·ent /"kOr@'spAnd@nt, "kAr-/ n.
[C] 1 someone whose job is to report news from a

distant area, or about a particular subject, for a
newspaper or television: the White House correspondent ➔ NEWSPAPER 2 someone who writes to
another person regularly
cor·re·spond·ing /"kOr@'spAndIÎX, "kAr-/
Ac adj. relating or similar to something: She was
given a promotion and a corresponding increase in
salary. | As the price of the product fell, the corresponding demand rose. —correspondingly adv.
"corresponding 'angles n. [plural] MATH a pair
of angles formed when two parallel lines are
crossed by another line. The corresponding angles
are on the same side of the two parallel lines and on
the same side of the single line crossing them. ➔ see
picture at ANGLE 1

cor·ri·dor /'kOr@dø, -"dOr, 'kAr-/ n. [C] 1 a

passage between two rows of rooms: The bathroom
is down the corridor to your right. | Please wait in
the corridor. 2 a narrow area of land between
cities or countries, especially one used for traveling
from one place to another: the New York–
Washington, D.C. corridor [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
French, Old Italian corridore, from correre “to
run”]
cor·rob·o·rate /k@'rAb@"reIt/ v. [T] (formal) to
support an opinion or claim with new information
or proof: Several witnesses corroborated McDougal’s story. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin, past participle of corroborare, from cor- “together” +
robur
“strength”]
—corroboration
/k@"rAb@'reIS@n/ n. [U] —corroborative
/k@'rAb@r@ÔIv/ adj.
cor·rode /k@'roUd/ v. [I,T] if metal corrodes, or if
something corrodes it, it is slowly destroyed by
water, chemicals, etc. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin
corrodere “to eat away”]
cor·ro·sion /k@'roUZ@n/ n. [U] the gradual process of being destroyed by the effects of water,
chemicals, etc., or a substance such as RUST that is
produced by this process
cor·ro·sive /k@'roUsIv/ adj. 1 CHEMISTRY a corrosive substance such as an acid can destroy metal,
plastic, etc. 2 gradually making something
weaker, and possibly destroying it: the corrosive
effect of guilt on your relationships

cor·ru·gat·ed
/'kOr@"geIÔId,

'kAr-/

adj. formed in rows of

folds that look like
waves: corrugated cardboard
cor·rupt1 /k@'röpt/
adj. 1 dishonest and
ready to do things that
will give you an advantage: a corrupt judge
who
took
a
bribe 2 very bad morally: a corrupt society
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Latin corruptus, past participle of corrumpere,

C

corrupt

from rumpere “to break”] —corruptly adv.
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corrupt2 v. [T] 1 to make someone dishonest or

C

provided at a low cost. | The software is available at
a cost of $30. | Glasses were offered at no extra
cost.

immoral: Younger prisoners are being corrupted by
THESAURUS
the older, long-term offenders. 2 to change or spoil
something so that it is not as good: a traditional
expense – a very large amount of money that
culture corrupted by outside influences 3 IT to
you spend on something: the expense of buying a
change the information in a computer, so that the
car
information is wrong and the computer does not
price – the amount of money you must pay for
work correctly: The data had been corrupted.
something: House prices keep going up. | the
—corruptible adj.
price of oil
charge – the amount that you have to pay for a
cor·rup·tion /k@'röpS@n/ n. [U] 1 dishonest or
particular service or to use something: There’s no
immoral behavior: corruption in city politics 2 the
additional charge for the service. | telephone
act or process of making someone dishonest or
charges
immoral: the corruption of today’s youth by drugs
fee – the amount you have to pay to enter or
cor·sage /kOr'sAZ/ n. [C] a small bunch of flowjoin something, or that you pay to a lawyer,
ers that a woman wears on her dress for special
doctor, etc.: There is no entrance fee to the
occasions
museum. | The membership fee is $125 a year. |
cor·set /'kOrsIt/ n. [C] a type of underwear that
legal fees
fits very tightly, that women in past times wore in
fare – the amount you have to pay to travel
order to look thinner
somewhere by bus, airplane, train, etc.: the bus
fare
cor·tege /kOr'tEZ/ n. [C] (formal) a line of people,
rent – the amount you have to pay to live in or
cars, etc. that move slowly in a funeral
use a place that you do not own: My rent is $900
cor·tex /'kOrtEks/ (plural cortices) n. [C] BIOLOGY
a month.
the outer layer of an organ in the body, especially
rate – a charge or payment that is set according
the brain [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin “bark
to a standard scale: Most TV stations offer special
(=outer covering of a tree)”]
rates to local advertisers.
co·sine /'koUsaIn/ n. [C] MATH a number relating
to an angle in a RIGHT TRIANGLE , that is calculated 2 costs [plural] a) the money that you must reguby dividing the length of the side next to the right larly spend in order to run a business, your home,
angle by the length of the HYPOTENUSE (=side car, etc.: the university’s annual operating costs |
high labor costs | We’re trying to cut/reduce/lower
opposite the right angle) SYN sine
costs (=spend less money) by driving a smaller
cos·met·ic /kAz'mEÔIk/ adj. 1 intended to make car. b) the money that you must pay to lawyers if
your skin or body more beautiful: cosmetic sur- you are involved in a legal case: Burdell lost the
gery 2 dealing only with the appearance of some- case and was ordered to pay the defense’s
thing: cosmetic changes to the policy costs. 3 [C,U] something that you must give or lose
—cosmetically adv.
in order to get something else: War is never worth
cos·met·ics /kAz'mEÔIks/ n. [plural] cream, its cost in human life. | He saved his family, at the
powder, etc. that you use to make your face and cost of his own life. | He intends to hold on to
power, whatever the cost. 4 at all costs/at any
body more attractive ➔ MAKEUP
cost whatever happens, or whatever effort is
cos·mic /'kAzmIk/ adj. relating to space or the needed: We need to get that contract, at any
universe: a cosmic explosion —cosmically adv.
cost. 5 at cost for the same price that you paid:
cos·mo·naut /'kAzm@"nOt/ n. [C] an ASTRO- We had to sell the van at cost.
NAUT from the former Soviet Union
cost2 v. (past tense and past participle cost) 1 [linkcos·mo·pol·i·tan /"kAzm@'pAl@t@n, -l@t§n/ ing verb] to have a particular price: This dress cost
$75. | How much did your watch cost? | The
adj. (approving) 1 a cosmopolitan place has people
from many different parts of the world: a cosmo- wedding ended up costing them $50,000. | It’ll cost
politan city 2 a cosmopolitan person, attitude, etc. thousands of dollars to fix this place up. | I love
shows a lot of experience of different people and these boots, but they cost an arm and a leg/cost a
places: Her cosmopolitan view of the world was fortune (=are extremely expensive). 2 [T] to make
formed during her time in Paris, Tokyo, and New someone lose something important: Your mistake
cost us the deal. 3 [T] (past tense and past participle
York.
cos·mos /'kAzmoUs, -m@s/ n. the cosmos the costed) to calculate how much money is needed to
universe considered as a whole system [ORIGIN: pay for something: The options are being costed
and analyzed.
1200—1300 Greek “order, universe”]
co-star
/'koU stAr/ n. [C] one of two or more
1
cost /kOst/ n. 1 [C,U] the amount of money you
must pay in order to buy, do, or produce something: famous actors who work together in a movie or
the cost of a college education | Will $100 cover the play —co-star v. [I,T]: He co-starred with De Niro
cost of books (=be enough to pay for them)? | the in the movie “Heat.”
high cost of car insurance | Legal services were 'cost-"cutting n. [U] the things that a company or

could
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organization does in order to reduce its costs: Costcutting efforts included the elimination of 4,000
jobs.
'cost-ef"fective adj. producing the best profits or
advantages at the lowest cost: a cost-effective way
to reduce pollution
cost·ly /'kOsôli/ adj. 1 costing a lot of money:
costly repairs
THESAURUS
expensive, high, pricey,
overpriced, fancy, posh ➔ EXPENSIVE

2 causing a lot of problems: The delay proved
costly.

"cost of 'living n. [singular] the amount of money

you need to spend in order to buy the food, clothes,
etc. that you need to live: The cost of living is much
higher in California than in Iowa.
cos·tume /'kAstum/ n. [C,U] 1 clothes worn to
make you look like a particular type of person,
animal, etc.: a prize for the best Halloween
costume | The actors put on their costumes and
makeup. 2 clothes that are typical of a particular
country or time in the past: We took a tour given by
volunteers in period costume (=the clothes of a
period of history). [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 French,
Italian, “custom, dress,” from Latin consuetudo]
'costume "jewelry n. [U] cheap jewelry that
looks expensive
cot /kAt/ n. [C] a light narrow bed that folds up
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Hindi khat “hammock,
bed”] ➔ see picture at BED 1
cot·tage /'kAÔIdZ/ n. [C] a small house in the
country, especially an old one ➔ HOUSE 1 [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Anglo-French cotage, from
English cot “cottage,” from Old English]
"cottage 'cheese n. [U] a soft wet white cheese

"cottage 'industry n. [C]

ECONOMICS a business
that consists of people who produce things in their
homes

cot·ton /'kAt§n/ n. [U] 1 cloth or thread made

from the cotton plant: a cotton shirt 2 a plant with
white hairs used for making cotton cloth and
thread 3 a soft mass of cotton, used especially for
cleaning your skin [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
French coton, from Arabic qutn]

'cotton ball n. [C] a small soft ball made from
cotton, used for cleaning skin

'Cotton Belt n. the Cotton Belt HISTORY an area
of the Southeast U.S., especially South Carolina,
Georgia, Alabama, and Mississippi, where cotton
was the main crop in the past

'cotton "candy n. [U] a type of sticky pink candy
that looks like cotton

'cotton gin n. [C] a machine that separates the
seeds of a cotton plant from the cotton

cot·ton·wood /'kAt§n"wUd/ n. [C] a North
American tree with seeds that look like cotton

cot·y·le·don /"kAÔ@'lidn, "kAÔl'idn/ n. [C]
OGY the first leaf that grows
LEDON , MONOCOTYLEDON

BIOL-

from a seed ➔ DICOTY-

couch1 /kaUtS/ n. [C] a long comfortable piece of

furniture on which you can sit or lie SYN sofa: Tom
offered to sleep on the couch.
couch2 v. be couched in sth (formal) to be
expressed in a particular way: His refusal was
couched in polite terms.
'couch po"tato n. [C] (informal) someone who
spends a lot of time sitting and watching television
cou·gar /'kugø/ n. [C]
a large brown wild cat
from the mountains of
western North and
South America [ORIGIN:
1700—1800 French
couguar, from Modern
Latin cuguacuarana,
from Tupi suasuarana,
from suasu “deer” +
rana “false”]
cough1 /kOf/ v. [I] if
you cough, air suddenly
comes out of your throat
with a short loud sound,
especially because you are sick: He’s been coughing and sneezing all day. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
From an unrecorded Old English cohhian]
cough up phr. v. 1 cough sth ↔ up (informal) to
give someone money, information, etc. when you
do not really want to: I’m trying to get my dad to
cough up some money for a motorcycle. 2 cough
up sth if you cough up a substance such as blood, it
comes from your lungs or throat into your mouth
when you cough: We rushed her to the hospital
when she started coughing up blood.
cough2 n. [C] 1 the action of coughing, or the
sound made when you cough: She gave a nervous
cough before speaking. 2 an illness that makes
you cough a lot: He had a terrible cough.
'cough drop n. [C] a type of medicine like a piece
of candy, that you suck to help you stop coughing
'cough "syrup n. [U] a thick liquid medicine that
you take to help you stop coughing
could /k@d; strong kUd/ modal verb 1 used as the
past tense of “can” to say what someone was able
to do or was allowed to do in the past: I looked
everywhere, but I couldn’t (=could not) find it. | I
could hear children playing. | When I was young,
you could buy a concert ticket for $5. | He said we
could smoke if we wanted. 2 used in order to say
that something is possible or might happen: Most
accidents in the home could easily be prevented. | It
could be weeks before they’re finished. 3 could
have used in order to say that something was
possible in the past, but did not actually happen:
She could have been killed. 4 (spoken) used in
order to make a polite request: Could I ask you a
couple of questions? | Could you deposit this check
at the bank for me? 5 (spoken) said when you are

C

couldn’t

C
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annoyed about someone’s behavior: You could have count1 /kaUnt/ v. 1 [T] also count up to calcutold me you were going to be late! | How could you late the total number of things or people in a group:
be so stupid! 6 (spoken) used in order to empha- The nurses counted the bottles of medicine as they
size how angry, happy, etc. you are by saying how put them away. 2 [I] to say numbers in the correct
you want to express your feelings: I could have order: My daughter is learning to count in French. |
murdered Kerry for telling Jason that! | I’m so He’s only three, but he can count to ten. 3 [I] to be
happy I could scream. 7 (spoken) used in order to allowed or accepted: “I won!” “You cheated, so it
suggest doing something: We could always stop doesn’t count.” | Your sculpture class counts as a
and ask directions. 8 I couldn’t care less (spo- Humanities credit. 4 [T] to include someone or
ken) used in order to say that you are not interested
something in a total: There are five in our family,
at all in something: I couldn’t care less what the counting me. 5 [T] to think of something or someneighbors say.
one in a particular way: I count her as one of my
friends. | You should count yourself lucky that
could·n’t /'kUdnt/ modal verb the short form of best
you weren’t hurt. 6 [I] to be important or valuable:
“could not”: We couldn’t stop laughing.
I felt my opinion didn’t count for much. 7 I/you
cou·lomb /'kulAm/ n. [C] PHYSICS a unit for mea- can count sth on one hand (spoken) used in
suring electric current, equal to the amount pro- order to emphasize how small the number of something is: I can count on one hand the number of
duced by one AMP in one second
times he’s come to visit me. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
coun·cil /'kaUns@l/ n. [C] 1 a group of people Old French conter, from Latin computare]
who are elected as part of a town or city government: Millard is running for city council. | council count sth ↔ down phr. v. to count the number of
members 2 a group of people who make decisions days, minutes, etc. until a particular moment or
for a church, organization, etc., or who give advice: event: She’s counting down the days until Nathan
the UN Security Council [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 arrives.
Old French concile, from Latin concilium, from count sb in phr. v. (informal) to include someone or
something in an activity: If you’re going dancing,
com “together” + calare “to call”]
count me in.
coun·cil·man /'kaUns@lm@n/ n. (plural council- count on sb/sth phr. v. 1 to depend on someone
men /-m@n/) [C] a male councilor
or something, especially in a difficult situation: You
'council-"manager "government n. [C,U] can always count on him to help. 2 to expect
something to happen, or someone to do something:
POLITICS a system of local government in many U.S.
towns or cities, in which people elect a council and We didn’t count on this many people coming.
a MAYOR , who then choose a manager who is paid count out phr. v. 1 count sb out (informal) to not
include someone or something in an activity: If
to run the town or city
you’re looking for a fight, count me out. 2 count
"council of 'governments n. (plural councils out sth to put things down one by one as you count
of governments) [C] POLITICS a group of govern- them: He counted out ten $50 bills.
ment officials in the U.S. from the towns or cities in
2
one area, who get together to make decisions that count n. [C] 1 the process of counting, or the
total that you get when you count things: The final
affect the whole area SYN regional council
count showed that Gary had won by 110 votes to
coun·cil·or /'kaUns@lø/ n. [C] a member of a 86. | At last count (=the last and most recent time
council
you counted), 46 students were interested in the
coun·cil·wom·an /'kaUns@l"wUm@n/ n. (plural trip. 2 a measurement of how much of a substance
is present in a place, area, etc.: The pollen count is
councilwomen /-"wImIn/) [C] a female councilor
high today. 3 keep count to keep a record of the
coun·sel1 /'kaUns@l/ v. [T] (formal) to advise or changing total of something over a period of time:
support someone who has problems: Tyrone got a Are you keeping count of the people you’ve
job counseling patients who have cancer.
invited? 4 lose count to forget how many there
are of something: I’ve lost count of how many
THESAURUS
advise, recommend, urge,
times she’s been married. 5 LAW one of the crimes
suggest ➔ ADVISE
that the police say someone has done: He’s guilty
on two counts of robbery.
counsel2 n. 1 [C] LAW a lawyer who speaks for
someone in a court of law: The counsel for the count·a·ble /'kaUnô@b@l/ adj. ENG. LANG. ARTS a
defense gave her opening statement. 2 [U] (formal) countable noun has both a singular and a plural
form ANT uncountable
advice
count·down /'kaUnt§daUn/ n. [C] 1 the act of
coun·sel·ing /'kaUns@lIÎ/ n. [U] advice given by counting backward to zero before something hapa counselor to people about their personal problems pens, especially before a spacecraft is sent into the
or difficult decisions: family/career counseling
sky 2 the period before an important event hapcoun·sel·or /'kaUns@lø/ n. [C] 1 someone pens, when it gets closer and closer: the countdown
whose job is to help and support people with to Christmas
problems: a marriage counselor 2 someone who coun·te·nance1 /'kaUnt@n@ns/ n. [C] (literary)
takes care of a group of children at a camp
your face or your expression

country
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countenance2 v. [T] (formal) to accept, support,

or approve of something: We cannot countenance
violent behavior.
coun·ter1 /'kaUnôø/ n. [C] 1 a flat surface in the
kitchen where you prepare food 2 the place where
you pay or are served in a shop, bank, restaurant,
etc.: He started chatting with the woman behind
the counter. 3 over the counter over the
counter medicines can be bought without a PRESCRIPTION from your doctor 4 under the
counter secretly and not legally: She gets paid
under the counter.
counter2 v. [I,T] 1 to do something in order to
prevent something bad from happening or to reduce
its bad effects: Hospitals must offer better salaries
to counter the shortage of nurses. 2 to say something to show that what someone has just said is not
true: “I could ask you the same question,” she
countered.
counter3 adv. (formal) in a way that is opposite to
something: Bradley has always done things in a
way that runs counter to expectations. —counter
adj.

coun·ter·act /"kaUnôø'ækt/ v. [T] to reduce or

prevent the bad effect of something, by doing
something that has the opposite effect: a drug to
counteract the poison
coun·ter·ar·gu·ment /"kaUnÔø"Argy@m@nt/
n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a fact, opinion, set of reasons,
etc. that shows that the ideas or reasons someone is
using in an argument may be wrong or not good
enough
coun·ter·at·tack /'kaUnôø@"tæk/ n. [C] an
attack that you make against someone who has
attacked you, in a sport, war, or argument
—counterattack v. [I]
THESAURUS

➔ ATTACK 1

attack, invasion, raid, ambush

coun·ter·bal·ance /'kaUnôø"bæl@ns/ v. [T] to
have an equal and opposite effect to something
else: Good sales in Europe have counterbalanced
the weak sales in the U.S. —counterbalance n.
[C]

coun·ter·clock·wise

/"kaUnôø'klAk-waIz/

adj., adv. in the opposite direction to the way the

HAND s

move
wise.

(=parts that point to the time) of a clock
clockwise: Turn the lid counterclock-

ANT

coun·ter·cul·ture /'kaUnôø"költSø/ n. [C]
SOCIAL SCIENCE

the beliefs, behavior, and way of
living of a group of people, especially young
people, that are very different from the accepted
beliefs, behavior, etc. of society
coun·ter·ex·ample /'kaUnôøIg"zæmp@l/ n.
[C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a fact proving that the opposite
of an existing fact is true, which is used to question
whether someone’s argument is reasonable or correct.
coun·ter·feit /'kaUnôøfIt/ adj. made to look

exactly like something else in order to deceive
people: counterfeit money [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Old French, past participle of contrefaire “to
copy”] —counterfeit v. [T] —counterfeiter n.
[C]

THESAURUS

fake, phony, forged ➔ FAKE 2

coun·ter·part /'kaUnôø"pArt/ n. [C] a person or
thing that has the same job or purpose as someone
or something else in a different place: a meeting
between the U.S. president and his French counterpart

coun·ter·pro·duc·tive /"kaUnôøpr@'döktIv/

adj. achieving the opposite result to the one you

want: Punishing children too harshly can be counterproductive.

coun·ter·sign /'kaUnôø"saIn/ v. [T] to sign a
paper that someone else has already signed: My
boss will countersign the check.

count·less /'kaUnt§lIs/ adj. [only before noun]
very many: She spent countless hours making that
clock.
THESAURUS
many, a large number, a
lot/lots, plenty, numerous, innumerable, a
multitude of sb/sth, a plethora of sth, myriad
➔ MANY

coun·try1 /'köntri/ n. (plural countries) 1 [C] an
area of land that is controlled by its own government, president, king, etc.: Bahrain became an
independent country in 1971. | I’ve always wanted
to live in a foreign country. | developing countries
(=countries that are poor but are trying to increase
trade and industry)
THESAURUS

nation – a country and its people, used

especially when considering its political and
economic structures: the major industrialized
nations
state – a country and its people, used especially
when considering its political and economic
structures: state-owned industries
power – a country that is very strong and
important: Germany is a major industrial power in
Europe.
land (literary) – a country or place: Lessing’s
memoirs describe her many journeys to foreign
lands.
realm (literary) – a country ruled over by a king
or queen: the richest man in the realm

2 the country a) land that is away from towns
and cities: We went for a drive in the country. b) all the people who live in a country: The
President has the support of over 50 per cent of the
country. 3 [U] a type of land: farming country 4 [U] COUNTRY MUSIC [ORIGIN: 1200—1300
Old French contrée, from Medieval Latin contrata “(land) which lies opposite,” from Latin
contra]

C
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country2 adj. in the area outside cities, or relating

C

situation, etc.: He didn’t have the courage to face
the media. | It must have taken a lot of courage for
to this area: clean country air | country roads
'country "club n. [C] a sports and social club, him to drive again after the accident. [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Old French corage, from cuer
especially one for rich people
“heart,” from Latin cor] —courageous
coun·try·man /'köntrim@n/ n. (plural country- /k@'reIdZ@s/ adj.: a courageous decision
men /-m@n/) [C] (old-fashioned) someone from —courageously adv.
your own country
THESAURUS
'country "music also "country and 'western
bravery – brave behavior in a dangerous or
n. [U] popular music in the style of music from the
frightening situation: Troops on both sides fought
southern and western U.S.
with bravery.
coun·try·side /'köntri"saId/ n. [U] land that is
guts (informal) – the courage and determination
outside cities and towns ➔ COUNTRY : the English
that you need to do something difficult,
countryside
dangerous, or unpleasant: He didn’t even have the
coun·ty /'kaUnôi/ n. (plural counties) [C] an area
guts to tell me himself.
of land within a state or country that has its own
nerve (informal) – the ability to stay calm in a
local government: Orange County in California
dangerous, difficult, or frightening situation: It
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French conté “area
takes a lot of nerve to stand up and give a speech.
ruled by a count,” from Medieval Latin comitavalor (formal) – great courage, especially in war:
tus, from Latin comes]
He received the Congressional Medal of Honor for
valor in battle.
"county 'fair n. [C] an event that happens each
mettle (literary) – courage and determination:
year in a particular county, with games and compeWalking the length of the Pacific Coast Trail will
titions for the best farm animals, for the best cookcertainly test your mettle.
ing, etc.
coup /ku/ n. [C] 1 also coup d’état /"ku deI'tA/ cou·ri·er /'kUriø, 'kø-/ n. [C] someone whose job
an act in which citizens or the army suddenly take is to deliver documents and packages
control of the government by force: a military coup
course /kOrs/ n.
THESAURUS
revolution, rebellion, revolt,
1 of course a) used when what you or someone
uprising, insurrection, insurgency ➔
else has just said is not surprising: The insurance
REVOLUTION
has to be renewed every year, of course. b) (spo2 [usually singular] an impressive achievement: Get- ken) used in order to say yes very strongly, or to
give permission politely: “Can I borrow your
ting that job was quite a coup.
notes?” “Of course you can.” c) (spoken) said in
cou·ple1 /'köp@l/ Ac n. [C] 1 a couple (infor- order to emphasize that what you are saying is true
mal) a) two things or people of the same kind:
or correct: “You’ll tell her?” “Of course!”
He’s got a couple of kids. b) a few: I need to make 2 of course not (spoken) used to say no strongly:
a couple (of) phone calls. 2 two people who are “Do you mind if I’m a little late?” “Of course not.”
married or have a romantic relationship: the young
couple next door | a married couple with children 3 SCHOOL [C] a class in a particular subject: a
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French cople, from computer course | a three-month course in English
literature
Latin copula “something that joins”]

couple2 v. [T] to join two things together: The two

sections of the plane’s wing are coupled together
using rivets.
couple sth with sth phr. v. if one thing is coupled
with another, the two things happen or exist
together and produce a particular result: Technology, coupled with better health care, means people
live longer.
cou·plet /'köplIt/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS two lines
of poetry that follow each other and are the same
length
cou·pon /'kupAn, 'kyu-/ n. [C] 1 a small piece
of paper that allows you to pay less money for
something or get it free: a coupon for fifty cents off
a jar of coffee 2 a printed form, used when you
order something, enter a competition, etc. [ORIGIN:
1800—1900 French, Old French, “piece,” from
couper “to cut”]
cour·age /'køIdZ, 'kör-/ n. [U] the quality of
being brave when you are in danger, a difficult

THESAURUS
class, lesson, period, lecture,
seminar ➔ CLASS 1

4 SPORTS [C] an area of land or water where races
are held, or an area of land designed for playing
golf: a race course | a 9-hole golf course
5 MEAL [C] one of the parts of a meal: the main
course | a four-course dinner
6 ACTION [C] something you can do to deal with a
situation: The best course of action is to speak to
her alone.
7 DIRECTION [C,U] the planned direction taken by a
boat or airplane to reach a place: During the flight,
we had to change course. | The ship was blown off
course (=in the wrong direction).
8 in/during/over the course of sth (formal)
during a period of time or a process: During the
course of our conversation, I found out that he had
worked in France.
9 be on course (for sth/to do sth) to be likely to
achieve something because you have already had
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some success: Hodson is on course to break the
world record.
10 WAY STH DEVELOPS [singular] the way that
something changes or develops: a major event that
changed the course of history | The popularity of
World Music has run its course (=it is not as
popular as it was before).
11 PLAN [singular, U] a general plan to achieve
something, or the general way something is happening: The President described how he would get
the economy back on course.

court1 /kOrt/ n. 1 [C,U] LAW the people who make

a legal judgment, for example about whether someone is guilty of a crime, or the place where these
judgments are made: A crowd of reporters had
gathered outside the court. | Please tell the court
where you were on the night of the 15th. | a court of
law | He had to appear in court as a witness. | We
decided to take them to court (=make them be
judged in a court) to get our money back. | The case
should go to court (=start being judged in a court)
in August. | The insurance company settled out of
court (=they made an agreement without going to
court). ➔ LOWER COURT , SUPERIOR COURT
TOPIC

In court, the person who is said to have committed
a crime is called the defendant. The defendant’s
lawyers, who are called the defense, try to prove
that the defendant is not guilty. The prosecution
tries to prove that the defendant is guilty. The
judge and a jury listen to testimony and
examine evidence in order to decide if the
defendant is guilty or not guilty. Their decision is
called the verdict.

2 [C] an area made for playing games such as
tennis: a volleyball court 3 a) [C,U] the place
where a king or queen lives and works b) [singular]
the king or queen, their family, and all the people
who work for them or advise them: Court officials
denied the rumors. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
French, Latin cohors “enclosed place, people in
an enclosure, unit of soldiers in the ancient
Roman army”]

court2 v. 1 [T] to try to please someone so that

s/he will support you: Politicians are courting voters before the election. 2 court disaster/danger
etc. to do something that is likely to have very bad
results: To cut taxes now would be courting disaster. 3 [I,T] (old-fashioned) to have a romantic relationship with someone, especially someone you are
likely to marry

cour·te·ous /'køÔi@s/ adj. (formal) polite and
respectful: a courteous reply —courteously adv.
THESAURUS
POLITE

polite, well-behaved, civil ➔

cour·te·sy /'køÔ@si/ n. (plural courtesies) 1 [U]
polite behavior: She didn’t have the courtesy to
apologize. 2 [C] something you do or say to be
polite: As a courtesy to other diners, please switch
off your cell phone. 3 courtesy of sb used in

cover

order to say in a grateful way who provided or did
something for you: We were put up in a fancy hotel,
courtesy of the airline.
court·house /'kOrthaUs/ n. [C] a building containing courts of law and government offices
"court-'martial n. [C] a military court, or an
occasion when a soldier is judged by a military
court —court-martial v. [T]
court·room /'kOrt§rum/ n. [C] the room where a
case is judged by a court of law
court·ship /'kOrt§SIp/ n. [C,U] (old-fashioned) the
time when a man and a woman have a romantic
relationship before getting married
court·yard /'kOrt§yArd/ n. [C] an open space
surrounded by walls or buildings
cous·in /'köz@n/ n. [C] a child of your aunt or
uncle: Bill and I are cousins. ➔ RELATIVE 1 [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Old French cosin, from Latin consobrinus, from com- + sobrinus “cousin on the
mother’s side”]
co·va·lent /koU'veIl@nt/ adj. [only before noun]
CHEMISTRY relating to the force that joins and holds
two or more different chemical substances together:
Adjacent atoms can share electrons through covalent bonding. | covalent molecules
cove /koUv/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a small area on
the coast, that is partly surrounded by land and is
protected from the wind
cov·e·nant /'köv@n@nt/ n. [C] 1 a formal agreement between two or more people or groups 2 in
the Bible, a promise made between God and the
Israelites in which God promised to help them if
they did not WORSHIP (=pray to) other gods [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French covenir “to agree,”
from Latin convenire “to come together”]
cov·er1 /'kövø/ v. [T]
1 PUT STH OVER STH also cover up to put
something over the top of something else in order
to hide, protect, or close it: Cover the pan and
simmer the beans for two hours. | We covered the
sofa with a large blanket. | Dan covered his face
with his hands.
2 BE OVER STH to be on top of something or
spread over something: His bedroom walls are
covered with posters. | snow-covered mountains
3 INCLUDE to include or deal with something: The
class covers 20th-century American poetry.
4 NEWS to report the details of an event for a
newspaper or a television or radio program: As a
young reporter, he covered the war in Vietnam.
5 PAY FOR STH to be enough money to pay for
something: The award should be enough to cover
her college fees. | His family will cover the cost of
the funeral.
6 INSURANCE if your insurance covers you or your
possessions, it promises to pay you money if you
have an accident, something is stolen, etc.: a policy
that covers medical expenses
7 DISTANCE to travel a particular distance: We
should cover another 50 miles before lunch. | A
leopard can cover a lot of ground very quickly.
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8 cover your tracks to try to hide something you cov·er·ing /'kövrIÎ, -v@rIÎ/ n. 1 [singular]
have done so that other people do not find out
something that covers something: a light covering
9 GUN to aim a gun somewhere to protect someone of snow 2 [C] something that covers part of a wall
from being attacked or to prevent someone from or floor: silk wall coverings
escaping: We’ll cover you while you run for it. | The 'cover "letter n. [C] a letter that you send with a
police covered the back entrance.
document or package, which gives more informa10 cover (all) the bases (informal) to make sure tion about it: Never send a résumé without a cover
that you can deal with any situation or problem
letter.
cover for sb phr. v.
co·vert /'koUvøt, 'kö-, koU'vøt/ adj. secret or
1 to do someone’s work because s/he is sick or is hidden: a covert operation —covertly adv.
somewhere else: I’ll be covering for Sandra next
THESAURUS
secret, confidential,
week.
classified, sensitive, undercover, clandestine
2 to prevent someone from getting into trouble by
➔ SECRET 1
lying about where s/he is or what s/he is doing: Can
you cover for me? Just say I had an appointment.
'cover-up n. [C] an attempt to prevent the public
cover sth ↔ up phr. v.
from discovering the truth about something: CIA
to prevent people from discovering a mistake or an officials denied there had been a cover-up.
unfavorable fact: A lot of people tried to cover up
cov·et /'kövIt/ v. [T] (literary) to want something
the Watergate affair.
that someone else has: The Michelin Awards are
cover up for sb phr. v.
to protect someone by hiding unfavorable facts coveted by restaurants all over the world.
about him/her: The mayor’s friends tried to cover —coveted adj.
cow1 /kaU/ n. [C] 1 a large female animal that is
up for him.
kept on farms and used to produce milk or meat
2
cover n. 1 [C] something that protects some- ➔ BULL ➔ see picture at FARM 1 2 the female of
thing else by covering it: a plastic cover
some large animals, such as the ELEPHANT or the
THESAURUS
WHALE [ORIGIN: Old English cu]
lid – a cover for a container
cow2 v. [T] to frighten someone in order to make
top/cap – the lid or cover for a container or a
him/her do something: The children were cowed
pen
into obedience.
wrapper – paper or plastic that is around
cow·ard
/'kaUød/ n. [C] someone who is not
something you buy
brave at all —cowardly adj.: a cowardly act
2 [C] the outer front or back part of a book, cow·ard·ice /'kaUødIs/ n. [U] a lack of courage
magazine, etc.: The Pope was on the cover of Time
ANT bravery
magazine. | I read the book from cover to cover
cow·boy
/'kaUbOI/ n. [C] a man whose job is to
(=all of it). 3 [U] protection from bad weather or
attack: The soldiers ran for cover when the shoot- take care of cattle
ing started. | We took cover under a tree. 4 cov- cow·er /'kaUø/ v. [I] to bend low and move back
ers [plural] sheets, BLANKET s, etc. that cover you because you are afraid: The hostages were cowerin bed 5 a cover (for sth) something a criminal ing in a corner.
uses to hide his/her activities or keep them secret:
The company is just a cover for the cow·girl /'kaUgøl/ n. [C] a woman whose job is to
Mafia. 6 under cover pretending to be someone take care of cattle
else in order to do something secretly: Policemen co-work·er /'koU"wøkø/ n. [C] someone who
working under cover arrested several drug dealers. works with you
cov·er·age /'kövrIdZ, -v@rIdZ/ n. [U] 1 the coy /kOI/ adj. 1 pretending to be shy in order to
amount of attention that is given to a particular attract people’s interest: a coy smile 2 not wanting
subject or event on television, on the radio, or in to tell people about something: Bourne was coy
newspapers, or the way in which the subject is about his plans. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
reported: excellent news coverage of the elections | French coi “calm,” from Latin quietus “quiet”]
Most of the media/press coverage has been nega- —coyly adv.
tive. 2 the protection your insurance gives you, for coy·o·te /kaI'oUÔi, 'kaI-oUt/ n. [C] a small wild
example paying you money if you are injured or dog that lives in western North America and
something is stolen: Millions of people have no Mexico [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Mexican Spanish,
formal health care coverage.
Nahuatl coyotl]
cov·er·alls /'kövø"Olz/ n. [plural] a piece of co·zy /'koUzi/ adj. small, comfortable, and warm:
clothing that you wear over all your clothes to a cozy cabin in the woods —cozily adv.
protect them
—coziness n. [U]
'cover charge n. [C] money that you have to pay CPA n. [C] Certified Public Accountant an
in a restaurant in addition to the cost of food and ACCOUNTANT who has passed all of his/her examidrinks, especially when there is a band or dancing
nations
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CPR n. [U] cardiopulmonary resuscitation a

set of actions that you do to help someone who has
stopped breathing or whose heart has stopped beating
CPU n. [C] IT Central Processing Unit the part
of a computer that controls what it does
crab /kræb/ n. [C,U] a sea animal with a round flat
shell and two large CLAW s on its front legs, or the
meat from this animal
crab·by /'kræbi/ adj. easily annoyed or upset:
She’s been crabby all day.
crack1 /kræk/ v.
1 BREAK [I,T] if you crack something, or if something cracks, it breaks so that it gets a line on its
surface, and may then break into pieces: I just
cracked my favorite coffee mug. | The ice was starting to crack. | He cracked three eggs into a bowl.
THESAURUS
break, smash, shatter, tear,
snap, burst, pop ➔ BREAK 1

2 NOISE OF BREAKING [I,T] to make a loud sudden
noise like the sound of something breaking, or to
make something do this: A stick cracked under his
foot. | He cracked his knuckles.
3 HIT STH [T] to accidentally hit something very
hard: Carly tripped and cracked her head on the
sidewalk.
4 LOSE CONTROL [I] to lose control of your emotions and become unable to deal with a situation
because there is too much pressure on you: a spy
who never cracked under questioning
5 VOICE [I] if your voice cracks, it changes from
one level to another suddenly, especially because of
strong emotions
6 SOLVE [T] to solve a difficult problem or a CODE :
Detectives believe they’ve finally cracked the case. |
It took them nearly two months to crack the code.
7 crack a joke (informal) to tell a joke: John keeps
cracking jokes about my hair.
8 not be all sth is cracked up to be (informal)
not as good as people say it is: The movie was OK,
but it’s not all it’s cracked up to be.
crack down phr. v.
to become more strict in dealing with a problem
and punishing the people involved ➔ CRACKDOWN :
Police are cracking down on drunk drivers.
crack up phr. v. (informal)
1 crack (sb) up to laugh a lot at something, or to
make someone laugh a lot: I’ll try to tell the story
without cracking up. | Sue just cracks me up!
2 to become mentally ill because you have too
many problems or too much work
crack2 n. [C] 1 a very narrow space between two
things or two parts of something: He could see
them through a crack in the door. | Can you open
the window a crack?
THESAURUS

hole, space, gap, leak,
opening, cavity ➔ HOLE 1

2 a thin line on the surface of something when it is
broken but has not actually come apart: cracks on
the wall 3 a weakness or fault in an idea, system,

or organization: The cracks in their relationship
were starting to show. 4 (informal) an attempt to do
something: Okay, Dave, let’s take a crack at fixing
this bike. 5 a sudden loud noise that sounds like a
stick breaking: There was a loud crack of thunder
as the storm began. 6 (informal) a cruel joke or
remark: Stop making cracks about my sister! 7 at
the crack of dawn very early in the morning: We
were up at the crack of dawn.
crack3 adj. having a lot of experience and skill: a
crack shot (=someone who is very good at shooting)
crack·down /'krækdaUn/ n. [C] an effort to stop
bad or illegal behavior by being more strict: a
national crackdown on illegal immigrants
cracked /krækt/ adj. something that is cracked
has lines on the surface because it is damaged but
not completely broken: a cracked mirror
crack·er /'krækø/ n. [C] a type of hard dry bread
that is thin and flat
crack·le /'kræk@l/ v. [I] to make a lot of short
sharp noises: a log fire crackling in the fireplace
—crackle n. [C] ➔ see picture on page A7
crack·pot /'krækpAt/ adj. (informal) slightly
crazy: a crackpot idea
cra·dle1 /'kreIdl/ n. [C] 1 a small bed for a baby,
that can swing gently from side to side 2 the
cradle of sth the place where something important began: Some say Athens was the cradle of
democracy.
cradle2 v. [T] to hold someone or something gently in your arms: Tony cradled the baby in his arms.
craft1 /kræft/ n. [C] 1 (plural crafts) a skilled
activity in which you make something using your
hands: a craft such as knitting 2 (plural craft) a
boat, ship, or airplane [ORIGIN: Old English cræft
“strength, skill”]
craft2 v. [T] 1 to write a book, speech, etc. with
great skill and care 2 to make something with
your hands, using a special skill
crafts·man /'kræfôsm@n/ n. (plural craftsmen
/-m@n/) [C] someone who is very skilled at making
things with his/her hands: furniture made by the
finest craftsmen —craftsmanship n. [U]
craft·y /'kræfti/ adj. good at getting what you
want by deceiving people —craftily adv.
THESAURUS
intelligent, smart, bright,
brilliant, wise, clever, cunning ➔ INTELLIGENT

crag·gy /'krægi/ adj. a craggy mountain or cliff is
very steep and covered with large rocks

cram /kræm/ v. (crammed, cramming) 1 [T] to
force a lot of people or things into a small space: I
managed to cram all my stuff into the closet.
THESAURUS
SHOVE

shove, stick, thrust, jam ➔

2 be crammed with sth to be full of people or
things: The mall was crammed with shoppers. 3 [I]
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to prepare yourself for a test by studying a lot of someone’s house for the night: You can crash at
information very quickly: Julia stayed up all night our place tonight. 5 [I] ECONOMICS if a STOCK
cramming for her math final. —crammed adj.: MARKET crashes, the value of STOCK s falls suddenly and by a large amount 6 [T] (informal) if you
crammed sidewalks
cramp /kræmp/ n. [C] 1 a severe pain that you crash a party or event, you go to it although you
get when a muscle becomes very tight: I have a have not been invited
cramp in my wrist from writing all day. 2 cramps crash2 n. [C] 1 an accident in which a vehicle
[plural] a severe pain in the stomach that women get
hits something else: The driver was killed in the
when they MENSTRUATE
crash. | a plane/car/bus etc. crash
cramped /kræmpt/ adj. a cramped room or
THESAURUS
accident, collision, wreck,
building does not have enough space for the people
pile-up, disaster, catastrophe, mishap ➔
or things in it: a cramped apartment
ACCIDENT
THESAURUS
small, little, tiny, minute,
miniature, diminutive ➔ SMALL

cran·ber·ry /'kræn"bEri/ n. (plural cranberries)

[C] a small sour red berry: cranberry sauce [ORIGIN:

1600—1700 Low German kraanbere, from
kraan “crane” + bere “berry;” because a part of
the flower looks like a crane’s beak]
crane1 /kreIn/ n. [C] 1 a tall machine with a long
metal arm for lifting heavy things 2 a water bird
with very long legs
crane2 v. [I,T] to look around or over something by
stretching or leaning: All the kids craned their
necks to see who Mrs. Miller was talking to.
cra·ni·um /'kreIni@m/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the part of
your head that is made of bone and covers your
brain SYN skull ➔ see picture at BRAIN 1
crank1 /kræÎk/ n. [C] 1 crank (telephone)
call/letter (informal) a telephone call or letter that
is intended to frighten, annoy, or upset someone 2 (informal) someone who easily becomes
angry or annoyed 3 a handle that you turn in order
to make a machine work
crank2 v. (informal)
crank sth ↔ out phr. v. to produce a lot of
something very quickly without caring about quality: He cranks out two novels a year.
crank sth ↔ up phr. v. to make the sound from a
radio, etc. a lot louder: Hey, Vince, crank up the
stereo!
crank·y /'kræÎki/ adj. very easily annoyed or
made angry, especially because you are tired: Steve
woke up cranky this morning.
craps /kræps/ n. [U] a game played for money,
using two DICE
crash1 /kræS/ v. 1 [I,T] to have an accident in
which a car, airplane, etc. hits something: The jet
crashed shortly after takeoff. | We crashed straight
into the car ahead of us. 2 [I,T] to hit something
hard, causing a lot of damage or making a loud
noise: A baseball crashed into/through our living
room window. | the sound of waves crashing
against the rocks 3 [I,T] IT if a computer crashes, or
if you crash it, it suddenly stops working: Electrical
problems caused our computers to crash. 4 [I]
(spoken) a) also crash out to go to bed, or to go
to sleep very quickly because you are very tired: I
crashed out on the sofa, watching TV. b) to stay at

2 a sudden loud noise made by something falling,
breaking, etc.: I heard a crash coming from the
kitchen. | The tree fell over with a crash. ➔ see
picture on page A7 3 IT an occasion when a computer suddenly stops working 4 ECONOMICS an
occasion when the value of STOCK s on a STOCK
MARKET falls suddenly and by a large amount: a
stock market crash
THESAURUS
recession, depression, slump,
downturn ➔ RECESSION

'crash course n. [C] a short course in which you
study a subject very quickly

'crash "diet n. [C] an attempt to make yourself

thinner quickly by strictly limiting how much you
eat
'crash "helmet n. [C] a hard hat worn by people
who drive race cars, MOTORCYCLE s, etc. to protect
their heads
"crash 'landing n. [C] an occasion when a pilot
has to bring an airplane down to the ground in a
more dangerous way than usual because the airplane has a problem: He was forced to make a
crash landing in the middle of the desert.
crass /kræs/ adj. offensive and stupid: a crass
remark
crate /kreIt/ n. [C] a large box used for carrying
fruit, bottles, etc.: a crate of wine

cra·ter /'kreIÔø/ n. [C] 1 a round hole in the
ground made by something that has fallen on it or
exploded on it: a bomb crater 2 the round open
top of a VOLCANO [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin
“bowl for mixing things, crater,” from Greek
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krater, from kerannynai “to mix”] ➔ see picture at

VOLCANO

crave /kreIv/ v. [T] to want something very much:
Most little kids crave attention.

crav·ing /'kreIvIÎ/ n. [C] a very strong desire for
something: a craving for chocolate

craw·fish /'krO"fIS/ n. (plural crawfish) [C] a
CRAYFISH

crawl1 /krOl/ v. [I] 1 to move on your hands and

knees or with your body close to the ground: They
had to crawl through a tunnel to escape. | The baby
crawled across the floor. ➔ see picture on page
A9 2 if a vehicle crawls, it moves very slowly: We
got stuck behind a truck crawling along at 25
mph. 3 be crawling with sth to be completely
covered with insects or people: The food was
crawling with ants. 4 if an insect crawls somewhere, it moves there
crawl2 n. 1 [singular] a very slow speed: Traffic
has slowed to a crawl. 2 the crawl a way of
swimming in which you lie on your stomach and
move one arm, and then the other, over your head
➔ see picture at SWIM 1

cray·fish /'kreI"fIS/ n. (plural crayfish) [C,U] a

small animal like a LOBSTER that lives in rivers and
streams, or the meat from this animal [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Old French crevice; influenced by
fish]
cray·on /'kreIAn, -@n/ n. [C] a stick of colored
WAX that children use to draw pictures [ORIGIN:
1600—1700 French craie “chalk”]
craze /kreIz/ n. [C] a fashion, game, type of
music, etc. that is very popular for a short time:
Shoes with wheels in the heel were the latest craze.
THESAURUS

bestseller, blockbuster, hit,
fad, cult ➔ POPULAR

crazed /kreIzd/ adj. a crazed person behaves in a

disturbed – not behaving in a normal way
because of mental or emotional problems:
emotionally disturbed children
nuts (informal) – crazy: He looked at me like I
was nuts.
loony (informal) – crazy: De Niro plays a loony
baseball fan stalking his favorite player.
demented – crazy or very strange: his demented
fantasies
psychotic (formal) – relating to having a serious
mental illness: psychotic behavior
unstable – if someone is unstable, his/her
emotional state changes very suddenly: Her
mother was mentally unstable.

—crazily adv. —craziness n. [U]

creak /krik/ v. [I] if something such as a door or

wooden floor creaks, it makes a long high noise
when it moves: The door creaked shut behind him.
—creak n. [C] —creaky adj. ➔ see picture on page
A7

cream1 /krim/ n. 1 [U] a thick white liquid that

comes from milk: Do you take cream and sugar in
your coffee? 2 [U] a pale yellow-white
color 3 [C,U] used in the names of foods containing cream or something similar to it: banana cream
pie | cream of mushroom soup 4 [C,U] a thick
smooth substance that you put on your skin to
make it feel soft, treat a medical condition, etc.: The
doctor gave me a cream to put on my sunburn. 5 the cream of the crop the best people
or things in a group: These students represent the
cream of the academic crop. [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Old French craime, cresme, from Latin
cramum] —cream adj. —creamy adj.

cream2 v. [T] 1 to mix foods together until they

become a thick smooth mixture: Next, cream the
butter and sugar. 2 cream sb (informal) to hit
someone very hard or easily defeat someone in a
game, competition, etc.: The Yankees creamed the
Red Sox 11–1.

wild and uncontrolled way, as if s/he is mentally ill:
a crazed gunman
THESAURUS
beat, defeat, trounce,
cra·zy /'kreIzi/ adj. (comparative crazier, superlaclobber, vanquish, overcome ➔ BEAT 1
tive craziest) (informal) 1 very strange or not sensible: You must be crazy to drive in that snow! | 'cream cheese n. [U] a type of soft white cheese
Whose crazy idea was it to go hiking in November? 2 be crazy about sb/sth to like someone cream·er /'krimø/ n. [U] a white substance you
can use instead of milk or cream in coffee or tea
or something very much: John’s crazy about skiing. 3 angry or annoyed SYN mad: Shut up! crease1 /kris/ n. [C] 1 a line on a piece of cloth,
You’re driving me crazy (=really annoying me)! |
paper, etc. where it has been folded, crushed, or
Dad’s going to go crazy (=be very angry) when he
IRON ed: She smoothed the creases from her
hears that I flunked math. 4 like crazy very much
skirt. 2 a fold in someone’s skin
or very quickly: These mosquito bites on my leg are
itching like crazy. 5 mentally ill: Sometimes I think crease2 v. [I,T] to become marked with a line or
I’m going crazy.
lines, or to make a line appear on cloth, paper, etc.
by folding or crushing it: Try not to crease your
THESAURUS
jacket. —creased adj.
mentally ill – having an illness of the mind that

affects the way you behave: Her father had been
mentally ill.
insane – permanently and seriously mentally ill:
A psychiatrist said that he was insane at the time
of the crime.

cre·ate /kri'eIt/

Ac v. [T] 1 to make something
new exist or happen: Scientists believe the universe
was created by a big explosion. | Why do you want
to create problems for everyone? | The chemical
reaction creates two new substances.
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THESAURUS
make, produce, manufacture,
build, construct, generate ➔ MAKE 1

2 to invent or design something: Janet created a
wonderful chocolate dessert for the party. [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Latin, past participle of creare]

C

THESAURUS
invent, think up, come up
with sth, conceive, devise, make up sth,
dream sth up ➔ INVENT

cre·a·tion /kri'eIS@n/

Todd’s credit, the dance was a great success. 3 be
a credit to sb/sth to be so successful or good that
the people around you can be proud of you: Jo’s a
credit to her family. 4 be in credit to have money
in your bank account 5 [C] a successfully completed part of a course at a university or college:
She needs 30 more credits to graduate. 6 have
sth to your credit to have achieved something:
She already has two best-selling novels to her
credit. 7 the credits [plural] a list of all the people
involved in making a television program or movie
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French crédit, from Italian, from Latin creditum “something given to
someone to keep safe, loan”]
credit2 v. [T] 1 to add money to a bank account
ANT debit: The check has been credited to your
account. | For some reason, the bank has credited
my account with an extra $237. 2 be credited to
sb/sth if something is credited to someone or
something, he, she, or it is said to have achieved it
or be the reason for it: The revolutionary new drug
is widely credited to Arthur Kessler. 3 credit sb
with (doing) sth to believe that someone has a
good quality or has done something good: I
wouldn’t have credited him with that much intelligence.
cred·it·a·ble /'krEdIÔ@b@l/ adj. deserving praise
or approval: a creditable piece of scientific research
'credit card n. [C] a small plastic card that you
use to buy goods or services and pay for them later:
Can I pay by credit card?
'credit "limit n. [C] the amount of money that you
are allowed to borrow or spend using your credit
card
cred·i·tor /'krEd@Ôø/ Ac n. [C] a person or
organization that you owe money to ➔ DEBTOR
'credit "rating n. [C] ECONOMICS a judgment made
by a bank or other company about how likely a
person or a business is to pay their debts
cre·do /'kridoU/ n. (plural credos) [C] a short
statement that expresses a belief or rule
cre·du·li·ty /krI'dul@Ôi/ n. [U] (formal) willingness or ability to believe that something is true: Her
story strained credulity (=was difficult to believe).
creed /krid/ n. [C] a set of beliefs or principles:
people of every creed, color, and nationality

Ac n. 1 [U] the act of
creating something: the creation of 300 new
jobs 2 [C] something that has been created: the
artist’s latest creation 3 the Creation according
to many religions, the time when God made the
universe and everything in it
cre·a·tive /kri'eIÔIv/ Ac adj. 1 good at thinking of new ideas: I try to surround myself with
creative people. 2 involving the use of imagination to produce new ideas or things: a creative
solution to our problems | the writer’s creative
process | He is full of creative ideas. —creatively
adv. —creativity n. [U]: The company encourages
creativity and innovation.
cre·a·tor /kri'eIÔø/ Ac n. 1 [C] someone who
made or invented a particular thing: Walt Disney,
the creator of Mickey Mouse | The toy made enormous profits for its creators. 2 the Creator God
crea·ture /'kritSø/ n. [C] 1 an animal, fish, or
insect: Native Americans believe that all living
creatures should be respected. 2 an imaginary
animal or person, or one that is very strange and
frightening: creatures from outer space 3 creature comforts all the things that make life comfortable and enjoyable 4 a creature of habit
someone who always does things in the same way
or at the same time
cre·dence /'kridns/ n. [U] (formal) the acceptance of something as true: His ideas quickly
gained credence (=started to be believed) among
economists.
cre·den·tials /kr@'dEnS@lz/ n. [plural] 1 someone’s education, achievements, experience, etc. that
prove that s/he has the ability to do something: a
woman with impressive credentials 2 a document
that proves who you are: May I see your credentials?
cred·i·bil·i·ty /"krEd@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [U] the quality of
THESAURUS
faith, religion, belief ➔ FAITH
deserving to be believed and trusted: The scandal
has ruined his credibility as a leader.
cred·i·ble /'krEd@b@l/ adj. deserving or able to be creek /krik, krIk/ n. [C] 1 a small narrow stream
believed or trusted: a credible witness —credibly or river 2 be up the creek (without a paddle)
(spoken) to be in a difficult situation: I’ll really be
adv.
cred·it1 /'krEdIt/ Ac n. 1 [U] an arrangement up the creek if I don’t pay my bills by Friday.
with a bank, store, etc., that allows you to buy creep1 /krip/ v. (past tense and past participle crept
something and pay for it later: We bought a new /krEpt/) [I] 1 to move very carefully and quietly
stove on credit. 2 [U] praise given to someone for so that no one will notice you: She crept down the
doing something: They never give Jesse any credit hall, trying not to wake up her mom. 2 to move
for all the extra work he does. | I can’t take all the somewhere very slowly: a tractor creeping along
credit; Nicky helped a lot too. | The team deserves the road at 15 mph 3 to gradually begin to appear:
credit for playing hard until the end. | Much to Bitterness crept into his voice. 4 to gradually
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increase: The total number of people out of work
crept up to five million.
creep2 n. [C] (informal) 1 someone who you dislike a lot: Get lost, you little creep! 2 give sb the
creeps to make you feel nervous and frightened:
That house gives me the creeps.
creep·y /'kripi/ adj. making you feel nervous and
slightly frightened: a really creepy movie
cre·mate /'krimeIt, krI'meIt/ v. [T] to burn the
body of a dead person at a funeral ceremony
—cremation /krI'meIS@n/ n. [C,U]
cre·ma·to·ri·um /"krim@'tOri@m/ n. (plural crematoriums or crematoria /-ri@/) [C] a building in
which the bodies of dead people are cremated
cre·ole /'krioUl/ n. 1 [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS a language that is a combination of a European language
and one or more others 2 Creole [C] a) someone whose family were originally from both
Europe and Africa b) someone whose family were
originally French SETTLER s in the southern U.S.
[ORIGIN: 1700—1800 French créole, from Spanish, from Portuguese crioulo “black person born
in Brazil, home-born slave,” from criar “to
breed”] —creole adj.
crepe, crêpe /kreIp/ n. 1 [C] a very thin PANCAKE 2 [U] thin light cloth with very small folded
lines on its surface, made from cotton, silk, wool,
etc.
'crepe "paper n. [U] thin brightly colored paper
with small folded lines on its surface, used for
making decorations
crept /krEpt/ v. the past tense and past participle
of CREEP
cre·scen·do /kr@'SEndoU/ n. (plural crescendos) [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a gradual increase in the
loudness of a piece of music until it becomes very
loud
cres·cent /'krEs@nt/ n. [C] a curved shape that is
wider in the middle and pointed on the ends: a
crescent moon [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French
creissant, from creistre “to grow, increase,”
from Latin crescere] ➔ see picture at SHAPE 1
crest /krEst/ n. [C] 1 [usually singular] the top of a
hill or wave: It took us over an hour to reach the
crest of the hill. 2 a pointed group of feathers on
top of a bird’s head
crest·fall·en /'krEst"fOl@n/ adj. (formal) disappointed and sad: Thomas was crestfallen when he
heard the judge’s decision.
cre·vasse /kr@'væs/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a deep
wide crack, especially in thick ice
crev·ice /'krEvIs/ n. [C] a narrow crack, especially in rock
crew /kru/ n. [C] 1 all the people that work
together on a ship, airplane, etc.: the crew of the
space shuttle 2 a group of people who work
together on something: the movie’s cast and crew
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 crew “additional soldiers,

reinforcements” (15—16 centuries), from Old
French creue “increase,” from creistre]

'crew cut n. [C] a very short style of hair for men
crib /krIb/ n. [C] a baby’s bed with bars around the
sides ➔ see picture at BED 1

'crib death n. [C] the sudden and unexpected
death of a healthy baby while s/he is asleep

'crib sheet also 'crib note n. [C] (informal)
something on which answers to questions are written, usually used in order to cheat on a test

crick /krIk/ n. [C] a sudden stiff and painful
feeling in a muscle in your neck or back

crick·et /'krIkIt/ n. 1 [C] a small brown insect
that can jump, and makes a short loud noise by
rubbing its wings together 2 [U] a game in which
two teams try to get points by hitting a ball and
running between two sets of sticks

crime /kraIm/ n. 1 [U] illegal activities in gen-

eral: There’s very little crime in this
neighborhood. | Women are less likely to commit
crime. | methods of crime prevention | The crime
rate has gone down in the last few years. | Violent
crime is up by 8%.
THESAURUS

Crimes that involve stealing things
theft – the crime of stealing things: car theft
robbery – the crime of stealing money or

valuable things from a bank, store, etc.: armed
robbery
burglary – the crime of going into someone’s
home in order to steal money or valuable things
shoplifting – the crime of taking things from a
store without paying for them

crimes that involve attacking people
assault – a crime in which someone is physically
attacked

mugging – a crime in which someone is
attacked and robbed in a public place

murder – a crime in which someone is

deliberately killed ➔ ATTACK 1, CRIMINAL 2, STEAL 1

2 [C] an illegal action that can be punished by law:
She committed a number of crimes in the area.
c Don’t say “Do a crime.” b | crimes against the
elderly | Rape is a very serious crime. 3 it’s a
crime (to do sth) (spoken) said when you think
something is morally wrong: It’s a crime to throw
away all that food. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Latin
crimen “judgment, accusation, crime”]

crim·i·nal1 /'krIm@n@l/ adj. 1 relating to crime:

a criminal record (=an official record of crimes
someone has committed) | street gangs involved in
criminal activity | Drinking and driving is a criminal offense (=a crime). 2 (informal) wrong but not
illegal: It’s criminal to charge so much to go to a
movie. —criminally adv.
criminal2 n. [C] someone who has done something wrong or illegal: Police have described the
man as a violent and dangerous criminal.
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THESAURUS

Types of criminals
offender (Law) – someone who is guilty of a

crime

thief – someone who steals things
robber – someone who steals things, especially

C

from stores or banks
burglar – someone who goes into buildings to
steal things
shoplifter – someone who takes things from
stores without paying for them
pickpocket – someone who steals things from
people’s pockets
attacker – someone who uses violence to hurt
someone
mugger – someone who attacks and steals from
another person in a public place
murderer – someone who deliberately kills
another person ➔ CRIME

crimp1 /krImp/ n. put a crimp in/on sth to

reduce or restrict something, so that it is difficult to
do something else: Falling wheat prices have put a
crimp on farm incomes.
crimp2 v. [T] to restrict the development, use, or
growth of something: The lack of effective advertising has crimped sales.
crim·son /'krImz@n/ n. [U] a dark slightly purple
red color —crimson adj.
cringe /krIndZ/ v. [I] 1 to move away from someone or something because you are afraid: a dog
cringing in the corner 2 to feel embarrassed by
something: Paul cringed at the thought of having
to speak in public. —cringe n. [C]
crin·kle /'krIÎk@l/ also crinkle up v. [I,T] to
become covered with small folds, or to make something do this: Mandy crinkled her nose in disgust.
—crinkled adj. —crinkly adj.
crip·ple1 /'krIp@l/ n. [C] (old-fashioned) someone
who has difficulty walking because his/her legs are
damaged or injured. This word is considered to be
offensive, and you should avoid using it. It is better
to say that someone is DISABLED .
cripple2 v. [T] 1 to injure someone so s/he can no
longer walk: He was crippled in a car accident. 2 to make something very weak, or damage
it: The country’s economy has been crippled by
drought. —crippled adj. —crippling adj.
cri·sis /'kraIsIs/ n. (plural crises /'kraIsiz/) [C,U]
a time when a situation is very bad or dangerous:
an economic/budget/financial etc. crisis | The
president faces a political crisis. | In times of crisis,
you find out who your real friends are. | The stock
market is suffering from a crisis of confidence.
crisp /krIsp/ adj. 1 pleasantly dry, and hard
enough to be broken easily: He stepped carefully
through the crisp, deep snow. 2 food that is crisp
is pleasantly hard or firm when you bite it: a nice
crisp salad 3 paper or clothes that are crisp are
fresh, clean, and new: a crisp $20 bill 4 weather
that is crisp is cold and dry: a crisp winter morning

[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 crisp “curly” (10—20
centuries), from Latin crispus] —crisply adv.
crisp·y /'krIspi/ adj. crispy food is pleasantly
hard: crispy bacon
criss·cross /'krIskrOs/ v. [I,T] 1 to travel many
times from one side of an area to the other: crisscrossing the country by plane 2 to make a pattern
of straight lines that cross over each other
cri·te·ri·on /kraI'tIri@n/ Ac n. (plural criteria
/-ri@/) [C usually plural] a fact or standard that you
use to judge something or make a decision about
something: What are the main criteria for awarding the prize? | To qualify for funding, students must
meet certain criteria.
crit·ic /'krIÔIk/ n. [C] 1 someone whose job is to
give his/her judgment about whether a movie,
book, etc. is good or bad: a literary critic for “The
Times” 2 someone who says that a person, organization, or idea is bad or wrong: a critic of the
tobacco industry [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin
criticus, from Greek kritikos, from krinein “to
judge, decide”]
crit·i·cal /'krIÔIk@l/ adj. 1 if you are critical, you
say that you think someone or something is bad or
wrong: Darren was critical of the plan. | a highly
critical report 2 very important: Newspapers play
a critical role in our society. | This next phase is
critical to the project’s success. 3 very serious or
dangerous: The victim remains in a critical condition (=seriously ill or injured). 4 [only before noun]
making a careful judgment about whether someone
or something is good or bad: a critical analysis of
the play —critically adv.
"critical 'angle n. [C] PHYSICS the angle at which a
beam of light needs to be traveling toward a surface
in order for all of the light to be sent back from the
surface
crit·i·cism /'krIÔ@"sIz@m/ n. [C,U] 1 remarks
that show what you think is bad about someone or
something ANT praise: I don’t think his criticisms
of the project are justified. | The movie drew criticism from religious groups. | U.S. officials have
come under harsh/sharp/fierce etc. criticism for
their handling of the war. | Kate doesn’t take/accept
criticism well (=accept that it may be true). | We try
to give students constructive criticism (=helpful
advice). 2 the activity of giving a professional
judgment of a movie, play, book, etc., or the writing
that expresses this judgment: literary criticism
crit·i·cize /'krIÔ@"saIz/ v. [I,T] to say what faults
you think someone or something has ANT praise:
Journalists criticized the White House for cutting
the Social Security budget. | The government’s
policies have been sharply/harshly/severely etc.
criticized. | a widely criticized (=criticized by a lot
of people) ad campaign
THESAURUS

To say that you do not think
something is very good
attack – to strongly criticize someone or

something: Critics attacked the novel when it first
came out.
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lambast (formal) – to strongly and publicly
criticize someone or something: Republicans
lambasted the president’s defense budget plan.
knock – to criticize someone or something,
especially unfairly: I know a lot of people knock
them, but I think they’re a really good band.
find fault with – to criticize things that are
wrong with someone or something, especially
small and unimportant things: He’s always finding
fault with her driving.
be disparaging about sb/sth – to say that you
do not think what someone has done is very
good or important: She was somewhat
disparaging about his work.
To tell someone that he or she should
not have done something
scold – to angrily criticize a child about

something s/he has done: My mother scolded me
for being late.
rebuke (formal) – to tell someone that s/he
should not have done something: The president
publicly rebuked him and said his comments were
unacceptable.
admonish (formal) – to tell someone firmly that
s/he should not have done something and that
this must not happen again: The witness was
admonished for refusing to answer the question.
reprimand – to tell someone officially that s/he
has done something wrong: He was reprimanded
for being rude to the principal.

cri·tique1 /krI'tik/ n. [C] a piece of writing
describing the good and bad qualities of a play,
film, book, etc.: a critique of John Updike’s latest
novel

critique2 v. [T] to judge whether someone or
something is good or bad: a group of artists meeting to critique each other’s work

crit·ter /'krIÔø/ n. [C] (spoken) a creature, especially an animal

croak /kroUk/ v. 1 [I] to make a deep low sound

like the sound a FROG makes 2 [I,T] to speak in a
low rough voice 3 [I] (slang) to die —croak n. [C]

cro·chet /kroU'SeI/ v. [I,T] to make clothes, hats,
etc. from YARN , using a special needle with a hook
at one end

croc·o·dile /'krAk@"daIl/ n. [C] a large REPTILE

with a long body and a long mouth with sharp teeth
that lives in rivers and lakes in hot countries [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French cocodrille, from
Latin crocodilus, from Greek, “lizard, crocodile,” from kroke “small stone” + drilos
“worm”]

cro·cus /'kroUk@s/ n. [C] a small purple, yellow,
or white flower that appears in spring

crois·sant /krwA'sAnô/ n. [C] a curved piece of
soft bread, usually eaten for breakfast ➔ see picture
at BREAD

cro·ny /'kroUni/ n. (plural cronies) [C] (informal,
disapproving) one of a group of friends who use

their power or influence to help each other: one of
his political cronies

crook /krUk/ n. [C] 1 (informal) a criminal or
dishonest person: a bunch of crooks 2 the crook
of your arm the inside part of your arm, where it
bends

crook·ed /'krUkId/ adj. 1 not straight: crooked
teeth

THESAURUS
bent, twisted, curved,
warped, wavy ➔ BENT 2

2 (informal) not honest: a crooked cop

croon /krun/ v. [I,T] to sing or speak softly about
love —crooner n. [C]

crop1 /krAp/ n. [C] 1 a plant such as corn, wheat,

etc. that farmers grow and sell: Most of the land is
used for growing crops. 2 the amount of corn,
wheat, etc. that is produced in a single season: a
bumper crop (=a very large amount) of barley 3 a
crop of sb/sth (informal) a group of people, problems, etc. that arrive at the same time: this year’s
crop of college freshmen

crop2 v. (cropped, cropping) [T] to make something shorter by cutting it: Her hair was closely
cropped.
crop up phr. v. to suddenly happen or appear:
Several problems cropped up soon after we bought
the car.

cro·quet /kroU'keI/ n. [U] an outdoor game in
which you hit heavy balls under curved wires using
a wooden hammer

cross1 /krOs/ v. 1 [I,T] to go from one side of a

road, river, place, etc. to the other: Look both ways
before crossing the street! | the first ship to cross
the Pacific | Thousands of people cross the border
from Mexico to the U.S. each year. | Thompson was
the first runner to cross the finish line. 2 [I,T] if
two or more roads, lines, etc. cross, or if one
crosses another, they go across each other: There’s
a post office where Main Street crosses Elm. 3 [T]
if you cross your arms, legs, or ANKLE s, you put
one on top of the other: She sat down and crossed
her legs. 4 cross your mind if something crosses
your mind, you suddenly think about it: It never
crossed my mind that she might be sick. 5 [T] to
make someone angry by refusing to do what s/he
wants: I wouldn’t cross her if I were you. 6 cross
the line to go beyond the limits of appropriate
behavior and begin acting in an unacceptable way:
The officers crossed the line when they began beating the suspect. 7 [T] to mix two different types of
animals or plants to produce young animals or
plants: Wolves can be crossed with domestic
dogs. 8 cross my heart (and hope to die)
(spoken) used to say that you promise that you will
do something, or that what you are saying is
true 9 cross your fingers also keep your fingers crossed used to say that you hope something will happen: People vote, cross their fingers,
and hope for the best. [ORIGIN: 900—1000 Old
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Norse kross, from an unrecorded Old Irish
cross, from Latin crux]
cross sth ↔ off phr. v. to draw a line through
something on a list to show that you have dealt with
it: Cross off their names as they arrive.
cross sth ↔ out phr. v. to draw a line through
something that you have written because it is not
correct: The salesman crossed out $222 and wrote
$225.
cross2 n. [C] 1 an upright wooden post with
another post crossing it near the top. In the past,
people were punished by being fastened to the post
and left to die. People use “the cross” to mean the
particular cross that Jesus Christ was left to die on,
according to the Christian religion. 2 an object,
sign, etc. in the shape of a cross, that is used to
represent the Christian faith: She wore a tiny gold
cross around her neck. 3 a mixture of two things:
His dog is a cross between a retriever and a collie.
cross3 adj. (old-fashioned) annoyed and angry
cross·bow /'krOsboU/ n. [C] a weapon used in
order to shoot ARROW s
cross·check /"krOs'tSEk, 'krOstSEk/ v. [T] to
make sure that something is correct by using a
different method to check it again
"cross-'country adj. [only before noun] 1 across
fields and not along roads: cross-country running |
cross-country skiers 2 from one side of a country
to the other side: a cross-country flight
"cross-'cultural adj. belonging to or involving
two or more societies, countries, or cultures: crosscultural trade
"cross-ex'amine v. [T] LAW to ask someone questions to discover whether s/he has been telling the
truth, especially in a court of law —"crossexami'nation n. [C,U]
"cross-'eyed adj. having eyes that both look
inward toward each other
cross·fire /'krOsfaIø/ n. [U] 1 a situation in
which you are badly affected by an argument, even
though it does not involve you: During a divorce,
kids often get caught in the crossfire. 2 bullets
traveling toward each other from different directions: A few reporters were caught in the crossfire.
cross·ing /'krOsIÎ/ n. [C] 1 a marked place
where you can safely cross a road, railroad, river,
etc. 2 a place where two roads, lines, etc.
cross 3 a trip across the ocean, a lake, a river, etc.
cross-leg·ged /'krOs "lEgId, -lEgd/ adj., adv. in
a sitting position with your knees apart and one foot
over the opposite leg: We sat cross-legged on the
floor
cross·o·ver /'krOs"oUvø/ n. [C,U] a situation in
which something or someone is popular or successful in different areas, or is liked by different types
of people, for example when a popular song is liked
by people who usually like only serious music: The
song became a crossover hit.
"cross-'purposes n. at cross-purposes if two

people are at cross-purposes, they become confused
because they think they are talking about the same
thing, although they are not
"cross-'reference n. [C] a note in a book telling
you to look on a different page for more information
cross·roads /'krOsroUdz/ n. (plural crossroads)
[C] 1 a place where two roads cross each other
2 a time when you have to make an important
decision about your future: Neale’s career was at a
crossroads.
"cross 'section, cross-section n. [C] 1 a
group of people or things that is typical of a larger
group: a cross-section of the American public 2 something that has been cut in half so that
you can look at the inside, or a drawing of this: a
cross section of the brain
'cross street n. [C] a large street that crosses
another street: The nearest cross street to our house
is Victory Boulevard.

"cross-'trainer n. [C usually plural] a type of shoe
that can be worn for playing different types of
sports

"cross-'training n. [U] the activity of training for
more than one sport at the same time

cross·walk /'krOswOk/ n. [C] a marked place
where people can cross a road safely ➔

CROSSING

cross·word puz·zle /'krOswød "pöz@l/ also
crossword n. [C] a word game in which you write
the answers to CLUE s (=questions) in a pattern of
numbered boxes ➔ see picture at PUZZLE 1

crotch /krAtS/ n. [C] the place where your legs
join at the top, or the part of a piece of clothing that
covers this

crotch·et·y /'krAtS@Ôi/ adj. (informal) easily
annoyed or made angry: a crotchety old man

crouch /kraUtS/ also crouch down v. [I] to
lower your body close to the ground by bending
your knees and back: We crouched down behind the
wall to hide. ➔ see picture on page A9

crow1 /kroU/ n. [C] 1 a large black bird that

makes a loud sound 2 as the crow flies used to
describe the distance between two places when
measured in a straight line: My house is ten miles
from here as the crow flies.

crow2 v. [I] 1 to make the loud sound of a
2 to talk very proudly about yourself or
your achievements: His supporters are still crowing
about the court’s decision.
ROOSTER

crow·bar /'kroUbAr/ n. [C] a strong iron bar with
a curved end, used for forcing things open

crowd1 /kraUd/ n. 1 [C] a large group of people

in one place: a crowd of reporters | A crowd
gathered to watch the parade. | Shop early and
avoid the crowds. | The crowd (=audience at an
event) roared for more. 2 [singular] ordinary
people: He likes to stand out from the crowd (=be
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different from ordinary people). 3 [singular] (informal) a group of people who know each other well: I
guess the usual crowd will be at the party.

crowd2 v. [I,T] if people crowd somewhere, they

are there in large numbers: People crowded around
the scene of the accident. | The prisoners were all
crowded together in a small cell. | Shoppers
crowded the malls in the week before Christmas.
crowd sb/sth ↔ out phr. v. to force someone or
something to leave a place: Big supermarkets have
been crowding out small grocery stores for years.

crowd·ed /'kraUdId/ adj. very full of people or
things: a crowded room | The streets were crowded
with tourists.

crown1 /kraUn/ n. [C] 1 a circle made of gold and
jewels that a king or queen wears on his/her
head 2 an artificial top for a damaged tooth 3 the
position you have if you have won a sports competition: He lost the heavyweight boxing crown in
1972. 4 the top part of a hat, head, or hill: a hat
with a high crown [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old
French corone, from Latin corona “circle of
leaves put on someone’s head, crown,” from
Greek korone]

crown2 v. [T] 1 to put a crown on someone’s
head, so that s/he officially becomes king or queen:
He was crowned at the age of six. 2 to make
something complete or perfect by adding to it: His
career was crowned by the best actor award.

crown·ing /'kraUnIÎ/ adj. [only before noun] better, more important, etc. than anything else: Winning a fourth championship was her crowning
achievement.

cru·cial /'kruS@l/

Ac adj. very important: This
election is crucial to Israel’s future. | Sunday’s
game is crucial for the Giants. | Two witnesses
played a crucial role in tracking down the killer. |
The attack on Pearl Harbor was a crucial moment
in American history. [ORIGIN: 1700—1800
French “cross-shaped,” from Latin crux]
—crucially adv.
THESAURUS
important, of
great/considerable importance, vital,
essential, major, key, paramount, significant,
salient ➔ IMPORTANT

cru·ci·ble /'krus@b@l/ n. [C] 1 CHEMISTRY a container in which substances are heated to very high
temperatures 2 a situation that is very difficult, but
that often produces something new or good

cru·ci·fix /'krus@"fIks/ n. [C] a cross with a figure
of Christ on it

cru·ci·fix·ion /"krus@'fIkS@n/ n. 1 [C,U] the act
of killing someone by fastening him/her to a
cross 2 the Crucifixion the death of Christ in this
way, or a picture or object that represents it

cru·ci·fy /'krus@"faI/ v. (crucified, crucifies)

[T] 1 to kill someone by fastening him/her to a
cross 2 (informal) to criticize someone severely

and cruelly: If the newspapers find out, you’ll be
crucified.
crud /kröd/ n. [U] (informal) something that is bad
or disgusting to look at, taste, smell, etc.: I can’t get
this crud off my shoe. —cruddy adj.
crude /krud/ adj. 1 offensive or rude, especially
by referring to sex in an unacceptable way ➔ VULGAR : crude language 2 in a natural or raw condition: crude oil 3 not developed to a high standard:
a crude shelter in the forest —crudely adv.
cru·el /'kru@l/ adj. 1 deliberately hurting people
or animals: Children can be very cruel to each
other. | Keeping animals in cages seems cruel.
THESAURUS
mean, unkind, nasty,
thoughtless, spiteful, abusive, vicious,
malicious ➔ MEAN 2

2 making someone suffer or feel unhappy: Her
father’s death was a cruel blow. | Show business
can be cruel. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French,
Latin crudelis, from crudus “raw, rough, cruel”]
—cruelly adv.
cru·el·ty /'kru@lti/ n. (plural cruelties) [C,U]
behavior or actions that are cruel: cruelty to
animals | the cruelties of war
cruise1 /kruz/ v. 1 [I] to move at a steady speed
in a car, airplane, boat, etc.: We cruised along at 65
miles per hour. 2 [I,T] (informal) to drive a car
without going to any particular place: Kids were
cruising up and down Main Street. 3 [I,T] to sail
somewhere for pleasure: We will cruise the Caribbean. 4 [I] to win something easily: Blair cruised
to victory by a little over two minutes.
cruise2 n. [C] a vacation on a large boat: a Caribbean cruise
cruis·er /'kruzø/ n. [C] 1 a large fast ship used
by the navy 2 a police car 3 a boat used for
pleasure
'cruise ship n. [C] a large ship with restaurants,
bars, etc. that people travel on for a vacation
crumb /kröm/ n. [C] 1 a very small piece of
bread, cake, etc.
THESAURUS
piece, scrap, chunk, lump,
fragment, slice, strip, block ➔ PIECE 1

2 a very small amount: a few crumbs of information
crum·ble /'krömb@l/ v. 1 [I,T] to break into
small pieces, or to make something do this: an old
stone wall, crumbling with age | Crumble the
cheese on top. 2 [I] to lose power, become weak,
or fail: the crumbling peace process
crum·my /'krömi/ adj. (spoken) bad or of bad
quality: a crummy movie
crum·ple /'krömp@l/ v. [I,T] to crush paper or
cloth, or to be crushed in this way: Dan tore the
page out, crumpled it, and threw it in the wastepaper basket. —crumpled adj.
crunch1 /kröntS/ v. 1 [I] to make a sound like
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something being crushed: Our feet crunched on the
frozen snow. 2 [I,T] to eat hard food in a way that
makes a noise: The dog was crunching on a bone.
—crunchy adj.
crunch2 n. 1 [singular] a noise like the sound of
something being crushed: the crunch of footsteps
on gravel ➔ see picture on page A7 2 [singular] a
difficult situation caused by a lack of something,
especially money or time: the hospital’s budget
crunch 3 the crunch also crunch time the
moment in a situation when you must make an
important decision: Crunch time is approaching for
college applicants.
cru·sade /kru'seId/ n. [C] a determined attempt
to change something because you think you are
morally right: a crusade for better schools
—crusade v. [I]: students crusading against
nuclear weapons
THESAURUS
fight, battle, campaign, drive,
struggle ➔ FIGHT 2

crush1

/kröS/
v.
[T] 1 to press something so hard that it
breaks or is damaged:
Crush two cloves of
garlic. | a car crushed
by falling rocks | Two
workers were crushed
to death when a building collapsed. ➔ see picture on page A5

THESAURUS
press, squash, mash, grind,
squeeze, compress, compact ➔ PRESS 1

2 to completely defeat someone or something,
using severe methods: The uprising was crushed by
the military. 3 crush sb’s hopes/enthusiasm/
confidence etc. to make someone lose all hope,
confidence, etc. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
French cruisir]
crush2 n. 1 [C] (informal) a strong feeling of love
for someone that continues only for a short time:
Ben has a crush on his teacher. 2 [singular] a
crowd of people in a very small space
crush·ing /'kröSIÎ/ adj. 1 very hard to deal
with, and making you lose hope and confidence:
The army suffered a crushing defeat. 2 a crushing
remark, reply, etc. contains a very strong criticism
crust /kröst/ n. [C,U] 1 the baked outside part of
bread, a PIE , etc.: bread rolls with a thick brown
crust 2 a hard covering on the surface of something: The surface of the lake was covered by a thin
crust of ice. 3 EARTH SCIENCES the hard outer layer
of a PLANET , moon, etc., made up mostly of rocks:
the Earth’s crust ➔ see picture at GLOBE
crus·ta·cean /krö'steIS@n/ n. [C] BIOLOGY an
animal such as a LOBSTER or a CRAB that has a
hard outer shell and several pairs of legs, and
usually lives in water [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Modern Latin crustaceus, from Latin crusta “crust,
shell”] —crustacean adj.

crust·y /'krösti/ adj. having a hard crust: crusty
bread

crutch /krötS/ n. [C] 1 [usually plural] one of a

pair of sticks that you lean on to help you walk: He
was on crutches after breaking his leg. 2 (disapproving) something that gives someone support or
help, especially when this is not good for him/her:
Tom uses those pills as a crutch.

crux /kröks/ n. the crux the most important part
of a problem, question, argument, etc.: The budget
plan is the crux of the dispute between the White
House and Congress

cry1 /kraI/ v. (cried, cries) 1 [I] to produce tears
from your eyes, usually because you are unhappy
or hurt: What are you crying about? | Sydney cried
for her mother. | a woman crying over the death of
her son | Sad movies always make me cry.
THESAURUS

If someone weeps, s/he cries a lot because s/he
feels very sad – a formal word.
If someone sobs, s/he cries a lot in a noisy way.
If someone bawls, s/he cries a lot in a noisy way –
an informal word.
If someone is in tears, s/he is crying.
If someone bursts into tears or dissolves into
tears, s/he suddenly starts crying.
If someone breaks down, s/he starts crying after
having tried not to cry.

2 [I,T] to say something loudly: “Stop!” she cried. |
He cried for help. | The crowd cried his
name. 3 for crying out loud (spoken) said when
you feel annoyed with someone: For crying out
loud, will you shut up! 4 cry over spilled milk
(informal) to waste time worrying about something
that cannot be changed 5 [I] if an animal or bird
cries, it makes a loud high sound 6 cry wolf to
often ask for help when you do not need it, so that
people do not believe you when you really need
help
cry out phr. v. 1 to make a loud sound of fear,
shock, pain, etc.: He cried out in pain. 2 be
crying out for sth to need something urgently:
The health care system is crying out for reform.

cry2 n. (plural cries) [C] 1 a loud sound showing

fear, pain, shock, etc.: a baby’s cry | a cry of
pain/joy/alarm etc. 2 a loud shout: Miller heard a
cry of “Stop, thief!” 3 a sound made by a particular animal or bird: the cries of seagulls 4 a phrase
used in order to unite people in support of a
particular action or idea: a war/battle cry 5 a cry
for help something someone does that shows s/he
is unhappy and needs help: A suicide attempt is a
cry for help.

cry·ba·by /'kraI"beIbi/ n. (plural crybabies) [C]
(informal, disapproving) someone who cries or complains too much

cry·ing /'kraI-IÎ/ adj. 1 a crying need for sth a
serious need for something: There’s a crying need
for better housing. 2 it’s a crying shame (spoken) used in order to say that something is very
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sad or upsetting: It would be a crying shame if the
school had to close down.
crypt /krIpt/ n. [C] a room under a church, used in
past times for burying people
cryp·tic /'krIptIk/ adj. having a meaning that is
hard to understand: a cryptic message
—cryptically adv.
crys·tal /'krIst@l/ n. 1 [U] high-quality clear
glass: crystal wine glasses 2 [C,U] rock that is
clear, or a piece of this 3 [C] a small evenly shaped
object that forms naturally when a liquid becomes
solid: ice crystals 4 [C] CHEMISTRY a solid substance that has atoms arranged in a regular repeated
pattern: copper sulfate crystals [ORIGIN: 1000—
1100 Old French cristal, from Latin crystallum,
from Greek krystallos “ice, crystal”]
"crystal 'ball n. [C] a glass ball that you look into,
that some people believe can show the future
"crystal 'clear adj. 1 clearly stated and easy to
understand: I made it crystal clear that you weren’t
allowed to go! 2 completely clean and clear: The
lake was crystal clear.
crys·tal·lize /'krIst@"laIz/ v. [I,T] 1 if a liquid
crystallizes, it forms crystals 2 if an idea or plan
crystallizes, it becomes clear in your mind: The
recent events really crystallized my opposition to
war.
c-sec·tion /'si "sEkS@n/ n. [C] a CESAREAN
CT the written abbreviation of CONNECTICUT
cub /köb/ n. [C] the baby of a lion, bear, etc.
cub·by hole /'köbi "hoUl/ n. [C] a small space or
room, used for storing things
cube1 /kyub/ n. [C] 1 a solid square object with
six equal sides: a sugar cube | ice cubes ➔ see
picture at SHAPE 1 2 the cube of sth MATH the
number you get when you multiply a number by
itself twice: The cube of 3 is 27. [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 Latin cubus, from Greek kybos “cube,
vertebra”]
cube2 v. [T] 1 MATH to multiply a number by itself
twice: 2 cubed is 8. 2 to cut something into cubes
"cube 'root n. [C] MATH the cube root of a particular number is the number which, when multiplied
by itself twice, equals that number. For example,
the cube root of 64 is 4. ➔ SQUARE ROOT
cu·bic /'kyubIk/ adj. cubic inch/centimeter/
yard etc. MATH a measurement of space which is
calculated by multiplying the length of something
by its width and height
cu·bi·cle /'kyubIk@l/ n. [C] a small partly
enclosed part of a room: office cubicles [ORIGIN:
1400—1500 Latin cubiculum, from cubare “to
lie”]
'Cub Scouts n. [plural] the part of the BOY
SCOUTS that is for younger boys
cuck·oo /'kuku/ n. (plural cuckoos) [C] a gray
European bird that puts its eggs in other birds’ nests

and that has a call that sounds like its name [ORI1200—1300 Old French cucu, from the
sound it makes]
GIN:

cu·cum·ber

/'kyu"kömbø/ n. [C] a
long thin green vegetable, usually eaten raw
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Old French cocombre,
from Latin cucumis]
➔ see picture at VEGETABLE

cud·dle /'ködl/ v. [I,T]

to put your arms around
someone or something
as a sign of love: Chris
cuddled her new puppy.
—cuddle n. [C usually
singular]

THESAURUS
hug, embrace, hold, wrap
your arms around sb ➔ HUG 1

cuddle up phr. v. to lie or sit very close to someone
or something: The children cuddled up to each
other in the dark.
cud·dly /'ködli/ adj. soft, warm, and nice to hold:
a cuddly stuffed animal
cue /kyu/ n. [C] 1 an action or event that is a
signal for something else to happen: That was a
cue for me to leave. 2 a word or action that is a
signal for someone to speak or act in a play, movie,
etc.: Tony stood by the stage, waiting for his
cue. 3 (right/as if) on cue happening or done at
exactly the right moment: Then Bart walked in,
right on cue. 4 take a/your cue from sb to copy
what someone else does because s/he does it correctly 5 a long straight wooden stick used for
hitting the ball in games such as POOL 6 a movement of the hand, body, or face that communicates
meaning without words: Cues such as smiling or
lowering your eyes show that you are attracted to
someone.
cuff1 /köf/ n. [C] 1 the end of a sleeve 2 a narrow
piece of cloth turned up at the bottom of your
pants 3 off-the-cuff without previous thought or
preparation: an off-the-cuff remark 4 cuffs [plural] (informal) HANDCUFFS
cuff2 v. [T] (informal) to put HANDCUFFS on someone
'cuff link n. [C] a small piece of jewelry that a man
can use instead of a button to fasten the cuff of his
shirt
cui·sine /kwI'zin/ n. [U] a particular style of
cooking: French cuisine
cul-de-sac /"köl d@ 'sæk, "kUl-/ n. [C] a street
with only one way in and out [ORIGIN: 1800—
1900 a French word meaning “bottom of the
bag”]
cul·i·nar·y /'köl@"nEri, 'kyu-/ adj. (formal) relating to cooking: a culinary magazine

C

cull
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cull /köl/ v. 1 [T] (formal) to collect information

C

from different places: data culled from various
sources 2 [I,T] to kill some of the animals in a
group so that the size of the group does not increase
too much —cull n. [C]
cul·mi·nate /'kölm@"neIt/ v.
culminate in/with sth phr. v. to end with a particular event, especially a big or important one: a
series of arguments that culminated in divorce
cul·mi·na·tion /"kölm@'neIS@n/ n. the culmination of sth something important that happens
after a period of development: That discovery was
the culmination of his life’s work.
cul·pa·ble /'kölp@b@l/ adj. (formal) deserving
blame: Both sides were equally culpable.
—culpability /"kölp@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [U]
cul·prit /'kölprIt/ n. [C] 1 someone who has
done something wrong: Police are still looking for
the culprit. 2 the reason for a particular problem
or difficulty: High labor costs are the main culprit
for the rise in prices. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
Anglo-French cul (from culpable “guilty”) +
prit “ready (to prove it)”]
cult1 /költ/ n. [C] 1 an extreme religious group
that is not part of an established religion: a religious cult
THESAURUS

➔ CHURCH

church, denomination, sect

(=traditional way of doing something) that has
existed in a society or within a social group for a
long time —culturally adv.: Europe is a culturally
diverse continent.
cul·ture /'költSø/ Ac n. 1 [C,U] SOCIAL SCIENCE
the art, beliefs, behavior, ideas, etc. of a particular
society: the culture of ancient Greece | I love
working abroad and meeting people from different
cultures. | American/Western/Hispanic etc. culture
c Don’t say “The American culture.” b 2 [U] ENG.
LANG. ARTS art, literature, music, etc.: Boston is a
good place for anyone who is interested in culture. |
popular culture (=the music, movies, etc. that are
liked by a lot of people) 3 [C,U] BIOLOGY the
process of growing BACTERIA for scientific use, or
the bacteria or cells produced by this: tissue cultures [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French, Latin
cultura, from cultus “care, worship”]
cul·tured /'költSød/ Ac adj. intelligent, polite,
and interested in art, music, etc.
'culture "shock n. [singular, U] a feeling of being
confused or anxious when you visit a foreign country for the first time
cum·ber·some /'kömbøs@m/ adj. 1 a cumbersome process is slow and difficult: Getting a passport can be a cumbersome process. 2 heavy and
difficult to move or use: cumbersome equipment
cu·mu·la·tive /'kyumy@l@ÔIv, -"leI-/ adj.
increasing gradually: the cumulative effect of air
pollution —cumulatively adv.
cu·mu·lo·nim·bus /"kyumy@lou'nImb@s/ n.
(plural cumulonimbuses or cumulonimbi /-baI/)
[C,U] EARTH SCIENCES a type of thick large cloud that
often produces a RAINSTORM or a THUNDER-

2 a fashionable or popular belief, idea, or attitude:
The whole movie industry is built on the cult of
personality.
cult2 adj. [only before noun] a cult movie, person,
group, etc. is one that is very popular but only
among a particular group of people: The band has STORM ➔ CIRRUS , CUMULUS , NIMBUS , STRATUS
developed a cult following. ➔ POPULAR
/'kyumy@l@s/ n. (plural cumuli /-laI/)
cul·ti·vate /'költ@"veIt/ v. [T] 1 to prepare and cu·mu·lus
[C,U] EARTH SCIENCES a thick white cloud with a flat
use land for growing crops and plants 2 to work bottom edge, which shows that the weather is good,
hard to develop a particular skill, quality, or atti- but which can build up to form rain ➔ CIRRUS ,
tude: He’s spent years cultivating a knowledge of CUMULONIMBUS , NIMBUS , STRATUS
art. 3 to try to develop a friendship with someone
who can help you: She worked hard to cultivate cun·ning /'könIÎ/ adj. intelligent in a dishonest
friendships with local government leaders. way: a cunning criminal | a cunning plan [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Present participle of cun “to
—cultivation /"költ@'veIS@n/ n. [U]
cul·ti·vat·ed /'költ@"veIÔId/ adj. 1 intelligent know,” an early form of can] —cunning n. [U]
and knowing a lot about music, art, literature, etc.: —cunningly adv.
THESAURUS
a cultivated gentleman 2 cultivated land is used
intelligent, smart, bright,
for growing crops or plants
brilliant, wise, clever, crafty ➔ INTELLIGENT
skillful, expert, accomplished, talented, gifted,
cul·tur·al /'költS@r@l/ Ac adj. 1 relating to a
adept, deft ➔ SKILLFUL
particular society and its way of life: England has a
rich cultural heritage. | cultural differences 2 relating to art, literature, music, etc.: a cup1 /köp/ n. [C] 1 a small round container, usuguide to cultural events in London | The museum is ally with a handle, that you use to drink tea, coffee,
a welcome addition to the city’s cultural etc., or the drink it contains ➔ SAUCER : a cup and
life. 3 cultural diffusion SOCIAL SCIENCE the saucer | a cup of coffee | a paper/plastic cup 2 a
spread of ideas, CUSTOM s (=traditional ways of unit for measuring liquid or food in cooking, equal
doing something), etc. between people from differ- to eight FLUID OUNCE s or 237 MILLILITER s: Stir in
ent cultures 4 cultural diversity SOCIAL SCIENCE a cup of flour. 3 a specially shaped container that
the fact that there are many clearly different cul- is given as a prize in a competition ➔ TROPHY
tures in a city, country, etc. 5 cultural institution [ORIGIN: Old English cuppe, from Late Latin
cuppa, from Latin cupa “barrel”]
SOCIAL SCIENCE an important practice or CUSTOM
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cup2 v. (cupped, cupping) [T] to form your hands

into the shape of a cup: Greta cupped her hands
around the mug.
cup·board /'köbød/ n. [C] a piece of furniture
with doors and shelves, used for storing clothes,
plates, food, etc. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 cupboard
“shelf or table for cups” (14—18 centuries)]
cup·cake /'köpkeIk/ n. [C] a small round cake
cu·pid·i·ty /kyu'pId@Ôi/ n. [U] (formal) very
strong desire for something, especially money or
property SYN greed
cur·a·ble /'kyUr@b@l/ adj. able to be cured
ANT incurable: a curable disease
cu·ra·tor /'kyU"reIÔø, -r@Ôø, kyU'reIÔø/ n. [C]
someone who is in charge of a MUSEUM
curb1 /køb/ n. [C] the edge of a SIDEWALK , where
it joins the road [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French
courbe “curve, curved piece of wood or metal,”
from Latin curvus]

old are you? | I just had to satisfy my curiosity, so I
opened the box.
cu·ri·ous /'kyUri@s/ adj. 1 wanting to know or
learn about something: We were curious about
what was going on next door. | I was curious to see
how it worked. 2 strange or unusual: a curious
noise | It’s curious that she left without saying
goodbye. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French
curios, from Latin curiosus “careful, wanting to
know”]
THESAURUS

strange, funny, peculiar,
mysterious, odd, weird, bizarre, eccentric ➔
STRANGE 1

—curiously adv.

curl1 /køl/ n. [C] 1 a piece of hair that hangs in a

curved shape: a little girl with blonde curls ➔ see
picture at HAIR 2 something that forms a curved
shape: a curl of smoke —curly adj.

curl2 v. [I,T] to form a curved shape, or to make

something do this: I don’t know if I should curl my
hair or leave it straight. | Thick smoke curled from
the chimney. | The phone cord was curled around
her hand.
2
curb v. [T] to control or limit something: Doctors
curl up phr. v. 1 to lie or sit comfortably with
are trying to curb the spread of the disease.
your arms and legs bent close to your body: Pepe
curled up on the couch to watch TV. 2 if paper,
curd /kød/ n. [C,U] the thick substance that forms
leaves, etc. curl up, their edges become curved and
in milk when it becomes sour
point up
cur·dle /'kødl/ v. [I,T] if a liquid curdles, it
becomes unpleasantly thick: Do not let the sauce curl·er /'kølø/ n. [C usually plural] a small metal or
plastic tube for making hair curl
boil or it will curdle.
cure1 /kyUr/ v. [T] 1 to make an injury or illness 'curling "iron n. [C] a piece of electrical equipment that you heat and use to curl your hair
better, so that the person who was sick is well
➔ HEAL : Many types of cancer can now be cured. | cur·rant /'kø@nt, 'kör-/ n. [C] a small round red
Penicillin will cure most infections. 2 to solve a
or black berry, usually dried [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
problem, or improve a bad situation: No one can
raison of Coraunte “raisin of Corinth” (14—17
completely cure unemployment. 3 to preserve
centuries), from Corinth city and area in
food, leather, etc. by drying it, hanging it in smoke,
Greece]
or covering it with salt: cured ham [ORIGIN:
cur·ren·cy /'kø@nsi, 'kör-/ Ac n. (plural cur1200—1300 Old French, Latin cura “care”]
rencies) 1 [C,U] the type of money that a country
cure2 n. [C] 1 a medicine or medical treatment
uses: Japanese currency | foreign currency
that can cure an illness or disease: a cure for
THESAURUS
money, bill, coin, cash,
cancer 2 something that solves a problem: There’s
change ➔ MONEY
no easy cure for poverty.
THESAURUS

➔ EDGE 1

edge, perimeter, rim, margin

THESAURUS
solution, answer, remedy,
panacea ➔ SOLUTION

cur·few /'køfyu/ n. [C] a law that forces people to

stay indoors after a particular time at night: The
government imposed a curfew from sunset to sunrise. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French covrefeu
“signal to put out fires, curfew,” from covrir “to
cover” + feu “fire”]
cu·ri·o /'kyUri"oU/ n. (plural curios) [C] a small
object that is interesting because it is old, beautiful,
or rare
cu·ri·os·i·ty /"kyUri'As@Ôi/ n. [singular, U] the
desire to know about something: Children have a
natural curiosity about the world around them. |
Just out of curiosity (=because of curiosity), how

2 [U] the state of being accepted or used by a lot of
people: During the 1880s, Marxism began to gain
currency. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Medieval Latin
currentia “flowing,” from Latin currere]

cur·rent1 /'kø@nt, 'kör-/ adj. happening, exist-

ing, or being used now: Sales for the current year
are low. | the current edition of “Newsweek” [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French curant, present
participle of courre “to run,” from Latin currere]
THESAURUS

➔ PRESENT 1

present, existing, prevailing

current2 n. [C] 1 a continuous movement of

water or air in a particular direction: We were
swimming against a strong current. 2 a flow of

C

current affairs

C
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from Late Latin cortina, from Latin cohors
electricity through a wire: an electrical current
"current af'fairs n. [U] important political or “enclosure, court”]
social events that are happening now
curt·sy, curtsey /'køtsi/ v. (curtsied, curtsies)
cur·rent·ly /'kø@ntli, 'kör-/ adv. at the present [I] if a woman curtsies, she bends her knees with
time: She’s currently studying in Japan. | These are one foot in front of the other as a sign of respect for
an important person [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 courthe most effective drugs currently available.
tesy] —curtsy n. [C]
THESAURUS
now, at the moment, for the
1
/køv/ n. [C] 1 a line or shape that bends
curve
moment, at present/at the present time,
like part of a circle: a sharp curve in the road ➔ see
1
presently ➔ NOW
picture at BENT 2 2 a method of giving GRADE s
based on how a student’s work compares with other
cur·ric·u·lum /k@'rIky@l@m/ n. (plural curricula students’ work: The test will be graded on a curve.
/-ky@l@/ or curriculums) [C] all of the subjects that
are taught at a school, college, etc. [ORIGIN: curve2 v. [I,T] to bend or move in the shape of a
1800—1900 Modern Latin, Latin, “running, curve, or to make something do this: a golf ball
curving through the air —curved adj. —curvy
course,” from currere]
cur·ry /'køi, 'köri/ n. (plural curries) [C,U] meat adj.
or vegetables cooked in a spicy sauce
cur·vi·lin·e·ar /"køv@'lIniø/ adj. MATH having a
curse1 /køs/ v. 1 [I] to swear: He cursed at the curved line: a huge curvilinear arch
lawn mower when it didn’t start. 2 [T] to say or cush·ion1 /'kUS@n/ n. [C] 1 a bag filled with soft
think bad things about someone or something material, that you put on a chair or the floor to
because he, she, or it that has made you angry: I make it more comfortable ➔ PILLOW 2 something,
cursed myself for not buying the car insurance especially money, that prevents you from being
sooner. 3 [T] to ask God or a magical power to immediately affected by a bad situation: Savings
harm someone
can act as a cushion against unemployment. [ORIcurse2 n. [C] 1 a swear word, or words, that you GIN: 1300—1400 Old French coissin, from Latin
say when you are angry 2 magic words that bring coxa “hip”]
someone bad luck: It feels like someone has put a cushion2 v. [T] to reduce the effects of something
curse on my career.
bad: The law will cushion the blow for homeowners by gradually phasing in the tax increases.
THESAURUS
magic, witchcraft, sorcery,
black magic, spell, the occult, voodoo ➔
MAGIC 1

3 something that causes trouble or harm: Being a
war hero has been both a blessing and a curse.

cusp /kösp/ n. on/at the cusp of sth at the time
when a situation is going to change, or something
important is about to happen: They were young
people on the cusp of adulthood.

/kös/ v. [I] (informal) to use offensive language
cursed /køst/ adj. be cursed with sth to be cuss
SYN swear, curse

affected by something bad: All his life, he’s been
cuss sb ↔ out phr. v. (informal) to swear and shout
cursed with bad luck.
at someone because you are angry
cur·sor /'køsø/ n. [C] a shape on a computer
cus·tard /'köstød/ n. [C,U] a soft baked mixture
screen that moves to show where you are writing
of milk, eggs, and sugar [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
cur·so·ry /'køs@ri/ adj. done quickly without custard, crustade type of pie (14—17 centumuch attention to detail: After a cursory glance/ ries)]
look at the menu, Grant ordered coffee.
cus·to·di·an /k@'stoUdi@n/ n. [C] someone who
THESAURUS
short, brief, quick ➔ SHORT 1
takes care of a public building or something valuable

curt /køt/ adj. using very few words, in a way that cus·to·dy /'köst@di/ n. [U] 1 the legal right to
seems rude: a curt response —curtly adv.
THESAURUS

➔ SHORT 1

short, brief, concise, succinct

cur·tail /kø'teIl/ v. [T] (formal) to reduce or limit
something: new laws to curtail immigration
—curtailment n. [C,U]

take care of a child: My ex-wife has custody of the
kids. | The judge awarded us joint custody (=both
parents will have custody) of the children. 2 in
custody being kept in prison until going to court:
Two robbery suspects are being held/kept in custody. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin custodia
“guarding,” from custos “person who guards”]
—custodial /k@'stoUdi@l/ adj.

cur·tain /'køt§n/ n. [C] a piece of hanging cloth cus·tom /'köst@m/ n. 1 [C,U] something that
that can be pulled across to cover a window, divide
a room, etc.: a shower curtain | a new pair of
curtains | Can you close/draw/pull the curtains for
me? [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French curtine,

people in a particular society do because it is
traditional: the custom of throwing rice at
weddings | It’s the custom for the bride’s parents to
pay for the wedding. | Chinese customs and culture

cut
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THESAURUS
habit, tradition, practice,
convention ➔ HABIT

2 customs [plural] the place where your bags are
checked for illegal goods when you go into a
country: It took forever to go through customs.
[ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old French custume, from
Latin consuetudo, from consuescere “to make
someone used to something”]
cus·tom·ar·y /'köst@"mEri/ adj. usual or normal:
It is customary for a local band to lead the parade.
—customarily /"köst@'mEr@li/ adv.

C

'custom-built adj. a custom-built car, machine,
etc. is built specially for a particular person

cus·tom·er /'köst@mø/ n. [C] someone who

buys things from a store or company: Dow is one of
our biggest customers. | Foster was a regular
customer at Brennan’s Restaurant. | efforts to
improve customer service
THESAURUS

client – someone who pays for a service: a
business meeting with clients

shopper – someone who goes to a store looking

for things to buy: streets full of Christmas
shoppers
patron (formal) – someone who uses a
particular store, restaurant, company, etc.: the
patrons of the restaurant
consumer – anyone who buys goods or uses
services: the rights of consumers
buyer – someone who buys something very
expensive, such as a car or a house: first-time
home buyers ➔ STORE 1

cus·tom·ize /'köst@"maIz/ v. [T] to change

something to make it more appropriate for a particular person or purpose: a customized software
package
'custom-made adj. a custom-made shirt, pair of
shoes, etc. is made specially for a particular person
cut1 /köt/ v. (past tense and past participle cut,
present participle cutting)
1 USE KNIFE/SCISSORS [I,T] to divide something
into two or more pieces using a knife or scissors:
Do you want me to cut the cake? | Abby, go cut
Grandpa a piece of pie. | Cut the cheese into
cubes. | He cut the tomato in half/two. | Cut along
the dotted line.
THESAURUS

chop (up) – to cut meat, vegetables, or wood
into pieces
slice – to cut bread, meat, or vegetables into
thin pieces
dice – to cut vegetables or meat into small
square pieces
peel – to cut the outside part off an apple,
potato, etc.
carve – to cut pieces from a large piece of meat
shred – to cut vegetables into small thin pieces
grate – to cut cheese, vegetables, etc. into small
pieces using a grater

2 MAKE SHORTER [T] to make something shorter
using a knife, scissors, etc.: We cut the grass once a
week. | Did you get your hair cut?
THESAURUS

saw – to cut wood, using a saw (=a tool with a
row of sharp points)
chop down – to make a tree fall down by
cutting it
mow – to cut grass using a special machine: I
need to mow the lawn.
trim – to cut off a small amount of something to
make it look neater, for example hair or a bush
snip – to cut something quickly, using scissors

3 REDUCE [T] to reduce the amount of something:
You need to cut the amount of fat in your diet. | The
company had to close several factories to cut
costs. | The number of soldiers had to be cut in
half.
THESAURUS
reduce, lower, decrease,
slash, roll back ➔ REDUCE

4 INJURE [T] to injure yourself or someone else
with a knife or something else that is sharp: He cut
his finger on a piece of broken glass. | She fell and
cut her head open.
5 cut sb free/loose to cut something such as a

cut

C
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rope or metal in order to let someone escape:
Firemen were carefully cutting the driver free from
the wreckage.
6 MAKE A HOLE/MARK [T] to make a mark in the
surface of something, open something, etc. using a
sharp tool: She used a saw to cut a hole in the ice. |
Strange letters had been cut into the stone.
7 GO A QUICK WAY [I] to go somewhere by a
quicker and more direct way than usual: We cut
through/across our neighbor’s yard.
8 ON A COMPUTER [T] to remove writing, a picture, etc. from a computer document: Cut and
paste the picture into a new file (=remove it and
move it to another place).
9 REMOVE PARTS FROM A MOVIE, ETC. [T] to
remove parts from a movie, book, speech, etc.: The
original version was cut by more than 30 minutes.
10 cut corners to do something less well than you
should, in order to save time, effort, or money:
Parents are worried that the city is cutting corners
in education.
11 cut class/school to deliberately not go to
class or school
12 cut your losses to stop doing something that
is failing so that you do not waste any more money,
time, or effort: He decided to cut his losses and sell
the business.
13 cut sth short to end something earlier than you
had planned: His career was cut short by a back
injury.
SPOKEN PHRASES

14 not cut it to not be good enough to do something: Barry’s just not cutting it as a journalist.
15 cut it close to leave yourself just enough time
or money to do something: He cut it pretty close,
but he made it to the airport all right.

[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 From an unrecorded Old
English cytan] ➔ cut/give sb some slack at
SLACK 2

cut across sth phr. v.

if a problem or feeling cuts across different groups
of people, they are all affected by it: Basketball’s
popularity cuts across racial lines.
cut sth ↔ back phr. v.
to reduce the amount, size, cost, etc. of something:
Education spending cannot be cut back any
further. | The company is attempting to cut back on
expenses.
cut down phr. v.
1 to eat, drink, or use less of something, especially
in order to improve your health: I’ve always
smoked, but I’m trying to cut down. | I’m trying to
cut down on the fat in my diet.
2 cut sth ↔ down to reduce the amount of
something: Email cuts down the amount of paper
passed between staff. | By getting the design right,
you can cut down on accidents.
3 cut sth ↔ down to cut a tree so that the whole of
it falls to the ground: Beautiful old oaks had been
cut down to build houses.
cut in phr. v.
cut in front/cut in line to unfairly go in front of

other people who are waiting to do something:
Some idiot cut in front of me on the freeway and
almost caused an accident.
cut off phr. v.
1 cut sth ↔ off to separate something by cutting it

away from the main part: Cut the top off a large
ripe pineapple. | His finger was cut off in the
accident.
2 cut sth ↔ off to stop the supply of something:
They’re going to cut off our electricity if you don’t
pay that bill.
3 be/get cut off to be unable to finish talking to
someone because something is wrong with the
telephone connection
4 be cut off if a place is cut off, it is difficult or
impossible to get to or leave: The ski resort was cut
off by a heavy snowfall.
5 cut sb off to interrupt someone: He cut her off in
mid-sentence.
cut out phr. v.
1 cut sth ↔ out to remove something by cutting it

with a knife or scissors: The children cut star
shapes out of colored paper.
2 cut it/that out! (spoken) used in order to tell
someone to stop doing something that is annoying
you: Cut that out, you two, or you’ll go to your
rooms.
3 not be cut out for sth/to be sth to not have
the qualities that you need for a particular job or
activity: I decided I wasn’t really cut out to be a
teacher.
cut sth ↔ up phr. v.
to cut something into smaller pieces: Cut up two
carrots and three potatoes.
cut2 n. [C] 1 a reduction in the size, number, or
amount of something: a cut in government
spending | tax/job/budget etc. cuts 2 a wound that
you get if a sharp object cuts your skin: Luckily, I
only got a few cuts and bruises.
THESAURUS
injury, wound, bruise,
contusion, laceration, scrape, sprain, bump,
fracture ➔ INJURY

3 a hole or mark in a surface made by something
sharp: Make a cut in the paper. 4 [usually singular]
(informal) a HAIRCUT 5 [usually singular] a share of
something: Everyone’s taking a cut of the profits. 6 a piece of meat that is cut so you can cook it:
tender cuts of beef 7 be a cut above sb/sth to
be better than someone or something else: The
Yankees are clearly a cut above the rest of baseball.
"cut and 'dried adj. a situation, decision, or result
that is cut and dried cannot be changed
cut·back /'kötbæk/ n. [C] a reduction in something, especially to save money: a number of cutbacks in funding for public libraries
cute /kyut/ adj. 1 attractive: What a cute little
baby! | a cute skirt | Tim is so cute.
THESAURUS
attractive, good-looking,
nice-looking, pretty, beautiful, handsome,
gorgeous, stunning, hot ➔ ATTRACTIVE
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2 smart in a way that can seem rude: Ignore him;
he’s just trying to be cute. —cutely adv.
—cuteness n. [U]
cu·ti·cle /'kyuÔIk@l/ n. [C] the hard thin skin at
the bottom of your FINGERNAIL s
cut·ler·y /'köt§l@ri/ n. [U] knives, forks, and
spoons SYN silverware
cut·let /'köt§lIt/ n. [C] a small flat piece of meat:
veal cutlets
cut·off /'köÔOf/ n. 1 [C] a time or level at which
something stops: The cutoff date for applying was
June 3rd. 2 cutoffs [plural] a pair of SHORTS that
you make by cutting off the bottom part of a pair of
pants
'cut-rate also 'cut-price adj. cheaper than normal: cut-rate insurance
cut·ter /'köÔø/ n. [C] a tool that cuts things: wire
cutters | a cookie cutter
cut·throat /'köt§θroUt/ adj. a cutthroat activity
or business involves people competing with each
other in an unpleasant way: cutthroat competition
cut·ting /'köÔIÎ/ adj. unkind and intended to upset
someone: a cutting remark
'cutting board n. [C] a piece of wood or plastic
that you cut food on when you are cooking
"cutting 'edge n. the cutting edge (of sth) the
newest design or the most advanced way of doing
something: artists on the cutting edge of computer
animation —cutting-edge adj.: cutting-edge
technology
cy·a·nide /'saI@"naId/ n. [U] a very strong poison
cy·ber·ca·fé /'saIbøkæ"feI/ n. [C] a CAFE where
you can use computers connected to the Internet
cy·ber·space /'saIbø"speIs/ n. [U] the imaginary place that electronic messages go through
when they travel from one computer to another
cy·cle1 /'saIk@l/ Ac n. [C] a number of related
events that happen again and again in the same
order: the cycle of the seasons | the plant’s life
cycle | The company’s poor profits were put down
to a temporary downturn in the business cycle.
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French, Late Latin cyclus,
from Greek kyklos “circle, wheel, cycle”]
cycle2 v. [I] 1 to ride a bicycle SYN bike: I cycled
to the store. 2 to go through a series of related
events again and again in the same order: Waste
water is cycled through the machine and reused.
—cyclist n. [C]
cy·cli·cal /'saIklIk@l, 'sI-/ Ac also cy·clic
/'saIklIk, 'sI-/ adj. happening again and again in a
regular pattern: the cyclical nature of fashion
—cyclically adv.
cy·cl·ing /'saIk@lIÎ/ n. [U] the sport or activity of
riding a bicycle
cy·clone /'saIkloUn/ n. [C] a TORNADO
cyl·in·der /'sIl@ndø/ n. [C] 1 a shape, object, or
container with circular ends and long straight sides
➔ see picture at SHAPE 1

THESAURUS
shape, square, circle,
semicircle, triangle, rectangle, oval ➔ SHAPE 1

2 the part of an engine that is shaped like a tube,
where the PISTON moves up and down: a sixcylinder engine [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin
cylindrus, from Greek, from kylindein “to roll”]
cy·lin·dri·cal /s@'lIndrIk@l/ adj. in the shape of a
cylinder
THESAURUS
oval, circular, round,
semicircular, triangular, rectangular ➔ SHAPE 1

cym·bal /'sImb@l/ n. [C] a thin round metal plate
that you hit to make a musical sound

cyn·ic /'sInIk/ n. [C] a cynical person [ORIGIN:

1500—1600 Latin cynicus, from Greek kynikos
“like a dog”] —cynicism /'sIn@"sIz@m/ n. [U]
cyn·i·cal /'sInIk@l/ adj. unwilling to believe that
people have good, honest, or sincere reasons for
doing something: Since her divorce she’s become
very cynical about men. —cynically adv.
cy·pher /'saIfø/ n. [C] another spelling of CIPHER
Cy·ril·lic /s@'rIlIk/ adj. ENG. LANG. ARTS relating to
the alphabet used for Russian, Bulgarian, and other
Slavonic languages: Cyrillic writing
cyst /sIst/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a small LUMP containing
liquid, that grows in your body or under your skin
cy·to·plasm /'saIÔ@"plæz@m/ n. [U] BIOLOGY all
the material in the cell of a living thing except the
NUCLEUS (=central part)
cy·to·skel·e·ton /"saIÔoU'skEl@t§n/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a system of very thin connected tubes in the
cytoplasm of a cell, that gives the cell its shape and
structure
czar /zAr/ n. [C] 1 (informal) someone who is very
powerful in a particular job or activity: the President’s drug czar 2 HISTORY a male ruler of Russia
before 1917 [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Russian tsar,
from Gothic kaisar “emperor,” from Greek,
from Latin Caesar, from Julius Caesar]

Dd
D, d /di/ 1 the fourth letter of the English alpha-

bet 2 the number 500 in the system of ROMAN
NUMERAL s
D /di/ n. 1 [C] a grade that a teacher gives to a
student’s work to show that it is poor and just above
the point of failing: I got a D on the history
test. 2 [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS the second note in the
musical SCALE of C, or the musical KEY based on
this note
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d. the written abbreviation of DIED : d. 1937
Dal·ma·tian, dalmatian /dæl'meIS@n/ n. [C] a
-’d /d/ the short form of “would” or “had”: Ask her dog with white fur and small black or brown spots

D

if she’d like to go with us. | If only I’d known you
were there!
D.A. n. [C] LAW a DISTRICT ATTORNEY
dab1 /dæb/ n. [C] a small amount of something: a
dab of butter
dab2 v. (dabbed, dabbing) 1 [I,T] to lightly touch
something several times, usually with a cloth:
Emily dabbed at her eyes with a handkerchief. 2 [T] to quickly put a small amount of a
substance onto something: She dabbed some suntan
lotion onto her cheeks.
dab·ble /'dæb@l/ v. [I] to do something or be
involved in something in a way that is not very
serious: He dabbles in art.
dachs·hund /'dAkshUnt, -hUnd/ n. [C] a small
dog with short legs and a long body
dac·tyl /'dækt@l/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a RHYTHM
in poetry in which a STRESS ed word or SYLLABLE
is followed by two words or syllables that are not
stressed, as in the word “poetry”
dad /dæd/ also dad·dy /'dædi/ n. [C] (informal)
father: I’m having dinner with my mom and dad. |
Dad, can I borrow $20? ➔ RELATIVE 1
daf·fo·dil /'dæf@"dIl/ n. [C] a tall yellow flower
that appears in early spring
dag·ger /'dægø/ n. [C] a short pointed knife used
as a weapon
dai·ly1 /'deIli/ adj. 1 happening, done, or produced every day: daily flights to Miami | a daily
newspaper

dam1 /dæm/ n. [C] a wall built across a river in
order to stop the water and make a lake

dam2 v. (dammed, damming) [T] to build a dam
across a river

dam·age1 /'dæmIdZ/ n. [U] 1 physical harm that

is done to something, so that it is broken or injured:
Was there any damage to your car? | The earthquake caused/did serious damage. | brain damage 2 a bad effect on someone or something: The
closure of the factory will cause severe damage to
the local economy. 3 damages [plural] LAW
money that a court orders someone to pay someone
else for harming that person or his/her property:
The court ordered her to pay $2,000 in damages.
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French dam “damage,” from Latin damnum “damage, loss”]
damage2 v. [T] 1 to physically harm someone or
something: The storm damaged the tobacco
crop. 2 to have a bad effect on someone or something: She didn’t want to do anything that would
damage her reputation. —damaging adj.
THESAURUS
regular, hourly, weekly,
dame /deIm/ n. [C] (old-fashioned) a woman
monthly, yearly, annual ➔ REGULAR 1
2 relating to a single day: a daily rate of damn /dæmd/ v. be damned to be punished by
pay 3 daily life the ordinary things that you usu- God after your death by being sent to HELL
ally do
damn·ing /'dæmIÎ/ adj. showing that someone
has done something very bad or wrong: damning
daily2 adv. every day: The zoo is open daily.
evidence
dain·ty /'deInôi/ adj. small, pretty, and delicate:
damp
/dæmp/ adj. slightly wet, usually in a cold
dainty white gloves
and unpleasant way: The house was cold and
dai·qui·ri /'daIk@ri, 'dæk-/ n. [C] a sweet alco- damp. | a damp sponge | damp weather
holic drink made with RUM and fruit juice
—dampness n. [U]
dair·y1 /'dEri/ n. (plural dairies) [C] 1 a place on a
THESAURUS
farm, where milk is kept and butter and cheese are
humid – used to say that the weather, especially
made 2 a company that sells milk and makes
hot weather, is slightly wet and makes you
cheese, butter, etc.
uncomfortable: humid weather/climate | It’s
unbearably humid.
dairy2 adj. [only before noun] 1 made from milk:
moist – used to say that something, especially
dairy products 2 relating to the production of
food, is slightly wet, especially in a way that
milk: a dairy farm
seems nice: The turkey was moist and tender. |
dai·sy /'deIzi/ n. (plural daisies) [C] a white
moist cake
flower with a bright yellow center [ORIGIN: Old
clammy – wet, cold, and sticky in a way that is
English dægeseage “day’s eye”]

dal·ly /'dæli/ v. (dallied, dallies) [I] (old-fashioned)
to move slowly or waste time: children dallying on
their way to school

unpleasant: My mother’s hand felt clammy.

damp·en /'dæmp@n/ v. [T] 1 to make something
slightly wet 2 to make something such as a feeling
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or activity less strong: The rainy weather didn’t
dampen our enthusiasm.
damp·er /'dæmpø/ n. put a damper on sth to
stop something from being enjoyable: The sad
news put a damper on our celebrations.
dam·sel /'dæmz@l/ n. damsel in distress
(humorous) a young woman who needs help
dance1 /dæns/ v. 1 [I] to move your body to
match the style and speed of music: Would you like
to dance? | Jack danced with his wife. | The
children danced to the radio. 2 dance the
waltz/tango etc. to do a particular type of dance
—dancer n. [C] —dancing n. [U]: We go dancing every Friday night.
dance2 n. 1 [C] an act of dancing: May I have
this dance (=will you dance with me)? 2 [C] a
particular set of movements that you perform with
music: The only dance I know is the tango. 3 [C] a
social event or party where you dance: a school
dance
THESAURUS

ball – a large formal occasion where people
dance

prom – a formal dance party for high school

students, usually held at the end of a school year
formal – a dance at which you have to wear
formal clothes

4 [U] the art or activity of dancing: dance lessons |
modern dance
dan·de·li·on /'dænd@"laI@n/ n. [C] a small bright
yellow wild flower [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French
dent de lion “lion’s tooth” (because of the shape
of the leaves)]
dan·druff /'dændr@f/ n. [U] small white pieces of
dead skin from your head
dan·dy /'dændi/ adj. (humorous) very good: This
gadget makes a dandy present for a cook.
dan·ger /'deIndZø/ n. 1 [C,U] the possibility that
someone or something will be harmed, or that
something bad will happen: Is there any danger of
infection? | The UN wants to move civilians who
are in danger (=in a dangerous situation). | Margie
is in danger of losing her job. | There is a danger
that museums will attempt to entertain rather than
educate.
THESAURUS

risk – the chance that something bad may

happen: Smoking greatly increases the risk of lung
cancer.
threat – the possibility that something bad will
happen: At that time, there seemed to be a
constant threat of nuclear war.
hazard – something that may be dangerous or
cause accidents, problems, etc.: Lighting fires in
the park is a safety hazard.
peril (formal) – danger of being harmed or
killed: They prayed for the sailors in peril on the
sea.

2 [C] something or someone that may harm you:

dark

the dangers of scuba diving | He’s a danger to the
community. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French
dangier, from Vulgar Latin dominiarium “power
to do harm”]
dan·ger·ous /'deIndZ@r@s/ adj. 1 able or likely
to harm you: a dangerous criminal | Cigarette
smoking is dangerous to your health. | It’s dangerous for women to walk alone at night. | Even tiny
amounts of the gas are extremely/highly etc. dangerous. 2 likely to cause problems, or involving a
lot of risk: The company is in a dangerous financial
position. —dangerously adv.
dan·gle /'dæÎg@l/ v. [I,T] to hang or swing
loosely, or to make something do this: keys dangling from a chain
da·nish /'deInIS/ n. [C] a small sweet type of
cake, often with fruit inside
dank /dæÎk/ adj. wet and cold, in a way that does
not feel nice
dap·per /'dæpø/ adj. a dapper man is neatly
dressed
dare1 /dEr/ v. 1 [T] to try to persuade someone to
do something dangerous: I dare you to jump! 2 [I]
to be brave enough to do something, used especially in negative sentences: Susan wouldn’t dare
tell the boss he was wrong. 3 don’t you dare
(spoken) said in order to warn someone not to do
something because it makes you angry: Don’t you
dare be late! 4 how dare you/he etc. (spoken)
said when you are very upset about what someone
has said or done: How dare you lie to me!
dare2 n. [C] something dangerous that you have
dared someone to do: He swam across the river on
a dare.
dare·dev·il /'dEr"dEv@l/ n. [C] someone who
likes doing dangerous things —daredevil adj.
dar·ing1 /'dErIÎ/ adj. 1 involving danger, or willing to do dangerous things: a daring escape
THESAURUS
brave, courageous, heroic,
valiant, bold, fearless, intrepid ➔ BRAVE 1

2 new or unusual in a way that may shock some
people: a daring movie
daring2 n. [U] courage that makes you willing to
take risks
dark1 /dArk/ adj. 1 with very little or no light
ANT light: a dark room | Turn on the light; it’s dark
in here. | We’d better go home; it’s getting dark (=it
is becoming night). | Suddenly the room went dark
(=became dark). 2 closer to black than to white in
color ➔ LIGHT : a dark blue tie | dark hair 3 a dark
person has black hair, brown skin, or brown eyes
ANT fair: a small dark woman 4 threatening, mysterious, or frightening: a dark side to his character 5 unhappy or without hope: the dark days of
the war [ORIGIN: Old English deorc]
dark2 n. 1 the dark a situation in which there is
no light: My son is afraid of the dark. 2 after/
before dark at night or before night begins: Don’t
go out after dark. 3 in the dark (informal) not
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knowing about something important because no
one has told you about it: Employees were kept in
the dark about the possible layoffs.
dark·en /'dArk@n/ v. [I,T] to make something
dark, or to become dark: The sky darkened before
the storm. | a darkened room
"dark 'horse n. [C] someone who is not well
known and who surprises people by winning a
competition
dark·ly /'dArkli/ adv. in a sad, angry, or threatening way: scientists speaking darkly about the future
dark·ness /'dArknIs/ n. [U] a place or time when
there is no light: The whole room was in darkness. |
We made it home just as darkness fell (=it became
night).
dark·room /'dArkrum/ n. [C] a special room with
a red light or no light, where film from a camera is
made into photographs
dar·ling1 /'dArlIÎ/ n. [C] (spoken) used when
speaking to someone you love: Come here, darling.
darling2 adj. [only before noun] much loved: my
darling child
darn1 /dArn/ v. 1 darn it! (spoken) said when you
are annoyed about something: Darn it! I broke my
shoelace. 2 [T] to repair a hole in clothes by
sewing thread through it many times
darn2 also darned adj., adv. (spoken) said in order
to emphasize what you are saying: a darned good
movie | The darn fool got lost.
darned /darnd/ adj. I’ll be darned (spoken) said
when you are surprised about something: You went
to Rutgers too? Well, I’ll be darned.
dart1 /dArt/ n. 1 [C] a small pointed object that is
thrown in a game of darts or used as a
weapon 2 darts [U] a game in which you throw
darts at a circular board: A couple of men were
playing darts.
dart2 v. [I] to move suddenly and quickly in a
particular direction: The dog darted into the street.
dash1 /dæS/ v. 1 [I] to go somewhere very
quickly: She dashed into the room just before the
boss arrived.
THESAURUS
RUN 1

run, sprint, tear, race, bolt ➔

rush, race, hurry, charge, speed, hasten ➔
RUSH

1

2 dash sb’s hopes to ruin someone’s hopes
completely: Her hopes of running in the Olympics
were dashed after the accident. 3 [T] to make
something hit violently against something else: The
ship was dashed against the rocks.
dash off phr. v. 1 dash sth ↔ off to write or
draw something very quickly 2 to leave somewhere very quickly
dash2 n. 1 make a dash for sth to run very
quickly toward something: I made a dash for the
house to get my umbrella. 2 [singular] a small
amount of a liquid: a dash of lemon 3 [C] ENG.

LANG. ARTS

a mark (–) used in writing to separate
parts of a sentence 4 [C] dashboard

dash·board /'dæSbOrd/ n. [C] the board in front

of the driver in a car, that has the controls on it
[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 dash “to strike with small
drops of liquid” (17—19 centuries) + board
(because it was originally a board to stop mud
getting into a vehicle)]

DAT /dæt/ n. [U] digital audio tape tape for
recording music, sound, or information in DIGITAL
form

da·ta /'deIÔ@, 'dæÔ@/

Ac n. [U, plural] 1 information or facts: He’s collecting data for his report. |
The team gathered data on voting patterns in each
state. 2 IT information stored and used on a computer: This laptop can store as much data as many
larger PCs. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 plural of
datum “fact, piece of information” (17—21 centuries), from Latin, past participle of dare “to
give”]

da·ta·base /'deIÔ@"beIs/ n. [C] IT a large amount
of data stored in a computer system

'data "mining n. [U]

IT the process of using a
computer to find new patterns and relationships in
large amounts of information kept on a computer

"data 'processing n. [U] IT the use of computers
to store and organize information

date1 /deIt/ n. [C] 1 a particular day of the month

or of the year, shown by a number: “What’s today’s
date?” “It’s August 11th.” | Have you set a date
(=chosen a day) for the wedding? | She refused to
give her date of birth/birth date (=the day she was
born). 2 an arrangement to meet someone, especially someone you like in a romantic way: Mike’s
going (out) on a date on Friday. | I have a date
with Andrea tomorrow night. | Let’s make a date
(=arrange a time) to see that new movie. 3 someone you go on a date with: My date’s taking me out
to dinner. 4 to date up to now: This is the best
research on the subject to date. 5 at a later date
at some time in the future 6 a small sweet sticky
brown fruit with a single long seed [ORIGIN: (1)
1200—1300 Old French, Greek daktylos “finger”] ➔ OUT-OF-DATE , UP-TO-DATE

date2 v. 1 [I,T] to have a romantic relationship

with someone: How long have you been dating
Mona? 2 [T] to write the date on something: a
letter dated May 1, 2007 3 [T] to find out the age
of something that is very old: Scientists have not
yet dated the human remains.
date from sth also date back to sth phr. v. to
have existed since a particular time: Independence
Hall dates from the 17th century.

dat·ed /'deIÔId/ adj. no longer fashionable: These
shoes are really dated.

THESAURUS
old-fashioned, outdated,
out-of-date, outmoded, antiquated, obsolete
➔ OLD-FASHIONED
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'date rape n. [C,U] a RAPE that happens during a
date

da·tive /'deIÔIv/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a form of a

daycare

eight-hour day. | Did you have a good day at
work? | I need a day off (=a day when you do not
have to work).
5 PAST [C] used in order to talk about a time in the
past: One day (=on a day in the past), the police
came and took her away. | Things were different in
my day (=when I was young). | I didn’t like him
from day one (=from the beginning). | Grandpa
was telling stories about the good old days (=a
time in the past when things seemed better than
now).
6 NOW [C] used in order to talk about the situation
that exists now: It’s not safe to walk the streets
these days (=now). | To this day (=until and including now), we haven’t heard the whole story.
7 FUTURE [C] used in order to talk about a time in
the future: We’ll buy our dream home one/some
day (=at some time in the future). | One of these
days (=some time soon), he’s going to end up in
jail. | Kelly’s expecting the baby any day now
(=very soon).
8 make sb’s day (informal) to make someone very
happy: That card made my day.
9 has had its day to no longer be popular or
successful: The old steam trains have had their day.
10 those were the days (spoken) used in order to
say that a time in the past was better than the
present time
11 day after day/day in day out used in order to
emphasize that something bad or boring continues
to happen: I drive the same route to work day in
day out.
12 from day to day/from one day to the next
if a situation changes from day to day or from one
day to the next, it changes often: My job changes
from day to day.
13 day by day slowly and gradually: She was
getting stronger day by day.
14 sb’s days (literary) the time when someone is
alive: He began his days in a small town.
15 be working days/be on days to work during
the day at a job you sometimes have to do at night
[ORIGIN: Old English dæg] ➔ DAILY 1, call it a
day at CALL 1

noun, in languages such as Latin and German, that
shows that the noun is the INDIRECT OBJECT of a
verb ➔ ACCUSATIVE
daub /dOb/ v. [T] to put paint or a soft substance on
a surface in a careless way [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Old French dauber, from Latin dealbare “to
make white, whitewash”]
daugh·ter /'dOÔø/ n. [C] someone’s female child
➔ SON : the daughter of a local farmer [ORIGIN:
Old English dohtor]
'daughter-in-law n. (plural daughters-in-law)
[C] the wife of your son
daunt·ed /'dOnôId/ adj. [not before noun] feeling
afraid or worried: Cooper is feeling daunted by his
new responsibilities.
daunt·ing /'dOnôIÎ/ adj. frightening or worrying:
a daunting task
daw·dle /'dOdl/ v. [I] to take a long time to do
something or go somewhere: Stop dawdling; we’ll
be late.
dawn1 /dOn/ n. [C,U] 1 the time of day when light
first appears: We talked until dawn. | I got up at
dawn to milk the cows. | As dawn broke (=it started
to get light), the fire was under control. | The boat
left at the crack of dawn (=very early in the
morning). 2 the dawn of sth the time when
something began or first appeared: the dawn of
civilization [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 daw “to dawn”
(10—19 centuries), from Old English dagian;
related to day]
dawn2 v. [I] if a day or morning dawns, it begins:
The morning dawned cool and clear.
dawn on sb phr. v. to realize something for the first
time: It suddenly dawned on me that he was right.
day /deI/ n.
1 24 HOURS [C] a period of time equal to 24 hours
➔ DAILY : I’ll be back in ten days. | The letter
arrived two days ago. | “What day is it today?”
GRAMMAR
“Tuesday.” | The next/following day, Hayes was
Use on to talk about a particular day of the
fired. | I got a phone call from Eve the other day
week: The class is on Monday.
(=a few days ago). | We’re leaving for Arizona the
Use this to talk about a day that is during the
day after tomorrow. | I saw Margo the day before
week that we are in now: Can we meet up this
yesterday. c Don’t say “We’re leaving for Arizona
Thursday?
after tomorrow” or “I saw Margo before yesterUse next to talk about a day in the week after
day.” b
this one: See you next Saturday.
2 MORNING UNTIL NIGHT [C,U] the period of time
Use last to talk about a day in the week before
between when it becomes light in the morning and
this one: She left last Friday.
when it becomes dark in the evening ANT night:
The days begin to get longer in the spring. | a
day·break /'deIbreIk/ n. [U] the time of day
beautiful summer day
when light first appears SYN dawn: We broke camp
3 WHEN YOU ARE AWAKE [C usually singular] the
at daybreak.
time during the day when you are usually awake:
He started his day with a three-mile run. | It’s been 'day camp n. [C] a place where children go during
a long day (=a day when you had to get up early
the day to do activities, sports, art, etc. on their
and were busy all day). | Jan’s been studying all
summer vacation from school
day (=for the whole day).
4 WORK [C] the hours you work in a day: I work an day·care /'deIkEr/ n. [U] care of young children,
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or of sick or old people, during the day: a daycare dead1 /dEd/ adj.
center | My youngest boy is in daycare.
1 NOT ALIVE no longer alive: Her mom’s been dead
day·dream /'deIdrim/ v. [I] to think about nice for two years. | I think that plant is dead. | She
things so that you forget what you should be doing: found a dead body (=a dead person) in the woods.
Joan sat at her desk, daydreaming about Tom.
USAGE
—daydream n. [C] —daydreamer n. [C]
Dead is an adjective used to describe people or
THESAURUS
imagine, visualize, picture,
fantasize, envision, envisage ➔ IMAGINE

Day-Glo /'deI gloU/ adj. (trademark) having a very
bright orange, green, yellow, or pink color

D

day·light /'deIlaIt/ n. 1 [U] the light produced

by the Sun during the day: The market is crowded
during daylight hours. | She was attacked in broad
daylight (=during the day when it is
light). 2 scare/frighten the (living) daylights
out of sb (informal) to frighten someone a
lot 3 beat the (living) daylights out of sb
(informal) to hit someone many times and hurt
him/her badly
"daylight 'saving time also "daylight 'savings n. [U] the time in the spring when clocks are
set one hour ahead of standard time
day·time /'deItaIm/ n. [U] the time between
when it gets light in the morning and when it gets
dark in the evening ANT nighttime: I’ve never been
here in/during the daytime. | daytime talk shows
"day-to-'day adj. happening every day as a regular
part of life: our day-to-day routine at work
daze /deIz/ n. in a daze unable to think clearly
dazed /deIzd/ adj. unable to think clearly, usually
because you are shocked, have been hurt, etc.:
dazed victims of the bombing
daz·zle /'dæz@l/ v. [T] 1 if a very bright light
dazzles you, you are unable to see for a short
time 2 to make someone admire someone or
something a lot: We were all dazzled by her charm.
daz·zling /'dæzlIÎ/ adj. 1 very impressive, exciting, or interesting: a dazzling performance
THESAURUS
impressive, imposing,
awe-inspiring, breathtaking, majestic,
magnificent ➔ IMPRESSIVE

2 a dazzling light is so bright that you cannot see
for a short time after you look at it
THESAURUS

bright, strong, brilliant,
glaring, blinding ➔ BRIGHT

DC PHYSICS the abbreviation of DIRECT CURRENT
D.C. n. District of Columbia the area containing
the city of Washington, the capital of the U.S.

things that are no longer alive: a dead fish
Died is the past tense and past participle of the
verb “to die,” used to talk about how and when
someone died: He died of a heart attack when he
was only 58.
THESAURUS

lifeless (literary) – dead or seeming to be dead:
dull, lifeless eyes
late/deceased (formal) – dead: her late
husband | their recently deceased grandmother

2 NOT WORKING not working, especially because
there is no power: Is the battery dead? | The phones
went dead during the storm.
3 PLACE [not before noun] a place that is dead is
boring because nothing interesting happens there:
The bar is usually dead until around 10:00.
4 NOT USED no longer active or being used: He
says the peace plan is dead. | a dead language
5 COMPLETE [only before noun] complete or exact:
For about five minutes, there was dead silence. | Hit
the dead center of the nail so it doesn’t bend. | The
train came to a dead stop.
6 TIRED [not before noun] (informal) very tired: I
think I’ll go to bed early; I’m absolutely dead.
7 PART OF BODY a part of your body that is dead
has no feeling in it for a short time: I’d been sitting
so long my legs went dead.
8 over my dead body (spoken) used when you
are determined not to allow something to happen:
You’ll marry him over my dead body!
9 IN TROUBLE (spoken) also dead meat in serious
trouble: If anything happens to the car, you’re
dead!
10 sb wouldn’t be caught/seen dead in sth
(spoken) used to say that someone would never
wear particular clothes, go to particular places, or
do particular things because s/he would feel embarrassed: I wouldn’t be caught dead in a dress like
that! [ORIGIN: Old English]

dead2 adv. (informal) completely or exactly: Paula
stopped dead when she saw us. | I’m dead tired. |
You can’t miss it; it’s dead ahead.

dead3 n. 1 in the dead of winter/night in the
middle of winter or in the middle of the
night 2 the dead [plural] all the people who have
died ANT the living

DDT n. [U] a chemical used in order to kill insects dead·beat /'dEdbi:t/ n. [C] someone who does
that harm crops, which is now illegal

not pay his/her debts

DE the written abbreviation of DELAWARE
dead·en /'dEdn/ v. [T] to make a feeling or sound
dea·con /'dik@n/, dea·con·ess /'dik@"nEs/ n. less strong: a drug to deaden the pain
[C] a religious official in some Christian churches "dead 'end n. [C] 1 a street with no way out at
de·ac·ti·vate /di'ækt@"veIt/ v. [T] to SWITCH a one end 2 a situation from which no progress is
piece of equipment off, or to stop it from working

possible
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dead·line /'dEdlaIn/ n. [C] a time by which you

must finish something: The deadline for applications is May 27th. | Can you meet the deadline?
dead·lock /'dEdlAk/ n. [C,U] a situation in which
a disagreement cannot be settled: The UN is
attempting to break the deadlock (=end it) in the
region.
dead·ly /'dEdli/ adj. very dangerous and likely to
cause death: a deadly virus
dead·pan /'dEdpæn/ adj. sounding and looking
completely serious when you are not: a deadpan
sense of humor
deaf /dEf/ adj. 1 physically unable to hear, or
unable to hear well ➔ HEARING IMPAIRED : I’m deaf
in my right ear. 2 the deaf [plural] people who are
deaf 3 be deaf to sth unwilling to listen to
something: The guards were deaf to the prisoners’
complaints. 4 fall on deaf ears if something you
say falls on deaf ears, everyone ignores it [ORIGIN:
Old English] —deafness n. [U]
deaf·en·ing /'dEf@nIÎ/ adj. 1 noise or music
that is deafening is very loud
THESAURUS
loud, noisy, rowdy,
thunderous, ear-splitting, shrill, raucous,
resounding, sonorous ➔ LOUD 1

2 deafening silence complete silence, used especially when this is uncomfortable or unusual
—deafen v. [T]

deal1 /dil/ n. 1 [C] an agreement or arrangement,

especially in business or politics: She has just
signed a new book deal with a different publisher. |
Diaz tried to cut/make/strike a deal with the
government. | You can get some good deals (=buy
things at a good price) at the new travel agency. |
“I’ll give you $100 for your TV.” “OK, it’s a
deal.” 2 a great/good deal a large quantity of
something: The new exhibit has gotten a good deal
of attention. | He knows a great deal more (=a lot
more) than I do about computers. 3 [C usually
singular] the way someone is treated in a situation:
This new law is a fair deal for the American
taxpayer. | Women often get a raw deal (=unfair
treatment) from their employers. 4 what’s the
deal? (spoken) used when you want to know what
is happening in a situation: So what’s the deal?
Why is he so mad? 5 [singular] the process of
giving out cards to players in a card game: It’s your
deal. ➔ BIG DEAL
deal2 v. (past tense and past participle dealt /dElt/)
[I,T] 1 also deal out to give out playing cards to
players in a game: It’s my turn to deal. 2 to buy
and sell illegal drugs: He was arrested for dealing
heroin. 3 deal a blow (to sb/sth) to harm someone or something: The ban dealt a severe blow to
local tourism.
deal in sth phr. v. to buy and sell a particular
product: a business dealing in medical equipment
deal with sb/sth phr. v. 1 to do what is necessary,
especially in order to solve a problem: Who’s dealing with the new account?

THESAURUS

handle – to deal with someone or something:

He’s finding it hard to handle the pressure at work.

tackle – to try to deal with a difficult problem:

There are still a number of problems which we
need to tackle.
cope – to succeed in dealing with a difficult
problem or situation: Exercise can help people
cope with stress.
attend to sb/sth – to give attention to
someone or something: I have some business to
attend to.
take care of sth – to do the work or make the
arrangements that are necessary for something to
happen: I’ll take care of making the reservations.

2 to succeed in controlling your feelings and being
patient in a difficult situation: I can’t deal with any
more crying children today. 3 to do business with
someone: We’ve been dealing with their company
for ten years. 4 to be about a particular subject: a
book dealing with 20th-century art
deal·er /'dilø/ n. [C] 1 someone who buys and
sells a particular product: a car dealer 2 someone
who buys and sells illegal drugs 3 someone who
gives out the playing cards in a game
deal·er·ship /'dilø"SIp/ n. [C] a business that
sells a particular company’s product, especially cars
deal·ing /'dilIÎ/ n. 1 [U] the buying and selling
of things: penalties for drug dealing 2 dealings
[plural] personal or business relations with someone: Have you had any dealings with IBM?
dealt /dElt/ v. the past tense and past participle of
DEAL

dean /din/ n. [C] a university official with a high

rank: the dean of admissions [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Old French deien, from Late Latin decanus “person in charge of ten others”]
'dean’s list n. [C] a list of the best students at a
university
dear1 /dIr/ interjection said when you are surprised,
annoyed, or upset: Oh dear! I forgot to phone Jill.
dear2 n. [C] (spoken) used when speaking to someone you like or love: How was your day, dear?
dear3 adj. 1 used before a name at the beginning
of a letter: Dear Sue, ... | Dear Dr. Ward,
... 2 much loved and very important to you: She’s a
dear friend.
dear·ly /'dIrli/ adv. very much: Sam loved her
dearly.
dearth /døθ/ n. [singular] (formal) a lack of something: a dearth of original ideas
death /dEθ/ n. 1 [C,U] the end of a person’s or
animal’s life ANT birth: Maretti lived in Miami
until his death. | Heart disease is the number one
cause of death in the U.S. | The number of deaths
from AIDS is increasing. | He choked to death
(=choked until he died) on a fish bone. | The horse
was so badly injured it had to be put to death
(=killed). 2 be bored/scared etc. to death
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(informal) to be very bored, afraid, etc. 3 the de·bauch·e·ry /dI'bOtS@ri/ n. [U] immoral
death of sth the permanent end of something: the behavior involving drugs, alcohol, sex, etc.
death of Communism ➔ be sick (and tired) de·bil·i·tat·ing /dI'bIl@"teIÔIÎ/ adj. a debilitating
of/be sick to death of at SICK
disease or condition makes your body or mind
death·bed /'dEθbEd/ n. sb’s deathbed the weak: a debilitating illness —debility /dI'bIl@Ôi/
point in time when someone is dying and will be n. [C,U]
dead very soon: Marquez flew home to be with his
deb·it1 /'dEbIt/ n. [C] an amount of money that has
mother, who was on her deathbed.
been taken out of your bank account ANT credit
death knell /'deθ nEl/ n. [singular] a sign that
2
something will soon stop existing or stop being debit v. [T] to take money out of a bank account
ANT
credit
: The payment has been debited from
used: The new bridge will be the death knell for the
your account.
ferry crossing.
'death "penalty n. [singular] the legal punishment 'debit card n. [C] a plastic card that you can use to
of being killed for a serious crime: Gilmore was buy goods or services. The money is taken directly
given the death penalty for murder. ➔ CAPITAL from your bank account. ➔ CREDIT CARD
PUNISHMENT
deb·o·nair /"dEb@'nEr/ adj. a man who is debo"death 'row n. [U] the part of a prison where nair is fashionable and confident [ORIGIN: 1200—
prisoners are kept before they are killed as a pun- 1300 Old French de bonne aire “of good family
or nature”]
ishment: a murderer on death row

'death toll n. [C usually singular] the total number de·brief /di'brif/ v. [T] to officially ask someone
of people who die in an accident, war, etc.

'death trap n. [C] (informal) a vehicle, building,

etc. that is in such bad condition that it might injure
or kill someone
de·ba·cle /deI'bAk@l, -'bæ-/ n. [C] an event or
situation that is a complete failure SYN fiasco
[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 French débâcle, from
débâcler “to remove a bar”]
de·base /dI'beIs/ v. [T] (formal) to make someone
or something lose its value or people’s respect
—debasement n. [C,U]
de·bat·a·ble /dI'beIÔ@b@l/ Ac adj. an idea, fact,
or decision that is debatable may be right but it
could easily be wrong: It is debatable whether
alternative medical treatments actually work.
de·bate1 /dI'beIt/ Ac n. [C,U] 1 a discussion or
argument on a subject in which people express
different opinions: a debate about/over/on equal
pay | The drug has become the subject of a heated/
fierce/intense debate within the medical profession. 2 a formal discussion of a subject in which
people express different opinions, and sometimes
vote: After much debate, the committee decided to
raise the fees. | a debate on/about welfare reform
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French debatre, from
batre “to hit”]
THESAURUS
discussion, negotiations,
talks, conference, dialogue ➔ DISCUSSION

debate2 v. 1 [I,T] to discuss a subject formally so

such as a soldier to give a report of a job that s/he
has just done —debriefing n. [C,U]
de·bris /dI'bri/ n. [U] the pieces remaining from
something that has been destroyed: The street was
full of debris after the explosion.
debt /dEt/ n. 1 [C,U] money that you owe to
someone: Al can finally pay off his debts. | debts of
$25 million | a company heavily in debt (=owing a
lot of money) | He lost his job and fell/went/got
into debt. 2 [singular] the degree to which you have
been influenced by, or helped by, someone or
something: Our organization owes a great debt of
gratitude to Martha Graham. | She is forever in his
debt (=thankful for something someone has done
for her). [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French dette,
from Latin debitum, from debere “to owe”]
debt·or /'dEÔø/ n. [C] someone who owes money
de·bug /di'bög/ v. (debugged, debugging) [T] IT
to take the mistakes out of a computer program
de·bunk /di'böÎk/ v. [T] to show that an idea or
belief is false
de·but /deI'byu, 'deIbyu/ n. [C] the first time
that a performer or sports player performs in public: her debut album | his Broadway debut | Foster
made her debut in movies at a young age. [ORIGIN:
1700—1800 French début, from débuter “to
begin,” from but “starting point”] —debut v. [I]
dec·ade /'dEkeId/ Ac n. [C] a period of ten
years: The cost of health care has doubled in the
last decade. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French
décade, from Greek dekas, from deka “ten”]

that you can make a decision or solve a problem:
The Senate is debating the future of health care. |
We were debating which person to hire. | The dec·a·dent /'dEk@d@nt/ adj. having low moral
impact of the reforms has been hotly debated by standards and interested only in pleasure: a decaeconomists. 2 [T] to think about something care- dent lifestyle —decadence n. [U]
fully before making a decision: I was debating
de·caf /'dikæf/ n. [U] decaffeinated coffee
whether to go to work.
de·bauch /dI'bOtS, -'bAtS/ v. [T] (formal) to make de·caf·fein·at·ed /di'kæf@"neIÔId/ adj. decafsomeone behave in an immoral way, especially feinated drinks have had the CAFFEINE removed:
with alcohol, drugs, or sex —debauched adj.
decaffeinated coffee
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dec·a·gon /'dek@"gAn/ n. [C]

MATH

a flat shape

with ten straight sides and ten angles
THESAURUS
polygon, pentagon, hexagon,
heptagon, octagon, dodecagon ➔ POLYGON

de·cal /'dikæl/ n. [C] a piece of paper with a

pattern or picture on it that you stick onto a surface

de·cant·er /dI'kænôø/ n. [C] a container used for
serving alcoholic drinks

de·cap·i·tate /dI'kæp@"teIt/ v. [T] to cut off

someone’s
head:
a
decapitated
body
—decapitation /dI"kæp@'teIS@n/ n. [C,U]
dec·ath·lon /dI'kæθlAn, -l@n/ n. [singular] a
sports competition consisting of ten running, jumping, and throwing events ➔ HEPTATHLON , PENTATHLON

de·cay1 /dI'keI/ v. 1 [I,T] to be slowly destroyed

by a natural chemical process, or to destroy something in this way: The dead animal started to
decay. | Sugar decays teeth.
THESAURUS

rot – to decay by a gradual natural process, or to

make something do this: Old food was rotting on
the table.
decompose – to decay, or to make something
decay: a decomposed body
putrefy (formal) – to decay and smell very bad:
The dead bodies had putrefied in the Sun.

2 [I] if buildings decay, they are slowly destroyed
because no one takes care of them: the decaying
downtown area [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Old North
French decaïr, from Late Latin decadere “to
fall, sink”]
decay2 n. [U] the process, state, or result of decaying: tooth decay | The building has fallen into
decay.

de'cay rate n. [C]

PHYSICS the speed at which a
RADIOACTIVE substance breaks apart and sends out
ATOMIC PARTICLE s or RADIATION

de·ceased /dI'sist/ adj. (formal) 1 dead: Both
my parents are deceased.
THESAURUS

dead, lifeless, late ➔ DEAD 1

2 the deceased someone who has recently died
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 decease “to die” (15—19
centuries), from French décès “death,” from
Latin decedere “to leave, die”]

de·ceit /dI'sit/ n. [U] behavior that is intended to

make someone believe something that is not true:
lies and deceit —deceitful adj.
de·ceive /dI'siv/ v. [T] 1 to make someone
believe something that is not true: Owen tried to
deceive the police. | Customers were deceived into
paying more than they should have.
THESAURUS
lie, make sth up, tell (sb) a lie,
invent, mislead, perjure yourself/commit
perjury, falsify ➔ LIE 2

2 deceive yourself to pretend to yourself that
something is not true because you do not want to
accept the truth [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French
deceivre, from Latin decipere]
De·cem·ber /dI'sEmbø/ (written abbreviation
Dec.) n. [C,U] the twelfth month of the year,
between November and January: Franny’s birthday
is on December 6th. | We mailed the invitations in
December. | Kevin was promoted last December. |
We’re going to Florida next December. [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Old French, Latin, name of the
tenth Roman month, from decem “ten”]
de·cen·cy /'dis@nsi/ n. [U] morally correct
behavior: At least have the decency to call if you’ll
be late.
de·cent /'dis@nt/ adj. 1 acceptable and good
enough: a decent living | a decent job | a decent
education 2 honest and good: Dr. Green was a
decent man. 3 wearing enough clothes, so that you
are not showing too much of your body: Don’t
come in – I’m not decent. —decently adv.
de·cen·tral·ize /di'sEntr@"laIz/ v. [T] to change
a government or organization so that decisions are
made in local areas rather than in one place
—decentralization
/di"sEntr@l@'zeIS@n,
"disEn-/ n. [U]
de·cep·tion /dI'sEpS@n/ n. [C,U] the act of deliberately making someone believe something that is
not true: People were outraged when they learned
of the deception.
de·cep·tive /dI'sEptIv/ adj. 1 something that is
deceptive seems very different from how it really
is: Clark has deceptive speed (=moves faster than
you think or expect). 2 deliberately intended to
make someone believe something that is not true:
deceptive advertising —deceptively adv.
dec·i·bel /'dEs@"bEl, -b@l/ n. [C] PHYSICS a unit
for measuring how loud a sound is [ORIGIN:
1900—2000 deci- + bel unit of sound power
(20—21 centuries), from Alexander Graham
Bell (1847-1922), U.S. inventor]
de·cide /dI'saId/ v. 1 [I,T] to make a choice or
judgment about something ➔ DECISION : I’ve
decided to stay home. | Jane decided against going
(=decided not to go) to Washington on vacation. |
Ted decided (that) the car would cost too much. | I
can’t decide whether/if I want fish or chicken.
THESAURUS

make up your mind – to decide something,

especially after thinking about it for a long time:
Henry made up his mind to go to college in the
spring.
choose – to decide which of a number of things,
possibilities, etc. you want: I let the kids choose
their own clothes.
resolve – to make a definite decision to do
something: She had resolved to work hard and
not disappoint her parents.
determine (formal) – to officially decide what
something shall be: Details of the plan have yet to
be determined.
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2 deciding factor a very strong reason for making
a particular decision: Zimmer’s testimony was the
deciding factor in the case. 3 [T] to be the reason
why something has a particular result: One punch
decided the fight.
decide on sth phr. v. to choose one thing from
many possible choices: Have you decided on a
name for the baby?
de·cid·ed /dI'saIdId/ adj. [only before noun] definite and easy to notice: The new color is a decided
improvement. —decidedly adv.
de·cid·u·ous /dI'sIdZu@s/ adj. deciduous trees
lose their leaves in winter ➔ EVERGREEN [ORIGIN:
1600—1700 Latin deciduus, from decidere “to
fall off”]
dec·i·mal1 /'dEs@m@l/ adj. a decimal system is
based on the number ten [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
Modern Latin decimalis, from Latin decem
“ten”]
decimal2 n. [C] MATH a number less than one, that
is shown by a mark (.) followed by the number of
TENTH s, then the number of HUNDREDTH s, etc., for
example 0.8 or 0.25
"decimal 'point n. [C] MATH the mark (.) in a
decimal
dec·i·mate /'dEs@"meIt/ v. [T] to destroy a large
part of something: a nation decimated by war
de·ci·pher /dI'saIfø/ v. [T] to find the meaning
of something that is difficult to read or understand:
I can’t decipher his handwriting.
de·ci·sion /dI'sIZ@n/ n. 1 [C] a choice or judgment that you make: We’ll make a decision by
Friday. | Gina’s decision to go to college pleased
her parents. | Do you expect to reach a decision
soon? | Decisions about medical treatment should
not be based on cost. 2 [U] the ability to make
choices or judgments quickly: This job requires the
ability to act with speed and decision.
de'cision-"making n. [U] the process of deciding on something —decision-maker n. [C]
de·ci·sive /dI'saIsIv/ adj. 1 having an important
effect on the result of something: a decisive
moment in his career | The U.N. played a decisive
role in peace-making. 2 good at making decisions
quickly: a decisive leader 3 definite and clear: a
decisive advantage —decisively adv.: The President was criticized for failing to act decisively.
deck1 /dEk/ n. [C] 1 a wooden floor built out from
the back of a house, where you can sit outdoors 2 a set of playing cards: a deck of
cards 3 a) the flat top part of a ship, that you can
walk on: Let’s go up on deck. b) one of the levels
on a ship, airplane, or bus: the lower deck
deck2 v. [T] also deck sth ↔ out to decorate
something with flowers, flags, etc.: The street was
decked out with flags for the big parade.
deck sb ↔ out phr. v. to dress in fashionable
clothes or to dress in a certain style of clothes for a
special occasion: On her eighty-fifth birthday, Amy

decked herself out in a cowgirl outfit and rode in
the parade.
dec·la·ra·tion /"dEkl@'reIS@n/ n. [C,U] an official or important statement about something: a
declaration of war
de·clare /dI'klEr/ v. [T] 1 to state officially and
publicly that something is happening or that something is true: The bridge has been declared unsafe. |
Jones was declared the winner. | The U.S. declared
war on England in 1812. | The doctor declared that
she was dead. 2 to say something in a clear firm
way: Parson declared (that) he would never go
back there. 3 to officially state the value of things
that you have bought or own, or the amount of
money you have earned, because you may have to
pay taxes on them: You must declare your full
income. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin declarare,
from clarare “to make clear”]
de·clen·sion /dI'klEnS@n/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS
the set of forms that a noun, PRONOUN , or adjective
can have depending on whether it is the SUBJECT ,
OBJECT , etc. of a sentence, in a language such as
Latin or German
de·cline1 /dI'klaIn/ Ac v. 1 [I] to decrease in
quality, quantity, or importance: As his health has
declined, so has his influence. | Car sales have
declined.
THESAURUS
decrease, go down, drop, fall,
plummet, diminish, dwindle ➔ DECREASE 1

2 [I,T] (formal) to say no to something, usually
politely: We asked them to come, but they declined
our invitation. | The senator declined to make a
statement.
THESAURUS

no ➔ REJECT 1

reject, refuse, turn down, say

decline2 n. [C usually singular, U] a decrease in the

quality, quantity, or importance of something: a
decline in profits | During the last ten years, the
construction industry has been in decline. | the
decline of marriage in western society
de·code /di'koUd/ v. [T] to discover the meaning
of a secret or complicated message
de·com·pose /"dik@m'poUz/ v. [I,T] to decay, or
to make something do this: a partially decomposed
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body —decomposition /"dikAmp@'zIS@n/ n. [U]
THESAURUS

decay, rot, putrefy ➔ DECAY

1

de·cor /'deIkOr, deI'kOr/ n. [C,U] the way that the
inside of a building is decorated

dec·o·rate /'dEk@"reIt/ v. [T] 1 to make some-

thing look more attractive by adding pretty things
to it: We decorated the Christmas tree with big red
bows. 2 to give someone an official sign of honor,
such as a MEDAL : soldiers decorated for bravery
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin decoratus, past participle of decorare “to decorate,” from decus
“honor, decoration”]
dec·o·ra·tion /"dEk@'reIS@n/ n. 1 [C] something pretty that you add to something in order to
make it look more attractive: the Christmas decorations around the house 2 [U] the style in which
something is decorated 3 [C] an official sign of
honor, such as a MEDAL , that is given to someone
dec·o·ra·tive /'dEk@r@ÔIv/ adj. pretty and used
as a decoration: a decorative pot
dec·o·rous /'dEk@r@s, dI'kOr@s/ adj. (formal)
having the correct appearance or behavior for a
particular occasion —decorously adv.
de·cor·um /dI'kOr@m/ n. [U] (formal) behavior
that is respectful and correct for a formal or serious
situation
de·coy /'dikOI/ n. [C] a person or object that is
used to trick a person or animal into going somewhere or doing something —decoy /di'kOI/ v. [T]
de·crease1 /dI'kris, 'dikris/ v. [I,T] to become
less, or to make something do this ANT increase:
The company’s profits decreased in 2007. | the need
to decrease costs | By 1881, the population had
decreased to 5.2 million. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Anglo-French decreistre, from Latin decrescere,
from crescere “to grow”]
THESAURUS

go down – to become lower or less in level,
amount, size, quality, etc.: The income of ordinary
workers has been going down.
drop – to decrease to a lower level or amount,
or to make something do this: Sales have dropped
15% this year.
fall – to decrease to a lower level or amount:
Temperatures fell below zero last night.
plummet – to suddenly and quickly become
lower or less: The show’s ratings have plummeted.
diminish – to become smaller or less important:
Union membership diminished from 30,000 at its
height to just 20 today.
decline – to decrease in quality, quantity, or
importance: The company’s earnings declined
17% last year.
dwindle – to gradually become fewer or smaller:
Their lead had dwindled to only two points.
THESAURUS

back ➔ REDUCE

reduce, lower, cut, slash, roll

de·crease2 /'dikris, dI'kris/ n. [C,U] the process

of reducing something, or the amount by which it is
reduced ANT increase: a decrease in sales
de·cree /dI'kri/ n. [C] an official order or decision
—decree v. [T]
de·crep·it /dI'krEpIt/ adj. old and in bad condition [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin decrepitus,
from crepare “to make a high cracking sound”]
de·crim·i·nal·ize /di'krIm@n@"laIz/ v. [T] to
state officially that something is no longer illegal
—decriminalization /di"krImIn@l@'zeIS@n/ n.
[U]

de·cry /dI'kraI/ v. (decried, decries) [T] (formal)

to state publicly that you do not approve of something: The candidate has decried the use of negative campaign ads.
ded·i·cate /'dEd@"keIt/ v. [T] 1 to say that a
book, movie, song, etc. has been written, made, or
sung in honor of someone: The book is dedicated to
his mother. 2 dedicate yourself/your life to
(doing) sth to give all your attention and effort to
one thing: I’ve dedicated my life to my work.
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin dedicare, from
dicare “to say publicly”]
ded·i·cat·ed /'dEd@"keIÔId/ adj. working very
hard at something because you think it is important:
a dedicated teacher
ded·i·ca·tion /"dEd@'keIS@n/ n. 1 [U] hard
work or effort that you put into a particular activity
because you think it is important: He shows great
dedication to his work. 2 [C] the act or ceremony
of dedicating something to someone 3 [C] the
words used in dedicating a book, movie, song, etc.
to someone
de·duce /dI'dus/ Ac v. [T] (formal) to make a
judgment based on the information that you have:
From his observations, Darwin deduced that animals adapt to their environment. | The time of death
can be deduced from the temperature of the body.
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin deducere “to lead
out,” from ducere “to lead”]
de·duct /dI'dökt/ v. [T] to take away an amount
from a total: Taxes are deducted from your pay.
de·duct·i·ble1 /dI'dökt@b@l/ n. [C] the part of a
bill you must pay before the insurance company
will pay the rest
deductible2 adj. ECONOMICS an amount of money
that is deductible can be taken away from the total
money you must pay taxes on: The money you give
to a charity is tax deductible.
de·duc·tion /dI'dökS@n/ Ac n. [C,U] 1 the
process of taking away an amount from a total, or
the amount that is taken away: I earn about $2,000
a month, after deductions. 2 the process of making a judgment about something, based on the
information that you have: a game that teaches
logic and deduction
de"ductive 'reasoning n. [U] 1 the process of
forming a scientific judgment about something,
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based on existing facts 2 MATH a process of proving a mathematical statement or solving a mathematical problem using an existing mathematical
principle or facts that develop from one to the next
in a reasonable or correct way
deed /did/ n. [C] 1 (literary) an action: good
deeds 2 LAW an official paper that is a record of an
agreement, especially one that says who owns
property
deem /dim/ v. [T] (formal) to say that something
has a particular quality SYN consider: The judge
deemed the question inappropriate.
deep1 /dip/ adj.
1 GO FAR DOWN going far down from the top or
from the surface ANT shallow ➔ DEPTH : The path
was covered in deep snow. | The water’s about 10
feet/6 inches etc. deep. ➔ see picture at SHALLOW
2 GO FAR IN going far in from the outside or from
the front: Terry had a deep cut in his forehead. | a
shelf 3 feet long and 8 inches deep
3 FEELING/BELIEF a deep feeling or belief is very
strong and sincere: deep feelings of hatred
4 SOUND a deep sound is very low: a deep voice
5 COLOR a deep color is dark and strong ANT light,
pale: a plant with deep green leaves
6 SERIOUS serious and often difficult to understand: a deep conversation about the meaning of
life
7 deep sleep if someone is in a deep sleep, it is
difficult to wake him/her
8 a deep breath a deep breath is one in which you
breathe a lot of air in, especially because you are
upset or nervous: I took a deep breath and jumped
into the water.
9 be in deep trouble (informal) to be in serious
trouble or in an extremely difficult situation: Many
smaller companies are in deep trouble.
10 deep in thought/conversation etc. thinking
so hard or talking so much that you do not notice
anything else: Martin sat at his desk, deep in
thought. [ORIGIN: Old English deop]
deep2 adv. 1 far into something: He stepped deep
into the mud. 2 deep down a) if you feel or
know something deep down, that is what you really
feel or know even though you may not admit it:
Deep down, I knew she was right. b) if someone is
good, evil, etc. deep down, that is what s/he is
really like even though s/he usually hides it: He
seems mean, but deep down he’s really
nice. 3 two/three etc. deep in two, three, etc.
rows or layers
deep·en /'dip@n/ v. [I,T] to make something
deeper, or to become deeper
"deep 'freeze n. [C] a FREEZER
'deep fried adj. cooked in a lot of hot oil —deep
fry v. [T]
deep·ly /'dipli/ adv. 1 extremely or very much:
Wood is a deeply religious man. | They knew Frank
was deeply involved in criminal activities. 2 a long
way into something: We started sinking even more
deeply into the mud. 3 breathe deeply to take a

large breath of air into your lungs and then let all
the air out again
"deep-'seated also "deep-'rooted adj. a deepseated feeling or idea is strong and very difficult to
change
deer /dIr/ n. (plural deer) [C] a large wild animal
that lives in forests. The male has long horns that
look like tree branches. [ORIGIN: Old English
deor “animal”]
de·face /dI'feIs/ v. [T] (formal) to damage the
appearance of something, especially by writing or
making marks on it: walls defaced by graffiti
de fac·to /dI 'fæktoU, di-/ adj. LAW actually
existing or happening without being approved of
legally or officially ➔ DE JURE : Iverson is their de
facto leader.
def·a·ma·tion /"dEf@'meIS@n/ n. [U] LAW writing
or saying something that makes people have a bad
opinion of someone or something
de·fame /dI'feIm/ v. [T] (formal) to write or say
something that makes people have a bad opinion of
someone or something: She sued him for defaming
her character. —defamatory /dI'fæm@"tOri/ adj.
de·fault1 /dI'fOlt/ v. [I] to not do something that
you are legally supposed to: He defaulted on his
loan payments.
default2 n. 1 [U] failure to do something that you
are supposed to do: We won the first game by
default (=because the other team failed to arrive). |
The loan is in default (=it has not been paid back
on time). 2 [C usually singular] IT the standard way
in which things are arranged on a computer screen
or in a program unless you change them
de·feat1 /dI'fit/ n. 1 [C,U] failure to win or succeed: Miami’s first defeat | an embarrassing
defeat | He’ll never admit defeat (=admit that he
has failed). 2 [singular] victory over someone or
something: the defeat of the President’s tax plan
defeat2 v. [T] 1 to win a victory over someone:
Davis easily defeated his opponent in the election.
THESAURUS
beat, trounce, clobber,
cream, vanquish, overcome, conquer ➔ BEAT 1

2 to make something fail: The plan was defeated by
a lack of money.

def·e·cate /'dEf@"keIt/ v. [I] (formal) to get rid of
waste matter from your
/"dEf@'keIS@n/ n. [U]

BOWEL s

—defecation

de·fect1 /'difEkt, dI'fEkt/ n. [C] a fault or a lack

of something that makes something not perfect:
The cars are tested for defects before being sold. | a
birth defect (=a physical problem that a baby was
born with) [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Old French,
Latin defectus “lack”]
THESAURUS

problem – a bad or difficult situation that needs

to be dealt with: There’s a problem with the
brakes.
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flaw – a mark or weakness that makes

something not perfect: a flaw in its construction
bug – a defect in a computer program: The
program had some minor bugs.
fault – something that is wrong with a machine,
design, etc., which prevents it from working
correctly: a fault in the power unit
imperfection (formal) – a mark or weakness
that makes something not perfect: The glasses
are then inspected for any imperfections.

de·fect2 /dI'fEkt/ v. [I] to leave your own country

or a group and join or go to an opposing one: a
Cuban baseball player who defected to the United
States —defector n. [C] —defection
/dI'fEkS@n/ n. [C,U]
de·fec·tive /dI'fEktIv/ adj. not made correctly or
not working correctly: defective products
de·fend /dI'fEnd/ v. 1 [T] to protect someone or
something from being attacked ➔ DEFENSE : You
should learn to defend yourself. | Soldiers
defended the fort from attack. 2 [T] to use arguments to protect something or someone from criticism: The mayor defended his plan to raise taxes. |
He had to defend himself against their
charges. 3 [I,T] to try to prevent your opponents
from getting points in a sports game 4 [T] to be a
lawyer for someone who is said to be guilty of a
crime [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French defendre, from Latin defendere, from fendere “to
hit”] —defender n. [C] —defensible
/dI'fEns@b@l/ adj.

de·fend·ant /dI'fEnd@nt/ n. [C]

LAW the person
in a court of law who has been ACCUSE d of doing
something illegal ➔ PLAINTIFF

de·fense1 /dI'fEns/ n. 1 [U] the act of protecting

someone or something from attack or criticism:
Senator Stevens spoke in defense of a bill to make
handguns illegal. 2 [U] the weapons, people, systems, etc. that a country uses to protect itself from
attack: the Department of Defense | Defense spending (=money spent on weapons, etc.) has
increased. 3 [C] something that is used for protection against something else: Vitamin C is my
defense against colds. 4 a) [C,U] LAW the things
that are said in a court of law to prove that someone
is not guilty of a crime: His defense is that he didn’t
remember the incident. b) the defense LAW the
people in a court of law who are trying to show that
someone is not guilty of a crime ➔ PROSECUTION :
Are the defense ready to call the first witness?

de·fense2 /'difEns/ n. [U] the players on a sports
team whose job is to try to prevent the other team
from scoring points ➔ OFFENSE

de·fense·less /dI'fEnslIs/ adj. unable to protect
yourself from being hurt or criticized: a defenseless
old woman

de'fense "mechanism n. [C] 1 a process in
your brain that makes you forget things that are
painful to think about 2 a reaction in your body
that protects you from an illness or danger

de·fen·sive1 /dI'fEnsIv/ adj. 1 used or intended

for protection against attack ➔ OFFENSIVE : defensive weapons 2 behaving in a way that shows you
think someone is criticizing you even if s/he is not:
She got really defensive when I asked her why she
was late. 3 relating to stopping the other team
from getting points in a game ➔ OFFENSIVE : a
defensive
play
adv.
—defensively
—defensiveness n. [U]
defensive2 n. on the defensive protecting
yourself because someone is criticizing you: Her
boss’s comment put her on the defensive.
de·fer /dI'fø/ v. (deferred, deferring) [T] (formal)
to delay something until a later date: His military
service was deferred until he finished college.
THESAURUS

delay, postpone, put off,
procrastinate ➔ DELAY 1

defer to sb/sth phr. v. (formal) to accept someone’s
opinion or decision because you have respect for
that person or because s/he has power over you: I
usually defer to my wife when it comes to shopping.
def·er·ence /'dEf@r@ns/ n. [U] (formal) polite
behavior that shows that you respect someone and
are willing to accept what s/he says or believes: In
deference to local custom, we covered our heads.
adj.
—deferential
/"dEf@'rEnS@lX/
—deferentially adv.
de·fer·ment /dI'føm@nt/ n. [C,U] an occasion
when you delay doing something that you have
been officially ordered to do, such as join the army
or pay back a debt, or the act of officially allowing
someone to delay doing something: College students were given draft deferments.
de·fi·ant /dI'faI@nt/ adj. refusing to do what
someone tells you to do because you do not respect
him/her —defiance n. [U] —defiantly adv.
de·fi·cien·cy /dI'fIS@nsi/ n. (plural deficiencies)
[C,U] 1 a lack of something that is needed: a
vitamin deficiency 2 a weakness or fault in something: The computer system has serious deficiencies.
de·fi·cient /dI'fIS@nt/ adj. 1 not having or containing enough of something: food deficient in
iron 2 not good enough
def·i·cit /'dEf@sIt/ n. 1 [C] the difference
between the amount of something that you have
and the higher amount that you need: The Celtics
had a 22-point deficit at halftime. 2 [C,U] ECONOMICS the difference between the amount of money
that a government spends and the amount that it
takes in from taxes and other activities: The objectives are to control the budget deficit and reduce
inflation. | The balance of payments was in deficit.
de·file /dI'faIl/ v. [T] (formal) to make something
less pure, good, or holy: graves defiled by Nazi
symbols
de·fine /dI'faIn/ Ac v. [T] 1 to explain the exact
meaning of a particular word or idea ➔ DEFINITION :
Please define what you mean by “democracy.” | A
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lie is defined as saying something in order to de·for·es·ta·tion /di"fOr@'steIS@n/ n. [U] EARTH
deceive someone. 2 to describe something cor- SCIENCES the cutting or burning down of all the trees
rectly and show what qualities it has that make it in an area: After years of deforestation, the area lost
different from other things: Teachers need to give a lot of its natural wildlife. ➔ ENVIRONMENT
students rules that are clearly defined. [ORIGIN: de·formed /dI'fOrmd/ adj. something that is
1300—1400 Old French definer, from Latin deformed has the wrong shape, especially because
definire, from finire “to limit, end”] it has grown or developed wrongly: a deformed foot
—definable adj.
—deform
v.
[T]
—deformation
def·i·nite /'dEf@nIt/ Ac adj. 1 certain and not /"difOr'meIS@n/ n. [C,U]
likely to change: I’ll give you a definite answer by de·form·i·ty /dI'fOrm@Ôi/ n. (plural deformities)
tomorrow. | Will the FBI be able to come to a [C,U] a condition in which part of someone’s body
definite conclusion about the cause of the explo- is not the normal shape
sion? 2 clear and noticeable: The team has shown
definite improvement in the last few games. [ORI- de·fraud /dI'frOd/ v. [T] to trick a person or
organization in order to get money from him, her,
GIN: 1500—1600 Latin definitus, past participle
or it: He defrauded his clients of over $5 million.
of definire “to limit, end”]
de·frost /dI'frOst/ v. 1 [I,T] if frozen food
"definite 'article n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS the word defrosts, or if you defrost it, it gets warmer until it
“the” in English, or a word in another language that is not frozen anymore 2 [I,T] if a FREEZER or
is like “the” ➔ ARTICLE
REFRIGERATOR defrosts, or if you defrost it, it is
def·i·nite·ly /'dEf@nItli/ Ac adv. without any turned off so that the ice inside it melts 3 [T] to
doubt: That was definitely the best movie I’ve seen remove ice from the windows of a car by blowing
all year. | “Are you going to be there tomorrow?” warm air onto them
“Definitely.” | It’s definitely not the right time to deft /dEft/ adj. quick and skillful: a deft catch
tell her. | After seeing the statistics, we can defi- —deftly adv.
nitely say that pollution has increased.
THESAURUS

def·i·ni·tion /"dEf@'nIS@n/

Ac

n. 1 [C] a

skillful, expert, accomplished,
talented, gifted, adept, cunning ➔ SKILLFUL

phrase or sentence that says exactly what a word,
phrase, or idea means: What’s the definition of de·funct /dI'föÎkt/ adj. no longer existing or
“defamation?” | a dictionary definition 2 [U] the useful
clear edges, shapes, or sound that something has:
de·fuse /di'fyuz/ v. [T] 1 to remove or disconThe photograph lacks definition. | a high definition
nect part of a bomb so that the bomb does not
television 3 by definition if something has a
explode 2 to improve a difficult situation by makparticular quality by definition, it must have that
ing someone less angry: Tim tried to defuse the
quality because all things of that type have it: A
tension/situation.
carcinogenic substance (=one that can cause cande·fy /dI'faI/ v. (defied, defies) [T] 1 to refuse to
cer) is, by definition, hazardous to humans.
obey someone or something: He defied his father’s
de·fin·i·tive /dI'fIn@ÔIv/ Ac adj. [only before wishes and joined the army.
noun] 1 the definitive book, description, etc. is
THESAURUS
disobey, break a rule/law,
considered to be the best of its type and cannot be
rebel, flout, violate, infringe, contravene ➔
improved: the definitive biography of Charlie
DISOBEY
Chaplin 2 a definitive statement, answer, etc. cannot be doubted or changed: The group has taken a
2
defy description/explanation/imagination
definitive
stand
against
pornography.
etc.
to be almost impossible to describe, explain,
—definitively adv.
understand, etc.: Her outfit defied description.
de·flate /dI'fleIt, di-/ v. 1 [I,T] if a tire, ball, etc. de·gen·er·ate1 /dI'dZEn@"reIt/ v. [I] to become
deflates, or if you deflate it, it becomes smaller worse: The party degenerated into a drunken fight.
because the air or gas inside it comes out —degeneration /dI"dZEn@'reIS@n/ n. [U]
ANT inflate 2 [T] to make someone feel less
2
important or confident 3 [T] ECONOMICS to change de·gen·e·rate /dI"dZEn@rIt/ adj. 1 worse than
the economic rules or conditions in a country so before in quality 2 having very low moral stanthat prices become lower or stop rising dards —degenerate n. [C]
—deflation /dI'fleIS@n/ n. [U]
de·gen·er·a·tive /dI'dZEn@r@ÔIv/ adj. BIOLOGY a
de·flect /dI'flEkt/ v. 1 [I,T] to hit something that degenerative illness gradually gets worse and canis already moving and make it move in a different not be stopped
direction: The ball was deflected into the de·grade /dI'greId, di-/ v. [T] 1 to treat somecrowd. 2 deflect attention/criticism/anger one without respect and make him/her lose respect
etc. to stop people from noticing something, criti- for himself or herself: Pornography degrades
cizing it, etc.: attempts to deflect attention away women. 2 (formal) to make a situation or condition
from his private life —deflection /dI'flEkS@n/ n. worse: The proposed law could degrade safety
standards. —degradation /"dEgr@'deIS@n/ n. [U]
[C,U]
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de·grad·ing /dI'greIdIÎ/ adj. showing no respect

deliberate
something, especially something that you do not

for someone, or making him/her feel very ashamed:
want to do: Regular checkups are important –
It was degrading to have to ask strangers for
don’t put off visits to the dentist!
procrastinate – to delay doing something that
money.
you ought to do: A lot of people procrastinate
de·gree /dI'gri/ n. 1 [C] a unit for measuring
when it comes to doing paperwork.
temperature: It got up to 86 degrees today. 2 [C] a
defer (formal) – to delay something until a later
unit for measuring the size of an angle: The plane
date: Tell the builder what the problem is, and
was climbing at an angle of 20 degrees. 3 [C,U]
defer payment until it is corrected.
the level or amount of something: students with
different degrees of ability | To what degree is his
2 [T] to make someone or something late: Our
smoking contributing to his health probflight was delayed by bad weather. —delayed adj.
lems? 4 [C] something that you get from a college
2
n. (plural delays) [C,U] a situation in which
delay
or university, which officially shows that you have
someone or something is made to wait, or the
successfully completed a program of study: a law
length of the waiting time: Delays of two hours or
degree | Ryan has a degree in chemistry. | You need
more are common. | There are severe delays on
a college degree for most of these jobs. [ORIGIN:
Route 95. | The President urged Congress to pass
1200—1300 Old French degré, from Latin grathe bill without delay.
dus “step, grade”]
de·lec·ta·ble /dI'lEkt@b@l/ adj. (formal) very
"degree of a 'monomial // n. [C] MATH the
good to taste or smell
number you get when you add together the EXPO1
/'dEl@gIt/ n. [C] someone who is
del·e·gate
NENT s of the TERM in a MONOMIAL
chosen to speak, vote, and make decisions for a
"degree of a 'polynomial // n. [C] MATH the
group: Delegates from 50 colleges met to discuss
number you get when you add together the EXPOthe issue. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Medieval Latin
NENT s of the TERM that is multiplied by itself the
delegatus, from Latin legare “to send as a repremost in a POLYNOMIAL
sentative”]
"degree of a 'term n. [C] MATH the number you del·e·gate2 /'dEl@"geIt/ v. [I,T] to give part of
get when you add together the EXPONENT s of one
your work, or something you are responsible for
of the TERM s in an EQUATION
doing, to someone who is in a lower position than
you in your organization: Smaller jobs should be
de·hy·drat·ed /di'haI"dreIÔId/ adj. people or
delegated to your assistant.
things that are dehydrated do not have enough
water inside them: dehydrated potatoes | Be careful "delegated 'powers n. [plural] POLITICS powers
you don’t get dehydrated outside in this heat.
given to the U.S. government under the CONSTITU—dehydration /"dihaI'dreIS@n/ n. [U]: Several
TION . They include the EXPRESSED POWERS , the
runners were suffering from dehydration.
IMPLIED POWERS , and the INHERENT POWERS .
deign /deIn/ v. deign to do sth (humorous) to del·e·ga·tion /"dEl@'geIS@n/ n. 1 [C] a group of
agree to do something that you think you are too
people who represent a company, organization, etc.:
important to do: She finally deigned to join us for
A UN delegation was sent to the peace talks. 2 [U]
lunch.
the process of giving power to someone else and
de·i·ty /'di@Ôi, 'deI-/ n. (plural deities) [C] a god or making that person responsible for some of your
work: the delegation of authority
GODDESS
de·lete
/dI'lit/ v. [T] 1 to remove a letter, word,
THESAURUS
god, divinity, idol ➔ GOD
etc. from a piece of writing 2 IT to remove a
document, FILE , etc. stored on a computer: The data
has been deleted from the file. [ORIGIN: 1400—
dé·jà vu /"deIZA 'vu/ n. [U] the feeling that what
1500 Latin deletus, past participle of delere “to
is happening now has happened before in exactly
destroy”] —deletion /dI'liS@n/ n. [C,U]
the same way
del·e·te·ri·ous /"dEl@'tIri@s/ adj. (formal) damde·ject·ed /dI'dZEktId/ adj. sad and disapaging or harmful: the deleterious effects of smoking
pointed: The players looked dejected after the
game.
adv.
—dejectedly
—dejection del·i /'dEli/ n. [C] a small store that sells cheese,
cooked meat, bread, etc.
/dI'dZEkS@n/ n. [U]
1
de jure /di 'dZUreI/ adj. LAW true or right because de·lib·er·ate /dI'lIbrIt, -b@rIt/ adj. 1 intended
or
planned:
I’m
sure her story was a deliberate
of a law ➔ DE FACTO
attempt to confuse us. 2 deliberate speech,
1
de·lay /dI'leI/ v. 1 [I,T] to wait until a later time
thought, or movement is slow and careful [ORIGIN:
to do something: We cannot delay any longer. |
1400—1500 Latin deliberatus, past participle of
We’ve decided to delay the trip until next month.
deliberare “to weigh in the mind,” from libra
“balance”]
THESAURUS
postpone – to change an event to a later time
de·lib·e·rate2 /dI'lIb@"reIt/ v. [I,T] to think
or date: The meeting was postponed.
about something very carefully: The jury deliberput off – to delay something, or delay doing
ated for three days before finding him guilty.
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de·lib·er·ate·ly /dI'lIbrIt§li/ adv. done in a way de·light·ful /dI'laIt§f@l/ adj. very nice, pleasant,
that is intended: Someone had set the fire deliberately.
THESAURUS

D

on purpose (especially spoken) – deliberately,
especially in order to annoy someone or get an
advantage for yourself: He told the teacher I’d
pushed him on purpose.
intentionally – deliberately, especially in order
to have a particular result or effect: Very few
teenagers become pregnant intentionally.
purposely – deliberately, in order to achieve a
particular aim: Some day-care centers are
purposely built near senior centers, so that old and
young people can interact.

and enjoyable: a delightful story for younger children —delightfully adv.
de·lin·e·ate /dI'lIni"eIt/ v. [T] (formal) to make
something very clear by describing it or drawing it
in great detail
de·lin·quen·cy /dI'lIÎkw@nsi/ n. [U] illegal or
socially unacceptable behavior, especially by
young people: the problem of juvenile delinquency
(=crime done by young people)
de·lin·quent /dI'lIÎkw@nt/ adj. 1 late in paying the money you owe: delinquent loans 2 behaving in a way that is illegal or that society does not
approve of ➔ JUVENILE DELINQUENT —delinquent
n. [C]

de·lib·er·a·tion /dI"lIb@'reIS@n/ n. [C,U] careful de·lir·i·ous /dI'lIri@s/ adj. 1 confused, anxious,

thought or discussion about a problem: The com- and excited because you are very sick 2 extremely
happy and excited: Her parents were delirious with
mittee will finish its deliberations today.
joy to see her again. —delirium /d@'lIri@m/ n.
del·i·ca·cy /'dElIk@si/ n. (plural delica- [C,U]
cies) 1 [C] something good to eat that is expensive
or rare: The red sea urchins, a delicacy in Japan, de·liv·er /dI'lIvø/ v. 1 [I,T] to take a letter, packare caught off the coast of California. 2 [U] a age, goods, etc. to a particular place or person: I
careful way of speaking or behaving so that you do delivered newspapers when I was a kid. | I’m
not upset anyone: We need to handle this business having some furniture delivered to the apartwith great delicacy. 3 [U] the quality of being easy ment. 2 [T] to make a speech to a lot of people:
to harm or damage: the delicacy of the clock’s Rev. Whitman delivered a powerful sermon. 3 [I,T]
to do the things that you have promised: Voters are
machinery
that politicians haven’t delivered on their
del·i·cate /'dElIkIt/ adj. 1 easily damaged or angry
promises. 4 deliver a baby to give birth to a
broken: a delicate porcelain cup 2 needing to be
baby, or to help a woman give birth to a baby 5 [T]
done very carefully in order to avoid causing probto get votes or support from a particular group of
lems: delicate surgery 3 a part of the body that is
people: We’re expecting Rigby to deliver the bluedelicate is attractive, thin, and graceful: long delicollar vote. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French
cate fingers —delicately adv.
delivrer, from Latin liberare “to set free”]
del·i·ca·tes·sen /"dElIk@'tEs@n/ n. [C] a DELI de·liv·er·y /dI'lIv@ri/ n. (plural deliverde·li·cious /dI'lIS@s/ adj. having a very enjoyable ies) 1 [C,U] the act of bringing something to
taste or smell: a delicious meal | The soup smelled/ someone or somewhere: Pizza Mondo offers free
tasted delicious. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old delivery for any pizza over $10. 2 [C] something
French, Latin delicere “to attract”]
that is delivered: All deliveries should be taken to
the rear entrance. 3 [C] the process of a baby
THESAURUS
sweet, tasty, sour, salty, hot,
being born: Mrs. Haims was rushed into the delivspicy ➔ TASTE 1
ery room (=hospital room where babies are born)
de·light1 /dI'laIt/ n. 1 [U] a feeling of great at 7:42. 4 [singular, U] the way that someone
pleasure and satisfaction: Krystal laughed with speaks or performs in public: I liked his jokes, but
delight. 2 [C] something that makes you feel very his delivery needs work.
happy or satisfied: the delights of traveling [ORI- del·ta /'dElt@/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a low area of
GIN: 1200—1300 Old French delit, from Latin
land where a river separates into many smaller
delectare “to please greatly”]
rivers flowing toward an ocean: the Mississippi
delight2 v. [T] to give someone a feeling of great Delta | an inland delta (=a delta that is not near the
pleasure and satisfaction: This movie classic will ocean)
delight the whole family.
de·lude /dI'lud/ v. [T] to make someone believe
delight in sth phr. v. to enjoy something very something that is not true SYN deceive: He’s
much, especially something that annoys someone deluding himself if he thinks he can eat what he
else: little boys who delight in scaring people
wants and lose weight. —deluded adj.
de·light·ed /dI'laIÔId/ adj. very happy or pleased: del·uge1 /'dElyudZ/ n. [C] 1 a period of time
We were delighted to hear their good news. | They when it rains continuously 2 a large amount of
were delighted with the results of the recent elec- something such as letters, questions, etc. that sometion.
one gets at the same time [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
Old French, Latin diluvium “flood”]
THESAURUS
happy, glad, pleased,
deluge2 v. [T] 1 to send a lot of letters, questions,
content, thrilled, overjoyed, ecstatic, jubilant,
etc. to someone at the same time: The radio station
elated ➔ HAPPY
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skill, attention, etc., it makes you use a lot of your
time, skill, etc.: The baby demands most of her
time.
de·mand·ing /dI'mændIÎ/ adj. 1 making you
use a lot of your time, skill, attention, etc.: a
demanding job
THESAURUS
difficult, hard, tough,
awkward, challenging, arduous, complicated,
complex ➔ DIFFICULT

was deluged with complaints. 2 (literary) to completely cover something with water
de·lu·sion /dI'luZ@n/ n. [C,U] a false belief about
something: Walter’s still under the delusion that
(=wrongly believes that) his wife loves him.
de·luxe /dI'löks/ adj. of better quality and more
expensive than other similar things: a deluxe resort
delve /dElv/ v.
delve into sth phr. v. to search for more information about someone or something: Reporters are
always delving into actors’ personal lives.
dem·a·gogue /'dEm@"gAg/ n. [C] (disapproving)
a political leader who tries to make people feel
strong emotions in order to influence their opinions
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Greek demagogos, from
demos “people” + agogos “leading”]
de·mand1 /dI'mænd/ n. 1 [singular, U] the need
or desire that people have for particular goods or
services, and their willingness to buy them ➔ SUPPLY : Demand for the new model is outstripping
supply. | Nurses are in great demand (=wanted by a
lot of people) these days. | The factory will have to
increase production to meet demand. 2 [C] a
strong request that shows you believe you have the
right to get what you ask for: Union members will
strike until the company agrees to their
demands. 3 demands [plural] the difficult or
annoying things that you need to do: women dealing with the demands of family and career | The
school makes heavy demands on its teachers.
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French demander,
from Latin mandare “to order”]
demand2 v. 1 [T] to ask strongly for something,
especially because you think you have a right to do
this: The President demanded the release of the
hostages. | Hughes demanded that he get his money
back.
THESAURUS
ask, request, order, beg,
plead, implore ➔ ASK

2 [I,T] to order someone to tell you something or do
something: “What are you doing here?” she
demanded. 3 [T] if something demands your time,

2 expecting a lot of attention, or expecting to have
things exactly the way you want them, especially in
a way that is not fair: a demanding boss
de·mar·ca·tion /"dimAr'keIS@n/ n. [U] the process of deciding on a border or dividing line
between two areas, activities, etc.: the lines of
demarcation between national and state authority
de·mean /dI'min/ v. [T] to behave in a way that
shows disrespect for someone or something
de·mean·ing /dI'minIÎ/ adj. not showing
respect for someone and making him/her feel
ashamed: demeaning comments
de·mean·or /dI'minø/ n. [singular, U] (formal) the
way someone behaves, dresses, speaks, etc., that
shows what his/her character is like
THESAURUS
BEHAVIOR

behavior, conduct, manner ➔

de·ment·ed /dI'mEnôId/ adj. crazy or very
strange [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 dement “to drive
mad” (16—19 centuries), from Latin mens
“mind”]
THESAURUS
crazy, mentally ill, insane,
disturbed, nuts, loony, psychotic, unstable ➔
CRAZY

de·mer·it /dI'mErIt/ n. [C] a warning, or a written

symbol, showing this warning that is given to a
student or a soldier to tell him/her not to do something wrong again
de·mise /dI'maIz/ n. [singular] (formal) 1 the end
of something that used to exist: the demise of the
steel industry 2 death [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
Anglo-French, Old French demis “sent away”]
dem·o /'dEmoU/ n. (plural demos) [C] 1 (informal) a recording containing an example of someone’s music: a demo tape 2 IT a computer program
that shows what a new piece of software will be
able to do when it is ready to be sold
de·moc·ra·cy /dI'mAkr@si/ n. (plural democracies) 1 [U] a system of government in which
citizens in a country can vote to elect its leaders 2 [C] a country that allows its people to elect
government officials [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Old
French democratie, from Greek demokratia,
from demos “people” + -kratia “rule”]
THESAURUS

government, republic,
monarchy, regime, dictatorship, totalitarian
country/state etc., police state ➔ GOVERNMENT
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dem·o·crat /'dEm@"kræt/ n. [C] 1 Democrat

D

established that good daycare does children no

a member or supporter of the Democratic
harm.
substantiate (formal) – to prove the truth of
Party of the U.S. ➔ REPUBLICAN 2 POLITICS somesomething that someone has said: The data
one who believes in or works to achieve democracy
substantiates this theory.
dem·o·crat·ic /"dEm@'kræÔIk/ adj. 1 Democratic POLITICS relating to or supporting the Demo- 2 [T] to show or describe how to use or do somecratic Party of the U.S. ➔ REPUBLICAN : the thing: Instructors should demonstrate how to use
Democratic senator from Hawaii 2 organized by a the equipment. | Our teacher demonstrated the
system in which everyone has the same right to correct way to construct an essay.
vote, speak, etc.: a democratic way of making
THESAURUS
explain, tell, show, go
decisions 3 POLITICS based on a system in which a
through sth, clarify ➔ EXPLAIN
government is elected by the people of a country: a
democratic government
3 [T] to show that you have a particular skill,
Demo'cratic "Party n. the Democratic Party quality, or ability: The contest gave her a chance to
one of the two main political parties of the U.S. demonstrate her ability. 4 [I] to protest or support
something in public with a lot of other people:
➔ REPUBLICAN PARTY
Thousands came to demonstrate against the war.
dem·o·graph·ics /"dEm@'græfIks/ n. [plural] [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin demonstratus, past
SOCIAL SCIENCE information about the people who
participle of demonstrare, from monstrare “to
live in a particular area, for example what they earn show”]
or how old they are: The demographics of AmeriTHESAURUS
ca’s population have changed dramatically over
protest, march, riot,
the past century. —demographic adj: The underhold/stage a sit-in, go on a hunger strike,
25s buy more downloads than any other demoboycott ➔ PROTEST 2
graphic group.
/"dEm@n'streIS@n/ Ac
de·mol·ish /dI'mAlIS/ v. [T] 1 to completely dem·on·stra·tion
n. 1 [C] an event at which a lot of people meet to
destroy a building or other structure: Several
protest or support something in public: Students
houses were demolished to make space for a new
staged/held a demonstration against gun viopark. 2 to prove that an idea or opinion is comlence. 2 [C,U] the act of showing and explaining
pletely wrong: Each of his arguments was demolhow to do something: Pam gave a demonstration
ished by the defense lawyer. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
on how to use the new computer system. | Make
Old French demolir, from Latin de “down” +
sure you get a demonstration of the software before
moliri “to build”] —demolition /"dEm@'lIS@n/
you buy it. 3 [C] an action, fact, etc. that proves
n. [C,U]
that someone or something has a particular quality,
de·mon /'dim@n/ n. [C] an evil spirit —demonic ability, emotion, etc.: People gathered in a demonstration of support for the missing children. | The
/dI'mAnIk/ adj.
city’s polluted air is a clear demonstration of the
dem·on·strate /'dEm@n"streIt/ Ac v. 1 [T] to need for tougher environmental laws.
show a fact clearly: The research demonstrates the
need to treat cancer early. | His lawyer will try to de·mon·stra·tive /dI'mAnstr@ÔIv/ Ac adj.
demonstrate that Lee was out of town on the night willing to show how much you care about someof the murder. | The graph demonstrates how air one: He loves me, but he’s not very demonstrative.
travel has increased over the last fifty years.
de"monstrative 'pronoun n. [C] ENG. LANG.
ARTS a PRONOUN such as “that” or “this” that shows
THESAURUS
which person or thing is meant out of a group
show – to make it clear that something is true or
n.
dem·on·strat·or /'dEm@n"streIÔø/ Ac
exists by providing facts or information: The case
[C] 1 someone who takes part in a public demonshows that women still face discrimination at
stration 2 someone who shows people how to do
work.
something or how something works
indicate (formal) – if scientific facts, tests,
official figures, etc. indicate something, they show
de·mor·al·ize /dI'mOr@"laIz, di-, -'mAr-/ v. [T]
that something exists or is likely to be true:
to make someone lose his/her confidence or courResearch indicates that the drug may be linked to
age: Too many changes can demoralize your
birth defects.
employees. —demoralizing adj.
suggest – to show that something is probably
de·mote
/dI'moUt, di-/ v. [T] to make someone
true, even though there is no proof: There was
have a lower rank or less important position
nothing in the letter to suggest that he was
ANT promote —demotion /dI'moUS@n/ n. [C,U]
thinking of suicide.
de·mot·ic /dI'mAÔIk/ adj. 1 ENG. LANG. ARTS used
prove – to show that something is definitely
by or popular with most ordinary people: a play
true: Researchers have not been able to prove
written in the demotic language of Chicano
there is a link between living near a power line
gangs 2 Demotic HISTORY relating to an ancient
and getting cancer.
form of Egyptian writing that was simple and could
establish (formal) – to find out facts that will
be used by ordinary people
prove that something is true: Studies have
POLITICS
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de·mure /dI'myUr/ adj. a girl or woman who is

of things or people that are very close together: the
city’s dense population | the dense jungles of northern Vietnam 2 difficult to see through or breathe
THESAURUS
shy, timid, bashful,
in: a dense fog 3 (informal) stupid —densely adv.
self-conscious, reserved, introverted, retiring
den·si·ty /'dEns@Ôi/ n. (plural densities)
➔ SHY 1
[C,U] 1 the degree to which an area is filled with
things or people: a high density (=very crowded)
den /dEn/ n. [C] 1 a room in a house, where
neighborhood 2 PHYSICS the relationship between
people relax, read, watch television, etc. 2 the
an object’s weight and the amount of space it fills
home of some types of animals, such as lions and
FOX es [ORIGIN: Old English denn]
dent1 /dEnt/ n. [C] 1 a mark made when you hit
or press something so that its surface is bent: a big
den·drite /'dEndraIt/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a small part
dent in the car 2 a reduction in the amount of
on the body of a nerve cell, that makes electrical
something: I haven’t made a dent in the money I
signals come toward the cell from other cells
have to pay back on my loan.
de·ni·al /dI'naI@l/ Ac n. 1 [C,U] a statement
2
saying that something is not true ➔ DENY : Diaz dent v. [T] to hit or press something so that its
surface
is bent and marked: Some idiot dented my
made a public denial of the rumor. 2 [U] a situacar door.
tion or condition in which you refuse to admit or
believe that something bad exists or has happened: den·tal /'dEnô@l/ adj. relating to your teeth: dental
care [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin dentalis, from
I think Becky’s in denial about her drinking probdens “tooth”]
lem. 3 [C] (formal) the act of refusing to allow
someone to have or do something ➔ DENY : the "dental 'floss n. [U] thin string that you use to
denial of basic human rights
clean between your teeth
den·i·grate /'dEnI"greIt/ v. [T] (formal) to do or den·tine /'dentin/ n. [U] BIOLOGY the type of bone
say things to make someone or something seem
that your teeth are made of
less important or good [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
Latin denigrare, from niger “black”]
den·im /'dEn@m/ n. [U] a type of strong cotton
cloth used for making JEANS [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 French (serge) de Nîmes “(type of cloth)
from Nîmes,” French city where it was first
made]
de·nom·i·na·tion /dI"nAm@'neIS@n/ n. [C] 1 a
religious group that has slightly different beliefs
from other groups who belong to the same religion
demure is shy, quiet, and always behaves well

THESAURUS

church, sect, cult ➔ CHURCH

2 the value of a coin, paper money, or a stamp: The
robbers escaped with $12,000 in small/large
denominations.
de·nom·i·na·tor /dI'nAm@"neIÔø/ n. [C] MATH
the number below the line in a FRACTION ➔ COMMON DENOMINATOR , LOWEST COMMON DENOMINATOR , NUMERATOR
de·no·ta·tion /"dinoU'teIS@n/ Ac n. [C] ENG.
LANG. ARTS the thing that is actually described by a
word, rather than the feelings or ideas it suggests
de·not·a·tive /dI'noUÔ@ÔIv/ adj. ENG. LANG. ARTS
representing or explaining something in a clear way
using facts: Denotative language is factual,
whereas connotative language is emotional.
de·note /dI'noUt/ Ac v. [T] (written) to represent
or mean something: Each X on the map denotes
500 people. | In this painting, the red sky denotes
danger.
de·nounce /dI'naUns/ v. [T] to say publicly that
you disapprove of someone or something: The
bishop denounced the film as immoral.
dense /dEns/ adj. 1 made of or containing a lot

den·tist /'dEnôIst/ n. [C] someone whose job is to
treat people’s teeth: I go to the dentist twice a year.
THESAURUS
doctor, physician, surgeon,
specialist, psychiatrist, pediatrician ➔
DOCTOR 1

den·tures /'dEntSøz/ n. [plural] artificial teeth

worn to replace the natural ones that someone has
lost SYN false teeth
de·nun·ci·a·tion /dI"nönsi'eIS@n/ n. [C,U] a
public statement in which you criticize someone or
something
de·ny /dI'naI/ Ac v. (denied, denies) [T] 1 to
say that something is not true ➔ DENIAL : Simmons
denied that he had murdered his wife. | He has
repeatedly denied the rumor. 2 to refuse to allow
someone to have or do something ➔ DENIAL : The
judge denied a request to close down the school
immediately. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French
denier, from Latin negare “to deny”]
de·o·dor·ant /di'oUd@r@nt/ n. [C,U] a substance
that you put on the skin under your arms to stop
you from smelling bad

D
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de·ox·y·ri·bo·nu·cle·ic

D

ac·id children | Jan’s mother was dependent on her for
/di"Aksi"raIboUnu"kliIk 'æsId/ n. [U] BIOLOGY DNA physical care. 2 be dependent on/upon sth to
de·part /dI'pArt/ v. [I] (formal) to leave be directly affected by something else: Your success is dependent on how hard you work.
ANT arrive: All passengers departing for New York
on flight UA179 should go to Gate 7. | The train —dependence n. [U]
dependent2 n. [C] someone, especially a child,
will depart from track 9.
who depends on someone else for food, money,
THESAURUS
leave, go away, set off, drive
clothing, etc.
1
off/away, take off, withdraw ➔ LEAVE
de"pendent 'clause n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
depart from sth phr. v. (formal) to start to use new CLAUSE that gives information related to the main
ideas or do something in an unusual or unexpected clause in a sentence, but which cannot exist alone.
way: Parker’s approach departs from the usual For example, in the sentence, “I have hated milk
classroom routine.
since I was child,” the clause “since I was a child”
de·part·ment /dI'pArt§m@nt/ n. [C] 1 any of is a dependent clause. ➔ INDEPENDENT CLAUSE
the groups of people working together that form de"pendent 'variable n. [C] SCIENCE in a scienpart of a large organization such as a college, tific EXPERIMENT (=test), a result that is likely to
government, or business: a typical university music change depending on the different conditions used
department | the Department of Energy 2 an area in the experiment SYN responding variable
in a large store, where particular types of product de·pict /dI'pIkt/ v. [T] to describe or show a
are sold: the men’s department (=where clothes for character, situation, or event in writing or by using
men are sold)
pictures: the people depicted in the movie | The god
de'partment "store n. [C] a large store that is depicted as a bird with a human head. [ORIGIN:
sells many different products such as clothes, 1400—1500 Latin depictus, past participle of
kitchen equipment, etc.
depingere, from pingere “to paint”]
de·par·ture /dI'pArtSø/ n. 1 [C,U] the action of de·plete /dI'plit/ v. [T] (formal) to reduce the
leaving a place, especially to travel in an airplane, amount of something: Many of our forests have
car, etc. ANT arrival: Check in at the airport an been depleted by the paper industry.
hour before departure. | her departure for de·plor·a·ble /dI'plOr@b@l/ adj. (formal) very
Japan 2 [C] a change from what is usual or bad, shocking, and deserving strong disapproval:
expected: Their new designs represent a departure deplorable prison conditions
from their usual style.
/dI'plOr/ v. [T] (formal) to severely critide·pend /dI'pEnd/ v. it/that depends (spoken) de·plore
cize something that you disapprove of: a statement
used to say that you are not sure about something deploring the use of chemical weapons [ORIGIN:
because you do not know what will happen: “Are 1500—1600 French déplorer, from Latin
you coming to my house later?” “It depends. I plorare “to cry out”]
might have to work.”
depend on/upon sb/sth phr. v. 1 to need the de·ploy /dI'plOI/ v. [T] to move soldiers and milihelp or support of someone or something else: tary equipment to a place so that they can be used if
Charles depends on money from his parents to pay necessary: Nuclear missiles were being deployed in
his rent. 2 to be directly affected by something Europe. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French déployer,
else: The amount you spend depends on where you from Latin displicare “to scatter”]
live. 3 to trust someone or something: Sometimes I de·pop·u·la·tion /di"pApy@'leIS@n/ n. [U]
think you’re the only person I can depend on. SOCIAL SCIENCE a large reduction in the number of
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French dépendre, from people living in a particular area: The movement of
Latin pendere “to hang”]
people into the cities led to the depopulation of
rural areas.
THESAURUS
de·port /dI'pOrt/ v. [T] to officially make a person
rely on/upon – to trust or depend on someone
from a foreign country return to the country they
or something: I knew I could rely on David.
came from —deportation /"dipOr'teIS@n/ n.
trust – to believe that someone is honest and
will not do anything bad or wrong: I wouldn’t
trust him if I were you.
count on – to depend on someone or
something: You can always count on me.

de·pend·a·ble /dI'pEnd@b@l/ adj. someone or

something that is dependable will always do what
you need or expect him, her, or it to do: a highly
dependable employee | a dependable car
de·pend·ent1 /dI'pEnd@nt/ adj. 1 needing
someone or something else in order to exist, be
successful, etc. ANT independent: dependent

[C,U]

de·pos·it1 /dI'pAzIt/ n. [C] 1 a part of the cost of
something that you pay before paying the total
amount later: We put down a deposit on the house
yesterday. 2 an amount of money that is put into
someone’s bank account ANT withdrawal: I’d like
to make a deposit into my savings
account. 3 money that you pay when you rent
something such as an apartment or car, which will
be given back if you do not damage it 4 an amount
or layer of a substance in a particular place: oil
deposits
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deposit2 v. [T] 1 to put money into a bank

account ANT withdraw: I’d like to deposit this in
my checking account. 2 to put something down,
especially in a particular place
de·pot /'dipoU/ n. [C] 1 a small train or bus
station 2 a place where goods are stored
de·praved /dI'preIvd/ adj. morally unacceptable
and evil: a depraved murderer [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 deprave “to make evil” (14—21 centuries), from French dépraver, from Latin pravus
“bent, bad”]
THESAURUS
bad, evil, wicked, immoral,
wrong, reprehensible ➔ BAD 1

de·prav·i·ty /dI'præv@Ôi/ n. [U] the state of being
evil or morally unacceptable: sexual depravity

dep·re·cate /'dEpr@"keIt/ v. [T] (formal) to dis-

approve of or criticize something strongly: The
Senator deprecated the riots that had broken out
after the court’s decision. —deprecation
/"dEpr@'keIS@n/ n. [U]
de·pre·ci·ate /dI'priSi"eIt/ v. [I] ECONOMICS to
decrease in value or price ANT appreciate: A new
car depreciates as soon as it is driven.
—depreciation /dI"priSi'eIS@n/ n. [U]
de·press /dI'prEs/ Ac v. [T] 1 to make someone feel very sad ➔ DEPRESSION : All this rain is
depressing me. 2 to reduce the amount or value of
something ➔ DEPRESSION : The value of the peso
fell, depressing the nation’s economy. [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Old French depresser, from Latin
premere “to press”]
de·pressed /dI'prEst/ Ac adj. 1 very sad
➔ DEPRESSION : I started feeling depressed about
my mother’s illness.
THESAURUS
sad, unhappy, miserable,
sorrowful, down, low, blue, downhearted,
melancholy, morose, gloomy, glum ➔ SAD

2 not having enough jobs or business activity to
make an area, industry, etc. successful ➔ DEPRESSION : a depressed economy

de·press·ing /dI'prEsIÎ/

Ac adj. making you
feel sad: a depressing movie
de·pres·sion /dI'prES@n/ Ac n. 1 [C,U] a) a
strong feeling of sadness and a loss of hope
➔ DEPRESSED : After her son died, she went into a
long period of depression. b) a medical condition
that makes you feel extremely unhappy, so that you
cannot live a normal life ➔ DEPRESSED : The patient
is suffering from depression. 2 [C,U] ECONOMICS a
long period when businesses do not buy, sell, or
produce very much, and many people do not have
jobs: the Great Depression of the 1930s
THESAURUS
recession, slump, downturn,
crash ➔ RECESSION

3 [C] an area of a surface that is lower than the
other parts: Water had collected in a shallow
depression between the hills.

de·prive /dI'praIv/ v.

deprive sb of sth phr. v. to take something that

someone needs away from him/her: The troops had
been deprived of food and water.
de·prived /dI'praIvd/ adj. not having the things
that are considered to be necessary for a comfortable or happy life: a deprived childhood
THESAURUS
poor, needy, destitute,
impoverished, impecunious, indigent,
penurious, poverty-stricken, disadvantaged,
underprivileged ➔ POOR

dept. the written abbreviation of DEPARTMENT
depth /dEpθ/ n. 1 [C usually singular] a) the dis-

tance from the top of something to the bottom of it:
The water rose to a depth of 12 feet. b) the
distance from the front of an object to the back of
it: the depth of the shelves ➔ see picture at DIMENSION 2 [U] how strong an emotion is or how
serious a situation is: the depth of their friendship 3 in depth including all the details ➔ INDEPTH : In her new book, she analyzes the problem
in depth.
dep·u·ty /'dEpy@Ôi/ n. (plural deputies)
[C] 1 someone who is directly below someone
else in rank, and who is officially in charge when
that person is not there: the deputy director of the
Foundation 2 someone whose job is to help a
SHERIFF [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French député,
from Latin deputare “to give a particular job to
someone”]
de·rail /dI'reIl, di-/ v. [I,T] to make a train go off
the railroad tracks, or to go off the tracks
de·ranged /dI'reIndZd/ adj. behaving in a crazy
or dangerous way: a deranged criminal
der·by /'døbi/ n. (plural derbies) [C] 1 a type of
horse race: the Kentucky Derby 2 a stiff round hat
for men, worn in past times
der·e·lict1 /'dEr@"lIkt/ adj. a building or piece of
land that is derelict is in bad condition because no
one has used it in a long time [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 Latin derelictus, past participle of derelinquere “to leave something you are responsible
for”]
derelict2 n. [C] (disapproving) someone who has
no home or money, and is very dirty
de·ride /dI'raId/ v. [T] (formal) to say something
that shows you have no respect for someone or
something —derision /dI'rIZ@n/ n. [U]
de·ri·so·ry /dI'raIs@ri/ adj. a derisory amount of
money is very small and is not worth considering
seriously
der·i·va·tion /"dEr@'veIS@n/ Ac n. [C,U] the act
or process of coming from something else, such as
when a new word develops from another word:
“Verse” is a derivation of the Latin word “versus.”
de·riv·a·tive1 /dI'rIv@ÔIv/ Ac n. [C] something
that has developed or been produced from something else: The drug is a derivative of Vitamin A.
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derivative2 adj. (disapproving) copied or taken

D

You fit the description of (=look like) a man seen
from something else: I find his painting style very running from the scene.
derivative.
de·scrip·tive /dI'skrIptIv/ adj. giving a descripde·rive /dI'raIv/ Ac v. 1 [T] to get something tion of something in words or pictures
such as happiness, strength, or satisfaction from des·e·crate /'dEs@"kreIt/ v. [T] to damage somesomeone or something: He derives pleasure from thing holy or respected —desecration
helping others. 2 [I,T] to develop or come from /"dEs@'kreIS@n/ n. [U]
something else: The word “benefit” is derived from
Latin. 3 [T] CHEMISTRY to get a chemical substance de·seg·re·gate /di'sEgr@"geIt/ v. [T] to end a
from another substance: A variety of compounds system in which people of different races are kept
can be derived from the acid. [ORIGIN: 1300— separate ANT segregate: an attempt to desegre1400 French dériver, from Latin derivare “to gate the schools —desegregated adj.
—desegregation /di"sEgr@'geIS@n/ n. [U]
draw out water,” from rivus “stream”]
der·ma·tol·o·gy /"døm@'tAl@dZi/ n. [U] the part
of medical science that deals with the skin, its
diseases, and their treatment —dermatologist n.
[C]

der·mis /'dømIs/ n. [U] BIOLOGY the layer of skin
under the EPIDERMIS (=the outside layer of skin)

de·rog·a·to·ry /dI'rAg@"tOri/ adj. insulting and

disapproving: He was constantly making derogatory remarks about women.
der·rick /'dErIk/ n. [C] the tall tower over an oil
well, that holds the DRILL
de·scend /dI'sEnd/ v. [I,T] (formal) to move from
a higher level to a lower one ANT ascend: She
began to descend the stairs. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Old French descendre, from Latin de “down” +
scandere “to climb”]
descend from sb phr. v. be descended from sb
to be related to someone who lived a long time ago:
My father’s family is descended from the Pilgrims.
descend on/upon sth phr. v. if a lot of people
descend on a place, they arrive there at the same
time: A large troop of soldiers descended on the
village.
de·scend·ant /dI'sEnd@nt/ n. [C] someone who
is related to a person who lived a long time ago
➔ ANCESTOR : She was a direct descendant of one
of the Pilgrims on the Mayflower.
de·scent /dI'sEnt/ n. 1 [C,U] (formal) the process of going down ANT ascent: The plane began
its descent. 2 [U] your family origins, especially in
relation to the country where your family came
from: We’re of Italian descent.
de·scribe /dI'skraIb/ v. [T] to say what someone
or something is like by giving details ➔ DESCRIPTION : Can you describe the man who took your
purse? | It’s hard to describe how I feel. | One child
described hiccups as‘having jumping beans’ inside
her stomach. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin
describere, from scribere “to write”]

des·ert1 /'dEzøt/ n. [C,U]

EARTH SCIENCES a large
area of land where it is always hot and dry, there
are few plants, and there is often a lot of sand: the
Sahara desert
de·sert2 /dI'zøt/ v. 1 [T] to leave someone alone
and not help him/her anymore: My boyfriend
deserted me when I got pregnant. 2 [I] to leave the
military without permission 3 [T] to leave a place
so that it is empty: Everyone deserted the village
and fled to the hills. —desertion /dI'zøS@n/ n.

[C,U]

de·sert·ed /dI'zøÔId/ adj. empty and quiet
because the people who are usually there have left:
At night, the streets are deserted.
THESAURUS
empty, bare, uninhabited,
free, vacant ➔ EMPTY 1

de·sert·er /dI'zøÔø/ n. [C] a soldier who leaves
the military without permission

de·sert·i·fi·ca·tion /dI"zøÔ@f@'keIS@n/ n. [U]
EARTH SCIENCES

a process in which land that is able
to produce crops gradually becomes a desert: SubSaharan Africa is constantly under threat of desertification.
de·serve /dI'zøv/ v. [T] if someone deserves
something, s/he should get it because of the way
s/he has behaved: After all that work, you deserve a
THESAURUS
call, characterize, label,
rest. | Migrant workers deserve to make more than
1
brand, portray ➔ CALL
$3 an hour. | People who go to jail for abusing
children get what they deserve (=receive the right
de·scrip·tion /dI'skrIpS@n/ n. [C,U] a piece of punishment). —deserved adj.
writing or speech that gives details about what
someone or something is like ➔ DESCRIBE : Kate des·ic·cat·ed /'dEsI"keIÔId/ adj. (formal) comgave us a description of her new house. | Police pletely dried: desiccated coconut
have a detailed description of the missing child. | de·sign1 /dI'zaIn/ Ac n. 1 [U] the way that
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something has been planned or made: We’re working to improve the design of the computer. | The two
cars are similar in design. 2 [C] a pattern used for
decorating something: curtains with a floral design
THESAURUS
PATTERN

pattern, markings, motif ➔

3 [C] a drawing that shows how something will be
made or what it will look like: We’re working on
designs for a new office building downtown. 4 [U]
the art or process of making drawings or plans for
something: Vicky studied graphic design at college. 5 have designs on sth to want something
and be planning a way to get it [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 French désigner, from Latin designare,
from signare “to mark”]

design2

Ac v. 1 [I,T] to make a drawing or plan
of something that will be made or built: Armani is
designing some exciting new suits for fall. 2 [T] to
plan or develop something for a particular purpose:
an exercise designed to strengthen your legs | The
animal’s sharp claws are designed for attacking its
prey. | The book is designed as a reference manual.

des·ig·nate /'dEzIg"neIt/ v. [T] to choose someone or something for a particular job or purpose:
$200 million was designated for new schools. | She
has been designated to take over the position of
treasurer.

"designated 'driver n. [C] someone who does
not drink alcohol at a party, bar, etc. so that s/he can
drive his/her friends home

des·ig·na·tion /"dEzIg'neIS@n/ n. 1 [U] the act
of choosing someone or something for a particular
purpose, or giving him, her, or it a particular
description: the designation of 100 acres around
the lake as a protected area for wildlife 2 [C] the
description or title that someone or something is
given: Any beef with the designation “extra lean”
must only have 5% of its weight in fat.

de·sign·er /dI'zaInø/

Ac n. [C] someone whose
job is to make plans or patterns for clothes, jewelry,
etc.: designer sunglasses (=sunglasses from a wellknown designer)

de·sir·a·ble /dI'zaIr@b@l/ adj. (formal) 1 worth
having or doing because it is useful, popular, or
good: a desirable job with a big law firm 2 someone who is desirable is sexually attractive
—desirability /dI"zaIr@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [U]

de·sire1 /dI'zaIø/ n. [C] 1 a strong hope or wish:

the country’s desire for peace | I have no desire to
meet her. 2 (formal) a strong wish to have sex with
someone [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French
desirer, from Latin desiderare]

desire2 v. [T] 1 sth leaves a lot to be desired
said when something is not as good as it should be:
This coffee leaves a lot to be desired. 2 (formal) to
want or hope for something very much SYN want:
Muller never desired to return to the United
States. 3 (formal) to want to have sex with someone

de·sist /dI'zIst, dI'sIst/ v. [I] (formal) to stop
doing something

desk /dEsk/ n. [C] 1 a piece of furniture like a

table, that you sit at to write and work: Marie was
sitting at her desk. 2 a place where you can get
information at a hotel, airport, etc.: Check in at the
front desk.
desk·top /'dEsktAp/ n. [C] 1 IT the main area on
a computer screen where you find the ICON s that
represent PROGRAM s 2 the top surface of a desk
"desktop com'puter n. [C] a computer that is
designed to be used on a desk ➔ LAPTOP
"desktop 'publishing n. [U] the work of producing magazines, books, etc. with a desktop computer
des·o·late /'dEs@lIt/ adj. 1 a place that is desolate is empty and looks sad because there are no
people there and not much activity: a desolate
stretch of highway 2 feeling very sad and lonely
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin desolatus, from
solus “alone”] —desolation /"dEs@'leIS@n/ n.
[U]

de·spair1 /dI'spEr/ n. [U] a feeling that you have

no hope at all: Nancy’s suicide left him in deep
despair. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French desperer, from Latin desperare, from sperare “to
hope”]
despair2 v. [I] (formal) to feel that there is no hope
at all: Margaret despaired of ever finding a husband.
des·per·ate /'dEsprIt, -p@rIt/ adj. 1 willing to
do anything to change a very bad situation, and not
caring about danger: I hadn’t eaten for days and
was getting desperate. 2 needing or wanting
something very much: By then I was so broke I was
desperate for a job. | After a week in the hospital he
was desperate to go home. 3 a desperate situation
is very bad or serious: a desperate shortage of food
—desperately adv.: The doctors tried desperately
to save her life.
des·per·a·tion /"dEsp@'reIS@n/ n. [U] a strong
feeling that you will do anything to change a very
bad situation: The drowning man grabbed at the life
raft in desperation.
de·spic·a·ble /dI'spIk@b@l/ adj. extremely bad
or cruel
de·spise /dI'spaIz/ v. [T] (formal) to dislike someone or something very much: He despised her from
the moment they met.
THESAURUS
hate, can’t stand, detest,
loathe, abhor ➔ HATE 1

de·spite /dI'spaIt/

Ac prep. without being prevented or affected by something SYN in spite of:
Despite the doctors’ efforts, the patient died. | The
trade in ivory continues despite the fact that it is
illegal.
THESAURUS
although, however, in spite
of, nevertheless/nonetheless ➔ ALTHOUGH
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de·spond·ent /dI'spAnd@nt/ adj. unhappy and

D

without hope —despondency n. [U]
—despondently adv.
des·pot /'dEsp@t, -pAt/ n. [C] someone, especially the ruler of a country, who uses power in a
cruel and unfair way [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Old
French despote, from Greek despotes “lord”]
—despotic /dE'spAÔIk/ adj.
des·pot·ism /'dEsp@"tIz@m/ n. [U] POLITICS rule
by a despot
des·sert /dI'zøt/ n. [C,U] sweet food served after
the main part of a meal: What’s for dessert? [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French desservir “to clear the
table,” from servir “to serve”]
des·ti·na·tion /"dEst@'neIS@n/ n. [C] the place
that someone or something is going to: The Alamo
is a popular tourist destination in Texas. | We have
just enough gas to reach our destination.
des·tined /'dEst@nd/ adj. seeming certain to happen or do something at some time in the future: The
album is destined to become a classic.
des·ti·ny /'dEst@ni/ n. (plural destinies) [C,U] the
things that will happen to someone in the future, or
the power that controls this SYN fate: a nation
fighting to control its destiny [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Old French destinee, from Latin destinare
“to fasten, fix”]
des·ti·tute /'dEst@"tut/ adj. having no money, no
place to live, no food, etc.: The floods left thousands of people destitute. —destitution
/"dEst@'tuS@n/ n. [U]
THESAURUS
poor, needy, impoverished,
broke, impecunious, indigent, penurious,
poverty-stricken ➔ POOR

de·stroy /dI'strOI/ v. [T] to damage something so

badly that it cannot be used or no longer exists
➔ DESTRUCTION : Two houses were destroyed in the
fire. [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old French destruire,
from Latin destruere, from struere “to build”]
de·stroy·er /dI'strOIø/ n. [C] 1 a small fast
military ship with guns 2 someone or something
that destroys things or people
de·struc·tion /dI'strökS@n/ n. [U] the act or
process of destroying something or of being
destroyed: the destruction of the rain forests
—destructive /dI'ströktIv/ adj.
de"structive inter'ference n. [U] PHYSICS the
combination of two WAVE s of energy whose highest and lowest points are not the same, which
results in a wave that is weaker than either of them
de·tach /dI'tætS/ v. [T] to remove something from
something that it is attached to —detachable adj.
de·tached /dI'tætSt/ adj. not reacting to something in an emotional way: My father was always
emotionally detached from the rest of us.
—detachment n. [U]
de·tail1 /'diteIl, dI'teIl/ n. [C,U] a single fact or
piece of information about something: Dad

planned our vacation down to the smallest/last
detail. | The judge refused to discuss the case in
detail (=using lots of details). | There’s no need to
go into detail (=give a lot of details) about the
contract at this early stage. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
French détail, from Old French detail “piece cut
off”]
detail2 v. [T] to list things or give all the facts or
information about something: Wooley detailed the
dangers of dieting.
de·tailed /dI'teIld, 'diteIld/ adj. containing or
using a lot of information or facts: a detailed
examination of the body
de·tain /dI'teIn/ v. [T] to officially stop someone
from leaving a place: Police detained two suspects
for questioning.
de·tect /dI'tEkt/ Ac v. [T] to notice or discover
something, especially something that is not easy to
see, hear, etc.: I detected the faint smell of
perfume. | Cancer cells are often difficult to detect.
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin detectus, past participle of detegere “to uncover”] —detectable
adj. —detection /dI'tEkS@n/ n. [U]: The search
led to the detection of a second bomb.
THESAURUS

➔ FIND 1

find, discover, trace, locate

de·tec·tive /dI'tEktIv/

Ac
n. [C] a police
officer whose job is to discover information about
crimes and catch criminals
de·tect·or /dI'tEktø/ Ac n. [C] a machine or
piece of equipment that finds or measures something: Students must pass through metal detectors
when entering the school.
dé·tente /deI'tAnt/ n. [C,U] POLITICS a time or
situation in which two countries that are not
friendly toward each other agree to behave in a
more friendly way
de·ten·tion /dI'tEnS@n/ n. 1 [U] the state of
being kept in prison: The suspect was held in
detention for three days. 2 [C,U] a punishment in
which students who have behaved badly must stay
at school for a short time after other students have
left
de·ter /dI'tø/ v. (deterred, deterring) [T] to stop
someone from doing something by making it difficult or threatening him/her with punishment: The
high cost of cigarettes has deterred many smokers. |
The security camera was installed to deter people
from stealing. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin deterrere, from terrere “to frighten”]
de·ter·gent /dI'tødZ@nt/ n. [C,U] a liquid or
powder containing soap, used for washing clothes,
dishes, etc. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 French détergent, from Latin tergere “to clean by rubbing”]
de·te·ri·o·rate /dI'tIri@"reIt/ v. [I] to become
worse: Her health is deteriorating quickly. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Late Latin deteriorare, from
Latin deterior “worse”] —deterioration
/dI"tIri@'reIS@n/ n. [U]
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de·ter·mi·na·tion /dI"tøm@'neIS@n/ n. [U] the

quality of trying to do something even when it is
difficult: Marco shows great determination to
learn English.
de·ter·mine /dI'tømIn/ v. [T] 1 (formal) to find
out the facts about something: Using sonar, they
determined exactly where the ship had sunk. 2 to
decide something, or to influence a decision about
something: The number of incoming students will
determine the size of the classes. [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Old French determiner, from Latin terminus “edge, limit”]
THESAURUS
decide, make up your mind,
choose, resolve ➔ DECIDE

de·ter·mined /dI'tømInd/ adj. having a strong

desire to do something even when it is difficult: a
determined opponent | Beth was determined to
make her marriage work.
de·ter·min·er /dI'tøm@nø/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS
in grammar, a word that is used before a noun in
order to show which thing you mean. In the phrases
“the car” and “some cars,” “the” and “some” are
determiners.
de·ter·rence /dI'tø@ns/ n. [U] 1 POLITICS a situation in which a country continues to have a strong
army or powerful weapons in order to prevent a
military attack from another country: nuclear deterrence 2 (formal) the act of stopping people from
doing something bad: Does the punishment provide
adequate deterrence?

de·ter·rent /dI'tø@nt/ n. [C] something that
makes someone not want to do something: Car
alarms can be an effective deterrent to burglars.

de·test /dI'tEst/ v. [T] to hate someone or something very much: I detest cigarettes.

THESAURUS
hate, can’t stand, loathe,
despise, abhor ➔ HATE 1

det·o·nate /'dEt§n"eIt, -Ô@"neIt/ v. [I,T] to
explode, or to make something do this: Nuclear
bombs were detonated in tests in the desert. [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Latin detonare, from tonare
“to thunder”] —detonation /"dEt§n'eIS@n/ n.

[C,U]

det·o·na·tor /'dEt§n"eIÔø, -Ô@"neIÔø/ n. [C] a
small object that is used to make a bomb explode

de·tour1 /'ditUr/ n. [C] a way of going from one
place to another that is longer than the usual way
because you want to avoid traffic, go somewhere
special, etc.: We made/took a detour to avoid the
street repairs.

detour2 v. [I,T] to make a detour
de·tox /'ditAks/ n. [U] (informal) a special treatment to help people stop drinking alcohol or taking
drugs

de·tract /dI'trækt/ v.

detract from sth phr. v. to make something seem

development

less good than it really is: The rain did not detract
from our vacation.
det·ri·ment /'dEtr@m@nt/ n. [U] (formal) harm or
damage that is done to something: He works long
hours, to the detriment of his marriage.
—detrimental /"dEtr@'mEnôl/ adj.
de·val·ue /di'vælyu/ v. 1 [I,T] ECONOMICS to
reduce the value of a country’s money, especially in
relation to the value of another country’s
money 2 [T] to make someone or something seem
less important or valuable —devaluation
/di"vælyu'eIS@n/ n. [C,U]
dev·as·tate /'dEv@"steIt/ v. [T] 1 to make
someone feel extremely sad or shocked: Mike was
devastated by his parents’ divorce. 2 to damage
something, or to destroy something completely:
Bombing raids devastated parts of London. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin devastare, from vastare
“to lay waste, destroy”] —devastation
/"dEv@'steIS@n/ n. [U]
dev·as·tat·ing /'dEv@"steIÔIÎ/ adj. 1 badly
damaging or destroying something: Heavy rains
caused devastating floods in the region. 2 making
someone feel extremely sad or shocked: the devastating news of her sister’s death
de·vel·op /dI'vEl@p/ v. 1 [I,T] to grow or change
into something bigger or more advanced, or to
make someone or something do this: It’s amazing
that a tree can develop from a small seed. | Chicago developed into a big city in the late 1800s. |
plans to develop the local economy 2 [T] to work
on a new idea or product to make it successful: The
mayor is developing a plan to fight crime. 3 [T] to
begin to have a quality or illness: Her baby developed a fever during the night. 4 [I] to begin to
happen, exist, or be noticed: Clouds are developing
over the mountains. 5 [T] to use land to build
things that people need: This area will be developed
over the next five years. 6 [T] to make pictures out
of film from a camera
de·vel·oped /dI'vEl@pt/ adj. 1 larger, stronger,
or more advanced: a child with fully developed
social skills | well-developed muscles 2 developed countries/nations rich countries that have
many industries, comfortable living for most
people, and usually elected governments
de·vel·op·er /dI'vEl@pø/ n. [C] someone who
makes money by buying land and then building
houses, factories, etc. on it
de·vel·op·ing /dI'vEl@pIÎ/ adj. 1 growing or
changing: a developing child 2 developing
countries/nations poor countries that are trying
to increase their industry and trade and improve life
for their people
de·vel·op·ment /dI'vEl@pm@nt/ n. 1 [U] the
process of becoming bigger, stronger, or more
advanced: A healthy diet can prevent the development of heart disease. | economic/industrial development 2 [C] a new event that changes a situation:
Our reporter in Denver has the latest developments. 3 [C] a change that makes a product, plan,
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idea, etc. better: new developments in computer
technology 4 [U] the process of planning and
building new streets, buildings, etc. on land: 100
acres ready for development 5 [C] a group of new
buildings that have all been planned and built
together on the same piece of land: a housing
development
de·vi·ant /'divi@nt/ also de·vi·ate /'divi-It/ adj.
(formal) different, in a bad way, from what is normal: deviant behavior —deviant n. [C]
de·vi·ate /'divi"eIt/ Ac v. [I] (formal) to be or
become different from what is normal or acceptable: The daytime temperature rarely deviates from
70 degrees. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Late Latin
deviatus, from Latin de “away from” + via
“way”]
de·vi·a·tion /"divi'eIS@n/ Ac n. [C,U] (formal) a
noticeable difference from what is expected or
normal: Any deviation from procedures will not be
tolerated.
de·vice /dI'vaIs/ Ac n. [C] 1 a machine or
other small object that does a special job: a device
for sorting mail | The device records the level of
oxygen in the water.
THESAURUS

machine, appliance, gadget,
mechanism, contraption ➔ MACHINE 1

2 a way of achieving a particular purpose: A contest
could be a good device for raising money.
dev·il /'dEv@l/ n. 1 the Devil the most powerful
evil spirit in some religions, such as Christianity
SYN Satan 2 [C] any evil spirit [ORIGIN: Old
English deofol, from Greek diabolos]
dev·il·ish /'dEv@lIS/ adj. (old-fashioned) very bad,
difficult, or evil —devilishly adv.
"devil’s 'advocate n. [C] someone who pretends
to disagree with you in order to have a good
discussion about something: I’ve always enjoyed
playing devil’s advocate.
de·vi·ous /'divi@s/ adj. using tricks or lies to get
what you want: a devious plan
de·vise /dI'vaIz/ v. [T] to plan or invent a way of
doing something: A teacher devised the game as a
way of making math fun. | He finally devised a way
to divide the money fairly.
THESAURUS
invent, create, think up, come
up with sth, conceive, make up, dream up ➔
INVENT

de·void /dI'vOId/ adj. be devoid of sth to not
have a particular quality at all: The food is completely devoid of taste.
de·vote /dI'voUt/ Ac v. [T] 1 devote time/
money/attention etc. to sb/sth to give your
time, money, etc. to someone or something: She
devotes much of her time to her family. 2 devote
yourself to sth to do everything that you can to
achieve something or help someone: McCarthy
devoted himself to ending the war. 3 to use a
particular area, period of time, or amount of space

for a specific purpose: This chapter is devoted to
Lincoln’s presidency.
de·vot·ed /dI'voUÔId/ Ac adj. giving someone
or something a lot of love, concern, and attention: a
devoted wife/father —devotedly adv.
THESAURUS
faithful, loyal, staunch,
steadfast, true ➔ FAITHFUL

dev·o·tee /"dEv@'ti, -'teI, -voU-/ n. [C] someone

who enjoys or admires someone or something very
much: devotees of Italian wine
de·vo·tion /dI'voUS@n/ Ac n. [U] 1 a strong
feeling of love that you show by paying a lot of
attention to someone or something: a father’s devotion to his family 2 the act of spending a lot of
time and energy on something: The actress is
famous for her devotion to animal rights. 3 strong
religious feeling
de·vour /dI'vaUø/ v. [T] 1 to eat something
quickly because you are very hungry
THESAURUS
eat, gobble sth up, wolf sth
down, nibble (on), pick at, ingest ➔ EAT

2 if you devour information, books, etc., you read a
lot very quickly [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
French devorer, from Latin vorare “to swallow”]
de·vout /dI'vaUt/ adj. having very strong beliefs,
especially religious ones: a devout Catholic
—devoutly adv.
THESAURUS
religious, pious, god-fearing,
practicing, orthodox ➔ RELIGIOUS

dew /du/ n. [U] the small drops of water that form
on outdoor surfaces during the night

dex·ter·i·ty /dEk'stEr@Ôi/ n. [U] skill in using

your hands to do things —dexterous, dextrous
/'dEkstr@s/ adj.
dex·trose /'dEkstroUs/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY a type of
sugar that is found naturally in many sweet fruits,
and that is also produced naturally in the body. It is
sometimes also known as GLUCOSE . ➔ SUCROSE ,
LACTOSE , FRUCTOSE
di·a·be·tes /"daI@'biÔiz, -'biÔIs/ n. [U] a disease
in which there is too much sugar in the blood
di·a·bet·ic /"daI@'bEÔIk/ n. [C] someone who has
diabetes —diabetic adj.
di·a·bol·i·cal /"daI@'bAlIk@l/ adj. very bad, evil,
or cruel: a diabolical killer [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
French diabolique, from Greek diabolos
“devil”]
di·ag·nose /"daI@g'noUs, 'daI@g"noUs/ v. [T] to
find out what illness a person has or what is wrong
with something: A technician diagnosed a bad
pump in the engine. | He was diagnosed with
hepatitis.
di·ag·no·sis /"daI@g'noUsIs/ n. (plural diagnoses /-'noUsiz/) [C,U] the result of diagnosing
someone or something ➔ PROGNOSIS : The doctor
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will make a diagnosis and recommend treatment.
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Modern Latin, Greek,
from diagignoskein “to know apart”]
—diagnostic /"daI@g'nAstIk/ adj.

di·ag·o·nal /daI'æg@n@l/ adj. 1 a diagonal line
joins two opposite corners of a square shape 2 following a sloping angle: diagonal parking spaces
—diagonal n. [C] —diagonally adv.

di·a·gram /'daI@"græm/ n. [C] a drawing that

shows how something works, where something is,
what something looks like, etc.: a diagram of a car
engine [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Greek diagramma,
from diagraphein “to mark out with lines”]
di·al1 /'daI@l/ v. [I,T] to
press the buttons or turn
the dial on a telephone
in order to make a telephone call: Dial 911 –
there’s
been
an
accident. | I think I
dialed the wrong number. ➔ PHONE 1
dial2 n. [C] 1 the round
part of a clock, watch,
machine, etc., that has
numbers that show you
the time or a measurement 2 the part of a
piece of equipment, such as a radio or THERMOSTAT , that you turn in order to do something, such
as find a different station or set the temperature 3 the wheel with holes for fingers on some
telephones

di·a·lect /'daI@"lEkt/ n. [C,U]

ENG. LANG. ARTS

a
form of a language that is spoken in one area which
is different from the way it is spoken in other areas:
a dialect of Arabic | literature written in native
dialects [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French dialecte,
from Greek dialektos “conversation, dialect”]
THESAURUS
language, accent, tongue,
vernacular, lingo, slang, jargon ➔ LANGUAGE

di·a·logue,

dialog /'daI@"lOg, -"lAg/ n.
[C,U] 1 a conversation in a book, play, or movie

➔ MONOLOGUE 2 a formal discussion between
countries or groups in order to solve problems: an
opportunity for dialogue between the fighting
countries | a dialogue on human rights [ORIGIN:
1100—1200 Old French, Greek dialogos, from
dialegesthai “to talk to someone”]
THESAURUS
discussion, negotiations,
debate, talks, conference ➔ DISCUSSION

'dial tone n. [C] the sound you hear when you pick

up a telephone, that lets you know that you can
make a call

di·am·e·ter /daI'æm@Ôø/ n. [C,U] MATH a line or
measurement from one side of a circle or SPHERE
to the other, that passes through the center: a wheel
two feet in diameter [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old

French diametre, from Greek diametros “measure across”] ➔ see picture at CIRCLE 1
di·a·met·ri·cally /"daI@'mEtrIkli/ adv. diametrically opposed/opposite completely different or opposite: We have diametrically opposed
views on raising children.
di·a·mond /'daIm@nd, 'daI@-/ n. 1 [C,U] a clear
very hard valuable stone, used in jewelry and in
industry: a diamond ring 2 [C] a shape with four
straight sides of equal length that stands on one of
its points 3 [C] a playing card with red diamond
shapes on it ➔ see picture at PLAYING
CARD 4 [C] a) the area in a baseball field that is
within the shape formed by the four BASE s b) the
whole playing field used in baseball [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Old French diamant “hard metal,
diamond,” from Greek adamas]
di·a·per /'daIpø, 'daI@-/ n. [C] a piece of material
that is put between a baby’s legs and fastened
around its waist to hold liquid and solid waste: I
think we need to change the baby’s diaper (=put on
a new one).
di·aph·a·nous /daI'æf@n@s/ adj. (literary)
diaphanous cloth is so fine and thin that you can
almost see through it SYN sheer
di·a·phragm /'daI@"fræm/ n. [C] 1 BIOLOGY the
muscle between your lungs and your stomach that
controls your breathing 2 a small round rubber
object that a woman can put inside her VAGINA to
stop her from getting PREGNANT [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Late Latin diaphragma, from Greek diaphrassein “to make a fence across, block”] ➔ see
picture at LUNG

di·ar·rhe·a /"daI@'ri@/ n. [U] BIOLOGY an illness in

which waste from the BOWEL s is watery and comes
out often
di·a·ry /'daI@ri/ n. (plural diaries) [C] a book in
which you write down important or interesting
things that happen to you each day: I kept a diary
(=wrote in it regularly) when I was in high school.
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin diarium, from dies
“day”]
THESAURUS
record, journal, ledger, log
(book) ➔ RECORD 1

dice1 /daIs/ n. 1 the plural form of

DIE : Jeanie
rolled the dice. 2 no dice (spoken) said when you
refuse to do something: I asked if I could borrow
the car, but she said no dice.
dice2 v. [T] to cut food into small square pieces:
Dice the carrots.

THESAURUS
cut, chop (up), slice, peel,
carve, shred, grate ➔ CUT 1

➔ see picture at CUT 1

dic·ey /'daIsi/ adj. (informal) risky and possibly
dangerous: a dicey situation

di·cot·y·le·don /"daIkAÔ@'lidn/ also di·cot
/'daIkAt/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a type of plant that has
seeds which produce two COTYLEDON s (=first
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leaves) when it first starts to grow ➔ MONOCOTYLEDON

very surprised or embarrassed: I could’ve died
when Ed said that!

dic·tate /'dIkteIt, dIk'teIt/ v. 1 [I,T] to say

D

words for someone else to write down: She dictated die away phr. v. if a sound dies away, it becomes
a letter to her secretary. 2 [I,T] to tell someone weaker and then stops
exactly what s/he must do: You can’t dictate how I die down phr. v. to become less strong or violent:
should live my life! 3 [T] to influence or control The wind finally died down this morning.
something: Where I go on vacation will be dictated die off phr. v. to die one at a time until none is left:
by the amount of money I’ve saved. [ORIGIN: All the elm trees are dying off.
1500—1600 Latin dictare “to say often, say die out phr. v. to disappear or stop existing comfirmly,” from dicere “to say”]
pletely: The last bears in this area died out 100
dic·ta·tion /dIk'teIS@n/ n. 1 [U] the act of say- years ago.
ing words for someone to write down 2 [C] sen- die2 n. (plural dice /daIs/) [C] one of two or more
tences that a teacher reads out to test your ability to small blocks of wood, plastic, etc. with a different
hear and write the words correctly: Dictations are number of spots on each side, used in games
the hardest part of learning French.
die·hard, die-hard /'daIhArd/ adj. (infordic·ta·tor /'dIkteIÔø/ n. [C] a leader of a country mal) 1 opposing change and refusing to accept
who controls everything, and who usually has new ideas: a diehard opponent of free
gained
power
by
force
—dictatorial speech 2 diehard fan/communist/supporter
/"dIkt@'tOri@l/ adj.
etc. someone who is very loyal to a team, political
dic·ta·tor·ship /dIk'teIÔø"SIp, 'dIkteIÔø-/ party, person, etc.: a diehard Dodgers fan
n. 1 [U] government by a dictator 2 [C] a country di·er·e·sis /daI'Er@sIs/ n. (plural diereses
ruled by a dictator
/-r@siz/) [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a sign that is put over
THESAURUS
the second of two vowels to show that it is progovernment, democracy,
nounced separately from the first, for example in
republic, monarchy, regime, totalitarian
the word “naïve”
country/state etc., police state ➔ GOVERNMENT

dic·tion /'dIkS@n/ n. [U] 1 the way in which

someone pronounces words 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS the
choice and use of words and phrases to express
meaning, especially in literature or poetry
dic·tion·ar·y /'dIkS@"nEri/ n. (plural dictionaries) [C] a book that gives a list of words in alphabetical order, and explains their meanings in the
same or another language: a Spanish-English dictionary [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Medieval Latin
dictionarium, from Late Latin dictio “word”]
did /dId/ v. the past tense of DO
di·dac·tic /daI'dæktIk/ adj. (formal) speech or
writing that is didactic is intended to teach people a
lesson
did·n’t /'dIdnt/ v. the short form of “did not”: She
didn’t have enough money.
die1 /daI/ v. (past tense and past participle died,
present participle dying) [I] 1 to stop living
➔ DEAD , DEATH : She was afraid her son would
die. | Mrs. Chen died of/from (=because of) heart
disease. | Mary died peacefully in her sleep. 2 to
disappear or stop existing: The hope that her husband would return never died. 3 (informal) if a
machine or motor dies, it stops working: I was
going down a hill when my car died.
SPOKEN PHRASES

4 be dying to do something to want to do
something very much: I’m dying to meet her
brother. 5 be to die for if something is to die for,
it is extremely good: Max’s chocolate cake is to die
for! 6 die laughing to laugh a lot: When Alex fell
off the stage, I almost died laughing. 7 I could
have died also I almost died said when you are

die·sel /'diz@l/ also 'diesel "fuel n. [U] a type of
FUEL used instead of gas in a special type of engine
[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Rudolf Diesel (18581913), German engineer who invented the
engine]

di·et1 /'daI@t/ n. 1 [C,U] the type of food that you

eat each day: Many kids don’t get enough fruit in
their diet. | The animals live on a diet of fruit and
insects. 2 [C] a plan to eat only particular kinds or
amounts of food, especially because you want to
get thinner or because you have a health problem: a
low-fat diet | No dessert for me – I’m on a diet.
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French diete, from
Greek diaita “way of living, food to be eaten”]

diet2 v. [I] to eat less or eat only particular foods in
order to lose weight: Jill’s always dieting.

dif·fer /'dIfø/ v. [I] 1 to be different: How does
the movie differ from the book? 2 (formal) to have
different opinions: The two groups differ on/about/
over where to have the meeting. [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 French différer “to delay, be different,”
from Latin differre]

dif·ference /'dIfr@ns/ n. 1 [C] a way in which

two or more things or people are not like each
other: the differences between England and
America | Can you tell the difference between the
twins (=recognize that they are different)? 2 [singular, U] the fact of not being the same as something
else, or an amount by which one thing is not the
same as another: What’s the difference in price? |
There’s an age difference of 4 years between the
two children. 3 make a difference/make all
the difference to have a good effect on a situation
or person: Swimming twice a week can make a big
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difference in the way you feel. 4 make no difference to be unimportant or to have no effect: It
makes no difference to me whether we win by one
goal or ten. 5 have your differences to have
disagreements with someone: My sister and I have
always had our differences. 6 difference of
opinion a disagreement: Perkins left his job
because of a difference of opinion with his boss.

dif·ferent /'dIfr@nt/ adj. 1 not like something or
someone else, or not the same as before: Did you
get a haircut? You look different. | Anna is different
from most kids at her school. | Writing for films is
different than writing plays. 2 separate: The
bookstore has a lot of different books about
Kennedy. 3 (spoken) unusual, often in a way that
you do not like: “How do you like my shirt?”
“Well, it’s different.”
GRAMMAR

different from, different than

You can use different from or different than to
talk about two things that are not the same.
However, most teachers prefer different from.

—differently adv.

dif·fer·en·ti·ate /"dIf@'rEnSi"eIt/

Ac v. 1 [I,T]
to recognize or express the difference between
things or people: It was difficult for him to differentiate between light and dark. 2 [T] to make one
thing different from another: We try to differentiate
our products from those of the competitors.
—differentiation /"dIf@"rEnSi'eIS@n/ n. [U]

dif·fi·cult /'dIf@"költ/ adj. 1 not easy to do or
understand: a difficult question | She finds math
difficult.
THESAURUS

hard – making you tired because you have to

use a lot of physical or mental effort: I’ve had a
long hard day. | The midterms were harder than I
expected.
tough – very difficult to do or deal with: They
asked some tough questions at the interview. | a
tough decision
awkward – difficult to deal with or handle: The
big pieces of wood were awkward to handle.
challenging – difficult in a way that is
interesting and enjoyable: The class is intended to
be challenging for students.
demanding – a demanding job needs a lot of
time, effort, and skill: Being a nurse is a
demanding job.
arduous (written) – long and tiring, and
needing a lot of effort: a long and arduous trip
complicated/complex – difficult to understand
because of having a lot of different parts: The
rules of the game are very complicated. | a
complex issue

2 involving a lot of problems and causing trouble:
This past year has been a very difficult time in my
life. | The bus strike is making life/things difficult
for commuters. 3 someone who is difficult is
never satisfied, friendly, or pleased

dif·fi·cul·ty /'dIfI"költi/ n. (plural difficulties) 1 [C usually plural, U] a problem, or something
that causes trouble: Peter’s having difficulty in
finding a job. | She walks with great difficulty. |
Their business is in financial difficulty. | We ran
into difficulties (=had trouble) buying the house.
THESAURUS
problem, setback, snag,
hitch, trouble, hassle ➔ PROBLEM

2 [U] the state of being hard to do or understand:
The books vary in level of difficulty. [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Latin difficultas, from difficilis
“difficult,” from facilis “easy”]

dif·fi·dent /'dIf@d@nt/ adj. (formal) shy and not
wanting to make people notice you or talk about
you, because you lack confidence: a diffident young
man —diffidence n. [U] —diffidently adv.

dif·frac·tion /dI'frækS@n/ n. [U] PHYSICS the pro-

cess or result of dividing sound or light waves into
smaller waves, by sending them around something
or through a small hole —diffract /dI'frækt/ v

[I,T]

dif·fuse1 /dI'fyus/ adj. spread over a large area or
in many places: a large and diffuse organization

dif·fuse2 /dI'fyuz/ v. (formal) 1 [T] to make a
bad feeling less strong: Mara told jokes to diffuse
the tension. 2 [I,T] to make ideas, information, etc.
available to many people: The language was diffused throughout the Balkans and into central
Europe. 3 [I,T] to make heat, light, liquid, etc.
spread through something, or to spread like this:
Smoke diffused into the living room and got into the
carpet.

dif·fu·sion /dI'fyuZ@n/ n. [U] 1 the process of

spreading over a large area 2 PHYSICS a process in
which light spreads in many directions when it is
REFLECT ed from an uneven surface or moves
through a material 3 PHYSICS a process in which
substances become completely mixed because of
movement of their PARTICLE s

dig1 /dIg/ v. (past tense and past participle dug /dög/,
present participle digging) 1 [I,T] to break up and

move earth, stone, snow, etc. with a tool, your
hands, or a machine: The kids enjoyed digging in
the sand. | She dug a hole and threw some seeds in
it. | The company began digging for minerals many
years ago. 2 [I] to move many things such as
papers, boxes, rocks, or clothing in order to find
something: She dug through her purse, looking for
her keys. 3 dig yourself (into) a hole to do or
say something that makes a problem or situation so
bad that it is difficult to make it better: The mayor
dug himself into a hole when he promised 3,000
new jobs. 4 [T] (spoken) to like something or
someone: You really dig her, don’t you?
dig in phr. v. (spoken) to start eating food that is in
front of you: Come on, everyone – dig in!
dig (sth) into sth phr. v. to push hard into something, or to make something do this: She dug her
fingernails into my arm.
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dig sth ↔ out phr. v. 1 to get someone or some- “to scatter like stones, misuse, destroy,” from
thing out of a place using a tool, your hands, or a lapidare “to throw stones”] —dilapidation
machine: We had to dig our car out after the /dI"læp@'deIS@n/ n. [U]
blizzard. 2 to find something that you have not
seen for a long time, or that is not easy to find: di·late /daI'leIt, 'daIleIt/ v. [I,T] to become wider
Mom dug out her wedding dress and showed it to or more open, or to cause something to do this: Her
eyes were dilated and her face was red. —dilation
us.
dig sth ↔ up phr. v. 1 to remove something from /daI'leIS@n/ n. [U]
under the ground with a tool, your hands, or a
machine: Police dug up the missing man’s body dil·a·to·ry /'dIl@"tOri/ adj. (formal) slow and tendfrom the yard. 2 (informal) to find hidden or forgot- ing to delay decisions or actions
ten information by careful searching: See what you
di·lem·ma /d@'lEm@/ n. [C] a situation in which
can dig up on this guy Stark.
you have to make a difficult choice between two or
2
dig n. [C] 1 an unkind thing you say to annoy more actions: We’re in a dilemma about whether to
someone: Greene’s remark was meant to be a dig move or not. | a moral dilemma [ORIGIN: 1500—
at his opponent. 2 a small quick push that you 1600 Greek “double statement,” from lemma
give someone with your finger or elbow: a dig in “statement”]
the ribs 3 the process of digging in a place in
dil·i·gent /'dIl@dZ@nt/ adj. 1 someone who is
order to find ancient objects to study
diligent always works hard and carefully: a diligent
di·gest1 /daI'dZEst, dI-/ v. [I,T] 1 if food digests, student 2 done in a careful and thorough way:
or if you digest it, it changes in the stomach into a diligent research [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French,
form your body can use: Some babies can’t digest Latin, present participle of diligere “to put high
cow’s milk. 2 to understand something after think- value on, love”] —diligence n. [U] —diligently
ing about it carefully: He’ll need some time to adv.
digest the news.
di·gest2 /'daIdZEst/ n. [C] a short piece of writing dill /dIl/ n. [U] a plant whose seeds and leaves are
that gives the most important facts from a book, used in cooking
report, etc.
di·lute /dI'lut, daI-/ v. [T] to make a liquid weaker
di·ges·tion /daI'dZEstS@n, dI-/ n. [C,U] the pro- by adding water or another liquid: Dilute the paint
cess or ability to digest food —digestive adj.: with oil. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin dilutus, past
digestive problems
participle of diluere “to wash away”] —diluted
dig·it /'dIdZIt/ n. [C] 1 a written sign that repre- adj. —dilution /daI'luS@n, dI-/ n. [C,U]
sents any of the numbers from 0 to 9: a seven-digit di"lute so'lution n. [C] CHEMISTRY a liquid that
phone number 2 (formal) a finger or toe [ORIGIN: contains a SOLUTE (=substance that has mixed with
1300—1400 Latin digitus “finger, toe”]
and become part of a liquid)
dig·i·tal /'dIdZIÔl/ adj. 1 giving information in
1
the form of numbers: a digital clock 2 IT using a dim /dIm/ adj. (comparative dimmer, superlative
system in which information is represented in the dimmest) 1 not bright or easy to see well: a dim
form of numbers: a digital camera —digitally adv. hallway | The curtains were closed and the light
was dim. | the dim outline of a building 2 a dim
dig·ni·fied /'dIgn@"faId/ adj. calm, serious, and recollection/awareness etc. something that is
making people feel respect: a dignified leader
difficult for someone to remember, understand,
dig·ni·tar·y /'dIgn@"tEri/ n. (plural dignitaries) etc.: She only has a dim memory of her parents. 3 take a dim view of sth to disapprove of
[C] someone who has an important official position:
something —dimly adv.
foreign dignitaries

dig·ni·ty /'dIgn@Ôi/ n. [U] 1 calm serious behav- dim2 v. (dimmed, dimming) [I,T] 1 if a light dims,
ior, even in difficult situations, that makes people or if you dim it, it becomes less bright: Can you
respect you: a woman of compassion and dignity | dim the lights? 2 if a feeling or quality dims, or if
She spoke with courage and dignity. 2 the quality something dims it, it grows weaker: The painful
of being serious and formal: Lawyers must respect memory began to dim.
the dignity of the court. [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old
French dignité, from Latin dignitas “worth”]
dime /daIm/ n. [C] 1 a coin worth 10 cents (=1/10
of a dollar), used in the U.S. and Canada
di·gress /daI'grEs, dI-/ v. [I] (formal) to begin
THESAURUS
talking about something that is not related to the
money, bill, coin, penny,
subject you were talking about —digression
nickel, quarter ➔ MONEY
/daI'grES@n/ n. [C,U]
2 a dime a dozen (informal) very common and not
di·lap·i·dat·ed /d@'læp@"deIÔId/ adj. old, bro- valuable: Jobs like his are a dime a dozen. 3 stop/
ken, and in very bad condition: a dilapidated park/turn on a dime to stop, park, etc. within a
church [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin dilapidare small area
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din·er /'daInø/ n. [C] 1 a small restaurant that
serves cheap meals

di·men·sion /dI'mEnS@n, daI-/

Ac n. [C] 1

a
part of a situation that affects the way you think
about it: The baby added a new dimension to our
life. | Because the boat sank in Cuban waters, there
is a political dimension to the incident. 2 a measurement of something in length, height, or
width 3 dimensions [plural] a) the measurement or size of something: What are the dimensions of the room? b) how great or serious a
problem is: The government needs to recognize the
full dimensions of the problem. [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Old French, Latin dimetiri “to measure
out”]
'dime store n. [C] a store that sells different types
of cheap things, especially for the house
di·min·ish /dI'mInIS/ Ac v. [I,T] to become
smaller or less important, or to make something do
this: The show’s audience has slowly diminished. |
The tobacco companies tried to diminish the significance of the findings. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
diminue (14—16 centuries), from Old French
diminuer, from Latin minuere “to make less”]
THESAURUS
decrease, go down, drop, fall,
plummet, decline, dwindle ➔ DECREASE 1

dim·i·nu·tion /"dIm@'nuS@n/

Ac n. [C,U] (formal) a reduction in the size, number, or amount of

something

di·min·u·tive /dI'mIny@ÔIv/ adj. (formal) very
small: a diminutive man

THESAURUS
small, little, tiny, minute,
miniature, minuscule, petite ➔ SMALL

dim·ple /'dImp@l/ n. [C] a small hollow place on

your cheek or chin, especially one that forms when
you smile —dimpled adj.
din /dIn/ n. [singular, U] (literary) a loud, continuous,
and annoying noise
dine /daIn/ v. [I] (formal) to eat dinner
dine on sth phr. v. (formal) to eat a particular type
of food for dinner, especially expensive food: We
dined on shrimp and pasta.
dine out phr. v. (formal) to eat in a restaurant

THESAURUS
restaurant, cafe/coffee shop,
fast food restaurant, cafeteria ➔ RESTAURANT

2 someone who is eating in a restaurant

ding-dong /'dIÎ dOÎ, -dAÎ/ n. [U] the noise
made by a bell

din·gy /'dIndZi/ adj. a dingy room, street, or place
is dirty and in bad condition: dingy offices

'dining room n. [C] a room where you eat meals
in a house

din·ner /'dInø/ n. 1 [C,U] the main meal of the

day, usually eaten in the evening: We had fish for
dinner. | My aunt invited me for Thanksgiving
dinner. 2 [C] a formal occasion when an evening
meal is eaten, often to celebrate something: There
was a dinner in honor of his retirement. [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Old French diner, from diner “to
eat”]
din·ner·time /'dInø"taIm/ n. [U] the time when
most people eat dinner, usually between 5 p.m. and
7 p.m.
di·no·saur /'daIn@"sOr/ n. [C] a very large animal
that lived millions of years ago and no longer exists
[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Greek deinos “terrible” +
sauros “lizard”]
di·ode /'daIoUd/ n. [C] PHYSICS a piece of electrical
equipment that makes an electrical current flow in
one direction
dip1 /dIp/ v. (dipped, dipping) 1 [T] to put something into a liquid and quickly lift it out again:
Janet dipped her feet into the water. | strawberries
dipped in chocolate 2 [I] (informal) to go down or
become lower: The temperature could dip down to
the 20s tonight.
dip into sth phr. v. to use some of an amount of
money that you have: Medical bills forced her to
dip into her savings.
dip2 n. 1 [C,U] a thick mixture that you can dip
food into before you eat it: a cheese dip 2 [C] an
occasion when the level or amount of something
becomes lower: a dip in prices 3 [C] a place where
the surface of something goes down suddenly, and
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then goes up again: a dip in the road 4 [C] (informal) a quick swim: Is there time for a dip in the

D

pool before lunch?
diph·the·ri·a /dIf'θIri@, dIp-/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a
serious infectious throat disease that makes breathing difficult
diph·thong /'dIfθOÎ, 'dIp-/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS
a vowel sound made by pronouncing two vowels
quickly one after the other. For example, the vowel
sound in “my” is a diphthong [ORIGIN: 1400—
1500 French, Late Latin diphthongus “two
sounds,” from Greek phthongos “voice, sound”]
dip·loid /'dIplOId/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a cell or ORGANISM that contains two complete sets of CHROMOSOME s, one from each parent —diploid adj.
di·plo·ma /dI'ploUm@/ n. [C] an official paper
showing that someone has successfully finished
his/her HIGH SCHOOL or college education: a high
school diploma [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin
“passport, diploma,” from Greek, “folded
paper”]
di·plo·ma·cy /dI'ploUm@si/ n. [U] 1 the management of political relations between countries: an
expert at international diplomacy 2 skill in dealing with people and difficult situations successfully: I would have handled the situation with a
little more diplomacy.
dip·lo·mat /'dIpl@"mæt/ n. [C] someone who
officially represents his/her government in a foreign
country
dip·lo·mat·ic /"dIpl@'mæÔIkX/ adj. 1 relating to
the work of diplomats: Feingold plans to join the
diplomatic service. 2 good at dealing with people
politely and skillfully without upsetting them: She
tried to be diplomatic, but I could tell she was
upset. —diplomatically adv.
dip·stick /'dIpstIk/ n. [C] a stick used for measuring the amount of liquid in a container, such as
oil in a car’s engine
dire /daIø/ adj. 1 extremely serious or terrible:
Officials say the situation is not as dire as they first
thought. | The country is in dire need of food
aid. 2 be in dire straits to be in an extremely
difficult or serious situation
di·rect1 /d@'rEkt, daI-/ adj. 1 done without
involving other people, actions, processes, etc.
ANT indirect: He has direct access to the president. 2 going straight from one place to another,
without stopping or changing direction: What’s the
most direct route to the airport? 3 saying exactly
what you mean in an honest and clear way
ANT indirect: The senator avoided giving direct
answers to reporters’ questions.
THESAURUS
honest, frank, candid,
upfront, straight, straightforward, blunt,
forthright ➔ HONEST

4 likely to change something immediately
ANT indirect: This job allows me to have a direct
impact on people’s lives. 5 exact or total: a direct

translation from Spanish —directness n. [U]

direct2 v. [T] 1 to aim something in a particular

direction or at a particular person, group, etc.: My
remark was directed at Tom, not you. | He directed
the light toward the house. 2 to be in charge of
something: Hanley was asked to direct the investigation. 3 to give actors in a play, movie, etc.
instructions about what to do: In 1977, Scott
directed his first movie. 4 (formal) to tell someone
the way to a place: He directed me to the airport.
THESAURUS
lead, guide, point, show,
escort, usher ➔ LEAD 1

direct3 adv. 1 without stopping or changing

direction: You can fly direct from Seattle to Nashville. 2 without dealing with anyone else first:
You’ll have to contact the manager direct.

di"rect 'current n. [U] PHYSICS abbrevation DC a
flow of electricity that moves in one direction only,
for example the current produced by a BATTERY
➔ ALTERNATING CURRENT

di"rect de'posit n. [U] a method of paying
someone’s salary directly into his/her bank account
—direct deposit v. [T]

di·rec·tion /d@'rEkS@n, daI-/ n. 1 [C] the way
someone or something is moving, facing, or aimed:
Brian drove off in the direction of (=toward) the
party. | As she walked along the trail, she saw a
large man coming in the opposite direction. 2 [C]
the general way in which someone or something
changes or develops: Suddenly the conversation
changed direction. 3 directions [plural] instructions about how to go from one place to another, or
about how to do something: Could you give me
directions to the airport? | Read the directions at
the top of the page. 4 [U] control, management, or
helpful advice: The company’s been successful
under Martini’s direction. 5 [U] a general purpose
or aim: Sometimes I feel that my life lacks direction. 6 sense of direction the ability to know
which way to go in a place you do not know
well 7 [U] the instructions given to actors and
other people in a play, movie, etc.

di·rec·tive /d@'rEktIv/ n. [C] an official order or
instruction to do something

di·rect·ly /d@'rEkôli, daI-/ adv. 1 with no other
person, action, process, etc. involved: McNealy will
report directly to the new sales manager. 2 exactly: Lucas sat directly behind us.

"direct 'object n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS in grammar,

the person or thing that is affected by the action of
the verb in a sentence. For example, in the sentence
“Sheila closed the door,” “door” is the direct object.
➔ INDIRECT OBJECT

di·rec·tor /d@'rEktø, daI-/ n. [C] 1 someone

who gives instructions to actors and other people in
a movie or play ➔ MOVIE 2 someone who controls
or manages a company, organization, or activity:
Her new job is marketing director of Sun Life.
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di·rec·to·ry /d@'rEkt@ri, daI-/ n. (plural directories) [C] 1 a book or list of names, facts, events,

etc., usually arranged in alphabetical order: the
telephone directory 2 IT a place in a computer
where FILE s or programs are organized
di"rect 'speech n. [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS the style of
writing used to report what someone says by giving
the actual words that were spoken. The sentence
“Julie said, ‘I don’t want to go.’” is an example of
direct speech. ➔ REPORTED SPEECH
di"rect vari'ation n. [U] MATH a relationship
between two VARIABLE s (=mathematical quantities
that can represent any of several different amounts),
in which, if one variable increases or decreases, the
other variable increases or decreases by the same
amount or to the same degree. Direct variation can
be shown by the expression y = kx, where k is a
quantity that stays the same.
dirge /dødZ/ n. [C] a slow sad song, especially one
that is sung or played at a funeral
dirt /døt/ n. [U] 1 earth or soil: a dirt road 2 any
substance, such as dust or mud, that makes things
not clean ➔ DIRTY : The floor was covered with
dirt! 3 (informal) information about someone’s private life or activities that might give people a bad
opinion about him/her [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
Norse drit]
"dirt 'cheap adj., adv. (informal) extremely cheap:
We bought this house when it was dirt cheap.
dirt·y1 /'døÔi/ adj. (comparative dirtier, superlative
dirtiest) 1 not clean, or covered in dirt: dirty
dishes in the sink | How did your shoes get so dirty?
THESAURUS

filthy – very dirty: The carpet was filthy.
dusty – covered with dust: piles of dusty books
muddy – covered in mud: muddy hiking boots
greasy – covered with a lot of oil or grease (=an

oily substance): greasy fingermarks on the table
grimy – covered in thick black dirt: a farmer’s
grimy hands
soiled (formal) – made dirty, especially by waste
from your body: a soiled diaper
polluted – used about air, land, or water that
has been made dirty: a polluted river

getting a driver’s license. | learning to live with
disability
dis·a·bled /dIs'eIb@ld/ adj. 1 someone who is
disabled cannot use a part of his/her body in a way
that most people can: a disabled worker 2 the
disabled people who are disabled: The bank has
an entrance for the disabled.
dis·ad·van·tage /"dIs@d'vænôIdZ/ n. 1 [C,U]
something that may make someone less successful
than other people ➔ ADVANTAGE : Your main disadvantage is lack of experience. | I was at a disadvantage because I didn’t speak Spanish. 2 [C]
something that is not good or causes problems: The
only disadvantage of the job is the traveling.
THESAURUS

drawback – a disadvantage that makes

something seem less attractive: It’s an excellent
camera. The only drawback is the price.
downside – the main disadvantage of
something, which in other ways seems good: I
like the job, but the downside is that I have to get
up at five to get to work.
catch (spoken) – a hidden disadvantage: It
sounded like a great investment, but I knew there
had to be a catch somewhere.
bad point (especially spoken) – a bad feature of
something: Every area has its good and bad points.

dis·ad·van·taged

/"dIs@d'vænôIdZd/ adj.
someone who is disadvantaged has social problems, such as a lack of money or education, that
make it difficult for him/her to succeed: a program
for disadvantaged students
THESAURUS
poor, needy, destitute,
impoverished, underprivileged, deprived ➔
POOR

dis·ad·van·ta·geous

/"dIsædvæn'teIdZ@s,
-v@n-/ adj. unfavorable and likely to cause you
problems ANT advantageous
dis·af·fect·ed /"dIs@'fEktIdX/ adj. no longer
loyal because you are not satisfied with your leader,
ruler, etc.: Candidates are trying to attract disaffected voters. —disaffection /"dIs@'fEkS@n/ n.
[U]

2 relating to sex, in a way that is considered bad or
immoral: dirty jokes | students who use dirty words
in class 3 unfair or dishonest and intended to harm
someone: a dirty fighter 4 do sb’s dirty work to
do a bad or dishonest job for someone so that s/he
does not have to do it himself/herself: I told them to
do their own dirty work.

dis·a·gree /"dIs@'gri/ v. [I] 1 to have or express

dirty2 v. (dirtied, dirties) [T] to make something

be divided/split – if a group of people are
divided or split about something, they have very
different opinions about it: The country was
deeply divided about the war.
opinions differ – if opinions differ about
something, people have a range of different
opinions about it: Opinions differ among scientists
about the causes of the disease.
dispute – to say that you think that something is

dirty

dis /dIs/ v. (dissed, disses, dissing) [T] (informal)
to make unfair and unkind remarks about someone

dis·a·bil·i·ty /"dIs@'bIl@Ôi/ n. (plural disabilities)

[C,U] a physical or mental condition that makes it

difficult for someone to do the things most people
are able to do: Her disability prevented her from

a different opinion from someone else: Roth
doesn’t like anybody who disagrees with him. | We
disagree about the best way to solve the problem. |
Doctors disagree on the best way to treat the
disease.
THESAURUS
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not correct or not true: Many people would
dispute these claims.
dissent – to say that you disagree with an
opinion or decision that most other people agree
with: Only one of the nine judges dissented from
the decision.

D

2 if statements or reports about the same thing
disagree, they are different from each other
disagree with sb phr. v. if food disagrees with
you, it makes you feel sick
dis·a·gree·a·ble /"dIs@'gri@b@l/ adj. 1 not
enjoyable or pleasant: a disagreeable incident 2 unfriendly and in a bad mood: a disagreeable person
dis·a·gree·ment /"dIs@'grim@nt/ n. 1 [C,U] a
situation in which people express different opinions
about something and sometimes argue: We had a
disagreement with our neighbors. | a disagreement
between the two countries | There was a slight
disagreement over who should pay the bill. 2 [U]
differences between two statements, reports, etc.
that should be similar: There was major disagreement between the witnesses’ statements.
dis·al·low /"dIs@'laU/ v. [T] (formal) to officially
refuse to allow something because a rule has been
broken: The touchdown was disallowed.
dis·ap·pear /"dIs@'pIr/ v. [I] 1 to become
impossible to see anymore: The scars will disappear in a year or two. | The cat had disappeared
under the couch. 2 to become impossible to find,
or to be lost: The plane mysteriously disappeared
while flying over the Atlantic. 3 to stop existing:
Many species of plants and animals disappear
every year. —disappearance n. [C,U]
dis·ap·point /"dIs@'pOInt/ v. [T] to make someone unhappy because something s/he hoped for
does not happen or is not as good as s/he expected:
I’m sorry to disappoint you, but the trip is canceled.

dis·ap·point·ed /"dIs@'pOInôId/ adj. unhappy

because something you hoped for did not happen,
or because something or someone was not as good
as you expected: We’re disappointed (that) the
director is unable to attend. | She was disappointed
with the election results. | I’ve been disappointed in
his work.
dis·ap·point·ing /"dIs@'pOInôIÎ/ adj. not as
good as you expected or hoped something would
be: disappointing sales —disappointingly adv.
dis·ap·point·ment
/"dIs@'pOInt§m@nt/
n. 1 [U] a feeling of sadness because something is
not as good as you expected or has not happened:
his disappointment at not being chosen for the job |
Labor unions expressed their disappointment with
the president’s proposal. | She tried to hide her
disappointment. 2 [C] someone or something that
is not as good as you hoped or expected: Her new
book was a big/major/real disappointment. | Kate
feels like she’s a disappointment to her family.
dis·ap·prov·al /"dIs@'pruv@l/ n. [U] a feeling or

opinion that someone is behaving badly or that
something is bad: public disapproval of the war |
Marion shook her head in disapproval.
dis·ap·prove /"dIs@'pruv/ v. [I] to think that
something or someone is bad, wrong, etc.: Her
parents disapproved of her boyfriend.
dis·arm /dIs'Arm/ v. 1 [I] to reduce the size of
your army, navy, etc. and the number of weapons:
Both sides must disarm before the peace
talks. 2 [T] to take away someone’s weapons:
Benson disarmed the man as he tried to rob a
liquor store. 3 [T] to make someone less angry and
more friendly: She uses humor to disarm people.
dis·ar·ma·ment /dIs'Arm@m@nt/ n. [U] the
reduction in numbers or size of a country’s weapons, army, navy, etc.: plans for nuclear disarmament
dis·arm·ing /dIs'ArmIÎ/ adj. making you feel
less angry and more friendly or trusting: a disarming smile
dis·ar·ray /"dIs@'reI/ n. [U] (formal) the state of
being messy or not organized: papers in disarray
on the desk
dis·as·so·ci·ate /"dIs@'soUSi"eIt, -si"eIt/ v. [T]
DISSOCIATE

dis·as·ter /dI'zæstø/ n. [C,U] 1 a sudden event
such as an accident, flood, or storm that causes
great harm or damage: The 1889 flood was the most
spectacular natural disaster the state had ever
seen. | Disaster struck when one rider was hit by a
car while cycling. | The town was declared a
disaster area after the floods.
THESAURUS
accident, catastrophe,
mishap ➔ ACCIDENT

2 a complete failure: The party was a total disaster.
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French désastre, from
Italian disastro, from dis “not” + astro “star”
(from the idea of luck coming from the stars)]

dis·as·trous /dI'zæstr@s/ adj. very bad, or ending in failure: a
—disastrously adv.

disastrous

marriage

dis·a·vow /"dIs@'vaU/ v. [T] (formal) to say that

you are not responsible for something, or that you
do not know about it: The President has disavowed
any knowledge of the affair. —disavowal n. [C,U]
dis·band /dIs'bænd/ v. [I,T] (formal) to stop existing as an organization, or to make something do
this
dis·be·lief /"dIsb@'lif/ n. [U] a feeling that something is not true or does not exist: Linder shook his
head in disbelief. —disbelieving adj.
disc /dIsk/ n. [C] another spelling of DISK
dis·card /dI'skArd/ v. [T] to get rid of something:
discarding old clothes
dis·cern /dI'søn, dI'zøn/ v. [T] (formal) to see,
notice, or understand something by looking at it or
thinking about it carefully: Walters couldn’t discern

discount
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any difference between the two plants.
—discernible adj. —discernibly adv.
dis·cern·ing /dI'sønIÎ, -'zø-/ adj. able to make
good judgments about people, styles, and things:
the discerning traveler’s guide to the Southeast
dis·charge1 /dIs'tSArdZ/ v. 1 [T] to officially
allow someone to go or to send him/her away from
a place: Blanton was discharged from the hospital
last night. 2 [I,T] to send, pour, or let out a substance: Chemicals were being discharged into a
nearby river. 3 [I,T] (formal) if you discharge a gun,
or if it discharges, it shoots a bullet
dis·charge2 /'dIstSArdZ/ n. [U] 1 the official
action of sending someone or something away,
especially from a hospital or the military: After his
discharge from the army, he got married. 2 a
substance that comes out of something, especially a
wound or part of your body

dis·ci·ple /dI'saIp@l/ n. [C] 1 a follower of a
religious teacher, especially one of the 12 original
followers of Jesus Christ 2 a follower of any great
leader or teacher: a disciple of Gandhi [ORIGIN:
800—900 Latin discipulus “pupil”]

dis·ci·pli·nar·i·an /"dIs@pl@'nEri@n/ n. [C]
someone who believes that people should obey
rules, and who makes them do this: Sam’s father is
a strict disciplinarian.

dis·ci·plin·a·ry /'dIs@pl@"nEri/ adj. relating to
trying to make someone obey rules, or to the
punishment of someone who has not obeyed rules:
disciplinary problems

dis·ci·pline1 /'dIs@plIn/ n. 1 [U] controlled
behavior in which people obey rules and orders:
maintaining discipline in the classroom | military
discipline | serious discipline problems in the
police force 2 [U] the ability to control your own
behavior and way of working: Writing requires
discipline. | It takes a lot of self-discipline to work
from home. 3 [U] punishment for not obeying
rules: Employees who joined the strike face discipline. 4 [C] (formal) an area of knowledge or teaching [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French
descepline, from Latin disciplina “teaching,
learning”]

discipline2 v. [T] 1 to punish someone: The staff
members were disciplined for their carelessness. 2 to train someone to obey rules and control
his/her own behavior: Working in a bakery has
disciplined Joe to get up early.

dis·claim·er /dIs'kleImø/ n. [C] (formal) a statement saying that you are not responsible for something or do not know about something, often used
in advertising

dis·close /dIs'kloUz/ v. [T] to make something
known publicly: GM did not disclose details of the
agreement. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Old French
desclore, from Medieval Latin disclaudere “to
open”]

dis·clo·sure /dIs'kloUZø/ n. [C,U] a secret that

someone tells people, or the act of telling this
secret: the disclosure of state secrets
dis·co /'dIskoU/ n. (plural discos) 1 [U] a type of
dance music with a strong repeating beat that was
first popular in the 1970s 2 [C] a place where
people dance to recorded popular music
dis·col·or /dIs'kölø/ v. [I,T] to change color, or to
make something change color, so that it looks
unattractive: His teeth were discolored from smoking. —discoloration /dIs"köl@'reIS@n/ n. [C,U]
dis·com·fit /dIs'kömfIt/ v. [T] (formal) to make
someone feel uncomfortable, annoyed, or
embarrassed SYN unsettle: Her comment discomfited her husband. —discomfited adj.
—discomfiting
adj.
—discomfiture
/dIs'kömf@tSø/ n. [U]
dis·com·fort /dIs'kömføt/ n. 1 [U] slight pain
or a bad feeling: We need to treat the disease
without increasing the discomfort of the
patient. 2 [C] something that makes you uncomfortable: the discomforts of long-distance
travel 3 [U] a feeling of embarrassment, shame, or
worry: She could sense his discomfort at having to
speak in front of a large group.
dis·con·cert·ing /"dIsk@n'søÔIÎ/ adj. making
you feel slightly embarrassed, confused, or worried: It was disconcerting to be watched while I
worked. —disconcert v. [T] —disconcerted
adj.

dis·con·nect /"dIsk@'nEkt/ v. 1 [I,T] to separate

something from the thing it is connected to, or to
become separated: Disconnect the cables before
you move the computer. 2 [T] to remove the supply
of power to something such as a telephone line,
building, or machine: I tried to call, but the phone
had been disconnected. —disconnection
/"dIsk@'nEkS@n/ n. [C,U]
dis·con·tent /"dIsk@n'tEnt/ n. [U] a feeling of
not being happy or satisfied —discontented adj.
dis·con·tin·ue /"dIsk@n'tInyu/ v. [T] to stop
doing or providing something: Five bus routes
will be discontinued. —discontinuation
/"dIsk@n"tInyu'eIS@n/ n. [U]
dis·cord /'dIskOrd/ n. [U] (formal) disagreement
between people: marital discord
dis·cor·dant /dIs'kOrdnt/ adj. 1 (literary) seeming strange, wrong, or inappropriate in relation to
everything around it: the discordant images in her
pictures 2 (formal) not in agreement: The two
experiments gave us discordant results. 3 made up
of musical notes that do not go together well:
discordant, jarring music
dis·count1 /'dIskaUnt/ n. [C] a reduction in the
usual price of something: He says he can get me a
discount on a new computer. | a discount of 25% | I
saved $20 with my employee discount. | a discount
store
dis·count2 /dIs'kaUnt/ v. [T] 1 to reduce the
price of something: Flights to Florida have been
deeply discounted. 2 to regard something as
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unlikely to be true or important: Scientists discounted his method of predicting earthquakes.

dis·cour·age /dI'skøIdZ, -'skör-/ v. [T] 1 to
persuade someone not to do something, especially
by making it seem difficult or bad ANT encourage: Keith’s mother tried to discourage him from
joining the navy. 2 to make someone less confident or less willing to do something ANT encourage: His failure to find a job did not discourage
him. 3 to make something become less likely to
happen ANT encourage: Put the plant in a cold
room to discourage growth.

D

dis·cour·aged /dI'skøIdZd, -'skör-/ adj. no
longer having the confidence you need to continue
doing something: Children may get discouraged if
they are criticized too often.

dis·cour·age·ment /dI'skøIdZm@nt, -'skör-/

n. 1 [C,U] a feeling of being discouraged 2 [U] the
act of trying to discourage someone from doing
something

dis·cour·a·ging /dI'skøIdZIÎ, -'skör-/ adj.
making you lose the confidence you need to continue doing something: It was very discouraging to
see my sister do it so easily.

dis·course /'dIskOrs/ n. [U] serious conversation
between people: a chance for meaningful discourse
between the two leaders

dis·cour·te·ous /dIs'køÔi@s/ adj. (formal) not
polite or respectful —discourtesy /dIs'køÔ@si/ n.
[C,U]

dis·cov·er /dI'skövø/ v. [T] 1 to find something
that was hidden or that people did not know about
before: The Vikings may have discovered America
long before Columbus.
THESAURUS
find, detect, trace, locate,
track sb/sth down, turn sth up, unearth ➔

FIND 1

2 to find out something that is a fact, or the answer
to a question: Doctors discovered that her left wrist
was broken. | Did you ever discover who sent you
the flowers? [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French
descovrir, from Late Latin discooperire “to
uncover”] —discoverer n. [C]

dis·cov·er·y /dI'skövri, -v@ri/ n. (plural discoveries) 1 [C] a fact, thing, or answer to a question
that someone discovers: Einstein made an important scientific discovery. | the discovery that bees
can communicate with each other 2 [U] the act of
finding something that was hidden or not known
before: the discovery of gold in 1848

dis·cred·it /dIs'krEdIt/ v. [T] to make people
stop trusting or having respect for someone or
something: The defense lawyer will try to discredit
our witnesses.

dis·creet /dI'skrit/ adj. careful about what you
say or do, so that you do not upset or embarrass
people: Can you please be discreet about this?
—discreetly adv.

dis·crep·an·cy /dI'skrEp@nsi/ n. (plural dis-

crepancies) [C,U] a difference between two
amounts, details, etc. that should be the same:
There were discrepancies in the expense accounts.
dis·crete /dI'skrit/ Ac adj. (formal) clearly
separate SYN distinct: The developing insect
passes through several discrete stages.
dis·cre·tion /dI'skrES@n/ Ac n. [U] 1 the
ability to be careful about what you say or do in a
particular situation, so that you do not upset or
embarrass people: This situation must be handled
with discretion. 2 the ability and right to decide
what should be done in a particular situation: Pay
raises are left to the discretion of the manager. |
Prisoners are released at the discretion of the
parole board. —discretionary adj.: The president
has the discretionary authority to send troops.
dis·crim·i·nate /dI'skrIm@"neIt/ Ac v. 1 [I]
to treat one person or group differently from
another in an unfair way: a law that discriminates
against immigrants | Employers may not discriminate in favor of younger candidates. 2 [I,T] to
recognize a difference between things SYN differentiate: You must learn to discriminate between
facts and opinions. | The test is useful for discriminating those students who have reached a higher
level from those at a lower level. [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 Latin discriminare “to divide,” from discernere “to separate”]
dis·crim·i·nat·ing /dI'skrIm@"neIÔIÎ/ Ac adj.
able to judge whether or not something is good
quality: customers with discriminating tastes
dis·crim·i·na·tion /dI"skrIm@'neIS@n/ Ac n.
[U] 1 the practice of treating one person or group
of people differently from another in an unfair way:
The company has been accused of racial/age/sex
discrimination. | The law prohibits discrimination
against handicapped persons.
THESAURUS
prejudice, racism, intolerance,
bigotry, sexism, homophobia, anti-Semitism
➔ PREJUDICE 1

2 the ability to judge whether or not something is
good quality
di·scur·sive /dI'skøsIv/ adj. discussing many
different ideas, facts, etc. rather than keeping to a
single subject: a discursive letter —discursively
adv. —discursiveness n. [U]
dis·cus /'dIsk@s/ n. 1 [C] a heavy flat circular
object that people throw as far as possible as a
sport 2 the discus the sport of throwing this
object
dis·cuss /dI'skös/ v. [T] 1 to talk about something with someone in order to exchange ideas or
decide something: I wanted to discuss my plans
with my father. | We need to discuss how to raise
money for the project.
THESAURUS
talk, have a conversation,
chat (with/to sb)/have a chat, converse, visit
with sb, gossip ➔ TALK 1
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2 to talk or write about a subject in detail: The
Roman Empire will be discussed in the next chapter. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin discussus, past
participle of discutere “to shake to pieces”]

dis·cus·sion /dI'sköS@n/ n. [C,U] 1 the act of
discussing something, or a conversation in which
people discuss something: We need to have a discussion about your behavior in class. | The proposal is still under discussion (=being discussed).
THESAURUS

negotiations – official discussions between two

groups who are trying to agree on something:
Contract negotiations are continuing between the
union and the management.
debate – a formal discussion of a subject, during
which people express different opinions: the
debate between the presidential candidates
talks – formal discussions between governments,
organizations, etc.: the recent talks on global
warming
conference – a large formal meeting at which
members of an organization, profession, etc.
discuss things related to their work: an annual
conference for software developers
dialogue – a formal discussion between
countries or groups in order to solve problems:
We want to encourage dialogue between the two
nations.

2 a piece of writing about a subject that considers
different ideas or opinions about it: The report
includes a discussion of global warming.

dis·dain /dIs'deIn/ n. [U] (formal) a lack of
respect for someone or something because you
think he, she, or it is not important or not good
enough: Mason’s disdain for people without education —disdainful adj.

dis·ease /dI'ziz/ n. [C,U] an illness that affects a

person, animal, or plant, with specific SYMPTOM s
(=things wrong with your body which show that
you have a particular illness): My uncle has heart
disease. | Tina suffers from a rare brain disease. |
infectious diseases such as tuberculosis [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Old French desaise, from des “not,
without” + aise “relaxed feeling, comfort”]
—diseased adj.
THESAURUS

People often use disease and illness to mean
the same thing, but it is a disease that actually
makes you sick: He suffers from heart disease.
Illness is the state of being sick: Janey missed a
lot of school because of illness.
Sickness is a particular type of illness: radiation
sickness | motion sickness

dis·em·bark /"dIsIm'bArk/ v. [I] to get off a
vehicle such as a ship or airplane
—disembarkation /"dIsEmbAr'keIS@n/ n. [U]

dis·em·bod·ied /"dIsIm'bAdid/ adj. a disembodied sound or voice comes from someone who
cannot be seen

dis·en·chant·ed /"dIsIn'tSænôId/ adj. disap-

pointed with someone or something, and no longer
liking or believing in the value of that person or
thing: She was becoming disenchanted with her
marriage. —disenchantment n. [U]
dis·en·fran·chised /"dIsIn'fræntSaIzd/ adj.
(formal) not having any rights, especially the right
to vote, and not feeling part of society
—disenfranchise v. [T]
dis·en·gage /"dIsIn'geIdZ/ v. 1 [I,T] if you disengage parts of a machine, the machine stops
operating because two parts are separated from
each other: Disengage the gears when you park the
car. 2 [I] to deliberately stop being involved with a
group or activity: Some politicians feel that
America should disengage from the United
Nations. —disengagement n. [U]
dis·en·tan·gle /"dIsIn'tæÎg@l/ v. [T] 1 disentangle yourself (from sth) to escape from a
difficult situation that you are involved in 2 to
separate different ideas or pieces of information
that have become confused together: It’s very difficult to disentangle fact from fiction in what she’s
saying.
dis·fa·vor /dIs'feIvø/ n. [U] (formal) a feeling of
dislike or disapproval
dis·fig·ure /dIs'fIgyø/ v. [T] to spoil the appearance of someone or something: His face was badly
disfigured in the accident. —disfigurement n.
[C,U]

dis·grace1 /dIs'greIs/ n. 1 sth is a disgrace
used in order to say that someone or something is
very bad or unacceptable: The public schools in the
area are a disgrace. | He was a disgrace to the legal
profession. 2 [U] the loss of other people’s respect
because you have done something they strongly
disapprove of: Harry left the school in disgrace. |
There’s no disgrace in trying.

disgrace2 v. [T] to do something so bad that

people lose respect for your family or for the group
you belong to: How could you disgrace us like
that?

dis·grace·ful /dIs'greIsf@l/ adj. very bad,

embarrassing, or unacceptable: Their behavior was
absolutely disgraceful.

dis·grun·tled /dIs'grönô@ld/ adj. annoyed, dis-

appointed, and not satisfied: disgruntled employees

dis·guise1 /dIs'gaIz/ v. [T] 1 to change your

appearance or voice so that people cannot recognize you: She disguised herself as a man. 2 to
hide a fact or feeling so that people will not notice
it: We can’t disguise the fact that the business is
losing money. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French
desguiser, from guise “appearance”]
THESAURUS
hide, conceal, cover/cover
up, mask ➔ HIDE 1

disguise2 n. [C,U] something that you wear to
change your appearance and hide who you really
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are, or the act of wearing this: She went out in
disguise to avoid reporters.
dis·gust1 /dIs'göst/ n. [U] a strong feeling of
dislike and disapproval: Everyone was looking at
him with disgust. | He walked out of the meeting in
disgust.
disgust2 v. [T] to make someone feel very
annoyed or upset about something that is not
acceptable —disgusted adj.: We felt disgusted by
the way we’d been treated.
dis·gust·ing /dIs'göstIÎ/ adj. 1 shocking and
unacceptable: The way he treats her is disgusting. 2 extremely unpleasant and making you feel
sick: a disgusting smell
THESAURUS
horrible, awful, revolting, foul,
terrible, dreadful, horrendous ➔ HORRIBLE

—disgustingly adv.
THESAURUS
hurt, injure, wound, maim,
break, bruise, sprain, twist, strain, pull ➔
HURT 1

dish1 /dIS/ n. [C] 1 a round container with low

dish·wash·er /'dIS"wASø/ n. [C] 1 a machine

that washes dishes 2 someone whose job is to
wash dirty dishes in a restaurant
'dishwashing "liquid n. [U] liquid soap used to
wash dishes
dis·il·lu·sion /"dIs@'luZ@n/ v. [T] to make someone realize that something s/he thought was true or
good is not —disillusionment n. [U]
dis·il·lu·sioned /"dIs@'luZ@nd/ adj. unhappy
because you have lost your belief that someone or
something is true or good: I have become increasingly disillusioned with politics.
dis·in·cen·tive /"dIsIn'sEnôIv/ n. [C] something
that makes people less willing to do something
ANT incentive: Higher taxes may act as a disincentive to business.
dis·in·fect /"dIsIn'fEkt/ v. [T] to clean something
with a chemical that destroys BACTERIA
dis·in·fect·ant /"dIsIn'fEkt@nt/ n. [C,U] a
chemical that destroys BACTERIA , used for cleaning something
dis·in·gen·u·ous /"dIsIn'dZEnyu@s/ adj. (formal) not sincere and slightly dishonest: It’s disingenuous to talk of federal budget cuts when the
level of government spending will actually rise.
—disingenuously adv.
dis·in·her·it /"dIsIn'hErIt/ v. [T] to prevent
someone from receiving any of your money or
property after your death

sides, used for holding food ➔ PLATE , BOWL : a
serving dish 2 dishes [plural] all the plates, cups,
bowls, etc. that are used during a meal: Who’s
going to do/wash the dishes? 3 food cooked or
prepared in a particular way: a wonderful pasta
dish | You can serve this soup as a main dish (=the
biggest part of a meal). [ORIGIN: Old English disc,
from Latin discus “disk, plate”]
dis·in·te·grate /dIs'Inô@"greIt/ v. [I] 1 to break
dish2 v.
up into small pieces: They saw the space shuttle
dish sth ↔ out phr. v. (informal) to give something disintegrate in the sky. 2 to become weaker and be
to people: He’s always dishing out unwanted gradually destroyed: Their marriage was disintegrating. —disintegration /dIs"Inô@'greIS@n/ n.
advice.
dish sth ↔ up phr. v. (informal) to put food for a [U]
meal onto dishes, ready to be eaten
dis·in·terest·ed /dIs'IntrIstId, -'Inô@"rEstId/
dis·heart·ened /dIs'hArt§nd/ adj. disappointed adj. able to judge a situation fairly because you will
because you no longer feel that you are able to do not gain an advantage from it SYN objective: a
disinterested observer of the voting process
or achieve something —dishearten v. [T]

dis·heart·en·ing /dIs'hArt§n-IÎ/ adj. making

USAGE

you lose hope and confidence: It was disheartenIn spoken English, many people use disinterested
ing to see that the changes we made didn’t help.
to mean “not interested.” However, many
—dishearteningly adv.
teachers think that this is not correct. If you want
to say that someone is “not interested,” use
di·shev·eled /dI'SEv@ld/ adj. very messy: She
uninterested: She seemed uninterested in politics.
looked tired and disheveled.
dis·hon·est /dIs'AnIst/ adj. not honest: a dishon- —disinterest n. [U]
est car salesman —dishonesty n. [U] dis·joint·ed /dIs'dZOInôId/ adj. disjointed words
—dishonestly adv.
or images are not easy to understand because they
dis·hon·or /dIs'Anø/ n. [U] (formal) a state in are not arranged in a clear order
which people no longer respect you or approve of disk /dIsk/ n. [C] 1 a small flat piece of plastic or
you because you have done something dishonest or metal used for storing information in a computer
immoral: His behavior brought dishonor on the ➔ COMPACT DISK , FLOPPY DISK , HARD DISK 2 somefamily. —dishonor v. [T] —dishonorable adj.
thing that is flat and round, or that looks this
'dish rack n. [C] an object that holds dishes while way 3 a flat piece of CARTILAGE (=a strong
substance that stretches) between the bones of your
they dry
back
dish·tow·el /'dIS"taU@l/ n. [C] a cloth used for
'disk drive n. [C] IT a piece of equipment in a
drying dishes
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computer, that is used in order to get information
from a disk or to store information on a disk
disk·ette /dI'skEt/ n. [C] IT a FLOPPY DISK
'disk "jockey n. [C] a DJ
dis·like1 /dIs'laIk/ v. [T] to not like someone or
something: Many men dislike shopping.
dislike2 n. [C,U] a feeling of not liking someone or
something: She shared her mother’s dislike of
housework.
dis·lo·cate /dIs'loUkeIt, 'dIsloU"keIt/ v. [T] to
make a bone move out of its normal position in a
joint, usually in an accident: I dislocated my shoulder
playing
football.
—dislocation
/"dIsloU'keIS@n/ n. [C,U]
dis·lodge /dIs'lAdZ/ v. [T] to force or knock
something out of its position: Lee dislodged a few
stones as he climbed over the old wall.
dis·loy·al /dIs'lOI@l/ adj. doing or saying things
that do not support your friends, your country, or
the group you belong to: He felt he had been
disloyal to his friends. —disloyalty /dIs'lOI@lti/
n. [C,U]

dis·mal /'dIzm@l/ adj. making you feel unhappy

and without hope: dismal weather | the team’s
dismal record in the past month [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Anglo-French, Medieval Latin dies mali
“evil days”] —dismally adv.
dis·man·tle /dIs'mænô@l/ v. [I,T] 1 to take
something apart so that it is in separate pieces: I’ll
have to dismantle the engine. 2 to gradually get
rid of a system or organization: plans to dismantle
the existing tax laws
dis·may1 /dIs'meI/ n. [U] a strong feeling of
disappointment and worry: He realized to his dismay that he had left the money behind.
dismay2 v. [T] to make someone feel worried,
disappointed, or upset: I was dismayed to see how
thin she had become.
dis·mem·ber /dIs'mEmbø/ v. [T] (formal) to cut
or tear a body into pieces
dis·miss /dIs'mIs/ v. [T] 1 to refuse to consider
someone’s idea or opinion because you think it is
not serious, true, or important: He dismissed the
idea as impossible. 2 (formal) to make someone
leave his/her job SYN fire: The teacher was dismissed for incompetence. 3 to send someone
away, or allow him/her to go: Class is dismissed. 4 LAW if a court CASE is dismissed, a judge
decides that it should not continue [ORIGIN:
1400—1500 Latin dimissus, past participle of
dimittere “to send away”] —dismissal n. [C,U]
dis·mis·sive /dIs'mIsIv/ adj. refusing to consider someone or something seriously: Her doctor
was dismissive of her concerns.
dis·mount /dIs'maUnt/ v. [I] to get off a horse,
bicycle, or MOTORCYCLE
dis·o·be·di·ent /"dIs@'bidi@nt/ adj. deliberately
not doing what you are told to do by someone in
authority such as your parents, teacher, employer,

etc.: a disobedient child —disobedience n. [U]

dis·o·bey /"dIs@'beI/ v. [I,T] to refuse to do what
someone in authority tells you to do, or to refuse to
obey a rule or law: She would never disobey her
parents.
THESAURUS

break a rule/law – to disobey a rule or law:
What happens if you break the rules?
rebel – to oppose or fight against someone who
is in authority: Hannah eventually rebelled against
her mother’s control.
defy – to refuse to obey someone or something:
Several teenagers were caught defying the curfew.
flout (formal) – to deliberately disobey a rule,
law, or custom: He seemed determined to flout his
father’s authority.
violate – to disobey or do something against a
law, rule, agreement, etc.: Using the money in
this way clearly violates the tax laws.
infringe (formal) – to do something that is
against the law or someone’s legal rights: A treaty
cannot be valid if it infringes on the Constitution.
contravene (formal) – to do something that is
not allowed by a law or rule: The building
contravened New York’s construction codes.

dis·or·der /dIs'Ordø/ n. 1 [U] a situation in

which things or people are very messy or not
organized 2 [C] a disease or illness that prevents
part of your body from working correctly: a mental
disorder 3 [U] a situation in which a lot of people
behave in an uncontrolled, noisy, or violent way in
public: The nation is in a state of civil disorder.
dis·or·der·ly /dIs'Ordøli/ adj. 1 messy: clothes
left in a disorderly heap 2 behaving in a noisy or
violent way in public: He was arrested for disorderly conduct.
dis·or·ga·nized /dIs'Org@"naIzd/ adj. not
arranged or planned very well: The meeting was
completely disorganized. —disorganization
/dIs"Org@n@'zeIS@n/ n. [U]
dis·o·ri·ent·ed /dIs'Ori"EnôId/ adj. confused and
not really able to understand what is happening
around you, or where you are —disorienting adj.
—disorientation /dIs"Ori@n'teIS@n/ n. [U]
dis·own /dIs'oUn/ v. [T] if your parents disown
you, they decide that they no longer want to have
any connection with you, usually because you have
done something very bad
dis·par·age /dI'spærIdZ/ v. [T] (formal) to criticize someone or something in a way that shows you
do not think he, she, or it is very good or important
dis·par·a·ging /dI'spær@dZIÎ/ adj. showing that
you think someone or something is not very good
or important: She made some disparaging comments about his work.
dis·par·ate /'dIsp@rIt/ adj. (formal) very different
from and not related to each other
dis·par·i·ty /dI'spær@Ôi/ n. (plural disparities)
[C,U] a difference between things, especially an
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place or position: When you get into a full bathtub,
you displace water, which flows over the side.
—displacement n. [U]: the displacement of
native peoples from their land —displaced adj.
n. (plural disdis·play1 /dI'spleI/ Ac
plays) 1 [C,U] an arrangement of objects for
people to look at: a display of African masks | The
pictures are on display in the lobby. 2 [C] a public
performance or something that is intended to entertain people: a fireworks display 3 a display of
anger/affection etc. an occasion when someone
clearly shows a particular attitude, feeling, or quality 4 [C] the part of a piece of equipment that
shows information, for example a computer screen:
A light flashed on the display. [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 Anglo-French despleier, from Latin displicare “to unfold”]
display2 Ac v. [T] 1 to put things in a place
where people can see them easily: a row of tables
displaying pottery 2 to clearly show a feeling or
quality: He displayed no emotion at the
funeral. 3 if a computer displays information, it
shows it: An error message was displayed.
dis·pleased /dIs'plizd/ adj. (formal) annoyed and
not satisfied: Many employees were displeased with
the decision. —displease v. [T] —displeasure
/dIs'plEZø/ n. [U]
dis·pos·a·ble /dI'spoUz@b@l/ Ac adj. intended
to be used once or for a short time and then thrown
THESAURUS
away: disposable razors
give out, hand out/pass out,
share, distribute ➔ GIVE 1
dis"posable 'income n. [C] the amount of
money that you have available to spend each month
2 to officially provide medicine to people
dispense with sth phr. v. to not use or do some- after you have paid for rent, food, etc.
thing that people usually use or do because it is not dis·pos·al /dI'spoUz@l/ Ac n. 1 [U] the act of
necessary
getting rid of something: the safe disposal of radiodis·pens·er /dI'spEnsø/ n. [C] a machine from active waste 2 at sb’s disposal available for
which you can get things such as drinks or money someone to use: He had a lot of cash at his
disposal. 3 [C] a GARBAGE DISPOSAL
when you press a button

unfair difference: the disparities between rich and
poor
dis·pas·sion·ate /dIs'pæS@nIt/ adj. not easily
influenced by personal feelings: a dispassionate
opinion —dispassionately adv.
dis·patch1 /dI'spætS/ v. [T] to send someone or
something somewhere
dispatch2 n. 1 [C] a message sent between government or military officials 2 [C] a report sent to
a newspaper from one of its writers who is in
another town or country 3 [singular] the act of
sending people or things to a particular place: the
dispatch of troops to the area
dis·pel /dI'spEl/ v. (dispelled, dispelling) [T] (formal) to stop someone from believing or feeling
something, especially because it is harmful or not
correct: Mark’s calm words dispelled our fears.
dis·pen·sa·ry /dI'spEns@ri/ n. (plural dispensaries) [C] a place where medicines are prepared and
given out
dis·pen·sa·tion /"dIsp@n'seIS@n, -pEn-/ n.
[C,U] special permission from someone in authority, especially a religious leader, to do something
that is not usually allowed
dis·pense /dI'spEns/ v. [T] (formal) 1 to give or
provide something to people, especially as part of
an official activity: Volunteers helped dispense food
and blankets.

dis·perse /dI'spøs/ v. [I,T] to scatter in different dis·pose /dI'spoUz/
directions, or to make something do this: The
police used tear gas to disperse the crowd.
—dispersal n. [U]
dis·per·sion /dIs'pøZ@n/ n. [U] 1 the state of
being spread over a wide area or between a wide
group of people 2 MATH the way in which the
DATA in a set is spread around a number that is
usually the middle number in the set or the average
of the set 3 PHYSICS the separation of white light
into different bands of colored light, that happens
when light passes through a PRISM or water
dis·pir·it·ed /dI'spIrIÔId/ adj. (literary) sad and
without hope
dis·place /dIs'pleIs/ Ac v. [T] 1 to take the
place of someone or something by becoming more
important or useful SYN replace: Coal has been
displaced by natural gas as a major source of
energy. 2 to make a group of people leave the
place where they normally live: When the river
flooded the area, nearly a million people were
displaced. 3 to force something out of its usual

Ac v.

dispose of sth phr. v. to get rid of something: a

facility that disposes of industrial waste [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 French disposer, from Latin disponere “to arrange”]

dis·posed /dI'spoUzd/

Ac adj. (formal) 1 be/
feel disposed to do sth to be willing to do
something or behave in a particular way: I don’t
feel disposed to interfere. 2 well/favorably disposed to sb/sth liking someone or something

dis·po·si·tion /"dIsp@'zIS@n/ n. [C] (formal) the
way someone tends to behave: Jenny has such a
sweet disposition.

dis·pos·sess /"dIsp@'zEs/ v. [T] (formal) to take
property or land away from someone
—dispossession /"dIsp@'zES@n/ n. [U]

dis·pro·por·tion·ate /"dIspr@'pOrS@nIt/

Ac

adj. too much or too little in relation to something

else, used when comparing two things: The project
consumed a disproportionate amount of time.
—disproportionately adv.
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dis·prove /dIs'pruv/ v. [T] to show that some-

thing is definitely wrong or not true
dis·pute1 /dI'spyut/ n. [C,U] 1 a serious argument or disagreement: The two men got into a
dispute over money. | He was involved in a legal
dispute with his neighbor. | The facts of the case are
still in dispute (=being argued about). 2 be
beyond dispute if something is beyond dispute,
everyone agrees that it is true or has really happened: Mitchell’s guilt is beyond dispute. [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Old French desputer, from Latin
disputare “to discuss”]
dispute2 v. [T] to say that something such as a fact
or idea is not correct or true: The facts of the book
have never been disputed.
THESAURUS

disagree, be divided/split,
dissent ➔ DISAGREE

dis·qual·i·fy /dIs'kwAl@"faI/ v. (disqualified,

disqualifies) [T] to stop someone from taking part
in an activity or competition, usually because s/he
has done something wrong: Dennis was disqualified from the race. —disqualification
/dIs"kwAl@f@'keIS@n/ n. [C,U]
dis·re·gard1 /"dIsrI'gArd/ v. [T] to ignore something, or to not treat something as important or
serious: The judge told the jury to disregard that
statement.
disregard2 n. [U] the act of ignoring something,
especially something important or serious: His
actions show a total disregard for the law.
dis·re·pair /"dIsrI'pEr/ n. [U] buildings, roads,
etc. that are in disrepair are in bad condition
because they have not been cared for: The old
house had fallen into disrepair.
dis·rep·u·ta·ble /dIs'rEpy@Ô@b@l/ adj. not good
or respected, and often thought to be involved in
dishonest or illegal activities
dis·re·pute /"dIsr@'pyut/ n. [U] (formal) a situation in which people no longer trust or respect a
person or an idea: His reputation has fallen into
disrepute.
dis·re·spect /"dIsrI'spEkt/ n. [U] lack of respect
for someone or something: his disrespect for the
law —disrespectful adj.
dis·rupt /dIs'röpt/ v. [T] to prevent something
from continuing in its usual way by causing problems: The blizzard disrupted transportation into the
city. | We cannot allow terrorists to disrupt our
lives. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin disruptus,
from rumpere “to break”] —disruption
/dIs'röpS@n/ n. [C,U] —disruptive /dIs'röptIv/
adj.: disruptive students
dis·sat·is·fac·tion /dI"sæÔIs'fækS@n, dIs"sæ-/
n. [U] a feeling of not being satisfied because
something is not as good as you had expected: She
expressed her dissatisfaction with the service.
dis·sat·is·fied /dI'sæÔIs"faId/ adj. not satisfied
because something is not as good as you had
expected: Katie is dissatisfied with her job.

dis·sect /dI'sEkt, daI-/ v. [T]

BIOLOGY to cut up
the body of a person or animal in order to study it
—dissection /dI'sEkS@n/ n. [C,U]
dis·sem·ble /dI'sEmb@l/ v. [I,T] (formal) to hide
your true feelings, ideas, desires, etc., especially in
order to deceive someone
dis·sem·i·nate /dI'sEm@"neIt/ v. [T] (formal) to
spread information, ideas, etc. to as many people as
possible: The rumor has been widely disseminated
on
the
Internet.
—dissemination
/dI"sEm@'neIS@n/ n. [U]

dis·sent /dI'sEnt/ n. [U] refusal to accept an

opinion or decision that most people accept: political dissent —dissent v. [I]: Two of the court’s nine
judges dissented from the majority decision.
THESAURUS
disagree, be divided/split,
dispute ➔ DISAGREE

dis·sent·er /dI'sEnôø/ n. [C]

HISTORY a PROTESin England during the 17th and 18th centuries who disagreed with the religious ideas and
practices of the Church of England
TANT

dis·ser·ta·tion /"dIsø'teIS@n/ n. [C] a long
piece of writing about a subject, that you write to
get a PH.D.
THESAURUS

thesis ➔ ESSAY

essay, composition, paper,

dis·serv·ice /dI'søvIs, dIs'sø-/ n. do sb/sth a
disservice to do something that makes people
have a bad opinion of someone or something,
especially when this is unfair: The players’ actions
have done a great disservice to the game.

dis·si·dent /'dIs@d@nt/ n. [C]

POLITICS someone
who publicly criticizes the government in his/her
country, when doing this is a crime in that country
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin dissidere “to sit
apart, disagree,” from sedere “to sit”]
—dissidence n. [U] —dissident adj.
dis·sim·i·lar /dI"sIm@lø, dIs'sI-/ Ac adj. not
the same: These fish are quite dissimilar to those
found in the deep ocean. | The system of government here is not too dissimilar from the one in our
own country. —dissimilarity /dI"sIm@'lær@Ôi/ n.

[C,U]

dis·si·pate /'dIs@"peIt/ v. [I,T] (formal) to gradually get weaker and then disappear completely, or
to make something do this

dis·so·ci·ate /dI'soUSi"eIt, -si"eIt/ also disas-

sociate v. [T] (formal) to do or say something to
show that you do not agree with the views or
actions of someone with whom you had a connection: Mr. Garcia tried to disassociate himself from
the chairman’s remarks. —dissociation
/dI"soUsi'eIS@n, -"soUSi-/ n. [U]

dis·so·lute /'dIs@"lut/ adj. (written) having an
immoral way of life: a dissolute life

dis·so·lu·tion /"dIs@'luS@n/ n. [U] (formal) the
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act of officially ending a marriage, business
arrangement, etc.

before noun] not closely related to you ANT close: a
distant cousin —distantly adv.
dis·taste /dIs'teIst/ n. [singular, U] a feeling of
dislike for someone or something that you think is
annoying or offensive: her distaste for modern art
dis·taste·ful /dIs'teIstf@l/ adj. unpleasant or
offensive

dis·tend·ed /dI'stEndId/ adj. stretched larger

than the normal size because of pressure from
inside: the distended bellies of famine victims
—distend v. [I,T] —distention, distension
/dI'stEnS@n/ n. [U]

D

dis·till /dI'stIl/ v. [T] to make a liquid more
dis·solve /dI'zAlv/ v. 1 [I,T] if a solid dissolves,

pure by heating it until it becomes gas and then
letting it cool: distilled water —distillation
/"dIst@'leIS@n/ n. [C,U]

or if you dissolve it, it mixes with a liquid and dis·till·er·y /dI'stIl@ri/ n. (plural distilleries) [C] a
becomes liquid itself: Stir the mixture until the factory where strong alcoholic drinks are produced
sugar dissolves. | Dissolve the tablets in warm by distilling
water. 2 [T] to officially end a marriage, business dis·tinct /dI'stIÎkt/ Ac adj. 1 clearly different
arrangement, etc.
or separate: African and Asian elephants are disTHESAURUS
tinct species. | Many people think that the soul is
divorce, separate, split
distinct from the body. 2 as distinct from sth
up/break up, annul ➔ DIVORCE 2
used in order to emphasize that you are talking
3 dissolve into tears/laughter etc. to start cry- about one thing and not another: I am talking about
ing or laughing a lot
childhood as distinct from adolescence. 3 a disdis·so·nance /'dIs@n@ns/ n. 1 [C usually singu- tinct possibility, feeling, quality, etc. definitely
exists and cannot be ignored: There’s a distinct
lar, U] (formal) a lack of agreement between ideas,
opinions, or facts: There is a dissonance between possibility that we’ll all lose our jobs. | I had the
her school life and her home life. 2 [C,U] ENG. LANG. distinct impression that she didn’t like
me. 4 clearly seen, heard, smelled, etc.: the disARTS the sound made by a group of musical notes
that do not go together well SYN discord ANT har- tinct smell of cigarette smoke —distinctly adv.: I
mony: a choral piece full of dissonance and odd distinctly remember his words.
rhythms —dissonant adj.
dis·tinc·tion /dI'stIÎkS@n/ Ac n. 1 [C] a clear
dis·suade /dI'sweId/ v. [T] (formal) to persuade difference between things: The law makes/draws a
someone not to do something: efforts to dissuade distinction between children and adults. 2 [U] the
quality of being very good, important, or special: a
teenagers from drinking
dis·tance1 /'dIst@ns/ n. 1 [C,U] the amount of poet of distinction | Neil Armstrong had the distincspace between two places or things: What’s the tion of being the first man on the moon.
distance from Louisville to Memphis? | the dis- dis·tinc·tive /dI'stIÎktIv/ Ac adj. different
tance between the moon and the sun | We had gone from other people or things and very easy to recoga long/short distance. | The subway is within walk- nize: The male birds have distinctive blue and
ing distance (=near enough to walk to) of my yellow markings. | The flavor is slightly sharp and
house. 2 [singular] a point or place that is far away, very
distinctive.
adv.
—distinctively
but close enough to be seen or heard: The ruins —distinctiveness n. [U]
look very impressive from a distance. | We could
see the Sears Tower in the distance. 3 keep your dis·tin·guish /dI'stIÎgwIS/ v. 1 [I,T] to recogdistance a) to stay far away from someone or nize or understand the difference between things or
something: The dogs looked fierce, so I kept my people: Young children often can’t distinguish
distance. b) also keep sb at a distance to between TV programs and commercials. 2 [T] to
avoid becoming too friendly with someone: He be the thing that makes someone or something
different from other people or things: The bright
tends to keep his distance from employees.
feathers distinguish the male peacock from the
distance2 v. distance yourself (from sb/sth) female. 3 [T] to be able to see, hear, smell, etc.
to say that you are not involved with someone or something, even if it is difficult: It was too dark for
something: The party is distancing itself from its me to distinguish anything clearly. 4 distinguish
violent past.
yourself to do something so well that people
dis·tant /'dIst@nt/ adj. 1 far away in space or notice you, praise you, or remember you: Eastwood
time: the sound of distant laughter | The building is distinguished himself as an actor before becoming
a relic of the distant past. 2 not friendly or not a director. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French disinterested: She seemed cold and distant. 3 [only tinguer, from Latin distinguere “to separate
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using
a
sharp
pointed
object”]
—distinguishable adj.
dis·tin·guished /dI'stIÎgwISt/ adj. 1 successful and respected: a distinguished scientist | his
distinguished career
THESAURUS
famous, well-known,
legendary, celebrated, renowned, noted,
eminent ➔ FAMOUS

2 looking important and successful
Ac v. [T] 1 to report something in a way that is not completely correct, so that
the true meaning is changed SYN twist, misrepresent: a reporter accused of distorting the
facts 2 to change the shape or sound of something
so that it is strange or difficult to recognize: Tall
buildings can distort radio waves. [ORIGIN:
1400—1500 Latin distortus, past participle of
distorquere “to twist out of shape”]
—distorted adj.
dis·tor·tion /dI'stOrS@n/ n. [C,U] 1 a change in
the appearance, sound, or shape of something so
that it is strange or unclear 2 a report of something
that is not completely true or correct 3 a change in
a situation from the way it would naturally
be 4 PHYSICS an image of something in which the
PROPORTION s are not correct because something is
wrong with a LENS or mirror ➔ see picture at

dis·tort /dI'stOrt/

REFLECTION

dis·tract /dI'strækt/ v. [T] to do something that

takes someone’s attention away from what s/he is
doing: Don’t distract me while I’m driving! | The
government is trying to distract attention from its
failures.
dis·tract·ed /dI'stræktId/ adj. anxious and not
able to think clearly
dis·trac·tion /dI'strækS@n/ n. [C,U] something
that takes your attention away from what you are
doing: I can’t study at home – there are too many
distractions.
dis·traught /dI'strOt/ adj. extremely anxious or
upset: Friends comforted his distraught mother.
THESAURUS
upset, unsettled, troubled,
disturbed, perturbed, distressed, traumatized
1
➔ UPSET

dis·tress1 /dI'strEs/ n. [U] 1 a feeling of

extreme worry and sadness: Children suffer emotional distress when their parents divorce. 2 a
situation in which someone suffers because s/he
does not have any money, food, etc.: charities that
help families in distress 3 be in distress if a
ship, airplane, etc. is in distress, it is in danger of
sinking or crashing —distressed adj.
distress2 v. [T] to make someone feel very worried or upset: We were distressed to learn of Thomas’s death.
dis·tress·ing /dI'strEsIÎ/ adj. making someone
feel very worried or upset
dis·trib·ute /dI'strIby@t/ Ac v. [T] 1 to give

disturbed

something such as food or medicine to each person
in a large group: The Red Cross is distributing food
and clothing to the refugees.
THESAURUS
give out, hand out/pass out,
share, dispense ➔ GIVE 1

2 to supply goods to stores and companies in a
particular area so that they can be sold: The movie
is being distributed by Warner Bros. [ORIGIN:
1400—1500 Latin distribuere “to give out,”
from tribuere “to give to a particular person”]
dis·tri·bu·tion /"dIstr@'byuS@n/ Ac n. 1 [U]
the act of giving something to each person in a
large group: the distribution of food to disaster
victims 2 [C,U] the way in which people or things
are spread over an area: The distribution of wealth
has become more unequal. 3 [U] the act of supplying goods to stores, companies, etc. in a particular
area so that they can be sold: the production and
distribution of goods 4 [C,U] MATH a set of numbers and how often they appear in a set of DATA ,
especially as shown on a GRAPH or table
dis·tri·bu·tor /dI'strIby@Ôø/ Ac n. [C] a company or person that supplies goods to stores or
companies: a beer distributor
dis·trict /'dIstrIkt/ n. [C] a particular area of a
city, country, etc., especially an area officially
divided from others: Ken works in the financial
district. | Many school districts have cut music
programs.
THESAURUS
area, region, territory, zone,
neighborhood, suburb, slum, ghetto ➔ AREA

"district at'torney n. [C] LAW ( (abbreviation D.A.)

a lawyer who works for the government in a particular district and who makes sure that possible
criminals are examined in court
"district 'court n. [C] LAW a U.S. court of law
where people are judged in cases that involve
national rather than state law
dis·trust /dIs'tröst/ n. [U] a feeling that you
cannot trust someone: He has a deep distrust of
politicians. —distrust v. [T] —distrustful adj.
dis·turb /dI'støb/ v. [T] 1 to annoy someone or
interrupt what someone is doing by making a noise,
asking a question, etc.: Keep your voices low, so
you don’t disturb the others. | Do Not Disturb (=a
sign that you put on a door so that people will not
interrupt you) 2 to make someone feel worried or
upset: Something about the situation disturbed
him. 3 (formal) to move something: The detectives
were careful not to disturb anything. [ORIGIN:
1100—1200 Old French destourber, from Latin
turbare “to put into disorder”]
dis·turb·ance /dI'støb@ns/ n. 1 [C] a situation
in which people fight or behave violently in public:
The police arrested three men for causing/creating
a disturbance at the bar. 2 [C,U] something that
interrupts you so that you cannot continue what you
are doing
dis·turbed /dI'støbd/ adj. 1 not behaving in a
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normal way because of mental or emotional problems: an emotionally disturbed child
THESAURUS

crazy, mentally ill, insane,
nuts, loony, demented, psychotic, unstable ➔
CRAZY

2 very worried or upset
THESAURUS

upset, unsettled, troubled,
perturbed, distressed, distraught, traumatized
➔ UPSET 1

dis·tur·bing /dI'støbIÎ/ adj. worrying or upset-

D

ting: a disturbing increase in crime

di·syl·lab·ic /"daIs@'læbIkX/ adj. ENG. LANG. ARTS

a disyllabic word has two SYLLABLE s ➔ MONOSYLLABIC , POLYSYLLABIC

ditch1 /dItS/ n. [C] a long narrow hole in the

ground for water to flow through, usually at the
side of a field, road, etc.
ditch2 v. [T] (informal) to get rid of something or
stop using it because it is no longer useful to you:
The bank robbers ditched the stolen car as soon as
they could.
dith·er /'dIDø/ v. [I] to be unable to make a
decision: He’s been dithering about what to do.
dit·to1 /'dIÔoU/ interjection (informal) used in order
to say that you have exactly the same opinion as
someone else about something, or that something is
also true for you: “I hated P.E. when I was in
school.” “Ditto.” [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Italian,
past participle of dire “to say”]
dit·to2 n. (plural dittos) also 'ditto mark [C] ENG.
LANG. ARTS the mark (″) that you write beneath a
word in a list so that you do not have to write the
same word again
dit·ty /'dIÔi/ n. (plural ditties) [C] (humorous) a
short simple song or poem
di·va /'div@/ n. [C] a very successful and famous
female singer

submerge – to go or put something completely
under the surface of the water: The turtle
submerged again.
sink – to go down below the surface of water,
mud, etc., or to make something do this: The
coin sank to the bottom of the pool. ➔ JUMP 1

2 to swim under the water using special equipment
to help you breathe 3 to travel straight down
through the air or water: The birds were diving for
fish. 4 to move or jump quickly: They dove into
the bushes to avoid the enemy.
dive2 n. [C] 1 a jump into water with your head
and arms going in first 2 a sudden movement in a
particular direction: He made a dive for the
ball. 3 a sudden drop in the amount or value of
something: Share prices took a dive. 4 a movement straight down through air or water: The plane
suddenly went into a dive. 5 (informal) a place
such as a BAR or a hotel that is cheap and dirty: We
ate at a dive out by the airport.
div·er /'daIvø/ n. [C] 1 someone who swims
under the water using special equipment to help
him/her breathe: a scuba diver 2 someone who
jumps into water with his/her head and arms first
di·verge /d@'vødZ, daI-/ v. [I] to be different, or
to develop in a different way: At this point, his
version of events diverges from hers.
—divergence n. [C,U] —divergent adj.: divergent views
di·verse /d@'vøs, daI-/ Ac adj. very different
from each other: The U.S. is a culturally diverse
nation. | diverse political opinions
di·ver·si·fy /d@'vøs@"faI, daI-/ Ac v. (diversified, diversifies) [I,T] ECONOMICS if a company
diversifies, it begins to make new types of products
or to become involved in new types of business in
addition to what it already does: They started as a
cosmetics company and then diversified into
clothing. | The company needs to diversify its products. —diversification /d@"vøs@f@'keIS@n/ n.
[U]

di·ver·sion /d@'vøZ@n, daI-/ n. 1 [C,U] a
change in the direction or purpose of something:
the illegal diversion of money from the
project 2 [C] something that takes your attention
away from something else: One man creates a
diversion while the other steals your purse. 3 [C]
(formal) an activity that you do for pleasure or
amusement: Fishing is a pleasant diversion.
THESAURUS

hobby ➔ GAME 1

dive1 /daIv/ v. (past tense dived or dove /doUv/,
past participle dived) [I] 1 to jump into the water

with your head and arms going in first: Harry dived
into the swimming pool.
THESAURUS

plunge – to move, fall, or be thrown or pushed

suddenly forward or downward: The car swerved
and plunged off the cliff.

game, sport, recreation,

di·ver·si·ty /d@'vøs@Ôi, daI-/

Ac n. [singular, U]

a range of different people or things SYN variety:
The school prides itself on its ethnic diversity. |
Environmentalists claim that the biological diversity of the area is under threat. | a diversity of
opinions
di·vert /d@'vøt, daI-/ v. [T] 1 to change the
direction in which something travels: Traffic is
being diverted to avoid the accident. 2 to use
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something for a different purpose: They plan to
divert money from production to design. 3 divert
(sb’s) attention from sth to stop someone from
paying attention to something: The war will divert
attention from the country’s economic problems.
[ORIGIN: 1400–1500 Old French divertir, from
Latin divertere, from vertere “to turn”]
di·vest /dI'vEst, daI-/ v.
divest sb of sth phr. v. (formal) to take something
away from someone
di·vide /d@'vaId/ v. 1 [I,T] to separate something
into two or more parts, groups, etc., or to become
separated in this way: The teacher divided the class
into groups. | Brenda’s trying to divide her time
between work and school.
THESAURUS

separate, split, break up,
segregate, partition, apportion ➔ SEPARATE 2

2 [T] to keep two areas separate from each other: A
river divides the north and south sides of the city. |
A curtain divided his sleeping area from
ours. 3 [T] also divide up to separate something
into two or more parts and share it among two or
more people, groups, places, etc.: The money will
be divided equally among his children. | She
divides her time between Atlanta and Houston. 4 [I,T] MATH to calculate how many times one
number is contained in a larger number: 15 divided
by 3 is 5. ➔ CALCULATE 5 [T] to make people
disagree and form groups with different opinions:
Experts are divided over the question. [ORIGIN:
1300–1400 Latin dividere, from videre “to separate”]
div·i·dend /'dIv@"dEnd, -d@nd/ n. [C] ECONOMICS
a part of a company’s profit that is paid to people
who have SHARE s in the company
di·vid·er /d@'vaIdø/ n. 1 [C] something such as
a wall that divides something else into two or more
parts: the center divider on a road | You could put a
screen over there as a room divider. 2 dividers
[plural] MATH an instrument used for measuring or
marking lines or angles, that consists of two
pointed pieces of metal joined together at the top
di·vine /d@'vaIn/ adj. having the qualities of God,
or coming from God: a divine plan [ORIGIN:
1300–1400 Old French divin, from Latin divus
“god”]
div·ing /'daIvIÎ/ n. [U] 1 the sport of swimming
under the water using breathing equipment 2 the
activity of jumping into water with your head and
arms first
'diving board n. [C] a board above a SWIMMING
POOL , from which you can jump into the water
di·vin·i·ty /d@'vIn@Ôi/ n. (plural divinities) 1 [U]
the study of God and religious beliefs
SYN theology 2 [U] the quality of being like
God 3 [C] a male or female god
THESAURUS

god, deity, idol ➔ GOD

di·vis·i·ble /d@'vIz@b@l/ adj.

MATH

able to be

divided by another number: 15 is divisible by 3 and
5.
di·vi·sion /d@'vIZ@n/ n. 1 [C,U] the act of separating something into two or more parts or groups,
or the way that these parts are separated: the division of words into syllables | the division of the
money between the government departments 2 [C,U] a disagreement among members of
a group: There are deep divisions within the Republican party. 3 [U] MATH the process of calculating
how many times a small number is contained in a
larger number ➔ ADDITION , MULTIPLICATION , SUBTRACTION 4 [C] a group within a large company,
army, organization, etc.: the finance division of the
company 5 [C] a group of teams that a sports
LEAGUE is divided into: the NFC central division
di·vi·sion·al /d@'vIZ@n@l/ adj. [only before noun]
relating to a sports division: the divisional playoffs
(=games to decide who wins a division)
di·vi·sive /d@'vaIsIv, -'vIs-/ adj. causing a lot of
disagreement among people: a divisive issue
di·vi·sor /d@'vaIzø/ n. [C] MATH the number by
which another number is to be divided. In 9 ÷ 3, 3
is the divisor. ➔ DIVIDEND
di·vorce1 /d@'vOrs/ n. [C,U] LAW the legal ending
of a marriage: She wants to get a divorce. | Their
marriage ended in divorce. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
French, Latin divertere “to divert, leave one’s
husband”]
divorce2 v. 1 [I,T] LAW to legally end a marriage:
His parents divorced when he was six. | They
decided to get divorced. | My father threatened to
divorce her.
THESAURUS

separate – to start to live apart from your
husband or wife: They separated six months ago.
split up/break up – to end a marriage or a long
romantic relationship: When Andy was nine, his
parents split up. | What would it do to the kids if
he and Judy broke up?
leave sb – to stop living with your husband,
wife, or partner: Her husband left her after 27
years of marriage.
annul (Law) – to officially state that a marriage
no longer exists: The marriage was annulled after
only six days.
dissolve (Law) – to officially end a marriage:
She said she wanted a divorce, and the marriage
was later dissolved.

2 [T] (formal) to separate two ideas, values, organizations, etc.: It is difficult to divorce religion from
politics. —divorced adj.: a divorced woman

di·vor·cee /d@"vOr'si, -'seI/ n. [C] a woman who
is divorced

di·vulge /d@'völdZ, daI-/ v. [T] to give someone
information, especially about something that was
secret: Doctors cannot divulge information about
their patients.

Dix·ie /'dIksi/ n. HISTORY an informal name for the
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southern states of the U.S. that fought against the
North in the U.S. Civil War
diz·zy /'dIzi/ adj. 1 having a feeling of not being
able to balance yourself, especially after spinning
around or because you feel sick: She felt dizzy when
she stood up. 2 (informal) someone who is dizzy is
silly or stupid [ORIGIN: Old English dysig “stupid”] —dizziness n. [U]
DJ /'di dZeI/ n. [C] disk jockey someone whose
job is to play the music on the radio or in a club
where you can dance
DNA n. [U] deoxyribonucleic acid BIOLOGY an
acid found in the cells of living things, that carries
GENETIC information
"DNA 'sequence n. [C] BIOLOGY the order of the
many pairs of MOLECULE s that DNA consists of,
represented as a series of letters
do1 /d@; strong du/ auxiliary verb (past tense did
/dId/, past participle done /dön/, third person singular
does /d@z; strong döz/) 1 used with another verb
to form questions or negatives: Do you like pasta? |
What time does Linda usually go to bed? | I don’t
think I’ll be able to come. 2 (spoken) used at the
end of a sentence to make a question, or to ask
someone to agree with it: You know Tom, don’t
you? | She didn’t understand, did she? 3 used in
order to emphasize the main verb: He hasn’t been
here in a while, but he does come to visit us most
weekends. 4 used in order to avoid repeating
another verb: “Go clean up your room.” “I already
did!” | “Craig really likes Thai food.” “So do I.’’ |
“I didn’t like the movie.” “Neither did I.’ | Emilio
speaks much better English than he did a year ago.
[ORIGIN: Old English don]
do2 /du/ v. (past tense did, past participle done, third
person singular does) 1 [T] to perform an action or
activity: Have you done your homework yet? | It’s
Jim’s turn to do the dishes/laundry. | “What are
you doing?” “Making cookies.” | It’s a pleasure
doing business with you. 2 [I] used in order to talk
about how successful someone is: How is Jayne
doing in her new job? | He did well/badly at
school. 3 [T] to have a particular effect on something or someone: The new car factory has done a
lot for (=had a good effect on) the local economy. |
Let’s take a break. Come on, it will do you good
(=make you feel better). 4 [T] to have a particular
job: What do you do for a living? | She doesn’t
know what she wants to do. 5 what is sb/sth
doing? used when you are surprised or annoyed
that someone or something is in a particular place
or doing a particular thing: What is my jacket doing
on the floor? | What are you doing with my
purse? 6 do your hair/nails/makeup etc. to
spend time making your hair, nails, etc. look
good 7 [T] to travel at a particular speed, or to
travel a particular distance: He was doing over 90
miles per hour. 8 [I,T] used in order to say that
something is acceptable or enough: The recipe calls
for butter, but oil will do. | My old black shoes will
have to do. 9 [T] to provide a service or sell a
product: They do home deliveries. 10 do lunch/a

meeting/a movie etc. (informal) to have LUNCH
(=meal eaten in the middle of the day), have a
meeting, see a movie, etc. with someone else: Let’s
do lunch next week. ➔ how are you?/how’s it
going?/how are you doing? at HOW , how do
you do? at HOW , make do at MAKE 1
do away with phr. v. (informal) 1 do away with
sth to get rid of something: We should do away with
those old customs. 2 do away with sb to kill
someone
do sb in phr. v. (informal) 1 to make someone feel
very tired: That long walk did me in. 2 to kill
someone
do sth over phr. v. to do something again, especially because you did it wrong the first time: If
there are mistakes, the teacher makes you do it
over.
do with phr. v. 1 have/be to do with sth to be
related to or involved with something: The book
has to do with new theories in physics. | Jack’s job
is something to do with marketing (=related to
marketing, but you are not sure exactly how).
SPOKEN PHRASES

2 what has sb done with sth? used in order to
ask where someone has put something: What have
you done with the scissors? 3 I can/could do
with sth used in order to say that you need or want
something: I could do with some help. 4 what sb
does with himself/herself the activities that
someone does as a regular part of his/her life: What
is your dad doing with himself since he retired?

➔ make do at MAKE 1

do without sth phr. v. 1 to manage to continue
living or doing something without having a particular thing: It’s almost impossible to do without a car
in Los Angeles. 2 I can/could do without sth
(spoken) used in order to say that something is
annoying you or causing problems: I could do
without his stupid comments.
do3 n. dos and don’ts things that you should or
should not do in a particular situation: I’m still
learning all the dos and don’ts of the job.
d.o.b. the written abbreviation of “date of birth”
do·ber·man
pin·scher
/"doUbøm@n
'pIntSø/ also doberman n. [C] a large black and
brown dog with very short hair, often used in order
to guard property
doc /dAk/ n. [C] (spoken) a doctor
doc·ile /'dAs@l/ adj.
quiet and easy to control: a docile animal
dock1 /dAk/ n. [C] a
place where goods are
put onto or taken off
ships [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Middle Dutch
docke]
dock2 v. [I,T] 1 if a
ship docks, it sails into a
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dock 2 dock sb’s pay to take money from someone’s pay, as a punishment: If you come in late one
more time, we’ll have to dock your pay.
dock·et /'dAkIt/ n. [C] LAW a list of legal cases
that will take place in a particular court
doc·tor1 /'dAktø/ n. [C] 1 someone whose job is
to treat people who are sick: You really should see a
doctor about that cough. | He very rarely goes to
the doctor. | I have a doctor’s appointment tomorrow.
THESAURUS

physician (formal) – a doctor: our family
physician

surgeon – a doctor who does operations in a

hospital: a brain surgeon
specialist – a doctor who knows a lot about a
particular area of medicine: He’s one of the
world’s leading heart specialists.
psychiatrist – a doctor who treats mental illness
dentist – someone whose job is to take care of
people’s teeth
pediatrician – a doctor who treats children who
are sick

2 someone who has the highest level of degree
given by a university: a Doctor of Philosophy
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French doctour, from
Latin doctor “teacher”]
doctor2 v. [T] to change something, especially in a
way that is not honest: The police may have doctored the evidence.
doc·tor·ate /'dAkt@rIt/ n. [C] a university degree
at the highest level
doc·trine /'dAktrIn/ n. [C,U] 1 a set of religious
or political beliefs: Catholic doctrine 2 POLITICS a
formal statement of a government’s way of dealing
with something, especially the way it deals with
other countries [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French,
Latin doctrina, from doctor “teacher”]
—doctrinal adj.
doc·u·ment1 /'dAky@m@nt/ Ac n. [C] 1 a
piece of paper that has official information written
on it: a legal document | historical documents 2 IT
a piece of work that you write and keep on a
computer: Click on the document you want to open.
➔ COMPUTER [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French, Late
Latin documentum, from Latin docere “to
teach”]
doc·u·ment2 /'dAky@"mEnt/ Ac v. [T] 1 to
record information about something by writing
about it, photographing it, etc.: The program documents the daily life of a teenager. 2 to support an
opinion, statement, etc. with facts: It is well documented that men die younger than women.
doc·u·men·tary /"dAky@'mEntri, -'mEnô@ri/
n. (plural documentaries) [C] a movie or television
program that gives facts and information on something: He made a documentary about a farming
community in Iowa. ➔ TELEVISION
doc·u·men·ta·tion /"dAky@m@n'teIS@n/ Ac
n. [U] 1 official documents that are used in order

to prove that something is true or correct 2 the
process of recording information in writing, on
film, etc.: The accounting records contain careful
documentation of all the company’s costs.

do·dec·a·gon /doU'dEk@"gAn/ n. [C] MATH a flat
shape with 12 straight sides

THESAURUS
polygon, pentagon, hexagon,
heptagon, octagon, decagon ➔ POLYGON

dodge /dAdZ/ v. 1 [I,T] to move quickly in order
to avoid someone or something: We had to dodge
the bullets. 2 [T] to avoid talking about something
or doing something that you do not want to do: The
senator dodged the reporter’s question. —dodge
n. [C]

doe /doU/ n. [C] a female DEER
does /d@z; strong döz/ v. the third person singular
of the present tense of DO

does·n’t /'döz@nt/ v. the short form of “does not”
dog1 /dOg/ n. [C] a very common animal with four
legs that is often kept as a pet or used for guarding
buildings: I could hear a dog barking. | I’m going
out to walk the dog. [ORIGIN: Old English docga]

dog2 v. (dogged, dogging) [T] if a problem or bad
luck dogs you, it causes trouble for a long time

'dog-eared adj. dog-eared books have been used

so much that the corners of their pages are folded
or torn

dog·ged /'dOgId/ adj. determined to do something
even though it is difficult: a dogged determination
to succeed —doggedly adv.

dog·gone /"dO'gOnX/ also dog'gone it interjection (old-fashioned) said when you are annoyed:

Doggone it, I said leave that alone! —doggone

adj.: It’s a doggone shame.

dog·gy, doggie /'dOgi/ n. (plural doggies) [C] a
dog – used by or when speaking to young children

'doggy bag n. [C] a small bag for taking home the
food you did not eat from a meal at a restaurant

dog·house /'dOghaUs/ n. 1 be in the doghouse (informal) to be in a situation in which
someone is angry or annoyed with you 2 [C] a
little building for a dog to sleep in

dog·ma /'dOgm@, 'dAgm@/ n. [C,U] an important
belief or set of beliefs that people are supposed to
accept as true without asking for any explanation:
church dogma

dog·mat·ic /dOg'mæÔIk, dAg-/ adj. someone
who is dogmatic is completely certain about his/her
beliefs and expects other people to accept them
without arguing —dogmatically adv.

do-good·er /'du "gUdø/ n. [C] (informal) someone who does things to help other people, but who
often gets involved when his/her help is not wanted
or needed

D
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'dog "paddle also 'doggy "paddle n. [singular] dome /doUm/ n. [C] a
(informal) a simple way of swimming that you do by
moving your arms and legs like a swimming dog

dog·wood /'dOgwUd/ n. [C] an eastern North
American tree or bush with flat white or pink
flowers

do·ing /'duIÎ/ n. 1 be sb’s (own) doing to be

D

round curved roof on a
building or room [ORIGIN:
1600—1700
French dôme “dome,
cathedral,” from Latin
domus
“house”]
—domed adj.

someone’s fault: His bad luck was all his own do·mes·tic
doing. 2 take some doing (informal) to be hard /d@'mEstIk/
Ac
work: Getting this old car to run is going to take adj. 1 happening within
some doing.
one country and not involving any other countries:
U.S. foreign and domestic policy | Domestic flights
dol·drums /'doUldr@mz, 'dAl-/ n. [plural] (infor- (=flights that stay inside a particular country) leave
mal) 1 a state in which something is not improving
from Terminal C. 2 [only before noun] relating to
or developing: The stock market has been in the family relationships and life at home: We share the
doldrums for most of this year. 2 a state in which domestic chores. | a victim of domestic violence
you feel sad SYN depression
(=violence between husband and wife) 3 someone
who is domestic enjoys spending time at home
dole /doUl/ v.
dole sth ↔ out phr. v. to give something such as doing things such as cooking, cleaning,
money, food, advice, etc. in small amounts to a lot etc. 4 domestic animal an animal that lives in
someone’s house or on a farm [ORIGIN: 1400—
of people: Vera was doling out candy to the kids.
1500 French domestique, from Latin domesticus, from domus “house”]
dole·ful /'doUlf@l/ adj. very sad: a doleful song
do·mes·ti·cat·ed
/d@'mEstI"keIÔId/ Ac adj.
doll /dAl/ n. [C] a toy that looks like a small person
or baby: a small wooden doll [ORIGIN: 1500— domesticated animals live with people as pets or on
a farm —domesticate v. [T] —domestication
1600 The female name Doll, from Dorothy]
/d@"mEstI'keIS@n/ n. [U]
dol·lar /'dAlø/ n. [C] 1 the standard of money do·mes·tic·i·ty /"doUmE'stIs@Ôi/ n. [U] life at
used in the U.S., Canada, Australia, New Zealand,
home with your family and the activities that relate
and other countries. Its sign is $ and it is worth 100
to this
cents: These pants cost $40. | That will be three
dollars, please. 2 a piece of paper money or a coin do"mestic 'partner n. [C] someone who you
of this value: dollar bills 3 the dollar ECONOMICS live with and have a sexual relationship with, but
the value of U.S. money in relation to the money of who you are not married to
other countries: The peso has dropped almost 1%
against the dollar. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Dutch dom·i·nance /'dAm@n@ns/ Ac n. [U] a situadaler, from German joachimstaler, from Sankt tion in which someone is more powerful, more
Joachimsthal, name of a Bavarian town where important, or more noticeable than other people or
things: the dominance of youth culture in the U.S. |
the coins were first made]
A male lion must fight for dominance within the
dol·lop /'dAl@p/ n. [C] a small amount of soft pride (=group of lions).
food, usually dropped from a spoon: a dollop of dom·i·nant /'dAm@n@nt/ Ac adj. 1 strongest,
whipped cream
most important, or most noticeable: America’s
dol·phin /'dAlfIn, 'dOl-/ n. [C] a very intelligent dominant role in international business | The domisea animal with a long gray pointed nose [ORIGIN: nant male gorilla is the largest in the group.
THESAURUS
1300—1400 Old French dalfin, from Greek delpowerful, influential, strong
phis]
➔ POWERFUL

do·main /doU'meIn, d@-/

Ac n. [C] 1 (formal)
2 controlling other people or things, or wanting to
a particular activity that is controlled by one per- do this: her husband’s dominant behavior 3 BIOLson, group, organization, etc.: In the past, politics OGY a dominant GENE results in a physical feature
was exclusively a male domain. | This problem is even if it has been passed on from only one parent
outside the domain of medical science. 2 BIOLOGY ➔ RECESSIVE
one of the groups into which scientists divide animals or plants, in which the animals or plants are dom·i·nate /'dAm@"neIt/ Ac v. [I,T] 1 to have
closely related but cannot produce babies or more power and control over someone or something:
plants together 3 MATH all the possible values that Five large companies dominate the auto induscan be used as INDEPENDENT VARIABLE s in a try. 2 to be the strongest, most important, or most
noticeable feature of something: The murder trial
mathematical FUNCTION
has been dominating the news this week. [ORIGIN:
do'main "name n. [C] IT a part of an Internet 1600—1700 Latin dominatus, past participle of
WEBSITE ’s address that tells you the name of the
dominari
“to
rule”]
—domination
website
/"dAm@'neIS@n/ n. [U]

doorknob
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dom·i·neer·ing /"dAm@'nIrIÎ/ adj. (disapproving) trying to control other people without consider-

ing how they feel or what they want: his
domineering father
do·min·ion /d@'mIny@n/ n. 1 [U] (literary) the
power or right to rule people 2 [C] also Dominion
HISTORY one of the countries that was a member of
the British Commonwealth in past times 3 [C]
HISTORY a large area of land owned or controlled by
one person or a government
dom·i·no /'dAm@"noU/ n. (plural dominoes) 1 [C] a small piece of wood, plastic, etc.
with a different number of spots on each half of its
top side, used in playing a game 2 dominoes [U]
the game that you play using dominoes 3 domino
effect a situation in which one event or action
causes several other things to happen one after the
other: The weakness of the dollar had a domino
effect, hurting stocks and bonds.
do·nate /'doUneIt, doU'neIt/ v. 1 [I,T] to give
something, especially money, to a person or organization that needs help: Our school donated $500 to
the Red Cross.
THESAURUS

give, leave, bequeath,
present, grant ➔ GIVE 1

2 donate blood/an organ/a kidney etc. to
allow some of your blood or a part of your body to
be used to help someone who is sick or injured

do·na·tion /doU'neIS@n/ n. [C,U] something,

especially money, that you give to help a person or
organization: Please make a donation to UNICEF.
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin donare “to give”]
done1 /dön/ v. the past participle of DO
done2 adj. 1 finished or completed: The job’s
almost done. | Are you done with this magazine?
THESAURUS

finished – done, and dealt with in the way you
wanted: She showed him the finished drawing.
complete – finished, and having all the
necessary parts: The project is almost complete.
over – if an event, activity, or period of time is
over, it is finished: The game was over by 10
o’clock.
through – if you are through with something,
you have finished using it or doing it: Are you
through with those scissors?

2 cooked enough to be eaten: I think the hamburgers are done. 3 it’s a done deal (spoken) used in
order to mean that an agreement has been made and
it cannot be changed 4 be done in (spoken) to be
extremely tired: I’ve got to sit down – I’m done in.
done3 interjection used in order to accept a deal that
someone offers you: “How about I give you $25 for
it?” “Done!”
don·key /'dAÎki, 'döÎ-, 'dOÎ-/ n. [C] a gray or
brown animal like a horse, but smaller and with
longer ears
do·nor /'doUnø/ n. [C] 1 someone who gives

something, especially money, to an organization in
order to help people: The art museum received
$10,000 from an anonymous donor. 2 someone
who gives blood or a part of his/her body so that it
can be used to help someone who is sick or injured:
an organ donor

don’t /doUnt/ v. the short form of “do not”: I don’t
know.

do·nut /'doUnöt/ n. [C] another spelling of
DOUGHNUT

doo·dad /'dudæd/ also doo·hick·ey /'du"hIki/

n. [C] (informal) a small object whose name you
have forgotten or do not know: What’s this doodad
for?

doo·dle /'dudl/ v. [I,T] to draw shapes or patterns
without really thinking about what you are doing:
Stein was doodling on a napkin. —doodle n. [C]
THESAURUS
DRAW 1

draw, sketch, scribble ➔

doom1 /dum/ n. [U] 1 destruction, death, or failure that is certain to happen: a sense of impending
doom (=a feeling that something bad will happen
soon) 2 doom and gloom a feeling that there is
no hope for the future

doom2 v. [T] to make someone or something cer-

tain to fail, be destroyed, or die: The program was
doomed to failure from the start. —doomed adj.

Dooms·day /'dumzdeI/ n. JUDGMENT DAY
door /dOr/ n. [C] 1 a large tall flat piece of wood,

glass, etc. that you push or pull in order to go into a
building, room, car, etc.: Could someone please
open/close/shut the door? | Don’t forget to lock the
front/back/side door. | She ran into her bedroom
and slammed the door (=shut it very hard). | Did
you hear someone knock on/at the door? | Marie,
can you get/answer the door (=open it after someone has knocked)? 2 the space made by an open
door: You just go out/through this door and turn
right. 3 next door in the room, house, etc. next to
where you are: the people who live next door 4 at
the door if someone is at the door, s/he is waiting
for you to open it 5 two/three etc. doors down
a particular number of rooms, houses, etc. away
from where you are: Her office is just two doors
down. 6 (from) door to door a) between one
place and another: If you drive, it should only take
you 20 minutes door to door. b) going to each
house on a street to sell something, collect money,
etc.: We went door to door asking people to sponsor
us in the race. 7 show/see sb to the door to
walk with someone to the main door of a building
[ORIGIN: Old English duru “door” and dor
“gate”]

door·bell /'dOrbEl/ n. [C] a button by the door of
a house, that you press to make a sound that lets the
people inside know you are there

door·knob /'dOrnAb/ n. [C] a round handle that
you turn to open a door

D
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door·man /'dOrmæn, -m@n/ n. (plural doormen

D

/-mEn, -m@n/) [C] a man who works at the door of
a hotel or theater, helping people who are coming
in or out
door·mat /'dOrmæt/ n. [C] 1 a thick piece of
material just outside a door for you to clean your
shoes on 2 (informal) someone who lets other
people treat him/her badly and never complains
door·step /'dOrstEp/ n. 1 [C] a step just outside
a door to a building 2 on your doorstep very
near to where you live or are staying: Wow! You
have the beach right on your doorstep!
door·way /'dOrweI/ n. [C] the space where a door
opens into a room or building: Cindy stood in the
doorway.
dope1 /doUp/ n. (informal) 1 [U] an illegal drug,
especially MARIJUANA 2 [C] a stupid person
dope2 also dope up v. [T] (informal) 1 to give a
drug to a person or animal in order to make him,
her, or it unconscious 2 to give a drug to a person
or animal in order to make him, her, or it perform
better in a race —doping n. [U]
Dop·pler ef·fect /'dAplø I"fEkt/ n. [singular]
PHYSICS a change in how you hear a sound or see a
light that is moving toward or away from you, so
that a sound seems higher as it is moving closer to
you, and a light seems more blue
dork /dOrk/ n. [C] (informal) someone who you
think is silly or stupid because s/he behaves
strangely or wears strange clothes: I look like such
a dork in that picture. —dorky adj.
dorm /dOrm/ n. [C] (informal) a dormitory
dor·mant /'dOrm@nt/ adj. not active now, but able
to be active at a later time: a dormant volcano
—dormancy /'dOrm@nsi/ n. [U]
dor·mi·to·ry /'dOrm@"tOri/ n. (plural dormitories) [C] a large building at a college or university,
where students live
dor·sal /'dOrs@l/ adj. BIOLOGY on or relating to the
back of a fish or animal: a whale’s dorsal fin ➔ see
picture on page A2

dos·age /'doUsIdZ/ n. [C] the amount of medicine
that you should take at any one time

“i’s.” 2 to spread things out within an area: We
have over 20 stores dotted around the state.

"dot-'com, dot.com, dot com adj. [only before
noun] (informal) relating to a person or company

that sells a product or service on the Internet: a
dot-com company —dot-com n. [C]

dote /doUt/ v.

dote on sb phr. v. to love someone very much and

to show this by your actions: They dote on their
grandson. —doting adj.: doting parents

"dotted 'line n. [C] 1 a series of printed dots that
form a line 2 sign on the dotted line to officially agree to something by signing a contract

dou·ble1 /'döb@l/ adj. 1 having two parts that are

similar or exactly the same: a double sink | the
double doors of the cathedral 2 twice the usual
amount, size, or number: a double espresso (=type
of coffee) | They have asked me to work double
shifts. 3 intended to be used by two people
➔ SINGLE : a double bed ➔ see picture at
BED 1 4 combining or involving two things of the
same type: a double major in English and French |
Her husband was secretly leading a double life
(=had two separate and different lives, each one
secret from the other). [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old
French, Latin duplus, from duo “two” + -plus
“multiplied by”]

double2 v. [I,T] to become twice as large or twice
as much, or to make something do this: Our house
has doubled in value since we bought it. | The
mayor wants to double the number of police officers on the street.
THESAURUS
increase, go up, rise, grow,
shoot up, multiply ➔ INCREASE 1

double as sb/sth phr. v. to have a second use, job,
or purpose: The sofa doubles as a bed.
double back phr. v. to turn around and go back in
the direction you just came from: I doubled back
and headed south.
double up, double over phr. v. be doubled
up/over with pain/laughter etc. to bend at the
waist because you are in pain or laughing a lot:
Both the girls were doubled up with laughter.

3
dose /doUs/ n. [C] 1 a measured amount of medi- double n. 1 [C,U] something that is twice as big

cine: She was injected with a dose of insulin. 2 an or twice as much as usual: Scotch and water, please
amount of something that you experience at one – make it a double. 2 sb’s double someone who
time: I can only handle Jason in small doses (=for looks very similar to someone else: She’s her mother’s double. 3 [C] a room or bed for two people
short amounts of time).
➔ SINGLE 4 on the double (informal) very soon,
dos·si·er /'dAsi"eI, 'dO-/ n. [C] a set of papers or immediately: I want that report here on the
that include detailed information about someone or double! 5 doubles [plural] a tennis game played
something: The police keep dossiers on all their by two pairs of players
prisoners.
double4 adv. see double to have a problem with
dot1 /dAt/ n. 1 [C] a small round mark or spot: a your eyes so that you see two things instead of one
pattern of dots on the screen 2 on the dot (informal) exactly at a particular time: He arrived at nine double5 determiner twice as much or twice as
many: The car is worth double the amount we paid
o’clock on the dot.
dot2 v. (dotted, dotting) [T] 1 to mark something for it.
by putting a dot on it or above it: She never dots her double bass /"döb@l 'beIs/ n. [C] a very large
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look at someone or something again because you
wooden musical instrument, shaped like a VIOLIN ,
are surprised by what you originally saw or heard
that you play while standing up
"double 'boiler n. [C] a pot for cooking food, 'double-talk n. [U] (disapproving) speech that is
made of one pot resting on top of another pot that
complicated, and is intended to deceive or confuse
has hot water in it
people
"double-'breasted adj. a double-breasted jacket "double 'vision n. [U] a medical condition in
or coat has two rows of buttons on the front
which you see two of everything
"double-'check v. [I,T] to check something again "double 'whammy n. (plural double whamto find out if it is safe, ready, correct, etc.: I think I
mies) [C] (informal) two bad things that happen at
turned off the oven, but let me go double-check.
the same time or one after the other
"double 'chin n. [C] an additional fold of skin dou·bly /'döbli/ adv. 1 much more than usual: Be
doubly careful when driving in fog. 2 in two ways
under someone’s chin, that looks like a second chin
or for two reasons: You are doubly mistaken.
"double-'click v. [I] IT to press a button on a
computer MOUSE twice in order to make the com- doubt1 /daUt/ n. 1 [C,U] a feeling of not being
certain whether something is true or possible: I
puter do something: Double-click on the Printer
began to have serious doubts about his ability to
icon. —double click n. [C]
do
the job. | There is no doubt that one day a cure
"double-'cross v. [T] to cheat someone when you
will be found. | Without a doubt, Kevin is the best
are involved in something dishonest together
player on the team. 2 no doubt used when
—double cross n. [C]
emphasizing that you think something is probably
"double 'date n. [C] an occasion when two
true: No doubt they’ll win. | She was a top student,
COUPLE s meet to go to a movie, restaurant, etc.
no doubt about it. 3 be in doubt if something is
together
in doubt, it may not happen, continue, exist, or be
true: The future of the peace talks is in
"double-'digit adj. [only before noun] relating to
doubt. 4 beyond doubt if something is beyond
the numbers 10 to 99: double-digit unemployment
doubt, it is completely certain: The state must prove
rates
beyond reasonable doubt that he is guilty.
"double 'digits n. [plural] the numbers from 10 to
2
v. [T] 1 to think that something may not
doubt
99: Three of the team’s players scored in double
be
true
or that it is unlikely: I doubt that we will
digits.
ever see her again. | He might come, but I doubt it.
"double 'duty n. do double duty to do more
2 to not trust or believe in someone or something:
than one job or be used for more than one purpose
Nobody doubts his ability to stay calm in a crisis.
at the same time: The lids on the pots do double
GRAMMAR
duty as plates when we’re camping.

"double 'figures n. [plural] DOUBLE DIGITS
"double-'header n. [C] two baseball games that
are played one after the other

"double 'helix n. [C] BIOLOGY a shape found in the

structure of DNA , consisting of two parallel SPIthat twist around the same center
"double-'jointed adj. able to move the joints in
your arms, fingers, etc. backward as well as forward
"double 'negative n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS two
negative words used in one sentence when you
should use only one in correct English grammar,
for example in the sentence “I don’t want nobody
to help me!”
"double-'park v. [I,T] to leave a car on the road
beside another car that is already parked there: I got
a ticket for double-parking.
"double 'play n. [C] in the game of baseball, the
action of making two players who are running
between the BASE s have to leave the field by
throwing the ball quickly from one base to the other
before each runner gets there
"double 'standard n. [C] a rule or principle that
is unfair because it treats one group or type of
people more severely than another in the same
situation
"double 'take n. do a double take to suddenly
RAL s

doubt that, doubt if, doubt whether

When you use the verb doubt in a simple
statement, it can be followed by “that,” “if,” or
“whether”: I doubt that the car will be ready
yet. | I doubt if/whether she can help.
However, if the statement is negative, doubt
can only be followed by “that”: I don’t doubt
that he’s honest (=I’m sure that he’s honest).
When you use the noun doubt after “no” or
“not,” it is always followed by “that”: There is no
doubt that she’s guilty.

doubt·ful /'daUt§f@l/ adj. 1 probably not true or
not likely to happen: It’s doubtful that voters will
approve the bill. 2 not certain about something: I
could see that he still looked doubtful.
THESAURUS

dubious – if you are dubious about something,

you do not think it is a good idea or that it is
true: At first, I was dubious about the idea of
taking a vacation in Europe.
unconvinced – not persuaded by someone’s
arguments: Some people remain unconvinced
about the threat of global warming.
skeptical – not willing to believe that something
is really true: Scientists are skeptical about the
benefits of the treatment.

—doubtfully adv.
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doubt·less /'daUt§lIs/ adv. used when saying

D

that something is very likely to happen or be true:
Readers will doubtless be disappointed by her new
novel.
dough /doU/ n. [U] 1 a mixture of flour and water
ready to be baked into bread, cookies, etc. 2 (informal) money
dough·nut /'doUnöt/ n. [C] a small round cake
that is usually shaped like a ring
dour /'daUø, dUø/ adj. very severe and not smiling: a dour expression
douse /daUs/ v. [T] 1 to stop a fire from burning
by throwing water on it: Firefighters quickly doused
the blaze. 2 to cover something in water or other
liquid
dove1 /döv/ n. [C] a type of small white bird often
used as a sign of peace [ORIGIN: Old English
dufe]
dove2 /doUv/ v. a past tense of DIVE
dow·dy /'daUdi/ adj. unattractive or unfashionable
down1 /daUn/ adv. 1 toward a lower place or
position ANT up: She looked down at the street
from her window. | David bent down to tie his
shoelace. 2 into a sitting or lying position: Come
in and sit down. | trees blown down by the big
storm 3 in a lower place or position ANT up: The
cows are down in the valley. | The bathroom is
down those stairs. 4 toward or in the south
ANT up: Gail drove down to North Carolina to see
her brother. | We moved down south when I was a
baby. 5 at or to a place that is further along a path,
road, etc.: Could you go down to the store and get
some bread? 6 decreasing in loudness, strength,
heat, activity, etc. ANT up: Can you turn the TV
down a little? | House prices have come down in
recent months. 7 write/note/take etc. sth
down to write something on paper: I’ll write down
the address for you. 8 (informal) paid to someone
immediately ➔ DOWN PAYMENT : The landlord
wants a lot of money down. 9 from an earlier time
to a later time: The story was handed down in the
family from father to son. | traditions that have
come down to us from Medieval times ➔ COME
DOWN WITH

down adj. [not before noun] 1 sad: I’ve never
2

seen Bret looking so down.
THESAURUS

sad, unhappy, miserable,
sorrowful, depressed, low, blue, downhearted,
melancholy, morose, gloomy, glum ➔ SAD

or something: Why is Jerome so down on work?
down3 prep. 1 toward the ground or a lower
point, or in a lower position: The store is just down
the hill. 2 along or toward the far end of something: We walked down the beach as the sun rose. |
They live down the road from us. 3 down the
road/line (informal) at some time in the future:
We’d like to have children sometime down the line.
down4 v. [T] (informal) to drink something very
quickly: Matt downed his coffee and left for work.
down5 n. 1 [U] thin soft feathers or hair: a down
pillow 2 [C] one of the four chances that a football
team has to move forward ten yards with the ball:
first/second etc. down
"down-and-'out adj. (informal) having no luck or
money: a down-and-out actor
down·cast /'daUnkæst/ adj. sad or upset because
something bad has happened
down·er /'daUnø/ n. [singular] (spoken) someone
or something that makes you feel unhappy: The
movie was a real downer.
down·fall /'daUnfOl/ n. [C] a sudden loss of
money, power, social position, etc., or something
that leads to this: Greed will be his downfall.
down·grade /'daUngreId/ v. [T] to state that
something is not as good or as valuable as it was
before: Several analysts have downgraded the
stock.

down·heart·ed /"daUn'hArÔIdX/ adj. be downhearted to feel sad about something

THESAURUS
sad, unhappy, miserable,
sorrowful, depressed, down, low, blue,
melancholy, morose, gloomy, glum ➔ SAD

down·hill1 /"daUn'hIl/ adv. 1 toward the bottom
of a hill or toward lower land ANT uphill: The
truck’s brakes failed, and it rolled downhill. 2 go
downhill to become worse: After he lost his job,
things went downhill.

down·hill2 /'daUnhIl/ adj. 1 on a slope that goes
down to a lower point: downhill skiing 2 be (all)
downhill to become worse: We got three runs in
the first inning, but it was all downhill from there.

download n. [C] IT something that you download

from the Internet, for example software, a computer
game, or a song: I’ve got downloads of all their
songs.

2 losing to an opponent by a certain number of down·load /'daUnloUd/ v. [T] IT to move inforpoints ANT up: We were down by 6 points at mation or programs from a computer network to
half-time. 3 IT a computer system that is down is your computer: The software can be downloaded
not working ANT up 4 a level, number, or amount from the Internet.
that is down is lower than before ANT up: At "down 'payment n. [C] the first payment you
lunchtime, the stock market was down 77 make on something expensive that you will pay for
points. 5 (spoken) used in order to say that a over a longer period: a down payment on a car
particular number of things have been finished,
when there are more things left to do: That’s two down·play /'daUnpleI/ v. [T] to make something
down. Only two more to do. 6 be down on seem less important than it really is: Fred downsb/sth (spoken) to have a bad opinion of someone played the seriousness of his illness.
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down·pour /'daUnpOr/ n. [C usually singular] a lot
of rain that falls in a short time
THESAURUS
RAIN 1

rain, drizzle, shower, storm ➔

down·right /'daUnraIt/ adv. (informal) thoroughly and completely: You’re just downright lazy.

down·riv·er /"daUn'rIvø/ adv. in the direction
that the water in a river is flowing

ANT

upriver

down·shift /'daUnSIft/ v. [I] 1 to put the engine

of a vehicle into a lower GEAR in order to go
slower 2 if someone downshifts, s/he chooses to
work less so that s/he has more time to enjoy life
down·side /'daUnsaId/ n. [singular] a disadvantage to something: The downside of the plan is the
cost.
THESAURUS
disadvantage, drawback,
catch, bad point ➔ DISADVANTAGE

down·size /'daUnsaIz/ v. [I,T] to reduce the num-

ber of people who work for a company in order to
cut costs —downsizing n. [U]
'Down’s "Syndrome n. [U] BIOLOGY a condition
that someone is born with that stops him/her from
developing normally both mentally and physically
down·stairs /"daUn'stErz/ adv. 1 on or going
toward a lower floor of a building, especially a
house ANT upstairs: He went downstairs to make
coffee. | Run downstairs and answer the
door. 2 the downstairs the rooms on the first
floor of a house ANT upstairs: Let’s paint the
downstairs blue. —downstairs /'daUnstErz/
adj.: the downstairs rooms
down·state /"daUn'steItX/ adj., adv. in or toward
the southern part of a state ANT upstate: He lives
downstate, near the city.
down·stream /"daUn'strim/ adv. in the direction that the water in a river or stream is flowing
ANT

upstream

down·time /'daUntaIm/ n. [U] 1

IT the time
when a computer is not working 2 (informal) time
spent relaxing
"down-to-'earth adj. practical and honest: She’s
a friendly, down-to-earth person.

THESAURUS
recession, depression, slump,
crash ➔ RECESSION

down·ward1 /'daUnwød/ also downwards adv.

from a higher place or position to a lower one
ANT upward: The balloon drifted slowly downward.
downward2 adj. going or moving down to a
lower level or place ANT upward: Stock prices
continued their downward trend.
down·wind /"daUn'wIndX/ adj., adv. in the same
direction that the wind is moving
down·y /'daUni/ adj. having thin soft feathers or
hair: the baby’s downy head
dow·ry /'daUri/ n. (plural dowries) [C] money or
property that a woman gives to her husband when
they marry in some societies
doze /doUz/ v. [I] to sleep lightly for a short time
doze off phr.v. to fall asleep, especially when you
did not intend to: He dozed off watching TV. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 From a Scandinavian language; related to Old Norse dúsa “to sleep
lightly”]
doz·en /'döz@n/ number 1 a group of 12 things: a
dozen eggs 2 (informal) a lot: I’ve heard this story
dozens of times. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
French dozeine, from doze “twelve”]

Dr. /'dAktø/ the written abbreviation of DOCTOR
drab /dræb/ adj. not colorful or interesting: a drab
office building [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 drab “(dullcolored) cloth” (16—18 centuries), from Old
French drap “cloth”]

dra·co·ni·an /dræ'koUni@n/ adj. (formal) very
strict and severe: draconian laws [ORIGIN: 1800—
1900 Greek Drakon “Draco,” ancient Greek
judge who had criminals killed for very small
crimes]
THESAURUS
strict, tough, firm, rigorous,
stern, rigid, stringent ➔ STRICT

draft1 /dræft/

business center of a city or town ➔ UPTOWN : Do
you work downtown? | downtown Atlanta | I need to
go downtown later.

Ac n. [C] 1 a piece of writing, a
drawing, or a plan that is not yet in its finished
form: the rough draft of his essay | I read the first
draft and thought it was very good. | She still has to
review the final draft (=final form). 2 the draft a
system in which people must join the military,
especially when there is a war 3 cold air that
moves through a room and that you can feel: Is the
window closed all the way? I feel a draft in
here. 4 on draft beer that is on draft is served
from a large container, rather than from a bottle or
can

down·trod·den /'daUn"trAdn/ adj. (literary)

draft2 v. [T] 1 to write a plan, letter, report, etc.

down·town1 /'daUntaUn/ n. [U] the business
center of a city or town: efforts to revitalize the
city’s downtown

down·town2 /"daUn'taUnX/ adv., adj. to or in the

treated badly by people who have power over you

down·turn /'daUntøn/ n. [C usually singular] a
time during which business activity is reduced and
conditions become worse: a downturn in the
economy

that you will need to change before it is finished:
The House plans to draft a bill on education. 2 to
order someone to fight for his/her country during a
war: Jim was drafted into the army.

'draft "dodger n. [C] someone who illegally
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avoids joining the military, even though s/he has drag. 3 [C] the act of breathing in smoke from a
been ordered to join
cigarette: Al took a drag on his cigarette. 4 in
drafts·man /'dræfôsm@n/ n. (plural draftsmen drag (informal) wearing clothes that are intended
/-m@n/) [C] someone whose job is to make detailed for people of the opposite sex, especially for fun or
drawings of a building, machine, etc. that is being entertainment
planned
drag·on /'dræg@n/ n. [C] a large imaginary anidraft·y /'dræfti/ adj. a drafty room is uncomfort- mal that has wings, a long tail, and can breathe out
fire [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French, Greek
able because cold air is blowing through it
drakon “large snake”]
1
drag /dræg/ v. (dragged, dragging)
drag·on·fly
/'dræg@n"flaI/ n. (plural dragonflies)
1 PULL STH [T] to pull something along the ground,
often because it is too heavy to carry: Ben dragged [C] a flying insect with a long brightly colored body
his sled through the snow. ➔ see picture on page A9 'drag race n. [C] a car race over a short distance
THESAURUS
drain1 /dreIn/ v. 1 a) [T] to make the water or
pull, tug, haul, tow, heave ➔
liquid in something flow away: The swimming pool
PULL 1
is drained and cleaned every winter. | Brad drained
2 PULL SB [T] to pull someone in a strong or all the oil from the engine. b) [I] if something
violent way when s/he does not want to go with drains, the liquid in it or on it flows away: Let the
you: He grabbed her arm and dragged her into the pasta drain well. c) [I] if a liquid drains, it flows
room.
away: The bath water slowly drained away. 2 [T]
3 drag yourself up/over/along etc. (informal) to to use up all of your energy, making you feel very
move somewhere when it is difficult: I dragged tired: Working with children all day really drains
myself out of bed to call the doctor.
you. 3 [I] if the color drains from your face, you
4 GO SOMEWHERE [T] (informal) to make someone suddenly become pale 4 [T] to drink all the liquid
go somewhere that s/he does not want to go: Mom in a glass, cup, etc.: Lori quickly drained her cup.
dragged us to a concert last night.
2
5 drag yourself away (from) (informal) to stop drain n. 1 [C] a pipe or hole that dirty water or
doing something, although you do not want to: Can other waste liquids flow into: The drain in the sink
you drag yourself away from the TV for 5 minutes? is blocked. 2 a drain on sth something that uses
6 BORING [I] if time or an event drags, it is boring a lot of something, such as time, money, or
and seems to go very slowly: The last hour of the strength: Doing a graduate degree has been a drain
on Fran’s savings. 3 down the drain (informal)
play really dragged.
7 COMPUTER [T] to move words, images, etc. on a wasted or having no result: There’s another $50
computer screen by pulling them along with the down the drain.
MOUSE
drain·age /'dreInIdZ/ n. [U] the system or pro8 TOUCHING GROUND [I] if something is dragging cess by which water or waste liquids can flow away
along the ground, part of it is touching the ground from a place
as you move: Your coat is dragging in the mud.
9 drag your feet (informal) to take too much time drained /dreInd/ adj. very tired: I felt completely
to do something because you do not want to do it: drained after they had all gone home.
The police are being accused of dragging their feet dra·ma /'drAm@, 'dræm@/ Ac n. 1 [C,U] a play
on this case. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old Norse for the theater, television, radio, etc., usually a
draga or Old English dragan]
serious one, or plays in general 2 [U] the study of
drag sb into sth phr. v.
acting and plays: drama school 3 [C,U] an exciting
to make someone get involved in a situation even and unusual situation or event: a life full of drama |
though s/he does not want to: I’m sorry to drag you The photograph captures the drama of the moment.
into this mess.
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Late Latin, Greek,
“action, theater plays,” from dran “to do”]
drag on phr. v.
to continue for too long: The meeting dragged on
dra·mat·ic
/dr@'mæÔIk/ Ac adj. 1 sudden and
all afternoon.
surprising: His work has shown dramatic
drag sth ↔ out phr. v.
improvement. | a dramatic change in temperature |
to make a situation or event last longer than neces- The changes were small, but their effect was drasary: How long are you going to drag this discus- matic. 2 exciting and impressive: a dramatic
sion out?
speech
drag sth out of sb phr. v.

to force someone to tell you something when s/he
had not intended to or was not supposed to do so
drag2 n. 1 a drag (informal) something or someone that is boring or annoying: “I have to stay
home tonight.” “What a drag.’ 2 the main drag
(informal) the biggest or longest street that goes
through a town, especially the middle of a town:
There are a lot of restaurants along the main

THESAURUS
exciting, thrilling, gripping,
exhilarating, electric ➔ EXCITING

3 related to the theater or plays: Miller’s dramatic
works 4 showing your feelings in a way that
makes other people notice you: Don’t be so
dramatic. | Rosa raised her hands in a dramatic
gesture of despair. —dramatically adv.: Output
has increased dramatically.
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dra·mat·ics /dr@'mæÔIks/ n. [plural] behavior

that is intended to get attention and is not sincere:
I’m really tired of your dramatics.
dram·a·tist /'dræm@ÔIst, 'drA-/ Ac n. [C]
someone who writes plays, especially serious ones:
plays by contemporary dramatists
v.
dram·a·tize /'dræm@"taIz, 'drA-/ Ac
[T] 1 to make a book or event into a play, movie,
television program, etc.: a novel dramatized for
TV 2 to make an event seem more exciting than it
really is: Do you always have to dramatize everything? —dramatization /"dræm@Ô@'zeIS@n/ n.
[C,U]

dram·a·turg /'dræm@"tødZ, 'drA-/ n. [C]

ENG.

LANG. ARTS

someone who works for a theater and
helps theater directors and PLAYWRIGHT s, for
example by developing new plays, employing
actors, and doing RESEARCH
drank /dræÎk/ v. the past tense of DRINK
drape /dreIp/ v. [T] to put cloth, clothing, etc.
loosely over or around something: Mina’s scarf
was draped over her shoulders.
drap·er·y /'dreIp@ri/ n. (plural draperies) [C,U]
cloth or clothing that is arranged in folds over
something
drapes /dreIps/ n. [plural] heavy curtains
dras·tic /'dræstIk/ adj. extreme and sudden:
Don’t make any drastic changes just yet.
—drastically adv.
draw1 /drO/ v. (past tense drew /dru/, past participle
drawn /drOn/)
1 PICTURE [I,T] to make a picture of something
with a pencil or a pen: Could you draw me a map? |
He drew an elephant on the paper. | She was
drawing a picture of a tree.
THESAURUS

sketch – to draw something quickly and without

a lot of detail: He sketched a rough street plan of
Moscow.
doodle – to draw shapes or patterns without
really thinking about what you are doing: He was
doodling on a sheet of paper.
scribble – to draw or write something quickly in
a messy way: She scribbled her name and phone
number on the back of the card.
trace – to copy a picture by putting a piece of
thin paper over it and drawing the lines that you
can see through the paper: The kids were tracing
designs on the paper.

2 draw (sb’s) attention to sth to make someone
notice something: I’d like to draw your attention to
the six exit doors in the plane.
3 draw a conclusion to decide that something is
true based on facts that you have: Other people
might easily draw a different conclusion.
4 draw a distinction/comparison etc. to make
someone understand that two things are different
from or similar to each other: It’s important to
draw a distinction between business and nonbusiness expenses.

draw
5 PULL SB/STH [T] to move someone or something
by pulling him, her, or it gently: Grant drew me
aside to tell me the news.
6 MOVE [I] to move in a particular direction: She
drew away, but he pulled her close again. | A police
car drew up behind me.
7 ATTRACT/INTEREST [T] to attract or interest
someone: The movie drew large crowds on the first
day. | What first drew you to him?
8 GET A REACTION [T] to get a particular kind of
reaction from someone: His remarks drew an angry
response from Democrats. | Her idea drew praise/
criticism from the others.
9 PLAYING CARD/TICKET [I,T] to choose a card,
ticket, etc. by chance: The winning lottery numbers
will be drawn on Saturday.
10 draw the line (at sth) to refuse to do something because you do not approve of it, although
you are willing to do other things: I don’t mind
helping you, but I draw the line at telling lies.
11 draw a blank (informal) to be unable to think or
remember something: I drew a blank when I tried
to remember the number.
12 draw a gun/knife/sword etc. to take a
weapon from its container or from your pocket: He
had drawn a knife and was pointing it at me.
13 draw the curtains to open or close the curtains
14 draw to a close/an end (formal) to gradually
stop or finish: Our vacation in Acapulco was drawing to a close.
15 draw comfort/strength etc. (from sb/sth)
to get something such as comfort or strength from
someone or something: I drew a lot of comfort from
her kind words.
16 draw blood a) to take blood from someone at
a hospital b) to make someone bleed: The dog bit
her so hard that it drew blood.
17 draw near/close (literary) to move closer in
time or space: Summer vacation is drawing near.
18 PULL A VEHICLE [T] to pull a vehicle using an
animal: a carriage drawn by six horses [ORIGIN:
Old English dragan]
draw back phr. v.
to move back from something: The crowd drew
back to let the police by.
draw sb into sth phr. v.
to make someone become involved in something
when s/he does not want to be: Keith refused to be
drawn into our argument.
draw on sth phr. v.
to use your money, experiences, etc. to help you do
something: A good writer draws on his or her own
experience.
draw out phr. v.
1 draw sb ↔ out to make someone feel less
nervous and more willing to talk: She just needed
someone to draw her out and take an interest in her.
2 draw sth ↔ out to make an event last longer
than usual
draw sth ↔ up phr. v.
to prepare a written document: We drew up some
guidelines for the new committee.
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draw2 n. [C] 1 an occasion when someone or

the top of a bag, piece of clothing, etc. that you can
something is chosen by chance, especially the win- pull tight or make loose
ning ticket in a LOTTERY 2 something or someone
1
that a lot of people are willing to pay to see: The dread /drEd/ v. [T] to feel very worried about
something
that is going to happen or may happen:
Lakers are always a big draw. 3 a game that ends
with both teams or players having the same number I’ve got an interview tomorrow and I’m dreading it.
of points SYN tie
dread2 n. [singular, U] a strong fear of something
draw·back /'drObæk/ n. [C] something that that is going to happen or may happen: The thought
might be a problem or disadvantage: The main filled me with dread.
drawback to the job is that the hours wouldn’t be dread·ful /'drEdf@l/ adj. very bad: a dreadful
regular.
movie —dreadfully adv.

D

THESAURUS
disadvantage, downside,
catch, bad point ➔ DISADVANTAGE

draw·bridge /'drObrIdZ/ n. [C] a bridge that can

be pulled up to let ships go under it
drawer /drOr/ n. [C] a part of a piece of furniture
that slides in and out and is used for keeping things
in: The pens are in the bottom/top drawer of my
desk. | Put it in the desk drawer.
draw·ing /'drO-IÎ/ n. 1 [C] a picture you make
with a pen or pencil: She showed us a drawing of
the house.
THESAURUS

picture – a drawing, painting, or photograph: On
the refrigerator were pictures the kids had drawn.
sketch – a drawing that you do quickly and
without a lot of details: Andrew did a quick sketch
of the harbor.
doodle – a picture or pattern that you draw
without really thinking about what you are doing:
The paper was covered in doodles.
comic strip – a series of pictures that are drawn
inside boxes and tell a story: The Doonesbury
comic strip comments on political and social
events.
cartoon – a funny drawing in a newspaper,
usually about someone or something that is in
the news: An editorial cartoon showed him as a
baby throwing a tantrum.

2 [U] the art or skill of making pictures with a pen
or pencil: I’ve never been good at drawing.
THESAURUS
art, painting, photography,
sculpture, pottery, ceramics ➔ ART

'drawing board n. (go) back to the drawing
board to start working on a new plan or idea after
an idea you have tried has failed: They rejected our
proposal, so it’s back to the drawing board.

drawl /drOl/ n. [singular] a way of speaking in
which vowels are longer than usual: a Southern
drawl —drawl v. [I,T]

THESAURUS
horrible, disgusting, awful,
revolting, foul, terrible, horrendous ➔
HORRIBLE

dread·locks /'drEdlAks/ n. [plural] a way of
arranging your hair in which it hangs in lots of
thick pieces that look like rope

dream1 /drim/ n. [C] 1 a series of thoughts,

images, and experiences that come into your mind
when you are asleep: I had a funny dream last
night. | a bad dream (=a frightening or unpleasant
dream) 2 something that you hope will happen:
Her dream was to become an opera
singer. 3 beyond your wildest dreams better
than anything you imagined or hoped for 4 a
dream come true something that you have
wanted to happen for a long time: Owning this boat
is a dream come true. [ORIGIN: Old English
dream “noise, great happiness”]

dream2 v. (past tense and past participle dreamed
or dreamt /drEmt/) 1 [I,T] to have a dream while
you are asleep: I often dream that I’m falling. 2 [I,T] to think about something that you
would like to happen: She dreamed of becoming a
pilot. | He never dreamed that he would make it to
the finals (=never thought that it would happen). |
I’ve been dreaming about this moment all my
life. 3 sb wouldn’t dream of (doing) sth (spoken) used in order to say that you would never do
something: I wouldn’t dream of letting you walk
home alone. 4 dream on (spoken) said when you
think that what someone is hoping for will not
happen: You really believe we’ll win? Dream on!
dream sth ↔ up phr. v. to think of a plan or idea,
especially an unusual one: Who dreams up these TV
commercials?
THESAURUS
invent, create, think up, come
up with sth, conceive, devise, make up ➔
INVENT

dream3 adj. dream car/house/team etc. the
best car, house, etc. that you can imagine: A Porsche is my dream car.

drawn1 /drOn/ v. the past participle of DRAW
dream·er /'drimø/ n. [C] someone who has plans
drawn2 adj. someone who is drawn has a thin pale that are not practical
face because s/he is sick, tired, or worried
"drawn-'out adj. seeming to continue for a very dream·y /'drimi/ adj. 1 looking like you are
long time: a long drawn-out process

draw·string /'drOstrIÎ/ n. [C] a string through

thinking about something pleasant rather than what
is happening around you: a dreamy smile 2 someone who is dreamy has a good imagination but is
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not very practical 3 pleasant, peaceful, and relaxing: dreamy music —dreamily adv.
drear·y /'drIri/ adj. dull and uninteresting: a wet
and
dreary
afternoon
adv.
—drearily
—dreariness n. [U]
dredge /drEdZ/ v. [I,T] to remove mud or sand
from the bottom of a river, or to search the bottom
of a river or lake for something
dredge sth ↔ up phr. v. (informal) to start talking
about something bad or unpleasant that happened a
long time ago: Why do the papers have to dredge
up that old story?
dregs /drEgz/ n. [plural] small solid pieces in a
liquid such as wine or coffee that sink to the bottom
of the cup, bottle, etc.
drench /drEntS/ v. [T] to make something completely wet: I forgot my umbrella and got drenched.
dress1 /drEs/ v. 1 [I,T] to put clothes on someone
or yourself: Can you dress the kids while I make
breakfast? | Hurry up and get dressed! 2 be
dressed to be wearing clothes: Are you dressed
yet? | She was dressed in a simple black dress. | a
well-dressed gentleman 3 [I] to wear a particular
type of clothes: Dress warmly – it’s cold out. | You
can dress casually at our office. 4 dress a
wound/cut etc. to clean and cover a wound in
order to protect it
dress down phr. v. to wear clothes that are less
formal than the ones you usually wear
dress up phr. v. 1 to wear clothes that are more
formal than the ones you usually wear: It’s only a
small party. You don’t need to dress up. 2 to wear
special clothes for fun: She dressed up as a witch
for Halloween.
dress2 n. 1 [C] a piece of clothing worn by a
woman or girl, that covers the top of her body and
some or all of her legs: a summer dress | She was
wearing a red dress. ➔ see picture at CLOTHES 2 [U]
clothes for men or women of a particular type or
for a particular occasion: casual dress in the
workplace | He was wearing evening dress (=formal clothes worn at important social
events). 3 dress shirt/dress shoes a shirt or
shoes that you wear with formal clothes such as a
suit
'dress code n. [C] a standard of what you should
wear for a particular situation
dress·er /'drEsø/ n. [C] a piece of furniture with
drawers for storing clothes, sometimes with a mirror on top
dress·ing /'drEsIÎ/ n. 1 [C,U] a mixture of oil
and other things that you pour over SALAD : salad
dressing 2 [C,U] STUFFING 3 [C] a special piece
of material used for covering and protecting a
wound: a clean dressing for the cut
'dressing room n. [C] 1 a room or area in a
store, where you can try on clothes 2 a room
where an actor, performer, etc. gets ready before
going on stage, appearing on television, etc.
'dress re"hearsal n. [C] the last time actors

practice a play, using all the clothes, objects, etc.
that will be used in the real performance
dress·y /'drEsi/ adj. dressy clothes are appropriate
for formal occasions
drew /dru/ v. the past tense of DRAW
drib·ble /'drIb@l/ v. 1 [I,T] to flow slowly in
irregular drops, or to make a liquid flow in this
way: Blood was dribbling from his cut lip. 2 [T] to
move forward with a ball by BOUNCING or kicking
it again and again —dribble n. [C]
dribs and drabs /"drIbz @n 'dræbz/ n. in
dribs and drabs in small amounts: People arrived
in dribs and drabs.

dried1 /draId/ v. the past tense and past participle
of

DRY

dried2 adj. dried food or flowers have had all the
water removed from them

drift1 /drIft/ v. [I] 1 to move very slowly on water
or in the air: Gray clouds were drifting over from
the north. 2 to move or go somewhere without any
plan or purpose: Julie drifted toward the window. |
Her thoughts drifted away. 3 to gradually change
from being in one condition, situation, etc. into
another: During the ambulance ride, he drifted in
and out of consciousness. 4 snow or sand that
drifts is blown into a large pile by the wind
drift apart phr. v. if people drift apart, they gradually stop having a relationship: Over the years, my
college friends and I have drifted apart.
drift off phr. v. to gradually fall asleep: After a
while, I drifted off to sleep.

drift2 n. [C] 1 a large pile of snow, sand, etc. that
has been blown by the wind: snow drifts
THESAURUS
PILE 1

pile, heap, mound, stack ➔

2 catch/get sb’s drift to understand the general
meaning of what someone says: I don’t speak much
Spanish, but I got her drift. 3 a gradual change or
development in a situation, people’s opinion, etc.: a
long downward drift in the birthrate 4 a very slow
movement: continental drift

drift·er /'drIftø/ n. [C] someone who is always
moving to a different place or doing different jobs

drift·wood

/'drIftwUd/ n. [U] wood
floating in the ocean or
left on the shore
drill1 /drIl/ n. 1 [C] a
tool or machine used for
making holes in something hard: an electric
drill | a dentist’s
drill 2 [C,U] a method
of teaching something
by making people repeat
the same lesson, exercise, etc. many times: a
spelling drill 3 fire/
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emergency etc. drill an occasion when you prac- 'drinking "fountain n. [C] a piece of equipment
tice what you should do during a dangerous in a public place, that produces a stream of water
situation
for you to drink from
drill2 v. 1 [I,T] to make a hole with a drill: Drill a 'drinking "problem n. [singular] someone who
has a drinking problem drinks too much alcohol
hole for the screw in each corner. | drilling for oil
1
/drIp/ v. (dripped, dripping) 1 [I,T] to prodrip
THESAURUS
pierce, make a hole in sth,
duce
small drops of liquid: The faucet sounds like
prick, punch, puncture, bore ➔ PIERCE
it’s dripping. | His finger was dripping blood. | They
2 [T] to teach people something by making them were both dripping with sweat. 2 [I] to fall in
repeat the same exercise, lesson, etc. many times ➔
drops: Rain dripped off the trees.
PRACTICE 2

D

drill sth into sb phr. v. to tell something to someone
many times, until s/he knows it very well: Mom
drilled it into us that we shouldn’t talk to strangers.

dri·ly /'draIli/ adv. another spelling of DRYLY
drink1 /drIÎk/ n. 1 [C,U] liquid that you can

THESAURUS
pour, flow, leak, ooze, gush,
spurt, run, come out ➔ POUR

drip2 n. 1 [C] one of the small drops of liquid that

falls from something 2 [singular, U] the action or
sound of a liquid falling in small drops: the drip of
drink, or an amount of liquid that you drink: Here, rain from the roof 3 [C] (informal) someone who is
have a drink of water. | a drink of coffee | soft boring and annoying
drinks | food and drink 2 [C] an alcoholic drink: drive1 /draIv/ v. (past tense drove /droUv/, past
How about a drink later? [ORIGIN: Old English participle driven /'drIv@n/) 1 [I,T] to make a car,
drincan]
bus, etc. move and control where it goes: teenagers
drink2 v. (past tense drank /dræÎk/, past participle learning to drive | He drives a red Porsche.
TOPIC
drunk /dröÎk/) 1 [I,T] to pour a liquid into your
mouth and swallow it: Let me get you something to
When you get into a car, you buckle/fasten your
drink. | Charlie drinks way too much coffee.
seatbelt, then put the key in the ignition and turn
THESAURUS

sip/take a sip – to swallow only a small amount

of a liquid
slurp (informal) – to drink something in a noisy
way
gulp sth down also down sth (informal) – to
drink all of something very quickly: I downed my
beer and left.
knock sth back (informal) – to drink all of an
alcoholic drink very quickly
swig (informal) also take/have a swig
(informal) – to drink something quickly by taking
large amounts into your mouth, especially from a
bottle: He ate a few peanuts and took a swig of
his beer.
guzzle (informal) – to drink a lot of something
eagerly and quickly: It was a hot day, and people
were sitting on their porches guzzling lemonade.
imbibe (formal, humorous) – to drink something,
especially alcohol: Throughout the evening, he
had imbibed more and more wine. ➔ EAT

2 [I] to drink alcohol, especially too much or too
often: I don’t drink. | His father began drinking
heavily (=a lot).
drink sth ↔ in phr. v. to listen, look at, feel, or
smell something in order to enjoy it: We spent the
day drinking in the sights and sounds of Paris.
drink to sth phr. v. to wish someone success, good
health, etc. before having an alcoholic drink: Let’s
all drink to their happiness!
drink (sth ↔) up phr. v. to drink all of something:
Drink up your milk. | Come on, drink up!

drink·er /'drIÎkø/ n. [C] someone who often

drinks alcohol: Greg’s a heavy drinker (=he drinks
a lot).

it to start the engine.
You release the parking/emergency brake, and
put the car in drive. You check your mirrors
(=look into them) before driving onto the street.
You press the gas pedal with your foot to make
the car accelerate (=go faster).
When you turn right or left, you must indicate/put
on your turn signals. When you want to slow
down, you press the brake (pedal) with your foot.
When you park your car, you put the car in park
and set/put on the parking brake.

2 [I,T] to travel in a car or take someone somewhere
by car: We’re driving up/down to Washington this
weekend. | Would you mind driving me to the
airport? | After the party, he drove her
home. 3 [I,T] to make people, animals, or an activity move somewhere: We were driven indoors by
the rain. | Large grocery chains drove out the small
family-owned stores. 4 [T] to strongly influence
someone to do something: What drove him to
suicide? 5 drive sb crazy/nuts/insane etc. also
drive sb up the wall to make someone feel very
annoyed and angry: The kids are driving me
crazy! 6 [T] to hit something very hard: Barry
drove the ball into left field. 7 [T] to provide the
power for a vehicle or machine: the motor that
drives the propeller [ORIGIN: Old English drifan]
drive sb ↔ away phr. v. to behave in a way that
makes someone want to leave you: If you keep on
drinking, I guarantee you’ll drive her away.
drive sth ↔ down phr. v. to make prices, costs, etc.
fall quickly
drive off phr. v. 1 if a driver or a car drives off, he,
she, or it leaves 2 drive sb/sth ↔ off to force
someone or something to go away from you: Police
used tear gas to drive off the rioters.
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drive sth ↔ up phr. v. to make prices, costs, etc.

increase

drive2 n. 1 [C] a trip in a car: Let’s go for a

drive. | It’s a twenty-minute drive from the
city. 2 [C] a strong natural need or desire: As men
get older, their sex drive gradually declines. 3 [C]
a planned effort by an organization to achieve a
particular result: the senator’s reelection drive | a
drive to raise money for starving children
THESAURUS
fight, battle, campaign,
struggle, crusade ➔ FIGHT 2

4 [C] IT a piece of equipment in a computer that is
used to get information from a DISK or to store
information on it: the C drive 5 [C] an act of
hitting a ball hard: a line drive to right field 6 [U] a
determination to succeed: He has considerable
drive. 7 [C] the power from an engine that makes
the wheels of a car, bus, etc. turn: a four-wheel
drive pickup
'drive-by adj. drive-by shooting/killing the act
of shooting someone from a moving car
'drive-in1 n. [C] a place where you can watch
movies outdoors while sitting in your car
'drive-in2 adj. drive-in restaurant/movie a restaurant, theater, etc. where you stay in your car to
eat, watch the movie, etc.
driv·el /'drIv@l/ n. [U] something written or said
that is silly or does not mean anything
driv·en /'drIv@n/ v. the past participle of DRIVE
driv·er /'draIvø/ n. [C] 1 someone who drives: a
truck/cab/bus driver | Joyce is a good/bad
driver. 2 IT a piece of software that makes a
computer work with another piece of equipment
such as a PRINTER or a MOUSE
'driver’s "license n. [C] an official card with
your name, picture, etc. on it that says you are
legally allowed to drive
'drive-through adj. a drive-through restaurant,
bank, etc. can be used without getting out of your
car
drive·way /'draIvweI/ n. [C] the road or area for
cars between a house and the street: Park your car
in the driveway.
driz·zle1 /'drIz@l/ n. [singular, U] weather that is a
combination of mist and light rain
THESAURUS
rain, shower, downpour,
storm, hail, sleet ➔ RAIN 1

drizzle2 v. 1 it drizzles if it drizzles, mist and

light rain come out of the sky: It started to
drizzle. 2 [T] to pour a liquid over food in small
drops or a thin stream
droll /droUl/ adj. (old-fashioned) unusual and
slightly funny
drone1 /droUn/ v. [I] to make a continuous low
noise: An airplane droned overhead.
drone2 n. 1 [singular] a continuous low noise: the

drone of the lawnmower 2 [C] an aircraft that does
not have a pilot, but is operated by radio
drool /drul/ v. [I] 1 to have SALIVA (=the liquid in
your mouth) flow from your mouth: The dog began
to drool. 2 to show in a silly way that you like or
want someone or something a lot: The thought of
all that money made us drool. —drool n. [U]
droop /drup/ v. [I] to hang or bend down: Her
shoulders drooped with tiredness.
drop1 /drAp/ v. (dropped, dropping)
1 LET GO [T] to stop holding or carrying something,
so that it falls: One of the waiters tripped and
dropped a tray full of food. | With this technology,
planes are able to drop bombs accurately. ➔ see
picture on page A9
2 FALL [I] to fall: The bottle rolled off the table and

dropped onto the floor. | He dropped into his chair
with a sigh.
3 TAKE IN A CAR [T] also drop off to take someone
or something to a place in a car, when you are
going on to somewhere else: I’ll drop you at the
corner, okay? | She drops the kids off at school on
her way to work.
4 DECREASE [I,T] to decrease to a lower level or
amount, or to make something decrease: Crime on
the buses has dropped 25%. | The store has dropped
its prices.
THESAURUS
decrease, go down, fall,
plummet, diminish, decline, dwindle ➔
DECREASE 1

5 STOP DOING STH [T] to stop doing something or
stop planning to do something: The charges against
him have been dropped. | He expects me to just
drop everything (=stop everything I am doing) and
go with him. | I wasn’t doing very well, so I dropped
French (=stopped studying French). | Drop it
(=stop talking about it), Ted, it’s just a rumor.
6 STOP INCLUDING [T] to decide not to include
someone or something: Morris has been dropped
from the team.
7 STOP A RELATIONSHIP [T] to stop having a
relationship with someone, especially suddenly:
She found out he was seeing someone else, so she
dropped him.
8 drop dead a) to die suddenly b) (spoken) used
when you are very angry with someone
9 drop the ball to stop doing something, when
people expected you to continue doing it
10 work/run etc. until you drop (informal) to do
something until you are extremely tired
11 drop sb a line (informal) to write to someone:
Drop us a line sometime. [ORIGIN: Old English
droppian]
drop by also drop in phr. v.
to visit someone when you have not arranged to
come at a particular time: Doris and Ed dropped by
on Saturday.
drop off phr. v.
1 to begin to sleep: The baby dropped off to sleep in
the car.
2 to become less in level or amount: The demand
for leaded fuel dropped off in the late 1970s.
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drop out phr. v.

D

to stop going to school or stop an activity before
you have finished it: teenagers dropping out of
high school | The injury forced him to drop out of
the race.
drop2 n. 1 [C] a very small amount of liquid that
falls in a round shape: big drops of rain | a tear
drop 2 [C] a small amount of a liquid: Add a
couple of drops of lemon juice. 3 [singular] a distance from something down to the ground: It’s a
twenty-five foot drop from this cliff. 4 [singular] a
decrease in the amount, level, or number of something: a steep/sharp drop from 72% to 34% | a drop
in temperature 5 eye/ear/nose drops medicine
that you put in your eye, etc. one drop at a
time 6 a drop in the bucket an amount of
something that is too small to have any effect 7 at
the drop of a hat immediately: He could fall
asleep at the drop of a hat.
'drop-down "menu n. [C] IT a list that appears on
a computer screen, that shows you what you can
choose to do. You press the button on the mouse on
one of the choices to send an instruction to the
computer.
drop·let /'drAplIt/ n. [C] a very small drop of
liquid
drop·out /'drAp-aUt/ n. [C] someone who leaves
school or college without finishing it
drop·per /'drApø/ n. [C] a short glass tube with a
hollow rubber part at one end, used for measuring
liquid in drops
drop·pings /'drApIÎz/ n. [plural] solid waste
from animals or birds
drought /draUt/ n. [C] a long period of dry
weather when there is not enough water: a severe
drought
drove1 /droUv/ v. the past tense of DRIVE
drove2 n. [C] a large group of animals or people
that move or are moved together: Tourists come in
droves to see the White House.
drown /draUn/ v. 1 [I,T] to die from being under
water too long, or to kill someone in this way:
Many people drowned when the boat overturned. |
Five people drowned in the flood. | She drowned
herself in the river. 2 [T] also drown out if a loud
noise drowns out another sound, it prevents it from
being heard: The president’s words were drowned
out by cheers. 3 [T] to completely cover something with liquid: Dad always drowns his pancakes
in/with maple syrup. 4 drown your sorrows to
drink a lot of alcohol in order to forget your
problems
drown·ing /'draUnIÎ/ n. [C,U] death caused by
staying under water for too long
drows·y /'draUzi/ adj. tired and almost asleep
SYN sleepy: The medicine can make you drowsy.
—drowsiness n. [U]
drudge /drödZ/ n. [C] someone who does difficult
boring work —drudge v. [I]

drudg·er·y /'drödZ@ri/ n. [U] difficult boring
work

drug1 /drög/ n. [C] 1 an illegal substance that

people smoke, INJECT , etc. for pleasure: Bill was
accused of taking/using drugs. | be on drugs (=be
using drugs) 2 a medicine or a substance for
making medicines: a drug used for depression
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French drogue]
THESAURUS
medicine, pill, tablet, capsule,
eye/ear drops, medication ➔ MEDICINE

drug2 v. (drugged, drugging) [T] to give a person

or animal a drug, especially to make him, her, or it
feel tired or go to sleep, or to get rid of pain: The
kidnappers drugged him and bundled him into the
car.
drug·store /'drögstOr/ n. [C] a store where you
can buy medicines, beauty products, etc.
SYN

pharmacy

drum1 /dröm/ n. [C] 1 a musical instrument made

of skin stretched over a circular frame, which you
play by hitting it with your hand or a stick: a bass
drum | Johnny plays the drums in a band. 2 something that looks like a drum, especially part of a
machine 3 a large round container for storing
liquids such as oil, chemicals, etc.
drum2 v. (drummed, drumming) 1 [I,T] to hit the
surface of something again and again in a way that
sounds like drums: He drummed his fingers on the
table. | rain drumming on the roof 2 [I] to play a
drum
drum sth into sb phr. v. to say something to
someone so often that s/he cannot forget it: Safety
rules are drummed into the workers.
drum sth ↔ up phr. v. to obtain help, money, etc.
by asking a lot of people: The group drummed up
corporate sponsors for the event.
drum·mer /'drömø/ n. [C] someone who plays
the drums
drum·stick /'dröm"stIk/ n. [C] 1 the leg of a
chicken, TURKEY , etc. cooked as food 2 a stick
that you use to hit a drum
drunk1 /dröÎk/ adj. unable to control your behavior, speech, etc. because you have drunk too much
alcohol: college students getting drunk at parties |
He was too drunk to drive.
drunk2 the past participle of DRINK
drunk3 also drunk·ard /'dröÎkød/ n. [C] (disapproving) someone who is drunk or often gets drunk
"drunk 'driving n. [U] the illegal act of driving a
car after having drunk too much alcohol
drunk·en /'dröÎk@n/ adj. 1 drunk: a drunken
crowd 2 resulting from or related to drinking too
much alcohol: drunken shouting —drunkenness
n. [U] —drunkenly adv.
dry1 /draI/ adj. 1 having no water or other liquid
inside or on the surface ANT wet: I changed into
dry clothes. | Store in a cool, dry place. | Is the paint
dry yet? 2 dry weather does not have much rain or
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MOISTURE ANT wet: The weather was hot and
dry. | the beginning of the dry season 3 if your
mouth, throat, or skin is dry, it does not have
enough of the natural liquid that is usually in it: My
skin has been so dry lately. | Ted’s mouth was dry
and his heart pounded. 4 dry wine/champagne
etc. wine, etc. that is not sweet: a glass of dry
white wine 5 someone with a dry WIT or humor,
or who says things in a dry voice, says funny things
in a serious way 6 boring and very serious: a dry
subject [ORIGIN: Old English dryge]
dry2 v. (dried, dries) [I,T] to become dry, or to
make something dry: It’ll only take me a few
minutes to dry my hair. | Mae hung the washing out
to dry.
dry (sth ↔) off phr. v. to become dry, or to make the
surface of something dry: We swam, then dried off
in the sun. | She began to dry herself off.
dry (sth ↔) out phr. v. to dry completely, or to dry
something completely: Keep the dough covered so
that it doesn’t dry out.
dry up phr. v. 1 dry (sth ↔) up a river, lake, or
area of land that dries up has no more water in it:
Water holes and wells have dried up across the
state. 2 if a supply of something dries up, there is
no more of it: Companies get rid of employees
when the work dries up.
'dry clean v. [T] to clean clothes with chemicals
instead of water
"dry 'cleaners n. [C] a place where you take
clothes to be dry cleaned
dry·er /'draIø/ n. [C] a machine that dries things,
especially clothes or hair
"dry 'ice n. [U] CARBON DIOXIDE in a solid state,
often used for keeping food and other things cold
dry·ly /'draIli/ adv. speaking in a serious way,
although you are actually joking
"dry 'run n. [C] an occasion when you practice for
an important event
"dry 'wall n. [U] a type of board made of two large
sheets of CARDBOARD with PLASTER between
them, used to cover walls and ceilings —'dry-wall

v. [I,T]

du·al /'du@l/ adj. having two of something, or two

parts: My wife has dual nationality/citizenship –
American and Brazilian.
dub /döb/ v. (dubbed, dubbing) [T] 1 to give
someone or something a name that describes him,
her, or it in some way: The area was dubbed
“Tornado Alley” because of its strong winds. 2 to
replace the original spoken language of a film,
television show, etc. with a recording of a different
language: an Italian movie that’s been dubbed into
English
du·bi·ous /'dubi@s/ adj. 1 not sure whether
something is good, true, etc.: Employees are dubious about the proposed changes.
THESAURUS
doubtful, unconvinced,
skeptical ➔ DOUBTFUL

2 not seeming honest, safe, valuable, etc.: an idea
based on dubious research | He had the dubious
distinction of coming second in the spelling bee
three years in a row.
duch·ess /'dötSIs/ n. [C] a woman with the
highest social rank below a PRINCESS , or the wife
of a DUKE
duck1 /dök/ n. 1 [C] a common water bird with
short legs and a wide beak, that is used for its meat,
eggs, and soft feathers 2 [U] the meat from this
bird: roast duck [ORIGIN: Old English duce]
duck2 v. 1 [I,T] to lower your body or head very
quickly, or move away very quickly, especially to
avoid being hit or seen: She ducked her head to get
through the doorway. | Tom ducked into an
alley. 2 [T] (informal) to avoid something that is
difficult or unpleasant: His campaign speech
ducked all the major issues.
duck·ling /'döklIÎ/ n. [C] a young duck
duct /dökt/ n. [C] 1 a pipe or tube in a building,
that liquid, air, electric CABLE s, etc. go
through 2 BIOLOGY a thin narrow tube inside your
body, a plant, etc., that liquid, air, etc. goes through:
a tear duct
dud /död/ n. (informal) 1 [C] something that does
not work or is useless: This battery’s a
dud. 2 duds [plural] (humorous) clothes —dud
adj.

dude /dud/ n. [C] (informal) a man: Hey, dudes,
how’s it going?

'dude ranch n. [C] a vacation place where you
can ride horses and live like a COWBOY

due1 /du/ adj. 1 be due to be expected to happen

or arrive at a particular time: The flight from Chicago is due at 7:48 p.m. | Your final research paper
is due in March. | What’s the baby’s due date (=the
day it is expected to be born)? | My library books
are due back tomorrow. | The book is due out in the
spring. | The new museum is due to open next year. |
I feel I’m due for a raise. 2 due to because of:
The program was canceled, due to lack of funds. |
She was absent due to illness. 3 needing to be
paid: The first installment of $250 is now
due. 4 deserved by someone or owed to someone:
He never got the recognition he was due. | Much of
the credit is due to our backup team. 5 in due
course/time at a more appropriate time in the
future: The committee will answer your complaints
in due course. 6 with (all) due respect (spoken)
used when you disagree with someone or criticize
him/her in a polite way
due2 adv. due north/south/east/west directly
or exactly north, etc.
due3 n. 1 dues [plural] the money that you pay to
be a member of an organization: union
dues 2 give sb his/her due to admit that someone has good qualities, even though you are criticizing him/her: To give him his due, he tries very
hard.
du·el /'du@l/ n. [C] 1 a situation in which two
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people or groups are involved in a competition or
disagreement: The two runners will face a duel for
the 100-meter record. 2 a fight in past times
between two people with guns or swords —duel v.
[I]

"due 'process also due "process of 'law n. [U]
LAW

the correct process that should be followed by
law in order to protect someone’s legal rights

du·et /du'Et/ n. [C] a piece of music written for
two performers

duf·fel bag /'döf@l "bæg/ n. [C] a cloth bag with

D

a round bottom and a string around the top to tie it
closed

dug /dög/ v. the past tense and past participle of
DIG

dug·out /'dögaUt/ n. [C] a low shelter at the side
of a baseball field, where players and team officials
sit

duh /dö/ interjection (spoken) used in order to say
that what someone else has just said is stupid

THESAURUS
surprised, amazed, shocked,
astonished, astounded, flabbergasted,
stunned, nonplussed, taken aback ➔
SURPRISED

dum·my1

/'dömi/ n. (plural dummies)
[C] 1 (informal) someone who is stupid 2 a figure
made to look like a person

dummy2 adj. a dummy tool, weapon, etc. looks

like a real one but does not work: a dummy rifle
rank below a PRINCE [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old dump1 /dömp/ v. [T] 1 to drop or put something
French duc, from Latin dux “leader”]
somewhere in a careless way, sometimes in order to
get rid of it: Illegal chemicals have been dumped in
dull1 /döl/ adj. 1 not interesting or exciting: a dull the river. | They dumped their bags on the floor and
book
left.

duke /duk/ n. [C] a man with the highest social

THESAURUS
boring, tedious, not
(very/that/all that) interesting, humdrum,
monotonous, insipid ➔ BORING

2 a dull sound is not clear or loud: I heard a dull
thud from upstairs. 3 a dull pain is not severe but
does not stop: a dull ache in my shoulder 4 not
bright or shiny: dull brown walls 5 not sharp
1
SYN blunt: a dull knife ➔ see picture at SHARP
[ORIGIN: Old English dol] —dully adv.
—dullness n. [U]

THESAURUS

shove, stick, thrust ➔ SHOVE

2 [informal] to suddenly end a relationship: Tammy
dumped her boyfriend.
dump on phr. v. (informal) 1 dump on sb to
criticize someone or complain to someone: Reporters have been dumping on the White House
because of the war. 2 dump sth on sb to unfairly
give someone an unwanted job, duty, or problem to
deal with: Don’t just dump the extra work on me.

dull2 v. [T] to make something become less sharp, dump2 n. [C] 1 a place where unwanted waste is
less clear, etc.: a drug to dull the pain

du·ly /'duli/ adv. (formal) at the correct time or in
the correct way: Your suggestion has been duly
noted.

dumb1 /döm/ adj. 1 (informal) stupid: a dumb
movie | How could you be so dumb? 2 (old-fashioned) unable to speak SYN mute

dumb2 v.

dumb sth ↔ down phr. v. (informal) to make
something such as news or information less
detailed and present it in an attractive way, so that
more people can understand it very easily: Local
news programs seem to have been dumbed down.

dumb·bell /'dömbEl/ n. [C] 1 two weights connected by a short piece of metal, that you lift for
exercise 2 (informal) someone who is stupid

dumb·found·ed /'döm"faUndId/ adj. so surprised that you cannot speak

taken and left: the town’s garbage dump | a toxic
waste dump 2 a place where military supplies are
stored, or the supplies themselves: an ammunition
dump 3 (informal) a place that is unpleasant
because it is dirty, ugly, or boring: This place is
such a dump. 4 be down in the dumps (informal) to feel very sad
Dump·ster /'dömpstø/ n. [C] (trademark) a large
metal container used for holding waste
'dump truck n. [C] a vehicle with a large open
container at the back that can pour sand, soil, etc.
onto the ground
dump·y /'dömpi/ adj. (informal) short and fat: a
dumpy little man
dunce /döns/ n. [C] (informal) someone who is
slow at learning things
dune /dun/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a hill made of
sand near the ocean or in the desert ➔ see picture on
page A11
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dung /döÎ/ n. [U] solid waste from animals, espe-

cially from large animals
dun·geon /'döndZ@n/ n. [C] a prison under the
ground, used in past times [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Old French donjon “central part of a castle,”
from Latin dominus “lord”]
dunk /döÎk/ v. [T] 1 to quickly put something
that you are eating into coffee, milk, etc., and take it
out again 2 to push someone under water for a
short time as a joke 3 to jump up toward the
basket in a game of basketball and throw the ball
down into it —dunk n. [C]
dun·no /d@'noU/ I dunno a way of writing “I do
not know,” used to show how people sound when
they speak
du·o /'duoU/ n. (plural duos) [C] two people who
do something together, especially play music or
sing
du·o·de·num /"du@'din@m, du'Adn-@m/ n. [C]
BIOLOGY the beginning part of your SMALL INTESTINE

dupe /dup/ v. [T] to trick or deceive someone:

People were duped into buying worthless insurance. —dupe n. [C]
du·plex /'duplEks/ n. [C] a type of house that is
divided so that it has two separate homes in it ➔
HOUSE

1

du·pli·cate1 /'dupl@kIt/ n. [C] an exact copy of

something that you can use in the same way: a
duplicate of the front door key [ORIGIN: 1400—
1500 Latin duplicatus, past participle of duplicare “to double”] —duplicate adj.: a duplicate
key
du·pli·cate2 /'dupl@"keIt/ v. [T] 1 to copy
something exactly: Duplicate the letter, just changing the addresses.
THESAURUS

copy, reproduce, replicate,
photocopy, Xerox, forge, pirate ➔ COPY 2

2 to have a situation in which something is done
twice, in a way that is not necessary: To avoid
duplicating each other’s work, each person should
have a specific job to do. —duplication
/"dupl@'keIS@n/ n. [U]

du·plic·i·ty /du'plIs@Ôi/ n. [U] (formal) dishonest

behavior that is intended to deceive someone
dur·a·ble /'dUr@b@l/ adj. 1 staying in good condition for a long time: durable materials 2 (formal)
continuing for a long time: a durable peace
—durability /"dUr@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [U]
du·ra·tion /dU'reIS@n/ Ac n. [U] (formal) the
length of time that something continues: Food was
rationed for the duration of the war.
du·ress /dU'rEs/ n. (formal) under duress as a
result of using illegal or unfair threats: Her confession was made under duress.
dur·ing /'dUrIÎ/ prep. 1 all through a particular
period of time: These animals sleep during the day.

USAGE

During is followed by a particular period of time
and is used to say when something happens:
During the summer, she worked as a lifeguard.
For is followed by words describing a length of
time and is used to say how long something
continues: I lived in Chicago for two years.

2 at some point in a period of time: Henry died
during the night. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 dure “to
continue in existence” (13—19 centuries), from
Old French durer, from Latin durare]
dusk /dösk/ n. [U] the time before it gets dark,
when the sky is becoming less bright [ORIGIN: Old
English dox]
dust1 /döst/ n. [U] dry powder that consists of
extremely small pieces of dirt, sand, etc.: The truck
drove off in a cloud of dust. | The piano was
covered with/in dust. [ORIGIN: Old English]

dust2 v. 1 [I,T] to clean the dust from something: I
just dusted the living room. | He got to his feet and
dusted himself off.
THESAURUS
clean, do the housework,
polish, vacuum, sweep (up), scrub, mop ➔

CLEAN 2

2 [T] to cover something with a fine powder:
Lightly dust the cakes with sugar.
dust sth ↔ off phr. v. to remove something such as
dust or dirt from a surface, using a dry cloth or your
hand

'dust "jacket n. [C] a paper cover that fits over the
hard cover of a book

dust·pan /'dösôpæn/ n. [C] a flat container with a
handle, that you use with a brush to remove dust
and waste from the floor

dust·y /'dösti/ adj. covered or filled with dust: a
dusty room

THESAURUS
dirty, filthy, muddy, greasy,
grimy, soiled, polluted ➔ DIRTY 1

Dutch1 /dötS/ adj. 1 relating to or coming from
the Netherlands 2 relating to the Dutch language

Dutch2 n. 1 [U] the language used in the Nether-

lands 2 the Dutch [plural] the people of the Netherlands

du·ti·ful /'duÔIf@l/ adj. doing what you are
expected to do and behaving in a loyal way: a
dutiful son —dutifully adv.

du·ty /'duÔi/ n. (plural duties) 1 [C,U] something
that you have to do because it is morally or legally
right: It is our duty to speak out against injustice. |
Parents have a duty to protect their children. | jury
duty 2 [C,U] something that you have to do
because it is part of your job: Soldiers are expected
to do their duty. | Please report for duty tomorrow
morning. | his duties at the airport 3 be on/off
duty to be working or not working at a particular
time: Which nurse was on duty last night? 4 [C] a
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tax you pay on something, especially on goods you
bought in another country
"duty-'free adj. duty-free goods can be brought
into a country without paying tax on them —dutyfree adv.
DVD n. [C] digital versatile disc or digital video
disc a type of CD that can store large amounts of
sound, VIDEO , and information ➔ see picture on page
A6

C O L L O C AT I O N S

D

get/rent a DVD
watch a DVD
fast forward a DVD – to press a button to go
forward to a later part
pause a DVD – to stop the DVD for a short time

DV'D "player n. [C] a piece of equipment for

dye1 /daI/ n. [C,U] a substance you use to change
the color of your hair, clothes, etc.

dye2 v. [T] to give something a different color using
a dye: Brian dyed his hair green.

"dyed-in-the-'wool adj. having strong beliefs or

opinions that will never change: a dyed-in-the-wool
Republican
dy·ing /'daI-IÎ/ v. the present participle of DIE
dy·nam·ic /daI'næmIk/ Ac adj. 1 interesting,
exciting, and full of energy and determination to
succeed: She is a dynamic young woman with a lot
of ambition.
THESAURUS
energetic, vigorous, full of
energy, hyperactive, tireless, lively, vital ➔
ENERGETIC

2 continuously moving or changing: a dynamic
process 3 PHYSICS relating to a force or power that
causes movement: The dynamic pressure of the
fluid is caused by its motion. [ORIGIN: 1800—
1900 French dynamique, from Greek dynamikos
“powerful”]
dy·nam·ics /daI'næmIks/ Ac n. [U] 1 the way
in which systems or people behave, react, and
affect each other: family dynamics | the dynamics
of power in large businesses 2 PHYSICS the science
that studies the movement of objects and the forces
related to movement
dy·na·mism /'daIn@"mIz@m/ n. [U] energy and
determination to succeed
dy·na·mite1 /'daIn@"maIt/ n. [U] a powerful
explosive
dynamite2 v. [T] to damage or destroy something
with dynamite
dy·na·mo /'daIn@"moU/ n. (plural dynamos)
[C] 1 (informal) someone who has a lot of energy
and is very excited about what s/he does 2 PHYSICS
a machine that changes some other form of power
into electricity
dy·nas·ty /'daIn@sti/ n. (plural dynasties) [C] a
family of kings or other rulers who have ruled a
country for a long time, or the period of time during
which this family rules: the Ming dynasty [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Late Latin dynastia, from Greek
dynastes “lord”] —dynastic /daI'næstIk/ adj.
THESAURUS
home, house, place,
dys·en·ter·y
/'dIs@n"tEri/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a seriresidence, abode ➔ HOME 1
ous disease of the BOWEL s that makes someone
pass much more waste than usual
dwelt /dwElt/ v. a past tense and past participle of
dys·func·tion·al
/dIs'föÎkS@n@l/ adj. not workDWELL
ing normally or not showing normal social behavdwin·dle /'dwIndl/ v. [I] to gradually become ior: a dysfunctional family
fewer or smaller: Their ten-point lead has dwindled
dys·lex·i·a /dIs'lEksi@/ n. [U] a condition that
now to only four points. —dwindling adj.
makes it difficult for someone to learn to read or
THESAURUS
decrease, go down, drop, fall,
write because s/he cannot recognize or understand
plummet, diminish, decline ➔ DECREASE 1
written words —dyslexic /dIs'lEksIk/ adj.

playing DVDs ➔ see picture on page A6
dwarf1 /dwOrf/ n. [C] 1 an imaginary creature
that looks like a small man: Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs 2 a person, animal, or plant that
does not grow to the normal height
dwarf2 v. [T] to be so big that other things seem
very small: The church is dwarfed by the surrounding buildings.
"dwarf 'planet n. [C] SCIENCE an object in space
like a small PLANET that has a round shape and that
goes around the Sun, but whose GRAVITY is not
strong enough to attract all the small objects near it,
so that the area around it is not clear. Pluto is a
dwarf planet.
dweeb /dwib/ n. [C] (slang) a weak, slightly
strange person who is not popular or fashionable
dwell /dwEl/ v. (past tense and past participle
dwelled or dwelt /dwElt/) [I] (literary) to live in a
particular place
dwell on/upon sth phr. v. to think or talk for too
long about something, especially something
unpleasant: Quit dwelling on the past.
dwell·er /'dwElø/ n. city/town/cave dweller
etc. a person or animal that lives in a city, town,
etc.
dwell·ing /'dwElIÎ/ n. [C] (formal) a house, apartment, etc. where people live
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Ee

E, e /i/ the fifth letter of the English alphabet
E1 /i/ n. [C,U] 1 ENG. LANG. ARTS the third note in the

musical SCALE of C, or the musical KEY based on
this note 2 (slang) the illegal drug ECSTASY
E2, E. the written abbreviation of EAST or EASTERN
each1 /itS/ determiner, pron. 1 every one of two or
more things or people, considered separately: Each
student will be given a book. | We watched as each
of the children performed a dance.
USAGE

Each, every, and all are all used to talk about
every person or thing in a group.
When you are considering them separately, use
each or every with a singular noun: Each/Every
room has a shower.
When you are considering them together, use all
with a plural noun: You answered all the
questions correctly.

2 each and every used in order to emphasize that
you are talking about every person or thing in a
group: This will affect each and every one of us.
each2 adv. for or to every one: The tickets are $5
each. | You can have two cookies each.
each'other pron. used in order to show that each of
two or more people does something to the other or
others: Susan and Robert kissed each other. | They
played with each other all morning. | It’s normal for
people to ignore each other in an elevator.
ea·ger /'igø/ adj. 1 having a strong desire to do
something or a strong interest in something: I’ve
been eager to meet you. | a young woman eager for
success | hundreds of eager fans
THESAURUS
enthusiastic, passionate,
ardent, zealous, fanatical ➔ ENTHUSIASTIC

2 eager to please willing to do what people want
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French aigre, from
adv.
Latin
acer
“sharp”]
—eagerly
—eagerness n. [U]
ea·gle /'ig@l/ n. [C] a large wild bird, with a beak
like a hook, that eats small animals, birds, etc.
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French aigle, from
Latin aquila]
ear /Ir/ n. 1 [C] one of the two parts of your body
that you hear with: She got her ears pierced. | Mark
whispered something in her ear. ➔ see picture on page
A3 2 [U] the ability to hear, recognize, or copy
sounds, especially in music and languages: Joel has
a good ear for music. 3 [C] the top part of plants,
that produces grain: an ear of corn 4 go in one ear
and out the other (informal) to be heard and then
forgotten immediately 5 be all ears (informal) to be
very interested in listening to someone: Go ahead,
I’m all ears. 6 be up to your ears in sth (informal)

to be very busy with something: I’m up to my ears in
work. 7 smile/grin from ear to ear to smile in a
very happy way [ORIGIN: (1) Old English eare]
➔ play it by ear at PLAY 1, play sth by ear at PLAY 1,
wet behind the ears at WET 1
ear·drum /'Irdröm/ n. [C] a tight thin MEMBRANE (=layer like skin) over the inside of your ear
that allows you to hear sound
ear·lobe /'IrloUb/ n. [C] the soft piece of flesh at
the bottom of your ear
ear·ly1 /'øli/ adj. 1 in the first part of a period of
time, event, or process ANT late: She woke in the
early morning. | a man in his early twenties |
George Gershwin’s early musical compositions 2 before the usual or expected time
ANT late: The train was ten minutes early. | I was a
few minutes early for my appointment. 3 existing
before other people, events, machines, etc. of the
same kind ANT late: early settlers in New
England 4 the early days the time when something had just started to be done or to exist: the
early days of television | the early days of his
presidency 5 at an early age when someone is
very young: He was orphaned at an early
age. 6 at the earliest used in order to say that a
particular time is the soonest that something can
happen: He’ll arrive on Monday at the earliest. 7 the early hours the time between MIDNIGHT and morning 8 early bird someone who
gets up early or arrives early [ORIGIN: Old English
ærlice, from ær “early, soon”]
early2 adv. 1 before the usual, arranged, or
expected time ANT late: Arrive early if you want a
good seat. 2 near the beginning of a period of
time, an event, a process, etc. ANT late: These
flowers were planted early in the spring. | I’ll have
to leave early. 3 early on near the beginning of an
event, relationship, process, etc.: I realized early on
that it wasn’t going to work.
ear·mark /'IrmArk/ v. [T] to decide that something will be used for a particular purpose: funds
that are earmarked for highway repairs
ear·muffs /'Irmöfs/ n. [plural] two pieces of
material attached to the ends of a band, that you
wear to keep your ears warm
earn /øn/ v. [T] 1 to get money for the work you
do: Alan earns $40,000 a year. | I’d like to earn
some extra money. | She earns a living (=gets the
money for the things she needs) as a teacher.
THESAURUS

make – to earn or get money: Ashley makes a
little money by babysitting.

get – to receive money for doing work or selling
something: How much do you get an hour?

be/get paid – to be given money for doing a
job: I get paid monthly.

gross – to earn an amount as a total amount,

before tax has been taken away: The movie
grossed 18 million dollars in its first weekend.
net – to earn a particular amount of money after
paying taxes: She netted only $300 for a rug that
took her 150 hours to weave.
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2 to make a profit from business, or from putting
money in a bank, lending it, etc.: The movie earned
$7 million during the opening weekend. | I earned
$5,000 from my investments last year. 3 to get
something that you deserve or have worked for:
Amelia Earhart had earned the respect of the male
pilots. | He earned a degree in history at Columbia.

ear·nest1 /'ønIst/ adj. serious and sincere
—earnestly adv. —earnestness n. [U]

earnest2 n. 1 in earnest happening more seri-

ously or with greater effort than before: Training
begins in earnest on Monday. 2 be in earnest to
be serious about what you are saying: Are you sure
he was in earnest?
earn·ings /'ønIÎz/ n. [plural] 1 the money that
you earn by working

E

THESAURUS
pay, income, salary, wages,
bonus, remuneration ➔ PAY 2

2 the profit that a company makes

ear·phones /'IrfoUnz/ n. [plural] electrical
equipment that you put over or into your ears to
listen to a radio, CD player, etc.

ear·plug /'Irplög/ n. [C usually plural] a small
piece of rubber that you put into your ear to keep
out noise or water

ear·ring /'IrIÎ/ n. [C usually plural] a piece of

jewelry that you fasten to your ear ➔ see picture at

JEWELRY

ear·shot /'IrSAt/ n. within earshot/out of earshot near enough or not near enough to hear what
someone is saying

'ear-"splitting adj. very loud: an ear-splitting
scream

THESAURUS
loud, noisy, rowdy,
thunderous, deafening, shrill, raucous,
resounding, sonorous ➔ LOUD 1

earth /øθ/ n. 1 also (the) Earth

EARTH SCIENCES

2 [U] the substance that plants, trees, etc. grow in
SYN dirt, soil: footprints in the wet earth
THESAURUS
GROUND 1

ground, floor, land, soil ➔

3 what/why/how etc. on earth...? (spoken) said
when you are asking a question when you are very
surprised or annoyed: What on earth did you do to
your hair? [ORIGIN: Old English eorthe] ➔ DOWN-

the PLANET that we live on, which is third from the
Sun: The Earth moves around the Sun. | the return
to Earth after landing on the moon | Oil is found TO-EARTH
below the Earth’s surface. | the most beautiful earth·ly /'øθli/ adj. 1 (literary) relating to life on
woman on earth ➔ see picture at SOLAR SYSTEM
Earth rather than in heaven: all my earthly possesTHESAURUS
sions 2 no earthly reason/use/chance etc. no
reason, use, etc. at all
Earth – the planet we live on: the origin of life
on Earth.
earth·quake /'øθkweIk/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a
world – the planet we live on, considered as a
sudden shaking of the Earth’s surface that often
place where there are people and countries,
causes a lot of damage
mountains and oceans, etc.: It’s one of the largest
"
earth
'science n. [C] a science such as GEOLcountries in the world.
OGY or GEOGRAPHY , that involves studying the
You can use Earth to mean “the world”: It’s the
physical structure and development of the Earth
highest mountain on Earth. | It’s the highest
mountain in the world.
'earth-"shattering also 'earth-"shaking adj.
When you compare the Earth’s surface to the
surprising or shocking and very important
ocean, use land: After weeks at sea, the sailors
earth·worm
/'øθwøm/ n. [C] a WORM
saw land.
When you compare the Earth’s surface to the sky, use
earth·y /'øθi/ adj. 1 talking about life, sex, and
Earth: The space shuttle returned to Earth safely.
the human body in an honest and direct way: an

easy
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earthy sense of humor 2 tasting, smelling, or looking like earth or soil: mushrooms with an earthy
flavor —earthiness n. [U]
ease1 /iz/ n. 1 with ease if you do something
with ease, it is very easy for you to do it: They won
with ease. 2 at ease a) feeling comfortable and
confident: She tried to make the new students feel
at ease. | She felt completely at ease with Barry. |
You always look ill at ease (=not relaxed) in a suit. |
Miguel’s smile put her at ease. b) (spoken) used in
order to tell soldiers to stand in a relaxed way with
their feet apart 3 ease of use/access/repair
etc. the quality of being easy to use, etc.: The
software’s ease of use is an important selling
point. 4 [U] the ability to feel or behave in a
natural or relaxed way: He had a natural ease,
which made him very popular.

ease2 v. 1 [I,T] to make something less severe or
difficult, or to become less severe or difficult: He
was given drugs to ease the pain. | Tensions in the
region have eased slightly.
THESAURUS
relieve, lessen, soothe,
alleviate, palliate ➔ REDUCE

2 [T] to move something or someone slowly and
carefully into another place: Ease the patient onto/
out of the bed.
ease up phr. v. 1 also ease off if something,
especially something that annoys you, eases off or
eases up, it becomes less or gets better: The rain is
starting to ease up. 2 to work less hard or do
something less often than before: In the last quarter
of the game, some of the players seemed to be
easing up.

ea·sel /'iz@l/ n. [C] a frame that you put a painting

on while you paint it [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Dutch
ezel “donkey;” because an easel carries a painting as a donkey carries a person]

Use in the north/south/east/west of sth in
order to say which part of a place you are talking
about: The mountains are in the west of the
country.
Use northern, southern, eastern, western with
the name of a place: She grew up in northern
Ontario.
Don’t say “in the north of Ontario.”

east2 adj. 1 in, to, or facing east: 12 miles east of

Portland | the east coast of the island 2 east wind
a wind coming from the east
east3 adv. 1 toward the east: Go east on I-80 to
Omaha. | The window faces east. 2 back East in
or to the eastern part of the U.S.: He went to college
back East.
east·bound /'isôbaUnd/ adj. traveling or leading
toward the east: eastbound traffic | the eastbound
lanes of the freeway
"East 'Coast n. the East Coast the part of the
U.S. that is next to the Atlantic Ocean, especially
the states north of Washington, D.C.
Eas·ter /'istø/ n. 1 a holiday on a Sunday in
March or April when Christians celebrate the death
of Christ and his return to life: Easter Sunday 2 the period of time just before and after this
day: We went skiing in Vermont at Easter. [ORIGIN:
from Old English eastre]

"Easter 'Bunny n. the Easter Bunny an imagi-

nary rabbit that children believe brings colored
eggs and chocolate at Easter

'Easter egg n. [C] an egg that has been colored
and decorated

east·er·ly /'istøli/ adj. 1 in or toward the east:
sailing in an easterly direction 2 easterly winds
come from the east

eas·i·ly /'iz@li/ adv. 1 without difficulty: They

east·ern /'istøn/ adj. 1 in or from the east part

east1, East /ist/ n. [singular, U] 1 the direction

east·ern·er, Easterner /'istønø/ n. [C] some-

won easily. | The instructions can be easily understood. 2 without doubt SYN definitely: She is
easily the most intelligent girl in the class. 3 used
in order to say that something is possible or very
likely: The first signs of the disease can easily be
overlooked.

from which the Sun rises: Which way is east? ➔ see
picture at NORTH 1 2 the east the eastern part of a
country, state, etc.: Rain will spread to the east
later today. | the east of Texas 3 the East a) the
part of the U.S. east of the Mississippi River,
especially the states north of Washington, D.C.: He
was born in the East but now lives in California. b) the countries in Asia, especially China,
Japan, and Korea c) the countries in the eastern
part of Europe, especially those that had Communist governments [ORIGIN: Old English]
USAGE

Use north/south/east/west of sth in order to
describe where a place is in relation to another
place: Chicago is south of Milwaukee.

of an area, country, state, etc.: eastern
Oregon 2 Eastern in or from the countries in
Asia, especially China, Japan, and Korea: Eastern
religions 3 in or from the countries in the eastern
part of Europe, especially those that used to have
Communist governments ➔ see USAGE box at EAST 1

one who comes from the eastern part of a country
or the eastern HEMISPHERE

"Eastern 'Europe n. the eastern part of Europe,

including places such as Poland and part of Russia
—Eastern European adj.

east·ern·most /'istøn"moUst/ adj. farthest east:
the easternmost part of the island

east·ward /'istwød/ adj., adv. toward the east
eas·y1 /'izi/ adj. 1 not difficult: Making brownies

is easy. | I want a book that’s easy to read. | There
must be an easier way to do this. | The programs
are easy for teachers to use in the classroom. |
Having some more people to help will definitely
make things a lot easier.

E

easy
THESAURUS
simple, straightforward,
uncomplicated, facile ➔ SIMPLE

E
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ingest (formal) – to eat or swallow something:

The drug produces an unpleasant reaction if the
patient then ingests alcohol.
be dieting/be on a diet – to eat less than
normal in order to become thinner: No cake for
me, thanks – I’m on a diet. ➔ DRINK 2

2 comfortable and not feeling worried or anxious: I
have a pretty easy life. 3 easy way out a way of
doing something that ends a difficult situation, but
that is not the best way 4 I’m easy (spoken) used
in order to show that you do not mind what choice 2 [I] to have a meal: What time do we eat? | We
is made: “Do you want to go to the movies or stay can’t afford to eat at restaurants very often. 3 eat
in and watch a DVD?” “Oh, I’m easy.” 5 easy your words (informal) to admit that what you said
money (informal) money that you do not have to was wrong 4 [T] also eat up (spoken) to use all of
work hard to get 6 (informal, disapproving) some- something until it is gone: That car of mine just
one who is easy has a lot of sexual part- eats up money. [ORIGIN: Old English etan]
ners 7 eggs over easy eggs cooked on a hot eat sth ↔ away, eat away at sth phr. v. to
surface and turned over quickly before serving, so gradually remove, reduce, or destroy something:
that the YOLK s (=yellow part) are not completely Rust had eaten away at the metal frame.
cooked [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old French aisié, eat into sth phr. v. 1 to gradually reduce the
amount of time, money, etc. that is available: Unexfrom aise “comfort”]
easy2 adv. 1 take it easy a) to relax and not do pected car expenses are really eating into our
very much: The doctor told him to take it easy when savings. 2 to damage or destroy something: Acid
he got home. b) (spoken) used in order to tell has eaten into the surface of the metal.
someone to become less upset or angry 2 go eat out phr. v. to eat in a restaurant: Do you eat out
easy on/with sth (informal) to not use too much of a lot?
something: Go easy on the salt; it’s not good for eat (sth ↔) up phr. v. (spoken) to eat all of someyou. 3 go easy on sb (informal) to be more gentle thing: Come on, Kaylee, eat up! | I told her to eat
and less strict or angry with someone: Go easy on up her breakfast.
Peter – he’s having a hard time at school. 4 rest/ eat·er /'iÔø/ n. big/light/fussy etc. eater somesleep easy to be able to relax because you are not one who eats a lot, not much, only particular things,
worried or anxious: I won’t rest easy until I know etc.
she’s safe. 5 easier said than done (spoken)
eat·er·y /'iÔ@ri/ n. (plural eateries) [C] a restauused when it would be difficult to actually do what
rant, especially an informal one
someone has suggested: I should just tell her to go
away, but that’s easier said than done. 6 easy 'eating dis"order n. [C] a medical condition in
does it (spoken) used in order to tell someone to be which you do not eat normal amounts of food or do
not eat regularly ➔ ANOREXIA , BULIMIA
careful, especially when s/he is moving something
eaves /ivz/ n. [plural] the edges of a roof that stick
'easy chair n. [C] a large comfortable chair
eas·y·go·ing /"izi'goUIÎX/ adj. not easily wor- out beyond the walls
ried or annoyed: Phil’s pretty easygoing.
eaves·drop /'ivzdrAp/ v. (eavesdropped,
eavesdropping) [I] to listen secretly to other peoTHESAURUS
calm, relaxed, laid-back,
ple’s conversations ➔ OVERHEAR : Her sister had
mellow, cool, placid, serene ➔ CALM 2
been eavesdropping on our conversations. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 eavesdropper “someone who
"easy 'listening n. [U] music that is relaxing to stands close to a wall, where rainwater drops
listen to
from the eaves, in order to listen secretly”]
eat /it/ v. (past tense ate /eIt/, past participle eaten —eavesdropper n. [C]
/'it§n/) 1 [I,T] to put food in your mouth and ebb1 /Eb/ n. 1 ebb and flow a situation or state
swallow it: Paula ate a sandwich. | Jimmy chatted in which something decreases and increases in a
happily as he ate. | Do you and Kevin want some- type of pattern: the ebb and flow of his popularthing to eat? | Tom sat at the table, eating ity 2 be at a low ebb to be in a bad state or
breakfast/lunch/dinner. | You need to exercise, eat condition: By March 1933, the economy was at its
right (=eat healthy food), and get plenty of rest. | I lowest ebb. 3 [singular, U] EARTH SCIENCES an ebb
haven’t had a bite to eat (=some food) all day!
tide ➔ FLOOD
THESAURUS
ebb2 v. [I] 1 also ebb away (literary) to gradually
devour (formal), gobble up (informal), wolf
decrease: His courage slowly ebbed away. 2 EARTH
down (informal) – to eat something very quickly:
SCIENCES if the TIDE ebbs, it flows away from the
He devoured the rest of the cake. | She wolfed
shore
down a hamburger.
'ebb tide n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES the flow of the
nibble (on) – to take small bites of something
ocean away from the shore, when the TIDE goes out
and eat only a little bit of it: Sarah nibbled on a
➔ FLOOD TIDE
cookie and sipped her coffee.
eb·o·ny /'Eb@ni/ n. 1 [C,U] a tree with dark hard
pick at – to eat only a little bit of your food
wood, or the wood itself 2 [U] (literary) a black
because you are not hungry: He only picked at
color —ebony adj.
his dinner.
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e·bul·lient /I'böly@nt, I'bUl-/ adj. (formal) very

happy and excited: an ebullient live performance
—ebullience n. [U]
e-busi·ness /'i "bIznIs/ n. [U] IT E-COMMERCE
ec·cen·tric1 /Ik'sEntrIk/ adj. behaving in a way
that is unusual and different from most people: an
eccentric professor [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Late
Latin eccentricus, from Greek ekkentros “out of
the center”] —eccentricity /"EksEn'trIs@Ôi/ n.
[C,U]

THESAURUS
strange, funny, peculiar,
curious, mysterious, odd, weird, bizarre ➔
STRANGE 1

eccentric2 n. [C] someone who behaves in a way

that is different from what is usual or socially
accepted
ec·cle·si·as·ti·cal /I"klizi'æstIk@l/ adj. relating
to the Christian church
ech·e·lon /'ES@"lAn/ n. [C] a rank or level of
authority in an organization, business, etc., or the
people at that level
ech·o1 /'EkoU/ v. (past tense and past participle
echoed) 1 [I] if a sound echoes, it is heard again
because it was made near something such as a wall
or a hill: voices echoing around the cave 2 [I] if a
place echoes, it is full of a sound: The theater
echoed with laughter. 3 [T] to repeat what someone else has said, an idea, or an opinion: This man’s
words echo the feelings of soldiers throughout history.
ech·o2 /'EkoU/ n. (plural echoes) [C] 1 a sound
that you hear again because it was made near
something such as a wall or a hill 2 something that
is very similar to something that has happened or
been said before: The play has echoes of Chekhov.
e·clec·tic /I'klEktIk/ adj. including a mixture of
many different things or people
e·clipse1 /I'klIps/ n. [C] PHYSICS an occasion when
you cannot see the Sun because the Moon is
between the Sun and the Earth, or when you cannot
see the Moon because it is covered by the Earth’s
shadow: an eclipse of the Moon [ORIGIN: 1200—
1300 Old French, Greek ekleipsis, from
ekleipein “to leave out, fail”]
eclipse2 v. [T] 1 to become more powerful,
famous, important, etc. than someone or something
else, so that he, she, or it is no longer noticed: The
state of the economy has eclipsed every other issue
in this election year. 2 PHYSICS to make the sun or
moon disappear in an eclipse
e·co·log·i·cal /"ik@'lAdZIk@l, "E-/ adj. 1 EARTH
SCIENCES relating to the way that plants, animals,
and people are connected to each other and to their
environment: The oil spill caused ecological problems. 2 relating to making or keeping the environment healthy: an ecological study —ecologically
adv.

e·col·o·gy /I'kAl@dZi/ n. [singular, U]
ENCES

EARTH SCI-

the way in which plants, animals, and people

ecosystem

are connected to each other and to their environment, or the study of this [ORIGIN: 1800—1900
Greek oikos “house, living place” + -logia
“study”] —ecologist n. [C]
e-com·merce /'i "kAmøs/ also e-business n.
[U] IT the practice of buying and selling things using
the Internet
ec·o·nom·ic /"Ek@'nAmIkX, "i-/ Ac adj. ECONOMICS relating to business, industry, and managing
money: Economic growth has been slow. | the
country’s economic system | Economic conditions
have changed.
ec·o·nom·i·cal /"Ek@'nAmIk@l, "i-/ Ac adj.
using time, money, products, etc. without wasting
any: an economical way to produce energy |
Smaller goods are more economical to transport
than large, heavy goods.
"i-/
ec·o·nom·i·cally
/"Ek@'nAmIkli,
adv. 1 ECONOMICS in a way that is related to systems of money, trade, or business: economically
depressed areas of the country | Economically, our
city has never been stronger. 2 in a way that uses
money, goods, time, etc. without wasting any
➔ EFFICIENTLY : We need to produce food as economically as possible.
ec·o·nom·ics /"Ek@'nAmIks, "i-/ Ac n. [U]
ECONOMICS the study of the way in which money,
goods, and services are produced and used: One
law of economics says that competition drives
down prices. | market economics

"economic 'sanctions n. [plural]

ECONOMICS

official orders or laws that stop trade, communication, etc. with another country, as a way of forcing
its leaders to make political changes
e"conomies of 'scale n. [plural] ECONOMICS the
decrease in the cost of each product a company
makes, which happens as the total number of products they make increases
e·con·o·mist /I'kAn@mIst/ Ac n. [C] ECONOMICS someone who studies economics
e·con·o·mize /I'kAn@"maIz/ v. [I] to reduce the
amount of money, time, goods, etc. that you use
e·con·o·my1 /I'kAn@mi/ Ac n. (plural economies) 1 [C] ECONOMICS the way that money, businesses, and products are organized in a particular
country, area, etc.: the growing economies of southeast Asia | The project will add 600 jobs to the local
economy (=in a particular town or city). | the
global/world economy 2 [U] the careful use of
money, time, products, etc. so that nothing is
wasted: For reasons of economy, the oil is cleaned
and reused. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French, Greek
oikonomia, from oikonomos “manager of a
house”]
economy2 adj. economy size/package etc.
the biggest container that a product is sold in
e'conomy "class also economy n. [U] the
cheapest way to travel on an airplane
e·co·sys·tem /'ikoU"sIst@m/ n. [C] BIOLOGY all
the animals and plants in a particular area, and the

E

ecotourism
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way in which they are connected to each other and
to their environment
e·co·tour·ism /"ikoU'tUrIz@m/ n. [U] the business of organizing vacations to areas where people
can see the beauty of nature in a way that will not
hurt the environment
ec·sta·sy /'Ekst@si/ n. 1 [C,U] a feeling of
extreme happiness: I laughed in pure
ecstasy. 2 Ecstasy [U] an illegal drug that gives a
feeling of happiness and energy [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Old French, Greek ekstasis, from existanai
“to make mad”]
ec·stat·ic /Ik'stæÔIk, Ek-/ adj. feeling extremely
happy and excited: Luke is ecstatic about being
accepted at Harvard.

E

THESAURUS
happy, glad, pleased,
content, delighted, thrilled, overjoyed,
jubilant, elated ➔ HAPPY

ec·to·therm /'EktoU"θøm/ n. [C] BIOLOGY an ani-

mal that depends on the Sun or the heat from its
environment to raise and control the temperature of
its body. All animals except birds and MAMMAL s
are ectotherms. ➔ ENDOTHERM
ec·u·men·i·cal /"Eky@'mEnIk@l/ adj. bringing
together different Christian churches, or supporting
this
ec·ze·ma /'Eks@m@, 'Egz@m@, Ig'zim@/ n. [U]
BIOLOGY a condition in which skin becomes dry and
red, and begins to ITCH
ed. the written abbreviation of EDUCATION
ed·dy /'Edi/ n. (plural eddies) [C] a circular movement of water, wind, dust, etc. —eddy v. [I]
edge1 /EdZ/ n. [C] 1 the part of something that is
farthest from the center: the edge of the table | Bill
sat on the edge of the bed. | cars parked at the edge
of the street
THESAURUS

border – the official line that separates two

countries, states, or areas: the border between
Mexico and the United States
boundary – the line that marks the edge of a
surface, space, or area of land inside a country:
The Mississippi River forms a natural boundary
between Tennessee and Arkansas.
perimeter – the border around an area of land,
an area, or a shape: the fence around the
perimeter of the school
rim – the outside edge of something, especially
something circular such as a glass: There was
lipstick on the rim of the cup.
margin – the empty space at the side of a
printed page: I wrote some notes in the margins.
hem – the edge of a piece of cloth that is turned
over and sewed down, especially the lower edge
of a skirt, pair of pants, etc.: The hem of her dress
was coming down.
curb – the edge of the sidewalk, next to the
street: If the curb is painted red, you may not park
next to it.

2 the area beside a steep slope: the edge of a
cliff 3 the thin sharp part of a tool used for cutting 4 an advantage in a competition, game, or
fight: Good service gives our company an edge. |
American companies have an edge over/on their
competition in this technology. 5 be on edge to
feel nervous because you are expecting something
bad to happen: Rudy was on edge all night. 6 a
quality in someone’s voice that makes it sound
angry or not sympathetic 7 on the edge of sth
close to the point at which something different,
especially something bad, will happen: The country’s economy is on the edge of collapse. 8 on the
edge of your seat excited and interested: a
thriller that will keep you on the edge of your seat
[ORIGIN: Old English ecg] ➔ CUTTING EDGE
edge2 v. 1 [I,T] to move slowly and gradually, or
to make something do this: Robert edged toward
the door. | We edged closer, trying to see. 2 [I,T] to
develop or increase slowly and gradually, or to
make something do this: The price of gasoline is
edging up. 3 [T] to put something on the edge or
border of something else: a tablecloth edged with
lace
edge sb ↔ out phr. v. to beat someone in an
election, competition, etc. by a small amount: He
edged out Sorenson by fewer than 200 votes.
edge·wise /'EdZwaIz/ adv. 1 not get a word
in edgewise to not be able to say something in a
conversation because someone else is talking too
much 2 with the edge or thinnest part forward:
Slide the table in edgewise.
edg·y /'EdZi/ adj. nervous and easy to upset
ed·i·ble /'Ed@b@l/ adj. something that is edible is
safe or acceptable to eat ANT inedible [ORIGIN:
1600—1700 Late Latin edibilis, from Latin
edere “to eat”]
e·dict /'idIkt/ n. [C] (formal) an official public
order made by someone in a position of power
ed·i·fice /'Ed@fIs/ n. [C] (formal) a large building
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French, Latin aedificium,
from aedificare “to build a house”]
ed·it /'EdIt/ Ac v. [T] to prepare a book, movie,
article, etc. for printing or broadcasting by removing mistakes, deciding what to include, etc.: The
magazine is written, edited, and published by
students. | Editing documents is much easier on a
computer.
e·di·tion /I'dIS@n/ Ac n. [C] 1 the form that a
book is printed in: the new edition of this dictionary 2 the copies of a book, newspaper, etc. that
are produced and printed at the same time: They
published a limited edition of 2,000 copies. | The
first edition of the book was published in 1836.
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin editus, past participle of edere “to give out, produce”]
ed·i·tor /'Ed@Ôø/ Ac n. [C] 1 the person who
decides what should be included in a newspaper,
magazine, etc.: the managing editor of the Miami
Herald | Mr. Murray is a former newspaper editor.
➔ NEWSPAPER 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS someone who

effort
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prepares a book, movie, etc. for printing or broadcasting by deciding what to include and checking
for any mistakes 3 IT a computer program that
allows you to write and make changes to saved
information —editorial /"Ed@'tOri@l/ adj.
ed·i·to·ri·al /"Ed@'tOri@l/ Ac n. [C] a piece of
writing in a newspaper that gives the opinion of the
writer rather than reporting facts: The New York
Times published an editorial on (=about) gun control laws.
ed·u·cate /'EdZ@"keIt/ v. [T] to teach someone,
especially in a school or college: Most Americans
are educated in public schools. | He was educated
at Harvard. | a program to educate teenagers about
contraception [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin, past
participle of educare “to bring up, educate”]
—educator n. [C]
ed·u·cat·ed /'EdZ@"keIÔId/ adj. 1 having
knowledge as a result of studying or being taught:
well-educated women 2 educated guess a
guess that is likely to be correct because you know
something about the subject
ed·u·ca·tion /"EdZ@'keIS@n/ n. 1 [singular, U]
the process of learning in a school or other program
of study: They wanted their children to get a good
education. | parents saving for their kids’ college
education 2 [U] the institutions and people
involved with teaching: careers in education | funding for schools and higher education (=colleges)
ed·u·ca·tion·al /"EdZ@'keIS@n@l/ adj. 1 relating to teaching and learning: educational systems 2 teaching you something that you did not
know: educational television | The games are educational. —educationally adv.
ed·u·tain·ment /"EdZu'teInm@nt/ n. [U] movies, television programs, or computer SOFTWARE
that both educate and entertain children
eel /il/ n. [C] a long thin fish that looks like a snake
ee·rie /'Iri/ adj. strange and frightening: an eerie
light —eerily adv.
ef·face /I'feIs/ v. [T] 1 (formal) to destroy or
remove something so that it cannot be seen or
noticed: textbooks that efface certain incidents in
the past
THESAURUS
REMOVE

remove, erase, expunge ➔

2 put sth into effect to make a plan or idea
happen: The policy was put into effect in
2006. 3 come/go into effect to start officially:
The new tax laws come into effect January
1st. 4 be in effect to be being used: The ban is
already in effect. 5 take effect to start to have
results, or to start being used: The drug should take
effect in about ten minutes. 6 in effect used when
you are describing what the real situation is, instead
of what it seems to be: In effect, I’ll be earning less
than last year. 7 effects [plural] (formal) the things
that someone owns SYN belongings ➔ SPECIAL

EFFECTS

effect2 v. [T] (formal) to make something happen
ef·fec·tive /I'fEktIv/ adj. 1 producing the result

that was wanted or intended ANT ineffective: an
effective medicine for headaches | an effective way
to teach reading | Bicycle helmets are effective in
preventing some types of injuries. 2 be/become
effective to be in use, or to start to be in use
officially: These prices are effective from April 1.
—effectiveness n. [U]
ef·fec·tive·ly /I'fEktIvli/ adv. 1 in a way that
produces the result you wanted: The game helps
children practice their times tables effectively. 2 used in order to describe the real facts of a
situation SYN actually: Many poor people effectively do not have any health care.
ef·fem·i·nate /I'fEm@nIt/ adj. a man or boy who
is effeminate behaves like a woman or girl
ef·fer·ves·cent /"Efø'vEs@nt/ adj. 1 a liquid
that is effervescent has BUBBLE s of gas rising in
it 2 someone who is effervescent is very active and
happy —effervescence n. [U]
ef·fi·ca·cious /"Ef@'keIS@sX/ adj. (formal) producing the result that was intended SYN effective
—efficaciously adv. —efficacy /'EfIk@si/ n. [U]
ef·fi·cient /I'fIS@nt/ adj. working well, quickly,
and without wasting time, energy, or effort
ANT inefficient: an efficient use of space | She’s
very efficient. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin,
present participle of efficere “to cause to happen”] —efficiency n. [U]: The company needs to
improve the efficiency of its factories.
—efficiently adv.
THESAURUS
organized, well-run,
businesslike ➔ ORGANIZED

2 efface yourself (literary) to behave in a way that
makes other people not notice you ➔ SELF-EFFACING

ef·fi·gy /'Ef@dZi/ n. (plural effigies) [C] a model of

ef·fect1 /I'fEkt/ n. 1 [C,U] the way in which an

ef·flu·ent /'Eflu@nt/ n. [C,U] (formal) liquid waste
ef·fort /'Eføt/ n. 1 [U] the physical or mental

event, action, or person changes someone or something ➔ AFFECT : the effects of a long illness | Her
parents’ divorce had a big effect on her. | One side
effect (=additional effect) of the drug is
drowsiness. | What parents do has a profound/
lasting/major effect on children’s lives.
THESAURUS
result, consequences,
aftereffects, side effect, outcome, upshot,
repercussions ➔ RESULT 1

someone, especially one that is burned as a protest

energy needed to do something: Kenny put a lot of
effort into his report. | It takes very little effort to
watch TV. | This dish takes time to prepare, but it’s
worth the effort. 2 [C,U] an attempt to do something, especially something difficult: The area has
been restored in an effort to attract tourists. | Ken
made a conscious effort (=deliberate effort) to
avoid the same mistakes. | a famine relief effort

E

effortless
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ef·fort·less /'Eføt§lIs/ adj. done in a skillful way

E

that seems easy: Brad’s effortless skiing
—effortlessly adv.
ef·front·er·y /I'frönô@ri/ n. [U] (old-fashioned)
behavior that you think someone should be
ashamed of, although s/he does not seem to be
ashamed: He had the effrontery to challenge his
teacher!
ef·ful·gent /I'fUldZ@nt/ adj. (literary) beautiful
and bright
ef·fu·sive /I'fyusIv/ adj. showing strong excited
feelings: effusive greetings —effusively adv.
EFL n. [U] English as a Foreign Language the
methods used for teaching English to people whose
first language is not English, and who do not live in
an English-speaking country
e.g. /"i 'dZi/ a written abbreviation that means “for
example”: the Gulf States, e.g. Texas, Louisiana,
and Mississippi
e·gal·i·tar·i·an /I"gæl@'tEri@n/ adj. believing
that everyone should have the same rights and
opportunities —egalitarianism n. [U]
egg1 /Eg/ n. [C] 1 a round object with a hard
surface, that contains a baby bird, insect, snake,
etc.: a turtle laying eggs in the sand | Some of the
eggs were hatching (=breaking open to allow the
baby out). ➔ see picture on page A2 2 an egg,
especially from a chicken, used as food: fried eggs |
Joe dipped his toast in his egg yolk (=the yellow
part). | Whisk the egg whites (=white part) until
stiff. 3 BIOLOGY a cell produced inside a female,
that can combine with a SPERM (=male cell) to
make a baby animal or person [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Old Norse]

egg2 v.

egg sb ↔ on phr. v. to encourage someone to do
something, especially something s/he does not want
to do or should not do
egg·plant /'Egplænt/ n. [C,U] a large shiny dark
purple fruit that is cooked and eaten as a vegetable
➔ see picture at VEGETABLE

egg·shell /'EgSEl/ n. [C,U] the hard outside part of
a bird or REPTILE ’s egg

e·go /'igoU/ n. (plural egos) [C] 1 the opinion that

will be at eight. 3 eight years old: My cousin is
eight. [ORIGIN: Old English eahta]
eight·een /"eI'tinX/ number 18 —eighteenth
number

eighth /eItθ/ number 1 8th 2 1/8
eight·y /'eIÔi/ number 1 80 2 the eight-

ies a) the years between 1980 and 1989 b) the
numbers between 80 and 89, especially when used
in measuring temperature 3 be in your eighties
to be between 80 and 89 years old: He’s in his
early/mid/late eighties. —eightieth /'eIÔiIθ/ num-

ber

ei·ther1 /'iDø, 'aI-/ conjunction used in order to

begin a list of possibilities separated by “or”:
There’s either coffee or tea to drink. | Either she
leaves, or I do!
either2 determiner, pron. 1 one or the other of two
people or things: Do you know either of these two
women? | There’s chocolate or vanilla – you can
have either. 2 used in order to show that a negative
statement is true about both of two things or
people: I’ve lived in New York and Chicago, but I
don’t like either city very much. 3 either side/
end/hand etc. both sides, ends, etc.: He was
standing there with a policeman on either side of
him. 4 either way used to show that both of two
things are true, possible, or likely: You can go by
train or plane, but either way it’s expensive. | The
vote could go either way (=both results are possible).
GRAMMAR

either, either of

Either is used with a singular noun form and a
singular verb: I can meet you on Wednesday or
Thursday – either day is good for me.
Either of is used with a plural noun form or
pronoun. In formal speech and writing, use a
singular verb: Has either of them called yet? In
informal speech and writing, you can use a
plural verb: Have either of them called yet?

either ... or, neither ... nor

When you use these phrases in formal speech
or writing, use a singular verb if the second
noun is singular: If either Doris or Meg calls,
please take a message. | Neither she nor her
husband want to live there.
If the second noun is plural, use a plural verb: If
either my sister or my parents come, please let
them in.

you have about yourself: a player with a big ego
(=he thinks he is very good) 2 ego trip (informal,
disapproving) something that someone does for
himself/herself because it makes him/her feel good either3 adv. 1 used in negative sentences to mean
or important
“also”: “I can’t swim.” “I can’t either.” 2 me
also
e·go·ism either (spoken, nonstandard) used in order to say
e·go·tism
/'ig@"tIz@m/
/'igoU"Iz@m/ n. [U] the belief that you are more that a negative statement is also true about you: “I
interesting or important than other people don’t like broccoli.” “Me either.”
—egotist n. [C] —egotistical /"ig@'tIstIk@l/ e·jac·u·late /I'dZæky@"leIt/ v. [I,T] when a male
adj.
ejaculates, SPERM comes out of his PENIS
e·gre·gious /I'gridZ@s/ adj. (formal) an egregious —ejaculation /I"dZæky@'leIS@n/ n. [C,U]
ERROR (=mistake), failure, etc. is extremely bad
e·ject /I'dZEkt/ v. 1 [T] to make something come
and noticeable —egregiously adv.
out of a machine by pressing a button: Press the red
eight /eIt/ number 1 8 2 eight o’clock: Dinner button to eject the DVD. 2 [T] to push or throw out

electric
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with force: the lava and ash ejected by the volcano 3 [T] to make someone leave a place: Both
players were ejected from the game. 4 [I] to jump
out of an airplane that is going to crash [ORIGIN:
1400—1500 Latin ejectus, past participle of
eicere “to throw out”] —ejection /I'dZEkS@n/ n.

[C,U]

eke /ik/ v.

eke sth ↔ out phr. v. 1 to make something such
as food or money last a long time by carefully using
only small amounts of it 2 eke out a living/an
existence to get just enough food or money to live
on

e·lab·o·rate1 /I'læbrIt/ adj. having a lot of small
details or parts that are connected together in a
complicated way: elaborate plans for the wedding |
an elaborate design —elaborately adv.
THESAURUS
complicated, complex,
convoluted, intricate ➔ COMPLICATED

e·lab·o·rate2 /I'læb@"reIt/ v. [I] to give more
details about something you have said or written:
The spokesman would not elaborate on the investigation. —elaboration /I"læb@'reIS@n/ n. [U]

e·lapse /I'læps/ v. [I] (formal) if a period of time
elapses, it passes

e·las·tic /I'læstIk/ adj. 1 made of elastic: an
elastic waistband 2 material that is elastic can
stretch and then go back to its normal length or
size: The ligaments around her joints are more
elastic than normal. 3 ECONOMICS if demand for a
particular product or service is elastic, any change
in the price of the product leads to a greater change
in the amount sold ANT inelastic —elastic n. [U]

e·las·tic·i·ty /i"læ'stIs@Ôi, "ilæ-/ n. [U] 1 the

ability of an object or material to return to its
normal shape or size after it has been stretched or
pressed 2 elasticity of demand ECONOMICS the
degree to which a change in the price of something
has an effect on the amount of it that is sold

e·lat·ed /I'leIÔId/ adj. [not before noun] extremely
happy and excited —elation /I'leIS@n/ n. [U]
THESAURUS
happy, glad, pleased,
content, delighted, thrilled, overjoyed,
ecstatic, jubilant ➔ HAPPY

el·bow1 /'ElboU/ n. [C] 1 the joint where your

arm bends ➔ see picture on page A3 2 elbow room
(informal) enough space, so that you can move
easily 3 elbow grease (informal) hard physical
effort, especially when cleaning something [ORIGIN: Old English elboga]

elbow2 v. [T] to push someone with your elbows,
especially in order to move past him/her: She
elbowed her way through the crowd.
THESAURUS

nudge ➔ PUSH 1

push, roll, poke, shove,

el·der1 /'Eldø/ adj. the elder of two people, especially brothers and sisters, is the one who was born
first: My elder sister is a nurse.
USAGE

Use elder to talk about the members of a family:
Nick is my elder brother.
Use older to compare the age of people or
things: My sister is two years older than I am.

elder2 n. 1 [C usually plural] someone who is older

than you are: Young people should have respect for
their elders. 2 [C] an older person who is important and respected: the town elders
el·der·ly /'Eldøli/ adj. 1 old, used in order to be
polite: an elderly woman with white hair 2 the
elderly people who are old
el·dest /'EldIst/ adj. the eldest of a group of
people, especially brothers and sisters, is the one
who was born first: My eldest daughter is 17.
e·lect1 /I'lEkt/ v. [T] 1 to choose someone for an
official position by voting: She was first elected to
Congress in 1988. | What are the chances that a
Democrat will be elected president/governor/
mayor? 2 elect to do sth (formal) to choose to
do something: Hanley elected to take early retirement. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin electus, past
participle of eligere “to choose”]
elect2 adj. president-elect/senator-elect etc.
the person who has been elected but has not officially started his/her job
e·lec·tion /I'lEkS@n/ n. [C] an occasion when you
vote in order to choose someone for an official
position: The election results are still coming in. |
She won the election by a large margin. | the
national/local elections on Tuesday | More people
voted in this election than in previous years.
—electoral /I'lEkt@r@l/ adj. ➔ GENERAL ELECTION
e·lec·tive1 /I'lEktIv/ n. [C] a subject that a student
chooses to study, that is not one of the classes s/he
must take
elective2 adj. 1 an elective office, position, etc.
is one for which there is an election 2 elective
medical treatment is treatment that you choose to
have
E"lectoral 'College n. the Electoral College
POLITICS an official group of people who meet to
elect the U.S. President and Vice President. Each
state sends a particular number of members to the
Electoral College, and these members vote for the
CANDIDATE s who won the most votes in their state.
e·lec·tor·ate /I'lEkt@rIt/ n. [singular] all the
people who are allowed to vote in an election
e·lec·tric /I'lEktrIk/ adj. 1 needing electricity in
order to work: an electric oven | an electric guitar
USAGE

Use electric before the names of things that
need electricity in order to work: electric lights |
an electric toothbrush
Use electrical to talk about things that use or

E

electrical
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produce electricity, or to refer to someone who
works with electricity: electrical goods | an
electrical engineer

(=central part) of an atom ➔ see picture at ATOM

e·lec·tron·ic /I"lEk'trAnIk/ adj. 1 electronic

equipment, such as computers or televisions, uses
electricity that has passed through computer CHIP s,
TRANSISTOR s, etc. 2 using electronic equipment:
electronic banking —electronically adv.
e·lec·tron·ics /I"lEk'trAnIks/ n. [U] the study or
industry of making electronic equipment, such as
computers or televisions
THESAURUS
exciting, thrilling, gripping,
e·lec·tro·va·lent bond /I"lEktroUveIl@nt
dramatic, exhilarating ➔ EXCITING
'bAnd/ n. [C] CHEMISTRY a chemical BOND that is the
e·lec·tri·cal /I'lEktrIk@l/ adj. relating to or using result of atoms gaining and losing an ELECTRON ,
electricity: Solar panels change sunlight into elec- so that a negative ION and a positive ion are formed
trical power. | electrical goods ➔ see USAGE box at
SYN ionic bond
2 making people feel very excited: The atmosphere
at the concert was electric. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
Modern Latin electricus, from Latin electrum
“amber;” because electricity was first made by
rubbing amber]

ELECTRIC

E

e"lectrical po'tential n. [U] PHYSICS the energy

el·e·gant /'El@g@nt/ adj. very beautiful and grace-

ful: a tall elegant woman [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
that is likely to be produced by something that French, Latin elegans “specially chosen as
produces electricity SYN voltage
being of good quality”] —elegance n. [U]
e"lectric 'chair n. the electric chair a chair in —elegantly adv.
which criminals are killed using electricity
el·e·gy /'El@dZi/ n. (plural elegies) [C] ENG. LANG.
e·lec·tri·cian /I"lEk'trIS@n, i-/ n. [C] someone ARTS a sad poem or song, especially about someone
who has died
whose job is to fit and repair electrical equipment
e·lec·tric·i·ty /I"lEk'trIs@Ôi, i-/ n. [U] 1 PHYSICS el·e·ment /'El@m@nt/ Ac n. 1 [C] one part of a
the power that is carried by wires and used in order plan, system, piece of writing, etc.: the two main
to provide heat or light, to make machines work, elements of the bill | a key/major/basic element of
etc.: houses that lack electricity or running water | his campaign | The trial is a central element in the
Wind power is used to generate electricity (=make novel. 2 an element of danger/truth/risk etc.
a small amount of danger, truth, risk, etc.: The
electricity). 2 a feeling of excitement
e·lec·tri·fy /I'lEktr@"faI/ v. (electrified, electri- movie is a fantasy, but there is still an element of
fies) [T] 1 to make people feel very excited or truth in it. 3 [C] CHEMISTRY a simple chemical
interested: His speech electrified the Democratic substance such as oxygen or gold, that is made of
Convention. 2 to make electricity available in a only one type of atom ➔ COMPOUND : The periodic
particular area —electrified adj. —electrifying table is a list of all the chemical elements. 4 be in
your element to be in a situation that you enjoy a
adj.
lot because you are good at it: Joe’s in his element
e·lec·tro·chem·i·cal /I"lEktroU'kEmIk@l/ adj. when he steps out onto the football field. 5 be out
CHEMISTRY relating to chemical changes caused by
of your element to be in a situation that makes
electricity, and the production of electricity as the you uncomfortable or unhappy because you are not
result of a chemical reaction
good at it: I felt completely out of my element
e·lec·tro·cute /I'lEktr@"kyut/ v. [T] to kill studying French. 6 the elements [plural] the
someone by passing electricity through his/her weather, especially bad weather: A tent provided
shelter from the elements. 7 [C] MATH a number
body —electrocution /I"lEktr@'kyuS@n/ n. [U]
is a single part of a mathematical set or
e·lec·trode /I'lEktroUd/ n. [C] PHYSICS the point that
at which electricity enters or leaves something such MATRIX [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French, Latin
as a BATTERY [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 electro- + elementum]
el·e·men·tal /"El@'mEnô@l/ adj. an elemental
Greek hodos “way, path”]
e·lec·trol·y·sis /I"lEk'trAlIsIs/ n. [U] the pro- feeling is simple, basic, and strong
cess of using electricity to remove hair from your el·e·men·ta·ry
-'mEnô@ri/
/"El@'mEntri,
face, legs, etc.
adj. 1 relating to the first and easiest part of a
e·lec·tro·lyte /I'lEktr@"laIt/ n. [C] CHEMISTRY a subject: elementary piano exercises 2 simple or
liquid or solid substance that allows electricity to basic: the elementary human need for food
THESAURUS
pass through it
basic, fundamental, essential,
central, underlying ➔ BASIC
e·lec·tro·mag·net
/I"lEktroU'mægnIt,
I'lEktroU"mægnIt/ n. [C] PHYSICS a type of MAG- 3 relating to an elementary school
NET that usually consists of a piece of wire wound
around some metal. The metal becomes MAGNETIC ele'mentary "school n. [C] a school in the U.S.
when an electric current is passed through the wire. for the first six or eight years of a child’s education
SYN grade school
—electromagnetic /I"lEktroUmæg'neÔIk/ adj.
e·lec·tron /I'lEktrAn/ n. [C] PHYSICS a very small el·e·phant /'El@f@nt/ n. [C] a very large gray
piece of matter that moves around the NUCLEUS animal with two TUSK s (=long curved teeth), big
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ears, and a TRUNK (=a long nose) that it can use to
pick things up [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French
oliphant, from Greek elephas “elephant, ivory”]
el·e·vate /'El@"veIt/ v. [T] (formal) 1 to make
someone more important, or to make something
better: Sloane was elevated to captain. 2 to raise
someone or something to a higher position or level:
This drug tends to elevate body temperature.
el·e·va·tion /"El@'veIS@n/ n. 1 [C] a height
above the level of the ocean: The city of Boulder is
at an elevation of 5,400 feet. 2 [U] (formal) the act
of moving someone to a more important rank or
position: the judge’s elevation to the Supreme
Court 3 [C,U] (formal) an increase in the quantity
or level of something: Elevation of blood pressure
can cause headaches.
el·e·va·tor /'El@"veIÔø/ n. [C] a machine in a
building, that takes people from one level to
another: I decided to take the elevator.
e·lev·en /I'lEv@n/ number 1 11 2 11 o’clock: an
appointment at eleven 3 11 years old: My son is
eleven. [ORIGIN: Old English endleofan]
e·lev·enth /I'lEv@nθ/ number 1 11th 2 1/11
elf /Elf/ n. (plural elves /Elvz/) [C] a small imaginary person with pointed ears —elfin /'ElfIn/ adj.
e·lic·it /I'lIsIt/ v. [T] (formal) to get information, a
reaction, etc. from someone when this is difficult:
Short questions are more likely to elicit a response.
el·i·gi·ble /'El@dZ@b@l/ adj. 1 able or allowed to
do something: You are eligible to vote at the age of
18. | Are you eligible for a loan? 2 an eligible man
or woman would be good to marry because s/he is
rich, attractive, etc.: an eligible bachelor
—eligibility /"El@dZ@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [U]
e·lim·i·nate /I'lIm@"neIt/ Ac v. [T] 1 to get rid
of something completely: a plan to eliminate all
nuclear weapons | The aim is to eliminate the
disease from the entire world. 2 be eliminated
to be defeated in a sports competition, so that you
can no longer take part in it [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
Latin eliminatus, past participle of eliminare “to
put out of doors”]
e·lim·i·na·tion /I"lIm@'neIS@n/ Ac
n.
[U] 1 the removal or destruction of something: the
elimination of 250 jobs 2 process of elimination a way of finding out the answer to something
by getting rid of other answers that are not correct
until only one is left: Try to solve the problem by a
process of elimination.
e·lite1 /eI'lit, I-/ n. [C] a small group of people
who are powerful or important because they have
money, knowledge, special skills, etc.: the country’s ruling elite
e·lite2 adj. [only before noun] an elite group contains the best, most skilled, or most experienced
members of a larger group: The competition is only
open to an elite group of athletes.
e·lit·ist /eI'liÔIst, I-/ adj. (disapproving) an elitist
system, government, etc. is one in which a small

elucidate

group of people have much more power than other
people —elitism n. [U]
elk /Elk/ n. (plural elk or elks) [C] a large DEER with
a lot of hair around its neck
el·lipse /I'lIps/ n. [C] MATH a curved shape that is
similar to a circle, but has two sides that are longer
and flatter. It is formed by a PLANE (=flat shape)
crossing completely through a CONE at an angle, so
that the sum of the distances from any point on the
curve to two fixed points inside the ellipse is
always the same. ➔ CONIC SECTION
el·lip·sis /I'lIpsIs/ n. (plural ellipses /-siz/) 1 [C]
ENG. LANG. ARTS the sign (...) used in writing, to show
that some words have deliberately been left out of a
sentence 2 [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS an occasion when
words are deliberately left out of a sentence, though
the meaning can still be understood
el·lip·ti·cal /I'lIptIk@l/ also el·lip·tic /I'lIptIk/
adj. shaped like a circle but with slightly flat sides
SYN oval: the elliptical orbit of the planets
elm /Elm/ n. [C,U] a large tall tree with broad
leaves, or the wood of this tree
El Niño /El 'ninyou/ n. EARTH SCIENCES a process in
which the water on the surface of the Pacific Ocean
near the western coast of South America becomes
warmer than usual. This happens every 4 to 12
years and often results in unusual weather conditions that can cause severe damage to countries that
have coasts on the Pacific Ocean.
e·lon·gat·ed /I'lOÎ"geIÔId/ adj. long and thin:
elongated shadows —elongate v. [I,T]
e·lope /I'loUp/ v. [I] to go away secretly with
someone to get married —elopement n. [C,U]
el·o·quent /'El@kw@nt/ adj. able to express ideas,
opinions, or feelings clearly, in a way that influences other people: Brennan’s eloquent response
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French, Latin, present
participle of eloqui “to speak out”]
—eloquently adv. —eloquence n. [U]
else /Els/ adv. 1 in addition – used after words
beginning with “any-,” “no-,” “some-,” and after
question words: Clayton needs someone else to
help him. | There’s nothing else we can do. | What
else can I get you? 2 different – used after words
beginning with “any-,” “no-,” “some-,” and after
question words: Is there anything else to eat? | She
was wearing someone else’s coat (=not her own
coat). | Well, what else can I do? 3 or else used
when saying that there will be a bad result if
someone does not do something: Hurry up, or else
you’ll be late for school! 4 if nothing else used
in order to say that there is one good quality or
feature of something, even if there are no others: If
nothing else, the report shows that better facilities
are needed.
else·where /'ElswEr/ adv. in or to another place:
Most of the city’s residents were born elsewhere.
e·lu·ci·date /I'lus@"deIt/ v. [I,T] (formal) to
explain very clearly something that is difficult to
understand

E
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THESAURUS
explain, tell, go through sth,
clarify ➔ EXPLAIN

e·lude /I'lud/ v. [T] 1 to avoid being found or

E

caught by someone, especially by tricking him/her:
Jones eluded the police for six weeks. 2 if something that you want eludes you, you do not find it or
achieve it: Success has eluded him so far. 3 if a
fact, someone’s name, etc. eludes you, you cannot
remember it
e·lu·sive /I'lusIv/ adj. 1 difficult to find: an
elusive animal 2 difficult to achieve or understand: Success has been elusive. | the poem’s elusive meaning
elves /Elvz/ n. the plural of ELF
’em /@m/ pron. (spoken, nonstandard) them: Tell the
kids I’ll pick ’em up after school.
e·ma·ci·at·ed /I'meISi"eIÔId/ adj. extremely thin
because of illness or lack of food
THESAURUS
thin, slim, slender, slight,
skinny, lean, underweight, gaunt, anorexic,
1
skeletal ➔ THIN

email, e-mail /'i meIl/ n. 1 [U] electronic mail
a system that allows you to send and receive messages by computer: What’s your email address? | A
confirmation of your order will be sent by/via
email. ➔ INTERNET 2 [C,U] a message that is sent
using this system: I got an email from her
yesterday. | I haven’t checked my email yet.
C O L L O C AT I O N S

You can read, write, send, and receive an email.
If you check your email, you look on your
computer to see if you have received any.
If you reply to an email, you write an email to
someone who has sent one to you.
If you get a reply, you receive an email from
someone you have written an email to.
If you forward an email, you send an email that
you have received to another person.
If you send an attachment, you send someone a
document which can be opened and read when
s/he receives your email message.
If an email bounces back, it is sent back to the
person who sent it, usually because the address is
wrong. ➔ INTERNET , COMPUTER

—email, e-mail v. [T]

em·a·nate /'Em@"neIt/ v.

emanate from sth phr. v. to come from or out of

something: Wonderful smells were emanating from
the kitchen.
e·man·ci·pate /I'mæns@"peIt/ v. [T] POLITICS to
make someone free from social, political, or legal
rules that limit what s/he can do [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 Latin emancipatus, past participle of
emancipare, from mancipium “ownership”]
—emancipated
adj.
—emancipation
/I"mæns@'peIS@n/ n. [U]
em·balm /Im'bAm/ v. [T] to use chemicals to
prevent a dead body from decaying

em·bank·ment /Im'bæÎkm@nt/ n. [C] a wide

wall of earth or stones built to stop water from
flooding an area, or to support a road or railroad
em·bar·go1 /Im'bArgoU/ n. (plural embargoes)
[C] POLITICS an official order to stop trade with
another country: The UN imposed an arms
embargo on the country. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
Spanish embargar “to stop, prevent, seize”]
embargo2 v. (past tense and past participle embargoed) [T] POLITICS to officially stop particular goods
from being traded with another country
em·bark /Im'bArk/ v. [I] to go onto a ship or
airplane ANT disembark [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
French embarquer, from barque “ship”]
embark on/upon sth phr. v. to start something
new, difficult, or exciting: Terry then embarked on
a new career as a teacher.
em·bar·rass /Im'bær@s/ v. [T] to make someone
feel embarrassed: I didn’t want to embarrass her in
front of Paul. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 French
embarrasser, from Spanish embarazar]
em·bar·rassed /Im'bær@st/ adj. ashamed, nervous, or uncomfortable, especially in front of other
people: I could see he felt embarrassed, so I
changed the subject. | I was embarrassed about
how messy my house was. | He was too embarrassed to talk about it. | an embarrassed silence
em·bar·ras·sing /Im'bær@sIÎ/ adj. making you
feel embarrassed: a lot of embarrassing questions
em·bar·rass·ment /Im'bær@sm@nt/ n. 1 [U]
the feeling that you have when you are embarrassed: Jody squirmed with embarrassment. 2 [C]
something that causes problems and makes someone look stupid: The matter has been an embarrassment to the White House.
em·bas·sy /'Emb@si/ n. (plural embassies) [C] a
group of officials who represent their country in a
foreign country, or the building they work in: the
Peruvian Embassy
em·bat·tled /Im'bæÔld/ adj. (formal) 1 surrounded by enemies, especially in a war: the
embattled city 2 an embattled person, company,
etc. has many problems or difficulties
em·bed /Im'bEd/ v. (embedded, embedding)
[T] 1 to put something firmly and deeply into
something else: a spider embedded in a glass
paperweight 2 if your ideas, feelings, or attitudes
are embedded, you believe them very strongly: The
idea of freedom is deeply embedded in America’s
values.
em·bel·lish /Im'bElIS/ v. [T] 1 to make something more beautiful by adding decorations to it: a
crown embellished with jewels 2 to make a story
or statement more interesting by adding details to it
that are not true: Larry couldn’t help embellishing
his story. —embellishment n. [C,U]
em·ber /'Embø/ n. [C] a piece of wood or coal
that stays red and very hot after a fire has stopped
burning

emission
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em·bez·zle /Im'bEz@l/ v. [I,T] LAW to steal money

from
the
place
where
you
work
—embezzlement n. [U] —embezzler n. [C]
em·bit·tered /Im'bIÔød/ adj. angry, sad, or full
of hate because of bad or unfair things that have
happened to you —embitter v. [T]
em·bla·zoned /Im'bleIz@nd/ adj. showing a
name, design, etc.: a T-shirt emblazoned with the
group’s name
em·blem /'Embl@m/ n. [C] a picture, shape, or
object that represents a country, company, idea,
etc.: The national emblem of Canada is the maple
leaf.
em·bod·y /Im'bAdi/ v. (embodied, embodies)
[T] to be the best example of an idea or quality:
Mrs. Miller embodies everything I admire in a
teacher. —embodiment n. [U]
em·boss /Im'bOs, Im'bAs/ v. [T] to decorate the
surface of metal, leather, paper, etc. with a raised
pattern —embossed adj.: embossed stationery
em·brace /Im'breIs/ v. [T] 1 to put your arms
around someone and hold him/her in a caring way:
Rob reached out to embrace her.
THESAURUS
hug, cuddle, hold, wrap your
arms around sb ➔ HUG 1

2 (formal) to eagerly accept ideas, opinions, religions, etc.: young men who are embracing Islam
—embrace n. [C]
em·broi·der /Im'brOIdø/ v. 1 [I,T] to decorate
cloth by sewing a picture or pattern on it with
colored threads 2 [T] to add details that are not
true to a story to make it more interesting or
exciting —embroidery n. [U]
em·broil /Im'brOIl/ v. [T] to involve someone in a
difficult situation: Soon, the whole group was
embroiled in a fierce argument.
em·bry·o /'Embri"oU/ n. (plural embryos) [C]
BIOLOGY an animal or human that has not yet been
born and has just begun to develop. In humans, an
embryo becomes a FETUS after eight weeks of
development.
em·bry·o·nic /"Embri'AnIkX/ adj. not fully
developed: the country’s embryonic nuclear weapons program
em·cee /"Em'si/ n. [C] master of ceremonies
someone who introduces the performers on a television program or at a social event —emcee v.
[I,T]

e·mend /I'mEnd/ v. [T] (formal) to take the mis-

takes out of something that has been written
➔ AMEND —emendation /I"mEn'deIS@n,
"imEn-/ n. [C,U]
em·er·ald /'Em@r@ld/ n. [C] a valuable bright
green jewel
e·merge /I'mødZ/ Ac v. [I] 1 to appear after
being hidden: The sun emerged from behind the
clouds. 2 if facts emerge, they become known
after being hidden or secret: During the court case,

it emerged that both men had previous convictions
for robbery. 3 to have a particular quality or position after experiencing a difficult situation: She
emerged from the divorce a stronger person. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin emergere, from e “out
of” + mergere “to dip, sink”] —emergence n.
[U]: the emergence of a rare political talent
e·mer·gen·cy /I'mødZ@nsi/ n. (plural emergencies) [C] an unexpected and dangerous situation
that you must deal with immediately: Call an
ambulance! This is an emergency! [ORIGIN:
1600—1700 From the idea of something suddenly “emerging” or happening] —emergency
adj.: an emergency exit
e'mergency "room n. [C] the part of a hospital
that immediately treats people who have been hurt
in a serious accident
e·mer·gent /I'mødZ@nt/ Ac adj. beginning to
develop and be noticeable: the emergent nations of
Eastern Europe and Africa
e·mer·i·tus /I'mEr@Ô@s/ adj. a PROFESSOR emeritus is no longer working but still has an official title
em·er·y board /'Em@ri bOrd/ n. [C] a NAIL FILE
made from thick card covered with a mineral powder
em·i·grant /'Em@gr@nt/ n. [C] someone who
leaves his/her own country in order to live in
another: an emigrant to the United States ➔ IMMIGRANT

em·i·grate /'Em@"greIt/ v. [I] to leave your own
country in order to live in another: Maria emigrated from Guatemala three years ago.
—emigration /"Em@'greIS@n/ n. [C,U]
THESAURUS
IMMIGRATE

immigrate, migrate ➔

em·i·nent /'Em@n@nt/ adj. famous and admired
by many people: an eminent professor of medicine
THESAURUS
famous, well-known,
legendary, celebrated, renowned, noted,
distinguished ➔ FAMOUS

"eminent do'main n. [U]

LAW the right of the
U.S. government to pay for and take someone’s
private land so it can be used for a public purpose
em·i·nent·ly /'Em@n@nt§li/ adv. (formal) completely, and without any doubt: He’s eminently
qualified to do the job.
e·mir /E'mIr, I-/ n. [C] a Muslim ruler, especially
in Asia and parts of Africa
e·mir·ate /'Em@rIt/ n. [C] the country ruled by an
emir
em·is·sar·y /'Em@"sEri/ n. (plural emissaries)
[C] someone who is sent with an official message,
or who must do other official work: an emissary
from the Italian government
e·mis·sion /I'mIS@n/ n. [C,U] the sending out of
gas, heat, light, sound, etc., or the gas, etc. that is
sent out: an emissions test (=a test to make sure the

E
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gases your car sends out are at the right level)

e·mit /I'mIt/ v. (emitted, emitting) [T] (formal) to

E

“suffering, feeling”] —empathize v. [I] ➔

SYM-

PATHY

send out gas, heat, light, sound, etc.: The kettle em·per·or /'Emp@rø/ n. [C] the ruler of an
emitted a shrill whistle. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 EMPIRE [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old French
Latin emittere, from mittere “to send”]
empereor, from Latin imperare “to command”]
Em·my /'Emi/ n. (plural Emmies) [C] a prize given
THESAURUS
king, queen, prince, princess,
every year to the best program, actor, etc. on U.S.
monarch, ruler, sovereign ➔ KING
television
e·mol·lient /I'mAly@nt/ adj. (formal) 1 making em·pha·sis /'Emf@sIs/ Ac n. (plural emphases
something, especially your skin, softer and /-f@siz/) [C,U] special importance: Jamieson’s
smoother 2 making you feel calmer when you report puts/places an emphasis on the need for
have been angry —emollient n. [C]
better working conditions. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
e·mote /I'moUt/ v. [I] to clearly show emotion, Latin, Greek, from emphainein “to show”]
especially when you are acting: Some of the poets em·pha·size /'Emf@"saIz/ Ac v. [T] to show
just read their work, while others emoted.
that an opinion, idea, quality, etc. is important: My
e·mo·tion /I'moUS@n/ n. [C,U] a strong human teacher emphasized the importance of grammar. |
feeling such as love or hate: David doesn’t usually Scientists emphasized that more research needs to
show his true emotions. | Her voice was full of be done. c Don’t say “emphasize on.” b
emotion. | She trembled with emotion. [ORIGIN:
THESAURUS
1500—1600 French émouvoir “to cause to have
stress – to emphasize a statement, fact, or idea:
strong feelings,” from Latin movere “to move”]
Mother always stressed the importance of good
e·mo·tion·al /I'moUS@n@l/ adj. 1 making
manners.
people have strong feelings: The end of the movie
highlight – to make a problem, subject, etc. easy
was really emotional.
to notice so that people will pay attention to it:
THESAURUS

moving – making you feel strong emotions,

especially sadness or sympathy: Kelly’s book
about her illness is deeply moving.
touching – making you feel sympathy or
sadness: a touching tribute to the victims of the
attack
poignant – making you feel sad or full of pity:
poignant memories
emotive (formal) – making people have strong
feelings: In his book, he expresses his ideas in
highly emotive language.
sentimental – showing emotions such as love,
pity, and sadness too strongly: a sentimental
poem
schmaltzy (informal) – showing strong
emotions such as love and sadness in a way that
seems silly: a schmaltzy love song

Your résumé should highlight your skills and
experience.
underline – to show that something is
important: The tragic incident underlines the need
for improved safety standards.
accentuate – to make something easier to
notice: Let’s try to accentuate the positive aspects
of the report.
underscore – to emphasize that something is
important: The president’s speech repeatedly
underscored the progress that has been made.
exaggerate – to make something seem more
important, better, larger, worse, etc. than it really
is: News reports exaggerated the severity of the
disaster.

em·phat·ic /Im'fæÔIk/

Ac adj. done or said in a
way that shows something is important or should
be believed: Dale’s answer was an emphatic
2 showing your emotions to other people, espe- “No!” | The alarm bell gives a clear and emphatic
cially by crying: Please don’t get all emo- warning that there is smoke in the building.
tional. 3 relating to your feelings or how they are —emphatically adv.
controlled: the emotional development of children |
Ann suffered from a number of emotional prob- em·phy·se·ma /"Emf@'zim@, -'si-/ n. [U] BIOLlems. 4 influenced by what you feel rather than OGY a serious disease that affects the lungs, making
what you know: an emotional response to the it difficult to breathe [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Modproblem —emotionally adv.: Family members ern Latin, Greek, from emphysan “to swell”]
reacted emotionally to the verdict.
em·pire /'EmpaIø/ n. [C] 1 POLITICS a group of
e·mo·tive /I'moUÔIv/ adj. making people have countries that are all controlled by one ruler or
strong feelings: an emotive speech about the effects government: the Roman Empire 2 a group of organizations that are all controlled by one person or
of war
company: a media empire
THESAURUS
emotional, moving, touching,
em·pir·i·cal
/Im'pIrIk@l, Em-/ Ac adj. based
poignant, sentimental, schmaltzy ➔
on practical experience or scientific tests rather
EMOTIONAL
than on ideas: The theory is based on empirical
em·pa·thy /'Emp@θi/ n. [U] the ability to under- evidence. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 empiric “person
stand someone else’s feelings and problems [ORI- who puts trust only in practical experience”
(16—21 centuries), from Latin empiricus]
GIN: 1900—2000 Greek empatheia, from pathos
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em·pir·i·cism /Im'pIr@"sIz@m, Em-/

enchanting

Ac n. [U]

anyone: Is this seat empty? | an empty restaurant 3 unhappy because nothing seems interesting, important, or worth doing: After the divorce,
my life felt empty. 4 empty words/promises/
gestures etc. words, etc. that are not sincere and
therefore have no meaning 5 on an empty
stomach without having eaten anything first: You
shouldn’t go to school on an empty stomach. 6 empty nest (syndrome) a situation in
which parents become sad because their children
have grown up and left home [ORIGIN: Old
English æmettig]
empty2 v. (emptied, empties) 1 [T] also empty
out to remove everything that is inside of someWORK 1
thing else: I found your umbrella when I was
em·ploy·er /Im'plOIø/ n. [C] a person, company,
emptying out the closet. | Troy, please empty the
or organization that employs people: The shoe
dishwasher. 2 [T] to pour the things that are in a
factory is the largest employer in this area. ➔
container into or onto something else: Empty the
1
WORK
contents of one pudding package into a large
bowl. 3 [I,T] to leave a place, vehicle, etc., or to
em·ploy·ment /Im'plOIm@nt/ n. [U] 1 work
make someone do this: Judge Sinclair ordered the
that you do to earn money: Steve’s still looking for
courtroom to be emptied. 4 [I] to flow into a large
employment.
area of water: the place where Waddell Creek empTHESAURUS
job, work, position, post,
ties into the ocean
occupation, profession, career, vocation ➔
"
empty'handed adj. without gaining or getting
JOB
anything: The thieves fled the building empty2 the number of people who have jobs
handed.
ANT unemployment 3 the act of paying someem·u·late
/'Emy@"leIt/ v. [T] (formal) to try to do
one to work for you: the employment of minorisomething or behave in the same way as someone
ties 4 the use of an object, method, skill, etc. to
SYN copy: Children emulate their parents’ behavachieve something: the employment of weapons to
ior.
gain control of the area
em·po·ri·um /Im'pOri@m/ n. [C] a word meaning e·mul·sion /I'mölS@n/ n. [U] 1 CHEMISTRY a mixture of liquids, such as oil and water, that contains
a large store, used in the names of stores
very small drops of one liquid floating in the other,
em·pow·er /Im'paUø/ v. [T] to give someone the
instead of the liquids combining completely 2 the
confidence, power, or right to do something: Our
substance on the surface of photographic film or
aim is to empower women to defend themselves.
paper that makes it react to light
em·press /'EmprIs/ n. [C] the female ruler of an en·a·ble /I'neIb@l/ Ac v. [T] to make someone
EMPIRE , or the wife of an EMPEROR
or something able to do something: A new type of
plastic has enabled us to make our products more
emp·ty1 /'Empti/ adj. 1 having nothing inside:
cheaply.
Your glass is empty – would you like some more
lemonade? | an empty box
en·act /I'nækt/ v. [T] LAW to make something a
law: The measure was enacted to prevent tax
THESAURUS
abuses.
bare – used about a room or area that has very
en·am·el /I'næm@l/ n. [U] 1 a substance like
little in it: Apart from a bed, the room was bare.
glass that is put on metal, clay, etc. for decoration
deserted – used about a place or building that
or for protection 2 the hard smooth outer surface
is empty and quiet because no people are there:
of your teeth
a deserted beach | By now, the streets were
deserted.
en·am·ored /I'næmød/ adj. [not before noun] likuninhabited – used about a place that has no
ing or loving someone or something very much:
people living in it: an uninhabited island
Since the early 1960s, teenagers around the world
free – used about a seat, space, or room that no
have been enamored of American popular culture.
one is using: Is this seat free?
—enamor v. [T]
blank – used about a computer screen, a page, a
en·case
/In'keIs/ v. [T] to cover or surround
piece of paper, or a wall that has no writing or
something completely: art objects encased in a
pictures on it: He stared at the blank page, not
glass box
sure what to write.
vacant (formal) – used about rooms, seats,
en·chant·ed /In'tSænôId/ adj. something that is
buildings, or areas of land that are empty and
enchanted has been changed by magic so that it has
available for someone to use: vacant motel rooms
special powers: an enchanted forest
2 not filled with people, or not being used by en·chant·ing /In'tSænôIÎ/ adj. very pleasant in a

the belief that your ideas about the world should be
based on experience or scientific tests
—empiricist n. [C]
em·ploy /Im'plOI/ v. [T] 1 to pay someone to
work for you: The factory employs over 2,000
people. 2 to use a particular object, method, or
skill in order to achieve something: research methods employed by scientists [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
French emploier “to use,” from Latin implicare]
em·ploy·ee /Im'plOI-i, "ImplOI'i, "Em-/ n. [C]
someone who is paid to work for a person, organization, or company: a government employee ➔

E
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way that makes you feel very interested, happy, or
excited: an enchanting movie about young love
en·chi·la·da /"EntS@'lAd@/ n. [C] a Mexican food
made from a corn TORTILLA rolled around meat or
beans and covered with a hot-tasting liquid [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 American Spanish, past participle of enchilar “to put chili into”]
en·clave /'EnkleIv, 'AÎ-/ n. [C] a place or group
of people that is surrounded by areas or groups of
people that are different from it: the ItalianAmerican enclave in New York
en·close /In'kloUz/ v. [T] 1 to put something
inside an envelope with a letter: A copy of the
article is enclosed. 2 to surround an area, especially with a fence or wall: A high wall enclosed the
yard. —enclosed adj.
en·clo·sure /In'kloUZø/ n. [C] 1 an area that is
surrounded by something such as a fence or wall:
The animals are kept in a large enclosure. 2 things
such as documents, photographs, money, etc. that
you send with a letter
en·com·pass /In'kömp@s/ v. [T] 1 to include a
range of ideas, subjects, etc.: Crosby’s career
encompassed radio, records, TV, and movies. 2 to
completely cover or surround an area: a national
park encompassing 400 square miles
en·core /'AÎkOr/ n. [C] an additional piece of
music a performer plays because the people listening want to hear more
en·coun·ter1 /In'kaUnôø/ Ac n. [C] 1 an
occasion when you meet or experience something:
It was my first encounter with blatant racism. 2 an occasion when you meet someone without planning to: an encounter with an old college
friend | Her acting career began after a chance
encounter (=one that happens by luck) with Orson
Welles in Hamburg. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
French encontrer, from Late Latin incontra
“toward”]
encounter2 v. [T] 1 to experience something
bad that you have to deal with: She encountered a
lot of difficulties trying to get her article
published. | The president encountered resistance
to his plans. 2 (formal) to see or meet someone or
something without planning to
en·cour·age /In'køIdZ, -'kör-/ v. [T] 1 to persuade someone to do something ANT discourage:
a program to encourage children to wear bicycle
helmets 2 to help someone become confident or
brave enough to do something ANT discourage:
Cooder’s father encouraged him to play the guitar. 3 to make something more likely to happen
ANT discourage: a plant food that encourages
growth —encouragement n. [U]: words of
encouragement
en·cour·ag·ing /In'køIdZIÎ, -'kör-/ adj. giving
you hope and confidence: This is encouraging
news. —encouragingly adv.
en·croach /In'kroUtS/ v. [I] 1 to gradually cover
more and more land: Housing developments are

encroaching on the habitats of wild animals. 2 to
gradually take away more and more of someone’s
time, rights, etc.: new laws that encroach on civil
liberties

en·crust·ed

/In'kröstId/ adj. covered with something
hard and sharp, such as
jewels, ice, or dried mud

en·cum·ber

/In'kömbø/ v. [T] (formal) to make it more
difficult for someone to
do something, or for
something to happen
—encumbrance
/In'kömbr@ns/ n. [C]

en·cy·clo·pe·di·a

/In"saIkl@'pidi@/ n. [C]
a book, set of books, or CD that contains facts about
many subjects or about one particular subject [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Medieval Latin encyclopaedia
“course of general education,” from Greek
enkyklios paideia “general education”]

end1 /End/ n.

1 LAST PART [singular] the last part of a period of
time, activity, book, movie, etc. ANT beginning:
There are study questions at the end of each
chapter. | I’ll know by the end of the week.
2 FARTHEST POINT [C] the part of a place or long
object that is furthest from its beginning or center:
the ends of his fingers | I went to the end of the
line. | the far end of the room | The two teams pull
at opposite ends of the rope.
THESAURUS

point – the sharp end of something: the point of
a needle

tip – the end of something, especially something
pointed: the tip of your nose

3 OF A SITUATION [singular] a situation in which
something is finished or no longer exists: The
conversation seemed to have come to an end. | the
UN’s latest plan to put an end to (=stop) the war |
My month of freedom was at an end.
4 in the end after a lot of thinking or discussion
SYN finally: In the end, we decided to go to
Florida.
5 for days/weeks etc. on end for many days,
weeks, etc. without stopping
6 at the end of the day (spoken) used in order to
say what the most important point is: At the end of
the day, it’s up to Jim to make the changes.
7 make ends meet to have just enough money to
buy what you need
8 it’s not the end of the world (spoken) used in
order to say that a problem is not too serious or bad
9 RESULT [C] (formal) the aim or purpose of something, or the result that you hope to achieve: Learning can be both an end in itself (=a good goal), and
a means to success. | We need to cut costs, and to
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that end (=to achieve that result) we have had to
cut jobs.
10 no end a lot: He was enjoying himself no end. |
The changes caused no end of trouble.
11 PART OF AN ACTIVITY [singular] (informal) the
part of a job, activity, or situation that involves a
person or group: She works in the sales end of
things.
12 SCALE [C usually singular] one of the two points
that begin or end a scale or range: a politician at the
liberal end of the political spectrum
13 end to end with the end of something next to
the end of something else: cars parked end to end
14 IN SPORTS [C] in football, one of two players
who play on the outside of the TACKLE s and try to
catch the ball [ORIGIN: Old English ende] ➔ DEAD
END

end2 v. [I,T] to stop or finish, or to make something

do this ANT begin: World War II ended in 1945. |
Janet finally ended the relationship. | The concert
ended with fireworks.
THESAURUS

stop – to not continue, or to make someone or

something not continue: The shooting had
stopped.
finish – to stop when everything has been done,
or to do the last part of something: What time
does your class finish?
come to an end – to finally end, after
continuing for a long time: The war finally came
to an end.
be over – if something is over, it has ended: The
vacation was almost over.

end in sth phr. v. to have a particular result or to

finish in a particular way: One in three marriages
ends in divorce.
end up phr. v. to be in a place, situation, or
condition after a series of events, usually when you
did not plan this: I always end up paying the bill.
en·dan·ger /In'deIndZø/ v. [T] to put someone
or something in a dangerous or harmful situation:
Smoking seriously endangers your health.
—endangered adj. —endangerment n. [U]
en"dangered 'species n. [C] a type of animal
or plant that soon might not exist

en·dear /In'dIr/ v.

endear sb to sb phr. v. to make someone be liked

by other people: The proposals are meant to endear
him to the voters.

en·dear·ing /In'dIrIÎ/ adj. making someone like
or love you: an endearing smile

en·dear·ment /In'dIrm@nt/ n. [C,U] something
you say that shows your love for someone

en·deav·or1 /In'dEvø/ n. [C,U] (formal) an
attempt or effort to do something new or difficult:
an endeavor to create a lasting peace

endeavor2 v. [I] (formal) to try very hard to do

something: One must always endeavor to do one’s
best.

THESAURUS
try, attempt, see if you can
do sth, do your best, make an effort to do sth
➔ TRY 1

en·dem·ic /En'dEmIk, In-/ adj. regularly hap-

pening in a particular place or among a particular
group of people: Violent crime is now endemic in
parts of the city.
end·ing /'EndIÎ/ n. 1 [C] the end of a story,
movie, play, etc.: a happy ending 2 [U] the act of
finishing or stopping a process: the ending of travel
restrictions
en·dive /'EndaIv/ n. [C,U] a vegetable with bittertasting leaves that are eaten raw in SALAD s
end·less /'EndlIs/ adj. continuing for a very long
time, especially in a way that is annoying: the
endless hours of practice | The possibilities are
endless.
en·do·crine /'End@krIn/ adj. [only before noun]
BIOLOGY relating to HORMONE s in your blood: an
endocrine gland
en·dorse /In'dOrs/ v. [T] 1 to officially say that
you support or approve of someone or something:
Several South American countries have endorsed
the idea. | The mayor has decided not to endorse a
candidate in the presidential election this
year. 2 to sign your name on the back of a check
—endorsement n. [C,U]
en·do·skel·e·ton /'EndoU"skEl@t§n/ n. [C]
BIOLOGY the structure made by all the bones inside
living creatures that have a BACKBONE ➔ EXOSKELETON

en·do·sperm /'End@"spøm/ n. [C]

BIOLOGY the
part of a seed that contains the supply of food for
the growing seed
en·do·therm /'End@"θøm/ n. [C] BIOLOGY an animal that produces heat inside its body and is able to
control the temperature of its body when the temperature of its environment changes. Birds and
MAMMAL s are endotherms. ➔ ECTOTHERM
en·do·ther·mic /"End@'θømIkX/ adj. BIOLOGY
relating to or describing a chemical reaction in
which heat is taken in from the surrounding area
➔ EXOTHERMIC : an endothermic process
en·dow /In'daU/ v. [T] 1 to give an endowment
to a college, hospital, etc. 2 be endowed with
talent/resources/rights etc. (formal) to have or
be given a good quality, feature, or ability [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Anglo-French endouer, from Latin
dotare “to give”]
en·dow·ment /In'daUm@nt/ n. [C,U] a large
amount of money or property that is given to a
college, hospital, etc. so that it has an income
en·dur·ance /In'dUr@ns/ n. [U] the ability to
continue doing something difficult or painful over a
long period of time: Jogging will help increase
your endurance.
en·dure /In'dUr/ v. 1 [T] to suffer pain or deal
with a very difficult situation for a long time:
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People have endured months of fighting. 2 [I] to
continue for a long time: a marriage that has
endured for fifty years
en·dur·ing /In'dUrIÎ/ adj. continuing to exist in
spite of difficulties: an enduring peace
'end zone n. [C] the end of a football field where
players take the ball in order to win points
en·e·my /'En@mi/ n. (plural enemies)
[C] 1 someone who hates you and wants to harm
you or prevent you from being successful: Judge
Lonza has made a lot of enemies during her
career. 2 the person or group of people that you
are fighting in a war: The enemy had at least 50
large aircraft in good condition. | an attack on an
enemy submarine/ship/soldier etc. 3 something
that people think is harmful or damaging: This
policy was declared an enemy of economic growth.
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French enemi, from
Latin inimicus, from amicus “friend”]
en·er·get·ic /"Enø'dZEÔIkX/ Ac
adj. very
active: a cast of young and energetic actors | The
governor fought an energetic campaign.
—energetically adv.
THESAURUS

vigorous – using a lot of energy and strength or

determination: a vigorous opponent of capital
punishment
full of energy – having a lot of energy: Katie is
fun and full of energy.
dynamic – interesting, exciting, and full of
energy and determination to succeed: a dynamic
new candidate
hyperactive – too active, and not able to keep
still or quiet for very long: a hyperactive child
tireless – working very hard in a determined
way: a tireless defender of human rights
lively – very active and cheerful: a lively group of
kids
vital – full of life and energy: He was still young
and vital when cancer struck.

en·er·gize /'Enø"dZaIz/ v. [T] to make someone

feel more determined and full of energy
Ac
n. (plural energies)
[C,U] 1 the physical and mental strength that
makes you able to do things: Younger people generally have more energy. | She’s usually full of
energy. | She had put a good deal of time and
energy into the project. 2 power that is used to
produce heat, make machines work, etc.: atomic
energy | electrical energy | the world’s energy
resources 3 PHYSICS the ability of something to do
work, move, or produce heat [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 Late Latin energia, from Greek energeia
“activity”]
en·er·vat·ed /'Enø"veIÔId/ adj. (formal) feeling
weak, tired, and without energy: After the long
journey, he felt enervated and barely able to speak.
—enervate v. [T] —enervating adj.
en·force /In'fOrs/ Ac v. [T] to make people obey
a rule or law: It’s our responsibility to enforce the

en·er·gy /'EnødZi/

law. | The speed limit is strictly enforced.
—enforcement n. [U] —enforceable adj.
en·fran·chise /In'fræn"tSaIz/ v. [T] POLITICS to
give a group of people rights, especially the right to
vote ANT disenfranchise
en·gage /In'geIdZ/ v. [T] (formal) 1 to make
someone remain interested in something: a storyteller able to engage the children’s imaginations 2 engage sb in (a) conversation to begin
talking to someone 3 to employ someone
engage in sth phr. v. to be doing or become
involved in an activity: Only 10% of Americans
engage in regular exercise.
en·gaged /In'geIdZd/ adj. two people who are
engaged have agreed to marry each other: Viv and
Tyrell got engaged last month. | Sheri’s engaged to
a guy in the Army. c Don’t say “engaged with
someone.” b
en·gage·ment /In'geIdZm@nt/ n. 1 [C] an
agreement to marry someone: Charlene and I have
broken off our engagement (=decided to end it). |
an engagement ring (=a ring that a man gives a
woman to show that they are engaged) 2 [C] (formal) an arrangement to do something or meet
someone: Professor Campbell is in Fort Worth for a
speaking engagement. 3 [U] the process of being
involved with someone or something: a strategy of
engagement and cooperation with China 4 [C,U]
fighting between people or armies: military rules of
engagement (=rules that say when you should
fight)
en·gag·ing /In'geIdZIÎ/ adj. attracting people’s
attention and interest: an engaging personality
en·gen·der /In'dZEndø/ v. [T] (formal) to be the
cause of something such as a situation, action, or
emotion: the excitement engendered by the Pope’s
visit
en·gine /'EndZIn/ n. [C] 1 the part of a vehicle or
machine that produces power to make it move: the
engine of a car | I waited with the engine running
(=with the engine on). 2 the vehicle at the front of
a train, that pulls it along SYN locomotive [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French engin “cleverness,
machine,” from Latin ingenium “abilities you
are born with”]
en·gi·neer1 /"EndZ@'nIr/ n. [C] 1 someone
whose job is to design, build, and repair roads,
bridges, machines, etc. 2 someone who controls
the engines on a ship, airplane, or train
engineer2 v. [T] 1 to arrange something, especially secretly: He engineered a cover-up. 2 to
design, plan, and make something new: genetically
engineered corn (=in which the GENE s have been
changed)
en·gi·neer·ing /"EndZ@'nIrIÎ/ n. [U] the profession or activity of designing, building, and repairing roads, bridges, machines, etc.
En·glish1 /'IÎglIS/ n. 1 [U] the language used in
places such as the U.S., Canada, and Great Britain 2 the English [plural] the people of England
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English2 adj. 1 relating to the English lan-

guage 2 relating to or coming from England
en·grave /In'greIv/ v. [T] to cut words or pictures
onto the surface of metal, wood, glass, etc.
—engraver n. [C]
en·grav·ing /In'greIvIÎ/ n. [C] a picture printed
from an engraved piece of metal or wood
en·grossed /In'groUst/ adj. so interested in
something that you do not notice anything else: Kit
was engrossed in a book.
en·gross·ing /In'groUsIÎ/ adj. so interesting
that you do not notice anything else: an engrossing
story
THESAURUS
interesting, fascinating,
intriguing, absorbing, enthralling, compelling,
gripping, riveting ➔ INTERESTING

en·gulf /In'gölf/ v. [T] 1 if a bad feeling engulfs

you, you feel it very strongly: Fear suddenly
engulfed him. 2 to completely surround or cover
something: a home engulfed in flames
en·hance /In'hæns/ Ac v. [T] to improve something: Adding lemon juice will enhance the flavor.
—enhancement n. [C,U]
e·nig·ma /I'nIgm@/ n. [C] a person, thing, or
event that is strange, mysterious, and difficult to
understand [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin aenigma,
from Greek, from ainos “story”]
en·ig·mat·ic /"EnIg'mæÔIkX/ adj. mysterious,
and difficult to understand or explain: an enigmatic
man —enigmatically /-kli/ adv.
en·joy /In'dZOI/ v. [T] 1 if you enjoy something,
it gives you pleasure: Did you enjoy the movie? | I
really enjoy walking the dog. c Don’t say “I enjoy to
walk the dog.” b
THESAURUS

like – to enjoy something, or think that it is nice
or good: Do you like Mexican food?

love – to like something very much, or enjoy

doing something very much: My daughter loves
to read.
have a good/great time – to have experiences
that you enjoy: Did you have a good time at the
party?
have fun – to enjoy doing something: I had a lot
of fun in class today.
relish (formal) – to enjoy something and be
eager to do it: He’s the kind of guy who relishes a
challenge.

2 enjoy yourself to be happy and have fun in a
particular situation: I didn’t think I’d like sailing,
but I was starting to enjoy myself. 3 to have a
particular ability, advantage, or success: The team
has enjoyed some success this season. [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Old French enjoir, from Latin
gaudere
“to
show
great
happiness”]
—enjoyment n. [U]

en·joy·a·ble /In'dZOI@b@l/ adj. giving you pleasure: an enjoyable afternoon

THESAURUS
nice, pleasant, great,
fantastic, wonderful ➔ NICE

en·large /In'lArdZ/ v. [I,T] to become bigger, or to

make something become bigger: I’m going to get
some of these pictures enlarged. | Enlarge your
vocabulary by reading books.
en·large·ment /In'lArdZm@nt/ n. [C] a photograph that has been printed again in a larger size
en·light·en /In'laIt§n/ v. [T] (formal) to explain
something to someone —enlightening adj.: an
enlightening experience
en·light·ened /In'laIt§nd/ adj. having sensible
modern attitudes and treating people fairly and
kindly: an enlightened company that treats its
employees well
en·light·en·ment /In'laIt§nm@nt/ n. [U] the
process of understanding something clearly, or
when you help someone do this
en·list /In'lIst/ v. 1 [T] to persuade someone to
help you, support you, etc.: Children who are doing
well are enlisted to help children who are struggling. 2 [I] to join the army, navy, etc.: I’ve
enlisted in the Marines. —enlistment n. [C,U]
en·list·ed /In'lIstId/ adj. enlisted man/
woman/personnel etc. someone in the army,
navy, etc. whose rank is below that of an officer
en·liv·en /In'laIv@n/ v. [T] to make something
more interesting or exciting
en masse /An 'mæs, -'mAs, En-/ adv. together
as one group: City councilors threatened to resign
en masse.
en·mi·ty /'Enm@Ôi/ n. [U] feelings of hatred and
anger
en·nui /An'wi/ n. [U] (literary) a feeling of being
tired and bored, especially as a result of having
nothing to do
e·nor·mi·ty /I'nOrm@Ôi/ Ac n. [singular, U] the
fact of being very large or serious: People were
shocked by the enormity of the crime.
e·nor·mous /I'nOrm@s/ Ac adj. extremely large
in size or amount: You should see their house – it’s
enormous! | an enormous amount of work [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Latin enormis “out of the ordinary,” from norma “rule”] —enormously adv.:
The brain makes enormously complex decisions
very quickly. | House prices have grown enormously.
THESAURUS
big, large, substantial,
sizable, prodigious, huge, vast, gigantic,
massive, immense, colossal ➔ BIG

e·nough /I'nöf/ adv., determiner, pron. 1 as big, as

many, as far, as much, etc. as necessary: This bag
isn’t big enough to hold all my stuff. | He doesn’t
even earn enough to pay the rent. | Is he old
enough for school? | Do we have enough food for
everybody? | The coach thinks she’s not trying hard
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enough. | Do you have enough money? | I think
we’ve done enough.
THESAURUS

plenty – a large amount that is enough or more

than enough: Try to eat plenty of fresh fruit and
vegetables.
ample – more than enough: There will be ample
opportunity to ask questions.
sufficient – as much as you need for a particular
purpose: The court has to decide if there is
sufficient evidence to prove that he is guilty.
adequate – enough in quantity or good enough
in quality for a particular purpose: The workers
did not receive adequate training.

E

2 (spoken) used in order to say that you are tired or
angry about a situation and want it to stop: I have
had enough of your lies! | That’s enough, you two.
Stop yelling! | Finally, my mother said enough is
enough and kicked him out of the house. 3 (spoken) said when a situation is already bad and you
do not want it to get worse: It’s bad enough that
you lied to me, without lying to Mother too. | I have
enough trouble/problems – don’t you go making it
worse! 4 not very, but in an acceptable way: She’s
nice enough, but we don’t have much in common. 5 strangely/oddly/funnily enough (spoken) used in order to say that a fact or something
that happens is strange or surprising: Funnily
enough, I met him today after not having seen him
for months. ➔ sure enough at SURE 2
GRAMMAR

Use enough after adjectives or adverbs, or
before nouns: This apartment isn’t big enough
for three people. | There’s enough food for
everyone.

en·rage /In'reIdZ/ v. [T] to make someone very
angry —enraged adj.

en·rich /In'rItS/ v. [T] to improve the quality of

something: vitamin-enriched flour —enrichment

n. [U]

en·roll, enrol /In'roUl/ v. [I,T] to officially join a

school, university, etc., or to arrange for someone
else to do this: the students enrolled in honors
classes | Nathan enrolled at City College.
en·roll·ment /In'roUlm@nt/ n. [C,U] the number
of students who are enrolled in a school or class, or
the process of enrolling them: Enrollment was high
this year.
en route /An 'rut, En-/ adv. on the way: We
stopped at my aunt’s house en route to Grandma’s.
en·sconce /In'skAns/ v. [T] (formal) to put someone in a safe and comfortable place: Martha was
ensconced in the biggest chair.
en·sem·ble /An'sAmb@l/ n. [C] a small group of
musicians who play together regularly
en·shrine /In'SraIn/ v. [T] (formal) to put something in a special place so that people can see it and
remember it: civil rights enshrined in the Constitution

en·sign /'Ens@n/ n. [C] a low rank in the Navy, or
an officer who has this rank

en·slave /In'sleIv/ v. [T] (formal) 1 if something

enslaves you, it completely controls your life and
your actions 2 to make someone a SLAVE
en·sue /In'su/ v. [I] (formal) to happen after something, often as a result of it: A heated discussion
ensued. —ensuing adj.
en·sure /In'SUr/ Ac v. [T] to do something to be
certain of a particular result: The troops will ensure
that food aid goes where it is most needed. | Strict
measures were taken to ensure the accuracy of the
results.
en·tail /In'teIl/ v. [T] to make something necessary, or have something as a necessary part: Does
your job entail much traveling?
en·tan·gle /In'tæÎg@l/ v. [T] 1 be/get
entangled in/with to be or become involved with
someone or something bad: fears that the U.S. will
get entangled in another war 2 to make something be twisted or caught in a rope, net, etc.: a fish
entangled in the net —entanglement n. [C,U]
en·ter1 /'Enôø/ v. 1 [I,T] to go or come into a
place: A nurse entered. | Army tanks entered the
capital.
THESAURUS

go in – to move into a particular place: Frank
opened the door, and we went in.

come in – to enter a room or house: Come in
and sit down.

barge in – to interrupt someone or go into a

place when you were not invited: He just barged
in.
sneak in – to go somewhere quietly and
secretly: After the movie had already started, we
snuck in.
get in – to be allowed or able to enter a place:
You can’t get in without ID.
trespass – to go onto someone’s land without
permission: The sign said “No Trespassing.”
intrude – to go into a place where you are not
wanted: Anyone intruding into the space sets off
an alarm.
penetrate (formal) – to enter something or pass
through it, especially when this is difficult: The
soldiers penetrated deep into enemy territory.

2 [T] to go inside something: The virus enters the
body through the lungs. 3 [T] to start working in a
particular profession, or studying at a particular
university, school, etc.: Both boys entered the
Navy. | Many older students are now entering
university. 4 [T] to start to take part in an activity:
The U.S. entered the war in 1941. | More women
began entering the workforce. 5 [I,T] to take part in
something such as a competition, or to arrange for
someone else to do this: The senator announced
that he would not enter the presidential race. | The
school entered three candidates in the spelling
bee. 6 [T] to put information into a computer by
pressing the keys, or to write information on a
form, document, etc.: Enter your name in block
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capitals. 7 [T] to begin a period of time: The
economy is entering a period of growth. [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Old French entrer, from Latin intra
“inside”]
enter into sth phr. v. 1 to start doing something,
discussing something, etc.: Both sides must enter
into negotiations. 2 to be considered as a reason
for something: Money didn’t enter into my decision
to leave. 3 enter into an agreement/contract
etc. (formal) to officially make an agreement
enter2, Enter n. [singular] IT the key on a computer that you press to put information into a
document, give an instruction, etc.: Make a selection from the menu, then press “Enter.”
en·ter·prise /'Enôø"praIz/ n. 1 [C] a company,
organization, or business: The store is a family
enterprise (=owned by one family). 2 [U] ECONOMICS the activity of starting and running businesses:
private enterprise 3 [C] a large and complicated
plan or process that you work on with other people:
The show is a huge enterprise. 4 [U] the ability to
work hard and think of new ideas, especially in
business: his enterprise and creativity ➔ FREE
ENTERPRISE

en·ter·pris·ing /'Enôø"praIzIÎ/ adj. able and

willing to do things that are new or difficult: an
enterprising law student
en·ter·tain /"Enôø'teIn/ v. 1 [I,T] to do something that interests and amuses people: She entertained the children with stories and songs. | A
museum should aim to entertain as well as educate. 2 [I,T] to treat someone as a guest by providing food and drink for him/her: Mike’s entertaining
clients tonight. 3 [T] (formal) to consider or think
about an idea, doubt, suggestion, etc.
en·ter·tain·er /"Enôø'teInø/ n. [C] someone
whose job is to tell jokes, sing, etc.

en·ter·tain·ing /"Enôø'teInIÎ/ adj. amusing and
interesting: an entertaining movie

en·ter·tain·ment /"Enôø'teInm@nt/ n. [U]
things such as television, movies, etc. that amuse or
interest people: the entertainment industry | a bar
with live entertainment (=people who perform)

en·thrall /In'θrOl/ v. [T] to completely hold someone’s attention and interest —enthralling adj.

en·thuse /In'θuz/ v. [I] to talk about something
with excitement and admiration

en·thu·si·asm /In'θuzi"æz@m/ n. [U] a strong

feeling of interest and enjoyment: He sang with
enthusiasm. | a teacher who shared my enthusiasm
for history | The new students were full of enthusiasm (=very enthusiastic). [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
Greek enthousiasmos, from entheos “filled (by a
god)
with
sudden
strong
abilities”]
—enthusiast /In'θuzi@st/ n. [C]

en·thu·si·as·tic /In"θuzi'æstIk/ adj. showing a
lot of interest and excitement about something: a
program that makes kids enthusiastic about
learning | an enthusiastic crowd

THESAURUS

eager – wanting very much to do, get, or see
something soon: They were eager to hear what he
had to say.
passionate – having very strong feelings about
something: She is passionate about her work.
ardent – very enthusiastic and having very
strong feelings of admiration or determination:
He became an ardent admirer of Matisse’s
paintings.
zealous – extremely enthusiastic about
something such as a political or religious idea:
Only his most zealous supporters would agree
with this policy.
fanatical – very enthusiastic, especially in a way
that seems too extreme: Her husband was
fanatical about keeping the house clean.

—enthusiastically adv.

en·tice /In'taIs/ v. [T] to persuade someone to do

something by offering him/her something nice: The
tax break is meant to entice businesses to locate in
the city. —enticing adj. —enticement n. [C,U]
en·tire /In'taIø/ adj. whole or complete – used in
order to emphasize what you are saying: I’ve spent
the entire day cooking.

en·tire·ly /In'taIøli/ adv. completely: Things are
entirely different now.

THESAURUS
completely, absolutely,
totally, wholly, utterly ➔ COMPLETELY

en·tire·ty /In'taIøÔi/ n. in sth’s entirety including all of something: The speech is published in its
entirety.

en·ti·tle /In'taIÔl/ v. 1 [T] to give someone the
right to have or do something: Full-time employees
are entitled to receive health insurance. | Membership entitles you to the full use of our fitness
facilities. 2 be entitled sth if a book, play, etc. is
entitled something, that is its name: a book entitled
“The Stone Diaries”

en·ti·tle·ment /In'taIÔlm@nt/ n. [C,U] the official right to have or receive something, or the
amount you receive: an employee’s entitlement to
free medical care

en'titlement "program n. [C]

SOCIAL SCIENCE a
government program or system that gives money or
help to particular groups in society, for example old
people or poor people

en·ti·ty /'Enô@Ôi/

Ac n. (plural entities) [C] (formal) something that exists as a single and complete

unit: After the war, Germany was partitioned
(=divided) into two separate entities.

en·to·mol·o·gy /"Ent@'mAl@dZi/ n. [U]

BIOLOGY

the scientific study of insects —entomologist n.

[C]

en·tou·rage /"AntU'rAZ/ n. [C] a group of people
who travel with an important person: the President’s entourage
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en·trails /'EntreIlz/ n. [plural] the inside parts of a

order in a system, including the idea that the lack of
order increases over a period of time
en·trust /In'tröst/ v. [T] to give someone something to be responsible for: Bergen was entrusted
with delivering the documents.
en·try /'Entri/ n. (plural entries) 1 [C,U] the act of
going into a place, or the right or opportunity to
enter a place ANT exit: The papers granted him
entry into the country. | There were no signs of
forced entry into the house. | They were refused
entry at the border. 2 [U] the right or opportunity
to become a member of a group or take part in
something, or the fact of doing this: the entry of
new firms into the market | America’s entry into the
war 3 [C] also entryway a door, gate, or passage
that you pass through to go into a place 4 [C]
something written or printed in a book, list, etc.: a
dictionary entry 5 [U] the act of recording information on paper or in a computer: data entry 6 [C]
a person or thing that takes part in a competition,
race, etc.: the winning entry 7 [U] the act of
entering a competition, race, etc.: Entry is open to
anyone over 18.
1
en·trance /'Entr@ns/ n. 1 [C] a door, gate, or
other opening that you go through to enter a place en·twine /In'twaIn/ v. [T] 1 be entwined if
two things or people are entwined, they are closely
ANT exit: the main entrance to the school | the
back/front/side entrance of the hotel 2 [U] the connected with each other in a complicated
right or opportunity to enter a place: Entrance will way 2 to twist something around something else:
be denied to those without tickets. | an entrance fee flowers entwined in her hair
for the museum | Entrance to the park is e·nu·mer·ate /I'num@"reIt/ v. [T] (formal) to
free. 3 [U] permission to become a member of or name a list of things, one by one
become involved in a profession, a university, etc.: e"numerated 'powers n. [plural] POLITICS
the requirements for college entrance 4 make an another name for EXPRESSED POWERS
entrance to come into a place in a way that makes
e·nun·ci·ate /I'nönsi"eIt/ v. (formal) 1 [I,T] to
people notice you
pronounce words or sounds clearly 2 [T] to
2
en·trance /In'træns/ v. [T usually passive] to express ideas or principles clearly and firmly
make someone feel very interested in and pleased —enunciation /I"nönsi'eIS@n/ n. [C,U]
with something: We were entranced by the brilliant
colors. —entranced adj.: his entranced listeners en·vel·op /In'vEl@p/ v. [T] to cover something
completely: The building was enveloped in flames.
—entrancing adj.: entrancing stories
—enveloping adj.
en·trant /'Entr@nt/ n. [C] (formal) someone who
en·ve·lope
/'Env@"loUp, 'An-/ n. [C] the paper
enters a competition
cover in which you put a letter [ORIGIN: 1700—
en·trap /In'træp/ v. (entrapped, entrapping) [T] 1800 French enveloppe, from Old French vol(formal) to trick someone so that s/he is caught oper “to wrap”]
doing something illegal —entrapment n. [U]
en·vi·a·ble /'Envi@b@l/ adj. an enviable quality,
en·treat /In'trit/ v. [T] (formal) to ask someone, position, or possession is good and other people
with a lot of emotion, to do something —entreaty would like to have it: an enviable position in the
n. [C,U]
company —enviably adv.
en·trée /'AntreI/ n. [C] the main dish of a meal
en·vi·ous /'Envi@s/ adj. wishing that you had
en·trenched /In'trEntSt/ adj. strongly estab- someone else’s qualities or things SYN jealous:
lished and not likely to change: entrenched atti- Jackie was envious of Sylvia’s success.
—enviously adv.
tudes
en·vi·ron·ment
/In'vaIønm@nt/ Ac n. 1 the
en·tre·pre·neur /"Antr@pr@'nø, -'nUr/ n. [C]
environment EARTH SCIENCES the land, water, and
ECONOMICS someone who starts a company, arranges
business deals, and takes risks in order to make a air in which people, animals, and plants live: laws
profit —entrepreneurial /"Antr@pr@'nUri@l/ adj. to protect the environment
TOPIC
en·tro·py /'Entr@pi/ n [U] 1 PHYSICS a way of
measuring or describing the tendency of energy in a
Things that are harmful to the
MOLECULE to spread out, so that the energy in the
environment
molecules around it changes to the same level, if
pollution – damage caused to air, water, soil, etc.
there is nothing to stop them doing so 2 a lack of
by harmful chemicals and waste
person or animal, especially the BOWEL s
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the greenhouse effect – the warming of the air
around the Earth as a result of the Sun’s heat
being trapped by pollution
global warming – an increase in world
temperatures, caused by pollution in the air
acid rain – rain that contains acid chemicals
from factory smoke and cars, etc.
deforestation – when all the trees in an area are
cut down or destroyed

Describing things that are good for
the environment

environmentally friendly/eco-friendly –
products that are environmentally friendly or
eco-friendly are not harmful to the environment
recycle – if materials such as glass or paper are
recycled, they are put through a special process
so that they can be used again
biodegradable – a material that is
biodegradable can be destroyed by natural
processes, in a way that does not harm the
environment
organic – organic food or organic farming does
not use chemicals that are harmful to the
environment

2 [C,U] the situations, things, people, etc. that affect
the way in which people live and work: a pleasant
work environment 3 [C] EARTH SCIENCES the natural
features of a place, for example its weather, the
types of plants that grow there, etc.: a forest
environment | Human activity, such as farming,
changes the natural environment. 4 [C] BIOLOGY
the physical, chemical, natural, etc. conditions that
affect the way a living thing lives or develops: The
moths were able to adapt to their new environment.
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 environ “to surround”
(14—21 centuries), from Old French environer]

en·vi·ron·men·tal /In"vaIøn'mEnôl/

Ac

adj. 1 relating to or affecting the air, land, or water

on Earth: environmental damage caused by oil
spills 2 concerning the people and things around
you that affect your life, for example the place
where you live: Environmental factors, including
poor diet and dirty water, were partly responsible
for the rapid spread of the disease.
—environmentally adv.
en·vi·ron·men·tal·ist /In"vaIøn'mEnôl-Ist/
Ac n. [C] someone who is concerned about protecting the environment
en·vi·rons /In'vaIr@nz, En-/ n. [plural] (formal)
the area surrounding a place

en·vi·sion

also
en·vis·age
/In'vIZ@n/
/In'vIzIdZ/ v. [T] to imagine something as a future
possibility: Eve had envisioned a career as a diplomat.
THESAURUS
imagine, visualize, picture,
fantasize, daydream ➔ IMAGINE

en·voy /'EnvOI, 'An-/ n. [C] someone who is sent

to another country as an official representative
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 French envoyé, past participle of envoyer “to send”]

en·vy1 /'Envi/ n. [U] 1 the feeling of wanting to

have the qualities or things that someone else has:
She watched the other girls with envy. 2 be the
envy of sb to be something that other people
admire and want: an education system that is the
envy of the world [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
French envie, from Latin invidere “to look at
with bad feelings”]
envy2 v. (envied, envies) [T] to wish you had the
qualities or things that someone else has: I really
envy you and Meg; you seem so happy together. | I
envied John his freedom.
en·zyme /'EnzaIm/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a chemical
substance that living cells produce in plants and
animals, and that causes changes in other chemical
substances [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 German enzym,
from Greek zyme “substance that makes a flourand-water mixture swell”]
e·on /'iAn/ n. [C] an extremely long period of time
ep·au·let /"Ep@'lEt, 'Ep@"lEt/ n. [C] a shoulder
decoration on a military uniform
e·phem·er·al /I'fEm@r@l/ adj. existing only for a
short time [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Greek
ephemeros “lasting a day,” from hemera “day”]
THESAURUS

➔ SHORT 1

short, brief, quick, temporary

ep·ic1 /'EpIk/ adj. 1 full of brave action and

excitement: an epic journey 2 very big, long, or
impressive: an epic movie
epic2 n. [C] 1 a book or movie that tells a long
story 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS a long poem about what
gods or important people did in past times: Homer’s epic “The Odyssey”
ep·i·cen·ter /'Ep@"sEnôø/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES
the place on the Earth’s surface that is above the
point where an EARTHQUAKE begins
ep·i·dem·ic /"Ep@'dEmIk/ n. [C] 1 a large number of cases of a particular infectious disease happening at the same time: a typhoid
epidemic 2 something bad that develops and
spreads quickly: an epidemic of crime [ORIGIN:
1600—1700 French épidémique, from Greek
epidemos “visiting”] —epidemic adj.
ep·i·der·mal cell /"Ep@døm@l 'sEl/ n. [C] BIOLOGY any cell that is part of the epidermis of an
animal or plant
ep·i·der·mis /"Ep@'dømIs/ n. [C,U] 1 BIOLOGY
the outer layer of skin on a person or animal,
formed by a layer of cells 2 BIOLOGY the outside
surface of a plant, formed by a layer of cells
ep·i·glot·tis /"Ep@'glAÔIs/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the thin
piece of flesh at the back of your throat, that covers
part of your throat when you swallow
ep·i·gram /'Ep@"græm/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
short amusing poem or saying that expresses a wise
idea
ep·i·lep·sy /'Ep@"lEpsi/ n. [U] a medical condition in the brain that can make someone become
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unconscious or unable to control his/her movements for a short time
ep·i·lep·tic /"Ep@'lEptIkX/ n. [C] someone who
has epilepsy —epileptic adj.
ep·i·logue /'Ep@"lOg, -"lAg/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS
a speech or piece of writing added to the end of a
book, movie, or play, which usually gives information about what happened after the main action
e·piph·a·ny /I'pIf@ni/ n. 1 (plural epiphanies)
[C] a moment of sudden very strong emotions,
when someone suddenly understands something
important 2 Epiphany a Christian holy day on
January 6, that celebrates the visit of the Three
Wise Men to the baby Jesus Christ
E·pis·co·pal /I'pIsk@p@l/ adj. relating to the
Protestant church in America that developed from
the Church of England —Episcopalian
/I"pIsk@'peIli@n/ n. [C], adj.
ep·i·sode /'Ep@"soUd/ n. [C] 1 a television or
radio program that is one of a series of programs
that tell a story: It’s my favorite episode of
“Lost.” 2 an event, or a short time that is different
from the time around it: several episodes of depression —episodic /"Ep@'sAdIk/ adj.
e·pis·tle /I'pIs@l/ n. [C] 1 (formal) a long and
important letter 2 Epistle one of the letters written by the first Christians, which are in the New
Testament of the Bible [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old
French, Greek epistole “message, letter,” from
epistellein “to send to”]
e·pis·to·lar·y /I'pIst@"lEri/ adj. ENG. LANG. ARTS an
epistolary book is written in the form of a series of
letters
ep·i·taph /'Ep@"tæf/ n. [C] a statement about a
dead person, on the stone over his/her grave
ep·i·the·li·al tis·sue /"Ep@θili@l 'tISu/ n. [U]
BIOLOGY a material made up of cells that are very
close together, which forms a thin protective layer
on the inner surfaces of the body and around organs
ep·i·thet /'Ep@"θEt/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS an
adjective or short phrase used for describing someone
e·pit·o·me /I'pIÔ@mi/ n. the epitome of sth the
perfect example of something: Hitler is considered
the epitome of evil.
e·pit·o·mize /I'pIÔ@"maIz/ v. [T] to be the perfect
or most typical example of something: Chicago’s
busy liveliness seemed to epitomize the U.S.
ep·och /'Ep@k/ n. [C] a period in history during
which important events or developments happened
e·qual1 /'ikw@l/ adj. 1 the same in size, value,
amount, etc.: Divide the dough into three equal
parts. | Both candidates received an equal number
of votes. | Population growth is equal to 2% a
year. | two areas of equal size 2 having the same
rights, chances, etc. as everyone else: The Constitution says that all people are created equal. | equal
partners in the business | equal rights for women |
an equal opportunity employer 3 be equal to

the task/challenge etc. to have the ability to
deal with something successfully 4 on (an) equal
footing also on equal terms with neither side
having any advantages over the other [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Latin aequalis, from aequus “level,
equal”]
equal2 v. (equaled or equalled, equaling or
equalling) 1 [linking verb] to be the same as something else in size, number, amount, etc.: Four plus
four equals eight. 2 [T] to be as good as something
or someone else: He has equalled the Olympic
record!
equal3 n. [C] someone who is as important, intelligent, etc. as you are, or who has the same rights
and opportunities as you do: My boss treats her
employees as equals. | Rembrandt was an artist
without equal (=no one was as good as he).
e·qual·i·ty /I'kwAl@Ôi/ n. [U] the state of having
the same conditions, opportunities, and rights as
everyone else ANT inequality: Women haven’t
achieved equality in the workforce. | equality of
opportunity | the struggle for racial equality
e·qual·ize /'ikw@"laIz/ v. [T] to make two or
more things equal in size, value, etc.: The funds
given to all schools should be equalized.
e·qual·ly /'ikw@li/ adv. 1 to the same degree or
limit: The candidates are equally qualified for the
job. 2 in parts that are the same size: We’ll divide
the work equally.
"equal pro'tection n. [U] LAW the principle that
the government must treat all people and groups of
people in a fair and equal way, as promised in the
Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution
'equal sign n. [C] MATH the sign (=), used in
mathematics to show that two amounts or numbers
are the same
e·qua·nim·i·ty /"ikw@'nIm@Ôi, "Ek-/ n. [U] (formal) calmness in a difficult situation
e·quate /I'kweIt/ Ac v. [T] (formal) to consider
that one thing is the same as something else: Don’t
equate criticism with blame. [ORIGIN: 1400—
1500 Latin, from aequare “to make equal”]
e·qua·tion /I'kweIZ@n/ Ac n. [C] MATH a statement in mathematics showing that two quantities
are equal, for example 2 x 3 + 4 = 10: Solve the first
ten equations for homework. [ORIGIN: 1400—
1500 Latin, past participle of aequare “to make
equal,” from aequus “equal”]
e·qua·tor /I'kweIÔø/ n. the equator an imaginary circle around the Earth, that divides it equally
into its northern and southern halves
—equatorial /"Ekw@'tOri@lX/ adj. ➔ see picture at
GLOBE

e·ques·tri·an /I'kwEstri@n/ adj. relating to

horse riding [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin equester
“of a horse-rider,” from equus “horse”]
e·qui·an·gu·lar /"ikwi'æÎgy@lø, "Ek-/ adj. MATH
an equiangular TRIANGLE or another shape has
angles that are the same size and sides that are the
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same length: A square is an equiangular polygon.
tri·an·gle /"ikw@"læÔ@r@l
'traI"æÎg@l/ n. [C] MATH a TRIANGLE whose three
sides are the same length ➔ see picture at TRIANGLE
e·qui·lib·ri·um /"ikw@'lIbri@m/ n. [U] 1 a balance between opposing forces, influences, etc.: The
supply and the demand for money must be kept in
equilibrium. 2 a calm emotional state 3 CHEMISTRY a state of balance between the substances in a
chemical solution after a chemical reaction
e·qui·nox /'ikw@"nAks, 'E-/ n. [C] one of the two
times each year when day and night are equal in
length everywhere
e·quip /I'kwIp/ Ac v. (equipped, equipping)
[T] 1 to provide a person, group, building, etc.
with the things that are needed for a particular
purpose: The new school will be equipped with the
latest computers. 2 to prepare someone for a particular purpose: The program equips youngsters
with technical skills. | a problem we weren’t
equipped to handle [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French
équiper] —equipped adj.
e·quip·ment /I'kwIpm@nt/ Ac n. [U] the tools,
machines, etc. that you need for a particular activity: camera equipment | new pieces of equipment
for the chemistry lab

e·qui·lat·er·al

GRAMMAR

Equipment does not have a plural form. You
can say some equipment, any equipment, or
pieces of equipment: We need to buy some
extra equipment.

eq·ui·ta·ble /'Ekw@Ô@b@l/ adj. (formal) fair and
equal to everyone involved: an equitable solution
THESAURUS
fair, just, reasonable,
balanced, even-handed, impartial, unbiased
1
➔ FAIR

eq·ui·ty /'Ekw@Ôi/ n. [U] 1 (formal) a situation in

which everyone is fairly treated 2 ECONOMICS the
value of something you own, such as a house or
SHARE s, after you have taken away the amount of
money you still owe on it
e·quiv·a·lent1 /I'kwIv@l@nt/ Ac adj. equal in
value, purpose, rank, etc. to something or someone
else: The atomic bomb has power equivalent to
10,000 tons of dynamite. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
French, Late Latin, from aequivalere “to have
equal power”]
equivalent2 n. [C] something that has the same
value, size, etc. as something else: Some French
words have no equivalents in English. | He had
drunk the equivalent of two bottles of wine.
e"quivalent e'quations n. [plural] MATH two or
more EQUATION s that have the same set of solutions
e·quiv·o·cal /I'kwIv@k@l/ adj. 1 deliberately
not clear or definite in meaning: an equivocal
answer 2 difficult to understand or explain: The
results of the test were equivocal.

ER n. [C] an EMERGENCY ROOM
e·ra /'Ir@, 'Er@/ n. [C] 1 a long period of time that

begins with a particular date or event: the colonial
era 2 EARTH SCIENCES one of the three long periods
of time that the history of the Earth is divided into,
starting 550 million years ago [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 Late Latin aera “number for calculating
from,” from Latin, “counters,” plural of aes
“copper, money”]
e·rad·i·cate /I'ræd@"keIt/ v. [T] to completely
destroy something: Smallpox has been eradicated.
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin, past participle of
eradicare “to pull out by the root,” from radix
“root”] —eradication /I"ræd@'keIS@n/ n. [U]
e·rase /I'reIs/ v. [T] 1 to completely remove
written or recorded information so that it cannot be
seen or heard: I erased the answer. | The information had been erased from the hard drive.
THESAURUS

remove, rub off, efface,

expunge ➔ REMOVE

2 to get rid of something so that it is gone completely: I could not erase the memories from that
time. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin, past participle
of eradere, from radere “to rub roughly,
scrape”]
e·ras·er /I'reIsø/ n. [C] 1 a piece of rubber used
for erasing pencil marks from paper 2 an object
used for cleaning marks from a BLACKBOARD
e·rect1 /I'rEkt/ adj. in a straight upright position:
He stood erect.
erect2 v. [T] 1 (formal) to build something: Officials plan to erect a monument in Lindbergh’s
honor.
THESAURUS
build, construct, put up,
assemble ➔ BUILD 1

2 to put something in an upright position: The tents
for the fair were erected overnight.
e·rec·tion /I'rEkS@n/ n. 1 [C] the swelling of a
man’s PENIS during sexual excitement 2 [U] the
act of building something: the erection of a new
church
e·rode /I'roUd/ Ac v. 1 [I,T] to destroy something gradually by the action of wind, rain, or acid,
or to be destroyed in this way: The cliffs had been
eroded by the ocean. 2 [T] to gradually reduce
someone’s power, authority, etc.: The government
was accused of eroding civil rights.
e·ro·sion /I'roUZ@n/ Ac n. [U] 1 EARTH SCIENCES
the process by which rock or soil is gradually
washed away by wind, rain, or water: soil erosion
➔ see picture on page 340 2 the process of gradually
making something weaker: the erosion of society’s
values
e·rot·ic /I'rAÔIk/ adj. relating to sexual love and
desire: erotic pictures —erotically adv.
—eroticism /I'rAÔ@"sIz@m/ n. [U]
err /Er, ø/ v. [I] 1 err on the side of caution/
mercy etc. to be very careful, very kind, etc.
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prices
escalated
recently.
—escalation
/"Esk@'leIS@n/ n. [C,U]
es·ca·la·tor /'Esk@"leIÔø/ n. [C] a set of stairs
that move and carry people from one level of a
building to another

es·ca·pade /'Esk@"peId/ n. [C] an exciting

adventure or series of events that may be dangerous

es·cape1 /I'skeIp/ v. 1 [I,T] to succeed in going
away from a place where you do not want to be, or
from a dangerous situation: He escaped from a
maximum security prison. | The girl climbed
through a window to escape the fire.
THESAURUS

E

rather than risk making mistakes 2 (formal) to
make a mistake
er·rand /'Er@nd/ n. [C] a short trip that you make
to take a message or buy something: I have some
errands to do downtown. | Could you run an
errand for Grandma?
er·rant /'Er@nt/ adj. (formal) 1 behaving badly:
an errant husband 2 going in the wrong direction:
A member of the other team caught the errant pass.
er·rat·ic /I'ræÔIk/ adj. changing often or moving
in an irregular way, without any reason: erratic
behavior —erratically adv.
er·ro·ne·ous /I'roUni@s/ Ac adj. (formal) not
correct: erroneous statements | The information we
were given was erroneous. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Latin erroneus, from errare “to wander”]
—erroneously adv.
THESAURUS
wrong, incorrect, inaccurate,
misleading, false, fallacious ➔ WRONG 1

er·ror /'Erø/

get away – to escape from someone who is
chasing you: In the dream, a man with a knife is
chasing me, and I can’t get away.
flee – to leave somewhere very quickly in order
to escape from danger: The refugees were forced
to flee their country.
get out – to escape from a place: Is the window
locked? Maybe we can get out that way.
break out – to escape from prison: Several
inmates have broken out of the state penitentiary.
break free/break away – to escape from
someone who is trying to hold you: She broke
free and started running.
abscond (formal) – to leave a place without
permission or after stealing something: Two
employees allegedly absconded with the money.

2 [I,T] to avoid something bad: The two boys managed to escape punishment. | The driver narrowly
escaped death. | She escaped with minor injuries
(=she avoided being seriously hurt). 3 [I] if gas,
liquid, light, etc. escapes from somewhere, it comes
out 4 escape sb’s notice/attention to not
notice something —escaped adj.: escaped prisoners

Ac n. [C,U] a mistake: They had
made several errors. | an accident caused by
human error (=by a person rather than a machine) | escape2 n. 1 [C,U] the act of escaping: There
The company admitted it was in error (=had made was no chance of escape. | He crouched down,
a mistake). | Kovitz apologized yesterday for his ready to make his escape. | Passengers talked about
error in/of judgment (=a decision that was a mis- their escape from the wreckage. 2 [U] a way to
take). [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French errour, forget about an unpleasant situation: Books are a
from Latin error, from errare]
good form of escape.
er·u·dite /'Ery@"daIt, 'Er@-/ adj. (formal) showing es·cap·ism /I'skeIp"Iz@m/ n. [U] a way of fora lot of knowledge —erudition /"Ery@'dIS@n/ n. getting about an unpleasant situation and thinking
[U]
of pleasant things: the escapism that the movies
e·rupt /I'röpt/ v. [I] 1 to happen suddenly: A provide for us —escapist adj.
bloody civil war erupted in Iran. 2 EARTH SCIENCES es·chew /Es'tSu/ v. [T] (formal) to deliberately
if a VOLCANO erupts, it sends out smoke, fire, and avoid doing, using, or having something
rock into the sky 3 if a place erupts, the people
1
there suddenly become very angry or excited: The es·cort /I'skOrt, 'EskOrt/ v. [T] 1 to go somewhere
with
someone, especially in order to protect
crowd erupted into applause. [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 Latin, past participle of erumpere “to burst him/her: Armed guards escorted the prisoners. | I
out”] —eruption /I'röpS@n/ n. [C,U]: a volcanic escorted her to the door.
eruption
THESAURUS
lead, guide, show, usher ➔
LEAD 1
es·ca·late /'Esk@"leIt/ v. 1 [I,T] if violence or a
war escalates, or if someone escalates it, it becomes
much worse: Fighting has escalated in several 2 to go with someone of the opposite sex to a social
areas. | a dispute which has escalated into vio- event: The princess was escorted by her cousin.
lence 2 [I] to become higher or increase: Housing es·cort2 /'EskOrt/ n. [C] the person or people who
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escort someone: The governor arrived at the Convention Center with a police escort. | The prisoners
were transported under escort (=with an escort).
Es·ki·mo /'Esk@"moU/ n. (plural Eskimos) [C] an
Inuit. Some people now consider this word offensive.
ESL n. [U] English as a Second Language the
teaching of English to people whose first language
is not English, but who are living in an Englishspeaking country
e·soph·a·gus /I'sAf@g@s/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the tube
that goes from the mouth to the stomach [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Greek oisophagos, from oisein “to
be going to carry” + phagein “to eat”] ➔ see
picture at LUNG

es·o·ter·ic /"Es@'tErIk/ adj. known and under-

stood only by a few people
ESP n. [U] extrasensory perception the ability
to know what another person is thinking
es·pe·cial·ly /I'spES@li/ adv. 1 used in order to
emphasize that something is more important than
other things, or that it happens more with one thing
than with others: Everyone’s excited, especially
Doug. | There may be feelings of dizziness, especially when walking or turning. 2 to a particularly
high degree, or more than usual: The bread tasted
especially good. 3 for a particular purpose, reason,
etc. ➔ SPECIALLY : Several songs were recorded
especially for the new collection.
es·pi·o·nage /'Espi@"nAZ/ n. [U] the activity of
finding out secret information and giving it to a
country’s enemies or a company’s competitors
ESPN n. a CABLE television company that broadcasts sports programs in the U.S.
es·pouse /E'spaUz, I-/ v. [T] (formal) to believe in
and support an idea, especially a political one: The
school board has espoused the new anti-drug policies.
es·pres·so /E'sprEsoU/ n. (plural espressos)
[C,U] very strong coffee that you drink in small
cups [ORIGIN: 1900—2000 Italian caffè espresso
“pressed-out coffee”]
es·say /'EseI/ n. [C] a short piece of writing about
a particular subject, especially as part of a course of
study: an essay on/about race relations [ORIGIN:
1400—1500 Old French essai, from Late Latin
exagium “act of weighing”]
THESAURUS

composition – an essay that you write as part
of your school work: We had to write a
composition about one of our hobbies.
paper – a piece of writing that is done as part of
a course at school or university: She’s writing a
paper on the Civil War.
assignment – something that a teacher asks a
student to do for homework: For our assignment,
we had to interview people about their eating
habits.
thesis – a long piece of writing that is part of an
advanced university degree, for example an M.A.:

I wrote my thesis on the poems of Sylvia Plath.
dissertation – a long piece of writing that you
write for a Ph.D.: He is currently working on his
dissertation for his Ph.D. in Social Policy.

es·sence /'Es@ns/ n. 1 [singular] the most basic

and important quality of something: Using scents to
create a sense of well-being is the essence of
aromatherapy. | In essence (=basically), these novels are all love stories. 2 [U] a liquid that has a
strong smell or taste and is obtained from a plant,
flower, etc.: vanilla essence [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
French, Latin essentia, from esse “to be”]
es·sen·tial1 /I'sEnS@l/ adj. 1 important and necessary: an essential element in the peace process |
Good food is essential for/to your health.
THESAURUS
important, of
great/considerable importance, crucial, vital,
major, key, paramount, significant, salient ➔

IMPORTANT

necessary, mandatory, compulsory, requisite,
indispensable ➔ NECESSARY

2 the essential parts, qualities, or features of something are the ones that are most important, typical,
or easily noticed: the essential difference between
Democrats and Republicans
THESAURUS
basic, fundamental,
elementary, central, underlying ➔ BASIC

essential2 n. [C usually plural] something that is

important and necessary: Elections are one of the
essentials of democracy. | I packed only the bare
essentials (=the most necessary things).
es·sen·tial·ly /I'sEnS@li/ adv. relating to the most
important or basic qualities of something: He is
paid less for doing essentially the same job.
es·tab·lish /I'stæblIS/ Ac v. [T] 1 to start
something such as a company, system, situation,
etc., especially one that will exist for a long time:
The school was established in 1922. 2 to begin a
relationship, conversation, etc. with someone: In
the 1980s, the two countries began to establish
trade relations. 3 to make people accept that you
can do something, or that you have a particular
quality: He’s established himself as the most powerful man in the state. 4 to find out facts that will
prove that something is true: Several studies have
established that good daycare does children no
harm. | The blood test will establish whether the
treatment has been successful. [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Old French establir, from Latin stabilire
“to make firm”]
THESAURUS

demonstrate, show, indicate,
suggest, prove, substantiate ➔ DEMONSTRATE

es·tab·lish·ment

/I'stæblISm@nt/

Ac

n. 1 [C] (formal) an institution, especially a business,

store, hotel, etc.: an educational establishment (=a
school or college) 2 the Establishment the
organizations and people in a society who have a
lot of power and who often are opposed to change
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or new ideas: the political/medical/military Estab- of ET CETERA – used after a list to show that there
lishment 3 [U] the act of starting something such are many other similar things or people that could
as a company, organization, system, etc.: The case be added
resulted in the establishment of new laws to protect et cet·er·a /Et 'sEtr@, -Ô@r@/ adv. (formal) the full
children.
form of ETC.
es·tate /I'steIt/ Ac n. 1 [singular] LAW all of etch /EtS/ v. [I,T] to cut lines on a metal plate, piece
someone’s property and money, especially every- of glass, stone, etc. to form a picture
thing that is left after s/he dies: The house is part of
his dead father’s estate. 2 [C] a large area of land e·ter·nal /I'tønl/ adj. continuing for ever: eternal
in the country, usually with one large house on it life —eternally adv.
➔ REAL ESTATE
e·ter·ni·ty /I'tøn@Ôi/ n. 1 an eternity a period
es·teem1 /I'stim/ n. [U] (formal) a feeling of of time that seems long because you are annoyed,
respect and admiration for someone: She was held anxious, etc.: We waited for what seemed like an
in high esteem by everyone on the team. ➔ SELF- eternity. 2 [U] time without any end, especially the
time after death that some people believe continues
ESTEEM
esteem2 v. [T] (formal) to respect and admire for ever
someone: a highly esteemed (=greatly respected) e·ther /'iθø/ n. [U] 1 a clear liquid, used in past
times to make people sleep during a medical operaartist
es·thet·ic /Es'θEÔIk/ adj. relating to beauty and tion 2 the air, considered as the place where computer information is
the study of beauty —esthetically adv.
e·the·re·al
/I'θIri@l/ adj. very delicate and light,
es·thet·ics /Es'θEÔIks/ n. [U] the study of beauty,
in a way that does not seem real
especially beauty in art
es·ti·mate1 /'Est@"meIt/ Ac v. [T] to judge the eth·ic /'EθIk/ Ac n. 1 [C] an idea or belief that
value, size, etc. of something: We estimate that influences people’s behavior and attitudes: an ethic
75% of our customers are men. | Organizers esti- of fairness | the Puritan work ethic 2 ethics
mated the crowd at 50,000 people. | The tree is [plural] moral rules or principles of behavior for
estimated to be at least 700 years old. deciding what is right and wrong: medical ethics
—estimated adj.: The bridge was built at an eth·i·cal /'EθIk@l/ Ac adj. 1 relating to prinestimated cost of $2 billion.
ciples of what is right and wrong: The use of
es·ti·mate2 /'Est@mIt/ Ac n. [C] 1 a calcula- animals in scientific tests raises difficult ethical
tion or judgment of the value, size, etc. of some- questions. 2 morally good and correct: Is it ethical
thing: a rough estimate (=a calculation that is not to use drugs to control behavior? —ethically adv.
very exact) of the distance | The figure is three eth·nic /'EθnIk/ Ac adj. relating to a particular
times higher than previous estimates. 2 a state- race, nation, tribe, etc.: Bosnia’s three main ethnic
ment of how much it will probably cost to build or groups | The students are from a wide variety of
repair something: Try to get three estimates.
ethnic backgrounds. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Late
es·ti·ma·tion /"Est@'meIS@n/ Ac n. [U] a judg- Latin ethnicus, from Greek ethnos “nation,
ment or opinion about someone or something: In people”]
his estimation, they had greatly improved.
"ethnic 'cleansing n. [U] the use of violence in
es·tranged /I'streIndZd/ adj. 1 no longer living order to force people to leave an area because of
with your husband or wife 2 no longer having any their ethnic group
relationship with a relative or friend: Molly is "ethnic 'group n. [C] SOCIAL SCIENCE a group of
estranged from her son. —estrangement n. people who share the same CULTURE , race,
[C,U] (formal)
NATIONALITY , religion, or language
es·tro·gen /'Estr@dZ@n/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a HORTHESAURUS
race, nation, people, tribe ➔
MONE (=chemical substance) that is produced by a
RACE 1
woman’s body
es·tu·ar·y /'EstSu"Eri/ n. (plural estuaries) [C] eth·nic·i·ty /Eθ'nIs@Ôi/ Ac n. (plural ethnicities)
EARTH SCIENCES the wide part of a river where it goes
[C,U] the race or national group that someone
into the ocean ➔ see picture at DELTA
belongs to
ETA n. [U] estimated time of arrival the time "ethnic mi'nority n. [C] a group of people from a
when an airplane, train, etc. is expected to arrive
different ethnic group than the main group in a
e-tail·er /'i "teIlø/ n. [C] electronic retailer a country
business that sells products or services on the Inter- e·thos /'iθAs/ n. [singular] the set of ideas and
net
moral attitudes belonging to a person or group
et al. /"EÔ 'Al, -'æl/ adv. (formal) used after a list of [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Greek “custom, characnames to mean that other people, who are not ter”]
named, are also involved in something
e-tick·et /'i "tIkIt/ n. [C] electronic ticket a
etc. /Et 'sEtr@, -Ô@r@/ adv. the written abbreviation ticket, especially for an airplane, that is stored in a
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computer and is not given to the customer in paper
form
et·i·quette /'EÔIkIt/ n. [U] the formal rules for
polite behavior in society or in a particular group
et·y·mol·o·gy /"EÔ@'mAl@dZi/ n. (plural etymologies) [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS the study of the origins,
history, and meanings of words, or a description of
the origins of a particular word [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Latin etymologia, from Greek, from etymon “original meaning,” from etymos “true” +
-logia
“study”]
—etymological
/"EÔ@m@'lAdZIk@l/ adj.
THESAURUS

origin, source, root ➔ ORIGIN

EU n. the EU the EUROPEAN UNION
Eu·cha·rist /'yuk@rIst/ n. the Eucharist the

bread and wine that represent Christ’s body and
blood, used during a Christian ceremony, or the
ceremony itself
eu·kar·y·a /yu'kæri@/ n. [plural] BIOLOGY one of
the classes into which scientists group animals,
plants, and other living creatures whose cells have a
NUCLEUS

eu·kar·y·ote /yu'kæri"oUt/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a liv-

ing creature with a cell or cells that have its
GENETIC material in a NUCLEUS —eukaryotic
/yu"kæri'AÔIk/ adj.
eu·lo·gy /'yul@dZi/ n. (plural eulogies) [C,U] (formal) a speech or piece of writing that praises
someone or something very much, especially at a
funeral
eu·phe·mism /'yuf@"mIz@m/ n. [C] ENG. LANG.
ARTS a polite word or expression that you use
instead of a more direct one, in order to avoid
shocking or upsetting someone [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 Greek euphemismos, from euphemos
“sounding good,” from pheme “speech”]
—euphemistic
/"yuf@'mIstIkX/
adj.
—euphemistically adv.
eu·pho·ri·a /yu'fOri@/ n. [U] a feeling of extreme
happiness and excitement
eu·phor·ic /yu'fOrIk/ adj. feeling very happy and
excited: After the game, the team was euphoric.
—euphorically adv.
eu·ro /'yUroU/ n. (plural euros) [C] a unit of
money that is used in most countries belonging to
the European Union
Eu·rope /'yUr@p/ n. one of the seven CONTINENT s that includes land north of the Mediterranean Sea and west of the Ural mountains
Eu·ro·pe·an1 /"yUr@'pi@nX/ adj. relating to or
coming from Europe
European2 n. [C] someone from Europe
"European 'Union n. a European political and
economic organization
eu·tha·na·sia /"yuθ@'neIZ@/ n. [U] the act of
killing in a painless way someone who is very sick,

in order to stop him/her suffering [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 Greek “easy death,” from thanatos
“death”] —euthanize /'yuθ@"naIz/ v. [T]
e·vac·u·ate /I'vækyu"eIt/ v. [I,T] to move people
from a dangerous place to a safe place: The police
evacuated the building. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Latin, past participle of evacuare, from vacuus
“empty”] —evacuation /I"vækyu'eIS@n/ n.
[C,U]

e·vac·u·ee /I"vækyu'i/ n. [C] someone who has
been evacuated

e·vade /I'veId/ v. [T] 1 to avoid doing something

you should do, or avoid talking about something
➔ EVASION : Briggs evaded the issue. 2 to avoid
being caught by someone who is trying to catch
you: So far, he has evaded capture.
e·val·u·ate /I'vælyu"eIt/ Ac v. [T] 1 (formal)
to judge how good, useful, or successful someone
or something is: a chance for students to evaluate
teachers | Scientists are evaluating the results of the
drug trials.
THESAURUS
judge, assess, appraise,
gauge ➔ JUDGE 2

2

MATH to calculate
EXPRESSION

the value of a mathematical

e·val·u·a·tion /I"vælyu'eIS@n/

Ac n. [C,U] the
act of judging something or someone, or a document in which this is done: an evaluation of new
surgical techniques | The child was sent for a
psychological evaluation. [ORIGIN: 1700—1800
French évaluation, from évaluer “to evaluate,”
from value “value”]
e"valuative 'question n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
question that asks someone to give his/her opinion
or make a judgment about something, based on
something s/he has read ➔ INFERENTIAL QUESTION ,
LITERAL QUESTION

ev·a·nes·cent /"Ev@'nEs@nt/ adj. (literary) something that is evanescent disappears quickly

e·van·gel·i·cal /"ivæn'dZElIk@l, "Ev@n-/ adj.
SOCIAL SCIENCE

evangelical Christians and beliefs
emphasize a personal relationship with God, the
importance of the Bible, and the importance of
telling others about these ideas
e·van·ge·list /I'vændZ@lIst/ n. [C] someone
who travels from place to place in order to try to
persuade people to become Christians [ORIGIN:
1100—1200 Old French evangeliste, from
Greek euangelion “good news, gospel”]
—evangelism
n.
[U]
—evangelistic
/I"vændZ@'lIstIk/ adj.
e·vap·o·rate /I'væp@"reIt/ v. 1 [I,T] CHEMISTRY if
a liquid evaporates, or if something evaporates it, it
changes into a gas 2 [I] to slowly disappear: Support for the idea has evaporated.
e·vap·o·ra·tion /I"væp@'reIS@n/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY the process by which a liquid changes into a
gas, for example into a VAPOR such as steam
➔ CONDENSATION ➔ see picture at WATER CYCLE
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e·va·sion /I'veIZ@n/ n. [C,U] 1 the act of avoid-

E

and the early part of the night: Are you doing
ing doing something you should do: tax eva- anything tomorrow evening? | I have a class on
sion 2 the act of deliberately avoiding talking Thursday evenings. | She does her homework in the
about something or dealing with something: a evening. 2 (Good) Evening (spoken) said in
speech full of lies and evasions
order to greet someone when you meet him/her in
e·va·sive /I'veIsIv/ adj. 1 not willing to answer the evening: Evening, Rick. [ORIGIN: Old English
questions directly: an evasive answer 2 evasive æfnung, from æfen “evening”]
action an action someone does to avoid being 'evening gown also 'evening dress n. [C] a
injured or harmed —evasively adv.
dress worn by women for formal occasions in the
eve /iv/ n. 1 [C usually singular] the night or day evening
before a religious day or a holiday: a party on New e·ven·ly /'iv@nli/ adv. 1 covering or affecting all
Year’s Eve 2 the eve of sth the time just before parts of something equally: Spread the paint evenly
an important event: the eve of the election
over the surface. | Make sure the weight is evenly
e·ven1 /'iv@n/ adv. 1 used in order to emphasize distributed. 2 divided in an equal way: We split
that something is surprising or unexpected: Even the money evenly. 3 in a steady or regular way:
with the light on, it was hard to see. | Carrie doesn’t She was breathing evenly. | evenly spaced rows of
even like cookies! 2 used in order to make a young trees
comparison stronger: That just made me feel even
worse. | an even bigger house 3 even if used in e·vent /I'vEnt/ n. [C] 1 something that happens,
order to show that what you have just said will not especially something important, interesting, or
change for any reason: If you ask a question, you’ll unusual: a novel based on a historical event | the
get an answer, even if it’s “I don’t know.” 4 even sequence of events leading up to the war
though used in order to emphasize that although
THESAURUS
one thing happens or is true, something else also
occurrence – something that happens: a
happens or is true: He still remembers it, even
common occurrence
though it happened more than 20 years
incident – something unusual, serious, or violent
ago. 5 even so used in order to say that somethat happens: an upsetting incident
thing is true, although it is different from something
affair – an event or set of related events,
you have just said: I knew he wasn’t coming, but
especially unpleasant ones: the Watergate affair
even so, I waited a few minutes more.
during Nixon’s presidency
2
happening – something that happens, especially
even adj. 1 flat, level, or smooth: You need a
a strange event: There have been reports of
flat, even surface to work on.
THESAURUS

➔ FLAT

1

flat, level, smooth, horizontal

2 an even rate, temperature, etc. does not change
much: Store the chemicals at an even temperature. 3 separated or divided by equal amounts,
spaces, etc.: his even white teeth | an even distribution of wealth 4 be even (informal) to no longer
owe someone money: If you give me $5, we’ll be
even. 5 an even number can be divided by 2
ANT odd 6 get even (with sb) (informal) to do
something bad to someone to punish him/her for
something s/he did to you ➔ break even at BREAK 1
—evenness n. [U]

even3 v.

strange happenings in the town.
occasion – an important event or ceremony:
We’re saving the champagne for a special
occasion.
phenomenon – something that happens or
exists in society, science, or nature that is unusual
or difficult to understand: Homelessness is not a
new phenomenon.

2 a performance, sports competition, party, etc. that
has been arranged for a particular date and time: It
was the social event of the summer. | Security is
tight for large sporting events. 3 one of the races
or competitions that are part of a large sports
competition: “Which event are you entered in?”
“The long jump.” 4 in any event whatever happens or whatever the situation: I’m planning to
retire at the end of the year in any event. 5 in the
event of rain/fire/an accident etc. used in order
to tell people what they should do or what will
happen if something else happens: Britain agreed
to support the U.S. in the event of war. [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Latin eventus, from the past participle of evenire “to happen”]

even (sth ↔) out phr. v. to become equal or level,
or to make something do this: If I give you two,
that’ll even things out. | Over the year, the rise and
fall in share prices has tended to even out.
even (sth ↔) up phr. v. to become equal or the
same, or to make something do this: O’Malley hit a
home run to even up the score.
"even-'handed adj. giving fair and equal treate·vent·ful /I'vEnt§f@l/ adj. full of interesting or
ment to everyone
important events: an eventful meeting
THESAURUS
fair, just, reasonable,
equitable, balanced, impartial, unbiased ➔
FAIR 1

eve·ning /'ivnIÎ/ n. 1 [C,U] the end of the day

e·ven·tu·al /I'vEntSu@l/

Ac adj. happening at
the end of a process: In the quarterfinals, the
University of Kansas lost to the eventual winners of
the tournament. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 French
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éventuel, from Latin eventus “what happens in
the end”]
e·ven·tu·al·i·ty /I"vEntSu'æl@Ôi/ Ac n. (plural
eventualities) [C] (formal) a possible event or
result, especially an unpleasant one: Fire crews
have to be prepared for all possible eventualities.
e·ven·tual·ly /I'vEntS@li, -tSu@li/ Ac adv. after
a long time: He eventually became one of the top
salesmen. | Eventually, the pressure became too
great and the volcano erupted.
ev·er /'Evø/ adv. 1 at any time – used mostly in
questions, negatives, comparisons, or sentences
with “if”: Nothing ever makes Paula angry. | Have
you ever eaten snails? | If you’re ever in Wilmington, give us a call. | That was one of the best meals
I’ve ever had. | I hardly ever (=almost never) watch
TV. 2 ever since continuously since: He moved
to Seattle after college and has lived there ever
since. 3 as good/much/long etc. as ever as
good, much, etc. as always or as usual: The food
was as good as ever. 4 better/higher/more etc.
than ever even better, higher, etc. than before:
People are having to work harder than ever just to
pay the rent. 5 ever-growing/ever-increasing
etc. continuously becoming bigger, etc.: the evergrowing population problem
GRAMMAR

You use ever when you ask a question, but not
when you answer a question: “Have you ever
eaten sushi?” “Yes, I have.”

ev·er·green /'Evø"grin/ adj. evergreen trees have
leaves that do not fall off in winter ➔
—evergreen n. [C]

DECIDUOUS

ev·er·last·ing /"Evø'læstIÎX/ adj. continuing for

ever: everlasting peace
ev·ery /'Evri/ determiner 1 each one of a group of
people or things: Every student will receive a
certificate. | He told Jan every single thing (=all the
things) I said. | If you play this hard every time
(=on each occasion), you’ll win every
game. 2 used in order to show how often something happens: We get the newspaper every day. |
Change the oil in the car every 5,000 miles. | He
came to see us every other day (=every two days). |
I still see her every now and then/every so often
(=sometimes but not often). 3 one in every
100/3 in every 5 etc. used in order to show how
often something affects a particular group of people
or things: One in every three couples live together
without being married. 4 every which way
(informal) in every direction: People were running
every which way. [ORIGIN: Old English æfre ælc
“ever each”]
GRAMMAR

every, every one, everyone

These are all followed by a singular verb: Almost
every house has a computer nowadays. | She
checked the weight of each bag, and found that
every one was different. | Everyone wants to be
famous.

Every one is used to emphasize that you mean
each person or thing in a group: I’ve read every
one of his books.
Everyone means all the people in a group: I
want to thank everyone for their help. ➔ ALL 1

ev·ery·bod·y /'Evri"bAdi, -"bödi/ pron. everyone
ev·ery·day /'Evri"deI/ adj. ordinary, usual, or
happening every day: Stress is just part of everyday
life.
ev·ery·one /'Evri"wön/ also everybody
pron. 1 every person involved in a particular activity or in a particular place: Is everyone ready to
go? | They gave a small prize to everyone who
played. | Where is everybody (=where are the
people that are usually here)? | I was still awake but
everybody else (=all the other people) had gone to
bed. | Everyone but (=all the people except) Lisa
went home.
USAGE

Use everyone to mean all the people in a group:
Everyone has passed the test.
Use every one to mean each single person or
thing in a group: Every one of the songs was really
good.

2 all people in general: Everyone has a bad day
now and then.

ev·ery·place /'Evri"pleIs/ adv. (spoken) everywhere

THESAURUS
everywhere, all over sth,
throughout sth, worldwide, nationwide ➔
EVERYWHERE

ev·ery·thing /'Evri"θIÎ/ pron. 1 each thing or
all things ➔ NOTHING : I think everything is ready. |
I’ve forgotten everything I learned about math in
school. | There’s only bread left. They’ve eaten
everything else (=all other things). 2 used when
you are talking in general about your life or about a
situation ➔ NOTHING : Everything was going
wrong. 3 be/mean everything to be the thing
that matters most: Money isn’t everything. 4 and
everything (spoken) and a lot of similar things:
She’s at the hospital having tests and everything.

ev·ery·where /'Evri"wEr/ adv. in or to every

place ➔ NOWHERE : I’ve looked everywhere for my
keys. | People here are the same as people everywhere else.
THESAURUS

all over sth – everywhere on a surface or in a
place: Jack’s clothes were all over the floor.
throughout sth – in every part of a place: The
incident shocked Americans throughout the
country.
worldwide – everywhere in the world: He has
fans worldwide.
nationwide – everywhere in a particular nation:
The company has over 350 stores nationwide.
everyplace (spoken) – everywhere: There you
are. I’ve been looking for you everyplace.
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e·vict /I'vIkt/ v. [T] to legally force someone to

E

years. 2 the gradual change and development of
leave the house s/he is renting from you: Frank was an idea, situation, or object: the evolution of the
evicted from his apartment four months ago. home computer —evolutionary adj.: evolutionary
—eviction /I'vIkS@n/ n. [C,U]
change
ev·i·dence /'Ev@d@ns/ Ac n. 1 [U] facts, evo"lutionary classifi'cation n. [U] BIOLOGY a
objects, or signs that show that something exists or scientific system of putting living things into paris true: The police have evidence that the killer was ticular groups or classes, according to the way they
a woman. | scientists looking for evidence of life on evolved
other planets | I had to give evidence (=tell the e·volve /I'vAlv/ Ac v. 1 [I] to develop and
facts) in my brother’s trial. | The strongest evidence change gradually over a long period of time: Did
for the theory comes from ongoing studies of man evolve from apes? | Their relationship evolved
bacteria. | There was very little evidence against into a strong friendship. 2 [T] to develop somehim. | medical/scientific evidence ➔ COURT 1 2 be thing gradually: In America, we have evolved legal
in evidence (formal) to be easily seen or noticed: structures to protect people’s rights.
The police were very much in evidence at the
ewe /yu/ n. [C] a female sheep
march.
ex /Eks/ n. [C usually singular] (informal) someone’s
GRAMMAR
former wife, husband, GIRLFRIEND , or BOYFRIEND
Evidence does not have a plural form. You can
ex·ac·er·bate /Ig'zæsø"beIt/ v. [T] (formal) to
say some evidence, any evidence, or pieces
make a bad situation worse: Higher taxes exacerof evidence: There is some evidence that foods
bated the problem. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin,
rich in vitamin C can give protection against
past participle of exacerbare, from acerbus “bitcancer.
ter”] —exacerbation /Ig"zæsø'beIS@n/ n. [U]
ev·i·dent /'Ev@d@nt/ Ac adj. easily noticed or
1
understood: It was clearly evident that she was ex·act /Ig'zækt/ adj. 1 correct and including all
the
necessary
details: The exact time is 2:47. | What
unhappy. | John’s ability is evident in his grades.
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French, Latin evidens, were her exact words? | It has been nine months, to
from e- “out” + the present participle of videre be exact. 2 the exact opposite someone or
something that is as different as possible from
“to see”] —evidently adv.
another person or thing: Unfortunately, today the
THESAURUS
noticeable, clear, obvious,
apparent, conspicuous, unmistakable,
manifest ➔ NOTICEABLE

exact opposite is true.

exact2 v. [T] (formal) 1 to punish someone or have

a bad effect on him/her: What is the penalty exacted
for breaking the rules? 2 to demand and get something from someone by using threats, force, etc.
an evil dictator 2 morally wrong: Slavery was
ex·act·ing /Ig'zæktIÎ/ adj. demanding a lot of
evil.
care, effort, and attention: an exacting piece of
THESAURUS
bad, wicked, immoral, wrong,
work
depraved, reprehensible ➔ BAD 1
ex·act·ly /Ig'zækôli/ adv. 1 used in order to
3 relating to the Devil: evil spirits [ORIGIN: Old emphasize that a particular number, amount, or
English yfel]
piece of information is completely correct: We got
evil2 n. 1 [U] actions and behavior that are mor- home at exactly six o’clock. | You’re exactly right. | I
ally wrong and cruel: the battle between good and don’t know exactly where she lives. | What exactly
evil 2 [C] something that is very bad or harmful: did she say?
the evils of alcohol
SPOKEN PHRASES
e·vince /I'vIns/ v. [T] (formal) to show a feeling or 2 said in order to emphasize that something is the
quality very clearly in what you do or say: She had same in every way: That’s exactly what I’ve been
trying to tell you! | She’s exactly like her mother. |
evinced her belief in my innocence.
changes have had exactly the opposite effect
e·voc·a·tive /I'vAk@ÔIv/ adj. making people The
from what was intended. 3 said when you agree
remember something by reminding them of a feel- with what someone is saying: “So we should spend
ing or memory: the evocative smell of bread baking more on education?” “Exactly!” 4 not exactin the oven
ly a) used as a reply to show that what someone
e·voke /I'voUk/ v. [T] to produce a strong feeling has said is not completely correct or true: “He told
or memory in someone: Hitchcock’s movies can you?” “Not exactly. I heard him talking to
evoke a sense of terror. —evocation Sarah.” b) used in order to show that you mean
/"Ev@'keIS@n, "ivoU-/ n. [C,U]
the opposite: The report isn’t exactly beach readev·o·lu·tion /"Ev@'luS@n/ Ac n. [U] 1 BIOLOGY ing.
the scientific idea that plants and animals develop
gradually from simpler to more complicated forms: ex·ag·ger·ate /Ig'zædZ@"reIt/ v. [I,T] to make
the evolution of mammals | The process of biologi- something seem better, larger, worse, etc. than it
cal evolution continues over millions of really is: The danger should not be exaggerated.

e·vil1 /'iv@l/ adj. 1 deliberately cruel or harmful:
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[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin, past participle of
exaggerare “to make into a pile”]
—exaggerated
adj.
—exaggeration
/Ig"zædZ@'reIS@n/ n. [C,U]
THESAURUS
emphasize, stress, highlight,
underline, accentuate, underscore ➔
EMPHASIZE

ex·alt /Ig'zOlt/ v. [T] (formal) to praise someone
ex·al·ta·tion /"EgzOl'teIS@n, "EksOl-/ n. [C,U]
(formal) a very strong feeling of happiness

ex·alt·ed /Ig'zOltId/ adj. (formal) 1 having a very

high rank, and highly respected 2 filled with a
feeling of great happiness
ex·am /Ig'zæm/ n. [C] 1 an official test of knowledge or ability in a particular subject: a chemistry
exam | When do you take your final exams? | How
did you do on the exam? 2 a set of medical tests:
an eye exam
ex·am·i·na·tion /Ig"zæm@'neIS@n/ n. [C] 1 the
process of looking at something carefully in order
to see what it is like or find out something: a
detailed examination of the photographs | On
closer examination, the vases were seen to be
cracked. 2 (formal) an
EXAM

ex·am·ine

/Ig'zæmIn/ v. [T] 1 to
look at something carefully in order to make a
decision, find out something, etc.: The doctor
examined
me
thoroughly. | The study
examines how alcohol
abuse affects family
relationships. | The
police examined the
room for fingerprints.
THESAURUS

inspect – to examine something to make sure

that it is correct, safe, etc., especially when it is
your job to do this: The building is regularly
inspected by a fire safety officer.
go through/go over – to examine something
thoroughly from beginning to end, especially in
order to check that it is correct: You should ask
your lawyer to go through the contract before you
sign it.
analyze – to carefully examine information,
reports, the results of tests, etc., in order to
understand something better: When they
analyzed the data, they found some surprising
results.
scrutinize – to examine something very closely
and carefully in order to find out whether there is
anything wrong: Each part of the piano is carefully
scrutinized, adjusted, and then tested again.

2 (formal) to ask someone questions to get information or to test his/her knowledge about something:
You will be examined on everything covered this

semester. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French examiner, from Latin examinare, from examen
“weighing out”] —examiner n. [C]
ex·am·ple /Ig'zæmp@l/ n. [C] 1 someone or
something that you mention to show what you
mean, show that something is true, or show what
something is like: an example of students’ writing |
These chairs are a good/typical/classic example of
Shaker furniture. | Can anyone give me an example
of a transitive verb? | Many countries, for example
(=as an example) Mexico and Japan, have a lot of
earthquakes.
THESAURUS

case – an example of something that happens,

especially something bad: There have been a
number of cases in which people have lost all their
money.
instance – an example of a particular kind of
situation or event, especially one that does not
happen very often: I can’t think of a single
instance in which anyone has been hurt.

2 someone whose behavior is very good and should
be copied by other people: Parents should set an
example for their children (=behave in the way
they want their children to behave). | She’s an
example to us all. 3 make an example of sb to
punish someone so that other people are afraid to
do the same thing [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
French, Latin exemplum, from eximere “to take
out”]
ex·as·per·ate /Ig'zæsp@"reIt/ v. [T] to make
someone feel very annoyed by continuing to do
something that upsets him/her: His refusal to agree
has exasperated his lawyers. —exasperating adj.
—exasperation /Ig"zæsp@'reIS@n/ n. [U]
ex·as·pe·rat·ed /Ig'zæsp@"reIÔId/ adj. feeling
annoyed because someone is continuing to do
something that upsets you
ex·ca·vate /'Eksk@"veIt/ v. [I,T] 1 to dig a hole
in the ground 2 to dig up the ground in order to
find something that was buried there in an earlier
time: Archeologists are excavating an ancient city.
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin, past participle of
excavare, from cavus “hollow”] —excavation
/"Eksk@'veIS@n/ n. [C,U]
ex·ceed /Ik'sid/ Ac v. [T] (formal) 1 to be more
than a particular number or amount: The cost must
not exceed $150. | Sales have exceeded our expectations. 2 to go beyond an official or legal limit:
She received a fine for exceeding the speed limit.
ex·ceed·ing·ly /Ik'sidIÎli/ adv. (formal)
extremely: The show has done exceedingly well.
ex·cel /Ik'sEl/ v. (excelled, excelling) [I] (formal)
to do something very well, or much better than
most people: He had excelled in volleyball and
track. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin excellere,
from ex “out of” + -cellere “to rise, stick up”]

ex·cel·lence /'Eks@l@ns/ n. [U] the quality of
being excellent: an honor given for academic excellence
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ex·cel·lent /'Eks@l@nt/ adj. 1 extremely good or

much or too often: Is it possible to exercise to
excess? 4 excesses [plural] actions that are
socially or morally unacceptable: the worst
excesses of capitalism
THESAURUS
good, great, wonderful,
excess2 adj. additional and more than is needed
fantastic, outstanding, exceptional, superb,
or allowed: There is a charge of $75 for excess
first-class, ace ➔ GOOD 1
baggage.
2 (spoken) said when you approve of something:
ex·ces·sive
/Ik'sEsIv/ adj. much more than is
“There’s a party at Becky’s house tonight.” “Excelreasonable or necessary: excessive fees
lent!” —excellently adv.
—excessively adv.
ex·cept1 /Ik'sEpt/ prep. used in order to show the
1
things or people who are not included in a state- ex·change /Iks'tSeIndZ/ n. 1 [C,U] the act of
giving
someone
something and receiving somement: We’re open every day except Monday. |
Everyone went to the show, except for Scott and thing else from him/her: an exchange of political
Danny. | I don’t know anything about it, except prisoners | The police offered him protection in
exchange for information. 2 [C] a short conversawhat I’ve read in the newspaper.
tion, especially an angry one 3 exchange of
2
except conjunction used in order to show that the ideas/information etc. an action in which people
statement you have just made is not true or not discuss or share ideas, information, etc. 4 [C] an
completely true: It is like all the other houses, arrangement in which a student, teacher, etc. visits
except that it’s painted bright blue. | I have ear- another country to work or study 5 [C] a place
rings just like those, except they’re silver. | I’d go, where things are bought, sold, or traded ➔ STOCK
except it’s too far.
EXCHANGE : trading on the commodities exchange
except3 v. [T] (formal) to not include something
exchange2 v. [T] 1 to give something to someex·cept·ed /Ik'sEptId/ adj. not included: The one who gives you something else: We still
cost is $5 per person, children excepted.
exchange gifts at Christmas.
THESAURUS
ex·cept·ing /Ik'sEptIÎ/ prep. (formal) not including
trade – to exchange something that you have for
ex·cep·tion /Ik'sEpS@n/ n. [C,U] 1 someone or
something that someone else has: He had traded
something that is not included in something: It’s
milk and eggs from the farm for flour and sugar.
swap – to give something to someone, who
been very cold, but today’s an exception. | He was
gives you something similar: The two schools use
asked to make an exception to company policy
the Internet to swap pictures, stories, and jokes.
(=not include something in the policy). | Everyone
in exchange/return (for sth) – if you give
has improved, with the possible exception of
something in exchange or in return for something
Sam. 2 be no exception used in order to say that
else, you give it in order to get something else
something is not different from before or from the
back: Williams will plead guilty in exchange for a
other things mentioned: March weather is usually
reduced sentence.
changeable, and this year was no exception. 3 without exception (formal) used in order
to say that something is true of all the people or 2 to replace one thing with another: This shirt is too
things in a group: Almost without exception, teach- big. Can I exchange it for a smaller one? 3 if two
people exchange words, information, looks, etc.,
ers said that students do not work hard enough.
they talk to each other, look at each other, etc.
ex·cep·tion·al /Ik'sEpS@n@l/ adj. 1 unusually —exchangeable adj.
good: an exceptional student
ex'change "rate n. [C] the value of the money of
THESAURUS
one country compared to the money of another
good, great, excellent,
country
wonderful, fantastic, outstanding, superb,
1
first-class, ace ➔ GOOD
ex·cheq·uer /'Eks"tSEkø, Ik'stSEkø/ n. [C usu2 unusual and not likely to happen often: The ally singular] ECONOMICS a government department in
teachers were doing their best under exceptional Great Britain and Northern Ireland that controls the
money that the country collects and spends
circumstances. —exceptionally adv.
ex·cerpt /'Eksøpt/ n. [C] a short piece of writing ex·cise1 /'EksaIz, -saIs/ n. [C,U] the government
or music taken from a longer book, poem, etc.: an tax on particular goods produced and used inside a
excerpt from his poem [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 country
Latin, past participle of excerpere, from carpere ex·cise2 /Ik'saIz/ v. [T] (formal) to remove some“to gather, pick”]
thing completely by cutting it out —excision
ex·cess1 /'EksEs, Ik'sEs/ n. 1 [singular, U] a /Ik'sIZ@n/ n. [C,U]
larger amount of something than is needed, usual,
or allowed: There is an excess of alcohol in his ex·cit·a·ble /Ik'saIÔ@b@l/ adj. easily excited
blood. 2 in excess of sth more than a particular ex·cite /Ik'saIt/ v. [T] 1 to make someone feel
amount: Our profits were in excess of $5 mil- happy, eager, or nervous: The thought of returning
lion. 3 do sth to excess to do something too to Montana excited me. 2 to make someone have
of very high quality: Jim’s in excellent health. | The
food was excellent.
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strong feelings: The murder trial has excited public
interest. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French exciter,
from Latin excitare, from citare “to set in movement”]
ex·cit·ed /Ik'saIÔId/ adj. 1 happy, interested, or
hopeful because something good has happened or
will happen: We’re really excited about our trip to
California. | These teachers want kids to get excited
about learning. 2 feeling sexual desire
—excitedly adv.
ex·cite·ment /Ik'saIt§m@nt/ n. [U] the feeling
of being excited: people’s excitement about/over
the Olympics | Their eyes sparkled with excitement.
ex·cit·ing /Ik'saIÔIÎ/ adj. making you feel happy
or interested in something: an exciting story
THESAURUS

thrilling – very exciting: a thrilling 3–2 victory
gripping – a gripping movie, story, etc. is very

exciting and interesting: The novel is a gripping
tale of power and corruption in ancient Rome.
dramatic – used about something that is
exciting to watch or hear about as it happens:
the dramatic events of the past week
exhilarating – making you feel happy, excited,
and full of energy: an exhilarating ride
electric – making you feel very excited: There
was an almost electric atmosphere in the stadium.

ex·claim /Ik'skleIm/ v. [I,T] (written) to say some-

thing suddenly because you are surprised, excited,
or angry: “Oh!” exclaimed Stella. “What happened?” —exclamation /"Ekskl@'meIS@n/ n. [C]
excla'mation "point also excla'mation
"mark n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS the mark (!) used in
writing after a sentence or word that expresses
surprise, excitement, or anger
ex·clam·a·to·ry /Ik'sklæm@"tOri/ adj. ENG. LANG.
ARTS an exclamatory sentence expresses a strong
opinion or emotion and ends with an EXCLAMATION POINT (=!)

ex·clude /Ik'sklud/

Ac v. [T] 1 to not allow
someone to enter a place or to do something:
Women are excluded from the priesthood. 2 to
deliberately not include something: Some of the
data was excluded from the report. [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Latin excludere, from ex “out” +
claudere “to close”]

ex·clud·ing /Ik'skludIÎ/

Ac prep. not including: Figure out how much you spend each month,
excluding set amounts such as housing or car
payments.

ex·clu·sion /Ik'skluZ@n/

Ac n. 1 [U] a situation in which someone is not allowed to do something or something is not used: At that time, the
judges upheld the exclusion of women from
juries. 2 [C] something that is deliberately not
included in a contract or agreement: a tax exclusion 3 do sth to the exclusion of sth to do
something so much that you do not do, consider, or
have time for something else: History books have

focused on the achievements of white men, to the
exclusion of women and minorities.
Ac
ex·clu·sive1 /Ik'sklusIv, -zIv/
adj. 1 exclusive places, organizations, etc. are for
people who have a lot of money, or who belong to a
high social class: an exclusive Manhattan
hotel 2 used by only one person or group, and not
shared: a car for the exclusive use of the
Pope 3 exclusive of sth not including something: The trip cost $450, exclusive of meals.
exclusive2 n. [C] an important news story that is
in only one newspaper, magazine, television news
program, etc.
ex·clu·sive·ly /Ik'sklusIvli, -zIv-/ Ac adv.
only: Businesses should not focus exclusively on
profit.
ex"clusive 'powers n. [plural] POLITICS the legal
right to do something that only one level of the
government has. For example, one of the exclusive
powers of the FEDERAL government is the ability to
print money, which state governments are not
allowed to do.
ex·com·mu·ni·cate /"Eksk@'myun@"keIt/ v.
[T] if a church excommunicates someone, it punishes him/her by not allowing him/her to continue
to be a member —excommunication
/"Eksk@"myun@'keIS@n/ n. [C,U]
ex·cre·ment /'Ekskr@m@nt/ n. [U] (formal) the
solid waste from a person’s or animal’s body
ex·crete /Ik'skrit/ v. [I,T] BIOLOGY to get rid of
waste from the body through the BOWEL s, or to get
rid of waste liquid through the skin [ORIGIN:
1600—1700 Latin excretus, past participle of
excernere “to separate out”]
ex·cru·ci·at·ing
/Ik'skruSi"eIÔIÎ/
adj. 1 extremely painful 2 extremely boring or
embarrassing: He told us about his vacation in
excruciating detail. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 excruciate “to cause great pain to” (16—21 centuries), from Latin excruciare, from cruciare “to
crucify”] —excruciatingly adv.
ex·cul·pate /'Eksk@l"peIt/ v. [T] (formal) to prove
or decide that someone is not guilty of something:
The
jury
exculpated
the
defendant.
—exculpatory /Ik'skölp@"tOri/ adj.: exculpatory
evidence —exculpation /"Eksk@l'peIS@n/ n. [U]
ex·cur·sion /Ik'skøZ@n/ n. [C] a short trip, usually made by a group of people: an excursion to
Sea World
THESAURUS
trip, journey, voyage, tour,
expedition, pilgrimage ➔ TRAVEL 2

ex·cus·a·ble /Ik'skyuz@b@l/ adj. behavior or

words that are excusable are easy to forgive
ANT

inexcusable

ex·cuse1 /Ik'skyuz/ v. [T] 1 excuse me (spoken) a) said when you want to politely get some-

one’s attention in order to ask a question: Excuse
me, is this the right bus for the airport? b) used in
order to say you are sorry when you have done
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ex·ec·u·tor /Ig'zEky@Ôø/ n. [C]

LAW someone
who deals with the instructions in a WILL
adj.
(forex·em·pla·ry
/Ig'zEmpl@ri/
mal) 1 excellent and providing a good example to
follow: the students’ exemplary behavior 2 severe
and used as a warning: an exemplary punishment
ex·em·pli·fy /Ig'zEmpl@"faI/ v. (exemplified,
exemplifies) [T] (formal) 1 to be a very typical
example of something: This dish exemplifies her
style of cooking. 2 to give an example of something: Exemplify each part of your argument.
ex·empt1 /Ig'zEmpt/ adj. having special permission not to do something or pay for something: The
money is exempt from state taxes.
exempt2 v. [T] to give someone special permission not to do or pay something: Children are
exempted from this rule.
ex·emp·tion /Ig'zEmpS@n/ n. 1 [C] an amount
of money that you do not have to pay tax on in a
particular year: a tax exemption for gifts to charity 2 [C,U] permission not to do or pay something:
an exemption from military service
THESAURUS
reason, explanation, motive,
rationale, grounds ➔ REASON 1
ex·er·cise1 /'Eksø"saIz/ n. 1 [C,U] physical
activity that you do in order to stay strong and
2 a false reason that you give to explain why you healthy: stretching exercises | I don’t get much
are or are not doing something: I’ll make an excuse exercise. | Have you done your stomach exercises
and leave early. | They were looking for any excuse today? 2 [C] a set of written questions that test
to start a fight.
your skill or knowledge: For homework, do exerex·ec /Ig'zEk/ n. [C] (informal) a business EXECU- cises 1 and 2. 3 [C] an activity or process that
helps you practice a particular skill: military exerTIVE
ex·e·cra·ble /'EksIkr@b@l/ adj. (formal) cises in the Pacific Ocean | We practiced relaxation
exercises. 4 [singular] an activity or situation that
extremely bad: an execrable movie
has a particular quality or result: Trying to use
ex·e·cute /'EksI"kyut/ v. [T] 1 to kill someone, public transportation to get downtown is an exerespecially as a legal punishment for a crime
cise in frustration. 5 the exercise of sth (formal)
the use of power or a right: laws that protect the
THESAURUS
kill, murder, assassinate, slay
exercise of freedom of speech [ORIGIN: 1300—
➔ KILL 1
1400 French exercice, from Latin exercere “to
2 (formal) to do something that you have planned: drive on, keep busy”]
These ideas require money and materials to exercise2 v. [I,T] 1 to do physical activities reguexecute.
larly so that you stay strong and healthy: Eat right
ex·e·cu·tion /"EksI'kyuS@n/ n. 1 [C,U] the act and exercise regularly. | Swimming exercises all the
of killing someone, especially as a legal punish- major muscle groups.
ment for a crime 2 [U] (formal) a process in which
TOPIC
you do something that you have planned to do: We
People exercise so they can stay/keep/get in
will need help with both the planning and the
shape (=be healthy and strong). There are many
execution of the changes.
different kinds of exercise, for example jogging,
ex·e·cu·tion·er /"EksI'kyuS@nø/ n. [C] somelifting weights, and aerobics. People often go to
one whose job is to kill someone else as a legal
a gym or a health club to exercise. The series of
punishment for a crime
exercises you do is called a workout. Before
exercising, you warm up (=get your body ready)
ex·ec·u·tive1 /Ig'zEky@ÔIv/ n. [C] a manager in
by stretching or jogging slowly.
an organization or company who helps make
important decisions
2 (formal) to use power, a right, etc. to make
executive2 adj. relating to making decisions, something happen: More young people need to
especially in a company, government, or other exercise their right to vote.
organization: an executive committee
'exercise "bike n. [C] a bicycle that does not
ex'ecutive "branch n. [C] POLITICS the part of a move and is used indoors for exercise
government that approves decisions and laws, and ex·ert /Ig'zøt/ v. [T] 1 to use your authority,
organizes how they will work ➔ JUDICIARY , LEGIS- power, influence, etc. to make something happen:
LATURE
Powerful people exerted pressure on the paper not

something that is embarrassing or rude: Oh, excuse
me, I didn’t know anyone was in here. c) used in
order to politely tell someone that you are leaving a
place: Excuse me, I’ll be right back. d) used in
order to ask someone to repeat what s/he has just
said: “What time is it?” “Excuse me?” “I asked
what time it is.” e) used in order to ask someone
to move so that you can go past him/her: Excuse
me, I need to get through. 2 to forgive someone,
usually for something not very serious: Please
excuse my bad handwriting. | Please excuse me for
being so late. 3 to not make someone do something that s/he is supposed to do: She was excused
from jury duty. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Old French
excuser, from Latin excusare, from causa
“cause, explanation”]
ex·cuse2 /Ik'skyus/ n. [C] 1 a reason that you
give to explain why you did something: What’s
your excuse for being late? | There’s no excuse for
laziness. | You need to stop making excuses and
take responsibility. | I was glad to have an excuse
to put it off another day.
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to run the story. 2 exert yourself to work very
hard, using a lot of physical or mental energy
ex·er·tion /Ig'zøS@n/ n. [C,U] strong physical or
mental effort
ex·hale /Eks'heIl, Ek'seIl/ v. [I,T] to breathe air,
smoke, etc. out of your mouth SYN breathe out:
Take a deep breath, then exhale slowly.
THESAURUS

breathe, take a breath, inhale,
pant, wheeze ➔ BREATHE

ex·haust1 /Ig'zOst/ v. [T] 1 to make someone

very tired: The effort exhausted her. 2 to use all of
something: We are in danger of exhausting the
world’s oil supply.
exhaust2 n. 1 [U] the gas that is produced when
a machine is working: exhaust fumes 2 [C] also
exhaust pipe a pipe on a car or machine, that
exhaust comes out of
ex·haust·ed /Ig'zOstId/ adj. extremely tired: He
was exhausted by/from the long day.
THESAURUS

tired, worn out, weary,
run-down, beat, fatigued ➔ TIRED

ex·haust·ing /Ig'zOstIÎ/ adj. making you feel
extremely tired: an exhausting trip

ex·haus·tion /Ig'zOstS@n/ n. [U] the state of
being extremely tired

ex·haus·tive /Ig'zOstIv/ adj. extremely thor-

ough: an exhaustive search —exhaustively adv.
Ac v. 1 [I,T] to put something in a public place so that people can see it: The
gallery will exhibit some of Dalí’s paintings. 2 [T]
(formal) to show a quality, sign, emotion, etc. in a
way that people easily notice: The patient exhibited
symptoms of heart disease. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
Latin exhibitus, past participle of exhibere “to
hold out, show”]
exhibit2 n. 1 [C] something that is put in a public
place so that people can see it: the museum’s
interactive exhibits 2 [C,U] an object or a collection of objects that is put in a public place so that
people can see it, learn about it, etc., or the act of
doing this: The exhibits date from the 17th century. |
The painting is currently on exhibit in the Metropolitan Museum. 3 [C] LAW something that is
shown in a court of law to prove that someone is
guilty or not guilty
ex·hi·bi·tion /"Eks@'bIS@n/ Ac n. 1 [C] a public show where you put something so that people
can see it: an exhibition of historical photographs 2 [U] the act of showing something such as
a painting in a public place: A collection of rare
books is on exhibition at the city library.
n.
ex·hi·bi·tion·ism
/"Eks@'bIS@"nIz@m/
[U] 1 behavior that makes people notice you, but
that most people think is not acceptable 2 a mental
problem that makes someone want to show his/her
sexual organs in public places —exhibitionist n.

ex·hib·it1 /Ig'zIbIt/

[C]

ex·hil·a·rat·ed /Ig'zIl@"reIÔId/ adj. feeling
extremely happy and excited: Rita felt exhilarated
by the crashing of the waves.
ex·hil·a·ra·ting /Ig'zIl@"reIÔIÎ/ adj. making you
feel extremely happy and excited: The balloon ride
was exhilarating.
THESAURUS
exciting, thrilling, gripping,
dramatic, electric ➔ EXCITING

ex·hil·a·ra·tion /Ig"zIl@'reIS@n/ n. [U] a feeling

of being extremely happy and excited
—exhilarate /Ig'zIl@"reIt/ v. [T]
ex·hort /Ig'zOrt/ v. [T] (formal) to try to persuade
someone to do something —exhortation
/"EksOr'teIS@n, "EgzOr-/ n. [C,U]
ex·hume /Ig'zum, Eks'hyum/ v. [T] (formal) to
remove a dead body from the ground after it has
been buried —exhumation /"Eksyu'meIS@n/ n.
[C,U]

ex·i·gent /'Eks@dZ@nt/ adj. (formal) an exigent

situation is urgent, so that you must deal with it
very quickly
ex·ile1 /'EgzaIl, 'EksaIl/ v. [T] to force someone to
leave his/her country and live in another country,
usually for political reasons [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
French exil, from Latin exul “person sent
away”] —exiled adj.
exile2 n. 1 [U] a situation in which someone is
exiled: a writer who lives in exile in Canada 2 [C]
someone who has been exiled
ex·ist /Ig'zIst/ v. [I] 1 to happen or be present in a
particular situation or place: the gap that exists
between rich and poor 2 to be real or alive: Do
ghosts really exist? c Don’t say “It is existing/They
are existing.” b 3 to stay alive, especially in difficult conditions: Wild birds exist on nuts, berries,
and insects. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin exsistere
“to come into being, exist,” from sistere “to
stand”]
ex·ist·ence /Ig'zIst@ns/ n. 1 [U] the state of
existing: Do you believe in the existence of God? |
laws that are already in existence 2 [C] the type of
life that someone has, especially when it is difficult:
a terrible existence
ex·ist·ing /Ig'zIstIÎ/ adj. present now and available to be used: Businesses want to hold on to
existing customers.
THESAURUS
PRESENT 1

present, current, prevailing ➔

ex·it1 /'EgzIt, 'EksIt/ n. [C] 1 a door through

which you can leave a room, building, etc.: There
are two exits at the back of the plane. | the theater’s
emergency exit ➔ see picture at ENTRANCE 1 2 the
act of leaving a room, stage, etc.: The President
made a quick exit after his speech. 3 a place
where vehicles can leave a large road such as a
FREEWAY or HIGHWAY , and join another road:
Take the Spring Street exit. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
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Latin exitus, from the past participle of exire “to
go out”]
exit2 v. [I,T] 1 to leave a place: The band exited
through a door behind the stage. 2 IT to stop using
a computer or computer program: Press F3 to exit.
ex·o·dus /'Eks@d@s/ n. [singular] a situation in
which a lot of people leave a particular place at the
same time: the exodus of Russian scientists to
America [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Exodus, the second book in the Bible, which describes how the
Israelites left Egypt]
ex·on·er·ate /Ig'zAn@"reIt/ v. [T] (formal) to say
officially that someone who has been blamed for
something is not guilty: Ross was exonerated from
all charges of child abuse. —exoneration
/Ig"zAn@'reIS@n/ n. [U]
ex·or·bi·tant /Ig'zOrb@Ô@nt/ adj. an exorbitant
price, demand, etc. is much higher or greater than it
should be

ex·panse /Ik'spæns/ n. [C] a very large area of
water, sky, land, etc.

ex·pan·sion /Ik'spænS@n/

Ac n. [U] the process of increasing in size, number, or amount: a
period of economic expansion —expansionism
n. [U] —expansionist adj.
ex·pan·sive /Ik'spænsIv/ Ac adj. 1 very
friendly and willing to talk a lot: an expansive
mood 2 very large and wide in area: expansive
beaches 3 including a lot of information: an
expansive history book
ex·pa·tri·ate /Eks'peItriIt/ n. [C] someone who
lives in a foreign country —expatriate adj.
ex·pa·tri·a·tion /Eks"peItri'eIS@n/ n. [U] LAW a
situation in which someone leaves or is forced to
leave his/her country and go to live in another
country —expatriate /Eks'peItri"eIt/ v. [T]
ex·pect /Ik'spEkt/ v. [T] 1 to think that something will happen: The hotel bill came to more than
we expected. | I’m expecting her to arrive any day
THESAURUS
high, extortionate,
now. | Republicans expect to win a majority in the
astronomical ➔ EXPENSIVE
House. | He had a right to expect (that) his conversation would be private. 2 to demand that someex·or·cize /'EksOr"saIz, -sø-/ v. [T] 1 to make one
should do something, because it is his/her duty:
yourself no longer be affected by a bad memory or
Students are expected to return their homework on
experience 2 to force evil spirits to leave a place
Friday. | Wanda’s parents expect too much of her
or someone’s body by using special words and
(=think she can do more than she really can). 3 be
ceremonies —exorcism /'EksOr"sIz@m/ n. [C,U]
expecting if a woman is expecting, she is going to
—exorcist n. [C]
have a baby soon
ex·o·skel·e·ton /'EksoU"skEl@t§n/ n. [C] BIOL- ex·pect·an·cy /Ik'spEkt@nsi/ n. [U] the feeling
OGY a hard structure on the outside of the body of
that something exciting or interesting is about to
some living creatures such as TURTLE s, that pro- happen: There was a look of expectancy in her eyes.
tects and supports the creature’s body instead of a ➔ LIFE EXPECTANCY
BACKBONE ➔ ENDOSKELETON
ex·pect·ant /Ik'spEkt@nt/ adj. 1 hopeful that
ex·o·sphere /'EksoU"sfIr/ n. the exosphere something good or exciting will happen: An expectEARTH SCIENCES the upper part of the THERMOant crowd gathered. 2 expectant mother/
SPHERE , where some of the harmful energy from
father someone whose baby will be born soon
the Sun is reduced [ORIGIN: 1900—2000 from —expectantly adv.
exo‘outside’ + -sphere (as in atmosphere)]
ex·pec·ta·tion /"EkspEk'teIS@n/ n. 1 [C,U] the
➔ compare IONOSPHERE
belief or hope that something will happen: Sales of
ex·o·ther·mic /"EksoU'θømIk/ adj. CHEMISTRY the car have exceeded expectations (=have been
relating to or describing a chemical reaction that better than expected). | The stock market has fallen
produces or sends out heat ➔ ENDOTHERMIC : an because of expectations that the dollar will drop in
exothermic process
value. | We have a reasonable expectation of sucex·ot·ic /Ig'zAÔIk/ adj. unusual and exciting cess. 2 [C usually plural] a feeling or belief about
because of a connection with a foreign country: an the way something should be or how someone
exotic flower | exotic places [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 should behave: We must meet customers’ expectaLatin exoticus, from Greek exotikos, from exo tions about the quality of the products. | The movie
didn’t live up to our expectations (=was not as
“outside”] —exotically adv.
good as we thought it would be). | Her parents have
ex·pand /Ik'spænd/ Ac v. [I,T] 1 to become very high expectations of her (=believe she should
larger in size, area, or amount, or to make some- succeed).
thing become larger ANT contract: The population
also
/Ik'spidi@nsi/
of Texas expanded rapidly in the ’60s. 2 to open ex·pe·di·en·cy
more shops, factories, etc.: Starbucks coffee shops ex·pe·di·ence /Ik'spidi@ns/ n. (plural expedienhave expanded into Europe. [ORIGIN: 1400— cies) [C,U] the act of doing what is useful, easy, or
1500 Latin expandere, from pandere “to necessary in a particular situation, even if it is
morally wrong
spread”] —expandable adj.
expand on/upon sth phr. v. (formal) to add more ex·pe·di·ent /Ik'spidi@nt/ adj. helpful or useful,
details or information to something that you have sometimes in a way that is morally wrong: It would
already said: Could you expand on your last com- be expedient to consult a lawyer. —expedient n.
[C]
ment, please?
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ex·pe·dite /'Eksp@"daIt/ v. [T] to make a process,

action, etc. happen more quickly
ex·pe·di·tion /"Eksp@'dIS@n/ n. [C] 1 a long
and carefully organized trip, especially to a dangerous place: an expedition to the North Pole
THESAURUS

trip, journey, voyage, tour,
excursion, pilgrimage ➔ TRAVEL 2

2 a short trip, usually made for a particular purpose:
a shopping expedition
ex·pel /Ik'spEl/ v. (expelled, expelling) [T] 1 to
officially make someone leave a school, organization, or country: Larry was expelled from school
for smoking. 2 to force air, water, or gas out of
something
ex·pend /Ik'spEnd/ v. [T] (formal) to use money,
time, energy, etc. to do something: the time
expended on meetings
ex·pend·a·ble /Ik'spEnd@b@l/ adj. not needed
enough to be kept or saved: workers who are
considered expendable
ex·pend·i·ture /Ik'spEnd@tSø/ n. (formal) 1 [C,U] the total amount of money that a
person or organization spends: Expenditure on
welfare programs went down by 5%. 2 [U] the
action of spending or using money, time, effort, etc.
ex·pense /Ik'spEns/ n. 1 [C,U] the amount of
money you spend on something: Sally’s parents
spared no expense (=spent a lot of money) for her
wedding. | $30,000 is needed for medical/legal
expenses.
THESAURUS
cost, price, charge, fee, fare,
rent, rate ➔ COST 1

2 at the expense of sb/sth if something is done
at the expense of someone or something else, it is
only achieved by doing something that could harm
that person or thing: The cars were produced
quickly, at the expense of safety. 3 at sb’s
expense a) if you do something at someone’s
expense, that person pays for you to do it: Education is provided at the public’s expense. b) if you
make jokes at someone’s expense, you make him/
her seem stupid: He kept making jokes at his wife’s
expense. 4 expenses [plural] money that you
spend on travel, hotels, meals, etc. when you are
working, and that your employer gives back to you
later 5 all expenses paid having all of your
costs for hotels, travel, meals, etc. paid for by
someone else
ex'pense ac"count n. [C] money that is available to someone who works for a company so that
s/he can pay for hotels, meals, etc. when traveling
for work
ex·pen·sive /Ik'spEnsIv/ adj. something that is
expensive costs a lot of money ANT inexpensive,
cheap: expensive jewelry | The car is expensive to
maintain.
THESAURUS

high – used about prices that are greater than
normal or usual: Gas prices are very high right
now.

pricey (informal) – expensive: The hotel was a
little bit pricey.

costly – costing a lot of money: costly car repairs
overpriced – something that is overpriced is

more expensive than it should be: overpriced
running shoes
be a ripoff (informal) – if something is a ripoff,
it is more expensive than it should be: The
restaurant was such a ripoff.
extortionate/astronomical/exorbitant – used
about prices that are much too high: Housing
prices in New York are exorbitant.
fancy – used about fashionable restaurants, cars,
clothes, etc. that look expensive: a fancy hotel in
Manhattan
posh (informal) – used about expensive hotels,
restaurants, schools, etc. that are used by rich
people: a posh five-star hotel ➔ CHEAP 1

ex·pe·ri·ence1 /Ik'spIri@ns/ n. 1 [U] knowl-

edge or skill that you gain from doing a job or
activity: Scott has a lot of experience in
publishing. | a good way of gaining/getting
experience | Do you have any previous experience
in sales? 2 [U] knowledge that you gain about life
and the world by being in different situations and
meeting different people: In my experience, it is
hard work, not luck, that brings success. | I know
from personal experience that this is not
easy. 3 [C] something that happens to you and has
an effect on how you feel or what you think:
Visiting Paris was a wonderful experience. | Other
people have had similar experiences.
experience2 v. [T] to be happening to you or
affecting you: The plane experienced engine
problems. | Patients often experienced extreme pain.
ex·pe·ri·enced /Ik'spIri@nst/ adj. having particular skills or knowledge because you have done
something often or for a long time ANT inexperienced: an experienced pilot
ex·per·i·ment1 /Ik'spEr@m@nt/ n. [C] 1 a scientific test done to show how something will react
in a particular situation, or to prove that an idea is
true: Experiments were performed/conducted/
done on rats to test the drug. | experiments on/with
solar-powered vehicles
THESAURUS

research, study ➔ RESEARCH 1

2 a process in which you try a new idea, method,
etc. in order to find out if it is effective: St. Mary’s
School is an experiment in bilingual education.
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French, Latin experimentum, from experiri “to try out”]
ex·per·i·ment2 /Ik'spEr@"mEnt/ v. [I] 1 to try
using various ideas, methods, materials, etc. in
order to find out how effective or good they are: We
encourage students to experiment with new ways
of doing things. 2 to do a scientific test in order to
find out if a particular idea is true or to obtain more
information: Researchers experimented on animals
when testing the treatment. —experimentation
/Ik"spEr@m@n'teIS@n/ n. [U]
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/Ik"spEr@'mEnô@l/

adj. 1 used for or related to experiments: experi-

mental research 2 using or testing new ideas: an
experimental theater group —experimentally
adv.

ex·pert /'Ekspøt/

Ac n. [C] someone with special skills or knowledge of a subject, gained as a
result of training or experience: an expert on/in
Native American history [ORIGIN: Old French,
Latin expertus, past participle of experiri “to try
out”] —expert adj.: an expert teacher | very sick
patients who need expert care —expertly adv.
THESAURUS

specialist – someone who knows a lot about

E

something because s/he has studied it for a long
time: Lowe is a specialist in immigration law.
authority – someone who is very respected
because s/he knows more about a subject than
other people: She is a leading authority on
modern art.
connoisseur – someone who knows a lot about
something such as art, food, or music: a
connoisseur of fine wines
pundit – someone who knows a lot about a
particular subject, and is often asked for his/her
opinion: Most pundits think the Democrats’ hold
on Congress is secure.
THESAURUS
skillful, accomplished,
talented, gifted, adept, deft ➔ SKILLFUL

ex·per·tise /"Ekspø'tiz/

Ac n. [U] a special
skill or knowledge that you learn by experience or
training: her technical/medical/legal expertise | his
expertise in mathematics | Most people do not have
the expertise to make wise investments.
ex·pi·ate /'Ekspi"eIt/ v. [T] (formal) to do something to show that you are sorry and to improve the
situation after you have done something wrong:
How can I expiate my sin? —expiation
/"Ekspi'eIS@n/ n. [U]
ex·pi·ra·tion /"Eksp@'reIS@n/ n. [U] the end of a
period of time during which an official document
or agreement is allowed to be used: the expiration
of the treaty
expi'ration "date n. [C] the date when something stops being safe to eat or to use
ex·pire /Ik'spaIø/ v. [I] 1 if a document expires,
you cannot legally continue to use it beyond a
particular date: My driver’s license expires in September. 2 (literary) to die
ex·plain /Ik'spleIn/ v. [I,T] 1 to tell someone
about something in a way that is easy to understand: Dr. Brasco carefully explained the
procedure. | Don explained the rules to me. c Don’t
say “explained me the rules.” b | Could you explain
how this thing works? c Don’t say “explain me how
it works.” b
THESAURUS

tell – to give someone facts or information in
speech or writing: Can you tell me how to get to
the Empire State Building?

show – to tell someone how to do something or

where something is: Ellen showed me how to
work the coffee maker.
demonstrate – to show or describe how to use
or do something: Fred will now demonstrate how
easy it is to use the drill.
go through sth – to explain something
carefully, especially one step at a time: Mrs.
Riddell went through the homework assignment.
clarify – to make something easier to
understand by explaining it in more detail: He
went on to clarify some of his earlier statements.
elucidate (formal) – to explain very clearly
something that is difficult to understand: Each
chapter elucidates some aspect of American life.

2 to give or be the reason for something: Brad
never explained why he was late. | The doctor
explained that he had to wait for the test results
first. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin explanare “to
make level, unfold,” from planus “level, flat”]
explain sth ↔ away phr. v. to make something
seem to be less important or not your fault by
giving reasons for it: Claire tried to explain away
the bruises on her arm.

ex·pla·na·tion /"Ekspl@'neIS@n/ n. 1 [C] a
statement or piece of writing intended to make
something easier to understand or to describe how
something works: an explanation of how the disease is passed to other people 2 [C,U] the reasons
you give for why something happened or why you
did something: an explanation for the changes in
weather patterns | Smith refused to give/provide an
explanation for his behavior.
THESAURUS
reason, excuse, motive,
rationale, grounds ➔ REASON 1

ex·plan·a·to·ry /Ik'splæn@"tOri/ adj. giving
information about something or describing how
something works: an explanatory booklet ➔ SELFEXPLANATORY

ex·ple·tive /'Ekspl@ÔIv/ n. [C] (formal) a rude
word that you use when you are angry or in pain

ex·pli·ca·ble /Ik'splIk@b@l, 'EksplI-/ adj. able
to be easily understood or explained
cable

ANT

inexpli-

ex·plic·it /Ik'splIsIt/

Ac adj. 1 expressed in a
way that is very clear: explicit directions | She was
explicit about her reasons for changing
jobs. 2 language or pictures that are explicit
describe or show a lot of sex or violence [ORIGIN:
1600—1700 French explicite, from Latin explicare “to unfold,” from plicare “to fold”]
—explicitly adv.

ex·plode /Ik'sploUd/ v. 1 [I,T] to burst into small
pieces, making a loud noise and causing damage,
or to make something do this: The car bomb
exploded at 6:16. | In 1949, the USSR exploded its
first atomic bomb. 2 [I] to suddenly express strong
emotions, especially anger: John exploded with/in
rage at the news. 3 [I] if a situation explodes, it is
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suddenly no longer controlled: Troops cannot control the violence that has exploded in the city. 4 [I]
to increase a lot in number, amount, or degree:
Florida’s population exploded after World War II.
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin explodere “to drive
off the stage by clapping,” from plaudere “to
clap”]
ex·ploit1 /Ik'splOIt/ Ac v. [T] 1 to treat someone unfairly in order to gain what you want:
employers who exploit their workers 2 to use a
situation to get an advantage for yourself, in a way
that people disapprove of: Republicans accused
him of exploiting the issue for political purposes. 3 to use something effectively and completely, or to get as much as you can out of a
situation: The country must exploit its resources
more
effectively.
—exploitation
/"EksplOI'teIS@n/ n. [U]: We must protect children
from exploitation in the labor market. | the exploitation of natural resources
ex·ploit2 /'EksplOIt/ Ac n. [C usually plural] a
brave, exciting, and interesting action: the young
explorer’s exploits
ex·plo·ra·tion /"Ekspl@'reIS@n/ n. [C,U] 1 the
activity of traveling through a place in order to find
out about it or to find something such as oil or gold
in it: exploration for oil | space exploration 2 an
examination of or discussion about something to
find out more about it: an exploration of spiritual
issues
ex·plo·ra·to·ry /Ik'splOr@"tOri/ adj. done in
order to find out more about something: exploratory surgery
ex·plore /Ik'splOr/ v. 1 [I,T] to travel around an
area in order to find out what it is like: We spent a
week exploring the Oregon coastline. 2 [T] to
discuss or think about something carefully: I want
to make sure I’ve explored all my options before I
decide. | The company is exploring the possibility
of moving.
ex·plor·er /Ik'splOrø/ n. [C] someone who travels
to places that people have not visited before
ex·plo·sion /Ik'sploUZ@n/ n. [C] 1 an occasion
when something such as a bomb explodes, or the
noise it makes: We heard a huge explosion. | a
nuclear explosion 2 [usually singular] a sudden
large increase: the population explosion | an explosion of interest in organic foods
ex·plo·sive1 /Ik'sploUsIv/ adj. 1 able or likely
to explode: Dynamite is highly explosive. 2 likely
to make people become violent or angry: the explosive issue of abortion | the explosive situation in the
Middle East 3 likely to suddenly become violent
and angry: a man with an explosive temper 4 increasing suddenly or quickly: the explosive growth of the Internet
explosive2 n. [C] a substance that can cause an
explosion
ex·po /'EkspoU/ n. (plural expos) [C] an EXPOSITION

ex·po·nent /Ik'spoUn@nt, 'EkspoU-/ n. [C] an

exponent of an idea or belief tries to persuade other
people that it is good: an exponent of socialism
ex·po·nen·tial /"Eksp@'nEnS@l/ adj. 1 exponential growth/increase a rate of growth that
becomes faster as the amount of the thing that is
growing increases: the exponential growth of the
world’s population 2 MATH using a sign that shows
how many times a number is to be multiplied by
itself, such as y³, which shows that y should be
multiplied by itself three times —exponentially
adv.

ex·port1 /'EkspOrt/

Ac n. [C,U] ECONOMICS a
product that is sold to another country, or the
business of selling goods to another country
ANT import: Coffee is an important export. | the
export of lumber [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin
exportare, from portare “to carry”]
ex·port2 /Ik'spOrt/ Ac v. [I,T] 1 ECONOMICS to
sell goods to another country ANT import: The
company exports machines to Russia. 2 IT to move
information from one computer to another one,
using the Internet ANT import —exporter n. [C]:
The U.S. is the world’s largest exporter of wheat.
—exportation /"EkspOr'teIS@n/ n. [U]
ex·pose /Ik'spoUz/ Ac v. [T] 1 to show something that is usually covered or hidden: It’s best to
keep babies’ skin from being exposed to the
sun. 2 to put someone in a situation or place that
could affect him/her in a harmful or dangerous
way: The test will tell you if you’ve been exposed to
the virus. 3 to make it possible for someone to
experience new ideas, ways of life, etc.: Field trips
expose children to real examples of things they are
learning about in the classroom. 4 to tell people
the truth about an event or situation that is not
acceptable because it is dishonest or illegal: We
threatened to expose him to the police. 5 to allow
light onto a piece of film in a camera in order to
produce a photograph [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
French exposer, from Latin exponere “to put
out, explain”]
ex·po·sé /"ekspoU"zeI/ n. [C] a story in a newspaper or on television that shows the truth about
something, especially something dishonest or
shocking
ex·posed /Ik'spoUzd/ Ac adj. 1 not protected
from the weather: an exposed coastline 2 not
covered: exposed skin
ex·po·si·tion /"Eksp@'zIS@n/ n. 1 [C,U] (formal)
a clear and detailed explanation 2 [C] a large
public event at which you show or sell products,
art, etc.
ex·pos·i·to·ry /Ik'spAz@"tOri/ adj. ENG. LANG. ARTS
relating to a clear and detailed explanation in writing or speech
ex·po·sure /Ik'spoUZø/ Ac n. 1 [C,U] the state
of being put into a harmful or bad situation without
any protection: The disease does not show itself
until a week to ten days after exposure to the
virus. 2 [singular, U] the chance to experience new
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ideas, ways of life, etc.: My first exposure to ex·press·way /Ik'sprEs"weI/ n. [C] a wide road
classical music was at college. 3 [U] the attention in a city on which cars can travel fast
that someone or something gets from newspapers,
THESAURUS
road, street, main street,
television, etc.: The issue has received a lot of
avenue,
lane, main road, the main drag,
exposure in the press. 4 [C,U] the action of telling
highway, freeway, toll road, turnpike ➔ ROAD
people the truth about a dishonest person, event, or
situation: The school district has made changes
since the newspaper’s exposure of the scan- ex·pro·pri·ate /Eks'proUpri"eIt/ v. [T] (formal)
dal. 5 [U] the harmful effects of staying outside to take away someone’s private property for public
for a long time when the weather is extremely cold: use —expropriation /Eks"proUpri'eIS@n/ n.
Three climbers died of exposure. 6 [C] a length of [C,U]
film, in a camera that is used to take one photo- ex·pul·sion /Ik'spölS@n/ n. [C,U] the official act
graph: This roll has 36 exposures.
of making someone leave a place: the expulsion of
ex·press1 /Ik'sprEs/ v. [T] to tell or show what Communists from the government
you are feeling or thinking by using words, looks, ex·punge /Ik'spöndZ/ v. [T] (formal) to remove or
or actions: A number of people expressed their deliberately forget something such as a name or
concern. | It’s hard sometimes for children to piece of information: The arrest was later
express themselves (=clearly say what they think or expunged from his record.
feel). | His eldest son has expressed an interest in
THESAURUS
remove, erase, efface ➔
running the company. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Early
REMOVE
French expresser, from Latin expressus, past
participle of exprimere “to press out”]
ex·pur·gat·ed /'Ekspø"geIÔId/ adj. (formal) an
THESAURUS
say, mention, add, state, utter
expurgated book, play, etc. has had some parts
1
➔ SAY
removed because they are considered harmful or
offensive ANT unexpurgated ➔ ABRIDGED
express2 adj. 1 clear and definite: It was her —expurgate v. [T]
express
wish
that
you
inherit
her
house. 2 express train/bus a train or bus that ex·quis·ite /Ik'skwIzIt, 'EkskwI-/ adj. beautiful
does not stop at many places and can therefore and delicate: an exquisite piece of jewelry
travel more quickly 3 [only before noun] designed —exquisitely adv.
to help you move through a place more quickly: the ex·tant /'Ekst@nt, Ek'stænt/ adj. (formal) still
express lane on the freeway | the express line at the existing in spite of being very old SYN surviving:
supermarket (=one for people who are buying a The “Book of Changes” is perhaps the oldest
limited number of items) 4 [only before noun] extant Chinese work.
delivered more quickly than normal: express mail
ex·tem·po·ra·ne·ous /Ik"stEmp@'reIni@s,
ex"pressed 'powers n. [plural] POLITICS powers Ek-/ adj. spoken or done without any preparation or
given to the U.S. government that are clearly stated practice: an extemporaneous speech
in the CONSTITUTION
ex·tend /Ik'stEnd/ v. 1 [I,T] to continue for a
ex·pres·sion /Ik'sprES@n/ n. 1 [C] ENG. LANG. longer period of time, or to make something last
longer: The professor agreed to extend the deadline
ARTS a word or phrase that has a particular meaning:
You use the expression “Break a leg” to wish an for the papers. | The warm weather extended into
November. | The Department of Immigration is
actor good luck.
extending her visa by another six months. 2 [I] to
THESAURUS
phrase, idiom, cliché, saying,
cover a particular distance or area: The river
1
proverb, maxim ➔ PHRASE
extends more than 200 miles through the Grand
2 [C] a look on someone’s face: a cheerful Canyon. 3 [T] to make a room, building, road, etc.
expression | an expression of shock 3 [C,U] some- bigger: The developer plans to extend Thomas
thing that you say, do, or write that shows what you Road to meet Tenth Street. 4 [I,T] to make somethink or feel: I’m sending these flowers as an thing include or affect more things or people: My
expression of my thanks. | Crying is a healthy insurance policy can be extended to cover my
expression of grief. 4 [C] MATH a sign or group of family too. 5 [T] (formal) to officially offer somesigns that show a mathematical idea in a particular one help, thanks, sympathy, etc.: I’d like to extend
a warm welcome to our new members. 6 [T] to
form: x³ + 4 is an algebraic expression.
stretch out your hand, arm, or leg: “Hi, I’m Bill,”
ex·pres·sion·less /Ik'sprES@nlIs/ adj. an he said, extending his hand. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
expressionless face or voice does not show what Latin extendere, from tendere “to stretch”]
someone is thinking or feeling
ex"tended 'family n. [C] a family group that
ex·pres·sive /Ik'sprEsIv/ adj. showing what consists not only of parents and children but also of
someone is thinking or feeling: expressive eyes
grandparents, AUNT s, etc. ➔ NUCLEAR FAMILY

ex·press·ly /Ik'sprEsli/ adv. (formal) clearly and ex·ten·sion /Ik'stEnS@n/ n. 1 [C] a) one of
firmly: Mr. Samson expressly asked you to leave.

many telephone lines connected to a central system
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in a large building, which all have different numbers: Hello, I’d like extension 1334, please. | What’s
your extension number? b) one of the telephones
in a house that all have the same number 2 [C
usually singular] an extra period of time allowed for
something: The professor gave me a two-week
extension on my paper. 3 [C,U] the process of
making something bigger or longer, or the part that
is added in this process: The city is building an
extension to the subway line. | an extension of the
museum 4 [singular, U] the development of something so that it affects more things or people: an
extension of employee health care
ex'tension "cord n. [C] an additional electric
CORD that you attach to another cord in order to
make it longer
ex·ten·sive /Ik'stEnsIv/ adj. 1 containing a lot
of information and details: Doctors have done
extensive research into the effects of stress. | The
networks are planning extensive television coverage. 2 large in size, amount, or degree: The flood
caused extensive damage to the town. | the extensive use of pesticides
ex·tent /Ik'stEnt/ n. 1 [U] how big, important, or
serious something is: What’s the extent of the
damage? | Medical tests were done to determine the
extent of his injury. 2 to ... extent used to say
how true something is: I do agree with him to some
extent/a certain extent (=partly). | Stock prices fell
sharply in Asia and Europe and, to a lesser/greater
extent, in the United States. 3 to such an extent
that/to the extent that used to say how great an
effect or change is: The building was damaged to
such an extent that it had to be knocked down.
ex·te·ri·or1 /Ik'stIriø/ n. [C] 1 the outside of
something ANT interior: the exterior of the
house 2 calm/confident etc. exterior someone’s behavior, that often does not show his/her real
feelings or nature
exterior2 adj. on the outside of something
ANT interior: the exterior walls of the church
ex"terior 'angle n. [C] MATH an angle outside a
POLYGON (=flat shape with straight sides) that is
formed from one of the sides of the polygon and a
line continuing out from a side that is next to the
first side
ex·ter·mi·nate /Ik'støm@"neIt/ v. [T] to kill all
of a particular group of animals or people
—exterminator n. [C] —extermination
/Ik"støm@'neIS@n/ n. [C,U]
THESAURUS

kill, murder, slaughter,
massacre, slay ➔ KILL 1

ex·ter·nal /Ik'stønl/

Ac adj. 1 relating to the
outside of something ANT internal: This medicine
is for external use only (=you should put it on your
skin and not eat it). | a computer with an external
modem 2 from outside your organization, country,
university, etc. ANT internal: external threats to the
country’s security [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin
externus, from exter “on the outside”]

ex·ter·nal·ize /Ik'stønl"aIz/

Ac
v. [T] to
express your emotions in words or actions ➔ INTER-

NALIZE

ex·tinct /Ik'stIÎkt/ adj. an extinct plant or animal

no longer exists: Activists fear that the tiger may
become extinct.
ex·tinc·tion /Ik'stIÎkS@n/ n. [U] the state of
being extinct: Greenpeace believes that whales are
in danger of extinction.
ex·tin·guish /Ik'stIÎgwIS/ v. [T] to make a fire
or light stop burning or shining: Please extinguish
all cigarettes. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin
exstinguere, from stinguere “to extinguish”]
ex·tin·guish·er /Ik'stIÎgwISø/ n. [C] a FIRE
EXTINGUISHER

ex·tol /Ik'stoUl/ v. (extolled, extolling) [T] (formal) to praise something very much: Jack was

extolling the virtues of being vegetarian.
THESAURUS

praise, commend ➔ PRAISE 1

ex·tort /Ik'stOrt/ v. [T] to force someone to give

you money by threatening him/her: Rebel soldiers
have been extorting money from local villages.
—extortion /Ik'stOrS@n/ n. [U]
ex·tor·tion·ate /Ik'stOrS@nIt/ adj. (disapproving)
extortionate prices, demands, etc. are much bigger
than they should be
THESAURUS

➔ EXPENSIVE

high, astronomical, exorbitant

ex·tra1 /'Ekstr@/ adj. 1 [only before noun] more

than the usual or standard amount of something: a
large mushroom pizza with extra cheese | The
company gives employees extra time off to take
care of sick family members.
THESAURUS
more, another, additional,
further, supplemental, supplementary ➔
MORE 2

2 [not before noun] if something is extra, it is not
included in the price of something and you have to
pay more for it: The catalog’s prices are good, but
shipping is extra.
THESAURUS
in addition, on top of sth, as
well as sth ➔ ADDITION

extra2 adv. 1 in addition to the usual things or the

usual amount: You have to pay extra if you want to
travel first class. 2 used when emphasizing an
adjective or adverb: If you’re extra good, I’ll buy
you an ice cream. | Henry’s been working extra
hard.
extra3 n. [C] 1 something that can be added to a
product or service, that makes it cost more: The
tour does not include extras, such as meals. 2 an
actor who has a small unimportant part in a movie
ex·tract1 /Ik'strækt/ Ac v. [T] 1 (formal) to
remove something from a place or thing: I have to
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have a tooth extracted. | Olive oil is extracted from
green olives. 2 to make someone give you information, money, etc. that s/he does not want to give:
The police couldn’t extract any information from
him. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin, past participle
of extrahere, from ex “out” + trahere “to pull”]
ex·tract2 /'Ekstrækt/ Ac n. 1 [C] a small part
taken from a story, poem, etc.: an extract from the
article 2 [C,U] a substance that is removed from a
plant: vanilla extract
ex·trac·tion /Ik'strækS@n/ Ac n. 1 [C,U] the
process of removing something from something
else: the extraction of coal 2 be of French/Irish
etc. extraction to be part of a family that came
from France, Ireland, etc. in the past, though you
were not born in that country
ex·tra·cur·ric·u·lar /"Ekstr@k@'rIky@lø/ adj.
[only before noun] extracurricular activities are those
that you do for fun and are not part of the usual
work you do for school
ex·tra·dite /'Ekstr@"daIt/ v. [T] LAW to send
someone who may be guilty of a crime back to the
country where the crime happened —extradition
/"Ekstr@'dIS@n/ n. [C,U]
ex·tra·ne·ous /Ik'streIni@s/ adj. (formal) not
directly related to a particular subject: extraneous
details
ex·traor·di·nar·y /Ik'strOrdn"Eri/ adj. very
unusual, special, or surprising: an extraordinary
talent | an extraordinary event [ORIGIN: 1400—
1500 Latin extraordinarius, from extra ordinem
“out of the usual course,” from ordo “order”]
THESAURUS
surprising, amazing,
shocking, astonishing, astounding,
staggering, stunning ➔ SURPRISING

greater, more severe, etc. than usual: the extremes
of wealth and poverty | The temperature has gone
from one extreme to another (=from hot to cold or
cold to hot). | People were willing to go to extremes
(=do something to the greatest possible extent) to
prevent the prison from being built near their
homes. 2 in the extreme extremely: His new
movie is violent in the extreme.
ex·treme·ly /Ik'strimli/ adv. to a very great
degree: She’s extremely pretty. | an extremely difficult job
ex·trem·ist /Ik'strimIst/ n. [C] (disapproving)
someone with very strong political or religious
opinions: right-wing extremists —extremist adj.
—extremism n. [U]
ex·trem·i·ty /Ik'strEm@Ôi/ n. (plural extremities) 1 [C] the part that is furthest from the center
of something: the city’s northern extremity 2 [C,
usually plural] one of the parts of your body that is
furthest away from the center, for example your
fingers or toes
ex·tri·cate /'Ekstr@"keIt/ v. [T] to get someone
out of a place or a difficult situation: They couldn’t
extricate themselves from the huge crowd of
people.
ex·tro·vert·ed /'Ekstr@"vøÔId/ adj. confident
and enjoying being with other people ANT introverted —extrovert n. [C]
THESAURUS
sociable, outgoing,
gregarious, affable, genial, convivial ➔
SOCIABLE

ex·u·ber·ant /Ig'zub@r@nt/ adj. very happy,

excited, and full of energy: the exuberant bride
—exuberance n. [U]
ex·ude /Ig'zud, Ik'sud/ v. [T] to show that you
ex·trap·o·late /Ik'stræp@"leIt/ v. [I,T] (formal) to have a lot of a particular feeling: On the morning of
use facts about a current situation in order to say the big game, the team exuded confidence. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin exsudare, from sudare
what might happen in another
“to have liquid coming out through the skin”]
ex·tra·ter·res·tri·al /"Ekstr@t@'rEstri@l/ adj. in
or from a place that is not the Earth: the search for ex·ult /Ig'zölt/ v. [I] (formal) to show that you are
very happy and proud because you have achieved
extraterrestrial life —extraterrestrial n. [C]
something: The people exulted over the defeat of
ex·trav·a·gant /Ik'stræv@g@nt/ adj. 1 spend- their enemy. —exultant adj. —exultation
ing or costing too much money: extravagant par- /"Egzöl'teIS@n, "Eksöl-/ n. [U]
ties 2 extravagant claims, promises, etc. are not
likely to be true [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Medieval
Latin, Latin vagans, present participle of vagari
“to wander about”] —extravagantly adv.
—extravagance n. [C,U]
ex·treme1 /Ik'strim/ adj. 1 very great in degree:
extreme violence | Mountain climbers face extreme
danger. 2 very unusual and severe or serious: The
soldiers were accused of using extreme methods to
question prisoners. | In extreme cases, the spider’s
bite can kill. 3 extreme opinions are very strong,
and most people think they are unreasonable: the eye1 /aI/ n. [C]
party’s extreme left wing 4 extreme sport/ 1 SEE one of the two parts of your face that you see
skiing etc. a sport that is done in a way that is with: Gina has blue/brown etc. eyes. | My eyes are
more dangerous than usual
going bad; I think I need glasses. | Close/shut your
extreme2 n. 1 [C] something that is much eyes and go to sleep. | She opened her eyes. | He
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spoke with tears in his eyes. | Dave is blind in one
eye. | blue-eyed/bright-eyed etc.
C O L L O C AT I O N S

If you lower your eyes, you look down.
Your eyes narrow if you are watching something
carefully or thinking hard about something.
Your eyes widen if you are surprised, afraid, etc.
Your eyes sparkle if you are excited or very
happy.

2 SEE/UNDERSTAND a particular way of seeing,
judging, or understanding something: The story is
told through the eyes of a young boy. | a good eye
for detail
3 keep an eye on sb/sth (informal) to watch
someone or something to make sure nothing bad
happens: Can you keep an eye on the baby while I
go to the store?
4 lay/set eyes on sb/sth (spoken) to see someone
or something, especially for the first time: The first
time I laid eyes on him, I knew I liked him.
5 cannot take your eyes off sb/sth to be unable
to stop looking at someone or something because
s/he or it is attractive or interesting: When I watch
him play, I just can’t take my eyes off him.
6 eye contact a situation in which you look
directly at someone while s/he is looking at you: I
made a point of making eye contact with Marcus. |
Tina avoided eye contact with her mother.
7 keep an eye out for sb/sth to be ready to
notice someone or something when he, she, or it
appears: Keep an eye out for Rick’s car.
8 in the eyes of the law/world/police etc. in
the opinion or judgment of the law, world, etc.:
Divorce is a sin in the eyes of the Catholic Church.
9 have your eye on sb to notice someone that
you think is attractive or interesting: Mark really
has his eye on Yvonne.
10 have your eye on sth to want something that
you think might become available: Harris has his
eye on a two-story house in Woodside.
11 see eye to eye if two people or groups see eye
to eye, they have the same opinions about something: Baker and Quinn don’t always see eye to eye
on every issue.
12 close/open your eyes to sth to ignore something bad that is happening, or to start to realize
that something bad is happening: The trip opened
his eyes to the poverty in the area.
13 NEEDLE the hole in a needle, that you put thread
through
14 the eye of a storm/hurricane/tornado the
calm center of a big storm
15 an eye for an eye the idea that if people do
something wrong, you should punish them by
doing the same thing to them [ORIGIN: Old
English eage] ➔ catch sb’s eye at CATCH 1, look
sb in the eye at LOOK 1

eye2 v. (past tense and past participle eyed, present
participle eyeing or eying) [T] to look at someone or
something with great interest: Sarah kept eyeing my
boyfriend all night.

eye·ball /'aIbOl/ n. [C] the whole of your eye,

including the part inside your head ➔ see picture at
EYE 1

eye·brow /'aIbraU/ n. [C] the line of short hairs

above your eye ➔ see picture at EYE 1
'eye-"catching adj. unusual, attractive, or noticeable: an eye-catching dress
THESAURUS
noticeable, obvious, striking,
evident, conspicuous, unmistakable ➔
NOTICEABLE

eye·lash /'aIlæS/ n. [C] one of the small hairs that

grow on the edge of your eyelid ➔ see picture at EYE 1

eye·lid /'aI"lId/ n. [C] the piece of skin that covers

your eye when it is closed ➔ see picture at EYE 1
eye·lin·er /'aI"laInø/ n. [C,U] a type of MAKEUP
that you put in a thin line along the edges of your
eyelids
'eye-"opener n. [C usually singular] an experience
from which you learn something new or surprising:
Seeing inside a prison was a real eye-opener for
me.
eye·piece /'aIpis/ n. [C] SCIENCE the glass piece
that you look through in a MICROSCOPE or TELESCOPE ➔ see picture at MICROSCOPE

eye·shad·ow /'aI"SædoU/ n. [U] colored
MAKEUP that you put on your eyelids to make them
look attractive
eye·sight /'aIsaIt/ n. [U] the ability to see:
Grandma is slowly losing her eyesight.
eye·sore /'aIsOr/ n. [C] something that is very
ugly, especially a building surrounded by other
things that are not ugly
eye·wit·ness /"aI'wIt§nIs, 'aI"wIt§nIs/ n. [C]
someone who has seen a crime or accident: an
eyewitness account of the incident

Ff
F, f /Ef/ the sixth letter of the English alphabet
F1 /Ef/ n. 1 [C] a GRADE that a teacher gives to a

student’s work to show that s/he has failed: Jill got
an F in Physics. 2 [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS the fourth
note in the musical SCALE of C, or the musical KEY
based on this note
F2 1 PHYSICS the written abbreviation of FAHRENHEIT 2 the written abbreviation of FEMALE
fa·ble /'feIb@l/ n. [C] a traditional story that
teaches a moral lesson
THESAURUS
story, tale, myth, legend,
yarn, narrative, anecdote ➔ STORY
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fab·ric /'fæbrIk/ n. 1 [C,U] cloth 2 [singular] the
structure and CUSTOM s of a society: Discrimination is threatening the whole fabric of society.
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Old French fabrique,
from Latin fabrica “thing made, place where
things are made”]
fab·ri·cate /'fæbr@"keIt/ v. [T] to make up a
story, piece of information, etc. in order to deceive
someone: He later admitted that he had fabricated
the whole story. —fabrication /"fæbr@'keIS@n/ n.
[C,U]

fab·u·lous /'fæby@l@s/ adj. 1 very good: You
look fabulous! 2 unusually large in amount or
size: a fabulous sum of money —fabulously adv.

fa·cade, façade /f@'sAd/ n. [C] 1 [usually singular] a way of behaving that hides your real feelings

or character: Behind that cheerful facade she’s
really a lonely person. 2 the front of a building

face1 /feIs/ n. [C] 1 the front of your head, where

F

your eyes, nose, and mouth are: Jodi has such a
pretty face. | He had a surprised look on his face. |
Keith was lying face down (=with his face toward
the ground) on the bed. | a round-faced man ➔ see
picture on page A3 2 an expression on someone’s
face: the children’s happy faces | Carl was making
faces at Lisa (=making expressions with his face to
try to annoy her or make her laugh). | I just couldn’t
keep a straight face (=avoid laughing). | When I
told Garry I was quitting, you should have seen his
face (=used to say that someone was very angry,
surprised, etc.). 3 a person: There are a few new
faces in class this year. | It was so nice to see a
friendly face. 4 face to face a) while physically
close to someone: I’ve spoken to her on the phone
but I’ve never met her face to face. b) in a
situation in which you experience something difficult and have to deal with it: It was the first time
he’d ever come face to face with death. 5 in the
face of sth in a difficult or dangerous situation:
Delmore kept his composure in the face of racial
threats. 6 the front or surface of something: a
clock face | the north face of Mount Rainier ➔ see
picture at WATCH 2 7 lose/save face to lose or
avoid losing the respect of other people ➔ FACESAVING 8 to sb’s face if you say something to
someone’s face, you say it directly to that person
when you are with him/her 9 on the face of it
when you first consider something, before you
know the details: On the face of it, the data is not
very helpful. 10 in your face (informal) behavior,
remarks, etc. that are in your face are very direct
and often shocking or surprising: an “in your face”
style of politics

face2 v. [T] 1 also face up to sth to accept that

order to say that someone does not feel able to do
something, especially because it upsets him/her: I
can’t face going back to work again. 4 to be
looking at or pointing toward someone or something: Dean turned to face me. | a north-facing
window | My apartment faces the ocean. 5 to talk
to or deal with someone, when this is difficult:
You’re going to have to face him sooner or
later. 6 to play against an opponent or team in a
game or competition: The Jets face the Dolphins in
two weeks.
face sb ↔ down phr. v. to deal in a strong and
confident way with someone who opposes you:
Frost faced down a serious challenge from his
opponent.
face off phr. v. to get in a position in which you are
ready to fight, argue, or compete with someone:
The two candidates will face off in the election in
November.
face·less /'feIslIs/ adj. (disapproving) a faceless
person, organization, etc. is not clearly known and
seems unfriendly or not worth caring about
face·lift /'feIslIft/ n. [C] 1 a medical operation
to make your face look younger 2 work or repairs
that make something look newer or better: The
offices were given a facelift.
'face-"saving adj. [only before noun] a face-saving
action or arrangement prevents you from losing
other people’s respect: a face-saving agreement
fac·et /'fæsIt/ n. [C] one of several parts of someone’s character, a situation, etc.: You’ve only seen
one facet of his personality.
fa·ce·tious /f@'siS@s/ adj. (disapproving) saying
things in order to be funny, in a way that is
annoying or not appropriate —facetiously adv.
"face-to-'face adj. [only before noun] a face-toface meeting, conversation, etc. is one where you
are with another person and talking to them: a
face-to-face interview
"face 'value n. 1 take sth at face value to
accept what you are told without thinking carefully
first: Don’t take anything Burgess tells you at face
value. 2 [singular, U] the value or cost shown on a
coin, ticket, etc.
fa·cial1 /'feIS@l/ adj. on or relating to the face:
facial hair
facial2 n. [C] a beauty treatment to clean the skin
on your face and make it softer
fac·ile /'fæs@l/ adj. (disapproving) too simple and
showing a lack of careful thought or understanding:
a facile solution
fa·cil·i·tate /f@'sIl@"teIt/ Ac v. [T] (formal) to
make it easier for something to happen: The international network facilitates a quick exchange of
information.

a difficult situation or problem exists: Randy
refuses to face the fact that he needs help. | Let’s
face it — nobody wants to hire someone my age. |
THESAURUS
It’s time to face up to the truth and admit there is a
help, assist, aid, aid and abet
problem. 2 also be faced with sth to have to
➔ HELP 1
deal with a difficult situation: She’s faced with
some very tough choices. | Jones is facing up to 20 fa·cil·i·ta·tor /f@'sIl@"teIÔø/ Ac n. [C] (formal)
years in jail. 3 sb can’t face (doing) sth used in someone or something that helps a process to take
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place, for example a discussion: A facilitator needs
to be a skilled listener.

fa·cil·i·ty /f@'sIl@Ôi/

Ac
n. (plural facilities) 1 facilities [plural] rooms, equipment, or

services that are provided for a particular purpose:
The new office building has nursery facilities. 2 [C] a place or building used for a particular
purpose: the prison’s medical facility 3 [C usually
singular] a helpful service or feature that a machine
or system has: The phone is equipped with a callback facility.

fac·sim·i·le /fæk'sIm@li/ n. [C] an exact copy of
a picture, piece of writing, etc.

fact /fækt/ n. [C] 1 something that is true: I

cannot accept the fact that our marriage is over. |
The fact remains that people are still starving. |
What are the facts of/in this case? | interesting
facts about plants | The fact of the matter is, I
don’t have enough money. | I know for a fact that
he was here last night. 2 in (actual) fact a) used
in order to add information: I know her really well.
In fact, I had dinner with her last week. b) used in
order to emphasize that something is true, especially when it is surprising: It’s cheaper to fly, in
actual fact. 3 a fact of life something bad that
people must accept: Violent crime seems to have
become a fact of life. 4 the facts of life the
details about sex and how babies are born [ORIGIN:
1400—1500 Latin factum “thing done,” from
facere “to do, make”] ➔ as a matter of fact at

MATTER 1

fac·tion /'fækS@n/ n. [C] POLITICS a small group of
people within a larger group, who have ideas that
are different from those of the larger group: a
dispute between rival factions in the gang
—factional adj.

fac·tor1 /'fæktø/

Ac n. [C] 1 one of several
things that influence or cause a situation: The
weather could be an important/major/key factor in
tomorrow’s game. | Crime is due to economic/
social factors. | We liked both houses, but the
location was the deciding factor (=most important
factor). 2 a particular level on a scale that measures how strong or effective something is: Strong
north winds mean that the windchill factor will
make the temperature seem much lower. 3 MATH a
number that divides into another number exactly: 3
is a factor of 15. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French
facteur, from Latin factor “doer, maker,” from
facere “to do, make”]

factor2

Ac

v. [T] MATH to divide a number into

factors

factor sth ↔ in phr. v. to include a particular thing

when you are deciding how long something will
take, how much it will cost, etc.: I made more
money than my father had at my age, even factoring
in inflation.
factor sth ↔ out phr. v. to not include something
when you are deciding how long something will
take, how much it will cost, etc.: If China is

factored out, the number of children per family in
the developing world is 4.4.
fac·to·ri·al /fæk'tOri@l/ n. [C] MATH the result
when you multiply a whole number by all the
numbers below or equal to it: factorial 3 = 3 × 2 ×
1
fac·to·ry /'fækt@ri/ n. (plural factories) [C] a
building where goods are produced in large quantities: a shoe factory
fac·tu·al /'fækôSu@l/ adj. based on or relating to
facts: The movie has many factual errors.
—factually adv.
fac·ul·ty /'fæk@lti/ n. (plural faculties) 1 [C,U]
all the teachers in a school or college, or in a
particular department of a school or college: a
faculty meeting | the history faculty 2 [C usually
plural] a natural ability, such as the ability to see or
think: He wants to make out a will while he still has
all his faculties (=is still able to see, hear, think, etc.
in the normal way).
fad /fæd/ n. [C] something that is very popular for a
short period of time: the newest fitness fad
THESAURUS

bestseller, blockbuster, hit,
craze, cult ➔ POPULAR

fade /feId/ v. 1 [I] also fade away to gradually

disappear: Hopes of a peace settlement are beginning to fade. | Their faces have faded from my
memory now. 2 [I,T] to lose color or brightness, or
to make something do this: faded jeans
fade (sth ↔) out phr. v. to disappear slowly or
become quieter, or to make a picture or sound do
this: The radio signal faded out.
Fahr·en·heit /'fær@n"haIt/ n. [U] PHYSICS (written
abbreviation F) a temperature scale in which water
freezes at 32° and boils at 212° ➔ CELSIUS [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Gabriel Fahrenheit (16861736), German scientist]
fail1 /feIl/ v. 1 [I] to be unsuccessful in what you
are trying to do ANT succeed: It looks likely that
the peace talks will fail. | Doctors failed to save the
girl’s life. | President Clinton failed in his efforts to
reform the health care system. | He failed in his
attempt to regain the world title. 2 [I] to not do
what is expected, needed, or wanted: Larry failed
to present his proposal on time. | She felt she had
failed in her duty as a parent. 3 [I,T] if you fail a
test, or if someone fails you, you do not pass it
ANT pass: I failed my math test. | The teacher had
no choice but to fail her. 4 [I] if a machine, a part
of your body, etc. fails, it stops working: The
engine failed just after the plane took off. | her
failing eyesight 5 [I] if a business fails, it has to
stop operating because of a lack of money 6 fail
sb to not do what someone has trusted you to do: I
feel I’ve failed my children by not spending more
time with them. 7 I fail to see/understand (spoken, formal) used in order to show that you are
annoyed by something that you do not accept or
understand: I fail to see the humor in this situation. 8 sb’s courage/nerve fails them if your
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courage, etc. fails you, you suddenly do not have it
when you need it [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
French faillir, from Latin fallere “to deceive,
disappoint”] —failed adj. [only before noun]: a
failed marriage

fail2 n. without fail if you do something without
fail, you always do it: Barry comes over every
Friday without fail.

fail·ing1 /'feIlIÎ/ n. [C] a fault or weakness: He
loved her in spite of her failings.

failing2 prep. used in order to say that if one thing

is not possible, there is something else you could
try: You could try to fix it yourself, or, failing that,
call a plumber.

'fail-safe adj. 1 a fail-safe machine, piece of

equipment, etc. will stop working if one part of it
breaks or stops working correctly 2 a fail-safe
plan is certain to succeed

F

fail·ure /'feIlyø/ n. 1 [U] a lack of success in

achieving or doing something ANT success: The
recession caused the failure of many small
businesses. | Poor soil can result in a plant’s failure
to grow. | The whole project ended in failure. 2 [C] someone or something that is not
successful ANT success: I feel like such a failure. |
The plan to expand the company overseas was a
complete/total failure. 3 [C,U] an occasion when a
machine or part of your body stops working in the
correct way: He died of heart failure. | A mechanical failure caused the plane to crash. 4 failure to
do sth the fact that someone has not done something that s/he should have done: Failure to show
proof of car insurance to an officer will result in a
fine.

equitable (formal) – fair and equal to everyone
involved: an equitable solution

balanced – fair and sensible: balanced news
coverage

even-handed – giving fair and equal treatment

to everyone: He was very even-handed in the way
he treated employees.
impartial – not giving special attention or
support to any one person or group: A trial must
have an impartial judge and jury.
unbiased – fair, and not influenced by your own
or other people’s opinions: accurate, unbiased
information

3 AVERAGE neither very good nor very bad
SYN average: Her written work is excellent but
her lab work is only fair.
4 ACCORDING TO RULES played or done according to the rules: free and fair elections
5 have more than your fair share of sth to
have more problems than other people, in a way
that seems unfair: Tim’s had more than his fair
share of bad luck this year.
6 HAIR/SKIN someone who is fair, or has fair skin
or hair, has skin or hair that is light in color
ANT

dark

7 WEATHER weather that is fair is pleasant and not
windy or rainy
8 fair game if someone or something is fair game,
it is reasonable and right to criticize him/her or it: If
you’re in show business, your personal life is considered fair game.
9 give sb/get a fair shake (informal) to treat
someone, or to be treated, in a way that gives
everyone the same chances as everyone else:
Women don’t always get a fair shake in business.
[ORIGIN: Old English fæger “beautiful”]
—fairness n. [U]

faint1 /feInt/ adj. 1 difficult to see, hear, or smell: fair2 adv. 1 fair and square in a fair and honest

a faint sound 2 a faint possibility/chance etc. way: They won fair and square. 2 play fair to
a very small possibility, etc.: There’s a faint hope play or behave in a fair and honest way
that they’re still alive. 3 [not before noun] feeling
weak and unsteady: He was faint with hun- fair3 n. [C] 1 an outdoor event, at which there are
ger 4 not have the faintest idea to not know large machines to ride on, games to play, and
anything at all about something: I don’t have the sometimes farm animals being judged and sold: a
faintest idea what you’re talking about. —faintly state/county fair 2 an event at which people or
businesses show and sell their products: a trade/
adv.
book, etc. fair
2
faint v. [I] to become unconscious for a short time
fair·ground
/'fErgraUnd/ n. [C] an open space on
—faint n. [C]
which a fair takes place
fair1 /fEr/ adj.
fair·ly /'fErli/ adv. 1 more than a little, but much
1 REASONABLE reasonable, right, and accepted by
most people ANT unfair: What do you think is the less than very: She speaks English fairly well. | The
fairest solution? | We paid what we think is a fair recipe is fairly simple.
THESAURUS
price. | It’s fair to say that both sides were happy
rather, pretty, quite, kind of
with the agreement. | I felt it was fair to let our
➔ RATHER
employees know what was going on.
2 EQUAL treating everyone equally or in the right 2 in a way that is fair and reasonable: I felt that I
way ANT unfair: Why does Eric get to go and I hadn’t been treated fairly.
don’t? It’s not fair! | The law isn’t fair to women. fair·way /'fErweI/ n. [C] the part of a GOLF
COURSE that you hit the ball along toward the
THESAURUS
hole
just – morally right and fair: a just ruler
fair·y /'fEri/ n. (plural fairies) [C] an imaginary
reasonable – fair and sensible: a reasonable
magical creature like a very small person [ORIGIN:
request
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1300—1400 Old French faerie “fairyland,”
from fae “fairy,” from Latin fatum “fate”]

'fairy tale n. [C] a children’s story in which magical things happen

faith /feIθ/ n. 1 [U] a strong feeling of trust in

someone or something: My faith in his ability was
justified. | I have great faith in her ability to
succeed. | People seem to have lost faith in the
justice system. 2 [U] belief and trust in God: a man
of deep religious faith | his faith in God 3 good
faith honest and sincere intentions: He claimed he
sold me the car in good faith (=without meaning to
deceive me). 4 [C] a religion: the Jewish/Muslim/
Christian etc. faith
THESAURUS

religion – belief in one or more gods, or a

particular system of beliefs in one or more gods:
a book about world religions
belief – an idea or set of ideas that you think are
true: She has strong religious beliefs.
creed – a set of beliefs or principles: The
scholarship is available to anyone, regardless of
race, creed, or color.

faith·ful /'feIθf@l/ adj. 1 remaining loyal and
continuing to support someone or something: a
faithful friend | He remained faithful to his
beliefs.
THESAURUS

loyal – always supporting a particular person, set

of beliefs, or country: a loyal friend
devoted – giving someone or something a lot of
love, concern, and attention: a devoted mother
staunch – very loyal: staunch supporters of the
president
steadfast – very loyal and continuing to support
someone or something in spite of problems: She
had always been a steadfast Republican.
true – faithful and loyal, and doing what you
have promised to do: She stayed true to her
husband during the trial.

2 loyal to your wife, BOYFRIEND , etc. by not
having a sexual relationship with anyone else
ANT unfaithful: She hasn’t always been faithful to
me, but I love her anyway. 3 representing an event
or image exactly: The movie is faithful to the book.
—faithfulness n. [U]

faith·ful·ly /'feIθf@li/ adv. in a faithful way: He
visited his aunt faithfully.

fake1 /feIk/ n. [C] 1 a copy of a valuable object

that is intended to deceive people: We thought it
was a Picasso, but it was a fake. 2 someone who
does not really have the knowledge, skills, etc. that
s/he claims to have: It turned out her doctor was a
fake.

fake2 adj. made to look or seem like something

else in order to deceive people: fake fur | She used a
fake name to apply for a credit card.

THESAURUS

counterfeit – counterfeit money or a counterfeit
product is made to look real in order to deceive
people: counterfeit credit cards | counterfeit
lottery tickets | a million dollars in counterfeit bills
phony – not real and intended to deceive
people: a phony birth certificate
forged – used about writing or documents that
have been illegally copied in order to deceive
people: forged passports
THESAURUS
artificial, synthetic, simulated,
man-made, imitation, false, virtual ➔
ARTIFICIAL

fake3 v. 1 [T] to make something seem real in

order to deceive people: He faked his uncle’s signature on the check. 2 [I,T] to pretend to be sick,
interested, pleased, etc. when you are not: I thought
he was really hurt but he was just faking it.
fal·con /'fælk@n, 'fOl-/ n. [C] a large bird that is
often trained to hunt small animals
fall1 /fOl/ v. (past tense fell /fEl/, past participle fallen
/'fOl@n/)
1 MOVE DOWNWARD [I] to drop down toward the
ground ➔ PLUMMET : Snow began to fall. | Apples
had fallen from the trees. | A large tree fell down
during the storm.
2 STOP STANDING/WALKING, ETC. [I] to accidentally go down onto the ground when you are standing, walking, etc.: Don’t worry, I’ll catch you if you
fall. | She fell down the stairs. | Sam tripped and fell
into a ditch. ➔ see picture on page A9
THESAURUS

trip – to hit your foot against something, so that

you fall or nearly fall: Be careful not to trip on
that step.
slip – to slide on something that is wet or icy, so
that you fall or nearly fall: She slipped on the ice
and broke her leg.
stumble – to put your foot down in an awkward
way, so that you nearly fall: She stumbled
backwards and hit her head on the bed.
lose your balance – to fall, for example, when
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you are climbing a ladder or riding a bicycle: He
was walking on the top of the fence when he lost
his balance.

3 LOWER LEVEL/AMOUNT [I] to go down to a
lower level or amount ANT rise: Temperatures
should fall below zero tonight. | The number of
traffic deaths fell by 10% last year. | The unemployment rate fell to 4.8%.
THESAURUS
decrease, go down, drop,
plummet, diminish, decline, dwindle ➔
1

F

true: He said he was a police officer and I almost
fell for it.
2 to start to love someone: Samantha fell for a man
half her age.
fall off phr. v.
1 if part of something falls off, it becomes sepa-

rated from the main part: This button keeps falling
off.
2 to decrease: The demand for cassette tapes has
fallen off.
fall out phr. v.
1 if a tooth or your hair falls out, it is no longer

DECREASE
attached to your body
4 BECOME [I, linking verb] to begin to be in a new or 2 to argue or fight with someone: Walker recently
different state: I fell asleep at 8:30. | Your father fell out with his publisher.
and I fell in love when we were in college. | fall over phr. v.
Everyone fell silent as Beth walked in. | The house to fall to the ground or to fall from an upright
position: She fell over and cut her knee. | The
fell into disrepair.
5 GROUP [I] to be part of a particular group: Most Christmas tree fell over.
of his novels fall into the science fiction category. | fall through phr. v.
The program falls under the authority of the to fail to happen or be completed: The deal fell
through at the last minute.
Department of Education.
6 fall into place if things fall into place, they fall2 n. 1 [C,U] the season between summer and
become clear or start to happen as you want
winter, when the weather becomes cooler
7 HAPPEN [I] to happen on a particular day or date:
SYN autumn: Brad’s going to Georgia Tech in the
Christmas falls on a Monday this year.
fall. | Dad’s going to retire this fall. | last/next fall
8 LIGHT/DARKNESS [I] if light or darkness falls, it (=the fall before or after this one) 2 [C] a decrease
makes something brighter or darker: Darkness/ in the level, quantity, price, etc. of something
ANT rise: a sudden fall in temperature | a fall of
Night fell on the city. | A shadow fell across his
25% in unemployment 3 [C] a movement down
face.
9 HANG DOWN [I] to hang loosely: Maria’s hair fell toward the ground: He had a bad fall from a
ladder. | He put his hand down to break his fall
over her shoulders.
10 fall short (of sth) to be less than is needed or (=prevent himself from falling too quickly and
less than you want: Her newest book fell short of hurting himself). 4 [singular] a situation when
someone or something is defeated or loses power:
my expectations.
11 FACE [I] if your face falls, you suddenly look sad the fall of Communism in East Germany | the
party’s fall from power 5 falls [plural] a WATERor disappointed
12 fall flat to fail to amuse or interest people: His FALL
attempt at humor fell flat.
fal·la·cious /f@'leIS@s/ adj. (formal) containing or
based on false ideas: a fallacious statement
13 DIE [I] (written) to be killed in a war
14 LOSE POWER [I] to lose power: Saddam Hus- —fallaciously adv.
sein fell from power soon after the invasion. [ORI- fal·la·cy /'fæl@si/ n. (plural fallacies) [C] a false
GIN: Old English feallan]
idea or belief: the fallacy that money brings happifall apart phr. v.
ness
1 to separate into many pieces: The old book fell
fall·en
/'fOl@n/ v. the past participle of FALL
apart in my hands.
2 to stop being effective or successful: The 'fall guy n. [C] (informal) someone who is punished
for someone else’s crime or mistake
economy was falling apart.
3 to be unable to deal with your personal or fal·li·ble /'fæl@b@l/ adj. able to make a mistake
emotional problems: When Pam left, I thought I
ANT infallible: Steyer’s murder trial showed that
was going to fall apart.
the justice system is fallible. —fallibility
fall back on sth phr. v.
/"fæl@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [U]
to use something or someone after other things or
fal·lo·pi·an
tube /f@"loUpi@n 'tub/ n. [C] BIOLplans have failed: Athletes need an education to fall
OGY one of the two tubes in a female’s body through
back on.
which her eggs move to her UTERUS
fall behind (sb/sth) phr. v.
fall·out
/'fOlaUt/ n. [U] 1 the bad results or
to make progress more slowly than other people or
than you should: The older walkers soon fell effects of an event: The fallout from the scandal
behind. | The manufacturers have fallen behind cost him his job. 2 the dangerous RADIOACTIVE
dust that is in the air after a NUCLEAR explosion
schedule.
fall for sb/sth phr. v.
false /fOls/ adj. 1 untrue or wrong: He gave the
1 to be tricked into believing something that is not police false information. | Are these statements true

family tree
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or false? | The article gave a false impression of
the company’s finances.
THESAURUS
wrong, incorrect, erroneous,
inaccurate, misleading, fallacious ➔ WRONG 1

2 not real, but intended to seem real: He gave a
false name. | false eyelashes
THESAURUS
fake, counterfeit, phony,
forged ➔ FAKE 2
artificial, synthetic, fake, man-made,
simulated, imitation ➔ ARTIFICIAL

3 not sincere or honest: Her smile and welcome
seemed false. 4 false alarm a situation in which
people wrongly think that something bad is going
to happen 5 false start an unsuccessful attempt
to begin a process or event 6 under false pretenses if you get something under false pretenses,
you get it by deceiving people [ORIGIN: 900—
1000 Latin falsus, from fallere “to deceive”]
—falsely adv.: a man falsely accused of murder

false·hood /'fOlshUd/ n. [C] (formal) a statement
that is untrue

THESAURUS

lie, fib, white lie, story,
fabrication, slander, libel ➔ LIE 3

"false 'teeth n. [plural] DENTURES

fal·set·to /fOl'sEÔoU/ n. (plural falsettos) [C] a
very high male voice —falsetto adv.

fal·si·fy /'fOls@"faI/ v. (falsified, falsifies) [T] to

change figures, records, etc. so that they contain
false information: He was accused of falsifying
the
company’s
records.
—falsification
/"fOls@f@'keIS@n/ n. [C,U]
THESAURUS
lie, make sth up, tell (sb) a lie,
invent, mislead, deceive, perjure
yourself/commit perjury ➔ LIE 2

fal·ter /'fOltø/ v. [I] 1 to become weaker: The
economy is faltering. 2 to speak or move in a way
that seems weak or uncertain: She faltered for a
moment.

fame /feIm/ n. [U] the state of being known about

by a lot of people because of your achievements:
Elizabeth Taylor’s rise to fame came in the movie
“National Velvet.” | Johnny Depp first gained/won/
achieved fame on the television program “21 Jump
Street.” ➔ claim to fame at CLAIM 2

famed /feImd/ adj. (written) well-known: The
Rocky Mountains are famed for their beauty.

waiter was a bit too familiar. —familiarly adv.:
Robert is familiarly known as Bob.
fa·mil·iar·i·ty /f@"mIl'yær@Ôi, -"mIli'ær-/ n.
[U] 1 a good knowledge of something: her familiarity with this software 2 a relaxed feeling or way
of behaving because you know a person or place
well: the familiarity of home
fa·mil·iar·ize /f@'mIly@"raIz/ v. familiarize
yourself with sth to learn about something so that
you know it well: I spent the first week familiarizing myself with my new job. —familiarization
/f@"mIly@r@'zeIS@n/ n. [U]
fam·ily /'fæmli, -m@li/ n. (plural families) 1 [C,U] a group of people who are related to
each other, especially parents and their children: Do
you know the family next door? | The car will
comfortably seat a family of five. | I know her
whole/entire family. | Heart disease runs in our
family (=is common in our family).
C O L L O C AT I O N S

Your immediate family includes the people you
are very closely related to, such as your parents,
brothers, sisters, and children.
A nuclear family is a family that has a father,
mother, and children.
Your extended family includes all of your
relatives such as aunts, uncles, cousins, and
grandparents.
THESAURUS

relative – a member of your family: Most of my
relatives are in California.
relation – a member of your family: Hugh is a
distant relation of mine.
folks – your parents or family: Where do your
folks live?
kin (old-fashioned) – your family: We were her
only kin.

2 [C] children: Steve and Linda want to start a
family (=have children). | a great place to raise a
family 3 [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a group of languages
that share the same origin: Spanish and Italian are
part of the Romance language family. 4 [C] BIOLOGY the groups into which scientists divide animals
and plants. A family is larger than a GENUS but
smaller than an ORDER : tigers and other members
of the cat family [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 familia
“people living in a house,” from Latin famulus
“servant”]
'family "name n. [C] the name someone shares
with other members of his/her family SYN last
name

fa·mil·iar /f@'mIlyø/ adj. 1 well-known to you "family 'planning n. [U] the practice of controland easy to recognize: Your face looks familiar to
me. | a room full of familiar faces (=people you
know) | The details are familiar to anyone who has
followed the case. | The story covers familiar
ground/territory. 2 be familiar with sth to know
about something: Are you familiar with his
books? 3 (disapproving) too informal and friendly
with someone you do not know very well: The

ling the number of children you have by using
CONTRACEPTION

'family "room n. [C] a room in a house where the
family can play games, watch television, etc.

"family 'tree n. [C] a drawing that shows the

names of the members of a family over a period of
time and how they are related to each other
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fam·ine /'fæmIn/ n. [C,U] a situation in which a

F

THESAURUS

expensive, pricey, costly,

large number of people have little or no food for a
overpriced, posh ➔ EXPENSIVE
long time and many people die [ORIGIN: 1300—
2 unusual and complicated or having a lot of
1400 French, Latin fames “hungry condition”]
fam·ished /'fæmISt/ adj. (informal) [not before decorations: I’d just like plain brown shoes, nothing fancy.
noun] very hungry: What’s for dinner? I’m famfancy2 n. [singular] (old-fashioned) a feeling that
ished.
fa·mous /'feIm@s/ adj. known about by a lot of you like something or someone: Grant’s taken a
people: a famous actor | France is famous for its fancy to you.
food and wine. | Lake Winnebago is famous as a fancy3 v. (fancied, fancies) fancy yourself sth
fishing destination. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old to believe, usually wrongly, that something is true:
French fameus, from Latin fama “report, fame”] Hiram fancies himself a good writer.
—famously adv. ➔ see also WORLD FAMOUS
fan·fare /'fænfEr/ n. [C] a short piece of music
THESAURUS
played on a TRUMPET to introduce an important
person or event
well-known fairly famous and known about by a
lot of people: a well-known actor | He is
fang /fæÎ/ n. [C] a long sharp tooth of an animal
well-known for his charity work. | It’s a well-known
such as a snake or dog ➔ see picture on page A2
fact that smoking causes cancer.
'fan mail n. [U] letters sent to famous people by
legendary – very famous and admired by many
their fans
people for a long time: the legendary blues
fan·ta·size /'fænô@"saIz/ v. [I,T] to think about
guitarist, B.B. King
something that is pleasant or exciting, but unlikely
infamous/notorious – famous for doing
to happen: I used to fantasize about buying a boat
something bad: Al Capone, the infamous criminal
and sailing around the world.
celebrated famous and often impressive or
important: the celebrated South African leader
Nelson Mandela
renowned/noted famous, especially for a
particular quality, skill, etc.: a renowned civil
rights leader | The area is noted for its wildlife.
distinguished/eminent well-known, especially
for serious work in science, the arts, etc.: a
distinguished author | an eminent professor

fan1 /fæn/ n. [C] 1 someone who likes a particular

THESAURUS
imagine, visualize, picture,
daydream ➔ IMAGINE

fan·tas·tic /fæn'tæstIk/ adj. 1 extremely good:
You look fantastic! | He’s doing a fantastic job. | “I
passed my math test!” “Fantastic!”
THESAURUS
good, great, excellent,
wonderful, outstanding, exceptional, superb,
first-class, ace ➔ GOOD 1
nice, enjoyable, pleasant, great, wonderful ➔

sport, type of music, etc. very much, or who
admires a famous person: a hockey/jazz/Yankee
NICE
etc. fan | He was a big fan of Elvis Presley. 2 a
2
very large: She spends fantastic amounts of
machine with blades that turn and make the air
move in order to make a room feel cooler 3 an money on clothes. 3 a fantastic story, creature, or
object that you wave with your hand in order to place is so strange that you think you must be
imagining it: a fantastic landscape that rivals any
make yourself feel cooler
in our imaginations —fantastically adv.
fan2 v. (fanned, fanning) [T] to make air move by
waving a fan, piece of paper, etc.: She fanned her fan·ta·sy /'fænô@si, -zi/ n. (plural fantasies)
[C,U] an experience or situation that you imagine
face with a newspaper.
fan out phr. v. if a group of people fan out, they but is not real: When I was young, I had fantasies
walk forward while spreading over a wide area: about becoming a race car driver. [ORIGIN:
Thousands of soldiers and police fanned out across 1300—1400 Old French fantasie, from Latin
phantasia, from Greek, “appearance, imaginathe state.
tion”]
fa·nat·ic /f@'næÔIk/ n. [C] 1 someone who has
FAQ
/fæk, "Ef eI 'kju:/ n. [C usually plural] freextreme religious or political ideas and may be
dangerous: a religious fanatic 2 someone who quently asked question a question that people
likes a particular thing or activity very much: a often ask about something, which is shown together
fitness fanatic —fanatical adj. —fanaticism with its answer: There’s a section with tax FAQs.
/f@'næÔ@"sIz@m/ n. [U]
far1 /fAr/ adv. (comparative farther or further, superfan·ci·ful /'fænsIf@l/ adj. imagined rather than lative farthest or furthest)
1 DISTANCE a) a long distance: I don’t want to
based on facts: fanciful ideas
drive very far. | Let’s see who can swim the
'fan club n. [C] an organization for fans of a farthest. | They found the body not too far from
particular team, famous person, etc.
here. | His office is a little farther down the
fan·cy1 /'fænsi/ adj. (comparative fancier, superla- hallway. | The boat had moved farther away from
the dock. c Don’t say “I walked far.” say “I walked a
tive fanciest) 1 expensive and fashionable: a
long way.” b b) used when asking the distance
fancy hotel
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between two places, or when talking about the
distance between two places: How far is Boston
from here?
2 A LOT/VERY MUCH very much, or to a great
degree: Our new car is far better than the old one. |
Dinner cost far more/less than I expected. | It
would take me far too long to explain. | This is by
far the best movie she’s ever made.
3 PROGRESS used in order to talk about how much
progress someone makes: We only got as far as the
first ten minutes of the video. | Republicans claimed
that the bill did not go far enough (=did not have a
big enough effect). | She’s a good dancer and
should go far (=be very successful).
4 TIME in the past or in the future: The church dates
as far back as the 12th century. | They worked far
into the night. | Let’s not plan too far ahead.
5 so far until now: We haven’t had any problems
so far.
6 go too far to do something that is too extreme:
He’s always been a little rude, but this time he went
too far.
7 go so far as to do sth to do something that
seems surprising or extreme: He even went so far
as to call her a liar.
8 far from sth used to say that something is not at
all true: The deal is far from certain.
9 not go far if money does not go far, you cannot
buy very much with it: A dollar doesn’t go far
anymore.
SPOKEN PHRASES

10 as far as I know also as far as I can
remember/tell used to say that you think something is true, but you may be wrong: Cole wasn’t
even there, as far as I can remember.
11 so far so good used to say that something has
been successful until now: “How’s your new job?”
“So far so good.”

➔ as far as sb’s concerned at CONCERNED
GRAMMAR

When you are talking about distances, you can
use far in questions and negative sentences:
“How far is it to your house?” “It’s not very far.”
You can also use far after “too,” “as,” and “so”:
It’s too far to walk. | She ran as far as she could. |
The star is so far away that you can only just see
it.
But do not use far in other kinds of sentence.
For example, do not say “It’s far to my house
from here.” Say: ‘‘It’s a long way to the next
town from here.’’

far2 adj. (comparative farther or further, superlative
farthest or furthest) 1 a long distance away
ANT near: We can walk if it’s not far. ➔ see picture
at NEAR 2 2 the far side/end etc. the side, etc.

most distant from where you are: the far side of the
building 3 the far north/south etc. the part of
an area that is furthest to the north, the south, etc.:
Nguyen was born in the far south of Vietnam. 4 the far left/right people who have
extreme political opinions 5 be a far cry from

far-off
sth to be very different from something: Europe
was a far cry from what Tom had expected.
far·a·way /'fAr@"weI/ adj. 1 (literary) distant:
faraway lands 2 a faraway look an expression
on your face that shows that you are not thinking
about what is around you
farce /fArs/ n. 1 [singular] an event or situation
that is badly organized and does not happen in the
way that it should: The trial was a total
farce. 2 [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a humorous play or
movie in which a lot of silly things happen [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French, Latin farcire “to stuff
(= fill with a mixture of cut-up food);” because
early religious plays often had humorous parts
put into them] —farcical adj.
fare1 /fEr/ n. 1 [C] the price you pay to travel by
train, airplane, bus, etc.: Air/Bus/Train fares are
going up again.
THESAURUS
cost, expense, price, charge,
fee, rent, rate ➔ COST 1

2 [U] food, especially food served in a restaurant:
vegetarian fare

fare2 v. fare well/better/badly etc. (formal) to be

successful or unsuccessful in a particular situation:
Polls suggest Kramer will fare well in the election.
"Far 'East n. the Far East the countries in the east
of Asia, such as China, Japan, Korea, etc.
fare·well /"fEr'wEl/ n. 1 [C] (old-fashioned) the
action of saying goodbye: We bid farewell to our
friends. | a farewell speech 2 a farewell party/
drink a party or drink that you have with someone
who is leaving
"far-'fetched adj. unlikely to be true, and so difficult to believe: Her story was pretty far-fetched.
"far-'flung adj. very far away: a far-flung region of
Alaska
farm1 /fArm/ n. [C] an area of land used for raising
animals or growing crops: farm animals | I grew up
on a farm. | a dairy/hog/cattle etc. farm [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Old French ferme “rent, lease,”
from Latin firmus “firm, fixed”]
farm2 v. [I,T] to use land for raising animals or
growing crops: Our family has farmed here for
years.
farm·er /'fArmø/ n. [C] someone who owns or
manages a farm
farm·hand /'fArmhænd/ n. [C] someone who
works on a farm
farm·ing /'fArmIÎ/ n. [U] the activity of raising
animals or growing crops on a farm
farm·land /'fArmlænd/ n. [U] land used for farming
farm·yard /'fArmyArd/ n. [C] an area with farm
buildings around it
"far-'off adj. (literary) a long distance away or a long
time ago: a far-off land
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"far-'out adj. (informal) unusual or strange: far-out
clothes

"far-'reaching adj. having a big influence or
effect: far-reaching tax reforms

far·sight·ed /'fAr"saIÔId/ adj. 1 able to see or

show/model/magazine etc. 3 in a ... fashion (formal) in a particular way: Please return all phone
calls in a timely fashion. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Old French façon, from Latin factio “act of
making”]

read things clearly only when they are far away fashion2 v. [T] (formal) to shape or make somefrom you ANT nearsighted 2 (approving) consid- thing with your hands or a few tools: Many fans
ering what will happen in the future: farsighted had fashioned home-made banners.
leaders
fash·ion·a·ble /'fæS@n@b@l/ adj. popular, espefart /fArt/ v. [I] (informal) an impolite word meaning cially for a short time ANT unfashionable: Long
to make air come out of your BOWEL s —fart n. [C] skirts are fashionable now. | a fashionable
far·ther /'fArDø/ adj., adv. the COMPARATIVE of restaurant | It’s become fashionable to wear fake
fur.
FAR ➔ FURTHER
USAGE

F

Use farther to talk about distance: The
restaurant’s just a little farther down the street.
Use further to talk about a greater amount or
degree of something, or about a later time in the
future: There is likely to be a further increase in oil
prices. | I don’t want to discuss this matter any
further. | No one knows what will happen further
in the future.
Many people use further in spoken English to talk
about distance, but many teachers think that this
is not correct.

far·thest /'fArDIst/ adj., adv. the SUPERLATIVE of
FAR

➔

FURTHEST

fas·ci·nate /'fæs@"neIt/ v. [T] to interest you

very much: Mechanical things fascinate me. | We
were fascinated to learn she had grown up in
Kenya. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin fascinatus,
from fascinum “use of (evil) magic”]
fas·ci·nat·ing /'fæs@"neIÔIÎ/ adj. extremely
interesting: a fascinating movie | I found her fascinating.
THESAURUS
interesting, intriguing,
absorbing, enthralling, engrossing,
compelling, gripping, riveting ➔ INTERESTING

THESAURUS

trendy – modern and fashionable: trendy
restaurants

stylish – attractive in a fashionable way: a stylish
blue suit

designer – designer clothes, watches, etc. are

made by someone who is famous for designing
fashionable things: a pair of designer jeans
be in style/fashion – to be fashionable during a
particular period of time: At that time, plaid skirts
were in fashion.

'fashion show n. [C] an event at which new
styles of clothes are shown to the public

fast1 /fæst/ adj. 1 moving, happening, or doing

something quickly ANT slow: a fast runner | a fast
car | The subway is the fastest way to get downtown. 2 [not before noun] showing time that is later
than the true time ANT slow: I think my watch is
fast. 3 fast track a way of achieving something
more quickly than it is normally done: young professionals on the fast track for promotion 4 the
fast lane a) an exciting way of living that
involves dangerous or expensive activities: She
loves life in the fast lane. b) the part of a big road
where people drive fastest [ORIGIN: Old English
fæst “firm”]

fas·ci·na·tion /"fæs@'neIS@n/ n. [singular, U] the fast2 adv. 1 at a great speed, or in not much time:

state of being very interested in something: Jan had
a fascination with/for movie stars.
fas·cism /'fæSIz@m/ n. [U] POLITICS an extreme
RIGHT-WING political system in which people’s
lives are completely controlled by the state
fas·cist /'fæSIst/ n. [C] 1 POLITICS someone who
supports fascism 2 someone who has extreme
RIGHT-WING political opinions that you do not
approve of, but who does not support fascism 3 someone who is cruel and unfair
—fascist adj.
fash·ion1 /'fæS@n/ n. 1 [C,U] something such as
a style of clothes or hair that is popular at a
particular time: Hats are in fashion again. | Shoes
like that went out of fashion years ago. | Miniskirts
come back into fashion every few years. | She
always buys the latest fashions. 2 [U] the business
or study of making or selling clothes: fashion

He likes driving fast. | You’re learning fast.
THESAURUS

quickly/swiftly – used especially about
movement: I ran quickly down the stairs. | Anna
looked swiftly up at him.
rapidly/speedily – used especially about the
speed at which something happens:
Unemployment rose rapidly. | Police reacted
speedily to the calls.
at high speed/at great speed – used about
movement: The car went around the corner at
high speed.
at a rapid rate – used especially about a
change: The world is changing at a rapid rate.

2 fast asleep sleeping very deeply 3 firmly or
tightly: Walter held fast to the rope. | The boat’s
stuck fast in the mud. 4 hold fast to sth to
continue to believe in or support an idea, principle,
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etc.: In spite of everything, her father held fast to
his religion.
fast3 v. [I] to eat little or
no food for a period of
time, especially for religious reasons —fast n.
[C]

fas·ten

/'fæs@n/

v. 1 [I,T] to join together

the two sides of
something so that it is
closed, or to become
joined ANT unfasten,
undo: Fasten your seat
belts. | The skirt fastens
at the back.
THESAURUS

attach – to join something firmly to another

object or surface: A long lens was attached to the
camera.
secure (formal) – to fasten or tie something
tightly in a particular position: ‘Please fasten your
seatbelt and secure all loose objects,’ said the flight
attendant.
join – to make things connected
glue – to join things together using glue
tape – to fasten or attach something using tape
staple – to join things or attach something using
staples (=small pieces of bent wire that go
through paper)
clip – to join things together using a clip (=a
small object that goes over paper to hold it
together)
tie – to fasten a tie or shoes, etc. by making a
knot: Don’t forget to tie your shoelaces.
button (up) – to fasten the buttons on a shirt,
coat, etc.
zip (up) – to fasten clothes, bags, etc. with a
zipper

2 [T] to attach something firmly to another object or
surface: Jill fastened a flower to/onto her
dress. 3 [T] to firmly close and lock a window,
gate, etc.
fas·ten·er /'fæs@nø/ n. [C] something such as a
button or pin that you use to join something
together
'fast food n. [U] food such as HAMBURGER s, that
is prepared and served quickly in a restaurant
fast 'forward v. [T] to wind a tape or video
forward quickly in a machine without watching it
➔ PLAY —fast-forward n. [U]
fas·tid·i·ous /fæ'stIdi@s, f@-/ adj. very careful
about small details: He is fastidious about hygiene.
—fastidiously adv.
fat1 /fæt/ adj. 1 weighing too much because you
have too much flesh on your body ANT thin: Chris
thinks he’s getting fat. | a big fat guy
THESAURUS

You can call yourself fat, but it is not polite to
directly tell other people that they are fat: I’m
getting really fat.

father
overweight – used as a more polite way of

describing someone who is fat: He’s a little
overweight.
big/heavy/large – used as polite ways of
describing someone who is big, strong, or fat: a
heavy woman in her fifties | He’s a pretty big guy.
obese – used about someone who is extremely
fat in a way that is dangerous to their health
chubby – used about someone, especially a
baby or a child, who is slightly fat
plump – used to say that someone, especially a
woman or a child, is slightly fat in a pleasant way
stout – used to say that an adult is slightly fat
corpulent (formal) – very fat
rotund (formal) – having a fat round body

2 thick or wide ANT thin: a fat cigar 3 [only before
noun] (informal) containing or worth a lot of money:

I should get a nice fat check at the end of the
month. 4 fat chance (spoken) said when something is very unlikely to happen: Sean said he’d be
here at 5:00? Fat chance. [ORIGIN: Old English
fætt]

fat2 n. 1 [U] the substance under the skin of

people and animals that helps keep them
warm 2 [C,U] an oily substance in some foods:
food that is low/high in fat | a low-fat/high-fat
diet 3 [C,U] an oily substance taken from animals
or plants and used in cooking: Fry the potatoes in
oil or melted fat.

fa·tal /'feIÔl/ adj. 1 resulting in someone’s death:
a fatal crash/accident | a fatal shooting | The
disease proved fatal (=killed someone). 2 having
a very bad effect: Her fatal mistake was to marry
too young. | There’s a fatal flaw in his argument.
—fatally adv.

fa·tal·ism /'feIÔl"Iz@m/ n. [U] the belief that there
is nothing you can do to prevent events from
happening —fatalistic /"feIÔl'IstIkX/ adj.

fa·tal·i·ty /feI'tæl@Ôi, f@-/ n. (plural fatalities) [C]
a death in an accident or violent attack: traffic
fatalities

fate /feIt/ n. 1 [C] the things that happen to

someone, especially bad events: No one knows
what the fate of the refugees will be. | He hopes his
new restaurant doesn’t suffer the same fate as his
last one. 2 [U] a power that is believed to control
what happens in people’s lives: Fate brought us
together. | By a lucky twist of fate (=completely
unexpected event), we were on the same plane.
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French, Latin fatum “what
has been spoken (by the gods),” from fari “to
speak”]

fat·ed /'feIÔId/ adj. be fated to do sth certain to
happen or to do something because a mysterious
force is controlling events: We were fated to meet.

fate·ful /'feItf@l/ adj. having an important, usually
bad, effect on future events: a fateful decision

"fat-'free adj. containing no fat: fat-free yogurt

fa·ther1 /'fADø/ n. [C] 1 a male parent: a father

F

father

of four (=a man with four children) ➔ RELA2, Father a priest, especially in the Roman
Catholic Church: Do you know Father Vernon? 3 the father of sth the man who was
responsible for starting something: George Washington is the father of our country. [ORIGIN: Old
English fæder]
father2 v. [T] to become a male parent: Taylor
denies fathering her 4-month-old son.
'father "figure n. [C] an older man whom you
trust and respect
fa·ther·hood /'fADø"hUd/ n. [U] the state of
being a father
'father-in-"law n. (plural fathers-in-law) [C] the
father of your husband or wife
fa·ther·ly /'fADøli/ adj. typical of a kind or concerned father: fatherly advice
'Father’s Day n. a holiday in honor of fathers,
celebrated in the U.S. and Canada on the third
Sunday of June
fath·om1 /'fæD@m/ v. [T] to understand what
something means after thinking about it carefully: I
cannot fathom why it took them so long to respond.
fathom2 n. [C] a unit for measuring how deep
water is, equal to 6 feet or 1.83 meters
fa·tigue /f@'tig/ n. [U] 1 extreme tiredness: They
were weak with fatigue after walking so far without
food. 2 fatigues [plural] loose-fitting army
clothes 3 PHYSICS weakness in a substance such as
metal that may cause it to break —fatigue v. [T]
fat·ten /'fæt§n/ v. [T] to make an animal become
fatter so that it is ready to eat
fatten sb/sth ↔ up phr. v. to make a thin person or
animal fatter: Grandma’s always trying to fatten me
up.
fat·ten·ing /'fæt§n-IÎ/ adj. likely to make you
fat: I try to stay away from fattening foods.
fat·ty /'fæÔi/ adj. containing a lot of fat: fatty foods
"fatty 'acid n. [C] BIOLOGY an acid that is obtained
from natural substances, such as oil, fat, and plant
material, which the cells of your body need to use
food effectively
fat·u·ous /'fætSu@s/ adj. very silly or stupid: a
fatuous remark
fau·cet /'fOsIt/ n. [C] the thing that you turn on
and off to control the flow of water from a pipe
fault1 /fOlt/ n. [C]
1 BLAME responsibility for a mistake: It’s not my
fault (that) we missed the bus. | The car got dented,
but it was my own fault. | It’s my fault for not
bringing enough money.
2 be at fault to be responsible for something bad
that has happened: It was the other driver who was
at fault.
3 PROBLEM a problem with something that stops it
working correctly: a fault in the electrical system
TIVE 1
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THESAURUS
defect, problem, flaw, bug,
imperfection ➔ DEFECT 1

4 find fault with sb/sth to criticize someone or
something: Why do you always have to find fault
with my work?
5 through no fault of my/his etc. own used in
order to say that a bad thing that happened to
someone was not caused by him/her: Many Americans lost their jobs through no fault of their own.
6 SB’S CHARACTER a bad part of someone’s character: For all her faults (=in spite of her faults) I
still love her.
7 CRACK EARTH SCIENCES a large crack in the rocks
that form the Earth’s surface, where EARTHQUAKE s
may start because the rocks on opposite sides of the
crack are moving in different directions: the San
Andreas fault in California
8 generous/loyal/honest etc. to a fault very
generous, kind, etc. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
French faute, from Latin fallere “to deceive,
disappoint”]
fault2 v. [T] to find a mistake in something: We
couldn’t fault her singing.
fault·less /'fOltlIs/ adj. having no mistakes
SYN perfect: a faultless performance
fault·y /'fOlti/ adj. 1 not working correctly: faulty
wires 2 not correct: faulty reasoning

fau·na /'fOn@/ n. [U] BIOLOGY all the animals living

in a particular area ➔ FLORA [ORIGIN: 1700—
1800 Late Latin Fauna, wife or sister of Faunus
(Roman god of nature and farms)]
faux pas /"foU 'pA/ n. [C] an embarrassing mistake in a social situation
fa·vor1 /'feIvø/ n. 1 [C] something you do for
someone to help or be kind to him/her: Could you
do me a favor and watch the baby for half an
hour? | Can I ask you a favor? | She offered Willis a
job as a favor to his mother. 2 abandon/drop
etc. sth in favor of sth to decide not to have one
thing and have something else instead: Plans for a
tunnel were rejected in favor of the bridge. 3 [U]
support, approval, or agreement for something: All
the board members were in favor of the idea. 4 in
sb’s favor to someone’s advantage, or so that
someone wins: The vote was 60–59 in his
favor. 5 in favor/out of favor liked and approved
of, or no longer liked and approved of: His books
have gone out of favor. 6 [C] a small gift that is
given to guests at a party: party favors such as
balloons
favor2 v. [T] 1 to prefer something or someone to
other things or people: Blyth favors stricter gun
control laws. 2 to treat someone better than someone else, in a way that is not fair: tax cuts that favor
the rich | a judicial system that favors men over
women 3 to provide the right conditions for something to happen: wind conditions that favor sailing
fa·vor·a·ble /'feIv@r@b@l/ adj. 1 making people
like or approve of someone or something: Try to
make a favorable impression. 2 showing that you
like or approve of something or someone: I’ve
heard favorable reports about your work. 3 appropriate and likely to make something happen or
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succeed: a favorable economic environment
—favorably adv.
fa·vor·ite1 /'feIvrIt, -v@rIt/ adj. your favorite
person or thing is the one you like most: Who’s
your favorite actor? | My favorite sport is baseball.
c Don’t say “most favorite.” b
favorite2 n. [C] 1 something that you like more
than others of the same kind: I like all her books,
but this one is my favorite. 2 someone who is liked
and treated better than others by a teacher or parent:
Katie was always Mom’s favorite. 3 the team,
person, etc. that is expected to win a competition:
The Yankees are favorites to win the World Series.
fa·vor·it·ism /'feIvr@"tIz@m/ n. [U] the act of
treating one person or group better than another, in
a way that is not fair
fawn1 /fOn/ v. [I] (disapproving) to praise someone
and be friendly to him/her because you want something: I watched her fawning over him.
fawn2 n. [C] a young DEER
fax /fæks/ n. 1 [C] a document that is sent in
electronic form down a telephone line and then
printed using a special machine: Did you get my
fax? 2 [C] also fax machine a machine used for
sending and receiving faxes: What’s your fax number? 3 [U] the system of sending documents using
a fax machine: You can send your résumé by fax.
—fax v. [T]: Please fax me the contract.
faze /feIz/ v. [T] (informal) to make someone feel
nervous or confused: Nothing ever seemed to faze
Rosie. —fazed adj.
FBI n. the FBI the Federal Bureau of Investigation the U.S. police department that is controlled by the government and is concerned with
crimes that happen in more than one state
FDA n. the FDA the Food and Drug Administration a U.S. government organization which
makes sure that food and drugs are safe enough to
be sold
fear1 /fIr/ n. 1 [C,U] the feeling you get when you
are afraid or worried that something bad will happen: a fear of heights | The refugees live in fear of
being sent back to their own country. | There are
fears that prices might continue to rise. | The rules
help ease parents’ fears for their children’s safety. |
Their worst fears became a reality. 2 for fear of
sth/for fear (that) because you are worried that
something bad will happen: She kept quiet, for fear
of saying the wrong thing. [ORIGIN: Old English
fær “sudden danger”]
fear2 v. 1 [I,T] to feel afraid or worried that something bad will happen: Fearing a snowstorm, many
people stayed home. | When they heard about
Heidi’s car crash, they feared the worst (=were
afraid something very bad had happened). | They
left because they feared for their lives. 2 [T] to be
afraid of someone: a dictator who was feared by his
country
fear·ful /'fIrf@l/ adj. (formal) afraid: Even doctors
are fearful of getting the disease. —fearfully adv.

THESAURUS
frightened, afraid, scared,
terrified, petrified, phobic ➔ FRIGHTENED

fear·less /'fIrlIs/ adj. not afraid of anything: a
fearless
soldier
—fearlessness n. [U]

—fearlessly

adv.

THESAURUS
brave, courageous, heroic,
valiant, daring, bold, intrepid ➔ BRAVE 1

fear·some /'fIrs@m/ adj. very frightening: his
fearsome reputation | a fearsome weapon

fea·si·ble /'fiz@b@l/ adj. possible, and likely to
work: a feasible plan

feast1 /fist/ n. [C] a large meal for many people,

especially a meal to celebrate a special occasion: a
wedding feast [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old French
feste “occasion of celebration,” from Latin festum]
feast2 v. 1 feast on sth to eat a lot of a particular food with great enjoyment: We feasted on
chicken and roast potatoes. 2 feast your eyes
on sb/sth to look at someone or something with
great pleasure
feat /fit/ n. [C] an impressive achievement needing
a lot of strength or skill: The bridge is an amazing
feat of engineering. | Getting your doctorate is no
mean feat (=difficult to do).
feath·er /'fEDø/ n. [C] one of the light soft things
that cover a bird’s body [ORIGIN: Old English
fether] ➔ see picture on page A2
feath·er·y /'fED@ri/ adj. soft and light like feathers: feathery snow
fea·ture1 /'fitSø/ Ac n. [C] 1 an important,
interesting, or typical part of something: Anti-virus
software is a standard feature in all our
computers. | One of the best features of this camera
is its size. | An inability to sleep well is a common
feature of depression.
THESAURUS
characteristic, quality, trait,
attribute, property, aspect ➔ CHARACTERISTIC 1

2 a piece of writing about a subject in a newspaper
or a magazine, or a special report on television or
on the radio: a feature on Johnny Depp 3 a part of
someone’s face: her delicate facial features 4 a
movie: There’s a double feature (=two movies the
same evening) playing at the mall theater. [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Old French feture “shape, form,”
from Latin facere “to do, make”]
feature2 Ac v. 1 [T] to show a particular person
or thing in a film, magazine, show, etc.: a new
movie featuring Julia Roberts | The bakery was
recently featured in the paper as one of the best in
the area. 2 [I] to be included in something and be
an important part of it: The theme of depression
features strongly in the movie. 3 [T] to advertise a
particular product: The supermarket’s featuring a
new ice cream.
Feb·ru·ar·y /'fEbyu"Eri, 'fEbru"Eri/ (written
abbreviation Feb.) n. [C,U] the second month of the
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year, between January and March: Rick and Allison feed1 /fid/ v. (past tense and past participle fed
were married on February 14th. | The accident was /fEd/) 1 [T] to give food to a person or animal
in February. | She retired last February. | The book ➔ WELL-FED : Did you feed the dog? | She was too
won’t be finished until next February. [ORIGIN: weak to feed herself. | Jimmy was feeding acorns to
1300—1400 Latin Februarius, from Februa, the squirrels. 2 [T] to provide enough food for a
Roman religious ceremony in February to make group of people: How can you feed a family on $80
things pure]
a week? 3 [I] if animals or babies feed, they eat:
fe·ces /'fisiz/ n. [plural] (formal) solid waste mate- Frogs feed at night. | Cows feed on grass. 4 [T] to
give a substance to a plant to help it grow: Feed
rial from the BOWEL s —fecal /'fik@l/ adj.
your violets once a month. 5 [T] to put something
feck·less /'fEklIs/ adj. a feckless person is not slowly and continuously into something else: The
determined, effective, or successful
tube was fed into the patient’s stomach. 6 [T] to
fe·cund /'fik@nd, 'fEk@nd/ adj. (formal) able to supply something in a continuous flow: The sound
produce many children, young animals, or crops is fed directly to the headphones. [ORIGIN: Old
English fedan; related to food]
SYN fertile —fecundity /fI'könd@Ôi/ n. [U]
2
feed
n. [U] food for animals: cattle feed
Fed /fEd/ n. the Fed ECONOMICS the FEDERAL
RESERVE
feed·back /'fidbæk/ n. [U] advice, criticism, etc.
about how successful or useful something is, given
fed v. the past tense and past participle of FEED
so that something can be improved: She’s been
fed·er·al /'fEd@r@l/ Ac adj. 1 POLITICS relating giving me feedback on my presentation.
to the central government of a country which consists of several states, rather than to the government feed·ing /'fidIÎ/ n. [C] one of the times when you
of one of the states: federal income tax | federal give milk to a small baby: It’s time for her noon
law 2 consisting of a group of states that make feeding.
some of their own decisions but are controlled by a feel1 /fil/ v. (past tense and past participle felt /fElt/)
central government: the Federal Republic of Ger- 1 EMOTIONS [linking verb, T] to experience a parmany [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin foedus “for- ticular physical feeling or emotion: Let me know if
mal agreement or joining together”]
you feel any pain. | We felt guilty for not asking her
"Federal "Bureau of Investi'gation n. the to come with us. | I’m feeling a little better today. |
“How do you feel?” “Fine.” | They didn’t make us
FBI
very welcome. | I walked through the door, and
fed·er·al·ism /'fEd@r@"lIz@m/ n. [U] belief in or Ifeel
felt like/as if/as though I had never been away.
support for a federal system of government
2 FEEL SMOOTH/DRY ETC. [linking verb] to seem to
—federalist n. [C], adj.
have a particular quality when touched or experi"Federal Re'serve n. the Federal Reserve enced by someone: The ground still feels damp. |
ECONOMICS the group of banks in the U.S. that
Her hands felt cold. | It felt great to see her after so
control the way all of the country’s banks work
many years. | How does it feel to be graduating? | It
fed·er·a·tion /"fEd@'reIS@n/ Ac n. [C] a group was a year ago, but it still feels like yesterday.
of states, countries, or organizations that have 3 OPINION [I,T] to have an opinion based on your
joined together to form a single group: the Ameri- feeling rather than on facts: How do you feel about
your new stepfather? | I felt (that) I could’ve helped
can Federation of Teachers
more. | I feel like I’m being treated unfairly.
"fed 'up adj. (informal) annoyed or bored, and 4 TOUCH [T] to touch something with your fingers
wanting change: I’m really fed up with all these to find out about it: Feel my forehead. Does it seem
meetings.
hot?
fee /fi/ Ac n. [C] an amount of money that you
THESAURUS
touch, handle, stroke, rub,
pay for professional services or that you pay to do
scratch, pat, pet, caress, tickle ➔ TOUCH 1
something: medical/legal fees | college fees | The
museum charges a small entrance fee. | Some 5 NOTICE STH [T] to notice something that is
companies charge a small fee for the catalogs. touching you or happening to you: She felt a bug
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French fé, fief, from crawling up her leg. | Just feel that fresh sea air! | I
Medieval Latin feudum “land given in return for felt her body brush against mine.
6 feel the benefits/effects etc. of sth to expeservice”]
rience the good or bad results of something: We’ve
THESAURUS
cost, expense, price, charge,
started to feel the effects of the recession.
fare, rent, rate ➔ COST 1
7 feel your way a) to move carefully with your
hands out in front of you because you cannot see
fee·ble /'fib@l/ adj. 1 extremely weak: His voice well: He felt his way across the room. b) to do
sounded feeble. 2 not good or effective: a feeble things slowly and carefully because you are unsure
attempt [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old French feble, about a new situation: Businesses are feeling their
from Latin flebilis “causing tears, weak”]
way toward a new relationship with their employ"feeble-'minded adj. unable to think clearly and ees.
8 feel around/in sth etc. (for sth) to try to find
decide what to do, or showing this quality
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something by using your fingers: She felt around in
her bag for a pen.
SPOKEN PHRASES

9 feel like (doing) sth to want to have something
or do something: He didn’t feel like going to work. |
I feel like a Coke (=feel like having a Coke).
10 feel free used in order to tell someone that you
do not mind if s/he does something: Feel free to
come by my office.
11 I know (just/exactly) how you feel said in
order to show your sympathy with someone or with
something s/he has just said: “I can’t seem to do
anything right today.” “I know exactly how you
feel.”

[ORIGIN: Old English felan]
feel for sb phr. v.

to feel sympathy for someone: All I could do was
let him know that I felt for him.
feel sb ↔ out phr. v. (informal)
to find out what someone’s opinions or feelings are
without asking him/her directly: I’m not sure if
he’ll lend us the money. Let me feel him out.
feel up to sth phr. v. (informal)
to have the strength, energy, etc. to do something: I
don’t really feel up to going out tonight.
feel2 n. [singular] 1 the way something feels when
you touch it: the feel of the sand under our feet |
Wet soap has a greasy feel. 2 the quality something seems to have: The beach has a kind of lonely
feel. | The house had a nice feel about it. 3 have/
get a feel for sth (informal) to have or develop an
understanding of something or ability with something: Pete has a real feel for music.

feel·er /'filø/ n. [C] 1 put/send out feelers to
start to try to discover what people think about
something that you want to do: Possible presidential candidates are already putting out feelers. 2 one of the two long things on an insect’s
head that it uses to feel or touch things

'feel-good adj. feel-good movie/comedy/
music etc. a movie, etc. whose main purpose is to
make you feel happy

feel·ing /'filIÎ/ n. 1 a) [C,U] an emotion that

you feel, such as anger or happiness: It’s always a
great feeling to win a game at home. | My mother
finds it hard to express her feelings. | a feeling of
confidence b) [C] something that you physically
feel in your body: He has no feeling in his legs. |
feelings of dizziness 2 sb’s feelings [plural]
someone’s feelings are his/her thoughts, emotions,
and attitudes: He doesn’t care about my feelings. |
Tell me the truth. You won’t hurt my feelings. 3 [C]
a belief or opinion about something: Many people
have strong feelings about/on abortion. | I have a
feeling (that) she’s lying to us. | Mothers sometimes
have mixed feelings (=sometimes feel happy and
sometimes feel sad) about going to work. 4 [U] a
general attitude among a group of people about a
subject: a strong anti-war feeling | He had not
understood the depth of feeling against/in favor of
the changes. 5 I know the feeling (spoken) said

when you understand how someone feels because
you have had the same experience: “I’m too tired to
work today.” “I know the feeling.” 6 bad/ill feeling anger or lack of trust between people: The
divorce caused a lot of bad feeling between
them. 7 with feeling in a way that shows you
care very much about something: She plays the
violin with great feeling.
feet /fit/ n. the plural of FOOT
feign /feIn/ v. [T] (formal) to pretend to have a
feeling, be sick, be asleep, etc.: We feigned interest
in Mr. Dixon’s stamp collection.
feint /feInt/ n. [C] a movement or an attack that is
intended to deceive an opponent
feist·y /'faIsti/ adj. (approving) having a strong
determined character and a lot of energy: a feisty
old man [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 feist “small dog”]
fe·lic·i·tous /fI'lIs@Ô@s/ adj. (formal) well-chosen,
appropriate, and pleasing: the writer’s felicitous
phrases —felicitously adv.
fe·line /'filaIn/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a cat or a member of
the cat family —feline adj.
fell1 /fEl/ v. the past tense of FALL
fell2 v. [T] (written) 1 to cut down a tree 2 to
knock someone down
fel·low1 /'fEloU/ n. [C] 1 (old-fashioned) a man: a
nice young fellow from Iowa
THESAURUS
man, guy, gentleman, boy,
youth, male ➔ MAN 1

2 a GRADUATE student who has a fellowship in a
university 3 a member of a society in a school or
university

fellow2 adj. fellow workers/students/citizens
etc. people you work with, study with, etc.

fel·low·ship /'fEloU"SIp, -l@-/ n. 1 [C] money

given to a student to allow him/her to continue
his/her studies at an advanced level: a graduate
fellowship 2 [C] a group with similar interests or
beliefs, who have meetings together: a Christian
youth fellowship 3 [U] a feeling of friendship that
people have because they have the same interests or
experiences
fel·on /'fEl@n/ n. [C] LAW someone who is guilty of
a serious crime: a convicted felon (=a criminal who
is sent to prison)
fel·o·ny /'fEl@ni/ n. (plural felonies) [C] LAW a
serious crime such as murder
felt1 /fElt/ v. the past tense and past participle of
FEEL

felt2 n. [U] a thick soft material made of wool, hair,

or fur that has been pressed flat
"felt tip 'pen n. [C] a pen that has a hard piece of
felt at the end that the ink comes through
fe·male1 /'fimeIl/ n. [C] a person or animal that
belongs to the sex that can have babies or produce
eggs ANT male [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
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French femelle (influenced by male), from Latin
femella “girl”]
female2 adj. 1 BIOLOGY belonging to the sex that
can have babies or produce eggs ANT male
➔ FEMININE : a female horse | female athletes 2 BIOLOGY a female plant or flower produces
fruit ➔ MALE
fem·i·nine /'fEm@nIn/ adj. 1 having qualities
that are considered to be typical of women ➔ MASCULINE : feminine clothes 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS in grammar, a feminine noun or PRONOUN has a special
form to show it is used to talk about a female, such
as “actress” or “her”
fem·i·nin·i·ty /"fEm@'nIn@Ôi/ n. [U] qualities that
are thought to be typical of women ➔ MASCULINITY
fem·i·nism /'fEm@"nIz@m/ n. [U] the belief that
women should have the same rights and opportunities as men —feminist n. [C], adj.: feminist
authors
fe·mur /'fimø/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the bone in the top
part of your leg, above the knee
fence1 /fEns/ n. [C] 1 a structure made of wood,
metal, etc. that surrounds a piece of land 2 a
structure that horses jump over in a race or competition 3 sit/be on the fence to avoid saying
which side of an argument you support
fence2 v. 1 [T] to put a fence around something 2 [I] to fight with a sword as a sport
fence sth ↔ in phr. v. to surround a place with a
fence —fenced-in /"fEnst 'InX/ adj.
fence sth ↔ off phr. v. to separate one area from
another with a fence: We fenced off part of the
backyard.

fe·ral /'fEr@l, 'fIr@l/ adj. feral animals used to live
with humans but have become wild

fer·ment1 /fø'mEnt/ v. [I,T] if fruit, beer, or wine

ferments or is fermented, the sugar in it changes to
alcohol [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French fermenter, from Latin fermentum “yeast”]

fer·ment2 /'fømEnt/ n. [U] excitement or trouble
in a country, caused especially by political change

fer·men·ta·tion /"føm@n'teIS@n/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY

a process in which the sugar contained in fruit,
beer, wine, etc. is gradually changed into alcohol
by the action of YEAST or BACTERIA

fern /føn/ n. [C] a plant with green leaves shaped
like large feathers, but no flowers

fe·ro·cious /f@'roUS@s/ adj. extremely violent or

severe: a ferocious dog | a ferocious storm [ORIGIN:
1600—1700 Latin ferox “wild-looking,” from
ferus “wild”] —ferociously adv.

fe·ro·ci·ty /f@'rAs@Ôi/ n. [U] extreme violence:
Felipe was shocked by the ferocity of her anger.

fer·ret1 /'fErIt/ n. [C] a small animal, used for
hunting rats and rabbits

ferret2 v.

ferret sth ↔ out phr. v. (informal) to succeed in
finding something, especially information: Detectives managed to ferret out crucial details about the
case.

fer·ris wheel /'fErIs "wil/ n. [C] a very large
upright wheel with seats on it for people to ride on
in an AMUSEMENT PARK

fer·rous /'fEr@s/ adj.

CHEMISTRY

containing or

relating to iron: ferrous metals

fer·ry1 /'fEri/ n. (plural ferries) [C] a boat that
carries people, often with their cars, across a stretch
of water ➔ see picture at TRANSPORTATION

ferry2 v. (ferried, ferries) [T] to carry people or

goods a short distance from one place to another: a
bus that ferries tourists from the hotel to the beach

fer·tile /'føÔl/ adj. 1

fenc·ing /'fEnsIÎ/ n. [U] 1 the sport of fighting

EARTH SCIENCES fertile land,
soil, ground, etc. is able to produce good
crops ANT infertile 2 BIOLOGY able to become
PREGNANT
or make someone pregnant
ANT infertile 3 fertile imagination/mind an
imagination or mind that is able to produce a lot of
unusual ideas [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French,
Latin ferre “to carry, bear”] —fertility
/fø'tIl@Ôi/ n. [U]

with a long thin sword 2 fences, or the material
used for making them
fend /fEnd/ v. fend for yourself to take care of
yourself without help from other people: You’ll fer·til·ize /'føÔl"aIz/ v. [T] 1 to put fertilizer on
have to fend for yourself while I’m gone.
the soil to help plants grow 2 BIOLOGY to make new
fend sb/sth ↔ off phr. v. to defend yourself when animal or plant life develop by causing a female
you are being attacked, asked difficult questions, cell such as an egg to join with a male cell: a
etc.: Mrs. Spector tried to fend off the other mugger. fertilized egg | Fruit will not develop if the ovule is
fend·er /'fEndø/ n. [C] the side part of a car that not fertilized by the pollination process.
—fertilization /"føÔl@'zeIS@n/ n. [U]
covers the wheels
'fender-"bender n. [C] (informal) a car accident in fer·til·iz·er /'føÔl"aIzø/ n. [C,U] a substance that
which little damage is done
is put on the soil to help plants grow
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fer·vent /'føv@nt/ adj. believing or feeling some-

thing very strongly: Marion’s a fervent believer in
working hard. —fervently adv.
fer·vor /'føvø/ n. [U] very strong belief or feeling:
religious fervor
fess /fEs/ v.
fess up phr. v. (informal) to admit that you have
done something wrong, although it is not serious:
He later fessed up to his mistake.
fest /fEst/ n. beer/song/food etc. fest an informal occasion when a lot of people do a fun activity
together
fes·ter /'fEstø/ v. [I] 1 if a bad situation or a
problem festers, it gets worse because it has not
been dealt with: Letting your anger fester will only
make things worse. 2 if a wound festers, it
becomes infected
fes·ti·val /'fEst@v@l/ n. [C] 1 an occasion when
there are performances of many films, plays, pieces
of music, etc.: the Cannes film festival | a festival of
Japanese culture 2 a special occasion when
people celebrate something such as a religious
event: religious festivals [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Old French, Latin festivus, from festum “ceremony of celebration”]
fes·tive /'fEstIv/ adj. happy or cheerful in a way
that seems appropriate for celebrating something:
Hollie was in a festive mood. | the festive season
(=Christmas)
fes·tiv·i·ties /fE'stIv@Ôiz/ n. [plural] things that
people do to celebrate, such as dancing, eating, and
drinking
fes·toon /fE'stun/ v. [T] to cover something with
cloth, flowers, etc. as a decoration
fe·tal /'fiÔl/ adj. BIOLOGY relating to a FETUS : fetal
development
'fetal po"sition n. [singular] a body position in
which your body is curled up, and your arms and
legs are pulled up against your chest
fetch /fEtS/ v. [T] 1 to be sold for a particular
amount of money: The tractor should fetch over
$10,000. 2 (old-fashioned) to go and get something
and bring it back: Rushworth went to fetch the key
to the gate.
fetch·ing /'fEtSIÎ/ adj. (old-fashioned) attractive
fete1 /feIt/ v. [T] to honor someone by having a
public celebration for him/her: President Mandela
was feted at a government banquet.
fete2 n. [C] a special occasion to celebrate something
fet·id /'fEÔId/ adj. (formal) having a very bad smell:
the black fetid water
fet·ish /'fEÔIS/ n. [C] 1 an object, thing, or activity
that gives someone sexual pleasure, when this is
not considered to be normal: a foot fetish 2 something that someone does too much or thinks about
too much
fet·ter /'fEÔø/ v. [T] (formal) to prevent someone

from doing what s/he wants to do: managers fettered by rules and regulations
fet·ters /'fEÔøz/ n. [plural] 1 things that prevent
someone from doing what s/he wants to
do 2 chains that were put around a prisoner’s feet
in past times
fe·tus /'fiÔ@s/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a young human or
animal before it is born. In humans, an EMBRYO
becomes a fetus after eight weeks of development.
feud /fyud/ n. [C] an angry and often violent
argument between two people or groups that continues for a long time: a bitter feud between neighbors —feud v. [I]
feu·dal·ism /'fyudl"Iz@m/ n. [U] HISTORY a social
system in the Middle Ages, in which people
received land and protection from someone of
higher rank whom they worked and fought for
—feudal adj.
fe·ver /'fivø/ n. 1 [C,U] an illness in which you
have a very high temperature: Andy has a fever and
won’t be coming into work today. | She’s running a
fever (=has a fever). 2 [U] a situation in which
people feel very excited or anxious: Baseball fans
are gripped by World Series fever. | When the TV
crews arrived, the demonstration reached fever
pitch (=an extreme level of excitement or anxiety).
[ORIGIN: 900—1000 Latin febris] —fevered
adj. ➔ HAY FEVER , SPRING FEVER

fe·ver·ish /'fiv@rIS/ adj. 1 suffering from a

fever 2 done extremely quickly by people who are
very excited or worried: working at a feverish pace
—feverishly adv.
few /fyu/ quantifier, pron., adj. 1 a few/the few a
small number of things or people: Let’s wait a few
minutes and see if Carrie gets here. | I’ve seen a
few of those new cars around. | Don has seemed
really happy these last few weeks. | You’ll have to
work hard over the next few months. | There are a
few more things I’d like to talk about before we
go. 2 quite a few a fairly large number of things
or people: Quite a few people came to the meeting. |
Quite a few of the customers got sick. 3 not many:
There are few events that are as exciting as having
a baby. | Women are having fewer children. |
Grant’s one of the few people I know who can tell
stories well. | Very few of these players will play
professionally. 4 be few and far between to be
rare: Good jobs are few and far between these days.
[ORIGIN: Old English feawa]
GRAMMAR

few, a few

Use few when you mean “not many” or “not
enough”: Very few people had heard of the
disease.
Use a few when you mean “some” or “a small
number”: There are still a few tickets left.
Few and a few are always used with plural
noun forms. ➔ LESS , LITTLE 2

fi·an·c·é /"fiAn'seI, fi'AnseI/ n. [C] the man
whom a woman is going to marry
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fi·an·c·ée /"fiAn'seI, fi'AnseI/ n. [C] the woman

something, especially because you are bored or
nervous: She started fiddling with her hair.
whom a man is going to marry
fi·as·co /fi'æskoU/ n. (plural fiascoes or fiascos) fid·dler /'fIdlø/ n. [C] someone who plays the
[C] an event that is completely unsuccessful, in a
VIOLIN
way that is very embarrassing or disappointing:
fi·del·i·ty
/f@'dEl@Ôi, faI-/ n. [U] (formal) 1 loyTheir attempt to compete in the software market
alty to your wife, husband, or partner by not having
has been a total fiasco.
sex with other people ANT infidelity 2 loyalty to a
fi·at /'fIæt, -At, -@t/ n. [C,U] (formal) an order that person, organization, set of beliefs, etc.: his fidelity
is given by someone in authority without consider- to the Republican Party
ing what other people want: Too often he governed
fidg·et /'fIdZIt/ v. [I] to keep moving your hands
by fiat rather than by the law.
or feet, especially because you are bored or nerfib /fIb/ n. [C] a small unimportant lie: You vous: children fidgeting in their seats —fidgety
shouldn’t tell fibs. —fib v. [I] —fibber n. [C]
adj.
THESAURUS
lie, white lie, story, falsehood,
fabrication, slander, libel ➔ LIE 3

fi·ber /'faIbø/ n. 1 [U] parts of plants that you eat

F

fi·du·ci·a·ry1 /fI'duSi"Eri/ n. [C]

LAW someone
who has legal control of money or property that
belongs to another person, a company, or an organization
fiduciary2 adj. LAW relating to the legal control of
someone else’s money or property: The board of
directors has a fiduciary duty/responsibility to
shareholders.
fief /fif/ n. [C] HISTORY in past times, an area of land
that a LORD gave to someone who promised to
work and fight for him

but do not DIGEST , that help food to move through
your body: The doctor said I need more fiber in my
diet. 2 [C,U] a mass of threads used to make rope,
cloth, etc. 3 [C] a thin thread, or one of the thin
parts like threads that form natural materials such
as wood —fibrous /'faIbr@s/ adj.
fi·ber·glass /'faIbø"glæs/ n. [U] a light material
made from small glass threads pressed together
"fiber 'optics n. [U] PHYSICS the use of long thin field1 /fild/ n. [C] 1 an area of land in the country
threads of glass to carry information in the form of where crops are grown or where animals feed on
light, especially on telephone lines —fiber optic grass: a corn field | fields of sunflowers ➔ see picture
on page A11 2 an area of ground where sports are
adj.
fib·u·la /'fIby@l@/ n. (plural fibulas or fibulae /-li/) played: a football/baseball/soccer etc. field
THESAURUS
[C] BIOLOGY the outer bone of the two bones in your
stadium, court, diamond,
leg below your knee ➔ TIBIA
track ➔ SPORT 1
fick·le /'fIk@l/ adj. 1 someone who is fickle is 3 a subject that people study or a type of work that
always changing his/her opinion about people or
things: Voters are fickle. 2 something that is fickle, they are involved in: Professor Kramer is an expert
in the field of ancient history. | Sullivan’s an expert
such as the weather, often changes suddenly
in his field. 4 the field all the people, companies,
fic·tion /'fIkS@n/ n. 1 [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS books or horses that are competing against each other:
and stories about imaginary people and things They now lead the field (=are the most successful
ANT nonfiction: a writer of children’s fiction |
company) in making powerful computer
detective fiction | After quitting the newspaper busi- chips. 5 oil/gas/coal field EARTH SCIENCES an area
ness, she wrote poetry and fiction. 2 [C,U] some- where there is a lot of oil, gas, or coal under the
thing that someone wants you to believe is true, but ground 6 magnetic/gravitational/force field
that is not true: The newspaper story turned out to PHYSICS an area in which a strong natural force has
be a complete fiction.
an effect 7 field of view/vision the whole area
fic·tion·al /'fIkS@n@l/ adj. ENG. LANG. ARTS fictional that you can see without turning your head [ORIpeople or events are from a book or story, and are GIN: Old English feld]
not real
field2 v. [T] 1 if you field a ball in a game of
fic·tion·al·ize /'fIkS@n@"laIz/ v. [T] ENG. LANG. baseball, you stop it after it has been hit 2 if you
field a team, an army, etc., they represent you or
ARTS to tell the story of a real event, changing some
fight for you in a competition, election, or war:
details and adding imaginary characters
may not be enough healthy players to field a
fic·ti·tious /fIk'tIS@s/ adj. not true, or not real: a There
team. 3 to answer questions, telephone calls, etc.,
fictitious name
especially when there are a lot of them or they are
fid·dle1 /'fIdl/ n. [C] (informal) a VIOLIN ➔ play difficult: Riordan left without fielding questions
1
second fiddle to sb/sth at PLAY
from reporters.

fiddle2 v.

fiddle around phr. v. to waste time by doing things

that are not important: Stop fiddling around or we’ll
be late!
fiddle with sth phr. v. to keep moving and touching

'field day n. 1 have a field day (informal) to
have the chance to do something you enjoy a lot,
especially a chance to criticize someone: Talk radio
hosts had a field day with the story. 2 [C] a day
when students at a school have sports competitions

fight
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field·er /'fildø/ n. [C] one of the players who tries

fifty2 n. (plural fifties) [C] a piece of paper money
to catch the ball in baseball
worth $50
'field e"vent n. [C] a sports activity, such as the "fifty-'fifty adj., adv. (spoken) 1 divided equally
HIGH JUMP or the JAVELIN , that is part of an
between two people: We should divide the profits
outdoor competition ➔ TRACK EVENT
fifty-fifty. 2 a fifty-fifty chance an equal chance
that something will happen or not happen: a fifty'field "goal n. [C] the action of kicking the ball
fifty chance of winning
over the bar of the GOAL for three points in football
fig /fIg/ n. [C] a small soft sweet fruit, often eaten
'field "hockey n. [U] HOCKEY played on grass
dried, or the tree on which this grows
'field "study n. [C] SCIENCE a piece of work to find
out more about a particular subject, which takes fig. the written abbreviation of FIGURE
place not inside a school or college but outside, in fight1 /faIt/ v. (past tense and past participle fought
real conditions
/fOt/) 1 [I,T] to take part in a war or battle: The
'field test n. [C] SCIENCE a test of a new product or
country fought a three-year civil war. | Did your
system that is done in the place where it will be
uncle fight in the war? | rebel forces fighting
used rather than in a LABORATORY —field-test v.
against the Russians | They fought over/for a small
[T]
piece of land. 2 [I,T] if people or animals fight,
they use violence against each other: Police fought
'field trip n. [C] an occasion when students go
with protesters in the streets. | dogs fighting over a
somewhere to learn about a particular subject: a
bone 3 [I] to argue: Are the kids fighting again? |
field trip to the Maryland Science Center
He was always fighting with his girlfriend. | They
field·work /'fildwøk/ n. [U] SCIENCE study which
fought over custody of the children.
involves going somewhere in order to collect inforTHESAURUS
argue, have an argument,
mation, rather than working in a class or LABORATORY

fiend /find/ n. [C] 1 (informal) someone who likes

something much more than other people normally
do: Isaac turns into a football fiend during the
Super Bowl. 2 dope/drug etc. fiend (informal)
someone who takes a lot of drugs 3 (literary) an
evil spirit or person
fiend·ish /'findIS/ adj. 1 (literary) very bad or
cruel: a fiendish temper 2 very difficult or complicated: a fiendish puzzle
fierce /fIrs/ adj. 1 done with a lot of energy and
strong feelings: a fierce debate between the political parties | fierce competition between banks | The
two teams are in a fierce battle for first place. 2 a
fierce person or animal looks very violent or angry
and ready to attack: fierce dogs 3 fierce heat, cold,
weather, etc. is very extreme or severe —fiercely
adv.

fi·er·y /'faI@ri/ adj. 1 full of strong or angry

emotion: a fiery speech | her fiery temper 2 (written) involving fire, or on fire: All perished (=died)
in the fiery crash. | a fiery sunset
fi·es·ta /fi'Est@/ n. [C] a religious holiday with
dancing, music, etc., especially in Spain or Latin
America
fif·teen /"fIf'tinX/ number 15 —fifteenth number

fifth1 /fIfθ/ number 1 5th 2 1/5
fifth2 n. [C] an amount of alcohol equal to 1/5 of a
gallon, sold in bottles: a fifth of bourbon

fif·ty1 /'fIfti/ number 1 50 2 the fifties a) the
years between 1950 and 1959 b) the numbers
between 50 and 59, especially when used for measuring temperature 3 be in your fifties to be aged
between 50 and 59: She’s in her early/mid/late
fifties. —fiftieth /'fIfti@θ/ number

have a fight, quarrel, have a quarrel,
squabble, bicker ➔ ARGUE

4 [I] to try hard to do or get something: The union
fought for a better health care package. | Parents
are fighting to save the school. | Perkins was lying
in bed, fighting for his life. 5 [I,T] to try hard to
prevent something or to get rid of something: Senator Redkin is fighting the proposal. | She spent her
life fighting against poverty and injustice. 6 [I,T]
to take part in a BOXING match: The boxers fought
each other twice for the heavyweight title. 7 [T]
also fight back to try hard not to have or show a
feeling: He fought the impulse to yell at her. |
Benson bit his lip and fought back tears. 8 fight a
fire/blaze etc. to try to stop a fire from burning 9 fight your way to move somewhere with
difficulty: We had to fight our way through the
crowd. 10 have a fighting chance to have a
chance to achieve something if you work very hard:
Davis believes he still has a fighting chance of
winning the election. 11 fight it out to fight,
argue, or compete until one person wins: We left
them alone to fight it out. [ORIGIN: Old English
feohtan]
fight back phr. v. 1 to work hard to achieve or
oppose something, especially in a situation where
you are losing: Lewis fought back to win the
match. 2 to use violence or arguments against
someone who has attacked you or criticized you:
The rebels are fighting back.
fight sb/sth ↔ off phr. v. 1 to use violence to keep
someone or something away, or to stop him/her
from doing something to you: They managed to
fight off their attackers. 2 to succeed in stopping
other people from getting something, and to get it
for yourself: The president fought off a challenge
from within his own party. 3 to try hard to get rid
of a feeling or illness: I’ve been fighting off a cold
for days.
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fight2 n. 1 [C] an act of fighting between two

SYN metaphorical ➔ LITERAL —figuratively
people or groups: He’s always getting into fights at adv.
school. | A drunk tried to pick/start a fight with
him. | a fight between rival gangs | The police were "figurative 'language n. [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS
writing or speech that uses figurative words or
called in to break up (=stop) the fight.
expressions and gives people a particular picture or
THESAURUS
idea in their minds

brawl – a noisy fight among a lot of people
free-for-all – a fight or argument involving a lot

fig·ure1 /'fIgyø/ n. [C] 1 a) [usually plural] a

of people

scuffle – a short fight
scrap (informal) – a short fight
boxing match
wrestling match

2 [C] an argument: He’s had a fight with his
mother. | fights over/about money 3 [singular] the
process of trying very hard to achieve something or
prevent something: the union’s fight for better
working conditions. | the fight against drugs | the
fight to reduce world hunger
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THESAURUS

battle – an attempt to stop something

happening or to achieve something difficult: the
battle for equal rights
campaign – a series of actions that are intended
to achieve a particular result: She helped lead the
campaign against drunk driving.
drive – a planned effort by an organization to
achieve a particular result: a drive to raise money
for the school
struggle – a long, hard fight for freedom,
political rights, etc.: the country’s struggle for
independence
crusade – a determined attempt to change
something because you think you are morally
right: an anti-smoking crusade that is aimed at
teenagers

number representing an amount, especially an official number: sales/crime/population etc. figures b) a number from 0 to 9, written as a sign,
not as a word: a six-figure income (=between
$100,000 and $999,999) | Five players scored in
double figures (=numbers between 10 and 99). |
single figures (=numbers between 0 and 9) 2 ECONOMICS a particular amount of money: The report
quoted an estimated figure of $200 million. 3 [usually singular] the shape of a woman’s
body: She has a great figure. 4 a) someone who
is important or famous in some way: an important
political figure b) someone with a particular type
of appearance or character, especially when s/he is
difficult to see: a dark figure in the distance c) a
person in a picture 5 (written abbreviation fig.) a
numbered drawing in a book 6 MATH a shape in
mathematics: a six-sided figure

figure2 v. 1 [I] (informal) to be included as an
important part of something: Real events and real
people always figure heavily in her books.
SPOKEN PHRASES

2 [T] to have a particular opinion after thinking
about a situation: I figured (that) you’d need help
moving.
THESAURUS
think, believe, suspect,
consider, guess ➔ THINK

4 [C] a battle between two armies: a fight for
control of the islands

fight·er /'faIÔø/ n. [C] 1 (approving) someone

who continues to try to do something although it is
difficult 2 someone who fights, especially as a
sport SYN boxer 3 also fighter plane a small
fast military airplane that can destroy other airplanes

fight·ing /'faIÔIÎ/ n. [U] an occasion when people
or groups fight each other in a war, in the street,
etc.: seven days of heavy fighting
THESAURUS
war, warfare, conflict,
combat, action, hostilities ➔ WAR

3 that figures/(it) figures said when something
happens or someone behaves in a way that you
expect, but do not like: “I forgot to bring my
checkbook again.” “Figures.” 4 go figure said to
show that you think something is strange or difficult to explain: “He didn’t even say goodbye!” “Go
figure.”
figure on sth phr. v. (spoken) to expect something
or include it in your plans: With traffic so heavy,
we’d better figure on an extra hour.
figure sb/sth ↔ out phr. v. to understand someone
or something after thinking about him, her, or it:
Can you figure out how to open this? | I can’t figure
Betty out.

"figure 'eight n. [C] the pattern or shape of a

fig·ment /'fIgm@nt/ n. a figment of sb’s

number eight, for example, in a dance

imagination something you imagine to be real, fig·ure·head /'fIgyø"hEd/ n. [C] a leader who

has no real power

but does not exist

fig·u·ra·tive /'fIgy@r@ÔIv/ adj.

ENG. LANG. ARTS

"figure of 'speech n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a word
a
or expression that is used in a different way from

figurative word or expression is used in a different
the usual one, to give you a picture in your mind:
way from its usual meaning, to give you a picture
“We died laughing” is a figure of speech.
or idea in your mind. For example, in “a mountain
of debt,” “mountain” is used in a figurative way and 'figure "skating n. [U] a sport in which you
means “a large amount” not “a high hill.” SKATE in patterns on ice
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fil·a·ment /'fIl@m@nt/ n. [C] a very thin thread or
wire

filch /fIltS/ v. [T] (informal) to steal something small
or not very valuable: teenagers filching cigarettes
Ac n. [C] 1 a set of papers, records,
etc. that contain information about a particular
person or subject: The school keeps files on each
student. | We’ll keep your application on file
(=store it for later use). | medical files

file1 /faIl/

THESAURUS
record, accounts, books,
ledger, roll, log (book) ➔ RECORD 1

2 a box or folded piece of heavy paper in which
you keep loose papers: He took a file down from the
shelf. 3 IT information on a computer that is stored
under a particular name: open/close a file | save/
delete/copy/create a file ➔ COMPUTER 4 a metal
tool with a rough surface that you rub on something
to make it smooth ➔ NAIL FILE 5 in single file
moving in a line, with one person behind another
file2 Ac v. 1 [T] to store papers or information in
a particular order or a particular place: File the
contracts alphabetically.
THESAURUS
keep, store, save, reserve,
collect, hoard ➔ KEEP 1

2 [I,T] LAW to give a document to a court or other
organization so that it can be officially recorded
and dealt with: Some employees are filing a claim
against the department. | The company was forced
to file for bankruptcy. | The District Attorney’s
Office has filed charges against him. 3 [I] to walk
somewhere in a line of people, one behind the
other: The jury filed into/filed out of the courtroom. 4 [T] to rub something with a metal tool to
make it smooth or cut it: I need to file my nails.
'file "cabinet n. [C] a piece of office furniture with
drawers for storing important papers
fil·et /fI'leI/ n. [C,U] a FILLET 1
fil·i·bus·ter /'fIl@"böstø/ v. [I,T] to try to delay
action in Congress by making very long speeches
—filibuster n. [C]
fil·i·gree /'fIl@"gri/ n. [U] delicate decoration
made of gold or silver wire
fil·ing /'faIlIÎ/ Ac n. 1 [U] the activity of
putting papers into the correct FILE s 2 filings
[plural] very small sharp pieces that come off a
piece of metal when it is FILE d: iron filings 3 [C] a
document, report, etc. that is officially recorded
'filing "cabinet n. [C] a FILE CABINET
fil·ings /'faIlIÎz/ n. [plural] very small pieces that
come off a piece of metal when it is cut or FILE d
fill1 /fIl/ v. 1 also fill up a) [I,T] to become full of
something, or to make something full: He turned
on the faucet and filled the bucket. | She kept filling
up our glasses. | The kids filled their bags with
candy. b) [T] if something fills up a place, it takes
up all of the space in that place: The audience soon
filled the theater. | The bedroom was filled with
smoke. 2 [T] also fill in to put something in a hole

filmstrip

or crack in order to make a smooth surface: Fill any
cracks in the wall before you paint. 3 [T] if a
sound, smell, or light fills a place or space, you
notice it because it is loud or strong: The smell of
fresh bread filled the kitchen. 4 [T] to provide
something that is needed or wanted: Daycare centers fill a need for working parents. | The company
is filling a gap in the market. 5 [T] to do a
particular job, or to find someone to do a job:
Anderson says he hopes to fill the position by
spring. | Sorry, but the post has already been
filled. 6 [T] if you are filled with an emotion, you
feel it strongly: She was filled with excitement. |
Her achievements filled him with pride. 7 [T] if
you fill a period of time with a particular activity,
you spend that time doing it: He filled his days
playing golf and tennis. [ORIGIN: Old English
fyllan]
fill in phr. v. 1 fill sth ↔ in to write all the
necessary information on a document: You’ll have
to fill in an application form. 2 fill sb ↔ in to tell
someone about things that have happened recently:
I’ll fill you in on all the news later. 3 to do
someone’s job because s/he is not there: Could you
fill in for Bob while he’s sick?
fill out phr. v. 1 fill sth ↔ out 2 to write all the
necessary information on a document 3 to get
fatter or larger in a way that is considered attractive:
At puberty, a girl’s body begins to fill out.
fill2 n. your fill as much of something as you want,
or can deal with: I’ve had my fill of screaming kids
today!
fil·let1 also filet /fI'leI/ n. [C,U] a piece of meat or
fish without bones: a fillet of cod
fillet2 v. [T] to remove the bones from a piece of
meat or fish
fill·ing1 /'fIlIÎ/ n. 1 [C] a small amount of metal
that is put into a hole in your tooth 2 [C,U] the
food that is put inside a PIE , SANDWICH , etc.: apple
pie filling
filling2 adj. food that is filling makes your stomach
feel full
fil·ly /'fIli/ n. (plural fillies) [C] a young female
horse
film1 /fIlm/ n. 1 [U] the material used in a camera
for taking photographs or recording moving pictures: a roll of film | The coach has the game on
film. ➔ CAMERA 2 [C] a movie: the Sundance Film
Festival | We like to go see foreign films. ➔
MOVIE 3 [U] the art or business of making movies:
the film industry 4 [singular] a very thin layer of
liquid, powder, etc. on the surface of something
[ORIGIN: Old English filmen “thin skin”]
film2 v. [I,T] to use a camera to make a movie or a
television program: The movie was filmed in China.
—filming n. [U]: The filming was completed in six
weeks.
film·mak·er /'fIlm"meIkø/ n. [C] someone who
makes movies
film·strip /'fIlm"strIp/ n. [C] a short film that
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shows photographs, pictures, etc. one at a time, not
as moving pictures
fil·ter1 /'fIltø/ n. [C] a piece of equipment that
removes unwanted solid substances as gas or liquid
passes through it: a water filter [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Old French filtre “piece of felt (=thick
material) used as a filter,” from Medieval Latin
filtrum]
filter2 v. 1 [T] to clean a liquid or gas using a
filter: filtered drinking water 2 [I] if people filter
somewhere, they gradually move in that direction:
The audience began to filter into the hall. 3 [I] if
information filters out to people, people gradually
hear about it: The news slowly filtered through to
everyone in the office. | Eventually word filtered out
to the guests that something was wrong. 4 [I] if
light or sound filters into a place, it can be seen or
heard only slightly: Hazy sunshine filtered through
the curtains.
filth /fIlθ/ n. [U] 1 an extremely dirty substance:
Wash that filth off your shoes. 2 very rude or
offensive language, stories, or pictures about sex
filth·y1 /'fIlθi/ adj. (comparative filthier, superlative
filthiest) 1 extremely dirty: Doesn’t he ever wash
that jacket? It’s filthy.
THESAURUS
dirty, dusty, muddy, greasy,
grimy, soiled, polluted ➔ DIRTY 1

2 showing or describing sexual acts in a very rude
or offensive way: filthy language
filthy2 adv. filthy rich (informal) extremely rich
fil·tra·tion /fIl'treIS@n/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY the process of cleaning a liquid or gas by passing it
through a FILTER : a water filtration system
fin /fIn/ n. [C] one of the thin body parts that a fish
uses to swim ➔ see picture on page A2
fi·na·gle /f@'neIg@l/ v. [T] (informal) to get something that is difficult to get by using unusual or
unfair methods
fi·nal1 /'faInl/ Ac adj. 1 [only before noun] last in
a series of actions, events, parts of a story, etc.: the
final chapter of the book 2 if a decision, offer, or
agreement is final, it cannot be changed: I don’t
think the final decision has been made. | You can’t
stay up late on a school night, and that’s
final. 3 [only before noun] being the result at the
end of a process: The final score was 86 to 78.
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French, Latin finalis, from
finis “end”]
final2 Ac n. [C] 1 the last and most important
game, race, etc. in a competition: She skated very
well in the final. | The Suns didn’t reach the
Western Conference Finals. 2 an important test
that students take at the end of each class in HIGH
SCHOOL or college: How did your finals go? | my
chemistry final
fi·nal·e /fI'næli, -'nA-/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS the
last part of a piece of music or a performance,
which is often the most exciting part: the grand
finale of a Broadway musical

fi·nal·ist /'faInl-Ist/ n. [C] one of the people or

teams that reaches the last part of a competition
Ac n. [U] the feeling
or idea that something is finished and cannot be
changed: She closed the door with a finality that
said she would not be coming back.
fi·nal·ize /'faInl"aIz/ Ac v. [T] to finish the last
details or part of a plan, business deal, etc.: Can we
finalize the details tomorrow?
fi·nal·ly /'faInl-i/ Ac adv. 1 after a long time:
After several delays, the plane finally took off at
6:00. 2 as the last of a series of things: And finally,
I’d like to thank my teachers. 3 in a way that does
not allow further change: I don’t think anything has
been finally decided.
fi·nance1 /f@'næns, 'faInæns/ Ac n. 1 [U]
ECONOMICS the control of money that is earned and
spent, especially for a company or a government:
She’s an accountant in the Finance Department. 2 finances [plural] ECONOMICS the money
that a person, company, organization, etc. has available, or the control of how this money is spent: My
finances are a mess. | The school’s finances are
limited. 3 [U] ECONOMICS money provided by a
bank, organization, etc. to help buy or do something: mortgage finance companies [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 French finer “to end, settle (a
debt)”]
finance2 v. [T] ECONOMICS to provide money, especially a large amount of money, to pay for something: The program is financed by the government.
fi·nan·cial /f@'nænS@l, faI-/ Ac adj. ECONOMICS
relating to money or the management of money: a
company that provides financial services | He had
no financial support from his parents. | the company’s financial assets —financially adv.
fi"nancial 'aid n. [U] money that is given or lent
to students at college to pay for their education
fi"nancial 'asset n. [C] ECONOMICS something
such as STOCK s or BOND s which are owned by a
person or a company, which are worth a particular
amount of money, and which make a profit: The
crisis will affect people’s savings and every other
financial asset they own | You can compare the
yield (=profit received) from stock dividends to
other financial assets, like bonds.
fin·an·cier /"faInæn'sIr, f@"næn-, "fIn@n-/ Ac
n. [C] ECONOMICS someone who controls or lends
large sums of money
fi·nanc·ing /'faInænsIÎ/ Ac n. [U] ECONOMICS
money that you borrow to start a business, buy
something, etc., and which you pay back over an
agreed period of time
finch /fIntS/ n. [C] a small wild bird with a short
beak
find1 /faInd/ v. (past tense and past participle found
/faUnd/) [T]
1 GET BY SEARCHING to discover and get something that you have been looking for: I can’t find
my keys. | He’s having a hard time finding a job. |

fi·nal·i·ty /faI'næl@Ôi, f@-/
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Can you find the kids something clean to wear?
THESAURUS

discover – to find something that was hidden or

that people did not know about before: They
never discovered the truth about his past.
detect – to notice or discover something,
especially something that is not easy to see, hear,
etc.: The test can detect cancer at an early stage
in the disease.
trace – to find someone or something that has
disappeared: She had given up all hope of tracing
her missing daughter.
locate – to find the exact position of something:
We couldn’t locate the source of the radio signal.
track sb/sth down – to find someone or
something after searching in different places:
Detectives finally tracked her down in California.
turn sth up – to find something by searching for
it thoroughly: The investigation hasn’t turned up
any new evidence.
unearth – to find out information or the truth
about something: It was years before the full story
was unearthed.

finger

find2 n. [C] something very good or valuable that

you discover by chance: That little Greek restaurant was a real find.
find·ing /'faIndIÎ/ n. [C usually plural] information
that someone has learned as a result of studies,
work, etc.: the newest research findings
fine1 /faIn/ adj. 1 good enough or acceptable
SYN all right: “What do you want for lunch?” “A
sandwich is fine.” | “More coffee?” “No, I’m fine,
thanks.” | “How about seeing a movie?” “That’s
fine by me.” 2 healthy and well: “How are you?”
“Fine, thanks.”
THESAURUS
healthy, well, better, in (good)
shape, physically fit ➔ HEALTHY

3 very good: He congratulated the team on a fine
performance. | a selection of fine wines 4 very
thin or narrow, or made of very small pieces: fine
hair | a fine layer of dust 5 fine differences,
changes, or details are small or exact and difficult
to see: I didn’t understand some of the finer points
of his argument. 6 a fine line if you say that there
is a fine line between two different things, you
mean that they are so similar that one can easily
become the other: There’s a fine line between
genius and madness.
fine2 adv. (spoken) in a way that is satisfactory or
acceptable SYN well: “How’s everything going?”
“Fine.” | The washer’s working fine now. | Relax,
you’re doing just fine.
fine3 n. [C] money that you have to pay as a
punishment for breaking a law or rule: a parking
fine

2 SEE BY CHANCE to discover something by
chance: She found a purse in the street. | We found a
good restaurant near the hotel.
3 LEARN STH to discover or learn new information:
Researchers have found that girls tend to speak
earlier than boys. | We got there early only to find
that the tickets had all been sold. | Scientists are
still trying to find a cure for AIDS.
4 OPINION to have an opinion or feeling about
someone or something: Do you find him
attractive? | I found it difficult/easy to understand
THESAURUS
punishment, sentence,
her.
penalty
➔ PUNISHMENT
5 EXPERIENCE to learn or know something by
experience: I tried using oil, but I’ve found that
fine4 v. [T] to make someone pay money as a
butter works best.
punishment: He was fined $50 for speeding.
6 TIME/MONEY/ENERGY to have enough of some"
fine
'arts n. the fine arts ENG. LANG. ARTS activithing to be able to do what you want to do: When
ties such as painting, music, etc. that are concerned
do you find the time to read?
with making beautiful things
7 be found to live or exist somewhere: This type of
grass is found only in the swamp.
fine·ly /'faInli/ adv. 1 in very thin or small
8 find yourself somewhere to be in a place
pieces: finely chopped onion 2 to a very exact
although you did not plan to be there: Suddenly I
degree: finely tuned instruments
found myself back at the hotel.
"fine 'print n. [U] the part of a contract or other
9 find your way (somewhere) to arrive at a place
document that has important information, often
by discovering the way to get there: Can you find
written in small print: Before signing the contract,
your way, or do you need a map?
make sure you read the fine print.
10 find sb guilty/not guilty (of sth) to officially
decide that someone is guilty or not guilty of a fi·nesse /fI'nEs/ n. [U] if you do something with
finesse, you do it with a lot of skill and style
crime: He was found guilty of murder. [ORIGIN:
"fine-'tune v. [T] to make small changes to someOld English findan]
thing in order to make it as good as possible: The
find out phr. v.
team is still fine-tuning its game plan.
1 find (sth) out to learn information after trying to
discover it or by chance: If Dad ever finds out fin·ger1 /'fIÎgø/ n. [C] 1 one of the four long thin
about this, he’ll be furious. | He hurried off to find
parts at the end of your hand, not including your
out what the problem was. | We need to find out
thumb: Hold the thread between your fingers. | She
everything we can about the disease.
has a ring on every finger. ➔ INDEX FINGER , LITTLE
FINGER , MIDDLE FINGER ➔ see picture on page
2 find sb out (informal) to discover that someone
A3 2 not lift a finger to not make any effort to
has been doing something dishonest or illegal:
help someone: I do all the work – Frank never lifts
What happens if we get found out?
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a finger. 3 keep/have your fingers crossed finish (=the race ended with the competitors close
(spoken) said when you hope that something will together), but Jarrett won. 2 [C,U] the way that a
happen the way you want: Keep your fingers surface looks after it has been painted or POLISH ed:
crossed that the car makes it home. 4 put your a table with a glossy finish | What kind of finish did
finger on sth (informal) to realize exactly what is you put on the deck?
wrong, different, or unusual about something: fin·ished /'fInISt/ adj. 1 [only before noun] comThere’s something strange about him, but I can’t pleted: the finished product
put my finger on what it is. [ORIGIN: Old English]
THESAURUS
done, complete, over ➔
finger2 v. [T] to touch or feel something with your
2
DONE
fingers
fin·ger·nail /'fIÎgø"neIl/ n. [C] the hard flat part 2 [not before noun] at the end of an activity: I’m not
that covers the top end of your finger ➔ see picture at quite finished. 3 [not before noun] (informal) no
longer able to do something successfully: If the
HAND 1
bank doesn’t loan us the money, we’re finished.
'finish line n. [C] the line at the end of a race that
a competitor must cross first in order to win

fi·nite /'faInaIt/

Ac adj. having an end or a limit:
the Earth’s finite resources

fir /fø/ n. [C] a tree with leaves shaped like needles
that do not fall off in winter ➔ see picture on page
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fire1 /faIø/ n. 1 [C,U] uncontrolled flames and
fin·ger·print /'fIÎgø"prInt/ n. [C] the mark

made by the pattern of lines at the end of someone’s finger
fin·ger·tip /'fIÎgø"tIp/ n. [C] 1 the end of a
finger 2 have sth at your fingertips to have
something easily available and ready to use, especially knowledge or information
fin·ick·y /'fInIki/ adj. someone who is finicky
only likes a few kinds of food, clothes, music, etc.
and is difficult to please: a finicky eater
fin·ish1 /'fInIS/ v. 1 [I,T] to do the last part of
something, or to stop when everything has been
done ANT start: Have you finished your
homework? | Everyone applauded when she finished speaking. | What time does the show finish?
THESAURUS

be over ➔ END 2

end, stop, come to an end,

2 [T] also finish off/up to eat, drink, or use all the
rest of something: Finish your breakfast before it
gets cold. | Who finished off the cake? | Why don’t
you finish up the apple pie? 3 [I,T] to be in a
particular position at the end of a race, competition,
etc.: She finished second in the marathon. 4 [T] to
give the surface of something a smooth appearance
by painting, POLISH ing, etc. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
French finir, from Latin finire, from finis “end”]
finish sth ↔ up phr. v. to end an event, situation,
etc. by doing one final thing: We finished up the
evening with drinks in a bar downtown.
finish with sth phr. v. be finished with sth to no
longer need to use something: Are you finished with
the scissors?
finish2 n. 1 [C usually singular] the end or last part
of something, especially a race: It was a close

heat that destroy and damage things: Fire destroyed
part of the building. | a forest fire | Police are trying
to find out who started the fire. | It took firefighters
two days to put out the fire (=stop it burning). | The
house is on fire (=burning)! | Some other buildings
caught fire (=started to burn). | Rioters set fire to
cars and stores (=made them burn).
C O L L O C AT I O N S

verbs used with fire

burn – to produce heat and flames
break out – to start burning suddenly
rage/blaze – to burn strongly for a long time
over a large area
die down – to stop burning strongly
go out/die – to stop burning completely
smolder – to burn slowly with no flames and
only a little smoke
extinguish/put out – to make a fire stop burning
THESAURUS

flames – the bright parts of a fire that you see
burning in the air

blaze – the flames from a fire, or a large and

dangerous fire: Firemen fought to keep the blaze
under control.
inferno (literary) – a very large and very
dangerous fire: Soon, the house became a raging
inferno.
bonfire – a large outdoor fire: a bonfire at the
beach
campfire – a fire that you build outdoors when
you are camping

2 [C] burning wood or coal used to heat a room or
provide heat: a campfire | Let’s light a fire in the
fireplace. 3 [U] shooting by guns: Troops opened
fire on (=started shooting at) the rebels. 4 be/
come under fire to be criticized very strongly
[ORIGIN: Old English fyr]
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fire2 v. 1 [T] to make someone leave his/her job:

She didn’t expect to get fired. | Brian was fired
from his job at the bank. | My boss fired me for
refusing to work over. 2 [I,T] to shoot bullets from
a gun: Someone fired a shot. | Frank fired at the
target. 3 fire questions (at sb) to ask someone a
lot of questions very quickly 4 fire away (spoken)
said in order to show that you are ready to answer
someone’s questions
fire sth ↔ off phr. v. 1 to quickly send an angry
letter to someone: She fired off an angry e-mail to
the manager. 2 to shoot a weapon, often so that
there are no bullets, etc. left
fire ↔ up phr. v. (informal) 1 fire sth ↔ up to
start a machine or piece of equipment, especially
one that burns gas: Let’s fire up the grill. 2 fire sb
↔ up to make someone very excited and eager:
The kids were all fired up for the game.
'fire a"larm n. [C] a piece of equipment that makes
a loud noise to warn people of a fire in a building
fire·arm /'faIøArm/ n. [C] (formal) a gun
fire·brand /'faIøbrænd/ n. [C] (formal) someone
who tries to make people angry about a law, government, etc. so that they will try to change it
fire·crack·er /'faIø"krækø/ n. [C] a small FIREWORK that explodes loudly
'fire de"partment n. [C] an organization that
works to prevent fires and stop them from burning
'fire drill n. [C] an occasion when people practice
how to leave a burning building safely
'fire "engine n. [C] a special large vehicle that
carries people and equipment to stop fires from
burning
'fire es"cape n. [C] metal stairs on the outside of a
building that people can use in order to escape if
there is a fire
'fire ex"tinguisher n. [C] a metal container with
water or chemicals in it, used for stopping small
fires
fire·fight·er /'faIø"faIÔø/ n. [C] someone whose
job is to stop fires
fire·fly /'faIøflaI/ n. (plural fireflies) [C] an insect
with a tail that shines in the dark
'fire "hydrant n. [C] a water pipe in a street, used
for getting water to stop fires
fire·man /'faIøm@n/ n. (plural firemen /-m@n/)
[C] a man whose job is to stop fires
fire·place /'faIøpleIs/ n. [C] an open place in the
wall of a room where you can make a fire
fire·proof /'faIøpruf/ adj. something that is fireproof cannot be damaged by fire —fireproof v. [T]
fire·side /'faIøsaId/ n. [singular] the area close to
a fireplace or around a small fire: We were sitting by
the fireside.
'fire "station n. [C] a building where the equipment used to stop fires from burning is kept, and
where FIREFIGHTER s stay until they are needed
'fire truck n. [C] a FIRE ENGINE

fire·wall /'faIøwOl/ n. [C] IT a system that protects

a computer network from being used or looked at
by people who do not have permission to do so
fire·wood /'faIøwUd/ n. [U] wood that has been
cut or collected in order to be burned on a fire
fire·work /'faIøwøk/ n. [C usually plural] an
object that burns or explodes to produce colored
lights and noise in the sky: a Fourth of July fireworks display
'firing squad n. [C] a group of soldiers whose
duty is to shoot and kill a prisoner
firm1 /føm/ n. [C] ECONOMICS a business or company, especially a small one that does not make
goods: a law firm
THESAURUS
company, business,
corporation, subsidiary ➔ COMPANY

firm2 adj. 1 not completely hard, but not soft and

not easy to bend: a bed with a firm mattress |
Choose the ripest firmest tomatoes.
THESAURUS
HARD 1

hard, stiff, solid, rigid ➔

2 [only before noun] definite and not likely to
change: No firm decision has been reached. | I’m a
firm believer in the value of education. 3 strong
and in control: You need to be firm with children.
THESAURUS

strict, tough, stern ➔ STRICT

4 strongly fastened or placed in position and not
likely to move: Make sure the ladder feels firm
before you climb up. 5 a firm grip/grasp/hold
etc. a tight strong hold on something: a firm
handshake

firm3 v.

firm sth ↔ up phr. v. to make arrangements, ideas,

or plans more definite and exact: We hope to firm
up the deal later this month.
first1 /føst/ adj. 1 coming before all the other
things or people in a series: Susan was his first
girlfriend. | The first time I flew on a plane I was
really nervous. | I’ve only read the first chapter. 2 most important SYN main: Our first priority
is to maintain the quality of the product. 3 in the
first place (spoken) used in order to talk about the
beginning of a situation: Why did you agree to meet
her in the first place? 4 at first sight/glance the
first time that you look at someone or something,
before you notice any details: At first sight, there
didn’t appear to be much damage. 5 first thing
(spoken) as soon as you wake up or start work in the
morning: I’ll call you first thing tomorrow,
okay? 6 first things first (spoken) used in order
to say that something is important and must be
dealt with before other things [ORIGIN: Old
English fyrst] ➔ first/second/third string at
STRING 1, in the first/second/third place at
PLACE 1

first2 adv. 1 before anything or anyone else:

Who’s going first? 2 before doing anything else,
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or before anything else happens: I’ll join you in a "first 'person n. 1 the first person ENG. LANG.
minute, but first I’ve got to make a phone call | First ARTS the form of a verb or PRONOUN that you use to
of all, we’d better make sure we have everything we show that you are the speaker. “I,” “we,” “me,” and
need. 3 done for the first time: The book was first “us” are all first person pronouns, and “am” is the
published in 1995. 4 first come, first served first person singular of the verb “to be.” ➔ SECOND
used in order to say that only the first people to PERSON , THIRD PERSON 2 in the first person ENG.
arrive, ask for something, etc. will be given some- LANG. ARTS a story in the first person is told by the
thing: Free movie tickets are being given away on a writer or a speaker who is involved in the story
➔ THIRD PERSON
first come, first served basis.
USAGE
"first-'person adj. first-person narrative/
account/story ENG. LANG. ARTS a story that is told
Use first or first of all when you are giving a list
by a first person narrator
of points, reasons, etc.: There are three reasons for
this. First of all it is too expensive...
"first person 'narrator n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
Use first or first of all to say what happens first
person who writes or tells a story that s/he is
in a series of actions: First I checked my e-mail.
involved in, and who refers to himself or herself as
Then I made a couple of calls.
“I.” A first person narrator only knows about the
Use at first to say what happened at the
events s/he is involved in or is told about. ➔ THIRD
beginning of a situation or time, when this
changed later: At first, we were very happy
together.

F
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"first-'rate adj. extremely good: a first-rate performance

first3 number, pron. 1 at first in the beginning: At fis·cal /'fIsk@l/ adj.

ECONOMICS relating to money,
first I thought he was weird, but now I really like taxes, debts, etc., especially those involving the
him. 2 a first something that has never happened government: the budget for the forthcoming fiscal
before: “Dad actually washed the dishes tonight.” year | The country faces a fiscal crisis if the
“That’s a first.” 3 the first person or thing in a government fails to act immediately. [ORIGIN:
series: My uncle was the first in my family to go to 1500—1600 Latin fiscus “basket, money bag”]
—fiscally adv.
college. | the 1st of June (=first day of June)
"first 'aid n. [U] basic medical treatment that is "fiscal 'policy n. [C] ECONOMICS a government’s
given as soon as possible to someone who is plan for dealing with taxes, spending, and borrowing: The Treasury’s remedy for inflation is to
injured or who suddenly becomes sick
"first 'base n. [U] in a game of baseball, the first of tighten fiscal policies.
the four places that a player must touch before "fiscal 'year n. [C] a period of 12 months, used by
a government or business to calculate its accounts
gaining a point
"first 'class n. [U] the best and most expensive fish1 /fIS/ n. (plural fish or fishes) 1 [C] an animal
place to sit on an airplane, train, or ship: He was that lives in water and uses its FIN s and tail to
swim: How many fish did you catch? 2 [U] the
sitting in first class.
flesh
of a fish used as food: We had fish for dinner.
2
"first-'class adj. 1 much better than other things
[ORIGIN: Old English fisc; related to Pisces]
of the same type: a first-class educational system
fish2 v. 1 [I] to try to catch fish: Dad’s fishing for
THESAURUS
good, great, excellent,
salmon. 2 [I,T] to search for something in a bag,
wonderful, fantastic, outstanding, exceptional,
pocket, etc., or to bring it out when you have found
1
superb, ace ➔ GOOD
it: He fished around in his pocket for a quarter. |
2 using the FIRST CLASS on an airplane, train, or She finally fished a dime out of her jeans. 3 be
ship: two first-class tickets to Hawaii —first fishing for compliments to be trying to make
someone say nice things about you
class adv.: flying first class
"first 'floor n. [C] the floor of a building that is at fish·bowl /'fISboUl/ n. [C] 1 a place or situation
in which you cannot do anything without people
ground level SYN ground floor
knowing about it 2 a glass container that pet fish
first·hand /"føst'hændX/ adj. [only before noun] are kept in
firsthand knowledge is knowledge that you get or
learn yourself, not from other people —firsthand fish·er·man /'fISøm@n/ n. (plural fishermen
/-m@n/) [C] a man who catches fish as a job or a
adv.: experience you have gained firsthand
sport
"first 'lady n. the First Lady the wife of the
fish·er·y /'fIS@ri/ n. (plural fisheries) [C] a part of
President of the U.S.
first·ly /'føstli/ adv. used before saying the first of the ocean that is used for catching fish as a business
several things: Firstly, I would like to thank every- fish·ing /'fISIÎ/ n. [U] the job or sport of catching
fish: Do you want to go fishing?
one for coming.
'first name n. [C] the name that, in English, 'fishing pole also 'fishing rod n. [C] a long thin
comes before your family’s name ➔ LAST NAME , pole with a long string and a hook tied to it, used
for catching fish
MIDDLE NAME : Her first name is Caroline.
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fish·net /'fISnEt/ n. [U] a material with a pattern

3 see fit to do sth (formal) to decide that it is right
to do something, even though many people disagree: The government has seen fit to start testing
more nuclear weapons.
fish·y /'fISi/ adj. 1 (informal) seeming bad or dishonest: There’s something fishy about his business fit·ful /'fItf@l/ adj. always starting and stopping,
not continuous or regular: a fitful sleep
deals. 2 tasting or smelling like fish
fit·ness
/'fIt§nIs/ n. [U] 1 the condition of being
fis·sion /'fIS@n/ n. [U] PHYSICS the process of
healthy or strong enough to do hard work or sports:
splitting the NUCLEUS (=central part) of an atom to
classes to improve your physical fitness 2 the
produce large amounts of energy or an explosion
quality of being appropriate for something, espe➔ FUSION [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin fissus,
cially a job: They were unsure of his fitness for a
past participle of findere “to split”]
job as a social worker.
fis·sure /'fISø/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a deep crack
fit·ted
/'fIÔId/ adj. 1 fitted clothes are designed so
in rock or the ground
that they fit closely to someone’s body: a fitted
fist /fIst/ n. [C] a hand with all the fingers bent
jacket 2 be fitted with sth to have or include
tightly in toward the PALM : She held the money
something as a permanent part: The food processor
tightly in her fist.
is fitted with three blades.
fit1 /fIt/ v. (past tense and past participle fit or fitted, fit·ting1 /'fIÔIÎ/ adj. (formal) right or appropriate: It
was fitting that it rained the day of his funeral. |
present participle fitting) 1 [I,T] to be the right size
The game was a fitting end to the season.
and shape for someone or something: The dress fit
her perfectly. | This lid doesn’t fit very well. 2 [I] fitting2 n. [C] an occasion when you put on clothes
to be the right size and shape for a particular space,
that are being made for you to find out if they fit
and not be too big or too small: This key doesn’t
'
fitting
room n. [C] a DRESSING ROOM
seem to fit in the lock. | All of these pieces are
supposed to fit together. 3 [I,T] if something fits five1 /faIv/ number 1 5 2 five o’clock: I get off
into a place, there is enough space for it: I don’t
work at five. 3 five years old: My nephew is
think we’ll be able to fit any more people into the
almost five. [ORIGIN: Old English fif]
car. | We can’t get the table to fit through the
2
door. 4 [T] to put a piece of equipment into a five n. [C] 1 a piece of paper money worth
$5
2 give sb five (informal) to hit the inside of
place, or a new part onto a machine, so that it is
someone’s hand with the inside of your hand in
ready to be used: The windows and doors are all
order to show that you are very pleased about
fitted with security locks. 5 [I,T] if something fits
something
another thing, it is similar to it or appropriate for it:
A man fitting the police description (=looking like fix1 /fIks/ v. [T]
it) was seen running from the park. | We wanted an
1 REPAIR to repair something that is broken or not
experienced journalist, and Watts fit the bill (=had
working correctly: I’ve fixed your bike. | Do you
the right experience).
know how to fix the problem?
fit in phr. v. 1 if someone fits in, s/he is accepted
THESAURUS
repair, mend, renovate,
by the other people in a group: New students often
restore,
service, rebuild, recondition ➔ REPAIR 2
have a hard time fitting in. 2 fit sb/sth ↔ in to
manage to do something or see someone, even
2 PREPARE to prepare a meal or drinks: Let me fix
though you have a lot of other things to do: Dr.
you a drink. | Mom was fixing dinner.
Tyler can fit you in on Monday at 3:30 p.m.
3 DECIDE to decide on an exact time, place, price,
etc.: Have you fixed a date for the wedding? | The
fit2 n. [C] 1 have/throw a fit (spoken) to become
interest rate was fixed at 6.5%
very angry and shout a lot: Mom’s going to have a
4 HAIR/FACE to make your hair or MAKEUP look
fit when she sees what you’ve done. 2 a short
neat and attractive: Let me fix my hair first and then
period of time when someone stops being conwe can go.
scious and cannot control his/her body: an epileptic
5 RESULT to make dishonest arrangements so that
fit 3 a very strong emotion that you cannot conan election, competition, etc. has the results that
trol: a fit of rage 4 a period during which you
you want: If you ask me, the game was fixed.
laugh or cough a lot: I had a coughing fit during
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin fixus, past participle
the concert. 5 be a good/tight/perfect etc. fit
of figere “to fasten”]
to fit a person or a particular space well, tightly,
fix sb/sth ↔ up phr. v.
perfectly, etc.: The skirt’s a perfect fit.
1 to decorate or repair a room or building: We fixed
fit3 adj. 1 appropriate or good enough for
up the guest bedroom.
something ANT unfit: This book is not fit for
2 (informal) to find a romantic partner for someone:
publication. | You’re in no fit state to
Rachel keeps trying to fix me up with her brother.
drive. 2 healthy and strong: He was young and
fix2 n. 1 a quick fix something that solves a
physically fit.
problem quickly but is only a temporary soluTHESAURUS
tion 2 be in a fix to have a problem that is
healthy, well, fine, better, in
difficult to solve: We’re going to be in a real fix if
(good) shape ➔ HEALTHY

of threads and small holes like a net: fishnet stockings
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we miss the last bus. 3 get a fix on sb/sth a) to
find out exactly where someone or something
is b) to understand what someone or something is
really like 4 [singular] (slang) an amount of an
illegal drug that someone needs to take regularly
fix·a·tion /fIk'seIS@n/ n. [C] a very strong interest
in someone or something that is not healthy or
natural: Brian has a fixation with motorcycles.
—fixated /'fIkseIÔId/ adj.
fixed /fIkst/ adj. 1 a fixed amount or time cannot
be changed: pensioners on a fixed income | fixed
costs 2 firmly fastened to something and in a
particular position: a mirror fixed to the
wall 3 have fixed ideas/opinions (disapproving)
to have opinions or ideas that will not change
fix·ed·ly /'fIksIdli/ adv. without looking at or
thinking about anything else: Ann stared fixedly at
the screen.
fix·ture /'fIkstSø/ n. 1 [C usually plural] a piece of
equipment that is attached inside a house, such as
an electric light or a FAUCET : a bathroom with
gold-plated fixtures 2 be a (permanent) fixture
to always be present, and unlikely to move or go
away: He’s been a fixture in the Senate since 1968.
fizz /fIz/ n. [singular, U] the BUBBLE s of gas in some
types of drinks, or the sound they make ➔ see picture
on page A7 —fizz v. [I] —fizzy adj.
fiz·zle /'fIz@l/ v.
fizzle out phr. v. to gradually end in a weak or
disappointing way: The party fizzled out before
midnight.
FL the written abbreviation of FLORIDA
flab /flæb/ n. [U] (informal) soft loose fat on a
person’s body
flab·ber·gast·ed /'flæbø"gæstId/ adj. (informal) extremely shocked or surprised
THESAURUS
surprised, amazed, shocked,
astonished, astounded, stunned,
dumbfounded, nonplussed, taken aback ➔
SURPRISED

flab·by /'flæbi/ adj. (informal) having too much

soft loose fat instead of strong muscles: flabby
arms
flac·cid /'flæsId/ adj. soft and weak instead of
firm: flaccid muscles
flag1 /flæg/ n. [C] 1 a piece of cloth with a picture
or pattern that is used to represent a particular
country or organization: The children were waving
flags. | the French flag 2 a piece of colored cloth
used as a signal: The flag went down, and the race
began. [ORIGIN: (1) 1400—1500 Old Norse
flaga]
flag2 v. (flagged, flagging) [I] to become tired,
weak, or less interested in something: By the end of
the meeting we had begun to flag. —flagging adj.
flag sb/sth ↔ down phr. v. to make the driver of a
vehicle stop by waving at him/her: I flagged down a
cab.

fla·gel·lum /fl@'dZEl@m/ n. (plural flagella /-l@/)

[C] BIOLOGY a thin part, like a hair, that grows from

the surface of some cells and from BACTERIA ,
which helps them move around
flag·pole /'flægpoUl/ n. [C] a tall pole used for
hanging flags
fla·grant /'fleIgr@nt/ adj. a flagrant action is
shocking because it is done in a very noticeable
way and shows no respect for the law, the truth,
etc.: The arrests are a flagrant violation of human
rights. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin flagrare “to
burn”] —flagrantly adv.
flag·ship /'flæg"SIp/ n. [C] 1 the most important
ship in a group of Navy ships, on which the ADMIRAL sails 2 [usually singular] a company’s best and
most important product, building, etc.
flag·stone /'flægstoUn/ n. [C] a smooth flat
piece of stone used for floors, paths, etc.
flail /fleIl/ v. [I,T] to wave your arms and legs in a
fast but uncontrolled way
flair /flEr/ n. [singular, U] a natural ability to do
something very well: He has a flair for languages.
THESAURUS
skill, talent, ability, knack,
gift, aptitude ➔ SKILL

flak /flæk/ n. [U] (informal) strong criticism: She got
a lot of flak for that decision.

flake1 /fleIk/ v. [I] to break or come off in small

thin pieces: The paint on the door is starting to
flake off.
flake out phr. v. (spoken) to do something strange
or to not do what you said you were going to do:
Kathy kind of flaked out on us today.
flake2 n. [C] 1 a small flat thin piece that breaks
off of something: The paint was coming off the
door in flakes. 2 (slang) someone who easily forgets things or who does strange things
flak·y /'fleIki/ adj. 1 tending to break into small
thin pieces: rich, flaky croissants 2 (slang) someone who is flaky easily forgets things or does
strange things
flam·boy·ant /flæm'bOI@nt/ adj. 1 behaving in
a loud, confident, or exciting way that makes
people notice you: flamboyant gestures 2 noticeable because of being brightly colored, expensive,
big, etc.: a flamboyant red sequined dress [ORIGIN:
1800—1900 French, present participle of flamboyer “to flame”] —flamboyance n. [U]
flame /fleIm/ n. [C,U] 1 hot bright burning gas
that you see when something is on fire: Flames
poured out of the windows. 2 in flames burning
strongly: By the time the firemen arrived, the house
was in flames.
fla·men·co /fl@'mEÎkoU/ n. [C,U] a very fast and
exciting Spanish dance, or the music for this dance
[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Spanish “person from
Flanders;” in former times the people of
Flanders wore bright clothes and were often
thought to look like gypsy dancers]
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flam·ing /'fleImIÎ/ adj. [only before noun] 1 very 'flare-up n. [C] 1 a situation in which someone
bright: flaming red hair 2 burning strongly and
brightly: flaming torches

suddenly becomes angry or violent 2 a situation in
which someone suddenly has problems because of
a disease or illness after not having any problems
for a long time: a flare-up of her arthritis
flash1 /flæS/ v. 1 [I,T] to suddenly shine brightly
for a short time, or to make something shine in this
way: Lightning flashed overhead. | Why did that
guy flash his headlights at me?
THESAURUS
shine, flicker, twinkle, glow,
sparkle, shimmer, gleam, glint, glisten ➔
SHINE 1

fla·min·go /fl@'mIÎgoU/ n. (plural flamingos or
flamingoes) [C] a tall tropical water bird with long

thin legs, pink feathers, and a long neck [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Portuguese flamengo, from
Provençal flamenc “flamingo, fire-bird”]
flam·ma·ble /'flæm@b@l/ adj. something that is
flammable burns very easily ANT nonflammable
THESAURUS

Flammable and inflammable both describe

something that burns very easily, but people
usually use flammable.
Nonflammable describes something that does
not burn easily.

flank1 /flæÎk/ n. [C] 1 the side of a person’s or

animal’s body between the RIB s and the HIP 2 the
side of an army in a battle: The enemy attacked us
on our left flank.
flank2 v. [T] to be on both sides of someone or
something: The President arrived, flanked by bodyguards.
flan·nel /'flænl/ n. [U] soft light cotton or wool
cloth that is used for making warm clothes: a
flannel shirt
flap1 /flæp/ v. (flapped, flapping) 1 [T] if a bird
flaps its wings, it moves them up and down 2 [I] if
a piece of cloth, paper, etc. flaps, it moves around
quickly and makes a noise: The ship’s sails flapped
in the wind.
flap2 n. [C] a thin flat piece of cloth, paper, skin,
etc. that is attached by one end to a surface, which
you can lift up easily: the flap of the envelope
flare1 /flEr/ v. 1 [I] also flare up to suddenly
begin to burn very brightly: The fire flared up
again. 2 [I] also flare up if strong feelings flare or
flare up, people suddenly become angry, violent,
etc.: Tempers flared during the debate. 3 [I] also
flare up if a disease or illness flares up, it suddenly becomes worse: My allergies are flaring
up. 4 [I,T] to become wider at the bottom edge, or
to make something do this: a skirt that flares out
flare2 n. [C] a very bright light used outdoors as a
signal to show people where you are, especially
because you need help

2 [I] to move very quickly: An ambulance flashed
by/past. 3 [T] to show something to someone suddenly and for a short amount of time: Sergeant
Wicks flashed his badge. 4 [I] flash through sb’s
mind/head/brain if images, thoughts, memories,
etc. flash through your mind, you suddenly remember or think about them: The possibility that he was
lying flashed through my mind. 5 flash a smile/
glance/look etc. to smile or look at someone
quickly

flash2 n. [C] 1 a sudden quick bright light: a flash

of lightning 2 a bright light on a camera that you
use when taking photographs indoors or when there
is not much light: Did the flash go off? ➔ CAMERA 3 in a flash very quickly: Wait right here. I’ll
be back in a flash. 4 a flash in the pan someone
or something that is successful only for a very short
time
flash·back /'flæSbæk/ n. 1 [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS
part of a movie, play, book, etc. that shows something that happened earlier 2 [C] a very sudden
memory of a past event
flash·card /'flæSkArd/ n. [C] a card with a word
or picture on it, used in teaching
flash·er /'flæSø/ n. [C] (informal) someone who
shows his or her sex organs in public
'flash flood n. [C] a sudden flood that is caused by
a lot of rain falling in a short period of time
flash·light /'flæSlaIt/ n. [C] a small electric light
that you carry in your hand ➔ see picture at LIGHT 1
flash·y /'flæSi/ adj. very big, bright, or expensive:
a flashy new sports car
flask /flæsk/ n. [C] 1 a small flat container used
for carrying alcohol in your pocket 2 a glass bottle
with a narrow top used by scientists

flat1 /flæt/ adj. (comparative flatter, superlative flattest) 1 smooth and level, with no slopes or raised

parts: The highway stays flat for the next 50 miles. |
a flat roof
THESAURUS

level – a surface or area that is level does not
slope in any direction, so that every part of it is at
the same height: Make sure the shelves are level.
smooth – having an even surface, without any
holes or raised areas: Sand the wood until it is
smooth.
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3 to make someone look as attractive as s/he can:
That dress really flatters your figure. 4 flatter
yourself to believe that your abilities or achievements are better than they really are: “I think you
like me more than you’ll admit.” “Don’t flatter
yourself.” [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old French
2 flat rate/fee etc. an amount of money that is flater “to move the tongue against, flatter”]
paid and that does not increase or decrease: They —flatterer n. [C] —flattering adj.
charge a flat rate for delivery. 3 a tire that is flat
does not have enough air inside it 4 a drink that is flat·ter·y /'flæÔ@ri/ n. [U] nice things that you say
flat does not taste fresh because it has no more about someone or something, but which you do not
really mean: Flattery will get you nowhere! (=will
BUBBLE s of gas: This Coke is completely flat. 5 a
flat refusal/denial etc. a refusal, etc. that is not help you get what you want)
definite and which someone will not change 6 ENG. flat·u·lence /'flætS@l@ns/ n. [U] (formal) the conLANG. ARTS a musical note that is flat is played or
dition of having too much gas in your stomach
sung slightly lower than it should be, in a way that flaunt /flOnt, flAnt/ v. [T] to deliberately show
is unpleasant ➔ SHARP 7 E flat/B flat etc. ENG. your money, success, beauty, etc. in order to make
LANG. ARTS a musical note that is lower than E, B,
other people notice it: Pam was flaunting a new
etc. by a specific amount ➔ SHARP
diamond ring.
2
flat adv. 1 in a straight position or stretched
1
against a flat surface: The box can be folded flat for fla·vor /'fleIvø/ n. 1 [C] the particular taste of a
food
or
a drink: Which flavor do you want –
storage. | I have to lie flat on my back when I
sleep. 2 in 10 seconds/two minutes etc. flat chocolate or vanilla? | The wine has a smoky
(informal) very quickly, in 10 seconds, two minutes, flavor. | the strong flavor of the cheese 2 [U] the
etc.: I was out of the house in 10 minutes quality of tasting good: The meat was cooked
flat. 3 fall flat if a joke, story, etc. falls flat, it does exactly right and full of flavor. 3 [singular] a small
not achieve the effect that is intended: All of her amount of a particular quality that shows what the
jokes fell flat. 4 ENG. LANG. ARTS if you sing or play typical qualities of something are: His book gives
music flat, you sing or play slightly lower than the us the flavor of life on a midwestern farm.
correct note so that the sound is unpleasant flavor2 v. [T] to give something a particular taste or
➔ SHARP 5 flat out (informal) in a direct and more taste: The sauce is flavored with herbs.
complete way: She asked him flat out if he was fla·vored /'fleIvød/ adj. strawberry-flavored/
seeing another woman.
chocolate-flavored etc. tasting like a STRAWflat3 n. [C] 1 (informal) a tire that does not have BERRY , chocolate, etc.: almond-flavored cookies
enough air inside it: The car has a flat. 2 ENG. fla·vor·ing /'fleIv@rIÎ/ n. [C,U] a substance used
LANG. ARTS a musical note that is one HALF STEP
to give food or drink a particular flavor
lower than a particular note ➔ SHARP 3 flats
flaw
/flO/ n. [C] 1 a mark or weakness that makes
[plural] a type of women’s shoes with very low
something not perfect: I could see a flaw in the
heels
"flat 'character n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a character glass.
THESAURUS
(=person) in a book, movie, etc. with only one or
defect, problem, bug, fault,
two features or qualities, who is not interesting and
imperfection ➔ DEFECT 1
does not have an effect on the way the story
2 a mistake in an argument, plan, etc.: There is a
develops ➔ ROUND CHARACTER
flat·ly /'flætli/ adv. 1 said in a definite way that is fundamental flaw in his argument. 3 a bad part of
not likely to change: They flatly refused to help someone’s character
me. 2 without showing any emotion: “It’s hope- flawed /flOd/ adj. spoiled by having mistakes,
weaknesses, or damage: The whole system is deeply
less,” he said flatly.
'flat screen n. [C] IT a very thin flat television or flawed.
computer screen with a very sharp clear picture flaw·less /'flOlIs/ adj. perfect, with no mistakes,
➔ see picture on page A6
marks, or weaknesses SYN perfect: Lena has flawflat·ten /'flæt§n/ v. [I,T] to make something flat or less skin. —flawlessly adv.
to become flat: The hills flatten out near the coast. flea /fli/ n. [C] a very small jumping insect that
flat·ter /'flæÔø/ v. [T] 1 be/feel flattered to be bites animals to drink their blood
pleased because someone has shown you that s/he flea·bag /'flibæg/ adj. (informal) cheap and dirty:
likes or admires you: When they asked me to come, a fleabag hotel
I felt flattered. 2 to say nice things about someone
or show that you admire him or her, sometimes 'flea "market n. [C] a market, usually in the street,
when you do not really mean it: He always flatters where old or used goods are sold
my mom by praising her cooking.
fleck /flEk/ n. [C] a small mark or spot: a black
beard with flecks of gray
THESAURUS
praise, congratulate,
flecked /flEkt/ adj. having small marks or spots:
compliment sb/pay sb a compliment, extol,
His jeans were flecked with white paint.
commend ➔ PRAISE 1
even – flat, level, and smooth: Make sure that

the floor is even before laying tiles.
horizontal – a horizontal line, position, or
surface is straight, flat, and not sloping: horizontal
layers of rock
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fledg·ling /'flEdZlIÎ/ adj. a fledgling country,

organization, etc. is new and still developing: a
fledgling republic
flee /fli/ v. (past tense and past participle fled /flEd/)
[I,T] to leave somewhere very quickly in order to
escape from danger: The president was forced to
flee the country.
THESAURUS
escape, get away, get out,
break out, break free/break away, abscond ➔
ESCAPE

1

fleece1 /flis/ n. [C] 1 the wool of a sheep 2 an

artificial soft material used for making warm coats
—fleecy adj.
fleece2 v. [T] (informal) to charge someone too
much money for something, usually by tricking
him/her
fleet /flit/ n. [C] 1 a group of ships, or all the
ships in a navy 2 a group of vehicles that are
controlled by one company: a fleet of trucks
fleet·ing /'fliÔIÎ/ adj. happening for only a
moment: a fleeting smile
flesh1 /flES/ n. [U] 1 the soft part of the body of a
person or animal, between the skin and the bones: a
freshwater fish with firm white flesh 2 the soft part
of a fruit or vegetable that you eat ➔ see picture on
page 414 3 (see/meet sb) in the flesh to see
someone whom you previously had only seen in a
picture, on television, or in a movie: He’s more
handsome in the flesh than on television. 4 your
own flesh and blood someone who is part of
your family

flesh2 v.

flesh sth ↔ out phr. v. to add more details to
something: You need to flesh out your essay with
more examples.
flesh·y /'flESi/ adj. having a lot of flesh: a round
fleshy face
flew /flu/ v. the past tense of FLY
flex /flEks/ v. [T] to bend and move part of your
body so that your muscles become tight
flex·i·ble /'flEks@b@l/ Ac adj. 1 able to change
easily ANT inflexible: flexible working hours |
Teachers have to be flexible. 2 easy to bend: flexible plastic [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin flexibilis,
from flexus, past participle of flectere “to bend”]
—flexibility /"flEks@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [U]: You need some
flexibility in how you deal with bad behavior. |
Stretching improves your flexibility.
flex·time /'flEks"taIm/ n. [U] a system in which
people can change the times at which they start and
finish working
flick1 /flIk/ v. 1 [T] to make something move by
hitting or pushing it quickly, especially with your
thumb and finger: Barry flicked the ash from his
cigarette. ➔ see picture on page A8 2 [I,T] to move
with a quick sudden movement, or to make something move in this way: She flicked her hair back
from her face. 3 [T] to press a SWITCH to start or

stop electrical equipment: He flicked the light
switch on.
flick2 n. [C] 1 (spoken) a movie: That was a great
flick! ➔ MOVIE 2 a short sudden movement or hit
with your hand, a whip, etc.
flick·er1 /'flIkø/ v. [I] 1 to burn or shine with an
unsteady light: flickering candles
THESAURUS
shine, flash, twinkle, glow,
sparkle, shimmer, gleam, glint, glisten ➔
SHINE 1

2 (literary) if an emotion or expression flickers on
someone’s face, it appears for only a short time: A
look of anger flickered across Andrea’s face.
flicker2 n. 1 [singular] an unsteady light that goes
on and off quickly: the flicker of the old gas
lamp 2 a flicker of interest/guilt etc. a feeling
or an expression on your face that only continues
for a short time: Not even a flicker of emotion
showed on his face.
fli·er /'flaIø/ n. [C] a sheet of paper advertising
something
THESAURUS

advertisement, commercial,
billboard, poster, junk mail ➔ ADVERTISEMENT

flight /flaIt/ n. 1 [C] a trip in an airplane or space

vehicle, or the airplane or vehicle that is making the
trip: We caught the next flight home. | Our flight
leaves in 20 minutes. | We almost missed our
flight. | I’m coming in on Flight 255 from Chicago. 2 [U] the act of flying through the air: a bird
in flight 3 [C] a set of stairs between one floor and
the next: She fell down a whole flight of
stairs. 4 [U] the act of avoiding a difficult situation
by leaving or escaping: The movie ends with the
family’s flight from Austria in World War II. [ORIGIN: Old English flyht]
'flight at"tendant n. [C] someone who is responsible for the comfort and safety of the passengers
on an airplane
'flight deck n. [C] the place where the pilot sits to
control the airplane
flight·less /'flaItlIs/ adj. a bird that is flightless is
unable to fly
flight·y /'flaIÔi/ adj. someone who is flighty
changes his/her ideas or activities a lot without
finishing them or being serious about them
flim·sy /'flImzi/ adj. 1 flimsy clothing or material is thin, light, and does not cover much of the
body: a flimsy summer blouse 2 weak and not
made very well: a flimsy table 3 a flimsy argument, excuse, etc. does not seem very likely and
people do not believe it: The evidence against him
is very flimsy.
flinch /flIntS/ v. [I] 1 to make a sudden small
backward movement when you are hurt or afraid of
something: He raised his hand, and the child
flinched. 2 to avoid doing something because it is
difficult or unpleasant: He never flinches from the
truth, no matter how painful.
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fling1 /flIÎ/ v. (past tense and past participle flung flir·ta·tious /flø'teIS@s/ adj. behaving as if you
/flöÎ/) [T] to throw or move something quickly
with a lot of force: She flung her coat onto the bed
and sat down. | Val flung her arms around my
neck.
THESAURUS
throw, toss, chuck, hurl, cast,
pass, pitch, lob ➔ THROW 1

are sexually attracted to someone, but not in a
serious way
flit /flIt/ v. (flitted, flitting) [I] to move quickly from
one place to another, never staying long in any one
place: birds flitting from branch to branch

fling2 n. [C] a short and not very serious sexual
relationship

flint /flInt/ n. [C,U] a type of very hard black or

F

gray stone that makes a small flame when you
strike it with steel
flip1 /flIp/ v. (flipped, flipping) 1 [I,T] to turn over
quickly, or to make something turn over: The
vehicle flipped over several times. | Let’s flip a coin
to see who goes first. 2 [T] to change the position
of something: You just flip a switch and the
machine does everything for you. 3 also flip out
[I] (informal) to suddenly become very angry or
upset, or start behaving in a crazy way: Harry
flipped out when he found out that I’d wrecked his
motorcycle.
flip through sth phr. v. to look at a book, magazine, etc. quickly
flip2 n. [C] a movement in which you jump up and
turn over in the air, so that your feet go over your
head
flip3 adj. (informal) FLIPPANT
'flip chart n. [C] large pieces of paper which are
connected at the top so that you can turn the pages
over to present information to groups of people
'flip-flop n. [C] (informal) an occasion when someone changes his/her decision —flip-flop v. [I]
flip·pant /'flIp@nt/ adj. not serious about something that other people think you should be serious
about: a flippant answer
flip·per /'flIpø/ n. [C] 1 a flat part on the body of
some large sea animals, used for pushing themselves through water 2 a large flat rubber shoe that
you use in order to help you swim faster
'flip side n. [singular] (informal) the bad effects of
something that also has good effects: The flip side
is that the medicine may cause hair loss.
flirt1 /fløt/ v. [I] to behave toward someone as
though you are sexually attracted to him/her, but
not in a very serious way: He’s always flirting with
the women in the office.
flirt with sth phr. v. 1 to consider doing something, but not be very serious about it: I’ve been
flirting with the idea of moving to Greece. 2 flirt
with danger/disaster etc. to do something that
might be dangerous or have a very bad effect
flirt2 n. [C] someone who flirts: Dave is such a flirt!
flir·ta·tion /flø'teIS@n/ n. 1 [U] behavior that
shows you are sexually attracted to someone, but
not in a serious way 2 [C] a short period of time
during which you are interested in someone or
something

float1 /floUt/ v. 1 a) [I] to stay or move on the

surface of a liquid without sinking: Leaves were
floating on the surface of the water. | Their raft was
floating away. b) [T] to put something on the
surface of a liquid so that it does not sink: Children
were floating small boats on the lake. 2 [I] to stay
in the air or move slowly through the air: I watched
a balloon float up into the sky. 3 [T] to suggest an
idea or plan, especially in order to find out what
people think about it: Bob floated the idea in a
recent meeting. 4 [T] ECONOMICS to sell SHARE s in
a company or business to the public for the first
time [ORIGIN: Old English flotian]
float2 n. [C] 1 a large vehicle that is decorated to
be part of a PARADE 2 a SOFT DRINK that has ICE
CREAM floating in it
flock1 /flAk/ n. [C] 1 a group of sheep, goats, or
birds: a flock of geese 2 a large group of people of
the same type
flock2 v. [I] if people flock to a place, a lot of them
go there: People are flocking to that new Thai
restaurant.
flog /flAg, flOg/ v. (flogged, flogging) [T] to beat a
person or animal with a whip or stick as a punishment —flogging n. [C]
flood1 /flöd/ v. 1 [I,T] to make a place become
covered with water, or to become covered with
water: The river floods the valley every spring. |
The basement flooded and everything got
soaked. 2 [I,T] to arrive or go somewhere in large
numbers or amounts: Offers of help came flooding
in. 3 be flooded with sth to receive so many
letters, complaints, etc. that you cannot deal with
them all: After the show, the station was flooded
with calls from angry viewers. 4 flood the market ECONOMICS to sell something in very large
quantities, so that the price goes down 5 [I] if a
memory or a feeling floods back, you remember it
very strongly
flood2 n. [C] 1 a very large amount of water that
covers an area that is usually dry: The town was
destroyed by floods. 2 a very large number of
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things or people that arrive at the same time: A
flood of lawsuits followed the plane
crash. 3 EARTH SCIENCES a FLOOD TIDE

floo·zy /'fluzi/ n. (plural floozies) [C] (informal,

flood·gate /'flödgeIt/ n. open the floodgates

flop1 /flAp/ v. (flopped, flopping) [I] 1 to sit or

disapproving) a woman who has sexual relationships

with a lot of different men

fall down quickly, especially because you are tired:
Jan flopped down on the bed. 2 (informal) if something such as a product, play, or plan flops, it is not
successful: The musical flopped after its first week
flood·ing /'flödIÎ/ n. [U] a situation in which an
on Broadway.
area that is usually dry becomes covered with
flop2 n. [C] 1 (informal) a film, play, plan, etc. that
water: The heavy rain has caused more flooding.
is not successful: Her last movie was a flop. 2 a
heavy falling movement or the noise that it makes:
flood·light /'flödlaIt/ n. [C] a very bright light,
He fell with a flop into the water.
used at night to light the outside of buildings, sports
fields, etc.
flop·house /'flAphaUs/ n. [C] (slang) a cheap
hotel, especially one that has many beds in one
flood·lit /'flöd"lIt/ adj. lit by floodlights
room
'flood plain n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a large area of flop·py /'flApi/ adj. soft and hanging loosely
flat land on either side of a river that becomes
down: a floppy hat
covered with water when the river is too full
"floppy 'disk also floppy n. [C] IT a small flat
'flood tide n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES the flow of the
piece of plastic, used for storing information from a
ocean toward the land, when the TIDE comes in
computer
➔ EBB TIDE
flo·ra /'flOr@/ n. [U] BIOLOGY all the plants that grow
in a particular place ➔ FAUNA [ORIGIN: 1500—
floor1 /flOr/ n. [C] 1 the surface that you stand on
1600 Modern Latin, Latin Flora, Roman female
when you are inside a building: the kitchen floor |
god of flowers, from flos “flower”]
She found her keys on the floor.
flo·ral /'flOr@l/ adj. made of flowers or decorated
THESAURUS
ground, land, earth ➔
with flowers: fabrics with floral patterns
GROUND 1
flor·id /'flOrId, 'flArId/ adj. 1 florid language,
2 one of the levels in a building: My office is on the
writing, or music, etc. has too much decoration or
third floor. 3 ocean/forest/valley etc. floor the
detail: florid language 2 (literary) skin that is florid
ground at the bottom of the ocean or in a forest
is red: florid cheeks
➔ see picture at PHOTIC 4 the floor a) the part of
a public or government building where people dis- flo·rist /'flOrIst, 'flAr-/ n. [C] someone who owns
or works in a store that sells flowers
cuss things: an argument on the Senate
floor b) the people attending a public meeting: floss /flOs, flAs/ v. [I,T] to clean between your
teeth with DENTAL FLOSS
Are there any questions from the floor? 5 an area
in a room where people can dance: couples on the flo·til·la /floU'tIl@/ n. [C] a group of small ships
dance floor 6 an area in a building where a lot of
[ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Spanish flota “group of
people do their job: the factory floor [ORIGIN: Old
ships”]
English flor]
flounce /flaUns/ v. [I] to walk in a way that shows
you are angry: She frowned and flounced out of the
floor2 v. [T] 1 to surprise or shock someone so
room.
much that s/he does not know what to say or do: I
was completely floored by his question. 2 to make floun·der /'flaUndø/ v. [I] 1 to not know what to
a car go as fast as possible
say or do because you feel confused or upset: She
floundered helplessly, unable to answer his quesfloor·board
tion. 2 to have a lot of problems and be likely to
/'flOrbOrd/ n. [C] 1 a
fail completely: The economy is floundering. 3 to
board in a wooden
move awkwardly or with difficulty, especially in
floor 2 the floor in a
water, mud, etc.
car
flour /flaUø/ n. [U] a powder made from grain,
floor·ing /'flOrIÎ/ n.
usually wheat, that is used for making bread, cakes,
[U] a material used to
etc.
make or cover floors
flour·ish1 /'fløIS, 'flörIS/ v. [I] to grow or develop
'floor-length adj. long
well: The plants flourished in the warm sun. | His
enough to reach the
business is flourishing. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
floor: a floor-length
French florir “to produce flowers,” from Latin
skirt
flos “flower”]
'floor plan n. [C] a
flourish2 n. with a flourish with a large confidrawing that shows the
dent movement that makes people notice you: He
shape of a room or rooms in a building and the
handed us his coat with a flourish.
positions of things in it, as seen from above
to suddenly make it possible for a lot of people to
do something: The case could open the floodgates
for thousands of other similar claims.
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flout /flaUt/ v. [T] (formal) to deliberately disobey a flow·er·bed /'flaUø"bEd/ n. [C] an area of
rule or law

ground in which flowers are grown

THESAURUS

flow·ered /'flaUød/ adj. decorated with pictures

DISOBEY

flow·er·pot /'flaUø"pAt/ n. [C] a pot in which

disobey, break a rule/law,
rebel, defy, violate, infringe, contravene ➔

of flowers: a flowered dress

you grow plants

flow1 /floU/ v. [I] 1 if a liquid flows, it moves in a flow·er·y /'flaU@ri/ adj. 1 decorated with picsteady continuous stream: The river flows past our
cabin.
THESAURUS
pour, drip, leak, ooze, gush,
spurt, run, come out ➔ POUR

F

2 to move easily, smoothly, and continuously from
one place to another: The cars flowed in a steady
stream. 3 a) if conversation or ideas flow, people
talk or have ideas without being interrupted b) if
the ideas or words of a speech or piece of writing
flow, they seem to go well together and make
sense: If I change this paragraph, do you think it
will flow better? 4 if clothing, hair, etc. flows, it
hangs loosely and gracefully: Her hair flowed
down over her shoulders. [ORIGIN: Old English
flowan]
flow2 n. 1 [C usually singular] a smooth steady
movement of liquid: They tried to stop the flow of
blood. 2 [C usually singular] a continuous movement of something from one place to another: the
constant flow of traffic in the street 3 [U] actions,
words, or ideas that are produced continuously: I
had interrupted the flow of their conversation. 4 go with the flow (spoken) to do what is
easiest in your situation, and not try to do something difficult ➔ CASH FLOW
'flow chart n. [C] a drawing that uses shapes and
ARROW s to show how a series of actions or parts of
a system are connected with each other ➔ see picture
at CHART 1

flow·er1 /'flaUø/ n. [C] 1 the colored part of a

tures of flowers: a flowery pattern 2 flowery
speech or writing uses complicated and unusual
words instead of simple clear language
flown /floUn/ v. the past participle of FLY
'flow "resource n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a natural
RESOURCE such as wind, light from the Sun, or
flowing water, that must be used at the time or
place that it exists
flu /flu/ n. [U] a common disease that is like a bad
cold but is more serious: Both of us have had the
flu recently. | I was in bed with the flu. | She fell ill
with flu-like symptoms (=felt tired, had a sore
throat, was coughing, etc.). | a flu bug/virus
flub /flöb/ v. (flubbed, flubbing) [I,T] (informal) to
make a mistake or do something badly: Several of
the actors flubbed their lines.
fluc·tu·ate /'flöktSu"eIt/ Ac v. [I] if a price or
amount fluctuates, it keeps changing from a high
level to a low one and back again: Currency
exchange rates fluctuate from day to day. | The
price has fluctuated between $3 and $6 a share. |
The temperature in the room fluctuated wildly.
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin fluctuare, from fluere “to flow”] —fluctuation /"flöktSu'eIS@n/ n.
[C]: fluctuations in oil prices
flue /flu/ n. [C] a pipe through which smoke or heat
from a fire can pass out of a building
flu·ent /'flu@nt/ adj. able to speak or write a
language very well: Ted is fluent in French. | He
spoke fluent English. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin,
present participle of fluere “to flow”]
—fluently adv.: She speaks Spanish fluently.
—fluency n. [U]
fluff1 /flöf/ n. [U] 1 small light pieces of waste
wool, thread, etc. 2 (disapproving) news, music,
writing, work, etc. that is not serious or important:
The movie is pure romantic fluff. 3 very soft fur or
feathers, especially from a young animal or bird
fluff2 also fluff up/out v. [T] to make something
soft appear larger by shaking or brushing it: a bird
fluffing out its feathers
fluff·y /'flöfi/ adj. made of or covered with something soft and light: a fluffy kitten
flu·id1 /'fluId/ n. [C,U] a liquid: My doctor told me
to rest and drink plenty of fluids.
fluid2 adj. 1 fluid movements are smooth and
graceful 2 a situation that is fluid is likely to
change or is able to change —fluidity /flu'Id@Ôi/ n.

plant or tree that produces the seeds or fruit: The
tree has beautiful pink flowers in early spring.
➔ see picture at PLANT 1 2 a small plant that produces beautiful flowers: She’s growing vegetables
and flowers in the garden. | a bouquet of flowers 3 in flower a plant that is in flower has [U]
flowers on it [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old French "fluid 'ounce (written abbreviation fl oz) n. [C] a
flor, flour, from Latin flos]
unit for measuring liquid, equal to 1/16 of a PINT or
0.0296 liters
flower2 v. [I] to produce flowers
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fluke /fluk/ n. [C] (informal) something that only

happens because of chance or luck: Their victory
was a fluke.
flung /flöÎ/ v. the past tense and past participle of
FLING

flunk /flöÎk/ v. [I,T] (informal) to fail a test or

course, or to give someone a low grade so s/he does
this: I flunked the history exam. | Mrs. Harris
flunked me in English.
flunk out phr. v. (informal) to be forced to leave a
school or college because your work is not good
enough: Tim flunked out of Yale.
flun·ky /'flöÎki/ n. (plural flunkies) [C] (informal)
someone who does the boring or physical work that
someone else tells him or her to do
flu·o·res·cent /flU'rEs@nt, flO-/ adj. 1 a fluorescent light is a very bright electric light in the
form of a tube 2 fluorescent colors shine very
brightly [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 fluorspar, type of
fluorescent mineral (18—21 centuries), from
Modern Latin fluor “mineral used for melting,”
from Latin fluere “to flow”]
fluor·ide /'flOraId/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY a chemical
that helps to protect teeth against decay
fluor·ine /'flOrin, 'flUr-/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY (symbol
F) a chemical substance that is usually in the form
of a poisonous gas. It is a chemical ELEMENT
belonging to the HALOGEN group.
flur·ry /'fløi, 'flöri/ n. (plural flurries) 1 [C usually
singular] an occasion when there is suddenly a lot of
activity for a short time: His arrival produced a
flurry of excitement. 2 [C usually plural] an occasion when it snows for a short time: Snow flurries
are expected tonight.
flush1 /flöS/ v. 1 [I,T] if a toilet flushes, or if you
flush it, you make water go through it to clean
it 2 [I] to become red in the face, especially because
you are embarrassed or angry ➔ FLUSHED : Billy
flushed and looked down. 3 [T] also flush out to
clean something by forcing water through it: Drinking water helps flush out harmful substances from
the body.
flush2 n. 1 [singular] the red color that appears on
your face when you are embarrassed or angry 2 a
flush of pride/embarrassment/happiness
etc. a sudden feeling of pride, embarrassment, etc.:
He felt a strong flush of pride as he watched his
daughter on stage.
flush3 adj. [not before noun] 1 if two surfaces are
flush, they are at exactly the same level, so that the
place where they meet is flat: Is that cupboard
flush with the wall? 2 (informal) if someone is
flush, s/he has plenty of money: I’ll buy dinner. I’m
feeling flush right now.
flushed /flöSt/ adj. 1 red in the face: You look a
little flushed. 2 flushed with excitement/
success excited or pleased in a way that is easy to
notice: Jill ran in, flushed with excitement.
flus·tered /'flöstød/ adj. feeling nervous and

flying saucer

confused: Jay got flustered and forgot what he was
supposed to say.
flute /flut/ n. [C] a musical instrument shaped like
a pipe that you play by holding it across your lips
and blowing into it [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
French flahute, from Old Provençal flaut] ➔ see
picture at WOODWIND —flutist n. [C]
flut·ter /'flöÔø/ v. 1 [I,T] if a bird or insect flutters, or flutters its wings, its wings move quickly
and lightly up and down: moths fluttering around
the light 2 [I] to wave or move gently in the air:
flags fluttering in the wind 3 [I] if your heart or
your stomach flutters, you feel very excited or
nervous —flutter n. [singular]
flux /flöks/ n. be in (a state of) flux to be
changing a lot so that you cannot be sure what will
happen: The economy is in flux at the moment.
fly1 /flaI/ v. (past tense flew /flu/, past participle
flown /floUn/, third person singular flies)
1 THROUGH AIR [I,T] to move through the air, or to
make something do this: We watched the birds
flying overhead. | He was flying a kite in the park. |
The planes fly right over our house.
2 TRAVEL [I] to travel by airplane: Are you going to
fly or drive? | Fran flew to Paris last week.
3 AIRLINE [I,T] to use a particular AIRLINE or use a
particular type of ticket when flying: He usually
flies first class.
4 BE A PILOT [I,T] to be the pilot of an airplane:
Bill’s learning to fly.
5 SEND SB/STH BY AIRPLANE [T] to take goods or
people somewhere by airplane: Food and medicine
are being flown into the area.
6 MOVE [I] to suddenly move very quickly: Timmy
flew down the stairs and out the door. | The door
suddenly flew open.
7 TIME [I] (informal) if time flies, it seems to pass
quickly: Is it 5:30 already? Boy, time sure does
fly! | Last week just flew by.
8 fly off the handle (informal) to suddenly become
angry for no good reason
9 FLAG [I,T] if a flag is flying, it is fixed to the top
of a tall pole
fly2 n. (plural flies) [C] 1 a common small flying
insect with two wings: There were flies all over the
food. 2 (informal) the part at the front of a pair of
pants that you can open: Your fly is unzipped. 3 a
hook that is made to look like a fly, used for
catching fish
'fly-by-"night adj. [only before noun] (informal, disapproving) a fly-by-night organization cannot be
trusted and is not likely to exist very long: fly-bynight operators who take your money and run
fly·er /'flaIø/ n. [C] a FLIER
fly·ing1 /'flaI-IÎ/ n. [U] the activity of traveling by
airplane or of being a pilot: fear of flying
flying2 adj. 1 able to fly: a type of flying
insect 2 with flying colors if you pass a test with
flying colors, you are very successful on it
"flying 'saucer n. [C] a space vehicle shaped like
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a plate that some people believe carries creatures
from another world SYN UFO
fly·swat·ter /'flaI"swAÔø/ n. [C] a plastic square
attached to a long handle, used for killing flies
FM n. [U] frequency modulation a system of
broadcasting radio programs which produces a
clear sound ➔ AM
foal /foUl/ n. [C] a very young horse
foam1 /foUm/ n. [U] 1 a lot of very small
BUBBLE s on the surface of something: white foam
on the tops of the waves 2 a light solid substance
filled with many very small BUBBLE s of air: foam
packing material —foamy adj.
foam2 v. [I] 1 to produce foam 2 foam at the
mouth to be very angry
"foam 'rubber n. [U] soft rubber full of air
BUBBLE s that is used, for example, to fill PILLOW s
fo·cal point /'foUk@l "pOInt/ n. [C] someone or
something that you pay the most attention to: Television has become the focal point of most American homes.
fo·cus1 /'foUk@s/ Ac v. [I,T] 1 to give all your
attention to a particular thing: In his speech he
focused on the economy. | She tried to focus her
attention on her work. 2 to change the position of
the LENS on a camera, TELESCOPE , etc. so you can
see something clearly: The telescopes are focused
on a distant part of the galaxy. ➔ CAMERA 3 if you
focus your eyes, or if your eyes focus, you are able
to see something clearly [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
Latin “hearth (=place for a fire in a house)”]
focus2 Ac n. 1 [singular] the thing, person,
situation, etc. that people pay special attention to:
He is the focus of intense media scrutiny. | She
loves being the focus of attention. 2 [U] special
attention that you give to a particular person or
subject: Our main focus is on helping people get
back to work. 3 in focus/out of focus if a
photograph, camera, etc. is in focus, the edges of
the things you see are clear; if it is out of focus, the
edges are not clear
fo·cused Ac /'foUk@st/ adj. paying careful
attention to what you are doing, in a way that
shows you are determined to succeed: You need to
practice hard and stay focused.
fod·der /'fAdø/ n. [U] food for farm animals
foe /foU/ n. [C] (literary) an enemy
fog1 /fAg, fOg/ n. [C,U] cloudy air near to the
ground that is difficult for you to see through: I
could hardly see the road through thick/heavy fog.
fog2 also fog up v. (fogged, fogging) [I,T] if glass
fogs or becomes fogged, it becomes covered with
very small drops of water so you cannot see
through it: My glasses fogged up as soon as I
stepped outside.
fo·gey, fogy /'foUgi/ n. (plural fogeys or fogies)
[C] (informal) someone who is old-fashioned and
who does not like change: Don’t be such an old
fogey.

fog·gy /'fAgi, 'fOgi/ adj. (comparative foggier,
superlative foggiest) 1 not clear because of FOG : a

foggy morning 2 I don’t have the foggiest
(idea) (spoken, old-fashioned) said in order to
emphasize that you do not know something: I don’t
have the foggiest idea what his address is.
fog·horn /'fAghOrn, 'fOg-/ n. [C] a loud horn
used by ships in a FOG to warn other ships of their
position
foi·ble /'fOIb@l/ n. [C] (formal) a habit that someone has that is slightly strange or silly
foil1 /fOIl/ n. [U] metal sheets that are thin like
paper, used for wrapping food: Cover the pan
tightly with aluminum foil.
foil2 v. [T] if you foil someone’s plans, you stop
him/her from doing something
foist /fOIst/ v.
foist sth on/upon sb phr. v. to make someone
accept something that s/he does not want: Marie is
always trying to foist her religious beliefs on everyone.

fold1 /foUld/ v. 1 [T] to bend a piece of paper,

cloth, etc. so that one part covers another part: She
folded her clothes and put them on a chair. | Fold
the paper in half (=fold it across the
middle). 2 [I,T] to make something, for example a
table or chair, smaller by bending it or closing it, so
that it can be stored: Be sure to fold up the ironing
board when you’re finished. 3 fold your arms to
bend your arms so they are resting across your
chest: George stood silently with his arms
folded. 4 [I] if a business folds, it fails and is not
able to continue [ORIGIN: Old English fealdan]
fold sth in phr. v. to gently mix another substance
into a mixture when you are preparing food
fold2 n. 1 [C] a line made in paper, cloth, etc.
when you fold one part of it over another: Bend the
card and cut along the fold. 2 [C usually plural] the
folds in material, skin, etc. are the loose parts that
hang over other parts of it: She adjusted the folds of
her dress. 3 the fold the group of people you
belong to or have the same beliefs as: The church
will welcome him back to the fold. 4 [C] a small
area where sheep are kept for safety
fold·er /'foUldø/ n. [C] 1 a large folded piece of
hard paper, in which you keep loose papers 2 a
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picture on a computer screen that shows you where
a FILE is kept
fo·li·age /'foUliIdZ/ n. [U] BIOLOGY the leaves of a
plant
folk1 /foUk/ adj. [only before noun] ENG. LANG. ARTS
folk music, art, dancing, etc. is traditional and
typical of the ordinary people who live in a particular area [ORIGIN: Old English folc]
folk2 n. 1 sb’s folks your parents or family: I
need to call my folks sometime this weekend. 2 folks [plural] (spoken) said when you are
talking to a group of people in a friendly way:
That’s all for now, folks. 3 folks [plural] (informal)
people: Most folks around here are very
friendly. 4 [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS folk music
folk·lore /'foUk-lOr/ n. [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS the
traditional stories, CUSTOM s, etc. of the ordinary
people of a particular area
'folk "music n. [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS traditional
music that is played by the ordinary people of a
particular area
folk·sy /'foUksi/ adj. (informal) friendly and informal: The town has a certain folksy charm.
'folk tale n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a traditional spoken
story from a particular area that is passed on by
adults telling it to children. Folk tales usually form
part of a particular society’s CULTURE (=customs,
beliefs, and way of life).
fol·li·cle /'fAlIk@l/ n. [C] 1 BIOLOGY one of the
small holes in the skin that hair grows from. A
follicle consists of a group of cells. 2 BIOLOGY a
space that forms around an egg and the surrounding
cells when the egg is developing inside a female’s
body [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Modern Latin folliculus, from Latin follis “bag”]
fol·low /'fAloU/ v.
1 COME BEHIND [I,T] to walk, drive, etc. behind or
after someone else: If you follow me, I’ll show you
to your room. | The president came in, followed by
a crowd of photographers. | You go ahead – I’ll
follow later.
2 IN ORDER TO WATCH SB [T] to go closely behind
someone else in order to find out where s/he is
going: Marlowe looked over his shoulder to make
sure no one was following him.
THESAURUS

chase – to quickly follow someone or something

in order to catch him, her, or it: Police chased the
thief down the street.
pursue (formal) – to chase or follow someone
or something in order to catch him, her, or it: We
ran faster, but he continued to pursue us.
run after – to chase someone or something: She
started to leave, and Smith ran after her.
tail (informal) – to secretly watch and follow
someone such as a criminal: Police have been
tailing him.
track – to search for a person or animal by
following a smell or marks on the ground: The
police used dogs to track the missing girl.

stalk – to follow a person or animal quietly in
order to catch, attack, or kill him, her, or it: a
tiger stalking its prey

3 HAPPEN AFTER [I,T] to happen or come immediately after something else: There was a shout from
the garage followed by a loud crash. | In the days
that followed, Angie tried to forget about Sam.
4 follow the instructions/rules/advice etc. to
do something according to how the instructions,
rules, etc. say it should be done: Did you follow the
instructions on the box?
5 follow suit to do the same thing as someone else,
after s/he has done it: He praised Kim and encouraged others to follow suit. | When Allied Stores
reduced prices, other companies were forced to
follow suit.
6 follow (in) sb’s footsteps to do the same job
that someone else did before you: Toshi followed in
his father’s footsteps and started his own business.
7 BE INTERESTED [T] to be interested in something, especially a sport, and pay attention to it: Do
you follow baseball at all?
8 as follows used in order to introduce a list of
names, instructions, etc.: The winners are as follows: first place, Tony Gwynn; second place, ...
9 UNDERSTAND [I,T] (spoken) to understand something such as an explanation or story: Sorry, I don’t
follow you.
10 it follows that used in order to show that
something must be true as a result of something
else that is true: If interest rates come down, it
follows that more people will borrow money.
11 GO IN A DIRECTION [T] to continue on a road or
path, or go in the same direction as a river: The
road follows the river for the next six miles.
12 BELIEVE/OBEY [T] to believe in or obey a
particular set of religious or political ideas: They
still follow the teachings of Gandhi. [ORIGIN: Old
English folgian]
follow sb around phr. v.
to keep following someone everywhere s/he goes:
My little brother is always following me around.
follow sth ↔ through phr. v.
to do what needs to be done to complete something
or make it successful: Harry was trained as an
actor, but he never followed through with it.
follow sth ↔ up phr. v.
to find out more about something, or to do more
about something: Did Jay ever follow up on that
job possibility in Tucson?

fol·low·er /'fAloUø/ n. [C] someone who believes

in or supports a particular leader or set of ideas: the
early followers of Buddha
fol·low·ing1 /'fAloUIÎ/ adj. the following day/
year/chapter etc. the day, year, etc. after the one
you have just mentioned: Neil arrived on Friday,
and his wife came the following day.
THESAURUS
next, subsequent,
succeeding, later, ensuing ➔ NEXT 1

following2 n. 1 [singular] a group of people who

support or admire someone such as a performer:
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The band has a big following in Europe. 2 the
following the people or things that you are going
to mention next: To open an account, you will need
the following: ID, proof of residency and a minimum deposit of $50.

following3 prep. immediately after: There will be
time for questions following the lecture.

'follow-up n. 1 [C] a book, movie, article, etc.

F

frozen – packed and stored at very low
temperatures
canned – stored and sold in cans
processed – processed food has chemicals in it
to make it last longer
organic – produced without using harmful
chemicals
vegetarian – containing no meat or fish
nutritious/nourishing/wholesome – good for
your health

that comes after another one that has the same
subject or characters: The studio is planning to do a
follow-up next year. | a follow-up to their successful 2 food for thought something that makes you
first album 2 [C,U] something that is done to make think carefully about something: The teacher’s
sure that earlier actions have been successful or advice certainly gave me food for thought. [ORIGIN: Old English foda]
effective —follow-up adj. [only before noun]
'food bank n. [C] a place that gives food to people
fol·ly /'fAli/ n. (plural follies) [C,U] (formal) a very who need it
stupid thing to do: It would be sheer folly to buy
'food chain n. [singular] BIOLOGY animals and
another car at this point.
plants considered as a group in which one animal is
fo·ment /'foUmEnt, foU'mEnt/ v. foment war/ eaten by another animal, which is eaten by another,
revolution/trouble etc. (formal) to do something etc.
that encourages people to cause a lot of trouble in a
'food "poisoning n. [U] an illness caused by
society
eating food that contains harmful BACTERIA
fond /fAnd/ adj. 1 be fond of sb/sth to like
'
food
"processor n. [C] a piece of electrical
someone or something very much: Mrs. Winters is
very fond of her grandchildren. 2 fond memo- equipment for preparing food, that cuts or mixes it
ries memories that make you happy when you very quickly
think of them: Marie still had fond memories of 'food stamp n. [C usually plural] an official piece
their time together. 3 be fond of doing sth to of paper, given by the government to poor people,
enjoy doing something, and to do it often: Dad is that can be used instead of money to buy food
very fond of telling that story. 4 [only before noun] food·stuff /'fudstöf/ n. [C usually plural] food –
a fond look, smile, action, etc. shows that you like used especially when talking about the business of
someone very much: As we left, we said a fond producing or selling food
farewell. —fondness n. [U]
'food web n. [C] BIOLOGY all the connected and
fon·dle /'fAndl/ v. [T] to gently touch and move dependent FOOD CHAIN s in a particular place
your fingers over part of someone’s body in a way
fool1 /ful/ n. [C] 1 a stupid person: I felt like a
that shows love or sexual desire
fool, locking my keys in the car like that. 2 make
fond·ly /'fAndli/ adv. 1 in a way that shows you a fool of yourself to do something stupid that you
like someone or something very much: Greta feel embarrassed about later: Sorry if I made a fool
smiled fondly at him from across the of myself last night. I was drunk. 3 make a fool
room. 2 fondly remember/recall to feel happy of sb to deliberately try to make someone seem
when you remember what you liked about a person stupid: She made a fool of me in front of all the
or place: That trip is still fondly remembered by all other students. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French
of us.
fol, from Latin follis “bag for blowing air”]
font /fAnt/ n. [C] 1 a set of printed letters that is a fool2 v. 1 [T] to trick or deceive someone: Don’t
particular size and shape 2 a stone container in a be fooled into buying more insurance than you
church that holds the water used for the ceremony need. 2 you could have fooled me (spoken)
of BAPTISM
said when you do not believe what someone has
food /fud/ n. 1 [C,U] things that people and ani- told you: “Look, we’re doing our best to fix it.”
mals eat, such as vegetables or meat ➔ FAST FOOD , “Well, you could have fooled me.” 3 be fooling
yourself to try to make yourself believe something
HEALTH FOOD , JUNK FOOD : I love Chinese food. | We
didn’t have enough food for everyone. | the frozen that you know is not really true: You’re fooling
yourself if you think he’s going to come back to
foods section of the supermarket
you.
C O L L O C AT I O N S
fool around phr. v. 1 to waste time behaving in a
silly way or doing things that are not important:
fresh – recently picked or prepared, and not
Stop fooling around and start studying! 2 to
dried, put in cans, or frozen
behave in a way which is careless and not responstale – used about bread or cake that is not
sible: Stop fooling around with those scissors
good any more because it has become hard and
before someone gets hurt. 3 to have a sexual
dry
relationship with someone else, especially when
sour – used about milk or cream that tastes and
you should not
smells bad and is not good any more
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fool with sb/sth phr. v. (informal) to touch or play
with something in a careless way: Don’t fool with
that control panel unless you know what you’re
doing.
fool·har·dy /'ful"hArdi/ adj. taking risks that are
not necessary
fool·ish /'fulIS/ adj. not sensible or wise: It was a
very foolish thing to do. | a foolish woman
—foolishly adv.: I foolishly agreed to go with
them. —foolishness n. [U]
fool·proof /'fulpruf/ adj. a foolproof plan,
method, etc. is certain to be successful
foot1 /fUt/ n. [C]
1 BODY PART (plural feet /fit/) the part of your
body that you stand on and walk on: Turner kicks
with his left/right foot. | He always walks around in
bare feet (=without shoes and socks). ➔ see picture

on page A3
2 MEASUREMENT (plural feet or foot) (written
abbreviation ft.) a unit for measuring length, equal

footstep
18 -footer being a particular number of feet in
length: Our sailboat’s a twenty-footer. [ORIGIN:
Old English fot]
foot2 v. foot the bill (informal) to pay for something: Her father is footing the bill for flying
lessons.
foot·age /'fUÔIdZ/ n. [U] film that shows a particular event: black-and-white footage of the 1936
Olympics
foot·ball /'fUt§bOl/ n. 1 [U] a game in which two
teams of 11 players carry, kick, or throw a ball into
an area at the end of a field to win points: a football
game ➔ see picture on page A4 2 [C] the ball used in
this game
foot·bridge /'fUt"brIdZ/ n. [C] a narrow bridge
for people to walk over
foot·fall /'fUtfOl/ n. [C,U] (literary) the sound of
each step when someone is walking SYN footstep
foot·hill /'fUt"hIl/ n. [C usually plural] EARTH SCIENCES one of the low hills at the bottom of a group
of mountains: the foothills of the Rockies ➔ see

to 12 INCH es or 0.3048 meters
3 on foot if you go somewhere on foot, you walk
picture on page A11
there: We set out to explore the city on foot.
4 the foot of sth the lowest part of something foot·hold /'fUthoUld/ n. [C] 1 a position from
which you can start trying to get what you want:
such as a mountain or tree, or the end of something
The Republicans gained a foothold during the last
such as a bed
elections. 2 a space where you can safely put your
5 on your feet a) to be standing for a long time
foot when climbing a rock
without sitting down: Waitresses are on their feet
all day. b) to be healthy again after being sick: It’s foot·ing /'fUÔIÎ/ n. [singular] 1 the conditions or
good to see you on your feet again!
arrangements under which something exists or
6 off your feet sitting or lying down, rather than
operates: Most of all, the city needs to get on a firm
standing or walking: The doctor told me to stay off
financial footing. | The new rules will allow candimy feet for a few days.
dates to compete on an equal footing (=with the
7 get/rise/jump etc. to your feet to stand up
same advantages and disadvantages). 2 a firm
after you have been sitting: The fans cheered and
hold with your feet on a surface: He lost his footing
rose to their feet.
and fell down the stairs.
8 set foot in sth to go into a place: If that woman
foot·lights /'fUtlaIts/ n. [plural] a row of lights
ever sets foot in this house, I’m leaving!
along the front of the stage in a theater
9 put your foot down a) to say very firmly what
someone must do or not do: Brett didn’t want to go 'foot "locker n. [C] a large strong box that you
to the doctor, but Dad put his foot down. b) to
keep your things in
make a car go faster
foot·loose
/'fUtlus/ adj. able to do what you want
10 put your feet up to relax and rest, especially
and enjoy yourself because you are not responsible
by having your feet supported on something
for anyone or anything: No, I’m not married – still
11 put your foot in your mouth to accidentally
footloose and fancy free.
say something that embarrasses or upsets someone
12 have/keep both feet on the ground to be foot·note /'fUt§noUt/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a note
in a book at the bottom of a page, which gives more
sensible and practical in the way you live your life
information about something on that page
13 get your foot in the door to get your first
opportunity to work in a particular organization or foot·path /'fUtpæθ/ n. [C] a TRAIL
industry
14 have one foot in the grave (humorous) to be foot·print /'fUt"prInt/ n. [C] a mark made by a
foot or shoe: a deer’s footprints in the snow ➔ see
old
picture at FINGERPRINT
15 ON SEA/LAND ANIMAL BIOLOGY a muscle used to
move forward, found on the lower part of a sea or foot·rest /'fUt§rEst/ n. [C] a part of a chair that
land animal that has a soft body covered by a hard
you can raise or lower in order to support your feet
shell
when you are sitting down
16 POETRY ENG. LANG. ARTS a part of a line of poetry
foot·sie
/'fUtsi/ n. play footsie (with sb) (inforin which there is one strong BEAT and one or two
mal) to secretly touch someone’s feet with your feet
weaker ones, to give the line a RHYTHM ➔ IAMB ,
under a table, to show that you think s/he is sexuANAPEST , DACTYL , TROCHEE , SPONDEE
ally attractive
17 -footed having a particular number or type of
feet: a four-footed animal | a flat-footed man
foot·step /'fUtstEp/ n. [C] the sound of each step
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when someone is walking: He heard someone’s
footsteps in the hall. ➔ follow (in) sb’s footsteps
at FOLLOW

foot·stool /'fUtstul/ n. [C] a low piece of furni-

F

ture used for supporting your feet when you are
sitting down
foot·wear /'fUt§wEr/ n. [U] things you wear on
your feet, such as shoes or boots
foot·work /'fUt§wøk/ n. [U] skillful use of your
feet when dancing or playing a sport: the dancer’s
fancy footwork
for1 /fø; strong fOr/ prep. 1 intended to be given to
or used by a particular person or group: Save a
piece of cake for Noah. | Somebody left a message
for you. | We made cookies for the party. 2 used in
order to show the purpose of an object, action, etc.:
a knife for cutting bread | What did you do that
for? (=why did you do it?) | What’s this gadget
for? (=what is its purpose) 3 for sale/rent used
in order to show that something is available to be
sold or rented: They’ve just put their house up for
sale. 4 in order to get or do something: Alison is
looking for a job. | We were waiting for the bus. |
Let’s go for a walk. | For more information, write
to this address.
THESAURUS
ORDER 1

in order to, to, so (that) ➔

something: How many people voted for
Mulhoney? | I’m for getting a pizza, what about
you? 18 for all a) considering how little: For all
the good I did, I shouldn’t have tried to help. b) in
spite of: For all his expensive education, Leo
doesn’t know very much. 19 for all I know/care
(spoken) used in order to say that you really do not
know or care: He could be in Canada by now for
all I know. 20 for Christmas/for sb’s birthday
etc. in order to celebrate Christmas, someone’s
BIRTHDAY , etc.: What did you get for your
birthday? | We went to my grandmother’s for
Thanksgiving last year. 21 having the same meaning as another word, sign, etc.: What’s the Spanish
word for oil? 22 when you consider a particular
fact: Libby’s very tall for her age. 23 if it hadn’t
been for/if it weren’t for sb/sth if something
had not happened, or if a situation were different: If
it weren’t for Michelle’s help, we’d never get this
job done.
for2 conjunction (literary) because
for·age /'fOrIdZ, 'fAr-/ v. [I] to go to a lot of
places searching for food or other supplies: animals
foraging for food
for·ay /'fOreI, 'fAreI/ n. [C] 1 a short attempt at
doing a particular job or activity: a brief foray into
politics 2 a short sudden attack by a group of
soldiers
for·bade /fø'bæd/ v. the past tense of FORBID
for·bear·ance /fOr'bEr@ns, fø-/ n. [U] (literary)
the quality of being patient, having control over
your emotions, and being willing to forgive someone
for·bid /fø'bId/ v. (past tense forbade /-'bæd/,
past participle forbidden /-'bIdn/, present participle
forbidding) [T] 1 to order someone not to do
something: I forbid you to see that man again.

5 used in order to show the time when something is
planned to happen: an appointment for 3:00 | It’s
time for dinner (=we’re going to have dinner
now). 6 in order to help someone: Let me lift that
box for you. | What can I do for you? (=can I help
you) 7 used in order to talk about a particular
length of time: I’ve known Kim for a long time. |
Bake the cake for 40 minutes. 8 because of or as a
result of: I got a ticket for going through a red
light. | The award for the highest sales goes to Pete
THESAURUS
McGregor. 9 used in order to show where a person, vehicle, etc. is going: The plane for Las Vegas
not allow/permit/let – to say that someone
took off an hour late. | I was just leaving for church
must not do something, and stop him/her doing
when the phone rang. 10 used in order to express
it: People are not allowed to sell food or drinks
a distance: We walked for miles. 11 used in order
along the parade route.
to show a price or amount: a check for $100 | an
ban – to officially say that people must not do
order for 200 copies | I’m not working for nothing/
something or that something is not allowed: The
for free (=without being paid). 12 for breakfast/
country’s government has banned foreign
lunch/dinner used in order to say what you ate or
journalists from the area.
will eat at breakfast, LUNCH , etc.: “What’s for
prohibit – to say officially that an action is illegal
lunch?” “Hamburgers.” | We had steak for dinner
or not allowed: Selling alcohol to people under 21
last night. 13 for sb/sth to do sth used when
is prohibited.
discussing what is happening, what may happen, or
bar – to officially prevent someone from doing
what can happen: It’s unusual for it to be this cold
something: During the drought, residents were
in June. | The plan is for us to leave on Friday
barred from watering their lawns.
morning and pick up Joe. 14 if you are happy, sad,
proscribe (formal) – to officially stop the
etc. for someone, you feel happy, sad, etc. because
existence or use of something: The laws proscribe
something has happened to him or her: I’m really
child labor.
happy for you. 15 for now used in order to say
2
God/Heaven forbid (spoken) said in order to
that a situation can be changed later: Just put the
pictures in a box for now. 16 work for/play for emphasize that you hope that something will not
etc. to work at a particular company, play a sport happen: God forbid you should have an accident.
on a particular team, etc.: She worked for Exxon [ORIGIN: Old English forbeodan]
until last year. | He plays for the Boston Red for·bid·den /fø'bIdn/ adj. not allowed, espeSox. 17 supporting or agreeing with someone or cially because of an official rule: It’s forbidden to
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smoke in the hospital. | This area is forbidden to
everyone but the police.

for·bid·ding /fø'bIdIÎ/ adj. looking frightening,
unfriendly, or dangerous: The mountains looked
more forbidding as we got closer.

force1 /fOrs/ n.

1 TRAINED GROUP [C] a group of people who have
been trained to do military or police work
➔ ARMED FORCES , AIR FORCE , POLICE FORCE : Rebel
forces are seeking to overthrow the government | A
multinational military force will be sent to the
region.
2 VIOLENT ACTION [U] violent physical action used
in order to achieve something: The police used
force to break up the demonstration. | an investigation into the excessive use of force
3 NATURAL POWER a) [U] the natural power that
is used or produced when one thing moves or hits
another thing: Waves were hitting the rocks with
great force. | The force of the explosion threw her
backwards. b) [C,U] PHYSICS a natural power that
produces movement in another object: the force of
gravity
THESAURUS

power – the physical strength of something such

as an explosion, or the energy produced by a
natural force: wind power | Their home is heated
by solar power.
strength – the physical quality that makes you
strong: I don’t have the strength to lift this.

4 SB/STH THAT INFLUENCES [C] someone or
something that has a strong influence or a lot of
power: Mandela was the driving force behind the
changes (=the one who made them happen). |
Technology can be a force for good (=it can make
good things happen).
5 STRONG EFFECT [U] the powerful effect of
someone or something: The force of public opinion
stopped the new highway project.
6 join/combine forces to work together to do
something: Various community groups have joined
forces on the project.
7 in force a) if a law or rule is in force, it must be
obeyed b) in a large group: The mosquitoes are
going to be out in force tonight!
8 by/from force of habit because you have
always done a particular thing: Ken puts salt on
everything by force of habit.

force2 v. [T] 1 to cause someone to do something

s/he does not want to do: Nobody’s forcing you to
come, you know. | I had to force myself to get up
this morning. | Bad health forced him into early
retirement.
THESAURUS

make – to force someone to do something: I

wish there were something I could do to make her
quit smoking.
coerce (formal) – to force someone to do
something by threatening him/her: Her parents
tried to coerce her into an arranged marriage.

forecast
compel – to force someone to do something:
The resulting scandal compelled her to resign.
impel (formal) – to make you feel very strongly
that you must do something: I felt impelled to
find out more.
pressure – to try to make someone do
something by using influence, arguments, threats,
etc.: Don’t let them pressure you into making a
donation.

2 to use physical strength to move something or go
somewhere: Firefighters had to force open the door
(=open it using force). | The doctor forced his way
through the crowd. 3 force the issue to do
something that makes it necessary for someone to
make decisions or take action: Don’t force the
issue; give them time to decide.
force sth on/upon sb phr. v. to make someone
accept something even though s/he does not want
it: They tried to force their own views on me.
forced /fOrst/ adj. 1 done because you must do
something, not because of any sincere feeling: a
forced smile 2 [only before noun] done suddenly
and quickly because a situation makes it necessary:
The plane had to make a forced landing in a field.
'force-feed v. (past tense and past participle forcefed) [T] to force someone to eat by putting food or
liquid down his/her throat
force·ful /'fOrsf@l/ adj. powerful and strong: a
forceful personality | a forceful argument
—forcefully adv.
for·ceps /'fOrs@ps, -sEps/ n. [plural] a medical
tool used for picking up, holding, or pulling things
forc·i·ble /'fOrs@b@l/ adj. done using physical
force: There aren’t any signs of forcible entry into
the building. —forcibly adv.: The demonstrators
were forcibly removed from the embassy.
ford1 /fOrd/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a place in a river
that is not deep, so that you can walk or drive
across it
ford2 v. [T] to walk or drive across a river at a place
where it is not too deep
fore /fOr/ n. come to the fore to become important or begin to have influence: Environmental
issues came to the fore in the 1980s.
fore·arm /'fOrArm/ n. [C] the lower part of the
arm between the hand and the elbow
fore·bear /'fOrbEr/ n. [C usually plural] (formal)
someone who was part of your family a long time
ago SYN ancestor
fore·bod·ing /fOr'boUdIÎ/ n. [C,U] a feeling that
something bad will happen soon: We waited for
news of the men with a sense of foreboding.
fore·cast1 /'fOrkæst/ n. [C] a description of what
is likely to happen in the future, based on information you have now: the weather forecast | the
company’s sales forecast
forecast2 v. (past tense and past participle forecast
or forecasted) [T] to say what is likely to happen in
the future, based on information you have now:
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decisions, actions, etc. relating to other countries
➔ DOMESTIC POLICY : The French president criticized American foreign policy in the Middle East.
THESAURUS
fore·leg /'fOrlEg/ n. [C] one of the two front legs
predict, prophesy, foretell,
of an animal that has four legs
foresee, have a premonition ➔ PREDICT
fore·man /'fOrm@n/ n. (plural foremen /-m@n/)
fore·close /fOr'kloUz/ v. [I] ECONOMICS to take [C] 1 someone who is in charge of a group of
away someone’s property because s/he cannot pay workers, for example, in a factory
back the money that s/he has borrowed to buy it
THESAURUS
boss, manager, head, chief,
—foreclosure /fOr'kloUZø/ n. [C,U]
supervisor, forewoman ➔ BOSS 1
fore·fa·ther /'fOr"fADøz/ n. [C usually plural]
someone who was part of your family a long time 2 the leader of a JURY
ago SYN ancestor
fore·most /'fOrmoUst/ adj. [only before noun] the
fore·fin·ger /'fOr"fIÎgø/ n. [C] the finger next to most famous or important: the foremost writer of
her time
your thumb SYN index finger
fore·front /'fOrfrönt/ n. in/at/to the forefront fo·ren·sic /f@'rEnsIk, -zIk/ adj. [only before noun]
of sth in the main or most important position: The relating to methods for finding out about a crime:
company has always been at the forefront of sci- Scientists are still examining the forensic evidence.
—forensics n. [U]
ence and technology.
fore·gone
con·clu·sion
/"fOrgOn fore·play /'fOrpleI/ n. [U] sexual activity, such as
k@n'kluZ@n/ n. be a foregone conclusion if touching the sexual organs and kissing, that hapsomething is a foregone conclusion, the result of it pens before having sex
is certain even though it has not happened yet
fore·run·ner /'fOr"rönø/ n. [C] someone or
fore·ground /'fOrgraUnd/ n. the foreground something that is an early example or a sign of
the part of a picture, photograph, etc. nearest to you something that comes later: He described the
machine as the forerunner of the modern comfore·head /'fOrhEd, 'fOrId, 'fArId/ n. [C] the puter.
part of the face above the eyes and below the hair:
He wiped his forehead with a handkerchief. ➔ see fore·see /fOr'si/ v. (past tense foresaw /-'sO/, past
participle foreseen /-"sin/) [T] (formal) to know that
picture on page A3
will happen before it happens: No one
for·eign /'fArIn, 'fOrIn/ adj. 1 not from your something
could have foreseen such a disaster.
own country: Can you speak a foreign language? |
THESAURUS
He was in a foreign country, far away from
predict, prophesy, foretell,
home. 2 [only before noun] involving or dealing
forecast, have a premonition ➔ PREDICT
with other countries ANT domestic: American foreign policy | The budget calls for cuts in foreign fore·see·a·ble /fOr'si@b@l/ adj. 1 for/in the
aid. 3 foreign to sb not familiar, or not typical: foreseeable future continuing for as long as you
Their way of life was completely foreign to can imagine: Leila will be staying here for the
her. 4 foreign body/matter something that has foreseeable future. 2 in the foreseeable future
come into a place where it does not belong, espe- fairly soon: There is a chance of water shortages in
cially someone’s body: foreign matter in someone’s the foreseeable future. 3 foreseeable difficulties,
eye [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French forein, events, etc. should be planned for because they are
from Latin foris “outside”]
very likely to happen in the future
"foreign af'fairs n. [plural] POLITICS political mat- fore·shad·ow /fOr'SædoU/ v. [T] (literary) to be a
ters that affect or concern the relationship between sign of something that will happen in the future
one country and other countries
fore·shad·ow·ing /fOr'SædoUIÎ/ n. [U] ENG.
for·eign·er /'fAr@nø, 'fOr-/ n. [C] someone who LANG. ARTS a way of suggesting what will happen
is from a country that is not your own
later in a story: There was a lot of foreshadowing in
"foreign ex'change n. 1 [U] the system of the movie, so I wasn’t surprised when the main
buying and selling foreign money: The dollar is character shot his wife.
expected to fall in the foreign exchange markets fore·sight /'fOrsaIt/ n. [singular, U] the ability to
(=places where foreign money is bought and imagine what might happen in the future, and to
sold). 2 [C] an arrangement in which people, espe- consider this in your plans: Luckily, we’d had the
cially students, travel to another country to work or foresight to take plenty of food and warm clothing.
study for a particular length of time: a foreign
fore·skin /'fOr"skIn/ n. [C] a loose fold of skin
exchange student
covering the end of a man’s PENIS
"foreign 'minister n. [C] POLITICS a government for·est /'fOrIst, 'fAr-/ n. [C,U] EARTH SCIENCES a
official with a high rank who is in charge of a very large area of land that is covered with trees:
country’s foreign affairs
tropical rain forests | a virgin forest (=a forest that
"foreign 'policy n. [U] POLITICS a government’s is still in its natural state and has not been used or
Warm weather has been forecast for this weekend.
—forecaster n. [C]: a weather forecaster | a stock
market forecaster
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changed by people) [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
French, Latin foris “outside” (because it was
outside the main fenced area of woods)] ➔ see

picture on page A11

fore·stall /fOr'stOl/ v. [T] to prevent something

from happening by doing something first: The
National Guard was sent in, to forestall trouble.
"forest 'ranger n. [C] someone whose job is to
protect or manage part of a public forest
for·est·ry /'fOr@stri, 'fAr-/ n. [U] EARTH SCIENCES
the science and practice of planting and taking care
of forests
fore·taste /'fOrteIst/ n. be a foretaste of sth
to be a sign of something more important, more
impressive, etc. that will happen in the future
fore·tell /fOr'tEl/ v. (past tense and past participle
foretold /-'toUld/) [T] to say what will happen in
the future, especially by using special magic powers
THESAURUS
predict, prophesy, forecast,
foresee, have a premonition ➔ PREDICT

fore·thought /'fOrθOt/ n. [U] careful thought or
planning before you do something

for·ev·er /f@'rEvø, fO-/ adv. 1 for all future
time: I wanted the holiday to last forever. | You
can’t avoid him forever.
THESAURUS
always, permanently, for life,
for good ➔ ALWAYS

2 (spoken) for a very long time: Greg will probably
be a student forever. | It’ll take forever to drive to
Helen’s. 3 go on forever to be extremely long or
large: The roads out west seem to go on forever.
fore·warn /fOr'wOrn/ v. [T] 1 to warn someone
about something dangerous or unpleasant that may
happen 2 forewarned is forearmed used in
order to say that if you know about something
before it happens, you can be prepared for it
fore·wom·an /'fOr"wUm@n/ n. [C] 1 a woman
who is the leader of a group of workers, for
example in a factory
THESAURUS

boss, manager, head, chief,
supervisor, foreman ➔ BOSS 1

2 a woman who is the leader of a JURY

fore·word /'fOrwød/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a short

piece of writing at the beginning of a book that
introduces the book or the person who wrote it
for·feit1 /'fOrfIt/ v. [T] to give something up or
have it taken away from you because of a rule or
law: criminals who have forfeited their right to
freedom.
forfeit2 n. [C] something that you have to give
away or do as a punishment because you have
broken a rule or law
for·gave /fø'geIv/ v. the past tense of FORGIVE
forge1 /fOrdZ/ v. [T] 1 to illegally copy something
such as a document, a painting, or money in order

to make people think it is real: The signature on the
check had been forged.
THESAURUS
copy, reproduce, duplicate,
replicate, pirate ➔ COPY 2

2 to develop something new, especially a strong
relationship with other people or groups: A special
alliance has been forged between the U.S. and
Canada. 3 to make something from a piece of
metal by heating and shaping it
forge ahead phr. v. to make progress: The organizers are forging ahead with a program of public
events.
forge2 n. [C] a large piece of equipment that is
used for heating and shaping metal objects, or the
building where this is done
forg·er /'fOrdZø/ n. [C] someone who illegally
copies documents, money, paintings, etc. and tries
to make people think they are real
for·ger·y /'fOrdZ@ri/ n. (plural forgeries) 1 [C] a
document, painting, or piece of paper money that
has been illegally copied SYN fake: An art dealer
insisted that the portrait is a forgery. 2 [U] the
crime of illegally copying something
for·get /fø'gEt/ v. (past tense forgot /-'gAt/, past
participle forgotten /-'gAt§n/, present participle forgetting) 1 [I,T] to be unable to remember facts,
information, or something that happened: I’ve forgotten her name. c Don’t say “I am forgetting.” b | I
know you told me, but I forgot. | He forgot all about
our anniversary. 2 [I,T] to not remember to do
something that you should do: I forgot to turn off
my headlights. | David had forgotten (that) we had
a meeting. 3 [T] to not remember to bring something that you should have taken with you: Oh, I
forgot your book.
USAGE

You can say “I forgot my passport.”
You cannot say “I forgot my passport at home.”
When you want to talk about the place where you
left something by mistake, you must use “leave”: I
left my passport at home.

4 [I,T] to stop thinking or worrying about someone
or something: You’ll forget (that) you’re wearing
contact lenses after a while. | I’ll never forget her. |
I can’t just forget about the accident. 5 [I,T] to
stop planning to do or get something because it is
no longer possible: With this injury, you can forget
about playing this season.
SPOKEN PHRASES

6 forget it a) used in order to tell someone that
something is not important: “I’m sorry I broke your
mug.” “Forget it.” | “Did you say something?”
“No, forget it.” b) used in order to tell someone to
stop asking or talking about something because it is
annoying you: I’m not buying you that bike, so just
forget it. 7 don’t forget used in order to remind
someone about something: Don’t forget your
lunchbox! | Don’t forget to turn off the lights. 8 I
forget said instead of “I have forgotten”: You know
the guy we saw last week – I forget his
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name. 9 forget it/you/that! used in order to for·lorn /fø'lOrn, fOr-/ adj. (literary) sad and
refuse to do something, or to say that something is lonely: The child looked forlorn.
impossible: Drive to the airport in this snow?
1
Forget it. 10 ...and don’t you forget it! said in form /fOrm/ n. 1 [C] one type of something, that
exists
in many different varieties SYN kind: ballet
order to remind someone angrily about something
important that should make him/her behave differ- and other forms of dance | a severe form of
cancer 2 [C,U] the way in which something exists
ently: I’m your father, and don’t you forget it!
or appears: You can get the vitamin C in tablet or
liquid form. | The story is written in the form of a
[ORIGIN: Old English forgietan]
letter. | Language practice can take the form of
for·get·ful /fø'gEtf@l/ adj. often forgetting things drills or exercises. 3 [C] an official document with
—forgetfulness n. [U]
spaces where you have to provide information: an
for'get-me-"not n. [C] a plant with small blue application form for college | Please fill out the
form in black ink. 4 [C] a shape: dark forms
flowers
the trees | The brooch is made of diamonds
for·give /fø'gIv/ v. (past tense forgave /-'geIv/, behind
and rubies in the form of a butterfly. 5 [C] ENG.
past participle forgiven /-'gIv@n/) [I,T] 1 to stop
LANG. ARTS in grammar, a way of writing or saying a
being angry and blaming someone, although s/he word that shows its number, tense, etc. For
has done something wrong: I can’t forgive him for example, “was” is a past form of the verb “to be.”
what he did to her. | “I’m sorry.” “That’s OK –
you’re forgiven (=I forgive you).” | If anything form2 v. 1 [I,T] to start to exist, or to make
happened to the kids, I’d never forgive myself. | something start to exist SYN develop: Ice was
Maybe you can forgive and forget, but I can’t already forming on the roads. | the cloud of dust
(=forgive someone and behave as if s/he had never and gas that formed the universe | Reporters had
done anything wrong). 2 forgive me (spoken) already formed the impression (=begun to think)
said when you are going to say or ask something that Myers was guilty. 2 [I,T, linking verb] to come
that might seem rude or offensive: Forgive me for together in a particular shape or a line, or to make
saying so, but that’s nonsense. 3 forgive a loan/ something have a particular shape: Form the dough
debt ECONOMICS if a country forgives a LOAN , it into a circle, then roll it out. | The line forms to the
says that the country that borrowed the money does right. | The birch trees formed a ring around a
not have to pay it back
grassy hollow. 3 [T] to start a new organization,
for·give·ness /fø'gIvnIs/ n. [U] (formal) the act committee, relationship, etc.: Students formed a
protest group. | Everett seemed unable to form close
of forgiving someone
friendships. 4 [T] to make something by combinfor·giv·ing /fø'gIvIÎ/ adj. willing to forgive: a ing two or more parts: One way to form nouns is to
forgiving person
add the suffix “-ness.” 5 [linking verb] to be the
for·go /fOr'goU/ v. (past tense forwent /-'wEnt/, thing, or one of the things, that makes up something
else: Rice forms a basic part of their diet. | The Rio
past participle forgone) [T] (formal) to decide not to
Grande forms the boundary between Texas and
do or have something
Mexico.
for·got /fø'gAt/ v. the past tense of FORGET
1
/'fOrm@l/ adj. 1 made or done officially
for·mal
for·got·ten /fø'gAt§n/ v. the past participle of
or publicly ANT informal: a formal announcement |
FORGET
The college made a formal request for extra
fork1 /fOrk/ n. [C] 1 a tool used for picking up and funding. | His lawyer filed a formal complaint
eating food, with a handle and three or four points: against the police. 2 formal education/
knives, forks, and spoons 2 a place where a road training/qualifications education in a subject or
or river divides into two parts: Turn left at the fork skill that you get in school rather than by practical
in the road. 3 a tool with a handle and three or experience: Most priests have no formal training in
four points, used for digging and breaking up soil: counseling. 3 formal behavior is very polite, and
a gardening fork 4 a PITCHFORK [ORIGIN: Old is used in official situations, or with people you do
English forca, from Latin furca]
not know well ANT informal 4 formal language is
fork2 v. 1 [I] if a road or river forks, it divides into used in official or serious situations ANT informal:
two parts 2 [T] to pick up, carry, or turn something a formal letter 5 a formal event is important, and
people who go to it wear special clothes and behave
over using a fork
very politely: Jack won’t wear a tie, even on formal
fork sth ↔ over/out phr. v. (informal) to spend a
lot of money on something because you have to: occasions. 6 formal clothes, such as a TUXEDO or
Fans are being asked to fork over $120 for tickets long dress, are worn to formal events ANT casual:
men’s formal wear —formally adv.: The winner
to see the concert.
will be formally announced this afternoon.
forked /fOrkt/ adj. with one end divided into two
formal2 n. [C] 1 a dance at which you have to
or more parts: a snake’s forked tongue
wear formal clothes
fork·lift /'fOrk"lIft/ n. [C] a vehicle with special
THESAURUS
dance, ball, prom ➔ DANCE 2
equipment on the front for lifting and moving
heavy things, for example, in a factory
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2 an expensive and usually long dress that women
wear on formal occasions
for·mal·de·hyde /fø'mæld@"haId, fOr-/ n. [U]
CHEMISTRY a strong-smelling gas that can be mixed
with water and used for preserving things such as
parts of a body
for·mal·i·ty /fOr'mæl@Ôi/ n. (plural formalities) 1 [C usually plural] something formal or official that you must do as part of an activity or
process, even though it may not have any practical
importance: I need your signature here, but it’s just
a formality. 2 [U] careful attention to polite
behavior or language in formal situations
for·mal·ize /'fOrm@"laIz/ v. [T] to make a plan or
decision official and describe all its details: The
contracts must be formalized within one month.
for·mat1 /'fOrmæt/ Ac n. [C] 1 the way something such as a computer document, television
show, or meeting is organized or arranged: The new
show is slightly different from the usual talk-show
format. 2 IT used when talking about what type of
equipment is needed to play a video, CD , tape,
etc. 3 ENG. LANG. ARTS the size, shape, design, etc. in
which something such as a book or magazine is
produced: a newsletter format [ORIGIN: 1800—
1900 French, German, from Latin formatus,
past participle of formare “to form”]
format2 v. (formatted, formatting) [T] 1 IT to
organize the space on a computer DISK so that
information can be stored on it 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS to
arrange a book, document, page, etc. according to a
particular design or plan: The new text will be
formatted in the same way as the previous paragraphs. —formatting n. [U] —formatted adj.
for·ma·tion /fOr'meIS@n/ n. 1 [U] the process
by which something develops into a particular thing
or shape: the formation of the solar system 2 [U]
the process of starting a new organization or group:
the formation of a democratic government 3 [C,U]
something that is formed in a particular shape, or
the shape in which it is formed: rock formations |
soldiers marching in formation (=in a special
order)
form·a·tive /'fOrm@ÔIv/ adj. having an important
influence on the way someone or something develops: a child’s formative years (=when his/her character develops)
for·mer1 /'fOrmø/ adj. 1 having a particular position in the past, but not now SYN last, previous:
our former president 2 happening or existing
before, but not now: the former Soviet Union
former2 n. the former (formal) the first of two
people or things that are mentioned ➔ LATTER : Of
the two possibilities, the former seems more likely.
for·mer·ly /'fOrmøli/ adv. in earlier times: New
York was formerly called New Amsterdam.
fOr'mId@-/
for·mi·da·ble
/'fOrm@d@b@l,
adj. 1 very powerful or impressive: a formidable
opponent | He had a formidable lead in the
polls. 2 difficult to deal with and needing a lot of

skill: the formidable task of working out a peace
plan —formidably adv.
form·less /'fOrmlIs/ adj. without a definite shape
'form "letter n. [C] a standard letter that is sent to
many people, without any personal details in it
for·mu·la /'fOrmy@l@/ Ac n. (plural formulas or
formulae /-li/) 1 [C] a method or set of principles
that you use in order to solve a problem or to make
sure that something is successful: a formula for
peace | There’s no magic formula for a happy
marriage. 2 [C] MATH a series of numbers or letters
that represent a mathematical or scientific rule:
What is the formula for calculating the area of a
circle? 3 [C] a list of substances used in order to
make something, showing the amounts of each
substance to use: a formula for a perfect loaf of
fresh bread 4 [C,U] a liquid food for babies that is
similar to a woman’s breast milk [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 Latin “small form,” from forma, perhaps
from Greek morphe “form, shape”]
for·mu·late /'fOrmy@"leIt/ Ac v. [T] 1 to
develop something such as a plan or set of rules,
and decide all the details of how it will be done:
What role does he have in formulating foreign
policy? 2 to think carefully about what you want
to say, and say it clearly: Ricardo asked for time to
formulate a reply. 3 to make something using
particular amounts of different substances: specially formulated baby lotions —formulation
/"fOrmy@'leIS@n/ n. [C,U]
for·sake /fø'seIk, fOr-/ v. (past tense forsook
/-'sUk/, past participle forsaken /-'seIk@n/) [T] (formal) 1 to leave someone, especially when s/he
needs you 2 to leave a place or stop doing or
having something: We have forsaken our heritage.
fort /fOrt/ n. [C] a strong building or group of
buildings used by soldiers or an army for defending
an important place [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French,
Latin fortis “strong”]
forte1 /fOrt, 'fOrteI/ n. be sb’s forte to be
something that someone is good at doing: Cooking
isn’t my forte.
for·te2 /'fOrteI/ adj., adv. ENG. LANG. ARTS played or
sung loudly ANT piano
forth /fOrθ/ adv. go forth (literary) to go out or
away from where you are ➔ back and forth at
BACK 1, and so on/forth at SO 1
forth·com·ing /"fOrθ'kömIÎX/ Ac adj. (formal) 1 happening or coming soon: her forthcoming novel 2 given or offered when needed: If more
money is not forthcoming, we’ll have to close the
theater. 3 willing to give information about something: Lassen was not very forthcoming.
forth·right /'fOrθraIt/ adj. saying honestly what
you think, in a way that may seem rude: a forthright answer
THESAURUS
honest, frank, candid, direct,
upfront, straight, straightforward, blunt ➔
HONEST
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for·ti·eth /'fOrÔiIθ/ number 40th
fo·rum /'fOr@m/ n. [C] 1 an organization, meetfor·ti·fi·ca·tion /"fOrÔ@f@'keIS@n/ n. 1 [U] the ing, report, etc. in which people have a chance to

F

process of making something stronger 2 fortifi- publicly discuss an important subject: a forum for
cations [plural] towers, walls, etc. built around a discussing ideas | a forum on neighborhood
crime 2 a group of computer users who are interplace in order to protect it
ested in a particular subject and discuss it using a
for·ti·fy /'fOrÔ@"faI/ v. (fortified, fortifies) website on the Internet
[T] 1 to build towers, walls, etc. around a place in
/'fOrwød/
also
forwards
order to defend it: a fortified city 2 (formal, humor- for·ward1
adv. 1 toward a place or position that is in front of
ous) to make someone feel physically or mentally
stronger: He fortified himself with a glass of whis- you ANT backward: The crowd moved forward. |
key before going on stage. 3 to make food or He leaned forward to hear what they were saydrinks more healthy by adding VITAMIN s to them: ing. 2 toward more progress, improvement, or
development: NASA’s space project cannot go forvitamin D fortified milk
for·ti·tude /'fOrÔ@"tud/ n. [U] courage shown ward without more money. | The business is ready
to move forward. 3 toward the future ANT backwhen you are in pain or having a lot of trouble
ward: The company must look forward (=make
for·tress /'fOrtrIs/ n. [C] a large strong building plans for the future) and use the newest technology.
used for defending an important place
➔ FAST FORWARD , look forward to sth at LOOK 1,
for·tu·i·tous /fOr'tu@Ô@s/ adj. (formal) lucky and step forward at STEP 2
happening by chance: a fortuitous discovery
forward2 adj. 1 forward progress/planning/
THESAURUS
thinking etc. progress, plans, ideas, etc. that are
lucky, fortunate, miraculous,
helpful in a way that prepares you for the
auspicious ➔ LUCKY
future 2 [only before noun] closer to a person,
adj. 1
lucky place, etc. that is in front of you ANT backward:
for·tu·nate
/'fOrtS@nIt/
Troops were moved to a forward position on the
ANT unfortunate: We were fortunate enough to
get tickets for the last show. | It was fortunate that battlefield. 3 [only before noun] at the front part of
a ship, car, airplane, etc. ANT rear: the forward
the ambulance arrived so quickly.
cabin
THESAURUS
lucky, fortuitous, miraculous,
auspicious ➔ LUCKY

2 less fortunate people who are less fortunate are
poor: Less fortunate children should still get a good
education. | Welfare should provide a safety net for
the less fortunate (=poor people).
for·tu·nate·ly /'fOrtS@nItli/ adv. happening
because of good luck: Fortunately, firefighters
quickly put out the blaze.
for·tune /'fOrtS@n/ n. 1 [C] a very large amount
of money: Hunter made a fortune (=earned a lot of
money) in real estate. | Julia must’ve spent a
fortune on her wedding dress. | He lost a small
fortune (=a lot of money) playing the stock market. 2 [U] chance or luck: I had the good fortune
to have Mrs. Dawson as my instructor. 3 [C usually
plural] the good or bad things that happen in life:
The loss marked a change in the team’s fortunes. 4 tell sb’s fortune to tell someone what
will happen to him/her in the future, by using
special cards, or looking at his/her hand, etc. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 French, Latin fortuna]
'fortune "cookie n. [C] a Chinese-American
cookie with a piece of paper inside it that tells you
what will happen in your future
'fortune "teller n. [C] someone who tells you
what is going to happen to you in the future
for·ty /'fOrÔi/ number 1 40 2 the forties a) the
years between 1940 and 1949 b) the numbers
between 40 and 49, especially when used for measuring temperature 3 be in your forties to be
aged between 40 and 49: He’s in his early/mid/late
forties.

forward3 v. [T] to send a message or letter that

you have received to the person it was intended for,
usually at his/her new address: The Post Office
should be forwarding all my mail.

forward4 n. [C] in basketball, one of two players
whose main job is to
team’s BASKET

SHOOT

the ball at the other

'forwarding ad"dress n. [C] an address you
give to someone when you move so that s/he can
send your mail to you

'forward-"looking also 'forward-"thinking adj.
thinking about and planning for the future in a
positive way, especially by being willing to try new
ideas

'forward slash n. [C] a line (/) used in writing to
separate words, numbers, or letters, for example in
a website address ➔ BACKSLASH
fos·sil /'fAs@l/ n. [C]
part of an animal or
plant that lived millions
of years ago, or the
shape of one of these
plants or animals that is
now preserved in rock
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600
Latin fossilis “dug
up,” from fodere “to
dig”] —fossil adj.

'fossil "fuel n. [C,U] EARTH SCIENCES a FUEL such as

gas or oil that has been formed from plants and
animals that lived millions of years ago

fox
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fos·sil·ize /'fAs@"laIz/ v. [I,T]

EARTH SCIENCES to
become a fossil by being preserved in rock, or to
make something do this
'fossil "record n. [C] BIOLOGY information about
the animals and other creatures that lived many
thousands of years ago, what they looked like, what
they ate, and the kind of environment they lived in,
etc., which is obtained from their fossils
fos·ter1 /'fOstø, 'fA-/ v. [T] 1 to help to develop an
idea, skill, feeling, etc.: Teachers want to foster a
spirit of cooperation in their classrooms. 2 to take
care of someone else’s child for a period of time
without becoming his/her legal parent ➔ ADOPT
foster2 adj. 1 foster mother/father/parents/
family the person or people who foster a
child 2 foster child a child who is fostered 3 foster home a person’s or family’s home
where a child is fostered
fought /fOt/ v. the past tense and past participle of
FIGHT

foul1 /faUl/ v. 1 [I,T] to do something in a sport

that is against the rules: Rickey fouled the first pitch
(=hit it outside the legal area). | Sal hit two free
throws after being fouled. 2 [T] to make something very dirty: The water had been fouled by
industrial waste.
foul (sth ↔) up phr. v. (informal) to do something
wrong or to ruin something by making a mistake:
Glen fouled up the seating arrangements. | You’ve
totally fouled up this time.
foul2 adj. 1 very dirty or not having a pleasant
smell or taste: A foul smell filled the cell. | foultasting coffee
THESAURUS
horrible, disgusting, awful,
revolting, terrible, dreadful, horrendous ➔
HORRIBLE

2 foul language rude and offensive words 3 in a
foul mood/temper likely to get angry easily 4 foul weather bad weather, with strong
winds, rain, or snow
foul3 n. [C] an action in a sport that is against the
rules
"foul 'play n. [U] 1 murder or illegal violence:
Cattrell may have been the victim of foul
play. 2 an activity that is dishonest and unfair
'foul-up n. [C] (informal) a mistake: a bureaucratic
foul-up
found1 /faUnd/ v. the past tense and past participle
of FIND [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French
fonder, from Latin fundus “bottom”]
found2 v. [T] 1 to start an organization, town, or
institution that is intended to continue for a long
time: The college was founded in 1701. | The
Center for Auto Safety was founded by Ralph
Nader. 2 be founded on/upon sth to base your
ideas, beliefs, etc. on something: The U.S. was
founded on the idea of religious freedom.
foun·da·tion /faUn'deIS@n/ Ac n. 1 [C] an
idea, fact, or system from which a religion, way of

life, etc. develops: The Constitution provided/laid
the foundation for the American government. | The
children had a solid foundation in reading and
writing. 2 [C] an organization that gives or collects
money to be used for special purposes: a grant from
the National Science Foundation 3 [C] the solid
base that is built under a building to support it:
Construction workers have begun to lay the foundation (=build it). 4 [U] the action of establishing
an organization, city, or institution 5 without
foundation not true, reasonable, or able to be
proved: Luckily my fears were without foundation.
found·er1 /'faUndø/ Ac n. [C] someone who
establishes a business, organization, school, etc.:
the founders of Brandon College
founder2 v. [I] (formal) 1 to fail after a period of
time: His campaign foundered before the first primary. 2 if a ship or boat founders, it fills with
water and sinks
"founding 'father n. 1 [C] someone who begins
something such as a new way of thinking or a new
organization: one of the founding fathers of modern
science 2 the Founding Fathers [plural] HISTORY
the group of men who wrote the American Constitution and Bill of Rights and started the U.S. as a
country ➔ FRAMERS
found·ry /'faUndri/ n. (plural foundries) [C] a
place where metals are melted and made into new
parts for machines
foun·tain /'faUnt§n/ n. [C] a structure that sends
water straight up into the air, built for decoration
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French fontaine, from
Latin fons “place where water comes out of the
ground”] ➔ DRINKING FOUNTAIN
four /fOr/ number 1 4 2 four o’clock: I’ll meet
you at four. 3 four years old: My son is four. 4 on
all fours on your hands and knees: Andy was on all
fours looking for something. [ORIGIN: Old English
feower]
"four-leaf 'clover n. [C] a CLOVER plant with
four leaves instead of the usual three, that is considered to be lucky
"four-letter 'word n. [C] a word that is considered offensive or shocking by most people
four·teen /"fOr'tinX/ number 14 —fourteenth
number

fourth /fOrθ/ number, n. 1 [C] 4th 2 [C] 1/4
SYN

quarter

"Fourth of Ju'ly n. a U.S. national holiday to

celebrate the beginning of the United States as an
independent nation
fowl /faUl/ n. [C] a bird, especially one such as a
chicken that is kept for its meat and eggs
FOX /fAks/ n. one of the main companies that
broadcasts television programs in the U.S.
fox /fAks/ n. [C] 1 a wild animal like a small dog
with dark red fur, a pointed face, and a thick tail
➔ see picture at NOCTURNAL 2 (spoken) an attractive
person: He is such a fox!
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fox·trot /'fAkstrAt/ n. [C] a type of formal dance

F

hospital bed. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French
with quick movements, or the music for this dance fraile, from Latin fragilis, from frangere “to
fox·y /'fAksi/ adj. (informal) someone who is foxy break”]
frail·ty /'freIlti/ n. (plural frailties) [C,U] (formal) a
is sexually attractive
foy·er /'fOIø/ n. [C] a room or hall at the entrance lack of physical or moral strength: human frailties
of a house, hotel, theater, etc.
frame1 /freIm/ n. [C] 1 a structure made of wood,
fra·cas /'fræk@s, 'freI-/ n. [singular] a short noisy metal, etc. that holds or surrounds something such
fight involving a lot of people [ORIGIN: 1700— as a picture, door, or window: I should put this
1800 French, Italian fracassare “to break in graduation picture in a frame. | Wes leaned against
the door frame. 2 the main structure that supports
pieces”]
something such as a house, piece of furniture, or
frac·tion /'frækS@n/ n. [C] 1 a very small vehicle: a bicycle frame | a frame house (=with a
amount of something: For a fraction of a second, wooden frame) ➔ see picture at BICYCLE 3 an area
there was silence. 2 MATH a number that is smaller of film that contains one photograph, or one of the
than 1, such as 3/4 or 1/2, and that shows how series of separate photographs that make up a
many parts of a whole there are. For example, in movie or video 4 IT one of the areas into which a
3/4, there are three of four equal parts. WEB PAGE is divided 5 (literary) someone’s body:
—fractional adj. —fractionally adv.
her slender frame 6 frame of mind a particular
frac·tious /'frækS@s/ adj. someone who is frac- attitude or feeling that you have: Melissa was in a
tious gets angry very easily and tends to start fights good frame of mind when we visited. 7 frame of
frac·ture1 /'fræktSø/ n. [C] a crack or break in reference all your knowledge, experiences, etc.
that influence the way you think 8 frames [plural]
something hard such as a bone or rock
the metal or plastic part of a pair of glasses that
THESAURUS
surrounds each LENS ➔ TIME FRAME
injury, wound, bruise,
contusion, cut, laceration, scrape, sprain ➔
frame2 v. [T] 1 to put a picture in a frame: a
INJURY
framed photo of her daughter 2 to surround something or be surrounded by something: Tammy’s
fracture2 v. [I,T] to crack or break something hard sweet face was framed by golden curls. 3 to try to
such as a bone or rock: He fractured his arm when make someone seem guilty of a crime by deliberhe fell.
ately giving false information: His lawyers claimed
frag·ile /'frædZ@l/ adj. 1 easily broken, dam- he had been framed by the police. 4 to organize
aged, harmed, or ruined: a fragile china tea- and develop something in a particular way: General
pot 2 weak, and likely to become worse: the Green was able to frame his battle plan on the
country’s fragile peace | Mama’s fragile health basis of accurate information about the enemy’s
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin fragilis, from frang- position. | He framed his response to the question
carefully. 5 to build or have a main structure that
ere “to break”] —fragility /fr@'dZIl@Ôi/ n. [U]
frag·ment /'frægm@nt/ n. [C] 1 a part of some- supports something: iron-framed windows
thing, or a small piece that has broken off of Fram·ers /'freImøz/ n. the Framers HISTORY the
something: Only fragments of the text have group of men who wrote the American Constitution
and Bill of Rights and started the U.S. as a country
survived. | glass fragments
➔ FOUNDING FATHERS
THESAURUS
piece, scrap, chunk, lump,
frame·work
/'freImwøk/ Ac n. [C] 1 a set of
1
crumb, slice, strip, block ➔ PIECE
rules, beliefs, knowledge, etc. that people use when
2 also sentence fragment a sentence that is not making a decision or planning something: a framecomplete, often because it does not have a verb work for further research 2 the structure of some➔ RUN-ON SENTENCE —fragment /'fræg"mEnt/ v. thing such as a society or organization: the
[T]
country’s existing legal/political/social framefrag·ment·ed /'fræg"mEnôId/ adj. separated work 3 the main structure that supports a large
into many parts, groups, or events and not seeming thing such as a building or vehicle
to have a main purpose: Our society seems to be fran·chise /'fræntSaIz/ n. [C] 1 ECONOMICS perbecoming more fragmented.
mission that a company gives a person or group to
fra·grance /'freIgr@ns/ n. 1 [C,U] a pleasant sell the company’s products or services, or the
business that has this permission: a McDonald’s
smell: the sweet fragrance of the flowers
franchise 2 a sports team that has been given
THESAURUS
permanent permission to play in a particular
smell, aroma, scent, perfume
LEAGUE , or the business that owns the sports team:
➔ SMELL 2
The Seahawks franchise has been in Seattle since
2 [C] a PERFUME
1974. —franchise v. [T]
fra·grant /'freIgr@nt/ adj. having a pleasant fran·ci·um /'fænsi@m/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY (symbol
smell: a fragrant bouquet of red roses
Fr) a heavy RADIOACTIVE metal that is an ELEfrail /freIl/ adj. thin and weak, especially because MENT . It is found naturally in URANIUM or is
of being old: Grandpa looked tiny and frail in the produced as part of a NUCLEAR REACTION .
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frank /fræÎk/ adj. honest and direct in the way that

you speak: Jane said she would be frank with me. |
Well, to be frank, I don’t think this is going well.
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French “free, generous,”
from Late Latin Francus “Frank” (because the
Franks, an ancient German people, were given
political freedom in France)]
THESAURUS
honest, candid, direct,
upfront, straight, straightforward, blunt,
forthright ➔ HONEST

frank·fur·ter /'fræÎk"føtø/ also frank /fræÎk/
n. [C] a HOT DOG

frank·ly /'fræÎkli/ adv. 1 used in order to show

that you are saying what you really think about
something: Frankly, it was boring. 2 honestly and
directly: She spoke frankly about her problems.
fran·tic /'frænôIk/ adj. 1 extremely hurried and
not very organized: the frantic rush to get things
ready 2 very worried, frightened, or anxious: His
mother was frantic with worry. —frantically adv.
frat n. [C] (informal) a fraternity
fra·ter·nal /fr@'tønl/ adj. 1 friendly because
you share the same interests with someone: a fraternal organization 2 relating to brothers: fraternal love [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Medieval Latin
fraternalis, from Latin frater “brother”]
fra·ter·ni·ty /fr@'tøn@Ôi/ n. (plural fraternities) 1 [C] also fraternity house a club at a
college or university that has only male members
➔ SORORITY 2 [U] a feeling of friendship among
people who have the same interests, job, or nationality
frat·er·nize /'fræÔø"naIz/ v. [I] to be friendly
with someone who is not allowed to be your friend:
Soldiers who fraternize with the enemy will be
shot.
fraud /frOd/ n. 1 [C,U] LAW the crime of deceiving
people in order to gain money or goods: The police
arrested him for tax/credit card/insurance
fraud. 2 [C] someone or something that is not
what he, she, or it claims to be: He wasn’t a real
doctor – he was a fraud. | The police proved that
the letter was a fraud. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
French fraude, from Latin fraus “deceiving”]
fraud·u·lent /'frOdZ@l@nt/ adj. LAW intended to
deceive people: the sale of fraudulent bonds |
fraudulent statements —fraudulently adv.
fraught /frOt/ adj. fraught with problems/
danger/pain etc. full of problems, danger, pain,
etc.
fray1 /freI/ v. [I] if a cloth or rope frays, its threads
become loose because it is old or torn —frayed
adj.

fray2 n. the fray a fight or argument: Then, two

junior congressmen joined/entered the fray, claiming the bill is unconstitutional.
fraz·zled /'fræz@ld/ adj. (informal) confused, tired,
and worried

freak1 /frik/ n. 1 bike/movie/health etc. freak

someone who is very interested in a particular thing
or activity, or likes something a lot 2 someone or
something that looks very strange or behaves in an
unusual way: He looked at me as if I were some
kind of freak. ➔ CONTROL FREAK
freak2 adj. unexpected and very unusual: Her
parents were killed in a freak accident.
freak3 also freak out v. [I,T] (spoken) to suddenly
become very angry, frightened, or anxious, or to
make someone do this: When she heard the news,
she just freaked. | Horror films always freak me out.
freak·y /'friki/ adj. (spoken) strange and slightly
frightening
freck·le /'frEk@l/ n. [C usually plural] a small
brown spot on someone’s skin, especially the face:
a little girl with red hair and freckles —freckled
adj.

THESAURUS
MARK 2

blemish, pimple, zit, mole ➔

free1 /fri/ adj.

1 NOT RESTRICTED allowed to live, exist, or happen without being controlled or restricted: Students
are free to choose the activities they want to work
on. | The media is free from governmental control. |
the right to free speech
2 NO COST not costing any money: I won free
tickets to the concert. | Admission is free for children.
3 NOT CONTAINING STH not having any of a
particular substance: sugar-free bubble gum | The
water is free from chemical pollutants.
4 NOT BUSY not busy doing other things: Are you
free for lunch? | Hansen does volunteer work in her
free time.
5 NOT BEING USED not being used at this time:
Excuse me, is this seat free?
THESAURUS
empty, deserted, uninhabited,
vacant ➔ EMPTY 1

6 feel free (spoken) used in order to tell someone
that s/he is allowed to do something: Feel free to
ask me any questions after the class.
7 NOT A PRISONER not a prisoner or SLAVE :
Muller will be free in three years. | The UN
demanded that the three hostages be set free (=be
given their freedom).
8 NOT SUFFERING not suffering or not having to
deal with something bad: free of danger | Patients
undergoing the treatment are now free from
cancer. | a happy and trouble-free life
9 TAX if something is free of tax, you do not have to
pay tax: the duty-free store at the airport
10 free hand if someone has a free hand to do
something, s/he is allowed to do what s/he wants or
needs to do: The police were given a free hand to
deal with the gang problems.
11 a free ride something you get without paying
or working for it
free2 v. [T] 1 to allow someone to leave prison or
somewhere s/he has been kept as a prisoner: After
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nine months, the hostages were finally freed. 2 to
move someone or something that is trapped or
stuck, or to make something loose: Firefighters
helped free two men trapped in the car. 3 to stop
someone or something from being controlled or
restricted: The farmers were freed from government controls on what they could plant. 4 to stop
someone suffering, or help someone by removing
something bad or difficult: The scholarship freed
her from having to work while attending college. 5 also free up to help someone be able to do
something, or to make something be able to be
used: Hiring an assistant will free up your time to
do other tasks. | I need to free up some space on the
hard disk.
free3 adv. 1 without having to pay any money:
Students can visit the museum free of charge. | Kyle
is fixing my car for free. 2 not being restricted or
controlled by someone: He created music that
broke free of tradition. 3 not stuck or held in a
particular place or position: He grabbed my wrist
but I managed to struggle/pull free.
"free 'agent n. [C] a professional sports player
who can choose whether to sign a contract with a
team
free·bie /'fribi/ n. [C] (informal) something that
you are given free, especially by a business, store,
etc.
free·dom /'frid@m/ n. 1 [C,U] the right to do
what you want without being restricted or controlled by someone else: The First Amendment
guarantees freedom of speech/religion/expression
(=the legal right to say what you want, choose your
own religion, etc.). | The government must respect
our basic freedoms. | Individual freedom is limited
by social responsibilities. 2 [U] the state of being
free and allowed to do what you want: I had a great
sense of freedom when I first left home. | Thanks to
the internet, many people have the freedom to work
from home. 3 freedom from sth the state of not
being hurt or affected by something: freedom from
hunger
'freedom "fighter n. [C] someone who fights in a
war against a dishonest government, army, etc.
free 'enterprise n. [U] ECONOMICS the freedom
for companies to control their own business without
being limited by the government very much
"free-for-'all n. [C] (informal) a fight or noisy
argument that a lot of people join: The argument in
the bar turned into a free-for-all.
free·hand /'frihænd/ adj., adv. drawn by hand
without using any special tools
free·lance /'frilæns/ adj., adv. doing work for
one or more companies, rather than being
employed only by one particular company: a
freelance journalist | She works freelance from
home. [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 free lance “soldier
in former times who sold his fighting skills to
anyone”] —freelancer n. [C] —freelance v. [I]
free·load·er /'fri"loUdø/ n. [C] (informal, disapproving) someone who takes food, money, or other

things from other people, without giving them anything in return —freeload v. [I]
free·ly /'frili/ adv. 1 without anyone or anything
preventing or limiting something: People can now
travel freely across the border. | They were speaking
freely, assuming we could not understand. 2 freely admit/acknowledge to say that
something is true, even though this is difficult: I
freely admit I made a bad choice. 3 freely available very easy to get: Information is freely available on the Internet. 4 generously or in large
amounts: a company that gives freely to local
charities
"free 'market n. [singular] a situation in which
prices are not controlled by the government or any
other powerful group
Free·ma·son /'fri"meIs@n/ n. [C] a MASON
"free-'range adj. relating to a type of farming
which allows animals such as chickens and pigs to
move around and eat naturally, rather than being
kept in cages: free-range eggs
"free 'spirit n. [C] someone who lives the way s/he
wants to, rather than in the way society considers
usual
"free 'throw n. [C] an occasion in the game of
basketball when a player is allowed to throw the
ball toward the basket without anyone trying to
prevent him/her because another player has
FOUL ed him/her
"free-'trade "zone n. [C] ECONOMICS a place
where goods can be IMPORT ed (=brought in from
another country to be sold) and EXPORT ed (=sent to
another country to be sold) without paying taxes
"free 'verse n. [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS poetry that does
not have a definite RHYTHM or structure and that
does not RHYME at the end of the lines
free·way /'friweI/ n. [C] a very wide road in a
city on which cars can travel very fast
THESAURUS
road, street, main street,
avenue, lane, main road, the main drag,
highway, expressway, toll road, turnpike ➔
ROAD

free·wheel·ing /"fri'wilIÎX/ adj. (informal) not

worrying about rules or what will happen in the
future: a freewheeling lifestyle
"free 'will n. do sth of your own free will to do
something because you want to and not because
someone forces you to: She’s offered to go of her
own free will.
freeze1 /friz/ v. (past tense froze /froUz/, past
participle frozen /'froUz@n/) 1 [I,T] if a liquid or
thing freezes, or if something freezes it, it becomes
solid and hard because it is so cold ANT melt,
thaw: The lake had frozen overnight. | One man got
lost in the blizzard and froze to death. | The ground
was frozen solid. 2 [I,T] to preserve food for a long
time by keeping it very cold in a freezer: Do you
want to freeze some of these pies? 3 it’s freezing
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(spoken) said when the temperature is extremely
cold
THESAURUS

cold, cool, chilly, frosty, icy
(cold), bitter (cold), frigid ➔ COLD 1

4 [I] (spoken) to feel very cold: Put on a coat –
you’ll freeze. | We almost froze to death (=felt very
cold) at the football game. 5 [I] to suddenly stop
moving and stay very quiet and still: Officer Greer
shouted, “Freeze!” 6 [T] to officially prevent
money from being spent, or prevent prices, salaries,
etc. from being increased [ORIGIN: Old English
freosan]
freeze sb ↔ out phr. v. to deliberately prevent
someone from being involved in something
freeze over phr. v. if an area of water freezes over,
its surface turns into ice
freeze up phr. v. to suddenly be unable to speak
normally because you are nervous: He freezes up
whenever she asks him a question.
freeze2 n. [C] 1 ECONOMICS an occasion when
something is stopped or kept at a particular level: a
freeze on hiring new employees | a pay freeze 2 a
short period of time, especially at night, when the
temperature is very low
"freeze-'dried adj. freeze-dried food or drinks are
preserved by being frozen and then dried very
quickly: freeze-dried coffee
freez·er /'frizø/ n. [C] a large piece of electrical
equipment that is usually part of a REFRIGERATOR
and is used for storing food at a very low temperature for a long time
freez·ing /'frizIÎ/ n. above/below freezing
above or below the temperature at which water
freezes
'freezing "point n. [C] the temperature at which a
liquid freezes
freight /freIt/ n. [U] goods that are carried by
train, airplane, or ship
freight·er /'freIÔø/ n. [C] an airplane or ship that
carries goods
'freight train n. [C] a train that carries goods
French1 /frEntS/ adj. 1 relating to or coming
from France 2 relating to the French language
French2 n. 1 [U] the language used in
France 2 the French [plural] the people of France
"French 'bread n. [U] white bread that is shaped
like a long stick
"French 'fry n. (plural French fries) [C usually
plural] a FRY
"French 'toast n. [U] pieces of bread that are put
into a mixture of egg and milk, then cooked in hot
oil
fre·ne·tic /fr@'nEÔIk/ adj. frenetic activity happens in a way that is fast and not very organized:
the frenetic pace of life in the city
fren·zied /'frEnzid/ adj. frenzied activity is completely uncontrolled: a frenzied attack

fren·zy /'frEnzi/ n. [singular, U] 1 the state of

being very anxious, excited, and unable to control
your behavior: The kids had worked themselves
into a frenzy of anticipation. 2 a period in which
people do a lot of things very quickly: The house
was a frenzy of activity as we got ready for the
party. 3 feeding frenzy (informal) an occasion
when a lot of people get involved in something in
an uncontrolled way: The media went into a feeding
frenzy over this story.
fre·quen·cy /'frikw@nsi/ n. (plural frequencies) 1 [U] the number of times that something
happens within a particular period, or the fact that it
happens a lot: the frequency of fatal road
accidents | high frequency names such as Smith or
Johnson | Arguments began taking place with
increasing frequency. 2 [C] the number of radio
waves broadcast per second by a particular station,
used to find a station on the radio 3 [C,U] PHYSICS
the number of sound, light, or radio WAVE s that
pass any point in a second, which is determined by
the WAVELENGTH (=the distance between two
points on the wave): high frequency sounds
'frequency distri"bution n. [C] MATH a GRAPH
or table showing how often a particular number or
value appears in a set of DATA
fre·quent1 /'frikw@nt/ adj. happening very often
ANT infrequent: He’s a frequent guest on TV talk
shows. | Her absences were becoming more/less
frequent.
fre·quent2 /'frikw@nt, fri'kwEnt/ v. [T] to go to
a particular place very often: a restaurant frequented by students
"frequent 'flier n. [C] someone who travels on
airplanes very often, especially using a particular
AIRLINE —frequent-flier adj.
fre·quent·ly /'frikw@nt§li/ adv. very often: We
call each other frequently.
THESAURUS
often, a lot, regularly,
repeatedly, constantly, continuously, again
and again/over and over (again) ➔ OFTEN

fresh /frES/ adj.

1 ADDED/REPLACING adding to or replacing what
was there before: Let me make some fresh coffee. | I
put fresh sheets on the bed.
2 RECENT recently done, made, or learned: fresh
tracks in the snow | fresh-squeezed orange juice |
Researchers have presented fresh data. | Write
about your trip while it’s still fresh in your mind.
3 NEW not done, seen, etc. before: a new manager
with fresh ideas | a fresh approach to teaching
4 FOOD fresh food or flowers are in good condition
because they have recently been produced, picked,
or prepared: fresh strawberries | bread fresh from
the bakery
5 CLEAN looking, feeling, smelling, or tasting
clean, cool, and nice: a fresh breeze | a fresh minty
taste
6 fresh air air from outside, especially clean air:
Let’s go and get some fresh air.
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7 be fresh out of sth (spoken) a) to have used
your last supplies of something: I’m sorry, we’re
fresh out of bagels. b) also be fresh from sth to
have recently finished doing something: He’s fresh
out of college.
8 WATER fresh water has no salt and comes from
rivers and lakes
9 fresh start the act of starting doing something
again in a new or different way, especially after
being unsuccessful: immigrants who came to
America to make a fresh start (=start a new life)
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French freis]
fresh·en /'frES@n/ v. 1 [I] if the wind freshens, it
becomes stronger 2 [T] also freshen up to add
more liquid to a drink
freshen up phr. v. to wash your hands and face in
order to feel comfortable: Would you like to freshen
up before dinner?
fresh·ly /'frESli/ adv. very recently: freshly mown
grass

F

THESAURUS
recently, just, a little/short
while ago, lately, newly ➔ RECENTLY

fresh·man /'frESm@n/ n. (plural freshmen

Friday night? [ORIGIN: Old English frigedæg
“day of Frigg, female god of love”]

fridge /frIdZ/ n. [C] (informal) a REFRIGERATOR
fried1 /fraId/ adj. 1 cooked in hot fat: a fried
egg 2 (slang) very tired: My brain is fried today.

fried2 v. the past tense and past participle of FRY
friend /frEnd/ n. [C] 1 someone whom you like
very much and enjoy spending time with: I’m
meeting a friend for lunch. | Is she a friend of
yours? | Tony’s her best friend. | one of my closest
friends | Lee’s an old friend.
C O L L O C AT I O N S

You may have lots of good/close friends but
your best friend is the one you like most.
An old friend is one you have known for a long
time.
If you have friends, you know and like them
already.
If you make friends with someone, you start to
know and like him or her.
If friends hang out together (informal), or if
you hang out with friends (informal), you spend
time together in a relaxed way.
If friends come over, they visit you at home.

/-m@n/) [C] a student in the first year of HIGH
SCHOOL or college ➔ STUDENT
fresh·wa·ter /'frES"wOÔø, -"wAÔø/ adj. EARTH SCI- 2 make friends (with sb) to become friendly with
someone: Kate makes friends easily. 3 be friends
ENCES relating to rivers or lakes rather than the
(with sb) to be someone’s friend: They’ve been
ocean: freshwater fish
fret1 /frEt/ v. [I] to worry about small or unimpor- friends with the Wilsons for years. 4 someone
tant things, or to make someone do this: Don’t fret who has the same beliefs or wants to achieve the
same things: our friends and allies around the
about the delay – we’ll get there on time.
world 5 someone who supports a theater,
fret2 n. [C] one of the raised lines on the long MUSEUM , etc. by giving money or help 6 have
straight part of a GUITAR or similar instruments
friends in high places to know important people
fret·ful /'frEtf@l/ adj. (old-fashioned) worried, com- who can help you [ORIGIN: Old English freond]
plaining, and unable to relax: a fretful child
friend·ly /'frEnÄli/ adj. 1 showing that you like
Freud·i·an /'frOIdi@n/ adj. 1 relating to Sig- someone and are ready to talk to him/her: Diane’s
mund Freud’s ideas about the way the mind friendly to/with everyone. | a friendly smile
works 2 Freudian slip something you say by
THESAURUS
mistake that shows a thought or feeling you did not
warm – friendly: Sonya’s a very warm person.
mean to show, or did not know you had
cordial – friendly and polite but formal: The two
fri·ar /'fraIø/ n. [C] a man who belongs to a
nations have always maintained cordial relations.
Roman Catholic group, whose members in past
amiable – friendly and pleasant: an amiable
times traveled around teaching about religion and
man
who were very poor
genial (formal) – cheerful, kind, and friendly: the
genial host of the party
fric·tion /'frIkS@n/ n. [U] 1 disagreement, angry
affable (formal) – friendly and easy to talk to:
feelings, or lack of friendship between people: the
an affable young woman with plenty of friends
things that create friction between parent and
welcoming – making you feel happy and
child 2 PHYSICS a force that tries to stop the moverelaxed: Everyone was very welcoming.
ment of one surface against another. When things
hospitable – friendly, welcoming, and generous
keep moving against each other, friction causes
to visitors: They were very kind and hospitable to
them to rub together and produce heat: Moving
us.
parts subjected to constant friction eventually wear
out. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French, Latin frictio, 2 user-friendly/ozone-friendly etc. a) easy for
from fricare “to rub”]
people to use or be comfortable with: user-friendly
Fri·day /'fraIdi, -deI/ (written abbreviation Fri.) n. computers | a kid-friendly house b) not damaging
[C,U] the sixth day of the week, between Thursday
or harming something: environmentally-friendly
and Saturday: Diane won’t be here Friday. | I have detergent 3 not at war with you, or not your
class on Friday. | Next Friday is my birthday. | I enemy or opponent: The two countries have
talked to Jim last Friday. | Do you have plans for friendly relations. 4 friendly fire bombs, bullets,
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etc. that accidentally kill people who are fighting
on the same side —friendliness n. [U]
friend·ship /'frEnÄSIp/ n. 1 [C] a relationship
between friends: Their friendship began in
college. | his friendship with Bill | The two boys
formed/developed a lasting friendship. | a close
friendship 2 [U] the feelings that exist between
friends: I was grateful for her friendship and support.
frieze /friz/ n. [C] a decoration that goes along the
top of a wall
frig·ate /'frIgIt/ n. [C] a small fast ship used
especially for protecting other ships in a war
fright /fraIt/ n. [singular, U] a sudden fear: People
screamed in fright. | He was shaking with fright.
fright·en /'fraIt§n/ v. [T] to make someone feel
afraid: Libby was frightened by the thunder. | Don’t
stand so close to the edge – you’re frightening me.
frighten sb/sth ↔ away phr. v. to make a person
or animal go away by making him, her, or it afraid:
Be quiet or you’ll frighten away the birds.
frighten sb ↔ off phr. v. to make someone so
nervous or afraid that s/he goes away and does not
do something s/he was going to do: The company’s
poor results have frightened off investors.
fright·ened /'fraIt§nd/ adj. feeling afraid: a
frightened child | He was frightened of losing her. |
She was frightened that he might hit her.
THESAURUS

afraid/scared – frightened because you think
that you may get hurt or that something bad may
happen: I’m afraid to go out alone after dark. |
I’ve always been scared of dogs.
terrified – very frightened: I’m terrified of
heights.
petrified – very frightened: He’s petrified of
snakes.
fearful (formal) – afraid: Even doctors are fearful
of getting the disease.
phobic (formal) – having very strong and
unreasonable fears: My mother, who was phobic
about leaving the apartment, never ventured
outdoors.

fright·en·ing /'fraIt§nIÎ/ adj. making you feel

afraid or nervous: a frightening experience
—frighteningly adv.
frig·id /'frIdZId/ adj. 1 a woman who is frigid
does not like having sex 2 very cold
THESAURUS
cold, cool, chilly, frosty,
freezing (cold), icy (cold), bitter (cold) ➔ COLD 1

3 (literary) not friendly: She gave me a frigid look.
—frigidity /frI'dZId@Ôi/ n. [U]

frill /frIl/ n. 1 [C] a decoration on the edge of a

piece of cloth, made of another piece of cloth with
many small folds in it 2 frills [plural] features that
are nice but not necessary: We saved money by
cutting out frills like dining out. | a no-frills airline
➔ NO-FRILLS

frill·y /'frIli/ adj. with many frills: a frilly blouse
fringe1 /frIndZ/ n. 1 [C] a small number of

people whose ideas are more unusual or extreme
than those of most other people: the environmental
fringe 2 [C,U] an edge of hanging threads used as
a decoration on a curtain, piece of clothing, etc.: a
cowboy jacket with leather fringe 3 [C] the area
that is furthest from the center of something: the
eastern fringe of Vancouver 4 on the fringes of
sth not completely involved in or accepted by a
particular group: Cato lived on the fringes of society.
fringe2 adj. not representing or involving many
people, and expressing unusual ideas: a fringe
group of political extremists
'fringe "benefit n. [C usually plural] a service or
advantage that you are given with your job in
addition to pay: The job’s many fringe benefits
include a company car.
fringed /frIndZd/ adj. 1 decorated with a fringe:
a large fringed shawl 2 having something on the
edge: a palm-fringed beach
Fris·bee /'frIzbi/ n. [C,U] (trademark) a piece of
plastic shaped like a plate that people throw and
catch as a game
frisk /frIsk/ v. [T] to search someone for hidden
weapons, drugs, etc. by passing your hands over
his/her body
frisk·y /'frIski/ adj. full of energy, happiness, and
fun: a frisky kitten
frit·ter1 /'frIÔø/ n. [C] a piece of fruit, vegetable, or
meat covered with a mixture of eggs and flour and
cooked in oil: corn fritters

fritter2 v.

fritter sth ↔ away phr. v. to waste time, money, or

effort on something that is not important

fritz /frIts/ n. (informal) be on the fritz if some-

thing electrical is on the fritz, it is not working
correctly
fri·vol·i·ty /frI'vAl@Ôi/ n. (plural frivolities) [C,U]
behavior or activities that are not serious or sensible
friv·o·lous /'frIv@l@s/ adj. 1 not sensible: pretty,
frivolous clothes 2 not important or necessary: a
frivolous request
frizz·y /'frIzi/ adj. frizzy hair is very tightly curled
in an unattractive way —frizz v. [I,T]
fro /froU/ adv. ➔ TO AND FRO
frog /frOg, frAg/ n. [C] 1 a small animal with
smooth skin that lives in or near water, makes a
deep sound, and has long legs for jumping
➔ TOAD 2 have a frog in your throat (informal)
to have difficulty in speaking because your throat is
dry or sore [ORIGIN: Old English frogga]
frol·ic /'frAlIk/ v. [I] to play in an active happy way
—frolic n. [C]
from /fr@m; strong fröm/ prep.
1 WHERE SB/STH STARTS starting at a particular
place, position, or condition: He drove all the way
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from Colorado. | I liked him from the first time I met
him. | prices ranging from $80 to $250
2 ORIGIN a) used in order to show the origin of
someone or something: lines from a play | I got the
idea from Scott. | “Where do you come from?”
“I’m from Norway.” b) sent or given by someone:
Who is the present from? | I got a phone call from
Ernie today.
3 MOVED/SEPARATED used in order to show that
things or people are moved, separated, or taken
away: He pulled his shoes out from under the bed. |
I’ll take that away from you! | She needs some time
away from the kids (=time when she is not with
them). | Subtract $40 from the total.
4 DISTANCE/TIME used in order to show distance
or time: We live about 3 miles from Des Moines. |
It’ll cost $400 to fly from Albuquerque to Atlanta. |
The morning class is from 9:00 to 11:00. | One
month from now we’ll be in Mexico!
5 from now on starting now and continuing into
the future: I decided that, from now on, I would
keep a journal.
6 from day to day/person to person/place to
place etc. used in order to say that something
continues or keeps changing: The stock’s value
varied/fluctuated from week to week.
7 from time to time sometimes, but not regularly
SYN occasionally: We talk on the phone from time
to time.
8 POSITION used in order to show where you are
when you see, watch, or do something: There’s a
man watching us from behind that fence. | From the
top of the mountain, you can see the ocean.
9 RESULT because of, or as a result of: the number
of injuries from car accidents | We could tell what
he was thinking from the expression on his face.
10 STOP STH HAPPENING used in order to say
what is stopped, avoided, or prevented: The fog
prevented planes from landing.
11 COMPARING used when comparing things:
Frieda is very different from her sister. [ORIGIN:
Old English]

frond /frAnd/ n. [C] a leaf of a

FERN

or

PALM

TREE

front1 /frönt/ n.

1 the front a) the part of something that is
furthest forward, and closest to the direction it faces
ANT back: Good students tend to sit near the
front. | Let’s sit at the front of the bus. b) the side
or surface of something that faces or moves
forward ANT back: the large doors at the front of
the building | He ran around the front of the car. | a
sweatshirt with the college’s name on the
front c) the most important side or surface of
something, that you look at first ANT back: a
postcard with a picture of a lighthouse on the
front | The author had signed his name in the front
of the book (=on one of the first pages).
2 in front of sb/sth a) further forward than or
ahead of someone or something ANT behind: A car
suddenly pulled out in front of my truck. | two girls
standing in front of me in line b) facing someone
or something ANT behind: She sat in front of the

mirror. | Mrs. Podell stood in front of the
class. c) near the entrance of a building
ANT behind: Drop me off in front of the theater. | a
tree in front of their house d) where someone can
see or hear you: He threatened her in front of
several witnesses. | They won in front of 13,000
fans.
3 in (the) front a) in the most forward or leading
position SYN ahead: Watch the car in front! b) in
the area nearest to the most forward part of something, or nearest to the entrance to a building: The
club has two bars, one in the front and one in the
back. c) in the part of a car where the driver sits:
Can I sit in front with you?
4 in front of the TV/computer etc. watching a
television or using a computer: They’d eaten supper
in front of the TV.
5 out front in the area near the entrance to the
building that you are in: Jim’s waiting out front.
6 WEATHER [C] EARTH SCIENCES the place where two
areas of air that have different temperatures meet
each other: The weather report says a warm/cold
front is coming.
7 on the publicity/money/health etc. front in a
particular area of activity: new developments on the
economic front
8 up front (informal) a) money that is paid up
front is paid before work is done or goods are
supplied: We need the money up front before we can
do anything. b) directly and clearly from the start:
She told him up front she wasn’t interested in
marriage.
9 ON YOUR BODY sb’s front (informal) someone’s
chest, or the part of the body that faces forward:
Oh, I’ve just spilled milk down my front!
10 BEHAVIOR [C, usually singular] a way of behaving
that shows what you want people to see, rather than
what you may feel: Parents should try to present a
united front (=seem to agree with each other) to
their children. | Celia was nervous, but she put up a
brave front.
11 ILLEGAL ACTIVITIES [C] a legal business that
someone operates in order to hide the illegal activities s/he is involved in
12 POLITICAL PARTY [singular] POLITICS used in the
names of political parties or unofficial military
organizations: the Quebec Liberation Front
13 WAR [C] a line along which fighting takes place
during a war
front2 adj. [only before noun] 1 at, on, or in the
front of something ANT back: the front door |
tickets for front row seats | the magazine’s front
cover | one of the front wheels 2 legally doing
business as a way of hiding a secret or illegal
activity: a front organization for drug dealing
front3 v. 1 [T] to lead something such as a musical group by being the person that the public sees
most: He’s now fronting his own band. 2 [I,T] to
face something, or to be in front of something: a
building fronting Lake Michigan
front·age /'frönôIdZ/ n. [C] the part of a building
or piece of land that is along a road, river, etc.
fron·tal /'frönô@l/ adj. 1 toward the front of

frustrating
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something: a frontal attack 2 at the front part of
something: the frontal lobe of the brain
fron·tier /frön'tIr/ n. [C] 1 the frontier the area
beyond the places that people know well, especially
in the western U.S. in the 19th century: the settlement of the Oklahoma frontier 2 the limit of what
is known about something: the frontiers of science 3 the border of a country, or the area near the
border
'front man n. [C] 1 someone who speaks for an
organization, often an illegal one, but is not the
leader of it 2 the leader of a JAZZ or ROCK band
front·run·ner /'frönt§"rönø/ n. [C] the person
or thing that is most likely to succeed in a competition: the frontrunner for the Republican nomination
frost1 /frOst/ n. 1 [U] ice that looks white and
powdery and covers things that are outside when
the temperature is very cold: trees white with frost

frozen2 adj. 1 preserved by being kept at a very

low temperature: frozen peas 2 be frozen (stiff)
(spoken) to feel very cold: Can you turn up the
heat? I’m frozen! 3 made very hard or turned to
ice because of the cold: the frozen lake ➔ see picture
at MELT 4 be frozen with fear/terror/fright to
be so afraid, shocked, etc. that you cannot move
fruc·tose /'frUktoUs, 'frök-/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY a
type of natural sugar in fruit juices and HONEY
➔ GLUCOSE , LACTOSE , SUCROSE

fru·gal /'frug@l/ adj. 1 careful to only buy what is

necessary: My parents were very frugal. 2 small in
quantity and cost: a frugal lunch of cheese and
bread —frugally adv. —frugality /fru'gæl@Ôi/ n.

[U]

fruit /frut/ n. (plural fruit or fruits) 1 [C,U] some-

thing that grows on a plant, tree, or bush, can be
eaten as food, contains seeds, and is usually sweet:
Apples and bananas are Nancy’s favorite fruits. |
THESAURUS
Would you like a piece of fruit? see picture on page
snow, snowflakes, sleet,
414 2 the fruit(s) of sth the good results that you
slush ➔ SNOW 1
have from something, after you have worked hard:
2 [C,U] very cold weather, when water freezes: an
the fruits of his research [ORIGIN: 1100—1200
early frost
Old French, Latin fructus, from frui “to enjoy,
have the use of”] ➔ bear fruit at BEAR 1
frost2 v. 1 [T] to cover a cake with frosting 2 [I]
to cover something with frost, or to become cov- fruit·cake /'frut§keIk/ n. 1 [C,U] a cake that has
ered with frost: All the windows had frosted over
dried fruit in it 2 [C] (informal) someone who
during the night.
seems to be mentally ill or behaves in a strange way
frost·bite /'frOsôbaIt/ n. [U] a condition caused 'fruit fly n. [C] a small fly that eats and lays eggs on
by extreme cold, in which your fingers, toes, etc.
fruit
freeze, so that they swell, become darker, and
fruit·ful
/'frutf@l/ adj. producing good results: a
sometimes drop off —frostbitten /'frOsô"bIt§n/
fruitful meeting
adj.
fru·i·tion /fru'IS@n/ n. [U] (formal) the successful
frost·ing /'frOstIÎ/ n. [U] a sweet substance that
result of a plan, idea, etc.: The community has
you put on cakes, made from sugar and liquid:
worked hard for this plan to come to/be brought to
chocolate frosting
fruition.
frost·y /'frOsti/ adj. 1 very cold or covered with fruit·less /'frutlIs/ adj. failing to produce good
FROST : a frosty morning
results, especially after much effort: a fruitless
THESAURUS
attempt to end the fighting —fruitlessly adv.
cold, cool, chilly, freezing
(cold), icy (cold), bitter (cold), frigid ➔ COLD 1
fruit·y /'fruÔi/ adj. tasting or smelling strongly of
fruit: a fruity wine
2 unfriendly: a frosty greeting
frump·y /'frömpi/ adj. someone, especially a
1
froth /frOθ/ n. [singular, U] a lot of BUBBLE s
woman, who is frumpy wears old-fashioned clothes
formed on top of a liquid
and looks unattractive
2
froth v. [I] to produce froth
frus·trate /'fröstreIt/ v. [T] 1 if something frusfroth·y /'frOθi, -Di/ adj. full of froth or covered
trates you, it makes you feel annoyed or angry
with froth: frothy beer
because you are unable to do what you want: The
lack of public transportation frustrates commut1
frown /fraUn/ v. [I] to make an angry or unhappy
ers. 2 to prevent someone’s plans, efforts, or
expression by moving your EYEBROW s together, so
attempts from succeeding: They feel the system
that lines appear on your FOREHEAD : Debbie’s
frustrates their attempts to improve productivity.
mother frowned at her.
frown on/upon sth phr. v. to disapprove of some- frus·trat·ed /'frö"streIÔId/ adj. feeling annoyed
or angry because you are unable to do what you
thing: Even though divorce is legal, it’s often
want to do: He gets frustrated and angry because
frowned upon.
he feels stupid. | I was frustrated with the lack of
2
frown n. [C] the expression on your face when
progress.
you frown
frus·trat·ing /'frö"streIÔIÎ/ adj. making you feel
froze /froUz/ v. the past tense of FREEZE
annoyed or angry because you cannot do what you
fro·zen1 /'froUz@n/ v. the past participle of want to do: Having a broken arm is really frustratFREEZE
ing.
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frus·tra·tion /frö'streIS@n/ n. 1 [C,U] the feel- fuel2 v. 1 [T] to make a situation worse or to make

F

ing of being annoyed or angry because you are someone’s feelings stronger: The increase in propunable to do what you want to do: A toddler was erty prices only fueled inflation. 2 [I,T] also fuel
kicking the ground in frustration. 2 [U] the fact of up to take fuel into a vehicle, or to provide a
being prevented from achieving what you want to vehicle with fuel
achieve: The frustration of his ambitions left him
'fuel cell n. [C] CHEMISTRY a piece of equipment
bitter.
that combines a FUEL such as HYDROGEN with
fry1 /fraI/ n. (plural fries) [C usually plural] a long oxygen to produce electricity
thin piece of potato that has been cooked in hot oil
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French frire, from fu·gi·tive /'fyudZ@ÔIv/ n. [C] someone who is
trying to avoid being caught, especially by the
Latin frigere]
fry2 v. (fried) [I,T] to cook something in hot fat or police: a fugitive from justice [ORIGIN: 1300—
oil, or to be cooked in hot fat or oil: I fried some 1400 French fugitif, from Latin fugere “to run
away”]
bacon for breakfast.
ful·crum /'fUlkr@m, 'föl-/ n. [C] the point on
THESAURUS
cook, bake, roast, broil, grill,
which a BAR that is being used for lifting somesauté, boil, steam, deep fry ➔ COOK 1
thing turns or is supported
'frying "pan n. [C] a round pan with a flat handle, ful·fill /fUl'fIl/ v. [T] 1 to get, do, or achieve
used for frying food
something you wanted, promised, or hoped for: The
president fulfilled his election promise to cut taxes. |
ft. the written abbreviation of FOOT
fudge1 /födZ/ n. [U] a soft creamy sweet food, Learning to fly fulfilled a childhood dream. | an
education that will help each child fulfill his potenusually made with chocolate
tial (=be as successful as he can be) 2 to do or
2
fudge v. [I,T] to avoid giving exact figures or provide what is necessary or needed: The firm
facts, in order to deceive people
failed to fulfill its obligations under the contract. |
fu·el1 /'fyu@l, fyul/ n. [C,U] a substance such as The breakfast club fulfills a need in this poor
coal, gas, or oil that can be burned to produce heat neighborhood school. 3 to make you feel satisfied
or energy [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old French because you are doing something useful and interfouaille, from feu “fire,” from Latin focus esting and using your skills and qualities: She
wanted work that would fulfill her.
“hearth”]

fumes
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ful·filled /fUl'fIld/ adj. satisfied with your life,
job, etc. because you feel that it is interesting or
useful and you are using all your skills

ful·fill·ing /fUl'fIlIÎ/ adj. making you feel happy
and satisfied because you are doing interesting,
useful, or important things: a fulfilling career

ful·fill·ment /fUl'fIlm@nt/ n. [U] 1 the feeling
of being happy and satisfied with your life because
you are doing interesting, useful, or important
things: Ann’s work gives her a real sense of fulfillment. 2 the act or state of meeting a need,
demand, or condition: This contract offer depends
upon the fulfillment of certain conditions.

full1 /fUl/ adj.

1 CONTAINER/ROOM/PLACE ETC. holding or containing as much or as many things or people as
possible ANT empty: Don’t talk with your mouth
full. | a full glass of milk | The bottle was only half
full. | a box full of paper ➔ see picture at EMPTY 1
THESAURUS

filled with sth – full of something: a shopping
cart filled with groceries

packed – extremely full of people or things: The

trial took place in front of a packed courtroom. |
The stadium was packed with fans.
crammed – full of people or things: The garage
was crammed with junk.
stuffed (full of sth) – full of things: a suitcase
stuffed full of clothes
bursting (with sth) – very full of something: a
muffin bursting with blueberries
overflowing – a container that is overflowing is
so full that the liquid or things inside it come out
over the top: an overflowing trash basket
overloaded – if a vehicle or ship is overloaded,
too many people or things have been put in it:
The helicopter was overloaded and barely got off
the ground.
teeming with sth – full of people or animals
that are all moving around: The lake was teeming
with fish.
replete (formal) – full of something: Books on
the war were replete with references to him.

2 COMPLETE [only before noun] including all parts
or details: Please write your full name and address
in the boxes. | We will pay the full cost of repairs.
3 HIGHEST AMOUNT/LEVEL [only before noun] the
highest level or greatest amount of something that
is possible: The ship was going at full speed. | You
have our full support. | I didn’t pay full price for
the jacket.
4 be full of sth a) to contain many things of the
same kind: Eric’s essay is full of mistakes. | a
garden full of flowers b) to feel or express a
strong emotion: Cathy woke up full of excitement. |
He was full of praise for the children’s achievement. c) to think or talk about only one subject all
the time: She’s full of plans for the wedding.
5 FOOD [not before noun] having eaten so much
food that you cannot eat any more: “Would you like
some more soup?” “No thanks. I’m full.”

6 CLOTHING a full skirt, pair of pants, etc. is made
with a lot of material and fits loosely
7 BODY a full face, body, etc. is rounded or large:
clothes for the fuller figure
8 TASTE/SOUND ETC. a full taste, sound, color, etc.
is strong and pleasant: a full-bodied wine
9 RANK [only before noun] having or giving all the
rights, duties, etc. that belong to a particular rank or
position: a full professor
full2 n. 1 in full if you pay an amount of money in
full, you pay the whole amount 2 to the full in
the best or most complete way: Ronnie lived his life
to the full.
full3 adv. (literary) directly: The sun shone full on
her face.
'full-blown adj. fully developed: full-blown AIDS
"full-'fledged adj. completely developed, trained,
or established: a full-fledged lawyer
"full-'grown adj. a full-grown person, animal, or
plant has developed to his, her, or its full size and
will not grow any bigger
"full 'house n. [C] an occasion at a concert hall,
sports field, etc. when every seat has someone
sitting in it

"full-'length

adj. 1
full-length
mirror/
photograph etc. a mirror, etc. that shows all of a
person, from his/her head to his/her feet 2 fulllength skirt/dress a skirt, etc. that reaches the
ground 3 full-length play/book etc. a play, etc.
of the normal length

"full 'moon n. [singular] the moon when it looks
completely round

full·ness /'fUlnIs/ n. 1 in the fullness of time

(formal) when the right time comes: I’m sure he’ll
tell us everything in the fullness of time. 2 [U] the
condition of having eaten enough food 3 [U] the
quality of being large and round: the fullness of her
lips
"full-'scale adj. 1 as complete or thorough as
possible: a full-scale investigation 2 a full-scale
model, copy, picture, etc. is the same size as the
thing it represents
"full-'time adj., adv. working or studying for the
number of hours that people usually work or study
➔ PART-TIME : Andrea works full-time for an insurance company. | full-time students
ful·ly /'fUli/ adv. completely: a fully trained nurse
fum·ble /'fömb@l/ v. 1 [I] to try to hold, move, or
find something with your hands in an awkward
way: Gary fumbled for the light switch in the
dark. 2 [I,T] to have difficulty saying something:
She fumbled for an appropriate response. 3 [I,T]
to drop a ball after catching it —fumble n. [C]
fume /fyum/ v. [I] to be very angry: He was
fuming about/over/at the repair costs.
fumes /fyumz/ n. [plural] strong-smelling gas or
smoke that is unpleasant to breathe in: gasoline
fumes
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fu·mi·gate /'fyum@"geIt/ v. [T] to remove dis-

F

candidates’ campaign funds | a scholarship
ease, BACTERIA , insects, etc. from somewhere fund 2 funds [plural] ECONOMICS the money that an
using chemical smoke or gas —fumigation organization needs or has: The PTO helps raise
funds for the school. | federal funds for welfare
/"fyum@'geIS@n/ n. [U]
fun1 /fön/ n. [U] 1 pleasure, amusement, and programs ➔ MUTUAL FUND 3 an organization that is
enjoyment, or an activity that is enjoyable: Swim- responsible for collecting and spending money for
ming is a lot of fun. | Did you have fun at Phil’s a particular purpose: the Environmental Defense
house? | I have to admit – it’s more fun to win. | It’s Fund [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin fundus “botnice to have time to read something for fun. | The tom, piece of land”]
fund2 Ac v. [T] to provide money for an activity,
trip would be no fun (=not fun) with a bad back.
organization, event, etc.: Their medical research is
USAGE
federally funded.
Use fun to talk about situations or activities that
fun·da·men·tal1 /"fönd@'mEnô@lX/ Ac
you enjoy: Ice skating is a lot of fun.
adj. 1 relating to the most basic and important
Use funny to describe someone or something
parts of something: People are demanding a fundathat makes you laugh: The movie was so funny we
mental change in the political system. | the fundacouldn’t stop laughing.
mental democratic principle of free speech
2 make fun of sb/sth to make unkind jokes about
THESAURUS
basic, essential, elementary,
someone or something: Some of the kids started
central, underlying ➔ BASIC
making fun of Sarinder’s accent. 3 in fun if you
make a joke or say something about someone in 2 necessary for something to exist or develop:
fun, you do not intend it to be insulting: I’m sorry, I Education is fundamental to improving people’s
only said it in fun.
chances in life.
fun2 adj. 1 a fun activity or experience is enjoy- fundamental2 Ac n. [C usually plural] the most
able: It was a fun day. 2 a fun person is enjoyable important ideas, rules, skills, etc. that something is
to be with: Terry is always fun to be with.
based on: the fundamentals of basketball
func·tion1 /'föÎkS@n/ Ac n. [C] 1 the usual fun·da·men·tal·ist /"fönd@'mEnô@lIst/ n.
purpose of a thing, or the job that someone usually [C] 1 someone who follows the rules of his/her
does: What’s the exact function of this program? | religion very strictly 2 a Christian who believes
A manager has to perform many different func- that everything in the Bible is completely and
tions. 2 a large party or ceremonial event, espe- actually
true
adj.
—fundamentalist
cially for an important or official occasion: The —fundamentalism n. [U]
mayor has to attend all kinds of official functions. 3 a mathematical quantity that changes fun·da·men·tal·ly /"fönd@'mEnô@l-i/ Ac adv.
according to how another mathematical quantity in every way that is important or basic: Our politichanges [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin functio, cal views are fundamentally different.
fun·da·men·tals /"fönd@'mEnô@lz/ n. the funfrom fungi “to perform”]
of sth the most important ideas, rules,
2
function Ac v. [I] to work in a particular way or damentals
etc. that something is based on: a class in the
in the correct way: Her kidneys had stopped func- fundamentals of computer programming
tioning.
function as sth phr. v. to be used or work as fund·ing /'föndIÎ/ Ac n. [U] ECONOMICS an
something: The space station functions as a labora- amount of money used for a special purpose: The
university is providing funding for the research.
tory in space.
'
fund"raising adj. fund-raising events collect
func·tion·al /'föÎkS@n@l/ Ac adj. 1 designed
to be useful rather than attractive: functional furni- money for a specific purpose
ture 2 working in the way that something is sup- fu·ner·al /'fyun@r@l/ n. [C] a ceremony, usually
posed to: There is a fully functional calculator on religious, for burying or burning a dead person: The
the key ring. 3 functional illiteracy/illiterate the funeral will be held on Thursday at St. Patrick’s
quality of being able to read, but not well enough to church. | More than 150 people attended the
perform skilled jobs, or someone who has this funeral. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Late Latin
funeralis, from Latin funus “funeral”]
quality —functionally adv.
'function key n. [C] IT a key on the KEYBOARD of 'funeral di"rector n. [C] someone whose job is
a computer that tells it to do something
to arrange funerals
'function word n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a word such 'funeral home also 'funeral "parlor n. [C] the
as a PRONOUN or PREPOSITION that is used in place where a body is kept before a funeral and
place of another word, or that shows the relation- where sometimes the funeral is held
ship between two words. For example, in the sen- fun·gus /'föÎg@s/ n. (plural fungi /'föndZaI,
tences “The cat is hungry. It hasn’t been fed yet,” -gaI/ or funguses) [C,U] BIOLOGY a simple plant
“it” is a function word.
without leaves, such as MUSHROOM s, MOLD , and
fund1 /fönd/ Ac n. [C] 1 ECONOMICS an amount YEAST , that grows in dark warm slightly wet places
of money that is kept for a particular purpose: —fungal /'föÎg@l/ adj.
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funk /föÎk/ n. [U] 1 a type of popular music with

order to say what the strangest or most amusing
part of a story or situation is: The funny thing is,
a strong beat that is based on JAZZ and African
once I stopped dieting I started to lose
music 2 in a funk (informal) unhappy or worried
weight. 7 very funny! said when someone is
about something
laughing at you or making a joke that you do not
funk·y /'föÎki/ adj. (informal) 1 modern, fashionthink is funny
able, and interesting: a funky website 2 funky
music is simple, with a strong RHYTHM that is easy
funny2 adv. in a strange or unusual way: Judy’s
to dance to
been acting kind of funny lately.
fun·nel1 /'fönl/ n. [C] a
'
funny
bone n. [singular] the soft part of your
tube with a wide top and
elbow that hurts a lot when you hit it against
a narrow bottom, used
something
for pouring liquids or
powders into a container
fur /fø/ n. 1 [U] the thick soft hair that covers the
bodies of some animals, such as dogs and cats
funnel2 v. 1 [I,T] if
➔ see picture on page A2 2 [C,U] the skin of a dead
you funnel something
animal with the fur still attached to it, or a piece of
somewhere, or if it funclothing made from this: a fur coat [ORIGIN:
nels there, it goes there
1300—1400 fur “to cover the inside of with fur”
by passing through a
(14—19 centuries), from Old French forre
narrow opening: The
“inside covering”]
crowd funneled through the narrow streets. 2 [T]
to send things or money from different places to a fu·ri·ous /'fyUri@s/ adj. 1 very angry: Jim’ll be
particular place or person: a policy of funneling the
furious with me if I’m late. | Dad was furious that
most talented students into special schools
I had taken the car without asking.
THESAURUS
fun·nies /'föniz/ n. the funnies a number of
angry, annoyed, irritated,
different CARTOON s (=funny pictures) printed
livid, mad, indignant, irate, outraged, resentful
together in newspapers or magazines
➔ ANGRY

fun·ni·ly /'fön@li/ adv. ➔ strangely/oddly/funnily enough at ENOUGH

funny1 /'föni/ adj. 1 amusing you and making
you laugh: John gave a funny little speech. | What’s
so funny? | He looked really funny.
THESAURUS

hilarious/hysterical – extremely funny
witty – using words in a funny and intelligent

way: witty remarks

amusing/humorous – slightly more formal

ways to say that something is funny: an amusing
anecdote (=a short, interesting, and funny story

about an event or person)
comical – funny, especially in a strange or
unexpected way: a comical hat ➔ see USAGE box
at FUN 1

2 strange or unexpected, and difficult to understand
or explain: What’s that funny noise? | The room
smelled funny. | I got a funny feeling that someone
was watching me.
THESAURUS
strange, peculiar, curious,
mysterious, odd, weird, bizarre, eccentric ➔
STRANGE 1

3 slightly sick: It makes my stomach feel funny.
SPOKEN PHRASES

4 it’s funny used in order to say that you do not
understand something that seems strange or unexpected: “It’s funny,” she said. “You seem different
somehow.” | It’s funny how you can affect people
and not even realize it. 5 that’s funny said when
you are surprised by something that has happened,
that you cannot explain: That’s funny! She was here
just a minute ago. 6 the funny thing is used in

2 done with a lot of uncontrolled energy or anger:
He woke up to a furious pounding at the door.
—furiously adv.
furled /føld/ adj. rolled or folded: a furled
umbrella —furl v. [T]
fur·long /'følOÎ/ n. [C] (old-fashioned) a unit for
measuring length that is used in horse racing. A
furlong equals 201 meters and there are eight furlongs in a mile.
fur·lough /'føloU/ n. [C] a short period of time in
which someone is allowed to be away from his/her
job, especially in the military: a soldier home on
furlough
THESAURUS
vacation, holiday, break,
leave, r & r, sabbatical ➔ VACATION

fur·nace /'fønIs/ n. [C] a large container with a

hot fire inside it, used for producing power or heat,
or to melt metals and other materials
fur·nish /'fønIS/ v. [T] 1 to put furniture and
other things into a house or room: a room furnished with two beds 2 to supply something: Your
Internet provider will furnish you with e-mail software. —furnished adj.: a furnished apartment
fur·nish·ings /'fønISIÎz/ n. [plural] the furniture
and other things in a room, such as curtains, decorations, etc.
fur·ni·ture /'fønItSø/ n. [U] large objects such as
chairs, tables, and beds that you use in a room,
office, etc.: The room’s only piece of furniture was
an old sofa. | office furniture [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 French fourniture, from Old French furnir
“to complete, provide equipment”]
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GRAMMAR

Furniture does not have a plural form. Do not
say “furnitures”. You can say some furniture or
any furniture: We need to buy some new
furniture. A single chair or table is a piece of
furniture

fu·ror /'fyUrOr/ n. [singular] a sudden expression of

F

anger or excitement among a large group of people:
His decision to resign caused/created a furor.
fur·row1 /'føoU, 'föroU/ n. [C] a long deep fold or
line in the surface of something such as skin or the
ground: the furrows of a plowed field
furrow2 v. [T] to make a long deep fold or line in
the surface of something such as skin or the
ground: Saks furrowed his brow. —furrowed adj.
fur·ry /'føi/ adj. covered with fur, or looking or
feeling as if covered with fur: furry material
fur·ther1 /'føDø/ adv. 1 more, or to a greater
degree: I have nothing further to say. | Mark went
further into debt. | He was falling further and
further behind in his schoolwork. 2 a longer way
in time or space: The records don’t go any further
back than 1960. | Their home is further down the
street. 3 take sth further to do something at a
more serious or higher level: Hallas decided not to
take the court case any further. 4 (formal) in addition to what has already been written or said
SYN

furthermore

further2 adj. additional: Are there any further

questions? | Further information is available on
the website.
THESAURUS

more, another, extra,
additional, supplemental, supplementary ➔
MORE

2

further3 v. [T] (formal) to help something to suc-

fuse1 /fyuz/ n. [C] 1 a short wire inside a piece of

electrical equipment that prevents damage to the
equipment by melting if too much electricity tries
to pass through it: I went down to the basement and
replaced a blown fuse (=a fuse that had
melted). 2 also fuze a part of a bomb, FIREWORK ,
etc. that delays it from exploding or makes it
explode at a particular time 3 used in expressions
relating to someone becoming angry: Randy finally
blew a fuse (=got angry very suddenly) and
screamed at us. | Martina has a short fuse (=gets
angry easily) when she’s tired.

fuse2 v. [I,T] 1 to join together and become one

thing, or to join two things together: His novel fuses
historical information with a romantic
story. 2 PHYSICS if metals, rocks, etc. fuse together,
they melt and join together

fuse·box /'fyuzbAks/ n. [C] a metal box that
contains the fuses for the electrical system in a
building

fu·se·lage /'fyus@"lAZ, -lIdZ, -z@-/ n. [C] the
main part of an airplane, in which people sit or
goods are carried ➔ see picture at AIRPLANE

fu·sion /'fyuZ@n/ n. [C,U] 1

PHYSICS the process
of joining together the nuclei (NUCLEUS ) of atoms,
which produces heavier atoms and a lot of energy
➔ FISSION : experiments in nuclear fusion 2 the
combination of separate things, groups, or ideas: a
fusion of French and Indian cuisine [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Latin fusio, from fundere “to pour,
melt”]

fuss1 /fös/ n. 1 [singular, U] attention, excitement,

or activity that is not really necessary: Hey, what’s
all the fuss about (=why are people so excited,
angry, busy, etc.)? | They wanted a quiet wedding
without any fuss. 2 make a fuss/kick up a fuss
to complain or become angry about something that
other people do not think is important: Don’t be
afraid to make a fuss if you think you’re not being
treated right. 3 make a fuss over sb/sth to pay
a lot of attention to someone or something that you
like: His mother made a fuss over him, stroking his
hair.

ceed: The training should help him further his
career.
fur·ther·more /'føDø"mOr/ Ac adv. (formal) in
addition to what has already been written or said:
Cycling to work is quicker than driving. Furthermore, it’s a lot cheaper.
fur·thest /'føDIst/ adj., adv. 1 to the greatest fuss2 v. [I] to complain or become upset: The baby
degree or amount, or more than before: Smith’s woke up and started to fuss.
book has probably gone furthest (=done the most) fuss over sb/sth phr. v. to pay a lot of attention to
in explaining these events. 2 at the greatest dis- someone or something that you like: The women
tance from a place or point in time: the houses started fussing over Kate’s baby.
furthest from the center of town
fuss with sth phr. v. to move or touch something
fur·tive /'føÔIv/ adj. behaving as if you want to again and again in a nervous way: Stop fussing with
keep something secret: a furtive glance [ORIGIN: your hair!
1600—1700 French furtif, from Latin fur
fuss·y /'fösi/ adj. (comparative fussier, superlative
“thief”] —furtively adv.
fussiest) 1 concerned or worried about things that
fu·ry /'fyUri/ n. 1 [singular, U] a state or feeling of are not very important: Many kids are fussy eatextreme anger: She was filled with fury. | Hanson ers. 2 a fussy baby cries a lot 3 very detailed or
left the meeting in a fury. 2 the fury of the decorated, in a way that is unpleasant
wind/storm etc. used in order to describe very
bad weather 3 a fury of sth a state of great fu·tile /'fyuÔl/ adj. having no chance of being
activity or strong feeling: Joe went home in a fury effective or successful: a futile attempt/effort to
prevent the war —futility /fyu'tIl@Ôi/ n. [U]
of frustration.
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THESAURUS
pointless, useless, a waste of
time/money/effort, senseless ➔ POINTLESS

FYI the abbreviation of for your information,
used especially on MEMO s (=short business notes)

fu·ton /'futAn/ n. [C] a soft flat

MATTRESS that
can be used as a bed or folded into a chair
fu·ture1 /'fyutSø/ n. 1 the future the time that
will happen after the present: Each story has a
different vision of the future. | a feeling of hope for
the future | The airport has room for another
runway to be built in the future (=at some time in
the future). | Investigators hope to wrap up the case
in the near/immediate future (=soon). | The order
will keep the company busy for the foreseeable
future (=for as long as you can plan for). | a story
set in the not too distant future (=not too far in the
future) 2 in the future the next time you do the
same activity: In the future I’ll be sure to reserve
tickets. 3 [C,U] what will happen to someone or
something, or what he, she, or it will do in the
future: Parents want the best for their children’s
futures. | an issue that will affect the future of our
country | Businesses must look to the future (=plan
for what will happen). 4 the future ENG. LANG.
ARTS in grammar, the tense of a verb that shows that
an action or state will happen or exist at a later
time. It is often shown in English by the MODAL
VERB “will” followed by a verb. In the sentence
“We will leave tomorrow,” “will leave” is in the
future. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French futur,
from Latin futurus “going to be”]
future2 adj. 1 likely to happen or exist during the
time after the present: The park will be preserved
for future generations. | companies planning for
future growth | I’d like you to meet my future wife
(=the person who will be your wife). 2 ENG. LANG.
ARTS in grammar, being a tense of a verb that shows
a future action or state: the future tense 3 for
future reference in order to be used again at a
later time: Can I keep that article for future reference?
"future 'perfect n. the future perfect ENG. LANG.
ARTS in grammar, the tense of a verb that shows that
an action will be completed before a particular time
in the future. It is shown by the AUXILIARY VERB s
“will have” followed by a past participle. In the
sentence “I will have finished my finals by next
Friday,” “will have finished” is in the future perfect.
fu·tur·is·tic /"fyutS@'rIstIkX/ adj. futuristic
ideas, books, movies, etc. describe what might
happen in the future, especially because of scientific developments
fuze /fyuz/ n. [C] another spelling of FUSE 1
fuzz /föz/ n. [U] (informal) small soft thin hairs, or a
similar material, on fruit such as PEACH es
fuzz·y /'fözi/ adj. 1 if a sound or picture is fuzzy,
it is not clear: Unfortunately, a lot of the photos are
fuzzy. 2 not easy to understand or not having very
clear details: The distinction between the two is
fuzzy. 3 having a lot of very small thin hairs, fur,
etc. that are very soft: a fuzzy sweater
fwy. the written abbreviation of FREEWAY

Gg
G, g /dZi/ the seventh letter of the English alphabet
G /dZi/ n. 1 [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS the fifth note in

the musical SCALE of C, or the musical KEY based
on this note 2 [C] PHYSICS an amount of force
caused by GRAVITY on an object that is on the
surface of the Earth 3 [C] PHYSICS a unit for measuring the rate at which an object increases speed as
a result of GRAVITY 4 [C,U] general – used to
show that a movie has been approved for people of
any age
GA the written abbreviation of GEORGIA
gab /gæb/ v. (gabbed, gabbing) [I] (informal) to
talk continuously, usually about things that are not
important
ga·ble /'geIb@l/ n. [C] the top part of a wall of a
house where it joins with a pointed roof, making a
shape like a TRIANGLE
gadg·et /'gædZIt/ n. [C] a small tool or machine
that makes a particular job easier: a handy kitchen
gadget
THESAURUS
machine, appliance, device,
mechanism, contraption ➔ MACHINE 1

gaffe /gæf/ n. [C] an embarrassing mistake made
in a social situation

gag1 /gæg/ v. (gagged, gagging) 1 [I] to be
unable to swallow and feel as if you are going to
bring up the food from your stomach: The smell
made me gag. | I started gagging on a piece of my
burrito. 2 [T] to tie a piece of cloth over someone’s mouth so that s/he cannot make any noise
gag2 n. [C] 1 (informal) a joke or funny story
THESAURUS
joke, wisecrack, one-liner,
quip, witticism, pun, funny story ➔ JOKE 1

2 a piece of cloth used in order to gag someone 3 gag gift a present for someone that is
meant to be funny ➔ GAG ORDER

gagged /gægd/ adj. having your mouth tied with a

piece of cloth so that you cannot make any noise
GEESE , or a
noisy group of people
'gag "order n. [C] an order given by a court of law
to prevent any public reporting of a case that is still
being considered in the court
'gag rule n. [C] 1 POLITICS a rule or law that stops

gag·gle /'gæg@l/ n. [C] a group of

G
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people from talking about a subject during a par- galaxias, from Greek, from gala “milk;”
ticular time or in a particular place 2 HISTORY a law because the galaxy looks milky white from the
passed by the House of Representatives in 1836 Earth]
that prevented any speeches or documents that were gale /geIl/ n. [C] a very strong wind: a fierce gale
against SLAVERY to be read or dealt with in the
THESAURUS
wind, breeze, gust, storm,
House
hurricane, tornado, typhoon ➔ WIND 1
gai·e·ty /'geI@Ôi/ n. [U] (old-fashioned) the state of
having fun and being happy
gall /gOl/ n. have the gall to do sth to do
gai·ly /'geIli/ adv. (old-fashioned) in a happy way
something rude or unreasonable that most people
1
gain /geIn/ v. 1 [I,T] to get, win, or achieve would be embarrassed to do: She had the gall to
something that you want or need ANT lose: The say that I looked fat!
Republicans gained control of Congress. | India gal·lant /'gæl@nt/ adj. (old-fashioned) brave and
gained independence in 1947. | What do you hope kind: a gallant soldier —gallantly adv.
to gain from the course?
—gallantry n. [U]
USAGE
'gall "bladder n. [C] BIOLOGY the organ in your
body that stores BILE
Gain means to get something useful or
necessary: I’ve gained a lot of useful experience.
gal·ler·y /'gæl@ri/ n. (plural galleries) [C] 1 a
Do not use gain to talk about getting money for
room, hall, or building where people can look at
the work you do. Use earn: How much do you
paintings or other types of art: the National Gallery
think he earns a year?
of Art in Washington 2 a small expensive store
Make is a less formal way of saying earn: You
where people can look at and buy art: art galleries
can make a lot of money.
in Manhattan 3 an upper floor like a BALCONY
Win means to get a prize in a game or
inside a hall, church, or theater, where people can
competition: I won second prize.
sit [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Medieval Latin gale2 [I,T] to gradually get more of a quality, feeling, ria]
etc.: The ideas quickly gained popular support. | a gal·ley /'gæli/ n. [C] 1 a kitchen on a ship or an
chance to gain experience in publishing | The show airplane 2 a long Greek or Roman ship that was
has been gaining in popularity. 3 [T] to increase rowed by SLAVE s
in weight, speed, height, or value: Bea has gained a gall·ing /'gOlIÎ/ adj. annoying: a galling defeat
lot of weight since Christmas. | The dollar gained
4% against the yen. 4 gain access a) to be able gal·lon /'gæl@n/ n. [C] a unit for measuring liquid,
to enter a room or building: Somehow the thief had equal to 4 QUART s or 3.785 liters: a gallon of gas
gained access to his apartment. b) to be allowed [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old North French, Medito see or use something: Marston had difficulty eval Latin galeta “liquid container, liquid measure”]
gaining access to official documents.
gain on sb/sth phr. v. to start getting closer to the
person, car, etc. that you are chasing: Hurry up!
They’re gaining on us! [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
French gagner, from Old French gaaignier “to
prepare the ground for growing crops, earn,
gain”]
gain2 n. 1 [C,U] an increase in the amount or level
of something: the program’s gain in popularity |
weight gain | the country’s recent economic
gains 2 [C] an advantage or an improvement:
gains in medical science
gait /geIt/ n. [U] the way that someone walks
gal /gæl/ n. [C] (informal) a girl or woman
gal·lop1 /'gæl@p/ v. [I] if a horse gallops, it runs as
ga·la /'gæl@, 'geIl@/ n. [C] an event at which a lot fast as it can
of people are entertained and celebrate a special gallop2 n. [singular] the fastest speed that a horse
occasion [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Italian, Old can go, or the movement of a horse at this speed
French gale “fun and enjoyment”] —gala adj.
gal·lop·ing /'gæl@pIÎ/ adj. increasing or developga·lac·tic /g@'læktIk/ adj. PHYSICS relating to the ing very quickly: galloping inflation
galaxy
gal·lows /'gæloUz/ n. (plural gallows) [C] a strucgal·ax·y /'gæl@ksi/ n. (plural galaxies) ture that is used for killing criminals by hanging
[C] 1 PHYSICS one of the large groups of stars that
them
are in the universe ➔ SPACE 1 2 the Galaxy
gall·stone
/'gOlstoUn/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a hard stone
PHYSICS the large group of stars that includes the
Earth, the Sun, and the other PLANET s in our that can form in your GALL BLADDER
SOLAR SYSTEM [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Late Latin ga·lore /g@'lOr/ adj. in large amounts or numbers:
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He had toys and clothes galore. c Don’t say “He
had galore clothes.” b [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Irish
Gaelic go leor “enough”]
ga·losh·es /g@'lASIz/ n. [plural] (old-fashioned)
rubber shoes you wear over your normal shoes
when it rains or snows
gal·va·nize /'gælv@"naIz/ v. [T] to shock someone so much that s/he realizes s/he needs to do
something to solve a problem or improve the situation: Martin Luther King’s protests galvanized the
nation.
gal·va·nized /'gælv@"naIzd/ adj. galvanized
metal has been treated in a special way so that it
does not RUST
gam·bit /'gæmbIt/ n. [C] something you do or say
in order to gain control in an argument, conversation, or meeting [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Italian
gambetto “act of making someone fall over,”
from gamba “leg”]
gam·ble1 /'gæmb@l/ v. 1 [I] to risk money or
possessions on the result of something such as a
card game, race, etc. because you might win a lot
more money if the race, etc. has the result you
want: Jack won $700 gambling in Las Vegas. | They
gambled on the horses. 2 [I,T] to do something
that involves risk because you hope things will
happen the way you want them to: Many investors
gambled that the market would continue to
improve.
gamble sth ↔ away phr. v. to lose money or
possessions by gambling
gamble2 n. [singular] an action or plan that
involves risk because it might not be successful:
The coach took a gamble in playing the inexperienced young quarterback.
gam·bler /'gæmblø/ n. [C] someone who
gambles, especially as a habit
gam·bling /'gæmblIÎ/ n. [U] the activity of risking money and possessions because you might win
a lot more if a race, card game, etc. has the result
you want: Gambling is legal in Nevada.
game1 /geIm/ n. 1 [C] an activity or sport that
people play for fun or in a competition: a good
card/video/board game | The boys are outside,
playing some kind of game.
THESAURUS

sport – a physical activity in which people or
teams play against each other and try to win: Her
favorite sport is basketball.
recreation – all the activities that people do in
order to relax: the city’s parks and recreation
department
hobby – an activity that you do in your free
time: Her hobbies are reading and music.
diversion (formal) – an activity that you do for
pleasure or amusement: Knitting is a relaxing
diversion.

2 [C] a particular occasion when you play a sport or
activity: Who won/lost the football game? | The
Aztecs play only two games this month. | How

about a game of chess? 3 games [plural] a large
sports event, where a variety of sports are played:
the Olympic Games 4 [C] one of the parts of a
competition, such as in tennis or BRIDGE : Williams
leads, two games to one. 5 sb’s game how well
someone plays a particular game or sport:
Ramone’s game steadily improved. | Abdul-Jabbar
was at the top of his game (=playing very
well). 6 play games to behave in a way that is
not serious or that is dishonest or unfair: Don’t play
games with me. I don’t have time. 7 be (just) a
game if something is just a game to you, you do
not consider how serious or important it is: Marriage is just a game to you, isn’t it? 8 [U] wild
animals and birds that are hunted for food and as a
sport [ORIGIN: Old English gamen]
game2 adj. willing to do something dangerous,
new, or difficult: I’m game if you are.
'game plan n. [C] a plan for achieving success,
especially in business or politics: the Senator’s
political game plan
'game show n. [C] a television program in which
people play games or answer questions in order to
win money and prizes ➔ TELEVISION
gam·ete /'gæmit/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a type of cell that
joins with another cell, starting the development of
a baby or other young creature [ORIGIN: 1800—
1900 Modern Latin gameta, from Greek
gametes “husband”]
gam·ma ray /'gæm@ reI/ n. [C] PHYSICS a type of
RADIATION that is the result of splitting the
NUCLEUS (=central part) of an atom
gam·ut /'gæm@t/ n. [singular] a complete range of
possibilities: His musical influences ran the gamut
from Elvis to the Sex Pistols (=included all the
possibilities between two extremes). [ORIGIN:
1400—1500 Medieval Latin gamma ut, names
given to the highest and lowest notes on the
musical scale]
gan·der /'gændø/ n. 1 [C] a male
GOOSE 2 have/take a gander at sth (informal)
to look at something
gang1 /gæÎ/ n. [C] 1 a group of young people
who often cause trouble and fight other similar
groups: teenage gang members | Chicago street
gangs | the victims of gang violence 2 a group of
criminals who work together: a gang of drug dealers 3 a group of friends: All the old gang will be
there.

gang2 v.

gang up on sb phr. v. to join a group in order to

criticize or attack someone: My brothers used to
gang up on me.
gang·bust·ers /'gæÎ"böstøz/ n. like gangbusters (informal) very eargerly and with a lot of
energy, or very quickly and successfully: The town
is growing like gangbusters.
gang·land /'gæÎlænd/ adj. a gangland killing/
shooting/murder a violent action that happens
because of organized crime
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gan·gly /'gæÎgli/ also gan·gling /'gæÎglIÎ/ adj.

very tall and thin and unable to move gracefully: a
gangly teenager
gang·plank /'gæÎplæÎk/ n. [C] a board you walk
on between a ship and the shore, or between two
ships
gan·grene /'gæÎgrin, gæÎ'grin/ n. [U] a medical condition in which your flesh decays on part of
your body because blood has stopped flowing there
as a result of an illness or injury
gang·ster /'gæÎstø/ n. [C] a member of a group
of violent criminals
gang·way /'gæÎweI/ n. [C] a large gangplank
gap /gæp/ n. [C] 1 an empty space between two
things or two parts of something: a big gap
between her two front teeth | a gap in the fence
THESAURUS
hole, space, leak, crack,
opening, cavity ➔ HOLE 1

G

2 a difference between two situations, groups,
amounts, etc.: a large age gap between Jorge and
his sister | We should be trying to bridge the gap
between rich and poor. 3 something that is missing that stops something else from being good or
complete: His death left a gap in my life. | a gap in
her memory | The company has filled a gap in the
market (=they produce a product or service that did
not exist before). 4 a period of time in which
nothing happens or nothing is said: an uncomfortable gap in the conversation 5 a low place
between two higher parts of a mountain
gape /geIp/ v. [I] 1 to look at something for a
long time, usually with your mouth open, because
you are very shocked or surprised: She backed
away from the children, who were gaping at her.
THESAURUS
look, glance, peek, peep,
peer, stare, gaze, regard ➔ LOOK 1

2 also gape open to be wide open or open widely:
Dan stood at the door, his shirt gaping open.
gap·ing /'geIpIÎ/ adj. a gaping hole, wound, or
mouth is very wide and open
ga·rage /g@'rAZ, g@'rAdZ/ n. [C] 1 a building,
usually connected to or next to your house, where
you keep your car: I think my tools are out in the
garage. | a one-car/two-car garage 2 a place
where cars are repaired: We took the car to a
garage on Fourth Street. [ORIGIN: 1900—2000
French garer “to shelter”] ➔ PARKING GARAGE
ga'rage "sale n. [C] a sale of used clothes,
furniture, toys, etc. that you no longer want, usually
held in your garage
garb /gArb/ n. [U] (literary) a particular style of
clothing
gar·bage /'gArbIdZ/ n. 1 [singular, U] waste
material such as old food, dirty paper, and empty
bags, usually considered together with the container that holds it: The place smelled of garbage. |
Can somebody take out the garbage? | We threw
the paper plates in the garbage.

THESAURUS

trash – things that you throw away, such as old
food, dirty paper, etc.: a bag stuffed with trash
refuse (formal) – things that you throw away,
such as old food, dirty paper, etc.: the money
spent on refuse collection
litter – garbage, especially pieces of paper, food
containers, etc., that people leave on the ground
in public places: The Scouts picked up litter in the
park.
waste – unwanted things or substances that are
left after you have used something: the safe
disposal of nuclear waste

2 [singular] (informal) something that is of very low
quality: Most of the stuff they sell is just garbage. 3 [U] (informal) statements or ideas that are
silly or wrong SYN nonsense: I don’t want to hear
this garbage. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 AngloFrench]
'garbage "can n. [C] a large container with a lid
in which you put waste materials, usually kept
outside SYN trash can
'garbage col"lector n. [C] someone whose job
is to remove waste from garbage cans
'garbage dis"posal n. [C] a small machine in a
kitchen SINK that cuts food waste into small pieces
'garbage man n. [C] a garbage collector
'garbage "truck n. [C] a large vehicle used for
carrying waste that is removed from people’s garbage cans
gar·bled /'gArb@ld/ adj. confusing and not giving
correct information: a garbled version of the story
gar·den /'gArdn/ n. 1 [C] the part of someone’s
land used for growing flowers, or vegetable and
fruit plants: Jane was weeding the vegetable/flower
garden. 2 gardens [plural] a public park where a
lot of flowers and unusual plants are grown: the
Japanese Tea Gardens in Golden Gate park [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old North French]
gar·den·er /'gArdnø/ n. [C] someone who does
gardening as a job
gar·den·ing /'gArdn-IÎ/ n. [U] the activity or job
of making a garden, yard, etc. look pretty by
growing flowers, removing WEED s, etc.: gardening
tools
gar·gan·tu·an /gAr'gæntSu@n/ adj. extremely
large: a gargantuan bed [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
Gargantua, name of a giant in the book Gargantua (1534) by François Rabelais]
gar·gle /'gArg@l/ v. [I] to move medicine or liquid
around in your throat in order to make it stop
feeling sore, or to clean the inside of your mouth: If
you have a sore throat, gargling with salt water
might help. —gargle n. [C,U]
gar·goyle /'gArgOIl/ n. [C] a stone figure shaped
like the face of a strange creature, usually on the
roofs of old buildings [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Old
French gargouille “throat;” because the water
appears to come out of the creature’s throat]
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gar·ish /'gærIS, 'gEr-/ adj. very brightly colored

gas·ket /'gæskIt/ n. [C] a flat piece of rubber

and unpleasant to look at: the garish carpet in the
hotel lobby
gar·land /'gArl@nd/ n. [C] a ring of flowers or
leaves, worn for decoration or in special ceremonies
gar·lic /'gArlIk/ n. [U] a small plant like an onion
with a very strong taste, used in cooking [ORIGIN:
Old English garleac, from gar “spear” + leac]
gar·ment /'gArm@nt/ n. [C] (formal) a piece of
clothing
gar·ner /'gArnø/ v. [T] (formal) to take or collect
something, especially information or support: Harris garnered 54% of the vote.
gar·net /'gArnIt/ n. [C] a dark red stone used in
jewelry
gar·nish1 /'gArnIS/ v. [T] 1 to decorate food with
a small piece of a fruit or vegetable: Garnish each
plate with a slice of lemon. 2 also garnishee
/'gArn@'Si/ LAW to take money directly from someone’s salary because s/he has not paid his/her debts
garnish2 n. [C] a small piece of a fruit or vegetable that you use to decorate food
gar·ret /'gærIt/ n. [C] (literary) a small room at the
top of a house
gar·ri·son /'gær@s@n/ n. [C] a group of soldiers
who live in a particular area in order to defend it
—garrison v. [T]
gar·ru·lous /'gær@l@s/ adj. always talking a lot:
her garrulous women friends
gar·ter /'gArÔø/ n. [C] a piece of ELASTIC (=material that stretches) attached to a woman’s underwear and to her STOCKING s to hold them up
gas1 /gæs/ n. 1 [U] also gasoline a liquid that is
used for producing power in the engines of cars,
trucks, etc.: How much is a gallon of gas? | The
mechanic found a hole in the gas tank (=container
for holding gas). 2 (plural gases or gasses) [C,U]
PHYSICS a substance such as air that is not solid or
liquid and does not have a definite shape or VOLUME (=measurement of the amount of space it
fills), and cannot usually be seen: hydrogen gas |
greenhouse gases 3 [U] a clear substance like air
that is burned to give heat for cooking and heating:
a gas stove | I think we might have a gas leak in
here. 4 the gas the gas pedal on a car: Step on
the gas (=push down the gas pedal and make the
car go faster). 5 [U] the condition of having a lot
of air in your stomach [ORIGIN: (2) 1600—1700
Modern Latin, Greek khaos “empty space”]

between two surfaces of a machine that prevents
steam, oil, etc. from escaping
'gas mask n. [C] a piece of equipment that you
wear over your face to protect you from breathing
poisonous gases
gas·o·line /"gæs@'lin, 'gæs@"lin/ n. [U] GAS
gasp /gæsp/ v. [I] 1 to breathe in suddenly and
loudly because you are surprised or in pain: The
audience gasped in/with surprise. 2 to quickly
breathe in a lot of air because you are having
difficulty breathing normally: Kim crawled out of
the pool, gasping for air/breath. —gasp n. [C]: a
gasp of disbelief
'gas "pedal n. [C] the thing that you press with
your foot to make a car go faster SYN accelerator

gas2 v. (gassed, gassing) [T] to attack or kill

2 [T] to bring things from different places together:
I’m currently trying to gather new ideas for my next
novel. | “Wait for me,” said Anna, gathering up her
books. 3 [T] to believe that something is true based
on the information you have: From what I can
gather/As far as I can gather (=I think it is true
that) he never intended to sell the house. | I gather
(that) he won’t be coming. 4 gather steam/
speed/momentum/force etc. to become faster,

➔ NATURAL GAS

someone with poisonous gas
'gas "chamber n. [C] a large room in which
people or animals are killed with poisonous gas
gas·e·ous /'gæsi@s, 'gæS@s/ adj. consisting of
gas or in the form of gas: Jupiter is the largest
gaseous planet in our solar system.
gash /gæS/ n. [C] a deep cut —gash v. [T]

➔ DRIVE 1

'gas "station n. [C] a place that sells gas for your
car

gas·tric /'gæstrIk/ adj.

BIOLOGY relating to the
stomach: gastric ulcers
gas·tro·nom·ic /"gæstr@'nAmIkX/ adj. [only
before noun] relating to cooking and eating good
food: the gastronomic delights of Chinatown
gate /geIt/ n. [C] 1 a door in a fence or outside
wall ➔ DOOR : Who left the gate open? | Make sure
the front/back/rear/main gate is locked. 2 the
place where you leave an airport building to get on
the airplane: Flight 207 to Chicago will be leaving
from gate 16. | the departure gate [ORIGIN: Old
English geat]
gate-crasher, gate·crash·er /'geIt"kræSø/ n.
[C] someone who goes to a party that s/he has not
been invited to —gate-crash v. [I,T]
gate·way /'geIt§weI/ n. [C] 1 an opening in a
fence or wall that can be closed by a gate 2 the
gateway to sth a place, especially a city, that you
go through in order to reach another place: St.
Louis was once the gateway to the West. 3 IT a way
of connecting two different computer networks that
helps them to work together
gath·er /'gæDø/ v. 1 [I,T] if people gather somewhere, or if someone gathers them, they come
together in the same place: A crowd gathered to
watch the fight. | Gather around and I’ll tell you a
story. | Jill gathered the children and lined them
up. | Dozens of reporters were gathered outside the
hotel.

THESAURUS
meet, get together, assemble,
come together, congregate, convene ➔ MEET 1
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stronger, etc.: The car gathered speed as it rolled
down the hill. 5 gather dust if something useful
gathers dust, it is not being used: The report has
been gathering dust for 18 years. [ORIGIN: Old
English gaderian]
gath·er·ing /'gæD@rIÎ/ n. [C] a meeting of a
group of people: a family gathering | a gathering of
war veterans
gauche /goUS/ adj. someone who is gauche says
or does things that are considered impolite because
s/he does not know the right way to behave
gaud·y /'gOdi/ adj. something that is gaudy is too
bright and looks cheap: gaudy jewelry [ORIGIN:
1400—1500 gaud “bright decorative object”]
gauge1 /geIdZ/ n.
[C] 1 an instrument
that
measures
the
amount or size of something: a car’s gas
gauge 2 a gauge of
sth something that
helps you make a judgment about a person or
situation: The amount of
money you make is not
the only gauge of your
success. 3 a measurement of the width or thickness of something: a 12-gauge shotgun
gauge2 v. [T] 1 to judge what someone is likely
to do or how s/he feels: It’s difficult to gauge
exactly how he’s going to respond.
THESAURUS
judge, evaluate, assess,
appraise ➔ JUDGE 2

2 to calculate the size or amount of something: The
thermostat will gauge the temperature and control
the heat.
gaunt /gOnt, gAnt/ adj. very thin, pale, and
unhealthy
THESAURUS

thin, slim, slender, slight,
skinny, lean, underweight, emaciated,
anorexic, skeletal ➔ THIN 1

gaunt·let /'gOnt§lIt, 'gAnt§-/ n. [C] 1 run the

gauntlet to be criticized or attacked by a lot of
people: There was no way to avoid running the
gauntlet of media attention. 2 throw down the
gauntlet to invite someone to fight, argue, or
compete with you 3 a thick long GLOVE that you
wear to protect your hand
gauze /gOz/ n. [U] a very thin light cloth used for
covering wounds and making clothes: His hand
was wrapped in a gauze bandage.
gave /geIv/ v. the past tense of GIVE
gav·el /'gæv@l/ n. [C] a small hammer that someone in charge of a court of law, meeting, etc. hits on
a table to get people’s attention
gawk /gOk/ v. [I] to look at someone or something
for a long time, in a way that looks stupid: Drivers
slowed to gawk at the accident.

gawk·y /'gOki/ adj. tall and not graceful: a tall
gawky teenager

gay1 /geI/ adj. 1 sexually attracted to people of the

same sex SYN homosexual ➔ LESBIAN : the gay
community | He told me she’s gay. 2 (old-fashioned) bright and attractive: a room painted in gay
colors 3 (old-fashioned) happy and cheerful: gay
laughter [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French gai
“happy”]
gay2 n. [C] someone, especially a man, who is
sexually attracted to people of the same sex
SYN homosexual ➔ LESBIAN
gaze1 /geIz/ v. [I] to look at someone or something
for a long time: He sat for hours just gazing out the
window.
THESAURUS
look, glance, peek, peep,
peer, stare, gape, regard ➔ LOOK 1

gaze2 n. [singular] a long steady look: Uncle John
inspected us both with a clear and steady gaze.

ga·ze·bo /g@'ziboU/

n. (plural gazebos) [C] a

small building in a garden or park that you can
sit in
ga·zelle /g@'zEl/ n. [C]
an animal like a small
DEER

G.C.F.

MATH

the abbre-

viation of

GREATEST
COMMON FACTOR

GDP

n.

ECONOMICS

gross domestic product the total value of all
goods and services produced in a country in one
year, not including income received from abroad
➔ GNP

gear1 /gIr/ n. 1 [C,U] the machinery in a vehicle

such as a car, truck, or bicycle that you use to go at
different speeds: There’s a weird noise every time I
change/shift gears. | The car’s in first/second etc.
gear. ➔ see picture at BICYCLE 2 [U] special equipment, clothing, etc. that you need for a particular
activity: camping gear 3 [U] a piece of machinery
that does a particular job: the landing gear on a
plane
gear2 v. be geared to/toward sb/sth to be
organized in order to achieve a particular purpose:
All his training was geared to winning an Olympic
gold medal. | concerts geared toward young children
gear up phr. v. to prepare for something: Congress
is gearing up for a debate on Social Security.
gear·box /'gIrbAks/ n. [C] the system of gears in
a vehicle
'gear shift n. [C] a stick that you move to change
gears in a vehicle
GED n. [C usually singular] General Equivalency
Diploma a DIPLOMA that people who did not
finish HIGH SCHOOL can get by taking a test
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gee /dZi/ interjection (spoken, old-fashioned) said

when you are surprised or annoyed: Aw, gee, Mom,
I don’t want to go to bed.
geek /gik/ n. [C] (slang) someone who is not
popular because s/he wears unfashionable clothes
and does not know how to behave in social situations: a computer geek —geeky adj.
geese /gis/ n. the plural of GOOSE
gee·zer /'gizø/ n. [C] (informal) an old man
Gei·ger count·er /'gaIgø "kaUnôø/ n. [C] an
instrument that finds and measures RADIOACTIVITY [ORIGIN: 1900—2000 Hans W. Geiger
(1882-1945), German scientist who invented it
(with Walter M. Müller)]
gei·sha /'geIS@, 'giS@/ n. [C] a Japanese woman
who is trained to dance, play music, and entertain
men [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Japanese gei “art” +
-sha “person”]
gel1 /dZEl/ n. [C,U] a thick liquid, used in beauty or
cleaning products: hair gel | shower gel
gel2 v. (gelled, gelling) [I] 1 if people gel, they
begin to work together well as a group: As yet, the
team hasn’t quite gelled. 2 if an idea or plan gels,
it becomes clearer or more definite: These new
trends have not yet gelled. 3 if a liquid gels, it
becomes thicker
gel·a·tin /'dZEl@t@n, -l@t§n/ n. [U] a clear substance used for making liquid food more solid and
in sweet foods such as Jell-O [ORIGIN: 1800—
1900 French gélatine, from Italian gelatina,
from gelare “to freeze”]
geld·ing /'gEldIÎ/ n. [C] a horse that has had its
TESTICLE s removed
gem /dZEm/ n. [C] 1 a valuable stone that has
been cut into a particular shape: precious
gems 2 (informal) someone or something that is
very special: a little gem of a movie
Gem·i·ni /'dZEm@"naI/ n. 1 [U] the third sign of
the ZODIAC , represented by TWIN s 2 [C] someone
born between May 21 and June 21
gen·der /'dZEndø/ Ac n. 1 [C,U] (formal) the
fact of being male or female: A person cannot be
denied a job because of age, race, or gender. |
traditional gender roles | Showing the clothes were
tall models of both genders (=both men and
women). 2 [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS the system in some
languages of dividing nouns, adjectives, and PRONOUN s into MASCULINE , FEMININE , and NEUTER
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French gendre, from
Latin genus “birth, race, type”]

'gender "gap n. [C usually singular] SOCIAL SCIENCE a
large difference between the life experiences of
men and women, for example differences in the
amounts of money men and women earn, or a
difference in the way they think about politics

gene /dZin/ n. [C]

BIOLOGY a part of a cell in a
living thing that controls how it develops. Parents
pass genes on to their children. [ORIGIN: 1900—

generalize

2000 German gen, from Greek genos “birth,
kind”]
ge·ne·al·o·gy /"dZini'Al@dZi/ n. (plural genealogies) [C,U] the study of the history of a family, or
document that explains how each person in a family is related to the other members of the family
—genealogist
n.
[C]
—genealogical
/"dZini@'lAdZIk@l/ adj.
'gene map n. [C] BIOLOGY a drawing showing the
position of all the known GENE s along a CHROMOSOME (=the part of every living cell that is shaped
like a thread and contains genes)
'gene pool n. [C] BIOLOGY all of the genes in a
SPECIES of animal, plant, or other living thing in a
particular area at a particular time
gen·er·al1 /'dZEn@r@l/ adj.
1 NOT DETAILED relating to the whole of something or its main features, not the details: a general
introduction to computers | The general standard of
the students isn’t very high. | I’ve got a general
idea of how I want the room to look. | The mayor
spoke in general terms about his plans for the next
four years.
2 in general a) usually, or in most situations: In
general, the Republicans favor tax cuts. b) as a
whole: I love jazz, blues, and music in general.
3 MOST PEOPLE including most people or situations: How soon will the drug be available for
general use? | As a general rule, you should call
before visiting someone. | The service will soon
become available to the general public (=most
ordinary people).
4 NOT LIMITED not limited to one subject, service,
product, etc.: a general education | Montreal General Hospital
5 JOB used in the job title of someone who has
complete responsibility for a particular area of
work: the general manager [ORIGIN: 1100—1200
French, Latin generalis “of the whole type,”
from genus “birth, race, type”]
general2 n. [C] an officer with a very high rank in
the Army, Air Force, or Marines
"general anes'thetic n. [C,U] a medicine that
makes you unconscious during an operation so that
you do not feel any pain
"general e'lection n. [C] an election in which all
the voters in a country elect a government
gen·er·al·i·ty /"dZEn@'ræl@Ôi/ n. (plural generalities) [C usually plural] a general statement that does
not mention specific facts, details, etc.: Bryant
spoke in generalities about his plans to protect the
environment.
gen·er·al·i·za·tion /"dZEn@r@l@'zeIS@n/ n.
[C,U] (disapproving) a statement that may be true in
most situations, but is not true all of the time, or the
act of making statements of this kind: Don’t make
sweeping generalizations.
gen·er·al·ize /'dZEn@r@"laIz/ v. [I] 1 (disapproving) to form an opinion about something after
considering only a few examples of it: statements
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that generalize about women 2 to make a statement about people, events, or facts without mentioning any details: It’s difficult to generalize about
a subject as big as American history.
gen·er·al·ly /'dZEn@r@li/ adv. 1 considering
something as a whole, rather than its details: Her
school work is generally very good. | Generally
speaking, movie audiences like happy endings. 2 by or to most people: It’s generally
believed that the story is true. | an agreement that is
generally acceptable 3 usually: Megan generally
works late on Fridays.
'general "store n. [C] a store that sells a lot of
different things, especially in a small town
gen·er·ate /'dZEn@"reIt/ Ac v. [T] 1 to produce or make something: Our discussion generated
a lot of new ideas. | The new game generated more
than $1 million in sales. | Reed hopes the exhibit
will generate interest in the museum. 2 to produce
energy, power, heat, etc.: A solar panel helps generate power for the building.
THESAURUS
make, produce, manufacture,
build, construct, create ➔ MAKE 1

G

gen·er·a·tion /"dZEn@'reIS@n/

Ac n. 1 [C] all
the people in a society or family who are about the
same age: Three generations of Monroes have
lived in this house. | music for the younger/older
generation | first-generation/second-generation
etc. Americans (=being a member of the first,
second, etc. generation to be born in
America) 2 [C] the average period of time
between your birth and the birth of your children: A
generation ago, no one had home computers. | This
store has been here for generations. 3 [C]
machines that are at the same stage of development: the next generation of TV technology 4 [U]
the process of producing power or energy: the
generation of electricity
"gene'ration "gap n. [singular] a lack of understanding between older and younger people
"Generation 'X n. [U] the group of people who
were born during the late 1960s and 1970s in the
U.S.
gen·er·a·tor /'dZEn@"reIÔø/ n. [C] a machine that
produces electricity
ge·ner·ic /dZ@'nErIk/ adj. 1 CHEMISTRY a generic
drug or other product is an exact copy of an
existing drug or product, but does not have a
BRAND NAME (=the name a company gives to each
of its products): the need for cheaper generic
drugs 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS relating to a whole group
of similar things, rather than just one of them: Fine
Arts is a generic term for subjects such as painting,
music, and sculpture. —generically adv.
gen·er·os·i·ty /"dZEn@'rAs@Ôi/ n. [U] a generous
attitude, or generous behavior: Thank you for your
generosity. | The company is known for its generosity toward employees.
gen·er·ous /'dZEn@r@s/ adj. 1 someone who is

generous is kind and enjoys giving people things or
helping them: She’s always been generous to the
kids. | Carl is generous with his time (=is willing to
spend time helping people). | It is very generous of
you to help. 2 more than the usual amount: a
generous slice of cake [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
French généreux, from Latin generosus “born
into a high rank”] —generously adv.: Clark
gives generously to local charities.
gen·e·sis /'dZEn@sIs/ n. [singular] (formal) the
beginning of something [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
Latin, Greek, from gignesthai “to be born”]
ge·net·ic /dZ@'nEÔIk/ adj. BIOLOGY relating to
GENE s or genetics: genetic research | genetic
defects —genetically adv.
ge"netically 'modified adj. BIOLOGY genetically
modified food, crops, etc. have been changed so
that their GENE structure is different from the one
they would have naturally
ge"netic 'code n. [C] BIOLOGY the arrangement of
chemicals in DNA or RNA that controls the way in
which features are passed on from parents to their
young
ge"netic di'versity n. [U] BIOLOGY the fact that
there are many creatures, plants, etc. with slightly
different GENE s within a particular SPECIES
(=group of animals or plants that can breed
together)
ge"netic engin'eering n. [U] the science of
changing the GENE s of a living thing
ge·net·ics /dZ@'nEÔIks/ n. [plural] BIOLOGY the
study of how GENE s affect the development of
living things —geneticist n. [C]
Ge·ne·va
Con·ven·tion
/dZ@"niv@
k@n'vEnS@n/ n. HISTORY one of a series of international agreements containing rules for the treatment
of prisoners of war, sick and wounded soldiers, and
CIVILIAN s in a time of war
ge·nial /'dZiny@l, -ni@l/ adj. cheerful, kind, and
friendly: a genial host
THESAURUS
sociable, outgoing,
extroverted, gregarious, affable, convivial ➔
SOCIABLE

friendly, warm, cordial, amiable, affable,
welcoming, hospitable ➔ FRIENDLY

ge·nie /'dZini/ n. [C] a magical creature in old

stories who can make wishes come true
also
gen·i·ta·lia
/'dZEn@Ôlz/
/"dZEn@'teIly@/ n. [plural] BIOLOGY the outer sex
organs —genital adj.
gen·i·tive /'dZEn@ÔIv/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
form of the noun in some languages, which shows a
relationship of possession or origin between one
thing and another —genitive adj.
ge·nius /'dZiny@s/ n. 1 [U] a very high level of
intelligence or ability: a man of genius | Even the
movie’s title was a stroke of genius (=a very smart
idea). 2 [C] someone who has a very high level of
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intelligence or ability: a musical genius [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Latin “spirit who guards a person
or place,” from gignere]
gen·o·cide /'dZEn@"saId/ n. [U] the deliberate
murder of a whole race of people [ORIGIN: 1900—
2000 Greek genos “birth, race, type” + English
-cide “to kill”] —genocidal /"dZEn@'saIdl/ adj.
ge·nome /'dZinoUm/ n. [C] BIOLOGY all the GENE s
in one cell of a living thing, containing all the
GENETIC information about that particular living
thing: the human genome [ORIGIN: 1900—2000
Greek genos “birth, race, type” + English chromosome]
ge·no·type /'dZin@"taIp/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the type
and structure of the GENE s found in a living thing
gen·re /'ZAnr@/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a particular
type of art, writing, music, etc.: Science fiction is a
relatively new literary genre.
THESAURUS

variety ➔ TYPE 1

type, kind, sort, category,

gent /dZEnt/ n. [C] (informal) a GENTLEMAN
gen·teel /dZEn'til/ adj. polite, gentle, or graceful
—gentility /dZEn'tIl@Ôi/ n. [U]

gen·tile /'dZEntaIl/ n. [C] someone who is not

Jewish —gentile adj.
gen·tle /'dZEnô@l/ adj. 1 kind, and careful not to
hurt anyone or anything: Be gentle with the baby. |
a gentle young man 2 not strong, extreme, or
violent: a gentle voice | a gentle breeze | gentle
persuasion | gentle humor 3 a gentle hill or slope
is not steep —gentleness n. [U] —gently adv.:
He gently lifted the baby from the cradle.
gen·tle·man /'dZEnô@lm@n/ n. (plural gentlemen /-m@n/) [C] 1 a man who is polite and
behaves well: Roland was a perfect gentleman last
night. 2 a polite word used for a man you do not
know: Can you show this gentleman to his seat? |
Thank you, ladies and gentlemen.
THESAURUS

male ➔ MAN 1

man, guy, fellow, boy, youth,

—gentlemanly adj.

SYN real: a genuine diamond 3 someone who is
genuine is honest and sincere —genuinely adv.:
She seemed genuinely surprised.
ge·nus /'dZin@s/ n. (plural genera /'dZEn@r@/) [C]
BIOLOGY of the groups into which scientists divide
animals and plants. A genus is larger than a SPECIES but smaller than a FAMILY . [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 Latin “birth, race, type”]
ge·o·graph·i·cal
/"dZi@'græfIk@l/
also
ge·o·graph·ic /"dZi@'græfIk/ adj. relating to
geography: geographical maps of the area
geo"graphic iso'lation n. [U] BIOLOGY a situation in which a river, mountain, ocean, etc. keeps
two populations of people, animals, plants, etc.
apart, so that they develop different GENE s and
become a separate SPECIES

ge·og·ra·phy /dZi'Agr@fi/ n. [U]

EARTH SCIENCES

the study of the countries, oceans, cities, populations, etc. of the world or of a particular area
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin geographia, from
Greek, “describing the Earth”] —geographer
n. [C]

ge·o·log·ic time /"dZi@lAdZIk 'taIm/ n. [U]
EARTH SCIENCES

the period of time from when the
Earth first formed until the present day

ge·ol·o·gy /dZi'Al@dZi/ n. [U]

EARTH SCIENCES

the
study of materials such as rocks, soil, and minerals,
and how they have changed over time [ORIGIN:
1700—1800 Modern Latin geologia, from
Greek ge “Earth” + -logia “study”] —geologist
n. [C] —geological /"dZi@'lAdZIk@l/ adj.

ge·o·met·ric

also
/"dZi@'mEtrIkX/
ge·o·met·ric·al /"dZi@'mEtrIk@l/ adj. 1 having
a regular pattern of shapes and lines: geometric
shapes 2 relating to geometry

"geometric 'figure n. [C] MATH a shape, such as a
TRIANGLE , square, or PYRAMID , etc., that has lines,
curves, or points. Geometric figures can be flat or
THREE-DIMENSIONAL (=having length, depth, and
height).

"geometric 'mean n. [singular]

MATH

an average

value of a set of numbers

gen·tri·fi·ca·tion /"dZEntr@f@'keIS@n/ n. [U] a "geometric 'sequence n. [C]

process in which a poor area improves after people
who have money move there
gen·try /'dZEntri/ n. [plural] (old-fashioned) people
of a high social class who owned land and
employed others to work in their house or on their
land
gen·u·flect /'dZEny@"flEkt/ v. [I] to bend one
knee when in a church or a holy place, as a sign of
respect
gen·u·ine /'dZEnyuIn/ adj. 1 a genuine feeling
or desire is one that you really have, not one that
you pretend to have SYN sincere: He has a genuine interest in seeing his students succeed. | Mrs.
Liu showed a genuine concern for Lisa’s wellbeing. 2 something that is genuine is real or true

MATH a series of
related numbers formed by multiplying or dividing
each previous number in the list by one particular
number. For example, in the geometric sequence 2,
4, 8, 16, each number is multiplied by 2 to get the
next number in the series

"geometric 'series n. [C]

MATH

the sum of the

numbers in a geometric sequence

ge·om·e·try /dZi'Am@tri/ n. [U]

MATH the mathematical study of angles, shapes, lines, etc. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French géométrie, from Greek
geometria “measuring the Earth,” from ge
“Earth” + metron “measure”]

ge·o·pol·i·tic·al /"dZioUp@'lIÔIk@l/ adj.
SCIENCE

aries

SOCIAL

relating to geopolitics: geopolitical bound-
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ge·o·pol·i·tics /"dZioU'pAl@tIks/ n. [plural]

your feelings: He made a rude gesture at us as he
the study of the effects of a country’s drove by. | He made a fist in a gesture of disposition, population, etc. on its political character gust. 2 [C] something you do or say to show that
and development
you care about someone or something: The flowers
ge·o·ther·mal /"dZioU'θøm@l/ adj. EARTH SCI- were a nice gesture. | a gesture of friendship/
support
ENCES relating to or coming from the heat inside the
Earth: geothermal energy
gesture2 v. [I] to move your head, arm, or hand in
ge·ra·ni·um /dZ@'reIni@m/ n. [C] a common order to tell someone something: Tom gestured for
house plant with colorful flowers and large round me to move out of the way.
leaves [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin, Greek geran- get /gEt/ v. (past tense got /gAt/, past participle
ion, from geranos “crane;” because the plant’s gotten /'gAt§n/, present participle getting)
seed-case looks like a crane’s long beak]
1 RECEIVE/BUY [T] to receive, buy, or obtain someger·bil /'dZøb@l/ n. [C] a small animal with soft thing: Did you get the job? | We haven’t gotten any
fur and a long tail that is often kept as a pet
mail for three days. | I got an A in Spanish. | How
ger·i·at·ric /"dZEri'ætrIkX/ adj. relating to geriat- much money did you get from Grandma? | My mom
rics: geriatric patients [ORIGIN: 1900—2000 got these earrings for a dollar. | Jill knows a
woman who can get the material for you.
Greek geras “old age” + English -iatric]
THESAURUS
ger·i·at·rics /"dZEri'ætrIks/ n. [U] the medical
buy, purchase, acquire,
treatment and care of old people
procure, snap sth up, pick sth up, stock up ➔
BUY 1
germ /dZøm/ n. [C] 1 a very small living thing
that can make you sick ➔ BACTERIA : Sneezing 2 have got a) used to say that you have or
spreads germs. 2 the germ of an idea/hope possess something: Mike’s got a good job. | We’ve
etc. the beginning of an idea, etc. that may develop got tickets for tonight’s game. b) used to say that
into something else [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French you need to do something or you must do somegerme, from Latin germen “seed, bud, germ”]
thing: I’ve got a lot of work to do.
Ger·man1 /'dZøm@n/ adj. relating to Germany, its 3 BECOME [linking verb] to change from one state,
feeling, etc. to another SYN become: Vicky got
people, or its language
German2 n. 1 [U] the language used in Ger- really mad at him. | If I wear wool, my skin gets all
many, Austria, and parts of Switzerland 2 [C] red. | The weather had suddenly gotten cold. | I got
lost on the way to the stadium. | Sean’s getting
someone from Germany
married next week. | Hurry up and get dressed!
"German 'measles n. [plural] an infectious dis- 4 CHANGE POSITION/STATE [I,T] to change or
ease that causes red spots on the body SYN rubella move from one place, position, or state to another,
"German 'shepherd n. [C] a large dog that or to make something do this: How did the burglar
looks like a WOLF , often used by the police and for get into their house? | I can’t get this jar open. |
Everybody get down on the floor!
guarding property
REACH A PLACE [I] to reach a particular place or
ger·mi·nate /'dZøm@"neIt/ v. [I,T] BIOLOGY if a 5position:
When did you get home? | She got downseed germinates, or if it is germinated, it begins to
stairs, and found that the room was full of smoke. |
grow —germination /"dZøm@'neIS@n/ n. [U]
The thieves got away (=escaped). | You might be
ger·ry·man·der·ing /'dZEri"mænd@rIÎ/ n. [U] disappointed when you get to the end of the book.
the practice of changing the borders of an area before 6 BRING/TAKE [T] to bring someone or something
an election, so that one person or party has an unfair back from somewhere, or take something from
advantage [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Elbridge Gerry somewhere: Run upstairs and get me that book. |
(1744-1818), U.S. politician + salamander; She got some money out of her purse. | I’m going to
because a voting area he made to help his own go get the kids from the babysitter’s.
party win an election was said to be shaped like a 7 MONEY [T] to receive money for doing work or
salamander] —gerrymander v. [I,T]
selling something: He gets $12 an hour at his job. |
ger·und /'dZEr@nd/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS in gram- How much can you get for a house this size?
mar, a noun formed from the PRESENT PARTICIPLE
of a verb, such as “reading” in the sentence “He
THESAURUS
earn, make, be/get paid,
enjoys reading.”
gross, net ➔ EARN
ges·ta·tion /dZE'steIS@n/ n. [U] BIOLOGY the process during which a baby grows inside its mother’s 8 get to do sth (informal) to have an opportunity to
body, or the period when this happens: a nine- do something: As you get to know the city, I’m sure
you’ll like it better. | I didn’t get to see the game last
month gestation period
night.
ges·tic·u·late /dZE'stIky@"leIt/ v. [I] to make 9 MAKE STH HAPPEN [T] to make or arrange for
movements with your arms and hands while speak- someone or something to do a particular job or
ing, usually because you are excited or angry
action: I have to get this work done by tomorrow. |
ges·ture1 /'dZEstSø, 'dZEStSø/ n. 1 [C,U] a We’ll have to get this room painted before they
movement of your head, arm, or hand to express move in.
SOCIAL SCIENCE
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10 ILLNESS [T] to begin to have an illness: I got the
flu when we were on vacation.
11 REACH A STAGE [I] to reach a particular stage in
a process successfully: We didn’t seem to be getting
anywhere. | I started reading the book, but I didn’t
get very far.
12 get sb to do sth to persuade or force someone
to do something: I tried to get Jill to come out
tonight, but she was too tired.
13 get sth to do sth to make something do
something: Bert couldn’t get the light to work.
14 get the feeling/idea etc. to start to have a
feeling or an idea: I get the feeling you don’t like
her.
15 get the bus/a flight etc. to travel somewhere
on a bus, airplane, etc.: She managed to get a flight
into Detroit.
16 RECEIVE A PUNISHMENT [T] to receive a punishment: He got ten years for robbery.
17 RADIO/TV [T] to be able to receive a particular
radio signal, television station, etc.: Her TV doesn’t
get channel 24.
SPOKEN PHRASES

18 [T] to understand something: Tracey didn’t get
the joke. | I don’t get it!
19 you/we etc. get sth used in order to say that
something happens or exists: We get a lot of rain
around here in the summer.
20 get moving/going to begin moving or going
somewhere: We have to get going, or we’ll be late!
21 get the door/phone to answer the door or
telephone: Can you get the phone, please?
22 [T] to prepare a meal: Are you hungry? Can I get
you anything?
23 get sb to attack, hurt, or catch someone: I want
to get him before he gets me.

[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old Norse geta]
get sth ↔ across phr. v.
to be understood, or to make someone understand
something: The message isn’t getting across. | It
was difficult to get my idea across to the committee.
get ahead phr. v.

to be successful in your job, work, etc.: She lacks
the business skills she’ll need to get ahead.
get along phr. v.
1 to have a friendly relationship with someone: She

gets along with Cy really well.
2 get along without sb/sth to be able to continue doing something without having someone or
something to help: We’ll have to get along without
the car until the new part arrives.
get around phr. v.
1 get around sth to avoid something that will
cause problems: There are ways of getting around
the law.
2 get around (sth) to go to different places: His
new wheelchair lets him get around more easily.
3 if news or information gets around, a lot of
people hear about it
get around to sth phr. v.
to do something you have been intending to do for

a long time: I meant to go to the bookstore, but I
never got around to it.
get at sth phr. v.
1 be getting at sth to be trying to explain an idea:

Did you understand what he was getting at?
2 get at the meaning/facts etc. to discover
information about something: The judge asked a
few questions to try to get at the truth.
3 to be able to reach something: I could see the ring
stuck under the refrigerator, but I couldn’t get at it.
get away phr. v.
1 to leave a place: Barney had to work late, and

couldn’t get away until 9:00.
2 to escape from someone who is chasing you: The
two men got away in a blue pickup truck.
3 to go on vacation: Are you going to be able to get
away this summer?
get away with sth phr. v.

to not be noticed or punished when you have done
something wrong: He’ll cheat if he thinks he can
get away with it.
get back phr. v.
1 to return to a place: I didn’t get back until after
midnight. | Call me when you get back to Miami.
2 get sth ↔ back to have something again after
you had lost it or given it to someone: Did you get
your wallet back?
3 get sb back also get back at sb to hurt or
embarrass someone who has hurt or embarrassed
you: Jerry wants to get back at her for leaving him.
get back to phr. v.
1 get back to sth to return to a previous state,
condition, or activity: It was hard to get back to
work after my vacation. | Life is beginning to get
back to normal.
2 get back to sb to talk to or telephone someone
later in order to answer a question or give him/her
information: I’ll try to get back to you later today.
get behind phr. v.
if you get behind with work or a regular payment,
you fail to do the work or pay the money in time:
They made people pay extra if they got behind
in/on their rent.
get by phr. v.
to have only just enough of something to be able to
do the things you need to do: I know enough French
to get by. | He gets by on just $800 a month.
get down phr. v.
1 get sth ↔ down to quickly write something
down on paper: Let me get your number down
before I forget it.
2 get sb down (informal) to make someone feel
unhappy: Don’t let his criticism get you down.
3 get sth ↔ down to be able to swallow food or
drink: I knew I’d feel better once I got some food
down.
get down to sth phr. v.
to start doing something that needs time or energy:
It’s time to get down to work.
get in phr. v.
1 to be allowed or able to enter a place: The door
was locked, and he couldn’t get in. | I applied to
Princeton but I didn’t get in.
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2 to arrive at a particular time or in a particular over the infection. | Her son died suddenly, and she
never got over it.
place: What time does the plane get in?
3 to arrive home: Steve just got in a few minutes 2 get sth over with to finish something you do not
ago.
like doing as quickly as possible: “It should only
4 get sth in to send or give something to a hurt a little.” “OK. Just get it over with.”
particular person, company, etc.: Make sure you get 3 sb can’t/couldn’t get over sth (spoken) said
your homework in by Thursday.
when you are surprised, shocked, or amused by
get in on sth phr. v. (informal)
something: I can’t get over how much weight
to become involved in something that other people you’ve lost.
are doing: The kids saw us playing and wanted to get through phr. v.
get in on the game.
1 get (sb) through sth to manage to deal with a
get into sth phr. v.
difficult or bad experience until it ends, or to help
1 to be allowed to go to a school, college, or someone do this: I was so embarrassed. I don’t
university: Liz got into the graduate program at know how I got through the rest of the dinner.
Berkeley.
2 to succeed in calling someone on the telephone:
2 to start being involved in a situation: He’s always When she finally got through, the department mangetting into trouble.
ager wasn’t there.
3 (informal) to start being interested in something:
3 get (sth) through sth if a law gets through
When I was in high school I got into rap music.
4 (informal) to begin to have a discussion about Congress, it is officially accepted
something: Let’s not get into it right now. I’m tired. get through to sb phr. v.
to succeed in making someone understand you: I
get off phr. v.
1 get off (sth) to finish working: What time do you tried to explain, but I couldn’t get through to her.
get to sb phr. v. (informal)
get off work?
2 get (sb) off to get little or no punishment for a to upset someone: Don’t let him get to you, honey.
crime, or to help someone escape punishment: I He’s just teasing you.
can’t believe his lawyers managed to get him off. | get together phr. v.
He got off lightly (=received a very small punish- 1 to meet with someone or with a group of people:
We should get together for a drink. | Every time he
ment).
3 where does sb get off (doing sth)? (spoken) got together with Murphy they argued.
said when someone has done something that you 2 to start a romantic relationship with someone
think s/he does not have a right to do: Where does 3 get yourself together/get it together to
he get off telling me how to raise my kids?
change the way you live so that you are better
get on phr. v.
organized, happier, etc.: It took a year for me to get
1 get on with sth to continue or to make progress myself together after she left.
with a job, work, etc.: Let’s get on with the meeting, get up phr. v.
so we can go home on time.
1 get (sb) up to get out of your bed after sleeping,
2 be getting on (in years) to be old
or to make someone do this: I have to get up at
get onto sth phr. v.
6:00 tomorrow. | Could you get me up at 8:00?
to start talking about a particular subject: Then, we
got onto the subject of women, and Craig wouldn’t 2 to stand up: Corrinne got up slowly and went to
the window.
shut up.
get·a·way /'gEÔ@"weI/ n. [C] an escape from a
get out phr. v.
1 get (sb) out to leave or escape from a place, or to place after doing something wrong: a getaway car
help someone do this: How did the dog get out of (=a car used by criminals to escape after a crime) |
the yard? | We knew it was going to be difficult to The bank robber made his getaway in a red truck.
get him out of the country.
'get-to"gether n. [C] an informal meeting or
2 if secret information gets out, people find out party: a small get-together with friends
about it: Once word gets out, we’re going to be in
get·up /'gEÔöp/ n. [C] (informal) strange or unusual
big trouble.
clothes that someone is
get out of sth phr. v.
1 to avoid doing something that you should do: She wearing
couldn’t get out of the meeting, so she canceled our gey·ser /'gaIzø/ n. [C]
dinner.
EARTH SCIENCES a natural
2 get sth out of sb to persuade someone to tell or spring that sends hot
give you something: I was determined to get the water and steam suddenly into the air from a
truth out of her.
3 get sth out of sth to enjoy an activity and feel hole in the ground
you have gained something from it: She gets a lot ghast·ly /'gæsôli/ adj.
of pleasure out of acting.
extremely bad, shockget over phr. v.
ing,
or
upsetting:
1 get over sth to feel better after an illness or bad ghastly injuries | a
experience: It will take a couple of weeks to get ghastly noise
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ghet·to /'gEÔoU/ n. (plural ghettos or ghettoes)

[C] a part of a city where poor people live in bad

conditions, especially people of one particular race
or social class [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Italian]
THESAURUS
area, region, territory, zone,
district, neighborhood, suburb, slum ➔ AREA

'ghetto "blaster n. [C] (informal) a BOOM BOX
ghost /goUst/ n. [C] the spirit of a dead person that

some people think they can see: They say the
captain’s ghost still haunts the waterfront.
—ghostly adj.
THESAURUS

spirit – a creature without a physical body, such
as an angel or ghost

phantom/specter/apparition (literary) – a
ghost

'ghost "story n. [C] a story about ghosts that is

intended to frighten people
'ghost town n. [C] a town that is empty because
most of its people have left
ghost writer, ghost·writ·er /'goUst"raIÔø/ n.
[C] someone who is paid to write a book or story
for another person, whose name then appears as the
writer of the book —ghostwrite v. [T]
ghoul /gul/ n. [C] an evil spirit in stories that steals
and eats dead bodies —ghoulish adj.
GI /"dZi 'aI/ n. [C] a soldier in the U.S. army
gi·ant1 /'dZaI@nt/ adj. much bigger than other
things of the same type: a giant step towards peace
in the region | a giant TV screen [ORIGIN: 1200—
1300 Old French geant, from Greek gigas]
giant2 n. [C] 1 a very tall strong man in stories 2 a very successful person or company: one of
the giants of the music industry
gib·ber·ish /'dZIb@rIS/ n. [U] things you say or
write that have no meaning or are difficult to
understand
gibe /dZaIb/ n. [C] an unkind remark intended to
make someone seem silly
gib·lets /'dZIblIts/ n. [plural] organs such as the
heart and LIVER that you remove from a bird before
cooking it

gid·dy /'gIdi/ adj. (comparative giddier, superlative

giddiest) 1 behaving in a silly, happy, and excited

way: We were giddy with excitement. 2 feeling
slightly sick and unable to stand up because everything seems to be spinning around SYN dizzy

GIF /gIf/ n. [C]

IT Graphics Interchange Format a type of computer FILE used on the Internet
that contains pictures, photographs, or other images

gift /gIft/ n. 1 [C] something that you give to

someone as a present: a birthday/Christmas/
wedding etc. gift | a gift from my mother | He sent
her gifts of flowers and chocolate. 2 [C, usually
singular] a natural ability to do something: Ekena

sure has a gift for making people laugh. [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Old Norse]
THESAURUS
skill, talent, ability, knack,
flair, aptitude ➔ SKILL

'gift cer"tificate n. [C] a special piece of paper

that is worth a specific amount of money when it is
exchanged at a store for goods
gift·ed /'gIftId/ adj. having the natural ability to
do something very well: a gifted poet | a gifted
child (=a child who is extremely intelligent)
THESAURUS
intelligent, smart, bright,
brilliant, wise, clever, intellectual, apt ➔
INTELLIGENT

skillful, expert, accomplished, talented, adept,
deft ➔ SKILLFUL

'gift wrap n. [U] attractive colored paper used for

wrapping presents in —gift wrap v. [T]: Would
you like this gift wrapped?
gig /gIg/ n. [C] (informal) a concert at which musicians play popular music or JAZZ
gig·a·byte /'gIg@"baIt/ n. [C] IT a unit for measuring computer information, equal to 1024 MEGABYTE s
gi·gan·tic /dZaI'gænôIk/ adj. extremely large: a
gigantic skyscraper
THESAURUS
big, large, substantial,
sizable, prodigious, huge, enormous, vast,
massive, immense, colossal ➔ BIG

gig·gle /'gIg@l/ v. [I] to laugh quickly in a high

voice, especially because you are nervous or
embarrassed: If you can’t stop giggling, you’ll have
to leave the room. —giggle n. [C]: a nervous
giggle
THESAURUS
laugh, chuckle, cackle,
snicker, titter, guffaw ➔ LAUGH 1

gild /gIld/ v. [T] to cover the surface of something

with a thin layer of gold or gold paint
gill /gIl/ n. [C] BIOLOGY one of the organs on the side
of a fish through which it breathes ➔ see picture on
page A2

gilt /gIlt/ adj. covered with a thin layer of gold or
gold-colored paint —gilt n. [U]

gim·mick /'gImIk/ n. [C] (informal, disapproving)
something unusual that is used to make people
notice
something:
advertising
gimmicks
—gimmicky adj.
gin /dZIn/ n. [U] a strong clear alcoholic drink
made from grain [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 geneva
“gin” (18—20 centuries), from Dutch genever,
from Latin juniperus “juniper,” plant used to
give gin its taste]
gin·ger /'dZIndZø/ n. [U] a hot-tasting light
brown root, or the powder made from this root,
used in cooking
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'ginger ale n. [U] a SOFT

G

DRINK (=drink with no
alcohol in it) with a ginger taste
gin·ger·bread /'dZIndZø"brEd/ n. [U] a type of
cookie or cake with ginger in it: a gingerbread
house/man (=cookie in the shape of a house or
person)
gin·ger·ly /'dZIndZøli/ adv. very slowly, carefully, and gently: They gingerly loaded the patient
into the ambulance.
ging·ham /'gIÎ@m/ n. [U] cotton cloth that has a
pattern of small white and colored squares on it
gi·raffe /dZ@'ræf/ n. [C] a tall African animal with
a very long neck and legs and dark spots on its
yellow-brown fur
gird·er /'gødø/ n. [C] an iron or steel beam that
supports a floor, roof, or bridge
gir·dle /'gødl/ n. [C] a piece of women’s underwear that fits tightly around her waist and HIP s
girl /gøl/ n. [C] 1 a female child: She’s tall for a
girl of her age. | a six-year-old girl | I’ve wanted to
be in the movies since I was a little girl. 2 a
daughter ➔ BOY : They have two boys and a
girl. 3 a word meaning a young woman, which is
considered offensive by some women 4 the girls
(informal) a woman’s female friends: I’m going out
with the girls tonight.
girl·friend /'gølfrEnd/ n. [C] 1 a girl or woman
with whom you have a romantic relationship 2 a
woman or girl’s female friend
girl·hood /'gølhUd/ n. [U] the time in a woman’s
life when she is a girl
'Girl Scout n. 1 the Girl Scouts an organization
for girls, that teaches them practical skills and helps
develop their character ➔ BOY SCOUTS 2 [C] a
member of the Girl Scouts
girth /gøθ/ n. [C,U] the distance around the middle
of something: the girth of the tree’s trunk
GIS n. [singular] EARTH SCIENCES geographic information system a computer system for storing and
examining information about the natural features of
the Earth’s surface

gist /dZIst/ n. the gist the main idea or meaning
of what someone has said or written: After a while I
began to get the gist of his speech (=understand the
main ideas).

give1 /gIv/ v. (past tense gave /geIv/, past participle
given /'gIv@n/)
1 PROVIDE [T] to provide something for someone:
Dan gave me a ride to work. | She refused to give
me any help. | They gave the job to that guy from
Texas.
2 PUT STH IN SB’S HAND [T] to put something in
someone’s hand SYN hand, pass: Give me your
coat. | He gave the books to Carl.
3 LET SB DO STH [T] to allow or make it possible
for someone to do something: I was never given a
chance to explain. | She gave me some time to
finish the report. | Who gave you permission to

come in here? | This bill will give more power to
local authorities.
4 PRESENT [T] to let someone have something as a
present: She gave Jen a CD for Christmas.
THESAURUS

donate – to give money to an organization that
uses it to help people: Would you like to donate
something to charity?
leave/bequeath (formal) – to give something
to people after you die: This house was left to me
by my aunt.
award – to officially give money or a prize to
someone: Heaney was awarded the Nobel Prize
for Literature.
present – to formally or officially give something
to someone who is with you: The students
presented her with a bouquet of flowers.
grant (formal) – to give someone something that
s/he as asked for or earned: Ms. Chung was
granted American citizenship last year.

5 TELL SB STH [T] to tell someone information or
details about something, or tell someone to do
something: Would you give Kim a message for
me? | Let me give you some advice. | The police will
ask him to give a description of the man. | Could
you give me directions to the airport (=tell me how
to get there)? | Harris walked into the room and
started giving orders.
6 PERFORM AN ACTION [T] to perform a particular
action: The boy gave Lydia a big smile. | The
theater company gave performances in neighborhood schools and hospitals. | Give me a call (=telephone me) tonight. | Come on, give your Grandpa a
hug.
7 give sb trouble/problems etc. to make someone have problems: The machines in the lab are
giving us trouble. | Stop giving me a hard time
(=stop criticizing me)!
8 ILLNESS [T] to infect someone with the same
illness that you have, or make someone feel a
particular emotion or sensation: The noise is giving
me a headache. | My husband gave this cold to me.
9 QUALITY [T] to make someone or something have
a particular quality: The color of the room gives it a
warm cozy feeling.
10 give (sb) an idea/feeling etc. to make someone think about something in a particular way: She
gave me the impression she wasn’t interested.
11 MONEY [T] to pay a particular amount of money
for something: I’ll give you $75 for the oak desk.
12 BEND/STRETCH [I] to bend, stretch, or break
because of weight or pressure: The leather will give
slightly when you wear the boots.
13 give or take a few minutes/a mile/a dollar
etc. used in order to show that a number or amount
is not exact: The show lasts about an hour, give or
take five minutes.
14 give (sth) thought/attention/consideration
etc. to spend some time thinking about something
carefully
15 not give sth another/a second thought to
not think or worry about something
16 BREAK/FALL [I] also give way to break or fall
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something to someone: Each person was allotted
four tickets.

down suddenly under pressure: The branch suddenly gave way beneath him.
SPOKEN PHRASES

17 sb would give anything/a lot/your right
arm etc. for sth said in order to emphasize that
you want something very much: I’d give my right
arm for his job.
18 don’t give me that! said when someone has
just said something that you know is not true: “I’m
too tired.” “Oh, don’t give me that. You just don’t
want to come.”

[ORIGIN: Old English giefan] ➔ GIVE AND TAKE ,
give sb a (big) hand at HAND 1, give/lend sb a
hand at HAND 1
give away phr. v.
1 give sth ↔ away to give someone something
without asking for money: I gave my old clothes
away. | The store is giving away toasters to the first
50 customers.
2 give sb/sth ↔ away to do or say something that
lets someone know a secret: They said they were
English, but their New York accents gave them
away (=showed they were lying). ➔ GIVEAWAY
give (sb) sth ↔ back
to return something to its owner: Give him back his
toy. | I gave her the book back. | I’ll give the money
back to you next week.
give in phr. v.
1 to finally agree to do something that you did not
want to do: Randy asked her out for months until
she finally gave in. | The government refused to give
in to their demands.
2 to accept that you have lost a fight, game, etc.:
Even when they fell behind by three goals, the team
refused to give in.
give in to sth phr. v.
to no longer try to stop yourself from doing something you want to do: If you feel the need for a
cigarette, don’t give in to it.
give off sth phr. v.
to produce a smell, light, heat, a sound, etc.: The
factory gives off a terrible smell.
give out phr. v.
1 give sth ↔ out to give something to each person
in a group: She stood on the corner, giving out
flyers. | He gave out candy to the kids.
THESAURUS

hand out/pass out – to give something to each
of the people in a group: Mr. Goodmanson
handed out the test.
share – to divide something into equal parts and
give a part to each person: She made a cake and
shared it with the children.
distribute – to give things to a large number of
people, especially on the street: Anti-war
protesters were distributing leaflets.
dispense (formal) – to give or provide
something to people, especially as part of an
official activity: Volunteers helped dispense food
and blankets.
allot (formal) – to give a particular share of

2 to stop working correctly: My voice gave out half
way through the song.
give up phr. v.
1 give (sth ↔) up to stop trying to do something: I
looked everywhere for the keys – finally, I just gave
up. | Vladimir has given up trying to teach her
Russian.
2 give sth ↔ up to stop doing something, especially something that you do regularly: I’ve been
trying to give up smoking. | She gave up her job,
and started writing full time.
3 give yourself/sb up to allow yourself or someone
else to be caught by the police or enemy soldiers
give up on sb phr. v.
to stop hoping that someone or something will
change or improve: His parents finally gave up on
him.
give2 n. [U] the ability of a material to bend or
stretch when it is under pressure
"give and 'take n. [U] if there is give and take
between two people, each person agrees to do some
of the things that the other person wants: In every
successful marriage there is a certain amount of
give and take.
give·a·way /'gIv@"weI/ n. 1 be a giveaway to
make it very easy to guess something: He’s been
smoking – the smell on his breath is a dead giveaway. 2 [C] a product, prize, etc. that a store or
company gives to its customers for free
—giveaway adj.: giveaway prices
giv·en1 /'gIv@n/ adj. 1 any/a given day/time/
situation any particular time, situation, etc., used
when giving an example: In any given year, over
half of all accidents happen in the home. 2 [only
before noun] previously arranged: Candidates will
have to give a presentation on a given topic.
given2 prep. taking something into account: Given
the number of people we invited, I’m surprised that
so few came.
given3 v. the past participle of GIVE
given4 n. a given a basic fact that you accept as
the truth: It’ll be a very difficult game – that’s a
given.

'given name n. [C] FIRST NAME
giz·mo /'gIzmoU/ n. (plural gizmos) [C] (informal)
a

GADGET

giz·zard /'gIzød/ n. [C]

BIOLOGY an organ near a
bird’s stomach that helps it break down food
gla·cial /'gleIS@l/ adj. EARTH SCIENCES relating to ice
or glaciers, or formed by glaciers: glacial streams
gla·cier /'gleISø/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a large area
of ice that moves slowly over an area of land
glad /glæd/ adj. [not before noun] 1 pleased and
happy about something: Mom’s really glad (that)
you came. | I’m glad to hear that you’re feeling
better. | I’ll be glad when this is over. c Don’t say
“She’s a really glad person.” b
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THESAURUS
happy, pleased, content,
delighted, thrilled, overjoyed, ecstatic,
jubilant, elated ➔ HAPPY

2 be glad to do sth to be willing to do something:
He said he’d be glad to help me. [ORIGIN: Old
English glæd “bright, shining, happy”]

glade /gleId/ n. [C] (literary) a small open space
inside a forest

glad·i·a·tor /'glædi"eIÔø/ n. [C]

HISTORY a man
who had to fight other men or animals as entertainment in ancient Rome

glad·ly /'glædli/ adv. willingly or eagerly: “Would
you drive Jenny to school today?” “Gladly.”

glam·or·ize /'glæm@"raIz/ v. [T] to make something seem more attractive or exciting than it really
is: Hollywood has always glamorized drinking.

glam·or·ous /'glæm@r@s/ adj. attractive, exciting, and relating to wealth and success: a glamorous lifestyle

glam·our, glamor /'glæmø/ n. [U] the attractive

G

and exciting quality of being connected with wealth
and success: the glamour of Hollywood [ORIGIN:
1700—1800 Scottish English “magic,” from
English grammar; because of an old association
of knowledge with magic]

glance1 /glæns/ v. [I] 1 to look at someone or
something for a short time and then look quickly
away: He glanced at his watch.
THESAURUS
look, peek, peep, peer, stare,
gaze, gape, regard ➔ LOOK 1

2 to read something very quickly: Paul glanced
at/through the menu and ordered a sandwich.

glance2 n. [C] 1 a quick look: He gave her a

glance as she walked by. 2 at a glance immediately: I knew at a glance that something was
wrong. 3 at first glance when you first look at or
think about something: At first glance, the place
seemed completely empty.

gland /glænd/ n. [C] BIOLOGY an organ in the body

that produces a substance such as SWEAT or
—glandular /'glændZ@lø/ adj.

SALIVA

glare1 /glEr/ v. [I] 1 to look angrily at someone or

something for a long time: They glared at each
other across the room. 2 to shine with a strong
bright light that hurts your eyes: Sunlight was
glaring off the hood of the car.

glare n. 1 [singular, U] a strong bright light that
2

glass /glæs/ n. 1 [U] a

hard transparent material that is used for making windows, bottles,
etc.: a glass jar | a piece
of broken glass | panes
of glass | the cathedral’s
stained-glass windows
➔ see picture at MATERIAL 1 2 [C] a container

made of glass used
for drinking, or the
drink in it: Did you
put the wine glasses on
the table? | a glass of
milk 3 glasses [plural] two pieces of specially cut
glass or plastic in a frame that you wear in front of
your eyes in order to see better: I need to buy a new
pair of glasses. | He’s just started wearing
glasses. 4 [U] objects made of glass: a collection
of Venetian glass [ORIGIN: Old English glæs]
"glass 'ceiling n. [C] the fact that women or
people from MINORITY groups are not given jobs at
the highest level in a company
"glassed-'in adj. surrounded by a glass structure:
a glassed-in porch
glass·ware /'glæswEr/ n. [U] glass objects, especially ones used for drinking and eating
glass·y /'glæsi/ adj. 1 smooth and shiny, like
glass: the glassy surface of the lake 2 glassy eyes
do not show any expression
glau·co·ma /glaU'koUm@, glO-/ n. [U] BIOLOGY
an eye disease in which someone gradually loses
the ability to see because of an increase in the
pressure inside his/her eye
glaze1 /gleIz/ v. 1 [I] also glaze over if your
eyes glaze, they show no expression because you
are bored or tired: Her eyes glazed over as if she
were daydreaming. 2 [T] to cover clay pots, bowls,
etc. with a thin liquid that gives them a shiny
surface 3 [T] to cover food with a liquid that gives
it an attractive shiny surface 4 [T] to put glass into
a window frame —glazed adj.
glaze2 n. [C,U] 1 a liquid that is put on clay pots,
bowls, etc. to give them a shiny surface 2 a liquid
put on food to give it an attractive shiny surface
gleam1 /glim/ v. [I] 1 to shine, especially after
being cleaned: Grandpa polished his shoes until
they gleamed.
THESAURUS
shine, flash, flicker, twinkle,
glow, sparkle, shimmer, glint, glisten ➔ SHINE 1

2 if your eyes or face gleam with a feeling, they
show it: Her eyes gleamed with excitement.
2
glar·ing /'glErIÎ/ adj. 1 too bright to look at: a gleam n. [C] 1 the shiny quality that something,
especially something POLISH ed, has when light
glaring white light
shines on it 2 an emotion or expression that
THESAURUS
bright, strong, brilliant,
appears on someone’s face for a short time: There
dazzling, blinding ➔ BRIGHT
was a gleam of happiness on his face.
glean /glin/ v. [T] to find out information slowly
2 bad and very noticeable: glaring mistakes

hurts your eyes: the glare of the sun 2 [C] a long
angry look: a menacing glare
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famous people: the glitter of Broadway 3 very
and with difficulty: Several lessons can be gleaned
from our experience so far.
small pieces of shiny plastic, metal, or paper that
are used for decoration
glee /gli/ n. [U] a feeling of excitement and satisfaction: The kids shouted with glee when they saw gloat /gloUt/ v. [I] to show in an annoying way that
you are proud of your success, or happy about
Santa. —gleefully adv.
someone else’s failure: The fans are still gloating
glen /glEn/ n. [C] a deep narrow valley in Scotland
over the team’s victory.
or Ireland
glob
/glAb/ n. [C] (informal) a small amount of a
glib /glIb/ adj. (disapproving) 1 said in a way that
soft substance or thick liquid, that has a round
makes something sound simple, easy, or true when
shape: a glob of ketchup
it is not: The doctor made some glib comment
glob·al
/'gloUb@l/ Ac adj. 1 affecting or includabout my headaches being “just stress.” 2 speaking the whole world: the global economy | global
ing easily but not sincerely: a glib salesman
climate change 2 IT affecting a whole computer
—glibly adv.
system, program, or FILE : a set of global changes
glide /glaId/ v. [I] to move smoothly and quietly, as
to the file 3 considering all the parts of a problem
if without effort: We watched the sailboats glide
or a situation: a global study on the company’s
across the lake. —glide n. [C]
weaknesses —globally adv.
glid·er /'glaIdø/ n. [C] a light airplane that flies glob·al·i·za·tion /"gloUb@l@'zeIS@n/ Ac n.
without an engine
[U] 1 ECONOMICS the process of operating a business in a lot of countries all over the world, or the
glid·ing /'glaIdIÎ/ n. [U] the sport of flying a
result of this: the globalization of world marglider ➔ see picture on page A4
kets 2 the idea that all the places in the world are
glim·mer1 /'glImø/ n. [C] 1 a glimmer of
becoming very similar, as large businesses become
hope/doubt etc. a small amount of hope, doubt,
more powerful: protests against globalization
etc. 2 a light that is not very bright
"
global
'warming n. [U] EARTH SCIENCES an
glimmer2 v. [I] to shine with a light that is not
increase in the world temperatures, caused by an
very bright
increase of CARBON DIOXIDE around the Earth ➔
glimpse1 /glImps/ n. [C] 1 a quick look at someENVIRONMENT
one or something that does not allow you to see globe /gloUb/ Ac n. [C] 1 a round object that
them clearly: Dad only got/caught a glimpse of the
has a map of the Earth painted on it 2 the globe
guy who stole our car. 2 a short experience of
the world: Carson traveled all over the globe. 3 an
something that helps you to understand it: Visitors
object shaped like a ball [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
to the museum get a glimpse of what life was like
French, Latin globus]
during the 1800s.
glob·u·lar /'glAby@lø/ adj. shaped like a ball or a
glimpse2 v. [T] to see someone or something for a
drop of liquid
moment without getting a complete view of them: I
glob·ule
/'glAbyul/ n. [C] a small drop of liquid
glimpsed a figure at the window.
or a melted substance
glint /glInt/ v. [I] if something that is shiny or
smooth glints, it flashes with a very small amount gloom /glum/ n. [singular, U] 1 (literary) darkness
that you can hardly see through: He was sitting
of light: Her teeth glinted as she smiled. —glint n.
alone in the gloom. 2 a feeling of sadness, or
[C]
having no hope ➔ doom and gloom at DOOM 1
THESAURUS
shine, flash, flicker, twinkle,
gloom·y /'glumi/ adj. (comparative gloomier,
glow, sparkle, shimmer, gleam, glisten ➔
superlative gloomiest) 1 making you feel that a
SHINE 1
situation will not improve: The report paints a
gloomy picture of the economy. 2 sad because you
glis·ten /'glIs@n/ v. [I] to shine and look wet or
do not have a lot of hope: gloomy thoughts
oily: His back was glistening with sweat.
THESAURUS

shine, flash, flicker, twinkle,
glow, sparkle, shimmer, gleam, glint ➔ SHINE 1

glitch /glItS/ n. [C] a small problem that prevents

something from working correctly: Company
records were lost due to a computer glitch.
glit·ter1 /'glIÔø/ v. [I] to shine brightly with a lot of
small flashes of light: Fresh snow glittered in the
morning light. —glittering adj.
glitter2 n. [U] 1 brightness consisting of many
flashing points of light: the glitter of her diamond
ring 2 the exciting attractive quality of a place,
way of life, etc. that is connected with rich and

THESAURUS
sad, unhappy, miserable,
sorrowful, depressed, down, low, blue,
downhearted, melancholy, morose, glum ➔
SAD

3 dark in a way that makes you feel sad: the cold
gloomy weather —gloomily adv.
glo·ri·fied /'glOr@"faId/ adj. [only before noun]
made to seem like something more important: My
title is “Editorial Assistant,” but I’m just a glorified
secretary.
glo·ri·fy /'glOr@"faI/ v. (glorified, glorifies)
[T] 1 to make someone or something seem more
important or better than he, she, or it is: movies that
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glorify violence 2 to praise someone or something,
especially God —glorification /"glOr@f@'keIS@n/
n. [U]: the glorification of war
glo·ri·ous /'glOri@s/ adj. 1 having or deserving
praise and honor: a glorious achievement | the
country’s glorious past 2 very beautiful or
impressive: glorious views of the coast | a glorious
fall morning —gloriously adv.
glo·ry1 /'glOri/ n. (plural glories) 1 [U] the importance, praise, and honor that people give someone
they admire: At 19 he won glory as an Olympic
champion. 2 [C] an achievement that is greatly
admired or respected, or that makes you feel proud:
Becoming a Supreme Court judge was the crowning glory (=the final, most successful part) of her
legal career. | the glories of nature | the team’s past
glories 3 [U] a beautiful and impressive appearance: They spent $10 million on restoring the
Grand Theater to its former glory.
glory2 v. (gloried, glories)
glory in sth phr. v. to enjoy or be proud of the
praise, attention, and success that you get: The new
mayor gloried in his victory.
gloss1 /glOs, glAs/ n. 1 [singular, U] a shiny attractive surface: a hair gel that adds gloss to dull
hair 2 [C] a note in a piece of writing that explains
a difficult word, phrase, or idea
gloss2 v. [T] to provide a note in a piece of writing
which explains a difficult word, phrase, or idea
gloss over sth phr. v. to avoid talking about something unpleasant, or to say as little as possible about
it: She glossed over the details of her divorce.
glos·sa·ry /'glAs@ri, 'glO-/ n. (plural glossaries)
[C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a list of technical or unusual
words with an explanation of their meaning, printed
at the end of a book
gloss·y /'glOsi, 'glAsi/ adj. 1 shiny and smooth:
glossy healthy hair 2 a glossy magazine, book, or
photograph is printed on shiny good quality paper
glot·tis /'glAÔIs/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the space between
your VOCAL CORDS . When you open and close this
space, the movement produces the sound of your
voice. —glottal adj.
glove /glöv/ n. [C] a piece of clothing worn on
your hand, with separate parts to cover the thumb
and each finger ➔ MITTEN : a pair of gloves [ORIGIN: Old English glof] ➔ see picture at CLOTHES
'glove com"partment also 'glove box n. [C] a
small cupboard in a car in front of the passenger
seat, where small things such as maps can be kept
glow1 /gloU/ v. [I] 1 to shine with a soft steady
light: The red tip of his cigarette was glowing in the
dark

pride/pleasure etc. to show in your expression
that you are very happy, proud, etc.: Jodie was
glowing with pride as she looked at the baby.
glow2 n. [singular] 1 a soft steady light: the glow
of candlelight | At sunset we could see an orange
glow from the clouds. 2 the bright color your face
has when you are healthy, have been exercising, or
are feeling a strong emotion: the healthy glow in
her cheeks 3 a glow of pleasure/pride/
satisfaction etc. a strong feeling of pleasure,
pride, etc.
glow·er /'glaUø/ v. [I] to look at someone in an
angry way: Donna glowered at her husband but
said nothing. —glower n. [C]
glow·ing /'gloUIÎ/ adj. glowing report/review/
description etc. a report, etc. that is full of praise
for someone or something: He spoke in glowing
terms about the concert. —glowingly adv.
glow·worm /'gloUwøm/ n. [C] an insect that
gives out light from its body
glu·cose /'glukoUs/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY a natural
form of sugar that is in fruits ➔ FRUCTOSE , LACTOSE ,
SUCROSE

glue1 /glu/ n. [C,U] a sticky substance used for
joining things together: Stick the ribbon on with
glue.
glue2 v. [T] 1 to join things together using glue:
The two pieces of leather were glued together.
THESAURUS
fasten, attach, secure, join,
tape, staple, clip, tie, button (up), zip (up) ➔
FASTEN

2 be glued to sth to look at something with all
your attention: He was glued to the TV for the
World Series.
glum /glöm/ adj. unhappy and quiet: Anna looked
glum.
THESAURUS
sad, unhappy, miserable,
sorrowful, depressed, down, low, blue,
downhearted, melancholy, morose, gloomy ➔
SAD

glut1 /glöt/ n. [C] a supply of something that is

more than you need: a glut of new cars on the
market
glut2 v. be glutted with sth to be supplied with
too much of something: The world market was
glutted with oil.
glut·ton /'glöt§n/ n. [C] 1 someone who eats too
much food 2 a glutton for punishment someone who seems to enjoy working very hard or
doing something unpleasant
glut·ton·y /'glöt§n-i/ n. [U] (formal) the bad habit
THESAURUS
of eating and drinking too much
shine, flash, flicker, twinkle,
sparkle, shimmer, gleam, glint, glisten ➔
glyc·er·in
/'glIs@rIn/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY a sticky
SHINE 1
colorless liquid used in making soap, medicine, and
2 if your face glows, it is bright or hot because you EXPLOSIVE s
are healthy, have been doing exercise, or are feeling glyph /glIf/ n. [C] HISTORY a sign or picture, espea strong emotion 3 glow with happiness/ cially one cut into stone, used in a writing system
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gm. the written abbreviation of GRAM
GMAT /'dZi mæt/ n. [C] (trademark) Graduate
Management Admission Test an examination
taken by students who have completed a first
degree and want to go to GRADUATE SCHOOL to
study business

GMO n. [C]

genetically modified
organism a plant or other living thing whose
GENE s have been changed by scientists in order to
make it stronger, less likely to get diseases, etc.
—GMO adj.
BIOLOGY

gnarled /nArld/ adj. rough and twisted: a gnarled
branch

gnash·ing /'næSIÎ/ n. gnashing of teeth

(humorous) used in order to say that people are very
angry about something and are complaining loudly

gnat /næt/ n. [C] a small flying insect that bites
gnaw /nO/ v. [I,T] to keep biting something: a dog
gnawing on a bone

gnaw at sb phr. v. to make you feel worried or

anxious over a long time: Guilt had been gnawing
at him all day.

gnaw·ing /'nO-IÎ/ adj. [only before noun] worrying
or painful for a long time: gnawing doubts

gnome /noUm/ n. [C] a creature in children’s
stories like a little old man, who lives under the
ground

GNP n.

ECONOMICS Gross National Product the
total value of the goods and services produced in a
country, including income received from abroad

➔ GDP

go1 /goU/ v. (past tense went /wEnt/, past participle
gone /gOn, gAn/, third person singular goes /goUz/)
1 LEAVE [I] to leave a place ➔ COME : I wanted to
go, but Craig wanted to stay. | Let’s go home. | It’s
late – we should be/get going.
2 VISIT (past participle gone or been) [I] to visit a
place and then leave it: Lucia has gone to Paris
(=she is in Paris now). | Lucia has been to Paris
(=she has visited Paris in the past).
GRAMMAR

gone and been

Gone is the usual past participle of go: She has
gone to New York (=she has traveled to New
York and is there now).
Been is the past participle of the sense of go
that means “visit”: I have been to New York
many times (=I have visited New York many
times in the past, but I am not there now).

3 TRAVEL/MOVE [I] to travel or move in a particular
way or for a particular distance: The car was going
much too fast. | We can go by bus/car/train etc.
4 be going to do sth used in order to say that
something will happen, or is supposed to happen in
the future: It looks like it’s going to rain.
5 DO A PARTICULAR ACTIVITY [I] to leave the place
where you are in order to do something: Let’s go
for a walk. | I’ll go and pick up the car for you.

6 go shopping/swimming/clubbing etc. to
leave somewhere in order to shop, swim, etc.
7 REACH [I] to reach as far as a particular place, or
lead to a particular place: The roots of the tree go
very deep. | The belt won’t go around my waist.
THESAURUS

reach, come ➔ REACH 1

8 BE SENT [I] to be sent or passed on: The email
went to everyone in the company.
9 USUAL POSITION [I] if something goes somewhere, that is its usual position: “Where do the
plates go?” “On the shelf.”
10 FIT [I] to be the right size, shape, or amount for a
particular space: I don’t think all these bags will go
in the trunk.
11 CHANGE [linking verb] to change in some way,
especially by becoming worse than before: The
company went bankrupt last year. | Her hair is
starting to go gray.
12 BE IN A STATE [linking verb] to be or remain in a
particular state: Many families are forced to go
hungry. | His letter went unanswered (=nobody
replied to his letter).
13 ATTEND [I] a) to regularly attend school, a
church, etc.: Is Brett going to college next year?
b) to be at a concert, party, meeting, etc.: Are you
going to Gloria’s party?
14 HAPPEN [I] to happen or develop in a particular
way: How did your French test go? | The party
went well.
15 START [I] to start doing something: It’s time to
get going on the cleaning. | The builders are ready
to go, but their equipment isn’t here yet.
16 GET RID OF SB/STH [I] to be bad enough to be
made to leave or be thrown away: They knew that
Parker had to go. | “Do you want all these magazines?” “No, they can go.”
17 MONEY [I] if money goes, it is spent: The money
goes to local charities.
18 TIME [I] if time goes, it passes: I just don’t know
where the time goes!
19 BE SOLD [I] to be sold: The painting should go
for $2,000.
20 SOUND/SONG [T] to make a particular sound, or
have particular words or music: Do you remember
how that song goes? | The balloon suddenly went
bang.
21 MATCH [I] to look or taste good together: Those
colors don’t go together very well. | Does red wine
go with chicken?
22 GET WORSE [I] to become weak and not work
correctly: He’s old, and his hearing is going.
23 to go a) remaining before something happens:
Only two weeks to go before we leave for South
America! b) food that is to go is bought from a
restaurant and taken away to be eaten: I’ll have an
order of fries to go, please.
SPOKEN PHRASES

24 How’s it going?/How are things going?
said in order to ask someone how s/he is: “Hey,
Jimmy, how’s it going?” “All right, I guess.”
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25 go like this/that used in order to tell someone
about what movement someone or something
made: He went like this and knocked the lamp over.
26 don’t (even) go there used in order to say that
you do not want to think or talk about something:
“What if the two of them...?” “Don’t even go
there.”
27 it (just) goes to show used in order to
emphasize what something proves or shows: It just
goes to show how important your first impression
is.
28 go (to the bathroom) to pass liquid or solid
waste from your body: Mommy, I have to go!

[ORIGIN: Old English gan]

go about sth phr. v.

to do something or begin doing something: I don’t
know how to go about this. | I didn’t have the
slightest idea how to go about making a movie.
go after sb/sth phr. v.
1 to follow or chase someone: Joe went after her to

make sure she was okay.
2 to try to get something: I can’t decide whether to
go after the job or not.

G

go at sb/sth phr. v.

to attack someone or start a fight: The dogs went at
each other as soon as we let go.
go away phr. v.
1 to leave a place or a person: Go away! Leave me

alone!
2 to spend some time away from home, especially
on vacation: We’re going away for two weeks in
June.
3 if a problem or bad feeling goes away, it disappears: My headache hasn’t gone away.
go back phr. v.
1 to return to a place that you have just come from:

I think we ought to go back now.
2 to continue something that you were doing
before: I’ll go back to studying after the news is
over.
3 to have been made, built, or started at some time
in the past: Their family history goes back to the
16th century.
go back on sth phr. v.

if you go back on a promise or agreement, you do
not do what you promised to do: We’re not going
back on our word.

go against sb/sth phr. v.
1 if something goes against your beliefs, principles,

go by phr. v.
1 if time goes by, it passes: Two months went by

etc., it is the opposite of what you believe in: This
goes against everything I’ve been brought up to
believe in.
2 to do the opposite of what someone wants or
advises you to do: She was scared to go against her
father’s wishes.

go down phr. v.
1 BECOME LESS to become lower or less in level,

go ahead phr. v.
1 (spoken) said in order to give someone permission

to do something, or to let him/her speak before
you: You can go ahead of me – I’m waiting for
someone.
2 to start or continue to do something: They’ve
decided to go ahead with plans to build 50 new
houses on the site.
3 also go on ahead to go somewhere before the
other people in your group: You can go ahead and
we’ll catch up with you later.
go along phr. v.
1 to continue doing something: I went along mak-

ing the same mistakes for weeks.
2 if you do something as you go along, you do it
without preparing or planning it: I just made up the
story as I went along.
go along with sb/sth phr. v.

to agree with or support someone or something:
You’ll never get Mom to go along with it.
go around phr. v.
1 go around doing sth to behave or dress in a

particular way: You can’t go around lying to people
all the time!
2 if something such as an illness or news is going
around, it is being passed from one person to
another: There’s a rumor going around that Hugh
is having an affair.
3 enough/plenty to go around enough for each
person: Is there enough ice cream to go around?

before Winton called.
2 go by sth to use information, rules, etc. to help
you decide what to do: Don’t go by that map. It’s
really old.
amount, size, quality, etc.: The temperature went
down to freezing last night. | The swelling in her
knee didn’t go down for days.
2 GO FROM ONE PLACE TO ANOTHER (spoken) to
go to a place for a particular purpose: We went
down to Hudson’s to buy a camera.
3 SUN when the Sun goes down, it appears to move
down until you cannot see it anymore
4 AIRPLANE if an airplane goes down, it crashes
5 SHIP if a ship goes down, it sinks
6 COMPUTER IT to stop working for a short time:
My computer went down an hour ago.
7 go down well/badly etc. to get a particular
reaction from someone: Robbie’s jokes didn’t go
down very well with her parents.
8 BE REMEMBERED to be remembered or recorded
in a particular way: This day will go down in
history (=be remembered always).
go for sb/sth phr. v.
1 to try to get or win something: a swimmer going

for an Olympic record
2 go for it (spoken) said when you want to encourage someone to do something: Well, if you’re sure
you want to, go for it!
3 I could/would go for sth (spoken) to want
something: I could really go for a taco right now.
4 (spoken) to usually like a particular type of person
or thing: Kathy tends to go for older men.
go into sth phr. v.
1 to start working in a particular profession or type

of business: Vivian wants to go into politics.
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2 to be used in order to make something work or
happen: A lot of money has gone into building this
house.
3 to describe or explain something thoroughly: I
don’t want to go into details right now, but it was
horrible.
4 MATH if one number goes into another, it can
divide it: 12 goes into 60 five times.
go off phr. v.
1 to explode: Fireworks went off all over the city
that night.
2 to make a loud noise: My alarm clock didn’t go
off.
3 to leave a place, especially in order to do something: He went off to get something to eat.
4 if a machine or light goes off, it stops working or
stops shining: Suddenly, all the lights went off.
go on phr. v.
1 to continue without stopping or changing: We
can’t go on fighting like this! | This guy went on
and on (=talked for a long time) about himself all
night. | We had to go on with our lives.
2 to happen: What’s going on down there? Did
something break?
3 to do something new when you have finished
something else: Go on to question number 5 when
you’re done.
4 to continue talking or explaining something, after
you have stopped for a while: After a minute, she
stopped crying and went on with the story.
5 (spoken) said in order to encourage someone to do
something: Go on, have another drink.
6 to base an opinion or judgment on something:
The police don’t have much to go on.
7 be going on six o’clock/25 etc. to be nearly a
time, age, number, etc.: Aunt Tess must be going on
70 by now.
8 if time goes on, it passes: As time went on, he
became more friendly.
9 if a machine or light goes on, it starts working or
starts shining
go out phr. v.
1 to leave your house, especially in order to do
something you enjoy: Are you going out tonight? |
We went out for dinner/lunch etc. on Saturday. |
Can I go out and play now?
2 to have a romantic relationship with someone:
Leah used to go out with Dan’s brother.
3 if the TIDE goes out, the water moves away from
the land ANT come in
4 if a light or fire goes out, it stops shining or
burning
go over phr. v.
1 go over sth to look at or think about something
carefully: I’ve gone over the budget and I don’t
think we can afford a new computer.
2 go over well if something goes over well,
people like it: His comments didn’t go over very
well with customers.
go through phr. v.
1 go through sth to have a very upsetting or
difficult experience: She’s just been through a
divorce.

2 go through sth to use all of something: Jeremy
goes through at least a quart of milk every day!
3 if a deal, agreement, or law goes through, it is
officially accepted: My car loan has finally gone
through.
4 go through sth to look at, read, or explain
something carefully: She had to go through all her
uncle’s papers after he died.
go through with sth phr. v.
to do something you had planned or promised to
do: I’m not sure if I can go through with the
wedding.
go to sth phr. v.
1 go to a lot of trouble/go to great lengths to
use a lot of effort to get something or do something:
Suki went to a lot of trouble to get us the tickets.
2 to begin to experience or do something, or begin
to be in a particular state: I lay down and went to
sleep.
go under phr. v.
ECONOMICS if a business goes under, it has serious
problems and fails
go up phr. v.
1 to increase in number or amount: Our rent has
gone up by almost 20%.
2 to be built: All of those houses have gone up in
the past six months.
3 to explode or be destroyed by fire: The factory
went up in flames before the firemen got there.
go with sb/sth phr. v.
1 to be included as part of something: The car goes
with the job.
2 to accept someone’s idea or plan: Let’s go with
John’s original proposal.
go without sth phr. v.
1 to not have something you need or want: We can
go without a car in the city.
2 it goes without saying used in order to say that
something should be clear without needing to be
said: It goes without saying that you should stay
with us when you’re in Boston.

go2 n. (plural goes) [C] 1 an attempt to do some-

thing: Don’t worry about getting it right – just give
it a go. 2 on the go (informal) very busy or
working all the time: Susan’s three children really
keep her on the go.

goad /goUd/ v. [T] to make someone do something
by annoying him/her until s/he does it: Kathy
goaded him into confessing that he had lied.

'go-a"head n. give sb the go-ahead (informal)
to officially give someone permission to start doing
something: The bank finally gave us the go-ahead
to start building.

goal /goUl/

Ac n. [C] 1 something that you hope
to achieve in the future: My ultimate/long-term
goal is to become a doctor. | He will do anything it
takes to achieve/reach his goal.
THESAURUS

aim – something that you want to achieve when
you do something: His aim was to grow enough
food to feed his family.
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objective – something that you are working

hard to achieve, especially in business or politics:
The major objectives have been achieved.
target – the number or amount that you want to
achieve: He set himself the target of raising over
$1 million for cancer research.
mission – the things that a person or
organization wants to achieve, which forms the
basis of all their activities: The company says its
mission is to organize the world’s information and
make it available to everyone.

2 in a game or sport, the result of making the ball
go into a particular area to win a point, or the point
won by doing this: He hasn’t scored a goal in over
four games. 3 the area into which a player tries to
put the ball in order to win a point [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 gol “limit,” “boundary” (1300—
1400)]

goal·ie /'goUli/ n. [C] (informal) a GOALKEEPER
goal·keep·er /'goUl"kipø/ also goal·tend·er

G

by some religions to control the world or part of it,
or who represents a particular quality ➔ GODDESS :
Mars, the god of war
THESAURUS

deity/divinity – a god or goddess
idol – an image or object that people pray to as
a god

3 [C] someone or something that is given too much
importance or respect: Money became his god. 4 a
God-given duty/right/talent etc. a duty, etc.
received from God [ORIGIN: Old English]

god·child /'gAdtSaIld/ n. (plural godchildren
/-"tSIldr@n/) [C] a child that a GODPARENT promises to help, usually by teaching him/her Christian
values

god·dess /'gAdIs/ n. [C] a female spirit or BEING

who is believed by some religions to control the
world or part of it, or who represents a particular
quality ➔ GOD : Athena, the Greek goddess of
wisdom

/'goUl"tEndø/ n. [C] the player on a sports
team who tries to stop the ball from going into the
goal
god·fa·ther /'gAd"fADø/ n. [C] 1 a male GODgoal·post /'goUlpoUst/ n. [C] one of the two PARENT 2 (slang) the leader of a criminal organiupright BAR s, with another bar along the top or zation
across the middle, that form the goal in games like 'god-"fearing adj. (old-fashioned) behaving
SOCCER and football
according to the moral rules of a religion: godgoat /goUt/ n. [C] 1 a common farm animal with fearing men and women
horns and with long hair under its chin ➔ see picture
at FARM 1 2 get sb’s goat (informal) to make god·for·sak·en /'gAdfø"seIk@n/ adj. a godforsomeone very angry or annoyed [ORIGIN: Old saken place is far away from where people live, and
does not have anything interesting or cheerful in it
English gat]

goat·ee /goU'ti/ n. [C] a small BEARD on the end god·less /'gAdlIs/ adj. not showing any respect
of a man’s chin

for or belief in God

gob·ble /'gAb@l/ also gobble up v. [T] (informal) god·like /'gAdlaIk/ adj. having a quality like God
to eat something very quickly

gob·ble·dy·gook,

gobbledegook
/'gAb@ldi"gUk/ n. [U] (informal, disapproving) very
complicated or technical language that seems to
have no meaning

or a god

god·ly /'gAdli/ adj. (old-fashioned) showing that
you obey God by behaving according to the moral
rules of a religion

'go-between n. [C] someone who takes mes- god·moth·er /'gAd"möDø/ n. [C] a female god-

sages from one person or group to another parent
because the two sides do not want to meet or
cannot meet: The lawyer will act as a go-between god·par·ent /'gAd"pEr@nt/ n. [C] someone who
promises to help a child, usually by teaching him/
for the couple.
her Christian values
gob·let /'gAblIt/ n. [C] a cup made of glass or
god·send /'gAdsEnd/ n. [singular] something
metal with a base and long stem but no handles
good that happens to you at a time when you really
gob·lin /'gAblIn/ n. [C] a small and ugly creature need it: The drug has proved a godsend to people
in children’s stories who likes to trick people
with the disease.
gobs /gAbz/ n. [plural] (informal) a large amount of go·fer /'goUfø/ n. [C] (informal) someone whose
something: They must have gobs of money.
job is to get and carry things for other people
'go-cart n. [C] a small car made of an open frame
"go-'getter n. [C] (informal) someone who is very
on four wheels that people race for fun
determined to succeed
god /gAd/ n. 1 God the spirit or BEING whom
Christians, Jews, Muslims, etc. pray to, and who "goggle-'eyed adj. (informal) with your eyes
they believe made the universe: She believes in wide open and looking at something that surprises
God. 2 [C] a male spirit or BEING who is believed you
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gog·gles /'gAg@lz/ n.
[plural] special glasses

that protect your eyes,
for example when you
are swimming
go·ing1 /'goUIÎ/ n.
[U] 1 the act of leaving
a place: His going will
be a great loss to the
company. 2
rough/
hard/good etc. going
(informal) the speed at which you do something: I’m
getting the work done, but it’s slow going.
going2 adj. 1 the going rate the usual cost of a
service, or the usual pay for a job 2 [not before
noun] available, or able to be found: We think we
make the best computers going.
"going-'over n. [singular] a thorough examination
of something to make sure it is all right: Our
lawyers will give the contract a good going-over.
"goings-'on n. [plural] (informal) activities or events
that you think are strange or interesting
gold1 /goUld/ n. 1 [U] a valuable soft yellow
metal that is used to make jewelry, coins, etc.: The
locket is made of pure gold. 2 [C,U] a bright shiny
yellow color [ORIGIN: Old English]
gold2 adj. 1 made of gold: a gold necklace 2 having the color of gold: a gold dress
'gold "digger n. [C] (informal) someone who marries someone else only for his/her money
gold·en /'goUld@n/ adj. 1 having a bright shiny
yellow color: golden hair 2 golden age the time
when something was at its best: the golden age of
television 3 a golden opportunity a good
chance to get something valuable, or to be very
successful 4 (literary) made of gold: a golden
crown
gold·fish /'goUld"fIS/ n. [C] a small shiny orange
fish often kept as a pet
"gold 'medal n. [C] a prize that is given to the
winner of a race or competition, and that is usually
made of gold: He won three gold medals at the
Olympics. —gold medalist n. [C]
gold·mine /'goUldmaIn/ n. [C] 1 (informal) a
business or activity that produces a lot of
money 2 a hole under the ground from which gold
is taken
golf /gAlf, gOlf/ n. [U] a game in which you hit a
small white ball into a hole in the ground with a
golf club, using as few hits as possible: I play golf
every weekend. ➔ see picture on page A4 —golfer n.
[C]

'golf club n. [C] 1 a long wooden or metal stick

used for hitting the ball in golf 2 a place where a
group of people pay to play golf
'golf course n. [C] an area of land on which you
play golf
gol·ly /'gAli/ interjection (old-fashioned) said when
you are surprised

gon·do·la /'gAnd@l@, gAn'doUl@/ n. [C] a long
narrow boat, used on the CANAL s of Venice

gone /gOn, gAn/ v. the past participle of GO
gon·er /'gOnø, 'gA-/ n. be a goner (informal,
spoken) to be about to die, or in a lot of danger: I

heard an explosion, and I thought I was a goner.

gong /gOÎ, gAÎ/ n. [C] a round piece of metal that

hangs in a frame and is hit with a stick to make a
loud sound as a signal
gon·na /'gOn@, g@n@/ v. (nonstandard) a way of
writing “going to,” used to show how people sound
when they speak: I’m gonna talk to her about it
tomorrow.
gon·or·rhe·a /"gAn@'ri@/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a disease
of the sex organs that is passed from one person to
another during sex
goo /gu/ n. [U] a thick unpleasant sticky substance
—gooey adj.: gooey caramel
good1 /gUd/ adj. (comparative better, superlative
best)
1 HIGH IN QUALITY of a high standard ANT bad,
poor: The food was really good. | Who’s the best
player on the team? | His work just isn’t good
enough.
THESAURUS

great (especially spoken): We had a great time at

camp.

excellent: It was an excellent concert.
wonderful: a wonderful place for a picnic
fantastic: That’s fantastic news!
outstanding: an outstanding achievement
exceptional: She’s an exceptional student.
superb: a superb performance
first-class: a first-class piece of work
ace (informal): an ace guitarist ➔ BAD 1
USAGE

Use good to describe the quality of something or
someone: They did a good job. | He’s a good
actor.
Use well to talk about the way someone does
something: He plays tennis very well.

2
ANT

APPROPRIATE

appropriate

or

convenient

bad: When would be a good time for us to

meet? | It was a good place to rest.
3 SUCCESSFUL likely to be successful ANT bad:
That’s a good idea. | We stand a good chance of
winning.
4 SKILLFUL smart or skillful: a good swimmer |
Andrea is very good at languages.
5 NICE enjoyable and pleasant: good weather | It’s
good to see you again. | We had such a good time.
6 HEALTHY a) useful for your health or character:
Watching so much TV isn’t good for
you. b) healthy: “How do you feel today?” “Better, thanks.” | I’m in reasonably good health.
7 ABLE TO BE USED able to be used, and not
broken or damaged: There, now the table is as good
as new (=fixed so that it looks new again). | The
guarantee on my new watch is good for three years.
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wrong or bad 7 deliver the goods/come up
with the goods (informal) to do what other people
need or expect 8 make good on a promise/
threat/claim etc. to do what you say you are
going to do or what you should do: They’re asking
for more time to make good on their
debts. 9 behavior or actions that are morally right
or follow religious principles: the battle between
good and evil
good "after'noon interjection used in order to say
hello to someone in the afternoon
good·bye /gUd'baI, g@Ä'baI/ interjection said
when you are leaving or being left by someone
➔ HELLO : Goodbye, Mrs. Anderson. | I just have to
say goodbye to Erica. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 God
be with you]
good 'evening interjection used in order to say
hello to someone in the evening ➔ GOOD NIGHT :
Good evening, ladies and gentlemen.
"good-for-'nothing n. [C] someone who is lazy
or has no skills: He’s a lazy good-for-nothing.
SPOKEN PHRASES
—good-for-nothing adj.
16 good/oh good said when you are pleased that "Good 'Friday n. the Friday before EASTER
something has happened or has been done: “I’ve
"good-'humored adj. cheerful and friendly
finished.” “Good, put your papers in the box.”
17 good luck used in order to say that you hope "good-'looking adj. someone who is goodthat someone is successful
looking is attractive
18 good idea/question/point etc. used when
THESAURUS
attractive, nice-looking,
someone says or suggests something interesting or
pretty, beautiful, handsome, gorgeous,
important that you had not thought of before: “But
stunning, cute, hot ➔ ATTRACTIVE
it’s Sunday – the bank will be closed.” “Good
point.”
19 it’s a good thing said when you are glad that "good 'looks n. [plural] if someone has good
something has happened: It’s a good thing you looks, s/he is attractive
remembered to bring napkins.
good 'morning interjection used in order to say
20 Good for sb! used in order to say that you hello to someone in the morning
approve of something that someone has done: “I’ve
"good-'natured adj. naturally kind and helpful,
decided to accept the job.” “Good for you!”
21 good God/grief/heavens etc. said in order to and not easily made angry —good-naturedly
express anger, surprise, or other strong feelings. adv.
Saying “God” in this way is offensive to some good·ness /'gUdnIs/ n. [U] 1 (spoken) said
people: Good grief! Is it that late?
when you are surprised or annoyed: My goodness,
you’ve lost a lot of weight! | For goodness’ sake,
[ORIGIN: Old English god]
will you be quiet! 2 the quality of being good:
2
good n. [U] 1 something that improves a situa- Anne believed in the basic goodness of people.
tion or gives you an advantage: It’ll do you good good 'night interjection said when you are leaving
(=make you feel better) to take a vacation. | Take or being left by someone at night, especially late at
your medicine – it’s for your own good (=it will night ➔ GOOD EVENING
help you). 2 no good/not much good/not any
good a) not likely to be useful or successful: It’s good·will /gUd'wIl/ n. [U] kind feelings toward or
no good trying to explain it to her – she won’t between people: Christmas should be a time of
listen. b) bad: That movie isn’t any peace and goodwill.
good. 3 what’s the good of...?/what good good·y /'gUdi/ n. (plural goodies) [C usually plural]
is...? used in order to say that it is not worth doing (informal) something that is attractive, pleasant, or
or having something in a particular situation: What desirable, especially something good to eat: We
good is an expensive house if you’re always travel- brought lots of goodies for the picnic.
ing? 4 goods [plural] ECONOMICS things that are 'goody-"goody also "goody-'two-shoes n. (pluproduced in order to be sold: furniture and other ral goody-goodies) [C] (disapproving) someone
household goods | the tax payable on consumer who tries too hard to be good and helpful, in a way
goods (=televisions, refrigerators, etc. that people that others think is annoying
buy) 5 for good permanently: I’d like to stay in
Colorado for good. 6 be up to no good (infor- goof1 /guf/ v. [I] (informal) to make a silly mistake
goof around/off phr. v. (informal) to spend time
mal) to be doing or planning to do something that is
8 WELL-BEHAVED behaving well, used especially
about children: Sit here and be a good girl.
9 KIND kind and helpful: It’s good of you to come. |
Dad was always good about helping me with my
homework.
10 as good as almost: The work is as good as
finished.
11 a good deal (of sth) a lot: I spent a good deal
of time preparing for this test.
12 RIGHT morally right: He had always tried to
lead a good life.
13 LARGE/LONG large in amount, size, etc.: a
good-sized car | They’ve been gone a good while
(=a long time).
14 COMPLETE [only before noun] complete or thorough: The car needs a good wash. | Take a good
look at this picture.
15 too good to be true/too good to last
(informal) so good that you cannot believe it is real,
or you expect something bad to happen: Their
relationship had always seemed too good to be
true.
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doing silly things or not doing very much: We spent
the afternoon just goofing around at the mall.
goof2 n. [C] (informal) 1 a silly mistake 2 someone who is silly
goof·y /'gufi/ adj. (informal) stupid or silly: a goofy
smile
goon /gun/ n. [C] (informal) 1 a violent criminal
who is paid to frighten or attack people 2 a silly or
stupid person
goop /gup/ n. [U] (informal) a thick slightly sticky
substance: What’s that goop in your hair?
goose /gus/ n. (plural geese /gis/) 1 [C] a common water bird that is similar to a duck but larger,
and makes loud noises 2 [U] the meat from this
bird [ORIGIN: Old English gos]
goose·bumps /'gusbömps/ also 'goose
"pimples n. [plural] a condition in which your skin
is raised up in small points because you are cold,
afraid, or excited: I get goosebumps every time I
think about playing in the championship.
GOP n. the GOP Grand Old Party; another name
for the Republican party in U.S. politics
go·pher /'goUfø/ n. [C] a North and Central
American animal like a SQUIRREL with a short tail,
that lives in holes in the ground
gore1 /gOr/ v. [T] if an animal gores someone, it
wounds him/her with its horns
gore2 n. [U] blood that has flowed from a wound
and become thicker and darker ➔ GORY : There’s
too much blood and gore (=violence and blood) in
the movie.
gorge1 /gOrdZ/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a deep narrow
valley with steep sides ➔ see picture on page A11
gorge2 v. gorge yourself on/with sth to eat
until you are too full: We gorged ourselves on
popcorn and hot dogs at the game.
gor·geous /'gOrdZ@s/ adj. very beautiful or
pleasant: What a gorgeous sunny day! | Liz looked
gorgeous.
THESAURUS
attractive, good-looking,
nice-looking, pretty, beautiful, handsome,
stunning, cute, hot ➔ ATTRACTIVE

go·ril·la /g@'rIl@/ n. [C] the largest type of

APE

(=animal like a monkey) [ORIGIN: 1800—1900
Greek Gorillai, name of an African tribe of
hairy women in old stories] ➔ see picture at APE
gor·y /'gOri/ adj. clearly describing or showing
violence, blood, and killing: a gory movie
gosh /gAS/ interjection said when you are surprised:
Gosh! I never knew that!
gos·ling /'gAzlIÎ/ n. [C] a baby GOOSE
gos·pel /'gAsp@l/ n. 1 [C] also Gospel one of
the four stories of Christ’s life in the Bible 2 [U]
also gospel truth something that is completely
true: Don’t take what Ellen says as gospel
(=believe it to be completely true). 3 [U] also
'gospel "music ENG. LANG. ARTS a type of Christian

music, performed especially in African-American
churches [ORIGIN: Old English godspel, from
god “good” + spell “story, news”]
gos·sip1 /'gAs@p/ n. 1 [U] conversation or information about other people’s behavior and private
lives, often including unkind or untrue remarks:
People love hearing gossip about movie
stars. 2 [C] someone who likes talking about other
people’s private lives [ORIGIN: Old English godsibb “godparent, close friend,” from god “god”
+ sibb “relative”]
gossip2 v. [I] to talk or write gossip about someone or something: What are you gossiping about?
THESAURUS
talk, have a conversation,
chat (with/to sb)/have a chat, converse, visit
with sb, discuss ➔ TALK 1

got /gAt/ v. 1 the past tense of

GET 2 a past
participle of GET
got·cha /'gAtS@/ interjection (spoken) 1 a short
form of “I’ve got you,” said when you catch someone, or you have gained an advantage over him/
her 2 a word meaning “I understand” or “all
right”: “We have to be at the airport for five.”
“Gotcha.”
Goth·ic /'gAθIk/ adj. 1 ENG. LANG. ARTS a style of
building that was common in Western Europe
between the 12th and 16th centuries. Its main
features were pointed ARCH es, tall PILLAR s, and
tall thin pointed windows.: Gothic architecture 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS a Gothic story, movie, etc. is
about frightening things that happen in mysterious
old buildings and lonely places, especially stories
that were popular in the early 19th century 3 Gothic writing, printing, etc. has thick
decorated letters
got·ta /'gAÔ@/ v. a way of writing “got to,” used to
show how people sound when they speak: I gotta
go now. | You’ve gotta admit he plays really well.
got·ten /'gAt§n/ v. the usual past participle of GET
gou·ache /gU'AS, gwAS/ n. 1 [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS
a method of painting using colors that are mixed
with water and made thicker with a type of
GUM 2 [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a picture produced using
this method

gouge /gaUdZ/ v. [T] 1 to make a deep hole or cut

in the surface of something 2 (informal) to charge
someone too much money for something: Hotels
are ready to gouge Olympic visitors by raising their
prices. —gouge n. [C]
gouge sth ↔ out phr. v. to make a hole in something such as rock by removing material that is on
its surface

gourd /gOrd, gUrd/ n. [C] a large fruit with a hard
shell, that is sometimes used as a container

gour·mand /'gUrmAnd/ n. [C] (disapproving)
someone who enjoys good food and drink very
much, but who sometimes eats too much ➔ GOUR-

MET
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gour·met1 /gUr'meI, 'gUrmeI/ adj. [only before gown /gaUn/ n. [C] 1 a long dress worn by a
noun] relating to very good food and drink: a

G

woman on formal occasions: a silk evening
gourmet restaurant
gown 2 a long loose piece of clothing worn for a
gourmet2 n. [C] someone who knows a lot about particular activity or ceremony: a graduation gown
good food and drink, and who enjoys them
GPA n. [C] grade point average a number repregout /gaUt/ n. [U] a disease that makes your toes, senting the average of all a student’s grades, in
knees, and fingers hurt and swell [ORIGIN: 1200— which an A is 4 points, a B is 3 points, a C is 2
1300 Old French goute, from Latin gutta points, a D is 1 point, and an F is 0 points: Kim has
“drop;” because it used to be believed that it was a really high/low GPA. | He graduated with a 3.5
GPA.
caused by drops of disease in the blood]
gov·ern /'gövøn/ v. 1 [I,T] to officially control a GPS n. (plural GPSes) 1 [U] Global Positioning
country, state, etc. and make all the decisions about System a system that uses radio signals from
things such as taxes and laws: The same party SATELLITE s to show your exact position on the
governed for thirty years. 2 [T] (formal) to control Earth 2 [C] a special piece of equipment that uses
the way a system or situation works: new rules GPS to show your exact position, which people use
governing immigration [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old in their cars to help them find places they are going
French governer, from Latin gubernare, from to
Greek kybernan “to control the direction of grab1 /græb/ v. (grabbed, grabbing) [T] 1 to take
something”]
hold of someone or something with a sudden or
gov·er·nance /'gövøn@ns/ n. [U] POLITICS the violent movement: He grabbed my bag and ran
act or process of governing
off. | Kay grabbed hold of my arm to stop me from
gov·ern·ess /'gövønIs/ n. [C] a woman who going. 2 (informal) to eat or sleep for a very short
lives with a family and teaches the children at time: I’ll just grab a sandwich for lunch. 3 (informal) to quickly take an opportunity to do somehome, especially in past times
gov·ern·ment /'gövøm@nt, 'gövønm@nt/ thing: Try to get there early and grab a seat. | You
should grab the chance to travel while you’re
n. 1 [C] also Government the group of people
who govern a country, state, etc.: The government young. 4 how does sth grab you? (spoken)
will send aid to the disaster area. | the British/ used in order to ask if someone would be interested
in doing a particular thing: How does the idea of a
German etc. government
trip to Hawaii grab you?
THESAURUS
grab at sth phr. v. to quickly and suddenly put out
democracy – a political system in which
your hand in order to take hold of something: I
everyone can vote to choose the government, or
grabbed at the glass just before it fell.
a country that has this system
2
n. 1 make a grab for/at sth to suddenly
grab
republic – a country that has an elected
try
to
take hold of something: Parker made a grab
government, and does not have a king or queen
for the knife. 2 be up for grabs (informal) if a
monarchy – a country that has a king or queen
job, prize, opportunity, etc. is up for grabs, it is
as the head of state, and which may or may not
available for anyone who wants to try to get it
also have an elected government
1
/greIs/ n. [U] 1 a smooth way of moving
grace
regime – a government, especially one that was
that appears natural, relaxed, and attractive: She
not elected fairly or that you disapprove of: a
moved with the grace of a dancer. 2 a) polite and
brutal military regime
pleasant behavior: At least he had the grace to
dictatorship – a political system in which a
admit he was wrong. | Kevin accepted his defeat
dictator (=a leader who has complete power and
with
good
grace
(=without
complainwho has not been elected) controls a country, or
ing). b) graces [plural] the skills needed to
a country that has this system
behave in a way that is considered polite and
totalitarian country/state, etc. – a country in
socially acceptable: Her parents tried to teach her
which the government has complete control over
all the finer social graces. 3 also grace period
everything
more time that is added to the period you are
police state – a country where the government
allowed for finishing a piece of work, paying a
strictly controls people’s freedom, for example to
debt, etc.: The bill was supposed to be paid by
travel or to talk about politics ➔ POLITICIAN
Friday, but they’re giving me a week’s
2 [U] the process of governing, or the system used grace. 4 (formal) God’s kindness that is shown to
for governing: Voting is essential to democratic people: Through the grace of God my dream
government. —governmental /"gövøn'mEnôl/ became reality. 5 a short prayer before a meal:
adj.
Who would like to say grace? [ORIGIN: 1100—
gov·er·nor, Governor /'göv@nø, -vø-/ n. [C] 1200 Old French, Latin gratia “pleasing quality,
the person in charge of governing a U.S. state: the kindness,” from gratus]
Governor of California —governorship n. [U]
grace2 v. [T] 1 grace sb/sth with your presTHESAURUS
ence (humorous) said when someone arrives late,
politician, president,
or when someone who rarely comes to meetings or
congressman/congresswoman, senator,
events arrives: I’m so glad you’ve decided to grace
mayor ➔ POLITICIAN
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us with your presence! 2 (formal) to make a place
or an object look more beautiful or attractive: His
new painting now graces the wall of the dining
room.

grace·ful /'greIsf@l/ adj. 1 moving in a smooth

and attractive way, or having an attractive shape: a
graceful dancer | the car’s graceful
curves 2 polite and exactly right for a situation:
They urged him to take the graceful way out and
resign. —gracefully adv.
gra·cious /'greIS@s/ adj. 1 behaving in a polite,
kind, and generous way: a gracious host 2 having
the type of expensive style, comfort, and beauty
that only rich people can afford: gracious living 3 (goodness) gracious! (spoken, oldfashioned) used in order to express surprise or to
emphasize “yes” or “no” —graciously adv.: Valerie graciously agreed to let the group meet at her
house.

grad /græd/ n. [C] (spoken) a GRADUATE
gra·da·tion /greI'deIS@n, gr@-/ n. [C] (formal) a
small change in a set of changes: gradations of
color from dark red to pink

grade1 /greId/

Ac n. 1 [C] one of the 12 years
you are in school in the U.S., or the students in a
particular year: My brother is in the eleventh
grade. | a fourth-grade teacher 2 [C] a number or
letter that shows how well you have done at school,
college, etc.: She works hard and gets good
grades. 3 [C,U] a particular standard or level of
quality that a product, material, etc. has: Grade A
beef 4 make the grade to succeed or reach the
necessary standard: I wanted to be an actress, but I
was afraid I wouldn’t make the grade. 5 [C] a
slope or a degree of slope, especially in a road or
railroad tracks 6 [C,U] the level of importance you
have or the level of pay you receive in a company
or organization: The pay depends on your grade.
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French, Latin gradus
“step, degree”]

grade2

Ac v. [T] 1 to separate things, or arrange
them in order according to their quality or rank:
The eggs are graded according to size. 2 to give a
grade to an examination paper or to a piece of
school work: Grading essays takes time.
—grading n. [U]: I have a lot of grading to do.

grad·ed /'greIdId/ adj. 1 designed to suit different levels of learning: The reading materials are
graded. 2 made level or less steep: a graded road

'grade point "average n. [C] a GPA

-grader /greIdø/ n. [C] a child in a particular
grade: a cute little first-grader

'grade "school n. [C] an ELEMENTARY

SCHOOL

gra·di·ent /'greIdi@nt/ n. [C] a slope, or a measurement of how steep a slope is, especially in a
road or railroad

'grad school n. [C] (informal) a
SCHOOL

GRADUATE

grad·u·al /'grædZu@l/ adj. 1 happening, devel-

oping, or changing slowly over a long time
ANT sudden: gradual changes
THESAURUS
SLOW 1

slow, leisurely, sluggish ➔

2 a gradual slope is not steep

grad·u·al·ly /'grædZu@li, -dZ@li/ adv. in a way

that happens or develops slowly over time: Gradually, his back got better. | The situation is gradually
getting better. | The animals evolved gradually over
millions of years.
grad·u·ate1 /'grædZuIt/ n. [C] someone who has
successfully completed his/her studies at a school,
college, or university ➔ UNDERGRADUATE : high
school graduates | a graduate of UCLA ➔ STUDENT
grad·u·ate2 /'grædZu"eIt/ v. [I] to obtain a
DIPLOMA or a degree by completing your studies at
a school, college, or university: Ruth has just
graduated from Princeton.
grad·u·at·ed /'grædZu"eIÔId/ adj. divided into
different levels or sizes from lower to higher
amounts or degrees: graduated rates of income tax
'graduate "school n. [C,U] a college or university where you can study for a MASTER’S DEGREE
or a PH.D. , or the period of time when you do this
'graduate "student n. [C] a student who is
studying for an advanced degree ➔ STUDENT
grad·u·a·tion /"grædZu'eIS@n/ n. 1 [U] the
time when you complete a college or university
degree or HIGH SCHOOL education: After graduation, Jayne went to nursing school. 2 [C,U] a ceremony at which you receive a degree or DIPLOMA :
We’re going to Sara’s graduation today.
graf·fi·ti /gr@'fiÔi/ n.
[U] writing and pictures
that are drawn illegally
on the walls of buildings, trains, etc. [ORIGIN:
1800—1900
Italian graffiare “to
make marks in a surface”]
graft1 /græft/ n. 1 [U]
the practice of dishonestly using your position
to get money or advantages:
politicians
accused of graft 2 [C] a
piece of healthy skin or bone taken from someone’s
body and put on a damaged part of his/her body:
skin grafts 3 [C] a piece cut from one plant and
joined to another plant so that it grows where it is
joined
graft2 v. [I,T] 1 to put a piece of healthy skin or
bone from one part of someone’s body onto another
part that has been damaged: Doctors grafted skin
from Mike’s arm onto his burnt face. 2 to join a
part of a flower, plant, or tree onto another flower,
plant, or tree
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grain /greIn/ n. 1 [C,U] a seed or seeds of crops gran·dil·o·quent /græn'dIl@kw@nt/ adj. (for-

G

such as corn, wheat, or rice that are used for food,
or the crops themselves: five-grain cereal | fields of
grain 2 [C] a very small piece or amount of something: a grain of sand | There’s not a grain of truth
in what she said. 3 the grain the lines or patterns
you can see in things such as wood or rock: Split
the wood along the grain. 4 go against the
grain if something that you must do goes against
the grain, you do not like doing it because it is not
what you would naturally do 5 take sth with a
grain of salt to not completely believe what someone tells you because you know that s/he often lies
or is wrong [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French,
Latin granum “seed”]
grain·y /'greIni/ adj. a photograph that is grainy
has a rough appearance, as if the images are made
up of spots
gram /græm/ n. [C] (written abbreviation gm) a unit
for measuring weight, equal to 1/1000 of a kilogram or 0.035 OUNCE s
gram·mar /'græmø/ n. [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS the
rules by which words change their form and are
combined into sentences: Check your spelling and
grammar. | the rules of English grammar [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Old French gramaire, from Latin
grammatica, from Greek grammatikos “of letters”]
gram·mat·i·cal /gr@'mæÔIk@l/ adj. 1 [only
before noun] ENG. LANG. ARTS relating to the use of
grammar: grammatical errors 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS
correct according to the rules of grammar: a grammatical sentence —grammatically adv.: The sentence is grammatically correct.
Gram·my /'græmi/ n. (plural Grammies) [C] a
prize given in the U.S. every year to the best song,
the best singer, etc. in the music industry
grand1 /grænd/ adj. 1 higher in rank than others
of the same kind: the grand prize 2 grand total
the final total you get when you add up several
numbers or amounts 3 (old-fashioned) very good or
impressive: a grand old house [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 Old French “large, great,” from Latin
grandis] —grandly adv.
grand2 n. (plural grand) [C] (informal) 1,000 dollars: Bill only paid five grand for that car.
grand·child /'græntSaIld/ n. (plural grandchildren /-"tSIldr@n/) [C] the child of your son or
daughter
grand·dad /'grændæd/ n. [C] (informal) a
GRANDFATHER

grand·daugh·ter /'græn"dOÔø/ n. [C] the
daughter of your son or daughter

gran·deur /'grændZø, -dZUr/ n. [U] impressive

beauty, power, or size: the grandeur of the Pacific
Ocean
grand·fa·ther /'grænÄ"fADø/ n. [C] the father of
your mother or father ➔ RELATIVE 1
'grandfather "clock n. [C] a tall clock in a
wooden case that stands on the floor

mal) using words that are too long and formal, in
order to sound important SYN pompous: a grandiloquent speech —grandiloquence n. [U]

gran·di·ose /'grændi"oUs, "grændi'oUs/ adj.

grandiose plans sound very important but are really
not practical
"grand 'jury n. [C] a group of people who decide
whether someone who may be guilty of a crime
should be judged in a court of law
grand·ma /'grænÄmA, 'græmA/ n. [C] (informal)
a GRANDMOTHER
grand·moth·er /'grænÄ"möDø/ n. [C] the
mother of your mother or father ➔ RELATIVE 1
grand·pa /'grænÄpA, 'græmpA/ n. [C] (informal)
a GRANDFATHER
grand·par·ent /'grænÄ"pEr@nt/ n. [C] the parent of your mother or father
"grand pi'ano n. [C] the type of large piano often
used at concerts
grand prix /"grAn 'pri/ n. [C] one of a set of
international races, especially a car race
"grand 'slam n. [C] 1 a hit in baseball that gets
four points because it is a HOME RUN and there are
players on all the bases 2 the result of winning all
of a set of important sports competitions in the
same year
grand·son /'grænÄsön/ n. [C] the son of your
son or daughter

grand·stand /'grænÄstænd/ n. [C] a large struc-

ture that has many rows of seats and a roof, where
people sit to watch sports competitions or races
➔ BLEACHERS
gran·ite /'grænIt/ n. [U] EARTH SCIENCES a very
hard gray rock, often used in buildings
gran·ny /'græni/ n. (plural grannies) [C] (informal)
a grandmother
gra·no·la /gr@'noUl@/ n. [U] a breakfast food
made from nuts, OAT s, and seeds
grant1 /grænt/ Ac n. [C] an amount of money
given to someone by an organization for a particular purpose: They have applied for a research
grant. | a grant from the National Institute of
Health [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French creanter, graanter, from Latin credere “to
believe”]
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grant2

Ac v. 1 take it for granted (that) to
believe that something is true without making sure
SYN assume: You shouldn’t take it for granted
that your parents will pay for college. 2 take sb
for granted to expect that someone will always be
there when you need him/her, and never thank
him/her: He’s so busy with his work that he takes
his family for granted. 3 [T] (formal) to give someone something that s/he has asked for or earned,
especially official permission to do something: The
U.S. granted her permission to remain as a refugee.
THESAURUS

give, award, present ➔ GIVE

1

4 granted (that) used in order to say that something is true, before you say something else about
it: Granted, he didn’t practice much, but he played
well anyway.
gran·u·lat·ed /'græny@"leIÔId/ adj. granulated
sugar is in the form of small white grains
gran·ule /'grænyul/ n. [C] a very small hard piece
of something: coffee granules —granular
/'græny@lø/ adj.
grape /greIp/ n. [C] a small round green or purple
fruit that grows on a VINE and is often used to
make wine: a bunch of grapes [ORIGIN: 1200—
1300 Old French crape, grape “hook, bunch of
grapes”] ➔ see picture on page 414
grape·fruit /'greIpfrut/ n. [C] a large yellow or
pink CITRUS fruit with a thick skin, like a large
orange
grape·vine /'greIpvaIn/ n. hear sth
on/through the grapevine to hear news because
it has been passed from one person to another in
conversation: Sarah had heard through the grapevine that Larry was getting the job.
graph /græf/ n. [C] a drawing that shows how two
or more sets of measurements are related to each
other: a graph showing population growth over 50
years ➔ see picture at CHART 1
graph·ic /'græfIk/ adj. 1 a graphic account/
description etc. a very clear detailed description
of an event 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS relating to drawing or
printing: graphic art —graphically adv.: She
described the scene so graphically that we felt we
were there.

"graphical 'user "interface n. [U] IT GUI
"graphic de'sign n. [U] the art of combining

graph·ite /'græfaIt/ n. [U]

EARTH SCIENCES a soft
CARBON and is

black substance that is a type of
used in pencils

grap·ple /'græp@l/ v. [I] to fight or struggle with

someone, holding him/her tightly: A young man
was grappling with the guard.
grapple with sth phr. v. to try hard to understand
or solve a difficult problem: The new governor will
have to grapple with the problem of unemployment.

grasp1 /græsp/ v. [T] 1 to take and hold something firmly in your hands: I grasped his arm firmly
and led him away.
THESAURUS
hold, grip, clutch,
catch/take/keep/get (a) hold of sth, clasp,
grab (hold of sth)/seize ➔ HOLD 1

2 to completely understand a fact or an idea,
especially a complicated one: They couldn’t quite
grasp the significance of the problem. ➔ be
grasping/clutching at straws at STRAW
grasp at sth phr. v. to eagerly try to get or hold on
to something: He was desperately grasping at some
way to stay in power.

grasp2 n. [singular] 1 the ability to understand a

complicated idea or situation: He has a good grasp
of English grammar. | ideas that are beyond my
grasp (=too difficult to understand) 2 the possibility of being able to achieve or gain something: Eve
felt that success was finally within her grasp. 3 a
hold on something, or your ability to hold it: The
bottle slipped out of his grasp and smashed on the
floor.

grasp·ing /'græspIÎ/ adj. (disapproving) too eager
to get money: a grasping man

grass /græs/ n. 1 [U] a very common plant with

thin green leaves that grows across fields, parks,
hills, and yards: Please keep off the grass. | a blade
of grass (=a single leaf) 2 [C,U] a particular type
of grass: mountain grasses 3 [U] (informal) MARIJUANA [ORIGIN: Old English græs]

grass·hop·per /'græs"hApø/ n. [C] an insect
that jumps with its long back legs and makes short
loud noises

grass·land /'græslænd/ n. [U] also grasslands
[plural] EARTH SCIENCES a large area of land covered

with wild grass

pictures and words in the production of books, "grass 'roots n. the grass roots the ordinary
people in an organization rather than the leaders
magazines, etc. —graphic designer n. [C]
—grass-roots adj.: a grass-roots campaign
"graphic 'novel n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a book that gras·sy /'græsi/ adj.
tells a story using a series of pictures, each of
covered with grass: a
which is drawn inside a box, as they are in a COMIC
grassy hill
STRIP —graphic novelist n. [C]
grate1 /greIt/ v. 1 [T]
"graphic 'organizer n. [C] a picture, GRAPH ,
to rub food such as
DIAGRAM , etc. that helps you organize information
cheese, vegetables, etc.
in a way that is easy to see
against a rough or sharp
graph·ics /'græfIks/ n. [plural] IT pictures or
surface in order to break
images, especially those produced on a computer:
it into small pieces:
the latest computer graphics
grated cheese
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THESAURUS
cut, chop (up), slice, dice,
peel, carve, shred ➔ CUT 1

G

2 [I] (informal) to annoy someone: She’s really
beginning to grate on my nerves.
grate2 n. [C] 1 the frame and metal BAR s that
hold wood, coal, etc. in a FIREPLACE 2 a metal
frame with bars across it that covers a hole, window, etc. SYN grating: iron grates on the windows
grate·ful /'greItf@l/ adj. 1 feeling that you want
to thank someone because of something kind that
s/he has done ANT ungrateful: I’m very grateful
for the opportunity to study at Harvard. | Mona was
grateful to Lorenzo for his support. | We’re just
grateful that you can help. | the thanks of a grateful nation 2 I/we would be grateful if... used in
formal situations or letters to make a request: I
would be grateful if you would allow me to visit
your school. —gratefully adv.: We gratefully
accepted their offer.
grat·er /'greIÔø/ n. [C] a kitchen tool used for
grating food
grat·i·fy /'græÔ@"faI/ v. (gratified, gratifies) [T]
(formal) to make someone feel pleased and satisfied: We were gratified by the result of the vote.
—gratification /"græÔ@f@'keIS@n/ n. [U]
grat·i·fy·ing /'græÔ@"faI-IÎ/ adj. (formal) pleasing
and satisfying: It’s gratifying to know that we have
achieved so much.
grat·ing1 /'greIÔIÎ/ n. [C] a metal frame with bars
across it that covers a hole, window, etc.
grating2 adj. a grating sound is unpleasant and
annoying: a grating voice
gra·tis /'græÔIs, 'grA-/ adj., adv. (formal) provided
without payment SYN free
grat·i·tude /'græÔ@"tud/ n. [U] the feeling of
being grateful ANT ingratitude: I would like to
express my gratitude to everyone who helped us.
gra·tu·i·tous /gr@'tu@Ô@s/ adj. said or done without a good reason in a way that offends someone:
television programs full of gratuitous violence
gra·tu·i·ty /gr@'tu@Ôi/ n. (plural gratuities) [C]
(formal) a TIP
grave1 /greIv/ n. [C] 1 the place where a dead
body is buried: We visited my grandfather’s grave. |
They buried him in an unmarked grave (=one with
no name on it). 2 sb would turn/roll over in
their grave used in order to say that someone who
is dead would strongly disapprove of something
that is happening now 3 the grave (literary)
death: He took the secret to the grave with him.
[ORIGIN: Old English græf]
grave2 adj. 1 very serious and worrying: I think
he is making a grave mistake. | The war is a cause
of grave concern. 2 looking or sounding very
serious: My parents spoke quietly and looked grave
for the rest of the day. —gravely adv.
grave3 /greIv, grAv/ adj. ENG. LANG. ARTS a grave
ACCENT is a mark put above a letter in some

languages such as French to show how the letter is
pronounced, for example è
grav·el /'græv@l/ n. [U] small stones used in order
to make a surface for paths or roads
grav·el·ly /'græv@li/ adj. a gravelly voice sounds
low and rough
grave·side /'greIvsaId/ n. [C usually singular] the
area around a grave: Mourners stood somberly at
his graveside (=beside it).
grave·stone /'greIvstoUn/ n. [C usually singular]
a stone on a grave that shows the name of the dead
person and the dates of his/her birth and death
grave·yard /'greIvyArd/ n. [C] an area of ground
where people are buried, often near a church
➔ CEMETERY
'graveyard "shift n. [C] a period of working time
that begins late at night and continues until the
early morning, or the people who work during this
time
grav·i·tate /'græv@"teIt/ v. [I] to be attracted to
something and move toward it, or become involved
with it: Students gravitate toward others with similar interests.
grav·i·ta·tion /"græv@'teIS@n/ n. [U] PHYSICS the
force that makes two objects, such as PLANET s,
move toward each other because of their MASS
grav·i·ta·tion·al /"græv@'teIS@n@l/ adj. PHYSICS
relating to gravity: the Earth’s gravitational pull
gravi"tational 'field n. [C] PHYSICS an area in
space around every large mass such as a PLANET or
star, that attracts other objects toward it
grav·i·ty /'græv@Ôi/ n. [U] 1 PHYSICS the force that
makes objects fall to the ground: the laws of gravity 2 (formal) the seriousness or importance of an
event, situation, etc.: I don’t think they understand
the gravity of the situation.
gra·vy /'greIvi/ n. [U] SAUCE made from the juice
of cooked meat, flour, and milk: mashed potatoes
and gravy
'gravy "train n. [singular] (informal) an organization, activity, or business from which many people
can make money without much effort
gray1 /greI/ adj. 1 having the color of black mixed
with white: He was wearing a gray suit. 2 having
gray hair: Ryan’s black hair is turning/going
gray. 3 if the weather is gray, the sky is full of
clouds and the Sun is not bright: a gray
day 4 gray area a part of a subject such as law or
science that is hard to deal with because the rules
are not clear
gray2 n. [U] a color made from black mixed with
white: The suit comes in gray or red.
gray3 v. [I] if someone is graying, his/her hair is
becoming gray
'gray "matter n. [U] (informal) your intelligence,
or the part of your brain that thinks
graze1 /greIz/ v. 1 [I,T] if an animal grazes, it eats
grass: cattle grazing in the field 2 [T] to injure
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yourself by accidentally rubbing against something
rough: Billy grazed his knee when he fell. 3 [T] to
touch something lightly while passing it, sometimes damaging it: The bullet grazed his arm.

"greatest "common 'factor (abbreviation

graze2 n. [C] a wound caused by rubbing against

great·ly /'greIt§li/ adv. (formal) extremely or very

something rough, which slightly breaks your skin:
minor cuts and grazes

GRE n. [C] (trademark) Graduate Record

GCF) n. [singular] MATH the largest positive number that divides exactly into each of a set of
numbers

much: The money you lent us was greatly appreciated. c Don’t say “The money was appreciated
greatly.” b

Examination an examination taken by students
who have completed a first degree and want to go to

greed /grid/ n. [U] a strong desire for more food,

GRADUATE SCHOOL

greed·y /'gridi/ adj. (comparative greedier, super-

grease1 /gris/ n. [U] 1 a thick oily substance that

is put on the moving parts of a car or machine to
make it run smoothly 2 soft fat from animals or
vegetables

grease2 v. [T] to put grease on something: Grease
the pan lightly with butter.

greas·y /'grisi, -zi/ adj. covered in grease or oil:
greasy food | greasy hair
THESAURUS

dirty, filthy, dusty, muddy,
grimy, soiled, polluted ➔ DIRTY 1

"greasy 'spoon n. [C] (informal) a small cheap
restaurant that mainly serves fried (FRY) food

great /greIt/ adj.

1 USEFUL (informal) very useful or appropriate for
something: This stuff’s great for getting stains out
of clothes.
2 LARGE very large in size, amount, or degree:
Willis caught a great big fish! | A great many
people died in the earthquake.
3 IMPORTANT very important, successful, or
famous: the great civilizations of the past | Ella
Fitzgerald was the greatest jazz singer ever.
SPOKEN PHRASES

4 EXCELLENT very good: It’s great to see you
again! | We had a great time.
THESAURUS
good, excellent, wonderful,
fantastic, outstanding, exceptional, superb,
first-class, ace ➔ GOOD 1
nice, enjoyable, pleasant, fantastic, wonderful
➔ NICE

money, power, possessions, etc. than you need

lative greediest) always wanting more food,

money, power, possessions, etc. than you need: He
was being selfish and greedy. —greedily adv.
—greediness n. [U]

Greek1 /grik/ adj. 1 relating to or coming from
Greece 2 relating to the Greek language

Greek2 n. 1 [U] the language used in
Greece 2 [C] someone from Greece

green1 /grin/ adj. 1 having the color of grass:

green eyes | pale/dark green leaves 2 covered with
grass, trees, bushes, etc.: green fields 3 fruit that is
green is not yet ready to be eaten: green
bananas 4 relating to or concerned about the environment: green issues 5 be green with envy to
wish very much that you had something that someone else has 6 give sb/sth the green light to
allow a project, plan, etc. to begin: The board just
gave us the green light to begin research. 7 (informal) young and lacking experience: The trainees
are still pretty green.
THESAURUS
young, youthful, immature,
underage ➔ YOUNG 1

8 have a green thumb to be good at making
plants grow [ORIGIN: Old English grene]

green2 n. 1 [C,U] the color of grass 2 [C] the

smooth flat area of grass around a hole on a GOLF
COURSE : the 18th green 3 greens [plural] vegetables with large green leaves: salad greens

green·back /'grinbæk/ n. [C] (informal) a dollar
BILL

5 NOT GOOD said when you are annoyed and think "green 'bean n. [C] a long thin green vegetable

that something is not good at all: “Your car won’t
be ready until next week.” “Oh, great!”
6 a great deal a lot: He’s traveled a great deal. |
The explosion caused a great deal of damage.
7 great-grandmother/great-uncle etc. the
grandmother, uncle, etc. of one of your parents
8 great-granddaughter/great-nephew etc. the
GRANDDAUGHTER , NEPHEW , etc. of your child
9 (the) Great used in names to mean large or
important: Alexander the Great | the Great Lakes
10 Greater Boston/New York etc. used to talk
about a large city, including all the outer areas: the
Greater Los Angeles area [ORIGIN: Old English]
—greatness n. [U]

that is picked and eaten before the beans inside it
grow

"green 'card n. [C] a document that shows that
someone who is not a citizen can live and work in
the U.S.

green·er·y /'grin@ri/ n. [U] green leaves and
plants

green·horn /'grinhOrn/ n. [C] (informal) someone
who lacks experience in a job and can be easily
deceived

green·house /'grinhaUs/ n. [C] a glass building
in which you grow plants that need to be protected
from the weather
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grey /greI/ adj. another spelling of GRAY
grey·hound /'greIhaUnd/ n. [C] a thin dog with

long legs that can run very fast, often used in races

grid /grId/ n. [C] 1 a pattern of straight lines that

'greenhouse ef"fect n. the greenhouse

G

effect EARTH SCIENCES the gradual warming of the
air around the Earth as a result of the Sun’s heat
being trapped by POLLUTION ➔ ENVIRONMENT
'greenhouse "gas n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a gas,
especially CARBON DIOXIDE or METHANE , that
traps heat above the Earth and causes the greenhouse effect
"green 'onion n. [C] a small white onion with a
small round end and a long green stem that you eat
raw SYN scallion
greet /grit/ v. [T] 1 to say hello to someone or
welcome him/her: Carol’s mother greeted her with
hugs and kisses. 2 to react to something in a
particular way: The first speech was greeted with
cheers and laughter.
greet·ing /'griÔIÎ/ n. [C] 1 something that you
say or do when you meet someone: The two men
exchanged greetings (=said hello to each other). |
We received a warm (=friendly) greeting. 2 holiday/birthday/Christmas etc. greetings a message saying that you hope someone will be happy
and healthy on his/her BIRTHDAY , at Christmas,
etc.
'greeting "card n. [C] a card that you send to
someone on his/her BIRTHDAY , at Christmas, etc.
gre·gar·i·ous /grI'gEri@s/ adj. someone who is
gregarious is friendly and enjoys being with other
people [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 gregarius, from
grex “group of animals”]
THESAURUS
sociable, outgoing,
extroverted, affable, genial, convivial ➔
SOCIABLE

grem·lin /'grEml@n/ n. [C] an imaginary evil
spirit that is blamed for problems in machinery

gre·nade /gr@'neId/ n. [C] a small bomb that can

be thrown by hand or fired from a gun
grew /gru/ v. the past tense of GROW

cross each other and form squares: streets organized in a grid system 2 the system of squares
with numbers on them that are printed on a map so
the exact position of any place can be found 3 a
network of CABLE s that supply an area with electricity
grid·dle /'grIdl/ n. [C] an iron plate used for
cooking food on top of a STOVE
grid·i·ron /'grIdaIøn/ n. [C] (informal) a football
field
grid·lock /'grIdlAk/ n. [U] 1 a situation in which
the streets have so many cars, etc. using them that
the cars cannot move 2 a situation in which nothing can happen, usually because people disagree
strongly —gridlocked adj.: Traffic was gridlocked
in the downtown area.
grief /grif/ n. [U] 1 extreme sadness, especially
because someone you love has died: His grief was
obvious from the way he spoke. 2 give sb grief
(informal) to say something that annoys or causes
trouble for someone: My mom’s been giving me
grief about not helping with my little sister. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French gref, from Latin
gravis]
griev·ance /'griv@ns/ n. [C,U] something that
you complain about because you think it is unfair:
He has major grievances against his former
employer.

grieve /griv/ v. [I,T] to feel extremely sad, espe-

cially because someone you love has died: We are
still grieving over the death of our mother. | families grieving for their loved ones | grieving parents

griev·ous /'griv@s/ adj. (formal) very serious and
likely to be harmful: Lying to the police was a
grievous error/mistake. —grievously adv.

grift·er /'grIftø/ n. [C] (informal) someone who
dishonestly obtains something, especially money

grill1 /grIl/ v. 1 [I,T] if you grill food, or if it grills,
you cook it over a fire

THESAURUS
cook, bake, fry, roast, broil,
sauté, boil, steam, deep fry ➔ COOK 1

2 [T] (informal) to ask someone a lot of difficult
questions for a long period of time: The police
grilled him about the murder.

grill2 n. [C] 1 a flat metal frame with BAR s across

it that can be put over a fire so that food can be
cooked on it: Let’s put a few steaks on the
grill. 2 also grille a frame of metal bars used for
protecting something such as a window

grim /grIm/ adj. 1 making you feel worried and

unhappy: grim news on the economy | We were
running out of money and things were looking
pretty grim. 2 looking or sounding very serious: a
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grim-faced judge 3 a place that is grim is unattractive and unpleasant —grimly adv.
grim·ace /'grIm@s/ v. [I] to twist your face in an
ugly way because you feel pain, do not like something, or are trying to be funny: Theo rolled around
on the field grimacing with pain. —grimace n.
[C]

grime /graIm/ n. [U] thick black dirt that forms a
layer on surfaces

grim·y /'graImi/ adj. covered in thick black dirt: a
grimy apartment building

THESAURUS
dirty, filthy, dusty, muddy,
greasy, soiled, polluted ➔ DIRTY 1

grin1 /grIn/ v. (grinned, grinning) [I] 1 to smile
continuously with a very big smile: Sally was
grinning at Martin from across the room.
THESAURUS
SMILE

smile, beam, smirk, simper ➔

2 grin and bear it (informal) to accept a difficult
situation without complaining because you cannot
change it: It won’t be fun, but we’ll have to grin and
bear it.
grin2 n. [C] a wide smile: He looked back at me
with a big grin on his face.
grind1 /graInd/ v. (past tense and past participle
ground /graUnd/) [T] 1 to crush something such
as coffee beans into small pieces or powder: Could
you grind some coffee for me?
THESAURUS
press, squash, crush, mash,
squeeze, compress, compact ➔ PRESS 1

2 to cut food such as raw meat into small pieces,
using a machine 3 to press something down into a
surface and rub it with a strong twisting movement:
He paused and ground his cigarette butt into the
ashtray. 4 to make something smooth or sharp by
rubbing it on a hard surface or by using a machine:
a stone for grinding knives and scissors 5 grind
your teeth to rub your upper and lower teeth
together, making a noise 6 grind to a halt if
something grinds to a halt, it stops moving or
making progress: Traffic slowly ground to a halt.

grind2

n.

[singular]

(informal) something that
is hard, boring, and tiring: The work has
become a grind to them.
grind·er /'graIndø/ n.
[C] a machine used to
crush or cut food into
small pieces: a coffee
grinder
grind·ing /'graIndIÎ/
adj. grinding poverty
the state of being
extremely poor
grind·stone /'graInÄstoUn/ n. [C] a large round
stone that is turned like a wheel and is used for

groan

making tools sharp ➔ keep your nose to the
grindstone at NOSE 1
grip1 /grIp/ n. 1 [singular] a tight hold on something, or your ability to hold it: Get a firm grip on
the rope, and then pull. 2 [singular] the control that
you have over a person, a situation, or your emotions: Come on, Dee, get a grip on yourself (=try to
control your emotions)! 3 come/get to grips
with sth to understand and deal with a difficult
problem or situation: Eric still hasn’t come to grips
with his drug problem. 4 be in the grip of sth to
be experiencing a very unpleasant situation: The
economy is deep in the grip of a recession.
grip2 v. (gripped, gripping) 1 [T] to hold something very tightly: I gripped his hand in fear.
THESAURUS
hold, clutch,
catch/take/keep/get (a) hold of sth, grasp,
clasp, grab (hold of sth)/seize ➔ HOLD 1

2 [T] to have a strong effect: Unusually cold
weather has gripped the northwest. 3 [I,T] if something grips a surface, it stays on without slipping:
tires that grip the road 4 [T] to hold all of your
attention and interest: a book that really grips you
gripe1 /graIp/ v. [I] (informal) to complain about
something continuously and in an annoying way:
Now what’s Pete griping about?
gripe2 n. [C] something that you keep complaining
about: The students’ main gripe is the dorm food.
grip·ping /'grIpIÎ/ adj. very exciting and interesting: a gripping story
THESAURUS
exciting, thrilling, dramatic,
exhilarating, electric ➔ EXCITING
interesting, fascinating, intriguing, absorbing,
enthralling, engrossing, compelling, riveting
➔ INTERESTING

gris·ly /'grIzli/ adj. extremely unpleasant because
death or violence is involved: a grisly murder

grist /grIst/ n. grist for the mill something that is

useful in a particular situation: The president’s
comments provided journalists with plenty of grist
for their mill.
gris·tle /'grIs@l/ n. [U] the part of a piece of meat
that is not soft enough to eat
grit1 /grIt/ n. 1 [U] very small pieces of
stone 2 [U] (informal) determination and courage
SYN guts 3 grits [plural] a type of crushed grain
that is cooked and eaten for breakfast, especially in
the southern U.S. —gritty adj.
grit2 v. (gritted, gritting) grit your teeth to use all
your determination to continue doing something in
spite of pain or difficulties: Just grit your teeth; the
worst is almost over.
griz·zly bear /'grIzli "bEr/ also grizzly n. [C] a
large brown bear that lives in the northwest of
North America
groan /groUn/ v. [I] to make a long deep sound, for
example because you are in pain or are not happy
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about something: Charlie was holding his arm and
groaning. —groan n. [C]: Loud groans came from
the crowd.
gro·cer /'groUsø, -Sø/ n. [C] someone who owns
or works in a grocery store [ORIGIN: 1200—1300
Old French grossier “person who sells in large
quantities,” from gros “big, thick”]
gro·cer·ies /'groUs@riz, 'groUSriz/ n. [plural]
the food or other things that are sold in a grocery
store or SUPERMARKET
gro·cer·y store /'groUs@ri "stOr, -Sri-/ also
grocery n. [C] a store that sells food and other
things used in the home
grog·gy /'grAgi/ adj. weak and unable to walk
steadily or think clearly because you are sick or
very tired
groin /grOIn/ n. [C] the place where your legs join
at the front of your body
groom1 /grum/ v. [T] 1 to prepare someone for an
important job or position by training him/her:
Sharon’s being groomed to take over the business. 2 to take care of your appearance by keeping
your hair and clothes clean and neat: a wellgroomed young man 3 to take care of animals by
cleaning and brushing them —grooming n. [U]
groom2 n. [C] 1 a man at the time he gets
married, or just after he is married: a wedding
WEDphoto of the bride and groom ➔
DING 2 someone whose job is to take care of
horses
groove /gruv/ n. 1 [C] a thick line cut into a
surface to hold something, or to make something
move or flow where you want it to: Plant the seeds
in grooves about a foot apart. 2 [singular] (informal) the way things should be done, so that it seems
easy and natural: It will take the players a while to
get back in the groove.
grope /groUp/ v. 1 [I] to try to find something
you cannot see, using your hands: She groped in
the dark for the flashlight. 2 grope your way
along/across etc. to go somewhere by feeling
the way with your hands because you cannot
see 3 grope for sth to have difficulty in finding
the right words to say or the right solution to a
problem 4 [T] (informal) to touch someone’s body
in a sexual way when s/he does not want to be
touched
gross1 /groUs/ adj. 1 (spoken) very unpleasant to
look at or think about: There was one really gross
part in the movie. | Oh, gross! I hate spinach! 2 [only before noun] ECONOMICS a gross
amount of money is the total amount before any tax
or costs have been taken away ➔ NET : His gross
profit was $300,000. 3 a gross weight is the total
weight of something, including its wrapping 4 [only before noun] wrong and unacceptable:
Workers are suing the company for gross
negligence. | That’s a gross exaggeration. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French gros “big, thick,”
adv.
from
Latin
grossus]
—grossly
—grossness n. [U]

gross2 v. [T]

ECONOMICS to earn an amount as a
total profit or earn it as a total amount, before tax
has been taken away: The movie has already
grossed over $10 million.

THESAURUS

net ➔ EARN

earn, make, get, be/get paid,

gross sb ↔ out phr. v. if something grosses you
out, it is very unpleasant and almost makes you feel
sick: His dirty fingernails really gross me out.

"gross do"mestic 'product n. [singular, U] ECONOMICS GDP

"gross "national 'product n. [singular, U]

ECO-

NOMICS GNP

gro·tesque /groU'tEsk/ adj. ugly or strange in a

way that is unpleasant or frightening: drawings of
grotesque monsters [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French,
Old Italian (pittura) grottesca “cave painting,”
from grotta] —grotesquely adv.: The movie is
grotesquely violent.
THESAURUS
ugly, unattractive, unsightly,
hideous, repulsive ➔ UGLY

grot·to /'grAÔoU/ n. (plural grottos or grottoes)
[C] a small CAVE

grouch1 /graUtS/ n. [C] (informal) someone who is
always complaining

grouch2 v. [I] (informal) to complain in a slightly
angry way

grouch·y /'graUtSi/ adj. feeling annoyed and
complaining a lot

THESAURUS
grumpy, cranky, crabby,
cantankerous, irritable, touchy ➔ GRUMPY

ground1 /graUnd/ n.

1 EARTH’S SURFACE [singular, U] a) the surface of
the Earth: We were all sitting on the ground. |
People in the area were advised to move to higher
ground in the event of a flood. | The fuel is stored
below ground. | The pipes are laid above
ground. b) the soil on and under the surface of the
Earth: We put seeds in the ground. ➔ see picture at
WATER CYCLE

USAGE

Use on the ground to say where someone or
something is: I saw the keys on the ground next to
the car.
Use to the ground to show movement that goes
down: Eddie was knocked to the ground.
THESAURUS

The ground is the surface under your feet when
you are outside: The ground was very muddy.
The floor is the surface under your feet when
you are inside a building: The floors all have
carpets.
Land is an area of ground that is owned or
controlled by someone: He owns all the land
around here.
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Earth or soil is the substance that plants grow
in: The soil is good for growing plants.

2 AREA OF LAND a) [C] a large area of land or
ocean that is used for a particular purpose: a burial
ground b) grounds [plural] the land or gardens
around a building: prison grounds
3 KNOWLEDGE [U] an area of knowledge, ideas,
experience, etc.: Scientists are breaking new
ground (=discovering new ideas) in cancer
research. | We covered a lot of ground in class
today.
4 OPINIONS [U] the general opinions you have
about something: There has to be a way we can find
some common/middle ground (=something that
everyone can agree about). | Neither side was willing to give any ground (=agree that someone else is
right).
5 hold/stand your ground a) to refuse to move
when someone threatens you, in order to show that
you are not afraid b) to refuse to change your
opinion, belief, etc., even though people are trying
to make you change it: Joanne held her ground and
made no apologies.
6 REASON grounds [plural] a good reason for
doing, believing, or saying something: Mental cruelty can be grounds for divorce. | The committee
rejected the proposal on the grounds that it would
be too expensive.
7 get off the ground to start being successful: His
company hasn’t really gotten off the ground yet.
8 gain/lose ground to become more or less
successful or popular: Republicans have been gaining ground in recent months.
9 ELECTRICAL [singular] PHYSICS a wire that connects a piece of electrical equipment to the ground
for safety
10 SMALL PIECES grounds [plural] the small
pieces of something such as coffee which sink to
the bottom of a liquid: coffee grounds [ORIGIN: Old
English grund]

ground2 v. [T] 1 to stop an aircraft or pilot from

flying: All planes were grounded due to the
snow. 2 be grounded in sth to be based on
something: His theories about education are
grounded in years of research. 3 (informal) to stop
a child from going out with his/her friends as a
punishment for doing something wrong: If you stay
out that late again, you’ll be grounded for a
week. 4 PHYSICS to make a piece of electrical
equipment safe by connecting it to the ground with
a wire

ground3 adj. 1 ground beef/turkey/pork etc.
meat that has been cut up into very small
pieces 2 ground coffee, pepper, etc. has been
crushed into small pieces: freshly ground pepper

ground4 v. the past tense and past participle of
GRIND

ground·break·ing

/'graUnÄ"breIkIÎ/ adj.
groundbreaking work involves making new discoveries, using new methods, etc.: groundbreaking
research

'ground crew n. [C] the group of people who
work at an airport taking care of the aircraft

"ground 'floor n. [C] the part of a building that is
on the same level as the ground

ground·hog /'graUnd"hOg/ n. [C] a small North
American animal that has thick brown fur and lives
in holes in the ground SYN woodchuck ➔ see

picture at RODENT

'Groundhog "Day n. February 2; according to

American stories, the first day of the year that a
groundhog comes out of its hole. If it sees its
shadow, there will be six more weeks of winter; if it
does not, good weather will come early.

ground·less /'graUndlIs/ adj. not based on facts
or reason: They assured me that my fears were
totally groundless.

'ground rule n. [C] a rule or principle on which
future actions should be based

ground·swell /'graUnÄswEl/ n. a groundswell
of support/enthusiasm a sudden increase in
how strongly people feel about something: There
has been a groundswell of support for change.

ground·work /'graUnÄwøk/ n. [U] work that

needs to be done in order for an activity or plan to
be successful: Amelia is already laying the groundwork for her re-election campaign.

"ground 'zero n. [U] 1 the place where an explo-

sion happens, where a lot of damage has been done
and a lot of people have been killed 2 Ground
zero HISTORY the place in New York City where the
World Trade Center buildings were destroyed by
TERRORIST s on September 11, 2001

group1 /grup/ n. [C] 1 several people or things
that are all together in the same place: a group of
children | The teacher asked everyone to get into
groups of four.
THESAURUS

group of people
crowd – a large group of people in one place
team – a group of people who work together: a
team of doctors | a successful baseball team

crew – a group of people who all work together,
especially on a ship or airplane: the flight crew

gang – a group of young people, especially a
group that often causes trouble and fights

mob – a large noisy group of people, especially

one that is angry and violent: an angry mob |
mob violence
bunch (informal) – a group of people: They’re a
nice bunch of kids
flock – a large group of people of the same type:
a flock of tourists
horde – a large group of people moving in a
noisy uncontrolled way: There were hordes of
people coming out of the subway.
mass – a large group of people all close
together in one place: As soon as the doors
opened a mass of people pushed their way into
the store.
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group
party – a group of people who have been
organized to do something together: a search
party
group of animals
herd of cows/deer/elephants
flock of sheep/birds
school/shoal of fish/dolphins/herring, etc.
pack of dogs
litter of puppies/kittens (=a group of baby

animals born from the same mother at the same
time)

group of things
bunch of flowers/grapes/keys, etc. (=several

flowers, etc. tied or held together)
bundle of papers/clothes/sticks (=several
papers, etc. tied or held together)
set of dishes/keys/rules, etc. (=several things
that belong together or are related in some way)

G
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2 HAIR/NAILS [I,T] to let your hair or nails become
longer: He’s growing a beard.
3 PLANTS [I,T] if plants grow, or if you grow them,
they develop and become bigger: Not many plants
can grow in the far north. | We’re trying to grow
roses this year.
4 INCREASE [I] to increase in amount, size, or
degree: a growing business | The number of students grew by 5% last year. | A growing number of
people are working from home.
THESAURUS
increase, go up, rise, double,
shoot up, multiply ➔ INCREASE 1

5 BECOME [linking verb] to become old, hot, worse,
etc. over a period of time: He became more conservative as he grew older.
6 grow to like/fear/respect etc. to gradually
start to like, fear, etc. someone or something: She
had grown to love the city.
7 IMPROVE [I] to improve in ability or character:
Beth’s really growing as a singer.
8 BUSINESS [T] to make something such as a
business become larger or more successful: The
president thinks cutting taxes will help grow the
economy.
grow apart phr. v.
if two people grow apart, their relationship changes
and they become less close
grow into sb/sth phr. v.
1 to develop over time and become a particular type
of person or thing: Gene’s grown into a handsome
young man.
2 if a child grows into clothes, s/he becomes big
enough to wear them: The jacket’s a little bit big for
him now, but he’ll soon grow into it.
grow on sb phr. v.
if someone or something grows on you, you gradually start to like him, her, or it: I didn’t like blue
cheese at first, but the taste has kind of grown on
me.
grow out of sth phr. v.
1 if a child grows out of clothes, s/he becomes too
big to wear them
2 to stop doing something as you get older: Sarah
still sucks her thumb, but she’ll grow out of it.
grow up phr. v.
1 to develop from being a child to being an adult: I
grew up in San Diego.
2 grow up! (spoken) said in order to tell someone
to behave more like an adult
grow·er /'groUø/ n. [C] a person or company that
grows fruit, vegetables, etc. in order to sell them
'growing "pains n. [plural] problems and difficulties that start at the beginning of a new activity, for
example starting a business

2 several people or things that are connected with
each other in some way: a terrorist group | There
should be equal treatment of all racial and ethnic
groups. 3 musicians or singers who perform
together, usually playing popular music: a rock
group 4 CHEMISTRY a COLUMN of ELEMENT s in the
PERIODIC TABLE , which all have similar ATOMIC
structures and chemical properties (PROPERTY )
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 French groupe, from Italian gruppo]
group2 v. [I,T] to come together to make a group,
or to arrange people or things in a group: The
visitors grouped themselves around the statue. |
Birds can be grouped into several types.
group·ie /'grupi/ n. [C] (informal) someone, especially a young woman, who follows popular musicians or other famous people around, hoping to
meet them
group·ing /'grupIÎ/ n. [C] a set of people, things,
or organizations that have the same interests, qualities, or features: social groupings
"group 'therapy n. [U] a method of treating
people with emotional or PSYCHOLOGICAL problems by bringing them together in groups to talk
about their problems
grouse1 /graUs/ v. [I] (informal, disapproving) to
complain about something: He’s always grousing
about the weather.
grouse2 n. (plural grouse) [C,U] a small fat bird
that is hunted for food and sport, or the meat from
this bird
grove /groUv/ n. [C] a piece of land with trees
growing on it: a lemon grove
grov·el /'grAv@l, 'grö-/ v. [I] to try too hard to
please someone or to keep telling him/her that you
are sorry: I hate it when people start groveling to 'growing "season n. [C] the period during the
year from the time when crops start to grow until
the boss.
grow /groU/ v. (past tense grew /gru/, past participle they become fully grown
growl /graUl/ v. 1 [I] if an animal growls, it makes
grown /groUn/)
1 PERSON/ANIMAL [I] to develop and become big- a deep angry sound: dogs growling at a visiger over a period of time: Jamie’s grown two inches tor 2 [I,T] to say something in a low angry voice:
“Go away!” he growled. —growl n. [C]
this year.
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grown1 /groUn/ adj. grown man/woman an

adult, used especially when you think someone is
not behaving as an adult should: I’ve never seen a
grown man act like that.
grown2 v. the past participle of GROW
'grown-up1 n. [C] an adult, used especially by
children or when talking to children: Ask a
grown-up to help you.
'grown-up2 adj. fully developed as an adult: a
grown-up son
growth /groUθ/ n. 1 [singular, U] an increase in
amount, size, or degree: rapid population growth |
There’s been tremendous growth in the health food
industry. | the growth of modern technology 2 [U]
the increase in the physical size and strength of a
person, animal, or plant over a period of time:
Vitamins are necessary for healthy growth. 3 [U]
the development of someone’s character, intelligence, or emotions: a job that provides opportunities for personal growth 4 [C] something that
grows in your body or on your skin, caused by a
disease: a cancerous growth 5 [C,U] something
that is growing: There are signs of new growth on
the tree.
grub /gröb/ n. [U] (informal) food
grub·by /'gröbi/ adj. dirty: grubby hands
grudge1 /grödZ/ n. [C] a feeling of anger or
dislike you have for someone who has harmed you:
Diane doesn’t hold grudges (=stay angry with
people). | Aunt Alice bore a grudge against him for
25 years.

grudge2 v. [T] BEGRUDGE
grudg·ing /'grödZIÎ/ adj. done in a way that

shows you do not really want to do something:
Some of the staff had grudging respect for her.
—grudgingly adv.: They grudgingly agreed.
gru·el·ing /'gru@lIÎ/ adj. very difficult and tiring:
a grueling entrance exam [ORIGIN: 1800—1900
gruel “to punish”, from gruel “food;” because
people were given gruel as a punishment]
grue·some /'grus@m/ adj. very unpleasant to
look at, and usually involving death or injury: a
gruesome accident [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 grue
“to shake (with fear)” (14—19 centuries), from
Middle Dutch gruwen]
gruff /gröf/ adj. unfriendly or annoyed: a gruff
answer —gruffly adv.
grum·ble /'grömb@l/ v. [I] to keep complaining in
a quiet but slightly angry way: He’s always grumbling about how expensive everything is.
grump·y /'grömpi/ adj. (comparative grumpier,
superlative grumpiest) easily annoyed and tending
to complain: a grumpy old man —grumpily adv.
THESAURUS

cranky/crabby/grouchy (informal) – easily
annoyed and complaining a lot: I was feeling
hungry and cranky.
cantankerous – easily annoyed and
complaining a lot: a cantankerous old man

irritable – easily annoyed or made angry: He’s
been a little irritable lately.

touchy – easily offended or annoyed: She’s

touchy about her weight.

grunge /gröndZ/ n. [U] (informal) dirt and GREASE
—grungy adj.

grunt /grönt/ v. 1 [I,T] to make short sounds or

say only a few words, especially because you do
not want to talk: He just grunted hello and kept
walking. 2 [I] if a pig grunts, it makes short low
sounds —grunt n. [C]
G-string /'dZi strIÎ/ n. [C] very small underwear
that does not cover the BUTTOCK s
gua·ca·mo·le /"gwAk@'moUleI/ n. [U] a Mexican dish made with crushed AVOCADO s [ORIGIN:
1900—2000 American Spanish, Nahuatl, from
ahuacatl “avocado” + molli “sauce”]
guar·an·tee1 /"gær@n'ti/ Ac v. [T] 1 to promise that something will happen or be done: We
guarantee delivery within 48 hours. | Can you
guarantee (that) it will arrive tomorrow? | It’s
impossible to guarantee everyone a job.
THESAURUS
promise, give sb your word,
swear, take/swear an oath, vow, pledge,
undertake to do sth, commit ➔ PROMISE 1

2 to make a formal written promise to repair or
replace a product if it has a problem within a
specific time 3 to make it certain that something
will happen: Practicing guarantees that you’ll play
better, but it doesn’t guarantee that you’ll
win. 4 be guaranteed to do sth to be certain to
behave, work, or happen in a particular way: This
show is guaranteed to make you smile. 5 if someone guarantees an amount of money, s/he is legally
responsible for the payment of the money: The city
guaranteed the loan for the first five years.
guarantee2 Ac n. [C] 1 a formal written
promise that a product will please the customer or
perform in a particular way for a specific length of
time: a two-year guarantee | The breadmaker
comes with a money-back guarantee (=a promise
that you will get your money back if it doesn’t
work). 2 a formal promise that something will be
done or will happen: There’s no guarantee that the
books will be delivered this week (=it is not sure to
happen). | a guarantee that aid will be sent 3 an
action, situation, etc. that makes it certain that
something else will happen: A high school diploma
is no guarantee of a job. 4 an agreement to be
responsible for someone else’s promise, especially
a promise to pay a debt: a loan guarantee
guar·an·tor /"gær@n'tOr, 'gær@ntø/ n. [C] ECONOMICS someone who promises that s/he will pay
for something if the person who should pay for it
does not
guard1 /gArd/ n. 1 [C] someone whose job is to
guard people, places, or objects so that they are not
attacked or stolen: The guards stopped us at the
gate. | a security guard | prison guards 2 [U] the
act of protecting a place or person, or preventing a
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prisoner from escape: Soldiers are always on guard were sisters. 2 keep sb guessing to not tell
at the embassy. | The prisoners were held under someone what is going to happen next: a film that
armed guard at all times. 3 catch/take sb off really keeps the audience guessing
guard to surprise someone by doing something SPOKEN PHRASES
that s/he is not ready to deal with: The question 3 I guess a) said when you think that something
caught the senator off guard. 4 [C] something that is true or likely: I wasn’t there, but I guess Mr.
covers and protects someone or something: a Radkin yelled at Jeannie. | His light’s on, so I guess
hockey player’s face guard 5 sb’s guard the state he’s still up. b) said in order to show that you do
of paying careful attention to what is happening in not feel very strongly about what you are planning
order to avoid being tricked or getting into danger: or agreeing to do: I guess I’ll stay home tonight.
These men are dangerous, so you’ll need to be on
THESAURUS
your guard (=be careful). | He never let down his
think, believe, suspect,
guard (=relaxed and felt comfortable with othconsider, figure ➔ THINK
ers). 6 [C] a) one of two players in basketball
whose main job is to defend his/her BAS- 4 I guess so/not used in order to say yes or no to
a question or statement, when you are not very
KET b) one of two football players who play on
either side of the CENTER [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 sure: “She wasn’t happy?” “I guess
not.” 5 guess what/you’ll never guess who/
French garde]
what etc. said when you are about to tell someone
2
guard v. [T] 1 to protect someone or something something that will surprise him/her: You’ll never
from being attacked or stolen, or to prevent a guess who I saw today.
prisoner from escaping: They have a dog to guard
their house. | a heavily-guarded courtroom
guess2 n. [C] 1 an attempt to guess something:
THESAURUS
Just take/make a guess. | I can only hazard a guess
protect, safeguard, shield,
(=make a guess) on how old she is.
give/offer/provide protection, shelter,

G

preserve, conserve ➔ PROTECT

2 to protect something such as a right or secret by
preventing other people from taking it: a closelyguarded secret
guard against sth phr. v. to try hard to prevent
something from happening: Exercise can help
guard against a number of serious illnesses.
guard·ed /'gArdId/ adj. careful not to show your
emotions or give away information: a guarded
answer
guard·i·an /'gArdi@n/ n. [C] 1 someone who is
legally responsible for a child, but who is not the
child’s parent: His aunt is his legal guardian. 2 (formal) a person or organization that tries to
protect something —guardianship n. [U]
"guardian 'angel n. [C] an imaginary good spirit
who protects a person
guard·rail /'gArd-reIl/ n. [C] a long metal BAR
that keeps cars or people from falling over the edge
of a road, boat, or high structure
gua·va /'gwAv@/ n. [C] a small tropical fruit with
pink flesh and many seeds inside [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 Spanish guayaba, from Arawakan (a
group of South American languages)]
gu·ber·na·to·ri·al /"gubøn@'tOri@l/ adj. (formal) relating to the position of being a GOVERNOR
guer·ril·la, guerilla /g@'rIl@/ n. [C] a member of
a military group that is fighting for political reasons: guerrilla warfare [ORIGIN: 1800—1900
Spanish guerra “war”]
guess1 /gEs/ v. 1 [I,T] a) to try to answer a
question or form an opinion when you are not sure
whether you will be correct: I’d say he’s about 40,
but I’m just guessing. b) to guess something correctly: “Don’t tell me; you got the job.” “How did
you guess?” | I never would have guessed that they

C O L L O C AT I O N S

good guess – a guess that is likely to be right
educated guess – a guess that is likely to be
correct because it is based on some information
wild guess – a guess that you make when you
do not have any information, and that is likely to
be wrong
lucky guess – a guess that is right, and that you
made without very much information
rough guess – a guess that is not exact

2 an opinion formed by guessing: My guess is
(that) Don won’t come. 3 be anybody’s guess
to be something that no one knows: What she’s
going to do with her life now is anybody’s
guess. 4 your guess is as good as mine
(spoken) said in order to tell someone that you do
not know any more than s/he does about something
guess·ti·mate /'gEst@mIt/ n. [C] (informal) an
attempt to judge a quantity by guessing it
—guesstimate /'gEst@"meIt/ v. [I,T]
guess·work /'gEswøk/ n. [U] a way of trying to
find the answer to something by guessing
guest1 /gEst/ n. [C] 1 someone whom you invite
to stay in your home, be at your party, etc.: a dinner
guest | He was a frequent guest at the White
House. 2 someone famous who is invited to take
part in a television program, concert, etc.: Tonight’s
special guest will be Justin Timberlake. 3 someone who is paying to stay in a hotel: Use of the
swimming pool is free for guests. 4 be my guest
(spoken) said when giving someone permission to
do what s/he has asked to do: “Could I use your
phone?” “Be my guest.” [ORIGIN: 1200—1300
Old Norse gestr]
guest2 adj. 1 guest speaker/artist/star etc.
someone famous who is invited to speak on a
subject or take part in a performance 2 [only before
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noun] for guests to use: the guest room | guest

towels

guf·faw /g@'fO/ v. [I] to laugh loudly —guffaw n.
[C]

THESAURUS
laugh, giggle, chuckle,
cackle, snicker, titter ➔ LAUGH 1

GUI /'gui/ n. [U]

IT graphical user interface a
way of arranging information on a computer screen
using pictures, which makes it easier for you to tell
the computer what to do
guid·ance /'gaIdns/ n. [U] helpful advice about
work, education, etc.: Ms. Norris has given me a lot
of guidance about colleges and careers.

THESAURUS
advice, tip, suggestion,
recommendation, counseling, warning ➔
ADVICE

'guidance "counselor n. [C] someone who

works in a school, giving advice to students about
what subjects to study and helping them with personal problems
guide1 /gaId/ n. [C] 1 someone whose job is to
take tourists to a place, or show a place to tourists:
a tour guide 2 a book that provides information
about a particular subject or explains how to do
something: a guide for new parents 3 something
that helps you decide what is likely to happen or
helps you to make a decision: The balance sheet is
a fairly reliable guide to the company’s financial
position.
guide2 v. [T] 1 to take someone to or through a
place that you know very well, showing him/her the
way: He offered to guide us around/through the
city.
THESAURUS

lead, direct, point, show,

escort, usher ➔ LEAD

1

2 to help someone or something to move in a
particular direction: The pilot guided the plane to a
safe landing. 3 to help someone to do something
or to make a decision: Children need parents to
guide them.

guide·book /'gaIdbUk/ n. [C] a special book

about a city or country that gives details about the
place and its history
guide·lines /'gaIdlaInz/ n. [plural] rules or
instructions about the best way to do something:
the guidelines for health and safety at work
THESAURUS
rule, law, regulation,
restriction, statute, code, precept ➔ RULE 1

guild /gIld/ n. [C] an organization of people who

share the same interests, skills, or profession: the
writers’ guild
guile /gaIl/ n. [U] (formal) the use of smart but
dishonest methods to deceive someone
guile·less /'gaIl-lIs/ adj. behaving in an honest
way, without trying to deceive people

guil·lo·tine /'gIl@"tin, 'gi@-, "gi@'tin/ n. [C] a

piece of equipment that was used in past times to
cut off the heads of criminals [ORIGIN: 1700—
1800 French, from Joseph Guillotin (17381814), French doctor who invented it]
—guillotine v. [T]
guilt /gIlt/ n. [U] 1 a strong feeling of shame and
sadness that you have when you know or believe
you have done something wrong: Marta felt a
sense of guilt about leaving home. | He used to buy
them expensive presents out of guilt.
THESAURUS

shame – the feeling of being guilty or

embarrassed that you have after doing something
that is wrong: I was too scared to help them, and I
was filled with shame.
remorse – a strong feeling of being sorry for
doing something very bad: a murderer who
showed no remorse
conscience – the set of feelings that tell you
whether what you are doing is morally right or
wrong: My conscience wouldn’t allow me to lie to
her.

2 guilt trip (informal) a feeling of guilt about
something, when this is unreasonable: I wish my
parents would stop laying a guilt trip on me
(=making me feel guilty) about not going to college. 3 the fact that someone has broken an official
law or moral rule ANT innocence: The jury was
sure of the defendant’s guilt. 4 the state of being
responsible for something bad that has happened
SYN fault: Ron admitted that the guilt was his.

'guilt-"ridden adj. feeling extremely guilty about
something

guilt·y /'gIlti/ adj. 1 ashamed and sad because

you have done something that you know is wrong: I
feel guilty about not inviting her to the party. | I
don’t think of watching TV as a guilty pleasure
(=something you like doing but feel guilty about). |
His guilty conscience kept him awake at night.
THESAURUS

ashamed – unhappy and disappointed with
yourself because you have done something
wrong or unpleasant: You should be ashamed of
yourself for lying to your mother.
embarrassed – feeling slightly worried about
what people will think of you because you have
done something stupid or silly: I forgot his name,
and I felt so embarrassed. | I’m embarrassed to say
I voted for him.
contrite (formal) – feeling guilty and sorry for
something bad that you have done: She felt
suddenly contrite, and apologized.

2 having broken a law or a rule ANT innocent: I
was not guilty of doing anything wrong. | The jury
found him guilty of murder. | Her lawyers entered a
COURT 1 —guiltily adv.
guilty plea. ➔
—guiltiness n. [U]

guin·ea pig /'gIni pIg/ n. [C] 1 a small animal
like a rat with fur, short ears, and no tail that is
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often kept as a pet 2 (informal) someone who is
used in a test to see how successful or safe a new
product, system, etc. is
guise /gaIz/ n. [C] (formal) the way someone or
something seems to be, which is meant to hide the
truth: In/under the guise of being protectors, the
army took over the government.
gui·tar /gI'tAr/ n. [C] a musical instrument with
six strings, a long neck, and a wooden body, which
you play by pulling the strings [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 French guitare, from Spanish guitarra,
from Arabic qitar, from Greek kithara type of
stringed instrument] —guitarist n. [C]
gulch /göltS/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a narrow deep
valley formed by flowing water, but usually dry
gulf /gölf/ n. [C] 1 EARTH SCIENCES a large area of
ocean partly enclosed by land: the Gulf of
Mexico 2 a serious and important difference
between two groups of people, where neither
understands or is concerned about the other: There
is a widening gulf between the rich and the poor.
'Gulf Stream n the Gulf Stream EARTH SCIENCES
a current of warm water that flows northeast in the
Atlantic Ocean from the Gulf of Mexico toward
Europe
gull /göl/ n. [C] a SEAGULL
gul·let /'gölIt/ n. [C] (informal) the tube through
which food goes down your throat
gul·li·ble /'göl@b@l/ adj. a gullible person always
believes what other people say, and is therefore
easy to trick —gullibility /"göl@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [U]
gul·ly /'göli/ n. (plural gullies) [C] 1 EARTH SCIENCES a small narrow valley, formed by a lot of rain
flowing down the side of a hill 2 a deep DITCH
gulp1 /gölp/ v. 1 [T] also gulp down to swallow
something quickly: She gulped her tea and ran to
catch the bus. 2 [T] also gulp in to take in large
breaths of air quickly: Steve leaned on the car and
gulped in the night air. 3 [I] to swallow suddenly
because you are surprised or nervous: Shula read
the test questions, and gulped.
gulp sth ↔ back phr. v. to stop yourself from
expressing your feelings: The boy was trying to
gulp back his tears.
gulp2 n. [C] an act of swallowing something
quickly: He drank his beer in one gulp.
gum /göm/ n. 1 [C] a sweet substance that you
CHEW for a long time but do not swallow 2 [C
usually plural] the pink part inside your mouth that
holds your teeth 3 [U] BIOLOGY a sticky substance
in the stems of some trees —gummy adj.
gum·bo /'gömboU/ n. [U] a thick soup made with
meat, fish, and particular vegetables
gump·tion /'gömpS@n/ n. [U] (informal) the ability and determination to decide what needs to be
done and to do it: At least he had the gumption to
call the police.
gun1 /gön/ n. [C] 1 a weapon from which bullets
are fired: He was carrying a gun. | a loaded gun |

I’ve never fired a gun in my life. | He had a gun in
the car. 2 big/top gun (informal) someone who
controls an organization, or who is the most successful person in a group 3 a tool used in order to
send out a liquid by pressure: a spray gun ➔ jump
the gun at JUMP 1, stick to your guns at STICK TO
gun2 v. (gunned, gunning) [T] 1 (informal) to
make the engine of a car go very fast by pressing
the ACCELERATOR very hard 2 be gunning for
sth to be trying very hard to obtain something:
They’re gunning for their third straight Superbowl
win. 3 be gunning for sb (informal) to be trying
to find an opportunity to criticize or harm someone
gun sb ↔ down phr. v. to shoot someone and
badly injure or kill him/her: He was gunned down
outside his own home.
gun·boat /'gönboUt/ n. [C] a small military ship
that carries several large guns
'gun con"trol n. [U] laws that restrict the possession and use of guns
gun·fire /'gönfaIø/ n. [U] the repeated shooting
of guns, or the noise made by this ➔ GUNSHOT : We
heard gunfire in the distance. | an exchange of
gunfire (=when people are shooting at each other
for a short time)
gung-ho /"göÎ'hoU/ adj. (informal) very eager, or
too eager to do something: a gung-ho supporter of
the president [ORIGIN: 1900—2000 Chinese
gonghe, from jongguo gongye hozo she “Chinese Industrial Cooperatives Society,” used as a
battle cry (meaning “work together”) by U.S.
soldiers in World War II]
gunk /göÎk/ n. [U] (informal) any substance that is
thick, dirty, and sticky: There’s a bunch of gunk
clogging the drain.
gun·man /'gönm@n/ n. (plural gunmen /-m@n/)
[C] a criminal who uses a gun
gun·ner /'gönø/ n. [C] a soldier, sailor, etc. whose
job is to aim or fire a large gun
gun·point /'gönpOInt/ n. at gunpoint while
threatening people with a gun, or being threatened
with a gun: She was robbed at gunpoint
gun·pow·der /'gön"paUdø/ n. [U] an explosive
substance in the form of powder
gun·run·ning /'gön"rönIÎ/ n. [U] the activity of
taking guns into a country secretly and illegally
—gunrunner n. [C]
gun·shot /'gönSAt/ n. 1 [C] the action of shooting a gun, or the sound that this makes ➔ GUNFIRE :
We heard a gunshot and a loud scream. 2 [U] the
bullets that are shot from a gun: a gunshot wound
gup·py /'göpi/ n. (plural guppies) [C] a small
brightly colored tropical fish
gur·gle /'gøg@l/ v. [I] 1 if water gurgles, it flows
along gently with a pleasant low sound 2 if a baby
gurgles, it makes a happy low sound in its throat
—gurgle n. [C]
gu·ru /'guru, 'gUru/ n. [C] 1 (informal) someone
who knows a lot about a particular subject, and to
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whom people go for advice: a fashion guru 2 a
Hindu religious teacher or leader
gush1 /göS/ v. [I,T] 1 to flow or pour out quickly
in large quantities: Water gushed out of the broken
pipe. | Blood was gushing from the wound. | His
cheek was gushing blood.
THESAURUS
pour, flow, drip, leak, ooze,
spurt, run, come out ➔ POUR

2 to express your praise, pleasure, etc. in a way that
other people think is too strong: “This is so exciting,” gushed Dana.
gush2 n. [C] a large quantity of liquid that suddenly flows from somewhere: a gush of warm
water
gush·er /'göSø/ n. [C] (informal) an oil WELL
where the flow of oil is suddenly so strong that it
shoots into the air
gush·ing /'göSIÎ/ also gush·y /'göSi/ adj.
expressing admiration, pleasure, etc. in a way that
other people think is too strong: He wrote in gushing terms about the poet well before he met him.
gust1 /göst/ n. [C] a sudden strong wind that blows
for a short time: A gust of wind blew our tent over.
—gusty adj.
THESAURUS

wind, breeze, gale, storm,
hurricane, tornado, typhoon ➔ WIND 1

gust2 v. [I] if wind gusts, it blows strongly with

sudden short movements: Winds were gusting up to
70 mph.
gus·to /'göstoU/ n. with gusto if you do something with gusto, you do it with a lot of eagerness
and energy: a band playing with gusto
gut1 /göt/ n. 1 gut reaction/feeling/instinct
(informal) a reaction or feeling that you are sure is
right, although you cannot give a reason for it: My
gut reaction is that it’s a bad idea. 2 guts [plural]
(informal) the courage and determination you need
to do something difficult or unpleasant: He didn’t
have the guts to say what he really thought. | It
takes guts to start a business on your own. 3 [C]
(informal) someone’s stomach, especially when it is
large: He felt as if someone had just kicked him in
the gut. | a beer gut 4 a) guts [plural] (informal)
the organs inside your body b) [C] BIOLOGY the
tube in your body through which food passes
gut2 v. (past tense and past participle gutted, present
participle gutting) [T] 1 to completely destroy the
inside of a building, especially by fire 2 to remove
the organs from inside a fish or animal in order to
prepare it for cooking
gut·sy /'götsi/ adj. (informal) brave and determined: It was a gutsy performance.
gut·ter /'göÔø/ n. [C] 1 the low place along the
edge of a road, where water collects and flows
away 2 an open pipe at the edge of a roof for
collecting and carrying away RAINWATER 3 the

gutter the bad social conditions of the lowest and
poorest people in society
gut·tur·al /'göÔ@r@l/ adj. a guttural sound is produced deep in the throat
guy /gaI/ n. [C] 1 (informal) a man: He’s a really
nice guy. | There’s some guy who wants to talk to
you.
THESAURUS
man, gentleman, fellow, boy,
youth, male ➔ MAN 1

2 you guys/those guys (spoken) said when talking to or about two or more people, male or female
➔ Y’ALL : We’ll see you guys Sunday, okay?
guz·zle /'göz@l/ v. [I,T] (informal) to drink a lot of
something eagerly and quickly: Chris has been
guzzling beer all evening.
THESAURUS
drink, sip/take a sip, slurp,
gulp down, down, knock back, swig,
take/have a swig, imbibe ➔ DRINK 2

gym /dZIm/ n. 1 [C] a special building or room

that has equipment for doing physical exercise: I go
to the gym as often as I can. 2 [U] sports and
exercises done indoors, especially as a school subject: gym class [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 gymnasium
Latin, Greek gymnasion, from gymnazein “to
exercise with no clothes on”] ➔ EXERCISE 2
gym·na·si·um /dZIm'neIzi@m/ n. [C] a GYM
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin, Greek gymnasion,
from gymnazein “to exercise with no clothes
on,” from gymnos “naked”]

gym·nast

/'dZImnæst, -n@st/ n.
[C] someone who does

gymnastics as a sport:
an Olympic gymnast

gym·nas·tics

/dZIm'næstIks/ n. [plural] a sport involving
physical exercises and
movements that need
skill and control, often
performed in competitions

gym·no·sperm

/'dZImn@"spøm/ n. [C]
producing seeds that are contained

BIOLOGY a plant
in a CONE

gy·ne·col·o·gy /"gaIn@'kAl@dZi/ n. [U]

BIOLOGY

the study and treatment of medical conditions that
affect women —gynecologist n. [C]
—gynecological /"gaIn@k@'lAdZIk@l/ adj.
gyp·sy /'dZIpsi/ n. (plural gypsies) [C] 1 a member of a group of people who traditionally live and
travel around in CARAVAN s. Most gypsies prefer to
be called Romanies. 2 someone who does not like
to stay in the same place for a long time
gy·rate /'dZaIreIt/ v. [I] to turn around fast in
circles: dancers gyrating wildly
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Hh
H, h /eItS/ the eighth letter of the English alphabet
ha /hA/ interjection (spoken) said when you are
surprised or pleased about something: Ha! I knew I
was right. ➔ HA HA

ha·be·as corpus /"heIbi@s 'kOrp@s/ n. [U] LAW
the right of someone who is in prison to come to a
court of law so that the court can decide whether
s/he should stay in prison or be freed

hab·er·dash·er·y /'hæbø"dæS@ri/ n. (plural
haberdasheries) [C,U] (old-fashioned) a store or

part of a store that sells men’s clothing, or the
clothes sold there

hab·it /'hæbIt/ n. 1 [C,U] something that you do
regularly, and usually without thinking: healthy
eating habits | Jen was in the habit of going to
lunch with them every day. | Try to get in the habit
of exercising regularly. | After my son moved out, I
was still cleaning his room out of habit (=because
it was a habit).
THESAURUS

H

custom – something that people in a particular

society do because it is traditional, or something
that people think is the normal and polite thing
to do: It is a Japanese custom that you take off
your shoes when you enter a house.
tradition – a belief, custom, or way of doing
something that has existed for a long time: In
many countries it’s a tradition for the bride to wear
white. | a family tradition
practice – something that people often do,
especially as part of their work or daily life: The
practice of punishing children by making them sit
on a chair for a period of time is fairly common.
convention – a rule of behavior that most
people in a society accept: Shaking hands to
greet someone is a social convention.

2 [C] something you do regularly that annoys other
people or is bad for your health: Biting your nails is
a very bad habit. | He has a habit of being late. |
Brad’s been smoking for twenty years, and he just
can’t break/kick the habit. | a drug habit 3 don’t
make a habit of (doing) sth used in order to tell
someone who has done something bad or wrong
that s/he should not do it again: You can turn your
paper in late this time, but don’t make a habit of
it. 4 [C] a set of long loose clothes worn by
members of some religious groups

hab·it·a·ble /'hæb@Ô@b@l/ adj. good enough for
people to live in

hab·i·tat /'hæb@"tæt/ n. [C] the natural environment in which a plant or animal lives: We got a
chance to see the gorillas in their natural habitat.

hab·i·ta·tion /"hæb@'teIS@n/ n. [U] (formal) the

act of living in a place: There was no sign of
habitation on the island.
ha·bit·u·al /h@'bItSu@l/ adj. 1 happening as a
habit, or often doing something because it is a
habit: a habitual smoker 2 [only before noun] usual
or typical: James took his habitual morning walk
around the park. —habitually adv.
ha·bit·u·ation /h@"bItSu'eIS@n/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a
basic learning process by which the reaction of a
person, animal, or other living thing to a STIMULUS
(=something that makes them move or react)
gradually becomes less strong, so that after a period
of time the person, animal, etc. does not react at all
hack1 /hæk/ v. 1 [I,T] to cut something into pieces
roughly or violently, or to hurt someone badly with
a weapon such as a sword: We hacked away the ivy
that was growing over the wall. | He was hacked to
death by the mob. 2 [I,T] to use a computer in
order to secretly and illegally enter someone else’s
computer system: Somebody hacked into the company’s central database. 3 sb can’t hack it
(informal) used in order to say that someone cannot
continue to do something because it is too difficult
or boring 4 [I] to cough very loudly and painfully:
a hacking cough
hack2 n. [C] someone who writes low quality
books, articles, etc.
hack·er /'hækø/ n. [C] (informal) someone who
uses a computer to secretly use or change the
information in another person’s computer system
—hacking n. [U]
hack·neyed /'hæknid/ adj. a hackneyed phrase
is boring and does not have much meaning because
it has been used too often
hack·saw /'hæksO/ n. [C] a small SAW (=cutting
tool) used especially to cut metal
had /d, @d, h@d; strong hæd/ v. 1 the past tense
and past participle of HAVE 2 be had to be
tricked or made to look stupid: She had the feeling
she’d been had.
had·dock /'hæd@k/ n. (plural haddock) [C,U] a
common fish that lives in northern oceans, or the
meat from this fish
had·n’t /'hædnt/ v. the short form of “had not”:
We hadn’t been there long.
hag /hæg/ n. [C] an ugly or mean woman, especially one who is old or looks like a WITCH
hag·gard /'hægød/ adj. having lines on your face
and dark marks around your eyes because you are
tired, sick, or worried: He was thin and haggard.
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French hagard “wild”]
hag·gle /'hæg@l/ v. [I] to argue about the amount
of money you will pay for something: The car
dealer and I were haggling over the price for an
hour.
hah /hA/ interjection another spelling of HA
ha ha /hA 'hA/ interjection used in writing to
represent laughter
hail1 /heIl/ v. 1 [T] to call out to someone in order
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to get his/her attention: He was hailing a taxi/cab
(=waving at a taxi to make it stop). 2 [I] if it hails,
frozen rain falls from the sky
hail sb/sth as sth phr. v. to publicly state how good
someone or something is: Their discovery was
hailed as the most important event of the century.
hail from sth phr. v. to come from a particular
place: The professor hailed from Massachusetts.

hail2 n. 1 [U] small hard drops of frozen rain that
fall from the sky
THESAURUS
RAIN 1

rain, hailstones, sleet ➔

2 a hail of bullets/stones etc. a lot of bullets,
stones, etc. that are shot or thrown at someone

hail·stone /'heIlstoUn/ n. [C usually plural] a
small drop of hard frozen rain

hail·storm /'heIlstOrm/ n. [C] a storm when a lot
of hail falls

hair /hEr/ n. 1 [U] the things like thin threads that

grow on your head: He has brown hair and blue
eyes. | She was brushing her hair. | I used to
have/wear my hair very long. ➔ see picture on page
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C O L L O C AT I O N S

Describing hair

short/long hair
shoulder-length hair
blond/light hair
dark/brown/black/gray hair
red/auburn hair
straight/wavy/curly hair
frizzy hair – hair with many small curls in it
spiky hair – hair that sticks up from your head in
thin stiff points
fine/thin/thick hair
white-haired/dark-haired/red-haired/
long-haired/curly-haired, etc. (=used to
describe someone)

Verbs you can use with hair

cut/trim your hair
wash/shampoo your hair
dry your hair
blow dry your hair – to dry your hair, using an
electric hairdryer
comb/brush your hair
style your hair – to arrange your hair in a
particular way
dye your hair – to change the color of your hair,
using a dye
bleach your hair – to dye your hair a blond
color, using chemicals ➔ HEAD 1, SKIN 1

2 [C,U] the things like thin threads that grow on a
person’s or animal’s skin ➔ FUR : An old blanket
was covered with cat hair. 3 short-haired/darkhaired etc. having a particular type of hair or fur:
a long-haired cat 4 let your hair down (informal)
to stop being serious and enjoy yourself 5 a hair a
small amount: Larson won the race by a hair.
[ORIGIN: Old English hær]

hair·brush /'hErbröS/ n. [C] a brush you use on

your hair to make it look neat ➔ see picture at
BRUSH 1

hair·cut /'hErköt/ n. [C] 1 the act of having your

hair cut by someone: I’m getting a haircut tomorrow. 2 the style your hair has when it is cut: Do
you like my new haircut?
hair·do /'hErdu/ n. (plural hairdos) [C] (informal)
the style in which someone’s hair is cut or shaped
hair·dress·er /'hEr"drEsø/ n. [C] someone who
washes, cuts, and arranges people’s hair
hair·dryer /'hEr"draIø/ n. [C] a machine that you
sit under that blows out hot air, used for drying hair
➔ BLOW DRYER
hair·line /'hErlaIn/ n. [C] 1 the area around the
top of your face where your hair starts growing 2 a hairline crack/fracture a very thin
crack in something hard such as glass or bone
hair·net /'hErnEt/ n. [C] a thin net worn over your
hair in order to keep it in place
'hair-"raising adj. frightening in an exciting way:
a hair-raising adventure
hair·split·ting /'hEr"splIÔIÎ/ n. [U] the act of
paying too much attention to unimportant details
and differences
'hair spray n. [C,U] a sticky liquid that you put
onto your hair in order to make it stay in place
hair·style /'hErstaIl/ n. [C] the particular style
your hair has when it is cut, brushed, or arranged
hair·y /'hEri/ adj. 1 having a lot of body hair: a
hairy chest 2 (informal) dangerous or frightening:
I’ve had a few hairy moments when sailing.
hal·cy·on /'hælsi@n/ adj. halcyon days (literary)
a time in the past when you were very happy
hale /heIl/ adj. hale and hearty someone, especially an old person, who is hale and hearty is very
healthy and active
half1 /hæf/ determiner, adj. [only before
noun] 1 50% (½) of an amount, time, distance,
number, etc.: The wall is half a mile long. | Only
half the guests had arrived by 7:00. | I’ll wait
another half hour (=30 minutes), but then I have to
go. 2 half the time/people etc. a lot of the time,
people, etc.: I was up half the night worrying about
you. 3 be half the battle (spoken) used in order
to say that when you have done the most difficult
part of an activity, the rest is easy: Getting your
children to listen to you is half the battle. 4 if
something or someone is half one thing and half
something else, he, she, or it is a combination of
those two things: She’s half Mexican and half
German. 5 half a dozen also a half dozen a) six: half a dozen eggs b) a small number
of people or things: There were half a dozen other
people in front of me. 6 half a second/minute
(spoken) a very short time: If you can wait half a
second, I’ll be ready to go.
half2 n., pron. [C] (plural halves /hævz/) 1 one of
two equal parts of something: Half of 10 is 5. | Do
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you want the sandwich cut in half (=in two equal
pieces)? | Half of the hotel’s rooms have double
beds in them. c Don’t say “the half of the rooms.” b |
Our profits increased in the second half of the
year. | My son’s two and a half (=2½) now. c Don’t
say “two and one half.” b 2 half past one/two/
three etc. thirty minutes after the hour mentioned:
We should arrive there at half past three. 3 one of
two parts into which a sports event is divided: The
score was 21 to 10 at the end of the second half.
half3 adv. 1 partly but not completely: I was half
expecting her to say “no.” | She sat up in bed, still
half asleep. | There were several half-empty coffee
cups on the table. 2 half as good/interesting
etc. (as sth) much less good, less interesting, etc.
than someone or something else: The movie wasn’t
half as good as the book. 3 not half bad said
when something that you expected to be bad is
actually good: The dinner wasn’t half bad. 4 half
and half partly one thing and partly something
else: The group was about half and half, men and
women.
"half-and-'half n. [U] a mixture of milk and
cream, used in coffee
"half-'baked adj. (informal) a half-baked idea,

H

plan, or suggestion is not sensible or intelligent
enough to be successful
'half-"brother n. [C] a brother who is the child of
only one of your parents
"half-'hearted adj. a half-hearted attempt is
something that you do without really trying or
wanting to be successful: a half-hearted effort
'half-life n. [singular] PHYSICS the amount of time it
takes for a RADIOACTIVE substance to lose half of
its RADIOACTIVITY
"half-'mast n. fly/be at half-mast if a flag flies
or is at half-mast, it is lowered to the middle of its
pole because someone important has died
'half note n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a musical note that
continues for half the length of a WHOLE NOTE
➔ QUARTER NOTE
'half-"sister n. [C] a sister who is the child of only
one of your parents
'half step n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS the difference in
PITCH between any two notes that are next to each
other on a piano
half·time /'hæftaIm/ n. [U] a period of rest
between two parts of a game such as football or

hamper
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basketball: Our team was in the lead at halftime.

half·way /"hæf'weIX/ adj., adv. at the middle

point in space or time between two things: I fell
asleep halfway through the concert. | a town halfway between Los Angeles and San Francisco |
Their boat was halfway across the lake when it
started to rain. | We had reached the halfway
mark/point of the trail. ➔ meet (sb) halfway at
MEET 1

hal·i·but /'hæl@b@t/ n. [C,U] a large flat sea fish,
or the meat from this fish

hall /hOl/ n. [C] 1 a passage in a house or building

that leads to other rooms: The bathroom’s just
down the hall. 2 a public building or large room
that is used for events such as meetings, concerts,
and parties: a concert at Carnegie Hall in New
York | a dance hall [ORIGIN: Old English heall]
hal·le·lu·jah /"hæl@'luy@/ interjection said in
order to express thanks or praise to God
hall·mark /'hOlmArk/ n. [C] 1 a quality, idea, or
method that is typical of a particular person or
thing: Excellent service has always been the hallmark of this hotel. 2 an official mark put on silver,
gold, or PLATINUM to prove that it is real
"Hall of 'Fame n. (plural Halls of Fame) [C] a list
of famous sports players, or a building in which the
players’ uniforms, sports equipment, and information about them is kept —Hall of Famer n. [C]:
baseball Hall of Famer, Roger Clemens
hal·lowed /'hæloUd/ adj. 1 made holy: hallowed ground 2 respected, honored, and important: the hallowed walls of the U.S. Supreme Court
Hal·low·een /"hæl@'win, "hA-/ n. [U] a holiday
on the night of October 31, when children wear
COSTUME s, play tricks, and walk from house to
house in order to get candy ➔ TRICK OR TREAT
[ORIGIN: 1700—1800 All Hallow Even “All
Saints’ Eve”]
hal·lu·ci·na·tion /h@"lus@'neIS@n/ n. [C,U]
something you see or hear that is not really there, or
the experience of this, usually caused by a drug or
mental illness —hallucinate /h@'lus@"neIt/ v. [I]
hal·lu·ci·no·gen·ic /h@"lus@n@'dZEnIk/ adj.
hallucinogenic drugs cause hallucinations
hall·way /'hOlweI/ n. [C] a HALL
ha·lo /'heIloU/ n. (plural halos) [C] a circle of light
that is painted above or around the head of a holy
person in a religious painting
hal·o·gen1 /'hæl@dZ@n/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY one of a
group of five simple chemical substances that make
compounds easily. They are: CHLORINE , FLUORINE , IODINE , BROMINE , and ASTATINE . [ORIGIN:
1800—1900 Swedish, Greek hals “salt”]
halogen2 adj. a halogen lamp/light/bulb etc.
a type of lamp or LIGHT BULB that uses halogen
gas to produce light
halt1 /hOlt/ v. [I,T] to stop or make something stop:
Safety concerns have halted work on the dam.
halt2 n. [singular] a stop or pause: Traffic suddenly

came/ground to a halt. | The project was brought
to a halt (=ended) due to lack of money.
hal·ter /'hOltø/ n. [C] 1 also halter top a piece
of women’s clothing that ties behind the neck and
does not cover the arms or back 2 a rope or leather
band fastened around a horse’s head in order to lead
it
halt·ing /'hOltIÎ/ adj. stopping a lot when you
move or speak, especially because you are nervous:
her halting voice
halve /hæv/ v. [T] 1 to reduce the amount of
something by half: The number of people taking
part in the 10k run has almost halved this
year. 2 to cut something into two equal parts:
Wash and halve the mushrooms.
halves /hævz/ n. the plural of HALF
ham1 /hæm/ n. [C,U] meat from the upper part of a
pig’s leg that is preserved with salt or smoke: a ham
sandwich [ORIGIN: (1) Old English hamm]
ham2 v. (hammed, hamming) ham it up (informal) to perform or behave with too much false
emotion
ham·burg·er /'hæm"bøgø/ n. 1 [U] BEEF that
is ground (GRIND) into very small pieces: a pound
of hamburger 2 [C] BEEF that has been ground
(GRIND) into very small pieces and is then cooked
in a flat round shape and eaten between pieces of
round bread ➔ CHEESEBURGER [ORIGIN: 1800—
1900 German “of Hamburg,” city in Germany]
ham·let /'hæmlIt/ n. [C] a very small VILLAGE
ham·mer1 /'hæmø/ n. [C] a tool with a heavy
metal part on a straight handle, used for hitting
nails into wood
hammer2 v. 1 [I,T] to hit something with a hammer in order to force it into a particular position or
shape: You’ll have to hammer a few nails into the
frame. 2 [I] to hit something again and again,
making a lot of noise: They hammered on the door
until I opened it.
THESAURUS
HIT 1

hit, knock, bang, pound ➔

hammer sth into sb also hammer sth home phr.
v. to continue repeating something until people

completely understand it: The message must be
hammered home that crime doesn’t pay.
hammer out sth phr. v. to finally agree on a
solution, contract, etc. after arguing about details
for a long time: It took several days to hammer out
an agreement.
ham·mock /'hæm@k/ n. [C] a large piece of
material or a net you can sleep on that hangs
between two trees or poles [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
Spanish hamaca, from Taino (a Caribbean language)]
ham·per1 /'hæmpø/ v. [T] to make someone have
difficulty moving, doing something, or achieving
something: The searches for the missing girl were
hampered by the bad weather.
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hamper2 n. [C] a large basket with a lid, used for

holding dirty clothes until they can be washed
ham·ster /'hæmstø/ n. [C] a small animal with
soft fur and no tail that is often kept as a pet ➔ see
picture at PET 1

ham·string1 /'hæm"strIÎ/ n. [C] a

TENDON

behind your knee
hamstring2 v. (past tense and past participle hamstrung /-"ströÎ/) [T] to make a person or group
have difficulty doing or achieving something: A
lack of funds has hamstrung the research.

hand1 /hænd/ n. [C]

H

1 BODY PART the body part at the end of a person’s
arm that includes the fingers and thumb, used for
holding, etc. things: Go wash your hands. | I write
with my right/left hand. | I saw them holding
hands and kissing. | Maria took the child by the
hand and led him away. | Raise your hand (=lift it
up) if you know the answer. | Here’s a picture of me
shaking hands (=as a greeting or sign of friendship) with the mayor.
2 a hand help: Can you give/lend me a hand with
this box? It’s really heavy. | Do you need a hand
with the cooking?
3 (on the one hand...) on the other hand used
when comparing two different or opposite facts or
ideas: The movie was scary, but on the other hand it
made me laugh. | On the one hand, they work
slowly, but on the other hand they always finish the
job.
4 get out of hand to become impossible to
control: The demonstration seemed to be getting
out of hand.
5 in sb’s hands/in the hands of sb being dealt
with or cared for by someone: The decision is in
your hands. | Don’t worry – the children are in
good hands. | Most farmland is in private hands
(=owned or controlled by someone, not the
government). | The decision is now in the hands of
the court.
6 on hand close and ready when needed: Our staff
are always on hand to help.
7 hand in hand a) holding each other’s hands:
They strolled hand in hand through the rose garden. b) if two things go hand in hand, they are
closely connected: Wealth and power go hand in
hand in most societies.
8 by hand a) done or made by a person, not a

machine: The rug was made by hand. b) delivered
from one person to another, not through the mail
9 out of sb’s hands if something is out of your
hands, you have no control over it: The decision
was out of her hands.
10 get/lay your hands on sth to find or obtain
something: I read every book I could get my hands
on at school.
11 have a hand in sth to influence or be involved
in something: He scored one goal and had a hand
in two others.
12 at hand (formal) a) near in time or space:
Graduation day is close at hand. b) needing to be
dealt with now: Let’s discuss the case at hand, shall
we?
13 in hand being dealt with and controlled: Lisa
seemed to have things in hand by the time he
returned.
14 off your hands if someone or something is off
your hands, you are not responsible for him, her, or
it anymore: Once this problem is off our hands we
can relax.
15 hands down easily: He would have won hands
down if he hadn’t hurt his knee.
16 have your hands full to be very busy or too
busy: You’re going to have your hands full once
you have the baby!
17 give sb a (big) hand to CLAP loudly for a
performer or speaker
18 CLOCK one of the long things that point to the
numbers on a clock ➔ see picture at WATCH 2
19 CARDS the cards that you are holding in a game
➔ FIRSTHAND , LEFT-HAND , RIGHT-HAND , SECONDHAND ,
change hands at CHANGE 1, shake sb’s hand/
shake hands (with sb) at SHAKE 1, wait on sb
hand and foot at WAIT ON

hand2 v. [T] 1 to pass something to someone else
SYN give: Can you hand me a towel? 2 you have
to hand it to sb (spoken) said when you are
admiring something that someone has done: I have
to hand it to you, Claire: you sure know how to
cook!
hand sth ↔ back phr. v. to give something back to
the person who gave it to you: Mr. Evans handed
back our essays today.
hand sth ↔ down phr. v. 1 to give something to a
younger relative, or to people who live after you:
The ring was handed down to her from her grandmother. 2 if a court of law hands down a decision
or sentence, it officially announces a decision or
punishment
hand sth ↔ in phr. v. to give something to someone in a position of authority: Please hand in your
application by September 30.
hand sth ↔ out phr. v. to give something to
everyone in a group: They were handing out free
t-shirts at the concert.

THESAURUS

➔ GIVE 1

give out, pass out, distribute

hand over phr. v. 1 hand sth ↔ over to give
something to someone with your hand, especially
because s/he has asked for it or should have it: She
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handed the phone over to me. 2 to give someone
power or responsibility over something which you
used to be in charge of: He will be handing over the
business to his son.
hand·bag /'hænÄbæg/ n. [C] a PURSE
hand·book /'hænÄbUk/ n. [C] a small book with
instructions and information about a particular subject: an employee handbook
hand·cuff /'hænÄköf/ v. [T] to put handcuffs on
someone
hand·cuffs /'hænÄköfs/ n. [plural] two metal
rings joined by a chain, used for holding a prisoner’s wrists together: Two people were arrested and
taken away in handcuffs.
hand·ful /'hænÄfUl/ n. [C] 1 an amount that you
can hold in your hand: a handful of nuts 2 a
handful of sth a small number of people or things:
Only a handful of people showed up. 3 a handful
(informal) someone, especially a child, who is difficult to control: She’s a real handful!
'hand gre"nade n. [C] a small bomb that is
thrown by a person rather than shot from a machine
hand·gun /'hænÄgön/ n. [C] a small gun you
hold in one hand when you shoot
hand·held /'hændhEld/ adj. [only before noun] a
handheld machine is small enough to hold in your
hand when using it: a handheld computer
—handheld n. [C]
hand·i·cap1 /'hændi"kæp/ n. [C] 1 something
permanently wrong with a person’s mind or body:
a severe physical handicap 2 something that
makes it difficult for you to do or achieve something: Not being able to speak Spanish was a real
handicap. [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 handicap “game
in which people put their hand, holding money
for a bet, into a hat” (1600—1700), from hand
in cap]
handicap2 v. (handicapped, handicapping) [T]
to make it difficult for someone to do something
that s/he wants to do: The charity is handicapped
by a lack of funds.
hand·i·capped /'hændi"kæpt/ adj. 1 not able
to use a part of your body or mind normally
because it has been damaged. Many people think
that this word is offensive ➔ DISABLED , IMPAIRED :
schools for mentally/physically handicapped children 2 the handicapped people who are mentally or physically handicapped
hand·i·work /'hændi"wøk/ n. [U] something that
someone does or makes: The documentary is the
handiwork of a respected director.

hand·ker·chief /'hæÎkøtSIf, -"tSif/ n. [C] a
piece of cloth that you use for drying your nose or
eyes

han·dle1 /'hændl/ v. [T] 1 to deal with a situation

or problem: The principal handled the situation
very well. | The job was so stressful, he couldn’t
handle it any longer.

hands-off
THESAURUS
deal with sth, tackle, cope,
take care of sth ➔ DEAL 2

2 to organize or be in charge of something: Ms. Lee
handled all of our travel arrangements. 3 to pick
up, hold, or touch something: Please handle this
package with care. ➔ TOUCH 1 4 to buy, sell, or
deal with particular products or services: Upton
was charged with handling stolen goods.
handle2 n. [C] the part of something that is used
for holding or opening it: a door handle | a knife
with an ivory handle
han·dle·bars /'hændl"bArz/ n. [plural] the metal
BAR s above the front wheel of a bicycle or MOTORCYCLE that you turn to control the direction you go
in ➔ see picture at BICYCLE
han·dler /'hændlø/ n. [C] someone whose job is
to deal with or be in charge of a particular kind of
thing: baggage handlers | a police dog and its
handler
hand·made /"hænÄ'meIdX/ adj. made by a person and not a machine: handmade quilts
'hand-me-"down n. [C] a piece of clothing that
has been worn by someone and then given to
his/her younger relative —hand-me-down adj.
hand·out /'hændaUt/ n. [C] 1 money or food
that is given to someone, usually because s/he is
poor: We’re not looking for a handout from the
government. 2 a piece of paper with printed or
copied information that is given to people in a
class, meeting, etc.: Let’s look at the first page of
the handout.
hand·o·ver /'hænd"oUvø/ n. [singular] the act of
formally giving someone else control of a place or
business: The handover of the business to his
daughter has gone smoothly.
hand·picked /"hænÄ'pIktX/ adj. someone who
is handpicked has been carefully chosen for a
particular purpose
hand·set /'hænÄsEt/ n. [C] 1 the part of a telephone that you hold with your hand to your ear and
mouth 2 a CELL PHONE
hands·free /"hænÄz'friX/ adj. [only before noun]
a handsfree machine is one that you operate without using your hands: a handsfree headset for your
cell phone
hand·shake /'hænÄSeIk/ n. [C] the action of
taking someone’s right hand and shaking it, usually
done when people meet or leave each other: a firm
handshake
hands 'off interjection said when warning someone not to touch something that is yours: Hands off
my cookies!
'hands-off adj. 1 a hands-off approach/
attitude etc. a method, attitude, etc. taken by
someone who likes to leave other people to make
decisions and do all the work 2 someone who is
hands-off does not like to be directly involved in a
job and leaves other people to make the decisions
and do all the work
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hand·some /'hæns@m/ adj. 1 a) a man who is
handsome is attractive: He was a handsome young
man. b) a woman who is handsome looks healthy
and strong in an attractive way
THESAURUS
attractive, good-looking,
nice-looking, pretty, beautiful ➔ ATTRACTIVE

2 a handsome gift/reward/profit a gift, etc. that
is valuable or is a lot of money [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 handsome “easy to handle” (15—17 centuries), from hand]
'hands-on adj. 1 hands-on experience/
training etc. experience, training, etc. that you get
by doing something rather than studying
it 2 someone who is hands-on likes to be involved
in a job and does not let other people make all the
decisions and do all the work
hand·stand /'hænÄstænd/ n. [C] a movement in
which you kick your legs up into the air so that you
are upside down and supporting yourself on your
hands
"hand to 'mouth adv. with just enough money
and food to live, and nothing for the future: For
years they had been living hand to mouth.
hand·writ·ing /'hænd"raIÔIÎ/ n. [U] the way
someone writes when s/he uses a pen or a pencil:
She has very neat handwriting.

H

hand·y /'hændi/ adj. 1 useful, or simple to use:

The extra key may come in handy (=be useful in
the future). 2 (informal) near and easy to reach: You
should always keep a first aid kit handy. 3 be
handy with sth to be good at using something,
especially a tool: Terry’s very handy with a needle
and thread.
hand·y·man /'hændi"mæn/ n. (plural handymen
/-"mEn/) [C] someone who is good at making and
repairing things
hang1 /hæÎ/ v. (past tense and past participle hung
/höÎ/) 1 [I,T] to put something somewhere so that
its top part is fixed but its bottom part is free to
move, or to be in this position: You can hang your
coat in the closet. | paintings hanging on the
wall 2 hang in the balance to be in a situation
in which the result is not certain, and something
bad may happen: The whole future of the airline is
hanging in the balance. 3 leave sb/sth hanging
to fail to finish something, or tell someone your
decision about something: The investigation should
not be left hanging. 4 [I] to stay in the air in the
same place for a long time: Dark clouds hung over
the valley. 5 hang your head to look ashamed
and embarrassed: Kevin hung his head and left the
room in silence.
SPOKEN PHRASES

6 hang in there also hang tough to remain
determined to succeed in a difficult situation: Just
hang in there, Midori, things will get better. 7 hang a right/left said in order to tell the
driver of a car to turn right or left
hang around phr. v. (informal) 1 to stay in one

place without doing very much, often because you
are waiting for someone: I hung around for about
an hour and then left. 2 hang around with sb to
spend a lot of time with someone: He’s been
hanging around with Rick a lot lately.
hang back phr. v. to be unwilling to say or do
something, often because you are shy: Stella ran
out to see what was happening, but the others hung
back.
hang on phr. v. 1 (informal) to hold something
tightly: Hang on, everybody, the road’s pretty
bumpy. 2 hang on! (spoken) said in order to tell
someone to wait for you: Hang on, I’ll be with you
in a minute!
hang onto sb/sth phr. v. (spoken) to keep something, or continue a relationship with someone: I’d
hang onto that letter. You might need it later.
hang out phr. v. (informal) to spend a lot of time at
a particular place or with particular people: A lot of
kids hang out at the mall.
hang up phr. v. 1 to put the telephone down at the
end of a conversation: Please hang up and dial
again. | She got mad and hung up on me (=put the
phone down before I was finished speaking). 2 hang sth ↔ up to put something such as
clothes on a hook or hanger
hang2 v. (past tense and past participle hanged) [I,T]
to kill someone by dropping him/her with a rope
around his/her neck, as a punishment for a crime, or
to die in this way: Clayton hanged himself in his
prison cell. | He was hanged for the killings.
hang3 n. get the hang of sth (informal) to learn
how to do something: Driving a car is hard at first,
but you’ll get the hang of it.
hang·ar /'hæÎø, 'hæÎgø/ n. [C] a very large
building where aircraft are kept
hang·er /'hæÎø/ n. [C] a thing for hanging clothes
on, made of a curved piece of metal, wood, or
plastic with a hook on it
"hanger-'on n. (plural hangers-on) [C] (disapproving) someone who tries to spend a lot of time with
important people, so that s/he can get some advantage
'hang "glider n. [C] a large frame covered with
cloth, that you hang from and fly slowly through
the air on, without an engine
'hang "gliding n. [U] the sport of flying using a
hang glider
hang·ing /'hæÎIÎ/ n. [C,U] the action of killing
someone by dropping him/her with a rope around
his/her neck as a punishment for a crime
hang·man /'hæÎm@n/ n. (plural hangmen
/-m@n/) [C] someone whose job is to kill criminals
by hanging them
hang·nail /'hæÎneIl/ n. [C] a piece of dead skin
that has become loose near the bottom of your
FINGERNAIL

hang·out /'hæÎaUt/ n. [C] (informal) a place that
you like to go to often, especially with friends: The
coffee shop is our favorite hangout.
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hang·o·ver /'hæÎ"oUvø/ n. [C] the feeling of

sickness that someone has the day after s/he has
drunk too much alcohol: I have a really bad hangover.
hang-up /'hæÎöp/ n. [C] (informal) something that
you are worried or embarrassed about: She has a
lot of hang-ups about relationships.
hank·er /'hæÎkø/ v. [I] (informal) to have a very
strong desire for something over a period of time:
The voters seem to be hankering for change.
—hankering n. [singular]
han·kie, hanky /'hæÎki/ n. (plural hankies) [C]
(informal) a HANDKERCHIEF
han·ky-pan·ky /"hæÎki 'pæÎki/ n. [U] (informal,
humorous) sexual or criminal behavior that is not
very serious
Ha·nuk·kah /'hAn@k@/ n. an eight-day Jewish
holiday in December
hap·haz·ard /"hæp'hæzød/ adj. (disapproving)
happening or done in a way that is not organized or
planned —haphazardly adv.
hap·less /'hæplIs/ adj. (literary) unlucky
hap·loid /'hæplOId/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a cell that
contains only one set of CHROMOSOME s and one
set of GENE s —haploid adj.: haploid cells
hap·pen /'hæp@n/ v. [I] 1 if an event or situation
happens, it exists and continues for a period of
time, usually without being planned: Did anything
exciting happen while I was away? | We must do all
we can to prevent such a disaster ever happening
again. | We’ll still be friends whatever happens.
THESAURUS

Happen is mainly used to talk about things that

have not been planned: A funny thing happened
on my way to work. | No one knows exactly what
will happen.
Take place is mainly used to talk about events
that have been planned or that have already
happened: The next meeting will take place on
Thursday.
Occur is a formal word, used especially to say
that something happens in a particular place or
situation: The accident occurred around 9 pm.

2 happen to sb/sth to affect someone or something: Strange things have been happening to me
lately. 3 to be the result of something you do:
When I try to turn on the motor, nothing happens. |
What happens if your parents find out? 4 happen to do sth to do or to have something by
chance: I happened to see Hannah at the store
today. 5 sb/sth happens to be sth (spoken)
said when you are angry or annoyed, to add force to
what you are saying: That happens to be my foot
that you just stepped on! 6 as it happens/it
(just) so happens (spoken) used in order to say
that something happens by chance, especially when
this is surprising: It just so happened that Mike and
I had gone to the same school. 7 what/whatever
happened to sb/sth? used in order to ask where
a person or thing is now: What happened to my

blue sweater? | Whatever happened to Jenny
Beale? [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 hap “chance, luck”
(13—20 centuries), from Old Norse happ]
happen on/upon sb/sth phr. v. to meet someone
or find something by chance: We just happened on
the cabin when we were hiking one day.
hap·pen·ing1 /'hæp@nIÎ/ adj. (informal) fashionable and exciting: a happening club
happening2 n. [C] something that happens: The
paper has a listing of the day’s happenings.
THESAURUS

➔ EVENT

event, occurrence, incident

hap·pi·ly /'hæp@li/ adv. 1 in a happy way:

Michelle smiled happily. | a happily married
couple | Cinderella marries the prince and they live
happily ever after (=for the rest of his/her
life). 2 fortunately: Happily, no one was hurt in
the fire. 3 very willingly: I’ll happily watch the
kids for you while you’re gone.
hap·pi·ness /'hæpinIs/ n. [U] the state of being
happy: Her face was glowing with happiness. |
They found happiness together at last.
hap·py /'hæpi/ adj. (comparative happier, superlative happiest) 1 feeling pleased and cheerful,
often because something good has happened to you
ANT unhappy, sad: He was a happy child. | I’ve
never felt happier in my life. | I’m happy (that)
everything worked out in the end. | I don’t think he
was too happy about having to stay late. | Congratulations! I’m so happy for you.
THESAURUS

glad – pleased about a situation or something

that has happened: I’m so glad you were able to
come.
pleased – happy and satisfied with something
that has happened: Her parents were pleased that
she had done so well.
content – happy and satisfied: We’re usually
content to stay at home and read or watch TV.
delighted/thrilled/overjoyed – extremely
happy because something good has happened:
We were delighted when she had a baby girl.
ecstatic – extremely happy and excited: When
he heard he’d gotten the job, he was ecstatic.
jubilant (formal) – extremely happy and pleased
because you have been successful: After the
game, a jubilant crowd celebrated the win.
elated (formal) – extremely happy and excited:
Ron was elated to hear that his wife was pregnant.

2 be happy to do sth to be willing to do
something, especially to help someone else: I’ll be
happy to answer questions later. 3 a happy time,
place, etc. is one that makes you feel pleased or
happy: Those were the happiest years of my life. |
They had a very happy marriage. 4 [not before
noun] satisfied or not worried: Amy was not very
happy with their decision. 5 Happy Birthday/
New Year etc. used as a greeting, or to wish
someone good luck on his/her BIRTHDAY or a
special occasion

H
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"happy-go-'lucky adj. enjoying life and not worrying about things

'happy hour n. [C,U] a short period of time when
a BAR sells drinks at a lower price

ha·rangue /h@'ræÎ/ v. [T] to speak in an angry

way, often for a long time, to try to persuade
someone that you are right —harangue n. [C]
ha·rass /h@'ræs, 'hær@s/ v. [T] to deliberately
annoy or threaten someone, often over a long
period of time: They claim that they are being
harassed by the police.
ha·rass·ment /h@'ræsm@nt, 'hær@s-/ n. [U]
behavior that is threatening or offensive to other
people: Tina accused her boss of sexual harassment.

har·bor1 /'hArbø/ n. [C,U] an area of water next to
the land, where ships can stay safely

harbor2 v. [T] 1 to protect someone by hiding

him/her from the police 2 to keep hopes, bad
thoughts, or fears in your mind for a long time:
Ralph harbors no bitterness toward his ex-wife.

hard1 /hArd/ adj.

1 FIRM TO TOUCH firm and stiff, and difficult to
cut, press down, or break ANT soft: I can’t sleep on
a hard mattress. | hard candy | The plums are still
too hard to eat.

H

THESAURUS

firm – not completely hard, but not soft and not

easy to bend: Brownies are done when the edges
are firm but the middle is still soft.
stiff – difficult to bend or move: a piece of stiff,
brightly colored cardboard
solid – firm and usually hard, without spaces or
holes: They blasted the tunnel through solid rock.
rigid – stiff and impossible to bend: Old
airplanes had a rigid frame with cloth stretched
tightly over it.

2 DIFFICULT difficult to do or understand
ANT easy: Chemistry was one of the hardest
classes I’ve ever taken. | The print was small and
hard to read. | I find it extremely hard to believe
that no one saw the accident. | It was hard for me
to tell him the truth. | It’s hard to say (=difficult to
know) when Glenn will be back.
THESAURUS
difficult, tough, awkward,
challenging, demanding ➔ DIFFICULT

someone feel embarrassed or uncomfortable, often
by making jokes about him/her: The guys were
giving him a hard time about missing the
ball. b) to criticize someone a lot
7 NOT KIND showing no kindness or sympathy: Mr.
Katz is a hard man to work for, but he’s fair.
8 PROBLEMS full of problems, especially not
enough money: Times were hard, and we were
forced to sell our house. | My mother has had a
hard life.
9 learn sth the hard way to learn about something by a bad experience or by making mistakes
10 no hard feelings (spoken) used in order to tell
someone that you no longer feel angry with him/her
11 WATER hard water has a lot of minerals in it and
does not mix easily with soap ANT soft [ORIGIN:
Old English heard] —hardness n. [U]
hard2 adv. 1 using a lot of effort: She has worked
hard all her life. | We try hard to keep our customers happy. 2 with a lot of force: You need to hit the
ball hard. | It’s raining hard outside. 3 be hard
pressed/put/pushed to do sth (informal) to have
difficulty doing something: The painters will be
hard pressed to finish by 6 o’clock. 4 take sth
hard to feel very upset about something: I didn’t
know that Joe would take the news so hard.
"hard-and-'fast adj. hard-and-fast rules/
regulations rules that cannot be changed
hard·back /'hArdbæk/ n. [C] a book that has a
strong stiff cover ➔ BOOK 1
hard·ball /'hArdbOl/ n. play hardball (informal)
to be very determined to get what you want, especially in business or politics
"hard-'boiled adj. 1 a hard-boiled egg has been
boiled until it becomes solid 2 (written) not showing or influenced by your emotions SYN tough: a
hard-boiled policeman
"hard 'cash n. [U] paper money and coins, not
checks or CREDIT CARD s
'hard "copy n. [C,U] information from a computer
that is printed onto paper, or the printed papers
themselves
hard·core /'hArdkOr/ adj. [only before noun]
extreme, and unlikely to change: hardcore criminals
hard·cov·er /'hArd"kövø/ n. [C] a book that has
a strong stiff cover ➔ BOOK 1 —hardcover adj.
"hard 'currency n. [C,U] ECONOMICS money from
a country that has a strong ECONOMY , that is
unlikely to lose its value
"hard 'disk n. [C] IT a DISK inside a computer, used
for permanently storing a large amount of information
'hard drive n. [C] IT the part of a computer where
information and programs are stored, consisting of
HARD DISK s and the electronic equipment that
reads the information stored on them ➔ see picture

3 A LOT OF EFFORT involving a lot of physical or
mental effort: I had a hard day at work. | Mowing
the lawn is hard work.
4 be hard on sb (informal) a) to treat someone in
a way that is unfair or too strict: Don’t be too hard
on the children – they were only playing. b) to
cause someone a lot of problems: It’s hard on her,
having her husband in the hospital.
5 be hard on sth (informal) to have a bad effect on
something: Aspirin can be pretty hard on your on page A6
"hard 'drugs n. [plural] very strong illegal drugs
stomach.
6 give sb a hard time (informal) a) to make such as COCAINE
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hard·en /'hArdn/ v. [I,T] 1 to become firm or

stiff, or to make something do this: The glue takes
about an hour to harden. 2 to become less kind,
less afraid, and more determined, or to make someone become this way: Leslie’s face hardened, and
she turned away from him. | a hardened criminal
"hard 'hat n. [C] a protective hat, worn by workers
in places where buildings are being built ➔ see
picture at HAT

"hard-'headed adj. able to make difficult decisions without being influenced by your emotions

"hard-'hearted adj. not caring about other people’s feelings

"hard-'hitting adj. criticizing someone or something in a strong and effective way: a hard-hitting
TV documentary
hard·line /"hArd'laInX/ adj. unwilling to change
your extreme political opinions: hardline conservatives —hardliner n. [C]
"hard 'liquor n. [U] strong alcohol such as WHISKEY

hard·ly /'hArdli/ adv. 1 almost not or almost

none: I hardly know the people I’m working with. |
The children were so excited they could hardly
speak. | Hardly anyone (=very few people) goes to
the old theater anymore. | Katy is hardly ever
(=almost never) at home. 2 (formal) used in order
to say that something is not at all true, surprising,
etc.: It’s hardly surprising that she won’t answer
his calls after the way he’s treated her. | You can
hardly blame Tom for not waiting.
"hard-'nosed adj. not affected by emotions, and
determined to get what you want: a hard-nosed
negotiator
"hard of 'hearing adj. [not before noun] unable to
hear well
"hard-'pressed adj. having a lot of problems and
not enough money or time: The program is meant
to help hard-pressed families with young children.
"hard 'rock n. [U] loud ROCK music
"hard 'sell n. [singular] a way of selling in which
someone tries very hard to persuade you to buy
something
hard·ship /'hArd"SIp/ n. [C,U] something that
makes your life difficult, especially the condition of
having very little money: Many families were suffering economic hardship. | the hardships of war
"hard 'up adj. (informal) not having much money:
Scott was pretty hard up, so I gave him $20.
hard·ware /'hArdwEr/ n. [U] 1 IT computer
machinery and equipment, as opposed to the programs that make computers work ➔ SOFTWARE 2 equipment and tools you use in your home
and yard: a hardware store (=where you can buy
these things)
"hard-'wired adj. IT computer systems that are
hard-wired are controlled by HARDWARE rather
than SOFTWARE and cannot be easily changed by
the user

hard·wood /'hArdwUd/ n. [C,U] strong heavy

wood used for making furniture, or a type of tree
that produces this kind of wood ➔ SOFTWOOD
"hard-'working adj. working seriously with a lot
of effort, and not wasting time ANT lazy: a hardworking student
har·dy /'hArdi/ adj. strong and healthy and able to
live through difficult conditions: hardy plants
hare /hEr/ n. [C] an animal like a rabbit, but larger,
with longer ears and longer back legs
hare·brained /'hErbreInd/ adj. not sensible or
practical: a harebrained scheme
hare·lip /'hEr"lIp/ n. [singular, U] the condition of
having a top lip that is divided into two parts
har·em /'hEr@m, 'hær@m/ n. [C] 1 the group of
wives or women who lived with a rich or powerful
man in some Muslim societies in past times 2 the
rooms in a Muslim home where the women live
hark /hArk/ also hark·en /'hArk@n/ v.
hark/harken back to sth phr. v. to remember or
to remind people of something from the past: The
band’s music harks back to the 1950s.
har·lot /'hArl@t/ n. [C] (literary) a PROSTITUTE
harm1 /hArm/ n. [U] 1 damage, injury, or trouble
caused by someone’s actions or by an event: Some
chemicals cause harm to the environment. | Just
give it a taste; it won’t do you any harm. | Trying to
lose weight can do more harm than good (=cause
problems). 2 there’s no harm in doing sth used
in order to suggest that doing something may be
helpful or useful: There’s no harm in asking. 3 not mean any harm used in order to say
that even though someone hurt or upset someone
else, this was not his/her intention: I’m sure he
didn’t mean any harm. 4 no harm done (spoken)
said in order to tell someone that you are not upset
by what s/he has done or said: “I’m sorry.” “That’s
OK; no harm done.”
harm2 v. [T] to damage or hurt something: Too
much sun will harm your skin.
harm·ful /'hArmf@l/ adj. causing harm, or likely
to cause harm: the harmful effects of pollution |
Some pesticides are harmful to the environment.
THESAURUS

poisonous/toxic – containing a substance that
can kill you or make you sick if you eat it, breathe
it, etc.: a poisonous snake | toxic fumes
detrimental (formal) – harmful or damaging to
something: Fatty foods are detrimental to your
health.
damaging – having a bad effect on someone or
something: the damaging effects of alcohol on the
brain
destructive – causing something to be
destroyed: If the herd is too big, deer can be very
destructive to woodlands.
deleterious (formal) – damaging or harmful:
the deleterious effects of smoking

harm·less /'hArmlIs/ adj. 1 unable or unlikely
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to hurt anyone or cause damage: harmless bacteria 2 not likely to upset or offend anyone: harmless fun —harmlessly adv.
har·mon·i·ca /hAr'mAnIk@/ n. [C] a small musical instrument that you play by blowing into it and
moving it from side to side
har·mo·nize /'hArm@"naIz/ v. [I] 1 to work well
or look good together: Choose clothes that harmonize with your coloring. 2 to sing or play music in
harmony
har·mo·ny /'hArm@ni/ n. (plural harmonies) 1 [U] a situation in which people are
friendly and peaceful, and agree with each other:
The students lived/worked together in harmony. 2 [C,U] combinations of musical notes that
sound good together: four-part harmony
—harmonious /hAr'moUni@s/ adj.
har·ness1 /'hArnIs/ n. 1 [C,U] a set of leather
bands fastened with metal, used in order to control
a horse and attach it to a vehicle that it pulls 2 [C]
a set of bands that is used to hold someone in a
place, or to stop him/her from falling: a safety
harness
harness2 v. [T] 1 to control and use the natural
force or power of something: a dam to harness the
power of the river 2 to fasten two animals
together, or to fasten an animal to something using
a harness

harp1 /hArp/ n. [C] a large musical instrument with

has /z, s, @z, h@z; strong hæz/ v. the third person
singular of the present tense of HAVE

'has-been n. [C] (informal) someone who was
important or popular, but who has been forgotten

hash1 /hæS/ n. 1 [C,U] a dish made with cooked
meat and potatoes 2 [U] (informal) hashish

hash2 v.

hash sth ↔ out phr. v. to discuss something very
thoroughly and carefully: It took them a long time
to hash out a compromise.
"hash 'browns n. [plural] potatoes that have been
cut into very small pieces, pressed together, and
cooked in oil
hash·ish /'hæSiS, hæ'SiS/ n. [U] a form of the
drug MARIJUANA
has·n’t /'hæz@nt/ v. the short form of “has not”:
She hasn’t seen Bruce in seven years.
has·sle1 /'hæs@l/ n. 1 [C,U] something that is
annoying because it causes problems, or is difficult
to do: Driving downtown is just too much hassle. |
legal hassles
THESAURUS
PROBLEM

problem, difficulty, trouble ➔

2 [C] (informal) an argument: I’ve had a few hassles
with the management.

hassle2 v. [T] (informal) to ask someone again and

again to do something, in a way that is annoying:
strings stretched on a frame with three corners She just kept hassling me to get a summer job.
—harpist n. [C]
haste /heIst/ n. [U] 1 great speed in doing something, especially because you do not have enough
harp2 v.
harp on sth phr. v. (informal, disapproving) to talk time: In her haste to get to the airport, Pam forgot
about something again and again, in a way that is the tickets. 2 in haste quickly or in a
annoying or boring: My parents are always harping hurry 3 haste makes waste used in order to say
that if you do something too quickly, it will not turn
on my boyfriend’s faults.
out well
har·poon /hAr'pun/ n. [C] a weapon used for
has·ten /'heIs@n/ v. (formal) 1 [T] to make somehunting WHALE s
thing happen faster or sooner: The popularity of
harp·si·chord /'hArpsI"kOrd/ n. [C] a musical radio hastened the end of silent movies. 2 hasten
instrument like a piano, used especially in CLASSI- to do sth to do or say something quickly or
CAL MUSIC
without delay
har·row·ing /'hæroUIÎ/ adj. (formal) a harrowing
THESAURUS
rush, speed ➔ RUSH 1
sight or experience is one that frightens, shocks, or
upsets you very much
harsh /hArS/ adj. 1 harsh conditions are difficult hast·y /'heIsti/ adj. (formal) done in a hurry, espeto live in and very uncomfortable: harsh Canadian cially with bad results: a hasty decision —hastily
winters | the harsh realities of war 2 too loud or adv.: a hastily written speech
too bright, and making you feel uncomfortable: a
THESAURUS
impulsive, rash, impetuous ➔
harsh voice | the harsh street lights 3 unkind,
IMPULSIVE
cruel, or strict: harsh criticism | He had harsh
words for the way the mayor has handled the issue.
hat /hæt/ n. [C] 1 a piece of clothing that you
—harshly adv. —harshness n. [U]
wear on your head: a big straw hat | a cowboy
har·vest1 /'hArvIst/ n. 1 [C,U] the time when hat 2 keep sth under your hat to keep informacrops are gathered from the fields, or the act of tion secret 3 throw/toss your hat into the ring
gathering them: It was harvest time. | the wheat to officially announce that you will compete or take
harvest 2 [C] the size or quality of the crops: a part in a competition
good harvest
hatch1 /hætS/ v. 1 [I,T] if an egg hatches or is
harvest2 v. [T] to gather crops from the fields
hatched, it breaks and a baby bird, fish, or insect is
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haugh·ty /'hOÔi/ adj. (literary, disapproving) proud
and unfriendly —haughtily adv.

THESAURUS
proud, conceited, arrogant,
stuck-up ➔ PROUD

haul1 /hOl/ v. [T] to carry or pull something heavy:
Trucks hauled cement to the site.

THESAURUS
carry, tote, lug, cart ➔ CARRY
pull, tug, drag ➔ PULL 1

born 2 [I] also hatch out to break through an egg
in order to be born
hatch2 n. [C] a hole in a ship or aircraft, used for
loading goods, or the door that covers it
hatch·back /'hætSbæk/ n. [C] a car with a door
at the back that opens up
hatch·et /'hætSIt/ n. [C] 1 a small AX with a
short handle 2 do a hatchet job on sb (informal)
to criticize someone severely and often unfairly
➔ bury the hatchet at BURY
hate1 /heIt/ v. [T] 1 to dislike someone or something very much: She hated my father. | I really hate
spinach. | Tony hates it when people are late.
THESAURUS

can’t stand – to hate someone or something: I

can’t stand being late.
detest/loathe (formal) – to hate someone or
something very much: I was going out with a boy
my mother detested.
despise – to hate someone very much and not
respect him/her at all: She despised her
neighbors.
abhor (formal) – to hate something because you
think it is morally wrong: He abhors violence of
any kind. ➔ LOVE 1

2 I hate to think what/how (spoken) used when
you feel sure that something would have a bad
result: I hate to think what would happen if Joe got
lost. 3 hate sb’s guts (informal) to hate someone
very much [ORIGIN: Old English hete] —hated
adj.

hate2 n. [U] an angry feeling of wanting to harm
someone you dislike: a look of hate

'hate crime n. [C] a crime that is committed

against someone only because s/he belongs to a
particular race, religion, etc.
hate·ful /'heItf@l/ adj. very bad or unkind: a
hateful thought
ha·tred /'heItrId/ n. [U] (formal) HATE : his hatred
of racism

haul sb off phr. v. (informal) to take someone
somewhere s/he does not want to go: Dave got
hauled off to jail.
haul2 n. 1 [C] a large amount of illegal or stolen
goods that are found by the police: a huge drugs
haul 2 the long haul the long time that it takes to
achieve something difficult: “We’re in this for the
long haul,” said a government source. 3 a long
haul a long distance to travel
haunch /hOntS, hAntS/ n. 1 haunches [plural]
the part of your body at the back between your
waist and legs: They squatted on their haunches
playing dice. 2 [C] one of the back legs of a
four-legged animal, especially when it is used as
meat
haunt1 /hOnt, hAnt/ v. [T] 1 if the spirit of a dead
person haunts a place, it appears there often: The
story is that the ship is haunted by ghosts of sea
captains. 2 if something haunts you, you keep
remembering it or being affected by it, although
you do not want this: It’s the kind of decision that
comes back to haunt you later.
haunt2 n. [C] a place that someone likes to go to
often: Dan went back to visit his favorite old
haunts.

haunt·ed /'hOnôId, 'hAn-/ adj. a place that is
haunted is one where the spirits of dead people are
believed to live: a haunted house

haunt·ing /'hOnôIÎ, 'hAn-/ adj. sad, beautiful,
and staying in your thoughts for a long time: a
haunting memory —hauntingly adv.

have1 /v, @v, h@v; strong hæv/ auxiliary verb (past

tense and past participle had, third person singular
has) 1 used with the past participle of a verb to

make the perfect tenses: Yes, I’ve read the book. |
Have you seen the new Disney movie? | She had
lived in Peru for 30 years. | Rick has not been
honest with us. 2 used with some MODAL VERB s
and a past participle to make a past MODAL : Carrie
should have been nicer. | I must’ve left my wallet at
home. 3 had better used in order to give advice,
or to say what is the best thing to do: You’d better
take the popcorn off the stove or it’ll burn. | I’d
better not go out tonight – I’m too tired. 4 have
had it (spoken) a) said when someone or something is old, broken, or not good any longer: I think
the car has had it. It wouldn’t start this morning. b) I’ve had it with said when you are so
annoyed by someone or something that you do not
want to deal with him, her, or it any longer: I’ve
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had it with the noise here. Let’s go! [ORIGIN: Old
English habban]
have2 /hæv/ v. [T not in passive]
1 FEATURES/QUALITIES used when saying what
someone or something looks like, or what qualities
or features he, she, or it possesses: Rudy has brown
eyes and dark hair. | My mother grew up in a house
that didn’t have an indoor toilet. | Japan has a
population of over 120 million.
2 OWN OR USE to own something, or be able to use
something: Kurt had a nice bike, but it got stolen. |
The school doesn’t have room for any more
students. | We don’t have enough money for a
washing machine. | Dad, can I have the car
tonight?
THESAURUS

H

own, possess ➔ OWN 2

3 have got used instead of “have” to mean “possess”: I’ve got four tickets to the opera.
4 EAT/DRINK to eat, drink, or smoke something: Do
you want to come have a beer with us? | We’re
having steak for dinner tonight. | What time do you
usually have lunch/breakfast/dinner?
5 EXPERIENCE/DO to experience or do something:
I have a meeting in 15 minutes. | The kids will have
fun at the circus. | Her secretary had trouble/
problems with the copy machine.
6 RECEIVE to receive something: Jenny! You have a
phone call! | I’m sure he had help from his father
on his homework.
7 IN A POSITION/STATE to put or keep something
in a particular position or state: He had his eyes
closed. | Why do you always have the TV on so
loud?
8 may I have/can I have/I’ll have (spoken) said
when you are asking for something: I’ll have two
hot dogs to go, please. | Could I have that pencil,
please?
9 SELL/MAKE AVAILABLE to sell something, or
make it available for people to use: Do they have
lawn mowers at Sears? | The other pool has a water
slide.
10 FAMILY/FRIENDS ETC to know or be related to
someone: She has six brothers. | Chris has a friend
who lives in Malta.
11 AMOUNT OF TIME also have got to be allowed
a particular amount of time to do something: You
have 30 minutes to finish the test.
12 have time if you have time to do something,
there is nothing else that you must do at that
particular time: Do you have time to come and
have a cup of coffee with us?
13 BE SICK/INJURED to become sick with a particular illness, or be injured in a particular way:
Sheila had the flu for a week. | He has a broken leg.
14 CARRY WITH YOU to be carrying something
with you: Do you have your knife? | How much
money do you have on you?
15 IDEA/THOUGHT to think of something, or realize something: Listen, I have an idea.
16 have sth ready/done etc. to make something
ready, or finish something: They promised to have it
done by Friday.

17 GIVE BIRTH to give birth: Sasha had twins!
18 have your hair cut/have your house
painted etc. to employ someone to cut your hair,
paint your house, etc.
19 GUESTS to be with someone, or be visited by
someone: Sorry, I didn’t realize you had guests. |
Barry had an Australian guy with him.
20 have an influence/effect etc. to influence
someone or something, or cause a particular effect:
Folk songs had a great influence on his music.
21 have nothing against used in order to say that
you do not dislike someone or something: I have
nothing against hard work, but 80 hours a week is
too much. ➔ be had at HAD
have on phr. v.
1 have sth on to be wearing something: Marty had
a blue shirt on.
2 have sth on sb to know about something bad
someone has done: Do the police have anything on
him?

ha·ven /'heIv@n/ n. [C,U] a place where people go
to be safe: a haven for refugees

have·n’t /'hæv@nt/ v. the short form of “have
not”: We haven’t tried Indian food yet. c Don’t say
“haven’t to.” b

have to /'hæft@; strong 'hæftu/ also have got
to /v 'gAÔ@, @v-, h@v-/ modal verb 1 to be forced
to do something because someone makes you do it,
or because a situation makes it necessary: We don’t
have to answer their questions. | Susan hates having to get up early. | I’ve got to go now. I’m already
late! 2 used when saying that it is important that
something happens: You’ll have to be nice to Aunt
Lynn. 3 used when telling someone how to do
something: First you have to take the wheel
off. 4 used when saying that you are sure that
something will happen or is true: He has to be stuck
in traffic – he wouldn’t be late otherwise.
GRAMMAR

have to, have got to, must

have to – used when a rule, law, situation, etc.
forces you to do something and you do not have
a choice about it: You have to pay tax on your
income (=because the law says it is necessary). |
We have to be at the airport by 5:30 (=because
the plane will leave soon after that time).
must – used especially in more formal writing
when a law or person in authority forces you to
do something: All visitors must report to
reception.
must – used when you make yourself do
something because you think it is a good idea
or necessary: You must come to Boston!
(=because we want to see you and we think it
would be a good idea) | I must study for
tomorrow’s test (=because I know it is a good
idea if I want to do well).
have got to – used in spoken English instead of
have to or must to emphasize how important
it is to do something: I’ve got to be back by 8:00.

hav·oc /'hæv@k/ n. [U] a situation in which there
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is a lot of confusion and damage: The bus strike
caused/created havoc in the city’s streets. | The war
will wreak havoc on the country’s economy. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Anglo-French, Old French
havot “destruction, disorder”]
hawk1 /hOk/ v. [T] to try to sell goods by carrying
them around and talking about them —hawker n.
hawk2 n. [C] a large wild bird that eats small birds
and animals
hay /heI/ n. [U] a type of long grass that has been
cut and dried, used as food for farm animals
➔ STRAW ➔ hit the hay at HIT 1
'hay "fever n. [U] a medical condition like a bad
COLD , caused by breathing in POLLEN (=dust from
plants) ➔ ALLERGY
hay·ride /'heIraId/ n. [C] an organized ride in a
CART filled with hay, usually as part of a social
event
hay·stack /'heIstæk/ n. [C] a large firmly built
pile of hay
hay·wire /'heIwaIø/ adj. go haywire (informal)
to start working in completely the wrong way: My
computer’s going haywire again.
haz·ard1 /'hæzød/ n. [C] 1 something that may
be dangerous or cause accidents, problems, etc.: a
health hazard | the hazards of starting your own
business
THESAURUS
DANGER

danger, risk, threat ➔

2 occupational hazard a problem or risk that
cannot be avoided in the job that you do [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Old French hasard “game of
chance played with dice,” from Arabic az-zahr
“the chance”] —hazardous adj.: hazardous
waste from factories

hazard2 v. [T] to say something that is only a
suggestion or guess: I don’t know, but I could
hazard a guess.

haze /heIz/ n. [U] smoke, dust, etc. in the air that is

difficult to see through ➔ HAZY , FOG , SMOG : There
was a gray haze of smoke over the mountains.

ha·zel /'heIz@l/ adj. eyes that are hazel are
greenish-brown

ha·zel·nut /'heIz@l"nöt/ n. [C] a sweet round nut
haz·ing /'heIzIÎ/ n. [C,U] the activity of making
people who want to join a club or FRATERNITY do
silly or dangerous things before they can join

haz·y /'heIzi/ adj. 1 air that is hazy is not clear
because there is a lot of smoke, dust, or mist in it: a
hazy sky 2 an idea, memory, etc. that is hazy is not
clear: My memories of that night are a little hazy.

he /i; strong hi/ pron. a male person or animal that
has already been mentioned or is already known
about: “Does Matt still work here?” “No, he works
in Ohio now.” | How old is he? | He’s (=he is) my
brother. [ORIGIN: Old English]

head1 /hEd/ n.

1 TOP OF BODY [C] the top part of your body that
has your eyes, mouth, etc. in it: He turned his head
to kiss her. ➔ see picture on page A3
C O L L O C AT I O N S

turn your head – to look at something
shake your head (=move it from side to side) –
to disagree or say “no”
nod your head (=move it up and down) – to
agree or say “yes”
raise/lift your head – to look up
bend/lower your head – to look down
bow your head (=move it down) – to show
respect for someone
hang your head (=lower it and keep it lowered)
– if you are ashamed
scratch your head (=rub it with your fingers) –
if you are thinking hard ➔ HAIR , EYE 1

2 MIND [C] your mind: Phil has some strange ideas
in his head. | Ann has a good head for math (=she
is good at doing math). | Why don’t you use your
head (=think carefully and sensibly) to find a
solution? | I wish he’d get it into his head (=realize
or understand) that school is important.
3 LEADER [C] the leader or most important person
in a group or organization: the head of the biology
department | the head waiter
THESAURUS
chief, supervisor, foreman,
forewoman ➔ BOSS 1

4 POSITION [singular] the top or front of something,
or the most important part of it: Edgar sat proudly
at the head of the table (=at the end where the most
important people sit).
5 ON A TOOL [C] the widest or top part of something such as a piece of equipment or a tool: a
shower head
6 PLANT [C] the top part of a plant with a lot of
leaves: a head of lettuce/cabbage
7 (from) head to toe/foot over your whole body:
The kids were covered from head to toe in mud.
8 put your heads together (spoken) to discuss a
difficult problem together: If we put our heads
together, we’ll think of a way.
9 go over sb’s head a) to be too difficult for
someone to understand: Most of the lecture went
way over my head. b) to ask a more important
person to deal with something than the person you
would normally ask
10 keep/lose your head to behave reasonably or
stupidly in a difficult situation: I guess I just lost my
head for a minute.
11 go to sb’s head a) to make someone feel
more important than s/he really is: It’s too bad
Dave let his promotion go to his head. b) to make
someone quickly feel slightly drunk
12 come to a head if a problem comes to a head,
it becomes worse and you have to do something
about it immediately: The situation came to a head
when the workers went on strike.
13 heads up! (spoken) used in order to warn
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people that something is falling from above, or that head·ing /'hEdIÎ/ n. [C] the title written at the top
something is being thrown to them
of a piece of writing
14 keep your head above water to just manage
to live or keep your business working when you
have money problems
15 laugh/shout/scream etc. your head off
(informal) to laugh, shout, etc. very loudly
16 head over heels (in love) loving someone
very much
17 COIN heads [U] the side of a coin that has a
picture of a head on it ANT tails [ORIGIN: Old
English heafod] ➔ see also BIGHEADED , REDHEAD

head2 v. 1 [I,T] to go or make something go in a

H

particular direction: Where were they heading when
you saw them? | A boat was heading toward/for the
shore. | Roz headed the car down the hill. 2 [T] to
be in charge of a government, organization, or
group: The committee is headed by Jake Wilson. |
Most single-parent families are headed by
women. 3 be heading/headed for sth if you
are heading for a situation, it is likely to happen:
They’re heading for trouble. 4 be headed if a
list, page, etc. is headed with particular words,
those words are at the top: The longest list was
headed “Problems.”
head sb/sth ↔ off phr. v. to stop someone going in
a particular direction by moving in front of him/
her: We’ll try to head them off at the next intersection.

head·ache /'hEdeIk/ n. [C] 1 a pain in your

head: I have a bad headache. 2 (informal) an
annoying or worrying problem: Balancing the
checkbook is always a headache.

head·band /'hEdbænd/ n. [C] a band that you
wear around your head to keep your hair off your
face

head count, head·count /'hEdkaUnt/ n. [C
usually singular] the process of counting the number

of people in a particular place or event, or the actual
number: Hal did a quick head count before the
meeting began.

head·dress /'hEd-drEs/ n. [C] something that
someone wears on his/her head for decoration on a
special occasion

head·er /'hEdø/ n. [C] 1 ENG. LANG. ARTS informa-

head·land /'hEdl@nd, -lænd/ n. [C]

EARTH SCI-

ENCES

an area of land that sticks out from the coast
into the ocean
head·light /'hEdlaIt/ n. [C] one of the large lights
at the front of a vehicle: She flashed her headlights
(=quickly turned them on and off) at me.
head·line /'hEdlaIn/ n. [C] 1 the title of a newspaper article, printed in large letters above the
article 2 make (the) headlines to do something
important, shocking, or new, so that newspapers,
television shows, etc. talk about you: The attacks
made headlines around the world.
"hEd'lOÎX/
adj.
head·long
/'hEdlOÎ,
adv. 1 without thinking carefully: They rushed
headlong into marriage. 2 falling or moving
quickly with your head going first: He fell headlong from the window.
head·mas·ter /'hEd"mæstø/, head·mis·tress
/'hEd"mIstrIs/ n. [C] a PRINCIPAL in a private
school
"head of 'state n. (plural heads of state) [C]
POLITICS the main representative of a country, such
as a queen, king, or president
"head-'on adv. 1 meet/hit/crash etc. head-on
if two vehicles meet or hit head-on, the front part of
one vehicle comes toward or hits the front part of
the other vehicle 2 if you deal with someone or
something head-on, you deal with him, her, or it in
a direct and determined way: She intended to face
her difficulties head-on. —head-on adj.: a
head-on crash

tion at the top of a page, especially things such as head·phones
page numbers or the titles that appear on each page /'hEdfoUnz/ n. [plural] a
in a document 2 IT information at the beginning of piece of equipment that
an EMAIL message that shows when it was written you wear over your ears
or sent, who wrote or sent it, etc. 3 a shot in to listen to a radio or
SOCCER made by hitting the ball with your head
recording
➔
EARhead·first /"hEd'føst/ adv. moving or falling for- PHONES
ward with your head going first: He fell down the head·quar·ters
stairs headfirst.
/'hEd"kwOÔøz/ n. [pluhead·gear /'hEdgIr/ n. [U] hats and similar ral] 1 a building or
office that is the center
things that you wear on your head
of a large organization, or the center of a particular
head·hunt·er /'hEd"hönôø/ n. [C] someone who activity: the corporation’s global headquarters in
finds people with the right skills and experience to New York 2 also HQ the place from which military
do a particular job
operations are controlled
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head·rest /'hEd-rEst/ n. [C] the top part of a
chair or seat that supports the back of your head

head·room /'hEd-rum/ n. [U] the amount of
space above your head inside a car

"Head 'Start n. POLITICS a government program for
poor children, that helps prepare them to start
school and that gives families advice about health
and about other programs that may help them

"head 'start n. [C] the advantage you gain in a
particular activity by starting before other people:
We should give the younger kids a head start in the
race.

head·stone /'hEdstoUn/ n. [C] a GRAVESTONE
head·strong /'hEdstrOÎ/ adj. very determined to
do what you want, even when other people advise
you not to do it: a headstrong child

"head-to-'head adj., adv. directly competing with
another person or group: The new sitcom will go
head-to-head with the top-rated show on Thursday
nights. | head-to-head competition

head·wa·ters /'hEd"wOÔøz/ n. [plural] EARTH SCIENCES the place or places where a stream starts,
before it flows into a river

head·way /'hEdweI/ n. make headway to
make progress toward achieving something even
when you have difficulties SYN make progress:
They have made little headway in the peace talks.

head·wind /'hEd"wInd/ n. [C] a wind that blows

health·y /'hElθi/ adj. 1 physically strong and not
likely to become sick: a healthy baby girl | Rachel’s
always been perfectly healthy.
THESAURUS

well – healthy, used especially when describing
how someone feels or looks: I’m not feeling very
well.
fine (spoken) – healthy, used when someone has
asked you how you feel and you are replying that
you feel well: “Hi, Tom, how are you?” “Fine,
thanks.”
better – less sick than you were, or no longer
sick: I’m feeling a lot better now.
in (good) shape – in a good state of health and
physically strong: Jogging keeps me in pretty good
shape.
physically fit – healthy and having a strong
body: Even kids need exercise to be physically fit.

2 good for your body or your mind: a healthy
diet/lifestyle | It’s not healthy for her to depend on
him like that. 3 successful and likely to stay that
way: a healthy economy/business 4 (informal)
fairly large or noticeable: She seems to have a
healthy appetite. | a healthy increase in sales |
Reed has a healthy respect for rattlesnakes. 5 showing that you are healthy: healthy
skin —healthiness n. [U]
heap1 /hip/ n. [C] 1 a large messy pile of things: a
heap of newspapers | His clothes lay in a heap by
the bed.
THESAURUS

directly toward you when you are moving

head·y /'hEdi/ adj. (written) exciting in a way that
makes you feel you can do anything: the heady
days of our youth

heal /hil/ v. 1 [I] if a wound or broken bone heals,

it becomes healthy again: The scratch on her finger
healed quickly. 2 [T] to cure someone who is ill, or
make a wound get better [ORIGIN: Old English
hælan]

health /hElθ/ n. [U] 1 the general condition of

your body, and how healthy you are: You should
take better care of your health. | a 68-year-old man
in good health | serious health problems 2 the
state of being without illness or disease: I wish you
health and happiness. 3 how successful an
ECONOMY , business, or organization is [ORIGIN:
Old English hælth, from hal “healthy, unhurt,
complete”]

health care, health·care /'hElθkEr/ n. [U] the
service of taking care of the health of all the people
in a country or area: the high cost of health care

'health club n. [C] a place where people go to
exercise that you have to pay to use

'health food n. [C,U] food that contains only
natural substances

health·ful /'hElθf@l/ adj. (written) likely to make
you healthy

pile, mound, stack ➔ PILE 1

2 (informal) an old car that is in bad condition

heap2 v. [T] 1 to put a lot of things on top of each

other in a messy way: Magazines were heaped on
the table. 2 be heaped with sth to have a lot of
things on top of something: He held a plate heaped
with food.
heap·ing /'hipIÎ/ adj. a heaping measurement of
food is slightly more than the tool it is being
measured with can hold: two heaping teaspoons of
sugar
hear /hIr/ v. (past tense and past participle heard
/hød/) 1 [I,T] to know that a sound is being made,
using your ears: I love to hear the baby laugh like
that. | Didn’t you hear when I called you?
THESAURUS

If a sound is drowned out by something, it
prevents you from hearing the sound: His voice
was drowned out by the traffic.
If someone cannot hear you because s/he is very
far away from you, s/he is out of earshot: “What
are we going to do if you lose your job?” I asked
John, as soon as the children were out of earshot.
If someone is close enough to hear what you say,
s/he is within earshot.
If someone says something under his/her breath,
s/he makes a rude or angry statement very quietly
because s/he does not want anyone to hear
him/her: “You rat,” he muttered under his breath.
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If someone is inaudible, s/he speaks so quietly
that you cannot hear him/her: Her reply was
inaudible.
If someone is not able to hear very well because of
a physical problem with his/her ears, you can say
that s/he is hard of hearing or hearing
impaired: My grandmother’s a little hard of
hearing.
If someone is deaf, s/he is not able to hear
anything at all.
You hear a noise or something that someone
says, often without trying to: Did you hear that
noise? | I could hear the phone ringing.
If you listen to words, sounds, or music, you pay
attention to them: I enjoy watching movies and
listening to music. | She listened carefully to his
advice. ➔ SEE

H

2 [T] to listen to music that is being played, to what
someone is saying, etc.: I heard a great song on the
radio. | You should at least hear what she has to
say. 3 [I,T] to be told or find out a piece of
information: Have you heard about the new
project? | “Mark’s going to law school.” “So I’ve
heard” (=said when you already know about something). 4 hear a case to listen to what is said in a
court of law, and make a decision: The case will be
heard on July 16. 5 (do) you hear (me)? (spoken) said when you are giving someone an order
and want to be certain that s/he will obey you: Be
home by ten, you hear? [ORIGIN: Old English
hieran]
hear from sb phr. v. to get news or information
from someone, usually by letter: Have you heard
from Jane yet?
hear of sb/sth phr. v. have heard of sb/sth to
know that someone or something exists because
you have been told about him, her, or it: “Do you
know a guy named Phil Merton?” “I’ve never
heard of him.”
hear sb out phr. v. to listen to all of someone’s
explanation for something, without interrupting:
Look, I know you’re mad, but at least hear me
out.

hear·ing /'hIrIÎ/ n. 1 [U] the sense that you use
to hear sounds: My hearing’s not as good as it used
to be. 2 [C] a meeting of a court or special committee to find out the facts about a case

'hearing aid n. [C] a small thing that you put in
your ear if you cannot hear well, to make sounds
louder

'hearing-im"paired adj. unable to hear well
—the hearing-impaired n. [plural]

hear·say /'hIrseI/ n. [U] something that you have
heard about from other people, but do not know to
be true ➔ GOSSIP : Her opinions are based mainly
on rumors and hearsay.

hearse /høs/ n. [C] a large car in which a dead

body in a CASKET is carried to or from a funeral
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French herce “frame
for holding candles, farm tool for breaking up
soil,” from Latin hirpex]

heart /hArt/ n.

1 BODY [C] BIOLOGY the body part inside a person’s
or animal’s chest that pumps blood through the
body: He could feel his heart beating faster. | Dad’s
had some heart trouble this year.
2 EMOTIONS [C,U] the part of you that is able to
feel strong emotions such as love: I knew in my
heart that I wouldn’t see her again. | I loved her
with all my heart.
3 SHAPE [C] a shape used for representing love
4 the heart of sth a) the main or most important
part of something: We talked for hours before we
got to the heart of the problem/matter. b) [singular] the middle or the busiest part of an area: a big
hotel in the heart of the city
5 a sth at heart if you are a particular type of
person at heart, that is the type of person you really
are: Bob can seem tough, but he’s really a sweet
guy at heart.
6 know/learn/recite etc. sth by heart to correctly remember or say all of something that you
have been taught, without needing to read it
7 GAME [C usually plural] a playing card with one or
more red heart shapes on it ➔ see picture at PLAYING
CARD

8 sb’s heart sank used in order to say that
someone suddenly became very sad or disappointed: Nick’s heart sank when he heard the news.
9 do sth to your heart’s content to do something as much as you want to: You can go sailing to
your heart’s content at the resort.
10 -hearted having a particular type of character:
a kind-hearted old lady
11 have a heart of gold to be very generous and
kind
12 take/lose heart to begin to have more hope, or
to stop having hope [ORIGIN: Old English heorte]
➔ cross my heart (and hope to die) at CROSS 1
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heart·ache /'hArÔeIk/ n. [U] a strong feeling of
sadness

heave

heart·wood /'hArt§wUd/ n. [U] BIOLOGY the older

harder wood at the center of a tree which provides
support but does not carry any SAP
in which a person’s heart suddenly stops working: heart·y /'hArÔi/ adj. 1 very cheerful and friendly:
a hearty laugh 2 a hearty meal or APPETITE is
Jo’s dad had a heart attack last year.
very large
heart·beat /'hArt§bit/ n. [C usually singular] the
action or the sound of a heart pumping blood heat1 /hit/ n. 1 [U] warmth or the quality of being
hot: heat generated by the sun 2 [U] very hot
through the body
weather: I can’t work in this heat. | The heat has
heart·break /'hArt§breIk/ n. [U] a strong feeling
been almost unbearable. 3 [U] the system in a
of sadness and disappointment
house that keeps it warm, or the warmth that comes
heart·break·ing /'hArt§"breIkIÎ/ adj. making
from this system: Can you turn the heat on/off? |
you feel very upset: a heartbreaking story
houses with no heat or electricity 4 the heat of
the moment/argument etc. the period in a situheart·bro·ken /'hArt§"broUk@n/ adj. very sad
ation, argument, etc. when you feel extremely
because someone or something has disappointed
angry or excited: In the heat of the moment, I said
you
some things I didn’t mean. 5 take the heat to
heart·burn /'hArt§bøn/ n. [U] a slightly painful
deal with difficulties in a situation, especially by
burning feeling in your stomach or chest caused by
saying that you are responsible for them: Coach
INDIGESTION
Brown had to take the heat for the team’s loss in
'heart dis"ease n. [U] a medical condition in
the press. 6 [C] one of the parts of a sports compewhich a person’s heart has difficulty pumping
tition from which the winners are chosen to go on
blood
to the next part 7 in heat if a female animal is in
heat, she is able to become PREGNANT 8 [U]
heart·ened /'hArt§nd/ adj. feeling happier and
energy that moves from one object to another when
more hopeful ANT disheartened —hearten v. [T]
there is a difference in temperature between the
heart·en·ing /'hArt§n-IÎ/ adj. making you feel
objects [ORIGIN: Old English hætu]
happier and full of hope ANT disheartening:
heat2 also heat up v. [I,T] to become warm or hot,
heartening news
or to make something warm or hot: I’ll just heat
'heart "failure n. [U] the failure of the heart to
some
soup for dinner. | The oven heats up pretty
continue working, which causes death
quickly.
heart·felt /'hArtfElt/ adj. felt very strongly and
heat up phr. v. if a situation, argument, etc. heats
sincerely: heartfelt thanks
up, the people involved in it become angrier and
hearth /hArθ/ n. [C] the part of the floor around a more excited
FIREPLACE
'heat ca"pacity n. [C] CHEMISTRY the amount of
heat needed in order to raise the temperature of one
heart·i·ly /'hArÔl-i/ adv. 1 loudly and cheerfully:
gram of an object or system by one degree CELSIUS
He laughed heartily. 2 very much or completely: I
heartily agree with you.
heat·ed /'hiÔId/ adj. 1 kept warm by a heater: a
heated swimming pool 2 heated argument/
heart·land /'hArtlænd/ n. the heartland the
discussion etc. an argument, etc. in which people
part of a country where most of the food is probecome very angry and excited
duced and where people live in a way that represents the basic values of that country
heat·er /'hiÔø/ n. [C] a machine used for heating
air or water
heart·less /'hArtlIs/ adj. cruel or unkind
hea·then
/'hiD@n/ n. (plural heathen) [C] (oldheart·rend·ing /'hArt"rEndIÎ/ adj. making you
fashioned, disapproving) someone who does not
feel great pity: heartrending sobs
belong to the Christian religion, or to any of the
heart·strings /'hArt"strIÎz/ n. tug/pull on
main world religions —heathen adj.
sb’s heartstrings to make someone feel a lot of
'
heat
wave n. [C] a period of unusually hot
pity or love
weather
heart·throb /'hArtθrAb/ n. [C] (humorous) a
1
famous person whom many young people feel heave /hiv/ v. 1 [I,T] to pull, throw, or lift something
with
a lot of effort: She heaved the box onto
romantic love for: a picture of the latest teen
the back of the truck.
heartthrob
THESAURUS
pull, tug, drag, haul ➔ PULL 1
"heart-to-'heart n. [C usually singular] a conversation in which two people honestly express their
feelings or opinions about something: I sat down
2 heave a sigh to breathe out loudly, especially
and had a heart-to-heart with Emily. —heart-tobecause you have stopped worrying about someheart adj.
thing: We all heaved a sigh of relief when it was
heart·warm·ing /'hArt§"wOrmIÎ/ adj. making
over. 3 [I] if your chest heaves, it moves up and
you feel happy, calm, and hopeful: a heartwarming
down quickly because it is difficult to breathe 4 [I]
story
(informal) to VOMIT

'heart at"tack n. [C] a serious medical condition
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heave2 n. [C] a strong pulling, pushing, or throw-

H

ing movement
heav·en /'hEv@n/ n. 1 [U] also Heaven the
place where God or the gods are believed to live,
and where good people go after they die
➔ HELL 2 [U] (informal) a very good thing, situation, or place: Give Brad a TV and a comfortable
chair, and he’s in heaven. 3 (Good) Heavens!
(spoken) said when you are surprised or slightly
annoyed: Good heavens! Where have you
been? 4 for heaven’s sake (spoken) said when
you are annoyed or angry: For heaven’s sake, just
shut up! 5 heaven forbid (spoken) said in order
to emphasize that you hope something will not
happen: And if – heaven forbid – he has an accident, what do I do then? 6 the heavens (literary)
the sky: Their eyes lifted to the heavens. [ORIGIN:
Old English heofon]
heav·en·ly /'hEv@nli/ adj. 1 relating to
heaven 2 very good or pleasing: a heavenly dessert
"heavenly 'body n. [C] a star, PLANET , or moon
heav·i·ly /'hEv@li/ adv. 1 in very large amounts:
He’s been drinking heavily recently. 2 very or
very much: heavily armed rebels | The band’s
sound is heavily influenced by early punk
rock. 3 someone who is breathing heavily is
breathing very slowly and loudly

heav·y /'hEvi/ adj.

1 THINGS weighing a lot: Be careful lifting that box
– it’s really heavy. | The suitcase feels heavier than
before.
2 PEOPLE used in order to politely describe someone who is fat: He’s gotten very heavy since we saw
him last. | Tom’s at least twenty pounds heavier
than he was last year.
THESAURUS
fat, overweight, big, large,
obese, plump, stout ➔ FAT 1

3 AMOUNT unusually large in amount or quantity:
Roads were closed due to heavy rain/snow (=a
large amount of rain or snow). | Traffic is heavy on
the 405 freeway.
C O L L O C AT I O N S

heavy losses – used especially in order to say
that a company has earned a lot less money than
it has spent
heavy casualties/losses – used in order to say
that a lot of people have been injured or killed in
a war, battle, etc.

4 BUSY very busy and full of activities: a heavy
day/schedule
5 heavy sleeper someone who does not wake up
very easily
6 a heavy smoker/drinker someone who smokes
a lot or drinks a lot of alcohol
7 SERIOUS very complicated or serious and involving a lot of mental effort: a heavy discussion | For a
comedy, that movie was heavy going.
8 heavy breathing breathing that is slow and loud

9 a heavy workload/load/burden a problem or
situation that is large or too difficult to deal with:
Three jobs! That’s a heavy load for just one person.
10 with a heavy heart (literary) feeling very sad
[ORIGIN: Old English hefig] —heaviness n. [U]
➔ compare LIGHT 2

"heavy-'duty adj. 1 strong enough to be used

often or for hard work without being damaged:
heavy-duty plastic gloves 2 (informal) said when
you want to emphasize how complicated, serious,
etc. someone or something is: The movie deals with
some heavy-duty issues.
"heavy-'handed adj. strict, unfair, and not considering other people’s feelings: heavy-handed
demands
"heavy 'industry n. [C,U] an industry that produces goods such as coal, steel, or chemicals, or
large goods such as cars and machines
"heavy 'metal n. [U] a type of ROCK music with a
strong beat that is played very loudly on electric
GUITAR s
heav·y·weight /'hEvi"weIt/ n. [C] 1 someone
who BOX es or WRESTLE s, and is in the heaviest
weight group ➔ LIGHTWEIGHT 2 someone who has
a lot of power and experience in a particular business
or
job:
political
heavyweights
—heavyweight adj
He·brew /'hibru/ n. [U] the official language of
Israel, also used in many other places by Jewish
people —Hebrew, Hebraic /hI'breI-Ik/ adj.
heck /hEk/ interjection 1 said in order to emphasize a question, or when you are annoyed: Who/
what/where etc. the heck is that? | Ah, heck! I’ve
lost my glasses. 2 a/one heck of a sth said in
order to emphasize a statement: That was one heck
of a storm! | We had a heck of a time finding a
parking space. 3 what the heck! said when you
do something that you should not do: “Want
another piece of pie?” “Yeah, what the heck!”
heck·le /'hEk@l/ v. [T] to interrupt someone who is
speaking or performing in front of a group of
people —heckler n. [C] —heckling n. [U]
hec·tare /'hEktEr/ n. [C] a unit for measuring an
area of land, equal to 10,000 square meters or 2.471
ACRE s
hec·tic /'hEktIk/ adj. very busy, hurried, and
slightly exciting: It’s been a really hectic week.
he’d /id; strong hid/ 1 the short form of “he
would”: Ed said he’d be a little late. 2 the short
form of “he had”: He’d never been a good dancer.
hedge1 /hEdZ/ n. [C] 1 a row of bushes used as a
border around a yard or between two yards 2 a
hedge against disaster/inflation etc. something that helps avoid problems, losing a lot of
money, etc.: Putting your money into different
stocks is a hedge against financial risk.
hedge2 v. 1 [I] to avoid giving a direct answer to
a question: She tried to hedge when Tom asked her
age. 2 hedge your bets to reduce your chances
of failing by trying several different possibilities
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instead of one: It is a good idea to hedge your bets
by applying to more than one college.
hedge against sth phr. v. to protect yourself from
having problems, losing a lot of money, etc.: You
could invest in bonds to hedge against sudden
changes in interest rates.
hed·o·nism /'hEdn"Iz@m/ n. [U] the belief that
pleasure is the most important thing in life [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Greek hedone “pleasure”]
—hedonist n. [C] —hedonistic /"hEdn'IstIkX/
adj.

heed1 /hid/ v. [T] (formal) to pay attention to

someone’s advice or warning: If she had heeded my
advice, none of this would have happened.
heed2 n. [U] (formal) take heed of sth/pay
heed to sth to pay attention to something and
think about it seriously: Congress has taken heed of
voter dissatisfaction.
heed·less /'hidlIs/ adj. (literary) not paying attention to something important
heel1 /hil/ n. 1 [C] the back part of your
foot 2 [C] the back raised part of a shoe, or the
back part of a sock that is under your heel: shoes
with high/low heels ➔ see picture at SHOE 1 3 heels
[plural] HIGH HEELS 4 -heeled having a particular
type of heel: a high-heeled shoe 5 on the heels
of sth very soon after something: The team’s loss
came on the heels of another defeat in Dallas. 6 the raised part of your hand near your wrist:
Use the heel of your hand to knead the bread
dough.
heel2 v. heel! used in order to tell your dog to stay
near you
heft·y /'hEfti/ adj. 1 big, heavy, or strong: a hefty
man 2 a hefty price/sum etc. a large amount of
money
-'gE-,
he·gem·o·ny
/hI'dZEm@ni,
'hEdZ@"moUni/ n. [U] POLITICS a situation in which
one state, country, or group has much more power
than any other [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Greek hegemonia, from hegemon “leader”]
heif·er /'hEfø/ n. [C] a young female cow that has
not yet given birth to a CALF (=baby cow)
height /haIt/ n. 1 [C,U] how tall someone or
something is: Sue is about the same height as her
mom. | Sunflowers can grow to a height of 15
feet. 2 [C] a particular distance above the ground:
The shelves were installed at the wrong height.
➔ see picture at DIMENSION 3 the height of
sth a) the time when something is the strongest,
most successful, etc. it can ever be: At the height of
the dotcom boom, web designers were in short
supply. b) the greatest degree or amount of something: The hotel was the height of
luxury. 4 heights [plural] high places: I’m afraid
of heights. 5 to new heights to an increased or
more successful level: Prices jumped to new
heights last Wednesday. [ORIGIN: Old English hiehthu]
height·en /'haIt§n/ v. [I,T] to increase or make

something become increased SYN increase,
intensify: Recent events have heightened residents’ awareness of crime.

hei·nous /'heIn@s/ adj. extremely bad: a heinous
crime

heir /Er/ n. [C] someone who will legally receive all

of the money, property, etc. of a person who has
died: the sole heir to a vast fortune
heir·loom /'Erlum/ n. [C] a valuable object that a
family owns for many years
heist /haIst/ n. [C] a BURGLARY
he·jab /hI'dZAb/ n. [U] another spelling of HIJAB
held /hEld/ v. the past tense and past participle of
HOLD

hel·i·cop·ter /'hEl@"kAptø/ n. [C] a type of aircraft with metal blades on top of it that spin very
fast [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 French hélicoptère,
from Greek heliko- + pteron “wing”] ➔ see

picture at TRANSPORTATION

he·li·o·cen·tric /"hilioU'sEntrIk/ adj.

PHYSICS

having the Sun at the center: Copernicus described
a heliocentric system, with the planets going
around the Sun.
hel·i·port /'hEl@"pOrt/ n. [C] an airport for helicopters
he·li·um /'hili@m/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY (symbol He) a
gas that is an ELEMENT and that is lighter than air,
often used in order to make BALLOON s float [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Greek helios “Sun;” because it
was discovered in the Sun’s spectrum]
he·lix /'hilIks/ n. (plural helices /-lIsiz/) [C] MATH a
line that curves and rises around a central line
SYN

spiral

he’ll /Il, il, hIl; strong hil/ the short form of “he
will”: I’m sure he’ll get here soon.

hell, Hell /hEl/ n. [singular] the place where bad

people will be punished after they die, according to
some religions [ORIGIN: Old English]
Hel·le·nis·tic /"hEl@'nIstIkX/ adj. HISTORY relating to the ancient Greeks in the period between the
fourth and the first century B.C.
hel·lo /h@'loU, hE'loU, 'hEloU/ interjection 1 used
when meeting someone or greeting someone:
Hello, my name is Betty. 2 said when answering
the telephone or when starting a telephone conversation: “Hello?” “Hello, is Chad there?” 3 said
when trying to get someone’s attention: Hello? Is
anybody here? 4 say hello to have a quick conversation with someone: I’ll drop by later and say
hello.
helm /hElm/ n. [C] 1 at the helm (of sth)
controlling a group or organization: With Ms.
Mathis at the helm, the company has grown by
20%. 2 a wheel used for guiding a ship’s direction
hel·met /'hElmIt/ n. [C] a hard hat that covers and
protects your head: a motorcycle helmet
help1 /hElp/ v. 1 [I,T] if you help people, you do
something for them that makes it easier for them to
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do something: Do you want me to help you move helping2 adj. lend/give a helping hand to help
that table? | Mom, can you help me with my someone
homework? | Is there anything I can do to help?
'helping "verb n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS an AUXILTHESAURUS

give sb a hand (with sth) – to help someone

do something: Can you give me a hand moving
these boxes?
need a hand – to need help doing something: I
need a hand to paint the house.
lend a hand (with sth) – to help someone,
especially when there are not enough people to
do something: I went over to see if I could lend a
hand.
assist/aid (formal) – to help someone,
especially when you use special skills: Dr. Taylor
assisted in the research for this article.
facilitate (formal) – to make it easier for
something to happen: Computers can be used to
facilitate language learning.
aid and abet (Law) – to help someone do
something illegal: He was accused of aiding and
abetting the rioters.

2 [I,T] to make it possible for something to become
better, easier, or more developed: It might help to
talk to someone about your problems. | Brushing
your teeth helps prevent cavities.
SPOKEN PHRASES

H

3 can’t/couldn’t help said when you are unable
to stop doing something: I just couldn’t help laughing. 4 I can’t help it said when you think something is not your fault: I can’t help it if she lost the
stupid book! 5 help yourself used when telling
someone to take as much food or drink as s/he
wants: Help yourself to anything in the
fridge. 6 help! said when you need someone to
help you, especially because you are in danger

IARY VERB

help·less /'hElplIs/ adj. unable to take care of

yourself or protect yourself: The man lay helpless
in the street. —helplessness n. [U]
—helplessly adv.
hel·ter-skel·ter /"hEltø'skEltø/ adj., adv. done
in a disorganized, confusing, and hurried way
hem1 /hEm/ n. [C] the folded and sewn edge of a
piece of clothing ➔ EDGE 1
hem2 v. (hemmed, hemming) [T] to fold and sew
the edge of a piece of clothing
hem sb ↔ in phr.v. 1 to surround someone or
something closely: The valley is hemmed in by
mountain ranges on both sides. 2 to make someone feel that s/he is not free to do what s/he wants:
She felt hemmed in by her tight schedule.
hem·i·sphere /'hEm@"sfIr/ n. [C] 1 EARTH SCIENCES one of the halves of the Earth, especially the
northern or southern parts above and below the
EQUATOR : the northern hemisphere (=the half of
the Earth that is north of the equator) | the southern
hemisphere (=the half of the Earth that is south of
the equator) ➔ see picture at GLOBE 2 BIOLOGY one
of the two halves of your brain: The right hemisphere of your brain controls the left side of your
body.
hem·line /'hEmlaIn/ n. [C] the bottom edge or
length of a dress, skirt, or pair of pants
hem·lock /'hEmlAk/ n. [C,U] a very poisonous
plant, or the poison of this plant
he·mo·glo·bin /'him@"gloUbIn/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a
red substance in the blood that carries oxygen and
iron [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 hematoglobulin, from
Greek haima “blood”]
he·mo·phil·i·a /"him@'fIli@, -'fily@/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a serious disease that usually affects only men,
in which the blood does not become thick, so that
they lose too much blood after being cut or
wounded [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Modern Latin
hemo- from Greek haima “blood” + -philia
“fondness”] —hemophiliac /"him@'fIli"æk/ n.

help (sb ↔) out phr. v. to help someone because
s/he is very busy, has a lot of problems, etc.: They
did everything they could to help us out. | Do you
need anyone to help out in the store? [ORIGIN: Old
English helpan]
help2 n. 1 [U] the action of helping someone: Do
you need any help washing the dishes? | They gave
us some help filling out the forms. | Dave built the
garage with the help of his brother. 2 [singular, U]
someone or something that is useful or helpful: The [C]
instructions weren’t much help. | Thanks a lot – hem·or·rhage /'hEm@rIdZ/ n. [C] a serious
you’ve been a big help. 3 [U] advice, treatment, medical condition in which an area in someone’s
money, etc. given in order to help someone: She body loses too much blood [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
French hémorrhagie, from Latin haemorrhagia,
needs professional help from a psychiatrist.
from Greek, from haima “blood” + “bursting
help·er /'hElpø/ n. [C] someone who helps out, flow”]
another person
hem·or·rhoids /'hEm@"rOIdz/ n. [plural] painhelp·ful /'hElpf@l/ adj. 1 providing useful help in fully swollen BLOOD VESSEL s at the ANUS
making a situation better or easier ANT unhelpful:
helpful advice | an extremely helpful guide- hemp /hEmp/ n. [U] a plant used for making a
book 2 willing to help: Everyone was so helpful strong type of rope, and also for making the drug
MARIJUANA
and friendly. —helpfully adv.
hen
/hEn/ n. [C] a fully grown female bird, espe1
help·ing /'hElpIÎ/ n. [C] the amount of food you
are given or that you take: Teri ate two helpings of cially a female chicken
pie.
hence /hEns/ Ac adv. (formal) for this reason
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➔ THUS : The sugar from the grapes remains in the
wine, hence the sweet taste. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300
hen “hence” (12—15 centuries) (from Old
English heonan) + -s (as in backwards)]
hence·forth /'hEnsfOrθ, "hEns'fOrθ/ adv. (formal) from this time on: Henceforth in this book,
these people will be called “The Islanders.”
hench·man /'hEntSm@n/ n. [C] someone who
faithfully obeys a powerful person such as a politician or a criminal
hen·na /'hEn@/ n. [U] a reddish-brown substance
used to change the color of your hair or to DYE the
skin —henna v. [T]
Hen·ry’s law /'hEnriz "lO/ n. CHEMISTRY a scientific principle that says the amount of gas that can
be ABSORB ed by a liquid will increase if the
pressure of the gas above the liquid increases and
the temperature remains the same
he·pat·ic /hI'pæÔIk/ adj. [only before noun] BIOLOGY relating to your LIVER
hep·a·ti·tis /"hEp@'taIÔIs/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a serious disease of the LIVER
hep·ta·gon /'hEpt@"gAn/ n. [C] MATH a flat shape
with seven sides and seven angles —heptagonal
/hEp'tæg@n@l/ adj.
THESAURUS
polygon, pentagon, hexagon,
octagon, decagon, dodecagon ➔ POLYGON

hep·tath·lon /hEp'tæθl@n, -lAn/ n. [singular] a
women’s sports competition consisting of seven
running, jumping, and throwing events ➔ DECATHLON , PENTATHLON

her1 /ø; strong hø/ possessive adj. 1 belonging to or

relating to a female person or animal that has been
mentioned or is known about: Lori said her cat
died last week. | Have you seen her new
house? 2 used when talking about a country, car,
ship, etc. that has been mentioned: Her top speed is
110 miles per hour. [ORIGIN: Old English hiere]
her2 pron. 1 the object form of “she”: I gave her
$20. | Did you see her at the concert? 2 a country,
ship, car, etc. that has been mentioned
her·ald /'hEr@ld/ v. [T] 1 to say publicly that
someone or something is likely to be successful: He
was heralded as the poet of his generation. 2 to be
a sign that something is going to come or happen
soon: The Internet heralded a new age of communications.
herb /øb/ n. [C] a plant used in cooking to give
food more taste, or to make medicine: herbs and
spices [ORIGIN: 1200 — 1300 Old French erbe,
from Latin herba “grass, herb”]
herb·al /'øb@l/ adj. relating to herbs: herbal tea
herb·i·cide /'høb@"saId, 'øb@-/ n. [C, U] BIOLOGY
a substance used to kill unwanted plants
herb·i·vore /'høb@"vOr, 'øb@-/ n. [C] BIOLOGY an
animal that only eats plants [ORIGIN: 1800—1900
Latin herbivorus “plant-eating,” from herba

“grass, herb” + -vorus, from vorare “to eat”]

➔ compare CARNIVORE

herd1 /hød/ n. [C] a group of a particular type of
animal that lives together: a herd of cattle

herd2 v. [I,T] to form a group, or to make people or

animals move together as a group: The tour guide
herded us onto the bus.
here1 /hIr/ adv. 1 in or to this place ANT there:
I’m going to stay here with Kim. | How long have
you lived here? | Chad said he’s never been here
before. | It’s so dark in/out here. | Come over here
so I can talk to you. 2 if a period of time is here, it
has begun: Spring is here! 3 here and there
scattered in several different places: There were a
few magazines lying around here and there. 4 at
this point in a discussion or piece of writing: We
might as well take a break here. [ORIGIN: Old
English her]
here2 interjection said when you offer something to
someone: Here, use my pen.
here·a·bouts /'hIr@"baUts, "hIr@'baUts/ adv.
around or near the place where you are: Everyone
hereabouts thinks he’s guilty.
here·af·ter1 /"hIr'æftø/ adv. (formal) from this
time or in the future
hereafter2 n. the hereafter life after you die:
Do you believe in the hereafter?
here·by /"hIr'baI, 'hIrbaI/ adv. (formal) as a result
of this statement: I hereby pronounce you man and
wife.
he·red·i·tar·y /h@'rEd@"tEri/ adj. if a mental or
physical quality, or a disease is hereditary, it is
passed to a child from the GENE s of his/her parents:
a hereditary condition
he·red·i·ty /h@'rEd@Ôi/ n. [U] BIOLOGY the process
of passing on a mental or physical quality from a
parent to a child through the GENE s [ORIGIN: 1500
— 1600 French hérédité, from Latin hereditas]
here·in /"hIr'In/ adv. (formal) in this place, situation, or piece of writing
her·e·sy /'hEr@si/ n. (plural heresies)
[C,U] 1 beliefs or behavior that are considered to
be wrong by a particular political or social
group 2 a belief or action that is so strongly
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against the normal beliefs of a particular religion
that it is considered to be evil
her·e·tic /'hEr@tIk/ n. [C] someone whose beliefs
are considered to be evil by a particular religion
—heretical /h@'rEÔIk@l/ adj.
here·with /"hIr'wIθ, -'wID/ adv. (formal) with
this letter or document
he·ri·ta·ble /'hEr@Ô@b@l/ adj. 1 BIOLOGY a physical or mental feature that is heritable can be passed
from a parent to his or her children: a heritable
cancer gene 2 [usually before noun] LAW heritable
property, land, etc. is property or land that you can
legally give to someone when you die ➔ INHERIT
her·it·age /'hEr@ÔIdZ/ n. [singular, U] the traditions, values, arts, etc. that are passed down over
many years within a country, society, or family: the
immense variety of America’s musical heritage
her·ma·phro·dite /hø'mæfr@"daIt/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a living thing that has both male and female
sexual organs [ORIGIN: 1400 — 1500 Latin hermaphroditus, from Greek Hermaphroditos]
—hermaphrodite adj. —hermaphroditic
/hø"mæfr@"dIÔIk/ adj.
her·met·i·cal·ly /hø'mEÔIkli/ adv. hermetically sealed very tightly closed so that no air can
get in or out —hermetic adj.
her·mit /'hømIt/ n. [C] someone who prefers to
live far away from other people ➔ RECLUSE [ORIGIN: 1100 — 1200 Old French eremite, from
Greek eremites “living in the desert” from
eremos “lonely”]
her·mit·age /'hømIÔIdZ/ n. [C] a place where a
hermit lives or has lived
'hermit crab n. [C] a type of CRAB that lives in
the empty shells of other sea creatures
her·ni·a /'høni@/ n. [C,U] BIOLOGY a medical condition in which an organ pushes through the skin or
muscle that covers it
he·ro /'hIroU/ n. [C] (plural heroes) 1 someone
who is admired for doing something very brave or
good: one of America’s national heroes | It was a
chance to meet my hero in person. 2 ENG. LANG.
ARTS a man or boy who is the main character of a
book, play, or movie ➔ HEROINE : The hero of the
story is a young soldier.
THESAURUS

main character – the most important person in
a story, play, or movie, especially the person the
story is about: The main character is an
eleven-year-old boy who finds out that he is a
wizard.
protagonist (formal) – the main character in a
play, movie, or story: The protagonist is based on
the author’s grandfather.
anti-hero – the main character in a story, play,
or movie who is an ordinary or unpleasant
person and does not have the qualities that most
people think a hero should have, such as being
good or brave: Hoffman plays Benjamin, the
movie’s anti-hero, who rebels against his parents’

values more out of boredom than for any moral
reasons.
villain – the main bad character in a story, play,
or movie: Comic book villains such as Lex Luthor
or The Joker are written as wholly evil characters.

3 also hero sandwich a SANDWICH made of a
long LOAF of bread filled with meat, cheese, etc.
SYN sub [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin heros,
from Greek]

he·ro·ic /hI'roUIk/ adj. 1 admired for being
brave, strong, and determined: the firefighters’
heroic efforts to rescue people from the fire
THESAURUS
BRAVE 1

brave, courageous, valiant ➔

2 a heroic story, poem, etc. has a hero in it

he·ro·ics /hI'roUIks/ n. [plural] brave actions or
words that are meant to seem impressive to other
people

her·o·in /'hEroUIn/ n. [U] a strong illegal drug
that some people take, usually by putting it into
their arms with a special needle

her·o·ine /'hEroUIn/ n. [C] a female hero
her·o·ism /'hEroU"Iz@m/ n. [U] very great courage: the soldiers’ heroism in battle

her·on /'hEr@n/ n. [C] a large wild bird with very
long legs and a long beak that lives near water

her·pes /'høpiz/ n. [U] a very infectious disease
that causes spots on the skin, especially on the face
or sexual organs

her·ring /'hErIÎ/ n. [C,U] (plural herring or herrings) a long thin silver sea fish, or the meat from

this fish

hers /høz/ pron. the thing or things belonging to or
relating to a female person or animal that has been
mentioned or is known about: That’s my car. This is
hers. | Tim is a friend of hers. | My boots are black.
Hers are brown.

her·self /ø'sElf; strong hø'sElf/ pron. 1 the
REFLEXIVE form of “she”: Carol hurt herself. | She
bought herself a new scarf. 2 the strong form of
“she,” used in order to emphasize the subject or
object of a sentence: She installed the cabinets
herself. | It’s true! Vicky told me herself. 3 (all) by
herself a) without help: My daughter made dinner all by herself. b) alone: She went for a walk by
herself. 4 (all) to herself for her own use: Alison
had the whole house to herself that night. 5 not
be herself (spoken) if someone is not herself, she
is not behaving or feeling the way she usually does
because she is sick or upset: Mom hasn’t been
herself lately.

hertz /høts/ n. (plural hertz) [C]

PHYSICS (written
abbreviation Hz) a unit used to measure FRE-

QUENCY .
[ORIGIN:

One hertz is one CYCLE each second.
1800 — 1900 Heinrich Hertz (185794), German scientist who worked on energy
waves]
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he’s /iz; strong hiz/ 1 the short form of “he is”:

He’s a lawyer. 2 the short form of “he has,” used
when “has” is an AUXILIARY VERB : He’s been in
prison.
hes·i·tant /'hEz@Ô@nt/ adj. not willing to do or
say something because you are uncertain or worried: He was hesitant to discuss the details.
hes·i·tate /'hEz@"teIt/ v. [I] 1 to pause before
doing or saying something because you are uncertain: She hesitated before answering his question. 2 do not hesitate to do sth (formal) used
in order to tell someone not to worry about doing
something: Don’t hesitate to call me if you need
any help. [ORIGIN: 1600 — 1700 Latin, past
participle of haesitare “to stick firmly, hesitate,”
from haerere “to stick”]
hes·i·ta·tion /"hEz@'teIS@n/ n. [U] the action of
hesitating: Without hesitation he said, “Yes!”
het·er·o·ge·ne·ous /"hEÔ@r@'dZini@s, -ny@s/,
het·er·og·e·nous /"hEÔ@'rAdZ@n@s/ adj. (formal)
consisting of parts or members that are very different from each other ➔ HOMOGENEOUS : a heterogeneous population [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Medieval
Latin heterogeneus, from Greek, from heteros
“other” + genos “type”] —heterogeneity
/"hEÔ@roUdZ@'ni@Ôi/ n. [U]
hetero"geneous 'mixture n. [C] CHEMISTRY a
substance consisting of two or more different substances that remain physically separate, so that all
parts of the mixture look different
het·er·o·sex·u·al /"hEÔ@r@'sEkSu@l/ adj. (formal) sexually attracted to people of the opposite sex
SYN
straight ➔ BISEXUAL , HOMOSEXUAL
—heterosexuality /"hEÔ@r@"sEkSu'æl@Ôi/ n. [U]
het·e·ro·troph /'heÔ@r@"trAf, -"troUf/ n. [C]
BIOLOGY a living creature that obtains the energy it
needs in order to live, grow, and stay healthy from
the foods it eats, rather than by PHOTOSYNTHESIS
he·te·ro·zy·gote /"hEÔ@roU'zaIgoUt/ n [C] BIOLOGY a plant, animal, etc. that has two different
GENE s in a particular place on a pair of CHROMOSOME s that have the same series of genes
➔ HOMOZYGOTE
het·e·ro·zy·gous /"hEÔ@r@'zaIg@s/ adj. BIOLOGY
relating to a cell or ORGANISM that has two or more
different forms of a particular GENE
heu·ris·tic /hyU'rIstIk/ adj. 1 heuristic education is based on discovering and experiencing
things for yourself 2 helping you in the process of
learning or discovery —heuristically adv.
heu·ris·tics /hjU'rIstIks/ n. [U] the study of how
people use their experience to find answers to
questions or to improve performance
hew /hyu/ v. (past participle hewed or hewn
/hyun/) [T] (literary) to cut something with a cutting
tool
hex·a·dec·i·mal /"hEks@'dEs@m@l/ also hex
/heks/ adj. MATH hexadecimal numbers are based on
the number 16 and are mainly used on computers

hex·a·gon /'hEks@"gAn/ n. [C] MATH a flat shape

with six sides and six angles [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 Latin, from Greek hexagonon, from hex
“six” + gonia “angle”] ➔ see picture at POLYGON
—hexagonal /hEk'sæg@n@l/ adj.
THESAURUS
polygon, pentagon, heptagon,
octagon, decagon, dodecagon ➔ POLYGON

hex·a·gram /'hEks@"græm/ n. [C]

MATH a star
shape with six points, made from two TRIANGLE s

hex·am·e·ter /hEk'sæm@Ôø/ n. [C]
ARTS

ENG. LANG.

a line of poetry with six main beats

hey /heI/ interjection (informal) 1 said in order to
get someone’s attention, or to show someone you
are surprised or annoyed: Hey, you! Get away from
my car! 2 said in order to greet someone who you
know well SYN hi: Hey, Rob. How’s it going?

hey·day /'heIdeI/ n. [C] the time when someone

or something was most popular, successful, or powerful: the heyday of silent movies [ORIGIN: 1500
— 1600 heyda a shout of happiness (16 — 17
centuries), influenced by day]

HI the written abbreviation of HAWAII
hi /haI/ interjection (informal) hello: Hi! How are
you?

hi·a·tus /haI'eIÔ@s/ n. [C usually singular] (formal) a
pause in an activity [ORIGIN: 1500 — 1600 Latin
hiare “to yawn”]

hi·ber·nate /'haIbø"neIt/ v. [I] if an animal

hibernates, it sleeps all the time during the winter
[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Latin, past participle of
hibernare “to pass the winter,” from hibernus
“of the winter”] —hibernation /"haIbø'neIS@n/

n. [U]

hic·cup1 /'hIköp/ n. [C] 1 [usually plural] a sudden repeated stopping of the breath, usually caused
by eating or drinking too fast: I have the hiccups. 2 a small problem or delay: There’s a slight
hiccup in the schedule for today.

hiccup2 v. (hiccupped, hiccupping) [I] to have
the hiccups

hick /hIk/ n. [C] (disapproving) someone who lives
in the country and is thought to be uneducated or
stupid

hick·ey /'hIki/ n. (plural hickeys) [C] (informal) a
slight BRUISE (=dark mark on your skin) from
being kissed too hard

hick·o·ry /'hIk@ri/ n. [U] a North American tree

that produces nuts, or the hard wood from this tree
[ORIGIN: 1600 — 1700 Algonquian pawcohiccora “food made from crushed nuts”]

hid /hId/ v. the past tense of HIDE
hid·den1 /'hIdn/ v. the past participle of HIDE
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hidden2 adj. 1 diffi-

cult to see or find: Marcia kept her letters
hidden in a box. 2 not
easy to notice or discover: a hidden meaning
hide1 /haId/ v. (past
tense hid /hId/, past participle hidden /'hIdn/)
1 [T] to put something in
a place where no one
else can see or find it:
Jane hid the Christmas
presents in the closet.
THESAURUS

conceal (formal) – to hide something carefully:

She dyes her hair to conceal the gray.
cover/cover up – to put something over
something else in order to hide it: He covered his
face with his hands.
disguise/mask – to hide a smell or taste, your
feelings, or the truth: The scented candles masked
the cooking smells from the kitchen.
secrete (formal) – to hide something: The
money had been secreted somewhere within the
house.

H

2 [I] to go to or stay in a place where no one can see
or find you: I’ll hide behind/under the bed. 3 [T]
to not show your feelings to people, or to not tell
someone about something: She could not hide her
embarrassment. 4 [T] to not tell someone about
something: The police knew Wilson was hiding
something. [ORIGIN: Old English hydan]
hide2 n. [C] an animal’s skin, especially when it is
removed to be used for leather
"hide-and-'seek n. [U] a children’s game in
which one child shuts his/her eyes while the other
children hide, and then s/he tries to find them
hide·a·way /'haId@"weI/ n. (plural hideaways)
[C] a place where you can go to hide or be alone
hid·e·ous /'hIdi@s/ adj. extremely ugly or disgusting: a hideous monster [ORIGIN: 1300 —
1400 Old French hidous, from hide “terror”]
—hideously adv.
THESAURUS

ugly, unattractive, unsightly,
repulsive, grotesque ➔ UGLY

hide·out /'haIdaUt/ n. [C] a place where you can
hide

hid·ing /'haIdIÎ/ n. go into hiding to stay some-

[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French ierarchie,
from Latin, from Greek hierarches, from hieros
“holy” + -arches “ruler”] —hierarchical
/haI@'rArkIk@l/ adj.

hier·o·glyph /'haIr@"glIf/ n. [C] HISTORY a sign or
picture used in a writing system, for example by the
ancient Egyptians

hier·o·glyph·ics /"haIr@'glIfIks/ n. [U]

ENG.

LANG. ARTS

a system of writing, especially one from
ancient Egypt, that uses pictures to represent words
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French hiéroglyphique,
from Late Latin, from Greek, from hieros
“holy” + glyphein “to cut marks in a surface”]
—hieroglyphic adj.

hi-fi /"haI 'faI/ n. [C] (old-fashioned) a piece of
electronic equipment for playing recorded music

high1 /haI/ adj.

1 TALL something that is high measures a long
distance from its top to its bottom ANT low
➔ TALL : the highest mountain in Colorado | a high
wall
2 ABOVE GROUND being a long way above the
ground ANT low: The nest was on a high branch.
3 MORE THAN USUAL a high amount, number, or
level is greater than usual ANT low: clothes selling
at high prices | high speed | a higher level of
productivity ➔ EXPENSIVE
4 RANK/POSITION having an important or powerful
position or rank: She was elected to high office. |
the highest levels of management
5 GOOD very good ANT low: Most items were of
very high quality. | We insist on high standards.
6 DRUGS under the effects of drugs: He was high
on drugs. | kids getting high on marijuana
7 CONTAINING A LOT containing a lot of a particular substance or quality ANT low: Candy bars are
high in calories.
8 SOUND/VOICE near the top of the range of
sounds that humans can hear ANT low: singing the
high notes
THESAURUS

high-pitched – higher than most sounds or
voices: a high-pitched voice

piercing – very high and loud in a way that is
not nice to listen to: a piercing scream

shrill – high and unpleasant: a shrill whistle
squeaky – making very high noises that are not

loud: squeaky floorboards

9 knee-high/waist-high etc. having a particular
height: The grass was knee-high.
10 high noon (old-fashioned) exactly 12 O’CLOCK
in the day [ORIGIN: Old English heah]

where in secret, often because you have done something illegal or you are in danger
high2 adv. 1 at or to a level that is far above the
hi·er·ar·chy /'haI@"rArki/ Ac n. (plural hierar- ground: kites flying high in the sky | She held her
chies) 1 [C,U] SOCIAL SCIENCE a system of organiza- award high above her head. 2 at or to a high
tion in which people have higher and lower value, amount, rank, etc.: Jenkins has risen high in
ranks 2 [C] the most powerful members of an the company. | Ribas advised the students to “aim
organization 3 [C] BIOLOGY the system in which high’’ (=try to be successful). 3 look/search
animals are organized so that some are more impor- high and low to look everywhere for someone or
tant than others, which affects the way they behave something: I searched high and low for the car
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keys. 4 be left high and dry (informal) to be left
without any help in a difficult situation
high3 n. [C] 1 the highest level, number, temperature, etc. that has been recorded in a particular time
period: The price of gold reached a new high
yesterday. | a high (=high temperature) in the mid
90s 2 (informal) a feeling of great excitement
caused by drugs or success, enjoyment, etc.
'high-born adj. (formal) born into the highest
social class
high·brow /'haIbraU/ adj. a highbrow book,
movie, etc. is very serious and may be difficult to
understand ANT lowbrow
high·chair /'haItSEr/ n. [C] a tall chair that a
baby sits in to eat
"high-'class adj. of good quality and style, and
usually expensive: a high-class restaurant
"high-defi'nition (abbreviation HD) adj. [only
before noun] a high-definition television or computer MONITOR shows images very clearly
"higher edu'cation n. [U] education at a college
or university
"highest "common 'factor n. [C] MATH the
largest number that a set of numbers can all be
divided by exactly: The highest common factor of
12, 24, and 30 is 6.
"high ex'plosive n. [C,U] a substance that
explodes with great power and violence
high-"frequency 'word n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
word that is used much more often than most words
in speaking or writing: high-frequency words such
as “the” and “and”
"high-'grade adj. of high quality: high-grade
motor oil
"high 'heels n. [plural] women’s shoes with a high
raised heel at the back —high-heeled adj. ➔ see
picture at SHOE 1

'high jinks n. [U] (old-fashioned) noisy or excited
behavior when people are having fun

'high jump n. the high jump a sport in which

you run and jump over a BAR that is raised higher
after each successful jump —high jumper n. [C]
high·lands /'haIl@ndz/ n. [plural] EARTH SCIENCES
an area with a lot of mountains ➔ LOWLANDS : the
Scottish highlands —highland adj [only before
noun] —highlander n [C]
"high-'level adj. involving important people, especially in the government: high-level peace talks
high·light1 /'haIlaIt/ Ac v. [T] 1 to make a
problem, subject, etc. easy to notice so people will
pay attention to it: The report highlights the problem of inner-city crime.
THESAURUS

emphasize, stress, underline,

underscore ➔ EMPHASIZE

2 to mark written words with a pen or on a
computer so that you can see them more easily
highlight2 n. [C] the most important or exciting

part of a movie, sports event, etc.: the highlights of
our trip
high·light·er /'haI"laIÔø/ n. [C] a special pen that
you use to mark written words so that you can see
them more easily
high·ly /'haIli/ adv. 1 very: a highly successful
meeting | highly skilled workers 2 to a high level
or degree: a highly paid attorney
"high-'minded adj. having high moral standards
or principles
High·ness /'haInIs/ n. Your/His etc. Highness
a royal title used when speaking to a king, queen,
etc.
"high-'pitched adj. a high-pitched song or voice
is higher than most sounds or voices
"high-'powered adj. 1 very powerful: a highpowered speedboat 2 very important or successful: a high-powered businessman

"high 'pressure n. [C usually singular]

EARTH SCI-

ENCES

an area of high air pressure in the sky, which
usually brings warm weather
'high-pressure adj. 1 a high-pressure job or
situation is one in which you need to work very
hard to be successful 2 having or using a lot of
pressure: a high-pressure hose
"high-'profile adj. attracting a lot of attention from
people: a high-profile court case
'high-rise, high·rise /'haIraIz/ n. [C] a tall building —high-rise adj.: high-rise apartment buildings
"high 'roller n. [C] (informal) someone who spends
a lot of money, especially by BET ting on games,
races, etc.
'high school n. [C,U] a school in the U.S. and
Canada for students aged 14 and over: Most high
school students take three years of math. | Wendy
and I were best friends in high school.
'high-speed adj. [only before noun] designed to
travel or operate very fast: a high-speed train
"high-'spirited adj. having a lot of energy and
liking to have fun: a high-spirited four-year-old boy
"high-'strung adj. nervous, and easily upset or
excited: a high-strung horse
high-tech, hi-tech /"haI 'tEkX/ adj. using the
most modern information, machines, etc.: a new
high-tech camera
THESAURUS
advanced, state-of-the-art,
cutting-edge ➔ ADVANCED

"high 'tide n. [C,U]

EARTH SCIENCES

the ocean is at its highest level

picture at TIDE 1

ANT

the time when

low tide ➔ see

'high-tops, high·tops /'haItAps/ n. [plural]
sports shoes that cover your ANKLE s

high·way /'haIweI/ n. (plural highways) [C] a

wide fast road that connects cities or towns: There’s
always a lot of traffic on that highway.

H
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THESAURUS
freeway, expressway, toll
road, turnpike ➔ ROAD

hi·jab, hejab /hI'dZAb/ n. 1 [C] a

SCARF worn
by Muslim women that completely covers the head
and sometimes includes a VEIL (=a thin piece of
material) that covers the face except for the
eyes 2 [U] SOCIAL SCIENCE the custom for some
Muslim women to wear clothes that cover most of
their body
hi·jack /'haIdZæk/ v. [T] 1 to take control of an
airplane, vehicle, etc. illegally: The plane was
hijacked by terrorists. 2 to take control of something and use it for your own purposes: The protesters tried to hijack the meeting. —hijacker n. [C]
—hijacking n. [C,U]
hike1 /haIk/ n. [C] 1 a long walk in the country,
mountains, etc.: We went for a hike on Sunday. 2 (informal) a large increase in something: a
huge tax hike 3 take a hike (spoken) a rude way
of telling someone to go away
hike2 v. 1 [I,T] to take a long walk in the country,
mountains, etc.

THESAURUS
WALK 1

H

walk, march, stroll, trudge ➔

It’s true! He told me himself. 3 (all) by himself a) without help: He tried to fix the car by
himself. b) alone: Sam was all by himself on the
mountain trail. 4 (all) to himself for his own use:
Ben had the house to himself for a week. 5 not
feel/look/seem like himself if someone does not
feel like himself, he is not behaving or feeling as he
usually does, because he is sick or upset
hind /haInd/ adj. hind legs/feet the back legs or
feet of an animal ➔ see picture on page A2
hin·der /'hIndø/ v. [T] to make it difficult for
someone to do something: The bad weather is
hindering rescue efforts.
Hin·di /'hIndi/ n. [U] a language used in India
hind·quar·ters /'haInd"kwOrÔøz/ n. [plural] (formal) the back part of an animal
hin·drance /'hIndr@ns/ n. [C] someone or something that makes it difficult for you to do something: Students’ family problems can be a
hindrance to their education.
hind·sight /'haIndsaIt/ n. [U] the ability to
understand something after it has happened: In
hindsight, it was a terrible mistake.
Hin·du /'hIndu/ n. [C] someone who believes in
Hinduism —Hindu adj.
Hin·du·ism /'hIndu"Iz@m/ n. [U] the main religion in India, which includes belief in REINCARNA-

2 [T] also hike up to increase the price of something by a large amount SYN raise: The governor
plans to hike gasoline tax next month.
hik·ing /'haIkIÎ/ n. [U] an outdoor activity in TION
which you take long walks in the country or moun- hinge1 /hIndZ/ n. [C] a metal part that joins two
tains: We could go hiking tomorrow.
things together, such as a door and a frame, so that
hi·lar·i·ous /hI'lEri@s, -'lær-/ adj. extremely one part can swing open and shut —hinged adj.
funny: a hilarious video [ORIGIN: 1800 — 1900 hinge2 v.
Latin hilarus “cheerful,” from Greek hilaros]
hinge on/upon sth phr. v. to depend on some—hilariously adv. —hilarity /hI'lær@Ôi/ n. [U]
thing: His political future hinges on this election.
THESAURUS
funny, hysterical, amusing,
hint1 /hInt/ n. [C] 1 something that you say or do
humorous, comical ➔ FUNNY 1
that helps someone guess what you really want:
Come on, give me a hint. | Sue has been dropping
hill /hIl/ n. [C] 1 EARTH SCIENCES an area of high hints (=giving hints) about what she wants for her
land, like a small mountain: driving up a steep birthday. 2 a hint of sth a small amount of
hill 2 over the hill (informal) no longer young, or something: a hint of perfume in the air 3 a useful
too old to do a job well 3 the Hill POLITICS another piece of advice on how to do something: a book full
word for CAPITOL HILL , used especially by politi- of hints on gardening
cians and JOURNALIST s [ORIGIN: Old English
hint2 v. [I,T] to say something that helps someone
hyll] —hilly adj.
hill·bil·ly /'hIl"bIli/ n. (plural hillbillies) [C] some- guess what you want, or what will happen: Irene
one who lives in the mountains and is thought to be hinted that I might get a raise.
uneducated or stupid
hin·ter·land /'hIntø"lænd/ n. the hinterland
the inner part of a country, usually away from cities
hill·side /'hIlsaId/ n. [C] the side of a hill
or the coast
hilt /hIlt/ n. 1 to the hilt completely or
1
extremely: Their house had been mortgaged to the hip /hIp/ n. [C] one of the two parts on either side
of your body, where your legs join your body: She
hilt. 2 [C] the handle of a sword or a large knife
stood there with her hands on her hips. [ORIGIN:
him /Im; strong hIm/ pron. the object form of “he”: (1) Old English hype] ➔ see picture on page A3
Why don’t you just ask him yourself? | The cop
ordered him out of the car. [ORIGIN: Old English] hip2 adj. (informal) modern and fashionable: a hip
him·self /Im'sElf; strong hIm'sElf/ pron. 1 the new comedy on NBC
REFLEXIVE form of “he”: Bill looked at himself in 'hip-hop n. [U] 1 a type of dance music with a
the mirror. 2 the strong form of “he,” used in order strong regular beat and spoken words 2 a type of
to emphasize the subject or object of a sentence: popular culture among young people in big cities,
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which includes RAP music, dancing, and GRAFFITI
art
hip·pie, hippy /'hIpi/ n. [C] someone, especially
in the 1960s and 1970s, who usually had long hair,
opposed the standards of society, and took drugs for
pleasure
also
hip·po·pot·a·mus
/"hIp@'pAÔ@m@s/
hip·po /'hIpoU/ n. (plural hippopotamuses) [C] a
large African animal with a big head, fat body, and
thick gray skin, that lives in and near water [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin, Greek, from hippos
“horse” + potamos “river”]
hire1 /haIø/ v. [T] to employ someone to work for
you: We’re going to hire a lawyer to handle the
case.
hire2 n. [C] someone who has recently been hired
by a company: All new hires will receive training.
his1 /Iz; strong hIz/ possessive adj. belonging to or
relating to a male person or animal that has been
mentioned or is known about: Leo hates cleaning
his room. | His mother is Spanish.
his2 pron. the thing or things belonging to or
relating to a male person or animal that has been
mentioned or is known about: I think he has my
suitcase, and I have his. | Dave is a friend of his. |
My boots are black. His are brown.
His·pan·ic /hI'spænIk/ adj. from or relating to a
country where Spanish or Portuguese is spoken
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin hispanicus, from
Hispania “Spain”] —Hispanic n. [C]
hiss /hIs/ v. [I] to make a noise that sounds like
“ssss”: Steam hissed from the pipe. [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 from the sound] —hiss n. [C] ➔ see
picture on page A7

his·to·gram /'hIst@"græm/ n. [C] MATH a type of

in which the area of each bar represents how often a value appears in a set of information
his·to·ri·an /hI'stOri@n/ n. [C] someone who
studies or writes about history
his·tor·ic /hI'stOrIk, -'stAr-/ adj. a historic place
or event is important as a part of history: important
historic sites | “This is a historic moment,” he told
journalists.
his·tor·i·cal /hI'stOrIk@l, -'stAr-/ adj. 1 relating to the study of history: a collection of historical
documents 2 historical events, people, etc. really
happened or existed in the past
his·to·ry /'hIst@ri/ n. (plural histories) 1 [U] all
the things that happened in the past: Throughout
history, wars have been fought over religion. |
Lincoln has an important place in American history. 2 [U] the study of history, especially the
political, social, or economic development of a
particular country: a class in European history 3 [C] a book about events that happened in the
past: a history of the Roman empire 4 be
(ancient) history (spoken) to not exist any more or
not affect you any more: One more losing season,
and the coach will be history. 5 have a history
BAR GRAPH

of sth to have had illness, problems, etc. in the
past: Paul has a history of heart disease. 6 make
history/go down in history to do something
important that will be remembered [ORIGIN:
1400—1500 Latin historia, from Greek, from
histor “knowing, learned”]
his·tri·on·ics /"hIstri'AnIks/ n. [plural] (disapproving) behavior that is very emotional but is not
sincere —histrionic adj.
hit1 /hIt/ v. (past tense and past participle hit, present
participle hitting) [T]
1 STRIKE to swing your hand, or something held in
your hand, hard against someone or something: He
hit the boy on the nose. | She swung the bat and hit
the ball.
THESAURUS

punch – to hit someone hard with your closed

hand, especially in a fight: Steve punched him in
the nose.
slap – to hit someone with the flat part of your
hand, especially because you are angry with him
or her: I felt like slapping his face.
beat – to hit someone or something deliberately
many times, or to hit against the surface of
something continuously: He had been robbed and
beaten. | The wind howled and rain beat against
the windows.
smack – to hit someone or something, usually
with your open hand: Rick smacked him in the
face. | Should a parent ever smack a child?
whack (informal) – to hit someone or
something very hard: Edmonds whacked the ball
over the fence.
strike (formal) – to hit someone or something
very hard: She had been struck on the side of the
head.
knock – to hit a door or window with your
closed hand in order to attract the attention of
the people inside: Someone was knocking on the
door.
bang – to make a loud noise, especially by
hitting something against something hard: A
policeman was banging on the door.
tap – to gently hit your fingers or foot against
something: I tapped him on the shoulder.
pound – to knock very hard, making a lot of
noise: Thomas pounded on the door with his fist.
rap – to knock quickly several times: She rapped
on his window angrily.
hammer – to hit against something several
times, making a lot of noise: They hammered on
my door until I opened up.

2 CRASH to crash into someone or something
quickly and hard: Ann’s car hit a tree. | I hit my
head on the table.
THESAURUS

bump – to hit or knock against something,

especially by accident: I bumped my head on the
wall.
collide – to crash violently into something or
someone: The two cars almost collided.
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bang – to hit a part of your body against

something by accident: I banged my toe on the
dresser.
strike (formal) – to hit someone or something:
The boys were struck and killed by a speeding car.

H

hitch2 n. [C] 1 a small problem that causes a

delay: The performance went off without a hitch
(=happened with no problems).
THESAURUS
problem, setback, difficulty,
snag ➔ PROBLEM

3 BAD EFFECT to have a bad effect on someone or
something: The state’s economy has been hit by 2 a part on a vehicle that is used to connect it to
something it is pulling
budget cuts.
4 BULLET/BOMB to wound someone or damage hitch·hike /'hItShaIk/ v. [I] to travel by asking
something with a bullet or bomb: Over 90% of the for free rides in other people’s cars —hitchhiker
n. [C] —hitchhiking n. [U]
bombs hit their intended targets.
5 REACH STH to reach a particular level, number, hi-tech /"haI 'tEkX/ adj. another spelling of HIGHposition, etc.: Unemployment has hit a new high, at TECH
11.3%. | We’ll hit the exit in three miles.
6 hit it off (with sb) (informal) to like someone as hith·er /'hIDø/ adv. (literary) 1 (old-fashioned)
here, to this place 2 hither and thither/yon in
soon as you meet him/her
7 THINK OF if an idea, thought, etc. hits you, you many directions
suddenly think of it: It suddenly hit me that he was hith·er·to /"hIDø'tu, 'hIDø"tu/ adv. (formal) up
just lonely.
until now: a hitherto unexplored land
8 hit the roof/ceiling (informal) to become very 'hit list n. [C usually singular] (informal) the names of
angry: Cheryl really hit the roof when I told her.
people, organizations, etc. whom you would like to
9 hit the road (informal) to start on a trip
damage, hurt, or deal with
10 hit the hay/sack (spoken) to go to bed
11 hit the spot (spoken) if a food or drink hits the 'hit man n. [C] (informal) a criminal whose job is to
spot, it tastes good and is exactly what you want kill someone
[ORIGIN: 1000—1100 Old Norse hitta “to find, HIV also HIV/AIDS /"eItS aI vi 'eIdz/ n. [U]
BIOLOGY Human Immunodeficiency Virus a
hit”] ➔ hit the bottle at BOTTLE 1
type of VIRUS that enters the body through the
hit back phr. v.
to attack or criticize someone who is attacking or blood or through sexual activity, and that can
criticizing you: Today the President hit back at his develop into AIDS : Brad tested HIV positive (=he
has HIV).
critics.
hit on sth phr. v.
hive /haIv/ n. 1 [C] also beehive a place where
to have a good idea about something, often by BEE s live 2 hives [plural] a condition in which
chance: Turner may have hit on a solution.
someone’s skin swells and becomes red, usually
hit sb up for sth phr. v.
because s/he is ALLERGIC to something
(spoken) to ask someone for something: Mitch hit hmm, hm /hm, hmh/ interjection a sound that you
him up for a loan.
make to express doubt or disagreement
hit2 n. [C] 1 a movie, song, play, etc. that is very HMO n. [C] health maintenance organization
successful: Her first novel was a big hit.
a type of health insurance organization, in which
members can only go to doctors and hospitals that
THESAURUS
bestseller, blockbuster ➔
are part of the organization
POPULAR
ho
/hoU/ interjection used in writing to represent a
2 the action of successfully striking something you
shout of laughter in a deep voice
are aiming at: The missile scored a direct hit. 3 be
1
a hit (with sb) to be liked very much by someone: hoard /hOrd/ also hoard up v. [T] to collect
These brownies are always a hit. 4 a quick hard things in large amounts and keep them in a secret
blow with your hand, or with something in your place: Fearful citizens were hoarding food in case
of war.
hand

"hit-and-'miss also "hit-or-'miss adj. (informal)

done in a way that is not planned or organized well

THESAURUS
KEEP 1

keep, store, save, collect ➔

"hit-and-'run adj. a hit-and-run accident is one in hoard2 n. [C] a group of valuable things that
which a car driver hits someone and then drives
away without stopping to help

hitch1 /hItS/ v. 1 [I,T] (informal) to travel by asking

someone has hidden to keep safe: a hoard of gold

hoarse /hOrs/ adj. someone who is hoarse has a

voice that sounds rough, often because of a sore
for free rides in other people’s cars SYN hitchhike: throat
We hitched a ride with a couple from
Florida. 2 [T] to fasten something to something hoax /hoUks/ n. [C] a trick that makes someone
else: Dad finished hitching the trailer to the believe something that is not true: The bomb threat
turned out to be a hoax. —hoaxer n. [C]
car. 3 get hitched (informal) to get married
hitch sth ↔ up phr. v. to pull a piece of clothing hob·ble /'hAb@l/ v. [I] to walk with difficulty,
taking small steps, usually because you are injured
up: Bill hitched up his pants.
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hob·by /'hAbi/ n. (plural hobbies) [C] an activity
that you enjoy doing in your free time: Do you have
a hobby? | I started painting as a hobby.
THESAURUS
GAME 1

game, sport, recreation ➔

ho·bo /'hoUboU/ n. (plural hoboes or hobos) [C]

(old-fashioned) someone who travels around and has
no home or regular job
hock1 /hAk/ v. [T] (informal) to PAWN something
hock2 n. be in hock (informal) to be in debt
hock·ey /'hAki/ n. [U] also ice hockey a sport
played on ice in which players use long curved
sticks to try to hit a hard flat round object into a
GOAL ➔ FIELD HOCKEY : a hockey team/player/
game ➔ see picture on page A4
hodge·podge /'hAdZpAdZ/ n. [singular] a lot of
things put together with no order or arrangement:
The cafe is decorated with a hodgepodge of little
knick-knacks and souvenirs.
hoe /hoU/ n. [C] a garden tool with a long handle,
used for making the soil loose and for removing
wild plants —hoe v. [I,T]
hog1 /hOg, hAg/ n. [C] 1 a large pig that is kept
for its meat 2 (informal) someone who keeps or
uses all of something for himself/herself 3 go
(the) whole hog (informal) to do something thoroughly or completely
hog2 v. (hogged, hogging) [T] (informal) to keep or
use all of something for yourself in a way that is
unfair: My sister was hogging the mirror.
ho-hum /"hoU 'höm/ adj. (informal) disappointing
or boring: a ho-hum movie
hoist1 /hOIst/ v. [T] to raise or lift something,
especially using ropes or a special machine
hoist2 n. [C] a piece of equipment used for lifting
heavy things
ho·key /'hoUki/ adj. (informal, disapproving)
expressing emotions in a way that seems oldfashioned, silly, or too simple: a hokey love song
hold1 /hoUld/ v. (past tense and past participle held
/hEld/)
1 IN YOUR HANDS/ARMS [T] to have something
firmly in your hands or arms: Will you hold my
purse for a minute? | Hold my hand when we cross
the street. | He held it carefully in his hands. | I held
her tight. | a couple holding hands (=holding each
other’s hands) ➔ see picture on page A8
THESAURUS

grip – to hold something very tightly: I gripped
the rail and tried not to look down.

clutch – to hold something tightly, especially

something you think might be taken away from
you: a child clutching a bag of candy
catch/take/keep/get (a) hold of sth – to take
something in your hands and hold it tightly:
Catch hold of the rope and pull.
grasp – to take and hold something firmly in
your hands: I grasped his arm and led him away.

hold
clasp – to hold someone or something tightly,
especially someone’s hands: The child clasped her
mother’s hand.
grab (hold of sth)/seize – to take hold of
someone or something suddenly or violently: He
grabbed the bag and ran.
THESAURUS
hug, embrace, cuddle, wrap
your arms around sb ➔ HUG 1

2 EVENT [T] to have a meeting, party, etc., especially in a particular place or at a particular time: a
conference held in Las Vegas | Elections will be
held in March. | The Senate will be holding hearings into the matter. | In April, the president held
talks with Chinese leaders.
3 MOVE IN YOUR HAND [T] to move your hand or
something in your hand in a particular direction:
She held the picture up so we could see it. | Hold
out your hand.
4 KEEP IN POSITION [T] to make something stay in
a particular position: He held the door open for
me. | Some tape held it in place/position. | Hold
still (=don’t move) for a minute.
5 HAVE SPACE FOR [T] to have space for a particular amount of something: The jug holds two gallons
of liquid.
6 KEEP/CONTAIN [T] to keep or contain something:
The files are held on computer. | That closet holds
our winter clothes.
7 POSITION/RANK/JOB [T] to have a particular
position, job, or level of achievement: The permit
allows foreign workers to hold jobs in the U.S. | She
was the first woman to hold high office. | He holds
the record for the 10,000 meters race.
8 CONTINUE/NOT CHANGE [I,T] to continue at a
particular level, rate, or number, or to make something do this: Hold your speed at fifty miles an
hour. | Housing prices are holding steady.
9 hold it! (spoken) used in order to tell someone to
wait, or to stop doing something
10 TELEPHONE [I] to wait until the person you have
telephoned is ready to answer: Will you hold,
please?
11 hold sb’s interest/attention to keep someone
interested: She knows how to hold her students’
interest.
12 hold sb responsible/liable/accountable
etc. to think that someone is responsible for something bad that has happened: Parents may be held
responsible for their children’s crimes.
13 hold your own to succeed in a difficult situation, or to be good enough when compared to
similar things: The rebels held their own against
the better-equipped army.
14 HAVE A QUALITY [T] to have a particular quality:
The new drug holds promise for cancer sufferers.
15 CAGE/PRISONER [T] to keep a person or animal
in a place where he, she, or it cannot leave: Police
are holding two suspects. | The tigers are held in
cages until they can be released in the wild. | He
was held hostage/prisoner/captive for two years.
16 SUPPORT WEIGHT [I,T] to support the weight of
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something: I wasn’t sure the branch would hold
him.
17 THINK/BELIEVE [T] (formal) to think or believe
something: He disagrees with most of the views/
beliefs/opinions held by Republican politicians. |
The theory holds that tax cuts help economic
growth.
18 hold true/good (formal) to be true in particular
situations: I think her statement holds true for
older women (=is true about them). [ORIGIN: Old
English healdan] ➔ hold your breath at BREATH ,
hold your horses! at HORSE 1, hold sway at SWAY 2
hold sth against sb phr. v.

to blame someone for something s/he has done: If
the economy worsens, voters are likely to hold it
against him.
hold back phr. v.
1 hold sth ↔ back to control something or make

it stay in one place: The police couldn’t hold the
crowds back.
2 hold (sth ↔) back to stop yourself from showing a particular feeling or saying something: She
struggled to hold back her tears.
3 hold sb/sth back to prevent someone or something from developing or improving: Your son’s
reading problems are holding him back.
hold sth ↔ down phr. v.
1 to stop someone or something from moving, by

H

pressing or holding him, her, or it: Hold down the
red button while lifting the handle.
2 to keep something at a low level: Insurance
companies want to hold down health care costs.
3 hold down a job to keep your job: It’s hard to
hold down a job and go to college at the same time.
hold off phr. v.
1 to delay doing something: We held off on making

the decision.
2 hold sb ↔ off to prevent someone from attacking or defeating you: The Jaguars held off the
Buccaneers with a touchdown late in the game.
hold on phr. v.
1 (spoken) said when you want someone to wait or
stop talking for a short time: Yeah, hold on, Mike is
right here. | Hold on a minute/second. Let me put
this in the car.
2 to hold something tightly with your hand or arms:
She can hardly walk without holding on to
something. | Okay, Becky, hold on tight!
3 to continue to do something difficult until it gets
better: The Rangers held on to win the game in the
final period.
hold on to sth phr. v.
to keep something, especially something that someone else wants: People are holding on to their cars
for longer.
hold out phr. v.
1 to continue to defend yourself, or keep on refusing to do something: Some of the council members
are holding out against the changes.
2 hold out hope/the prospect etc. to say that
something may happen: The doctors don’t hold out
much hope.
3 if a supply of something holds out, there is still

some of it left: We talked for as long as the wine
held out.
hold out for sth phr. v.

to refuse to accept less than you have asked for: He
hasn’t signed a contract; he’s holding out for more
money.
hold out on sb phr. v.

to refuse to tell someone something s/he wants or
needs to know
hold over phr. v.
be held over if a concert, play, or movie is held

over, it is shown for longer than was planned
because it is very good: The play has been held
over for another week.
hold sb to sth phr. v.

to make someone do what s/he has promised to do:
“He said he would do it.” “Well, you’d better hold
him to it.”
hold together phr. v.
1 hold sth ↔ together if a group, family, organi-

zation, etc. holds together, or something holds it
together, it stays together: The children are the only
thing holding their marriage together.
2 to remain whole, without breaking: I hope the car
holds together long enough to get us to Fresno.
hold up phr. v.
1 hold sb/sth ↔ up to make someone or some-

thing late: I got held up in traffic.
2 hold up sth to try to steal money from a store,
bank, etc. using a gun: Two men held up the
convenience store.
3 hold sth ↔ up to support something: Posts hold
up the tin roof.
4 to remain strong or effective: The theory didn’t
hold up in practice.
hold2 n. 1 [singular, U] the action of holding something: He grabbed/took/caught hold of my
arm. 2 get (a) hold of sth to find someone or
something for a particular purpose: Were you able
to get a hold of Mike? | See if you can get hold of an
overhead projector. 3 on hold a) waiting on the
telephone before speaking to someone: His secretary put me on hold. b) if something is on hold, it
is going to be done or dealt with later: Her own
plans had to be put on hold while she took care of
her mother. 4 [singular] control, power, or influence over something or someone: The rebels were
tightening their hold over the countryside. 5 take
hold to start to have an effect on someone or
something: The ceasefire took hold in December. 6 [C] the part of a ship where goods are stored
hold·er /'hoUldø/ n. [C] 1 someone who has
control of or owns a place, position, or thing: Only
ticket holders will be admitted. 2 something that
holds or contains something else: a napkin holder
hold·ing /'hoUldIÎ/ n. [C] something that you
own or rent, especially land or part of a company
'holding "company n. [C] a company that owns
a controlling number of SHARE s in other companies
hold·o·ver /'hoUld"oUvø/ n. [C] a feeling, idea,
fashion, etc. from the past that has continued to the
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present: The robes that judges wear are a holdover
from a time when all important people wore robes.

hold·up /'hoUldöp/ n. [C] 1 a delay, especially
one caused by traffic 2 an attempt to rob someone,
especially using a gun

hole1 /hoUl/ n. [C] 1 an empty or open space in
something solid: a hole in my sock | The dog dug a
hole in the yard.
THESAURUS

space – the empty area between two things,

into which you can put something: There’s a
space for that box on the shelf over there.
gap – an empty space between two things or
two parts of something: A cold wind blew
through the gap in the window.
leak – a small hole that lets liquid or gas flow
into or out of something: a leak in the oil tank
crack – a very narrow space between two things
or two parts of something: John peeked through
the crack in the door.
opening – a hole or space in something: an
opening in the fence
cavity (formal) – a hole or space inside
something solid, especially your body: an
infection in your nasal cavities

2 the home of a small animal: a rabbit hole 3 one
of the small holes in the ground that you try to hit
the ball into in GOLF 4 a problem or fault in an
idea, plan, or story, so that it can be proven wrong
or does not make sense: The witness’s testimony
was full of holes. 5 (informal) a bad, ugly, or dirty
place: I have to get out of this hole. 6 be in the
hole (spoken) to owe money: We’re still $600 in the
hole. [ORIGIN: Old English hol]

hol·low1 /'hAloU/ adj. 1 having an empty space

inside: a hollow chocolate bunny 2 feelings or
words that are hollow are not sincere: His promises
ring hollow (=seem insincere). 3 hollow
cheeks/eyes etc. cheeks, eyes, etc. where the
skin has sunk inward, especially because the person
is sick or too thin
hollow2 n. [C] 1 a hole in something, especially
the ground, that is not very deep 2 a small valley

hollow3 v.

hollow sth ↔ out phr. v. to remove the inside of

something

hol·ly /'hAli/ n. [U] a small tree with dark shiny

pointed green leaves and red berries, often used as a
decoration at Christmas ➔ see picture on page A10
Hol·ly·wood /'hAli"wUd/ n. a city in California
near Los Angeles, known as the center of the
American movie industry
hol·o·caust /'hAl@"kOst, 'hoU-/ n. [C] 1 an
event that kills many people and destroys many
things: a nuclear holocaust 2 the Holocaust
HISTORY the killing of millions of Jews by the Nazis
hole2 v.
in Europe in World War II [ORIGIN: 1200—1300
Old French holocauste, from Greek holokaustos
hole up phr. v. to hide somewhere, or find shelter
“burnt whole,” from holos “whole” + kaiein “to
somewhere: The rebels are holed up in an army
burn”]
building.
hol·o·gram
/'hoUl@"græm, 'hA-/ n. [C] a special
hol·i·day /'hAl@"deI/ n. (plural holidays) [C] a day
picture made with a LASER that looks as if it is not
when you do not have to go to work, school, etc.:
flat [ORIGIN: 1900—2000 Greek holos “whole”
July 1 is a national holiday in Canada. [ORIGIN:
+ English -gram]
Old English haligdæg “holy day”]
hol·ster
/'hoUlstø/ n. [C] a leather object that you
THESAURUS
vacation, break, leave ➔
use for carrying a gun
VACATION
ho·ly /'hoUli/ adj. (comparative holier, superlative
holiest) 1 relating to God or religion
ho·li·ness /'hoUlinIs/ n. 1 [U] the quality of
SYN sacred: the holy city of Jerusalem 2 very
being pure and holy 2 Your/His Holiness a title
religious and morally pure: a holy man 3 holy
used for talking to or about some religious leaders,
cow/mackerel/moly (spoken) used in order to
especially the Pope
express surprise, admiration, or fear [ORIGIN: Old
English halig]
ho·lis·tic /hoU'lIstIk/ adj. concerning the whole
of something, rather than its parts: Some doctors "Holy 'Ghost n. the HOLY SPIRIT
are interested in holistic medicine (=medicine that holy grail /"hoUli 'greIl/ n. [singular] 1 sometreats the whole person, not just the illness).
thing that you try very hard to get or achieve: A
cure for AIDS has become something of a medical
hol·ler /'hAlø/ v. [I,T] (informal) to shout loudly:
holy grail. 2 the Holy Grail the cup believed to
Dad hollered at me to hurry up. —holler n. [C]
have been used by Jesus Christ before his death. In
THESAURUS
stories, especially stories about King Arthur, people
shout, scream, yell, bellow ➔
search for this cup.
SHOUT 1

H
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'Holy Land n. the Holy Land the parts of the home3 adj. 1 relating to or belonging to your
Middle East where the events in the Bible happened
"Holy 'Spirit n. the Holy Spirit God in the form
of a spirit, according to the Christian religion
SYN

Holy Ghost

hom·age /'hAmIdZ, 'A-/ n. [singular, U] (formal)

home or family, or done at home: My home town is
Matamata. | What’s your home address? | some
good home cooking (=meals cooked by your family) 2 playing on your own sports field rather than
an opponent’s field ANT away: The home team is
ahead by four runs.

4
something that you say or do to show respect for an home v.
important person: The visitors paid homage to the home in on sth phr. v. to aim exactly at something
war veterans. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French and move directly toward it: A rescue plane homed
hommage, from homme “man, man who owes in on the location of the crash.
duty to a ruler”]
home·boy /'hoUmbOI/ n. [C] (slang) a male
home1 /hoUm/ n. 1 [C,U] the place where you HOMEY
usually live, especially with your family: I decided home·com·ing /'hoUm"kömIÎ/ n. [C] 1 an
just to stay at home. | I’ve been living at home occasion when someone comes back to his/her
(=living with my parents) for the past two years.
home after being away for a long time 2 an
occasion when former students return to their
THESAURUS
school or college
house – the house, apartment, or room where
someone lives: Let’s go over to Dave’s house.
home·land /'hoUmlænd/ n. [C] the country
place (informal) – the house, apartment, or
where you were born
room where someone lives: Do you want to come
home·less /'houmlIs/ adj. 1 the homeless
back to my place for coffee?
people who do not have a place to live, and who
residence (formal) – the place where you live:
often live in the streets 2 without a home: The war
a private residence
left a lot of people homeless. —homelessness n.
dwelling (formal) – a house, apartment, etc.
[U]

H

where people live: the cliff dwellings in Colorado,
where the Anasazi Indians used to live
abode (formal) – the place where you live, used
especially in literature: In Norse mythology,
Valhalla is the abode of fallen warriors.

home·ly /'hoUmli/ adj. a homely person is not
very attractive —homeliness n. [U]

home·made /"hoUm'meIdX/ adj. made at home

and not bought from a store: homemade jam
2 [C,U] the place where you come from or your home·mak·er /'hoUm"meIkø/ n. [C] someone
country: car sales at home and abroad | It even who works at home cooking and cleaning, and does
made the news back home. 3 be/feel at home to not have another job
feel comfortable somewhere, or confident doing "home 'office n. [C] an office you have in your
something: I grew up in Manhattan, and this is house so that you can do your job at home
where I feel at home. | It took a while before I felt at
home using the new program. 4 the home of sth ho·me·op·a·thy /"hoUmi'Ap@θi/ n. [U] a system
the place where something lives or comes from: of medicine in which someone who is sick is given
Australia is the home of the kangaroo. 5 make very small amounts of a substance that has the
yourself at home (spoken) said in order to tell same effects as the disease [ORIGIN: 1800—1900
someone who is visiting that s/he should German homöopathie, from Greek homoios
relax 6 [C] a place where people live who cannot “like” + pathos “suffering”] —homeopathic
take care of themselves because they are very old, /"hoUmi@'pæθIk/ adj.
sick, etc.: I could never put Dad into a ho·me·o·sta·sis /"hoUmioU'steIsIs/ n. [U]
home. 7 [C] also home plate the base that play- BIOLOGY the process in which a living ORGANISM or
ers must touch in baseball to gain a point [ORIGIN: cell stays in the same state even when its environOld English ham “village, home”]
ment changes
home2 adv. 1 to or at the place where you live: home page, home·page /'hoUmpeIdZ/ n. [C]
Hi, honey, I’m home. | Come on, Andy, it’s time to IT the first page of a website on the Internet, which
go home. | Many kids come home to an empty usually has LINK s to the other parts of the website
house. | I should get home in time for dinner.
c Don’t say “go/get/come at home.” b 2 take 'home plate n [U] in a game of baseball, the place
home to earn a particular amount of money after where you stand to hit the ball, which is also the
tax has been taken away: I take home about $200 a last place the player who is running must touch in
week. 3 drive/hammer sth home to make order to get a point
someone understand what you mean by saying it in hom·er /'hoUmø/ n. [C] a HOME RUN —homer
a very clear and determined way: We need to v. [I]
hammer home the message that drugs are dangerous. 4 hit home if something hits home, it makes home·room /'hoUmrum, -rUm/ n. [C] the room
you realize or understand something more clearly: where students go at the beginning of the school
She said I was bullying her, and that really hit day, or at the beginning of each SEMESTER
"home 'run n. [C] a long hit in baseball that lets the
home.
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player run around all the bases and get a point
"home 'shopping n. [U] shopping that you do at
home by telephone, mail, or Internet, buying things
that you have seen on the television or Internet
home·sick /'hoUm"sIk/ adj. feeling sad because
you are away from your home: I felt homesick
already for my family. —homesickness n. [U]
home·stead /'hoUmstEd/ n. [C] a farm and the
area of land and buildings around it, especially one
that was originally given to someone by the government —homestead v. [I,T]
home·stead·er /'hoUm"stEdø/ n. [C] HISTORY in
the past, homesteaders were people who owned an
area of land that was given to them by the government according to a law called the Homestead Act

home·ward /'hoUmwød/ adj. going toward
home —homeward adv.

home·work /'hoUmwøk/ n. [U] 1 work for

school that a student does at home ➔ HOUSEWORK :
Have you done your homework? | my math/
history/English etc. homework 2 do (sb’s)
homework to prepare for something by finding
out information: Before the interview, do some
homework about the company.

hom·ey1 /'hoUmi/ adj. comfortable and pleasant,
like home: The restaurant had a nice homey atmosphere.

homey2 n. [C] (slang) a friend, or someone who
comes from your area or GANG

hom·i·ci·dal /"hAm@'saIdlX, "hoU-/ adj. likely to
murder someone

hom·i·cide /'hAm@"saId, 'hoU-/ n. [C,U] LAW the
crime of murder [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 French,
Latin homicidium, from homo “man” + caedere
“to kill”]

hom·i·nid /'hAm@nId, 'hoU-/ n. [C]

BIOLOGY a
member of a group of animals which includes
humans and also the animals from which humans
developed

hom·i·noid /'hAm@"nOId, 'hoU-/ adj. 1 similar
to a human 2 BIOLOGY belonging to a group of
animals that includes humans and APE s

ho·mo·ge·ne·ous /"hoUm@'dZini@s, -ny@s/

also ho·mog·e·nous /h@'mAdZ@n@s/ adj. (formal)

consisting of parts or members that are all the same
➔ HETEROGENEOUS [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Medieval Latin homogeneus, from Greek homo“same” + genos “type”] —homogeneity
/"hoUmoUdZ@'ni@Ôi, -'neI@Ôi/ n. [U]

homo"geneous 'mixture n. [C]

CHEMISTRY a
chemical substance consisting of two or more different substances that have completely combined
together, so that all parts of the mixture look the
same SYN solution

ho·mo·ge·nize /h@'mAdZ@"naIz/ v. [T] (formal)
to change something so that its parts become similar or the same

ho·mo·ge·nized

adj.
/h@'mAdZ@"naIzd/
homogenized milk has had its cream mixed in with
the milk
hom·o·graph /'hAm@"grAf, 'hoU-/ n. [C] ENG.
LANG. ARTS a word that is spelled the same as
another, but is different in meaning, origin, grammar, or pronunciation. For example, the noun
“record” is a homograph of the verb “record.”
[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Greek homo- “same” +
-graphos “written”]
ho·mol·o·gous /h@'mAl@g@s/ adj. 1 BIOLOGY
relating to two CHROMOSOME s that have the same
form and structure 2 BIOLOGY relating to parts of a
person’s or animal’s body which EVOLVE d (=developed) from the same animal, and which now look
different or have a different purpose: a homologous
structure
hom·o·nym /'hAm@"nIm/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
word that sounds the same and is spelled the same
as another word, but has a different meaning. For
example, the noun “bear” and the verb “bear” are
homonyms. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin homonymum, from Greek, from homos + onyma
“name”]
ho·mo·pho·bi·a /"hoUm@'foUbi@/ n. [U] hatred
and fear of homosexuals [ORIGIN: 1900—2000
homosexual + -phobia] —homophobic adj.
THESAURUS

➔ PREJUDICE 1

prejudice, intolerance, sexism

hom·o·phone /'hAm@"foUn, 'hoU-/ n. [C]

ENG.

LANG. ARTS

a word that sounds the same as another
word, but is different in spelling or meaning. For
example, “pair” and “pear” are homophones.
ho·mo·sex·u·al /"hoUm@'sEkSu@l/ adj. (formal)
sexually attracted to people of the same sex
SYN
gay ANT heterosexual ➔ BISEXUAL
—homosexual n. [C] —homosexuality
/"hoUm@"sEkSu'æl@Ôi/ n. [U]
ho·mo·zy·gous /"hoUmoU'zaIg@s/ adj. BIOLOGY
relating to a homologous CHROMOSOME which
contains a pair of GENE s which are exactly the
same
hon·cho /'hAntSoU/ n. (plural honchos) [C] (informal) an important person who controls something:
Where’s the head honcho? [ORIGIN: 1900—2000
Japanese hancho “group leader”]
hone /hoUn/ v. [T] 1 to improve a skill: Players
must practice to hone their skills. 2 to make a
knife, sword, etc. sharp
hon·est /'AnIst/ adj. 1 someone who is honest
does not lie, cheat, or steal ANT dishonest: an
honest, hardworking man 2 not hiding the truth or
the facts about something: The honest answer was
that I didn’t know. | I need you to be honest with
me.
THESAURUS

frank – honest and direct in the way that you
speak: To be frank, I don’t like him very much.

candid – telling the truth, even when the truth

H
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may be unpleasant or embarrassing: It sounds
like you need to have a candid talk with him.
direct – saying exactly what you mean in an
honest and clear way: direct criticism
upfront – talking or behaving in a direct and
honest way: Parents need to be upfront with their
kids about the risks of drugs and alcohol.
straight – honest and direct and telling the
truth: Are you being straight with me?
straightforward – honest and not hiding what
you think: He seems like a straightforward guy.
blunt – speaking in an honest way even if it
upsets people: She was blunt about her feelings.
forthright – saying honestly what you think, in a
way that may seem rude: She answered the
questions in a forthright manner.

3 honest/to be honest (spoken) said to emphasize that what you are saying is true: We didn’t
think of that, to be honest with you. 4 honest
mistake a mistake you make when you did not
intend to deceive anyone or be cruel [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Old French honeste, from Latin
honestus]

hon·est·ly /'AnIstli/ adv. 1 (spoken) said to

H

emphasize that what you are saying is true, even
though it may seem surprising: I honestly don’t
know what to do. | Honestly, it doesn’t matter. 2 in
an honest way ANT dishonestly: Walters spoke
honestly about her problems.
hon·es·ty /'An@sti/ n. [U] 1 the quality of being
honest ANT dishonesty: He has a reputation for
honesty and decency. 2 in all honesty (spoken)
said when you tell someone what you really think:
In all honesty, we made a lot of mistakes.
hon·ey /'höni/ n. [U] 1 a sweet sticky substance
made by BEE s, used as food 2 (spoken) a name
that you call someone you love: Have a good day,
honey. [ORIGIN: Old English hunig]

hon·ey·comb /'höni"koUm/ n. [C] a structure
made by BEE s to store honey in ➔ see picture at HIVE

hon·ey·moon /'höni"mun/ n. [C] a vacation

taken by two people who have just gotten married:
a picture of them on their honeymoon [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 honey + moon; because the moon
appears to get smaller, like the love of some
newly married people] —honeymooner n. [C]
hon·ey·suck·le /'höni"sök@l/ n. [C,U] a climbing plant with yellow or pink flowers that smell
sweet

honk /hAÎk, hOÎk/ v. [I,T] to make a loud noise
like a car horn or a GOOSE : A taxi driver honked
his horn behind her. —honk n. [C]

hon·or1 /'Anø/ n. 1 [singular] something that
makes you feel proud and glad: It’s an honor to
meet you. | Being chosen to give the speech was a
great honor. 2 [U] the respect that someone or
something receives from other people ➔ DISHONOR : a statue in honor of (=to show respect for)
Abraham Lincoln 3 [C] something that is given to
someone to show him/her that people respect and

admire what s/he has done: The medal is the government’s highest honor for artists. 4 with honors if you finish high school or college with
honors, you get one of the highest grades: Sabrina
graduated with honors. 5 [U] strong moral beliefs
and standards of behavior that make people respect
and trust you: a man of honor 6 Your Honor
used when speaking to a judge
honor2 v. [T] 1 to do something to show publicly
that someone is respected and admired: The team
will be honored with a parade. 2 be honored to
feel very proud and glad: I’m honored to meet
you. 3 honor a contract/agreement etc. to do
what you have agreed to do in a contract,
etc. 4 honor a check to accept a check as
payment
hon·or·a·ble /'An@r@b@l/ adj. morally correct,
and deserving respect and admiration ANT dishonorable: an honorable action —honorably adv.
hon·or·ar·y /'An@"rEri/ adj. 1 given to someone
as an honor: an honorary degree 2 someone who
has an honorary position does not receive payment
for his/her work
'honor roll n. [C] a list of the best students in a
school: Don made the honor roll for the first time.
'honor "student n. [C] a student whose name is
included on the honor roll because his/her grades
are among the highest in the school
hood /hUd/ n. [C] 1 the metal cover over the
engine of a car 2 the part of a coat that you pull up
to cover your head 3 (slang) a NEIGHBORHOOD 4 (informal) a hoodlum
hood·ed /'hUdId/ adj. having a hood or wearing a
hood: a hooded jacket
hood·lum /'hudl@m, 'hUd-/ n. [C] (old-fashioned)
a young person who does bad, often illegal things
[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 German dialect hudellump “lazy useless person”]
hoof /huf, hUf/ n. (plural hoofs or hooves /huvz,
hUvz/) [C] the hard foot of an animal such as a
horse ➔ see picture on page A2
hook1 /hUk/ n. [C] 1 a curved object that you
hang things on: a coat hook 2 a curved piece of
metal with a sharp point that you use for catching
fish 3 let sb off the hook to allow someone to
get out of a difficult situation: I’ll let you off the
hook today, but don’t be late again. 4 off the
hook if a telephone is off the hook, the part of the
telephone that you speak into is not on its base, so
no one can call you
hook2 v. [T] 1 to fasten or hang something onto
something else: Hook the rope over/on the
nail. 2 (informal) to succeed in making someone
interested in something or attracted to something:
The ads are designed to hook young people. 3 to
catch a fish with a hook
hook sth ↔ up phr. v. to connect something,
especially a piece of equipment, to another piece of
equipment or to an electricity supply: Jen helped
me hook up the printer to my computer.
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hook up with sb phr. v. to meet someone and
become friendly with him/her or start a romantic
relationship with him/her
hooked /hUkt/ adj. 1 be/get hooked on sth
(informal) a) to be or become very interested in
something and want to do or see it a lot: We’re
trying to get kids hooked on books. b) to be unable
to stop taking a drug SYN addicted 2 shaped like
a hook: a hooked nose
hook·er /'hUkø/ n. [C] (informal) a PROSTITUTE
Hooke’s law /"hUks 'lO/ n. PHYSICS a scientific
rule stating that the amount an ELASTIC material
stretches, is pressed, etc. is directly connected to
the amount of force being used
hook·y /'hUki/ n. (informal) play hooky to stay
away from school without permission
hoo·li·gan /'hulIg@n/ n. [C] a noisy violent person who causes trouble by fighting or damaging
things
hoop /hup/ n. 1 [C] a circular piece of wood,
metal, plastic, etc.: hoop earrings | a basketball
hoop (=what you throw the ball through) 2 hoops
[plural] (informal) basketball: The guys are out
shooting hoops (=playing basketball).
hoo·ray /hU'reI/ interjection shouted when you are
very excited and happy about something
hoot1 /hut/ n. [C] 1 the sound made by an OWL or
a ship’s horn 2 a shout or laugh that shows you
think something is funny, exciting, or stupid: hoots
of laughter 3 be a hoot (spoken) to be a lot of
fun 4 not give a hoot (spoken) to not care or be
interested in something
hoot2 v. [I,T] 1 if an OWL or a ship’s horn hoots, it
makes a loud clear noise 2 to shout or laugh
loudly because you think something is funny or
stupid
hooves /huvz, hUvz/ n. a plural of HOOF
hop1 /hAp/ v. (hopped, hopping) [I] 1 to move by
making short quick jumps ➔ see picture at JUMP 1
THESAURUS
JUMP 1

jump, skip, leap, spring ➔

2 (informal) to get into, onto, or out of something,
for example a vehicle: Hop in and I’ll give you a
ride.
hop2 n. [C] 1 a short jump 2 short hop (informal) a short trip by airplane
hope1 /hoUp/ v. [I,T] to want something to happen
or be true: I hope (that) you feel better soon. | We
hope to reduce our costs. | Leaders are hoping for
a quick end to the fighting. | You just do what you
can and hope for the best (=hope a situation will
end well). | “Can I help you?” “I hope so (=I hope
this will happen).” | “Do you think it’s going to
rain?” “I hope not!’’ (=I hope this will not happen)
USAGE

Use hope to to talk about something that you or
someone else wants to do: She hopes to go to
law school.

Use hope that to talk about what you hope will
happen: I hope that the weather will be sunny
tomorrow.

hope2 n. 1 [C usually singular, U] the feeling that

good things can or will happen: The new treatment
gives/offers hope to cancer patients (=makes them
have hope). | The report expresses little hope that
the economy will improve soon. | our hopes for
peace | We have high hopes (=strong feelings that
something good will happen) for this year’s
team. 2 [C,U] a chance of succeeding or of something good happening: Many of these children have
no hope of going to college. | There is still a faint
hope that the two sides will reach an agreement. 3 [C] something that you hope will happen:
her hopes and fears for the future 4 in the hope
that/of sth if you do something in the hope that
you will get a particular result, you do it, even
though you cannot be sure of this result: Her
parents put her in a new school, in the hope that
her work would improve. 5 don’t get your
hopes up (spoken) used in order to tell someone
that something s/he is hoping for is not likely to
happen
hope·ful /'hoUpf@l/ adj. 1 believing that what
you want is likely to happen: We’re hopeful about
our chances of winning. | I’m hopeful that the
situation will improve. 2 making you feel that
what you want is likely to happen: There are
hopeful signs that an agreement will be reached.
—hopefulness n. [U]
hope·ful·ly /'hoUpf@li/ adv. 1 a way of saying
what you hope will happen, which some people
think is not correct: Hopefully, I’ll be home
early. 2 in a hopeful way: They talked hopefully
about their futures.
hope·less /'hoUp-lIs/ adj. 1 without any chance
of success or improvement: the hopeless poverty of
the inner cities 2 feeling no hope, or showing this
—hopelessly adv. —hopelessness n. [U]
hop·scotch /'hApskAtS/ n. [U] a game in which
children jump on squares drawn on the ground
horde /hOrd/ n. [C] a large crowd moving in a
noisy uncontrolled way: hordes of tourists
ho·ri·zon /h@'raIz@n/ n. 1 the horizon the
place where the land or ocean seems to meet the
sky: a ship on the horizon 2 horizons [plural] the
limit of your ideas, knowledge, and experience: I
took an evening class to broaden my horizons. 3 on the horizon seeming likely to happen
in the future: There may be a recession on the
horizon. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Late Latin,
Greek, from horizein “to limit”]
hor·i·zon·tal /"hOr@'zAnô@l, "hAr-/ adj. flat and
level: a horizontal surface —horizontally adv.
➔ see picture at LINE 1
THESAURUS

flat, level ➔ FLAT 1

hor·mone /'hOrmoUn/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a substance

H
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produced by your body that influences its growth,
development, and condition —hormonal
/hOr'moUnl/ adj.
horn /hOrn/ n. 1 [C,U] a hard pointed thing that
grows in pairs on the heads of cows, goats, etc., or
the substance this is made of ➔ ANTLERS ➔ see
picture on page A2 2 [C] the thing in a car, truck,
etc. that you push to make a sound as a warning:
Someone was honking/blowing a horn (=made a
noise with the horn) behind him. 3 [C] a TRUMPET
hor·net /'hOrnIt/ n. [C] a large black and yellow
insect that can sting you
hor·o·scope /'hOr@"skoUp, 'hAr-/ n. [C] a
description of your character and things that will
happen to you, based on the position of the stars
and PLANET s when you were born ➔ ZODIAC
[ORIGIN: 1000—1100 French, Greek horoskopos, from hora “hour” + skopein “to look at”]
hor·ren·dous /h@'rEnd@s, hO-/ adj. 1 frightening and terrible: a horrendous disaster
THESAURUS

bad, awful, terrible, horrible,
appalling, horrific ➔ BAD 1

2 extremely bad or difficult: Traffic was horrendous
on the freeway.
THESAURUS
horrible, awful, terrible,
dreadful ➔ HORRIBLE

H

hor·ri·ble /'hOr@b@l, 'hAr-/ adj. 1 very bad, and
sometimes frightening SYN terrible, awful: a horrible accident | The weather was horrible.
THESAURUS

Describing a horrible taste or smell
disgusting: It tastes disgusting.
awful: The wine was awful.
revolting: What’s that revolting smell?
foul: the foul smell of the chemicals
Describing a horrible experience,
situation, or feeling
terrible: I feel terrible.
awful: an awful headache
dreadful: What a dreadful thing to happen.
horrendous: The weather was horrendous. ➔
BAD 1

2 not polite or not friendly SYN terrible, awful:
horrible manners —horribly adv.
hor·rif·ic /hO'rIfIk, h@-/ adj. very bad, frightening, and upsetting: horrific violence
THESAURUS

bad, awful, terrible, horrible,
appalling, horrendous ➔ BAD 1

hor·ri·fied /'hOr@"faId, 'hAr-/ adj. feeling very

shocked or upset: We were horrified to hear/see/
learn how sick he was. —horrifying adj.
—horrify v. [T]
hor·ror /'hOrø, 'hArø/ n. 1 [U] a strong feeling
of shock and fear: I watched in horror as Ramsey
hit her. 2 [C] something that is very shocking or
frightening: the horrors of war

hors d’oeu·vre /Or 'døv/ n. [C] a small amount

of food that is served before people sit down at the
table for the main meal
horse1 /hOrs/ n. [C] 1 a large strong animal that
people ride on and use for pulling heavy things
➔ PONY : A girl was riding a white horse. | a horse
race ➔ see picture at FARM 1 2 hold your horses!
(spoken) said when you want someone to wait or to
stop doing something [ORIGIN: Old English hors]

horse2 v.

horse around phr. v. (informal) to play in a rough

and silly way

horse·back

/'hOrsbæk/ n. 1 horseback
riding the activity of riding a horse for pleasure 2 on horseback riding a horse: two men on
horseback

horse·play /'hOrs-pleI/ n. [U] rough noisy play
horse·pow·er /'hOrs"paUø/ n. (plural horsepower) (written abbreviation hp) [C] a unit for mea-

suring the power of an engine

horse·shoe /'hOrS-Su, 'hOrs-/ n. 1 [C] a curved
piece of iron that is attached to the bottom of a
horse’s foot to protect it 2 horseshoes [U] an
outdoor game in which horseshoes are thrown at a
post

hor·ti·cul·ture /'hOrÔ@"költSø/ n. [U] the practice or science of growing plants [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 Latin hortus “garden” + English culture]
—horticultural /"hOrÔ@'költS@r@l/ adj.

hose1 /hoUz/ n. 1 [C,U] a long rubber or plastic
tube that can be moved and bent, used to put water
onto plants, fires, etc., or to allow liquids or air to
flow through an engine, etc. 2 [plural] PANTYHOSE

hose2 v.

hose sb/sth ↔ down/off phr. v. to wash or pour
water over someone or something, using a hose:
Would you hose down the car for me?

hos·pice /'hAspIs/ n. [C] a special hospital where
people who are dying are cared for

hos·pi·ta·ble

/hA'spIÔ@b@l,

'hAspI-/

adj. 1 friendly, welcoming, and generous to
visitors ANT inhospitable ➔ HOSPITALITY : a hospi-

table family

THESAURUS
friendly, warm, cordial,
welcoming ➔ FRIENDLY

2 providing a situation in which something can
succeed or happen ANT inhospitable: Nursing was
a field hospitable to women.

hos·pi·tal /'hAspIÔl/ n. [C,U] a building where
sick or injured people receive medical treatment:
Rick’s dad is still in the hospital (=being cared for
in a hospital). | He was unconscious and had to be
taken/rushed to the hospital. | His wife had been
admitted to/released from the hospital the day
before. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French, Medieval Latin hospitale “place to stay at,” from
Latin hospitalis “of a guest”]
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hos·pi·tal·i·ty /"hAsp@'tæl@Ôi/ n. [U] friendly

behavior toward visitors
hos·pi·tal·ize /'hAspIÔl"aIz/ v. [T] to put someone into a hospital for medical treatment: Two
people were hospitalized with stab wounds.
—hospitalization /"hAspIÔl-@'zeIS@n/ n. [U]
host1 /hoUst/ n. [C] 1 the person at a party who
invited the guests and organized the party ➔ HOSTESS : Our host greeted us at the door. 2 someone
who introduces and talks to the guests on a television or radio show: a game show host 3 a country
or organization that provides the space, equipment,
etc. for a special event: The bookstore will play host
to a poetry reading. 4 a (whole) host of sth a
large number of things: a host of possibilities 5 BIOLOGY an animal or plant on which a
smaller animal or plant is living as a PARASITE
host2 v. [T] to be the host of an event, television
program, etc.
hos·tage /'hAstIdZ/ n. [C] someone who is kept
as a prisoner by an enemy, so that the other side
will do what the enemy demands SYN captive:
Three nurses were taken/held hostage (=caught
and used as hostages) by the rebels.
hos·tel /'hAstl/ n. [C] a cheap place for young
people to stay when they are traveling
THESAURUS
hotel, motel, inn, bed and
breakfast (b&b), campground ➔ HOTEL

host·ess /'hoUstIs/ n. [C] 1 the woman at a

party who invited the guests and organized the
party 2 a woman who takes people to their seats in
a restaurant
hos·tile /'hAstl, 'hAstaIl/ adj. 1 very unfriendly
and ready to fight or argue with someone: a hostile
audience 2 opposing a plan or idea very strongly:
Several unions are hostile to the proposals. 3 belonging to an enemy: hostile territory 4 difficult to live in: Plants such as cacti can
survive in hostile environments. 5 hostile
takeover/bid a situation in which a company tries
to buy another company which does not want to be
bought [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French, Latin hostilis, from hostis “stranger, enemy”]
hos·til·i·ty /hA'stIl@Ôi/ n. 1 [U] unfriendly and
angry feelings or behavior: Why is there so much
hostility toward immigrants? 2 [U] strong opposition to a plan or idea: There’s a certain amount of
hostility to the changes.
THESAURUS
opposition, antagonism,
antipathy ➔ OPPOSITION

3 hostilities [plural] (formal) the fighting in a war:
an end to hostilities

hot /hAt/ adj. (comparative hotter, superlative hottest) 1 high in temperature

ANT cold: Be careful
– the soup’s hot. | a hot shower | It’s hot (=the
weather is hot) today. | The Mojave Desert is the
hottest place in America. | We were all hot and
tired. | a steaming/piping/boiling hot cup of coffee |

a scorching/broiling/boiling hot day in August |
The metal became red hot (=extremely hot).
THESAURUS

warm – a little hot, especially in a pleasant way:
a warm summer evening

humid – having air that feels hot and wet rather

than dry: the humid heat of the Brazilian
rainforest
boiling/baking/scorching (hot) – extremely
hot: a boiling hot weekend in August
sweltering – hot in a very unpleasant,
uncomfortable way: the sweltering heat of the
desert
lukewarm – a liquid that is lukewarm is only
slightly warm, and not as cold or hot as it should
be: a glass of lukewarm water
scalding – a scalding liquid is extremely hot,
and hot enough to burn you: a cup of scalding
coffee ➔ COLD 1, WEATHER 1

2 food that tastes hot has a burning taste
ANT mild: hot peppers
THESAURUS

spicy ➔ TASTE 1

SYN

spicy

sweet, tasty, sour, salty,

3 (informal) very good, popular, or exciting: The
tennis program has produced some hot young
talents. | the hottest toy this Christmas 4 difficult
or dangerous to deal with: Studio bosses decided
her video was too hot to handle (=too much trouble
to deal with). | Education has become the hot
topic/issue (=the subject that people are arguing
about) in this election. 5 (informal) sexually exciting or attractive 6 not so hot (spoken) slightly
sick: I’m not feeling so hot. 7 be in hot water
(informal) to be in trouble because you have done
something wrong: He was always in hot water at
school. 8 hot air (informal) things that someone
says to sound important, but that do not really mean
anything or are not true 9 be hot at sth to be
very good at doing something: I wasn’t too hot at
math. 10 a hot potato (informal) a subject or
problem that no one wants to deal with because any
decision would make a lot of people angry 11 be
in/on the hot seat to be forced to deal with a
difficult or bad situation, especially in politics
[ORIGIN: Old English hat]
hot-'air bal"loon n. [C] a very large BALLOON
made of cloth and filled with hot air, used for
carrying people in the air
hot·bed /'hAt§bEd/ n. a hotbed of sth a place
where a lot of a particular type of activity happens:
At that time, the university was a hotbed of liberal
ideas.
hot·cake /'hAt§keIk/ n. [C] 1 sell/go like hotcakes (spoken) to sell very quickly and in large
amounts 2 a PANCAKE
'hot dog, hot·dog /'hAtdOg/ n. [C] a long SAUSAGE (=tube-shaped piece of cooked meat), eaten
in a long BUN (=type of bread)

ho·tel /hoU'tEl/ n. [C] a large building where

people pay to stay for a short time: I prefer to stay
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in a small hotel. | We checked into our hotel by six. hot-'water "bottle n. [C] a rubber container
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 French hôtel, from Old filled with hot water, used to make a bed warm
French hostel]
'hot-wire v. [T] (informal) to start the engine of a
TOPIC
vehicle without a key, by using the wires of the
IGNITION system
In order to arrange to stay at a hotel, you can
make a reservation or reserve a room.
When you arrive at the hotel, you check in or
check into the hotel by going to the reception
desk and saying that you have arrived.
In many hotels, you can eat a meal in the
restaurant or call/order room service in order to
arrange for food to be delivered to your room.
When you leave the hotel, you check out or
check out of the hotel and pay the bill.
➔ ACCOMMODATION
THESAURUS

motel – a hotel for people traveling by car,

usually with a place for the car near each room

inn – a small hotel, especially one where you can
have breakfast and that is not in a city

bed and breakfast (B&B) – a house or a small

hotel where you pay to sleep and have breakfast
hostel – a cheap place for young people to stay
when they are traveling
campground – a place where you camp in a tent

hot 'flash n. [C] a sudden hot feeling that women

H

have during

MENOPAUSE

hot·head /'hAthEd/ n. [C] someone who gets

hound1 /haUnd/ v. [T] to keep following someone

and asking him/her questions in an annoying or
threatening way: Celebrities are hounded by
reporters.

hound2 n. [C] a dog used for hunting
hour /aUø/ n. 1 [C] a unit for measuring time.

There are 60 minutes in one hour: It takes two
hours to get here from the airport. | I’ll be home in
an hour. | We met for an hour over lunch. | Paul
should have been here a half hour/half an hour
(=30 minutes) ago. | A bomb exploded in the
airport just hours before (=a few hours before) the
President’s arrival. | a ten-hour trip (=one that is
ten hours long) | a top speed of 120 miles per hour
c Don’t say “a ten hours trip.” b 2 [C] the distance
you can travel in an hour: The lake is an hour from
Hartford. 3 [singular] a time of day when a new
hour starts: Classes begin on the hour (=exactly at
1 o’clock, 2 o’clock, etc.). 4 [C] a particular period
or point in time during the day or night: I’ll go to
the store on my lunch hour. | Parking is restricted
during daylight hours. | I’m sorry to bother you at
this hour (=at this late time). 5 [C] an important
time in history or in your life: You were there in my
hour of need (=when I needed help). 6 hours
[plural] a) the period of time when a store or
business is open, or when a particular activity
happens: The mall’s opening hours are from 9 a.m.
till 9 p.m. | Please phone during office hours. |
What are the visiting hours (=the time when you
can visit) at the hospital? | The inventory will be
done after hours (=when the store is
closed). b) (informal) a long time: She spends
hours on the phone. 7 at all hours at any time
during the day and night: People wander through
the lobby at all hours. [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old
French heure, from Latin hora, from Greek]

angry or excited easily and does things too quickly,
without thinking —hotheaded adj.
'hot key n. [C] IT one or more keys that you can
press on a computer KEYBOARD to make the computer quickly do a particular set of actions
hot·line /'hAt§laIn/ n. [C] a special telephone
number that people can call for quick help with
questions or problems: a suicide hotline
hot·ly /'hAtli/ adv. 1 in an angry or excited way: a
hotly debated/disputed issue 2 done with a lot of
energy or effort: the hotly contested race for governor
'hot plate, hot·plate /'hAtpleIt/ n. [C] a small hour·glass /'aUøglæs/ n. [C] a glass container
piece of equipment with a flat heated top, used for for measuring time, in which sand moves from the
cooking food
top half through a narrow middle part to the bottom
'hot rod n. [C] (informal) a car that you have put a half in exactly one hour
powerful engine into
hour·ly /'aUøli/ adj., adv. 1 happening or done
hot·shot /'hAt-SAt/ n. [C] (informal, disapproving) every hour: an hourly news bulletin | Trains from
someone who is very successful and confident Boston arrive hourly.
—hotshot adj.: a hotshot lawyer
THESAURUS
regular, daily, weekly,
'hot spot n. [C] 1 a place where there is likely to
monthly,
yearly ➔ REGULAR 1
be fighting or a particular problem: hot spots
around the globe 2 PHYSICS a place where there is 2 hourly pay/fees etc. the amount you earn or
a lot of heat or RADIATION 3 IT an area on a charge for every hour you work
computer screen that you CLICK on in order to
house1 /haUs/ n. (plural houses /'haUzIz/) 1 [C]
make other pictures, words, etc. appear
a building that you live in, especially one that is
"hot-'tempered adj. tending to become angry intended to be used by one family: I’m going over
very easily
to Dean’s house. | a three-bedroom house | Every
'hot tub n. [C] a heated bathtub that several people room in the house was cluttered with books. |
You’re welcome to stay at my house.
can sit in

how
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ranch house/ranch – a long narrow house built
on one level

cottage – a small house in the country
row house – one of a row of houses that are
joined together

mansion – a very large house
bungalow – a small house that is usually all on
one level

duplex – a house that is divided into two
separate homes

apartment – a set of rooms that is part of a
bigger building

condominium/condo – one apartment in a

building with several apartments, each of which
is owned by the people living in it
townhouse a house in a group of houses that
share one or more walls
mobile home/trailer – a type of house that can
be pulled by a large vehicle and moved to
another place
home, place, residence, dwelling, abode ➔
HOME 1

2 [C] all the people who live in a house: Be quiet, or
you’ll wake the whole house! 3 [C] a building used
for a particular purpose or to keep a particular thing
in: the Opera House | a hen house 4 [C] a) POLITICS one of the groups of people who make the laws
of a state or country: The President will speak to
both houses of Congress on Thursday. b) the
House POLITICS the HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 5 [C] a company, especially one involved in
a particular area of business: America’s oldest publishing house 6 [C] the part of a theater where
people sit, or the people in it: There was a full
house (=every seat was full) at Friday’s performance. 7 be on the house (spoken) if drinks or
meals in a restaurant are on the house, they are
free 8 also house music [U] a type of modern
dance music [ORIGIN: Old English hus]
house2 /haUz/ v. [T] 1 to provide someone with a
place to live: More than 150,000 prisoners are
housed in 32 prisons. 2 if a building houses
something, that thing is kept there
'house ar"rest n. be under house arrest to not
be allowed to leave your house by the government
or police
house·bound /'haUsbaUnd/ adj. not able to
leave your house, especially because you are sick
or old
house·bro·ken /'haUs"broUk@n/ adj. a pet animal that is housebroken has been trained not to
make the house dirty with its URINE or other body
waste
house·hold1 /'haUshoUld, 'haUsoUld/ n. [C] all
the people who live together in one house
household2 adj. 1 relating to taking care of a
house and the people in it: household chores 2 be
a household name/word to be famous or known
about by many people
house·keep·er /'haUs"kipø/ n. [C] someone

whose job is to do the cooking, cleaning, etc. in a
house or hotel
house·keep·ing /'haUs"kipIÎ/ n. [U] 1 the
work that needs to be done in a house, hotel, etc. to
keep it clean 2 the department in a large building
such as a hotel or hospital that is in charge of
keeping the building clean inside
"House of Repre'sentatives n. the House
of Representatives POLITICS the larger of the two
groups of people who are part of the government
and who make the laws in countries such as the
U.S. and Australia ➔ SENATE
house·plant /'haUsplænt/ n. [C] a plant that is
grown indoors for decoration
'house-sit v. [I] to take care of someone’s house
while s/he is away
house·wares /'haUswErz/ n. [plural] things used
in the home, such as plates and lamps
house·warm·ing /'haUs"wOrmIÎ/ n. [C] a party
that you give to celebrate moving into a new house
house·wife /'haUswaIf/ n. (plural housewives
/-waIvz/) [C] a married woman who works at
home doing the cooking, cleaning, etc. ➔ HOMEMAKER

house·work /'haUswøk/ n. [U] the work that

you do to take care of a house, for example cleaning and washing clothes ➔ HOMEWORK
hous·ing /'haUzIÎ/ n. 1 [U] the buildings that
people live in: affordable housing 2 [U] the work
of providing houses for people to live in: a housing
program 3 [C] a protective cover for a machine:
the engine housing
'housing de"velopment n. [C] a number of
houses built in the same area at the same time,
usually in a similar style
'housing "project n. [C] a group of houses or
apartments for poor families, usually built with
money from the government
hov·el /'höv@l, 'hA-/ n. [C] (literary) a small dirty
place where someone lives
hov·er /'hövø/ v. [I] 1 if a bird, insect, or HELICOPTER hovers, it stays in one place in the air 2 to
stay in the same place, especially because you are
waiting for something: Her family hovered at her
bedside. 3 to stay close to a particular amount:
The temperature hovered just above freezing.
how /haU/ adv., conjunction 1 used in order to ask
about or explain the way something happens or is
done: How do you spell your name? | Martin
explained how the system worked. | The advisor can
show you how to apply for the loan. 2 used in
order to ask about the amount, size, or degree of
something: How old is Debbie? | How long have
you been here? | How much are the tickets? (=what
do they cost) 3 used in order to ask about someone’s health: How is your mother these
days? 4 used in order to ask someone about his/
her opinion or his/her experience of something:
“How do I look?” “Great!” | How was your
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vacation? 5 used in order to ask what someone or hud·dle /'hödl/ v. [I] 1 also huddle
something looks like, behaves like, or the way together/up if a group of people huddle together,
something is expressed: How does that song go? | they gather very closely together: A group of
How does she act with other children? 6 used reporters were huddled around the door. 2 to lie
before an adjective or adverb to emphasize it: How or sit with your arms and legs close to your body
odd that they didn’t tell anyone they were leaving.
because you are cold or frightened: Rosie huddled
under the blankets. —huddle n. [C]
SPOKEN PHRASES
7 how are you?/how’s it going?/how are you hue /hyu/ n. [C] (literary) a color or type of color
doing? used when asking if someone is well and ➔ SHADE : a golden hue
happy: So, how’s it going at work? 8 how about huff1 /höf/ n. in a huff feeling angry: Ray left in a
...? used when making a suggestion about what to huff.
do: I’m busy tonight, but how about tomor2
row? 9 how come? used when asking why huff v. (informal) huff and puff to breathe out in a
something has happened SYN why: How come you noisy way, especially because you have been doing
didn’t tell me this before? 10 how do you physical work
know? used when asking why someone is sure huff·y /'höfi/ adj. (informal) annoyed or slightly
about something: “He’s not back yet.” “How do angry: Don’t get huffy with me.
you know?” 11 how can/could sb do sth? said hug1 /hög/ v. (hugged, hugging) [T] 1 to put your
when you are very surprised by something or dis- arms around someone and hold him/her tightly to
approve strongly of it: How could you say that to show love or friendship: Hug your children.
her? 12 how do you do? (formal) said when you
THESAURUS
meet someone for the first time

how·dy /'haUdi/ (spoken, informal, humorous) used

H

embrace – to put your arms around someone

and hold him/her in a caring way: Jason warmly

embraced his son.
in order to say “hello” in an informal, usually
cuddle – to put your arms around someone or
humorous way
something as a sign of love: Dawn and her
how·ev·er1 /haU'Evø/ adv. 1 used in order to
boyfriend were cuddling on the sofa.
add an idea or fact that is surprising or seems very
hold – to have something firmly in your hands or
different from what you have just said: It is a
arms: She held the baby in her arms.
serious disease that is, however, easy to treat. ➔
wrap your arms around sb – to hold
ALTHOUGH 2 used in order to say that it does not
someone in a loving way by putting your arms
matter how big, good, serious, etc. something is
around his or her body: I wrapped my arms
because it will not change a situation in any way:
around my daughter as she cried.
However difficult it is for you to accept, it is the
truth.
2 to move along the side, edge, top, etc. of somehowever2 conjunction in whatever way: However thing, staying very close to it: A boat was hugging
the coast.
you do it, I’m sure it will be good.
2
howl /haUl/ v. [I] 1 to make a long loud crying hug n. [C] the act of hugging: Give me a hug.
sound like a dog or a WOLF ➔ BARK 2 if the wind huge /hyudZ/ adj. very big: Their house is huge. |
howls, it makes a loud high sound as it blows 3 to a huge problem —hugely adv.
make a loud shouting or crying sound: The jokes
THESAURUS
big, large, enormous, vast,
had the audience howling with laughter. —howl
n. [C]

gigantic, massive, immense, colossal ➔ BIG

HQ the abbreviation of HEADQUARTERS
huh /hö/ interjection 1 said when you have not
hr. (plural hrs.) the written abbreviation of HOUR
heard or understood a question: “What do you
HTML n. [U] IT hypertext markup language a think, Bob?” “Huh?” 2 said at the end of a

computer language used to make documents that question to ask for
agreement: Not a bad
can be put on the Internet ➔ SGML , XML
restaurant, huh?
hub /höb/ n. [C] 1 the central part of an area,
hulk
/hölk/ n. [C] 1 an
system, etc. that all the other parts are connected to:
the hub of a transit system 2 the central part of a old ship, airplane, or
vehicle that is no longer
wheel
used 2 a large heavy
hub·bub /'höböb/ n. [singular, U] (informal) 1 the person or thing
noise of a lot of people all talking at the same
hull /höl/ n. [C] the
time 2 a situation in which there is a lot of activity
main outer structure or
or excitement: the hubbub surrounding the trial
body of a ship
hub·cap /'höbkæp/ n. [C] a metal cover for the hul·la·ba·loo
center of a wheel on a vehicle
/'höl@b@"lu,
hu·bris /'hyubrIs/ n. [U] (literary) too much PRIDE "höl@b@'lu/ n. [singular,
(=pleasure in what you have achieved)
U] (informal) a lot of noise, excited talk, newspaper
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stories, etc., especially about something surprising
or shocking: There’s always so much hullabaloo
about the Olympics.
hum /höm/ v. (hummed, humming) 1 [I,T] to
sing a tune by making a continuous sound with
your lips closed: Mrs. Garner hummed while she
worked. 2 [I] to make a low continuous sound: Air
conditioners hummed in the windows. 3 [I] if a
place is humming, it is very busy and full of
activity —hum n. [singular]
hu·man1 /'hyum@n/ adj. 1 belonging to or relating to people: human behavior | the different cell
types in the human body | Viruses are too small to
be seen by the human eye. | NASA said the accident was a result of human error (=a mistake made
by a person, not a machine). | the value of human
life 2 human weaknesses, emotions, etc. are typical of ordinary people ➔ INHUMAN : The movie
shows us human nature (=the good and bad qualities that are typical of people) at its best and
worst. 3 sb is only human used in order to say
that someone should not be blamed for what s/he
has done 4 human interest a quality that makes
a story interesting because it is about people’s lives,
feelings, relationships, etc. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
French humain, from Latin humanus]
human2 also human being n. [C] a man,
woman, or child
hu·mane /hyu'meIn/ adj. treating people or animals in a way that is kind, not cruel ANT inhumane —humanely adv.
hu·man·ism /'hyum@"nIz@m/ n. [U] the belief
that human problems can be solved through science
rather than religion —humanist n. [C]
—humanistic /"hyum@'nIstIkX/ adj.
hu·man·i·tar·i·an /hyu"mæn@'tEri@n/ adj. [only
before noun] concerned with improving bad living
conditions and preventing unfair treatment of
people: Humanitarian aid/relief/assistance is
flowing into the country. —humanitarian n. [C]
—humanitarianism n. [U]
hu·man·i·ty /hyu'mæn@Ôi/ n. 1 [U] people in
general ➔ HUMANKIND : Pollution poses a danger to
humanity. 2 [U] kindness, respect, and sympathy
toward other people ANT inhumanity: a man of
great humanity 3 the humanities [plural] subjects you study that are related to literature, history,
art, etc. rather than mathematics or science 4 [U]
the state of being human
hu·man·ize /'hyum@"naIz/ v. [T] to make a system more pleasant for people: The changes should
help to humanize the prison.
hu·man·kind /'hyum@n"kaInd/ n. [U] people in
general SYN mankind ➔ HUMANITY
THESAURUS
MAN 1

man, mankind, people ➔

hu·man·ly /'hyum@nli/ adv. humanly possible
able to be done using all your skills, knowledge,
time, etc.: The doctors did everything humanly
possible to save his life.

"human 'race n. the human race all people,
considered as a single group

"human 'resources n. [U] the department in a

company that deals with employing, training, and
helping people SYN personnel
"human 'rights n. [plural] the basic rights that
every person should have to be treated in a fair
equal way without cruelty, especially by his/her
government
hum·ble1 /'hömb@l/ adj. 1 (approving) not considering yourself or your ideas to be as important as
other people’s ANT proud ➔ HUMILITY : a quiet,
humble man 2 relating to a low social class or
position: The senator talked about his humble
beginnings/background on a farm in Iowa. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French, Latin humilis
“low, humble,” from humus “earth”] —humbly
adv.

humble2 v. [T] to make someone realize that s/he

is not as important, good, kind, etc. as s/he thought:
The team was humbled by a surprise defeat.
—humbling adj.
hum·drum /'hömdröm/ adj. boring, ordinary,
and having very little variety: a humdrum job
THESAURUS
boring, dull, tedious, not
(very/that/all that) interesting, monotonous ➔
BORING

hu·mer·us /'hyum@r@s/ n. (plural humeri /-raI/)

[C] BIOLOGY the bone between your shoulder and

elbow

hu·mid /'hyumId/ adj. if the weather is humid, the

air feels warm and wet: Summers here are hot and
humid. ➔ HOT ➔ DAMP
hu·mid·i·fier /hyu'mId@"faIø/ n. [C] a machine
that makes the air in a room less dry —humidify v.
[T]

hu·mid·i·ty /hyu'mId@Ôi/ n. [U] the amount of

water that is contained in the air: Atlanta is known
for its heat and high humidity during the summer.
hu·mil·i·ate /hyu'mIli"eIt/ v. [T] to make someone feel ashamed or stupid, especially when other
people are present ➔ EMBARRASS : Her husband
abused and humiliated her. —humiliated adj.
—humiliation /hyu"mIli'eIS@n/ n. [C,U]
hu·mil·i·at·ing /hyu'mIli"eIÔIÎ/ adj. making you
feel ashamed or embarrassed: a humiliating defeat
at the polls
hu·mil·i·ty /hyu'mIl@Ôi/ n. [U] (approving) the
quality of not being too proud about yourself
hu·mor1 /'hyumø/ n. [U] 1 the ability to laugh at
things and think that they are funny, or funny things
you say that show you have this ability: She has a
great sense of humor. | Allen’s dry/black/wry
humor (=humor with a particular quality) 2 the
quality in something that makes it funny and makes
people laugh: a novel full of humor and intelligence 3 good humor a happy friendly attitude to
people and events
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humor2 v. [T] to do what someone wants so that hunger2 v.
s/he will not become angry or upset: Just humor me
and listen, please.

hunger for sth phr. v. to want something very

much

hu·mor·ist /'hyum@rIst/ n. [C] someone, espe- 'hunger strike n. [C] a situation in which somecially a writer, who tells jokes and funny stories

hu·mor·less /'hyumølIs/ adj. (disapproving) too
serious and not able to laugh at things that are
funny

hu·mor·ous /'hyum@r@s/ adj. funny and enjoyable: a humorous
—humorously adv.

look

at

relationships

THESAURUS
funny, witty, amusing,
comical ➔ FUNNY 1

hump /hömp/ n. [C] 1 a raised part on the back of

a person or animal: a camel’s hump 2 a round
shape that rises above a surface: Do you see that
big hump of rock sticking out of the prairie? 3 be
over the hump to have finished the most difficult
part of something

hunch1 /höntS/ n. [C] a feeling that something is

true or that something will happen: My hunch is
that things will improve soon. | I had a hunch
you’d call today.

hunch2 v. [I] to bend down and lean forward so

H

that your back forms a curve: Employees were
hunched over their computer screens.
—hunched adj.

hunch·back /'höntSbæk/ n. [C] (offensive) someone who has a large HUMP on his/her back

hun·dred1 /'höndrId/ number 1 100: a hundred

years | two hundred miles 2 a very large number
of things or people: Hundreds of people marched
in protest. | You’ve seen that program a hundred
times! 3 a/one hundred percent completely: I
agree one hundred percent. 4 give a hundred
percent to do everything you can in order to
achieve something: Everyone on the team gave a
hundred percent. [ORIGIN: Old English]
—hundredth /'höndrIdθ/ number

hundred2 n. [C] a piece of paper money worth
$100

hun·dred·weight

/'höndrId"weIt/ (written
abbreviation cwt) n. (plural hundredweight) [C] a

measure of weight equal to 100 pounds or 45.36
kilograms

hung /höÎ/ v. the past tense and past participle of
HANG

hun·ger1 /'höÎgø/ n. 1 [U] the feeling that you
want or need to eat ➔ HUNGRY , THIRSTY : He had
hunger pangs (=feelings of being hungry) from
missing lunch. c Don’t say “I have hunger.” Say “I
am hungry.” b 2 [U] a severe lack of food, especially for a long period of time SYN starvation:
People were dying of hunger. 3 [singular, U] a
strong need or desire for something: a hunger for
power

one refuses to eat, in order to protest about something
"hung 'jury n. [C usually singular] a JURY that
cannot agree about whether someone is guilty of a
crime
"hung 'over adj. feeling sick because you drank
too much alcohol the previous day ➔ HANGOVER
hun·gry /'höÎgri/ adj. (comparative hungrier,
superlative hungriest) 1 wanting to eat something
➔ HUNGER , THIRST : When’s dinner? I’m hungry. | If
you get hungry, there’s some turkey in the
fridge. 2 go hungry to not have enough food to
eat: Despite our country’s wealth, many poor families still go hungry. 3 be hungry for sth to want
something very much: She was a lonely child who
was hungry for a friend. —hungrily adv.
"hung 'up adj. (informal) worrying too much about
someone or something: Let’s not get hung up on
the details here.
hunk /höÎk/ n. [C] 1 a thick piece of something
that has been taken from a bigger piece: a hunk of
bread 2 (informal) an attractive man who has a
strong body
hun·ker /'höÎkø/ v.
hunker down phr. v. 1 (informal) to not do things
that may be risky, so that you are safe and protected: People are hunkering down and waiting for
the economy to get better. 2 to bend your knees so
that you are sitting on your heels, close to the
ground SYN squat
hunt1 /hönt/ v. [I,T] 1 to chase animals or birds in
order to catch and kill them: This isn’t the season
for hunting deer. 2 to look for someone or something very carefully: She was hunting for the
perfect wedding gown. [ORIGIN: Old English
huntian]
hunt sb/sth ↔ down phr. v. to find an enemy or
criminal after searching hard: The agency was created to hunt down war criminals.
hunt2 n. [C] 1 a careful search for someone or
something: The hunt for the missing child continues today. 2 an occasion when people chase animals in order to catch or kill them
hunt·er /'hönôø/ n. [C] 1 a person or animal that
hunts wild animals 2 someone who is looking for
a particular thing: job hunters
"hunter-'gatherer n. [C] SOCIAL SCIENCE a member of a society who live by hunting animals and
collecting wild plants
hunt·ing /'hönôIÎ/ n. [U] 1 the act of chasing
animals in order to catch or kill them: Ed’s going to
go deer hunting next weekend. 2 job-hunting/
house-hunting etc. the activity of looking for a
job, a house to live in, etc. —hunting adj.
hur·dle1 /'hødl/ n. [C] 1 a problem or difficulty
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that you must deal with before you can achieve
something: The drug has cleared the final hurdle
for FDA approval. 2 a type of small fence that a
person or a horse jumps over during a race
hurdle2 v. [T] to jump over something while you
are running —hurdler n. [C]
THESAURUS

➔ JUMP 1

jump, skip, hop, leap, vault

hurl /høl/ v. 1 [T] to throw something using a lot

of force: He hurled a brick through/out the window.
THESAURUS

➔ THROW 1

throw, toss, chuck, fling, lob

2 hurl insults/abuse etc. at sb to shout at
someone in a loud and angry way 3 [I] (spoken,
humorous) to VOMIT
hur·ray /h@'reI, hU'reI/ also hur·rah /hU'rA/
interjection HOORAY

hur·ri·cane /'høI"keIn, 'hör-/ n. [C] a severe
tropical storm that forms over the Atlantic Ocean at
the end of summer and beginning of fall, with very
strong winds of at least 74 miles per hour ➔ TORNADO [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Spanish huracán,
from Taino (a Caribbean language) hurakán]
THESAURUS

wind, gale, storm, tornado,

typhoon ➔ WIND 1

hur·ried /'høid, 'hörid/ adj. done more quickly

than usual: We ate a hurried breakfast.
—hurriedly adv.
hur·ry1 /'høi, 'höri/ v. (hurried, hurries) [I,T] to
do something or go somewhere more quickly than
usual, or to make someone or something do this
SYN rush: Students hurried across/around etc.
campus. | The girls hurried home to tell their
parents. | I spend so much time hurrying the kids
to/from activities.
THESAURUS
RUSH 1

rush, race, dash, hasten ➔

hurry up phr. v. 1 to do something or move

somewhere more quickly: I wish the bus would
hurry up and get here. | Hurry up! (=said when you
want someone to hurry) We’re going to be
late! 2 hurry sb/sth up to make someone do
something more quickly, or to make something
happen more quickly
hurry2 n. 1 be in a hurry to need to do something, go somewhere, etc. more quickly than usual:
Why is she in such a hurry? | He was in a hurry to
get to town. 2 (there’s) no hurry (spoken) said in
order to tell someone that s/he does not have to do
something quickly or soon: Relax, there’s no
hurry. 3 not be in any hurry/be in no hurry to
be able to wait because you have a lot of time in
which to do something: Take your time; I’m not in
any hurry. 4 what’s (all) the hurry? (spoken)
said when you think someone is doing something
too quickly

hurt1 /høt/ v. (past tense and past participle
hurt) 1 [T] to injure yourself or someone else: She

hurt her knee playing volleyball. | Did you hurt
yourself?
THESAURUS

Hurt and injure can mean the same, but hurt is

usually used when the damage to your body is
not very great: Alex fell and hurt his knee.
injure – used especially to say that someone has
been hurt in an accident: Three people were
seriously injured in the crash.
wound – to hurt someone using a weapon such
as a gun or knife: The gunman killed two people
and wounded six others.
maim (formal) – to injure someone very
seriously and often permanently: People are killed
or maimed every day in the war.
break – to damage a bone in your body
bruise – to get a dark mark on your skin after
part of your body has hit against something hard
sprain/twist – to damage a joint in your body
by suddenly twisting it
strain/pull – to hurt one of your muscles by
stretching it or using it too much
dislocate – to move a bone out of its normal
position in a joint

2 [I,T] to feel pain or cause pain in a part of your
body: My stomach hurts. | It hurts my knees to run.
THESAURUS

ache – to feel a continuous pain: My back was

aching.
throb – if a part of your body throbs, you get a
regular feeling of pain in it: My throat was dry
and my head was throbbing.
sting – to feel a sudden sharp pain in your eyes,
throat, or skin, or to make someone feel this: The
antiseptic might sting a little
smart – to hurt with a stinging pain: The smoke
made my eyes smart.
pinch – if something you are wearing pinches
you, it is too tight and presses painfully on your
skin: These shoes pinch my toes. ➔ PAINFUL

3 [I,T] to make someone feel very upset or unhappy:
I’m sorry, I didn’t mean to hurt your feelings. 4 [T] to have a bad effect on someone or
something: The loss hurts the team’s chances of
getting to the playoffs. 5 it won’t/doesn’t hurt
to do sth (spoken) said when you think someone
should do something or something is a good idea: It
won’t hurt him to clean his room. 6 be hurting
(informal) to feel upset or unhappy about something
—hurt n. [C,U]
hurt2 adj. 1 suffering pain or injury: It’s okay,
nobody got hurt. | Kerry was badly/seriously/
slightly hurt in a skiing accident. 2 very upset or
unhappy: Debra felt hurt and betrayed. c You say
“seriously/badly/slightly hurt” about an injury, but
“very hurt” when someone upsets you. b
hurt·ful /'høtf@l/ adj. making you feel upset or
unhappy
hur·tle /'høÔl/ v. [I] to move or fall very fast

H

husband
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hus·band /'hözb@nd/ n. [C] the man that a hy·dro·car·bon /"haIdroU'kArb@n/ n. [C usually

H

woman is married to ➔ WIFE : I’d like you to meet
my husband Leon. [ORIGIN: Old English husbonda, from Old Norse, from hus “house” +
bondi “someone who lives in a house”]
hush1 /höS/ v. [I] (spoken) said in order to tell
someone to be quiet, or to comfort a child who is
crying
hush sth ↔ up phr. v. to prevent people from
knowing about something dishonest: The senator
denied that he had tried to hush up the story.
hush2 n. [singular] a peaceful silence: A hush fell
over the room (=everyone suddenly became quiet).
hushed /höSt/ adj. quiet: They were speaking in
hushed tones.
"hush-'hush adj. (informal) secret: The whole
project was very hush-hush.
husk /hösk/ n. [C] the dry outer part of some
grains, nuts, corn, etc.
husk·y1 /'höski/ adj. 1 a husky voice is deep and
sounds rough 2 a husky boy or man is big and
strong
husky2 n. (plural huskies) [C] a dog with thick
hair, often used for pulling SLED s over snow
hus·tle1 /'hös@l/ v. 1 [T] to make someone move
quickly, often by pushing him/her: Jackson was
hustled into his car by bodyguards. 2 [I] to hurry
in doing something or going somewhere: Come on,
you guys! Let’s hustle! 3 [I,T] (informal) to cheat
someone in order to get money
hustle2 n. 1 hustle and bustle busy and noisy
activity 2 [U] (informal) energy and determination
in doing an activity: She’s a good worker with a lot
of hustle. 3 [C] (informal) a way of getting money
that is illegal and dishonest
hus·tler /'höslø/ n. [C] someone who gets money
in a way that is illegal and dishonest
hut /höt/ n. [C] a small wooden building with only
one or two rooms
hutch /hötS/ n. [C] 1 a small wooden box in
which you can keep rabbits 2 a piece of furniture
used for storing and showing dishes
hwy. the written abbreviation of HIGHWAY
hy·brid /'haIbrId/ n. [C] BIOLOGY 1 an animal or
plant that is produced from parents of different
breeds or types 2 something that is a mixture of
two or more things: The book is a hybrid of fantasy
and satire. —hybrid adj.: hybrid seed corn
hy·brid·i·za·tion /"haIbrId@'zeIS@n/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a process in which a hybrid plant or animal is
made —hybridize /'haIbr@"daIz/ v. [I,T]
hy·drant /'haIdr@nt/ n. [C] a FIRE HYDRANT
hy·drau·lic /haI'drOlIk/ adj. moved or operated
by the pressure of water or other liquids: hydraulic
brakes —hydraulically adv.
hy·drau·lics /haI'drOlIks/ n. [U] PHYSICS the
study of how to use water pressure to produce
power

plural] CHEMISTRY a chemical compound that consists

only of hydrogen and

CARBON ,

such as coal or

NATURAL GAS

hy·dro·e·lec·tric /"haIdroUI'lEktrIk/ adj. PHYSICS

using water power to produce electricity
—hydroelectricity /"haIdroUIlEk'trIs@Ôi/ n.
[U]: Large hydroelectric dams generate most of the
country’s hydroelectricity.
hy·dro·gen /'haIdr@dZ@n/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY (symbol H) a gas that is an ELEMENT and is lighter than
air, and that forms water when it combines with
oxygen [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 French hydrogène,
from hydro- “water” + -gène “producing;”
because it produces water when it is burned]
"hydrogen per'oxide n. [U] CHEMISTRY a chemical liquid used for killing BACTERIA and for making hair and other substances lighter in color
hy·dro·plane /'haIdr@"pleIn/ v. [I] if a car
hydroplanes, it slides on a wet road
hy·dro·ther·mal vent /"haIdroU"θøm@l
'vEnt/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES an opening in the
ground at the bottom of the ocean, from which very
hot water containing a lot of minerals is sent out
with a lot of force
hy·drox·ide /haI'drAksaId/ n. [C] CHEMISTRY a
chemical compound that contains one oxygen atom
combined with one HYDROGEN atom
hy"droxide 'ion n. [C] CHEMISTRY a negative ION
which has one oxygen atom and one HYDROGEN
atom
hy·e·na /haI'in@/ n. [C] a wild animal like a dog
that makes a loud sound like a laugh
hy·giene /'haIdZin/ n. [U] the practice of keeping
yourself and the things around you clean in order to
prevent diseases: The rules help to ensure good
hygiene in school kitchens. | Good eating habits
and personal hygiene (=keeping your body clean)
can prevent infections. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
French hygène, from Greek hygieina, from
hygies “healthy”]
hy·gi·en·ic /haI'dZEnIk, -'dZinIk/ adj. clean and
likely to prevent diseases from spreading
hy·gro·scop·ic /"haIgr@'skApIkX/ adj. CHEMISTRY hygroscopic salts and other compounds are able
or likely to take in water easily from the surrounding air
hymn /hIm/ n. [C] a song of praise to God [ORIGIN: 800—900 Latin hymnus “song of praise,”
from Greek hymnos]
hym·nal /'hImn@l/ n. [C] a book of hymns
hype1 /haIp/ n. [U] attempts to make people think
something is good or important by talking about it
a lot on television, the radio, etc.: The movie looks
like it’ll be good, but there is so much media hype
around it!
hype2 also hype up v. [T] to try to make people
think something is good or important by advertising or talking about it a lot on television, the radio,
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etc.: The mayor’s speech has been hyped for weeks.
THESAURUS

advertise, promote, market,
publicize, plug ➔ ADVERTISE

"hyped 'up adj. (informal) very excited or anxious

about something: They’re all hyped up about getting into the playoffs.
hy·per /'haIpø/ adj. (informal) extremely excited or
nervous
hy·per·ac·tive /"haIpø'æktIv/ adj. someone,
especially a child, who is hyperactive is too active,
and not able to keep still or quiet for very long
—hyperactivity /"haIpøæk'tIv@Ôi/ n. [U]
THESAURUS

energetic, vigorous, full of
energy, dynamic, lively ➔ ENERGETIC

hy·per·bo·la /haI'pøb@l@/ n. [C]

repeated 2 relating to hypnosis: He was in a hypnotic trance. —hypnotically adv.

hyp·no·tize /'hIpn@"taIz/ v. [T] to produce a

sleep-like state in someone, so that you can influence his/her thoughts or actions —hypnotism
/'hIpn@"tIz@m/ n. [U] —hypnotist /'hIpn@tIst/

n. [C]

hy·po·chon·dri·ac /"haIp@'kAndri"æk/ n. [C]

someone who worries all the time about his/her
health, even when s/he is not sick
—hypochondriac
adj.
—hypochondria
/"haIp@'kAndri@/ n. [U]

hy·poc·ri·sy /hI'pAkr@si/ n. [U] (disapproving)
the act of saying you have particular beliefs, feelings, etc., but behaving in a way that shows you do
not really have these beliefs or feelings [ORIGIN:
1100—1200 Old French ypocrisie, from Greek
hypokrisis “act of playing a part on stage,
hypocrisy”]

MATH a pair of
curved lines formed by a PLANE (=flat surface)
crossing two CONE s, so that the difference of the
distances between two fixed points inside the
curves to any point on the curves is always the same
➔ CONIC SECTION —hyperbolic /"haIpø'bAlIk/

hyp·o·crite /'hIp@"krIt/ n. [C] (disapproving)

hy·per·bo·le /haI'pøb@li/ n. [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS

hy·po·der·mic /"haIp@'dømIkX/ also hypo-

adj

a way of describing something by saying that it is
much bigger, smaller, heavier, etc. than it really is
hy·per·in·fla·tion /"haIpøIn'fleIS@n/ n. [U]
ECONOMICS a very fast rise in prices that seriously
damages a country’s ECONOMY
hy·per·link /'haIpø"lIÎk/ n. [C] IT a word or
picture on a WEBSITE or computer document that
will take you to another page or document if you
CLICK on it SYN link
hy·per·sen·si·tive /"haIpø'sEns@ÔIv/ adj. very
easily offended or upset
hy·per·ten·sion
/"haIpø'tEnS@n,
'haIpø"tEnS@n/ n. [U] a medical condition in
which someone’s BLOOD PRESSURE is too high
hy·per·ton·ic /"haIpø'tAnIk/ adj. CHEMISTRY a
hypertonic SOLUTION (=liquid with substances dissolved in it) contains more of a SOLUTE (=substance that is dissolved) than another solution that
you are comparing it to ➔ HYPOTONIC
hy·per·ven·ti·late /"haIpø'vEnôl"eIt/ v. [I] to
breathe too quickly because you are very excited or
upset

hy·phen /'haIf@n/ n. [C] a mark (-) used in writing to join words or parts of words

hy·phen·ate /'haIf@"neIt/ v. [T] to join words or
parts of words with a hyphen —hyphenated adj.
—hyphenation /"haIf@'neIS@n/ n. [U]

hyp·no·sis /hIp'noUsIs/ n. [U] a state similar to
sleep, in which someone’s thoughts and actions can
be influenced by someone else ➔ HYPNOTIZE : He
remembered details of the crime under hypnosis.

hyp·not·ic /hIp'nAÔIk/ adj. 1 making someone
feel tired, especially because sound or movement is

someone who pretends to believe something or
behave in a good way when really s/he does not
—hypocritical /"hIp@'krIÔIk@l/ adj.

dermic needle n. [C] an instrument with a hollow needle used for putting drugs into someone’s
body through the skin ➔ SYRINGE —hypodermic
adj.

hy·pot·e·nuse /haI'pAt§n-us/ n. [C]
longest side of a

TRIANGLE

MATH the
RIGHT

that has a

ANGLE

hy·po·thal·a·mus /"haIpoU'θæl@m@s/ n. (plural
hypothalami /-l@maI/) [C] BIOLOGY a small part of

the brain that controls the temperature of your
body, your desire for food and drink, and your need
for sleep ➔ see picture at BRAIN 1

hy·po·ther·mi·a /"haIp@'θømi@/ n. [U] a serious medical condition in which someone’s body
temperature becomes very low, caused by extreme
cold

hy·poth·e·sis /haI'pAθ@sIs/

Ac
n. (plural
hypotheses /-θ@siz/) [C] 1 SCIENCE an idea that is

suggested as an explanation of something, but that
has not yet been proven to be true ➔ THEORY :
research that supports this hypothesis
THESAURUS

idea, concept, theory ➔ IDEA

2 ENG. LANG. ARTS the idea that follows “if” or
“unless” in a CONDITIONAL sentence (=sentence
that expresses an idea, fact, etc. that causes something else to be true) [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Greek
hypotithenai “to put under”] —hypothesize
/haI'pAθ@"saIz/ v. [T]

hy·po·thet·i·cal /"haIp@'θEÔIk@l/

Ac

adj.

based on a situation that is not real, but that might
happen SYN theoretical: This is a hypothetical
story that illustrates the difference in how rich and
poor people are treated. —hypothetically adv.

H

hypotonic
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hy·po·ton·ic /"haIpoU'tAnIk/ adj.

BIOLOGY a
hypotonic SOLUTION (=liquid with substances dissolved in it) contains less of a SOLUTE (=substance
that is dissolved) than another solution that you are
comparing it to ➔ HYPERTONIC
hys·ter·ec·to·my /"hIst@'rEkt@mi/ n. (plural
hysterectomies) [C] a medical operation to
remove a woman’s UTERUS
hys·ter·i·a /hI'stEri@, -'stIri@/ n. [U] extreme
excitement, anger, fear, etc. that you cannot control:
News stories like these could cause mass hysteria.
[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 hysteric “hysterical”
(17—20 centuries), from Greek hystera
“uterus;” because it was believed hysteria was
caused by the uterus]
hys·ter·i·cal /hI'stErIk@l/ adj. 1 (informal)
extremely funny: a hysterical comedy act

THESAURUS

funny, hilarious, amusing,

humorous ➔ FUNNY 1

2 unable to control your behavior or emotions
because you are very upset, afraid, excited, etc.:
Don’t tell Rob – he’ll just get hysterical.
—hysterically adv.

hys·ter·ics /hI'stErIks/ n. [plural] 1 a state of

I

i·am·bic

pen·tam·e·ter
/aI"æmbIk
pEn'tæm@Ôø/ n. [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS a common
RHYTHM (=pattern of beats) used in English poetry,
in which each line consists of five iambs. It was
used more commonly in the past than it is today.

ice1 /aIs/ n. 1 [U] water that has frozen into a

solid: Do you want some ice in your drink? |
There’s too much ice and snow on the
roads. 2 break the ice to begin to be friendly to
someone by talking to him/her: Stan tried to break
the ice by asking her where she was from. [ORIGIN:
Old English is]

ice2 v. [T] 1 to put ice on a part of your body that
is injured 2

FROST

ice over/up phr. v. to become covered with ice:

The lake iced over during the night.

'ice age n. 1 [C] EARTH SCIENCES one of the periods

in the Earth’s history when temperatures were very
cold and ice covered large parts of the Earth’s
surface 2 the Ice Age HISTORY the most recent ice
age, which happened thousands of years ago, when
ice covered most northern countries

ice·berg /'aIsbøg/ n. [C] an extremely large piece

of ice floating in the ocean ➔ tip of the iceberg
at TIP 1

being unable to control your behavior or emotions
because you are very upset, afraid, excited, etc.: As ice·break·er /'aIs"breIkø/ n. [C] 1 something
soon as she saw the rat she went into hyster- you say or do to make someone less nervous 2 a
ics. 2 be in hysterics (informal) to be unable to ship that can sail through ice
stop laughing: The audience was in hysterics.
'ice cap n. [C usually singular] EARTH SCIENCES an area
of thick ice that always covers the North and South
Hz PHYSICS the written abbreviation of HERTZ
Poles

"ice-'cold adj. extremely cold: ice-cold drinks
'ice cream n. [U] 1 a frozen sweet food made of

Ii

milk or cream and sugar, usually with fruit, nuts,
chocolate, etc. added to it: vanilla ice cream 2 [C]
a small amount of this food for one person

'ice cream "cone n. [C] a hard thin cookie
shaped like a CONE , with ice cream in it

I, i /aI/ 1 the ninth letter of the English alphabet 2 the number 1 in the system of
NUMERAL s

ROMAN

I /aI/ pron. used as the subject of a verb when you

'ice cube n. [C] a small block of ice that you put in
cold drinks

"iced 'coffee also "ice 'coffee n. [C,U] cold

coffee that is served with ice, milk, and sometimes
sugar, or a glass of this drink

are the person speaking: I saw Mike yesterday. | I’ve "iced 'tea also "ice 'tea n. [C,U] cold tea that is
been playing softball. | I’m thirsty. | My boyfriend served with ice and sometimes LEMON or sugar, or
and I went to Miami. c When you write or talk a glass of this drink
about yourself and another person, you should
always mention the other person first, so don’t say 'ice "hockey n. [U] HOCKEY ➔ see picture on page
A4
“I and my boyfriend... .’’ b
i number MATH an imaginary number that is equal to 'ice pack n. [C] a bag of ice used for keeping
something cold
the SQUARE ROOT of negative 1

'ice skate1 n. [C usually plural] one of two special
IA the written abbreviation of IOWA
boots with metal blades on the bottom that let you
i·amb /'aIæmb/ also i·am·bus /aI'æmb@s/ n. slide quickly on ice
(plural iambuses or iambi) [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
2
RHYTHM in poetry in which a word or SYLLABLE 'ice skate v. [I] to move along on ice for fun
that is not STRESS ed is followed by one that is
stressed, as in the word “alive”

wearing ice skates —ice skater n. [C] —ice
skating n. [U]

identical
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i·ci·cle /'aIsIk@l/ n. [C]

a thin pointed piece of
ice that hangs down
from something such as
a roof
ic·ing /'aIsIÎ/ n. [U] 1
FROSTING 2 sth is
(the) icing on the
cake used to say that
something makes a
good situation even better: Coe was delighted
to win the race, but
breaking the world
record was the icing on
the cake.
ick·y /'Iki/ adj. (spoken) very disgusting to look at,
taste, or feel: The soup tasted icky.
i·con /'aIkAn/ n. [C] 1 IT a small picture on a
computer screen that makes the computer do something when you CLICK on it with the
MOUSE 2 someone or something famous that
people think represents an important idea: The
peace symbol is an icon of the sixties. 3 a picture
or figure of a holy person: religious icons [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Latin, Greek eikon, from eikenai
“to be like”]
i·con·o·clast /aI'kAn@"klæst/ n. [C] someone
who attacks established ideas and traditional ways
of doing things
ic·y /'aIsi/ adj. (comparative icier, superlative iciest) 1 extremely cold: a burst of icy air
THESAURUS
cold, cool, chilly, frosty,
freezing (cold), bitter (cold), frigid ➔ COLD 1

2 covered in ice: an icy road 3 unfriendly and
frightening: an icy stare —icily adv. —iciness n.
[U]

I’d /aId/ 1 the short form of “I had”: I’d never met

Kurt before today. 2 the short form of “I would”:
I’d love to come!
ID1 n. [C,U] identification something that shows
your name, address, the date you were born, etc.,
usually with a photograph: Can I see your ID? |
Pete got into the club with a fake ID.
ID2 the written abbreviation of IDAHO
i·de·a /aI'di@/ n. 1 [C] a plan or suggestion that
someone thinks of: Braby got the idea for his book
from some old letters. | That sounds like a good/
great idea. | Ann thinks it’s a bad idea to go today. |
I have an idea – let’s get Dad a set of golf clubs.
THESAURUS

An idea that explains something
concept – someone’s general idea of what

something is like: our modern concept of love

theory – an idea or set of ideas that is intended
to explain something, especially in science:
Einstein’s theory of relativity
hypothesis – an idea that is suggested as an
explanation of something, but has not yet been

proven to be true: He carried out a series of
experiments in order to test his hypothesis.

Something you think of
thought – something that you think of, think

about, or remember: Erika had a sudden thought:
“Why don’t you come with me?”
inspiration – something or someone that
encourages you to do or produce something
good: People like Tara are an inspiration to us
all.

2 [C,U] understanding or knowledge of something:
The book gives you a pretty good idea of the basic
principles of law. | Can you give me a rough idea
of (=a not very exact description of) how much it
will cost? | I had no idea (=did not know at all)
what they were talking about. | I don’t have the
faintest idea (=I don’t know at all) what to get
Rachel for her birthday. 3 [C,U] the aim or purpose of doing something: The idea of the game is
to hit the ball into the holes. 4 [C] an opinion or
belief: Bill has some strange ideas about religion. |
I don’t want you to get the idea (=begin to believe)
that I look like this all the time.
i·de·al1 /aI'di@l/ adj. 1 being the best that something could possibly be: ideal weather conditions |
The beaches are ideal for evening strolls.
THESAURUS

perfect, just right ➔ PERFECT 1

2 perfect, but not likely to exist: In an ideal world,
no one would ever get sick.
ideal2 n. [C] 1 a principle or standard that you
would like to achieve: the ideal of perfect equality 2 a perfect example of something: current
ideals of beauty
i·de·al·ism /aI'di@"lIz@m/ n. [U] the belief that
you should live according to your high standards or
principles, even if it is difficult
i·de·al·ist·ic /"aIdi@'lIstIk/ adj. (approving)
believing in principles and high standards, even if
they cannot be achieved in real life: idealistic
young people —idealist /aI'di@lIst/ n. [C]
i·de·al·ize /aI'di@"laIz/ v. [T] to imagine or suggest that something is perfect or better than it really
is: The show idealizes family life. —idealized adj.
i·de·al·ly /aI'di@li/ adv. 1 [sentence adverb] in a
way that you would like things to be, even if it is
not possible: Ideally, I’d like to work at
home. 2 perfectly: The job is ideally suited to
Amy’s circumstances.
i·den·ti·cal /aI'dEnôIk@l, I-/ Ac adj. exactly the
same: The two pictures looked identical. | Jan’s
dress is identical to mine. | William and David are
identical twins (=two brothers or sisters who were
born together and look the same). [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 Medieval Latin identicus, from Late Latin
identitas,
from
Latin
idem
“same”]
—identically adv.
THESAURUS

➔ SIMILAR

similar, like, alike, matching

I

identifiable

i·den·ti·fi·a·ble /aI"dEnô@'faI@b@l, I-/

I
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Ac adj.

able to be recognized: The male birds are easily/
readily identifiable by their bright colors.
i·den·ti·fi·ca·tion /aI"dEnô@f@'keIS@n, I-/ Ac
n. [U] 1 official documents that prove who you
are: You can use a passport as identification. 2 the
act of recognizing someone or something: The
victim’s dental records were used in the identification process. | After identification of the child’s
learning problems, a program of help is developed. 3 a strong feeling that you are like someone
or something and share the qualities s/he or it has:
Freud discusses a child’s identification with his or
her mother.
i·den·ti·fy /aI'dEnô@"faI, I-/ Ac v. (identified,
identifies) [T] to recognize and name someone or
something: The victims were identified as John and
Louise Preston. | The tests help identify children
with reading problems. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
Late Latin identificare, from Latin idem
“same”]
identify with sb/sth phr. v. 1 identify with sb to
be able to share or understand the feelings of
someone else: It was easy to identify with the
novel’s main character. 2 be identified with
sb/sth to be closely connected with an idea or
organization: He will always be identified with the
Harry Potter movies.
i·den·ti·ty /aI'dEnô@Ôi, I-/ Ac n. (plural identities) 1 [C,U] who someone is: She refused to
reveal the identity of the killer. | All passengers
must provide proof of identity at check-in. 2 [U]
the qualities someone has that make him/her different from other people: Many people’s sense of
identity comes from their job. | America has always
had a strong sense of national identity. [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Late Latin identitas, from Latin
idem “same”]
i'dentity "theft also i'dentity "fraud n. [U] any
crime in which someone steals personal information about another person, for example his/her bank
account number, and uses this information to
deceive other people and get money or goods
i·de·o·log·i·cal /"aIdi@'lAdZIk@l, "Idi@-/ Ac
adj. based on a particular set of beliefs or ideas: the
movie’s ideological content —ideologically adv.
i·de·ol·o·gy /"aIdi'Al@dZi, "Idi-/ Ac n. (plural
ideologies) [C,U] a set of beliefs or ideas, especially political beliefs: Communist ideology

id·i·o·syn·cra·sy /"Idi@'sIÎkr@si/ n. (plural idiosyncrasies) [C] 1 an unusual habit or way of

behaving that someone has: Her husband is used to
her idiosyncrasies. 2 an unusual or unexpected
feature that something has: the idiosyncrasies of
English
spelling
—idiosyncratic
/"IdioUsIÎ'kræÔIk/ adj.
id·i·ot /'Idi@t/ n. [C] a stupid person, or someone
who has done something stupid: You idiot! What
did you say that for? —idiotic /"Idi'AÔIk/ adj.
i·dle1 /'aIdl/ adj. 1 not working or being used:
Many aircraft sat idle during the strike. 2 (oldfashioned) lazy
THESAURUS

slothful ➔ LAZY

lazy, indolent, shiftless, slack,

3 having no useful purpose: idle gossip
—idleness n. [U] —idly adv.
idle2 v. [I] if an engine idles, it runs slowly because
it is not doing much work
i·dol /'aIdl/ n. [C] 1 someone or something that
you admire very much: Janet was always my idol
when I was a kid. 2 an image or object that people
pray to as a god [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
French idole, from Greek eidolon “image, idol”]
THESAURUS

god, deity, divinity ➔ GOD

i·dol·a·try /aI'dAl@tri/ n. [U] 1 the practice of
idols 2 too much admiration for
someone or something: The fans’ admiration of her
seems to border on idolatry. —idolatrous adj.
i·dol·ize /'aIdl"aIz/ v. [T] to admire someone so
much that you think s/he is perfect: Susan idolizes
her mother.
WORSHIP ing

THESAURUS
ADMIRE

admire, worship, revere ➔

i·dyl·lic /aI'dIlIk/ adj. very happy and peaceful
i.e. /"aI 'i/ a written abbreviation used when you

want to explain the exact meaning of something
SYN that is: Transfer the text via the clipboard (i.e.
cut and paste).
if1 /If/ conjunction 1 used in order to talk about
something that might happen or that might have
happened: If I call her now, she should still be at
home. | If I get the job, I’ll move to New York. If
not, I’ll stay in Dallas. | The crew will work all
weekend if necessary. | I want to leave by 5 o’clock
id·i·o·cy /'Idi@si/ n. [U] something that is if possible. | We would’ve canceled the game if the
extremely stupid ➔ IDIOT
weather was too bad. c Don’t use the future tense
id·i·om /'Idi@m/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a group of with “will” in a clause beginning with “if.” b
words that have a special meaning that is very
THESAURUS
different from the ordinary meaning of the separate
as long as/provided that – only if you do
words [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French idiome,
something, or only if something happens: Hiking
from Greek idioma “personal way of expressing
in the mountains is safe, as long as you follow
yourself”] —idiomatic /"Idi@'mæÔIkX/ adj.: an
some basic rules.
idiomatic expression
THESAURUS

phrase, expression, cliché,
saying, proverb, maxim ➔ PHRASE 1

on condition that – only if someone agrees to
do something: They offered him the job on
condition that he moved to Chicago.
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unless – if something does not happen, or if

someone does not do something: You won’t pass
your final exams unless you study hard.
otherwise – used when saying that there will be
a bad result if someone does not do something,
or if something does not happen: He had better
hurry up, otherwise we’ll be late.
in case – in order to deal with something that
might happen: She did not think it would rain,
but she took her umbrella just in case.
whether or not – used when saying that it does
not matter if something happens or not, or if
something is true or not: Her comments are
always interesting, whether or not you agree with
what she says.

2 used in order to mean “whether,” when you are
asking or deciding something: Do you mind if I
close the door? | We really don’t know if there’s a
problem with the phone line. 3 used when you are
talking about something that always happens
SYN whenever: If I drink milk, I get a stomachache. 4 said when you are surprised, angry, or
upset because something has happened or is true:
I’m sorry if I upset you. 5 if I were you used in
order to give advice to someone: If I were you, I’d
call him instead of writing to him. ➔ even if at
EVEN 1, as if/though at AS , if only at ONLY 1

if2 n. [C] 1 a condition or possibility: There are

still too many ifs to know if this will succeed. |
Parry will start in Sunday’s game if he’s healthy –
but that’s a big if (=it is unlikely). 2 no ifs, ands,
or buts used to say that you want something done
quickly, without any disagreement
if·fy /'Ifi/ adj. (informal) an iffy situation is one in
which you do not know what will happen: The
weather looks iffy today.
ig·loo /'Iglu/ n. (plural igloos) [C] a round house
made from blocks of hard snow and ice [ORIGIN:
1800—1900 Inuit iglu “house”]

ig·ne·ous /'Igni@s/ adj.
rocks are formed from

EARTH SCIENCES igneous
LAVA (=hot liquid rock)

ig·nite /Ig'naIt/ v. (formal) 1 [T] to start a dangerous situation, angry argument, etc.: These actions
could ignite a civil war. 2 [I,T] to start burning, or
to make something do this: A spark caused fuel
vapors in the tank to ignite.

ig·ni·tion /Ig'nIS@n/ n. 1 [singular] the electrical
part of an engine in a car that makes it start
working: Put the key in the ignition. ➔
DRIVE 1 2 [U] (formal) the act of making something
start to burn

ig·no·min·i·ous /"Ign@'mIni@s/ adj. (formal)
making you feel ashamed or embarrassed: his ignominious failure —ignominiously adv.

ig·no·rance /'Ign@r@ns/

Ac n. [U] 1 (disapproving) lack of knowledge or information about

something: Many mistakes were caused by ignorance of/about the law. | I would have remained in
ignorance if Shaun hadn’t mentioned it. 2 ignorance is bliss used in order to say that if you do

not know about a problem, you cannot worry about
it
ig·no·rant /'Ign@r@nt/ Ac adj. (disapproving) not
knowing facts or information that you should
know: Many students seem ignorant of geography,
and can’t find even Canada on a map. | He was a
brutal ignorant man.
ig·nore /Ig'nOr/ Ac v. [T] to not pay any attention to someone or something: Jeannie ignored me
all night! | The school board has ignored our
complaints. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 French
ignorer “not to know,” from Latin, from ignarus
“not knowing, unknown”]
USAGE

ignore – to know about something but
deliberately not pay any attention to it: You must
not ignore other people’s feelings.
be ignorant of sth – to not know about
something: We were ignorant of the dangers
involved.

i·gua·na /I'gwAn@/ n. [C] a large tropical Ameri-

can LIZARD [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Spanish,
Arawakan (a group of South American languages) iwana]
IL the written abbreviation of ILLINOIS
I’ll /aIl/ the short form of “I will”: I’ll be there in a
minute.
ill1 /Il/ adj. 1 [not usually before noun] suffering from
a disease or not feeling well SYN sick ➔ ILLNESS :
The doctor said Patty was seriously/critically ill
(=extremely ill). | patients who are terminally ill
(=who are going to die from their illness) | Don’s
brother is mentally ill.
THESAURUS
sick, not very well, under the
weather, ailing, infirm ➔ SICK

2 [only before noun] bad or harmful: Has he suffered
any ill effects from the treatment? | Anita felt no ill
will (=unkind feelings) toward her ex-husband. |
Several prisoners complained of ill treatment. 3 ill
at ease nervous or embarrassed [ORIGIN: 1100—
1200 Old Norse illr]
ill2 adv. (formal) 1 badly or not enough: We were
ill-prepared for the cold weather. 2 sb can ill
afford (to do) sth used in order to say that you
cannot or should not do something because it
would make your situation more difficult: Congress
can ill afford to raise taxes so close to an election.
ill3 n. [C] (formal) a bad thing, especially a problem
or something that makes you worry: the social ills
caused by poverty
"ill-ad'vised adj. (formal) not sensible or not wise:
an ill-advised decision to change the law

il·le·gal1 /I'lig@l/
ANT

Ac adj. not allowed by the law
legal: Did you know it is illegal to park your

car here? | illegal immigrants/aliens in the U.S. |
illegal drugs —illegally adv.: Most of the software
had been illegally copied. —illegality /"IlI'gæl@Ôi/
n. [C,U]: the illegality of what he had done

I
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illegal2 also illegal immigrant/alien n. [C] il·lus·trate /'Il@"streIt/

I

Ac v. [T] 1 to explain
someone who comes into a country to live or work or make something clear by giving examples: The
without official permission
charts will help to illustrate this point. | The followil·leg·i·ble /I'lEdZ@b@l/ adj. difficult or impos- ing examples illustrate how the system works. 2 to
sible to read: His handwriting was completely illeg- draw, paint, etc. pictures for a book [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Latin, past participle of illustrare,
ible. —illegibly adv.
from lustrare “to make pure or bright”]
il·le·git·i·mate /"Il@'dZIÔ@mIt/ adj. (for- —illustrative /I'löstr@ÔIv, 'Il@"streIÔIv/ adj.: The
mal) 1 born to parents who are not married to each
calculations here are for illustrative purposes.
other: He admitted that he had an illegitimate
son. 2 not allowed by the rules or law: an illegiti- il·lus·tra·tion /"Il@'streIS@n/ Ac n. [C] 1 a
mate use of public money —illegitimacy picture in a book ➔ GRAPHIC, DIAGRAM : watercolor
illustrations
/"Il@'dZIÔ@m@si/ n. [U]
THESAURUS
"ill-e'quipped adj. not having the necessary
picture, sketch, painting,
equipment or skills for something: Many compasnapshot, portrait, cartoon, caricature ➔
1
nies are ill-equipped to survive in today’s economy.
PICTURE
"ill-'fated adj. unlucky and leading to serious prob- 2 an example that helps you understand something
lems or bad results: an ill-fated attempt to reach the or shows the truth of something: Saturday’s game
South Pole
provided a vivid illustration of how popular soccer
has become.
THESAURUS
unlucky, unfortunate,
inauspicious ➔ UNLUCKY
il·lus·tra·tor /'Il@"streIÔø/ n. [C] someone whose
job is to draw pictures for books, magazines, etc.
il·lic·it /I'lIsIt/ adj. not allowed by the law, or not il·lus·tri·ous /I'löstri@s/ adj. (formal) very
approved of by society, and kept secret: an illicit famous and admired by a lot of people
love affair | illicit drugs —illicitly adv.
il·lit·er·ate /I'lIÔ@rIt/ adj. not able to read or write I’m /aIm/ the short form of “I am”: I’m not sure
where he is. | Hi, I’m Tim, Ann’s brother.
—illiteracy /I'lIÔ@r@si/ n. [U]
im·age
/'ImIdZ/ Ac n. [C] 1 the opinion that
ill·ness /'IlnIs/ n. [C,U] a disease of the body or
mind, or the state of having a disease or sickness: people have about someone or something, espeMrs. Elms died Friday after a long illness. | The cially because of the way he, she, or it is shown on
research examines the connections between home- television, in newspapers, etc.: The mayor did not
lessness and mental illness. | a serious/chronic/ want to spoil his public image so close to the
election. | The party is trying to improve its image. |
terminal illness
We need to project the right image in our
THESAURUS
advertising. | We want to change the old image of
disease, sickness ➔ DISEASE
New York as an unfriendly city. 2 a picture that
you can see through a camera, on a television, in a
il·log·i·cal /I'lAdZIk@l/ Ac adj. not sensible or mirror, etc.: The baby was looking at his image in
reasonable ANT logical: The structure of your the mirror. | images of starving people on the news
report is completely illogical.
➔ PICTURE 1 3 a picture that you have in your
mind: She had a clear image of how he would look
"ill-'treat v. [T] to be cruel to a person or animal
in 20 years. 4 a word, picture, or phrase that
il·lu·mi·nate /I'lum@"neIt/ v. [T] to make a light describes an idea in a poem, book, movie, etc.: The
shine on something: Their faces were illuminated image of the river represents change. [ORIGIN:
by the candle on the table. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 1100—1200 Old French imagene, from Latin
Latin, past participle of illuminare, from lumen imago]
“light”] —illuminated adj.
im·age·ry /'ImIdZri/ Ac n. [U] the use of words,
il·lu·mi·nat·ing /I'lum@"neIÔIÎ/ adj. (formal) pictures, or phrases to describe ideas or actions in
making something easier to understand: an illumi- poems, books, movies, etc.: Some video games are
nating lecture
full of violent imagery.
il·lu·mi·na·tion /I"lum@'neIS@n/ n. [U] (formal) i·mag·i·na·ble /I'mædZ@n@b@l/ adj. able to be
the light provided by a lamp, fire, etc.
imagined: I had the worst/best day imaginable.
il·lu·sion /I'luZ@n/ n. [C] 1 something that seems i·mag·i·nar·y /I'mædZ@"nEri/ adj. not real, but
to be different from what it really is ➔ OPTICAL imagined ➔ IMAGINATIVE : Many children have
ILLUSION : Large mirrors gave the room an illusion
imaginary friends.
of space. 2 an idea or belief that is false: Terry is
"
maginary 'number n. [C] MATH any number
i
under the illusion that (=wrongly believes that)
he’s going to pass the test. | We have no illusions that can be written in the form bi, where i is the
about the hard work that lies ahead (=we know SQUARE ROOT of -1 and b is not zero ➔ COMPLEX
NUMBER
there will be a lot of hard work).
il·lu·so·ry /I'lus@ri, -z@ri/ adj. (formal) false, but i·mag·i·na·tion /I"mædZ@'neIS@n/ n. [C,U] the
ability to form pictures or ideas in your mind
seeming to be true or real
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➔ FANTASY : Use your imagination to come up with
a new dessert. | Ben always had a vivid/lively
imagination. | Sheila realized that her fears had all
been in her imagination (=were not true). | It does
not take much imagination to understand the depth
of their grief.
i·mag·i·na·tive /I'mædZ@n@ÔIv/ adj. 1 able to
think of new and interesting ideas: an imaginative
writer 2 containing new and interesting ideas: an
imaginative story —imaginatively adv. ➔ IMAGINARY

i·mag·ine /I'mædZIn/ v. [T] 1 to form pictures

or ideas in your mind ➔ IMAGINARY, IMAGINATION :
Imagine (that) you’re lying on a beach
somewhere. | Just imagine what you could do with
a million dollars.
THESAURUS

visualize – to form a picture of someone or

something in your mind: Evans visualized every
step he would take in the 400-meter race.
picture – to imagine something, especially by
making an image in your mind: I had pictured
him as short and dark, but he was actually very
tall.
conceive of sth – to imagine a situation or
what something is like: It’s difficult to conceive of
any reason why he would do something like that.
fantasize – to think about something that is
pleasant or exciting, but unlikely to happen: I
fantasized about losing weight and becoming a
thin person.
daydream – to think about nice things, so that
you forget what you should be doing: Eddie used
to daydream about finding treasure in the woods.
envision/envisage (formal) – to imagine
something as a future possibility: He envisions an
America where poor children have just as many
opportunities as richer ones.

2 to have a false or wrong idea about something:
There’s noone there – you must be imagining
things. 3 (spoken) to think that something may
happen or may be true: I imagine Kathy will be
there tomorrow.
im·ag·ing /'ImIdZIÎ/ n. [U] the process of producing images or photographs of something using
technical equipment
im·bal·ance /Im'bæl@ns/ n. [C,U] a lack of balance between two things, so they are not equal or
correct: a trade imbalance —imbalanced adj.
im·be·cile /'Imb@s@l/ n. [C] someone who is
extremely stupid SYN idiot
im·bibe /Im'baIb/ v. [I,T] (formal, humorous) to
drink something, especially alcohol
im·bue /Im'byu/ v.
imbue sb/sth with sth phr. v. to make someone
feel an emotion very strongly, or to make something contain a strong emotion or other quality: The
movie is imbued with a real sense of optimism.
im·i·tate /'Im@"teIt/ v. [T] 1 to copy the way
someone else speaks, moves, etc., especially in

order to make people laugh: Jerry started imitating
his uncle, and everyone laughed. 2 to copy something because you think it is good: The first successful program was widely imitated in Latin
America. —imitative adj. —imitator n. [C]
im·i·ta·tion1 /"Im@'teIS@n/ n. 1 [C,U] a copy of
someone’s speech, behavior, etc., or the act of
copying: Harry does an excellent imitation of
Elvis. | Children learn by imitation. 2 [C] a copy
of something: It’s not an antique; it’s an imitation.
imitation2 adj. [only before noun] made to look
and seem like something real ANT genuine, real:
an imitation leather/fur jacket
THESAURUS
artificial, synthetic, fake,
man-made, simulated ➔ ARTIFICIAL

im·mac·u·late /I'mæky@lIt/ adj. 1 very clean

and neat: Barb’s house is always immaculate. 2 perfect and without any mistakes: They
danced with immaculate precision. [ORIGIN:
1400—1500 Latin immaculatus, from in- “not”
+ macula “spot of dirt”] —immaculately adv.
im·ma·te·ri·al /"Im@'tIri@l/ adj. not important in
a particular situation SYN irrelevant
im·ma·ture /"Im@'tSUr, -'tUr/ Ac adj. 1 (disapproving) behaving in a way that is not sensible
because it is typical of the behavior of someone
much younger SYN childish: He seemed immature
compared to his classmates. ➔ YOUNG 1 2 not fully
formed or developed: immature plants
—immaturity n. [U]
im·me·di·a·cy /I'midi@si/ n. [U] the quality of
seeming to be important and urgent, and directly
relating to what is happening now
im·me·di·ate /I'midiIt/ adj. [usually before
noun] 1 happening or done with no delay: Carla’s
first cafe was an immediate success. | Police
demanded the immediate release of the hostages. |
When we launched the new system, the results were
immediate. 2 existing now, and needing to be dealt
with quickly: Our immediate concern was to stop
the fire from spreading. | Doctors knew his life was
in immediate danger. 3 near something or someone in time or place: We have no plans to expand
the business in the immediate future. | They closed
the streets in the immediate vicinity of (=very close
to) the sports arena. 4 sb’s immediate family
someone’s parents, children, brothers, and sisters
im·me·di·ate·ly /I'midiIt§li/ adv. 1 with no
delay: Mix in the other ingredients and serve
immediately. | She realized her mistake almost
immediately. | The rescue team immediately went to
work. | The victims’ names were not immediately
available.
THESAURUS

instantly – immediately, used when something

happens at almost the same time as something
else: Data is available instantly over the computer
network.
right away (especially spoken) – immediately,
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used especially when something needs to be
done urgently: Jill called him right away.
at once – immediately, or without waiting: I
realized at once I had said the wrong thing.
right now (spoken) – immediately, used
especially when something needs to be done
urgently: I need it right now!

im·mis·ci·ble /I'mIs@b@l/ adj. CHEMISTRY immis-

cible liquids cannot combine together into one
liquid ANT miscible: Oil and water are immiscible.
im·mo·bile /I'moUb@l/ adj. not moving, or not
able to move
im·mod·est /I'mAdIst/ adj. 1 (formal) too proud
of yourself and your abilities, and always willing to
2 very near to something in time or place: Jon tell people about your achievements or how smart
arrived immediately before/after the end of the you are ANT modest 2 clothes that are immodest
show.
show too much of someone’s body
im·mense /I'mEns/ adj. extremely large ANT modest 3 immodest sexual behavior shocks
or embarrasses
SYN huge: an immense palace [ORIGIN: 1400—
1500 French, Latin immensus, from in- “not” + im·mor·al /I'mOr@l, I'mAr-/ adj. morally wrong,
and not accepted by society: Their church believes
mensus “measured”]
that dancing is sinful and immoral. —immorality
THESAURUS
big, large, substantial,
/"Im@'ræl@Ôi, "ImO-/ n. [U]
sizable, prodigious, huge, enormous, vast,
gigantic, massive, colossal ➔ BIG

im·mense·ly /I'mEnsli/ adv. very or very much:

I

THESAURUS
BAD 1

bad, evil, wicked, wrong ➔

Mountain bikes became immensely popular very im·mor·tal /I'mOrÔl/ adj. 1 living or continuing
forever: your immortal soul 2 an immortal phrase,
quickly. | He enjoyed it immensely.
song, etc. is so famous that it will never be forgotim·merse /I'møs/ v. [T] 1 be immersed in ten: In the immortal words of James Brown, “I feel
sth/immerse yourself in sth to be or become good!” —immortality /"ImOr'tæl@Ôi/ n. [U]
completely involved in something: Grant is completely immersed in his work. 2 to put something im·mov·a·ble /I'muv@b@l/ adj. impossible to
completely in a liquid: First, immerse the jars in move, change, or persuade
im·mune /I'myun/ adj. 1 not able to be affected
boiling water. —immersion /I'møZ@n/ n. [U]
by a disease or illness: Young children may not be
im·mi·grant /'Im@gr@nt/ Ac n. [C] someone immune to the virus. 2 not affected by bad things
who enters another country to live there perma- that affect people, organizations, etc. in similar
nently ➔ EMIGRANT, MIGRANT : an immigrant from situations: The company seems to be immune to
Russia | Chinese immigrants to the U.S. | the economic pressures. | The Governor is popular, but
number of legal/illegal immigrants each year
not immune from criticism.
im·mi·grate /'Im@"greIt/ Ac v. [I] to enter im"mune re'sponse also im"mune re'action
another country in order to live there permanently: n. [C,U] BIOLOGY the reaction of the body’s immune
His family immigrated to Canada a few years ago. system to disease or infection
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin, past participle of im'mune "system n. [C] BIOLOGY the system by
immigrare “to go in,” from migrare]
which your body protects itself against disease
THESAURUS
im·mun·i·ty /I'myun@Ôi/ n. [U] 1 LAW the state
immigrate – to enter a new country in order to
or right of being protected from particular laws or
live there: Yuko immigrated to the U.S. last year.
punishment: Congress granted immunity (=gave
emigrate – to leave your own country in order
immunity) to both men. 2 BIOLOGY the state of
to live in a different one: My grandparents
being immune to diseases or illnesses: The disease
emigrated from Italy.
causes a low immunity to infections.
migrate – if birds migrate, they go to another
im·mu·ni·za·tion
/"Imy@n@'zeIS@n/ n. [C,U] the
part of the world in the fall and in the spring
act of immunizing someone: Doctors are encouraging the immunization of babies in the U.S.
n.
im·mi·gra·tion /"Im@'greIS@n/ Ac
against hepatitis B.
[U] 1 the process of entering another country in
order to live there, or the total number of people im·mu·nize /'Imy@"naIz/ v. [T] to protect somewho do this ➔ EMIGRATION, MIGRATION : There has one from disease by giving him/her a VACCINE :
been a rise in immigration to the United States. | Have you been immunized against tuberculosis?
immigration from countries such as Mexico 2 the im·mu·ta·ble /I'myuÔ@b@l/ adj. (formal) never
place in an airport, at a border, etc. where officials changing, or impossible to change ANT mutable:
check your documents, such as your PASSPORT
an immutable law of nature, such as gravity
im·mi·nent /'Im@n@nt/ adj. likely to happen very —immutability /I"myuÔ@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [U]
soon: We believe that an attack is imminent. | The im·pact1 /'Impækt/ Ac n. 1 [C] the effect that
city is not in imminent danger. [ORIGIN: 1500— an event or situation has on someone or something:
1600 Latin, present participle of imminere “to Every decision at work has an impact on profit. |
stick out, threaten”] —imminently adv.
What would be the economic impact of a possible

imperceptible
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strike? | Rising fuel costs could have a major
impact on consumers. 2 [C,U] the force of one
object hitting another: The impact of the crash
made the car turn over. 3 on impact at the
moment when one thing hits another: The missile
explodes on impact. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin,
past participle of impingere, from pangere “to
fasten, drive in”]
im·pact2 /Im'pækt/ Ac v. [I,T] to have an
important or noticeable effect on someone or something: The growth of the airport has impacted the
city’s economy. | Childcare is an issue that impacts
on many women’s lives.
im·pair /Im'pEr/ v. [T] to damage something, or
make it less good: Her sight was impaired as a
result of the disease. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
French empeirer, from Vulgar Latin impejorare,
from Late Latin pejorare “to make worse”]
—impairment n. [U]
im·paired /Im'pErd/ adj. 1 damaged, less
strong, or less good: impaired kidney function 2 hearing/visually/physically impaired
someone who is hearing impaired or visually
impaired cannot hear, see, etc. well
im·pale /Im'peIl/ v. [T] if someone or something
is impaled on something, a sharp pointed object
goes through him, her, or it
im·part /Im'pArt/ v. [T] (formal) 1 to give a particular quality to something: Roasted chili peppers
impart a smoky flavor to the dish. 2 to give
information, knowledge, etc. to someone: He
accused the universities of failing to impart moral
values to students.
im·par·tial /Im'pArS@l/ adj. not giving special
attention or support to any one person or group
SYN objective ANT biased: impartial advice |
Rosen said he was unable to remain impartial in
the case. —impartially adv. —impartiality
/Im"pArSi'æl@Ôi/ n. [U]
THESAURUS

fair, just, balanced,
even-handed, unbiased ➔ FAIR 1

im·pass·a·ble /Im'pæs@b@l/ adj. impossible to

travel along or through: The road into the valley
had become impassable.
im·passe /'Impæs/ n. [singular] a situation in
which it is impossible to continue with a discussion
or plan because the people involved cannot agree:
Discussions about pay have reached an impasse.
im·pas·sioned /Im'pæS@nd/ adj. full of strong
feelings and emotion: an impassioned speech
im·pas·sive /Im'pæsIv/ adj. (formal) not showing
any emotions: His face was impassive as the judge
spoke. —impassively adv.
THESAURUS
matter-of-fact, detached,
dispassionate, cold ➔ MATTER-OF-FACT

im·pa·tient

/Im'peIS@nt/ adj. 1 annoyed
because of delays or mistakes that make you wait:
After numerous delays in the project, some people

began to get/grow impatient. | Rob’s dad is very
impatient with him sometimes. 2 very eager for
something to happen, and not wanting to wait:
Gary was impatient to leave. —impatience n.
[U] —impatiently adv.
im·peach /Im'pitS/ v. [T] LAW to say officially that
a public official is guilty of a serious crime
—impeachment n. [C,U]
im·pec·ca·ble /Im'pEk@b@l/ adj. completely
perfect and impossible to criticize: She has impeccable taste in clothes. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin
impeccabilis, from in- “not” + peccare “to do
bad things”] —impeccably adv.
im·pe·cu·ni·ous /"ImpI'kyuni@s/ adj. having
very little money, especially over a long period of
time SYN penniless, poor: an impecunious student
THESAURUS
poor, needy, destitute,
impoverished, broke, indigent, penurious ➔

POOR

im·pede /Im'pid/ v. [T] (formal) to make it diffi-

cult for someone or something to make progress:
Rescue attempts were impeded by storms.
im·ped·i·ment /Im'pEd@m@nt/ n. [C] 1 a
physical problem that makes speaking, hearing, or
moving difficult: Gina has a slight speech impediment. 2 a fact or event that makes action difficult
or impossible: The current law is a major impediment to trade.
im·pel /Im'pEl/ v. (impelled, impelling) [T] (formal) to make you feel very strongly that you must
do something: He felt impelled to explain his
actions.
THESAURUS
FORCE 2

force, make, compel ➔

im·pend·ing /Im'pEndIÎ/ adj. [only before noun]

likely to happen soon: an impending oil shortage
/Im'pEn@tr@b@l/
adj. 1 impossible to get through, see through, or
get into ➔ PENETRATE : impenetrable fog 2 very
difficult or impossible to understand: impenetrable
business jargon
im·per·a·tive1 /Im'pEr@ÔIv/ adj. 1 (formal)
extremely important and urgent: It is imperative
that all fees be paid in full. 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS an
imperative verb expresses an order. In the sentence
“Go to your room,” “go” is an imperative verb.
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Late Latin imperativus,
from Latin imperatus, past participle of imperare “to command”]
imperative2 n. [C] 1 (formal) something that
must be done urgently: Reducing air pollution has
become an imperative. 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS the form
of a verb that expresses an order. In the sentence
“Do it now!” the verb “do” is in the imperative.
im·per·cep·ti·ble /"Impø'sEpt@b@l/ adj.
impossible to notice: an almost imperceptible
change —imperceptibly adv.

im·pen·e·tra·ble
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im·per·fect1 /Im'pøfIkt/ adj. not completely
perfect: an imperfect legal system —imperfectly
adv.

imperfect2 n. [singular]

I

—impetuously adv. —impetuousness n. [U]
THESAURUS
impulsive, rash, hasty,
precipitate ➔ IMPULSIVE

ENG. LANG. ARTS the form
of a verb that shows an incomplete action in the im·pe·tus /'Imp@Ô@s/ n. [U] (formal) an influence
past that is formed with “be” and the PRESENT that makes something happen, or happen more
PARTICIPLE . In the sentence “We were walking
quickly: Much of the impetus for reform came from
down the road,” the verb phrase “were walking” is local activists. | The conference gave fresh impetus
in the imperfect.
to change.
im·per·fec·tion /"Impø'fEkS@n/ n. [C,U] the im·pinge /Im'pIndZ/ v.
state of being imperfect, or something that is imper- impinge on/upon sth phr. v. (formal) to have an
fect: A few slight/small imperfections won’t spoil unwanted or bad effect on someone or something:
the overall appearance.
International politics have impinged on decisions
THESAURUS
made in Congress.
defect, problem, flaw, fault ➔
DEFECT 1
im·plac·a·ble /Im'plæk@b@l/ adj. (formal) very
determined to continue opposing someone or someim·pe·ri·al /Im'pIri@l/ adj. relating to an EMPIRE thing: an implacable enemy —implacably adv.
or to the person who rules it
im·plant1 /Im'plænt/ v. [T] 1 to put something
im·pe·ri·al·ism /Im'pIri@"lIz@m/ n. [U] 1 POLI- into someone’s body in a medical operation: Some
TICS a political system in which one country conhealthy cells were implanted in/into the patient’s
trols a lot of other countries 2 (disapproving) the brain. 2 to influence someone so that s/he believes
way in which a rich or powerful country’s way of or feels something strongly: His family implanted
life, CULTURE , businesses, etc. influence and in him a strong sense of patriotism.
change a poorer country’s way of life, etc.: Small
2
nations resent the West’s cultural/economic impe- im·plant /'Implænt/ n. [C] something that has
been
put
into
someone’s body in a medical operarialism. —imperialist n. [C] —imperialist,
tion: silicone breast implants
imperialistic /Im"pIri@'lIstIk/ adj.
im"perial 'state n. [C] HISTORY a state that was im·plau·si·ble /Im'plOz@b@l/ adj. difficult to
part of the Holy Roman Empire and had a vote in believe and not likely to be true: an implausible
excuse
its PARLIAMENT
1
im·pe·ri·ous /Im'pIri@s/ adj. giving orders and im·ple·ment /'Impl@"mEnt/ Ac v. [T] if you
implement
a
plan,
process, etc., you begin to make
expecting to be obeyed: his imperious personality
it happen: Their recommendations may be difficult
—imperiously adv.
to
implement.
—implementation
im·per·son·al /Im'pøs@n@l/ adj. not showing /"Impl@m@n'teIS@n/ n. [U]: implementation of the
any feelings of sympathy, friendliness, etc.: an new program
impersonal letter —impersonally adv.
im·ple·ment2 /'Impl@m@nt/ Ac n. [C] a tool,
im·per·so·nate /Im'pøs@"neIt/ v. [T] 1 to pre- especially one used in farming or building: agricultend to be someone else by copying his/her appear- tural implements
ance, voice, etc. in order to deceive people: Quinn
was arrested for impersonating a police im·pli·cate /'ImplI"keIt/ Ac v. [T] 1 to show
officer. 2 to copy someone’s voice and behavior in that someone is involved in something wrong: He
order to make people laugh: a comedian who pleaded guilty and implicated his cousin in the
impersonates politicians —impersonator n. [C] crime. 2 to show that something is likely to be the
cause of something bad or harmful: Meat from this
—impersonation /Im"pøs@'neIS@n/ n. [U]
company was implicated in the food poisoning
im·per·ti·nent /Im'pøt§n-@nt/ adj. impolite and outbreak. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin, past partinot respectful, especially to someone who is older ciple of implicare “to twist together, make comor more important SYN rude, impudent: an imper- plicated”]
tinent
child
|
impertinent
questions
im·pli·ca·tion /"ImplI'keIS@n/ Ac n. 1 [C] a
—impertinence n. [U]
possible effect or result of a plan, action, etc.: What
THESAURUS
are the implications of their research? | This ruling
rude, impolite, offensive,
will have implications for many people. 2 [C,U]
insolent, disrespectful, impudent ➔ RUDE
something you do not say directly but that you want
adj.
(for- people to understand: I don’t like the implication
im·per·vi·ous
/Im'pøvi@s/
mal) 1 impervious to sth not affected or influthat I was lying. 3 [U] a situation in which it is
enced by something: He seemed impervious to the suggested that someone or something is involved in
noise around him. 2 impervious to sth not something wrong, illegal, or harmful: the implicaallowing anything to pass through: The container tion of the bank president in the theft | the implicamust be impervious to water.
tion of smoking in cases of lung disease
im·pet·u·ous /Im'pEtSu@s/ adj. (formal) tending im·plic·it /Im'plIsIt/ Ac adj. 1 suggested or
to do things quickly, without thinking understood but not stated directly ➔ EXPLICIT :

impossible
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There was implicit criticism in the principal’s statement. 2 complete and containing no doubts: She
has implicit faith in her husband. 3 be implicit
in sth (formal) to be a central part of something,
without being stated: Risk is implicit in owning a
business. —implicitly adv.
im"plied 'powers n. [plural] POLITICS powers
given to the U.S. government that are not clearly
stated in the CONSTITUTION , but which are
accepted as necessary in order for the government
to carry out its EXPRESSED POWERS (=those written down in the Constitution)

im·plode /Im'ploUd/ v. [I] to explode inward
im·plore /Im'plOr/ v. [T] (formal) to ask someone
for something in an emotional way
implored him not to leave.
THESAURUS
ASK

SYN

beg: Joan

ask, demand, beg, plead ➔

im·ply /Im'plaI/

Ac
v. (implied, implies)
[T] 1 to suggest that something is true without

saying or showing it directly: He implied that the
money hadn’t been lost, but had been stolen
instead. 2 to show that something is likely to exist
or be true: The chart implies that many purchases
are not necessary. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
French emplier, from Latin implicare “to twist
together, make complicated”]

im·po·lite /"Imp@'laIt/ adj. not polite

SYN rude:
It would be impolite to leave in the middle of her
recital.

THESAURUS

➔ RUDE

rude, insulting, disrespectful

im·port1 /'ImpOrt/ n. 1 [C,U] ECONOMICS a product that is brought from one country into another so
that it can be sold there, or the business of doing
this ANT export: Car imports have risen recently. |
The government has banned the import of weapons. 2 (formal) [U] importance or meaning: a matter of great import [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin
importare, from portare “to carry”]

im·port2 /Im'pOrt/ v. [T]

ECONOMICS

to bring
something from one country into another so that it
can be sold there ANT export: Oil is imported from
the Middle East. —importer n. [C]

im·por·tance /Im'pOrt§ns, -pOrÔns/ n. [U] the
quality of being important: the importance of regular exercise | The company attaches great importance to employee training. | These issues are of
great/critical/vital importance.

im·por·tant /Im'pOrt§nt, -'pOrÔnt/ adj. having a
big effect or influence: a very important meeting |
Ellen’s family is more important to her than anything else. | It’s important that you look professional at the interview. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
French, Old Italian importante “carrying a
meaning, significant,” from Latin importare]
—importantly adv.

THESAURUS

of great/considerable importance – very

important: Friends are of great importance to your
child’s development.
crucial – very important: The U.S. plays a crucial
role in the region.
vital – extremely important or necessary: vital
information
essential – extremely important: It’s essential
that you buy tickets in advance.
major – very large or important, especially when
compared to other things: our major cities | a
major problem
key – very important and necessary for success
or to understand something: the team’s key
players | He plays a key role in the company. | The
key question is whether to buy or sell.
paramount (formal) – more important than
anything else: The needs of the customer should
be paramount.
significant – noticeable or important: The new
research is highly significant.
salient (formal) – most noticeable or important:
the salient points of the plan

im·por·ta·tion /"ImpOr'teIS@n/ n. [U] the business of bringing goods from another country to sell
in your country

im·pose /Im'poUz/

Ac v. 1 [T] to introduce a
rule, tax, punishment, etc. and force people to
accept it: City officials have imposed limits on
commercial development. 2 [T] to force someone
to have the same ideas, beliefs, etc. as you: Parents
impose their values on their children. 3 [I] to ask
or expect someone to do something when it is not
convenient for him/her to do it: I didn’t ask you
because I didn’t want to impose. [ORIGIN: 1400—
1500 French imposer, from Latin imponere,
from ponere “to put”]

im·pos·ing /Im'poUzIÎ/

Ac

adj. large and

impressive: an imposing statue
THESAURUS
impressive, awe-inspiring,
breathtaking, majestic, magnificent ➔
IMPRESSIVE

im·po·si·tion /"Imp@'zIS@n/

Ac n. 1 [C usually
singular] something that someone expects or asks

you to do for him/her, when it is not convenient for
you to do it: We want you to stay with us – it’s not
an imposition at all. 2 [U] the introduction of
something such as a rule, tax, or punishment: the
imposition of taxes on cigarettes

im·pos·si·ble /Im'pAs@b@l/ adj. 1 not able to

be done or to happen: It was impossible for us to
answer all their questions. | It is impossible to
predict what will happen. | The storm made driving
impossible. 2 extremely difficult to deal with: an
impossible situation 3 behaving in an unreasonable and annoying way: You’re impossible!
—impossibly
adv.
—impossibility
/Im"pAs@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [C,U]

I
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im·pos·ter /Im'pAstø/ n. [C] someone who pre-

ARTS a style of music or literature from the late 19th
tends to be someone else in order to trick people
and early 20th centuries that emphasizes feelings
im·po·tent /'Imp@Ô@nt/ adj. 1 a man who is and images —Impressionist adj.: Impressionist
impotent is unable to have sex because he cannot painters —Impressionist n. [C]
have an ERECTION 2 unable to take effective im·pres·sion·is·tic /Im"prES@'nIstIk/ adj.
action because you do not have enough power, based on a general feeling of what something is like
strength, or control: an impotent city government rather than on details: an impressionistic account of
—impotence n. [U]
the events
im·pound /Im'paUnd/ v. [T] LAW if the police or im·pres·sive /Im'prEsIv/ adj. causing admiracourt of law impound your possessions, they take tion: an impressive performance on the piano | The
them and keep them until you go and get them
view was impressive. —impressively adv.
im·pov·er·ished /Im'pAv@rISt/ adj. very poor:
THESAURUS
an impoverished country
imposing – large and impressive: The judge sat

THESAURUS
poor, needy, destitute,
poverty-stricken, disadvantaged,
underprivileged, deprived ➔ POOR

im·prac·ti·cal

I

/Im'præktIk@l/ adj. 1 an
impractical plan, suggestion, etc. is not sensible
because it would be too expensive or difficult 2 not good at dealing with ordinary practical
matters —impractically adv. —impracticality
/Im"præktI'kæl@Ôi/ n. [C,U]
im·pre·cise /"ImprI'saIs/ Ac adj. not exact: an
imprecise measurement —imprecisely adv.
—imprecision /"ImprI'sIZ@n/ n. [U]
im·preg·na·ble /Im'prEgn@b@l/ adj. very strong
and unable to be entered: an impregnable fort
im·preg·nate /Im'prEg"neIt/ v. [T] (formal) 1 to
make a woman or female animal PREGNANT 2 to
make a substance spread completely through something, or to spread completely through something:
The paper is impregnated with perfume.
im·press /Im'prEs/ v. [T] 1 to make someone
feel admiration and respect: She dresses like that to
impress people. | We were impressed by/with the
size of his art collection. 2 to make the importance
of something clear to someone: My parents
impressed on me the value of an education.
im·pres·sion /Im'prES@n/ n. 1 [C,U] the opinion or feeling you have about someone or something because of the way s/he or it seems: I get the
impression that something’s wrong here. | First
impressions can be wrong. | It’s important to make
a good impression at your interview. 2 be under
the impression (that) to think that something is
true when it is not true: I was under the impression
that Marcie was coming to dinner too. 3 [C] the
act of copying the speech or behavior of a famous
person in order to make people laugh: Eric does a
great impression of Mick Jagger. 4 [C] the mark
left by pressing something into a soft surface
im·pres·sion·a·ble /Im'prES@n@b@l/ adj. easy
to influence: The girls are at an impressionable
age.
n.
im·pres·sion·ism
/Im'prES@"nIz@m/
[U] 1 also Impressionism ENG. LANG. ARTS a style
of painting used especially in France in the 19th
century, which uses color instead of details of form
to produce effects of light or feeling 2 ENG. LANG.

behind an imposing desk.

dazzling – very impressive, exciting, or

interesting: a dazzling display of Christmas
decorations
awe-inspiring – so impressive that you feel awe
(=a feeling of respect and admiration): The
cathedral was an awe-inspiring sight.
breathtaking – extremely impressive, exciting,
or surprising: breathtaking views of the Rocky
Mountains
majestic – looking very big and impressive: the
majestic pyramids at Giza in Egypt
magnificent – very impressive because of being
big, beautiful, etc.: a magnificent cathedral

im·press·ment /Im'prEsm@nt/ n. [U]

HISTORY

the action of forcing people to serve in the military
im·print1 /'Im"prInt/ n. [C] the mark left by an
object that has been pressed into or onto something:
the imprint of her thumb on the clay
im·print2 /Im'prInt/ v. be imprinted on your
mind/memory if something is imprinted on your
mind or memory, you can never forget it
im·print·ing /'Im"prInôIÎ/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a very
early learning process in animals, in which a young
animal learns patterns of behavior and its connection to members of its own kind, especially its
parents
im·pris·on /Im'prIz@n/ v. [T] to put someone in
prison or to keep him/her in a place s/he cannot
escape from: The opposition leaders were imprisoned and tortured. —imprisonment n. [U]
im·prob·a·ble /Im'prAb@b@l/ adj. 1 not likely
to happen or to be true SYN unlikely: It is highly
improbable that you will find sharks in these
waters. 2 surprising and slightly strange: an
improbable partnership —improbably adv.
—improbability /Im"prAb@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [C,U]
im·promp·tu /Im'prAmptu/ adj. done or said
without any preparation or planning: an impromptu
speech —impromptu adv.
im·prop·er /Im'prApø/ adj. unacceptable according to professional, moral, or social rules of behavior: Many cases of “stomach flu” result from
improper cooking of food. | the improper use of
funds —improperly adv.: The car alarm had been
improperly installed.
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im·pro·pri·e·ty

/"Impr@'praI@Ôi/ n. (plural
improprieties) [C,U] (formal) behavior or an action

that is unacceptable according to moral, social, or
professional standards
im·prove /Im'pruv/ v. [I,T] to become better, or to
make something better: Do some exercises to
improve your muscle strength. | Your math skills
have improved this year. | The situation improved
dramatically. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 emprowe “to
improve” (15—16 centuries), from AngloFrench emprouer “to make a profit”]
—improved adj.
improve on/upon sth phr. v. to do something
better than before, or to make it better: No one’s
been able to improve on her Olympic record.
im·prove·ment /Im'pruvm@nt/ n. 1 [C,U] an
act of improving, or the state of being improved:
There’s certainly been an improvement in Danny’s
behavior. | Your English is getting better, but there’s
still room for improvement (=the possibility of
more improvement). | Jerry has made dramatic
improvement since the surgery. | Ben’s work is
showing signs of improvement. 2 [C] a change or
addition that makes something better: home
improvements
im·pro·vise /'Impr@"vaIz/ v. 1 [I,T] to make or
do something without any preparation, using what
you have: I left my lesson plans at home, so I’ll
have to improvise. 2 [I] to perform music, sing,
etc. from your imagination: Jazz musicians are
good
at
improvising.
—improvisation
/Im"prAv@'zeIS@n/ n. [C,U]
im·pu·dent /'Impy@d@nt/ adj. (formal) rude and
not showing respect —impudence n. [U]
THESAURUS

rude, impolite, insulting,
offensive, insolent, disrespectful, impertinent
➔ RUDE

im·pulse /'Impöls/ n. 1 [C,U] a sudden desire to

do something without thinking about the results:
She resisted the impulse to hit him. | I bought this
shirt on impulse, and now I don’t like it. 2 [C]
PHYSICS a short electrical signal sent in one direction
along a wire or nerve, or through the air 3 [C]
PHYSICS a measure of MOMENTUM that you get if
you multiply the average value of a force by the
length of time that the force acts
im·pul·sive /Im'pölsIv/ adj. tending to do things
without thinking about the results, or showing this
quality: an impulsive shopper | an impulsive decision —impulsively adv.
THESAURUS

rash – if you do something rash, especially
something dangerous or stupid, you do it too
quickly and without thinking carefully first. If you
are rash, you behave like this: Don’t do anything
rash!
hotheaded – if someone is hotheaded, s/he
gets angry or excited easily and does things too
quickly, without thinking: a hotheaded young
man

impetuous (formal) – tending to do things

quickly, without thinking carefully first: He is
young and impetuous.
hasty (formal) – done in a hurry, especially with
bad results: He soon regretted his hasty decision.
spontaneous – done without being planned or
organized, because you suddenly want to do it:
They began a spontaneous game of hide-and-seek.
precipitate (formal) – done too quickly, without
thinking carefully enough: Perhaps I was too
precipitate in my judgment.

im·pu·ni·ty /Im'pyun@Ôi/ n. with impunity
without risk of punishment: We cannot let them
break laws with impunity.

im·pure /Im'pyUr/ adj. 1 mixed with other sub-

stances: impure drugs 2 (old-fashioned) morally
bad, especially when relating to sex: impure
thoughts

im·pu·ri·ty /Im'pyUr@Ôi/ n. (plural impurities) 1 [C usually plural] a part of an almost pure

substance that is of a lower quality: The silver
contained some impurities. 2 [U] the state of being
impure

im·pute /Im'pyut/ v. (formal)

impute sth to sb phr. v. 1 to say that someone is
responsible for something bad, often unfairly: The
police were not guilty of the violence imputed to
them. 2 to say that someone or something has a
particular quality: The author does not impute a
modern way of thinking to her 19th-century characters. —imputation /"Impy@'teIS@n/ n. [C,U]

IN the written abbreviation of INDIANA
in /In/ prep. 1 used with the name of a container,
1

place, or area to show where something is: The
paper is in the top drawer. | I was still in bed at
11:30. | Cows were standing in the field. | He lived
in Boston for 15 years. 2 used with the names of
months, years, seasons, etc. to say when something
happens: We bought our car in April. | In 1969 the
first astronauts landed on the moon. | Sarah starts
college in the fall. 3 during a period of time: We
finished the whole project in a week. 4 at the end
of a period of time: Gerry should be home in an
hour. | I wonder if the business will still be going in
a year. 5 included as part of something: One of the
people in the story is a young doctor. | In the first
part of the speech, he talked about the environment. 6 sb has not done sth in years/
months/weeks if you have not done something in
years, etc., you have not done it for that amount of
time: I haven’t been to the circus in years! 7 using
a particular kind of voice, or a particular way of
speaking or writing: “Why?” she asked him in a
whisper. | Their parents always talk to them in
Italian. | Do not write in pen on this test. 8 working at a particular kind of job: She’s in advertising. 9 arranged in a particular way, often to form a
group or shape: Stand against the wall in a line. |
He had made a bowl in the shape of a heart. | Put
the words in alphabetical order. 10 used in order
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to show the connection between two ideas or subjects: I was never interested in sports as a
kid. 11 used before the bigger number when you
are talking about a relationship between two numbers: 1 in 10 women (=10% of all women) has the
disease. 12 in shock/horror etc. used in order
to describe a strong feeling someone has when s/he
does something: She looked at me in shock as I told
her how everything had gone wrong. 13 in all
used when giving a total amount: There were about
50 of us in all at the reunion.
in2 adj., adv. 1 so as to be contained inside or
surrounded by something: She pushed the box
towards me so that I could put my money
in. 2 inside a building, especially the one where
you live or work: Mr. Linn should be in soon. |
You’re never in when I call. 3 if an airplane, bus,
train, or boat is in, it has arrived at the airport,
station, etc.: Her flight gets in at 5:30. 4 given or
sent to a particular place in order to be read or
looked at: Your final papers have to be in by
Friday. 5 if you write, paint, or draw something
in, you write it, etc. in the correct place: Fill in the
blanks, using a number 2 pencil. 6 if clothes,
colors, etc. are in, they are fashionable: Long hair is
in again. 7 if a ball is in during a game, it is inside
the area where the game is played 8 be in for sth
if someone is in for something, something bad is
about to happen to him/her: She’s in for a shock if
she thinks we’re going to help her pay for it. 9 be
in on sth to be involved in doing, talking about, or
planning something: Everyone was in on the secret
except Cheryl. 10 if the TIDE comes in or is in, the
ocean water is at its highest level 11 in joke an in
joke is one that is only understood by a small group
of people
in·a·bil·i·ty /"In@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [singular, U] a lack of
the ability, skill, etc. to do something: an inability
to remember details
in·ac·ces·si·ble /"In@k'sEs@b@l/ Ac adj. difficult or impossible to reach: The stairs make the
building inaccessible to the disabled.
in·ac·cu·ra·cy /In'æky@r@si/ Ac n. (plural
inaccuracies) [C,U] a mistake, or when something
is not correct: There were several inaccuracies in
the report.
in·ac·cu·rate /In'æky@rIt/ Ac adj. 1 not completely correct: an inaccurate description
THESAURUS
wrong, incorrect, erroneous,
misleading ➔ WRONG 1

2 not aimed correctly, or not reaching the place
aimed for: an inaccurate throw to third base
—inaccurately adv.
in·ac·tion /In'ækS@n/ n. [U] lack of action

in·ac·tive /In'æktIv/ adj. not doing anything or

not working: inactive volcanoes | He injured his
knee and was inactive for the rest of the season.
—inactivity /"Inæk'tIv@Ôi/ n. [U]
in·ad·e·qua·cy /In'æd@kw@si/ Ac n. (plural
inadequacies) 1 [U] a feeling that you are unable

to deal with situations because you are not as good
as other people: Not having a job can cause strong
feelings of inadequacy. 2 [C,U] the fact of not
being good enough for a particular purpose, or
something that is not good enough: The research
looked at the inadequacy of the children’s diet.
in·ad·e·quate /In'æd@kwIt/ Ac adj. not good
enough, big enough, skilled enough, etc. for a
particular purpose: inadequate heating | She made
me feel so inadequate. | Both he and his wife work,
but their wages are inadequate to lift the family out
of poverty. —inadequately adv.
in·ad·mis·si·ble /"In@d'mIs@b@l/ adj. LAW not
allowed to be used as EVIDENCE in a court of law:
Some of the evidence was inadmissible.
in·ad·vert·ent·ly /"In@d'vøt§ntli/ adv. without
intending to do something: She inadvertently hit the
brakes. —inadvertent adj.
in·al·ien·a·ble /In'eIly@n@b@l/ adj. (formal) an
inalienable right cannot be taken away from you
in·ane /I'neIn/ adj. extremely stupid, or without
much meaning: inane jokes
in·an·i·mate /In'æn@mIt/ adj. not living: Rocks
are inanimate objects.
in·ap·pro·pri·ate /"In@'proUpriIt/ Ac adj. not
appropriate for a particular purpose or situation:
inappropriate behavior | The school board felt the
book was inappropriate for fourth-grade children.
—inappropriately adv.
in·ar·tic·u·late /"InAr'tIky@lIt/ adj. not able to
express yourself or speak clearly
in·as·much as /"In@z'mötS @z/ conjunction (formal) used in order to begin a phrase that explains
the rest of your sentence by showing the limited
way that it is true: She’s guilty, inasmuch as she
knew what the other girls were planning to do.
in·au·di·ble /In'Od@b@l/ adj. too quiet to be
heard: Her reply was inaudible. —inaudibly adv.
in·au·gu·rate /I'nOgy@"reIt/ v. [T] 1 to have an
official ceremony in order to show that someone is
beginning an important job: The President is inaugurated in January. 2 to open a new building or
start a new service with a ceremony —inaugural
/I'nOgy@r@l/ adj.: the president’s inaugural speech
—inauguration /I"nOgy@'reIS@n/ n. [C,U]
in·aus·pi·cious /"InO'spIS@sX/ adj. (formal)
seeming to show that the future will be unlucky: an
inauspicious start to our trip ➔ UNLUCKY
"in-'between adj. (informal) in the middle of two
points, sizes, etc.: She’s at that in-between age,
neither a little girl nor a woman.
in·born /"In'bOrnX/ adj. an inborn quality or ability is one that you have had naturally since birth:
Humans have an almost inborn love of stories.
in·bred /"In'brEdX/ adj. produced by the breeding
of closely related members of a family, which often
causes problems: an inbred genetic defect
—inbreeding /'In"bridIÎ/ n. [U]
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Inc. /IÎk, In'kOrp@"reIÔId/ the written abbrevia-

tion of INCORPORATED : General Motors Inc.
in·cal·cu·la·ble /In'kælky@l@b@l/ adj. too many
or too great to be measured: The scandal has done
incalculable damage to the college’s reputation.
in·can·des·cent /"Ink@n'dEs@nt/ adj. giving a
bright light when heated —incandescence n.
[U]

in·can·ta·tion /"Inkæn'teIS@n/ n. [C,U] a set of

special words that someone uses in magic, or the
act of saying these words
in·ca·pa·ble /In'keIp@b@l/ Ac adj. unable to do
something or to feel a particular emotion: He
seemed incapable of understanding how I felt.
in·ca·pac·i·tate /"Ink@'pæs@"teIt/ Ac v. [T] to
make someone too sick or weak to live or work
normally: He was incapacitated for a while after
the operation.
in·ca·pac·i·ty /"Ink@'pæs@Ôi/ n. [U] lack of ability, strength, or power to do something, especially
because you are sick
in·car·cer·ate /In'kArs@"reIt/ v. [T] (formal) to
put someone in a prison or keep him/her there
—incarceration /In"kArs@'reIS@n/ n. [U]
in·car·nate /In'kArnIt, -"neIt/ adj. evil/beauty/
greed etc. incarnate someone who is considered
extremely evil, beautiful, etc.
in·car·na·tion /"InkAr'neIS@n/ n. 1 [C] according to some religions, the state of being alive in the
form of a particular person or animal, or the period
during which this happens 2 the incarnation of
sth someone who has a lot of a particular quality,
or represents it: She was the incarnation of wisdom.
in·cen·di·ar·y /In'sEndi"Eri/ adj. (formal)
designed to cause a fire: an incendiary device/
bomb
in·cense /'InsEns/ n. [U] a substance that is
burned in order to fill a room with a particular smell
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French encens, from
Latin incensus, past participle of incendere “to
cause to start burning”]
in·censed /In'sEnst/ adj. extremely angry
in·cen·tive /In'sEnôIv/ Ac n. [C,U] something
that encourages you to work harder, start new
activities, etc.: The government provides incentives
for new businesses. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Late
Latin incentivum, from Latin incinere “to set the
tune”]
in·cep·tion /In'sEpS@n/ n. [singular] (formal) the
start of an organization or institution: He has
worked for the company since its inception in
1970.
in·ces·sant /In'sEs@nt/ adj. (formal) without
stopping:
the
incessant
traffic
noise
—incessantly adv.
in·cest /'InsEst/ n. [U] illegal sex between people
who are closely related to each other
adj.
—incestuous
/In'sEstSu@s/
—incestuously adv.

incite

inch1 /IntS/ n. (plural inches) [C] 1 (written abbreviation in) a unit for measuring length, equal to 1/12

of a foot or 2.54 centimeters: The females lay eggs
that are about 5 inches long. 2 every inch all of
someone or something: Every inch of the closet
was filled with boxes. 3 inch by inch very slowly
or by a small amount at a time: The old buses
moved inch by inch toward the pyramids. 4 not
give/budge an inch to refuse to change your
opinions at all: At first Will refused to give an inch
in the argument. [ORIGIN: 1000—1100 Latin
uncia “one twelfth”]
inch2 v. [I,T] to move very slowly and carefully, or
to move something in this way: I got a glass of
wine and inched my way across the crowded room.
in·cho·ate /In'koUIt/ adj. (formal) inchoate ideas,
plans, attitudes, etc. are just starting to develop or
are not well formed
in·ci·dence /'Ins@d@ns/ Ac n. [singular] (formal)
the number of times something happens: Researchers found a high incidence of asthma in Detroit.
in·ci·dent /'Ins@d@nt/ Ac n. [C] something
unusual, serious, or violent that happens: Any witnesses to the incident should speak to the police. |
The protest finished without incident (=without
anything unusual or bad happening). [ORIGIN:
1400—1500 French, Latin, present participle of
incidere “to fall into”]
THESAURUS
event, occurrence, affair,
happening ➔ EVENT

in·ci·den·tal /"Ins@'dEnôlX/ adj. happening or

existing in connection with something else that is
more important: The issue that he brought up was
incidental to the main debate.
Ac
in·ci·den·tal·ly
/"Ins@'dEnt§li/
adv. 1 used when giving additional information, or
when changing the subject of a conversation: Incidentally, Jenny’s coming over tonight. 2 happening or existing as a result of something else, but in a
way that is not planned and not the main purpose:
The dam was built for irrigation, but incidentally
will control flooding.
in·cin·er·ate /In'sIn@"reIt/ v. [T] (formal) to burn
something in order to destroy it —incineration
/In"sIn@'reIS@n/ n. [U]
in·cin·er·a·tor /In'sIn@"reIÔø/ n. [C] a machine
that burns things at very high temperatures
in·ci·sion /In'sIZ@n/ n. [C] (formal) a cut that a
doctor makes in someone’s body during an operation
in·ci·sive /In'saIsIv/ adj. incisive words, remarks,
etc. are very direct and deal with the most important part of a subject
in·ci·sor /In'saIzø/ n. [C] BIOLOGY one of your
eight front teeth that has sharp edges
in·cite /In'saIt/ v. [T] to deliberately encourage
people to fight, argue, etc.: One man was jailed for
inciting a riot. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French
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inciter, from Latin citare “to cause to start that you earn from working or making INVESTmoving”]
MENT s: a good/high/low income | She has an
in·cli·na·tion /"Inkl@'neIS@n/ Ac n. 1 [C,U] annual income of $40,000. | an elderly couple
the desire to do something: I didn’t have the time living on a fixed income (=an income that does not
or inclination to go with them. 2 [C,U] a tendency change or grow)
THESAURUS
to think or behave in a particular way: his inclinapay, salary, wages, earnings,
tion to act violently
bonus, remuneration ➔ PAY 2
in·cline1 /In'klaIn/ Ac v. [I,T] to slope at a
particular angle, or make something do this [ORI- 'income distri"bution n. [U] ECONOMICS the way
in which the total income earned by the population
GIN: 1300—1400 French incliner, from Latin
of a country exists in different amounts in different
clinare “to lean”]
areas, depending on the number of people living in
in·cline2 /'InklaIn/ Ac n. [C] a slope: a steep each place and their level of income
incline
'income tax n. [U] ECONOMICS tax paid on the
in·clined /In'klaInd/ Ac adj. 1 be inclined to money you earn
agree/believe/think etc. to have a particular
opinion, but not have it very strongly: I’m inclined in·com·ing /'In"kömIÎ/ adj. 1 incoming call/
to agree with you, but I don’t really know. 2 want- letter/fax a telephone call, letter, or FAX that you
ing to do something: My client is not inclined to receive ANT outgoing 2 coming toward a place,
speak with reporters. 3 likely or tending to do or about to arrive ANT outgoing: the incoming tide
something: He’s inclined to get upset over small in·com·mu·ni·ca·do /"Ink@"myunI'kAdoU/
adj., adv. not allowed or not wanting to communithings.
cate with anyone
in·clude /In'klud/ v. [T] 1 if one thing includes
another, the second thing is part of the first: The in·com·pa·ra·ble /In'kAmp@r@b@l/ adj. so
price includes your flight, hotel, and car rental. | impressive, beautiful, etc. that nothing or no one is
Tim’s job responsibilities include hiring new better: the incomparable beauty of the landscape
teachers. | Service is included in the bill. 2 to —incomparably adv.
make someone or something part of a larger group in·com·pat·i·ble /"Ink@m'pæÔ@b@l/ Ac adj.
or set ANT exclude: Homework exercises are too different to be able to be accepted, work
included in the book. | You should include your together well, or have a good relationship: The two
educational background on your résumé. [ORIGIN: cellphones use incompatible systems. | Results of
1400—1500 Latin includere, from in “in” + the two experiments were incompatible. | These new
claudere “to close”]
scientific facts are incompatible with each other. |
in·clud·ing /In'kludIÎ/ prep. used in order to Tony and I have always been incompatible.
show that someone or something is part of a larger —incompatibility /"Ink@m"pæÔ@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [U]
group or set that you are talking about in·com·pe·tence /In'kAmp@Ô@ns/ n. [U] lack
ANT excluding: There were 20 people in the room,
of ability or skill to do your job: Police have been
including the teacher. | We only paid $12 each for accused of incompetence.
dinner, including the tip.
in·com·pe·tent /In'kAmp@Ô@nt/ adj. not having
in·clu·sion /In'kluZ@n/ n. 1 [U] the action of the ability or skill to do your job: a totally incomincluding someone or something in a larger group petent waitress —incompetent n. [C]
or set, or the fact of being included in one: I am in·com·plete1 /"Ink@m'plitX/ adj. not having all
surprised at his inclusion in the team. | Here’s the its parts or not finished yet: an incomplete
list of books we’re considering for inclusion on the sentence | The report is still incomplete.
reading list. 2 [C] someone or something that is
incomplete2 n. [C] a grade given to college
included
students, which shows that they still have to finish
in·clu·sive /In'klusIv/ adj. including a wide vari- some work for a course: I got an incomplete in
ety of people, things, etc.: American colleges try astronomy.
very hard to be inclusive.
in·com·pre·hen·si·ble /"InkAmpri'hEns@b@l/
in·cog·ni·to /"InkAg'niÔoU/ adv. if a famous per- adj. impossible to understand: His speech was
son does something incognito, s/he is hiding who incomprehensible.
s/he really is [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Italian, Latin
in·con·ceiv·a·ble /"Ink@n'siv@b@l/ Ac adj.
incognitus “unknown”]
too strange or unusual to seem real or possible: It
in·co·her·ent /"InkoU'hIr@nt/ Ac adj. 1 not was inconceivable that such a quiet man could be
clear, not organized, and hard to understand: an violent. —inconceivably adv.
incoherent letter 2 speaking in a way that cannot
be understood or that does not make sense: Joey in·con·clu·sive /"Ink@n'klusIv/ Ac adj. not
mumbled something incoherent. —incoherently leading to any decision or result: inconclusive
research | The evidence the police provided was
adv.
inconclusive (=did not prove anything).
in·come /'Inköm, 'IÎ-/ Ac n. [C,U] the money —inconclusively adv.
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in·con·gru·ous /In'kAÎgru@s/ adj. (formal)

seeming to be wrong or unusual in a particular
situation: Her quiet voice seemed incongruous
with her hard face. —incongruously adv.
—incongruity /"Ink@n'gru@Ôi/ n. [C,U]
in·con·se·quen·tial /"InkAns@'kwEnS@l/ adj.
(formal) not important SYN insignificant: The issue
is totally inconsequential. —inconsequentially
adv.

in·con·sid·er·ate /"Ink@n'sId@rIt/ adj. not car-

ing about other people’s needs or feelings: It was
really inconsiderate of you not to call and say
you’d be late. —inconsiderately adv.
in·con·sist·en·cy /"Ink@n'sIst@nsi/ Ac n.
(plural inconsistencies) 1 [C,U] a situation in
which two statements are different and cannot both
be true: The police became suspicious because of
the inconsistencies in her story. 2 [U] the quality
of changing your ideas too often or of doing something differently each time, so that people do not
know what to expect: The team’s inconsistency has
resulted in a poor league position.
Ac
in·con·sist·ent /"Ink@n'sIst@nt/
adj. 1 two ideas or statements that are inconsistent
are different and cannot both be true: We’re getting
inconsistent results from the lab tests. | His story
was inconsistent with the evidence. 2 not doing
things in the same way each time: Inconsistent
discipline can make children behave badly. 3 not
following an expected principle or standard: What
they have done is inconsistent with the agreement
that they made with us. —inconsistently adv.
in·con·sol·a·ble /"Ink@n'soUl@b@l/ adj. (literary)
so sad that you cannot be comforted: His widow
was inconsolable.
in·con·spic·u·ous /"Ink@n'spIkyu@s/ adj. not
easily seen or noticed: I sat in the corner, trying to
look/be inconspicuous.
in·con·ti·nent /In'kAnt§n-@nt, -t@n@nt/ adj.
unable to control your BLADDER or BOWEL s
—incontinence n. [U]
in·con·tro·vert·i·ble /"InkAntr@'vøÔ@b@l/ adj.
an incontrovertible fact is definitely true: The police
have incontrovertible evidence that he committed
the crime. —incontrovertibly adv.
in·con·ven·ience1 /"Ink@n'viny@ns/ n. [C,U]
something that causes you problems or difficulties,
or the state of having problems or difficulties: We
apologize for any inconvenience caused by the
delay to the bus service.
inconvenience2 v. [T] to cause problems or
difficulties for someone: “I’ll drive you home.”
“Are you sure? I don’t want to inconvenience you.”
in·con·ven·ient /"Ink@n'viny@nt/ adj. causing
problems or difficulties, especially in an annoying
way: Is this an inconvenient time for you to talk?
—inconveniently adv.
in·cor·po·rate /In'kOrp@"reIt/ Ac v. [T] 1 to
include something as part of a group, system, etc.:
Several safety features have been incorporated into

the car’s design. 2 to form a CORPORATION [ORI1300—1400 Late Latin, past participle of
incorporare, from Latin corpus “body”]
—incorporation /In"kOrp@'reIS@n/ n. [U]
In·cor·po·rat·ed /In'kOrp@"reIÔId/ (written
abbreviation Inc.) adj. used after the name of a
company in the U.S. to show that it is a CORPORAGIN:

TION

in·cor·rect
SYN

adv.

/"Ink@'rEkt/ adj. not correct
wrong: incorrect answers —incorrectly

THESAURUS
wrong, erroneous, inaccurate,
misleading, false ➔ WRONG 1

in·cor·ri·gi·ble /In'kOr@dZ@b@l, -'kAr-/ adj.

someone who is incorrigible is bad in some way
and cannot be changed: an incorrigible liar
in·crease1 /In'kris/ v. [I,T] to become larger in
number, amount, or degree, or make something do
this ANT decrease: The price of gas has increased
by 4%. | Immigration has increased dramatically in
recent decades. | The waves were increasing in
size. | Smoking increases your chances of getting
cancer. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French encreistre, from Latin increscere, from crescere “to
grow”] —increasing adj.: increasing concern
about job security
THESAURUS

go up – to increase in number, amount, or value:
Prices have gone up 2%.
rise – to increase in number, amount, quality, or
value: Motor vehicle thefts rose from 145 to 312
last year.
grow – to increase in amount, size, or degree:
The number of people working from home has
grown substantially.
double – to become twice as large or twice as
much, or to make something do this: The firm
has doubled in size in ten years.
shoot up – to quickly increase in number, size,
or amount: Unemployment shot up.
multiply – to increase greatly, or to make
something do this: The company’s problems have
multiplied over the past year.

in·crease2 /'IÎkris/ n. [C,U] a rise in number,

amount, or degree ANT decrease: an increase in
sales | People are complaining about the large tax
increase. | There has been a dramatic/significant

I
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I
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increase in housing prices. | Crime in the city is on
the increase (=increasing).
in·creased /In'krist/ adj. larger or more than
before: an increased awareness of environmental
issues
in·creas·ing·ly /In'krisIÎli/ adv. more and
more: It’s becoming increasingly difficult to find
employment.
in·cred·i·ble /In'krEd@b@l/ adj. 1 extremely
good, large, or impressive: The view from our hotel
window was incredible. | an incredible bargain 2 very hard to believe: It’s incredible that he
survived the fall. | It’s incredible to think they
actually lost the game.
in·cred·i·bly /In'krEd@bli/ adv. 1 extremely:
It’s incredibly beautiful here in the spring. 2 in a
way that is difficult to believe: Incredibly, he was
not injured.
in·cred·u·lous /In'krEdZ@l@s/ adj. showing that
you are unable or unwilling to believe something:
“You sold the car?” she asked, incredulous.
—incredulously
adv.
—incredulity
/"InkrI'dul@Ôi/ n. [U]
in·cre·ment /'Inkr@m@nt, 'IÎ-/ n. [C] an amount
by which a value, number, or amount of money
increases: an annual salary increment of 2.9% | He
is paying off the $5,000 fine in small increments.
—incremental /"Inkr@'mEnôlX/ adj.
in·crim·i·nate /In'krIm@"neIt/ v. [T] to make
someone seem guilty of a crime: He refused to
incriminate himself by answering questions.
—incriminating adj.: incriminating evidence
—incrimination /In"krIm@'neIS@n/ n. [U]
in·cu·bate /'IÎky@"beIt/ v. [I,T] BIOLOGY if a bird
incubates its egg or if an egg incubates, it is kept
warm under a bird’s body until the baby bird comes
out —incubation /"IÎky@'beIS@n/ n. [U]
in·cu·ba·tor /'IÎky@"beIÔø/ n. [C] 1 a machine
used by hospitals for keeping very small or weak
babies alive 2 a machine for keeping eggs warm
until the young birds come out
in·cul·cate /'Inköl"keIt, In'köl"keIt/ v. [T] (formal) to make someone accept an idea or principle
by repeating it to him/her frequently ➔ INSTILL :
Dad had inculcated in us a strong sense of family
loyalty. | The army inculcates its recruits with
patriotism. —inculcation /"Inköl'keIS@n/ n. [U]
in·cum·bent1 /In'kömb@nt/ n. [C] (formal)
someone who has been elected to an official position and is doing that job now: The election will be
tough for the incumbents on the city council.
incumbent2 adj. (formal) 1 it is incumbent
on/upon sb to do sth if it is incumbent on you to
do something, it is your duty or responsibility to do
it 2 the incumbent President/Senator etc. the
president, senator, etc. at the present time
in·cur /In'kø/ v. (incurred, incurring) [T] to have
something bad, such as a punishment or debt,
happen because of something you have done: The
oil company incurred a debt of $5 million last year.

[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin incurrere “to run
into,” from currere “to run”]
in·cur·a·ble /In'kyUr@b@l/ adj. impossible to
cure or change: an incurable disease | I am an
incurable optimist. —incurably adv.
in·cur·sion /In'køZ@n/ n. [C] (formal) a sudden
attack or arrival into an area that belongs to other
people: There was heavy fighting after the army’s
incursion into the northern provinces.
in·debt·ed /In'dEÔId/ adj. be indebted to sb to
be very grateful to someone for the help s/he has
given you: I am indebted to my friend Catherine,
who edited my manuscript. —indebtedness n.
[U]

in·de·cent /In'dis@nt/ adj. indecent behavior,

clothes, or actions are likely to offend or shock
people because they are against social or moral
standards, or because they involve sex: You can’t
wear a skirt that short – it’s indecent! | indecent
material on the Internet —indecency n. [C,U]
in·de·ci·sion /"IndI'sIZ@n/ n. [U] the state of not
being able to make decisions: After a week of
indecision, we agreed to buy the house.
in·de·ci·sive /"IndI'saIsIv/ adj. 1 unable to
make decisions: He was criticized for being a
weak, indecisive leader. 2 not having a clear
result: an indecisive battle —indecisiveness n.
[U]

in·deed /In'did/ adv. 1 used when adding more

information to a statement: Most people at that time
were illiterate. Indeed, only 8% of the population
could read. 2 used when emphasizing a statement
or a question: Jackson is indeed the best player in
the league.
in·de·fat·i·ga·ble /"IndI'fæÔIg@b@l/ adj. (formal)
determined and never becoming tired SYN tireless:
an indefatigable worker
in·de·fen·si·ble /"IndI'fEns@b@l/ adj. too bad to
be excused or defended: indefensible behavior
in·de·fin·a·ble /"IndI'faIn@b@l/ adj. difficult to
describe or explain: For some indefinable reason
she felt afraid.
in·def·i·nite /In'dEf@nIt/ Ac adj. 1 an indefinite action or period of time has no definite end
arranged for it: He was away in Alaska for an
indefinite period. 2 not clear or definite
SYN vague: The schedule is still indefinite.
in"definite 'article n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS the
words “a” and “an” ➔ DEFINITE ARTICLE
in·def·i·nite·ly /In'dEf@nItli/ Ac adv. for a
period of time without an arranged end: I’ll be
staying here indefinitely.
in"definite 'pronoun n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
word such as “some,” “any,” or “either” that is used
instead of a noun, but that does not say exactly
which person or thing is meant
in·del·i·ble /In'dEl@b@l/ adj. impossible to
remove or forget SYN permanent: indelible ink |

indicate
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The movie left an indelible impression on her
(=she could not forget it). —indelibly adv.
in·del·i·cate /In'dElIkIt/ adj. (literary) slightly
impolite or offensive: an indelicate question
—indelicately adv.
in·dem·ni·fy /In'dEmn@"faI/ v. (indemnified,
indemnifies) [T] LAW to promise to pay someone if
something s/he owns becomes lost or damaged, or
if s/he is injured
in·dem·ni·ty /In'dEmn@Ôi/ n. (plural indemnities) 1 [U] LAW protection in the form of a promise
to pay for any damage or loss 2 [C] LAW money
that is paid to someone for any damages, losses, or
injury
in·dent /In'dEnt/ v. [T] to start a line of writing
closer to the middle of the page than the other lines
in·den·ta·tion /"IndEn'teIS@n/ n. [C] 1 a space
at the beginning of a line of writing 2 a cut or
space in the edge of something
in·den·tured serv·ant /In"dEntSød 'søv@nt/
n. [C] HISTORY in past times, someone who agreed or
was forced to work for his/her employer for a
particular number of years before s/he could be free
in·de·pend·ence /"IndI'pEnd@ns/ n. [U] 1 the
freedom and ability to make your own decisions
and take care of yourself without having to ask
other people for help, money, or permission: Many
old people want to keep/maintain their
independence. | Staying out late is one way teenagers try to assert their independence. | Having a job
gives you financial independence. 2 political
freedom from control by another country: The
United States declared independence in 1776. |
Mexico gained independence from Spain in 1821.
Inde'pendence "Day n. a U.S. national holiday
on July 4th that celebrates the beginning of the
United States as an independent nation
in·de·pend·ent /"IndI'pEnd@ntX/ adj. 1 confident, free, and not needing to ask other people for
help, money, or permission to do something:
Women have become better educated and more
independent. | He helps disabled people to lead
independent lives. 2 not controlled by another
government or organization: India became an independent nation in 1947. | a European army independent of NATO 3 not influenced by other
people: an independent report on the experiment
—independently adv.
"independent 'clause n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
CLAUSE that can make up a sentence by itself, for
example “He woke up” in the sentence “He woke
up when he heard the bell.” SYN main clause
➔ DEPENDENT CLAUSE
"independent 'variable n. [C] SCIENCE in a
scientific EXPERIMENT (=test), one of the conditions you change, add, or remove in order to test its
effect on something else involved in the experiment
SYN

manipulated variable

"independent 'voter n. [C]

POLITICS

someone

who votes but who does not support one particular
political party
'in-depth adj. in-depth study/report a study or
report that is very thorough and considers all the
details
in·de·scrib·a·ble /"IndI'skraIb@b@l/ adj. too
good, strange, frightening, etc. to be described: My
joy at seeing him was indescribable.
in·de·struct·i·ble /"IndI'strökt@b@l/ adj.
impossible to destroy: The tank was built to be
indestructible.
in·de·ter·mi·nate /"IndI'tøm@nIt/ adj. impossible to find out or calculate exactly: a woman of
indeterminate age
in·dex1 /'IndEks/ Ac n. (plural indexes or indices /'Ind@"siz/) [C] 1 an alphabetical list at the
end of a book, that lists all the names, subjects, etc.
in the book and the pages where you can find them:
Children should understand how to use an
index. 2 a set of cards with information, or a
DATABASE , in alphabetical order: Look up the book
in the library’s card index. 3 a standard or level
you can use for judging or measuring something:
the Consumer Price Index 4 MATH the number that
is written before and slightly above a RADICAL
SIGN (√), which shows how many times a number
was multiplied by itself to produce the number after
the radical sign. The index of ³√5 is 3. [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Latin “first finger, guide,” from
indicare]
index2 v. [T] to make an index for something: The
software can index the documents on your computer.
'index card n. [C] a small card that you write
information on
'index "finger n. [C] the finger next to the thumb
SYN

forefinger ➔ see picture at HAND 1

In·di·an1 /'Indi@n/ adj. 1 relating to

NATIVE

2 relating to or coming from India
Indian2 n. [C] 1 a NATIVE AMERICAN 2 someone from India
"Indian 'Ocean n. the Indian Ocean the ocean
surrounded by Africa in the west, India in the north,
and Australia in the east
AMERICAN s

"Indian 'summer n. [C,U] a period of warm
weather in the fall

in·di·cate /'Ind@"keIt/

Ac v. [T] 1 to show that
something exists or is likely to be true: Research
indicates that women live longer than men. | Her
writing indicated a deep understanding of science.
THESAURUS
demonstrate, show, suggest
➔ DEMONSTRATE

2 to point at something: Indicating a chair, he said,
“Please, sit down.” 3 to say or do something that
shows what you want or intend to do: He indicated
that he had no desire to come with us. [ORIGIN:
1600—1700 Latin, past participle of indicare,
from dicare “to say publicly or officially”]
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in·di·ca·tion /"Ind@'keIS@n/

I

Ac n. [C,U] a sign in·di·gest·i·ble /"IndI'dZEst@b@l, -daI-/ adj.
that something exists or is likely to be true: Did food that is indigestible cannot easily be broken
Rick ever give any indication that he was down in the stomach ➔ DIGEST
unhappy? | There has been no indication of in·di·ges·tion /"Ind@'dZEstS@n, -daI-/ n. [U] the
improvement in his condition.
pain caused by eating food that cannot easily be
broken down in the stomach
adj. (forin·dic·a·tive1 /In'dIk@ÔIv/ Ac
mal) 1 be indicative of sth to show that some- in·dig·nant /In'dIgn@nt/ adj. angry because you
thing exists or is likely to be true: His reaction is feel you have been insulted or unfairly treated:
indicative of how frightened he is. 2 ENG. LANG. Marsha was indignant about the poor service she
ARTS relating to the indicative
had received. —indignantly adv.
THESAURUS
indicative2 Ac n. [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS the form
angry, annoyed, irritated,
of a verb that is used to make ordinary statements.
livid, furious, mad, irate, outraged ➔ ANGRY
For example, in the sentences “Penny passed her
test,” and “Mike likes cake,” the verbs “passed” and in·dig·na·tion /"IndIg'neIS@n/ n. [U] feelings of
“likes” are in the indicative. ➔ IMPERATIVE , SUB- anger and surprise because you feel insulted or
JUNCTIVE
unfairly treated: her indignation at the suggestion
it was her fault | His eyes blazed with indignain·di·ca·tor /'Ind@"keIÔø/ Ac n. [C] 1 an that
event, fact, etc. that shows that something exists, or tion.
shows you the way something is developing: All the in·dig·ni·ty /In'dIgn@Ôi/ n. (plural indignities)
main economic indicators suggest that business is [C,U] a situation that makes you feel very ashamed
improving. 2 something on a machine that shows and not respected: Two of the diplomats suffered
the indignity of being arrested.
the temperature, speed, etc.
in·di·rect
/"Ind@'rEktX, -daI-/ adj. 1 not
in·di·ces /'Ind@"siz/ n. a plural of INDEX
directly caused by something or relating to it: The
in·dict /In'daIt/ v. [I,T] LAW to officially charge accident was an indirect result of the heavy
someone with a crime: He was indicted on charges rain. 2 not using the straightest or most direct way
of perjury. —indictable /In'daIÔ@b@l/ adj.
to get to a place: an indirect route 3 suggesting
something without saying it directly or clearly: He
in·dict·ment /In'daIt§m@nt/ n. [C] 1 LAW an never mentioned my work, which I felt was an
official written statement saying that someone has indirect criticism of its quality. —indirectly adv.
done something illegal
"indirect 'object n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS in gramTHESAURUS
accusation, allegation,
mar, the person or thing that receives something as
charge, complaint ➔ ACCUSATION
the result of the action of the verb in a sentence. In
2 be an indictment of sth something which the sentence “Pete gave me the money,” “me” is the
shows that a system, method, etc. is very bad or indirect object. ➔ DIRECT OBJECT
wrong: Bellow’s novel can be read as an indict- "indirect 'reasoning also "indirect 'proof n.
ment of modern society.
[U] MATH the process of proving that a mathematical
statement is true by first saying that it is false, and
in·dif·ference /In'dIfr@ns/ n. [U] lack of inter- then showing that, if the statement is really false,
est or concern: his indifference to the suffering of other mathematical statements which are known or
others
believed to be true must also be false
in·dif·ferent /In'dIfr@nt/ adj. not interested in "indirect 'rule n. [U] POLITICS the act of governing
someone or something, or not having any feelings a COLONY (=a country or area ruled by a more
or opinions about him, her, or it: The industry powerful country) using local laws rather than the
seems indifferent to environmental concerns.
laws of the ruling country

in·dig·e·nous /In'dIdZ@n@s/ adj. (formal) indig- "indirect 'speech n. [U]

ENG.

LANG.

ARTS

enous plants, animals, etc. have always lived or REPORTED SPEECH
grown naturally in the place where they are in·dis·creet /"IndI'skrit/ adj. careless about
SYN native: These plants are indigenous to the
what you say or do, so that you let people know too
Amazon region. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Late Latin much
indigenus, from Latin indigena “someone born
in·dis·cre·tion /"IndI'skrES@n/ Ac n. [C,U] an
in a place”]
action, remark, or behavior that shows bad judgin·di·gent /'IndIdZ@nt/ adj. (formal) not having ment and is usually considered socially or morally
much money or many possessions SYN poor: unacceptable:
his
embarrassing
sexual
money to help indigent hospital patients indiscretions | youthful indiscretion
—indigent n. [C] —indigence n. [U]
in·dis·crim·i·nate /"IndI'skrIm@nIt/ adj. an
THESAURUS
poor, needy, destitute,
indiscriminate action is done without thinking
impoverished, impecunious, penurious,
about what harm it might cause: indiscriminate acts
poverty-stricken ➔ POOR
of violence

indulge
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in·dis·pen·sa·ble /"IndI'spEns@b@l/ adj. someone or something that is indispensable is so important or useful that you cannot manage without him,
her, or it: The information he provided was indispensable to our research.
THESAURUS
NECESSARY

in·do·lent

/'Ind@l@nt/ adj. (formal) lazy
—indolently adv. —indolence n. [U]
in·dom·i·ta·ble /In'dAm@Ô@b@l/ adj. indomitable spirit/courage etc. (formal) determination,
courage, etc. that can never be defeated

necessary, essential, vital ➔

in·dis·pu·ta·ble /"IndI'spyuÔ@b@l/ adj. a fact
that is indisputable must be accepted because it is
definitely true —indisputably adv.

in·dis·tinct /"IndI'stIÎkt/

Ac adj. not able to be
heard, or remembered very clearly
SYN unclear: We could hear indistinct voices in
the next room. —indistinctly adv.

seen,

in·dis·tin·guish·a·ble

/"IndI'stIÎgwIS@b@l/

adj. things that are indistinguishable are so similar

that you cannot see any difference between them:
This material is indistinguishable from real silk.

in·di·vid·u·al1 /"Ind@'vIdZu@l/

Ac adj. 1 considered separately from other people or things in
the same group: Each individual drawing is slightly
different. | the tasks given to the individual members of the group 2 belonging to or intended for
one person rather than a group: Individual attention
must be given to each student. | The gallery relies
on both corporate and individual donations. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Medieval Latin individualis,
from Latin individuus “undividable”]

individual2

Ac n. [C] one person, considered
separately from the rest of the group or society that
s/he lives in: Thousands of homeless individuals
and families use these shelters. | The substance can
help prevent heart disease in some individuals.

in·di·vid·u·al·ism /"Ind@'vIdZu@"lIz@m/

Ac

n. [U] 1 the behavior or attitude of someone who

does things in his or her own way without being
influenced by other people: The culture of the
western U.S. has always valued rugged individualism. 2 the belief that the rights and freedom of
individual people are the most important rights in
society: Japanese society promotes the group
rather than individualism. —individualist n. [C]:
He was an individualist who always spoke his
mind. —individualistic /"Ind@"vIdZu@'lIstIk/

adj.

in·di·vid·u·al·i·ty /"Ind@"vIdZu'æl@Ôi/

Ac n.
[U] the quality that makes someone or something

different from all others: His individuality shows in
his art work.

in·di·vid·u·al·ly /"Ind@'vIdZu@li, -dZ@li/

Ac

adv. separately, not together in a group: Mr. Wong

met with each employee individually.

in·di·vis·i·ble /"Ind@'vIz@b@l/ adj. not able to be
separated or divided into parts —indivisibly adv.

in·doc·tri·nate /In'dAktr@"neIt/ v. [T] (disapproving) to teach someone to accept a particular set

of beliefs and not consider any others
—indoctrination /In"dAktr@'neIS@n/ n. [U]

in·door /'IndOr/ adj. [only before noun] used or

happening inside a building ANT outdoor: an
indoor swimming pool
in·doors /"In'dOrz/ adv. into or inside a building
ANT outdoors: He stayed indoors all morning.
in·duce /In'dus/ Ac v. (formal) 1 [T] to make
someone decide to do something: What induced
you to spend so much money on a car?
THESAURUS
CAUSE 2

cause, make, prompt ➔

2 [T] to cause a particular physical condition: This
drug may induce drowsiness. 3 [I,T] to make a
woman give birth to her baby by giving her a
special drug
in·duce·ment /In'dusm@nt/ n. [C,U] something
that you are offered to persuade you to do something: He was given $10,000 as an inducement to
leave the company.
in·duct /In'dökt/ v. [T] to officially make someone a member of a group or organization: Joni
Mitchell was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall
of Fame. —inductee /In"dök'ti/ n. [C]
in·duc·tion /In'dökS@n/ Ac n. [C,U] the act or
ceremony of officially making someone a member
of a group or organization
in·duc·tive /In'döktIv/ adj. using known facts or
patterns to form the general principles of something
or a general opinion about something: inductive
research
in"ductive 'reasoning n. [U] MATH the process
of forming a general mathematical rule for solving
a mathematical problem using an existing pattern
of specific results or facts
in·dulge /In'döldZ/ v. 1 [I,T] to let yourself do or
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achieve: Critics say that gun-control laws have
been ineffective. —ineffectiveness n. [U]
in·ef·fec·tu·al /"In@'fEktSu@l/ adj. not achieving
what someone or something is trying to do: an
ineffectual leader —ineffectually adv.
in·ef·fi·cient /"In@'fIS@nt/ adj. not working well
and wasting time, money, or energy: an inefficient
use of good farmland —inefficiently adv.
—inefficiency n. [C,U]
in·e·las·tic /"InI'læstIk/ adj. ECONOMICS if the
demand for a particular product or service is inelastic, a change in the price produces only a small
change in the amount people will buy ANT elastic
in·el·e·gant /In'El@g@nt/ adj. (formal) not graceful or well done: inelegant manners ➔ CLUMSY
in·el·i·gi·ble /In'El@dZ@b@l/ adj. not allowed to
do or have something: Our family is ineligible for
state aid. —ineligibility /In"El@dZ@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [U]
in·ept /I'nEpt/ adj. having no skill: an inept driver
—ineptitude /I'nEpt@"tud/ n. [U]
in·e·qual·i·ty /"InI'kwAl@Ôi/ n. (plural inequalities) [C,U] an unfair situation, in which some
groups in society have more money, opportunities,
power, etc. than others ➔ UNEQUAL : There are
many inequalities in our legal system.
in·eq·ui·ty /In'Ekw@Ôi/ n. (plural inequities) [C,U]
(formal) lack of fairness, or something that is unfair:
There are still inequities in the amount that men
and women earn for the same job.
in·ert /I'nøt/ adj. 1 CHEMISTRY not producing a
chemical reaction when combined with other substances: inert gases 2 not moving: He lay there,
inert. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin iners
“unskilled, doing nothing,” from ars “skill, art”]
in·er·tia /I'nøS@/ n. [U] 1 a tendency for a situation to stay unchanged for a long time: the problem
of inertia in large bureaucracies 2 a feeling that
you do not want to do anything at all 3 PHYSICS the
force that keeps an object in the same position or
keeps it moving until it is moved or stopped by
THESAURUS
business, commerce, trade,
another force
private enterprise ➔ BUSINESS
in·es·cap·a·ble
/"In@'skeIp@b@l/ adj. (formal)
2 [C] a particular type of trade or service that
impossible to avoid or ignore: The inescapable fact
produces things: He works in the auto/retail/ is that he has a drinking problem.
—inescapably
insurance industry. | She’s one of the most success- adv.
ful people in this industry. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
Old French industrie “skill, work involving in·es·ti·ma·ble /In'Est@m@b@l/ adj. (formal) too
skill,” from Latin industria “willingness to work much or too great to be calculated —inestimably
adv.
hard”]
in·e·bri·at·ed /I'nibri"eIÔId/ adj. (formal) drunk in·ev·i·ta·ble /I'nEv@Ô@b@l/ Ac adj. 1 certain
to happen and impossible to avoid: A lawsuit seems
—inebriation /I"nibri'eIS@n/ n. [U]
inevitable. | It was inevitable that someone would
in·ed·i·ble /In'Ed@b@l/ adj. not good enough to get
hurt. 2 the inevitable something that is cereat, or not appropriate for eating: inedible mush- tain to happen: Finally, the inevitable happened and
rooms
he lost his job. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin ineviin·ef·fa·ble /In'Ef@b@l/ adj. (formal) too great to tabilis, from evitare “to avoid”] —inevitability
be described in words: He felt an ineffable sadness. /I"nEv@Ô@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [U]
—ineffably adv.
in·ev·i·ta·bly /I'nEv@Ô@bli/ Ac adv. as was
in·ef·fec·tive /"In@'fEktIv/ adj. something that is certain to happen: Inevitably, there were a few
ineffective does not achieve what it was intended to mistakes. | Questions will inevitably arise.

have something that you enjoy, especially something that is considered bad for you: We indulged
in a piece of cheesecake after lunch. | Go ahead –
indulge yourself. 2 [T] to let someone do or have
whatever s/he wants, even if it is bad for him/her:
She did not like her children to be indulged.
in·dul·gence /In'döldZ@ns/ n. 1 [U] the habit
of eating too much, drinking too much, etc.: a life
of indulgence 2 [C] something that you do or have
for pleasure, not because you need it: Chocolate is
my only indulgence.
in·dul·gent /In'döldZ@nt/ adj. allowing someone
to do or have whatever s/he wants, even if it is bad
for him/her: indulgent parents —indulgently adv.
in·dus·tri·al /In'döstri@l/ adj. 1 relating to
industry or the people working in industry: industrial waste | industrial production 2 having many
industries, or industries that are well developed: an
industrial region —industrially adv.
in·dus·tri·al·ist /In'döstri@lIst/ n. [C] the owner
of a factory, industrial company, etc.
in·dus·tri·al·ize /In'döstri@"laIz/ v. [I,T] if a
country or place is industrialized, or if it industrializes, it develops a lot of industry
—industrialization /In"döstri@l@'zeIS@n/ n. [U]
in'dustrial "park n. [C] an area of land that has
offices, businesses, small factories, etc. on it
in"dustrial revo'lution n. the Industrial
Revolution HISTORY the period in the 18th and 19th
centuries in Europe, when machines and factories
began to be used to produce goods in large quantities
in·dus·tri·ous /In'döstri@s/ adj. (formal) tending
to work hard: an industrious young woman
—industriously adv.
in·dus·try /'Ind@stri/ n. (plural industries) 1 [U]
the production of goods, especially in factories
➔ INDUSTRIAL : The country’s economy is supported
by industry.
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in·ex·act /"InIg'zæktX/ adj. not exact: Psychol-

ogy is an inexact science (=you cannot measure
things exactly in it).
in·ex·cus·a·ble /"InIk'skyuz@b@l/ adj. inexcusable behavior is too bad to be excused: Being late
on your first day at a job is inexcusable.
—inexcusably adv.
in·ex·haust·i·ble /"InIg'zOst@b@l/ adj. something that is inexhaustible exists in such large
amounts that it can never be used up: Warton seems
to have an inexhaustible supply of energy.
—inexhaustibly adv.
in·ex·o·ra·ble /In'Eks@r@b@l/ adj. (formal) an
inexorable process cannot be stopped: the inexorable process of aging —inexorably adv.
in·ex·pen·sive /"InIk'spEnsIv/ adj. low in price:
an inexpensive vacation —inexpensively adv.
THESAURUS
cheap, reasonable, a
good/great deal, good/great value ➔ CHEAP 1

in·ex·pe·ri·enced /"InIk'spIri@nst/ adj. not

having much experience or knowledge: an inexperienced driver —inexperience n. [U]
in·ex·pli·ca·ble /"InIk'splIk@b@l/ adj. too
unusual or strange to be explained or understood:
Police are investigating his inexplicable disappearance. —inexplicably adv.
in·ex·tric·a·ble /"InIk'strIk@b@l, In'EkstrIk-/
adj. (formal) two or more things that are inextricable
cannot be separated from each other: the inextricable link between language and culture
in·ex·tri·ca·bly /"InIk'strIk@bli/ adv. (formal)
things that are inextricably connected or related
cannot be separated from each other: Their political
beliefs and their religion are inextricably linked.
in·fal·li·ble /In'fæl@b@l/ adj. 1 always right, and
never making mistakes: Many small children
believe their parents are infallible. 2 always having the intended effect: an infallible cure for hiccups —infallibility /In"fæl@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [U]
in·fa·mous /'Inf@m@s/ adj. well known for being
bad or evil ➔ FAMOUS : an infamous criminal
—infamously adv.
THESAURUS

➔ FAMOUS

famous, legendary, notorious

in·fa·my /'Inf@mi/ n. [U] the state of being evil or
of being well known for evil things

in·fan·cy /'Inf@nsi/ n. [U] 1 the period in a

child’s life before s/he can walk or talk: Their son
died in infancy. 2 in its infancy something that
is in its infancy is just starting to be developed: The
project is still in its infancy.
in·fant /'Inf@nt/ n. [C] (formal) a baby, especially
one that cannot walk yet [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
French enfant, from Latin infans “unable to
speak,” from fari “to speak”]
in·fan·tile /'Inf@n"taIl, -t@l/ adj. 1 (disapproving)
infantile behavior seems silly in an adult because it

inferior

is typical of a child: his infantile jokes 2 [only
before noun] affecting very small children: infantile
illnesses
in·fan·try /'Inf@ntri/ n. [U] soldiers who fight on
foot
in·farc·tion /In'fArkS@n/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a medical condition in which a blood VESSEL becomes
blocked, so that no blood can go through
in·fat·u·at·ed /In'fætSu"eIÔId/ adj. having
unreasonably strong feelings of love for someone:
He’s infatuated with her. —infatuation
/In"fætSu'eIS@n/ n. [C,U]
in·fect /In'fEkt/ v. [T] 1 BIOLOGY to give someone
a disease: People can feel well but still infect
others. | a young man who is infected with the
AIDS virus 2 BIOLOGY to make food, water, etc.
dangerous and able to spread disease: bacteria that
can infect fruit 3 if a feeling that you have infects
other people, it makes them begin to feel the same
way: Lucy’s enthusiasm soon infected the rest of
the class. 4 IT if a computer VIRUS infects your
computer or DISK s, it changes or destroys the
information on them [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin,
past participle of inficere “to dip in, stain”]
in·fect·ed /In'fEktId/ adj. 1 BIOLOGY a part of
your body or a wound that is infected has harmful
BACTERIA in it that prevent it from HEAL ing: an
infected finger 2 BIOLOGY food, water, etc. that is
infected contains BACTERIA that spread disease:
water infected with cholera 3 IT if a computer or
DISK is infected, the information on it has been
changed or destroyed by a computer VIRUS
in·fec·tion /In'fEkS@n/ n. [C,U] a disease or sickness in a part of your body, caused by BACTERIA or
a VIRUS : Wash the cut thoroughly to protect against
infection. | an ear infection
in·fec·tious /In'fEkS@s/ adj. 1 an infectious disease can be passed from one person to another: Flu
is highly infectious. 2 someone who is infectious
has a disease that could be passed to other
people 3 infectious feelings or laughter spread
quickly from one person to another
in·fer /In'fø/ Ac v. (inferred, inferring) [T]
(formal) to form an opinion that something is probably true because of information that you have:
What can you infer from the available data?
in·fer·ence /'Inf@r@ns/ Ac n. [C,U] something
that you think is true, based on information that you
have: You’ll have to draw your own inferences
from the evidence (=decide what you think is true).
in·fer·en·tial
ques·tion
/"Inf@rEnS@l
'kwestS@n/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a question that
asks someone to say what s/he thinks is true, based
on something that s/he has read ➔ EVALUATIVE
QUESTION , LITERAL QUESTION
in·fe·ri·or1 /In'fIriø/ adj. 1 not good, or not as
good as someone or something else ANT superior:
Larry always makes me feel inferior. | Her work is
inferior to mine. 2 (formal) lower in rank
ANT superior: an inferior court [ORIGIN: 1400—
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1500 Latin “lower,” from inferus “below”]
—inferiority /In"fIri'Ar@Ôi, -'Or-/ n. [U]

inferior2 n. [C] someone who has a lower position

I

in·firm /In'føm/ adj. (formal) weak or sick, especially because of being old
THESAURUS

sick, ill, not very well, under

or rank than you in an organization ANT superior
the weather, ailing ➔ SICK
in"ferior 'court n. [C] LAW a LOWER COURT
in·fir·ma·ry /In'føm@ri/ n. (plural infirmaries)
➔ SUPERIOR COURT
[C] (formal) a place where sick people can receive
in·fer·no /In'fønoU/ n. (plural infernos) [C] (liter- medical treatment, especially in a place such as a
ary) a very large and dangerous fire: a raging
school
inferno (=an extremely violent fire)
in·fir·mi·ty /In'føm@Ôi/ n. (plural infirmities)
THESAURUS
[C,U] (formal) bad health or a particular illness
fire, flames, blaze ➔ FIRE 1
in·flame /In'fleIm/ v. [T] (literary) to make someone have strong feelings of anger, excitement, etc.
in·fer·tile /In'føÔl/ adj. 1 an infertile person or
in·flam·ma·ble
/In'flæm@b@l/ adj. (formal)
animal cannot have babies 2 infertile land or soil
is not good enough to grow plants on —infertility inflammable materials or substances will start to
burn very easily SYN flammable ANT nonflam/"Infø'tIl@Ôi/ n. [U]
mable: Gasoline is highly inflammable.
in·fest /In'fEst/ v. [T] if insects, rats, etc. infest a
THESAURUS
flammable, nonflammable ➔
place, they are there in large numbers and usually
FLAMMABLE
cause damage: The old carpet was infested with
fleas. —infestation /"InfE'steIS@n/ n. [C,U]
in·flam·ma·tion /"Infl@'meIS@n/ n. [C,U] swellin·fi·del /'Inf@dl, -"dEl/ n. (old-fashioned, disap- ing and soreness on or in a part of your body, which
proving) [C] someone who does not believe in what
is often red and hot to touch —inflamed
you consider to be the true religion
/In'fleImd/ adj.
in·fi·del·i·ty /"Inf@'dEl@Ôi/ n. (plural infidelities) in·flam·ma·to·ry /In'flæm@"tOri/ adj. (formal)
[C,U] an act of being unfaithful to your wife or
an inflammatory speech, piece of writing, etc. is
husband by having sex with someone else
likely to make people angry
in·field /'Infild/ n. [singular] the part of a baseball in·flat·a·ble /In'fleIÔ@b@l/ adj. an inflatable
field inside the four bases —infielder n. [C]
object has to be filled with air before you can use it:
in·fight·ing /'In"faIÔIÎ/ n. [U] unfriendly compe- an inflatable mattress
tition and disagreement among members of the in·flate /In'fleIt/ v. 1 [I,T] to fill something with
same group or organization: political infighting
air or gas, so that it becomes larger, or to make
in·fil·trate /In'fIl"treIt, 'InfIl-/ v. [I,T] to join an something do this ANT deflate: The machine
organization or enter a place, especially in order to quickly inflates the tires. 2 [T] to make something
find out secret information about it or to harm it: larger in size, amount, or importance: a policy that
The police have made several attempts to infiltrate inflates land prices [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin,
the Mafia. —infiltrator n. [C] —infiltration past participle of inflare, from flare “to blow”]
/"InfIl'treIS@n/ n. [U]
in·flat·ed /In'fleIÔId/ adj. 1 greater or larger than
reasonable: He has an inflated opinion of his own
in·fi·nite /'Inf@nIt/ Ac adj. 1 very great: a is
importance. 2 filled with air or gas: an inflated
teacher with infinite patience | There are an infinite balloon
number of devices to make preparing food
easier. 2 without limits in space or time: The in·fla·tion /In'fleIS@n/ n. [U] 1 ECONOMICS a conuniverse is infinite. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin in tinuing increase in prices, or the rate at which
“not” + finitus, past participle of finire “to end”] prices increase: countries with high/low inflation |
an inflation rate (=the rate at which prices rise over
in·fi·nite·ly /'Inf@nItli/ Ac adv. very much: This time) of three percent 2 the process of filling
stove is infinitely better/worse than the other one.
something with air or gas
adj. in·fla·tion·a·ry /In'fleIS@"nEri/ adj. ECONOMICS
in·fin·i·tes·i·mal
/"InfIn@'tEs@m@l/
extremely small: infinitesimal changes in tempera- relating to or causing price increases: inflationary
ture —infinitesimally adv.
wage increases
in·fin·i·tive /In'fIn@ÔIv/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS in in·flect /In'flEkt/ v. [I] ENG. LANG. ARTS if a word
grammar, the basic form of a verb, used with “to.” inflects, its form changes according to its meaning
In the sentence “I forgot to buy milk,” “to buy” is or use
an infinitive. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Late Latin
infinitivus, from Latin infinitus; because the in·flec·tion /In'flEkS@n/ n. [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS
the way in which a word changes its form to show
verb is not limited by person or number]
differences in its meaning or use, such as the plural
in·fin·i·ty /In'fIn@Ôi/ n. 1 [U] a space or distance or a past tense, or one of the forms that is used in
without limits or an end 2 [singular, U] MATH a this way. For example, the inflections of “run” are
number that is larger than all others
“runs,” “ran,” and “running.”

infuriating
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in·flex·i·ble /In'flEks@b@l/

Ac adj. 1 impossible to influence or change: a school with inflexible rules | an inflexible boss 2 inflexible material
is stiff and will not bend —inflexibility
/In"flEks@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [U]
in·flict /In'flIkt/ v. [T] to make someone suffer
something bad: Soldiers assessed the damage
inflicted on/upon the enemy. —infliction
/In'flIkS@n/ n. [U]
in·flu·ence1 /'Influ@ns/ n. 1 [C,U] the power to
have an effect on the way someone or something
develops, behaves, or thinks: Diego Rivera had a
profound influence on artists of the 1930s. | He has
a lot of political influence in the community. |
Lewis used his influence to avoid military service. 2 [C] someone or something that has an
effect on other people or things: Alex’s parents
always thought that I was a good/bad influence on
him. | The country remains untouched by outside
influences. 3 under the influence drunk or feeling the effects of a drug [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
French, Medieval Latin influentia, from Latin
fluere “to flow”]
influence2 v. [T] to have an effect on the way
someone or something develops, behaves, or
thinks: I don’t want to influence your decision. | As
a singer, she was strongly influenced by gospel
music.

further information, call the number below. 2 the
telephone service that you can call to get someone’s
telephone number
GRAMMAR

Information is an uncountable noun and is
never plural. Do not say “an information” or
“some informations.” Say some information,
any information, or a piece/bit of
information: Do you have any information
about places to stay in Seattle? | I found out an
interesting piece of information.

infor'mation tech"nology (abbreviation IT) n.

[U] the use of electronic processes, especially computers, for gathering information, storing it, and
making it available
in·form·a·tive /In'fOrm@ÔIv/ adj. providing
many useful facts or ideas: a very informative book
—informatively adv.
in·formed /In'fOrmd/ adj. having a lot of knowledge or information about a particular subject or
situation: well-informed voters
in·form·er /In'fOrmø/ n. [C] an INFORMANT
in·fo·tain·ment /"InfoU'teInm@nt/ n. [U] television programs that present news and other types
of information in an entertaining way
in·frac·tion /In'frækS@n/ n. [C,U] (formal) an act
of breaking a rule or law
THESAURUS
persuade, convince, coax,
in·fra·red /"Infr@'rEdX/ adj. infrared light procajole, prevail on/upon sb ➔ PERSUADE
duces heat but cannot be seen ➔ ULTRAVIOLET
in·flu·en·tial /"Influ'EnS@l/ adj. having a lot of "infrared radi'ation n. [U] PHYSICS energy in the
influence: an influential politician | Dewey was
form of waves that you cannot see, which are
influential in shaping economic policy. ➔ POWERlonger than waves of light that you can see and
FUL —influentially adv.
shorter than radio waves
in·flu·en·za /"Influ'Enz@/ n. [U] (formal) FLU
in·fra·struc·ture /'Infr@"ströktSø/ Ac n. [C]
in·flux /'Inflöks/ n. [C usually singular] the arrival
the basic systems that a country or organization
of large numbers of people or things: an influx of
needs in order to work in the right way, for example
cheap imported goods
roads, COMMUNICATIONS , and banking systems:
Japan’s economic infrastructure
in·fo /'InfoU/ n. [U] (informal) information
in·fre·quent
/In'frikw@nt/ adj. not happening
in·fo·mer·cial /'InfoU"møS@l/ n. [C] a long teleoften SYN rare: I met him on one of his infrequent
vision advertisement that is made to seem like a
visits to his parents. —infrequently adv.
regular program
in·form /In'fOrm/ v. [T] to formally tell someone in·fringe /In'frIndZ/ v. [T] to do something that is
against the law or someone’s legal rights
about something: Please inform us of any progress.
—infringement n. [C,U]: copyright infringement
inform against/on sb phr. v. to tell the police, an
enemy, etc. about what someone has done
THESAURUS
disobey, break a rule/law,
in·for·mal /In'fOrm@l/ adj. 1 relaxed and
defy, flout, violate, contravene ➔ DISOBEY
friendly: an informal meeting 2 appropriate for
infringe on/upon sth phr. v. to limit someone’s
ordinary situations or conversations: an informal
freedom in some way: The new law infringes on
letter to your family —informally adv.
our basic right to freedom of speech.
—informality /"InfOr'mæl@Ôi/ n. [U]
in·form·ant /In'fOrm@nt/ n. [C] someone who in·fu·ri·ate /In'fyUri"eIt/ v. [T] to make someone
very angry: He really infuriates me!
gives secret information to the police, a government
department, etc.: a CIA informant
THESAURUS
annoy, irritate, vex, irk ➔
in·for·ma·tion /"Infø'meIS@n/ n. [U] 1 facts or
ANNOY
details that tell you something about a situation,
person, event, etc.: I need some more information in·fu·ri·at·ing /In'fyUri"eIÔIÎ/ adj. very annoyabout/on this machine. | Goodwin was able to
ing: an infuriating delay of four hours
provide several new pieces of information. | For
—infuriatingly adv.

I
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in·fuse /In'fyuz/ v. 1 [T] to fill someone or

something with a particular feeling or quality: The
coach has managed to infuse the team with new
enthusiasm. 2 [I,T] to put a substance such as tea in
very hot water, so that its taste passes into the water
in·fu·sion /In'fyuZ@n/ n. 1 [C,U] the act of putting something new into something, especially a
new feeling or quality: I felt an infusion of
spirituality. | A cash infusion helped save the
company. 2 [C] a medicine made with HERB s in
hot water and usually taken as a drink
in·ge·nious /In'dZiny@s/ adj. 1 an ingenious
plan, idea, etc. works well and is the result of
intelligent thinking and new ideas: an ingenious
device 2 an ingenious person is very good at
inventing things, thinking of new ideas, etc. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French ingénieux, from Latin
ingenium “natural ability”] —ingeniously adv.
in·ge·nu·i·ty /"IndZ@'nu@Ôi/ n. [U] skill at inventing things, thinking of new ideas, etc.
in·gen·u·ous /In'dZEnyu@s/ adj. (formal) an
ingenuous person trusts people too much and is
honest, especially because they do not have
experience in how badly people can behave
ANT
disingenuous
—ingenuously adv.
—ingenuousness n. [U]
in·gest /In'dZEst/ v. [T] (formal) to eat something
—ingestion /In'dZEstS@n/ n. [U]
THESAURUS
eat, devour, gobble
something up, wolf something down, nibble
(on) ➔ EAT

I

in·grained /In'greInd, 'IngreInd/ adj. ingrained

gas: Try not to inhale the fumes from the glue.
—inhalation /"Inh@'leIS@n/ n. [C,U]
THESAURUS
breathe, take a breath,
exhale, pant, wheeze ➔ BREATHE

in·hal·er /In'heIlø/ n. [C] a plastic tube containing medicine that someone, especially someone
with ASTHMA , inhales in order to make his/her
breathing easier

in·her·ent /In'hIr@nt, -'hEr-/

Ac adj. a quality
that is inherent in something is a natural part of it
and cannot be separated from it: The problem is
inherent in the system. —inherently adv.

in"herent 'powers n. [plural]

POLITICS powers
given to the U.S. government that are not clearly
stated in the CONSTITUTION , but which are
accepted as necessary in order for the United States
to be a completely independent country

in·her·it /In'hErIt/ v. 1 [I,T] to receive something
from someone after s/he has died: I inherited the
house from my uncle. 2 [T] to get a quality, type of
behavior, appearance, etc. from one of your parents: Suzy inherited her mother’s good looks.

in·her·i·tance /In'hErIÔ@ns/ n. [C,U] money,
property, etc. that you receive from someone after
s/he has died

in·hib·it /In'hIbIt/

Ac v. [T] 1 to prevent something from growing or developing in the usual or
expected way: The new treatments inhibit the
spread of the disease. 2 to make someone feel
embarrassed or less confident, so s/he cannot do or
say what s/he wants to: Fear of criticism may
inhibit a child’s curiosity. 3 to make it more difficult or impossible for someone to do something:
The goal is to inhibit the virus from invading
healthy cells. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin, past
participle of inhibere “to prevent,” from habere
“to have”]

attitudes or behavior are firmly established and
difficult to change: A sense of duty is deeply
ingrained in most people.
in·gra·ti·ate /In'greISi"eIt/ v. ingratiate yourself (with sb) (disapproving) to try to get someone’s
approval by doing things to please him/her,
expressing admiration, etc., especially in a way that
does not seem sincere: Politicians try to ingratiate in·hib·it·ed /In'hIbIÔId/ Ac adj. not confident or
themselves with the voters. —ingratiating adj. relaxed enough to express how you really feel or do
what you really want to do ANT uninhibited: She
—ingratiatingly adv.
wanted to dance with him, but felt too inhibited to
in·grat·i·tude /In'græÔ@"tud/ n. [U] the quality tell him.
of not being grateful for something
n.
in·gre·di·ent /In'gridi@nt/ n. [C] 1 one of the in·hi·bi·tion /"InhI'bIS@n, "In@-/ Ac
things that goes into a mixture from which a type of [C,U] 1 a feeling of worry or embarrassment that
food is made: Combine all the ingredients in a stops you from expressing how you really feel or
large bowl. | Flour, water, and eggs are the main doing what you really want to do: She seems to lose
ingredients. 2 a quality that helps to achieve her inhibitions (=stops feeling worried or embarsomething: Jack seems to have all the ingredients rassed) after a few drinks. 2 the process of preto succeed in business. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 venting something from working, growing, or
Latin, present participle of ingredi, from in “in” developing in the usual or expected way: Alcohol
causes the inhibition of certain neurons in the
+ gradi “to go”]
brain, preventing them from communicating with
in·hab·it /In'hæbIt/ v. [T] to live in a particular other neurons.
place: The forest is inhabited by bears and moose.
in·hos·pi·ta·ble /"InhA'spIÔ@b@l, In'hAspI-/
in·hab·it·ant /In'hæb@Ô@nt/ n. [C] one of the adj. (formal) 1 not friendly, welcoming, or generpeople who live in a particular place: the inhabit- ous to visitors 2 difficult to live or stay in because
ants of large cities
of severe weather conditions or lack of shelter: an
in·hale /In'heIl/ v. [I,T] to breathe in air, smoke, or inhospitable climate —inhospitably adv.

injustice
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"in-'house adj., adv. within a company or organiza-

tion rather than outside it: an in-house training
department
in·hu·man /In'hyum@n/ adj. 1 very cruel and
without any normal feelings of pity: inhuman treatment 2 lacking any human qualities in a way that
seems strange or frightening: an inhuman scream
in·hu·mane /"Inhyu'meIn/ adj. treating people
or animals in a cruel and unacceptable way: inhumane living conditions —inhumanely adv.
—inhumanity /"Inhyu'mæn@Ôi/ n. [U]
in·im·i·cal /I'nImIk@l/ adj. making it difficult for
something to exist or happen: This type of task is
inimical to creativity.
in·im·i·ta·ble /I'nIm@Ô@b@l/ adj. too good for
anyone else to copy: Jerry gave the speech in his
own inimitable style.
in·iq·ui·ty /I'nIkw@Ôi/ n. (plural iniquities) [C,U]
(formal) the quality of being very unfair or evil, or
an action that is very unfair or evil
i·ni·tial1 /I'nIS@l/ Ac adj. happening at the
beginning SYN first: the initial stages of the war |
My initial reaction was shock. [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 Latin initialis, from initium “beginning,”
from inire “to go in”] —initially adv.: He initially
refused the offer.
initial2 n. [C] the first letter of a name: a suitcase
with the initials S.H. on it
initial3 v. [T] to write your initials on a document:
Could you initial this form for me, please?
i·ni·ti·ate /I'nISi"eIt/ Ac v. [T] 1 (formal) to
arrange for something important to start: The
prison has recently initiated new security procedures. 2 to introduce someone into an organization, club, etc., usually with a special ceremony:
This week, 11 students will be initiated into the
school’s honor society.
i·ni·ti·a·tion /I"nISi'eIS@n/ Ac n. [C,U] 1 the
process of introducing someone into an organization or club, or a young person into adult life: an
initiation ceremony 2 the act of arranging for
something important to start: the initiation of legal
proceedings
i·ni·tia·tive /I'nIS@ÔIv/ Ac n. 1 [U] the ability
to make decisions and take action without waiting
for someone to tell you what to do: I wish he would
show more initiative. | Try using your own initiative (=doing something without being told what to
do). 2 [C] a plan or process that has been started in
order to achieve a particular aim or to solve a
particular problem: The state has several initiatives
to reduce spending. 3 take the initiative to be
the first one to take action to achieve a particular
aim or solve a particular problem 4 [C] POLITICS a
process by which citizens can suggest a change in a
law by signing a form asking for the change to be
voted on: an effort to get the initiative on the ballot
in·ject /In'dZEkt/ v. [T] 1 to put a liquid, especially a drug, into your body by using a special

needle: His shoulder was injected with a painkiller. 2 to improve something by adding an
important thing or quality to it: Her remarks
injected some humor into the situation. [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Latin, past participle of inicere,
from jacere “to throw”]

in·jec·tion

/In'dZEkS@n/

n. 1 [C,U] an act of put-

ting a liquid, especially
a drug, into your body
by using a special
needle SYN shot: The
nurse gave me an injection
of
painkillers. 2 [C] an addition
of an important thing or
quality to something in order to improve it: The
business received a cash injection of $20,000.
in·junc·tion /In'dZöÎkS@n/ n. [C] LAW an official
order given by a court, that stops someone from
being allowed to do something
in·jure /'IndZø/ Ac v. [T] to hurt a person or
animal: She was seriously/badly injured in the
accident. | Frank has injured his knee again.
THESAURUS
hurt, wound, maim, break,
bruise, sprain, twist, strain, pull, dislocate ➔
HURT 1

in·jured /'IndZød/

Ac adj. 1 hurt or wounded:
his injured leg | injured civilians 2 the injured
people who are hurt or wounded: Doctors treated
the injured.
in·ju·ry /'IndZ@ri/ Ac n. (plural injuries) [C,U]
physical harm or damage that is caused by an
accident or attack, or a particular example of this: a
knee/back/head injury | serious/severe injuries to
the head and neck | Luckily, she suffered only
minor injuries.
THESAURUS

wound – an injury, especially a deep cut made
in your skin by a knife or bullet: He needed
emergency treatment for a gunshot wound.
bruise/contusion (formal) – a black or blue
mark on your skin that you get when you fall or
get hit: There was a dark bruise on her cheek.
cut – the small wound you get if a sharp object
cuts your skin: a cut on her finger
laceration (formal) – a bad cut or tear on the
skin: She suffered facial lacerations in the attack.
scrape – a mark or slight injury caused by
rubbing your skin against a rough surface: His
legs were covered in scrapes and bruises.
sprain – an injury to a joint in your body, caused
by suddenly twisting it: a slight ankle sprain
bump – an area of skin that is swollen because
you have hit it on something: a bump on his
forehead
fracture – a crack or broken part in a bone:
X-rays revealed a small fracture.

in·jus·tice /In'dZöstIs/ n. [C,U] a situation in

I

ink

I
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which people are treated very unfairly: Our country
has a history of injustices against black people.
ink /IÎk/ n. [U] a colored liquid used for writing,
printing, etc.
ink·ling /'IÎklIÎ/ n. [singular] a slight idea about
something: We had no inkling that he was leaving.
in·laid /'InleId, In'leId/ adj. having a thin layer of
a material set into the surface for decoration: a
wooden box inlaid with gold
in·land1 /'Inl@nd/ adj. an inland area, city, etc. is
not near the coast
in·land2 /In'lænd, 'Inlænd, -l@nd/ adv. in a
direction away from the coast and toward the center
of a country
"inland 'sea n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a sea that is
completely surrounded by land
'in-laws n. [plural] your relatives by marriage, especially the mother and father of your husband or
wife: We’re spending Christmas with my in-laws.
in·lay /'InleI/ n. [C,U] a material that has been set
into the surface of another material as a decoration,
or the pattern made by this
in·let /'InlEt, 'Inl@t/ n. [C] 1 a narrow area of
water reaching from the ocean or a lake into the
land, or between islands 2 the part of a machine
through which liquid or gas flows in
"in-line 'skate n. [C] a special boot with a single
row of wheels fastened under it SYN Rollerblade
➔ ROLLERSKATE
in·mate /'InmeIt/ n. [C] someone who is kept in a
prison or in a hospital for people with mental
illnesses
inn /In/ n. [C] a small hotel, especially one that is
not in a city

inside your head that you use for hearing and
balance

in·ner·most /'Inø"moUst/ adj. 1 your innermost feelings, desires, etc. are the ones you feel
most strongly and keep private ANT outermost
THESAURUS
private, secret, personal,
intimate ➔ PRIVATE 1

2 (formal) farthest inside

'inner tube n. [C] the rubber tube that is filled
with air inside a tire

in·ning /'InIÎ/ n. [C] one of the nine playing
periods in a game of baseball

inn·keep·er /'In"kipø/ n. [C] (old-fashioned)
someone who owns or manages an INN

in·no·cence /'In@s@ns/ n. [U] 1 the fact of not
being guilty of a crime ANT guilt: How did they
prove her innocence? 2 the state of not having
much experience of life, especially experience of
bad or complicated things: a child’s innocence

in·no·cent /'In@s@nt/ adj. 1 not guilty of a

crime ANT guilty: Nobody would believe that I was
innocent. | He was found innocent of murder by
the jury (=they decided he was innocent). 2 innocent victims/bystanders/people etc. people
who get hurt or killed in a war or as a result of a
crime, though they are not involved in it 3 not
having much experience of life, especially so that
you are easily deceived: I was 13 years old and
very innocent. 4 done or said without intending to
harm or offend anyone: It was a perfectly innocent
question. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French, Latin,
from in “not” + nocens “evil,” present participle
of nocere “to harm”] —innocently adv.
in·noc·u·ous /I'nAkyu@s/ adj. not offensive,
dangerous, or harmful: an innocuous but boring
THESAURUS
hotel, motel, bed and
movie —innocuously adv.
breakfast (b&b), hostel ➔ HOTEL
in·no·vate /'In@"veIt/ Ac v. [I] to think of and
in·nards /'Inødz/ n. [plural] (informal) the parts begin to use new ideas, methods, or inventions:
Firms have to innovate to earn higher profits.
inside your body, especially your stomach
—innovator /'In@"veIÔø/ n. [C]: Parker was one
in·nate /"I'neItX/ adj. 1 an innate quality has of the great jazz innovators.
been part of your character since you were born: an
innate sense of fun 2 innate behavior BIOLOGY in·no·va·tion /"In@'veIS@n/ Ac n. [C,U] a new
the things that an animal or person does naturally idea, method, or invention, or the introduction and
from the time that they are first born, without use of a new idea, method, etc.: innovations in
having to learn to behave in this way —innately design | Too many regulations can discourage innovation.
adv.

in·ner /'Inø/ adj. [only before noun] 1 on the inside in·no·va·tive /'In@"veIÔIv/

Ac adj. using new
or close to the center of something ANT outer: the ideas, methods, or inventions: an innovative
inner ear 2 inner feelings, thoughts, meanings, approach to language teaching
etc. are secret and not expressed 3 inner circle in·nu·en·do /"Inyu'EndoU/ n. (plural innuenthe few people in an organization, political party, does or innuendos) [C,U] a remark that suggests
etc. who control it or share power with its leader
something sexual or unpleasant without saying it
"inner 'city n. [C] the part of a city that is near the directly, or remarks like this in general: He made
middle, especially the part where the buildings are some nasty innuendos about Laurie and the boss. |
in a bad condition and the people are poor —inner His writing is full of sexual innuendoes.
city adj.: an inner city school
in·nu·mer·a·ble /I'num@r@b@l/ adj. (formal)
"inner 'ear n. [C] BIOLOGY the part of your ear very many

insatiable
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THESAURUS
many, plenty, numerous,
countless, myriad ➔ MANY

THESAURUS
ASK

ask, question, interrogate ➔

inquire into sth phr. v. to ask questions in order to
get more information about something or to find
tect someone against a disease by introducing a
out why something happened: The investigation
weak form of it into his/her body SYN immunize,
will inquire into the reasons for the disaster.
vaccinate: Children should be inoculated against
measles. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin, past parti- in·quir·ing /In'kwaI@rIÎ/ adj. wanting to find out
ciple of inoculare “to attach a bud to a plant,”
more about something: Dad taught us to have
from oculus “eye, bud”] —inoculation
inquiring minds. —inquiringly adv.
/I"nAky@'leIS@n/ n. [C,U]
in·quir·y
/In'kwaI@ri, 'IÎkw@ri/ n. (plural inquirin·of·fen·sive /"In@'fEnsIv/ adj. unlikely to
ies) [C] 1 a question you ask in order to get
offend anyone: a quiet, inoffensive man
information: We’re getting a lot of inquiries about
in·op·er·a·ble /In'Ap@r@b@l/ adj. 1 something
our new train service. 2 the official process of
that is inoperable is not working and cannot be used
finding out why something happened, especially
ANT operable: The airport is closed and will
something bad
remain inoperable until Labor Day. 2 an inoperable illness or condition cannot be treated by a in·qui·si·tion /"Inkw@'zIS@n/ n. [singular] (formal) a series of questions that someone asks you in
medical operation ANT operable: an inoperable
a way that seems threatening or not nice
brain tumor
in·op·por·tune /In"Apø'tun, "InA-/ adj. (formal) in·quis·i·tive /In'kwIz@ÔIv/ adj. interested in a
not appropriate or not good for a particular situalot of different things and wanting to find out more
tion: They arrived at an inopportune moment.
about them: a very inquisitive little boy
in·or·di·nate /In'Ordn-It/ adj. (formal) much
greater than is reasonable: an inordinate amount of in·quis·i·tor /In'kwIz@Ôø/ n. [C] someone who
asks you a lot of difficult questions and makes you
work —inordinately adv.
feel very uncomfortable —inquisitorial
in·or·gan·ic /"InOr'gænIkX/ adj. CHEMISTRY not
/In"kwIz@'tOri@l/ adj. —inquisitorially adv.
consisting of anything that is living: inorganic matin·roads /'InroUdz/ n. make inroads into/on
ter —inorganically adv.
sth to become more and more successful, power"inorganic 'chemistry n. [U] CHEMISTRY the sciful, or popular and so take away power, trade,
ence and study of substances that do not contain
votes, etc. from a competitor or enemy: Their new
HYDROCARBON s. Usually, inorganic chemistry
soft drink is already making huge inroads into the
deals with substances that are not related to life
market.
processes. ➔ ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
in·pa·tient /'In"peIS@nt/ n. [C] someone who INS n. the INS the Immigration and Naturalization Service the U.S. government department
stays and sleeps in a hospital while s/he is getting
that deals with people who come to live in the U.S.
medical treatment ➔ OUTPATIENT
from other countries
in·put1 /'InpUt/ Ac n. 1 [C,U] ideas, advice,
money, or effort that you put into a job or activity in "ins and 'outs n. the ins and outs of sth all the
exact details of a complicated situation, system,
order to help it succeed: I’d like to get your input
problem, etc.: I’m still learning the ins and outs of
on a few issues. | I’d like input from each of our
my new job.
employees. 2 [U] IT information that is put into a
computer ANT output 3 [C,U] electrical power
in·sane /In'seIn/ adj. 1 (informal) completely stuthat is put into a machine for it to use
pid or crazy, often in a way that is dangerous: You
2
input Ac v. (past tense and past participle input or
must’ve been totally insane to go with him! | an
inputted, present participle inputting) [T] IT to put
insane idea 2 someone who is insane is permainformation into a computer: The user inputs the
nently and seriously mentally ill
data, and the computer stores it in its memory.

in·oc·u·late /I'nAky@"leIt/ v. [T] (formal) to pro-

in·quest /'InkwEst/ n. [C] LAW an official process
to find out the cause of a sudden or unexpected
death, especially if there is a possibility that the
death is the result of a crime

in·quire /In'kwaIø/ v. [I,T] (formal) to ask someone for information: I am writing to inquire about
your advertisement in the New York Post. | She
called to inquire whether her application had been
received. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French enquerre, from Latin inquirere, from quaerere “to
look for”] —inquirer n. [C]

THESAURUS
crazy, mentally ill, disturbed,
nuts, loony, demented, psychotic, unstable ➔

CRAZY

—insanely adv.

in·san·i·ty /In'sæn@Ôi/ n. [U] 1 very stupid
actions that may cause you serious harm 2 the
state of being seriously mentally ill: A jury found
him not guilty by reason of insanity.

in·sa·tia·ble /In'seIS@b@l/ adj. always wanting

more and more of something: an insatiable appetite
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in·sem·i·na·tion /In"sEm@'neIS@n/ n. [U] the

in·scribe /In'skraIb/ v. [T] 1 to cut, print, or

I

write words on something, especially on the surface
of a stone or coin: a tree inscribed with the initials
WRITE 2 be inscribed in someJ.S. ➔
thing a) MATH if a circle is inscribed in another
shape, the circle is inside the shape and each of the
sides of the shape share one point with the circle
b) MATH if a shape is inscribed in a circle, it is inside
the circle and its angles are points on the circle
—inscription /In'skrIpS@n/ n. [C]
in"scribed 'angle n. [C] MATH an angle formed
inside a circle when two lines meet at a point on the
edge of the circle
in·scru·ta·ble /In'skruÔ@b@l/ adj. (formal) someone who is inscrutable shows no reaction or emotion on his/her face so it is impossible to know what
s/he is thinking or feeling: an inscrutable smile
—inscrutably adv.
in·sect /'InsEkt/ n. [C] a small creature such as an
ANT or a fly, with six legs and a body divided into
three parts
in·sec·ti·cide /In'sEkt@"saId/ n. [C,U] a chemical substance used for killing insects
in·sec·ti·vore /In'sEkt@"vOr/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a
creature that eats insects —insectivorous
/"InsEk'tIv@r@s/ adj.
in·se·cure /"InsI'kyUr/ Ac adj. 1 not feeling
confident about yourself, your abilities, your relationships, etc. ANT confident: Jane is insecure
about her looks. | Children often behave badly
when they feel insecure.
THESAURUS

unsure of yourself – not very confident about
yourself: She’s nervous and unsure of herself.
lack confidence also be lacking in
confidence – to not believe that you have the
ability to do something well: He is actually a
pretty good player, but he lacks confidence.

2 not safe or not protected: She feels that her
position in the company is insecure (=she may lose
her job). | an insecure computer network
—insecurity n. [U] —insecurely adv.

act of putting SPERM into a female’s body in order
to make her have a baby: The cows are made
pregnant by artificial insemination (=using medical
treatment, not sex).
in·sen·si·tive /In'sEns@ÔIv/ adj. 1 not noticing
other people’s feelings, and not realizing that something that you do will upset them: insensitive
remarks | She’s totally insensitive to my feelings. 2 not affected by physical effects or changes
—insensitively
adv.
—insensitivity
/In"sEns@'tIv@Ôi/ n. [U]
in·sep·a·ra·ble /In'sEp@r@b@l/ adj. 1 people
who are inseparable are always together and are
very friendly with each other: When they were
younger, the boys were inseparable. 2 unable to be
separated, or not able to be considered separately:
The patient’s mental and physical problems are
inseparable. —inseparably adv.
in·sert1 /In'søt/ Ac v.
[T] 1 to put something
inside or into something
else: Insert the key
in/into the lock. 2 to
add something to something that already exists,
especially a piece of
writing: The program
will insert addresses in
standard letters. [ORIGIN:
1400—1500
Latin, past participle
of inserere, from serere
“to
join”]
—insertion /In'søS@n/ n. [C,U]: the insertion of a
needle into a vein to withdraw blood
in·sert2 /'Insøt/ Ac n. [C] 1 something that is
designed to be put inside something else: Put special inserts in your shoes to protect your
heels. 2 printed pages that are put inside a newspaper or magazine in order to advertise something
in·side1 /In'saId, 'InsaId/ adv., prep. 1 in or into
a container, room, building, etc. ANT outside: He
opened the box to find two kittens inside. | Go
inside and get your jacket. 2 if you have a feeling
or thought inside you, you feel or think it but do not
always express it: You never know what’s happening inside his head. | Don’t keep the anger
inside. 3 used in order to emphasize that what is
happening in a country or organization is known
about there, but not outside it: Sources inside the
company confirmed that there will be more layoffs. 4 in less time than: We’ll be there inside of an
hour.
inside2 n. [C] 1 the inside the inner part of
something ANT outside: The inside of the house
was nicer than the outside. | The door had been
locked from the inside. 2 inside out with the
usual outside part on the inside: Your shirt is on
inside out. 3 know/learn sth inside out to
know everything about a subject: She knows the
business inside out.
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inside3 adj. 1 on or facing the inside of some-

thing: the inside pages of a magazine 2 inside
information/the inside story information that is
known only by people who are part of an organization, company, etc.
in·sid·er /In'saIdø/ n. [C] someone who has special knowledge of a particular organization because
s/he is part of it
in·sid·i·ous /In'sIdi@s/ adj. happening gradually
without being noticed, but causing great harm:
Breathing polluted air can have insidious effects on
your health. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin insidiosus, from insidiae “attack from a hiding-place”]
—insidiously adv.
in·sight /'InsaIt/ Ac n. [C,U] a useful understanding of something that you did not have before,
or the ability to understand something clearly: The
article gives us a real insight into Chinese culture. |
We gained valuable insight about our relationship.
in·sig·ni·a /In'sIgni@/
n. (plural insignia or
insignias) [C] a BADGE
or other object that
shows what official or
military rank someone
has, or which group
or organization s/he
belongs to

in·sig·nif·i·cant

/"InsIg'nIf@k@nt/ Ac
adj. too small or unimportant to consider or worry
about: an insignificant change in the unemployment
rate —insignificantly adv. —insignificance n.
[U]

in·sin·cere /"InsIn'sIr/ adj. pretending to be

pleased, sympathetic, etc., but not really meaning
what you say: an insincere smile —insincerely
adv. —insincerity /"InsIn'sEr@Ôi/ n. [U]
in·sin·u·ate /In'sInyu"eIt/ v. [T] to say something that seems to mean something unpleasant,
without saying it directly: Are you insinuating that
she didn’t deserve the promotion? —insinuation
/In"sInyu'eIS@n/ n. [C,U]
in·sip·id /In'sIpId/ adj. (disapproving) not interesting, exciting, or attractive: the movie’s insipid story
—insipidly adv.
THESAURUS
boring, dull, tedious, not
(very/that/all that) interesting ➔ BORING

in·sist /In'sIst/ v. [I] 1 to say firmly and again

and again that something is true, especially when
other people think it may not be true: The boys
insisted that they were innocent. 2 to demand that
something happen: I insisted that he leave. |
They’re insisting on your resignation. [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Latin insistere “to stand on, continue with determination,” from sistere “to
stand”]
in·sist·ence /In'sIst@ns/ n. [U] the act of insisting that something should happen: He came, but
only at my insistence.

in·sist·ent /In'sIst@nt/ adj. insisting that some-

thing should happen: She’s very insistent that we
should all be on time. —insistently adv.
in so far as, insofar as /"InsoU'fAr @z/
conjunction (formal) to the degree that something
affects another thing: Insofar as sales are concerned, the company is doing very well.

in·so·lent /'Ins@l@nt/ adj. (formal) rude and not
showing any respect: She gave me a cold, insolent
look. —insolence n. [U] —insolently adv.
THESAURUS
rude, impolite, insulting,
offensive, disrespectful, impertinent, impudent
➔ RUDE

in·sol·u·ble /In'sAly@b@l/ adj. 1

CHEMISTRY an
insoluble substance does not DISSOLVE when you
put it into a liquid 2 also insolvable impossible
to explain or solve: a seemingly insoluble problem

in·sol·vent /In'sAlv@nt/ adj. (formal) not having
enough money to
—insolvency n. [U]

pay

what

you

owe

in·som·ni·a /In'sAmni@/ n. [U] the condition of
not being able to
/In'sAmni"æk/ n. [C]

sleep

—insomniac

in·spect /In'spEkt/

Ac v. [T] 1 to examine
something carefully: She bent down to inspect the
plant more closely. | The animals are inspected for
quality.
THESAURUS
examine, go through/go over,
scrutinize ➔ EXAMINE

2 to make an official visit to a building, organization, etc. to check that everything is satisfactory and
that rules are being obeyed: Nursing homes must be
inspected once a year. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
Latin, past participle of inspicere, from specere
“to look”]

in·spec·tion /In'spEkS@n/

Ac n. [C,U] the act
of carefully checking a place, thing, or organization
in order to be sure that it is in good condition or
that rules are being obeyed: The ship had recently
passed a safety inspection. | a close inspection of
the soldiers’ living areas

in·spec·tor /In'spEktø/

Ac n. [C] 1 an official
whose job is to inspect something: a health inspector 2 a police officer of middle rank

in·spi·ra·tion /"Insp@'reIS@n/ n. [C,U] something or someone that encourages you to do or
produce something good: Dante was the inspiration for my book on Italy. | Her hard work and
imagination should be an inspiration to everyone.
➔ IDEA —inspirational adj.: an inspirational
speech

in·spire /In'spaIø/ v. [T] 1 to encourage some-

one to do or produce something good: The church
is trying to inspire more young men to become
priests. 2 to make someone have a particular feeling: The captain inspires confidence in his men.
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French inspirer, from

I
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Latin, from spirare “to breathe”] —inspiring
adj.: a powerful, inspiring story
in·spired /In'spaIød/ adj. having very exciting
special qualities: an inspired leader
in·sta·bil·i·ty /"Inst@'bIl@Ôi/ Ac n. [U] the state
of being uncertain and likely to change suddenly
➔ UNSTABLE : political instability in the region
in·stall /In'stOl/ v. [T] 1 to put a piece of equipment somewhere and connect it so that it is ready to
be used: Many residents have installed new burglar
alarms. 2 IT to copy computer software onto a
computer so that the software is ready to be
used 3 to put someone in an important job or
position, especially with a ceremony: She will be
installed as president of the college next week.
—installation /"Inst@'leIS@n/ n. [C,U]
instal'lation "art n. [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS modern
art that can include objects, light, sound, etc., not
just painting or SCULPTURE , or a particular
example of this type of art
in·stall·ment /In'stOlm@nt/ n. [C] 1 one of a
series of regular payments that you make until you
have paid all the money you owe: You can pay for
the computer in twelve monthly installments. 2 one of the parts of a story that appears as
a series in a magazine, newspaper, etc.
in·stance /'Inst@ns/ Ac n. 1 for instance for
example: There are some promising signs. For
instance, high-school students’ test scores have
risen. 2 [C] an example of a particular fact, event,
etc. SYN case: We are examining reports on
instances of police brutality.
in·stant1 /'Inst@nt/ adj. 1 happening or produced immediately: The movie was an instant success. 2 [only before noun] instant food, coffee, etc.
is in the form of powder and is made ready to eat or
drink by adding liquid to it
instant2 n. 1 [C usually singular] a moment in
time: I didn’t believe her for an instant. 2 this
instant (spoken) now, without delay SYN immediately: Come here this instant!
in·stan·ta·ne·ous /"Inst@n'teIni@s/ adj. happening immediately: an instantaneous reaction to
the drug —instantaneously adv.
in·stant·ly /'Inst@ntli/ adv. immediately: He was
killed instantly.
THESAURUS

immediately, right away, at

once ➔ IMMEDIATELY

"instant 'replay n. [C] the immediate repeating of

part of your foot between your toes and your
ANKLE , or the part of a shoe that covers this part of
your foot
in·sti·gate /'Inst@"geIt/ v. [T] to make something
start to happen, especially something that will
cause trouble: Gang leaders were accused of instigating the riot. —instigator n. [C] —instigation
/"Inst@'geIS@n/ n. [U]

in·still /In'stIl/ v. [T] to teach someone a way of
thinking or behaving over a long time: Bonilla says
he tries to instill hope in his students.

in·stinct /'InstIÎkt/ n. [C,U] a natural tendency or
ability to behave or react in a particular way,
without having to learn it or think about it: a lion’s
instinct to hunt | People have a natural instinct for
survival. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin instinctus,
from instinguere “to make someone wish to do
something”]

in·stinc·tive /In'stIÎktIv/ adj. based on instinct:
an instinctive reaction —instinctively adv.

in·sti·tute1 /'Inst@"tut/

Ac n. [C] an organization that has a particular purpose, such as scientific
or educational work: Walt Disney gave money to
help found the California Institute of the Arts.
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin, past participle of
instituere, from statuere “to set up”]
THESAURUS
organization, institution,
association ➔ ORGANIZATION

institute2 v. [T] (formal) to introduce or start a
system, rule, legal process, etc.: The school has
instituted changes in the lunch menu.

in·sti·tu·tion /"Inst@'tuS@n/

Ac
n. 1 [C] a
large organization that has a particular purpose,
such as scientific, educational, or medical work:
financial/religious/educational, etc. institutions
THESAURUS
organization, institute,
association ➔ ORGANIZATION

2 a place where people go to live when they need to
be taken care of: He was sent to a mental institution. 3 [C] an established system or tradition in
society: The Civil War brought an end to the institution of slavery. 4 [U] the act of introducing or
starting a system, rule, legal process, etc.: the institution of a new law —institutional adj. ➔ MENTAL
INSTITUTION

in·sti·tu·tion·al·ize /"Inst@'tuS@n@"laIz/ v. [T]
to send someone to live in a mental hospital, a
special home for old people, etc.

an important moment in a sports game on television in·sti·tu·tion·al·ized /"Inst@'tuS@n@"laIzd/
by showing the film or VIDEOTAPE again
Ac
adj. institutionalized violence/racism/
in·stead /In'stEd/ adv. 1 instead of sb/sth in corruption violence, etc. that has happened for so
place of someone or something: Can I have chicken long in an organization or society that it has
instead of beef? | You should do something instead become accepted as normal
of just sitting around all day. 2 in place of some- in·struct /In'strökt/ Ac v. [T] 1 to officially
one or something that has just been mentioned: I tell someone what to do: The teacher instructed
can’t go, but Lilly could go instead.
them to open their test sheets and begin. 2 to teach
in·step /'InstEp/ n. [C usually singular] the raised someone or show him/her how to do something:
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Diane instructs senior citizens in basic computer
skills.
in·struc·tion /In'strökS@n/ Ac n. 1 instructions [plural] information or advice that tells you
how to do something, how to use a piece of equipment or machine, etc. SYN directions: Follow the
instructions at the top of the paper. | Did you read
the instructions first? | He gave us instructions
on/about how to fix the toilet. | Inside, you’ll find
instructions for setting up your computer. | He gave
instructions to keep the ball on the ground, not to
kick it high. 2 [U] teaching in a particular skill or
subject: She’s never had any formal instruction
(=lessons or classes) in music. —instructional
adj.

in·struc·tive /In'ströktIv/

Ac adj. (formal) giving useful information: an instructive story
in·struc·tor /In'ströktø/ Ac n. [C] 1 someone
who teaches a particular subject, sport, skill, etc.: a
swimming instructor
THESAURUS
teacher, professor, lecturer,
coach ➔ TEACHER

2 someone who teaches at a college or university
and has a rank below that of PROFESSOR
in·stru·ment /'Instr@m@nt/ n. [C] 1 an object
such as a piano, TRUMPET , VIOLIN , etc., used for
producing musical sounds: Can you play any musical instruments? 2 a tool used in work such as
science or medicine: medical instruments
in·stru·men·tal /"Instr@'mEnôl/ adj. 1 be
instrumental in (doing) sth to be important in
making something happen: Helen has been instrumental in organizing the festival. 2 instrumental
music is for instruments, not voices
in·sub·or·di·na·tion /"Ins@"bOrdn'eIS@n/ n.
[U] (formal) refusal to obey someone who has a
higher rank

in·sub·stan·tial /"Ins@b'stænS@l/ adj. not solid,
large, strong, or not enough: The evidence against
him was insubstantial.

in·suf·fi·cient /"Ins@'fIS@nt/

Ac
adj. not
enough: insufficient supplies of food | His wages
were insufficient to support his family.
—insufficiently adv. —insufficiency n. [singu-

lar, U]

in·su·lar /'Ins@lø, 'Insy@-/ adj. (formal, disapproving) not interested in anything except your own

group, country, way of life, etc. —insularity
/"Ins@'lær@Ôi/ n. [U]

in·su·late /'Ins@"leIt/ v. [T] 1 to cover or protect
something so that electricity, sound, heat, etc. cannot get in or out: Insulate your garage to make it
into a year-round workshop. 2 to protect someone
from bad experiences or unwanted influences: College students are somewhat insulated from the
hardships of real life.

in·su·la·tion /"Ins@'leIS@n/ n. [U] the material
used in order to insulate something, especially a

integer

building: Insulation can save money on heating
bills.
in·su·lin /'Ins@l@n/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a substance
produced naturally by your body that allows sugar
to be used for energy
in·sult1 /In'sölt/ v. [T] to say or do something that
offends someone, by showing that you do not
respect him/her: She didn’t want to insult her hosts
by leaving too early. | John would be insulted if we
didn’t go. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French insulter,
from Latin insultare “to jump on, insult”]
—insulting adj.
in·sult2 /'Insölt/ n. [C] a rude or offensive remark
or action: Both groups screamed and shouted
insults at each other. | The plan is an insult to
teachers. ➔ add insult to injury at ADD
in·sur·ance /In'SUr@ns/ n. [U] 1 an arrangement with a company in which you pay it money
regularly and the company pays the costs if anything bad happens to you or your property, such as
an illness or an accident: Do you have insurance
on/for your car? | The club took out insurance for
all its members. | an insurance policy | life/health/
auto insurance companies | It’s a good idea to buy
travel insurance. 2 protection against something
bad that might happen: We bought an alarm as
insurance against burglary.
in·sure /In'SUr/ v. [T] 1 to buy or provide insurance: Is your house insured against flooding? |
This painting is insured for $5,000. 2 to make
something certain to happen: The board will insure
that all schools have adequate funds.
in·sur·gent /In'sødZ@nt/ n. [C] one of a group of
people fighting against the government of their own
country —insurgency n. [U] —insurgent adj.
in·sur·mount·a·ble /"Insø'maUnô@b@l/ adj.
(formal) a difficulty or problem that is insurmountable is too large or too difficult to deal with
in·sur·rec·tion /"Ins@'rEkS@n/ n. [C,U] an
attempt by a group of people within a country to
take control using force and violence: The armed
insurrection was led by the army.
THESAURUS
revolution, rebellion, revolt,
insurgency, coup ➔ REVOLUTION

in·tact /In'tækt/ adj. [not before noun] not broken,

damaged, or spoiled: Almost nothing was left intact
by the storm. | The team’s management system will
remain intact.
in·take /'InteIk/ n. [singular] the amount of food,
FUEL , etc. that is taken in by someone or something: I’ve been told to lower my intake of fat and
alcohol.
in·tan·gi·ble /In'tændZ@b@l/ adj. an intangible
quality or feeling cannot be clearly felt or
described, although you know it exists
—intangibly adv.
in·te·ger /'Inô@dZø/ n. [C] MATH a number that is
positive, negative, or zero, such as 3, -2, or 0
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in·te·gral /'Inô@gr@l, In'tEgr@l/

I

about things SYN smart ANT stupid: a young
Ac adj. forming a necessary part of something: an integral part woman who is highly intelligent | an intelligent
of the contract | In this musical, the songs are question [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin, present
participle of intelligere “to understand,” from
integral to the story.
in·te·grate /'Inô@"greIt/ Ac v. 1 [I,T] to join in inter- + legere “to gather, choose”]
the life and traditions of a group or society, or to —intelligently adv.
THESAURUS
help someone do this: It will take time for new
members to integrate into the group. 2 [T] to
smart – intelligent: a really smart guy
combine two or more things in order to make an
bright – intelligent, used especially about
effective system: This software integrates moving
children and young people: a bright kid
pictures with sound. 3 [I,T] to end the practice of
brilliant – extremely intelligent and good at the
separating people of different races in a place or
work you do: a brilliant scientist
institution SYN desegregate ANT segregate: The
wise – having a lot of experience and knowledge
Supreme Court decided that public schools should
about people and the world: a wise old man
be integrated. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin, past
clever – intelligent, especially in a way that is
participle of integrare, from integer “whole,
unusual: She’s clever and creative.
complete”]
cunning/crafty – good at using your
intelligence to trick people: a cunning criminal
in·te·grat·ed /'Inô@"greIÔId/ Ac adj. combining
intellectual – having a lot of education and
many different groups, ideas, or parts in a way that
interested in learning about art, science,
works well: an integrated world economy | inteliterature, etc.
grated schools
gifted – a gifted child is much more intelligent
in·te·gra·tion /"Inô@'greIS@n/ Ac n. [U] 1 the
than most other children
combining of two or more things so that they work
apt (formal) – an apt pupil or student is able to
together effectively: economic integration 2 the
learn or understand things quickly
process of getting people of different races to live
or work together instead of separately: In 1963,
Governor Wallace stood in the door to prevent the in·tel·li·gi·ble /In'tEl@dZ@b@l/ adj. able to be
integration of the University of Alabama. 3 the understood SYN clear —intelligibly adv.
process by which people join in with a group or in·tend /In'tEnd/ v. 1 [T] to have something in
society and become members of it: The book exam- your mind as a plan or purpose SYN mean: The
ines the integration of Jewish people into American work took longer than we intended. | Bob never
life.
intended to hurt him. 2 be intended for sb/sth
in·teg·ri·ty /In'tEgr@Ôi/ Ac n. [U] 1 the quality to be provided or designed for someone or someof being honest and having high moral principles: a thing: The program is intended for the families of
man of integrity 2 (formal) the state of being deaf children. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French
united as one complete thing: the building’s struc- entendre “to have as a purpose,” from Latin
intendere “to stretch out, have as a purpose”]
tural integrity
—intended adj.: the movie’s intended audience
in·tel·lect /'Inô@l"Ekt/ n. [C,U] the ability to
understand things and think intelligently: an artist in·tense /In'tEns/ Ac adj. 1 very extreme or
having a very strong effect: The department’s
of great intellect
researchers have been under intense pressure. | We
in·tel·lec·tu·al1 /"Inô@l'EktSu@l/ adj. 1 con- weren’t
prepared for the intense heat. 2 making
cerning the ability to think and understand ideas
you do a lot of work, think hard, etc.: intense
and information: the intellectual development of
physical exercise 3 serious and having very strong
children 2 an intellectual person is well-educated
feelings or opinions: an intense young woman
and interested in complicated ideas and subjects
—intensely adv.
such as science, literature, etc.
in·ten·si·fi·er
/In'tEns@"faIø/ n. [C] ENG. LANG.
THESAURUS
intelligent, smart, bright,
ARTS in grammar, a word that changes the meaning
brilliant ➔ INTELLIGENT
of another word, phrase, or sentence, in order to
make its meaning stronger or weaker
—intellectually adv.
2
in·ten·si·fy
/In'tEns@"faI/ Ac v. (intensified,
intellectual n. [C] someone who is welleducated and interested in complicated ideas and intensifies) [I,T] to increase in strength, size, or
amount, etc., or to make something do this: Spices
subjects such as science, literature, etc.
will intensify the flavor. | Global competition has
in·tel·li·gence /In'tEl@dZ@ns/ Ac n. [U] 1 the continued to intensify. —intensification
ability to learn, understand, and think about things: /In"tEns@f@'keIS@n/ n. [U]
a child of average intelligence 2 information
about the secret activities of other governments, or in·ten·si·ty /In'tEns@Ôi/ Ac n. [U] the quality of
the group of people who gather this: intelligence on being felt very strongly or of having a strong effect:
I was surprised by the intensity of his feelings.
troop movements
Ac adj. having a in·ten·sive /In'tEnsIv/ Ac adj. involving a lot
high level of ability to learn, understand, and think of activity, effort, or attention in order to achieve

in·tel·li·gent /In'tEl@dZ@nt/

interest group
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something: an intensive English course
—intensively adv.
in"tensive 'care n. [U] a department in a hospital
that treats people who are very seriously sick or
injured: She’s been in intensive care for two days.
in·tent1 /In'tEnt/ n. [C] 1 (formal) what you
intend to do SYN intention: Our intent is to
become the market leader. 2 for all intents and
purposes almost completely, or very nearly: For
all intents and purposes, their marriage was over.
intent2 adj. be intent on (doing) sth to be
determined to do something: Nick is intent on going
to an Ivy League college.
in·ten·tion /In'tEnS@n/ n. [C,U] something that
you plan to do: I have no intention of retiring
anytime soon.
in·ten·tion·al /In'tEnS@n@l/ adj. done deliberately: If he did break the rules, I’m sure it was not
intentional. —intentionally adv.
in·ter /In'tø/ v. (interred, interring) [T] (formal) to
bury a dead body
in·ter·act /"Inô@'rækt/ Ac v. [I] 1 to talk to
other people and work together with them: The
website allows visitors to interact with other
users. | Dinnertime is a good time for parents and
children to interact. 2 if two or more things interact, they have an effect on each other: Alcohol
interacts with nerve receptors in the brain.
n.
in·ter·ac·tion /"Inô@'ræktS@n/ Ac
[C,U] 1 the activity of talking with other people
and working together with them: social interaction
between teenagers 2 a process in which two or
more things have an effect on each other, or an
occasion when this happens: This medicine has
fewer drug interactions than the other main drug
used for the condition.
in·ter·ac·tive /"Inô@'ræktIv/ Ac adj. 1 IT if a
computer program, game, etc. is interactive, it does
things as a reaction to the actions of the person
using it: an interactive software program for children 2 involving people talking and working
together: interactive teaching methods
in·ter·cept1 /"Inôø'sEpt/ v. [T] to stop someone,
or catch something that is going from one place to
another before he, she, or it gets there: O’Neill
intercepted
the
ball.
—interception
/"Inôø'sEpS@n/ n. [C,U]
in·ter·cept2 /"Inôø'sEpt/ n. [C] MATH the point at
which a line crosses an AXIS on a GRAPH
in·ter·change /'Inôø"tSeIndZ/ n. 1 [C] a place
where two HIGHWAY s, FREEWAY s, or railroad
tracks meet 2 [singular, U] an exchange of ideas,
thoughts, etc.: a friendly interchange of ideas
in·ter·change·a·ble /"Inôø'tSeIndZ@b@l/ adj.
things that are interchangeable can be used instead
of each other: a toy with interchangeable parts
—interchangeably adv.
in·ter·com /'Inôø"kAm/ n. [C] a communication
system by which people in different parts of a

building, aircraft, etc. can speak to one another:
Suddenly, the captain’s voice came over the intercom.
in·ter·con·ti·nen·tal
/"Inôø"kAnt@'nEnôl,
-"kAnt§n'Enôl/ adj. happening between or going
from one CONTINENT to another: an intercontinental flight
in·ter·course /'Inôø"kOrs/ n. [U] (formal) the act
of having sex
in·ter·de·pend·ent /"InôødI'pEnd@nt/ adj.
depending on or necessary to each other: Plants
and animals form an interdependent network of
life. —interdependence n. [U]
in·terest1 /'IntrIst/ n. 1 [singular, U] a feeling
that makes you want to pay attention to something
and find out more about it: Both girls share an
interest in politics. | Kelly lost interest (=stopped
being interested) halfway through the movie.
C O L L O C AT I O N S

have an/no/some/little interest in sth: Many
young people have no interest in politics.
show (an/no/some/little) interest in sth: Joe
has never shown any interest in baseball.
express (an) interest in sth – to say that you
are interested in something: The airline has
expressed an interest in buying the plane.
attract/arouse (little/some) interest – to make
people interested: His first film attracted interest
from the big Hollywood studios.
lack interest (in sth) – to not have much
interest in something: It’s hard to teach students if
they lack interest in the subject.

2 [C] a subject or activity that you enjoy studying or
doing: a list of your hobbies and interests 3 [U] a) ECONOMICS money that you must pay
for borrowing money: You will be paying 12% on
the unpaid balance of the loan. | interest payments b) ECONOMICS money that a bank pays you
when you keep your money there: The more money
you save, the more interest it will earn. ➔ INTEREST
RATE 4 [U] a quality of something that attracts your
attention and makes you want to know more about
it: a tourist guide to local places of interest 5 be
in sb’s interest to be an advantage to someone: It
would be in your interest to study the handbook
carefully.
interest2 v. [T] to make someone want to pay
attention to something and find out more about it: I
have some books that might interest you.
'Inô@"rEstId/
in·terest·ed
/'IntrIstId,
adj. 1 giving a lot of attention to something
because you want to find out more about it: Tim’s
really interested in antique cars. | I’d be interested
to know what you think about it. 2 eager to do or
have something: Jill is interested in studying in
Europe.

'interest "group n. [C] a group of people who
join together to try to influence the government in
order to protect their own particular rights, advantages, etc.

I
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in·terest·ing /'IntrIstIÎ, 'Inô@"rEstIÎ/ adj.

I

accepted for a short time until a final one is made or
unusual or exciting in a way that keeps your atten- found SYN temporary
tion: That’s an interesting idea. | Amy’s a very interim2 n. in the interim in the period of time
interesting person. | It’s interesting that so many between two events: The new stadium will not be
people choose to live in remote locations. ready until November, so games will be played at
—interestingly adv.
the university in the interim.
THESAURUS
in·te·ri·or1 /In'tIriø/ n. [C] the inner part or inside
fascinating – very interesting: He’s had a
of something ANT exterior: a car with a brown
fascinating life.
leather interior [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French
intriguing – something that is intriguing is
intérieur, from Latin interior]
interesting because it is unusual or mysterious,
interior2 adj. inside or indoor ANT exterior: inteand you want to find out more: That raises some
rior lighting
intriguing questions.
in"terior de'sign n. [U] the job or skill of choosabsorbing/enthralling/engrossing –
ing and arranging furniture, colors, art, etc. for the
interesting and keeping your attention
inside of houses or buildings —interior
completely: The book is an absorbing read. | She
designer n. [C]
has written an engrossing memoir.
compelling – very interesting or exciting: a
in·ter·ject /"Inôø'dZEkt/ v. [I,T] (formal) to intercompelling story
rupt what someone is saying with a sudden remark
gripping/riveting – very interesting and
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin, past participle of
exciting, and keeping your attention, used about
intericere, from jacere “to throw”]
stories and movies: Money, power, and romance
in·ter·jec·tion /"Inôø'dZEkS@n/ n. [C] ENG. LANG.
combine in this riveting story. ➔ BORING
ARTS in grammar, a word or phrase that is used in
order to express surprise, shock, pain, etc. In the
'interest "period n. [C usually singular] ECONOMICS sentence “Ouch! That hurt!,” “ouch” is an interjeca period of time during which you are charged tion.
interest on a LOAN
in·ter·lock·ing /"Inôø'lAkIÎX/ adj. connected
'interest "rate n. [C] ECONOMICS the PERCENTAGE firmly together: the Olympic symbol of interlocking
amount that is charged by a bank, etc. on money circles —interlock v. [I,T]
that you borrow, or that is paid to you by a bank
when you keep money in your account there: high/ in·ter·loc·u·tor /"Inôø'lAky@Ôø/ n. [C] (formal)
low interest rates | The Federal Reserve decided to the person someone is speaking with
in·ter·lop·er /'Inôø"loUpø/ n. [C] (formal) somecut interest rates (=make them lower).
in·ter·face /'Inôø"feIs/ n. [C] 1 the way a com- one who enters a place where s/he should not be
puter program looks on a screen, or the way you in·ter·lude /'Inôø"lud/ n. [C] a period of time
type or put information into the program 2 the between activities or events: There was a brief
way two subjects, events, etc. affect each other: the interlude of peace before the fighting began again.
interface between Islam and the West
in·ter·me·di·ar·y /"Inôø'midi"Eri/ n. (plural
in·ter·fere /"Inôø'fIr/ v. [I] to deliberately get intermediaries) [C] someone who tries to help two
involved in a situation when you are not wanted or other people or groups to agree with one another
needed: It’s better not to interfere in their argu- in·ter·me·di·ate /"Inôø'midiIt/ Ac adj. done,
ments. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Old French existing, or happening between two other stages,
entreferir “to hit each other,” from ferir “to hit”] levels, etc. ➔ BEGINNING, ELEMENTARY, ADVANCED :
interfere with sth phr. v. 1 to prevent something an intermediate Spanish class | He was promoted to
from succeeding or happening in the way it was an intermediate-level position. [ORIGIN: 1400—
planned: Don’t let sports interfere with your 1500 Medieval Latin intermediatus, from Latin
schoolwork. 2 to spoil the sound or picture of a intermedius, from medius “middle”]
radio or television broadcast
in·ter·mi·na·ble /In'tøm@n@b@l/ adj. very long
boring:
an
interminable
speech
in·ter·fer·ence /"Inôø'fIr@ns/ n. [U] 1 the act and
of interfering: I resented his interference in my —interminably adv.
personal life. 2 in sports, the act of blocking or
THESAURUS
long, lengthy, prolonged,
touching another player when you are not supposed
long-winded ➔ LONG 1
to do this 3 unwanted noise, a spoiled picture, etc.
on the radio, telephone, or television
in·ter·mis·sion /"Inôø'mIS@n/ n. [C,U] a short
in·ter·gov·ern·men·tal
rev·e·nue period of time between the parts of a play, concert,
/"Inôøgövø"mEnô@l 'rEv@nu/ n. [U] ECONOMICS etc.: We talked for a while during the intermission.
money that one level of government gets from ➔ THEATER
another level for a particular purpose or for finanin·ter·mit·tent /"Inôø'mIt§nt/ adj. happening at
cial support
some times, but not regularly or continuously:
1
in·ter·im /'Inô@r@m/ adj. [only before noun] an clouds and intermittent rain —intermittently
interim report, payment, manager, etc. is used or adv.

interrogate
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in·tern1 /'Intøn/ n. [C] 1 someone, especially a
student, who works for a short time in a particular
job in order to gain experience ➔ INTERNSHIP 2 someone who has almost finished training
as a doctor and is working in a hospital ➔ RESIDENT

in·tern2 /In'tøn/ v. 1 [I] to work as an intern:
Pena interned at the newspaper’s Austin bureau for
a year. 2 [T] (formal) to put someone in prison,
especially for political reasons ➔ INTERNMENT

in·ter·nal /In'tønl/

Ac adj. 1

inside something
such as your body ANT external: internal
bleeding | internal injuries 2 within a particular
company, organization, country, etc.: the company’s confidential internal documents | A major
internal investigation is underway. 3 inside something rather than outside ANT external: an internal
modem [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Medieval Latin
internalis, from Latin internus “inward, inside”]
—internally adv.: This medicine should not be
taken internally.

in"ternal 'energy n. [U] PHYSICS the total amount
of energy in or relating to all the atoms and
ECULE s in an object or substance

MOL-

in·ter·na·lize /In'tøn@"laIz/

Ac v. [T] 1 if you
internalize a belief, attitude, etc., it becomes part of
your character: She had internalized the work ethic
of her parents. 2 if you internalize emotions, you
do not express them, but think about them ➔ EXTERNALIZE : Just allowing someone to talk can release
internalized fears.

In"ternal 'Revenue "Service n. the Internal
Revenue Service the

IRS

in·ter·na·tion·al /"Inôø'næS@n@l/ adj. relating
to more than one country: an international
agreement | international trade | an international
airport —internationally adv.

in·ter·net /'Inôø"nEt/ n. the Internet IT a system
of connected computers that allows computer users
around the world to exchange information SYN the
Net, the Web: I found information about the
college on the Internet.
TOPIC

To use the Internet, you first have to connect to it,
using a modem. Some people use a broadband
connection so that they can get Internet
information faster. On the Internet, you can look
for information using a search engine, or you can
type in the address of a website. If you spend a
lot of time looking at different websites, you can
say that you are surfing the net. Many people also
visit chat rooms (=sites where you can have a
conversation with other people) and
newsgroups (=sites where people with a shared
interest exchange messages), and some people
write blogs (=websites that you keep adding
new information to). People use email to contact
friends and family, or for work. More and more
people and companies are using the Internet to
send and receive work, and some people work
online. ➔ EMAIL , COMPUTER

in·ter·nist /'IntønIst/ n. [C] a doctor who treats

medical conditions of the organs inside your body
by using medicines, rather than by using SURGERY
➔ SURGEON

in·tern·ment /In'tønm@nt/ n. [C,U] the act of
keeping someone in prison, especially for political
reasons

in·tern·ship /'Intøn"SIp/ n. [C] the period of
time when an INTERN works, or the particular job
s/he does: an internship in a law firm

in·ter·per·son·al /"Inôø'pøs@n@l/ adj. involving relationships between people: interpersonal
skills

in·ter·plan·e·tar·y /"Inôø'plæn@"tEri/ adj. [only

before noun] happening or done between the
PLANET s

in·ter·play /'Inôø"pleI/ n. [U] the way that two
people or things affect each other: the interplay
between man and nature

in·ter·po·late /In'tøp@"leIt/ v. [T] (formal) to put
additional words, ideas, information, etc. into
something such as a piece of writing SYN insert
—interpolation /In"tøp@'leIS@n/ n. [C,U]

in·ter·pret /In'tøprIt/

Ac v. 1 [I,T] to change
words spoken in one language into another
➔ TRANSLATE : Gina spoke enough Spanish to be
able to interpret for me. 2 [T] to explain or decide
on the meaning of an event, statement, etc.: His
silence was interpreted as guilt. | A judge’s main
role is to interpret the law. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
French interpréter, from Latin interpretari,
from interpres “someone who explains or translates”]

in·ter·pre·ta·tion /In"tøpr@'teIS@n/

Ac
n.
[C,U] an explanation for an event, someone’s

actions, etc.: This is only one scientist’s interpretation of the data; other scientists see it differently.

in·ter·pret·er /In'tøpr@Ôø/ n. [C] someone who
changes the spoken words of one language into
another ➔ TRANSLATOR

in·ter·pre·tive

also
/In'tøpr@ÔIv/ Ac
in·ter·pre·ta·tive /In'tøpr@"teIÔIv/ adj. 1 relating to, explaining, or understanding the meaning of
something: an interpretive lecture on the park’s
geology 2 relating to how feelings are expressed
through music, dance, art, etc.: interpretive dance

in·ter·ra·cial /"Inôø'reIS@lX/ adj. between different races of people: an interracial marriage

in·ter·re·lat·ed /"InôørI'leIÔId/ adj. things that
are interrelated all have an effect on each other

in·ter·ro·gate /In'tEr@"geIt/ v. [T] to ask some-

one a lot of questions, sometimes in a threatening
way: Police are interrogating the suspect now.
—interrogator n. [C] —interrogation
/In"tEr@'geIS@n/ n. [C,U]
THESAURUS

ask, question, inquire ➔ ASK

I
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in·ter·rog·a·tive /"Inôø'rAg@ÔIv/ n. 1 the

I

intervened. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin interveinterrogative ENG. LANG. ARTS the form of a sen- nire, from inter “between” + venire “to come”]
tence or verb that is used for asking questions in·ter·ven·ing /"Inôø'vinIÎX/ Ac adj. relating
➔ DECLARATIVE , EXCLAMATORY 2 [C] ENG. LANG. to the amount of time between two events: He had
ARTS a word such as “who” or “what” that is used to
aged a lot in the intervening years.
ask questions —interrogative adj.: an interrogain·ter·ven·tion /"InÔø'vEnS@n/ Ac n. [C,U] the
tive sentence
of becoming involved in an argument, problem,
in·ter·rupt /"Inô@'röpt/ v. 1 [I,T] to stop some- act
war,
etc. in order to affect or change what happens:
one from speaking by suddenly saying or doing
Is
military
intervention in the region necessary?
something: Sorry, I didn’t mean to interrupt you. |
One guy in the front row kept interrupting during in·ter·view1 /'Inôø"vyu/ n. 1 [C] an occasion
Kay’s talk. 2 [T] to stop a process or activity for a when someone famous is asked questions about
short time: The war interrupted the supply of oil. his/her life, opinions, etc.: The former president
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin, past participle of gave an interview to Barbara Walters (=he
answered her questions). | an interview with several
interrumpere, from rumpere “to break”]
sports stars 2 [C,U] also job interview a formal
1
THESAURUS
stop, break, pause ➔ STOP
meeting in which someone is asked questions,
usually to find out if s/he is good enough for a job:
—interruption /"Inôø'röpS@n/ n. [C,U]: Work on I have an interview for a job as a project manager
the bridge continued without interruption. | several tomorrow. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Early French
entrevue, from entrevoir “to see each other,
interruptions in the schedule
meet”]
in·ter·sect /"Inôø'sEkt/ v. [I,T] if two lines, roads,
etc. intersect, they meet or go across each other interview2 v. [T] to ask someone questions during
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin, past participle of an interview: Kelly was interviewed on the radio
intersecare, from inter “between” + secare “to after the game. —interviewer n. [C]
cut”]
in·ter·weave /"Inôø'wiv/ v. (past tense interin·ter·sec·tion /'Inôø"sEkS@n, "Inôø'sEkS@n/ wove /-'woUv/, past participle interwoven
/-'woUv@n/, present participle interweaving) [T] if
n. [C] the place where two roads, lines, etc. meet
two or more ideas or situations are interwoven, they
and go across each other
in·ter·sperse /"Inôø'spøs/ v. [T] to mix some- are too closely related to be separated easily: The
thing together with something else: The speeches histories of the two countries are closely interwowere interspersed with short musical perfor- ven.
mances.
in·tes·tine /In'tEstIn/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the long
in·ter·state1 /'Inôø"steIt/ n. [C] a road for fast tube that takes food from your stomach out of your
body: bacteria that live in the intestines | the large
traffic that goes between states
intestine (=the lower part of the intestines, in which
interstate2 adj. [only before noun] between or water is removed from waste food as it passes
involving different states in the U.S.: interstate through) | the small intestine (=the long tube that
trade
food goes through after it has passed through your
in·ter·twined /"Inôø'twaInd/ adj. twisted stomach) [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French intestin,
together or closely related: several intertwined sto- from Latin intestinum, from intus “inside”] ➔ see
picture at ORGAN —intestinal adj.
ries
in·ter·val /'Inôøv@l/ Ac n. [C] 1 a period of in·ti·ma·cy /'Inô@m@si/ n. [U] a state of having a
time between two events, activities, etc.: The Bijou close personal relationship with someone ➔ INTITheater opened again after an interval of five MATE : the intimacy of good friends
years. | There was a brief interval between the in·ti·mate1 /'Inô@mIt/ adj. 1 having a very close
battles. 2 at intervals with a particular amount of relationship with someone: a party for a few intitime or distance between things, activities, etc.: mate friends 2 (formal) relating to sex: The virus
Tickets let visitors in at half-hour intervals. | Look can only be transmitted through intimate conaway from your screen at regular intervals to rest tact. 3 relating to very private or personal matters:
your eyes. | planes were landing at intervals of two intimate secrets [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Late Latin,
minutes 3 ENG. LANG. ARTS the amount of difference past participle of intimare “to put in, announce,”
in PITCH between two musical notes [ORIGIN: from Latin intimus “furthest inside”]
1300—1400 Old French entreval, from Latin —intimately adv.
intervallum “space between castle walls, interin·ti·mate2 /'Inô@"meIt/ v. [T] (formal) to make
val”]
in·ter·vene /"Inôø'vin/ Ac v. [I] 1 to do some- someone understand what you mean without saying
thing to try to stop an argument, problem, war, etc.: it directly
The police had to intervene in the march to stop the in·ti·ma·tion /"Inô@'meIS@n/ n. [C,U] (formal) an
fighting. 2 to happen between two events, espe- indirect or unclear sign that something is true or
cially in a way that interrupts or prevents some- may happen: The narrator gives strong intimations
thing: They had planned to get married, but the war that Johnson is unreliable.

introduce
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in·tim·i·date /In'tIm@"deIt/ v. [T] to make someone afraid, often by using threats, so that s/he does
what you want —intimidation /In"tIm@'deIS@n/

n. [U]

in·tim·i·dat·ed /In'tIm@"deIÔId/ adj. feeling

worried or afraid because you are in a difficult
situation: Ben felt intimidated by the older boys.
in·tim·i·dat·ing /In'tIm@"deIÔIÎ/ adj. making
you feel worried and less confident: Interviews can
be an intimidating experience.
in·to /'Int@; before vowels 'IntU; strong 'Intu/
prep. 1 in order to be inside something or in a
place: Amy went into the next room. | She put the
fish back into the water. 2 involved in a situation
or activity: He decided he would try to go into
business for himself (=start his own business). | Try
not to get into trouble. 3 in a different situation or
physical form: Make the bread dough into a ball
(=the shape of a ball). | Poe’s house has been
turned into a museum. 4 to a point where you hit
something, usually causing damage: Dick drove his
dad’s car into a tree. 5 be into sth (spoken) to
like and be interested in something: I was really
into music in high school. 6 in a particular direction: Look into my eyes. 7 at or until a particular
time: We talked long into the night.
in·tol·er·a·ble /In'tAl@r@b@l/ adj. too difficult,
bad, or painful for you to bear: intolerable conditions —intolerably adv.
in·tol·er·ant /In'tAl@r@nt/ adj. not willing to
accept ways of thinking and behaving that are
different from your own: He’s very intolerant of
other people’s political opinions. —intolerance
n. [U] ➔ PREJUDICE 1

in·to·na·tion /"Int@'neIS@n, -toU-/ n. [C,U] ENG.
LANG. ARTS the rise and fall in the level of your voice

when you speak

in·tox·i·cat·ed

/In'tAks@"keIÔId/ adj. (formal) 1 drunk: He was intoxicated at the time of the
accident. 2 happy and excited because of success,
love,
power,
etc.
adj.
—intoxicating
—intoxication /In"tAks@'keIS@n/ n. [U]
in·trac·ta·ble /In'trækt@b@l/ adj. (formal) very
difficult to deal with or solve: an intractable problem —intractability /In"trækt@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [U]
in·tra·mu·ral /"Intr@'myUr@l/ adj. intended for
the students of one school: intramural sports
in·tran·si·gent /In'træns@dZ@nt, -z@-/ adj. (formal) unwilling to change your ideas or behavior in a
way that seems unreasonable, or showing this quality: intransigent attitudes —intransigence n. [U]
—intransigently adv.
in·tran·si·tive /In'træns@tIv, -z@-/ adj. ENG.
LANG. ARTS in grammar, an intransitive verb has a
subject but no object. In the sentence “They arrived
early,” “arrive” is an intransitive verb. ➔ TRANSITIVE

in·tra·ve·nous /"Intr@'vin@sX/ adj. in or connected to a

VEIN

(=a tube that takes blood to your

heart) ➔ IV : an intravenous injection
—intravenously adv.
in·trep·id /In'trEpId/ adj. (literary) willing to do
dangerous things or go to dangerous places:
intrepid travelers
THESAURUS
brave, courageous, heroic,
valiant, daring, bold, fearless ➔ BRAVE 1

in·tri·ca·cy /'IntrIk@si/ n. (plural intricacies) 1 the intricacies of sth the complicated

details of something: You need an expert to help
you with the intricacies of the tax system. 2 [U] the
state of containing a lot of parts or details: the
intricacy of the plot

in·tri·cate /'IntrIkIt/ adj. containing a lot of parts

or details: an intricate pattern [ORIGIN: 1400—
1500 Latin, past participle of intricare “to mix
up in a complicated way,” from tricae “small
unimportant things, things that get in your
way”]
THESAURUS

complicated, complex,

elaborate ➔ COMPLICATED

in·trigue1 /In'trig/ v. [T] to interest someone a lot,

especially by being strange or mysterious: I was
intrigued by her story.
in·trigue2 /'Intrig, In'trig/ n. [C,U] the practice
of making secret plans to harm or deceive someone: a book about political intrigue
in·tri·guing /In'trigIÎ/ adj. very interesting
because it is strange or mysterious: an intriguing
new book —intriguingly adv.
THESAURUS
interesting, fascinating,
absorbing, enthralling, engrossing,
compelling, gripping, riveting ➔ INTERESTING

in·trin·sic /In'trInzIk, -sIk/

Ac adj. being part
of the basic nature or character of someone or
something: the intrinsic value of good behavior |
Meaning is intrinsic to a piece of writing; it is not
wholly decided by the reader. —intrinsically adv.
in·tro /'IntroU/ n. (plural intros) [C] (informal) a
short part at the beginning of a song, piece of
writing, etc. SYN introduction
in·tro·duce /"Intr@'dus/ v. [T] 1 if you introduce people to each other, you tell them each
other’s name for the first time ➔ INTRODUCTION : Al,
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let me introduce you to my parents. | Have you two in·ure /I'nUr/ v.
been introduced yet? 2 to make a change, plan, inure sb to sth phr. v. (formal) to make people
product, etc. happen, exist, or be available for the become used to something unpleasant, so they are
first time ➔ INTRODUCTION : Over 60 new computer no longer upset by it: Doctors must never become
models were introduced last year. 3 introduce sb inured to suffering.
to sth to show someone something or tell him/her in·vade /In'veId/ v. 1 [I,T] to enter a place using
about it for the first time: My aunt introduced me to military force ➔ INVASION : A few days later, the
cooking when I was 12. 4 to speak at the begin- island was invaded. 2 [T] to go into a place in
ning of a television program, public speech, etc. to large numbers ➔ INVASION : All the neighborhood
say what will happen next ➔ INTRODUCTION [ORI- kids invaded our pool yesterday. [ORIGIN: 1400—
GIN: 1400—1500 Latin introducere, from ducere
1500 Latin invadere, from in “in” + vadere “to
“to lead”]
go”] —invader n. [C]
in·tro·duc·tion /"Intr@'dökS@n/ n. 1 [C,U] the in·val·id1 /In'vælId/ adj. not legally or officially
act of making a change, plan, product, etc. happen, acceptable ANT valid: an invalid bus pass
exist, or be available for the first time ➔ INTRO2
DUCE : the introduction of new drugs 2 [C] the act in·va·lid /'Inv@l@d/ n. [C] someone who needs to
of telling two people each other’s names when they be cared for because s/he is sick, injured, or very
meet for the first time ➔ INTRODUCE 3 [C] a old —invalid adj.
written or spoken explanation at the beginning of a in·val·i·date /In'væl@"deIt/ Ac v. [T] 1 to
make a document, ticket, etc. not legally acceptable
book or speech ➔ INTRODUCE
anymore ➔ VALID : The Supreme Court invalidated
in·tro·duc·to·ry /"Intr@'dökt@ri/ adj. relating to a section of the new Immigration Act. 2 to show
the beginning of a book, speech, course, etc.: the that something such as a belief, explanation, etc. is
introductory chapter
wrong: New research has invalidated the theory.
in·tro·vert·ed /'Intr@"vøÔId/ adj. thinking a lot in·val·u·a·ble /In'væly@b@l, -yu@b@l/ adj.
about your own problems, interests, etc. and not extremely useful SYN valuable: Your advice has
wanting to be with other people SYN shy ➔ EXTRO- been invaluable.
VERTED —introvert n. [C]
in·var·i·a·bly /In'vEri@bli, -'vær-/ Ac adv. (forTHESAURUS
shy, timid, bashful, demure,
mal) always, without changing: The disease almost
1
self-conscious, reserved ➔ SHY
invariably ends in death. ➔ ALWAYS —invariable
adj.: The pattern is invariable.
in·trude /In'trud/ v. [I] to go into a place or get in·va·sion /In'veIZ@n/ n. [C,U] 1 an occasion
involved in a situation where you are not wanted: when an army enters a country using military force
Newspaper stories often intrude into/on people’s ➔ INVADE : the invasion of Normandy ➔
private lives. ➔ ENTER 1
ATTACK 1 2 the arrival of people or things at a place
in·trud·er /In'trudø/ n. [C] someone who enters where they are not wanted ➔ INVADE : Ron has tried
a building or area where s/he is not supposed to be everything to get rid of the invasion of ants in his
kitchen. 3 invasion of privacy a situation in
in·tru·sion /In'truZ@n/ n. [C,U] an unwanted per- which someone tries to find out about someone
son, event, etc. that interrupts or annoys you: Some else’s personal life, in a way that is upsetting and
people feared the government’s intrusion into their often illegal —invasive /In'veIsIv/ adj.
personal lives. —intrusive /In'trusIv/ adj.
in"vasive 'species n. [C] BIOLOGY a type of plant
in·tu·i·tion /"Intu'IS@n/ n. [C,U] the ability to that does not naturally grow in a particular place,
understand or know that something is true, based but which grows and spreads very quickly when
on your feelings rather than facts: Trust your intu- planted there, stopping existing plants from growition if you feel a situation is unsafe. [ORIGIN: ing successfully
1400—1500 Late Latin intuitio, from Latin
in·vec·tive /In'vEktIv/ n. [U] (formal) impolite
intueri “to look at, think about”]
and insulting words that someone says when s/he is
in·tu·i·tive /In'tu@ÔIv/ adj. based on feelings very angry
rather than facts: an intuitive understanding of the in·vent /In'vEnt/ v. [T] 1 to make, design, or
problem —intuitively adv.
produce something for the first time ➔ INVENTION ,
In·u·it /'InuIt/ n. the Inuit [plural] a group of INVENTOR : Who invented the light bulb?
people who live in places such as northern Canada,
THESAURUS
Greenland, Alaska, and eastern Siberia —Inuit adj.
create – to invent or design something: a dish

in·un·date /'In@n"deIt/ v. [T] 1 be inundated

with/by sth to receive so much of something that
you cannot deal with all of it: We were inundated
with requests for tickets. 2 (formal) to flood a place
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin, past participle of
inundare, from unda “wave”] —inundation
/"In@n'deIS@n/ n. [C,U]

created by our chef
think up – to produce an idea, plan, etc. that is
completely new: Teachers constantly have to
think up new ways to keep the kids interested.
come up with sth – to think of a new idea,
plan, reply, etc.: Carson said he came up with the
idea for the book about five years ago.
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conceive (formal) – to think of a new idea or

plan: It was Dr. Salk who conceived the idea of a
polio vaccine.
devise (formal) – to plan or invent a way of
doing something: The system was devised as a
way of measuring students’ progress.
make up sth – to produce a new story, song,
game, etc.: Grandpa made up stories for us at
bedtime.
dream sth up – to think of a plan or idea,
especially an unusual one: The company’s name
was dreamed up by Harris’ 15-year-old daughter.

2 to think of an idea, story, etc. that is not true,
usually to deceive people [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
Latin, past participle of invenire “to come upon,
find,” from venire “to come”]
THESAURUS
lie, make sth up, tell (sb) a lie,
mislead, deceive ➔ LIE 2

in·ven·tion /In'vEnS@n/ n. 1 [C,U] the act of

inventing something, or the thing that is invented
➔ INVENTOR : The 20th century was a time when
new inventions changed our lives. | the invention of
television 2 [C] an idea, story, etc. that is not true
in·ven·tive /In'vEnôIv/ adj. able to think of new
and interesting ideas: an inventive cook
—inventiveness n. [U]
in·ven·tor /In'vEnôø/ n. [C] someone who has
invented something
in·ven·to·ry /'Inv@n"tOri/ n. (plural inventories) 1 [U] all the goods in a store 2 [C,U] a list of
all the things in a place: The store will be closed on
Friday to take inventory (=make a list of its goods).
in·verse1 /In'vøs, 'Invøs/ adj. in inverse
proportion/relation etc. to sth getting larger as
something else gets smaller, or getting smaller as
something else gets larger —inversely adv.
in·verse2 /'Invøs, In'vøs/ n. [singular] 1 MATH a
number that is related to another number because
an inverse operation has been done 2 (formal) the
complete opposite of something
"inverse ope'ration n. [C] MATH a mathematical
operation that does the opposite of another operation. For example, addition is the inverse operation
of SUBTRACTION , and subtraction is the inverse
operation of addition.
in·vert /In'vøt/ v. [T] (formal) to put something in
the opposite position, especially by turning it
upside down —inversion /In'vøZ@n/ n. [C,U]
in·ver·te·brate /In'vøÔ@brIt, -"breIt/ n. [C]
BIOLOGY an animal that does not have a BACKBONE
➔ VERTEBRATE —invertebrate adj.
in·vest /In'vEst/ Ac v. 1 [I,T] to give money to a
company, bank, etc., or to buy something, in order
to get a profit later ➔ INVESTMENT : He recommended investing in stocks and bonds. | Greg
invested his life savings in high-tech companies. 2 [T] to use a lot of time or effort to make
something succeed: How much time are you prepared to invest in this project? 3 [T] to give

someone power or a position: By the power
invested in me, I pronounce you man and wife.
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Italian investire “to dress,
invest,” from Latin, “to dress,” from vestis
“piece of clothing”] —investor n. [C]: investors
in the local property market
invest sb/sth with sth phr. v. (formal) to make
someone or something seem to have a particular
quality or character: He invested his reply with
scorn.
in·ves·ti·gate /In'vEst@"geIt/ Ac v. [I,T] to try
to find out the truth about something, for example a
crime, accident, etc.: Police are currently investigating the case. | I heard a noise and went downstairs to investigate. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin,
past participle of investigare “to follow the track
of,” from vestigium “track”] —investigator n.
[C]: police investigators
in·ves·ti·ga·tion /In"vEst@'geIS@n/ Ac n.
[C,U] an official attempt to find out the reasons for
something, such as a crime or scientific problem:
an investigation into the plane crash | The issue is
still under investigation (=being investigated). | a
thorough investigation of the incident
in·ves·ti·ga·tive /In'vEst@"geIÔIv/ Ac adj.
intended to discover new details and facts about
something, or relating to someone who does this:
investigative journalism
in·vest·ment /In'vEsôm@nt/ Ac n. 1 [C,U] the
use of money to get a profit or to make a business
activity successful, or the money that is used to do
this ➔ INVEST : a $5,000 investment in stocks |
Vietnam’s economic development has been helped
by foreign investment. 2 [C] something that you
buy or do because it will be valuable or useful later:
We bought the house as an investment. | Education
is always a good investment. 3 [C,U] a large
amount of time, energy, emotion, etc. that you
spend on something: You cannot fully measure the
investment of time and money that parents put into
their children.
in·vet·er·ate /In'vEÔ@rIt/ adj. [only before noun]
(formal) relating to doing or feeling something for a
long time, and being unable or unwilling to change:
an inveterate gambler —inveterately adv.
in·vig·o·rat·ing /In'vIg@"reIÔIÎ/ adj. making
you feel more active and healthy: an invigorating
morning run —invigorate v. [T] —invigorated
adj.

in·vin·ci·ble /In'vIns@b@l/ adj. too strong to be
defeated or destroyed —invincibly adv.

in·vi·o·la·ble /In'vaI@l@b@l/ adj. (formal) an

inviolable right, law, principle, etc. is extremely
important and should not be gotten rid of
—inviolability /In"vaI@l@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [U]
in·vis·i·ble /In'vIz@b@l/ Ac adj. not able to be
seen, or not noticed: These organisms are invisible
without using a microscope. | It was as though my
elderly mother were invisible to these young
people; no one even said hello to her. [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Latin visibilis, from in “not” +
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visus, past participle of videre “to see”]
—invisibly adv. —invisibility /In"vIz@'bIl@Ôi/ n.

[U]

in·vi·ta·tion /"Inv@'teIS@n/ n. [C] a request to
someone that invites him/her to go somewhere or
do something, or the card this is written on: Mel
didn’t get an invitation to Tom’s party.
C O L L O C AT I O N S

a party/wedding/dinner, etc. invitation
send out invitations – to send them to a
number of people
get/receive an invitation
accept an invitation – to say yes
turn down/refuse an invitation – to say no

in·vite1 /In'vaIt/ v. [T] 1 to ask someone to come

I

prisoners. 2 to ask or allow someone to take part
in something: To improve kids’ health, efforts
should be made to involve them in sports activities. 3 to include something as a necessary part or
result of something else: Taking the job involves
moving to Texas. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin
involvere “to wrap,” from volvere “to roll”]
in·volved /In'vAlvd/ Ac adj. 1 taking part in an
activity or event: I don’t want to get involved in her
personal problems. | Parents need to be involved
with their children’s education. 2 being a necessary part of an activity, event, etc.: I hate the red
tape involved in getting any project approved by
the managers. 3 difficult to understand because it
is complicated or has a lot of parts: a long involved
answer 4 be involved with sb to be having a
sexual relationship with someone
in·volve·ment /In'vAlvm@nt/ Ac n. [U] the act
of taking part in an activity or event: Brian’s
involvement in local politics has made a difference
in our community. | The difference between kids
who do well in school and those who don’t is often
parental involvement.
in·vul·nerable /In'völn@r@b@l/ adj. not easy to
harm, hurt, or attack
in·ward1 /'Inwød/ adj. [only before noun] 1 felt in
your own mind, but not expressed to other people
ANT outward: inward panic 2 on or toward the
inside of something —inwardly adv.: Ginny was
inwardly disappointed that she hadn’t seen him at
the party.
inward2 also inwards adv. toward the inside

to a party, meal, wedding, etc. ➔ INVITATION : I
invited the Rosens to dinner next Friday. | They’ve
invited us for lunch. | “Why weren’t you at Eva’s
party?” “I wasn’t invited.” 2 invite trouble/
criticism etc. to make trouble, criticism, etc. more
likely to happen to you [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
French inviter, from Latin invitare]
invite sb along phr. v. to ask someone to come
with you when you go somewhere: You can invite
one of your friends along.
invite sb in phr. v. to ask someone to come into
your home, usually when s/he is standing at the
door
invite sb over phr. v. to ask someone to come to
your home for a party, meal, etc.: You could invite
the Chans over for dinner.
in·vite2 /'InvaIt/ n. [C] (informal) an invitation
ANT outward
in·vit·ing /In'vaIÔIÎ/ adj. an inviting sight, smell, i·o·dine /'aI@"daIn, -dIn/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY (symbol
etc. is attractive and makes you want to do some- I) a dark red chemical substance, often used as a
thing: The lake looked inviting (=made me want to medicine for wounds. It is a chemical ELEMENT
swim in it). —invitingly adv.
belonging to the HALOGEN group. [ORIGIN:
in·voice /'InvOIs/ n. [C] a list that shows how 1800—1900 French iode, from Greek ion “dark
much you owe for goods, work, etc. SYN bill [ORI- bluish-red”]
GIN: 1500—1600 Early French envois, plural of
i·on /'aI@n, 'aIAn/ n. [C] PHYSICS an atom that has
envoi “message”] —invoice v. [T]: We were been given a positive or negative force
invoiced for two parts that never arrived.
i·on·ic bond /aI"AnIk 'bAnd/ n. [C] CHEMISTRY a
THESAURUS
bill, check, tab ➔ BILL 1
chemical BOND which is the result of atoms gaining and losing an ELECTRON , so that a negative ION
and a positive ion are formed SYN electrovalent
in·voke /In'voUk/ Ac v. [T] (formal) 1 to use a bond
law, principle, etc. to support your opinions or
actions: The reporter invoked the First Amendment i·on·ize /'aI@"naIz/ v. [I,T] CHEMISTRY to form ions
when she refused to name her sources. 2 to make or make them form —ionization /"aI@n@'zeIS@n/
a particular idea, image, or feeling appear in peo- n. [U]
ple’s minds: Her singing style invokes Billie Holi- i·on·o·sphere /aI'An@"sfIr/ n. the ionosphere
day, the great jazz singer. 3 (literary) to ask for EARTH SCIENCES the lower part of the THERMOhelp from someone, especially a god: St. Anthony is SPHERE , where some of the harmful energy from
invoked against starvation.
the Sun is reduced [ORIGIN: 1900—2000 ion +
in·vol·un·tar·y /In'vAl@n"tEri/ adj. an involun- -sphere (as in atmosphere)] ➔ compare EXOSPHERE
tary movement, reaction, etc. is one that you make i·o·ta /aI'oUÔ@/ n. not one/an iota of sth not
suddenly without intending to —involuntarily even a small amount of something: There’s not an
/In"vAl@n'tEr@li/ adv.
iota of truth in what he says.
in·volve /In'vAlv/ Ac v. [T] 1 to include or IOU n. [C] (informal) I owe you a note that you sign
affect someone or something: The riot involved 45 to say that you owe someone some money
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IPA n. [singular] ENG. LANG. ARTS International Pho-

netic Alphabet a system of signs that represent
the sounds made in speech
iPod /'aIpAd/ n. [C] (trademark) IT a small piece of
electronic equipment for playing and storing music
that you DOWNLOAD from the Internet
IQ n. [C usually singular] intelligence quotient the
level of someone’s intelligence, with 100 being the
average level: He has an IQ of 130.
IRA /'aIr@/ n. individual retirement account a
special bank account in which you can save money
for your RETIREMENT without paying taxes on it
until later
i·ras·ci·ble /I'ræs@b@l/ adj. (formal) easily
becoming angry —irascibly adv.
i·rate /"aI'reItX/ adj. extremely angry: an irate
customer —irately adv.
THESAURUS
angry, livid, furious, mad,
indignant, outraged ➔ ANGRY

ir·i·des·cent /"Ir@'dEs@nt/ adj. showing colors

that seem to change in different lights
—iridescence n. [U]
i·ris /'aIrIs/ n. [C] 1 BIOLOGY the round colored
part of your eye ➔ see picture at EYE 1 2 a tall plant
with purple, yellow, or white flowers and long thin
leaves
I·rish1 /'aIrIS/ adj. relating to or coming from
Ireland
Irish2 n. the Irish [plural] the people of Ireland
irk /øk/ v. [T] to annoy someone
THESAURUS
annoy, irritate, get on sb’s
nerves, infuriate, bother, vex ➔ ANNOY

i·ron1 /'aIøn/ n. 1 [C] an object that is heated and

that you push across a piece of clothing to make it
smooth 2 [U] a common hard metal that is used to
make steel, and is found in very small quantities in
food and in blood [ORIGIN: Old English isern,
iren]
iron2 v. [T] to make your clothes smooth using an
iron: Can you iron my shirt for me?
iron sth ↔ out phr. v. to solve a small problem: Jim
and Sharon are ironing out their differences.
iron3 adj. 1 made of iron: iron bars on the
gate 2 very firm or strict: He ruled the country
with an iron fist (=in a very strict and powerful
way).
'Iron Age n. the Iron Age HISTORY the period of
time, about 3,500 years ago, when iron was first
used for making tools, weapons, etc. ➔ BRONZE
AGE , STONE AGE

"Iron 'Curtain n. the Iron Curtain

HISTORY a
name used in past times for the border between the
Communist countries of Eastern Europe and the
rest of Europe
i·ron·ic /aI'rAnIk/ adj. 1 using words that are the
opposite of what you really mean, in order to be

irrepressible

amusing or show that you are annoyed 2 an ironic
situation is unusual or amusing because something
strange or unexpected happens: It’s ironic that your
car was stolen outside the police station.
—ironically adv.
i·ron·ing /'aIønIÎ/ n. [U] the activity of making
clothes smooth with an iron
'ironing "board n. [C] a narrow board for ironing
clothes ➔ see picture at BOARD 1
i·ro·ny /'aIr@ni/ n. (plural ironies) 1 [U] ENG. LANG.
ARTS the use of words that are the opposite of what
you really mean, in order to be amusing or show
that you are annoyed 2 [C,U] the part of a situation
that is unusual or amusing because something
strange happens, or the opposite of what is
expected happens: The irony is that the drug was
supposed to save lives. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
Latin ironia, from Greek eironeia, from eiron
“person who lies”]
ir·ra·tion·al /I'ræS@n@l/ Ac adj. not based on
using sensible or clear reasons, or not thinking
clearly: an irrational fear of spiders | His decisions
seemed irrational at the time. —irrationally adv.
—irrationality /I"ræS@'næl@Ôi/ n. [U]
ir·rec·on·cil·a·ble /I"rEk@n'saIl@b@l/ adj. irreconcilable opinions, positions, etc. are very different,
making it impossible to reach an agreement: They
are getting divorced because of irreconcilable differences. —irreconcilably adv.
ir·re·fut·a·ble /"IrI'fyuÔ@b@l/ adj. (formal) an
irrefutable statement, argument, etc. cannot be
proved wrong: There was irrefutable proof/
evidence that he had lied.
ir·reg·u·lar /I'rEgy@lø/ adj. 1 having a shape,
surface, etc. that is not even or smooth: a face with
irregular features 2 not happening at regular times
or at the usual time: an irregular heartbeat 3 ENG.
LANG. ARTS an irregular verb or a form of a word
does not follow the usual pattern in grammar. For
example, the past tense “went” of the verb “go” is
irregular. —irregularly adv. —irregularity
/I"rEgy@'lær@Ôi/ n. [C,U]
ir·rel·e·vance /I'rEl@v@ns/ Ac
also
ir·rel·e·van·cy /I'rEl@v@nsi/ n. [U] a lack of
importance in a particular situation: the irrelevance
of her remark
ir·rel·e·vant /I'rEl@v@nt/ Ac adj. not useful or
not relating to a particular situation, and therefore
not important: Large parts of the movie seemed
irrelevant to the plot. —irrelevantly adv.
ir·rep·a·ra·ble /I'rEp@r@b@l/ adj. irreparable
damage, harm, etc. is so bad that it can never be
repaired or made better —irreparably adv.
ir·re·place·a·ble /"IrI'pleIs@b@l/ adj. too special, valuable, or rare to be replaced by anything
else: an irreplaceable work of art
ir·re·press·i·ble /"IrI'prEs@b@l/ adj. always full
of energy, happiness, or confidence, and never
letting anything affect this: Nathan’s excitement
was irrepressible.
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ir·re·proach·a·ble /"IrI'proUtS@b@l/ adj. (formal) so good that you cannot criticize it: Her

behavior was irreproachable.

ir·re·sist·i·ble /"IrI'zIst@b@l/ adj. 1 so attrac-

I

tive or desirable that you cannot stop yourself from
wanting it: The dessert looks irresistible. | The offer
of so much money would be irresistible to most
people. 2 too strong or powerful to be stopped: an
irresistible urge to cry —irresistibly adv.
ir·re·spec·tive /"IrI'spEktIv/ adv. irrespective
of sth used in order to show that a particular fact
does not affect a situation at all: Anyone can play,
irrespective of age.
ir·re·spon·si·ble /"IrI'spAns@b@l/ adj. doing
careless things without thinking about the possible
bad results: It was irresponsible of John to leave
the
kids
alone.
adv.
—irresponsibly
—irresponsibility /"IrI"spAns@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [U]
ir·rev·er·ent /I'rEv@r@nt/ adj. not showing
enough respect for organizations, beliefs, etc.: an
irreverent sense of humor —irreverently adv.
—irreverence n. [U]
ir·re·ver·si·ble /"IrI'vøs@b@l/ Ac adj. something that has irreversible damage, change, etc.
cannot be changed back to how it was before:
irreversible brain damage
ir·rev·o·ca·ble /I'rEv@k@b@l/ adj. not able to be
changed or stopped: an irrevocable decision
—irrevocably adv.
ir·ri·gate /'Ir@"geIt/ v. [T] to supply water to land
or crops —irrigation /"Ir@'geIS@n/ n. [U]: an
agricultural irrigation system
ir·ri·ta·ble /'Ir@Ô@b@l/ adj. easily annoyed or
made angry: He’s always irritable in the morning.
—irritably adv. —irritability /"Ir@Ô@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [U]
THESAURUS
grumpy, cranky, crabby,
grouchy, cantankerous, touchy ➔ GRUMPY

ir·ri·tant /'Ir@t@nt/ n. [C] (formal) 1 something

that makes you feel angry or annoyed: Traffic noise
is a constant irritant in the city. 2 a substance that
makes part of your body painful and sore
ir·ri·tate /'Ir@"teIt/ v. [T] 1 to make someone
angry or annoyed: Her voice really irritates me.
THESAURUS
annoy, get on sb’s nerves,
infuriate, bother, vex, irk ➔ ANNOY

2 to make a part of your body painful and sore:
Wool irritates my skin.
ir·ri·tat·ed /'Ir@"teIÔId/ adj. feeling annoyed and
impatient about something: The teachers became
increasingly irritated by Kevin’s childish behavior.
THESAURUS
angry, annoyed, mad,
resentful ➔ ANGRY

ir·ri·tat·ing /'Ir@"teIÔIÎ/ adj. annoying: He has an

irritating habit of always being late.
—irritatingly adv.
ir·ri·ta·tion /"Ir@'teIS@n/ n. 1 [C,U] the feeling

of being annoyed, or something that makes you feel
this way: Tim made no secret of his irritation with
me. 2 [U] a painful sore feeling on a part of your
body
IRS n. the IRS the Internal Revenue Service
the government organization in the U.S. that deals
with taxes
is /z, s, @z; strong Iz/ v. the third person singular of
the present tense of BE
Is·lam /'IzlAm, Iz'lAm, 'IslAm/ n. [U] the Muslim
religion, which was started by Muhammad and
whose holy book is the Koran [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 Arabic islam “obeying (the will of God)”]
—Islamic /Iz'lAmIk, Is-/ adj.
is·land /'aIl@nd/ n. [C] a piece of land completely
surrounded by water: a hotel development on the
island | the island of St. Kitts [ORIGIN: Old
English igland, from ig “island” + land]
is·land·er /'aIl@ndø/ n. [C] someone who lives on
an island
isle /aIl/ n. [C] an island, used in poetry or in names
of islands
is·n’t /'Iz@nt/ v. the short form of “is not”: That
isn’t true.
i·so·late /'aIs@"leIt/ Ac v. [T] 1 to make or
keep one person or thing separate from others: The
town was isolated by the floods. | Computers seem
to have isolated us from one another. 2 to separate
something from other things so that it can be
examined, studied, or dealt with by itself: It is
difficult to isolate and measure the effect that this
has had on the business.
i·so·lat·ed /'aIs@"leIÔId/ Ac adj. 1 far away
from other things: an isolated farm 2 feeling alone
or unable to meet or speak to other people: New
mothers often feel isolated. 3 an isolated case/
example etc. a case, example, etc. that happens
only once: an isolated case of the disease | The
violence was an isolated incident. [ORIGIN:
1700—1800 French isolé, from Italian isolata,
from isola “island”]
i·so·la·tion /"aIs@'leIS@n/ Ac n. [U] 1 the state
of being separate from other places, things, or
people: the city’s geographical isolation (=its location far away from other cities) 2 in isolation
separately: These events cannot be examined in
isolation from one another. 3 a feeling of being
lonely and unable to meet or talk to other people: I
buried the isolation I felt by working harder than
ever.
i·so·la·tion·ism /"aIs@'leIS@"nIz@m/ Ac n. [U]
POLITICS beliefs or actions that are based on the
political idea that your country should not be
involved in the affairs of other countries: America’s
isolationism before World War I —isolationist n.
[C] —isolationist adj.
i·so·mer /'aIs@mø/ n. [C] CHEMISTRY one of two or
more chemical compounds that have the same
number of the same types of atoms, but different
chemical structures and qualities
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i·sos·ce·les

trap·e·zoid
/aI"sAs@liz
'træp@"zOId/ n. [C] MATH a TRAPEZOID (=shape
with four straight sides, two of which are parallel)
in which the two angles at its base are the same
size, and the two sides that are not parallel are the
same length
i·sos·ce·les
tri·an·gle
/aI"sAs@liz
'traI"æÎg@l/ n. [C] MATH a TRIANGLE in which two
of the sides are the same length, and the two angles
at the base are the same size ➔ see picture at
TRIANGLE

i·so·ton·ic /"aIs@'tAnIkX/ adj.

CHEMISTRY an isotonic SOLUTION has the same amount of a substance DISSOLVE d in it as another solution that you
are comparing it to
i·so·tope /'aIs@"toUp/ n. [C] CHEMISTRY one of two
or more atoms of a chemical ELEMENT that have
the same number of PROTON s but a different number of NEUTRON s [ORIGIN: 1900—2000 iso“equal” + Greek topos “place”]
is·sue1 /'ISu/ Ac n. [C] 1 a subject or problem
that people discuss: We should raise the issue
(=begin to discuss it) at our next meeting. | the
controversial issue of abortion | Safety is the most
important issue. 2 a magazine, newspaper, etc.
printed for a particular day, week, month, or year:
the April issue of Vogue 3 make an issue (out)
of sth to argue about something 4 at issue
(formal) being discussed or considered: At issue is
whether the Senator improperly used campaign
funds. 5 take issue with sb/sth to disagree or
argue with someone about something: He took
issue with Mayor Farrell’s statement. 6 not be
the issue to not be the problem or subject that you
are concerned about: Money is not the issue here.
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French issir “to come
out, go out,” from Latin exire, from ire “to go”]
issue2 Ac v. [T] 1 to officially make a statement
or give a warning: The President is expected to
issue a statement later today. 2 to officially provide or produce something: Every player was
issued with a new uniform.
issue from sth phr. v. (formal) if something issues
from a place or thing, it comes out of it: Blood
issued from the wound.

piece of land with water on both sides, that connects two larger areas of land

IT n. [U] INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
it /It/ pron. [used as a subject or object] 1 a thing,

situation, or idea that has been mentioned or is
known about: “Did you bring your umbrella?”
“No, I left it at home.” | “Where’s the bread?” “It’s
(=it is) on the shelf.” | In the summer, it must be
beautiful here. 2 the situation that someone is in
now: I can’t stand it any longer. I’m resigning. |
How’s it going, Bob? (=how are you?) 3 used as
the subject or object of a sentence when the real
subject or object is later in the sentence: It costs
less to drive than to take the bus. 4 used with the
verb “be” to talk about the weather, time, distance,
etc.: It’s raining. | It’s only a few miles from here to
the beach. 5 used in order to emphasize one piece
of information in a sentence: I don’t know who took
your book, but it wasn’t me. | It was last year at this
time that they went to Australia. 6 used as the
subject of the words “seem,” “appear,” “look,” and
“happen”: It seemed like she was angry. 7 it’s...
used in order to give the name of a person or thing
when it is not already known: “What’s that?” “It’s
a pen.” | “Who’s on the phone?” “It’s Jill.” 8 used
in order to talk about a child or animal when you do
not know what sex s/he is: “Marilyn had a baby.”
“Is it a boy or girl?” [ORIGIN: Old English hit]
➔ that’s it at THAT 1

I·tal·ian1 /I'tæly@n/ adj. 1 relating to or coming
from Italy 2 relating to the Italian language

Italian2 n. 1 [U] the language used in Italy 2 [C]
someone from Italy

i·tal·ics /I'tælIks, aI-/ n. [plural] a type of printed

letters that lean to the right: This example is printed
in italics. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin italicus
“Italian;” because these letters were introduced
by a 16th-century Italian printer, Aldus Manutius]

itch1 /ItS/ v. 1 [I,T] if part of your body itches, you

have an unpleasant feeling on your skin that makes
you want to rub it with your nails: My back is
itching. 2 be itching to do sth (informal) to want
to do something very much, as soon as possible:
Ian’s been itching to try out his new bike.

itch2 n. [C] 1 an unpleasant feeling on your skin

that makes you want to rub it with your
nails 2 (informal) a strong desire to do or have
something: an itch to do something different

itch·y /'ItSi/ adj. (comparative itchier, superlative
itchiest) 1 if part of your body is itchy, it feels
unpleasant and you want to rub it: My eyes are
really itchy. 2 itchy clothes make your skin feel
unpleasant and you want to rub it —itchiness n.
[U]

it’d /'IÔ@d/ 1 the short form of “it would”: It’d be
easier if we both did it. 2 the short form of “it
had”: It’d been raining since Sunday.

isth·mus /'Ism@s/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a narrow

i·tem /'aIÔ@m/

Ac n. [C] 1 a single thing in a set,

I
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group, or list: an item of clothing | There is one
more item on the agenda. | household items
THESAURUS

thing, object, article ➔ THING

2 a piece of news in the newspaper or on television:
I saw an item about the kidnapping in the paper.
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin “in the same way,
also” (used to introduce things in a list), from ita
“in this way”]

J

Jj
J, j /dZeI/ the tenth letter of the English alphabet
jab /dZæb/ v. (jabbed, jabbing) [I,T] to quickly

push something pointed into something else, or
toward it: The nurse jabbed a needle into his arm.
i·tem·ize /'aIÔ@"maIz/ v. [T] to write down all of —jab n. [C]
the parts of something in a list —itemized adj.
jab·ber /'dZæbø/ v. [I] to talk quickly, in an
it·er·a·tive /'IÔ@"reIÔIv, -r@ÔIv/ adj. MATH repeat- excited way, and not very clearly
ing a mathematical process or set of instructions for jack1 /dZæk/ n. [C] 1 a piece of equipment used
a computer program until a particular result is for lifting something heavy, such as a car, and
achieved: an iterative process
supporting it 2 an electronic connection for a
telephone or other electronic machine 3 a card
i·tin·er·ant /aI'tIn@r@nt/ adj. (formal) traveling used in card games which has a young man’s
from place to place: itinerant farm workers
picture on it: the jack of clubs ➔ see picture at
i·tin·er·ar·y /aI'tIn@"rEri/ n. (plural itineraries) PLAYING CARD
[C] a plan of a trip, usually including the places you jack2 v.
want to see
jack sb/sth ↔ up phr. v. 1 to lift something heavy
using a jack: Dad jacked the car up so I could
it’ll /'IÔl/ the short form of “it will”: It’ll be nice to change the tire. 2 (informal) to increase prices,
see Martha again.
sales, etc. by a large amount: Stores have jacked up
it’s /Its/ 1 the short form of “it is”: It’s snow- their prices since July.
ing! 2 the short form of “it has”: It’s been snowing jack·al /'dZæk@l/ n. [C] a wild animal like a dog
all day.
that lives in Africa and Asia
jack·ass
/'dZækæs/ n. [C] 1 (spoken) an impolite
its /Its/ possessive adj. belonging or relating to a
thing, situation, person, or idea that has been men- word meaning an annoying stupid person 2 a male
tioned or is known about: The tree has lost all of its DONKEY
leaves.
jack·et /'dZækIt/ n. [C] 1 a short light coat: a
leather jacket | a rain jacket ➔ see picture at
it·self /It'sElf/ pron. 1 the REFLEXIVE form of CLOTHES 2 the part of a suit that covers the top part
“it”: The cat was licking itself. 2 in itself only the of your body 3 a stiff piece of folded paper that
thing mentioned, and not anything else: We’re fits over the cover of a book to protect it [ORIGIN:
proud you finished the race. That in itself is an 1400—1500 French jaquet, from jaque “short
accomplishment.
coat”]
it·sy-bit·sy /"Itsi 'bItsiX/ also it·ty-bit·ty /"IÔi jack·ham·mer /'dZæk"hæmø/ n. [C] a large
'bIÔiX/ adj. (informal) very small
powerful tool used for breaking hard materials such
as the surface of a road
IUD n. [C] intrauterine device a small plastic or
'
jack-in-the"box n. [C] a toy shaped like a box,
metal object placed in a woman’s UTERUS to prefrom which a figure jumps out when the box’s lid is
vent her from having a baby
lifted
IV n. [C] intravenous medical equipment that is 'jack knife n. [C] a POCKET KNIFE
used for putting liquid directly into your body
jack·knife /'dZæknaIf/ v. [I] if a truck or train
I’ve /aIv/ the short form of “I have”: I’ve seen you with two or more parts jackknifes, the back part
somewhere before.
swings toward the front part

i·vo·ry /'aIv@ri/ n. [U] 1 the hard smooth yellow- "jack-of-'all-trades n. [singular] someone who

white substance from the TUSK (=long teeth) of an can do many different types of jobs
elephant 2 a pale yellow-white color —ivory adj. jack-o-lan·tern /'dZæk @ "lænôøn/ n. [C] a
PUMPKIN with a face cut into it, usually with a light
i·vy /'aIvi/ n. [U] a climbing plant with dark green inside, made at HALLOWEEN
shiny leaves ➔ POISON IVY
jack·pot /'dZækpAt/ n. [C] 1 a very large
'Ivy "League adj. relating to a small group of old amount of money that you can win in a game 2 hit
respected colleges in the northeast of the U.S.: an the jackpot a) to win a lot of money b) to be
very successful or lucky
Ivy League graduate —Ivy League n. [singular]
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Ja·cuz·zi /dZ@'kuzi/ n. [C] (trademark) a

HOT

ja·lop·y /dZ@'lApi/ n. (plural jalopies) [C] (infor-

jade /dZeId/ n. [U] a green stone used for making

jam1 /dZæm/ v. (jammed, jamming) 1 [T] to push

TUB

jewelry and ORNAMENT s [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
French from early Spanish (piedra de la) ijada
“(stone of the) lower back”; because it was
believed that jade cured pain in the kidneys]
jad·ed /'dZeIdId/ adj. not interested in or excited
by things, usually because you have seen them or
done them too much

mal) a very old car in bad condition

someone or something using a lot of force, especially into a small place: Mr. Braithe jammed the
letters into his pockets and left.
THESAURUS
SHOVE

shove, stick, thrust, cram ➔

2 [I,T] also jam up if a machine jams up, or if you
jam it, it stops working because something is stuck
inside it: Every time I try to use the Xerox machine,
it jams. 3 [T] to fill a place with a lot of people or
things, so that nothing can move: The roads were
jammed with cars. 4 [I] to play music for fun with
a group of people without practicing first
jam2 n. 1 [U] a thick sticky sweet substance made
from fruit, usually eaten on bread: strawberry
jam 2 be in a jam/get into a jam (informal) to
be or become involved in a difficult or bad situation: Sarah, I’m in a jam — could you do me a
favor? 3 [C] a situation in which something is
stuck somewhere: a jam in the fax machine ➔ TRAFFIC JAM

jamb /dZæm/ n. [C] the side post of a door or
window

jam·bo·ree /"dZæmb@'ri/ n. [C] a big noisy party
or celebration

jag·ged /'dZægId/ adj. having a rough uneven

edge with a lot of sharp points: jagged rocks
jag·uar /'dZægwAr/ n. [C] a large wild cat with
black spots from Central and South America [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Spanish yaguar and Portuguese jaguar, from Guarani yaguara and Tupi
(South American languages) jaguara]
jail1 /dZeIl/ n. [C,U] a place where someone is sent
to be punished for a crime SYN prison: overcrowded jails | He was in jail for 15 years. | a
two-year jail sentence [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
French jaiole, from Latin caveola, from cavea
“cage”]
C O L L O C AT I O N S

go to jail: If you commit a crime, you should go
to jail.
put sb in jail: I hope they put him in jail and
never let him out.
send sb to jail: He has a record of sending even
petty criminals to jail.
spend time in jail
release sb from jail: She was released from jail
and given parole.
get out of jail: We want to get these men out of
jail and into a drug rehabilitation program.
escape from jail: He escaped from jail last year
and has been on the run ever since.
end up in jail: I always said he’d end up in jail.

jail2 v. [T] to put someone in jail
jail·er, jailor /'dZeIlø/ n. [C] someone whose job
is to guard a prison or prisoners

jammed /dZæmd/ adj. impossible to move

because of being stuck: The stupid door’s jammed
again.
"jam-'packed adj. (informal) completely full of
people or things: a cereal jam-packed with vitamins
'jam "session n. [C] an occasion when people
meet to play music together for fun
Jane Doe /"dZeIn 'doU/ n. LAW a name used in
legal forms, documents, etc. when a woman’s name
is not known
jan·gle /'dZæÎg@l/ v. [I,T] to make a noise that
sounds like metal objects hitting against each other:
His keys were jangling in his pocket.
jan·i·tor /'dZæn@Ôø/ n. [C] someone whose job is
to clean and take care of a large building: the school
janitor
Jan·u·ar·y /'dZænyu"Eri/ (written abbreviation
Jan.) n. [C,U] the first month of the year, between
December and February: Our wedding anniversary
is on January 6th. | The baby’s due sometime in
January. | Mom was 60 last January. | I’m going to
visit him next January. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300
Latin Januarius, from Janus, ancient Roman
god of doors, gates, and new beginnings]
Jap·a·nese1 /"dZæp@'nizX/ adj. 1 relating to or
coming from Japan 2 relating to the Japanese
language
Japanese2 n. 1 [U] the language used in
Japan 2 the Japanese [plural] the people of
Japan

J
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jar1 /dZAr/ n. [C] 1 a round glass container with a jeal·ous /'dZEl@s/ adj. 1 feeling angry or

J

lid, used for storing food 2 the amount of food unhappy because someone else has a quality, thing,
contained in a jar: There’s half a jar of peanut or ability that you wish you had ➔ ENVIOUS : Diane
butter left. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Old Provençal was jealous of me because I got better
jarra, from Arabic jarrah “pot for carrying grades. 2 feeling angry or unhappy because somewater”]
one you love is paying attention to another person,
jar2 v. (jarred, jarring) [I,T] 1 to shock someone, or because another person is showing too much
especially by making an unpleasant noise: The interest in someone you love: It used to make me
alarm jarred her awake. 2 to shake or hit some- jealous when he danced with other women. | a
thing with enough force to damage it or make it jealous husband
become loose: Alice jarred her knee when she jeal·ous·y /'dZEl@si/ n. [U] the feeling of being
jealous
jumped off the wall.
jar·gon /'dZArg@n/ n. [U] technical words and jeans /dZinz/ n. [plural] a popular type of pants
phrases used by people in a particular profession made from DENIM : a pair of jeans [ORIGIN:
that are difficult for other people to understand: 1800—1900 jean “strong cotton cloth” (15—21
centuries), from Gene, early form of the name
medical/legal/technical jargon
Genoa, Italian city where the cloth was first
THESAURUS
language, lingo, slang,
made] ➔ see picture at CLOTHES
terminology ➔ LANGUAGE
Jeep /dZip/ n. [C] (trademark) a type of car made to
jaun·dice /'dZOndIs, 'dZAn-/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a travel over rough ground
medical condition in which your skin and the white jeer /dZIr/ v. [I,T] to shout, speak, or laugh in order
to annoy or frighten someone you dislike: The
part of your eyes become yellow
jaun·diced /'dZOndIst, 'dZAn-/ adj. 1 tending crowd jeered at the speaker. —jeer n. [C]
to judge people, things, or situations in a negative jeez /dZiz/ interjection said in order to express
way, often because of your own bad experiences in sudden feelings such as surprise, anger, or shock
the past: a jaundiced view of the world 2 suffering Je·ho·vah /dZI'hoUv@/ n. a name for God in the
from jaundice
OLD TESTAMENT (=first part of the Bible)
jaunt /dZOnt, dZAnt/ n. [C] a short trip for plea- Je"hovah’s 'Witness n. [C] a member of a
sure
religious organization that believes the end of the
jaun·ty /'dZOnôi, 'dZAnôi/ adj. showing that you world will happen soon and sends its members to
people’s houses to try to persuade them to join
feel confident and cheerful —jauntily adv.
jav·e·lin /'dZæv@lIn, -vlIn/ n. 1 [U] a sport in je·june /dZI'dZun/ adj. (formal) 1 ideas and
which you throw a SPEAR (=a long pointed stick) behavior that are jejune are too simple or childish:
as far as you can 2 [C] the stick used in this sport jejune philosophical ideals 2 writing or speech
that is jejune is boring because it does not have any
jaw /dZO/ n. 1 [C] one of the two bones that form interesting details or humor
your mouth and that have all your teeth: a broken
2
jaw ➔ see picture on page A3 2 sb’s jaw dropped jell /dZEl/ v. [I] another spelling of GEL
used in order to say that someone looked very Jell-O, jello /'dZEloU/ n. [U] (trademark) a soft
surprised or shocked: Sam’s jaw dropped when solid substance made from GELATIN and sweet
Katy walked into the room. 3 jaws [plural] the fruit juice
mouth of a person or animal, especially a danger- jel·ly /'dZEli/ n. [U] a thick sticky sweet substance
ous animal [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French made from fruit but having no pieces of fruit in it,
joe]
usually eaten on bread: a peanut butter and jelly
jay·walk·ing /'dZeI"wOkIÎ/ n. [U] the action of sandwich [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French
walking across a street in an area that is not marked gelee, from geler “to freeze,” from Latin gelare]
for walking —jaywalker n. [C]
jel·ly·fish /'dZEli"fIS/ n. [C] a round transparent
jazz1 /dZæz/ n. [U] 1 a type of popular music that sea animal with long things that hang down from its
usually has a strong beat and parts for performers to body
play alone 2 and all that jazz (spoken) and things jeop·ard·ize /'dZEpø"daIz/ v. [T] to risk losing
like that: I’m sick of rules, responsibilities, and all or destroying something that is valuable or importhat jazz.
tant: Junot was too worried about jeopardizing his
jazz2 v.
career to say anything.
jazz sth ↔ up phr. v. (informal) to make something jeop·ard·y /'dZEpødi/ n. in jeopardy in danger
more exciting and interesting: You could jazz up of being lost or destroyed: My job is in jeopardy.
that shirt with some accessories.
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Anglo-French juparti,
from Old French jeu parti “divided game,
jazzed /dZæzd/ adj. (spoken) excited
jazz·y /'dZæzi/ adj. (comparative jazzier, superlative uncertainty”]
jazziest) 1 bright, colorful, and easily noticed: a jerk1 /dZøk/ v. 1 [I,T] to move with a quick movement, or to make something move this way: He
jazzy tie 2 similar to the style of jazz music

jive
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jerked his head around to see her. 2 [I,T] to pull
something suddenly and quickly: Tom jerked open
the door.
jerk sb around phr. v. (informal) to waste someone’s time or deliberately make things difficult for
him/her: Don’t jerk me around.
jerk2 n. [C] 1 (informal) someone, especially a
man, who is stupid or who does things that annoy
or hurt other people: What a jerk! 2 a quick
movement, especially a pulling movement: He
pulled the cord with a jerk. —jerky adj.
jerk·y /'dZøki/ n. [U] pieces of dried meat, usually
with a salty or SPICY taste
jer·sey /'dZøzi/ n. (plural jerseys) [C] a shirt worn
as part of a sports uniform
jest /dZEst/ n. in jest intending to be funny: The
comment was made in jest.
jest·er /'dZEstø/ n. [C] a man employed in past
times to entertain important people with jokes,
stories, etc.
Je·sus /'dZiz@s/ also "Jesus 'Christ n. the man
who Christians believe to be the son of God, and
whose life and TEACHING Christianity is based on
jet1 /dZEt/ n. [C] 1 a fast airplane with a jet
engine 2 a narrow stream of liquid or gas that
comes quickly out of a small hole, or the hole itself:
a strong jet of water
jet2 v. (jetted, jetting) [I] (informal) to travel in an
airplane: He jetted off to Paris yesterday.
"jet 'engine n. [C] an engine that forces out a
stream of hot air and gases, used in airplanes
'jet lag n. [U] the feeling of being very tired after
traveling a long distance in an airplane —jetlagged adj.
"jet-pro'pelled adj. using a jet engine for power
—jet propulsion n. [U]
'jet set n. [singular] rich and fashionable people
who travel a lot —jet setter n. [C]
jet·ti·son /'dZEÔ@s@n, -z@n/ v. [T] 1 to get rid of
someone or something, or decide not to use him/her
anymore: They’re not likely to jettison their star
player just because he’s injured. 2 to throw things
away, especially from a moving airplane or ship
jet·ty /'dZEÔi/ n. (plural jetties) [C] 1 a wide wall
built out into the water, as protection against large
waves 2 a WHARF
jew·el /'dZu@l/ n. 1 [C] a small valuable stone,
such as a DIAMOND 2 jewels [plural] jewelry
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French juel, from jeu
“game, play”]
jew·eled /'dZu@ld/ adj. decorated with valuable
stones
jew·el·er /'dZu@lø/ n. [C] someone who buys,
sells, makes, or repairs jewelry
jew·el·ry /'dZu@lri/ n. [U] small decorations you
wear that are usually made from gold, silver, and
jewels, such as rings and NECKLACE s

Jew·ish /'dZuIS/ adj. relating to Judaism —Jew
n. [C]

jibe1 /dZaIb/ n. [C] another spelling of GIBE
jibe2 v. [I] if two statements, actions, etc. jibe with

each other, they agree or make sense together: Your
statement to the police does not jibe with the facts.
jif·fy /'dZIfi/ n. (spoken) in a jiffy very soon: I’ll be
back in a jiffy.
jig /dZIg/ n. [C] a type of quick dance, or the music
for this dance
jig·ger /'dZIgø/ n. [C] a unit for measuring alcohol, equal to 1.5 OUNCE s
jig·gle /'dZIg@l/ v. [I,T] to move from side to side
with short quick movements, or to make something
do this
jig·saw puz·zle /'dZIgsO "pöz@l/ n. [C] a picture cut up into many small pieces that you try to fit
together for fun
ji·had /dZI'hAd/ n. [C] SOCIAL SCIENCE a holy
struggle to defend the Muslim faith against people,
organizations, governments, etc. who are believed
to be against Islam
jilt /dZIlt/ v. [T] to suddenly end a relationship with
someone: His girlfriend jilted him. —jilted adj.
Jim Crow /"dZIm 'kroU/ n. HISTORY a system of
laws and practices used in the U.S. until the 1960s,
that treated African-American people unfairly and
separated them from white people ➔ SEGREGATION :
One Jim Crow law said that separate railroad cars
had to be provided for white and black passengers.
jin·gle1 /'dZIÎg@l/ v. [I,T] to shake small metal
objects together so that they produce a noise, or to
make this noise: He jingled his keys in his pocket.
jingle2 n. 1 [C] a short song used in television and
radio advertisements 2 [singular] the sound made
by metal objects touching together
jinx1 /dZIÎks/ n. [singular] someone or something
that brings bad luck, or a period of bad luck that
results from this
jinx2 /dZIÎkst/ v. [I,T] to make someone have bad
luck: I don’t want to talk about winning – I’m
afraid I’ll jinx myself. —jinxed adj.
jit·ters /'dZIÔøz/ n. the jitters the feeling of being
nervous and anxious, especially before an important event: I always get the jitters before I go on
stage.
jit·ter·y /'dZIÔ@ri/ adj. worried and nervous: The
recession has made consumers jittery.
jive1 /dZaIv/ v. 1 sth doesn’t jive (with sth)
(informal) to seem so strange or unusual that something does not make sense: The newspaper report
doesn’t jive with the story on TV. 2 [T] (slang) to
try to make someone believe something that is not
true: You’re jiving me!
jive2 n. 1 [C,U] a very fast type of dance, often
performed to fast JAZZ music 2 [U] (slang) statements that you do not believe are true: Don’t you go
giving me any of that jive!

J
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Ac n. [C]

1 WORK work that you do regularly in order to earn
money: She applied for a job at the bank. | a
part-time/full-time job | Suzy got a job as a legal
secretary. | He quit/left his job so he could go back
to school. | I lost my job last week. | It is not your
age which is important; it is your ability to do the
job.
THESAURUS

Your job is the particular work you do regularly
to earn money.
Work is used in a more general way to talk
about employment or the activities involved in it:
I started work when I was 18.
Employment is a slightly formal word for any
work that you do to earn money: He’s been
looking for employment for six months.
Position or post are more formal words for a
job in a particular organization: How long have
you been in your current position?
Occupation is used mainly on official forms to
mean your job: Please give your name, age, and
occupation.
A profession is a job for which you need special
education and training: the legal profession
Your career is the work you do for most of your
life: I’m interested in a career in journalism.
A vocation is a feeling that the purpose of your
life is to do a particular job, or the job itself: I
accepted that nursing was both my job and my
vocation. ➔ WORK 2
USAGE

Do not say “What is your job?” or “What is your
work?” Say “What do you do?” or “What kind
of work do you do?”

J

11 COMPUTER an action done by a computer: a
print job
jock /dZAk/ n. [C] (informal) a student who plays a
lot of sports
jock·ey1 /'dZAki/ n. (plural jockeys) [C] someone
who rides horses in races
jockey2 v. jockey for position to try to be in the
best position or situation
jock·strap /'dZAkstræp/ n. [C] underwear that
men wear to support their sex organs when playing
sports
joc·u·lar /'dZAky@lø/ adj. (formal) joking or
humorous —jocularity /"dZAky@'lær@Ôi/ n. [U]
jog1 /dZAg/ v. (jogged, jogging) 1 [I] to run
slowly and in a steady way, especially for exercise:
Julie jogs every morning. ➔ see picture on page
A9 2 jog sb’s memory to make someone remember something: This picture might jog your
memory. 3 [T] to knock or push something lightly
by mistake: Someone jogged my elbow and I
dropped the plate.
jog2 n. [singular] a slow steady run, especially for
exercise: Let’s go for a jog.
jog·ging /'dZAgIÎ/ n. [U] the activity of running
as a way of exercising: We went jogging in Central
Park. ➔ EXERCISE 2 —jogger n. [C]
john /dZAn/ n. [C] (spoken, informal) a toilet
"John 'Doe n. LAW a name used in legal forms,
documents, etc. when a man’s name is not known
join /dZOIn/ v. 1 [I,T] to become a member of an
organization, society, or group: Mary joined the
gym last month. | It doesn’t cost anything to
join. 2 [T] also join in to begin to take part in an
activity that other people are involved in: Joining a
political campaign is a great experience. 3 [I,T] to
do something together with someone else: Why
don’t you join us for dinner? | Please join with me
in welcoming tonight’s speaker. 4 [I,T] to connect
or fasten things together, or to be connected: the
place where the two roads join

2 on the job while doing work or at work: Our
reporters are on the job now. | All our employees
get on-the-job training.
3 DUTY a particular duty or responsibility that you
have: It’s my job to take care of my little brother. |
Robots can carry out a wide variety of jobs in
factories.
THESAURUS
fasten, attach, secure, glue,
4 IMPROVE STH something you do to fix or
tape, staple, clip, tie, button (up), zip (up) ➔
improve something: The car needs a paint job. | a
FASTEN
nose job (=an operation to change the shape of your
nose)
5 join hands if two or more people join hands,
5 STH YOU MUST DO a piece of work you must do, they hold each other’s hands [ORIGIN: 1200—
usually without being paid: I have a lot of odd jobs 1300 Old French joindre, from Latin jungere]
(=different things) to do on Saturday.
joint1 /dZOInt/ adj. 1 involving two or more
6 do a good/great/bad etc. job to do something people, or owned or shared by them: They have to
well or badly
reach a joint decision. | a joint bank account |
7 Good job! (spoken) used to tell someone that “Who cooked dinner?” “It was a joint effort (=we
s/he has done something well
did it together).” 2 joint resolution POLITICS a
8 KIND OF THING also jobby (spoken) used in order decision or law agreed by both houses of the U.S.
to say that something is of a particular type: His Congress and signed by the President —jointly
adv.: The company is jointly owned by Time Warner
new computer’s one of those little portable jobs.
9 do the job (informal) to make something have the and Disney.
result that you want or need: A little more glue joint2 n. [C] 1 a part of the body where two bones
should do the job.
meet, that can bend: the knee joint 2 (slang) a
10 CRIME (informal) a crime such as robbing a bank place, especially a BAR , club, or restaurant: a
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fast-food joint 3 (slang) a MARIJUANA cigarette 4 a place where two things or parts of an
object are joined together: One of the pipe joints
was leaking. 5 out of joint a bone that is out of
joint has been pushed out of its correct position
"joint 'venture n. [C] a business arrangement in
which two or more companies work together to
achieve something
joke1 /dZoUk/ n. [C] 1 something funny that you
say or do to make people laugh: Let me tell you a
joke.
C O L L O C AT I O N S

inside joke – a joke that only a few people with
knowledge about a particular subject or event
will understand
running joke – a joke that continues or is
repeated over a long period of time
practical joke – a trick that is intended to
surprise someone or make other people laugh at
him/her
dirty joke – a joke that is about sex
sick joke – a joke that is very cruel or disgusting
THESAURUS

gag – a short joke, especially one told by a

professional entertainer: His first job was writing
gags for radio comedians.
wisecrack – a quick, funny, and often slightly
unkind remark: She made the other kids laugh
with her jokes and wisecracks.
one-liner – a very short joke: The play is full of
hilarious one-liners.
quip (formal) – an amusing remark: She was
always ready with a quip or funny story.
witticism (formal) – a smart and amusing
remark: He is known for his witticisms.
pun – an amusing use of a word or phrase that
has two meanings, or of words with the same
sound but different meanings: The band is called
Esso Es, a pun that to English-speakers sounds like
a call for help, but in Spanish means “That’s what
it is.”
funny story – a short story that is told to make
people laugh: He was telling funny stories about
his college days.

2 (informal) a situation that is so silly or unreasonable that it makes you angry: What a joke that
meeting was. 3 take a joke to be able to laugh at
a joke about yourself: Come on – can’t you take a
joke? [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin jocus]

joke2 v. [I] to say things that are intended to be

funny: Owen’s always joking about something. |
Davis was joking with reporters. —jokingly adv.

jok·er /'dZoUkø/ n. [C] someone who makes a lot
of jokes

jol·ly /'dZAli/ adj. (comparative jollier, superlative
jolliest) happy and cheerful

jolt1 /dZoUlt/ n. [C] 1 a sudden shock: a jolt of

electricity | Being fired came as quite a jolt to
her. 2 a sudden rough or violent movement: We

felt a big jolt, and then the room started shaking.

jolt2 v. 1 [I,T] to move suddenly and roughly, or to

make someone or something do this: The earthquake jolted southern California. 2 [T] to give
someone a sudden shock: Companies have been
jolted by the tax changes.
jos·tle /'dZAs@l/ v. [I,T] to push or knock against
someone in a crowd: Spectators jostled for a better
view.
jot /dZAt/ v. (jotted, jotting)
jot sth ↔ down phr. v. to write something quickly:
She jotted down some ideas for her essay.
joule /dZul, dZaUl/ n. [C] PHYSICS (written abbreviation J) a unit of energy equal to the amount of
energy used to move something one meter against a
force of one NEWTON [ORIGIN: 1800—1900
James Joule (1818-89), English scientist]
jour·nal /'dZønl/ Ac n. [C] 1 a written record
that you make of the things that happen to you each
day
THESAURUS
RECORD 1

record, diary, log (book) ➔

2 a magazine or newspaper for people who are
interested in a particular subject: The Wall Street
Journal | The report was published in a medical
journal. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French journal
“daily,” from Latin diurnalis, from diurnus “of
the day”]
jour·nal·is·m /'dZønl"Iz@m/ n. [U] the job or
activity of writing reports for newspapers, magazines, television, or radio
jour·nal·ist /'dZønl-Ist/ n. [C] someone who
writes reports for newspapers, magazines, television, or radio ➔ NEWSPAPER
jour·ney /'dZøni/ n. [C] a trip from one place to
another, especially over a long distance: a long
journey to El Salvador | our journey across the
United States [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old French
journée “day’s journey,” from jour “day,” from
Latin diurnus]
THESAURUS
travel, trip, voyage, tour,
expedition, pilgrimage ➔ TRAVEL 2

jo·vi·al /'dZoUvi@l/ adj. friendly and cheerful: a

jovial face [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French, Late
Latin jovialis “of the god Jove or Jupiter;”
because people born under the influence of the
planet Jupiter were thought likely to be happy]
jowls /dZaUlz/ n. [plural] loose skin on someone’s
lower jaw
joy /dZOI/ n. [C,U] great happiness and pleasure, or
something that gives you this feeling: She laughed
with joy at the news. | I almost jumped for joy (=I
was very happy). [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old
French joie, from Latin gaudia]
joy·ful /'dZOIf@l/ adj. very happy, or likely to make
people very happy: joyful laughter —joyfully adv.
joy·ous /'dZOI@s/ adj. (literary) full of happiness,

J
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or likely to make people happy: a joyous song judg·ment /'dZödZm@nt/ n. 1 [C,U] an opinion
—joyously adv.
that you form after thinking about something: It’s
joy·ride /'dZOIraId/ n. [C] a fast dangerous drive still too early to make a judgment about the quality
in a car, often after someone has stolen it for fun of her work. | In my judgment (=in my opinion),
John is the best candidate. 2 [U] the ability to
—joyriding n. [U] —joyrider n. [C]
make decisions about situations or people: good/
joy·stick /'dZOI"stIk/ n. [C] a handle that you use bad/poor judgment | I trust your judgment. 3 [C,U]
in order to control something such as an aircraft or an official decision given by a judge or a court of
a computer game ➔ see picture on page A6
law 4 judgment call a decision you have to make
JPEG /'dZeI pEg/ n. [C] IT Joint Photograph yourself because there are no fixed rules in a
Experts Group a type of computer FILE that situation
contains pictures, photographs, or other images judg·ment·al /dZödZ'mEnôl/ adj. (disapproving)
➔ MPEG
too quick to form opinions and criticize other
people
Jr. the written abbreviation of JUNIOR
ju·bi·lant /'dZub@l@nt/ adj. extremely happy and 'Judgment "Day n. a time after death when
pleased because you have been successful everyone is judged by God, according to some
religions
—jubilation /"dZub@'leIS@n/ n. [U]
ju·di·cial /dZu'dIS@l/ adj. relating to a court of
THESAURUS
happy, glad, delighted,
law, judges, etc.: the judicial system
thrilled, overjoyed, ecstatic, elated ➔ HAPPY
ju"dicial 'branch n. [singular] POLITICS the part of
Ju·da·ism /'dZudi"Iz@m, -deI-, -d@-/ n. [U] the a government that decides whether laws are good
Jewish religion based on the Old Testament, the and whether people have disobeyed these laws
Talmud, and later TEACHING s of the RABBI s
ju"dicial re'view n. [U] LAW a process in which a
Ju·de·o-Chris·tian /dZu"deIoU 'krIstS@n/ adj. court decides if a law, another court’s decision, or
[only before noun] SOCIAL SCIENCE relating to the ideas
an official action is right or CONSTITUTIONAL
and values that Jewish and Christian people share
ju·di·ci·ar·y
/dZu'dISi"Eri, -S@ri/ n. the judibecause of the relationship of their religions: the
ciary
(
formal) all the judges in a country who, as a
morals taught within the Judeo-Christian tradition
group, form part of the system of government
judge1 /dZödZ/ n. [C] 1 the official in control of a [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin judiciarius, from
court who decides how criminals should be pun- judicium]
ished ➔ COURT 1 2 someone who decides on the
result of a competition: a panel of judges at the ju·di·cious /dZu'dIS@s/ adj. (formal) sensible and
Olympics 3 a good/bad etc. judge of sth careful: a judicious use of money
someone who is usually right or wrong about ju·do /'dZudoU/ n. [U] a Japanese method of
something: a good judge of character
defending yourself, in which you try to throw your
judge2 v. 1 [I,T] to form or give an opinion about opponent onto the ground, usually done as a sport
someone or something after thinking about all the [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 a Japanese word meaning
information: Employees should be judged on the “gentle way”]
quality of their work. | Judging by her clothes, I’d jug /dZög/ n. [C] a large deep container for liquids
say she’s rich.
that has a narrow opening and a handle
THESAURUS
jug·gle
/'dZög@l/
v. 1 [I,T] to keep three or
evaluate (formal) – to judge how good, useful,
more objects moving
or successful someone or something is: The
through the air by
survey was meant to evaluate customer
throwing and catching
satisfaction.
them
very
assess – to judge a person or situation after
quickly 2 [T] to try to
thinking carefully about it: Psychologists will
fit two or more jobs,
assess the child’s behavior.
activities, etc. into your
appraise – to judge how valuable, effective, or
life: It’s hard trying to
successful someone or something is: The
juggle work and chilcompany regularly appraises the performance of
dren. [ORIGIN: 1300—
its employees.
1400 juggler (11—21
gauge – to judge what someone is likely to do
centuries), from Old
or how s/he feels: It can be difficult to gauge
French jogleour, from
students’ understanding.
Latin joculari “to make fun”] —juggler n. [C]
2 [T] to decide in court whether someone is guilty
jug·u·lar
/'dZögy@lø/ n. [C] 1 go for the juguof a crime 3 [I,T] to decide the result in a competition: Kim and I will be judging the writing compe- lar (informal) to criticize or attack someone very
tition. 4 [I,T] to form an opinion about someone in strongly 2 BIOLOGY the large VEIN in your neck
an unfair or criticizing way: I just want Mom to that takes blood from your head to your heart
juice /dZus/ n. 1 [C,U] the liquid that comes from
stop judging me.
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fruit and vegetables, or a drink made from this: a
glass of orange juice 2 [U] the liquid that comes
out of meat when it is cooked [ORIGIN: 1200—
1300 Old French jus, from Latin]
juic·y /'dZusi/ adj. (comparative juicier, superlative
juiciest) 1 containing a lot of juice: a juicy
peach 2 juicy gossip/details (informal) interesting or shocking information —juiciness n. [U]
juke box /'dZuk bAks/ n. [C] a machine in BAR s,
restaurants, etc. that plays music when you put
money in it
Ju·ly /dZU'laI, dZ@-/ (written abbreviation Jul.) n.
[C,U] the seventh month of the year, between June
and August: The package arrived on July 3rd. |
Henry started working here in July. | We’re getting
married next July. | I haven’t heard from him since
last July. [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Latin Julius,
from Gaius Julius Caesar who was born in this
month]
jum·ble /'dZömb@l/ n. [singular] a messy mixture
of things: a jumble of papers —jumble v. [T]
jum·bo /'dZömboU/ adj. (informal) larger than
other things of the same type: a jumbo jet

vault – to jump over something in one

movement, using your hands or a pole to help you

2 DOWN [I] to let yourself drop from a place that is
above the ground: During the fire, two people
jumped out of a window.
3 MOVE FAST [I] to move quickly or suddenly in a
particular direction: Paul jumped up to answer the
door.
4 IN SURPRISE/FEAR [I] to make a sudden movement because you are surprised or frightened: The
sudden ring of the telephone made us jump.
5 INCREASE [I] if a number or amount jumps, it
increases suddenly and by a large amount: Profits
jumped 20% last month.
6 jump down sb’s throat (informal) to suddenly
speak angrily to someone: All I did was ask a
question, and he jumped down my throat!
7 jump to conclusions to form an opinion about
something before you have all the facts
8 jump the gun to start doing something too soon,
especially without thinking about it carefully: I
know you wanted to tell Bill the news yourself, but
I’m afraid I jumped the gun.
jump at sth phr. v.
to eagerly accept the chance to do something: Ruth
jumped at the chance to study at Harvard.
jump on sb phr. v. (informal)
to criticize or punish someone, especially unfairly:
Dad jumps on Jeff for every little mistake.

jump2 n. [C] 1 an act of pushing yourself sud-

denly up into the air using your legs 2 an act of
letting yourself drop from a place that is above the
ground: a parachute jump 3 a sudden large
increase in an amount or value: a jump in
prices 4 get a jump on sth (informal) to gain an
advantage by doing something earlier than usual or
earlier than someone else: I want to get a jump on
my Christmas shopping.

'jump drive n. [C] IT a USB DRIVE
jump·er /'dZömpø/ n. [C] 1 a dress without
usually worn over a shirt 2 a person or
animal that jumps

SLEEVE s,

jump1 /dZömp/ v.

1 UP [I,T] to push yourself suddenly up in the air
using your legs, or to go across or over something
by doing this: A fan tried to jump onto the stage. |
Lyle was jumping up and down (=jumping many
times) and waving his arms.
THESAURUS

skip – to move forward with little jumps

between your steps
hop – to move around by jumping on one leg
leap – to jump high into the air or over
something
spring – to jump or move suddenly and quickly
in a particular direction
hurdle – to jump over something while you are
running
dive – to jump into water with your head and
arms first

'jumper "cables n. [plural] thick wires used to

connect the batteries (BATTERY ) of two cars, in
order to start one car that has lost power

'jump rope n. [C] a long piece of rope that you

pass over your head and under your feet as you
jump, either as a game or for exercise —jump
rope v. [I] ➔ see picture at JUMP

'jump-start v. [T] 1 to help a process or activity

start or become more successful: The government
has made efforts to jump-start the economy. 2 to
start a car whose BATTERY has lost power by
connecting it to another BATTERY

jump·suit /'dZömpsut/ n. [C] a single piece of
clothing like a shirt attached to a pair of pants, worn
especially by women

jump·y /'dZömpi/ adj. worried or excited because
you are expecting something bad to happen

J
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junc·tion /'dZöÎkS@n/ n. [C] a place where one

J

road, track, etc. meets another: a railroad junction
junc·ture /'dZöÎktSø/ n. at this juncture (spoken, formal) at this point in an activity or time
June /dZun/ (written abbreviation Jun.) n. [C,U] the
sixth month of the year, between May and July:
Can you come to our party on June 24th? | Janet
was born in June. | The movie will be released next
June. | I graduated last June. [ORIGIN: 1200—
1300 French juin, from Latin Junius]
jun·gle /'dZöÎg@l/ n. [C,U] a thick tropical forest
with many large plants that grow very close
together [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Hindi jangal “forest,” from Sanskrit jangala]
Jun·ior /'dZunyø/ adj. (written abbreviation Jr.)
used after the name of a man who has the same
name as his father ➔ SENIOR
junior1 n. [C] 1 a student in the third year of HIGH
SCHOOL or college ➔ STUDENT 2 be two/five/
ten etc. years sb’s junior to be two, five, etc.
years younger than someone else
junior2 adj. [only before noun] younger, less experienced, or of a lower rank ANT senior: the junior
senator from Georgia ➔ POSITION 1
"junior 'college n. [C,U] a college where students
can study for two years SYN community college
"junior 'high school also "junior 'high n. [C,U]
a school in the U.S. and Canada for students who
are between 12 and 14 or 15 years old ➔ MIDDLE
SCHOOL , HIGH SCHOOL
junk /dZöÎk/ n. [U] old or unwanted things that
have no use or value: an attic filled with junk
jun·ket /'dZöÎkIt/ n. [C] (disapproving) an unnecessary trip made by a public official that is paid for
by government money
'junk food n. [U] (informal) food that is not healthy
because it has a lot of fat or sugar
junk·ie /'dZöÎki/ n. [C] 1 (informal) someone
who takes dangerous drugs and is dependent on
them 2 (humorous) someone who likes something
so much that s/he seems to need it: a political
junkie
'junk mail n. [U] mail that advertisers send to
people who do not want it
THESAURUS
ADVERTISEMENT

advertisement, flier, spam ➔

junk·yard /'dZöÎk"yArd/ n. [C] a business that

buys old cars, broken furniture, etc. and sells the
parts of them that can be used again, or the place
where this business keeps these things
jun·ta /'hUnt@, 'dZönt@/ n. [C] a military government that has gained power by using force
Ju·pi·ter /'dZup@Ôø/ n. PHYSICS the largest
PLANET , which is fifth from the Sun ➔ see picture at
SOLAR SYSTEM

jur·is·dic·tion /"dZUrIs'dIkS@n/ n. [U]

LAW

the

right to use an official power to make legal decisions, or the area where this right exists: a matter
outside the court’s jurisdiction
jur·is·pru·dence /"dZUrIs'prudns/ n. [U] LAW
the science or study of law
ju·ror /'dZUrø/ n. [C] a member of a jury
ju·ry /'dZUri/ n. (plural juries) [C] 1 LAW a group of
12 people who listen to details of a case in court
and decide whether someone is guilty or not
➔ GRAND JURY ➔ COURT 1 2 a group of people
chosen to judge a competition
'jury "duty n. [U] a period of time during which
you must be ready to be part of a jury if necessary
just1 /dZöst/ adv. 1 exactly: My brother looks just
like my dad. | The temperature was just right. | The
$250 TV is just as good as the $300 one. | Just then
Mr. Struthers walked in. 2 only: He was just a
little boy when his mother died. | Don’t be upset – I
was just joking. | Can you wait five minutes? I just
have to iron this. 3 if something has just happened, it happened only a short time ago: I just got
back from Marilyn’s house.
THESAURUS
recently, a little/short while
ago, lately ➔ RECENTLY

4 just about almost: She calls her mother just
about every day. | I’m just about finished. 5 be
just about to do sth to be going to do something
soon: I was just about to call you. 6 just before/
after only a short time before or after something
else: Theresa got home just before us. 7 just
(barely) if something just happens, it does happen,
but it almost did not: Kurt just barely made it home
before the storm.
SPOKEN PHRASES

8 used when politely asking or telling someone
something: Could/Can I just use your phone for a
minute? 9 just a minute/second/moment
used in order to ask someone to wait for a short
time while you do something: Just a second – I’m
getting dressed. 10 used in order to emphasize
something that you are saying: The young woman
just kept getting angrier and angrier. | Just be quiet,
will you? 11 it’s just that used in order to explain
the reason for something when someone thinks
there is a different reason: Boulder is nice, it’s just
that I don’t know anybody there. 12 just now a
moment ago, or at this time: He just now walked in
the front door. 13 I would just as soon do sth
if you would just as soon do something, you are
saying in a polite way that you would prefer to do
it: I’d just as soon go with you, if that’s
okay. 14 it’s just as well said when it is lucky
that something has happened in the way it did
because, if not, there may have been problems: It’s
just as well Scott didn’t go to the party, because
Lisa was there. 15 just because ... (it) doesn’t
mean ... used to say that although one thing is true,
another thing is not necessarily true: Just because
you’re older than me doesn’t mean you can tell me
what to do!
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[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French juste, from Latin
justus, from jus “right, law”]
just2 adj. morally right and fair ANT unjust: a just
punishment
THESAURUS
fair, equitable, balanced,
even-handed, impartial, unbiased ➔ FAIR 1

that are not normally together, in order to compare
them or make something new: His art is made of
photos juxtaposed with painted and drawn images.
[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 from French juxtaposer,
from Latin juxta “near” + French poser “to
put”] —juxtaposition /"dZökst@p@'zIS@n/ n.

[C,U]

jus·tice /'dZöstIs/ n. 1 [U] fairness in the way

people are treated ANT injustice: If there were any
justice in the world, teachers would earn more than
athletes. 2 [U] the system by which people are
judged in courts of law and criminals are punished:
the criminal justice system 3 [C] a judge in a court
of law 4 do sb/sth justice also do justice to
sb/sth to treat or represent someone or something
in a way that is fair and shows his, her, or its best
qualities: This picture doesn’t do you justice. [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old French, Latin justitia,
from justus, from jus “right, law”]
"Justice of the 'Peace n. [C] LAW someone
who judges less serious cases in small courts of law
and can perform marriage ceremonies
jus·ti·fi·a·ble /"dZöst@'faI@b@l/ Ac adj. an
action, decision, etc. that is justifiable is reasonable
because it is done for good reasons: The students
take justifiable pride in what they have accomplished. —justifiably adv.
jus·ti·fi·ca·tion /"dZöst@f@'keIS@n/ Ac n.
[C,U] a good and acceptable reason for doing something: There is no justification for terrorism. | They
argued, with some justification, that the law was
unconstitutional.
jus·ti·fied /'dZöst@"faId/ Ac adj. having an
acceptable explanation or reason: Your complaints
are certainly justified. | Violence can never be
justified under any circumstances.
jus·ti·fy /'dZöst@"faI/ Ac v. (justified, justifies)
[T] to give an acceptable explanation for something
that other people think is unreasonable: How can
you justify spending so much money on a coat? |
People sometimes try to justify stealing on grounds
of poverty. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French justifier,
from Late Latin justificare, from Latin justus,
from jus “right, law”]
jut /dZöt/ v. (jutted, jutting) [I] also jut out to stick
up or out farther than the other things in the same
area: The land juts out into the ocean at that point.
ju·ve·nile /'dZuv@nl, -"naIl/ adj. 1 LAW relating
to young people who are not yet adults: juvenile
crime 2 typical of a child, rather than an adult
SYN childish: a juvenile sense of humor
THESAURUS
child, kid, teenager,
adolescent, youngster, minor ➔ CHILD

—juvenile n. [C]

"juvenile de'linquent n. [C] a child or young

person who behaves in a criminal way —juvenile
delinquency n. [U]
jux·ta·pose /'dZökst@"poUz, "dZökst@'poUz/ v.
[T] (formal) to put things together, especially things

Kk
K, k /keI/ the 11th letter of the English alphabet
K /keI/ 1 PHYSICS an abbreviation of Kelvin (=a

measurement of temperature) 2 (informal) an
abbreviation of 1,000, especially 1,000 dollars: He
earns $50K a year.
k /keI/ 1 IT an abbreviation of KILOBYTE (=a
measurement of computer information) 2 an
abbreviation of KILOMETER : a 10k race
ka·lei·do·scope /k@'laId@"skoUp/ n. [C] a tube
with mirrors and pieces of colored glass at one end
that shows colored patterns when you look into the
tube and turn it [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Greek
kalos “beautiful” + eidos “form” + English
-scope (as in telescope)]
kan·ga·roo /"kæÎg@'ru/ n. (plural kangaroos)
[C] an Australian animal that has strong back legs
for jumping and carries its babies in a pocket of
skin on its stomach ➔ see picture at MARSUPIAL
ka·put /k@'pUt/ adj. (spoken) broken: The TV went
kaput right during the game. [ORIGIN: 1800—
1900 German, French capot “having lost in a
card game”]
kar·at /'kær@t/ n. [C] a unit for measuring how
pure a piece of gold is: Pure gold is 24 karats.
ka·ra·te /k@'rAÔi/ n. [U] a Japanese fighting sport
in which you use your hands and feet to hit and
kick [ORIGIN: 1900—2000 a Japanese word
meaning “empty hand”]
kar·ma /'kArm@/ n. [U] 1 (informal) the feeling
you get from a person, place, or action: This house
has a lot of good/bad karma. 2 the force that is
produced by the things you do in your life and that
will influence you in the future, according to some
religions [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 a Sanskrit word
meaning “work”]

kay·ak /'kaIæk/ n. [C] a type of boat, usually for

one person, that has a hole for that person to sit in,
and that is moved using a PADDLE [ORIGIN:
1700—1800 Inuit qajaq]

kay·ak·ing /'kaIækIÎ/ n. [U] the sport of making
a kayak move through water using an

picture on page A4

OAR ➔ see
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ke·bab /k@'bAb/ n. [C] SHISH KEBAB
keel1 /kil/ n. stay/remain on an even keel also

keep an even keel to continue doing the things
you always do, or feeling the way you always feel,
without any sudden changes

keel2 v.

keel over phr. v. to fall over sideways: Rob looked
as if he were ready to keel over.
keen /kin/ adj. 1 very interested in something, or
eager to do it: Most people are keen to do a job
well. | I was never very keen on science. 2 a keen
sense of smell, sight, or hearing is an extremely
good ability to smell, etc. 3 (formal) intelligent and
quick to understand things: a keen mind —keenly
adv.

keep1 /kip/ v. (past tense and past participle kept

K

/kEpt/)
1 NOT GIVE BACK [T] to have something and not
give it back to the person who had it before: You
can keep that sweater – it’s too small for me.
2 NOT LOSE [T] to continue to have something and
not lose it or get rid of it: They’re keeping the house
in Colorado and selling this one. | I’ve kept her
photograph all these years.
3 NOT CHANGE/MOVE [linking verb] to continue to
be in a particular condition or place and not change
or move SYN stay: This blanket should help you
keep warm. | Keep still so I can cut your hair.
4 MAKE SB/STH NOT CHANGE OR MOVE [T] to
make someone or something continue to be in a
particular state, situation, or place: They kept him in
jail for two weeks. | It’s hard to keep the house
clean with three kids. | Her son kept her waiting for
an hour. | I don’t know what’s keeping her. It’s 8:00
already. | Keep those kids out of my yard!
5 keep (on) doing sth to continue doing something, or repeat an action many times: If he keeps
on growing like this, he’ll be taller than Dad soon. |
Keep driving – I’ll tell you when we’re almost
there.
6 STORE STH [T] to leave something in one particular place so that you can find it easily: I keep my
keys in the top drawer of my dresser.
THESAURUS

store – to put things away and keep them there

until you need them: Canned goods can be stored
at room temperature.
save – to keep something so that you can use or
enjoy it in the future: I’m saving this bottle of
champagne for a special occasion.
reserve – to keep something separate so that it
can be used for a particular purpose: These seats
are reserved for people with tickets.
file – to store papers or information in a
particular order or a particular place: All the
contracts are filed alphabetically.
collect – to get and keep objects of the same
type because you think they are attractive or
interesting: Kate collects old postcards.
hoard – to collect things in large amounts and

keep them, especially in a secret place: The
peasants hoarded rice and then sold it on the
black markets.

7 keep a record/diary etc. to regularly write
down information in a particular place: She’s kept a
diary since she was 13.
8 keep going (spoken) used to encourage someone
who is doing something and to tell them to continue: Keep going, you’re doing fine.
9 keep your promise/word to do what you have
promised to do: The President kept his promise to
appoint more women to his cabinet.
10 keep sth quiet/keep quiet about sth to not
say anything in order to avoid complaining, telling
a secret, or causing problems: I’ll tell you what
happened, but you have to keep it quiet.
11 keep sb posted to continue to tell someone
the most recent news about someone or something:
Keep me posted – I’d like to know about any
changes.
12 FOOD [I] if food keeps, it stays fresh enough to
still be eaten: How long do you think this milk will
keep? [ORIGIN: Old English cepan]
keep at sth phr. v.
to continue working hard at something: Just keep at
it until you get it right.
keep (sb/sth ↔) away phr. v.
to avoid going somewhere or seeing someone, or to
make someone or something do this: Keep away
from the fire. | Mom kept us away from school for a
week.
keep sth ↔ down phr. v.
1 to control something in order to prevent it from
increasing: They promised to keep the rents down.
2 keep it down (spoken) said when you want
someone to be quieter: Keep it down! I’m on the
phone.
3 to succeed in keeping food in your stomach
without VOMIT ing: I haven’t been able to keep
anything down all day.
keep from phr. v.
1 keep sth from sb to not tell someone something that you know: He kept Angie’s death from
his family for three days.
2 keep (sb/sth) from doing sth to prevent
someone from doing something or prevent something from happening: She had to cover her mouth
to keep from laughing. | Put foil over the pie to keep
it from burning.
keep sth off phr. v.
to prevent something from affecting or damaging
something else: Wear a hat to keep the sun off your
head.
keep out phr. v.
1 Keep Out! used on signs to tell people that they
are not allowed into a place
2 keep sb/sth out to prevent someone or something from getting into a place: She closed the
window to keep the dust out.
keep out of sth phr. v.
to try not to become involved with something: My
father warned us to keep out of trouble.
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keep to phr. v.
1 keep to sth to continue to do, use, or talk about

one thing and not change: You’re better off keeping
to the main roads. | Mullin kept to the same strategy
throughout the game.
2 keep sth to yourself to not tell anyone else
something that you know
3 keep to yourself to live a quiet private life, not
doing things that involve other people: Nina kept to
herself at the party.
keep up phr. v.
1 keep sth ↔ up to prevent something from going
to a lower level: The shortage of supplies is keeping
the price up.
2 keep sth ↔ up to continue doing something, or
to make something continue: Keep up the good
work!
3 to move as fast as someone else: Hey, slow down.
I can’t keep up!
4 to learn as fast or do as much as other people:
Davey’s having trouble keeping up with the other
students.
5 to continue to learn about a subject: It’s hard to
keep up on/with changes in computer technology.
6 keep sb up to prevent someone from sleeping:
The dog has been keeping us up all night.

keep2 n. [C] 1 earn your keep to do a job in

order to pay for the basic things you need such as
food, clothing, etc. 2 for keeps (informal) forever
keep·ing /'kipIÎ/ n. [U] 1 for safe keeping so
that something will not be damaged or lost: I’ll put
the tickets here for safe keeping. 2 in keeping
with sth/out of keeping with sth appropriate or
not appropriate for a particular occasion or purpose: In keeping with tradition, we opened our
presents on Christmas Eve.
keep·sake /'kipseIk/ n. [C] a small object that
reminds you of someone or something
keg /kEg/ n. [C] a large round container, used
especially for storing beer

Kel·vin /'kElvIn/ n. [U] (written abbreviation K)
PHYSICS a scale of temperature in which ABSOLUTE
ZERO (=the lowest temperature that is possible) is

represented as 0 K, water freezes at 273.15 K, and
water boils at 373.15 K

ken·nel /'kEnl/ n. [C] a place where dogs are

cared for while their owners are away, or the CAGE
where they sleep [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 From an
unrecorded Old North French kenil, from Vulgar
Latin canile, from Latin canis “dog”]

kept /kEpt/ v. the past tense and past participle of
KEEP

ker·nel /'kønl/ n. [C] 1 the center part of a nut or
seed, usually the part you can eat 2 one of the
small yellow parts of corn that you eat 3 something that is the most important part of a statement,
idea, plan, etc.: There may be a kernel of truth in
what he says.

ker·o·sene /'kEr@"sin, "kEr@'sin/ n. [U] a type of
oil that is burned for heat and light

ketch·up /'kEtS@p, 'kæ-/ n. [U] a red sauce made

from tomatoes and used on food [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 Malay kechap “hot-tasting fish sauce”]
ket·tle /'kEÔl/ n. [C] a special metal pot used for
boiling and pouring water
key1 /ki/ n. [C] 1 a specially shaped piece of metal
that you put into a lock in order to lock or unlock a
door, start a car, etc.: I can’t find my car
keys. 2 the key the part of a plan, action, etc. that
everything else depends on: Exercise is the key to a
healthy body. 3 the part of a musical instrument,
computer, or machine that you press with your
fingers to make it work 4 ENG. LANG. ARTS a set of
seven musical notes that have a particular base
note, or the quality of sound these notes have: the
key of G [ORIGIN: Old English cæg]
key2 adj. very important and necessary for success
or to understand something: a key player
THESAURUS
important, crucial, vital,
essential, major ➔ IMPORTANT

key3 v.

key sth ↔ in phr. v. to put information into a

computer by using a keyboard: Key in your password and press “Return.”
key·board /'kibOrd/ n. [C] 1 IT a piece of equipment with buttons that have letters or numbers on
them, which you press to put information into a
computer ➔ see picture on page A6 2 a row of keys
on a musical instrument, such as a piano, that you
press in order to play the instument 3 an electronic
musical instrument similar to a piano, that can
make the sounds of various musical instruments
"keyed 'up adj. (informal) worried or excited: I was
so keyed up I couldn’t sleep.
key·hole /'kihoUl/ n. [C] the hole in a lock that
you put a key in
key·note /'kinoUt/ adj. 1 keynote speech/
address the most important speech at an official
event 2 keynote speaker the person who gives
the most important speech at an official event
'key ring n. [C] a metal ring that you keep keys on
kg the written abbreviation of KILOGRAM
kha·ki /'kæki/ n. 1 [U] a dull brown or greenbrown color 2 [U] cloth of this color, especially
when worn by soldiers 3 khakis [plural] pants that
are made from khaki [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Hindi
“dust-colored,” from khak “dust”] —khaki adj.
kick1 /kIk/ v. 1 [T] to hit something with your
foot: Stop kicking me! | She kicked the pile of books
over. ➔ see picture on page A9 2 [I,T] to move one or
both of your legs with short quick movements as if
you are hitting something with your foot: a baby
kicking its legs | Kyle collapsed on the floor kicking
and screaming. 3 kick the habit (informal) to
stop doing something, such as smoking, that is a
harmful habit 4 kick yourself (spoken) said when
you are annoyed with yourself because you have
made a mistake or missed an opportunity: I wanted
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to kick myself for forgetting her name. 5 kick the
bucket (humorous) to die
kick around phr. v. 1 kick sth ↔ around (informal) to think about something a lot or get people’s
opinions about it before making a decision: We’ve
been kicking around the idea of getting a
dog. 2 kick sb around (informal) to treat someone
badly or unfairly: He won’t be kicking me around
anymore!
kick back phr. v. (informal) to relax: I thought I’d
kick back and watch some TV.
kick in phr. v. 1 (informal) to begin to have an
effect: Those pills should kick in any time
now. 2 kick in sth (informal) to join with others to
give money or help with something: Everyone
kicked in $5 for gas. 3 kick sth ↔ in to kick
something so hard that it breaks open: The police
had to kick the door in.
kick sth ↔ off phr. v. (informal) to start, or to make
an event start: The festivities will kick off with a
barbecue dinner.
kick sb ↔ out phr. v. (informal) to dismiss someone, or make him/her leave a place: Sean was
kicked out of school for cheating.

kick2 n. [C] 1 an act of hitting something with

your foot: If the gate won’t open, just give it a good
kick (=kick it hard). 2 (informal) a strong feeling of
excitement or pleasure: I get a real kick out of
watching my two cats play. | She started stealing
for kicks. 3 be on a health/wine/swimming
etc. kick (informal) to have a strong new interest in
something

kick·back /'kIkbæk/ n. [C,U] money that you pay
someone for secretly or dishonestly helping you to
make money SYN bribe

kick·off /'kIk-Of/ n. [C,U] the time when a game

of football or SOCCER starts, or the first kick that
starts it: Kickoff is at 3:00.

K

kid1 /kId/ n. 1 [C] (informal) a child: Kim is really
good with kids. | She’s loved animals since she was
a little kid.
THESAURUS
child, baby, toddler, teenager,
adolescent, youngster, minor, juvenile ➔ CHILD

2 [C] (informal) a son or daughter: How many kids
do you have? 3 [C] (informal) a young person:
college kids 4 kid stuff (informal, disapproving)
something that is very easy or boring 5 [C,U] a
young goat, or the leather made from its skin

kid2 v. (kidded, kidding) (informal) 1 [I,T] to say
something that is not true, especially as a joke:
Don’t get mad. I was just kidding.

SPOKEN PHRASES

2 no kidding used when you are surprised by what
someone says: “You lived in Baltimore? I did, too.”
“No kidding.” 3 You’re kidding! said when it is
difficult for you to believe that what someone is
telling you is true: They fired you? You’re kidding! 4 kid yourself to make yourself believe

something that is not true or not likely: Don’t kid
yourself; she’ll never change.

kid3 adj. kid brother/sister (informal) your brother
or sister who is younger than you

kid·nap /'kIdnæp/ v. (kidnapped, kidnapping

also kidnaped, kidnaping) [T] to take someone
away illegally and demand money for returning
him/her: She was kidnapped and held for ransom.
—kidnapper n. [C] —kidnapping n. [C,U]
kid·ney /'kIdni/ n. (plural kidneys) [C] BIOLOGY
one of the two organs in your lower back that
separate waste liquid from blood and make URINE

➔ see picture at ORGAN

'kidney bean n. [C] a dark red bean with a curved
shape

kill1 /kIl/ v. 1 [I,T] to make a person or living thing

die: Kerr is accused of killing three men. | Too much
water could kill the plants. | Who knows when he
might kill again? | Smoking kills.
THESAURUS

murder – to deliberately kill someone
commit manslaughter – to kill someone

without intending to
commit suicide – to deliberately cause your
own death
assassinate – to deliberately kill an important
person, especially a politician
slaughter/massacre – to kill a large number of
people in a violent way
execute sb/put sb to death – to kill someone
as a punishment for a crime
exterminate (formal) – to kill all of a particular
group of animals or people
slay (formal) – to kill someone violently, used
especially in newspapers ➔ CRIME

2 [T] to make something stop or fail, or turn off the
power to something: Nothing that the doctor gives
me kills the pain. | A group of bankers persuaded
lawmakers to kill the proposal. 3 [T] (informal) to
be very angry at someone: My wife will kill me if I
don’t get home soon. 4 sth is killing me (spoken)
used to say that a part of your body is hurting a lot:
My head is killing me. 5 kill time (informal) to do
something that is not very useful or interesting
while you are waiting for something to happen: We
hung out at the mall to kill time. 6 kill two birds
with one stone to achieve two things with one
action
kill sb/sth ↔ off phr. v. to cause the death of a lot of
living things: Pollution is rapidly killing off marine
life in the lake.

kill2 n. 1 [singular] an animal killed by another

animal, especially for food: The lion dragged its
kill into the bushes. 2 [C usually singular] the act of
killing a hunted animal: The hawk swooped in for
the kill.

kill·er1 /'kIlø/ n. [C] a person, animal, or thing that
kills or has killed: Police are still looking for the
girl’s killer.
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killer2 adj. [only before noun] 1 (slang) very attrac-

tive or very good: That looks like a killer
movie. 2 very harmful or likely to kill you: a killer
landslide
kill·ing /'kIlIÎ/ n. [C] 1 a murder: a series of
brutal killings 2 make a killing (informal) to
make a lot of money very quickly: They planned to
make a killing on the stock market.
kiln /kIln/ n. [C] a special OVEN for baking clay
pots, bricks, etc. [ORIGIN: 700—800 Latin culina
“kitchen,” from coquere “to cook”]
ki·lo /'kiloU, 'kI-/ n. (plural kilos) [C] a kilogram
ki·lo·byte /'kIl@"baIt/ n. [C] IT a unit for measuring computer information, equal to 1,024 BYTE s
kil·o·cal·o·rie /'kIl@"kæl@ri/ n. [C] PHYSICS (written abbreviation kcal) a unit of heat. It equals the
amount of heat needed to increase the temperature
of one kilogram of water by 1°C.
kil·o·gram /'kIl@"græm/ also kilo n. [C] PHYSICS
(written abbreviation kg) a unit for measuring
weight, equal to 1,000 grams
ki·lo·me·ter /kI'lAm@Ôø, 'kIl@"miÔø/ n. [C] (written abbreviation km) a unit for measuring length,
equal to 1,000 meters
kil·o·watt /'kIl@"wAt/ n. [C] PHYSICS (written abbreviation kW) a unit for measuring electrical power,
equal to 1,000 WATT s
kilt /kIlt/ n. [C] a type of wool skirt with a pattern
of lines and squares on it, traditionally worn by
Scottish men
kil·ter /'kIltø/ n. out of kilter also off kilter if
something is out of kilter, it is not working the way
it should be or not doing what it should
ki·mo·no /k@'moUnoU/ n. (plural kimonos) [C] a
traditional piece of Japanese clothing like a long
coat, that is worn at special ceremonies
kin /kIn/ n. [plural] 1 next of kin (formal) your
most closely related family 2 (old-fashioned) your
family
THESAURUS

➔ FAMILY

family, relative, relation, folks

kind1 /kaInd/ n. 1 [C] a type or sort of person or
thing: What kind of dog is that? | We sell all kinds
of hats. | She met people of all kinds while
traveling. | This camera is the best of its kind.
THESAURUS
type, sort, category, genre,
variety, species ➔ TYPE 1

2 kind of (spoken) a) slightly, or in some ways:
You must be kind of disappointed. b) used when
you are explaining something and want to avoid
giving the details: I kind of made it look like it was
an accident. 3 (a) kind of (a) (spoken) used in
order to say that your description of something is
not exact: a kind of a reddish-brown color 4 one
of a kind the only one of a particular type of
something: Each vase is handmade and is one of a
kind. 5 in kind reacting by doing the same thing

that someone else has just done: The U.S. should
respond in kind if other countries do not trade
fairly. [ORIGIN: Old English cynd]
kind2 adj. helpful, friendly, and caring toward other
people: Thank you for your kind invitation. | That
was very kind of you. | Janine has been very kind to
me lately.
THESAURUS

nice – friendly and kind: It was really nice of him
to give me a ride home.

considerate – thinking about other people’s

feelings: How considerate of her, I thought, to
leave a light on for me.
thoughtful – thinking of things you can do to
make other people happy: a thoughtful gift
caring – kind to someone and willing to help
him/her: caring parents
warm-hearted – friendly and kind: a
warm-hearted old lady
compassionate (formal) – feeling sympathy for
people who are suffering: My father was firm with
us, but also warm and compassionate.
sympathetic – showing that you understand
how sad, hurt, lonely, etc. someone feels: He
gave me a sympathetic look. ➔ NICE

kind·a /'kaInd@/ a short form of “kind of,” used in

writing to show how people sound when they
speak: I’m kinda tired.
kin·der·gar·ten /'kIndø"gArt§n, -"gArdn/ n.
[C] a class for young children who are about five
years old that prepares them for school ➔ NURSERY
SCHOOL [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 German “children’s garden”]
"kind-'hearted adj. kind and generous: a kindhearted woman
kin·dle /'kIndl/ v. 1 [T] to make something start
burning 2 kindle excitement/interest etc. to
make someone excited, interested, etc.
kin·dling /'kIndlIÎ/ n. [U] small pieces of dry
wood, leaves, etc. that you use for starting a fire
kind·ly1 /'kaIndli/ adv. 1 in a kind way
SYN generously: Mr. Thomas has kindly offered to
let us use his car. 2 not take kindly to sth to be
annoyed or upset by something that someone says
or does: He didn’t take kindly to having his picture
taken. 3 (spoken) a word meaning “please,” often
used when you are annoyed: Would you kindly
close that door?
kindly2 adj. (old-fashioned) kind and caring about
other people: a kindly woman
kind·ness /'kaInÄnIs/ n. [C,U] kind behavior, or
a kind action: We were overwhelmed by the kindness of the local people.
kin·dred /'kIndrId/ adj. a kindred spirit someone who thinks and feels the way you do
ki·net·ic /kI'nEÔIk/ adj. 1 kinetic art/
sculpture/painting etc. ENG. LANG. ARTS art that
has moving parts 2 PHYSICS relating to movement:
the kinetic properties of each gas
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ki"netic 'energy n. [U] PHYSICS the energy that a kiss2 n. [C] an act of kissing: Come here and give

moving object has as a result of its own movement me a kiss.
➔ POTENTIAL ENERGY : A rock rolling down a hill kit /kIt/ n. [C] 1 a set of tools, equipment, etc. that
contains kinetic energy.
you use for a particular purpose or activity: a
ki"netic 'theory n. [U] PHYSICS a scientific first-aid kit 2 something that you buy in parts and
THEORY used to describe and explain the behavior
put together yourself: a model airplane kit
and properties of gases, based on the idea that all kitch·en /'kItS@n/ n. [C] the room where you
matter consists of PARTICLE s which are continu- prepare and cook food: Jay’s in the kitchen washously moving around very quickly, and that energy ing the dishes. | Put the groceries on the kitchen
and MOMENTUM are produced when particles hit table. [ORIGIN: Old English cycene]
each other
kite /kaIt/ n. [C] a toy that you fly in the air on the
king /kIÎ/ n. [C] 1 a man who is the ruler of a end of a long string, made from a light frame
country because he is from a royal family covered in paper or plastic
➔ QUEEN : the king of Spain | King Edward
kitsch /kItS/ n. [U] decorations, movies, etc. that
THESAURUS
seem to be cheap and without style, and often
queen – the female ruler of a country, or the
amuse people because of this —kitsch, kitschy
wife of a king

prince the son of a king or queen, or the male

ruler of some small countries
princess the daughter of a king or queen, or the
wife of a prince
monarch – a king or queen
ruler – someone such as a king, who has official
power over a country and its people
emperor – the ruler of an empire (=group of
countries)
sovereign (formal) – a king or queen

K

2 someone who is considered to be the most important or best member of a group: the king of comedy
king·dom /'kIÎd@m/ n. [C] 1 POLITICS a country
ruled by a king or queen 2 the animal/plant/
mineral kingdom BIOLOGY the three parts into
which scientists divide the natural world 3 BIOLOGY
one of the six large groups into which scientists
divide plants and animals
king·pin /'kIÎ"pIn/ n. [C] the most important
person in a group: a drug kingpin
'king-size also 'king-sized adj. very large, and
usually the largest of its type: a king-size bed
kink /kIÎk/ n. [C] 1 a twist in something that is
normally straight: The hose has a kink in
it. 2 work out the kinks to solve all the problems in a plan, situation, etc.
kink·y /'kIÎki/ adj. (informal) 1 someone who is
kinky, or who does kinky things, has strange ways
of getting sexual excitement 2 kinky hair has a lot
of tight curls
ki·osk /'kiAsk/ n. [C] a small building where you
can buy things such as newspapers or tickets [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 French kiosque, from Turkish
kösk “small building for sitting in”]
kiss1 /kIs/ v. 1 [I,T] to touch someone with your
lips as a greeting, or to show love: They stood on
the beach and kissed. | She kissed me on the cheek. |
He leaned forward and kissed her goodnight. 2 kiss sth goodbye (spoken) used in order
to say that someone will lose his/her chance to get
or do something: If you don’t start working harder,
you can kiss medical school goodbye. [ORIGIN: Old
English cyssan]

adj.

kit·ten /'kIt§n/ n. [C] a young cat [ORIGIN:

1300—1400 From an unrecorded Old North
French caton, from cat “cat,” from Late Latin
cattus]
kit·ty /'kIÔi/ n. (plural kitties) [C] 1 (spoken) also
kit·ty·cat /'kIÔu"kæt/ a word meaning a cat, used
especially by children or when calling to a cat:
Here, kitty kitty! 2 [usually singular] the money that
people have collected for a particular purpose
'kitty-"corner adv. kitty-corner from sth on the
other side of the street, and slightly to the left or the
right, from a place: His store is kitty-corner from
the bank.
ki·wi /'kiwi/ also 'kiwi fruit n. [C] a soft green
fruit with small black seeds and a thin brown skin
➔ see picture on page 414

KKK n. the abbreviation of KU KLUX KLAN
Kleen·ex /'klinEks/ n. [C,U] (trademark) a piece

of soft thin paper, used especially for blowing your
nose
klutz /klöts/ n. [C] (informal) someone who often
drops things and falls easily [ORIGIN: 1900—2000
Yiddish klotz, klutz, from German klotz “large
piece of wood”] —klutzy adj.
km the written abbreviation of KILOMETER
knack /næk/ n. [singular] (informal) a natural ability
to do something well: Knight has always had a
knack for teaching.
THESAURUS

➔ SKILL

skill, talent, flair, gift, aptitude

knap·sack /'næpsæk/ n. [C] a bag that you carry

on your shoulders SYN backpack [ORIGIN:
1600—1700 Low German knappsack or Dutch
knapzak “food bag”]
knead /nid/ v. [T] to press DOUGH (=a mixture of
flour, water, etc. for making bread) many times
with your hands ➔ see picture on page A5
knee1 /ni/ n. [C] 1 the joint where your leg bends:
a knee injury | He actually got down on his knees
and asked me to forgive him. ➔ see picture on page
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A3 2 the part of your pants that covers your knee:

Billy’s jeans had holes in both knees. 3 bring
sb/sth to their knees a) to defeat a country or
group of people in a war b) to have such a bad
effect on an organization, activity, etc. that it cannot
continue [ORIGIN: Old English cneow]

knee2 v. [T] to hit someone with your knee: Victor
kneed him in the stomach.

knee·cap /'nikæp/ n. [C] the bone at the front of
your knee ➔ see picture on page A3

"knee-'deep

adj. 1 a) deep enough

to
reach
your
knees b) in something
that is deep enough to
reach your knees: The
trails were knee-deep in
snow. 2 knee-deep in
sth (informal) very
involved in something,
or greatly affected by
something that you cannot avoid: Ralph lost his
job, and we ended up
knee-deep in debt.

"knee-'high adj. tall enough to reach your knees:
knee-high water

'knee-jerk adj. (disapproving) a knee-jerk reaction,
opinion, etc. is what you feel or say about a
situation from habit, without thinking about it

kneel /nil/ also kneel down v. (past tense and past
participle knelt /nElt/ or kneeled) [I] to be in or

move into a position where your body is resting on
your knees: She knelt down on the floor to pray.
➔ see picture on page A9

knell /nEl/ n. [C] (literary) the sound of a bell being
rung slowly because someone has died

knew /nu/ v. the past tense of KNOW
knick·ers /'nIkøz/ n. [plural] short loose pants
that fit tightly at your knees, worn especially in past
times

knick-knack /'nIk næk/ n. [C] (informal) a small
object used as a decoration

knife1 /naIf/ n. (plural knives /naIvz/) [C] a tool

used for cutting or as a weapon, consisting of a
metal blade attached to a handle: a knife and fork
[ORIGIN: Old English cnif]

knife2 v. [T] to put a knife into someone’s body
SYN

stab: The victim was knifed in the back.

knight /naIt/ n. [C] 1 a European man with a
high rank in past times, who was trained to fight
while riding a horse 2 the CHESS piece with a
horse’s head on it

knight·hood /'naIthUd/ n. [C,U] a special title or
rank that is given to someone by the British king or
queen

knit1 /nIt/ v. (past tense and past participle knit or

knitted, present participle knitting) [I,T] 1 to make
clothes out of YARN (=thick thread) using knitting
needles or a special machine: She’s knitting me a
sweater. 2 to join people, things, or ideas more
closely, or to be closely related: The broken bone
should knit together smoothly. | a tightly/closely
knit community 3 knit your brows to show you
are worried, thinking hard, etc. by moving your
EYEBROW s together [ORIGIN: Old English cnyttan]
knit2 adj. [only before noun] made by knitting: a
gray knit sweater
knit·ting /'nIÔIÎ/ n. [U] something that is being
knitted
'knitting "needle n. [C] one of the two long
sticks that you use to knit something ➔ see picture at
KNIT 1

knives /naIvz/ n. the plural of KNIFE
knob /nAb/ n. [C] a round handle that you turn or

pull to open a door or drawer, turn on a radio, etc.
➔ DOORKNOB
knob·by /'nAbi/ adj. with hard parts that stick out
from under the surface of something: knobby knees
knock1 /nAk/ v. 1 [I]
to hit a door or window
with your closed hand in
order to attract the attention of the people
inside: I’ve been knocking at/on the door for
five minutes.
THESAURUS
hit,
bang, tap, pound,
rap, hammer ➔ HIT 1

2 [I,T] to hit someone or something with a quick
hard hit, so that he, she, or it moves or falls down:
The ball was knocked loose, out of his hands. | A
car knocked into a pole in the parking
lot. 3 knock sb unconscious to hit someone so
hard that s/he becomes unconscious
SPOKEN PHRASES

4 knock it off used in order to tell someone to stop
doing something because it is annoying
you 5 knock some sense into sb to make
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someone learn to behave in a more sensible way:
Maybe getting arrested will knock some sense into
him. 6 knock on wood an expression that is
used after a statement about something good, in
order to prevent your luck from becoming bad: I
haven’t had a cold all winter, knock on wood.
7 [T] to criticize someone or something, especially
in an unfair or annoying way: The mayor took every
opportunity to knock his opponent.
THESAURUS

criticize, attack, find fault
with, be disparaging about sb/sth ➔ CRITICIZE

knock sth ↔ back phr. v. (informal) to drink a large

K

amount of alcohol very quickly: He knocked back a
few beers.
knock sb/sth ↔ down phr. v. 1 to hit or push
someone so that s/he falls to the ground: The horse
knocked Laura down while she was cleaning the
stable. 2 to destroy a building or structure: My
elementary school was knocked down so a mall
could be built. 3 (informal) to reduce the price of
something: The new stove we bought was knocked
down from $800 to $550.
knock off phr. v. (informal) 1 to stop working: We
decided to knock off around 3. 2 knock sth ↔ off
to reduce the price of something by a particular
amount: I got him to knock $10 off the regular
price.
knock out phr. v. 1 knock sb ↔ out to make
someone become unconscious: He knocked out his
opponent in the fifth round. 2 knock sb/sth ↔
out to defeat a person or team in a competition so
that he, she, or it cannot continue to take part in the
competition: Indiana knocked Kentucky out of the
tournament. 3 knock yourself out (informal) to
work very hard in order to do something well,
especially so that you are very tired when you
finish: He’s been knocking himself out trying to find
a job.
knock sb/sth ↔ over phr. v. to hit or push someone or something so that he, she, or it falls down:
Scott knocked the lamp over.
knock2 n. [C] 1 the sound of something hard
hitting a hard surface: a loud knock at the
door 2 the action of something hard hitting your
body: a knock on the head 3 take a knock
(informal) to have some bad luck or trouble: Lee’s
taken quite a few hard knocks lately.
knock·er /'nAkø/ n. [C] a piece of metal on an
outside door, that you use to knock loudly
knock·out /'nAk-aUt/ n. [C] 1 an act of hitting
your opponent so hard in BOXING that s/he falls
down and cannot get up again 2 (old-fashioned,
informal) a woman who is very attractive
knoll /noUl/ n. [C] a small round hill
knot1 /nAt/ n. [C] 1 a place where two ends or
pieces of rope, string, etc. have been tied together:
Her Brownie troop is learning how to tie
knots. 2 many hairs, threads, etc. that are twisted
together 3 a hard round place in a piece of wood
where a branch once joined the tree 4 a tight

painful place in a muscle, or a tight uncomfortable
feeling in your stomach: a knot in my back | My
stomach is in knots. 5 tie the knot (informal) to
get married 6 a small group of people standing
close together 7 a unit for measuring the speed of
a ship that is about 1,853 meters per hour [ORIGIN:
Old English cnotta]

knot2 v. (knotted, knotting) 1 [T] to tie together
two ends or pieces of rope, string, etc. 2 [I,T] if
hairs, threads, etc. knot, or if something knots them,
they become twisted together

know1 /noU/ v. (past tense knew /nu/, past participle
known /noUn/)

1 HAVE INFORMATION [I,T] to have information
about something: Do you know the answer? | I
don’t know much about art. | We don’t know what
we’re supposed to be doing. | Did you know that
Andy was fired? | He wants to know (=wants to be
told) what happened.
2 BE SURE [I,T] to be sure about something: “Is
Bob coming?” “I don’t know.” | I knew that she
didn’t like him. | Barry didn’t know what to say.
3 BE FAMILIAR WITH SB/STH [T] to be familiar
with a person, place, system, etc.: She knows the
city pretty well. | I’ve known Jack since we were in
the army. | He said he’d like to get to know us
better (=would like to know more about us).
4 REALIZE [T] to realize or understand something: I
don’t think he knows how stupid he sounds. | I
know exactly what you mean. | You know full/
perfectly well what I’m talking about.
5 RECOGNIZE [T] to be able to recognize someone
or something: She knew it was Gail by her voice
(=she recognized Gail because of her voice).
6 know better to be wise or experienced enough
to avoid making mistakes: He should have known
better than to trust Rich.
7 know your way around to be familiar with a
place, organization, system, etc. so that you can use
it effectively
SPOKEN PHRASES

8 you know a) said when you cannot quickly
think of what to say next, but you want to keep
someone’s attention: And then I told him he could,
you know, call me whenever he wants. b) said
when you are trying to explain something by giving
more information: I have some clothes for Matthew,
you know, for the baby, if Carrie wants
them. c) said when you begin talking about a
subject: You know, I spoke to Eric last
night. d) said in order to check if someone understands what you are saying: I can’t stand it when
people are late, you know?
9 I know a) used to agree with someone or to say
that you feel the same way: “That meeting was so
boring!” “I know – I couldn’t wait to get out of
there.” b) said when you suddenly have an idea or
think of the answer to a problem: I know, let’s ask
Luis for a ride.
10 as far as I know said when you think something is true, but you are not sure: As far as I know,
Bethany left at 6:00.
11 you never know used to say that you are not
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sure what will happen: You never know, you might
win!
[ORIGIN: Old English cnawan]

know of sb/sth phr. v.
1 to have been told or to have read about someone

or something, but not know much about him, her,
or it: I only know of him – I’ve never met him.
2 used to ask for or give advice: Do you know of
any good restaurants around here?
3 not that I know of used in order to say that the
answer to a question is “No,” but that there may be
facts you do not know about: “Does Chris smoke?”
“Not that I know of.”
know2 n. in the know having more information
than most people about something: Those in the
know say that gas prices will be going up.
'know-how n. [U] (informal) knowledge, practical
ability, or skill
know·ing /'noUIÎ/ adj. [only before noun] showing
that you know all about something: a knowing
smile
know·ing·ly /'noUIÎli/ adv. 1 deliberately: He’d
never knowingly hurt you. 2 in a way that shows
you know all about something: Tara nodded knowingly.
'know-it-all n. [C] (informal, disapproving) someone
who behaves as if s/he knows everything
knowl·edge /'nAlIdZ/ n. [U] 1 the information
and understanding that you have gained through
learning or experience: His knowledge of American
history is impressive. 2 what someone knows or
has information about: To the best of my knowledge, each of the victims survived (=I think this is
true, although I may not have all the facts). | The
decision to attack was made without my knowledge
(=I did not know about it). | “Has there been any
improvement in the patient’s condition?” “Not to
my knowledge (=I do not think this is true, based
on what I know).”
knowl·edge·a·ble /'nAlIdZ@b@l/ adj. knowing
a lot: Steve’s very knowledgeable about politics.
known1 /noUn/ v. the past participle of KNOW
known2 adj. known about, especially by many
people: a known criminal
knuck·le1 /'nök@l/ n. [C] one of the joints in your
fingers ➔ see picture at HAND 1

knuckle2 v.

knuckle under phr. v. (informal) to accept some-

one’s authority or orders without wanting to: She
refused to knuckle under to company regulations.
KO the abbreviation of KNOCKOUT
ko·a·la /koU'Al@/ also ko'ala bear n. [C] an
Australian animal like a small bear that climbs trees
and eats leaves ➔ see picture at MARSUPIAL
Ko·ran /k@'ræn, -'rAn/ n. the Koran the holy
book of the Muslim religion [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
Arabic qur’an, from qara’a “to read”]
Ko·re·an1 /k@'ri@n/ adj. 1 relating to or coming

from Korea 2 relating to the Korean language

Korean2 n. 1 [U] the language used in
Korea 2 [C] someone from Korea

ko·sher /'koUSø/ adj. 1 kosher food is prepared

according to Jewish law 2 kosher restaurants or
stores sell food prepared in this way 3 (informal)
honest and legal, or socially acceptable: I don’t
think the way she broke up with him was kosher.
kow·tow /'kaUtaU/ v. [I] (informal, disapproving) to
be too eager to please or obey someone who has
more power than you: I don’t like the way this
president kowtows to big business. [ORIGIN:
1800—1900 Chinese ke tou “to hit your head;”
because when you bow very low you hit your
head on the floor]
Krem·lin /'krEmlIn/ n. the Kremlin the government of Russia and the former USSR, or the buildings that are this government’s offices
KS the written abbreviation of KANSAS
ku·dos /'kudoUs, -doUz/ n. [U] admiration and
respect that you get for being important or doing
something important
Ku Klux Klan /"ku klöks 'klæn/ (abbreviation
KKK) n. the Ku Klux Klan a U.S. political organization, whose members are Protestant white
people, which believes that people of other races or
religions should not have any power or influence in
American society
kung fu /"köÎ 'fu/ n. [U] an ancient Chinese
fighting art in which you attack people with your
feet and hands
kW PHYSICS the written abbreviation of KILOWATT
Kwan·zaa /'kwAnz@/ n. [C,U] a holiday celebrated by some African-Americans between
December 26 and January 1
KY the written abbreviation of KENTUCKY

Ll
L, l /El/ 1 the

TWELFTH letter of the English
alphabet 2 the number 50 in the system of ROMAN
NUMERAL s
LA 1 the written abbreviation of LOUISIANA 2 L.A. Los Angeles
lab /læb/ n. [C] (informal) 1 a LABORATORY : a
research lab at Columbia University 2 a LABRADOR

la·bel1 /'leIb@l/

Ac n. [C] 1 a piece of paper or
other material that is attached to something and has
information about that thing printed on it: a beer
label | Always read the instructions on the label. |
The label should give clear information about how
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much salt and fat is in the product. 2 a famous
name that represents a company that is selling a
product: Fischer recorded two albums for the Victor
label. 3 a word or phrase that is used in order to
describe someone or something: As a writer, he’s
proud of his “liberal” label. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300
Old French “long narrow piece of cloth”]
label2 v. [T] 1 to attach a label to something or
write information on something: Make sure your
charts are clearly labeled. 2 to use a particular
word or phrase in order to describe someone: No
one wants to be labeled a racist. | The principal
labeled his behavior as inappropriate.
THESAURUS

portray ➔ CALL 1

la·bor1 /'leIbø/

L

call, characterize, brand,

Ac n. [U] 1 work, especially
work using a lot of physical effort: farm labor |
manual labor (=physical work) | Marx defined the
working class as people who sell their labor to
employers. 2 all the people who work for a company or in a country: a shortage of skilled labor
(=trained workers) | When there are labor shortages, employers have to raise wages. 3 the process in which a baby is born by being pushed from
its mother’s body, or the period when this happens:
Sandra was in labor for 17 hours. | Twenty-four
hours is a long labor for a second child.
labor2 v. [I] 1 (formal) to work very hard: Farmers
labored in the fields. 2 to try to do something that
is difficult: Writers can spend hours laboring over
a single sentence.
lab·ora·to·ry /'læbr@"tOri/ n. (plural laboratories) [C] a special room or building in which
scientists do tests and RESEARCH [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 Medieval Latin laboratorium, from Latin
laborare “to work”]
'labor camp n. [C] a place where prisoners are
forced to do hard physical work
'Labor Day n. a public holiday in the U.S. and
Canada on the first Monday in September
la·bor·er /'leIb@rø/ n. [C] someone whose job
involves a lot of physical work
la·bo·ri·ous /l@'bOri@s/ adj. needing to be done
slowly, and with a lot of effort: Filmmaking can be
a laborious process.
'labor "union n. [C] SOCIAL SCIENCE an organization
that represents the ordinary workers in a particular
trade or profession, especially in meetings with
employers
Lab·ra·dor /'læbr@"dOr/ n. [C] a large dog with
black or yellow fur
lab·y·rinth /'læb@"rInθ/ n. [C] a MAZE
lace1 /leIs/ n. 1 [U] a type of fine cloth made with
patterns of very small holes: lace curtains 2 [C
usually plural] a string that is pulled through special
holes in shoes or clothing and tied, in order to pull
the edges together and fasten them ➔ see picture at
SHOE 1 [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old French laz “net,
string,” from Latin laqueus “trap”]

lace2 also lace up v. [T] to pull something
together by tying a lace: Paul laced up his boots.

lac·er·ate /'læs@"reIt/ v. [T] (formal) to badly cut
or tear the skin

lac·er·a·tion /"læs@'reIS@n/ n. [C,U] (formal) a
serious cut in your skin or flesh

lack1 /læk/ n. [singular, U] the state of not having

something, or of not having enough of it: a lack of
interest | The project was canceled for lack of
money (=because there was not enough). [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Middle Dutch laken]
lack2 v. [T] to not have something, or to not have
enough of it: She’s talented but lacks experience.
lack·ing /'lækIÎ/ adj. 1 not having enough of a
particular thing or quality: No one said she was
lacking in determination. 2 not existing or available: Information about the cause of the crash was
lacking.
lack·lus·ter /'læk"löstø/ adj. not very exciting or
impressive: a lackluster performance
la·con·ic /l@'kAnIk/ adj. using only a few words
when you talk [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin
laconicus “of Sparta,” from Greek lakonikos;
because the people of ancient Sparta were
famous for not using many words]
lac·quer /'lækø/ n. [U] a clear substance painted
on wood or metal to give it a hard shiny surface
—lacquered adj.: a lacquered box
lac·tose /'læktoUs/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY a type of
sugar found in milk ➔ FRUCTOSE , GLUCOSE , SUCROSE
lac·y /'leIsi/ adj. decorated with LACE , or looking
like lace: black lacy underwear
lad /læd/ n. [C] (old-fashioned) a boy or young man
lad·der /'lædø/ n. [C] 1 a piece of equipment
used for climbing up to high places, consisting of
two long BAR s connected with RUNG s (=steps):
The painter climbed up/down the ladder. 2 the
jobs you have to do in an organization in order to
gradually become more powerful or important:
Stevens worked his way to the top of the corporate
ladder. [ORIGIN: Old English hlæder]
lad·en /'leIdn/ adj. carrying or containing a lot of
something: The table was laden with food.
'ladies’ room n. [C] a room in a public building
with toilets for women
THESAURUS
toilet, bathroom, restroom,
men’s room, lavatory ➔ TOILET

la·dle /'leIdl/ n. [C] a deep spoon with a long
handle —ladle v. [T]: I ladled soup into bowls.

la·dy /'leIdi/ n. (plural ladies) [C] a word meaning

a woman, used in order to be polite: Ladies and
gentlemen, thank you for coming this evening. | a
little old lady [ORIGIN: Old English hlæfdige,
from hlaf “bread” + -dige “one who kneads”]
la·dy·bug /'leIdi"bög/ n. [C] a small round insect
that is red with black spots
lag1 /læg/ v. (lagged, lagging) [I] to move or
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develop more slowly than other things or people:
Students’ test scores are lagging behind last year’s.
lag2 n. [C] a delay between two events ➔ JET LAG
la·goon /l@'gun/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES an area of
ocean that is not very deep, and is nearly separated
from the ocean by rocks, sand, or CORAL
laid /leId/ v. the past tense and past participle of
LAY

"laid-'back adj. relaxed and not seeming to worry
about anything: He’s a pretty laid-back guy.

THESAURUS
calm, relaxed, easygoing,
mellow ➔ CALM 2

lain /leIn/ v. the past participle of LIE
lair /lEr/ n. [C] the place where a wild animal hides
and sleeps: a wolf’s lair

lais·sez-faire /"lEseI 'fEr/ n. [U]

ECONOMICS the
principle that the government should not control or
INTERFERE with businesses or the economy
lake /leIk/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a large area of
water surrounded by land: We’re going swimming
in the lake. | Lake Michigan [ORIGIN: 1200—1300
Old French lac, from Latin lacus] ➔ see picture on

landing

lamp·shade /'læmpSeId/ n. [C] a cover put over

the top of a lamp for decoration and in order to
make the light less bright
LAN /læn, "El eI 'En/ n. [C] IT local area network
a small network of computers connected to each
other within the same building or organization, so
that people who work there can see and use the
same information
lance /læns/ n. [C] a long thin pointed weapon
used in past times by soldiers on horses
land1 /lænd/ n. 1 [U] the ground, especially when
owned by someone and used for buildings or farming ➔ EARTH , SOIL : A mall is being built on the
land near the lake. | 5,000 acres of agricultural
land ➔ GROUND 1 2 [U] the solid dry part of the
Earth’s surface: Frogs live on land and in the water.
➔ EARTH 3 [C] (literary) a country or place: a
faraway land [ORIGIN: Old English] ➔ COUNTRY 1
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lamb /læm/ n. [C,U] a young sheep, or the meat of
a young sheep [ORIGIN: Old English]

lam·bast /læm'beIst, 'læmbeIst/ v. [T] to
severely criticize someone or something
THESAURUS
CRITICIZE

criticize, attack, knock ➔

lame /leIm/ adj. 1 (old-fashioned) unable to walk
1

easily because your leg or foot is injured 2 (informal) too silly or stupid to believe: a lame
excuse 3 (spoken) boring or not very good: The

party was lame.

lame2 v. [T] to make a person or animal lame
"lame 'duck n. [C] someone such as a president

who has no real power because his/her period in
office will soon end
la·ment1 /l@'mEnt/ v. [I,T] to express feelings of
great sadness or disappointment about something
lament2 n. [C] something such as a song that
expresses great sadness
lam·en·ta·ble /l@'mEnô@b@l/ adj. (formal) very
disappointing
lam·i·nate /'læm@"neIt/ v. [T] to cover paper or
wood with a thin layer of plastic in order to protect
it —laminated adj.
lamp /læmp/ n. [C] an object that produces light by
using electricity, oil, or gas: a desk lamp [ORIGIN:
1100—1200 Old French lampe, from Latin lampas, from Greek lampein “to shine”] ➔ see picture
at LIGHT 1

lam·poon /læm'pun/ v. [T] to write about someone such as a politician in a funny way that makes
him/her seem stupid —lampoon n. [C]

land2 v. 1 [I,T] if an airplane lands, or if a pilot
lands an airplane, the airplane moves down until it
is safely on the ground ANT take off: My flight
landed in Chicago an hour late.
THESAURUS
arrive, get to, reach, get in,
come in ➔ ARRIVE

2 [I] to fall or come down onto something after
moving through the air: Chris slipped and landed
on his back. 3 [T] to finally succeed in getting a
particular job, contract, or deal: Kelly landed a job
with a big law firm. 4 [I] to arrive somewhere in a
boat, airplane, etc.: The immigrants landed in New
York. 5 [T] to put someone or something on land
from an airplane or boat: They landed 1,200 troops
on the beach.
'land bridge n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a narrow piece
of land that connects two large areas of land:
People and animals migrated eastwards across the
land bridge that is now covered by the Bering Sea.
land·fill /'lænÄfIl/ n. [C] a place where waste is
buried in large amounts
land·form /'lændfOrm/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a
natural physical feature of the Earth’s surface, for
example a mountain or valley
'land grant n. [C] a gift of public land from the
government, usually used to build something such
as a college, railroad, or HIGHWAY
land·ing /'lændIÎ/ n. [C] 1 the floor at the top of
a set of stairs 2 the action of arriving on land, or of
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making something such as an airplane or boat come
onto land ➔ TAKEOFF : an emergency landing (=a
sudden landing made by an airplane because it is
having trouble)
'landing gear n. [U] an aircraft’s wheels and
wheel supports
'landing pad n. [C] the area where a HELICOPTER
comes down to earth
'landing strip n. [C] a special road on which an
airplane lands, especially one not at an airport
➔ RUNWAY
land·la·dy /'lænÄ"leIdi/ n. (plural landladies) [C]
a woman who owns a building or other property
and rents it to people
land·locked /'lænÄlAkt/ adj. surrounded by
land: a landlocked country
land·lord /'lænÄlOrd/ n. [C] someone who owns a
building or other property and rents it to other
people
land·mark /'lænÄmArk/ n. [C] 1 something that
helps you recognize where you are, such as a
famous building 2 one of the most important
events, changes, or discoveries that influences
someone or something: The treaty is an important
landmark in U.S.-Mexico relations.
'land mine, land·mine /'lænÄmaIn/ n. [C] a
type of bomb hidden in the ground that explodes
when someone walks or drives over it
land·own·er /'lænd"oUnø/ n. [C] someone who
owns a large amount of land
'land redistri"bution n. [U] a process in which
land is taken away from people who own large
farms and given to people who do not have any
land at all or have very little land
'land re"form n. [C,U] POLITICS actions that are
taken, especially by a government, to divide up
farm land so that more people own some of it
land·scape1 /'lænÄskeIp/ n. [C] 1 a view
across an area of land, including hills, forests,
fields, etc. ➔ SCENERY : the beautiful landscape of
Sonoma Valley 2 a photograph or painting of a
landscape ➔ see picture at PAINTING
landscape2 v. [T] to arrange where the plants
should grow in a park, yard, or garden
—landscaping n. [U]
land·slide /'lænÄslaId/ n. [C] 1 the sudden falling of a lot of soil and rocks down the side of a hill,
cliff, or mountain: Part of Highway 101 is blocked
by a landslide. 2 a victory in which a person or
political party wins a lot more votes than the others
in an election: The president was re-elected in/by a
landslide.
lane /leIn/ n. [C] 1 one of the parts of a main road
that is divided by painted lines: We drove in the
fast/slow lane (=in the lane that is farthest left or
farthest right). 2 a narrow country road
THESAURUS
road, street, main street,
avenue, main road ➔ ROAD

3 one of the narrow areas that a pool or race track is
divided into
lan·guage /'læÎgwIdZ/ n. 1 [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
system of words, phrases, and grammar, used by
people who live in a country or area to communicate with each other: the English language | Her
native language (=the first language she learned) is
Tagalog. | “Do you speak any foreign languages?”
“Yes, I speak Japanese.”
THESAURUS

dialect – a form of a language that is spoken in

one area, which is different from the way it is
spoken in other areas: Cantonese is only one of
many Chinese dialects.
accent – a way of pronouncing words that
someone has because of where s/he was born or
lives: She has a strong Southern accent.
tongue – a particular language: Winnie started
school knowing only her native tongue.
vernacular (formal) – the language or dialect
that ordinary people in a country or area speak,
especially when this is not the official language:
Much of the comedian’s material is performed in
the black vernacular.
lingo (informal) – a language, especially a foreign
one: I’ve picked up some of the lingo, enough to
be polite.
slang – very informal and sometimes offensive
language, used especially by people who belong
to a particular group: Mudbugs is Louisiana slang
for crawfish.
jargon – technical words and phrases used by
people in a particular profession: a document full
of legal jargon
terminology (formal) – the technical words or
expressions that are used in a particular subject:
the basic terminology used by geologists

2 [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS the use of words, grammar, etc.
to communicate with other people: language
skills 3 [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS the kind of words that
someone uses, or that are used when talking or
writing about a particular subject: the language of
business | poetic language | bad language (=words
that people consider offensive) 4 [C,U] IT a system
of instructions used in computer programs 5 [C,U]
any system of signs, movements, sounds, etc. that
are used to express meanings or feelings: the language of music [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French
langue “tongue, language,” from Latin lingua]
'language "laboratory also 'language lab n.
[C] a room in a school or college where students
can listen to TAPE s of a foreign language and
practice speaking it
lan·guid /'læÎgwId/ adj. (literary) moving slowly
and weakly, but in an attractive way
lan·guish /'læÎgwIS/ v. [I] to be prevented from
developing, improving, or being dealt with: The
case has languished for years in the courts.
lank·y /'læÎki/ adj. someone who is lanky is very
tall and thin
lan·tern /'lænôøn/ n. [C] a type of lamp you can
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carry that usually has a metal frame and glass sides

➔ see picture at LIGHT 1

lap1 /læp/ n. [C] 1 the upper part of your legs when

lash

person or animal is at large, he, she, or it has
escaped from somewhere and may cause harm: The
suspect is still at large. 5 larger than life more
attractive, exciting, or interesting than other people
or things 6 by and large used in order to say that
something is generally true or usually happens, but
not always: By and large, the kids are wellbehaved. [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old French,
Latin largus] —largeness n. [U]
"large in'testine n. [singular] BIOLOGY the lower
part of your INTESTINE s, where food is changed
into solid waste matter ➔ SMALL INTESTINE ➔ see

you are sitting down: The little girl was sitting on
her mother’s lap. 2 a single trip around a race
track or between the two ends of a pool: Patty
swims 30 laps a day.
lap2 v. (lapped, lapping) 1 [I,T] if water laps
something, or laps against something, it touches
something with small waves: Listen to the sound of
the lake lapping against the shore. 2 [T] also lap
up to drink using quick movements of the tongue:
picture at ORGAN
a cat lapping milk
large·ly
/'lArdZli/ adv. mostly or mainly: The
lap sth ↔ up phr. v. (disapproving) to enjoy or
delay was largely due to bad weather.
believe something without criticizing or doubting it
at all: She’s flattering him and he’s just lapping it
THESAURUS
mainly, chiefly, principally,
up!
primarily ➔ MAINLY
la·pel /l@'pEl/ n. [C] the
front part of a coat or
"large-'scale adj. involving a lot of people, effort,
JACKET that is attached
money, supplies, etc.: large-scale unemployment
to the collar and folds
lar·gesse
, largess /lAr'dZEs, -'ZEs/ n. [U] (forback on both sides
mal) the quality or act of being generous and giving
1
/læps/
n.
lapse
money or gifts to people who have less than you, or
[C] 1 a short period of
the money or gifts that you give ➔ GENEROSITY :
time when you forget
The museum thanked him for his largess.
something, do not pay
lark
/lArk/ n. [C] a small wild brown bird that sings
attention, or fail to do
and
has
long pointed wings
something you should: a
memory lapse 2 the period of time between two lar·va /'lArv@/ n. (plural larvae /'lArvi/) [C] BIOLOGY a young insect with a soft tube-shaped body
events: There was a lapse of ten years before they
that will become an insect with wings ➔ see picture
met again.
on page A2
lapse2 v. [I] to end, especially because an agreed
time limit is finished: The insurance policy has la·ryn·ges /l@'rIndZiz/ n. a plural of LARYNX
lapsed.
lar·yn·gi·tis /"lær@n'dZaIÔIs/ n. [U] BIOLOGY an
lapse into sth phr. v. 1 to start behaving or
illness in which your throat and larynx are swollen,
speaking in a very different way, especially one that
making it difficult for you to talk
is more normal or usual for you: Without thinking,
lar·ynx
/'lærIÎks/ n. (plural larynges /l@'rIndZiz/
he lapsed into Spanish. 2 to become very quiet,
or larynxes) [C] BIOLOGY the part of your throat
less active, or unconscious: She lapsed into silence.
from which your voice is produced [ORIGIN:
lap·top /'læptAp/ also "laptop com'puter n. [C]
1500—1600 Modern Latin, Greek] ➔ see picture
IT a small computer that you can carry with you
at LUNG
➔ see picture on page A6

lar·ce·ny /'lArs@ni/ n. [U] LAW the crime of steal-

ing something
lard /lArd/ n. [U] the thick white fat from pigs, used
in cooking
large /lArdZ/ adj. 1 big, or bigger than usual in
size, number, or amount ANT small: a large pepperoni pizza | What’s the largest city in Canada?
THESAURUS
big, huge, enormous, vast,
gigantic, massive, immense, colossal ➔ BIG

2 a large person is tall and often fat: Aunt Betsy was
a very large woman.
THESAURUS
fat, overweight, big, heavy,
obese, chubby, plump, stout, corpulent,
rotund ➔ FAT 1

3 at large in general: The risk is to American
society at large. 4 be at large if a dangerous

la·sa·gna /l@'zAny@/ n. [C,U] a type of Italian

food made with flat pieces of PASTA , meat or
vegetables, and cheese
las·civ·i·ous /l@'sIvi@s/ adj. (disapproving) showing a very strong sexual desire
la·ser /'leIzø/ n. [C] a piece of equipment that
produces a powerful narrow beam of light, or the
beam of light itself: laser surgery | a laser beam
[ORIGIN: 1900—2000 From ‘‘light amplification
by stimulated emission of radiation’’]
lash1 /læS/ v. 1 [T] to hit someone very hard with a
whip, stick, etc. 2 [T] to tie something tightly to
something else using a rope: The branches were
lashed together. 3 [I,T] to hit sharply against something: Waves lashed against the rocks.
lash out phr. v. 1 to suddenly speak loudly and
angrily: He lashed out at critics. 2 to suddenly try
to hit someone with a lot of violent uncontrolled
movements
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lash2 n. [C] 1 a hit with a whip, especially as a

It has been difficult to achieve lasting peace in the
Middle East.
punishment 2 an EYELASH
THESAURUS
las·so /'læsoU/ n. (plural lassos or lassoes) [C] a
long, lengthy, long-running,
rope with one end tied in a circle, used for catching
prolonged ➔ LONG 1
cattle and horses —lasso v. [T]
last1 /læst/ determiner, adj. 1 most recent ➔ NEXT : last·ly /'læsôli/ adv. (formal) used when telling
Did you go to the last football game? | I saw Tim someone the last thing in a series of statements:
last night/week/Sunday. | The last time I saw Ken, Lastly, I’d like to suggest a few solutions.
we got into an argument.
USAGE
USAGE

Use last to mean “the one that happened most
recently” or “the one before the present one”:
my last visit to Florida | my last boyfriend
Use latest to mean “new and most recent”: the
latest news | the latest version of the software
THESAURUS

previous – happening or existing before the

particular event, time, or thing mentioned: Sales
were higher than in the previous year.
former – happening or existing before, but not
now: the former owner of the property

L

Use lastly or finally to introduce the last point,
action, or instruction in a list: Lastly/Finally, I
wanted to wish you all good luck.
Use finally or eventually to say that something
happens after a long time: Finally/Eventually, we
realized what the problem was. | She
eventually/finally found her glasses case under the
bed.
Use at last to emphasize that you are glad when
something happens because you have been
waiting a long time for it: At last some rain!
➔ FIRST 1

"last-'minute adj. [only before noun] happening or
2 at the end, after everyone or everything else: The done as late as possible within a process, event, or
last part of the song is sad. | He’s the last person activity: a last-minute decision
I’d ask for help (=I do not want to ask 'last name n. [C] your family’s name, which in
him). 3 remaining after all others have gone: The English comes after your other names ➔ FIRST
last guests were just putting on their coats. | Do you NAME , MIDDLE NAME
want the last piece of cake? 4 on its last legs
1
likely to fail or break: The truck was on its last latch /lætS/ n. [C] a small metal BAR used for
fastening
a door, gate, window, etc. ➔ see picture at
legs. 5 have the last word to make the last
2
statement in an argument, which gives you an LOCK
advantage
latch2 v.
last2 adv. 1 most recently before now: When did latch onto sth phr. v. (informal) if you latch onto an
you see her last? 2 after everything or everyone idea, style, phrase, etc., you think it is so good,
else: Harris is going to speak last. 3 last but not important, etc. that you start using it too
least said when making a final statement, to show late1 /leIt/ adj. 1 arriving, happening, or done
that it is just as important as your other statements: after the expected time: Sorry I’m late. I got stuck
Last but not least, I’d like to thank my mother.
in traffic. | Peggy was late for school. | a late
last3 n., pron. [C] 1 the last the person or thing breakfast | Is it too late to send in my forms?
that comes after all the others: Joe was the last of
THESAURUS
nine children (=he was born last). | Les was the last
overdue – not done or happening when
to go to bed that night. 2 at (long) last if someexpected: He recently paid two overdue tax bills.
thing happens at last, it happens after you have
be behind with sth – to be late or slow in
waited a long time: At last, we were able to afford a
doing something: They were three months behind
house. 3 the day/week/year before last the
with the rent.
day, week, etc. before the one that has just finbe delayed – to be made late by something:
ished 4 the last I/we ... (informal) used when
The flight was delayed by bad weather.
telling someone the most recent news that you
be held up – to be late because of something
know: The last we heard, Paul was in Brathat has happened: Sorry I’m late – I got held up.
zil. 5 the last of sth the remaining part of sometardy – late, especially arriving after the
thing: This is the last of the paint.
expected time: If you are tardy once more, you
last4 v. [I] 1 to continue to happen or exist: Jeff’s
will have to stay after school.
operation lasted three hours. | I wish this moment
belated – happening or arriving late, used about
would last forever. 2 to continue to be effective,
things or actions: a belated birthday card
useful, or in good condition: Most batteries will last
2
near the end of a period of time: The house was
for up to eight hours.
built in the late 19th century. 3 happening at night,
"last-'ditch adj. last-ditch effort/attempt etc. a especially when most people are asleep: I watched
final attempt to achieve something before it the late show on TV. 4 paid or given back after the
becomes impossible to do
arranged time: I had to pay a fee because my
last·ing /'læstIÎ/ adj. continuing for a long time: payment was late. 5 [only before noun] (formal)
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dead: Marion and her late husband bought the
house back in 1975. [ORIGIN: Old English læt]
THESAURUS

dead, deceased ➔ DEAD 1

late2 adv. 1 after the usual or expected time: I
probably won’t be home until late. | Our flight
arrived two hours late. 2 near the end of a period
of time: late in the afternoon | Would you ever take
a walk late at night?
late·ly /'leItli/ adv. recently: It hasn’t rained much
lately. | Lately, I’ve been really busy. ➔ RECENTLY
USAGE

You must always use lately with the present
perfect tense. It shows that the situation you are
talking about is still continuing. You can use
recently like this, too: He hasn’t been feeling very
well lately. | There hasn’t been much rain recently.
You can also use recently with the simple past
tense to talk about something that happened not
long ago: They recently got married.

la·tent /'leIt§nt/ adj. present but not yet notice-

able, active, or completely developed: latent racism

lat·er1 /'leIÔø/ adv. 1 after the present time or a

time you are talking about: I’ll see you later. | They
met in July, and two months later they got married.
➔ AFTER 1 2 later on at some time in the future, or
after something else: That’s a decision we can
make later on.
later2 adj. 1 coming in the future, or after something else: This will be decided at a later time/date.
THESAURUS
next, following, subsequent,
succeeding, ensuing ➔ NEXT 1

2 [only before noun] more recent: Later models of
the car are much improved.
lat·er·al /'læÔ@r@l/ adj. relating to the side of
something, or movement to the side
lat·est1 /'leIÔIst/ adj. [only before noun] most recent
or newest: What’s the latest news? | the latest
fashions ➔ NEW
latest2 n. at the latest no later than the time
mentioned: I want you home by 11 at the latest.
la·tex /'leItEks/ n. [U] a thick white liquid used for
making products such as rubber, glue, and paint,
and produced artificially or by some plants: latex
gloves
lath·er1 /'læDø/ n. [singular, U] a lot of small white
BUBBLE s produced by rubbing soap with water

lather2 v. [I,T] to produce a lather, or cover something with lather

Lat·in1 /'læt§n/ adj. 1 relating to or coming from
Mexico,
Central
America,
or
South
America 2 relating to the Latin language
Latin2 n. [U] an old language that is now used
mostly for legal, scientific, or medical words
La·ti·na /l@'tin@/ n. [C] a woman in the U.S.

whose family comes from a country in Latin
America —Latina adj.
"Latin A'merica n. the land including Mexico,
Central America, and South America —Latin
American adj.
La·ti·no /l@'tinoU/ n. (plural Latinos) [C] a man in
the U.S. whose family comes from a country in
Latin America c In the plural, Latinos can mean a
group of men and women, or just men. b —Latino
adj.

lat·i·tude /'læÔ@"tud/ n. 1 [C,U]

EARTH SCIENCES

the distance north or south of the EQUATOR , measured in degrees ➔ compare LONGITUDE ➔ see picture
at GLOBE 2 [U] (formal) freedom to do or say what
you like: Students now have greater latitude in
choosing their classes. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Latin latitudo, from latus “wide”] —latitudinal
/"læÔ@'tudn-@l/ adj.
la·trine /l@'trin/ n. [C] a toilet that is outside at a
camp or military area
THESAURUS

privy ➔ TOILET

toilet, lavatory, outhouse,

lat·ter1 /'læÔø/ n. the latter (formal) the second of

two people or things that are mentioned ➔ FORMER :
Either glass or plastic would be effective, but the
latter (=plastic) weighs less.
latter2 adj. 1 the latter sth (formal) being the
last person or thing that has just been mentioned:
Of the phrases “go crazy” and “go nuts,” the latter
term is used less frequently. 2 the latter sth
closer to the end of a period of time: the latter part
of the 19th century
laud·a·ble /'lOd@b@l/ adj. (formal) deserving
praise or admiration
laud·a·to·ry /'lOd@"tOri/ adj. (formal) expressing
praise or admiration: laudatory comments about his
work
laugh1 /læf/ v. 1 [I] to make a sound with your
voice, usually while smiling, because you think
something is funny ➔ LAUGHTER , SMILE : How come
no one ever laughs at my jokes? | The story made
me laugh so hard I started crying. | Nancy and I
burst out laughing (=suddenly started laughing).
THESAURUS

giggle – to laugh quickly in a high voice,

especially because you think something is very
funny or because you are nervous or
embarrassed
chuckle – to laugh quietly
cackle – to laugh in an unpleasant loud way
snicker – to laugh quietly in an unkind way
titter – to laugh quietly, especially in a nervous
way
guffaw – to laugh loudly

2 no laughing matter something serious that
should not be joked about [ORIGIN: Old English
hliehhan]
laugh at sb/sth phr. v. to make unkind or funny
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remarks about someone: If I told them my real
feelings, they would just laugh at me.
laugh sth ↔ off phr. v. to joke about something in
order to pretend that it is not very serious or
important: She laughed off their insults.
laugh2 n. 1 [C] the sound you make when you
laugh ➔ SMILE : a loud laugh 2 have the last
laugh to finally be successful after someone has
criticized or defeated you
laugh·a·ble /'læf@b@l/ adj. impossible to be
treated seriously because of being so silly, bad, or
difficult to believe SYN ridiculous
laugh·ing·stock /'læfIÎ"stAk/ n. [C] someone
who has done something silly or stupid, and whom
people make jokes about and laugh at in a way that
is not nice
laugh·ter /'læftø/ n. [U] the action of laughing,
or the sound of people laughing: Everyone burst
into laughter (=started laughing). | The audience
roared with laughter.
launch1 /lOntS, lAntS/ v. [T] 1 to start something
new, such as an activity, plan, or profession: The
movie launched his acting career. 2 to send a
weapon or a space vehicle into the sky or into
space 3 to put a boat or ship into the water
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old North French
lancher, from Late Latin lanceare “to throw a
lance”]
launch into sth phr. v. to suddenly start describing
something or criticizing something: He launched
into the story of his life.
launch2 n. [C] an occasion at which a new product
is shown or made available
'launch pad n. [C] the area from which a space
vehicle, ROCKET , etc. is sent into space
laun·der /'lOndø, 'lAn-/ v. [T] 1 to put stolen
money into legal businesses or bank accounts in
order to hide it or use it 2 (formal) to wash clothes
Laun·dro·mat /'lOndr@"mæt, 'lAn-/ n. [C]
(trademark) a place where you pay money to wash
your clothes in machines
laun·dry /'lOndri, 'lAn-/ n. (plural laundries) 1 [U] clothes, sheets, etc. that need to be
washed, or that have already been washed: I have to
do the laundry (=wash clothes, sheets, etc.). | a
laundry basket 2 [C] a place or business where
clothes etc. are washed and IRON ed
lau·re·ate /'lOriIt, 'lAr-/ n. [C] (formal) someone
who has been given an important prize: a Nobel
laureate
lau·rel /'lOr@l, 'lAr-/ n. [C] 1 a small tree with
smooth shiny dark green leaves that do not fall off
in winter 2 rest/sit on your laurels to be satisfied with what you have achieved and therefore
stop trying to achieve anything new
la·va /'lAv@, 'læv@/ n. [U] 1 EARTH SCIENCES hot
melted rock that flows from a VOLCANO ➔ see
picture at VOLCANO 2 EARTH SCIENCES this rock when
it becomes cold and solid

lav·a·to·ry /'læv@"tOri/ n. (plural lavatories) [C]
(formal) a room with a toilet in it [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Medieval Latin lavatorium “bowl for
washing in,” from Latin lavare “to wash”]
THESAURUS
toilet, bathroom, restroom,
women’s/ladies’ room, men’s room, latrine ➔
TOILET

lav·en·der /'læv@ndø/ n. 1 [C,U] a plant with
purple flowers that have a strong pleasant
smell 2 [U] a pale purple color [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Anglo-French lavendre, from Medieval
Latin lavandula]
lav·ish1 /'lævIS/ adj. very generous and often
expensive or complicated: lavish gifts | He is lavish
with his praise.

lavish2 v.

lavish sth on sb phr. v. to give someone a lot of
something good: They lavish a lot of attention on
their children.

law /lO/ n. 1 [singular, U] the system of rules that

people in a country, city, or state must obey
➔ LEGAL : Drunk driving is against the law
(=illegal). | He never intended to break the law
(=do something illegal). 2 [C] a rule that people in
a particular country, city, or local area must obey:
Under a new law, drivers may not use cell phones.
THESAURUS
RULE 1

rule, regulation, restriction ➔

3 [U] the study of law, or the profession involving
laws: She practices law (=works as a lawyer) in
New York. 4 the law the police: Is he in trouble
with the law? 5 law and order a situation in
which people respect the law, and crime is controlled by the police, the prison system, etc.: The
national guard was sent in to restore law and
order. 6 [C] a statement that describes and explains
how something works: the law of gravity | the
economic law of supply and demand [ORIGIN: Old
English lagu]

'law-a"biding adj. respectful of the law and obeying it

law·ful /'lOf@l/ adj. (formal) considered by the
government or courts of law to be legal

law·less /'lOlIs/ adj. (formal) not obeying the law,
or not controlled by law

lawn /lOn/ n. [C] an area of ground around a house

or in a park that is covered with grass: I should
mow the lawn (=cut the grass) today. [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Old French launde “open space
between woods”]

lawn mower, lawn·mow·er /'lOn"moUø/ n.
[C] a machine that you use to cut the grass

"law of de'mand n. the law of demand
NOMICS

ECO-

an idea which says that people will buy
more of a product when its price decreases and buy
less of a product when its price increases ➔ LAW OF
SUPPLY
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"law of in'ertia n. the law of inertia

PHYSICS

another name for NEWTON’S FIRST LAW
"law of re'flection n. the law of reflection
PHYSICS a scientific rule which says that when a
RAY of light hits a surface and then REFLECT s (=is
sent back) off that surface, the angle between the
light and the surface is the same when it hits as
when it reflects off
"law of sup'ply n. the law of supply ECONOMICS
an idea which says that when the demand for a
product stays the same, an increase in supply leads
to a lower price, and a decrease in supply leads to a
higher price ➔ LAW OF DEMAND
'law school n. [C,U] a part of a university or a
special school where you study to become a lawyer
after you get your B.A.
law·suit /'lOsut/ n. [C] a problem or complaint
that someone brings to a court of law to be settled,
especially for money: They have filed a lawsuit
against the builders.
law·yer /'lOyø/ n. [C] someone whose job is to
advise people about laws, write formal agreements,
or represent people in court SYN attorney
lax /læks/ adj. not strict or careful about standards
of behavior, work, safety, etc.: The airport has been
criticized for lax security. ➔ STRICT —laxity n. [U]
lax·a·tive /'læks@ÔIv/ n. [C] a medicine or something that you eat that makes your BOWEL s empty
easily —laxative adj.
lay1 /leI/ v. (past tense and past participle laid) 1 [T]
to put someone or something carefully into a particular position: Lay the peppers on the chicken. |
Martha laid the baby down.
USAGE

Lay means to put something down in a flat
position: They laid the map on the table.
Lie has two different meanings:
– to be in or move into a flat position on the floor,
a bed, etc.: She was lying on a sofa. The past
tense for this meaning of lie is lay: He lay on the
bed.
– to say something that is not true: I know that
he’s lying. The past tense for this meaning of lie is
lied: She lied because she didn’t want to make him
unhappy.

2 lay bricks/carpet/cable etc. to put or attach
something in the correct place, especially onto
something flat or under the ground: laying down a
new bedroom carpet 3 [I,T] if a bird, insect, etc.
lays eggs, it produces them from its body 4 lay a
finger/hand on sb to hurt someone, especially to
hit him/her: He never laid a finger on her. 5 lay
blame/criticism/emphasis etc. (formal) to
blame, criticize, emphasize, etc. 6 lay yourself
open to blame/criticism etc. to do something
that makes you likely to be blamed, criticized, etc.
lay sth ↔ down phr. v. to officially state rules,
methods, etc. that someone must obey or use: The
rules have already been laid down.
lay into sb phr. v. (informal) to attack someone

physically or criticize him/her angrily: You should
have heard Dad laying into Tommy.
lay off phr. v. 1 lay sb ↔ off to stop employing
someone, especially when there is not much work
to do: 500 auto workers were laid off. 2 lay off sth
(spoken) to stop doing, having, or using something:
Don’t you think you should lay off alcohol for a
while? 3 lay off sb to stop annoying, hurting, or
criticizing someone: Lay off him, he’s just a kid.
lay sth ↔ out phr. v. 1 to spread something out:
Pam laid her dress out on the bed. 2 (informal) to
explain or describe a plan, idea, etc.: The mayor
laid out her budget proposal at Tuesday’s meeting.
lay up phr. v. be laid up (with sth) to have to stay
in bed because you are sick or injured: He’s laid up
with a broken collarbone.
lay2 v. the past tense of LIE
lay3 adj. [only before noun] not trained in a particular
profession or subject: a lay preacher
lay·a·way /'leI@"weI/ n. [U] a way of buying
goods in which the goods are kept by the seller for
a small amount of money until the full price is paid
lay·er1 /'leIø/ Ac n. [C] 1 an amount of a
substance that covers all of a surface: a layer of
dust on the desk 2 something that is placed on or
between other things: several layers of clothing |
The lower layer of rock is normally older than the
upper layer.
layer2 v. [T] to put something down in layers: The
lemon cake is layered with raspberries on top.
lay·man /'leIm@n/ n. [C] someone who is not
trained in a particular subject or type of work: He
has written a book on astronomy for the layman
(=people in general).
lay·off /'leIOf/ n. [C] the act of stopping a worker’s
employment because there is not enough work:
There have been layoffs in the computer industry.
lay·out /'leIaUt/ n. [C,U] 1 the way things are
arranged in a particular area or place: changes in
the office layout 2 the way in which writing and
pictures are arranged on a page
lay·o·ver /'leI"oUvø/ n. [C] a short stay somewhere between parts of a trip: We’ll have a twohour layover in Dallas.
lay·per·son /'leI"pøs@n/ n. [C] a word meaning a
LAYMAN that is used when the person could be a
man or a woman
laze /leIz/ v. [I] to relax and enjoy yourself without
doing very much: Jeff spent the morning just lazing
in the yard.
la·zy /'leIzi/ adj. (comparative lazier, superlative
laziest) 1 not liking to do work or to make an
effort: the laziest boy in the class | I’ve gotten a
little lazy about cooking.
THESAURUS

idle (old-fashioned) – lazy and wasting time
when there is work to do: In the story, Jack is an
idle boy who would rather play than work.
indolent (formal) – lazy and living a comfortable
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life: The news startled him out of his state of
indolent contentment.
shiftless – lazy and not at all interested in
working: Some politicians seem to think that
anyone who doesn’t have a job is shiftless.
slack – lazy and not taking enough care to do
things correctly: Some of the students were slack,
not bothering to even turn in their homework.
slothful (literary) – lazy and not doing the
things you ought to do: She tells slothful
Americans to get out and exercise.

2 a lazy time is spent relaxing: lazy summer afternoons

lb the written abbreviation of

POUND

[ORIGIN:

1300—1400 Latin libra “pound”]

lead1 /lid/ v. (past tense and past participle led /lEd/)
1 GUIDE [T] to take a person or animal to a place by
going with or in front of the person or animal:
Isabel led us up/down some narrow stairs and into
a small room. | We led the horses along the river.
THESAURUS

guide – to take someone to or through a place
you know well, especially in order to show
him/her interesting things: She guides tourists
around the White House.
direct (formal) – to explain to someone how to
get somewhere: He directed them to the station.
point – to show someone which direction to go:
A sign pointed the way.
show – to take someone somewhere, especially
when it is hard for him or her to find the way:
Could you show Mrs. Wright the way to the
university library?
escort – to take someone somewhere,
protecting him or her or showing him or her the
way: The president was escorted by his
bodyguards.
usher (formal) – to show someone the way to
somewhere nearby, usually into or out of a room
or building: His secretary ushered us into his office.

L

activity or area of business: Georgia leads the
nation in peanut production.
9 lead the way a) to guide someone in a particular direction b) to be the first to do something
good or successful: The Japanese led the way in
using robots in industry.
10 CONVERSATION [I,T] to direct a conversation or
discussion so that it develops in the way you want:
She finally led the topic around to pay raises.
lead off ↔ sth phr. v.

to begin an event by doing something: They led off
the concert with a Beethoven overture.
lead sb on phr. v.

to make someone believe something that is not true:
I thought he was in love with me, but he was just
leading me on.
lead to sth phr. v.

to make something happen or exist as a result of
something else: Opening the new lumber mill has
led to the creation of 200 jobs.
lead up to sth phr. v.
1 to come before something: In the days leading up
to the election, campaigners increased the number
of phone calls to voters.
2 to gradually introduce a subject into a conversation: He made some remarks that were obviously
leading up to a request for money.

lead2 n. 1 [singular] the position or situation of

being in front of, or better than, everyone else in a
race or competition: Lewis is still in the lead. |
Michael Phelps has taken the lead (=moved into
the front position in a race). 2 [singular] the distance, number of points, etc. by which one competitor is ahead of another: The Bulls have a
5-point lead over the Celtics at halftime. 3 [C] a
piece of information that may help you to make a
discovery or find the answer to a problem: Police
are pursuing all leads. 4 [C] the main acting part
in a play, movie, etc., or the main singer, dancer,
etc. in a group: Who has the lead in the school
play? | the lead guitarist

2 GO IN FRONT [I,T] to go in front of a group of lead3 /lEd/ n. 1 [U] a soft gray-blue metal that
people or vehicles: The high school band is leading melts easily 2 [C,U] the substance in a pencil that
makes the marks when you write
the parade.
3 DOOR/ROAD [I] if a door, road, etc. leads some- lead·er /'lidø/ n. [C] 1 the person who directs or
where, you can get there by using it: The second controls a team, organization, country, etc.: Most
door leads to the principal’s office.
world leaders will attend the conference. | the
4 CONTROL [T] to be in charge of something, leader of the Senate 2 the person, organization,
especially an activity or a group of people: Who is etc. that is better than all the others, especially in a
leading the investigation?
race or competition: leaders in the field of medical
5 WIN [I,T] to be winning a game or competition: At science
half time, the Green Bay Packers were leading
lead·er·ship /'lidø"SIp/ n. 1 [U] the quality of
12–0.
6 CAUSE STH [T] to be the thing that makes being good at leading a team, organization, country,
someone do something or think something: What etc.: Kids who are involved in Scouts learn leaderled you to study geology? | Rick led me to believe ship skills. 2 [U] the position of being the leader of
(=made me believe) he was going to return the a team, organization, etc.: Under Brown’s leadership, the magazine attracted new readers. 3 [singumoney.
lar] the people who lead a country, organization,
7 lead a normal/dull etc. life to have a normal,
etc.
boring, etc. type of life
8 SUCCESS [I,T] to be more successful than other lead·ing /'lidIÎ/ adj. 1 best, most important, or
people, companies, or countries in a particular most successful: a leading athlete 2 a leading
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question a question asked in a way that makes you
give a particular answer
"leading 'indicators n. [plural] ECONOMICS a list
of important economic things that are likely to
change over time, printed every month by the U.S.
government and used as a sign of what is likely to
happen in the U.S. ECONOMY
leaf1 /lif/ n. (plural leaves /livz/) 1 [C] one of the
flat green parts of a plant that are joined to its stem
or branches: There are still some leaves on the
trees. ➔ see picture at PLANT 1 2 [C] a part of the top
of a table that can be added to make the table
larger 3 [U] gold or silver in a very thin sheet
➔ turn over a new leaf at TURN 1

leaf2 v.

leaf through sth phr. v. to turn the pages of a book

quickly, without reading it carefully

leaf·let /'liflIt/ n. [C] a small piece of printed

paper that gives information or advertises something
leaf·y /'lifi/ adj. having a lot of leaves: green leafy
vegetables
league /lig/ n. [C] 1 a group of sports teams or
players who play games against each other to see
who is best: major league baseball 2 a group of
people or countries that have joined together
because they have similar aims, political beliefs,
etc.: the League of Nations 3 not in the same
league/out of sb’s league not having the same
abilities or qualities as someone or something else:
He knows a lot more than I do – he’s way out of my
league.
leak1 /lik/ v. 1 [I,T] to let a liquid or gas in or out
of a hole or crack: Somebody’s car must be leaking
oil. | The roof’s leaking! 2 [I] to pass through a
hole or crack: Gas was leaking out of the pipes.
THESAURUS

pour, flow, drip, ooze, gush,
spurt, come out ➔ POUR

3 [T] to deliberately give secret information to a
newspaper, television company, etc.: Details of the
President’s speech were leaked to reporters.
—leakage n. [C,U]
leak out phr. v. if secret information leaks out, a lot
of people find out about it
leak2 n. [C] 1 a small hole that lets liquid or gas
flow into or out of something: a leak in the water
pipe

leaning on/against a wall. ➔ see picture on page
A9 3 [T] to put something in a sloping position
against something else: Dad leaned the ladder
against the wall.
THESAURUS

stand – to put something in an almost upright

position: He stood the Christmas tree against the
wall.
rest – to support an object by putting it on or
against something: I rested my head on the back
of the chair.
prop – to support something or keep it in a
particular position: A small mirror was propped
against the wall.

lean on sb/sth phr. v. to get support and encouragement from someone: I know I can always lean on
my friends.
lean toward sth phr. v. to tend to agree with or
support a particular set of opinions, beliefs, etc.:
Most of the church’s members lean toward the
political right.

lean2 adj. 1 thin in a healthy and attractive way:
She is lean and athletic-looking.
THESAURUS

skinny ➔ THIN 1

thin, slim, slender, slight,

2 lean meat does not have much fat on it 3 difficult
as a result of bad economic conditions or lack of
money: a lean year for the business

lean·ing /'linIÎ/ n. [C] a tendency to prefer or
agree with a particular set of beliefs, opinions, etc.:
liberal leanings

leap1 /lip/ v. (past tense and past participle leaped or

leapt /lEpt/) [I] 1 to jump high into the air or over

something: One by one, the kids were leaping into
the river.
THESAURUS
JUMP 1

jump, spring, hurdle, vault ➔

2 to move very quickly and with a lot of energy:
Jon leaped up to answer the phone.
leap at sth phr. v. to accept an opportunity very
eagerly: The manager needed an assistant, and
Paula leaped at the chance. [ORIGIN: Old English
hleapan]
leap2 n. 1 [C] a big
jump 2 by/in leaps
THESAURUS
and bounds very
hole, crack ➔ HOLE 1
quickly: Your English is
improving in leaps and
2 a situation in which someone has secret informabounds.
tion and gives it to someone else: leaks from the leap·frog /'lipfrAg/ n.
White House
[U] a children’s game in
leak·y /'liki/ adj. having a hole or crack so that
which someone bends
liquid or gas can pass through: a leaky faucet
over and someone else
jumps over him/her
lean1 /lin/ v. 1 [I] to move or bend your body in a
particular position: He leaned over and kissed his 'leap year n. [C] a
wife. 2 [I] to support yourself or be supported in a
year when February
position that is not straight or upright: Brad was
has 29 days instead of
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life the feeling of being healthy, active, or happy
again after being sick or unhappy
learn /løn/ v. 1 [I,T] to gain knowledge of a
2
subject or of how to do something, through experi- lease v. [T] to use or let someone use buildings,
ence or study: Lisa’s learning Spanish. | I’d like to property, etc. when s/he pays rent: The lofts have
learn (how) to sew. | We’ve been learning about been leased to artists.
electricity in school.
leash /liS/ n. [C] a piece of rope, leather, etc.
fastened to a dog’s collar in order to control the
USAGE
dog: All dogs in the park must be kept on a leash.
You learn a subject or skill when you study or
practice it: She’s learning to drive. | Learning
least1 /list/ determiner, pron. [the superlative of
languages can be fun.
“little”] 1 at least a) not less than a particular
If you teach someone a subject or skill, you help
number or amount: The thunderstorm lasted at
him/her learn it: He taught me to play the guitar.
least two hours. b) used when mentioning an
You cannot say “He learned me to ... ”
advantage to show that a situation is not as bad as it
seems: Well, at least you got your money
back. c) said when you want to correct or change
THESAURUS
something you have just said: His name is Jerry. At
study – to spend time going to classes, reading,
least, I think it is. d) even if nothing else is said or
etc. to learn about a subject: I studied French
done: Will you at least say you’re sorry? 2 the
when I was in high school.
least sb could do said when you think someone
pick sth up – to learn something without much
should do something to help someone else: The
effort, by watching or listening to other people: I
least he could do is help you clean up. 3 to say
picked up some Korean when I was in the army.
the least used in order to show that something is
get the hang of sth – to learn how to do
more serious than you are actually saying: Their
something, especially by practicing it: She’s fallen
relationship is unusual, to say the least. 4 the
off the bike a lot, but she’s beginning to get the
smallest number or amount ➔ LESS : Compared to
hang of it.
the other cakes, this one has the least amount of
acquire (formal) – to develop or learn a skill:
calories.
The program helps adults acquire the skills they
need to get into full-time work.
least2 adv. 1 less than anything or anyone else: It
master – to learn something so well that you
always happens when you least expect it. | I’m the
understand it completely and have no difficulty
least experienced person on the team. 2 least of
with it: It is a difficult piece of music, but she has
all especially not: I don’t like any of them, least of
mastered it.
all Debbie.

28, which happens every four years

L

2 [T] to get to know something so well that you can "least "common de'nominator n. [C] MATH
easily remember it: Have you learned your lines for the smallest positive INTEGER (=whole number
the play? 3 [I,T] (formal) to find out information, such as 1, 2, 3, 4, etc.) that can be divided exactly
news, etc. by hearing it from someone else: We only by all the DENOMINATOR s (=bottom numbers) in a
learned about the accident later. 4 learn sth the set of FRACTION s
hard way to understand something by learning leath·er /'lEDø/ n. [U] animal skin that has been
from your mistakes and experiences: I’ve learned treated to preserve it, and is used for making shoes,
the hard way that it’s better to keep business and etc. ➔ SUEDE : a leather belt [ORIGIN: Old English
friendship separate. 5 learn your lesson to suf- lether] ➔ see picture at MATERIAL 1
fer so much after doing something wrong that you
will not do it again: I didn’t punish him because I leath·er·y /'lED@ri/ adj. hard and stiff like leather:
thought he had learned his lesson. [ORIGIN: Old leathery skin
English leornian] —learner n. [C]: a fast/quick/ leave1 /liv/ v. (past tense and past participle left
slow learner
/lEft/, present participle leaving)
learn·ed /'lønId/ adj. (formal) having a lot of 1 GO AWAY [I,T] to go away from a place or person:
knowledge because you have read and studied a lot Jones quickly left the room. | I’m leaving for
(=going to) Milwaukee in an hour. | I feel a little
learn·ing /'lønIÎ/ n. [U] knowledge gained lonely now the kids have all left home (=are no
through reading and study
longer living at home).

'learning curve n. [C] the rate at which you learn

a new skill: I like my new job, but it’s been a steep
learning curve (=I had to learn a lot very quickly).

'learning disa"bility n. [C] a mental problem
that affects a child’s ability to learn

lease1 /lis/ n. 1 [C] a legal agreement that allows

you to use a building, property, etc. when you pay
rent: a two-year lease on the apartment | We signed
the lease in December. 2 a new/fresh lease on

THESAURUS

Leave a place
go away – to leave a place, often for a long time

or permanently: The kids have gone away to
summer camp. | Her husband went away and left
her.
set off – to start going somewhere: What time
do you set off?
drive off/away – to leave somewhere in a car:
She got into her car and drove off.
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take off – if a plane takes off, it leaves the
ground and goes up into the sky: The plane took
off two hours late.
depart (formal) – if a plane, train or bus departs,
it leaves a place: The next train will depart at
10:30.
withdraw – if an army withdraws from a place, it
leaves: U.S. forces will start to withdraw at the
beginning of April.
Leave your boyfriend/wife, etc.
split up with – to end your relationship with

your boyfriend, wife, etc.: She split up with her
boyfriend after she saw him with another girl.
walk out on sb – to suddenly end your
relationship with someone in a way that seems
unfair and unkind: Her first husband walked out
on her after just two years of marriage.
leave your job or school ➔ QUIT

2 leave sb alone (spoken) used in order to tell
someone to stop annoying or upsetting someone
else: Just stop asking questions and leave me alone.
3 leave sth alone (spoken) used in order to tell
someone to stop touching something: Timmy!
Leave that alone – you’ll break it!
4 STAY IN POSITION/STATE [T] to make or let
something stay in a particular state, place, or position when you are not there: We’re going to leave
the car at the airport.
5 PUT STH IN A PLACE [T] to put something in a
place for someone: Just leave the map on the
table. | Please leave a message and I’ll get back to
you.
6 FORGET [T] to forget to take something with you
when you leave a place: I think I left my keys in the
car.
7 be left to remain after everything else has been
taken away: Is there any coffee left?
8 NOT DO STH [T] to not do something until later:
Let’s leave the dishes for the morning.
9 HUSBAND/WIFE [I,T] to stop living with your
husband or wife: Tammy’s husband left her last
year.
10 LET SB DECIDE [T] to let someone decide
something or be responsible for something: Leave
the details to me; I’ll arrange everything.
11 GIVE AFTER DEATH [T] to give something to
someone after you die: She left a lot of money to
her son.
THESAURUS

give, bequeath ➔ GIVE 1

12 leave it at that (spoken) to not say or do
anything more about a situation: He’s not going –
let’s just leave it at that.
13 leave a mark/stain etc. to make a mark,
STAIN , etc. that remains afterward: Make sure that
you don’t leave any footprints.
14 leave a lot to be desired to be very unsatisfactory: Though the play leaves a lot to be desired,
the costumes are beautiful.
15 from where sb left off from the place where
you stopped: Tomorrow, we’ll start the reading

from where we left off. [ORIGIN: Old English]
leave sb/sth behind phr. v.

to forget to take something with you when you
leave a place, or to not take something on purpose:
Did you leave your umbrella behind in the restaurant?
leave sb/sth ↔ out phr. v.
1 to not include someone or something in a group,
list, activity, etc.: The stew will still taste okay if we
leave out the wine.
2 be/feel left out to feel as if you are not accepted
or welcome in a social group: I always felt left out
when my sister’s friends were here.
leave2 n. 1 [U] time that you are allowed to spend
away from your work because you are sick, have
had a baby, etc.: How much sick leave have you
taken?
THESAURUS
VACATION

vacation, holiday, break ➔

2 leave of absence a period of time that you are
allowed to spend away from work for a particular
purpose
leaves /livz/ n. the plural of LEAF
lech·er·ous /'lEtS@r@s/ adj. (disapproving) a lecherous man is always thinking about sex
lec·tern /'lEktøn/ n. [C] a high desk that you
stand behind when you give a speech
lec·ture1 /'lEktSø/ Ac n. [C] 1 a long talk to a
group of people about a particular subject: She’s
giving a lecture on modern art. | Students take
notes while listening to lectures.
THESAURUS
CLASS 1

lesson, course, seminar ➔

2 a long serious talk that criticizes someone or
warns him/her about something: My parents gave
me another lecture about my school work. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Late Latin lectura “act of
reading,” from Latin legere “to read”]
lecture2 v. 1 [T] to talk angrily or seriously to
someone in order to criticize or warn him/her: I
wish you’d stop lecturing me about smoking. 2 [I]
to teach a group of people about a particular subject, especially at a college: He lectures on psychiatry at the medical school.
led /lEd/ v. the past tense and past participle of
LEAD

ledge /lEdZ/ n. [C] 1 a narrow flat surface like a

shelf, that sticks out from the side of a building: a
window ledge 2 a narrow flat surface of rock, that
is parallel to the ground
ledg·er /'lEdZø/ n. [C] a book in which a bank,
business, etc. records the money received and spent
➔ RECORD 1

THESAURUS

➔ RECORD 1

record, file, accounts, books

leech /litS/ n. [C] a small soft creature that attaches
itself to an animal in order to drink its blood
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leek /lik/ n. [C] a vegetable with long straight green

L

6 TRIANGLE [C] MATH one of the two sides of a
leaves, that tastes like an onion
TRIANGLE that meet and form an angle of 90°
leer /lIr/ v. [I] to look at someone in an unpleasant 7 -legged having a particular number or type of
way that shows that you think s/he is sexually legs: a three-legged cat
8 leg room space in which to put your legs
attractive —leer n. [C]
comfortably when you are sitting in a car, theater,
leer·y /'lIri/ adj. worried and unable to trust some- etc.: There wasn’t enough leg room.
one or something: The girl was leery of strangers.
9 not have a leg to stand on (informal) to be in a
lee·way /'liweI/ n. [U] freedom to do things in the situation where you cannot prove or legally support
way you want to: Students have some leeway in what you say [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old Norse
leggr] ➔ on its last legs at LAST 1
what they can write about.
1
left /lEft/ adj. 1 your left side is the side of your leg·a·cy /'lEg@si/ n. (plural legacies) [C] 1 a
body that contains your heart ANT right: He broke situation that exists as a result of things that haphis left leg. 2 on the same side of something as pened at an earlier time: Racial tension in the
your left side ANT right: Our house is the first one country is a legacy of slavery. 2 LAW money or
on the left side of the street.
property that you receive from someone after s/he
left2 adv. toward the left side ANT right: Turn left dies
at the next street.
le·gal /'lig@l/ Ac adj. 1 allowed, ordered, or
left3 n. [C] 1 the left side or direction ANT right: approved by law ANT illegal: Is it legal to park here
It’s the second door on your/the left. 2 the left/ overnight? | a legal agreement | Divorce finally
Left POLITICS political parties or other groups who became legal there in 1992. 2 relating to the law:
believe that the government should use money the legal system | If you don’t pay soon, we’ll be
received from taxes to pay for social services and forced to take legal action (=go to court). | Parents
should limit the power of businesses ➔ LIBERAL are under a legal obligation to ensure that their
child receives an education. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
ANT right
left4 v. the past tense and past participle of LEAVE French, Latin legalis, from lex “law”] —legally
adv.: You can’t legally buy alcohol until you’re 21. |
'left field n. 1 in/from left field (informal) Teachers are legally responsible for the care of
unusual or strange compared to the way that people students. —legality /lI'gæl@Ôi/ n. [U]: The legality
usually behave: Some of his ideas are way out in of his actions has been questioned.
left field (=very strange). 2 [singular] the area in
le·gal·ize /'lig@"laIz/ v. [T] to make something
baseball in the left side of the OUTFIELD
legal that was not legal before: a campaign to
"left-'hand adj. on the left side of something: the legalize
marijuana
—legalization
top left-hand drawer
/"lig@l@'zeIS@n/ n. [U]
"left-'handed adj. 1 someone who is left-handed
uses his/her left hand to do most things 2 done leg·end /'lEdZ@nd/ n. 1 [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS an
with the left hand: a left-handed throw 3 made to old well-known story, often about brave people or
be used with the left hand: left-handed scissors adventures, or all stories of this kind: the legend of
King Arthur
—left-handed adv.
THESAURUS
story, tale, myth, fable ➔
left·o·vers /'lEft"oUvøz/ n. [plural] food that
STORY
remains at the end of a meal and is kept to be eaten
later
2 [C] someone who is famous and admired for
"left-'wing adj. POLITICS a left-wing person or group being extremely good at doing something: Elvis
supports the ideas and beliefs of SOCIALISM or Presley, the rock and roll legend
COMMUNISM ANT right-wing: a left-wing newspaper —left-wing n. [singular] —left-winger n. [C] leg·end·ar·y /'lEdZ@n"dEri/ adj. 1 famous and
admired: the legendary baseball player Joe DiMagleg /lEg/ n.
gio
1 BODY PART [C] one of the two long parts of your
THESAURUS
famous, well-known,
body that you use to stand or walk, or a similar part
infamous, notorious, celebrated, renowned ➔
on an animal or insect: How did you hurt your
FAMOUS
leg? | Mia was sitting with her legs crossed. | She
fell and broke her left/right leg. ➔ see picture on 2 talked or read about in legends
page A2
2 FURNITURE [C] one of the upright parts that

leg·er·de·main /"lEdZød@'meIn/ n. [U] (oldfashioned) skillful use of your hands when performsupport a piece of furniture: a table leg
3 PANTS [C] the part of your pants that covers your ing tricks
leg
leg·gings /'lEgIÎz/ n. [plural] women’s pants that
4 FOOD [C,U] the leg of an animal eaten as food: stretch to fit the shape of the body
roast leg of lamb
5 TRIP/RACE ETC. [C] a part of a long trip, race, leg·i·ble /'lEdZ@b@l/ adj. written or printed clearly
process, etc. that is done one part at a time: She enough for you to read ANT illegible: His writing
was barely legible. —legibly adv.
started the last leg of the tour last week.
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le·gion /'lidZ@n/ n. [C] a large group of soldiers or
people

leg·is·late /'lEdZ@"sleIt/

Ac v. [I,T] POLITICS to
make a law about something: The group wants to
legislate against abortion. | Can Congress legislate
a national minimum drinking age?
leg·is·la·tion /"lEdZ@'sleIS@n/ Ac n. [U] 1 LAW
a law or set of laws: human rights legislation | The
new legislation has been widely supported by the
business community. 2 POLITICS the act of making
laws: Legislation can be an extremely lengthy process.
leg·is·la·tive /'lEdZ@"sleIÔIv/ Ac adj. POLITICS
relating to laws or to making laws: legislative
leaders | the legislative branch of government | The
new assemblies will have no legislative power.
leg·is·la·tor /'lEdZ@"sleIÔø/ Ac n. [C] POLITICS
an elected government official who is involved in
making laws: A state legislator cannot stay in office
for more than 12 years. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
Latin legis lator “suggester of a law”]
leg·is·la·ture /'lEdZ@"sleItSø/ Ac n. [C] POLITICS an institution that has the power to make or
change laws: the Ohio state legislature | The legislature passed a law moving the election to April.
leg·it /lI'dZIt/ adj. (spoken) legitimate
le·git·i·mate /l@'dZIÔ@mIt/ adj. 1 fair or reasonable: She has a legitimate reason for being
late. 2 operating legally or according to the law:
legitimate business activities —legitimacy n. [U]
lei·sure /'liZø/ n. [U] 1 time when you are not
working and can do things you enjoy: I spend most
of my leisure time reading. 2 at sb’s leisure as
slowly as you want, and when you want: Read it at
your leisure.
lei·sure·ly /'liZøli/ adj. moving or done in a
relaxed way: a leisurely walk around the park
THESAURUS
SLOW 1

slow, sluggish, tardy ➔

lem·on /'lEm@n/ n. [C,U] a yellow fruit that has a

sour-tasting juice [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French
limon, from Medieval Latin limo, from Arabic
laymun] ➔ see picture on page 414
lem·on·ade /"lEm@'neId/ n. [U] a drink made
with lemon juice, sugar, and water
lend /lEnd/ v. (past tense and past participle lent
/lEnt/) [T] 1 to let someone borrow money or
something that belongs to you for a short time:
Could you lend me your bike?
USAGE

If you lend something to someone, you give it to
him/her so that s/he can use it for a short time: I
lent him my jacket. | Could you lend me some
money? You cannot say “Could you borrow me
some money?”
If you borrow something from someone, you take
something that belongs to him/her for a short
time, with his/her permission, and then give it

back: Can I borrow your pen? You cannot say
“Can I lend your pen?”

2 if a bank lends money, it lets someone borrow it if
s/he pays it back with an additional amount of
money: This bank lends a lot of money to local
businesses. 3 lend (sb) a hand to help someone
do something, especially something that needs
physical effort: Lend me a hand with this
box. 4 sth lends itself to sth used to say that
something is appropriate for being used in a particular way: Nature lends itself to drawing and
painting. 5 to give something a particular quality:
The balloons lend a festive air to the park. [ORIGIN: Old English lænan, from læn] —lender n.
[C]

length /lEÎkθ, lEnθ/ n. 1 [C,U] the measurement
of something from one end to the other: The length
of the room is five feet. | a pole about seven feet in
length ➔ see picture at DIMENSION 2 [C,U] the
amount of time that you spend doing something or
that something continues for: the length of your
stay in the hospital 3 [C,U] the amount of writing
in a book, article, etc., or the amount of time that a
movie, play, etc. continues for: His new film is
nearly twice the length of his last one. 4 go to
great lengths to do sth to be willing to use many
different methods to achieve something you want:
She went to great lengths to help us. 5 at length
for a long time: She spoke at length on the dangers
of smoking. 6 [C] a piece of something that is long
and thin: two lengths of rope

length·en /'lEÎkθ@n/ v. [I,T] to make something
longer, or to become longer
this dress lengthened.

ANT

shorten: I need

length·wise /'lEÎkθwaIz/ also length·ways
/'lEÎkθweIz/ adv. in the direction or position of the
longest side: Fold the cloth lengthwise.

length·y /'lEÎkθi/ adj. continuing for a long time:

The magazine published a lengthy interview with
the French president. | a lengthy period of economic growth

le·ni·ent /'lini@nt, 'liny@nt/ adj. not strict in the
way you punish someone or control his/her behavior: She was too lenient with the children. ➔
STRICT —leniency n. [U]

lens /lEnz/ n. [C] 1 SCIENCE a piece of curved glass

or plastic that makes things look bigger, smaller, or
clearer, for example in a pair of GLASSES , or in a
TELESCOPE or a MICROSCOPE : glasses with thick
lenses ➔ see picture at MICROSCOPE 2 BIOLOGY the
clear part inside your eye that FOCUS es so you can
see things clearly

Lent /lEnt/ n. the 40 days before Easter, when

some Christians stop eating particular things or
stop particular habits [ORIGIN: 1200—1300
Lenten “springtime, Lent” (11—17 centuries),
from Old English lengten; because the days get
longer in spring]

lent v. the past tense and past participle of LEND

L
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len·til /'lEnô@l/ n. [C] a small round seed which has

been dried and can be cooked
Le·o /'lioU/ n. 1 [U] the fifth sign of the ZODIAC ,
represented by a lion 2 [C] someone born between
July 23 and August 22

Use fewer before plural noun forms: There are
fewer flights on Sundays.

less·en /'lEs@n/ v. [I,T] to become smaller in size,
amount, importance, or value, or to make something do this ➔ REDUCE : A low-fat diet can lessen
the risk of heart disease.
THESAURUS
REDUCE

relieve, alleviate, palliate ➔

less·er /'lEsø/ adj. 1 (formal) not as large, as

important, or as much as something else: The same
is true for Argentina, and to a lesser extent Chile. |
These wounds would have killed a lesser man
(=someone not as strong or brave). 2 the lesser
of two evils the less bad or harmful of two bad
choices —lesser adv.: a lesser-known artist

les·son /'lEs@n/ n. [C] 1 a period of time in
leop·ard /'lEpød/ n. [C] a large wild cat with

L

which someone is taught a particular subject or
skill: I have a guitar lesson today. | Hannah is
taking cooking lessons from a professional chef.

yellow fur and black spots, from Africa and southern Asia [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French leuTHESAURUS
course, lecture, seminar ➔
part, from Late Latin leopardus, from Greek,
CLASS 1
from leon “lion” + pardos “leopard”]
le·o·tard /'li@"tArd/ n. [C] a tight-fitting piece of 2 an experience, especially a bad one, that makes
women’s clothing that covers the body from the you more careful in the future: Our town’s experineck to the top of the legs, worn especially while ence with the fire should serve as a lesson to the
exercising [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Jules Léotard entire state. [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old French
(1830-70), French trapeze artist who invented it] leçon, from Latin lectio “act of reading”]
➔ learn your lesson at LEARN , teach sb a
lep·er /'lEpø/ n. [C] someone who has leprosy
lesson at TEACH
lep·ro·sy /'lEpr@si/ n. [U] a serious infectious let /lEt/ v. (past tense and past participle let, present
disease in which someone’s flesh is gradually participle letting) 1 [T] to allow someone to do
destroyed —leprous /'lEpr@s/ adj.
something, or allow something to happen: I wanted
les·bi·an /'lEzbi@n/ n. [C] a woman who is sexu- to go but my mother wouldn’t let me. | Ed lets me
ally attracted to other women ➔ HOMOSEXUAL , GAY borrow his car whenever I want. | Don’t pick up the
– let the answering machine get it. | Let me
le·sion /'liZ@n/ n. [C] 1 BIOLOGY a wound or a sore phone
finish this, then we can go.
infected area on someone’s skin: Many workers
THESAURUS
developed skin lesions from handling fiberallow, permit, authorize,
glass. 2 BIOLOGY a dangerous change in part of
sanction, condone ➔ ALLOW
someone’s body such as his/her lungs or brain,
caused by injury or illness: brain lesions found in 2 let go to stop holding someone or something:
You can let go of my hand when we’ve crossed the
Alzheimer’s patients
street. 3 let sb go a) to allow a person or animal
less /lEs/ quantifier, pron., adv. [the comparative of to leave a place where they have been kept: The
“little”] 1 a smaller amount, or to a smaller degree
police let her go after two hours. b) to dismiss
ANT more: The job involves much less stress than
someone from his/her job: I’m afraid we have to let
my last one. | I’m trying to exercise more and eat you go. 4 let sb know to tell someone someless. | Women generally earn less money than men. | thing: Could you let me know when you’re
She spends less of her time playing tennis done? 5 let alone used to say that because one
now. 2 less and less gradually becoming smaller thing does not happen, is not true, etc. another thing
in amount or degree: We seem to be spending less cannot possibly happen or be true: I don’t have $10,
and less time together. 3 no less than sth used let alone $10,000! 6 let sth go/pass to decide
to emphasize that an amount or number is large: I not to react to something bad or annoying that
watched him eat no less than three pizzas. 4 noth- someone has said or done: I’ll let it go this time, but
ing less than sth used to emphasize how serious don’t be late again. 7 let sb/sth be also let
or important something is: Her death was nothing sb/sth alone to stop annoying someone, asking
less than a tragedy.
questions, or trying to change things: Your mother’s
had a hard day, so just let her be.
GRAMMAR
less, fewer

Use less before U nouns: He earns less money
than she does.

SPOKEN PHRASES

8 let’s is the short form of “let us,” used when you
want to suggest that someone or a group of people
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do something with you: I’m hungry; let’s eat. |
Let’s not talk about this right now. 9 let’s
see a) said when you are going to try to do
something: Let’s see if/whether Andy’s
home. b) said when you pause because you cannot
remember or find something: Now let’s see, where
did I put it? c) said to ask someone to show you
something: “I got a new dress.” “Really? Let’s
see.” 10 let’s hope (that) said when you hope
something is true or will happen: Let’s hope she
didn’t hear what we were saying. 11 let me do
sth said when you are offering to help someone:
Let me carry that for you. 12 let me tell you said
to emphasize a statement: It was a really great
party, let me tell you.
[ORIGIN: Old English lætan]
let sb ↔ down phr. v. to make someone feel
disappointed because you have behaved badly or
have not done what you said you would do ➔ LETDOWN

let sb/sth ↔ in phr. v. 1 to open the door of a
room, building, etc. so that someone can come in:
She unlocked the door to let him in. 2 to allow
light, water, etc. to enter a place: The door opened,
letting in a gust of wind. 3 let sb in on sth to tell
someone a secret: I’ll let you in on a little secret.
let sb ↔ into sth phr. v. to allow someone to come
into a room or building: Security guards refused to
let reporters into the building.
let sb ↔ off phr. v. to not punish someone, or to not
make him/her do something: The police officer let
us off with a warning.
let on phr. v. to behave in a way that shows you
know a secret: Don’t let on (that) you know!
let out phr. v. 1 let sb ↔ out to allow someone to
leave a building, room, etc.: Let the dog out,
please. 2 if a school, college, movie, etc. lets out,
it ends, and people can leave: School lets out at
3:30. 3 let sth ↔ out to allow light, air, etc. to
leave a place: Close the door – you’re letting all the
heat out. 4 let out a scream/cry etc. to make a
sound, especially a loud one
let up phr. v. if rain or snow lets up, it stops or there
is less of it ➔ LETUP
let·down /'lEtdaUn/ n. [singular] (informal) something that makes you feel disappointed because it is
not as good as you expected SYN disappointment: Our hotel was a big letdown.
le·thal /'liθ@l/ adj. able to kill someone: a lethal
dose of heroin [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin lethalis, from lethum “death”]
le·thar·gic /l@'θArdZIk/ adj. having no energy, so
that you feel lazy or tired [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Latin lethargicus, from Greek, from lethargos
“forgetful, lazy”] —lethargy /'lEθødZi/ n. [U]
let’s /lEts/ the short form of “let us,” used especially to make a suggestion: I’m hungry. Let’s eat! |
Let’s stay home tonight. ➔ LET
let·ter /'lEÔø/ n. [C] 1 a written message that you
put into an envelope and send to someone by mail:
Ken wrote a letter to the local newspaper. | Can you

mail this letter on your way to work? 2 one of the
signs in writing that represents a sound in speech:
There are 26 letters in the English alphabet. 3 to
the letter exactly: He followed their instructions
to the letter. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French
lettre, from Latin littera]
let·ter·head /'lEÔø"hEd/ n. 1 [U] paper that has
the name and address of a person or business
printed at the top of it 2 [C] the name and address
of a person or business printed at the top of a piece
of paper
let·tuce /'lEÔIs/ n. [C,U] a round green vegetable
with large thin leaves, eaten raw in SALAD s [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French laitues, plural of
laitue, from Latin lactuca, from lac “milk;”
because of its milky juice] ➔ see picture at VEGETABLE

let·up /'lEÔöp/ n. [singular, U] a pause or a reduction

in a difficult, dangerous, or tiring activity: We drove
24 hours straight without letup (=without stopping).
leu·ke·mia /lu'kimi@/ n. [U] a serious disease
that affects the blood and that can cause death
[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Greek leukos “white” +
-aimia (from haima “blood”)]
lev·ee /'lEvi/ n. [C] a special wall built to stop a
river from flooding
lev·el1 /'lEv@l/ n. [C] 1 the amount or degree of
something, as compared to another amount or
degree: a high/low level of risk | The temperature
will stay at these levels until Friday. 2 the height
or position of something in relation to the ground or
another thing: Check the water level in the
radiator. | Hang the picture at eye level (=at the
same height as your eyes). ➔ SEA LEVEL 3 a standard of skill or ability in a particular subject, sport,
etc.: Students are given an exam to determine their
level. | Few athletes can compete at this level. 4 a
particular position in a system that has different
ranks: The decision will be made at local/state/
federal etc. level. | high-level talks (=discussions
between important people) 5 a floor in a building
that has several floors: Housewares is on Level
3. 6 a tool used for checking if a surface is flat
level2 adj. 1 flat and not sloping, with no surface
higher than the rest: The floor isn’t level.
THESAURUS

flat, even, horizontal ➔ FLAT 1

2 at the same height or position as something else:
My head was level with his chin.
level3 v. [T] 1 to knock down or completely
destroy a building or area: An earthquake leveled
several buildings in the city. 2 level a charge/
accusation/criticism etc. to publicly criticize
someone or say s/he is responsible for a crime,
mistake, etc.: Dunn leveled one criticism after
another at the university. 3 to make a surface flat
and smooth: Level the ground before laying the
turf.
level off/out phr. v. to stop going up or down, and

L
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continue at the same height or amount: The plane tells each of them about what the others are doing:
climbed to 20,000 feet, then leveled off. | Oil prices He’s the liaison between the ruler and the local
people. 2 [C] a secret sexual relationship 3 [singuhave leveled off at $55 a barrel.
level with sb phr. v. (informal) to speak honestly lar, U] a working relationship between two groups,
with someone and tell him/her what you really companies, etc.
think
li·ar /'laIø/ n. [C] someone who tells lies
"level-'headed adj. calm and sensible in making li·bel /'laIb@l/ n. [C,U] LAW the act of writing or
judgments or decisions
printing untrue statements about someone, so that
lev·er /'lEvø, 'li-/ n. [C] 1 a stick or handle other people are likely to have a bad opinion of
attached to a machine, that you move to make the him/her: He is suing the magazine for libel. [ORImachine work 2 a long thin piece of metal, wood, GIN: 1300—1400 Old French, Latin libellus,
etc. that you put under a heavy object in order to lift from liber “book”] —libel v. [T]
it —lever v. [T]
THESAURUS
lie, fib, falsehood, fabrication,
lev·er·age /'lEv@rIdZ, 'li-/ n. [U] influence that
slander ➔ LIE 3
you can use to make people do what you want:
Small businesses have less leverage in dealing with lib·eral1 /'lIbr@l, -b@r@l/ Ac adj. 1 willing to
banks.
understand or respect the different behavior, ideas,
lev·i·tate /'lEv@"teIt/ v. [I] to rise and float in the etc. of other people ANT conservative: a liberal
air as if by magic —levitation /"lEv@'teIS@n/ n. attitude toward sex | The role of the media is
important in a liberal society. 2 POLITICS support[U]
political ideas that include more involvement
lev·i·ty /'lEv@Ôi/ n. [U] (formal) the quality of tell- ing
by the government in business and in people’s lives,
ing jokes and having fun instead of being serious
and willing to accept people’s differences and
lev·y1 /'lEvi/ Ac v. (levied, levies) levy a tax/ changes in society ANT conservative: the liberal
charge etc. to officially make someone pay a tax, wing of the Democratic party 3 POLITICS allowing
etc.: A 15% tax is levied on most hotel services.
people or organizations a lot of political, economic,
levy2 n. (plural levies) [C] an additional sum of or social freedom: a liberal democracy | The party
money, usually paid as a tax: A new levy on agri- supports a more liberal policy on crime and punishment. 4 (formal) given in large amounts: a libcultural imports will be introduced.
eral donation [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French,
lewd /lud/ adj. using rude words or movements Latin liberalis, from liber “free”]
that make someone think of sex: lewd jokes
liberal2 n. [C] POLITICS someone with liberal opinlex·i·cal /'lEksIk@l/ adj. ENG. LANG. ARTS relating to ions or principles ANT conservative: Liberals
words
want Congress to introduce more programs to
lex·i·con /'lEksI"kAn/ n. [C] 1 ENG. LANG. ARTS all relieve child poverty.
the words used in a language or by people in a "liberal 'arts n. [plural] subjects that develop
particular group, profession, etc. 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS someone’s general knowledge and ability to think,
a book containing lists of words and their meanings rather than technical skills
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Late Greek lexikon, from
lexikos “of words,” from Greek lexis “word, lib·eral·is·m /'lIbr@"lIz@m/ Ac n. [U] liberal
opinions and principles, especially on social and
speech”]
political subjects ➔ CONSERVATISM
li·a·bil·i·ty /"laI@'bIl@Ôi/ n. (plural liabililib·eral·ize
/'lIbr@"laIz/ Ac v. [T] to make a
ties) 1 [U] LAW legal responsibility for something,
especially for paying money that is owed, or for system, laws, or moral attitudes less strict: Both
damage or injury: The company has admitted candidates promised to liberalize trade policies.
liability for the accident. 2 [C usually singular] lib·eral·ly /'lIbr@li/ Ac adv. 1 in large amounts:
someone or something that is likely to cause you The story was liberally illustrated with photoproblems: He became a liability to the graphs. 2 with liberal ideas or opinions: a
team. 3 liabilities [plural] ECONOMICS the amount liberally-minded politician
of debt that a company owes ➔ ASSET
lib·er·ate /'lIb@"reIt/ Ac v. [T] 1 to free someli·a·ble /'laI@b@l/ adj. 1 be liable to do sth to one from feelings or situations that make his/her
be likely to do something, behave in a particular life difficult: These gadgets liberated housewives
way, or be treated in a particular way: Wayne and I from many hard chores. 2 to free prisoners, a city,
are liable to start arguing if we discuss poli- a country, etc. from someone’s control: The city
tics. 2 LAW legally responsible for the cost of was liberated by the Allies in 1944. —liberator n.
something: The university was not held liable for [C] —liberation /"lIb@'reIS@n/ n. [U]: the liberathe damage done by its students.
tion of Eastern Europe | Some human rights violali·aise /li'eIz/ v. [I] to work with other people and tions may have occurred immediately after the
liberation of the country.
share information with them
li·ai·son /li'eI"zAn/ n. 1 [C] someone who talks lib·er·at·ed /'lIb@"reIÔId/ Ac adj. free to do the
to different people, departments, groups, etc. and things you want, and not controlled by rules or
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other people: The 1960s saw the beginning of a new
liberated and permissive attitude.
lib·er·tar·i·an /"lIbø'tEri@n/ n. [C] someone who
believes strongly that people should be free to live
with little or no government involvement in their
lives —libertarian adj.
lib·er·ty /'lIbøÔi/ n. (plural liberties) 1 [U] the
freedom to do what you want without having to ask
permission from people in authority: principles of
liberty and democracy 2 [C usually plural] a particular legal right: civil liberties 3 be at liberty to
do sth to have the right or permission to do
something: I’m not at liberty to say where he is at
the moment. 4 take the liberty of doing sth to
do something without asking permission because
you do not think it will upset or offend anyone: I
took the liberty of inviting Jeff along. [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 French liberté, from Latin libertas,
from liber “free”]
li·bi·do /lI'bidoU/ (plural libidos) n. [C,U] someone’s desire to have sex
Li·bra /'libr@/ n. 1 [U] the seventh sign of the
ZODIAC , represented by a SCALE 2 [C] someone
born between September 23 and October 23
li·brar·i·an /laI'brEri@n/ n. [C] someone who
works in a library
li·brar·y /'laI"brEri/ n. (plural libraries) [C] a room
or building containing books that you can borrow
or read there [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Medieval
Latin librarium, from Latin liber “book”]
lice /laIs/ n. the plural of LOUSE
li·cense1 /'laIs@ns/ Ac n. 1 [C] an official
document that gives you permission to own something or do something: a driver’s license | He was
charged with possessing firearms without a
license. | The Tennessee Valley Authority applied
for a license to operate the nuclear facility. 2 [U]
(formal) freedom to do or say whatever you want:
He thinks because he’s famous he has license to be
rude. | Teachers should be allowed greater license
in choosing their teaching materials. 3 [U] the
way in which a writer or painter changes the facts
of the real world to make his/her story, description,
or picture of events more interesting or more beautiful: The novelist allows himself considerable
poetic license in his description of the town.
license2 v. [T] to give official permission for
someone to own or do something: Williams is not
licensed to practice law in New York. | Medical
personnel must be licensed by the state.
li·censed /'laIs@nst/ adj. having official permission to own or do something: He had completed his
studies to become licensed as a surveyor.
'license plate n. [C] one of the signs with numbers and letters on it at the front and back of your
car
li·cen·tious /laI'sEnS@s/ adj. (literary) sexually
immoral or not controlling behavior in an acceptable way: licentious books —licentiousness n.
[U]

lick1 /lIk/ v. [T] 1 to move your tongue across the
surface of something in order to taste it, clean it,
etc.: Judy’s dog jumped up to lick her
face. 2 (informal) to defeat an opponent or solve a
problem: “It looks like we have the fire licked,” said
Chief Grafton. [ORIGIN: Old English liccian]

lick2 n. [C usually singular] an act of licking something: Can I have a lick of your ice cream cone?

lick·ing /'lIkIÎ/ n. [singular] (informal) 1 a severe
beating as a punishment 2 a heavy defeat in a
sports competition

lic·o·rice /'lIk@rIS/ n. [U] a type of strong-tasting
black or red candy [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old
French, Late Latin liquiritia, from Latin glycyrrhiza, from Greek, from glykys “sweet” + rhiza
“root”]

lid /lId/ n. [C] 1 a cover for a pot, box, or other
container: He carefully lifted the lid of the box.
THESAURUS

cover, top, cap ➔ COVER 2

2 keep a lid on sth (informal) to control a situation
so that it does not become worse: Police try to keep
a lid on crime in the area. 3 an EYELID [ORIGIN:
Old English hlid]

lie1 /laI/ v. (past tense lay /leI/, past participle lain
/leIn/, present participle lying) [I] 1 a) to be in a
position in which your body is flat on the floor, a
bed, etc.: We lay on the beach all day. | I lay awake
worrying. b) also lie down to put yourself in this
position: I’m going upstairs to lie down. 2 to be in
a particular place or position: The town lies to the
east of the lake. | The ship had lain on the ocean
floor for decades. 3 used to say where something
such as a reason or answer can be found: Mitchell’s
charm lies in his sense of humor. 4 to be or remain
in a particular condition or position: The city lay in
ruins. | The letters lay hidden in her attic for forty
years. 5 lie low to remain hidden when someone
is trying to find you: Weaver decided to lie low at
his sister’s house. 6 lie ahead if something lies
ahead, it is going to happen in the future: There are
difficulties that lie ahead. ➔ not take sth lying
down at TAKE 1
lie around phr. v. 1 to be left out of the correct
place, so that things look messy: Books and papers
were lying around everywhere. 2 to spend time
being lazy, not doing anything useful: We lay
around the house all afternoon, watching TV.
lie behind sth phr. v. to be the true reason for an
action, decision, etc.: I wonder what really lay
behind her decision to quit her job.

lie2 v. (past tense and past participle lied /laId/,
present participle lying) [I] to deliberately tell some-

one something that is not true: She’s lying about
her age. | Don’t lie to me!
THESAURUS

make sth up – to invent a story, explanation,

etc. in order to deceive someone: “What’ll you
tell your mother?” “I’ll make something up.”
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tell (sb) a lie – to lie: Did he make a mistake, or

did he tell a lie?
invent – to think of an idea, story, etc. that is not
true: If I can’t find a reason, I’ll invent one.
mislead – to make someone believe something
that is not true by giving him/her false or
incomplete information: The ads were accused of
misleading consumers.
deceive – to make someone believe something
that is not true: In order to deceive the enemy, our
troops first headed north, away from the bridge.
perjure yourself/commit perjury (formal) –
to tell a lie in a court of law: Company executives
may have perjured themselves in sworn testimony
to Congress.
falsify – to change figures, records, etc. so that
they contain false information: Apparently, he
falsified the records in order to steal the money.

lie3 n. [C] something that you say or write that you
know is not true: I’ve never known him to tell lies.
THESAURUS

fib (informal) – a small unimportant lie
white lie – a small lie that you tell someone,
usually to avoid hurting his/her feelings

story – an excuse, explanation, or lie
falsehood (formal) – a statement that is not
true

fabrication (formal) – a story, piece of

information, etc. that you make up in order to
deceive someone
slander (formal) – something untrue that is said
about someone which could harm the opinion
people have of him/her
libel (formal) – something untrue that is written
about someone which could harm the opinion
people have of him/her
perjury (formal) – the crime of telling a lie in a
court of law

'lie de"tector n. [C] a machine used by the police
to find out if someone is lying

lieu /lu/ n. (formal) in lieu of sth instead of
something else

L

lieu·ten·ant /lu'tEn@nt/ n. [C] a) a fairly low

company. | Married life has been an adjustment. |
Violence is a way of life for many teenagers.
4 EXPERIENCES [C] the type of experience that
someone has during his/her life: Tia had a full and
happy life. | She wanted to save her son from a life
of crime. | Then he started telling me his life story
(=all the things that happened in his life).
5 LIVING THINGS [U] BIOLOGY living things such as
people, animals, or plants: Do you think there is life
on other planets?
6 private/sex/social etc. life activities in your
life that are private, relate to sex, are done with
friends, etc.: I don’t have much time for a social
life.
7 MOVEMENT [U] activity or movement: We looked
around for any signs of life. | Katie was young and
full of life (=very cheerful and active).
8 EXISTENCE [U] human existence, and all the
things that can happen during someone’s life: Life
can be hard sometimes.
9 PRISON [U] also life in prison a LIFE SENTENCE : The defendants were sentenced to life.
10 real life what really happens rather than what
only happens in stories or someone’s imagination:
Things like that don’t happen in real life.
11 quality of life the level or quality of health,
success, and comfort in someone’s life: Crime
affects everyone’s quality of life.
12 WORKING/EXISTING [singular] the period of
time during which something exists or continues to
happen: long-life batteries
13 bring sb/sth to life a) to make someone or
something live: Doctors fought to bring the baby
back to life. b) to make something more exciting
or interesting: The movie really brings 19th-century
New York to life.
SPOKEN PHRASES

14 that’s life said when something bad has happened that you must accept
15 life is too short said when telling someone that
something is not important enough to worry about:
Life’s too short to hold grudges.
16 Get a life! used to tell someone you think s/he
is boring
17 Not on your life! used to say that you will
definitely not do something
18 for the life of me said when you cannot do
something, even when you try very hard: I can’t
remember her name for the life of me!

rank in the Army, Navy, Air Force, or Marines, or
an officer who has this rank b) a fairly high rank
in the police force, or an officer who has this rank
life /laIf/ n. (plural lives /laIvz/)
1 PERIOD OF LIFE [C,U] the period of time between [ORIGIN: Old English lif]
someone’s birth and death: Charles lived in New life·boat /'laIfboUt/ n. [C] 1 a small boat that is
York City all his life. | It was the happiest day of my used for helping people who are in danger on the
life. | She spent her life helping others. | I’ve never ocean 2 a small boat carried by ships in order to
felt better in my life.
save people if the ship sinks
2 BEING ALIVE [C,U] the state of being alive: Sur'
life
"cycle n. [C] BIOLOGY all the different stages of
gery could save her life. | Firemen risked their lives
(=did something during which they could have development that an animal or plant goes through
been killed) to save him. | Tragically, she took her during its life
"life ex'pectancy n. (plural life expectancies)
own life (=killed herself).
3 WAY OF LIVING [C,U] all the experiences and [C] 1 BIOLOGY the average length of time that a
activities that are typical of a particular way of person or animal is expected to live: an insect with
living: How’s life in Japan? | He’s spent most of his a life expectancy of only a week 2 the age that a
working life (=time spent working) with one particular person is likely to live to, based on things
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give me a lift to the nearest gas station? 2 give
such as his/her health, whether s/he smokes, etc.,
sb/sth a lift to make someone feel happier, or to
used to calculate the risk of insuring that person
make something more successful: Lower interest
life·guard /'laIfgArd/ n. [C] someone whose job
rates should give the economy a lift. 3 a moveis to help swimmers who are in danger at the beach
ment in which something is lifted or raised
or a pool
'life in"surance n. [U] a type of insurance that 'lift-off n. [C,U] the moment when a vehicle that is
about to travel in space leaves the ground ➔ TAKEsomeone buys so that when s/he dies, his/her family
OFF
will receive money
/'lIg@m@nt/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a band of
'life "jacket n. [C] a piece of equipment that you lig·a·ment
strong material in your body that joins your bones
wear around your chest to prevent you from sinking
together [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin ligamenin the water
tum, from ligare “to tie”]
life·less /'laIflIs/ adj. 1 (literary) dead, or seeming to be dead: His lifeless body was discovered in
the river. ➔ DEAD 1 2 lacking excitement, activity,
or interest: The team’s performance was dull and
lifeless.
life·like /'laIflaIk/ adj. very much like a real
person or thing: a lifelike statue
life·line /'laIflaIn/ n. [C] something that someone
depends on completely: Because I live so far from a
town, the phone is my lifeline.
life·long /'laIflOÎ/ adj. continuing all through
your life: lifelong friends
life·sav·er /'laIf"seIvø/ n. [C] someone or something that helps you avoid a difficult or bad situation
light1 /laIt/ n.
1 LIGHT TO SEE [U] the energy from the Sun, a
"life 'sentence n. [C] the punishment of sending
lamp, etc. that allows you to see things: Light was
someone to prison for the rest of his/her life
streaming in through the window. | The light is
'life-size also 'life-sized adj. a life-size model,
better over here.
picture, etc. is the same size as the person or object
2 ELECTRIC LIGHT [C] something such as a lamp
it represents
that uses electricity: Can you turn/switch the lights
on/off for me?
life·style /'laIfstaIl/ n. [C] the way someone
3 TRAFFIC [C] one of a set of red, green, and yellow
lives, including his/her work and activities, and
lights used for controlling traffic: Turn left at the
what things s/he owns: an active, healthy lifestyle
next light. | He was fined for running a red light
'life sup"port n. [U] machines or methods that
(=driving past a red light).
keep someone who is extremely sick alive
4 ON A VEHICLE [C] one of the lights on a car,
bicycle, etc., especially the HEADLIGHT s
'life-"threatening adj. a life-threatening illness,
5 a light a match or lighter that you use to light a
injury, or situation could cause a person to die
cigarette: Excuse me, do you have a light?
life·time /'laIftaIm/ n. [C] the period of time
6 come to light/be brought to light if new
during which someone is alive: During her lifeinformation comes to light, it becomes known: New
time, she had witnessed two world wars.
evidence has come to light since the trial.
7 in light of sth because of something: The
'life vest n. [C] a LIFE JACKET
highway has been closed in light of heavy snow.
lift1 /lIft/ v. 1 [T] to take something in your hands
8 in a new/different/bad etc. light if someone
and raise it, move it, or carry it somewhere: Can
or something is seen or shown in a new, different,
you help me lift this box? ➔ see picture on page
etc. light, people begin to have a different opinion
A9 2 [I,T] also lift up to move something up into
of him, her, or it: A recent biography shows the
the air, or to move up into the air: Lift up your feet
actor in a new light.
so I can sweep the floor. 3 [T] to remove a rule or a
9 shed/throw/cast light on sth to provide new
law that says that something is not allowed: Does
information about something so it is easier to
the government plan to lift the ban on Cuban
understand: This sheds some light on the cause of
cigars? 4 [I] if clouds or FOG lift, they disapthe disease.
pear 5 [T] (informal) to steal something, or to copy
10 light at the end of the tunnel something that
the words, ideas, music, etc. that someone else has
gives you hope that a bad situation will end soon
written: Parts of her essay were lifted directly from
11 see the light to suddenly realize and underan encyclopedia.
stand something: We’re hoping that one of these
2
lift n. [C] 1 if you give someone a lift, you take
days he’ll see the light and quit drinking. [ORIGIN:
him/her somewhere in your car SYN ride: Can you
Old English leoht]
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light2 adj.

light·er /'laIÔø/ n. [C] a small object that produces
1 COLOR a light color is pale and not dark a flame to light cigarettes, CIGAR s, etc.
ANT dark: a light blue dress
"light-'headed adj. not able to think clearly or not
able to move steadily because you are sick or have
THESAURUS
drunk too much alcohol SYN dizzy
pale – a pale color has more white in it than
"light-'hearted adj. 1 not intended to be serious:
usual: a dress made of pale yellow silk
a light-hearted comedy 2 cheerful and happy
pastel – having a soft light color: She was
knitting a baby blanket in pastel blue yarn.
faded – having lost color, for example by being
washed many times or by being left out in the
Sun: a pair of faded jeans
soft – soft colors are not too bright: Use soft
colors if you want the room to feel calm.

2 WEIGHT not weighing very much ANT heavy: My
new cell phone is lighter than my old one.
3 CLOTHES light clothes are thin and not very
warm: a light sweater
4 ROOM if a room or building is light, a lot of light
from the Sun gets into it: The house was light and
airy.
5 TOUCH very gentle and soft: She gave him a light
kiss on the cheek.
6 FOOD a) having less fat or fewer CALORIE s than
usual: light cream cheese b) not having a strong
taste: a light wine
7 NOT SERIOUS not serious in meaning or style:
light reading
8 WIND blowing without much force ➔ STRONG : a
light breeze
9 it is/gets light used to say that there is enough
natural light outside to see by: It was still light
when we got home.
10 SMALL AMOUNT small in amount, or less than
you expected: Traffic was lighter than usual today.
11 make light of sth to joke about something, or
to treat it as if it were not important

light·house

/'laIthaUs/ n. [C] a
tower with a bright light
that guides ships away
from danger near the
shore
light·ing /'laIÔIÎ/ n.
[U] the lights in a room,
building, etc., or the
quality of the light: soft/
bright/dim lighting
light·ly
/'laItli/
adv. 1 with only a
small amount of weight
or force: I tapped her
lightly on the shoulder. 2 using or having only a
small amount of something: Sprinkle sugar lightly
over the cake. 3 take sth lightly to do something
without serious thought: A bomb threat is not to be
taken lightly.

light3 v. (past tense and past participle lit /lIt/ or
lighted) 1 [I,T] to start burning, or to make some-
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thing do this: Derek stopped to light a cigarette. 2 [T] to give light to something: The room is
light·ning1 /'laIt§nIÎ/ n. [U] a bright flash of light
lit by candles. | a brightly-/poorly-/well-lit room
in the sky that happens during a storm: The tree
light up phr. v. 1 to become bright, or to make
was struck (=hit) by lightning.
something bright: Fireworks lit up the night
2
sky. 2 if your face or eyes light up, you show that lightning adj. extremely fast or sudden: a lightyou are pleased or excited: Paula’s eyes lit up when ning attack
she saw all of her presents. 3 (informal) to light a 'light pol"lution n. [U] EARTH SCIENCES electric
cigarette
light from STREETLIGHT s, offices, houses, etc. that
light4 adv. travel light to travel without carrying prevents you from being able to see the stars in the
night sky clearly
too many clothes, etc.
light·weight1 /'laIt§weIt/ adj. 1 weighing less
'light bulb n. [C] the glass object in a lamp, that than average: a lightweight computer 2 showing a
produces light
lack of serious thought: a lightweight novel
light·en /'laIt§n/ v. 1 [T] to reduce the amount of lightweight2 n. [C] (disapproving) 1 someone
work, worry, debt, etc. that someone has: Hiring who you do not think has the ability to think about
extra men will lighten the load. 2 [I,T] to become serious or difficult subjects 2 someone who has no
brighter, or make something become brighter importance or influence: a political lightweight
ANT darken: At 5 a.m., the sky started to
lighten. 3 lighten up! (spoken) used in order to 'light year n. [C] PHYSICS the distance that light
tell someone not to be so serious about something: travels in one year
Hey, lighten up! It was just a joke. 4 [I,T] to reduce lik·a·ble /'laIk@b@l/ adj. likable people are nice,
and are easy to like
the weight of something, or to become less heavy

likewise
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like1 /laIk/ prep. 1 similar in some way to some-

thing else: You two are behaving just like children. |
I’d love a car like yours. | Ken looks like his
brother. | It tastes like chicken. | Was the movie
anything like the book (=was it similar in any
way)? | There’s nothing like (=there is nothing
better than) a day at the beach. 2 typical of a
particular person: It’s not like Dad to be late (=it is
unusual that Dad is late). 3 (nonstandard) used to
give an example of something SYN such as: Foods
like spinach and broccoli are high in iron. 4 what
is sb/sth like? used when asking someone to
describe or give his/her opinion on a person or
thing: What’s the new house like?
SPOKEN PHRASES

5 like this/so said when showing someone how to
do something or how something is done: He was
leaning against the wall, like this. 6 more like
said when giving a number that you think is more
correct than the one already mentioned: “He’s been
in there for 15 minutes.” “More like half an hour!”
GRAMMAR

like, such as

Many teachers think that using like to give an
example is wrong. It is better to use such as:
Companies such as Toyota and General Motors
are developing electric cars.

like2 v. [T] 1 to enjoy something, or think that

someone or something is nice or good ANT dislike:
Do you like Mexican food? | I like Billy a lot. | He
really likes camping. | Pam doesn’t like to walk
home late at night. | Mom doesn’t like it when we
argue.
THESAURUS

enjoy, love, relish ➔ ENJOY

2 to prefer that something is done in one particular
way or at one particular time rather than another:
Jim likes to get to the airport early. | How do you
like your hamburger cooked?
SPOKEN PHRASES

3 I/she etc. would like used to say politely what
someone wants: I’d like a large pizza with
mushrooms. | He’d like to know how much it will
cost. | We would like you to be there if you
can. 4 Would you like ...? used to ask someone
if s/he wants something: Would you like some more
coffee? 5 How do you like sth? used to ask
someone for his/her opinion of something: “How
did you like the movie?” “It was
okay.” 6 (whether you) like it or not used to
emphasize that something bad is true or will happen and cannot be changed: They expect us to work
together, whether we like it or not.

[ORIGIN: Old English lician]
GRAMMAR

Do not say “I am liking it” or “I am liking to do
it.” Say “I like it’’ or “I like to do it.”
Do not say “I am liking very much this town.’’
Say “I like this town very much.”

like3 adv. (spoken, nonstandard) 1 I’m like/he’s

like/Bob’s like etc. a) used in order to tell
someone the exact words someone used: He asked
if he could use my car and I was like, no
way. b) said when describing an event, feeling, or
person, when it is difficult to describe or when you
use a noise instead of a word: He was like, huh (=he
was really surprised)? | We were like, oh no (=we
realized something was wrong)! 2 said when you
pause because you do not know what to say, you
are embarrassed, etc.: Would it be OK if I, like,
called you up sometime? 3 said in order to give an
example: My neighbor’s driving me crazy. Like last
night I had to tell him to turn his radio
down. 4 said when what you are saying is not
exact: It was like 9 o’clock and she still wasn’t
home. 5 said in order to emphasize something:
That’s like so stupid.
like4 conjunction 1 (nonstandard) as if: He acts like
he owns the place. 2 (informal) like I said/told
you/was saying said when you are repeating
something you have already said: Like I said, we’ll
be there around ten. 3 in the same way as: I don’t
want you to turn out like your father.
like5 adj. 1 (formal) similar in some way: a chance
to meet people of like minds (=who think in a
similar way)
THESAURUS
SIMILAR

similar, alike, comparable ➔

2 -like typical of, or similar to something: moving
with cat-like grace

like6 n. sb’s likes and dislikes all the things you

like and do not like
like·li·hood /'laIkli"hUd/ n. [singular, U] 1 how
likely something is to happen: The likelihood of
being burglarized is very low. 2 in all likelihood
almost definitely
like·ly /'laIkli/ adj. something that is likely will
probably happen or is probably true: It’s likely to
rain tomorrow. | Young drivers are more likely to
have accidents than older drivers. —likely adv.:
I’d very likely have done the same thing.
"like-'minded adj. having similar interests and
opinions
lik·en /'laIk@n/ v.
liken sb/sth to sb/sth phr. v. (formal) to say that
someone or something is similar to someone or
something else: She likened the new hospital to a
five-star hotel.
like·ness /'laIknIs/ n. 1 [U] the quality of being
similar in appearance to someone or something
else: a strong likeness to his father 2 [C] the image
of someone in a painting or photograph: It’s a good
likeness of Eva.

like·wise /'laIk-waIz/

Ac adv. 1 (formal) in the
same way: I fastened my seat belt and told the kids
to do likewise. | Saturn was once thought to be
unique, but we now know that Jupiter, Uranus, and
Neptune likewise have rings. 2 (spoken) said in
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order to return someone’s greeting or polite remark: damage was limited to the roof. —limiting adj.
“It’s great to see you.” “Likewise.”
lim·i·ta·tion /"lIm@'teIS@n/ n. 1 [C,U] the act or
lik·ing /'laIkIÎ/ n. [C] 1 liking for sb/sth the process of controlling or reducing something: a
feeling when you like someone or something: He nuclear limitation treaty | new limitations on parkalways had a liking for whiskey. 2 take a liking ing 2 limitations [plural] things that limit how
to sb (informal) to begin to like someone or some- good something can be: Computers have their
thing
limitations.
li·lac /'laIl@k, -læk/ n. 1 [C] a small tree with pale lim·it·ed /'lImIÔId/ adj. not very great in amount,
purple or white flowers 2 [U] a pale purple color number, degree, etc.: The organization has very
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Early French, from Ara- limited resources. | There are only a limited numbic lilak, from Persian nilak “bluish”] —lilac ber of tickets available.
adj.
"limited 'government n. [U] POLITICS a principle
lilt /lIlt/ n. [singular] the pleasant rise and fall in the in the U.S. CONSTITUTION which says that the only
sound of someone’s voice or a piece of music
powers the government should have are the powers
lil·y /'lIli/ n. (plural lilies) [C] a plant with large the Constitution gives it
white flowers that are usually bell-shaped
"limited point of 'view n. [singular] ENG. LANG.
li·ma bean /'laIm@ "bin/ n. [C] a pale green flat ARTS the style of telling a story in which the NARRATOR (=person telling the story) tells you what
bean
limb /lIm/ n. [C] 1 a large branch of a only one character or a limited number of charactree 2 be/go out on a limb to do something ters experience, think, and feel ➔ OMNISCIENT
risky without any help or support 3 an arm or leg POINT OF VIEW
lim·bo /'lImboU/ n. be in limbo to be in an lim·o /'lImoU/ n. (plural limos) (informal) [C] a
uncertain situation in which it is difficult to know limousine
what to do: I’m in limbo until I know which college lim·ou·sine /'lIm@"zin, "lIm@'zin/ n. [C] a big
I’m going to.
expensive car, driven by someone who is paid to
lime /laIm/ n. 1 [C] a bright green fruit with a drive [ORIGIN: 1900—2000 French “covering for
sour taste, or the tree this grows on ➔ see picture on the driver of a horse-drawn vehicle (as worn in
Limousin),” from Limousin area of France]
page 414 2 [U] a white substance used especially
for making CEMENT [ORIGIN: (1) 1600—1700 limp1 /lImp/ adj. not strong or firm: The dog’s body
French, Provençal limo, from Arabic lim]
went limp as the drug took effect.
lime·light /'laImlaIt/ n. the limelight the atten- limp2 v. [I] to walk with difficulty because one leg
tion someone gets from newspapers and television is hurt ➔ WALK 1
[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 lime + light; because
3
originally the light was produced by burning limp n. [C] the way someone walks when s/he is
limping: After my surgery, I walked with a limp.
lime]
lim·er·ick /'lIm@rIk/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a lim·pid /'lImpId/ adj. (literary) clear or transparent:
a limpid little stream in the woods —limpidly adv.
humorous short poem with five lines
lime·stone /'laImstoUn/ n. [U] EARTH SCIENCES a —limpidness n. [U] —limpidity /lIm'pId@Ôi/ n.
type of rock that contains CALCIUM , often used to [U]
make buildings
linch·pin /'lIntS"pIn/ n. the linchpin of sth the
lim·it1 /'lImIt/ n. [C] 1 the greatest or least most important person or thing in a group, system,
amount, number, etc. that is allowed or is possible: etc., on which everything depends: My mother is
a 65 mph speed limit | There is a limit on/to the the linchpin of the family.
time you have to complete the test. | There’s no line1 /laIn/ n.
limit to her potential. | Set a limit before you go 1 LONG THIN MARK [C] a long thin, usually conshopping. | Our finances are stretched to the limit tinuous mark on a surface: She drew a line on the
(=we do not have any more money to map to show him how to get to the museum.
spend). 2 the furthest point or edge of a place, ➔ DOTTED LINE
often one that must not be passed: Los Angeles city
THESAURUS
limits 3 off limits beyond the area where somestripe – a long narrow line of color: a tie with
one is allowed to go: The beach is off limits after
thin blue and white stripes
dark. 4 within limits within the time, level,
streak – a colored line or thin mark, especially
amount, etc. considered acceptable: Employees can
one that is not straight or has been made
dress how they like – within limits.
accidentally: a streak of blood ran down his arm
limit2 v. [T] 1 to stop an amount or number from
band – a narrow area of color that is different
increasing beyond a particular point: Class size is
from the areas around it: The fish has a black
limited to 30. 2 to allow someone to use only a
band on its fin.
particular amount of something: Try to limit yourself to a glass of wine per night. 3 to exist or 2 LIMIT/END [C] a long thin mark used to show a
happen only in a particular place or group: The limit or end of something: You’re supposed to park
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between the white lines. | crossing the finish line
➔ FINISH LINE
3 PEOPLE/THINGS [C] a row of people or things: a

linear perspective

again later – the line’s busy (=someone is already
using it).
14 RAILROAD [C] a track that a train travels along:
a railroad line
15 WAR [C] the edge of an area that is controlled by
an army, where soldiers stay and try to prevent their
enemy from moving forward: a raid inside enemy
lines
16 be (first/second/next etc.) in line for sth to
be very likely to be the first, next, etc. person to get
something: Carl is next in line for a raise.
17 PRODUCTS [C] ECONOMICS a type of goods for
sale in a store: a new line of computers
18 COMPANY [C] a company that provides a system
for moving goods by road, water, or air: a large
shipping line
19 SHAPE [C usually plural] the outer shape of
something long or tall: the car’s smooth, elegant
lines
20 the line a CLOTHESLINE
21 FAMILY [singular] the people that came or existed
before you in your family: She comes from a long
line of politicians.
22 SPORTS [C] a row of players with a particular
purpose in a sport such as football: the Bears’
defensive line
23 FISHING [C] a strong thin string, used to catch
fish ➔ draw the line (at sth) at DRAW 1, POVERTY
LINE , read between the lines at READ , somewhere along the line/way at SOMEWHERE
line2 v. [T] 1 to cover the inside of something with
something else: We lined the box with newspaper. 2 to form rows along the edge of something:
Thousands of fans lined the streets.
line up phr. v. 1 line sb/sth ↔ up to make a row,
or arrange people or things in a row: Customers
lined up hours before the show. | Line the chairs up
in rows of ten. 2 line sb/sth ↔ up to make
arrangements so that something will happen or
someone will be available for an event: They’ve
lined up some dancers for the show.
lin·e·age /'lIniIdZ/ n. [C,U] (formal) the way in
which members of a family are related to other
members who lived in past times
lin·e·ar /'lIniø/ adj. 1 consisting of lines, or in
the form of a straight line: a linear drawing 2 related to length: linear measurements 3 involving a series of connected events,
ideas, etc. that develop in stages
"linear e'quation n. [C] MATH an EQUATION that
appears as a straight line when it is represented on a

line of cars | We stood/waited in line for more than
two hours.
4 DIRECTION [C] the direction something travels, or
the imaginary path between two points in space:
Light travels in a straight line.
5 COMPUTER on line IT using a computer that is
connected to the Internet or a computer system to
get information or communicate with other people:
You can buy airline tickets on line. ➔ ONLINE
6 LAND [C] an imaginary line on the surface of the
Earth, for example one showing where one state or
area of land stops and another begins: I didn’t stop
driving until I crossed the state line. | lines of
latitude/longitude
7 line of action/thought/reasoning etc. a way
or method of doing something or thinking about
something: That line of thinking will get you into
trouble.
8 WAY OF DOING STH [C] a way of thinking about
or doing something: This meeting will be organized
along the same lines (=in the same way) as the last
one.
9 be out of line (informal) to say or do something
that is not acceptable in a particular situation: I
thought what Kenny said was way out of line.
10 be in line with sth if one thing is in line with
another, they are similar to each other, or they
operate in a similar way: The company’s actions
GRAPH
are in line with state laws.
"
linear
'function n. [C] MATH a mathematical
11 ON SB’S FACE [C] a line on the skin of someFUNCTION , that can be represented by a linear
one’s face SYN wrinkle: There were fine lines
equation, in which the VARIABLE s are multiplied
around her eyes.
only by CONSTANT s and not by themselves, and are
12 PLAY/POEM ETC. [C] a) ENG. LANG. ARTS a line
combined only by addition and SUBTRACTION
of words in a poem, film, song, etc. b) ENG. LANG.
ARTS the words of a play or performance that an "linear per'spective n. [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
actor learns: He has trouble remembering his lines.
method for making a picture appear to have dis13 PHONE [C] a telephone wire or connection
tance and depth by having a series of straight lines
➔ TELEPHONE , PHONE : We were on the line (=on
from the edge that come together at a single point
the phone) for almost two hours. | You’ll have to try
on the HORIZON (=line far away where the land or
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ocean seems to meet the sky). The shape and size
of each object in the picture is then drawn in
relation to its position along one of these lines.
line·back·er /'laIn"bækø/ n. [C,U] a football
player whose job is to try to TACKLE the member
of the other team who has the ball
lined /laInd/ adj. 1 a skirt, coat, etc. that is lined
has a piece of material covering the inside: a
fur-lined coat 2 lined paper has straight lines
printed on it
line·man /'laInm@n/ n. (plural linemen /-m@n/)
[C] a player who plays in the front line of a football
team
lin·en /'lIn@n/ n. [U] 1 sheets, TABLECLOTH s,
etc.: bed/table linen 2 cloth used to make high
quality clothes, home decorations, etc.
lin·er /'laInø/ n. [C] 1 a large ship for carrying
people: an ocean liner ➔ see picture at TRANSPORTATION , AIRLINER 2 a piece of material used inside
something in order to protect it
line·up /'laInöp/ n. [C] 1 a set of events, programs, performers, etc. arranged to follow each
other: The lineup of performers included Madonna
and Diana Ross. 2 a group of people arranged in a
row by the police so that a person who saw a crime
can try to recognize the criminal ➔ STARTING LINEUP
lin·ger /'lIÎgø/ v. [I] 1 to stay somewhere for a
little longer, especially because you do not want to
leave: We found a small cafe where we could linger
over our coffee. 2 also linger on if a smell,
memory, etc. lingers, it does not disappear for a
long time: The smell of smoke lingered for days.
lin·ge·rie /"lAnZ@'reI, "lAndZ@-/ n. [U] women’s
underwear
lin·ger·ing /'lIÎg@rIÎ/ adj. slow to finish or disappear: lingering questions about the murder
lin·go /'lIÎgoU/ n. [C usually singular] (informal) 1 words used only by a group of people who
do a particular job or activity: computer lingo
THESAURUS
language, slang, jargon,
terminology ➔ LANGUAGE

L

2 a language, especially a foreign one

lin·guist /'lIÎgwIst/ n. [C] 1

ENG. LANG. ARTS

to/with smoking cigarettes. | Educational success is
strongly linked to social class.
THESAURUS
related, connected, relevant,
pertinent ➔ RELATED

2 also link up to connect computers, communication systems, etc. so that electronic messages can
be sent between them: Each computer is linked
to/with the Internet. 3 to connect one place to
another: a highway linking two major cities
link2 n. [C] 1 a relationship or connection between
two or more events, people, ideas, etc.: the link
between poverty and crime | He is believed to have
links with terrorist groups. | Scientists have established a clear link between pollution and lung
disease. 2 one of the rings in a chain 3 a
satellite/telephone/rail etc. link something that
makes communication or travel between two places
possible: The administration is trying to improve
road links in the south of the country. 4 IT a word
or picture on a WEBSITE or computer document
that will take you to another page or document if
you CLICK on it: Click on a link to explore other
related websites. ➔ CUFF LINK
link·age /'lIÎkIdZ/ Ac n. [C,U] a link or connection between two things: It is claimed that there is a
linkage between violence on TV and violence in the
home.
'linking "verb n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS in grammar, a
verb that connects the subject of a sentence to a
word or phrase that describes it. In the sentence
“She seems friendly,” “seems” is the linking verb.
li·no·le·um /lI'noUli@m/ n. [U] smooth shiny
material that is used to cover a floor
lint /lInt/ n. [U] soft light pieces of thread or wool
that come off cotton, wool, or other material
li·on /'laI@n/ n. [C] a large African and Asian wild
cat, the male of which has long thick hair around
his neck [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French, Latin
leo, from Greek leon]
li·on·ess /'laI@nIs/ n. [C] a female lion
lip /lIp/ n. [C] 1 one of the two edges of your
mouth where your skin is redder or darker: a kiss
on the lips ➔ see picture on page A3 2 the top edge
of a container such as a bowl or cup 3 my lips
are sealed (spoken) said when promising someone
that you will not tell a secret 4 thin-lipped/fulllipped etc. with lips that are thin, round,
etc. 5 pay/give lip service to sth to say that you
support or agree with something, without doing
anything to prove this [ORIGIN: Old English lippa]
'lip gloss n. [C,U] a substance used to make lips
look very shiny
lip-read /'lIp rid/ v. [I,T] to watch someone’s lips
move in order to understand what s/he is saying,
especially because you cannot hear —lip-reading

someone who studies or teaches linguistics 2 ENG.
LANG. ARTS someone who speaks several languages
well
lin·guis·tic /lIÎ'gwIstIk/ adj. ENG. LANG. ARTS
relating to language, words, or linguistics
lin·guis·tics /lIÎ'gwIstIks/ n. [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS
the study of languages, including their structures,
grammar, and history
lin·ing /'laInIÎ/ n. [C,U] a piece of material covering the inside of a box, a coat, etc.: a jacket with a
silk lining
n. [U]
link1 /lIÎk/ Ac v. [T] 1 if two things are linked, lip·stick /'lIp"stIk/ n. [C,U] a substance used for
they are related, often because one strongly affects adding color to your lips, or a small tube containing
or causes the other: Lung cancer has been linked this
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lip sync /'lIp "sIÎk/ v. [I] to pretend to sing by

moving your lips at the same time as a recording is
being played
liq·ue·fy /'lIkw@"faI/ v. (liquefied, liquefies) [I,T]
(formal) to become liquid, or make something
become liquid
li·queur /lI'kø, lI'kyUr/ n. [C,U] a strong sweet
alcoholic drink usually drunk after a meal
liq·uid /'lIkwId/ n. [C,U] a substance such as water
that is not a solid or a gas: Cook the rice until all
the liquid is absorbed. —liquid adj.: liquid soap
liq·ui·date /'lIkw@"deIt/ v. [I,T] ECONOMICS to
close a business or company and sell the things that
belong to it, in order to pay a debt —liquidation
/"lIkw@'deIS@n/ n. [C,U]
li·quid·i·ty /lI'kwId@Ôi/ n. [U] ECONOMICS a situation in which a business or a person has enough
money to pay debts or owns goods that can be sold
to pay debts
"Liquid 'Paper n. [U] (trademark) white liquid that
is used to correct mistakes in writing and TYPING
liq·uor /'lIkø/ n. [U] a strong alcoholic drink such
as WHISKEY [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French
licour, from Latin liquor, from liquere “to flow
as a liquid”]
'liquor store n. [C] a store where alcohol is sold
lisp /lIsp/ n. [C] someone who has a lisp pronounces “s” sounds like “th” —lisp v. [I,T]
list1 /lIst/ n. [C] a set of names, things, numbers,
etc. written one below the other: a list of questions |
Make a list of the things you’ll need. | a shopping
list | Is my name on the list? c Don’t say “in the
list.” b
THESAURUS

Types of lists
grocery list or shopping list – a list of food you
need to buy

mailing list – a list of people who are all sent

information or advertising material by mail or
email
price list – a printed list of a company’s goods
or services, and their prices
checklist – a list of things you need to check
waiting list – a list of people who want
something but will have to wait for it
guest list – a list of people invited somewhere

list2 v. [T] to write a list, or mention things one after

the other: Each Monday the newspaper lists the ten
most popular films.
lis·ten /'lIs@n/ v. [I] 1 to pay attention to what
someone is saying or to something that you hear:
This is very important, so I need you to listen. |
Have you listened to this CD? 2 (spoken) used to
tell someone to pay attention to what you are
saying: Listen, can I call you back later? 3 to
consider what someone says to you and accept
his/her advice: I told him it was dangerous, but he
wouldn’t listen. [ORIGIN: Old English hlysnan]
listen for sth/sb phr. v. to pay attention so that you

are sure you will hear a sound: He put down the
paper and listened for the telephone.
listen in phr. v. to listen to what someone is saying
without him/her knowing it: I think someone’s
listening in on the other phone.
listen up phr. v. (spoken) used in order to get
people’s attention so they will hear what you are
going to say: OK, people, listen up. I’m only going
to say this once.
lis·ten·er /'lIs@nø/ n. [C] 1 someone who listens, especially to the radio ➔ VIEWER 2 a good
listener someone who listens in a patient and
sympathetic way to other people
list·ing /'lIstIÎ/ n. 1 [C] something that is on a
list 2 listings [plural] lists of movies, plays, and
other events, with the times and places at which
they will happen
list·less /'lIstlIs/ adj. feeling tired and not interested in things
lit1 /lIt/ v. the past tense and past participle of LIGHT
lit2 adj. having light or burning: a brightly-lit hallway
lit·a·ny /'lIt§n-i/ n. a litany of sth a long list of
problems, questions, complaints, etc.
lite /laIt/ adj. a way of spelling “light”, often used
as part of the name of food or drink that has fewer
CALORIE s than usual: lite beer
li·ter /'liÔø/ n. [C] (written abbreviation l) a unit for
measuring liquids, equal to 2.12 PINT s or 0.26
gallons: a liter of vodka [ORIGIN: 1700—1800
French litre, from Medieval Latin litra, a measure, from Greek, a weight]
lit·er·a·cy /'lIÔ@r@si/ n. [U] the ability to read and
write
lit·er·al /'lIÔ@r@l/ adj. the literal meaning of a word
or expression is its basic or original meaning
➔ FIGURATIVE : a literal interpretation of the Bible
lit·er·al·ly /'lIÔ@r@li/ adv. 1 according to the most
basic meaning of a word or expression: There are
literally millions of students in these programs. 2 (spoken) used in order to emphasize
something you have just said: The program has
moved literally thousands of homeless people off
the streets. 3 take sb/sth literally to think that a
word or statement is literal when it is not: Lou was
joking, but Sara took it literally.
"literal 'question n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a question
that asks for a fact or detail that is contained in a
piece of writing ➔ EVALUATIVE QUESTION , INFERENTIAL QUESTION

lit·er·ar·y /'lIÔ@"rEri/ adj. 1 ENG. LANG. ARTS relating to literature: a literary critic 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS
typical of writing used in literature rather than in
ordinary writing and talking
lit·er·ate /'lIÔ@rIt/ adj. 1 able to read and write
ANT illiterate 2 well educated
lit·er·a·ture /'lIÔ@r@tSø, 'lItr@-/ n. [U] 1 ENG.
LANG. ARTS books, plays, etc. that are considered to
be very good and important: the great classics of
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English literature 2 books, articles, etc. on a particular subject: scientific literature 3 printed information produced by organizations that want to sell
something or tell people about something: the candidate’s campaign literature | sales literature [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French, Latin litteratura,
from litteratus]
lithe /laID/ adj. able to bend and move your body
easily and gracefully
lith·i·um /'lIθi@m/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY (symbol Li) a
soft silver-colored ELEMENT that is the lightest
known metal [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Greek lithos
“stone”]
lith·o·sphere /'lIθ@"sfIr/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES
the solid surface of the Earth, including the CRUST
(=the surface layer of rocks, soil, etc.) and the upper
MANTLE (=the layer directly below the Earth’s
crust)
lit·i·gant /'lIÔ@g@nt/ n. [C] LAW someone who is
making a claim against someone else, or defending
himself or herself against a claim in a court of law
lit·i·ga·tion /"lIÔ@'geIS@n/ n. [U] LAW the process
of taking a legal case to a court of law —litigate
/'lIÔ@"geIt/ v. [I,T]
lit·mus /'lIt§m@s/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY a chemical that
turns red when touched by acid, and blue when
touched by an ALKALI
'litmus "paper n. [U] CHEMISTRY paper containing
litmus, used to test whether a chemical is an acid or
an ALKALI
'litmus "test n. 1 [singular] a single action, situation, or quality that allows you to measure someone’s attitude, beliefs, etc.: The elections will be a
litmus test of the political mood in the U.S. 2 [C]
CHEMISTRY a test in which litmus paper is used to
find out whether a chemical is an acid or an
ALKALI

lit·ter1 /'lIÔø/ n. 1 [U] pieces of waste paper, etc.
that people leave on the ground in public places
THESAURUS

➔ GARBAGE

L

garbage, trash, refuse, waste

2 [C] a group of baby animals born at the same time
to one mother: a litter of puppies
litter2 v. 1 [I,T] to leave pieces of waste paper, etc.
on the ground in a public place: The sign says:
“Please Do Not Litter.” 2 [T] if a lot of things litter
a place, they are spread all over it in a messy way:
The floor was littered with clothes.
lit·tle1 /'lIÔl/ adj. 1 small in size: a little house
THESAURUS
small, tiny, minute, miniature,
minuscule ➔ SMALL

2 a little bit not very much: It will only hurt a little
bit. | Can I have a little bit of (=a small amount of)
milk in my coffee, please? 3 short in time or
distance: I’ll wait a little while and then call
again. | Anna walked a little way down the road
with him. 4 young and small: a little boy | Amy’s
little brother/sister (=younger brother or sister)

THESAURUS

young, small ➔ YOUNG 1

5 not important: He gets angry over little things. |
There is one little problem. 6 (spoken) used in
order to emphasize an adjective: She owns a nice
little restaurant in the city. [ORIGIN: Old English
lytel]

little2 quantifier (comparative less, superlative
least) 1 only a small amount of something: Little

is known about the disease. | We had very little
money. 2 a little a small amount: I only know a
little Spanish. | She told him a little about it. | I need
a little more time to finish the test. | Tony went out
to see a little of the town. 3 a short time or
distance: He must be a little over 60 (=slightly
older than 60). | Phoenix is a little under 50 miles
from here (=slightly fewer than 50 miles).
GRAMMAR

little, a little

Use little when you mean “not much”: We have
very little time.
Use a little when you mean “a small amount”: I
only used a little salt.
Little and a little are always used with U nouns.
➔ FEW

little3 adv. 1 not much or only slightly ➔

LESS ,
He moved the table a little closer to the
wall. | I was a little afraid of the dog. | She goes out
very little. 2 little by little gradually: Little by
little, his playing improved.
LEAST :

"little 'finger n. [C] the smallest finger on your
hand

"Little League 'Baseball n. [U] (trademark) a
group of baseball teams for children

lit·ur·gy /'lIÔødZi/ n. (plural liturgies) [C,U]
prayers, songs, etc. that are said or sung in a
particular order in a religious ceremony
—liturgical /lI'tødZIk@l/ adj.

liv·a·ble, liveable /'lIv@b@l/ adj. good enough to
live in, but not very good

SYN

habitable

live /lIv/ v. 1 [I] to be alive or to continue to stay
1

alive: My grandmother lived to be 88. | Thoreau
lived in the mid-1800s. 2 [I] to have your home in
a particular place: Where do you live? | I live in
Boston. | They live on Bergen Street. | Kitty still
lives at home (=lives with her parents). 3 [I,T] to
have a particular type of life, or to live in a
particular way: We earn enough to live
comfortably. | children living in poverty [ORIGIN:
Old English libban]
live sth down phr. v. not live sth down to not be
able to make people forget about something bad or
embarrassing you have done: You’ll never live this
evening down!
live for sb/sth phr. v. to consider someone or
something to be the most important thing in your
life: She lives for her children.
live off sb/sth phr. v. to get your food or money
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from someone or something other than a job: He’s
THESAURUS
angry, furious, mad,
living off money from his investments.
indignant, irate, outraged ➔ ANGRY
live on phr. v. 1 live on sth to have a particular
amount of money to buy food and other necessary liv·ing1 /'lIvIÎ/ adj. 1 [only before noun] alive now
things: I don’t know how he can live on $600 a
ANT dead: She is one of our greatest living
month. 2 live on sth to eat a lot of a particular
writers. | The ocean is full of living things (=anikind of food: These animals live on insects. 3 to
mals and plants). 2 existing or being used now: a
continue to exist: She will live on in our memories.
living language
live through sth phr. v. to experience difficult or
2
dangerous conditions and continue living: Don living n. 1 [C usually singular] the way that you
earn
money:
What does he do for a living? | It’s
didn’t expect to live through the war.
hard to make a living (=earn enough money) as an
live together phr. v. to live with another person in
actor. 2 [U] the way that someone lives his/her
a sexual relationship without being married: Mark
life: Sometimes I want to give up city living and
and I have been living together for two years.
move to the country. 3 the living [plural] all the
live up to sth phr. v. to do something as well, or be
people who are alive ➔ COST OF LIVING
as good as someone expects: Charles could never
'living room n. [C] the main room in a house,
live up to his father’s expectations.
where you relax, watch television, etc.
live with phr. v. 1 live with sth to accept a
difficult situation even when it continues for a long "living 'will n. [C] LAW a document that explains
time: living with pain 2 live with sb to live with
what legal and medical decisions should be made
another person, especially in a sexual relationship
for you if you are too sick to make them yourself
without being married: Tim’s living with a girl he
liz·ard /'lIzød/ n. [C] a REPTILE that has rough
met in college.
skin, four short legs, and a long tail [ORIGIN:
2
live /laIv/ adj. 1 not dead or artificial ANT dead:
1300—1400 Old French lesard, from Latin lacHe fed the snake live rats. 2 broadcast as an event
erta]
happens: a live broadcast of the Rose
-’ll
/l, @l/ the short form of “will”: He’ll be here
Parade 3 performed for people who are watching:
soon.
The club has live music six nights a week. 4 having electricity flowing through it: a live lla·ma /'lAm@/ n. [C] a large South American
wire 5 ready to explode: a live bomb ➔ real live
animal with thick hair like wool and a long neck
at REAL 1
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Spanish, Quechua (a
South American language)]
3
live /laIv/ adv. 1 if something is broadcast live, it
Ln.
the written abbreviation of LANE
is broadcast on television or radio as it is actually
happening: The pictures were broadcast live across load1 /loUd/ n. [C] 1 a large quantity of something
the world. 2 performing in front of people: The
that is carried by a person, a vehicle, etc.: a ship
band is playing live in Houston this week.
carrying a full load of fuel and supplies 2 carload/truckload etc. the largest amount or number
live·li·hood /'laIvli"hUd/ n. [C,U] the way you
that a car, etc. can carry: a busload of kids 3 the
earn money in order to live: Farming is their
amount of work that a machine or a person has to
livelihood.
do: a light/heavy work load 4 a quantity of clothes
live·ly /'laIvli/ adj. (comparative livelier, superlative
that are washed at the same time: Can you do a
liveliest) 1 very active and cheerful: a lively group
load of clothes later today?
of children
THESAURUS

energetic, vigorous, full of
energy, dynamic ➔ ENERGETIC

2 very exciting and interesting: a lively debate
—liveliness n. [U]

liv·en /'laIv@n/ v.

liven (sth ↔) up phr. v. to become more exciting, or

to make something more exciting: Better music
might liven the party up.

liv·er /'lIvø/ n. 1 [C] BIOLOGY a large organ in your

body that cleans your blood ➔ see picture at
2 [U] the liver of an animal used as food

ORGAN

lives /laIvz/ n. the plural of LIFE
live·stock /'laIvstAk/ n. [U] animals that are kept
on a farm

liv·id /'lIvId/ adj. extremely angry

SPOKEN PHRASES

5 a load of sth/loads of sth a lot of something:
Don’t worry, there’s loads of time. 6 get a load
of sb/sth said when you want someone to notice
something funny or surprising

[ORIGIN: Old English lad “support, carrying”]

load2 v. 1 [I,T] also load up to put a load of

something on or into a vehicle or container: They
loaded all their luggage into the car. | He cleared
the table and loaded the dishwasher. 2 [T] to put
bullets into a gun or film into a camera 3 [T] to put
a program into a computer
load sb/sth ↔ down phr. v. to make someone
carry too many things or do too much work: Mom
was loaded down with groceries.

load·ed /'loUdId/ adj. 1 containing bullets or

film: a loaded gun 2 carrying a load of something:
a loaded truck 3 [not before noun] (informal) very
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rich: His grandmother is loaded. 4 loaded ques- with political power to change a law so that it is
tion a question that is unfair because it makes you more favorable to the group of people that he or she
give a particular answer 5 loaded with sth full represents
of a particular quality, or containing a lot of some- lobe /loUb/ n. [C] your EARLOBE
thing: a cake loaded with nuts
lob·ster /'lAbstø/ n.
loaf1 /loUf/ n. (plural loaves /loUvz/) [C] bread that [C,U] an ocean animal
is shaped and baked in one large piece: a loaf of with eight legs, a shell,
bread [ORIGIN: Old English hlaf] ➔ see picture at and two large CLAW s, or
BREAD
the meat of this animal
loaf2 v. [I] (informal) to waste time in a lazy way lo·cal1
/'loUk@l/
when you should be working: He spends his days adj. 1 [usually before
loafing around the house.
noun] relating to a particular place or area, espeLoaf·er /'loUfø/ n. [C] (trademark) a flat leather cially the place you live in: a good local hospital |
The story appeared in the local newspaper. | It costs
shoe without LACE s
a quarter to make a local call (=a telephone call to
loan1 /loUn/ n. 1 [C] an amount of money that you someone in the same area as you). ➔
borrow from a bank: We’ll take out a loan to buy NEAR 1 2 affecting a particular part of your body: a
the car. | I’ll be paying off/back the loan for at least local anesthetic [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French,
five years. | student loans (=money that students Late Latin localis, from Latin locus “place”]
borrow to pay for college) 2 on loan being bor2
rowed: The book is on loan from the library. 3 [sin- local n. the locals the people who live in a
particular place
gular] the act of lending something [ORIGIN:
1100—1200 Old Norse lan]
"local "area 'network n. [C] IT a LAN
loan2 v. [T] to lend someone something, especially lo·cale /loU'kæl/ n. [C] (formal) the place where
money: Can you loan me $20 until Friday?
something happens
'loan shark n. [C] (disapproving) someone who lo·cal·i·ty /loU'kæl@Ôi/ n. [C] (plural localities)
lends money to people and charges a very high rate (formal) a small area of a country, city, etc.
of INTEREST
lo·cal·ized /'loUk@"laIzd/ adj. (formal) only
loath /loUθ, loUD/ adj. be loath to do sth within a small area: localized pain
(formal) to be unwilling to do something
lo·cal·ly /'loUk@li/ adv. in or near the area where
loathe /loUD/ v. [T] (formal) to hate someone or you are or the area you are talking about: locally
something —loathing n. [U]
grown apples
THESAURUS
hate, can’t stand, detest,
despise, abhor ➔ HATE 1

loath·some /'loUDs@m, 'loUθ-/ adj. (formal) very
unpleasant

SYN

disgusting

loaves /loUvz/ n. the plural of LOAF
lob /lAb/ v. (lobbed, lobbing) [T] to throw or hit a
ball so that it moves slowly in a high curve

L

THESAURUS
throw, toss, chuck, hurl, fling,
pass, pitch ➔ THROW 1

THESAURUS

nearby: Do you live nearby?
close by/close to here: My folks live close by.
around here: Is there a bank around here?
in the neighborhood: Is there a good Chinese
restaurant in the neighborhood?

in/around these parts: Most folk in these parts
don’t want the dam to be built.

in close proximity (to) (formal) – near in

distance: the nations in close proximity to Russia
➔ NEAR 1

lob·by1 /'lAbi/ n. (plural lobbies) [C] 1 a large hall 'local time n. [U] the time of day in a particular

inside the entrance of a building: waiting in the part of the world: We’ll arrive in Boston at 4:00
hotel lobby 2 a group of people who try to per- local time.
suade the government to change or approve a par- lo·cate /'loUkeIt/ Ac v. 1 [T] to find the exact
ticular law: the environmental lobby [ORIGIN: position of something: Divers have located the
1500—1600 Medieval Latin lobium “covered shipwreck. | If you have difficulty locating a parway for walking”]
ticular book, ask a librarian for assistance.
lobby2 v. (lobbied, lobbies) [I,T] to try to persuade
THESAURUS
find, discover, trace, track
the government to change or approve a particular
sb/sth down, unearth ➔ FIND 1
law: a group lobbying for/against the law
be located to be in a particular place or posilob·by·ing /'lAbiIÎ/ n. [U] POLITICS the activity of 2tion:
The bakery is located in the middle of town. |
trying to persuade someone with political power to Many volcanoes are located along the coastal
change a law so that it is more favorable to a area. 3 [I,T] to come to a place and start a business
particular group of people
there: The company located its offices in New
lob·by·ist /'lAbiIst/ n. [C] POLITICS someone Jersey when rents went up in New York. | Large
whose paid job involves trying to persuade people retail companies are only prepared to locate stores
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in areas where there are a lot of people. [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Latin, past participle of locare “to
place,” from locus]
lo·ca·tion /loU'keIS@n/ Ac n. 1 [C] a particular
place or position: His apartment is in a really good
location. | a map showing the location of the
school | The climate of an area partly depends on
its geographical location.
THESAURUS
PLACE 1

place, position, spot, site ➔

2 [C,U] a place where a movie is filmed, away from
the STUDIO : scenes shot on location in Montana
lock1 /lAk/ v. 1 [I,T] to be fastened with a lock, or
to fasten something with a lock ANT unlock: Lock
the door when you leave. 2 lock sth up/away/in
etc. to put something in a safe place and fasten it
with a lock: He locked the money in a safe. 3 [I] to
become set in one position and be unable to move:
The brakes locked and we skidded.
lock sb in phr. v. to prevent someone from leaving
a place by locking the door
lock into sth phr. v. be locked into sth to be
unable to change a situation: families who are
locked into a cycle of poverty
lock sb out phr. v. to prevent someone from entering a place by locking the door
lock up phr. v. 1 (informal) lock sb up to put
someone in prison 2 lock (sth ↔) up to make a
building safe by locking all the doors

'locker room n. [C] a room where you change
your clothes and leave them in a locker

lock·et /'lAkIt/ n. [C] a piece of jewelry like a

small round box in which you put a picture of
someone, worn on a chain around your neck
lock·smith /'lAk"smIθ/ n. [C] someone who
makes and repairs locks
lo·co·mo·tive /"loUk@'moUÔIv/ n. [C] a train
engine
lo·cust /'loUk@st/ n. [C] an insect similar to a
GRASSHOPPER that flies in large groups and often
destroys crops
lo·cu·tion /loU'kyuS@n/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
phrase, especially one used in a particular area or
by a particular group of people: a Yiddish locution
lodge1 /lAdZ/ v. 1 [I] to become stuck somewhere
ANT dislodge: He had a fish bone lodged in his
throat. 2 lodge a complaint/protest etc. to
officially complain, protest, etc. about something:
He has lodged a formal complaint with the
club. 3 [I] to pay someone rent in order to live in a
room in his/her house
lodge2 n. [C] 1 a building in the country where
people can stay for a short time, especially in order
to do a particular activity: a ski lodge 2 a local
meeting place for some organizations: the Masonic
lodge
lodg·ing /'lAdZIÎ/ n. [C,U] a place to stay: The
tourist office will give you information on lodging.
loft /lOft/ n. [C] 1 a space above a business,
factory, etc. that was once used for storing goods,
but has been changed into living space or work
space for artists: She’s just bought a loft in Manhattan. 2 a raised area above the main part of a room,
usually used for sleeping 3 a raised level in a
BARN , where HAY is kept [ORIGIN: 900—1000
Old Norse lopt “air, upstairs room”]
loft·y /'lOfti/ adj. (comparative loftier, superlative
loftiest) 1 showing high standards or high moral
qualities: lofty ideals 2 (literary) high
log1 /lOg, lAg/ n. [C] 1 a thick piece of wood cut
from a tree ➔ see picture at PLANT 1 2 an official
record of events on a ship or airplane
THESAURUS
RECORD 1

lock2 n. [C] 1 a thing that keeps a door, drawer,

etc. fastened or shut and is usually opened with a
key: There’s no lock on the door. 2 lock, stock,
and barrel including every part of something:
They sold everything, lock, stock, and barrel. 3 under lock and key kept safely in something that is locked 4 a small number of hairs on
your head that hang together: Carla twisted a lock
of hair around her finger. 5 a special area on a
river where the water level can go up or down to
raise or lower boats
lock·er /'lAkø/ n. [C] a small cupboard with a lock
where you leave books, clothes, etc., especially at
school or when you are playing sports

record, diary, journal ➔

log2 v. (logged, logging) 1 [T] to make an official

record of events, facts, etc., especially on a ship or
airplane 2 [I,T] to cut down trees —logger n. [C]
log off/out phr. v. IT to stop using a computer or
computer system by typing (TYPE) a special word
log on/in phr. v. IT to start using a computer or
computer system by typing (TYPE) a special word
log·a·rithm /'lAg@"rID@m/ also log n. [C] MATH
the number of times a number must be multiplied
by itself to equal another number [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 Modern Latin logarithmus, from Greek
logos “ratio, word” + arithmos “number”]
"log 'cabin n. [C] a small house made of logs
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log·ger·heads /'lOgø"hEdz, 'lA-/ n. be at log- lon·er /'loUnø/ n. [C] someone who wants to be
gerheads (with sb) to disagree very strongly with
someone [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 loggerhead “stupid person, large head, type of heavy tool”
(16—20 centuries), from logger “block of
wood” (16—18 centuries) + head]

log·ging /'lOgIÎ, 'lA-/ n. [U] the industry of cut-

1 MEASUREMENT measuring a great length, distance, or time ANT short: long hair | There was a
long line at the bank. | The meeting was too long. |
It takes a long time to drive to work.
2 PARTICULAR LENGTH having a particular length:
The snake was at least three feet long.
3 TIME continuing for a particular amount of time:
How long is the movie? | O’Keeffe lived long
enough to see her artwork become successful.

ting down trees for wood, paper, etc.
Ac n. [U] 1 a set of sensible and
correct reasons: There is no logic in releasing
criminals just because the prisons are crowded. |
The logic behind that statement is faulty. 2 the
science or study of thinking carefully about something, using formal methods: Logic was invented by
THESAURUS
the ancient Greeks over 3,000 years ago. [ORIGIN:
lengthy – continuing for a long time, especially
1300—1400 French logique, from Latin logica,
so that you have to wait before you can do
from Greek logos “speech, word, reason”]
something: Finding the right job can be a lengthy
log·i·cal /'lAdZIk@l/ Ac adj. 1 seeming reasonprocess.
able and sensible ANT illogical: It’s the logical
long-running – use this about arguments,
place to build a new supermarket. | Is there a
battles, events, or performances: The two families
logical
explanation
for
this
unusual
have been involved in a long-running argument
weather? 2 based on the rules of logic: a logical
over land.
conclusion | Finding a new scientific theory is a
lasting – strong enough to continue for a long
creative act, not a process of logical analysis.
time: They formed a lasting friendship when they
—logically adv.
were in college.
prolonged – continuing for much longer than
lo·gi·cian /loU'dZIS@n/ Ac n. [C] someone who
people expected: He was absent from school for
studies or is skilled in logic: This is a problem that
prolonged periods.
has puzzled logicians for centuries.
long-winded – too long and using too many
lo·gis·tics /loU'dZIstIks, l@-/ n. the logistics
words, in a way that is boring or confusing: a
of sth the practical organizing that is needed to
long-winded explanation
make a complicated plan or activity successful
interminable – much too long in a way that is
—logistical adj. —logistically adv.
extremely boring: The movie was interminable,
and I couldn’t wait till it ended.
log·jam /'lOgdZæm, 'lAg-/ n. [C] a lot of problems
or other things that are preventing something from 4 SEEMING LONG (informal) seeming too long in
being done: a logjam of work
time or distance because you are tired, bored, etc.:
lo·go /'loUgoU/ n. (plural logos) [C] a small design It’s been a long day.
that is the official sign of a company or organiza- 5 long hours a large amount of time: She spent
long hours working at the computer.
tion
6 BOOK/LIST/NAME ETC. a long book, list, etc. has
loin·cloth /'lOInklOθ/ n. [C] a piece of cloth that a lot of pages, details, etc.
men in some hot countries wear around their waist 7 long weekend three days, including Saturday
loins /lOInz/ n. [plural] (literary) the part of the body and Sunday, when you do not have to go to work or
school
below your waist where the sexual organs are
8 in the long run when something is finished, or
loi·ter /'lOIÔø/ v. [I] to stand in a public place at a later time: All our hard work will be worth it in
without having a reason to be there
the long run.
loll /lAl/ v. [I] 1 to sit or lie in a lazy or relaxed 9 CLOTHES covering all of your arms or legs
ANT short: a long skirt | a long-sleeved shirt
way: We spent the afternoon lolling around on the
beach. 2 if someone’s head or tongue lolls, it [ORIGIN: Old English long, lang]
hangs down
long2 adv. 1 for a long time: Have you been
lol·li·pop /'lAli"pAp/ n. [C] a hard candy on the waiting long? 2 long before/after for a long
time before or after a particular time or event: The
end of a stick
farm was sold long before you were born. 3 for
lone /loUn/ adj. [only before noun] (literary) being long
for a long time: Have you known the Garretts
the only person or thing in a place, or the only for very long? 4 as long as if: You can go, as
person or thing that does something: a lone figure long as you’re back by four o’clock. 5 no longer
standing in the snow
also not any longer used in order to show that
lone·ly /'loUnli/ adj. 1 unhappy because you are something happened in the past, but does not hapalone: She was very lonely after her husband pen now: Mr. Allen no longer works for the comdied. 2 far from where people live: a lonely coun- pany. 6 so long (spoken) goodbye 7 before
long soon: It will be Christmas before long.
try road —loneliness n. [U]

log·ic /'lAdZIk/

L

alone or who has no friends

lone·some /'loUns@m/ adj. LONELY
long1 /lOÎ/ adj.
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long3 v. [I] (formal) to want something very much: "long-'term adj. continuing for a long period of
The children longed to get outside.

"long-'distance adj. [only before noun] 1 a long-

distance telephone call is to a place that is far away
ANT local 2 traveling, running, etc. between two
places that are far away from each other: longdistance flights —long-distance adv.
"long di'vision n. [C,U] MATH a method of dividing
one large number by another large number
"long-drawn-'out adj. [only before noun] continuing for a longer time than is necessary: a longdrawn-out discussion
lon·gev·i·ty /lAn'dZEv@Ôi, lOn-/ n. [U] (formal)
long life
long·hand /'lOÎhænd/ n. [U] writing full words
by hand rather than using a machine such as a
computer
long·ing /'lOÎIÎ/ n. [singular, U] a strong feeling of
wanting someone or something very much: a longing for peace —longing adj. —longingly adv.
lon·gi·tude /'lAndZ@"tud/ n. [C,U] a position on
the Earth measured in degrees east or west of an
imaginary line from the top of the Earth to the
bottom [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin longitudo
“length,” from longus “long”] —longitudinal
/"lAndZ@'tudn-@l/ adj. ➔ compare LATITUDE ➔ see
picture at GLOBE

'long johns n. [plural] (informal) warm underwear

that covers your legs
'long jump n. [U] a sport in which you jump as far
as possible
"long-'lasting adj. continuing for a long time:
hopes for a long-lasting peace in the region |
long-lasting batteries
long-lived /"lOÎ 'laIvdX/ adj. living or existing
for a long time
"long-'lost adj. [only before noun] lost or not seen
for a long time: a long-lost friend
"long-'range adj. [usually before noun] 1 relating
to a time that continues far into the future: longrange development plans 2 covering a long distance: a long-range missile
"long-'running adj. [usually before noun] having
existed or happened for a long time: a long-running
TV show
long·shore·man /"lOÎ'SOrm@n, 'lOÎ"SOrm@n/
n. (plural longshoremen) [C] someone whose job is
to load and unload ships
'long shot n. [C usually singular] (informal)
1 someone or something with very little chance of
success: It’s a long shot, but I may as well
apply. 2 not by a long shot not at all, or not
nearly: This isn’t over, not by a long shot.
"long-'standing adj. having continued or existed
for a long time: a long-standing agreement between
the two countries
"long-'suffering adj. [usually before noun] patient
in spite of problems or unhappiness

time into the future ➔ SHORT-TERM : The long-term
effects of the drug are not known. ➔ in the
long/short term at TERM 1
long·time /'lOÎtaIm/ adj. [only before noun] having existed for a long time, or having had a particular position for a long time: a longtime friend of the
family | longtime residents of Takoma Park
"long-'winded adj. continuing to talk for too long
in a way that is boring: a long-winded speech
look1 /lUk/ v. 1 [I] to turn your eyes toward something so that you can see it: I didn’t see it. I wasn’t
looking. | “I have to go,” Mel said, looking at his
watch.
USAGE

You look at a picture, person, thing, etc. because
you want to: She was looking at some old
photographs.
You see something without planning to: I saw
two men running out of the building.
You watch TV, a movie, a game, or something
that happens for a period of time: He’s watching
the baseball game. | The kids are watching TV.
You can also say that you saw a movie, a program,
etc., but you cannot say “see television”: I saw a
really good movie last night.
THESAURUS

glance – to look at someone or something for a

short time and then look quickly away: Kevin
glanced at the clock.
peek/peep – to quickly look at something,
especially something you are not supposed to
see: I peeked through the curtains, trying to see if
they were home.
peer – to look very carefully, especially because
you cannot see something well: Hansen peered
through the windshield at the street signs.
stare – to look at someone or something for a
long time, especially without blinking your eyes:
He stood staring out into the street.
gaze – to look at someone or something for a
long time, often without realizing that you are
doing it: Helen gazed out the window at the
shimmering water.
gape – to look at something for a long time,
usually with your mouth open, because you are
very shocked or surprised: She backed away as
the children gaped at her.
regard (formal) – to look at someone or
something, especially in a particular way: He
regarded her steadily.

2 [I] to try to find someone or something using your
eyes: I’ve looked everywhere for the money. | Have
you looked in here? | Brad was looking for you last
night.
THESAURUS

search – to look carefully for someone or

something: We searched the whole house for the
keys.
try to find sb/sth – to look for someone or
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something, especially when this is difficult: He’s
been trying to find a job for several months.
hunt for sb/sth – to look in a lot of places for
someone or something: I always seem to be
hunting for my keys.
seek (formal) – to try to find someone or
something: The new graduates are seeking
employment.
go through sth – to examine something very
thoroughly when looking for something: Security
officers went through our bags.
have a look for sb/sth (spoken) – to look
quickly for someone or something: I think I put it
in the kitchen drawer; I’ll take a look.

3 [linking verb] to seem to be something, especially
by having a particular appearance: You look nice/
good in that dress. | He looks like he hasn’t slept
for days. | Gina and Ron looked very happy.
THESAURUS

seem, appear ➔ SEEM

4 -looking having a particular type of appearance:
That was a funny-looking dog! | weird-looking
people 5 look sb in the eye to look directly at
someone in order to show that you are not afraid of
him/her
SPOKEN PHRASES

6 Look ... said when you are annoyed and you
want to emphasize what you are saying: Look, I’m
very serious about this. 7 [T] said in order to make
someone notice something: Look how skinny she
is. | Mom, look what I made! 8 (I’m) just looking
used in a store in order to tell someone who works
there that you do not need help: “Can I help you?”
“No thanks, I’m just looking.”

[ORIGIN: Old English locian]
look after sb/sth phr. v. to take care of someone or

L

something: Paul helps look after his two younger
brothers.
look ahead phr. v. to think about what will happen
in the future: We need to look ahead and plan for
next year.
look around phr. v. look around sth to see, study,
read, etc. many different things in order to find
something or to learn about something: We have
about three hours to look around the downtown.
look at phr. v. 1 look at sth to read something
quickly: Jane was looking at a magazine while she
waited. 2 look at sth to study and consider
something in order to decide what to do: The
doctor looked at the cut on her head. 3 look at sb
(spoken) used to give someone or something as an
example of a situation: Look at Eric. He didn’t go
to college and he’s doing fine.
look back also look back on sth phr. v. to think
about something that happened in the past: Looking
back, I see my mistake.
look down on sb/sth phr. v. to think that you are
better than someone or something else: He looks
down on anyone who doesn’t have a college education.

look for sb/sth phr. v. 1 to try to find a particular
type of thing or person that you need or want: How
long have you been looking for a job? 2 be
looking for trouble/a fight (informal) to be
behaving in a way that makes it likely that problems or a fight will happen
look forward to sth phr. v. to be excited and happy
about something that is going to happen: We’re
really looking forward to skiing in Tahoe.
look into sth phr. v. to try to find out the truth about
something: The FBI will look into the cause of the
fire.
look on phr. v. 1 to watch something, without
being involved in it: Children ran through the
playground as their mothers looked on. 2 look
on/upon sth to think about something in a particular way: My family looks on divorce as a sin.
look out to pay attention to what is happening
around you: Look out! There’s a car coming.
look sth/sb ↔ over phr. v. to examine something
or someone quickly: Can you look over my résumé
before I send it?
look through phr. v. 1 look through sth to look
for something in a pile of papers, a drawer, someone’s pockets, etc.: I found her looking through my
old letters. 2 look right through sb to pretend
that you have not seen someone
look up phr. v. 1 if a situation is looking up, it is
becoming better: Things are looking up for
me. 2 look sth ↔ up to try to find information in
a book, on a computer, etc.: If you don’t know the
word, look it up. 3 look sb ↔ up to visit someone
you know, especially when you go to the place
where s/he lives for another reason: Don’t forget to
look up my parents when you’re in Boston.
look up to sb phr. v. to admire and respect someone: Everybody looks up to him.
look2 n. 1 [C usually singular] an act of looking at
something: Let me take/have a look at that map
again. 2 [C] an expression that you make with
your eyes or face to show how you feel: She gave
me an angry look. 3 [C] the appearance of someone or something: I don’t like the look of that
bruise – maybe you should see a doctor. 4 looks
[plural] how attractive someone is: He’s got his
father’s good looks.
look·a·like /'lUk@"laIk/ n. [C] (informal) someone
who looks very similar to someone else, especially
someone famous: a Madonna lookalike
look·out /'lUk-aUt/ n. 1 be on the lookout
(for sb/sth) to continuously watch a place or pay
attention to a situation because you are looking for
someone or something: Be on the lookout for
snakes. 2 [C] someone whose duty is to watch
carefully for danger, or the place where s/he does
this
loom1 /lum/ v. [I] 1 to appear as a large unclear
threatening shape: The mountain loomed in front of
us. 2 if a problem or difficult situation looms, it is
likely to happen soon: The report warns that a
crisis in the airline industry is looming. 3 loom
large to seem important, worrying, and difficult to
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avoid: Fear of failure loomed large in his mind.

loom2 n. [C] a frame or machine used for weaving
cloth

loon·y /'luni/ adj. (informal) extremely silly or
crazy

loop1 /lup/ n. 1 [C] a shape like a curve or a circle,

or a line, piece of wire, string, etc. that has this
shape: belt loops (=cloth loops used for holding a
belt on pants) 2 be out of the loop to not be part
of a group of people that has information and
makes decisions about something
loop2 v. [I,T] to make a loop, or to make something
into a loop
loop·hole /'luphoUl/ n. [C] a small mistake in a
law or rule that makes it possible to legally avoid
doing what the law says: tax loopholes
loose1 /lus/ adj.
1 NOT FIRMLY ATTACHED not firmly attached to
something: a loose screw | The buttons on my shirt
are coming loose.
2 NOT TIED/FASTENED not tied or fastened very
tightly: My shoelaces are loose.
3 CLOTHES loose clothes are big and do not fit
tightly on your body SYN baggy
4 NOT CONTROLLED free from being controlled in
a CAGE , prison, or institution: Two of the prisoners
broke loose from the guards. | Don’t let your dog
loose on the beach.
5 not exact: a loose translation/interpretation
6 loose ends parts of something such as work or
an agreement that have not yet been completed: I
have to tie up a few loose ends before we go away.
7 loose cannon someone who cannot be trusted
because s/he says or does things you do not want
him/her to
8 NOT MORAL (old-fashioned) behaving in a way
that is considered to be sexually immoral: The film
portrayed her as a loose woman. [ORIGIN: 1100—
1200 Old Norse lauss] —loosely adv.: A towel
was loosely wrapped around his neck.
loose2 n. on the loose if a criminal is on the
loose, s/he has escaped from prison
"loose-'leaf adj. [only before noun] having pages
that can be put in or taken out easily: a loose-leaf
notebook
loos·en /'lus@n/ v. [I,T] to become less tight or less
firmly attached to something, or to make something
do this: He loosened his tie. | The screws in the shelf
had loosened.
loosen (sb/sth ↔) up phr. v. 1 to become more
relaxed and feel less worried, or to make someone
feel this way: Claire loosened up after she’d had a
drink. 2 if your muscles loosen up, or if you
loosen them up, they stop feeling stiff
loot1 /lut/ v. [I,T] to steal things, especially from
stores that have been damaged in a war or RIOT :
Businesses were looted and burned in the riot.
—looting n. [U] —looter n. [C]
THESAURUS
steal, burglarize, rob, shoplift,
plunder, pilfer ➔ STEAL 1

loot2 n. [U] goods that are stolen by thieves or
taken by soldiers who have won a battle

lop /lAp/ v. (lopped, lopping) [T] also lop off to
cut part of something off

lope /loUp/ v. [I] (literary) to run easily using long
steps

lop·sid·ed /'lAp"saIdId/ adj. having one side that

is heavier, larger, or lower than the other side: a
lopsided smile
lo·qua·cious /loU'kweIS@s/ adj. (formal) a
loquacious person likes to talk a lot, sometimes too
much —loquaciousness also loquacity
/loU'kwæs@Ôi/ n. [U]
Lord /lOrd/ n. [C] 1 also the Lord a title used for
God or Jesus Christ 2 good/oh/my Lord! (spoken) said when you are surprised, worried, or angry
lord n. [C] a man who has a particular position in
the ARISTOCRACY [ORIGIN: Old English hlaford,
from hlaf “bread” + weard “keeper”]
lore /lOr/ n. [U] knowledge and TRADITION s that
people learn from other people rather than from
books
lose /luz/ v. (past tense and past participle lost
/lOst/, present participle losing)
1 NOT FIND [T] to be unable to find someone or
something: Danny’s always losing his keys.
USAGE

If you lose something, you cannot find it: I’ve lost
my keys.
If you miss a class, meeting, etc. that you
regularly attend, you do not go to it: He didn’t
want to miss his class. ➔ LOST 1

2 NOT HAVE [I] to stop having something important
that you need: Michelle lost her job. | Anna’s family
lost everything in the war.
3 NOT WIN [I,T] to not win a game, argument, war,
etc.: We lost to the Red Sox 5–0. | Sanders lost the
election by 371 votes.
4 HAVE LESS [T] to have less of something than
before: I need to lose weight. | She’s lost a lot of
blood.
5 lose your sight/memory/voice etc. to stop
being able to see, remember things, talk, etc.
6 STOP HAVING A QUALITY [T] to no longer have a
particular quality, belief, attitude, etc.: The kids
were losing interest in the game. | Jake lost his
temper/cool (=became angry) and started
shouting. | He lost control of the car and drove into
a ditch.
7 lose an arm/leg etc. to have a serious injury in
which your arm, leg, etc. is cut off
8 lose your balance to become unsteady, especially so that you fall
9 lose your husband/mother etc. if you lose
your husband, mother, etc., s/he dies: Michael lost
his wife to cancer. | Janet lost the baby (=the baby
died before being born).
10 lose your life to die: 5,000 soldiers lost their
lives.
11 WASTE [T] to waste time or opportunities: Pam

L
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lost no time in finding a new boyfriend. | You lost an occasion when you do not win a game: a record
your chance!
of 3 wins and 4 losses so far this season 4 [C,U]
12 lose sb (informal) to confuse someone when the death of someone: Troops suffered heavy losses
explaining something to him/her: You’ve lost me. (=many deaths) in the first battle. 5 [singular, U] the
Can you repeat that?
sadness you feel or disadvantage you have because
13 have nothing to lose if you have nothing to someone or something leaves: She felt a great
lose, it is worth taking a risk because you cannot sense of loss when her son left home. 6 be at a
make your situation any worse: You might as well loss to not know what you should do or say: I’m at
apply for the job – you’ve got nothing to lose.
a loss to explain what happened. 7 it’s sb’s loss
14 lose touch (with sb/sth) a) to not speak to, (spoken) said when you think someone is stupid for
see, or write to someone for so long that you do not not taking a good opportunity: Well, if he doesn’t
know where s/he is: I’ve lost touch with all my high want to come, it’s his loss.
school friends. b) to not know the most recent
1
information about a particular place, situation, lost /lOst/ adj. 1 not knowing where you are or
how
to find your way: We got lost driving around
event, etc.: He’s lost touch with his Mexican culthe city.
ture.
USAGE
15 lose it (spoken) a) to suddenly start shouting,
laughing, or crying a lot because you think someUse lost in order to describe something that
thing is very bad, funny, or wrong: When he started
someone cannot find, or someone who does not
criticizing me again, I just completely lost it. b) to
know where s/he is: a lost ball | We took a wrong
become crazy
turn and got lost.
16 lose your mind (informal) to go crazy or to stop
Use missing in order to describe someone or
behaving sensibly: What are you doing on the roof?
something you have been looking for, especially
Have you lost your mind?
when the situation is serious: We’re still trying to
17 lose sight of sth to forget about the most
locate the missing money. | the search for the two
important part of something you are doing: We
missing boys
can’t lose sight of our goals.
18 lose your touch to stop having a special 2 unable to be found: a lost dog 3 wasted: lost
opportunities 4 be/feel lost to not feel confident
ability or skill
19 lose heart to become disappointed and or able to take care of yourself: I’d be lost without
all your help. 5 be lost on sb if humor or
unhappy
intelligent thinking is lost on someone, s/he cannot
lose out phr. v.
to not get something important such as a job understand it or does not want to accept it: Your
because someone else gets it: He lost out on a sarcasm was lost on him. 6 Get lost! (spoken)
scholarship because his grades were low. [ORIGIN: used in order to tell someone rudely to go
Old English losian “to destroy or be destroyed, away 7 lost cause something that has no chance
of succeeding: Trying to interest my son in classical
to lose”]
music is a lost cause.
los·er /'luzø/ n. [C] 1 someone who does not
2
win: a bad/sore loser (=someone who becomes too lost v. the past tense and past participle of LOSE
upset when s/he loses) 2 (informal, disapproving) "lost-and-'found n. [singular] an office used for
someone who is never successful in life, work, or keeping things that people have lost until their
relationships: Pam’s boyfriend is such a loser!
owners can get them
loss /lOs/ n. 1 [C,U] the fact of not having something any longer, or the action of losing something: lot /lAt/ n. 1 a lot also lots (informal) a) a large
amount, quantity, or number of something: A lot of
weight loss | the loss of innocence | job losses
people at work have the flu. | Mrs. Ruiz has lots of
C O L L O C AT I O N S
money. | A lot of times (=usually or often) we just
sat and talked. b) much: You’ll get there a lot
loss of confidence – when you stop believing
quicker if you drive. 2 have a lot on your mind
in your ability to do things well
to have many problems you are thinking
loss of appetite – when you do not get hungry,
about 3 [C] an area of land used especially for
for example because you are sick
building on ➔ PARKING LOT
loss of memory also memory loss – when you
cannot remember things well
loss of blood also blood loss – when you
bleed a lot, for example after an accident
weight loss – when you become thinner
hearing loss also loss of hearing – when you
cannot hear as well as you could before
job losses – when a number of people lose
their jobs in a company, industry, etc.

2 [C,U] ECONOMICS money that has been lost by a
company, government, person, etc.: The auto industry reported losses of $10 million last year. 3 [C]

GRAMMAR

a lot of, much, many

In negative sentences, you can use much or
many instead of a lot of.
Much is used with uncountable nouns: We
never had much money.
Many is used with plural noun forms: There
weren’t many women musicians in those days.
A lot of can be used with both types of noun: I
don’t have a lot of time. | She doesn’t have a lot
of friends.
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lo·tion /'loUS@n/ n. [C,U] a liquid mixture that you

put on your skin in order to make it soft or to
protect it: hand lotion [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin
lotio “act of washing,” from lavare “to wash”]

lot·ter·y /'lAÔ@ri/ n. (plural lotteries) [C] a game of
chance in which people buy tickets in order to try to
win a lot of money: Maybe I’ll win the lottery.

loud1 /laUd/ adj. 1 making a lot of noise
ANT

quiet, soft: The TV’s too loud!

THESAURUS

noisy – making a lot of noise, or full of noise: a
classroom full of noisy kids | a noisy bar

rowdy – behaving in a noisy and uncontrolled

way: rowdy football fans
thunderous – extremely loud: thunderous
applause
deafening – very loud, so that you cannot hear
anything else: a deafening roar
ear-splitting – painfully loud: The Saints scored
and the crowd erupted in an ear-splitting din.
shrill – a shrill sound is high and unpleasant: a
shrill voice
raucous – a raucous voice or noise is very loud
and unpleasant: a raucous laugh
resounding – a resounding noise is loud and
clear and seems to continue for a few seconds: a
resounding cheer
sonorous (formal) – having a deep pleasantly
loud sound: the singer’s sonorous voice ➔ QUIET 1

2 (disapproving) loud clothes are too brightly colored [ORIGIN: Old English hlud] —loudly adv.

loud2 adv. loudly: Can you talk a little louder,
please? ➔ out loud at OUT 1

'loud-mouth n. [C] (disapproving) someone who

lov·a·ble /'löv@b@l/ adj. easy to love: a lovable
child

love1 /löv/ v. [T] 1 to care very much about

someone, especially a member of your family or a
close friend: It’s incredible how much she loves
those two kids.
THESAURUS

If you are infatuated with someone, you have
unreasonably strong feelings of love for him/her.
If you have a crush on someone, you have a
strong feeling of love for him/her, but it usually
only continues for a short time: Carrie has a
crush on her brother’s best friend.
If you are crazy about someone, you love
him/her very much, especially in a way that you
cannot control.
If you are devoted to someone, you love
him/her and are loyal to him/her: He has always
been devoted to his wife.
If you dote on someone, you love him or her
very much and show this by your actions: They
absolutely dote on their little boy.
If you adore someone, you love him/her very
much and are proud of him/her: She adores her
grandchildren. ➔ HATE 1

2 to have a strong feeling of caring for and liking
someone, combined with sexual attraction: I love
you, Betty. | Tom was the only man she had ever
really loved. 3 to like something very much, or
enjoy doing something very much: Tom loves to
read. | I love being out in the woods. | Mom really
loved her new dress.
THESAURUS

enjoy, like, relish ➔ ENJOY

loud·speak·er /'laUd"spikø/ n. [C] a piece of
equipment that makes messages loud enough to be
heard in a public place

4 to have a strong feeling of loyalty to your country,
an institution, etc.: He loves his country. 5 I
would love to/I’d love to (do sth) (spoken) said
when you really want to do something: I’d love to
come with you, but I have work to do. [ORIGIN: Old
English lufu]

lounge1 /laUndZ/ n. [C] a room in a public build-

love2 n. 1 [U] a strong romantic feeling for some-

talks too much, too loudly, and often in an offensive
way —loud-mouthed adj.

ing where people can relax, sit down, or drink: We
were watching TV in the student lounge.

lounge2 v. [I] to stand or sit in a lazy way: We were
lounging by the pool.

louse1 /laUs/ n. (plural lice /laIs/) [C] a very small
insect that lives on the skin and hair of animals and
people

louse2 v.

louse sth ↔ up phr. v. to make a mistake or do

something badly, especially so that it affects other
people: I don’t want to louse things up in our
relationship.

lous·y /'laUzi/ adj. (informal) very bad: What lousy

weather! | I’m still feeling pretty lousy (=feeling
ill).
THESAURUS

bad, awful, terrible, horrible,
horrendous, atrocious, abysmal ➔ BAD 1

one: He is in love with Laura. | They fell in love. | It
was love at first sight. 2 [U] the strong feeling of
caring very much about someone or something: a
mother’s love for her child 3 [C,U] something that
you like very much, or that you enjoy doing very
much: his love of music 4 [C] someone whom you
have romantic feelings about: Mike was my first
love. 5 make love (to/with sb) to have sex with
someone you love 6 love/lots of love/all my
love (informal) written at the end of a letter to a
friend, parent, husband, etc.: Take care. Lots of
love, Dad.

'love af"fair n. [C] a romantic sexual relationship:
a secret love affair

love·ly /'lövli/ adj. very nice, beautiful, or enjoyable: Thank you for a lovely evening.

lov·er /'lövø/ n. [C] 1 a sexual partner, usually
someone whom you are not married to: His wife
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had many lovers. | a pair of young lovers 2 someone who enjoys something very much: music lovers
'love seat n. [C] a small SOFA for two people
love·sick /'löv"sIk/ adj. sad because the person
you love is not with you or does not love you
lov·ing /'lövIÎ/ adj. very caring: a wonderful,
loving husband
low1 /loU/ adj. 1 not high, or not far above the
ground ANT high: Move the toys onto a lower
shelf. | a low ceiling | low clouds 2 small in degree
or amount ANT high: low temperatures | Their
profits were lower than expected. 3 bad, or below
an acceptable standard ANT high: a low grade in
math | a low opinion of his work 4 if a supply is
low, you have used almost all of it: We’re running/
getting low on gas. 5 unhappy: I’ve been feeling
pretty low since he left.
THESAURUS
sad, unhappy, down, blue,
depressed, miserable ➔ SAD

6 a low voice, sound, etc. is quiet or deep
THESAURUS

quiet, soft ➔ QUIET

ANT

high

1

7 lights that are low are not bright

low2 adv. in a low position or at a low level
ANT

high: The helicopters seemed to be flying very

low.

low3 n. [C] a low price, level, degree, etc.: Prices

L

their small form, such as a, b, c, etc.

case

"lower 'class n. the lower class

ANT

upper-

SOCIAL SCIENCE

the group of people in society who have less
money, power, or education than anyone else
➔ MIDDLE CLASS , UPPER CLASS , WORKING CLASS
—lower-class adj.: a lower-class family
"lower 'court n. [C] LAW any court whose decisions can be considered and changed by a higher
court SYN inferior court ➔ SUPERIOR COURT

"lowest "common de'nominator n. [C,U]
MATH

the smallest number that the DENOMINATOR s
(=bottom numbers) of a group of FRACTION s can
be divided into exactly
"low-'fat adj. low-fat food has very little fat: low-fat
milk | a low-fat diet
"low-'key adj. not intended to attract a lot of attention: The reception was very low-key.
low·lands /'loUl@ndz/ n. [plural] EARTH SCIENCES an
area of land that is lower than the land around it
➔ HIGHLANDS : the Bolivian lowlands —lowland
adj. [only before noun]: a tropical lowland rainforest
—lowlander n. [C]
'low life n. [C] (informal) someone who is involved
in crime or who is bad —low-life adj.
low·ly /'loUli/ adj. low in rank or importance
"low-'lying adj. 1 low-lying land is not much
higher than the level of the ocean 2 not very high:
low-lying fog
"low 'pressure n. [U] EARTH SCIENCES a large area
in the sky where there is low air pressure, which
usually causes wet weather
"low 'tide n. [C,U] EARTH SCIENCES the time when the
ocean is at its lowest level ANT high tide ➔ see

dropped to an all-time low (=the lowest they have
ever been). | Tomorrow’s low will be 25°F.
low·brow /'loUbraU/ adj. (disapproving) a lowbrow book, movie, etc. is not about serious ideas or
not of very good quality
low-cal /"loU'kælX/ adj. (informal) low-cal food or picture at TIDE 1
drinks do not have many CALORIE s
loy·al /'lOI@l/ adj. always supporting a particular
low·down /'loUdaUn/ n. get the lowdown on person, set of beliefs, or country ANT disloyal: a
sb/sth (informal) to be given the important facts loyal friend | The army has remained loyal to the
about someone or something
government. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Old French
'low-end adj. [usually before noun] (informal) not the leial, leel, from Latin legalis, from lex “law”]
most expensive or not of the best quality: low-end
THESAURUS
faithful, staunch, steadfast,
home computers
true ➔ FAITHFUL
low·er1 /'loUø/ adj. [only before noun] 1 below
something else ANT upper: He began to bite his loy·al·ist /'lOI@lIst/ n. [C] 1 someone who conlower lip. 2 near or at the bottom of something tinues to support a government or country when a
lot of people want to change it 2 Loyalist HISTORY
ANT upper: the lower floors of the building 3 less
important than other things ANT upper: the lower an American who supported the British during the
Revolutionary War
levels of the organization
lower2 v. 1 [I,T] to become less, or to reduce loy·al·ty /'lOI@lti/ n. (plural loyalties) 1 [U] the
something in amount, degree, strength, etc.: We’re quality of being loyal to a particular person, set of
lowering prices on all our products! | Please lower beliefs, or country: The company demands loyalty
from its workers. 2 [C usually plural] a feeling of
your voice (=speak more quietly)!
wanting to help and encourage someone or someTHESAURUS
reduce, decrease, cut, slash
thing: political loyalties
➔ REDUCE
loz·enge /'lAz@ndZ/ n. [C] a small candy that has
2 [T] to move something down: The flag was medicine in it
lowered at sunset.
LSAT /'Elsæt/ n. [C] (trademark) Law School
low·er·case /'loUø"keIs/ n. [U] letters written in Admission Test an examination taken by students
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who have completed a first degree and want to go to
LAW SCHOOL

LSD n. [U] an illegal drug that makes people have
HALLUCINATION s

lube /lub/ v. [T] (informal) to lubricate the parts of a
car’s engine

lu·bri·cant /'lubr@k@nt/ n. [C,U] a substance
such as oil that is used on things that rub together,
making them move more smoothly and easily

lu·bri·cate /'lubr@"keIt/ v. [T] to put a lubricant
on something [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin, past
participle of lubricare, from lubricus “slippery”] —lubrication /"lubr@'keIS@n/ n. [U]

lu·cid /'lusId/ adj. 1 clearly expressed and easy to
understand: a lucid speech 2 able to think clearly
and understand what is happening around you: He
was rarely lucid during his long illness.

luck1 /lök/ n. [U] 1 success or something good
that happens by chance: Have you had any luck
finding a new roommate? | Wish me luck! | Good
luck with your interview!
USAGE

You can use have with luck only when luck has
something before it such as “bad,” “good,” or
“any”: He’s had a lot of bad luck recently.
Or you can use be with lucky: She’s lucky to be
alive. You cannot say you “have luck to do
something.”

2 the way in which good or bad things happen to
people by chance: I’ve had nothing but good/bad
luck since moving here. 3 be in luck/be out of
luck to get or not get something that you want:
You’re in luck – there’s one ticket left! 4 just my
luck! (spoken) said when you are disappointed but
not surprised that something bad has happened:
Just my luck! The guys just left. 5 better luck
next time (spoken) said when you hope that someone will be more successful the next time s/he tries
to do something [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Middle
Dutch luk] ➔ tough!/tough luck! at TOUGH 1

luck2 v.

luck out phr. v. (informal) to be lucky: I lucked out

and got an A.

luck·y /'löki/ adj. (comparative luckier, superlative
luckiest) 1 having good luck ANT unlucky: He’s
lucky to be alive. | “I just got the last bus.” “That
was lucky!” ➔ see USAGE box at LUCK 1
THESAURUS

fortunate lucky: It was fortunate that no one was

injured in the accident. | a fortunate coincidence
fortuitous (formal) lucky and happening by
chance: He made a fortuitous discovery.
miraculous extremely lucky, especially because
you avoid having something bad happen to you:
The woman had a miraculous escape after her car
overturned on the freeway.
auspicious (formal) an auspicious moment or
start makes people feel hopeful that good things

will happen: The candidate could not have hoped
for a more auspicious start to an election campaign.

2 bringing good luck: 7 is my lucky number.
—luckily adv.: Luckily, no one was hurt.
lu·cra·tive /'lukr@ÔIv/ adj. (formal) making you
earn a lot of money: lucrative business deals
lu·di·crous /'ludIkr@s/ adj. silly, wrong, and
unreasonable SYN ridiculous [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 Latin ludicrus “playful,” from ludus
“play”]
lug /lög/ v. (lugged, lugging) [T] (informal) to pull
or carry something that is very heavy: We lugged
our suitcases up to our room.
THESAURUS

➔ CARRY

carry, tote, cart, haul, schlep

lug·gage /'lögIdZ/ n. [U] the bags, etc. carried by
people who are traveling
lost our luggage.

SYN

baggage: We had

GRAMMAR

Luggage does not have a plural form. You can
say some luggage, any luggage, or a piece
of luggage: Do you have any more luggage?

lu·gu·bri·ous /l@'gubri@s/ adj. (literary) very sad
and serious

luke·warm /"luk'wOrmX/ adj. 1 a liquid that is

lukewarm is only slightly warm ➔ HOT 2 not
showing very much interest or excitement: His idea
got only a lukewarm response from the committee.
lull1 /löl/ v. [T] 1 to make someone feel calm or
sleepy: Singing softly, she lulled us to sleep. 2 to
make someone feel so safe and confident that you
can easily deceive him/her: She was lulled into
believing that there was no danger.
lull2 n. [C] a short period when there is less activity
or noise than usual: a lull in the conversation
lul·la·by /'löl@"baI/ n. (plural lullabies) [C] a song
that you sing to children in order to make them
calm and sleepy [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 from
lu-lu, a sound used to make a child sleepy + by
(=bye-bye)]
lum·ber1 /'lömbø/ n. [U] trees that are cut down
and used as wood for building
lumber2 v. [I] to move
in a slow awkward way,
usually because you are
heavy

lum·ber·jack

/'lömbø"dZæk/ n. [C]
someone whose job is to
cut down trees for wood

lu·mi·nar·y

/'lum@"nEri/ n. (plural
luminaries) [C] someone who is famous and
respected because of
his/her knowledge or
skills
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lu·mi·nous /'lum@n@s/ adj. able to shine in the
dark without being lit: luminous paint

lump1 /lömp/ n. 1 [C] a small piece of something
solid that does not have a definite shape: a lump of
clay
THESAURUS
piece, scrap, chunk,
fragment, crumb ➔ PIECE 1

2 [C] a hard swollen area on someone’s skin or in
his/her body 3 a lump in your throat the tight
feeling in your throat that happens when you want
to cry

lump2 v. [T] to put two or more different people or
things together and consider them as a single
group: Do you think I can lump these ideas into
one paragraph?

"lump 'sum n. [C] an amount of money given in a
single payment

lump·y /'lömpi/ adj. (comparative lumpier, superlative lumpiest) having lumps and therefore not

smooth: a lumpy mattress

lu·na·cy /'lun@si/ n. [U] actions or behavior that
seem very stupid and unreasonable

lu·nar /'lunø/ adj. relating to the moon: a lunar
eclipse

lu·na·tic /'lun@tIk/ n. [C] someone who behaves
in a crazy, stupid, or very strange way [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Old French lunatique, from Late
Latin lunaticus, from Latin luna “moon;”
because people thought mental illness was
caused by the moon] —lunatic adj.

lunch /löntS/ n. [C,U] a meal eaten in the middle

of the day, or that time of day: What do you want
for lunch? | When do you usually eat lunch? |
We’ve already had lunch. | I’ll see you at lunch. |
school lunches for children [ORIGIN: 1800—1900
luncheon]
C O L L O C AT I O N S

L

have/eat lunch
have sth for lunch – to eat a particular food for
lunch
go out for lunch – to go to eat lunch in a
restaurant
take sb out to lunch – to take someone to a
restaurant for lunch and pay the bill
be at lunch – to not be working because you
are having lunch
break for lunch – to stop working in order to
eat lunch
(brown) bag lunch also sack lunch – food, for
example a sandwich, that you take to work or
school for lunch ➔ MEAL

lunch·eon /'löntS@n/ n. [C,U] (formal) lunch
lunch·time /'löntStaIm/ n. [C,U] the time in the
middle of the day when people usually eat lunch: Is
it lunchtime yet? | I usually go for a walk at
lunchtime.

lung /löÎ/ n. [C] BIOLOGY one of two organs in your

body that you use for breathing [ORIGIN: Old
English]
lunge /löndZ/ v. [I] to make a sudden forceful
movement toward someone or something: She suddenly lunged at me. —lunge n. [C]
lurch1 /løtS/ v. [I] to walk or move in an unsteady
or uncontrolled way
lurch2 n. 1 [C] a sudden movement 2 leave sb
in the lurch to leave someone at a time when you
should stay and help him/her
lure1 /lUr/ v. [T] to persuade someone to do something by making it seem attractive, exciting, etc.:
Another company tried to lure him over by offering
more money.
lure2 n. 1 [C usually singular, U] something that
attracts people, or the quality of being able to do
this: the lure of power and money 2 [C] an object
used in order to attract animals or fish so that they
can be caught
lu·rid /'lUrId/ adj. (disapproving) a description,
story, etc. that is lurid is deliberately shocking and
involves sex or violence: the lurid details of the
murder [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin luridus “pale
yellow,” from luror “pale yellow color”]
lurk /løk/ v. [I] 1 to wait somewhere secretly,
usually before doing something bad: men lurking in
the alley 2 if you lurk in a CHAT ROOM on the
Internet, you read what other people are writing to
each other, but you do not write any messages
yourself
lus·cious /'löS@s/ adj. extremely good to eat:
luscious ripe strawberries [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
licious (14—17 centuries), from delicious]
lush1 /löS/ adj. having lots of very green and
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healthy plants or leaves: New Zealand is a country
of lush green hills.
lush2 n. [C] (informal) someone who drinks too
much alcohol
lust1 /löst/ n. [C,U] a very strong feeling of sexual
desire, or a strong desire for something such as
power or money: his lust for power

lyr·ic /'lIrIk/ n. [C usually plural] ENG. LANG. ARTS the
words of a song

lyr·i·cal /'lIrIk@l/ adj.

ENG. LANG. ARTS expressing
strong emotions in a beautiful way: lyrical poetry
lyr·i·cist /'lIr@sIst/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS someone
who writes lyrics

lust2 v.

lust after/for sb/sth phr. v. 1 to have a strong
feeling of sexual desire for someone 2 to want
something very much, especially something you do
not really need: Ever since I can remember, I’ve
lusted for a Chevrolet Corvette.
lus·ter /'löstø/ n. [singular, U] an attractive shiny
appearance —lustrous /'löstr@s/ adj.
lust·y /'lösti/ adj. (literary) strong and healthy
SYN powerful: the lusty cry of a newborn baby
—lustily adv.
Lu·ther·an /'luθ@r@n/ adj. relating to the Protestant church that follows the ideas of Martin Luther
—Lutheran n. [C]
lux·u·ri·ant /lög'ZUri@nt, lök'SU-/ adj. healthy
and growing thickly and strongly
lux·u·ri·ate /lög'ZUri"eIt, lök'SU-/ v.
luxuriate in sth phr. v. to relax and enjoy the
pleasure you feel: She luxuriated in the hot bath.
lux·u·ri·ous /lög'ZUri@s, lök'SU-/ adj. very comfortable, beautiful, and expensive: a luxurious hotel
lux·u·ry /'lökS@ri, 'lögZ@ri/ n. (plural luxuries) 1 [U] very great comfort and pleasure that
you get from expensive food, beautiful houses,
cars, etc.: They lead a life of luxury. | a luxury
car/hotel 2 [C] something expensive that you want
but do not need: Back in the 1950s, a washing
machine was a luxury. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
French luxurie, from Latin luxuria “too great
quantity”]
Ly·cra /'laIkr@/ n. [U] (trademark) a cloth that
stretches, used especially for making tight-fitting
sports clothes
ly·ing /'laI-IÎ/ v. the present participle of LIE
lymph /lImf/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a clear liquid that is
formed in your body and that passes into your
blood. This liquid contains cells that help to fight
against infections. —lymphatic /lIm'fæÔIk/ adj.
'lymph node also 'lymph gland n. [C] BIOLOGY
one of many small GLAND s in your body through
which lymph passes in order to get rid of any
BACTERIA before the lymph enters your BLOODSTREAM (=blood flowing around your body)
lynch /lIntS/ v. [T] if a crowd of people lynch
someone, they kill that person by HANG ing him/
her, without using the usual legal process [ORIGIN:
1800—1900 William Lynch (1724-1820), U.S.
citizen who organized illegal trials in Virginia]
—lynching n. [C]
lynch·pin /'lIntS"pIn/ n. [C] a LINCHPIN

Mm
M, m /Em/ 1 the thirteenth letter of the English

alphabet 2 the number 1,000 in the system of
ROMAN NUMERAL s
M 1 the written abbreviation of MEDIUM , used
especially in clothes 2 the written abbreviation of
MILLION 3 the written abbreviation of MALE
m 1 the written abbreviation of METER 2 the
written abbreviation of MILE 3 the written abbreviation of MARRIED 4 PHYSICS the written abbreviation of MASS , when written in ITALICS
MA the written abbreviation of MASSACHUSETTS
ma /mA, mO/ n. [C] (old-fashioned) mother
M.A. n. [C] Master of Arts a university degree in
a subject such as history or literature that you can
get after you have your first degree ➔ M.S. : Eve
has an M.A. in French.
ma’am /mæm/ n. [C] (spoken) used in order to
speak politely to a woman when you do not know
her name ➔ MISS , SIR : May I help you, ma’am?
Mac /mæk/ n. 1 [C] also (Apple) Mackintosh IT
a type of personal computer ➔ PC : Will this software run on a Mac? 2 (spoken) an impolite way of
talking to a man whose name you do not know:
Hey, Mac, move your car out of the way!
ma·ca·bre /m@'kAbr@, m@'kAb/ adj. (literary)
strange, frightening, and relating to death or injury:
a macabre tale | macabre humor
mac·a·da·mi·a /"mæk@'deImi@/ n. [C] a sweet
white nut that grows on a tropical tree, or the tree
that produces this nut
mac·a·ro·ni /"mæk@'roUni/ n. [U] a type of
PASTA in the shape of small curved tubes: macaroni and cheese (=macaroni cooked with a cheese
sauce)
Mace /meIs/ n. [U] (trademark) a chemical that
makes your eyes and skin sting painfully, which
some people carry to defend themselves
ma·che·te /m@'SEÔi, -'tSE-/ n. [C] a large knife
with a broad heavy blade, used as a tool for cutting
or as a weapon
ma·chine1 /m@'Sin/ n. [C] 1 a piece of equipment that uses power such as electricity to do a
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doing: We made a mad dash for (=ran wildly
toward) the door. 4 power-mad/money-mad
etc. only thinking about power, money, etc.: a
power-mad dictator [ORIGIN: Old English
THESAURUS
gemæd]
appliance – a machine that is used in the home:
mad·am /'mæd@m/ n. 1 Dear Madam used at
kitchen appliances such as refrigerators
the beginning of a business letter to a woman
device – a piece of equipment that is usually
whose name you do not know 2 Madam
small and usually electronic, that does a special
President/Ambassador etc. used to address a
job: A seismograph is a device that measures
woman who has an important official posiearthquake activity.
tion 3 [C] a woman who is in charge of a
gadget – a small piece of equipment that makes
BROTHEL [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French ma
a particular job easier to do: a new gadget for
dame “my lady”]
opening wine bottles
mechanism – a part of a machine that does a
mad·den·ing /'mædn-IÎ, 'mædnIÎ/ adj. very
particular job: a car’s steering mechanism
annoying: maddening behavior
contraption – a piece of equipment that looks
made /meId/ v. 1 the past tense and past partistrange: What does that contraption do?
ciple of MAKE 2 be made of sth to be produced
2 IT a computer: My machine just crashed again. from a particular substance or material: The frame
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Old French, Latin is made of silver.
machina, from Greek mechane, from mechos
USAGE
“way of doing things”]
Use made of when you can clearly see what
machine2 v. [T] to make or shape something,
material has been used to make something: a
especially metal parts, using a machine
table made of wood | a handbag made of leather
Use made from when the materials have been
ma'chine gun n. [C] a gun that fires a lot of
completely changed in the process of making
bullets very quickly
something: Paper is made from wood. | soap
ma"chine-'readable adj. IT able to be undermade from the finest ingredients
stood and used by a computer: machine-readable
Use made by to talk about the person or
text
company that has made something: furniture
ma·chin·er·y /m@'Sin@ri/ n. [U] 1 machines,
made by craftsmen
especially large ones: farm machinery | You
shouldn’t drive or operate heavy machinery while 3 be made for each other (informal) to be
taking this medication. 2 the parts inside a completely suitable for each other, especially as
machine that make it work 3 an official system or husband and wife: I think Anna and Juan were
set of processes for organizing or achieving some- made for each other. 4 sb has (got) it made
(informal) to have everything that you need for a
thing: The machinery of the law works slowly.
happy life or to be successful
ma·chin·ist /m@'SinIst/ n. [C] someone who
mad·house /'mædhaUs/ n. [C] a place that is
operates or makes machines
very busy and noisy
ma·cho /'mAtSoU/ adj. (informal) a man who is
macho has qualities such as strength that are typical mad·ly /'mædli/ adv. 1 madly in love (with sb)
of men, but is not sensitive or sympathetic [ORIGIN: very much in love 2 in a wild uncontrolled way:
1900—2000 Spanish “male,” from Latin mascu- Shoppers were rushing madly through the store.
lus]
mad·man /'mædmæn, -m@n/ n. [C] (plural madmack·er·el /'mæk@r@l/ n. [C,U] a common sea men /-mEn, -m@n/) someone who behaves in a
fish that has a strong taste, or the meat from this wild uncontrolled way: He drives like a madman.
fish
mad·ness /'mædnIs/ n. [U] very stupid and often
mac·ro·cos·m /'mækr@"kAz@m/ n. [C] a large dangerous behavior: It’s madness to spend that
complicated system such as the whole universe or a kind of money on a car.
society, considered as a single unit ➔ MICROCOSM Ma·don·na /m@'dAn@/ n. 1 the Madonna
mad /mæd/ adj. (comparative madder, superlative Mary, the mother of Jesus Christ in the Christian
maddest) 1 (informal) angry: Are you still mad at religion 2 [C] a picture or figure of the Madonna
me? | You make me so mad! | Lucy got mad and mael·strom /'meIlstr@m/ n. [C] (literary) a situatold us all to leave.
tion full of events that you cannot control or strong
THESAURUS
emotions that make people feel confused or frightangry, annoyed, irritated,
ened
livid, furious, indignant, irate, outraged,
resentful ➔ ANGRY
mae·stro /'maIstroU/ n. (plural maestros) [C]
2 do sth like mad (informal) to do something as someone who can do something very well, espequickly as you can: Carlos was writing like mad at cially a musician
the end of the exam. 3 behaving in a wild uncon- Ma·fi·a /'mAfi@/ n. the Mafia a large organization
trolled way, without thinking about what you are of criminals who control many illegal activities
particular job: a washing/sewing machine | Just hit
that button to stop the machine. | I left a message on
her machine (=answering machine).
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[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Italian, Italian dialect,
“great confidence, proud talk”]

done using magic: magical powers —magically

mag·a·zine /"mæg@'zin, 'mæg@"zin/ n. [C] 1 a

ma·gi·cian /m@'dZIS@n/ n. [C] someone who

large thin book with a paper cover, that contains
news stories, articles, photographs, etc. and is sold
weekly or monthly: a fashion/computer/news
magazine | He subscribes to several magazines. | a
magazine article 2 the part of a gun that holds the
bullets [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Early French,
“building where things are stored,” from Old
Provençal, from Arabic makhazin, plural of
makhzan “storehouse”]

ma·gen·ta /m@'dZEnt@/ n. [U] a dark purple-red

color [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Magenta, town in
Italy where the substance the color is made from
was discovered] —magenta adj.

mag·got /'mæg@t/ n. [C] the

LARVA (=young
insect) of a fly, that lives in decaying food or flesh

mag·ic1 /'mædZIk/ n. [U] 1 a special power that

makes strange or impossible things happen: Do you
believe in magic?
THESAURUS

witchcraft – the use of magic, usually to do bad

things: Hundreds of women were accused of
witchcraft in the 1600s.
sorcery – magic, especially evil magic: In the
18th and 19th centuries, missionaries sometimes
suspected Native Americans of sorcery.
black magic – magic that is believed to use the
power of the Devil for evil purposes: tales of
black magic and adventure
spell – a piece of magic that someone does, or
the special words or ceremonies used in making
it happen: An evil witch cast a spell on him,
turning him into a beast.
curse – magic words that bring someone bad
luck: People believed the pharaoh would put a
curse on anyone who broke into the tomb.
the occult – the knowledge and study of magic
and spirits: stories that deal with the occult
voodoo – magical beliefs and practices used as a
form of religion, especially in parts of Africa, Latin
America, and the Caribbean: Folks say she’s
worked a voodoo spell on him.

2 the skill of doing tricks that look like magic, or
the tricks themselves 3 an attractive quality that
makes someone or something interesting or exciting: Christmas has lost some of its magic for me
over the years. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French
magique, from Latin magice, from Greek magos
“person with magic powers”]

magic2 adj. [only before noun] 1 a magic word or

object has special powers that make strange or
impossible things happen: a magic sword | a book
of magic spells 2 relating to the skill of doing
tricks that look like magic: He performed some
magic tricks to keep us amused.

mag·i·cal /'mædZIk@l/ adj. 1 very enjoyable and

exciting, in a strange or special way: a magical
evening beneath the stars 2 containing magic, or

adv.

entertains people by doing magic tricks
"Magic 'Marker n. [C,U] (trademark) a large pen
with a thick soft point
ma·gis·trate /'mædZI"streIt, -strIt/ n. [C]
someone who judges less serious crimes in a court
of law [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin magistratus,
from magister “master”]
mag·ma /'mægm@/ n. [U] EARTH SCIENCES hot
melted rock below the surface of the Earth ➔ see
picture at VOLCANO

Mag·na Car·ta /"mægn@ 'kArÔ@/ n.

HISTORY a
document, signed by King John of England in
1215, which established the rights of NOBLE s, the
church, and free citizens and limited the power of
the king
mag·nan·i·mous /mæg'næn@m@s/ adj. (formal)
kind and generous toward other people
—magnanimity /"mægn@'nIm@Ôi/ n. [U]
mag·nate /'mægneIt, -nIt/ n. steel/oil/
shipping etc. magnate a wealthy and powerful
person in the steel, etc. industry
mag·ne·si·um /mæg'nizi@m, -Z@m/ n. [U]
CHEMISTRY (symbol Mg) a light silver-white metal
that is an ELEMENT and burns with a bright flame
[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Modern Latin magnesia]
mag·net /'mægnIt/ n. [C] 1 PHYSICS a piece of
iron or steel that can make other metal objects
move toward it 2 a person or place that attracts
many other people or things: The city has become a
magnet for many new industries. [ORIGIN: 1400—
1500 Old French magnete, from Latin magnes,
from Greek magnes (lithos) “(stone) of Magnesia,” ancient city in Turkey]
mag·net·ic /mæg'nEÔIk/ adj. 1 PHYSICS having
the power of a magnet: The compass needle points
to the magnetic North Pole. 2 magnetic tape/
disk etc. IT a special TAPE , etc. that contains
electronic information which can be read by a
computer or other machine 3 magnetic personality a quality that someone has that makes other
people feel strongly attracted to him/her
mag"netic 'field n. [C] PHYSICS an area around an
object that has magnetic power: the Earth’s magnetic field
mag·net·ism /'mægn@"tIz@m/ n. [U] 1 a quality that makes other people feel attracted to you:
Raul’s natural magnetism 2 PHYSICS the power that
a magnet has to attract things
mag·net·ize /'mægn@"taIz/ v. [T] PHYSICS to
make iron or steel able to pull other pieces of metal
toward itself
mag·nif·i·cent /mæg'nIf@s@nt/ adj. very
impressive because of being big, beautiful, etc.: The
view was magnificent. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
Latin magnificus “very impressive, excellent,”
from magnus “great”] —magnificence n. [U]
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THESAURUS
impressive, imposing,
dazzling, awe-inspiring, breathtaking, majestic
➔ IMPRESSIVE
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mail2 v. [T] 1 to send a letter, package, etc. to

someone: I’ll mail it to you tomorrow. 2 IT to send
a document to someone using a computer
SYN email: Can you mail it to me as an attachment?
mail·box /'meIlbAks/ n. [C] 1 a box, usually
outside a house, where someone’s letters are delivered or collected 2 a special box outdoors or at a
POST OFFICE , where you mail letters 3 IT the part
of a computer’s memory where email messages are
stored
mail·ing /'meIlIÎ/ n. [C,U] the act of sending a
large number of letters, advertisements, etc. at the
same time, or the total number of letters that you
send
'mailing list n. [C] a list of people’s names and
addresses that a company keeps in order to send
information or advertisements to them: We have
more than 1,000 names on our mailing list.
mail·man /'meIlmæn, -m@n/ n. (plural mailmen
/-mEn, -m@n/) [C] a man who delivers mail to
people’s houses
"mail 'order n. [U] a method of buying and selling
in which you buy goods from a company that sends
them by mail: a mail order catalog
maim /meIm/ v. [T] (formal) to injure someone
very seriously and often permanently: The accident
maimed her for life.

/'mægn@"faI/ v. [T]
(magnified,
magnifies) 1 to make something appear larger than
it is: A microscope magnifies the image so you
can see the cells. 2 to
make something seem
more important or
worse than it really is:
The reports tend to
magnify the risks involved. —magnification
/"mægn@f@'keIS@n/ n. [C,U]
'magnifying "glass n. [C] a round piece of glass
with a handle, that magnifies things when you look
through it ➔ see picture at MAGNIFY
mag·ni·tude /'mægn@"tud/ n. [U] 1 how large
or important something is: I hadn’t realized the
magnitude of the problem. 2 EARTH SCIENCES how
strong an EARTHQUAKE is 3 PHYSICS how bright a
star is
mag·no·lia /mæg'noUly@/ n. [C] a tree or bush
with large white, yellow, pink, or purple sweetsmelling flowers
THESAURUS
mag·pie /'mægpaI/ n. [C] a wild bird with black
hurt, injure, wound ➔ HURT 1
and white feathers and a loud cry
ma·hog·a·ny /m@'hAg@ni/ n. (plural mahoga1
nies) [C,U] a tropical American tree, or the hard main /meIn/ adj. [only before noun] 1 bigger or
dark wood of this tree [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 more important than all other things, ideas, etc. of
the same kind: Let’s meet by the main entrance. |
Early Spanish mahogani]
My main goal is to compete in the Olympics. | He
maid /meId/ n. [C] 1 a woman whose job is to left the job because of money – at least that was the
clean rooms, serve meals, wash clothes, etc. in a main reason. 2 the main thing (spoken) used in
large house 2 a woman whose job is to clean order to say what the most important thing is in a
rooms in a hotel
situation: As long as you’re not hurt, that’s the
maid·en1 /'meIdn/ also maid n. [C] (literary) a main thing.
young woman or girl who is not married
main2 n. [C] a large pipe carrying water or gas, that
maiden2 adj. maiden flight/voyage the first trip is connected to people’s houses by smaller pipes: a
frozen water main
that an airplane or ship makes
'maiden name n. [C] the family name that a "main 'clause n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a CLAUSE that
woman had before she got married and began using can form a sentence on its own SYN independent
clause
her husband’s name
main·frame
/'meInfreIm/ n. [C] IT a large comTHESAURUS
name, first name/given name,
puter that can work very fast and that a lot of
last name/family name/surname, middle
people can use at the same time
name, full name ➔ NAME 1
main·land /'meInlænd, -l@nd/ n. the mainland
"maid of 'honor n. [C] the main BRIDESMAID at a EARTH SCIENCES the main area of land that forms a
wedding ➔ WEDDING
country, as compared to islands near it that are also
mail1 /meIl/ n. [U] 1 the system of collecting and part of that country —mainland adj.: mainland
delivering letters, packages, etc.: What time does China
the mail come? | I just put the letter in the mail. | main·ly /'meInli/ adv. used in order to mention the
You can renew your passport by mail. 2 the let- main part or cause of something, the main reason
ters, packages, etc. that are delivered to a particular for something, etc.: Students in our program are
person or at a particular time: They sent his mail to mainly from Asia. | Their diet consists mainly of
the wrong address. 3 IT messages that are sent and rice and beans. | I don’t go out much, mainly
because I have to look after the kids.
received on a computer SYN email ➔ AIRMAIL
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chiefly – mainly: Their forest consists chiefly of fir
trees.

principally – firstly and most importantly:

Foreign aid was sent principally to the south of the
region.
largely – mainly, and because of a particular
reason: The school is in a largely black
neighborhood.
primarily – mainly because of one reason or
situation, which is more important than any
other: We are primarily concerned with the effect
this will have on the students here.

main·stay /'meInsteI/ n. [C] the most important

part of something that makes it possible for it to
work correctly or to continue to exist: Farming is
still the mainstay of our country’s economy.
main·stream /'meInstrim/ n. the mainstream
the beliefs and opinions that represent the most
usual way of thinking about or doing something, or
the people who have these beliefs and opinions:
The Green Party is still outside the mainstream in
American politics. —mainstream adj.: mainstream Hollywood movies
main·tain /meIn'teIn/ Ac v. [T] 1 to make
something continue in the same way or at the same
standard as before: The U.S. and Britain have
maintained close ties. | It is important to maintain a
healthy weight. | Strong controls must be maintained over important wildlife habitats. 2 to keep
something in good condition by taking care of it: It
costs a lot of money to maintain a big house. | The
report found that safety equipment had been very
poorly maintained. 3 to strongly express an opinion or attitude: I’ve always maintained that any
changes in the law will hurt the poor more than the
rich. | From the beginning, James has maintained
his innocence. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French
maintenir, from Latin manu tenere “to hold in
the hand”]
main·te·nance /'meInt§n-@ns/ Ac n. [U] the
work that is necessary to keep something in good
condition: car maintenance | the maintenance of
school buildings | The equipment needs very little
maintenance.
ma·jes·tic /m@'dZEstIk/ adj. looking very big
and impressive: a majestic view of the lake
—majestically adv.
THESAURUS
impressive, imposing,
dazzling, awe-inspiring, breathtaking,
magnificent ➔ IMPRESSIVE

maj·es·ty /'mædZ@sti/ n. 1 [U] the quality of

being impressive and beautiful: the majesty of the
Grand Canyon 2 Your/Her/His Majesty used
when talking to or about a king or queen
adj. [usually before
ma·jor1 /'meIdZø/ Ac
noun] 1 very large or important, especially when
compared to other things or people of a similar kind
ANT minor: major surgery | There were no major
problems. | Training new employees is a major part

of her job. | Carbon dioxide is a major factor in
global warming. c Don’t say “major than.” Say
“more important than” or “bigger than.” b
THESAURUS

important, of
great/considerable importance, crucial, vital,
essential, key ➔ IMPORTANT

2 ENG. LANG. ARTS based on a musical SCALE in
which there are HALF STEP s between the third and
fourth and the seventh and eighth notes [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Latin “larger, greater,” from magnus “large, great”]
major2 Ac n. [C] 1 the main subject that you
study at a college or university ➔ MINOR : His
major is history. | Fewer students choose economics
as a major. ➔ UNIVERSITY 2 someone who is
studying a particular subject as his/her main subject
at a college or university: Darla was a biology
major. ➔ STUDENT 3 a middle rank in the Army,
Air Force, or Marines, or an officer who has this
rank

major3 v.

major in sth phr. v. to study something as your
main subject at a college or university: I’m majoring in biology.
ma·jor·i·ty1 /m@'dZOr@Ôi, -'dZAr-/ Ac n. (plural
majorities) 1 [singular] most of the people or
things in a particular group ANT minority: The
majority of people support the president. | The vast
majority of (=nearly all) young people own a cell
phone. | The overwhelming majority of the population were involved in farming. 2 [C usually singular]
the difference between the number of votes gained
by the winning party or person in an election and
the number gained by other parties or people: He
won by a majority of 500 votes. [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 French majorité, from Latin major “larger,
greater,” from magnus “large, great”]
majority2 adj. [only before noun] happening as a
result of the decision of most members of a group:
a majority decision/ruling
"major-'league adj. [usually before noun] 1 relating to the Major Leagues: a major-league
pitcher 2 important or having a lot of power: a
major-league player in Michigan politics
"Major 'Leagues also Majors n. [plural] the
group of teams that make up the highest level of
American professional baseball ➔ MINOR LEAGUES
ma·jor·ly /'meIdZøli/ adv. (spoken, slang) very or
extremely: When they broke up, he was majorly
depressed.
make1 /meIk/ v. (past tense and past participle
made /meId/)
1 PRODUCE STH [T] to produce something by
working or doing something: Can I call you back?
I’m making dinner. | She made the curtains herself. |
My flute was made in Japan.
THESAURUS

produce – to make or grow something in large
quantities: The cheese is produced in Italy.
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manufacture – to make things in large

quantities in factories: The vast majority of
American consumer goods are manufactured in
China.
build – to make a house, tunnel, bridge, etc.:
John and his father built the cabin themselves.
construct – to make something, especially
something large, solid, and strong, by putting
parts together: The roof frames were constructed
from thick, heavy timbers.
create – to make something new and original in
art, music, fashion, etc.: Picasso created a
completely new style of painting.
generate – to produce electricity or power: The
building uses solar panels to generate electricity.

2 DO STH [T] used before some nouns to show that
someone does the action of the noun: Maybe they
made a mistake. | We’ve finally made a decision. |
Do you want to make an appointment with the
doctor?
3 CAUSE [T] to cause a particular state or situation
to happen: Thanks for listening – you’ve really
made me feel better. | That button makes the
machine stop. | What made you decide to become a
lawyer? c Don’t say “What made you to decide to
become a lawyer?” b
THESAURUS

cause, bring about sth, result
in sth, trigger, prompt ➔ CAUSE 2

4 FORCE [T] to force someone to do something:
Mom, make Billy stop it! | I wasn’t hungry, but I
made myself eat something.
THESAURUS

force, coerce, compel, impel,

pressure ➔ FORCE

2

5 EARN MONEY [T] to earn or get money: He’s
working Saturdays to make some extra money.
THESAURUS
EARN

earn, get, be/get paid ➔

6 NUMBER [linking verb] MATH to be a particular
number or amount when added together: 2 and 2
make 4. | If you include us, that makes eight people
for dinner.
7 make time (for sb/sth) to leave enough time to
do something: She always makes time for exercise.
8 BE SUITABLE [linking verb] to have the qualities
that are necessary for a particular job, use, or
purpose: John will make a good father. | Sonia’s life
would make a good movie.
9 make a difference to cause a change, especially one that improves a situation: Having a car
has made a big difference in our lives.
10 make it a) to arrive somewhere: We just made
it to the hospital before the baby arrived. b) to be
able to go to an event, meeting, etc.: I’m sorry I
can’t make it to your play. c) to be successful in a
particular business or activity: He’s made it big
(=has been very successful) in Hollywood. d) to
live after a serious illness or injury, or to deal with a

very difficult situation: Mom made it through the
operation all right.
11 make the bed to pull the sheets and BLANKET s over a bed to make it look neat when you are
not sleeping in it
12 that makes two of us (spoken) used in order
to say that you feel the same way that someone else
does: “I’m so tired!” “Yeah, that makes two of us.”
13 make or break to cause either great success or
failure: The first year can make or break a new
business.
14 make do to manage to do something using the
things you already have, even though they are not
exactly what you want: We’ll have to make do with
a quick sandwich.
15 make believe to pretend that something is true,
especially as a game [ORIGIN: Old English
macian] ➔ be made of at MADE 2, make a (big)
difference/make all the difference at DIFFERENCE , make love at LOVE 2, make sense at SENSE 1,
make the best of sth at BEST 3, make friends
(with sb) at FRIEND , make up your mind at MIND 1
make for sth phr. v.
1 to go toward a place: We made for the exit.
2 to have a particular result or effect: It should

make for an interesting evening. [ORIGIN: Old
English macian] ➔ be made for each other at
MADE 2

make sth ↔ into sth phr. v.

to change something into something else: We can
make your room into a study.
make sth of sb/sth phr. v.
1 to have a particular opinion about someone or

something, or a particular way of understanding
something: I really don’t know what to make of
him.
2 make the most of sth to use an opportunity in
a way that gives you as much advantage as possible: I want to make the most of the time I have left
in Europe.
3 make too much of sth to treat a situation as if
it is more important than it really is: He doesn’t like
to make too much of his birthday. ➔ make a fool
of yourself at FOOL 1
make off with sth phr. v.

to steal something: They made off with our TV.
make out phr. v.
1 make (sth ↔) out to be able to hear, see, or

understand something: I can’t make out what the
sign says.
2 make a check out to sb to write a check so
that the money is paid to a particular person,
company, store, etc.
3 make out (that) (informal) to say that something
is true when it is not: The situation was never as
bad as the media made out.
4 how did sb make out ...? (spoken) used in
order to ask if someone did something well: “How
did you make out in the interview?” “I think it went
well.”
5 (spoken) to kiss and touch someone in a sexual
way
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make up phr. v.
1 make (sth ↔) up to invent a story, explanation,

etc. in order to deceive someone: Ron made up an
excuse so his mother wouldn’t be mad.
2 make (sth ↔) up to produce a new story, song,
game, etc.: “What are you singing?” “I don’t know
– I just made it up.”
3 make up sth to combine together to form a
substance, group, system, etc.: the rocks and minerals that make up the Earth’s outer layer | Women
make up 60% of our employees.
4 make up sth to add to an amount in order to
bring it up to the level that is needed: We’re going
to have to charge more to make up the difference.
5 make (sth ↔) up to work at times when you do
not usually work because you have not done
enough work at some other time: I have to leave
early, but I’ll make up the time/work tomorrow.
6 make (sb ↔) up to put MAKEUP on someone’s
face in order to make him/her look better or different: They made him up to look like an old man.
7 make it up to sb to do something good for
someone because you feel responsible for something bad that happened to him/her: I’m sorry I
forgot! I promise I’ll make it up to you.
8 make up to become friends with someone again,
after you have had an argument: Have you two
made up?
make up for sth phr. v.
1 to make a bad situation or event seem better: He

bought everyone a drink to make up for being late.
2 to have so much of one quality that it does not
matter that you do not have others: Jay lacks
experience, but he makes up for it with hard work.
3 make up for lost time to do something very
quickly because you started late or something made
you work too slowly

make2 n. 1 [C] a product made by a particular

company: “What make is your car?” “It’s a
Chevy.”
THESAURUS

➔ TYPE 1

type, kind, sort, brand, model

2 be on the make (disapproving) to be trying hard
to get something such as money or sex

'make-be"lieve adj., adv. not real, but imagined
or pretended: Many small children have makebelieve friends.

mak·er /'meIkø/ n. [C] 1 a person, company, or

machine that makes something or does something:
U.S. auto makers | a coffee maker 2 decision
maker/peacemaker etc. someone who is good
at or responsible for making decisions, stopping
arguments, etc.

make·shift /'meIk"SIft/ adj. [only before noun]
made for temporary use when you need something
and there is nothing better available: a makeshift
table made from boxes

make·up /'meIk-öp/ n. 1 [U] substances such as

powder, creams, and LIPSTICK that some people,
usually women or actors, put on their faces: I

waited for Ginny to put on her makeup. 2 [singular] all the parts, members, or qualities that make up
something: We haven’t yet been told what the
makeup of the new government will be (=who the
members will be).
mak·ing /'meIkIÎ/ n. 1 [U] the process or business of making something: He wrote a book about
the making of the movie. | the art of rug making 2 in the making in the process of being made
or produced: The deal was 11 months in the making. 3 have the makings of sth to have the
qualities or skills needed to become a particular
type of person or thing: Sandy has the makings of a
good doctor.
mal·a·dy /'mæl@di/ n. (plural maladies) [C] (formal) 1 an illness 2 something that is wrong with
a system or organization
mal·aise /mæ'leIz/ n. [U] (formal) a feeling of
anxiety, and a lack of confidence and satisfaction
ma·lar·i·a /m@'lEri@/ n. [U] a serious disease that
is common in hot countries and is caused by the
bite of an infected MOSQUITO [ORIGIN: 1700—
1800 Italian mala aria “bad air;” because it was
believed that the disease came from gases rising
from wet land]
male1 /meIl/ adj. 1 BIOLOGY belonging to the sex
that cannot have babies ANT female: a male lion |
Many women earn less than their male colleagues. 2 BIOLOGY typical of this sex ANT female:
a male voice —male n. [C]: Males under 25 pay
the highest car insurance rates.
THESAURUS
man, guy, gentleman, fellow,
boy, youth ➔ MAN 1

"male 'chauvinist also "male "chauvinist 'pig

n. [C] a man who believes that men are better than
women —male chauvinism n. [U]
mal·e·dic·tion /"mæl@'dIkS@n/ n. [C] (formal) a
wish or prayer that something bad will happen to
someone SYN curse
ma·lev·o·lent /m@'lEv@l@nt/ adj. (formal) showing a desire to harm other people [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 Latin malevolens “wishing evil”]
—malevolence n. [U]
mal·func·tion /mæl'föÎkS@n/ n. [C] a fault in
the way a machine works: a malfunction in the
computer system —malfunction v. [I]
mal·ice /'mælIs/ n. [U] the desire to harm or upset
someone: The criticism was made without malice.
ma·li·cious /m@'lIS@s/ adj. showing a desire to
harm or upset someone: malicious gossip
—maliciously adv.
THESAURUS
mean, cruel, unkind, nasty,
thoughtless, spiteful, abusive, vicious ➔
MEAN 2

ma·lign /m@'laIn/ v. [T] (formal) to say or write

unpleasant and untrue things about someone: He’s
been much maligned by the press.
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ma·lig·nant /m@'lIgn@nt/ adj.

BIOLOGY a maligTUMOR (=a group of growing cells) contains
CANCER and may kill someone ANT benign [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Late Latin, present participle

nant

of malignari, from Latin malignus, from male
“badly” + gigni “to be born”] —malignancy n.
[U]

mall /mOl/ n. [C] a very large building with a lot of

stores in it SYN shopping mall ➔ STRIP MALL :
Suzy’s at the mall. | Do you want to go to the mall?
[ORIGIN: 1700—1800 mall “long path used for
playing a game called “pall-mall”” (17—19
centuries)]
mal·lard /'mælød/ n. [C] a type of common wild
duck
mal·le·a·ble /'mæli@b@l/ adj. 1 something that
is malleable is easy to press, pull, or bend into a
new shape: a malleable metal 2 (formal) someone
who is malleable is easily influenced or changed by
people
mal·let /'mælIt/ n. [C] a wooden hammer
mal·nour·ished /"mæl'nøISt, -'nörISt/ adj.
sick or weak because of not eating enough food, or
because of not eating good food
mal·nu·tri·tion /"mælnu'trIS@n/ n. [U] illness or
weakness as a result of being malnourished
mal·prac·tice /"mæl'præktIs/ n. [C,U] LAW the
act of failing to do a professional duty, or of
making a mistake while doing it
malt /mOlt/ n. 1 [C] a drink made from milk, malt
powder, ICE CREAM , and something such as chocolate 2 [U] grain, usually BARLEY , that is used for
making beer, WHISKEY , etc.
malt·ed /'mOltId/ also "malted 'milk n. [C] a
malt drink
mal·treat /mæl'trit/ v. [T] (formal) to treat an
animal or person cruelly —maltreatment n. [U]
ma·ma /'mAm@/ n. [C] (informal) a mother [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 From the sounds made by a
baby]
'mama’s boy n. [C] (informal, disapproving) a boy
or man that people think is weak because his
mother is too protective of him
mam·mal /'mæm@l/ n. [C] BIOLOGY one of the
group of animals, including humans, that drink
milk from their mother’s breasts when they are
young [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Late Latin mammalis “of the breast,” from Latin mamma “breast”]
mam·ma·ry gland /'mæm@ri "glænd/ n. [C]
BIOLOGY the part of a woman’s breast that produces
milk, or a similar part of a female animal
mam·mo·gram /'mæm@"græm/ n. [C] an
X-RAY picture of a woman’s breast
mam·moth /'mæm@θ/ adj. very large: Replacing
the bridge will be a mammoth construction project
man1 /mæn/ n. (plural men /mEn/)
1 MALE [C] an adult male human ➔ WOMAN : Carl

is a really nice man. | A group of middle-aged men
came into the restaurant.
THESAURUS

guy (informal) – a man: He’s such a great guy. |
One of the guys at work is from Mexico.
gentleman – a polite word for a man, often
used in formal situations: Good evening, ladies
and gentlemen.
fellow (old-fashioned) – a man: a nice young
fellow
boy – a young male person, usually a child or a
teenager: I took the boys swimming. | a teenage
boy | The gang, including a boy of 10, had all
been at the party.
youth – a teenage boy or young man: He
teaches at a school for troubled youths in San
Diego.
male (formal) – a man, used especially by
researchers or the police: The suspect is a young
white male. ➔ WOMAN

2 STRONG/BRAVE [C usually singular] a man who
has the qualities that people think a man should
have, such as being brave, strong, etc.: If someone
has something to say, be a man and speak up.
3 ALL PEOPLE [U] all people, both male and
female, considered as a group: This is one of the
worst diseases known to man.
4 PERSON [C] (old-fashioned) a person, either male
or female: All men are equal in the eyes of the law.
THESAURUS

Man can mean “people in general”: Man has
always tried to understand the stars.
Mankind means “all people, considered as a
group”: the darkest time in the history of mankind
Some people think that using man and mankind
in this way seems to not include women. To
avoid this problem, you can use people to mean
“people in general” and humankind instead of
mankind: People have always tried to understand
the stars. | the darkest time in the history of
humankind

5 WORKER [C] a man who does a job for you,
usually repairing something: The telephone man is
supposed to come this morning.
6 SOLDIER [C usually plural] a soldier, SAILOR ,
police officer, etc. who has a low rank: General Lee
ordered his men to retreat.
7 WHAT SB LIKES [C] used in order to say that a
man likes, or likes doing, a particular thing: a
gambling man | He’s a meat and potatoes man
(=likes eating plain traditional food).
8 GAMES [C] one of the pieces you use in a game
such as CHESS
9 man and wife (formal) to be or become married:
I now pronounce you man and wife (=you are now
officially married).
SPOKEN PHRASES

10 [C] used in order to speak to someone, especially an adult male: Hey, man! How’re you doing?
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11 my man said by some men when talking to a
male friend

[ORIGIN: Old English]
man2 v. (manned, manning) [T] to use or operate
a vehicle, piece of equipment, etc.: the astronauts
who manned the first spacecraft ➔ MANNED
man3 interjection used in order to emphasize what
you are saying: Oh man! I’m going to be really late.
man·a·cle /'mæn@k@l/ n. [C] an iron ring on a
chain that is put around the hand or foot of a
prisoner
man·age /'mænIdZ/ v. [I,T] 1 to succeed in
doing something difficult, such as dealing with a
problem or living in a difficult situation: Don’t
worry – we’ll manage somehow. | Did you manage
to get any sleep on the plane? 2 to direct or
control a business and the people who work in it:
Katie manages a restaurant in town. 3 (spoken) to
be able to do something or carry something without
help: “Can I help you with that?” “That’s okay – I
can manage.”
man·age·a·ble /'mænIdZ@b@l/ adj. easy to control or deal with: Break the task down into manageable stages.
man·age·ment /'mænIdZm@nt/ n. 1 [U] the
act or process of controlling and organizing the
work of a company or organization and the people
who work for it: He studied Business Management. 2 [singular, U] the people who are in charge
of controlling and organizing a company or organization: The management has agreed to talk with
our union. | a member of the senior management
team
man·ag·er /'mænIdZø/ n. [C] someone who
directs the work of something such as a business,
organization, department, etc.: That meal was terrible – I want to speak to the manager! | the
manager of the store | the general/sales/marketing
etc. manager
THESAURUS
boss, head, chief, principal,
president, CEO, supervisor, foreman,
forewoman, deputy manager/principal, etc. ➔
BOSS 1

man·a·ge·ri·al /"mæn@'dZIri@l/ adj. relating to

the job of being a manager: good managerial skills

Man·da·rin /'mænd@rIn/ n. [U] the official language of China

man·date /'mændeIt/ n. 1 [C] (formal) an offi-

cial order given to a person or organization to do
something 2 [C] POLITICS the right or power that a
government has to do something, which it has after
winning an election or vote: The governor was
elected with a clear mandate to raise
taxes. 3 [C,U] POLITICS the power given to one
country to govern another country, or the country
that is being governed: Lebanon became a French
mandate after World War I. —mandate v. [T]
man·da·to·ry /'mænd@"tOri/ adj. something that

is mandatory must be done: mandatory safety
inspections
THESAURUS
necessary, essential, vital,
compulsory, requisite, indispensable ➔

NECESSARY

mane /meIn/ n. [C] the long hair on the back of a

horse’s neck, or around the face and neck of a male
lion
ma·neu·ver1 /m@'nuvø/ n. 1 [C] a skillful
movement or carefully planned action, especially to
avoid something or go around it: basic skiing
maneuvers 2 maneuvers [plural] a military exercise like a battle, used for training soldiers
maneuver2 v. [I,T] to move or turn skillfully, or to
move or turn something skillfully: It was hard to
maneuver the piano through the door.
ma·neu·ver·a·ble /m@'nuv@r@b@l/ adj. easy to
move or turn
man·ger /'meIndZø/ n. [C] a long open container
that horses, cows, etc. eat from
man·gle /'mæÎg@l/ v. [T] to damage something
badly by crushing or twisting it: The car was badly
mangled in the accident.
man·go /'mæÎgoU/ n. [C] (plural mangos or
mangoes) a sweet juicy tropical fruit with a large
seed [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Portuguese manga,
from Tamil man-kay] ➔ see picture on page 414
man·grove /'mæÎgroUv/ n. [C] a tropical tree
that grows in or near water and grows new roots
from its branches
mang·y /'meIndZi/ adj. looking old, dirty, and in
bad condition
man·han·dle /'mæn"hændl/ v. [T] to move
someone or something roughly, using force
man·hole /'mænhoUl/ n. [C] a hole on the surface
of a road, covered by a lid, that people go down to
examine pipes, wires, etc.
man·hood /'mænhUd/ n. [U] 1 the qualities that
people think a man should have: He felt the need to
prove his manhood. 2 (formal) the state of being a
man rather than a boy
man·hunt /'mænhönt/ n. [C] an organized
search, usually for a criminal
ma·ni·a /'meIni@/ n. [C,U] 1 a very strong desire
for or interest in something, especially among a lot
of people 2 a type of mental illness in which
someone is extremely excited and active
ma·ni·ac /'meIni"æk/ n. [C] (informal) 1 someone who is not responsible and behaves in a stupid
or dangerous way: He drives like a
maniac. 2 someone who is considered strange
because s/he is too involved or interested in something: a sex maniac
ma·ni·a·cal /m@'naI@k@l/ adj. behaving as if you
are crazy: maniacal laughter
man·ic /'mænIk/ adj. behaving in a very excited
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and often anxious way: She had a lot of manic
energy.
man·i·cure /'mænI"kyUr/ n. [C,U] a treatment for
the hands and FINGERNAIL s that includes cleaning,
cutting, etc. ➔ PEDICURE [ORIGIN: 1800—1900
French, Latin manus “hand” + cura “care”]
—manicure v. [T] —manicurist n. [C]
man·i·fest1 /'mæn@"fEst/ v. (formal) manifest
itself if something manifests itself, it appears or
becomes easy to see: The disease can manifest
itself in many ways.
manifest2 adj. (formal) plain and easy to see
SYN obvious: a manifest error of judgment
—manifestly adv.: The rules are manifestly
unfair.
THESAURUS
noticeable, clear, obvious,
striking, eye-catching, evident, apparent,
conspicuous, unmistakable ➔ NOTICEABLE

man·i·fes·ta·tion /"mæn@f@'steIS@n/ n. [C,U] a

very clear sign that a particular situation or feeling
exists: These latest riots are a clear manifestation
of growing unhappiness.
man·i·fes·to /"mæn@'fEstoU/ n. (plural manifestos) [C] a written statement by a group, especially a
political group, saying what it thinks and intends to
do: the Communist manifesto
man·i·fold /'mæn@"foUld/ adj. (formal) many, and
of different kinds: The problems facing the government are manifold.
ma·nil·a /m@'nIl@/ adj. made of a strong brown
paper: a manila envelope
ma·nip·u·late /m@'nIpy@"leIt/ Ac v. [T] 1 to
make someone do exactly what you want by
deceiving or influencing him/her: I don’t like the
way he manipulates people. | He knew he was being
manipulated, but felt powerless to protest. 2 to
skillfully handle, control, or move something:
Babies investigate their world by manipulating
objects. [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 manipulation
(18—21 centuries), from French, from manipule
“handful,”
from
Latin
manipulus]
—manipulation /m@"nIpy@'leIS@n/ n. [U]
ma"nipulated 'variable n. [C] SCIENCE in a
scientific EXPERIMENT (=test), one of the conditions you change, add, or remove in order to test its
effect on something else involved in the experiment

"man-'made adj. made of substances such as plastic that are not natural ➔
fibers

ARTIFICIAL :

man-made

THESAURUS
artificial, synthetic, fake,
simulated, imitation ➔ ARTIFICIAL

manned /mænd/ adj. controlled or operated by
people

ANT

unmanned: a manned space flight

man·ne·quin /'mæn@k@n/ n. [C] a model of a
human body, used for showing clothes

man·ner /'mænø/ n. 1 [singular] (formal) the way
in which something is done or happens: The issue
should be resolved in a manner fair to both parties. 2 [singular] the way in which someone talks or
behaves with other people: She has an easygoing
manner. | Greet the customer in a friendly and
courteous manner.
THESAURUS

➔ BEHAVIOR

behavior, conduct, demeanor

3 manners [plural] polite ways of behaving in
social situations: The girl had good/bad manners. 4 all manner of sth (formal) many different
kinds of things or people: The camp offers all
manner of activities. [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old
French maniere “way of acting, way of handling,” from Latin manuarius “of the hand”]
man·nered /'mænød/ adj. well-mannered/
bad-mannered etc. (formal) polite or not polite to
other people: a nice mild-mannered young man
man·ner·ism /'mæn@"rIz@m/ n. [C,U] a way of
speaking, behaving, moving, etc. that is typical of a
particular person or group of people: Some of his
mannerisms are exactly like his father’s.
man·nish /'mænIS/ adj. a woman who is mannish
looks or behaves like a man
man·or /'mænø/ n. [C] 1 a large house with a
large area of land around it 2 HISTORY in past times,
the land that belonged to an important man of high
rank

man·pow·er /'mæn"paUø/ n. [U] all the workers
available to do a particular type of work: We don’t
have enough manpower right now to start the
project.
man·sion /'mænS@n/ n. [C] a very large house ➔
HOUSE 1

man·slaugh·ter /'mæn"slOÔø/ n. [U]

LAW the
crime of killing someone without intending to
ma·nip·u·la·tive /m@'nIpy@l@ÔIv/ Ac adj. (dis- ➔ MURDER
approving) good at controlling or deceiving people
man·tel /'mænôl/ also man·tel·piece
to get what you want: She is very manipulative. | /'mænôl"pis/ n. [C] the shelf above a FIREPLACE
Manipulative behavior is learned at an early age.
man·tle /'mænôl/ n. [C] 1 take on/assume/
—manipulator /m@'nIpy@"leIÔø/ n. [C]
wear the mantle of sth to accept or have a
man·kind /"mæn'kaInd/ n. [U] all humans, con- particular duty or responsibility: He assumed the
sidered as a group SYN humankind: the worst war mantle of leadership when the Prime Minister
in the history of mankind
died. 2 a mantle of snow/darkness etc. (literman·ly /'mænli/ adj. (approving) having qualities ary) something that covers or surrounds a surface or
such as strength or courage that are considered to area 3 EARTH SCIENCES the part of the Earth around
the central CORE ➔ see picture at GLOBE
be typical of a man —manliness n. [U]
SYN

independent variable

marathon
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man·tra /'mAntr@/ n. [C] a repeated word or
sound, used as a prayer or to help people

MEDI-

TATE

man·u·al1 /'mænyu@l/

Ac

adj. 1 manual work

involves using your hands or your physical strength
rather than your mind: He makes a living doing
manual labor. | People in manual occupations have
a lower life expectancy. 2 operated or done by
hand or without the help of electricity, a computer,
etc.: a manual pump | It would take too long to do a
manual search of all the data. 3 relating to how
well you use your hands to do or make things:
manual skills [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French manuel, from Latin manualis, from manus “hand”]
—manually adv.
manual2 n. [C] a book that gives instructions
about how to do something such as use a machine:
a computer manual
man·u·fac·ture1 /"mæny@'fæktSø/ v. [T] ECONOMICS to use machines to make goods, usually in
large numbers: I work for a company that manufactures aircraft engine parts. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
French, Latin manu factus “made by hand”]
THESAURUS
make, produce, build,
construct ➔ MAKE 1

manufacture2 n. [U]

ECONOMICS the process of
making goods, usually in large numbers
man·u·fac·tur·er /"mæny@'fæktS@rø/ n. [C]
ECONOMICS a company that makes goods, usually in
large numbers: the world’s largest shoe manufacturer
man·u·fac·tur·ing /"mæny@'fæktS@rIÎ/ n. [U]
ECONOMICS the process of making goods in factories
ma·nure /m@'nUr/ n. [U] waste matter from animals that is put into the soil to produce better crops
man·u·script /'mæny@"skrIpt/ n. [C] 1 a book
or piece of writing before it is printed: She sent a
350-page manuscript to the publisher. 2 an old
book written by hand before printing was invented:
an ancient Chinese manuscript [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 Latin manu scriptus “written by hand”]
man·y /'mEni/ quantifier, pron. (comparative more,
superlative most) 1 a large number of people or
things ANT few: I don’t have many friends. | How
many people are in your class? | There aren’t
many tickets left. | Many of the staff work
part-time. | I’ve missed too many days off work
(=more than I should) already. | Why did you bring
so many pencils? ➔ see Grammar box at LOT

USAGE

many, a lot of

In sentences that are not negative and not
questions, it is more usual to say a lot of instead
of many, especially in spoken English: You have a
lot of books.
THESAURUS

a large number: They collected a large number
of signatures on the petition.

a lot/lots – a large amount, quantity, or number

of something: There are lots of other kids to play
with in the neighborhood. | He has a lot of money.
plenty – a large amount that is enough or more
than enough: Make sure you eat plenty of fruits
and vegetables.
numerous (formal) – many, but able to be
counted: There have been numerous studies
showing that obese people do not necessarily
overeat.
countless/innumerable (formal) very many:
He had spent countless hours playing video
games.
a multitude of sb/sth (formal) – a very large
number of things or people: I had never seen
such a multitude of stars.
a plethora of sth (formal) – a very large
number of something: a plethora of diet books
myriad (formal) a very large number of
something, or being a large number of
something: the myriad plants and animal species
that live in the forest

2 as many the same number: There weren’t as
many people at the meeting as we had hoped. 3 a
good/great many (formal) a large number: A
great many men died in that battle. [ORIGIN: Old
English manig]
map1 /mæp/ n. [C] a drawing of an area or country
showing rivers, roads, cities, etc.: a map of Texas |
a street/city map | Do you see Smith Street on the
map? [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Medieval Latin
mappa, from Latin, “cloth, towel”]
C O L L O C AT I O N S

You look at a map when you are trying to find
your way to or around a place.
If you look very carefully at a map, you can say that
you study the map.
If you can read a map, you can understand the
information on a map.
If something is on the map, the map shows it: I
can’t find Church Street on the map.
A detailed map is one which includes a lot of
information: a detailed map showing the way to
the campground

map2 v. (mapped, mapping) [T] to make a map of
a particular area

map sth ↔ out phr. v. to plan something carefully:

His future had been mapped out by his parents.

ma·ple /'meIp@l/ n. [C,U] a tree in northern coun-

tries that has leaves with many points, or the wood
from this tree ➔ see picture on page A10
ma·quette /mæ'kEt/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a small
model or drawing that an artist produces in preparation for making a SCULPTURE
mar /mAr/ v. (past tense and past participle marred,
present participle marring) [T] (written) to make
something less attractive or enjoyable SYN spoil:
His good looks were marred by a scar along his
cheek.
mar·a·thon1 /'mær@"θAn/ n. [C] a race in which
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competitors run 26 miles and 385 yards: She ran notes in the margin. | Word-processing software
the marathon in just under three hours. [ORIGIN: can set margins automatically.
1800—1900 Marathon, place in Greece; from
THESAURUS
edge, border, boundary,
the story that in 490 B.C. a Greek soldier ran
perimeter
➔ EDGE 1
about 25 miles from the battlefield of Marathon
to Athens, to bring news of the Athenian victory 2 ECONOMICS the difference in the number of votes,
over the Persians]
points, etc. that exists between the winners and the
marathon2 adj. [only before noun] continuing for a losers of an election or competition: Polls show the
senator leading by a wide margin (=a lot of
very long time: a marathon session of Congress
votes). | The bill was approved by a margin of 45
ma·raud·ing /m@'rOdIÎ/ adj. searching for votes. 3 margin of error the degree to which a
something to kill, steal, or destroy: marauding calculation can be wrong without affecting the final
soldiers
results 4 the difference between what a business
mar·ble /'mArb@l/ n. 1 [U] EARTH SCIENCES a hard pays for something and what they sell it for
SYN profit margin [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin
white rock that can be POLISH ed and used for
building, STATUE s, etc.: a marble floor 2 [C] a margo “border”]
small colored glass ball that children roll along the mar·gin·al /'mArdZ@nl/ Ac adj. small in imporground as part of a game 3 marbles a game tance or amount: The film was a marginal success. |
played by children using marbles
The figures show a marginal rise in the rate of
March /mArtS/ (written abbreviation Mar.) n. [C,U] inflation. —marginally adv.: The population of
the third month of the year, between February and New Hampshire is only marginally larger than that
April: We’re going to meet on March 15th. | I of the city of Detroit.
might be going to California in March. | Julia had "marginal 'cost n. [C] ECONOMICS the additional
her baby last March. | The elections will take place cost of producing one more of a particular product
next March. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French, or thing
Latin martius, from martius “of Mars, god of
"marginal 'revenue n. [C] ECONOMICS the addiwar”]
tional money a business earns from selling one
1
march v. [I] 1 to walk quickly and with firm more of a particular product, which can be equal to
regular steps like a soldier: The Union army the selling price of the product
marched across the field. ➔ see picture on page A9
mar·i·jua·na /"mær@'wAn@/ n. [U] an illegal
THESAURUS
drug in the form of dried leaves that people smoke
walk, stride, stroll, amble,
trudge, hike ➔ WALK 1
ma·ri·na /m@'rin@/ n. [C] a small area of water
2 to walk quickly because you are angry or deter- where people keep boats used for pleasure
mined: Mrs. Hawthorne stood up, turned around, mar·i·nate /'mær@"neIt/ also mar·i·nade
and marched out the front door. 3 to walk some- /"mær@'neId, 'mær@"neId/ v. [T] to put meat or
where in a large group to protest about something: fish in a mixture of oil, wine, SPICE s, etc. before
The group plans to march on the White House next you cook it: Marinate the chicken in soy sauce for
week. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French mar- one hour. —marinade n.
chier “to step heavily”]
ma·rine1 /m@'rin/ adj. EARTH SCIENCES relating to
THESAURUS
the ocean and the animals and plants that live there:
protest, demonstrate, riot ➔
marine life (=animals and fish that live in the
PROTEST 2
ocean) [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin marinus,
march2 n. [C] 1 an organized event in which from mare “sea”]
many people walk together to protest about some- marine2 n. [C] someone who is in the Marines
thing: a civil rights march 2 the act of walking
with firm regular steps like a soldier 3 a piece of mar·i·ner /'mær@nø/ n. [C] (literary) a sailor
music with a regular beat for soldiers to march to
Ma·rines /m@'rinz/ also Ma'rine "Corps n. the
'marching "band n. [C] a group of musicians Marines the military organization of the U.S. consisting of soldiers who are on ships
who march while they play instruments
mar·i·o·nette
/"mæri@'nEt/ n. [C] a toy that
Mar·di Gras /'mArdi "grA/ n. the day before
Lent, or the music, dancing, etc. that celebrate this looks like a person, animal, etc. that is moved by
pulling strings attached to its body ➔ see picture at
day
PUPPET
mare /mEr/ n. [C] a female horse or DONKEY
mar·i·tal /'mær@Ôl/ adj. relating to marriage: mari➔ STALLION
tal problems [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin marimar·ga·rine /'mArdZ@rIn/ n. [U] a yellow food talis, from maritus “husband”]
that is similar to butter [ORIGIN: 1800—1900
mar·i·time /'mær@"taIm/ adj. 1 relating to the
French, Greek margaron “pearl”]
ocean or ships: the maritime industry 2 near the
mar·gin /'mArdZIn/ Ac n. [C] 1 the empty ocean: the maritime provinces [ORIGIN: 1500—
space at the side of a printed page: I wrote some 1600 Latin maritimus, from mare “sea”]
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mark1 /mArk/ v. 1 [T] to make a sign, shape, or

word on something using a pen or pencil: Check the
envelopes that are marked “urgent” first. | The
boxes are all marked with my name. 2 [T] to show
where something is or was: The grave is marked by
a stone cross. 3 [T] if a particular year, month, or
week marks an important event, the event happened
on that date during a previous year: This year
marks the company’s 50th anniversary. 4 [T] to
grade a student’s work 5 [I,T] to make a mark on
something in a way that spoils or damages it: The
heels of his boots had marked the floor.
mark sth ↔ down phr. v. to reduce the price of
things that are being sold: Books have been marked
down by 25%. ➔ MARKDOWN
mark sth ↔ up phr. v. to increase the price of
something, so that you sell it for more than you
paid for it ➔ MARKUP

mark2 n. [C]

1 DIRTY SPOT a spot or small dirty area on something that spoils its appearance: What are these
black marks on the couch?
THESAURUS

Types of dirty marks
stain – a mark that is difficult to remove: an ink
stain on the shirt pocket

spot – a small mark: a grease spot on his shirt
smudge – a dirty mark, made when something

is rubbed against a surface: a smudge of paint on
her cheek
smear – a mark that is left when a substance is
spread on a surface: There was a smear of blood
on the chair.

Types of marks on someone’s skin
blemish – a mark on your skin that spoils its

appearance
bruise – a purple or brown mark on your skin
that you get because you have fallen or been hit
scar – a permanent mark on your skin, caused
by a cut or by something that burns you
pimple – a small raised red mark or lump on
your skin that teenagers often have
zit (informal) – a pimple
wart – a small hard raised mark on your skin
caused by a virus (=a living thing that causes an
infectious illness)
blister – a small area of skin that is swollen and
full of liquid because it has been rubbed or
burned
freckle – one of several small light brown marks
on someone’s skin
mole – a small usually brown mark on the skin
that is often slightly higher than the skin around it

2 DAMAGE a small damaged area on someone or
something: Her injuries included scratch marks on
her face.
3 WRITING a sign or shape that is written or printed:
She made a mark on the map to show where her
house was.
4 make/leave your mark to become successful
or famous: He first made his mark as a pianist
playing with Miles Davis.

5 a mark of sth a sign that something is true or
exists: We’d like to give you this gift as a mark of
our respect.
6 be off the mark/be wide of the mark to be
incorrect: My estimate was way off the mark.
7 on your mark(s), get set, go! (spoken) said in
order to start a race
mark·down /'mArkdaUn/ n. [C] a reduction in
the price of something
marked /mArkt/ adj. very easy to notice: a
marked improvement —markedly /'mArkIdli/
adv.

mark·er /'mArkø/ n. [C] 1 an object, sign, etc.

that shows the position of something: a marker at
the edge of the football field 2 a large pen with a
thick point ➔ MAGIC MARKER
mar·ket1 /'mArkIt/ n.
1 PLACE TO BUY/SELL [C] a) an area outside
where people buy and sell goods, food, etc.: We buy
all our vegetables from the farmers’ market. b) a
GROCERY STORE ➔ SUPERMARKET
2 the market ECONOMICS the STOCK MARKET
3 on the market ECONOMICS available for someone
to buy: Our house has been on the market for a
year now.
4 COUNTRY/AREA [C] ECONOMICS a particular country or area where a company sells its goods: our
biggest overseas/domestic market | the Japanese
market
5 BUYERS [singular] ECONOMICS the number or kind
of people who want to buy something: The market
for used cars in the U.S. is getting smaller. | the
youth market
6 BUYING AND SELLING [C] ECONOMICS the activity
of buying and selling goods, services, etc.: Manufacturers are competing in an increasingly global
market. | The housing market is beginning to
recover. | the world’s financial markets
7 the job/labor market the number of people
looking for work or the number of jobs available
8 be in the market for sth to be interested in
buying something: I’m in the market for a new car.
9 a buyer’s/seller’s market ECONOMICS a time
that is better for buyers because prices are low, or
better for sellers because prices are high [ORIGIN:
1100—1200 Old North French, Latin mercatus
“buying and selling, marketplace,” from mercari “to buy and sell,” from merx “things to
sell”] ➔ corner the market at CORNER 2 ➔ BLACK
MARKET , FLEA MARKET , FREE MARKET

market2 v. [T] ECONOMICS to try to persuade some-

one to buy something by advertising it in a particular way: The game is being marketed as a learning
toy. —marketer n. [C]
THESAURUS
advertise, promote, publicize,
hype, plug ➔ ADVERTISE

mar·ket·a·ble /'mArkIÔ@b@l/ adj. marketable
goods, skills, etc. are easy to sell because people
want them: The program is designed to provide
students
with
real
marketable
skills.
—marketability /"mArkIÔ@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [U]
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"market e'conomy n. [C]

ECONOMICS an ecothe breakup of sb’s marriage – the end of
nomic system in which companies are not consomeone’s marriage
trolled by the government and decisions about what
sb’s marriage ends in divorce
to produce or sell are based on profit
a proposal of marriage – an occasion when
one person asks another person to marry him or
"market 'forces n. [plural] ECONOMICS the condiher
tions that exist when business and trade are not
a mixed/interracial marriage – a marriage
controlled by the government, which affect the
between people of different races
level of prices and pay at a particular time
an arranged marriage – a marriage in which
mar·ket·ing /'mArkIÔIÎ/ n. [U] ECONOMICS the
your parents choose the person you marry
activity of deciding how to advertise a product,
2
[C] the ceremony in which two people get
what price to charge for it, etc., or the type of job in
which you do this: a large marketing campaign | married SYN wedding
Reed works in marketing.
mar·ried /'mærid/ adj. having a husband or a
mar·ket·place /'mArkIt§"pleIs/ n. 1 the mar- wife: How long have you been married? | Agnes
ketplace ECONOMICS the business of buying and and I have decided to get married. | Helen is
selling goods in competition with other compa- married to a lawyer. ➔ MARRY
THESAURUS
nies 2 [C] a market
single – not married
"market 'value n. [C,U] 1 ECONOMICS the value of
engaged – having formally agreed to marry
a product, building, etc. based on the price that
someone in the future
people are willing to pay for it, rather than the cost
fiancée/fiancé – a woman or man who is
of producing it or building it 2 ECONOMICS the total
engaged
value of all the SHARE s on a STOCK MARKET , or
separated – no longer living with your husband
the value of the STOCK of a particular company
or wife because of problems in your marriage
mark·ing /'mArkIÎ/ n. [C usually plural] 1 marks
divorced – no longer married because you have
painted or written on something: line markings on
officially ended your marriage
the highway 2 the colored patterns and shapes on
divorcee – someone who is divorced
an animal’s fur or skin: a cat with black and gray
widowed – no longer married because your
markings
husband or wife has died
widow/widower – a woman or man who is
marks·man /'mArksm@n/ n. (plural marksmen
widowed
/-m@n/) [C] someone who can shoot very well

mark·up /'mArk-öp/ n. [C] ECONOMICS an increase
in the price of something: The usual retail markup
is 50%.

mar·ma·lade /'mArm@"leId/ n. [U] a JAM made

living together – in a romantic relationship and
sharing a home together, though not married

partner – one of two people who are living

together or who are married
spouse (formal) – a husband or wife ➔ WEDDING

with fruit such as oranges [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
Portuguese marmelada “jam made from mar·row /'mæroU/ n. [U] BIOLOGY the soft substance in the hollow center of bones SYN bone
quinces,” from marmelo “quince”]

ma·roon /m@'run/ n. [U] a very dark red-brown

marrow

color [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 French marron mar·ry /'mæri/ v. (married, marries) 1 [I,T] to
become someone’s husband or wife: I’ve asked
“chestnut”] —maroon adj.
Linda to marry me. | My uncle didn’t marry until he
ma·rooned /m@'rund/ adj. if you are marooned was 50. | We got married last July. | She married
somewhere, you are in a place from which you young (=at a young age). c Don’t say “married
cannot leave, and there are no people to help you: with.” b 2 [T] to perform the ceremony at which
The climbers were marooned on the mountain for two people get married: Rabbi Feingold will marry
three days.
us. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 French marier, from
mar·quee /mAr'ki/ n. [C] a large sign on a theater Latin maritare, from maritus “husband”]
marry into sth phr. v. to join a family by marrying
that gives the name of the movie or play
someone who belongs to it: She married into a rich
mar·riage /'mærIdZ/ n. 1 [C,U] the relationship family.
between two people who are married, or the state of
being married: a long and happy marriage | She felt Mars /mArz/ n. PHYSICS the fourth PLANET from
she wasn’t ready for marriage. | She has two the Sun ➔ see picture at SOLAR SYSTEM
children from a previous marriage.
marsh /mArS/ n. [C,U] an area of low ground that
is soft and wet ➔ SWAMP —marshy adj.
C O L L O C AT I O N S
mar·shal1 /'mArS@l/ n. [C] 1 a police officer in
a happy/good marriage
the U.S. whose job is to make sure that people obey
an unhappy/broken/troubled/failed/loveless
an order that has been given by a court of law: a
marriage
U.S. marshal 2 the officer in charge of a city’s
sb’s marriage breaks up – someone’s marriage
fire-fighting department: the fire marshal
ends because of problems and disagreement
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marshal2 v. marshal your resources/forces

etc. to organize things or people so that they are
used in the most effective way
marsh·mal·low /'mArS"mEloU/ n. [C,U] a very
soft white candy made of sugar

mar·su·pi·al /mAr'supi@l/ n. [C] a type of animal
that carries its baby in a pocket of skin on its body

mart, Mart /mArt/ n. [C] a market or MALL , used

masonry

mar·vel·ous /'mArv@l@s/ adj. extremely good,

enjoyable, or impressive: You are doing a marvelous job. | a marvelous opportunity
Marx·is·m /'mArk"sIz@m/ n. [U] a political system based on Karl Marx’s ideas that explains the
changes in history as the result of the struggle
between social classes —Marxist n. [C]
masc. the written abbreviation of MASCULINE
mas·car·a /mæ'skær@/ n. [U] a dark substance
that you use to color your EYELASH es
mas·cot /'mæskAt/ n. [C] an animal, toy, etc. that
represents a team or organization, and is thought to
bring it good luck [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 French
mascotte, from Provençal mascoto, from masco
“woman with magic powers”]
mas·cu·line /'mæsky@lIn/ adj. 1 having qualities that are considered to be typical of men
➔ FEMININE : a masculine voice 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS in
grammar, a masculine noun or PRONOUN has a
form that means it relates to a male, such as
“widower” or “him” ➔ FEMININE
mas·cu·lin·i·ty /"mæsky@'lIn@Ôi/ n. [U] qualities
that are considered typical of a man ➔ FEMININITY
mash /mæS/ v. [T] to crush something, such as
food that has been cooked, until it is soft: Mash the
potatoes until they’re smooth.
mask1 /mæsk/ n. [C] something that covers all or
part of your face, to protect or hide it: a ski mask |
The attackers wore masks. ➔ GAS MASK
mask2 v. [T] 1 to hide the truth about a situation,
about how you feel, etc.: Small children find it hard
to mask their emotions.

especially in the names of stores: Wall-Mart Stores
Inc. | There wasn’t a Pepsi machine or a convenience mart in sight.
mar·tial /'mArS@l/ adj. related to war and fighting
THESAURUS
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin martialis “of Mars,”
hide, conceal, cover/cover
from Mars, god of war]
up, disguise ➔ HIDE 1
"martial 'art n. [C usually plural] a sport such as
2 to prevent a smell, taste, sound, etc. from being
KARATE , in which you fight with your hands and
noticed: She turned on the radio to mask the noise.
feet
masked
/mæskt/ adj. wearing a mask: a masked
"martial 'law n. [U] POLITICS a situation in which
gunman
the army takes control of an area and many citizens’ rights are taken away, especially because of 'masking tape n. [U] a special type of tape, made
fighting against the government: The country has
of paper
been under martial law since the attempted coup.
mas·och·ism /'mæs@"kIz@m/ n. [U] sexual
Mar·tian /'mArS@n/ n. [C] an imaginary creature
behavior in which someone gets pleasure from
from Mars
being hurt —masochist n. [C] —masochistic
/"mæs@'kIstIkX/ adj.
Mar·tin Lu·ther King Day /"mArt§n "luθø
'kIÎ "deI/ n. a public holiday in the U.S. on the ma·son /'meIs@n/ n. [C] 1 someone who builds
third Monday in January, when people remember
walls, buildings, etc. with bricks, stones,
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
etc. 2 Mason also Freemason a man who
belongs to a society in which each member helps
mar·tyr /'mArÔø/ n. [C] someone who dies for
the other members to become successful, and in
his/her religious or political beliefs, and whose
which they also do work to help other people
death makes people believe more strongly in those
beliefs —martyr v. [T] —martyrdom n. [U]
Ma·son-Dix·on line /"meIs@n 'dIks@n "laIn/
n. the Mason-Dixon line HISTORY the border
mar·vel1 /'mArv@l/ v. [I,T] to feel surprise or
between the states of Pennsylvania and Maryland,
admiration for the quality of something: We marconsidered to be the dividing line between the
veled at her courage.
northern and southern U.S.
marvel2 n. [C] something or someone that is
extremely impressive: Laser surgery is one of the ma·son·ry /'meIs@nri/ n. [U] brick or stone from
marvels of modern medicine.
which a building, wall, etc. is made
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mas·quer·ade1 /"mæsk@'reId/ n. [C] a formal "mass-pro'duced adj. produced in large num-

dance or party where people wear MASK s and
unusual clothes
masquerade2 v. [I] to pretend to be someone or
something else: Two men masquerading as police
officers robbed a local bank.
mass1 /mæs/ n. 1 [C] a large amount or quantity
of something: The train wreck was a mass of
twisted steel. 2 [singular] a large crowd: a mass of
people 3 Mass [C,U] the main religious ceremony
in some Christian churches, especially the Roman
Catholic Church 4 the masses [plural] all the
ordinary people in a society 5 [U] PHYSICS the
amount of material that a physical object contains.
It is similar to its weight, but the mass of an object
does not depend on GRAVITY : the mass of a star
mass2 adj. involving or intended for a large number of people: weapons of mass destruction | a mass
grave
mass3 v. [I,T] to come together in a large group, or
to make people or things do this: Troops are massing at the border.
mas·sa·cre1 /'mæs@kø/ n. [C,U] the killing of a
lot of people, especially people who cannot defend
themselves: the massacre of 17 unarmed peasants
massacre2 v. [T] to kill a lot of people, especially
people who cannot defend themselves: Government
troops massacred hundreds of students.
THESAURUS
kill, murder, slaughter,
exterminate, slay ➔ KILL 1

mas·sage /m@'sAZ, -'sAdZ/ n. [C,U] the action of

pressing and rubbing someone’s body with your
hands to reduce pain or help him/her relax: I felt
much calmer after the massage. | Larry gave me a
gentle back massage. [ORIGIN: 1800—1900
French masser “to massage,” from Arabic
massa “to stroke”] —massage v. [T]
mas·seur /mæ'sø, m@-/ n. [C] someone who
gives people a massage
mas·seuse /mæ'suz, m@-/ n. [C] a woman who
gives people a massage
mas·sive /'mæsIv/ adj. 1 very large, solid, and
heavy: a massive stone fireplace
THESAURUS
big, large, huge, enormous,
vast, gigantic, immense, colossal ➔ BIG

2 unusually large, powerful, or damaging: Dad
suffered a massive heart attack. | a massive tax bill

"mass 'media n. the mass media all the people
and organizations that provide information and
news for the public, including television, radio, and
newspapers

"mass 'murderer n. [C] someone who has murdered a lot of people

'mass "number n. [C] PHYSICS the total number of
PROTON s and NEUTRON s in the NUCLEUS (=central
part) of an atom

bers using machinery, so that each object is the
same and can be sold cheaply: The computers will
be mass-produced in Korea. —mass production
n. [U] —mass-produce v. [T]
mast /mæst/ n. [C] 1 a tall pole on which the sails
on a ship are hung 2 a tall pole on which a flag is
hung
mas·ter1 /'mæstø/ n. [C] 1 someone who is very
skilled at something: a master of disguise 2 a
document, record, etc. from which other copies are
made 3 (old-fashioned) a man who has authority
over people or animals ➔ MISTRESS
master2 v. [T] to learn something so well that you
understand it completely and have no difficulty
with it: It only took him a few months to master
French.
THESAURUS
learn, study, pick sth up, get
the hang of sth, acquire ➔ LEARN

master3 adj. 1 master copy/list/tape etc. the

original thing from which copies are
made 2 master plumber/chef etc. someone
who is very skillful at doing a particular
job 3 most important or main: the master bedroom
mas·ter·ful /'mæstøf@l/ adj. skillfully done,
made, or dealt with: a masterful performance
'master key n. [C] a key that will open all the
door locks in a building
mas·ter·mind /'mæstø"maInd/ n. [C usually singular] someone who organizes a complicated plan,
especially a criminal plan: the mastermind behind
the bombings —mastermind v. [T]
"Master of 'Arts n. an M.A.

"master of 'ceremonies n. [C usually singular]

someone who introduces speakers or performers at
a social or public occasion SYN MC, emcee
"Master of 'Science n. an M.S.
mas·ter·piece /'mæstø"pis/ n. [C] a work of
art, piece of writing, music, etc. that is of the
highest quality
'master’s de"gree also master’s n. [C] a university degree that you get by studying for one or
two years after your first degree
mas·ter·y /'mæst@ri/ n. [U] complete control or
power over someone or something: Shakespeare’s
mastery of the English language
mas·tur·bate /'mæstø"beIt/ v. [I,T] to touch or
rub your sexual organs for pleasure
—masturbation /"mæstø'beIS@n/ n. [U]
mat /mæt/ n. [C] 1 a small piece of thick material
that covers part of a floor 2 a piece of thick soft
material used in some activities for people to sit on,
fall onto, etc.
mat·a·dor /'mæÔ@"dOr/ n. [C] someone who fights
and tries to kill a BULL during a BULLFIGHT
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match1 /mætS/ n. 1 [C] a small wooden or

M

paper stick with a special substance at the top,
used to light a fire, cigarette, etc.: a box of
matches | He lit/struck a match so we could
see. 2 [C] a game or sports event: a tennis/
boxing/soccer match | a semi-final match against
South Korea 3 be no match for sb to be much
less strong, fast, etc. than an opponent: Our
defense was no match for theirs. 4 a shouting
match a loud argument

match2 v. 1 [I,T] if one thing matches another,

or if two things match, they look good together
because they have a similar color, pattern, etc.: We
found a carpet to match the curtains in this
room. | Do these socks match? 2 [I,T] if two
things match, or if one matches the other, they
look or seem the same: Police say the murder
weapon matches a knife belonging to the suspect. 3 [T] to be appropriate for a particular
person, thing, or situation: We’ll try to help you
find a job to match your skills. 4 [T] to put two
people or things together that are somehow related
to each other: Match the title of each book with
its author. 5 [T] to be equal to something in
value, size, or quality: His ambition was matched
by a devotion to his family.
match up phr. v. 1 to be of a similar level or of
similar quality to something: If the product
doesn’t match up to our standards, we don’t sell
it. 2 to belong with or fit together with something: The edges of the cloth don’t match up.

match·book /'mætSbUk/ n. [C] a small piece of
thick folded paper containing paper matches

match·box /'mætSbAks/ n. [C] a small box containing matches

match·ing /'mætSIÎ/ adj. having the same color,

style, or pattern as something else: She wore a
green skirt with a matching jacket.
THESAURUS
similar, like, alike,
comparable, akin to sth, analogous, identical
➔ SIMILAR

match·less /'mætSlIs/ adj. (formal) better than all
other things of the same kind

match·mak·er /'mætS"meIkø/ n. [C] someone

who tries to find the right person for someone else
to marry —matchmaking n. [U]

mate1 /meIt/ n. [C] 1 office/band/locker etc.
mate someone you work with, do an activity with,
or share something with ➔ CLASSMATE , ROOMMATE 2 a husband, wife, or sexual partner, used
especially in magazines: He’s still searching for the
perfect mate. 3 BIOLOGY the sexual partner of an
animal 4 one of a pair of objects: I can’t find the
mate to this glove.

mate2 v. [I] BIOLOGY if animals mate, they have sex
to produce babies: The male mates with several
females.

ma·te·ri·al1 /m@'tIri@l/ n. 1 [C,U] cloth used for

making clothes, curtains, etc.: Mom bought some
velvet material to make a dress. 2 [C,U] things
such as wood, plastic, paper, etc. from which things
can be made: building materials 3 [U] also materials [plural] the things that are used for making or
doing something: reading/writing/teaching material 4 [U] information or ideas used in books,
movies, etc.: He’s looking for new material for his
next book.
material2 adj. 1 relating to your money, possessions, living conditions, etc. rather than the needs
of your mind or soul: We have very few material
possessions, but we have each other. 2 relating to
the real world or to physical objects, rather than
religious matters: the material world 3 LAW important and needing to be considered when making a
decision: a material witness for the defense | He
was prosecuted for concealing facts material to the
investigation.
ma·te·ri·al·ism /m@'tIri@"lIz@m/ n. [U] (disapproving) the belief that money and possessions are
more important than art, religion, morality, etc.
—materialist adj., n. [C] —materialistic
/m@"tIri@'lIstIk/ adj.
ma·te·ri·al·ize /m@'tIri@"laIz/ v. [I] 1 to happen
or appear in the way that you expected: The student
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protest failed to materialize/never materialized
(=did not happen). 2 to appear in an unexpected
and strange way: A man materialized from the
shadows.
ma·ter·nal /m@'tønl/ adj. 1 typical of the way a
good mother feels or acts ➔ PATERNAL : maternal
feelings 2 maternal grandfather/aunt etc.
your mother’s father, sister, etc.
ma·ter·ni·ty /m@'tøn@Ôi/ adj. relating to a
woman who is PREGNANT , or who has had a baby,
or to the time when she is pregnant: maternity
clothes
ma'ternity "leave n. [U] time that a woman is
allowed away from her job when she has a baby:
Karen’s still on maternity leave.
ma'ternity "ward n. [C] a department in a hospital where a woman is cared for after having a baby
math /mæθ/ n. [U] (informal) the study or science
of numbers and of the structure and measurement
of shapes
math·e·mat·i·cal /mæθ'mæÔIk@l, "mæθ@-/ adj.
related to or using mathematics: a mathematical
equation
math·e·ma·ti·cian /"mæθm@'tIS@n/ n. [C]
someone who studies or teaches mathematics
math·e·mat·ics /"mæθ'mæÔIks, "mæθ@-/ n. [U]
(formal) the study or science of numbers and of the
structure and measurement of shapes SYN math
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin mathematicus, from
Greek, from mathema “learning, mathematics”]
mat·i·n·ée /"mæt§n'eI/ n. [C] a performance of a
play or movie in the afternoon
ma·tri·arch /'meItri"Ark/ n. [C] a woman who
has the most influence or power in a family or
social group ➔ PATRIARCH —matriarchal
/"meItri'Ark@l/ adj.
ma·tri·ar·chy /'meItri"Arki/ n. [U] SOCIAL SCIENCE
a social system in which women hold all the power
➔ PATRIARCHY
ma·tric·u·late /m@'trIky@"leIt/ v. [I] (formal) to
officially begin studying at a school or college: He
majored in theater after matriculating to Northwestern. —matriculation /m@"trIky@'leIS@n/ n.
[U]

mat·ri·lin·e·al /"mætr@'lIni@l/ adj. SOCIAL SCIENCE

a matrilineal society regards the connections
between mothers and daughters as more important
than the connections between fathers and sons
➔ PATRILINEAL
mat·ri·mo·ny /'mætr@"moUni/ n. [U] (formal) the
state of being married [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
French matremoine, from Latin matrimonium
“being a mother, marriage”] —matrimonial
/"mætr@'moUni@l/ adj.
ma·trix /'meItrIks/ n. (plural matrices /-tr@siz/
or matrixes) [C] MATH an arrangement of numbers,
letters, or signs on a GRID (=a background of
regular crossed lines), used in mathematics, science, etc.

ma·tron /'meItr@n/ n. [C] (literary) an older married woman

ma·tron·ly /'meItr@nli/ adj. a polite word to
describe a woman who is not thin, young, or
attractive

matte /mæt/ adj. matte paint, color, or photographs are not shiny

mat·ted /'mæÔId/ adj. matted hair or fur is twisted
and stuck together

mat·ter1 /'mæÔø/ n.

1 SUBJECT/SITUATION [C] a subject or situation
that you have to think about or deal with: I need to
speak with you about a serious matter. | The
argument was strictly a private/personal matter. |
matters of public concern | Whether he is guilty is a
matter for the jury to decide. | financial matters
THESAURUS

➔ SUBJECT 1

subject, topic, theme, issue

2 matters [plural] a situation that you are in or
have been describing: She tried to apologize, but
that only made matters worse. | It didn’t help
matters (=made the situation worse) when the
money failed to arrive.
SPOKEN PHRASES

3 the matter used to ask why something is not
working normally, someone seems upset or sick, or
something looks wrong: What’s the matter? Why
are you crying? | Is there something the matter
with the car?
4 as a matter of fact said when giving a surprising or unexpected answer to a question or statement: “Have you ever been to Paris?” “As a
matter of fact, I just came from there.”
5 the fact of the matter is (that) used when
saying what you think is really true concerning a
situation: The fact of the matter is the company has
had financial problems for years.
6 no matter how/where/what etc. used to say
that something is always the same whatever happens, or in spite of someone’s efforts to change it:
No matter how hard she tried, she couldn’t get the
door open.
7 it’s only/just a matter of time used to say that
something will definitely happen in the future: It’s
only a matter of time before he loses his job.
8 SUBSTANCE [U] a) PHYSICS the material that
everything in the universe is made of b) a substance that consists of a particular thing: waste/
vegetable matter
9 take matters into your own hands to deal
with a problem yourself because other people have
failed to deal with it: Local people took matters into
their own hands and hired their own security
guards.
10 sth is a matter of principle/money etc.
used to say that what happens or what you decide
depends on your judgment, how much something
costs, how much time there is, etc.: The money isn’t
important – it’s a matter of principle.
11 be a matter of doing sth used to say that you
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only have to do a particular thing, or do something
in a particular way, in order to be successful: I have
a place to stay. Now it’s just a matter of booking my
flight.
12 sth is a matter of opinion used to say that
people have different opinions about something
13 a matter of life and death a very dangerous
or serious situation
14 a matter of seconds/days/inches etc. only
a few seconds, days, inches, etc.: The bullet missed
him by a matter of inches.
15 for that matter used to say that what you have
said about one thing is also true about another: We
don’t have a TV yet, or even a bed for that matter.
matter2 v. [I] 1 to be important, or to have an
effect on what happens: Money is the only thing
that matters to him. | Does it matter which road I
take? | No matter how much suntan lotion I put on,
I still burn. 2 it doesn’t matter (spoken) a) used to say that you do not care which one
of two things you have: “Do you want tea or
coffee?” “Oh, it doesn’t matter.” b) used to tell
someone you are not angry or upset: “I lost the
book you loaned me.” “It doesn’t matter – I have
another copy.”
"matter-of-'fact adj. showing no emotion when
you are talking about something, especially something exciting, frightening, upsetting, etc.: Jerry
was very matter-of-fact about losing his job.
—matter-of-factly adv.
THESAURUS

detached – not reacting to something in an

emotional way: She described what had happened
in a detached way.
impassive – not showing any emotions: The
witness remained impassive throughout
questioning.
dispassionate (formal) – not easily influenced
by personal feelings: a dispassionate analysis of
the situation
cold – without friendly feelings: a cold and
distant man

mat·tress /'mætrIs/ n. [C] the soft part of a bed

that you lie on [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French
materas, from Arabic matrah “place where
something is thrown”]
ma·ture1 /m@'tSUr, m@'tUr/ Ac adj. 1 behaving in a reasonable way like an adult – used
especially about a child or young person
ANT immature: She’s young, but she’s very
mature for her age. 2 fully grown and developed:
Eagles aren’t sexually mature until age five. |
mature wine | The human brain isn’t fully mature
until about age 25. 3 a polite way of describing
someone who is not young anymore [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Latin maturus]
mature2 Ac v. [I] 1 to begin to behave in a
reasonable way like an adult: Pat’s matured a lot
since going to college. 2 BIOLOGY to become fully
grown or developed: The fly matures in only seven
days. | It will mature into a small tree. | Girls tend

to mature more quickly than boys, both physically
and emotionally. 3 ECONOMICS if a financial
arrangement, such as a BOND or POLICY , matures,
it becomes ready to be paid —maturation n. [U]:
Scientists studied the maturation of the seeds under
different weather conditions.
n.
ma·tur·i·ty /m@'tSUr@Ôi, -'tUr-/ Ac
[U] 1 the quality of behaving in a sensible way
like an adult: He has a lot of maturity for a
15-year-old. 2 BIOLOGY the time when a person,
animal, or plant is fully grown or developed: Rabbits reach maturity in only five weeks. | Few of the
plants grew to maturity. 3 ECONOMICS the time
when a financial arrangement, such as a BOND or
POLICY , is ready to be paid: With these particular
bonds, interest is paid at maturity.
maud·lin /'mOdlIn/ adj. (disapproving) talking or
behaving in a sad and silly way: moments of maudlin self-pity
maul /mOl/ v. [T] if an animal mauls someone, it
injures him/her badly, tearing his/her flesh
mau·so·le·um /"mOs@'li@m, -z@-/ n. [C] a large
stone building made specially to contain the body
of a dead person or the dead bodies of an important
family [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin, Greek, from
Mausolos king of Caria in ancient Turkey, for
whom such a building was made]
mauve /moUv/ n. [U] a pale purple color
—mauve adj.
mav·er·ick /'mæv@rIk/ n. [C] someone who
thinks or behaves in a way that is different from
most people: a political maverick [ORIGIN: 1800—
1900 Samuel A. Maverick (1803-70), U.S. cattle
owner who did not mark some of his young
cattle] —maverick adj.
mawk·ish /'mOkIS/ adj. showing too much emotion in a way that is embarrassing SYN sentimental: He writes movingly about his wife without
becoming
mawkish.
adv.
—mawkishly
—mawkishness n. [U]
max1 /mæks/ Ac n. 1 (informal) the abbreviation
of MAXIMUM : Five people will fit, but that’s the
max. 2 to the max (slang) to the greatest degree
possible —max adj., adv.: It’ll cost $50 max.

max2 v.

max sth ↔ out phr. v. (slang) to use something such
as money or supplies so that there is none left: I
maxed out my credit card.
max·im /'mæksIm/ n. [C] a well-known phrase
that gives a rule for sensible behavior
THESAURUS
phrase, expression, idiom,
cliché, saying, proverb ➔ PHRASE 1

max·i·mize /'mæks@"maIz/

Ac
v. [T] 1 to
increase something as much as possible ANT minimize: We want to maximize the services available
to our customers. | The company’s main function is
to maximize profit. 2 IT to CLICK on a special part
of a WINDOW on a computer screen so that it
becomes as big as the screen ANT minimize: Users
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will need to maximize the window to see the full
picture.
max·i·mum1 /'mæks@m@m/ Ac adj. the maximum amount, quantity, speed, etc. is the largest that
is possible or allowed ANT minimum: The maximum penalty is five years in prison. | The maximum
height of these trees is 25 feet. [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 Latin maximus “greatest,” from magnus
“great”]
maximum2 n. [C usually singular] the largest number, amount, etc. that is possible or is allowed
ANT minimum: The road was designed for a maximum of 35,000 vehicles a day. | The country’s
agricultural policies force farmers to exploit their
land to the maximum.
May /meI/ n. [C,U] the fifth month of the year,
between April and June: Our anniversary is on
May 1st. | We might be going to Texas in May. |
Construction is scheduled to begin next May. | We
haven’t seen Tania since last May. [ORIGIN:
1100—1200 Old French mai, from Latin Maius,
from Maia Roman goddess]
may modal verb 1 used to talk about what is or was
possible ➔ MIGHT : You may have to come back next
week. | This may not be enough money. c Don’t say
“mayn’t.” b 2 may I ...? (spoken) used to ask
politely if you can do something: May I borrow
your pen? | May I please speak to Carl? 3 (formal)
used to say that someone is allowed to do something: You may start writing on your test forms
now. 4 may ..., but ... used to say that although
one thing is true, something else which seems very
different is also true: This may taste bad, but it’s
good for you. 5 may as well ➔ might as well at
MIGHT 1

GRAMMAR

May is not used in questions about possible
events or situations. Use might instead: Might
there be a connection between these two things?

may·be /'meIbi/ adv. 1 used to say that some-

thing may be true or may happen, but that you are
not sure SYN perhaps: Maybe Anna’s stuck in
traffic. | “Will you be there tomorrow night?”
“Maybe.” | Maybe this wasn’t such a good idea. |
Maybe you’re right, but maybe not.
USAGE

Use maybe to talk about something that is
possible, especially as a way of suggesting or
explaining something. Maybe usually goes at the
beginning of a sentence: Maybe we can get
together this weekend.
May be is a modal verb followed by “be,” used
to show that something is possible but not sure:
We may be getting together this weekend.

2 used to make a suggestion: Maybe Jeff could help
you.

'May Day n. the first day of May, when people
traditionally celebrate the arrival of spring

may·day /'meIdeI/ n. [C usually singular] a radio

signal used to ask for help when a ship or airplane
is in danger [ORIGIN: 1900—2000 French
m’aider “help me”]
may·hem /'meIhEm/ n. [U] an extremely confused situation in which people are very frightened
or excited: There was complete mayhem after the
explosion.
may·o /'meIoU/ n. [U] (spoken) mayonnaise
may·on·naise /'meI@"neIz/ n. [U] a thick white
sauce made of egg and oil [ORIGIN: 1800—1900
French]
may·or /'meIø, mEr/ n. [C] someone who is
elected to lead the government of a town or city
THESAURUS
politician, president,
congressman/congresswoman, senator,
governor ➔ POLITICIAN

maze

n.
/meIz/
a maze of
streets/tunnels etc. a
complicated and confusing arrangement of
streets, etc. 2 something that is complicated
and difficult to understand: a maze of rules/
laws/regulations 3 a
specially designed system of paths that is difficult to find your way
through, which people
go to for fun [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 maze “to confuse”]
M.B.A. n. [C] Master of Business Administration a GRADUATE degree that teaches you the
skills you need to be in charge of a business
MC the abbreviation of MASTER OF CEREMONIES
MCAT /'Emkæt/ n. [C] (trademark) Medical College Admission Test an examination taken by
students who have completed a first degree and
want to go to MEDICAL SCHOOL
Mc·Coy /m@'kOI/ n. the real McCoy (informal)
something that is real and not a copy
MD the written abbreviation of MARYLAND
[C] 1

M.D. n. [C] DOCTOR OF MEDICINE
ME the written abbreviation of MAINE
me /mi/ pron. 1 the object form of “I’: Cathy

called me last night. | Give it to me. 2 me too
(spoken) said when you agree with someone, or are
going to do the same thing as s/he is: “I’m hungry!” “Me too.” 3 me neither (spoken) said
when you agree with a negative statement someone
has just made: “I don’t like fruitcake.” “Me neither.”
mead·ow /'mEdoU/ n. [C] a field with wild grass
and flowers
mea·ger /'migø/ adj. very small in amount: a
meager salary [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French maigre, from Latin macer “thin”]
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meal /mil/ n. [C] a particular time when you eat

food, or the food that is eaten then: Would you like
wine with your meal? | Don’t eat a heavy meal
before going to bed. | We had a nice meal. [ORIGIN:
Old English mæl “time, meal”]
C O L L O C AT I O N S

evening meal – dinner or supper
main meal – the most important and largest
meal you eat during a day
three/four/five-course meal – a large meal that
has three, etc. courses (=separate parts of a
meal)
light/quick meal – a small meal
decent/good/full meal – a large meal with
good food
have/eat a meal
cook/prepare/make a meal
go (out) for a meal – to go to a restaurant to
eat
ask sb out for a meal also take sb out for a
meal – to ask someone to come to a restaurant
with you to eat, or to take someone there
➔ LUNCH
THESAURUS

Types of meals
breakfast – a meal that you eat in the morning
lunch – a meal that you eat in the middle of the
day

brunch – a meal that you eat in the late
morning, instead of breakfast or lunch

dinner/supper – a meal that you eat in the
evening

picnic – a meal that you eat outdoors, consisting
of food that you cook or prepare earlier

barbecue – a meal that you cook and eat
outdoors

Parts of a large meal
appetizer – a small dish of food served at the
beginning of a meal

hors d’oeuvre – a small amount of food that is

served before people sit down at the table for
the main meal
main course/entrée – the main part of a meal
side dish – food eaten with the main course
dessert – sweet food eaten at the end of the
meal ➔ CORNMEAL , OATMEAL

meal·time /'miltaIm/ n. [C] a time during the
day when you have a meal

mean1 /min/ v. (past tense and past participle meant
/mEnt/) [T] 1 to have or represent a particular
meaning: What does‘inoculate’mean? | This light
means you’re running low on fuel. c Don’t say “is
meaning.” b 2 to intend a particular meaning when
you say something: I said Monday but I meant
Tuesday. | I just meant that we need to think
carefully about our options. c Don’t say “I am
meaning.” b 3 to intend to do something or intend
that someone else should do something: I’ve been
meaning to ask you something. | He says he didn’t
mean for her to get hurt. 4 to have a particular

result: An airline strike meant that he was stuck in
Athens for another week.
SPOKEN PHRASES

5 I mean a) said when you want to explain or
give an example of something, or when you stop to
think about what to say next: She’s always late for
work. I mean, yesterday she showed up at
10:30. b) said when you want to quickly correct
what you have just said: She plays the violin, I
mean the viola. 6 (do) you mean ...? said when
you are checking that you understand something
that someone has said: You mean you want me to
call you, or will you call me? 7 (do) you know
what I mean? said when you are asking someone
if s/he understands you: He wore a hat like the one
Sherlock Holmes had. You know what I mean? 8 I
know what you mean used to tell someone that
you understand or agree with what s/he is saying:
“I’m so tired of his complaining.” “I know what
you mean.” 9 I see what you mean used to tell
someone that you now understand what s/he has
been saying 10 what do you mean
(...)? a) said when you do not understand someone b) said when you are very surprised or
annoyed by something someone has said: What do
you mean, you sold the car?
11 sb/sth means sth (to sb) used to say that
someone or something is very important to someone: It would mean a lot to your father if you
offered to help. 12 sb means business to be
determined to do something: You have to be strict
about the rules so they know you mean business. 13 sth was meant to be used to say that
you think a situation was certain to happen and that
no one could have prevented it: Our marriage was
never meant to be. [ORIGIN: Old English mænan]
mean2 adj. 1 cruel or not kind: Why do you say
such mean things to me? | Don’t be mean to your
sister. | It was mean of you not to invite her.
THESAURUS

cruel – deliberately making someone suffer or

feel unhappy: Kids can be very cruel to each
other.
unkind – treating people in a way that makes
them unhappy or hurts their feelings: She never
says an unkind word.
nasty – not kind and not pleasant, often
deliberately: Their neighbors were really nasty.
thoughtless – not thinking about the needs and
feelings of other people: a thoughtless remark
spiteful – being unkind deliberately in order to
annoy or upset someone: Her reaction was
spiteful.
abusive – using cruel words or physical violence:
an abusive father
vicious – very cruel and deliberately trying to
upset someone: a vicious rumor
malicious (formal) – showing a desire to harm
or upset someone: malicious gossip

2 no mean feat/trick/achievement etc. something that is very difficult to do, so that someone
who does it deserves to be admired: It was no mean
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achievement for a woman to become a doctor in
1920. 3 a mean sth (informal) used to say that
something is very good or someone is very good at
doing something: Ray plays a mean game of tennis. 4 MATH average: The mean age of the men in
the study was 47.
mean3 n. 1 means [plural] a method, system,
object, etc. that is used as a way of achieving a
result: We’ll use any means we can to raise the
money. | My bicycle is my main means of
transportation. | The oil is transported by means of
(=using) a pipeline. 2 means [plural] ECONOMICS
the money or income that you have: They don’t
have the means to buy a car. | Try to live within
your means (=only spending what you can
afford). | a man of means (=who is rich) 3 by all
means (spoken) used to mean “of course” when
politely allowing someone to do something or
agreeing with a suggestion: “Can I invite Clarence?” “Oh, by all means.” 4 by no means
(formal) not at all: The results are by no means
certain. 5 a means to an end something that
you do only to achieve a result, not because you
want to do it: This job is just a means to an
end. 6 the mean MATH the average amount, figure, or value ➔ MEDIAN , MODE : The mean of 7, 9,
and 14 is 10.
me·an·der /mi'ændø/ v. [I] to move in a slow
relaxed way, not in any particular direction: I spent
the afternoon meandering through the city. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin maeander, from Greek,
from Maiandros (now Menderes), river in Turkey]

mean·ing /'minIÎ/ n. 1 [C,U] the thing, idea,

feeling, etc. that a word, phrase, or sign represents:
I don’t understand the meaning of this
word. 2 [C,U] the thoughts or ideas that someone
wants you to understand from what s/he says, does,
writes, etc.: The exact meaning of the king’s statement was not clear. 3 [U] the importance that
something has in a particular situation: Until today,
I hadn’t realized the full meaning of what had
happened. 4 (not) know the meaning of sth to
have, or not have, experience and understanding of
a particular situation or feeling: Those kids don’t
know the meaning of hard work.

mean·ing·ful /'minIÎf@l/ adj. 1 serious, useful,
or important: a meaningful relationship | meaningful work 2 easy to understand: The data isn’t very
meaningful to anyone but a scientist. 3 a meaningful look/smile etc. a look that clearly
expresses the way someone feels

mean·ing·less /'minIÎlIs/ adj. having no purpose or importance and therefore not worth doing
or having: a meaningless job | a statistic that is
completely/totally/absolutely meaningless

meant /mEnt/ v. the past tense and past participle
of

MEAN

mean·time /'mintaIm/ n. in the meantime in
the period of time between now and a future event,
or between two events in the past: We want to buy a

house, but in the meantime we’re renting the apartment.
mean·while /'minwaIl/ adv. while something
else is happening, or in the time between two
events: I was in the kitchen cleaning up. Meanwhile, Ray was in the living room watching TV.
mea·sles /'miz@lz/ also the measles n. [U] an
infectious illness in which you have a fever and
small red spots on your face and body
mea·sly /'mizli/ adj. (informal) very small and
disappointing in size, quantity, or value: I only won
a measly $5.
meas·ur·a·ble /'mEZ@r@b@l/ adj. 1 able to be
measured: A manager should set measurable
goals. 2 important or large enough to have an
effect: The changes have not achieved any measurable results. —measurably adv.
meas·ure1 /'mEZø/
v. 1 [T] to find the size,
length, or amount of
something: Measure the
wall to see if the bookshelves will fit. 2 [T] to
judge the importance or
value of something: It is
too early to measure the
effectiveness of the
drug. | Education cannot be measured by test
scores alone. 3 [linking verb] to be a particular size,
length, or amount: The table measures four feet by
six feet.
measure sb/sth against sth phr. v. to judge someone or something by comparing him, her, or it to
another person or thing
measure up phr. v. to be good enough to do a
particular job or to reach a particular standard: The
test will allow us to see how our students measure up.
measure2 n. 1 [C] an official action that is
intended to deal with a problem: Congress passed a
measure to control spending today. | We have taken
measures to limit smoking to one area in the
building. | Officials said they were satisfied with
security measures. 2 a measure of sth an
amount of something good or something that you
want: Over time, they developed a measure of
trust. 3 be a measure of sth (formal) to be a sign
of the importance, strength, etc. of something: Profits are often used as a measure of a company’s
success. 4 [C,U] a system or unit for measuring the
weight, length, etc. of something: A kilo is a measure of weight.
meas·ure·ment /'mEZøm@nt/ n. [C,U] the
length, height, value, etc. of something, or the act
of measuring this: We took measurements and
realized that the table wouldn’t fit through the
doorway.
"measure of 'spread also "measure of
varia'bility, "measure of vari'ation n. [C] MATH
a measurement used to show how STATISTICAL
information is spread across particular DATA
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"measures 'of center n. [plural]

MATH three
standard units of measurement used when examining and describing DATA . The units are called the
MEAN (=used to show the average quantity), the
MODE (=used to show the most frequent quantity),
and the MEDIAN (=used to show the middle quantity).
meat /mit/ n. [U] the flesh of animals and birds
eaten as food: She never eats meat on Fridays. | red
meat (=dark meat such as beef) | white meat (=pale
meat such as chicken) [ORIGIN: Old English mete
“food”]

THESAURUS

Types of meat
beef – the meat from a cow
veal – the meat from a young cow
pork – the meat from a pig
ham – meat from a pig, that has been preserved
with salt or smoke

bacon – long thin pieces of meat from the back

or sides of a pig, that have been preserved with
salt or smoke
The meat from lamb, birds, or fish is called by the
name of the animal: We had chicken for dinner. |
roast lamb | salmon steaks in tomato sauce

meat·ball /'mit§bOl/ n. [C] a small round ball
made from very small pieces of meat pressed
together

meat·loaf /'mitloUf/ n. (plural meatloaves) [C,U]
meat, egg, bread, etc. mixed and baked together in
the shape of a LOAF

meat·y /'miÔi/ adj. containing a lot of meat or
having a strong meat taste: a meaty stew

mec·ca /'mEk@/ n. [singular] 1 Mecca a city in
Saudi Arabia which is the most important holy city
of Islam 2 a place that many people want to visit
for a particular reason: Alaska is a mecca for
nature lovers.

me·chan·ic /mI'kænIk/ n. 1 [C] someone

whose job is to repair vehicles and machinery 2 mechanics [U] the science that deals with
the effects of forces on objects 3 the mechanics
of (doing) sth the way in which something works
or is done: The mechanics of bookkeeping can be
complex.

me·chan·i·cal /mI'kænIk@l/ adj. 1 relating to

machines, or using power from a machine:
Mechanical failure caused the jet to crash. | a
mechanical device 2 done or said without thinking, as if you were a machine: a mechanical answer
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Late Latin mechanicus,
from Greek, from mechane “machine”]
—mechanically adv.

mech·a·nism /'mEk@"nIz@m/

Ac n. [C] 1 the
part of a machine, or a set of parts, that does a
particular job: a car’s steering mechanism 2 a
way in which something works, or the process by
which it is done: the mechanisms of the brain | a
mechanism for measuring employee performance |

Alcohol affects the perception mechanism of the
brain.
mech·a·nized /'mEk@"naIzd/ adj. using
machines instead of people or animals: a highly
mechanized factory —mechanize v. [T]
med·al /'mEdl/ n. [C] a round flat piece of metal
given to someone who has won a competition or
who has done something brave: He won an Olympic gold medal.
med·al·ist /'mEdl-Ist/ n. [C] someone who has
won a medal in a competition: a gold/silver/bronze
medalist
me·dal·lion /m@'dæly@n/ n. [C] a piece of metal
shaped like a large coin, worn as jewelry on a chain
around the neck
med·dle /'mEdl/ v. [I] (disapproving) to try to
influence a situation that does not concern you: I
don’t want the government meddling in my affairs.
—meddler n. [C]
me·di·a /'midi@/ Ac n. [plural] all the organizations, such as television, radio, and newspapers,
that provide news and information for the public, or
the people who do this work: the news media | The
film attracted a lot of media attention. | The scandal was widely reported in the media. ➔ MASS
MEDIA

me·di·an /'midi@n/ n. 1 [C] something that

divides a road or HIGHWAY , such as a thin piece of
land 2 [singular] MATH the middle number in a set
of numbers that are arranged in order of size
➔ MEAN , MODE : The median of 3, 9, 11, 13, and 14
is 11. 3 [C usually singular] also median of a
triangle MATH a line passing from one of the points
of a TRIANGLE to the middle of the opposite side
me·di·ate /'midi"eIt/ Ac v. [I,T] to try to help
two groups, countries, etc. to stop arguing and
make an agreement: The court had to mediate
between Hassel and his neighbors. | He will be
mediating talks between the two sides.
—mediation /"midi'eIS@n/ n. [U]
me·di·a·tor /'midi"eIÔø/ n. [C] someone who
helps people, groups, countries, etc. to end an
argument and reach an agreement
Med·i·caid /'mEdI"keId/ n. [U] a system by
which the government helps to pay the cost of
medical treatment for poor people
med·i·cal /'mEdIk@l/ Ac adj. relating to medicine and the treatment of disease or injury: medical
school | The clinic provides free medical care. | new
types of medical treatment | the medical profession
(=doctors, nurses, etc.) | More funding is needed for
medical research. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 French
médical, from Late Latin medicalis, from Latin
medicus “doctor”] —medically adv.
'medical "school n. [C,U] a part of a university,
where people study to become doctors
Med·i·care /'mEdI"kEr/ n. [U] a system by which
the government helps to pay for the medical treatment of old people
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med·i·cat·ed /'mEdI"keIÔId/ adj. containing

man of medium height | The study focused on
medium-sized cities.
medicine: medicated shampoo
med·i·ca·tion /"mEdI'keIS@n/ n. [C,U] medicine medium2 Ac n. [C] 1 (plural media /'midi@/) a
given to people who are sick: Are you taking any way of communicating or expressing something:
medication? | He’s on medication for his heart.
The Internet is a powerful advertising medium. | In
the modern age, television is the primary medium
THESAURUS
medicine, pill, tablet, capsule,
of communication. 2 (plural media) the material,
eye/ear drops, drug, dosage, prescription ➔
paints, etc. that an artist uses: This sculptor’s favorMEDICINE
ite medium is wood. 3 (plural mediums) someone
who claims to speak to dead people and receive
me·dic·i·nal /m@'dIs@n@l/ adj. helping to cure messages from them
illness or disease: The herbs are used for medicinal
'medium-sized also 'medium-size adj. not
purposes.
but not large either: medium-sized apples | a
med·i·cine /'mEd@s@n/ n. 1 [C,U] a substance small,
medium-size city
used for treating illness: Remember to take your
medicine. | Medicines should be kept away from med·ley /'mEdli/ n. (plural medleys) [C] ENG.
children.
LANG. ARTS tunes from different songs that are
played one after the other as a single piece of
THESAURUS
music: a medley of folk songs
pill/tablet/capsule – a small hard piece of
medicine that you swallow

med school /'mEd skul/ n. [C,U] (informal) a

into your eye or ear
drug – a medicine or a substance for making
medicines: a new drug in the treatment of breast
cancer
medication – medicine given to people who are
sick: He’s on medication for his heart.
dosage – the amount of medicine that you
should take: The usual dosage is 25 to 50 mg.
prescription – a type of medicine that a doctor
says you should take, or the piece of paper on
which a doctor writes this down: I need to pick
up my prescription at the pharmacy.

me·dul·la

eye/ear drops – liquid medicine that you put

2 [U] the treatment and study of illnesses and
injuries: She plans to study medicine at Harvard.

me·di·e·val /mI'div@l, mE-, mi-/ adj. relating to

the MIDDLE AGES : medieval poetry [ORIGIN:
1800—1900 Modern Latin medium aevum
“middle age”]
me·di·o·cre /"midi'oUkøX/ adj. not very good,
but not extremely bad: a mediocre student [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 French, Latin mediocris “halfway
up a mountain”] —mediocrity /"midi'Akr@Ôi/ n.
[U]

med·i·tate /'mEd@"teIt/ v. [I] to make yourself

very calm by relaxing completely, and thinking
only about one thing such as a sound or a religious
idea —meditation /"mEd@'teIS@n/ n. [U]
med·i·ta·tive /'mEd@"teIÔIv/ adj. thinking
deeply and seriously about something, or showing
that you are doing this: He was in a meditative
mood.
Med·i·ter·ra·ne·an /"mEdIt@'reIni@n/ n. the
Mediterranean EARTH SCIENCES the areas of land
surrounding the Mediterranean Sea (=sea between
northern Africa and southern Europe), and the
islands in it —Mediterranean adj.
me·di·um1 /'midi@m/ Ac adj. of middle size or
amount: “What size do you wear?” “Medium.” |
Cook the soup over medium heat for 30 minutes. | a

MEDICAL SCHOOL

ob·lon·ga·ta
/m@"döl@
AblOÎ'gAÔ@/ n. [singular] BIOLOGY the lowest part of
your brain, where it connects with your SPINAL
CORD . The medulla oblongata controls your breathing and the flow of blood to and from your heart.

➔ see picture at BRAIN 1

meek /mik/ adj. very quiet and gentle, and not

willing to argue —meekly adv. —meekness n.
[U]

meet1 /mit/ v. (past tense and past participle met
/mEt/)
1 SEE SB FOR THE FIRST TIME [I,T] to see and talk
to someone for the first time, or to be introduced to
someone: Mike and Sara met in college. | When did
we first meet? | I saw Jim’s wife once, but I never
met her.
2 BE IN THE SAME PLACE [I,T] to come to the same
place as someone else because you have arranged
to find him/her there: Let’s meet for lunch
tomorrow. | I could meet you at the coffee shop at
11.
THESAURUS

get together – to meet with someone or with a

group of people: Why don’t we all get together
and go out for a drink?
gather – if people gather somewhere, or if
someone gathers them, they come together in
the same place: Fans have started to gather
outside the stadium.
assemble – if you assemble people, or if people
assemble, they are brought together in the same
place: The members of the tour group assembled
at the airport before departure.
come together – if people come together, they
meet in order to discuss things, exchange ideas,
etc.: People came together from miles away to
attend his funeral.
congregate – to come together in a group: A
group of protesters had congregated outside.
convene (formal) – to come together for a
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formal meeting, or to ask people to do this: The
committee will convene again in two weeks time.

3 nice/good/pleased to meet you (spoken) said
when you meet someone for the first time: “Paul,
this is Jack.” “Nice to meet you.”
4 (it was) nice meeting you (spoken) used when
saying goodbye to someone you have just met for
the first time
5 MEETING [I] to be together in the same place in
order to discuss something: The committee met to
discuss goals for the coming year.
6 meet a need/demand etc. to have or do
enough of what is needed, or be good enough to
reach a particular standard: We’re trying to find a
way to meet the needs of all students.
7 SB ARRIVING [T] to be at an airport, station, etc.
when someone arrives: I’m going to meet John’s
plane. | Alice will meet us at the station.
8 JOIN [I,T] to join together at a particular place: the
place where two roads meet
9 meet (sb) halfway to do some of the things that
someone wants, if s/he does some of the things you
want [ORIGIN: Old English metan]
meet up phr. v.
to meet someone informally in order to do something together: Let’s meet up after the game. | We
met up with Jan outside the museum.
meet with sb/sth phr. v.
1 to have a meeting with someone: The President
met with European leaders today in Paris.
2 to get a particular reaction or result: His proposal
met with opposition/approval.
meet2 n. [C] a sports competition: a swim/track
meet
meet·ing /'miÔIÎ/ n. [C] 1 an organized gathering of people for the purpose of discussing something: We have a meeting at two. | a meeting of
world business leaders | a meeting with my boss |
John has been in a meeting all morning. 2 a
meeting of the minds a situation in which people
agree about something
'meeting house n. [C] a building where Quakers
go to WORSHIP
meg·a /'mEg@/ adj., adv. (informal) very big,
impressive, and enjoyable: Their first record was a
mega hit.
meg·a·byte /'mEg@"baIt/ n. [C] IT a unit for
measuring computer information equal to a million
BYTE s
meg·a·lo·ma·ni·a /"mEg@loU'meIni@/ n. [U]
the belief that you are extremely important and
powerful
—megalomaniac
/"mEg@loU'meIni"æk/ adj., n. [C]
meg·a·phone /'mEg@"foUn/ n. [C] a thing like a
large CONE , that you talk through when speaking to
a crowd in order to make your voice sound louder

meg·a·ton /'mEg@"tön/ n. [C] a measure of the

power of an explosive, that is equal to that of a
million TON s of TNT (=a powerful explosive)
mei·o·sis /maI'oUsIs/ n. [U] BIOLOGY the process

by which a cell divides to become two cells, each
new cell having only half the number of CHROMOSOME s of the original cell ➔ MITOSIS : During
meiosis, the paired genes separate to form sperm or
eggs.
mel·an·chol·y1 /'mEl@n"kAli/ adj. sad, or making you feel sad: a melancholy look
THESAURUS
sad, unhappy, miserable,
sorrowful, depressed, down, low, blue,
downhearted, morose, gloomy, glum ➔ SAD

melancholy2 n. [U] (literary) a feeling of sadness
mel·a·nin /'mEl@nIn/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a natural

substance in human skin, hair, and eyes that gives
them a dark color
meld /mEld/ v. [I,T] to mix or combine two or more
different things together
mel·low1 /'mEloU/ adj. 1 pleasant and smooth in
sound or taste: mellow jazz | a mellow
wine 2 friendly, relaxed, and calm: Tim’s more
mellow now that he’s older.
THESAURUS
calm, relaxed, laid-back,
easygoing, cool, placid, serene ➔ CALM 2

mellow2 also mellow out v. [I,T] to become more

relaxed and calm, or to make someone do this:
She’s mellowed over the years.
me·lod·ic /m@'lAdIk/ adj. 1 having a pleasant
tune or a pleasant sound like music: a sweet
melodic voice 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS relating to the
main tune in a piece of music: the melodic structure
of Beethoven’s symphonies
me·lo·di·ous /m@'loUdi@s/ adj. (literary) having a
pleasant tune or a pleasant sound like music: a
melodious voice
mel·o·dra·ma /'mEl@"drAm@/ n. [C,U] ENG. LANG.
ARTS a story or play with many exciting events in
which people’s emotions are shown very strongly
mel·o·dra·mat·ic /"mEl@dr@'mæÔIk/ adj. (disapproving) having or showing emotions that are strong
and unreasonable: Stop being melodramatic!
mel·o·dy /'mEl@di/ n. (plural melodies) [C,U] ENG.
LANG. ARTS a song or tune [ORIGIN: 1100—1200
Old French melodie, from Late Latin, from
Greek meloidia “music”]
mel·on /'mEl@n/ n. [C,U] one of several types of
large sweet juicy fruits with hard skins and flat
seeds
melt /mElt/ v. 1 [I,T] to change something from
solid to liquid by heating ➔ FREEZE , THAW : The
snow’s melting. | Melt the butter, and add the
chopped onion. ➔ see picture on page 632 2 [I] to
suddenly feel love or sympathy: My heart melted
when I saw her crying. 3 melt in your mouth if
food melts in your mouth, it is smooth and tastes
good [ORIGIN: Old English meltan]
melt away phr. v. to disappear quickly and easily:
He began to exercise regularly, and the weight
melted away.
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mem·o·ran·dum /"mEm@'rænd@m/ n. (plural
memoranda /-'rænd@/ or memorandums) [C]
(formal) a MEMO

M

me·mo·ri·al1 /m@'mOri@l/ adj. [only before noun]
made or done in order to remind people of someone
who has died: a memorial service for my grandfather

memorial2 n. [C] a public structure with writing

on it that reminds people of someone who has died:
the Lincoln memorial | The wall was built as a
memorial to soldiers who died in Vietnam.

melt·down /'mElt§daUn/ n. [C,U] a very danger-

Me'morial "Day n. a U.S. national holiday on the

last Monday in May, when people remember solous situation in which the material in a NUCLEAR diers who were killed in wars
REACTOR melts and burns through its container,
mem·o·rize /'mEm@"raIz/ v. [T] to learn and
allowing RADIOACTIVITY to escape
'melting pot n. [C] a place where people from remember words, music, or other information: You
different races, countries, or social classes come all should have your lines memorized by Friday.
and live together: People always refer to America mem·o·ry /'mEmri, -m@ri/ n. (plural memoas a melting pot.
ries) 1 [C,U] the ability to remember things,
mem·ber /'mEmbø/ n. [C] 1 someone who has places, experiences, etc.: My memory isn’t as good
joined a particular club, group, or organization: Are as it used to be. | Could you draw the map from
you a member of the French club? | Ben treats his memory (=from what you remember, without any
dog like a member of the family. | Frank has been other help)? 2 [C usually plural] something that you
a staff member for 20 years. 2 one of a group of remember from the past about a person, place, or
similar people or things: Cats and tigers are mem- experience ➔ SOUVENIR : John talked about his
bers of the same species. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 memories of the war. | I have such fond/happy
memories of my grandmother. | That song really
Old French membre, from Latin membrum]
brings back memories (=makes me remember
mem·ber·ship /'mEmbø"SIp/ n. 1 [C,U] the something). 3 [U] IT the amount of space that can
state of being a member of a club, group, organiza- be used for storing information on a computer: 256
tion, or system: Many countries have applied for megabytes of memory 4 [C,U] IT the part of a
membership in NATO. | I just renewed my gym computer in which information can be stored 5 in
membership. | The membership fee (=money that memory of sb for the purpose of remembering
you pay to become a member) is $25. 2 [singular] someone who has died: We observed a moment of
all the members of a club, group, or organization: silence in memory of the bombing victims. [ORIGIN:
The membership will vote for a chairman tonight.
1200—1300 Old French memorie, from Latin
mem·brane /'mEmbreIn/ n. [C,U] BIOLOGY a very memor “remembering”]
thin substance similar to skin, that covers or connects parts of the body: The cell membranes had memory card n. [C] IT a small piece of electronic
been damaged. | the membrane that covers the equipment inside a DIGITAL camera, a CELL
spinal cord | the nuclear membrane (=a layer cov- PHONE , or a small computer that you carry with
ering the nucleus of a living cell) ➔ see picture at you, used for storing photographs or information
CELL
'Memory Stick n. [C] (trademark) IT a small piece
me·men·to /m@'mEntoU/ n. (plural mementos) of equipment for storing information, that connects
into a computer using a USB PORT . A Memory
[C] a small object that you keep to remind you of
someone or something: I kept the picture as a Stick can be removed and carried easily, and will fit
into other computers. ➔ see picture on page A6
memento of my college days.

mem·o /'mEmoU/ n. (plural memos) [C] a short men /mEn/ n. the plural of MAN

official note to another person in the same com1
pany: a memo to employees | I’ll send you a memo men·ace /'mEnIs/ n. 1 [C] something or someone that is dangerous or extremely annoying: That
when we set a date for the meeting.
man is a menace to society! 2 [U] a threatening
mem·oirs /'mEmwArz/ n. [plural] a book written quality or manner: There was real menace in her
by a famous person about his/her life and experi- voice. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French, Latin minaences
cia, from minari “to threaten”]
mem·o·ra·bil·i·a /"mEm@r@'bIli@, -'bil-/ n.
2
menace
v. [T] (formal) to threaten someone or
[plural] things that you keep or collect because they
relate to a famous person, event, or time: sports something with danger or harm
memorabilia
men·ac·ing /'mEnIsIÎ/ adj. making you expect
mem·ora·ble /'mEmr@b@l/ adj. worth remem- something dangerous or bad SYN threatening: a
bering: a memorable evening —memorably adv.
menacing laugh
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me·nag·er·ie /m@'nædZ@ri, -Z@-/ n. [C] (literary)

a collection of animals kept privately or for people
to see
mend1 /mEnd/ v. 1 [T] to repair a tear or hole in a
piece of clothing: You’d better mend that shirt.
THESAURUS

repair, fix ➔ REPAIR 2

2 mend your ways to improve the way you
behave after behaving badly for a long time
mend2 n. be on the mend to be getting better
after an illness
men·da·cious /mEn'deIS@s/ adj. (formal) not
truthful: The evidence was planted by mendacious
police. —mendaciously adv.
men·di·cant or·der /"mEndIk@nt 'Ordø/ n.
[C] a society of MONK s or NUN s (=men or women
who live a holy life according to religious rules)
who completely depend on the money or gifts that
people give to them in order to live —mendicant
adj.: mendicant monks
me·ni·al /'mini@l, -ny@l/ adj. (disapproving)
menial work is boring and needs no skill
me·nin·ges /m@'nIndZiz/ n. [plural] BIOLOGY
MEMBRANE s (=substance like very thin skin) that
completely cover and protect the brain and the
SPINAL CORD

men·o·pause /'mEn@"pOz/ n. [U]

BIOLOGY the
time when a woman stops menstruating
me·no·rah /m@'nOr@/ n. [C] a special CANDLESTICK that holds seven CANDLE s, used in Jewish
ceremonies
'men’s room n. [C] a room in a public place with
toilets for men

THESAURUS
toilet, bathroom, restroom,
women’s/ladies’ room, lavatory ➔ TOILET

men·stru·ate /'mEnstru"eIt, -streIt/ v. [I] BIOLOGY

when a woman menstruates every month,
blood flows from her body ➔ PERIOD
—menstrual
adj.
—menstruation
/"mEnstru'eIS@n, mEn'streIS@n/ n. [U]
men·tal /'mEnô@l/ Ac adj. [only before noun]
relating to the mind, or happening in the mind: He
has a history of severe mental problems. | Mental
illness often runs in families. | The doctors were
worried about her mental health. | I’m a little
concerned about Jeremy’s mental state. | I made a
mental note (=made an effort to remember) to call
Julie. | He conducted important research into the
mental development of children. [ORIGIN: 1400—
1500 French, Late Latin mentalis, from Latin
mens “mind”] —mentally adv.: She is obviously
mentally ill.
'mental insti"tution n. [C] a hospital for people
who are mentally ill
men·tal·i·ty /mEn'tæl@Ôi/ Ac n. (plural mentalities) [C,U] a particular type of attitude or way of
thinking: The crowd was gripped by a mob

mentality. | The study investigates the mentality of
people who commit violent crimes.
men·thol /'mEnθOl, -θAl/ n. [U] a substance that
smells and tastes like MINT , used in medicine,
candy, and cigarettes
men·tion1 /'mEnS@n/ v. [T] 1 to say or write
about something in a few words: I mentioned the
idea to Joan, and she seemed to like it. | Helen
mentioned (that) she had been feeling depressed.
THESAURUS

refer to sth – to mention or speak about

someone or something: Palmer was referring to
an article in the Times.
note (formal) – to mention something because it
is important or interesting: His lawyer noted that
Miller had no previous criminal record.
raise – to begin to talk or write about something
that you want someone to consider: Becky raised
the question of whether the students would learn
better in smaller groups.
allude to sth (formal) – to mention something
in a way that is not direct: Many stories and
poems allude to this myth.
bring sth up – to start to talk about a particular
subject or person: He waited until she was calmer
to bring up the subject again.
cite – to mention something as an example or
proof of something else: Collins cited the
document as evidence that something had gone
wrong.
THESAURUS

➔ SAY 1

say, add, state, utter, express

2 don’t mention it (spoken) used in order to say in
a friendly way that there is no need for someone to
thank you: “Thanks for helping me out.” “Don’t
mention it.” 3 not to mention sth said when you
are adding a piece of information that emphasizes
what you have been saying: He already has two
houses and two cars, not to mention the boat.

mention2 n. [C,U] the act of mentioning someone

or something in a conversation or piece of writing:
Any mention of the accident upsets her. | The report
made no mention of any financial difficulties.

men·tor /'mEntOr, -tø/ n. [C] an experienced
person who advises and helps a less experienced
person [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Mentor, adviser of
Odysseus’s son Telemachus in the ancient Greek
Odyssey by Homer]

men·tor·ing /'mEnt@rIÎ/ n. [U] a system of
using people who have a lot of experience and
knowledge to advise other people

men·u /'mEnyu/ n. [C] 1 a list of all the kinds of

food that are available in a restaurant: Can we see a
menu, please? | the most popular dish on the menu
➔ RESTAURANT 2 IT a list of things on a computer
screen which you can ask the computer to do: Go to
the Edit menu and select Copy. | a pull-down menu
(=a list of choices which appears when you CLICK
on a place on the screen)
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me·ow /mi'aU/ n. [C] the crying sound that a cat

makes —meow v. [I]
mer·can·til·ism /'møk@ntil"Iz@m/ n. [U] ECONOMICS the idea that trade produces wealth,
EXPORT s (=goods sold to other countries) should
be encouraged, and IMPORT s (=goods bought from
other countries) should be restricted
mer·ce·nar·y1 /'møs@"nEri/ n. (plural mercenaries) [C] someone who fights for any country
that pays him/her
mercenary2 adj. (disapproving) only interested in
making money, and not caring about whether your
actions are right or wrong
mer·chan·dise /'møtS@n"daIz, -"daIs/ n. [U]
ECONOMICS things that are for sale in stores: Several
thousand dollars’ worth of merchandise was stolen.
mer·chant /'møtS@nt/ n. [C] ECONOMICS someone
who buys and sells large quantities of goods: a
wine merchant
"merchant ma'rine n. the merchant marine
all of a country’s ships that are used for trade, not
war, and the people who work on these ships
mer·ci·ful /'møsIf@l/ adj. kind to people, rather
than being cruel
mer·ci·ful·ly /'møsIfli/ adv. fortunately, because
a situation could have been much worse: At least
her death was mercifully quick.
mer·cu·ri·al /mø'kyUri@l/ adj. (literary) changing
mood suddenly: It would be difficult working for
his mercurial brother-in-law.
Mer·cu·ry /'møky@ri/ n. PHYSICS the smallest
PLANET , which is nearest the Sun ➔ see picture at
SOLAR SYSTEM

mercury n. [U]

CHEMISTRY a liquid silver-white
metal that is used in THERMOMETER s
mer·cy /'møsi/ n. 1 [U] kindness, pity, and a
willingness to forgive: The boy was begging/
pleading for mercy. | The judge showed him no
mercy. 2 at the mercy of sb/sth in a situation
that is controlled by someone or something that has
the power to hurt you: We were at the mercy of the
storm. [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old French merci,
from Latin merces “price paid, payment for
work”]

'mercy "killing n. [C,U] EUTHANASIA
mere /mIr/ adj. [only before noun] 1 used in order

to emphasize how small or unimportant someone or
something is: A mere 10% of the population voted
in the last election. 2 used in order to say that
something small or unimportant has a big effect:
The mere thought of food made her feel sick.
mere·ly /'mIrli/ adv. (formal) used in order to
emphasize that an action, person, or thing is very
small, simple, or unimportant, especially when
compared to what it could be SYN only, just: For
Ken, a job is merely a way to make money. | His
behavior was not merely foolish but dangerous.
merge /mødZ/ v. 1 [I,T] to combine or join
together to form one thing: The two unions merged

to form a larger one. | Her company merged with
another. 2 [I] if traffic merges, the cars from two
roads come together onto the same road
merge into sth phr. v. to seem to disappear into
something and become part of it: a point where the
mountains merged into the sky
merg·er /'mødZø/ n. [C] ECONOMICS the act of
joining together two or more companies or organizations to form one larger one
me·rid·i·an /m@'rIdi@n/ n. [C] a line drawn from
the North Pole to the South Pole to show the
positions of places on a map
me·ringue /m@'ræÎ/ n. [C,U] a light sweet food
made by baking a mixture of sugar and the white
parts of eggs: lemon meringue pie
mer·it1 /'mErIt/ n. 1 [C usually plural] one of the
good qualities or features of something or someone: Living downtown has its merits.
THESAURUS
advantage, benefit, good
point ➔ ADVANTAGE

2 [U] (formal) a good quality that makes something
deserve praise or admiration: a book of great
merit | Each student will be judged on merit.
merit2 v. [T] (formal) to deserve something: The
idea merits serious consideration.
mer·i·to·ri·ous /"mEr@'tOri@s/ adj. (formal) very
good and deserving praise: a medal for meritorious
service —meritoriously adv.
mer·maid /'mømeId/ n. [C] a woman in stories
who has a fish’s tail instead of legs
mer·ry /'mEri/ adj. (comparative merrier, superlative merriest) 1 Merry Christmas! used to say
that you hope someone will have a happy time at
Christmas 2 cheerful and happy
'merry-go-"round n. [C] a large round thing that
children ride on for fun, which turns around and
around
mesh1 /mES/ n. [U] a piece of material made of
threads or wires that have been woven together like
a net: a wire mesh screen
mesh2 v. [I] 1 if two or more ideas, qualities,
people, etc. mesh, they go well together: He wants
a job that will mesh with his skills and interests. 2 if two parts of an engine or machine mesh,
they fit closely together
mes·mer·ize /'mEzm@"raIz/ v. [T] to make
someone become completely interested in something: The kids sat mesmerized in front of the TV.
[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Franz Mesmer (17341815), Austrian doctor who developed hypnotism] —mesmerizing adj.
mes·o·sphere /'mEz@"sfIr/ n. the mesosphere EARTH SCIENCES the outer layer of the Earth’s
lower ATMOSPHERE , from about 30 to 50 miles
above the Earth ➔ see picture at ATMOSPHERE
Mes·o·zo·ic /"mEz@'zoUIkX/ n. the Mesozoic
EARTH SCIENCES the period of time in the Earth’s
history, from about 250 million until about 65
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million years ago, when DINOSAUR s, birds, and
plants with flowers first started to exist
—Mesozoic adj.: the Mesozoic period ➔ CENOZOIC , PALEOZOIC , PRECAMBRIAN

mess1 /mEs/ n. 1 [singular, U] a place or a group

of things that is not organized or arranged neatly:
This house is a mess! | I’ll help you clean up the
mess. | The kids made a mess in their room
again. 2 [singular] (informal) a situation in which
there are a lot of problems and difficulties, especially as a result of mistakes or people not being
careful: My life is such a mess. | How did we ever
get into this mess? 3 [singular] (informal) someone
who has a lot of emotional problems: Nell was a
complete mess after the divorce.

mess2 v.

mess around phr. v. (informal) 1 to play or do

silly things when you should be working or paying
attention: Stop messing around and do your homework. 2 to have a sexual relationship with someone, especially when you should not: Joe found his
wife messing around with another man.
mess up phr. v. (informal) 1 mess sth ↔ up to
spoil or ruin something: I hope I haven’t messed up
your plans. 2 mess sth ↔ up to make something
dirty or messy: Stop it! You’ll mess up my
hair! 3 mess (sth ↔) up to make a mistake or do
something badly: “How did you do on the test?”
“Oh, I really messed up.” ➔ MESSED UP
mess with phr. v. (informal) 1 mess with sth to
use something, or make small changes to it: Who’s
been messing with my computer? 2 mess with sb
to make someone angry, or argue with him/her: I
wouldn’t mess with Nick if I were you.
mes·sage /'mEsIdZ/ n. 1 [C] written or spoken
information that you leave for someone, especially
when you cannot speak to him/her directly: Did
you get my message? | Hugh left a message saying
he would be late. | Sorry, Tony’s not home yet. Can
I take a message? (=used during phone calls) |
There’s a message from your mother on the
answering machine.
C O L L O C AT I O N S

telephone/phone message
email/mail message
fax message
text message – a written message on a cell
phone
error message – a message on a computer
screen, saying that the computer cannot do what
you want it to do
message of thanks/congratulations/
support/sympathy

2 [singular] the main idea or the most important idea
in a movie, book, speech, etc.: The message was
clear: global warming will eventually affect us all. |
an effective way of getting your message
across 3 get the message (informal) to understand what someone means or what s/he wants you
to do: OK, I get the message – I’m going. [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Old French, Medieval Latin missaticum, from Latin mittere “to send”]

"messed 'up adj. (informal) if someone is messed
up, s/he has a lot of emotional problems

mes·sen·ger /'mEs@ndZø/ n. [C] someone who

takes packages or messages to other people
"messenger RN'A n. [U] BIOLOGY (written abbreviation mRNA) a form of RNA that copies GENETIC
information from DNA and carries it to RIBOSOME s
'mess hall n. [C] a large room where soldiers eat
mes·si·ah /m@'saI@/ n. the Messiah Jesus
Christ in the Christian religion, or the leader sent by
God to save the world in the Jewish religion
Messrs. /'mEsøz/ n. (formal) the written plural of
Mr.
mess·y /'mEsi/ adj. (comparative messier, superlative messiest) 1 dirty, or not arranged in an organized way: a messy desk 2 a messy situation is
complicated and difficult to deal with, especially
because it involves people’s emotions: a messy
divorce
met /mEt/ v. the past tense and past participle of
MEET

me·tab·o·lism /m@'tæb@"lIz@m/ n. [C,U]
OGY

BIOL-

the chemical processes in your body that
change food into the energy you need for working
and growing —metabolic /"mEÔ@'bAlIkX/ adj.
met·al /'mEÔl/ n. [C,U] a hard, usually shiny substance such as iron, gold, or steel: a metal pipe |
scrap metal [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French,
Latin metallum “mine, metal,” from Greek metallon]
'metal de"tector n. [C] a machine used for
finding metal, especially one used at airports for
finding weapons
me·tal·lic /m@'tælIk/ adj. made of metal, or similar to metal in color, appearance, or taste: a car
painted metallic blue
met·al·lur·gy /'mEÔl"ødZi/ n. [U] EARTH SCIENCES
the scientific study of metals and their uses
—metallurgical /"mEÔl'ødZIk@l/ adj.
met·a·mor·phic /"mEÔ@'mOrfIkX/ adj. EARTH SCIENCES metamorphic rock and other material is
formed by the continuous effects of pressure, heat,
or water: This metamorphic rock has been compressed for millions of years.
met·a·mor·phism /"mEÔ@'mOr"fIz@m/ n. [U]
EARTH SCIENCES changes in the structure of rock,
caused by the continuous effects of pressure, heat,
or water: If the pressure and temperatures are high
enough, the rocks can undergo metamorphism.
met·a·mor·pho·sis /"mEÔ@'mOrf@sIs/ n. (plural
metamorphoses /-siz/) [C,U] 1 the process in
which something changes in a very noticeable way:
She underwent a metamorphosis to become the
school’s best tennis player. 2 BIOLOGY the process
in which a young insect, FROG , etc. changes as it
moves on to the next stage in its development: a
caterpillar’s metamorphosis into a butterfly
met·a·phor /'mEÔ@"fOr/ n. [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
way of describing something by comparing it to

M
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something else that has similar qualities, without
using the words “like” or “as.” For example, the
phrase “a river of tears” is a metaphor. ➔ SIMILE
adj.
—metaphorical
/"mEÔ@'fOrIk@l/
—metaphorically adv.

met·a·phys·i·cal /"mEÔ@'fIzIk@l/ adj. ENG. LANG.
ARTS

relating to a study of PHILOSOPHY that is
concerned with trying to understand and describe
what REALITY is —metaphysics n. [U]
—metaphysically adv.

mete /mit/ v.

mete sth ↔ out phr. v. (formal) to give someone a
punishment

me·te·or /'miÔiø/ n. [C]

PHYSICS a small piece of
rock or metal that produces a bright burning line in
the sky when it falls from space into the Earth’s

ATMOSPHERE ➔ SPACE 1

me·te·or·ic /"miÔi'OrIk, -'Ar-/ adj. happening
very suddenly and usually continuing for only a
short time: his meteoric rise to fame

me·te·or·ite /'miÔi@"raIt/ n. [C]

PHYSICS a small
meteor that has landed on the Earth’s surface

me·te·o·roid /'miÔi@"rOId/ n. [C] PHYSICS a piece

THESAURUS

way – a method of doing something: Staying in
a country is a great way to learn the language.

technique – a particular way of doing something

by using a special skill that you have learned: The
book teaches you some simple techniques which
you can use to help you do well on the SATs.
strategy – a carefully designed plan for
achieving something that is difficult and may take
a long time: a meeting to discuss the company’s
business strategy
procedure – the correct or official way of doing
something, especially something that has several
stages: What is the procedure for getting a new
passport?
approach – a way of doing something or dealing
with a problem: We need a new approach to the
problem of street crime.
➔ SCIENTIFIC METHOD

me·thod·i·cal /m@'θAdIk@l/

Ac adj. done in a
careful and well organized way, or always doing
things this way: They made a methodical search of
the building. | He is very methodical in his research.
—methodically adv.

THESAURUS
careful, thorough, meticulous,
of rock or similar material in space. When a metesystematic, painstaking, scrupulous,
oroid enters the Earth’s ATMOSPHERE (=air surconscientious ➔ CAREFUL
rounding the Earth), it becomes a meteor, and if it
reaches the surface of the Earth, it is called a
Meth·od·ist /'mEθ@dIst/ adj. relating to the Protmeteorite.
estant church that follows the ideas of John Wesley
me·te·or·ol·o·gy /"miÔi@'rAl@dZi/ n. [U] the sci- —Methodist n. [C]
entific study of weather [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
French météorologie, from Greek, from meteo- meth·od·ol·o·gy /"mEθ@'dAl@dZi/ Ac n. (pluron “something in the sky,” from meteoros ral methodologies) [C,U] a set of methods and
principles used when studying a particular subject
“high in air”] —meteorologist n. [C]
or doing a particular type of work: More recently,
meter /'miÔø/ n. 1 [C] (written abbreviation m) a studies have attempted to refine their research
unit for measuring length, equal to 100 centimeters methodologies.
—methodological
or 39.37 inches 2 [C] a piece of equipment that /"mEθ@d@'lAdZIk@l/ adj.
measures the amount of gas, electricity, time, etc.
you have used: Someone from the gas company me·tic·u·lous /m@'tIky@l@s/ adj. (approving)
came to look at the meter. | The cab driver waited very careful about details, and always trying to do
with the meter running. ➔ PARKING METER 3 [C,U] things correctly: She kept meticulous records.
the way that the words of a poem are arranged into —meticulously adv.
a pattern of weak and strong beats [ORIGIN: (1)
THESAURUS
careful, methodical, thorough,
1800—1900 French mètre, from Greek metron
systematic,
painstaking, scrupulous,
“measure”]

'meter maid n. [C] (old-fashioned) a woman
whose job is to check that cars are not parked
illegally

meth·a·done /'mEθ@"doUn/ n. [U] a drug that is

conscientious ➔ CAREFUL

met·ric /'mEtrIk/ adj. MATH using the metric system, or relating to it: All the tools are in metric
sizes.

often given to people who are trying to stop taking 'metric "system n. the metric system MATH the
HEROIN
system of weights and measures based on the
meth·ane /'mEθeIn/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY a gas with meter, the liter, and the gram

no color or smell, which can be burned to give heat met·ro /'mEtroU/ adj. [only before noun] relating to
or belonging to a very large city: the metro area |
Ac n. [C] a planned way of
Metro Detroit
doing something: I think we should try again using
a different method. | an effective method of birth me·trop·o·lis /m@'trAp@lIs/ n. [C] a very large
control | traditional teaching methods [ORIGIN: city, or the most important city of a country or area
1400—1500 Latin methodus, from Greek [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Late Latin, Greek, from
meter “mother” + polis “city”] —metropolitan
methodos, from meta- “after” + hodos “way”]

meth·od /'mEθ@d/
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/"mEtr@'pAl@t§n/ adj.: the New York metropolitan
area
met·tle /'mEÔl/ n. [U] (literary) courage and
determination SYN valor: an outstanding soldier
who proved his mettle in battle many times
Mex·i·can1 /'mEksIk@n/ adj. relating to or coming from Mexico
Mexican2 n. [C] someone from Mexico
mez·za·nine /'mEz@"nin, "mEz@'nin/ n. [C] the
floor or BALCONY just above the main floor in a
theater, hotel, store, etc.
mg the written abbreviation of MILLIGRAM

M

MI the written abbreviation of MICHIGAN
mi·ca /'maIk@/ n. [U] EARTH SCIENCES a mineral that
separates easily into small flat transparent pieces of
rock, often used to make electrical instruments

mice /maIs/ n. the plural of MOUSE
mi·crobe /'maIkroUb/ n. [C]

BIOLOGY an
extremely small living creature that cannot be seen
without a MICROSCOPE [ORIGIN: 1800—1900
micro- + Greek bios “life”]

mi·cro·bi·ol·o·gy /"maIkroUbaI'Al@dZi/ n. [U]
BIOLOGY

the scientific study of very small living
things —microbiologist n. [C]
mi·cro·brew·er·y /'maIkroU"bru@ri/ n. (plural
microbreweries) [C] a small company that makes
beer to sell, and often has a restaurant where its
beer is served

mi·cro·chip /'maIkroU"tSIp/ n. [C] IT a computer
CHIP

mi·cro·cli·mate /'maIkroU"klaImIt/ n. [C]
EARTH SCIENCES

the general weather patterns in a
small area, which are different from the weather
patterns in the surrounding area

mi·cro·cosm /'maIkr@"kAz@m/ n. [C,U] a small
group, society, etc. that has the same qualities as a
much larger one ➔ MACROCOSM : San José’s mix of
people is a microcosm of America.

mi·cro·fiche /'maIkroU"fiS/ n. [C,U] a sheet of
microfilm that can be read using a special machine,
especially in a library

mi·cro·film /'maIkr@"fIlm/ n. [C,U] film used for
making very small photographs of important documents, newspapers, maps, etc.

mi·cro·or·ga·nism /"maIkroU'Org@"nIz@m/ n.
[C] BIOLOGY an extremely small living creature that

cannot be seen without a microscope

mi·cro·phone /'maIkr@"foUn/ n. [C] a piece of
electrical equipment that makes your voice sound
louder when you hold it in front of your mouth
while you are singing, giving a speech, etc.: Please
speak clearly into the microphone.

mi·cro·proc·es·sor /"maIkroU'prAsEsø/ n.
[C] IT the main CHIP in a computer that controls

most of its operations

mi·cro·scope /'maIkr@"skoUp/ n. [C] a scien-

tific instrument that makes extremely small things
appear large enough to be seen: We looked at the
insects under a microscope.
adj.
mi·cro·scop·ic
/"maIkr@'skApIkX/
extremely small: microscopic organisms
mi·cro·wave1 /'maIkr@"weIv/ n. [C] 1 also
microwave oven a type of OVEN that cooks food
very quickly by using electric waves instead of
heat 2 PHYSICS a very short electric wave used
especially for cooking food, sending radio messages, and in RADAR
microwave2 v. [T] to cook something in a microwave
mid·air /"mId'ErX/ n. in midair in the air or sky:
The plane exploded in midair. —midair adj. [only
before noun]: a midair collision
mid·day /'mId-deI/ n. [U] the middle of the day,
around 12:00 p.m. SYN noon ➔ MIDNIGHT
mid·dle1 /'mIdl/ n. 1 the middle the part that is
nearest the center of something, and furthest from
the sides, edges, top, bottom, etc. SYN center:
Tom’s the guy in the middle. | Hannah’s toys were
in the middle of the floor. | Why’s your car parked
right in the middle of the road? 2 the middle the
part that is between the beginning and the end of a
period of time or an event, story, etc.: I fell asleep
in the middle of class. 3 be in the middle of
(doing) something to be busy doing something:
Can I call you back later? I’m right in the middle
of cooking dinner. [ORIGIN: Old English middel]
middle2 adj. [only before noun] 1 nearest to the
center of something: The socks are in the middle
drawer. | The middle lane was blocked off because
of an accident. 2 half way through an event,
action, or period of time, or between the beginning

middle-aged
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and the end: I missed the middle act of the ➔ NOON , MIDDAY : We arrived at midnight. | I fell
play. 3 middle child/daughter/brother etc. asleep a little after/before midnight.
the child, daughter, brother, etc. who is between the mid·point of a seg·ment /"mIdpOInt @v @
oldest and the youngest
'sEgm@nt/ n. [C] MATH a point that is in the middle
"middle-'aged adj. belonging or relating to the of a SEGMENT (=line connecting two points), so
period of your life when you are about 45 to 65 that the segment is divided into two parts of equal
years old: a middle-aged woman —middle age n. length
[U]
mid·riff /'mIdrIf/ n. [C] (formal) the front part of
"Middle 'Ages n. the Middle Ages HISTORY the the body between your chest and your waist
period in European history between the 5th and midst /mIdst/ n. in the midst of sth in the
15th centuries A.D.
middle of something such as an event, situation,
"Middle A'merica n. 1 the MIDWEST 2 SOCIAL place, or group: The city is in the midst of a crisis.
SCIENCE average Americans who have traditional mid·term /'mIdtøm/ n. 1 [C] an examination
ideas and beliefs
that students take in the middle of a SEMESTER : I
"middle 'class n. the middle class also the have a biology midterm on Friday. ➔ UNIVERmiddle classes a) SOCIAL SCIENCE the group of SITY 2 [U] POLITICS the middle of the period when
people in society who are neither rich nor poor, an elected government has power —midterm adj.
especially people who are educated and work in mid·way /"mId'weIX/ adj., adv. at the middle
professional jobs ➔ LOWER CLASS , UPPER CLASS , point between two places, or in the middle of a
WORKING CLASS b) HISTORY in the past, the social
period of time or an event: There’s a gas station
class in Europe between NOBLE s (=rich royal midway between here and Fresno. | He went silent
people who owned land) and PEASANT s (=poor midway through his speech.
farmers), which included people who made or
bought and sold things —middle-class adj.: mid·week /"mId'wikX/ adj., adv. on one of the
middle days of the week, such as Tuesday, Wednesmiddle-class families
day, or Thursday: midweek classes | I can see you
"middle 'ear n. [singular] BIOLOGY the central part midweek.
of the ear, between the EARDRUM and the
COCHLEA . The middle ear contains parts that make Mid·west /"mId'wEst/ n. the Midwest the central northern area of the U.S. —Midwestern
the movement of the sound waves stronger.
/mId'wEstøn/ adj.
"Middle 'East n. the Middle East the part of
mid·wife
/'mIdwaIf/ n. (plural midwives
Asia that is between the Mediterranean Sea and the
Arabian Sea, including countries such as Turkey /-waIvz/) [C] a specially trained nurse, usually a
woman, whose job is to help women when they are
and Iran ➔ FAR EAST —Middle Eastern adj.
having a baby
"middle 'finger n. [C] the longest finger in the
miffed
/mIft/ adj. (informal) annoyed
middle of the five fingers on your hand ➔ see picture
might1 /maIt/ modal verb 1 used in order to talk
at HAND 1
mid·dle·man /'mIdl"mæn/ n. (plural middlemen about what was or is possible: I might be able to get
/-"mEn/) [C] someone who buys things in order to free tickets. | They might not come until tomorrow
sell them to someone else, or who helps to arrange morning. | She might have tried calling, but I’ve
been out. 2 used instead of “may” when reporting
business deals for other people
what someone said or thought: I thought he might
"middle 'name n. [C] the name that, in English, still be mad at me. 3 might as well (spoken) used
comes between your first name and your family to suggest that someone should do something
name
because there is no good reason to do anything else:
You might as well go fishing with your brother as
THESAURUS
name, first name/given name,
sit around here all day. 4 used in order to give
last name/family name/surname, full name,
advice or make a suggestion: You might try calling
maiden name ➔ NAME 1
the store. | You might want to get your blood
"middle-of-the-'road adj. middle-of-the-road pressure checked.
ideas, opinions, etc. are not extreme, so many might2 n. [U] (literary) strength and power: She
tried with all her might to push him away.
people agree with them
'middle school n. [C] a school in the U.S. for might·y1 /'maIÔi/ adj. strong and powerful: mighty
warriors
students between the ages of 11 and 14
2
adv. (informal) very: That was a mighty
mighty
midg·et /'mIdZIt/ n. [C] (offensive) a person who
is very small because his/her body has not grown fine meal.
correctly
mi·graine /'maIgreIn/ n. [C] an extremely bad
mid·life cri·sis /"mIdlaIf 'kraIsIs/ n. [C usually HEADACHE [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French, Late
Latin hemicrania “pain in one side of the head”]
singular] the worry and lack of confidence that some
people feel when they are about 40 or 50 years old mi·grant /'maIgr@nt/ Ac n. [C] 1 someone
mid·night /'mIdnaIt/ n. [U] 12 o’clock at night who goes to another area or country, especially in
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order to find work ➔ IMMIGRANT , EMIGRANT :
migrant workers | Texas has a large population of
migrant and seasonal farm laborers. 2 a bird or
animal that travels from one part of the world to
another, especially in the fall and spring: Most
species of geese are migrants.
mi·grate /'maIgreIt/ Ac v. [I] 1 if birds or
animals migrate, they travel to a different part of
the world, especially in the fall and spring: More
than 2 million ducks migrate to the lake each
fall. 2 to go to another area or country for a short
time, usually in order to find a place to live or
work: During the 1980s, over 27 million people
migrated from rural to urban areas. [ORIGIN:
1600—1700 Latin, past participle of migrare]
➔ IMMIGRATE

mi·gra·tion /maI'greIS@n/

Ac
n. [C,U] the
action of a large group of birds, animals, or people
moving from one area or country to another: the
yearly migration of geese | The railroads were built
to make migration and settlement easier.
—migratory /'maIgr@"tOri/ adj.

mike /maIk/ n. [C] (informal) a MICROPHONE
mild /maIld/ adj. 1 not too severe or serious: a

mild case of the flu | mild criticism 2 not strongtasting or spicy: mild cheddar cheese 3 if the
weather is mild, it is not too cold or wet and not too
hot: a mild winter 4 if a soap or beauty product is
mild, it is gentle to your skin, hair, etc.

mil·dew /'mIldu/ n. [U] a white or gray substance
that grows on walls and other surfaces in warm,
slightly wet places —mildewed adj.

mild·ly /'maIldli/ adv. 1 slightly: McKee was

only mildly interested. 2 to put it mildly (spoken)
said when you are saying something bad or severe
in the most polite way that you can: We were not
welcome there, to put it mildly. 3 in a gentle way
without being angry: “Perhaps,” he answered
mildly.

mile /maIl/ n. [C] 1 a unit for measuring distance,

equal to 5,280 feet or about 1,609 meters: Mark
jogs at least five miles a day. | We’re only a few
hundred miles from Atlanta. 2 miles (informal) a
very long distance: We walked for miles without
seeing anyone. 3 talk a mile a minute (spoken)
to talk very quickly without stopping [ORIGIN: Old
English mil, from Latin milia passum “thousands of paces”]

mile·age /'maIlIdZ/ n. 1 [singular, U] the number

of miles that a car has traveled since it was nade or
since a particular time: a used car with low mileage 2 [U] the number of miles a car can travel
using each gallon of gasoline: Our car gets really
good mileage (=a lot of miles per gallon). 3 get a
lot of mileage out of sth to make something be
as useful for you as it can be: I’ve gotten a lot of
mileage out of that old joke.

mile·stone /'maIlstoUn/ n. [C] a very important
event in the development of something: a milestone
in automotive history

mi·lieu /mil'yu, mIl'yU/ n. (plural milieus) [C,U]
(formal) all the things and people that surround you
and influence you

mil·i·tant1 /'mIl@Ô@nt/ adj. willing to use force or
violence: militant nationalists —militancy n. [U]

militant2 n. [C] someone who uses violence to
achieve social or political change

mil·i·ta·ris·m /'mIlIÔ@"rIz@m/ n. [U] POLITICS the
belief that a country should increase its army, navy,
etc. and use them to get what it wants, or when a
country increases and uses its military forces in this
way —militaristic /"mIl@t@'rIstIk/ adj.

mil·i·tar·y1 /'mIl@"tEri/

Ac adj. used by, involving, or relating to the army, navy, air force, or
Marine Corps: military aircraft | a military base in
Greece | The U.S. is prepared to take military
action. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French militaire,
from Latin militaris, from miles “soldier”]
—militarily /"mIl@'tEr@li/ adv.

military2 n. the military the military organizations of a country, such as the army and navy: My
father is in the military. | In some countries women
are not allowed to join the military.

mi·li·tia /m@'lIS@/ n. [C] a group of people trained

as soldiers who are not members of the permanent
army

milk1 /mIlk/ n. [U] 1 a white liquid that people
drink, which is usually produced by cows or goats:
a glass of milk | Would you like milk in your coffee?
THESAURUS

Types of milk
skim milk – milk that has had all the fat
removed from it

low-fat/2% milk – milk that has had some of

the fat removed from it
whole milk – milk that has not had any fat
removed from it
buttermilk – the liquid that remains after butter
has been made, used for drinking or cooking
half-and-half – a mixture of milk and cream,
used in coffee

2 a white liquid produced by female animals and
women for feeding their babies [ORIGIN: Old
English meolc, milc]

milk2 v. [T] 1 to take milk from a cow or

goat 2 milk sb/sth for sth (informal) to get all the
money, advantages, etc. that you can from a person,
thing, or situation: I’m going to milk her for every
penny she has.

milk·man /'mIlkmæn/ n. (plural milkmen
/-mEn/) [C] someone who delivers milk to houses
each morning

milk·shake /'mIlkSeIk/ n. [C] a thick drink made
from milk and ICE

CREAM :

a chocolate milkshake

milk·y /'mIlki/ adj. 1 water or a liquid that is
milky is not clear and looks like milk 2 milky skin
is white and smooth

M
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PHYSICS the pale
white band made up of large numbers of stars, that
you can see across the sky at night
mill1 /mIl/ n. [C] 1 a large machine used for
crushing food such as corn, grain, or coffee into a
powder 2 a building where materials such as
paper, steel, or cotton cloth are made 3 a small
machine used for crushing pepper or coffee [ORIGIN: (1,2) Old English mylen, from Latin mola
“mill, millstone”]
mill2 v. [T] to crush grains in a mill
mill around phr. v. (informal) if a lot of people are
milling around, they are moving around a place
without any particular purpose: Students were milling around waiting for their pictures to be taken.
mil·len·ni·um /m@'lEni@m/ n. (plural millennia
/-ni@/) [C] 1 a period of 1,000 years 2 the time
when a new 1,000-year period begins: the start of
the new millennium
mil·li·gram /'mIl@"græm/ n. [C] (written abbreviation mg) a unit for measuring weight, equal to
1/1,000th of a gram
mil·li·li·ter /'mIl@"liÔø/ n. [C] (written abbreviation
ml) a unit for measuring liquids, equal to 1/1,000th
of a liter
mil·li·me·ter /'mIl@"miÔø/ n. [C] (written abbreviation mm) a unit for measuring length, equal to
1/1,000th of a meter
mil·lion /'mIly@n/ number 1 1,000,000: $350
million | 4 million people c Don’t say “4 million of
people.” b 2 also millions an extremely large
number of people or things: I’ve heard that excuse
a million times. 3 not/never in a million years
(spoken) said in order to emphasize how impossible
or unlikely something is: I never would have
guessed in a million years. 4 one in a million the
best of all possible people or things: People like Sue
are one in a million. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
French, Old Italian milione, from mille “thousand”] —millionth /'mIly@nθ/ number
mil·lion·aire /"mIly@'nEr/ n. [C] someone who is
very rich and has at least one million dollars
mime1 /maIm/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS an actor who
performs without using words, or a performance in
which no words are used
mime2 v. [I,T] to perform using actions and movements without any words: She stretched out her
arms, miming a swimmer.
mim·ic1 /'mImIk/ v. (past tense and past participle
mimicked, present participle mimicking) [T] 1 to
copy the way someone speaks, moves, or behaves,
usually to make people laugh: Lily mimicked Sue’s
Boston accent. 2 to behave or operate in exactly
the same way as someone or something else: The
drug mimics the action of the body’s own chemicals. —mimicry n. [U]
mimic2 n. [C] a person or animal that is good at
mimicking someone’s voice, appearance, etc. or
something such as the sound of a machine

min. 1 the written abbreviation of
MUM 2 the
MINUTES

written abbreviation of

MINIMINUTE or

mince /mIns/ v. 1 [T] to cut food into extremely

small pieces: Mince the onion and garlic. 2 not
mince words to say exactly what you think, even
if this may offend people: Stella has never been one
to mince words. 3 [I] to walk, using very small
steps and moving your HIP s a lot

mince·meat /'mInsmit/ n. [U] a sweet mixture
of apples, dried fruit, and SPICE s, but no meat, used
in PIE s

mind1 /maInd/ n.

1 BRAIN [C,U] your thoughts, or the part of your
brain used for thinking and imagining things:
Grandma’s mind is as sharp as ever. | What kind of
plans did you have in mind (=what have you
thought of doing)? | What’s on your mind (=what
are you thinking about)?
2 change your mind to change your opinions or
decision about something: If you change your mind
and want to come, give us a call.
3 make up your mind to decide something, or
become very determined to do something: Have
you made up your mind which college you want to
go to? | Once she made up her mind to go, there
was no stopping her.
4 cross/enter your mind if something crosses
your mind, you think about it for a short period: It
never crossed my mind that she might be unhappy.
5 be out of your mind (informal) to behave in a
crazy or stupid way: Are you out of your mind?
6 go out of your mind/lose your mind (informal) to start to become mentally ill or behave in a
crazy way: I’m going to lose my mind if I don’t find
a new apartment soon.
7 on your mind if something is on your mind, you
are thinking or worrying about it a lot: Sorry I
didn’t call, but I’ve had a lot on my mind lately. | Is
there something on your mind?
8 have sb/sth in mind to have an idea about who
or what you want for a particular purpose: Did you
have anyone in mind for the job?
9 with sb/sth in mind while thinking about
someone or something or considering that person
or thing: Racing cars weren’t built with safety in
mind.
10 come/spring to mind if something comes to
mind, you suddenly think of it: She was so nervous
she just started saying whatever came to mind.
11 state/frame of mind the way you are feeling,
such as how happy or sad you are: I have to be in
the right frame of mind before a game.
12 -minded having a particular attitude, or believing that a particular thing is important: He was a
mean, narrow-/closed-minded old man (=he did
not accept other ideas and opinions). | politicallyminded students
13 keep/bear sth in mind to remember something: Keep in mind that the bank will be closed
tomorrow.
14 no one in his/her right mind (informal) no
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one who is sensible: No woman in her right mind
would walk alone at night around here.
15 have/keep an open mind to be willing to
accept new ideas and opinions: The mayor promises to keep an open mind on the issue of new
schools.
16 take/get/keep your mind off sth to make
you stop thinking about something: Dad needs a
vacation to take his mind off work.
17 keep your mind on sth to keep paying
attention to something, even if you want to think
about something else: He could hardly keep his
mind on what she was saying.
18 put your mind to sth to decide to do something and use a lot of effort in order to succeed: You
can win if you just put your mind to it. [ORIGIN:
Old English gemynd] ➔ ONE-TRACK MIND , sth
blows your mind at BLOW 1, slip your mind at
SLIP 1

mind2 v. 1 [I,T] to feel annoyed, worried, or angry

about something: Do you mind if I open the
window? | Chicago’s a nice place to live if you
don’t mind cold winters. | He doesn’t mind sleeping
on the couch. | She doesn’t mind that her book has
not been selling well.
SPOKEN PHRASES

2 do/would you mind used to ask politely if you
can do something or if someone will do something:
Do you mind if I use your phone? | Would you
mind waiting here a minute? 3 mind your own
business to not ask questions about a situation
that does not involve you, often used to tell someone rudely not to do this: Why doesn’t she mind her
own business? 4 I wouldn’t mind (doing) sth
said when you would like something or would like
to do something: I wouldn’t mind living in Minneapolis.

minimum

when someone or something touches it 2 a deep
hole or holes in the ground, from which gold, coal,
etc. is dug: coal/gold etc. mines
mine3 v. 1 [I,T] to dig into the ground in order to
get gold, coal, etc.: men mining for gold 2 [T] to
hide bombs under the ground or in the ocean: The
beaches were heavily mined.
mine·field /'maInfild/ n. [C] 1 an area of land
that has mines hidden in it 2 a situation in which
there are many hidden dangers: The issue is a
political minefield.
min·er /'maInø/ n. [C] someone who works in a
mine: a coal miner
min·er·al /'mIn@r@l/ n. [C] 1 EARTH SCIENCES a
natural substance such as coal, rock, or salt that is
present in the Earth: an area rich in minerals 2 CHEMISTRY a substance such as CALCIUM or
iron that is present in some foods and that is
important for good health: Milk is full of valuable
vitamins and minerals.
'mineral "water n. [C,U] water that comes from
under the ground and contains minerals
min·gle /'mIÎg@l/ v. 1 [I] to meet and talk with a
lot of different people at a social event: Reporters
mingled with movie stars at the awards ceremony. 2 [I,T] if smells, sounds, feelings, etc.
mingle, they combine with each other: anger
mingled with disappointment and fear
mini- /mIni/ adj. (informal) small compared with
others of the same type: a minivan | a mini-market
(=a small food store)
min·i·a·ture1 /'mIni@tSø, 'mInItSø/ adj. very
small: a miniature camera
THESAURUS
small, little, tiny, minute,
minuscule ➔ SMALL

5 mind your manners to behave or speak in a
polite way ➔ never mind at NEVER
miniature2 n. [C] 1 something that has the same
appearance as someone or something, but is much
'mind-"boggling adj. (informal) very difficult to
smaller: This painting is a miniature of the one in
imagine because of being so big, strange, or comthe museum. 2 in miniature exactly like someone
plicated: The number of insects living in the rainor something but much smaller: She has her mothforest is mind-boggling.
er’s face in miniature.
mind·ful /'maInÄf@l/ adj. behaving in a way that
shows you remember a rule or fact: Mindful of the "miniature 'golf n. [U] a golf game, played for
fun, in which you hit a small ball through passages,
guide’s warning, they returned before dark.
over small bridges and hills, etc.
mind·less /'maInÄlIs/ adj. 1 so simple that you
min·i·mal
/'mIn@m@l/ Ac adj. very small in
do not have to think about what you are doing:
degree or amount: The damage caused by the fire
mindless work 2 stupid and without any purpose:
was minimal. | Desert plants will stay healthy even
mindless violence/cruelty —mindlessness n. [U]
with minimal watering. —minimally adv.
mind·set /'maInÄsEt/ n. [C usually singular] somemin·i·mize
/'mIn@"maIz/ Ac v. [T] 1 to make
one’s general attitude, and the way in which s/he
the degree or amount of something as small as
thinks about things and makes decisions
possible ANT maximize: To minimize the risk of
mine1 /maIn/ pron. the thing or things belonging or
getting heart disease, eat well and exercise
relating to the person who is speaking: Theresa’s
daily. 2 IT to make a document or program on your
coat is black. Mine is blue. | He doesn’t have a car,
computer very small when you are not using it but
so I let him borrow mine. | Tom’s a good friend of
still want to keep it open ANT maximize: Click on
mine.
the top of the window to minimize it.
mine2 n. [C] 1 a type of bomb that is hidden just min·i·mum1 /'mIn@m@m/ Ac adj. the minimum
below the ground or under water, which explodes
number, amount, or degree is the smallest that it is

M
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possible to have ANT maximum: You will need to
make a minimum payment of $50 a month. | The
factory owners wanted to get a minimum price
fixed for their goods. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin
minimus “smallest”]
minimum2 n. [C usually singular] the smallest
number, amount, or degree that it is possible to
have ANT maximum: Jim works a minimum of
(=at least) 50 hours a week. | Costs were kept to a
minimum. | We must try to keep the use of pesticides to an absolute minimum.
"minimum 'wage n. [singular, U] the lowest
amount of money that can legally be paid per hour
to a worker: More than four million Americans
earn the minimum wage.
min·ing /'maInIÎ/ n. [U] the action or industry of
digging gold, coal, etc. out of the ground
min·i·se·ries /'mIni"sIriz/ n. (plural miniseries)
[C] a television DRAMA that is divided into several
parts and shown on different nights
min·i·skirt /'mIni"skøt/ n. [C] a very short skirt
min·is·ter /'mIn@stø/ n. [C] 1 a religious leader
in some Christian churches ➔ PRIEST 2 a politician who is in charge of a government department
in some countries: the Minister of Defense [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French ministre, from
Latin minister “servant”]
min·is·te·ri·al /"mIn@'stIri@l/ Ac adj. relating
to a minister, or done by a minister: The project
was approved at ministerial level.
min·is·try /'mIn@stri/ Ac n. (plural ministries) 1 the ministry the profession of being a
church leader: Our son entered/joined the ministry
(=became a minister) two years ago. 2 [C usually
singular] the work done by a religious leader 3 [C]
a government department in some countries: the
Foreign Ministry [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin
ministerium, from minister “servant”]
min·i·van /'mIni"væn/ n. [C] a large vehicle with
seats for six or more people ➔ see picture at TRANSPORTATION

mink /mIÎk/ n. [C,U] a small animal with soft

brown fur, or the valuable fur from this animal: a
mink coat
min·now /'mInoU/ n. [C] a very small fish that
lives in rivers, lakes, etc.
mi·nor1 /'maInø/ Ac adj. 1 small and not very
important or serious, especially when compared
with other things ANT major: minor surgery | We
made a few minor changes to the plan. | It’s only a
minor injury. | Most of the changes in the law were
relatively minor. c Don’t say “minor than.” b 2 ENG.
LANG. ARTS based on a musical SCALE in which the
third note of the related MAJOR scale has been
lowered by a HALF STEP [ORIGIN: 1200—1300
Latin “smaller”]
minor2 n. [C] 1 LAW someone who is not old
enough to be considered legally responsible for
his/her actions: It’s illegal to sell cigarettes to
minors.

THESAURUS
child, kid, teenager,
adolescent, youngster, juvenile ➔ CHILD

2 the second main subject that you study at college
for your degree ➔ MAJOR : She has a minor in
history. ➔ UNIVERSITY

minor3 v.

minor in sth phr. v. to study a second main subject
as part of your college degree: I’m minoring in
history.
mi·nor·i·ty1 /m@'nOr@Ôi, maI-, -'nAr-/ Ac n.
(plural minorities) 1 [C usually plural] a group of
people of a different race or religion than most
people in a country, or someone in one of these
groups: ethnic/racial/religious minorities | The law
prevents discrimination against minorities. 2 [singular] a small part of a larger group of people or
things ➔ MAJORITY : Only a small minority of
senators were in favor of a tax increase. | Opposition came from a small but vocal minority. 3 be in
the minority to be less in number than any other
group: Male teachers are very much in the minority
at public schools.
minority2 adj. relating to a group of people who
do not have the same opinion, religion, race, etc. as
most of the larger group that they are in: help for
minority groups | minority students
"minor 'league n. the minor leagues also the
Minor Leagues the groups of teams that form
the lower levels of American professional sports,
especially baseball ➔ MAJOR LEAGUES —minorleague adj. [only before noun]: a minor-league
team
min·strel /'mInstr@l/ n. [C] 1 a white singer or
dancer who tried to look like an African-American
person, and who performed in shows in the early
part of the 20th century 2 a singer or musician in
the Middle Ages
mint1 /mInt/ n. 1 [C] a candy with a strong fresh
taste 2 [U] a plant with strong fresh-tasting leaves,
used in cooking and making medicine ➔ PEPPERMINT 3 [C] a place where coins are officially made
mint2 adj. in mint condition looking new and in
perfect condition: a 1957 Chevy in mint condition
mint3 v. [T] to make a coin
mint·y /'mInôi/ adj. tasting or smelling of mint
mi·nus1 /'maIn@s/ prep. 1 MATH used in mathematics when you SUBTRACT one number from
another ➔ PLUS : 17 minus 5 is 12 (17 – 5 = 12) |
the value of your assets minus tax ➔ CALCULATE 2 (informal) without something that would
normally be there: He came back from skate park
minus a couple of front teeth.
minus2 n. [C] 1 MATH a minus sign 2 something
bad about a situation ➔ PLUS : There are pluses and
minuses to living in a big city.
minus3 adj. 1 A minus/B minus etc. a GRADE
used in a system of judging a student’s work. A
minus is lower than A, but higher than B PLUS .
➔ PLUS 2 minus 5/20/30 etc. less than zero,

mischief
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especially less than zero degrees in temperature
➔ BELOW : At night the temperature can go as low
as minus 30.

min·us·cule /'mIn@"skyul/ adj. extremely small:
Her allowance is minuscule. | a minuscule amount
of food
THESAURUS
small, little, tiny, minute,
miniature ➔ SMALL

'minus "sign n. [C] MATH a sign (-) showing that a
number is less than zero, or that the second of two
numbers is to be SUBTRACT ed from the first

min·ute1 /'mInIt/ n. 1 [C] a period of time equal

to 60 seconds: Ethel’s train arrives in 15 minutes. |
three minutes to/before 4:00 | 12 minutes after/
past one 2 [C] a very short period of time: For a
minute I thought he was serious. | I’ll be ready in a
minute. 3 wait a minute/just a minute/hold
on a minute (spoken) a) used to ask someone to
wait a short period of time while you do something:
“Are you coming with us?” “Yes. Just a
minute.” b) used when you want to tell someone
that you do not agree with something s/he has said
or done: Wait a minute – you said my car would be
ready by 5:00! 4 last minute at the last possible
time, just before something must be done or completed: Frank changed his mind at the last minute
and decided to come after all. | a few last-minute
arrangements 5 the minute (that) as soon as: I
knew it was Jill the minute I heard her
voice. 6 any minute (now) (spoken) very soon:
She should be here any minute now. 7 minutes
[plural] an official written record of what is said and
decided at a meeting 8 [C] MATH one of the 60
parts into which a degree of an angle can be
divided. It can be shown as a SYMBOL after a
number. For example, 78° 52’ means 78 degrees 52
minutes.

mi·nute2 /maI'nut/ adj. 1 extremely small: You
only need a minute amount.

THESAURUS
small, little, tiny, miniature,
minuscule ➔ SMALL

2 paying attention to the smallest things or parts:
Johnson explained the plan in minute detail.

mir·a·cle /'mIr@k@l/ n. [C] 1 something lucky

that happens when you did not expect it to happen
or did not think it was possible: It’s a miracle (that)
you weren’t killed! | the country’s economic
miracle 2 an action or event believed to be caused
by God, which is impossible according to the
ordinary laws of nature 3 miracle cure/drug an
effective treatment for a serious medical illness

mi·rac·u·lous /mI'ræky@l@s/ adj. completely
unexpected and very lucky: The patient made a
miraculous recovery. —miraculously adv.
THESAURUS
LUCKY

lucky, fortunate, fortuitous ➔

mi·rage /mI'rAZ/ n. [C] something you think you

see that is not actually there, caused by hot air in a
desert
mire /maIø/ v. be mired in sth a) to be in a very
difficult situation: an economy mired in recession b) to be stuck in deep mud
mir·ror1 /'mIrø/ n. [C] 1 a piece of special flat
glass that you can look at and see yourself in: the
bathroom mirror | a rearview mirror (=a mirror in a
car, for looking behind you) | He looked at himself
in the mirror. 2 mirror image a system or pattern that is almost exactly the same as another one:
This year’s election is a mirror image of the one in
1984. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French mirour,
from mirer “to look at,” from Latin mirare]
mirror2 v. [T] to represent or be very similar to
something else: The election results mirrored public opinion.
mirth /møθ/ n. [U] (literary) happiness and laughter
mis·ad·ven·ture /"mIs@d'vEntSø/ n. [C,U] bad
luck or an accident
mis·ap·pro·pri·ate /"mIs@'proUpri"eIt/ v. [T]
(formal) to dishonestly take something, especially
money, that a company, organization, etc. has
trusted you to keep safe —misappropriation
/"mIs@"proUpri'eIS@n/ n. [U]
mis·be·have /"mIsbI'heIv/ v. [I] to behave
badly: Anne’s being punished for misbehaving in
class. —misbehavior /"mIsbI'heIvyø/ n. [U]
misc. the written abbreviation of MISCELLANEOUS

mis·cal·cu·late /"mIs'kælky@"leIt/ v. [I,T] 1 to

make a mistake in deciding how long something
will take to do, how much money you will need,
etc.: We miscalculated the time it would take to
drive to Long Island. 2 to make a mistake when
you are judging a situation: Republicans seem to
have miscalculated the mayor’s popularity.
—miscalculation /mIs"kælky@'leIS@n/ n. [C]
mis·car·riage /'mIs"kærIdZ, "mIs'kærIdZ/ n.
[C,U] 1 the act of accidentally giving birth too
early for the baby to live ➔ ABORTION : She had a
miscarriage and nearly died. 2 miscarriage of
justice a situation in which someone is wrongly
punished by a court of law for something s/he did
not do
mis·car·ry /"mIs'kæri/ v. (miscarried, miscarries) [I] to accidentally give birth to a baby too
early for him/her to live
mis·cel·la·ne·ous /"mIs@'leIni@s/ adj. made up
of many different things or people that do not seem
to be related to each other: a stack of miscellaneous
papers
mis·chief /'mIstSIf/ n. [U] bad behavior, especially by children, that causes trouble or damage
but no serious harm: A group of kids were running
around and making mischief (=behaving in a way
that causes trouble). | Sports kept me out of mischief when I was growing up. [ORIGIN: 1200—
1300 Old French meschief “something bad that
happens”]
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mis·chie·vous /'mIstS@v@s/ adj. a mischievous

child likes to have fun by playing tricks on people
or doing things to annoy or embarrass them
—mischievously adv.: He smiled mischievously.
mis·ci·ble /'mIs@b@l/ adj. CHEMISTRY miscible liquids or gases are able to mix and combine together
completely into one liquid or gas ANT immiscible:
Miscible liquids such as water and ethanol will
diffuse (=mix together).
mis·con·cep·tion /"mIsk@n'sEpS@n/ n. [C,U]
an idea that is wrong or untrue, but that people still
believe: It’s a misconception that red meat cannot
be part of a healthy diet.
mis·con·duct /"mIs'kAndökt/ n. [U] (formal)
bad or dishonest behavior by someone in a position
of authority or trust: an investigation into police
misconduct
mis·con·strue /"mIsk@n'stru/ v. [T] (formal) to
not understand correctly what someone has said or
done: The research results have been misconstrued.
mis·deed /"mIs'did/ n. [C] (formal) a wrong or
illegal action
mis·de·mean·or /"mIsdI'minø/ n. [C] LAW a
crime that is not very serious
mis·di·rect /"mIsd@'rEkt/ v. [T] (formal) to use
your efforts, emotions, or abilities in a way that is
wrong or not appropriate: misdirected anger
mi·ser /'maIzø/ n. [C] (disapproving) someone
who hates spending money and likes saving it
—miserly adj.
mis·er·a·ble /'mIz@r@b@l/ adj. 1 very unhappy,
especially because you are lonely or sick: I saw
Dana last week, and she looked miserable. | She
made my life miserable.
THESAURUS
sad, unhappy, sorrowful,
depressed, down, low, blue, downhearted,
melancholy, morose, gloomy, glum ➔ SAD

2 very bad in quality: miserable weather [ORIGIN:
1400—1500 Old French, Latin miserabilis]
—miserably adv.
mis·er·y /'mIz@ri/ n. (plural miseries) [C,U] great
suffering or unhappiness, caused for example by
being very poor or very sick: The conflict is causing human misery on an unprecedented scale. | the
suffering and misery of the poor
mis·fit /'mIs"fIt/ n. [C] someone who does not
seem to belong in a place because s/he is very
different from the other people there: a social misfit
mis·for·tune /mIs'fOrtS@n/ n. [C,U] bad luck, or
something that happens to you as a result of bad
luck: We had the misfortune of being in an airport
when the snowstorm hit.
mis·giv·ing /mIs'gIvIÎ/ n. [C usually plural, U] a
feeling of doubt or fear about what might happen,
or about whether something is right: He had some
misgivings about letting me use his car.
mis·guid·ed /mIs'gaIdId/ adj. 1 intended to be
helpful but actually making a situation worse: a

misguided attempt to impress her boss 2 wrong
because of being based on a wrong understanding
of a situation: He became a teacher on the misguided belief that the hours were short.
mis·han·dle /"mIs'hændl/ v. [T] to deal with a
situation badly, or not skillfully: The government
has mishandled the crisis.
mis·hap /'mIshæp/ n. [C,U] a small accident or
mistake that does not have a very serious effect:
The rest of the flight continued without mishap. |
We had a few mishaps, nothing serious. ➔ ACCIDENT

mis·in·form /"mIsIn'fOrm/ v. [T] to give some-

one information that is not correct: Patients were
misinformed about their treatment.
mis·in·ter·pret /"mIsIn'tøprIt/ Ac v. [T] to
not understand the correct meaning of something
that someone says or does: They may misinterpret
your actions as a sign of weakness.
—misinterpretation /"mIsIn"tøpr@'teIS@n/ n.
[C,U]

mis·judge /"mIs'dZödZ/ v. [T] 1 to form a

wrong or unfair opinion about a person or situation:
The White House has badly misjudged Congress’s
support for his bill. 2 to guess an amount, distance, etc. wrongly: Don misjudged the turn and
wrecked his car. —misjudgment n. [C,U]
mis·lead /mIs'lid/ v. (past tense and past participle
misled /-'lEd/) [T] to make someone believe something that is not true by giving him/her false or
incomplete information: a deliberate attempt to
mislead the public
THESAURUS
lie, make sth up, tell (sb) a lie,
invent, deceive, perjure yourself/commit
perjury, falsify ➔ LIE 2

mis·lead·ing /mIs'lidIÎ/ adj. likely to make
someone believe something that is not true: Statistics can be very misleading. —misleadingly adv.
THESAURUS
wrong, incorrect, erroneous,
inaccurate, false ➔ WRONG 1

mis·man·age /"mIs'mænIdZ/ v. [T] if someone

mismanages something s/he is in charge of, s/he
deals with it badly: This project’s been completely
mismanaged
from
the
beginning.
—mismanagement n. [U]: financial mismanagement
mis·match /'mIsmætS/ n. [C] a combination of
things or people that do not work well together or
are not appropriate for each other: There seems to
be a mismatch between skills and jobs.
—mismatched adj.
mis·no·mer /"mIs'noUmø/ n. [C] a wrong or
inappropriate name: The term “dry cleaning” is
something of a misnomer, as fluids are actually
used.
mi·sog·y·nist /mI'sAdZ@nIst/ n. [C] (formal) a
man who hates women —misogyny n. [U]
—misogynistic /mI"sAdZ@'nIstIk/ adj.
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mis·place /"mIs'pleIs/ v. [T] to put something

somewhere and then forget where you put it: I’ve
misplaced my glasses again.
mis·placed /"mIs'pleIst/ adj. misplaced feelings
of trust, love, etc. are inappropriate because the
person that you have these feelings for does not
deserve them: a misplaced sense of loyalty
mis·print /'mIs"prInt/ n. [C] a mistake in a book,
magazine, etc.
mis·pro·nounce /"mIspr@'naUns/ v. [T] to pronounce
a
word
or
name
wrongly
—mispronunciation /"mIspr@"nönsi'eIS@n/ n.
[C,U]

mis·quote /"mIs'kwoUt/ v. [T] to make a mistake

in reporting what someone else has said or written:
Morales claims the magazine misquoted him.
mis·read /"mIs'rid/ v. (past tense and past participle misread /-'rEd/) [T] 1 to make a wrong
judgment about a situation or person ➔ MISINTERPRET : The UN badly misread the situation. 2 to
read something in the wrong way: I misread the
schedule and missed my bus.
mis·rep·re·sent /"mIsrEprI'zEnt/ v. [T] to
deliberately give a wrong description of someone’s
opinions or of a situation SYN distort, twist: Our
aims have been misrepresented in the press.
—misrepresentation /mIs"rEprIz@n'teIS@n/ n.
[C,U]

miss /mIs/ v. 1 [T] to not go somewhere or do
1

something, especially when you want to but cannot:
Sorry I missed your call. | She didn’t want to miss a
chance/opportunity to work in Hollywood. 2 [T]
to be too late for something: By the time we got
there, we’d missed the beginning of the movie. |
You’ll miss your plane/train/bus unless you leave
now. 3 [T] to feel sad because you are not with a
particular person, or because you no longer have
something or are no longer doing something: Did
you miss me while I was gone? | I miss living in
London. 4 [I,T] to not hit or catch something: She
fired at the target but missed. | Jackson missed an
easy catch and the A’s scored. 5 miss the point
to not understand the main point of what someone
is saying 6 [T] to not see, hear, or notice something: Jody found an error that everyone else had
missed. | It’s a big red house with a small pond in
front – you can’t miss it. 7 [T] to notice that
something or someone is not in the place you
expect him, her, or it to be: I didn’t miss my key
until I got home. 8 miss the boat (informal) to
fail to take an opportunity that will give you an
advantage: Investors who failed to buy the stock
when it was first listed have missed the boat.
miss out phr. v. to not have the chance to do
something that you enjoy: You’re the one who’ll
miss out if you don’t come. | She got married very
young, and now she feels she’s missing out on life.
miss2 n. 1 Miss Smith/Jones etc. used in front
of the family name of a woman who is not married
in order to speak to her politely, write to her, or talk
about her ➔ MRS. , MS. 2 [C] a failed attempt to

hit, catch, or hold something 3 used to speak
politely to a young woman when you do not know
her name: Excuse me, miss, you’ve dropped your
umbrella.
mis·shap·en /"mIs'SeIp@n, "mI'SeI-/ adj. not
the normal or natural shape: He was born with a
misshapen spine.
mis·sile /'mIs@l/ n. [C] 1 a weapon that can fly
over long distances and that explodes when it hits
something: a nuclear missile 2 (formal) an object
that is thrown at someone in order to hurt him/her
miss·ing /'mIsIÎ/ adj. 1 someone or something
that is missing is not in the place where you would
normally expect him, her, or it to be: Police are still
searching for the missing child. | A button on his
shirt was missing. | $200 was missing from my
desk drawer.
USAGE

Use lost in order to describe something that
someone cannot find, or someone who does not
know where s/he is: a lost ball | We took a wrong
turn and got lost.
Use missing in order to describe someone or
something you have been looking for, especially
when the situation is serious: We’re still trying to
locate the missing money. | the search for the two
missing boys

2 not included, although it ought to have been: Why
is my name missing from the list? 3 missing in
action a soldier who is missing in action has not
been seen after a battle, and is probably dead
mis·sion /'mIS@n/ n. [C] 1 an important job that
someone has been given to do: His mission was to
help the president win re-election. 2 a group of
people who are sent by their government to another
country for a particular purpose: a Canadian trade
mission to Japan 3 the purpose or the most important aim of an organization: Each school’s central
mission should be to teach reading, writing, and
arithmetic.
THESAURUS
GOAL

goal, aim, objective, target ➔

4 something that you feel you must do because it is
your duty: She feels her mission in life is to help
poor people. 5 a special trip made by a space
vehicle or military airplane: a mission to
Mars 6 the work of a missionary, or a building
where s/he does this work [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
Latin missio “act of sending,” from mittere “to
send, throw”]
mis·sion·ar·y /'mIS@"nEri/ n. (plural missionaries) [C] someone who has gone to a foreign country
in order to teach people about Christianity
mis·spell /"mIs'spEl/ v. [T] to spell a word incorrectly —misspelling n. [C,U]
mis·step /'mIs-stEp/ n. [C] (written) a mistake,
especially one that offends or upsets people: political missteps
mist1 /mIst/ n. [C,U] cloud that is close to the
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ground, making it difficult to see very far ➔ FOG : mist·y /'mIsti/ adj. 1 misty weather is weather
The sun had burned through the early morning with a lot of mist 2 (literary) full of tears: her eyes
mist.
became misty
mist2 v. [I,T] to become covered with very small mis·un·der·stand /"mIsöndø'stænd/ v. (past
drops of water, or to make something do this: The tense and past participle misunderstood /-'stUd/)
[I,T] to fail to understand someone or something
windows are all misted up/over.
mis·take1 /mI'steIk/ n. [C] 1 something that has correctly: I think you misunderstood what I was
been done in the wrong way, or an opinion or trying to say.
statement that is incorrect: spelling mistakes | I mis·un·der·stand·ing /"mIsöndø'stændIÎ/
think you’ve made a mistake – I ordered fish, not n. 1 [C,U] a failure to understand a question, situabeef. | The bill is $500? There must be some tion, or instruction: There must be some misunderstanding. I didn’t order all these books. | We’ve
mistake.
called a meeting to clear up any misunderstandTHESAURUS
ings about the project. 2 [C] an argument or disA mistake is something that you do by accident,
agreement that is not very serious: We’ve had our
or that is the result of a bad judgment: I took
misunderstandings in the past, but we’re good
Larry’s coat by mistake. | We made a mistake in
friends now.
buying this car.
mis·un·der·stood /"mIsöndø'stUd/ adj. if
An error is a mistake that you do not realize you
someone is misunderstood, s/he has been treated
are making, and that causes problems: He made
unfairly because people have decided that they do
several errors when adding up the bill.
not like him/her, without knowing what s/he is
2 something you do that you later realize was not really like: Albert’s really a nice guy; he’s just
the right thing to do: Marrying him was a big misunderstood.
mistake. | I made the mistake of giving him my mis·use1 /"mIs'yuz/ v. [T] to use something in the
phone number. | We need to start learning from our wrong way or for the wrong purpose: He faces a
mistakes. 3 by mistake if you do something by charge of misusing state funds for his re-election
mistake, you do it without intending to: I brought campaign.
the wrong book home by mistake. [ORIGIN: 1300—
mis·use2 /"mIs'yus/ n. [C,U] the use of some1400 Old Norse mistaka]
thing in the wrong way or for the wrong purpose: a
2
mistake v. (past tense mistook /-'stUk/, past misuse of power
participle mistaken /-'steIk@n/)
mistake sb/sth for sb/sth phr. v. to think that one mite /maIt/ n. [C] 1 BIOLOGY a very small insect
person or thing is someone or something else: I that lives in plants, CARPET s, etc.: dust mites 2 a
mite (old-fashioned) a little: The hotel was a mite
mistook him for his brother.
expensive.
mis·tak·en /mI'steIk@n/ adj. wrong about something: I think the party is next week, but I might be mit·i·gate /'mIÔ@"geIt/ v. [T] (formal) to make a
mistaken. | We bought the rug in Turkey, if I’m not situation or the effects of something less bad, harmful, or serious: Only foreign aid can mitigate the
mistaken. —mistakenly adv.
terrible effects of the war. —mitigation
mis·ter /'mIstø/ n. 1 the full form of /"mIÔ@'geIS@n/ n. [U]
MR. 2 (spoken, old-fashioned) said in order to speak
to a man when you do not know his name ➔ SIR : mi·to·chon·dri·on /"maIÔ@'kAndri@n/ n. (plural
mitochondria /-dri@/) [C] BIOLOGY a very small part
Hey, mister, is this your wallet?
of a cell in a plant, animal, or FUNGUS , which
mis·tle·toe /'mIs@l"toU/ n. [U] a plant with small changes ORGANIC MATTER (=natural material that
white berries that is often used as a decoration at is going through the process of decaying) into
Christmas
energy
mis·took /mI'stUk/ v. the past tense of MISTAKE mi·to·sis /maI'toUsIs/ n. [U] BIOLOGY the process
mis·treat /"mIs'trit/ v. [T] to treat a person or by which a cell divides to become two cells, each
animal cruelly: The hostages said they had not been new cell having the same number of CHROMOSOME s as the original cell ➔ MEIOSIS
mistreated. —mistreatment n. [U]
mi·tral
valve /'maItr@l "vælv/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a
mis·tress /'mIstrIs/ n. [C] 1 a woman that a
man has a sexual relationship with, even though he BICUSPID VALVE ➔ see picture at HEART
is married to someone else 2 (old-fashioned) a mitt /mIt/ n. [C] 1 a type of leather GLOVE used
woman who has authority over servants or animals for catching a ball in baseball 2 a GLOVE made of
➔ MASTER
thick material, worn to protect your hand: an oven
mis·tri·al /'mIstraIl/ n. [C] LAW a TRIAL during mitt
which a mistake in the law is made, so that a new mit·ten /'mIt§n/ n. [C] a type of GLOVE that does
not have separate parts for each finger
trial has to be held
mis·trust /mIs'tröst/ n. [U] the feeling that you mix1 /mIks/ v. 1 [I,T] if you mix two or more
cannot trust someone: Some Americans admit to substances, or if they mix, they combine to become
a single substance: Oil and water don’t mix. | Mix
deep mistrust of the media. —mistrust v. [T]
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the butter and sugar together, and then add the
milk. | Mix the beans thoroughly with the sauce.
➔ see picture on page A5
THESAURUS

combine – to join two or more things together,

or to be joined together with another thing:
Combine the ingredients and beat until smooth.
stir – to mix a liquid or food by moving a spoon
around in it: Reduce the heat and stir until
thickened.
blend – to mix together soft or liquid substances
to form a single smooth substance: Blend the
yogurt with fresh fruit for a wonderful drink.
beat – to mix food together quickly and
thoroughly using a fork or kitchen tool: Beat the
eggs and add to the sugar mixture.

2 [I,T] to combine two or more different activities,
ideas, groups of things, etc.: Their music mixes jazz
and rock. | I don’t mix business with pleasure. 3 [I] to enjoy meeting, talking, and spending
time with other people, especially people you do
not know very well: Joey mixed easily with the
other children.
mix up phr. v. 1 mix sb/sth ↔ up to make the
mistake of thinking that someone or something is
another person or thing: I keep mixing him up with
his brother. 2 mix sth ↔ up to change the way
things have been arranged so that they are no
longer in the same order: Don’t mix up those
papers, or we’ll never find the ones we
need. 3 mix sb up (informal) to make someone
feel confused: Too many people were giving her
advice and mixing her up. ➔ MIXED UP , MIX-UP
mix2 n. 1 [C,U] a combination of substances that
you mix together to make something: cake
mix 2 [singular] the particular combination of
things or people that form a group: There was a
strange mix of people at Larry’s party.
mixed /mIkst/ adj. 1 consisting of many different
types of things or people: a can of mixed nuts | They
were a mixed group, predominantly young, but
there were some older people too. 2 have mixed
emotions/feelings (about sth) to be unsure
about whether you like or agree with something:
We had mixed feelings about moving to New
York. 3 a mixed blessing something that is good
in some ways but bad in others: Having children is
a mixed blessing. 4 mixed response/reaction
if something gets a mixed response, some people
say that they like it, but others do not like it

"mixed 'marriage n. [C,U] a marriage between
two people from different races or religions

"mixed 'up adj. 1 confused: I got mixed up and

went to the wrong restaurant. 2 be mixed up
with sb to be involved with someone who has a
bad influence on you: If you get mixed up with
those people, you’ll end up in jail. 3 be mixed
up in sth to be involved in an illegal or dishonest
activity: I don’t want my kids getting mixed up in
drugs.

mix·er /'mIksø/ n. [C] a piece of equipment used

for mixing different substances together: Beat the
eggs and sugar with an electric mixer.
mix·ture /'mIkstSø/ n. 1 [C,U] a single substance made by mixing several substances together:
Pour the cake mixture into a pan and bake it for 45
minutes.
THESAURUS

combination – two or more different things,
substances, etc. that are used or put together:
Doctors use a combination of drugs to combat the
disease.
blend – a mixture of two or more things: The
salad dressing is an interesting blend of oil,
vinegar, and spices.
compound – a chemical compound is a
substance that consists of two or more different
substances: Carbon dioxide is a common
compound found in the air.
solution – a liquid mixed with a solid or a gas: a
weak sugar solution

2 [C usually singular] a combination of two or more
people, things, feelings, or ideas that are different: I
listened to his excuse with a mixture of amusement
and disbelief.
'mix-up n. [C] (informal) a mistake that causes
confusion about details or arrangements: There was
a mix-up at the station and Eddie got on the wrong
bus.
ml the written abbreviation of MILLILITER
mm the written abbreviation of MILLIMETER
MN the written abbreviation of MINNESOTA
MO the written abbreviation of MISSOURI
mo. the written abbreviation of MONTH
moan1 /moUn/ v. [I] 1 to make the sound of a
moan: The victim was bleeding and moaning in
pain. 2 (informal) to complain in an annoying way,
especially in an unhappy voice: Stop moaning
about your problems and get to work! —moaner
n. [C]

moan2 n. [C] a long low sound expressing pain or
sadness

moat /moUt/ n. [C] a deep wide hole, usually filled

with water, that was dug around a castle as a
defense
mob1 /mAb/ n. [C] 1 a large noisy crowd, especially one that is angry and violent: A mob of
protesters attacked the police. | The thieves were
lynched by an angry mob. 2 the Mob (informal)
the MAFIA
mob2 v. (mobbed, mobbing) [T] 1 to form a
crowd around someone in order to express admiration or to attack him/her: She’s mobbed by her fans
wherever she goes. 2 if a place is mobbed, it has a
lot of people in it: The beach was mobbed with
people.
mo·bile1 /'moUb@l/ adj. able to move or be moved
easily ANT immobile: I’m much more mobile now
that I have a car. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French,
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Latin mobilis, from movere “to move”]
—mobility /moU'bIl@Ôi/ n. [U]: elderly people
with limited mobility
mo·bile2 /'moUbil/ n. [C] a decoration made of
small objects tied to string and hung up so that they
move when air blows around them
"mobile 'home n. [C] a type of house made of
metal, that can be pulled by a large vehicle and
moved to another place ➔ HOUSE 1
"mobile 'phone n. [C] a CELL PHONE
mo·bi·lize /'moUb@"laIz/ v. [I,T] 1 to gather
together, or be brought together, in order to work to
achieve something difficult: Forces have been
mobilized to defend the capital. 2 mobilize
support/opposition to encourage people to support or oppose something —mobilization
/"moUb@l@'zeIS@n/ n. [C,U]
mob·ster /'mAbstø/ n. [C] (informal) a member of
the Mafia
moc·ca·sin /'mAk@s@n/ n. [C] a flat comfortable
shoe made of soft leather [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
Virginia Algonquian mockasin]
mock1 /mAk/ v. [I,T] to laugh at someone or something and try to make him, her, or it seem stupid,
especially by copying his, her, or its actions or
speech: Wilson mocked Joe’s southern accent. | Are
you mocking me? —mockingly adv.
mock2 adj. not real: a mock debate | mock horror/
surprise

mock·er·y /'mAk@ri/ n. 1 make a mockery of
sth to make something such as a plan or system
seem completely useless or ineffective: The trial
made a mockery of justice. 2 [U] the act of laughing at someone or something and trying to make
him, her, or it seem stupid or silly

mock·ing·bird /'mAkIÎ"bød/ n. [C] an American bird that copies the songs of other birds

"modal 'verb also modal n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS in
grammar, a verb that is used with other verbs to
change their meaning by expressing ideas such as
possibility, permission, or intention. In English, the
modals are “can,” “could,” “may,” “might,” “shall,”
“should,” “will,” “would,” “must,” “ought to,”
“used to,” “have to,” and “had better.” ➔ AUXILIARY
VERB

mode /moUd/

Ac n. 1 [C] (formal) a particular
way or style of behaving, living, or doing something: a very efficient mode of transportation |
Artists use various modes of expression, such as
painting and poetry. 2 [singular] MATH the middle
number in a set of numbers that are arranged in
order of size ➔ MEAN , MEDIAN
mod·el1 /'mAdl/ n. [C] 1 someone whose job is to
show clothes, hair styles, etc. by wearing them and
being photographed: a top fashion model 2 a
small copy of a vehicle, building, machine, etc.,
especially one that can be put together from separate parts: They showed us a model of the building. 3 someone who is employed by an artist or

photographer in order to be painted or photographed 4 a person or thing that is a perfect
example of something good and is therefore worth
copying: It served as a model for other cities. |
Shelly’s essay is a model of care and neatness.
➔ ROLE MODEL 5 a particular type or design of a
vehicle, machine, weapon, etc.: Ford has two new
models coming out in October.
THESAURUS
type, kind, sort, category,
brand, make ➔ TYPE 1

6 SCIENCE a description of a system or structure that
is used to help people understand similar systems
or structures: Early astronomers constructed a
model of the universe in purely geometric terms.
model2 adj. 1 model airplane/train/car etc. a
small copy of an airplane, etc., especially one that
can be put together from separate parts 2 model
wife/employee/school etc. a person or thing
that is a perfect example of its type
model3 v. 1 [I,T] to wear clothes in order to show
them to possible buyers 2 [I,T] to be employed by
an artist or photographer in order to be painted or
photographed 3 [T] to copy a system or way of
doing something: Their education system is modeled on the French one. 4 model yourself after
sb to try to be like someone else because you
admire him/her: The young singer modeled himself
after Frank Sinatra. 5 [T] to make small objects
from materials such as wood or clay
mod·el·ing /'mAdl-IÎ/ n. [U] 1 the work of a
fashion model: a career in modeling 2 the activity
of making models or objects: clay modeling
mo·dem /'moUd@m/ n. [C] IT a piece of electronic
equipment that allows information from one computer to be sent along telephone wires to another
computer ➔ INTERNET
mod·er·ate1 /'mAd@rIt/ adj. 1 neither very big
nor very small, very hot nor very cold, very fast nor
very slow, etc.: a moderate temperature | Moderate
exercise can reduce the risk of heart disease. 2 having opinions or beliefs, especially
about politics, that are not extreme and that most
people consider reasonable: a moderate
Republican/Democrat | moderate voters
mod·e·rate2 /'mAd@"reIt/ v. [I,T] to make something less extreme or violent, or to become less
extreme or violent: To lose weight, moderate the
amount of food you eat.
mod·e·rate3 /'mAd@rIt/ n. [C] someone whose
opinions or beliefs, especially about politics, are
not extreme and are considered reasonable by most
people
mod·er·ate·ly /'mAd@rItli/ adv. fairly but not
very: a moderately successful company
mod·er·a·tion /"mAd@'reIS@n/ n. 1 in moderation if you do something in moderation, you do
not do it too much: You’ve got to learn to drink in
moderation. 2 [U] (formal) control of your behavior, so that you keep your actions, feelings, habits,
etc. within reasonable or sensible limits
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mod·er·at·or /'mAd@"reIÔø/ n. [C] someone

whose job is to control a discussion or argument
and to help people reach an agreement
mod·ern /'mAdøn/ adj. 1 belonging to the
present time or the most recent time ➔ CONTEMPORARY : modern American history | Computers are an
essential part of modern life. | The country is
suffering one of its worst economic crises in modern times.
THESAURUS
advanced, sophisticated,
high-tech, state-of-the-art, cutting-edge ➔
ADVANCED

2 using or willing to use very recent ideas, fashions,
or ways of thinking: The school is very modern in
its approach to sex education. 3 made or done
using the most recent methods: advances in modern medicine | modern technology [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Late Latin modernus, from Latin
modo “just now”]
THESAURUS
NEW

new, recent, original, latest ➔

—modernity /mA'døn@Ôi, -'dEr-/ n. [U]
/"mAdøn@'zeIS@n/
n.
[C,U] 1 the process or act of modernizing something: the modernization of the railroads 2 ECONOMICS the process by which a country becomes
more developed through new TECHNOLOGY , social
change, and better government
mod·ern·ize /'mAdø"naIz/ v. [T] to change
something so that it is more modern, by using new
equipment or methods: We’re modernizing the
whole house, starting with a new bathroom.
mod·est /'mAdIst/ adj. 1 (approving) unwilling
to talk proudly about your abilities and
achievements ANT immodest: He was extremely
modest about his achievements. 2 not very big in
size, quantity, value, etc.: a modest salary | The film
was only a modest success. 3 shy about showing
your body or attracting sexual interest [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Latin modestus] —modestly adv.
mod·es·ty /'mAd@sti/ n. [U] 1 (approving) the
quality of being modest about your abilities or
achievements 2 the quality of being modest about
your body
mod·i·cum /'mAdIk@m/ n. (formal) a modicum
of sth a small amount of something, especially a
good quality: Walker had a modicum of success as
a football player.
mod·i·fi·ca·tion /"mAd@f@'keIS@n/ Ac
n. 1 [C] a small change made in something such as a
design, plan, or system: We’ve made a few modifications to the original design. | In 2007, a further
modification to the system was agreed. 2 [U] the
act of modifying something, or the process of being
modified: Modification of a patient’s environment
can sometimes speed up recovery.
mod·i·fi·er /'mAd@"faIø/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS in
grammar, an adjective, adverb, or phrase that gives
additional information about another word. In the

mod·ern·i·za·tion

molasses

sentence “The dog is barking loudly,” “loudly” is a
modifier.
mod·i·fy /'mAd@"faI/ Ac v. (modified, modifies) [T] 1 to make small changes to something in
order to improve it: The car’s been modified to go
faster. | Many of these ideas, in modified form, still
interest scientists today.
THESAURUS
change, alter, adapt, adjust,
revise, amend ➔ CHANGE 1

2 ENG. LANG. ARTS to act as a modifier: In English, an
adjective usually immediately precedes the noun it
modifies. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French modifier,
from Latin modificare “to measure, moderate,”
from modus “measure, way”]
mod·u·lar /'mAdZ@lø/ adj. based on modules or
made using modules: modular furniture
mod·u·late /'mAdZ@"leIt/ v. [T] to change the
sound of your voice or another sound
—modulation /"mAdZ@'leIS@n/ n. [U]
mod·ule /'mAdZul/ n. [C] 1 one of several separate parts that can be combined to form a larger
object, such as a machine or building 2 a part of a
SPACECRAFT that can be separated from the main
part and used for a particular purpose ➔ SPACE 1
mo·gul /'moUg@l/ n. media/business/movie
etc. mogul someone who has great power and
influence in a particular industry or activity [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Mogul “member of a Muslim
group that ruled India in former times” (16—21
centuries), from Persian Mughul, from Mongolian Mongol]
mo·hair /'moUhEr/ n. [U] expensive wool made
from ANGORA
Mo·ham·med /moU'hæm@d/ n. MUHAMMAD
moi·e·ty /'mOI@Ôi/ n. (plural moieties) [C] (formal)
a half of something
moist /mOIst/ adj. slightly wet, in a pleasant way:
Make sure the soil is moist before planting the
seeds. | a moist chocolate cake [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Old French moiste, from Latin mucidus
“wet and slippery”] ➔ DAMP
moist·en /'mOIs@n/ v. [I,T] to become slightly
wet, or to make something become slightly wet:
Moisten the clay with a little water.
mois·ture /'mOIstSø/ n. [U] small amounts of
water that are present in the air, in a substance, or
on a surface: The roots of the trees are not getting
enough moisture.
mois·tur·iz·er /'mOIstS@"raIzø/ n. [C] a creamy
liquid you put on your skin to keep it soft
mol /moUl/ CHEMISTRY another spelling of MOLE
mo·lar /'moUlø/ n. [C] BIOLOGY one of the large
teeth at the back of the mouth, used for crushing
food [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin molaris “crushing like a mill,” from mola]
mo·las·ses /m@'læsIz/ n. [U] a thick dark sweet
liquid that is obtained from raw sugar plants when
they are being made into sugar
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mold1 /moUld/ n. 1 [U] a soft green or black mom /mAm/ n. [C] (informal) mother: Can I go to

substance that grows on old food and on objects David’s house, Mom? | I called my mom. ➔
that are in warm, slightly wet places 2 [C] a RELATIVE 1
hollow container that you pour liquid into, so that
when the liquid becomes solid, it takes the shape of mo·ment /'moUm@nt/ n. [C] 1 a very short
period of time ➔ MINUTE : Robert paused for a
the container: a candle mold shaped like a star
moment. | I’ll be back in a moment. | Could you
2
mold v. [T] 1 to shape a solid substance by wait just a moment? | He was here a moment ago. |
pressing or rolling it, or by putting it into a mold: a Denise arrived moments later. 2 a particular point
figure of a man molded out of clay 2 to influence in time: Just at that moment, Shelly came in. | I
the way someone’s character or attitudes develop: I knew it was you the moment (that) I heard your
try to take young athletes and mold them into team voice. | He said he loved her from the moment
players.
(that) he met her. | At that very/exact/precise
mold·ing /'mOldIÎ/ n. [C,U] a thin line of stone, moment, the phone rang. 3 at the moment now:
wood, plastic, etc. used as decoration around the Japanese food is popular at the moment. 4 any
edge of something such as a wall, car, or piece of moment soon: The attack could come at any
moment. 5 for the moment used in order to say
furniture
that something is happening now but will probably
mold·y /'moUldi/ adj. covered with mold: moldy change in the future: For the moment, she decided
bread
not to argue. 6 a particular period of time when
mole /moUl/ n. [C] 1 a small brown mark on the you have a chance to do something: It was her big
skin that is sometimes slightly higher than the skin moment (=important chance); she took a deep
around it
breath and began to play. | Jo speaks out against
sexism, but knows she has to choose her moments
THESAURUS
mark, blemish, bruise, scar,
(=choose the best time) carefully.
2
pimple, zit, wart, blister, freckle ➔ MARK

mo·men·tar·i·ly /"moUm@n'tEr@li/ adv. 1 for a
2 a small animal with brown fur that lives in holes very short time: The car slowed down momenin the ground, and that cannot see well ➔ see picture tarily. 2 very soon: I’ll be with you momentarily.
at RODENT 3 someone who works for an organization, especially a government, in order to secretly mo·men·tar·y /'moUm@n"tEri/ adj. continuing
give information about it to its enemy 4 also mol for a very short time: a momentary silence
CHEMISTRY an amount of a substance that contains mo·men·tous /moU'mEnt@s, m@-/ adj. a
6.0225 × 10²³ atoms, molecules, etc., which is momentous event, occasion, decision, etc. is very
equal to the number of atoms in 12 grams of important, especially because of the effects it will
CARBON-12
have in the future: the momentous events of the past
mol·e·cule /'mAl@"kyul/ n. [C] CHEMISTRY one or year
more atoms that form the smallest unit of a particu- mo·men·tum
m@-/
n.
/moU'mEnt@m,
lar substance: a single water molecule [ORIGIN: [U] 1 the ability to keep increasing, developing, or
1700—1800 French molécule, from Latin moles being more successful: Leconte won the first set,
“mass”] —molecular /m@'lEky@lø/ adj.
then seemed to lose momentum. | Cellular phone
mo·lest /m@'lEst/ v. [T] to attack or harm some- use has gained/gathered momentum in the past
one, especially a child, by touching him/her in a few years. 2 the force that makes a moving object
sexual way or trying to have sex with him/her: She keep moving: I’d gained/gathered so much
was sexually molested by her uncle. —molester momentum (=moved faster and faster) that I
n. [C]: a child molester —molestation
couldn’t stop. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin
/"moUl@'steIS@n, "mA-/ n. [U]
“movement, moment,” from movere “to move”]
mol·li·fy /'mAl@"faI/ v. (mollified, mollifies) [T] to mom·ma /'mAm@/ n. [C] (spoken) mother
make someone feel less angry and upset about
mommies) [C] (sposomething: ‘I’m sorry,’ Mike said, trying to mollify mom·my /'mAmi/ n. (plural
ken) mother ➔ RELATIVE 1
her. —mollification /"mAl@f@'keIS@n/ n. [U]
mol·lusk /'mAl@sk/ n. [C] a type of sea or land mon·arch /'mAnøk, 'mAnArk/ n. [C] a king or
animal with a soft body covered by a hard shell, for queen [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Late Latin monarcha, from Greek, from mono- + -archos (from
example a SNAIL or CLAM
archein “to rule”)]
molt /moUlt/ v. [I] BIOLOGY when a bird or animal
THESAURUS
molts, it loses hair, feathers, skin, or shell so that
king, queen, prince, princess,
new hair, etc. can grow
ruler, emperor, sovereign ➔ KING
mol·ten /'moUlt§n/ adj. EARTH SCIENCES molten
metal or rock is liquid because it has been heated to mon·ar·chy /'mAnøki/ n. (plural monarchies) 1 [U] the system in which a country is
a very high temperature
ruled by a king or queen ➔ REPUBLIC
molt·ing /'moUltIÎ/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a process in
THESAURUS
government, democracy,
which a bird or animal loses its hair, feathers, skin,
republic, regime, dictatorship, totalitarian
or shell so that new hair, etc. can grow
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country/state, etc., police state ➔
GOVERNMENT

2 [C] a country that is ruled by a king or queen
mon·as·ter·y /'mAn@"stEri/ n. (plural monasteries) [C] a building or group of buildings in which
MONK s live ➔ CONVENT [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Late Latin monasterium, from Greek, from
monazein “to live alone”]
mo·nas·tic /m@'næstIk/ adj. relating to MONK s
or a monastery
Mon·day /'möndi, -deI/ (written abbreviation
Mon.) n. (plural Mondays) [C,U] the second day of
the week, between Sunday and Tuesday: The
results will be announced Monday. | It snowed on
Monday. | We’ll see you next Monday. | Kelly
arrived last Monday. | I’ll call you first thing
Monday morning. [ORIGIN: from Old English
monandæg, from a translation of Latin lunae
dies “day of the moon”]

mon·e·tar·y /'mAn@"tEri/ adj. ECONOMICS relating

to money, especially all the money in a particular
country: France’s monetary policy
mon·ey /'möni/ n. [U] 1 what you earn by working and use in order to buy things, for example
coins or special pieces of paper ➔ CASH , CURRENCY : $250 is a lot of money. | the amount of
money California spends on schools | Teachers
don’t make/earn a lot of money. | We’re trying to
save enough money for a trip to Europe. | Women
tend to spend their money on their families. | I
forgot my wallet – do you have enough money to
pay for the meal? | Buying a used truck is a waste
of money. | The raffle is to raise money for the
school. | Plumbers can make good money (=good
wages). | a business that is losing money (=earning
less money than it spends)
THESAURUS

Types of money
bill – paper money: a $20 bill
coin – metal money: old coins
penny – a coin worth 1 cent
nickel – a coin worth 5 cents
dime – a coin worth 10 cents
quarter – a coin worth 25 cents
cash – money in the form of coins and bills: I
didn’t have enough cash, so I paid by check.

change – money in the form of coins: Do you

have any change for the phone?
currency – the money used in a particular
country: He had $500 worth of Japanese currency.

2 all the money that a person, country, or organization owns: Is Ed just marrying her for her money? |
I think he made his money on the stock market. 3 get your money’s worth to think that
something you have paid to do or see was worth the
price that you paid: Fans should get their money’s
worth.
SPOKEN PHRASES

4 this/that kind of money a phrase meaning a lot
of money, used when you think something costs too

monkey

much, when someone earns a lot more than other
people, etc.: The rent was $5,250, and I just don’t
have that kind of money. 5 pay good money
for sth to spend a lot of money on something: I
paid good money for those shoes! 6 for my
money used when giving your opinion about
something, to emphasize that you believe it
strongly: For my money, Williams was a much
better ballplayer. 7 put your money where
your mouth is to show by your actions that you
really believe what you say: The legislature needs
to put its money where its mouth is regarding the
environment. 8 money is no object used in
order to say that you can spend as much money as
you want to on something
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French moneie, from
Latin moneta “mint, money,” from Moneta,
name given to Juno, the goddess in whose
temple the ancient Romans produced money]
mon·ey·mak·er /'möni"meIkø/ n. [C] ECONOMICS a product or business that earns a lot of money
'money "market n. [C] ECONOMICS the banks and
other financial institutions that buy and sell BOND s,
CURRENCY (=paper money), etc.
'money "order n. [C] a special type of check that
you buy and send to someone so that s/he can
exchange it for money
'money sup"ply n. [singular] ECONOMICS all the
money that exists in a country’s ECONOMY at a
particular time, and the speed at which it is used
mon·grel /'mAÎgr@l, 'möÎ-/ n. [C] a dog that is a
mix of several breeds ➔ MUTT
mon·i·tor1 /'mAn@Ôø/ Ac n. [C] 1 IT a piece of
equipment, especially computer equipment, that
looks like a television and shows information or
pictures: the regular beeps from the patient’s heart
monitor | a flat-screen monitor ➔ see picture on page
A6 2 someone whose job is to make sure that
something happens fairly or in the right way: UN
monitors will oversee the elections. 3 a child who
is chosen to help a teacher in some way [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Latin monere “to warn”]
monitor2 v. [T] to carefully watch, listen to, or
examine something over a period of time, to check
for any changes or developments: Nurses are monitoring the patient’s condition. | Army intelligence
has been closely monitoring the enemy’s radio
broadcasts.
monk /möÎk/ n. [C] a man who is a member of a
group of religious men who live together in a
MONASTERY (=special building) ➔ NUN
mon·key1 /'möÎki/ n. (plural monkeys) [C] 1 a
type of active animal that lives in hot countries and
has a long tail that it uses with its hands to climb
trees 2 (informal) a small child who is active and
likes to play tricks 3 monkey business behavior
that may cause trouble or be dishonest
monkey2 v. (monkeyed, monkeys)
monkey (around) with sth phr. v. to touch or
change something, usually when you do not know
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how to do it correctly: They should stop monkeying possession of something, so that other people cannot have it: No country has a monopoly on bravery.
around with the tax system.
'monkey bars n. [plural] a structure of metal bars —monopolistic /m@"nAp@'lIstIk/ adj.
mon·o·rail /'mAn@"reIl/ n. [C] a type of railroad
for children to climb on
'monkey wrench n. [C] a tool that is used for that uses a single RAIL , or the train that travels on
holding or turning things of different widths, espe- this type of railroad
mon·o·sac·cha·ride /"mAnoU'sæk@"raId/ n.
cially NUT s
CHEMISTRY a type of natural sugar, such as
mon·o /'mAnoU/ n. [U] (informal) an infectious [C]
GLUCOSE , that has a very simple chemical structure
illness that makes you feel weak and tired for a ➔ POLYSACCHARIDE
long time
mon·o·syl·lab·ic /"mAn@sI'læbIk/ adj. 1 ENG.
mon·o·chro·mat·ic /"mAn@kroU'mæÔIk/ adj. LANG. ARTS a monosyllabic word has only one SYLPHYSICS monochromatic light has only one WAVELABLE ➔ POLYSYLLABIC 2 someone who is monoLENGTH
syllabic, or makes monosyllabic remarks, seems
mon·o·cot·y·le·don /"mAn@kAÔl'idn/ also impolite because s/he does not say much: a monomon·o·cot /'mAn@"kAt/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a type of syllabic response
plant that has seeds which produce one COTYLE- mon·o·the·ism /'mAn@θi"Iz@m/ n. [U] SOCIAL
DON (=first leaf) when it first starts to grow. An
SCIENCE the belief that there is only one God
example of a monocotyledon is grass. ➔ DICOTYLE- ➔ POLYTHEISM —monotheistic /"mAn@θi'IstIk/
DON

mo·nog·a·my /m@'nAg@mi/ n. [U] the

adj.

CUSTOM

or practice of being married to only one person at
one time ➔ POLYGAMY —monogamous
/m@'nAg@m@s/ adj.
mon·o·gram /'mAn@"græm/ n. [C] a design
made from the first letters of someone’s names that
is put on things such as shirts or writing paper
—monogrammed adj.
mon·o·lith·ic /"mAnl'IθIkX/ adj. a monolithic
organization, political system, etc. is very large and
difficult to change —monolith /'mAnl-Iθ/ n. [C]
mon·o·logue, monolog /'mAnl"Og, -"Ag/ n. [C]
a long speech by one character in a play, movie, or
television show
mon·o·mer /'mAn@mø/ n. [C] CHEMISTRY a MOLECULE with a simple chemical structure, which can
combine with other molecules to form a POLYMER
mo·no·mi·al /mA'noUmi@l/ n. [C] MATH an
EXPRESSION in ALGEBRA that consists of only a
single group of numbers, letters, or INDEX es. For
example, y, 5x, or 5x²y is a monomial, but 2x + 9y
is not. ➔ POLYNOMIAL
mon·o·nu·cle·o·sis /"mAnoU"nukli'oUsIs/ n.
[U] (formal) MONO
mo·nop·o·lize /m@'nAp@"laIz/ v. [T] (disapproving) to have complete control over something, especially a type of business, so that other people
cannot get involved: Big farming corporations are
starting
to
monopolize
the
industry.
—monopolization /m@"nAp@l@'zeIS@n/ n. [U]
Mo·nop·o·ly /m@'nAp@li/ n. [U] (trademark) a
game using artificial money in which you try to get
more money and property than your opponents
monopoly n. (plural monopolies) [C usually singular] 1 ECONOMICS the control of all or most of a
business activity, or the company that has this
control: The train company has a monopoly
on/over services to New Jersey. 2 have a
monopoly on sth to have complete control or

mon·o·tone /'mAn@"toUn/ n. [singular] a way of

talking that is boring because it does not get louder
or softer: She read aloud in a monotone.
mo·not·o·nous /m@'nAt§n-@s/ adj. boring
because nothing changes: a monotonous job
—monotony n. [U] —monotonously adv.
THESAURUS
BORING

boring, dull, tedious ➔

mon·soon /mAn'sun/ n. [C]

EARTH SCIENCES the
season, from April to October, when it rains a lot in
India and other southern Asian countries, or the rain
or wind that happens during this season [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Early Dutch monssoen, from Portuguese monçao, from Arabic mawsim “time,
season”]
mon·ster /'mAnstø/ n. [C] 1 an imaginary large
ugly frightening creature: a sea monster 2 someone who is cruel and evil: Only a monster could kill
an innocent child. 3 an object, animal, etc. that is
unusually large: The storm was a monster.
—monster adj.
mon·stros·i·ty /mAn'strAs@Ôi/ n. (plural monstrosities) [C] something large that is very ugly,
especially a building
mon·strous /'mAnstr@s/ adj. 1 very wrong,
immoral, or unfair: a monstrous crime 2 unusually
large: a monstrous animal —monstrously adv.
mon·tage /mAn'tAZ, moUn-/ n. 1 [U] ENG. LANG.
ARTS an art form in which a picture, movie, etc. is
made by combining parts of different pictures,
etc. 2 [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a picture, movie, etc.
made using this process
month /mönθ/ n. [C] 1 one of the 12 periods of
time that a year is divided into: the month of May |
He’s starting college at the end of this month. | the
meeting last/next month (=the month before or
after this one) | We see my parents once/twice etc. a
month. 2 any period of time equal to about four
weeks: a six-month-old baby | We’ll be back a
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month from today/tomorrow/Friday. 3 months a
long time: He was in the hospital for months.
[ORIGIN: Old English monath]
GRAMMAR

Talking about months

Use in to talk about a month but not about a
particular date in that month: The concert is in
August.
Use on to talk about a particular date in a
month: The concert is on August 20th. | She
finishes school on the nineteenth of July.
You can use next to talk about a month in the
year after the present one: They’re getting
married next June.
You can also use this or this coming to talk
about a month in the very near future: This
coming October, my daughter turns 15.
You can use last to talk about a month before
the present one: She left last October.
You can also use this or this past to talk about
a month in the very recent past: He returned to
Los Angeles this past July.

month·ly /'mönθli/ adj., adv. 1 happening or
done every month: a monthly meeting | The windows are cleaned monthly.
THESAURUS
regular, hourly, daily, weekly,
yearly, annual ➔ REGULAR 1

2 relating to a single month: his monthly income

mon·u·ment /'mAny@m@nt/ n. [C] a building or

other large structure that is built to remind people
of an important event or famous person ➔ STATUE :
a monument to soldiers killed in the war [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Latin monumentum, from monere
“to remind”]

mon·u·men·tal /"mAny@'mEnôlX/ adj. [usually
before noun] 1 extremely large, bad, good, impres-

sive, etc.: a monumental task 2 very important and
having a lot of influence: Darwin’s monumental
work on evolution

moo /mu/ n. [C] the sound that a cow makes
—moo v. [I]

mood /mud/ n. 1 [C] the way you feel at a

particular time: You’re certainly in a good/bad
mood today. 2 be in the mood to want to do
something or feel that you would enjoy something:
He wasn’t in the mood for jokes. 3 [singular] the
way a group of people feels about something or
about life in general: The mood of the country has
changed. 4 [C usually singular] the way that a place,
book, movie, etc. makes you feel: The opening shot
of dark, rainy streets sets the mood for the whole
movie. 5 mood swings occasions when someone’s mood changes from being happy to being sad
or angry, usually for no reason 6 [C,U] ENG. LANG.
ARTS in grammar, one of the sets of verb forms that
show whether the speaker is describing facts, giving orders, or expressing a wish or doubt. These
verb forms are called the INDICATIVE (=used to
express a fact or action), the IMPERATIVE (=used to

express a command), and the SUBJUNCTIVE (=used
to express a doubt or wish).
mood·y /'mudi/ adj. (comparative moodier, superlative moodiest) 1 (disapproving) someone who is
moody becomes angry or sad quickly: a moody
teenager 2 making people feel sad, worried, or
frightened: the song’s moody lyrics
moon1 /mun/ n. 1 the Moon also the moon
PHYSICS the round object that shines in the sky at
night: The moon rose over the frozen lake. | the
craters on the surface of the Moon ➔ SPACE 1 ➔ see
picture at SOLAR SYSTEM 2 [singular] the shape of
this object as it appears at a particular time: There’s
no moon tonight (=it cannot be seen). | a full moon
(=the moon when it looks completely round) | the
new moon (=the moon when it first appears again
in the sky as a thin CRESCENT ) 3 [C] PHYSICS a
large round object that moves around PLANET s
other than the Earth: Saturn has several moons.
[ORIGIN: Old English mona] ➔ once in a blue
moon at ONCE 1
moon2 v. [I,T] (informal) to bend over and show
your uncovered BUTTOCK s to someone as a rude
joke
moon·less /'munlIs/ adj. without the moon
showing in the sky: a cloudy moonless night
moon·light1 /'munlaIt/ n. [U] the light of the
moon: The water looked silver in the moonlight.
moonlight2 v. [I] (informal) to have a second job
in addition to your main job: Clayton’s been moonlighting as a security guard. —moonlighting n.
[U]

moon·lit /'mun"lIt/ adj. made brighter by the light
of the moon: a beautiful moonlit night

moon·shine /'munSaIn/ n. [U] (informal) strong
alcohol that is produced illegally

moor /mUr/ v. [I,T] to fasten a ship or boat to the

land or the bottom of the sea, lake, etc. with a rope
or chain
moor·ing /'mUrIÎ/ n. [C] the place where a ship
or boat moors
moose /mus/ n. [C] a large wild North American,
European, or Asian animal with large ANTLER s
(=flat horns that look like branches) and a head like
a horse
moot /mut/ adj. a situation or possible action that
is moot is no longer likely to happen or exist, or is
no longer important: I’ve already handed in my
notice, so whether it was the right thing to do is a
moot point.
mop1 /mAp/ n. [C] 1 a thing for washing floors,
made of a long stick with thick strings or a SPONGE
fastened to one end 2 (informal) a large amount of
thick messy hair: a mop of curly hair
mop2 v. (mopped, mopping) [T] 1 to wash a
floor with a wet mop
THESAURUS
clean, do the housework,
vacuum, sweep (up), scrub ➔ CLEAN 2
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2 to remove liquid from a surface by rubbing it with
a cloth or something soft: He mopped his face with
a napkin.
mop sth ↔ up phr. v. to clean liquid off a surface
using a mop, cloth, or something soft: We mopped
up the spill with a rag.

mope /moUp/ also mope around v. [I] to pity
yourself and feel sad, without trying to be happier:
Jack just moped around the house all day feeling
guilty.

mo·ped /'moUpEd/ n. [C] a vehicle like a bicycle
with a small engine

mo·raine /m@'reIn/ n. [C,U] EARTH SCIENCES rock,

sand, clay, etc. that is pushed along in front of a
GLACIER when it moves forward, and that is left in
place when the glacier melts

mor·al1 /'mOr@l, 'mAr@l/ adj. [usually before
noun] 1 relating to the principles of what is right

and wrong behavior, and the difference between
good and evil ANT immoral: a moral issue such as
the death penalty | There are doubts about his
ethical and moral standards/values. | a moral
responsibility/obligation/duty
to
help
the
poor 2 moral support encouragement that you
give by expressing approval or interest, rather than
by giving practical help: I went along to offer moral
support. 3 moral victory a situation in which you
show that your beliefs are right and fair, even if you
do not win 4 always behaving in a way that is
based on strong principles about what is right and
wrong: a moral man

moral2 n. 1 morals [plural] principles or standards of good behavior, especially in matters of
sex: You’re dealing with someone who has no
morals or ethics.
THESAURUS

ethics – moral rules or principles of behavior for

deciding what is right and wrong: Corporations
should learn to care about ethics as much as
profit.
standards – moral principles about what kind of
behavior and attitudes are acceptable: Are the
country’s moral standards lower than in the past?
values – your beliefs about what is right and
wrong, or about what is important in life:
Children should learn values from their parents.
principles – a set of rules or ideas about what is
right and wrong that influences how you behave:
He tries to live according to his Christian
principles.
scruples – a belief about what is right and
wrong that prevents you from doing something
bad: No one should set aside their moral scruples
when they go to work.
mores (formal) – the customs, social behavior,
and moral values of a particular group: During
the 1960’s, American sexual mores began to
change.

2 [C] a practical lesson about how to behave that
you learn from a story or from something that

happens to you: The moral of the story is that
crime doesn’t pay.
mo·rale /m@'ræl/ n. [U] a person’s or group’s
morale is how good, bad, or confident they feel
about their situation: The employees’ morale is
low/high (=bad/good).
mor·al·ist·ic /"mOr@'lIstIkX, "mAr-/ adj. (disapproving) having very strong beliefs about what is
right and wrong, and about how people should
behave —moralist /'mOr@lIst, 'mA-/ n. [C]
mo·ral·i·ty /m@'ræl@Ôi/ n. [U] 1 beliefs or ideas
about what is right and wrong, and about how
people should behave: declining standards of
morality 2 the degree to which something is right
or acceptable: a discussion on the morality of the
death penalty
mor·al·ize /'mOr@"laIz, 'mAr-/ v. [I] (disapproving) to tell other people your ideas about right and
wrong behavior, and about how people should
behave
mor·al·ly /'mOr@li, 'mAr-/ adv. 1 according to
moral principles about what is right and wrong: It
wasn’t against the law, but it was morally
wrong. 2 in a way that is good and right: He tried
to act morally.
mo·rass /m@'ræs/ n. [singular] 1 a complicated
and confusing situation that is very difficult to get
out of: the country’s economic morass 2 a complicated amount of information: a morass of details
mor·a·to·ri·um /"mOr@'tOri@m, "mAr-/ n. [C
usually singular] an official announcement stopping
an activity for a period of time: a moratorium on
nuclear weapons testing
mor·bid /'mOrbId/ adj. (disapproving) having a
strong interest in unpleasant subjects, especially
death: The newspapers printed all the morbid
details of the murder. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin
morbidus “diseased,” from morbus “illness”]
—morbidly adv.
more1 /mOr/ adv. 1 [used before an adjective or
adverb to form the comparative] having a particular
quality to a greater degree ANT less: The second
test was more difficult. | It was more expensive than
I thought it would be. | People change careers
much/a lot/far more frequently now. | Teenagers
rely more and more on their friends. | Children are
no more likely than adults to develop the disease. 2 happening a greater number of times, or
for longer ANT less: I promised I’d help more in
the house. | We see our grandchildren more than
we used to. | He’s been working a lot more
lately. 3 not ... any more used in order to show
that something that used to happen or be true does
not happen or is not true now ➔ ANYMORE : Sarah
doesn’t live here any more. ➔ once more at ONCE 1

more2 quantifier [the comparative of “many” and
“much”] 1 a greater amount or number: More new

jobs were created than were lost in the industry. |
The bus was more than two hours late. | More and
more schools have their own website. 2 an additional number or amount: Would you like some

mortar
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more coffee? | I have some/a few/many etc. more
phone calls to make. | Is there any more cake? | We
had no more questions. | We had 5/12/20 more
people at the meeting than we expected. | Scott
needed to see more of his father.
THESAURUS

another – something in addition to a particular

amount, distance, period of time, etc.: Do you
want another cup of coffee?
extra – more than the usual or standard amount
of something: I always carry an extra key, in case I
lose my other one.
additional – more than you already have, or
more than was agreed or expected: Additional
troops will be sent to the region.
further – more, used especially when something
happens again or is done again: Further research
is needed.
supplemental/supplementary – additional,
used especially when the original amount is not
quite enough: Colleges can help students who
need more money to get supplemental loans.

3 more or less almost: This report says more or
less the same thing as the other one.
more·o·ver /mOr'oUvø/ adv. (formal) a word
meaning “in addition to this” that is used in order to
add information to something that has just been
said: The rent is reasonable, and, moreover, it’s
close to work.
mo·res /'mOreIz/ n. [plural] (formal) the CUSTOM s,
social behavior, and moral values of a particular
group: American social mores
THESAURUS

moral, ethics, standards,

values ➔ MORAL

2

morgue /mOrg/ n. [C] a building or room where

dead bodies are kept before they are buried or
burned
Mor·mon /'mOrm@n/ adj. relating to a religious
organization called The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-Day Saints, that has strict moral rules such
as not allowing its members to drink alcohol and
coffee —Mormon n. [C] —Mormonism n. [U]
morn·ing /'mOrnIÎ/ n. 1 [C,U] the early part of
the day, especially from when the Sun rises until
the middle of the day: I got a letter from Wayne this
morning. | The freeway is usually jammed in the
morning. | Andy woke up at two/three etc. in the
morning (=during the night). | the TV programs
that are on Saturday/Tuesday etc. morning | a
meeting yesterday/tomorrow morning | a sunny/
cloudy/foggy etc. morning | I had my morning
coffee/walk/routine etc. (=coffee, etc. that you have
in the morning) 2 (Good) Morning (spoken) said
in order to greet someone when you meet him/her
in the morning: Morning, Rick.
'morning "sickness n. [U] a feeling of sickness
that some women have when they are PREGNANT
mo·ron /'mOrAn/ n. [C] someone who is very
stupid —moronic /m@'rAnIk/ adj.

mo·rose /m@'roUs/ adj. (literary) unhappy, silent,
and in a bad mood —morosely adv.

THESAURUS
sad, unhappy, miserable,
sorrowful, depressed, down, low, blue,
downhearted, melancholy, gloomy, glum ➔
SAD

morph /mOrf/ v. 1 [I,T]

IT to make one image
gradually change into a different image by using a
computer, or to gradually change into a different
image 2 [I] (informal) to gradually change into
something different: At that time, I was morphing
into being a single mom.

mor·pheme /'mOrfim/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS the
smallest unit of language that has meaning, consisting of a word or part of a word that cannot be
divided without losing its meaning. For example,
“gun” contains one morpheme, but “gunfighter”
contains three: “gun,” “fight,” and “-er.” ➔ PHO-

NEME

mor·phine /'mOrfin/ n. [U] a powerful drug used
for stopping pain [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 French
Morpheus ancient Roman god of sleep]

mor·phol·o·gy /mOr'fAl@dZi/ n. [U] 1

ENG.

LANG. ARTS

the study of the morphemes of a language and of the way in which they are joined
together to make words ➔ SYNTAX 2 BIOLOGY the
scientific study of how animals, plants, and their
parts are formed

Morse code /"mOrs 'koUd/ n. [U] a system of
sending messages in which the alphabet is represented by short and long signals of sound or light

mor·sel /'mOrs@l/ n. [C] a small piece of food: a
morsel of bread

mor·tal1 /'mOrÔl/ adj. 1 not living forever

ANT
immortal: mortal creatures 2 mortal
injuries/blow/danger etc. injuries, etc. that will
cause death or are likely to cause death 3 mortal
fear/terror/dread extreme fear [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Old French, Latin mortalis, from mors
“death”] —mortally adv.: He was mortally
wounded.

mortal2 n. 1 lesser/ordinary/mere mortals
(humorous) an expression meaning ordinary people,
as compared with people who are more important
or more powerful 2 [C] (literary) a human

mor·tal·i·ty /mOr'tæl@Ôi/ n. [U] 1 also mortality rate the number of deaths during a particular
period of time among a particular group of people
or from a particular cause: a decrease in the
infant mortality rate (=the rate at which babies
die) 2 the condition of being human and having
to die

mor·tar /'mOrÔø/ n. 1 [C] a heavy gun that fires

explosives in a high curve 2 [U] a mixture of
LIME , sand, and water, used in building for sticking
bricks or stones together
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mor·tar·board

/'mOrÔø"bOrd/ n. [C] a
cap with a flat square
top that you wear when
you GRADUATE from a
HIGH SCHOOL , college,
or university

mort·gage1
/'mOrgIdZ/

[C] 1

ECONOMICS

n.

an
agreement in which you
borrow money from a bank in order to buy a house,
and pay back the money over a period of years: We
took out a bigger mortgage (=borrowed money) to
pay for the work on the house. | a mortgage on the
farm 2 ECONOMICS the amount of money lent on a
mortgage: a mortgage of $100,000 [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Old French mort “dead” + gage
“promise”]
mortgage2 v. [T] ECONOMICS to borrow money by
giving someone, usually a bank, the right to own
your house, land, or property if you do not pay
back the money the person or bank lent you within
a certain period of time
mor·ti·cian /mOr'tIS@n/ n. [C] someone whose
job is to arrange funerals and prepare bodies before
they are buried
mor·ti·fy /'mOrÔ@"faI/ v. be mortified to feel
extremely embarrassed or ashamed: Harry was
mortified by his mistake. —mortifying adj.
—mortification /"mOrÔ@f@'keIS@n/ n. [U]
mor·tu·ar·y /'mOrtSu"Eri/ n. (plural mortuaries)
[C] the place where a body is kept before a funeral
and where the funeral is sometimes held
mo·sa·ic /moU'zeI-Ik/ n. [C,U] a pattern or picture made by fitting together small pieces of colored stone, glass, etc.
mosh /mAS/ v. [I] (informal) to dance using a lot of
energy at a concert with loud ROCK or PUNK music
Mos·lem /'mAzl@m, 'mAs-/ n. [C] a MUSLIM
—Moslem adj.
mosque /mAsk/ n. [C] a building where Muslims
go to have religious services [ORIGIN: 1400—
1500 Old French mosquee, from Old Spanish
mezquita, from Arabic sajada “to lie face downward”]
mos·qui·to /m@'skiÔoU/ n. (plural mosquitoes)
[C] a small flying insect that bites and sucks the
blood of people and animals, making you ITCH and
sometimes spreading diseases [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 Spanish mosca “fly,” from Latin musca]
moss /mOs/ n. [U] a small flat green or yellow
plant that looks like fur and often grows on trees
and rocks —mossy adj.
most1 /moUst/ adv. 1 [used before an adjective or
adverb to form the superlative] having the greatest
amount of a particular quality: Basketball is the
most popular sport. | She has lived in France, Italy,
and, most recently, Spain. | the most powerful man
in the world 2 to a greater degree, or more times

than anything else: Which do you like most? | It’s
been challenging, but most of all, it’s been
fun. 3 (spoken, informal) almost: We eat at Joe’s
most every weekend.

most2 quantifier [the superlative of “many” and
“much”] 1 almost all of the people or things in a

group ➔ MAJORITY : Most of the books were old. |
Polls show that most Americans don’t eat enough
fruit. 2 a larger amount or number than anyone or
anything else: Which class has the most children? |
The team that scores the most points wins. 3 the
largest number or amount possible: How can we get
the most power from the engine? 4 at (the) most
used in order to say that a number or amount will
not be larger than you say: It’ll take twenty minutes
at the most. 5 for the most part used in order to
say that something is generally true but not completely true: For the most part, they did a pretty
good job. 6 make the most of sth/get the
most out of sth to get the greatest possible
advantage from a situation: It’s your only chance,
so make the most of it.
GRAMMAR

most, most of

Use most immediately before a plural noun
form or an uncountable noun when you are
talking about something in general: I like most
kinds of music. | Most oil comes from the Middle
East.
Use most of before “the,” “this,” “my,” etc. and
a noun when you are talking about a particular
group or thing: Most of the houses are new. |
Most of her friends still lived with their parents.

most·ly /'moUsôli/ adv. in most cases, or most of
the time: The room was full of athletes, mostly
football players. | Mostly, we talked about marriage
and kids. c Don’t say “mostly all,” “mostly everybody,” etc. Say “almost all,” “almost everybody,”
etc. b

mo·tel /moU'tEl/ n. [C] a hotel for people traveling
by car, with a place for the car near each room

THESAURUS
hotel, inn, bed and breakfast
(b&b), hostel ➔ HOTEL

moth /mOθ/ n. [C] an insect similar to a BUTTERFLY ,

that usually flies at night, especially toward
lights ➔ see picture at BUTTERFLY

moth·ball1 /'mOθbOl/ v. [T] (informal) to close a
factory or operation, and keep all its equipment or
plans for a long time without using them

mothball2 n. [C] a small ball made of a strongsmelling chemical, used for keeping moths away
from clothes

moth·er /'möDø/ n. [C] 1 a female parent: My

mother said I have to be home by 9:00. | a mother
of three (=with three children) | a mother hen and
her chicks ➔ RELATIVE 1 2 (spoken) something that
is a very good or very bad example of its type, or
that is very impressive: I woke up with the mother
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motto

was the main the motivating factor behind their
of all hangovers. [ORIGIN: Old English modor]
decision.
—mother v. [T]
moth·er·board /'möDø"bOrd/ n. [C] IT the main mo·ti·vat·ed /'moUÔ@"veIÔId/ Ac adj. 1 very
CIRCUIT BOARD inside a computer
eager to do or achieve something: an intelligent and
highly motivated student 2 done for a particular
moth·er·hood /'möDø"hUd/ n. [U] the state of
reason: The killings were thought to be racially
being a mother
motivated (=done because someone hates other
moth·er·ing /'möD@rIÎ/ n. [U] the activity of a
races).
mother taking care of her children
/"moUÔ@'veIS@n/ Ac n. 1 [U]
'mother-in-"law n. (plural mothers-in-law) [C] mo·ti·va·tion
the determination and desire to do something: Jack
the mother of your husband or wife
is smart, but he lacks motivation. | If the task is too
moth·er·ly /'möDøli/ adj. typical of a kind or
difficult, learners lose motivation. 2 [C] the reason
concerned mother: The teacher was a motherly
why you want to do something: a student’s motivawoman.
tion for learning | What was the motivation behind
his actions? —motivational adj.: a motivational
"Mother 'Nature n. [U] an expression used in
speech
order to talk about the Earth, its weather, and the
living creatures and plants on it
mo·tive /'moUÔIv/ Ac n. [C] the reason that
makes someone do something, especially when this
"mother-of-'pearl n. [U] a pale-colored smooth
reason is kept hidden: Police are trying to find out
shiny substance on the inside of some shells, used
the motive for the attack. | The people began to
for making buttons, jewelry, etc.
question the motives of their leaders. ➔ ulterior
'Mother’s Day n. a holiday in honor of mothers,
motive at ULTERIOR
celebrated in the U.S. and Canada on the second
THESAURUS
Sunday of May
reason, explanation, excuse,
rationale, grounds ➔ REASON 1
"mother-to-'be n. (plural mothers-to-be) [C] a
woman who is going to have a baby
/'mAtli/ adj. (disapproving) a motley
mo·tif /moU'tif/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS an idea, mot·ley
crew/bunch/assortment etc. a group of people
subject, or pattern that is regularly repeated and
or other things that do not seem to belong together
developed in a book, movie, work of art, etc.
1
/'moUÔø/ n. [C] the part of a machine that
mo·tor
mo·tion1 /'moUS@n/ n. 1 [U] the process of movmakes
it
work or move ➔ ENGINE : The drill is
ing, or the way that someone or something moves:
powered by a small electric motor.
the gentle rolling motion of the ship 2 [C] a single
movement of your head, hand, etc.: One of the motor2 adj. 1 using power provided by an
soldiers made a chopping motion with his
engine: a motor vehicle 2 relating to the way
hand. 3 [C] a proposal that is made formally at a
muscles are controlled: a child’s motor skills
meeting and then decided on by voting: The motion mo·tor·bike /'moUÔø"baIk/ n. [C] a motorcycle,
to increase the charges was passed/carried by 15
especially a small one ➔ see picture at TRANSPORTAvotes to 10. | Janke made/proposed a motion that
TION
the meeting be adjourned. | The motion was seconded by Levin. 4 in slow motion if something mo·tor·cade /'moUÔø"keId/ n. [C] a group of
cars and other vehicles that travel together and
on television or in the movies is shown in slow
surround a very important person’s car
motion, it is shown more slowly than usual so that
all the actions can be clearly seen: Let’s look at that mo·tor·cy·cle /'moUÔø"saIk@l/ n. [C] a fast, usutouchdown in slow motion. 5 set sth in motion
ally large, two-wheeled vehicle with an engine
to start a process or series of events that will
continue: The kidnapping set in motion a massive 'motor home n. [C] a large vehicle with beds, a
kitchen, etc. in it, used for traveling SYN RV
police investigation. 6 go through the motions
➔ MOBILE HOME
to do something because you have to do it, without
being very interested in it: Too many of our top mo·tor·ist /'moUÔ@rIst/ n. [C] (formal) someone
players are just going through the motions.
who drives a car
motion2 v. [I,T] to give someone directions or mo·tor·ized /'moUÔ@"raIzd/ adj. having an
instructions by moving your head, hand, etc.: The
engine, especially when something does not usually
police officer motioned for me to stop the car.
have an engine: a motorized wheelchair
mo·tion·less /'moUS@nlIs/ adj. not moving at 'motor "scooter n. [C] a SCOOTER
all: Kemp sat motionless as the verdict was read.
'motor "vehicle n. [C] (formal) a car, bus, truck,
"motion 'picture n. [C] a movie
etc.
mo·ti·vate /'moUÔ@"veIt/ Ac v. [T] 1 to make
mot·tled
/'mAÔld/ adj. covered with spots of light
someone feel determined or eager to do something:
and dark colors of different shapes: mottled skin
Praise, rather than criticism, motivates children to
do well. 2 motivating factor/force the reason mot·to /'mAÔoU/ n. (plural mottoes) [C] a short
statement that expresses the aims or beliefs of a
why someone behaves in a particular way: Money
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person, school, or institution: The motto of the Boy behave: The whole country mourned Kennedy’s
death. | She was still mourning for her sister.
Scouts is “Be Prepared.”
mound /maUnd/ n. [C] 1 a pile of dirt, stones, mourn·er /'mOrnø/ n. [C] (written) someone who
sand, etc. 2 a large pile of something: a mound of attends a funeral, especially a relative of the dead
papers
person
THESAURUS
mourn·ful
/'mOrnf@l/ adj. (literary) very sad: slow
pile, heap, stack, drift ➔
mournful music
PILE 1
mourn·ing /'mOrnIÎ/ n. [U] 1 great sadness
mount1 /maUnt/ v. 1 [I] also mount up to because someone has died: People wore black as a
increase gradually in size, degree, or amount sign of mourning. 2 be in mourning to be very
➔ MOUNTING : His debts continued to mount up. | sad because someone has died: She’s still in
Tensions mounted as we waited for the mourning for her son.
result. 2 [T] to plan, organize, and begin an event
or a course of action: The gallery mounted an mouse /maUs/ n. [C] 1 (plural mouses or mice
exhibition of Weston’s photographs. | Guerrillas /maIs/) IT a small object connected to a computer
mounted an attack on the village. 3 [I,T] (formal) by a wire, that you move with your hand to give
to get on a horse or bicycle ANT dismount 4 [T] instructions to the computer ➔ see picture on page
(formal) to go up something such as a set of stairs: A6 2 (plural mice) a small furry animal with a long
He mounted the steps and shook hands with Bian- tail and a pointed nose that lives in buildings or in
chi. 5 be mounted on sth to be attached to fields [ORIGIN: Old English mus] ➔ see picture at
something and supported by it: paintings mounted RODENT
on the wall [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French 'mouse pad n. [C] IT a small piece of flat material
monter “to go up,” from Latin mons]
on which you move a computer mouse ➔ see picture
mount2 n. 1 Mount part of the name of a moun- on page A6
tain: Mount Everest 2 [C] (literary) an animal, espe- mousse /mus/ n. [U] 1 a cold sweet food made
cially a horse, that you ride on
from a mixture of cream, eggs, and fruit or chocomoun·tain /'maUnt§n/ n. [C] 1 EARTH SCIENCES a late: chocolate mousse 2 a slightly sticky subvery high hill: the highest mountain in California | stance that you put in your hair to make it look
She was the first British woman to climb the thicker or to hold it in place
mountain. | the mountain ranges (=lines of moun- mous·tache /'möstæS, m@'stæS/ n. [C] a MUStains) in the west | snow-capped mountain peaks TACHE
(=tops of mountains) ➔ see picture on page A11 2 a
very large pile or amount of something: a moun- mous·y /'maUsi, -zi/ adj. (disapproving) 1 mousy
hair is a dull brownish-gray color 2 a mousy girl
tain of work to do
or woman is small, quiet, not interesting, and not
'mountain "bike n. [C] a strong bicycle with wide attractive
thick tires that you can ride on rough ground
mouth1 /maUθ/ n. (plural mouths /maUDz/)
'mountain "biking n. [U] the activity of riding a [C] 1 the part of your face that you use for speakmountain bike on rough ground ➔ see picture on ing and eating: his round face and wide mouth | The
page A4
beginnings of a smile touched the corners of her
moun·tain·eer·ing /"maUnt§n'IrIÎ/ n. [U] an mouth. | Don’t talk with your mouth full (=full of
outdoor activity in which you climb mountains food). ➔ see picture on page A3 2 open/shut your
—mountaineer n. [C]
mouth to start to speak, or to stop speaking: Shut
'mountain goat n. [C] a type of goat that lives in your mouth, Tonya! | He was afraid to open his
mouth during the meeting. 3 keep your mouth
the western mountains of North America
shut (informal) to not say what you are thinking, or
'mountain "lion n. [C] a COUGAR
not tell someone a secret: I was getting really mad,
moun·tain·ous /'maUnt§n-@s/ adj. having a lot but I kept my mouth shut. 4 an opening, entrance,
or way out: the mouth of a river (=where it joins the
of mountains: a mountainous region of Europe
ocean) | the mouth of a jar 5 big mouth (informal)
moun·tain·side /'maUnt§n"saId/ n. [C] the side someone who is a big mouth or has a big mouth
of a mountain
often says things that s/he should not say 6 make
moun·tain·top /'maUnt§n"tAp/ n. [C] the top your mouth water if food makes your mouth
water, it smells or looks so good you want to eat it
part of a mountain
immediately ➔ MOUTH-WATERING 7 openMount·ie /'maUnôi/ n. [C] a member of the mouthed/wide-mouthed etc. with an open,
national police force of Canada
wide, etc. mouth [ORIGIN: Old English muth]
mount·ing /'maUnôIÎ/ adj. gradually increasing ➔ shoot your mouth off at SHOOT 1
or becoming worse: There was mounting pressure mouth2 /maUD/ v. [T] to move your lips as if you
from the country’s political leaders.
are saying words, but without making any sound:
mourn /mOrn/ v. [I,T] to feel very sad because Kim looked at me and mouthed, “It’s O.K.” ➔ BADsomeone has died, and show this in the way you MOUTH
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mouth off phr. v. (informal) to talk angrily or rudely
to someone: a boxer mouthing off to his opponent
mouth·ful /'maUθfUl/ n. [C] an amount of food or
drink that you put into your mouth at one time: He
swallowed a mouthful of coffee.
mouth·piece /'maUθpis/ n. [C] 1 the part of a
musical instrument, telephone, etc. that you put in
your mouth or next to your mouth 2 a person,
newspaper, etc. that expresses the opinions of a
government or a political organization, especially
without ever criticizing these opinions: The newspaper is the mouthpiece of/for the ruling party.
mouth·wash /'maUθwAS, -wOS/ n. [U] a liquid
you can use to make your mouth smell fresh or to
get rid of an infection in your mouth
'mouth-"watering adj. food that is mouthwatering looks or smells extremely good
mov·a·ble /'muv@b@l/ adj. able to be moved
ANT immovable: dolls with movable arms and
legs
move1 /muv/ v.
1 CHANGE POSITION [I,T] to change from one
place or position to another, or to make something
do this ➔ MOTION : Molly sat down and refused to
move. | Could you move your car, please? | Pat
moved closer to/toward her. | She moved slowly/
quickly etc. to the door. | The kids were moving
around the classroom, choosing activities.
2 NEW PLACE [I,T] to go to a new place to live,
work, or study, or to make someone do this: Her
parents are moving into a retirement home. | The
army paid to move our family to Germany.
3 CHANGE JOB/CLASS ETC. [I,T] to change to a
different job, class, etc., or to make someone do
this: He moved easily from teaching into
administration. | Some students were moved into
the intermediate class.
4 get moving also move it (spoken) used in order
to say that someone needs to hurry: If you don’t get
moving, you’ll miss the bus.
5 PROGRESS [I] to progress or change in a particular way: The talks seem to be moving swiftly
toward a deal.
6 START DOING STH [I] to start doing something in
order to achieve something: U.S. leaders should
move quickly to outlaw these weapons. | The Senate
has not yet moved on (=not done anything as a
result of) the suggestions from the committee.
7 FEEL EMOTION [T] to make someone feel a
strong emotion, especially sadness or sympathy
➔ MOVING : The mourners were all moved to tears
by the poem. | The audience, deeply/genuinely
moved, was silent.
8 CHANGE ARRANGEMENTS [T] to change the
time or order of something: The meeting’s been
moved to Tuesday.
9 MEETING [I] (formal) to make an official suggestion at a meeting: Dr. Reder moved that the proposal be accepted.
10 GO FAST [I] (informal) to travel very fast: That
truck was really moving. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300
Old French mouvoir, from Latin movere]

move away phr. v.

to go to live in a different area: I lost touch with her
when her family moved away.
move in phr. v.
1 also move into to start living in a new house
ANT move out: When are you moving into your

new house?
2 to start living with someone in the same house:
After her father died, she moved in with her aunt. |
Al and Bridget have moved in together.
3 to start being involved in and controlling a situation that someone else controlled previously: huge
companies moving in on small businesses
move on phr. v.
1 to leave your present job, class, or activity and

start doing another one: After 12 years as principal
here, Garcia will move on to a new school this fall.
2 to leave a place where you have been staying or
doing something in order to continue to another
place: We stayed in Singapore for a few days and
then decided to move on.
3 to start talking or writing about a new subject in a
speech, book, discussion, etc.: Before we move on,
does anyone have any questions?
4 to develop in your life, and change your relationships, interests, activities, etc.: Harry left you a
year ago; it’s time for you to move on.
5 to progress, improve, or become more modern as
time passes: By the time the software was ready, the
market had moved on.
move out phr. v.

to leave the house where you are living in order to
go to live somewhere else ANT move in: When did
Bob move out? | I moved out of my folk’s place
when I turned 18.
move over phr. v.

to change position so that there is space for someone or something else: Move over a little, so I can
sit down.
move up phr. v.

to get a better job, or change to a more advanced
group, higher rank, or higher level: Students have to
pass oral and written exams before moving up. |
Moving up the economic ladder is everyone’s
dream.

move2 n. [C] 1 something that you decide to do

in order to achieve something or make progress:
The White House says the statement is a move
toward peace. | I’m not sure that’s a good/bad/wise
etc. move. | The government made no move to end
the conflict. 2 an action in which someone moves
in a particular direction: dancers practicing their
moves | Grover made a move toward the door. |
They watched us, but made no move to stop
us. 3 be on the move to travel or move a lot:
These little fish are always on the move. 4 get a
move on (spoken) said when you want someone to
hurry: Get a move on, or we’ll be late! 5 the
process of leaving the place where you live or work
and going to live or work somewhere else: We
visited Seattle several times before deciding to
make the move. 6 the act of changing the position
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of one of the objects in a game: It’s your move,
Jane.

move·ment /'muvm@nt/ n. 1 [C,U] an action in

controls the movie’s budget (=the money
available to make the film)
film/movie crew – the people operating the
camera, lights, etc. who help the director make a
movie

which something or someone changes position or
moves from one place to another: the dancer’s
graceful movements | troop movements in the 2 the movies the theater where you go to watch a
desert | the movement of goods across the bor- movie: Do you want to go to the movies with us?
der 2 [C] a group of people who share the same 'movie star n. [C] a famous movie actor or actress
ideas or beliefs and work together to achieve a
particular aim: the civil rights/antiwar/feminist etc. 'movie "theater n. [C] a building where you go to
movement | the movement for democracy 3 [C] a watch movies
change or development in a situation or in people’s mov·ing /'muvIÎ/ adj. 1 making you feel strong
attitudes or behavior: a movement away from/ emotions, especially sadness or sympathy: a movtoward fairness in employment 4 [C] one of the ing story | a deeply/very moving experience
main parts into which a piece of music such as a
THESAURUS
emotional, touching,
SYMPHONY is divided 5 [C] the moving parts of a
poignant, emotive, sentimental, schmaltzy ➔
piece of machinery, especially a clock 6 [C] (forEMOTIONAL
mal) the action of getting rid of waste matter from
your BOWEL s
2 [only before noun] changing from one position to
mov·er /'muvø/ n. [C] 1 someone whose job is another: the moving parts of an engine | fast/slow
to help people move from one house to moving traffic —movingly adv.: She spoke movanother 2 mover and shaker an important per- ingly about her father’s last days.
son who has power and influence over what hap- 'moving "van n. [C] a large vehicle used for
pens in a situation
moving furniture from one house to another
mov·ie /'muvi/ n. [C] 1 a story that is told using mow /moU/ v. (past tense mowed, past participle
sound and moving pictures SYN film: I was watch- mowed or mown /moUn/) [I,T] to cut grass with a
ing a movie on television when the phone rang. | machine: When are you going to mow the lawn?
I’ve seen that movie twice. | She appeared in
THESAURUS
cut, trim, snip ➔ CUT 1
several TV movies.
THESAURUS

Types of movies
feature film – a movie made to be shown in

mow sb ↔ down phr. v. to kill people or knock
them down, especially in large numbers: soldiers
mowed down by machine-gun fire

comedy – a movie intended to make people

mow·er /'moUø/ n. [C] a LAWN MOWER
MP3 /"em pi 'θri/ n. [C] IT a type of computer FILE

movie theaters

laugh

romantic comedy – a movie about love that is

intended to make the people who watch it feel
happy
thriller – an exciting movie about murder or
serious crimes
western – a movie with cowboys in it
action movie – a movie that has lots of fighting,
explosions, etc.
horror movie – a frightening movie about
ghosts, murders, etc.
science fiction movie – a movie about
imaginary events in the future or in outer space
animated movie/cartoon – a movie with
characters that are drawn or made using a
computer
flick (informal) – a movie: an action flick
film – a movie, especially one that people think
is very good or important: a foreign film

People who make movies
actor – a man or woman who acts in a movie
actress – a woman who acts in a movie
star – a famous actor or actress
director – the person who tells the actors and
actresses in a movie what to do

producer – the person who makes the

arrangements for a movie to be made and

containing recorded music

MP'3 "player n. [C] IT a small piece of equipment

used to play MP3 music FILE s ➔ see picture on page

A6

MPEG /'EmpEg/ n. [C]

IT Moving Picture
Experts Group a type of computer FILE that
contains sound and VIDEO ➔ JPEG

mpg miles per gallon – used when describing
the amount of gasoline used by a car: a car that
gets 35 mpg

mph miles per hour – used when describing the
speed of a vehicle: a 65 mph speed limit

Mr. /'mIstø/ 1 Mr. Smith/Jones etc. used
before a man’s family name to be polite when you
are speaking to him, writing to him, or talking
about him 2 a title used when speaking to a man in
an official position: Mr. Chairman | Mr. President 3 Mr. Right (informal) a man who would be
the perfect husband for a particular woman: Jill’s
still looking for Mr. Right.

MRI n. 1 [U] magnetic resonance imaging the
use of strong MAGNETIC FIELD s to make an image
of the inside of the body 2 [C] a picture of the
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inside of someone’s body made using MRI equipment
mRNA BIOLOGY the abbreviation of MESSENGER
RNA

Mrs. /'mIsIz/ Mrs. Smith/Jones etc. used

before a married woman’s family name to be polite
when you are speaking to her, writing to her, or
talking about her ➔ MISS , MS.
MS the written abbreviation of MISSISSIPPI
Ms. /mIz/ Ms. Smith/Jones etc. used before a
woman’s family name when she does not want to
be called “Mrs.’’ or “Miss,’’ or when you do not
know whether she is married or not
M.S., M.Sc. n. [C] Master of Science a university degree in science that you can earn after your
first degree ➔ M.A.
MSG n. [U] a chemical that is added to food to
make it taste better
MT the written abbreviation of MONTANA
Mt. the written abbreviation of MOUNT : Mt. Everest
much1 /mötS/ adv. 1 [used before comparatives or
superlatives] a lot: I’m feeling much better. | This one
is much higher/bigger/longer etc. | The job was
much more difficult than I expected. | He was
driving much too fast. 2 too much/so much/
very much/how much etc. used in order to talk
about the amount or degree to which someone does
something or something happens: Thank you very
much! | How much further is it? | He’s feeling so
much better today. 3 not ... much a) only a little
or hardly at all: “Did you enjoy it?” “No, not
much.” | She isn’t much younger than me. | Rob
didn’t like the movie very much. b) used in order
to say that something does not happen very often:
Kids don’t play outside as much as they used to.
➔ see Grammar box at LOT 4 much like/as sth
also much the same (as sth) used in order to say
that something is very similar to something else: It
tastes very much like butter. 5 much less used in
order to say that one thing is even less true or less
possible than another: You’ll never see him in a tie,
much less a suit.
much2 quantifier 1 [“much” is used mainly in questions and negatives] a lot of something: Was there
much traffic? | We don’t have much time. | The
storm will bring rain to much of the state. 2 how
much used in order to ask or talk about the amount
or cost of something: How much were the groceries
(=what did they cost)? | It is not clear how much of
the crime problem is gang-related. 3 so much/
too much used in order to talk about an amount
that is very large, especially one that is larger than it
should be: There was so much smoke we couldn’t
see anything. | Ray drinks too much. 4 not much/
nothing much used in order to say that something
is not important, interesting, good, etc.: “What’s
going on?” “Not much.” | I didn’t think much of the
book (=I didn’t like it). 5 as much (...) as an
amount that is equal and not less: I hope you have
as much fun as we did. | Just try to eat as much as
you can. 6 so much for sth (spoken) said when a

particular action, idea, statement, etc. was not useful or did not produce the result that was hoped for:
She wouldn’t discuss it. So much for trying to
compromise. 7 be too much for sb to be too
difficult for someone: The stairs were too much for
her.
GRAMMAR

much, a lot of

In sentences that are not negative and not
questions, use a lot of rather than much: She
has a lot of money. Do not say “She has much
money.” ➔ LOT

muck /mök/ n. [U] something such as dirt, mud, or

another sticky substance: the muck near the water’s
edge
muck·rak·er /'mök"reIkø/ n. [C] (disapproving) a
writer for a newspaper who tells the public about
the bad things that important or famous people
have done or are supposed to have done
—muckraking n. [U], adj.
mu·cus /'myuk@s/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a sticky liquid
produced by parts of your body such as your nose
—mucous adj.
mud /möd/ n. [U] 1 wet earth that is soft and
sticky: His boots were covered in mud. 2 sb’s
name is mud (spoken) said when people are
annoyed at someone because s/he has caused
trouble
mud·dle1 /'mödl/ v.
muddle through (sth) phr. v. to continue doing
something even though it is confusing or difficult
muddle2 n. [C usually singular] a state in which
things are confused, not organized correctly, or
done badly: a bureaucratic muddle
mud·dled /'mödld/ adj. confused, messy, or not
organized correctly: a muddled line between reality
and fantasy
mud·dy1 /'mödi/ adj. covered with mud, or containing mud: muddy boots | muddy water
THESAURUS
DIRTY 1

dirty, filthy, grimy, soiled ➔

muddy2 v. (muddied, muddies) [T] 1 muddy
the issue/waters to make a situation more complicated or more confusing than it was before 2 to
make something dirty with mud

mud·slide /'mödslaId/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a lot

of very wet mud that has slid down the side of a hill

mud·sling·ing /'möd"slIÎIÎ/ n. [U] the practice

of saying bad things about someone so that other
people will have a bad opinion of him/her: political
mudslinging —mudslinger n. [C]
muf·fin /'möf@n/ n. [C] a small, slightly sweet
type of bread that often has fruit in it: a blueberry
muffin
muf·fle /'möf@l/ v. [T] to make a sound less loud
or clear: Thick curtains muffled the traffic noise.
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—muffled adj.: the muffled sound of a TV in the
next room
muf·fler /'möflø/ n. [C] 1 a piece of equipment
on a vehicle that makes the noise from the engine
quieter 2 (old-fashioned) a SCARF
mug1 /mög/ n. [C] a
large cup with straight
sides and a handle: a
mug of coffee
mug2 v. (mugged,
mugging) [T] to attack
and rob someone in a
public place: She was
mugged in front of her
apartment.
—mugging n. [U]
—mugger n. [C]
THESAURUS
STEAL 1

steal, burglarize, rob ➔

THESAURUS
offender, thief, robber,
burglar, attacker ➔ CRIME

mug·gy /'mögi/ adj. (comparative muggier, superlative muggiest) (informal) muggy weather is

unpleasant because it is too warm and wet
➔ HUMID —mugginess n. [U]
mug·shot /'mögSAt/ n. [C] (informal) a photograph of a criminal’s face taken by the police
Mu·ham·mad /moU'hæm@d/ n. a religious
leader, born in Mecca, who started the religion of
Islam and is its most important PROPHET . According to Islam, God told him many things, which
were later written down to form the holy book
called the Koran.
mu·lat·to /m@'lAÔoU/ n. (plural mulattoes) [C]
(old-fashioned) a word for someone with one black
parent and one white parent, now considered offensive
mulch /möltS/ n. [singular, U] decaying leaves that
you put on the soil to improve its quality and to
protect the roots of plants
mule /myul/ n. [C] an animal that has a DONKEY
and a horse as parents
mull /möl/ v. [T] to heat wine or beer with sugar
and SPICE s
mull sth ↔ over phr. v. to think about something
carefully: I decided to mull over his offer.
mul·lah /'möl@/ n. [C] a religious leader or teacher
in Islam
mul·ti·col·ored /'möltI"kölød/ adj. having
many different colors: a multicolored shirt
mul·ti·cul·tur·al /"mölti'költS@r@l/ adj. involving people or ideas from many different countries,
races, religions, etc.: The U.S. is a multicultural
society.
mul·ti·cul·tu·ral·ism /"mölti'költS@r@"lIz@m/
n. [U] SOCIAL SCIENCE the belief that it is important
and right to include and respect people who have

come to a country from many other countries, and
who may be a different race or religion or have
different customs than most of the people in their
new country —multiculturalist n. [C]
mul·ti·far·i·ous /"möltI'fEri@s/ adj. of very
many different kinds: He hired assistants to help
with
these
multifarious
projects.
—multifariously adv. —multifariousness n.
[U]

mul·ti·lat·er·al /"möltI'læÔ@r@l/ adj. involving

several different countries, companies, etc.
➔ BILATERAL , UNILATERAL : a multilateral agreement to stop the fighting

mul·ti·me·di·a /"möltI'midi@/ adj. [only before
noun] IT using a mixture of sounds, words, pictures,

etc. to give information, especially on a computer
program —multimedia n. [U]

mul·ti·na·tion·al /"möltI'næS@nl/ adj. 1

ECO-

NOMICS

a multinational company has offices, businesses, etc. in several different countries
THESAURUS
company, firm, business,
corporation, subsidiary ➔ COMPANY

2 involving people from several different countries:
a multinational peace-keeping force

mul·ti·ple1 /'mölt@p@l/ adj. including or involving many parts, people, events, etc.: He suffered
multiple injuries to his legs. | She ordered multiple
copies of the book. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 French,
Latin multiplex]

multiple2 n. [C]

MATH a number that can be
divided by a smaller number an exact number of
times. For example, 20 is a multiple of 4 and 5.

"multiple 'choice adj. a multiple choice test or

question shows several possible answers and you
must choose the correct one

mul·ti·plex /'möltI"plEks/ n. [C] a movie theater
that has several rooms in which different movies
are shown

mul·ti·pli·ca·tion

n.
/"mölt@pl@'keIS@n/
[U] 1 MATH a method of calculating in which you

multiply numbers ➔ ADDITION , DIVISION , MULTIPLICATION 2 (formal) a large increase in the size,
amount, or number of something

mul·ti·plic·i·ty /"mölt@'plIs@Ôi/ n. [singular, U]
(formal) a large number or great variety of things: a
multiplicity of views on the issue

mul·ti·ply /'mölt@"plaI/ v. (multiplied, multiplies) [I,T] 1 to increase greatly, or to make some-

thing do this: The company’s problems have
multiplied over the past year.
THESAURUS
increase, go up, rise, grow,
double, shoot up ➔ INCREASE 1

2 MATH to do a calculation in which you add one
number to itself a particular number of times: 4
multiplied by 5 is 20 (=4 x 5 = 20) ➔ CALCULATE

mul·ti·pur·pose /"möltI'pøp@sX/ adj. having
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many different uses or purposes: a multipurpose
room
mul·ti·ra·cial /"möltI'reIS@lX/ adj. including or
involving many different races of people ➔ MULTICULTURAL : a multiracial society
mul·ti·tude /'mölt@"tud/ n. (formal) a multitude
of sb/sth a very large number of people or things:
a multitude of possible interpretations
mum·ble /'mömb@l/ v. [I,T] to say something too
quietly or not clearly enough, so that other people
cannot understand you: He mumbled something
and left.
mum·bo-jum·bo /"mömboU 'dZömboU/ n. [U]
(informal) something that is difficult to understand
or that makes no sense: legal mumbo-jumbo
mum·mi·fy /'möm@"faI/ v. (mummified, mummifies) [T] to preserve a dead body by putting
special oils on it and wrapping it with cloth
mum·my /'mömi/ n. (plural mummies) [C] a dead
body that has been preserved and often wrapped in
cloth, especially in ancient Egypt [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 Old French momie, from Medieval Latin
mumia, from Arabic mumiyah, from Persian
mum “wax”]
mumps /mömps/ n. the mumps an infectious
illness in which your throat swells and becomes
painful
munch /möntS/ v. [I,T] to eat something in a noisy
way: The kids were munching on popcorn.
munch·ies /'möntSiz/ n. [plural] (informal) 1 have the munchies to feel hungry, especially for food such as cookies or POTATO
CHIP s 2 foods such as cookies or POTATO CHIP s
that are served at a party
mun·dane /mön'deIn/ adj. ordinary and not
interesting or exciting SYN boring: Initially, the job
was pretty mundane. —mundanely adv.
mu·nic·i·pal /myu'nIs@p@l/ adj. relating to the
government of a town or city: municipal elections
mu·nic·i·pal·i·ty /myu"nIs@'pæl@Ôi/ n. (plural
municipalities) [C] a town or city that has its own
government
mu·nif·i·cent /myu'nIf@s@nt/ adj. (formal) very
generous: a munificent gift —munificence n. [U]
—munificently adv.
mu·ni·tions /myu'nIS@nz/ n. [plural] military
supplies such as bombs and large guns
mu·ral /'myUr@l/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a painting
that is painted on a wall
mur·der1 /'mødø/ n. 1 [C,U] the crime of deliberately killing someone: Lowe has been charged
with murder. | Police don’t know who committed
the murders. | the brutal murder of a young
woman | Investigators have not yet found the murder weapon.
THESAURUS
crime, robbery, assault,
mugging ➔ CRIME

2 get away with murder (informal) to not be
punished for doing something wrong, or to be
allowed to do anything you want: The parents just
let him get away with murder! [ORIGIN: Partly
from Old English morthor, partly from Old
French murdre]

murder2 v. [T] to kill someone deliberately and
illegally: John Lennon was murdered in 1980.
—murderer n. [C]: a convicted murderer
THESAURUS
kill, commit manslaughter,
commit suicide, assassinate, execute sb/put
sb to death, exterminate, slay ➔ KILL 1
THESAURUS
offender, thief, robber,
burglar, attacker, mugger ➔ CRIMINAL 2

mur·der·ous /'mød@r@s/ adj. very dangerous or

violent and likely to kill someone: He went into a
murderous rage.
murk·y /'møki/ adj. (comparative murkier, superlative murkiest) dark and difficult to see through:
murky water
mur·mur1 /'mømø/ v. [I,T] to say something in a
soft quiet voice: He softly murmured her name.
—murmuring n. [C,U]

murmur2 n. [C] 1 a soft quiet sound made by

someone’s voice: She answered in a low murmur. 2 a murmur of approval/dissent/
disbelief etc. approval, etc. that is expressed in a
soft or quiet way

mus·cle /'mös@l/ n. 1 [C,U]

BIOLOGY one of the
pieces of flesh inside your body that join bones
together and make your body move: stomach/leg/
thigh etc. muscles | Weightlifting will strengthen
your muscles. | I think I’ve pulled a muscle
(=injured a muscle). 2 military/political etc.
muscle military, etc. power or influence 3 [U]
physical strength and power: It takes muscle to
move a piano. 4 not move a muscle to not
move at all

mus·cu·lar /'mösky@lø/ adj. 1 having a lot of

big muscles: strong muscular arms 2 related to or
affecting the muscles: a muscular disease

muse /myuz/ v. [I] (formal) to imagine or think a
lot about something

mu·se·um /myu'zi@m/ n. [C] a building where
important objects are kept and shown to the public:
the Museum of Modern Art [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
Latin, Greek Mouseion, from Mousa]

mush /möS/ n. [singular, U] a soft food that is part
solid and part liquid

mush·room1 /'möSrum/ n. [C] one of several

kinds of FUNGUS with stems and round tops, some
of which can be eaten and some of which are
poisonous [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French mousseron, from Latin mussirio] ➔ see picture at VEGETABLE

mushroom2 v. [I] to grow in size or numbers very
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quickly: The city’s population has mushroomed to
over one million.

M 'mushroom "cloud n. [C] a large cloud shaped
like a mushroom that is caused by a
explosion

NUCLEAR

musk /mösk/ n. [U] a strong-smelling substance
used to make PERFUME —musky adj.

mus·ket /'möskIt/ n. [C] a type of gun used in
past times

Mus·lim /'mözl@m, 'mUz-, 'mUs-/ adj. relating

to Islam [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 An Arabic word
meaning “someone who surrenders (to God)”]
—Muslim n. [C]
muss /mös/ v. [T] (informal) to make something
mu·sic /'myuzIk/ n. [U] 1 the arrangement of messy, especially hair
sounds made by instruments or voices in a way that mus·sel /'mös@l/ n. [C] a small sea animal with a
is pleasant or exciting: What kind of music does black shell and a soft body that can be eaten ➔ see
your band play? | pop/country/classical etc. picture at SHELLFISH
music | I like to listen to music. | My favorite piece must1 /m@st; strong möst/ modal verb ( negative
of music is Bach’s “Magnificat.” | Why don’t you short form mustn’t) 1 (past tense had to) used in
put some music on (=turn on the radio or start order to say that something is necessary because of
playing a CD)?
a rule, or because it is the best thing to do: The $60
THESAURUS
passport fee must accompany your application. |
It’s getting late – I really must go. ➔ see Grammar
tune – a series of musical notes that are nice to

mush·y /'möSi/ adj. 1 soft and wet: a mushy
banana 2 expressing love in a silly way: He gets
all mushy when he’s around you. | mushy love
stories

listen to: Suzy was humming a tune.
melody – a song or tune: a lovely melody
song – a short piece of music with words: pop
songs
arrangement – a piece of music that has been
written or changed for a particular instrument:
an arrangement for flute and guitar
composition – a piece of music or art, or a
poem: one of Schubert’s early compositions
number – a piece of popular music, a song, a
dance, etc. that forms part of a larger
performance: She sang several numbers from her
most recent album.
piece – a piece of music: This is a piece I’m
learning for my piano recital.
track – one of the songs or pieces of music on a
CD: The first track is my favorite.

Types of music
pop (music), rock (music), rock’n’roll, heavy

metal, reggae, house (music), hip-hop, rap
(music), jazz, classical (music), country
(music), folk (music)

box at HAVE TO
USAGE

If an action is not necessary, you can say that you
don’t need to do it: I don’t need to leave until 10.
If someone must not do something, s/he is not
allowed to do it. Must not is quite formal and is
used especially in written English: You must not
take any sharp objects on the plane.
Do not say don’t need to to mean must not.

2 (past tense must have) used in order to say that
something is very likely to be true: George must be
almost 80 years old now. | We must have gone the
wrong way. 3 used in order to suggest that someone do something: You must see his new film.

must2 /möst/ n. a must (informal) something that

you must do or must have: The Greens Cookbook is
a must for any serious vegetarian.
mus·tache /'möstæS, m@'stæS/ n. [C] hair that
grows on a man’s upper lip [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
French moustache, from Italian mustaccio, from
Medieval Greek moustaki] ➔ see picture on page

2 the art of writing or playing music: music les- 462
sons 3 a set of written marks representing music, mus·tang /'möstæÎ/ n. [C] a small wild horse
or the paper that this is written on: Jim plays the
piano well, but he can’t read music. 4 face the mus·tard /'möstød/ n. [U] a yellow SAUCE with
music to admit that you have done something a strong taste, usually eaten in small amounts with
wrong and accept punishment: If he took the money, meat
he’ll have to face the music. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 mus·ter1 /'möstø/ v. muster (up) courage/
Old French musique, from Latin, from Greek support etc. to find or gather as much courage,
mousike “art of the Muses”]
etc. as you can in order to do something difficult:
mu·si·cal1 /'myuzIk@l/ adj. 1 [only before noun] I’m still trying to muster up the courage to speak to
relating to music or consisting of music: musical her.
instruments 2 good at playing or singing music: I muster2 n. pass muster to be accepted as good
wasn’t very musical as a child. —musically adv.
enough for something
musical2 n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a play or movie must·n’t /'mös@nt/ modal verb the short form of
that uses songs and music to tell a story ➔ THEATER “must not”: You mustn’t forget to tell her what I
said.
mu·si·cian /myu'zIS@n/ n. [C] someone who
plays a musical instrument very well or as a job: must·y /'mösti/ adj. having a wet unpleasant
smell: musty old books
classical musicians

myself
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mu·ta·ble /'myuÔ@b@l/ adj. (formal) able or likely

to change ANT immutable —mutability
/"myuÔ@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [U]
mu·tant /'myut§nt/ n. [C] BIOLOGY an animal or
plant that is different from others of the same kind
because of a change in its GENE s —mutant adj.
mu·tate /'myuteIt/ v. [I] BIOLOGY if an animal or
plant mutates, it becomes different from others of
the same kind because of a change in its GENE s
—mutation /myu'teIS@n/ n. [C,U]
mute1 /myut/ v. [T] to make a sound quieter, or to
make it disappear completely: I usually mute the
TV during the commercials.
mute2 adj. unable to speak —mutely adv.
mut·ed /'myuÔId/ adj. 1 muted criticism/
response etc. criticism, etc. that is not expressed
strongly 2 quieter than usual: the muted sound of
snoring from the next room 3 a muted color is less
bright than usual
mu·ti·late /'myuÔl"eIt/ v. [T] to damage someone
or something severely, especially by removing part
of it: bodies mutilated in the explosion
—mutilation /"myuÔl'eIS@n/ n. [C,U]
mu·ti·nous /'myut§n-@s/ adj. involved in a
mutiny: mutinous soldiers
mu·ti·ny /'myut§n-i/ n. (plural mutinies) [C,U] a
situation in which soldiers or SAILOR s refuse to
obey someone in authority and try to take control
for themselves —mutiny v. [I]
mutt /möt/ n. [C] (informal) a dog that does not
belong to a particular breed
mut·ter /'möÔø/ v. [I,T] to speak in a quiet voice,
especially when you are complaining about something but do not want other people to hear you:
What are you muttering about?
mut·ton /'möt§n/ n. [U] the meat from a sheep
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French moton “(male)
sheep”]
mu·tu·al /'myutSu@l/ Ac adj. 1 a feeling that is
mutual is felt by two or more people toward one
another: A good marriage is marked by mutual
respect. | European nations can live together in a
spirit of mutual trust. | There is a need to promote
mutual understanding between people of different
faiths. 2 mutual agreement/consent a situation in which two or more people both agree to
something: He has left the company by mutual
agreement. 3 shared by two or more people: We
were introduced by a mutual friend (=someone we
both know). | Members of the organization share a
mutual interest in science. 4 the feeling is
mutual (spoken) said when you have the same
feeling about someone as s/he has toward you:
“You really drive me crazy sometimes!” “The feeling’s mutual!” [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French
mutuel, from Latin mutuus “lent, borrowed,
mutual”] —mutuality /"myutSu'æl@Ôi/ n. [U]
'mutual fund n. [C] a company through which
you can buy SHARE s of other companies

mu·tu·al·ly

/'myutSu@li,

-tS@li/

Ac

adv. 1 done, felt, or experienced by two or more

people: They have mutually agreed to go their
separate ways. | a solution that was mutually beneficial to both sides 2 mutually exclusive if two
ideas, beliefs, etc. are mutually exclusive, they
cannot both exist or be true at the same time: The
beliefs of Christians and atheists are mutually
exclusive.
Mu·zak /'myuzæk/ n. [U] (trademark) recorded
music that is played continuously in airports,
offices, etc.
muz·zle1 /'möz@l/ n. [C] 1 BIOLOGY the nose and
mouth of an animal, especially a dog or horse ➔ see
picture on page A2 2 the end of the BARREL of a
gun 3 something that you put over a dog’s mouth
so it cannot bite someone
muzzle2 v. [T] 1 to prevent someone from speaking freely or from expressing his/her opinions: an
attempt to muzzle the press 2 to put a muzzle over
a dog’s mouth so that it cannot bite someone
my /maI/ possessive adj. belonging or relating to the
person who is speaking: That’s my car over there. |
I tried not to let my feelings show. | My son is in
college.
my·e·lin sheath /"maI@lIn 'Siθ/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a
MEMBRANE (=material like a very thin piece of
skin) in a nerve cell that covers and protects the
AXON (=part that carries messages to muscles and
other parts of the body)
my·o·car·di·um /"maIoU'kArdi@m/ n. (plural
myocardia) [C usually singular, U] BIOLOGY the layer
of muscle surrounding the heart
my·o·pi·a /maI'oUpi@/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a medical
condition which stops you seeing things clearly
when they are far away SYN nearsightedness
my·op·ic /maI'ApIk, -'oU-/ adj. BIOLOGY unable to
see things clearly when they are far away
SYN

nearsighted

my·o·sin /'maI@sIn/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a PROTEIN in

muscle cells that makes the muscle become tighter
or relaxed
myr·i·ad /'mIri@d/ n. [C] (literary) a very large
number of something: a myriad of stars in the sky
—myriad adj.
THESAURUS
many, a large number, a
lot/lots, plenty, numerous, countless,
innumerable, a multitude of sb/sth, a plethora
of sth ➔ MANY

my·self /maI'sElf/ pron. 1 used by the person

speaking or writing to show that s/he is affected by
his/her own action: I made myself a cup of coffee. |
I blame myself for what has happened. 2 used in
order to emphasize “I” or “me”: They say it’s a
beautiful place, but I myself have never been
there. 3 (all) by myself a) without help: Look,
Mommy – I tied my shoes all by myself! b) alone: I
went to the movie by myself. 4 (all) to myself for
my own use: I had the whole swimming pool to

M
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N
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Nn

myself today. 5 not be myself (spoken) said
when you are not behaving or feeling as you
usually do because you are sick or upset: I’m sorry
for what I said – I’m not myself these days.
mys·te·ri·ous /mI'stIri@s/ adj. 1 strange and
difficult to explain or understand: the mysterious
disappearance of our neighbor
N, n /En/ the fourteenth letter of the English
alphabet
THESAURUS
strange, peculiar, curious,
N also N. the written abbreviation of NORTH or
odd, weird, bizarre ➔ STRANGE 1
2 not saying much about something because you
want it to be a secret: Oliver is being very mysterious about his plans. —mysteriously adv.:
Modotti died mysteriously in 1945.

NORTHERN

n. the written abbreviation of NOUN
‘n’ /n, @n/ conjunction a short form of “and”: rock
‘n’ roll music

mys·ter·y /'mIst@ri/ n. (plural mysteries) 1 [C] N/A not applicable – used on a form to show that

something that is difficult to explain or understand:
The location of the stolen money remains a
mystery. | It won’t be easy to solve the mystery. 2 [C] a story, especially about a murder, in
which events are not explained until the end: the
Sherlock Holmes mystery stories 3 [U] a quality
that makes someone or something seem strange,
interesting, and difficult to explain or understand:
There’s an air of mystery about him that intrigues
people. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin mysterium,
from Greek, from mystos “keeping silent”]
mys·ti·cal /'mIstIk@l/ also mys·tic /'mIstIk/
adj. relating to religious or magical powers that
people cannot understand —mystically adv.
mys·ti·cism /'mIst@"sIz@m/ n. [U] a religious
practice in which someone tries to gain knowledge
about God and truth by praying and thinking very
seriously —mystic /'mIstIk/ n. [C]
mys·ti·fy /'mIst@"faI/ v. (mystified, mystifies)
[T] to make someone feel confused and unable to
explain or understand something: a case that mystified the police —mystifying adj.
mys·tique /mI'stik/ n. [U] (formal) the quality
that makes something seem mysterious, special, or
interesting
myth /mIθ/ n. [C,U] 1 ENG. LANG. ARTS an ancient
story, especially one that explains a natural or
historical event, or this type of story in general:
Greek myths
THESAURUS
STORY

story, tale, legend, fable ➔

you do not need to answer a particular question

nab /næb/ v. (nabbed, nabbing) [T] (informal) to

catch someone doing something illegal: The police
nabbed him for speeding.
na·dir /'neIdø/ n. [singular] (literary) the time when
a situation is at its worst, or when something is at
its lowest level ANT zenith: The series has reached
a nadir with this unconvincing and ridiculous episode.
nag1 /næg/ v. (nagged, nagging) [I,T] 1 to continuously ask someone to do something in an
annoying way: Shawna has been nagging me to fix
the kitchen sink. 2 to make someone feel continuously worried or uncomfortable over a period of
time: A problem had been nagging at me for days.
nag2 n. [C] (informal) someone who keeps complaining or asking someone to do something, in an
annoying way
nag·ging /'nægIÎ/ adj. [only before noun] making
you worry or feel pain all the time: I have this
nagging feeling that he’s lying. | a nagging injury
nail1 /neIl/ n. [C] 1 a thin pointed piece of metal
with a flat end, that you push into a piece of wood,
etc. using a hammer 2 the hard flat part that covers
the top end of your fingers and toes: Stop biting
your nails! | I need to cut/file/paint my nails.
[ORIGIN: Old English nægl] ➔ fight (sb/sth)
tooth and nail at TOOTH
C O L L O C AT I O N S

You cut/clip your nails with scissors or nail
clippers.
You file your nails (=rub them) with a nail file to
make them the right shape.
Some women put nail polish on their nails.
If you have a manicure, someone shapes and
polishes your nails for you.

2 an idea or story that many people believe, but that
is not true: the myth that older workers are not
productive [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Greek mythos
“story, speech, myth”]
myth·i·cal /'mIθIk@l/ adj. 1 ENG. LANG. ARTS
existing only in a myth: mythical creatures such as nail2 v. [T] 1 to fasten something to something
the Minotaur 2 imagined or invented
else with a nail: The windows were nailed shut. |
my·thol·o·gy /mI'θAl@dZi/ n. [U] 1 ENG. LANG. She nailed the poster to the wall. 2 (informal) to
ARTS ancient myths in general, or the beliefs that
catch someone who has done something wrong and
they represent: stories from Greek mythol- prove that s/he is guilty: They finally nailed him for
ogy 2 ideas or stories that many people have, but fraud. 3 (informal) to do something exactly right,
that
are
not
true
—mythological or to be exactly correct: Jackson nailed his final
/"mIθ@'lAdZIk@l/ adj.
shot, and the Bulls won the game.
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nail sth ↔ down phr. v. (informal) to reach a final
and definite decision about something: The contract hasn’t been nailed down yet.

nail·brush /'neIlbröS/ n. [C] a small stiff brush
used for cleaning your nails

'nail file n. [C] a thin piece of metal with a rough
surface, used for shaping your nails

'nail "polish n. [U] colored or clear liquid that you
paint on your nails to make them look attractive

na·ive /nA'iv/ adj. lacking any experience of life,

so that you believe most people are honest and kind
and that only good things will happen to you
➔ INNOCENT : a naive young girl —naively adv.
—naivety, naiveté /nA"iv@'teI, nA'iv"teI/ n.

[C,U]

na·ked /'neIkId/ adj. 1 not wearing any clothes:
The child was running naked through the
backyard. | He was stark naked (=completely
naked).
THESAURUS

nude – not wearing any clothes, used especially

when talking about people in paintings, movies,
etc.: a nude photograph of a beautiful woman
undressed – not wearing any clothes, especially
because you have just taken them off in order to
go to bed, take a bath, etc.: Rachel got undressed
and ready for bed.
bare – not covered by clothes: Their long, bare
legs dangled over the edge of the porch.
have nothing on also not have anything on:
He didn’t have anything on except a towel.

2 the naked eye if you can see something with
the naked eye, you can see it without using something such as a TELESCOPE to help you: On a clear
night, many other planets are visible to the naked
eye. —nakedness n. [U] —nakedly adv.

name1 /neIm/ n. 1 [C] the word that someone or

something is called or known by: My first name is
Vera and my last name is Smith. | She called him by
his first name (=she used his first name when
talking to him). | Please write your full name
(=complete name) and address. | I can’t remember
the name of the hotel. | They don’t have a name for
the baby yet.
THESAURUS

Types of names
first name/given name – for example “Bret” in
the name Bret Stern

last name/family name/surname – for

example “Potter” in the name Harry Potter

middle name – the name between your first

and last names
full name – your complete name
maiden name – a woman’s family name before
she got married and changed it
nickname – a name your friends and family use
for you, not your real name
stage name – the name an actor uses that is
not his/her real name

pen name/pseudonym – a name a writer uses
that is not his/her real name

assumed name/alias – a false name, often one
used by a criminal

2 a big/famous/household name (informal)
someone who is famous: the biggest names in
Hollywood 3 [singular] the opinion that people
have about a person, company, etc. SYN reputation: He has given baseball a bad name (=made
people have a bad opinion about it). | He is determined to clear his family’s good name (=make
people respect them again). 4 be in sb’s name to
officially belong to someone: The house is in my
wife’s name. 5 (do sth) in the name of
science/religion etc. to use science, religion, etc.
as the reason for doing something, even if it is
wrong 6 call sb names to say something insulting to someone 7 the name of the game the
most important thing or quality in a particular
activity [ORIGIN: Old English nama]

name2 v. [T] 1 to give someone or something a

particular name: They named their son Jacob. | We
named the baby Henry, after his grandfather
(=gave him the same name as his grandfather). |
RFK Stadium was named for Robert F. Kennedy
(=it was given his name to show respect for
him). 2 to say what the name of someone or
something is: He refused to name his clients. | Wells
was named as the leading suspect. 3 to officially
choose someone for a particular job: Roy Johnson
was named as the new manager. 4 you name it
(spoken) said after a list of things to mean that there
are many more that you could mention: Beer, whiskey, wine – you name it and I’ve got it! 5 name
names to give the names of people who are
involved in something, especially something wrong
or something they want to hide: She did not name
names, but I think she was referring to Richard.

'name-"calling n. [U] the act of using an unpleasant or insulting word to describe someone in order
to hurt or embarrass him/her

name·drop·ping /'neIm"drApIÎ/ n. [U] (disapproving) the act of mentioning the name of a famous

or important person to make it seem that you know
them well —namedrop v. [I]

name·less /'neImlIs/ adj. 1 not known by a

name SYN anonymous: a gift from a nameless
businessman 2 sb who shall remain nameless
(spoken) used when you want to say that someone
has done something wrong, but without saying
his/her name 3 having no name: millions of nameless stars

name·ly /'neImli/ adv. used when saying the
name of the person or thing you are talking about:
The movie won two Oscars, namely “Best Actor”
and “Best Director.”

name·sake /'neImseIk/ n. sb’s namesake
someone or something that has the same name as
someone or something else

'name tag n. [C] a small sign with your name on

N
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it, that you attach to your clothes so that people
know who you are
nan·ny /'næni/ n. (plural nannies) [C] a woman
whose job is to take care of a family’s children,
usually in the children’s own home
nan·o·me·ter /'næn@"miÔø/ n. [C] SCIENCE a unit
for measuring distance. There are a BILLION
(=1,000,000,000) nanometers in a meter.
nan·o·sec·ond /'nænoU"sEk@nd/ n. [C] SCIENCE
a unit for measuring time. There are a BILLION
(=1,000,000,000) nanoseconds in a second.
nan·o·tech·nol·o·gy /"næn@tEk'nAl@dZi/ n.
[U] SCIENCE the science of making extremely small
electronic equipment from atoms or MOLECULE s
that measure less than 100 nanometers
nap /næp/ n. [C] a short sleep during the day: Dad
usually takes a nap in the afternoon. —nap v. [I]
na·palm /'neIpAm/ n. [U] a liquid used in bombs
to burn people and things
nape /neIp/ n. [singular] the back of your neck: He
kissed the nape of her neck.
nap·kin /'næpkIn/ n. [C] a small piece of cloth or
paper used for cleaning your mouth or hands when
you are eating [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 nape
“cloth” (1400—1500), from Old French, from
Latin mappa “cloth, towel”]
narc /nArk/ n. [C] (informal) a police officer who
deals with catching people who use and sell illegal
drugs
nar·cis·sis·tic /"nArs@'sIstIk/ adj. (formal) having too much admiration for your own appearance
or abilities —narcissism /'nArs@"sIz@m/ n. [U]
—narcissist n. [C]
nar·cot·ic /nAr'kAÔIk/ n. [C] a strong drug such as
HEROIN that stops pain and makes people sleep
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French narcotique, from
Greek narkotikos, from narkoun “to make
numb”] —narcotic adj.
nar·rate /'næreIt, næ'reIt/ v. [T] ENG. LANG. ARTS if
someone narrates a movie or television program,
s/he describes or explains what is happening in the
pictures: a documentary narrated by Robert Redford —narration /næ'reIS@n/ n. [C,U]
nar·ra·tive /'nær@ÔIv/ n. 1 [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS
a description of events that is told as a story
THESAURUS

story, tale, yarn ➔ STORY

2 [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS the skill or process of telling a
story —narrative adj.
nar·ra·tor /'næ"reIÔø/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS someone who tells the story in a movie, book, etc.
nar·row1 /'næroU/ adj. 1 only measuring a small
distance from side to side ANT wide: a long narrow
street | The stairs were very narrow. 2 narrow
defeat/victory etc. a defeat, victory, etc. that is
achieved with difficulty or happens by only a small
amount: France finished in first place after a narrow victory over Brazil. | Bush won the election by

a narrow margin (=by a very small amount).
3 (disapproving) a narrow attitude or way of looking
at a situation is too limited and does not consider
enough possibilities: She has a very narrow view of
life. 4 narrow escape an occasion when you just
avoid something bad or dangerous that almost happens to you [ORIGIN: Old English nearu]
—narrowness n. [U] ➔ the straight and
narrow at STRAIGHT 3
narrow2 v. [I,T] 1 to become more narrow, or to
make something do this: The road narrows here. |
She narrowed her eyes and frowned. 2 also narrow down to reduce the number of possibilities or
choices: The police have narrowed down their list
of suspects.
nar·row·ly /'næroUli/ adv. 1 only by a small
amount: Smith narrowly lost the election | They
narrowly escaped death in the accident. 2 in a
limited way: The law is being interpreted too narrowly.
"narrow-'minded adj. (disapproving) not willing
to accept ideas or beliefs that are new and different
➔ PREJUDICED
na·sal /'neIz@l/ adj. 1 a nasal sound or voice
comes mostly through your nose 2 [only before
noun] BIOLOGY relating to the nose: the nasal cavity
—nasally adv.
nas·cent /'næs@nt, 'neI-/ adj. [only before noun]
(formal) coming into existence or starting to
develop: a developing country’s nascent car market
nas·ty /'næsti/ adj. (comparative nastier, superlative nastiest) 1 unkind or unpleasant: Matt has
been saying some nasty things about me. | a nasty
old man | I don’t understand why Stacy was so
nasty to us. | nasty weather | a nasty habit
THESAURUS
mean, cruel, unkind,
thoughtless, spiteful, abusive, vicious,
malicious ➔ MEAN 2

2 (spoken) having a bad appearance, smell, or taste:
That looks like a nasty bruise. | Those toilets are so
nasty. —nastiness n. [U] —nastily adv.
na·tion /'neIS@n/ n. [C] 1 POLITICS a country and
its people, used especially when considering its
political and economic structures: The President is
addressing the nation tomorrow. | People all across
the nation were protesting against the war. | the
major industrialized nations
THESAURUS
country, state, power, land,
realm ➔ COUNTRY 1

2 a large group of people of the same race who
speak the same language: the Cherokee nation
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 French, Latin natio, from
natus, past participle of nasci “to be born”]
THESAURUS

group ➔ RACE 1

race, people, tribe, ethnic

na·tion·al1 /'næS@nl/ adj. 1 relating to a whole

nation rather than to part of it or to other nations
➔ INTERNATIONAL : the national news | an issue of

naturalized
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national importance 2 [only before noun] owned or
controlled by the government: Yosemite National
Park
national2 n. [C] someone who is a citizen of one
country but is living in another country ➔ ALIEN ,
CITIZEN : a Korean national living in the U.S.
"national 'anthem n. [C] the official song of a
nation that is sung or played at public occasions
na·tion·al·ism /'næS@nl"Iz@m/ n. [U] 1 POLITICS
the belief that your country is better than any other
country 2 POLITICS the desire by a group of people
of the same race or origin to have their own
country: the rise of nationalism in Eastern Europe
na·tion·al·ist /'næS@nl-Ist/ adj. POLITICS wanting
to become politically independent, or wanting to
remain this way —nationalist n. [C]: Quebec
nationalists
na·tion·al·is·tic /"næSn@'lIstIk/ adj. believing
that your country is better than other countries
➔ PATRIOTIC
na·tion·al·i·ty /"næS@'næl@Ôi/ n. (plural nationalities) [C,U] 1 the legal right of belonging to a
particular country SYN citizenship: He has
British/Swiss etc. nationality. c Don’t say “My
nationality is Mexican/Swedish etc.” Say “I come
from Mexico/Sweden etc.” b 2 a large group of
people who have the same race, language, or culture: There are children of many different nationalities at our school.
na·tion·al·ize /'næS@n@"laIz/ v. [T] ECONOMICS if
a government nationalizes a large company or an
industry, it buys it or takes control of it ➔ PRIVATIZE
na·tion·al·ly /'næS@nl-i/ adv. by or to everyone in
a nation: a series of nationally televised debates
"national 'monument n. [C] a building or a
special place that is protected by the government
for people to visit
"national se'curity n. [U] the ways in which a
country protects its citizens or keeps its secrets
safe, for example by having a strong army
na·tion·wide /"neIS@n'waIdX/ adj. happening or
existing in every part of a nation: nationwide price
increases —nationwide adv.: The brewery
employs about 3,000 people nationwide.
THESAURUS
everywhere, all over sth,
throughout sth, worldwide ➔ EVERYWHERE

na·tive1 /'neIÔIv/ adj. 1 native country/land
etc. the place where you were born: He returned to
his native Poland. 2 native Californian/New
Yorker etc. someone who was born in California,
etc. 3 growing, living, or produced in a particular
area: a plant native to Ecuador 4 native
language/tongue the language you first learned
to speak
native2 n. [C] 1 someone who was born in a
particular country: Andrea is a native of Brazil. 2 [usually plural] a word used by white people
in the past to refer to the people who lived in

Africa, America, etc. before Europeans arrived.
Many people now consider this word offensive.
"Native A'merican n. [C] someone who belongs
to one of the tribes who were living in North
America before the Europeans arrived —Native
American adj.
"native 'speaker n. [C] someone who has
learned a particular language as his/her first language, rather than as a foreign language ANT nonnative speaker: a native speaker of English
NATO /'neIÔoU/ n. North Atlantic Treaty Organization a group of countries in North America
and Europe that give military help to each other
nat·u·ral1 /'nætS@r@l/ adj. 1 normal or usual, and
what you would expect in a particular situation
ANT unnatural: It’s only natural to have doubts
before your wedding. | It’s not natural for a fouryear-old to be so quiet. 2 existing in nature, not
caused, made, or controlled by people: earthquakes
and other natural disasters | natural fibers like
cotton | He died of natural causes (=because of
illness or old age). | The storm of meteorites was
rare, but it was a natural phenomenon (=something unusual that happens naturally).
THESAURUS

Describing things that are natural
wild – used about flowers, plants, and animals

that are not controlled by people: Wild dogs
roamed the streets.
pure – used about food or drink that has not
had anything added to it: pure orange juice
organic – used about fruit, vegetables, meat,
etc. that is produced without using chemicals:
organic tomatoes

3 [only before noun] having a particular skill or
ability without being taught: a natural athlete 4 behaving in a way that is normal and shows
you are relaxed and not trying to pretend: Just be
natural – you’ll do fine. —naturalness n. [U]
natural2 n. be a natural to be very good at doing
something without being taught

"natural 'gas n. [U] gas used for cooking or

heating that is taken from under the earth or ocean
EARTH SCIENCES the study
of plants, animals, and minerals
nat·u·ral·ism /'nætS@r@"lIz@m, 'nætSr@-/ n. [U]
ENG. LANG. ARTS a style of art or literature that tries to
show the world and people exactly as they are
nat·u·ral·ist /'nætS@r@lIst/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES
someone who studies plants, animals, and other
living things
nat·u·ral·ize /'nætS@r@"laIz/ v. [T usually passive]
to officially make someone who was born outside a
particular country a legal citizen of that country
nat·u·ral·ized /'nætS@r@"laIzd/ adj. a naturalized citizen is someone who becomes a citizen of a
country that s/he was not born in
—naturalization /"nætS@r@l@'zeIS@n/ n. [U]

"natural 'history n. [U]

N
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"natural 'law n. [C,U] SOCIAL SCIENCE a rule or set of nau·seous /'nOS@s, -Z@s/ adj. 1 feeling that you
rules for moral behavior that people naturally
believe in, rather than laws made by governments
or religious laws

N

are going to VOMIT : I suddenly felt nauseous. 2 (literary) making you feel that you are
going to VOMIT : nauseous odors
nat·u·ral·ly /'nætS@r@li/ adv. 1 in a way that nau·ti·cal /'nOÔIk@l/ adj. relating to ships or sailyou would expect: Naturally, you’ll want to discuss ing: a distance of 300 nautical miles [ORIGIN:
this with your wife. | Naturally enough, she wants 1500—1600 Latin nauticus, from Greek, from
her child to grow up fit and strong. 2 (spoken) nautes “sailor,” from naus “ship”] —nautically
used in order to agree with what someone has said, adv.
or to answer “Of course” to a question: “Are you na·val /'neIv@l/ adj. relating to the navy: a naval
excited to be home?” “Naturally.” 3 as a natural battle
feature or quality, not made or done by people:
Allison’s hair is naturally curly. | Golf seemed to na·vel /'neIv@l/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a small hollow or
come naturally to him (=he was good at it without raised place in the middle of your stomach

SYN belly button
being taught). 4 in a relaxed manner, without
trying to look or sound different from usual: Just nav·i·ga·ble /'nævIg@b@l/ adj. a river, lake, etc.
speak naturally and pretend the microphone isn’t that is navigable is deep and wide enough for ships
to travel on
there. | Try to act naturally.
nav·i·gate
/'næv@"geIt/ v. 1 [I,T] to plan the way
"natural 'resource n. [C usually plural] things
such as land, minerals, energy, etc. that exist in a a car, ship, or airplane travels to a place, using a
map: Rick usually drives and I navigate. 2 [I,T] IT
country
to find your way around a particular WEBSITE , or to
"natural se'lection n. [U] BIOLOGY the process by move from one website to another: The university’s
which only the plants and animals that are naturally website is really easy to navigate. 3 [I,T] to find
appropriate for life in their environment will con- your way through a complicated system, set of
tinue to live
rules, etc.: A social worker is helping Kelly navina·ture /'neItSø/ n. 1 [U] everything that exists gate the legal system. 4 [T] to sail a boat or ship
in the world that is not made or controlled by along a river or other area of water [ORIGIN:
humans, such as animals, plants, weather, etc.: All 1500—1600 Latin, past participle of navigare,
navis
“ship”]
—navigation
of these minerals are found in nature. | the forces from
of nature (=wind, rain, etc.) | a nature walk/ /"næv@'geIS@n/ n. [U]
trail 2 [C,U] the character or particular qualities of nav·i·ga·tor /'næv@"geIÔø/ n. [C] the officer on a
someone or something: He was an optimist by ship or aircraft who plans the way along which it
nature. | The nature of my work requires a lot of travels
traveling. | Of course she’s jealous – it’s human na·vy /'neIvi/ n. (plural navies) 1 also Navy [C
nature (=the feelings and qualities that all people usually singular] the part of a country’s military
have). 3 [singular] a particular type of thing: He forces that is organized for fighting a war at sea
provided support of a financial nature. 4 let ➔ AIR FORCE , ARMY , MARINES : My dad was 20 when
nature take its course to allow events to happen he joined the navy. | Frank is in the navy. 2 [U]
without doing anything to change the results ➔ SEC- navy blue [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French
OND NATURE
navie “group of ships,” from Latin navigia
'nature re"serve n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES an area of “ships”]
land in which animals and plants are protected
"navy 'blue adj. very dark blue —navy blue n.
naught /nOt/ n. [U] (old-fashioned) nothing: All [U]
NBC n. National Broadcasting Company one
their plans came to naught (=failed).
of the national television and radio companies in
naugh·ty /'nOÔi/ adj. (comparative naughtier, the U.S.
superlative naughtiest) a naughty child behaves
badly and is rude or does not obey adults NC the written abbreviation of NORTH CAROLINA
—naughtiness n. [U] —naughtily adv.
NCAA n. National Collegiate Athletic Assonau·se·a /'nOzi@, 'nOZ@, 'nOS@/ n. [U] (formal) ciation the organization that is in charge of sports
the feeling you have when you think you are going at American colleges and universities
to VOMIT [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin, Greek NCO n. [C] Noncommissioned Officer a soldier
nausia “seasickness,” from nautes “sailor,” such as a CORPORAL or SERGEANT
from naus “ship”]
ND the written abbreviation of NORTH DAKOTA
nau·se·at·ed /'nOzi"eIÔId/ adj. feeling that you NE 1 the written abbreviation of NORTHare going to VOMIT : When I was pregnant, I felt EAST 2 the written abbreviation of NEBRASKA
nauseated all the time. —nauseate v. [T]
neap tide /'nip taId/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a TIDE
nau·se·at·ing /'nOzi"eIÔIÎ/ adj. making you feel in which the rise and fall of the level of the ocean is
that you are going to VOMIT : the nauseating smell smaller than normal, that takes place at the first and
of cigar smoke
third quarters of the moon ➔ SPRING TIDE

necessary
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near1 /nIr/ adv., prep. 1 only a short distance from

someone or something: Why don’t we meet near the
library? | I’d like to live nearer to the ocean. | Is
there a bank near here?
USAGE

Near and close are both used to talk about
short distances between things.
Near can be followed directly by a noun: Is the
hotel near the beach?
Close cannot be followed directly by a noun.
Close must be followed by the preposition “to”
and then a noun: They live close to the park.
THESAURUS

close – not far from someone or something: He
sat close to his mom.

not far (away) – not a long distance away: The
park’s not far away.

nearby – near here or near a particular place:
Do you live nearby? | a nearby farm

within walking distance (of sth) – easy to

walk to from somewhere: The beach is within
walking distance of the hotel.
local – used about stores, schools, etc. that are
in the area where you live: your local library
neighboring – used about towns, countries, etc.
that are very near a particular place: discussions
between Egypt and neighboring states

2 close in time to a particular event: She got more
and more nervous as the wedding drew near
(=became closer in time). | The construction work
is now near completion. 3 nowhere near not at
all close to a particular quality or state: His latest
movie is nowhere near as good as the last one. |
We’re nowhere near finished. 4 near perfect/
impossible etc. (informal) almost perfect, impossible, etc. SYN nearly: a near perfect test score

near·by /"nIr'baIX/ adj. [only before noun] not far
away: Rita was taken to a nearby hospital.
—nearby adv.: The teacher stood nearby.
THESAURUS
near, close, not far (away),
within walking distance (of sth), local,
neighboring ➔ NEAR 1
THESAURUS

locally, close by/close to
here, in close proximity (to) ➔ LOCALLY

near·ly /'nIrli/ adv. almost, but not completely or

exactly: It took me nearly five hours to write the
essay. | Nearly all of our students go on to college. |
The team is not nearly as good as it could have
been.
near·sight·ed /'nIr"saIÔId/ adj. unable to see
things clearly unless they are close to you ANT farsighted —nearsightedness n. [U]
neat /nit/ adj. 1 (spoken) very good, enjoyable,
interesting, etc.: What a neat idea! | He’s a really
neat guy. 2 carefully arranged and not messy:
Chris looked neat and well shaven. | They keep
their house neat and clean. 3 a neat person does
not like his/her things or house to be
messy 4 simple and effective: a neat solution to
the problem —neatly adv. —neatness n. [U]
neb·u·la /'nEby@l@/ n. (plural nebulas or nebulae
/-li/) [C] 1 PHYSICS a mass of gas and dust among
the stars, that looks similar to a bright cloud in the
sky at night 2 PHYSICS a GALAXY (=large group of
stars) that looks like a bright cloud in the sky at
night [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin “mist, cloud”]
neb·u·lous /'nEby@l@s/ adj. (formal) 1 not clear
or exact at all SYN vague: The guidance the students were given was fairly nebulous. 2 a nebulous shape cannot be seen clearly and has no
definite
edges
adv.
—nebulously
—nebulousness n. [U]
nec·es·sar·i·ly /"nEs@'sEr@li/ adv. not necessarily used to say that something may not be true
or may not always happen, even if it might be
reasonable to expect it to: Expensive restaurants do
not necessarily have the best food.

nec·es·sar·y /'nEs@"sEri/ adj. 1 needed in order

near2 adj. 1 only a short distance from someone

or something: The nearest town (=the town that is
the closest) is 20 miles away. 2 very close to
having a particular quality or being a particular
thing: His explanation is as near to the truth as
we’ll get. 3 in the near future at a time that is
not very far in the future: We will have a new
teacher joining us in the near future. 4 near miss
a situation in which something almost hits something else

for you to do something or have something
➔ ESSENTIAL : Will you make all the necessary
arrangements? | Don’t call me unless it’s absolutely necessary. | He will do anything necessary to
win. | It might be necessary for me to have an
operation. | We’re prepared to go to war, if necessary.
THESAURUS

essential – important and necessary: Education
is essential if you want a good job.
vital – extremely important and necessary: He
was accused of withholding vital information from
the police.
mandatory – if something is mandatory, it must
be done because of a rule or law: Parents do not
want school uniform to become mandatory.

N

necessitate
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compulsory – if something is compulsory, you

N

must do it: Service in the army was compulsory.
requisite (formal) – needed for a particular
purpose: He lacked the requisite skills for the job.
indispensable (formal) – something or
someone that is indispensable is so important or
useful that something cannot be done without
that person or thing: The accounting program is
indispensable for small businesses.

née /neI/ adj. used in order to show the family

name that a woman had before she was married:
Lorna Brown, née Wilson
need1 /nid/ v. [T] 1 to feel that you must have or
do something, or that something is necessary: I
need a vacation. | What do you need the money
for? | He knows exactly what needs to be done. |
David, I need you to pick up the dry cleaning. |
Affordable housing is badly/desperately needed in
2 a necessary evil something bad or unpleasant the city.
that you have to accept in order to achieve what you
THESAURUS
want: He regarded work as a necessary evil. [ORIcould use sth/could do with sth (spoken) –
GIN:
1300—1400 Latin necessarius, from
to need or want something: Let’s stop. I could use
necesse “necessary,” from ne- “not” + cedere
a rest.
“to give up”]
be desperate for sth – to need something

ne·ces·si·tate /n@'sEs@"teIt/ v. [T] (formal) to
make something necessary

ne·ces·si·ty /n@'sEs@Ôi/ n. (plural necessi-

ties) 1 [C] something that you need to have or that

must happen: A car is an absolute necessity in the
suburbs. | A valid driver’s license is a necessity for
renting a car. | basic necessities like food and
shelter 2 [U] the fact of something being necessary: Many parents are questioning the necessity of
standardized tests. | She went back to work, but
only out of necessity.

neck1 /nEk/ n. [C] 1 the part of your body that

urgently: a little boy who is desperate for attention

can’t do without sth – to be unable to manage

without something: I can’t do without my
morning coffee.
be dependent on sth/sb – to be unable to live
or continue normally without something or
someone: The refugees are dependent on outside
food supplies.
require – to need something in order to be
successful: This sport requires a lot of skill and
strength.

2 to have to do something: There’s something I
need to tell you. | Do we need to bring anything? |
You don’t need to make a reservation.

joins your head to your shoulders: She was wearing
a gold chain around her neck. | Swans have long
USAGE
slender necks. ➔ see picture on page A3 2 Vnecked/open-necked etc. also V-neck/openUse must not or mustn’t when saying that
neck if a piece of clothing is V-necked, opensomeone should not do something: You mustn’t
necked, etc., it has that type of neck: a V-neck
tell anyone about this. Must not is quite formal
sweater | an open-necked shirt 3 the long narrow
and is used mainly in written English.
part of something such as a bottle or a musical
Use don’t have to when saying that it is not
instrument 4 neck and neck (informal) if two
necessary for someone to do something: You
people, teams, etc. are neck and neck in a competidon’t have to stay if you don’t want to. ➔ MUST 1
tion, they both have an equal chance of winning 5 in this neck of the woods (informal) in 3 sb does not need sth (spoken) used in order to
this area or part of the country: What are you doing say that something will make someone’s life more
in this neck of the woods? 6 be up to your neck difficult: “He’s always questioning everything I
in sth (informal) to be in a very difficult situation, do.” “Yeah, you don’t need that.” [ORIGIN: Old
or to be very busy doing something: Mason is up to English nied, ned]
his neck in debt. [ORIGIN: Old English hnecca]
need2 n. 1 [singular,U] a situation in which some2
neck v. [I] (informal, old-fashioned) if two people thing must be done, especially to improve the
situation: I’ve never felt the need to diet. | There is
neck, they kiss for a long time in a sexual way
no need to apologize. | a need for change | There’s
neck·lace /'nEk-lIs/ n. [C] a piece of jewelry that an urgent need for more nurses. | We will work all
hangs around your neck: a pearl necklace ➔ see night if need be (=if it is necessary). 2 [C usually
plural] something that you need in order to be
picture at JEWELRY
healthy, comfortable, successful, etc.: We aim to
neck·line /'nEk-laIn/ n. [C] the shape made by meet the needs of our customers. | children with
the edge of a woman’s dress, shirt, etc. around or special needs (=physical or learning probbelow the neck: a low neckline
lems) 3 in need of sth needing attention, help,
money, etc.: a large population in need of doctors
neck·tie /'nEktaI/ n. [C] (formal) a tie
4 in need not having enough food or money: We’re
nec·tar /'nEktø/ n. [U] 1 thick juice made from collecting donations for families in need.
some fruits: peach nectar 2 the sweet liquid that
nee·dle1 /'nidl/ n. [C] 1 a small thin piece of
BEE s collect from flowers
steel used for sewing, that has a point at one end
nec·ta·rine /"nEkt@'rin/ n. [C] a round juicy and a hole at the other end: a needle and
yellow-red fruit that has a large rough seed and thread 2 the sharp hollow metal part on the end of
smooth skin
a SYRINGE : Drug users are at risk when they share

neigh
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needles. 3 a small thin pointed leaf, especially
from a PINE tree ➔ see picture at PLANT 1 4 the very
small pointed part in a RECORD PLAYER , that picks
up sound from the records 5 sth is like looking
for a needle in a haystack used in order to say
that something is almost impossible to find [ORIGIN: Old English nædl]
needle2 v. [T] to deliberately annoy someone by
making a lot of unkind remarks or stupid jokes
need·less /'nid-lIs/ adj. 1 needless to say
used when you are telling someone something that
s/he probably already knows or expects: Needless
to say, with four children we’re always busy. 2 not
necessary, and often easily avoided: Why take needless risks? —needlessly adv.
nee·dle·work /'nidl"wøk/ n. [U] the activity or
art of sewing, or things made by sewing
need·y /'nidi/ adj. 1 having very little food or
money: a needy family
THESAURUS
poor, destitute, impoverished,
indigent, poverty-stricken, deprived ➔ POOR

2 the needy people who do not have enough food
or money
ne·far·i·ous /nI'fEri@s, -'fær-/ adj. (formal) evil
or criminal: a nefarious plot to kill the mayor
—nefariously adv. —nefariousness n. [U]
ne·gate /nI'geIt/ Ac v. [T] (formal) to prevent
something from having any effect: The decision
would effectively negate last year’s Supreme Court
ruling. | The drug’s side effects negate any possible
benefit to the patient. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin,
past participle of negare “to say no”]
—negation /nI'geIS@n/ n. [U]

neg·a·tive1 /'nEg@ÔIv/

Ac
adj. 1 bad or
harmful ANT positive: The divorce had a negative
effect on the children. 2 considering only the bad
qualities of a situation, person, etc. ANT positive: a
negative attitude | He has always been very negative about the U.S. 3 saying or meaning no
ANT
affirmative: The response was negative. 4 SCIENCE a medical or scientific test that is
negative does not show any sign of what was being
looked for ANT positive: She tested negative for
HIV. | The blood tests came back/up/out negative. 5 PHYSICS having the type of electrical charge
that is carried by ELECTRON s, shown by a (-) sign
on a BATTERY ANT positive: Make the connection
to the negative terminal on the battery. 6 MATH a
negative number or quantity is lower than zero. (-)
is the negative sign. ANT positive: They had a
negative return on their investment. 7 BIOLOGY not
having RHESUS FACTOR in your blood ANT positive: Her blood type is O negative. —negatively

adv.

negative2 n. 1 [C] a piece of film that shows

dark areas as light and light areas as dark, from
which a photograph is printed: A copy of the photograph was made from the negative. 2 [U] a statement or expression that means no ANT affirmative:
He replied in the negative. 3 [C] something bad or

harmful ANT positive: Another negative was the
increase in unemployment. | In this case, the negatives outweigh the positives.
ne·glect1 /nI'glEkt/ v. [T] 1 to not pay enough
attention to someone or something, or to not take
care of him, her, or it very well: Each year, 700,000
children are abused or neglected. 2 to not do
something, or forget to do it, especially because
you are lazy or careless: Sarah neglected to tell us
of the change in plans. —neglected adj.
neglect2 n. [U] 1 failure to take care of something or someone well: cases of child abuse or
neglect 2 the condition something or someone is
in when he, she, or it has not been taken care of:
inner cities in a state of neglect
ne·glect·ful /nI'glEkôf@l/ adj. (formal) not taking
care of something or someone very well: neglectful
parents
neg·li·gee /"nEglI'ZeI, 'nEglI"ZeI/ n. [C] a very
thin pretty piece of clothing that a woman wears
over a NIGHTGOWN
neg·li·gence /'nEglIdZ@ns/ n. [U] the failure to
do something that you are responsible for in a
careful enough way, so that something bad happens
or may happen: They’re suing the doctor for negligence.
neg·li·gent /'nEglIdZ@nt/ adj. not being careful
enough about something that you are doing, so that
serious mistakes are made: The company had been
negligent in its safety procedures. —negligently
adv.

neg·li·gi·ble /'nEglIdZ@b@l/ adj. too slight or

unimportant to have any effect SYN insignificant
—negligibly adv.
ne·go·tia·ble /nI'goUS@b@l/ adj. prices, agreements, etc. that are negotiable can be discussed and
changed: Is the salary negotiable?
ne·go·ti·ate /nI'goUSi"eIt/ v. 1 [I,T] to discuss
something in order to reach an agreement: UN
representatives are trying to negotiate a ceasefire. |
The government refuses to negotiate with terrorists. 2 [T] to succeed in getting past or over a
difficult place on a road, path, etc.: an old man
carefully negotiating the steps [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 Latin, past participle of negotiari “to do
business”] —negotiator n. [C]
ne·go·ti·a·tion /nI"goUSi'eIS@n/ n. [C usually
plural, U] official discussions between two groups
who are trying to agree on something: We can’t
discuss the details because they are still under
negotiation. | Baseball owners have begun negotiations with the players’ union. | budget negotiations
between the White House and Congress
Ne·gro /'nigroU/ n. (plural Negroes) [C] (oldfashioned) a word used in the past for a black
person. This word is now considered offensive.
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Spanish, Portuguese, from
negro “black,” from Latin niger] —Negro adj.
neigh /neI/ v. [I] to make a loud sound like a horse
—neigh n. [C]

N

neighbor
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neigh·bor /'neIbø/ n. [C] 1 someone who lives

N

AGE , about 10,000 years ago, when people began to
in a house or apartment very near you: The Nelsons live together in small groups and make stone tools
are our next-door neighbors (=they live in the and weapons: Neolithic art ➔ PALEOLITHIC
house next to ours). 2 someone who is sitting or ne·ol·o·gism /ni'Al@"dZIz@m/ n. [C] ENG. LANG.
standing next to you: Discuss the questions with ARTS a new word or expression, or a word used with
your neighbor. 3 a country that has a border with a new meaning
another country: Germany and its European neighne·on /'niAn/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY a gas that shines
bors [ORIGIN: Old English neahgebur]
brightly when electricity goes through it, used in
neigh·bor·hood /'neIbø"hUd/ n. [C] 1 a small lights and signs: neon lights
area of a town, or the people who live there: a nice
neighborhood in Boston | a neighborhood school | ne·o·phyte /'ni@"faIt/ n. [C] someone who has
Are there any good restaurants in the neighbor- just started to learn a particular skill, art, job, etc.: a
collection of CDs for jazz neophytes to listen to
hood (=in this area of town)?
—neophyte adj. [only before noun]
THESAURUS
area, district, suburb, slum,
neph·ew
/'nEfyu/ n. [C] the son of your brother
ghetto ➔ AREA
or sister, or the son of your husband’s or wife’s
2 in the neighborhood of sth either a little more brother or sister ➔ NIECE ➔ RELATIVE 1
or a little less than a particular number or amount: nep·o·tism /'nEp@"tIz@m/ n. [U] (disapproving)
The car cost something/somewhere in the neigh- the practice of giving the best jobs to members of
borhood of $60,000.
your family when you are in a position of power
neigh·bor·ing /'neIb@rIÎ/ adj. near the place
Nep·tune
/'nEptun/ n. PHYSICS the eighth PLANET
where you are or the place you are talking about:
from the Sun ➔ see picture at SOLAR SYSTEM
neighboring towns
nerd /nød/ n. [C] (informal) someone who is not
THESAURUS
near, close, not far (away),
fashionable and does not know how to behave in
nearby, within walking distance (of sth), local
social situations: a computer nerd (=someone who
➔ NEAR 1
is interested only in computers) —nerdy adj.
neigh·bor·ly /'neIbøli/ adj. friendly and helpful nerve /nøv/ n. 1 [U] the ability to stay calm in a
dangerous, difficult, or frightening situation: It
toward your neighbors —neighborliness n. [U]
nei·ther1 /'niDø, 'naI-/ determiner, pron. not one takes a lot of nerve to give a speech in front of so
or the other of two people or things ➔ EITHER , many people. | He would’ve won if he hadn’t lost
his nerve (=suddenly become very nervous).
NONE : Neither of them was hungry, but they had a
THESAURUS
cup of coffee. | Neither leader would admit to being
courage, bravery, guts, valor,
wrong.
mettle ➔ COURAGE

GRAMMAR

neither, neither of

Neither is used with a singular noun form and a
singular verb: Neither answer is right.
Neither of is used with a plural noun form or
pronoun, and the verb is usually singular:
Neither of them understood what she was saying.

neither2 adv. used in order to agree with a nega-

2 nerves [plural] the feeling of being nervous
because you are worried or a little frightened:
“What’s wrong?” “It’s just nerves. My exam is
tomorrow.” 3 [C] BIOLOGY one of the thin parts like
threads inside your body that help control your
movements, and along which your brain sends and
receives feelings of heat, cold, pain, etc.: He has
some nerve damage in his left hand. 4 get on
sb’s nerves (informal) to annoy someone, especially by doing something again and again: Joyce’s
complaining is getting on my nerves. 5 have the
nerve to do sth (informal) to be rude without
being ashamed or embarrassed about it: He had the
nerve to criticize my cooking. 6 hit/touch/strike
a (raw) nerve (informal) to mention something that
people feel strongly about or that upsets people: I
must have hit a raw nerve by asking him about his
ex-wife. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin nervus]

tive statement that someone has made, or to add a
negative statement to one that has just been made:
“I don’t like coffee.” “Neither do I.” | Bill can’t sing
at all, and neither can his brother. | “I haven’t seen
Greg in a long time.” “Me neither.”
neither3 conjunction neither ... nor ... used when
mentioning two statements, facts, actions, etc. that
are not true or possible: Neither his mother nor his
father spoke English. | The equipment is neither
accurate nor safe.
'nerve-"racking, nerve-wracking adj. very
ne·o·con·ser·va·tive /"nioUk@n'søv@ÔIv/ adj. worrying or frightening: a nerve-racking wait for
test results
[usually before noun] POLITICS supporting political
ideas that include strict moral behavior and the nerv·ous /'nøv@s/ adj. 1 worried or frightened
importance of being responsible for your own about something, and unable to relax: Sam’s neractions and not being dependent on the government vous about taking his driving test again. | Would
—neoconservative n. [C]
you stop staring? You’re making me nervous. |
Ne·o·lith·ic, neolithic /"ni@'lIθIkX/ adj EARTH nervous laughter | By the time I got to the interview,
I was a nervous wreck (=was extremely nervous).
SCIENCES relating to the last period of the STONE
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THESAURUS
worried, anxious, concerned,
uneasy, stressed (out), tense, apprehensive
➔ WORRIED

2 often becoming worried or frightened and easily
upset: a thin nervous man 3 relating to the nerves
in your body: a nervous disorder —nervously
adv. —nervousness n. [U]
"nervous 'breakdown n. [C] a mental illness in
which someone becomes extremely anxious and
tired and cannot live and work normally: He almost
had/suffered a nervous breakdown last year.

'nervous "system n. [C usually singular]

BIOLOGY

the system of nerves in your body, through which
you feel pain, heat, etc. and control your movements
'nervous "tissue n. [U] BIOLOGY TISSUE (=matter
in the body made from many cells) that is made up
of NEURON s (=cells that send messages to parts of
the body and the brain)
nest1 /nEst/ n. [C] 1 a hollow place made or
chosen by a bird to lay its eggs in and to live in: The
robins were building a nest in our backyard. 2 a
place where insects or small animals live: a hornets’ nest 3 leave/fly the nest (informal) to leave
your parents’ house when you are an adult [ORIGIN:
Old English]
nest2 v. [I] to build or use a nest: owls nesting in a
tree hole
'nest egg n. [C] an amount of money that you have
saved
nes·tle /'nEs@l/ v. 1 [I,T] to move into a comfortable position by pressing against someone or something: She nestled her head against his
shoulder. 2 [I] (literary) to be in a position that is
protected from wind, rain, etc.: a village nestling
among the hills
net1 /nEt/ n. 1 [C,U] a
material
made
of
strings, wires, or threads
woven across each other
with regular spaces
between them: a fishing
net 2 [C usually singular]
a net used in particular
games: The ball went
straight
into
the
net. 3 the Net the
INTERNET : I read about
it on the Net.
net2 v. (netted, netting) [T] 1 to earn a
particular amount of money as a profit after paying
taxes ➔ GROSS : Last year, they netted $52,000.
THESAURUS

gross ➔ EARN

earn, make, get, be/get paid,

2 to catch a fish in a net

net3 adj. [only before noun] 1

ECONOMICS a net
amount of money is the amount that remains after
things such as taxes, etc. have been taken away

neuter

➔ GROSS : a net profit/loss of $500,000 2 net
weight the weight of something without its container 3 net worth ECONOMICS the value of a
company or business after all its debts have been
taken away from its profits, and the things it
owns 4 net result the final result, after all the
effects are known: The net result of the policy was
higher prices in the stores.
net·i·quette, Netiquette /'nEÔIkIt/ n. [U] IT the
commonly accepted rules for polite behavior when
communicating with other people on the Internet
net·ting /'nEÔIÎ/ n. [U] material consisting of
string, wire, etc. that has been woven into a net
net·tle /'nEÔl/ n. [C] a wild plant with rough leaves
that sting you
net·work1 /'nEt§wøk/ Ac n. [C] 1 a group of
radio or television stations that broadcasts many of
the same programs in different parts of the country:
the four biggest TV networks 2 IT a set of computers that are connected to each other so that they can
share information: network administrators | I
wasn’t able to log onto the network. | Threequarters of the traffic on their network consisted of
emails. 3 a system of lines, tubes, wires, roads,
etc. that cross each other and are connected to each
other: the freeway network | the network of blood
vessels in the body | The GPS system is based on a
network of 24 satellites sending out radio signals. 4 a group of people, organizations, etc. that
are connected or that work together: Trina had
developed a good network of business contacts.
network2 v. 1 [I] to meet other people who do
the same type of work, in order to share information, help each other, etc.: Conferences can be a
great opportunity to network. 2 [T] IT to connect
several computers together so that they can share
information: This system allows you to network all
your computers.
net·work·ing /'nEt§"wøkIÎ/ Ac n. [U] the
practice of meeting other people who do the same
type of work, in order to share information, help
each other, etc.: Networking may give you the
opportunity to find another job.
neu·rol·o·gy /nU'rAl@dZi/ n. [U] BIOLOGY the scientific study of the NERVOUS SYSTEM and the
diseases that are related to it —neurologist n. [C]
—neurological /"nUr@'lAdZIk@l/ adj.
neu·ron /'nUrAn/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a type of cell in
the NERVOUS SYSTEM that sends messages to
muscles, the brain, and other parts of the body
[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Greek “nerve”]
neu·ro·sis /nU'roUsIs/ n. (plural neuroses
/-'roUsiz/) [C,U] a mental illness that makes someone worried or frightened in an unreasonable way
neu·rot·ic /nU'rAÔIk/ adj. 1 unreasonably anxious or afraid: My aunt is neurotic about cleanliness. 2 relating to a neurosis: neurotic disorders
—neurotically adv. —neurotic n. [C]
neu·ter1 /'nuÔø/ adj. ENG. LANG. ARTS in English
grammar, a neuter PRONOUN such as “it” relates to

N

neuter

N
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something that has no sex, or does not show the sex
comes after the first one: She has never wanted
of the person or animal that it relates to [ORIGIN:
to live anywhere else.
1300—1400 Latin “neither,” from ne- “not” +
nev·er·the·less /"nEvøD@'lEsX/ Ac adv. in
uter “which of two”]
spite of what has just been mentioned: I know he’s
neuter2 v. [T] BIOLOGY to remove part of the sex telling the truth. Nevertheless, I don’t trust him.
organs of a male animal so that it cannot produce
THESAURUS
babies ➔ SPAY
however, in spite of/despite,

nonetheless ➔ ALTHOUGH
Ac adj. 1 not supporting
either side in an argument, competition, or war: new /nu/ adj. 1 recently made, built, invented, or
Switzerland was neutral during World War II. | The developed ANT old: The city is building a new
French government acted as a neutral observer football stadium. | Can the new drugs help her? |
during the talks. 2 not showing any strong feel- technology that is completely new
ings or opinions: “I see,” she said in a neutral
THESAURUS
tone. 3 a neutral color such as gray or brown is
not strong or bright: Neutral tones give the room a
recent – used about something that was new or
feeling of space.
that happened a short time ago: recent news
reports
2
neutral n. [U] the position of the GEAR s of a car
modern – used about things that are different
or machine when it will not move forward or
from earlier things of the same kind: modern
backward: Start the car in neutral.

neu·tral1 /'nutr@l/

neu·tral·i·ty /nu'træl@Ôi/

Ac

n. [U] the state of

not supporting either side in an argument, competition, or war: Switzerland was determined to maintain its traditional neutrality.

neu·tral·ize /'nutr@"laIz/

Ac v. [T] to prevent
something from having any effect: Air freshener
can help neutralize pet odors. | Higher taxes will
neutralize increased wages. —neutralization
/"nutr@l@'zeIS@n/ n. [U]

neu·tron /'nutrAn/ n. [C]

PHYSICS a part of an
atom that has no electrical CHARGE [ORIGIN:
1900—2000 Probably from neutral] ➔ see picture

at ATOM

nev·er /'nEvø/ adv. 1 not at any time, or not

once: I’ve never been to Hawaii. | We waited until
11:00, but they never came. | I’ll never make that
mistake again. | I never knew (=I did not know
until now) that you played the guitar!
THESAURUS

never ever (spoken) – used to emphasize that
you mean never: I’ll never ever forgive him.
not in a million years (spoken) – used to say
that something is completely impossible: She
wouldn’t go without me – not in a million years!
not once – used to show that you are surprised
or annoyed, or to emphasize something: Craig
didn’t phone all week – not once! ➔ OFTEN ,
RARELY , SOMETIMES

technology
original – completely new and different from
anything that has been done or thought of
before: original ideas
fresh – recently made or picked, or not done,
seen etc. before: fresh bread
latest – used about a film, book, fashion, etc.
that is the newest one: his latest movie ➔ OLD

2 recently bought: Do you like my new
dress? 3 not used or owned by anyone before
ANT used: A used car costs a lot less than a new
one. | a brand new (=completely new) CD
player 4 not experienced by someone before: Do
you like your new teacher? | Learning a new
language is always a challenge. | The idea was new
to me. 5 having recently arrived in a place, or
started a different job or activity: Are you a new
student here? | Charlie is new to the area and eager
to meet people. | It’s hard being the new kid on the
block (=the newest person in a job, school,
etc.). 6 recently discovered: new evidence | a new
planet 7 what’s new? (spoken) used as a friendly
greeting to ask what is happening in someone’s life
[ORIGIN: Old English niwe] —newness n. [U]
'New Age adj. relating to a set of beliefs about
religion, medicine, and ways of life that are not part
of traditional Western religions, etc.
new·bie /'nubi/ n. [C] (informal, humorous) someone who has just started doing something, especially using the Internet or computers

SYN beginner
2 never mind (spoken) used in order to tell someone that something was not important or that you new·born /'nubOrn/ n. [C] a baby that has
do not want to say something again: “What did you recently been born —newborn /"nu'bOrnX/ adj.
say?” “Never mind, it doesn’t matter.” 3 you new·com·er /'nu"kömø/ n. [C] someone who
never know (spoken) used in order to say that has recently arrived somewhere or recently started
something that seems unlikely could happen: You a particular activity: a newcomer to the real estate
never know, maybe you’ll win.
business
GRAMMAR
new·fan·gled /'nu"fæÎg@ld/ adj. [only before
noun] (disapproving) newfangled ideas, machines,
Use never before a verb, unless the verb is
etc. have been recently invented but seem compli“be”: I never thought that this would happen. |
cated or unnecessary: newfangled ideas about raisHe’s never late.
ing children
If there are two or more verbs together, never

newt
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new·ly /'nuli/ adv. newly elected/formed etc.
elected, etc. very recently: the newly appointed
chairman
THESAURUS
RECENTLY

recently, just, lately ➔

new·ly·weds /'nuli"wEdz/ n. [plural] a man and
a woman who have recently gotten married
news /nuz/ n. 1 [U] information about something
that has happened recently: Have you heard
(=received) any news about your job application? |
I have some good/bad news for you. | We were
shocked by the news that Tom had left his wife. | I
don’t know how I’m going to break the news to her
(=tell her about something bad that has happened). |
an interesting piece of news 2 [U] reports of
recent events in the newspapers or on the radio or
television: There is more news of fighting in the
area. | a news story/report/item on the plane crash |
local/national/international news | 20 years ago,
environmental issues rarely made the news (=were
reported in newspapers, etc.). 3 the news a regular television or radio program that gives you
reports of recent events: the 11 o’clock news | We
usually watch the evening news. | The teachers’
strike was on the news. 4 that’s news to me
(spoken) said when you are surprised or annoyed
because you were not told something earlier: The
meeting’s been canceled? That’s news to me.
GRAMMAR

News is always followed by a singular verb: The
news was good. You can say some news, any
news, etc., or a piece of news: I have some
news for you.

'news "agency n. [C] a company that supplies

reports on recent events to newspapers, television,
and radio
'news "bulletin n. [C] a very short news program
about something important that has just happened,
that is broadcast suddenly in the middle of a television or radio program
news·cast /'nuzkæst/ n. [C] a news program on
television or the radio
news·cast·er /'nuz"kæstø/ n. [C] someone who
reads the news on television or the radio
news·let·ter /'nuz"lEÔø/ n. [C] a short written
report of news about a club, organization, or particular subject, that is sent regularly to people: our
church newsletter
news·pa·per /'nuz"peIpø/ n. 1 [C] also paper
a set of large folded sheets of paper containing
news, pictures, advertisements, etc. that is printed
and sold daily or weekly: the local newspaper | I
saw your picture in the newspaper. | a newspaper
article
THESAURUS

Newspapers in general
the papers, the press, the media
(=newspapers, TV, radio, etc.)

tabloid – a newspaper that has small pages, a lot
of photographs, short stories, and not much
serious news
broadsheet – a serious newspaper printed on
large sheets of paper
Parts of a newspaper
front page – the first page, which usually

contains the most important news

sports/entertainment/food etc. sections –

the set of pages dealing with sports,
entertainment, etc.
the comics page/the funnies – the page with
many different cartoons
editorial/opinion/op-ed page – the page or
pages in which the editor and other people
express their opinions about the news, rather
than just giving facts
headlines – the titles of newspaper articles,
printed in large letters above the article, and
which usually show the most important pieces of
news
article – a piece of writing about a particular
subject
report – a piece of writing in a newspaper about
an event
story – a report in a newspaper about a recent
event
column – an article on a particular subject or by
a particular writer, that appears regularly

People who write newspapers
editor – the person who is in charge of a

newspaper, magazine, etc. and decides what
should be included in it, or the person who
prepares an article for printing by deciding what
to include and checking for mistakes
reporter – someone whose job is to report on
events for a newspaper or magazine, or on
television or the radio
journalist – someone who writes reports for
newspapers and magazines
correspondent – someone whose job is to
report news from a distant area or about a
particular subject
columnist – someone who writes articles,
especially about a particular subject, that appear
regularly

2 [U] sheets of paper from old newspapers: We
packed the dishes in newspaper. 3 [C] a company
that produces a newspaper
news·print /'nuz"prInt/ n. [U] cheap paper used
mostly for printing newspapers

news·stand /'nuz"stænd/ n. [C] a place on a
street where newspapers are sold

news·wor·thy /'nuz"wøDi/ adj. important or

interesting enough to be reported as news: newsworthy events
news·y /'nuzi/ adj. (informal) a newsy letter is
from a friend or relative and contains a lot of
information about him/her
newt /nut/ n. [C] a small animal with a long body,
four legs, and a tail, that lives in water

N
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"New 'Testament n. the New Testament the

N

part of the Bible that is about Jesus Christ’s life and
what he taught ➔ OLD TESTAMENT
new·ton /'nut§n/ n. [C] PHYSICS (written abbreviation N) a unit for measuring force. One newton is
equal to the force needed to make an object that
weighs one kilogram move at a speed that increases
every second by one meter a second.
"Newton’s First 'Law n. PHYSICS a scientific rule
which says that an object will not start to move, or
will not move forward faster, unless it is made to do
so by an outside force
"new 'wave n. [C usually singular] people who are
trying to introduce new ideas in music, movies, art,
politics, etc.: a new wave of Hong Kong filmmakers
—new-wave adj.
"New 'World n. the New World HISTORY North,
Central, and South America, used when talking
about the time that Europeans first discovered these
areas
"new 'year n. [C] 1 New Year also New Year’s
the time when you celebrate the beginning of the
year: Happy New Year! | Have you made any New
Year’s resolutions (=promises to improve yourself)? 2 the new year the year after the present
year, especially the months at the beginning of it:
We’re opening three new stores in the new year.
"New Year’s 'Day n. a holiday on January 1, the
first day of the year in Western countries
"New Year’s 'Eve n. a holiday on December 31,
the last day of the year in Western countries, when
many people have parties to celebrate the start of
the new year
next1 /nEkst/ determiner, adj. 1 the next day, time,
event, etc. is the one that happens after the present
one: The next flight leaves in 45 minutes. | They
returned to New York the next day. | Next time
(=when this happens again), be more careful. | See
you next week. | School starts next Monday.
c Don’t say “the next Monday/month/year, etc.” b
THESAURUS

following – immediately after the one you have
just been talking about: The following day, she
invited me to dinner.
subsequent (formal) – coming after or
following something else: In subsequent years, Dr.
Kim devoted all of his time to research.
succeeding – coming after something else: In
the succeeding weeks, he gradually grew stronger.
later – coming in the future, or after something
else: We’ll discuss this at a later time.
ensuing (formal) – happening after something,
often as a result of it: He realized, in the ensuing
silence, that he had said the wrong thing.

2 the next place is the one closest to where you are
now: Turn left at the next corner. | the people at the
next table 3 the next person or thing on a list, in a
series, etc. is the one that comes after the present
one: Who’s the next person in line? | Read the next
two chapters by Friday. 4 the next best thing

the thing or situation that is almost as good as the
one you really want: If we can’t be together, talking
on the phone is the next best thing.
next2 adv. 1 immediately afterward: What should
we do next? | First, write your name at the top of
the page. Next, read the instructions.
THESAURUS
after, afterward, later,
subsequently ➔ AFTER 1

2 next to sb/sth very close to someone or something, with nothing in between: I sat next to a really
nice lady on the plane. | The baby sleeps in the
room next to ours. 3 next to nothing very little:
Phil earns next to nothing. 4 next to impossible
very difficult: It’s next to impossible to get tickets
for the game.
next3 pron. 1 the person or thing in a list, series,
etc. that comes after the person or thing you are
dealing with now: What’s next on the shopping
list? | We’re next in line. 2 the day/week etc.
after next the day, week, etc. that follows the next
one: The week after next is our spring break.
next 'door adv. in the room, building, etc. that is
next to yours or someone else’s: Deanna’s office is
right next door. | The Garcias just bought the house
next door to my mother’s.
'next-door adj. [only before noun] relating to the
room, building, etc. that is next to yours: Our
next-door neighbor will take care of the cats for us.
"next of 'kin n. [U] LAW your closest living relative
or relatives, for example your mother, father, son,
or daughter: The victim will not be named until her
next of kin are informed.
NFC n. National Football Conference a group
of teams that is part of the NFL
NFL n. National Football League the organization that is in charge of professional football in the
U.S.
NH the written abbreviation of NEW HAMPSHIRE
NHL n. National Hockey League the organization that is in charge of professional HOCKEY in the
U.S. and Canada
nib·ble /'nIb@l/ v. [I,T] to eat a small amount of
food by taking very small bites: Guests were nibbling on cheese and crackers. —nibble n. [C]
THESAURUS

eat, pick at, ingest ➔ EAT

nice /naIs/ adj. 1 good, pleasant, attractive, or

enjoyable: Did you have a nice time last night? |
That’s a nice sweater. | Their apartment is much
nicer than ours. | You look nice today. | It’s nice to
see you again. | It would be nice if Chris could
come. | It’s really nice out (=the weather is good)
today. | Let’s sit by the fire where it’s nice and
warm.
THESAURUS

enjoyable – used for describing something that
gives you pleasure because it is interesting,
exciting, etc.: an enjoyable day at the beach

nightlife
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pleasant – used for describing something that
you like, especially something that is peaceful or
relaxing: It had been a pleasant evening.
great/fantastic/wonderful – used for
describing something that you like very much:
“How was your vacation?” “Wonderful!”
➔ HORRIBLE

2 friendly or kind: Matt is a really nice guy. | It was
nice of you to stop by. | Be nice to your little sister!
THESAURUS
kind, considerate, thoughtful,
caring, warm-hearted, sympathetic ➔ KIND 2
SPOKEN PHRASES

3 (it’s) nice to meet you a polite phrase used
when you meet someone for the first time 4 (it
was) nice meeting you a polite phrase used
when you say goodbye after meeting someone for
the first time 5 Have a nice day! a phrase used
when you say goodbye to someone, especially to a
customer in a store, restaurant, etc. 6 Nice going/
move/one! said as a joke when someone makes a
mistake or does something wrong: “I just spilled
my coffee!” “Nice going!”

[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French “stupid,” from
Latin
nescius
“lacking
knowledge”]
—niceness n. [U]
"nice-'looking adj. fairly attractive: He’s a really
nice-looking guy. ➔ ATTRACTIVE
nice·ly /'naIsli/ adv. 1 in a satisfactory, pleasing,
or skillful way SYN well: Belinda is always so
nicely dressed (=wearing attractive clothes). | His
arm is healing nicely. 2 in a polite or friendly way:
I’m sure he’ll help if you ask him nicely.
ni·ce·ty /'naIs@Ôi/ n. (plural niceties) [C] something small that is nice to have, but not necessary:
The car includes such niceties as GPS and cruise
control.
niche /nItS/ n. [C] a job or activity that is perfect
for the skills, abilities, and character that you have:
After many years, she found her niche as a fashion
designer.
nick1 /nIk/ n. [C] 1 in the nick of time just
before it is too late or before something bad happens: The doctor arrived just in the nick of
time. 2 a very small cut on the surface or edge of
something

nick2 v. [T] to accidentally make a small cut on the
surface or edge of something: I nicked my chin
when I was shaving.

nick·el /'nIk@l/ n. 1 [C] a coin used in the U.S.
and Canada worth five cents (=1/20 of a dollar)
THESAURUS
money, bill, coin, penny,
dime, quarter ➔ MONEY

2 [U] CHEMISTRY a hard silver-white metal that is an
ELEMENT and is used for making other metals
[ORIGIN: 1700—1800 German kupfernickel sub-

stance containing nickel, from kupfer “copper”
+ nickel “spirit that plays tricks;” because the

substance contains no copper, even though it
looks like copper]
nick·name /'nIkneIm/ n. [C] a silly name or a
shorter form of someone’s real name, usually given
by friends or family: The kids had nicknames for all
the teachers. —nickname v. [T]: The puppy was
soon nicknamed “Trouble.”
THESAURUS

name, first name/given name,
last name/family name/surname, middle
name, full name, stage name, pen
name/pseudonym, assumed name/alias ➔
NAME 1

nic·o·tine /'nIk@"tin/ n. [U] a dangerous sub-

stance in tobacco [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Jean
Nicot (1530-1604), French diplomat who first
brought tobacco into France]
niece /nis/ n. [C] the daughter of your brother or
sister, or the daughter of your husband’s or wife’s
brother or sister ➔ NEPHEW ➔ RELATIVE 1
nif·ty /'nIfti/ adj. (informal) very good, fast, or
effective: a nifty little machine
nig·gling /'nIglIÎ/ adj. [only before noun] not very
important, but continuing to annoy someone: a
niggling doubt
night /naIt/ n. 1 [C,U] the dark part of each
24-hour period, when the Sun cannot be seen
➔ DAY : a cold night | I stayed up all night to finish
the paper. | You can see the stars really clearly here
at night. 2 [C,U] the evening ➔ TONIGHT : Some
friends are coming over tomorrow night. | What did
you do last night? | I fly back to New Orleans on
Thursday night. | I don’t want to walk home alone
late at night. c Don’t say “this night,” say
“tonight.” b 3 [C,U] the time when most people are
sleeping: The baby cried all night long. | We’ll
spend the night (=sleep) at my parents’ and come
back Sunday. | I woke up in the middle of the
night. | What you need is a good night’s sleep (=to
sleep well all night). 4 nights [plural] if you do
something nights, you do it regularly or often at
night: Peter works nights. 5 night and day also
day and night all the time: We had to work night
and day to get it finished. 6 night after night
every night for a long period: He goes out drinking
night after night. [ORIGIN: Old English niht]
night·club /'naIt§klöb/ n. [C] a place where
people can drink and dance that is open late at night
night·fall /'naItfOl/ n. [U] (literary) the time in the
evening when the sky becomes darker SYN dusk
night·gown /'naIt§gaUn/ n. [C] a piece of loose
clothing, like a dress, that women wear in bed
night·ie /'naIÔi/ n. [C] (informal) a nightgown
night·in·gale /'naIt§n"geIl, 'naIÔIÎ-/ n. [C] a
small European wild bird that sings very beautifully, especially at night
night·life /'naIt§laIf/ n. [U] entertainment in
places where you can dance, drink, etc. in the
evening: Las Vegas is famous for its nightlife.

N
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'night light n. [C] a small not very bright light, nip2 n. [C] a small sharp bite
often used in a child’s room at night, so that s/he nip·ple /'nIp@l/ n. [C] 1 the dark raised circle in
will not be afraid of the dark

night·ly /'naItli/ adj., adv. happening every night:

N

the nightly news | The restaurant is open nightly.

night·mare /'naIt§mEr/ n. [C] 1 a very fright-

ening dream: I still have terrible nightmares about
the accident. 2 (informal) a person, thing, situation,
etc. that is very bad or very difficult to deal with:
Living with my parents again would be a total
nightmare! —nightmarish adj.
'night owl n. [C] (informal) someone who enjoys
being awake or working late at night
'night school n. [U] classes taught at night, for
people who work during the day: I was working
every day and going to night school.
night·stand /'naItstænd/ also 'night "table n.
[C] a small table beside a bed
night·time /'naIt-taIm/ n. [U] the time during
the night when the sky is dark ANT daytime
ni·hil·ism /'ni@"lIz@m, 'naI-/ n. [U] the belief that
nothing in life has any meaning or value, and that
all social and political institutions should be
destroyed —nihilist n. [C] —nihilistic
/"ni@'lIstIkX/ adj.
nil /nIl/ n. [U] (formal) nothing or zero: His chances
of winning the election are almost/practically/
virtually nil.
nim·ble /'nImb@l/ adj. able to move quickly and
skillfully SYN agile: nimble fingers
nim·bus /'nImb@s/ n. (plural nimbuses or nimbi
//) [C,U] EARTH SCIENCES a dark cloud that may bring
rain or snow ➔ CIRRUS , CUMULONIMBUS , CUMULUS ,
STRATUS

nin·com·poop /'nIÎk@m"pup/ n. [C] (oldfashioned, informal) a stupid person

SYN

idiot

nine /naIn/ number 1 9 2 nine o’clock: I have to

be in the office by nine. | The store opens at
nine. 3 nine years old: Larry will be nine next July.
[ORIGIN: Old English nigon]
nine·teen
/"naIn'tinX/
number
19
—nineteenth number
"nine-to-'five adj., adv. from 9:00 a.m. until 5:00
p.m., the hours that most people work in an office: I
work nine-to-five most days. | a nine-to-five job
nine·ty /'naInôi/ number 1 90 2 the nineties a) the years between 1990 and 1999 b) the
numbers between 90 and 99, especially when used
for measuring temperatures 3 be in your nineties to be between 90 and 99 years old
—ninetieth /'naInôiIθ/ number
ninth /naInθ/ number 1 9th 2 1/9
nip1 /nIp/ v. (nipped, nipping) 1 [I,T] to bite
someone or something with small sharp bites, or to
try to do this: This stupid dog keeps nipping at my
ankles. 2 nip sth in the bud to prevent something from becoming a problem by stopping it as
soon as it starts

the middle of a woman’s breast that a baby sucks in
order to get milk 2 one of the two dark raised
circles on a man’s chest 3 the small piece of
rubber on the end of a baby’s bottle
nip·py /'nIpi/ adj. (informal) weather that is nippy
is a little cold SYN chilly
nir·va·na, Nirvana /nø'vAn@, nIr-/ n. [U] SOCIAL
SCIENCE the final state of complete knowledge and
understanding that is the aim of believers in Buddhism [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Sanskrit nis- “out”
+ vati “it blows”]
nit /nIt/ n. [C] the egg of a LOUSE (=small insect)
nit·pick·ing /'nIt"pIkIÎ/ n. [U] (informal, disapproving) the act of criticizing people about unimportant details —nitpick v. [I] —nitpicking adj.
ni·trate /'naItreIt/ n. [C,U] CHEMISTRY a chemical
compound that is mainly used for improving the
soil that crops are grown in
ni·tro·gen /'naItr@dZ@n/ n. [U] (symbol N) CHEMISTRY a gas that is an ELEMENT and is the main part
of the Earth’s air
'nitrogen "cycle n. [singular] EARTH SCIENCES a
continuous process by which nitrogen in the air is
taken in by plants, soil, and some living creatures
and is then passed back out into the air
nit·ty-grit·ty /'nIÔi "grIÔi, "nIÔi 'grIÔi/ n. the
nitty-gritty (informal) the basic and practical facts
and details of an agreement or activity: Let’s get
down to the nitty-gritty and work out the cost.
nit·wit /'nIt§"wIt/ n. [C] (informal) a silly stupid
person
nix /nIks/ v. [T] (informal) to answer no to something or refuse something: They immediately nixed
my idea.
NJ the written abbreviation of NEW JERSEY
NM the written abbreviation of NEW MEXICO
no1 /noU/ adv. 1 said in order to give a negative
reply to a question, offer, or request ANT yes: “Is
she married?” “No, she’s not.” | “Do you want
some more coffee?” “No thanks.” | When I asked
him, he said no. 2 (spoken) said when you disagree with a statement ANT yes: “Gary’s weird.”
“No, he’s just shy.” 3 (spoken) said when you do
not want someone to do something ANT yes: No,
Jimmy, don’t touch that.
no2 determiner 1 not any, or not at all: There was
no evidence that a crime had been committed. |
There’s no more milk. | He had no intention of
returning the money. | There’s no reason to be
afraid. 2 used on a sign in order to show that
something is not allowed: No smoking | No pets
➔ no good at GOOD 2, in no time at TIME 1
no3 n. (plural noes) [C usually singular] a negative
answer or decision: Her answer was a definite no.
no. (plural nos.) the written abbreviation of NUMBER
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no·bil·i·ty /noU'bIl@Ôi/ n. 1 the nobility the

toward someone or something, in order to greet
someone or to give him/her a sign to do something:
group of people in particular countries who have
I nodded to the waiter and asked for the bill. |
the highest social class and have special
“Sally’s in there,” Jim said, nodding toward the
titles 2 [U] the quality of being noble
door. —nod n. [C]: He gave a nod of agreement.
no·ble1 /'noUb@l/ adj. 1 morally good or genernod off phr. v. to begin to sleep, often without
ous in a way that should be admired: The money is
intending to: His speech was so boring I kept
going to a noble cause. | a noble ideal/
nodding off.
goal 2 belonging to the group of people in particular countries who have the highest social class and node /noUd/ n. [C] 1 MATH a place where lines in
special titles: noble families —nobly adv.
a network, GRAPH , etc. meet or join 2 BIOLOGY a
LYMPH NODE
noble2 also no·ble·man /'noUb@lm@n/,
no·ble·wom·an /'noUb@l"wUm@n/ n. (plural "no-'fault adj. [only before noun] 1 no-fault car
noblemen /-m@n/, noblewomen /-"wImIn/) [C]
insurance will pay for the damage done in an
someone who belongs to the nobility
accident, even if you caused the accident 2 a
no-fault DIVORCE does not blame either the hus"noble 'gas n. [C] CHEMISTRY a gas that is an
band or the wife
ELEMENT and that combines with only a small
number of other gases or not at all
"no-'frills adj. [only before noun] without any features that are not completely necessary: a no-frills
no·bod·y1 /'noU"bödi, -"bAdi/ pron. no person
airline
SYN no one: I knocked on the door, but nobody
answered.
Noh /noU/ n. [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS a type of traditional
nobody2 n. (plural nobodies) [C] someone who is
Japanese musical play
not important, successful, or famous
noise /nOIz/ n. [C,U] a sound or sounds that is or
"no-'brainer n. [C usually singular] (informal) someare too loud, annoying, or not intended: the noise of
thing that you do not have to think about because it
the traffic | You’re making too much noise. | Do you
is easy to understand: The decision is a no-brainer
hear that squeaking noise? | There was a lot of
– take the job.
noise outside.
THESAURUS

A sound is anything that you can hear: the
sound of voices
A noise is usually a loud, unpleasant, or
unexpected sound: the deafening noise of
overhead planes

noise·less /'nOIzlIs/ adj. (literary) not making any
sound —noiselessly adv.

'noise pol"lution n. [U] very loud continuous

noise in the environment, that is considered
unpleasant and harmful to people
noi·some /'nOIs@m/ adj. (literary) extremely bad,
ugly, etc.: The poor were forced to live in noisome
slums.
nois·y /'nOIzi/ adj. (comparative noisier, superlative
noisiest) making a lot of noise, or full of noise: a
noisy crowd | a noisy restaurant | Their lawn mower
is really noisy. —noisily adv.
THESAURUS
loud, rowdy, thunderous,
deafening, ear-splitting, raucous ➔ LOUD 1

no·mad /'noUmæd/ n. [C] 1 a member of a tribe

noc·tur·nal /nAk'tønl/ adj. 1 BIOLOGY nocturnal

animals are active at night 2 (formal) happening at
night [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Late Latin nocturnalis, from Latin nocturnus “by night,” from nox
“night”]
nod /nAd/ v. (nodded, nodding) 1 [I,T] to move
your head up and down, especially to show that you
agree with or understand something: Dora nodded
her head in agreement. | He nodded and
smiled. 2 [I] to move your head up and down once

that travels from place to place, especially to find
food for their animals: the desert nomads 2 someone who often travels from place to place, or who
changes jobs, homes, etc. often —nomadic
/noU'mædIk/ adj.: nomadic tribes
'no-man’s "land n. [singular, U] land that no one
owns or controls, especially between two opposing
armies
no·men·cla·ture /'noUm@n"kleItSø/ n. [C,U]
SCIENCE a system of naming things

N

nominal
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nom·i·nal /'nAm@nl/ adj. 1 a nominal price/ non·count /nAn'kaUnt/ adj. noncount noun

N

fee/sum etc. a small amount of money: You can ENG. LANG. ARTS an UNCOUNTABLE noun
get the new telephone service for a nominal "non-'dairy adj. containing no milk, and used
fee. 2 nominal leader/head etc. someone who instead of a product that contains milk: non-dairy
has the title of leader, etc. but does not actually do creamer
that job
"non-denomi'national adj. not related to a parnom·i·nal·ly /'nAm@nl-i/ adv. (formal) officially ticular religion or religious group: a nondescribed as something or as doing something, denominational chapel
although the truth may be different: The country is
non·de·script /"nAndI'skrIptX/ adj. not having
nominally Catholic.
any noticeable or interesting qualities: a nondenom·i·nate /'nAm@"neIt/ v. [T] 1 to officially script
man in a plain gray suit
choose someone so that s/he can be one of the
competitors in an election, competition, etc.: Fer- none1 /nön/ quantifier, pron. 1 not any of someraro was the first woman to be nominated for the thing: “Can I have some more pie?” “Sorry,
job of vice president. 2 to choose someone for a there’s none left.” 2 not one person or thing: None
particular job or position: Margaret was nominated of my friends has a bike. | An old car is better than
none at all. 3 none other than sb used in order
(as) club representative.
to
emphasize a fact when you are surprised that it is
nom·i·na·tion /"nAm@'neIS@n/ n. [C,U] 1 the
act of officially choosing someone to be a competi- true: Pam’s writing was praised by none other than
tor in an election, competition, etc., or the official Toni Morrison.
GRAMMAR
choice: Who will get the Republican nomination
for president? 2 the act of choosing someone for a
When you use none with an uncountable noun,
particular job, or the person chosen: Judge
the verb is singular: None of the money has
Howard’s nomination to the United States
been spent.
Supreme Court | The Senate voted to confirm his
When you use none with a plural noun form,
nomination as defense secretary.
the verb can be singular or plural: None of the
rooms is being used. | None of my friends were
nom·i·na·tive /'nAm@n@ÔIv, 'nAmn@-/ n. [singuthere.
lar] ENG. LANG. ARTS a particular form of a noun in
some languages, such as Latin and German, which
shows that the noun is the SUBJECT of the verb none2 adv. 1 none the worse/wiser etc. not
any worse than before, not knowing any more than
—nominative adj.
nom·i·nee /"nAm@'ni/ n. [C] someone who has before, etc.: She seems none the worse for her
been nominated for a prize, duty, etc.: the Demo- experience. 2 none too soon/likely etc. not at
all soon, not at all likely, etc.: Consumers are none
cratic Party’s presidential nominee
too happy about the price increase.
non·ag·gres·sion /"nAn@'grES@n/ n. [U] the
state of not fighting or attacking: a nonaggression non·en·ti·ty /nAn'Enô@Ôi/ n. (plural nonentities)
pact/treaty (=a promise not to attack another coun- [C] someone who has no importance, power, or
ability
try)
none·the·less
/"nönD@'lEsX/ Ac adv. (formal)
non·a·gon /'nAn@"gAn/ n. [C] MATH a flat shape
in
spite
of
what
has
just been mentioned SYN nevwith nine sides ➔ POLYGON
ertheless: Although some residents protested, the
non·al·co·hol·ic,
non-alcoholic council nonetheless voted to demolish the
/"nAnælk@'hOlIk/ adj. nonalcoholic drinks do not building. | The influence of the media was small,
contain any alcohol: nonalcoholic beer
but nonetheless significant.
non·cha·lant /"nAnS@'lAnt/ adj. calm and not
THESAURUS
however, in spite of/despite,
seeming interested in or worried about anything:
nevertheless ➔ ALTHOUGH
She tried to look nonchalant. —nonchalance n.
[U] —nonchalantly adv.
non·ex·ist·ent /"nAnIg'zIst@ntX/ adj. not existnon·com·bat·ant /"nAnk@m'bæt§nt/ n. [C] ing at all in a particular place or situation: Airsomeone who is in the military during a war but planes were practically nonexistent in those days.
does not actually fight, for example a doctor
non·fat /"nAn'fætX/ adj. nonfat milk, YOGURT ,
non·com·mit·tal /"nAnk@'mIÔl/ adj. (formal) not etc. has no fat in it
giving a definite answer, or not willing to express non·fic·tion /"nAn'fIkS@n/ n. [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS
your opinions: The lawyer was noncommittal articles, books, etc. about real facts or events, not
about his chances of going to prison. imagined ones ANT fiction
—nonfiction adj.
—noncommittally adv.
/"nAn'flæm@b@l/ adj. difficult
non·con·form·ist /"nAnk@n'fOrmIst/ Ac n. non·flam·ma·ble
or impossible to burn ANT flammable, inflam[C] someone who deliberately does not accept the
beliefs and ways of behaving that most people in a mable
society accept: Nonconformists are not tolerated in non·im·mi·grant /nAn'Im@gr@nt/ n. [C] someone who is living in or visiting a foreign country,
corporate environments.
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but is not planning to live there permanently
—nonimmigrant adj.: a nonimmigrant student
visa
non·in·ter·ven·tion /"nAnInôø'vEnS@n/ n. [U]
the refusal of a government to become involved in
the affairs of other countries
non·lin·e·ar pro·gres·sion /nAn"lIniø
pr@'grES@n/ also non"linear 'sequence n. [C]
MATH a series of numbers, for example 1, 3, 4, 8,
with different increases between them. If you
showed them on a GRAPH , they would not form a
straight line. ➔ ARITHMETIC SEQUENCE , GEOMETRIC
SEQUENCE

"non-"native 'speaker n. [C] someone who has

learned a particular language as a foreign language

'no-no n. (plural no-nos or no-no’s) (informal)

something that is not allowed, or not socially
acceptable: Chewing gum during a job interview is
a definite no-no.
"no-'nonsense adj. very practical, direct, and
unwilling to waste time: a no-nonsense attitude
toward work
non·pay·ment /"nAn'peIm@nt/ n. [U] ECONOMICS failure to pay bills, taxes, or debts: nonpayment
of rent
non·plussed /"nAn'plöst/ adj. so surprised that
you do not know what to say or do
THESAURUS
surprised, amazed, shocked,
astonished, astounded, flabbergasted,
stunned, dumbfounded, taken aback ➔
SURPRISED

non·prof·it /"nAn'prAfIt/ adj.

ECONOMICS a nonprofit organization, school, hospital, etc. uses the
money it earns to help people instead of making a
profit, and therefore does not have to pay taxes
—nonprofit n. [C]: Danson works for a Seattle
nonprofit.
non·pro·lif·er·a·tion /"nAnpr@"lIf@'reIS@n/ n.
[U] the act of limiting the number of NUCLEAR or
chemical weapons that are being made across the
world
non·re·fund·a·ble /"nAnrI'fönd@b@l/ adj. if
something you buy is nonrefundable, you cannot
get your money back after you have paid for it:
nonrefundable airline tickets
non·re·new·a·ble /"nAnrI'nu@b@l/ adj. nonrenewable types of energy, such as coal or gas, cannot
be replaced after they have been used ANT renewable: Demand for many nonrenewable resources
is still growing.
non·res·i·dent /"nAn'rEzId@nt/ n. [C] someone
who does not live permanently in a particular place
or country
non·re·stric·tive clause /"nAnrI"strIktIv
'klOz/ also "nonrestrictive "relative 'clause n.
[C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a CLAUSE that gives additional
information about a particular person or thing,
rather than saying which person or thing is being

nope

mentioned. For example, in the sentence “Perry,
who is 22, worked at the company,” the phrase
“who is 22” is a nonrestrictive clause. ➔ RELATIVE
CLAUSE , RESTRICTIVE CLAUSE
non·sec·tar·i·an /"nAnsEk'tEri@n/ adj. not
relating to a particular religion or religious group
ANT sectarian: a nonsectarian charity
non·sense /'nAnsEns, -s@ns/ n. [U] 1 ideas,
statements, or opinions that are not true or that
seem very stupid: That’s complete/total/utter nonsense! 2 behavior that is stupid and annoying: She
won’t take any nonsense from the kids in her
class. 3 speech or writing that has no meaning or
cannot be understood: nonsense words
—nonsensical /nAn'sEnsIk@l/ adj.
non se·qui·tur /"nAn 'sEkwIÔø/ n. [C] (formal) a
statement that does not seem related to the statements that were made before it [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 Latin “it does not follow”]
non·smok·er /"nAn'smoUkø/ n. [C] someone
who does not smoke
non·smok·ing /"nAn'smoUkIÎX/ adj. a nonsmoking area, building, etc. is one where people are
not allowed to smoke
non·stand·ard /"nAn'stændødX/ adj. ENG. LANG.
ARTS nonstandard words, expressions, or pronunciations are usually considered incorrect by educated
speakers of a language ➔ STANDARD
non·stick /"nAn'stIkX/ adj. nonstick pans have a
special surface inside that food will not stick to
non·stop /"nAn'stApX/ adj., adv. without stopping, or without a stop: Dan worked nonstop for 12
hours. | a nonstop flight to New York
non·vi·o·lence /"nAn'vaI@l@ns/ n. [U] the practice of opposing a government without fighting, for
example by not obeying laws
non·vi·o·lent /"nAn'vaI@l@nt/ adj. not using or
not involving violence: nonviolent protests
noo·dle /'nudl/ n. [C usually plural] a long thin
piece of soft food made from flour, water, and
usually eggs, that is cooked by being boiled: egg
noodles
nook /nUk/ n. [C] 1 a small quiet place or corner:
a shady nook 2 every nook and cranny every
part of a place: We’ve searched every nook and
cranny for that key.
noon /nun/ n. [U] 12 o’clock in the middle of the
day ➔ MIDNIGHT : Lunch will be right at noon. | The
gallery is open from noon to 5:00 p.m. [ORIGIN:
Old English non “ninth hour from sunrise,”
from Latin nonus “ninth”]
'no one pron. not anyone: I tried calling last night,
but no one was home. | No one could remember her
name.
noose /nus/ n. [C] a circle of a rope that becomes
tighter as it is pulled, used for killing someone by
hanging
nope /noUp/ adv. (spoken, informal) no: “Aren’t you
hungry?” “Nope.”

N

noplace
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no·place, 'no place /'noUpleIs/ adv. (informal)

N

or expected way: Try to relax and breathe
normally. | The engine began to run normally
nowhere
nor /nø; strong nOr/ conjunction 1 neither ... nor again.
used in order to show that not one of a set of facts, Norse /nOrs/ adj. relating to the people of ancient
people, qualities, actions, etc. is true: My mother’s Scandinavia or their language: Norse mythology
family was neither rich nor poor. | Neither Julie nor
Mark said anything. 2 (formal) used after a negative statement when adding another negative statement: She didn’t reply, nor did she look at him.
norm /nOrm/ Ac n. [C] the usual or generally
accepted way of doing something: Working at
home is becoming the norm for many employees. |
the social/cultural norms of American society |
Kerouac’s style of writing was a departure from
the norm.
nor·mal1 /'nOrm@l/ Ac adj. 1 usual, typical, or
expected: The store is open during normal business
hours. | It’s normal to feel nervous when you start a
new job. | Under normal circumstances, such children grow into healthy adults.
north1, North /nOrθ/ n. [singular, U] 1 the direcTHESAURUS
tion toward the top of the world, or to the left of
ordinary – not special or unusual: an ordinary
someone facing the rising Sun: Which way is
day
north? 2 the north the northern part of a country,
average – typical of a normal person or thing:
state, etc.: My relatives live in the north of the
the average family
state. 3 the North the part of the U.S. east of the
standard – used about products or methods
Mississippi River and north of Washington, D.C.
that are the most usual type: shoes in standard
[ORIGIN: Old English]
sizes

routine – used about something that is done
regularly and is part of a normal system: a
routine check of the plane
conventional – used when comparing a piece
of equipment, method, etc. that has been used
for a long time with something that is new and
different: microwaves and conventional ovens
orthodox (formal) – officially accepted, and
considered to be normal by most people:
orthodox methods of treating disease ➔ NATURAL 1

2 a normal person is mentally and physically
healthy and does not behave strangely ANT abnormal: He seems like a perfectly normal child to me. |
Sometimes his behavior doesn’t seem entirely normal. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin normalis, from
norma]
normal2 n. [U] the usual state, level, or amount:
The temperatures have been slightly above/below
normal. | Things are finally getting back to normal.
nor·mal·i·ty /nOr'mæl@Ôi/ Ac also nor·mal·cy
/'nOrm@lsi/ n. [U] a situation in which everything
happens in the usual or expected way: The country
returned to normality after years of civil war.
nor·mal·ize /'nOrm@"laIz/ Ac v. [I,T] to become
normal again, or to make a situation become normal again: The two countries have normalized
relations (=become friendly again after a period of
disagreement).
—normalization
/"nOrm@l@'zeIS@n/ n. [U]

USAGE

Use north/south/east/west of sth in order to
describe where a place is in relation to another
place: Chicago is south of Milwaukee.
Use in the north/south/east/west of sth in
order to say which part of a place you are talking
about: The mountains are in the west of the
province.
Use northern, southern, eastern, western with
the name of a place: They have a cabin in
northern Ontario.
Don’t say “in the north of Ontario.”

north2 adj. 1 in, to, or facing north: a town 20

miles north of Salem | the north side of the
street 2 north wind a wind coming from the
north
north3 adv. 1 toward the north: Go north on I-5 to
Portland. | The window faces north. 2 up North
in or to the northern part of the U.S.: He lives most
of the year up North but winters in Florida.
"North A'merica n. one of the seven CONTINENT s, that includes land between the Arctic Ocean
and the Caribbean Sea —North American adj.
north·bound /'nOrθbaUnd/ adj. traveling or
leading toward the north: northbound traffic
north·east1 /"nOrθ'istX/ n. [U] 1 the direction
that is exactly between north and east ➔ see picture
at NORTH 1 2 the northeast the northeast part of a
country, state, etc. 3 the Northeast the area of
nor·mal·ly /'nOrm@li/ Ac adv. 1 usually: I the U.S. that includes New England and the states
normally go to bed around 11. | Normally, it takes of New Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania
me about 20 minutes to get to work. 2 in the usual —northeastern adj.
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northeast2 adj., adv. in, from, or toward the

northeast: traveling northeast | a northeast wind
north·er·ly /'nOrDøli/ adj. 1 in or toward the
north: sailing in a northerly direction 2 a northerly
wind comes from the north
north·ern /'nOrDøn/ adj. in or from the north part
of an area, country, state, etc.: northern California
➔ see USAGE box at NORTH 1

north·ern·er, Northerner /'nOrDønø/ n. [C]

not
10 AIRPLANE the pointed front end of an airplane,
ROCKET , etc.
11 keep your nose to the grindstone to continue working very hard, without stopping to rest
[ORIGIN: Old English nosu] ➔ pay through the
nose at PAY 1

nose2 v. [I,T] to move forward, or move something

forward, slowly and carefully: The ship nosed forward.
nose around (sth) phr. v. to try to find out private
information about someone or something: Why
were you nosing around my office?
nose·bleed /'noUzblid/ n. [C] blood that is coming out of your nose: Bill has a nosebleed.
nose·dive /'noUzdaIv/ n. [C] 1 a sudden drop in
amount, price, rate, etc.: The company’s profits
took a nosedive last year. 2 a sudden steep drop
by an airplane, with its front end pointing toward
the ground —nosedive v. [I]
'nose job n. [C] (informal) a medical operation on
someone’s nose in order to improve its appearance

someone who comes from the northern part of a
country
"Northern 'Lights n. the Northern Lights
EARTH SCIENCES bands of colored lights that are seen
in the night sky in the most northern parts of the
world
north·ern·most /'nOrDøn"moUst/ adj. farthest
north: the northernmost tip of Maine
"North 'Pole n. the North Pole EARTH SCIENCES the
most northern point on the surface of the Earth, or
the area around it ➔ see picture at GLOBE
north·ward /'nOrθwød/ adj., adv. toward the "no-'show n. [C] (informal) someone who does not
north
arrive at a place or event where s/he was expected
to be: The first baseman has been a no-show at
north·west1 /"nOrθ'wEstX/ n. [U] 1 the direcspring training.
tion that is exactly between north and west ➔ see
picture at NORTH 1 2 the northwest the northwest
nos·tal·gia /nA'stældZ@, n@-/ n. [U] the slightly
part of a country, state, etc. 3 the Northwest the
sad feeling you have when you remember happy
area of the U.S. that includes the states of Idaho,
events from the past: nostalgia for the good old
Oregon, and Washington —northwestern adj.
days [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Modern Latin, Greek
nostos “returning home” + algos “pain”]
northwest2 adj., adv. in, from, or toward the
—nostalgic adj. —nostalgically adv.
northwest: driving northwest | a northwest wind
nos·tril /'nAstr@l/ n. [C] one of the two holes at
nose1 /noUz/ n. [C]
the end of your nose, through which you breathe
1 FACE the part of your face that you use for
➔ see picture on page A3
smelling and breathing: a broken nose | He took out
a tissue and blew his nose (=cleared it by nos·y /'noUzi/ adj. (disapproving) always trying to
blowing). | Don’t pick your nose (=clean it with
find out private information about someone or
your finger). ➔ see picture on page A3
something: Our neighbors are really nosy.
2 sb’s nose is running/sb has a runny nose if
—nosiness n. [U]
someone’s nose is running, or if s/he has a runny
nose, liquid is slowly coming out of it because s/he not /nAt/ adv. 1 used in order to make a word,
statement, or question negative ➔ NO : The museum
has a cold
is not open on Mondays. | She’s not a very nice
3 red-nosed/long-nosed etc. having a nose that
person. | I don’t (=do not) smoke. 2 used instead of
is red, long, etc.
a whole phrase to mean the opposite of what has
4 (right) under sb’s nose so close to someone
been mentioned before it: No one knows if the story
that s/he should notice but does not: Lynn’s husis true or not. | “Is Mark still sick?” “I hope
band had been having an affair right under her
not.’’ 3 used in order to make a word or phrase
nose.
5 stick/poke your nose into sth (informal) to
have the opposite meaning: The food is not very
show too much interest in private matters that do
good there. | Not a lot/not much (=little) is known
not concern you: Jana’s always sticking her nose
about the disease. | Most of the hotels were not that
into other people’s business.
cheap (=they were fairly expensive). 4 not only
6 keep your nose out (of sth) (informal) to avoid
in addition to being or doing something: She’s not
becoming involved in a situation that should not
only funny, she’s also smart. 5 not a sth/not one
involve you
sth not any person or thing SYN no: Not one of the
students knew the answer. | There wasn’t (=was not)
7 look down your nose at sb (informal) to think
a cloud in the sky. 6 not bad! (spoken) said when
that you are much better than someone else
you want to praise something, or when something
8 turn your nose up (at sth) (informal) to refuse
is better than you expected: “See, I got a B+ on my
to accept something because you do not think it is
test!” “Not bad!” 7 not that... used before a
good enough for you
negative sentence: Sarah has a new boyfriend – not
9 on the nose (informal) exactly: Tanya guessed
that I care (=I do not care).
the price right on the nose.

N

notable
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no·ta·ble /'noUÔ@b@l/ adj. [usually before noun] not·ed /'noUÔId/ adj. well-known or famous: a

N

important, interesting, or unusual enough to be noted author
noticed: Freeman is the most notable player on the
THESAURUS
famous, well-known,
Texas team. | Most teachers agreed with the princilegendary,
celebrated, renowned,
pal, with a few notable exceptions (=a few teachers
distinguished, eminent ➔ FAMOUS
did not).
no·ta·bly /'noUÔ@bli/ adv. especially or particu- note·pa·per /'noUt§"peIpø/ n. [U] paper used
larly: Some politicians, most notably the President, for writing letters or notes
refused to comment.
note·wor·thy /'noUt§"wøDi/ adj. (formal) imporno·ta·rize /'noUÔ@"raIz/ v. [T] if a document is tant or interesting enough to deserve your attention:
notarized, a notary puts an official stamp on it: It is noteworthy that the recommendations have
Have these witness statements been notarized? already been implemented in California’s state
—notarized adj.: a notarized statement
schools.
no·tar·y /'noUÔ@ri/ n. (plural notaries) also noth·ing1 /'nöθIÎ/ pron. 1 not anything or no
"notary 'public [C] LAW someone who has the thing: There’s nothing in the bag. | I know nothing
legal power to make a signed document official
about her family. | Nothing you can say will change
no·ta·tion /noU'teIS@n/ n. [C,U] a system of writ- my mind. | There was nothing else the doctors
ten marks or signs used for representing musical could do. | I have nothing against New York (=I
have no reason for not liking it) – I just don’t want
sounds, mathematical problems, or scientific ideas
to live there. 2 something that you do not consider
1
notch /nAtS/ n. [C] 1 a V-shaped cut in a surface to be important or interesting: There’s nothing on
or edge: Cut a notch near one end of the stick. 2 a TV tonight. | I have nothing to wear to the wedlevel of achievement or a social position: Losing ding. 3 zero: The Red Sox won the game three
the game brought the team down a few notches.
nothing (=the Red Sox had 3; the other team had no
notch2 v. [T] 1 to cut a V-shaped mark into points). 4 for nothing a) without getting the
something 2 also notch up to win or achieve results you expected or wanted: We drove all the
something: Craven just notched the third goal of way down there for nothing b) without paying or
the season.
being paid: My dad said he’d fix it for noth5 have nothing to do with sb/sth a) if
note1 /noUt/ n. 1 [C] a short informal letter: I ing.
something has nothing to do with a fact or situawrote/sent Tina a note to thank her for helping. | tion, it is not related to that fact or situation: She
Renee wasn’t there, so we left a note on her claims that the timing of the bill has nothing to do
door. 2 [C] something that you write down in with her coming election. b) if someone has nothorder to remind you of something: She made a note ing to do with a situation or person, s/he is not
of my new address. 3 notes [plural] information involved in that situation or with that person:
that a student writes down during a class, from a “What happened?” “I don’t know. I had nothing to
book, etc., so s/he will remember it: Did you take do with it.” 6 nothing special having no very
any notes (=write them) in history class? 4 [C] good or very bad qualities: The play was good, but
ENG. LANG. ARTS a particular musical sound or PITCH ,
nothing special. 7 nothing but sth only: We’ve
or the sign in written music that represents had nothing but rain for two weeks now. | He’s
this 5 take note (of sth) to pay careful attention nothing but trouble.
to something: Take note of the instructions at the
top of the page. 6 [singular] a particular quality or SPOKEN PHRASES
feeling that you notice in a particular person or 8 nothing much (spoken) very little: “What did
situation: You could hear a note of weariness in her you do last weekend?” “Oh, nothing much.” 9 it
voice. | The story ended on a happy note. 7 sb/ was nothing used when someone thanks you, in
sth of note (formal) someone or something that is order to say that you did not mind helping:
“Thanks a lot.” “It was nothing.” 10 (there’s)
important or famous: a writer of note
nothing to it/sth used in order to say that somenote2 v. [T] 1 (formal) to notice or pay careful thing is easy to do: Anyone can use a computer.
attention to something: Please note that these There’s nothing to it. 11 (nonstandard) anything: I
prices may change. 2 (formal) to mention some- never said nothing about buying you a ring.
thing because it is important or interesting: The
judge noted that Miller had no previous criminal [ORIGIN: Old English nan thing, nathing “no
record.
thing”]
THESAURUS
mention, refer to sth, raise,
allude to sth, bring sth up, cite ➔ MENTION 1

3 also note down to write something down so you
will remember it: He noted my telephone number.

note·book /'noUt§bUk/ n. [C] 1 a book of plain
paper in which you write notes 2 IT a small computer that is about the size of a book ➔ LAPTOP

nothing2 adv. 1 be nothing like sb/sth to have
no qualities that are similar to someone or something else: Tommy is nothing like his father. 2 be
nothing less than sth also be nothing short of
sth if something is nothing less than or nothing
short of a particular quality, then it has that quality:
She thought his ideas were nothing less than ridiculous.
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noth·ing·ness /'nöθIÎnIs/ n. [U] 1 empty
space, or the complete absence of anything: He
stared into nothingness. 2 the state of not existing:
With death, each person returns to nothingness.

no·tice1 /'noUÔIs/ v. [I,T] to see, feel, or hear
someone or something: I don’t think I’ve ever
noticed that painting before. | I noticed that his
hands were trembling. | Did you notice how tired
Frances looked?
THESAURUS
see, spot, catch sight of
sb/sth, behold, observe ➔ SEE

notice2 n. 1 [C] a written or printed statement

that gives information or a warning to people: Put
the notice up here so everyone can see it. 2 [U]
information or a warning about something that will
happen: You must give the bank three days’/two
weeks’/a month’s notice before closing the
account. 3 take notice (of sb/sth) to pay attention to someone or something: Critics are really
starting to take notice of Gwen’s poetry. | Mother
kept talking, but nobody took any notice. 4 give
notice/hand in your notice to tell your employer
that you will be leaving your job soon SYN resign:
Ross gave notice yesterday. 5 on short notice
without much warning, so that you have only a
short time to do something: It will be hard to find a
substitute teacher on such short notice. 6 until
further notice from now until another change is
announced: The store will be closed until further
notice.

no·tice·a·ble /'noUÔIs@b@l/ adj. easy to notice:
There’s been a noticeable improvement in your
work. —noticeably adv.
THESAURUS

clear – impossible to doubt or make a mistake
about: clear evidence of his guilt

obvious – easy to notice: an obvious mistake
striking – unusual or interesting enough to be

noticed: He bears a striking resemblance to his
father.
eye-catching – noticeable and attractive: an
attractive eye-catching design
evident (formal) – easily noticed or understood:
It was clearly evident that she was unhappy.
apparent (formal) – easily seen or understood:
It was apparent that the enemy was stronger than
they had believed.
conspicuous – very noticeable, especially
because something is different from other things:
I felt conspicuous in my red coat.
unmistakable – easy to notice and recognize:
the unmistakable taste of garlic
manifest (formal) – plain and easy to notice: a
manifest error in his judgment

no·ti·fi·ca·tion /"noUÔ@f@'keIS@n/ n. [C,U] (formal) an act of officially telling someone about

something

no·ti·fy /'noUÔ@"faI/ v. (notified, notifies) [T] (formal) to tell someone something formally or

officially
police?

SYN

inform: Have you notified the

no·tion /'noUS@n/

Ac n. [C] an idea, belief, or
opinion about something, especially one that you
think is wrong: She rejects the notion that women
are weaker than men. | People can have very
different notions of what is right or good in a
situation. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin notio,
from notus “known”]
no·to·ri·e·ty /"noUÔ@'raI@Ôi/ n. [U] the state of
being famous for doing something bad
no·to·ri·ous /noU'tOri@s/ adj. famous for something bad: The city is notorious for rainy weather. |
a notorious criminal —notoriously adv.: Their
statistics are notoriously unreliable.
THESAURUS
famous, legendary, infamous,
celebrated ➔ FAMOUS

not·with·stand·ing /"nAt§wIθ'stændIÎ/

Ac

prep., adv. (formal) if something is true notwithstand-

ing something else, it is true even though the other
thing has happened: Their friendship notwithstanding, the two senators have very different ideas. |
Notwithstanding his youth, his poetry was mature
and profound.
noun /naUn/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS in grammar, a
word or group of words that represents a person,
place, thing, quality, action, or idea. In the sentence
“Pollution is a problem in some cities,” “pollution,”
“problem,” and “cities” are nouns. [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Anglo-French “name, noun,” from
Old French nom, from Latin nomen]
nour·ish /'nøIS, 'nörIS/ v. [T] to give a person or
plant the food that is needed in order to live, grow,
and be healthy: healthy well-nourished children
nour·ish·ing /'nøISIÎ, 'nör-/ adj. food that is
nourishing makes you strong and healthy: a nourishing meal
nour·ish·ment /'nøISm@nt, 'nör-/ n. [U] (formal) food that is needed so you can live, grow, and
be healthy
no·va /'noUv@/ n. [C] PHYSICS a star that explodes
and suddenly becomes much brighter for a short
time ➔ SUPERNOVA
nov·el1 /'nAv@l/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a long book
in which the characters and events are usually
imaginary: a novel by Hemingway | She’s written
several novels. | a romance/historical/mystery
novel [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Italian novella, from
storia novella “new story”]
novel2 adj. new, different, and unusual: a novel
idea
nov·el·ist /'nAv@lIst/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS someone who writes novels
no·vel·la /noU'vEl@/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a story
that is shorter than a novel, but longer than a short
story
nov·el·ty /'nAv@lti/ n. (plural novelties) 1 [U]
the quality of being new, different, and unusual: It

N

November

N
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was fun for a while, but the novelty wore off (=it now2 also now that conjunction because or after
became boring). 2 [C] something new and unusual something has happened: I don’t see as much of
that attracts people’s attention and interest: I Mona now that she’s married.
remember when the Internet was still a novelty.
now·a·days /'naU@"deIz/ adv. in the present,
No·vem·ber /noU'vEmbø, n@-/ (written abbrevia- compared to what happened in past times: There’s
a lot more violence on television nowadays.
tion Nov.) n. [C,U] the eleventh month of the year,
between October and December: The festival starts no·where /'noUwEr/ adv. 1 not any place: There
on November 6th. | Valerie’s turning 30 in was nowhere to sit. | There are plants on the island
November. | Ben will be three years old next that grow nowhere else (=in no other
November. | The project began last November. place). 2 get/go nowhere to have no success, or
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French Novembre, make no progress: His career is going
from Latin November, from novem “nine;” nowhere. 3 be nowhere to be seen/found also
because it was the ninth month of the ancient be nowhere in sight to be impossible to find: We
Roman year]
looked everywhere, but the money was nowhere to
nov·ice /'nAvIs/ n. [C] someone who has just be found. 4 nowhere near a) far from a parbegun learning a skill or activity: I’m still a novice ticular place: Buffalo is in New York State, but it’s
nowhere near New York City. b) not at all: They’ve
at chess.
sold a lot of bikes, but nowhere near as many as
No·vo·cain /'noUv@"keIn/ n. [U] (trademark) a they needed to. 5 out of/from nowhere happendrug used in order to stop pain during a small ing or appearing suddenly and without warning:
operation or treatment, especially on your teeth
The car came out of nowhere, and just missed
now1 /naU/ adv. 1 at the present time: Where is hitting her.
Heather working now? | Judy should have been nox·ious /'nAkS@s/ adj. (formal) harmful or poihome by now (=before now). | Mom says we have sonous: a noxious gas [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
to be home by 9:00 from now on (=starting now Latin noxius, from noxa “harm”]
and continuing into the future). | Let’s leave the noz·zle /'nAz@l/ n. [C] a short tube attached to the
boxes in the closet for now (=for a short time).
end of a pipe or HOSE , that controls the flow of
THESAURUS
liquid coming out
at the moment – now: Both men are in jail at
NPR n. National Public Radio a company in the
the moment.
U.S. that broadcasts radio programs without adverfor the moment – happening now but likely to
tisements
change in the future: The business is not for sale,
-n’t
/@nt/ adv. the short form of “not”: He isn’t (=is
at least for the moment.
not) here. | She can’t (=cannot) see him. | I didn’t
at present/at the present time – happening
(=did not) do it.
or existing now: At present, my kids are all at
nu·ance /'nuAns/ n. [C,U] a very slight difference
college.
in meaning, color, or feeling [ORIGIN: 1700—
currently – happening or existing now: I’m
1800 French, Old French nuer “to make shades
currently writing a new novel.
of color,” from nue “cloud”] —nuanced adj.
presently (formal) – at this time: The company
presently employs over 1,000 people.
nu·cle·ar /'nukliø/ Ac adj. 1 relating to or
2 immediately: You’d better go now – you’re late. | involving the use of nuclear weapons: nuclear
Call her right now before she leaves. 3 used when war 2 PHYSICS using nuclear power, or relating to
you know or understand something because of nuclear energy: a nuclear submarine | a nuclear
something you have just seen, just been told, etc.: reactor 3 PHYSICS relating to the NUCLEUS (=cenHaving met his family, she now knew where his tral part) of an atom: nuclear physics
temper came from. 4 three weeks/two years "nuclear dis'armament n. [U] the activity of
etc. now used in order to say how long ago getting rid of NUCLEAR WEAPON s
something started: I’ve been here for four years
now. 5 (every) now and then used in order to "nuclear 'energy n. [U] PHYSICS the powerful
say that something happens sometimes but not very force that is produced when the NUCLEUS of an
atom is either split or joined to another atom
often: We go out to dinner every now and then.
"
nuclear
'family n. [C] a family that has a father,
SPOKEN PHRASES
6 said when you pause because you cannot think mother, and children ➔ EXTENDED FAMILY
what to say, or when you want to get someone’s "nuclear 'fission n. [U] PHYSICS the splitting of
attention: Now, what did you say your name was? | the NUCLEUS of an atom, that results in a lot of
OK, now. Watch me. 7 any day/minute etc. power being produced
now very soon: She’s going to have the baby any "nuclear 'fusion n. [U] PHYSICS a nuclear reaction
day now. 8 now you tell me! said when you are in which the NUCLEI (=central parts) of light atoms
annoyed because someone has just told you some- join with the nuclei of heavier atoms, which prothing s/he should have told you before
duces power without any waste
[ORIGIN: Old English nu]
"nuclear 'power n. [U] power, usually in the
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form of electricity, produced from

NUCLEAR

"nuclear re'action n. [C]

PHYSICS a process
NUCLEUS (=central part)

in
which the parts of the
of
an atom become arranged in a different way to
form new substances
"nuclear re'actor n. [C] a large machine that
produces NUCLEAR ENERGY , especially as a means
of producing electricity
"nuclear 'waste n. [U] waste from NUCLEAR
REACTOR s, which is RADIOACTIVE
"nuclear 'weapon n. [C] a very powerful
weapon that uses NUCLEAR ENERGY to destroy
large areas
nu·cle·o·lus /nu'kli@l@s/ n. (plural nucleoli
/-laI/) [C] BIOLOGY a small round body of PROTEIN
and RNA (=an important chemical that exists in all
living things) contained in the NUCLEUS of most
cells. It is involved in making proteins. ➔ see picture
at CELL

nu·cle·on /'nukliAn/ n. [C] PHYSICS a PROTON or a
NEUTRON

nu·cle·us /'nukli@s/ n. (plural nuclei /-kliaI/)

[C] 1 PHYSICS the central part of an atom 2 BIOL-

the central part of a living cell 3 the nucleus
of sth the central or most important part of something: Moore and Lane form the nucleus of the
team. [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Latin “center of a
nut,” from nux “nut”] ➔ see picture at CELL
nude1 /nud/ adj. not wearing any clothes
—nudity n. [U]
OGY

THESAURUS
naked, undressed, bare, have
nothing on, not have anything on ➔ NAKED

nude2 n. 1 in the nude without wearing any
clothes: sleeping in the nude 2 [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
painting or STATUE of someone who is not wearing
clothes

nudge /nödZ/ v. [T] to push someone or something
gently, especially with your elbow: Ken nudged me
and said, “Look, there’s Cindy.” —nudge n. [C]
THESAURUS
PUSH 1

nug·get /'nögIt/ n. [C] a small rough piece of a
valuable metal found in the earth: a gold nugget

ENERGY

push, poke, shove, elbow ➔

nu·dist /'nudIst/ n. [C] someone who enjoys not
wearing any clothes because s/he believes it is
natural and healthy —nudist adj.

nui·sance /'nus@ns/ n. [C usually singular] some-

one or something that annoys you or causes problems: Jon made a nuisance of himself at Rachel’s
birthday party.
nuke1 /nuk/ v. [T] (informal) 1 to attack a place
using NUCLEAR WEAPON s 2 (spoken) to cook
food in a MICROWAVE

nuke2 n. [C usually plural] (informal) a

NUCLEAR

WEAPON

null and void /"nöl @n 'vOId/ adj.

LAW an
agreement, contract, etc. that is null and void has no
legal force

nul·li·fy /'nöl@"faI/ v. (nullified, nullifies) [T] LAW
to state officially that something will have no legal
force: The election results were nullified because of
voter fraud.

numb1 /nöm/ adj. 1 unable to feel anything: My

feet are getting numb from the cold. 2 unable to
think, feel, or react in a normal way: She was numb
with grief after her mother’s death. —numbness
n. [U] —numbly adv.
numb2 v. [T] to make someone unable to feel
anything: The cold wind numbed my face.

num·ber1 /'nömbø/ n.

1 SIGN [C] a word or sign that represents an amount
or quantity: Pick any number between one and ten. |
Add the numbers 7, 4, and 3. | an even number (=2,
4, 6, 8, etc.) | an odd number (=1, 3, 5, 7, etc.)
2 ON A PHONE [C] a set of numbers that you press
on a telephone when you are calling someone:
Ann’s phone number is 555–3234. | I think I dialed
the wrong number. | He gave me his work/home
number.
3 IN A SERIES [C] a number used in order to show
the position of something in an ordered set, list,
series, etc.: Look at question number five. | What’s
his room number?
4 FOR RECOGNIZING PEOPLE/THINGS [C] a set of
numbers used in order to name or recognize someone or something: a social security number |
What’s your account number?
5 AMOUNT [C,U] an amount of something that can
be counted: The number of smokers is decreasing. |
We have been friends for a number of (=several)
years. | People are moving to the southwest in
increasing/growing numbers. | Doctors believe
that a large/great/small number of people are at
risk.
6 number one (informal) the best or most important person or thing in a group: California continues to be the number one travel destination in the
U.S.
7 MUSIC [C] a piece of popular music, a song, a
dance, etc. that forms part of a larger performance
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French nombre, from
Latin numerus]

number2 v. [T] 1 to give a number to something

that is part of a set or list: Number the items from

N

numeral

N
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one to ten. 2 if people or things number a particular amount, that is how many there are: The crowd
numbered around 20,000. 3 sb’s/sth’s days are
numbered used in order to say that someone or
something cannot live or continue much longer:
These injuries mean his days as a player are
numbered.
nu·mer·al /'num@r@l, 'numr@l/ n. [C] MATH a
written sign that represents a number, such as 5, 22,
etc.
nu·mer·a·tor /'num@"reIÔø/ n. [C] MATH the
number above the line in a FRACTION . For
example, in the fraction ¾, 3 is the numerator.
➔ DENOMINATOR
nu·mer·i·cal /nu'mErIk@l/ adj. expressed in
numbers, or relating to numbers: Are the pages in
numerical order (=numbered 1, 2, 3, etc.)?
—numerically adv.
num·er·ous /'num@r@s/ adj. (formal) many: We
discussed the plans on numerous occasions.

that are given to a child who is growing and
developing
nut /nöt/ n. [C] 1 a large seed that you can eat that
usually grows in a hard brown shell: a cashew
nut 2 a small piece of metal with a hole in the
middle, that is screwed onto a BOLT to fasten things
together: Use a wrench to loosen the nut. 3 golf/
opera etc. nut (informal) someone who is very
interested in golf, etc.: a golf nut 4 (informal)
someone who is crazy or behaves strangely 5 the
nuts and bolts of sth the practical details of a
subject, plan, job, etc. [ORIGIN: Old English
hnutu]
nut·crack·er /'nöt§"krækø/ n. [C] a tool for
cracking the shells of nuts
nut·meg /'nöt§mEg/ n. [U] a brown powder used
as a spice to give a particular taste to food [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Old Provençal noz muscada
“musky nut”]
nu·tri·ent /'nutri@nt/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a chemical or
food that helps plants, animals, or people to live
THESAURUS
many, a large number, a
and grow: Plants take nutrients from the soil. [ORIlot/lots, plenty, countless, innumerable,
GIN: 1600—1700 Latin, present participle of
myriad ➔ MANY
nutrire “to feed, nourish”]
nu·tri·tion
/nu'trIS@n/ n. [U] the process of getnun /nön/ n. [C] a woman who is a member of a
group of women who live together in a CONVENT ting the right types of food for good health and
growth: good/poor nutrition —nutritional adj.:
➔ MONK
food that has little nutritional value
nup·tials /'nöpS@lz/ n. [plural] (formal) a wedding —nutritionally adv.
1
nurse /nøs/ n. [C] someone whose job is to take nu·tri·tious /nu'trIS@s/ adj. food that is nutricare of people who are sick or injured, usually in a tious has a lot of substances that your body needs to
hospital: The nurse is coming to give you an injec- stay healthy and grow
tion. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French nurice,
from Latin nutricius, from Latin nutrire “to nuts /nöts/ adj. (informal) crazy, silly, or angry: His
stupid comments drive me nuts (=annoy me very
nourish”]
much).
2
nurse v. 1 [T] to take care of people who are
THESAURUS
sick or injured: Michael nursed his wife back to
crazy, mentally ill, insane,
health. 2 [T] to rest a part of your body when you
loony ➔ CRAZY
have an illness or injury, so you will get better: He’s
nursing a sprained ankle. 3 [I,T] to BREAST-FEED nut·shell /'nöt§SEl/ n. [C] 1 (to put it) in a
nurs·er·y /'nøs@ri/ n. (plural nurseries) [C] 1 a nutshell (informal) used in order to show that you
place where plants and trees are grown and are going to give the main facts about something in
a way that is short and clear 2 the hard outer part
sold 2 (old-fashioned) a bedroom for a baby
of a nut
'nursery rhyme n. [C] a short well-known song
nut·ty
/'nöÔi/ adj. 1 tasting like nuts: a nutty
or poem for children
flavor 2 (informal) crazy: a nutty idea
'nursery "school n. [C] a school for children
from three to five years old ➔ KINDERGARTEN , nuz·zle /'nöz@l/ v. [I,T] to gently rub your face or
head against someone in a loving way: When I took
PRESCHOOL
him from his crib, he nuzzled his head into my neck.
nurs·ing /'nøsIÎ/ n. [U] the job of taking care of
NV
the written abbreviation of NEVADA
people who are sick, injured, or very old: Joanne
NW the written abbreviation of NORTHWEST
plans to go into nursing.
'nursing home n. [C] a place where people who NY the written abbreviation of NEW YORK
are too old or sick to take care of themselves can ny·lon /'naIlAn/ n. 1 [U] a strong artificial matelive ➔ RETIREMENT HOME
rial that is used for making plastic, cloth, rope, etc.:
nur·ture1 /'nøtSø/ v. [T] (formal) 1 to feed and a colorful nylon tent 2 nylons [plural] a piece of
take care of a child or a plant while it is growing: clothing that women wear on their legs, that is very
children nurtured by loving parents 2 to help a thin and made of nylon
plan, idea, feeling, etc. develop: Reading to your nymph /nImf/ n. [C] 1 one of the spirits of nature
child helps nurture a love of books.
who appears in the form of a young girl, in ancient
nurture2 n. [U] (formal) the education and care Greek and Roman stories 2 BIOLOGY the LARVA of
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some insects, that looks like the adult but without
full wings, and that develops into the adult without
passing through any other stages
nym·pho·ma·ni·ac /"nImf@'meIni"æk/ n. [C] a
woman who wants to have sex often, usually with a
lot of different men —nymphomania
/"nImf@'meIni@/ n. [U]

Oo
O, o /oU/ the fifteenth letter of the English alphabet
O /oU/ n. [U] 1 (spoken) zero: room 203 (=two o
three) 2 a common type of blood

oaf /oUf/ n. [C] (old-fashioned) a large stupid awk-

ward man or boy —oafish adj.
oak /oUk/ n. [C,U] a large tree that is common in
northern countries, or the hard wood of this tree
[ORIGIN: Old English ac]
oar /Or/ n. [C] a long pole with a wide blade at one
end, used for rowing a boat [ORIGIN: Old English
ar]

ob·du·rate /'Abd@r@t/ adj. (formal) very deter-

mined not to change your beliefs or feelings, in a
way that seems unreasonable SYN stubborn: He
has remained obdurate in his opposition to the
changes. —obduracy n. [U]
o·be·di·ence /@'bidi@ns, oU-/ n. [U] doing what
you are supposed to do, according to a law or to
someone in authority ANT disobedience ➔ OBEY :
Obedience to authority is an essential part of their
culture.

o·be·di·ent /@'bidi@nt, oU-/ adj. always obeying

laws, rules, or people in authority ANT disobedient ➔ OBEY : an obedient child —obediently adv.

o·bese /oU'bis/ adj. very fat in a way that is
unhealthy —obesity n. [U]

THESAURUS
fat, overweight, big, heavy,
large, corpulent, rotund ➔ FAT 1

o·bey /@'beI, oU-/ v. (obeyed, obeys) [I,T] to do

what you are supposed to do, according to the law
or to what someone in authority says ANT disobey
➔ OBEDIENT : Children should be taught to obey the
law. | “Sit!” he said, and the dog obeyed him
immediately. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French
obeir, from Latin oboedire, from audire “to
hear”]
THESAURUS

do what sb says: I don’t ask questions – I just
do what the coach says.

do what you are told/do as you are told:
Maybe next time you’ll do what you are told.

follow sb’s orders/instructions: Follow the

manufacturer’s instructions. | You must follow your
doctor’s orders.
comply (formal) – to do what you are asked to
do or what a law or rule tells you to do: Those
who fail to comply with the law will be fined.
observe (formal) – to obey a law, agreement, or
religious rule: Both sides are observing the
ceasefire.

o·a·sis /oU'eIsIs/ n. (plural oases /oU'eIsiz/) [C] a

place with trees and water in a desert
oat /oUt/ n. oats [plural] a grain that is eaten by
people and animals —oat adj. [only before noun]:
hot oat cereal
oath /oUθ/ n. (plural oaths /oUDz, oUθs/) 1 be
under oath LAW to have made an official promise
to tell the truth in a court of law: The witness
testified under oath. 2 [C] a formal and serious
promise: New U.S. citizens take/swear an oath of
allegiance (=promise to be loyal to the
U.S.). 3 oath of office POLITICS a formal and
serious promise that someone in an official position
makes to do his or her job well because of loyalty
to his or her country: The president took the oath of
office for his second presidential term.
oat·meal /'oUt§mil/ n. [U] crushed oats that are
boiled and eaten for breakfast, or used in cooking

ob·fus·cate /'Abf@"skeIt/ v. [T] (formal) to deliberately make something unclear or difficult to
understand: The manual is written in technical
language that obfuscates the safety warnings.
—obfuscation /"Abf@'skeIS@n/ n. [U]

o·bit·u·ar·y /@'bItSu"Eri, oU-/ n. (plural obituar-

ies) [C] a report of someone’s death in a newspaper

[ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Medieval Latin obituarium, from Latin obitus “death”]

ob·ject1 /'AbdZIkt, 'AbdZEkt/ n. 1 [C] a thing
that you can see, hold, or touch: a small metal
object
THESAURUS

➔ THING

thing, something, item, article

2 [singular] the purpose of a plan, action, or activity:
The object of the game is to improve children’s
math skills. 3 an object of desire/pity etc.
someone or something that you desire, pity,

O

object

O
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etc. 4 [C] a) ENG. LANG. ARTS in grammar, the per- legal duty to do something: Every father has an
son or thing that is affected by the action of the obligation to take care of his child. | You are under
verb, for example “door” in the sentence “Sheila no obligation to (=do not have to) answer these
closed the door.” SYN direct object b) ENG. LANG. questions.
ARTS in grammar, the person who is involved in the o·blig·a·to·ry /@'blIg@"tOri/ adj. (formal) having
result of an action, for example “her” in the sen- to be done because of a law, rule, etc. SYN mandatence “I gave her a book.” SYN indirect tory
object c) ENG. LANG. ARTS in grammar, the person
or thing that is connected by a PREPOSITION to o·blige /@'blaIdZ/ v. 1 be/feel obliged (to do
another word, for example “table” in the sentence sth) to feel that it is your duty to do something: You
shouldn’t feel obliged to work overtime. 2 [I,T]
“We sat at the table.”
(formal) to do something that someone has asked
2
ob·ject /@b'dZEkt/ v. [I] to say that you do not you to do: He asked to borrow my car, and I was
like or approve of something: Reynolds objected to happy/glad to oblige. 3 (I’m/we’re) much
the plan.
obliged (spoken, old-fashioned) said in order to
ob·jec·tion /@b'dZEkS@n/ n. [C] a reason you thank someone very politely [ORIGIN: 1200—
give for not approving of an idea or plan: The group 1300 Old French obliger, from Latin obligare,
has strong objections to the death penalty. | Several from ligare “to tie”]
Senators raised objections (=they objected) to the o·blig·ing /@'blaIdZIÎ/ adj. willing and eager to
bill.
help: a cheerful and obliging woman —obligingly
C O L L O C AT I O N S

have an objection: I have no objection to
comedians making fun of politicians.
raise an objection: Opponents of the plan have
raised other objections.
state an objection: The President stated three
main objections to the legislation.
voice an objection: The church has voiced
strong objections to the movie.
make an objection: She was granted bail after
the prosecution made no objection.
lodge/register an objection (formal) (=make
one): Players have registered their strong objection
to the new contracts.
THESAURUS
opposition, antagonism,
hostility, antipathy ➔ OPPOSITION

ob·jec·tion·a·ble /@b'dZEkS@n@b@l/ adj. likely

to offend people SYN offensive: The program contains material that some people may find objectionable.
ob·jec·tive1 /@b'dZEktIv/ Ac n. [C] something
that you are working hard to achieve: The company’s main objective is to increase sales overseas. |
How can you achieve your objectives?
THESAURUS
GOAL

objective2

goal, aim, target, mission ➔

Ac adj. not influenced by your own
feelings, beliefs, or ideas ANT subjective: objective news reporting | Students must try to be objective when doing an experiment. —objectively
adv.: We need to look at the situation objectively. |
Scientists prefer to make judgments about things
they can objectively measure. —objectivity
/"AbdZEk'tIv@Ôi/ n. [U]
ob·li·gat·ed /'Abl@"geIÔId/ adj. be/feel obligated (to do sth) to feel that it is your duty to do
something: I don’t want them to feel obligated to
pay for dinner.
ob·li·ga·tion /"Abl@'geIS@n/ n. [C,U] a moral or

adv.

o·blique /@'blik, oU-/ adj. 1 (formal) not

expressed in a direct way SYN indirect: She made
an oblique reference to his drinking problem. 2 an
oblique line is sloping ➔ see picture at LINE 1
ob'lique "angle n. [C] MATH an angle that is not
90°, 180°, or 270° ➔ ACUTE ANGLE , OBTUSE ANGLE
ob·lit·er·ate /@'blIÔ@"reIt/ v. [T] to destroy something completely: Large areas of the city were
obliterated during World War II. —obliteration
/@"blIÔ@'reIS@n/ n. [U]
ob·liv·i·on /@'blIvi@n/ n. [U] (formal) 1 the state
of being completely forgotten: Old movie stars who
have faded into oblivion. 2 the state of being
unconscious or of not knowing what is happening:
He spent the night drinking himself into oblivion.
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French, Latin oblivio,
from oblivisci “to forget”]
ob·liv·i·ous /@'blIvi@s/ adj. not knowing about or
not noticing something happening around you
SYN unaware: She seemed completely oblivious
to/of the danger.
ob·long /'AblOÎ/ adj. having a shape that is longer
than it is wide: an oblong mirror [ORIGIN: 1400—
1500 Latin oblongus, from ob- “toward” + longus “long”] —oblong n. [C]
ob·nox·ious /@b'nAkS@s/ adj. very offensive or
rude: Her friends were loud and obnoxious. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin obnoxius, from noxa
“harm”] —obnoxiously adv.
o·boe /'oUboU/ n. [C] a wooden musical instrument, shaped like a narrow tube, that you play by
blowing into it ➔ see picture at WOODWIND
ob·scene /@b'sin, Ab-/ adj. 1 offensive and
shocking in a sexual way: obscene photographs |
He made an obscene gesture. 2 extremely
immoral or unfair: Some players earn obscene
amounts of money.
ob·scen·i·ty /@b'sEn@Ôi/ n. (plural obscenities) 1 [C usually plural] a sexually offensive word
or action: kids shouting obscenities 2 [U] offensive
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language or behavior involving sex, especially in a
book, play, etc.: laws against obscenity
ob·scure1 /@b'skyUr/ adj. 1 unclear or difficult
to understand: Jarrett didn’t like the plan for some
obscure reason. 2 known about only by a few
people: an obscure poet
obscure2 v. [T] 1 to prevent something from
being seen or heard clearly: Parts of the coast were
obscured by fog. 2 to make something difficult to
know or understand: Recent successes have
obscured the fact that the company is still in
trouble.
ob·scur·i·ty /@b'skyUr@Ôi/ n. (plural obscurities) 1 [U] the state of not being known or remembered: O’Brien retired from politics and died in
obscurity. 2 [C,U] something that is difficult to
understand, or the quality of being difficult to
understand
ob·se·qui·ous /@b'sikwi@s/ adj. too eager to
please people and agree with them: The waiter was
helpful but not obsequious. —obsequiously adv.
ob·serv·a·ble /@b'zøv@b@l/ adj. able to be seen
or noticed
ob·serv·ance /@b'zøv@ns/ n. [U] the practice of
obeying laws or doing something because it is part
of a religion or CUSTOM : Stores were closed in
observance of Christmas.
ob·serv·ant /@b'zøv@nt/ adj. 1 good or quick
at noticing things: I can see you’re very observant. 2 obeying laws, religious rules, etc.: observant Hindus
ob·ser·va·tion /"Abzø'veIS@n, -sø-/ n. 1 [C,U]
the act or process of carefully watching someone or
something, or one of the facts you learn from doing
this: The psychologist’s theories are based on his
observation of children’s behavior. | The patient is
under close observation (=being continuously
watched). 2 [C] a remark about something that
you have noticed: I’d like to make an observation.
ob·serv·a·to·ry /@b'zøv@"tOri/ n. (plural observatories) [C] a special building from which scientists watch the moon, stars, weather, etc.
ob·serve /@b'zøv/ v. [T] 1 to watch someone or
something carefully: The police have been observing his movements.
THESAURUS

behold ➔ SEE

see, notice, spot, witness,

2 (formal) to see or notice something in particular:
Doctors observed that the disease only occurs in
women over 50. 3 to obey a law, agreement, or
religious rule: Both sides are observing the ceasefire. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French observer,
from Latin observare “to guard, watch”]
THESAURUS
obey, do what sb says, do
what you are told/do as you are told, follow
sb’s orders/instructions, comply ➔ OBEY

ob·serv·er /@b'zøvø/ n. [C] 1 someone who
goes to a meeting, class, event, etc. to officially

watch or check what is happening: International
observers monitored the elections. 2 someone
who sees or notices something

ob·sess /@b'sEs/ v. 1 [T] to think about someone

or something all the time, so that you cannot think
of anything else: William is obsessed with making
money. 2 [I] (informal) to think about something or
someone much more than is necessary and sensible: Stop obsessing about/over your weight. You
look great!

ob·ses·sion /@b'sES@n/ n. [C,U] an extreme

unhealthy interest in something or worry about
something, which prevents you from thinking about
other things: She developed an obsession with food.

ob·ses·sive /@b'sEsIv/ adj. thinking or worrying
too much about someone or something so that you
do not think about other things enough: She’s
obsessive about exercise. —obsessively adv.

ob·so·lete /"Abs@'litX/ adj. no longer useful or

needed because something newer and better has
been made: Floppy disks have become obsolete.
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin, past participle of
obsolescere “to grow old, become disused”]
—obsolescence /"Abs@'lEs@ns/ n. [U]
THESAURUS
old-fashioned, outdated,
outmoded, dated, antiquated ➔
OLD-FASHIONED

ob·sta·cle /'AbstIk@l/ n. [C] 1 something that

makes it difficult for you to succeed: Lack of
confidence can be a big obstacle to success. | The
team has had to overcome obstacles this season. 2 something that blocks your way, so that you
must go around it: an obstacle in the road [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Old French, Latin obstaculum,
from obstare “to stand in the way, stand in front
of”]

'obstacle course n. [C] a line of objects that a
runner must jump over, go under, etc.

ob·stet·rics /@b'stEktrIks, Ab-/ n. [U]

BIOLOGY

the part of medical science that deals with the birth
of children —obstetrician /"Abst@'trIS@n/ n. [C]

ob·sti·nate /'Abst@nIt/ adj. refusing to change
your opinions, ideas, behavior, etc.
—obstinacy n. [U]

SYN

stubborn

ob·strep·er·ous /@b'strEp@r@s/ adj. noisy and
refusing to agree or to do what someone else tells
you to do, or showing this quality: an obstreperous
group of teenagers

ob·struct /@b'strökt/ v. [T] 1 to block a road,

path, passage, or someone’s view of something:
The truck was on its side, obstructing two lanes of
traffic. 2 to try to prevent someone from doing
something by making it difficult: Federal officers
accused Robbins of obstructing their investigation.
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin, past participle of
obstruere “to build in the way”] —obstructive
adj.

O
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something happens: I met with him on several
occasions. 2 [C] an important event or ceremony:
We’re saving the champagne for a special
occasion. | a joyous/happy/solemn etc. occasion
THESAURUS
event, occurrence, affair,
happening ➔ EVENT

3 on occasion sometimes, but not often: Craig
helps out on occasion. 4 [U] a cause or reason to
do something: I’m sure we will have occasion to
discuss this further.
oc·ca·sion·al /@'keIZ@nl/ adj. happening sometimes but not often: He has the/an occasional
drink.

O

oc·ca·sion·al·ly /@'keIZ@nl-i/ adv. sometimes,

ob·struc·tion /@b'strökS@n/ n. 1 [C,U] some-

but not regularly or often: We occasionally see each
other. | Heat the soup, stirring occasionally.
oc·cult /@'költ/ n. the occult the knowledge and
study of magic and spirits —occult adj.
oc·cu·pan·cy /'Aky@p@nsi/ Ac n. [U] (formal)
someone’s use of a building or other space for
living or working: The new college dormitory is
ready for occupancy.
oc·cu·pant /'Aky@p@nt/ Ac n. [C] (formal)
someone who lives in a building, room, etc., or who
is in it at a particular time: a letter addressed to the
occupant | The occupants of the condominium were
unhappy with the rise in rent.
oc·cu·pa·tion /"Aky@'peIS@n/ Ac n. 1 [C]
(formal) a job or profession ➔ EMPLOYMENT , WORK :
the occupations available to women | Workers in
low-paid occupations often suffer from poor health.

thing that blocks a road, passage, tube, etc., or the
fact of blocking a road, etc.: The accident caused
an obstruction on the freeway. 2 [U] the act of
preventing something from happening: Powell
could be charged with obstruction of justice.
ob·tain /@b'teIn/ Ac v. [T] (formal) to get something that you want: Information about passports
can be obtained from the embassy. | Weisner is
hoping to obtain funding for a second study of the
children. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Old French obtenir, from Latin obtinere “to hold on to, own,
obtain”]
ob·tain·a·ble /@b'teIn@b@l/ Ac adj. able to be
obtained: The application form is obtainable from
THESAURUS
job, work, employment,
the secretary.
profession, career, vocation ➔ JOB
ob·tru·sive /@b'trusIv/ adj. (formal) noticeable in
a bad or annoying way ANT unobtrusive: The 2 [U] the act of entering a place and getting control
of it, especially by military force ➔ OCCUPY : the
waitresses were friendly but never obtrusive.
ob·tuse /@b'tus, Ab-/ adj. (formal) stupid or slow German occupation of France in the war | London
became an important town during the Roman occuto understand something
pation of Britain. 3 [C] (formal) a way of spending
ob"tuse 'angle n. [C] MATH an angle between 90° your time: One of his childhood occupations was
1
and 180° ➔ see picture at ANGLE
collecting baseball cards.
ob"tuse 'triangle n. [C] MATH a TRIANGLE with oc·cu·pa·tion·al /"Aky@'peIS@n@l/ Ac adj.
one angle that is between 90 and 180 degrees
relating to your job: Occupational injuries are
ob·vi·ous /'Abvi@s/ Ac adj. easy to notice or common in the coal mining industry.
understand: the obvious choice | It was obvious oc·cu·pied /'Aky@"paId/ adj. 1 busy doing or
(that) he hadn’t actually read the book. | The need thinking about something: Bring some games to
for change seemed obvious to everyone. | The need keep the kids occupied. | His father was occupied
to recycle glass and other materials is obvious. with work. 2 being used: All the rooms on the first
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin obvius, from floor are occupied. 3 an occupied place is conobviam “in the way”]
trolled by an army: Jewish settlements in the occuTHESAURUS
pied territories
noticeable, clear, evident,
apparent, conspicuous, unmistakable,
oc·cu·py /'Aky@"paI/ Ac v. (occupied, occumanifest ➔ NOTICEABLE
pies) [T] 1 to live, work, stay, etc. in a particular
place: Salem Press occupies the seventh floor of the
ob·vi·ous·ly /'Abvi@sli/ Ac adv. used when building. 2 if something occupies you or your
something is easily noticed or understood: Obvi- time, you are busy doing it: Work occupies most of
ously, I was scared. | Patrick is obviously a good my day. | Only six percent of police time is occupied
father.
with criminal incidents. 3 to fill a particular
oc·ca·sion /@'keIZ@n/ n. 1 [C] a time when amount of space: Family photos occupied almost
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the entire wall. | At present, the government occupies some 70 million square feet in the Washington
area. 4 to enter a place and get control of it,
especially by military force ➔ INVADE : Kuwait was
occupied by Iraq from August 1990 to February
1991. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French occuper,
from Latin occupare]

oc·cur /@'kø/

Ac v. (occurred, occurring) [I]
(formal) 1 to happen, especially without being
planned first SYN take place: Earthquakes occur
without any warning signs. | A third of accidental
deaths occur in the home. 2 to exist or be present
in a particular place: The disease mainly occurs in
young children. | Chromium and nickel occur commonly in areas which are also rich in magnesium.
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin occurrere, from currere “to run”] —occurrence n. [C, singular]:
Stress-related illness is now a fairly common
occurrence. | An increase in the occurrence of heart
disease was reported.
occur to sb phr. v. to suddenly come into your
mind: It never occurred to me to ask.

o·cean /'oUS@n/ n. 1 [C] EARTH SCIENCES a particular area of salt water somewhere on Earth: the
Indian Ocean ➔ see picture at WATER CYCLE 2 the
ocean EARTH SCIENCES the great quantity of salt
water that covers most of the Earth’s surface [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Latin oceanus, from Greek
Okeanos name of a river believed to flow
around the world] —oceanic /"oUSi'ænIkX/ adj.

o·cean·og·ra·phy /"oUS@'nAgr@fi/ n. [U] EARTH
SCIENCES

the scientific study of the ocean
—oceanographer n. [C]

o’clock /@'klAk/ adv. one/two/three etc.
o’clock one of the times when the clock shows the
exact hour as a number from 1 to 12 [ORIGIN:
1400—1500 of the clock]

oc·ta·gon /'Akt@"gAn/ n. [C]

MATH a flat shape
with eight sides and eight angles [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 Latin, from Greek octagonon, from okto
“eight” + gonia “angle”] —octagonal
/Ak'tæg@n@l/ adj. ➔ see picture at POLYGON

THESAURUS
polygon, pentagon, hexagon,
heptagon, decagon, dodecagon ➔ POLYGON

oc·tave /'Akt@v/ n. [C] 1

ENG. LANG. ARTS the
range of musical notes between the first note of a
musical SCALE and the last one 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS
the first and last notes of a musical SCALE played
together [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Medieval Latin
octava, from Latin octo “eight;” because there
are eight notes in the range]

oc·tet /Ak'tEt/ n. [C] 1 ENG. LANG. ARTS eight singers or musicians performing together 2
ARTS a piece of music for an octet

ENG. LANG.

Oc·to·ber /Ak'toUbø/ (written abbreviation Oct.)
n. [C,U] the tenth month of the year, between
September and November: The group will be performing on October 22nd. | Clare’s going to be two
in October. | We have been in this apartment since

last October. | Our membership expires next October. [ORIGIN: 1000—1100 Old French Octobre,
from Latin October, from octo “eight;” because
it was the eighth month of the ancient Roman
year]
oc·to·pus /'Akt@p@s/ n. (plural octopuses or
octopi /'Akt@paI/) [C] a sea creature with a soft
body and eight TENTACLE s (=arms) [ORIGIN:
1700—1800 Modern Latin, Greek oktopous
“scorpion,” from okto “eight” + pous “foot”]
OD v. (past tense and past participle OD’d, present
participle OD’ing) [I] (slang) overdose to take too
much of a dangerous drug
odd /Ad/ Ac adj. 1 different from what is
expected or normal SYN strange: an odd guy | It’s
odd that she hasn’t phoned by now.
THESAURUS
strange, funny, peculiar,
curious, weird, bizarre, eccentric ➔ STRANGE 1

2 odd jobs small jobs of different types, for
example fixing or cleaning things 3 an odd number cannot be divided by 2. For example, 1, 3, 5,
etc. are odd numbers ➔ EVEN 4 [only before noun]
separated from its pair or set: an odd sock 5 20odd/30-odd etc. (informal) a little more than 20,
30, etc. ➔ ODDS
odd·ball /'AdbOl/ adj. (informal) strange or unusual
—oddball n. [C]
odd·i·ty /'Ad@Ôi/ n. (plural oddities) [C] a strange
or unusual person or thing
odd·ly /'Adli/ adv. in a strange or unusual way
➔ strangely/oddly/funnily enough at ENOUGH
odds /Adz/ Ac n. [plural] 1 the odds how likely
it is that something will or will not happen
SYN chance: The odds are about 1 in 12 that a
boy will be colorblind. | Doctors have improved the
odds of survival for these babies. 2 difficulties
that make a good result seem very unlikely: Our
team won the title against all the odds (=in spite of
difficulties). 3 at odds (with sb) disagreeing
with someone: Mark’s account of what happened is
at odds with Dan’s.
"odds and 'ends n. [plural] (informal) various
small things that have little value
ode /oUd/ n. [C] a long poem that is written in
order to praise a person or thing
o·di·ous /'oUdi@s/ adj. (formal) very bad or disgusting
o·dor /'oUdø/ n. [C] a smell, especially a bad one
THESAURUS

smell, stink, stench ➔ SMELL 2

o·dor·less /'oUdølIs/ adj. not having a smell: an
odorless gas

od·ys·sey /'Ad@si/ n. (plural odysseys) [C] (liter-

ary) a long trip with many difficulties or adventures

of /@v, @; strong öv/ prep. 1 used in order to show

a quality or feature that someone or something has:
the color of his shirt | the size of the building | It

O

off

O
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was stupid of me to say that. 2 used in order to
show that something is a part of something else: the
first part of the story | the tips of your fingers 3 used in order to show that something
belongs to or relates to someone or something: an
old shirt of his | a friend of Bobby’s 4 used with
words that show a particular type of group: a bunch
of grapes | a herd of elephants 5 used in order to
show an amount or measurement: a cup of coffee |
lots of room | a drop of water 6 used in order to
show that someone or something is from a larger
group: That’s one of her best poems. | members of a
rock group 7 used in dates: the 23rd of January,
2004 8 (spoken) used in giving the time, to mean
“before”: It’s ten of five (=ten minutes before
5:00). 9 used when giving the name of something:
the city of New Orleans | the game of
chess 10 used when giving the reason for or the
cause of something: She died of cancer. 11 used in
order to say what something shows: a picture of his
family | a map of the world 12 used in order to say
what something is about or what type of thing it is:
Do you know the story of Tom Thumb? | the
problem of crime in schools 13 used in order to
show direction or distance: I live just north of
here. | The school is within a mile of the park (=it is
less than a mile from the park). 14 used after
nouns describing actions, to show to whom the
action is done or who did the action: the testing of
river water for chemicals | the crying of a
child 15 (literary) made from: a dress of pure
silk 16 written, made, produced, etc. by someone
or something: the early plays of Shakespeare 17 used in order to say where someone
lives: the people of Malaysia [ORIGIN: Old
English] ➔ of course at COURSE
off /Of/ adv., prep., adj. 1 away from or out of a
place or position: She waved and drove off. | Get
your feet off the couch! | He took his shoes off. | The
bus stopped, and she got off. 2 a machine, light,
etc. that is off is not working or operating ANT on:
Why are all the lights off? | Turn the lights off when
you leave. | Does the machine shut itself
off? 3 lower in price: You get 10%/15% off if you
buy $100 worth of groceries. 4 how far away
something is, or how much time there is between
now and a future event: Spring is still a long way
off. | mountains way off in the distance 5 away
from a particular place: Oak Hills – isn’t that off
Route 290? | a hotel just off the main street 6 not
at work or school because you are sick or on
vacation: Dave’s off tomorrow. | Monday is my day
off. | I’m taking the day/week off. 7 if an event is
off, it will not now take place: The wedding’s
off. 8 not as good as usual: Sales are a little off
compared with last year. 9 not correct or not of
good quality: His calculations are off by
20%. 10 have an off day/week etc. (spoken) to
have a day, week, etc. when you are not doing
something as well as you usually do 11 off and
on/on and off for short periods of time, but not
regularly: We’ve been going out together for two
years, off and on. ➔ WELL-OFF
"off-'balance adj. [not before noun] 1 in an

unsteady position and likely to fall: He staggered
back, off-balance. 2 catch/throw sb offbalance to surprise or shock someone because
s/he is not prepared: American forces were caught
off-balance by the tactics.
off·beat /"Of'bitX/ adj. (informal) unusual and not
what people expect, in an interesting way: an offbeat style of comedy
of·fend /@'fEnd/ v. 1 [T] to make someone angry
or upset ➔ OFFENSIVE : The senator’s remarks
offended many women. 2 [I] LAW to do something
that is a crime
of·fend·er /@'fEndø/ n. [C] LAW someone who is
guilty of a crime: As a first-time offender, Joe
received a fine.
THESAURUS
criminal, thief, robber,
burglar, shoplifter, pickpocket, attacker,
mugger ➔ CRIMINAL 2

of·fense1 /@'fEns/ n. 1 [C] LAW a crime: Drinking

and driving is a serious offense. | Anyone charged
with a criminal offense is entitled to a trial. |
programs to prevent teenagers from committing
more serious offenses 2 no offense (spoken) said
in order to show that you hope what you are saying
will not offend someone: No offense, but how old
are you? 3 take offense/cause offense to feel
offended or to offend someone: Many women took
offense at the tone of his speech.
of·fense2 /'OfEns/ n. [U] the action of trying to
get points and win in a sports game, or the group of
players responsible for doing this ANT defense:
The team needs to work on their offense.
of·fen·sive1 /@'fEnsIv/ adj. 1 used or intended
for attacking ANT defensive: offensive weapons 2 very insulting and likely to upset people
ANT inoffensive: offensive jokes
THESAURUS
rude, impolite, insulting,
tactless ➔ RUDE

3 relating to trying to get points and win in sports
games, or relating to the players who do this
ANT
defensive: the Bears’ offensive lineup
—offensively adv
offensive2 n. [C] 1 an attack made on a place by
an army: a military offensive 2 be/go on the
offensive also take the offensive to attack or
criticize people
of·fer1 /'Ofø, 'Afø/ v. 1 [T] to say that you are
willing to give something to someone, or to hold
something out to someone so that s/he can take it:
Can I offer you a drink? | Did they offer you the
job? | They offered us $175,000 for the house. | The
company offers scholarships to inner-city
students. | Stewart offers advice/help/support to
women in this difficult position. 2 [I,T] to say that
you are willing to do something: She didn’t even
offer to help. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French
offrir, from Latin offerre, from ob “to” + ferre
“to carry”]
offer2 n. [C] 1 a statement that you are willing to

often
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give something to someone or do something for
someone: an offer of help | a job offer
C O L L O C AT I O N S

make someone an offer
have/receive an offer from someone
consider an offer – to think about an offer
carefully before making a decision
accept/take an offer – to say yes
refuse/reject an offer or turn it down – to say
no ➔ ACCEPT , REFUSE 1

2 something that is offered, especially an amount of
money: The company made an offer of $5 million
for the site.
of·fer·ing /'OfrIÎ, 'A-/ n. [C] something you give
someone, especially God
off 'guard adj. catch/take sb off guard to
surprise someone by doing something or happening
when s/he is not expecting anything: The storm
caught everyone off guard.
off·hand1 /Of'hænd/ adv. immediately, without
time to think: I can’t give you an answer offhand.

off·hand2 /"Of'hændX/ adj. said or done without
thinking, or said in a way that makes something
seem unimportant: an offhand remark
of·fice /'OfIs, 'A-/ n. 1 [C] a room with a desk,
telephone, etc. in it where you do your work: the
manager’s office | Is Shaw in his office? | a small
home office 2 [C] the building of a company or
organization where people work: Are you going to
the office today? | the main/central office of the
company | the branch/local office of the FBI
TOPIC

Many modern offices are not divided into separate
rooms. Instead, people sit at desks in small
cubicles or cubes. The part of an office where
you work, including your desk, computer/PC, etc.
is your workstation. Somewhere in the office there
is a printer, a photocopier, a fax (machine), and
file/filing cabinets. The office building may have
several floors. There is often a cafeteria where
you can eat.

3 [C,U] an important job or position, especially in
government: Richardson’s achievements in office |
Muller took/left office in 2007. | It takes a lot of
money to run for office (=try to be elected). 4 [C]
the place where a doctor or DENTIST sees patients
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French, Latin officium “service, duty, office,” from opus “work”
+ facere “to do”] ➔ BOX OFFICE , POST OFFICE

of·fi·cer /'Of@sø, 'A-/ n. [C] 1 someone who has

a position of authority in the army, navy, etc. 2 a
member of the police: the officers at the scene |
Officer Johnson will take your statement. 3 someone who has an important position in an organization ➔ CEO , OFFICIAL²
of·fi·cial1 /@'fIS@l/ adj. approved of or done by
someone in authority, especially the government:
an official investigation | The governor was on an
official visit to Mexico.

official2 n. [C] someone who has a responsible
position in an organization: senior bank officials

of·fi·cial·ly /@'fIS@li/ adv. 1 publicly and for-

mally: The new bridge was officially opened this
morning. 2 according to what you say publicly,
even though this may not be true: Officially, they
are not counted as unemployed.
of·fi·ci·ate /@'fISi"eIt/ v. [I] (formal) to perform
special duties, especially at a religious ceremony
of·fi·cious /@'fIS@s/ adj. (disapproving) someone
who is officious is always telling other people what
to do
off·ing /'OfIÎ/ n. be in the offing to be about to
happen: Big changes are in the offing.
off·line /"Of'laInX/ adv. 1 IT with your computer
not connected to the Internet ➔ ONLINE : writing
emails offline 2 IT not connected to or controlled
by a computer: Problems with the server kept the
system offline until noon. —offline adj.
'off-ramp n. [C] a road for driving off a HIGHWAY
or FREEWAY ANT on-ramp
"off 'season n. [singular] the time in the year when
a sport is not usually played —off-season adj.
[only before noun]

off·set /"Of'sEt, 'OfsEt/

Ac v. (past tense and past
participle offset, present participle offsetting) [T] if

something offsets another thing, it has an opposite
effect so that the situation remains the same: The
new contracts should help to offset the recent
losses. | Congress is required to offset the revenue
lost through lowered taxes with federal spending
cuts.
off·shoot /'OfSut/ n. [C] an organization, system
of beliefs, etc. that has developed from a larger or
earlier one: The business was an offshoot of IBM.
off·shore /"Of'SOrX/ adj., adv. in the water, at a
distance from the shore: America’s offshore oil
reserves
off·spring /'Of"sprIÎ/ n. (plural offspring) [C]
(formal) 1 someone’s child or children 2 an animal’s baby or babies
off·stage /"Of'steIdZ/ adv. 1 just behind or to
the side of a stage in a theater: There was a loud
crash offstage. 2 when an actor is not acting:
Offstage, he was very shy.
"off-the-'record adj. an off-the-record remark is
not supposed to be made public ➔ off/on the
record at RECORD 1
"off-the-'wall adj. (informal) strange or unusual: an
off-the-wall TV comedy
"off-year 'election n. [C] POLITICS an election to
choose members of the SENATE and the HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES , held in one of the years
between elections for the U.S. president
of·ten /'Of@n, 'Oft@n/ adv. 1 if something happens often, it happens regularly, many times, or in
many situations SYN frequently: She often works
weekends. | How often do you come to New

O

oftentimes
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Orleans? | This happens more often than you might
think.
THESAURUS

a lot (informal) – very often: I’ve been to Boston
a lot of times.

frequently – very often: He’s frequently late for

work.

regularly – often and at regular times, for

O

example every day, every week, or every month:
You should exercise regularly.
repeatedly – use this to emphasize that
someone did something many times: I asked him
repeatedly to tell me what was wrong.
constantly – very often over a long period of
time: He talked constantly about his old girlfriend.
continuously – without stopping: He’s been sick
almost continuously for the last year.
again and again/over and over (again) –
many times, and more often than you would
expect: Fans of the show go to see it again and
again. | I get bored doing the same thing over and
over again. ➔ NEVER , RARELY , SOMETIMES

2 all too often used in order to say that something
sad or wrong happens too much: All too often,
fathers don’t see their children much after a
divorce. 3 every so often sometimes, but not
regularly: We go out for coffee every so often.
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 oft]
GRAMMAR

often, very often

Use often before a verb, unless the verb is “be”:
She often makes her own clothes. | He’s often
tired in the evenings.
If there are two or more verbs together, often
comes after the first one: You can often see
bears in the forest.
Very often is used at the end of a negative
sentence: I don’t speak to him very often.

of·ten·times /'Of@n"taImz/ adv. (informal) often:
Oftentimes the situation can get out of control.

o·gle /'oUg@l/ v. [I,T] to look at someone in an

that the VOLTAGE in an electric current can be
calculated by multiplying the RESISTANCE by the
current
oil1 /OIl/ n. 1 [U] a thick dark liquid from under the
ground, from which GASOLINE and other products
are made SYN petroleum: the price of oil | the oil
industry 2 [U] a smooth thick liquid that is burned
to produce heat or used for making machines run
easily: motor oil 3 [C,U] a smooth thick liquid
made from plants or animals, used in cooking or for
making beauty products: Fry the chicken in oil. | a
tablespoon of olive/sunflower/vegetable oil 4 oils
[plural] paints that contain oil [ORIGIN: 1100—
1200 Old French oile, from Latin oleum “olive
oil”]
oil2 v. [T] to put oil into or onto something
oiled /OIld/ adj. covered with oil: Place the fish in
a lightly oiled pan.
'oil "painting n. [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS a picture
painted with paint that contains oil, or the art of
painting with oil paint
'oil slick n. [C] a layer of oil floating on water
'oil well n. [C] a special hole dug in the ground so
that oil can be taken out
oil·y /'OIli/ adj. 1 covered with oil, or containing a
lot of oil: shampoo for oily hair | oily fish 2 looking or feeling like oil: an oily liquid
oink /OIÎk/ n. [C] the sound that a pig makes
—oink v. [I]
oint·ment /'OInt§m@nt/ n. [C,U] a soft oily substance that you rub into your skin, especially as a
medical treatment
OJ n. [U] (spoken) orange juice
OK the written abbreviation of OKLAHOMA
okay1, OK /oU'keI/ adj., adv. (spoken) 1 not sick,
injured, unhappy, etc.: Do you feel okay
now? 2 satisfactory or acceptable: Does my hair
look okay? | I did okay on the test. 3 used in order
to ask if you can do something, or to tell someone
that s/he can do something: Is it okay if I leave
early? | It’s okay for you to go.
okay2, OK interjection 1 said when you start talking, or continue to talk after a pause: OK, can we
go now? 2 said when you agree with someone or
when you give permission: “We’d better be there
by four.” “Okay.” 3 said to ask if someone agrees
or will give permission: I’ll go first, okay?

offensive way that shows you think s/he is sexually
attractive
o·gre /'oUgø/ n. [C] 1 someone who seems cruel
and frightening 2 a large ugly person in children’s
stories who eats people
OH the written abbreviation of OHIO
oh /oU/ interjection 1 used in order to express
strong emotions or to emphasize what you think
about something: Oh, thank goodness you’re safe! | okay3, OK v. (okayed, okays) [T] (informal) to say
Oh, no! My wallet is gone! 2 said in order to officially that you will agree to something or allow
make a slight pause, especially before replying to a it to happen: Are you sure the bank will okay the
question or giving your opinion on something: loan?
“Why did you do it?” “Oh, I don’t know.” | “I’m okay4, OK n. (informal) give the okay/get the
finished.” “Oh, yeah, how does it look?” | “We okay to give or get permission to do something: I
lost.” “Oh, well, better luck next time.”
got the okay to leave early.
ohm /oUm/ n. [C] PHYSICS a unit for measuring old /oUld/ adj. 1 having existed or been used for a
electrical RESISTANCE
long time ANT new: We sell old and new books. |
'Ohm’s "law n. PHYSICS a scientific rule that says an old building

omniscient point of view
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THESAURUS

ancient – used about buildings, cities, languages,

etc. that existed long ago: ancient history |
ancient cultures
antique – used about furniture, jewelry, etc. that
is old and valuable: an antique rug
vintage – used about things that are old but of
high quality: vintage cars
classic – used about movies, books, television
programs, and cars that are old but of very good
quality: Lumet’s classic film “12 Angry Men”
secondhand – used about cars, books, clothes,
etc. that were owned by someone else and then
sold
used – used about cars or other products which
are being sold that are not new: a used car dealer
stale – used about bread, cakes, etc. that are no
longer fresh
rotten – used about food, especially fruit or eggs,
that is no longer good to eat ➔ NEW , YOUNG 1

2 a) having lived for a long time ANT young
➔ ELDERLY : an old man | My parents are getting
old. b) the old old people 3 having a particular
age: Our dog is three years old. | my ten-year-old
daughter | How old is Kenny? 4 old house/job/
teacher etc. (informal) a house, etc. that you had
before but do not have now SYN former: I saw
your old girlfriend last night. 5 good/poor/silly
old etc. sb (spoken) used in order to talk to or
about someone you know and like: Good old Larry
hadn’t changed a bit. 6 experienced, heard, or
seen many times before SYN familiar: all the old
familiar faces | I’m tired of listening to the same
old music all the time. 7 an old friend/enemy
etc. a friend, etc. that you have known for a long
time 8 the old days times in the past: In the old
days, only a few people were well educated. | She
sat listening to her mother talk about the good old
days. [ORIGIN: Old English eald]

old·en /'oUld@n/ adj. (literary) in olden days/
times a long time ago

"old-'fashioned adj. not considered to be modern
or fashionable anymore: old-fashioned values | a
good old-fashioned ghost story
THESAURUS

outdated/out-of-date/outmoded – no longer

useful or modern: They are still using computer
equipment that is hopelessly outdated. | outdated
laws | If the rules are out-of-date or unrealistic,
they should be changed.
dated – looking old-fashioned: The film looks a
bit dated now, but the story is still very
contemporary.
antiquated (formal) – old-fashioned and not
appropriate for modern needs or conditions:
antiquated lab equipment
obsolete – no longer useful or needed because
something newer and better has been made: The
textbooks had become obsolete.

old·ie /'oUldi/ n. [C] (informal) someone or something that is old, especially a song or movie

"Old 'Testament n. the Old Testament the part
of the Bible that tells about the time before the birth
of Jesus Christ ➔ NEW TESTAMENT
"old-'timer n. [C] (informal) someone who has been
in a particular job, place, etc. for a long time
"Old 'World n. the Old World Europe, and parts
of Asia and Africa ➔ NEW WORLD —Old World
adj.

ol·i·gar·chy /'Al@"gArki/ n. (plural oligarchies) 1 [U] POLITICS government or control by a
small group of people 2 [C] POLITICS a small group

of people who run a country or state, or a country
or state that is run by a small group of people
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Greek oligarchia, from
oligos “few” + -archia ( -ARCHY)]
ol·ive /'AlIv/ n. 1 [C] a small black or green fruit,
eaten as a vegetable or used for making oil 2 [U]
also olive green a dull pale green color —olive
adj.

O·lym·pic Games /@"lImpIk 'geImz/ n. the

Olympic Games [plural] also the Olympics an
international sports event held every four years
—Olympic adj.
ome·let, omelette /'AmlIt/ n. [C] eggs that have
been beaten together and cooked, often with other
foods added: a cheese omelet [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 French omelette, from Latin lamella “thin
plate”]
o·men /'oUm@n/ n. [C] a sign of what will happen
in the future: a good/bad omen
om·i·nous /'Am@n@s/ adj. making you feel that
something bad is going to happen: ominous black
clouds —ominously adv.
o·mis·sion /oU'mIS@n, @-/ n. 1 [U] the act of
not including or doing something 2 [C] something
that has been omitted: The report is full of mistakes
and omissions.

o·mit /oU'mIt, @-/ v. (omitted, omitting) [T] (formal) to not include something, either deliberately or
because you forgot to do it SYN leave out: Impor-

tant details had been omitted.

om·nip·o·tent /Am'nIp@Ô@nt/ adj. (literary) able
to do everything [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
French, Latin, from omni- “all” + potens,
present participle of potere “to be powerful”]
—omnipotence n. [U]
adj.
(literom·ni·scient
/Am'nIS@nt/
ary) 1 knowing everything 2 omniscient narrator ENG. LANG. ARTS if a story has an omniscient
narrator, the person telling the story knows everything that happens and how every character thinks,
feels, or experiences things [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
Medieval Latin, from Latin omni- “all” + scire
“to know”] —omniscience n. [U]

om"niscient point of 'view n. [U]

ENG. LANG.
ARTS the style of telling a story in which the NARRATOR is not a character in the story but knows

everything that happens and what all the characters
experience, think, and feel ➔ LIMITED POINT OF VIEW

O

omnivore
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om·ni·vore /'AmnI"vOr/ n. [C] BIOLOGY an animal

that eats both plants and other animals ➔ CARNIVORE , HERBIVORE [ORIGIN: 1800–1900 Latin
omnivorus, from omni “all” + vorus, from
vorare “to eat”]

on /On, An/ prep., adj., adv. 1 touching, being

O

supported by, or hanging from something: I got
mud on my pants. | pictures hanging on the wall | a
child sitting on her dad’s shoulders 2 if you have a
piece of clothing on, you are wearing it: He came to
the door with his coat on. 3 in a particular place or
area of land: The answer is on page 44. | They built
a fence on our land. 4 at the side of something
such as a street, road, or river: a restaurant on the
river | the stores on Rodeo Drive 5 at some time
during a particular day: Is there a meeting on
Monday? | a party on her birthday | On May 10, Jo
had a baby girl. 6 continuing without stopping:
Go on, Cheryl. What happened next? | The peace
talks dragged on (=continued slowly) for
months. 7 forward or ahead, toward a particular
place: We drove on to Kansas City. | You guys go on
without me. 8 later or after a particular time: From
that day/point/time on, he started eating healthy
foods and exercising. 9 being broadcast by a television or radio station, or recorded on something:
Keillor’s program on the radio | a movie available
on video | The news will be on at six. 10 about a
particular subject: a book on China
THESAURUS

➔ ABOUT 1

about, concerning, regarding

11 used in order to show who or what is affected by
an action: a new tax on imported wine | The divorce
was hard on Jill. | medical testing done on
rats 12 using something: Sam’s on the phone. | a
piece featuring Hawkins on saxophone | a report
done on the computer | I cut myself on a piece of
glass. 13 in a particular direction: The Mayor was
sitting on my right. 14 in or into a vehicle such as
a bus, airplane, train, etc.: Did you sleep on the
plane? | I got on at Vine Street. 15 taking part in
an activity or traveling somewhere: They met on a
trip to Spain. 16 included in a team or group, or in
a list: She’s on the volleyball team. | an item on the
agenda 17 operating or working ANT off: The TV
was on. | Turn on the light. 18 taking a medicine
or drugs: She’s on antibiotics. 19 have/carry sth
on you (informal) to have something with you now:
Do you have a pen on you? 20 (spoken) used in
order to say that someone is paying for something:
Dinner’s on me tonight. 21 if an event is on, it will
happen: There’s a jazz festival on this weekend. 22 (informal) if something bad happens on
someone, it happens when s/he is not expecting it:
You can’t just quit on me! ➔ HEAD-ON , later on at
LATER 1, on and off at OFF

once1 /wöns/ adv. 1 on one occasion, or at a time

in the past: I’ve only met her once. | I once ran 21
miles. | He tried skiing once before, but he didn’t
like it. 2 once a week/year etc. one time every
week, year, etc. as a regular activity: She goes to the
gym once a week. 3 (every) once in a while

sometimes, but not often: We see each other every
once in a while. 4 once more one more time
SYN again: I’ll call him once more, but then we
have to leave. 5 at once a) at the same time: I
can’t do two things at once! b) (formal) immediately or without waiting: I recognized him at
once. 6 all at once a) suddenly: All at once, the
room went quiet. b) at the same time: A lot of
things needed to be dealt with all at once. 7 in the
past, but not now: They were once good
friends. 8 for once (spoken) used in order to say
that something should happen more often: For
once, try telling me the truth. 9 once and for all
definitely and finally: Let’s settle this once and for
all. 10 once upon a time a long time ago – used
at the beginning of children’s stories 11 once in a
blue moon very rarely: He comes to see us once in
a blue moon.
once2 conjunction from the time something happens: Once you try this, you’ll never want to stop.
on·com·ing /'On"kömIÎ, 'An-/ adj. oncoming
car/traffic etc. a car, etc. that is coming toward
you
one1 /wön/ number 1 1 2 one o’clock: I have a
meeting at one. 3 one year old: Katie’s almost
one. [ORIGIN: Old English an]
one2 pron. 1 someone or something that has been
mentioned or is known about: “Do you have a
bike?” “No, but I’m getting one for my birthday.” |
“Where are those books?” “Which ones?” |
“Which candy bar do you want?” “This/that
one.” | Jane’s the one with the red hair. 2 one by
one if people do something one by one, first one
person does it, then the next, etc.: One by one, the
passengers got off the bus. 3 one after the
other/one after another if events or actions
happen one after the other, they happen without
much time between them: He’s had one problem
after another this year. 4 (all) in one if someone
or something is many different things all in one,
s/he or it is all those things: This is a TV, radio, and
VCR all in one. 5 (formal) a) people in general:
One must be careful to keep exact records. b) (oldfashioned) used in order to mean “I“: One is
tempted to ignore the whole problem.
GRAMMAR

One of is followed by a plural noun form but a
singular verb: One of her legs is shorter than the
other.

one3 determiner 1 used to emphasize a particular

person or thing: One reason I like the house is
because of the big kitchen. | One of the children is
sick. c Don’t say “One of the children are
sick.” b 2 one day/afternoon etc. a) a particular day, etc. in the past: There was one week in
April when we had two feet of snow. b) any day,
etc. in the future: We should go for a meal one
evening. 3 for one thing used in order to introduce a reason for what you have just said 4 (spoken) used in order to emphasize your description of
someone or something: That is one cute kid!

onto
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one4 n. [C] a piece of paper money worth $1: Do
you have five ones?

"one an'other pron. (formal) EACH OTHER
"one-di'mensional adj. a one-dimensional char-

acter in a book, movie, etc. does not seem like a
real person because s/he has only one quality
➔ THREE-DIMENSIONAL
"one-'liner n. [C] a very short joke ➔ GAG
"one-night 'stand n. [C] an occasion when two
people have sex, but do not intend to meet each
other again
"one-of-a-'kind adj. special because no one or
nothing else is like him, her, or it: one-of-a-kind
handmade carpets
"one-on-'one adj. between only you and one other
person: one-on-one English lessons —one-onone adv.
on·er·ous /'An@r@s, 'oU-/ adj. (formal) difficult
and tiring: an onerous task/job
"one-'sided adj. 1 considering or showing only
one side of a question, subject, etc. in a way that is
unfair: a one-sided account of the war 2 an activity or competition that is one-sided is one in which
one person or team is much stronger or does more
than the other: a one-sided football game
one·time /'wöntaIm/ adj. former: a onetime TV
star
"one-to-'one adj. 1 between only two people:
one-to-one talks 2 matching one other person,
thing, etc. exactly: a one-to-one correspondence
between sound and symbol
"one-track 'mind n. have a one-track mind
(disapproving) to think about only one thing all the
time
"one-'way adj. 1 moving or allowing movement
in only one direction: one-way traffic | a one-way
street 2 a one-way ticket is for taking a trip from
one place to another, but not back again ➔ ROUNDTRIP

on·go·ing /'On"goUIÎ, 'An-/

Ac adj. continuing:
ongoing discussions
on·ion /'öny@n/ n. [C,U] a round white vegetable
with brown, red, or white skin and many layers,
that has a strong taste and smell [ORIGIN: 1100—
1200 Old French oignon, from Latin unio] ➔ see

picture at VEGETABLE

on·line /"On'laInX, "An-/ adj., adv. 1 IT connected
to other computers through the Internet, or available through the Internet ANT offline: All the city’s
schools will be/go online by the end of the year. ➔
INTERNET 2 IT directly connected to or controlled
by a computer ANT offline: an online printer
on·look·er /'On"lUkø, 'An-/ n. [C] someone who
watches something happening without being
involved in it: A crowd of onlookers had gathered
at the scene of the accident.
on·ly1 /'oUnli/ adv. 1 not more than a particular
amount, number, age, etc., especially when this is

unusual: Tammy was only 9 months old when she
started walking. | It’s only eight o’clock. 2 nothing
or no one except the person or thing mentioned:
You’re only wearing a T-shirt. No wonder you’re
cold. | parking for restaurant customers only 3 in
one place, situation, or way and no other, or for one
reason and no other: You can only exit through this
door. | The contract will be renewed only if the
work has been done to the correct standard. |
Lasting security will come to the region only when
the two sides make peace. 4 not very important,
serious, good, etc. compared to something else: The
job’s interesting, but it’s only temporary. | I was
only kidding. 5 not only ... (but also) used in
order to say that something is even better, worse, or
more surprising than what you have just said: Math
is not only easy for her, it’s fun. 6 (formal) no
earlier than a particular time: Congress passed the
law only last year. | She finally tapped his shoulder,
and only then did he look up. 7 if only a) used
in order to give a reason for something, and say that
it is not the best one: He was thinking about joining
the navy, if only to get away from his parents. b) used in order to express a strong wish: If
only they’d let us know in time! 8 only too very
or completely: He was only too ready to leave.

only2 adj. 1 used in order to say that there is one

person, thing, or group in a particular situation and
no others: Walking is the only exercise I get. | He’s
the only one who did a good job. 2 an only child
a child who does not have any brothers or sisters 3 the only thing is... (spoken) used before
you begin to talk about something that might be a
problem: The only thing is, I have to be back by
eight.

only3 conjunction except that

SYN

but: I’d help,

only I’m really busy that day.

on·o·mat·o·poe·ia /"An@mAÔ@'pi@/ n. [U]

ENG.
LANG. ARTS the use of words that sound like the thing

that they are describing, such as “hiss” or “boom”
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Late Latin, Greek onomatopoiia, from onoma “name” + poiein “to
make”]

'on-ramp n. [C] a road for driving onto a
WAY

or FREEWAY

ANT

off-ramp

HIGH-

on·set /'OnsEt, 'An-/ n. the onset of sth the
beginning of something, especially something bad:
the onset of a bad cold

on·slaught /'AnslOt, 'On-/ n. [C usually singular] a
very strong attack or criticism

'on-the-job adj. [only before noun] while working,
or at work: on-the-job training

on·to /before consonants 'OnÔ@, 'An-; before vowels

and strong 'Ontu, 'An-/ prep. 1 used in order to
show movement to a position on a surface, area, or
object: The cat leaped onto the table. | Turn onto
River Road. | Claire jumped out/back/over onto the
sidewalk. 2 be onto sb (informal) to know who
did something wrong or illegal: Briggs knew the
cops were onto him.

O

onus
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o·nus /'oUn@s/ n. the onus the RESPONSIBILITY

O

9 NOT DECIDED not finally decided: The location
for something: The onus is on the company to of the peace talks is still an open question. | The
provide safety equipment.
wisdom of cutting taxes is open to debate. | It’s a
on·ward1 /'Onwød, 'An-/ also onwards possibility. I’m keeping my options open (=not
deciding between the things I might do).
adv. 1 from ... onward beginning at a particular
time and continuing after that: European history 10 an open mind if you have an open mind, you
from 1900 onward 2 (formal) forward: The ship deliberately do not make a decision or form a
definite opinion about something: Jurors must try
moved onward through the fog.
to keep an open mind during the trial.
2
onward adj. (formal) moving forward, continu11
keep your eyes/ears open (spoken) to keep
ing, or developing: the onward march of scientific
looking or listening so that you will notice anything
progress
that is important
oo·dles /'udlz/ n. (informal) oodles of sth a large 12 welcome/greet sb with open arms to greet
amount of something: She earns oodles of money.
someone with happiness and excitement [ORIGIN:
oops /Ups, ups/ interjection said when someone Old English]
has fallen, dropped something, or made a small open2 also open up v. 1 [I,T] to move something
mistake: Oops! I spilled the milk.
so that something is not closed or covered, or to be
ooze /uz/ v. [I,T] 1 if a liquid oozes from some- moved in this way: Dan’s opening his birthday
thing, or if something oozes a liquid, liquid flows presents. | a door that opens automatically | Meg
from it very slowly: Blood was oozing from the cut. opened her eyes wide. | She opened the curtains. |
Open up the window, will you?
THESAURUS
pour, flow, drip, leak, run,
come out ➔ POUR

USAGE

Do not use open and close to talk about things
2 (informal) to show a lot of a particular quality: Leo
that use electricity or things that provide water or
positively oozes charm.
gas. Use turn on/off instead: Can you turn off the
o·pal /'oUp@l/ n. [C,U] a white stone with changing
stove? | I turned on the TV.
colors in it, used in jewelry
For things that use electricity, you can also use
switch on/off: Don’t forget to switch off the lights.
o·paque /oU'peIk/ adj. 1 difficult to see through
ANT transparent 2 hard to understand [ORIGIN:
THESAURUS
1400—1500 Latin opacus “dark”]
1
unlock
– to open a door, drawer, etc. with a key
o·pen /'oUp@n/ adj.
unscrew – to open a lid on a bottle, container,
1 DOOR/BOOK/BOX ETC. not closed or covered
etc. by turning it
ANT closed, shut: an open door | A book lay open
unwrap – to open a package by removing the
on the table. | All the windows were wide open.
paper that covers it
2 EYES/MOUTH not closed, so that your EYELID s or
unfold – to open a piece of paper, a cloth, etc.
LIP s are apart: I can barely keep my eyes open, I’m
that was folded
so tired.
unfasten/undo – to open something that is
3 STORES/BANKS ETC. ready or available for
fastened or tied, for example a seat belt or a
people to use, visit, etc.: The museum is open daily |
piece of clothing ➔ CLOSE 1
When is the new library going to be open? | The
restaurant’s open for lunch and dinner. | Stores 2 [I] if a store, bank, or public building opens at a
were open for business as usual. | The pool is only particular time, it begins to allow people inside at
open to the public in the summer.
that time: What time does the bookstore open on
4 NOT RESTRICTED available to anyone, so that Sundays? 3 [I,T] to start, or to make something
anyone can take part: The competition is open to start: The restaurant opens next month. | a new play
children aged 7 to 14. | an open meeting
opening on Broadway | He opened up a checking
5 NOT ENCLOSED not enclosed or covered by account. 4 [I,T] to spread something out, or
buildings, walls, etc.: Lang grew up in the open become spread out: I can’t open my umbrella. | The
spaces of the prairie. | classes held out in the open roses are starting to open up. | Open your books to
air (=outdoors) | an open fire
page 153. 5 [T] to make something available to be
6 NOT SECRET not hiding anything: Ralph looked used or visited: Snowplows were out opening up
at her with open admiration. | testimony given in the streets. | Parts of the White House will be
open court (=in a court where everything is done in opened to the public. 6 open fire (on sb/sth) to
public) | My husband and I try to be open with each start shooting at someone or something
other.
open up phr. v. 1 open sth ↔ up to become
7 WILLING TO LISTEN willing to listen to other available or possible, or to make something availpeople: Keep an open mind (=listen without judg- able or possible: Education opens up all kinds of
ing) until you’ve heard everyone’s ideas. | We’re opportunities. 2 to stop being shy and say what
open to suggestions on how to improve our service. you really think
8 be open to criticism/blame/suspicion etc.
likely to be criticized, blamed, etc.: By accepting open3 n. (out) in the open a) outdoors b) not
hidden or secret: The truth is finally out in the open.
the money, she has left herself open to criticism.
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"open-'air adj. outdoor: open-air concerts
"open-'ended adj. without a definite ending time,
rules, or an answer: an open-ended investigation

"open-ended 'question n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a

question that does not have a single definite answer
or result
o·pen·er /'oUp@nø/ n. [C] 1 a tool or machine
used in order to open letters, bottles, or cans: a can
opener 2 the first of a series of things such as
sports games: the season opener against the Celtics
"open-heart 'surgery n. [U] a medical operation in which doctors operate on someone’s heart
"open 'house n. [C] 1 an occasion when a school
or business allows the public to come in and see the
work that is done there 2 a party that you can
come to or leave at any time during a particular
period
o·pen·ing1 /'oUp@nIÎ/ n. [C] 1 an occasion
when a new business, building, etc. is ready for use:
the opening of the exhibition 2 the beginning of
something: the opening of the concert season 3 a
job or position that is available: job openings for
high school graduates 4 a hole or space in something: an opening in the fence
THESAURUS
HOLE 1

hole, space, gap, crack ➔

5 a chance to do or say something: This provides an
opening for you to praise the student’s effort.
opening2 adj. first or beginning: the opening
paragraph | Are you going to opening night (=the
first night of a new play, movie, etc.)?
o·pen·ly /'oUp@nli/ adv. honestly and not secretly:
They talk openly about their problems.
"open-'minded adj. willing to consider and
accept new ideas, opinions, etc. —openmindedness n. [U]
o·pen·ness /'oUp@nnIs/ n. [U] 1 the quality of
being honest and not keeping things secret: the
openness of a small child 2 the quality of being
willing to accept new ideas or people: the country’s
openness to change
op·er·a /'Apr@, 'Ap@r@/ n. [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
musical play in which all of the words are sung, or
these plays considered as a form of art ➔ MUSICAL

➔ THEATER [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Italian, from
Latin “works,” plural of opus] —operatic
/"Ap@'ræÔIkX/ adj.
op·era·ble /'Apr@b@l/ adj. 1 able to be treated
by a medical operation ANT inoperable: The cancer is operable. 2 working and ready to use
ANT inoperable: an operable machine
op·er·ate /'Ap@"reIt/ v. 1 [I,T] if a machine operates or you operate it, it works or you make it work:
technicians who are trained to operate the scanning equipment | The engine seems to be operating
smoothly. 2 [I] to cut open someone’s body in
order to repair or remove a part that is damaged:
Surgeons operated on his knee. 3 [I,T] if a business
or organization operates, or if you operate it, it is
organized to do its work: an agreement to build and
operate a cellular phone network | factories operating in Mexico 4 [I,T] if a system, process, or
service operates, or if you operate it, it works or has
a particular purpose: How does the new security
system operate? | The cloth operates as a filter.
'operating "system n. [C] IT a system in a
computer that helps all the programs to work
op·er·a·tion /"Ap@'reIS@n/ n. 1 [C] the process
of cutting into someone’s body to repair or remove
a part that is damaged: a knee operation | He
needed an operation on his brain. | Taylor has
had/undergone a heart bypass operation. 2 [C] a
set of planned actions or activities for a particular
purpose: a rescue operation 3 [U] the way the
parts of a machine or system work together: Wear
protective glasses when the machine is in operation. 4 [C,U] a business or company, or the work
of a business: The company is expanding its overseas operations. | A literacy program has been in
operation (=been working) for ten years. 5 [C] IT
an action done by a computer: a machine performing millions of operations per second 6 [U] the
way something such as a law has an effect or
achieves a result: the operation of the tax laws
op·er·a·tion·al /"Ap@'reIS@nl/ adj. 1 working
and ready to be used: The system is now fully
operational. 2 relating to the operation of a business, government, etc.: operational costs
—operationally adv.
op·er·a·tive /'Ap@r@ÔIv/ n. [C] someone who
does work that is secret in some way: a CIA
operative
op·er·a·tor /'Ap@"reIÔø/ n. [C] 1 someone who
works for a telephone company giving information
to people and helping to connect calls 2 someone
who operates a machine or piece of equipment: a
radio operator
oph·thal·mol·o·gy /"Afθ@l'mAl@dZi, -θ@'mA-,
"Ap-/ n. [U] the medical study of the eyes and
diseases that affect them —ophthalmologist n.
[C]

o·pin·ion /@'pIny@n/ n. 1 [C,U] your ideas or

beliefs about a particular subject: What’s your
opinion on/of the death penalty? | Teachers were
not asked their opinions about the curriculum. | In

O

opinionated
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my opinion, getting a divorce is too easy. | people
who aren’t afraid to express/give their opinions |
Polls are taken to discover public opinion (=what
ordinary people think about something).
THESAURUS

view – your opinion about something: What are

O

your views about global warming?
point of view – a particular way of thinking
about or judging something: The story is told
from the man’s point-of-view.
position – used especially about the opinion of
a government or organization: The president has
made his position perfectly clear.
stance – an opinion that is stated publicly:
What is your stance on abortion?
attitude – your opinions and feelings about
something: If you go into the game with a positive
attitude, you have more chance of winning. | the
French attitude toward food
sentiment (formal) – an opinion or feeling that
you have about something: Public sentiment
against the war grew steadily over the next year.
conviction (formal) – a very strong belief or
opinion: At the beginning of World War II, he had
the strong conviction that America should go to
Britain’s aid and fight.

2 [C] judgment or advice from a professional person about something: We got a second opinion
(=we asked two people) before replacing the furnace. 3 have a high/low/good etc. opinion of
sb/sth to think that someone or something is very
good or very bad: On the whole, people have a low
opinion of politicians. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
French, Latin opinio]

o·pin·ion·at·ed /@'pIny@"neIÔId/ adj. (disapproving) expressing very strong opinions about things

o'pinion poll n. [C] a POLL
o·pi·um /'oUpi@m/ n. [U] an illegal drug made
from

POPPY

seeds

o·pos·sum /@'pAs@m, 'pAs@m/ n. [C] an American animal that looks like a large rat and can hang
from trees by its tail ➔ see picture at MARSUPIAL

op·po·nent /@'poUn@nt/ n. [C] 1 someone who
tries to defeat another person or team in a competition, game, argument, etc.: This week, the team
faces its toughest opponent. 2 someone who disagrees with a plan, idea, etc.: opponents of abortion

op·por·tune /"Apø'tun/ adj. (formal) an opportune moment/time/place etc. a time, etc. that is
appropriate for doing something

op·por·tun·ist /"Apø'tunIst/ n. [C] (disapproving) someone who uses every chance to gain power
or advantages over others —opportunism n. [U]
—opportunistic /"Apøtu'nIstIk/ adj.

op·por·tu·ni·ty /"Apø'tun@Ôi/ n. (plural opportunities) [C] 1 an occasion when it is possible for

sports. | The program gives students the/an opportunity to see live drama. | I’d like to take this
opportunity to thank everyone who helped me. |
Under the law, women were guaranteed equal
opportunities (=chances to do things that are equal
to men’s chances). | This is a great/good opportunity for investors.
C O L L O C AT I O N S

An opportunity comes along/up or arises.
You have/are given the opportunity to do
something.
You take/seize/use an opportunity by doing
something when you have the chance to do it.
A wasted/lost/missed opportunity is a good
opportunity that you did not take.
An ideal/perfect/unique/golden opportunity is
one that is very good or special, and may not
happen again.
A rare opportunity is one that does not happen
very often.

2 a chance to get a job: There are good opportunities for graduates in your field.
op·pose /@'poUz/ v. [T] to disagree strongly with
an idea or action: A local group opposes the plan
for environmental reasons.
op·posed /@'poUzd/ adj. 1 disagreeing strongly
with someone or something, or feeling strongly that
someone or something is wrong: militants who are
opposed to the peace process | groups that are
strongly opposed to abortion 2 as opposed to
sth used in order to show that two things are
different from each other: The teaching is geared to
practical problems, as opposed to theory.
op·pos·ing /@'poUzIÎ/ adj. 1 opposing teams,
groups, etc. are competing, arguing, etc. with each
other 2 opposing ideas, opinions, etc. are completely different from each other
op·po·site1 /'Ap@zIt, -sIt/ n. [C] a person or
thing that is completely different from someone or
something else: Hot and cold are opposites. | Most
people think work and play are the opposite of
each other. | the exact opposite of the truth | He said
he’d do one thing, and then did the opposite.
opposite2 adj. 1 completely different: Ray
walked off in the opposite direction. | the two men
are at opposite ends of the political spectrum 2 facing something or directly across from
something: a building on the opposite side of the
river 3 the opposite sex the other sex. If you
are a man, women are the opposite sex.
opposite3 prep., adv. if one thing or person is
opposite another, they are facing each other: the
wall opposite the door | He’s moved into the house
opposite.
"opposite 'angles n. [plural] MATH two equal
angles that are formed when two lines cross, and
which are opposite each other ➔ see picture at
ANGLE 1

you to do something ➔ CHANCE : Children will op·po·si·tion /"Ap@'zIS@n/ n. [U] strong disget/have an opportunity to try several different agreement with, or protest against, something: the
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residents’ opposition to plans for a new highway |
There was stiff/strong/intense opposition from the
teachers’ union.
THESAURUS

objection – a reason you give for not approving

of an idea or plan: Lawyers raised no objections to
the plan.
antagonism (formal) – strong opposition to or
hatred of someone else: antagonism between the
two political parties
hostility – strong opposition to a plan or idea:
There has been a certain amount of hostility to the
proposed reform.
antipathy (formal) – a feeling of strong dislike or
opposition: a growing antipathy towards the
government

op·press /@'prEs/ v. [T] to treat people in an

unfair and cruel way —oppressor /@'prEsø/ n.

[C]

op·pressed /@'prEst/ adj. treated unfairly or cruelly: oppressed minority groups | the poor and the
oppressed (=people who are oppressed)

op·pres·sion /@'prES@n/ n. [U] the act of
oppressing people, or the state of being oppressed

op·pres·sive /@'prEsIv/ adj. 1 cruel and unfair:
an oppressive military government 2 making you
feel uncomfortable: oppressive heat

opt /Apt/ v. [T] to choose one thing or do one thing

instead of another: If you prefer quiet, opt for a
smaller resort. | More high school students are
opting to go to college.
opt out phr. v. to choose not to join in a group or
system: Parents can opt out of the public school
system by home schooling.

op·tic /'AptIk/ adj. BIOLOGY relating to the eyes
op·ti·cal /'AptIk@l/ adj. relating to the way light is
seen, or relating to the eyes: an optical instrument
—optically adv.

"optical il'lusion n. [C] a picture or image that
tricks your eyes and makes you see something that
is not actually there

op·ti·cian /Ap'tIS@n/ n. [C] someone who makes
glasses

op·ti·mism /'Apt@"mIz@m/ n. [U] a tendency to
believe that good things will happen ANT pessimism: optimism about the country’s economic

future | The results give reason/cause/grounds for
optimism.

op·ti·mist /'Apt@mIst/ n. [C] someone who
believes that good things will happen
mist

ANT

pessi-

op·ti·mist·ic /"Apt@'mIstIk/ adj. believing that
good things will happen in the future ANT pessimistic: The coach is optimistic about the team’s
chances of winning. | Police remain optimistic that
the child will be found. —optimistically adv.

oracle

op·ti·mum /'Apt@m@m/ adj. best or most appro-

priate for a particular purpose: the optimum diet for
good health
op·tion /'ApS@n/ Ac n. [C] 1 a choice you can
make in a particular situation: career options | The
jury had the option of finding him guilty but mentally ill. | Dropping out of school is not an option
(=you cannot do it). | Press 4 to select the printer
control option (=on a computer). 2 keep/leave
your options open to wait before making a
decision: Leave your options open until you have
the results of the test. 3 ECONOMICS the right to buy
or sell something in the future: stock options | All
employees are given an option on 100 shares of
stock. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French, Latin optio
“free choice”]
op·tion·al /'ApS@nl/ Ac adj. something that is
optional is something you do not need to do or
have, but can choose if you want it ANT mandatory: Attendance at the meeting is optional. | If they
wish, students can attend an optional philosophy
class.

op·tom·e·trist /Ap'tAm@trIst/ n. [C] someone
who examines people’s eyes and orders glasses for
them —optometry /Ap'tAm@tri/ n. [U]

op·u·lent /'Apy@l@nt/ adj. decorated in an expensive way: an opulent hotel —opulence n. [U]

OR the written abbreviation of OREGON
or /ø; strong Or/ conjunction 1 used between two

possibilities or before the last in a series of possibilities ➔ EITHER : Would you like pie, cake, or some
ice cream? | Will the project receive state or federal
funds? | You can use either milk or cream in the
sauce. | They speak only a little Spanish, or else
none at all. 2 or anything/something (spoken)
something that is similar to what you have just
mentioned: Do you want to go out for a drink or
anything? 3 used after a negative verb when you
mean not one thing and not another thing: Elena
never learned to read or write English. 4 used in
order to warn or advise someone: Hurry, or you’ll
miss your plane. | Businesses will have to raise
prices, or else their profits will drop. | Don’t be late,
or else... ! (=used as a threat) 5 used when you are
guessing at a number, time, distance, etc. because
you cannot be exact: a little girl four or five years
old | There’s a gas station a mile or so down the
road. 6 used in order to give more specific information or to correct what has been said before:
biology, or the study of living things 7 used in
order to explain why something happened or why
something must be true: She must be tired, or she
wouldn’t be so crabby. [ORIGIN: Old English oththe]

or·a·cle /'Or@k@l, 'Ar-/ n. [C] 1 HISTORY someone

the ancient Greeks believed could communicate
with the gods, who gave advice to people or told
them what would happen in the future 2 HISTORY
the holy place where an oracle could be found
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French, Latin oraculum,
from orare; ORATION]

O

oral
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o·ral1 /'Or@l/ adj. 1 spoken, not written: an oral

O

report 2 relating to the mouth: oral hygiene [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Late Latin oralis, from Latin
os “mouth”]
oral2 n. [C] a test in a university in which questions
and answers are spoken rather than written
or·ange /'OrIndZ, 'Ar-/ n. 1 [C] a round fruit that
has sweet juice and thick skin which you do not
eat: orange juice ➔ see picture on page 414 2 [U] the
color of an orange [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
French, Arabic naranj, from Sanskrit naranga
“orange tree”] —orange adj.
o·rang·u·tan /@'ræÎ@"tæn/ also o·rang·u·tang
/@'ræÎ@"tæÎ/ n. [C] a large APE that has long arms
and long orange-brown hair [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
Malay orang hutan “man of the forest”] ➔ see
picture at APE

o·ra·tion /@'reIS@n, O-/ n. [C] a formal public
speech

or·a·tor /'Or@Ôø, 'Ar-/ n. [C] (formal) someone who

makes speeches and is good at persuading people
or·a·tory /'Or@"tOri, 'Ar-/ n. [U] (formal) the skill
of making public speeches
or·bit1 /'OrbIt/ n. [C] PHYSICS the path traveled by
an object that is moving around a larger object: the
Moon’s orbit around the Earth [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 Latin orbita “wheel-track”] —orbital adj.
➔ see picture at APOGEE

orbit v. [I,T] PHYSICS to travel in a circle around a
2

larger object: a satellite that orbits the Earth

or·chard /'OrtSød/ n. [C] a place where fruit trees
are grown: a cherry orchard

or·ches·tra /'OrkIstr@/ n. [C] a large group of

musicians who play CLASSICAL MUSIC on different
instruments
TOPIC

Sections of an orchestra

the woodwind/wind section also the winds –
the instruments made mostly of wood that you
blow through
the strings/the string section – the
instruments that have strings
the brass (section) – the instruments made of
metal that you blow through
the percussion (section) – the instruments
such as drums

People in an orchestra:

conductor – the person who directs the music
and musicians
cellist – a person who plays the cello
flutist – a person who plays the flute
violinist – a person who plays the violin
percussionist – a person who plays percussion

—orchestral /Or'kEstr@l/ adj.

'orchestra pit n. [C] the space below the stage in

a theater where the musicians sit ➔ see picture at
THEATER

or·ches·trate /'OrkI"streIt/ v. [T] to organize an

important event or a complicated plan, especially
secretly: Was the rebellion orchestrated by the
army?

or·chid /'OrkId/ n. [C] a tropical, often brightly
colored flower with three PETAL s

or·dain /Or'deIn/ v. [T] to officially make someone
a religious leader ➔
ordained a priest.

ORDINATION :

John was

or·deal /Or'dil/ n. [C] a very bad experience that

continues for a long time: She had to go through a
terrible ordeal. [ORIGIN: Old English ordal “trial,
judgment”]

or·der1 /'Ordø/ n.

1 in order (for sb/sth) to do sth so that something can happen, or so that someone can do
something: In order for you to graduate next year,
you’ll have to go to summer school. | Plants need
light in order to live.
THESAURUS

to – a shorter way of saying in order to: I went
to the bank to get some money.

so (that) – in order to do something to make

something possible: She’s studying Japanese so
that she can get a job in Japan.
for – so that you can get or do something: They
were waiting for the school bus.

2 ARRANGEMENT [U] the way that several things
are arranged, organized, or put on a list: Are all the
slides in order? | The names were written in alphabetical order. | I think these pages are out of order
(=not correctly arranged). | State the main points in
order of importance. | We’ve got to get our finances
in order (=organize them).
3 REQUEST FOR GOODS [C] a request for goods
from a company or for food in a restaurant, or the
goods or food that you ask for: We’ve received
more orders for car alarms this year than ever
before. | The school’s just placed an order for more
books. | May I take your order (=used to ask what a
customer in a restaurant wants)? | Your order will
be ready soon.
4 NO CRIME/TROUBLE [U] a situation in which
people obey rules and respect authority: Police are
working hard to maintain law and order in the
area.
5 COMMAND [C] a command given by someone in
authority: Captain Marshall gave the order to
advance. | The soldiers had been trained to obey/
follow orders.
6 out of order a phrase meaning “not working,”
used especially on signs: The pay phone was out of
order.
7 in order legal and correct: Your passport seems
to be in order.
8 POLITICS ETC. [singular] the political, social, or
economic situation at a particular time: the present
economic order
9 ANIMALS/PLANTS [C] one of the groups into
which scientists divide animals and plants. An
order is larger than a FAMILY but smaller than a
CLASS . ➔ in short order at SHORT 1
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order2 v. 1 [I,T] ask for food or drink in a restaurant, bar, etc.: Are you ready to order? | We ordered
coffee and dessert.
THESAURUS

ask, request, demand ➔ ASK

2 [T] to ask a company to make or send you
something: They’ve ordered a new carpet for the
bedroom. 3 [T] to tell someone that s/he must do
something: The judge ordered him to pay $1 million. 4 [T] to arrange something in a particular
way: Order the list of names alphabetically.
order sb around phr. v. to continuously tell someone what to do, in a way that is annoying: I wish
she’d stop ordering me around.

O

"ordered 'pair n. [C]

MATH two numbers that are
used to represent a point on a GRID . The first
number shows which HORIZONTAL line of the grid
the point is on, and the second number shows
which VERTICAL line it is on.

or·der·ly1 /'Ordøli/ adj. 1 peaceful or behaving

well: Please leave the building in an orderly fashion. 2 arranged or organized in a neat way: an
orderly desk

orderly2 n. (plural orderlies) [C] someone who
does unskilled jobs in a hospital

'ordinal "number n. [C] MATH one of the numbers
such as first, second, third, etc. that show the order
of things ➔ CARDINAL NUMBER

or·di·nance /'Ordn-@ns/ n. [C] LAW a law of a city
or town: parking ordinances

'Ordinance "Powers n. [plural] POLITICS the official powers that the American president has to
make certain types of decisions. These powers are
given to the president by Congress and are in the
U.S. CONSTITUTION . ➔ EXCLUSIVE POWERS ,

RESERVED POWERS

or·di·nar·i·ly /"Ordn'Er@li/ adv. usually: I don’t
ordinarily go to sleep so early.

or·di·nar·y /'Ordn"Eri/ adj. 1 average or usual,
and not different or special in any way: All the
candidates are trying to reach out to ordinary
people. | Art should be part of ordinary life. | It was
just an ordinary day.
THESAURUS
normal, average, standard,
conventional ➔ NORMAL 1

2 out of the ordinary very different from what
is usual: Did you notice anything out of the
ordinary?

or·di·na·tion /"Ordn'eIS@n/ n. [C,U] the act or

ceremony of making someone a religious leader
➔ ORDAIN

ore /Or/ n. [C,U] EARTH SCIENCES rock or earth from
which metal can be obtained

o·reg·a·no /@'rEg@"noU/ n. [U] a plant used in
cooking, especially Italian cooking

or·gan /'Org@n/ n. [C] 1 a part of the body of an

animal or plant that has a particular purpose: an
organ transplant 2 a large musical instrument like
a piano, with large pipes to make the sound, or an
electric instrument that makes similar sounds [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French organe, from
Latin, from Greek organon “tool, instrument”]
or·ga·nelle /"Org@'nEl/ n. [C] BIOLOGY one of
several structures in a cell that has a particular
purpose, similar to the different purposes that
organs have in the body. The NUCLEUS is an
organelle.
or·gan·ic /Or'gænIk/ adj. 1 BIOLOGY living, or
relating to living things, and containing CARBON in
some form ANT inorganic: Organic matter such
as leaves, grass, and vegetable peelings can be
used as compost. | organic chemistry 2 using
farming methods that do not use chemicals, or
produced by these methods: organic vegetables
—organically adv.: organically grown vegetables
or"ganic 'chemistry n. [U] CHEMISTRY the study
of compounds that contain CARBON . Usually,
organic chemistry deals with substances that are
related to life processes. ➔ INORGANIC CHEMISTRY
or·ga·nism /'Org@"nIz@m/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a living
thing: a microscopic organism
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or·gan·ist /'Org@nIst/ n. [C] someone who plays or·gy /'OrdZi/ n. (plural orgies) [C] a wild party
the organ

with a lot of sexual activity

or·ga·ni·za·tion /"Org@n@'zeIS@n/ n. 1 [C] a O·ri·ent /'Ori@nt/ n. the Orient (old-fashioned) the

eastern part of the world, especially China and
Japan
o·ri·ent /'Ori"Ent/ Ac v. [T] 1 to make someone
familiar with a place or situation: It takes a while to
THESAURUS
orient yourself in a new city. | There are several
institution – a large important organization such
organizations which exist to help orient new stuas a bank or university
dents. 2 to find your position using a map or a
institute – an organization that has a particular
COMPASS [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French,
purpose, such as scientific or educational work
Latin, present participle of oriri “to rise”]
association – an organization for people who
O·ri·en·tal /"Ori'EnôlX/ adj. 1 relating to the
do the same kind of work or have the same
eastern part of the world, especially China or
interests
Japan 2 (old-fashioned) a word for someone from
(political) party – an organization of people
Asia, now considered offensive ➔ ASIAN
with the same political aims
club/society – an organization for people who
o·ri·en·ta·tion /"Ori@n'teIS@n/ Ac n. 1 [C,U]
share an interest
the beliefs, aims, or interests that a person or group
union – an organization formed by workers in
chooses to have: their political orientation 2 [U]
order to protect their rights
training and preparation for a new job or activity:
agency – an organization, especially within a
It’s orientation week for new students. 3 sexual
government, that does a specific job
orientation the fact of being HETEROSEXUAL or
2 [U] the act of planning and arranging things HOMOSEXUAL : Discrimination on the grounds of
effectively: Anne is responsible for the organiza- sexual orientation is still far too widespread. 4 [C]
tion of the reception. 3 [U] the way in which the the direction in which something faces: This chapdifferent parts of a system are arranged and work ter deals with the orientation of the Earth’s magtogether: I still need to work on the organization of netic field.
my essay. —organizational adj.
o·ri·ent·ed /'Ori"EnôId/ adj. giving attention to a
or·ga·nize /'Org@"naIz/ v. 1 [T] to plan or particular type of person or thing: She’s very
arrange something: I agreed to help organize the career-oriented. | We provide a service oriented
company picnic. | Organize your ideas on paper towards the needs of business people.
before you write your essay. 2 [I,T] to form a or·i·gin /'Or@dZIn, 'Ar-/ n. [C,U] 1 when, where,
UNION (=an organization that protects workers’
or how something began: a word of Latin origin |
rights), or persuade people to join one
The theory explains the origins of the universe.
group, such as a club or business, that has been
formed for a particular purpose: student
organizations | a non-profit organization

O

or·ga·nized /'Org@"naIzd/ adj. 1 planned or
arranged in an effective way ANT disorganized:
Her presentation was well organized.
THESAURUS

efficient – working well, without wasting time or
energy: an energy efficient refrigerator | efficient
workers
well-run – organized efficiently: a well-run hotel
businesslike – sensible and practical in the way
you do things: a businesslike attitude

2 an organized person is able to plan and arrange
things in an effective way ANT disorganized: Barbara’s a very organized person. | I need to get more
organized. 3 an organized activity is arranged for
and done by many people: organized religion

THESAURUS

source – the thing, place, or person that you get

something from: Tourism is the country’s main
source of income. | a source of energy
root – the most important reason or cause of
something, especially a problem or something
bad: The root of the problem is money.
etymology – the origin of a word, or the study
of the origins of words in general: What is the
etymology of the word “sugar?”
birthplace – the place where someone,
especially someone famous, was born: We visited
Martin Luther King’s birthplace in Atlanta.

2 the country, race, or social class from which
someone comes: Nine percent of the city’s population is of Hispanic origin. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
"organized 'crime n. [U] illegal activities involv- French origine, from Latin origo, from oriri “to
ing powerful well-organized groups of criminals rise”]
➔ MAFIA
o·rig·i·nal1 /@'rIdZ@nl/ adj. 1 [only before noun]
first or earliest: Our original plan was to go to
or·ga·niz·er /'Org@"naIzø/ n. [C] someone who Florida. | The original version of the song is much
organizes an event or group of people: The organiz- better.
ers had expected about 50,000 people to attend the
THESAURUS
event.
new, recent, modern, fresh,

or·gasm /'Or"gæz@m/ n. [C,U] the moment when
you have the greatest sexual pleasure during sex

latest ➔ NEW

2 completely new and different: Steve comes up
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with a lot of original ideas. | Her writing is truly
original. 3 [only before noun] not copied, or not
based on something else: an original screenplay
original2 n. [C] a painting, document, etc. that is
not a copy: I’ll keep a copy of the lease and you can
have the original.
o·rig·i·nal·i·ty /@"rIdZ@'næl@Ôi/ n. [U] the quality
of being completely new and different: Marie’s
work shows a lot of originality.
o·rig·i·nal·ly /@'rIdZ@nl-i/ adv. in the beginning:
I’m originally from Texas. | Originally, we hoped to
be finished by June.
o·rig·i·nate /@'rIdS@"neIt/ v. [I] (formal) to start to
develop in a particular place or from a particular
situation: The custom of having a Christmas tree
originated in Germany.
o·ri·ole /'Ori"oUl, 'Ori@l/ n. [C] a wild bird that is
black with a red and a yellow STRIPE on its wings
or·na·ment /'Orn@m@nt/ n. [C] an object that you
use for decoration because it is beautiful rather than
useful: Christmas ornaments
or·na·men·tal /"Orn@'mEnôlX/ adj. designed to
decorate something: ornamental vases
or·nate /Or'neIt/ adj.
having a lot of decoration: ornate furniture
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600
Latin, past participle
of ornare “to decorate”] —ornately adv.
or·ne·ry /'Orn@ri/ adj.
(informal) behaving in an
unreasonable and angry
way

or·ni·thol·o·gy

/"Orn@'θAl@dZi/ n. [U]
BIOLOGY the scientific
study of birds [ORIGIN:
1600—1700 Modern Latin ornithologia, from
Greek ornis “bird”] —ornithologist n. [C]
or·phan1 /'Orf@n/ n. [C] a child whose parents are
dead
orphan2 v. be orphaned to become an orphan
or·phan·age /'Orf@nIdZ/ n. [C] a place where
orphans live
or·tho·don·tist /"Orθ@'dAnôIst/ n. [C] a DENTIST who makes teeth straight when they have not
been growing correctly [ORIGIN: 1900—2000
ortho- (from Greek orthos “straight, correct”) +
Greek odous “tooth”] —orthodontics n. [U]
—orthodontic adj.
or·tho·dox /'Orθ@"dAks/ adj. 1 officially
accepted, or considered to be normal by most
people: orthodox methods of treating disease
THESAURUS
normal, ordinary, standard,
conventional ➔ NORMAL 1

2 following the traditional beliefs of a religion: an
orthodox Jew [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French

orthodoxe, from Late Latin, from Late Greek
orthodoxos, from Greek ortho- (from orthos
“straight, correct”) + doxa “opinion”]
THESAURUS
religious, devout, pious,
god-fearing, practicing ➔ RELIGIOUS

—orthodoxy n. [C,U]

"Orthodox 'Church n. the Orthodox Church

one of the Christian churches in eastern Europe and
parts of Asia
or·thog·o·nal draw·ing /Or"θAg@nl 'drO-IÎ/
also or"thogonal pro'jection, "orthographic
pro'jection n. [C] MATH a drawing that shows what
a THREE-DIMENSIONAL object looks like when you
look at it directly from different directions (usually
the top, the front, and one side), or a drawing that
shows a collection of views of the different sides
or·thog·ra·phy /Or'θAgr@fi/ n. [U] ENG. LANG.
ARTS the system for spelling words in a language, or
the way in which a word is spelled
—orthographic /"Orθ@'græfIkX/ adj.
or·tho·pe·dics /"Orθ@'pidIks/ n. [U] the area of
medicine that treats problems that affect people’s
bones —orthopedic adj.
Os·car /'Askø/ n. [C] one of the prizes given each
year to the best movies, actors, etc. in the movie
industry: Who won the Oscar for best actor?
os·cil·late /'As@"leIt/ v. [I] 1 (formal) to keep
changing between two extreme amounts or limits
SYN fluctuate: For several days, the world’s stock
markets oscillated wildly. 2 (formal) to keep moving regularly from side to side, between two limits:
an oscillating fan 3 PHYSICS if an electric current,
light wave, or sound wave oscillates, it changes
frequently in size, strength, direction, etc.
n.
[C,U]
—oscillation
/"As@'leIS@n/
—oscillatory /'As@l@"tOri/ adj.
os·mo·sis /Az'moUsIs, As-/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a
gradual process in which the liquid contained in
one substance passes through a MEMBRANE into a
substance that contains less liquid. The process
continues until the amount of liquid in each substance is equal. —osmotic /Az'mAÔIk/ adj.
os·ten·si·ble /A'stEns@b@l/ adj. [only before
noun] (written) the ostensible purpose or reason for
something is the one which is openly stated, but
which is probably not the true reason or purpose
—ostensibly adv.
os·ten·ta·tious /"Ast@n'teIS@s/ adj. (disapproving) designed or done in order to be impressive to
other people: a big ostentatious engagement ring
—ostentation /"Ast@n'teIS@n/ n. [U]
os·tra·cism /'Astr@"sIz@m/ n. [U] 1 the action
or result of ostracizing someone from a group: In
those days, a pregnant woman who was unmarried
faced ostracism. 2 HISTORY the process in ancient
Greece by which citizens could vote to send
another citizen away from their society for a limited period of time ➔ BANISHMENT
os·tra·cize /'Astr@"saIz/ v. [T] to behave in a
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very unfriendly way toward someone, and not
allow him/her to be part of a group: He was
ostracized by the other students. [ORIGIN: 1800—
1900 Greek ostrakizein “to send away by voting
with broken pieces of pot,” from ostrakon “broken piece of pot”]
os·trich /'AstrItS, 'Os-/ n. [C] a very large African
bird with long legs, that runs very quickly but
cannot fly
oth·er1 /'öDø/ determiner, adj. 1 used in order to
mean one or more of the rest of a group of people
or things, when you have already mentioned one
person or thing: I could do it, but none of the other
boys in the class could. | Here’s one sock, but
where’s the other one? 2 used in order to mean
someone or something that is different from, or
exists in addition to, the person or thing you have
already mentioned: He shares an apartment with
three other guys. | Sue went to the mall with some of
her other friends. | Does anyone have any other
questions? | Let’s discuss this some other time. | A
taxi stopped on the other side of the road. 3 the
other day/morning etc. (spoken) recently: I
talked to Ted the other day. 4 other than except: I
know she has brown hair, but other than that I don’t
remember much about her. 5 every other day/
week etc. on one of every two days, weeks, etc.:
The class meets every other Thursday. 6 in other
words used in order to express an idea or opinion
in a way that is easier to understand: There are TV
sets in 68.5 million homes; in other words, 97
percent of the population watches TV. ➔ EACH
OTHER , on the one hand ... on the other hand

ought to /'OÔ@; strong 'Otu/ modal verb 1 used to

say that someone should do something: We ought to
give Jane a call. | You ought to be ashamed of
yourself. 2 used in order to say that you expect
something to happen or be true: The weather ought
to be nice there in October.
ounce /aUns/ n. [C] 1 (written abbreviation oz) a
unit for measuring weight, equal to 1/16 of a pound
or 28.35 grams ➔ FLUID OUNCE 2 an ounce of
truth/sense etc. a small amount of a particular
quality: Don’t you have even an ounce of sense?
our /Ar; strong aUø/ possessive adj. belonging or
relating to the person who is speaking and one or
more other people: We don’t have curtains on our
windows. | Our daughter is in college.
ours /aUøz, Arz/ pron. the thing or things belonging or relating to the person who is speaking and
one or more other people: “Whose car is that?”
“It’s ours.” | They have their tickets, but ours
haven’t come yet.
our·selves /aUø'sElvz, Ar-/ pron. 1 the
REFLEXIVE form of “we”: It was strange seeing
ourselves on television. 2 the strong form of “we,”
used in order to emphasize the subject or object of
a sentence: We started this business ourselves. 3 (all) by ourselves a) without help:
Amy and I made supper all by ourselves. b) alone:
Dad left us by ourselves for an hour. 4 to ourselves not having to share with other people: We’ll
have the house to ourselves next week.
oust /aUst/ v. [T] (written) to force someone out of
a position of power: Several other senators
at HAND 1
attempted to oust him from the chairmanship.
GRAMMAR
out1 /aUt/ adv., adj. 1 away from the inside of a
place or container ANT in: Close the door on your
Do not use other after “an.” Use another: He
way out. | The keys must have fallen out of my
lived in another part of the city.
pocket. 2 away from the place where you usually
other2 pron. 1 one or more people or things that are, such as home or work ANT in: Did anyone call
form the rest that you are talking about: We ate one while I was out? | He asked me out for dinner
pizza and froze the other. | It looks like all the tonight (=invited me to dinner). | We eat out (=eat
others have left. | Some MP3 players are better in a restaurant) all the time.
than others. 2 someone/something etc. or
USAGE
other used when you cannot be certain or definite
out – away from the building where you live or
about what you are saying: We’ll get the money
work: Tom’s out. He should be back soon.
somehow or other.
outside – not inside a room or building but near
oth·er·wise /'öDø"waIz/ adv. 1 a word meanit: I’ll wait for you outside.
ing “if not,” used when there will be a bad result if
outdoors – not inside a building: We spent most
something does not happen: You’d better go now,
of the summer outdoors.
otherwise you’ll be late.
outdoor (without an -s) – used to describe
THESAURUS
if, as long as/provided that,
on condition that, unless, in case, whether or
1
not ➔ IF

2 except for what has just been mentioned: The
sleeves are too long, but otherwise the dress
fits. 3 in a different way: Adam was ready to buy
the house, but his wife decided otherwise.
ot·ter /'AÔø/ n. [C] a small animal that can swim,
has brown fur, and eats fish
ouch /aUtS/ interjection said when you feel sudden
pain: Ouch! That hurt!

things that are outside, or that happen outside:
an outdoor swimming pool | outdoor sports

3 outside: Why don’t you go out and play? 4 in or
to a place that is far away or difficult to get to: a
little hotel out in the country | He’s moved out to
Arizona. 5 completely or carefully: Clean out the
cupboard before you put the dishes in. | I’m worn
out (=very tired). 6 if power, electricity, etc. is out,
it is not working correctly, or not on: The electricity
was out for an hour last night. | The lights are out –
I don’t think anyone’s home. 7 not having power
any more: The only way to lower taxes is to vote the
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Democrats out! | He may face prosecution when he
is out of office. 8 used in order to say that something has appeared: It looks like the sun is finally
going to come out. 9 out loud done in a way so
that people can hear your voice: parents reading
out loud to their kids 10 available to be bought:
Morrison has a new book out this month. 11 (spoken) not possible: “Where should we go?” “Well,
skiing’s out because it costs too much.” 12 be out
for sth/be out to do sth (informal) to intend to do
or get something: Don’t listen to Danny – he’s just
out to get attention. 13 (informal) a) asleep: Billy
was out like a light by 6:00. b) not conscious: You
must have hit him pretty hard – he’s out cold. 14 a
player in a game who is out is no longer allowed to
play, or has lost one of his/her chances to get a
point 15 clothes or styles that are out are no longer
fashionable 16 someone who is out has told
people that s/he is HOMOSEXUAL 17 if the TIDE is
out, the ocean is at its lowest level
out2 prep. 1 from inside something, or through
something: He was looking out the window at the
beach. 2 out of a) from a particular place or
time: I got a Coke out of the refrigerator. | A nail
was sticking out of the wall. | The tango is a dance
that comes out of Buenos Aires. b) from a larger
group of the same kind: Three out of four dentists
recommend the toothpaste. | Kathy was chosen out
of all the kids in her class. c) having none of
something that you had before: We’re almost out of
gas. | The car was completely out of control. d) used in order to show what something is
made from: a box made out of wood 3 out of it
(informal) not able to think clearly because you are
very tired, drunk, etc.: I’m really out of it
today. 4 out of the way finished: Good. Now
that’s out of the way, we can start working.
out3 n. 1 [C] an act of making a player in baseball
lose the chance to get a RUN 2 an out (informal)
an excuse for not doing something: I’m busy Sunday, so that gives me an out.

out4 v. [T] to publicly say that someone is HOMOSEXUAL

when that person wants it to be a secret

out·age /'aUÔIdZ/ n. [C] a period of time when a
service, especially the electricity supply, is not
provided: a power outage

"out-and-'out adj. [only before noun] having all the

qualities of a particular type of person or thing
SYN complete: an out-and-out lie

out·back /'aUt§bæk/ n. the outback the Australian COUNTRYSIDE far away from cities, where few
people live

out·bid /aUt§'bId/ v. (past tense and past participle
outbid, present participle outbidding) [T] to offer

more money than someone else for something that
you want to buy

out·bound /'aUt§baUnd/ adj. moving away from
you or away from a city, country, etc.: outbound
flights

out·break /'aUt§breIk/ n. [C] the start or sudden

appearance of something bad such as a war or
disease: an outbreak of malaria
out·burst /'aUt§bøst/ n. [C] a sudden powerful
expression of strong emotion: an angry outburst
out·cast /'aUt§kæst/ n. [C] someone who is not
accepted by other people: a social outcast
out·class /aUt§'klæs/ v. [T] to be much better
than someone or something else
out·come /'aUt§köm/ Ac n. [singular] the final
result of a meeting, process, etc.: We were eager to
know what the outcome of the experiment would
be. | Several factors influenced the outcome of the
war.
THESAURUS

➔ RESULT 1

result, consequences, upshot

out·cry /'aUt§kraI/ n. [singular, U] an angry protest

by a lot of people: There was a public outcry
against the war.
out·dat·ed /"aUt'deIÔIdX/ adj. no longer useful or
modern: The textbooks were outdated and needed
to be replaced.
THESAURUS
old-fashioned, outmoded,
dated, antiquated, obsolete ➔ OLD-FASHIONED

out·dis·tance /aUt'dIst@ns/ v. [T] to go faster or
farther than someone else in a race

out·do /aUt'du/ v. (past tense outdid /-'dId/, past

participle outdone /-'dön/, third person singular outdoes /-'döz/) [T] to be better or more successful

than someone else: The skaters were trying to outdo
each other. | You’ve really outdone yourself (=done
something extremely well) this time!
out·door /'aUtdOr/ adj. [only before noun] happening, existing, or used outside and not in a building
ANT indoor: outdoor activities | an outdoor swimming pool
out·doors /aUt'dOrz/ adv. outside, not inside a
building ANT indoors: I prefer working outdoors.
out·door·sy /aUt'dOrzi/ adj. (informal) someone
who is outdoorsy enjoys outdoor activities, such as
HIKING and camping
out·er /'aUÔø/ adj. [only before noun] 1 on the
outside of something ANT inner: Peel off the outer
leaves of lettuce. 2 far from the middle of
something ANT inner: the outer suburbs
out·er·most /'aUÔø"moUst/ adj. [only before
noun] farthest from the middle ANT innermost: the
outermost planets
"outer 'space n. [U] the space outside the Earth’s
air, where the stars and PLANET s are
out·field /'aUtfild/ n. [singular] the part of a baseball field that is farthest from the player who is
batting (BAT ) —outfielder n. [C]
out·fit1 /'aUt"fIt/ n. [C] 1 a set of clothes worn
together: She bought a new outfit for the
party. 2 (informal) a group of people who work
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together as an organization: a small advertising facts about something, but not all the details: The
president outlined his peace plan for the Middle
outfit in San Diego
outfit2 v. (outfitted, outfitting) [T] to provide East. 2 to draw or put a line around the edge of
someone or something with the clothes or equip- something to show its shape: We could see the huge
ferris wheel outlined in colored lights.
ment s/he needs for a special purpose
out·live
/aUt§'lIv/ v. [T] to live longer than someout·fit·ter /'aUt"fIÔø/ n. [C] a store that sells
one else: She outlived her husband by ten years.
equipment for outdoor activities such as camping
out·go·ing /'aUt§"goUIÎ/ adj. 1 wanting to meet out·look /'aUt§lUk/ n. 1 [C] your general attitude
and talk to new people, or showing this quality: to life and the world: Nels has a very positive
Sally is really outgoing and easy to talk to. | an outlook on life. 2 [singular] what is expected to
happen in the future: The outlook for the health
outgoing personality
care professions is good.
THESAURUS
sociable, extroverted,
out·ly·ing /'aUt§"laI-IÎ/ adj. [only before noun] far
gregarious ➔ SOCIABLE
from cities, people, etc.: Housing prices are lower
2 the outgoing president/CEO etc. someone in some outlying areas.
who is finishing a job as president, etc. 3 [only out·ma·neu·ver /"aUt§m@'nuvø/ v. [T] to gain
before noun] going out from or leaving a place
an advantage over someone by using skillful moveANT incoming: outgoing phone calls
ments or plans
out·grow /aUt§'groU/ v. (past tense outgrew out·mod·ed /aUt§'moUdId/ adj. OUTDATED
/-'gru/, past participle outgrown /-'groUn/)
THESAURUS
old-fashioned, outdated,
[T] 1 to grow too big for something: Kara’s
dated, antiquated, obsolete ➔ OLD-FASHIONED
already outgrown her shoes. 2 to no longer enjoy
something that you used to enjoy
out·growth /'aUt§groUθ/ n. [C] a natural result out·num·ber /aUt§'nömbø/ v. [T] to be more in
of something: Crime is often an outgrowth of number than another group: Men outnumber
women in Congress.
poverty.
"
out
of 'bounds adj. 1 not inside the official
out·house /'aUthaUs/ n. [C] a small building
playing area in a sports game: The referee said the
over a hole in the ground, that is used as a toilet
ball was out of bounds. 2 not allowed or acceptout·ing /'aUÔIÎ/ n. [C] a short enjoyable trip for a able: Some topics, such as sex, are out of bounds
group of people: a Sunday outing to the park
for discussion. —out of bounds adv.: The ball
out·land·ish /aUt'lændIS/ adj. strange and was knocked out of bounds.
unusual: outlandish clothes
"out-of-'date adj. OUTDATED ➔ OLD-FASHIONED
out·last /aUt'læst/ v. [T] to continue to exist or do "out-of-'state adj., adv. from, to, or in another
something longer than someone else: The whole state: out-of-state license plates
point of the game is to outlast your opponent.
"out-of-the-'way adj. far from cities and people,
out·law1 /'aUt§lO/ v. [T] to say officially that and often difficult to find: They met in an out-ofsomething is illegal: The agreement outlaws chemi- the-way hotel.
cal weapons.
/'aUt§"peIS@nt/ n. [C] someone
outlaw2 n. [C] (old-fashioned) a criminal who is out·pa·tient
who goes to the hospital for treatment, but does not
hiding from the police
stay there ➔ INPATIENT
out·lay /'aUt§leI/ n. (plural outlays) [C,U] an
out·per·form
/"aUt§pø'fOrm/ v. [T] to do someamount of money that is spent for a particular
purpose: There will be an initial outlay of $2,500 thing better than other things or people
out·place·ment /'aUt§"pleIsm@nt/ n. [U] a serfor tools and equipment.
out·let /'aUt§lEt, -lIt/ n. [C] 1 a place on a wall vice that a company provides to help its workers
where you can connect electrical equipment to the find other jobs when it cannot continue to employ
electricity supply 2 a store that sells things for less them
than the usual price: an outlet mall 3 a way of out·post /'aUt§poUst/ n. [C] a small town or
expressing or getting rid of strong feelings: I use group of buildings in a place that is far away from
judo as an outlet for stress. 4 a way out through big cities
which something such as a liquid or gas can flow
out·pour·ing /'aUt§"pOrIÎ/ n. [C] a large amount
out·line1 /'aUt§laIn/ n. 1 [C,U] the main ideas or of something that is produced suddenly, such as
facts about something, without all the details: Here strong emotions, ideas, or help: an outpouring of
is an outline of the company’s plan. 2 [C] a plan grief
for a piece of writing in which each new idea is out·put /'aUt§pUt/ Ac n. [C,U] 1 ECONOMICS the
separately written down: The teacher wants an amount of work, goods, etc. produced by someone
outline of our essays by Friday. 3 [C,U] a line or something SYN production: Economic output is
around the edge of something that shows its shape
down 10% this year. | In the manufacturing sector,
outline2 v. [T] 1 to describe the main ideas or smaller firms account for a quarter of the total
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output. 2 IT the results produced by a computer or
other process: Output from and input to the serial
port can be controlled by either software or hardware.
out·rage1 /'aUt§reIdZ/ n. [C,U] a feeling of great
anger or shock, or something that causes this: a
deep sense of moral outrage | The prices they
charge are an outrage!
outrage2 v. [T] to make someone feel very angry
or shocked: I was outraged by his sexist comments.
—outraged adj.
out·ra·geous /aUt§'reIdZ@s/ adj. very shocking
or unreasonable: outrageous lies —outrageously
adv.: outrageously expensive clothes
out·reach /'aUt§ritS/ n. [U] the practice of trying
to help people with particular problems, especially
through an organization: the church’s community
outreach program
out·right1 /'aUt§raIt/ adj. [only before
noun] 1 complete and total: an outright
refusal 2 clear and direct: an outright lie
out·right2 /aUt§'raIt, 'aUt§raIt/ adv. 1 clearly
and directly: Nadine laughed outright at the suggestion. 2 buy/own sth outright to own something such as a house completely because you have
paid the full price with your own money
out·run /aUt§'rön/ v. (past tense outran /-'ræn/,
past participle outrun, present participle outrunning)
[T] 1 to run faster or farther than someone 2 to
develop more quickly than something else: The
company’s spending was outrunning its income.
out·set /'aUtsEt/ n. at/from the outset at or
from the beginning of an event or process: The
rules were agreed at the outset of the game.
out·shine /aUt'SaIn/ v. (past tense and past participle outshone /-'SoUn/) [T] to be much better at
something than someone else
out·side1 /"aUt'saId, 'aUtsaId/ adv., prep also
outside of prep. 1 not inside a building or room,
but near it ANT inside: Mom, can I go outside and
play? | He left an envelope outside my
door. 2 beyond the limits of a city, country, etc.:
We live just outside Pittsburgh. 3 beyond the limits of a situation, activity, etc.: Teachers can’t control what students do outside school. | I’m afraid
that subject is outside the scope of this discussion.
outside2 adj. [only before noun] 1 not inside a
building:
We
turned
off
the
outside
lights. 2 involving people who do not belong to
the same group or organization as you: We may
need some outside help. 3 the outside world the
rest of the world: Since the attack, the city has been
cut off from the outside world. 4 outside interests things that you do or are interested in that are
not related to your work
outside3 n. 1 the outside the outer part or
surface of something ANT inside: They painted the
outside of the building pink. | From the outside, the
house looked very nice. 2 on the outside used in
order to describe the way someone or something

appears to be: Their marriage seemed so perfect on
the outside.
out·sid·er /aUt'saIdø/ n. [C] someone who does
not belong to a particular group, organization, etc.:
Corran is a Washington outsider who has never
been in office before.
out·skirts /'aUtskøts/ n. [plural] the parts of a
city or town that are farthest from the center: He
lived on the outskirts of town.
out·smart /aUt'smArt/ v. [T] to gain an advantage over someone using tricks or your intelligence
out·sourc·ing /'aUt"sOrsIÎ/ n. [U] ECONOMICS the
practice of using workers from outside a company,
or of buying supplies, parts, etc. from another
company instead of producing them yourself
—outsource v. [T]
out·spo·ken /aUt'spoUk@n/ adj. expressing your
opinions honestly and directly, even if they shock
or offend other people: an outspoken critic of the
program —outspokenness n. [U]
out·stand·ing /aUt'stændIÎ/ adj. 1 better than
anyone or anything else SYN excellent: an outstanding performance
THESAURUS
good, great, excellent,
wonderful, fantastic, exceptional, superb,
first-class, ace ➔ GOOD 1

2 not yet done, paid, or solved: an outstanding debt

out·stretched /"aUt'strEtStX/ adj. reaching out

to full length: I took hold of his outstretched
arm/hand.
out·strip /aUt'strIp/ v. (past tense and past participle outstripped, present participle outstripping)
[T] to be larger, greater, or better than someone or
something else: The gains will outstrip the losses.

out·ward1 /'aUt§wød/ adj. 1 relating to how
people, things, etc. seem to be rather than how they
are ANT inward: Amy answered with a look of
outward calm. 2 going away from a place, or
toward the outside: The outward flight was bumpy.

outward2 also outwards adv. toward the outside
ANT

inward: The door opens outward.

out·ward·ly /'aUt§wødli/ adv. according to how
people, things, etc. seem to be rather than how they
are inside ANT inwardly: Outwardly, he seems to
be very happy.

out·weigh /aUt§'weI/ v. [T] to be more important

or valuable than something else: The advantages
far outweigh the disadvantages.

out·wit /aUt§'wIt/ v. (past tense and past participle
outwitted, present participle outwitting) [T] OUTSMART

ova n. the plural of OVUM
o·val /'oUv@l/ n. [C] a shape that is like a circle, but

longer than it is wide ➔ see picture at SHAPE 1
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Medieval Latin ovalis,
from Latin ovum “egg”] —oval adj.

O

Oval Office
THESAURUS
shape, square, circle,
semicircle, triangle, rectangle, cylinder ➔

O
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land was handed over (=given) to the government. 9 more or higher than a particular amount,
number, or age: “Did you guess the right number?”
SHAPE 1
“No, I was over by two.” (=the number I guessed
"Oval 'Office n. the Oval Office the office of the was two higher) | The game is best for children
U.S. President, in the White House in Washington, ages six and over.
D.C.
over3 adj. 1 finished: The game’s over – Dallas
o·var·i·an /oU'vEri@n/ adj. [only before noun] BIOL- won.
OGY relating to the ovaries: ovarian cancer
THESAURUS
done, finished, complete,
o·va·ry /'oUv@ri/ n. (plural ovaries) [C] 1 BIOLOGY
through ➔ DONE 2
the part of a female that produces eggs 2 BIOLOGY
the part of a flower that produces seeds ➔ see picture 2 get sth over with (informal) to do something
that you do not want to do, but that is necessary, so
at FLOWER 1
that you do not have to worry about it anymore:
o·va·tion /oU'veIS@n/ n. (formal) [C] if people Well, call her and get it over with.
give someone an ovation, they CLAP their hands to
1
show approval: The performance received a stand- o·ver·all /'oUvø"Ol/ Ac adj. including everying ovation (=people stood up and clapped their thing: The overall cost of the trip is $500. | The
overall level of unemployment is approximately
hands).
12% of the population.
ov·en /'öv@n/ n. [C] a piece of equipment that food
adv. 1 generally:
is cooked inside, shaped like a metal box with a o·ver·all2 /"oUvø'Ol/ Ac
door on it: Preheat the oven to 350 degrees. [ORI- Overall, the situation looks good. | Overall, females
performed better than males in tests. 2 including
GIN: Old English ofen]
everything: Inflation is growing at 3% a year
1
o·ver /'oUvø/ prep. 1 above or higher than some- overall. | Although there are now women in posithing, without touching it ANT under: I leaned over tions of power, their numbers overall are still few.
the desk. | The sign over the door said “No Exit.” |
The ball went way over (=a long way above) my o·ver·alls /'oUvø"Olz/ n. [plural] heavy cotton
head. 2 moving across the top of something, or pants with a piece that covers your chest, held up
from one side of it to the other: We walked over the by two bands that go over your shoulders ➔ see
hill. | One of the men jumped over the counter and picture at CLOTHES
grabbed the money. 3 on something or someone o·ver·bear·ing /"oUvø'bErIÎ/ adj. (disapproving)
so that he, she, or it is covered ANT under: I put the always trying to control other people without conblanket over the baby. 4 more than a particular sidering their feelings or needs SYN domineering
amount, number, or age: Mike makes over
$100,000 a year. | The game is designed for chil- o·ver·board /'oUvø"bOrd/ adv. 1 over the side
dren over seven years old. 5 during: Where did of a ship into the water: He fell overboard in the
you go over summer vacation? 6 down from the storm. 2 go overboard to do or say something
edge of something: Hang the towel over the back of that is too extreme for a particular situation, for
the chair. 7 be/get over sth to feel better after example by being too emotional or expensive: She
being sick or upset: He’s mad, but he’ll get over managed to find a nice present, without going
it. 8 about or concerning something: They had an overboard.
argument over who would take the car. 9 using the o·ver·bur·dened /"oUvø'bødnd/ adj. carrying
telephone or a radio: The salesman explained it to or doing too much: Some of the managers are
me over the phone. ➔ all over at ALL 2
overburdened with work. | the overburdened court
over2 adv. 1 down from an upright position: Kate system
fell over and hurt her ankle. | The wind blew the o·ver·cast /'oUvø"kæst/ adj. dark because of
table over. 2 used in order to show where someone clouds: a gray overcast sky
or something is: I’m over here! | There’s a mailbox
over on the corner. 3 to or in a particular place: o·ver·charge /"oUvø'tSArdZ/ v. [I,T] to charge
Pat came over to our place last night. | The weath- someone too much money for something
ANT undercharge
er’s awful. Why don’t you stay over (=spend the
night at my house)? 4 above: You can’t hear
o·ver·coat /'oUvø"koUt/ n. [C] a long thick
anything when the planes fly over. 5 again: I got
warm coat
mixed up and had to start over. | If you make a
mistake in the recording, we can always do it over. | o·ver·come /"oUvø'köm/ v. (past tense overThey just keep playing the same songs over and came /-'keIm/, past participle overcome) 1 [T] to
over again (=repeatedly). 6 think/read/talk sth succeed in controlling a feeling or problem: I’m
over to think, read, or talk about something care- trying to overcome my fear of flying. 2 [T] to make
fully or thoroughly before deciding what to do: I’ll someone very emotional, sick, or weak: She was
need to read the contract over before I sign it. 7 so overcome by smoke. | Charles was overcome with
that another side is showing: Turn your papers grief. 3 [I,T] to fight and win against someone or
over and begin. | He rolled over and went to something: Union troops finally overcame rebel
sleep. 8 from one person or group to another: The forces in the south.
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THESAURUS
beat, defeat, vanquish,
conquer ➔ BEAT 1

o·ver·com·pen·sate /"oUvø'kAmp@n"seIt/ v.
[I] to try to correct a weakness or mistake by doing
too much of the opposite thing: She overcompensates for her shyness by talking too much.
—overcompensation /"oUvø"kAmp@n'seIS@n/
n. [U]

o·ver·crowd·ed /"oUvø'kraUdIdX/ adj. filled

with too many people or things: an overcrowded
bus
o·ver·do /"oUvø'du/ v. (past tense overdid /-'dId/,
past participle overdone /-'dön/, third person singular
overdoes /-'döz/) [T] to do or use too much of
something: When exercising, you have to be careful
not to overdo it.
o·ver·done /"oUvø'dön/ adj. cooked too much:
an overdone steak
o·ver·dose /'oUvø"doUs/ n. [C] too much of a
drug taken at one time: He died from a heroin
overdose. —overdose v. [I]
o·ver·drawn /"oUvø'drOn/ adj. having spent
more money than you have in the bank, so you owe
the bank money: If you are overdrawn, there’s a
$50 fee to pay. ➔ ACCOUNT 1
o·ver·due /"oUvø'duX/ adj. 1 not done or happening when expected SYN late: an overdue
library book
THESAURUS

late, tardy, belated ➔ LATE 1

2 something that is overdue should have happened
or been done a long time ago: Salary increases are
long overdue.
o·ver·eat /"oUvø'it/ v. (past tense overate /-'eIt/,
past participle overeaten /-'it§n/) [I] to eat too
much, or more than is healthy
o·ver·es·ti·mate /"oUvø'Est@"meIt/ Ac v.
[I,T] to think that someone or something is larger,
more expensive, or more important than he, she, or
it really is: Rosa had overestimated the strength of
her opponent. | The importance of education cannot be overestimated (=it is very important).
—overestimate /"oUvø'Est@mIt/ n. [C]: The figure of 30% is clearly an overestimate.
o·ver·ex·tend /"oUvøIk'stEnd/ v. [T] to try to do
too much or use too much of something, causing
problems: Even with extra people working, they’re
overextending themselves. —overextended adj.
o·ver·flow1 /"oUvø'floU/ v. [I,T] 1 if a liquid or
river overflows, it goes over the edges of the container or place where it is: The sink was overflowing with water. 2 if people overflow a place, or if a
place overflows with people, there are too many
people to fit into it
o·ver·flow2 /'oUvø"floU/ n. [C,U] the people,
water, etc. that cannot be contained in a place
because it is already full: The overflow of people
from the concert was standing outside in the street.

o·ver·graz·ing /"oUvø'greIzIÎ/ n. [U] a situa-

tion in which animals are allowed to eat too much
of the grass in an area, with the result that the land
becomes damaged
o·ver·grown /"oUvø'groUnX/ adj. covered with
plants that have grown without being controlled:
Their yard was overgrown with weeds.
o·ver·hand /'oUvø"hænd/ adj., adv. thrown with
your arm above the level of your shoulder
ANT underhand: an overhand pitch
o·ver·hang /"oUvø'hæÎ/ v. (past tense and past
participle overhung /-'höÎ/) [I,T] to hang over
something or stick out above it: Tree branches
overhung the path.
o·ver·haul /"oUvø'hOl, 'oUvø"hOl/ v. [T] to
repair or change all the parts of a machine, system,
etc. that need it —overhaul /'oUvø"hOl/ n. [C]:
The truck needs a complete overhaul.
o·ver·head1 /"oUvø'hEdX/ adj., adv. above your
head: A plane flew overhead. | We put our bags in
the overhead compartment.
o·ver·head2 /'oUvø"hEd/ n. [U] ECONOMICS
money that you spend for rent, etc. to keep a
business operating: He’s trying to lower our overhead.
o·ver·hear /"oUvø'hIr/ v. (past tense and past
participle overheard /-'hød/) [T] to hear by accident what other people are saying when they do not
know that you are listening ➔ EAVESDROP : I overheard some people saying that the food was bad.
o·ver·joyed /"oUvø'dZOId/ adj. extremely happy
because something good has happened: We were
overjoyed to hear that they are getting married.
THESAURUS
happy, glad, pleased,
delighted, thrilled, ecstatic, jubilant, elated ➔
HAPPY

o·ver·kill /'oUvø"kIl/ n. [U] (informal) more of

something than is necessary or desirable: If your
speech were any longer, it would be overkill.
o·ver·land /'oUvø"lænd/ adj., adv. across land,
not by sea or air: overland travel
o·ver·lap /"oUvø'læp/ Ac v. (overlapped, overlapping) [I,T] 1 if two or more things overlap, part
of one thing covers part of another thing: a pattern
of overlapping circles 2 if two subjects, activities,
ideas, etc. overlap, they share some but not all of
the same parts or qualities: Our jobs overlap in
certain areas. | The study of history overlaps with
the study of politics. —overlap /'oUvø"læp/ n.
[C,U]

o·ver·load /"oUvø'loUd/ v. [T] 1 to load some-

thing with too many things or people: Don’t overload the washing machine with clothes. 2 to give
someone too much work to do 3 to damage an
electrical system by causing too much electricity to
flow through it —overload /'oUvø"loUd/ n. [C,U]
o·ver·look /"oUvø'lUk/ v. [T] 1 to not notice
something, or to not realize how important it is: It’s

O

overly
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easy to overlook mistakes when reading your own
writing. 2 to forgive someone’s mistake, bad
behavior, etc.: I can’t overlook his drinking any
longer. 3 to have a view of something from above:
Our room overlooked the beach.
o·ver·ly /'oUvøli/ adv. too much, or very: It is a
problem, but we are not overly concerned about it.
o·ver·night1 /"oUvø'naIt/ adv. 1 for or during
the night: She’s staying overnight at a friend’s
house. 2 (informal) suddenly: You can’t expect to
lose the weight overnight.
o·ver·night2 /'oUvø"naIt/ adj. [only before noun]
continuing all night: an overnight flight to Japan
o·ver·pass /'oUvø"pæs/ n. [C] a structure like a
bridge, that allows one road to go over another road
o·ver·pop·u·lat·ed /"oUvø'pApy@"leIÔId/ adj.
an overpopulated place has too many people: an
overpopulated
city
—overpopulation
/"oUvø"pApy@'leIS@n/ n. [U]
o·ver·pow·er /"oUvø'paUø/ v. [T] to defeat
someone because you are stronger
o·ver·pow·er·ing /"oUvø'paU@rIÎ/ adj. very
strong SYN intense: an overpowering smell
o·ver·priced /"oUvø'praIstX/ adj. too expensive: overpriced restaurants
THESAURUS
expensive, high, pricey,
costly, extortionate, exorbitant ➔ EXPENSIVE

o·ver·qual·i·fied /"oUvø'kwAl@"faId/ adj. hav-

ing more experience or education than is needed for
a particular job: Sara’s overqualified for most sales
jobs.
o·ver·ran /"oUvø'ræn/ v. the past tense of OVERRUN

o·ver·rat·ed /"oUvø'reIÔIdX/ adj. not as good or

important as some people think or say ANT underrated: I think her books are overrated.
—overrate v. [T]
o·ver·re·act /"oUvøri'ækt/ v. [I] to react to something with too much anger or surprise, or by doing
more than is necessary: You always overreact to
criticism. —overreaction /"oUvøri'ækS@n/ n.
[C,U]

o·ver·ride /"oUvø'raId/ v. (past tense overrode
/-'roUd/, past participle overridden /-'rIdn/)
[T] 1 to change someone’s decision because you

have the authority to do so: Congress has overridden the President’s veto. 2 to be more important
than something else: The state of the economy
seems to override other political and social questions.
o·ver·rid·ing /"oUvø'raIdIÎ/ adj. [only before
noun] more important than anything else: Security
is of overriding importance.
o·ver·rule /"oUvø'rul/ v. [T] to officially change
someone’s order or decision because you think that
it is wrong: The Supreme Court overruled the lower
court’s decision.

o·ver·run /"oUvø'rön/ v. (past tense overran

/-'ræn/, past participle overrun) [T] to spread over a
place quickly and in great numbers: During the
summer, the town is overrun with tourists.
o·ver·seas /"oUvø'siz/ Ac adj., adv. to or in a
foreign country that is across the ocean ➔ ABROAD :
overseas travel | Apparel retailers in the U.S. buy
roughly half their merchandise overseas each year.
o·ver·see /"oUvø'si/ v. (past tense oversaw
/-'sO/, past participle overseen /-'sin/) [T] to watch
a group of workers to be sure that a piece of work is
done correctly SYN supervise: Bentley is overseeing the project. —overseer /'oUvø"siø/ n. [C]
o·ver·shad·ow /"oUvø'SædoU/ v. [T] to make
someone seem less important: His work has been
overshadowed by that of newer writers.
o·ver·shoot /"oUvø'Sut/ v. (past tense and past
participle overshot /-'SAt/) [I,T] to accidentally go a
little further or spend more than you intended: The
plane overshot the runway.
o·ver·sight /'oUvø"saIt/ n. 1 [C,U] a mistake in
which you forget something or do not notice something: If Butler didn’t receive the report, it was an
oversight. 2 [U] if someone has oversight of something, s/he must make sure it is done correctly
'oversight "function n. [C] POLITICS an official
check by a special government committee of the
decisions made by the EXECUTIVE BRANCH of the
U.S. government to make sure that the government
acted legally and correctly
o·ver·sim·pli·fy /"oUvø'sImpl@"faI/ v. (oversimplified, oversimplifies) [I,T] (disapproving) to
make a problem or situation seem more simple than
it really is, by ignoring important facts
—oversimplification
/"oUvø"sImpl@f@'keIS@n/ n. [C,U]
o·ver·sleep /"oUvø'slip/ v. (past tense and past
participle overslept /-'slEpt/) [I] to sleep for longer
than you intended
o·ver·spend /"oUvø'spEnd/ v. (past tense and
past participle overspent /-'spEnt/) [I,T] to spend
more money than you can afford
o·ver·state /"oUvø'steIt/ v. [T] to talk about
something in a way that makes it seem more
important, serious, etc. than it really is
SYN exaggerate ANT understate: A child’s need
for a routine cannot be overstated (=it is very
important).
o·ver·step /"oUvø'stEp/ v. (overstepped, overstepping) [T] to go beyond an acceptable limit:
Wilson has clearly overstepped his authority.
o·vert /oU'vøt, 'oUvøt/ adj. (formal) done or
shown in public or in an open way ANT covert:
overt discrimination —overtly adv.
o·ver·take /"oUvø'teIk/ v. (past tense overtook
/-'tUk/, past participle overtaken /-'teIk@n/)
[T] 1 to have a sudden strong effect on someone:
He was overtaken by exhaustion. 2 to develop or
increase more quickly than someone or something
else: DVDs rapidly overtook video.
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"over-the-'counter adj. over-the-counter medicines can be bought without a
(=written order) from a doctor

PRESCRIPTION

o·ver·throw /"oUvø'θroU/ v. (past tense overthrew /-'θru/, past participle overthrown /-'θroUn/)
[T] to remove a leader or government from power

by force: Rebel forces have made an attempt to
overthrow the government. —overthrow
/'oUvø"θroU/ n. [U]

o·ver·time /'oUvø"taIm/ n. [U] time that you

work on your job in addition to your usual working
hours: Tom’s been working/doing a lot of overtime
lately.

o·ver·took /"oUvø'tUk/ v the past tense of OVERTAKE

o·ver·ture /'oUvøtSø, -"tSUr/ n. [C] 1 a piece of
music written as an introduction to a longer musical
piece, especially an OPERA 2 [usually plural] an
attempt to be friendly with a person, group, or
country: They began making overtures to the Japanese government.

o·ver·turn /"oUvø'tøn/ v. 1 [I,T] if something
overturns, or you overturn it, it turns upside down
or falls over on its side: an overturned car 2 overturn a ruling/verdict/law etc. to change a decision made by a court so that it becomes the
opposite of what it was before

o·ver·view /'oUvø"vyu/ n. [C] a short description
of a subject or situation, that gives the main ideas
without explaining all the details: The article gave
an overview of developments in the Middle East.

o·ver·weight /"oUvø'weItX/ adj. too heavy or
too fat: He was 10/20 etc. pounds overweight.

THESAURUS
fat, big, heavy, large, obese,
chubby, plump, stout, corpulent, rotund ➔

FAT 1

o·ver·whelm /"oUvø'wElm/ v. [T] 1 if work, a

problem, etc. overwhelms someone, it is too much
or too difficult to deal with: Maia is a sensitive
child who is overwhelmed by the demands of
school. 2 if a feeling overwhelms someone, s/he
feels it very strongly: I was overwhelmed by/with
grief. —overwhelmed adj.
adj.
o·ver·whelm·ing
/"oUvø'wElmIÎ/
1 affecting someone very strongly: an overwhelming sense of guilt 2 extremely large or great:
an overwhelming number/majority of voters
—overwhelmingly adv.

o·ver·worked /"oUvø'wøktX/ adj. working too
much and for too long: an overworked teacher
—overwork /'oUvø"wøk/ n. [U]

ov·ule /'Avyul/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a very small structure in plants that develops into a seed after the
plant has been FERTILIZE d

o·vum /'oUv@m/ n. (plural ova /'oUv@/) [C]
OGY

BIOL-

an egg, especially one that develops inside a
woman’s or a female animal’s body

ow /aU/ interjection said in order to show that
something hurts you: Ow! That hurt!

owe /oU/ v. [T] 1 to need to pay someone because

s/he has allowed you to borrow money: Bob owes
me $20. | How much do you still owe on your
college loans?
THESAURUS

be in debt – to owe an amount of money
be overdrawn – to owe money to your bank, as
a result of spending more money than you have
in your bank account
be in the red – to have spent more money than
you have

2 to feel that you should do something for someone
or give something to someone, especially because
s/he has done something for you: Jane will watch
the kids – she owes me a favor anyway. | You owe it
to your kids to teach them about healthy eating. | I
think I owe you an apology.

'owing to prep. (formal) because of: Greely was

unable to accept the job, owing to a serious illness.

owl /aUl/ n. [C] a bird

that hunts at night and
has large eyes and a
loud call ➔ see picture at
NOCTURNAL

own1 /oUn/ determiner,

pron. 1 belonging to or
done by a particular person and no one else: his
own car | She makes a
lot of her own clothes. |
I’d love a place of my
own. 2 (all) on your
own a) alone: Many
older people still live on
their own. b) without help: It’s a decision you
have to make on your own.

own2 v. [T] to legally have something because you
bought it or have been given it
city owns the buildings.

SYN

possess: The

THESAURUS

possess (formal) – to own or have something:
Philips was charged with possessing cocaine.
have – to own something: How many students
have a cell phone?
belong to sb – if something belongs to you, you
own it: The ring belonged to my grandmother.

own up phr. v. to admit that you have done something wrong: He’ll never own up to his mistakes.

own·er /'oUnø/ n. [C] someone who owns something: pet owners | the owner of the business
—ownership n. [U]

ox /Aks/ n. (plural oxen /'Aks@n/) [C] a male cow
that has had part of its sex organs removed

ox·i·da·tion /"Aks@'deIS@n/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY the
process in which a chemical combines with oxygen, losing one or more ELECTRON s

O

oxide

ox·ide /'AksaId/ n. [C,U]

P
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CHEMISTRY a substance
that is produced when a substance is combined
with oxygen
ox·i·dize /'Aks@"daIz/ v. [I,T] 1 CHEMISTRY to
combine with oxygen, or to make something combine with oxygen, especially in a way that causes
RUST 2 CHEMISTRY to lose ELECTRON s or make
another chemical compound lose electrons
'oxidizing "agent n. [C] CHEMISTRY a chemical
substance that oxidizes another substance and gives
up oxygen or gains ELECTRON s in the process
ox·y·gen /'AksIdZ@n/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY (symbol O)
a gas in the air that has no color, smell, or taste, and
that all plants and animals need in order to live
[ORIGIN: 1700—1800 French oxygène, from
Greek oxys “sharp, acid” + French -gène “forming;” because it was believed that oxygen forms
part of all acids]
ox·y·mo·ron /"Aksi'mOrAn/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS
a combination of words that seem to mean the
opposite of each other, such as “new classics”
oys·ter /'OIstø/ n. [C,U] a small sea animal that
has a shell and can produce a jewel called a PEARL ,
or the meat of this animal ➔ see picture at SHELLFISH
oz the written abbreviation of OUNCE
o·zone /'oUzoUn/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY a poisonous
blue gas that is a type of oxygen
'ozone "layer n. [singular] EARTH SCIENCES a layer of
ozone above the Earth that prevents harmful
RADIATION from the Sun from reaching the Earth’s
surface

pace. | Students are encouraged to work at their
own pace.
C O L L O C AT I O N S

pace of life – the amount of activity in people’s
lives and how busy they are
pace of change/reform/growth – how quickly
change, reform, or growth happens
at your own pace – at a pace that is
comfortable for you
at a rapid/slow/steady etc. pace
at a snail’s pace – very slowly
keep up the pace – continue to do something
or happen as quickly as before
keep pace with sth – do something at the
same speed or rate as something else

2 keep pace (with sb/sth) to move or change as
fast as something or someone else
pace2 v. [I,T] 1 to walk first in one direction and
then in another, again and again, when you are
waiting or worried about something: Darren paced
back and forth in the waiting room. 2 pace
yourself to do something at a steady speed so you
do not get tired too quickly
pace·mak·er /'peIs"meIkø/ n. [C] a very small
machine that is attached to someone’s heart to help
it beat regularly
Pa·cif·ic /p@'sIfIk/ n. [U] (spoken) a short form of
Pacific Time, the TIME ZONE in the western part of
the U.S.
pa·cif·ic /p@'sIfIk/ adj. (literary) peaceful, loving
peace, or helping peace to happen: a pacific settlement to the argument
Pa"cific 'Ocean n. the Pacific Ocean, the
Pacific the large ocean between Asia and Australia
in the west, and North and South America in the
east
Pa"cific 'Rim n. the Pacific Rim the land and
islands that are around the edges of the Pacific
Ocean, especially in Asia
pac·i·fi·er /'pæs@"faIø/ n. [C] a plastic or rubber
object that a baby sucks on so that s/he does not cry
P, p /pi/ the sixteenth letter of the English alphabet pac·i·fism /'pæs@"fIz@m/ n. [U] the belief that all
p. (plural pp.) the written abbreviation of PAGE and wars and forms of violence are wrong —pacifist

Pp

PAGES

n. [C]

pac·i·fy /'pæs@"faI/ v. (pacified, pacifies) [T] to
PA1 the written abbreviation of PENNSYLVANIA
make someone calm and quiet after s/he has been
PA2 n. [C usually singular] public address system angry or upset, or to make a group or area peaceful:

electronic equipment that makes someone’s voice “You’re right,” Rita said, in order to pacify him.
loud enough to be heard by a large group of people
pack1 /pæk/ v. 1 [I,T] also pack up to put things
Pa CHEMISTRY the written abbreviation of PASCAL
into boxes, SUITCASE s, bags, etc. in order to take or
store them somewhere: The Olsons packed their
pa /pA/ n. [C] (old-fashioned) father
| I still need to pack tonight. | They
PAC /pæk/ n. POLITICS political action commit- bags/suitcases.
packed up and moved back to Tucson. | eggs packed
tee an organization that tries to influence politiin cartons 2 [I,T] if a crowd of people packs a
cians so that they will support the organization’s place, there are so many of them that the place is
aims
too full: 50,000 fans packed the stadium. 3 [T] to
pace1 /peIs/ n. 1 [singular] the speed or rate at cover, fill, or surround something closely with
which something happens or is done: We started material to protect it: Pack some newspaper
walking uphill at a steady/slow/rapid/fast etc. around the bottles. 4 [T] to press soil, snow, etc.
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down firmly: Pack the soil firmly around the roots.
pack sb/sth ↔ in phr. v. 1 (informal) to fit a lot of
people, information, ideas, etc. into a limited space:
Any movie starring Brad Pitt always packs in the
fans. 2 pack it in (informal) to stop doing something: Mike was ready to pack it in for the night.
pack sth into sth phr. v. to fit a lot of something
into a space, place, or period of time: We packed a
lot of sightseeing into two weeks.
pack sb/sth off phr. v. (informal) to send someone
or something away quickly, especially in order to
get rid of him/her: Our folks packed us off to camp
every summer.
pack up phr. v. (informal) to finish work and put
things away: The band packed up at midnight.
pack2 n. [C] 1 a small container that holds a set of
things: a pack of cigarettes/cards/gum 2 a group
of wild animals that live and hunt together: a wolf
pack 3 a group of people: A pack of reporters was
yelling questions. 4 several things wrapped or tied
together to make them easy to sell, carry, or send: a
pack of three T-shirts | a six-pack of beer
pack·age1 /'pækIdZ/ n. [C] 1 something packed
into a box and wrapped in paper, especially for
mailing 2 the box, bag, etc. that food is put into in
order to be sold: Nutrition information is listed on
the side of the package. 3 a set of related things or
services that are sold or offered together: a new
software package | a financial aid package for
students
package2 v. [T] 1 to put something in a special
package, ready to be sold or sent: Meat is packaged
and dated in this area here. 2 to try to make an
idea, person, etc. seem interesting or attractive so
that people will like it or buy it: The company is
packaging the band to appeal to teenage girls.
pack·ag·ing /'pækIdZIÎ/ n. [U] the container or
material that a product is sold in: cardboard packaging
packed /pækt/ adj. 1 extremely full of people or
things: The theater was packed. | The forest is
tightly/densely/closely packed with pine trees.
THESAURUS
full, filled with sth, crammed,
stuffed (full of sth), bursting (with sth),
overflowing, overloaded ➔ FULL 1

2 if you are packed, you have put everything you
need into boxes or SUITCASE s before going on a
trip

pack·er /'pækø/ n. [C] someone whose job is to

pack things that are to be moved or sold
pack·et /'pækIt/ n. [C] 1 a small envelope containing something: a packet of sugar 2 IT a quantity of information that is sent as a single unit from
one computer to another on a network or on the
Internet
'pack ice n. [U] EARTH SCIENCES a large area of ice
floating in the ocean, formed by smaller pieces
joining together when the ocean is very cold
pack·ing /'pækIÎ/ n. [U] 1 the act of putting

things into boxes, cans, SUITCASE s, etc. so that you
can send or take them somewhere: I’ve still got to
do my packing. 2 paper, plastic, cloth, etc. used
for packing things

'pack rat n. [C] (informal) someone who collects
and stores things that s/he does not really need

pact /pækt/ n. [C] a formal or serious agreement

between two groups, nations, or people: The U.S.
signed a trade pact with Canada. | We made a pact
to help each other out. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
French pacte, from Latin pactum, from pacisci
“to agree”]

pad1 /pæd/ n. [C] 1 a thick piece of soft material,

used for protecting or cleaning something, or for
making something more comfortable: the helmets
and pads of a football player | a heating
pad 2 many sheets of paper fastened together,
used for writing or drawing: a sketch pad
➔ LAUNCH PAD

pad2 v. (padded, padding) 1 [I] to walk softly
and quietly: The cat padded across the floor. 2 [T]
to fill or cover something with a soft material in
order to protect it or make it more comfortable 3 [T] (informal) to add something unnecessary
to a document or speech to make it longer, or to a
price to make it higher: He was padding his
expense accounts.

pad·ded /'pædId/ adj. filled or covered with a soft
material: a padded jacket

pad·ding /'pædIÎ/ n. [U] material that fills or
covers something to make it softer or more comfortable

pad·dle1 /'pædl/ n. [C] 1 a short pole with a wide

flat end, used for moving a small boat along
➔ OAR 2 an object used for hitting the ball in
PING-PONG , consisting of a round flat top on a short
handle

paddle2 v. 1 [I,T] to move a small boat through
water, using a paddle 2 [T] to hit a child with a
piece of wood as a punishment ➔ DOG PADDLE

pad·dy /'pædi/ also rice paddy n. (plural paddies) [C] a field in which rice is grown in water

pad·lock /'pædlAk/ n. [C] a lock with a curved
bar at the top that you can put on a door, bicycle,
etc. —padlock v. [T] ➔ see picture at LOCK 2

pa·gan /'peIg@n/ n. [C] someone who does not

believe in any of the main modern religions of the
world [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Late Latin paganus,
from Latin, “someone who lives in the country”]
—pagan adj.

page1 /peIdZ/ n. [C] 1 one side of a sheet of paper

in a book, newspaper, etc., or the sheet of paper
itself: Do the exercises on page 10 for homework. |
The story was on the front page of every
newspaper. | Callie turned the page and continued
reading. 2 all the writing and pictures that you can
see at one time on a computer screen: a web
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page 3 a young person who works in a govern- Latin poena, from Greek poine “payment, punment office for a short time in order to gain experi- ishment”]
ence [ORIGIN: (1) 1500—1600 French, Latin pain2 v. [T] (formal) to make someone feel
pagina]
unhappy: It pains me to see my mother growing
page2 v. [T] 1 to call someone’s name in a public old.
place, especially using a LOUDSPEAKER : We pained /peInd/ adj. worried, upset, or slightly
couldn’t find Jan at the airport, so we had her annoyed: a pained look/expression
paged. 2 to call someone using a BEEPER (=small
pain·ful /'peInf@l/ adj. 1 making you feel physimachine that receives messages)
page down/up phr. v. to press a special key on a cal pain: a painful injury | He was finding it painful
computer that makes the screen show the page after to walk.
or before the one you are reading
THESAURUS

P

pag·eant /'pædZ@nt/ n. [C] 1 a competition for
young women in which their beauty and other
qualities are judged: a beauty pageant 2 a public
show or ceremony that usually shows an event in
history

pag·eant·ry /'pædZ@ntri/ n. [U] (formal) impressive ceremonies or events, involving many people
wearing special clothes: the pageantry of a royal
wedding

pag·er /'peIdZø/ n. [C] a BEEPER
pa·go·da /p@'goUd@/ n. [C] an Asian TEMPLE that
has several levels, with a decorated roof at each
level [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Portuguese pagode]

paid /peId/ v. the past tense and past participle of
PAY

tender – a tender part of your body is painful if
someone touches it: Her feet still felt tender.

stiff – if a part of your body is stiff, your muscles

hurt and it is difficult to move, usually because
you have exercised too much or you are sick: My
legs are so stiff!
sore – painful as a result of a wound, infection,
or too much exercise: a sore throat and fever
raw – skin that is raw is red and sore: Eczema is
a skin condition that can leave your skin raw and
itchy. ➔ HURT 1

2 making you feel very upset or unhappy: painful
memories of the war | The divorce was painful for
both of us. | I made the painful decision to
leave. 3 very bad and embarrassing for other
people to watch, hear, etc.: The acting in the movie
was so bad that it was painful to watch.

pail /peIl/ n. [C] 1 a container with a handle, used pain·ful·ly /'peInf@li/ adv. 1 with pain, or causfor carrying liquids or by children when playing on
the beach SYN bucket: a pail of water 2 a container used for carrying or holding something: a
garbage pail | a lunch pail

ing pain: Mike walked slowly and painfully to the
door. | People can be painfully cruel to each
other. 2 very – used to emphasize a bad or harmful
quality or that something makes you upset: It was
pain1 /peIn/ n. 1 [C,U] the feeling you have when painfully obvious that she wasn’t well. 3 needing
part of your body hurts: Soldiers lay groaning in a lot of effort, or causing a lot of trouble: Real
pain (=feeling pain) on the ground. | She was given change is a painfully slow process.
drugs to ease/relieve the pain (=make it hurt less). | pain·kill·er /'peIn"kIlø/ n. [C] a medicine that
These patients suffer from shoulder/chest/back reduces or removes pain
pain. | As soon as I stood up, I felt the pain.
pain·less /'peInlIs/ adj. 1 without pain, or causC O L L O C AT I O N S
ing no pain: a painless death 2 (informal) needing
no effort or hard work: There is no painless way to
A terrible, severe, intense, or unbearable pain
learn another language.
is very bad.
A sharp pain is short but severe.
pains·tak·ing /'peInz"teIkIÎ, 'peIn"steI-/ adj.
A dull pain is not severe, but it continues for a
very careful and thorough: painstaking research
long time.
—painstakingly adv.
If you have pain over a long period of time, you can
call it chronic pain.
Another word for a pain that continues but is not
very strong is an ache.
If you are in pain, you take medicine or
painkillers to lessen/ease/relieve/kill the pain.

2 be a pain (in the neck/butt) (spoken) to be
very annoying: This pan is a pain to wash. 3 [C,U]
the feeling of unhappiness you have when you are
sad, upset, etc.: Children feel a lot of pain when
their parents divorce. 4 take pains to do sth to
make a special effort to do something well: I took
great pains not to upset them. 5 be at pains to
do sth (formal) to be very careful to do something
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French peine, from

THESAURUS
careful, methodical, thorough,
meticulous, systematic, scrupulous,
conscientious ➔ CAREFUL

paint1 /peInt/ n. 1 [U] a colored liquid that you

put on a surface to make it a particular color: a can
of yellow paint | The kitchen needs a fresh coat of
paint (=layer of paint). 2 [C,U] a colored substance in a small tube or block, used for painting
pictures: a set of oil paints [ORIGIN: 1100—1200
Old French peint, past participle of peindre “to
paint,” from Latin pingere]
paint2 v. [I,T] 1 to put paint on a surface: How
much will it cost to paint the house? | The door had
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been painted blue. | the freshly painted (=recently
painted) walls 2 to make a picture of someone or
something using paint: He painted a portrait of
Allen’s wife. 3 paint a picture/portrait of sth to
describe something in a particular way: The report
paints a grim picture of family life.
paint·brush /'peInt§bröS/ n. [C] a special brush
used for painting pictures or for painting rooms,
houses, etc. ➔ see picture at BRUSH 1
paint·er /'peInôø/ n. [C] 1 someone who paints
pictures SYN artist: a landscape painter 2 someone whose job is painting houses, rooms, etc.

paint·ing /'peInôIÎ/ n. 1 [C] a painted picture: a
painting of Thomas Jefferson (=that shows Thomas
Jefferson) | a painting by Mondrian (=painted by
him)
THESAURUS
picture, sketch, portrait,
cartoon, illustration ➔ PICTURE 1

2 [U] the act or skill of making a picture using
paint: Monet’s style of painting
THESAURUS
art, drawing, photography,
sculpture, pottery, ceramics ➔ ART

3 [U] the act of covering a wall, house, etc. with
paint
'paint "thinner n. [U] a liquid that you add to
paint to make it less thick

made of two similar parts that are joined together: a
pair of scissors | two pairs of jeans | a pair of
glasses 2 two things of the same kind that are used
together: a pair of earrings | She has 12 pairs of
shoes! 3 two people who are standing or doing
something together: a pair of dancers | Work in
pairs (=in groups of two) on the next exercise.
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French paire, from
Latin paria “equal things”]
pair2 also pair up v. [I,T] to form or be put into
groups of two: We were each paired with a newcomer to help with training.
pair (sb ↔) off phr. v. to come together or bring
two people together: The guests paired off for the
first dance.
pa·ja·mas /p@'dZAm@z, -'dZæ-/ n. [plural] a pair
of loose pants and a loose shirt that you wear in bed
[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Hindi pajama (singular),
from Persian pa “leg” + jama “piece of clothing”]
pal /pæl/ n. [C] (old-fashioned) a close friend: a
college pal [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Romany phral,
phal “brother, friend,” from Sanskrit bhratr
“brother”] ➔ PEN PAL
pal·ace /'pælIs/ n. [C] a large house where a king
or queen officially lives: Buckingham Palace in
England [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French palais, from Latin palatium, from Palatium the
Palatine Hill in Rome where the ruler’s palace
was]
pal·at·a·ble /'pæl@Ô@b@l/ adj. (formal) 1 palatable food or drinks have an acceptable taste: a
palatable wine 2 an idea, suggestion, etc. that is
palatable is acceptable: Can they come up with a
plan that is more palatable to local residents?
pal·ate /'pælIt/ n. [C] 1 BIOLOGY the top inside
part of the mouth 2 [usually singular] (formal) someone’s ability to taste things: The flavors must please
the palate.
pa·la·tial /p@'leIS@l/ adj. very large and beautifully decorated: a palatial hotel
pale1 /peIl/ adj. 1 having a much lighter skin
color than usual because you are sick, frightened,
etc.: Her father looked pale and nervous. 2 a pale
color has more white in it than usual: pale green
walls [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French, Latin
pallidus]
THESAURUS

light, pastel ➔ LIGHT 2

pale2 v. [I] 1 pale in/by comparison to seem

pair1 /pEr/ n. (plural pairs or pair) [C] 1 something

less important, good, etc. when compared to something else: Recent economic problems pale in comparison with those of the 1930s. 2 pale into
insignificance to seem much less important when
compared to something else: All our troubles paled
into insignificance when we heard about the
war. 3 (literary) if you pale, your face becomes
much whiter than usual because you are sick,
frightened, etc.
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Pa·le·o·lith·ic, paleolithic /"peIli@'lIθIk/ adj. "Palm 'Sunday n. the Sunday before Easter in
EARTH SCIENCES relating to the earliest period of the
STONE AGE (=the period many thousands of years

P

ago when people made stone tools and weapons):
the Paleolithic era ➔ NEOLITHIC
pa·le·on·tol·o·gy /"peIli@n'tAl@dZi, -liAn-/ n.
[U] EARTH SCIENCES the study of FOSSIL s (=ancient
animals and plants that have been preserved in
rock) [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 paleo- + Greek onta
“living
things”
+
English
-ology]
—paleontologist n. [C]
Pa·le·o·zo·ic /"peIli@'zoUIk/ n. the Paleozoic
EARTH SCIENCES the period of time in the Earth’s
history, from about 570 million until about 250
million years ago, when fish, insects, REPTILE s,
and some plants first started to exist —Paleozoic
adj.: the Paleozoic period ➔ CENOZOIC , MESOZOIC ,
PRECAMBRIAN

pal·ette /'pælIt/ n. [C] 1 a board with a curved

edge and a hole for the thumb, on which a painter
mixes colors 2 the particular set of colors a painter
uses: a bright palette
pal·in·drome /'pæl@n"droUm/ n. [C] ENG. LANG.
ARTS a word or phrase such as “deed” or “level,”
which is the same when you read it backward
pall1 /pOl/ n. 1 [C] a low dark cloud of smoke,
dust, etc.: a pall of black smoke 2 [singular] something that spoils an event or occasion that should
have been happy: The drug scandal cast a pall over
(=spoiled the happy feelings at) the Olympics.
pall2 v. [I] (literary) to become less interesting or
enjoyable: Gradually, the novelty of city life began
to pall.
pall·bear·er /'pOl"bErø/ n. [C] someone who
helps to carry a CASKET (=a box with a dead body
inside) at a funeral
pal·let /'pælIt/ n. [C] a large flat wooden frame on
which heavy goods can be lifted, stored, or moved
pal·li·ate /'pæli"eIt/ v. [T] (formal) to make a bad
situation or illness better, but not make it go away
completely —palliation /"pæli'eIS@n/ n. [U]
—palliative adj.: cancer patients receiving palliative care
THESAURUS
relieve, ease, lessen, soothe,
alleviate ➔ REDUCE

Christian religions

palm·top /'pAmtAp/ n. [C]

IT a very small computer that you can hold in your hand
'palm tree n. [C] a tall tropical tree with large
pointed leaves at its top that grows near beaches or
in deserts ➔ see picture on page A10
pal·pa·ble /'pælp@b@l/ adj. (formal) easily and
clearly noticed: Rosanne’s disappointment was palpable. —palpably adv.
pal·pi·ta·tions /"pælp@'teIS@nz/ n. [plural]
irregular or extremely fast beating of your heart
pal·try /'pOltri/ adj. (disapproving) too small to be
useful or important: a paltry pay raise
pam·per /'pæmpø/ v. [T] to give someone a lot of
care and attention, sometimes in a way that is bad
for him/her: a pampered dog
pam·phlet /'pæmflIt/ n. [C] a very thin book
with paper covers, giving information about something
pan1 /pæn/ n. [C] 1 a round metal container used
for cooking, usually with a handle: a large pan of
boiling water | pots and pans | a frying pan 2 a
metal container used for baking food, or the food
that this contains: Spoon half the batter into a
greased pan. | a pan of sweet rolls 3 a container
with low sides, used for holding liquids: an oil pan
[ORIGIN: Old English panne]
pan2 v. (panned, panning) 1 [T] (written) to
strongly criticize a movie, play, etc. in a newspaper
or on television or radio: The critics panned his first
play. 2 [I,T] to move a camera while taking a
picture, or follow a moving object with a camera:
The camera panned across the crowd. 3 [I] to
wash soil in a pan in order to separate gold from it:
Men were panning for gold in the stream.
pan out phr. v. (informal) to happen or develop in
the expected way: I got a few job interviews, but
nothing panned out.
pan·a·ce·a /"pæn@'si@/ n. [C usually singular]
something that people think will make everything
better or cure any illness: Money is not a panacea
for the problems in our schools, but it can help.

THESAURUS
solution, answer, cure,
remedy ➔ SOLUTION

/p@'næS, -'nAS/ n. [U] a way of doing
pal·lid /'pælId/ adj. (literary) looking pale and pa·nache
things that is exciting and makes them seem easy:
unhealthy: pallid skin
Mr. Seaton danced with real panache.

pal·lor /'pælø/ n. [singular] (literary) a pale pan·cake /'pænkeIk/ n. [C] a flat round type of
unhealthy color of your skin or face

bread made from flour, milk, and eggs that is
cooked in a pan and eaten for breakfast
hand between the base of your fingers and your pan·cre·as /'pæÎkri@s/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a GLAND
wrist: The boy held a penny in the palm of his in your body that helps your body to use the food
hand. ➔ see picture at HAND 1 2 a palm tree
you eat [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Modern Latin,
Greek pankreas, from pan- “all” + kreas
palm2 v. [T]
palm sth ↔ off phr. v. to persuade someone to “flesh”] —pancreatic /"pæÎkri'æÔIk/ adj.
accept or buy something, especially by deceiving pan·da /'pænd@/ n. [C] a large black and white
him/her
animal, similar to a bear, that lives in China

palm1 /pAm/ n. [C] 1 the inside surface of your
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pan·dem·ic /pæn'dEmIk/ n. [C] an illness or

disease that affects the population of a very large
area ➔ EPIDEMIC : the virus that caused the deadly
Spanish flu pandemic in 1918 —pandemic adj.:
New strains of influenza could cause pandemic
disease.
pan·de·mo·ni·um /"pænd@'moUni@m/ n. [U] a
situation in which there is a lot of noise and
movement because people are angry, frightened,
excited, etc.: For the next hour, there was pandemonium in the auditorium. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
Pandaemonium city of evil spirits in the poem
Paradise Lost (1667) by John Milton, from
Greek pan- “all” + daimon “evil spirit”]
pan·der /'pændø/ v.
pander to sth/sb phr. v. (disapproving) to try to
please someone by doing what s/he wants you to
do, even though you know this is wrong: Do we
want a president who panders to big business?
pane /peIn/ n. [C] a piece of glass in a window or
door: a window pane | a pane of glass
pan·el1 /'pænl/ Ac n. [C] 1 a group of people
who are chosen to discuss something, decide something, or answer questions: Six congressmen are on
the panel looking into the issue. | a panel of
experts | An independent review panel was set up to
investigate the complaints. 2 a flat sheet of wood,
glass, etc. that fits into a frame to form part of a
door, wall, or ceiling: an oak door with three
panels 3 instrument/control panel the place in
an airplane, boat, etc. where the instruments or
controls are
panel2 v. [T] to cover or decorate something such
as a wall with flat pieces of wood, glass, etc.: an
oak-paneled room
pan·el·ing /'pænl-IÎ/ n. [U] wood in long pieces
that is used for covering walls, etc.: pine paneling
pan·el·ist /'pænl-Ist/ n. [C] a member of a panel,
especially on a radio or television program
pang /pæÎ/ n. [C] a sudden strong and unpleasant
feeling: strong hunger pangs | a pang of regret
pan·han·dle1 /'pæn"hændl/ v. [I] to ask people
for money in the streets SYN beg —panhandler
n. [C]

panhandle2 n. [C] a thin piece of land that is
joined to a larger area: the Texas panhandle

pan·ic1 /'pænIk/ n. [C,U] a sudden feeling of fear

or anxiety that makes you do things without thinking carefully about them: People fled the area in (a)
panic. | The announcement caused widespread
panic. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 French panique
“caused by panic,” from Greek panikos, from
Pan ancient Greek god of nature, who caused
great fear]
panic2 v. (past tense and past participle panicked,
present participle panicking) [I,T] to suddenly feel so
frightened that you do things without thinking
clearly, or to make someone feel this way: Johnson
panicked and ran. | Don’t panic (=stay calm) –

we’re getting you out of there right now.
—panicky adj.
'panic-"stricken adj. so frightened that you cannot think clearly: Panic-stricken parents swarmed
around the school.
pan·o·ram·a /"pæn@'ræm@, -'rA-/ n. [C] an
impressive view over a wide area of land: a panorama of the Rocky Mountains [ORIGIN: 1700—
1800 pan- “all” + Greek horama “sight”]
—panoramic /"pæn@'ræmIkX/ adj.: a panoramic
view of the valley
pan·sy /'pænzi/ n. (plural pansies) [C] a small flat
brightly colored garden flower
pant1 /pænt/ v. [I] to breathe quickly with short
noisy breaths, especially after exercising or because
it is hot: Eddie was panting with the effort of the
climb.
THESAURUS
breathe, take a breath, inhale,
exhale, wheeze, be short of breath, be out of
breath, gasp for breath, gasp for air ➔
BREATHE

pant2 adj. [only before noun] relating to, or part of, a

pair of pants: We rolled up our pant legs and waded
in the creek.
pan·the·ism /'pænθi"Iz@m/ n. [U] the religious
idea that God is present in all natural things in the
universe
pan·ther /'pænθø/ n. [C] a large wild black cat
that is good at hunting
pant·ies /'pænôiz/ n. [plural] a piece of women’s
underwear that covers the area between the waist
and the top of the legs ➔ see picture at CLOTHES
pan·to·mime /'pænô@"maIm/ n. [C,U] a method
of performing using only actions and not words, or
a play performed using this method
pan·try /'pæntri/ n. (plural pantries) [C] a small
room near a kitchen, where food, dishes, etc. are
kept
pants /pænts/ n. [plural] a piece of clothing that
covers you from your waist to your feet and has a
separate part for each leg: a black pair of pants | He
put it in his pants pocket. [ORIGIN: 1800—1900
pantaloons] ➔ see picture at CLOTHES
pant·suit /'pæntsut/ n. [C] a women’s suit consisting of a JACKET and matching pants
pan·ty·hose /'pænôi"hoUz/ n. [plural] a very thin
piece of women’s clothing that covers the legs from
the feet to the waist, usually worn with dresses or
skirts
pan·ty·lin·er /'pænôi"laInø/ n. [C] a very thin
SANITARY NAPKIN

pa·pa /'pAp@/ n. [C] (old-fashioned) father
pa·pa·cy /'peIp@si/ n. the papacy the position
and authority of the POPE

pa·pal /'peIp@l/ adj. relating to the POPE
pa·pa·raz·zi /"pAp@'rAtsi/ n. [plural] people who
take photographs of famous people by following
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them around [ORIGIN: 1900—2000 Italian, from par /pAr/ n. 1 be on a par (with sth) to be of the
the name of a character in the film La Dolce same standard as something else: Their military
Vita (1960)]
forces are on a par with ours. 2 not be up to par
pa·pa·ya /p@'paI@/ n. [C,U] a sweet juicy tropical also be below par to be less good or well than
usual: Several students are not performing up to
fruit with many small seeds inside it
par. 3 be par for the course to be what you
1
pa·per /'peIpø/ n. 1 [U] material in the form of would normally expect to happen: “Lisa was late
thin sheets, used for writing or drawing, wrapping again.” “That’s par for the course.” 4 [U] the
things, etc.: Her letter was written on blue paper. | number of STROKE s a good player should take to
Kellen looked at the piece/sheet of paper on his hit the ball into a hole in golf
desk. | She jotted her phone number on a slip/scrap
of paper (=small piece of paper). | a piece of par·a·ble /'pær@b@l/ n. [C] a short simple story
wax/tissue/wrapping etc. paper | a brown paper that teaches a moral or religious lesson
bag 2 [C] a newspaper: Have you seen today’s pa·rab·o·la
paper? | an article in the paper | an ad in the local /p@'ræb@l@/ n. [C] MATH
paper (=the newspaper for the area you live a curved shape that
in) 3 [C] a piece of writing that is done as part of a looks like the curve a
class: My history paper is due tomorrow.
ball makes when it is
thrown high in the air
THESAURUS
essay, composition,
and comes down a short
assignment, thesis, dissertation ➔ ESSAY
distance away. It is
4 papers important or official documents or let- formed by a PLANE
ters, such as documents you use in your work, your (=flat surface) crossing
through the side of a
WILL , your PASSPORT , etc.: legal papers | a set of
identity papers 5 on paper a) if an idea seems CONE , so that the disgood on paper, it seems good or true but has not tances from the curve to
been tested or does not work in a real situation: On fixed points inside and
paper, the company’s policy of flexible working outside the curve are
hours sounded great. b) if you put ideas or infor- always the same. ➔ CONIC SECTION —parabolic
mation on paper, you write them down 6 [C] a /"pær@'bAlIkX/ adj.: a parabolic curve ➔ see picture
piece of writing or a speech by someone who has at HYPERBOLA
studied a particular subject: Einstein’s first paper par·a·chute1
on relativity 7 [C,U] WALLPAPER [ORIGIN: /'pær@"Sut/ n. [C] a
1300—1400 Old French papier, from Latin large piece of cloth that
papyrus]
is attached to the back
paper2 v. [T] to decorate the walls of a room by of someone who jumps
out of an AIRPLANE ,
covering them with WALLPAPER
which makes him/her
pa·per·back /'peIpø"bæk/ n. [C] a book with a fall slowly and safely to
stiff paper cover: Her novel’s available in paper- the ground
back. ➔ BOOK 1
parachute2 v. 1 [I]
'paper boy n. [C] a boy who delivers newspapers to jump from an AIRto people’s houses
PLANE using a para'paper clip n. [C] a small piece of curved wire chute: A group of
soldiers
parachuted
used for holding sheets of paper together
'paper girl n. [C] a girl who delivers newspapers into the field during the
night. 2 [T] to drop something from an AIRPLANE
to people’s houses
with a parachute: Supplies were parachuted into
pa·per·weight /'peIpø"weIt/ n. [C] a small the area.
heavy object that you put on top of papers so that
pa·rade1 /p@'reId/ n. [C] 1 a public celebration
they stay on a desk
when musical bands, decorated vehicles, etc. move
pa·per·work /'peIpø"wøk/ n. [U] 1 work such down the street: The Rose Parade is always held on
as writing letters or reports, which must be done but New Year’s Day. | Their high school band was
is not very interesting: Social workers have far too marching in the parade. 2 a military ceremony in
much paperwork to do. 2 the documents that you which soldiers stand or march together so that they
need for a business deal, a trip, etc.: I went to the can be examined: cadets on parade
insurance office to fill out the paperwork.
parade2 v. 1 [I] to march together to celebrate or
pa·pier-mâ·ché /"peIpø m@'SeI/ n. [U] a soft protest something: Peace demonstrators paraded
substance made from a mixture of paper, water, and through/along/in the streets. 2 [I] (disapproving) to
glue, which becomes hard when it dries
walk around an area in order to attract attention: A
Pap smear /'pæp smIr/ n. [C] a medical test that couple of teenage girls were parading around the
takes cells from a woman’s CERVIX and examines pool in their bikinis. 3 [T] to show someone to the
them for signs of CANCER
public, especially in order to prove that you have
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Pennsylvania. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin parallelus, from Greek parallelos, from para
“beside” + allelon “of one another”]
parallel2 adj. 1 two lines that are parallel to each
other are the same distance apart along their whole
length: a street parallel to/with the railroad | Draw
par·a·digm /'pær@"daIm/ Ac n. [C] (formal) a
parallel lines from the top to the bottom of the
model or typical example of something that
page. ➔ see picture at LINE 1 2 similar and happenexplains an idea or process very clearly: The Holoing at the same time: two parallel murder
caust of World War II is a paradigm of evil. | Pius
investigations | The novel has two parallel story
XII remained the paradigm of what a pope should
lines.
be. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Late Latin paradigma,
from Greek paradeigma, from paradeiknynai parallel3 v. [T] (formal) to be very similar to
“to show side by side”] —paradigmatic
something else: The movie’s plot closely parallels a
/"pær@dIg'mæÔIk/ adj.
play by Shakespeare. | The increase in the birds’
population has been paralleled elsewhere.
par·a·dise /'pær@"daIs, -"daIz/ n. 1 [U] a place
or situation that is extremely pleasant, beautiful, or "parallel 'circuit n. [C] PHYSICS an electrical CIRenjoyable: an island paradise 2 [singular] a place
CUIT (=complete circle that an electric current travthat has everything you need to do a particular
els in) in which electricity travels to each light or
activity: This mall is a shopper’s paradise. 3 [U]
SWITCH by a straight line, without going through
heaven [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old French, Late
other lights, etc. ➔ SERIES CIRCUIT
Latin, from Greek paradeisos “enclosed park”]
par·al·lel·ism /'pær@lE"lIz@m/ n. [U] ENG. LANG.
par·a·dox /'pær@"dAks/ n. [C] a statement or
ARTS the use of sentences or phrases that have
situation that seems strange or impossible because
similar GRAMMATICAL structures in writing or
it contains two ideas or qualities that are very
poetry
different but are both true: It’s a paradox that such
a very rich country has so many extremely poor par·al·lel·o·gram /"pær@'lEl@"græm/ n. [C]
MATH a flat shape with four straight sides, in which
people. —paradoxical /"pær@'dAksIk@l/ adj.
each side is the same length as the side parallel to it
—paradoxically adv.
control or power over him/her: The prisoners were
paraded in front of the TV cameras. 4 [T] to show
a particular quality or possession in order to make
people notice you: Young athletes will get a chance
to parade their skills.

par·af·fin /'pær@fIn/ n. [U] a soft white substance
used for making CANDLE s

par·a·gon /'pær@"gAn/ n. [C] someone who is a
perfect example of something: Alice was a paragon
of wifely virtue.

par·a·graph /'pær@"græf/

Ac

n. [C] ENG. LANG.

ARTS a group of several sentences that start on a new

line and deal with one idea in a piece of writing:
I’ve only read the first paragraph of the article. |
Your closing paragraph should sum up your argument. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Old French, Medieval Latin, from Greek, from paragraphein “to
write beside”]

par·a·keet /'pær@"kit/ n. [C] a small brightly
colored bird with a long tail, that is often kept as a
pet [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Spanish periquito,
from Old French perroquet]

par·a·le·gal /"pær@'lig@l/ n. [C] someone whose
job is to help a lawyer do his/her work

par·al·lel1 /'pær@"lEl/

Ac n. [C] 1 a relationship

or similarity between two things, especially things
that happen or exist in different places or at different times: The article draws a parallel between the
political situation now and the situation in the
1930s (=it shows how they are similar). | The
administration would like us to see parallels with
World War II in today’s conflict. | The close parallels between the two stories suggest that they come
from the same source. 2 an imaginary line drawn
on a map of the Earth that is parallel to the EQUATOR : The 42nd parallel is the northern border of

➔ see picture at POLYGON

"parallel 'structure n. [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS a way
of connecting different ideas in a piece of writing
or a speech by expressing them in the same GRAMMATICAL structure

pa·ral·y·sis /p@'ræl@sIs/ n. [U] 1 the loss of the
ability to move or feel part of your body: Such
injuries can cause permanent paralysis. 2 a lack
of ability to operate correctly or to do anything:
Congress’s lack of cooperation with the White
House has caused political paralysis.

par·a·lyze /'pær@"laIz/ v. [T] 1 to make some-

one lose the ability to move part of his/her body, or
to feel anything in it 2 to make something or
someone unable to operate normally: Heavy snow
has paralyzed several cities in the eastern States. |
He was paralyzed by fear. —paralyzed adj.: The
stroke left him paralyzed and unable to feed himself.

par·a·med·ic /"pær@'mEdIk/ n. [C] someone
who usually works in an AMBULANCE , and is
trained to help sick or injured people but is not a
doctor or nurse

pa·ram·et·er /p@'ræm@Ôø/

Ac
n. [C usually
plural] a limit that controls the way that something

should be done: Congress will decide on parameters for the investigation. | Business parameters
are set by the market and the customers’ demands.
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Modern Latin para“beside” + Greek metron “measure”]

par·a·mil·i·tar·y /"pær@'mIl@"tEri/ adj. organized like an army, but not part of the legal military
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forces of a country: extremist paramilitary groups
—paramilitary n. [C]
par·a·mount /'pær@"maUnt/ adj. more important than anything else: The needs of the customer
should be paramount.
THESAURUS
important, of
great/considerable importance, crucial, vital,
essential, major, key ➔ IMPORTANT

par·a·noid /'pær@"nOId/ adj. 1 believing unrea-

P

sonably that you cannot trust other people, or that
they are trying to harm you: All the stress about job
losses is making me a little paranoid. 2 suffering
from a mental illness that makes you believe that
other people are trying to harm you —paranoia
/"pær@'nOI@/ n. [U]
par·a·pher·na·lia /"pær@fø'neIly@, -f@'neIl-/
n. [U] a lot of small things that belong to someone
or that are used for a particular activity: photographic paraphernalia [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
Medieval Latin, Greek parapherna “things
brought to a marriage by a woman apart from
the agreed amount of money”]
par·a·phrase /'pær@"freIz/ v. [T] ENG. LANG. ARTS
to express what someone has written or said in a
way that is shorter or easier to understand: Write a
paragraph
that
paraphrases
the
story.
—paraphrase n. [C]
par·a·ple·gic /"pær@'plidZIk/ n. [C] someone
who is unable to move the lower part of his/her
body
par·a·site /'pær@"saIt/ n. [C] 1 BIOLOGY a plant
or animal that lives on or in another plant or animal
and gets food from it 2 (disapproving) a lazy person
who does not work but depends on other people
—parasitic /"pær@'sIÔIkX/ adj.
par·a·sol /'pær@"sOl, -"sAl/ n. [C] a type of
UMBRELLA used for protection from the Sun
par·a·troop·er /'pær@"trupø/ n. [C] a soldier
who is trained to jump out of an AIRPLANE using a
PARACHUTE

par·cel1 /'pArs@l/ n. [C] 1 a package 2 an area
of land that is part of a larger area that has been
divided: a 50-acre parcel in the foothills

parcel2 v.

parcel sth ↔ out phr. v. to divide or share something among several people or groups: The foundation receives the money, then parcels it out to
various projects.

'parcel post n. [U] the slowest and cheapest way
of sending packages by mail in the U.S.

parched /pArtSt/ adj. 1 (literary) extremely dry:

parched fields 2 be parched (informal) to be very
THIRSTY : I’m parched!

par·don1 /'pArdn/ v. [T] 1 pardon me (spoken) a) used in order to politely say sorry after

you have made an impolite sound such as a BURP
or a YAWN b) used in order to politely say sorry

when you have accidentally pushed someone, interrupted him/her, etc.: Oh, pardon me, I didn’t realize
you were on the phone. c) also Pardon? used in
order to politely ask someone to repeat what s/he
has just said because you did not hear it correctly d) used in order to politely get someone’s
attention in order to ask a question: Pardon me, do
you know what time it is? e) used before you
politely correct someone or disagree with him/her:
Pardon me, but I don’t think that’s true. 2 to
officially allow someone to be free without being
punished, although a court has decided s/he is
guilty of a crime: Before he could serve his full
term, he was pardoned by the governor. [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Old French pardoner, from Late
Latin perdonare “to give freely”]
pardon2 n. [C] an official order allowing someone
to be free without being punished, although a court
has decided s/he is guilty of a crime: The governor
was persuaded to grant/give Davis a pardon. ➔ I
beg your pardon at BEG
par·don·a·ble /'pArdn-@b@l/ adj. (formal) possible to forgive or excuse: a pardonable error
pare /pEr/ v. [T] to cut off the thin outer part of a
fruit or vegetable: Pare the apples and slice them
into chunks.
pare sth ↔ down phr. v. to gradually reduce an
amount or number: Production costs have to be
pared down.
par·ent /'pEr@nt, 'pær-/ n. [C] the father or
mother of a person or animal: My parents are
coming to visit next week. | Many single parents
(=who do not live with their child’s other parent)
cannot afford childcare. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
Old French, Latin, present participle of parere
“to give birth to”] —parental /p@'rEnôl/ adj.:
parental rights
par·ent·age /'pEr@ntIdZ, 'pær-/ n. [U] (formal)
someone’s parents and the country they are from:
children of French-Canadian parentage
pa·ren·the·sis /p@'rEnθ@sIs/ n. (plural parentheses /-siz/) [C usually plural] ENG. LANG. ARTS one
of the marks ( ), used in writing to separate additional information from the main information: The
numbers in parentheses refer to page numbers.
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Late Latin, Greek, from
parentithenai “to put in”]
par·ent·hood /'pEr@nt"hUd, 'pær-/ n. [U] the
state of being a parent: They felt that they were not
yet ready for parenthood.
pa·ri·ah /p@'raI@/ n. [C] a person, organization,
country, etc. that is hated and avoided by others:
The regime was treated as an international pariah
and subjected to international sanctions.
par·ish /'pærIS/ n. 1 [C] the area that a priest in
some Christian churches is responsible for 2 the
parish the members of a particular church
—parishioner /p@'rIS@nø/ n. [C]
par·i·ty /'pær@Ôi/ n. [U] the state of being equal,
especially having equal pay, rights, or power: Our
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employees are demanding parity with other workers in the industry.
park1 /pArk/ n. [C] 1 a large open area with grass
and trees in a town, where people can walk, play
games, etc.: We went for a walk in the park. | a
park bench | Central Park 2 a large area of land in
the country, that has been kept in its natural state to
protect the plants and animals there: a state/
national park 3 a field where baseball is played:
Fenway Park [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French
parc, from Medieval Latin parricus] ➔ AMUSEMENT PARK , BALL PARK , THEME PARK , TRAILER PARK

park2 v. [I,T] to put a car or other vehicle in a

particular place for a period of time: Is it okay if I
park here? | Park your car in the back lot. ➔ DRIVE 1
par·ka /'pArk@/ n. [C] a thick warm coat with a
HOOD [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Aleut (a language
spoken in the Aleutian Islands) “skin, outer
clothing,” from Russian, “animal skin and fur,”
from Yurak (a language spoken in Siberia)]
"park and 'ride n. [U] a system in which you
leave your car in a special place in one part of a
city, and then take a bus or train from there to the
center of town
park·ing /'pArkIÎ/ n. [U] 1 the act of parking a
car: The sign said “No Parking.” 2 spaces in
which you can leave a car: Parking is available on
Lemay Street. | We found a parking space/place
near the door.

'parking ga"rage n. [C] a building with several
floors where cars can be parked: an underground
parking garage

'parking lot n. [C] an open area where cars can be
parked

'parking "meter n. [C] a machine that you put
money into when you park your car next to it

park·way /'pArkweI/ n. [C] a wide road, usually

with grass and trees in the middle or along the sides

par·lay /'pArlEI, -li/ v. (parlayed, parlays)

parlay sth into sth phr. v. (written) to use something that you already have, such as your skills,
experience, or money, to become successful or get
something that you want: She parlayed a $600
investment into the state’s largest home decorating
company.

par·lia·ment /'pArl@m@nt/ n. [C] the group of

people in some countries who are elected to make
laws and discuss important national affairs [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French parlement, from
parler
“to
speak”]
—parliamentary
/"pArl@'mEntriX, -'mEnô@riX/ adj.

"parliamentary de'mocracy n. [C,U]

POLITICS

a system of government in which citizens vote to
elect representatives to a PARLIAMENT , or a country that has this system

par·lor /'pArlø/ n. [C] 1 a store or type of busi-

ness that provides a particular service: a beauty
parlor | a funeral parlor 2 (old-fashioned) a room

in a house, that has comfortable chairs and is used
for meeting guests
Par·me·san /'pArm@"zAn/ also 'Parmesan
"cheese n. [U] a hard strong-tasting Italian cheese
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French “of Parma,” city in
Italy where the cheese was first made]
pa·ro·chi·al /p@'roUki@l/ adj. 1 relating to a
particular church: a parochial school (=a private
school that is run by a particular church) 2 (disapproving) only interested in the things that affect you
and your local area: Brian has a very parochial
world view.
par·o·dy1 /'pær@di/ n. (plural parodies) [C,U] ENG.
LANG. ARTS a performance or a piece of writing or
music that copies a particular well-known style in a
funny way: a parody of a romance novel
parody2 v. (parodied, parodies) [T] to copy
someone’s style or attitude in a funny way
pa·role /p@'roUl/ n. [U] LAW permission for someone to leave prison before the end of his/her sentence. People who are on parole must behave well
and report regularly to the police or other authority.
If they do not, they are sent back to prison: He was
released on parole after serving five years. | She is
appearing before the parole board (=the official
group that can give a prisoner parole) next week.
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French “speech, word,
word of honor,” from Late Latin parabola]
—parole v. [T]
par·quet /pAr'keI, 'pArkeI/ n. [U] small flat
blocks of wood laid in a pattern that cover the floor
of a room
par·rot1 /'pær@t/ n. [C] a brightly colored tropical
bird with a curved beak, that can be taught to copy
human speech
parrot2 v. [T] (disapproving) to repeat someone
else’s words or ideas without really understanding
them
par·si·mo·ni·ous /"pArs@'moUni@sX/ adj. (formal) extremely unwilling to spend money
adv.
SYN
stingy
—parsimoniously
—parsimony /'pArs@"moUni/ n. [U]
pars·ley /'pArsli/ n. [U] a plant with groups of
curled leaves, used in cooking or as a decoration on
food
part1 /pArt/ n.
1 OF A WHOLE [C,U] one of the pieces or features
of something, such as an object, place, event, or
period of time: Which part of town do you live in? |
The best/worst part of the movie was the ending. |
Getting Dad to agree will be the hard/easy part. | A
large/good part of (=a lot of) my time is spent
reading. | We waited for the better part of (=most
of) an hour.
THESAURUS

piece – one of several different parts that you
join together to make something: One of the
pieces of the jigsaw puzzle was missing.
section – one of several parts that something is
divided into: the sports section of the newspaper
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segment – a part of something that is different

P

from or divided from the whole: Teenagers form a
distinct segment of the market for this product.
portion – a part of something larger: The
newspaper printed only a small portion of the
interview.
chapter – one of the parts that a book is divided
into: I’ve read the first two chapters.
scene – one of the parts that a play or movie is
divided into: the opening scene | a love scene
department – one part of a large organization,
which is responsible for a particular kind of work:
the marketing department
stage, step, phase, point, round ➔ STAGE 1

2 SEPARATE PIECE [C usually plural] one of the
separate pieces that a machine or piece of equipment is made of: Do you sell parts for Ford cars?
3 play/have a part (in sth) to be one of several
things that make something happen or be successful: The college’s excellent reputation played a
big/important/major part in her decision to go
there.
4 take part to be involved in an activity, event, etc.
together with other people SYN participate: Ten
runners took part in the race.
5 WHAT SB DID [C,U] what someone did in an
activity, especially one that was shared by several
people: We’d like to thank Walter for his part in
organizing the concert. | It was a huge mistake on
her part (=that she made).
6 IN A PLAY/MOVIE [C] the words and actions of a
particular character in a play, movie, etc., performed by an actor: Kessler played/had the part of
Hamlet.
7 QUANTITY [C] used to say how much of each
particular substance there is or should be in a
mixture containing two or more substances: Mix
two parts sand to one part cement.
8 HAIR [C] the line on your head made by dividing
your hair with a comb
9 for the most part also in large part mostly, in
most places, or most of the time: She is, for the
most part, a fair person.
10 in part (formal) to some degree, but not completely: The accident was due in part to the bad
weather.
part2 v. 1 [I,T] to pull the two sides of something
apart, or to move apart in this way, making a space
in the middle: He parted the curtains and looked
out into the street. 2 [I] (formal) to separate from
someone, or end a relationship with him/her:
Sharon and I parted on friendly terms. 3 [T] if you
part your hair, you comb some of your hair in one
direction and the rest in the other direction 4 part
company a) to separate from someone, or end a
relationship with someone: Dick parted company
with Rogers after a property deal that lost money. b) to no longer agree with someone
part with sth phr. v. to get rid of something
although you do not want to: She couldn’t bear to
part with the dress.

part3 adv. part sth, part sth if something is part
one thing, part another, it consists of both those

things: The English test is part written, part spoken.
par·tial /'pArS@l/ adj. 1 not complete: The airline
released a partial list of the flight’s passengers. 2 be partial to sth (formal) to like something very much: The Beals are partial to country
music. 3 unfairly supporting one person or one
side against another ANT impartial
par·ti·al·i·ty /"pArSi'æl@Ôi/ n. [U] unfair support
of one person or group more than another
par·tial·ly /'pArS@li/ adv. not completely: He’s
only partially to blame.

par·tic·i·pant /pAr'tIs@p@nt, pø-/

Ac

n. [C]

someone who is taking part in an activity or event:
The Chinese will be participants in the
negotiations. | Jesse is an active participant in
class.

par·tic·i·pate /pAr'tIs@"peIt, pø-/

Ac v. [I] to
take part in an activity or event: If you’d like to
participate, send us your name and address. |
Thanks to everyone who participated in the
festival. | It is only in a democracy that all citizens
participate equally. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin,
past participle of participare, from particeps
“taking part”]

par·ti·ci·pa·tion /pAr"tIs@'peIS@n, pø-/

Ac n.
[U] the act of taking part in something: The suspect

was charged with participation in an illegal organization.

par·tic·i·pa·to·ry /pAr'tIs@p@"tOri, pø-/

Ac

adj. [usually before noun] (formal) a participatory way

of organizing something, making decisions, etc. is
one that involves everyone who will be affected:
Participatory management involves workers as well
as managers.

par·ti·cip·i·al /"pArÔ@'sIpi@l/ adj. ENG. LANG. ARTS
using a participle, or having the form of a participle: a participial phrase | participial structures

par·ti·ci·ple /'pArÔ@"sIp@l/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS
in grammar, the form of a verb, usually ending in
“-ing” or “-ed,” that is used in compounds to make
verb tenses, or as an adjective or GERUND ➔ PAST

PARTICIPLE , PRESENT PARTICIPLE

par·ti·cle /'pArÔIk@l/ n. [C] 1 a very small piece

of something: dust particles 2 PHYSICS one of the
very small pieces of matter that an atom consists of:
particles such as protons and electrons 3 ENG.
LANG. ARTS an adverb or PREPOSITION that combines
with a verb to form a PHRASAL VERB

par·tic·u·lar1 /pø'tIky@lø/ adj. 1 [only before
noun] a particular thing or person is the one that
you are talking about, and not any other: There’s
one particular song I’ve been trying to find. |
Consumers can easily find out how much caffeine a
particular product contains. 2 [only before noun]
special or important enough to mention separately:
Police say there was no particular reason why the
victim was attacked. | There was nothing in the
letter of particular importance. 3 very careful
about choosing exactly what you like, and not
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easily satisfied SYN fussy: He’s very particular
about what he eats.
particular2 n. in particular special or specific:
Is there anything/something in particular I can
help you with?
-'tIky@li/
par·tic·u·lar·ly
/pø'tIky@løli,
adv. 1 especially: We are hoping to expand our
business, particularly in China. 2 not particularly a) not very: She’s not particularly pretty. b) (spoken) not very much, or not really: “Do
you like cats?” “No, not particularly.”
part·ing1 /'pArÔIÎ/ n. [C,U] (literary) an occasion
when two people leave each other: an emotional
parting at the airport
parting2 adj. 1 parting kiss/gift/glance etc.
something that you give someone as you
leave 2 parting shot a cruel or severe remark that
you make just as you are leaving: As a parting shot,
Ashley told him never to call her again.
par·ti·san1 /'pArÔ@z@n, -s@n/ adj. POLITICS showing support for a particular political party, plan, or
leader, and criticizing all others: The Democrats
were accused of partisan politics in refusing to
support the bill.
par·ti·san2 n. [C] 1 POLITICS someone who supports a particular political party, plan, or leader: a
well-known partisan of the democratic movement
in China 2 HISTORY a member of an armed group
that fights against an enemy that has taken control
of its country: Italian partisans fought against the
Nazis during World War II.
par·ti·san·ship /'pArÔ@z@n"SIp/ n. [U] POLITICS
the act of showing strong support for a particular
political party, plan, or leader
par·ti·tion1 /pAr'tIS@n, pø-/ n. 1 [C] a thin wall
that separates one part of a room from
another 2 [U] POLITICS the separation of a country
into two or more independent countries: the conflict
led to the partition of the country into three separate states.
partition2 v. [T] to divide a country, room, or
building into two or more parts
THESAURUS

separate, divide ➔ SEPARATE 2

partition sth ↔ off phr. v. to divide part of a room
from the rest, using a partition
part·ly /'pArtli/ adv. to some degree, but not completely: The accident was partly my fault. | The
company’s success is partly due to a strong
economy. | The forecast is for partly cloudy skies.
part·ner /'pArt§nø/ Ac n. [C] 1 someone with
whom you do a particular activity, for example
dancing, or playing a game against two other
people: my tennis partner 2 one of the owners of a
business: She’s a partner in a law firm. 3 one of
two people who are married, or who live together
and have a sexual relationship: Discuss your worries with your partner. | In some cultures, parents
choose the marriage partner for their daughter.

[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Anglo-French parcener
“heir sharing half,” from Old French parçon
“share;” influenced by part]
part·ner·ship /'pArt§nø"SIp/ Ac n. 1 [U] the
state of being a partner, especially in business:
We’ve been in partnership with them for five
years. | One big advantage of partnership is the
ability to share decision-making and risktaking. 2 [C] a relationship in which two or more
people, organizations, etc. work together to achieve
something: a partnership between the college and
the local business community | Leaders of the two
countries worked in close partnership throughout
the 20th century. 3 [C] ECONOMICS a business
owned by two or more partners: There is always
some compromise involved in operating any business partnership.
"part of 'speech n. (plural parts of speech) [C]
ENG. LANG. ARTS in grammar, any of the types into
which words are divided according to their use,
such as noun, verb, or adjective
par·tridge /'pArtrIdZ/ n. [C,U] a fat brown bird
with a short tail, that some people shoot as a sport
or for food
"part-'time adj., adv. someone who has a part-time
job works for only part of each day or week
➔ FULL-TIME : I worked part-time at a bookstore
when I was in college. | a part-time job
part·way /"pArt§'weIX/ adv. after part of a distance has been traveled, or after part of a period of
time has passed: Dave arrived partway through the
lecture.
par·ty1 /'pArÔi/ n. (plural parties) [C] 1 an occasion when people meet together to enjoy themselves by eating, drinking, dancing, etc.: We’re
having/giving/throwing a party on Saturday. | a
birthday party | a surprise party
THESAURUS

get-together – a small informal party
bash (informal) – a party
dinner party – a party where people are invited

to someone’s house for an evening meal
birthday party – a party to celebrate someone’s
birthday, especially a child’s
house-warming party – a party that you have
when you move into a new house
cocktail party – a party that people go to in
order to talk and drink together for a few hours
bachelor party – a social event that is just for
men, which happens before a wedding
baby/wedding/bridal shower – an event at
which people give presents to a woman who is
going to have a baby or get married
reception – a large formal party, for example
after a wedding
celebration – a party that is organized in order
to celebrate something

2 an organization of people with the same political
aims, that you can vote for in elections: the Democratic Party 3 a group of people that has been
organized in order to do something: A search party
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was formed to find the missing girl. | Foster, party
of six, your table is ready. 4 (formal) one of the
people or groups involved in an argument, agreement, etc., especially a legal one: The two parties
will meet to discuss a settlement. 5 party animal
(informal) someone who enjoys parties a lot [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French partie “part,
party,” from partir “to divide”]
party2 v. (partied, parties) [I] (informal) to enjoy
yourself, especially by drinking alcohol, eating,
dancing, etc.: We were out partying until 4 a.m.
pas·cal /pæ'skæl/ n. [C] PHYSICS (written abbreviation Pa) a unit of pressure which is equal to a force
of one NEWTON in a square meter (=square area
measuring one meter high by one meter wide)

object to another member of your team: My dad
taught me how to pass a football.
THESAURUS

➔ THROW 1

throw, toss, chuck, hurl, fling

6 TIME a) [I] if time passes, it goes by: A year
passed before I learned the truth. b) [T] to spend
time in a particular way: I cleaned my apartment to
pass the time.
7 TEST/CLASS a) [I,T] to succeed in a test or class
ANT fail: You’ll never pass if you don’t start
studying. | He’s worried he won’t pass history. b) [T] to officially decide that someone has
passed a test ANT fail: Do you think Mrs. Cox will
pass us?
8 LAW/DECISION [T] to officially accept a law or
proposal, especially by voting: The motion was
passed, 15 votes to 3.
THESAURUS
approve, ratify, sanction,
endorse ➔ APPROVE

pass1 /pæs/ v.

1 GO PAST [I,T] also pass by to move to a
particular point, object, person, etc. and go past
him, her, or it: Angie waved at me as she passed. | A
car passed us doing at least 90 miles an hour. | I
pass by her house every day.
USAGE

Passed is the past tense and past participle of
the verb pass: We’ve just passed Tim’s house.
Past is an adjective or noun that is used to talk
about a period of time before now: The past year
has been very difficult. | things that happened in
the past
Past is also an adverb and a preposition used in
order to describe something’s movement or
position in relation to other things: She drove past
us on her way to work. | The hotel is just past the
church.

2 MOVE IN A DIRECTION [I] to move from one
place to another, following a particular direction:
We passed through Texas on our way to Mexico. | A
plane passed over the fields.
3 GO THROUGH/ACROSS ETC. [I,T] to go across,
through, around, etc. something else, or to make
something do this: The road passes through some
pretty little towns. | She was just passing through
(=traveling through a place) on her way to Miami. |
Pass the rope around the tree.
4 GIVE [T] to take something and put it in someone’s hand SYN hand: Please pass the salt. | Can
you pass me a napkin?
5 SPORTS [I,T] to kick, throw, or hit a ball or other

9 let sth pass to deliberately not say something
when someone says or does something that you do
not like: Carla made some comment about my
work, but I decided to let it pass.
10 END [I] to stop existing or happening SYN end:
The storm soon passed. | Ann will be upset for a
while, but it’ll pass.
11 pass judgment (on sb) to say whether you
think someone or something is right or wrong: I’m
only here to listen, not to pass judgment.
12 DON’T KNOW THE ANSWER [I] (spoken) to say
that you do not know the answer to a question: I
had to pass on the last question.
pass sth ↔ around phr. v.
to give something to one person in a group, who
then gives it to another person, etc.: Pass these
papers around, will you?
pass away phr. v.
to die – used in order to avoid saying this directly
pass sb by phr. v.
if something passes you by, it happens, but you are
not involved in it: Robin felt that life was passing
her by.
pass sth ↔ down phr. v.
to give or teach something to people who are
younger than you or who live after you: These
traditions have been passed down from one generation to the next.
pass for sb/sth phr. v.
to seem very similar to someone or something else,
so that people might not realize what or who they
are looking at: With her hair cut like that, she could
pass for a boy.
pass sb/sth off as sth phr. v.
to try to make people think that someone or something is something that he, she, or it is not: He tried
to pass himself off as a police officer.
pass sth ↔ on phr. v.
1 to tell someone a piece of information that someone else has told you: She said she’d pass the
message on to Ms. Chen.
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2 to give something to someone else: Take one and
pass the rest on to the next person.
pass out phr. v.
1 to become unconscious
2 pass sth ↔ out to give something to each one of

a group of people: Please pass out the dictionaries
to the class.
THESAURUS
give out, hand out, share,
distribute ➔ GIVE 1

pass sb ↔ over phr. v.

if you pass over someone for a job, you give the job
to someone else who is younger or lower in the
organization than s/he is
pass sth ↔ up phr. v.
pass up a chance/opportunity/offer etc. to

not use a chance to do something: I couldn’t pass
up an opportunity to meet the president.
pass2 n. [C] 1 the act of kicking, throwing, or
hitting a ball or other object to another member of
your team during a game: a 30-yard pass 2 an
official document that proves you are allowed to
enter a building or travel on something without
paying: a bus pass | a museum pass 3 a road or
path that goes between mountains to the other side:
a narrow mountain pass 4 make a pass at sb
(informal) to try to kiss or touch another person with
the intention of having sex with him/her
pass·a·ble /'pæs@b@l/ adj. 1 (formal) good
enough to be acceptable, but not very good: Al
speaks passable Spanish.
THESAURUS
satisfactory, good enough,
acceptable, all right/okay, reasonable,
respectable, adequate ➔ SATISFACTORY

2 a road or river that is passable is not blocked, so
you can travel along or across it ANT impassable
pas·sage
/'pæsIdZ/
n. 1
[C]
also
pas·sage·way /'pæsIdZ"weI/ a narrow area with
walls on each side that connects one room or place
to another: a dark passage at the back of the
building 2 [C] a short part of a book, poem,
speech, piece of music, etc.: a passage from the
Bible 3 [U] the process of having a new law
accepted by Congress or a similar organization:
Supporters say that passage of the bill will reduce
crime. 4 [U] (formal) the action of going across,
over, or along something: The bridge isn’t strong
enough to allow the passage of heavy
vehicles. 5 [C] a tube in your body that air or
liquid can pass through: nasal passages 6 the
passage of time the passing of time: Her condition improved with the passage of time.
pass·book /'pæsbUk/ n. [C] a book for keeping a
record of the money you put into and take out of
your bank account
pas·sé /pæ'seI/ adj. no longer modern or fashionable: a writing style that has become passé
pas·sen·ger /'pæs@ndZø/ n. [C] someone who is
traveling in a car, AIRPLANE , boat, etc., but is not
driving it: There were only a few other passengers. |

Police found a gun under the car’s passenger seat
(=the seat next to the driver).
pass·er·by /"pæsø'baI/ n. (plural passersby) [C]
someone who is walking past a place by chance:
Several passersby saw the accident.
pass·ing1 /'pæsIÎ/ adj. 1 going past: A passing
motorist gave her a ride. 2 continuing or lasting
for only a short time: He gave the report only a
passing glance. | It’s just a passing fad.
passing2 n. 1 in passing if you say something
in passing, you mention it while you are mainly
talking about something else: The actress mentioned in passing that she had once worked in a
factory. 2 [U] (formal) someone’s death – used in
order to avoid saying this directly
pas·sion /'pæS@n/ n. 1 [C,U] a very strongly felt
emotion, especially of love, hatred, or anger: He
spoke with passion about the situation in his
country. | her passion for two men 2 [C] a strong
liking for something: a passion for golf
pas·sion·ate /'pæS@nIt/ adj. showing passion, or
full of passion: a passionate kiss | a passionate
speech —passionately adv.
THESAURUS
enthusiastic, eager, ardent,
zealous ➔ ENTHUSIASTIC

pas·sive1 /'pæsIv/

Ac adj. 1 tending to accept
situations or things that other people do, without
attempting to change or fight against them: “I’m a
very passive person,” she admitted. 2 not actively
involved in something that is happening: Children
tend to learn more in an active situation, rather
than a passive one. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin
passivus, from pati “to suffer”] —passively
adv. —passivity /pæ'sIv@Ôi/ n. [U]
passive2 n. the passive (voice) ENG. LANG. ARTS
in grammar, in the passive voice, the action of the
verb has an effect on the subject of the sentence. It
is shown in English by the verb “be” followed by a
past participle. In the sentence “Oranges are grown
in California,” the verb is in the passive voice.
➔ ACTIVE : Change the verbs in the following sentences into the passive.
"passive 'smoking n. [U] the act of breathing in
smoke from someone else’s cigarette, pipe, etc.,
although you do not want to
Pass·o·ver /'pæs"oUvø/ n. an important Jewish
holiday in the spring, when people remember the
escape of the Jews from Egypt [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 Translation of Hebrew pesah “to pass
without affecting;” because, according to the
Bible, God did not kill Jewish children when he
killed children of other races]
pass·port /'pæspOrt/ n. [C] a small official document given by a government to a citizen, which
proves who that person is and allows them to leave
the country and enter other countries
C O L L O C AT I O N S

A passport holder is the person who a passport
belongs to.
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If you travel to a foreign country, you must show
your passport at immigration (=the place in an
airport, at a border, etc. where officials check
your documents) when you enter the country
and may have/get your passport stamped.
A valid passport is officially acceptable.
A passport that has expired is too old to be
acceptable.

pas·tel /pæ'stEl/ n. 1 [C] a soft pale color, such
as pale blue or pink
THESAURUS

light, pale ➔ LIGHT 2

2 [C,U] a small colored stick used for drawing
pictures, made of a substance like CHALK
—pastel adj.: soft pastel colors

pass·word /'pæswød/ n. [C] 1 a secret group of pas·teur·ize /'pæstS@"raIz, -st@"raIz/ v. [T] to

P

letters or numbers that you must type into a computer before you can use a system or program:
Enter your username and password. | I’ve forgotten
my password. 2 a secret word or phrase that you
must use before being allowed to enter a place that
is guarded
past1 /pæst/ adj. 1 [only before noun] having happened, existed, or been experienced before now: He
knew from past experience not to argue. | Our
current problems are the result of past mistakes. 2 [only before noun] a little earlier than the
present, or up until now: Tim’s been out of town for
the past week. | the past six months 3 finished or
having come to an end: The time for discussion is
past. 4 [only before noun] achieving something in
the past, or holding an important position in the
past SYN former: She’s a past president of the club.
past2 prep. 1 farther than: My house is just past
the bridge. 2 up to and beyond: She walked right
past me without saying hello. | We drove past Al’s
old house. 3 after a particular time: It’s ten past
nine (=ten minutes after nine o’clock). | It was way
past midnight when the party ended. 4 I wouldn’t
put it past sb (to do sth) (spoken) used in order
to say that you would not be surprised if someone
did something bad or unusual because it is typical
of him/her: I wouldn’t put it past Mark to lie to his
wife.

past3 n. 1 the past the time that existed before

heat a liquid, especially milk, in a special way that
kills
any
harmful
BACTERIA
in
it
—pasteurization /"pæstS@r@'zeIS@n/ n. [U]

pas·tiche /pæ'stiS/ n. 1 [C]

ENG. LANG. ARTS a
work of art that consists of a variety of different
styles put together: The novel is a pastiche of diary
entries, letters, and interviews. 2 [C] ENG. LANG.
ARTS a piece of writing or music, or a film, etc. that
is deliberately made in the style of another artist 3 [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS the style or practice of
making a pastiche

pas·time /'pæs-taIm/ n. [C] something enjoyable

that you do when you are not working: His pastimes include watching TV and reading. [ORIGIN:
1400—1500 Translation of French passe-temps
“pass time”]

pas·tor /'pæstø/ n. [C] a minister in some Protestant churches [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French
pastour, from Latin pastor “someone who takes
care of sheep”]

pas·tor·al /'pæst@r@l/ adj. 1 SOCIAL SCIENCE relating to the duties of a priest, minister, etc. toward the
members of his/her religious group: Father Murphy
made pastoral visits to all the older members of his
congregation. 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS typical of the
simple peaceful life in the country: a pastoral scene
depicting (=showing) a group of peasants working
the fields

now, and the things that happened during that time: "past 'participle n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS in gramPeople travel more now than they did in the past. | mar, a PARTICIPLE that is usually formed by adding
We should ignore the past and concentrate on the “-ed” to a verb, but that can be IRREGULAR . It can
future. 2 [singular] all the things that have hap- be used in compounds to make PERFECT tenses, or
pened to you in the time before now: I’d like to as an adjective. In the sentence “Look what you
have done,” “done” is a past participle.
forget my past and start all over.
past4 adv. 1 up to and beyond a particular place: "past 'perfect n. the past perfect ENG. LANG.
Hal and his friends drove past at top speed. 2 go ARTS in grammar, the tense of a verb that shows that
past if a period of time goes past, it passes: Several an action was completed before another event or
time in the past. In the sentence “I had finished my
weeks went past without any news from home.
breakfast before Rick called,” “had finished” is in
pas·ta /'pAst@/ n. [U] an Italian food made from the past perfect.
flour, water, and sometimes eggs, and cut into
pas·tra·mi /pæ'strAmi/ n. [U] smoked BEEF that
various shapes, usually eaten with a sauce
contains a lot of spices and is usually eaten in
1
paste /peIst/ n. 1 [U] a type of thick glue that is sandwiches
used for sticking paper onto things 2 [C,U] a soft
thick mixture that can be easily shaped or spread: pas·try /'peIstri/ n. (plural pastries) 1 [U] a
Mix the water and the powder into a smooth paste. | mixture of flour, fat, and milk or water, used for
making the outer part of baked foods such as PIE s
tomato paste
➔ CRUST , DOUGH 2 [C] a small sweet cake
2
paste v. 1 [I,T] IT to make words that you have
removed or copied appear in a new place on a "past 'tense n. the past tense ENG. LANG. ARTS in
computer screen ➔ COPY , CUT 2 [T] to stick grammar, the tense of a verb that shows that an
something to something else using paste
action or state began and ended in the past. In the
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sentence “We walked to school yesterday,”
“walked” is in the past tense.
pas·ture /'pæstSø/ n. [C,U] land that is covered
with grass and is used for cattle, sheep, etc. to eat
past·y /'peIsti/ adj. looking very pale and
unhealthy: a pasty face
pat1 /pæt/ v. (patted, patting) 1 [T] to touch
someone or something lightly again and again, with
your hand flat: He knelt down to pat the dog.
THESAURUS
touch, feel, stroke, rub,
scratch, pet, caress ➔ TOUCH 1

2 pat sb/yourself on the back (informal) to
praise someone or yourself for doing something
well
pat2 n. [C] 1 an act of touching someone or
something with your hand flat, especially in a
friendly way: She gave the little boy a pat on the
head. 2 a pat on the back (informal) praise for
something that you have done well: Alex deserves a
pat on the back for all his hard work. 3 a pat of
butter a small flat piece of butter
pat3 adv. have sth down pat to know something
thoroughly so that you can say it, perform it, etc.
without thinking about it
patch1 /pætS/ n. [C] 1 a small piece of material
used for covering a hole in something, especially
clothes: There were patches on the elbows of his
jacket. 2 a part of an area that is different or looks
different from the parts that surround it: We finally
found a patch of grass to sit down on. 3 a small
area of ground for growing fruit or vegetables: a
cabbage patch
patch2 also patch up v. [T] to put a small piece of
material over a hole, especially in a piece of clothing
patch sth ↔ up phr. v. 1 to end an argument and
become friendly with someone: I’ve patched things
up with my girlfriend. 2 to fix something quickly
but not carefully: We patched up his wound until we
could get him to a hospital.
patch·work /'pætSwøk/ n. [U] a type of sewing
in which many different-colored pieces of cloth are
sewn together to make one large piece: a patchwork
quilt
patch·y /'pætSi/ adj. 1 happening or existing in
some areas but not in others: patchy fog 2 not
complete enough to be useful: My knowledge of
biology is pretty patchy.
pâ·té /pA'teI, pæ-/ n. [U] a thick smooth food
made from meat or fish, that you spread on bread
pa·tel·la /p@'tEl@/ n. [C] BIOLOGY your KNEECAP
pa·tent1 /'pæt§nt/ n. [C] ECONOMICS a special
document that gives you the right to make or sell a
new invention or product that no one else is
allowed to copy for a set period of time: The
designers took out a patent on the machine.
patent2 v. [T] to obtain a patent for a new invention or product: He developed and patented a

patient

device that is still used around the world in steel
production.
patent3 adj. (formal) clear and easy to notice
SYN obvious: a patent lie
"patent 'leather n. [U] thin shiny leather that is
usually black
pa·tent·ly /'pæt§ntli/ adv. (formal) patently
obvious/false/unfair etc. completely clear,
untrue, unfair, etc., in a way that anyone can notice:
patently offensive language
pa·ter·nal /p@'tønl/ adj. 1 typical of the way a
father feels or acts ➔ MATERNAL 2 paternal
grandmother/uncle etc. your father’s mother,
brother, etc. ➔ MATERNAL [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
Latin paternus “of a father,” from pater
“father”] —paternally adv.
pa·ter·nal·ism /p@'tønl"Iz@m/ n. [U] (disapproving) the practice of making decisions for people or
organizations, so that they are never able to be
responsible
themselves
—paternalistic
/p@"tønl'IstIk/ adj.
pa·ter·ni·ty /p@'tøn@Ôi/ n. [U] LAW the state of
being a father ➔ MATERNITY
path /pæθ/ n. (plural paths /pæDz, pæθs/) [C] 1 a
track that people walk along over an area of
ground: a path through the woods | I followed the
path until I came to the river. 2 a way through
something, made by opening a space to allow you
to move forward: The police cleared a path
through the crowd. | There was a truck blocking
our path. 3 the direction or line along which
someone or something moves: The storm destroyed
everything in its path. [ORIGIN: Old English pæth]
pa·thet·ic /p@'θEÔIk/ adj. very bad, useless, or
weak: Vicky made a pathetic attempt to apologize.
—pathetically adv.
path·o·gen /'pæθ@dZ@n/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a living
thing, such as a VIRUS , that can cause disease
path·o·log·i·cal /"pæθ@'lAdZIk@l/ adj. 1 pathological behavior or feelings are unreasonable and
impossible to control: a pathological liar 2 a
mental or physical condition that is pathological is
caused by disease: a pathological condition
pa·thol·o·gy /p@'θAl@dZi, pæ-/ n. [U] BIOLOGY
the study of the causes and effects of diseases
—pathologist n. [C]
pa·thos /'peIθoUs, -θAs, 'pæ-/ n. [U] (literary) the
quality that a person or a situation has that makes
you feel pity and sadness: The pathos of the play is
reminiscent of Shakespeare or Chekhov.
path·way /'pæθweI/ n. [C] a path
pa·tience /'peIS@ns/ n. [U] the ability to wait
calmly for a long time, or deal with difficulties
without becoming annoyed or anxious ANT impatience: Finally, I lost my patience with him and
started shouting. | The kids are beginning to try my
patience (=make me stop being patient). | She has
no patience for people who make excuses.
pa·tient1 /'peIS@nt/ n. [C] someone who is getting
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medical treatment: cancer patients | Dr. Ross is
very popular with his patients.
patient2 adj. able to wait calmly for a long time or
to deal with difficulties without becoming annoyed
or anxious ANT impatient: Be patient – I’ll be off
the phone in a minute. | Wendy is very patient with
her students. —patiently adv.: Simpson waited
patiently for his chance.
pat·i·o /'pæÔi"oU/ n. (plural patios) [C] a flat hard
area next to a house, where people can sit outside:
Sylvia was sitting out on the patio. [ORIGIN:
1800—1900 Spanish]
pa·tri·arch /'peItri"Ark/ n. [C] (formal) a man
who is respected as the head of a family or tribe
➔ MATRIARCH
pa·tri·arch·al /"peItri'Ark@lX/ adj. (formal) 1 ruled or controlled only by men: a patriarchal society 2 relating to being a patriarch, or
typical of a patriarch
pa·tri·arch·y /'peItri"Arki/ n. [U] a social system
in which men hold all the power ➔ MATRIARCHY
pa·tri·cian1 /p@'trIS@n/ n. [C] 1 someone who is
from
the
highest
class
in
society
SYN aristocrat 2 HISTORY someone belonging to
the high class of people who governed in ancient
Rome ➔ PLEBEIAN
patrician2 adj. 1 having the appearance, behavior, way of speaking, etc. that is typical of people
from the highest social class SYN aristocratic: his
patrician background 2 HISTORY belonging to the
high class of people who governed in ancient Rome
➔ PLEBEIAN
pat·ri·lin·e·al /"pætr@'lIni@l/ adj. SOCIAL SCIENCE a
patrilineal society is one in which connections
between the fathers and sons are regarded as the
most important ➔ MATRILINEAL
pa·tri·ot /'peItri@t/ n. [C] (approving) someone
who loves his/her country and is willing to defend
it
pa·tri·ot·ic /"peItri'AÔIk/ adj. (approving) having
or expressing a great love of your country: a patriotic citizen | patriotic songs —patriotism
/'peItri@"tIz@m/ n. [U]
pat·rol1 /p@'troUl/ v. (patrolled, patrolling) [I,T]
to regularly check an area in order to prevent
problems or crime: Two tanks patrolled the city
center.
patrol2 n. 1 [C,U] the action of regularly checking
different parts of an area to prevent problems or
crime: Guards were on patrol throughout the
night. 2 [C] a group of police, soldiers, AIRPLANE s, etc. that patrol a particular area: the California Highway Patrol

pa·tron /'peItr@n/ n. [C] 1 someone who sup-

ports an organization, artist, musical performer,
etc., especially by giving money: a patron of the
arts 2 (formal) someone who uses a particular
store, restaurant, company, etc. SYN customer
THESAURUS
CUSTOMER

customer, client, shopper ➔

pa·tron·age /'peItr@nIdZ, 'pæ-/ n. [U] 1 (formal) the support that you give a particular store,

restaurant, company, etc. by buying their goods or
using their services: Thank you for your patronage. 2 the support that a patron gives to an organization, etc. 3 SOCIAL SCIENCE a system in which a
powerful person gives money or important jobs to
people who support him/her
pa·tron·ize /'peItr@"naIz, 'pæ-/ v. [T] 1 (disapproving) to talk to someone in a way that seems
friendly but shows that you think s/he is less important or intelligent than you: Don’t patronize me. |
Some of his employees believed that he patronized
women. 2 (formal) to regularly use a particular
store, restaurant, company, etc.
pa·tron·iz·ing /'peItr@"naIzIÎ, 'pæ-/ adj. (disapproving) talking to someone or treating someone as
if you think s/he is less important or intelligent than
you: a patronizing attitude
pat·ter /'pæÔø/ n. 1 [singular] the sound of something lightly hitting a hard surface again and again:
the patter of footsteps 2 [singular, U] very fast and
continuous talk: a car salesman’s patter —patter
v. [I]

pat·tern /'pæÔøn/ n. [C] 1 the regular way in

which something happens, develops, or is done:
patterns of behavior | Romantic novels tend to
follow a similar pattern. 2 a regularly repeated
arrangement of shapes, colors, lines, etc.: a pattern
of red and white squares | a dress with a rose
pattern
THESAURUS

design – a pattern used for decorating
something: curtains with a floral design

markings – the colored patterns and shapes on
an animal’s fur, feathers, or skin: the tiger’s black
and orange markings
motif – a pattern that is regularly repeated: a
light blue wallpaper with a rose motif

3 a shape that you copy onto cloth, paper, etc. when
making something, especially clothing: a skirt pattern

pat·terned /'pæÔønd/ adj. decorated with a pattern: a gold and black patterned tie

pat·ty /'pæÔi/ n. (plural patties) [C] a round flat

piece of cooked meat or other food: beef patties
pa'trol car n. [C] a police car that drives around pau·ci·ty /'pOs@Ôi/ n. a/the paucity of sth (forthe streets of a city
mal) less than is needed of something: a paucity of
pa·trol·man /p@'troUlm@n/ n. (plural patrolmen evidence
/-m@n/) [C] a police officer who patrols a particular paunch /pOntS, pAntS/ n. [C] a man’s fat stomach
—paunchy adj.
area
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pau·per /'pOpø/ n. [C] (old-fashioned) someone

who is very poor
pause1 /pOz/ v. 1 [I] to stop speaking or doing
something for a short time before starting again:
Tom paused for a moment, and then asked, “So
what should I do?” | Amanda paused to admire the
view.
THESAURUS

break ➔ STOP 1

stop, have/take a break,

2 [I,T] to push a button on a CD PLAYER , TAPE
computer, etc. in order to make a CD,
tape, etc. stop playing for a short time [ORIGIN:
1400—1500 Latin pausa, from Greek pausis,
from pauein “to stop”]
pause2 n. [C] a short time when you stop speaking
or doing something: a pause in the conversation |
After a long pause, Rick said, “You’re right.”
pave /peIv/ v. [T] 1 to cover a path, road, etc. with
a hard level surface such as CONCRETE 2 pave
the way to do something that will make an event,
development, etc. possible in the future: Galileo’s
achievements paved the way for Newton’s scientific
laws.
pave·ment /'peIvm@nt/ n. [U] the hard surface
of a road: As she fell off the bike, her arm hit the
pavement.
pa·vil·ion /p@'vIly@n/ n. [C] a structure built in a
park or at a FAIR , and used as a place for public
entertainment, EXHIBITION s, etc.
'paving stone n. [C] one of the flat pieces of
stone used to make a hard surface to walk on
paw1 /pO/ n. [C] an animal’s foot that has nails or
CLAW s: a lion’s paw ➔ see picture on page A2
paw2 v. [I,T] 1 if an animal paws something, it
touches the thing with its paw: The dog’s pawing at
the door again. 2 (informal) to touch someone in a
way that is too rough or too sexual: He kept trying
to paw me in the car.
pawn1 /pOn/ n. [C] 1 one of the eight smallest and
least valuable pieces in the game of
CHESS 2 someone who is used by a more powerful
person or group: We’re just pawns in a big political
game.
pawn2 v. [T] to leave a valuable object with a
pawnbroker in order to borrow money
pawn·bro·ker /'pOn"broUkø/ n. [C] someone
whose business is to lend people money in
exchange for valuable objects
pay1 /peI/ v. (past tense and past participle paid, third
person singular pays)
1 GIVE MONEY [I,T] to give someone money for
something in order to buy it, or for something s/he
has done for you: They ran off without paying. |
Have you paid the babysitter yet? | The company’s
paying for my plane tickets. | The government
agreed to pay them for their land in the east. | How
much did you pay for those shoes? | You can pay by
check.
2 BILL/DEBT [T] to give a person, company, etc. the
RECORDER ,

money that you owe for a bill or debt: We need to
pay the electricity bill soon.
3 JOB [I,T] to give someone money for the job s/he
does: How much do they pay you? | Plumbers get
paid $40 an hour. | workers who are well/highly/
poorly paid
4 pay attention (to sb/sth) to carefully listen to
or watch someone or something, or to be careful
about what you are doing: Sorry, I wasn’t paying
attention. What did you say?
5 pay a visit to sb also pay sb a visit to go to see
a particular person: It’s about time you paid a visit
to the dentist.
6 pay sb a compliment to say nice things about
someone’s appearance, behavior, etc.
7 pay your way to pay for your bills, food, etc.
without needing to use anyone else’s money: She
paid her own way through law school.
8 GOOD RESULT [I] to be worth doing, and result in
an advantage for you: Crime doesn’t pay. | It pays
to be on time.
9 PROFIT [I] ECONOMICS if a shop or business pays, it
makes a profit: We worked hard but couldn’t make
the business pay.
10 pay tribute to sb/sth to show how much you
admire or respect someone or something
11 pay your respects (to sb) (formal) to greet
someone politely or visit a place, especially in
order to say or show that you are sorry that someone has died: Sam came over to pay his respects to
the family.
12 pay your dues to work at the lowest levels of a
profession or organization in order to earn the right
to move up to a better position
13 pay through the nose (for sth) (informal) to
pay far too much money for something ➔ pay/
give lip service at LIP
pay sb/sth ↔ back phr. v.

to give someone the money that you owe him/her
SYN repay: Can I borrow $10? I’ll pay you back
tomorrow.
pay for sth phr. v.

to suffer or be punished for doing something: If you
drink any more, you’ll be paying for it in the
morning.
pay sth ↔ in also pay sth into sth phr. v.
to put money into a bank account: The check was
paid into your account on Friday. | How much do
you pay in each month?
pay off phr. v.
1 pay sth ↔ off to pay all the money that you owe

for something: We’ve finally paid off the mortgage.
2 if something that you try to do pays off, it is
successful after a long time: My efforts finally paid
off when they called me in for an interview.
3 pay sb ↔ off to give someone money so that s/he
will not tell people about something illegal or
dishonest
pay sth ↔ out phr. v.

to pay a lot of money for something: Last year,
$123 million was paid out in health benefits.
pay up phr. v.

(informal) to pay all the money that you owe
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pay2 n. [U] money that you are given for working pay·off /'peIOf/ n. [C] 1 the good result or the
SYN salary: The pay will be better at my new job. |
Workers say they haven’t had a pay raise/increase
in two years. | Teachers have refused to accept a
pay cut.

C O L L O C AT I O N S

P

base pay – the pay that you always receive,
without payment for any extra hours
overtime pay – payment for extra hours that
you work
take-home pay – the money you receive after
tax, etc. has been taken away
vacation pay – payment for the time when you
are on vacation
sick pay – payment for the times when you are
sick and not at work ➔ MONEY , PENSION
THESAURUS

income – money that you receive from working,
investments, etc.: families on a low income

salary – the pay that professional people such as

teachers or lawyers earn every year: a salary of
$34,000 a year
wages – the pay that someone earns every hour
or every week: Her wages barely cover the rent.
earnings – all the money that you earn by
working: Record your earnings on the income tax
form.
bonus – money added to someone’s pay,
especially as a reward for good work: The
company offers performance bonuses to every
employee.
remuneration (formal) – the pay that someone
receives for his or her work: The work was hard
and the remuneration was low.

pay·a·ble /'peI@b@l/ adj. 1 a bill, debt, etc. that

is payable must be paid: A standard fee of $35 is
payable every three months. 2 payable to sb
able to be paid to a particular person or organization: Please make the check payable to Al’s Service Station (=write this name on the check).
pay·check /'peItSEk/ n. [C] a check that pays a
worker his/her salary: a weekly paycheck
pay·day /'peIdeI/ n. [C usually singular] the day
when you get your paycheck
'pay dirt n. hit/strike pay dirt (informal) to make
a valuable or useful discovery: Crash investigators
struck pay dirt when they found the aircraft’s flight
recorder.
pay·ee /peI'i/ n. [C] ECONOMICS the person who
should be paid money, especially by check
pay·load /'peIloUd/ n. [C,U] the amount of goods
or passengers carried by a vehicle or aircraft
pay·ment /'peIm@nt/ n. 1 [C] an amount of
money that must be paid or has been paid: How
much are your car/house/loan payments? | He
couldn’t afford to make the payments on his
house. | She agreed to repay the loan in monthly
payments of $200. 2 [U] the act of paying: Late
payment will result in a $10 fine.

advantage that you get because of doing something:
With electric cars, the development costs are high,
but there is a big environmental payoff. 2 a payment that is made to someone, often illegally, in
order to stop him/her from causing you trouble
'pay phone n. [C] a public telephone that you can
use when you put in coins or a CREDIT CARD
number
pay·roll /'peIroUl/ n. [C usually singular] 1 the
people who are employed by a company: We have
127 staff on the payroll. 2 ECONOMICS the total
amount of money that a company pays the people
who work there
PBS n. Public Broadcasting System a company in the U.S. that broadcasts television programs without advertisements
PC1 n. [C] IT personal computer a small computer that is used by one person at a time, at work
or at home ➔ see picture on page A6

PC2 adj. POLITICALLY CORRECT
pdf, PDF /"pi di 'ef/ n. [C] IT portable document format a type of computer FILE that can be
opened on most personal computers, even those
that do not have the same software program that
was used to produce the file

PE n. [U] physical education sports and exercises that are taught as a school subject

pea /pi/ n. [C] a small round green seed that is
cooked and eaten as a vegetable

peace /pis/ n. 1 [singular,U] a situation or period

of time in which there is no war or fighting: The
country’s nuclear program is a threat to world
peace. | Germany has been at peace with France
since 1945. | My hope is that one day our countries
can live in peace. | The prime minister promised to
bring peace to the region. 2 [U] a situation that is
very calm, quiet, and pleasant: All I want is some
peace and quiet. | Mary, let your sister read in
peace (=without being interrupted). 3 [U] a feeling
of being calm, happy, and not worried: I decided to
see a doctor, just for peace of mind. 4 disturbing
the peace LAW the crime of being too noisy or too
violent in a public place 5 make (your) peace to
agree to stop fighting with a person or group: He
was anxious to make peace with Jill before she left.
[ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old French pais, from
Latin pax]
peace·a·ble /'pis@b@l/ adj. not liking to argue, or
not causing any arguments or fights: peaceable
subjects who paid their taxes and posed no threat
to public order —peaceably adv.
'Peace Corps n. the Peace Corps a U.S.
government organization that helps poorer countries by sending VOLUNTEER s to teach skills in
education, health, farming, etc.
peace·ful /'pisf@l/ adj. 1 calm, quiet, and without problems or excitement: It’s peaceful out here
in the woods.
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THESAURUS
QUIET 1

quiet, calm, tranquil, still ➔

2 not fighting a war, or deliberately not being
violent: a peaceful relationship between countries |
a peaceful protest —peacefully adv.
peace·keep·ing /'pis"kipIÎ/ adj. trying to prevent fighting or violence: peacekeeping troops
—peacekeeper n. [C]
peace·mak·er /'pis"meIkø/ n. [C] someone
who tries to persuade people or countries to stop
fighting
peace·time /'pis-taIm/ n. [U] a period of time
when a country is not fighting a war ANT wartime
peach /pitS/ n. 1 [C] a round juicy yellow-red
fruit that has a large rough seed and skin that feels
FUZZY , or the tree that it grows on ➔ see picture on
page 414 2 [U] a pale pink-orange color [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Old French peche from Latin persicus “Persian”]
pea·cock /'pikAk/ n.
[C] a large bird, the male
of which has long blue
and green tail feathers
that it can spread out
/pik/
n.
peak1
[C] 1 the time when
someone or something
is biggest, most successful, or best: Trenton is
now at the peak of his
career. | The company’s profits reached a peak in
1992. 2 the pointed top of a mountain, or a mountain with a pointed top: the Alps’ snow-covered
peaks ➔ see picture on page A11
peak2 v. [I] to become the biggest, most successful,
or best that someone or something can be: In the
1950s, Chicago’s population peaked at around 3.6
million.
peal /pil/ n. [C] (literary) a sudden loud repeated
sound, such as laughter, THUNDER , or bells ringing:
I could hear peals of laughter coming from
upstairs. —peal v. [I]
pea·nut /'pinöt/ n. 1 [C] a small nut you can eat
that has a soft light brown shell 2 peanuts [plural]
(informal) a very small amount of money: I’m tired
of working for peanuts.
'peanut "butter n. [U] a soft food made from
crushed peanuts, usually eaten on bread: a peanut
butter and jelly sandwich
pear /pEr/ n. [C] a sweet juicy fruit with a round
wide bottom that becomes thinner on top near the
stem, or the tree on which it grows ➔ see picture at
FRUIT

pearl /pøl/ n. [C] a valuable small white round

object, that forms inside an OYSTER and is used in
jewelry: a pearl necklace
peas·ant /'pEz@nt/ n. [C] a poor farmer who
owns or rents a small amount of land, either in past
times or in poor countries

pedestal

peas·ant·ry /'pEz@ntri/ n. the peasantry all

the peasants of a particular country: The land tax
was bitterly resented by the peasantry.
peat /pit/ n. [U] EARTH SCIENCES a substance formed
under the surface of the ground from decaying
plants, used as soil or as FUEL
peb·ble /'pEb@l/ n. [C] a small smooth stone that
is usually in a river or on a beach
pe·can /pI'kAn, -'kæn/ n. [C] a long thin sweet
nut with a dark smooth shell, or the tree on which
these nuts grow: pecan pie [ORIGIN: 1700—1800
French pacane, from an Algonquian language]
peck1 /pEk/ v. [I,T] if a bird pecks something or
pecks at something, it quickly moves its beak to hit,
bite, or pick up that thing
peck2 n. [C] 1 a quick kiss: He gave Jill a peck
on the cheek. 2 the action of a bird pecking
something with its beak
pe·cu·liar /pI'kyulyø/ adj. 1 strange and a little
surprising: This cheese has a peculiar smell. |
Something very peculiar is going on here.
THESAURUS
strange, funny, curious, odd,
weird ➔ STRANGE 1

2 be peculiar to sth to be a quality that only one
particular person, place, or thing has: The problem
of racism is not peculiar to this country.
—peculiarly adv.

pe·cu·li·ar·i·ty /pI"kyuli'ær@Ôi/ n. (plural peculiarities) [C,U] an unusual or slightly strange habit

or quality, especially one that only a particular
person, place, etc. has: the peculiarities of the
newspaper business | Over time, she grew to love
his peculiarities.
pe·cu·ni·ar·y /pI'kyuni"Eri/ adj. (formal) relating
to or consisting of money: He was accused of
obtaining a pecuniary advantage by deception.
ped·a·go·gi·cal /"pEd@'gAdZIk@l/ adj. (formal)
relating to methods of teaching —pedagogy
/'pEd@"gAdZi/ n. [U]
ped·al1 /'pEdl/ n. [C] the part of a bicycle, car, or
MOTORCYCLE that you push with your foot in order
to make it move: the gas pedal [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 French pedale, from Italian, from Latin
pedalis “of the foot”] ➔ see picture at BICYCLE
pedal2 v. [I,T] to ride a bicycle by pushing the
pedals with your feet
pe·dan·tic /p@'dænôIk/ adj. (disapproving) paying
too much attention to small details and rules: The
book is fascinating, although some readers will find
it pedantic.
ped·dle /'pEdl/ v. [T] to go from place to place
trying to sell something, especially something illegal or cheap: Eric was caught peddling drugs.
—peddler n. [C]
ped·es·tal /'pEd@stl/ n. [C] 1 the base on which
a STATUE or a PILLAR stands 2 put/place sb on
a pedestal (disapproving) to admire someone so
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much that you treat him/her or talk about him/her
as though s/he is perfect
pe·des·tri·an1 /p@'dEstri@n/ n. [C] someone
who is walking instead of driving a car, riding a
bicycle, etc. [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Latin pedester
“going on foot,” from pes “foot”]
pedestrian2 adj. (formal) ordinary, and not very
interesting or exciting: I thought the orchestra’s
overall performance was poor and the choice of
music was fairly pedestrian.
pe·di·a·tri·cian /"pidi@'trIS@n/ n. [C] a doctor
who treats children ➔ DOCTOR 1
pe·di·at·rics /"pidi'ætrIks/ n. [U] the area of
medicine that deals with children and their illnesses
ped·i·cure /'pEdI"kyUr/ n. [C,U] a treatment for
the feet that includes cleaning them and cutting the
TOENAIL s ➔ MANICURE
ped·i·gree /'pEd@"gri/ n. [C,U] the parents and
other past family members of an animal or person,
or the written record of them —pedigree adj.: a
pedigree Great Dane
pee /pi/ v. [I] (informal) to pass liquid waste from
your body SYN urinate —pee n. [U]
peek1 /pik/ v. [I] to quickly look at something,
especially something you are not supposed to see:
Paula opened the box and peeked inside.
THESAURUS
LOOK 1

look, glance, peep, peer ➔

have been removed from a fruit or vegetable: carrot
peelings
peep1 /pip/ v. [I] 1 to look at something quickly
and secretly: I saw Joe peeping through the curtains.
THESAURUS
LOOK 1

look, glance, peek, peer ➔

2 to appear from behind or under something: The
sun finally peeped out from behind the clouds.
peep2 n. [C] 1 [usually singular] a sound: I didn’t
hear a peep out of the kids all afternoon. 2 [usually singular] a quick or secret look at something:
Did you get/take a peep at the audience? 3 a short
weak high sound that some young birds make
peep·hole /'piphoUl/ n. [C] a small hole in a door
that you can look through
peeping Tom /"pipIÎ 'tAm/ n. [C] someone who
secretly watches people, especially people who are
taking off their clothes
peer1 /pIr/ n. sb’s peer someone who is the same
age as another person, or who has the same type of
job, rank, etc.: Barton has gained the respect of his
peers.
peer2 v. [I] to look very carefully, especially
because you cannot see something well: Harris
peered into the dark closet.
THESAURUS
LOOK 1

look, glance, peek, peep ➔

peek2 n. [C] a quick look at something: Take a 'peer group n. [C]

SOCIAL SCIENCE a group of
people who are the same age, are from the same
peek down the hall and see if anyone’s coming.
social class, or have the same type of job, etc.: Peer
peek·a·boo /'pik@"bu/ interjection, n. [U] a game groups and popular culture both have a strong
played with babies and
influence on teenage children.
young children, in
peer·less
/'pIrlIs/ adj. (formal) better than anyone
which you hide your
or anything else: B.B. King’s peerless guitar playface and then show it
ing
again and again, saying
“peekaboo!”
'peer "pressure n. [U] the strong feeling that
peel1 /pil/ v. 1 [T] to
young people have that they should do the same
remove the skin of a
things that their peers are doing: It can be difficult
fruit or vegetable: Peel
not to give in to peer pressure (=do something just
the potatoes and cut
because other people are doing it).
them in half.
peeve /piv/ n. pet peeve (informal) something
THESAURUS
that always annoys you, but that may not annoy
cut, chop (up), slice, dice,
other people: One of my pet peeves is people being
carve, shred, grate ➔ CUT 1
late for meetings.
2 [T] to remove a thin outside layer from the surface
1
/pEg/ n. [C] 1 a short piece of wood or metal
peg
of an object: Peel the labels off/from the jars before
recycling. 3 [I] if skin, paper, or paint is peeling, it that fits into a hole or is fastened to a wall, and can
is loose and coming off in small thin pieces: I got be used for fastening furniture together, for hanging
things, etc.: a coat peg 2 also tent peg a pointed
sunburned and now my face is peeling.
peel sth ↔ off phr. v. to take off your clothes, piece of wood or metal used for keeping a tent
especially if they are wet or tight: He peeled off his attached to the ground
damp uniform and stepped into the shower.
peg2 v. (pegged, pegging) [T] 1 to believe or say
2
peel n. [U] the thick skin of a fruit or vegetable, that someone has a particular type of character:
such as an orange, a potato, or a BANANA : orange Teachers had him pegged as a troublemaker. 2 ECONOMICS to set prices, salaries, etc. in
peel ➔ see picture on page 414
relation to a particular value: loan payment rates
peel·ings /'pilIÎz/ n. [plural] pieces of skin that that are pegged to the national rates
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pe·jor·a·tive /pI'dZOr@ÔIv, -'dZAr-/ adj. (formal)

a pejorative word or phrase is used in order to insult
someone or to show disapproval [ORIGIN: 1800—
1900 Late Latin pejoratus, past participle of
pejorare “to make worse,” from pejor “worse”]
pel·i·can /'pElIk@n/ n. [C] a large bird that
catches fish for food and holds them in the part of
its large beak that is shaped like a bag [ORIGIN:
1000—1100 Late Latin pelecanus, from Greek]
pel·let /'pElIt/ n. [C] a small hard ball made from
metal, ice, paper, food, etc.
pel·lu·cid /p@'lusId/ adj. (literary) very clear, so
that it can be seen through easily or understood
easily ➔ TRANSLUCENT : the pellucid air of the
mountains
pelt1 /pElt/ v. [T] to attack someone by throwing a
lot of things at him/her: Two kids were pelting each
other with snowballs.
pelt2 n. [C] BIOLOGY the skin of a dead animal with
the fur or hair still on it
pel·vis /'pElvIs/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the set of large
wide curved bones at the base of your SPINE , to
which your legs are joined [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
Latin “basin”] ➔ see picture on page A3 —pelvic
adj.

pen1 /pEn/ n. 1 [C,U] an instrument used for

writing and drawing in ink: a ballpoint pen | Write
your essays in pen (=using a pen), not pencil. 2 [C] a small area surrounded by a fence that
farm animals are kept in ➔ PIGPEN [ORIGIN: (1)
1200—1300 Old French penne “feather, pen,”
from Latin penna “feather”]
pen2 v. (penned, penning) [T] (literary) to write a
letter, note, etc. with a pen ➔ WRITE
pen sb/sth in/up phr. v. to prevent a person or
animal from leaving an enclosed area: The protesters were kept penned up behind the fence.
pe·nal /'pinl/ adj. 1 LAW relating to the legal
punishment of criminals: the penal system 2 penal offense LAW a crime
'penal "code n. [C] a set of laws and the punishments for not obeying these laws
pe·nal·ize /'pinl"aIz, 'pEn-/ v. [T] 1 to punish
someone or treat him/her unfairly: I’m being penalized for something that isn’t my fault. 2 to punish
a player or sports team by giving an advantage to
the other team: The Bears were penalized for taking too much time.
pen·al·ty /'pEnlÔi/ n. (plural penalties) [C] 1 LAW
a punishment for not obeying a law, rule, or legal
agreement: The maximum penalty for the crime is
five years in prison. | He was given the death
penalty (=killed as a punishment).
THESAURUS
punishment, sentence, fine,
community service ➔ PUNISHMENT

2 a disadvantage given to a player or sports team
for not obeying the rules [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
Medieval Latin poenalitas, from Latin poena
“punishment”]

penicillin

pen·ance /'pEn@ns/ n. [C,U] (literary) a punish-

ment that you accept, especially for religious reasons, to show that you are sorry for doing a bad
thing
pen·chant /'pEntS@nt/ n. [C] a liking for something that you do as a habit: Bill has a penchant for
fast cars.
pen·cil1 /'pEns@l/ n. [C,U] a thing that you use for
writing and drawing, made of wood containing a
black or colored center: Do the math problems in
pencil (=using a pencil), not pen. | a sharp pencil
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French pincel “paintbrush,” from Latin penicillus “little tail”]
pencil2 v. [T] to write something with a pencil or
make a mark with a pencil
pencil sb/sth ↔ in phr. v. to make an arrangement
for a meeting or other event, knowing that it might
have to be changed later: I’ll pencil in a meeting
for next Tuesday.
'pencil "sharpener n. [C] an object with a small
blade inside it, used for making the pointed end of a
pencil sharp
pend·ant /'pEnd@nt/ n. [C] a jewel or small
decoration that hangs from a NECKLACE : a diamond pendant
pend·ing1 /'pEndIÎ/ prep. (formal) until something
happens, or while something happens: The decision
has been delayed pending further research.
pending2 adj. (formal) not yet decided, agreed on,
or finished: Their divorce is still pending.
pen·du·lum /'pEndZ@l@m/ n. [C] a long stick
with a weight on the end of it that hangs down and
swings from side to side, especially in a large clock
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Modern Latin, Latin pendulus from pendere “to hang”]
pen·e·trate /'pEn@"treIt/ v. 1 [I,T] to enter
something or pass through it, especially when this
is difficult: bullets that can penetrate metal |
Explorers penetrated deep into unknown regions.
THESAURUS
enter, go in, come in, get in,
trespass, intrude ➔ ENTER 1

2 [T] to join and be accepted by an organization,
business, etc. in order to find out secret information: Spies had penetrated the highest ranks of both
governments. 3 [T] to understand something difficult: scientists trying to penetrate the mysteries of
nature —penetration /"pEn@'treIS@n/ n. [U]
pen·e·trat·ing /'pEn@"treIÔIÎ/ adj. 1 penetrating eyes/look/gaze etc. someone who has
penetrating eyes, etc. seems able to see what
another person is thinking 2 a penetrating noise or
voice is so loud that you hear it very
clearly 3 showing an ability to understand things
quickly and completely: a penetrating mind
pen·guin /'pEÎgwIn/ n. [C] a large black and
white Antarctic sea bird that cannot fly but uses its
wings for swimming
pen·i·cil·lin /"pEn@'sIl@n/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a substance used as a medicine to destroy BACTERIA

P

peninsula
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pe·nin·su·la /p@'nIns@l@/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a

P

piece of land that is almost completely surrounded
by water [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin paeninsula,
from paene “almost” + insula “island”]
—peninsular adj.
pe·nis /'pinIs/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the outer sex organ
of a male
pen·i·tent /'pEn@t@nt/ adj. (literary) feeling sorry
about doing something bad, and showing you do
not intend to do it again —penitence n. [U]
pen·i·ten·tia·ry /"pEn@'tEnS@ri/ n. (plural penitentiaries) [C] a prison: the state penitentiary
pen·knife /'pEn-naIf/ n. (plural penknives
/-naIvz/) [C] a POCKET KNIFE
'pen name n. [C] a name used by a writer instead
of his/her real name SYN pseudonym
pen·nant /'pEn@nt/ n. [C] a long pointed flag
used by schools, sports teams, etc., or on ships as a
sign
pen·ni·less /'pEnIlIs/ adj. having no money
pen·ny /'pEni/ n. (plural pennies) [C] 1 a coin
worth one cent (=1/100 of a dollar), used in the
U.S. and Canada
THESAURUS
money, coin, nickel, dime,
quarter ➔ MONEY

THESAURUS
polygon, hexagon, heptagon,
octagon, decagon, dodecagon ➔ POLYGON

pen·tam·e·ter /pEn'tæm@Ôø/ n. [C]
ARTS a line of
PENTAMETER

ENG. LANG.

poetry with five main beats ➔ IAMBIC

pen·tath·lon /pEn'tæθl@n, -lAn/ n. [singular] a

sports competition consisting of five different
sports ➔ DECATHLON , HEPTATHLON
Pen·te·cos·tal /"pEnôI'kAstl/ adj. relating to the
Christian church whose members believe that the
spirit of God can help them to cure diseases and
pray in special languages —Pentecostal n. [C]
pent·house /'pEnthaUs/ n. [C] a very expensive
and comfortable apartment on the top floor of a tall
building
"pent-'up adj. pent-up emotions are not expressed
for a long time: pent-up anger and frustration
pe·nul·ti·mate /pI'nölt@mIt/ adj. [only before
noun] (formal) next to the last: the penultimate game
of the season [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin paenultimus, from paene “almost” + ultimus “last”]
pe·nu·ri·ous /p@'nUri@s/ adj. (formal) very poor
➔ POOR

pe·on /'piAn/ n. [C] (informal) someone who works

at a boring or physically hard job for low pay: the
office peons
2 not a penny no money at all: I don’t owe her a peo·ple1 /'pip@l/ n. 1 [plural] the usual plural
penny! 3 every (last) penny all of your money: form of PERSON : I like the people I work with. |
He spent every penny on his car. | The new carpet How many people were at the wedding? 2 the
wasn’t cheap, but it was worth every penny (=I am people [plural] all the ordinary people in a country
happy I bought it).
or a state: The mayor should remember that he was
'pen pal n. [C] someone to whom you write letters elected to serve the people.
THESAURUS
in order to become his/her friend

pen·sion /'pEnS@n/ n. [C] the money that a com-

pany pays regularly to someone after s/he RETIRE s
(=stops working after reaching a particular age):
Howe draws a yearly pension of $15,000.

'pension fund n. [C] ECONOMICS a large amount of
money that a company, organization, etc.
and uses for paying pensions

INVEST s

'pension plan n. [C]

ECONOMICS a system organized by a company for paying pensions to its
workers when they RETIRE (=stop working after
reaching a particular age)

pen·sive /'pEnsIv/ adj. (literary) thinking about
something a lot and seeming slightly sad [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 French pensif, from penser “to
think”]

Pen·ta·gon /'pEnô@"gAn/ n. the Pentagon the
U.S. government building in Washington, D.C.
from which the army, navy, etc. are controlled, or
the military officers who work in this building

pentagon n. [C] MATH a flat shape with five sides

and five angles [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin, from
Greek pentagonon, from pente “five” + gonia
“angle”] —pentagonal /pEn'tæg@nl/ adj. ➔ see

picture at POLYGON

the public – ordinary people, not people who
work for the government or other special
organizations: It’s the job of the media to inform
the public.
society – all the people who live in a country:
responsible members of society
the human race/mankind/humankind – all
the people in the world, considered as a group:
the origins of the human race
populace (formal) – the ordinary people living
in a country: Surveys say that almost 90% of the
American populace believe in God.
population – the number of people or animals
living in a particular area, country, etc.: What’s
the population of Los Angeles? | the planet’s rapid
population growth

3 [plural] people in general, or people other than
yourself: People sometimes make fun of my name. |
Computer people seem to speak a language of their
own.
THESAURUS
MAN 1

man, mankind, humankind ➔

4 of all people (spoken) used in order to say that
someone is the only person who you would not
have expected to do something: You of all people
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should have realized the risks. 5 [C] (formal) a race
or nation: all the peoples of the world
THESAURUS

group ➔ RACE 1

race, nation, tribe, ethnic

people2 v. be peopled with/by sb (literary) to
be filled with people of a particular type

pep1 /pEp/ v. (pepped, pepping)

pep sb/sth ↔ up phr. v. (informal) to make something or someone more active, interesting, or full of
energy: I had some coffee to pep myself up.
pep2 n. [U] (informal) physical energy —peppy
adj.

pep·per1 /'pEpø/ n. 1 [U] a spicy black, pale

yellow, or red powder, used in cooking: salt and
pepper 2 [C] a hollow red, green, or yellow fruit
with a sweet or spicy taste, that is eaten as a
vegetable or added to other foods ➔ see picture at
VEGETABLE [ORIGIN: Old English pipor, from
Latin piper, from Greek peperi]
pepper2 v. [T] 1 to scatter things all over or all
through something: The article is peppered with
quotations. 2 to put pepper in food
pep·per·mint /'pEpø"mInt/ n. 1 [U] a MINT
plant with sweet-smelling strong-tasting leaves,
used in making candy, tea, and medicine 2 [C] a
candy that has a taste like peppermint
pep·pe·ro·ni /"pEp@'roUni/ n. [U] a spicy dry
Italian SAUSAGE
'pep "rally n. [C] an event at a school before a
sports event, when people give speeches or shout to
encourage and support a team
'pep talk n. [C] (informal) a speech that is intended
to encourage people to work harder, win a game,
etc.: The coach was giving the team a pep talk.
pep·tide /'pEptaId/ n. [C] CHEMISTRY a compound
consisting of two or more AMINO ACID s joined
together in a chain
per /pø/ prep. for each: Bananas are 60 cents per
pound. | You need at least half a bottle of wine per
person for the party.
per ca·pi·ta /pø 'kæp@Ô@/ adj., adv. ECONOMICS
calculated by dividing the total amount of something by the number of people in a particular place:
The average per capita income in the area is
$40,000 a year. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin “by
heads”]
per "capita 'income n [U] ECONOMICS the total
amount earned by all the people living in a place
divided by the number of people living there, used
to show how rich or poor people are on average:
The average per capita income in the area is
$40,000 a year. | Rapid economic growth drove per
capita income up.
per·ceive /pø'siv/ Ac v. [T] (formal) 1 to
understand or think about something in a particular
way: The government was widely perceived as
corrupt. | Investors will pull out if they perceive that
the economy is failing. 2 to notice something that

percolator

is difficult to notice: The sound is too high to be
perceived by humans. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
French perceivre, from Latin percipere]
—perceived adj.: This proposal addresses a
widely perceived need to expand health care for
children.
per·cent1 /pø'sEnt/ Ac n. five/ten etc. percent also 5%/10% etc. five, ten, etc. in every
hundred: The interest rate at the bank is six percent
(=6%, or six cents on every dollar). | Five percent of
$250 is $12.50. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin from
per “by” + centem “hundred”]
percent2 Ac adj., adv. 1 (symbol %) equal to a
particular amount in every hundred: Figures
showed there had been a 43 percent reduction in
crime. 2 a/one hundred percent completely: I
agree with you a hundred percent.
per·cent·age /pø'sEnôIdZ/ Ac n. 1 [C,U] a
particular amount out of every hundred: What percentage of the population is elderly? | A small/
large percentage of students receive financial
aid. 2 [C usually singular] ECONOMICS a share of
profits equal to a particular amount in every dollar:
He gets a percentage for every book that is sold.
per·cep·ti·ble /pø'sEpt@b@l/ adj. (formal)
noticeable ANT imperceptible: The sound was
barely perceptible.
per·cep·tion /pø'sEpS@n/ Ac n. 1 [C,U] the
way you understand something and your beliefs
about what it is like: A child’s perception of the
world is not the same as an adult’s. | There’s a
perception that Margaret is not an effective
leader. | We need to challenge many popular perceptions of old age. 2 [U] the way you use your
sight, hearing, feeling, taste, or smell to notice
things: drugs that alter perception | One theory is
that caffeine somehow counteracts the perception
of pain. 3 [U] the natural ability to understand or
notice something quickly: I was impressed by her
perception and her grasp of the facts.
per·cep·tive /pø'sEptIv/ adj. good at noticing
and understanding what is happening or what
someone is thinking or feeling: a perceptive young
man | perceptive comments
perch1 /pøtS/ n. 1 [C] a branch, stick, etc. where
a bird sits 2 [C] (informal) a high place where
someone can sit or where a building is placed: He
watches from his perch halfway up the mountain. 3 [C,U] (plural perch) a fish with sharp
pointed FIN s that lives in rivers, lakes, etc., or the
meat from this fish
perch2 v. 1 be perched on/over etc. sth to be
in a position on top of, or on the edge of, something: a house perched on a hill 2 perch (yourself) on sth to sit on top of, or on the edge of
something: Wally perched on the gate and stared at
us. 3 [I] if a bird perches on something, it sits on it
per·co·late /'pøk@"leIt/ v. [I] if a liquid percolates through something, it passes slowly through a
material that has small holes in it
per·co·la·tor /'pøk@"leIÔø/ n. [C] a pot in which

P
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coffee is made by passing hot water again and "perfect 'square n. [C] MATH a number whose
again through crushed coffee beans
SQUARE ROOT is a WHOLE NUMBER (=1, 3, 6, etc.),
per·cus·sion /pø'köS@n/ n. [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS not a FRACTION (=¼, ½, etc.). For example, 25 is a
drums and other musical instruments which you perfect square whose square root is 5.
play by hitting or shaking them —percussionist per·fid·i·ous /pø'fIdi@s/ adj. (literary) disloyal
n. [C]
and not able to be trusted: his perfidious acts
pe·ren·ni·al1 /p@'rEni@l/ adj. 1 [only before —perfidy /'pøf@di/ n. [U]
noun] happening again and again, or existing for a per·fo·rat·ed /'pøf@"reIÔId/ adj. a piece of paper
long time: the perennial problem of poverty 2 BIOL- that is perforated has a line of small holes in it so
OGY a plant that is perennial lives for more than two
that part of it can be torn off easily
years [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin perennis, from
per·form
/pø'fOrm/ v. 1 [I,T] ENG. LANG. ARTS to
per- “through” + annus “year”]
do something to entertain people: The drama group
2
perennial n. [C] BIOLOGY a plant that lives for performed “Hamlet” last week. | Karen will be
more than two years
performing with her band on Friday. 2 [T] to do
per·fect1 /'pøfIkt/ adj. 1 complete and without something such as a job or piece of work, espeany mistakes or problems ANT imperfect ➔ PER- cially something difficult or complicated: Surgeons
performed an emergency operation. | software that
FECTLY : a car in perfect condition | Your English is
perfect. 2 as good as possible, or the best of its performs a specific function 3 perform well/
kind ➔ PERFECTLY : John was in perfect health. | a badly etc. to work or do something well, badly,
perfect solution to the problem 3 exactly right for etc.: The bike performs well on mountain trails. |
a particular purpose: This rug’s perfect for the The team has been performing poorly.
living room. | a perfect day for a picnic
per·form·ance /pø'fOrm@ns/ n. 1 [C] ENG.
LANG. ARTS an act of performing a play, piece of
THESAURUS
music, etc., or the occasion when something is
ideal – being the best that something could
performed: a beautiful performance of Swan Lake |
possibly be: It’s an ideal vacation spot for families.
The next performance is at 8 o’clock. 2 [U] how
just right – being the best or most appropriate
well or badly someone or something does somefor something: The dress was just right for the
thing: Linda’s performance at school has greatly
occasion.
improved. | I was impressed with the car’s perfor4 used in order to emphasize what you are saying: mance on wet roads. 3 [U] the act of doing someWhy did you give your phone number to a perfect thing, especially your work: the performance of his
stranger? | I’m sorry, I’ve been a perfect fool/ official duties
idiot. 5 nobody’s perfect (spoken) used when per·form·er /pø'fOrmø/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS an
you are answering someone who has criticized you: actor, musician, etc. who performs in order to
Yes, I made a mistake – nobody’s perfect. [ORIGIN: entertain people: a circus performer
1200—1300 Old French parfit, from Latin perfectus, past participle of perficere “to do com- per"forming 'arts n. the performing arts ENG.
LANG. ARTS arts such as dance, music, or DRAMA ,
pletely, finish”]
per·fect2 /pø'fEkt/ v. [T] to make something that are performed to entertain people
perfect or as good as you are able to: She’s spend- per·fume /'pøfyum, pø'fyum/ n. [C,U] 1 a
liquid with a strong pleasant smell that women put
ing a year in France to perfect her French.
per·fect3 /'pøfIkt/ n. the perfect ENG. LANG. ARTS on their skin: She never wears perfume. 2 a pleasin grammar, the tense of a verb used when talking ant smell: the rose’s sweet perfume [ORIGIN:
about a period of time up to and including the 1500—1600 French parfum]
THESAURUS
present, formed using “have” with a PAST PARTIsmell, aroma, scent,
CIPLE ➔ FUTURE PERFECT , PAST PERFECT , PRESENT
PERFECT

fragrance ➔ SMELL 2

—perfumed adj.: perfumed soap
being perfect: Claire’s parents demanded perfec- per·func·to·ry /pø'föÎkt@ri/ adj. (formal) a pertion from her. | The steak was cooked to perfec- functory action is done quickly or without interest,
tion. 2 the process of making something perfect: and only because people expect it: He shook my
hand in a perfunctory way. —perfunctorily adv.
the perfection of his golf swing
adv. 1
possibly
/pø'hæps/
per·fec·tion·ist /pø'fEkS@nIst/ n. [C] someone per·haps
SYN maybe: Perhaps it’ll be warmer tomorrow. |
who is not satisfied with anything unless it is
completely perfect: You look fine. Don’t be such a This is perhaps Irving’s finest novel. 2 (spoken)
used in order to ask or suggest something politely
perfectionist.
per·fect·ly /'pøfIkôli/ adv. 1 used in order to SYN maybe: Perhaps you’d like to join us? [ORIemphasize what you are saying: It’s perfectly nor- GIN: 1400—1500 per “by” + haps, plural of hap
mal to feel nervous before a performance. | They “chance”]
had thrown away a perfectly good stereo. 2 in a per·i·gee /'pEr@dZi/ n. [C] PHYSICS the point
where the moon, a SATELLITE , or other object that
perfect way: She speaks English perfectly.

per·fec·tion /pø'fEkS@n/ n. [U] 1 the state of

permanent
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is traveling in a curved path through space around
the Earth is nearest the Earth ➔ see picture at APOGEE

per·il /'pEr@l/ n. (literary) 1 [U] danger of being
harmed or killed: Everyone feared that the sailors
were in great peril.
THESAURUS
DANGER

danger, risk, threat ➔

2 the perils of sth the dangers involved in a
particular activity: the perils of drug use

per·il·ous /'pEr@l@s/ adj. (literary) very dangerous: a perilous journey

pe·rim·e·ter /p@'rIm@Ôø/ n. [C] 1 the border
around an area of land: the perimeter of the airfield
THESAURUS
EDGE 1

edge, border, boundary ➔

2 MATH the whole length of the border around an
area or shape ➔ CIRCUMFERENCE : the perimeter of a
triangle

pe·ri·od /'pIri@d/

Ac n. [C] 1 a length of time:
We worked together over a 15-month period. |
James finished the research within a short period of
time. 2 a particular length of time in history or in a
person’s life: We’re studying the Civil War period. |
the blue period in Picasso’s painting | These years
are a critical period in the child’s development. 3 the monthly flow of blood from a woman’s body 4 ENG. LANG. ARTS the mark (.) used in
writing that shows the end of a sentence or an
abbreviation 5 one of the equal parts that the
school day is divided into: I have a history test
during first/second/third etc. period on Tuesday.
THESAURUS

class, lesson ➔ CLASS 1

6 one of the equal parts that a game is divided into
in a sport such as HOCKEY 7 period! (spoken)
said at the end of a sentence when you have made a
decision and you do not want to discuss the subject
any more: I just won’t do it, period! [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 French période, from Latin, from
Greek, from peri- + hodos “way”]

pe·ri·od·ic /"pIri'AdIkX/

Ac also periodical
adj. happening again and again, usually at regular

times: Dale gets periodic headaches. | Periodic
reforms of the voting system took place during the
19th century.

pe·ri·od·i·cal /"pIri'AdIk@l/
ARTS

Ac n. [C] ENG. LANG.

a magazine, especially one about a serious or
technical subject: The article appeared in a scholarly periodical.

pe·ri·od·i·cally /"pIri'AdIkli/ adv. happening
again and again, usually at regular times: The river
periodically floods the valley. | Athletes are periodically tested for drugs.

"periodic 'table n. the periodic table CHEMISTRY
a specially arranged list of the ELEMENT s (=simple
chemical substances)

pe·riph·e·ral1 /p@'rIf@r@l/ adj. 1 (formal) relat-

ing to the main idea, question, activity, etc., but less
important than it: He had only a peripheral role in
the negotiations. 2 peripheral vision what you
can see to the side of you when you look straight
ahead 3 IT peripheral equipment can be connected
to a computer and used with it
peripheral2 n. [C] IT a piece of equipment that is
connected to a computer and used with it
pe·riph·er·y /p@'rIf@ri/ n. [singular] the outside
area or edge of something: a new neighborhood on
the periphery of the city [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
Old French periferie, from Late Latin, from
Greek, from peripherein “to carry around”]
per·i·scope /'pEr@"skoUp/ n. [C] a long tube
with mirrors inside it, used for looking over the top
of something, especially in a SUBMARINE [ORIGIN:
1800—1900 from Greek peri- “around” + skopos “look”]
per·ish /'pErIS/ v. [I] (literary) to die: Hundreds
perished when the Titanic sank.
per·ish·a·ble /'pErIS@b@l/ adj. food that is perishable can become bad quickly: milk and other
perishable items —perishables n. [plural]
per·jure /'pødZø/ v. perjure yourself LAW to tell
a lie in a court of law
per·ju·ry /'pødZ@ri/ n. [U] LAW the crime of telling
a lie in a court of law
THESAURUS

➔ LIE 3

lie, fib, falsehood, fabrication

perk1 /pøk/ n. [C] money, goods, or other advan-

tages that you get from your work in addition to
your pay: a few extra perks like a company car and
travel expenses
perk2 v. (informal)
perk (sb ↔) up phr. v. to become more cheerful
and interested in what is happening around you, or
to make someone feel this way: A cup of coffee will
perk you up. | Meg perked up when the music
started.
perk (sth ↔) up phr. v. to become better, more
interesting, etc., or to make something do this: A
little more pepper will perk up the sauce.
perk·y /'pøki/ adj. (informal) confident, happy, and
full of interest: a perky little girl
perm1 /pøm/ n. [C] a way of putting curls into
straight hair by treating it with chemicals
perm2 v. [T] to put curls into straight hair using
chemicals: Did you have your hair permed?
per·ma·frost /'pøm@"frOst/ n. [U] EARTH SCIENCES
a thick layer of permanently frozen ground just
below the top layer of soil, in countries such as
Alaska where it is very cold for most of the year
per·ma·nent /'pøm@n@nt/ adj. continuing to
exist for a long time or for all time ANT temporary: There was not any permanent damage to the
muscle. | The UN Security Council has five permanent members. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin,

P

permanently
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present participle of permanere “to stay until the line, they form an angle of 90° ➔ HORIZONTAL ,
end”] —permanence n. [U]
VERTICAL : perpendicular lines | Main Street is perto First Street. ➔ see picture at
per·ma·nent·ly /'pøm@n@ntli/ adv. always, or pendicular
1
for a very long time: Do you plan to live here LINE 2 exactly upright and not leaning to one side
permanently? | The accident left him permanently or the other SYN vertical: a perpendicular pole
per·pe·trate /'pøp@"treIt/ v. [T] (formal) to do
disabled.
something that is wrong or illegal: crimes perpeTHESAURUS
always, all the time/the whole
trated by young people [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
1
time ➔ ALWAYS ( )
Latin, past participle of perpetrare “to achieve
2
always, forever, for life, for good ➔ ALWAYS ( )
something”]
"permanent 'press n. [U] a way of treating cloth per·pe·tra·tor /'pøp@"treIÔø/ n. [C] someone
so that it stays smooth, or cloth that has been who does something illegal
treated in this way
per·pet·u·al /pø'pEtSu@l/ adj. continuing forever
per·me·ate /'pømi"eIt/ v. [I,T] (formal) to spread or for a long time: the perpetual noise of the
through every part of something: The smell of machinery | her perpetual complaining
smoke permeated the house. | A feeling of sadness —perpetually adv.
permeates his music.
per·pet·u·ate /pø'pEtSu"eIt/ v. [T] to make a
per·mis·si·ble /pø'mIs@b@l/ adj. (formal) situation, attitude, etc., especially a bad one, conallowed by law or by the rules: In some religions, tinue to exist for a long time: The movie perpetuates stereotypes about women.
divorce is not permissible.
per·mis·sion /pø'mIS@n/ n. [U] the act of allow- per·plex /pø'plEks/ v. [T] if a problem perplexes
ing someone to do something: You have to ask you, it confuses you and worries you, because it is
permission if you want to leave class early. | You difficult to understand: Shea’s symptoms perplexed
must have permission to enter these areas. | Did the doctors. —perplexed adj.
your dad give you permission to use the car? per·qui·site /'pøkw@zIt/ n. [C] (formal) a PERK
c Don’t say “the permission.” b
per se /"pø 'seI/ adv. (formal) used in order to
per·mis·sive /pø'mIsIv/ adj. allowing actions or show that something is being considered alone,
behavior that many people disapprove of: permis- apart from anything else: Money, per se, is not
usually why people change jobs.
sive parents
1
per·se·cute
/'pøsI"kyut/ v. [T] to treat someone
per·mit /pø'mIt/ v. (permitted, permitting) (forcruelly and unfairly, especially because of his/her
mal) 1 [T] to allow something to happen, especially by a rule or law: Smoking is not permitted religious or political beliefs: a writer persecuted
inside the building. | Each employee is permitted to for criticizing the government [ORIGIN: 1400—
1500 French persécuter, from Latin persecutus,
bring a guest to the party.
past participle of persequi “to pursue, follow”]
THESAURUS
allow, let, authorize, sanction
—persecutor n. [C]
➔ ALLOW
per·se·cu·tion /"pøsI'kyuS@n/ n. [U] the act of
2 [I] to make it possible for something to happen: persecuting someone: the persecution of religious
We’ll probably go to the beach, weather permit- groups
ting. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin permittere “to per·se·ver·ance /"pøs@'vIr@ns/ n. [U] (approvlet through, allow”]
ing) determination to keep trying to do something
per·mit2 /'pømIt/ n. [C] an official written state- difficult: It took perseverance to overcome his readment giving you the right to do something: You ing problems.
can’t park here without a permit. | a travel/work per·se·vere /"pøs@'vIr/ v. [I] (approving) to conpermit
tinue trying to do something difficult in a deterper·mu·ta·tion /"pømyU'teIS@n/ n. [C] one of mined way: The team has persevered through a lot
the different ways in which a set of things can be of tough times.
arranged, or put together to make something else
per·sist /pø'sIst/ Ac v. [I] (formal) 1 to conper·ni·cious /pø'nIS@s/ adj. (formal) very harm- tinue to do something, even though it is difficult or
ful, especially in a way that is not easily noticeable: other people do not like it: Students must persist in
their efforts if they wish to do well. | She persisted
the pernicious effects of advertising
with her studies in spite of financial probper·o·ra·tion /"pEr@'reIS@n/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. lems. 2 to continue to exist or happen: Call a
ARTS the last part of a speech, especially a part in
doctor if the pain persists for more than a few days.
which the main points are repeated
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French persister, from
per·ox·ide /p@'rAk"saId/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY a Latin persistere, from sistere “to stand firm”]
chemical liquid used in order to make dark hair per·sist·ence /pø'sIst@ns/ Ac n. [U] 1 deterlighter, or to kill BACTERIA
mination to do something even though it is difficult
per·pen·dic·u·lar
/"pøp@n'dIky@lø/ or other people oppose it: Claudia’s persistence
adj. 1 MATH if one line is perpendicular to another
paid off and she got the job. 2 when something
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continues to exist or happen, especially for longer
than is usual or desirable: The bank needed to act
because of the persistence of high inflation.
per·sist·ent /pø'sIst@nt/ Ac adj. 1 continuing to exist or happen, especially for longer than is
usual or desirable: persistent problems | There have
been persistent rumors that the chairman is going
to quit. 2 continuing to do something even though
it is difficult or other people oppose it: You have to
be persistent if you want to get a job.
—persistently adv.: He persistently denies doing
anything wrong.
per·son /'pøs@n/ n. (plural people /'pip@l/)
[C] 1 a man, woman, or child: Diane is a really
nice person. | I was the last person to be called. |
Abby’s a computer/cat/night etc. person (=someone who likes computers, cats, etc.).
USAGE

person – a man, woman, or child: She’s a really
generous person.
persons (formal) – more than one man, woman,
or child – used only in official language: Police
are looking for the person or persons responsible
for her death.
people – many men, women, and children. In
this meaning, people is the plural of person:
There were about 100 people at the wedding.
people – a particular race or group that lives in a
particular country. In this meaning, the plural is
peoples: the peoples of the Caribbean

2 in person if you do something in person, you do
it when you are in a place, not by sending a letter or
using the telephone: You’ll have to apply for your
passport in person. [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old
French persone, from Latin persona “actor’s
mask, character in a play, person”] ➔ FIRST

PERSON , SECOND PERSON , THIRD PERSON

per·so·na /pø'soUn@/ n. [C] 1 (plural personas
or personae /-ni/) the way you behave when you

THESAURUS
PRIVATE 1

private, secret, intimate ➔

3 DONE BY YOU used in order to emphasize that
someone does something directly, instead of asking
someone else to do it: The president made a personal visit to the scene of the accident. | I will give
this my personal attention.
4 CRITICISM involving rude or upsetting criticism
of someone: Making personal remarks like that
isn’t professional. | It’s nothing personal (=I am
not criticizing you) – I just don’t agree with you.
5 personal friend someone you know well, especially someone famous or important: The editor is a
personal friend of his.
6 NOT WORK not relating to your work or business:
We’re not allowed to make personal phone calls at
work.
7 YOUR BODY [only before noun] relating to your
body or the way you look: personal hygiene

"personal com'puter n. [C] IT a PC ➔ see picture
on page A6

per·son·al·i·ty /"pøs@'næl@Ôi/ n. (plural person-

alities) 1 [C,U] someone’s character, especially the
way s/he behaves toward other people: an ambitious woman with a strong personality | Childhood
experiences can affect personality. 2 [C] someone
who is well known to the public: a TV personality 3 [U] (informal) the qualities that make someone
or something interesting: We liked the name
because we thought it had personality.

per·son·al·ize /'pøs@n@"laIz/ v. [T] 1 to put
your name or INITIAL s on something: cars with
personalized license plates 2 to decorate something in a way you like: Becky has personalized her
office with photos and drawings. 3 to make something appropriate for what a particular person
needs: All products can be personalized to the
client’s requirements.

per·son·al·ly /'pøs@n@li/ adv. 1 (spoken) used
are with other people: You always wonder how
in order to emphasize that you are giving your own
different movie stars are from their public persoopinion: Personally, I think it’s a bad
nas. 2 (plural personae) ENG. LANG. ARTS the charidea. 2 doing or having done something yourself:
acter or voice that NARRATE s (=tells) the story in a
I delivered the letter personally. | She’s personally
book, movie, etc.: The author used the persona of a
responsible for all the arrangements. 3 take sth
teenage girl to tell the story. 3 (plural personae)
personally to get upset by the things other people
ENG. LANG. ARTS any of the characters in a book, play,
say or do because you think their remarks or
etc.
behavior are directed at you: Don’t take it personally – he’s rude to everyone. 4 as a friend, or as
per·son·a·ble /'pøs@n@b@l/ adj. having a pleassomeone you have met: I don’t know her personant way of talking and behaving
ally, but I like her books.
per·son·al /'pøs@n@l/ adj.
1 RELATING TO YOU [only before noun] belonging "personal 'pronoun n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS in
grammar, a PRONOUN used for the person who is
or relating to one particular person, rather than to
speaking, being spoken to, or being spoken about,
other people or to people in general: Please keep all
such as “I,’ “you,” and “they”
bags and other personal belongings with you. | I
know from personal experience how difficult this "personal 'property n. [U] money, property,
kind of work can be. | My personal opinion is that
jewelry, etc. that belongs to one particular person,
we began the project too late.
rather than to several people or to people in general
2 PRIVATE private and concerning only you: Can I
ask you a personal question? | He won’t talk about per·so·nals /'pøs@n@lz/ n. the personals [plural] a part of a newspaper in which people can have
his personal life. | Beth had a lot of personal
private messages printed
problems at that time.
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persona non gra·ta /pø"soUn@ nAn 'grAÔ@/ n.
[U] 1 (formal) someone who is not welcome in a

P

particular place or in a particular group: After the
court case, he found himself persona non grata in
the business community. 2 POLITICS a DIPLOMAT
(=government representative) who has been
ordered to leave the country where he or she has
been sent to work [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Latin
“person not acceptable”]
per·son·i·fi·ca·tion
/pø"sAn@f@'keIS@n/
n. 1 the personification of sth someone who has
a lot of a particular quality, so that s/he is used as an
example of that quality: Mrs. Grant is the personification of kindness. 2 [C,U] the REPRESENTATION
of a thing or a quality as a person: the personification of Justice as a woman holding scales
per·son·i·fy /pø'sAn@"faI/ v. (personified, personifies) [T] 1 to have a lot of a particular quality
or be a typical example of something: An earthquake personifies the force of nature. 2 sb is sth
personified used in order to say that someone
perfectly represents a quality or idea: Theresa was
kindness personified. 3 ENG. LANG. ARTS to think of
or represent a quality or thing as a person: Time is
usually personified as an old man with a beard.
per·son·nel /"pøs@'nEl/ n. 1 [plural] the people
who work in a company or for a particular kind of
employer: All personnel need to have identification
cards. | military personnel 2 [U] HUMAN
RESOURCES : the personnel department
per·spec·tive /pø'spEktIv/ Ac n. 1 [C] a
way of thinking about something that is influenced
by the type of person you are or by your experiences: Becoming a mother gave Helen a whole new
perspective on life. | The novel is written from a
child’s perspective. | We are trying to develop a
broader perspective on Third World development. 2 [U] the ability to think about something
sensibly, so that it does not seem worse than it is: I
think Tony’s lost all sense of perspective. | You’ve
got to keep things in perspective. 3 [U] ENG. LANG.
ARTS a method of drawing a picture that makes
objects look solid and shows distance and depth:
the artist’s use of perspective
per·spi·ca·cious /"pøspI'keIS@sX/ adj. (formal)
good at judging and understanding people and
situations, or showing this quality: a perspicacious
critic —perspicaciously adv. —perspicacity
/"pøspI'kæs@Ôi/ n. [U]
per·spi·ra·tion /"pøsp@'reIS@n/ n. [U] (formal)
SWEAT

per·spire /pø'spaIø/ v. [I] (formal) to SWEAT
per·suade /pø'sweId/ v. [T] 1 to make someone agree to do something by giving good reasons
why s/he should: We eventually persuaded Mark to
come with us.
THESAURUS

talk sb into sth – to persuade someone to do

something: I should never have let my mother talk
me into buying this dress.
get sb to do sth – to persuade or force

someone to do something: I tried to get Jill to
come, but she said she was too tired.
encourage sb to do sth – to persuade
someone to do something, especially by telling
him/her that it is good for him/her: More high
schools are encouraging their students to do
community service.
influence – to have an effect on what someone
does or thinks: Sports figures influence kids’ ideas
about what’s cool.
convince – to persuade someone to do
something, especially something s/he does not
want to do: I convinced him to stay another night.
coax – to persuade someone to do something
by talking gently and kindly: “Come for
Christmas,” Jody coaxed over the phone.
cajole – to persuade someone to do something
by praising him/her or making promises to
him/her: I managed to cajole Miguel into
directing the movie.
prevail on/upon sb (formal) – to persuade
someone: Her father prevailed upon her not to
marry immediately.

2 to make someone believe something or feel sure
about something SYN convince: Members of the
jury were not persuaded by the lawyer’s
arguments. | She’ll only take me back if I can
persuade her (that) I’ve changed. [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Latin persuadere, from suadere “to
advise”]
per·sua·sion /pø'sweIZ@n/ n. 1 [U] the act or
skill of persuading someone to do something: With
a little persuasion, Debbie agreed to come with us. |
It took all of my powers of persuasion to convince
him. 2 [C] a particular belief, especially a political
or religious one: Jake and his brother are of different political persuasions.
per·sua·sive /pø'sweIsIv/ adj. able to influence
other people to believe or do something: Erin can
be very persuasive. | It was not a very persuasive
argument.
pert /pøt/ adj. 1 small and attractive: a pert
nose 2 (literary) amusing in a way that shows a
slight lack of respect: a pert answer
per·tain /pø'teIn/ v.
pertain to sth phr. v. (formal) to relate directly to
something: laws pertaining to welfare benefits
per·ti·na·cious /"pøt§n'eIS@s/ adj. (formal) continuing to believe something or to do something in
a very determined way —pertinaciously adv.
—pertinacity /"pøt§n'æs@Ôi/ n. [U]
per·ti·nent /'pøt§n-@nt/ adj. (formal) directly
relating to something that is being considered
SYN relevant: Reporters asked a few pertinent
questions.
THESAURUS
related, connected, linked,
relevant ➔ RELATED

per·turbed /pø'tøbd/ adj. (formal) worried and
annoyed: We weren’t too perturbed by the delay.
—perturb v. [T]

petition
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THESAURUS
upset, unsettled, troubled,
disturbed ➔ UPSET 1

pe·ruse /p@'ruz/ v. [T] (formal or humorous) to read
something in a careful way: Anne looked at the
book he’d been perusing. —perusal n. [C,U]
THESAURUS
read, flip/thumb through sth,
browse through sth, skim/scan (through) sth
➔ READ

per·vade /pø'veId/ v. [T] (formal) to spread
through all parts of something: A feeling of hopelessness pervaded the country.

P

per·va·sive /pø'veIsIv/ adj. existing or spreading everywhere: the pervasive influence of violence
on TV

per·verse /pø'vøs/ adj. behaving in an unreason-

able way by doing the opposite of what people
want you to do: He takes perverse pleasure in
arguing with everyone.

pet1 /pEt/ n. [C] an animal that you keep at home:

per·ver·sion /pø'vøZ@n/ n. [C,U] 1 a type of

pet2 v. (petted, petting) [T] to touch and move

sexual behavior that is considered unnatural and
unacceptable 2 the act of changing something so
that it is no longer right, reasonable, or true: a
perversion of the truth

per·vert1 /pø'vøt/ v. [T] to change someone or
something in a harmful way: Athletes who cheat by
taking drugs are perverting traditional Olympic
values.

Do you have any pets? ➔ TEACHER’S

PET

your hand gently over an animal’s fur: Our cat
loves being petted. ➔ see picture on page A8
THESAURUS
touch, feel, stroke, rub,
scratch, pat, caress ➔ TOUCH 1

pet3 adj. [only before noun] 1 pet project/

pes·ky /'pEski/ adj. (informal) annoying and caus-

subject etc. a plan, subject, etc. that you particularly like or are interested in: Congressmen are
always looking for funding for their pet
projects. 2 a pet animal is one that someone keeps
at home: a pet hamster 3 pet peeve something
that always annoys you, that may not annoy other
people: One of my pet peeves is people being late
for meetings.
pet·al /'pEÔl/ n. [C] the colored part of a flower that
is shaped like a leaf: rose petals ➔ see picture at

pes·si·mis·m /'pEs@"mIz@m/ n. [U] a tendency

pe·ter /'piÔø/ v.

per·vert2 /'pøvøt/ n. [C] someone whose sexual
behavior is considered unnatural and unacceptable

per·vert·ed /pø'vøÔId/ adj. 1 relating to unacceptable and unnatural sexual thoughts or behavior 2 morally wrong or unnatural: perverted logic
ing trouble: Those pesky kids!

to believe that bad things will happen ANT optimism: a feeling of pessimism about the future
[ORIGIN: 1700—1800 French pessimisme, from
Latin pessimus “worst”]

pes·si·mist /'pEs@mIst/ n. [C] someone who
always expects that bad things will happen
ANT

optimist

pes·si·mis·tic /"pEs@'mIstIk/ adj. expecting that
bad things will happen or that a situation will have
a bad result ANT optimistic: Jonathan is pessimistic about his chances.

pest /pEst/ n. [C] 1 a small animal or insect that
destroys crops or food 2 (informal) an annoying
person: The kids next door can be real pests.

pes·ter /'pEstø/ v. [T] to annoy someone by
asking for something again and again: She kept
pestering her parents to let her go out.

pes·ti·cide /'pEst@"saId/ n. [C] a chemical substance that kills insects that destroy crops

FLOWER 1

peter out phr. v. to gradually become smaller,

fewer, quieter, etc. and then no longer exist or
happen: After a few minutes, the conversation
began to peter out.
pet·i·ole /'pEti"oUl/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a thin narrow
part of a plant, that supports a leaf and keeps it
attached to the stem
pe·tite /p@'tit/ adj. (approving) a woman who is
petite is short and thin in an attractive way
THESAURUS

➔ SMALL

small, little, tiny, diminutive

pe·ti·tion1 /p@'tIS@n/ v. [I,T] to formally ask
someone in authority to do something, especially
by sending him/her a petition: Residents are petitioning against a new prison in the area. [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Old French, Latin petitio, from
petere “to try to get or find”]
petition2 n. [C] a piece of paper that asks someone in authority to do or change something, and is

Petri dish
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signed by a lot of people: Will you sign our phal·lic /'fælIk/ adj. like a PENIS , or relating to the
petition? | a petition against nuclear testing
PENIS
Pe·tri dish /'pitri "dIS/ n. [C] SCIENCE a small phal·lus /'fæl@s/ n. [C] the male sex organ, or a
clear dish with a cover, used especially by scientists model of it
for growing BACTERIA
phan·tom /'fænô@m/ n. [C] (literary) 1 a GHOST
pet·ri·fied /'pEtr@"faId/ adj. 1 extremely frightTHESAURUS
ghost, spirit, specter,
ened: I’m absolutely petrified of dogs.
THESAURUS

frightened, afraid, scared,
terrified, fearful, phobic ➔ FRIGHTENED

P

2 petrified wood wood that has changed into
stone over millions of years [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
French pétrifier, from Greek petra “rock”]
—petrify v. [T]
pet·ro·chem·i·cal /"pEtroU'kEmIk@l/ n. [C]
CHEMISTRY a chemical substance obtained from
petroleum or natural gas: the petrochemical industry
pe·tro·le·um /p@'troUli@m/ n. [U] oil that is
obtained from below the surface of the Earth and is
used in order to make GASOLINE and other chemical substances: petroleum-based products
pet·ty /'pEÔi/ adj. 1 something that is petty is not
serious or important: Don’t bother me with petty
details. 2 someone who is petty cares too much
about things that are not very important or serious:
Sometimes he’s so petty about money (=he thinks
too much about exactly how much people owe
him). 3 petty crime a crime that is not serious,
for example stealing things that are not expensive
—pettiness n. [U]
"petty 'cash n. [U] money that is kept in an office
for making small payments
"petty 'officer, Petty Officer n. [C] an officer
who has the lowest rank in the navy
pet·u·lant /'pEtS@l@nt/ adj. behaving in an impatient and angry way for no reason at all, like a
child: My ex-husband is behaving like a petulant
child. —petulantly adv. —petulance n. [U]
pew1 /pyu/ n. [C] a long wooden seat in a church
pew2 interjection said when something smells very
bad: Pew! There must be a farm near here.
pew·ter /'pyuÔø/ n. [U] a gray metal made by
mixing LEAD and TIN
PG n. [C,U] parental guidance – used in order to
show that a movie may include parts that are not
suitable for young children
PG-13 /"pi dZi θø'tin/ n. [C,U] parental
guidance-13 – used in order to show that a movie
may include parts that are not suitable for children
under the age of 13
pH /pi'eItS/ also p'H "value n. [C usually singular]
CHEMISTRY a number on a scale of numbers from 0
to 14, that shows how acid or ALKALINE a substance is
phag·o·cyte /'fæg@"saIt/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a blood
cell that protects the body by destroying harmful
BACTERIA , VIRUS es, etc.

apparition ➔ GHOST

2 something that exists only in your imagination

Phar·aoh /'fEroU, 'fær-/ n. [C] a ruler of ancient
Egypt

phar·ma·ceu·ti·cal /"fArm@'suÔIk@l/ n. [C usually plural] CHEMISTRY a medicine or drug [ORIGIN:

1600—1700 Late Latin pharmaceuticus, from
Greek pharmakeuein “to give drugs”]
—pharmaceutical adj. [only before noun]: large
pharmaceutical companies
phar·ma·cist /'fArm@sIst/ n. [C] someone
whose job is to prepare drugs and medicines in a
store or hospital
phar·ma·col·o·gy /"fArm@'kAl@dZi/ n. [U]
CHEMISTRY the scientific study of drugs and medicines —pharmacologist n. [C]
phar·ma·cy /'fArm@si/ n. (plural pharmacies)
[C] a store, or a part of a store, where medicines are
prepared and sold [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Late
Latin pharmacia “giving drugs,” from Greek,
from pharmakeuein “to give drugs”]
phar·ynx /'færIÎks/ n. (plural pharynges
/f@'rIndZiz/ or pharynxes) [C] BIOLOGY the tube
that goes from the back of your mouth to your
ESOPHAGUS

phase1 /feIz/

Ac n. [C] 1 one of the stages of a
process of development or change: The first phase
of renovation should be finished by January. | The
work will be carried out in phases. | Your child is
just going through a phase.
THESAURUS

stage, part, step ➔ STAGE 1

2 PHYSICS one of the changes in the appearance of
the moon or a PLANET when it is seen from the
Earth 3 in phase/out of phase PHYSICS two or
more waves of sound, light, energy, etc. are in
phase if their highest parts and lowest parts reach
the same place at the same time. They are out of
phase if these points do not match. [ORIGIN:
1800—1900 Modern Latin phasis, from Greek,
“appearance of a star, phase of the moon”]

phase2 v.

phase sth ↔ in phr. v. to introduce something
gradually: New rules are being phased in over the
next two months. | The state plans to phase in
alternative sources of energy.
phase sth ↔ out phr. v. to gradually stop using or
providing something: Leaded gas was phased out
in the 1970s.
Ph.D. /"pi eItS 'di/ n. [C] Doctor of Philosophy
the highest university degree that can be earned, or
someone who has this degree
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pheas·ant /'fEz@nt/ n. [C,U] a large colorful bird

with a long tail that is hunted for food and sport, or
the meat from this bird [ORIGIN: 1200—1300
Anglo-French fesaunt, from Latin, from Greek
phasianos, from Phasis ancient river in Asia]
phe·nom·e·nal /fI'nAm@nl/ Ac adj. very great
or impressive: New York’s phenomenal success in
reducing crime | The growth in California’s population during this period was phenomenal.
—phenomenally adv.: phenomenally popular
phe·nom·e·non /fI'nAm@n@n, -"nAn/ Ac n.
(plural phenomena /-m@n@/) [C] 1 something that
happens or exists in society, science, or nature that
is unusual or difficult to understand: Homelessness
is not a new phenomenon. | natural phenomena
such as earthquakes | Language is a social and
cultural phenomenon.
THESAURUS

➔ EVENT

event, occurrence, incident

2 a person or thing that has a rare ability or quality
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Late Latin from Greek
phainomenon, from phainein “to show”]
phe·no·type /'fin@"taIp/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the
physical appearance of a living thing, that results
from its GENE s and the environment in which it
lives ➔ GENOTYPE

phew /fyu, hyu/ interjection said when you feel

tired, hot, or RELIEVED : Phew! I’m glad that’s over.

phi·lan·der·er /fI'lænd@rø/ n. [C] (disapproving)

a man who has sex with many women but does not
want a serious relationship —philandering n. [U]
phil·an·throp·ic /"fIl@n'θrApIkX/ adj. a philanthropic person or institution gives money to people
who are poor or who need money in order to do
something good or useful —philanthropically
adv.

phi·lan·thro·pist /fI'lænθr@pIst/ n. [C] a rich

person who gives a lot of money to help poor
people
phi·lan·thro·py /fI'lænθr@pi/ n. [U] the practice
of giving money and help to people who need it
phil·is·tine /'fIl@"stin/ n. [C] (disapproving) someone who does not like or understand art, music,
literature, etc. [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Philistine;
because the Philistines were thought by the
Israelites in the Bible to be uncivilized people]
phi·los·o·pher /fI'lAs@fø/ Ac n. [C] someone
who studies or teaches philosophy: ancient Greek
philosophers
Ac
phil·o·soph·i·cal /"fIl@'sAfIk@l/
adj. 1 relating to philosophy: a philosophical
discussion | The debate never became philosophical. 2 accepting difficult or bad situations calmly:
Anderson remains philosophical about his defeat.
—philosophically adv.
phi·los·o·phize /fI'lAs@"faIz/ Ac v. [I] to talk
or think about important subjects and ideas in a
serious way

phi·los·o·phy /fI'lAs@fi/

Ac n. (plural philosophies) 1 [U] the study of what it means to exist,

what good and evil are, what knowledge is, or how
people should live: She graduated from Yale with a
degree in philosophy. | Her work explores the connections between language and philosophy. 2 [C]
a set of ideas about these subjects: the philosophy
of Plato 3 [C] a set of beliefs about how you
should live your life, do your job, etc.: a new
business philosophy | We share a similar philosophy of life. | Jefferson had to reconcile two competing philosophies of government. [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Old French philosophie, from Latin, from
Greek philo- “loving” + sophia “knowledge”]
phish·ing /'fISIÎ/ n. [U] IT an illegal activity in
which someone sends an email or has a WEBSITE
that is intended to trick people into giving away
information such as their bank account number or
their computer PASSWORD . This information is
then used to get money or goods.
phlegm /flEm/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a thick sticky substance produced in your nose and throat, especially
when you have a cold SYN mucus
phleg·mat·ic /flEg'mæÔIk/ adj. (formal) calm and
not easily excited or worried
phlo·em /'floUEm/ n. [U] BIOLOGY the TISSUE
(=material consisting of cells) in plants that carries
food substances from the leaves to all parts of the
plant
pho·bi·a /'foUbi@/ n. [C] a strong unreasonable
fear of something: Holly has a phobia about
snakes. [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Modern Latin,
Late Latin -phobia, from Greek, from phobos
“fear”] —phobic adj.
phoe·nix /'finIks/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a bird in
ancient stories that burns itself at the end of its life
and is born again from the ASH es [ORIGIN: 800—
900 Latin, from Greek phoinix “red, Phoenician,
phoenix,” from phoinos “blood-red”]
phone1 /foUn/ n. [C] 1 a piece of equipment that
you use in order to talk with someone in another
place: I got up to answer the phone. | I was on the
phone (=talking to someone else using a telephone)
for an hour, talking to Lynn. | Will you get off the
phone? I’m expecting a call. | What’s your phone
number? | Just as we sat down to dinner, the phone
rang. | Tickets can be ordered by phone. 2 the part
of a telephone that you hold close to your ear and
mouth: She picked up the phone and dialed.
TOPIC

When you want to make a phone call/call
sb/phone sb, you lift/pick up the receiver
(=part you speak into) and dial the number you
want. If the telephone rings, someone may
answer it, or there may be no answer. If the
number is busy, someone is already speaking on
that line, and you cannot get through. If the
person you are calling has an answering
machine or voice mail, you can leave a
message for the person to listen to later. If you
get the wrong number by mistake, try dialing
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again. When you finish speaking on the phone,
hang up (=put the receiver down). ➔ CELL PHONE

phos·pho·res·cent /"fAsf@'rEs@nt/ adj.

CHEMISTRY shining slightly in the dark but producing little

or no heat —phosphorescence n. [U]

phone2 v. [I,T] to talk to someone using a phone phos·pho·rus /'fAsf@r@s/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY a poiSYN call: Several people phoned the radio station
to complain.

'phone book n. [C] a book containing an alpha-
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sonous chemical that starts to burn when it is
brought out into the air —phosphoric
/fAs'fOrIk, -'fAr-/ adj.

betical list of the names, addresses, and telephone
numbers of all the people and businesses that have
a telephone in the area
'phone booth n. [C] a
partly enclosed structure
containing a telephone
that the public can use
'phone card n. [C] a
special card that you
buy and use to make
phone calls on a public
phone
pho·neme /'foUnim/
n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS the
smallest speech sound
that can be used to make
one word different from another word, such as the
“b” and the “p” in “big” and “pig” —phonemic
/f@'nimIk/ adj. ➔ MORPHEME

pho·ne·mics /f@'nimIks/ n. [U]

ENG. LANG. ARTS

the study and description of the phonemes of languages

pho·net·ic /f@'nEÔIk/ adj. ENG. LANG. ARTS relating

to the sounds of human speech: a phonetic alpha- pho·tic zone /'foUÔIk "zoUn/ n. the photic
bet (=one that uses signs to represent the sounds) zone BIOLOGY the upper layer of an ocean or a lake
[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Modern Latin phoneticus, where there is enough light from the Sun for PHOfrom Greek phonetikos, from phonein “to TOSYNTHESIS to take place
speak”] —phonetically adv.
pho·to /'foUÔoU/ n. [C] (informal) a photograph:
pho·net·ics /f@'nEÔIks/ n. [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS the Who’s the girl in this photo? | a photo of Babe
Ruth | This camera takes quite good photos.
science and study of speech sounds
pho·to·cop·i·er /'foUÔ@"kApiø/ n. [C] a machine
phon·ics /'fAnIks/ n. [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS a method that quickly copies documents onto paper by phoof teaching people to read in which they are taught tographing them
to recognize the sounds that letters represent
pho·to·cop·y /'foUÔ@"kApi/ n. (plural photopho·no·graph /'foUn@"græf/ n. [C] (old- copies) [C] a copy of a document made by a
photocopier: Make a photocopy of this article for
fashioned) a RECORD PLAYER
me. —photocopy v. [T]
pho·nol·o·gy /f@'nAl@dZi/ n. [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS
THESAURUS
copy, reproduce, duplicate,
the study of the system of speech sounds in a
xerox ➔ COPY 2
language, or the system of sounds itself
adj.
—phonological
/"foUn@'lAdZIk@l/
pho·to·e·lec·tric /"foUÔoU-I'lEktrIkX/ adj.
—phonologically adv.
PHYSICS using an electric current that is controlled
pho·ny /'foUni/ adj. (informal) false or not real, and by light: Photoelectric panels in the roof of the
intended to deceive someone SYN fake: Dirk gave building help to maintain a constant temperature.
the cops a phony address. | a phony passport
"photo 'finish n. [C] the end of a race in which the
—phony n. [C]: She’s such a phony!
leaders finish so close together that a photograph
phoo·ey /'fui/ interjection (old-fashioned) used in has to be taken to show who won
order to express strong disbelief or disappointment pho·to·gen·ic /"foUÔ@'dZEnIk/ adj. a photogenic
phos·phate /'fAsfeIt/ n. [C,U] CHEMISTRY one of person always looks attractive in photographs: Julie
the various forms of a salt of phosphorus, used in is very photogenic.
industry [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 French acide pho·to·graph1 /'foUÔ@"græf/ n. [C] a picture that
phosphorique “phosphoric acid”]
is made using a camera: The book includes more
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than 100 color photographs. | an old photograph of
my grandfather | Visitors are not allowed to take
photographs. [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 photo- +
-graph (from Greek phos “light” + graphein “to
write”)] ➔ PICTURE 1
photograph2 v. [T] to take a photograph of
someone or something: She was photographed by
Vogue.
pho·tog·ra·pher /f@'tAgr@fø/ n. [C] someone
who takes photographs, especially as a job: a news
photographer
pho·to·graph·ic /"foUÔ@'græfIkX/ adj. 1 relating to photographs: a photographic image 2 photographic memory an ability that some people
have to remember exactly every detail of something
s/he has seen
pho·tog·ra·phy /f@'tAgr@fi/ n. [U] the art, profession, or process of producing photographs or the
scenes in movies: fashion photography
THESAURUS
art, painting, drawing,
sculpture, pottery, ceramics ➔ ART

pho·ton /'foUtAn/ n. [C] PHYSICS the smallest PAR-

TICLE of light or other form of RADIATION , that
has energy but no electric charge or MASS
'photo oppor"tunity n. [C] an occasion when
someone such as a politician is photographed by
the newspapers or filmed for television doing
something that will make him/her look good
pho·to·syn·the·sis /"foUÔoU'sInθ@sIs/ n. [U]
BIOLOGY the way that green plants make their food
using the light from the Sun
pho·tot·ro·pism /foU'tAtr@"pIz@m/ n. [U] BIOLOGY the way that a plant moves as a reaction to
light, usually by growing toward the light ➔ TROPISM

physiology

a brand new car,” “a brand new car” is a noun
phrase. ➔ CLAUSE , SENTENCE [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 Latin phrasis, from Greek, from phrazein
“to point out, explain, tell”]
phrase2 v. [T] to express something in a particular
way: He phrased his question politely.
—phrasing n. [U]: I don’t remember her exact
phrasing.
phras·e·ol·o·gy /"freIzi'Al@dZi/ n. [U] ENG. LANG.
ARTS the way that words and phrases are chosen and
used in a particular language or subject: People
such as computer technicians use a particular
phraseology.
phy·lum /'faIl@m/ n. (plural phyla /-l@/) [C] BIOLOGY one of the groups into which scientists divide
plants and animals. A phylum is larger than a
CLASS but smaller than a KINGDOM .
phys·i·cal1 /'fIzIk@l/ Ac adj. 1 relating to
someone’s body rather than his/her mind or soul
➔ MENTAL : a woman of great physical strength |
She was in constant physical pain. | your physical
appearance (=the way you look) 2 relating to real
things that can be seen, tasted, felt, etc.: our physical environment | There is no physical evidence to
connect him to the crime scene. 3 someone who is
physical touches people a lot 4 involving touching
someone in a rough or violent way: Hockey is a
very physical game. 5 relating to or following the
laws of nature: The world is governed by physical
laws. 6 SCIENCE a science such as PHYSICS or
CHEMISTRY , that studies things that are not living
➔ ORGANIC : physical chemistry [ORIGIN: 1400—
1500 Medieval Latin physicalis, from Latin
physica, from Greek physikos “of nature”]
physical2 also "physical exami'nation n. [C] a
medical examination by a doctor to check that you
are healthy, especially when you start a new job

"phrasal 'verb n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS in grammar, a "physical edu'cation n. [U] PE
verb that changes its meaning when it is used with phys·i·cally /'fIzIkli/ Ac adv. 1 in relation to
an adverb or PREPOSITION . In the sentence “The
rocket blew up,” “blew up” is a phrasal verb.
phrase1 /freIz/ n. [C] 1 a group of words that
together have a particular meaning: Darwin’s
famous phrase, “the survival of the fittest”
THESAURUS

expression – a word or phrase that has a
particular meaning

idiom – a group of words that have a special

meaning that is different from the usual meaning
of each word
cliché – a phrase that has been repeated so
often that it is not interesting
saying/proverb – a phrase that many people
know, that expresses a sensible idea and is used
to give advice
maxim – a well-known phrase that gives a rule
for sensible behavior

2 ENG. LANG. ARTS in grammar, a group of words
without a main verb that together make a subject,
an object, or a verb tense. In the sentence “We have

the body rather than the mind or soul ➔ MENTALLY :
He was physically exhausted. | I try to keep myself
physically fit (=having strong muscles and not
much fat). | Most people have little contact with
mentally
or
physically
handicapped
people. 2 physically impossible not possible
according to the laws of nature: It’s physically
impossible for penguins to fly.
"physical 'therapy n. [U] a treatment for injuries
and muscle problems that uses special exercises,
rubbing, heat, etc. —physical therapist n. [C]
phy·si·cian /fI'zIS@n/ n. [C] (formal) a doctor
THESAURUS
doctor, surgeon, specialist,
psychiatrist, pediatrician ➔ DOCTOR 1

phys·ics /'fIzIks/ n. [U] the science that deals

with the study of physical objects and substances,
and natural forces such as light, heat, and movement —physicist /'fIz@sIst/ n. [C]
phys·i·ol·o·gy /"fIzi'Al@dZi/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a science that deals with the study of how the bodies of
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living
things
work
—physiological
/"fIzi@'lAdZIk@l/ adj.
phys·i·o·ther·a·py /"fIzioU'θEr@pi/ n. [U]
PHYSICAL THERAPY

phy·sique /fI'zik/ n. [C] the shape, size, and
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appearance of someone’s body: a man with a powerful physique
phy·to·plank·ton /"faItoU'plæÎkt@n/ n. [U]
BIOLOGY the very small floating plants that are part
of PLANKTON ➔ ZOOPLANKTON
pi /paI/ n. [U] MATH a number, about 3.1416, that is
represented by the Greek letter (π) and is equal to
the distance around a circle divided by its width. Pi
is used to calculate the area of a circle.
pi·an·o1 /pi'ænoU/ n. [C] a large musical instrument that you play by pressing the KEY s (=narrow
black and white bars) —pianist n. [C]
pi·a·no2 /pi'AnoU/ adj., adv. ENG. LANG. ARTS played
or sung quietly ANT forte
pick1 /pIk/ v. [T]
1 CHOOSE to choose something or someone from a
group of people or things: In the end, Katie picked
the blue dress. | Have you picked a date for the
wedding yet? | He picked the Giants to win the
division. | The board picked Kertzman as the man
to run the company. | She can pick and choose her
jobs (=she can choose only the ones she likes).
THESAURUS
choose, select, opt for sth,
decide on sth ➔ CHOOSE

2 FLOWER/FRUIT to pull off or break off a flower,
fruit, etc. from a plant or tree: We’re going out to
the farm on Saturday to pick apples. | Amy picked a
bunch of flowers from her garden.
3 REMOVE/PULL OFF to remove small things from
something, or to pull off small pieces from something: She got up and started picking dishes off the
table. | Michael, stop picking your nose (=cleaning
the inside of it with your finger).
4 pick your way through/across/among etc.
sth to move carefully through an area, choosing
exactly where to walk or drive: Rescue workers
picked their way through the rubble.
5 pick a fight (with sb) to deliberately begin an
argument or fight with someone: Adam’s always
picking fights with the younger kids.
6 pick sb’s pocket to quietly steal something
from someone’s pocket, bag, etc.
7 pick sb’s brain(s) to ask someone who knows a
lot about a subject for information or advice about
it: Can I pick your brains about a legal issue?
8 pick a lock to use something that is not a key to
unlock a door, window, etc. ➔ PICKPOCKET
pick at sth phr. v.

to eat only a small amount of your food because
you do not feel hungry or do not like the food: I
was so nervous I could only pick at my lunch.
pick sb/sth ↔ off phr. v.
to shoot people or animals one at a time from a
long distance away: Snipers were picking off anyone who came outdoors.

pick on sb phr. v.

to treat someone in a way that is not kind: Greg,
stop picking on your sister!
pick sb/sth ↔ out phr. v.
1 to choose someone or something carefully from a
group: We had a lot of fun picking out a present for
Leslie’s baby.
2 to recognize someone or something in a group of
people or things: The victim was able to pick out
her attacker from a police lineup.
pick sth ↔ over phr. v.
to examine a group of things carefully in order to
choose the ones you want: Wash and pick over the
beans.
pick up phr. v.
1 LIFT UP pick sb/sth ↔ up to lift something or

someone up: Pick me up, Daddy! | I picked up the
phone (=answered the phone) just as it stopped
ringing. | He knelt down to pick up his keys. ➔ see

picture on page A9
2 GO GET SB/STH pick sb/sth ↔ up to go some-

where, usually in a vehicle, in order to get someone
or something: I’ll pick up my stuff around six,
okay? | What time should we pick you up at the
airport?
3 BUY pick sth ↔ up to buy something: Will you
pick up something for dinner on your way home? |
The company is picking up the bill/tab (=paying)
for my computer.
4 CLEAN A PLACE pick sth ↔ up to put things
away neatly, or to clean a place by doing this:
Straighten your room and pick all those papers up. |
Pick up the living room, please. | He never picks up
after himself (=puts away the things he has used).
5 GET BETTER to improve: Sales should pick up
before Christmas.
6 INCREASE pick up (sth) to increase or get faster:
The car was gradually picking up speed (=going
faster). | The wind had picked up considerably.
7 LEARN pick sth ↔ up to learn something without much effort by watching or listening to other
people: I picked up some Korean when I was in the
army.
8 ILLNESS pick sth ↔ up to get an illness from
someone, or to become sick: She’s picked up a cold
from a child at school.
9 NOTICE pick sth ↔ up to notice, smell, or hear
something, especially when this is difficult: The
dogs were able to pick up the scent.
10 RADIO/SIGNALS pick sth ↔ up if a machine
picks up a sound, movement, or signal, it is able to
notice it or receive it: We didn’t pick anything up on
radar. | Our TV doesn’t pick up channel 26 very
well.
11 START AGAIN pick (sth ↔) up to begin a
conversation, meeting, etc. again, starting from the
point where it stopped earlier: We’ll pick up where
we left off after lunch.
12 POLICE pick sb ↔ up if the police pick
someone up, they find him/her and take him/her to
the police station: Carr was picked up and taken in
for questioning.
13 SEX pick sb ↔ up to talk to someone you do
not know because you want to have sex with
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him/her: Some guy at the bar was trying to pick up
Audrey.
14 pick up the pieces (of sth) to get a situation
back to normal after something bad has happened:
Republicans will try to pick up the pieces after
major losses in the last election.
pick up on sth phr. v.

to notice something about the way someone is
behaving, especially when it is not easy to notice:
Children quickly pick up on tensions between their
parents.
pick2 n. 1 [U] choice: There are four kinds of
cake, so you can take your pick. | She’ll be able to
have her pick of colleges (=choose any one she
wants). 2 the pick of sth (informal) the best thing
or things in a group: The Doles will get the pick of
the puppies. 3 [C] a pickax 4 [C] a small flat
object that you use for playing an instrument such
as a GUITAR
pick·ax /'pIk-æks/ n. [C] a large tool that you use
for breaking up the ground. It consists of a curved
iron bar with a sharp point on each end, and a long
handle.
pick·er /'pIkø/ n. [C] a person or machine that
picks things such as fruit, cotton, etc.
pick·et1 /'pIkIt/ also 'picket line n. [C] a group
or line of people who picket a factory, store, etc.:
Two workers were hurt today trying to cross the
picket line (=trying to work during a STRIKE ).
picket2 v. [I,T] to stand or march in front of a
factory, store, etc. to protest something, or to stop
people from going in to work during a STRIKE
(=time when a group of workers refuse to work):
Protesters are still picketing outside the White
House gates.
'picket "fence n. [C] a fence made of a line of
strong pointed sticks fastened in the ground
pick·le1 /'pIk@l/ n. 1 [C,U] a CUCUMBER preserved in VINEGAR or salt water, or a piece of this:
a dill pickle 2 be in a pickle (old-fashioned) to be
in a difficult situation
pickle2 v. [T] to preserve food in VINEGAR or salt
water —pickled adj.: pickled onions
'pick-me-up n. [C] (informal) something that
makes you feel cheerful or gives you more energy,
especially a drink or medicine
pick·pock·et /'pIk"pAkIt/ n. [C] someone who
steals things from people’s pockets, especially in a
crowd
THESAURUS
offender, thief, robber,
burglar, shoplifter ➔ CRIMINAL 2

pick·up /'pIköp/ n. 1 [C] also pickup truck a
small truck with low sides that is used for carrying
goods 2 [C] an occasion when someone or something is taken away from a place: There is a regular
garbage pickup on Tuesdays. 3 [U] the ability of a
car to reach a high speed in a short time: My old car
didn’t have much pickup. 4 [C] an increase or
improvement in something: a pickup in sales

pick·y /'pIki/ adj. (comparative pickier, superlative
pickiest) (informal, disapproving) someone who is

picky is difficult to make happy because s/he only
likes certain things SYN fussy: He’s not a very
picky eater.

pic·nic1 /'pIknIk/ n. [C] 1 an occasion when

people take food and eat it outdoors, for example in
a park: We used to have picnics down by the creek. |
Do you want to go for a picnic this Saturday? 2 be no picnic (informal) to be difficult or
unpleasant: A two-hour bus ride to work every day
is no picnic! [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 French piquenique]

picnic2 v. (past tense and past participle picnicked,
present participle picnicking) [I] to have a picnic

pic·to·ri·al /pIk'tOri@l/ adj. relating to or using
pictures: a pictorial history of Montana

pic·ture1 /'pIktSø/ n.

1 IMAGE [C] a painting, drawing, or photograph: a
picture of Nelson Mandela | Draw/paint a picture
of your house. | a group of tourists taking pictures
(=taking photographs) | Leo’s picture (=photograph
of him) is in the newspaper.
THESAURUS

sketch – a picture that is drawn quickly
painting – a picture made using paint
snapshot – a photograph that is taken quickly
portrait – a painting, drawing, or photograph of

a person

cartoon – a funny drawing in a newspaper or
magazine that tells a story or a joke
caricature – a funny drawing of someone that
makes a particular feature of his/her face or body
look bigger, worse, etc. than it really is
illustration – a picture in a book
poster – a large picture printed on paper, used
in order to advertise something or as a
decoration on a wall
image – a picture seen on a screen, or a formal
word for what is in a picture ➔ CAMERA
drawing, doodle, comic strip ➔ DRAWING

2 SITUATION [singular] the general situation in a
place, organization, etc.: The political picture has
greatly changed since March. | You’re missing the
big/bigger/wider picture (=the situation considered
as a whole).
3 DESCRIPTION [C usually singular] a description
that gives you an idea of what something is like: To
get a better picture of how the company is doing,
look at sales. | The book paints a clear picture of
life in ancient Rome.
4 be in/out of the picture (informal) to be
involved or not be involved in a situation: With his
main rival out of the picture, the mayor has a
chance of winning the election.
5 ON A SCREEN [C] the image that you see on a
television or in a movie: Something’s wrong with
the picture.
6 get the picture (spoken) to understand something: I don’t want you around here any more – get
the picture?
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7 MOVIE [C] (old-fashioned) a movie: Grandma
loved going to the pictures. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
Latin pictura, from pictus, past participle of
pingere “to paint”]

picture v. [T] 1 to imagine something, espe2

cially by making an image in your mind: I can still
picture him standing there with his uniform on. | I
can’t picture myself as a mother.
THESAURUS
imagine, visualize, envision,
envisage ➔ IMAGINE

2 to show something or someone in a photograph,
painting, or drawing: The governor is pictured here
with his wife and children.

P 'picture book n. [C] a children’s story book that
has a lot of pictures in it

pic·tur·esque /"pIktS@'rEskX/ adj. attractive
and interesting: a picturesque seaside town

pid·dling /'pIdlIÎ/ adj. (informal) small and unimportant: a piddling amount of money

pidg·in /'pIdZ@n/ n. [C,U]

ENG. LANG. ARTS a language that is a mixture of two other languages,
which people who do not speak each other’s languages will use to talk to each other [ORIGIN:
1800—1900 from a Chinese pronunciation of
the English word “business”]

pie /paI/ n. 1 [C,U] a food usually made with fruit

block – a piece of a hard material such as wood
or stone with straight sides: a block of wood

2 PART OF A SET a single thing of a particular type,
often part of a set of things or part of a larger thing:
a piece of paper | a chess piece | We found this
perfect piece of land on the river. | a five-piece
band (=one with five members) ➔ PART 1
3 CONNECTED PART one of several different parts
that can be connected together to make something:
the pieces of a jigsaw puzzle | The cars were
shipped in pieces (=separated into pieces) and then
reassembled.
4 a piece of advice/information/gossip etc.
some advice, information, etc.: Let me give you a
piece of advice: don’t ask her about her mother.
5 go to pieces to become so upset or nervous that
you cannot think or behave normally: When he
died, Liz just went to pieces.
6 smash/tear/rip etc. sth to pieces to damage
something severely by breaking it into many parts:
A dog had torn the bird to pieces.
7 (all) in one piece not damaged or injured: I’m
glad the china arrived all in one piece.
8 give sb a piece of your mind (informal) to tell
someone that you are very angry with him/her: I
went back to the store and gave the manager a
piece of my mind.
9 be a piece of cake (informal) to be very easy to
do: Raising four children hasn’t been a piece of
cake.
10 ART/MUSIC ETC. something that has been written or made by an artist, musician, or writer: an
impressive piece of art | They performed a piece by
Mozart.

baked inside a covering of PASTRY : a piece/slice of
apple pie 2 as easy as pie (informal) very
easy 3 a piece/share/slice of the pie (informal)
a share of something such as money or profit:
Landers wants a bigger slice of the pie. 4 pie in
the sky (informal) a good plan or promise that you piece2 v.
do not think will happen: Hope of a cure is just pie
piece sth ↔ together phr. v. 1 to use all the facts
in the sky.
or information that you have in order to understand
1
piece /pis/ n. [C]
a situation: Police are still trying to piece together a
1 PART OF A WHOLE a part of something that has motive for the shooting. 2 to put all the parts of
been separated, broken, or cut off from the rest of something back into the correct position or order
it: Do you want a piece of pizza? | There were
pieces of broken glass everywhere. | The vase lay in piece·meal /'pismil/ adj., adv. happening or done
pieces (=in small parts) on the floor. | Cut the slowly in separate stages that are not planned or
related: Changes were introduced in piecemeal
chicken into pieces, and put it in a roasting pan.
fashion. | The house was filled with old furniture
THESAURUS
they’d bought piecemeal.
scrap – a small piece of paper, cloth, etc.: He

took out the scrap of paper on which he’d written
the address.
chunk – a thick piece of something solid that
does not have an even shape: a stew filled with
large chunks of chicken
lump – a small piece of something solid that
does not have a definite shape: a lump of metal
fragment – a small piece that has broken off
something, especially glass or metal: Fragments
of glass from the crash were still on the street.
crumb – a very small piece of bread, cake, etc.:
She scattered crumbs for the birds.
slice – a thin, flat piece of bread, meat, etc. cut
from a larger piece: a slice of blueberry pie
strip – a long narrow piece of paper, cloth, etc.:
She tore a strip off her shirt to make a bandage.

piece·work /'piswøk/ n. [U] work for which you
are paid according to the number of things you
produce rather than the number of hours you work

'pie "chart n. [C] MATH a circle divided into several
parts that shows how big the different parts of a
total amount are ➔ see picture at CHART 1

pier /pIr/ n. [C] 1 a structure that is built out into

the water so that boats can stop next to it or people
can walk along it: We were standing at the end of
the pier, watching the boats. 2 a thick stone,
wooden, or metal post used for supporting something such as a bridge

pierce /pIrs/ v. [T] 1 to make a hole in or through
something, using an object with a sharp point:
Tiffany’s getting her ears pierced (=having a hole

pile
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put in her ears for wearing jewelry). | A bullet
pierced his body.
THESAURUS

make a hole in sth – to cause a hole to appear
in something: Make a hole in the bottom of the
can using a hammer and nail.
prick – to make a small hole in the surface of
something, using a sharp point: She pricked her
finger with the needle.
punch – to make a hole in something using a
metal tool or other sharp object: I had to punch
an extra hole in the belt to get it to fit.
puncture – to make a small hole in something,
so that air or liquid can get out: One bullet
punctured his lung.
drill – to make a hole using a special tool: They
drilled a 180-foot-deep well.
bore – to make a deep round hole in a hard
surface: Workers bored a hole in the wall.

2 (literary) if light or sound pierces something, you
suddenly see or hear it: The car’s headlights
pierced the darkness.

pierc·ing /'pIrsIÎ/ adj. 1 a piercing sound is
high, loud, and not nice to listen to: a piercing
cry/scream
THESAURUS
high, high-pitched, shrill,
squeaky ➔ HIGH 1

2 a piercing wind is very cold 3 someone with
piercing eyes seems to know what you are thinking
when s/he looks at you: her piercing gaze
pi·e·ty /'paI@Ôi/ n. [U] respect for God and religion, shown in the way you behave
pig1 /pIg/ n. [C] 1 a farm animal with short legs, a
fat body, and a curled tail. Pigs are kept for their
meat. 2 (spoken) an impolite word meaning someone who eats too much, is very dirty, or is offensive
in some way: You ate all the pizza, you pig.
pig2 v. (pigged, pigging)
pig out phr. v. (informal) to eat a lot of food all at
once: We pigged out on ice cream last night.

pi·geon /'pIdZ@n/ n. [C] a gray bird with short

legs that is common in cities [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Old French pijon, from Late Latin pipio
“young bird”]

pi·geon·hole1 /'pIdZ@n"hoUl/ n. [C] one of a set
of small boxes built into a desk, or into a frame on a
wall, into which letters or papers can be put

pigeonhole2 v. [T] to decide unfairly that some-

one or something belongs to a particular group or
type: Hijuelos resists being pigeonholed as strictly
a “Latino writer.”

'pigeon-"toed adj. having feet that point in rather
than straight forward when you walk

pig·gy /'pIgi/ n. (plural piggies) [C] (spoken) a pig
– used especially by children or when talking to
children

pig·gy·back ride /'pIgi"bæk "raId/ n. [C] a way

of carrying a child by putting him/her on your back
—piggyback adv.
'piggy bank n. [C] a small container, sometimes in
the shape of a pig, used especially by children for
saving coins
pig·head·ed /'pIg"hEdId/ adj. (disapproving)
determined to do things the way you want even if
there are good reasons not to SYN stubborn
pig·let /'pIglIt/ n. [C] a young pig
pig·ment /'pIgm@nt/ n. [C,U] BIOLOGY a natural
substance that makes skin, hair, plants, etc. a particular color
pig·men·ta·tion /"pIgm@n'teIS@n/ n. [U] the
natural color of living things
pig·pen /'pIgpEn/ also pig·sty /'pIgstaI/ (plural
pigsties) n. [C] 1 a place on a farm where pigs are
kept 2 (informal) a place that is very dirty or
messy: Your bedroom is a pigpen!
pig·tail /'pIgteIl/ n. [C] one of two long lengths of
hair that has been pulled together and tied at either
side of the head, worn especially by young girls: a
girl with her hair in pigtails ➔ BRAID 1, HAIRSTYLE ,
PONYTAIL

pike /paIk/ n. [C] 1 (plural pike) a large fish that

eats other fish and lives in rivers and lakes 2 (informal) a TURNPIKE
pile1 /paIl/ n. 1 [C] a large mass of things collected or thrown together in the shape of a small
hill: huge piles of garbage | a pile of snow | He
raked the leaves into small piles.
THESAURUS

heap – a large messy pile of things: A heap of
books and papers lay on the floor.
mound – a pile of something with a round
shape: a small mound of rice on the plate
stack – a neat pile of things: a stack of books on
the table
drift – a large pile of snow, sand, etc. that has
been blown by the wind: a ten-foot snow drift by
the side of the road

2 [C] a neat collection of similar things put one on
top of the other SYN stack: a pile of folded
clothes 3 piles of sth/a pile of sth (informal) a
lot of something: I have piles of work to do
tonight. | She’s making piles of money at her new
job.

pile2 v. 1 [I,T] also pile up to make a pile by

collecting things together: A lot of dishes had piled
up in the sink. 2 [T] to fill something or cover a
surface with a lot of something: a plate piled high
with spaghetti
pile in/into sth phr. v. (informal) if a group of
people pile into a place or vehicle, they all try to get
into it quickly and at the same time: We all piled
into the car and left.
pile out phr. v. (informal) if a group of people pile
out of a place or vehicle, they all try to get out of it
quickly and at the same time: As soon as we
stopped, the kids piled out and ran to the beach.
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pile up phr. v. to become larger in quantity or the time and is used for lighting larger gas BURNamount, in a way that is difficult to manage: Debts ER s
from the business were piling up quickly.
pimp /pImp/ n. [C] a man who makes money by
pile·up /'paIlöp/ n. [C] a traffic accident involving controlling PROSTITUTE s (=women who have sex
many vehicles: a 16-car pileup
with men for money)
THESAURUS
pim·ple
/'pImp@l/ n. [C] a small raised red spot on
accident, crash, collision,
your skin, especially on your face —pimply adj.
wreck ➔ ACCIDENT

pil·fer /'pIlfø/ v. [I,T] to steal things that are not

worth much: He was caught pilfering from the
office.

P

THESAURUS

steal, burglarize, rob, shoplift,

rip off sth ➔ STEAL

1

THESAURUS
blemish, bruise, scar, zit,
wart, blister, freckle, mole ➔ MARK 2

PIN /pIn/ n. Personal Identification Number a
number that you use when you get money from a
machine using a plastic card

1
/pIn/ n. [C] 1 a short thin piece of metal with
pil·grim /'pIlgr@m/ n. [C] a religious person who pin
a sharp point at one end, used especially for fasten-

travels a long way to a holy place [ORIGIN: 1100— ing pieces of cloth together 2 a piece of metal,
1200 Old French peligrin, from Latin peregri- sometimes containing jewels, that you fasten to
nus “foreigner”]
your clothes to wear as a decoration 3 one of the
pil·grim·age /'pIlgr@mIdZ/ n. [C,U] a trip to a bottle-shaped objects that you try to knock down in
holy place for a religious reason: Every year, about a game of BOWLING 4 a thin piece of metal used
two million Muslims make the pilgrimage to to fasten things together, especially broken bones:
Mecca. ➔ TRAVEL 2
He has to have pins put in his ankle. [ORIGIN: Old
pil·ing /'paIlIÎ/ n. [C] a heavy post made of wood, English pinn] ➔ CLOTHESPIN , PINS AND NEEDLES ,
cement, or metal, used for supporting a building or ROLLING PIN , SAFETY PIN
bridge
pin2 v. (pinned, pinning) 1 [T] to fasten somepill /pIl/ n. [C] 1 a small solid piece of medicine thing somewhere, or join things together with a pin
that you swallow: She’s taking pills to control her or pins: Can you pin this announcement on the
bulletin board for me? | He wore campaign buttons
blood pressure. | sleeping pills
pinned to his lapels. 2 pin your hopes on
THESAURUS
medicine, tablet, capsule,
sth/sb to hope that something will happen or
drug, medication, prescription ➔ MEDICINE
someone will help you because all your plans
2 the pill a pill taken regularly by some women in depend on this: I hope she’s not pinning all her
order to avoid having babies: Mary has been on the hopes on winning. 3 [T] to make someone unable
pill for years now. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin to move by putting a lot of pressure or weight on
him/her: He pinned her arms to her sides. | He was
pilula, from pila “ball”]
pinned under the car.
pil·lage /'pIlIdZ/ v. [I,T] if soldiers pillage a place pin sb/sth down phr. v. 1 to make someone
in a war, they steal a lot of things and do a lot of decide something or tell you what the decision is: I
damage
couldn’t pin him down to a definite date for the
pil·lar /'pIlø/ n. [C] 1 a tall solid post used as a meeting. 2 to understand something clearly or be
support for part of a building: Eight massive stone able to describe exactly what it is: I can’t pin down
pillars supported the roof. 2 a pillar of the his accent.
community/church etc. an active and important pin·ball /'pInbOl/ n. [U] a game played on a
member of a group, organization, etc.
machine with a sloping board. You push buttons to
pil·low /'pIloU/ n. [C] a cloth bag filled with soft try to keep a ball from rolling off the board: a
material that you put your head on when you sleep pinball machine
[ORIGIN: Old English pyle, from Latin pulvinus]
pin·cer /'pInsø, 'pIntSø/ n. [C] one of the pair of
➔ see picture at BED 1
CLAW s (=sharp curved nails) that some insects and
pil·low·case /'pIloU"keIs/ n. [C] a cloth cover SHELLFISH have ➔ see picture on page A2
for a pillow
pinch1 /pIntS/ v. 1 [T] to press a part of somepi·lot /'paIl@t/ n. [C] 1 someone who operates the one’s skin very tightly between your finger and
controls of an aircraft or spacecraft: an airline thumb: She leaned over and pinched his cheeks.
pilot 2 a television program that is made in order ➔ see picture on page A8 2 [I,T] if your clothes,
to test whether people like it and would watch it shoes, etc. pinch you, they are too tight and hurt
again in the future 3 pilot program/project/ you
study etc. a test that is done to see if an idea or
THESAURUS
hurt, sting, smart ➔ HURT 1
product will be successful [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
French pilote, from Italian pedota, from Greek
pedon “oar”] —pilot v. [T]
3 pinch pennies to be careful to spend as little
'pilot light n. [C] a small gas flame that burns all money as possible
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pinch2 n. [C] 1 pinch of salt/pepper etc. a

small amount of salt, pepper, etc. that you can hold
between your finger and thumb 2 an act of pinching someone: She gave him a pinch on the
cheek. 3 in a pinch if necessary in a difficult or
urgent situation: I have room for four more people,
five in a pinch.
pinched /pIntSt/ adj. 1 not having enough
money to do what you want: financially pinched
schools 2 a pinched face looks thin and unhealthy,
for example because the person is sick, cold, or
tired
'pinch-hit v. [I] 1 to BAT 2 instead of another
player in a game of baseball 2 to do something for
someone else because s/he is suddenly not able to
do it: Could you pinch-hit for Larry in the meeting
today? —pinch-hitter n. [C]
pin·cush·ion /'pIn"kUS@n/ n. [C] a small soft
object into which you stick pins until you need to
use them
pine1 /paIn/ also 'pine tree n. [C,U] a tree with
long leaves shaped like needles, or the wood of this
tree [ORIGIN: 1000—1100 Latin pinus]
pine2 also pine away v. [I] to gradually become
weaker, less active, and less healthy because you
are very unhappy
pine for sb/sth phr. v. to be unhappy because you
cannot be with a person, be in a place, or experience something that happened in the past again:
Ten years after Amanda left, he was still pining for
her. | After two months in France, I was pining for
home.
pine·ap·ple /'paIn"æp@l/ n. [C,U] a large yellowbrown tropical fruit, or its sweet yellow flesh ➔ see
picture on page 414

'pine cone n. [C] the brown seed container of the
pine

ping /pIÎ/ n. [C] a short high
—ping v. [I]

RING ing

sound

ping-pong, Ping Pong /'pIÎpAÎ, -pOÎ/ n. [U]
(trademark) an indoor game played on a large table,
in which two people use PADDLE s to hit a small
ball to each other across a low net SYN table
tennis

pink /pIÎk/ adj. pale red: a pink dress —pink n.
[C,U]

pink·ie, pinky /'pIÎki/ n. (plural pinkies) [C] the

smallest finger on your hand ➔ see picture at HAND 1
"pink 'slip n. [C] (informal) a written warning
telling you that your job is going to end because
there is not enough work
pin·na·cle /'pIn@k@l/ n. 1 [singular] the most
successful, powerful, or exciting part of something:
It took Carlson only eight years to reach the
pinnacle of his profession. 2 [C] EARTH SCIENCES the
top of a high mountain 3 [C] a pointed stone
decoration like a small tower on top of a church or
castle
pin·point1 /'pInpOInt/ v. [T] to say exactly what

pipe

something is, or exactly where someone or something is: It was impossible to pinpoint the cause of
the crash. | Can you pinpoint where you last saw
him?
pinpoint2 adj. with pinpoint accuracy very
exactly: the plane’s ability to drop bombs with
pinpoint accuracy
pinpoint3 n. [C] a very small area or amount of
something: a tiny pinpoint of light
pin·prick /'pIn"prIk/ n. [C] a very small hole or
mark in something, like one made by a pin
"pins and 'needles n. 1 [U] an uncomfortable
feeling that you get, especially when you have not
moved part of your body for a long time and the
supply of blood has stopped flowing correctly 2 be on pins and needles to be very
nervous: Mom’s been on pins and needles waiting
to hear from you.
pin·stripe /'pInstraIp/ n. [C] one of the thin
light-colored lines that form a pattern on dark cloth:
a blue pinstripe suit —pinstriped adj.
pint /paInt/ n. [C] a unit for measuring liquid,
equal to 2 cups or 0.4732 liters: a pint of milk
pin·up /'pInöp/ n. [C] 1 a picture of an attractive
or famous person, often a woman wearing little
clothing 2 someone who appears in one of these
pictures
pi·o·neer1 /"paI@'nIr/ n. [C] 1 one of the first
people to do something that other people will later
develop or continue to do: one of the pioneers of
the personal computer industry 2 one of the first
people to travel to a new or unknown place and
begin living there, farming, etc. [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 Old French peonier “soldier,” from peon]
pioneer2 v. [T] to be the first person to do, invent,
or use something: a hospital pioneering a new type
of surgery
pi·ous /'paI@s/ adj. having strong religious beliefs,
and showing this in the way you behave
THESAURUS
religious, devout, god-fearing,
orthodox ➔ RELIGIOUS

pipe1 /paIp/ n. [C] 1 a tube through which a liquid

or gas flows: a water pipe | The pipes had frozen
and we had no water. 2 a thing used for smoking
tobacco, consisting of a small tube with a container
shaped like a bowl at one end: Harry stood on the
porch, smoking his pipe. 3 one of the metal tubes
that air is forced through in an ORGAN 4 a simple
musical instrument like a tube, that you blow
through
pipe2 v. [T] to send a liquid or gas through a pipe to
another place: oil piped from Alaska
pipe down phr. v. (spoken) to stop talking or
making a noise, and become calmer and less
excited: Pipe down! I’m trying to listen to this!
pipe up phr. v. (informal) to suddenly say something, especially when you have been quiet until
then: Dennis piped up, saying he didn’t agree.
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'pipe dream n. [C] a hope, idea, plan, etc. that pis·ta·chi·o /pI'stæSi"oU/ n. (plural pistachios)

P

will probably never work or happen: Money and
fame – isn’t that all a pipe dream?
pipe·line /'paIp-laIn/ n. [C] 1 a long line of
connecting pipes, used for carrying gas, oil, etc.
over long distances 2 be in the pipeline if a
plan, idea, or event is in the pipeline, it is still being
prepared, but it will happen or be completed soon
pi·pette /paI'pEt/ n. [C] CHEMISTRY a thin glass
tube for sucking up exact amounts of liquid, used
especially in chemistry
pip·ing1 /'paIpIÎ/ n. [U] 1 several pipes, or a
system of pipes, used for carrying a liquid or gas:
copper piping 2 thin cloth CORD s used as decorations on clothes and furniture
piping2 adv. piping hot very hot: a pot of piping
hot tea
pip·squeak /'pIpskwik/ n. [C] (spoken, oldfashioned) someone who you think is not worth
attention or respect, especially because s/he is small
or young: Shut up, you little pipsqueak!
pi·quant /pi'kAnt, 'pik@nt/ adj. (formal) 1 having a pleasantly spicy taste: a piquant chili
sauce 2 interesting and exciting: piquant photos of
life in Paris —piquancy /'pik@nsi/ n. [U]
pique1 /pik/ v. [T] 1 pique sb’s interest/
curiosity to make someone very interested in
something: Emker’s life story piqued the public’s
interest. 2 (formal) to make someone feel annoyed
or upset
pique2 n. [U] (formal) a feeling of being annoyed
or upset: Greta left in a fit of pique.
pi·ra·cy /'paIr@si/ n. [U] 1 the act of illegally
copying and selling books, tapes, videos, computer
programs, etc.: software piracy 2 the crime of
attacking and stealing from ships at sea
pi·ra·nha /p@'rAn@, -'ræn-/ n. [C] a South American fish with sharp teeth that lives in rivers and eats
flesh
pi·rate1 /'paIrIt/ n. [C] 1 someone who sails on
the oceans, attacking other boats and stealing things
from them 2 someone who illegally copies and
sells another person’s work: We’re losing thousands
of dollars to video pirates. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300
Latin pirata, from Greek peirates, from peiran
“to attack”]
pirate2 v. [T] to illegally copy and sell another
person’s work: pirated CDs
THESAURUS

forge ➔ COPY 2

copy, reproduce, duplicate,

pir·ou·ette /"pIru'Et/ n. [C] a dance movement in
which the dancer turns very quickly, standing on
one toe or the front part of one foot —pirouette v.
[I]

Pis·ces /'paIsiz/ n. 1 [U] the twelfth sign of the
represented by two fish 2 [C] someone
born between February 19 and March 20

ZODIAC ,

[C] a small green nut

pis·tol /'pIstl/ n. [C] a small gun that you can use

with one hand [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French pistole, from German, from Czech pištal “pipe”]

pis·ton /'pIst@n/ n. [C] a part of an engine, consisting of a short solid piece of metal inside a tube,
that moves up and down to make the other parts of
the engine move

pit1 /pIt/ n.

1 HOLE [C] a hole in the ground, especially one
made by digging: a barbecue pit
2 MARK [C] a small hollow mark in the surface of
something: There are tiny scratches and pits on the
windshield.
3 MESSY PLACE [singular] (spoken) a house or room
that is dirty, messy, or in bad condition: Erica’s
house is a total pit!
4 be the pits (spoken) to be very bad: My job is the
pits.
5 in the pit of your stomach if you have a
feeling in the pit of your stomach, you have a sick
or tight feeling in your stomach, usually because
you are nervous or afraid: The strange noises gave
her a funny feeling in the pit of her stomach.
6 IN FRUIT [C] BIOLOGY the single large hard seed in
some fruits: a peach pit ➔ see picture on page 414
7 FOR CARS the pit/pits [C] a place beside a
racetrack where a race car can quickly get more gas
or be repaired
8 an ORCHESTRA PIT
9 a MINE 2

pit2 v. (pitted, pitting) [T] 1 to take out the single

large hard seed inside some fruits 2 to put small
marks or holes in the surface of something: The
disease had pitted and scarred his skin.
pit sb/sth against sb/sth phr. v. to test your
strength, ability, power, etc. against someone else:
This week’s big game pits Houston against Miami.

pi·ta /'pit@/ also 'pita bread n. [C,U] a type of flat

bread that can be opened so you can put food into it

'pit bull also "pit bull 'terrier n. [C] a short dog
that is extremely strong and often violent

pitch1 /pItS/ v.

1 BASEBALL [I,T] to aim and throw the ball to the
BATTER in baseball: Who’s pitching for the Red Sox
today? | He pitched three innings in Monday
night’s game.
THESAURUS
throw, toss, chuck, hurl, fling,
pass, lob ➔ THROW 1

2 THROW [T] to throw something, especially with a
lot of force: Carl tore up Amy’s letter and pitched it
into the fire.
3 FALL [I,T] to fall suddenly and heavily in a
particular direction, or to make someone or something fall in this way: A sudden stop pitched her
into the windshield. | Daley pitched forward and
fell from the stage.
4 VOICE/MUSIC [T] to make a sound be produced at
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a particular level: The song is pitched too high for
me.
5 pitch a tent to set up a tent
6 SELL/PERSUADE [I,T] (informal) to try to persuade
someone to buy or do something: The meeting is
your chance to pitch your ideas to the boss.
7 SAY/WRITE [T] to aim a product, film, etc. at a
particular group of people, or to describe something
in a particular way in order to sell it: a TV show
pitched at children
8 SHIP/PLANE [I] if a ship or an aircraft pitches, it
moves up and down in an uncontrolled way with
the movement of the water or air
pitch in phr. v. (informal)
to join others and help with an activity: If we all
pitch in, it won’t take very long to finish.
pitch2 n. 1 [C] a throw of the ball to the BATTER
in baseball: The first pitch was a strike. 2 [C] how
high or low someone’s voice is 3 [C,U] ENG. LANG.
ARTS a musical note, or how high or low a musical
note is: The high notes rang out on pitch. 4 [C]
(informal) the things someone says in order to persuade people to buy or do something: a sales
pitch 5 [singular, U] the strength of your feelings or
opinions about something: Their excitement rose to
fever pitch (=a very excited level). 6 [U] a dark
sticky substance that is used on roofs, the bottoms
of ships, etc. to stop water coming through
"pitch 'black adj. completely black or dark: She
turned off the lights, and suddenly it was pitch
black.
pitch·er /'pItSø/ n. [C] 1 a container used for
holding and pouring liquids, with a handle and a
SPOUT (=shaped part for pouring): a pitcher of
beer 2 the baseball player who throws the balls to
the BATTER
pitch·fork /'pItSfOrk/ n. [C] a farm tool with a
long handle and two or three long curved metal
points, used especially for lifting HAY (=dried cut
grass)
pit·e·ous /'pIÔi@s/ adj. (literary) making you feel
pity: a piteous cry
pit·fall /'pItfOl/ n. [C] a problem or difficulty that
is likely to happen: the pitfalls of fame
pith·y /'pIθi/ adj. spoken or written in strong clear
language without wasting any words: pithy comments
pit·i·ful /'pIÔIf@l/ adj. 1 making you feel pity or
sympathy: a pitiful sight 2 very bad in quality: His
grades this semester are pitiful. —pitifully adv.
pit·i·less /'pIÔIlIs/ adj. showing no pity: a pitiless
dictator
'pit stop n. 1 make a pit stop (spoken) to stop
when driving on a long trip in order to get food,
gas, etc., or to use the toilet 2 [C] a time when a
race car stops beside the track in order to get more
gas or be quickly repaired
pit·tance /'pIt§ns/ n. [singular] a very small or
unfairly small amount of money: She works for a
pittance.

place

pi·tu·i·tar·y /p@'tu@"tEri/ n. (plural pituitaries)
also pi'tuitary "gland [C] BIOLOGY the small organ

at the base of your brain which produces HORMONE s that control the growth and development of
your body —pituitary adj.: The growth hormone
somatotropin is a pituitary protein essential to the
growth process. ➔ see picture at BRAIN 1
pit·y1 /'pIÔi/ n. 1 [U] sympathy you feel for someone who is suffering or unhappy: I don’t need your
pity! | He doesn’t appear to have any pity for the
victims of the war. 2 [singular] used to show that
you are disappointed about something and you
wish things could happen differently: It’s a pity
(that) so much time was wasted. | “We’re leaving
tomorrow.” “What a pity!” 3 take/have pity on
sb to feel sympathy for someone and do something
to help him/her [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French
pité, from Latin pietas “piety, pity”]
pity2 v. (pitied, pities) [T] to feel sympathy for
someone because s/he is in a bad situation: I pity
anyone who has to live with Sherry.
piv·ot1 /'pIv@t/ n. [C] 1 a central point or pin on
which something balances or turns 2 also pivot
point the most important idea or event on which
all the other parts of a plan, situation, process, etc.
are based
pivot2 v. [I,T] to turn or balance on a central point,
or to make something do this: The table-top pivots
on two metal pins.
pivot on sth phr. v. to depend on or be planned
around one important thing, event, idea, etc.: Her
future pivoted on their answer.
piv·ot·al /'pIv@Ô@l/ adj. a pivotal time, event, or
person has a very important effect on the way
something develops: Parker played a pivotal role in
getting the deal.
pix·el /'pIks@l/ n. [C] IT the smallest unit of an
image on a computer screen
pix·ie /'pIksi/ n. [C] a very small imaginary creature with magic powers that looks like a person
piz·za /'pits@/ n. [C,U] a thin flat round bread,
baked with TOMATO , cheese, and usually vegetables or meat on top: a slice of pizza [ORIGIN:
1800—1900 Italian “pie”]
piz·zazz /p@'zæz/ n. [U] (informal) an exciting
quality or style: a theater show that needs more
pizzazz
piz·ze·ri·a /"pits@'ri@/ n. [C] a restaurant that
serves pizza
pj’s, PJ’s /'pi dZeIz/ n. [plural] (spoken) PAJAMAS
plac·ard /'plækød, -kArd/ n. [C] a large sign or
advertisement that you carry or put on a wall
pla·cate /'pleIkeIt, 'plæ-/ v. [T] (formal) to make
someone stop feeling angry: The airline gave out
free drinks in an effort to placate angry customers.
place1 /pleIs/ n. [C]
1 AREA/SPACE/BUILDING ETC. any space or area,
for example a particular point on a surface or a
room, building, town, city, etc.: Keep your money
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in a safe place. | a beautiful place surrounded by
mountains | She was born in a place called Black
River Falls. | The water is 30 feet deep in places
(=in some areas). | a sore place on my knee
THESAURUS

position – the exact place where someone or

P

something is, in relation to other things: We need
to know the enemy’s position.
spot (informal) – a place, especially a pleasant
one where you spend time: It’s a favorite spot for
picnics.
point – an exact place, for example on a map:
At this point the path gets narrower.
location – the place where a hotel, store, office,
etc. is, or where a movie is made: The
apartment’s in an ideal location.
site – a place where something is going to be
built, or where something important happened:
the site for the new airport | an archeological site
scene – a place where an accident or crime
happened: Firefighters arrived at the scene within
minutes.

2 WHERE YOU DO STH a building or area that is
used for, or is suitable for, a particular purpose or
activity: I spent 20 minutes trying to find a place to
park. | a place of worship (=a church, mosque,
etc.) | There’s a nice Korean place (=restaurant) on
the corner. | Mexico’s a great place for a vacation. |
A library is no place for a party.
3 take place to happen: The earthquake took
place at about 5:00 this morning.
4 WHERE SB LIVES (informal) the house, apartment,
or room where someone lives: I’m going over to
Jeff’s place (=his house) for dinner. | For months
I’ve been looking for a new place to live.
THESAURUS
home, house, residence,
dwelling, abode ➔ HOME 1

5 SEAT/POSITION IN LINE a space where you can
sit, or a position in a line: Is this place taken
(=being used)? | Can you save my place (=not let
anyone else use it)?
6 RIGHT POSITION/ORDER the right or usual position or order: Put the CDs back in their place. | By
six o’clock, everything was in place for the party.
7 in place of sb/sth instead of someone or
something: Try using mixed herbs in place of salt
on vegetables.
8 in sb’s place used when talking about what you
would do if you were in someone else’s situation:
What would you do in my place?
9 IMPORTANCE the importance or position that
someone or something has, compared to other
people or things: No one could ever take her place
(=be as important or loved as she is). | Carla has
friends in high places (=with important ranks in
society). | By the 1950s, cars had taken the place of
(=were used instead of) trains. | There will always
be a place for you here (=a position for you to
have).
10 RIGHT OCCASION the right occasion or situation: This isn’t the place to talk business.

11 first/second/third etc. place first, second,
etc. position in a race or competition: Jerry finished
in third place.
12 in the first/second/third place (spoken) used
in order to introduce a series of points in an
argument or discussion: Well, in the first place, I
can’t afford it, and in the second place, I’m not
really interested.
13 all over the place (informal) everywhere:
There were children all over the place!
14 it is not sb’s place (to do sth) if it is not your
place to do something, you do not have the duty or
right to do it: It’s not her place to tell me how to
raise my kids.
15 out of place not appropriate for or comfortable
in a particular situation: I felt really out of place at
Cindy’s wedding.
16 put sb in his/her place to show someone that
s/he is not as important, intelligent, etc. as s/he
thinks s/he is
17 go places (informal) to become successful:
Work hard and you could really go places.
18 also Place used in the names of short streets: I
live at 114 Seaview Place.
place2 v. [T] 1 to put something somewhere,
especially with care SYN put: Seth placed his trophy on the top shelf. | She placed the money in a
large brown envelope. 2 to put someone or something in a particular situation: You’ll be placed with
the advanced students. | This places me in a very
difficult position. 3 to decide that someone or
something is important or valuable: Your father has
placed great trust in you. 4 can’t place sb to
recognize someone, but be unable to remember
where you have met him/her before: I know the
name, but I can’t quite place her. 5 to arrange for
something to be done: The police department
placed an order for six new cars. | He placed an
ad/advertisement in the local paper. 6 to find a
job or place to live for someone: The agency had
placed her in a local firm. | He was later placed
with a foster family.
pla·ce·bo /pl@'siboU/ n. (plural placebos) [C]
BIOLOGY a harmless substance such as water, that is
given to a patient instead of medicine without
telling him/her it is not a medicine, often as part of
a test [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Latin “I shall
please,” from placere]
place·ment /'pleIsm@nt/ n. [C,U] 1 the act of
finding a place for someone to live, work, or go to
college: a job placement | the college placement
office (=where they help you find work) 2 the act
of putting something or someone in a position: He
wasn’t satisfied with the furniture placement. |
You’ll need to take a placement test (=test that
decides which level of class you can take).
place·name /'pleIsneIm/ n. [C] the name of a
particular city, mountain, etc.

pla·cen·ta /pl@'sEnô@/ n. [C]

BIOLOGY an ORGAN
that forms inside a woman’s UTERUS to feed a baby
that has not been born yet
plac·id /'plæsId/ adj. calm and peaceful: There
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was a placid expression on her face. | the placid
waters of the lake —placidly adv.
THESAURUS

calm, relaxed, laid-back,
easygoing, mellow, cool, serene ➔ CALM 2

pla·gia·rism /'pleIdZ@"rIz@m/ n. [C,U] ENG. LANG.
ARTS

the act of using someone else’s words, ideas,
or work and pretending they are your own, or the
words, etc. themselves: She was accused of plagiarism in writing her thesis. | an article full of
plagiarisms [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 plagiary “plagiarism” (17—19 centuries), from Latin plagiarius “thief”] —plagiarist n. [C]
pla·gia·rize /'pleIdZ@"raIz/ v. [I,T] ENG. LANG. ARTS
to take someone else’s words, ideas, etc. and copy
them, pretending that they are your own: The
teacher accused me of having plagiarized.
plague1 /pleIg/ n. 1 [C,U] any disease that causes
death and spreads quickly to a large number of
people 2 a plague of rats/locusts etc. a very
large and dangerous number of rats, etc.
plague2 v. [T] to make someone suffer over a long
period of time, or to cause trouble again and again:
Gloria had always been plagued by ill health.
plaid /plæd/ n. [C,U] a pattern of crossed lines and
squares, used especially on cloth —plaid adj.: a
plaid work shirt
plain1 /pleIn/ adj. 1 very clear, and easy to understand or recognize: It’s quite plain that you don’t
agree. | Why don’t you tell me in plain English
(=without
using
technical
or
difficult
words)? 2 without anything added or without
decoration SYN simple: plain yogurt | a plain blue
suit | a sheet of plain paper (=paper with no lines
on it) 3 showing clearly and honestly what you
think about something: Albright was known for her
plain speaking. 4 a woman or girl who is plain is
unattractive – used in order to avoid saying this
directly [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French, Latin
planus “flat, level, clear”]
plain2 n. [C] also plains a large area of flat land: a
grassy plain | countless miles of plains
plain3 adv. plain stupid/wrong/rude etc. (spoken) clearly and simply stupid, wrong, etc.: They’re
just plain lazy.
plain·clothes /'pleInkloUz, -kloUDz/ adj.
plainclothes police wear ordinary clothes so that
they can work without being recognized
plain·ly /'pleInli/ adv. 1 in a way that is easy to
see, hear, or understand: Tony was plainly nervous
as he began his speech. 2 simply or without decoration: a plainly dressed young girl
plain·tiff /'pleInôIf/ n. [C] LAW the person who
brings a legal action against another person in a
CIVIL COURT (=court of law that deals with the
affairs of private citizens rather than crime)
➔ DEFENDANT
plain·tive /'pleInôIv/ adj. (literary) a plaintive
sound is high, like someone crying, and sounds sad:
the plaintive cry of the wolf

plan1 /plæn/ n. [C] 1 something that you have

decided to do or achieve: She has no plans to
retire. | Brown’s plans for the future | We made
plans to go out and see him in the fall. | Do you
have any plans for Friday night?
THESAURUS

plot/conspiracy – a secret plan to do
something bad or illegal, especially a plan that
involves a lot of people: a plot to assassinate the
President
scheme – a plan, especially to do something
bad or illegal: He created an elaborate scheme to
steal from his employer.
strategy – a careful plan aimed at achieving
something difficult: the government’s economic
strategy
schedule – a plan of what someone is going to
do and when s/he is going to do it: My schedule
looks pretty busy.
timetable – a plan that shows the exact times
when something should happen: We had to
adjust the timetable for construction.

2 a set of actions for achieving something in the
future: plans for dealing with a major earthquake |
Under the plan, 700 acres will become a park. | a
business plan (=what your business will do) for the
21st century | the zoo’s master plan (=main plan for
the future) 3 health/pension/retirement etc.
plan ECONOMICS an arrangement in which you pay
money to a company, and they give you money
back if you need medical care, stop working,
etc. 4 a drawing of something such as a building,
room, or machine, as it would be seen from above,
showing the shape, size, parts, etc.: the plans for
the new library
plan2 v. (planned, planning) 1 [I,T] also plan
out to think about something you want to do, and
how you will do it: Mary’s planning a 21st birthday party for her son. | Most problems can be
avoided by careful/good planning. 2 [T] to intend
to do something: How long do you plan on
staying? | David plans to work part-time. 3 [T] to
think about something you are going to make or
build, and decide what it will look like: Planning a
small garden is often difficult.
plane /pleIn/ n. [C] 1 a vehicle that flies in the air
and has wings and at least one engine SYN airplane: What time does your plane take off? | The
plane landed at O’Hare Airport. | My son held my
hand as we boarded the plane. 2 a level or standard of thought, conversation, etc.: a higher plane
of intellectual curiosity 3 a tool that has a flat
bottom with a sharp blade in it, used for making
wooden surfaces smooth 4 MATH a completely flat
surface in GEOMETRY

plan·et /'plænIt/ n. [C] 1

PHYSICS a very large
round object in space, that moves around a star,
such as the Sun: Mercury is the smallest planet. ➔
SPACE 1 2 the planet the Earth: weapons capable
of destroying the planet | the richest goldmine on
the planet [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old French
planete, from Late Latin planeta, from Greek
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planes “wanderer”] —planetary /'plæn@"tEri/

adj.

plan·e·tar·i·um /"plæn@'tEri@m/ n. [C] a build-

P

ing where lights on a curved ceiling show the
movements of planets and stars
plank /plæÎk/ n. [C] 1 a long narrow flat piece of
wood, used for building 2 a feature or principle
that a political party says is one of its aims ➔ PLATFORM : Education is a central plank in the candidate’s platform.
plank·ton /'plæÎkt@n/ n. [U] BIOLOGY very small
plants and animals that live in the ocean and are
eaten by fish [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 German,
Greek, from planktos “wandering,” from plazesthai “to wander”]
plan·ner /'plænø/ n. [C] someone who plans
something, especially someone who plans the way
cities grow and develop: city planners | He works
as a financial planner.
plant1 /plænt/ n. [C] 1 BIOLOGY a living thing that
has leaves and roots and grows in the ground,
especially one that is smaller than a tree ➔ HOUSEPLANT : a plant that grows well in the shade | a bean
plant 2 ECONOMICS a factory and all its equipment:
a manufacturing plant
plant2 v. [T] 1 to put plants or seeds in the ground
to grow: Plant tomatoes in a sunny place. | a
hillside planted with pine trees 2 (informal) to hide
stolen or illegal goods in someone’s clothes, bags,
room, etc. in order to make him/her seem guilty of

a crime: The police were accused of planting evidence against him. 3 to put something firmly
somewhere: He stood, his feet planted slightly
apart. 4 plant an idea/doubt/suspicion (in
sb’s mind) to mention something that makes
someone begin to have an idea, doubt, etc.: Don’t
plant ideas in the boy’s head! —planting n. [C,U]

Plan·tae /'plænti/ n.

BIOLOGY the KINGDOM
(=largest group into which scientists divide living
things) that consists of all the plants ➔ ANIMALIA

plan·ta·tion /plæn'teIS@n/ n. [C] 1 a large
farm, especially in a hot country, where a single
crop such as tea, cotton, or sugar is grown: a rubber
plantation 2 HISTORY in the past, a large farm in the
U.S. South that used SLAVE s to grow cotton,
tobacco, etc.

plant·er /'plænôø/ n. [C] 1 a container in which
plants are grown 2 someone who owns or is in
charge of a plantation

plaque /plæk/ n. 1 [C] a piece of flat metal or

stone with writing on it: A bronze plaque on the
house read: “Walt Whitman was born here.” 2 [U]
BIOLOGY a harmful substance that forms on your
teeth, that BACTERIA can live and grow in [ORIGIN:
1800—1900 French, Dutch plak, from plakken
“to stick”]

plas·ma /'plæzm@/ n. [U] 1 BIOLOGY the yellowish liquid part of the blood that contains the blood
cells 2 PHYSICS a gas that exists at very high
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sheets, used especially in store windows —platetemperatures, for example in stars, which consists
glass adj.: a plate-glass window
of ION s and ELECTRON s
plas·ter1 /'plæstø/ n. [U] a substance used for plate·let /'pleItl@t/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a type of cell in
your blood that helps it to CLOT (=become solid)
covering walls and ceilings to give them a smooth
when you bleed, so that you stop bleeding
surface
plaster2 v. [T] 1 to spread or stick something all "plate tec'tonics n. [U] EARTH SCIENCES a scientific idea that explains how movement in the very
over a surface so that it is thickly covered: a wall
large sheets of rock that form the surface of the
plastered with posters 2 to cover a surface with
Earth produces mountains and causes VOLCANO s
plaster
and EARTHQUAKE s, etc. ➔ TECTONIC PLATE
plas·tered /'plæstød/ adj. (informal) very drunk
plat·form /'plætfOrm/ n. [C] 1 a raised structure
plaster of Par·is /"plæstø @v 'pærIs/ n. [U] a
for people to stand or work on: He climbed onto the
mixture of a white powder and water that dries
wooden platform and began to speak. | an oil
quickly, used especially for making STATUE s or
platform 2 POLITICS the main ideas and aims of a
MOLD s
political party, especially the ones that they state
just before an election: Tax cuts may be included in
plas·tic1 /'plæstIk/ n. 1 [C,U] a light strong
the party platform for the next election. 3 IT the
material that is produced by a chemical process,
type of computer system or software that someone
that can be made into different shapes when it is
uses: a multimedia platform 4 a chance for somesoft: toys made of plastic 2 [U] (informal) a CREDIT
one to express his/her opinions: He used the TV
CARD : Some customers are worried about paying
interview as a platform for his views on educawith plastic on the Internet.
tion. 5 the place in a railroad station or SUBWAY
2
plastic adj. 1 made of plastic: a plastic bag |
where you get on and off a train: We were waiting
1
plastic cups ➔ see picture at MATERIAL 2 (disapprovon the platform.
ing) seeming artificial or not natural: a plastic
smile | plastic-tasting food 3 a plastic substance plat·ing /'pleIÔIÎ/ n. [U] a thin layer of metal that
covers another metal surface: silver plating
such as clay can be formed into many different
shapes and then keeps the shape until someone plat·i·num /'plæt§n@m, 'plæt§n-@m/ n. [U]
CHEMISTRY (symbol Pt) an expensive heavy silverchanges it
white metal that is an ELEMENT and is used in
plas·tic·i·ty /plæ'stIs@Ôi/ n. [U] the quality of
making jewelry [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Modern
being easily made into any shape
Latin, Spanish platina, from plata “silver”]
"plastic 'surgery n. [U] the medical practice of plat·i·tude /'plæÔ@"tud/ n. [C] (disapproving) a
changing the appearance of people’s faces or bodboring statement that has been made many times
ies, either to improve their appearance or to repair
before: a speech full of platitudes
injuries
pla·ton·ic /pl@'tAnIk/ adj. a relationship that is
plate /pleIt/ n. 1 [C] a flat, usually round dish
platonic is friendly, but not sexual
that you eat from or serve food on: a china plate |
Even Jon cleaned his plate (=ate all the food that pla·toon /pl@'tun/ n. [C] a small group of soldiers
that is part of a COMPANY [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
was on his plate). 2 [C] also plateful /'pleItfUl/
French peloton “ball, small group,” from pelote
the amount of food on a plate ➔ DISH : a plate of
“little ball”]
scrambled eggs and toast 3 [C] a flat piece of
metal, glass, bone, etc.: A brass plate on the door plat·ter /'plæÔø/ n. [C] 1 a large plate, used for
serving food 2 chicken/seafood etc. platter
had the director’s name on it. 4 gold/silver etc.
chicken, etc. arranged on a plate with other foods
plate [U] ordinary metal with a thin covering of
and served in a restaurant
gold, silver, etc. 5 [C] (informal) a LICENSE PLATE :
New Jersey plates 6 [singular] the place where the plat·y·pus /'plæÔ@p@s/ n. [C] a small Australian
person hitting the ball stands in the sport of baseanimal that lays eggs and has a beak, but also has
ball: Reid stepped up to the plate, swung, and hit
fur and feeds milk to its babies [ORIGIN: 1700—
the ball. 7 [C] a thin piece of plastic with FALSE
1800 Modern Latin, Greek platypous “flatTEETH in it
footed”]
pla·teau /plæ'toU/ n. [C] 1 EARTH SCIENCES a large plau·dits /'plOdIts/ n. [plural] (formal) praise and
area of flat land that is higher than the land around
admiration: Her ideas have won plaudits from
it 2 a period during which the level or amount of
scientists.
something does not change: I had reached a plaplau·si·ble
/'plOz@b@l/ adj. easy to believe and
teau in my career. ➔ see picture on page A11
likely to be true ANT implausible: a plausible
—plateau v. [I]
story [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin plausibilis
-plat·ed /'pleIÔId/ adj. gold-plated/silver“worth applauding,” from plaudere “to
plated/brass-plated etc. covered with a thin
applaud”]
layer of gold, silver, or other metal: a silver-plated play1 /pleI/ v. (played, plays)
spoon
1 SPORT/GAME a) [I,T] to take part or compete in
"plate 'glass n. [U] clear glass made in large thick
a game or sport: men playing poker | Kara played
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basketball in college. | Garcia plays for the 15 play second fiddle to sb/sth to be involved
Hornets. | The 49ers are playing the Vikings on in an activity, but not be as important as the main
Saturday (=they are competing against the person or group that is involved in it [ORIGIN: Old
Vikings). b) [T] to use a particular piece, card, English plegan]
person, etc. in a game or sport: Coach Nelson will
GRAMMAR
play Williams at quarterback.
Do not use a preposition or “the” after play
2 CHILDREN/TOYS [I,T] to do things that you enjoy,
when you are talking about playing a game or
especially to pretend things or to use toys: a little
sport. Say: They’re playing football.
girl who likes playing with dolls | Outside, the kids
Do not say “They’re playing at football” or
were playing tag/catch/house etc. | Parents need to
“They’re playing the football.”
spend time just playing with their children.
Always use “the” after the verb play and before
3 MUSIC a) [I,T] ENG. LANG. ARTS to perform a piece
the names of musical instruments: Anna plays
of music on an instrument: The band played for
the piano.
10,000 people at the Newport Festival. | Matt plays
drums. b) [I,T] to make a radio, STEREO , etc. play around phr. v.
produce sounds, especially music: a story tape to
play for the kids in the car | an entertainment center 1 to spend time having fun, but without having a
particular purpose: I didn’t get good grades
capable of playing CDs, DVDs and games
4 play a part/role to have an effect or influence because I played around a lot.
on something: Police believe he may have played a 2 (informal) to have a sexual relationship with someone who is not your husband or wife
role in the boy’s death.
5 THEATER/MOVIE a) [T] ENG. LANG. ARTS to act as play sth ↔ back phr. v.
one of the characters in a movie, television, or to let someone hear or see again something that has
theater performance: Kidman plays the role/part of been recorded on a TAPE , VIDEO , etc.: Jody
Virginia Woolf in the movie. | He plays a shy, rewound the tape and played it back.
nervous man. b) [I] to be performed or shown at a play sth ↔ down phr. v.
theater, etc.: Where’s the movie playing?
to make something seem less important or bad than
6 BEHAVE [linking verb, T] (informal) to behave in a it really is: The White House tried to play down the
particular way, or pretend to have a particular latest economic figures.
quality, in order to achieve something: If he asks, play on sth phr. v.
just play dumb (=pretend you do not know the to use a feeling or idea in order to get what you
answer). | the accusation that scientists are playing want, often in an unfair way: His campaign plays
God | Doctors warned parents to play it safe (=do on people’s fear of crime.
the safest thing) by immunizing their children. | play sth ↔ up phr. v.
Tracy forced herself to play it cool (=stay calm and to make something seem better or more important
not be too eager) with Brad.
than it really is: The town has played up its location
7 play ball a) to throw, hit, kick, or catch a ball as to attract tourists.
a game or activity: Just don’t play ball in the play with sth phr. v.
house. b) (informal) to agree to do something that
someone wants you to do: They threatened to stop 1 to keep touching or moving something: Stop
playing with the remote control!
advertising if the magazine didn’t play ball.
8 play a trick/joke/prank on sb to do something 2 also play around with sth to organize or think
to surprise or deceive someone, and make other about something in different ways, to see what
works: I’ve been playing with the design of the
people laugh
9 play tricks (on you) if your mind, memory, newsletter.
sight, etc. plays tricks on you, you feel confused play2 n. 1 [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a story that is written
and not sure about what is happening
to be performed by actors, especially in a theater: a
10 play it by ear (informal) to decide what to do as play by Shakespeare | a play about two men on trial
things happen, instead of planning anything: We’ll for murder | Each year, the drama department puts
see what the weather’s like and play it by ear.
on/performs a play in the spring. ➔ THE11 play sth by ear to be able to play music after ATER 2 [C,U] the actions of the people who are
you have heard it instead of by reading the notes
playing a game or sport: On the next play, Johnson
12 play games (disapproving) to not be serious ran fifteen yards for a touchdown. 3 [U] the things
about what you are doing, or not say what you that people, especially children, do for fun, such as
really think, especially in a way that tricks or using toys: the shouts of children at play | Children
deceives other people: Stop playing games and just learn through play. | a play area with slides and
tell me what you want.
swings 4 [U] the effect or influence of something:
13 play with fire to do something that could have All of these factors are at play (=having an effect)
a very bad result: If you invest in high-risk stocks, in any human relationship. | Cultural differences
you’re playing with fire.
come into play (=begin to have an effect) when
14 play your cards right to behave in an effective trying to sell a product in a foreign country. | A
way in a situation, in order to get what you want: If complex system of muscles is brought into play
you play your cards right, eventually you’ll get (=begun to be used) for each body movepromoted.
ment. 5 play on words a use of a word or phrase
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that is interesting or funny because it has more than play·off /'pleIOf/ n. [C usually plural] a game or
one meaning ➔ PUN
series of games played by the best teams or players
in a sports competition, in order to decide the final
play·act·ing /'pleI"æktIÎ/ n. [U] (disapproving)
winner: The Chicago Cubs are in the playoffs.
behavior in which someone pretends to be serious
THESAURUS
or sincere, but is not
competition, championship,
tournament ➔ COMPETITION
play·boy /'pleIbOI/ n. (plural playboys) [C] (oldfashioned) a rich man who does not work and who
spends time enjoying himself with beautiful play·pen /'pleIpEn/ n. [C] an enclosed area like
an open box with a net or wooden BAR s around it,
women, fast cars, etc.
in which very young children can play safely
"play-by-'play adj. play-by-play commentary/
description a description of the action in a sports play·room /'pleIrum/ n. [C] a room for children
to play in
game as it happens, given on television or the radio
'Play-Doh n. [U] (trademark) a soft substance like play·thing /'pleI"θIÎ/ n. [C] a toy
colored clay, used by children for making shapes
play·time /'pleItaIm/ n. [U] a period of time
play·er /'pleIø/ n. [C] 1 someone who plays a
during which a child can play: Don’t let TV take up
game, sport, or musical instrument: a piano player |
too much playtime.
a basketball player 2 one of the people, compaplay·wright
/'pleIraIt/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS
nies, organizations, etc. that is involved in a situasomeone who writes plays
tion: a major/dominant/key player in the stock
market 3 a CD/record/cassette etc. player a pla·za /'plAz@, 'plæz@/ n. [C] an outdoor public
place, usually with a lot of stores and small busimachine that is used to play CDs, etc.
nesses
play·ful /'pleIf@l/ adj. 1 intended to be fun rather
than serious, or showing that you are having fun: plea /pli/ n. [C] 1 a request that is urgent and full
of emotion: a plea for help | They made a plea for
playful tunes | She gave him a playful poke. 2 very
more resources. 2 LAW a statement by someone in
active and happy: playful children tumbling in the
a court of law saying whether s/he is guilty or not:
snow —playfully adv. —playfulness n. [U]
The defendant entered a plea of “not guilty.”
play·ground /'pleIgraUnd/ n. [C] an area where
children can play, especially at a school or in a 'plea-"bargain v. [I] LAW to avoid punishment for a
park, that often has special equipment that children
serious crime by agreeing to say you are guilty of a
can climb on, ride on, etc.
less serious one
play·house /'pleIhaUs/ n. [C] 1 a theater, often plead /plid/ v. 1 [I] (past tense and past participle
used as part of a theater’s name: the Pasadena
pleaded) to ask for something you want very
Playhouse 2 a small structure like a house, that
much, in an urgent and emotional way SYN beg:
children can play in
Mother pleaded with Dad to be gentler with us. |
He pleaded for forgiveness.
THESAURUS

ask, beg, implore ➔ ASK

2 [I,T] (past tense and past participle pleaded or pled
/plEd/) LAW to officially say in a court of law
whether or not you are guilty of a crime: “How do
you plead?” “Not guilty.” | Parker pled guilty to
four charges of theft.
pleas·ant /'plEz@nt/ adj. 1 enjoyable, nice, or
good: It had been a pleasant evening. | a pleasant
surprise
THESAURUS

'playing card n. [C] a CARD
'playing field n. 1 [C] a large piece of ground

with particular areas marked on it for playing
football, baseball, etc. 2 a level playing field a
situation in which different people, companies,
countries, etc. can all compete fairly with each
other because no one has special advantages:
Canada limits election spending in an attempt to
create a level playing field.
play·mate /'pleImeIt/ n. [C] (old-fashioned) a
friend you play with when you are a child

nice, enjoyable ➔ NICE

2 polite, friendly, or kind: a really nice, pleasant
man —pleasantly adv.: We were pleasantly surprised by how welcoming everyone was.
pleas·ant·ry /'plEz@ntri/ n. (plural pleasantries)
[C] (formal) something that you say in order to be
polite

please1 /pliz/ interjection 1 used in order to be
polite when asking someone to do something:
Patty, sit down, please. | Could you please hold the
line? 2 used in order to be polite when asking for
something: Can I have a cookie, please? | Can I
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please go to Becky’s party? 3 (spoken) said in who promises to become a member of a college
order to politely accept something that someone FRATERNITY or SORORITY
offers you: “Coffee?” “Yes, please.”
pledge2 v. [T] 1 to make a formal, usually public,
please2 v. 1 [I,T] to make someone feel happy or promise: Canada pledged to provide medical aid.
satisfied: a business that wants to please its
THESAURUS
promise, give sb your word,
customers | a boss who is hard to please | Children
swear, take/swear an oath, vow, undertake to
are often eager to please. 2 [I] used in some
do sth, guarantee, commit ➔ PROMISE 1
phrases to show that someone can do or have what
s/he wants: Students can study whatever they 2 to make someone formally promise something:
please. | You can come and go as you please.
Employees were pledged to secrecy. 3 to promise
pleased /plizd/ adj. 1 happy or satisfied: Your to become a member of a college FRATERNITY or
mom will be really pleased. | We’re very pleased SORORITY
with the results. | Ellen was pleased that Toby had "Pledge of Al'legiance n. the Pledge of
remembered. | I was pleased to hear/see/learn etc. Allegiance an official statement said by Americans in which they promise to be loyal to the
that things had improved.
United States. It is usually said by children every
THESAURUS
happy, glad, content,
morning at school.
delighted ➔ HAPPY
plen·i·tude /'plEn@"tud/ n. (literary) 1 a pleni2 (I’m) pleased to meet you (spoken) said in tude of sth a large amount of something: Hunters
order to be polite when you meet someone for the in the 1800s found a plenitude of beaver. 2 [U] the
first time
condition of being complete or full
pleas·ing /'plizIÎ/ adj. (formal) giving pleasure, plen·ti·ful /'plEnôIf@l/ adj. more than enough in
enjoyment, or satisfaction: a pleasing flavor | The amount or number: a plentiful supply
design of the car is very pleasing to the eye (=nice —plentifully adv.
to look at).
plen·ty1 /'plEnôi/ pron. a large amount that is
pleas·ur·a·ble /'plEZ@r@b@l/ adj. (formal) enjoy- enough or more than enough: Eat plenty of fruits
and vegetables. | We have plenty to worry about.
able: pleasurable activities
ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French plenté, from
pleas·ure /'plEZø/ n. 1 [U] a feeling of happi- [Latin
plenitas “fullness”]
ness, satisfaction, or enjoyment ➔ PLEASANT :
T
H
E
S
AURUS
Marie laughed with pleasure. | I’d like more time to
many, a large number, a
read for pleasure. | He took pleasure in his work. |
lot/lots, a multitude of sb/sth, a plethora of
The park has given pleasure to many people. | The
sth, myriad ➔ MANY
kids yelled for the sheer/pure pleasure of it. 2 [C]
enough, ample, sufficient ➔ ENOUGH
an activity or experience that you enjoy very much:
Chocolate is one of my chief pleasures. | It’s a plenty2 adv. (spoken) more than enough SYN a lot:
pleasure to finally meet you. 3 (it is) my plea- There’s plenty more room in the car.
sure (spoken) a polite phrase used in order to say
that you are glad you can do something nice for pleth·o·ra /'plEθ@r@/ n. a plethora of sth (forsomeone: “Thanks for walking me home.” “It was mal) a very large number of something
my pleasure.”
pleu·ra /'plUr@/ n. (plural pleurae /-ri/ or pleuras)
pleat /plit/ n. [C usually plural] a flat fold in a piece [C] BIOLOGY a very thin protective layer of material
that covers your lungs and the inner walls of your
of clothing —pleat v. [T]
chest —pleural adj.
pleat·ed /'pliÔId/ adj. a pleated skirt, pair of pants, Plex·i·glas /'plEksi"glæs/ n. [U] (trademark) a
dress, etc. has a lot of flat narrow folds
strong clear type of plastic that can be used instead
ple·be·ian1 /plI'bi@n/ n. [C] HISTORY an ordinary of glass
person who had no special rank in ancient Rome pli·a·ble /'plaI@b@l/ adj. (formal) 1 able to bend
➔ PATRICIAN [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin ple- without breaking or cracking SYN flexible: Roll the
beius, from plebs “common people”]
clay until it is soft and pliable. 2 also pli·ant
plebeian2 adj. 1 (disapproving) relating to ordi- /'plaI@nt/ easily influenced by others, or willing to
nary people and what they like, rather than to accept new ideas: a pliant legislature
people from a high social class 2 HISTORY relating pli·ers /'plaIøz/ n. [plural] a small metal tool used
to plebeians in ancient Rome
for bending wire or cutting it: a pair of pliers
pled /plEd/ v. a past tense and past participle of plight /plaIt/ n. [C usually singular] a bad, serious,
PLEAD
or sad situation that someone is in: the plight of
pledge1 /plEdZ/ n. [C] 1 a serious promise or women in that society | the university’s financial
agreement to do something or give money to some- plight
thing: a pledge of support | Parents make a pledge plod /plAd/ v. (plodded, plodding) [I] to move or
to take their children to rehearsals. | a pledge of do something very slowly, especially in a way that
$100 to the public television station 2 someone is boring or that shows you are tired: We plodded
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uphill. | The movie plods along without very much
ever happening. —plodding adj.
plop1 /plAp/ v. (plopped, plopping) [I,T] to sit
down, fall down, or drop something somewhere in
a careless way: Jaime plopped down on the bed. | I
plopped a couple of ice cubes into a glass.
plop2 n. [C] the sound made by something when it
falls or is dropped into liquid
plot1 /plAt/ n. [C] 1 the events that form the main
story of a book, movie, or play: The movie has a
very complicated plot. 2 a secret plan you make
with other people to do something illegal or harmful: a plot to kill the President
THESAURUS
PLAN 1

plan, conspiracy, scheme ➔

3 a small piece of land for building or growing
things on: a two-acre plot of land

plot v. (plotted, plotting) 1 [I,T] to make a secret
2

plan, especially one intended to harm a particular
person or organization: The group had plotted to
smuggle explosives into the country. | Rebels plotted against the dictator. 2 [T] also plot out to
make lines and marks on a CHART or map that
represent facts, numbers, etc.: These graphs plot
the company’s progress.
plow1 /plaU/ n. [C] 1 a large piece of equipment
used on farms that cuts up the surface of the ground
so that seeds can be planted 2 (informal) a SNOWPLOW

plow2 v. 1 [I,T] to use a plow in order to cut earth,

push snow off streets, etc.: newly plowed
fields 2 [I] to move with a lot of effort or force: A
ship plowed through the waves.
plow ahead phr. v. to continue to do something in
spite of difficulties or opposition: She was silent,
but I plowed ahead with my questions.
plow sth ↔ back phr. v. to use money that you
have earned from a business to make the business
bigger and more successful: Profits are plowed
back into equipment and training.
plow into sth phr. v. to hit something hard with a
car, truck, etc.: We plowed into a parked car.
plow through sth phr. v. to read or look at all of
something even though it is difficult, long, or boring: Investigators plowed through the phone
records.

ploy /plOI/ n. (plural ploys) [C] a way of tricking

someone in order to gain an advantage: It was just a
ploy to advance his political career.

pluck1 /plök/ v. [T] 1 to pull something quickly in

order to remove it: She put flowers plucked from the
garden into a vase. | She plucks her eyebrows
(=pulls out hairs from the edges of them). 2 to
take someone away from a place or situation:
Rescue teams plucked people from the rooftops as
the water rose. 3 pluck up the courage to make
yourself be brave or confident enough to do something: I finally plucked up the courage to ask for a
raise. 4 to pull the feathers off a chicken or other

bird before cooking it 5 to quickly pull the strings
of a musical instrument
pluck2 n. [U] (old-fashioned) courage and determination to do something that is difficult: It takes a lot
of pluck to do what he’s done. —plucky adj.
plug1 /plög/ n. [C] 1 the small object at the end of
a wire, that is used for connecting a piece of
electrical equipment to a SOCKET (=supply of electricity) 2 a round flat piece of rubber, used for
blocking the hole in a bathtub or SINK 3 (informal)
a way of advertising a book, movie, etc. by talking
about it on a radio or television program
plug2 v. (plugged, plugging) [T] 1 also plug up
to fill a hole or block it: The drain was plugged up
with paper. 2 to advertise a book, movie, etc. by
talking about it on a radio or television program:
Susan was on the show to plug her new novel.
THESAURUS
advertise, promote, market,
publicize, hype ➔ ADVERTISE

plug away phr. v. to continue working hard at

something: Scientists have been plugging away at
the problem.
plug sth ↔ in phr. v. to connect a piece of electrical
equipment to a SOCKET (=supply of electricity)
ANT unplug: Is the TV plugged in?
plug sth into sth phr. v. to connect one piece of
electrical equipment to another: Can you plug the
speakers into the stereo for me?
plum /plöm/ n. [C] 1 a soft round usually purple
fruit with a single large seed, or the tree on which it
grows ➔ see picture on page 414 2 something very
good that other people wish they had, such as a
good job, part in a play, etc.: The governorship of
California is a bigger political plum than a seat in
Congress. —plum adj. [only before noun]: a plum
job/role/assignment
plum·age /'plumIdZ/ n. [U] (formal) the feathers
covering a bird’s body
plumb /plöm/ adv. (spoken, informal) exactly or
completely: He’s plumb crazy. | Sorry, I just plumb
forgot.
plumb·er /'plömø/ n. [C] someone whose job is
to repair water pipes, SINK s, toilets, etc. [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Old French plommier “worker in
lead,” from Latin plumbarius, from plumbus
“lead;” because water pipes were originally
made of lead]
plumb·ing /'plömIÎ/ n. [U] the system of water
pipes in a house or building
plume /plum/ n. [C] 1 a small cloud of smoke,
dust, gas, etc.: Plumes of black smoke were coming
from the garage. 2 a large feather
plum·met /'plömIt/ v. [I] 1 to suddenly and
quickly decrease in value: House prices have plummeted.
THESAURUS

➔ DECREASE 1

decrease, go down, drop, fall

2 to fall suddenly and very quickly from a very
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high place: The plane plummeted to the ground.

plump1 /plömp/ adj. 1 attractively round and

slightly fat: plump juicy strawberries 2 fat – used
in order to be polite: He was 67, short, and a little
plump.
THESAURUS
fat, overweight, big, heavy,
large, obese, chubby, stout, corpulent, rotund
1
➔ FAT

plump2 also plump up v. [T] to make a PILLOW
rounder and softer by shaking or hitting it

P

plun·der1 /'plöndø/ v. [I,T] to steal money or
property from a place while fighting in a war: The
Vikings invaded and plundered the town.
THESAURUS
STEAL 1

steal, burglarize, loot ➔

plunder2 n. [U] things that are stolen during an
attack or war

plunge1 /plöndZ/ v. 1 [I,T] to move, fall, or be

thrown or pushed suddenly forward or downward:
The plane plunged into the Atlantic shortly after
takeoff. ➔ DIVE 1 2 [I] to suddenly decrease in
amount or value: The stock market plunged more
than 1,200 points.
plunge (sb/sth) into sth phr. v. to suddenly experience a bad or difficult situation, or to make someone or something do this: The company was
plunged into bankruptcy.
plunge2 n. 1 take the plunge to decide to do
something risky, usually after delaying or worrying
about it: Deming took the plunge and started his
own business. 2 [C] a sudden decrease in amount,
or a sudden fall
plung·er /'plöndZø/ n. [C] a tool used for clearing waste that is blocking a kitchen or bathroom
pipe. It consists of a straight handle with a large
rubber cup on the end.
plunk /plöÎk/ v. [I,T] (informal) to put something
somewhere in a noisy, sudden, or careless way, or
to suddenly sit down: Grover plunked down in
front of the TV.
plunk sth ↔ down phr. v. to spend a lot of money
for something: He plunked down $30 for a box of
chocolates.
plu·per·fect /"plu'pøfIkt/ n. the pluperfect
ENG. LANG. ARTS the PAST PERFECT
plu·ral /'plUr@l/ n. the plural ENG. LANG. ARTS in
grammar, the form of a word that represents more
than one person or thing. For example, “dogs” is
the plural of “dog.” ➔ SINGULAR [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Old French plurel, from Latin pluralis,
from plus “more”] —plural adj.: a plural noun/
verb
plu·ral·i·ty /plU'ræl@Ôi/ n. (plural pluralities) [C,U]
the largest number of votes in an election, especially when this is less than the total number of
votes that all the other people or parties have
received

plus1 /plös/

Ac prep. used when one number or
amount is added to another: Three plus six equals
nine (3 + 6 = 9). | The jacket costs $49.95 plus tax.
➔
CALCULATE [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin
“more” (adjective and adverb)]
plus2 Ac conjunction and also: He’s going to
college, plus he’s working 20 hours a week.
plus3 Ac adj., adv. 1 A plus/B plus/C plus
etc. a grade used in a system of marking students’
work. For example, a C plus is higher than a C, but
lower than a B MINUS . ➔ MINUS 2 greater than
zero or than a particular amount ➔ MINUS : a
temperature of plus 12° | She makes $50,000 a year
plus. 3 plus or minus used in order to say that a
number may be more or less by a certain amount:
The poll’s margin of error was plus or minus 3
percentage points. | We expect a variation of plus or
minus 5% in these figures. 4 plus sizes sizes for
women’s clothes that are larger than regular sizes
plus4 n. [C] 1 MATH a plus sign 2 something that
is an advantage or a quality that you think is good:
The restaurant’s location is a big/major plus.
plush1 /plöS/ adj. comfortable, expensive, and of
good quality: a plush resort
plush2 n. [U] a type of cloth with a thick soft
surface: a plush rabbit
'plus sign n. [C] MATH the sign (+)
Plu·to /'pluÔoU/ n. PHYSICS an object in space that
was considered to be the smallest PLANET until
2006, when scientists decided that it was a DWARF
PLANET rather than a planet
plu·to·ni·um /plu'toUni@m/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY
(symbol Pu) a metal that is an ELEMENT and is used
for producing NUCLEAR power
ply1 /plaI/ n. [U] a unit for measuring the thickness
of thread, rope, plywood, etc. based on the number
of threads or layers that it has: two-/three-ply etc.
toilet paper
ply2 v. (plied, plies) 1 ply your trade/craft (written) to work at your business or special skill: He is
now in his eighties, but still plying his trade. 2 [I,T]
(literary) a boat or vehicle that plies between two
places travels to those two places regularly
ply sb with sth phr. v. to continue giving someone
large amounts of something, especially food and
drinks
ply·wood /'plaIwUd/ n. [U] a material made of
thin sheets of wood stuck together to form a hard
board
p.m. used when talking about times that are
between NOON and MIDNIGHT : I get off work at
5:30 p.m. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin post meridiem “after noon”]
PMS n. [U] premenstrual syndrome the uncomfortable physical and emotional feelings that many
women have before their PERIOD starts
pneu·mat·ic /nU'mæÔIk/ adj. 1 filled with air: a
pneumatic tire 2 able to work using air pressure: a
pneumatic drill —pneumatically adv.
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pneu·mo·nia /nU'moUny@/ n. [U] a serious ill-

ness that affects your lungs and makes it difficult to
breathe
P.O. the written abbreviation of POST OFFICE
P.O. Box /"pi 'oU "bAks/ n. [C] post office box a
box in a post office that has a special number, to
which you can have mail sent instead of to your
home
P.O.W. n. [C] PRISONER OF WAR : a P.O.W. camp
poach /poUtS/ v. 1 [T] to cook food such as eggs
or fish in a small amount of boiling liquid 2 [I,T] to
illegally catch or shoot animals, birds, or fish,
especially from private land
poach·er /'poUtSø/ n. [C] someone who illegally
catches or shoots animals, birds, or fish, especially
on private land
pock·et1 /'pAkIt/ n. [C] 1 a small bag sewn into
or onto shirts, coats, pants, or skirts, that you can
put keys, money, etc. in: a key in his pants
pocket 2 the amount of money you have that you
can spend: Over $20 million was taken out of the
pockets of American taxpayers. | a corporation with
deep pockets (=a lot of money) 3 a small bag or
piece of material that is attached to something such
as a car seat, used for holding maps, magazines,
etc. 4 a small area or amount that is different from
what surrounds it: pockets of poverty in the city
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Old North French pokete,
from poke “bag”]
pocket2 v. [T] 1 to put something in your
pocket 2 to get money in a way that is very easy or
dishonest: One judge pocketed $500,000 in bribes.
pocket3 also 'pocket-sized adj. small enough to
fit into a pocket: a pocket calendar
pock·et·book /'pAkIt"bUk/ n. [C] 1 the amount
of money you have, or your ability to pay for
things: Some voters are worried that the changes
could hurt their pocketbooks (=cause them to have
less money). 2 (old-fashioned) a WALLET or PURSE
pock·et·ful /'pAkItfUl/ n. [C] the amount that
will fill a pocket, or a large amount: a pocketful of
small change
'pocket knife n. [C] a small knife with a blade
that you can fold into its handle
pod /pAd/ n. [C] 1 the long green part of plants
such as beans and PEA s that the seeds grow in 2 a
group of sea animals, such as WHALE s or DOLPHIN s, that swim together
pod·cast /'pAdkæst/ n. [C] IT a television or radio
show in DIGITAL form, that you can DOWNLOAD
from a website and watch on your computer or
listen to on equipment such as an MP3 PLAYER
—podcasting n. [U]
po·di·a·trist /p@'daI@trIst/ n. [C] a doctor who
takes care of people’s feet and treats foot diseases
—podiatry n. [U]
po·di·um /'poUdi@m/ n. [C] 1 a tall narrow desk
that you stand behind when giving a speech to a lot
of people: Several speakers took the podium

(=spoke from it) that night. 2 a small raised area
for a performer, speaker, or musical CONDUCTOR
to stand on
po·em /'poU@m/ n. [C] a piece of writing that
expresses emotions, experiences, and ideas, especially in short lines using words that RHYME
(=have a particular pattern of sounds) [ORIGIN:
1400—1500 French poème, from Latin, from
Greek poiein “to make, create”]
po·et /'poUIt/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS someone who
writes poems
po·et·ess /'poU@ÔIs/ n. [C] (old-fashioned) ENG.
LANG. ARTS a female poet
po·et·ic /poU'EÔIk/ adj. 1 ENG. LANG. ARTS relating
to poetry, or typical of poetry: poetic language 2 graceful and expressing deep emotions: a
poetic and powerful ballet —poetically adv.
po"etic 'justice n. [U] a situation in which someone who has done something bad suffers in a way
that you think s/he deserves
po"etic 'license n. [U] the freedom to change
facts, not obey grammar rules, etc. because you are
writing poetry or making art

po·et·ry /'poU@tri/ n. [U]

ENG. LANG. ARTS poems,
PROSE : a book of

or the art of writing them ➔
Emily Dickinson’s poetry

po·grom /'poUgr@m/ n. [C] a planned killing of
large numbers of people, especially Jews, done for
reasons of race or religion ➔ GENOCIDE

poign·ant /'pOIny@nt/ adj. making you feel sad

or full of pity: a simple melody and poignant lyrics
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French, present participle
of poindre “to prick, sting,” from Latin pungere]
—poignancy n. [U] —poignantly adv.
THESAURUS
emotional, moving, touching,
emotive ➔ EMOTIONAL

poin·set·ti·a /pOIn'sEÔi@/ n. [C] a plant with
groups of large bright red or white leaves that look
like flowers

point1 /pOInt/ n.

1 ONE IDEA [C] a single fact, idea, or opinion in an
argument or discussion: There were a lot of good
points in his speech. | I made that point at a staff
meeting last week. | I didn’t like his attitude, but I
could see his point (=understand his idea). | I had
to admit that he had a point (=his opinion is
correct).
2 MAIN IDEA the point the main meaning or idea
in something that is said or done: Come on, Charlie, get to the point (=say your idea directly)! | The
point is (that) he had been proven wrong. | What’s
your point, Rob? | I think you’re missing the point
(=do not understand the most important thing). |
He’s a nice guy, but that’s beside/not the point. |
The important/main/crucial point is that no one is
wholly good or wholly evil.
3 PURPOSE [U] the purpose or aim of doing something: The whole point of traveling is to experience
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new things. | There’s no point in continuing.
Don’t say “There’s no point to continue.” b
4 IN TIME/DEVELOPMENT [C] a specific moment,
time, or stage in something’s development: At this/
that/one/some point, Moore decided to tell him. |
She had reached the point where she knew something had to change. | It’s a good starting point for
any future negotiations. | the turning point in the
investigation (=the time when it changed)
c

THESAURUS
STAGE 1

P

stage, part, step, phase ➔

5 PLACE [C] a particular position or place: the point
where two lines cross each other
THESAURUS

➔ PLACE 1

place, position, spot, location

6 QUALITY [C] a particular quality or feature that
someone or something has: Teachers try to focus on
a learner’s strong points (=best qualities or abilities), and then work on his or her weak points.
7 GAME/SPORT [C] a unit used for showing the
SCORE in a game or sport: The Rams beat the
Giants by six points.
8 IN NUMBERS [C] MATH the sign (.) used for
separating a whole number from the DECIMAL s that
follow it: four point five percent (=4.5%)
9 MEASURE [C] a measure on a scale: Stocks were
down 12 points today at 8,098.
10 the high/low point of sth the best or worst
part of something, or the best or worst moment: It
was the high point of their trip.
11 SHARP END [C] the sharp end of something
SYN tip: the point of a needle
12 up to a point partly, but not completely: He
believed her story, up to a point.
13 make a point of doing sth to deliberately do
something: Don makes a point of spending Saturdays with his kids.
14 SMALL SPOT [C] a very small spot: a tiny point
of light
15 LAND [C] a long thin piece of land that stretches
out into the ocean
16 to the point only talking about the most
important facts or ideas: Your business letters
should be short and to the point.
17 the point of no return a stage in a process or
activity when it becomes impossible to stop it or do
something different: We’ve reached the point of no
return, so we might as well finish the project.
➔ GUNPOINT , POINT OF VIEW

point2 v. 1 [I] to show someone something by

THESAURUS
LEAD 1

lead, guide, direct, show ➔

4 point the finger at sb (informal) to blame
someone SYN accuse
point out phr. v. 1 point sth↔ out to tell someone something that s/he does not already know or
has not yet noticed: The manager pointed out that
he would have to raise rents to pay for the improvements. 2 point sb/sth ↔ out to show a person or
thing to someone by pointing at him, her, or it: The
little girl pointed out her mother to us.
point to/toward sb/sth phr. v. to show that something is probably true: The report points to stress as
a cause of heart disease.
"point-'blank adv., adj. 1 if you say something
point-blank, you say it in a very direct way: I
asked/told him point-blank what was going
on. 2 if you shoot a gun point-blank, the person or
thing you are shooting is directly in front of you:
Ralston was shot point-blank in the chest. | He was
shot at point-blank range.

point·ed /'pOInôId/ adj. 1 having a point at the

end: cowboy boots with pointed toes 2 a pointed
question/look/remark etc. a direct question,
look, etc. that deliberately shows that you are
bored, annoyed, or do not approve of something

point·ed·ly /'pOInôIdli/ adv. deliberately, so that

people notice that you are bored, annoyed, or do
not approve of something: Wilton looked pointedly
at the clock.
point·er /'pOInôø/ n. [C] 1 a helpful piece of
advice SYN tip: I gave him some pointers on his
golf technique. 2 the thin ARROW on a piece of
equipment such as a computer or scale, that points
to a particular place, number, or direction 3 a long
stick used for pointing at things on a map, board,
etc.
point·less /'pOIntlIs/ adj. without any purpose or
meaning, or not likely to have an effect: pointless
violence on TV | It’s pointless trying to call him; he
isn’t home.
THESAURUS

futile – having no chance of being effective or
successful: a futile attempt to prevent the war
useless – not useful or effective in any way: The
information he provided was useless.
be a waste of time/money/effort – to be not
worth doing or spending money on because little
or nothing is achieved or gained: I thought the
class was a waste of time.
senseless – happening or done for no good
reason or with no purpose: the senseless killing of
innocent civilians

holding your finger out toward it: John pointed
to/toward two of the players. | “That’s my car,” she
said, pointing at a white Ford. ➔ see picture on page
A8 2 [I,T] to aim something, or to be aimed, in a
particular direction: He pointed a gun at the old
man’s head. | Dozens of cameras were pointed 'point man n. [C usually singular] 1 a soldier who
toward them. | What time is it when the little hand goes ahead of a group to see if there is any
points to the 8, and the big hand points to the danger 2 someone who is in charge of a particular
12? 3 [T] to show someone which direction to go: subject in a company or organization: the adminisThere should be signs pointing the way to the tration’s point man on health care
"point of 'view n. [C] 1 a particular way of
beach.

polar zone
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thinking about or judging a situation: I began writing about families from a father’s point of
view. 2 someone’s own personal opinion or attitude about something: My parents never seem to be
able to see my point of view.
THESAURUS

opinion, view, position,
stance, attitude ➔ OPINION

3 ENG. LANG. ARTS if a story is told from the NARRATOR’ s or a character’s point of view, it is written as
though that person is telling the story: a novel
written from the point of view of a teenage boy
poin·ty /'pOInôi/ adj. (informal) POINTED : a pointy
beard
poise1 /pOIz/ n. [U] 1 a calm confident way of
behaving, and the ability to control how you feel:
She spoke to the police with perfect poise. 2 a
graceful way of moving or standing: the poise of a
dancer
poise2 v. [T] to put something in a carefully balanced position, or to hold it there: He poised the
bottle over her glass, ready to pour.
poised /pOIzd/ adj. 1 completely prepared to do
something or for something to happen, when it is
likely to happen soon: The team is poised to win the
championships. 2 not moving, but completely
ready to move: I could sense that she was poised to
run at any second. | a rocket poised for
launch 3 behaving in a calm confident way, and
able to control your feelings and reactions: a poised
and talented girl
poi·son1 /'pOIz@n/ n. [C,U] 1 a substance that can
kill you or make you sick if you eat it, breathe it,
etc.: rat poison 2 a person, feeling, idea, etc. that
makes you behave badly or makes you feel very
unhappy: Hatred is a poison for the soul. [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Old French “drink, poisonous
drink, poison,” from Latin potio]
poison2 v. [T] 1 to kill or harm someone by
giving him/her poison: She poisoned the neighbor’s
dog. 2 to make land, lakes, rivers, air, etc. dirty
and dangerous, especially by using harmful chemicals: Pesticides are poisoning our rivers. 3 to have
harmful effects on someone’s mind or emotions, or
on a situation: Money has poisoned American politics.
poi·son·ing /'pOIz@nIÎ/ n. [C,U] an illness that is
caused by swallowing, touching, or breathing a
poisonous substance: The children were suffering
from food/lead poisoning.
"poison 'ivy n. [U] a plant with an oily substance
on its leaves that makes your skin hurt and ITCH if
you touch it
"poison 'oak n. [U] a plant that has leaves that
make your skin hurt and ITCH
poi·son·ous /'pOIz@n@s/ adj. containing poison
or producing poison: a poisonous chemical | poisonous snakes —poisonously adv.
THESAURUS
harmful, toxic, detrimental,
damaging, destructive ➔ HARMFUL

poke /poUk/ v. 1 [I,T] to quickly push your finger
or some other pointed object into something or
someone: Polly poked me in the ribs. | David poked
at the campfire with a stick. ➔ see picture on page A8
THESAURUS
PUSH 1

push, shove, nudge, elbow ➔

2 [I,T] to push something through a space or out of
an opening, so that you can see part of it, or to be
partly through a space or opening: Eve poked her
head around the door and told us to be quiet. |
Weeds were poking through the cracks. 3 poke a
hole to make a hole in something by pushing a
pointed object through it 4 poke fun at sb to
joke about someone in an unkind way: The article
pokes fun at Hollywood celebrities. —poke n. [C]
poke along phr. v. (informal) to move or travel
slowly
poke around phr. v. to look for something, especially by moving things: I began poking around in
the cupboard.
pok·er /'poUkø/ n. 1 [U] a card game that people
usually play for money 2 [C] a metal stick used for
moving coal or wood in a fire to make it burn better
pok·ey, poky /'poUki/ adj. (informal) doing things
very slowly, especially in a way that you find
annoying: a pokey driver
po·lar /'poUlø/ adj. 1 EARTH SCIENCES relating to
the North Pole or the South Pole: polar
ice 2 polar opposite someone or something that
is completely opposite to another person or thing in
character or style: Presidents Kennedy and Johnson
were polar opposites in terms of style and background.

'polar "bear n. [C] a large white bear that lives
near the North Pole

po·lar·ize /'poUl@"raIz/ v. [I,T] (formal) to divide

into two opposing groups, or to make people do
this: The trial polarized the city. —polarization
/"poUl@r@'zeIS@n/ n. [U]
Po·lar·oid /'poUl@"rOId/ n. [C] (trademark) a camera that uses a special film to produce a photograph
very quickly, or a photograph taken with this kind
of camera
'polar "zone n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES one of the two
parts of the Earth that are near the NORTH POLE and
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the SOUTH POLE , where the weather is always very
cold ➔ TEMPERATE ZONE , TROPICS
Pole /poUl/ n. [C] someone from Poland
pole n. [C] 1 a long stick or post: a telephone pole
(=holding up telephone wires outside) | a fishing
pole 2 EARTH SCIENCES the most northern and southern point on a PLANET : an expedition to the North
Pole 3 be poles apart to be very different from
someone or something else: The two classes were
poles apart in atmosphere. 4 PHYSICS one of two
points at the end of a MAGNET where its power is
strongest 5 PHYSICS one of the two points at which
wires can be attached to a BATTERY in order to use
its electricity
po·lem·ic /p@'lEmIk/ n. [C,U] strong arguments
that criticize or defend a particular idea, opinion, or
person —polemical adj.
'pole vault n. the pole vault a sport in which you
jump over a high BAR using a special long pole
—pole vaulter n. [C]
po·lice1 /p@'lis/ n. 1 the police an official organization whose job is to catch criminals, make sure
that people obey the law, and protect people and
property: Her neighbors called the police.
THESAURUS

People in the police
police officer/policeman/policewoman
detective – a police officer whose job is to

discover who is responsible for crimes
plain-clothes police officer – a police officer
who is wearing ordinary clothes instead of a
uniform
cop (informal) – a police officer

Things the police do
investigate crimes
find/collect evidence
arrest sb
question/interrogate/interview sb
hold/keep sb in custody – to keep someone

in prison while collecting more information about
a crime, or before s/he goes to court
charge sb with a crime – to state officially
that someone might be guilty of a crime

2 [plural] the people who work for this organization:
Police broke down the door. | police records/reports
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French, Late Latin politia
“government,” from polites “citizen”]
police2 v. [T] 1 to keep control over a place using
police 2 to control a particular activity or industry
by making sure people obey the rules: The agency
is responsible for policing the nuclear power industry. —policing n. [U]
po'lice de"partment n. [C] the official police
organization in a particular area or city
po'lice force n. [C] the official police organization in a country or area
po·lice·man /p@'lism@n/ n. (plural policemen
/-m@n/) [C] a male police officer
po'lice "officer n. [C] a member of the police

po'lice state n. [C] POLITICS a country where the
government strictly controls most of the activities
of its citizens
THESAURUS
government, democracy,
republic, monarchy, regime, dictatorship,
totalitarian country/state, etc. ➔ GOVERNMENT

po'lice "station n. [C] the local office of the
police in a town or city

po·lice·wom·an /p@'lis"wUm@n/ n. (plural
policewomen /-"wImIn/) [C] a female police

officer

pol·i·cy /'pAl@si/

Ac n. (plural policies) 1 [C,U]
a way of doing things that has been officially
agreed and chosen by a political party, business, or
organization: our foreign/economic/immigration
etc. policy | the company’s policy on maternity
leave | government officials who make policy |
monetary policy | a leading authority on welfare
policies 2 [C] a written agreement with an insurance company: a health insurance policy 3 [C,U]
a particular principle that you believe in: It’s my
policy not to gossip. [ORIGIN: (2) 1500—1600
French police “document, certificate,” from Old
Italian polizza, from Greek apodeixis “proof”]
po·li·o /'poUli"oU/ n. [U] a serious infectious disease of the nerves in the SPINE , that often results in
someone being permanently unable to move particular muscles
po·li sci /"pAli 'saI/ n. [U] (informal) POLITICAL
SCIENCE

Po·lish1 /'poUlIS/ adj. relating to or coming from
Poland

Polish2 n. 1 [U] the language used in
Poland 2 the Polish [plural] the people of Poland

pol·ish1 /'pAlIS/ v. [T] to make something smooth,
bright, and shiny by rubbing it: He polished his
shoes each night.
THESAURUS
clean, do the housework,
dust, vacuum, sweep (up), scrub, mop ➔
CLEAN 2

polish sth ↔ off phr. v. (informal) to finish food,
work, etc. quickly or easily: The kids polished off
the rest of the cake.
polish2 n. 1 [C,U] a liquid, powder, or other
substance that you rub into a surface to make it
shiny: furniture polish | shoe polish 2 [U] a high
level of skill and style in the way someone performs, writes, or behaves: Meeting new people will
help give you social polish. 3 [singular] the smooth
shiny appearance of something, that is produced by
polishing ➔ NAIL POLISH
pol·ished /'pAlISt/ adj. 1 shiny because of being
rubbed with polish: highly polished wood 2 done
with great skill and style, or doing something with
skill and style: a polished performance | a polished
ballerina 3 polite and confident: a polished and
sophisticated woman
po·lite /p@'laIt/ adj. behaving or speaking in a way
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that is correct for the social situation you are in, or
showing good manners: polite young people | It’s
not polite to talk with your mouth full. | a polite
smile | Len sipped at his drink to be polite. | They
weren’t just making polite conversation; they really
wanted to know. —politely adv. —politeness n.

[U]

THESAURUS

have good manners – to behave in a polite

way in social situations: Parents want to teach
their children to have good manners.
well-behaved – behaving in a polite or socially
acceptable way: My kids are generally
well-behaved.
courteous – polite and respectful: You should be
courteous to other drivers.
civil – polite but not very friendly: I know you
don’t like him, but try to be civil.

po·lit·i·cal /p@'lIÔIk@l/ adj. 1 relating to the gov-

ernment, politics, and the public affairs of a country: The U.S. has two main political parties. | the
political issues that are important to senior citizens 2 relating to the way that different people or
groups have power within a system, organization,
etc.: He was promoted for political reasons. 3 [not
before noun] interested in or active in politics:
Mike’s never been political. —politically adv.:
She’s becoming more politically active.
po"litically cor'rect (abbreviation P.C.) adj.
politically correct language, behavior, and attitudes
are carefully chosen so that they do not offend or
insult anyone —political correctness n. [U]
po"litical 'prisoner n. [C] someone who is put
in prison because s/he criticizes the government
po"litical 'science also poli sci (informal) n.
[U] the study of politics and government
pol·i·ti·cian /"pAl@'tIS@n/ n. [C] someone who
works in politics, especially an elected member of
the government
THESAURUS

president – someone who is elected to be the

official leader of a country that does not have a
king or queen
congressman/congresswoman – someone
who is elected to be in Congress
senator – someone who is elected to be a
member of the Senate
governor – someone who is elected to lead the
government of a state
mayor – someone who is elected to lead the
government of a town or city ➔ GOVERNMENT

po·lit·i·cize /p@'lIÔ@"saIz/ v. [T] to make a situa-

tion, position, or organization more political or
more involved in politics: The Olympic Games
should not be politicized. —politicized adj.
pol·i·tics /'pAl@tIks/ n. 1 [U] ideas and activities
relating to gaining and using power in a country,
city, etc.: an important figure in American politics |
a debate about local/national/international

politics | They like to talk/discuss politics. 2 [U]
the profession of being a politician: Smith went into
politics as a young man. 3 [plural] the activities of
people who are concerned with gaining personal
advantage within a group: Working at home frees
you from office politics. 4 [plural] someone’s
political beliefs and opinions: I don’t agree with her
politics. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Greek politika
(plural), from politikos]

pol·ka /'poUlk@, 'poUk@/ n. [C] a very quick
simple dance for people dancing in pairs, or the
music for this dance —polka v. [I]

'polka dot n. [C] one of a number of round spots

that form a pattern, especially on cloth used for
clothing: a white dress with red polka dots
—polka-dot adj.: a polka-dot scarf

poll1 /poUl/ n. 1 [C] the process of finding out
what people think about something by asking many
people the same question, or the record of the
result: a recent opinion poll | a poll conducted/
taken/done by the New York Times
THESAURUS

survey – a set of questions that you ask a large

number of people in order to find out about their
opinions and behavior: According to a recent

survey, most Americans think there is too
much violence on television.

questionnaire – a written set of questions

about a particular subject that is given to a large
number of people, in order to collect
information: Would you have a moment to fill

out this questionnaire?
2 the polls [plural] the voting in an election: Voters
will go to the polls (=vote) on Tuesday.

poll2 v. [T] to ask a lot of people the same questions

in order to find out what they think about a subject:
35% of those polled had been on a diet recently.
THESAURUS

inquire ➔ ASK

ask, question, interrogate,

'poll book n. [C]

POLITICS an official record of all
the people in a PRECINCT (=area of a town or city
with its own local government) who have the legal
right to vote

pol·len /'pAl@n/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a powder produced
by flowers, which is carried by the wind or insects
to make other flowers of the same type produce
seeds

pol·li·nate /'pAl@"neIt/ v. [T]

BIOLOGY to make a
flower or plant produce seeds by giving it pollen:
Bees
pollinate
flowers.
—pollination
/"pAl@'neIS@n/ n. [U]

'polling place also 'polling "station n. [C] the
place where you can go to vote in an election

poll·ster /'poUlstø/ n. [C] someone who works
for a company that prepares and asks questions to
find out what people think about a particular subject

P
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pol·lut·ant /p@'lut§nt/ n. [C] a substance that

makes air, water, soil, etc. dangerously dirty
pol·lute /p@'lut/ v. [I,T] to make air, water, soil,
etc. dangerously dirty: Toxic waste is polluting the
air/ocean/environment. —polluter n. [C]
pol·lut·ed /p@'luÔId/ adj. full of pollution:
heavily/highly/badly polluted air
THESAURUS

dirty, filthy, soiled ➔ DIRTY 1

heptagon – a flat shape with seven sides and
seven angles

octagon – a flat shape with eight sides and

eight angles
decagon – a flat shape with ten sides and ten
angles
dodecagon – a flat shape with twelve sides and
twelve angles

pol·y·graph /'pAli"græf/ n. [C] a LIE DETECTOR :
The suspect later passed a polygraph test.

pol·lu·tion /p@'luS@n/ n. [U] 1 the process of pol·y·he·dron /"pAli'hidr@n/ n. [C] MATH a solid

P

polluting a place: Toxic waste is a major cause of shape with many sides, each of which is a polygon
pollution. ➔ ENVIRONMENT 2 substances that pol- pol·y·mer /'pAl@mø/ n. [C] CHEMISTRY a chemical
lute a place: a plan to reduce pollution
compound that has a simple structure of large
po·lo /'poUloU/ n. [U] an outdoor game played MOLECULE s
between two teams riding horses, who use long pol·y·no·mi·al /"pAlI'noUmi@l/ n. [C] MATH in
wooden hammers to hit a small ball ➔ WATER POLO ALGEBRA , a mathematical expression consisting of
'polo shirt n. [C] a shirt with short SLEEVE s and a two or more MONOMIAL s (=a single group of
numbers or letters) added together or SUBTRACT ed
collar, usually made of cotton
from each other. For example, 7x – 4x + 11 or 3x³ +
pol·y·es·ter /'pAli"Estø, "pAli'Estø/ n. [U] an 2x² + x – 5 are polynomials. —polynomial adj.: a
artificial material used especially to make cloth: a polynomial equation
polyester suit
pol·yp /'pAl@p/ n. [C] 1 BIOLOGY a small LUMP
pol·y·eth·yl·ene /"pAli'Eθ@"lin/ n. [U] strong that grows inside someone’s body and is caused by
light plastic used for making bags, small contain- an illness 2 BIOLOGY a sea animal that has a body
ers, etc.
like a tube, and TENTACLE s around an opening in
po·lyg·a·my /p@'lIg@mi/ n. [U] the practice of its body that it uses both for eating and for getting
having more than one husband or wife at the same rid of waste: a coral polyp [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
French polype, from Latin polypus “octopus,”
time —polygamous adj. —polygamist n. [C]
from Greek, from poly- “many” + pous “foot”]
pol·y·sac·cha·ride /"pAli'sæk@"raId/ n. [C]
BIOLOGY a CARBOHYDRATE consisting of simple
sugar MOLECULE s that have joined together
➔ MONOSACCHARIDE
pol·y·syl·lab·ic /"pAlis@'læbIk/ adj. ENG. LANG.
ARTS a polysyllabic word contains more than three
SYLLABLE s ➔ DISYLLABIC , MONOSYLLABIC
pol·y·tech·nic /"pAli'tEknIk/ n. [C] a college
where you can study technical or scientific subjects
pol·y·the·ism /'pAliθi"Iz@m/ n. [U] SOCIAL SCIENCE the belief that there is more than one god
—polytheistic adj.: polytheistic faiths, such as
Hinduism
pol·y·un·sat·u·rat·ed /"pAliön'sætS@"reIÔId/
adj. polyunsaturated fats or oils come from vegetables and plants, and are considered to be better
for your health than animal fats ➔ SATURATED FAT
pom·e·gran·ate /'pAm@"grænIt/ n. [C] a round
fruit with thick red skin and many juicy red seeds
that you can eat
pol·y·gon /'pAli"gAn/ n. [C] MATH a flat shape pomp /pAmp/ n. [U] (formal) all the impressive
with three or more straight sides [ORIGIN: 1500— clothes, decorations, music, etc. that are traditional
1600 Latin, from Greek polygonon, from poly for an important public ceremony
“many” + gonia “angle”]
also
pom·pon
pom·pom
/'pAmpAm/
/'pAmpAn/ n. [C] 1 a large round ball of loose
THESAURUS
plastic strings connected to a handle, used by
pentagon – a flat shape with five sides and five
CHEERLEADER s 2 a small wool ball used as a
angles
decoration on clothing, especially hats
hexagon – a flat shape with six sides and six
pomp·ous /'pAmp@s/ adj. (disapproving) trying to
angles
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make people think you are important, especially by
breed in stagnant pools of water. 6 [C] a group of
using a lot of formal words: pompous politicians
people who are available to work or to do an
—pomposity /pAm'pAs@Ôi/ n. [U]
activity when they are needed: a pool of
volunteers | a jury pool 7 [C] a group of things or
pon·cho /'pAntSoU/ n. (plural ponchos) [C] a
an amount of money that is owned or shared by a
type of coat that is made from a single piece of
group of people: Banks lend money from the huge
thick cloth, with a hole in the middle for your head,
pool of money that people have saved with them.
and sometimes a HOOD (=cover for your head)
[ORIGIN: 1700—1800 American Spanish, Arau- pool2 v. [T] to combine your money, ideas, skills,
canian (a group of South American languages)
etc. with those of other people so that you can all
pontho “woolen cloth”]
use them: If we pool our resources, we can start
our own business.
pond /pAnd/ n. [C] a small area of fresh water that
is smaller than a lake [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old 'pool hall n. [C] a building where people go to play
English pund, from Latin pondo]
pool
pon·der /'pAndø/ v. [I,T] (formal) to spend time
'
pool
"table n. [C] a cloth-covered table with
thinking carefully and seriously about something:
pockets at the corners and sides, used for playing
Travers took a deep breath as he pondered the
pool
question. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French ponderer “to weigh,” from Latin ponderare, from poop1 /pup/ n. [singular, U] (spoken) solid waste
pondus “weight”]
from your BOWEL s, or the act of passing waste: dog
poop
pon·der·ous /'pAnd@r@s/ adj. 1 moving slowly
or awkwardly because of being very big and heavy: poop2 v. [I,T] (informal) to pass solid waste from
an elephant’s ponderous walk 2 boring and too
your BOWEL s
serious: His films are ponderous.
pooped
/pupt/ also "pooped 'out adj. (spoken)
pon·tiff /'pAnôIf/ n. [C] (formal) the POPE
very tired: I’m pooped!
pon·tif·i·cate /pAn'tIf@"keIt/ v. [I] to give your
opinion about something in a way that shows you poop·er scoop·er /'pupø "skupø/ n. [C] (informal) a small SHOVEL and a container, used by dog
think you are always right: Anthony likes to pontifiowners for removing their dogs’ solid waste from
cate about politics.
the streets
pon·toon /pAn'tun/ n. [C] one of the floating
metal containers that are attached to bridges, air- poor /pUr, pOr/ adj. 1 having very little money
planes, etc. in order to make them float
and not many possessions: She comes from a poor
family. | a poor country
po·ny1 /'poUni/ n. (plural ponies) [C] a small horse
THESAURUS
pony2 v. (ponied, ponies)
needy – having very little food or money: The
pony up (sth) phr. v. (informal) to pay for someprogram provides health care to needy families.
thing: Fans will have to pony up $34.95 to see the
destitute (formal) – having no money, no place
boxing match.
to live, no food, etc.: The Depression left many
"Pony Ex'press n. HISTORY a mail service in the
farmers completely destitute.
1860s that used horses and riders to carry the mail
impoverished (formal) – very poor: an
po·ny·tail /'poUni"teIl/ n. [C] long hair that you
impoverished neighborhood in Chicago
tie together at the back of your head: Chrissy pulled
broke – not having any money for a period of
her hair back in a ponytail. ➔ see picture on page 462
time: I’m broke and I need a job.
impecunious (formal) – having very little
pooch /putS/ n. [C] (informal) a dog
money, especially over a long period of time: an
poo·dle /'pudl/ n. [C] a dog with thick curly hair
impecunious student
[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 German pudel, from
indigent (formal) – not having much money or
pudelhund “dog that splashes in water”]
many possessions: The funding is for indigent
pooh-pooh /"pu 'pu/ v. [T] (informal) to say that
hospital patients.
you think that an idea, suggestion, etc. is not very
penurious (formal) – lacking money and
good: At first, they pooh-poohed the idea.
therefore poor: my penurious financial status
poverty-stricken (written) – extremely poor: a
pool1 /pul/ n. 1 [C] also swimming pool a
poverty-stricken neighborhood
structure that has been specially built and filled
with water so that people can swim or play in it:
Poor and having social problems
They have a nice pool in their backyard. 2 [U] a
disadvantaged – having social problems, such
game in which you use a stick to hit numbered balls
as a lack of money, that make it difficult to
into holes in the sides and corners of a table: Let’s
succeed: students from disadvantaged
play/shoot some pool. 3 pool of blood/water/
backgrounds
oil etc. a small area of liquid on a surface: Creighunderprivileged – poor and not having the
ton lay there in a pool of blood. 4 pool of light a
advantages of most other people in society: The
small area of light shining on something 5 [C] a
center helps underprivileged children.
small area of still water in the ground: Mosquitoes
deprived – not having the things that are
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considered necessary for a comfortable or happy
life: a deprived area in the inner city

P

[ORIGIN: 800—900 Late Latin papa, from Greek
papas “father,” used as a title of bishops]

2 the poor people who are poor: The charity pop·lar /'pAplø/ n. [C] a very tall thin tree that
distributes food to the poor. 3 not as good as it grows very fast ➔ see picture on page A10
could be or should be: The soil in this part of the "pop psy'chology n. [U] the ways in which
country is poor. | poor health 4 [only before noun] people’s personal problems are dealt with on televi(spoken) said in order to show pity for someone sion or in books, but which are not considered
because s/he is unlucky, unhappy, etc.: Poor Stacy – scientific
her mother’s very sick. | The poor thing looks like
she hasn’t eaten in days. 5 not good at doing pop·py /'pApi/ n. (plural poppies) [C] a brightly
something: a poor student [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 colored flower, usually red, with small black seeds
Old French povre, from Latin pauper]
'pop quiz n. [C] a short test that is given without
poor·ly /'pUrli, 'pOr-/ adv. badly: a poorly lit room any warning in order to check that students have
been studying
pop1 /pAp/ v. (popped, popping) 1 [I,T] to sudPop·si·cle
/'pApsIk@l/ n. [C] (trademark) frozen
denly make a short sound like a small explosion,
especially when something bursts, or to make fruit juice on a stick
something do this: Jody squeezed the balloon until pop·u·lace /'pApy@l@s/ n. [singular] (formal) the
it popped.
ordinary people living in a country
THESAURUS

break, burst ➔ BREAK 1

2 [I] (spoken) to go somewhere quickly, suddenly, or
without planning: I need to pop into the drugstore
for a second. | Maybe I’ll just pop in on Terry
(=visit him for a short time). 3 [I] to come suddenly or without warning out of or away from
something: A button popped off my jacket. | The
ball popped out of her hands and rolled under the
sofa. 4 [T] to cook popcorn until it bursts
open 5 [I] if your ears pop, you feel the pressure in
them suddenly change, for example when you go
up in an airplane 6 pop the question (informal)
to ask someone to marry you: Has Dan popped the
question yet? 7 [T] (informal) to hit someone: If
you say that again, I’ll pop you. [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 From the sound]
pop out phr. v. (informal) to say something suddenly without thinking about it first: I didn’t mean
to say that – it just popped out.
pop up phr. v. (informal) to happen or appear
suddenly or without warning: Her name keeps
popping up in the newspapers.

pop2 n. 1 [U] also 'pop "music modern music

that is popular with young people: a pop concert 2 [C usually singular] (old-fashioned)
father 3 [U] (informal) a sweet drink with bubbles
but no alcohol
THESAURUS
SOFT DRINK

soft drink, soda, soda pop ➔

4 [C] a sudden short sound like a small explosion:
the pop of an air rifle 5 pops [U] CLASSICAL
MUSIC that is known and liked even by people who
do not usually like classical music: the Boston Pops
Orchestra

pop·corn /'pApkOrn/ n. [U] a type of corn that

swells and bursts open when heated, usually eaten
warm with butter and salt

Pope /poUp/ n. [C] the leader of the Roman Catho-

lic Church: the Pope’s recent visit | Pope Paul VI

THESAURUS
people, the public, society,
population ➔ PEOPLE 1

pop·u·lar /'pApy@lø/ adj. 1 liked by a lot of
people: His movies have become very popular. | the
most popular kid in school | Tom is very popular
with women.
THESAURUS

bestseller – a book that a lot of people buy
blockbuster – a movie that a lot of people
watch, especially an exciting movie

hit – a movie, song, play, etc. that a lot of people
pay to see or listen to

craze/fad – a fashion, game, etc. that is very

popular for a short time
cult – used about a movie or a performer that is
very popular among a certain group of people:
cult movies

2 shared, accepted, or done by a lot of people: The
party had managed to gain massive popular
support. | Despite popular opinion/belief (=what
most people think), not everybody in Fayette
County is rich. 3 relating to ordinary people, or
intended for ordinary people: Ramsay believes
there’s too much violence in American popular
culture (=TV, pop music, action films, etc.). [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin popularis, from populus
“people”]

pop·u·lar·i·ty /"pApy@'lær@Ôi/ n. [U] the quality
of being liked or supported by a large number of
people: the growing popularity of electronic music

pop·u·lar·ize /'pApy@l@"raIz/ v. [T] to make
something well known and liked: His books have
helped popularize science.

pop·u·lar·ly /'pApy@løli/ adv. by most people:
It’s popularly believed that people need eight hours
of sleep every night.

pop·u·late /'pApy@"leIt/ v. [T] if an area is populated by a particular group of people, they live
there: They live in a neighborhood that is densely/
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heavily populated by students (=has a lot of students living there). | a sparsely populated area
(=with few people)
pop·u·la·tion /"pApy@'leIS@n/ n. [C,U] 1 the
number of people or animals living in a particular
area, country, etc.: What’s the population of New
York? | There was a population explosion (=a
sudden large increase in population) between 1944
and 1964 in the U.S. 2 all of the people who live
in a particular area or share a particular condition:
Most of the population of Canada lives fairly near
the U.S. border. | Florida has a large Hispanic
population.
THESAURUS
people, the public, society,
populace ➔ PEOPLE 1

pop·u·lous /'pApy@l@s/ adj. (formal) having a

large population: the most populous country in
Africa
'pop-up n. [C] IT a window, often containing an
advertisement, that suddenly appears on a computer
screen when you are looking at a WEBSITE
—pop-up adj. [only before noun]: Google does not
allow pop-up ads of any kind on its site.
por·ce·lain /'pOrs@lIn/ n. [U] a hard shiny white
substance that is used for making expensive plates,
cups, etc., or objects made of this
porch /pOrtS/ n. [C] a structure built onto a house
at its front or back entrance, with a floor and roof
but no walls [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French
porche, from Latin porticus, from porta “gate”]
por·cu·pine /'pOrky@"paIn/ n. [C] an animal
with long sharp needle-like parts growing all over
its back and sides
pore1 /pOr/ n. [C] one of the small holes in your
skin or in a leaf, that liquid can pass through

pore2 v.

pore over sth phr. v. to read or look at something

very carefully for a long time: We spent all day
poring over wedding magazines.
pork /pOrk/ n. [U] 1 the meat from pigs: pork
chops 2 (slang, disapproving) government money
spent in a particular area in order to get political
advantages [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French
porc “pig,” from Latin porcus]
por·nog·ra·phy /pOr'nAgr@fi/ also porn /pOrn/
n. [U] magazines, movies, etc. that show sexual acts
and images in a way that is intended to make
people feel sexually excited —pornographer n.
[C] —pornographic /"pOrn@'græfIkX/ adj.
po·rous /'pOr@s/ adj. allowing liquid, air, etc. to
pass through slowly: porous soil
por·poise /'pOrp@s/ n. [C] a large sea animal,
similar to a DOLPHIN , that breathes air
por·ridge /'pOrIdZ, 'pA-/ n. [U] cooked OATMEAL

port /pOrt/ n. 1 [C,U] a place where ships can be

loaded and unloaded: The ship was back in port
after a week at sea. 2 [C] a town or city with a

HARBOR : the port of Veracruz 3 [C] IT a place on
the outside of a computer where you can connect
another piece of equipment, such as a
PRINTER 4 [U] a strong sweet Portuguese
wine 5 [U] the left side of a ship or aircraft when
you are looking toward the front ➔ STARBOARD
[ORIGIN: (5) 1500—1600 port side; because it
was the side from which ships were unloaded.]
port·a·ble /'pOrÔ@b@l/
adj. light and easily carried or moved: a portable phone/computer
—portable n. [C]
por·tal /'pOrÔl/ n.
[C] 1 IT a website that
helps you find other
websites 2 (literary) a
large gate or entrance to
a building
por·tend /pOr'tEnd/ v.
[T] (literary) to be a sign
that something is going
to happen, especially
something bad: Do these strange events portend
some great disaster?
por·tent /'pOrtEnt/ n. [C] (literary) a sign or warning that something is going to happen: I hope their
cooperation is a portent of the future. ➔ OMEN
por·ter /'pOrÔø/ n. [C] 1 someone whose job is to
carry travelers’ bags at airports, hotels,
etc. 2 someone whose job is to take care of the
part of a train where people sleep
port·fo·li·o /pOrt'foUli"oU/ n. (plural portfolios)
[C] 1 a large flat case used especially for carrying
pictures, documents, etc. 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS a collection of pictures or other pieces of work by an
artist, photographer, etc.: You’ll need to submit a
portfolio of your work along with your application. 3 ECONOMICS a collection of STOCK owned by
a particular person or company: an investment portfolio [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Italian portafoglio,
from portare “to carry” + foglio “leaf, sheet”]
port·hole /'pOrthoUl/ n. [C] a small window on
the side of a ship or airplane

por·ti·co /'pOrÔI"koU/ n. (plural porticoes or porticos) [C] a covered entrance to a building, consisting of a roof supported by PILLAR s

por·tion1 /'pOrS@n/

Ac n. [C] 1 a part of something larger: The news showed only a portion of the
interview. | He sends a large portion of his salary
home to El Salvador. | Only a small portion of the
total data was examined. ➔ PART 1 2 an amount of
food for one person, especially when served in a
restaurant: Do you have children’s portions? |
Everyone was given a small portion of rice and
beans. 3 a share of something such as blame or a
duty: Both drivers must bear a portion of the
blame.

portion2 v.

portion sth ↔ out phr. v. to divide something into
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parts and give them to several people: Land was
THESAURUS
expensive, high, pricey,
portioned out to new settlers.
overpriced, fancy ➔ EXPENSIVE
port·ly /'pOrtli/ adj. (written) someone who is
portly, especially an old man, is fat and round: a po·si·tion1 /p@'zIS@n/ n.
1 STANDING/SITTING [C] the way someone stands,
portly gentleman
por·trait /'pOrtrIt/ n. [C] 1 a painting, drawing, sits, or lies, or the direction in which an object is
or photograph of a person: a family portrait ➔ see pointing: You should be in a comfortable position
when driving. | This exercise is done in a sitting/
picture at PAINTING
standing/kneeling position.
THESAURUS
2 SITUATION [C usually singular] the situation that
picture, sketch, painting,
someone or something is in: The company is in a
cartoon, caricature, illustration ➔ PICTURE 1
dangerous financial position right now. | I’m not
2 a description of someone or something in a book, sure what I would do if I were in your position. |
movie, etc.: The movie is a portrait of life in I’m afraid I’m not in a position to help you (=do
Harlem in the 1940s.
not have the power or money to help you).
por·trai·ture /'pOrtrItSø/ n. [U] (formal) the art 3 OPINION [C] an opinion about a particular subject: The senator has changed his position on
of painting or drawing pictures of people
por·tray /pOr'treI, pø-/ v. (portrayed, portrays) abortion.
THESAURUS
[T] 1 portray sb/sth as sth to describe or show
opinion, view, point of view,
someone or something in a particular way, accordstance, attitude ➔ OPINION
ing to your opinion of him/her: Each candidate
4 PLACE [C,U] the place where someone or someportrayed himself as an enemy of big business.
thing is, in relation to other things: Help me put the
THESAURUS
call, describe, characterize,
furniture back in position. | The army took up
label, brand ➔ CALL 1
strategic positions around the capital.
2 to describe or represent something or someone:
THESAURUS
place, spot, point, location,
The movie portrays the life of Charlie Chapsite, scene ➔ PLACE 1
lin. 3 to act the part of a character in a play: Dan
Radcliffe portrayed Harry Potter in the movies.
5 JOB [C] a job: He decided to give up his position
por·tray·al /pOr'treI@l, pø-/ n. [C,U] the way as coach of the football team.
someone or something is described or shown in a
book, film, play, etc.: an accurate portrayal of
THESAURUS
pioneer life
Describing types of positions
1
Por·tu·guese /"pOrtS@'gizX/ adj. relating to or
senior – used about someone who has an
coming from Portugal
important position in a company or organization:
Portuguese2 n. 1 [U] the language of Portugal,
a senior executive
Brazil, and some other countries 2 the Portuchief – used about someone who has the most
guese [plural] the people of Portugal
important or one of the most important positions
in a company or organization, used especially in
pose1 /poUz/ Ac v. 1 pose a problem/threat/
job titles: the company’s chief financial officer
challenge etc. to exist in a way that may cause a
high-ranking – used about someone who has a
problem, danger, difficulty, etc.: Nuclear waste
high position in an organization such as the
poses a threat to the environment. | The list of
police, the army, or the government:
problems posed by global warming is growhigh-ranking military officers
ing. 2 [I,T] to sit or stand in a particular position in
top – used about someone who is in a very high
order to be photographed or painted, or to make
position in a large company or organization, or
someone do this: The astronauts posed for pictures
someone in an important profession, for example
near the shuttle. 3 pose a question to ask a
a lawyer or a doctor, who is very successful in
question that needs to be thought about carefully:
his/her job: the top executives of some of the
Nielsen’s essay poses some tough quescountry’s biggest corporations | one of the
tions. 4 pose as sb to pretend to be someone
agency’s top lawyers
else in order to deceive people: The thief got in by
junior – used about someone who does not
posing as a repairman.
have an important position or who has less
pose2 n. [C] the position in which someone delibexperience than someone doing the same job:
erately stands or sits, especially in a painting or
the junior senator from Mississippi
photograph: She struck a pose (=stood or sat in a
assistant – an assistant manager, director,
particular position) with her head to one side.
editor, etc. has a position just below a manager,
etc.: the store’s assistant manager
pos·er /'poUzø/ n. [C] someone who pretends to
job, work, employment, post, occupation ➔
have a quality or social position s/he does not have,
JOB
in order to seem impressive to other people
posh /pAS/ adj. expensive and used by rich people: 6 RANK [C] the level or rank someone has in a
a posh hotel
society or organization: Ask someone in a position
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of authority. | a study on the position of minorities
in our society
7 SPORTS [C] the area where someone plays in a
sport, or the type of actions s/he is responsible for
doing in a game: “What position do you play?”
“Second base.”
8 RACE/COMPETITION [C,U] the place of someone
or something in a race or competition in relation to
the other people or things SYN place: Paldi has
moved into first/second/third etc. position.

position2 v. [T] to put something or someone in a
particular place: Police positioned themselves
around the bank.

pos·i·tive1 /'pAz@ÔIv/

Ac
adj. 1 [not before
noun] very sure that something is right or true: “Are

you sure you don’t want a drink?” “Positive.” | I’m
positive that I told her to meet us here at 2 o’clock.
THESAURUS
sure, certain, convinced,
confident ➔ SURE 1

2 hopeful and confident, and thinking about what is
good in a situation rather than what is bad
ANT negative: The president sounded very positive
about the state of the economy. | I always try to
have a positive attitude. 3 good or useful
ANT negative: At least something positive has
come out of the situation. | Living abroad has been
a positive experience for Jim. | We need to provide
girls with more positive role models (=good or
successful people that they will want to be
like). 4 expressing support, agreement, or
approval ANT negative: So far, we’ve had mostly
positive reactions to the new show. 5 a medical or
scientific test that is positive shows signs of what is
being looked for ANT negative: He was banned
after testing positive for drugs. | Her pregnancy test
came back/up/out positive. 6 MATH a positive
number or quantity is higher than zero. (+) is the
positive sign. ANT negative: If you square any
number, it gives you a positive number. 7 PHYSICS
having the type of electrical charge that is carried
by PROTON s, shown by a (+) sign on a BATTERY
ANT negative: Each battery has a positive and
negative terminal. 8 BIOLOGY having RHESUS FACTOR in your blood ANT negative: His blood type is
AB positive.

positive2 n. [C] a quality or feature that is good or
useful ANT negative: You can find positives in any
situation.

pos·i·tive·ly /'pAz@ÔIvli, "pAz@'tIvliX/

Ac

adv. 1 (informal) used in order to emphasize what

you are saying: Some patients positively enjoy
being in the hospital. | This is positively the last
time I’m going to say this. 2 in a way that shows
you agree with something and want it to succeed:
News of the changes was received positively. 3 in
a way that leaves no doubt: Don’t tell anyone
unless you’re positively certain you can trust
them. 4 PHYSICS having the type of electrical
charge that is carried by PROTON s: A positively
charged ion has lost some electrons. ➔ think
positively at THINK

pos·it·ron /'pAz@"trAn/ n. [C]

PHYSICS a PAR(=very small piece of matter) that has the
same mass as an ELECTRON but has a positive
electrical CHARGE
pos·se /'pAsi/ n. [C] 1 a group of men gathered
together in past times by a SHERIFF (=local law
officer) to help catch criminals 2 (informal) someone’s group of friends – used especially by young
people
pos·sess /p@'zEs/ v. [T] 1 (formal) to own or
have something: Neither of them possessed a credit
card. | Bauer was charged with possessing illegal
weapons.
TICLE

THESAURUS

own, have ➔ OWN 2

2 what possessed sb (to do sth)? (spoken) said
when you cannot understand why someone did
something stupid: What possessed you to buy such
an expensive gift? [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
French possesser, from Latin possidere]
—possessor n. [C]
pos·sessed /p@'zEst/ adj. controlled by an evil
spirit
pos·ses·sion /p@'zES@n/ n. 1 [C usually plural]
something that you own SYN belongings: When
they left, they had to sell most of their possessions. 2 [U] (formal) the state of having or owning
something: He was found in possession of stolen
property. | China took possession of Hong Kong in
1997.
pos·ses·sive1 /p@'zEsIv/ adj. 1 (disapproving)
wanting someone to have feelings of love or friendship only for you: I love Dave, but he’s very
possessive. 2 unwilling to let other people use
something you own: As a child, she was very
possessive of her toys.
possessive2 n. the possessive ENG. LANG. ARTS
in grammar, a word such as “my,” “its,” “their,” etc.,
used in order to show that one thing or person
belongs to another thing or person, or is related to
that thing or person —possessive adj.: a possessive adjective/pronoun

pos·si·bil·i·ty /"pAs@'bIl@Ôi/ n. (plural possibili-

ties) 1 [C,U] if there is a possibility that something
is true or that something will happen, it might be
true or it might happen: There’s always the possibility (that) we may all lose our jobs. | There’s a
strong possibility he won’t be able to play on
Sunday. | Is there a possibility of getting a scholarship? 2 [C] an opportunity to do something, or
something that can be done or tried: We want to
explore all the possibilities. | the almost endless
possibilities for sales growth
pos·si·ble /'pAs@b@l/ adj. 1 as long/much/
soon etc. as possible as long, much, etc. as you
can: They need the information as quickly as
possible. | Keep him busy for as long as possible. 2 able to be done, or likely to happen, exist,
or be true ➔ IMPOSSIBLE : Icy conditions are possible along the coast. | Is it possible to use the
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program on a Macintosh? | Computer technology
now makes it possible for people to work at home. |
This is the best/worst possible result (=it can be no
better or worse). 3 would it be possible (for
sb) to do sth? (spoken) said when asking politely
if you can do or have something: Would it be
possible to exchange these gloves? 4 whenever/
wherever possible every time you have an
opportunity to do something: She visits her grandmother whenever possible. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
French, Latin possibilis, from posse “to be
able”]
pos·si·bly /'pAs@bli/ adv. 1 used when saying
that something may be true or likely SYN perhaps:
The trial will take place soon, possibly next week. |
This new drug could quite possibly (=very likely)
save thousands of lives. 2 used with MODAL
VERB s, especially “can” and “could,” to emphasize
that something is or is not possible: I couldn’t
possibly eat all that! | We did everything we possibly could to help them. 3 could/can you possibly...? (spoken) said when politely asking someone
to do something: Could you possibly turn the radio
down?
pos·sum /'pAs@m/ n. [C] (informal) an OPOSSUM
post1 /poUst/ n. [C] 1 a strong upright piece of
wood, metal, etc. that is set into the ground, especially to support something: a fence post | the goal
posts 2 (formal) an important job, especially in the
government or military: She decided to leave her
post at the Justice Department.
THESAURUS

position ➔ JOB

job, work, employment,

3 the place where a soldier, guard, etc. is expected
to be in order to do his/her job: The guards cannot
leave their posts. 4 a military BASE (=place where
soldiers live and work)
post2 v. [T] 1 a) to put a public notice about
something on a wall or BULLETIN BOARD : They’ve
posted warning signs on the gate. b) IT to put a
message or computer document on the Internet so
that other people can see it: FBI agents have posted
a message on the Internet describing the suspect. 2 if someone who works for the government
or military is posted somewhere, s/he is sent to
work there, usually for several years: His regiment
have been posted to Germany. 3 ECONOMICS if a
company posts its profits, sales, losses, etc., it
records the money gained or lost in its accounts: In
the final quarter, the company posted $12.4 million
in earnings.
post·age /'poUstIdZ/ n. [U] the money charged
for sending a letter, package, etc. by mail: Please
add $3.95 for postage and handling (=the charge
for packing and sending something you have
bought).

'postage stamp n. [C] (formal) a STAMP
post·al /'poUstl/ adj. relating to the official mail
system that takes letters from one place to another:
postal workers

'postal "service n. the postal service the
public service for carrying letters, packages, etc.
from one part of the country to another
post·card /'poUsôkArd/ n. [C] a card, often with
a picture on the front, that can be sent in the mail
without an envelope: Send me a postcard while
you’re away.
post·date /"poUsô'deIt/ v. [T] to write a check
with a date that is later than the actual date, so that
it cannot be used until that time
post·er /'poUstø/ n. [C] a large printed notice,
picture, etc. used in order to advertise something or
as a decoration: a poster of Bob Marley
THESAURUS
advertisement, commercial,
billboard ➔ ADVERTISEMENT
picture, sketch, painting, snapshot, portrait,
cartoon, caricature, illustration ➔ PICTURE 1

pos·te·ri·or /pA'stIriø, poU-/ n. [C] (humorous)
the part of the body you sit on

pos·ter·i·ty /pA'stEr@Ôi/ n. [U] all the people in

the future who will be alive after you are dead: I’m
saving these pictures for posterity.
post·grad·u·ate /"poUsô'grædZuIt/ adj. relating to the work people do when studying to obtain
a higher degree after college: a postgraduate scholarship ➔ STUDENT
post·hu·mous /'pAstS@m@s/ adj. happening
after someone’s death: a posthumous award
—posthumously adv.
'Post-it n. [C] (trademark) a small piece of paper
that sticks to things, used for leaving notes for
people
post·man /'poUsôm@n/ n. (plural postmen
/-m@n/) [C] a MAILMAN
post·mark /'poUsômArk/ n. [C] an official mark
made on a letter, package, etc. that shows the place
and time it was sent —postmark v. [T]: The card
is postmarked Dec. 2.
post·mas·ter /'poUsô"mæstø/ n. [C] the person
in charge of a post office
post·mor·tem /"poUsô'mOrÔ@m/ n. [C] an
examination of a dead body to discover why the
person died
'post "office n. [C] a place where you can buy
stamps, and send letters, packages, etc.
'post office "box n. [C] a P.O. BOX
post·par·tum /"poUsô'pArÔ@mX/ adj. relating to
the time just after a woman has a baby: postpartum
depression
post·pone /poUsô'poUn/ v. [T] to change an
event to a later time or date ➔ CANCEL : The game
was postponed because of rain. [ORIGIN: 1400—
1500 Latin postponere, from post “after” +
ponere “to put”] —postponement n. [C,U]
THESAURUS

defer ➔ DELAY 1

delay, put off, procrastinate,

pouch
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post·script /'poUsô"skrIpt/ (written abbreviation

P.S.) n. [C] a message written at the end of a letter
below the place where you sign your name [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Modern Latin postscriptum,
from Latin postscribere “to write after”]
pos·tu·late /'pAstS@"leIt/ v. [T] (formal) to suggest that something might have happened or might
be true
pos·ture /'pAstSø/ n. [C,U] the position you hold
your body in when you sit or stand: Poor posture
can lead to back trouble.
post·war /'poUsôwOr/ adj. [only before noun] happening or existing after a war: the postwar years |
postwar prosperity
po·sy /'poUzi/ n. (plural posies) [C] (literary) a
small BUNCH of flowers
pot1 /pAt/ n. 1 [C] a container used for cooking,
that is round, deep, and usually made of metal, or
the amount this container holds ➔ JAR , PAN , SAUCEPAN : pots and pans | a pot of soup 2 [C] a container with a handle and a small tube for pouring,
used for making coffee or tea ➔ JUG : a coffee
pot 3 [C] a container for a plant SYN flowerpot:
The plant needs a new pot. 4 go to pot (informal)
if an organization or a place goes to pot, its condition becomes worse because no one takes care of it:
The farm has gone to pot since my uncle
died. 5 the pot (informal) all the money that
people have risked in a game of cards 6 [U]
(informal) MARIJUANA [ORIGIN: Old English pott]
pot2 v. (potted, potting) [T] to put a plant in a pot
filled with soil
po·ta·ble /'poUÔ@b@l/ adj. (formal) potable water
is safe to drink
po·tas·si·um /p@'tæsi@m/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY (symbol K) a silver-white soft metal that is an ELEMENT
and is used in making soaps and FERTILIZER s
[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Modern Latin, English
potash]
po·ta·to /p@'teIÔoU, -Ô@/ n. (plural potatoes) [C,U]
a hard round white root with a brown, red, or pale
yellow skin, cooked and eaten as a vegetable:
mashed/baked/fried/boiled potatoes [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Spanish batata, from Taino (a Caribbean language)] ➔ see picture at VEGETABLE
po'tato chip n. [C] one of many thin hard pieces
of potato that have been cooked in oil, and that are
sold in packages: a bag of potato chips
pot·bel·ly /'pAt§"bEli/ n. (plural potbellies) [C] a
large round stomach that sticks out —potbellied
adj.

po·ten·cy /'poUt§nsi/ n. [U] 1 the strength of

the effect of a drug, medicine, alcohol, etc. on your
mind or body: high-potency vitamins 2 a man’s
ability to have sex
po·tent /'poUt§nt/ adj. powerful and effective: a
potent weapons system | potent drugs
po·ten·tate /'poUt§n"teIt/ n. [C] (literary) a ruler
with direct power over his people

po·ten·tial1 /p@'tEnS@l/

Ac
adj. likely to
develop into a particular type of person or thing in
the future: Brush regularly and avoid potential
problems with your teeth. | potential
customers/buyers | Today, acid rain is a potential
threat to crops in the region. [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Late Latin potentialis, from Latin potentia
“power”]
potential2 n. 1 [singular, U] the possibility that
something will develop or happen in a particular
way: There’s a potential for conflict in the area. | It
hasn’t lived up to its potential. | The area has great
economic potential. 2 [U] a natural ability that
could develop to make you very good at something:
She has/shows potential as a singer. | We want a
society in which children can grow and achieve
their potential.
po"tential 'difference n. [C] PHYSICS the difference in electrical force between two points in an
electric CIRCUIT , measured in VOLT s
po"tential 'energy n. [U] PHYSICS the energy that
is stored in physical matter when it is not moving
➔ KINETIC ENERGY
po·ten·tial·ly /p@'tEnS@li/ Ac adv. something
that is potentially dangerous, useful, etc. is not
dangerous, etc. now, but may become so in the
future: a potentially embarrassing situation | a
potentially fatal disease (=one that could kill you) |
Wind power would bring potentially significant
environmental benefits.
pot·hold·er /'pAt"hoUldø/ n. [C] a piece of thick
material used for holding hot cooking pans
pot·hole /'pAthoUl/ n. [C] a hole in the surface of
a road that makes driving difficult
po·tion /'poUS@n/ n. [C] (literary) a drink intended
to have a special or magic effect on the person who
drinks it: a love potion
pot·luck1 /"pAt'lökX/ n. take potluck (informal)
to choose something without knowing very much
about it: Nobody knew about any good restaurants,
so we took potluck.
potluck2 adj. a potluck meal/dinner etc. a
meal in which everyone who is invited brings
something to eat
"pot 'pie n. [C] meat and vegetables covered with
PASTRY and baked in a deep dish: chicken pot pie
pot·pour·ri /"poUpU'ri/ n. [U] a mixture of dried
flowers and leaves kept in a bowl to make a room
smell nice
pot·ter·y /'pAÔ@ri/ n. [U] 1 the activity of making
objects out of baked clay ➔ CERAMICS : a pottery
class 2 objects made out of baked clay: Native
American pottery —potter n. [C]
pot·ty /'pAÔi/ n. (plural potties) [C] (spoken) a word
meaning a toilet, used when speaking to children
pouch /paUtS/ n. [C] 1 a small leather or cloth
bag that you can keep things in 2 a pocket of skin
on the stomach that MARSUPIAL s keep their babies
in
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poul·try /'poUltri/ n. [U] birds such as chickens,
that are kept on farms for supplying eggs and meat,
or the meat from these birds

P
pounce /paUns/ v. [I] to suddenly jump on a

person or animal after waiting to catch him, her, or
it: He pounced on my back, forcing me to the
ground.
pounce on sb/sth phr. v. to criticize someone’s
mistakes or ideas very quickly and eagerly: Republicans quickly pounced on the president’s proposal.
pound1 /paUnd/ n. [C] 1 (written abbreviation lb) a
unit for measuring weight, equal to 16 OUNCE s or
453.6 grams: a pound of apples | Jim weighs 175
pounds. | She’s lost/gained ten pounds this year
(=her weight has gone down or up by 10
pounds). 2 the pound a place where lost dogs
and cats are kept until the owner claims them 3 the
standard unit of money in the U.K. and some other
countries: It cost three pounds. | a ten-pound note
[ORIGIN: (3) Old English pund, from Latin
pondo]
pound2 v. 1 [I,T] to hit something several times to
make a lot of noise, damage it, make it lie flat, etc.:
Thomas pounded on the desk with his fist. | The
man suddenly began pounding his head against the
wall. | The women pounded the grain to make flour.
THESAURUS
hit, beat, strike, knock, bang,
rap, hammer ➔ HIT 1

drip – to produce small drops of liquid, or to fall
in drops: Water dripped onto the floor.

leak – if a liquid leaks, it passes through a hole

or crack: Oil leaked from the damaged tanker.
ooze – to flow from something very slowly:
Blood oozed through the bandages.
gush – to flow or pour out quickly in large
quantities: Water gushed from the fountain.
spurt – to flow out suddenly with a lot of force:
Blood spurted from the wound.
run – to flow: Tears ran down her cheeks.
come out – to pour out of a container, place,
etc.: I turned on the faucet, but no water came out.

4 [I] if people or things pour into or out of a place, a
lot of them arrive or leave at the same time: Letters
are pouring in from people all over the state. |
People poured out of their houses into the
streets. 5 pour money/aid etc. into sth to
invest a lot of money in something over a period of
time in order to make it successful: Thomas has
poured thousands of dollars into his store.
pour sth ↔ out phr. v. to tell someone everything
about your thoughts, feelings, etc.: Sonia poured
out all her frustrations to Val.
pout /paUt/ v. [I,T] to push out your lower lip
because you are annoyed, or in order to look
sexually attractive: Stop pouting; you’re not going,
and that’s final. —pout n. [C]
pov·er·ty /'pAvøÔi/ n. [U] the situation or experience of being poor: families living in poverty | I
was shocked by the abject/extreme poverty that I
saw.
'poverty "line also 'poverty "level, 'poverty
"threshold n. [C] ECONOMICS the income below
which someone is officially considered to be very
poor and in need of help: Fifteen percent of the
city’s residents live below the poverty level.
'poverty-"stricken adj. extremely poor: a
poverty-stricken neighborhood
THESAURUS
poor, needy, destitute,
impoverished, indigent, penurious, deprived
➔ POOR

2 [T] to attack a place continuously for a long time
with bombs: Enemy guns pounded the city until pow·der1 /'paUdø/ n. [C,U] a dry substance in the
morning. 3 [I] if your heart pounds, it beats very form of very small grains: talcum powder | baking
quickly 4 [I] to walk or run quickly with heavy powder [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French pouloud steps: I heard the sound of heavy boots pound- dre, from Latin pulvis “dust”]
ing on the floor.
powder2 v. [T] 1 to put powder on your
'pound cake n. [C] a heavy cake made from flour, skin 2 powder your nose a phrase meaning to
sugar, eggs, and butter
go to the toilet, used by women in order to be polite
pour /pOr/ v. 1 [T] to make a liquid or a substance pow·dered /'paUdød/ adj. produced or sold in
such as salt or sand flow out of or into something: the form of powder: powdered milk
She poured coffee for everyone. | Could you pour
me a glass of lemonade, please? ➔ see picture on 'powder room n. [C] (old-fashioned) a polite
phrase meaning a women’s public toilet
page A5 2 [I] to rain heavily without stopping: It’s
been pouring all afternoon. 3 [I] to flow quickly pow·der·y /'paUd@ri/ adj. like powder, or easily
and in large amounts: Fuel poured out of the plane. broken into powder: powdery snow
THESAURUS
pow·er1 /'paUø/ n.
1 CONTROL SB/STH [U] the ability or right to
flow – to move in a steady continuous stream:
control people or events ➔ POWERFUL , POWERLESS :
This is the place where the river flows into the
We all felt that the chairman had too much power. |
ocean.
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I resented my father’s power over me. | the power of
the media
2 POLITICAL [U] POLITICS political control of a
country or government: The current leader has
been in power for ten years. | He came to power
(=began to control the country) after the revolution.
3 ENERGY [U] PHYSICS energy such as electricity,
that can be used to make a machine, car, etc. work:
The plane lost power and had to make an emergency landing. | The storm caused a power failure/
cut (=a time when there is no electricity) in our
area. | The area uses electricity produced by
nuclear/solar/wind power.
4 AUTHORITY [C,U] the legal right or authority to
do something: Congress has the power to declare
war. | Only the police have the power of arrest.
THESAURUS

ability, capacity ➔ ABILITY

5 COUNTRY [C] a country that is very strong and
important: Germany is a major industrial power in
Europe. | a meeting of world powers (=the strongest
countries in the world)
THESAURUS

country, nation, state, land,

realm ➔ COUNTRY 1

6 PHYSICAL [U] the physical strength of something
such as an explosion, natural force, or animal: The
power of the eruption blew away the whole mountainside.
THESAURUS

force, strength ➔ FORCE 1

7 NATURAL ABILITY [C,U] a natural or special
ability to do something: the power of sight/speech |
She has the power to make an audience laugh or
cry.
8 do everything in your power to do everything
that you are able or allowed to do: I did everything
in my power to save her.
9 a power struggle a situation in which groups or
leaders try to defeat each other and get complete
control
10 earning/purchasing etc. power ECONOMICS
the ability to earn money, buy things, etc.: the
purchasing power of middle-class teenagers
11 be in sb’s power to be in a situation in which
someone has control over you
12 the powers that be (informal) the people who
have positions of authority, and whose decisions
affect your life: The hardest part will be persuading
the powers that be at City Hall to agree.
13 to the power of 3/4/5 etc. MATH if a number
is increased to the power of three, four, five, etc., it
is multiplied by itself three, four, five, etc. times

power2 v. 1 solar-powered/nuclear-powered etc. working or moving by means of the Sun,
etc.: a battery-powered flashlight 2 [T] to supply
power to a vehicle or machine: Can a car be
powered by solar energy? 3 [I,T] to do something
quickly and with a lot of strength: North Carolina
powered its way through the tournament.

power sth ↔ up phr. v. to make a machine start
working: Never move a computer while it is powered up.
'power base n. [C] the group of people in a
particular area that supports a politician or leader
pow·er·boat /'paUø"boUt/ n. [C] a boat with a
powerful engine that is used for racing
pow·er·ful /'paUøf@l/ adj. 1 able to control and
influence events and other people’s actions: a meeting of the world’s most powerful leaders | the most
powerful political party in the country
THESAURUS

influential – having a lot of power to influence
what happens: a meeting of influential business
leaders
strong – having a lot of power, influence, or
ability: He is a strong voice in the state assembly.
dominant – more powerful than other people or
groups, and able to control what happens:
England was once the dominant power in the
world.

2 having a lot of power, strength, or force: a
powerful engine | a powerful man | a powerful
explosion 3 having a strong effect on someone’s
feelings or ideas: a powerful speech | a powerful
argument against eating meat 4 having a strong
effect on your body: a powerful drug/medicine
—powerfully adv.
pow·er·house /'paUø"haUs/ n. [C] (informal) 1 a country, company, organization, etc. that
has a lot of power or influence 2 someone who
has a lot of energy
pow·er·less /'paUølIs/ adj. unable to stop or
control something because you do not have the
power, strength, or right to do so: The small group
of soldiers was powerless to stop the attack.
—powerlessness n. [U]
'power line n. [C] a large wire carrying electricity
above or under the ground
"power of at'torney n. (plural powers of attorney) [C,U] LAW the legal right to do things for
someone else in his/her business or personal life, or
the document that gives this right
'power plant also 'power "station n. [C] a
building where electricity is produced to supply a
large area
'power "steering n. [U] a special system that
makes it easier for the driver of a vehicle to STEER
(=change the direction of the vehicle)
'power tool n. [C] a tool that works by using
electricity
pow·wow /'paUwaU/ n. [C] 1 (humorous) a
meeting or discussion 2 a meeting or council of
Native American tribes
pp. the written abbreviation of PAGES : Read pp.
20–35.

PR n. 1 [U]

PUBLIC RELATIONS
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prac·ti·ca·ble /'præktIk@b@l/ adj. (formal) pos-

P

sible in a particular situation: The only practicable
course of action is to sell the company.
prac·ti·cal /'præktIk@l/ adj. 1 relating to real
situations and events rather than ideas: Do you have
a lot of practical experience as a mechanic? | I
deal with practical matters, like finding people
places to stay. 2 practical plans, methods, etc. are
likely to succeed or be effective: Is that a practical
solution to the problem? | Treganowan’s book gives
practical advice for keeping your car on the
road. 3 a practical person is good at dealing with
problems and making decisions based on what is
possible and what will really work: Be practical –
at least wait for the storm to pass. 4 useful, or
appropriate for a particular purpose: practical gifts,
such as clothes | a practical car for a family 5 for
all practical purposes used in order to describe
what the real effect of a situation is: For all practical purposes, the election is over (=we already
know who the winner is).
prac·ti·cal·i·ty /"præktI'kæl@Ôi/ n. 1 practicalities [plural] the real facts of a situation, rather
than ideas about how it might be: The practicalities
of raising children can be quite different from what
the books say. 2 [U] how appropriate something is,
and whether it will work: You need to think about
comfort and practicality when choosing walking
shoes.
"practical 'joke n. [C] a trick that is intended to
surprise someone and make other people laugh
—practical joker n. [C]
prac·ti·cally /'præktIkli/ adv. 1 (spoken)
almost: Practically everyone was there. | She practically jumped out of her chair. | I’ve read practically all of his books. 2 in a sensible way: Vasko
just doesn’t think practically.
prac·tice1 /'præktIs/ n.
1 SKILL a) [U] regular activity that you do in order
to improve a skill or ability: It takes a lot of
practice to be a good piano player. | Your English
will improve with practice. b) [C,U] the period of
time in which you do this: football/choir etc. practice
2 STH THAT IS USUALLY DONE [C,U] a) something that people do often and in a particular way:
It’s common/standard/normal practice to do the
payroll in this way. b) something that you do
often because of your religion or your society’s
tradition SYN custom: The practice of kissing
someone as a greeting is common in other countries.
THESAURUS
habit, custom, tradition,
convention ➔ HABIT

3 in practice used in order to describe what the
real situation is rather than what seems to be true:
Annette is the head of the company, but in practice
Sue runs everything.
4 DOCTOR/LAWYER [C] the work of a doctor or
lawyer, or the place where s/he works: She has a
successful medical/legal practice.

5 be out of practice to be unable to do something
well because you have not done it for a long time:
I’d like to play with you, but I’m really out of
practice.
6 put sth into practice if you put an idea, plan,
etc. into practice, you start to use it and see if it is
effective: Now’s your chance to put the skills
you’ve learned into practice.
practice2 v. 1 [I,T] to do an activity regularly to
improve your skill or ability: Gail practices the
piano more than an hour every day. | The Giants
spent the afternoon practicing for their game on
Sunday.
THESAURUS

rehearse – to practice something such as a play
or concert before giving a public performance:
The band was rehearsing for the show that night.
work on sth – to practice a skill, musical
instrument, etc. in order to improve: Jessie has
been working on her tennis serve.
train – to prepare for a sports event by exercising
and practicing: Olympic swimmers train for hours
every day.
drill – to teach people something by making
them repeat the same exercise, lesson, etc. many
times: The program allows you to drill yourself on
grammar, vocabulary, and dictation.

2 [I,T] to work as a doctor or lawyer: Bill is
practicing law/medicine in Ohio now. 3 [T] to do
an activity as a habit, or to live according to the
rules of a religion: The posters encourage young
people to practice safe sex.
prac·ticed /'præktIst/ adj. good at doing something because you have done it many times before:
a practiced pilot
prac·tic·ing /'præktIsIÎ/ adj. 1 a practicing
Catholic/Jew/Muslim etc. someone who obeys
the rules of a particular religion
THESAURUS
religious, devout, pious,
god-fearing, orthodox ➔ RELIGIOUS

2 a practicing doctor/lawyer/architect etc.
someone who is working as a doctor, lawyer, etc.
prac·ti·tion·er /præk'tIS@nø/ Ac n. [C] (formal) someone who is trained to do a particular type
of work that involves a lot of skill: a tax
practitioner | a medical practitioner | This sort of
surgery can only be undertaken by highly skilled
practitioners.
prag·mat·ic /præg'mæÔIk/ adj. dealing with
problems in a sensible practical way, instead of
strictly following a set of ideas: The diet gives you
pragmatic suggestions for eating healthily.
prag·mat·ics /præg'mæÔIks/ n. [U] ENG. LANG.
ARTS the study of how words and phrases are used
with special meanings in particular situations, for
example the way “I know” can be used to agree
with someone
prag·ma·tism /'prægm@"tIz@m/ n. [U] a tendency to deal with problems in a pragmatic way
—pragmatist n. [C]
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prai·rie /'prEri/ n. [C] a large area of flat land in

North America that is covered in grass
'prairie dog n. [C] a North American animal with
a short tail, that lives in holes on a prairie
praise1 /preIz/ v. [T] 1 to say publicly that someone has done something well or that you admire
him/her: Mr. Bonner praised Jill for the quality of
her work. | a highly praised speech
THESAURUS

congratulate – to tell someone that you are
happy that s/he has achieved something

flatter – to say nice things about someone,

sometimes when you do not really mean it, often
in order to get something you want
compliment sb/pay sb a compliment – to
say something nice to someone in order to praise
him or her
extol (formal) – to praise something very much:
One of his colleagues extolled him as “a very fine
human being.”
commend (formal) – to praise someone or
something publicly or formally: The children were
commended for their behavior.

2 to give thanks or honor to God [ORIGIN: 1200—
1300 Old French preisier, from Late Latin pretiare “to value highly”]
praise2 n. [U] 1 words that you say or write to
praise someone or something: The papers were full
of praise for the quick actions of the fire
department. | Teachers try to give plenty of praise
and encouragement to students. 2 an expression
of respect or thanks to God: Let us give praise unto
the Lord.
praise·wor·thy /'preIz"wøDi/ adj. (formal)
deserving praise
prance /præns/ v. [I] (disapproving) to walk or
dance with high steps or large movements, in a way
that makes people notice you: He started prancing
around in front of the video camera.
prank /præÎk/ n. [C] a trick that is intended to
make someone look silly: Chris and Keith love to
play/pull pranks on each other.
prank·ster /'præÎkstø/ n. [C] someone who
plays pranks on people
prawn /prOn/ n. [C] a sea animal like a large
SHRIMP , that is used for food
pray /preI/ v. [I,T] 1 to speak to a god or gods in
order to ask for help or give thanks: You don’t have
to go to church to pray. | People are praying for
peace. | She got down on her knees and prayed to
God. 2 to wish or hope for something very
strongly: We’re praying for good weather
tomorrow. | I’m just praying that I finish on time.
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French preier, from
Latin precari, from prex “request, prayer”]
prayer /prEr/ n. 1 [C] words that you say when
praying to a god or gods: I closed my eyes and said
a prayer. | Our thoughts and prayers go out to the
victims. | a prayer for the dead 2 [U] the act or

regular habit of praying: a time of prayer | They
bowed their heads in prayer. 3 not have a
prayer (informal) to have no chance of succeeding:
The Seahawks don’t have a prayer of winning.
preach /pritS/ v. 1 [I,T] to give a speech, usually
in a church, about a religious subject: The minister
preaches to large crowds every Sunday. 2 [T] to
talk about how good or important something is and
to try to persuade other people to do or accept it:
He’s always preaching the value/virtue/gospel etc.
of hard work. 3 [I] to give advice in a way that
annoys people: I wish you would stop preaching at
me like this.
preach·er /'pritSø/ n. [C] someone who talks
about religious subjects, usually in a church
preach·y /'pritSi/ adj. (informal) trying very hard
to persuade people to accept a particular opinion, in
a way that annoys them: I don’t like the preachy
tone in her writing.
pre·am·ble /'pri"æmb@l/ n. [C] (formal) a statement at the beginning of a book, speech, etc.: the
preamble to the Constitution
pre·ar·ranged /"pri@'reInZdX/ adj. planned
before: We can have a driver pick you up at a
prearranged time.
Pre·cam·bri·an /pri'kæmbri@n/ n. the Precambrian EARTH SCIENCES the period of time in the
Earth’s history from when the hard outer surface of
the Earth first formed about 4,600 million years ago
until about 570 million years ago when simple
forms of life first appeared on the Earth
—Precambrian adj.: Precambrian rock ➔ CENOZOIC , MESOZOIC , PALEOZOIC

pre·car·i·ous /prI'kEri@s, -'kær-/ adj. 1 a pre-

carious situation may easily or quickly become
worse: The newspaper is in a precarious financial
position. 2 likely to fall, or likely to cause something to fall: We had to cross a precarious rope
bridge. —precariously adv.
pre·cau·tion /prI'kOS@n/ n. [C] something that
you do to prevent something bad or dangerous from
happening: safety precautions | People were
warned to stay inside as a precaution. | You have to
take precautions when working with chemicals.
pre·cau·tion·a·ry /prI'kOS@"nEri/ adj. done as a
precaution: The doctors have put him in the hospital as a precautionary measure.
pre·cede /prI'sid/ Ac v. [T] (formal) to happen
or exist before something else: The fire was preceded by a loud explosion. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
French précéder, from Latin praecedere “to go
in front”]
prec·e·dence /'prEs@d@ns/ Ac n. take/have
precedence (over sth) to be more important or
urgent than something else: This project takes precedence over everything else. | Federal laws take
precedence over local laws.
prec·e·dent /'prEs@d@nt/ Ac n. [C] an action
or official decision that is used as an example for a
similar action or decision at a later time: The trial
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set a precedent for civil rights legislation. | The pre·cise /prI'saIs/ Ac adj. 1 exact or correct in
judge’s ruling was an important precedent.
every detail: The precise cause of the accident is
pre·ced·ing /prI'sidIÎ, 'prisidIÎ/ Ac adj. [only unknown. | What is the precise location of the
ship? | At that precise moment, the telephone
before noun] (formal) happening or coming before
something else: The events of the preceding week rang. | a precise figure/number/amount | No
worried him. | The preceding chapter discussed the method of measuring intelligence can be precise. 2 to be precise used when you add exact
economic effects of slavery in the Southern states.
details about something: He was born in April, on
pre·cept /'prisEpt/ n. [C] (formal) a rule that helps the 4th to be precise. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
you decide how to think or behave in a situation: French précis, from Latin praecisus, from praebasic moral precepts
cidere “to cut off”]
THESAURUS
rule, law, regulation,
pre·cise·ly /prI'saIsli/ Ac adv. 1 exactly or
restriction ➔ RULE 1
correctly: I do not remember precisely what
happened. | at precisely 4 o’clock | Often, the
pre·cinct /'prisIÎkt/ n. [C] 1 POLITICS a part of a children who need help most are precisely those
city that has its own police force, government who are afraid to ask for it. 2 (spoken) used in
officials, etc.: the 12th precinct 2 POLITICS the order to agree with what someone has just said:
smallest voting area in a U.S. election [ORIGIN: “So Clark is responsible for the mistake.” “Pre1400—1500 Medieval Latin praecinctum, from cisely.”
Latin praecingere “to put a belt around”]
pre·ci·sion /prI'sIZ@n/ Ac n. [U] the quality of
pre·cious1 /'prES@s/ adj. 1 something that is being very exact: The weight of an atom can be
precious is valuable or important and should not be measured with great precision. | The audience was
wasted: We cannot afford to waste precious time/ impressed by the clarity and precision of his argudays/minutes etc. 2 precious memories or posses- ments. —precision adj.: precision bombing | The
sions are very important to you because they factory produces precision instruments such as
remind you of people or events in your life: The microscopes.
doll is precious to me because it was my grandpre·clude /prI'klud/ v. [T] (formal) to prevent
mother’s. 3 valuable because of being rare or
something or make it impossible to happen: Poor
expensive: a precious jewel/stone/metal
eyesight may preclude you from driving.
THESAURUS
valuable, priceless, worth a
lot/a fortune ➔ VALUABLE

4 (spoken) used in order to describe someone or
something that is small and pretty: What a precious
little girl! [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French precios, from Latin pretiosus, from pretium “price,
money”]

precious2 adv. precious little/few (informal)

pre·co·cious /prI'koUS@s/ adj. a precocious
child shows skill or intelligence at a young age, or
behaves in an adult way [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
Latin praecox “becoming ripe early,” from
coquere “to cook, ripen”]

pre·con·ceived /"prik@n'sivdX/ adj. [only
before noun] preconceived ideas are formed about

something before you know what it is really like:
very little or very few: We had precious little time He has a lot of preconceived ideas/notions about
what living in America is like.
to prepare for the trip.
pre·con·cep·tion
/"prik@n'sEpS@n/ n. [C] an
prec·i·pice /'prEs@pIs/ n. [C] a very steep side of
idea that is formed about something before you
a mountain or cliff
know what it is really like
pre·cip·i·tate1 /prI'sIp@"teIt/ v. [T] (formal) to
make something happen suddenly: The President’s pre·con·di·tion /"prik@n'dIS@n/ n. [C] something that must happen before something else can
death precipitated a political crisis.
An end to the fighting is a precondition for
pre·cip·i·tate2 /prI'sIp@tIt/ adj. (formal) done happen:
peace
negotiations.
too quickly, especially without thinking carefully
enough
pre·cur·sor /'pri"køsø, prI'køsø/ n. [C] (formal)
something that happened or existed before someTHESAURUS
impulsive, rash, hotheaded,
thing else and influenced its development: This
impetuous, hasty ➔ IMPULSIVE
machine is a precursor of the computer.

pre·cip·i·ta·tion /prI"sIp@'teIS@n/ n. [C,U] pre·date /pri'deIt/ v. [T] to happen or exist earlier
EARTH SCIENCES

rain or snow

pre·cip·i·tous /prI'sIp@Ô@s/ adj. (formal) 1 very

than something else: His troubles actually predated
the arrest.

sudden: a precipitous drop/decline in property val- pred·a·tor /'prEd@Ôø/ n. [C] an animal that kills
ues 2 dangerously high or steep: precipitous cliffs and eats other animals
pré·cis /'preIsi/ n. (plural précis /-siz/) [C] ENG. pred·a·to·ry /'prEd@"tOri/ adj. 1 predatory animals kill and eat other animals 2 (disapproving)
LANG. ARTS a short piece of writing that gives the
main points from another piece of writing ➔ SUM- trying to use someone’s weakness to get an advantage for yourself
MARY —précis v. [T]

preeminent
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"predatory 'pricing n. [U]

ECONOMICS the practice of selling a product or service for less than the
cost of producing it. Companies do this in order to
increase their share of sales in a market and to force
competitors out of the market.
pred·e·ces·sor /'prEd@"sEsø/ n. [C] 1 the person who had a job before someone else began to do
it: My predecessor worked here for ten
years. 2 something such as a machine or system
that existed before another one: The new computer
is similar to its predecessors, but even faster. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French prédécesseur, from
Late Latin, from Latin pre “before” + decedere
“to go away, leave your job”]
pre·des·ti·na·tion /"pridEst@'neIS@n/ n.
[U] 1 SOCIAL SCIENCE the belief that God or FATE
has decided everything that will happen and that no
one can change this 2 SOCIAL SCIENCE the belief in
some Christian churches that God decided before
the beginning of the world who would go to heaven
and who would not
pre·des·tined /pri'dEstInd/ adj. something that
is predestined is certain to happen and cannot be
changed
pre·de·ter·mined /"pridI'tømInd/ adj. (formal)
decided or arranged before: The doors unlock at a
predetermined time.
pre·dic·a·ment /prI'dIk@m@nt/ n. [C] a difficult situation in which you do not know what is the
best thing to do: It was Raoul who got us in this
predicament in the first place.
pred·i·cate /'prEdIkIt/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS in
grammar, the part of a sentence that has the main
verb, and that tells what the subject is doing or
describes the subject. In the sentence “He ran out of
the house,” “ran out of the house” is the predicate.
➔ SUBJECT
pred·i·ca·tive /'prEdIk@ÔIv, -"keIÔIv/ adj. ENG.
LANG. ARTS in grammar, a predicative adjective or
phrase comes after a verb and describes the subject,
such as “sad” in “She is sad.”
pre·dict /prI'dIkt/ Ac v. [T] to say that something will happen before it happens: The newspapers are predicting a close election. | Analysts
predict (that) college costs will continue to rise. |
It’s difficult to predict exactly what the effects will
be. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin, past participle
of praedicere “to say beforehand”]

THESAURUS

prophesy/foretell – to use religious or magical

knowledge to say what will happen in the future:
The priestess at Delphi prophesied that Laius
would be killed by his own son.
forecast – to say what is likely to happen in the
future, based on information you have: The
number of passengers using the airport is forecast
to rise.
foresee – to know that something will happen
before it happens: No one could have foreseen
what happened next.
have a premonition – to have a feeling that

something bad is about to happen: He had a
premonition of impending danger.

pre·dict·a·ble /prI'dIkt@b@l/

Ac adj. behaving
or happening in a way that you expect: You’re so
predictable! | The ending of the movie was too
predictable. | The disease develops in a way that
follows a predictable pattern. | The results of the
experiment
were
highly
predictable.
—predictably
adv.
—predictability
/prI"dIkt@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [U]
pre·dic·tion /prI'dIkS@n/ Ac n. [C,U] a statement saying that something is going to happen, or
the act of making statements of this kind: It’s hard
to make a prediction about who will win. | predictions of climate change | Despite all our modern
technology, weather prediction is still unreliable.
—predictive adj.
pred·i·lec·tion /"prEdl'EkS@n, "prid-/ n. [C] (formal) the tendency to like a particular kind of person
or thing: a predilection for apple pie
pre·dis·posed /"pridI'spoUzd/ adj. predisposed to/toward sth likely to behave or think in
a particular way, or to have a particular health
problem: Some people are predisposed to depression.
pre·dis·po·si·tion /"pridIsp@'zIS@n/ n. [C] a
tendency to behave in a particular way or suffer
from a particular health problem: a predisposition
to/toward skin cancer
pre·dom·i·nance /prI'dAm@n@ns/ Ac n. (formal) 1 [singular] if there is a predominance of one
type of thing or person in a group, there are more of
them than any other type of person or thing: the
predominance of male students in the class 2 [U]
the most power or importance in a particular group
or area: American predominance in world
economics | Rival supermarkets are constantly
fighting to achieve predominance.
pre·dom·i·nant /prI'dAm@n@nt/ Ac adj. more
powerful, common, or noticeable than others: Racism in American society is a predominant theme in
Wright’s novels. | The predominant mode of
instruction is lectures and seminars. | These two
political parties were predominant in the 19th century.
pre·dom·i·nant·ly /prI'dAm@n@ntli/ Ac adv.
mostly or mainly: a predominantly middle-class
neighborhood | Throughout this region, the
economy is based predominantly on agriculture.
pre·dom·i·nate /prI'dAm@"neIt/ Ac v. [I] to
have the most importance, or to be the most in
number: Democrats predominate in this district. |
Sometimes, passing tests predominates over the
importance of learning.
pree·mie /'primi/ n. [C] (informal) a PREMATURE
baby
pre·em·i·nent /pri'Em@n@nt/ adj. much more
important or powerful than all others in a particular
group:
a
preeminent
political
figure
—preeminence n. [U]

P
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pre·empt /pri'Empt/ v. [T] to make what some-

P

one is about to do unnecessary or not effective, by
doing something else first: Approval of the plan
would preempt the strike. —preemptive adj.: a
preemptive attack
preen /prin/ v. 1 [I,T] if a bird preens, or preens
itself, it cleans itself and makes its feathers
smooth 2 preen yourself (disapproving) to spend
a lot of time making yourself look good: He’s
always preening himself in the mirror.
pre-ex·ist·ing /"priIg'zIstIÎX/ adj. [only before
noun] existing already, or before something else: a
pre-existing medical condition
pre·fab·ri·cat·ed /pri'fæbr@"keIÔId/ also
pre·fab /pri'fæb, 'prifæb/ adj. built from parts
made in a factory and put together somewhere else:
prefabricated homes
pref·ace1 /'prEfIs/ n. [C] an introduction at the
beginning of a book or speech: the preface to the
novel
preface2 v. [T] (formal) to say or do something
first before saying or doing something else: He
prefaced his remarks with an expression of thanks
to the audience.
pre·fer /prI'fø/ v. (preferred, preferring)
[T] 1 to like someone or something more than
someone or something else: Which color do you
prefer? | Many companies prefer to hire young
workers. | I would prefer not to talk about it at the
moment. | She prefers walking to driving. 2 I
would prefer it if (spoken) used in order to tell
someone politely not to do something: I’d prefer it
if you didn’t smoke in the house. [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 French préférer, from Latin praeferre “to
put in front, prefer”]
pref·er·a·ble /'prEf@r@b@l/ adj. better or more
appropriate: Anything is preferable to war.
pref·er·a·bly /'prEf@r@bli/ adv. used in order to
show which person, thing, place, or idea you think
would be the best choice: You should see a doctor,
preferably a specialist.
pref·er·ence /'prEfr@ns, -f@r@ns/ n. 1 [C,U] if
someone has a preference for something, s/he likes
it more than another thing: We have always had a
preference for small cars. | It’s a matter of personal preference. 2 give/show preference (to
sb) to treat someone better than you treat other
people: Doctors should give preference to patients
who are seriously ill.
pref·er·en·tial /"prEf@'rEnS@lX/ adj. treating
one person or group better than others: Why should
she get preferential treatment?
pre·fix /'prifIks/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS in grammar,
a group of letters that is added to the beginning of a
word in order to make a new word, such as “mis-”
in “misunderstand” ➔ SUFFIX [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 Modern Latin praefixum, from Latin praefigere “to fasten before”]
preg·nan·cy /'prEgn@nsi/ n. (plural pregnancies) [C,U] the condition of being pregnant, or the

period of time when a woman is pregnant: You
should not drink alcohol during your pregnancy. | a
pregnancy test
preg·nant /'prEgn@nt/ adj. 1 having a baby that
has not been born yet growing in your body: a
pregnant woman | She’s three months pregnant. |
Marie got pregnant soon after the wedding. | She’s
pregnant with her first child. 2 a pregnant
silence/pause (literary) a silence or pause that is
full of meaning or emotion [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
Latin praegnans, from praegnas, from prae“before” + gnatus “born”]
pre·heat /pri'hit/ v. [T] to heat an OVEN to a
particular temperature before cooking food in it
pre·his·tor·ic /"prihI'stOrIkX/ adj. relating to
the time in history before anything was written
down: prehistoric cave drawings —prehistory
/pri'hIst@ri/ n. [U]
pre·judge /"pri'dZödZ/ v. [T] (disapproving) to
form an opinion about someone or something
before knowing all the facts
prej·u·dice1 /'prEdZ@dIs/ n. [C,U] an unreasonable dislike of someone who is different from you
in some way, especially because of his/her race,
sex, or religion: racial prejudice | prejudice against
single mothers [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French,
Latin praejudicium, from judicium “judgment”]
THESAURUS

Types of prejudice
racism – unfair treatment of people because

they belong to a different race: accusations of
police brutality and racism
discrimination – the practice of treating one
group of people differently from another in an
unfair way: She accused the company of sexual
discrimination.
intolerance – the fact of not being willing to
accept ways of thinking or behaving that are
different from your own: religious intolerance
bigotry – behavior or beliefs that show that you
have unreasonable opinions, especially about
race or religion: In the 1930s, bigotry against
immigrants increased.
sexism – the belief that one sex, especially the
female sex, is weaker, less intelligent, or less
important than the other, especially when this
results in someone being treated unfairly: The
armed forces have worked to reduce sexism in
their policies.
homophobia – hatred and fear of homosexuals:
Homophobia is common, and had been the cause
of some serious crimes.
anti-Semitism – a strong feeling of hatred
toward Jewish people: Is anti-Semitism on the rise
in America and Europe?

People who are prejudiced
racist – someone who believes that people of

his/her own race are better than others, and
treats people of other races unfairly: When he
expressed his opinion, he was branded a racist.
bigot – someone who has strong unreasonable
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opinions, especially about race or religion: He
was known to be a bigot.

prejudice2 v. [T] to influence someone so that

s/he has an unfair opinion about someone or something before s/he knows all the facts: Watson’s wild
appearance may prejudice the jury against him.
prej·u·diced /'prEdZ@dIst/ adj. having an unfair
feeling of dislike for someone who is of a different
race, sex, religion, etc.: Kurt is so prejudiced
against gay people!
prej·u·di·cial /"prEdZ@'dIS@l/ adj. (formal) influencing people so that they have a bad opinion of
someone or something: prejudicial remarks
pre·lim·i·nar·y1 /prI'lIm@"nEri/ Ac adj. happening before something that is more important,
often in order to prepare for it: a preliminary
investigation | preliminary talks/discussions | In this
preliminary study, a small number of texts were
examined. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 French préliminaire, from Medieval Latin praeliminaris, from
Latin limen “threshold”]
preliminary2 n. (plural preliminaries) [C usually
plural] something that is done at the beginning of an
activity, event, etc., often in order to prepare for it:
the preliminaries of the competition
prel·ude /'prElyud, 'preIlud/ n. 1 be a prelude to sth to happen just before something else,
often as an introduction to it: The attack may be a
prelude to full-scale war. 2 [C] a short piece of
music that comes before a large musical piece:
Chopin’s preludes
pre·mar·i·tal /pri'mær@Ôl/ adj. happening or
existing before marriage: premarital sex
pre·ma·ture /"prim@'tSUrX, -'tUrX/ adj. 1 happening too early or before the right time: a premature death 2 a premature baby is born before the
usual time: The baby was six weeks premature.
—prematurely adv.: The sun causes your skin to
age prematurely. | The baby was born prematurely.
pre·med, pre-med /'primEd/ adj. (informal)
relating to classes that prepare a student for medical
school, or to students who are taking these classes:
a premed student
pre·med·i·tat·ed /pri'mEd@"teIÔId/ adj. a premeditated action has been planned and done deliberately: a premeditated murder —premeditation
/pri"mEd@'teIS@n/ n. [U]
pre·men·strual /pri'mEnstr@l/ adj. happening
just before a woman’s PERIOD (=monthly flow of
blood)

pre"menstrual 'syndrome n. [U] PMS
pre·mier1, Premier /prI'mIr, -'myIr, 'primIr/
n. [C] the leader of a government

premier2 adj. (formal) best or most important: a
premier wine from California

pre·miere,

première /prI'mIr, -'myIr,
-'myEr/ n. [C] the first public performance of a

movie or play: the 1955 premiere of “Cat on a Hot
Tin Roof” —premiere v. [I,T]
prem·ise /'prEmIs/ n. 1 premises [plural] the
buildings and land that a store, company, etc. uses:
He was ordered off the premises (=out of the
building). | Do not smoke on the premises (=in the
building). 2 [C] (formal) a statement or idea that
you think is true and use as a base for developing
other ideas: His theory is based on the premise that
there may be life on other planets.
pre·mi·um /'primi@m/ n. [C] 1 an amount of
money that you pay for something such as insurance: annual premiums 2 be at a premium difficult to get because a lot of people want it: Hotel
rooms are at a premium around major holidays. 3 put/place a premium on sth to think
that one quality or activity is much more important
than others: My grandparents put a premium on
education.
pre·mo·ni·tion /"prim@'nIS@n, "prE-/ n. [C] a
feeling that something bad is about to happen: She
had a horrible premonition that something would
happen to the children.

pre·na·tal /"pri'neIÔlX/ adj. relating to unborn

babies and the care of women who are PREGNANT
➔ POSTPARTUM : prenatal care

pre·oc·cu·pa·tion

/pri"Aky@'peIS@n/

n. 1 [singular, U] the state of being preoccupied: His

growing preoccupation with his health began to
affect his work. 2 [C] something that you give all
your attention to: Brad’s main preoccupations were
eating and sleeping.

pre·oc·cu·pied /pri'Aky@"paId/ adj. thinking or
worrying about something a lot, so that you do not
pay attention to other things: What’s wrong? You
seem preoccupied with something today.

pre·oc·cu·py /pri'Aky@"paI/ v. (preoccupied,
preoccupies) [T] if something preoccupies you,

you think or worry about it a lot

pre·or·dained /"priOr'deInd/ adj. (formal) certain to happen because God or
decided it

FATE

has already

prep /prEp/ v. (prepped, prepping) [T] (informal)
to prepare for something

pre·paid /"pri'peIdX/ adj. if something is prepaid,
it is paid for before it is needed or used: a prepaid
phone card

prep·a·ra·tion /"prEp@'reIS@n/ n. 1 [U] the act
or process of preparing something: Flowers have
been ordered in preparation for the wedding. | the
preparation of the report | income tax preparation 2 also preparations [plural] arrangements
for something that is going to happen: They are
making preparations for the President’s visit.

pre·par·a·to·ry

-'pEr-,
/prI'pær@"tOri,
'prEpr@-/ adj. [only before noun] done in order to get
ready for something: preparatory work

pre·pare /prI'pEr/ v. 1 [T] to make something

P
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ready to be used: The rooms still need to be prepared for the guests. | You need to prepare the soil
before planting the seeds.
THESAURUS

get sth ready – to prepare something for what

P

you are going to do: I’ve been getting everything
ready for the party.
set sth up – to make a piece of equipment
ready to be used: Kim’s setting up the computer
in the meeting room.
make preparations – to prepare for an
important event: They spent six months making
preparations for the trip.

2 [I,T] to make plans or arrangements for something
that will happen soon: I hope you’ve begun to
prepare for the test. | The Bears are preparing to
play the Redskins next week. | We need to prepare a
plan for raising the money. 3 [T] to make yourself
or someone else ready to deal with something that
will happen soon: You should probably prepare
yourself for some bad news. 4 [T] to give someone
the training, skill, etc. that s/he needs to do something: The program prepares students for a career
in business. 5 [T] to make food or a meal ready to
eat: This dish can be prepared the day before.
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French préparer, from
Latin praeparare, from prae “before” + parare
“to get, make ready”]

pre·pared /prI'pErd/ adj. 1 [not before noun]
ready to do something or to deal with a particular
situation: He wasn’t really prepared for all their
questions. 2 be prepared to do sth to be willing
to do something if it is necessary: Is he prepared to
accept the offer? | I am not prepared to discuss this
any further. 3 [only before noun] arranged and
ready to be used, before it is needed: The police
read out a prepared statement to the press.

pre·par·ed·ness /prI'pErIdnIs/ n. [U] the state
of being ready for something: military preparedness

pre·pon·der·ance /prI'pAnd@r@ns/ n. [singular] (formal) a larger number or amount of one type
of thing or person in a group than of any other type:
There’s a preponderance of women in the orchestra.

prep·o·si·tion /"prEp@'zIS@n/ n. [C]

ENG. LANG.

ARTS

in grammar, a word or phrase that is used
before a noun, PRONOUN , or GERUND to show
place, time, direction, etc. In the phrase “at the
bank,” “at” is a preposition. —prepositional adj.:
a prepositional phrase

"prepositional 'phrase n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS in
grammar, a phrase consisting of a preposition and
the noun, PRONOUN , or GERUND following it, such
as “in bed” or “about traveling”

pre·pos·sess·ing /"prip@'zEsIÎX/ adj. (formal)
looking attractive or pleasant: He was small and not
prepossessing.

pre·pos·ter·ous /prI'pAst@r@s/ adj. completely

unreasonable or silly SYN absurd: That’s a preposterous story! [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin praeposterus “with the back part in front”]
prep·py /'prEpi/ adj. (informal) preppy styles or
clothes are very neat and CONSERVATIVE in a way
that is typical of people who go to expensive private
schools
'prep school n. [C] (informal) a private school that
prepares students for college
pre·quel /'prikw@l/ n. [C] a book or movie that
tells the story of what happened before the story
told in a previous popular book or movie
pre·reg·is·ter /pri'rEdZIstø/ v. [I] to put your
name on a list for a particular course of study,
school, etc. before the official time to do so
—preregistration /"prirEdZI'streIS@n/ n. [U]
pre·req·ui·site /pri'rEkw@zIt/ n. [C] (formal)
something that is necessary before something else
can happen or be done: A degree in biology is a
prerequisite for the job.
pre·rog·a·tive /prI'rAg@ÔIv/ n. [C] a special right
that someone has: If you want to leave early, that’s
your prerogative.
pres·age /'prEsIdZ, prI'seIdZ/ v. [T] (literary) to
be a sign that something is going to happen, especially something bad
Pres·by·te·ri·an /"prEzb@'tIri@n, "prEs-/ adj.
relating to the Protestant church that is one of the
largest churches in the U.S. and the national church
of Scotland —Presbyterian n. [C]
pre·school /'priskul/ n. [C] a school for young
children between two and five years of age: Emma
is in preschool now. —preschool adj.: preschool
children —preschooler n. [C]
pre·sci·ent /'prESi@nt, -S@nt/ adj. (formal) able
to imagine or know what will happen in the future:
his prescient analysis of what would happen after
the elections —prescience n. [U]
pre·scribe /prI'skraIb/ v. [T] 1 to say what
medicine or treatment a sick person should have:
Doctors commonly prescribe steroids for children
with asthma. 2 (formal) to state officially what
should be done in a particular situation: a punishment prescribed by the law [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
Latin praescribere “to write at the beginning,
order”]
pre·scrip·tion /prI'skrIpS@n/ n. 1 [C] a piece
of paper on which a doctor writes what medicine a
sick person should have, or the medicine itself: a
prescription for painkillers
THESAURUS
medicine, pill, tablet, capsule,
eye/ear drops, drug, medication ➔ MEDICINE

2 by prescription a drug that you get by prescription can only be obtained with a written order from
the doctor ANT over the counter

pre·scrip·tive /prI'skrIptIv/ adj. (formal) saying
how something should be done or what someone
should do
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pres·ence /'prEz@ns/ n. 1 [U] the state of being
present in a particular place ANT absence: The
ambassador’s presence at the reception was a
surprise. | Tests revealed the presence of poison in
the blood. 2 in sb’s presence/in the presence
of sb with someone, or in the same place as
him/her: Everyone was afraid to voice an opinion
in his presence. | He blushed whenever he was in
the presence of women. 3 [singular] a group of
people, especially the army or the police, who are
in a place to watch or control what is happening:
the American military presence in Vietnam |
There’s a heavy police presence at the
embassy. 4 have the presence of mind to do
sth to have the ability to deal with a dangerous
situation calmly and quickly: Bill had the presence
of mind to call 911 after the fire started. 5 make
your presence felt to have a strong effect on
other people or situations: Hanley has made his
presence felt since joining the company. 6 [U] the
ability to appear impressive to people with your
appearance or manner: As an actor, he has a powerful stage presence.

pres·ent1 /'prEz@nt/ adj. 1 be present (formal)
to be in a particular place ANT absent: How many
people were present at the board meeting? 2 [only
before noun] happening or existing now: We are
unable to answer your questions at the present
time. | Many people are unhappy with the present
situation.
THESAURUS

current – happening, existing, or being used
now: What is your current address?
existing – present now and available to be used:
The existing system is not working.
prevailing – very common in a particular place
at a particular time: the prevailing market price
for corn

3 the present day (formal) in modern times:
Traditional Indian pottery designs are still used in
the present day.

pre·sent2 /prI'zEnt/ v. [T] 1 to give something
to someone, especially at an official or public
occasion: Mr. Davis presented the winning team
with a gold cup.
THESAURUS

give, award, grant ➔ GIVE 1

2 to give or show information in a particular way:
The evidence was presented to the court by
Conor’s lawyer. 3 present yourself the way you
present yourself is the way you talk and behave
when you meet new people: She presents herself as
confident and experienced. 4 to cause something
such as a problem or difficulty to happen or exist:
The heavy rains presented a new difficulty for the
rescue workers. 5 to give a performance in a
theater, etc., or broadcast it on television or radio:
The Roxy is presenting a production of “Waiting for
Godot” this week. 6 (formal) to introduce someone
formally to someone else: May I present my parents, Mr. and Mrs. Benning.

pre·sent3 /'prEz@nt/ n. 1 [C] something that

you give to someone on a special occasion
SYN
gift: a birthday/Christmas/anniversary
present | He didn’t even give me a present. 2 the
present the time that is happening now: Live in the
present – don’t worry about the past! 3 at
present at this time: We have no plans at present
for closing the factory.
pre·sent·a·ble /prI'zEnô@b@l/ adj. attractive and
neat enough to be seen or shown in public: Do I
look presentable? | Let me try to make the house a
little bit more presentable.
"prE-/
pres·en·ta·tion
/"priz@n'teIS@n,
n. 1 [C] the act of giving someone a prize or present
at a formal ceremony: the presentation of the
awards 2 [C] a formal talk about a particular
subject: She gave a short presentation on/about the
new product. 3 [U] the way in which something is
shown, said, etc. to others: As a chef, I care about
the presentation of food as well as its taste.
'present-day adj. modern or existing now: The
colonists settled near present-day Charleston.
pres·ent·ly /'prEz@ntli/ adv. (formal) 1 at this
time: I presently live in Berlin.
THESAURUS
now, at the moment, for the
moment, at present/at the present time,
currently ➔ NOW 1

2 (old-fashioned) in a short time: The doctor will see
you presently.
THESAURUS
soon, in a minute, any minute
now, before long, shortly ➔ SOON

"present 'participle n. [C]

ENG. LANG. ARTS in
grammar, a PARTICIPLE that is formed by adding
“-ing” to a verb. It can be used in compounds to
make CONTINUOUS tenses, as in “She’s sleeping,”
as an adjective, as in “the sleeping child,” or as a
GERUND , as in “I like cooking.”
"present 'perfect n. the present perfect ENG.
LANG. ARTS in grammar, the tense of a verb that
shows a time up to and including the present, and is
formed with “have” and the past participle. In the
sentence “Ken has traveled all over the world,” “has
traveled” is in the present perfect.
"present 'tense n. the present tense ENG. LANG.
ARTS in grammar, the form of a verb that shows
what is true, what exists, or what is happening now.
In the sentence “I always leave for work at 8:00,”
“leave” is in the present tense.
pres·er·va·tion /"prEzø'veIS@n/ n. [U] the act
of keeping something unharmed or unchanged, or
the degree to which it is unharmed or unchanged:
the preservation of the rainforest | The painting
was in a good/bad state of preservation.
pre·serv·a·tive /prI'zøv@ÔIv/ n. [C,U] a chemical substance that prevents food or wood from
decaying: The bread contains no artificial preservatives.
pre·serve1 /prI'zøv/ v. [T] 1 to keep something
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or someone from being harmed, destroyed, or pre·si·di·o /prI'sidioU, -'sId-/ n. [C] HISTORY a
changed too much: The group is dedicated to pre- group of buildings that is protected by walls, built
serving historic buildings. | We want to preserve as by Spanish SETTLER s (=people who go to live in an
area where not many people like them have lived
much open land as possible.
before) in areas that are now the southwest United
THESAURUS
protect, guard, safeguard,
States
give/offer/provide protection, conserve ➔
PROTECT

P

2 to add something to food so that it will stay in
good condition for a long time: Cucumbers preserved in vinegar are called pickles.
preserve2 n. 1 [C] an area of land or water in
which animals, fish, or trees are protected: Yellowstone was the nation’s first wilderness preserve. 2 [singular] an activity that only one
particular group of people can do, or a place that
only those people can use: Politics is no longer the
preserve of wealthy white males. 3 preserves
[plural] a sweet food such as JAM , made from large
pieces of fruit boiled with sugar: strawberry preserves
pre·side /prI'zaId/ v. [I] to be in charge of a
formal meeting, ceremony, important situation,
etc.: Judge Baxter presided over the trial.
pres·i·den·cy /'prEz@d@nsi/ n. (plural presidencies) [C] the job of being a president, or the period
of time when someone is a president: He decided to
run for the presidency.
pres·i·dent, President /'prEz@d@nt/ n.
[C] 1 the official leader of a country that does not
have a king or queen: the President of Mexico |
President Lincoln
THESAURUS

politician,
congressman/congresswoman, senator,
governor, mayor ➔ POLITICIAN

2 someone who is in charge of a business, bank,
club, college, etc.: the President of Brown University [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French président,
from Latin, present participle of praesidere “to
sit in front of, guard, preside over”]
THESAURUS

CEO ➔ BOSS 1

boss, manager, head, chief,

pres·i·den·tial /"prEz@'dEnS@lX/ adj. relating to

press1 /prEs/ v.

1 WITH FINGER [T] to push something with your
finger in order to make a machine start, a bell ring,
etc.: What happens if I press this button? | Mrs.
Mott pressed the doorbell again. | Press F3 to save
the document.
2 PUSH AGAINST [T] to push something firmly
against a surface: He pressed some money into her
hand. | Their faces were pressed against the window.
3 IRON [T] to make clothes smooth using heat
SYN iron: I need to have this suit cleaned and
pressed.
4 press charges to say officially that someone
has done something illegal so that a court must
decide if s/he is guilty
5 PERSUADE [T] to try very hard to persuade
someone to do something or tell you something: He
pressed me to accept the job. | Detectives had been
pressing him for details.
6 MOVE [I] to move in a particular direction by
pushing: The crowd pressed forward to see what
was happening.
7 HEAVY WEIGHT [T] to put pressure or weight on
something to make it flat, crush it, etc.: a machine
for pressing grapes
THESAURUS

squash – to press something and damage it by
making it flat: Put the tomatoes where they won’t
get squashed.
crush – to press something very hard so that it is
broken or destroyed: His leg was crushed in the
accident.
mash – to press fruit or cooked vegetables until
they are soft and smooth: Mash the potatoes well.
grind – to press something into powder using a
special machine: Can you grind the coffee beans?
squeeze – to press something from both sides,
usually with your fingers: Squeeze the toothpaste
tube from the bottom. | fresh-squeezed orange
juice
compress (formal) – to press something so that
it takes up less space: The pump compresses the
air, forcing it through a tube into the tire.
compact (formal) – to press something
together so that it becomes smaller or more
solid: The machine compacts household trash.

the job or office of president: the presidential
campaign/election | the presidential nominee/
candidate/contender
"president pro 'tempore also "president
pro 'tem n. (plural presidents pro tempore) [C
usually singular] POLITICS a member of the U.S. SENATE who is elected by other SENATOR s to be in
control of the Senate’s meetings when the VICE press on/ahead phr. v.
PRESIDENT is not there
to continue doing something without stopping: The
'Presidents’ Day n. a U.S. holiday on the third army crossed the river and pressed on to the
Monday in February, to remember the BIRTHDAY s border.
of George Washington and Abraham Lincoln
press2 n. 1 the press newspapers, magazines,
pre'siding "officer n. [C] POLITICS the person etc., or the people who work for them: Taylor
who is officially in charge of controlling the meet- refuses to speak to the press. | the freedom of the
ings in the U.S. SENATE or the HOUSE OF REPRE- press | Mary’s new play is getting the attention of
SENTATIVES
the national/local press. 2 good/bad press the

pretend
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praise or criticism that someone is given by newspapers, radio, or television: I don’t think Kurt
deserves all the bad press that he’s getting. 3 [C] a
business that prints and sometimes sells books: the
University Press 4 [C] a PRINTING PRESS 5 go
to press if a newspaper, magazine, or book goes to
press, it begins to be printed: All information was
correct at the time we went to press. 6 [C] a piece
of equipment that makes something flat or forces
liquid out of something: a flower press | a wine
press
'press "agent n. [C] someone whose job is to give
photographs or information about a famous person
to newspapers, radio, or television
'press "conference n. [C] a meeting at which
someone makes official statements to people who
write news reports: The Governor held a press
conference last night.
'press corps n. [C] a group of people who usually
write the news reports that come from a particular
place: the White House press corps
pressed /prEst/ adj. be pressed for time/
money etc. to not have enough time, money, etc.:
I can’t stop now – I’m pressed for time.
press·ing /'prEsIÎ/ adj. a pressing problem, matter, question, etc. needs to be dealt with very soon
SYN urgent: Poverty is the country’s most pressing
problem.
'press re"lease n. [C] an official statement that
gives information to the newspapers, radio, or television
pres·sure1 /'prESø/ n. 1 [U] an attempt to make
someone do something by using influence, arguments, threats, etc.: Kay’s family is putting pressure on her to get married. | The company is under
pressure to reduce costs. | The president faces
pressure from militants in his own party. 2 [C,U]
the conditions of your work, family, or way of
living that make you anxious, and cause problems:
I’ve been under a lot of pressure at work lately. |
There is a lot of pressure on children these days. |
the pressures of modern life 3 [C,U] the force that
a gas or liquid has when it is pushed and held inside
a container: The air pressure in the tires might be
low. 4 [U] the force produced by pressing on
someone or something: She felt the comforting
pressure of his hand on her shoulder.
pressure2 v. [T] to try to make someone do
something by using influence, arguments, threats,
etc.: She was pressured into signing the statement.
THESAURUS

➔ FORCE 2

force, make, coerce, compel

'pressure "cooker n. [C] a tightly covered cook-

ing pot that cooks food very quickly using hot
steam
pres·sured /'prESød/ adj. feeling a lot of worry
because of the number of things that you have to
do: Her job makes her feel pressured all the time.
'pressure group n. [C] a group of people or an

organization that tries to influence what the public
thinks about things, and what the government does
about things

pres·sur·ized /'prES@"raIzd/ adj. if an aircraft is
pressurized, the air pressure inside it is similar to
the pressure on the ground

pres·tige /prE'stiZ, -'stidZ/ n. [U] if you have
prestige, you are respected and admired because of
your job or something that you have achieved: My
present job has a certain amount of prestige
attached to it.

pres·tig·ious /prE'stIdZ@s, -'sti-/ adj. admired
or respected as one of the best and most important:
a prestigious award for writers

pre·sum·a·bly /prI'zum@bli/

Ac adv. used in
order to say that something is likely to be true,
although you are not certain: Presumably, he’s
going to come back and get this stuff.

pre·sume /prI'zum/

Ac v. 1 [T] to think that
something is likely to be true, although you are not
certain: I presume (that) this price includes all
transportation and hotels. | Many of these diseases
are now widely presumed to be under control.
THESAURUS
assume, be under the
impression that ..., take it for granted (that) ➔

ASSUME

2 [T] to accept that something is true until it is
proved untrue, especially in law: She is missing and
is presumed dead. 3 [I] (formal) to behave rudely
by doing something that you do not have the right
to do: Don’t presume to tell me how to raise my
children! [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French présumer, from Latin praesumere, from prae
“before” + sumere “to take”]

pre·sump·tion /prI'zömpS@n/

Ac n. 1 [C]
something that you think must be true or is very
likely to be true: There should always be a presumption of innocence until someone is proven
guilty. | This idea is based on the presumption that
the brain is like a digital computer. 2 [U] (formal)
behavior that seems rude and too confident

pre·sump·tu·ous /prI'zömptSu@s/

Ac

adj.

doing something that you have no right to do and
that seems rude: It would be presumptuous of me
to try to tell you what to do. | It is perhaps
presumptuous to think that we will one day understand the purpose of the universe.

pre·sup·pose /"pris@'poUz/ v. [T] (formal) to
depend on something that is thought to be true
SYN assume: All your plans presuppose that the
bank will be willing to lend us the money.
—presupposition /"prisöp@'zIS@n/ n. [C,U]

pre·teen /'pritin/ n. [C] someone who is 11 or 12
years old —preteen adj.: my preteen daughter

pre·tend1 /prI'tEnd/ v. [I,T] 1 to behave as if
something is true when you know it is not: Terry
pretended to be asleep. | We can’t go on pretending
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(that) everything is OK. 2 to imagine that something is true or real, as a game: Let’s pretend (that)
we’re on the moon!
pretend2 adj. a word meaning IMAGINARY , used
especially by children, or when talking to children:
We sang songs around a pretend campfire.
pre·tense /'pritEns, prI'tEns/ n. 1 [singular, U]
an attempt to pretend that something is true: Kevin
made no pretense of being surprised. | We had to
keep up the pretense that we were married. 2 under false pretenses if you do something under false pretenses, you do it by pretending
that something is true when it is not: He entered the
country on a Japanese passport obtained under
false pretenses.
pre·ten·sion /prI'tEnS@n/ n. [C usually plural, U]
an attempt to seem more important, rich, or intelligent than you really are: his honesty and lack of
pretension
pre·ten·tious /prI'tEnS@s/ adj. trying to seem
more important, rich, or intelligent than you really
are: There were a bunch of pretentious people at the
gallery opening.
pret·er·ite, preterit /'preÔ@rIt/ n. the preterite
ENG. LANG. ARTS the PAST TENSE
pre·text /'pritEkst/ n. [C] a false reason that is
given for doing something, in order to hide the real
reason: He got into the building on the pretext of
checking the heating.
pret·ty1 /'prIÔi/ adv. (informal) 1 fairly, but not
completely: I thought the test was pretty easy. |
“How are you feeling?” “Oh, pretty good.” | That
car was going pretty quickly.

THESAURUS
WIN 1

win, be victorious, triumph ➔

2 if a belief or opinion prevails, it is common
among a group of people: After the riots, a mood of
uncertainty still prevails in the neighborhood.
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin praevalere, from
prae “before” + valere “to be strong”]
prevail on/upon sb phr. v. (formal) to persuade
someone: I might be willing to prevail upon the
committee to reconsider its decision.
pre·vail·ing /prI'veIlIÎ/ adj. 1 very common in
a particular place at a particular time SYN current:
Williams’ books challenged prevailing views of U.S.
history.
THESAURUS
PRESENT 1

present, current, existing ➔

2 prevailing wind the direction in which the wind
usually blows over a particular area at a particular
time of the year

prev·a·lent /'prEv@l@nt/ adj. common at a par-

ticular time, in a particular place, or among a
particular group of people: The disease is more
prevalent among young people. —prevalence n.
[U]: the prevalence of crime in the inner city
pre·vent /prI'vEnt/ v. [T] to stop something from
happening, or stop someone from doing something:
It was an accident that could have been prevented. |
A knee injury prevented him from playing. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin, past participle of praevenire “to come before”] —preventable adj.:
preventable diseases
pre·ven·ta·tive /prI'vEnô@ÔIv/ adj. preventive
THESAURUS
rather, fairly, quite, kind of ➔
pre·ven·tion /prI'vEnS@n/ n. [U] the act of preRATHER
venting something, or the actions that you take in
order to prevent something: crime prevention | the
2 very: Dad was pretty angry about it. 3 pretty prevention of accidents
much almost completely: I’m pretty much done
with my homework. [ORIGIN: Old English prættig pre·ven·tive /prI'vEnôIv/ adj. intended to prevent something you do not want to happen: preven“tricky,” from prætt “trick”]
tive medicine (=treatment to prevent people from
2
pretty adj. (comparative prettier, superlative pret- becoming
sick)
tiest) 1 a woman or child who is pretty is attractive: a very pretty little girl | Laura is much prettier pre·view /'privyu/ n. [C] 1 an occasion when
you see a movie, play, etc. before it is shown to the
than her sister.
public 2 an advertisement for a movie or televiTHESAURUS
attractive, good-looking,
sion program that often consists of short parts of it
nice-looking, beautiful, gorgeous, stunning,
—preview v. [T]
cute ➔ ATTRACTIVE
pre·vi·ous /'privi@s/ Ac adj. [only before noun]
2 attractive or pleasant to look at or listen to: a happening or existing before a particular event,
pretty pink dress | a song with a pretty tune 3 not time, or thing: She has two children from a previous
a pretty picture/sight very ugly, upsetting, or marriage. | Have you had any previous experience
worrying: The plane was completely destroyed – in accounting? | In previous generations, the eldit’s not a pretty picture.
erly depended on their children. [ORIGIN: 1600—
pret·zel /'prEts@l/ n. [C] a salty type of bread, 1700 Latin praevius “leading the way,” from via
baked in the shape of a loose knot [ORIGIN: “way”]
1800—1900 German pretzel, bretzel, from Latin
THESAURUS
last, former ➔ LAST 1
brachiatus “having branches like arms”]
pre·vail /prI'veIl/ v. [I] (formal) 1 if a person,
idea, or principle prevails, they achieve success pre·vi·ous·ly /'privi@sli/ Ac adv. before now,
or before a particular time: She previously worked
after a struggle: Justice prevailed in the end.
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at Bank of Boston. | Previously, people had believed
that the sun orbited around the Earth.
THESAURUS

before, earlier ➔ BEFORE 1

pre·war /"pri'wOrX/ adj., adv. happening or existing before a war, especially World War I or World
War II: the country’s prewar population
prey1 /preI/ n. 1 [U] an animal that is hunted and
eaten by another animal: On TV, a tiger stalked its
prey. 2 fall prey to sth to be affected by something unpleasant: More teenagers are falling prey to
gang violence.

prey2 v.

prey on sb/sth phr. v. 1 if an animal or bird preys
on another animal or bird, it hunts and eats it 2 to

try to influence or deceive weaker people: The
police issued a warning about dishonest salesmen
who prey on old people.
price1 /praIs/ n. 1 [C,U] the amount of money
that must be paid in order to buy something: What’s
the price of this book? | Gas prices have gone up
again. | I can’t believe how high/low their prices
are. | Stock prices fell yesterday. | We could rent a
car or take the train – there’s almost no difference
in price. | price cuts
C O L L O C AT I O N S

go up/rise/increase – to become higher
increase/raise prices – to make them higher
go down/fall/drop – to become lower
cut/lower/slash prices – to make them lower
rocket/soar – to suddenly become much higher
tumble/plummet – to suddenly become much
lower
fluctuate – to keep becoming higher and then
lower
level out/off – to stop going up or down, and
continue at the same amount
cost, expense, charge, fee, rate ➔ COST 1

2 [U] something bad that you must deal with in
order to have or do something else: He’s very busy,
but I guess that’s the price of success. | She’s gotten
the job she wanted, but at what price? 3 at/for a
price used in order to say that you can buy something, but only if you pay a lot of money: You can
buy excellent wine here – at a price. 4 at any
price even if something is extremely difficult: They
were determined to have a child at any
price. 5 asking price the price that someone who
is selling something says s/he wants for it: The
asking price was $500, but we paid $350 for it.
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French pris, from
Latin pretium “price, money”]
price2 v. [T] 1 to give a price to something that is
for sale: a reasonably priced pair of shoes 2 to put
a sign on goods that shows how much they cost
'price "index n. [C] ECONOMICS a list of particular
goods and services, showing how much their prices
change each month. It is used as a way of measuring INFLATION (=the rate at which prices increase
over a period of time).

pride

price·less /'praIslIs/ adj. 1 so valuable that you
cannot calculate a financial value: priceless
antiques
THESAURUS
valuable, precious, worth a
lot/a fortune ➔ VALUABLE

2 extremely important or useful: priceless information 3 (informal) very funny or silly: The look on
his face when I walked in the room was priceless.
'price war n. [C] ECONOMICS a situation in which
companies that are competing against each other
reduce the prices of products or services they sell,
because each company is trying to get the most
customers
pric·ey, pricy /'praIsi/ adj. (informal) expensive: a
pricey restaurant
THESAURUS
expensive, overpriced, fancy,
posh ➔ EXPENSIVE

prick1 /prIk/ v. 1 [T] to make a small hole in the
surface of something, using a sharp point: Prick the
pie dough all over with a fork. | She pricked her
finger with the needle.
THESAURUS
pierce, make a hole in sth,
punch, puncture ➔ PIERCE

2 prick up its ears if an animal pricks up its ears,
it raises them and points them toward a
sound 3 prick up your ears to start listening to
what someone is saying because it is interesting
prick2 n. [C] 1 a slight pain you get when something sharp goes into your skin: She felt a sharp
prick when the needle went into her finger. 2 a
small hole in the surface of something, made by a
sharp point
prick·le1 /'prIk@l/ n. [C] 1 a long thin sharp point
on the skin of some plants and animals 2 a stinging feeling on your skin
prickle2 v. [I,T] if your skin prickles, or if something prickles your skin, you feel a slight stinging
pain on your skin: That sweater always prickles me.
prick·ly
/'prIkli/
adj. 1 covered with
prickles:
prickly
bushes 2 causing a
stinging feeling on your
skin: a prickly wool
jacket
pride1 /praId/ n.
[U] 1 a feeling of satisfaction and pleasure in
what you have done, or
in what someone connected with you has done
➔ PROUD : Everyone on our team takes great pride
in (=is very proud of) the quality of their work. |
They always talk about their son with pride. 2 a
feeling that you like and respect yourself, and that
you deserve to be respected by other people: Losing
his job really hurt his pride. 3 a feeling that you
are better than other people: I had too much pride
to ask for money. 4 sb’s pride and joy someone
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or something that is very important to someone:
Ken’s new car is his pride and joy. 5 swallow
your pride to ignore your feelings of pride and do
something that seems necessary, even though you
do not want to do it: You’re just going to have to
swallow your pride and apologize.
pride2 v. pride yourself on sth to be very proud
of something that you do well, or of a quality that
you have: Sandy prides herself on her ability to
speak four languages.
priest /prist/ n. [C] someone who performs religious duties and ceremonies in some religions
➔ MINISTER
priest·ess /'pristIs/ n. [C] a woman with religious authority and duties in some non-Christian
religions
priest·hood /'pristhUd/ n. the priesthood the
position of being a priest: Angelo has decided to
enter the priesthood (=become a priest).
prim /prIm/ adj. very formal in the way you
behave, and easily shocked by anything rude: Janet’s much too prim and proper to laugh at a joke
like that. —primly adv.
pri·ma·cy /'praIm@si/ Ac n. [U] the state of
being the thing or person with the most importance
or authority: No one ever questioned the primacy
of the church.
pri·ma don·na /"prim@ 'dAn@, "prIm@-/ n. [C]
(disapproving) someone who thinks that s/he is very
good at what s/he does, and demands a lot of
attention and admiration from other people
pri·mal /'praIm@l/ adj. [only before noun] primal
feelings are basic and seem to come from ancient
times when humans were more like animals: primal
instincts
pri·mar·i·ly /praI'mEr@li/ Ac adv. mainly: We
do sell paintings, but this is primarily a furniture
store. | Natural gas consists primarily of methane.
THESAURUS
mainly, chiefly, principally,
largely ➔ MAINLY

pri·mar·y1 /'praI"mEri, -m@ri/
before noun] 1 most important

Ac
SYN

adj. [only
main: Our

primary concern is the safety of the children. | The
primary goal of the campaign was to win the next
election. 2 relating to the education of children
who are between 5 and 11 years old: primary
education [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin primarius,
from primus “first”]
primary2 n. (plural primaries) [C] POLITICS an election in the U.S. in which people vote to decide who
will be their political party’s CANDIDATE for a
political position
"primary 'care n. [U] the main medical help that
you get, unless your doctor decides that you need to
see a SPECIALIST (=doctor with special skills)
"primary 'cell n. [C] PHYSICS a piece of equipment
that makes electricity from the energy that is produced when two or more chemicals are mixed

together. This process can only happen once, and
when the electricity is used up, the cell is dead.
SYN

voltaic cell

"primary 'color n. [C] one of the three colors –

red, yellow, and blue – that you can mix together to
make any other color
"primary e'lection n. [C] POLITICS a PRIMARY
"primary 'growth n. [U] BIOLOGY new growth in
the stem of a plant, that happens at the top of its
stem and at the end of its roots
'primary "school n. [C] an ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL

"primary 'source n. [C]

HISTORY a written or
spoken description of an event by someone who
was actually there when it happened ➔ SECONDARY
SOURCE

"primary 'stress n. [C,U]

ENG. LANG. ARTS the
strongest STRESS (=force) that you give to part of a
long word when you are speaking, for example like
the force given to “pri” when you say “primary.” It
is shown in this dictionary by the mark ( /'/).

➔ SECONDARY STRESS

pri·mate /'praImeIt/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a member of

the group of MAMMAL s that includes humans and
monkeys
adj. [only before
prime1 /praIm/ Ac
noun] 1 most important: Smoking is the prime
cause of lung disease. 2 very good: The house is
in a prime location. | The church is a prime
example of Gothic architecture. [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 French, Latin primus “first”]
prime2 n. 1 be in your prime/be in the prime
of life to be at the time in your life when you are
strongest and most active 2 [C] a PRIME NUMBER
prime3 v. [T] 1 to prepare someone for a situation
so that s/he knows what to do: The senators were
primed to ask some tough questions. 2 to put a
special layer of paint on a surface, to prepare it for
the main layer 3 to prepare a pump to work by
filling it with a liquid
"prime 'minister n. [C] the leader of the government in countries that have a PARLIAMENT
"prime 'number n. [C] MATH a number that can
only be divided by itself and the number one
prim·er /'praImø/ n. [C,U] a special paint that you
put on wood, metal, etc. before you put on the main
layer of paint
'prime "time n. [U] the time in the evening when
the largest number of people are watching television
pri·me·val /praI'miv@l/ adj. EARTH SCIENCES
belonging to the earliest time in the existence of the
Earth or the universe: primeval forests
prim·i·tive /'prIm@ÔIv/ adj. 1 belonging to a
simple way of life that existed in the past, or to an
early stage in the development of humans or
animals ANT modern: primitive societies 2 very
simple, uncomfortable, or without modern features:
primitive living conditions
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pri·mor·di·al /praI'mOrdi@l/ adj.

EARTH SCIENCES

existing at the beginning of time or the beginning
of the Earth: the primordial seas
prince /prIns/ n. [C] 1 the son of a king or queen,
or one of his or her close male relatives
THESAURUS
king, queen, princess,
monarch, ruler, emperor, sovereign ➔ KING

2 a male ruler of some small countries: Prince
Albert of Monaco [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old
French, Latin princeps “leader,” from primus
“first” + capere “to take”]
prince·ly /'prInsli/ adj. impressive or large: a
princely sum of money
prin·cess /'prInsIs, -sEs/ n. [C] 1 the daughter
of a king or queen, or one of his or her close female
relatives
THESAURUS
king, queen, prince, monarch,
ruler, emperor, sovereign ➔ KING

2 the wife of a prince

prin·ci·pal1 /'prIns@p@l/

Ac n. 1 [C] someone
who is in charge of a school: a high school
principal | Helen Davies is the principal of Ferry
Elementary School. 2 [U] ECONOMICS the original
amount of money that is lent to someone or saved
by someone, not including any of the INTEREST :
The principal amounts to $50,000. 3 [C] the main
person in a business or organization, who can make
business decisions [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
French, Latin principalis, from princeps
“leader,” from primus “first” + capere “to take”]
principal2 adj. most important SYN main: Magic
is a principal ingredient in fairy tales. | Oil is the
country’s principal source of income.
prin·ci·pal·i·ty /"prIns@'pæl@Ôi/ n. (plural principalities) [C] a country ruled by a prince
prin·ci·pally /'prIns@pli/ Ac adv. mainly: The
audience was principally made up of women. | The
data is derived principally from national surveys.
THESAURUS
mainly, chiefly, largely,
primarily ➔ MAINLY

prin·ci·ple /'prIns@p@l/

Ac n. 1 [C,U] a moral
rule or set of ideas about what is right and wrong,
that influences how you behave: the principle that
everyone is equal | I refused to sign the contract as
a matter of principle (=because the contract
included things I believed were wrong). | our society’s values and moral principles | Schools try to
teach children a set of principles. 2 [C] the basic
idea that a plan or system is based on: the principles of business management | The law is a
violation of the basic principles of a free society. |
The management principles used by the Japanese
provided valuable lessons for American
labor. 3 [C] a rule that explains the way something
works: the basic/fundamental principles of
physics | Scientific inquiry enabled man to relate
the visible changes in nature with the permanent
principles underlying them. 4 in principle a) if

printing

something is possible in principle, there is no good
reason why it should not happen: In principle, you
can leave work early on Friday, but it’s not always
possible. | The class is, in principle, open to all
ages. b) if you agree to something in principle,
you agree about a general plan or idea without the
details: The arrangement has been agreed to in
principle. | Approval in principle was all that was
needed to get the negotiations started. [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 French principe, from Latin principium “beginning”]
prin·ci·pled /'prIns@p@ld/ Ac adj. (written)
having strong beliefs about what is morally right
and wrong: a strongly/highly principled woman |
Sadly, those high ideals and principled declarations had led to war, not peace.
print1 /prInt/ v. 1 [I,T] to produce words, numbers, or pictures on paper, using a machine that puts
ink onto the surface: The books are printed in
China. | Why isn’t my document printing? 2 [T] to
produce many copies of a book, newspaper, etc.:
About 100 copies of the report have been
printed. 3 [T] to print an article, letter, speech, etc.
in a newspaper, book, or magazine: The Times
printed a story about it this week. 4 [I,T] to write
words by hand without joining the letters: Please
print your name in capital letters. 5 [T] to produce
a photograph on special paper
print sth ↔ off/out phr. v. to produce a printed
copy of a computer document [ORIGIN: 1200—
1300 Old French preinte, from preint, past participle of preindre “to press,” from Latin
premere]
print2 n. 1 [U] writing that has been printed in
books, newspapers, etc.: The print is awfully
small. | People learn many words by seeing them in
print, rather than hearing them said. 2 be in
print/be out of print if a book is in print, it is
available to buy, and if it is out of print, it is not
available to buy anymore 3 the fine/small print
the details of a legal document which are often in
very small writing: the fine print in the contract 4 [C] a picture that has been printed from a
small sheet of metal or block of wood, or a copy of
a painting 5 [C] a photograph printed on paper:
Why don’t you order an extra set of prints? 6 [C] a
mark made on a surface or in a soft substance by
something that has been pressed onto it ➔ FOOTPRINT : There were muddy paw prints all over the
floor. 7 prints [plural] someone’s FINGERPRINT s 8 [C,U] cloth that has a colored pattern on
it: a print dress

print·er /'prInôø/ n. [C] 1 a machine connected
to a computer, that can copy documents from a
computer onto paper: a laser printer ➔ see picture on
page A6 2 someone who owns or works in a
printing business

print·ing /'prInôIÎ/ n. 1 [U] the act or process of
making a book, magazine, etc. using a machine: a
printing error 2 [C] an act of printing a number of
copies of a book: The novel is in its third printing. 3 [U] a method of writing, in which you write
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each letter of a word separately rather than joining
escape from prison: He was killed while trying
them together
to escape from prison. ➔ CRIME , CRIMINAL 1,
PUNISHMENT
'printing press n. [C] a machine that prints
newspapers, books, etc.
pris·on·er /'prIz@nø/ n. [C] 1 someone who is
print·out /'prInôaUt/ n. [C,U] paper with printed kept in a prison as a punishment for a crime
information on it, produced by a computer printer
SYN convict 2 someone who is taken by force
pri·or /'praIø/ Ac adj. (formal) 1 prior to sth and kept somewhere, for example during a war: Six
before: the week prior to the election | The AIDS soldiers were taken prisoner. | They kept/held her
virus may not have existed prior to the prisoner for three months.
1960s. 2 [only before noun] done, planned, or existTHESAURUS
ing earlier than something else SYN previous: No
captive – someone who is kept as a prisoner,
change can be made without prior approval. [ORIespecially in a war: The rebels are holding 54
GIN: 1700—1800 Latin “earlier, older, higher in
captives.
rank,” from Latin pri “before”]
hostage – someone who is kept as a prisoner by
pri·or·i·tize /praI'Or@"taIz/ Ac v. [T] to deal
an enemy, so that the other side will do what the
with something important first, or to list several
enemy demands: The group demanded that 400
things, problems, etc. in order of importance: Ask
prisoners be released in exchange for the hostages.
your boss to prioritize your projects. | The city
needs to prioritize the needs of children in the "prisoner of 'war n. (plural prisoners of war)
budget. —prioritization /praI"Or@Ô@'zeIS@n/ n. (abbreviation P.O.W.) [C] a member of the military
[U]
who is caught by the enemy during a war and kept
pri·or·i·ty /praI'Or@Ôi/ Ac n. (plural priori- as a prisoner
ties) 1 [C,U] the thing that you think is most pris·sy /'prIsi/ adj. (informal, disapproving) behavimportant and that needs attention before anything ing very correctly, and easily shocked by anything
else: Education is his top priority. | The company rude
considers training to be a high/low priority. | The pris·tine /'prI"stin, prI'stin/ adj. extremely
development of new fuel sources is of high clean, and not spoiled at all by use: She owns a
priority. | Increasing market share is high on the 1973 Volkswagen Beetle in pristine condition. | the
corporation’s list of priorities. 2 [U] the right to be pristine white sand
given attention first and before other people or
things: Children who live near the school are given pri·va·cy /'praIv@si/ n. [U] 1 the state of being
priority over those who live farther away. | Industry able to be alone, and not seen or heard by other
should place a higher priority on reducing pollu- people: If he wants to smoke in the privacy of his
own home, that’s fine, but he can’t smoke in my
tion.
house. 2 the state of being able to keep your own
prism /'prIz@m/ n. [C] 1 PHYSICS a transparent affairs secret: Reporters invade the privacy of
block of glass that breaks up white light into celebrities.
different colors 2 MATH a solid GEOMETRIC shape
with two matching ends and three or more sides pri·vate1 /'praIvIt/ adj. 1 for use by one person
that are the same width from the bottom to the top or group, not for everyone ANT public: a private
jet | Rooms are available for private parties. | They
pris·on /'prIz@n/ n. [C,U] a large building where were arrested for trespassing on private proppeople are kept as a punishment for a crime, or erty. 2 secret or personal, and not for sharing with
while waiting to go to court for their TRIAL : He others: her private thoughts | You had no right to
spent ten months in prison. | Williams was sent to look at my private papers.
prison for rape. | a prison sentence/term (=time
THESAURUS
that must be spent in prison)
C O L L O C AT I O N S

go to prison: He could go to prison for 25 years.
put sb in prison: If he’s caught, they’ll put him
in prison.
send sb to prison: Her husband was sent

back to prison after violating his parole
(=disobeying the rules which allowed him to
leave prison early).

spend time in prison – to be in prison for
committing a crime: He will spend the rest of his
life in prison.
release sb from prison – to let someone leave
prison: He was released from prison after serving a
two-year sentence.
get out of prison – to be released from prison:
The day he got out of prison, he stole a car.

secret – known or felt only by you, and not

talked about or shown to anyone else: Dreams
may reveal our secret desires.
personal – concerning only you: He asked a lot
of personal questions.
innermost – your innermost feelings, desires,
etc. are the ones you feel most strongly and keep
private: Collins expressed her innermost feelings in
her poetry.
intimate – relating to very private or personal
matters: all my intimate secrets
be none of sb’s business – if something is
none of your business, it is private and you
should not ask about it: It’s none of your business
what I do in my free time. ➔ SECRET 1

3 not relating to, owned by, or paid for by the

probe
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government ANT public: a private college 4 separate from your work or your official position, and
not related to it: Should reporters be prying into the
private lives of politicians? 5 quiet and without
lots of people: Is there a private corner where we
can talk? —privately adv.: Is there someplace we
can talk privately?
private2 n. 1 in private without other people
listening or watching: Miss Schultz, I need to speak
to you in private. 2 [C] a soldier of the lowest rank
in the Army or the Marines
"private 'enterprise n. [U] ECONOMICS the economic system in which private businesses can compete and the government does not control industry
THESAURUS
BUSINESS

business, commerce ➔

"private
in'vestigator
also
"private
de'tective, "private 'eye (informal) n. [C] some-

one whom you pay to do things such as look for
information or missing people, or follow someone
and report on what s/he does
"private 'parts also pri·vates /'praIvIts/ n. [plural] (informal) the sex organs – used in order to avoid
naming them directly
'private school n. [C] a school that is not supported by government money, where education
must be paid for by the children’s parents ➔ PUBLIC
SCHOOL

pri·va·tion /praI'veIS@n/ n. [C,U] (formal) a lack
of the things that everyone needs, such as food,
warmth, and shelter
pri·vat·ize /'praIv@"taIz/ v. [T] ECONOMICS if a
government privatizes an industry, service, etc. that
it controls or owns, it sells it or gives contracts to
private
companies
➔
NATIONALIZE
—privatization /"praIv@Ô@'zeIS@n/ n. [U]
priv·i·lege /'prIvlIdZ, -v@lIdZ/ n. 1 [C] a special advantage that is given only to one person or
group of people: These soldiers were given special
privileges. | Good health care should not be just a
privilege of the wealthy. 2 [singular] something
that you are lucky to have the chance to do, and that
you enjoy very much: It’s been a privilege to meet
you, sir. | I had the privilege of working with some
very interesting people. 3 [U] a situation in which
people who are rich or of a high social class have
many more advantages than other people: a life of
wealth and privilege —privileged adj.
priv·y1 /'prIvi/ adj. (formal) be privy to sth to
share secret knowledge of something: I was not
privy to the discussion.
privy2 n. (plural privies) [C] (old-fashioned) an OUTHOUSE ➔ TOILET

prize1 /praIz/ n. [C] something that is given to

someone who is successful in a competition, race,
game of chance, etc.: Her roses won first/second/
third prize at the flower show. | Bohr won the Nobel
Prize in 1922. | the Pulitzer Prize for fiction
prize2 adj. 1 good enough to win a prize or to

have won a prize: prize cattle 2 prize money
money that is given to the person who wins a
competition, race, etc.
prize3 v. [T] to think that someone or something is
very important or valuable: He gave her a necklace
that his mother had prized.
prized /praIzd/ adj. very important or valuable to
someone: Education is highly prized. | All her most
prized possessions were lost in the fire.
prize·fight /'praIzfaIt/ n. [C] a BOXING match in
which the competitors are paid —prizefighter n.
[C]

pro /proU/ n. (plural pros) [C] 1 (informal) a PRO-

a golf pro 2 something that is an
advantage: We discussed the pros and cons (=the
advantages and disadvantages) of starting our own
business. —pro adj.: pro basketball
pro·ac·tive /proU'æktIv/ adj. taking action to
influence events in advance, rather than dealing
with things after they happen: We need to adopt a
more proactive approach to the problem of global
warming.
prob·a·bil·i·ty /"prAb@'bIl@Ôi/ n. (plural probabilities) 1 [singular, U] how likely it is that something will happen, exist, or be true: the probability
of delay | a high/low probability of success 2 in
all probability very probably: There will, in all
probability, be parts that you do not understand. 3 [singular] something that is likely to happen or exist: War is a real probability unless the
talks succeed. 4 [C,U] MATH how likely something
is to happen, measured in a mathematical calculation: The blood test shows a 99.4 percent probability that Hill is the child’s father.
prob·a·ble /'prAb@b@l/ adj. likely to happen,
exist, or be true: It is probable that both genes and
the environment play a role in the disease. | the
probable cause of the accident
prob·a·bly /'prAb@bli/ adv. likely to happen,
exist, or be true: It will probably take about a
week. | “Is Julie going?” “Probably not.”
pro·bate /'proUbeIt/ n. [U] LAW the legal process
of deciding that someone’s WILL has been made
correctly, or the court where this takes place
pro·ba·tion /proU'beIS@n/ n. [U] 1 LAW a system that allows some criminals to leave prison early
or not to go to prison at all, if they promise to
behave well for a specific period of time: Preston’s
been on probation for three years. 2 a period of
time during which an employer can see if a new
worker is good enough —probationary
/proU'beIS@"nEri/ adj.
pro'bation "officer n. [C] LAW someone whose
job is to watch, advise, and help people who have
broken the law and are on probation
probe1 /proUb/ v. [I,T] 1 to ask questions in order
to find things out: Reporters have probed into the
senator’s personal life. 2 to look for something or
examine something, using a long thin instrument
—probing adj.: probing questions
FESSIONAL :
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probe2 n. [C] 1 a long thin instrument that doc- prob·lem·at·ic /"prAbl@'mæÔIk/ adj. full of

P

tors and scientists use to examine parts of the problems and difficult to deal with: Painkillers can
body 2 a SPACECRAFT without people in it that is be problematic when combined with other medisent into space to collect information ➔
cines. —problematically adv.
SPACE 1 3 (written) a process of asking many quespro bo·no /"proU 'boUnoU/ adj. LAW used to
tions in order to find the truth about something
describe work that someone, especially a lawyer,
pro·bi·ty /'proUb@Ôi/ n. [U] (formal) completely does without getting paid for it: Turner has agreed
to handle the case on a pro bono basis.
moral behavior: a man known for his probity
prob·lem /'prAbl@m/ n. [C] 1 a difficult situa- pro·car·y·ote /proU'kæri"oUt/ n. [C] another
tion or person that has to be dealt with or thought spelling of PROKARYOTE
about: I’ve been having a few problems with my pro·ce·dure /pr@'sidZø/ Ac n. [C,U] a way of
car. | There are problems with the equipment. | The doing something, especially the correct or normal
governor has done nothing to solve these way ➔ PROCESS : What is the procedure for dealproblems. | Is there a drug problem in the school? | ing with a fire. | Officials must follow the correct
the problem of teen pregnancy | Unemployment procedure. | a common medical procedure
remains a serious problem. c Don’t say “an impor- —procedural adj.
tant problem.” b
THESAURUS

setback – a problem that stops you from

making progress: The space program suffered a
major setback when the space shuttle, Discovery,
exploded.
difficulty – a problem or something that causes
trouble: the country’s financial difficulties
snag (informal) – a problem, especially one that
you had not expected: The project has hit a
major snag.
hitch – a small problem that delays or prevents
something: There have been a few last-minute
hitches.
trouble – when something does not work in the
way it should: The plane developed engine
trouble.
hassle (spoken) – a situation that is annoying
because it causes problems: I wish clothes
shopping was less of a hassle. | You get the smoky
barbecue flavor without the hassle of getting a fire
started.
flaw, bug, fault ➔ DEFECT 1

2 something wrong with your health or with part of
your body: a woman with serious health problems |
He has a back/heart/knee etc. problem. 3 a question that must be answered, especially one relating
to numbers or facts: The test will have 20 algebra
problems.
SPOKEN PHRASES

4 no problem a) used in order to say that you are
very willing to do something: “Can you help?”
“Sure, no problem.” b) used after someone has
thanked you or said s/he is sorry: “Thanks a lot.”
“Oh, no problem.” 5 that’s your/his/their etc.
problem used in order to say that someone else is
responsible for dealing with a situation, not you: If
you can’t get yourself there on time, that’s your
problem. 6 what’s your problem? used in order
to ask someone what is wrong, in a way that shows
you think s/he is not being reasonable: Look, what’s
your problem? It’s my decision!

[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French problème, from
Latin problema, from Greek, “something
thrown forward”]

THESAURUS
method, way, technique,
strategy, approach ➔ METHOD

pro·ceed /pr@'sid, proU-/

Ac v. [I] 1 to continue to do something that has already been planned
or started: We will proceed with the negotiations. |
The project seemed to be proceeding
smoothly. 2 proceed to do sth to do something
next: He took out his wallet, and proceeded to
count out enough money to pay for the
meal. 3 (formal) to move in a particular direction:
Please proceed to the nearest exit. [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Old French proceder, from Latin
procedere “to go forward”]
pro·ceed·ings /pr@'sidIÎz, proU-/ Ac n. [plural] 1 an event or series of actions: A crowd gathered to watch the proceedings. 2 LAW actions taken
in a court of law or in a legal case: legal proceedings
pro·ceeds /'proUsidz/ Ac n. [plural] the money
that has been gained from doing something or
selling something: The proceeds from the carnival
will go to local children’s charities.
pro·cess1 /'prAsEs, 'proU-/ Ac n. [C] 1 a
series of actions, developments, or changes that
happen naturally: the aging process | the natural
process of evolution | Describe some of the key
processes that occur in plant and animal cells. 2 a
series of actions that someone does to achieve a
particular result: the peace process | Medical
research is a slow process. | The process of applying to a college is often very timeconsuming. 3 be in the process of doing sth
to have started doing something and not yet be
finished: Grady is in the process of collecting data
for the study. 4 in the process while you are
doing something or something is happening: I
spilled my coffee, burning myself in the process. 5 a system or a treatment of materials that is
used for producing goods: an industrial process
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French proces, from
Latin processus, from procedere “to go forward”]
process2 Ac v. [T] 1 to deal with information
in an official way: This department processes mail
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order requests. 2 to make food, materials, or
goods ready to be used or sold, for example by
preserving or improving them in some way: In the
early 1900s, companies began to process food and
distribute it using the railroads. 3 IT to put information into a computer to be examined
—processed
adj.:
processed
cheese
—processing n. [U]
pro·ces·sion /pr@'sES@n/ n. [C] 1 a line of
people or vehicles moving slowly as part of a
ceremony ➔ PARADE : a funeral procession 2 several people or things of the same kind, appearing or
happening one after the other: a procession of legal
experts
pro·ces·sor /'prAsEsø/ n. [C] IT a CPU ➔ FOOD
PROCESSOR

"pro-'choice adj. believing that women have a
right to have an

ABORTION

➔

PRO-LIFE

pro·claim /proU'kleIm, pr@-/ v. [T] (formal) to

say officially or publicly that something is true or
exists: In 1948, Israel proclaimed its independence.
proc·la·ma·tion /"prAkl@'meIS@n/ n. [C] an
official public statement about something important: the Emancipation Proclamation (=the speech
about freeing the SLAVE s in the U.S. in 1863)
pro·cliv·i·ty /proU'klIv@Ôi/ n. (plural proclivities)
[C] (formal) a tendency to behave in a particular
way, or like a particular thing, especially something
bad: Does watching violent TV shows produce a
proclivity for violence?
pro·cras·ti·nate /pr@'kræst@"neIt/ v. [I] to
delay doing something that you ought to do: People
tend to procrastinate about paperwork. [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Latin, past participle of procrastinare,
from
cras
“tomorrow”]
—procrastinator n. [C] —procrastination
/pr@"kræst@'neIS@n/ n. [U]
THESAURUS

defer ➔ DELAY 1

delay, postpone, put off,

pro·cre·ate /'proUkri"eIt/ v. [I,T] (formal) to pro-

duce children or baby animals —procreation
/"proUkri'eIS@n/ n. [U]
pro·cure /proU'kyUr, pr@-/ v. [T] (formal) to
obtain something, especially something that is difficult to get: Senator Craven helped to procure
funding to build the new library. —procurement
n. [U]

THESAURUS

➔ BUY 1

buy, purchase, acquire, get

prod /prAd/ v. (prodded, prodding) [I,T] 1

2 to strongly encourage someone to do
something, especially when s/he is lazy or not
willing: Her parents are having to prod her into
completing her homework.
pro·di·gious /pr@'dIdZ@s/ adj. (formal) very large
or skillful in a surprising or impressive way: The
Internet contains prodigious amounts of information. —prodigiously adv.
POKE

productive
THESAURUS
big, large, substantial, huge,
enormous, vast, gigantic, massive, immense,
colossal ➔ BIG

prod·i·gy /'prAd@dZi/ n. (plural prodigies) [C] a

young person who has a great natural ability in a
subject or skill ➔ GENIUS : Mozart was a child
prodigy. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin prodigium
“sign telling the future, monster”]
pro·duce1 /pr@'dus/ v. [T] 1 to grow something
or make it naturally ➔ PRODUCT , PRODUCTION :
Cotton is produced in the southern states. | Trees
produce carbon dioxide. 2 to make something
happen or develop, or have a particular result or
effect: The drug can produce side effects in some
people. 3 to show something so it can be seen or
considered: Officer Ryan asked the suspect to produce his driver’s license. 4 to make something,
especially using an industrial process ➔ PRODUCT :
the costs of producing goods and services
THESAURUS
make, manufacture, build,
generate ➔ MAKE 1

5 if someone produces a movie, play, or television
program, s/he finds the money for it and controls
the way it is made ➔ PRODUCER 6 to make something using skill and imagination: Diane produced
a fantastic meal. 7 to give birth to a baby or young
animals
prod·uce2 /'prAdus, 'proU-/ n. [U] food, especially fruit or vegetables, that has been grown on a
farm to be sold ➔ PRODUCT : The restaurant uses
fresh local produce.
pro·duc·er /pr@'dusø/ n. [C] 1 a person, company, or country that makes or grows goods, foods,
or materials: Scotland is a producer of high-quality
wool. | oil producers in Venezuela 2 someone
whose job is to control the preparation of a play,
movie, etc., but who does not direct the actors: a TV
producer ➔ MOVIE 3 BIOLOGY a living thing, such
as a plant or BACTERIA , that produces its own food
using the energy from the Sun or from a chemical
process SYN autotroph
prod·uct /'prAdökt/ n. 1 [C,U] something that is
grown, made in a factory, or taken from nature,
usually in order to be sold ➔ PRODUCE , PRODUCTION : None of our products are tested on animals. |
milk and other dairy products 2 be the product
of sth to be the result of particular experiences,
situations, or processes: Abusive husbands tend to
be the product of violent homes. | The report was
the product of four years’ hard work. 3 [C] MATH
the number you get by multiplying two or more
numbers
pro·duc·tion /pr@'dökS@n/ n. 1 [U] the process
of making or growing things, or the amount that is
produced: Steel production has decreased by
35%. 2 [C,U] a play, movie, etc. that is produced
for the public, or the process of producing it: a new
Broadway production of “My Fair Lady”
pro·duc·tive /pr@'döktIv/ adj. producing or
achieving a lot ANT unproductive: productive
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land | Some workers become more/less productive rank: Thank you, Professor Drexler. | my history
professor | a professor of economics
under this system. —productively adv.
THESAURUS
pro·duc·tiv·i·ty /"proUd@k'tIv@Ôi, "prA-/ n. [U]
teacher, lecturer, instructor
the rate at which goods are produced, and the
➔ TEACHER
amount produced: ways of increasing/raising/
improving productivity
prof·fer /'prAfø/ v. [T] (formal) to offer something
prof /prAf/ n. 1 [C] (spoken) a PROFES- to someone
SOR 2 Prof. the written abbreviation of PROFES- pro·fi·cien·cy /pr@'fIS@nsi/ n. [U] the ability to
SOR
do something with a high level of skill: a student’s
pro·fane /proU'feIn, pr@-/ adj. showing a lack of proficiency in math | The classes were geared to
respect for God or for holy things, by using rude our level of proficiency.
words or religious words wrongly ➔ OBSCENE : pro·fi·cient /pr@'fIS@nt/ adj. able to do someprofane language
thing with a high level of skill: a proficient typist
pro·fan·i·ty /proU'fæn@Ôi, pr@-/ n. (plural pro- —proficiently adv.
fanities) [C,U] a swear word, or a religious word pro·file1
/'proUfaIl/
used wrongly, that shows a lack of respect for God n. 1 [C,U] a side view of
or for holy things ➔ OBSCENITY
someone’s head: Callan
pro·fess /pr@'fEs, proU-/ v. [T] (formal) 1 to say photographed her in
that you do something or are something, often profile. 2 [C] a short
when it is not really true SYN claim: He professed description that gives
to be surprised by the verdict. 2 to express a important details about
personal feeling or belief openly: Soon, Frank was someone or something:
professing his love and asking her to marry him. a profile of her
career 3 keep a low
—professed adj.
profile to behave quipro·fes·sion /pr@'fES@n/ n. 1 [C] a job that etly and avoid doing
needs special education and training: professions things that would make
such as nursing or teaching | He’s a lawyer by people notice you 4 high profile something that
profession (=as his job).
is high profile is noticed by many people and gets a
lot of attention: Luria has a high profile in the arts
THESAURUS
job, work, employment,
community.
occupation, career, vocation ➔ JOB
profile2 v. [T] to write or give a short description
2 [singular] all the people in a particular profession: of someone or something: The artists who are
the medical/legal/teaching etc. profession 3 [C] profiled in his book are major 20th-century figures.
(formal) a statement of your belief, opinion, or
pro·fil·ing /'proU"faIlIÎ/ n. [U] the process of
feeling
examining information about a particular group, in
pro·fes·sion·al1 /pr@'fES@nl/ Ac adj. 1 doing order to know what they might want or do, or in
a job, sport, or activity for money ANT amateur: order to know who might belong to that group:
professional athletes | a professional army 2 pro- Profiling has helped U.S. Customs officers spot
fessional sports are played by people who are paid drug smugglers.
ANT amateur: professional hockey 3 relating to a
1
job that needs special education and training: You prof·it /'prAfIt/ n. 1 [C,U] money that you gain
should speak to a lawyer for professional by selling things or doing business: NovaCorp
advice. 4 showing that someone has been well made a profit of $39 million. | They sold the
trained and is good at his/her work: This report company at a huge profit. 2 [U] an advantage that
looks very professional. —professionally adv.: you gain from doing something: reading for profit
The service uses volunteers rather than profession- and pleasure
ally trained staff.
profit2 v. (formal) 1 [I,T] to be useful or helpful to
professional2 n. [C] 1 someone who works in a someone: Everyone profits from an educajob that needs special education and training: a tion. 2 [I] to get money from doing something: The
health care professional 2 someone who earns states have profited from cigarette taxes.
money by doing a job, sport, or activity that other prof·it·a·bil·i·ty /"prAfIÔ@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [U] the state
people do just for enjoyment ANT amateur: In this of producing a profit, or the degree to which a
competition, the amateurs play alongside the pro- business or activity is profitable
fessionals.
prof·it·a·ble /'prAfIÔ@b@l/ adj. producing a profit
pro·fes·sion·al·ism /pr@'fES@nl"Iz@m/ Ac n. or a useful result: The company has had a profit[U] the skill and high standards of behavior
able year. —profitably adv.
expected of a professional person: Gossiping about prof·it·eer /"prAf@'tIr/ n. [C] someone who
your co-workers shows a lack of professionalism.
makes an unfairly large profit by selling something
pro·fes·sor /pr@'fEsø/ n. [C] a teacher at a uni- that is difficult to get at a very high price: black
versity or college, especially one who has a high market profiteers —profiteering n. [U]: As food
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supplies began to run low, some merchants were
criticized for profiteering.
'profit "margin n. [C] ECONOMICS the difference
between the cost of producing something and the
price you sell it at to make a profit
'profit "motive n. [U] ECONOMICS the desire to
make money, which is the reason why a person or
business wants to take part in a business activity
'profit "sharing n. [U] ECONOMICS a system in
which workers are allowed to share some of their
company’s profits
prof·li·gate /'prAfl@gIt/ adj. (formal) wasting
money in a careless way
pro·found /pr@'faUnd/ adj. 1 very great, important, or strong: Davis had a profound impact/
effect/influence on jazz music. 2 showing strong
serious feelings SYN deep: a profound sense of
guilt 3 showing great knowledge and
understanding SYN deep: a profound book
—profoundly adv.: Their lives had been profoundly affected by the war. —profundity
/pr@'fönd@Ôi/ n. [C,U]
pro·fuse /pr@'fyus, proU-/ adj. given, flowing, or
growing freely and in large amounts: profuse
sweating | profuse apologies —profusely adv: He
thanked them profusely. —profuseness n. [U]
pro·fu·sion /pr@'fyuZ@n/ n. [singular, U] (formal)
a very large amount: a profusion of wild flowers
prog·e·ny /'prAdZ@ni/ n. [U] (literary) the babies
of a person or animal
prog·no·sis /prAg'noUsIs/ n. (plural prognoses
/-siz/) [C] (formal) 1 a doctor’s opinion of how an
illness or disease will develop ➔ DIAGNOSIS 2 a
judgment about what will happen in the future,
based on information or experience
pro·gram1 /'proUgræm, -gr@m/ n. [C] 1 a show
on television or radio: a popular TV program | a
program about whales ➔ TELEVISION 2 IT a set of
instructions given to a computer to make it do a
particular job: an educational software program 3 a series of actions, services, courses, etc.
which are designed to achieve something: Stanford’s MBA program | government programs that
benefit poor people | an exercise program 4 a
small book or piece of paper that gives information
about a play, concert, etc. and who the performers
are ➔ THEATER 5 get with the program (spoken)
used in order to tell someone to pay attention to
what needs to be done, and do it
program2 v. (programmed, programming)
[T] 1 to set a machine to operate in a particular
way: I programmed the VCR to record that movie
you wanted. 2 be programmed if a person or
animal is programmed socially or BIOLOGICALLY
to do something, he, she, or it does it without
thinking: Our bodies seem programmed to want
the types and amounts of foods we need. 3 IT to
give a set of instructions to a computer to make it
do a particular job: The computer is programmed
to play chess.

pro·gram·mer /'proU"græmø, -gr@mø/ n. [C]
IT

someone whose job is to write programs for
computers
pro·gram·ming /'proU"græmIÎ/ n. [U] 1 television or radio programs, or the planning of these
broadcasts: children’s programming 2 IT the activity of writing programs for computers, or something written by a programmer
prog·ress1 /'prAgr@s, -grEs/ n. [U] 1 the process of developing or improving, or getting closer
to achieving something: The country has made
great economic progress. | The tests measure the
progress of individual students. | The patients with
eating disorders had made progress in changing
their eating habits. | Progress on the report has
been slow. 2 in progress happening now, and not
yet finished: Please do not enter while there is a
class in progress. 3 movement toward a place: The
ship made slow progress through the rough sea.
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin, past participle of
progredi “to go forward”]
pro·gress2 /pr@'grEs/ v. [I] 1 to develop,
improve, or become more complete over a period
of time: Work on the new building progressed
quickly. 2 if an activity, event, time, etc.
progresses, it continues and time passes: As the
talks progressed, a deal became certain.
pro·gres·sion /pr@'grES@n/ n. [singular, U] a process of change or development: the rapid progression of her illness
pro·gres·sive1 /pr@'grEsIv/ adj. 1 supporting
new or modern ideas and methods: Dewey developed some of the ideas behind progressive education. 2 becoming better, worse, or more complete
over a period of time: a progressive disease
—progressively adv.
progressive2 n. the progressive ENG. LANG.
ARTS the CONTINUOUS

pro·hib·it /proU'hIbIt, pr@-/

Ac v. [T] 1 to say
that an action is illegal or not allowed, especially
officially: Smoking is strictly prohibited. | Stores
are prohibited from selling alcohol to people under
21. | Many countries prohibit the use of cell phones
while driving.
THESAURUS
forbid, not allow/permit/let,
ban, bar, proscribe ➔ FORBID

2 to make something impossible or prevent it from
happening [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin, past participle of prohibere “to hold away, prevent”]

pro·hi·bi·tion /"proU@'bIS@n/

Ac

n. 1 [C,U]

LAW the act of saying that something is illegal or not

allowed, or an order that does this: a prohibition on
cigarette advertising 2 Prohibition HISTORY the
period from 1919 to 1933 in the U.S., when it was
illegal to produce or sell alcoholic drinks

pro·hib·i·tive /proU'hIb@ÔIv, pr@-/

Ac

adj.

preventing people from doing or buying something:
The cost of the trip was prohibitive (=too high).
—prohibitively adv.

P
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—prokaryotic /proU"kæri'AÔIk/ adj.: prokaryotic
Ac n. 1 [C] a
carefully planned piece of work: the new highway cell structure
project | Her research project involves studying pro·le·tar·i·at /"proUl@'tEri@t/ n. the prolepeople with cancer. | The project aims to provide an tariat the people in a society who are poor, own no
analysis of children’s emotions. 2 the projects property, etc. —proletarian adj.
[plural] (informal) HOUSING PROJECT s [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Latin projectum, from the past par- "pro-'life adj. opposing ABORTION ➔ PRO-CHOICE
ticiple of proicere “to throw forward”]
pro·lif·er·ate /pr@'lIf@"reIt/ v. [I] (formal) to
increase very quickly in number and spread to
many different places: In the Triassic period, dinosaurs
proliferated.
—proliferation
/pr@"lIf@'reIS@n/ n. [singular, U]
pro·lif·ic /pr@'lIfIk/ adj. producing a lot of something: Danielle Steel is a prolific writer.
—prolifically adv.
pro·logue /'proUlAg, -lOg/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS
the introduction to a book, movie, or play
pro·long /pr@'lOÎ/ v. [T] to make something such
as a feeling, activity, or state continue longer
SYN lengthen: In hospitals, high-tech machinery
prolongs people’s lives. —prolonged adj.: a prolonged illness
prom /prAm/ n. [C] a formal dance party for HIGH
SCHOOL students, usually held at the end of a
school year: the senior prom (=dance for students
in their last year of school)
pro·ject2 /pr@'dZEkt/ Ac v. 1 [T] to calculate
THESAURUS
dance, ball, formal ➔ DANCE 2
or plan what will happen in the future, using the
information you have now: The new freeway is
projected to cost $230 million. | A national tour is prom·e·nade /"prAm@'neId, -'nAd/ n. [C] (oldprojected for 2010. | The company projected an fashioned) a walk for pleasure in a public place, or a
annual growth rate of 3%. 2 [T] to make other wide path where you can do this —promenade v.
people have a particular idea about you: Jim always [I]
projects an image of self-confidence. 3 [I,T] to
speak or sing loudly enough to be heard by every- prom·i·nence /'prAm@n@ns/ n. [U] the fact of
one in a big room or theater 4 [T] to make the being important and famous: Condoleezza Rice
picture of a movie, photograph, etc. appear in a rose to prominence (=became famous) during
larger form on a screen or flat surface 5 [I,T] to George W. Bush’s administration.
stick out beyond an edge or surface: The roof prom·i·nent /'prAm@n@nt/ adj. 1 famous or
projects over the driveway. 6 [T] (formal) to make important: a prominent biotech company 2 large
something move up or forward with great force
and sticking out: prominent cheekbones 3 a
pro·jec·tile /pr@'dZEktl, -"taIl/ n. [C] (formal) an prominent place/position somewhere that is
easily seen: The sculpture has a prominent position
object that is thrown or fired from a weapon
pro·jec·tion /pr@'dZEkS@n/ Ac n. 1 [C] a in the park. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin, present
statement about something you think will happen, participle of prominere “to stick out”]
based on information you have now: this year’s —prominently adv.
sales projections | The graph shows a projection of pro·mis·cu·ous /pr@'mIskyu@s/ adj. (formal)
housing needs over the next 10 years. 2 [C] some- having sex with a lot of people —promiscuity
thing that sticks out beyond an edge or sur- /"prAmI'skyu@Ôi/ n. [U]
face 3 [C,U] the act of making a movie, prom·ise1 /'prAmIs/ v. 1 [I,T] to tell someone
photograph, etc. appear on a screen, or the image that you will definitely do something, or that someitself: film projection
thing will definitely happen: Police have promised
pro·jec·tion·ist /pr@'dZEkS@nIst/ n. [C] some- a full investigation. | I promised Barbara (that) I’d
one whose job is to operate a projector
meet her after work. | I promise (that) I’ll never do
pro·jec·tor /pr@'dZEktø/ n. [C] a piece of equip- that again. | Both candidates promised to get
ment that uses light to make a movie, photograph, tougher on crime. | I’ve already promised them a
ride to the dance.
etc. appear on a screen
THESAURUS
pro·kar·y·ote, procaryote /proU'kæri"oUt/ n.
give sb your word – to promise someone very
[C] BIOLOGY a type of living thing whose cells do not
sincerely that you will do something: He gave us
have a NUCLEUS (=central part). Most prokaryotes,
his word and I believe him.
for example BACTERIA , have only one cell.
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swear – to make a very serious promise: He had

sworn not to reveal her secret.
take/swear an oath – to make a very serious
promise in public: You must take an oath of
loyalty to your country.
vow – to make a serious promise, often to
yourself: She vowed that she would never drink
alcohol again.
pledge – to make a formal, usually public,
promise: Canada pledged to provide medical aid.
undertake to do sth (formal) – to promise or
agree to do something: I undertook to support
her, clothe her, and protect her.
guarantee – to promise something that you feel
very sure about: I can guarantee you a ten
percent increase on your current salary.
commit – to say that you will definitely do
something: The company had committed to
finishing the project by June 20.

2 [T] to make people expect that something will
happen: The game promises to be exciting. 3 I
can’t promise anything (spoken) used in order to
tell someone that you will try to do what s/he
wants, but you may not be able to do it [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Latin promissum, from the past
participle of promittere “to send out, promise”]

promise2 n. 1 [C] a statement that you will
definitely do something, or that something will
definitely happen: She made a promise to take care
of her neighbor’s dog. | I didn’t want to break my
promise (=not do what I said I would do). | Has the
president kept his promise to increase funding for
education? | a promise of help 2 [U] signs that
something or someone will be good or successful:
He shows a lot of promise as a writer.

prom·is·ing /'prAmIsIÎ/ adj. showing that someone or something is likely to be successful in the
future: a promising young singer —promisingly
adv.

pro·mo /'proUmoU/ n. (plural promos) [C] (informal) a PROMOTION

prom·on·to·ry /'prAm@n"tOri/ n. (plural promontories) [C] EARTH SCIENCES a high piece of land

that goes out into the ocean

pro·mote /pr@'moUt/

Ac v. [T] 1 to help something develop and be successful: The bureau’s job
is to promote tourism to the area. | A balanced diet
promotes good health. 2 to give someone a better,
more responsible position at work ANT demote:
Ted was promoted to senior sales manager. 3 to
advertise a product or event: The author went on a
national tour to promote the book.
THESAURUS
advertise, market, publicize,
hype, plug ➔ ADVERTISE

4 to be responsible for arranging a large public
event such as a concert or a sports game [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Latin, past participle of promovere
“to move forward”]

pro·mot·er /pr@'moUÔø/

Ac

n. [C] someone

whose job is to arrange large public events such as
concerts or sports games
pro·mo·tion /pr@'moUS@n/ Ac n. [C,U] 1 a
move to a better, more responsible position at work:
She received a promotion to lieutenant. 2 an
activity intended to advertise a product or event, or
the thing that is being advertised: a sales promotion
pro·mo·tion·al /pr@'moUS@nl/ adj. promotional
products and activities are made or organized in
order to advertise something
prompt1 /prAmpt/ v. 1 [T] to make someone do
something, or to help him/her remember to do it:
The changes prompted several people to resign
from the committee in protest.
THESAURUS

cause, make, result in sth,
lead to sth, trigger, induce ➔ CAUSE 2

2 [I,T] to remind someone, especially an actor, of
the next words in a speech [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Medieval Latin promptare, from Latin promptus, from the past participle of promere “to bring
out”]
prompt2 adj. 1 done quickly, immediately, or at
the
right
time:
Prompt
payment
is
requested. 2 someone who is prompt arrives at the
right time or does something on time —promptly
adv.: Callan dealt with the problem promptly.
prompt3 n. [C] IT a sign on a computer screen that
shows that the computer has finished one operation
and is ready to begin the next
prom·ul·gate /'prAm@l"geIt/ v. [T] 1 (formal) to
spread an idea or belief to as many people as
possible: Family customs tend to be promulgated by
women. 2 LAW to make a new law come into effect
by announcing it officially —promulgator n. [C]
—promulgation /"prAm@l'geIS@n/ n. [U]

prone /proUn/ adj. 1 likely to do something or

suffer from something: This narrow river is prone
to flooding. | He seems accident prone (=he often
has accidents). 2 (formal) lying down flat, with the
front of your body facing down —prone adv.
prong /prOÎ, prAÎ/ n. [C] 1 one of the thick
sharp pointed parts on the end of something, such
as a PLUG or a PITCHFORK ➔ TINE 2 one of two
or three ways of achieving something, that are used
at the same time: the second prong of the attack
—pronged adj.: a two-pronged fork

pro·noun /'proUnaUn/ n. [C]

ENG. LANG. ARTS in
grammar, a word that is used instead of a noun or
noun phrase, such as “he” instead of the name
“Peter” or the noun phrase “the man”

pro·nounce /pr@'naUns/ v. [T] 1 to make the

sound of a letter, word, etc. in the correct way
➔ PRONUNCIATION : Her name is Tea, pronounced
“Tay-uh.” 2 to state something officially and formally: He was pronounced dead at 11:00 p.m.

pro·nounced /pr@'naUnst/ adj. very strong or
noticeable: Jan still has a pronounced Czech
accent.

P
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pro·nounce·ment /pr@'naUnsm@nt/ n. [C] (formal) an official public statement

pron·to /'prAnôoU/ adv. (spoken) quickly or

P

immediately – used especially when you are
annoyed: Get in the house, pronto!
pro·nun·ci·a·tion
/pr@"nönsi'eIS@n/
n. 1 [C,U] the way in which a language or a
particular word is pronounced: the correct pronunciation of English words 2 [singular, U] a particular
person’s way of pronouncing a word or words
proof /pruf/ n. 1 [U] facts, information, documents, etc. that prove something is true: There is no
proof that the suspect was home when he said he
was. | Drivers should carry proof of insurance. |
The tests are used as proof that the students are
making progress. 2 [C] a printed copy of a piece of
writing that is checked carefully before the final
printing is done 3 [U] a measurement of how
much alcohol is in a drink. For example, 40 proof is
20% alcohol. 4 [C] MATH a test in mathematics of
whether a calculation is correct, or a list of reasons
that shows a THEOREM (=statement) in GEOMETRY
to be true
proof·read /'pruf-rid/ v. (past tense and past participle proofread /-rEd/) [I,T] to read something in
order to correct any mistakes in it —proofreader
n. [C]

prop1 /prAp/ v. (propped, propping) [T] to support
something or keep it in a particular position: He
propped his bike against the fence. | The gate had
been propped open with a brick.
THESAURUS

lean, stand, rest ➔ LEAN 1

was the attack that propelled America into World
War II. 2 to move, drive, or push something forward: Paddle wheel ships were propelled by steam.

pro·pel·ler /pr@'pElø/ n. [C] a piece of equipment that consists of two or more blades that spin
around to make an airplane or ship move

pro·pen·si·ty /pr@'pEns@Ôi/ n. (plural propensities) [C] (formal) a natural tendency to behave or
develop in a particular way: Doug has a propensity
to gain weight.

prop·er /'prApø/ adj. 1 correct, or right for a

particular situation: You need the proper tools for
the job.
THESAURUS
appropriate, right, suitable,
suited ➔ APPROPRIATE 1

2 socially correct and acceptable: proper behavior
for young girls 3 [only after noun] inside the limits
of an area or subject: We don’t live in Boston
proper; it’s a suburb of Boston.

prop·er·ly /'prApøli/ adv. correctly, in a way that
is right or appropriate: When used properly, car
airbags save lives.

"proper 'noun also "proper 'name n. [C]

ENG.

LANG. ARTS

in grammar, a noun that is the name of a
particular person, place, or thing and is spelled with
a capital letter, such as “Mike,” “Paris,” or “Easter”

prop·er·ty

/'prApøÔi/ n. (plural properties) 1 [U] something that someone owns: Police
recovered some of the stolen property. | his personal property
THESAURUS

prop sth ↔ up phr. v. 1 to prevent something

from falling by putting something against it or
under it: Steel poles prop up the crumbling walls. |
Frank propped himself up on his elbows. 2 to help
something to continue to exist: Military spending
props up the economies of several states.
prop2 n. [C] 1 an object placed under or against
something to hold it in a position 2 an object such
as a book, weapon, etc. used by actors in a play or
movie
prop·a·gan·da /"prAp@'gænd@/ n. [U] information that is false or which emphasizes just one part
of a situation, used by a government or other group
to make people agree with them: Soviet propaganda about the evils of capitalism
—propagandist n. [C] —propagandize v. [I,T]
prop·a·gate /'prAp@"geIt/ v. (formal) 1 [T] to
share ideas, information, or beliefs with many
people 2 [I,T] BIOLOGY to grow or produce new
plants, or to make a plant do this —propagation
/"prAp@'geIS@n/ n. [U]
pro·pane /'proUpeIn/ n. [U] a colorless gas used
for cooking and heating
pro·pel /pr@'pEl/ v. (propelled, propelling)
[T] 1 to make someone achieve something, or to
make something happen or develop: Pearl Harbor

possessions – the things that you own: The fire
destroyed most of their possessions.

things – the things that you own or are carrying:
Just put your things over there.

stuff (informal) – the things that you own or are

carrying with you: All our stuff is still in cardboard
boxes.
belongings – things you own, especially things
you are carrying with you: The bell rang, and the
students began gathering up their belongings.
effects (formal) – the things that someone
owns: After Harding’s death, the army sent his
personal effects to his parents.
valuables – things that you own that are worth
a lot of money, such as jewelry, cameras, etc.:
Please make sure you take any valuables with you
when you leave.

2 [C,U] land, a building, or both together: The
property is worth about $5 million. | The building is
private/public property (=it is owned by a person
or business/it is owned by the government). 3 [C
usually plural] SCIENCE a quality that a plant or substance has naturally: an herb with healing
properties | the chemical/physical properties of the
compound
THESAURUS
characteristic, quality, trait,
attribute, feature ➔ CHARACTERISTIC 1

proscribe
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proph·e·cy /'prAf@si/ n. (plural prophecies) [C]
a statement that tells what will happen in the future,
often made by someone with religious or magical
power

proph·e·sy /'prAf@"saI/ v. (prophesied, prophesies) [I,T] to use religious or magical knowledge

to say what will happen in the future
THESAURUS
predict, foretell, forecast,
foresee ➔ PREDICT

proph·et /'prAfIt/ n. 1 [C] someone who says
what will happen in the future and teaches people
more about a religion 2 the Prophet Mohammed, who began the religion of Islam

pro·phet·ic /pr@'fEÔIk/ adj. correctly saying what
will happen in the future: His words turned out to
be prophetic. —prophetically adv.

pro·pi·tious /pr@'pIS@s/ adj. (formal) good and
likely to bring good results: It seemed a propitious
moment to ask her a question. —propitiously
adv.

pro·po·nent /pr@'poUn@nt/ n. [C] someone who
supports something or persuades people to do
something ANT opponent: a proponent of the new
airport

pro·por·tion /pr@'pOrS@n/

Ac n. 1 [C,U] a part
or share of a larger amount or number of something: The proportion of adults who smoke is lower
than before. | He won a large/high proportion of
the vote. | The proportion of people living below the
poverty line declined to 30%. 2 [C,U] the relationship between the amounts, numbers, or sizes of
related things: Girls outnumber boys at the school
by a proportion of three to one. | Taxes rise in
proportion to the amount you earn. | The bird’s
eggs are unusually small in proportion to its
size. 3 proportions [plural] the size or importance
of something: The flu outbreak has reached epidemic proportions. 4 [U] the correct relationship
between the size or shape of the different parts of
something: Her head seems large in proportion to
her thin figure. 5 get/blow things out of proportion to react to a situation as if it is worse or
more serious than it really is 6 sense of proportion the ability to judge what is most important in a
situation 7 [U] MATH a mathematical statement
showing that the relationship is the same between
two pairs of numbers, as in the statement “8 is to 6
as 32 is to 24”

pro·por·tion·al

also
/pr@'pOrS@nl/ Ac
pro·por·tion·ate /pr@'pOrS@nIt/ adj. staying in a
particular relationship with another thing in size,
amount, or importance: The number of Representatives each state has is proportional to its
population. | Inner cities have more than a proportionate
share
of
social
problems.
—proportionally adv.

pro·pos·al /pr@'poUz@l/ n. 1 [C,U] a plan or
idea that is officially suggested for someone to
consider, or the act of suggesting this: a proposal to

raise bus fares 2 [C] the act of asking someone to
marry you

pro·pose /pr@'poUz/ v. 1 [T] to officially sug-

gest that something be done: Smith proposes that
the rules be changed. 2 [I] to ask someone to
marry you: Has he proposed yet? 3 [T] (formal) to
intend to do something: What does the candidate
propose to do about unemployment?

prop·o·si·tion1 /"prAp@'zIS@n/ n. [C] 1 a statement in which you express a judgment or opinion:
The Founding Fathers supported the proposition
that all people are created equal under the
law. 2 an offer, plan, or idea, especially in business or politics: Jack went to Robards with a
proposition. | Proposition 13 on the ballot

proposition2 v. [T] to suggest to someone that
s/he have sex with you, especially in exchange for
money

pro·pri·e·tar·y /pr@'praI@"tEri/ adj. (formal)
information or products that are proprietary can
only be known about or sold by a particular company

pro·pri·e·tor /pr@'praI@tø/ n. [C] (formal) an
owner of a business

pro·pri·e·ty /pr@'praI@Ôi/ n. [singular, U] (formal)
correct social or moral behavior ANT impropriety:
There is a debate over the propriety of spanking
children.

pro·pul·sion /pr@'pölS@n/ n. [U] the force that
moves a vehicle forward, or the system used in
order to make this happen: jet propulsion

pro ra·ta /"proU 'reIÔ@, -'rAÔ@/ adj. [only before
noun] (technical) a pro rata payment or share is
calculated according to exactly how much of something is used, how much work is done, etc. —pro
rata adv.

pro·rate /'proUreIt, proU'reIt/ v. [T] to calculate
a price, salary, etc. according to exactly how much
of something is used or how much work is done

pro·rogue /proU'roUg/ v. [T] LAW if an institution

that makes laws is prorogued, the institution’s
meetings officially stop for a period of time
➔ ADJOURN , DISSOLVE

pro·sa·ic /proU'zeI-Ik/ adj. (formal) boring, ordinary, or lacking in imagination: a prosaic style of
writing —prosaically adv.

pro·sce·ni·um /proU'sini@m, pr@-/ n. [C]

ENG.

LANG. ARTS

the part of a theater stage that is in front
of the curtain [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin, Greek
proskenion, from skene “building in front of
which plays are performed”]

pro·scribe /proU'skraIb/ v. [T]

LAW to officially
stop the existence or use of something: The laws
proscribe
child
labor.
—proscription
/proU'skrIpS@n/ n. [C,U]

THESAURUS
forbid, not allow/permit/let,
ban, prohibit, bar ➔ FORBID

P
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prose /proUz/ n. [U]

P

ENG. LANG. ARTS written language in its usual form, not as poetry
pros·e·cute /'prAs@"kyut/ v. [I,T] to say officially that you think someone is guilty of a crime
and must be judged by a court of law: He was
prosecuted for theft.
pros·e·cu·tion /"prAs@'kyuS@n/ n. 1 the
prosecution LAW the lawyers who try to prove in a
court of law that someone is guilty of a crime
➔ DEFENSE : His ex-partner will appear as a witness for the prosecution. ➔ COURT 1 2 [C,U] LAW
the process or act of prosecuting someone
pros·e·cu·tor /'prAs@"kyuÔø/ n. [C] LAW a lawyer who is trying to prove in a court of law that
someone is guilty of a crime ➔ DISTRICT ATTORNEY
pros·pect1 /'prAspEkt/ Ac n. 1 [C,U] something that is possible or likely to happen in the
future: I was excited at the prospect of going to
Europe. | a company with good prospects for
growth 2 prospects [plural] chances of success in
the future: Going to college will improve your job
prospects. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin prospectus, from the past participle of prospicere “to
look forward”]
prospect2 v. [I,T] to look for things such as gold,
silver, or oil in the ground or under the ocean: Men
came to California to prospect for gold.
—prospector n. [C]
pro·spec·tive /pr@'spEktIv/ Ac adj. 1 likely
to do a particular thing: a prospective buyer for the
house 2 likely to happen: the prospective annual
costs
pro·spec·tus /pr@'spEkt@s/ n. [C] a document
that describes a business opportunity or advertises
something
pros·per /'prAspø/ v. [I] to grow and develop in a
successful way, especially by making money:
Under his leadership, the company had prospered.
pros·per·i·ty /prA'spEr@Ôi/ n. [U] the condition
of having money and being successful: a time of
peace and prosperity
pros·per·ous /'prAsp@r@s/ adj. successful and
rich: a prosperous community

THESAURUS

rich, well-off, wealthy,
affluent, well-to-do, rolling in it/loaded ➔ RICH

pros·tate /'prAsteIt/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a part in the

body of a man or a male animal, that produces a
liquid in which SPERM are carried
pros·ti·tute /'prAst@"tut/ n. [C] someone who
has sex with people to earn money
pros·ti·tu·tion /"prAst@'tuS@n/ n. [U] the work
of prostitutes
pros·trate1 /'prAstreIt/ adj., adv. (formal) 1 lying flat on the ground with your face
down 2 so shocked or upset that you cannot do
anything: Mrs. Klinkman was prostrate with grief.
prostrate2 v. prostrate yourself (literary) to lie

flat on the ground with your face down, in order to
show praise or respect
pro·tag·o·nist /proU'tæg@nIst/ n. [C] ENG. LANG.
ARTS the main character in a play, movie, or story
THESAURUS
hero, main character,
anti-hero, villain ➔ HERO

pro·te·an /'proUÔi@n, proU'ti@n/ adj. (literary)
having the ability to change your appearance or
behavior again and again: an actor’s protean talents
pro·tect /pr@'tEkt/ v. [T] to keep someone or
something safe from harm, damage, or illness: We
must protect the environment. | The vaccine protects you against disease. | The laws are meant to
protect
minorities
from
discrimination.
—protected adj.: a protected species
—protector n. [C]: a chest protector
THESAURUS

guard – to protect someone or something from
being attacked or stolen: The building is guarded
by security officers.
safeguard – to protect someone or something
from possible dangers or problems, especially by
making a law or agreement: laws to safeguard
wildlife
shield – to protect someone or something from
being hurt, damaged, or upset: She brought up
her arms to shield her face.
give/offer/provide protection – to protect
someone from something harmful: Sun lotions
provide protection from the Sun’s harmful rays.
shelter – to provide a place where someone is
protected from the weather or from danger: At
great risk to themselves, they sheltered Jews from
the Nazis.
preserve – to keep someone or something from
being harmed, destroyed, or changed too much:
Efforts are being made to preserve the reef.
conserve – to prevent something from being
wasted, damaged, or destroyed: Europe has
successfully conserved many of its ancient
buildings.

pro·tec·tion /pr@'tEkS@n/ n. [C,U] something

that protects someone or something, or the act of
protecting something: environmental protections |
the protection of civil rights | a hat offers/provides/
gives protection against the sun
pro·tec·tion·ism /pr@'tEkS@"nIz@m/ n. [U] ECONOMICS the practice in which a government tries to
protect an industry in its own country by putting a
tax on foreign goods entering the country
—protectionist adj., n. [C]
pro·tec·tive /pr@'tEktIv/ adj. 1 used or
intended for protection: a crab’s protective
shell 2 wanting to protect someone from danger or
harm: She’s fiercely protective of her children.
pro·tec·tor·ate /pr@'tEkt@rIt/ n. [C] POLITICS a
country with its own government, that is protected
and controlled by a more powerful country
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pro·té·gé /'proUÔ@"ZeI, "proUÔ@'ZeI/ n. [C] a

young person who is taught or helped by an older
more experienced person
pro·tein /'proUtin/ n. [C,U] BIOLOGY a substance in
foods such as meat and eggs that helps your body
to grow and be healthy. Proteins are formed by a
chain of AMINO ACID s.
pro·test1 /'proUtEst/ n. 1 [C] a strong complaint
that shows you disagree with something that you
think is wrong or unfair: Almirez led a protest
against the new road. | Six managers quit in protest
of the board’s decision. | He cleaned his room
without protest. 2 do sth under protest to do
something in a way that shows you do not want to
do it because you think it is wrong or unfair
pro·test2 /'proUtEst, pr@'tEst/ v. 1 [I,T] to say
or do something publicly to show that you disagree
with something or think that it is wrong or unfair:
Demonstrators were protesting against changes in
the law. | Students carried signs protesting the war.
THESAURUS

march – to protest while walking with a group of
people from one place to another: Over a million
people marched to protest against the war.
demonstrate – to protest while walking or
standing somewhere with a group of people: A
crowd of people were demonstrating outside the
embassy.
riot – to protest by behaving in a violent and
uncontrolled way: People were rioting in the
streets in reaction to the elections.
hold/stage a sit-in – to protest by refusing to
leave a place: Hundreds of students staged a
sit-in.
go on a hunger strike – to protest by refusing
to eat: The prisoners went on a hunger strike.
boycott – to protest about the actions of a
company or country by refusing to buy
something, go somewhere, etc.: In 1980, some
countries boycotted the Olympic Games.

2 [T] to state very strongly that something is true,
especially when other people do not believe you:
Throughout the trial, he kept protesting his innocence. —protestation /"prAÔ@'steIS@n, "proU-/

n. [C]

Prot·es·tant /'prAÔ@st@nt/ adj. relating to a part

of the Christian church that separated from the
Roman Catholic church in the 16th century
—Protestant n. [C] —Protestantism n. [U]
pro·test·er,
protestor
/'proU"tEstø,
proU'tEstø/ n. [C] someone who takes part in a
public event to show his/her opposition to something: anti-war protesters
pro·to·col /'proUÔ@"kOl, -"kAl/ Ac n. 1 [singular, U] the system of rules for the correct way to
behave on official occasions: Even touching the
Queen is a breach of protocol (=it is not
allowed). 2 [C] an official statement of the rules
that a group of countries have agreed to follow in
dealing with a particular problem: the Montreal
Protocol on greenhouse gases [ORIGIN: 1400—

1500 Old French prothocole, from Late Greek
protokollon “first page of a document”]
pro·ton /'proUtAn/ n. [C] PHYSICS a part in the
NUCLEUS of an atom, that has a positive electrical
CHARGE [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Greek “first
thing,” from protos “first”] ➔ see picture at ATOM
pro·to·type /'proUÔ@"taIp/ n. [C] a model of a
new car, machine, etc., used in order to test the
design before it is produced in large numbers
pro·tract·ed /proU'træktId, pr@-/ adj. continuing for a long time, usually longer than necessary: a
protracted strike
pro·trac·tor /proU'træktø, pr@-/ n. [C] MATH a
flat tool shaped like a half circle, used for measuring and drawing angles
pro·trude /proU'trud/ v. [I] (formal) to stick out
from somewhere: Rocks protruded from the water.
—protrusion /proU'truZ@n/ n. [C,U]
proud /praUd/ adj. 1 feeling pleased because you
think that something you have achieved or are
connected with is very good ➔ PRIDE : My husband
and I are very proud of her. | We’re proud to
announce the birth of our son. | I’m proud (that)
the team’s done so well. 2 (disapproving) thinking
that you are better, more important, more skillful,
etc. than other people
THESAURUS

conceited/big-headed (informal) – very
proud of yourself, especially of what you can do,
in a way that other people dislike
vain – very proud of yourself, especially of your
appearance, in a way that other people dislike
arrogant – showing that you think you are
better than other people
stuck-up (informal) – proud and unfriendly
because you think you are better and more
important than other people
egotistical (formal) – believing that you are
more interesting or important than other people
haughty (formal) – proud and unfriendly

3 too embarrassed or ashamed to allow other
people to help you when you need help: Terry was
too proud to ask his family for money. 4 do sb
proud to make someone feel proud of you by
doing something well: Vicki hopes to do her school
proud. —proudly adv. ➔ PRIDE 1
prove /pruv/ v. (past tense proved, past participle
proved or proven /'pruv@n/) [T] 1 to show that
something is definitely true ➔ PROOF : They have
enough evidence to prove that she is guilty. | I know
he’s innocent, and I’m going to prove it to you.
THESAURUS
demonstrate, show, indicate,
establish, substantiate ➔ DEMONSTRATE

2 to show over time that someone or something has
a particular quality: Any delay will prove costly. |
The weather proved to be beautiful. 3 prove
yourself also prove sth to sb to show that you
are able to do something well: At seventeen years
old, she had yet to prove herself on the pro golf
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tour. [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old French prover, the elderly | He has made provisions for his wife in
from Latin probare “to test, prove”] his will (=he arranged for her to have money when
he dies). 2 [C] a condition in an agreement or law:
—provable adj.
prov·en1 /'pruv@n/ adj. shown to be real or true: a the provisions of the treaty 3 provisions [plural]
food supplies, especially for a trip: We had enough
proven method of learning
provisions for two weeks.
2
proven v. a past participle of PROVE
pro·vi·sion·al /pr@'vIZ@nl/ adj. intended to exist
prov·erb /'prAvøb/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a short for only a short time and likely to be changed in the
statement that most people know, that contains future: a provisional government
advice about life. For example, “A penny saved is a
pro·vi·so /pr@'vaIzoU/ n. (plural provisos) [C]
penny earned” is a proverb.
(formal) something that you say must happen before
THESAURUS
phrase, expression, idiom,
another thing is allowed to happen: Tom’s grandson
1
cliché, saying, maxim ➔ PHRASE
inherited his money with the proviso that he go to
college.
pro·ver·bi·al /pr@'vøbi@l/ adj. the proverbial
prov·o·ca·tion
/"prAv@'keIS@n/ n. [C,U] an
sth used when you describe something using a
well-known expression: Ice cream was selling like action or event that makes someone angry, or that is
intended to do this: My client was attacked without
the proverbial hotcakes. —proverbially adv.
provocation.
pro·vide /pr@'vaId/ v. [T] 1 to give or supply
pro·voc·a·tive
/pr@'vAk@ÔIv/ adj. 1 intending
something to someone: The charity provides shelter
for the homeless. | Rescuers provided the lost hikers to make someone angry or cause a lot of discuswith blankets and food. 2 provide that (formal) if sion: provocative comments 2 intending to make
a law or rule provides that something must happen, someone sexually excited: a provocative dress
—provocatively adv.
it states that it must happen
provide for sb/sth phr. v. 1 to give someone the pro·voke /pr@'voUk/ v. [T] 1 to make someone
things s/he needs, such as money, food, or clothing: very angry, especially by deliberately annoying
Dad always thought a man should provide for his him/her: She did hit him, but he provoked her into
family. 2 to make plans in order to deal with doing it. 2 to cause a sudden reaction or feeling:
something that might happen in the future: The The president’s speech provoked criticism from
hotel is examining ways to provide for the disabled. Democrats.
pro·vid·ed /pr@'vaIdId/ also pro'vided that pro·vost /'proUvoUst/ n. [C] an important official
conjunction used in order to say that something will
at a university
only happen if another thing happens first: Talks prow /praU/ n. [C] the front part of a ship or boat
will take place in July, provided that enough
prow·ess /'praUIs/ n. [U] (formal) great skill at
progress has been made.
prov·i·dence /'prAv@d@ns/ n. [singular, U] a doing something: a man of great athletic prowess
force that some people believe controls our lives in prowl1 /praUl/ v. [I,T] to move around an area
the way God wants: an act of divine providence
quietly, trying not to be seen or heard: Tigers
pro·vid·er /pr@'vaIdø/ n. [C] 1 a person or com- prowled through the jungle.
pany that provides a service: a health-care pro- prowl2 n. 1 be on the prowl if an animal is on
vider 2 someone who supports a family
the prowl, it is hunting 2 be on the prowl for
pro·vid·ing /pr@'vaIdIÎ/ also pro'viding that sth/sb if someone is on the prowl for something,
s/he is moving around looking for something or
conjunction used in order to say that something will
only happen if another thing happens first: You can someone in different places: She’s always on the
borrow the car, providing that I have it back by six prowl for bargains.
o’clock.
prowl·er /'praUlø/ n. [C] someone who moves
prov·ince /'prAvIns/ n. 1 [C] one of the large around quietly at night, especially near your house,
areas into which some countries are divided: the in order to steal something or harm you
provinces of Canada 2 the provinces [plural] the prox·im·i·ty /prAk'sIm@Ôi/ n. [U] (formal) nearparts of a country that are not near a large city, ness in distance or time: We chose this house
especially the capital city: In Boston, he received a because of its proximity to the school.
more sophisticated schooling than he had in the
prox·y /'prAksi/ n. (plural proxies) 1 [C] someprovinces.
whom you choose to represent you, especially
pro·vin·cial /pr@'vInS@l/ adj. 1 (disapproving) one
not interested in anything new or different: provin- to vote for you 2 by proxy if you do something
cial attitudes 2 relating to a province, or the parts by proxy, you arrange for someone else to do it for
of a country that are not near the capital: the you
prude /prud/ n. [C] (disapproving) someone who is
provincial government of Quebec
pro·vi·sion /pr@'vIZ@n/ n. 1 [C,U] the act of very easily shocked by anything relating to sex
providing something that someone needs now or —prudish adj.
will need in the future: the provision of services for pru·dence /'prudns/ n. [U] a sensible and careful
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attitude that makes you avoid unnecessary risks:
The situation demanded prudence.
pru·dent /'prudnt/ adj. sensible and careful,
especially by avoiding risks that are not necessary:
It would not be prudent to invest all of your money
in the same place.
prune1 /prun/ also prune back v. [T] to cut some
of the branches of a tree or bush to make it grow
better
prune2 n. [C] a dried PLUM (=type of fruit)
pru·ri·ent /'prUri@nt/ adj. (formal) showing too
much interest in sex
pry /praI/ v. (pried, pries) 1 [T] to force something open, or to force it away from something else:
They finally pried the window open. | I had to use a
screwdriver to pry the lid off the paint can. 2 [I] to
try to find out details about someone’s private life
in an impolite way: I don’t want to pry, but I need
to ask you one or two questions.
P.S. n. [C] postscript a note that you add to the
end of a letter, that gives more information
psalm /sAm/ n. [C] a song or poem praising God
pseu·do·nym /'sudn"Im, 'sud@"nIm/ n. [C] a
false name used by someone, especially a writer,
instead of his/her real name [ORIGIN: 1800—1900
French pseudonyme, from Greek pseudonymos,
from pseudes “false” + onoma “name”]
psych /saIk/ v.
psych sb ↔ out phr. v. (informal) to do or say
things that will make your opponent feel nervous or
confused: He would psych out opponents by
screaming and jumping up and down before each
game.
psych sb/yourself up phr. v. (informal) to build up
your confidence before doing something difficult
by telling yourself or someone else that you can do
it: Soldiers have to psych themselves up for combat.
psy·che /'saIki/ n. [C usually singular] someone’s
mind or basic nature that controls how s/he thinks
or behaves [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Greek “breath,
life, soul, mind”]
psyched /saIkt/ also "psyched 'up adj. (spoken)
be psyched (up) to be mentally prepared for an
event and excited about it: Bryony’s totally psyched
about/for her date.
psy·che·del·ic /"saIk@'dElIkX/ adj. 1 psychedelic drugs such as LSD make you see things that
do not really exist 2 psychedelic art, clothing, etc.
has a lot of bright colors and patterns
psy·chi·a·trist /saI'kaI@trIst, s@-/ n. [C] a doctor who studies and treats mental illness ➔ PSYCHOLOGIST

THESAURUS
doctor, physician, surgeon,
specialist, pediatrician ➔ DOCTOR 1

psy·chi·a·try /saI'kaI@tri, s@-/ n. [U] the study
and treatment of mental illness [ORIGIN: 1800—
1900 French psychiatrie, from Greek psykhe

“soul, mind” + iatreia “cure”] —psychiatric
/"saIki'ætrIkX/ adj.: a psychiatric hospital
psy·chic1 /'saIkIk/ adj. 1 relating to strange
events involving the power of the human mind: a
mysterious psychic phenomenon | She claims to
have psychic powers. 2 someone who is psychic
has the ability to know what other people are
thinking or what will happen in the
future 3 affecting the mind rather than the body:
psychic pain/scar/wound | people who are in psychic pain
psychic2 n. [C] someone who has strange powers
such as the ability to know what will happen in the
future
psy·cho /'saIkoU/ n. (plural psychos) [C] (informal) someone who is likely to behave in a violent or
crazy way
psy·cho·a·nal·y·sis /"saIkoU@'næl@sIs/ n. [U]
a way of treating someone who is mentally ill by
talking to him/her about his/her life, feelings, etc. to
find
out
the
cause
of
the
illness
—psychoanalyze /"saIkoU'ænl"aIz/ v. [T]
psy·cho·an·a·lyst /"saIkoU'ænl-Ist/ n. [C]
someone who treats people using psychoanalysis
psy·cho·log·i·cal /"saIk@'lAdZIk@l/ Ac
adj. 1 relating to the way people’s minds work and
the way this affects their behavior: The patient has
a history of psychological problems. 2 relating to
the science of psychology: a psychological test
—psychologically adv.: psychologically disturbed patients
psy·chol·o·gist /saI'kAl@dZIst/ Ac n. [C]
someone who is trained in psychology ➔ PSYCHIATRIST

psy·chol·o·gy /saI'kAl@dZi/

Ac n. (plural psychologies) 1 [U] the study of the mind and how it
works: a professor of psychology 2 [C usually singular,U] what someone thinks or believes, and how

this affects what s/he does: the psychology of a
serial killer [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Modern Latin
psychologia, from Greek psykhe- “soul, mind” +
logia “study”]
psy·cho·path /'saIk@"pæθ/ n. [C] someone who
has a mental illness that makes him/her behave in a
violent or criminal way —psychopathic
/"saIk@'pæθIk/ adj.
psy·cho·sis /saI'koUsIs/ n. (plural psychoses
/-siz/) [C,U] a serious mental illness that may cause
changes in someone’s behavior
psy·cho·so·mat·ic /"saIkoUs@'mæÔIk/ adj. a
psychosomatic illness is caused by fear or anxiety,
not by any physical problem
psy·cho·ther·a·py /"saIkoU'θEr@pi/ n. [U] the
treatment of mental illness by talking to someone
and discussing problems, rather than by using
drugs or medicine —psychotherapist n. [C]
psy·chot·ic /saI'kAÔIk/ adj. relating to mental
illness, or resulting from it: psychotic behavior
—psychotic n. [C] ➔ CRAZY
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PTA n. [C] Parent-Teacher Association an

P

organization of teachers and parents that works to
improve a particular school
pub /pöb/ n. [C] a comfortable BAR that often
serves food
pu·ber·ty /'pyubøÔi/ n. [U] BIOLOGY the time when
your body develops from being a child to being an
adult: Our daughter is just reaching puberty
(=starting to develop physically).
pu·bes·cent /pyu'bEs@nt/ adj. BIOLOGY a pubescent boy or girl is going through puberty
pu·bic /'pyubIk/ adj. relating to or near the sex
organs: pubic hair
pub·lic1 /'pöblIk/ adj. 1 relating to all the ordinary people in a country or city: We acted out of
concern for public welfare. | The judge ruled that
allowing the broadcast of the trial would be in the
public interest. | The mayor seems to have public
opinion on his side. 2 available for anyone to use
ANT private: a public restroom | public transportation 3 relating to the government and the services
that it provides ANT private: It has been eight
years since she was elected to public office (=a job
in the government). | Republicans want to cut
public spending (=money the government spends
on roads, hospitals, etc.). 4 known about by most
people: Last night the name of the killer was made
public. | a public figure (=well-known person) 5 intended for anyone to know, see, or hear
ANT private: public display of affection/emotion/
anger etc. (=showing your emotions so that everyone can see) 6 go public to tell everyone about
something that was secret: They finally went public
with news of their engagement. [ORIGIN: 1400—
1500 French publique, from Latin publicus]
➔ PUBLICLY

public2 n. 1 the public all the ordinary people

in a country or city: The museum is open to the
public five days a week. | This product is not for
sale to the general public. 2 in public in a place
where anyone can know, see, or hear ANT in private: She was careful not to criticize him in public. 3 [singular, U] the people who like a particular
singer, writer, etc.: A star has to try to please her
public.
"public 'access n. [U] a situation in which anyone can enter a place or use a service: Public access
to the beach is blocked by private property.
"public ad'dress "system n. [C] a PA
"public af'fairs n. [plural] events or questions,
especially political ones, that affect everyone
"public as'sistance n. [U] the government programs that help poor people get food, homes, and
medical care ➔ WELFARE
pub·li·ca·tion /"pöbl@'keIS@n/ Ac n. 1 [U]
the process of printing a book, magazine, etc. and
offering it for sale ➔ PUBLISH : She was in New York
for the publication of her new book. | There may be
a delay of up to eight weeks before publication. 2 [C] a book, magazine, etc.: a monthly

publication for stamp collectors 3 [U] the act of
making something known to the public: The
authorities tried to stop the publication of the test
results.
"public 'debt n. [U] ECONOMICS the total amount of
money owed by the government of a country
"public de'fender n. [C] LAW a lawyer who is
paid by the government to defend people who
cannot pay for a lawyer themselves
"public 'figure n. [C] someone who is well known
because s/he is on television or in the newspapers a
lot
"public 'housing n. [U] houses or apartments
built by the government for poor people
pub·li·cist /'pöbl@sIst/ n. [C] someone whose
job is to make sure that famous people or new
products, movies, books, etc. get a lot of publicity
pub·lic·i·ty /p@'blIs@Ôi/ n. [U] 1 the attention
that someone or something gets from newspapers,
television, etc.: His new novel has received a lot of
publicity. | good/bad/negative publicity 2 the
business of making sure that people know about
what a famous person is doing, or about a new
product, movie, book, etc.: a publicity campaign
pub·li·cize /'pöbl@"saIz/ v. [T] to tell people
about a new movie, book, event, etc.: a wellpublicized movie
THESAURUS
advertise, promote, market,
hype, plug ➔ ADVERTISE

pub·lic·ly /'pöblIkli/ adv. 1 in a way that is

intended for anyone to know, see, or hear: None of
the players were willing to comment publicly. |
Lozansky was jailed for publicly criticizing the
government. 2 by the government, as part of its
services: The hospitals are publicly operated in
cities, suburbs, and rural areas. 3 ECONOMICS a
company that is publicly owned has sold STOCK in
it to the public 4 among the ordinary people in a
country or city: publicly elected bodies

"publicly "held corpo'ration n. [C] ECONOMICS

a large company that sells its STOCK on an official

STOCK EXCHANGE

"public re'lations (written abbreviation PR)
n. 1 [plural] the relationship between an organization and the public: Organizing events for charity is
always good for public relations. 2 [U] the work
of explaining what a company does, so the public
will approve of it: the public relations department
"public 'school n. [C] a free local school that is
controlled and paid for by the government ➔ PRIVATE SCHOOL

"public 'television n. [U] a television program or

service that is paid for by the government, large
companies, and the public
"public transpor'tation n. [U] buses, trains,
etc. that are available for everyone to use
"public 'works n. [plural] buildings, roads, etc.
built by the government for the public to use

pull
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pub·lish /'pöblIS/

Ac v. 1 [I,T] to arrange for a
book, magazine, etc. to be written, printed, and
sold: Huckleberry Finn was first published in
1884. | We publish mainly educational materials. 2 [T] if a newspaper, magazine, etc. publishes
something such as a letter, it prints it for people to
read: The article was published in the Los Angeles
Times. 3 [T] to make official information available
for everyone to use: New guidelines for social
studies education were published this year. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French publier, from Latin
publicare “to make public, publish”]
—publishing n. [U]: I work in publishing.
pub·lish·er /'pöblISø/ Ac n. [C] a person or
company that arranges the writing, printing, and
sale of books, newspapers, etc.
puck /pök/ n. [C] a hard flat circular piece of
rubber that you hit with a stick in the game of
HOCKEY

puck·er /'pökø/ also pucker up v. 1 [I,T] (informal) if your mouth puckers, or if you pucker it, your

lips are pulled together tightly, for example because
you are going to kiss someone 2 [I] if cloth puckers, it gets folds in it so that it is no longer flat
—puckered adj.
pud·ding /'pUdIÎ/ n. [C,U] a thick sweet creamy
food made with milk, eggs, sugar, and flour, that is
eaten cold: chocolate pudding [ORIGIN: 1200—
1300 Old French boudin, from Latin botellus
“sausage”]
pud·dle /'pödl/ n. [C] a
small pool of rain on a
road, path, etc.: Children were splashing in
the puddles.
pudg·y /'pödZi/ adj.
fatter than usual: short
pudgy
fingers
—pudginess n. [U]
Pueb·lo /'pwEbloU/ n.
a group of Native
American tribes from the southwest U.S., who built
homes made of ADOBE —Pueblo adj.
pueblo n. [C] 1 a small town or group of Native
American homes in the southwest U.S., usually
with more than one level, made of stone or ADOBE
(=building material made from earth and
STRAW ) 2 a small town in the southwest U.S.

pu·er·ile /'pyUr@l, -raIl/ adj. (formal) silly and
stupid

SYN

childish: puerile humor

puff /pöf/ v. 1 [I,T] to breathe in and out while
1

smoking a cigarette, pipe, etc.: William sat there
puffing on his pipe. 2 [I] to breathe quickly and
with difficulty after running, carrying something
heavy, etc.: Max was puffing heavily after climbing
the stairs. 3 [I,T] to blow steam or smoke out of
something: The boiler was puffing thick black
smoke.
puff sth ↔ out phr. v. to make something bigger by
filling it with air: The frog had its throat puffed out.

puff up phr. v. 1 also puff sth ↔ up to become

bigger by filling with air, or to make something do
this: Birds puff up their feathers to stay warm. 2 if
your eye, face, etc. puffs up, it swells: My eye
puffed up where he hit me.
puff2 n. [C] 1 the action of breathing smoke into
your mouth and blowing it out again: He took a
puff on his cigar. 2 a sudden short movement of
air, smoke, or wind: Puffs of smoke came from the
chimney.
puf·fin /'pöfIn/ n. [C] a
North Atlantic bird with
a black and white body
and a large brightly colored beak
puff·y /'pöfi/ adj. puffy
eyes, cheeks, or faces
are swollen: Her eyes
were red and puffy from
crying. —puffiness n.
[U]

pug·na·cious

/pög'neIS@s/ adj. (formal) very eager to argue
or fight with people
puke /pyuk/ v. [I,T] (slang) VOMIT —puke n. [U]
pul·chri·tude /'pölkr@"tud/ n. [U] (formal)
beauty, especially of a woman

pull1 /pUl/ v.

1 MOVE TOWARD YOU [I,T] to use your hands to
move something toward you ANT push: Mom,
Sara’s pulling my hair! | When I count to three,
start pulling. | Wilson quickly pulled the door
open/shut. | Help me pull the trunk into the corner.
THESAURUS

tug – to pull something suddenly, especially

several times with small movements: The little
boy was tugging at her sleeve.
drag – to pull something somewhere, usually
along the ground: I dragged the chair upstairs.
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haul – to pull something heavy, often using a
rope: Fishermen hauled in their nets.
tow – to pull another vehicle or boat: Some
pickup trucks were towing trailers.
heave – to pull or lift something very heavy,
especially with one movement: We managed to
heave the piano into position. ➔ PUSH 1

P

2 REMOVE [T] to remove something from its place,
especially by using force: She has to have her
wisdom teeth pulled. | The baby’s pulled everything
out of the cupboards.
3 MAKE STH FOLLOW YOU [I,T] to use a rope,
chain, your hands, etc. to make something move
behind you in the direction you are moving
ANT push: The car was pulling a camper behind it.
4 MUSCLE [T] to injure a muscle by stretching it
too much during physical activity: Martinez pulled
a groin muscle and had to leave the game.
THESAURUS
hurt, injure, break, bruise,
sprain, twist, strain, dislocate ➔ HURT 1

5 pull sb’s leg (informal) to tell someone something that is not true, as a joke: I think he was just
pulling your leg.
6 pull strings to secretly use your influence with
important people in order to get something or to
help someone: Barry pulled some strings and got
us tickets for the football game.
7 MOVE YOUR BODY a) [I,T] to move your body
or part of your body away from someone or something: She pulled away from him in horror. b) [T]
to use force to move your body somewhere: The
kids pulled themselves up onto the platform.
8 CLOTHING [I,T] to put on or take off clothing,
usually quickly: He pulled off his gloves and
placed them on the dresser.
9 pull your weight to do your share of the work: If
you don’t start pulling your weight around here,
you’ll be fired!
10 pull a stunt/trick/joke/prank (informal) to do
something that annoys or harms other people:
Don’t you ever pull a stunt like that again!
11 TRICK [T] (spoken) to deceive or trick someone:
What are you trying to pull? | Are you trying to pull
a fast one on me?
12 pull the strings to control something, especially when you are not the person who is supposed
to be controlling it: Who is really pulling the strings
in the White House?
13 SWITCH [T] to move a control such as a SWITCH
or TRIGGER toward you to make a piece of equipment work: She raised the gun and pulled the
trigger.
14 GUN/KNIFE [T] to take out a gun or knife ready
to use it: Suddenly the man pulled a gun and began
shooting.
15 pull the rug out from under sb to suddenly
take away something that someone was depending
on to achieve what s/he wanted
pull sth ↔ apart phr. v.
to separate something into two or more pieces or
groups: Loosen the roots and gently pull the plants

apart. | the ethnic problems that pulled Yugoslavia
apart
pull away phr. v.
1 to move ahead of a competitor by going faster or

being more successful: Chicago pulled away in the
third quarter to win 107–76.
2 to start to drive away from the place where your
car was stopped: Grant pulled away from the curb.
pull sth ↔ down phr. v.

to destroy a building, wall, etc.: Many of the houses
were pulled down to make way for a new highway.
pull for sb phr. v. (informal)
to encourage a person or team to succeed: Which
team are you pulling for?
pull in phr. v.
1 pull (sth ↔) in to move a car into a particular

space and stop it: Kevin pulled in behind me and
parked.
2 pull sth ↔ in (informal) if you pull in a lot of
money, you earn it
pull off phr. v.
1 pull sth ↔ off (informal) to succeed in doing

something difficult: Cruz expects to win the fight,
but no one else thinks he can pull it off.
2 pull off sth to leave a road in order to stop or to
turn into another road
pull out phr. v.
1 to drive a car onto a road from where you have

stopped
2 to get out of a bad situation or dangerous place:
Investors pulled out, selling all their shares.
3 pull sb/sth ↔ out to get someone out of a bad
situation or dangerous place: We plan to pull our
troops out of the area.
pull (sb/sth ↔) over phr. v.

to drive to the side of a road and stop your car, or to
make someone do this: We didn’t realize we were
speeding until the highway patrol pulled us over.
pull through phr. v.
1 pull sb through (sth) to stay alive after a

serious injury or illness, or to help someone do this:
We all prayed that he would pull through.
2 pull through sth to continue to live or exist after
being in a difficult or upsetting situation: The city
managed to pull through its financial crisis.
pull together phr. v.
1 to work hard with other people to achieve some-

thing: After the hurricane, neighbors pulled
together to help each other.
2 pull yourself together (informal) to force yourself to stop being nervous, afraid, or disorganized:
A year after the accident, she’s finally starting to
pull herself together.
pull up phr. v.
1 to stop the vehicle you are driving: A red Buick

pulled up at the stop lights.
2 pull up a chair/stool etc. to get a chair and sit
down near someone who is already sitting
pull2 n. 1 [C] an act of using force to move
something toward you or in the same direction as
you are going: Give the rope a good pull. 2 [C
usually singular] a strong force such as GRAVITY,
that makes things move in a particular direction: the
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pull of the ocean’s tide 3 [singular, U] (informal)
power that gives you an unfair advantage: a family
with a lot of political pull
pul·ley /'pUli/ n. (plural pulleys) [C] a piece of
equipment used for lifting heavy things, consisting
of a wheel over which you pull a chain or rope
pull·out /'pUlaUt/ n. [C] 1 the act of an army,
business, etc. leaving a particular place: the pullout
of NATO troops from the region 2 part of a book or
magazine that can be removed
pull·o·ver /'pUl"oUvø/ n. [C] a SWEATER without
buttons
'pull-up n. [C] an exercise in which you use your
arms to pull yourself up toward a BAR that is above
your head
pul·mo·nar·y /'pUlm@"nEri, 'pöl-/ adj. BIOLOGY
relating to or affecting the lungs: pulmonary
disease | the pulmonary vein/artery (=tubes that
carry blood from the heart to the lungs)
pulp1 /pölp/ n. [U] 1 the soft inside part of a fruit
or vegetable: Cut the melon in half and scoop out
the pulp. 2 a very soft substance that is almost
liquid: Mash the bananas to a pulp. | Timber is
grown for wood pulp, which is used for making
paper. 3 beat sb to a pulp (informal) to hit
someone until s/he is seriously injured
pulp2 adj. pulp magazines, stories, etc. are usually
of poor quality and tell stories about sex and
violence: pulp fiction
pul·pit /'pUlpIt, 'pöl-/ n. [C] a structure like a tall
box at the front of a church, that a priest or minister
stands behind when s/he speaks: Reverend Dawson
addressed the congregation from the pulpit.
pul·sate /'pölseIt/ v. [I] to make sounds or movements that are strong and regular like a heart
beating: loud pulsating music —pulsation
/pöl'seIS@n/ n. [C,U]
pulse1 /pöls/ n. 1 [C usually singular] the regular
beat that can be felt as your heart pumps blood
around your body: He doesn’t have a pulse. | Her
pulse rate (=the number of beats per minute) is
high. | A nurse came in and took my pulse
(=counted the number of beats in a minute). 2 [C]
an amount of light, sound, or energy that continues
for a very short time: an electric pulse
pulse2 v. [I] to move or flow quickly with a steady
beat or sound: Blood pulses through the veins.
pul·ver·ize /'pölv@"raIz/ v. [T] 1 to crush something into powder: a machine that pulverizes
rocks 2 (informal) to defeat someone completely
pu·ma /'pum@, 'pyum@/ n. [C] a COUGAR
pum·mel /'pöm@l/ v. [T] to hit someone or something many times with your FIST s
pump1 /pömp/ n. [C] 1 a machine that forces
liquid or gas into or out of something: a water/fuel/
gas etc. pump | an air/a bicycle pump ➔ see picture
at BICYCLE 2 a woman’s plain shoe that does not
fasten: a pair of black pumps 3 also gas pump a
machine at a GAS STATION , used to put gasoline

into a car [ORIGIN: (1) 1400—1500 Middle Low
German pumpe or Middle Dutch pompe]
pump2 v. 1 [T] to make liquid or gas move in a
particular direction, using a pump: That’s the
machine that pumps water into the fields. 2 [I] to
move liquid very quickly in and out or up and
down: His heart was pumping fast. 3 pump sb
(about sth) (informal) to ask someone a lot of
questions in order to find out information 4 pump
iron (informal) to do exercise by lifting heavy
weights
pump sth into sth phr. v. pump money into sth
(informal) to spend a lot of money on something
such as a project: He had to pump $10,000 of his
own money into the company.
pump sth ↔ out phr. v. 1 to remove liquid from
something using a pump: We had to pump the
basement out after the pipes burst. 2 to produce or
supply something in large amounts: I pump out a
new novel every year.
pump up phr. v. 1 pump sth ↔ up to fill something such as a tire or ball with air until it is full
SYN inflate 2 pump sb ↔ up to increase someone’s interest or excitement about something:
Hutchison traveled around the state the day before
the election to pump up voters.
pum·per·nick·el /'pömpø"nIk@l/ n. [U] a
heavy dark brown bread
pump·kin /'pömpkIn, 'pöÎkIn/ n. [C,U] a very
large orange fruit that grows on the ground, or the
inside of this eaten as food: pumpkin pie [ORIGIN:
1600—1700 pumpion “pumpkin” (16—19 centuries), from French pompon “melon, pumpkin”] ➔ see picture at VEGETABLE

pun /pön/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS an amusing use of a
word or phrase that has two meanings, or of words
with the same sound but different meanings —pun
v. [I]

THESAURUS
joke, gag, wisecrack,
one-liner, quip, witticism ➔ JOKE 1

punch1 /pöntS/ v. [T] 1 to hit someone or something hard with your FIST (=closed hand): Bill was
suspended from school for punching another student. ➔ see picture on page A9
THESAURUS
hit, slap, beat, smack, whack,
strike, pound ➔ HIT 1

2 to make a hole in something using a metal tool or
other sharp object: The conductor came along and
punched our tickets.
THESAURUS
pierce, make a hole in sth,
prick, puncture ➔ PIERCE

3 punch a clock to record the time that you start
or finish work by putting a card into a special
machine [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French
poinçonner “to make a hole in,” from poinçon
“tool for making holes”]
punch in phr. v. to record the time that you arrive
at work by putting a card into a special machine
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punch out phr. v. to record the time that you leave
work by putting a card into a special machine
punch2 n. 1 [C] a quick strong hit made with
your FIST (=closed hand): a punch in the stomach 2 [U] a drink made from fruit juice, sugar,
water, and sometimes alcohol: fruit punch 3 [C] a
metal tool for cutting holes or for pushing something into a small hole 4 [U] a strong effective
quality that makes people interested: We need
something to give the ad campaign some punch.
'punching bag n. 1 [C] a heavy leather bag that
hangs from a rope, that is punched for exercise 2 use sb as a punching bag (informal) to
hit someone hard, or to criticize someone a lot,
even though s/he has done nothing wrong
punch line, punch·line /'pöntSlaIn/ n. [C] the
last few words of a joke or story that make it funny
or surprising
punc·til·i·ous /pöÎk'tIli@s/ adj. (formal) very
careful to behave correctly and keep exactly to
rules: her punctilious attention to instructions
—punctiliously adv. —punctiliousness n. [U]
punc·tu·al /'pöÎktSu@l/ adj. arriving, happening,
etc. at exactly the time that has been arranged: My
boss demands that we be punctual for work.
—punctuality /"pöÎktSu'æl@Ôi/ n. [U]
punc·tu·ate /'pöÎktSu"eIt/ v. [T] 1 ENG. LANG.
ARTS to divide written work into sentences, phrases,
etc. using COMMA s, PERIOD s, etc. 2 be punctuated by/with sth to be interrupted many times by
something: The president’s speech was punctuated
by occasional cheers.
punc·tu·a·tion /"pöÎktSu'eIS@n/ n. [U] ENG.
LANG. ARTS the way that punctuation marks are used
in a piece of writing
"punctu'ation mark n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a sign,
such as a COMMA or QUESTION MARK , that is used
in dividing a piece of writing into sentences,
phrases, etc.
punc·ture1 /'pöÎktSø/ n. [C] a small hole made
when something is punctured
puncture2 v. [I,T] to make a small hole in something, so that air or liquid can get out: One bullet
punctured his lung.
THESAURUS

pierce, make a hole in sth,

prick, punch ➔ PIERCE

the law: We will catch the people responsible for
this crime, and we will punish them. | Don’t punish
him for one small mistake. | Any student caught
destroying school property will be severely punished. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French punir,
from Latin punire, from poena, from Greek
poine “payment, punishment”]

pun·ish·a·ble /'pönIS@b@l/ adj. deserving legal
punishment: Murder is punishable by life imprisonment.

pun·ish·ing /'pönISIÎ/ adj. difficult, tiring, or
extreme: a punishing walk

pun·ish·ment /'pönISm@nt/ n. 1 [C] something that is done to punish someone: Mason wants
tougher punishments for youths involved with
gangs. | A year in prison seems like a harsh/severe
punishment for a minor offense. c Don’t say “strict/
strong punishments.” b
THESAURUS

sentence – a punishment given by a judge in a
court: a prison sentence | He faces a death
sentence (=death as punishment for a crime).
penalty – a punishment given to someone who
has broken a law, rule, or agreement: Drug
dealers face severe penalties. | The prosecution will
seek the death penalty (=death as punishment for
a crime) for the murder.
fine – an amount of money that you must pay as
a punishment for breaking a rule or law: I got a
fine for speeding.
community service – unpaid work helping
other people that someone does as punishment
for a crime: He was ordered to do 60 hours of
community service.
corporal punishment – the act of punishing a
child by hitting him/her: Corporal punishment is
illegal in schools.
capital punishment – the practice of killing
someone as punishment for a crime

2 [U] the act of punishing someone, or the process
of being punished: The terrorists will not escape
punishment. | As punishment, Marshall had to stay
after school.

pu·ni·tive /'pyun@ÔIv/ adj. intended as punishment: The company will seek punitive damages
(=money that a court orders someone to pay as a
punishment) related to the fraud conviction.

pun·dit /'pöndIt/ n. [C] someone who knows a lot punk /pöÎk/ n. 1 [U] also punk rock a type of
about a particular subject, and is often asked for
his/her opinion: political pundits [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 Hindi pandit, from Sanskrit pandita
“wise”]
THESAURUS

➔ EXPERT

expert, specialist, authority

pun·gent /'pöndZ@nt/ adj. having a strong smell

loud music popular in the late 1970s and
1980s 2 [C] (informal) a boy or young man who
likes to start fights, do things that are illegal,
etc. 3 [C] also punk rocker someone who likes
punk music and wears things that are typical of it,
such as torn clothes, metal chains, and colored hair

punt /pönt/ n. [C] in football, a long kick that you

make after dropping the ball from your hands
—punt v. [I,T]
or taste: the pungent smell of onions
pun·ish /'pönIS/ v. [T] to make someone suffer pu·ny /'pyuni/ adj. small, thin, and weak: a puny
because s/he has done something wrong or broken little kid
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pup /pöp/ n. [C] 1 a

PUPPY

2 a young

SEAL

or

OTTER

pu·pa /'pyup@/ n. (plural pupas or pupae /-pi/)

[C] BIOLOGY a young insect that is at the stage of its
development in which it does not eat and is protected inside a special cover, before it becomes an
adult —pupal adj.
pu·pil /'pyup@l/ n. [C] 1 (formal) a child or young
person in school ➔ STUDENT 2 BIOLOGY the small
black round area in the middle of your eye ➔ see
picture at EYE 1 [ORIGIN: (1) 1300—1400 French
pupille, from Latin pupillus “young boy who is
looked after”]

purple

third-biggest purchase after the house and the
car. 2 [C] something that has been bought: The
store will deliver your purchases.
pure /pyUr/ adj. 1 not mixed with anything else
ANT impure: rings made of pure gold | pure wool
blankets ➔ NATURAL 1 2 [only before noun] complete: a smile of pure joy | It was pure chance that
we were there at the same time. 3 clean, without
anything harmful or unhealthy ANT impure: pure
drinking water | In the mountains, the air is
purer. 4 pure and simple used to emphasize that
there is only one thing involved or worth considering: This was murder, pure and simple. 5 (literary)
without any sexual experience or evil thoughts
ANT impure 6 pure science/math etc. work
done in order to increase our knowledge of something rather than to make practical use of it
➔ APPLIED [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French
pur, from Latin purus]
pu·rée /pyU'reI/ n. [C,U] food that is boiled or
crushed until it is almost a liquid: tomato purée
—purée v. [T]
pure·ly /'pyUrli/ adv. completely and only: He did
it for purely selfish reasons. | We met purely by
chance.

pur·ga·to·ry /'pøg@"tOri/ n. [U] 1 Purgatory a
pup·pet /'pöpIt/ n. [C] 1 a model of a person or

animal that you can move by pulling strings that are
attached to parts of its body, or by putting your
hand inside it: a puppet show 2 (disapproving) a
person or organization that is controlled by someone else and does not make any independent decisions: a puppet government
pup·pet·eer /"pöpI'tIr/ n. [C] someone who performs with puppets
pup·pet·ry /'pöpItri/ n. [U] 1 the art of controlling how puppets move 2 the activity of making
puppets
pup·py /'pöpi/ n. (plural puppies) [C] a young dog
'puppy love n. [U] a young boy’s or girl’s romantic love for someone, that people do not think of as
serious
pur·chase1 /'pøtS@s/ Ac v. [T] (formal) to buy
something: The couple recently purchased a $4
million mansion in Beverly Hills. | Tickets may be
purchased from the box office. | There is a growing
demand to purchase goods on credit. | Eighty percent of men’s clothing is purchased by women.
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French purchacier
“to try to get,” from chacier “to run after and try
to catch”] —purchaser n [C]
THESAURUS

buy, acquire, get, procure,
snap sth up, pick sth up ➔ BUY 1

purchase2 n. (formal) 1 [C,U] the act of buying

something: Please have your credit card ready
when making your purchase. | The law requires a
five-day waiting period for the purchase of
handguns. | A personal computer is often a family’s

place where, according to Roman Catholic beliefs,
the souls of dead people must suffer for the bad
things they have done, until they are good enough
to enter heaven 2 a place, situation, or time when
you suffer a lot

purge /pødZ/ v. [T] 1 to force people to leave a

place or organization because the people in power
do not like them: The army was purged of anyone
the government considered dangerous. 2 (formal)
to get rid of something bad that is in your
body 3 (literary) to remove bad feelings: We must
purge ourselves of hatred. —purge n. [C]
pu·ri·fy /'pyUr@"faI/ v. (purified, purifies) [T] to
remove the dirty or unwanted parts from something: The water should be purified before drinking.
—purification /"pyUr@f@'keIS@n/ n. [U]

pur·ist /'pyUrIst/ n. [C] someone who has very
strict ideas about what is right or correct in a
particular subject

pur·it·an /'pyUr@t@n, -r@t§n/ n. [C] 1 someone
with strict moral views who thinks that pleasures
such as sex or drinking alcohol are wrong 2 Puritan HISTORY a member of a Protestant religious
group in the 16th and 17th centuries, who wanted
to make religion simpler

pu·ri·tan·i·cal /"pyUr@'tænIk@l/ adj. (disapproving) having strict attitudes about religion and moral

behavior: a puritanical and deeply religious woman

pu·ri·ty /'pyUr@Ôi/ n. [U] the quality or state of

being pure: the purity of the water | religious purity

pur·ple /'pøp@l/ n. [U] a dark color made from red
mixed with blue [ORIGIN: 900—1000 Latin purpura, from Greek porphyra type of shellfish
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from which purple coloring was obtained]
—purple adj.

"Purple 'Heart n. [C] a

MEDAL given to U.S.
soldiers who have been wounded in battle

company plans to pursue the matter in court. [ORI1300—1400 Anglo-French pursuer, from
Old French poursuir, from Latin prosequi “to
follow and try to catch”]

GIN:

pur·port /pø'pOrt/ v. [I,T] (formal) to claim to be pur·suit /pø'sut/
or do something, even if this is not true: He purports to be the son of the wealthy Italian banker. |
The painting is purported to be the work of Monet.
—purportedly adv.

pur·pose /'pøp@s/ n. 1 [C] the thing that an

P

Ac n. 1 [U] the act of chasing
or following someone: With the officers in (hot)
pursuit (=following close behind), Parker pulled
off the freeway and ran into the woods. 2 [U]
(formal) the act of trying to achieve something in a
determined way: the right to life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness | People are having to move to
other areas in pursuit of work. 3 [C usually plural]
(formal) an activity that you spend a lot of time
doing: Nancy enjoys outdoor pursuits.

event, process, or activity is supposed to achieve:
The purpose of this exercise is to increase your
strength. | The Red Cross sent supplies for medical
purposes. | For the purposes of the report, low
income was defined as $30,000 a year for a family pur·vey·or /pø'veIø/ n. [C] (formal) a business
of four. | He came here with the purpose of carry- that supplies information, goods, or services: puring out the attack. 2 on purpose deliberately: veyors of fine cheeses —purvey v. [T]
Firefighters believe the fire was started on purpose. 3 [U] determination to succeed in what you pus /pös/ n. [U] a thick yellowish liquid produced
want to do: She came back from vacation with a in an infected part of your body
new sense of purpose.
push1 /pUS/ v.
pur·pose·ful /'pøp@sf@l/ adj. having a clear aim 1 MOVE [I,T] to move a person or thing away from
or purpose SYN determined: She kept walking, you by pressing him, her, or it with your hands
ANT pull: A couple of guys were pushing an old
with long, purposeful strides.
Volkswagen down the street. | Lisa pushed Amy
pur·pose·ly /'pøp@sli/ adv. deliberately: They into the pool. | She tried to push him away. | Can
purposely left him out of the discussion.
you push harder? It’s not moving. ➔ see picture on
THESAURUS
deliberately, on purpose,
intentionally ➔ DELIBERATELY

purr /pø/ v. [I] if a cat purrs, it makes a soft low

sound in its throat to show that it is pleased —purr

n. [C]

purse1 /pøs/ n. 1 [C] a bag used by women to
carry money and personal things: I think my glasses
are still in my purse. ➔ see picture at BAG 1 2 control/hold the purse strings to control the money
in a family, company, etc. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300
Late Latin bursa “bag (for money)”]

purse2 v. purse your lips to bring your lips

together tightly in a circle, especially to show
disapproval

purs·er /'pøsø/ n. [C] an officer who is responsible for the money on a ship and is in charge of the
passengers’ rooms, comfort, etc.

pur·sue /pø'su/

Ac v. [T] 1 to continue doing
an activity or trying to achieve something over a
long time: He left home to pursue a career in
acting. | Students should pursue their own interests, as well as do their school work. | The program
allows adult learners to pursue their studies in their
own time. 2 to chase or follow someone or something in order to catch him, her, or it: A police car
pursued the suspect along Nordhoff Blvd.
THESAURUS
FOLLOW

follow, chase, run after ➔

3 pursue the matter/question/argument to
continue trying to ask about, find out about, or
persuade someone about a particular subject: The
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roll – to push a round object so that it moves
forward: He rolled the wheel over to the car.
poke – to push someone or something with your
finger or something sharp: Jill poked the fish to
see if it was alive.
shove – to push someone or something roughly:
He shoved her against a wall.
nudge – to push someone gently with your
elbow to get his or her attention: “Move over,”
she said, nudging my arm.
elbow – to push someone with your elbows,
especially in order to move past him/her: As he
left the field, he elbowed jeering spectators out of
his way. ➔ PULL 1

2 MAKE STH START/STOP [I,T] to press a button,
SWITCH , etc. to make a machine start or stop
working: Push the green button to start the engine.
3 TRY TO GET PAST SB [I,T] to move somewhere by
pushing people away from you: Heather pushed
past us without speaking. | People were trying to
push their way to the front.
4 PERSUADE [I,T] to try to persuade someone to
accept or do something: The agency is pushing to
increase U.S. exports. | Concerned citizens are
pushing for stricter gun controls. | My parents
pushed me into going to college.
5 WORK HARD [T] to make someone work very
hard: Royce has been pushing himself too much
lately. | Coach Koepple pushes his players pretty
hard.
6 INCREASE/DECREASE [I,T] to increase or
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decrease an amount, number, or value: New medical technology has pushed the cost of health care
up/higher. | The recession has pushed stock market
prices down/lower.
7 DRUGS [T] (informal) to sell illegal drugs
8 push your luck/push it (informal) to do something or ask for something again, when this is likely
to annoy someone or be risky: I want to ask my
boss for another day off, but I don’t want to push
my luck. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French
poulser “to hit, push,” from Latin pulsare, from
pellere “to drive, hit”]
push ahead phr. v.
to continue with a plan or activity in a determined
way: The airport is pushing ahead with its program to expand.
push sb ↔ around phr. v.
(informal) to tell someone what to do in a rude or
threatening way: Don’t let your boss push you
around.
push on phr. v.
to continue traveling somewhere or doing an activity: The others stopped for a rest, but I pushed on to
the top of the mountain. | Even with disagreement
growing, they decided to push on with the negotiations.
push sth ↔ through phr. v.
to get a plan, law, etc. officially accepted, especially
quickly: The governor pushed through a measure
to increase the state sales tax.

push2 n. [C usually singular] 1 the act of pushing

someone or something: Just give the door a push if
it’s stuck. 2 an attempt to get or achieve something: Eastern Europe then started a push to modernize its economies. | a push for longer prison
terms 3 if/when push comes to shove when
or if a situation becomes extremely difficult: If push
comes to shove, I can always rent out the house.

push·er /'pUSø/ n. [C] (informal) someone who
sells illegal drugs

push·o·ver /'pöS"oUvø/ n. (informal) be a pushover to be easy to persuade, influence, or defeat

'push-up n. [C] an exercise in which you lie on the
floor facing the ground, and push yourself up with
your arms: I can only do about twenty push-ups.

push·y /'pUSi/ adj. (disapproving) so determined to
succeed and get what you want that you behave in a
rude way: pushy salespeople

puss·y·cat /'pUsi"kæt/ n. [C] 1 a word meaning
cat, used by children, or when speaking to children 2 (informal) someone who is kind and gentle:
Jake’s a real pussycat once you get to know him.

puss·y·foot /'pUsi"fUt/ v. [I] (informal) to be too
careful and afraid to do something: Stop pussyfooting around and decide!

P
put /pUt/ v. (past tense and past participle put, present
participle putting) [T]
1 MOVE TO PLACE/POSITION to move someone or

something into a particular place or position: Where
did you put the newspaper? | Put the scissors in the
drawer when you’re finished. | I put some money
into our account. | It’s time to put the kids to bed
(=make them go into their beds).
2 CHANGE to change someone’s situation or the
way s/he feels: Ohio State’s win put them in the
playoffs. | The recent layoffs put 250 people out of
work. | Higher insurance costs may put many
companies out of business (=make the companies
close down). | Politics puts me to sleep. | He put
himself in danger to save the lives of others. |
Listen to music to put you in a relaxed mood
(=make you feel relaxed).
3 WRITE to write or print something: Put your
name at the top of your answer sheet. | We put an
ad in the paper.
4 put emphasis/pressure/blame etc. on
sb/sth to emphasize something, make someone
feel pressure, blame someone, etc.: We want to put
more pressure on Congress to pass gun control
laws.
5 put an end/a stop to sth to stop an activity
that is harmful or not acceptable: We want the
president to put an end to this war.
6 EXPRESS to say or express something in a particular way: How can I put this? (=said to someone
when you want to tell them something that they
may not like) | To put it bluntly, a lot of people just
don’t like her. | Well, let me put it this way: he’s lied
to us before.
7 HAVE IMPORTANCE/QUALITY to consider something to have a particular level of importance or
quality: Responsible parents always put their children first. | The new study puts UCLA among the
top five research universities in the U.S.
8 put sth behind you to try to forget about a bad
experience or a mistake so that it does not affect
you now: Vietnam veterans talked of the need to put
the war behind them.
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9 put faith/confidence/trust etc. in sb/sth to
trust or believe in someone or something: These
people put little trust in doctors. [ORIGIN: Old
English putian] ➔ put your mind to sth at MIND 1
put sth ↔ across phr. v.

to explain your ideas, beliefs, etc. in a way that
people can understand: I had a hard time putting
my message across to the students.
put sth ↔ aside phr. v.
1 to ignore a problem or disagreement because you

P

want to achieve something: Try to put your feelings
aside and look at the facts.
2 to save money regularly, usually for a particular
purpose: I have money put aside for emergencies.
put sth ↔ away phr. v.

to put something in the place where it is usually
kept: Could you put the dishes away before you go
to bed?
put sth ↔ back phr. v.

to put things or people in the place or situation they
were before: Put the milk back in the fridge,
please. | The program helps put people back to
work.
put down phr. v.
1 put sth ↔ down to put something you are

holding onto a surface: She put her case down on
the floor. ➔ see picture on page A9
2 put sb ↔ down (informal) to criticize someone
and make him/her feel silly or stupid: Her father is
always putting her down.
3 put sth ↔ down (informal) to write something on
a piece of paper: I put down that I’d be available to
work on Saturdays.
4 put sb/sth ↔ down to use force to stop people
who are fighting against a government: Soldiers
were sent to put down the rebellion.
put sth ↔ forward phr. v.

to suggest a plan, idea, etc.: The treaty was put
forward by the Dutch.
put sth ↔ in phr. v.
1 to put a piece of equipment somewhere and
connect it so that it is ready to be used: We had to
have a new furnace put in.
2 to spend time or effort doing something: Doug is
putting in a lot of hours at work (=he is working a
lot).
3 to ask for something in an official way: Sawyer
put in his expenses claim last week. | Jones put in a
request for a transfer to our Dallas office.
put sth into sth phr. v.
1 to make money available to be used for a particular purpose: The company plans to put more money
into computer technology.
2 put energy/effort/enthusiasm etc. into sth
to use energy, etc. when you are doing something:
Koskoff put a lot of time and effort into this project.
3 put sth into action/effect/practice to start
using something such as a plan: The college hopes
to put the changes into effect by August 1.
put off phr. v.
1 put sth ↔ off to delay something, or to delay
doing something: Many Americans put off filling
out their tax forms as long as possible. | We’ve

decided to put off our trip to Europe until next year.
2 put sb ↔ off to make you dislike something or
not want to do something: Don’t be put off by the
restaurant’s decor; the food is excellent.
put sth ↔ on phr. v.
1 to put a piece of clothing on your body ➔ TAKE
OFF : Put your coat on – it’s cold.
2 put sth ↔ on sth to do something that affects or
influences something else: The government put a
freeze on the construction of new nuclear power
plants (=they stopped it).
3 put on weight/5 pounds etc. to become fatter
and heavier
4 to make a piece of equipment begin working: It’s
cold in here. Why don’t you put on the heat?
5 to begin to play a record, tape, video, etc.: Let’s
put on some music.
6 to use MAKEUP , etc. on your skin: I hardly ever
put on lipstick.
7 to arrange an event, concert, play, etc., or to
perform in one: The orchestra is putting on a
concert for charity.
8 to start cooking something: Let me just put the
potatoes on.
put out phr. v.
1 put sth ↔ out to make a fire, cigarette, etc. stop
burning: It took nearly three hours to put out the
fire.
2 put sth ↔ out to produce something, such as a
book, record, movie, etc.: They’ve put out three
books now on vegetarian cooking.
3 put sth ↔ out to place things where people can
find and use them: I’m just going to put out cold
cuts, bread, and stuff for lunch.
4 put sth ↔ out to put something outside the
house: Has anybody put the trash out yet?
5 put sth ↔ out to broadcast or produce something
for people to read or listen to: The company has put
out a statement saying that they will replace all the
defective products.
6 put sb ↔ out to make more work or cause
problems for someone: Will it put you out if I bring
another guest?
7 put your hand/foot/arm out to move your
hand, etc. away from your body: Jack put out his
foot and tripped her.
put through phr. v.
1 put sb through sth to make someone do something that is very bad or difficult: My father’s
drinking problem put my mother through hell.
2 put sb through school/college/university to
pay for someone to go to school, etc.: He worked
part-time to put himself through school.
3 put sb through to connect someone to someone
else on the telephone
put sth to sb phr. v.
to suggest something such as a plan to a person or
group: The proposal was put to the committee on
January 9.
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put sth ↔ together phr. v.
1 to build or fix something by joining its different

parts together: The store will put the bicycle
together for you.
2 to prepare or produce something by collecting
pieces of information, ideas, etc.: Franklin has put
together a program to help families in need.
3 put together combined: He earns more than
the rest of us put together.
put up phr. v.
1 put sth ↔ up to build something such as a wall

or building, or to raise something so that it is
upright: The developers plan to put up a 15-story
office building.
2 put sth ↔ up to attach a picture, etc. to a wall or
decorate things, so people can see them: Stores are
already putting up Christmas decorations.
3 put sth up for sale/discussion/review etc.
to make something available to be sold, discussed,
etc.: We put our house up for sale.
4 put sb ↔ up (informal) to let someone stay in
your house: I can put Jared up for the night.
5 put up money/$500/$3 million etc. to give
money to be used for a particular purpose: Furth
put up $42,000 in prize money for the contest.
6 put up resistance/a fight/a struggle to argue
against or oppose something in a determined way,
or to fight against someone who is attacking you:
Opponents of the bill are putting up a good fight in
the Assembly.
put sb up to sth phr. v.

to encourage someone to do something wrong,
silly, or dangerous: Jim wouldn’t usually play such
a stupid trick; someone must have put him up to it.

puz·zle1 /'pöz@l/ n.
[C] 1 a game or toy

that has a lot of pieces
that you have to fit
together: a 500-piece
jigsaw puzzle 2 a
game in which you
have to think hard to
answer a difficult question or solve a problem:
a book of crossword
puzzles 3 something
that is difficult to understand or explain: The way
the stock market works has always been a puzzle to
me.
puzzle2 v. 1 [T] to confuse someone because s/he
does not understand something: The results of the
study puzzled scientists. 2 [I,T] to think for a long
time about something because you cannot understand it: Jill puzzled over the first question on the
test for ten minutes.
puz·zled /'pöz@ld/ adj. confused and unable to
understand something: a puzzled look
THESAURUS

➔ CONFUSED

confused, bewildered, baffled

puz·zling /'pözlIÎ/ adj. difficult to understand: a
puzzling question | I find his work puzzling.

pyg·my /'pIgmi/ n. (plural pygmies) [C] 1 also

Pygmy someone who belongs to a race of very
small people from parts of Asia and Africa 2 a
very small type of animal: a pygmy rabbit
py·lon /'paIlAn/ n. [C] a tall metal structure that
supports wires carrying electricity

put up with sb/sth phr. v.

to accept a bad situation or person without complaining: I’m not going to put up with being treated
like that.

'put-down n. [C] (informal) something you say that
is intended to make someone feel stupid and unimportant

pu·tre·fy /'pyutr@"faI/ v. (putrefied, putrefies)
[I,T] (formal) to decay and smell very bad

SYN

rot

pu·trid /'pyutrId/ adj. decaying and smelling very
bad

putt /pöt/ v. [I,T] to hit a GOLF ball gently a short
distance along the ground toward the hole —putt
n. [C]

put·ter /'pöÔø/ v. [I] to spend time doing things
that are not very important, in a relaxed way: He’s
been puttering around the yard all morning.

put·ty /'pöÔi/ n. [U] a soft substance that becomes
hard when it dries, used especially for fixing glass
into window frames

'put up"on adj. be/feel put upon to think that
other people are treating you unfairly by expecting
you to do too much

pyr·a·mid /'pIr@mId/ n. [C] 1 a large stone

building with a flat base and sides shaped like
TRIANGLE s that form a point at the top ➔ see picture
at SHAPE 1 2 something that has this shape
pyre /paIø/ n. [C] a high pile of wood on which a
dead body is placed to be burned in a funeral
ceremony: a funeral pyre
Py·rex /'paIrEks/ n. [U] (trademark) a special type
of strong glass that does not break at high temperatures and is used for making cooking dishes
Py·thag·o·re·an The·o·rem /pI"θæg@ri@n
'θi@r@m/ n. MATH a rule for calculating the length of
one side of a RIGHT TRIANGLE (=one with one
angle of 90°), that states that the SQUARE of the

P

python

many, or as much: quadruple the normal dose
HYPOTENUSE (=longest side) is equal to the sum of
the squares of the other two sides. It is written as a² quad·ru·plet /kwA'druplIt/ n. [C] one of four
+ b² = c².
babies born at the same time to the same mother
py·thon /'paIθAn, -θ@n/ n. [C] a large tropical quag·mire /'kwægmaIø, 'kwAg-/ n. [C] 1 a
snake that kills animals for food by crushing them
difficult or complicated situation: Vietnam became
a political and military quagmire. 2 an area of soft
wet muddy ground
quail /kweIl/ n. [C,U] a small fat bird with a short
tail that is hunted and shot for food and sport, or the
meat from this bird
quaint /kweInt/ adj. unusual and attractive, especially in an old-fashioned way: a quaint little restaurant
quake1 /kweIk/ v. [I] 1 to shake, usually because
you are afraid: He quaked in terror. 2 if the earth,
Q, q /kyu/ the 17th letter of the English alphabet
a building, etc. quakes, it shakes violently
Q., q. the written abbreviation of QUESTION
quake2 n. [C] (informal) an EARTHQUAKE
q PHYSICS a sign for heat
Q-tip /'kyu tIp/ n. [C] (trademark) a small thin Quak·er /'kweIkø/ n. [C] a member of the Socistick with soft cotton at each end, used for cleaning ety of Friends, a Christian religious group that
parts of your body that are small, such as your ears opposes violence, has no religious leaders or ceremonies, and holds its religious meetings in silence
quack1 /kwæk/ v. [I] to make the sound that ducks —Quaker adj.
make
qual·i·fi·ca·tion /"kwAl@f@'keIS@n/ n. 1 [C
quack2 n. [C] 1 (informal) someone who pretends usually plural] a skill, personal quality, or type of
to be a doctor 2 the sound a duck makes
experience that makes you right for a particular job
quad /kwAd/ n. (informal) 1 [C] a square open or position: What are the key qualifications for the
area with buildings all around it, especially in a presidency? | Does he have the right qualifications
school or college 2 quads [plural] QUADRICEPS
to become a Supreme Court Justice? 2 [C,U] the
quad·ran·gle /'kwAdræÎg@l/ n. [C] 1 a flat official standard that must be achieved in order to
do a job, enter a sports competition, etc., or the
shape that has four straight sides 2 a quad
achievement of this standard: The injury puts her
quad·rant /'kwAdr@nt/ n. [C] 1 MATH a quarter qualification for the Olympic swimming team into
1
of a circle ➔ see picture at CIRCLE 2 a quarter of an doubt. | educational qualifications 3 [C,U] somearea, especially of land: the town’s southwest quad- thing that you add to a statement to limit its effect
rant 3 a tool for measuring angles 4 MATH one of or meaning: You have the right to refuse without
four equal parts into which a PLANE is divided by qualification.
two straight lines that cross each other at an angle
of 90 degrees [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin qual·i·fied /'kwAl@"faId/ adj. 1 having the right
knowledge, experience, skills, etc. for a particular
quadrans “fourth part”]
job: a qualified teacher | The employees here are
quad·rat·ic
e·qua·tion
/kwA"dræÔIk highly qualified. 2 [usually before noun] qualified
I'kweIZ@n/ n. [C] MATH an EQUATION which
agreement, approval, etc. is limited in some way
includes numbers or quantities multiplied by them- because you do not completely agree: Is it worth
selves, for example ax² + bx + c = y
the money? The answer is a qualified yes.
quad·ri·ceps /'kwAdr@"sEps/ n. [plural] BIOLOGY
qual·i·fi·er /'kwAl@"faIø/ n. [C] 1 someone who
the large muscle at the front of your THIGH
has reached the necessary standard for entering a
quad·ri·lat·er·al /"kwAdr@'læÔ@r@l/ n. [C] MATH competition 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS a word or phrase that
a flat shape with four straight sides limits or adds to the meaning of another word or
—quadrilateral adj.
phrase. In the phrase “her new red bike,” “new” and
quad·ri·ple·gic /"kwAdr@'plidZIk/ n. [C] some- “red” are qualifiers.
one who is permanently unable to move any part of qual·i·fy /'kwAl@"faI/ v. (qualified, qualihis/her body below his/her neck ➔ PARAPLEGIC fies) 1 [I] to pass an examination, or reach the
—quadriplegic adj.
standard of knowledge or skill that you need in
quad·ru·ped /'kwAdr@"pEd/ n. [C] BIOLOGY an order to do something: I qualified as a pilot. | She
has qualified for the 100-meter race. 2 [I,T] to
animal that has four feet
have the right to have or do something, or to give
1
quad·ru·ple /kwA'drup@l/ v. [I,T] to increase someone this right: They qualify for food
and become four times as big or as high, or to make stamps. 3 [I] to have all the necessary qualities to
something do this: The city’s population has qua- be considered a particular thing: The organization
drupled since the 1930s.
qualifies as a charity. 4 [T] to add something to
quadruple2 adj., quantifier four times as big, as what has already been said, in order to limit its
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effect or meaning: Let me qualify that statement.
Ac adj. relating
to the quality or standard of something, rather than
the amount or number ➔ QUANTITATIVE : a qualitative study of the health care program | This test
allows us to make a qualitative analysis of a student’s performance.
qual·i·ty1 /'kwAl@Ôi/ n. (plural qualities) 1 [C,U]
the degree to which something is good or bad:
today’s air quality | The quality of education they
received was on the whole fairly good. | high-/lowquality recording equipment | These new drugs may
improve the quality of life for cancer sufferers. 2 [C usually plural] something that someone
has as part of his/her character, especially good
things ➔ CHARACTERISTIC : She has many of the
qualities he lacks. | leadership qualities | the qualities of honesty and independence

qual·i·ta·tive /'kwAl@"teIÔIv/

THESAURUS

characteristic, trait, attribute,

feature ➔ CHARACTERISTIC

1

3 [C] something that is typical of something and
makes it different from other things: the qualities of
the rock 4 [U] a high standard: a guarantee of
quality
quality2 adj. [only before noun] of a high standard:
quality products
'quality con"trol n. [U] the practice of checking
goods as they are produced, to make sure their
quality is good enough
'quality "time n. [U] the time that you spend
giving someone your full attention, especially time
you spend with your children
qualm /kwAm, kwOm/ n. [C usually plural] a feeling of slight worry or doubt because you are not
sure that what you are doing is right: He has no
qualms about proceeding.
quan·da·ry /'kwAnd@ri/ n. [C] be in a quandary about/over sth to be unable to decide what
to do about a difficult problem or situation: We
were in a quandary over whether to go or not.
quan·ta /'kwAnô@/ n. the plural of QUANTUM
quan·ti·fi·er /'kwAnô@"faIø/ n. [C] ENG. LANG.
ARTS in grammar, a word or phrase that is used with
a noun to show quantity. In the sentence “There
were only a few people at the party,” “few” is a
quantifier.
quan·ti·fy /'kwAnô@"faI/ v. (quantified, quantifies) [T] to measure something and express it as a
number: The damage to the company is difficult to
quantify. —quantifiable /"kwAnô@'faI@b@l/ adj.
quan·ti·ta·tive /'kwAnô@"teIÔIv/ adj. relating to
amounts rather than to the quality or standard of
something ➔ QUALITATIVE : a quantitative improvement in production
quan·ti·ty /'kwAnô@Ôi/ n. (plural quantities) [C,U]
an amount of something that can be counted or
measured: You cannot ignore the quantity of evidence proving his guilt. | large/great quantities of
natural gas

quan·tum /'kwAnô@m/ n. (plural quanta /-t@/)

[C] PHYSICS the smallest unit that can be used to

measure something such as light or energy. For
example, a quantum of light is a PHOTON .
"quantum 'leap n. [C] a very large and important
improvement
"quantum me'chanics also "quantum 'physics n. [U] PHYSICS the scientific study of the way
that atoms and the parts of an atom behave and how
they affect each other
'quantum "theory n. [singular] PHYSICS the scientific idea that energy, especially light, travels in
very small separate pieces, not in a continuous
form, used to explain how atoms and the parts of an
atom behave
quar·an·tine /'kwOr@n"tin, 'kwAr-/ n. [C,U] a
time when a person or animal is kept apart from
others in case he, she, or it has a disease: The dogs
were kept in quarantine for three months. [ORIGIN:
1600—1700 Italian quarantina “period of forty
days,” from Old French quarante “forty”]
—quarantine v. [T]
quark /kwArk/ n. [C] PHYSICS one of a group of
PARTICLE s that form the parts of an atom
quar·rel1 /'kwOr@l, 'kwAr@l/ n. [C] 1 an angry
argument: He’d had a quarrel with his wife. | a
quarrel over money 2 (formal) a reason to dislike
someone or disagree with an idea, decision, etc.:
We have no quarrel with the court’s decision.
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French querele “complaint,” from Latin querela, from queri “to complain”]

quarrel2 v. [I] to have an angry argument: I had

quarreled with my parents. | Downstairs, the children were quarreling over a game.
THESAURUS
argue, have an argument,
fight, have a fight, have a quarrel, squabble,
bicker ➔ ARGUE

quar·rel·some /'kwOr@ls@m, 'kwAr-/ adj. too
ready to argue about things

quar·ry /'kwOri, 'kwAri/ n. (plural quarries)

[C] 1 a place where large amounts of stone, sand,

etc. are dug out of the ground 2 an animal or
person that you are hunting or chasing [ORIGIN: (1)
1300—1400 Old French quarriere, from quarre
“square stone,” from Latin quadrum “square”]
—quarry v. [T]

quart /kwOrt/ n. [C] a unit for measuring liquid,
equal to 2 PINT s or 0.9463 liters: a quart of milk

quar·ter /'kwOrÔø/ n. [C] 1 one of four equal

parts into which something can be divided ➔ HALF ,
THIRD : Cut the sandwiches into quarters. | A quarter of Canada’s population is French-speaking. |
three-quarters of (=75%) the country’s voters 2 a
period of fifteen minutes: Can you be ready in a
quarter (of an) hour? | It’s a quarter to/after five
(=15 minutes before or after 5 o’clock). | The
unloading took three-quarters of an hour (=45

Q
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minutes). 3 a coin used in the U.S. and Canada
worth 25 cents (=1/4 of a dollar)
THESAURUS

dime ➔ MONEY

Q

money, coin, penny, nickel,

4 a period of three months – used when discussing
business and financial matters: Profits were down in
the fourth quarter. 5 one of the four periods into
which a year at school or college is divided
➔ SEMESTER 6 one of the four equal periods of
time into which games of some sports are divided:
The score was 66–58 in the third quarter. 7 quarters [plural] the house or rooms where you live,
especially if you are a servant or in the army:
Upstairs were spacious living quarters.
quar·ter·back /'kwOrÔø"bæk/ n. [C] the player
in football who directs the OFFENSE and throws the
ball
quar·ter·fi·nal /"kwOrÔø'faInl/ n. [C] one of the
set of four games near the end of a competition,
whose winners play in the two SEMIFINAL s
quar·ter·ly /'kwOrÔøli/ adj., adv. produced or
happening four times a year: a quarterly report
'quarter note n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a musical note
that continues for a quarter of the length of a
WHOLE NOTE ➔ HALF NOTE
quar·tet /kwOr'tEt/ n. [C] 1 ENG. LANG. ARTS four
singers or musicians who perform together: a
woodwind/string/brass quartet 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS a
piece of music written for four performers 3 a
group of four things or people
quar·tile /'kwOrtaIl, -Ôl/ n. [C] 1 MATH one of
four equal parts that a set of numbers representing
facts or measurements can be divided into 2 MATH
one of the three values dividing a set of numbers
representing facts or measurements into four equal
parts
quartz /kwOrts/ n. [U] EARTH SCIENCES a hard mineral substance that is used in making electronic
watches and clocks
qua·sar /'kweIzAr/ n. [C] PHYSICS a very bright,
very distant object similar to a star
quash /kwAS/ v. [T] (formal) 1 to officially state
that a judgment or decision is no longer legal or
correct: The judge quashed the decision of a lower
court. 2 to say or do something to stop something
from continuing: an attempt to quash rumors
quat·rain /'kwAtreIn/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
group of four lines in a poem
qua·ver /'kweIvø/ v. [I,T] if your voice quavers, it
shakes as you speak, especially because you are
nervous
quay /keI, ki/ n. [C] a place where boats can be
tied up or loaded
quea·sy /'kwizi/ adj. feeling that you are going to
VOMIT SYN nauseous —queasiness n. [U]
queen /kwin/ n. [C] 1 also Queen the female
ruler of a country who is from a royal family, or the
wife of a king: Queen Elizabeth II of Great Britain

THESAURUS
king, prince, princess,
monarch, ruler, emperor, sovereign ➔ KING

2 a large female BEE , ANT , etc. that lays the eggs
for a whole group 3 the woman who wins a
beauty competition [ORIGIN: Old English cwen
“woman, queen”]

'queen-size adj. larger than the standard size: a
queen-size bed

queer /kwIr/ adj. (old-fashioned) strange: a queer
expression

quell /kwEl/ v. [T] 1 to make a violent situation

end: The military were sent in to quell the rioting. 2 to stop feelings of doubt, worry, and anxiety
from getting stronger: I struggled to quell my sense
of panic.

quench /kwEntS/ v. quench your thirst if a
drink quenches your thirst, it makes you stop feeling thirsty

quer·u·lous /'kwEr@l@s, -y@l@s/ adj. (formal)
complaining all the time in an annoying way: a
querulous tone of self-pity in her voice
—querulously adv. —querulousness n. [U]

que·ry /'kwIri/ n. (plural queries) [C] (formal) a
question: Staff members will be available to answer
your queries. —query v. [T]

quest /kwEst/ n. [C] (literary) a long search for
something —quest v. [I]

ques·tion1 /'kwEstS@n, 'kwEStS@n/ n. 1 [C] a
sentence or phrase used in order to ask for
information ANT answer: Can I ask you a
question? | Does anyone have any questions? |
questions about/on health habits | I’m not sure I
can answer that question.
C O L L O C AT I O N S

ask a question
answer a question
have a question – to want to ask one
put a question to sb – to ask someone a
question in a formal situation
pose a question – to ask a difficult question
bombard sb with questions – to ask someone
a lot of questions
rephrase a question – to ask it in a different
way
avoid/evade/sidestep a question – to avoid
giving a direct answer

2 [C] a subject or problem that needs to be discussed or dealt with SYN issue: The question of
what should be done with nuclear waste has not
been satisfactorily answered. | Their actions raise
the question of whether they should be treated as
war criminals. 3 [U] a feeling of doubt about
something: The accuracy of the data has been
called into question (=people have doubts about
it). | There is no question that teachers prefer
smaller classes. 4 without question a) definitely: The most beautiful fish here is, without
question, the angelfish. b) without complaining or

quiet
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asking why: He followed Dennison’s advice without question. 5 in question the person or thing
that is in question is the one that is being discussed:
The document in question is a report dated June 18,
1948. 6 be a question of sth used in order to
say what the most important fact, part, or feature of
something is: It’s a question of all working together
to solve these problems. 7 be out of the question if something is out of the question, it is
definitely not possible or not allowed: Ticket prices
are so high that going to the game is out of the
question. 8 (that’s a) good question (spoken)
said when you are admitting you do not know the
answer to a question: “How did she and Luke
meet?” “Good question.” [ORIGIN: 1200—1300
Old French, Latin quaestio, from quaestus, past
participle of quaerere “to ask”]
question2 v. [T] 1 to ask someone questions,
especially about a crime: Police are questioning
three men about the murder.
THESAURUS
ASK

ask, interrogate, inquire ➔

2 to have or express doubts about whether something is true, good, or necessary: Are you questioning my honesty? | Fans are questioning whether
the team can win.
ques·tion·a·ble /'kwEstS@n@b@l/ adj. 1 not
likely to be good, honest, or morally correct: questionable business activities 2 not certain, or possibly not correct: It is questionable whether the tests
are worthwhile.
ques·tion·ing1 /'kwEstS@nIÎ/ n. [U] the process
of asking questions: A witness is currently undergoing questioning.
questioning2 adj. a questioning look or expression shows that you need more information or that
you doubt something

'question mark n. [C]

ENG. LANG. ARTS

the mark
(?), used in writing at the end of a question
ques·tion·naire /"kwEstS@'nEr/ n. [C] a written
set of questions about a particular subject, that is
given to a large number of people in order to collect
information
THESAURUS

poll, survey ➔ POLL 1

quib·ble /'kwIb@l/ v. [I] to argue about something
that is not very important —quibble n. [C]

quiche /kiS/ n. [C] a type of food that consists of
filled with a mixture of eggs, cheese,
vegetables, etc.
quick1 /kwIk/ adj. 1 quick actions or events continue for, or are done, in a short time ANT slow: I’ll
just take a quick shower first. | a quick response |
It’d be quicker to drive.
PASTRY

THESAURUS
SHORT 1

short, brief, cursory ➔

2 moving or doing something fast

ANT

slow: I

promise I’ll be quick. | People are quick to complain but slow to help. 3 able to learn and understand things in a short time SYN intelligent:
Carolyn’s a quick learner. [ORIGIN: Old English
cwic “alive”]
quick2 adv. (spoken, nonstandard) quickly: Come
quick! Larry’s on TV! | It was all over pretty quick.
quick·en /'kwIk@n/ v. [I,T] (written) to become
quicker, or to make something do this: Elaine
quickened her pace (=walked faster).
quick·ie /'kwIki/ adj. (informal) happening or
done quickly: a quickie divorce (=one that is done
cheaply and quickly) —quickie n. [C]
quick·ly /'kwIkli/ adv. 1 fast, or done in a short
amount of time: Don’t eat too quickly. | Firefighters
quickly put out the blaze.
THESAURUS
fast, swiftly, rapidly, speedily,
at high speed/at great speed, at a rapid rate
2
➔ FAST

2 after a very short time: I quickly realized it wasn’t
going to be easy. 3 for a short amount of time: I’ll
just run into the store quickly, and then we can go.

quick·sand /'kwIksænd/ n. [C,U] wet sand that

is dangerous because it pulls you down into it if
you walk on it
"quick-'witted adj. able to understand things
quickly and say things that are funny and smart
quid pro quo /"kwId proU 'kwoU/ n. [C] (formal) something that you give or do in exchange for
something else, especially when this arrangement is
not official
qui·et1 /'kwaI@t/ adj. 1 not making much noise:
Be quiet! I’m on the phone. | a quiet car | The
classroom suddenly became quiet.
THESAURUS

Words used to describe a quiet voice
or sound
low – a low voice or sound is quiet and deep: A

low humming noise was coming from the
refrigerator.
soft – quiet in a way that is pleasant: He spoke
with a soft southern accent.
muffled – a muffled sound is very difficult to
hear: the muffled sound of voices in the next room
hushed – if people speak in hushed tones, they
speak with quiet voices, especially so that other

Q
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people cannot hear them: They huddled together
in a corner, speaking in hushed tones.
inaudible – too quiet to be heard: We were so
far away from the stage that the actors were
inaudible. ➔ LOUD 1

2 not busy, or not full of people or activity: a quiet
neighborhood | Finally, the house was quiet. |
Business has been really quiet recently.
THESAURUS

Words to describe a quiet place
calm – quiet and without activity or trouble: The

Q

streets remained calm again after last week’s riots.
tranquil/peaceful – quiet in a way that is
pleasant and relaxing: a tranquil spot for a picnic
sleepy – quiet with very little happening: a
sleepy little town
still – quiet and calm, without any movement:
The forest was completely still. ➔ CALM 2

3 not speaking, or not likely to say much: a quiet,
hard-working boy | Why are you so quiet tonight?
➔ keep (sth) quiet at KEEP 1
quiet2 also quiet down v. [I,T] to become calmer
and less active or noisy, or to make someone do
this: Quiet down and get ready for bed!
quiet3 n. [U] the state of being quiet and not active:
I was looking for some peace and quiet.
qui·et·ly /'kwaI@tli/ adv. 1 without making
much or any noise: Ron shut the door quietly. |
“I’m sorry,” he said quietly. 2 in a way that does
not attract attention: The council has been quietly
preparing for the changes.
quill /kwIl/ n. [C] 1 a large feather, or a pen made
from a large feather, used in past times 2 one of
the sharp needles on the backs of some animals,
such as the PORCUPINE
quilt /kwIlt/ n. [C] a warm thick cover for a bed,
made by sewing two layers of cloth together with a
filling of cloth or feathers: a patchwork quilt [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French cuilte, from Latin
culcita “mattress”]
quilt·ed /'kwIltId/ adj. quilted cloth consists of
layers held together by lines of stitches that cross
each other
quint·es·sen·tial /"kwInô@'sEnS@l/ adj. being a
perfect example of a particular type of person or
thing: New York is the quintessential big city.
—quintessentially adv. —quintessence
/kwIn'tEs@ns/ n. [U]
quin·tet /kwIn'tEt/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS five
singers or musicians who perform together
quin·tu·plet /kwIn'töplIt, -'tu-/ n. [C] one of
five babies who are born at the same time to the
same mother
quip /kwIp/ v. (quipped, quipping) [I] to make an
amusing remark —quip n. [C] ➔ JOKE 1
quirk /kwøk/ n. [C] 1 a strange habit or feature
that someone or something has: a quirk in the
law 2 something strange that happens by chance:

Years later, by a strange quirk of fate, she met him
again on a plane.

quirk·y /'kwøki/ adj. slightly strange or unusual: a
quirky comedy

quit /kwIt/ v. (quit, quitting) 1 [I,T] (informal) to
leave a job, school, etc., usually without finishing
it, especially because you are annoyed or unhappy:
He quit school when he was 16. | Betty quit her job
to stay home with the children.
THESAURUS

give up – to stop doing something, or stop

trying to do something: She gave up her job to
care for her ailing parents.
resign – to officially leave your job or position:
Three board members have resigned.
retire – to leave your job, especially because you
have reached the age when most people stop
working: My father retired when he was 62.
give notice – to officially tell your employer that
you will be leaving your job soon: She left without
giving notice.
drop out – to stop going to school or stop an
activity before you have finished it: Tucker
dropped out of high school when he was 16.
withdraw – to stop taking part in a competition,
race, etc., or to leave an organization or class: He
decided to withdraw from the senate race.

2 [T] (informal) to stop doing something that is bad:
I quit smoking three years ago.

quite /kwaIt/ adv., quantifier 1 very, but not

extremely SYN pretty: He’s quite fat. | It became
quite clear that we needed help.
THESAURUS

➔ RATHER

rather, fairly, pretty, kind of

2 not quite not completely or not exactly: I’m not
quite ready. | It wasn’t quite the way he had
imagined it. | Lewis isn’t quite as fast as he used to
be. 3 used when an amount or number is large, but
not extremely large: They’ve had quite a bit of
snow this year (=a lot of snow). | There were quite
a few people at the party (=a lot of people). | We
saved quite a lot of money. | We haven’t seen each
other in quite a while (=a long time). 4 used in
order to emphasize the fact that something is
unusually good, bad, etc.: That’s quite a coat;
where did you buy it? | Ruby made quite an
impression on the kids.

quits /kwIts/ adj. (informal) call it quits to stop
doing something: Baird will call it quits after two
terms as mayor.

quit·ter /'kwIÔø/ n. [C] (informal, disapproving)
someone who stops doing a job, activity, or duty
because it becomes difficult

quiv·er1 /'kwIvø/ v. [I] to shake slightly because
you are angry, upset, or anxious: Diana’s voice
quivered with emotion.
THESAURUS
shake, tremble, shiver,
wobble ➔ SHAKE 1

race
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quiver2 n. [C] 1 a slight shaking movement 2 a

long case used for carrying ARROW s
quix·ot·ic /kwIk'sAÔIk/ adj. (formal) having ideas
and plans that are based on hopes and are not
practical [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Don Quixote,
main character of the book Don Quixote de la
Mancha (1605) by Spanish writer Cervantes]
quiz1 /kwIz/ n. (plural quizzes) [C] 1 a short test:
a math quiz | Mr. Wilson gave us a pop quiz (=an
unexpected test). 2 a competition or game in
which you have to answer questions: a love quiz in
a magazine
quiz2 v. (quizzed, quizzing) [T] to ask someone a
lot of questions: Webster quizzed 20 possible jurors.
quiz·zi·cal /'kwIzIk@l/ adj. a quizzical look/
smile/expression a look, etc. that shows you
have a question
quo·rum /'kwOr@m/ n. [C usually singular] the
smallest number of people that must be at a meeting in order for official decisions to be made
quo·ta /'kwoUÔ@/ n. [C] 1 an official limit on the
number or amount of something that is allowed in a
particular period: a quota on the amount of fish you
may catch 2 an amount of something that someone is expected to do or achieve: The department is
meeting its sales quota. 3 POLITICS the number of
jobs or PROMOTION s (=moves to a more important
job or rank) that a law or rule says an organization
must give to people from groups who have been
treated unfairly in the past because of their race or
sex [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Medieval Latin quota
pars “how large a part”]
quo·ta·tion /kwoU'teIS@n/ Ac n. 1 [C] words
from a book, poem, etc. that you repeat in your own
speech or piece of writing: a Biblical quotation |
When writing a literary essay, always include quotations from the text. 2 [C] a written statement of
the exact amount of money that a service will cost
➔ ESTIMATE : Get quotations from two or more
insurance companies. 3 [U] the act of quoting
something

quo'tation "mark n. [C usually plural]

quote2

Ac n. [C] (informal) a quotation: He used
a quote from Mark Twain at the beginning of his
essay.
quo·tid·i·an /kwoU'tIdi@n/ adj. (formal) daily or
ordinary: our quotidian responsibilities of work and
family
quo·tient /'kwoUS@nt/ n. [C] MATH a number that
is the result of one number being divided by
another

Rr
R, r the eighteenth letter of the English alphabet
R /Ar/ n. [C,U] restricted – used in order to show

that no one under the age of 17 can go to a
particular movie unless an adult goes with him/her
rab·bi /'ræbaI/ n. [C] (plural rabbis) a Jewish
religious leader [ORIGIN: 1000—1100 Late Latin,
Greek, from Hebrew, “my master”]
rab·bit /'ræbIt/ n. [C] a small animal with long
ears and soft fur that lives in a hole in the ground
➔ see picture at PET 1

rab·ble /'ræb@l/ n. [singular] a noisy crowd of
people who are likely to cause trouble

rab·id /'ræbId/ adj. 1 very extreme and often
unreasonable: rabid anti-Americanism 2 suffering
from RABIES : a rabid dog
ra·bies /'reIbiz/ n. [U] a disease that affects animals, that people can catch if they are bitten by an
infected animal
rac·coon /ræ'kun/ n. [C] an animal with black fur
around its eyes and black and white bands on its tail
➔ see picture at NOCTURNAL

ENG. LANG.

ARTS a mark (“ or ”) used in writing before and after

any words that are being quoted
quote1 /kwoUt/ Ac v. 1 [I,T] to repeat exactly
what someone else has said or written: A doctor
was quoted as saying he would not give the vaccine
to his children. | He quoted a verse from the
Bible. 2 [T] to give something as an example to
support what you are saying: Dr. Morse quoted
three successful cases in which patients used the
new drug. | He quoted a figure of 220 deaths each
year from accidents in the home. 3 [T] to tell a
customer the price you will charge him/her for a
service or product: The airline has been quoting a
standard fare of $358. 4 quote ... unquote (spoken) used when you are repeating the exact words
someone else used: He said it was the fault of quote
“those people” unquote. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Medieval Latin quotare, from Latin quot “how
many”]

race1 /reIs/ n. 1 [C] a competition to find out who

can run, drive, swim, etc. the fastest: The colt has
won nine races already. | She finished second in the
race. 2 [C,U] one of the groups that humans can be
divided into, based on their skin color and other
physical features: The census has questions about
race and ethnicity.

R
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THESAURUS

nation – a country and its social and political

structure, or a group of people with the same
history and language: The leaders of several
Western nations are meeting in Paris this week. |
the Mandan tribe of the Sioux nation
race – one of the groups that people are divided
into, based on skin color and other physical
features: The survey was given to people of
different races and ages.
people – a race or group of people that live in a
particular country. The plural of this meaning of
“people” is “peoples”: the native peoples of the
United States
tribe – a group of people within a country who
are the same race, and who have the same
traditions and the same leader: The Navajo tribe
is the second largest in the U.S.
ethnic group – a group of people of the same
race, nation, or tribe: Many different ethnic
groups call the city home.

R

3 [C] a competition for power, a prize, or a political
position: the presidential race 4 [C] a situation in
which one group tries to obtain or achieve something before another group does: the race to put a
man on the moon 5 a race against time a
situation in which something difficult must be done
before a particular time 6 the races an event at
which horses are raced against each other ➔ ARMS
RACE , HUMAN RACE

race2 v. 1 [I,T] to compete in a race: I’ll race you

to the corner! | She’ll be racing against some of the
world’s top athletes. 2 [I,T] to go very quickly, or
to make someone or something do this: I raced
home after school. | Victims were raced to the
hospital.
THESAURUS

run, sprint, dash, tear ➔ RUN 1
rush, dash, hurry, charge, speed, hasten ➔
RUSH 1

3 [I] to try to do something very quickly, especially
because there is little time or you want to be the
first: Doctors raced to solve this medical mystery. 4 [I] if your heart or mind races, it is working
harder and faster than usual: Her mind was racing –
would David be there? 5 [I,T] if an engine races, or
you race it, its parts are moving too fast
'race re"lations n. [plural] the relationship
between two groups of people who are from different races but who live in the same city, country, or
area
race·track /'reIs-træk/ n. [C] a track around
which runners, cars, horses, etc. race
ra·cial /'reIS@l/ adj. 1 relating to the relationships
between different races of people: a fight against
racial discrimination (=unfair treatment of people
because of their race) 2 relating to people’s race:
racial groups —racially adv.: a racially motivated
attack
rac·ing /'reIsIÎ/ n. horse/car/bicycle etc. racing the sport of racing horses, cars, etc.

rac·ism /'reIsIz@m/ n. [U] 1 unfair treatment of

people, or violence against them, because they
belong to a different race from yours: the struggle
against racism and poverty
THESAURUS
prejudice, discrimination,
intolerance, bigotry, sexism, homophobia,
anti-semitism ➔ PREJUDICE 1

2 the belief that some races of people are better
than others
rac·ist /'reIsIst/ n. [C] someone who believes that
people of his/her own race are better than others,
and treats people of other races unfairly: He is
accused of making racist remarks. —racist n. [C]
➔ PREJUDICE 1

rack1 /ræk/ n. [C] a frame or shelf for holding
things, usually with BAR s or hooks: a coat rack

rack2 v. [T] 1 rack your brain(s) to think very

hard or for a long time 2 to make someone feel
great physical or mental pain: Afterwards, he was
racked with guilt and shame.
rack sth ↔ up phr. v. (informal) to make the value,
amount, or level of something increase: They
racked up a nine-game winning streak.
rack·et /'rækIt/ n. 1 [singular] (informal) a loud
noise: Laura was making a terrible racket in the
kitchen. 2 [C] a thing used for hitting the ball in
games such as tennis, consisting of a light stick
with a circle filled with tight strings at the
top 3 [C] (informal) a dishonest way of obtaining
money – sometimes used about an ordinary business to show that you think it is somehow unfair:
the insurance racket [ORIGIN: (2) 1500—1600
French raquette, from Italian racchetta, from
Arabic rahah “front of the hand”]
rack·et·ball /'rækIt§"bOl/ n. [U] an indoor game
in which two players use rackets to hit a small
rubber ball against the four walls of a square court
rack·et·eer·ing /"ræk@'tIrIÎ/ n. [U] LAW a crime
that consists of getting money dishonestly, using a
carefully planned system —racketeer n. [C]
rac·y /'reIsi/ adj. exciting in a sexual way
ra·dar /'reIdAr/ n. [C,U] a piece of equipment that
uses radio waves to find the position of things and
watch their movement, or the process of doing this:
The missile didn’t show up on radar.
ra·di·al tire /"reIdi@l 'taIø/ also radial n. [C] a
car tire with wires inside the rubber to make it
stronger and safer
ra·di·ance /'reIdi@ns/ n. [U] 1 soft shining
light: the moon’s radiance 2 great happiness or
love that shows in the way someone looks: the
radiance of youth
ra·di·ant /'reIdi@nt/ adj. 1 full of happiness and
love, in a way that shows in your face: a radiant
smile 2 PHYSICS sending out light or heat
—radiantly adv.
ra·di·ate /'reIdi"eIt/ v. 1 [I,T] if someone radiates a feeling or quality, or if it radiates from
him/her, s/he shows it in a way that is easy to see:
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Janine radiates confidence. 2 [I,T] if something ra·di·o·ac·tive /"reIdioU'æktIvX/ adj. 1 PHYSradiates light or heat, or if light or heat radiates, it is
ICS containing or producing RADIATION : Plutonium
is highly radioactive. | radioactive waste 2 PHYSICS
sent out in all directions: The fireplace radiated a
relating to or caused by RADIATION : radioactive
comforting warmth. 3 [I] to spread out from a
decay
central point: The pain radiated down his leg.
ra·di·a·tion /"reIdi'eIS@n/ n. [U] 1 energy in the ra·di·o·ac·tiv·i·ty /"reIdioUæk'tIv@Ôi/ n. [U]
PHYSICS the sending out of RADIATION , when the
form of heat or light sent out as waves that you
NUCLEUS (=central part) of an atom has broken
cannot see ➔ RADIOACTIVE : cancer treated with
apart
radiation 2 a form of energy that comes from
NUCLEAR reactions, which in large amounts is
ra·di·og·ra·ph·y /"reIdi'Agr@fi/ n. [U] SCIENCE
harmful to living things ➔ RADIOACTIVE : radiation
the process of taking X-RAY photographs of the
exposure
inside of someone’s body for medical purposes
ra·di·a·tor /'reIdi"eIÔø/ n. [C] 1 the part of a car ra·di·o·i·so·tope /"reIdioU'aIs@"toUp/ n. [C]
or airplane that stops the engine from getting too
PHYSICS an ISOTOPE (=one of the different possible
hot 2 a piece of equipment used for heating a
forms of a RADIOACTIVE atom)
room, consisting of a hollow metal container fasra·di·ol·o·gist /"reIdi'Al@dZIst/ n. [C] a hospital
tened to a wall, through which hot water passes
doctor who is trained in the use of RADIATION to
rad·i·cal1 /'rædIk@l/ Ac adj. 1 thorough and
find out what is causing an illness and to treat
complete, so that something is very different: radipeople
cal changes in family life | These proposals may
ra·di·ol·o·gy
/"reIdi'Al@dZi/ n. [U] the study of
sound radical, but we need to do far more to
the use of RADIATION and X-RAY s in medical
decrease pollution. 2 relating to a political or
treatment
social idea that is very different from what exists
now, or supporting these ideas: Radical demonstra- "radio 'telescope n. [C] PHYSICS a piece of equiptors clashed with riot police. [ORIGIN: 1300—
ment that receives RADIO WAVE s coming from
1400 Late Latin radicalis, from Latin radix
space, which scientists use to find the exact posi“root”] —radically adv.: a radically different idea
tion of stars and other objects in space
radical2 n. [C] someone who wants thorough and ra·di·o·ther·a·py /"reIdioU'θEr@pi/ n. [U] the
treatment of illnesses using RADIATION
complete
social
and
political
change
—radicalism n. [U]
rad·ish /'rædIS/ n. [C] a small red or white root
that has a slightly hot taste and is eaten raw as a
"radical e'quation n. [C] MATH an EQUATION
vegetable
containing one or more radical expressions
"radical ex'pression n. [C] MATH a set of num- ra·di·um /'reIdi@m/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY (symbol Ra)
a RADIOACTIVE white metal that is an ELEMENT ,
bers or letters that have a radical sign (√) before
used in the treatment of diseases such as CANCER
them in an EQUATION
ra·di·us
/'reIdi@s/ n. (plural radii /'reIdiaI/)
'radical "sign n. [C] MATH a mathematical sign (√)
[C] 1 MATH the distance from the center to the edge
that appears before a number or letter, showing that
of a circle, or a line drawn from the center to the
you must find its SQUARE ROOT . If there is a small
edge ➔ see picture at CIRCLE 1 2 within a 10-mile/
number before the sign, for example ³√, you must
100-meter etc. radius within a distance of 10
find that particular ROOT , in this case the CUBE
miles, etc. in all directions from a particular place:
ROOT .
The bomb caused damage within a half-mile
rad·i·cand /'rædI"kænd/ n. [C] MATH the number
radius.
or letter that appears after a radical sign, for
ra·don /'reIdAn/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY (symbol Rn) a
example 3 in √3
RADIOACTIVE gas that is an ELEMENT
ra·di·i /'reIdiaI/ n. the plural of RADIUS
1
/'ræf@l/ n. [C] a type of competition or
raf·fle
ra·di·o1 /'reIdi"oU/ n. (plural radios) 1 [C,U] a
game in which people buy tickets with numbers on
piece of electronic equipment that you use to listen
them in order to try to win prizes
to music or programs that are broadcast, or the
2
programs themselves: the latest hits on the radio | raffle also raffle off v. [T] to offer something as a
prize
in
a raffle
Kelly was listening to the radio. | J.D. turned on
the radio. 2 [U] the activity of making and broad- raft /ræft/ n. [C] 1 a small flat rubber boat filled
casting programs that can be heard on a radio: He’d
with air: He helped her onto the life raft (=used
like a job in radio. | a San Diego radio stawhen a boat sinks). 2 a flat floating structure,
tion 3 [C,U] a piece of electronic equipment that
usually made of pieces of wood tied together, used
can send and receive spoken messages, or the
as a boat 3 a raft of sth a large number of things
sending or receiving of these messages: We’ve lost
or a large amount of something: A whole raft of
radio contact.
popular players will attend.
radio2 v. (radioed, radios, radioing) [I,T] to send a raf·ter /'ræftø/ n. [C] one of the large sloping
message using a radio: The ship radioed for help.
pieces of wood that form the structure of a roof
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raft·ing /'ræftIÎ/ n.
[U] the sport of traveling

R

down a fast-flowing
river in a rubber raft
rag1 /ræg/ n. [C] 1 a
small piece of old cloth:
a dirty rag 2 in rags
wearing
old
torn
clothes 3 from rags
to riches becoming
very rich after starting
your life very poor
rag2 v. (ragged, ragging)
rag on sb phr. v. (spoken, informal) 1 to make jokes and laugh at someone in order to embarrass him/her SYN tease 2 to
criticize someone in an angry way: The coach was
ragging on me for missing my free throws.
"rag 'doll n. [C] a soft DOLL made of cloth
rage1 /reIdZ/ n. [C,U] a strong feeling of anger that
you cannot control: She was shaking with rage.
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French, Latin rabies
“anger, wildness,” from rabere “to be wild with
anger”]
rage2 v. [I] 1 to continue happening with great
force or violence: The rioting raged for four days. |
a raging blizzard 2 to feel extremely angry about
something, and to show this in the way you behave
or speak: Tom raged at himself for having been so
stupid.
rag·ged /'rægId/ also rag·ged·y /'rægIdi/
adj. 1 torn and in bad condition: a ragged
shirt 2 not straight or neat, but with rough uneven
edges: a ragged beard 3 wearing clothes that are
old, torn, and dirty: ragged children 4 not regular
or smooth, or not done together: ragged breathing
rag·tag /'rægtæg/ adj. looking messy and wearing
dirty torn clothes: a ragtag army
rag·time /'rægtaIm/ n. [U] a type of JAZZ music
with a quick strong beat, popular in the U.S. in the
early 1900s
raid1 /reId/ n. [C] 1 a short attack on a place by
soldiers, airplanes, or ships, intended to cause damage but not to take control: an air raid
THESAURUS
attack, invasion, ambush,
counterattack ➔ ATTACK 1

2 a sudden visit by the police to search for something illegal: an FBI raid on the apartment

raid2 v. [T] 1 if the police raid a place, they enter

rail1 /reIl/ n. 1 [C] a bar that is fastened along or

around something, especially to keep you from
falling, hang something on, etc.: Tourists stood at
the rail taking pictures of the falls. | a towel
rail 2 [U] a railroad system: The city is promoting
light rail (=a railroad that only carries passengers)
as an alternative to cars. 3 [C] one of the two long
metal tracks attached to the ground, that trains
move along
rail2 v. [I] (formal) to complain angrily about something that you think is unfair: Business leaders have
been railing against the proposed tax increases.
rail·ing /'reIlIÎ/ n. [C] also railings [plural] a short
fence consisting of upright bars or lengths of wood
or metal supported by upright posts, which keeps
people from falling over an edge, supports them
going up stairs, etc.: the porch railing
rail·road1 /'reIlroUd/ n. 1 [U] a method of traveling or moving things around using trains, and
things relating to this: Livestock is shipped by
railroad. | a railroad station 2 [C] the tracks and
ground that a train travels on 3 [C] a company that
owns trains and tracks: the Southern Pacific railroad 4 the railroad the system of trains, and all
the companies, work, equipment, etc. relating to it:
My grandfather worked on/for the railroad all his
life.
railroad2 v. [T] to force or persuade someone to
do something without giving him/her enough time
to think about it: The workers were railroaded into
signing the agreement.
rain1 /reIn/ n. 1 [U] water that falls in small drops
from clouds in the sky: I hate going out in the
rain. | He walked through the pouring/driving/
heavy rain (=a lot of rain). | A light rain (=a small
amount of rain) fell on the crowd. ➔ see picture at
WATER CYCLE

THESAURUS

drizzle – light rain with very small drops of
water: a steady drizzle
shower – a short period of rain: a light shower
downpour – a lot of rain that falls in a short
period of time: a heavy downpour
storm – very bad weather with a lot of wind and
rain: violent storms | a tropical storm
hail – frozen rain that falls in the form of
hailstones (=small balls of ice): A hail storm
flattened crops.
sleet – a mixture of snow and rain: sleet and
snow showers

2 the rains a time in the year when there is a lot of
rain in tropical countries SYN monsoon [ORIGIN:
Old English regn]

it suddenly to search for something illegal: Police
raided his home and seized his computer. 2 (infor- rain2 v. [I] if it rains, drops of water fall from
mal) to take or use something that does not belong
clouds in the sky: Is it still raining? | It suddenly
to you: Governors have raided education budgets started raining hard (=raining a lot).
to pay for more prisons. | The kids raided the
THESAURUS
refrigerator after school (=ate a lot of food from
It’s pouring (rain) – it’s raining very heavily
it). 3 to make a sudden attack on a place 4 (inforIt’s drizzling – a small amount of rain is falling
mal) to go into a place and steal things —raider n.
[C]

It’s sprinkling – it is raining lightly
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It’s sleeting – it’s raining and snowing at the
same time

It’s hailing – small balls of ice are falling
➔ WEATHER 1

rain down (sth) phr. v. if something rains down or
is rained down, it falls in large quantities: Bombs
rained down on the city.
rain sth ↔ out phr. v. if an event is rained out, it
has to stop because there is too much rain

rain·bow /'reInboU/ n. [C] a large curve of differ-

ent colors that can appear in the sky when there is
both Sun and rain
'rain check n. [C] 1 take a rain check (spoken)
used in order to say that you would like to accept an
invitation or offer later, but you cannot right now:
I’m sorry, but I’m busy on Saturday – can I take a
rain check? 2 a piece of paper that allows you to
buy something at a special price, given to people
when the thing they want to buy is not available 3 a ticket for an outdoor event, game, etc. that
you can use again if the event has to stop because
of rain
rain·coat /'reInkoUt/ n. [C] a coat that you wear
to protect yourself from the rain
rain·drop /'reIndrAp/ n. [C] a single drop of rain
rain·fall /'reInfOl/ n. [C,U] the amount of rain that
falls on an area in a particular time: six inches of
annual rainfall
'rain "forest n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES an area of thick
forest with tall trees that are very close together,
growing in a place where it rains a lot
rain·storm /'reInstOrm/ n. [C] a storm with a lot
of rain and strong winds
rain·water /'reIn"wOÔø, -"wA-/ n. [U] water that
has fallen as rain
rain·y /'reIni/ adj. 1 having a lot of rain: a rainy
weekend 2 rainy day a difficult time when you
will need money that you do not need now: We
have a little extra money saved for a rainy day.
raise1 /reIz/ v. [T]
1 MOVE to move or lift something to a higher
position or to an upright position ANT lower: The
flag is raised at school every morning. | Raise your
hand if you know the answer.
2 INCREASE to increase an amount, number, or
level ANT lower: a plan to raise taxes | She hopes
the story will raise awareness of mental illness

(=increase people’s understanding of it). | In my
family, no one ever raised their voices (=spoke
loudly and angrily).
3 IMPROVE to improve the quality or standard of
something ANT lower: Public schools have been
trying hard to raise standards.
4 CHILDREN to take care of your children until they
are adults: Michelle is a single parent raising her
children alone.
5 GET MONEY/SUPPORT to collect money, support, etc. so that you can use it to help people: The
dinner is being held to raise money for cancer
research.
6 FARMING to grow plants or keep animals, especially to sell: The chickens are raised in cages.
7 CAUSE A REACTION to cause a particular emotion or reaction: The accident has raised concerns
about safety.
8 START A SUBJECT to begin to talk or write about
something that you want someone to consider
SYN bring up: The article raises questions about
the fairness of the trial.
THESAURUS
mention, allude to sth, bring
sth up, cite ➔ MENTION 1

9 raise your eyebrows to show surprise, a question, doubt, disapproval, etc. by moving your EYEBROW s upward
10 raise eyebrows if something raises eyebrows,
it surprises and shocks people: The police chief’s
actions have raised eyebrows.
raise2 n. [C] an increase in the money you earn: a
raise of $100 a month
rai·sin /'reIz@n/ n. [C] a dried GRAPE [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 French “grape,” from Latin racemus “bunch of grapes”]
rake1 /reIk/ n. [C] a tool used for removing dead
leaves from areas of grass or making soil level
rake2 v. 1 [I,T] also rake up to move a rake
across a surface in order to remove dead leaves
from an area of grass or make the soil level 2 [T]

R
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to move something such as a gun or a light across
an area: Soldiers raked the building with gunfire. 3 rake your fingers/nails to pull your fingers or nails through something or across a surface:
She raked his face with her nails. 4 rake sb over
the coals to speak angrily to someone who has
done something wrong
rake sth ↔ in phr. v. (informal) to earn a lot of
money without trying very hard: One lawyer raked
in $3.5 million on a case.
ral·ly1 /'ræli/ n. (plural rallies) [C] 1 a large public
meeting to support a political idea, sports event,
etc.: a campaign rally 2 an occasion when something becomes stronger or better again, after a
period of weakness or defeat: The Cubs scored
three runs in a late rally.
rally2 v. (rallied, rallies) 1 [I,T] to come together
or bring people together to support an idea, a
political party, etc.: Women’s groups rallied to her
defense. 2 [I] to become stronger or better again
after a time of weakness or defeat: The Miami Heat
rallied to beat the Chicago Bulls.
rally around (sb/sth) phr. v. if a group of people
rally around, they all try to help you in a difficult
situation: Her friends all rallied around when her
father died.
RAM /ræm/ n. [U] random access memory IT
the part of a computer that keeps information for a
short time so that it can be used immediately
➔ ROM
ram1 /ræm/ v. (rammed, ramming) 1 [I,T] to run
or drive into something, or to push something using
a lot of force: A truck rammed into a line of cars. |
We had to turn hard to starboard to avoid ramming
the ship. 2 ram sth down sb’s throat to try to
make someone accept an idea or opinion by repeating it again and again
ram sth ↔ through phr. v. to try to make someone
accept something, without giving him/her time to
consider it carefully: Democrats were trying to ram
the bill through Congress.
ram2 n. [C] a fully grown male sheep
Ram·a·dan /'rAm@"dAn/ n. the ninth month of
the Muslim year, during which no food may be
eaten during the hours of the day when it is light
ram·ble1 /'ræmb@l/ v. [I] 1 to talk in a way that is
not clearly organized, and move from one subject
to another in a confusing way: His speeches tend to
ramble. 2 to go on a walk for pleasure
ramble on phr. v. to talk or write for a long time in
a way that other people think is boring: Sara
rambled on about her trip.
ramble2 n. [C] a long walk for pleasure
ram·bling /'ræmblIÎ/ adj. 1 speech or writing
that is rambling is very long and does not seem to
have any clear organization or purpose: a long
rambling letter 2 a building that is rambling has
an irregular shape and covers a large area: a rambling old house
ram·bunc·tious /ræm'böÎkS@s/ adj. noisy, full

of energy, and behaving in a way that cannot be
controlled: a rambunctious kid
ram·i·fi·ca·tion /"ræm@f@'keIS@n/ n. [C usually
plural] (formal) a result of something you do, that
affects things in a way that you may not have
expected: What are the ramifications of oil prices
rising so quickly?
ramp /ræmp/ n. [C] 1 a road for driving onto or
off a large main road ➔ OFF-RAMP , ON-RAMP 2 a
slope that has been built to connect two places that
are at different levels: ramps for wheelchair users
ram·page /'ræmpeIdZ, ræm'peIdZ/ v. [I] to
behave wildly or violently, especially in groups:
Rioters rampaged through the city, destroying
property. —rampage n. [C]: a gunman on a
bloody rampage
ramp·ant /'ræmp@nt/ adj. spread across or affecting a large area, and difficult to control: rampant
inflation —rampantly adv.
ram·rod /'ræmrAd/ n. ramrod stiff/straight sitting or standing with your back straight and your
body stiff
ram·shack·le /'ræm"Sæk@l/ adj. badly built and
needing to be repaired: a ramshackle farm house
ran /ræn/ v. the past tense of RUN
ranch /ræntS/ n. [C] a very large farm where
cattle, horses, or sheep are raised [ORIGIN: 1800—
1900 Mexican Spanish rancho, from Spanish,
“camp, small building, small farm”]
ranch·er /'ræntSø/ n. [C] someone who owns or
works on a ranch: a cattle rancher —ranch v. [I]
—ranching n. [U]
'ranch house n. [C] a type of house built on one
level, with a roof that does not slope much
ran·cho /'ræntSoU/ n. [C] a) a ranch in the
SOUTHWEST U.S. b) a simple building or group of
buildings where the workers on a ranch sleep and
eat
ran·cid /'rænsId/ adj. food such as milk, butter, or
meat that is rancid smells or tastes unpleasant
because it is no longer fresh: rancid butter
ran·cor /'ræÎkø/ n. [U] (formal) a feeling of
hatred, especially when you cannot forgive
someone SYN resentment: Political rancor has
marked this election campaign. —rancorous
/'ræÎk@r@s/ adj.
R & B n. [U] rhythm and blues a type of popular
music that is a mixture of BLUES and JAZZ
R & D n. [U] research and development the
part of a business concerned with studying new
ideas and planning new products
ran·dom /'rænd@m/ Ac adj. 1 happening or
chosen without any definite plan, aim, or pattern: a
random sample of 635 patients 2 at random in a
completely unplanned way: The winning numbers
will be chosen at random. —randomly adv.: The
lottery numbers are randomly chosen.

"random 'access "memory n. [U] IT RAM
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"random 'variable n. [C]

MATH a VARIABLE
rang·er /'reIndZø/ n. [C] someone whose job is to
(=mathematical quantity that is not fixed and can
watch and take care of a forest or area of public
be any of several amounts) whose value cannot be
land and the people and animals that use it: a park
known certainly, but can be described using a
ranger
mathematical calculation
rank1 /ræÎk/ n. [C,U] the position or level that
R & R n. [U] rest and relaxation a vacation given
someone has in an organization: an officer of high/
to people in the army, navy, etc. after a long time of
low rank | He held the rank of sergeant. [ORIGIN:
hard work or during a war
1300—1400 Old French renc, reng “line, place,
row”]
rang /ræÎ/ v. the past tense of RING
range1 /reIndZ/ Ac n.
rank2 v. 1 [I] to have a particular position in a list
1 GROUP [C] a number of people or things that are
of people or things that are put in order of quality or
different, but belong to the same general type:
importance: The team is ranked fourth in the
students with a range of interests | books on a
city. 2 [T] to decide the position someone or somewide/broad range of subjects | The drug is effective
thing should have on a list, based on quality or
against a range of bacteria.
importance: The wines are ranked by quality and
2 NUMBER LIMITS [C] the limits within which
price.
amounts, levels, ages, etc. can be different from
each other: games for the 8–12 age range | The rank3 adj. having a very strong and unpleasant
smell or taste: rank meat
house is beyond/out of our price range (=more
than our limit). | Music has a wider frequency range
"
rank
and 'file n. the rank and file the ordinary
than speech.
members of an organization rather than the leaders
3 PRODUCTS [C] a set of similar products made by
a particular company or available in a particular rank·ing1 /'ræÎkIÎ/ n. [C] the position or level
store: a new range of mountain bikes
that someone has on a list of people who have a
4 DISTANCE a) [singular,U] the distance within
particular skill: the skater’s national ranking
which something can be seen or heard: Luckily, we
were not within range when they began firing. | I ranking2 adj. a ranking person has a high position
in an organization, or is one of the best at an
was out of her range of vision. | A typical radio
activity: the ranking officer
signal has a range of about 100 miles. b) [singular,U] the distance at which a weapon can hit someran·kle
/'ræÎk@l/ v. [I,T] if something rankles, or
thing: short-range ballistic missiles c) [C] the
rankles you, it still annoys you a long time after it
distance a vehicle such as an aircraft can travel
happened
before it needs more FUEL : The plane has a range
of more than 3,000 miles.
ran·sack /'rænsæk/ v. [T] 1 to go through a
5 LIMITS TO POWER/ACTIVITY [C] the limits to the
place stealing things and causing damage: The
amount of power or RESPONSIBILITY that a person
victim’s house had been ransacked. 2 to search a
or organization has, or the types of activity they are
place very thoroughly: She ransacked her closet for
allowed to do: The issue falls outside the range of
something to wear.
the investigation.
6 MOUNTAINS [C] EARTH SCIENCES a line of moun- ran·som /'ræns@m/ n. [C,U] an amount of money
tains or hills: the Cascade Range ➔ see picture on
paid to free someone who is held as a prisoner: a
page A11
ransom note | The kidnappers demanded $200,000
7 LAND [C,U] EARTH SCIENCES a large area of land
in ransom. —ransom v. [T]
covered with grass, used by cattle
8 FOR PRACTICE [C] an area of land where you can rant /rænt/ v. [I] to talk or complain in a loud
excited confused way: She ranted about the mispractice using weapons: a rifle range
leading claims of diet books. —rant n. [C]
9 COOKING [C] a STOVE
10 DATA [C] also range of a set of data MATH a
1
measure of the difference between the largest and rap /ræp/ n. 1 [U] also 'rap music a type of
popular
music in which the words are not sung, but
smallest quantities in a set of DATA (=information
spoken in time to music with a steady beat 2 [C] a
or facts)
quick light hit or knock: a rap on the door 3 [sin11 RELATED VALUES [C] MATH all the different
gular] blame or punishment for a mistake or crime:
possible values that can be produced by a matha murder rap | He got himself a good lawyer to beat
ematical FUNCTION ➔ DOMAIN
the rap (=avoid punishment). | I’d rather drive
2
range v. [I] 1 to include the two things menwhile he reads the map, so I don’t have to take the
tioned and other things in between them: The men
rap (=be blamed) for getting lost. 4 get a bad/
are serving prison sentences ranging from 10 to
bum rap (informal) to be unfairly criticized, or to
twenty years. | toys ranging in price from $5 to
be treated badly: Diet food has gotten a bad rap for
$25 | The population of the city ranges between 3.5
the way it tastes.
and 4 million. 2 to deal with a large number of
subjects: Republicans challenged him on issues rap2 v. (rapped, rapping) 1 [I,T] to hit or knock
something quickly and lightly: Henry rapped on
ranging from abortion to taxes. 3 if animals range
the door.
somewhere, they move over a wide area of land

R
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THESAURUS

tap ➔ HIT 1

hit, beat, strike, knock, bang,

2 [T] to criticize or blame someone: The movie was
rapped by critics for its violence. 3 [I] to say the
words of a rap song

rape1 /reIp/ v. [T] to force someone to have sex,
especially by using violence

rape n. 1 [C,U] the crime of forcing someone to
2

have sex, especially by using violence: a rape
victim 2 [singular] unnecessary destruction, especially of the environment: the rape of our rain
forests

rap·id /'ræpId/ adj. done very quickly, or happen-

R

rar·e·fac·tion /"rEr@'fækS@n/ n. [U]

PHYSICS a
process in which the pressure of a gas decreases
ANT

compression

rare·ly /'rErli/ adv. not often

ANT

frequently:

She’s rarely home.
THESAURUS

not very often: I go to the movies, but not very
often.

hardly ever – almost never: The kids hardly

ever call (=telephone) me.
seldom (more formal) – very rarely: We seldom
see her nowadays.
infrequently – not happening often: She visited
her parents only infrequently. ➔ NEVER , OFTEN ,

SOMETIMES
ing in a short time SYN fast, quick: rapid population growth [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin rapidus
“seizing, sweeping away,” from rapere “to rar·ing /'rErIÎ/ adj. raring to go (informal) very
seize”] —rapidly adv.: Technology is rapidly eager to start an activity: We got up early, raring to
go.
changing. —rapidity /r@'pId@Ôi/ n. [U]
rap·ids /'ræpIdz/ n. [plural] part of a river where rar·i·ty /'rEr@Ôi/ n. be a rarity to not happen or
the water looks white because it is moving very fast exist very often: In 1975, women lawyers were a
rarity.
over rocks

"rapid 'transit also "rapid 'transit "system n. ras·cal /'ræsk@l/ n. [C] (humorous) a child who
[C] a system of trains, buses, etc. for moving people

around a city

rap·ist /'reIpIst/ n. [C] someone who has forced
someone else to have sex, especially by using
violence

rap·per /'ræpø/ n. [C] someone who speaks the
words of a RAP song

rap·port /ræ'pOr, r@-/ n. [singular U] friendly
agreement and understanding between people:
She’s a very good teacher, who has a rapport with
her students.

rap·proche·ment /"ræproUS'mAn/ n. [singular,
U] (formal) the establishment of good relations

between two countries or groups of people, after a
time of unfriendly relations: the U.S. rapprochement with China in the 1970s

behaves badly but whom you still like

rash1 /ræS/ adj. done too quickly without thinking

carefully first, or behaving in this way: rash
promises | a rash young man
THESAURUS
impulsive, hotheaded,
impetuous, hasty, spontaneous, precipitate ➔
IMPULSIVE

rash2 n. 1 [C] a lot of red spots on someone’s

skin, caused by an illness or a reaction to food,
plants, medicine, etc. 2 a rash of sth (informal) a
large number of unpleasant events, changes, etc.
within a short time: There’s been a rash of injuries
on the team.

rasp·ber·ry /'ræz"bEri/ n. (plural raspberries)

[C] a soft sweet red BERRY ➔ see picture on page 414

rapt /ræpt/ adj. so interested in something that you rasp·y /'ræspi/ adj. making a rough unpleasant
do not notice anything else: The children listened
with rapt attention.

sound: his raspy voice —rasp v. [I] —rasp n.

[singular]

1
rap·ture /'ræptSø/ n. [U] great excitement, plea- rat /ræt/ n. [C] 1 an animal that looks like a large

sure, and happiness: He looked with/in rapture at
her face. —rapturous adj.

rare /rEr/ adj. 1 not seen or found very often, or
not happening very often ANT common: a rare
form of cancer | It is rare for her to miss school.
USAGE

Use rare when something is valuable and there is
not much of it: a rare coin worth a lot of money
Use scarce when there is not enough of
something available at a particular time: During
the war, food was scarce.

2 meat that is rare has only been cooked for a short
time and is still red [ORIGIN: (1) 1400—1500
Latin rarus]

mouse with a long tail 2 (informal) someone who
has been disloyal to you or has deceived you: That
rat Bruce just did it for the money. [ORIGIN: Old
English ræt] ➔ RAT RACE

rat2 v. (ratted, ratting) [I] (old-fashioned) to tell
someone in authority about something wrong that
someone has done, in a way that is considered
disloyal: I never ratted on Huey.

rate1 /reIt/ n. [C] 1 the number of times some-

thing happens over a period of time: a country with
a low birth/unemployment/crime etc. rate | an area
with a low/high rate of crime 2 a charge or payment set according to a standard scale: The Federal
Reserve lowered interest rates today. | the hourly
rate of pay

rationalize
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THESAURUS
cost, expense, price, charge,
fee, fare ➔ COST 1

3 the speed at which something happens over a
period of time: Children learn at different rates. |
Car thefts have increased at an alarming
rate. 4 at any rate (spoken) used when you are
giving one definite fact in a situation that is not sure
or not satisfactory: He’s what, 17? At any rate, he’s
old enough to go on his own. 5 at this rate
(spoken) used in order to say what will happen if
things continue to happen in the same way: At this
rate, we’ll never afford a vacation. 6 first-rate/
second-rate/third-rate of good, bad, or very bad
quality: a third-rate movie
rate2 v. 1 [T] to have a particular opinion about
the value or worth of someone or something: 38%
rated him a weak leader. 2 X-rated/rated R etc.
used in order to show that a movie has been
officially approved for people of a particular age to
see 3 [T] (informal) to deserve something: You all
rate a big thank-you for your work.
rath·er /'ræDø/ adv., quantifier 1 rather than a
phrase meaning instead of, used when you are
comparing two things or situations: We usually
travel by train, rather than by plane. 2 would
rather used when you would prefer to do or have
one thing more than another: I hate sitting doing
nothing; I’d rather be busy. | Dave would rather
have a dog than a cat, but I like cats. | “Why don’t
you ask her?” “I’d rather not.” 3 (formal) used in
order to give more correct or specific information
about what you have said: Lucy, or Susie rather,
asked me to come tonight. 4 fairly, or to some
degree: The photograph is rather blurred.
THESAURUS

fairly: The test was fairly easy. | It’s a fairly long
way.

pretty (spoken): Her Spanish is pretty good. | It’s

pretty tough work.
quite (formal): It’s quite late. | That’s quite an
interesting problem.
kind of (informal): It was kind of cold out.

rat·if·i·ca·tion /"ræÔ@f@'keIS@n/ n. [U] 1

ra·ti·o /'reISi"oU, 'reISoU/

Ac n. (plural ratios)
[C] a relationship between two amounts, repre-

sented by two numbers that show how much bigger
one amount is than the other ➔ PROPORTION : The
ratio of boys to girls in the class is 2:1 (=two boys
for each girl). | If the ratio of spending to income is
too high, you will end up in debt. [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 Latin “calculation, reason,” from ratus
past participle of reri “to calculate”]

ra·tion1 /'ræS@n, 'reI-/ n. 1 [C] a limited amount

of something such as food or gas that you are
allowed to have when there is not much available: a
ration of sugar 2 rations [plural] a particular
amount of food given to a soldier or a member of a
group

ration2 v. [T] to control the supply of something by

allowing people to have only a limited amount of it:
Gas may have to be rationed in the future.
—rationing n. [U]

ra·tion·al /'ræS@n@l/

Ac
adj. 1 rational
thoughts, decisions, etc. are based on reason rather
than on emotion ANT irrational: a rational
decision | Your analysis of the situation must be
rational if you are going to make a fair judgment. 2 a rational person is able to think clearly
and make good decisions SYN sensible ANT irrational: Let’s try to discuss this like rational human
beings. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin rationalis,
from ratio “calculation, reason”] —rationally
adv.: We were too shocked to think rationally.
—rationality /"ræS@'næl@Ôi/ n. [U]

ra·tion·ale /"ræS@'næl/ n. [C,U] (formal) the reasons and principles on which a decision, plan, etc.
is based: What is the Pope’s rationale for not
allowing women to be priests?
THESAURUS
reason, explanation, motive,
grounds ➔ REASON 1

POLI-

TICS

the act of giving official approval to an agreement: Ratification of the treaty led to a reduction in
nuclear weapons. 2 POLITICS the act of approving
an AMENDMENT to the U.S. CONSTITUTION
rat·i·fy /'ræÔ@"faI/ v. (ratified, ratifies) [T] POLITICS
to make a written agreement official by signing it:
Both nations ratified the treaty.
THESAURUS

games. 3 the ratings [plural] a list that shows
which movies, television programs, etc. are the
most popular: The show finished 20th in the ratings.

approve, pass, sanction,

endorse ➔ APPROVE

rat·ing /'reIÔIÎ/ n. 1 [C] a level on a scale that

shows how popular, good, important, etc. someone
or something is: The governor’s approval rating is
high. 2 [singular] a letter that shows what age
someone should be before s/he can see a particular
movie, television show, etc.: The movie received an
R rating. | There’s a rating system for video

"rational e'quation n. [C]

MATH an EQUATION
that has a rational expression on at least one side of
the equal sign

"rational ex'pression n. [C] MATH a mathematical statement containing a POLYNOMIAL (=several
different numbers and signs which are equal to a
specific amount) divided by another polynomial

ra·tion·al·ism /'ræS@n@"lIz@m/ n. [U] SOCIAL SCIENCE

the belief that your actions should be based on
scientific thinking, not on emotions or religious
beliefs: scientific rationalism

ra·tion·al·ize /'ræS@n@"laIz/

Ac v. [I,T] if you
rationalize behavior that is wrong, you think of
reasons for it so that it does not seem as bad: We
rationalize that junk food is part of childhood, but
we’re setting our kids up for health problems.
—rationalization /"ræSn@l@'zeIS@n/ n. [C,U]

R

rational number

"rational 'number n. [C] MATH a REAL

R
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NUMBER

(=number that is not the square root of a negative
number) which can be written as the exact RATIO
of two WHOLE NUMBER s (=1, 2, 3, etc.)
'rat race n. the rat race (informal) the unpleasant
situation in business, politics, etc. in which people
are always competing against each other
rat·tle1 /'ræÔl/ v. 1 [I,T] if you rattle something, or
it rattles, it shakes and makes a short repeated
knocking sound: There was something rattling
around in the trunk. ➔ SHAKE 1 2 [T] (informal) to
make someone lose his/her confidence and become
nervous: She’s a good player, but gets rattled easily.
rattle sth ↔ off phr. v. to say something very
quickly and easily, especially from memory: He
rattled off his phone number.
rattle2 n. [C] 1 a baby’s toy that makes a noise
when it is shaken 2 [usually singular] the noise that
you hear when the parts of something knock
against each other ➔ see picture on page A7
rat·tler /'rætlø, 'ræÔl-ø/ n. [C] (informal) a rattlesnake
rat·tle·snake /'ræÔl"sneIk/ n. [C] a poisonous
American snake that makes a noise with its tail
rau·cous /'rOk@s/ adj. a raucous voice or noise is
very loud and unpleasant: a raucous laugh
—raucously adv.
THESAURUS
loud, noisy, thunderous,
deafening, ear-splitting, shrill ➔ LOUD 1

raun·chy /'rOntSi, 'rAn-/ adj. (informal) intended

raw /rO/ adj. 1 not cooked: raw onions 2 raw
substances are in a natural state and have not been
treated or prepared for people to use: The paper
company imports its raw materials. 3 skin that is
raw is red and sore
THESAURUS
PAINFUL

painful, tender, sore ➔

4 not experienced or not fully trained: raw recruits
in the army (=people who have just joined the
army) 5 not organized, examined, or developed:
raw data | This idea was the raw material (=an idea
that is not developed) for his new play. 6 a raw
emotion or quality is strong, natural, and easy to
notice: raw courage 7 a raw deal unfair treatment: She deserved a raise – I think she’s getting a
raw deal.
ray /reI/ n. [C] 1 a narrow beam of light from the
Sun, a lamp, etc.: the rays of the Sun 2 ray of
hope/comfort etc. something that provides a
small amount of hope, comfort, etc.
ray·on /'reIAn/ n. [U] a smooth artificial material
like silk, used for making clothes
raze /reIz/ v. [T] to destroy a city, building, etc.
completely: The old theater had been razed.
ra·zor /'reIzø/ n. [C] a sharp instrument for
removing hair from the body: an electric razor
'razor blade n. [C] a small flat blade with a very
sharp cutting edge, used in some razors
"razor-'sharp adj. 1 very sharp 2 showing intelligence and the ability to think quickly: a razorsharp sense of humor
Rd. the written abbreviation of ROAD
RDA n. [singular] recommended daily allowance the amount of substances such as VITAMIN s
that you should have every day
-’re /ø/ v. the short form of “are”: We’re (=we are)
ready to go.
re /ri/ prep. used in business letters to introduce the
main subject: Re your letter of June 10...

to make you think about sex, in a way that seems
shocking: a raunchy movie
rav·age /'rævIdZ/ v. [T] to destroy, ruin, or damage something badly SYN devastate: a forest ravaged by fire
rav·ag·es /'rævIdZIz/ n. the ravages of sth
(literary) damage or destruction caused by something such as war, disease, time, etc.: The country
has not recovered from the ravages of war.
rave1 /reIv/ v. [I] 1 to talk in an excited way about
something because you think it is very good: CusTHESAURUS
about, on, concerning,
tomers rave about their chili. 2 to talk in an angry
regarding, with regard to ➔ ABOUT 1
or crazy way: He was ranting and raving about
something she’d done. —raving adj., adv.: raving reach1 /ritS/ v. 1 [I,T] to move your hand or arm
drunk
in order to touch, hold, or pick up something:
rave2 adj. rave reviews strong praise for some- David reached for the butter. | He reached out and
thing such as a new movie, book, etc.: The book took her hand. | Jean can’t reach the cans on the
has won rave reviews.
top shelf. 2 [T] to increase, decrease, or develop to
rave3 n. [C] 1 an event at which young people a particular level, standard, or situation over time:
dance all night to music with a strong The temperature will reach 95° today. | John had
reached the point (=reached a situation) in his life
beat 2 strong praise for a new movie, book, etc.
at which he knew he had to make some
ra·ven /'reIv@n/ n. [C] a large black bird
changes. 3 reach a decision/agreement/
verdict etc. to succeed in deciding something,
rav·en·ous /'ræv@n@s/ adj. extremely hungry
agreeing on something, etc. 4 [T] to speak to
ra·vine /r@'vin/ n. [C] a deep narrow valley with someone, especially by telephone: Hughes could
steep sides
not be reached for comment. 5 [T] to arrive at a
rav·ish·ing /'rævISIÎ/ adj. (literary) very beautiful particular place: Peary’s first attempt to reach the
– used especially to describe people
North Pole was in 1898.

read
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THESAURUS

arrive, get to ➔ ARRIVE

6 [I,T] to be big enough, long enough, etc. to get to a
particular level or point: Will the ladder reach the
roof?
THESAURUS

go: The water went up almost to the top of the
dam. | The road only goes as far as the
farmhouse.
come: Alex is taller; he comes up to Pat’s
shoulder now.

7 [T] if a message, television program, etc. reaches
a lot of people, they hear or see it: The TV program
reaches millions of homes. [ORIGIN: Old English
ræcan]
reach2 n. 1 [singular, U] the distance that you can
stretch out your arm to touch something: The boat
floated away, out of reach. | He breaks everything
within reach. 2 within reach (of sth) a) within
a distance that you can easily travel: We live within
easy reach of the city. b) also in reach able to be
achieved or gotten with the skills, power, money,
etc. that you have: An agreement is within
reach. 3 beyond the reach/out of reach difficult to achieve or get because you do not have
enough skill, power, or money: A permanent solution is still out of reach.
re·act /ri'ækt/ Ac v. [I] 1 to behave in a particular way because of what someone has done or said
to you ➔ OVERREACT : How did she react to the
news? | The audience reacted by shouting and
booing. 2 to become ill when a chemical or drug
goes into your body, or when you eat a particular
food: Health workers sometimes react to the latex
in gloves. 3 CHEMISTRY if a chemical substance
reacts, it changes when mixed with another substance: The calcium reacts with sulfur in the atmosphere. 4 if a machine or a piece of equipment
reacts, it performs a particular action because of
what is happening in or around it: The thermometer
is very accurate, reacting to very small temperature
differences.
react against sth phr. v. to show that you do not
like or agree with something by deliberately doing
the opposite: He reacted against his religious
upbringing. | Feminists reacted against the limitations of women’s traditional roles.
re·ac·tant /ri'ækt@nt/ n. [C] CHEMISTRY a chemical substance which combines with another substance to form a chemical compound
re·ac·tion /ri'ækS@n/ Ac n. 1 [C,U] something
that you feel or do because of something that has
happened or been said: The public reaction to the
decision was furious. | My first/initial/immediate
reaction to the book was quite negative. | An
emergency fund was set up in reaction to the
famine. 2 [C] if you have a reaction to a drug or to
something you have eaten, it makes you sick: an
allergic reaction to seafood | Less than 1% of
patients experience a reaction. 3 reactions [plural] your ability to move quickly when something

dangerous happens: an athlete with quick reactions 4 [singular] a change in someone’s attitudes,
behavior, etc. that happens because s/he disapproves of the way things were done in the past: The
attitudes of my generation are a reaction against
the selfish values of the 1980s. 5 [C,U] CHEMISTRY a
change that happens when two or more chemical
substances are mixed together: A chemical reaction
takes place in the soil. ➔ gut reaction/feeling
etc. at GUT 1
re·ac·tion·ar·y /ri'ækS@"nEri/ Ac adj. (disapproving) strongly opposed to social or political
change —reactionary n. [C]: Reactionaries protested against giving civil rights to all citizens.
re·ac·ti·vate /ri'ækt@"veIt/ Ac v. [T] to make
something start working again: The California legislature reactivated the death penalty in 1977.
re·ac·tive /ri'æktIv/ Ac adj. 1 reacting to
events or situations rather than starting or doing
new things yourself: Many businesses follow a
reactive strategy rather than creating new products. 2 CHEMISTRY a reactive substance changes
when it is mixed with another substance: Oxygen is
a highly reactive gas.
re·ac·tor /ri'æktø/ Ac n. [C] a NUCLEAR REACTOR

read /rid/ v. (past tense and past participle read
/rEd/) 1 [I,T] to look at written words, numbers, or
signs and understand what they mean: Children
start learning to read in kindergarten. | She sat
reading a magazine. | I can’t read music.
THESAURUS

flip/thumb through sth – to look at parts of a
book, magazine, etc. quickly
browse through sth – to look at parts of a
book, magazine, etc. slowly
skim/scan (through) sth – to read something
quickly to get the main ideas or to find what you
want
pore over sth – to read something very
carefully for a long time
devour sth – to read something quickly and
eagerly
plow/wade through sth – to read something
long and boring
peruse (formal) – to read something ➔ WRITE

2 [I,T] to find out information from books, newspapers, etc.: The class has been reading about the
Mayans. | He had read that walking was good for
your health. 3 [I,T] to say written or printed words
to other people: Will you read me a story? | Read to
your kids every day. | a good book to read
aloud 4 read between the lines to guess what
someone really feels or means, even when his/her
words do not show it 5 read sb’s mind/
thoughts to guess what someone is thinking:
“Coffee?” “You must have read my mind.” 6 [T] if
a measuring instrument reads a particular number,
it shows that number: The thermometer read 46
degrees. 7 [T] to understand a remark, situation,
etc. in a particular way: The movie could be read as

R
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a protest against the Catholic Church. 8 wellread having read a lot of books [ORIGIN: Old
English rædan]
read sth into sth phr. v. to think that a situation,
action, etc. means more than it really does: People
shouldn’t read too much into the court’s decision.
read sth ↔ out phr. v. to read and say words that
are written down, so that people can hear: He read
out the name of the winner.
read up on sth phr. v. to read a lot about something so that you know a lot about it: Patients
should try to read up on their illness.
read·a·ble /'rid@b@l/ adj. 1 interesting, enjoyable, or easy to read: a very readable book 2 clear
and able to be read ➔ MACHINE-READABLE
read·er /'ridø/ n. [C] 1 someone who reads a lot,
or reads in a particular way: an avid/voracious
reader (=someone who likes to read a lot) | a book
for young readers | a fast/slow reader 2 someone
who reads a particular book, newspaper, etc.: a
newspaper with 30,000 readers
read·er·ship /'ridø"SIp/ n. [C,U] the people who
read a particular newspaper, magazine, etc.
read·i·ly /'rEdl-i/ adv. 1 quickly and easily: The
information is readily available on the Internet. 2 quickly, willingly, and without complaining: Chip readily agreed to help.
read·i·ness /'rEdinIs/ n. 1 [singular,U] willingness to do something: I admire his readiness to
help people. 2 [U] the state of being prepared and
ready for something that might happen: The army
was standing by in readiness for an attack.
read·ing /'ridIÎ/ n. 1 [U] the activity of looking
at and understanding written words: Paula loves
reading. 2 [U] the books, articles, etc. that you
read: I have a lot of reading to do for class. | It’s
light reading (=easy to read and not very serious). 3 [singular] the act of reading something: a
close reading of the book 4 [C] your way of
understanding what a particular statement, situation, event, etc. means SYN interpretation: What’s
your reading of the situation, Herb? 5 [C] a number or amount shown on a measuring instrument:
The man came to take a reading from the electric
meter. 6 [C] an occasion when something is read
to people: a poetry reading
re·ad·just /"ri@'dZöst/ Ac v. 1 [I] to change the
way you do things because of a new job, situation,
or way of life: After living in the dorms, I needed
time to readjust to life at home. | After leaving the
army, soldiers often struggle to readjust. 2 [T] to
make a small change to something, or move something to a new position: We lifted him up and
readjusted the back of the chair. | The figures had to
be slightly readjusted. —readjustment n. [C,U]

"read-only 'memory n. [U] IT ROM
read·out /'rid-aUt/ n. [C] IT a record of information produced by a computer, that is shown on a
screen or in print
read·y /'rEdi/ adj. [not before noun] 1 someone

who is ready is prepared or able to do something:
Aren’t you ready yet? | We’re just about ready to
eat. | Go get ready for bed. | I don’t think he’s ready
for marriage yet. 2 something that is ready has
been prepared and can be used, eaten, etc. immediately: Is supper ready? | The computer is now set
up and ready to use. | Is everything ready for the
party? | I’ve got to get a room ready for our
guests. | Have your passport ready when you go
through immigration. 3 willing or likely to do
something: She’s always ready to help. [ORIGIN:
1100—1200 Old English ræde “prepared”]
"ready-'made adj. already prepared and ready to
be used immediately: ready-made curtains
real1 /ril/ adj. 1 not imaginary but actually existing: The new system has real advantages. | There is
a very real danger/possibility/risk of an explosion. 2 [only before noun] true and not pretended:
What’s the real reason you were late? | That’s not
her real name. 3 not false or artificial ANT fake:
real leather | I don’t want a plastic Christmas tree –
I want the real thing (=a real Christmas
tree). 4 (informal) used in order to emphasize what
you are saying: Matt’s a real jerk. | It’s a real
pleasure to meet you. 5 the real world also real
life the world that people actually live in, as
opposed to an imaginary one: Things don’t happen
like that in the real world.
SPOKEN PHRASES

6 said when something is the way you think it
should be: Now that’s real coffee! 7 real live used
in order to emphasize how rare or unusual something is: Wow! A real live movie star! 8 are you
for real? used when you are very surprised or
shocked by what someone has done or said 9 for
real seriously, not just pretending: He quit smoking? For real? 10 get real! used in order to tell
someone that s/he is being silly or unreasonable:
Get real! He’ll never make the team. 11 keep it
real (slang) something young people say when they
mean to behave in an honest way and not pretend to
be different from how they really are

[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Old French, Medieval
Latin realis “of things (in law),” from Latin res
“thing”]
real2 adv. (spoken, nonstandard) very: I’m real
sorry!
'real es"tate n. [U] 1 property such as houses or
land: Real estate prices fell again last year. 2 the
business of selling houses or land
'real estate "agent n. [C] someone whose job is
to sell houses or land

re·al·ism /'ri@"lIz@m/ n. [U] 1 the ability to deal
with situations in a practical or sensible way 2 the
quality of seeming real: The program’s bleak realism made it seem very authentic. 3 also Realism
a style of art and literature in which everything is
shown or described as it really is in life

re·al·ist /'ri@lIst/ n. [C] someone who thinks in a
realistic way

rearview mirror
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re·al·is·tic /"ri@'lIstIk/ adj. 1 practical and sen-

sible, or dealing with situations in this way: You
have to be realistic about your chances of winning
(=realize that you may not win). | realistic goals
(=sensible ones, that can be achieved) 2 showing
things as they are in real life: His paintings are so
realistic they look like photographs.
re·al·is·tic·ally /"ri@'lIstIkli/ adv. 1 in a realistic way: We can’t realistically hope for any
improvement so soon. 2 in a way that is very
similar to real life: a realistically drawn picture
re·al·i·ty /ri'æl@Ôi/ n. (plural realities) 1 [C,U]
what is true or what actually happens, not what is
imagined or not real: Crime is one of the realities of
living in the city. | She refuses to face reality. | The
reality is that we can’t depend on him. 2 in
reality used in order to say that something is
different from what seems to be true: He said he’d
retired, but in reality he was fired. 3 become a
reality/make sth a reality to begin to exist or
happen, or to make something do this: Frank’s
dream of opening a restaurant became a reality last
May. 4 reality check (informal) an occasion when
you consider the facts of a situation, as opposed to
what you would like or what you have imagined
re·al·i·za·tion /"ri@l@'zeIS@n/ n. [singular,
U] 1 the act of understanding or realizing something that you did not know before: We finally came
to the realization that the business wasn’t going to
work. 2 (formal) the act of achieving what you had
planned or hoped to do: the realization of a lifelong
ambition
re·al·ize /'ri@"laIz/ v. [T] 1 to know or understand the importance of something that you did not
know before: Do you realize (that) you’re an hour
late? | It was only later that I realized my mistake.
THESAURUS

become aware – to gradually realize that

something is happening or is true: I became
aware that two girls were watching me.
dawn on sb – to realize something for the first
time: It dawned on me that he was making fun of
me.
sink in – to begin to understand something or
realize its full meaning: It took a few minutes for
the doctor’s words to sink in.

2 realize a hope/goal/dream etc. to achieve
something you have been hoping to
achieve 3 sb’s (worst) fears were realized
used in order to say that the thing that you were
afraid of has actually happened: Morris’s worst
fears were realized when the police came to his
door.
real·ly /'rili/ adv. 1 very or very much: Tom’s a
really nice guy. | His letter really irritated me. | I’m
really, really sorry. 2 used when you are talking
about what actually happened or is true, rather than
what people might wrongly think: Kevin’s not
really his brother. | What do you really think?
SPOKEN PHRASES

3 used in order to emphasize something you are
saying: I really don’t mind. | No, really, I’m fine.

Don’t worry. 4 really? used when you are surprised about or interested in what someone has
said: “Meg’s getting married.” “Really?
When?” 5 not really used in order to say “no,”
especially when something is not completely true:
“Are you hungry yet?” “Not really.” 6 (yeah)
really used in order to agree with someone: “Greg
can be such a jerk sometimes.” “Yeah, really.”

realm /rElm/ n. [C] 1 (formal) an area of knowl-

edge, interest, or thought: new discoveries in the
realm of science 2 (literary) a country ruled over
by a king or queen
THESAURUS
country, nation, state, power,
land ➔ COUNTRY 1

"real 'number n. [C] MATH any number that is not
the square root of a negative number

'real-time adj. [only before noun]

IT a real-time
computer system deals with information as fast as it
receives it —real time n. [U]
Real·tor /'riltø/ n. [C] (trademark) a REAL ESTATE
AGENT who belongs to the National Association of
Realtors
real·ty /'rilti/ n. [U] REAL ESTATE
ream /rim/ n. 1 reams of sth (informal) a lot of
something: He took reams of notes. 2 [C] 500
sheets of paper
reap /rip/ v. 1 [T] to get something good because
of the hard work that you have done: Paula is
starting to reap the benefits of all her hard
work. 2 [I,T] to cut and gather a crop of grain
rear1 /rIr/ n. [C] 1 the rear the back part of an
object, vehicle, building, etc.: There are more seats
at the rear of the theater. 2 also rear end (informal) the part of your body that you sit on 3 bring
up the rear to be at the back of a line or group of
people that is moving forward: The kids came
around the corner, with Donny bringing up the rear.
rear2 v. 1 [T] to care for a person, animal, or plant
until he, she, or it is fully grown SYN raise: She
reared seven children by herself. 2 [I] also rear up
if an animal rears, it rises up on its back legs: The
horse reared and threw me off.
rear3 adj. [only before noun] relating to the back of
something ANT front: the rear wheels of the car |
the rear entrance of the hospital
'rear end n. [C] (spoken) the part of your body that
you sit on
'rear-end v. [T] (informal) to hit the back of someone’s car with another car: Someone rear-ended us
on the freeway.
re·ar·range /"ri@'reIndZ/ v. [T] to change the
position or order of things: We rearranged the
furniture in the living room. —rearrangement n.

[C,U]

rear·view mir·ror /"rIrvyu 'mIrø/ n. [C] the
mirror in a car that you use to see what is behind
you

R
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rear·ward /'rIrwød/ adv. in, toward, or at the

R

completely: I did reasonably well on the test. 2 in
back of something
a way that is fair or sensible: “I’m sure we can find
rea·son1 /'riz@n/ n. 1 [C] the cause or fact that an answer,” Steve said reasonably.
explains why something happens or exists: Did he rea·soned /'riz@nd/ adj. based on careful thought
SYN logical: a reasoned argument
give any reason for quitting? | There are many
reasons why people develop heart disease. | One of rea·son·ing /'riz@nIÎ/ n. [U] the process of
the reasons (that) she came to Boston is her family. thinking carefully about something in order to
make a judgment: What’s the reasoning behind
THESAURUS
this proposal? ➔ INDIRECT REASONING
explanation – a reason that you give for why
re·as·sur·ance /"ri@'SUr@ns/ n. [C,U] something
something happened or why you did something:
that you say or do to make someone feel less
Is there any explanation for his behavior?
worried about a problem: People sought reassurexcuse – a reason that you give for why you did
ance that their pensions would still be paid, despite
something bad: I hope she has a good excuse for
the failure of the company.
being late again.
motive – a reason that makes someone do
re·as·sure /"ri@'SUr/ v. [T] to make someone feel
something, especially something bad: The police
calm and less worried about a problem: Kids need
have found no motive for the attack.
to be reassured that their parents love them no
rationale (formal) – the reasons and principles
matter what. | She reassured me that everything
on which a decision, plan, etc. is based: What is
would be okay.
the Pope’s rationale for not allowing women to be
re·as·sur·ing /"ri@'SUrIÎ/ adj. making someone
priests?
feel less worried: a reassuring smile
grounds – a good reason for doing, believing, or
—reassuringly adv.
saying something: Abusive behavior is grounds for
divorce.
re·bate /'ribeIt/ n. [C] an amount of money that is
2 [C,U] a fact that makes it right or fair to do paid back to you when you have paid too much
something: There is no reason to panic. | You had rent, taxes, etc.: a tax rebate
every reason to be suspicious. 3 [U] sensible judg- reb·el1 /'rEb@l/ n. [C] 1 someone who opposes or
ment or advice: He won’t listen to reason (=be fights against people in authority: Rebels have
persuaded by sensible advice). | You can go any- overthrown the government. 2 someone who does
where you want, within reason (=within sensible not do things in the way that other people want
limits). 4 [U] the ability to think, understand, and him/her to do them: She was a rebel at school.
make good judgments ➔ LOGIC : a conflict between [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 rebel “rebellious”
reason and emotion 5 all the more reason to (13—21 centuries), from Old French rebelle,
do sth used in order to say that what has just been from Latin, from bellum “war”]
mentioned is another reason for doing what you re·bel2 /rI'bEl/ v. (rebelled, rebelling) [I] to
have suggested: “We can’t agree about anything.” oppose or fight against someone who is in author“Well, that’s all the more reason for us to sit down ity: It’s part of being a teenager to rebel against
and talk.” [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French rai- your parents.
son, from Latin ratio “calculation, reason”]
THESAURUS
disobey, break a rule/law,
reason2 v. 1 [T] to form a particular judgment
defy ➔ DISOBEY
about something after thinking about the facts: The
jury reasoned that he could not have committed the
crimes. 2 [I] to think about facts clearly and make re·bel·lion /rI'bEly@n/ n. [C,U] 1 an organized
attempt to change the government by using viojudgments: the ability to reason
lence ➔ REVOLUTION : He led an armed rebellion
reason with sb phr. v. to talk to someone in order against the government.
to persuade him/her to be more sensible: I tried to
THESAURUS
reason with her, but she wouldn’t listen.
revolution, revolt, uprising,
insurrection, insurgency ➔ REVOLUTION
rea·son·a·ble /'rizn@b@l/ adj. 1 fair and
sensible ANT unreasonable: a reasonable 2 opposition to someone in authority: teenage
request | Be reasonable – you can’t expect her to rebellion
do all the work on her own! | He seemed like a
reasonable guy. ➔ FAIR 1 2 a reasonable amount, re·bel·lious /rI'bEly@s/ adj. 1 deliberately disnumber, or price is not too much or too big: good obeying someone in authority: a rebellious
child 2 fighting against the government by using
food at a reasonable price
violence: rebellious troops
THESAURUS
inexpensive, good/great
re·birth /ri'bøθ, 'ribøθ/ n. [singular] (formal) a
1
value, competitive ➔ CHEAP
change that results in an old idea, method, etc.
satisfactory, good enough, acceptable ➔
becoming popular again
SATISFACTORY
re·boot /ri'but/ v. [I,T] IT if you reboot a computer,
—reasonableness n. [U]
you start it again after it has stopped working
rea·son·a·bly /'rizn@bli/ adv. 1 fairly but not re·bound1 /'ribaUnd, rI'baUnd/ v. [I] 1 if a ball

recently
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rebounds, it moves quickly back after hitting something solid: The ball rebounded off the hoop. 2 to
increase again after decreasing SYN recover: Oil
prices rebounded this week.
re·bound2 /'ribaUnd/ n. on the rebound if
someone is on the rebound, s/he has recently
stopped being in a romantic relationship, and is
likely to start another romantic relationship soon
re·buff /rI'böf/ v. [T] (formal) to be unkind to
someone who is trying to be friendly or helpful
—rebuff n. [C]
re·build /ri'bIld/ v. (past tense and past participle
rebuilt /-'bIlt/) [T] 1 to build something again,
after it has been damaged or destroyed: The freeway system was quickly rebuilt after the earthquake.
THESAURUS

➔ REPAIR 2

repair, fix, renovate, restore

2 to make something strong and successful again:
We try to help drug addicts rebuild their lives.
re·buke /rI'byuk/ v. [T] (formal) to criticize someone because s/he has done something wrong [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old North French rebuker,
from bukier “to hit, cut down”] —rebuke n.
[C,U]

THESAURUS
criticize, scold, admonish,
reprimand ➔ CRITICIZE

re·but /rI'böt/ v. (rebutted, rebutting) [T] (formal)

to give reasons to show that a statement or a legal
charge that has been made against you is false
—rebuttal /rI'böÔl/ n. [C]
re·cal·ci·trant /rI'kæls@tr@nt/ adj. (formal)
refusing to obey or be controlled, even after being
punished —recalcitrance n. [U]
re·call1 /rI'kOl/ v. [T] 1 to remember something: I
don’t recall meeting him. | I seem to recall (that) we
had problems finding the place. 2 if a company
recalls a product, it asks people to return the product because something is wrong with it
re·call2 /rI'kOl, 'rikOl/ n. 1 [U] the ability to
remember something you have learned or experienced: She has total recall (=ability to remember
everything) of what she has read. 2 [C] a situation
in which a company recalls a product
re·cant /rI'kænt/ v. [I,T] (formal) to say publicly
that you no longer have a particular religious or
political belief
re·cap /'rikæp/ n. [C usually singular] (informal) the
act of repeating the main points of something that
has just been said: And now for a recap of tonight’s
news. —recap /'rikæp, ri'kæp/ v. [I,T]
re·ca·pit·u·late /"rik@'pItS@"leIt/ v. [I,T] (formal)
to repeat the main points of something that has just
been said SYN recap —recapitulation
/"rik@pItS@'leIS@n/ n. [C,U]
re·cap·ture /ri'kæptSø/ v. [T] 1 to make someone experience or feel something again: The movie

recaptures the innocence of childhood. 2 to catch
a prisoner or animal that has escaped

re·cede /rI'sid/ v. [I] 1 if something you see,

feel, or hear recedes, it gets further and further
away until it disappears: The sound of her footsteps
receded into the distance. 2 if your hair recedes,
you gradually lose the hair at the front of your
head: He has a receding hairline. 3 if water
recedes, it moves back from an area that it was
covering

re·ceipt /rI'sit/ n. 1 [C] a piece of paper that

shows that you have received money or goods:
Keep your receipts for tax purposes. | credit card
receipts 2 [U] (formal) the act of receiving something: The contract becomes valid on/upon receipt
of (=when we receive) your letter.

re·ceive /rI'siv/ v. [T] 1 to be given something

officially: He received an award from the college. 2 (formal) to get a letter, telephone call, etc.:
Have you received my letter? 3 to react to something in a particular way: Her first novel was well
received (=people said it was good). 4 (formal) if
you receive medical treatment, an injury, etc., it
happens or is done to you: He is still in the hospital
receiving treatment for the cuts on his
hands. 5 (formal) to accept or welcome someone
officially as a guest or member of a group: Perez
was received at the White House and given the
award. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old North French
receivre, from Latin recipere, from capere “to
take”]

re·ceiv·er /rI'sivø/ n. [C] 1 the part of a tele-

phone that you hold next to your mouth and ear ➔
PHONE 1 2 a piece of electronic equipment in a
STEREO , that changes electrical signals into sound,
then makes them loud enough to hear 3 in football, the player who catches the ball

re·cent /'ris@nt/ adj. having happened or begun to

exist only a short time ago: a recent photo | the
most recent edition of the magazine | The situation
has improved in recent years/months.
THESAURUS

new, modern, latest ➔ NEW

re·cent·ly /'ris@ntli/ adv. not long ago: We
recently moved from Ohio. | Have you seen Anna
recently? | He worked as a teacher until recently.
THESAURUS

just – only a few minutes, hours, or days ago:
The show just started. | They just got back from
Portland.
a little/short while ago – only a few minutes,
hours, or days ago: Ned called a little while ago.
lately – in the recent past: I haven’t been to the
movies lately.
freshly – used to say that something was
recently made, picked, etc.: freshly baked bread |
freshly cut flowers
newly – used to say that something happened
recently, or that something was made, done, etc.
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recently: the newly elected governor of New York |
a newly married couple | newly built homes

re·cep·ta·cle /rI'sEpt@k@l/ n. [C] (formal) a container

re·cep·tion /rI'sEpS@n/ n. 1 [C] a large formal

R

party to celebrate something or to welcome someone: a wedding reception | a reception for the
visiting professors 2 [C usually singular] a way of
reacting to a person or idea that shows what you
think of him, her, or it: He got a warm reception
(=a friendly greeting) from the crowd. 3 [U] the
quality of the sound of your radio or the picture of
your television: My TV gets good/poor reception. 4 reception desk/area the desk or area
where visitors who are arriving in a hotel or large
organization go first
re·cep·tion·ist /rI'sEpS@nIst/ n. [C] someone
whose job is to answer the telephone and help
people when they arrive at an office
re·cep·tive /rI'sEptIv/ adj. willing to listen to
new ideas or new opinions: Ron isn’t very receptive
to other people’s suggestions.
re·cess /'risEs, rI'sEs/ n. 1 [U] a time when
children are allowed to go outside to play during
the school day: Charlie got into a fight during/at
recess. 2 [C,U] the time between when work stops
and starts again in a court of law or other institution
where people have been elected to make laws:
Congress is in recess until January. 3 [C] a space
in the wall of a room for shelves, cupboards, etc.
re·ces·sion /rI'sES@n/ n. [C] a period of time
when there is less business activity, trade, etc. than
usual: an economic recession | The economy is
going into recession. | The country is struggling
out of recession.
THESAURUS

depression – a long period when businesses do

not buy, sell, or produce very much and many
people do not have jobs: During the depression,
many young people were unable to find any work
at all.
slump – a period when there is a reduction in
business and many people lose their jobs: a
slump in the airline industry
downturn – a time during which business
activity is reduced and economic conditions
become worse: Government projects helped the
construction industry survive the downturn.
crash – an occasion when the value of stocks on
a stock market falls suddenly and by a large
amount, causing economic problems: the effects
of the 1987 stock market crash

re·ces·sive /rI'sEsIv/ adj.

BIOLOGY a recessive
is passed to a child from his/her parents only
if both parents have the gene ANT dominant: Blue
eyes are recessive.
re·charge /ri'tSArdZ/ v. [T] to put a new supply
of electricity into a BATTERY —rechargeable
GENE

adj.

rec·i·pe /'rEs@pi/ n. 1 [C] a set of instructions

that tells you how to cook something: recipes from
a vegetarian cookbook | a recipe for chocolate
cake 2 be a recipe for sth (informal) to be likely
to cause a particular result: Inviting Paul and his
ex-wife to the party was a recipe for disaster.
re·cip·i·ent /rI'sIpi@nt/ n. [C] (formal) someone
who receives something: Bauer has been the recipient of many honors.
re·cip·ro·cal /rI'sIpr@k@l/ adj. (formal) a reciprocal agreement, relationship, etc. is one where two
groups of people do or give the same things to each
other [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin reciprocus
“returning the same way,” from re- “back” +
pro- “forward”]
re·cip·ro·cate /rI'sIpr@"keIt/ v. [I,T] (formal) to
do or give something because something similar
has been done for or given to you
re·cit·al /rI'saIÔl/ n. [C] a public performance of a
piece of music or poetry, usually by one person: a
piano recital
re·cite /rI'saIt/ v. [I,T] to say something such as a
poem, story, etc. that you know by memory
—recitation /"rEs@'teIS@n/ n. [C,U]
reck·less /'rEklIs/ adj. not caring about danger or
the bad results of your behavior, or showing this
quality: reckless driving —recklessly adv.
—recklessness n. [U]
reck·on /'rEk@n/ v. [T] 1 to guess a number,
amount, etc. without calculating it exactly: The
software company reckons it will sell 2.5 million
units this year. 2 (spoken) to think or suppose: I
reckon they’ll be late.
reckon with sb/sth phr. v. to consider a possible
problem when you think about the future: The new
team is a force to be reckoned with (=something to
consider seriously).
reck·on·ing /'rEk@nIÎ/ n. [U] calculation that is
not exact: By my reckoning, we should be there by
now.
re·claim /rI'kleIm/ v. [T] 1 to ask for something
to be given back to you: reclaiming lost luggage 2 to make land able to be used for farming,
building, etc., when it has never been used or has
not been used for a while: Large areas of land will
be reclaimed for a new airport. —reclamation
/"rEkl@'meIS@n/ n. [U]
re·cline /rI'klaIn/ v. 1 [I,T] to push the back of a
seat or chair so that it slopes backward, so that you
can lean back in it: The front seats of the car
recline. 2 [I] to lie or sit back in a relaxed way:
People reclined on the grass in the sunshine.
rec·luse /'rEklus/ n. [C] someone who chooses to
live alone, and avoids seeing or talking to other
people: Hudson became a recluse after her husband’s death. [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old French
reclus “shut up,” from Late Latin recludere “to
shut up”] —reclusive /rI'klusIv/ adj.: the reclusive novelist Thomas Pynchon
rec·og·ni·tion /"rEk@g'nIS@n/ n. 1 [singular, U]
public admiration and thanks for someone’s work

reconstructive
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or achievements: She was given an award in recognition of 25 years of service. | He gained international
recognition
after
winning
the
competition. 2 [singular,U] the act of realizing and
accepting that something is important or true: There
is a growing recognition of the importance of early
childhood education. 3 [U] the act of recognizing
someone or something: He looked past me with no
sign of recognition. | The city had changed beyond
recognition (=so much that I could not recognize
it).

rec·og·nize /'rEk@g"naIz/ v. [T] 1 to realize

when you see someone that you know him/her
because you have seen him/her before: He’d lost so
much weight I hardly recognized him! | Social
workers have been trained to recognize the signs of
child abuse. 2 to accept officially that an organization, government, etc. is legal: The UN has refused
to recognize the new government. 3 to accept and
admit that something is true or real: It’s important
to recognize that stress can affect your
health. 4 to thank someone officially for something s/he has done: His contribution to classical
music should be recognized. [ORIGIN: 1400—
1500 Old French reconoistre, from Latin recognoscere, from cognoscere “to know”]
—recognizable /"rEk@g'naIz@b@l, 'rEk@g"naI-/
adj. —recognizably adv.
re·coil /'rikOIl, rI'kOIl/ v. [I] 1 to feel a strong
dislike for something and want to avoid it: Most
people recoil from such racist views. 2 to move
back suddenly from something that you do not like
or are afraid of: Emily recoiled at the sight of the
snake.

rec·ol·lect /"rEk@'lEkt/ v. [T] to remember something: I don’t recollect her name.

rec·ol·lec·tion /"rEk@'lEkS@n/ n. [C,U] (formal)
something from the past that you remember, or the
act of remembering it: He has no recollection of
the crash.

rec·om·mend /"rEk@'mEnd/ v. [T] 1 to advise

someone to do something: Dentists recommend
that you change your toothbrush every few
months. | We strongly recommend buying a bicycle
helmet.
THESAURUS
ADVISE

advise, urge, suggest ➔

2 to say that someone or something is good: Can
you recommend a local restaurant? | I recommend
this book to anyone who likes adventure stories. 3 sth has little/nothing etc. to recommend it used in order to say that something has
few or no good qualities: The hotel has little to
recommend it except that it’s cheap.

rec·om·men·da·tion

/"rEk@m@n'deIS@n/

n. 1 [C] advice given to someone, especially about

what to do: The committee was able to make
detailed recommendations to the school. | The
recommendation that babies should sleep on their
backs has decreased the number of crib deaths.

THESAURUS
ADVICE

advice, tip, suggestion ➔

2 [U] a suggestion that someone or something is
appropriate or useful for a particular situation: We
took the tour on a friend’s recommendation. 3 [C]
also letter of recommendation a letter which
states that someone would be a good person to do a
job, study at a college, etc.: Can you write a
recommendation for me?
rec·om·pense /'rEk@m"pEns/ v. [T] (formal) to
give someone a payment for trouble or losses that
you have caused —recompense n. [singular, U]
rec·on·cile /'rEk@n"saIl/ v. 1 be reconciled
(with sb) to have a good relationship with someone
again after arguing with him/her: His parents are
now reconciled with each other. 2 [T] to show that
two different ideas, situations, etc. can exist
together and are not opposed to each other: How
can he reconcile his religious beliefs with all this
gambling?
reconcile sb to sth phr. v. to make someone able
to accept a bad situation: I’ve reconciled myself to
the fact that our marriage is over.
rec·on·cil·i·a·tion /"rEk@n"sIli'eIS@n/ n. [singular,U] a situation in which two people, countries,
etc. become friendly again after arguing or fighting
with each other: There are signs of a reconciliation
between the two countries.
re·con·di·tion /"rik@n'dIS@n/ v. [T] to repair a
machine so that it can be sold again
re·con·nais·sance /rI'kAn@s@ns, -z@ns/ n.
[C,U] the activity of sending out aircraft or soldiers
in order to get information about the enemy
—reconnoiter /"rik@'nOIÔø/ v. [I,T]
re·con·sid·er /"rik@n'sIdø/ v. [I,T] to think again
about something in order to decide if you should
change your opinion: Won’t you reconsider our
offer? —reconsideration /"rik@n"sId@'reIS@n/
n. [U]

re·con·sti·tute /ri'kAnst@"tut/ v. [T] 1 to make

a group, organization, etc. exist in a different form:
The four political groups will be reconstituted as a
new party. 2 to change dried food to its original
form by adding water to it
re·con·struct /"rik@n'strökt/ Ac v. [T] 1 to
produce a complete description of something that
happened by collecting pieces of information:
Police have reconstructed the events leading up to
the crime. 2 to build something again after it has
been destroyed or damaged
re·con·struc·tion /"rik@n'strökS@n/ Ac
n. 1 [U] work that is done to repair damage to a city,
industry, etc., especially after a war: The reconstruction of the South after the Civil War took many
years. 2 [C usually singular] a description or copy of
something that you produce by collecting information about it: a reconstruction of the crime
re·con·struc·tive /"rik@n'ströktIv/ adj. [only
before noun] a reconstructive operation is one done
to make a part of someone’s body the right shape,
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for example after a bad injury: reconstructive surgery
re·cord1 /'rEkød/ n. 1 [C,U] information about
something or someone, which is either written on
paper or stored on a computer: Keep a record of
how much you spend on this trip. | medical
records | This summer has been the dryest on
record (=that has been written in records).

re·count1 /rI'kaUnt/ v. [T] (formal) to tell a story
or describe a series of events

re·count2 /'rikaUnt/ n. [C] a process of counting
votes again

re·coup /rI'kup/ v. [T] to get back money you
have lost or spent

re·course /'rikOrs, rI'kOrs/ n. [U] (formal) some-

thing you can do to help yourself in a difficult
situation, or the act of doing this: The police had no
recourse but to shoot (=shooting was their only
the things that have happened to you each day
choice).
file – a set of written records, or information
re·cov·er
/rI'kövø/ Ac v. 1 [I] to get better
stored on a computer under a particular name
after an illness, injury, shock, etc.: My uncle is
accounts – an exact record of the money that a
recovering from a heart attack. 2 [I] to return to a
company has received and spent
normal condition after a period of trouble or diffibooks – written records of a company’s financial
culty: The economy will take years to
accounts
recover. 3 [T] to get back something that was
ledger – a book in which a company’s financial
taken from you, lost, or almost destroyed: The
records are kept
stolen paintings have been recovered. 4 [T] to get
roll – an official list of names, for example of the
back your ability to control your feelings or your
people attending a school
body: He never recovered the use of his arm.
log (book) – an official record of events,
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French recovrer, from
especially on a ship or airplane
Latin recuperare, from capere “to take”]
2 [C] the fastest speed, longest distance, highest or
re·cov·er·y
/rI'köv@ri/ Ac n. 1 [singular,U] the
lowest level, etc. ever: a record high/low
temperature | She holds the world record for the process of getting better after an illness, injury, etc.:
long jump. | The movie broke all box office His recovery from the knee injury has been slow. |
records. 3 [singular] the known facts about some- Doctors expect Kelly to make a full recovone’s past behavior and how good or bad it has ery. 2 [singular,U] the process of returning to a
been: an airline with a good/bad safety record | normal condition after a period of trouble or diffiDoes he have a criminal record (=has he commit- culty: economic recovery 3 [U] the act of getting
ted any crimes)? 4 [C] a round flat piece of plastic back something that is lost, stolen, or owed: the
on which music is stored: a huge record collec- recovery of the stolen jewels
tion 5 off/on the record not official and not re·cre·ate /"rikri'eIt/ Ac v. [T] to make somemeant to be repeated, or official and able to be thing exist again or be experienced again: The zoo
repeated 6 for the record used in order to tell tries to recreate the animals’ natural habitats.
someone that what you are saying should be
rec·re·a·tion /"rEkri'eIS@n/ n. [C,U] an activity
remembered
that you do for pleasure or fun: outdoor recreation
re·cord2 /rI'kOrd/ v. 1 [T] to write information [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French récréation, from
down so that it can be looked at in the future: All Latin, from recreare “to make new, refresh”]
the events were recorded. 2 [I,T] to store music, —recreational adj.
sound, television programs, etc. on tape or DISK s,
THESAURUS
game, sport, hobby, diversion
etc. so that people can listen to them or watch them
➔ GAME 1
again: The group has just recorded a new album. |
Are we recording yet? 3 [T] to measure the size,
speed, temperature, etc. of something so that it can re·crim·i·na·tion /rI"krIm@'neIS@n/ n. [C usually plural,U] a situation in which people blame each
be seen
other, or the things they say when they are blaming
'record-"breaking adj. better, higher, faster, etc. each other
than anything done before: record-breaking temre·cruit1 /rI'krut/ v. [I,T] to find new people to
peratures
work in a company, join an organization, do a job,
re·cord·er /rI'kOrdø/ n. [C] 1 a TAPE etc.: The coaches are visiting high schools in order
RECORDER 2 a small wooden musical instrument
to recruit new players. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
shaped like a tube, that you play by blowing into it French recrute “new growth, new soldiers,”
re·cord·ing /rI'kOrdIÎ/ n. [C] a piece of music, from Old French recroistre “to grow up again”]
speech, etc. that has been recorded: a recording of —recruitment n. [U] —recruiter n. [C]
Vivaldi’s “Gloria”
recruit2 n. [C] someone who has recently joined a
'record "label n. [C] a company that records and company or an organization: You could tell he was
produces a singer’s, group of musicians’, etc. music a new recruit.
THESAURUS

diary/journal – a book in which you write down
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'record "player n. [C] a piece of equipment for rec·tan·gle /'rEk"tæÎg@l/ n. [C] a shape with
playing records

four straight sides, two of which are usually longer
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red-light district

than the other two, and four RIGHT ANGLE s [ORI1500—1600 Medieval Latin rectangulus
“having a right angle,” from Latin rectus “right”
+
angulus
“angle”]
—rectangular
/rEk'tæÎgy@lø/ adj. ➔ see picture at POLYGON

that you give someone important who is visiting
you
"Red 'Cross n. an international organization that
helps people who are suffering as a result of war,
floods, disease, etc.
THESAURUS
shape, square, circle,
red·den /'rEdn/ v. [I,T] to become red, or to make
semicircle, triangle, oval, cylinder ➔ SHAPE 1
something do this
re·dec·o·rate /ri'dEk@"reIt/ v. [I,T] to change the
rec·ti·fy /'rEkt@"faI/ v. (rectified, rectifies) [T]
way a room looks by painting, changing the furni(formal) to correct something that is wrong: All
ture, etc.
efforts to rectify the problem have failed. [ORIGIN:
re·deem
/rI'dim/ v. [T] (formal) 1 redeem
1300—1400 French rectifier, from Latin rectus
yourself to do something to improve other peo“right, straight”]
ple’s opinion of you, after you have behaved badly
rec·ti·tude /'rEkt@"tud/ n. [U] (formal) behavior
or failed 2 to exchange a piece of paper representthat is honest and morally correct: He was admired
ing an amount of money for the money that it is
for his personal rectitude.
worth: You can redeem the coupon at any
store. 3 redeeming quality/value etc. a good
rec·tor /'rEktø/ n. [C] 1 a priest who is in charge
quality, etc. that keeps someone or something from
of a local Episcopal church 2 the person in charge
being completely bad or wrong: Maybe she has
of some colleges or schools
redeeming qualities, but I can’t see them. 4 to
rec·tum /'rEkt@m/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the lowest part
make something less bad: Nothing could redeem
of your BOWEL s —rectal /'rEkt@l/ adj.
this awful movie. —redeemable adj.
re·cu·per·ate /rI'kup@"reIt/ v. [I] to get better re·demp·tion /rI'dEmpS@n/ n. [U] 1 past/
after an illness, injury, etc.: Jan is still recuperating
beyond redemption too bad to be saved or
from
her
operation.
—recuperation
improved 2 the state of being freed from the
/rI"kup@'reIS@n/ n. [U]
power of evil, believed by Christians to be made
possible by Jesus Christ
re·cur /rI'kø/ v. (recurred, recurring) [I] to happen again, or to happen several times: a recurring re·de·vel·op /"rid@'vEl@p/ v. [T] to make an area
dream —recurrence /rI'kör@ns, rI'kø-/ n. [C,U]
more modern by putting in new buildings or changing old ones —redevelopment n. [C,U]
re·cur·rent /rI'kör@nt, -'kø-/ adj. happening or
appearing several times: a recurrent infection | The 'red-eye n. [U] (informal) an airplane with passendangers of pride are a recurrent theme in these
gers on it that flies at night and arrives early in the
stories.
morning: I took the red-eye from Chicago to
Seattle.
re·cy·cla·ble /ri'saIkl@b@l/ adj. able to be
recycled: recyclable bottles —recyclable n. [C "red 'flag n. [C] something that shows or warns you
that something might be wrong, illegal, etc.
usually plural]
"
red'handed adj. catch sb red-handed (inforre·cy·cle /ri'saIk@l/ v. [I,T] to put used objects or
mal) to catch someone at the moment when s/he is
materials through a special process, so that they can
doing something wrong: She was caught redbe used again: Can these bottles be recycled? ➔
handed taking money from the register.
ENVIRONMENT —recycled adj.: recycled paper
—recycling n. [U]
red·head /'rEdhEd/ n. [C] someone who has red
hair
red1 /rEd/ adj. 1 having the color of blood: a red
dress | bright red lipstick 2 hair that is red is an "red 'herring n. [C] a fact or idea that is not
orange-brown color 3 skin that is red is a bright
important but is introduced in order to take your
pink color [ORIGIN: Old English read]
attention away from something that is important,
—redness n. [U]
especially in a story
red2 n. 1 [C,U] a red color 2 be in the red "red-'hot adj. extremely hot: red-hot metal
ECONOMICS to owe more money than you have
re·di·rect /"ridI'rEkt, -daI-/ v. [T] to send someANT be in the black 3 see red to become very
thing in a different direction, or use something for a
angry
different purpose: She needs to redirect her energy
"red 'blood cell also "red 'corpuscle n. [C]
into something more useful.
BIOLOGY one of the cells in your blood that carry
re·dis·tri·bu·tion /"ridIstr@'byuS@n/ n. [U] the
oxygen to every part of your body ➔ WHITE BLOOD
act of sharing something between people in a way
CELL
that is different from in the past: the redistribution
"red-'blooded adj. red-blooded male/
of wealth/income/land etc. —redistribute
American etc. (humorous) used in order to
/"ridI'strIbyut/ v. [T]: One of the purposes of taxes
emphasize that someone has all of the qualities that
is to redistribute some wealth to the poor.
a typical man, American, etc. is supposed to have
"red-'light "district n. [C] the area of a city
where there are many PROSTITUTE s
"red 'carpet n. the red carpet special treatment
GIN:

R

red meat
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"red 'meat n. [U] dark-colored meat such as BEEF
red·neck /'rEdnEk/ n. [C] (informal, disapproving)
someone who lives in a country area, is not educated, and has strong unreasonable opinions

re·do /ri'du/ v. (past tense redid /-'dId/, past parti-

ciple redone /-'dön/, third person singular redoes
/-'döz/) [T] to do something again: You’ll have to

redo this essay.

re·dou·ble /ri'döb@l/ v. redouble your efforts
to greatly increase your efforts as you try to do
something

reduce to phr. v. 1 reduce sb to tears/silence
etc. to make someone cry, be silent, etc.: Many of
us were reduced to tears by the tragedy. 2 reduce
sb to doing sth to make someone do something
that s/he would prefer not to, especially behaving or
living in a way that is not as good as before: They
were reduced to begging on the streets. 3 reduce
sth to rubble/ashes/ruins to destroy something
completely, especially a building or city [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Latin reducere “to lead back,”
from ducere “to lead”]

re·duc·tion /rI'dökS@n/ n. [C,U] a decrease in

size, amount, price, etc.: a reduction in the price of
gasoline | a reduction of 30% on all sale items | an
one who is redoubtable is a person you respect or arms reduction treaty
fear SYN formidable: No one would argue with
re·dun·dant /rI'dönd@nt/ adj. not necessary
this redoubtable professor.
because something else means or does the same
re·dress /rI'drEs/ v. [T] (formal) to correct some- thing. —redundancy n. [U]
thing that is wrong, not equal, or unfair —redress
red·wood /'rEdwUd/ n. [C,U] a very tall tree that
/'ridrEs, rI'drEs/ n. [U]
grows near the coast in Oregon and California, or
"red 'shift n. [U] PHYSICS a change in the light given the wood from this tree ➔ see picture on page A10
off by an object such as a star in space, in which the
light appears more red as the object is moving away reed /rid/ n. [C] 1 a
tall plant like grass that
from the person looking at it ➔ BLUE SHIFT
grows near water 2 a
"red 'tape n. [U] official rules that seem unneces- thin piece of wood in
sary and that delay action: The new policies are some musical instruintended to cut red tape.
ments that produces a
re·duce /rI'dus/ v. [T] to make something become sound when you blow
less in amount, size, price, etc.: Reduce the heat over it
and simmer the rice for another 10 minutes. | I reef /rif/ n. [C] a line of
bought a new jacket that was reduced from $75 to sharp rocks or a raised
area of sand near the
$35.
surface of the ocean
THESAURUS
reek /rik/ v. [I] to have a
To reduce prices, numbers, or
strong bad smell: His
amounts
breath reeked of garlic.
lower: The candidate promised to lower tax rates.
—reek n. [singular]

re·doubt·a·ble /rI'daUÔ@b@l/ adj. (literary) some-

R

decrease: Salaries of middle managers have
decreased in the last few years.

cut: Stores cut prices after Christmas to get rid of

excess merchandise.
slash – to reduce an amount or price by a large
amount: State spending was slashed in an
attempt to balance the budget.
roll back (informal) – to reduce prices, costs,
etc. to a previous level: There’s a proposal to roll
back the gas tax.

To reduce pain
relieve – to make pain less severe or make it

stop: Aspirin is effective at relieving headaches.
ease – to reduce pain and make someone feel
more comfortable: Massage can ease the pain
from tight muscles.
lessen – to reduce pain, but not make it go
away: drugs to lessen pain
soothe – to make a pain stop hurting so much:
A hot bath will soothe aching muscles.
alleviate (formal): Sitting in a warm bath may
alleviate the discomfort.
palliate (formal) – to make a bad illness better,
but not make it go away completely: Can
acupuncture palliate breathing difficulties?

reel1 /ril/ n. [C] 1 a round object onto which

things such as film or string for fishing can be
wound 2 the amount that one of these objects will
hold: a reel of film

reel2 v. 1 [I] to walk in an unsteady way and

almost fall over, as if you are drunk: A guy came
reeling down the hallway. 2 [I] to be confused or
shocked: People are still reeling from the hurricane that hit the town on Sunday. 3 [T] to wind or
unwind the string on the reel of a fishing ROD : It
took almost an hour to reel the fish in.
reel sth ↔ off phr. v. (informal) to repeat a lot of
information quickly and easily: Andy can reel off
the names of all the state capitals.

re·e·lect /"ri@'lEkt/ v. [T] to elect someone again
—reelection /"ri@'lEkS@n/ n. [C,U]

re-en·act /"riI'nækt/ v. [T] to perform the actions

of a story, crime, etc. that happened in the past: In
church, the smaller children re-enacted the Christmas story. —re-enactment n. [C]

re·en·try /ri'Entri/ n. (plural reentries) [C,U] an
act of entering a place or situation again: The
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spacecraft made a safe reentry into the Earth’s
atmosphere.
ref /rEf/ n. [C] (spoken) a referee
re·fer /rI'fø/ v. (referred, referring)
refer to phr. v. 1 refer to sb/sth to mention or
speak about someone or something: Rachel didn’t
mention names, but everyone knew who she was
referring to. | He likes to be referred to as “Doctor
Mills.” 2 refer to sth to look at a book, map,
piece of paper, etc. for information: Refer to page
14 for instructions. 3 refer to sb/sth if a statement, number, report, etc. refers to someone or
something, it is about that person or thing: The blue
line on the graph refers to sales. 4 refer sb/sth to
sb/sth to send someone or something to another
place or person for information, advice, or a decision: My doctor referred me to a specialist.
ref·er·ee1 /"rEf@'ri/ n. [C] someone who makes
sure that the rules are followed during a game in
sports such as football, basketball, or BOXING
THESAURUS

Referee and umpire mean the same but are
used for different sports.
Use referee when you are talking about football,
soccer, ice hockey, basketball, boxing, wrestling,
or volleyball.
Use umpire when you are talking about baseball
or tennis.

referee2 v. [I,T] to be the referee for a game
ref·erence /'rEfr@ns/ n. 1 [C,U] something you

say or write that mentions another person or thing:
Her writing is full of references to Chicago. | The
article made no reference to previous
research. 2 [C,U] the act of looking at something
for information, or the book, magazine, etc. you get
the information from: I’ll keep a copy of the document for future reference. | the reference section of
the library 3 [C] a) a letter containing information about you, written by a former employer or
someone who knows you well to a new employer b) the person who writes this letter 4 [C] a
note that tells you where the information that is
used in a book, article, etc. comes from: a list of
references at the end of the article
'reference book n. [C] a book such as a dictionary that you look at to find information ➔ BOOK 1
'reference "library also 'reference "room n.
[C] a public library, or a room in a library, that
contains reference books that you can use but not
take away
ref·er·en·dum /"rEf@'rEnd@m/ n. (plural referenda /-d@/ or referendums) [C,U] POLITICS an occasion when you vote in order to make a decision
about a particular subject, rather than voting for a
person: In Quebec, the party is campaigning for a
referendum on independence.
re·fer·ral /rI'för@l, -'fø-/ n. [C,U] (formal) an act
of sending someone or something to another place
for help, information, etc.: The doctor will give you
a referral to a specialist.

reflection

re·fill /ri'fIl/ v. [T] to fill something again: A waiter

refilled our glasses. —refill /'rifIl/ n. [C]: Would
you like a refill?
re·fi·nance /ri'faInæns, "rif@'næns/ v. [T] to
replace a LOAN that you have with another loan: We
plan to refinance our mortgage.
re·fine /rI'faIn/ Ac v. [T] 1 to make a substance
more pure using an industrial process: The sugar is
refined and then shipped abroad. 2 to improve a
method, plan, system, etc. by making small changes
to it: Refine your analysis as you get more data.
re·fined /rI'faInd/ Ac adj. 1 made more pure
using
an
industrial
process:
refined
flour 2 improved and made more effective: a more
refined technique 3 polite and well-educated
re·fine·ment /rI'faInm@nt/ Ac n. 1 [U] the
process of improving something or making a substance more pure: the refinement of sugar | the
refinement of their economic theories 2 [C] a
change to an existing product, plan, system, etc.
that improves it: We’ve added a number of refinements to the design. 3 [U] the quality of being
polite and well-educated
re·fin·er·y /rI'faIn@ri/ n. (plural refineries) [C] a
factory where something such as oil, sugar, or
metal is refined
re·fin·ish /ri'fInIS/ v. [T] to give the surface of
something, especially wood, a new appearance by
painting or POLISH ing it: The hardwood floors were
sanded and refinished.
re·flect /rI'flEkt/ v. 1 be reflected in sth if an
object, person, view, etc. is reflected in a mirror or
in the water, you can see the person or thing in it:
We could see the mountains reflected in the
lake. 2 [T] if a surface reflects light, heat, or
sound, it sends back the light, etc. that hits it: Wear
something white – it reflects the heat. 3 [T] to
show or be a sign of a particular situation, idea, or
feeling: The fact that people are living longer is
reflected in the latest census statistics. 4 [I] to
think carefully: Please take some time to reflect on
our offer. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin reflectere
“to bend back,” from flectere “to bend”]
reflect on sb/sth phr. v. to influence people’s
opinion of someone or something, especially in a
bad way: Some children’s behavior reflects badly
on their parents.
re·flec·tion /rI'flEkS@n/ n. 1 [C] an image that
is reflected in a mirror, glass, or water: We looked at
our reflections in the pool. 2 [C,U] careful thought,
or an idea or opinion based on this: The book
includes the writer’s reflections on America in the
1920s, when he was a boy. | At first I disagreed, but
on/upon reflection (=after thinking carefully about
it) I realized she was right. 3 [singular] something
that shows, or is a sign of, a particular situation,
fact, or feeling: The rise in crime is a reflection of
a violent society. | If your kids are bad, it’s a
reflection on you (=a sign that you are a bad
parent). 4 [U] the light or heat that is reflected
from something
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re·frain1 /rI'freIn/ v. [I] (formal) to stop yourself

re·flec·tive /rI'flEktIv/ adj. 1 a reflective sur-

R

face reflects light: reflective tape 2 thinking quietly, or showing that you are doing this: He was in
a reflective mood.
re·flec·tor /rI'flEktø/ n. [C] a small piece of
plastic that REFLECT s light ➔ see picture at BICYCLE
re·flex /'riflEks/ n. [C usually plural] a sudden
physical reaction that you have without thinking
about it: Basketball players tend to have good
reflexes (=the ability to react quickly).
re·flex·ive /rI'flEksIv/ adj. ENG. LANG. ARTS in
grammar, a reflexive verb or PRONOUN refers back
to the person or thing that does the action. In the
sentence “I enjoyed myself,” “myself” is reflexive.
re·form1 /rI'fOrm/ v. 1 [T] to improve an organization or system by making a lot of changes to it:
The plans to reform the health care system are
controversial.
THESAURUS
change, alter, reorganize,
restructure, transform ➔ CHANGE 1

2 [I,T] to improve your behavior by making a lot of
changes to it, or to make someone do this: a
reformed alcoholic/smoker etc. (=someone who is
no longer an alcoholic, etc.)
reform2 n. [C,U] a change made to an organization
or system in order to improve it: the reform of the
legal system | economic/political/educational
reform
re·form·er /rI'fOrmø/ n. [C] someone who works
hard to make a lot of changes in order to improve a
government or society
re'form school n. [C] a special school where
young people who have broken the law are sent
re·fract /rI'frækt/ v. [I,T] PHYSICS to change the
direction of light or sound, for example when light
goes from the air into a liquid or through a transparent substance: Light is refracted when it hits the
surface of the water.
re·frac·tion /rI'frækS@n/ Ac n. [U] PHYSICS a
change in the direction of light or sound, for
example when it goes from the air into a liquid or
through a transparent substance

from doing something: Please refrain from smoking. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French refrener,
from Latin refrenare, from frenum “bridle” (a
leather band used by a rider to control a horse)]
refrain2 n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS part of a song that is
repeated, especially at the end of each VERSE
re·fresh /rI'frES/ v. 1 [T] to make someone feel
less tired or hot: A shower will refresh
you. 2 refresh sb’s memory to say something
that makes someone remember something: Please
refresh my memory – what was your last job?
—refreshed adj.
re'fresher "course n. [C] a training class that
teaches you about new developments in a subject or
skill you have already studied or learned
re·fresh·ing /rI'frESIÎ/ adj. 1 making you feel
less tired or less hot: a refreshing drink 2 pleasantly different from what is familiar and boring:
The movie is a refreshing change from the usual
Hollywood blockbusters. —refreshingly adv.
re·fresh·ment /rI'frESm@nt/ n. 1 [C usually plural] food and drinks that are provided at a meeting,
party, sports event, etc.: Refreshments will be
served after the concert. 2 [U] food and drinks in
general
re·fried beans /"rifraId 'binz/ n. [plural] a
Mexican dish in which beans that have already
been cooked are crushed and FRIED with spices
re·frig·er·ate /rI'frIdZ@"reIt/ v. [T] to make
something such as food and drinks cold in order to
preserve them: Refrigerate the sauce overnight.
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin, past participle of
refrigerare, from frigerare “to make cold”]
—refrigeration /rI"frIdZ@'reIS@n/ n. [U]
re·frig·er·a·tor /rI'frIdZ@"reIÔø/ n. [C] a large
piece of kitchen equipment used for keeping food
and drinks cold, shaped like a metal cupboard and
kept cold by electricity SYN fridge
re·fuel /ri'fyul/ v. [I,T] to fill a vehicle or airplane
with FUEL again before it continues on a trip
ref·uge /'rEfyudZ/ n. [C,U] a place that provides
protection or shelter from bad weather or danger:
About 50 families have taken refuge (=found protection) in a Red Cross shelter. | We sought refuge
(=looked for protection) from the 110-degree heat.
ref·u·gee /"rEfyU'dZiX/ n. [C] someone who has
been forced to leave his/her country, especially
during a war: Refugees were streaming across the
border. | refugee camps
re·fund /'rifönd/ n. [C] an amount of money that
is given back to you if you are not satisfied with the
goods or services you have paid for: If you’re not
completely satisfied, we’ll give you a refund.
—refund /rI'fönd, 'rifönd/ v. [T]
re·fur·bish /rI'føbIS/ v. [T] to repair and improve
a building: The hotel was recently refurbished.
—refurbishment n. [C,U]
re·fus·al /rI'fyuz@l/ n. [C,U] an act of saying or

regional council
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showing that you will not do, accept, or allow
something: His refusal to pay the fine means he
may go to prison.

re·fuse1 /rI'fyuz/ v. 1 [I,T] to say firmly that you
will not do or accept something: I asked her to
marry me, but she refused. | Steen refused to
answer any questions. | The offer was too good to
refuse (=so good that you cannot say no).
THESAURUS
reject, turn down, say no,
decline ➔ REJECT 1

2 [T] to not give or allow someone to have something that s/he wants, especially when s/he has
asked for it officially: We were refused permission
to enter the country.

ref·use2 /'rEfjus/ n. [U] (formal) waste material
THESAURUS

➔ GARBAGE

garbage, trash, litter, waste

re·fute /rI'fyut/ v. [T] (formal) to prove that a

statement or idea is not correct or fair: Several
scientists have attempted to refute Moore’s theories.

re·gain /rI'geIn/ v. [T] to get something back,
especially an ability or quality that you have lost:
The doctors don’t know if Maria will ever regain
the use of her legs.

re·gal /'rig@l/ adj. typical of a king or queen and

therefore very impressive [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Old French, Latin regalis, from rex “king”]

re·ga·lia /rI'geIly@/ n. [U] traditional clothes and

decorations, used at official ceremonies: a Native
American chief in full regalia (=wearing traditional
clothes, decorations, etc.)

re·gard /rI'gArd/ n. (formal) 1 [U] respect for
1

someone or something, or when you show respect
to someone or something: Doctors are held in high
regard (=respected very much) by society. | You
have no regard for my feelings! 2 with/in regard
to sth (formal) used in order to say what you are
talking or writing about: Several changes have been
made with regard to security. 3 regards [plural]
used in order to send good wishes to someone in a
polite and slightly formal way: Give my regards to
your parents.

regard2 v. [T] 1 [not in progressive] to think about

someone or something in a particular way: I’ve
always regarded you as my friend. | Carl’s work is
highly regarded by critics. 2 (formal) to look at
someone or something, especially in a particular
way: She regarded him thoughtfully.
THESAURUS
LOOK 1

look, glance, stare, gaze ➔

re·gard·ing /rI'gArdIÎ/ prep. (formal) a word
used especially in business letters to introduce the
particular subject you are writing about: Regarding
your recent inquiry, I’ve enclosed our new brochure.

THESAURUS
about, concerning, with
regard to, re ➔ ABOUT 1

re·gard·less /rI'gArdlIs/ adv. 1 regardless of

sth without being affected by different situations,
problems, etc.: The law requires equal treatment
for all, regardless of race, religion, or sex. 2 if you
continue doing something regardless, you do it in
spite of difficulties or people telling you not to do
it: He does what he wants regardless of what I say.
re·gat·ta /rI'gAÔ@, -'gæ-/ n. [C] a race for rowing
or sailing boats [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Italian
regattare “to compete”]
re·gen·er·ate /rI'dZEn@"reIt/ v. [I,T] (formal) to
develop and grow strong again, or to make something do this: Given time, the forest will regenerate.
—regeneration /rI"dZEn@'reIS@n/ n. [U]
re·gent /'ridZ@nt/ n. [C] a member of a small
group of people that makes decisions about education in a U.S. state, or that governs a university
reg·gae /'rEgeI/ n. [U] a type of popular music
from Jamaica [ORIGIN: 1900—2000 Jamaican
English rege “rags”]

re·gime /reI'Zim, rI-/

Ac
n. [C] POLITICS a
government, especially one that was not elected
fairly, or that you disapprove of: a brutal military
regime [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French régime,
from Latin regimen, from regere “to rule”]
THESAURUS
government, democracy,
republic, monarchy, dictatorship, totalitarian
country/state etc., police state ➔ GOVERNMENT

re·gi·men /'rEdZ@m@n/ also regime n. [C] a

special plan for eating, exercising, etc. that is
intended to improve your health
reg·i·ment /'rEdZ@m@nt/ n. [C] a large group of
soldiers consisting of several BATTALION s
—regimental /"rEdZ@'mEnôlX/ adj.
reg·i·ment·ed /'rEdZ@"mEnÔId/ adj. controlled
very strictly: Prisoners follow a highly regimented
schedule. —regimentation /"rEdZ@m@n'teIS@n/
n. [U]

re·gion /'ridZ@n/

Ac n. [C] 1 a fairly large area
of a state, country, etc., usually without exact limits: Snow is expected in mountain regions. | the
Burgundy region of France
THESAURUS

➔ AREA

area, territory, zone, district

2 the area around a particular part of your body: He
has some pain in the lower back region. 3 (somewhere) in the region of sth about SYN approximately: It will cost in the region of $750. [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Old French, Latin regio, from
regere “to rule”]

re·gion·al /'ridZ@nl/

Ac adj. relating to a particular region: a regional accent —regionally adv.
"regional 'council n. [C] POLITICS a COUNCIL OF
GOVERNMENTS

R

regionalism

re·gion·al·ism /'ridZ@nl"Iz@m/ n. [U]
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POLITICS

loyalty to a particular part of a country and the
desire for it to be more politically independent
reg·is·ter1 /'rEdZ@stø/ Ac n. 1 [C] a book
containing an official list or record of something:
He signed the register at the hotel. 2 [C] the place
where the warm or cool air of a heating system
comes into a room, with a metal cover you can
open or close SYN vent 3 [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
way of speaking or writing that is formal, informal,
humorous, etc. that you use when you are in a
particular situation 4 [C] a CASH REGISTER
register2 Ac v. 1 [I,T] to record a name, details
about something, etc. on an official list: The car is
registered in my sister’s name. 2 [I,T] to officially
arrange to attend a particular school, university, or
course SYN enroll: How many students have registered for Beginning Japanese? 3 [T] (formal) to
express a feeling or opinion about something: Her
face registered surprise and shock. 4 [I,T] if an
instrument registers an amount, or if an amount
registers on it, the instrument shows or records that
amount: The thermometer registered 74°F.
"registered 'mail n. [U] a service in which the
post office records the time when your mail is sent
and delivered
"registered 'nurse (abbreviation RN) n. [C]
someone who has been trained and is officially
allowed to work as a nurse
reg·is·trar /'rEdZ@"strAr/ n. [C] someone who is
in charge of official records, especially in a college
reg·is·tra·tion /"rEdZ@'streIS@n/ Ac n. 1 [U]
the process of officially arranging to attend
a particular school, university, or class
SYN enrollment 2 [U] the act of recording names
and details on an official list: laws requiring the
registration of handguns 3 [C] an official piece of
paper containing details about a vehicle and the
name of its owner: May I see your license and
registration, Ma’am?
reg·is·try /'rEdZ@stri/ n. (plural registries) [C] a
place where official records are kept
re·gress /rI'grEs/ v. [I] to go back to an earlier,
less developed state ANT progress —regression
/rI'grES@n/ n. [U]
re·gret1 /rI'grEt/ v. (regretted, regretting)
[T] 1 to feel sorry about something you have done
and wish you had not done it: We’ve always regretted selling that car. | He regrets that he never went
to college. | You’ll regret it if you leave your job
now. 2 (formal) [not in progressive] to be sorry and
sad about a situation: I regret that I will be unable
to attend.
regret2 n. [C,U] sadness that you feel about something because you wish it had not happened or that
you had not done it: The company expressed deep
regret at the accident. | Carl said he had no regrets
about his decision. —regretfully adv.
—regretful adj.
re·gret·ta·ble /rI'grEÔ@b@l/ adj. something that

is regrettable is something that you wish had not
happened: a regrettable mistake —regrettably

adv.

re·group /"ri'grup/ v. [I,T] to form a group again

in order to be more effective, or to make people do
this: The party needs time to regroup politically.
reg·u·lar1 /'rEgy@lø/ adj.
1 REPEATED happening every hour, every week,
every month, etc., usually with the same amount of
time in between: His heartbeat is strong and
regular. | We hear from him on a regular basis. |
Planes were taking off at regular intervals.
THESAURUS

hourly – happening or done every hour: Legal
advisors usually charge an hourly fee. | The tour of
the studio departs hourly.
daily – happening or done every day: a daily
newspaper | The park is open daily from 10:00 am.
weekly – happening or done every week: She
writes a weekly column for the Boston Globe. |
Our website is updated weekly.
monthly – happening or done every month:
regular monthly meetings | The magazine is
published monthly.
yearly – happening or done every year: yearly
visits to his mother | The hospital keeps a record of
the number of the operations performed yearly.
annual – happening every year: We hold our
annual convention in May.

2 OFTEN happening or doing something very often:
He’s one of our regular customers. | Regular exercise will help you lose weight.
3 USUAL normal or usual: She’s not our regular
babysitter.
4 ORDINARY ordinary, without any special features
or qualities: He’s just a regular guy.
5 NORMAL SIZE of standard size: fries and a
regular Coke
6 EVENLY SHAPED evenly shaped, with parts or
sides of equal size: regular features (=an evenly
shaped face)
7 GRAMMAR ENG. LANG. ARTS a regular verb or noun
changes its forms in the same way as most verbs or
nouns. The verb “walk” is regular, but “be” is not.
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French reguler, from
Latin regula “edge for drawing straight lines,
rule”] —regularity /"rEgy@'lær@Ôi/ n. [U]
regular2 n. 1 [C] (informal) a customer who goes
to the same store, restaurant, etc. very often: The
bartender knows all the regulars by name. 2 [U]
gas that contains LEAD
reg·u·lar·ly /'rEgy@løli, 'rEgyøli/ adv. 1 at
regular times, for example every day, week, or
month: Brush your teeth and see your dentist regularly. 2 often: Janet comes to visit regularly.
THESAURUS
often, a lot, frequently,
repeatedly ➔ OFTEN

reg·u·late /'rEgy@"leIt/

Ac v. [T] 1 to control
an activity or process, usually by having rules: The
use of these drugs is strictly regulated. 2 (formal)

reinstate
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to make a machine or your body work at a particular speed, temperature, etc.: People sweat to regulate their body heat.
reg·u·la·tion /"rEgy@'leIS@n/ n. 1 [C] an official
rule or order: safety regulations | There seem to be
so many rules and regulations.
THESAURUS
rule, law, restriction,
guidelines, statute ➔ RULE 1

2 [C,U] ECONOMICS government control over the sale
of particular goods or services in a country, or
official limits on particular goods coming into or
going out of a country: The total amount of bank
credit is restricted by federal government
regulations. | the regulation of trade
reg·u·la·tor /'rEgy@"leIÔø/ Ac n. [C] 1 someone or something that makes sure that an activity,
system, or process operates in the right way: regulators of the banking system 2 an instrument or
system for controlling the temperature, speed, etc.
of something: Scuba divers breathe through a regulator so that they get the right amount of oxygen.
reg·u·la·to·ry /'rEgy@l@"tOri/ Ac adj. (formal)
having the purpose of controlling an activity or
process, especially by rules: the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
re·gur·gi·tate /rI'gødZ@"teIt/ v. (formal) 1 [I,T]
VOMIT 2 [T] (disapproving) to repeat facts, ideas,
etc. that you have heard or read without understanding them clearly yourself —regurgitation
/rI"gødZ@'teIS@n/ n. [U]
re·hab /'rihæb/ n. [U] (informal) treatment to help
someone who takes drugs or drinks too much
alcohol: Frank’s been in rehab for six weeks.
re·ha·bil·i·tate /"ri@'bIl@"teIt, "rih@-/ v.
[T] 1 to help someone to live a healthy or useful
life again after s/he has been sick or in prison: The
program helps to rehabilitate young criminals. 2 to improve a building or area so that it is in
a good condition again —rehabilitation
/"ri@"bIl@'teIS@n, "rih@-/ n. [U]
re·hash /ri'hæS/ v. [T] (informal, disapproving) to
use the same ideas again in a new form that is not
really different or better: He keeps rehashing the
same old speech. —rehash /'rihæS/ n. [C]
re·hears·al /rI'høs@l/ n. [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
period of time or a particular occasion when all the
people in a play, concert, etc. practice it before
giving a public performance: a rehearsal for
“Romeo and Juliet”
re·hearse /rI'høs/ v. [I,T] to practice something
such as a play or concert before giving a public
performance: They rehearsed the scene in her
dressing room. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French
rehercier, from herce “farm tool for breaking up
soil”]
THESAURUS
PRACTICE 2

Reich /raIk/ n.

practice, work on sth ➔
HISTORY

the German state or

EMPIRE

during a particular period of its history

reign1 /reIn/ n. 1 [C] the period of time during

which someone rules a country: the reign of Queen
Anne 2 [singular] a period of time during which
someone is in control of an organization, business,
etc.: his four-year reign as team coach 3 reign of
terror a period during which a government, army,
etc. uses violence to control people [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Old French regne, from Latin regnum, from rex “king”]
reign2 v. [I] 1 to be the ruler of a country 2 the
reigning champion the most recent winner of a
competition 3 (literary) if a feeling or quality
reigns, it is the main feature of the situation: For a
few moments confusion reigned.
re·im·burse /"riIm'bøs/ v. [T] (formal) to pay
money back to someone: The company will reimburse you for your travel expenses.
—reimbursement n. [U]
rein /reIn/ n. 1 [C usually plural] a long narrow
band of leather that is fastened around a horse’s
head in order to control it 2 give sb (a) free rein
to give someone complete freedom to say or do
things the way s/he wants to 3 keep a tight rein
on sb/sth to control someone or something
strictly: The government is trying to keep a tight
rein on public spending. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300
Old French rene, from Latin retinere, from
tenere “to hold”]
re·in·car·nate /"riIn'kAr"neIt/ v. be reincarnated to be born again in another body after you
have died
re·in·car·na·tion /"riInkAr'neIS@n/ n. 1 [U]
the belief that people return to life in another body
after they have died 2 [C] the person or animal that
a person becomes when they are reincarnated
rein·deer /'reIndIr/ n. [C] a type of DEER with
long horns that lives in very cold places
re·in·force /"riIn'fOrs/ Ac v. [T] 1 to support
an opinion, feeling, system, etc. and make it stronger: The fire safety rules will be reinforced by
regular drills. 2 to make something stronger, such
as a part of a building, a piece of clothing, etc.: The
concrete wall is reinforced with steel rods.
re·in·force·ment /"riIn'fOrsm@nt/ Ac
n. 1 [U] the act of doing something to make an
opinion, statement, feeling, etc. stronger: Parents
should give their children positive reinforcement
when their behavior is good (=praise them so that
they will behave well again). 2 reinforcements
[plural] more soldiers or police who are sent to help
make a group stronger: The police called for reinforcements. 3 [U] the act of making something
stronger: The bridge needs some structural reinforcement.
re·in·state /"riIn'steIt/ v. [T] 1 to put someone
back into a job that s/he had before: Two employees
who were wrongfully fired will be reinstated. 2 if a
law, system, or practice is reinstated, it begins to be
used after not being used —reinstatement n.
[C,U]

R

reinterpret
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re·in·ter·pret /"riIn'tøprIt/

R

many rejections before the novel was pubAc v. [T] (formal)
to think about or perform something again in a lished. 2 [U] a situation in which someone stops
slightly different way, especially to understand it in giving you love or attention: fear of rejection 3 [U]
a new way: The book reinterprets the Dracula a situation in which your body rejects an organ
legend. —reinterpretation /"riIntøpr@'teIS@n/ re·joice /rI'dZOIs/ v. [I] (literary) to feel or show
n. [C,U]
that you are very happy —rejoicing n. [U]
re·in·vent /"riIn'vEnt/ v. [T] 1 reinvent your- re·join /rI'dZOIn/ v. [T] to return to a group or
self to completely change your appearance and person: She rejoined her friends in the lobby.
image: To stay popular, pop stars must often reinvent themselves. 2 to make changes to an existing re·join·der /rI'dZOIndø/ n. [C] (formal) a reply,
idea, method, system, etc. in order to improve it or especially one that is rude
make it more modern: The changes are an attempt re·ju·ve·nate /rI'dZuv@"neIt/ v. [T] 1 to make
to reinvent the American educational sys- someone feel or look young and strong again: After
tem. 3 reinvent the wheel (informal) to waste a workout, I feel rejuvenated. 2 to make a system
time trying to find a way of doing something, when or place better again: the rejuvenated downtown
someone else has already discovered the best way area —rejuvenation /rI"dZuv@'neIS@n/ n. [singuto do it
lar, U]
re·is·sue /ri'ISu/ v. [T] to produce a record, book, re·kin·dle /ri'kIndl/ v. [T] to make someone have
etc. again, after it has not been available for some a particular feeling, thought, etc. again: Was this a
time —reissue n. [C]
chance to rekindle an old romance?
re·it·e·rate /ri'IÔ@"reIt/ v. [T] (formal) to say re·lapse /rI'læps/ n. [C,U] a situation in which
something more than once: Lawyers reiterated that someone feels sick again after seeming to improve:
there was no direct evidence against Mr. Evans. He’s had/suffered a relapse. [ORIGIN: 1400—
1500 Latin, past participle of relabi “to slide
—reiteration /ri"IÔ@'reIS@n/ n. [C,U]
re·ject1 /rI'dZEkt/ Ac v. [T] 1 to not accept back”] —relapse v. [I]
someone or something: She rejected our offers of re·late /rI'leIt/ v. 1 [T] to show or prove a connection between two or more things: I don’t underhelp. | Tom was rejected by several law schools.
stand how the two ideas relate. 2 [I] to be
THESAURUS
concerned with or directly connected to a particular
reject – to say firmly that you will not accept an
subject: How does this job relate to your career
offer or suggestion: Morse’s book was rejected by
goals? 3 [T] (formal) to tell someone about somemany publishers.
thing that has happened: He later related the whole
refuse – to say firmly that you do not want
story to us.
something that you have been offered: They
relate to sb/sth phr. v. to understand how someone
refused all offers of help.
feels: I find it hard to relate to kids.
turn down (informal) – to say that you do not
re·lat·ed /rI'leIÔId/ adj. 1 connected by similar
want something that you have been offered – use
ideas or dealing with similar subjects: Police
this especially when this is surprising: An
believe the murders are related. | Lung cancer and
advertising company offered her a job, but she
other diseases are related to smoking. | Politics and
turned it down.
economics are closely related.
say no (spoken) – to say you do not want
something or will not accept a suggestion: I
asked him if he wanted a drink, but he said no.
decline (formal) – to say politely that you
cannot or will not accept an offer: Mr. and Mrs.
Forester declined the invitation. ➔ ACCEPT , AGREE ,

REFUSE 1

2 to decide that you do not believe in or agree with
something: Kim has rejected her parents’ religious
beliefs. 3 to not give someone love or attention:
She feels rejected by her parents. 4 if your body
rejects an organ that doctors have put in your body
to replace your own, your body produces substances that attack the organ [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
Latin, past participle of reicere “to throw back”]
re·ject2 /'ridZEkt/ Ac n. [C] 1 a product that is
thrown away because it is damaged or imperfect 2 (spoken) someone who is not accepted or
liked by other people
re·jec·tion /rI'dZEkS@n/ Ac n. 1 [C,U] the act
of not accepting something: The council’s rejection
of the proposal was unexpected. | She received

THESAURUS

connected/linked – related: These two

problems are closely connected with each other. |
Police think that the crimes may be linked.
relevant – related to what you are talking about:
Are you sure this is relevant to our discussion?
pertinent (formal) – if something is pertinent to
what is being discussed, it is directly related to it
and it is important to consider it: They asked
some very pertinent questions.
have nothing to do with sth (spoken) – to
have no relation or effect on what you are
discussing: They deserved to win. Luck has
nothing to do with it.

2 stress-related/drug-related etc. caused by or
relating to stress, drugs, etc.: alcohol-related violence 3 connected by a family relationship: Are
you related to Paula?
re·la·tion /rI'leIS@n/ n. 1 in relation to sb/sth
used when comparing two things or showing the
relationship between them: The area of land is tiny
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in relation to the population. 2 relations [plural]
official connections and attitudes between countries, organizations, groups, etc.: Are the relations
between the staff and students good? | Israel’s
relations with its Arab neighbors | The U.S. has
maintained
diplomatic
relations
with
Laos. 3 [C,U] a connection between two things: Is
there any relation between the medication he was
taking and his death? | This case bears no relation
to (=is not connected with or similar to) the Goldman trial. 4 [C] a member of your family
SYN

relative

THESAURUS
FAMILY

family, relative, folks, kin ➔

re·la·tion·ship /rI'leIS@n"SIp/ n. 1 [C] the way
in which two people or groups behave toward each
other: They seem to have a good relationship. | A
mother’s relationship with her children is important to their development. | In his speech, he mentioned the special relationship between the U.S.
and Britain. 2 [C] a situation in which two people
have sexual or romantic feelings for each other: a
sexual relationship | He’s much happier now that
he’s in a relationship. 3 [C,U] the way in which
two or more things are related to each other: The
study looked at the relationship between pay and
performance at work.
rel·a·tive1 /'rEl@ÔIv/ n. [C] a member of your
family: a close relative (=mother, brother, cousin,
etc.) | distant relatives (=second or third cousins,
etc. that you rarely see)
THESAURUS
FAMILY

family, relation, folks, kin ➔

relative2 adj. 1 having a particular quality when

compared with something else: The 1950s were a
time of relative peace/calm/prosperity for the country. 2 relative to sth relating to or compared with
a particular subject: Demand for corn is low relative to the supply.
"relative 'clause n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a part of a
sentence that has a verb in it and is joined to the rest
of the sentence by a RELATIVE PRONOUN . In the
sentence “The dress that I bought is too small,”
“that I bought” is the relative clause.
rel·a·tive·ly /'rEl@ÔIvli/ adv. to a particular
degree, especially when compared to something
similar: It’s a relatively inexpensive restaurant.
"relative 'pronoun n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a PRONOUN such as “who,” “which,” or “that,” which
connects a relative clause to the rest of the sentence. In the sentence “The dress that I bought is
too small,” “that” is the relative pronoun.
rel·a·tiv·i·ty /"rEl@'tIv@Ôi/ n. [U] PHYSICS the relationship between time, space, and movement: Einstein’s theory of relativity
re·lax /rI'læks/ Ac v. 1 [I,T] to become more
calm and less worried, especially by resting or
doing something enjoyable, or to make someone do
this: What do you do to relax? | Taking long, deep,

relent

regular breaths can help to relax you. 2 [I,T] if a
part of your body relaxes, or if you relax it, it
becomes less stiff and tight: Try to relax your
neck. | Let your muscles relax. 3 [T] to make rules,
controls, etc. less strict: Are there plans to relax the
law? [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin relaxare “to
loosen,” from laxus “loose”]
re·lax·a·tion /"rilæk'seIS@n/ Ac n. 1 [C,U] the
state of being relaxed in your mind and body, or the
process of becoming this way: I like to cook for
relaxation. 2 [U] the process of making rules,
controls, etc. less strict: the relaxation of travel
restrictions
re·laxed /rI'lækst/ Ac adj. 1 calm and not
worried or angry: He looked much more relaxed
when I saw him last week.
THESAURUS
calm, laid-back, easygoing,
mellow, cool, serene ➔ CALM 2

2 a situation or attitude that is relaxed is informal
and not strict: There’s a relaxed atmosphere in
class.
re·lax·ing /rI'læksIÎ/ Ac adj. making you feel
calm: relaxing music
re·lay1 /'rileI, rI'leI/ v. (relayed, relays) [T] to
send a message or information from one person,
thing, or place to another person, thing, or place:
Could you relay the message to Mary for me?
re·lay2 /'rileI/ also 'relay race n. [C] a race in
which each member of a team runs or swims part of
the distance
re·lease1 /rI'lis/ Ac v. [T] 1 to allow someone
to be free after you have kept him/her somewhere:
Three hostages were released this morning. | With
this type of operation, patients are usually released
from the hospital the same day.. 2 to stop holding
something: He released her arm when she
screamed. 3 to let news or information be known
publicly: Details of the crime have not been
released. 4 to make a movie, record, etc. available
for people to buy or see: The movie will be released
in time for Christmas. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
French relessier, from Latin relaxare “to
loosen”]
release2 Ac n. 1 [singular] the act of allowing
someone to be free after s/he has been kept somewhere: After his release from prison, he worked as
a carpenter. 2 [C] a new movie, record, etc. that is
available for people to see or buy: the singer’s
latest release 3 [U] a feeling that you are free from
worry or pain: a sense of emotional
release 4 [C,U] an official statement, report, etc.
that can be printed or broadcast, or the act of
making this available: a press release | the release
of previously secret information
rel·e·gate /'rEl@"geIt/ v. [T] (formal) to make
someone or something less important than before:
He’s been relegated to the role of assistant. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin, past participle of relegare “to send back to do a job”]
re·lent /rI'lEnt/ v. [I] to let someone do something

R

relentless
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that you refused to let him/her do before: At last, difficult for him/her: He rose and relieved her of
her father relented and she moved into her own her bags.
apartment. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin lentare re·lieved /rI'livd/ adj. feeling happy because
“to bend”]
something bad did not happen or is finished
re·lent·less /rI'lEntlIs/ adj. 1 if something bad ➔ RELIEF : I was relieved to be out of the hospital. |
is relentless, it continues without stopping or get- We were relieved that Brian was home safe.
ting less severe: There’s relentless pressure on top re·li·gion /rI'lIdZ@n/ n. [C,U] belief in one or
athletes. | the relentless heat of the desert 2 some- more gods, or a particular system of beliefs in one
one who is relentless continues to do something in or more gods: the study of religion | people of
a determined way: We will be relentless in our different religions [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Latin
pursuit of criminals. —relentlessly adv.
religio]
rel·e·vant /'rEl@v@nt/ Ac adj. directly relating
THESAURUS
faith, belief, creed ➔ FAITH
to the subject or problem being discussed
ANT irrelevant: The question is not relevant to my
point. | We told the police all the relevant facts. re·li·gious /rI'lIdZ@s/ adj. 1 relating to religion:
—relevance n. [U]
We
don’t
share
the
same
religious
THESAURUS
beliefs. 2 believing strongly in your religion and
related, connected, linked,
obeying its rules: a very religious woman
pertinent ➔ RELATED

R

re·li·a·ble /rI'laI@b@l/

Ac

adj. someone or

something that is reliable can be trusted or
depended on SYN dependable ANT unreliable: a
reliable car | Our babysitter is very reliable.
—reliably adv. —reliability /rI"laI@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [U]

re·li·ance /rI'laI@ns/

Ac n. [singular, U] the state
of being dependent on something: We need to
reduce our reliance on imported oil.

re·li·ant /rI'laI@nt/

Ac adj. be reliant on/upon
sb/sth to depend on something or someone
➔ RELY : She’s still reliant on her parents for money.

rel·ic /'rElIk/ n. [C] something from the past that

THESAURUS

devout – having very strong religious beliefs: a
devout Catholic

pious – believing strongly in a religion, and

showing this in how you behave: a pious woman
attending church
God-fearing (old-fashioned) – behaving
according to the moral rules of a religion: the
God-fearing men and women of this town
practicing – obeying the rules of a particular
religion: a practicing Muslim
orthodox – believing in all the traditional beliefs,
laws, and practices of a religion: orthodox Jews

still exists: relics of ancient Egypt [ORIGIN: re·li·gious·ly /rI'lIdZ@sli/ adv. 1 regularly and
1200—1300 Old French relique, from Latin thoroughly or completely: He exercises religiously. 2 in a way that is related to religion: a
reliquiae “things left behind”]
religiously diverse country (=one with many differre·lief /rI'lif/ n. 1 [singular, U] the happy feeling ent religions)
you have when something frightening, worrying, or
painful has ended or has not happened: Final exams re·lin·quish /rI'lIÎkwIS/ v. [T] (formal) to give up
are finally over. What a relief! | It was a relief to your position, power, rights, etc.
finally be alone. | No one was hurt, and we all rel·ish1 /'rElIS/ v. [T] to enjoy something or like it:
breathed a sigh of relief. | She listened to the news Jamie didn’t relish the idea of getting up early.
with relief. 2 [U] the reduction of pain: a medicine
THESAURUS
enjoy, like, love ➔ ENJOY
for pain relief | relief from the intense heat 3 [U]
money, food, clothing, etc. given to people who
need them by a government or other organization:
2
disaster/earthquake/flood relief operations | Relief relish n. 1 [C,U] a cold SAUCE eaten especially
with
meat
to add taste: pickle relish 2 [U] great
workers distributed bottles of water. 4 [C] a person
or group of people that replaces another one and enjoyment of something: Barry ate with great reldoes their work after they have finished: a relief ish.
pitcher
re·live /"ri'lIv/ v. [T] to experience something
re·lieve /rI'liv/ v. [T] 1 to make a pain, problem, again that happened in past times, or to remember it
bad feeling, etc. less severe: The county is building clearly: I’m focusing on the future, not reliving the
a new school to relieve overcrowding. | We tried to past.
re·load /"ri'loUd/ v. [I,T] 1 to put something into
relieve the boredom/tension by singing.
a container again, especially bullets into a gun 2 IT
THESAURUS
reduce, ease, lessen, soothe,
if you reload a page on the Internet, you ask for the
alleviate, palliate ➔ REDUCE
information shown on that page to be sent to your
2 to replace someone else at a job or duty: The computer again
guards are relieved at six o’clock.
re·lo·cate /ri'loU"keIt/ Ac v. [I,T] to move to a
relieve sb of sth phr. v. (formal) to help someone by new place: Our company relocated to the West
carrying something heavy or by doing something Coast. —relocation /"riloU'keIS@n/ n. [U]

remind
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re·luc·tant /rI'lökt@nt/

Ac adj. unwilling and
slow to do something: a reluctant nod | She was
reluctant to ask for help. —reluctance n. [singular, U] —reluctantly adv.
re·ly /rI'laI/ Ac v. (relied, relies) [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Old French relier, from Latin religare “to tie back”]
rely on/upon sb/sth phr. v. to trust or depend on
someone or something: We’re relying on him to
help. | The country’s economy relies heavily on
agricultural exports.
re·main /rI'meIn/ v. 1 [I, linking verb] to stay in
the same place or condition: The others left, while I
remained at home. | Veltman remained silent. 2 [I]
to continue to exist after other things or parts have
gone or been destroyed: Only half the statue
remains. 3 [I] if something remains to be done,
said, etc., it still needs to be done, said, etc.: Many
questions remain to be answered. | It remains to be
seen whether the operation was successful (=we do
not know yet whether it was successful). [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Old French remaindre, from Latin
remanere, from manere “to stay”]
re·main·der /rI'meIndø/ n. the remainder (of
sth) the rest of something after everything else has
gone or been dealt with: the remainder of the
semester
re·main·ing /rI'meInIÎ/ adj. still left when other
similar things or people have gone or been dealt
with: The remaining puppies were given away.
re·mains /rI'meInz/ n. [plural] 1 the parts of
something that are left after the rest has been
destroyed: We visited the remains of the
temple. 2 (formal) a person’s body after s/he has
died
re·make /'rimeIk/ n. [C] a movie or song that has
the same story as one that was made before: a
remake of “The Wizard of Oz” —remake
/ri'meIk/ v. [T]
re·mand /rI'mænd/ v. [T] 1 LAW if a court
remands someone, it sends him/her to prison to
wait for a TRIAL : The prosecutor asked the judge to
remand Nelson into federal custody. 2 LAW to
send a case to be dealt with in another court
re·mark1 /rI'mArk/ n. [C] something that you say:
Carl made a sarcastic remark.
remark2 v. [T] to say something, especially your
opinion about something: One woman remarked
that he was handsome. | Several people remarked
on/upon the poor service.
re·mark·a·ble /rI'mArk@b@l/ adj. very unusual
or noticeable in a way that deserves attention or
praise: Josephine was a truly remarkable woman.
re·mark·a·bly /rI'mArk@bli/ adv. in a way that is
surprising: Charlotte and her cousin look remarkably similar.
re·mar·ry /ri'mæri/ v. (remarried, remarries)
[I,T] to marry again: After her husband’s death,
Carol never remarried. —remarriage n. [C,U]

re·mas·ter /ri'mæstø/ v. [T] to improve the quality of a movie or musical recording, using a computer

re·me·di·al /rI'midi@l/ adj. 1 remedial class/
education etc. a special class, etc. for students
who are having difficulty learning something 2 (formal) intended to provide a cure or
improvement in something

rem·e·dy1 /'rEm@di/ n. (plural remedies) [C] 1 a
successful way of dealing with a problem: a remedy for unemployment
THESAURUS
SOLUTION

solution, answer, cure ➔

2 a medicine that cures pain or illness: a cold
remedy [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Anglo-French
remedie, from Latin remedium, from mederi “to
heal”]

remedy2 v. (remedied, remedies) [T] to deal
successfully with a problem or improve a bad
situation: The hospital is trying to remedy the
problem.

re·mem·ber /rI'mEmbø/ v. 1 [I,T] to have a

picture or idea in your mind of people, events, etc.
from the past: Do you remember that guy Anthony
from school? | I don’t remember meeting her
before. | I remember (that) he had a broken leg that
summer. | Mr. Daniels has lived there for as long as
I can remember. 2 [I,T] to bring information or
facts that you know back into your mind: She
suddenly remembered (that) she had to go to the
dentist. | I can’t remember her phone number. 3 [I,T] to not forget to do something: Remember to get some milk at the store today! 4 [T] to
think about someone who has died, with special
respect and honor: On Memorial Day, we remember those who have died in wars. 5 be remembered for/as sth to be famous for something
important that you did [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
French remembrer, from Latin memor “remembering”]
USAGE

remember – to think of something that you
must do, and not forget about it: I hope he
remembers to bring the wine.
remind – to make someone remember
something s/he must do or something s/he
needs to know: Remind me to take a bottle of
wine to the party.

re·mem·brance /rI'mEmbr@ns/ n. [U] the act

of remembering and giving honor to someone who
has died: She planted a tree in remembrance of her
husband.

re·mind /rI'maInd/ v. [T] to make someone

remember something that s/he must do: Remind me
to tell you the story sometime. | Let me call Frank to
remind him that we’re picking him up at 8:00.
➔ see USAGE box at REMEMBER

remind sb of sb/sth phr. v. to seem similar to
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someone or something else: Carl reminds me of his re·mov·al /rI'muv@l/ Ac n. [C,U] the act of
father.
removing something: the removal of diseased trees
re·mind·er /rI'maIndø/ n. [C] something that from the park | his removal from power
makes you notice or remember something else: a re·move /rI'muv/ Ac v. [T] 1 to take something
painful reminder of the war
away from, out of, or off the place where it is: He
rem·i·nisce /"rEm@'nIs/ v. [I] to talk or think removed his glasses and rubbed his eyes. | Remove
about pleasant events in your past: We sat reminisc- the pan from the oven to cool.
ing about our college days. —reminiscence n.
THESAURUS
[C,U]

rem·i·nis·cent /"rEm@'nIs@nt/ adj. reminis-

R

cent of sth reminding you of something: His
voice is reminiscent of Frank Sinatra’s.
re·miss /rI'mIs/ adj. (formal) careless about doing
something that you ought to do: Investigators
would be remiss if they didn’t pursue every possible
lead.
re·mis·sion /rI'mIS@n/ n. [C,U] a period of time
when an illness improves: Her cancer is in remission.
re·mit /rI'mIt/ v. (remitted, remitting) [I,T] (formal) to send a payment by mail
re·mit·tance /rI'mIt§ns/ n. [C,U] (formal) the act
of sending money by mail, or the amount of money
that is sent
rem·nant /'rEmn@nt/ n. [C] a small part of something that remains after the rest has been used or
destroyed: In New Mexico, there are remnants of
old Spain in the street names.
re·mod·el /"ri'mAdl/ v. [T] to change the shape or
appearance of something: We’ve had the kitchen
remodeled.
rem·on·strate /'rEm@n"streIt, rI'mAn"streIt/
v. [I] (formal) to tell someone that you strongly
disapprove of what s/he has done
re·morse /rI'mOrs/ n. [U] a strong feeling of
being sorry for doing something very bad: Keating
showed/expressed no remorse for his crime.
—remorseless adj.: a remorseless killer
—remorseful adj.
re·mote /rI'moUt/ adj. 1 far away in distance or
time: a remote forest area | the remote past 2 very
slight or small: There’s a remote possibility/chance
that the operation will not work. | The prospects for
peace seem very remote. 3 very different from
something else, or not closely related to it: Political
subjects seemed remote from my everyday
life. 4 unfriendly, and not interested in people: Her
father was a remote, stern man. —remoteness n.
[U]

re"mote con'trol also remote n. [C] a piece of

equipment that you use to control a television,
TELEVISION
video, etc. from a distance ➔
—remote-controlled adj.: a remote-controlled
car
re·mote·ly /rI'moUtli/ adv. used in order to
emphasize a negative statement: This is not even
remotely funny.
re·mov·a·ble /rI'muv@b@l/ Ac adj. able to be
removed: a child’s bed with removable railings

Informal ways of saying “remove”
take off – to remove clothing: She began to take
off her clothes.

tear off – to remove part of a piece of paper or
cloth by tearing it: Tear off the coupon below.

break off – to remove a part of something by

breaking it: Ted broke off a piece of chocolate.
cut off – to remove a part of something by
cutting it: Tree surgeons cut off the dead branches.
cut out – to remove a part of something by
cutting around it: The kids were cutting pictures
out of magazines.
scrape off – to remove something using a knife
or sharp tool: We began by scraping off the
wallpaper.
wipe off/up – to remove dirt, liquid, etc. with a
cloth: He wiped the sweat off his forehead. | Julie
wiped up the spilled milk.
rub off – to remove dirt, marks, etc. with a cloth
or brush: He rubbed off some of the rust.

More formal ways of saying “remove”
erase – to remove writing from paper, recorded

sounds from tape, or information from a
computer’s memory: Write in pencil so you can
erase your mistakes.
efface (formal) – to remove something so that it
cannot be seen or noticed: The country has tried
to efface the incident, and it is not mentioned in
textbooks.
expunge (formal) – to deliberately remove
something such as a name or piece of
information from a piece of writing: The arrest
and charge were later expunged from his record.

2 to get rid of something so it does not exist
anymore: Chocolate ice cream stains are difficult to
remove. 3 be (far) removed from sth to be very
different from something else: This job is far
removed from anything that I’ve done
before. 4 (formal) to make someone leave a job:
They voted to remove her from office. [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Old French removoir, from Latin
removere, from movere “to move”]
re·mov·er /rI'muvø/ n. paint/stain etc.
remover a substance that removes paint, etc. from
something else
re·mu·ner·ate /rI'myun@"reIt/ v. [T] (formal) to
pay someone for something s/he has done
—remuneration /rI"myun@'reIS@n/ n. [C,U]
-"sAns,
ren·ais·sance
/'rEn@"zAns,
"rEn@'sAns/ n. 1 [singular] a new interest or development in something that has not been popular: the
renaissance in women’s sports 2 the Renaissance the time in Europe between the 14th and
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17th centuries when a lot of new art and literature
was produced
re·nal /'rinl/ adj. [only before noun] BIOLOGY relating
to the KIDNEY s: renal failure
re·name /ri'neIm/ v. [T] to change the name of
something
ren·der /'rEndø/ v. [T] (formal) 1 to cause someone or something to be in a particular state: The
accident rendered her left leg useless. 2 to give
someone something: It is the jury’s responsibility to
render a fair verdict. | payment for services rendered (=for work someone has done)
ren·der·ing /'rEnd@rIÎ/ n. [C] the particular way
a painting, story, etc. is expressed
ren·dez·vous /'rAndeI"vu, -dI-/ n. (plural rendezvous /-"vuz/) [C] an arrangement to meet
someone at a particular time and place, or the place
where you meet: a midnight rendezvous with her
lover —rendezvous v. [I]
ren·di·tion /rEn'dIS@n/ n. [C] the way that a play,
piece of music, art, etc. is performed or made: a
powerful rendition of “America the Beautiful”
ren·e·gade /'rEn@"geId/ n. [C] someone who
joins the opposing side in a war, argument, etc.
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Spanish renegado, from
Medieval Latin renegare “to say that something
is not true”] —renegade adj.: renegade soldiers
re·nege /ri'nEg, -'nIg/ v. [I] to not do something
that you promised to do: He reneged on his promise to send the money.
re·new /rI'nu/ v. [T] 1 to arrange for something
such as a contract to continue: It’s time to renew
our insurance. | Library books can be renewed by
phone. 2 (formal) to begin to do something again
SYN resume: The search will be renewed in the
morning. —renewal n. [C,U]
re·new·a·ble /rI'nu@b@l/ adj. 1 a renewable
contract, ticket, etc. can be made to continue after
the date that it is supposed to end 2 able to be
replaced by natural processes so that it is never
used up ANT nonrenewable: Water is a natural
renewable resource. | renewable energy, for
example solar power
re·newed /rI'nud/ adj. increasing again after not
being very strong: his renewed interest in religion
re·nounce /rI'naUns/ v. [T] 1 to say publicly
that you will no longer try to keep something, or
will not stay in an important position: Grayson
renounced his claim to the family fortune. 2 to
say publicly that you no longer believe in or support something: We absolutely renounce all forms
of terrorism.
ren·o·vate /'rEn@"veIt/ v. [T] to repair something
such as a building so that it is in good condition
again [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin, past participle
of renovare, from novare “to make new”]
—renovation /"rEn@'veIS@n/ n. [C,U]
THESAURUS
repair, fix, restore, rebuild,
recondition ➔ REPAIR 2

re·nown /rI'naUn/ n. [U] the quality of being

famous and admired because of some special skill
or achievement: an artist of great renown
re·nowned /rI'naUnd/ adj. known and admired
by a lot of people SYN famous: a renowned
architect | She was renowned for her beauty.
THESAURUS
famous, well-known,
legendary, celebrated, noted, distinguished,
eminent ➔ FAMOUS

rent1 /rEnt/ v. 1 [I,T] to pay money regularly to
live in a place that belongs to someone else:
They’re renting an apartment near the beach. | I
rented for years before buying a place.
TOPIC

When you rent a house or apartment, you are
called the tenant. You usually have to pay a
deposit before moving in. The deposit/security
deposit is usually an amount of money equal to
a month’s rent, or equal to the first and last
month’s rent. After that you pay the rent every
month to the landlord/landlady (=owner). If you
do not pay the rent or behave well, the landlord
can evict you (=force you to leave). If you want to
stop renting the house or apartment, you have to
give notice (=tell the landlord you want to
leave), usually a month before you want to leave.

2 [T] to pay money for the use of something for a
short period of time: We’re probably going to rent a
car while we’re there. | Do you want to rent a
movie? 3 [I,T] also rent out to let someone live in
a place that you own, in return for money: They’ve
rented out their house for the summer. | He refused
to rent to unmarried couples. —renter n.
rent2 n. [C,U] 1 the amount of money you pay for
the use of a house, room, car, etc. that belongs to
someone else: I don’t know how we’re going to pay
the rent next month.
THESAURUS
cost, expense, price, charge,
fee, fare ➔ COST 1

2 for rent available to be rented: She put the house
up for rent a month ago.
rent·al1 /'rEnôl/ n. 1 [C,U] an arrangement by
which you rent something: car rental companies 2 [U] the money that you pay to rent something: Ski rental is $14.
rental2 adj. available to be rented, or being rented:
a rental car | rental properties
'rent con"trol n. [U] official action taken by a city
or state to limit the price of renting apartments
re·nun·ci·a·tion /rI"nönsi'eIS@n/ n. [C,U] (formal) the act of renouncing (RENOUNCE) something
re·or·ga·nize /ri'Org@"naIz/ v. [I,T] to arrange or
organize something in a new and better way: The
filing system needs to be reorganized.
—reorganization /ri"Org@n@'zeIS@n/ n. [U]
THESAURUS
change, alter, reform,
restructure ➔ CHANGE 1
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rep /rEp/ n. [C] (informal) someone who represents re·peal /rI'pil/ v. [T] to officially end a law: In

R

an organization or a company and its products
SYN representative: a sales rep
re·pair1 /rI'pEr/ n. 1 [C usually plural, U] something that you do to fix something that is broken or
damaged: They’re doing repairs on/to the bridge. |
The roof is badly in need of repair. | It’s damaged
beyond repair (=so damaged that it cannot be
repaired). 2 in good/
bad repair (formal) in
good or bad condition
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Old French reparer,
from Latin reparare,
from parare “to prepare”]
repair2 v. [T] to fix
something that is broken
or damaged: I have to
get the TV repaired. |
Jones had surgery to
repair the damage to his
knees.
THESAURUS

fix – to repair something that is broken or not
working correctly: Someone’s coming to fix the
washing machine.
mend – to repair a hole in something, especially
a piece of clothing: She was mending a pair of
jeans.
renovate – to repair a building or furniture so
that it is in good condition again: a renovated
19th century hotel
restore – to repair something so that it looks
new: The church was carefully restored after the
war.
service – to examine a machine or vehicle and
repair it if necessary: I need to take the car in to
get it serviced.
rebuild – to build something again, after it has
been damaged or destroyed: This government aid
will help rebuild homes damaged by the storm.
recondition – to repair a machine so that it can
be sold again: a VW camper with a reconditioned
engine

re·pair·man /rI'pErmæn/ n. (plural repairmen

/-mEn/) [C] someone whose job it is to fix a
particular type of thing: a TV repairman
rep·a·ra·tion /"rEp@'reIS@n/ n. [C,U] (formal)
payment made to someone for damage, injury, etc.
that you have caused: The government agreed to
pay reparations to victims.
re·pa·tri·ate /ri'peItri"eIt/ v. [T] to send someone back to his/her own country —repatriation
/ri"peItri'eIS@n/ n. [U]
re·pay /ri'peI/ v. (past tense and past participle
repaid, third person singular repays) [T] 1 to pay
back money that you have borrowed: How long will
it take to repay the loan? 2 to show someone that
you are grateful for his/her help: How can I ever
repay you? —repayment n. [C,U]

1933, Prohibition was finally repealed. —repeal

n. [U]

re·peat1 /rI'pit/ v. [T] 1 to say or do something

again: Sally kept repeating, “It wasn’t me, it wasn’t
me.” | You’ll have to repeat the class. | He’s always
repeating himself (=saying the same thing
again). 2 to say something that you have heard
someone else say: Please don’t repeat any of this to
Bill.
repeat2 n. [C] an event that is just like something
that happened before: I don’t want to see a repeat
performance of last year (=have the same thing
happen).
re·peat·ed /rI'piÔId/ adj. done or happening
again and again: She has made repeated attempts to
lose weight. —repeatedly adv.: He has repeatedly
denied the rumor.
re·pel /rI'pEl/ v. (repelled, repelling) 1 [T] to use
force to make someone who is attacking you go
away: Tear gas was used to repel the rioters. 2 [T]
if something repels you, you dislike it a lot and
want to avoid it 3 [I,T] PHYSICS if two things repel
each other, they push each other away with a
MAGNETIC force: Two positive electrical charges
will repel each other. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin
repellere, from pellere “to drive”]
re·pel·lent1 /rI'pEl@nt/ n. [C,U] a substance that
keeps insects away from you: mosquito repellent
repellent2 adj. disgusting: The sight of blood is
repellent to some people.
re·pent /rI'pEnt/ v. [I,T] (formal) to be sorry for
something that you have done, especially something that breaks a religious law —repentance n.
[U]

re·pen·tant /rI'pEnt§nt/ adj. sorry for something
wrong that you have done ANT unrepentant: His
apology was sincerely repentant. —repentantly
adv.

re·per·cus·sions /"ripø'köS@n/ n. [plural] the
effects of an action or event, especially bad effects
that happen much later: The collapse of the company will have repercussions for the whole industry.
THESAURUS
result, consequences,
aftereffects ➔ RESULT 1

rep·er·toire /'rEpø"twAr/ n. [C usually singular]

all the plays, pieces of music, etc. that a performer
or group can perform
rep·e·ti·tion /"rEp@'tIS@n/ n. [C,U] the act of
saying or doing the same thing again or many times
➔ REPEAT : We don’t want a repetition of last year’s
disaster. | Kids learn the times tables by repetition.
rep·e·ti·tious /"rEp@'tIS@s/ adj. saying or doing
the same thing many times, so that people become
bored: a repetitious speech
re·pet·i·tive /rI'pEÔ@ÔIv/ adj. done many times in
the same way: repetitive exercises
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re·phrase /ri'freIz/ v. [T] to express something in

different words so that its meaning is clearer or
more acceptable: Let me rephrase the question.
re·place /rI'pleIs/ v. [T] 1 to start doing something, or being used instead of another person or
thing: Typewriters have been replaced by computers. 2 to remove someone from his/her job or
something from its place, and put a different person
or thing there: They have replaced thousands of
full-time workers with part-timers. 3 to buy something that is newer or better, in order to use it
instead of something that is old or broken: The tires
need to be replaced. 4 to put something back in its
correct place: Please replace the books when you
are finished.
re·place·ment /rI'pleIsm@nt/ n. 1 [C] someone or something that replaces another person or
thing: We’re waiting for Mr. Dunley’s replacement. 2 [U] the act of replacing something
re·play /'ripleI/ n. [C] a sports game, or particular
part of the game, that has been recorded and is
shown again: an instant replay (=immediate
replay) of the touchdown
re·plen·ish /rI'plEnIS/ v. [T] (formal) to put new
supplies into something, or to fill something again
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Old French replenir, from
plein “full”] —replenishment n. [U]
re·plete /rI'plit/ adj. (formal) full of something: a
new car replete with leather seats
rep·li·ca /'rEplIk@/ n. [C] a very good copy of a
piece of art, a building, etc. [ORIGIN: 1800—1900
Italian “something repeated,” from Latin replicare]
rep·li·cate /'rEpl@"keIt/ v. [T] (formal) to do or
make something again, so that you get the same
result or make an exact copy: Scientists are trying
to replicate Hudson’s experiment.
THESAURUS
COPY 2

copy, reproduce, duplicate ➔

rep·li·ca·tion /"rEpl@'keIS@n/ n. [U] BIOLOGY the

process by which a cell or DNA (=substance in a
cell, that contains GENETIC information) makes an
exact copy of itself: During replication, each
strand of DNA generates a new strand.
re·ply1 /rI'plaI/ v. (replied, replies) [I,T] to answer
someone by saying or writing something: “Of
course,” she replied. | He never replied to our
letters. | Deagal replied that he had not known
what would happen.
THESAURUS

answer, respond ➔ ANSWER 1

reply2 n. (plural replies) [C,U] something that is
said, written, or done in order to reply to someone:
There haven’t been any replies to the ad. | Billy
made no reply.
re·port1 /rI'pOrt/ n. [C] 1 a written or spoken
description of a situation or event, giving people
information: a police report on the accident | a

weather report ➔ NEWSPAPER 2 a piece of writing
in which someone carefully examines a particular
subject: a book report | an environmental impact
report 3 (formal) the noise of an explosion or shot
report2 v. 1 [I,T] to tell someone about something, especially in newspapers and on television:
The Daily Gazette reported the story. | A journalist
reporting on the election wrote the story. 2 [T] to
tell someone in authority that a crime or accident
has happened: Three boys were reported missing. |
Only 4% of burglaries are reported to police. 3 be
reported to be/do sth used in order to say that a
statement has been made about someone or something, but you do not know if it is true: Cummings
was reported to be furious. 4 [I,T] to tell someone,
especially your manager, about what has been happening or what you are doing, as part of your job:
Each naval station reports to an admiral. 5 [I] to
state officially to someone in authority that you
have arrived in a place: Visitors should report to
reception. | One of the soldiers had not reported for
duty. 6 [T] to complain officially about someone
to people in authority: A customer reported her to
her supervisor.
report back phr. v. to bring someone information
that s/he asked you to find: The committee reported
back to Congress.
re'port card n. [C] a written statement by teachers about a child’s work at school
re·port·ed·ly /rI'pOrÔIdli/ adv. according to what
some people say, but when it is not known for
certain: Two soldiers reportedly were injured.
re"ported 'speech n. [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS the
style of speech or writing used for reporting what
someone says, without repeating the actual words.
The sentence “She said she didn’t feel well.” is an
example of reported speech. SYN indirect speech
➔ DIRECT SPEECH

re·port·er /rI'pOrÔø/ n. [C] someone whose job is

to write or tell about events in a newspaper or on
radio or television ➔ JOURNALIST : a newspaper
reporter ➔ NEWSPAPER
re·pose /rI'poUz/ n. [U] (formal) a state of calm or
comfortable rest SYN rest: She looked pale and
tired in repose. —reposeful adj.
re·pos·i·to·ry /rI'pAz@"tOri/ n. (plural repositories) [C] (formal) a place where things are kept
safely: a repository for nuclear waste
re·pos·sess /"rip@'zEs/ v. [T] to take back something such as a car or furniture that someone has
paid part of the money for because s/he cannot pay
the rest of the money
rep·re·hen·si·ble /"rEprI'hEns@b@l/ adj. (formal) reprehensible behavior is very bad and
deserves criticism
THESAURUS

bad, immoral, wrong ➔ BAD 1

rep·re·sent /"rEprI'zEnt/ v. 1 [T] to do things or
speak officially for someone else, or to express
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his/her views or opinions: She represents the 5th
congressional district of Texas. | They want a school
board that represents their educational values. 2 [linking verb] to form or be something: The
talks represent a significant step toward
peace. 3 [T] to be a sign or mark for something
else SYN stand for: The green triangles on the
map represent campgrounds. 4 [T] if art represents
something, it shows or means a thing or idea:
Paintings representing heaven and hell were common in medieval art. 5 [T] to describe someone or
something in a particular way, especially in a way
that is not true: The author was criticized for the
way he represents women.
rep·re·sen·ta·tion /"rEprIzEn'teIS@n, -z@n-/
n. 1 [U] the state of having someone to speak, vote,
or make decisions for you: There is no representation on the council for the Hispanic community. 2 [U] the state of being present in a place, or
of taking part in something: The representation of
minorities among the faculty should be
increased. 3 [C] something, for example a painting
or sign, that shows or describes something else: The
model is a representation of a water molecule.
/"rEprI'zEnô@ÔIv/
n.
rep·re·sent·a·tive1
[C] 1 someone who is chosen to act, speak, vote,
etc. for someone else 2 also Representative
POLITICS a member of the House of Representatives
in the U.S. Congress
representative2 adj. 1 like other members of
the same group SYN typical: The sample is representative of the total population. 2 relating to a
system of government in which people elect other
people to represent them: representative democracy
re·press /rI'prEs/ v. [T] 1 to stop yourself from
expressing a feeling, remembering something, or
doing something you want to do: Boys learn to
repress their need to cry. 2 to control people by
using force
re·pressed /rI'prEst/ adj. (disapproving) having
feelings or desires that you do not express
re·pres·sion /rI'prES@n/ n. [U] 1 the use of
force to control people: Stalin’s repression of religious groups 2 the action of stopping yourself
from feeling an emotion, or the state of having
done this
re·pres·sive /rI'prEsIv/ adj. controlling people
in a cruel and severe way: a repressive society
re·prieve /rI'priv/ n. [C] 1 a delay before something bad happens or continues: a reprieve from the
pain 2 an official order that prevents a prisoner
from being killed as a punishment ➔ PARDON
—reprieve v. [T]
rep·ri·mand /'rEpr@"mænd/ v. [T] to tell someone officially that s/he has done something wrong:
He was reprimanded for failing to do his duty.
—reprimand n. [C,U]
THESAURUS
CRITICIZE

scold, rebuke, admonish ➔

re·pris·al /rI'praIz@l/ n. [C,U] a violent action

that punishes your enemy for something bad that
s/he has done
re·prise /rI'priz/ v. [I,T] to act the same part again,
play the same tune again, etc.
re·proach1 /rI'proUtS/ n. 1 [C,U] criticism or
disapproval, or a remark that expresses this: The
reproach in her voice made me pause. 2 above/
beyond reproach impossible to criticize
SYN perfect: The actions of the police should be
above reproach.
reproach2 v. [T] to criticize someone and try to
make him/her sorry for doing something: His
daughter reproached him for not telling her the
truth. —reproachful adj.
rep·ro·bate /'rEpr@"beIt/ n. [C] (formal or humorous) someone who behaves in an immoral way
re·pro·duce /"ripr@'dus/ v. 1 [I,T] BIOLOGY to
produce young plants or animals: Most fish reproduce by laying eggs. 2 [T] to make a copy of
something: The colors were difficult to reproduce.
THESAURUS
COPY 2

copy, duplicate, replicate ➔

re·pro·duc·tion /"ripr@'dökS@n/ n. 1 [U] BIOLOGY

the act or process of producing babies, young
animals, or plants: We studied the reproduction and
diet of the elephants in the forest 2 [C,U] the act of
copying something such as a book or painting, or
the copy itself: a reproduction of Homer’s painting
re·pro·duc·tive /"ripr@'döktIv/ adj. BIOLOGY
relating to the process of producing babies, young
animals, or plants: the reproductive system of mammals
repro"ductive iso'lation n. [U] BIOLOGY conditions that prevent one population of living things
from breeding with another, for example a physical
difference between creatures or when a river,
ocean, or mountain, etc. separates them
re·prove /rI'pruv/ v. [T] (formal) to criticize someone for doing something bad
rep·tile /'rEptaIl, 'rEptl/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a type of
animal, such as a snake or LIZARD , that lays eggs,
and whose body temperature changes according to
the temperature around it [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Old French, Late Latin reptilis “creeping,” from
Latin repere “to creep”] —reptilian /rEp'tIli@n/
adj.

re·pub·lic /rI'pöblIk/ n. [C]

POLITICS a country
governed by elected representatives and led by a
president ➔ MONARCHY [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
French république, from Latin respublica, from
res “thing” + publica “public”]

THESAURUS
government, democracy,
monarchy, regime, dictatorship, totalitarian
country/state, etc., police state ➔
GOVERNMENT

re·pub·li·can1 /rI'pöblIk@n/ adj. 1 Republican POLITICS relating to or supporting the Republican Party of the U.S. ➔ DEMOCRATIC : a Republican
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candidate for the Senate 2 POLITICS relating to or
supporting a system of government that is not led
by a king or queen and is elected by the people: a
republican government —Republicanism n. [U]
republican2 n. [C] 1 Republican POLITICS a
member or supporter of the Republican Party of the
U.S. ➔ DEMOCRAT 2 POLITICS someone who
believes in government by elected representatives
only, with no king or queen
Re'publican "Party n. the Republican Party
POLITICS one of the two main political parties of the
U.S. ➔ DEMOCRATIC PARTY
re·pu·di·ate /rI'pyudi"eIt/ v. [T] (formal) to
refuse to accept or continue with something, especially because you disagree strongly with it
SYN reject: The senator repudiated the allegation
(=statement saying that someone has done something wrong or illegal). —repudiation
/rI"pyudi'eIS@n/ n. [U]
re·pug·nance /rI'pögn@ns/ n. [U] (formal) a
feeling of strong dislike SYN disgust
re·pug·nant /rI'pögn@nt/ adj. (formal) very
unpleasant and offensive: Slavery is morally repugnant.
re·pulse /rI'pöls/ v. [T] 1 if something or someone repulses you, you think that he, she, or it is so
unpleasant that it makes you feel sick: The terrorist
attacks repulsed the nation. 2 to defeat a military
attack
re·pul·sion /rI'pölS@n/ n. 1 [singular, U] a sick
feeling that you get from seeing or thinking about
something
extremely
unpleasant
SYN revulsion 2 [U] PHYSICS the electric or MAGNETIC force by which one object pushes another
one away from it

re·pul·sive /rI'pölsIv/ adj. extremely unpleasant,
so that you almost feel sick: a repulsive crime
THESAURUS

ugly, unattractive, unsightly,
hideous, grotesque ➔ UGLY

rep·u·ta·ble /'rEpy@Ô@b@l/ adj. respected for
being honest and doing good work: a reputable
construction company

rep·u·ta·tion /"rEpy@'teIS@n/ n. [C] the opinion
that people have of someone or something because
of what has happened in the past: Denver has a
reputation as a livable city. | a reputation for
honesty

re·pute /rI'pyut/ n. [U] (formal) reputation: a
pianist of great repute

re·put·ed /rI'pyuÔId/ adj. (formal) according to
what most people think or say: He is reputed to be
a millionaire. —reputedly adv.

re·quest /rI'kwEst/ n. [C] the act of asking for
1

something politely or formally: a request for more
funding | The Citizenship and Immigration Service
rejected his request to remain in the U.S. | The
governor of New Orleans made an official request

for aid. | a formal/polite/written request | Drinks
are available on request (=if you ask for them).
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French requeste, from
Vulgar Latin, from requaerere “to try to find,
need”]

request2 v. [T] to ask for something politely or

formally: She requested that everyone attend a
meeting at 2 p.m. | Harris requested permission/
information/aid.
THESAURUS

ask, order, demand ➔ ASK

req·ui·em /'rEkwi@m/ n. [C,U] a Christian ceremony of prayers for someone who has died, or a
piece of music written for this ceremony

re·quire /rI'kwaIø/

Ac v. [T] 1 to need something: The program requires 16 megabytes of
memory. 2 (formal) to demand officially that someone do something because of a law or rule: Doctors
are required to report certain serious diseases. |
The law requires that the milk be pasteurized.
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French requerre,
from Vulgar Latin requaerere “to try to find,
need”]

re·quire·ment /rI'kwaIøm@nt/

Ac
n.
[C] 1 something that someone needs or asks for:

The refugees’ main requirements are food and
shelter. | a vitamin pill that meets all your daily
requirements 2 something that must be done
because of a rule or law: English 4 is a requirement
for English majors (=they must take this class). |
the legal requirements regarding marriage

req·ui·site /'rEkw@zIt/ adj. (formal) needed for a
particular purpose

THESAURUS
necessary, essential, vital,
mandatory, compulsory, indispensable ➔
NECESSARY

req·ui·si·tion /"rEkw@'zIS@n/ n. [C,U] (formal) an
official demand to have something, usually made
by the army —requisition v. [T]

re·route /ri'raUt, ri'rut/ v. [T] to make vehicles,
aircraft, etc. go a different way from the way they
usually go: Traffic has been rerouted across the
bridge.

re·run /'rirön/ n. [C] a television program or a
movie that is being shown again: reruns of
“Friends” —rerun /ri'rön/ v. [T]

re·sale /'riseIl/ n. [U] the state of being sold
again: the resale value of the house

re·sched·ule /ri'skEdZ@l/

Ac v. [T] to arrange
for something to happen at a different time from the
time that was originally planned: The meeting will
be rescheduled for March 19.

re·scind /rI'sInd/ v. [T] to officially end a law,
agreement, or decision

R
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Old French resembler, from sembler “to be like,
seem,” from Latin similare “to copy”]
re·sent /rI'zEnt/ v. [T] to feel angry and upset
about something that you think is unfair: The law
was bitterly/deeply resented by voters. [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 French ressentir “to feel strongly
about,” from sentir “to feel,” from Latin sentire]
re·sent·ful /rI'zEntful/ adj. feeling angry and
upset about something that you think is unfair: a
resentful look
THESAURUS
angry, annoyed, irritated,
mad, indignant ➔ ANGRY

res·cue1 /'rEskyu/ v. [T] to save someone or

R

re·sent·ment /rI'zEnt§m@nt/ n. [U] a feeling of

anger about something that you think is unfair
something from harm or danger: Survivors of the
res·er·va·tion
/"rEzø'veIS@n/ n. 1 [C] an
crash were rescued by helicopter. | He rescued two
arrangement that you make so that a place in a
people from the fire. —rescuer n. [C]
hotel, on an airplane, etc. is kept for you to use: a
rescue2 n. [C,U] an act of saving someone or plane reservation | Have you made reservations at
something from harm or danger: a rescue the restaurant yet? 2 [C,U] a feeling of doubt
mission/operation | A nearby boat came to the because you do not agree completely with a plan,
rescue (=saved or helped someone).
idea, etc.: They have serious reservations about the
re·search1 /'risøtS, rI'søtS/ Ac n. [U] serious proposal. 3 [C] an area of land in the U.S. that is
study of a subject, that is intended to discover new kept separate, especially an area for Native Amerifacts about it: scientific research on/into heart cans to live on
disease | Holmes is doing research (=finding infor- re·serve1 /rI'zøv/ v. [T] 1 to arrange for a place
mation) for a book on the Middle Ages. [ORIGIN: in a hotel, on an airplane, etc. to be kept for you to
1500—1600 Old French recerche, from use: I’d like to reserve a table for 8:00. 2 to keep
recercher “to find out about something thor- something separate so that it can be used for a
oughly”]
particular purpose: a parking space reserved for the
disabled [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French
THESAURUS
reserver, from Latin reservare “to keep back”]
study – a piece of research on a particular
subject: The study showed that children who ate a
good breakfast did better at school.
experiment – a scientific test done to find out
how something reacts under certain conditions,
or to find out if a particular idea is true: Skinner
carried out a series of experiments to test his
theory.
results/findings – the information that
someone has discovered as a result of research:
The results of the study will be published in the
New England Journal of Medicine.
conclusion – something that someone has
decided after examining a subject carefully,
especially when this is written at the end of an
official report: Their conclusion was that the drug
was effective in most cases.

re·search2 /rI'søtS, 'risøtS/

THESAURUS

keep, store, save ➔ KEEP 1

reserve2 n. 1 [C usually plural] an amount of

something that is kept to be used if it is needed: oil
reserves | A month’s supply of food is kept in
reserve for emergencies. 2 [U] the quality of not
liking to express your emotions or talk about your
problems
➔
SHYNESS :
John’s
natural
reserve 3 [C] EARTH SCIENCES an area of land where
wild animals, plants, etc. are protected: a wetlands
reserve 4 [U] also reserves [plural] a military
force that a country has in addition to its usual army
re·served /rI'zøvd/ adj. not liking to express
your emotions or talk about your problems: a quiet
reserved man

Ac v. [I,T] to study
THESAURUS
shy, self-conscious, retiring
a subject in detail, in order to discover new facts
➔ SHY 1
about it: She has been researching her family’s
history for several years. —researcher n. [C]
Re"served 'Powers n. [plural] POLITICS the
re·sem·blance /rI'zEmbl@ns/ n. [C,U] if there is power that each U.S. state has to make decisions
a resemblance between two things or people, they and pass laws, when the decision or law is not one
are similar to each other: There’s a slight resem- that the U.S. CONSTITUTION says must be made by
blance between Mike and his cousin (=they look Congress ➔ EXCLUSIVE POWERS , ORDINANCE POWERS
like each other).
re·sem·ble /rI'zEmb@l/ v. [T] to look like, or be res·er·voir /'rEz@"vwAr, -zø-, -"vwOr/ n. [C]
similar to, someone or something: She resembles 1 EARTH SCIENCES a special lake where water is stored
her mother in many ways. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 to be used by people in a city 2 a large amount of
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something that has not been used yet: a reservoir of
oil beneath the desert
re·shuf·fle /ri'Söf@l/ v. [T] to REORGANIZE
something
re·side /rI'zaId/ Ac v. [I] (formal) to live in a
particular place [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French
résider, from Latin residere “to sit back, remain,
stay,” from sedere “to sit”]
res·i·dence /'rEz@d@ns/ Ac n. (formal) 1 [C]
the place where you live: a private residence
THESAURUS
home, house, place, dwelling,
abode ➔ HOME 1

2 [U] the state of living in a place: What is your
usual place of residence? 3 in residence living
or working in a place: the job of artist/poet etc. in
residence at UCLA
res·i·den·cy /'rEz@d@nsi/ n. [U] 1 a period of
time during which a doctor receives special training
in a particular type of medicine 2 the state of
living in a place, or legal permission to live in a
country: After five years of residency, you may
apply for citizenship.
res·i·dent1 /'rEz@d@nt/ Ac n. [C] 1 someone
who lives in a particular place: a park for local
residents 2 a doctor working at a hospital where
s/he is being trained
resident2 Ac adj. 1 working regularly for a
particular organization, and sometimes living in the
place where you work: She had a job as the
resident nurse at the resort. 2 living in a place:
noncitizens who are lawfully resident in this country
res·i·den·tial /"rEz@'dEnS@lX/ Ac adj. 1 a
residential area consists of private houses, with no
offices or businesses: a typical house in a residential neighborhood 2 relating to homes, or people
who live in homes, rather than to businesses: electricity prices for residential customers
re·sid·u·al /rI'zIdZu@l/ adj. (formal) remaining
after a process, event, etc. is finished: the residual
effects of radiation exposure
res·i·due /'rEz@"du/ n. [C,U] a substance that
remains after something else has disappeared or
been removed: an oily residue
re·sign /rI'zaIn/ v. 1 [I,T] to officially leave your
job or position: Burton resigned from the company
yesterday.
THESAURUS

quit, give up, retire ➔ QUIT

2 resign yourself to (doing) sth to accept something that is unpleasant but cannot be changed: I
resigned myself to paying the fees. [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Old French resigner, from Latin
resignare “to unseal, cancel, give back”]

res·ig·na·tion /"rEzIg'neIS@n/ n. 1 [C,U] the
act of resigning, or a written statement to say you
are doing this: Morris handed in/submitted his

resignation (=gave his resignation to the manager). 2 [U] the feeling of accepting an unpleasant
situation that you cannot change: I could hear the
resignation in his voice.
re·signed /rI'zaInd/ adj. accepting an unpleasant
situation that you cannot change, or showing that
you feel this: patients who seem resigned to the
pain | a resigned voice/look
re·sil·ient /rI'zIli@nt/ adj. 1 able to become
strong, happy, or successful again after a difficult
situation or event: a resilient economy 2 strong
and not easily damaged by being pulled, pressed,
etc.: resilient materials —resilience n. [U]
res·in /'rEz@n/ n. 1 [U] a thick sticky liquid that
comes from some trees 2 [C,U] CHEMISTRY a chemical substance used for making plastics

re·sist /rI'zIst/ v. 1 [I,T] to stop yourself from

having something that you like or doing something
that you want to do: I couldn’t resist the temptation
to peek. | Carter found their offer hard/difficult to
resist. 2 [I,T] to not accept changes, or to try to
prevent changes from happening: People generally
resist change. 3 [I,T] to use force to stop something from happening: The suspect resisted arrest. |
I pulled her to me and she did not resist. 4 [T] to
not be changed or harmed by something: Vitamin C
is supposed to help you resist colds. [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Latin resistere, from sistere “to
stop”]

re·sist·ance /rI'zIst@ns/ n. 1 [singular, U] a

refusal to accept new ideas or changes: people’s
resistance to change | The plan met with resistance
from the U.S. ambassador. 2 [singular, U] fighting
against someone or something: a resistance fighter |
The rebels put up fierce resistance. 3 [singular, U]
BIOLOGY the natural ability of a person, animal, or
GERM (=small living thing that can make you ill),
etc. to stop a disease or drug from harming it: Some
types of infections have developed a resistance to
antibiotics. 4 [U] PHYSICS the degree to which a
substance can stop electricity from going through it

re·sis·tant /rI'zIst@nt/ adj. 1 not easily harmed
or damaged by something: flame-resistant pajamas 2 unwilling to accept something: companies
that are resistant to change

re·sis·tor /rI'zIstø/ n. [C] PHYSICS a piece of wire
or other material used for increasing electrical
resistance

res·o·lute /'rEz@"lut/ adj. doing something
because you feel very strongly that you are right
—resolutely adv.

res·o·lu·tion /"rEz@'luS@n/

Ac n. 1 [C] POLIa formal or official decision agreed on by a
group, especially after a vote: A Congressional
resolution allowed the U.S. to enter the war. 2 [singular, U] the final solution to a problem or difficulty:
This method means that children can find a resolution to their differences without adult help. 3 [C] a
promise that you make to yourself to do something:
Have you made any New Year’s resolutions? 4 [U]

TICS
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the quality of having strong beliefs and determina- energy that exists in a country and can be used in
tion: his resolution to continue 5 [C,U] the power order to increase its wealth: natural resources such
of a television, camera, TELESCOPE , etc. to give a as timber and oil 2 [C] something that can be used
clear picture of things: a high-resolution tele- in order to make a job or activity easier, especially
scope 6 [C] POLITICS a formal decision or statement by providing information: an electronic resource
from the U.S. SENATE or the HOUSE OF REPRESEN- for lesson plans 3 resources [plural] all the
TATIVES , that does not have the force of law and
money, property, skills, etc. that you have available
does not need to be signed by the American presi- to use: the organization’s financial resources [ORIdent 7 [singular] ENG. LANG. ARTS the point near the GIN: 1600—1700 French ressource, from Old
end of a story, book, play, etc. when the CONFLICT French resourdre “to rise again, relieve,” from
between important characters or forces that have Latin resurgere] ➔ HUMAN RESOURCES
opposed each other during the story is fully dealt
re·source·ful /rI'sOrsf@l/ Ac adj. good at findwith
ing ways to deal with problems effectively: a
re·solve1 /rI'zAlv/ Ac v. 1 [T] to find an answer resourceful leader —resourcefulness n. [U]
to a problem or a way of dealing with it: The
1
training helps children resolve conflicts without re·spect /rI'spEkt/ n. 1 [U] the attitude of
believing
that
something or someone is important,
fighting. | They are trying to resolve their differences (=stop arguing and become friendly again) and so being careful not to be rude or not to harm
with the help of a counselor. 2 [I] to make a him, her, or it ANT disrespect: In Japan, people
definite decision to do something: I resolved to lose show more respect to the elderly. | These kids have
no respect for other people’s property. | Out of
weight.
respect for the flag, you should stand. 2 [U] admiTHESAURUS
ration for someone because of his/her knowledge,
decide, make up your mind,
skill, personal qualities, etc.: I have a lot of respect
choose, determine ➔ DECIDE
for this team. | Earhart had earned the respect of
3 [I,T] to make a formal decision to do something, the other pilots. 3 in one respect/in some
especially by voting: The transportation board respects/in every respect used in order to say
resolved to rename the highway in his honor.
that something is true in one way, in some ways, or
resolve2 n. [U] (formal) strong determination to in every way: In some respects, very little has
succeed in doing something: His words only changed. 4 respects [plural] (formal) polite greetstrengthened her resolve to persevere.
ings: Give my respects to your parents. 5 pay
res·o·nant /'rEz@n@nt/ adj. having a deep clear your (last/final) respects to go to a funeral to
loud sound that continues for a long time: a reso- show that you liked and respected someone 6 with (all due) respect (formal) used before
nant voice —resonance n. [U]
disagreeing with someone when you want to be
res·o·nate /'rEz@"neIt/ v. [I] 1 to make a deep polite: With all due respect, I don’t think that will
clear loud sound that continues for a long time 2 if work. 7 with respect to sth (formal) relating to a
an event or idea resonates with people, it seems particular thing, or relating to something that has
important to them or means a lot to them
just been mentioned SYN regarding: The article
re·sort1 /rI'zOrt/ n. 1 [C] a place where many examines what the Bible says with respect to marpeople can go for a vacation, with hotels, swim- riage.
ming pools, etc.: a beach resort 2 last resort respect2 v. [T] 1 to admire someone because of
what you will do if everything else fails: As a last his/her knowledge, skill, personal qualities, etc.:
resort, doctors will try an experimental drug.
The students like and respect him.

resort2 v.

resort to sth phr. v. to do something or use some-

THESAURUS
admire, look up to sb, hold
sb in high esteem ➔ ADMIRE

thing in order to succeed, even if it is bad: Police
2 to be careful not to do anything against somefear the demonstrators will resort to violence.
one’s wishes, rights, etc.: Parents should respect a
re·sound /rI'zaUnd/ v. [I] 1 to be full of sound: teenager’s need for privacy. | When traveling
The room resounded with laughter. 2 if a sound abroad, I always try to respect local cusresounds, it continues loudly and clearly for a long toms. 3 respect the law/Constitution etc. to
time
be careful not to disobey the law, Constitution, etc.
re·sound·ing /rI'zaUndIÎ/ adj. 1 a resounding re·spect·a·ble /rI'spEkt@b@l/ adj. 1 showing
noise is loud and clear: a resounding crash
standards of behavior or appearance that people
THESAURUS
approve of and admire: a respectable famloud, noisy, thunderous,
ily 2 good or satisfactory: She jumped a respectdeafening, sonorous ➔ LOUD 1
able five and a half feet.
2 a resounding success/victory etc. a very
THESAURUS
satisfactory, good enough,
great and complete success, victory, etc.
acceptable, reasonable ➔ SATISFACTORY
—resoundingly adv.
re·source /'risOrs, rI'sOrs/ Ac n. 1 [C usually —respectably
adv.
—respectability
plural] something such as land, minerals, or natural
/rI"spEkt@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [U]
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re·spect·ed /rI'spEktId/ adj. admired by many

people because of your work, skills, etc.: a highly/
widely respected musician
re·spect·ful /rI'spEkôf@l/ adj. feeling or showing
respect ANT disrespectful —respectfully adv.
re·spec·tive /rI'spEktIv/ adj. people’s respective
jobs, houses, etc. are the separate ones that each of
them has: the two sisters and their respective husbands
re·spec·tive·ly /rI'spEktIvli/ adv. each separately in the order mentioned: The dollar and yen
rose 2% and 3% respectively.
res·pi·ra·tion /"rEsp@'reIS@n/ n. [U] the process
of breathing ➔ ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION ➔ BREATHE
res·pi·ra·tor /'rEsp@"reIÔø/ n. [C] a piece of
equipment that covers the nose and mouth and
helps someone to breathe
res·pira·to·ry /'rEspr@"tOri/ adj. BIOLOGY relating
to breathing: the respiratory system
res·pite /'rEspIt/ n. [singular, U] a short time when
something bad stops happening: a brief respite
from the rain
re·splend·ent /rI'splEnd@nt/ adj. (formal) very
beautiful in appearance, in a way that looks expensive
re·spond /rI'spAnd/ Ac v. 1 [I] to react to
something that has been said or done: Engine
Company 29 responded to the fire. | The Federal
Reserve responded by raising interest rates. 2 [I,T]
to say or write something as a reply: He responded
that he didn’t want to see her. | The mayor’s office
has not responded to requests for comments.
THESAURUS

answer, reply ➔ ANSWER 1

3 [I] to improve as a result of a particular medical
treatment: Her cancer is responding well to the
drugs. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin respondere
“to promise in return, answer,” from spondere]
re·spond·ent /rI'spAnd@nt/ Ac n. [C] someone who answers questions, especially as part of a
study: 93% of the respondents agreed with the
statement.
re"sponding 'variable n. [C] SCIENCE in a scientific EXPERIMENT (=test), a result that is likely to
change depending on the different conditions used
in the experiment SYN dependent variable

re·sponse /rI'spAns/

Ac n. 1 [C,U] something
that is said, written, or done as a reaction or reply to
something else: “No,” Thompson said in response
to the question. | We’ve had a good response to our
appeal for help. 2 [C] BIOLOGY a single reaction to a
STIMULUS (=something that causes a reaction in
living things), for example the way your body
reacts to a particular infection
re·spon·si·bil·i·ty /rI"spAns@'bIl@Ôi/ n. (plural
responsibilities) 1 [U] a duty to be in charge of or
take care of something: Do you think he’s ready for
more responsibility? | It’s your responsibility to

inform us of any changes. | The students take
responsibility for planning their projects. | The
federal government has responsibility for enforcing
immigration laws. 2 [C] something that you have a
duty to do, be in charge of, or take care of: a single
parent trying to balance work and family responsibilities 3 [U] blame for something bad: No one has
accepted/taken responsibility for the bombing.
re·spon·si·ble /rI'spAns@b@l/ adj. 1 if you are
responsible for something bad, it is your fault: the
people responsible for the murder | Can parents be
held responsible when their children commit a
crime? 2 in charge of or taking care of something:
The Forest Service is responsible for fighting fires
in national forests. | Mills is responsible for a
budget of over $5 million. 3 sensible and able to
be trusted: a responsible young man 4 responsible job/position/post a job in which the ability
to make good judgments and decisions is
needed 5 be responsible to sb if you are
responsible to someone, that person is in charge of
your work and you must explain your actions to
him/her
re·spon·si·bly /rI'spAns@bli/ adv. in a sensible
way that makes people trust you: Are reporters
acting responsibly?
re·spon·sive /rI'spAnsIv/ Ac adj. 1 reacting
quickly, in a useful or helpful way: a company that
is responsive to your business needs 2 able or
eager to communicate with people, and to react to
them in a positive way: a happy and responsive
baby —responsiveness n. [U]
rest1 /rEst/ n. 1 the rest the part of a group,
thing, etc. that is left after everything else has been
used, dealt with, etc.: I’ll read you the rest tomorrow night. | Each child does a dance while the rest
watch. | He will have to take the medication for the
rest of his life. 2 [C,U] a period of time when you
can relax or sleep: You’d better get some
rest. 3 put/set sb’s mind at rest to make someone feel less anxious or worried 4 come to rest
to stop moving: The ball came to rest near the
hole. 5 lay/put sth to rest to stop people from
believing, talking, or worrying about something:
He has put to rest speculation that he would run for
president. 6 at rest not moving 7 [C] ENG. LANG.
ARTS a period of silence of a particular length in a
piece of music, or the written sign that shows this
[ORIGIN: (1) 1400—1500 French reste, from
rester “to remain,” from Latin restare]
rest2 v. 1 [I] to stop doing something and relax or
sleep for a period of time: I usually rest for a while
after lunch. 2 rest your feet/legs/eyes etc. to
stop using a part of your body for a period of time
because it is feeling sore or tired: The snow is so
bright you have to close your eyes to rest
them. 3 [T] to support an object or part of your
body by putting it on or against something: The
baby rested his head on my shoulder. | His briefcase rested against his chair.
THESAURUS

lean, stand, prop ➔ LEAN 1
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4 rest assured (that) (formal) used in order to tell
someone not to worry because what you say is true:
You can rest assured that we’ll do all we can. 5 sb
will not rest until... (literary) if someone will not
rest until something happens, s/he will not be satisfied until it happens 6 [I] if a dead person rests
somewhere, s/he is buried there: My mother, may
she rest in peace, is buried there.
rest on/upon sth phr. v. (formal) to depend on or
be based on something: Their chance of going to
the playoffs rests on this game.
rest with sb phr. v. if a decision rests with someone, s/he is responsible for it: The final decision
rests with the Public Health Service.

re·state /ri'steIt/ v. [T] to say something again in

R

restore her confidence 2 to repair something so
that it is in its original condition: They’re restoring
a Victorian house.
THESAURUS
repair, renovate, rebuild,
recondition ➔ REPAIR 2

3 (formal) to give something back to someone: The
change in the law will restore benefits to legal
immigrants. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French
restorer, from Latin restaurare “to renew,
rebuild”] —restoration /"rEst@'reIS@n/ n. [C,U]:
a building in need of restoration

re·strain /rI'streIn/

Ac
v. [T] 1 to prevent
someone from doing something, often by using
physical force: They attacked a policeman who
tried to restrain them from driving drunk. | He
could not restrain a sigh. 2 to control or limit
something: Raising prices should restrain consumer spending.

a different way, so that it is clearer or more strongly
expressed: Jackson restated his intention to retire.
—restatement n. [C,U]
'rEst@"rAnt,
res·tau·rant
/'rEs"trAnt,
'rEst@r@nt/ n. [C] a place where you can buy and re·strained /rI'streInd/ Ac adj. behavior that is
eat a meal: a small Italian restaurant [ORIGIN: restrained is calm and controlled
1800—1900 French restaurer “to restore,” from
re·straint /rI'streInt/ Ac n. 1 [U] calm and
Latin restaurare “to renew, rebuild”]
controlled behavior: He urged the protesters to
THESAURUS
show restraint. 2 [C,U] something that controls
cafe/coffee shop – a place where you can get
what you can say or do: Budget cuts have put
drinks, cakes, and small meals
restraints on public spending. 3 [C] something
fast food restaurant – one where you can get
that prevents someone from moving freely: a prismeals such as hamburgers, french fries, etc.
oner in restraints
diner – a restaurant where you can eat cheap
and simple food

cafeteria – a place at work or school where you

can get a meal which you take to a table yourself
TOPIC

In a restaurant, the waiter or waitress brings you
the menu and you choose what you want to eat.
The menu may be divided into appetizers (=first
courses), main courses/entrées, and desserts
(=sweet food eaten at the end). When you have
finished your meal, you ask for the check/bill.
People usually leave a tip unless waiter service
is included in the cost.

rest·ful /'rEsôf@l/ adj. peaceful and quiet: a restful
weekend

re·strict /rI'strIkt/

Ac v. [T] to control something or keep it within limits: regulations that
restrict the sale of alcohol to minors [ORIGIN:
1400—1500 Latin, past participle of restringere,
from stringere “to tie tightly, press together”]

re·strict·ed /rI'strIktId/

Ac adj. 1 controlled
or limited: The sale of alcohol is restricted. 2 only
allowed to be seen or used by a particular group of
people: a restricted area

re·stric·tion /rI'strIkS@n/

Ac n. [C,U] a rule or
set of laws that limits what you can do or what is
allowed to happen: restrictions on cigarette
advertising | freedom to travel without restriction
THESAURUS
rule, law, regulation,
guidelines, statute ➔ RULE 1

'rest home n. [C] a NURSING HOME
re·stric·tive /rI'strIktIv/ Ac adj. stopping
res·ti·tu·tion /"rEst@'tuS@n/ n. [U] (formal) the people from doing something, or limiting what they

act of giving back to the owner something that was can do: restrictive trade policies
lost or stolen, or of paying for damage
re"strictive 'clause also re"strictive "relares·tive /'rEstIv/ adj. (formal) bored or not satis- tive 'clause n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a part of a
fied with your situation, and wanting it to change
sentence that says exactly which person or thing is
rest·less /'rEsôlIs/ adj. 1 unable to keep still, meant. For example, in “the man who came to
especially because you are nervous or bored: The dinner,” the phrase “who came to dinner” is a
kids have been inside all day, and they’re getting restrictive clause because it tells someone exactly
restless. 2 not satisfied and wanting new experi- which man you mean. ➔ NONRESTRICTIVE CLAUSE ,
ences: a restless man, always changing jobs RELATIVE CLAUSE
—restlessness n. [U] —restlessly adv.
rest·room /'rEstrum/ n. [C] a room with a toilet,
re·store /rI'stOr/ Ac v. [T] 1 to make some- in a public place such as a restaurant or theater:
thing exist again or return to its former state: The Employees must wash their hands after using the
army was called in to restore order. | ways to restroom.

retaliate
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THESAURUS
bathroom, women’s/ladies’
room, men’s room, lavatory ➔ TOILET

re·struc·ture /"ri'ströktSø/

Ac
v. [T] to
change the way in which something such as a
business or system is organized: companies that are
cutting jobs and restructuring —restructuring n.

[U]

THESAURUS
change, alter, reform,
reorganize ➔ CHANGE 1

re·sult1 /rI'zölt/ n. 1 [C,U] something that happens or exists because of something that happened
before: The end/final result will be a delicious loaf
of bread. | Will more students attend college as a
result of the tax breaks? | Some teachers already
use the system, with excellent results.
THESAURUS

consequences – the things that happen as a

result of an action, event, etc.: the tragic
consequences of the accident
effect – a change that is the result of something:
the harmful effects of pollution
aftereffects – bad effects that continue for a
long time after the thing that caused them: The
country is still suffering from the aftereffects of the
war.
side effect – an unwanted effect, especially of a
type of drug or medical treatment: The drug’s
side effects can include headaches and nausea.
outcome – the final result of a meeting,
election, war, etc.: the final outcome of the talks
upshot – the final result of a situation: The
upshot of higher interest rates is that products cost
more to manufacture.
repercussions – bad effects caused by an
event, action, or decision, which happen much
later: The scandal could have serious
repercussions for her political career.

2 [C] information or answers that are produced by
examining something carefully, especially in a scientific way: a blood test result | the results of the
police investigation [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin
resultare “to jump back, result,” from saltare
“to jump”]
result2 v. [I] to happen or exist because of something: injuries resulting from car accidents
result in sth phr. v. to make something happen:
The fire resulted in the death of two children.

re·sult·ant /rI'zölt@nt, -t§nt/ adj. (formal) happening or existing because of something else

re·sume /rI'zum/ v. [I,T] (formal) to start doing

something again after a pause: The mayor hopes to
resume his duties soon. —resumption
/rI'zömpS@n/ n. [singular, U]
ré·su·mé /'rEz@"meI, "rEz@'meI/ n. [C] a written
list and description of your education and your
previous jobs that you use when you are looking for
a job: I’ll put this job on my résumé.
re·sur·face /"ri'søfIs/ v. 1 [I] to appear again:

The issue resurfaced again during the last election. 2 [I] to come back up to the surface of the
water 3 [T] to put a new surface on a road
re·sur·gence /rI'sødZ@ns/ n. [singular, U] if
there is a resurgence of a belief or activity, it
appears again and becomes stronger, after a time
when it was not common: a resurgence of racism
[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 resurgent (18—21 centuries), from Latin resurgere “to rise again”]
—resurgent adj.
res·ur·rect /"rEz@'rEkt/ v. [T] to bring an old
practice, belief, etc. back into use or fashion:
Designers have resurrected the styles of the 1960s.
res·ur·rec·tion /"rEz@'rEkS@n/ n. 1 the Resurrection the return of Jesus Christ to life after his
death on the cross, which is one of the main beliefs
of the Christian religion 2 [U] the act of bringing
an old practice, belief, etc. back into use or fashion
re·sus·ci·tate /rI'sös@"teIt/ v. [T] to make
someone breathe again after s/he has almost died
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin, past participle of
resuscitare, from suscitare “to cause to move
around”] —resuscitation /rI"sös@'teIS@n/ n.
[U]

re·tail1 /'riteIl/ n. [U] ECONOMICS the sale of goods
in stores to people for their own use ➔ WHOLESALE :
retail stores | a retail price of $16.95 [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Old French retaillier “to divide
into pieces,” from taillier “to cut”] —retailing
n. [U]

retail2 v. retail for/at sth ECONOMICS to be sold at

a particular price in stores: The wine retails for
$8.95 a bottle.
retail3 adv. ECONOMICS if you buy or sell something
retail, you buy or sell it in a shop
re·tail·er /'ri"teIlø/ n. [C] ECONOMICS someone
who sells goods to the public, using a store
➔ WHOLESALER
re·tain /rI'teIn/ Ac v. [T] 1 to keep something,
or to continue to have something: Steamed vegetables retain more of their flavor. | The Republicans retained control of Congress. 2 to keep facts
in your memory: She retains most of what she
reads. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French retenir,
from Latin retinere, from tenere “to hold”]
—retention /rI'tEnS@n/ n. [U]: The retention of
good employees is vital for a healthy corporation.
re·tain·er /rI'teInø/ Ac n. [C] 1 ECONOMICS an
amount of money that you pay regularly to someone such as a lawyer, so that s/he will continue to
work for you 2 a small plastic and wire object that
you wear in your mouth to make your teeth stay
straight
re·take /"ri'teIk/ v. (past tense retook /-'tUk/, past
participle retaken /-'teIk@n/) [T] 1 to get control
of something again: Rebels have retaken the
city. 2 to take a test or class again because you
failed it before ➔ SCHOOL 1
re·tal·i·ate /rI'tæli"eIt/ v. [I] to do something bad
to someone because s/he has done something bad
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to you: Police retaliated by using tear gas. [ORI- 2 the retiring president/manager etc. a presiGIN: 1600—1700 Late Latin, past participle of
dent, etc. who is soon going to retire
retaliare, from talio “suitable punishment”]
re·tort1 /rI'tOrt/ v. [T] to reply quickly, in an angry
re·tal·i·a·tion /rI"tæli'eIS@n/ n. [U] the act of or humorous way: “None of your business!” he
retaliating: The shooting appeared to be in retalia- retorted.
tion for an attack last week.
retort2 n. [C] 1 a short reply, that usually
re·tard /rI'tArd/ v. [T] (formal) to delay the devel- expresses anger or humor 2 CHEMISTRY a bottle
opment of something, or to make something hap- with a long narrow bent neck, used for heating
pen more slowly —retardation /"ritAr'deIS@n/ n. chemicals
[U]
re·trace /ri'treIs/ v. [T] 1 to go back the way
re·tard·ed /rI'tArdId/ adj. less mentally devel- you have come: I tried to retrace my steps, but I
can’t find the campsite. 2 to repeat exactly the
oped than other people
same trip that someone else has made: The ships
retch /rEtS/ v. [I] if you retch, you feel like you are retraced Columbus’s route.
VOMIT ing but nothing comes out of your stomach
re·tract /rI'trækt/ v. 1 [T] to make an official
re·ten·tive /rI'tEnôIv/ Ac adj. (formal) someone statement saying that something you said earlier is
with a retentive memory or mind is able to remem- not true: He confessed to the crime but later
ber information clearly
retracted his statement. 2 [I,T] if a part of somere·think /"ri'θIÎk/ v. (past tense and past participle thing retracts or is retracted, it moves back into the
rethought /-'θOt/) [I,T] to think about a plan or idea main part —retraction /rI'trækS@n/ n. [C,U]
again in order to decide if any changes should be re·tract·a·ble /rI'trækt@b@l/ adj. a retractable
made
part of something can be pulled back into the main
ret·i·cent /'rEÔ@s@nt/ adj. not willing to talk about part: a knife with a retractable blade
what you know or how you feel —reticence n. re·treat1 /rI'trit/ v. [I] 1 to decide not to do what
[U]
you have planned, because it seems too difficult or
ret·i·na /'rEt§n@/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the area at the not popular: The president seems to be retreating
back of your eye that sends an image of what you from his pledge to cut taxes. 2 to move away from
a place or person: He shouted, and the dogs
see to your brain
retreated. 3 to stop being involved with society or
ret·i·nue /'rEt§n"u/ n. [C] a group of helpers or other people: His way of coping is to retreat into
supporters who are traveling with an important his own world. 4 if an army retreats, it stops
person: a retinue of aides
fighting and moves away from the enemy
re·tire /rI'taIø/ v. 1 [I,T] to stop working, usually retreat2 n. 1 [singular, U] the act of deciding to
because of old age, or to make someone do this: not do what you had planned, because it is too
Quigley retired from the army in September.
difficult or not popular: The United States must not
retreat from its international responsibiliTOPIC
ties. 2 [C,U] an army’s movement away from the
In the United States, most people retire when they
enemy: Napoleon’s retreat from Moscow 3 [C] a
are 65. This is the usual retirement age, but some
place you can go to that is quiet or safe: a mountain
people take early retirement. When you retire,
retreat 4 [C,U] an occasion when you go away
you must live on your pension, Social Security,
from people, especially to pray or study, or the
or your savings. ➔ PENSION , WORK 1, QUIT
action of doing this: a weekend retreat for people
2 [I] (formal) to go away to a quiet place: He retired who do yoga 5 [singular, U] a movement away
from a place or person
to his room. 3 [I] (formal) to go to bed
re·tired /rI'taIød/ adj. retired people have stopped re·tri·al /"ri'traIl, 'ritraIl/ n. [C] LAW the process
working, usually because they are old: a retired of judging a law case in court again: My lawyer
demanded a retrial.
teacher
ret·ri·bu·tion
/"rEtr@'byuS@n/ n. [singular, U]
re·tire·ment /rI'taIøm@nt/ n. 1 [C,U] the act of
retiring from your job: his retirement from the punishment that is deserved: The victims’ families
Senate 2 [singular, U] the period of time after you are demanding retribution for the attacks.
have retired: a long and happy retirement
re·trieve /rI'triv/ v. [T] 1 to find something and
re'tirement "home n. [C] a place where old bring it back: I ran to retrieve the ball. | It took four
people can live, where various services are pro- days to retrieve all the bodies from the crash. 2 IT
vided such as food, social activities, and medical to get back information that has been stored in the
memory of a computer [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Old
care ➔ NURSING HOME
French retrover “to find again,” from trover “to
re·tir·ing /rI'taI@rIÎ/ adj. 1 not wanting to be find”] —retrieval n. [U]
with other people: a shy and retiring woman
re·triev·er /rI'trivø/ n. [C] a type of dog that can
THESAURUS
be trained to find and bring back birds that its
shy, timid, reserved ➔ SHY 1
owner has shot
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ret·ro·ac·tive /"rEtroU'æktIv/ adj. a law or decision that is retroactive is effective from a particular
date in the past: a retroactive pay increase
—retroactively adv.

ret·ro·spect /'rEtr@"spEkt/ n. in retrospect
thinking back to a time in the past, and knowing
more now than you did then: In retrospect, I should
have left him much earlier.

re·tro·spec·tive /"rEtr@'spEktIv/ adj. relating
to or thinking about the past: a retrospective look at
Capra’s movies

ret·ro·vi·rus /"rEtroU'vaIr@s/ n. [C]

BIOLOGY a
(=very small living thing that causes an
infectious illness) that holds its GENETIC information in the chemical substance RNA rather than in
DNA : No one has yet produced a vaccine for the
retrovirus that causes AIDS.
VIRUS

re·turn1 /rI'tøn/ v.

1 GO BACK [I] to go or come back to a place where
you were before: Kevin has just returned from
Texas. | Are you planning to return to Spain? | She
didn’t return until after 8 o’clock. c Don’t say
“return back.” b
2 PREVIOUS STATE [I] to be in a previous state or
condition again: Her heartbeat returned to
normal. | Will the Democrats return to power in the
next election?
3 GIVE BACK [T] to give something back, or put
something back in its place: I have to return these
books to the library. | It didn’t fit, so I returned it
(=took it back to the store).
4 HAPPEN AGAIN [I] to start to happen or exist
again: Take two of these pills if the pain returns.
5 START AGAIN [I] to go back to an activity, discussion, etc. that was stopped or interrupted: He smiled
and returned to his book. | Hannah returned to
work part-time.
6 DO STH SIMILAR [T] to react to something someone has done by doing something similar: Why
didn’t you return my call? | Lisa returned his smile.
7 return a verdict if a JURY returns a VERDICT ,
they say whether someone is guilty or not
8 MONEY [T] if an INVESTMENT returns a particular
amount of money, that is how much profit it produces

return2 n.

1 GOING BACK [singular, U] the act of going or
coming back to a place where you were before:
Jefferson’s return from France | I want you to have
dinner ready on/upon my return (=when I come
back).
2 GIVING STH BACK [U] the act of giving, putting,
or sending something back: the safe return of the
prisoners of war
3 CHANGING BACK [singular] a change back to a
previous state or situation: We must prevent a
return to Communist rule.
4 STH HAPPENING AGAIN [singular, U] the fact of
something starting to happen or to exist again: the
return of spring
5 STH STARTING AGAIN [singular, U] the act of

revelation

starting an activity, discussion, etc. again after stopping for a time: her return to full-time work
6 PROFIT [U] also returns [plural] ECONOMICS the
amount of profit you receive from money you have
INVEST ed (=used to buy things such as STOCK ,
goods, or property, etc.): Most people get fairly low
returns from their personal investments. | These
investments bring a high rate of return (=level of
profit).
7 COMPUTER [U] the key that you press on a
computer at the end of an instruction or to move to
a new line SYN enter
8 in return (for sth) in exchange for, or as
payment for something: One student does childcare
in return for room and board.
9 STATEMENT [C] a statement or set of figures
given as a reply to an official demand: a tax return
re·turn·a·ble /rI'tøn@b@l/ adj. returnable bottles,
containers, etc. can be given back to the store
re·u·ni·fy /ri'yun@"faI/ v. (reunified, reunifies)
[T] to join the parts of something together again,
especially a country that was divided ➔ REUNITE
—reunification /ri"yun@f@'keIS@n/ n. [U]: the
reunification of Germany
re·un·ion /ri'yuny@n/ n. 1 [C] a meeting of
people who have not met for a long time: a highschool reunion | a family reunion 2 [U] the state of
being brought together again after a period of being
separated: a day of reunion with friends
re·u·nite /"riyu'naIt/ v. [I,T] to come together
again, or to be brought together again after a period
of being separated: The children were reunited with
their families.
Rev. the written abbreviation of REVEREND
rev1 /rEv/ n. [C usually plural] (informal) one REVOLUTION of an engine
rev2 also rev up v. (revved, revving) [I,T] if you
rev an engine, or if it revs, it works faster
re·vamp /ri'væmp/ v. [T] (informal) to change
something in order to improve it: a promise to
revamp the welfare system
re·veal /rI'vil/ Ac v. [T] 1 to show something
that was previously hidden: The magician pulled off
the covering to reveal a black box. 2 to make
something known that was previously secret: The
company has not revealed the name of the prospective buyer. | The report revealed that many children
were not reading at grade level. [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Old French reveler, from Latin revelare
“to uncover”]
re·veal·ing /rI'vilIÎ/ Ac adj. 1 showing something about someone’s character, thoughts, or feelings: a revealing comment 2 revealing clothes
show parts of your body that are usually kept
covered
rev·el /'rEv@l/ v.
revel in sth phr. v. to enjoy something very much:
Bobby reveled in my undivided attention.
rev·e·la·tion /"rEv@'leIS@n/ Ac n. [C,U] a surprising and previously secret fact that suddenly
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becomes known, or the act of making this fact
known: strange revelations about her past | revelations that two senior officers had lied in court
rev·el·er /'rEv@lø/ n. [C] someone who is enjoying singing, dancing, etc. in a noisy way
rev·el·ry /'rEv@lri/ n. [U] wild noisy dancing,
eating, drinking, etc., usually to celebrate something
re·venge1 /rI'vEndZ/ n. [U] something you do in
order to punish someone who has harmed or
offended you: The voters took revenge on election
day. | He vowed that someday he would get
revenge.
revenge2 v. [T] to punish someone who has
harmed or offended you ➔ AVENGE
rev·e·nue /'rEv@"nu/ Ac n. [U] 1 money that is
earned by a company: The company earns $30
billion in annual revenue. 2 money that the government receives from tax [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
French, past participle of revenir “to return”]
re·ver·ber·ate /rI'vøb@"reIt/ v. [I] 1 if a loud
sound reverberates, it is heard many times as it is
sent back from different surfaces: Their voices
reverberated around the empty church. 2 to have
a strong effect that continues for a long time: News
of the verdict reverberated through the city. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin, past participle of reverberare “to hit back, repel,” from verberare “to
hit”] —reverberation /rI"vøb@'reIS@n/ n. [C,U]
re·vere /rI'vIr/ v. [T] (formal) to greatly respect
and admire someone
THESAURUS
admire, respect, look up to
sb, idolize, worship, hold sb in high esteem
➔ ADMIRE

rev·er·ence /'rEvr@ns/ n. [U] (formal) respect

and admiration ANT irreverence: reverence for
tradition —reverent adj. —reverently adv.
Rev·er·end /'rEvr@nd, -@r@nd/ used in the title
of a minister in a Christian church: Reverend Larson
rev·er·ie /'rEv@ri/ n. [C,U] a state of imagining or
thinking about pleasant things SYN daydream
re·ver·sal /rI'vøs@l/ Ac n. [C,U] the act of
changing an arrangement, process, or action in
order to do the opposite: a reversal of the court’s
decision | Their role reversal, in which Mike is the
stay-at-home parent, benefits everyone.
re·verse1 /rI'vøs/ Ac v. 1 [T] to change something, such as a decision, judgment, or process, so
that it is the opposite of what it was before: The
court reversed the original ruling. | Unions want to
reverse the decline in membership. 2 reverse
yourself to change your opinion or position in an
argument 3 [T] to change around the usual order
of the parts of something, or the usual things two
people do: Our roles as teacher and pupil had been
reversed. 4 [I,T] to move backward, especially in a
vehicle SYN back up 5 [T] to turn something
over, so that it shows the back of it or so that it

faces the opposite way: The image in the mirror is
reversed.
reverse2 n. 1 the reverse the opposite: Some
people get sleepy after one drink; for others it’s the
reverse. 2 in reverse done in the opposite way or
with the opposite effect: We went from the east
coast to the west coast last year, and did the trip in
reverse this year. 3 [U] the control in a vehicle that
makes it go backward: I started the car and put it in
reverse.
reverse3 adj. opposite to what is usual or to what
has just been stated: She answered their questions
in reverse order.
re"verse discrimi'nation n. [U] the practice of
giving a particular number of jobs, places at university, etc. to people who are often treated unfairly
because of their race, sex, etc. ➔ AFFIRMATIVE
ACTION

re·vers·i·ble /rI'vøs@b@l/ adj. 1 if something

that has changed is reversible, the thing that was
changed can be changed back to the way it was
before: Are the effects of the decision reversible? 2 a piece of clothing that is reversible can be
worn with the part that is normally on the inside
showing on the outside: a reversible coat
re"versible re'action n. [C] CHEMISTRY a chemical reaction in which the substance that the reaction
has produced is able to react again to return to its
original state
re·vert /rI'vøt/ v. revert to sth to go back to a
previous situation, condition, use, or habit: Leningrad reverted to its former name of St. Petersburg.
—reversion /rI'vøZ@n/ n. [singular, U]
re·view1 /rI'vyu/ n. 1 [C,U] a careful examination of a situation or process: an urgent review of
safety procedures | the main issue under review
(=being considered) | a review committee 2 [C] an
article that gives an opinion about a new book, play,
movie, etc.: His book got very good reviews. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French revue, from revoir “to
look over”]
review2 v. 1 [T] to examine, consider, and judge
a situation or process carefully: The policy is being
reviewed by federal wildlife officials. 2 [I,T] to
write an article describing and judging a new book,
play, movie, etc.: He writes a column reviewing
computer software. 3 [I,T] to prepare for a test by
studying books, notes, reports, etc.
re·view·er /rI'vyuø/ n. [C] someone who writes
articles that give his/her opinion about new books,
plays, movies, etc.
re·vile /rI'vaIl/ v. [T] (formal) to express hatred of
someone or something
re·vise /rI'vaIz/ Ac v. [T] 1 to change your
opinions, plans, etc. because of new information or
ideas: Plans for the building are being revised.
THESAURUS
change, alter, adapt, adjust,
modify, amend ➔ CHANGE 1

2

ENG. LANG. ARTS

to improve a piece of writing:

revolve
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Students should be encouraged to revise their writing. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French réviser, from
Latin revisere “to look at again”]

re·vi·sion /rI'vIZ@n/

Ac n. 1 [C,U]

the process
of changing something to improve it, especially a
piece of writing: a revision of the labor laws 2 [C]
ENG. LANG. ARTS a piece of writing that has been
improved

re·vi·tal·ize /ri'vaIÔl"aIz/ v. [T] to make some-

thing become strong, active, or powerful again: The
city has begun to revitalize the downtown area
(=make businesses stronger, rebuild buildings, etc.).
—revitalization /ri"vaIÔl-@'zeIS@n/ n. [U]

re·viv·al /rI'vaIv@l/ n. 1 [C,U] a process in which

something becomes active, strong, or popular
again: a revival of interest in traditional
crafts 2 [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a new performance of a
play that has not been performed for a long time: a
revival of “Oklahoma!” 3 [C] also revival meeting a public religious meeting that is intended to
make people interested in Christianity

re·vive /rI'vaIv/ v. 1 [I,T] to become conscious,

healthy, or strong, or to make someone or something do this: measures to revive a sagging
economy 2 [T] to bring something back into use or
existence: The workshop will help revive the
ancient craft of storytelling. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
Old French revivre, from Latin revivere “to live
again”]

re·voke /rI'voUk/ v. [T] LAW to officially state that

a law, decision, etc. is no longer effective SYN cancel: Her driver’s license has been revoked. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French revoquer, from
Latin revocare “to call back”]

re·volt /rI'voUlt/ v. 1 [I] to refuse to obey a
1

government, law, etc., often using violence against
it SYN rebel ➔ REVOLUTION : Rebels in the south
revolted against the government. 2 [T] to make
you feel sick and shocked ➔ REVULSION : The idea
revolted me. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French
révolter, from Old Italian rivoltare “to defeat
and remove from power”]

revolt2 n. [C,U] a refusal to obey a government,
law, etc., sometimes expressed by violent action
against it: a revolt against an unfair tax | The
people rose in revolt. | a slave revolt in 1791
THESAURUS

revolution, rebellion, uprising,
insurrection, insurgency, coup ➔ REVOLUTION

re·volt·ing /rI'voUltIÎ/ adj. extremely unpleasant: a revolting stench

THESAURUS
horrible, disgusting, awful,
foul, terrible, dreadful, horrendous ➔ HORRIBLE

rev·o·lu·tion /"rEv@'luS@n/

Ac n. 1 [C,U] POLIa time when people change a ruler or political
system by using force or violence: the American
Revolution

TICS

THESAURUS

rebellion – an organized attempt to change the

government of a country using violence: an
armed rebellion
revolt – a refusal to obey a government, law,
etc., or an occasion when people try to change
the government of a country, often by using
violence: Troops loyal to the President crushed the
revolt.
uprising – an occasion when a large group of
people use violence to try to change the rules,
laws, etc. in an institution or country: a popular
uprising (=involving ordinary people, not the
army)
insurrection (formal) – an attempt by a group
of people within a country to take control using
force and violence: an armed insurrection led by
the army
insurgency (formal) – the action of fighting
against the government of your own country: the
Communist insurgency in Vietnam in the 1950s
and 60s
coup – an action in which a group of people,
especially soldiers, suddenly take control of their
country: The President was deposed in a violent
military coup.

2 [C] a complete change in ways of thinking,
methods of working, etc.: Computer technology
has caused a revolution in business practices. | the
sexual revolution 3 [C,U] one complete circular
movement or spin around a central point
➔ REVOLVE : The earth makes one revolution
around the sun each year. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Old French, Latin revolutio, from revolvere “to
roll back, cause to return”]

rev·o·lu·tion·ar·y1 /"rEv@'luS@"nEri/

Ac

adj. 1 completely new and different: a revolution-

ary new treatment for cancer 2 POLITICS relating to
a political or social revolution: a revolutionary
army

revolutionary2 n. (plural revolutionaries) [C]
someone who joins in or supports a political or
social revolution

rev·o·lu·tion·ize /"rEv@'luS@"naIz/

Ac v. [T] to
completely change the way people think or do
things: His work revolutionized the treatment of this
disease.
THESAURUS
change, alter, adjust, modify,
revise, reform, transform ➔ CHANGE 1

re·volve /rI'vAlv/ v. [I,T] to spin around a central

point, or to make something do this: The wheels
began to revolve slowly. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Latin revolvere “to roll back, cause to return,”
from volvere “to roll”]
THESAURUS
turn, twist, spin, whirl, twirl,
swivel, go around, rotate ➔ TURN 1

—revolving adj.: a revolving door
revolve around phr. v. 1 revolve around sb/sth
to have something as a main subject or purpose:

R

revolver

R
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Jess’s life has revolved around basketball. 2 revolve around sth to move in circles
around something: The moon revolves around the
earth.
re·volv·er /rI'vAlvø/ n. [C] a type of small gun
that you hold in one hand
re·vue /rI'vyu/ n. [C] a show in a theater that
includes singing, dancing, and telling jokes
re·vul·sion /rI'völS@n/ n. [U] a strong feeling of
shock and strong dislike SYN disgust
re·ward1 /rI'wOrd/ n. [C,U] something that you
get because you have done something good or
helpful or have worked hard ➔ AWARD , PRIZE : The
police are offering a reward for information.
reward2 v. [T] to give something to someone
because s/he has done something good or helpful or
has worked for it: The students are rewarded for
hard work. | They rewarded him with a free ticket.
re·ward·ing /rI'wOrdIÎ/ adj. making you feel
happy and satisfied: a rewarding job
re·wind /ri'waInd/ v. (past tense and past participle
rewound /-'waUnd/) [I,T] to make a TAPE go back
to the beginning
re·work /ri'wøk/ v. [T] to change or improve a
plan, piece of music, story, etc.: He spent some time
reworking the last paragraph.
re·write /ri'raIt/ v. (past tense rewrote /-'roUt/,
past participle rewritten /-'rIt§n/) [T] to write something again using different words, in order to make
it clearer or more effective —rewrite /'riraIt/ n.
[C]

rhap·so·dize /'ræps@"daIz/ v. [I] to talk about

something in an eager, excited, and approving way:
Helen rhapsodized about the wild strawberries she
had found.
rhap·so·dy /'ræps@di/ n. (plural rhapsodies) [C]
ENG. LANG. ARTS a piece of music that is written to
express emotion, and does not have a regular form
Rhe·sus fac·tor /'ris@s "fæktø/ n. [singular]
BIOLOGY a substance that some people have in their
red blood cells
rhet·o·ric /'rEÔ@rIk/ n. [U] 1 speech or writing
that sounds impressive, but is not actually sincere
or very useful: slick speeches and political rhetoric 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS the art of speaking or writing
in order to persuade or influence people
rhe·tor·i·cal /rI'tOrIk@l, -'tA-/ adj. ENG. LANG.
ARTS using speech or writing in special ways in
order to persuade people or to produce an impressive effect: The poem is deliberately direct, with far
fewer rhetorical devices (=particular examples of
rhetorical language) than in his early work. | the
president’s rhetorical skills [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Old French rethorique, from Latin, from Greek
rhetorike, from rhetor “public speaker,” from
eirein “to say, speak”] —rhetorically adv.
rhe"torical 'question n. [C] a question that you
ask as a way of making a statement, without
expecting an answer

rheu·ma·tism /'rum@"tIz@m/ n. [U] a disease
that makes your joints or muscles painful and stiff

rhine·stone /'raInstoUn/ n. [C,U] a jewel made

from glass or a rock, that is intended to look like a
DIAMOND

rhi·noc·er·os

/raI'nAs@r@s/ also rhi·no
/'raInoU/ n. [C] a large heavy animal with thick
rough skin and one or two horns on its nose
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Latin, Greek, from rhis
“nose” + keras “horn”]
rho·do·den·dron /"roUd@'dEndr@n/ n. [C] a
large bush with groups of red, purple, pink, or
white flowers [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Modern
Latin, Greek, from rhodon “rose” + dendron
“tree”]
rhom·boid /'rAmbOId/ n. [C] MATH a PARALLELOGRAM in which the opposite sides are equal
and the ADJACENT sides are not equal
rhom·bus /'rAmb@s/ n. [C] MATH a flat shape with
four equal straight sides, especially a shape that is
not a square ➔ see picture at POLYGON
rhu·barb /'rubArb/ n. [U] a plant with long thick
red stems that are cooked and eaten as a fruit
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French reubarbe,
from Medieval Latin reubarbarum, from rha
“rhubarb” (from Greek) + barbarus “foreign”]
rhyme1 /raIm/ v. 1 [I] ENG. LANG. ARTS if two words
or lines of poetry rhyme, they end with the same
sound: “House” rhymes with “mouse.” 2 [T] ENG.
LANG. ARTS to put two or more words together to
make them rhyme: You can’t rhyme “box” with
“backs.”
rhyme2 n. 1 [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS the use of words
that rhyme in poetry, especially at the ends of lines:
Parts of Shakespeare’s plays are written in
rhyme. 2 [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a short poem or song,
especially for children, using words that rhyme
➔ NURSERY RHYME 3 [C] a word that ends with the
same sound as another word: I can’t find a rhyme
for “donkey.” 4 rhyme or reason used in negative statements to say there does not seem to be a
sensible reason for something: There seemed to be
no rhyme or reason to the court’s decision. | The
facts were presented one after the other, without
rhyme or reason.
rhythm /'rID@m/ n. [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS a regular
repeated pattern of sounds in music, speech, etc.:
the rhythm of the music [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
Latin rhythmus, from Greek, from rhein “to
flow”]

"rhythm and 'blues n. [U] R & B
rhyth·mic /'rIDmIk/ adj. having rhythm: a rhythmic swinging motion

RI the written abbreviation of RHODE ISLAND
rib1 /rIb/ n. [C] 1 one of the 12 pairs of curved

bones that surround your lungs, or one of the
similar bones in an animal ➔ see picture on page
A3 2 a piece of meat that includes an animal’s rib:
barbecued ribs
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rib2 v. (ribbed, ribbing) [T] (informal) to make jokes

about someone and laugh at him/her, but in a
friendly way SYN tease —ribbing n. [U]
ri·bald /'raIbOld, 'rIb@ld/ adj. ribald jokes,
remarks, songs, etc. are humorous and usually
about sex
ribbed /rIbd/ adj. having a pattern of raised lines:
a ribbed sweater
rib·bon /'rIb@n/ n. 1 [C,U] a long narrow piece of
cloth, used for tying things or as a decoration: Her
braids were tied with bright red ribbons. 2 [C] a
colored ribbon that is given as a prize in a competition ➔ BLUE RIBBON [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 riband “ribbon” (14—21 centuries), from Old
French riban, ruban]
'rib cage n. [C] BIOLOGY the structure of ribs around
your lungs and heart
ri·bo·so·mal RNA /"raIb@soUm@l "Ar En 'eI/
(abbreviation rRNA) n. [U] BIOLOGY RNA that is part
of a ribosome
ri·bo·some /'raIb@"soUm/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a small
part of every living cell, consisting of PROTEIN and
the chemical substance ribosomal RNA. Ribosomes change AMINO ACID s into PROTEIN . ➔ see
picture at CELL

rice /raIs/ n. [U] a white or brown grain grown in

wet fields that is eaten after it has been boiled
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French ris, from
Greek oryza, oryzon]
'rice "paddy n. [C] a PADDY
rich /rItS/ adj. 1 having a lot of money or valuable
possessions ANT poor: one of the richest women in
America | a rich and powerful nation | a bright
young lawyer who wants to get rich
THESAURUS

well-off – fairly rich, so that you can live very
comfortably
wealthy – used especially about people whose
families have been rich for a long time
prosperous (formal) – rich and successful
affluent (formal) – having a lot of money, nice
houses, expensive things, etc.
well-to-do – rich and having a high position in
society
rolling in it/loaded (informal) – extremely rich
➔ POOR

2 rich foods contain a lot of butter, cream, or eggs,
and make you feel full very quickly ANT light: rich
desserts 3 containing a lot of something good:
Oranges are rich in vitamin C. | a rich cultural
heritage 4 the rich people who have a lot of
money or valuable possessions 5 very deep,
strong, and pleasant: the rich colors of Brett’s
illustrations | the rich tone of a cello | the wine’s
rich flavor 6 good for growing plants in: rich
soil 7 expensive and beautiful: rich silk [ORIGIN:
Old English rice] —richness n. [U]
rich·es /'rItSIz/ n. [plural] (literary) a lot of money
or valuable possessions

ride

rich·ly /'rItSli/ adv. 1 in a beautiful or expensive

way: a richly colored window | The woman was
richly dressed. 2 in large amounts: Their efforts
were richly rewarded. | a richly forested
area 3 richly deserve to completely deserve
something: They got the punishment they so richly
deserved.
Rich·ter scale /'rIktø "skeIl/ n. [singular] EARTH
SCIENCES a scale that shows how strong an EARTHQUAKE is, with 1 being very weak and 10 being the
strongest
rick·et·y /'rIk@Ôi/ adj. a rickety piece of furniture,
set of stairs, etc. is in bad condition and is likely to
break if you use it
rick·shaw /'rIkSO/ n. [C] a small vehicle used in
Asia for carrying one or two passengers that is
pulled by someone walking or riding a bicycle
[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Japanese jinrikisha, from
jin “man” + riki “strength” + sha “vehicle”]
ric·o·chet /'rIk@"SeI/ v. [I] if something such as a
bullet or a thrown rock ricochets, it changes direction when it hits a surface —ricochet n. [C]
rid1 /rId/ adj. 1 get rid of sb/sth a) to throw
away something you do not want or use: Get rid of
all your old clothes that don’t fit. b) to make
something that is unpleasant go away, stop happening, or stop existing: I can’t get rid of this
cold. c) to make someone leave because s/he
annoys you or causes problems: It can be difficult
to get rid of under-performing employees. 2 be
rid of sb/sth to have gotten rid of someone who
annoys you or something that is unpleasant: He’s
gone, and I’m glad to be rid of him. [ORIGIN:
1100—1200 Old Norse rythja “to clear land”]
rid2 v. (past tense and past participle rid, ridding)
rid sb/sth of sth phr. v. 1 to remove someone or
something that is bad or harmful from a place,
organization, etc.: The diet is supposed to rid the
body of toxins (=poisonous substances that can
cause illness). 2 rid yourself of sth to stop
having a feeling, thought, or problem that was
causing you trouble: She’s taking classes to rid
herself of her Southern accent.
rid·dance /'rIdns/ n. good riddance (spoken)
said when you are glad that someone or something
has gone away
rid·dle /'rIdl/ n. [C] 1 a difficult and amusing
question that you must guess the answer to 2 a
mysterious action, event, or situation that you do
not understand and cannot explain: His disappearance is a riddle.
rid·dled /'rIdld/ adj. riddled with sth very full of
something, especially something bad or unpleasant:
a street riddled with potholes
ride1 /raId/ v. (past tense rode /roUd/, past participle
ridden /'rIdn/) 1 [I,T] to sit on an animal, especially a horse, or on a bicycle, and make it move
along: He rode his bike to school. | In the movies,
the bad guys ride on black horses. 2 [I,T] to travel
in a car, train, or other vehicle ➔ DRIVE : We rode

R

ride

R
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the bus into New York City. | Mrs. Turnbull rode in
silence. | My three-year-old loves to ride the escalators in Bloomingdale’s. 3 let sth ride (spoken)
to take no action about something that is wrong or
unpleasant: I didn’t like what he was saying, but I
let it ride. 4 [T] (spoken) to annoy someone by
continuously criticizing him/her or asking him/her
to do a lot of things: Why are you riding her so
hard? [ORIGIN: Old English ridan]
ride on sth phr. v. if something is riding on something else, it depends on it: My chances of making
the team are riding on tomorrow’s tryouts.
ride sth ↔ out phr. v. if you ride out a difficult
situation or experience, you are not badly harmed
by it: The company managed to ride out the recession.
ride2 n. [C] 1 a trip in a car, train, or other vehicle,
when you are not driving: Have you gone for a ride
in Peggy’s new car yet? | a 30-minute train/bus/car
etc. ride | Mick gave me a ride to work. 2 a large
machine that people ride on for pleasure at a FAIR
or AMUSEMENT PARK : a new ride at Disneyland 3 a trip on an animal, especially a horse, or
on a bicycle: a fifteen-mile bike ride | Want to go
for a ride?
rid·er /'raIdø/ n. [C] someone who rides a horse,
bicycle, etc.
ridge /rIdZ/ n. [C] 1 EARTH SCIENCES a long area of
high land, especially at the top of a mountain: a
ridge overlooking the valley ➔ see picture on page
A11 2 something long and thin that is raised above
the things around it: There are still ridges and ruts
left in the ground by wagon wheels.
rid·i·cule1 /'rId@"kyul/ n. [U] unkind laughter, or
remarks intended to make someone or something
seem stupid: The other children made her an
object/target of ridicule. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
French, Latin ridiculum “something funny,”
from ridere “to laugh”]
ridicule2 v. [T] to laugh at a person, idea, etc., or
to make unkind remarks about him, her, or it: At the
time, his ideas were ridiculed.
ri·dic·u·lous /rI'dIky@l@s/ adj. silly or unreasonable: That’s ridiculous! I never even met him. | He
looked ridiculous. —ridiculously adv.
rid·ing /'raIdIÎ/ n. [U] the sport of riding horses:
Let’s go riding.

rife /raIf/ adj. 1 rife with sth full of something

bad: The office is rife with rumors. 2 if something
bad is rife, it is very common

riff /rIf/ n. [C] a repeated series of notes in popular
music

ri·fle1 /'raIf@l/ n. [C] a long gun that you hold up to

your shoulder to shoot [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 rifle
“to cut grooves on the inside of something,
especially a gun barrel” (17—21 centuries),
from Old French rifler “to cut into a surface,
steal”]

rifle2 v. [T] also rifle through to search through a

place and steal things from it: Someone had been
rifling through my desk.
rift /rIft/ n. [C] 1 a serious disagreement: a growing rift between the two countries 2 a crack or
narrow opening in a large piece of rock, group of
clouds, etc.
'rift "valley n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a valley with very
steep sides, formed by the cracking and moving of
the Earth’s surface
rig1 /rIg/ v. (rigged, rigging) [T] 1 to dishonestly
arrange or influence the result of an election, competition, etc., or the price that will be charged for
something: The opposition charged that the election had been rigged. 2 also rig sth ↔ up to
arrange something so that it will do something in a
particular way: She rigged a mosquito net over the
bed. 3 to provide a ship with ropes, sails, etc.
rig sth ↔ up phr. v. to make a piece of equipment,
furniture, etc. from objects that you find around
you: He’d rigged up a buzzer by his bed so he could
call his wife.
rig2 n. [C] 1 a large structure used for digging to
find oil 2 (informal) a large truck
rig·a·ma·role /'rIg@m@"roUl/ n. [singular, U]
another spelling of RIGMAROLE
rig·ging /'rIgIÎ/ n. [U] all the ropes, sails, etc. on a
ship
right1 /raIt/ adj. 1 correct or true ANT wrong:
Did you get the right answer? | You were right – it’s
really busy tonight.
THESAURUS

correct – used about answers, facts, etc. that are
right: Is this information correct?

accurate – used about measurements,

descriptions, etc. that are completely right: Can
you give us an accurate description of the man?
true – based on facts, and not imagined or
invented: a true understanding of the problem
➔ WRONG 1

2 on the right, which is the side of the body that has
the hand most people write with ANT left: Make a
right turn after the gas station. | Raise your right
hand. 3 best or most appropriate for a particular
situation or purpose ANT wrong: the right choice |
the right person for the job
THESAURUS
appropriate, suitable, suited,
proper ➔ APPROPRIATE 1

4 morally correct, or done according to the law
ANT wrong: I’m only trying to do what’s right. |
Was I right to report him to the police? 5 be in
the right place at the right time to be in a place
or position where something useful becomes available or is being offered
SPOKEN PHRASES

6 that’s right said in order to agree with what
someone says, to answer “yes” to a question, or
when you remember something or are reminded of
it: “You’re Steve?” “That’s right.” | “No, it’s on
Friday.” “Oh, that’s right.” 7 said in order to

rigor
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check if what you have said is correct: There’s a
meeting at two, right? 8 yeah, right said when
you do not believe what has just been said: He says,
“I’ll call you,” and I’m like, “yeah, right.” 9 used
in order to check that someone understands and
agrees with what you have said: If people are
comfortable, they’re more likely to talk, right?
[ORIGIN: Old English riht] ➔ see also ALL

RIGHT

right2 adv. 1 exactly in a particular position or

place: Shut up, he’s right behind you! | I left the
keys right there/here. 2 immediately: Call me
back right away. | I need it right now! | It’s on right
after the six o’clock news. | I’ll be right there (=I
am coming now). | She’ll be right back (=come
back soon). 3 correctly ANT wrong: They didn’t
spell my name right. 4 toward the right side
ANT left: Turn right at the lights. 5 all the way to
something, through something, etc.: The school is
right on the other side of town. | You can see right
through her bathing suit! 6 sb will be right with
you used in order to say that someone will come
soon to help or talk to you: Your waitress will be
right with you.
right3 n. 1 [C] something that you are allowed to
do or have according to the law or according to
moral ideas: Women didn’t have the right to vote
until 1920. | a defendant’s right to a trial | the fight
for equal rights (=rights that are the same for
everyone) ➔ CIVIL RIGHTS , HUMAN RIGHTS 2 [singular] the side of your body that has the hand that
most people write with, or the direction toward this
side ANT left: Traffic in the U.S. drives on the
right. | the door to your right 3 [U] behavior that
is morally correct: Teach your kids to know right
from wrong (=know what is morally correct and
what is not). 4 in his/her/its own right considered alone, without depending on anyone or anything else: San José is a city in its own right, not
just a suburb of San Francisco. 5 have a right to
be/do sth to have a good reason to do something,
feel something, expect something, etc.: Weil has
every right to be angry. | You have no right to tell
me what to do! 6 the right/Right POLITICS political parties or other groups who believe that the
government should keep taxes low and encourage
private business rather than businesses owned by
the state ➔ CONSERVATIVE ANT left 7 rights [plural] LAW legal permission to print or use a story,
movie, etc. in another form: the movie rights to his
new book
right4 v. [T] 1 to put something back in an upright
position: We righted the canoe. 2 to correct something: an attempt to right the wrong (=correct
something bad that was done) of discrimination
'right "angle n. [C] MATH an angle of 90°, like the
angles at the corners of a square —right-angled
adj.

"right-'click v. [I,T] IT to press the right button on a
computer
thing

MOUSE

right·eous

to make the computer do some-

/'raItS@s/ adj. 1 righteous
indignation/anger etc. strong feelings of anger

when you think a situation is not morally right or
fair 2 (literary) morally good and fair: a righteous
man —righteousness n. [U] —righteously

adv.

'right field n. [singular] the area in baseball in the
right side of the OUTFIELD

right·ful /'raItf@l/ adj. according to what is legally

and morally correct: Racism denied them their
rightful place in society. —rightfully adv.
"right-'hand adj. 1 on your right side: Make a
right-hand turn. 2 sb’s right-hand man the person who supports and helps someone the most,
especially in his/her job
"right-'handed adj. 1 someone who is righthanded uses his/her right hand for most
things 2 done with the right hand: right-handed
pitching —right-handed adv.
right·ly /'raItli/ adv. correctly, or for a good reason: The book has rightly been called “an American Classic.” | The organization decided, rightly or
wrongly, that the problem was limited.
"right of 'way n. (plural rights of way) 1 [U] the
right to drive into or across a road before other
vehicles: You have the right of way at this intersection. 2 [C,U] the right to go across private land, or
a place where you can do this
"right 'triangle also "right-angled 'triangle n.
[C] MATH a TRIANGLE in which the angle opposite
the longest side measures 90° ➔ see picture at TRIANGLE

"right-'wing adj.

POLITICS

a right-wing person or
ideas and beliefs of
CAPITALISM ANT left-wing: a right-wing newspaper —right-winger n. [C] —right wing n. [singroup

supports

the

gular]

rig·id /'rIdZId/

Ac adj. 1 rigid methods, systems, etc. are very strict and difficult to change
ANT flexible: parents who set rigid rules
THESAURUS

➔ STRICT

strict, firm, rigorous, stringent

2 someone who is rigid is very unwilling to change
his/her ideas ANT flexible 3 stiff and not moving
or bending ANT flexible: a tent supported on a
rigid frame [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin rigidus,
from rigere “to be stiff”]
THESAURUS

hard, firm, stiff ➔ HARD 1

—rigidly adv. —rigidity /rI'dZId@Ôi/ n. [U]

rig·ma·role /'rIgm@"roUl/ n. [singular, U] a set of

actions that seems silly: the rigmarole of filling out
all these forms [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 ragman roll
“document containing a long list, used in a
game called “ragman”” (15—18 centuries)]

rig·or /'rIgø/ n. 1 [U] the action of taking great

care and being thorough in making sure that something is correct: students who lack intellectual
rigor 2 the rigors of sth the problems and
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difficulties of a situation: the rigors of a Canadian
winter

rig·or mor·tis /"rIgø 'mOrÔIs/ n. [U] BIOLOGY the
condition in which someone’s body becomes stiff
after s/he dies

rig·or·ous /'rIg@r@s/ adj. 1 careful and thorough: rigorous safety checks
THESAURUS

➔ STRICT

strict, tough, firm, stringent

2 very strict or severe: rigorous education standards —rigorously adv.
rile /raIl/ also rile up v. [T] (informal) to make
someone very angry

rim /rIm/ n. [C] 1 the outside edge of something,
especially something circular such as a glass: the
rim of the Grand Canyon

R

THESAURUS
edge, border, boundary,
perimeter, margin, hem, curb ➔ EDGE 1

2 -rimmed with a particular type of rim: goldrimmed glasses

rind /raInd/ n. [C,U] the thick outer skin of some
foods, such as cheese or fruit

ring1 /rIÎ/ n. [C] 1 a piece of jewelry that you

leads a group that is doing something illegal or
wrong
ring·let /'rIÎlIt/ n. [C] a long curl of hair that
hangs down
ring·side /'rIÎsaId/ n. [singular] the area nearest
to the performance in a CIRCUS or BOXING match:
a ringside seat
ring·worm /'rIÎwøm/ n. [U] a common disease
that gives you red rough circles on your skin
rink /rIÎk/ n. [C] a building with a specially prepared area with a smooth surface where you can
SKATE : an ice rink
rinse1 /rIns/ v. [T] to use running water and no
soap in order to remove dirt, soap, etc.: He used a
hose to rinse off the car. | Rinse the lettuce in cold
water. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French rincer]
rinse sth ↔ out phr. v. to wash something with
clean water but not soap: Chuck rinsed out his cup.
rinse2 n. 1 [C,U] a product used for slightly
changing the color of hair: a brown rinse 2 [C] an
act of rinsing something: Add fabric softener during the final rinse.
ri·ot1 /'raI@t/ n. 1 [C] a situation in which a crowd
of people behaves in a violent and uncontrolled
way: the race riots (=caused by problems between
different races of people) of the late 1960s 2 [singular] someone or something that is very funny or
enjoyable 3 read sb the riot act (informal) to
warn someone angrily that s/he must stop doing
something wrong [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old
French “quarrel”]
riot2 v. [I] if a crowd of people riots, they all behave
violently in a public place ➔ PROTEST 2 —rioter n.

wear on your finger: a wedding ring | a diamond
ring ➔ see picture at JEWELRY 2 a circular line or
mark: a dirty ring around the tub 3 an object in
the shape of a circle: a key ring 4 a group of
people or things arranged in a circle: a ring of
young birch trees 5 a group of people who illegally control a business or criminal activity: a drug
ring 6 the sound made by a bell, or the act of
making this sound: a ring at the door ➔ see picture [C]
on page A7 7 a small square area where people ri·ot·ing /'raI@ÔIÎ/ n. [U] violent and uncontrolled
BOX or WRESTLE , or the large circular area surbehavior from a crowd that is out of control: Riotrounded by seats at a CIRCUS [ORIGIN: (1) Old ing broke out in the city late last night.
English hring]
ri·ot·ous /'raI@Ô@s/ adj. 1 noisy, exciting, and fun
ring2 v. (past tense rang /ræÎ/, past participle rung in an uncontrolled way: the kids cheered with
/röÎ/) 1 [I,T] to make a bell make a sound, espe- riotous pleasure 2 noisy, possibly dangerous, and
cially to call someone’s attention to you: Benjy not controlled: riotous crowds
rang the doorbell. 2 [I] if a bell rings, it makes a RIP Rest in Peace – written on a GRAVESTONE
noise: The telephone’s ringing. 3 [I] if your ears
ring, they are filled with a continuous sound that rip1 /rIp/ v. (ripped, ripping) [I,T] to tear something,
only you can hear 4 ring a bell (informal) if or be torn, quickly and violently: Dave ripped his
something rings a bell, you think you have heard it jacket on the fence. | Don’t pull on it; it’ll rip. | I
before: Frank Gordon – the name rings a bell, but I ripped a sheet of paper from my notebook. | Impacan’t be sure. 5 not ring true if something does tiently, Sue ripped the letter open.
not ring true, you do not believe it: None of these rip sth ↔ apart phr. v. to destroy something by
explanations rang true.
separating it into pieces: Their family has been
ring out phr. v. if a voice, bell, etc. rings out, it ripped apart by the murder. | The bomb ripped
makes a loud and clear sound: Shouts rang out from apart a bus.
rip into sb phr. v. to criticize someone angrily
the schoolyard.
ring sth ↔ up phr. v. to press buttons on a CASH rip off phr. v. (spoken) 1 rip sb ↔ off to charge
someone too much money for something: The cab
REGISTER to record how much money needs to be
driver tried to rip me off! 2 rip sth ↔ off to steal
put inside it: She rang up our purchases.
something: Someone ripped off the liquor store.
3
ring v. (past tense and past participle ringed) [T] to rip through sth phr. v. to move through a place
surround something: a house ringed by trees
quickly and violently: typhoons that rip through the
ring·lead·er /'rIÎ"lidø/ n. [C] someone who islands
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rip sth ↔ up phr. v. to tear something into several
pieces: In frustration, she ripped up her story.
rip2 n. [C] a long tear or cut
ripe /raIp/ adj. 1 ripe food or crops are ready to
eat: ripe peaches 2 be ripe for sth to be in the
right condition for something: The company is
weak and ripe for a takeover. 3 the time is ripe
(for sth) used in order to say it is the right time for
something to happen: She’ll grab for power when
the time is ripe. 4 ripe old age if you live to a
ripe old age, you are very old when you die [ORIGIN: Old English] —ripeness n. [U]
rip·en /'raIp@n/ v. [I,T] to become ripe, or to make
something do this
rip·off, rip-off /'rIpOf/ n. [C] (spoken) 1 something that is unreasonably expensive, and makes
you feel cheated: Most diet products are a complete
ripoff. 2 a piece of music or art or a movie that
copies something else without admitting it
rip·ple1 /'rIp@l/ v. 1 [I,T] to move in small waves,
or to make something do this: a soft breeze rippled
the wheat 2 [I] to make a noise like water that is
flowing gently: water rippling over rocks 3 [I] to
pass from one person to the next like a wave:
Laughter rippled through/around the crowd.

Raise is always followed by an object: Raise your
hand if you know the answer.

3 STAND to stand up: Thornton rose to his feet and
turned to speak to them.
4 BECOME SUCCESSFUL to become important,
powerful, successful, or rich: Presley rose to fame
in the 1950s.
5 VOICE/SOUND to be heard, especially by getting
louder or stronger: The sound of traffic rose from
the street below.
6 SUN/MOON/STAR to appear in the sky ANT set:
The moon rose over the lake.
7 EMOTION to get stronger: You could feel the
excitement rising as we waited.
8 MOUNTAIN/BUILDING to be or seem taller than
anything else around: the skyscrapers that rise
above the Manhattan skyline
9 BREAD/CAKES if bread, cakes, etc. rise, they
become bigger as they bake because there is air
inside them
10 rise to the occasion/challenge to deal with
a difficult situation or problem successfully by
doing things better than you have done them before
11 all rise (spoken, formal) used in order to tell
people to stand up when a judge enters a court of
law
12 BED (literary) to get out of bed in the morning
13 AGAINST A GOVERNMENT (literary) also rise
up to try to defeat the government or army that is
in control of your country SYN rebel
rise above sth phr. v.
to be good or wise enough to not let a bad situation
or influence affect you: He rose above his povertystricken childhood to become a top lawyer. [ORIGIN: Old English risan]

rise2 n. 1 [C] an increase in number, amount, or

ripple2 n. [C] 1 a small low wave on the surface

of a liquid: ripples on the pond 2 a feeling or
sound that spreads through a person or group
because of something that happens: A ripple of
laughter ran through the audience. 3 ripple
effect a situation in which one action causes
another, which then causes a third, etc.
rise1 /raIz/ v. (past tense rose /roUz/, past participle
risen /'rIz@n/) [I]
1 INCREASE to increase in number, amount, quality, or value ANT fall: Ocean temperatures are
rising. | Tourism rose by 4% last year. | The population has risen steadily/sharply since the 1950s. |
rising crime/unemployment
THESAURUS

increase, go up, grow,
double, shoot up, multiply ➔ INCREASE 1

2 GO UP to go up ANT fall: Smoke rose from the
chimney. | The tide had risen. ➔ see picture at RAISE 1
USAGE

Rise is not followed by an object: The balloon
rose high into the air.

value ANT fall: a rise in college costs | price
rises 2 [singular] the achievement of importance,
success, or power ANT fall: a book about his rise to
fame/power/prominence 3 give rise to sth to be
the reason something happens or begins to exist:
The book’s popularity gave rise to a number of
imitations. 4 [C] a movement upward: the rise and
fall of her chest as she breathed 5 [C] an upward
slope: a slight rise in the road 6 get a rise out of
sb (informal) to make someone annoyed or embarrassed by making a joke about him/her

ris·er /'raIzø/ n. 1 early/late riser someone
who usually wakes up very early or very
late 2 risers [plural] a set of steps for a group of
people to stand on

risk1 /rIsk/ n. 1 [C,U] the chance that something

bad may happen: the risk of injury to workers |
There was a risk (that) the herd would stampede. |
There is no risk to public health. | Healthy eating
reduces the risk of cancer.
THESAURUS
DANGER

danger, threat, hazard ➔

2 take a risk to do something even though there is
a chance that something bad will happen: We knew
we were taking a risk when we lent him the
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money. 3 at risk likely to be harmed or put in a
bad situation: The firm’s reputation is at risk. |
Small children may be at risk from car airbags. |
men at risk of/for diabetes | people whose lifestyles
put them at risk for AIDS 4 run a risk to be in a
situation where something bad may happen to you:
The nurses run the risk of infection. 5 at your
own risk if you do something at your own risk, no
one else is responsible if something bad happens:
Parking is at your own risk. 6 [C] something that
is likely to hurt you or be dangerous: Oily rags are
a fire risk. | the risk factors for heart disease
(=things that make you likely to get sick) 7 [C] a
person or business to whom it is a good or bad idea
to give insurance or lend money: Drivers under 21
are considered poor insurance risks. [ORIGIN:
1600—1700 French risque, from Italian risco]

risk2 v. [T] 1 to put something in a situation in

R

which it could be lost, destroyed, or harmed: I’m
not going to risk my life to save a cat! | If you don’t
make the loan payments, you risk losing your
home. 2 to do something that you know may have
bad results: She risked a glance back over her
shoulder.

risk·y /'rIski/ adj. involving a risk that something

bad will happen: Doctors said that operating would
be too risky. | Investing in the stock market is risky
business (=a risky thing to do). —riskiness n. [U]

ris·qué /rIs'keI/ adj. a joke, remark, etc. that is
risqué is slightly shocking because it is about sex

rite /raIt/ n. [C] 1 a ceremony that is always

performed in the same way, often for a religious
purpose: funeral rites 2 rite of passage a special
ceremony or action that is a sign of a new time in
someone’s life

rit·u·al1 /'rItSu@l/ n. [C,U] a ceremony or set of

actions that is always done in the same way: religious rituals | the Christmas ritual of decorating
the tree

ritual2 adj. 1 done as part of a rite or ritual: ritual
sacrifice 2 done in a particular expected way, but
without real meaning: ritual campaign promises

ritz·y /'rItsi/ adj. (informal) fashionable and expensive: a ritzy neighborhood

ri·val /'raIv@l/ n. [C] a person, group, or organiza1

riv·er /'rIvø/ n. [C] 1 EARTH SCIENCES a natural and

continuous flow of water in a long line that goes
into an ocean, lake, etc.: the Colorado River | trees
on the river bank (=land on the edge of a river) | a
boat sailing up/down river (=in the opposite direction that a river is flowing, or in the same direction) 2 a large amount of moving liquid: a river of
tears [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French rivere,
from Latin riparius “of a river bank”]
riv·er·bed /'rIvø"bEd/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES the
ground over which a river flows
riv·er·side /'rIvø"saId/ n. [singular] the land on
the sides of a river: a cottage on the riverside
riv·et1 /'rIvIt/ n. [C] a metal pin for fastening flat
pieces of metal together
rivet2 v. [T] 1 to attract and hold someone’s attention: People sat riveted to their TVs during the
trial. 2 to fasten something with rivets
riv·et·ing /'rIv@ÔIÎ/ adj. extremely interesting: a
riveting tale of suspense
THESAURUS
interesting, fascinating,
absorbing, enthralling, engrossing,
compelling, gripping ➔ INTERESTING

R.N. the abbreviation of REGISTERED NURSE
RNA n. [U] BIOLOGY ribonucleic acid an important

chemical that exists in all living cells and controls
tion that you compete with: a business rival [ORI- chemical activity in cells ➔ DNA
GIN: 1500—1600 Latin rivalis “someone who
uses the same stream as another, rival in love,” roach /roUtS/ n. [C] (informal) a COCKROACH
road /roUd/ n. 1 [C,U] a specially prepared hard
from rivus “stream”]
surface for vehicles to travel on: Tom’s dad lives
rival2 adj. rival company/team/player etc. a just up/down the road (=farther along the road). |
person, group, or organization that competes the main road out of town | a side/back road (=a
against you: rival airlines
small one that is not used very much) | the traffic on
rival3 v. [T] to be as good or important as someone Mission Road | ice on the roads (=on all the streets
or something else: The band rivaled The Doors as and roads in an area)
L.A.’s finest rock band.
THESAURUS

ri·val·ry /'raIv@lri/ n. (plural rivalries) [C,U] competition over a long period of time: sibling rivalry |
the rivalry between the two teams

Types of road
street – a road in a town, with houses or stores

on each side

rock
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main street – a road in the middle of a town

where many stores, offices, etc. are
avenue – a road in a town, often with trees on
each side
lane – a narrow road in the country, or one of
the two or three parallel areas on a road which
are divided by painted lines to keep traffic apart
main road – a large and important road
the main drag (informal) – the main road
through a town
highway – a very wide road for traveling fast
over long distances
freeway/expressway – a very wide road in a
city or between cities, on which cars can travel
very fast without stopping
toll road – a road that you pay to use
turnpike – a large road for fast traffic that you
pay to use

2 on the road a) traveling for a long distance,
especially in a car: We’ve been on the road since
7:00 a.m. b) if a sports team, group of actors, etc.
are on the road, they are traveling to different
places playing games or giving performances:
Oregon had two losses on the road. 3 on the
road to success/recovery etc. developing in a
way that will result in success, health,
etc. 4 down the road in the future: That may
cause problems further down the road. [ORIGIN:
Old English rad “ride, journey”]
road·block /'roUdblAk/ n. [C] 1 something that
stops the progress of a plan: Lack of education is a
roadblock to success. 2 a place where the police
are blocking the road to stop traffic: Police put/set
up roadblocks to catch drunk drivers.
road·house /'roUdhaUs/ n. [C] a restaurant or
BAR on a road outside a city
road·kill /'roUdkIl/ n. [U] (informal) animals that
are killed by cars on a road or HIGHWAY
road·run·ner /'roUd"rönø/ n. [C] a small bird
that runs very fast and lives in the southwest U.S.
road·side /'roUdsaId/ n. [singular] the edge of a
road: a roadside restaurant
'road trip n. [C] 1 a long trip in a car, taken for
pleasure 2 an occasion when a sports team travels
to other places to play: a four-game road trip
road·way /'roUdweI/ n. [singular] the part of the
road that is used by vehicles
roam /roUm/ v. [I,T] to walk or travel for a long
time with no clear purpose: Buffalo roamed the
prairie. | I spent the summer roaming around/
through Europe.
roar1 /rOr/ v. 1 [I] to make a deep, very loud noise:
lions roaring | Jets roared overhead. 2 [I] if a
vehicle roars somewhere, it moves very quickly and
in a noisy way: Two motorcycles roared down the
street. 3 [I,T] to say something or laugh with a
loud voice: “What are you doing?” he roared. | The
audience roared with laughter.
roar2 n. [C] a deep loud continuous sound: a roar
of laughter | the roar of the engine

roar·ing /'rOrIÎ/ adj. roaring fire a fire that burns
with a lot of flames and heat

roast1 /roUst/ v. [I,T] to cook meat or vegetables in
an OVEN or over a fire

THESAURUS
cook, bake, fry, broil, grill,
sauté, boil, steam, deep fry ➔ COOK 1

roast2 n. [C] 1 a large piece of roasted meat 2 an

outdoor party at which food is cooked on an open
fire: a hot dog roast 3 an occasion at which people
celebrate someone by telling funny stories and
giving speeches about him/her
roast3 adj. having been roasted: roast beef
rob /rAb/ v. (robbed, robbing) [T] to steal money
or things from a person, bank, etc.: The boys
robbed a convenience store.
THESAURUS
steal, burglarize, mug,
shoplift, loot, plunder, pilfer ➔ STEAL 1

rob sb/sth of sth phr. v. to take away an important
quality, ability, etc. from someone or something: A
hamstring injury robbed him of his speed.
rob·ber /'rAbø/ n. [C] someone who steals things,
especially from stores or banks: a bank robber
THESAURUS
criminal, offender, thief,
burglar, shoplifter, pickpocket ➔ CRIMINAL 2

rob·ber·y /'rAb@ri/ n. (plural robberies) [C,U] the
crime of stealing money or things from a person or
place: Most home robberies are drug-related. | the
armed robbery (=robbery using a gun) of a bank
THESAURUS
crime, theft, burglary,
shoplifting ➔ CRIME

robe /roUb/ n. [C] a long loose piece of clothing:
pajamas and a robe | a judge’s black robe

rob·in /'rAbIn/ n. [C] a common wild bird with a

red chest and brown back [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
robin redbreast “robin,” from Robin, form of the
male name Robert]
ro·bot /'roUbAt, -böt/ n. [C] a machine that can
move and do some of the work of a person, and is
controlled by a computer: industrial robots [ORIGIN:
1900—2000 Czech robota “work”]
—robotic /roU'bAÔIk, r@-/ adj.
ro·bot·ics /roU'bAÔIks/ n. [U] SCIENCE the study of
how robots are made and used
ro·bust /roU'böst, 'roUböst/ adj. strong and
healthy, or not likely to have problems: a robust
70-year-old man | robust economic growth [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin robustus “strong (like an
oak tree),” from robur “oak, strength”]
rock1 /rAk/ n. 1 [U] EARTH SCIENCES a type of stone
that forms part of the Earth’s surface: a tunnel cut
through solid rock 2 [C] a large piece of stone: A
ship hit the rocks in the storm. | He sat on a rock by
the river, fishing. 3 [U] also rock music a type of
popular modern music with a strong loud beat,
played on GUITAR s and drums: a rock band | a rock
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concert 4 be between a rock and a hard
place to have a choice between two things, both of
which are unpleasant 5 on the rocks a) alcoholic drinks that are served on the rocks have ice in
them b) a relationship or marriage that is on the
rocks is failing [ORIGIN: (2) 1900—2000 Old
English roccian]

rod /rAd/ n. [C] a long thin pole or stick: a fishing
rod [ORIGIN: Old English rodd]

rode /roUd/ v. the past tense of RIDE

rock2 v. 1 [I,T] to move gently, leaning from one

side to the other, or to make something do this: She
rocked the cradle until the baby slept. | Hilda
rocked back and forth, crying. | The boat rocked
gently. 2 [T] to make the people in a place feel
very shocked or surprised: a city rocked by violence 3 rock the boat (informal) to cause problems for other members of a group by criticizing
something or trying to change the way something is
done 4 sb/sth rocks (spoken) said in order to
show that you strongly approve of someone or
something
"rock and 'roll n. [U] another spelling of

R

ROCK’N’ROLL

"rock 'bottom n. hit/reach rock bottom (informal) to become as bad as something can possibly

be: By June, their marriage had hit rock bottom.

'rock-bottom adj. rock-bottom prices are as low
as they can possibly be

'rock "cycle n. the rock cycle EARTH SCIENCES the

series of events in which rocks are formed,
changed, destroyed, and formed again as the result
of different natural processes
rock·er /'rAkø/ n. 1 [C] a ROCKING
CHAIR 2 be off your rocker (spoken) to be crazy
rock·et1 /'rAkIt/ n. [C] 1 a vehicle used for traveling or carrying things into space, which is shaped
like a big tube 2 a weapon shaped like a big tube
➔ MISSILE : They began firing rockets at the
ship. 3 a type of FIREWORK [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 Italian rocchetta “small stick used in spinning thread,” from rocca “stick used in
spinning”]
rocket2 v. [I] 1 to move somewhere very fast:
Her serve rocketed over the net. 2 to achieve a
successful position very quickly: The song rocketed
to number one in the charts. 3 also rocket up if a
price or amount rockets, it increases quickly and
suddenly: The company’s shares rocketed up 46%.
'rocking chair n. [C] a chair that has two curved
pieces of wood fixed under it, so that it ROCK s
➔ see picture at SEAT 1

'rocking horse n. [C] a toy horse for children that
ROCK s

when you sit on it

rock’n’roll /"rAk@n'roUl/ n. [U] a type of music
with a strong loud beat, played on GUITAR s and
drums, that first became popular in the 1950s
rock·y /'rAki/ adj. 1 covered with rocks, or made
of rock: the rocky coast of Maine 2 (informal) a
relationship or situation that is rocky is difficult and
may not continue or be successful: The team has
gotten off to a rocky start this season.

ro·dent /'roUdnt/ n. [C] BIOLOGY one of a group of

small animals with long sharp front teeth, such as
rats or rabbits [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Latin,
present participle of rodere “to chew with the
front teeth”]
ro·de·o /'roUdi"oU, roU'deIoU/ n. (plural rodeos)
[C] a competition in which COWBOY s ride wild
horses and catch cattle with ropes [ORIGIN:
1800—1900 Spanish rodear “to surround”]
roe /roU/ n. [C,U] fish eggs eaten as a food
rogue1 /roUg/ adj. [only before noun] a rogue person or organization does not follow the usual rules
or methods, and often causes trouble: The government is concerned about rogue states that may
have nuclear weapons.
rogue2 n. [C] (old-fashioned) a man who often
behaves in a slightly bad or dishonest way, but
whom people still like
rogu·ish /'roUgIS/ adj. typical of a rogue, or
behaving like a rogue: the actor’s roguish image
role /roUl/ Ac n. [C] 1 the position, job, or
purpose that someone or something has in a particular situation or activity: The company has
played a major/key role in medical research over
the years. | He has traditional views about the role
of women in society. | Parents should take an active
role in their child’s education. 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS
the character played by an actor: Who will play the
role of Dorothy? | Kate has a leading/starring role
in the movie. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 French rôle
“roll, role,” from Old French rolle “rolled up
document”]
'role "model n. [C] someone whose behavior or
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attitude people try to copy because they admire
him/her: She’s a good/bad/positive role model for
teenagers.

'role-play n. [C,U] an exercise in which you

behave in the way that someone else would behave
in a particular situation: ideas for classroom roleplays —role-play v. [I,T]
roll1 /roUl/ v.
1 ROUND OBJECT [I,T]
to move by turning over
and over, or from side to
side, or to make something do this: The ball
rolled down the street. |
One of the eggs rolled
off the counter. | Roll
the chicken breasts in
flour. ➔ PUSH 1
2 PERSON/ANIMAL [I,T]
also roll over to turn your body over when you are
lying down, or to turn someone else’s body over:
We tried to roll him onto his side. | Beth’s dog has
been rolling in the mud.
3 SHAPE OF TUBE/BALL [T] to make something
into the shape of a tube or ball: Roll the dough into
small balls.
4 STH WITH WHEELS [I,T] to move on wheels, or
make something that has wheels move: The van
was starting to roll backwards. | The waitress
rolled the dessert cart over to our table.
5 MAKE STH FLAT [T] also roll out to make
something flat by moving something round and
heavy over it: Roll the pie crust thin. ➔ see picture on
page A5
6 DROP OF LIQUID [I] to move over a surface

rollicking
15 be rolling in money/dough/cash/it to have
or earn a lot of money
roll around phr. v. (informal)
if a regular time or event rolls around, it arrives or
happens again: By the time Friday night rolled
around, we were too tired to go out.
roll sth ↔ back phr. v.
to reduce the price of something: a promise to roll
back taxes
roll sth ↔ down phr. v.
roll a window down to open a car window
roll in phr. v. (informal)
1 to arrive in large numbers or quantities: Investors
will expect profits to start rolling in soon.
2 to arrive later than expected: They finally rolled in
at 4:00.

roll up phr. v.
1 roll sth up to curl something so that it is in the
shape of a ball or a tube: Painters arrived and
rolled up the carpet.
2 roll your sleeves up to start doing a job even
though it is difficult or you do not want to do it
3 roll a window up to close a car window
roll2 n. [C] 1 a piece of paper, film, money, etc.
that has been curled into the shape of a tube: I need
to buy a roll of film. | rolls of toilet paper 2 a small
round LOAF of bread for one person: The soup
comes with a roll. 3 an official list of the names of
people at a meeting, in a class, etc. ➔ ROLL CALL ,
HONOR ROLL 4 be on a roll (informal) to be having
a lot of success with what you are trying to do: I
don’t want to stop playing – I’m on a roll! 5 a
thick layer of skin or fat, usually just below your
waist: the rolls of fat on his stomach 6 a long deep
sound: There was a roll of thunder and then the
rain started coming down. 7 an action of throwing
DICE as part of a game
'roll call n. [C,U] the act of reading out an official
list of names to check who is present at a meeting
or in a class

smoothly without stopping: A tear rolled down her
cheek.
7 roll your eyes to move your eyes around and up
to show that you think someone or something is
stupid
8 WAVES/CLOUDS [I] to move continuously in a
particular direction: We watched the waves rolling roll·er /'roUlø/ n. [C] 1 a tube-shaped piece of
wood, metal, etc. that can be rolled over and over:
onto the beach. | We could see the fog starting to
paint rollers 2 a CURLER
roll in.
9 GAME [I,T] if you roll DICE , you throw them as Roll·er·blade /'roUlø"bleId/ n. [C] (trademark) a
special boot with a single row of wheels fixed
part of a game
under it that you wear for skating (SKATE)
10 SOUND [I] if a drum or THUNDER rolls, it makes
➔ ROLLER SKATE —rollerblade v. [I]
a long deep sound
—rollerblading n. [U]
11 MACHINE/CAMERA [I] if a machine such as a
movie camera or a PRINTING PRESS rolls, it oper- 'roller "coaster n. [C] 1 a track with sudden
ates: Quiet! The cameras are rolling!
steep slopes and curves, that people ride on in
special cars at FAIR s and AMUSEMENT PARK s 2 a
12 (all) rolled into one including several things in
situation that is impossible to control because it
one thing: The class was a history, art, and lankeeps changing very quickly: I feel like I’m on an
guage course all rolled into one.
emotional roller coaster.
SPOKEN PHRASES
13 be ready to roll used in order to say that you 'roller skate n. [C] a special boot with four
wheels fixed under it that you wear for skating
are ready to do something or go somewhere: After
(SKATE) —rollerskate v. [I] —rollerskating n.
months of planning, we were finally ready to roll.
[U]
14 let’s roll used in order to suggest to a group of
people that you all begin doing something or go rol·lick·ing /'rAlIkIÎ/ adj. [only before noun] noisy
and cheerful: a rollicking good time
somewhere
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roll·ing /'roUlIÎ/ adj. rolling hills have many long
gentle slopes

competition, election, etc. very easily —romp n.

[C]: the Yankees’ 12–1 romp over the Red Sox

'rolling pin n. [C] a long tube-shaped piece of roof1 /ruf, rUf/ n. [C] 1 the part of a building or
wood used for making PASTRY flat and thin before
you cook it
ro·ly-po·ly /"roUli 'poUli/ adj. a roly-poly person
is short and fat
ROM /rAm/ n. [U] IT read-only memory the part
of a computer where permanent instructions and
information are stored ➔ RAM

Ro·man Cath·olic /"roUm@n 'kæθlIk/ adj.
relating to the part of the Christian religion whose
leader is the Pope: the Roman Catholic Church
—Roman Catholic n. [C]

ro·mance /'roUmæns, roU'mæns/ n. 1 [C] an

R

exciting relationship between two people who love
each other: a summer romance 2 [C] ENG. LANG.
ARTS a story, book, or movie about two people who
fall in love with each other 3 [U] the feeling of
excitement and adventure that is related to a particular place, activity, etc.: the romance of traveling
to distant places [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
French romans “French, something written in
French,” from Latin romanicus “Roman”]

"Roman 'numeral n. [C] a number in a system

that was used in ancient Rome, that uses combinations of the letters I, V, X, L, C, D to represent
numbers: XXVII is the Roman numeral for 27.

ro·man·tic1 /roU'mænôIk/ adj. 1 showing

strong feelings of love: “Paul gave me roses for our
anniversary.” “How romantic!” 2 involving feelings of love: I’m not ready for a romantic relationship. 3 a romantic story or movie is about love: a
new romantic comedy 4 (disapproving) romantic
ideas are not practical because they are based on
how you would like things to be rather than how
they really are ANT realistic: the romantic notion
that Christmas shopping is a magical event
—romantically adv.: They were never romantically involved.

romantic2 n. [C] 1 someone who shows strong
feelings of love and likes doing things that are
related to love, such as buying flowers, presents,
etc. 2 someone who is not practical and bases
his/her actions too much on an imagined idea of the
world ANT realist

ro·man·ti·cism,

Romanticism
/roU'mænô@"sIz@m/ n. [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS a way of
writing or painting that was popular in the late 18th
and early 19th centuries, in which feelings and wild
natural beauty were considered more important
than anything else

ro·man·ti·cize /roU'mænô@"saIz/ v. [T] to talk
or think about things in a way that makes them
seem more attractive than they really are: a romanticized idea of country life

romp /rAmp/ v. [I] 1 to play in a noisy way by

running, jumping, etc.: They could hear the children romping around upstairs. 2 to win a race,

vehicle that covers the top of it: They finally found
the cat up on the roof. | The roof is leaking. | We can
probably strap the bikes to the roof of the
car. 2 the top of a passage under the ground: The
roof of the tunnel suddenly collapsed. 3 the roof
of your mouth the top part of the inside of your
mouth 4 a roof over your head a place to live: I
may not have a job, but at least I’ve got a roof over
my head. 5 under one roof/under the same
roof in the same building or house: If we’re going
to live under the same roof, we need to get along.
[ORIGIN: Old English hrof]
roof2 v. [T] to put a roof on a building: a house
roofed with tiles
roof·ing /'rufIÎ/ n. [U] material for making or
covering roofs
roof·top /'ruftAp/ n. [C] the top surface of a
building: People were standing on rooftops to
watch the parade.
rook·ie /'rUki/ n. [C] someone who has just started
doing a job or playing a professional sport, and has
little experience: a rookie policeman
room1 /rum, rUm/ n. 1 [C] a part of the inside of
a building that has its own walls, floor, and ceiling:
The room is quite big. | the living room/dining
room | a hotel/motel room | Amanda, can you clean
up your room (=your bedroom), please? 2 [U]
enough space for a particular purpose: There isn’t
any more room in the closet. | Save room for
dessert! | The kids don’t have much room to play in
the yard. 3 [U] the possibility that something may
exist or will happen: I always try to make room for
exercise. | There was little room for doubt that he
was guilty. | Good work is being done, but there’s
still room for improvement (=the possibility of
doing better). 4 [singular] all the people in a room:
The whole room started singing “Happy Birthday.” [ORIGIN: Old English rum]
room2 v. room with sb to share the room that you
live in with someone, for example at college
"room and 'board n. [U] a room to sleep in, and
meals: Room and board at school costs $600 a
month.
room·mate /'rum-meIt/ n. [C] someone with
whom you share a room, apartment, or house:
college roommates
'room "service n. [U] a service provided by a
hotel, by which food, drinks, etc. can be brought to
a guest’s room: We decided to order room service.
room·y /'rumi, 'rUmi/ adj. with plenty of space
inside: a roomy car
roost /rust/ n. [C] a place where birds rest and
sleep —roost v. [I]
roost·er /'rustø/ n. [C] a male chicken
root1 /rut, rUt/ n. [C]
1 PLANT the part of a plant or tree that grows under
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the ground: Cover the roots with plenty of soil.

➔ see picture at PLANT 1

2 PROBLEM the basic or main part of a problem or
idea: The love of money is the root of (=is the cause
of) all evil. | the root causes of crime. | A good
mechanic will get to the root of the problem.
THESAURUS

origin, source ➔ ORIGIN

3 roots [plural] the origin or main part of something such as a CUSTOM , law, activity, etc. from
which other things have developed: Jazz has its
roots in African music.
4 sb’s roots someone’s connection with a place
because s/he was born there or his/her family lived
there: She’s proud of her Polish roots.
5 put down roots to start to feel that a place is
your home
6 TOOTH/HAIR BIOLOGY the part of a tooth, hair, etc.
that is fixed to the rest of the body
7 take root a) if an idea takes root, people begin
to accept or believe it: helping democracy take
root b) if a plant takes root, it grows into the
ground
8 LANGUAGE also root word ENG. LANG. ARTS a
word that is used as a base to make other longer
words by adding a PREFIX or a SUFFIX to it. For
example, “undrinkable” includes the root “drink.”
9 MATHEMATICS MATH the root of a number is a
smaller number that, when it is multiplied by itself
a particular number of times, equals the number
that you have: 2 is the fourth root of 16 (=2 × 2 × 2
× 2 = 16). [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old Norse rot]
➔ SQUARE ROOT , CUBE ROOT , GRASS ROOTS

root2 v. 1 be rooted in sth to have developed

from something and be strongly influenced by it:
The country’s problems are rooted in a series of
economic blunders. 2 [I] to search for something
by moving things around: I rooted through my
purse for a pen and paper. 3 [I,T] to grow roots, or
to fix a plant firmly by its roots: The bulbs will root
in spring.
root for sb phr. v. (informal) to support and encourage someone to succeed in a competition, test, or
difficult situation: We’re all rooting for you, Bill.
root sth ↔ out phr. v. to find out where a particular
problem exists and get rid of it: efforts to root out
corruption in the police force

'root beer n. [C,U] a sweet non-alcoholic drink
made from the roots of some plants

'root hair n. [C]

BIOLOGY one of very many small
hairs that stick out from the surface of a plant’s root

root·less /'rutlIs/ adj. having nowhere that you
feel is really your home

rope1 /roUp/ n. 1 [C,U] very strong thick string,

made by twisting together many threads: They tied
a piece of rope around my waist and pulled me
up. 2 the ropes [plural] the things someone needs
to know in order to do a job: I spent the first month
learning the ropes. | New employees are assigned a
buddy to show them the ropes. 3 be at/near the

rotate
end of your rope to have no more strength or
ability to deal with a difficult situation
rope2 v. [T] to tie things together using rope:
Harvey roped his horse to a nearby tree. | The
climbers were roped together for safety.
rope sb ↔ in/into sth phr. v. (informal) to persuade
someone to help you in a job or activity: My wife
and I have been roped into going to this fundraising dinner.
rope sth ↔ off phr. v. to surround an area with
ropes in order to separate it from another area:
Police roped off the area of the robbery.
ro·sa·ry /'roUz@ri/ n. (plural rosaries) [C] a string
of BEAD s used by Roman Catholics for counting
prayers
rose1 /roUz/ n. [C] a common sweet-smelling
flower that grows on a bush that has THORN s
(=sharp points on a stem): a dozen red roses [ORIGIN: Old English, Latin rosa]
rose2 v. the past tense of RISE
ro·sé /roU'zeI/ n. [U] pink wine
Rosh Ha·sha·nah /"rAS h@'SAn@/ n. Jewish
New Year, in late September or early October
ros·ter /'rAstø/ n. [C] 1 a list of the names of
people on a sports team, in an organization, etc.: the
company’s roster of top executives | Williams took
Carney’s place on the Miami Dolphin roster. 2 a
list of people’s names showing the jobs they must
do and when they must do them [ORIGIN: 1700—
1800 Dutch rooster “frame for cooking things
on, list,” from roosten “to roast”]
ros·trum /'rAstr@m/ n. [C] a small PLATFORM
(=raised area) that you stand on in front of an
AUDIENCE [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin “beak,
front part of a ship,” from rodere “to chew with
the front teeth”]
ros·y /'roUzi/ adj. (comparative rosier, superlative
rosiest) 1 seeming to offer hope of success or
happiness: The company has a rosy
future. 2 pink: rosy cheeks
rot1 /rAt/ v. (rotted, rotting) [I,T] to decay by a
gradual natural process, or to make something do
this SYN decompose: Sugar rots your teeth. | old
buildings that were left to rot
rot2 n. [U] the natural process of decaying, or the
part of something that has decayed: a tree full of rot
ro·ta·ry /'roUÔ@ri/ adj. turning in a circle around a
fixed point, like a wheel
ro·tate /'roUteIt/ v. 1 [I,T] to turn around a fixed
point, or to make something do this: The Earth
rotates every 24 hours. | Rotate the handle to the
right.
THESAURUS
turn, twist, spin, whirl, twirl,
swivel, go around, revolve ➔ TURN 1

2 [I,T] if a job rotates, or if people rotate jobs, they
each do the job for a fixed period of time: We try to
rotate the boring jobs. 3 [T] EARTH SCIENCES to
regularly change the crops grown on a piece of land
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[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin, past participle of
THESAURUS
about, approximately, around,
rotare, from rota “wheel”] —rotation
or so, in the region of ➔ ABOUT 2
/roU'teIS@n/ n. [C,U]: crop rotation
2 not gently or carefully: Don’t pet the cat so
ROTC /'rAtsi, "Ar oU ti 'si/ n. Reserve Officers roughly!
Training Corps an organization that trains sturough·shod /'röfSAd/ adv. ride roughshod
dents to be U.S. army officers
sb/sth to behave in a way that ignores other
rote /roUt/ n. learn sth by rote to learn some- over
people’s feelings or opinions
thing by repeating it until you remember it, without
really understanding it
rou·lette /ru'lEt/ n. [U] a game in which people
ro·tis·ser·ie /roU'tIs@ri/ n. [C] a piece of equip- try to win money by guessing which hole a small
ment for cooking meat by turning it around and ball on a spinning wheel will fall into
around on a metal ROD
round1 /raUnd/ adj. 1 shaped like a circle or a
ro·tor /'roUÔø/ n. [C] the part of a machine that ball: a round table | a tree with round berries | the
baby’s round cheeks
turns around on a fixed point
THESAURUS
oval, circular, triangular,
rot·ten /'rAt§n/ adj. 1 badly decayed: rotten
rectangular, cylindrical ➔ SHAPE 1
apples 2 (informal) very bad: I’m a rotten cook. |
She felt rotten about having to fire him. [ORIGIN: 2 a round number is a whole number, often ending
1200—1300 Old Norse rotinn]
in 0, that is usually not exact: Let’s make it a round
ro·tund /roU'tönd/ adj. having a fat round body number – $50. | In round numbers (=to the nearest
10, 100, 1,000, etc.), we supply 50% of the trucks in
➔ FAT 1
the area. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French
ro·tun·da /roU'tönd@/ n. [C] a round building or roont, from Latin rotundus] —roundness n. [U]
hall, especially one with a DOME

rouge /ruZ/ n. [U] pink or red powder or cream
that women put on their cheeks

SYN

blush

rough1 /röf/ adj. 1 having an uneven surface
➔ FLAT , SMOOTH : Our Jeep’s good for traveling
over rough ground. 2 not exact, or not containing
many details: Can you give us a rough idea of the
cost? | a rough draft of an essay 3 using force or
violence: Ice hockey is a rough sport. 4 a rough
area has a lot of violence and crime: a rough part of
the city 5 a rough period of time is one when you
have a lot of problems and difficulties: It sounds
like you had a rough day at work. | I had a rough
night (=I did not sleep well). | We’ve been through
some rough times together. 6 with strong winds or
storms: Their boat sank in rough seas. 7 not fair
or kind: Don’t be so rough on her (=be kinder).
[ORIGIN: Old English ruh] —roughness n. [U]
rough2 v. rough it (informal) to live in conditions
that are not very comfortable: We’re going to rough
it in the mountains for a few days.
rough sb ↔ up phr. v. (informal) to attack someone
by hitting him/her

rough3 adv. play rough to play in a fairly violent
way

rough·age /'röfIdZ/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a substance in
some foods that helps your
SYN

fiber

BOWEL s

to work

"rough-and-'tumble adj. full of people competing, often in a cruel way: the rough-and-tumble
world of politics

rough·house /'röfhaUs/ v. [I] to play in a noisy
physical way

rough·ly
SYN

adv. 1
not
exactly
/'röfli/
approximately, about: Roughly 100 people

came.

round2 n. [C]

1 CONNECTED EVENTS a number of events that are
related: the latest round of peace talks
THESAURUS
STAGE 1

stage, part, step, phase ➔

2 DRINKS if you buy a round of drinks, you buy an
alcoholic drink for all the people in your group: I’ll
buy the next round.
3 COMPETITION one of the parts of a competition
that you have to finish or win before you can go to
the next part: She made it to the second round. | the
final round of the championship
4 round of applause a time when people CLAP to
show that they enjoyed a performance: Let’s give
them a round of applause.
5 rounds [plural] the usual visits or checks that
someone makes as a part of his/her job, especially a
doctor: The theft was discovered by a security
guard who was making his rounds.
6 SHOT a single shot from a gun: The soldier fired
several rounds before escaping.
7 GOLF a complete game of golf
8 BOXING one of the periods in a BOXING match: a
15-round heavyweight bout
9 SONG ENG. LANG. ARTS a song for three or four
singers who each start the same tune at different
times until all of them are singing

round3 v. [T] 1 to go around something such as a

bend or the corner of a building: The Porsche
rounded the bend at 120 mph. 2 to make something round: The edges of the counter have been
rounded to make them safer.
round sth ↔ off phr. v. to change an exact figure to
the nearest whole number
round sth ↔ out/off phr. v. to do something
pleasant at the end of an activity or event that
makes the experience more satisfying: Chocolate

rub
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cake served with vanilla ice cream rounded out the
meal.
round up phr. v. 1 round sb ↔ up to find and
gather together a group of people or things: Police
rounded up 20 people for questioning. 2 round
sth ↔ up to increase an exact figure to the next
highest whole number
round4 adv. AROUND ➔ all year round at YEAR
round·a·bout /'raUnd@"baUt/ adj. [only before
noun] not done in the shortest most direct way: a
roundabout route to avoid heavy traffic
"round 'character also "rounded 'character
n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a character (=person) in a
book, movie, etc. with many features or qualities,
who is interesting and often has an effect on the
way the story develops ➔ FLAT CHARACTER
"round-the-'clock adj. all the time, both day and
night: round-the-clock hospital care
'round-trip adj. a round-trip ticket is for taking a
trip from one place to another and back again
ANT one-way —round trip n. [C]

routine2 adj. 1 regular and usual: a routine medi-

cal test | a few routine questions 2 ordinary and
boring: a routine job —routinely adv.
THESAURUS
normal, ordinary, average,
standard ➔ NORMAL 1

rov·ing /'roUvIÎ/ adj. traveling or moving from
one place to another: a roving reporter

row1 /roU/ n. [C] 1 a line of things or people next

to each other: a row of houses | children standing in
a row 2 a line of seats in a theater, large room,
etc.: I sat in the front row. 3 three/four etc. in a
row happening three times, four times, etc. in
exactly the same way or with the same result:
We’ve lost four games in a row.
row2 v. [I,T] to make a boat move by using OAR s:
Slowly, she rowed across the lake.
row·boat /'roUboUt/ n. [C] a small boat that you
move by using OAR s ➔ see picture at TRANSPORTATION

row·dy /'raUdi/ adj. behaving in a noisy way that

is not controlled: a group of rowdy children ➔
LOUD 1 —rowdiness n. [U]
a lot of people or animals are brought together, 'row house n. [C] a house that is part of a line of
often by force: a roundup of criminal suspects 2 a
houses that are joined to each other ➔ HOUSE 1
short description of the main parts of the news, on
row·ing
/'roUIÎ/ n. [U] the sport or activity of
the radio or on television
making a boat move through water using OAR s
rouse /raUz/ v. [T] 1 to make someone want to do
➔ see picture on page A4
something: The speech roused King’s supporters to
roy·al
/'rOI@l/ adj. relating to or belonging to a king
action. 2 (formal) to wake up, or wake someone up
or queen: the royal family [ORIGIN: 1200—1300
rous·ing /'raUzIÎ/ adj. making people feel excited
Old French roial, from Latin regalis]
and eager to do something: a rousing speech
roy·al·ty /'rOI@lti/ n. (plural royalties) 1 [C usually plural] ECONOMICS payments made to the writer
rout /raUt/ v. [T] to defeat someone completely
of a book or piece of music 2 [U] members of a
—rout n. [C]
royal family
1
route /rut, raUt/ Ac n. [C] 1 the way from one
place to another: What is the shortest route from rpm revolutions per minute a measurement of
the speed at which an engine turns
Memphis to Atlanta? | the most direct route home |
We had to take a longer route because of the rRNA BIOLOGY the abbreviation of RIBOSOMAL RNA
snow. 2 a particular road or direction that something follows to get from one place to another: the RSI n. [U] repetitive strain injury pain in your
hands or arms caused by doing the same movement
parade route 3 a way of doing something or
many times, especially typing (TYPE)
achieving a particular result: This school has chosen a different route to establishing discipline. RSVP an abbreviation that is written on invitations
in order to ask someone to reply [ORIGIN: 1800—
[ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old French, Vulgar Latin
1900 French répondez, s’il vous plaît “please
rupta (via) “broken way,” from Latin ruptus
reply”]
“broken”]
1
route2 v. [T] to send something or someone by a rub /röb/ v. (rubbed, rubbing) [I,T] 1 to move
your hand, a cloth, etc. over a surface while pressparticular route ➔ EN ROUTE : All the military suping against it: Laura took off her glasses and
plies were routed through Turkey.
rubbed her eyes. | The stain will come out if you rub
rout·er /"ruÔø/ n. [C] IT a piece of electronic
harder. | Can you rub some lotion on my back,
equipment that sends messages between different
please?
computers or between different networks very
THESAURUS
touch, feel, stroke, scratch,
quickly

round·up /'raUndöp/ n. [C] 1 an occasion when

rou·tine1 /ru'tin/ n. 1 [C,U] the usual or normal
way in which you do things: Harry doesn’t like any
change in his daily routine. | It took us a little while
to get into our old routine. 2 [C] a series of
movements performed one after the other: an exercise routine

pat, pet, caress ➔ TOUCH 1

2 to press something against something else and
move it around: The cat was rubbing against my
legs. | They were rubbing their hands together,
trying to stay warm. 3 rub it in (informal) to
remind someone of something embarrassing that
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you know s/he wants to forget: Okay, I was wrong – that is not polite: a rude remark | Don’t be rude to
there’s no need to keep rubbing it in! 4 rub sb your grandmother! c Don’t say “rude with.” b | It’s
the wrong way (informal) if someone rubs you the rude to stare.
wrong way, s/he annoys you, usually without
THESAURUS
intending to 5 rub shoulders with sb also rub
impolite (formal) – not polite: You might touch
elbows with sb (informal) to meet and spend time
the person next to you and that would be impolite.
with important or famous people
insulting – saying or doing something that
rub off on sb phr. v. if a feeling, quality, or habit
insults someone: comments that are insulting to
rubs off on someone, s/he starts to have it because
women
someone else has it: Her positive attitude seemed to
tactless – carelessly saying or doing things that
rub off on everyone.
are likely to upset someone: a tactless remark
rub2 n. [C] an act of rubbing something or someoffensive – likely to upset or offend people: His
one: Could you give me a back rub?
remarks are offensive to African Americans.
insolent (formal) – deliberately rude, especially
rub·ber /'röbø/ n. 1 [U] a substance used for
to someone in authority: He was insolent toward
making tires, boots, etc. that is made from chemithe teacher.
cals or the liquid that comes out of tropical trees:
disrespectful – not showing respect for
rubber gloves ➔ see picture at MATERIAL 1 2 [C]
someone or something, when you should: The
(informal) a CONDOM
players should not be disrespectful to the coach.
"rubber 'band n. [C] a thin circular piece of
impertinent (formal) – impolite and not
rubber used to hold things together
respectful, especially to someone who is older or
more important: an impertinent child
rub·ber·neck /'röbø"nEk/ v. [I] (informal) to look
impudent (formal) – rude and not showing
around at something such as an accident while you
respect, especially to someone older than you:
are driving or walking past
He felt that some of the trainees were impudent.
"rubber-'stamp v. [T] (disapproving) to give official approval to something without really thinking 2 a rude awakening a situation in which someabout it
one suddenly realizes something upsetting or bad
rub·ber·y /'röb@ri/ adj. looking or feeling like [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French, Latin rudis
“raw, rough”] —rudely adv. —rudeness n. [U]
rubber
ru·di·men·ta·ry
/"rud@'mEntri, -'mEnô@ri/ adj.
rub·bish /'röbIS/ n. [U] GARBAGE
(formal) very simple and basic: a rudimentary
rub·ble /'röb@l/ n. [U] broken stones or bricks knowledge of geometry
from a building, wall, etc. that has been destroyed:
ru·di·ments /'rud@m@nôs/ n. [plural] (formal) the
a pile of rubble
most basic parts of a subject: I learned the rudirub·down /'röbdaUn/ n. give sb a rubdown to ments of the language before visiting Mexico.
give someone a MASSAGE in order to make him/her rue /ru/ v. [T] (literary) to wish that you had not
relax, especially after exercise
done something SYN regret: She’ll rue the day
ru·bel·la /ru'bEl@/ n. [U] (formal) GERMAN that she met him.
MEASLES
rue·ful /'ruf@l/ adj. showing that you wish someru·bid·i·um /ru'bIdi@m/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY (symbol thing had not happened but you accept it: a rueful
smile —ruefully adv.
Rb) a soft silver-white metal that is an ELEMENT
1
ru·bric /'rubrIk/ n. [C] 1 (formal) a title for a ruf·fle /'röf@l/ v. [T] 1 to make a smooth surface
uneven
or messy: He reached over and ruffled my
group of things that all have the same particular
qualities 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS the title written at the hair. 2 to offend, annoy, or upset someone: I don’t
top of a piece of writing 3 (formal) a set of rules want to ruffle his feathers (=upset him).
that are used to judge something
ruffle2 n. [C] a band of cloth sewn in folds as a
ru·by /'rubi/ n. (plural rubies) [C,U] a dark red decoration around the edges of a shirt, skirt, etc.
jewel, or the color of this jewel [ORIGIN: 1300— —ruffled adj.
1400 Old French rubis, rubi, from Latin rubeus rug /rög/ n. [C] a piece of thick cloth or wool that
“reddish”] —ruby adj.
covers part of a floor, used for warmth or as a
ruck·us /'rök@s/ n. [singular] (informal) a noisy decoration ➔ CARPET
argument or confused situation: What’s all the rug·by /'rögbi/ n. [U] an outdoor game played by
two teams with an OVAL ball that you kick or carry
ruckus about?
[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Rugby School in England,
rud·der /'rödø/ n. [C] a flat part at the back of a where
the game is said to have been invented]
boat or aircraft, that is turned in order to change the
rug·ged /'rögId/ adj. 1 land that is rugged is
direction in which the vehicle moves
rough and uneven, with a lot of rocks: a rugged
rud·dy /'rödi/ adj. a ruddy face looks pink and terrain full of wildlife 2 a man who is rugged is
healthy
attractive and has strong features that may not be
rude /rud/ adj. 1 speaking or behaving in a way perfect: his rugged good looks
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ru·in1 /'ruIn/ v. [T] 1 to spoil or destroy some-

thing completely: The new road will ruin the
countryside. | One stupid comment had ruined
everything. 2 ECONOMICS to make someone lose all
his/her money: A long strike would ruin the company. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French ruine,
from Latin ruina]
ruin2 n. 1 [U] ECONOMICS a situation in which
someone loses his/her social position or money,
especially because of a business failure: small businesses facing financial ruin 2 [C] also ruins [plural] the part of a building that is left after the rest
has been destroyed: the ruins of the temple 3 be/
lie in ruins to be badly damaged or destroyed: The
country’s economy is in ruins. 4 fall into ruin if
something falls into ruin, it becomes damaged or
destroyed because no one is taking care of it: The
18th-century mansion has fallen into ruin.
ru·in·ous /'ruIn@s/ adj. causing great destruction
or loss of money: a ruinous decision
rule1 /rul/ n. 1 [C] an official instruction that says
how something is to be done or what is allowed,
especially in a game, organization, or job: Erin
knows the rules of the game. | strict rules about
what you can wear | If you follow the rules, you
won’t get into trouble. | Well, that’s what happens if
you break the rules (=disobey them). | It’s against
the rules to pick up the ball (=it is not allowed). |
Can’t we bend the rules (=allow something that is
usually not allowed) just this once?
THESAURUS

law – a rule that people in a particular country,
city, or state must obey: The law requires
motorcyclists to wear helmets.
regulation – an official rule or order:
environmental regulations on air pollution
restriction – a rule or set of laws that limits
what you can do or what is allowed to happen:
new restrictions on immigration
guidelines – rules or instructions about the best
way to do something: the Department of Health’s
guidelines for a healthy diet
statute (formal) – a law or rule: a federal statute
prohibiting sex discrimination
code – a set of rules, laws, or principles that tells
people how to behave: the school’s dress code
precept (formal) – a general rule or idea that
helps you decide how to think or behave in a
situation: our basic moral precepts

2 [U] the government of a country by a particular
group of people or by using a particular system: At
that time, Vietnam was under French rule. | majority rule (=government by the political party that
most people voted for) ➔ INDIRECT RULE 3 [singular] something that is the case or is usually true: As
a general rule, vegetable oils are much better for
you than animal fats. | I worked last weekend, but
that’s the exception rather than the rule. 4 [C] a
statement about what is usually allowed in the
grammar of a language, or according to a particular
system: the rules of grammar 5 rule of thumb a
principle that is based on practical experience, and
that works most of the time: As a rule of thumb,
chicken should be cooked 15 minutes for each
pound. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French reule,
from Latin regula “edge for drawing straight
lines, rule”]

rule2 v. 1 [I,T] to have the official power to control

a country and its people: The king ruled for 30
years. | Alexander the Great ruled over a huge
empire. 2 [I,T] to make an official decision about
something such as a legal problem: The judge ruled
that the mother should have custody of the
children. | The Supreme Court has not ruled on the
case yet. 3 [T] if a feeling or desire rules someone,
it controls his/her life, so that s/he does not have
time for other things: Don’t let your job rule your
life. 4 sb/sth rules (spoken) used in order to say
that the team, school, place, etc. mentioned is better
than any other: Jefferson High rules!
rule sb/sth ↔ out phr. v. to decide that someone or
something is not possible or appropriate: We can’t
rule out the possibility that he has left the country.

ruled /ruld/ adj. ruled paper has parallel lines
printed across it

rul·er /'rulø/ n. [C] 1 someone such as a king
who has official power over a country and its
people
THESAURUS
king, queen, prince, princess,
monarch, emperor, sovereign ➔ KING

2 a flat narrow piece of plastic, wood, or metal that
you use for measuring things and drawing straight
lines

rul·ing1 /'rulIÎ/ n. [C] an official decision, especially one made by a court of law: the Supreme
Court’s ruling on the case

ruling2 adj. the ruling class/party the group that
controls a country or organization

rum /röm/ n. [C,U] a strong alcoholic drink made
from sugar

rum·ble /'römb@l/ v. [I] to make a lot of long low

sounds: Thunder rumbled in the distance.
—rumble n. [singular]

ru·men /'rum@n/ n. (plural rumens or rumina
/-m@n@/) [C] BIOLOGY a separate enclosed part in the
stomach of an animal such as a cow, that stores and
partly changes food the animal has just eaten,
before passing it into the other part of the stomach

R
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ru·mi·nate /'rum@"neIt/ v. [I] (formal) to think
carefully about something

rum·mage /'römIdZ/ v. [I] to search for some-

thing by moving things around: Kerry was rummaging through a drawer looking for a pen.

'rummage sale n. [C] an event at which old
clothes, furniture, toys, etc. are sold

ru·mor /'rumø/ n. [C,U] information that is passed

from one person to another and which may not be
true: Have you heard the rumor about Sam and
Kelly? | Knox denied rumors that he might be
running for office. | Rumor has it (that) (=people
are saying that) Jean’s getting married again. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French rumour, from
Latin rumor]

ru·mored /'rumød/ adj. if something is rumored

R

to be true, people are saying that it may be true but
no one knows for certain: It was rumored that a
magazine had offered a lot of money for her story. |
He’s rumored to be running for president.

rump /römp/ n. [C,U]

BIOLOGY the part of an animal’s back that is just above its legs

rum·pled /'römp@ld/ adj. rumpled hair, clothes,
etc. are messy

run1 /rön/ v. (past tense ran /ræn/, past participle

run, present participle running)
1 MOVE [I] to move very quickly, moving your legs

faster than when you walk: If we run, we can still
catch the bus. | I ran down the stairs as fast as I
could. | Billy ran over to the playground. | Stephen
came running into the house. ➔ see picture on page
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THESAURUS

sprint – to run as fast as you can for a short
distance: I sprinted toward the end zone.

dash/tear – to run very fast in a hurried way:

He’s always dashing off somewhere.
jog/go jogging – to run quite slowly for
exercise over a long distance
race – to go somewhere very quickly: I raced
home from school.
bolt – to suddenly run somewhere very fast,
especially in order to escape or because you are
frightened: At the sound of the bell, the kids
bolted for the door. ➔ WALK 1

2 BE IN CHARGE OF STH [T] to control, organize,
or operate a business, organization, etc.: Ann runs a
restaurant in Atlanta. | The hotel is well run/badly
run.
3 IN A RACE [I,T] to run in a race: I’m running in a
marathon at the end of this month.
4 GO SOMEWHERE QUICKLY [I] (spoken) to go
somewhere quickly, either walking or in a car: I
need to run out to my car – I left my books in it. | I
need to run to the store for some milk.
5 MACHINES [I,T] if a machine runs, or if you run it,
it is operating: The radio runs on/off batteries
(=uses batteries to work). | I forgot to run the
dishwasher. | Nate left the engine running. | We

should have the telescope up and running (=working) by the weekend.
6 COMPUTER [T] IT to start or use a computer
program: You can run this software on any PC.
7 be running late to be doing things late: Sorry
you had to wait – I’ve been running late all day.
8 ELECTION [I] POLITICS to try to be elected: It looks
like he is going to run for president. | Johnstone is
running against Pershing.
9 NEWS/STORIES/ADVERTISEMENTS [I,T] to print
or broadcast a story, etc.: What does it cost to run
an ad in the local paper? | They ran the item on the
6 o’clock news.
10 run a check/test/experiment etc. to arrange
for someone or something to be checked or tested:
The doctors say they need to run a few tests first.
11 MONEY/NUMBERS [I,T] to be at a particular
level, length, amount, price, etc.: Unemployment is
running at 5%. | The cost of repairs could run to
$500.
12 WATER/LIQUIDS [I] to flow: Tears ran down her
face. | Who left the water running (=still flowing
from a pipe)? | My nose is running (=liquid is
coming out).
THESAURUS
POUR

pour, flow, drip, leak, ooze ➔

13 HAPPEN [I] to happen in a particular way or for
a particular time: The play ran for (=was performed for) two years | The teacher kept things
running smoothly.
14 STH LONG [I,T] if something long such as a road
or wire runs in a particular direction, that is its
position, or that is where you put it: Developers
want to run a road right through his farm. | Run the
cables under the carpet.
15 BUSES/TRAINS [I] to take people from one place
to another: The bus doesn’t run on Sunday. | The
trains should run on time (=arrive and leave at the
correct time).
16 be running short of sth also be running low
on sth to have very little of something left: I’m
running low on money.
17 TOUCH [T] to touch something by moving your
hand along its surface: She ran her fingers through
her hair.
18 sth runs in the family if something such as a
quality, disease, or skill runs in the family, many
people in that family have it
19 run drugs/guns to bring drugs or guns illegally into a country in order to sell them
20 COLOR [I] if color or MAKEUP runs, it spreads
from one area of cloth or skin to another when it
gets wet
21 HOLE IN CLOTHES [I] if a hole in PANTYHOSE
runs, it gets longer in a straight line
22 be running a temperature/fever to have a
body temperature that is higher than normal
because you are sick
23 FEELING [I] if thoughts or feelings run through
you, you feel them in a very strong way: I felt a
sharp pain run down my leg. [ORIGIN: Old English
rinnan]
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run across sb/sth phr. v.

to meet or find someone or something by chance: I
ran across some old love letters the other day.
run after sb/sth phr. v.

to chase someone or something: She started to
leave, but Smith ran after her.
run around phr. v.

to be very busy doing many small jobs: She’s been
running around all day getting things ready for the
wedding.
run away phr. v.
1 to leave a place in order to escape from someone

or something: Kathy ran away from home at the
age of 16.
2 to try to avoid an unpleasant situation: You can’t
run away from your problems.
run sth by sb phr. v.

to tell someone about something so that s/he can
give you his/her opinion: Can you run that by me
again (=repeat what you said because I did not
understand)?
run down phr. v.
1 run sb/sth down to hit a person or animal with a

car while you are driving, and kill or injure him,
her, or it: A drunk driver ran down a 14-year-old
girl.
2 run sth ↔ down to gradually lose power, or to
make something do this: Don’t leave it switched on
– you’ll run down the batteries.
3 run sb/sth ↔ down (informal) to criticize someone or something: Her boyfriend’s always running
her down.
run into phr. v.
1 run into sb (informal) to meet someone by

chance: I ran into him in town.
2 run into sb/sth to hit someone or something with
a car: He lost control and ran into another car.
3 run into trouble/problems/debt etc. to begin
to have trouble, problems, etc.: She ran into trouble
when she couldn’t pay the hospital bills.
run off phr. v.
1 to leave your husband or wife and live with or

marry someone else: Her husband had run off,
leaving her and the children.
2 run sth ↔ off to quickly print copies of something: I’ll need to run off 100 copies of this.
run off with phr. v.
1 run off with sb to go away with someone

because you are having a sexual relationship with
him/her and other people do not approve: Her
husband ran off with an old girlfriend.
2 run off with sth to steal something and leave on
foot: A thief ran off with her cell phone.
run out phr. v.
1 to use all of something, so that there is none left:

We’ve run out of sugar. | I’m running out of ideas.
2 if something is running out, there will soon be
none left: They need to make a deal, but time is
running out.
3 to come to the end of a period of time when
something is allowed to be done or used: My
membership runs out in September.

run sb/sth ↔ over phr. v.
to hit someone or something with a car or other
vehicle, and drive over him, her, or it: My dog was
run over by a car.
run through sth phr. v.
1 to read, check, or practice something quickly: I’d

like to run through the agenda with you before the
meeting.
2 if a quality or feature runs through something, it
exists in all parts of it: a theme which runs through
the book
run up sth phr. v.

to spend or borrow so much money that you have a
lot to pay back: We ran up a huge phone bill.
run up against sth phr. v.

to suddenly have to deal with a problem when you
are trying to do something: The school board has
run up against opposition to its proposals.

run2 n.

1 ON FOOT [C] a period of time spent running, the
act of running, or a distance that you run: He
usually goes for a run before breakfast. | It was still
raining, but we decided to make a run for the car. |
a 5-mile run
2 in the short/long run in the near future, or later
in the future: I think in the long run you’ll be
happier without him.
3 BASEBALL [C] a point in a baseball game: The
Cubs scored three runs in the sixth inning.
4 be on the run a) to be trying to escape from
someone, especially the police: He’s been on the
run from the police for years. b) to be very busy
doing a lot of different things and going to different
places: It’s hard to eat well when you’re on the run
all day.
5 PLAY/MOVIE ETC. [C] a period of time during
which a play, movie, or television show is shown or
performed regularly: The play starts an eight-week
run on Friday.
6 a run of good/bad luck several lucky or
unlucky things happening quickly one right after
another: Losing my job was the start of a run of bad
luck that year.
7 a run on sth a situation in which a lot of people
take their money out of a bank or buy a lot of one
particular thing at the same time: There’s always a
run on chocolates and flowers on Mother’s Day.
8 ELECTION [C usually singular] an attempt to be
elected: Turner is making his first run for public
office.
9 HOLE IN CLOTHES [C] a long hole in a pair of
PANTYHOSE

10 make a run for it to suddenly start running in
order to escape
11 have the run of sth to be allowed to go
anywhere or do anything in a place: We had the run
of the house for the weekend.
12 REGULAR TRIP [C usually singular] a regular trip
made by a person or a vehicle that carries a lot of
people: the daily ferry run
13 give sb a run for his/her money to make an
opponent or competitor work very hard to beat you:

R
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The White Sox gave the A’s a run for their money,
but lost in the ninth inning.
run·a·round /'rön@"raUnd/ n. give sb the runaround (informal) to deliberately avoid giving
someone the information or help s/he has asked for:
I keep calling to find out about my insurance, but
they just keep giving me the runaround.
run·a·way1 /'rön@"weI/ n. [C] someone, especially a child, who has left home or the place where
s/he is supposed to be
runaway2 adj. [only before noun] 1 a runaway
vehicle is out of control 2 happening quickly and
suddenly: The movie was a runaway success.
"run-'down adj. 1 a building or area that is rundown is in very bad condition: a run-down
motel 2 [not before noun] someone who is rundown is very tired and not very healthy: He’s been
feeling run-down lately.
THESAURUS

R

tired, exhausted, worn out,

fatigued ➔ TIRED

running3 adv. three years/five times etc. run-

ning for three years, five times, etc. without a
change: This is the fourth day running that it has
rained.
"running 'back n. [C] in football, a player whose
main job is to run with the ball
'running mate n. [C] POLITICS the person who is
chosen by someone who is trying to become president, who will then be the VICE PRESIDENT if s/he
wins the election
run·ny /'röni/ adj. (informal) 1 a runny nose has
liquid coming out of it because you are
sick 2 food that is runny is not as thick as normal
or as you want: runny eggs
'run-off n. 1 [C] POLITICS an election or competition that is arranged when there is no clear winner
of the first one 2 [U] EARTH SCIENCES rain or other
liquid that flows off the land into rivers and lakes
➔ see picture at WATER CYCLE

"run-of-the-'mill adj. not special or interesting
SYN

ordinary: a run-of-the-mill job

run·down /'röndaUn/ n. [singular] a quick report 'run-on "sentence n. [C] a sentence that has two

or explanation of a situation, event, etc.: Can you
give me a rundown on what happened while I was
gone?
rung1 /röÎ/ v. the past participle of RING
rung2 n. [C] 1 one of the steps of a LADDER 2 (informal) a particular level or position in an
organization: I started on the bottom rung of the
company.
'run-in n. [C] (informal) an argument or disagreement with someone in authority: Barry had a
run-in with the police.
run·ner /'rönø/ n. [C] 1 someone who runs as a
sport: a long-distance runner 2 one of the long
thin blades of metal on the bottom of a
SLED 3 drug/gun runner someone who brings
drugs or guns illegally into a country in order to sell
them
"runner-'up n. (plural runners-up) [C] the person
or team that finishes in second place in a race or
competition
run·ning1 /'rönIÎ/ n. 1 [U] the activity of running: running shoes | Do you want to go running? 2 be in the running/be out of the
running to have some chance of winning or being
successful, or to have no chance: Is Sam still in the
running for the swim team? 3 the running of
sth the way that a business, organization, etc. is
managed or organized: He is not involved in the
day-to-day running of the business.
running2 adj. 1 running water water that
comes from a FAUCET : a house with no running
water 2 running battle/argument an argument
that continues over a long period of time 3 running commentary a spoken description of an
event while it is happening, especially a sports
event 4 running total a total that is always being
increased as new costs, amounts, etc. are added to it

main CLAUSE s without connecting words or correct
PUNCTUATION

runt /rönt/ n. [C] the smallest and least developed
baby animal of a group born at the same time

'run-through n. [C] a short practice before a
performance, test, etc.

'run-up n. the run-up to sth the period of time

just before an important event: Most stores are
hiring more staff in the run-up to Christmas.
run·way /'rönweI/ n. [C] a very long surface like
a wide road, that aircraft leave from and come
down on
rup·ture1 /'röptSø/ n. [C,U] an occasion when
something suddenly breaks apart or bursts: the
rupture of a blood vessel
rupture2 v. [I,T] to break or burst, or to make
something do this: An oil pipeline ruptured early
this morning.
ru·ral /'rUr@l/ adj. relating to country areas rather
than the city ANT urban: a peaceful rural setting
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Old French, Latin ruralis,
from rus “open land”]
ruse /ruz/ n. [C] (formal) something you do in order
to deceive someone SYN trick
rush1 /röS/ v. 1 [I,T] to move somewhere or do
something very quickly: David rushed into the
room. | There’s no need to rush – we have plenty of
time. | Everyone was rushing to catch the last bus.
THESAURUS

race – to go somewhere as fast as you can:
Carter raced downstairs.

dash – to run somewhere very fast, especially

only a short distance: I dashed into my bedroom
and grabbed my notebook.
hurry – to do something or go somewhere more
quickly than usual, especially because there is

sable
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not much time: People hurried into stores to
escape the rain.
charge – to move quickly forward: The boys
charged up the trail, laughing and yelling.
speed – to move very fast, used about cars,
trains, etc., or the people traveling in them: The
train sped toward San Francisco.
hasten (formal) – to move or do something
quickly or without delay: Mr. Samuels hastened
toward him. ➔ RUN 1

2 [T] to take or send something somewhere very
quickly: We had to rush Helen to the hospital. 3 [I,T] to do or decide something too quickly,
without taking the time to think carefully, or to
make someone do this: Don’t rush me – let me
think. | My mother’s worried that I’m rushing into
getting married.
rush around phr. v. to try to do a lot of things
quickly in a short period of time
rush sth ↔ through phr. v. to get something such
as a new law approved more quickly than usual

rush2 n. 1 [singular] a sudden fast movement of

things or people: There was a rush for the
door. 2 [singular, U] a situation in which you need
to hurry, especially because a lot of people want to
do or get something: We have plenty of time –
there’s no rush. | I can’t stop – I’m in a rush. |
There’s a big rush to get tickets. 3 the rush the
time when a place or group of people are very busy:
the Christmas rush 4 [singular] a sudden strong
feeling: Mark felt a rush of anger.

'rush hour n. [C,U] the time of day when there are
a lot of vehicles on the road because people are
going to and from work: rush hour traffic

Rus·sian1 /'röS@n/ adj. 1 relating to or coming
from Russia 2 relating to the Russian language

Russian2 n. 1 [U] the language used in Russia 2 [C] someone from Russia

rust1 /röst/ n. [U] the reddish-brown substance that
forms on iron, steel, etc. when it gets wet

rust2 v. [I,T] to become covered with rust, or to

make something do this: a lock that has rusted shut

rus·tic /'röstIk/ adj. simple and old-fashioned in a
way that is attractive and typical of the
SIDE : a rustic mountain cabin

COUNTRY-

rus·tle1 /'rös@l/ v. [I,T] if leaves, papers, etc. rustle,
or if you rustle them, they make a soft noise as they
rub against each other
rustle sth ↔ up phr. v. to find or make something
quickly, especially food for a meal

rustle2 n. [singular] the noise made when some-

thing rustles: the rustle of dry leaves ➔ see picture
on page A7

rust·proof /'rösôpruf/ adj. metal that is rustproof
will not rust

rust·y /'rösti/ adj. 1 covered with rust: rusty
nails 2 if a skill that you have is rusty, you are not
as good at something as you used to be because you

have not practiced it for a long time: My tennis is a
little rusty.
rut /röt/ n. 1 in a rut (informal) living or working
in a situation that does not change, and so is boring:
I was stuck in a rut and decided to look for a new
job. 2 [C] a deep narrow track left in the ground by
a wheel
ru·ta·ba·ga /'ruÔ@"beIg@/ n. [C] a large round
yellow vegetable that grows under the ground
[ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Swedish rotabagge, from
rot “root” + bagge “bag”]
ruth·less /'ruθlIs/ adj. not caring if you have to
harm other people to get what you want: a ruthless
dictator | ruthless determination —ruthlessly adv.
—ruthlessness n. [U]
RV n. [C] recreational vehicle a large vehicle
with cooking equipment, beds, etc., that a family
uses for traveling or camping
rye /raI/ n. [U] a type of grain that is used for
making bread and WHISKEY (=alcohol)

S

Ss
S, s /Es/ the nineteenth letter of the English alphabet

S also S. the written abbreviation of

SOUTH

or

SOUTHERN

-’s /z, s, Iz/ 1 the short form of “is”: What’s

that? 2 the short form of “has”: He’s gone
out. 3 used in order to show the POSSESSIVE form
of nouns: Bill is one of Jason’s friends. | the
company’s profits 4 the short form of “us,” used
only with “let” to form “let’s”: Let’s go, or we’ll be
late.

S&L n. [C] ECONOMICS SAVINGS AND LOAN
Sab·bath /'sæb@θ/ n. the Sabbath the day of

the week that Jews or Christians consider to be a
day for resting and praying, either Saturday or
Sunday [ORIGIN: 900—1000 Latin sabbatum,
from Hebrew shabbath “rest”]
sab·bat·i·cal /s@'bæÔIk@l/ n. [C,U] a period when
someone who teaches stops doing his/her usual
work in order to study or travel: Prof. Morris is on
sabbatical this semester. | She took a sabbatical
from her job at Stanford University to coach the
U.S. Olympic team.
THESAURUS
vacation, holiday, break,
leave ➔ VACATION

sa·ber /'seIbø/ n. [C] a military sword
sa·ble /'seIb@l/ n. [C,U] an expensive fur used for

sabotage

S
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making coats, or the small animal this fur comes doing something in order to get something that is
more important: Ellis sacrificed a high-paying
from
sab·o·tage1 /'sæb@"tAZ/ v. [T] 1 to secretly legal career to work in the inner city. | Rugiero was
damage or destroy something so that an enemy willing to sacrifice his life for his country. 2 to
cannot use it: Soldiers sabotaged road and rail offer something to a god as part of a ceremony,
lines. 2 to deliberately spoil someone’s plans often by killing it
because you do not want him/her to succeed: Out- sac·ri·lege /'sækr@lIdZ/ n. [C,U] an occasion
side forces are trying to sabotage the Middle East when someone treats something holy or important
peace process. [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 French in a way that does not show respect
saboter “to walk along noisily, do work badly, —sacrilegious /"sækr@'lIdZ@s/ adj.
sabotage,” from sabot “wooden shoe”] sac·ro·sanct /'sækroU"sæÎkt/ adj. something
—saboteur /"sæb@'tø/ n. [C]
that is sacrosanct is considered to be so important
sabotage2 n. [U] deliberate damage done to that noone is allowed to criticize or change it:
equipment, vehicles, etc., in order to prevent an Marriage no longer seems to be sacrosanct. [ORIenemy or opponent from using them: an act of GIN: 1600—1700 Latin sacrosanctus, probably
from sacro sanctus “made holy by religious
sabotage at the factory
sac /sæk/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a part shaped like a small ceremonies”]
bag inside a plant or animal, that contains air or sad /sæd/ adj. (comparative sadder, superlative saddest) 1 unhappy, especially because something
liquid
sac·cha·rin /'sæk@rIn/ n. [U] a chemical sub- unpleasant has happened ANT happy: Ted looked
stance that tastes very sweet and is used instead of tired and sad. | We were sad to see him go. | a sad
sugar [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Latin saccharum face
THESAURUS
“sugar,” from Greek sakcharon, from Sanskrit
sarkara “small stones, sugar”]
unhappy – not happy: an unhappy marriage |
We’re unhappy with your performance.
sac·cha·rine /'sæk@"rin/ adj. very romantic or
miserable – very sad, especially because you
involving a lot of emotion, in a way that seems silly
are lonely or sick: I couldn’t help feeling
and not sincere: a saccharine view of motherhood
miserable. | I had a miserable time at college.
sack1 /sæk/ n. [C] 1 a large bag made of strong
sorrowful (formal) – feeling great sadness,
cloth, plastic, or paper in which you carry or keep
especially because someone has died or
things: a sack of potatoes 2 also sackful the
something very bad has happened: the sorrowful
amount that a sack can contain [ORIGIN: Old
mothers of the soldiers who were killed
English sacc, from Latin saccus, from Greek
depressed – sad for a long time because things
sakkos “bag, sackcloth”] ➔ hit the sack at HIT 1
are wrong in your life: Patients will get depressed
sack2 v. [T] 1 to steal and destroy things in a city
over their symptoms.
that has been defeated by an army: The Vandals
down/low/blue (informal) – a little sad about
sacked Rome in 455 A.D. 2 to knock down the
things in your life: Whenever I felt down, I’d read
QUARTERBACK in football
his letter.
sack out phr. v. (informal) to go to sleep: Karl was
downhearted (literary) – sad about something
sacked out on the sofa.
that has happened: A friendly word can mean a
lot to someone who is downhearted.
sac·ra·ment /'sækr@m@nt/ n. [C] an important
melancholy (formal) – sad and slightly
Christian ceremony such as marriage or COMMUNION

sa·cred /'seIkrId/ adj. 1 relating to a god or

depressed: His letters seemed increasingly
melancholy.
morose (formal) – unhappy, silent, and in a bad
mood: She was morose, and he could do nothing
to cheer her up.
gloomy – sad because you think a situation will
not improve: a gloomy mood
glum – used especially to say that someone
looks sad: You look glum.

religion, and believed to be holy: The temple is one
of the most sacred places for Hindus. | sacred
text/book/writing 2 extremely important or greatly
respected: Human life is sacred. [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Past participle of sacre “to make holy”
(13—17 centuries), from Old French sacrer]
"sacred 'cow n. [C] (disapproving) a belief, object,
etc. that is so important to someone that s/he will 2 a sad event, story, etc. makes you feel unhappy:
sad news | It was a sad day for us all. | a story with
not let anyone criticize or change it
a sad ending | It’s sad that James couldn’t
1
sac·ri·fice /'sækr@"faIs/ n. [C,U] 1 something come. 3 very bad or unacceptable: The house was
that you decide not to have or not to do in order to in a sad state of neglect. | It’s sad that these
get something that is more important: Her parents patients don’t get the help they need. [ORIGIN: Old
made a lot of sacrifices to put her through col- English sæd “having had enough”] —sadness
lege. 2 the act of offering something to a god, or n. [singular, U]
an object or animal that is killed in order to be sad·den /'sædn/ v. [T] (formal) to make someone
offered to a god —sacrificial /"sækr@'fIS@lX/ adj. feel sad or disappointed: We were deeply saddened
sacrifice2 v. [T] 1 to willingly stop having or by her death.
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sad·dle1 /'sædl/ n. [C] 1 a seat made of leather
that is put on a horse’s back so that you can ride
it 2 a seat on a bicycle or a MOTORCYCLE

THESAURUS
protect, guard, shield,
give/offer/provide protection ➔ PROTECT

saddle2 v. [T] also saddle up to put a saddle on a "safe 'haven n. [C] a place where someone can go
horse

saddle sb with sth phr. v. to give someone a job,

problem, etc. that is difficult or boring: small businesses saddled with debts

sad·dle·bag /'sædl"bæg/ n. [C] a bag that you
carry things in, that is attached to a saddle on a
horse or a bicycle

sa·dism /'seI"dIz@m/ n. [U] behavior in which

someone gets pleasure, especially sexual pleasure,
from being cruel to someone ➔ MASOCHISM
—sadist n. [C] —sadistic /s@'dIstIk/ adj.: a
sadistic ruler

sad·ly /'sædli/ adv. 1 in a way that shows you are
sad: Jimmy nodded sadly. 2 in a way that you wish
were not true SYN unfortunately: Sadly, most
small businesses fail in the first year.

sa·fa·ri /s@'fAri/ n. [C] a trip through the country

areas of Africa in order to watch wild animals:
tourists on safari in Zaire [ORIGIN: 1800—1900
Arabic safariy “of a trip”]

safe1 /seIf/ adj. 1 not in danger of being harmed

or stolen: People don’t feel safe in their own
homes. | Nothing can keep a city safe from terrorist
attacks. | Both children were found, safe and sound
(=unharmed). 2 not likely to cause or allow any
physical injury or harm: safe drinking water | It’s
not safe to walk there at night. | Have a safe trip. |
He stopped the car a safe distance away. 3 a safe
place is one where something is not likely to be
stolen or lost: Keep your passport in a safe
place. 4 not involving any risk and very likely to
be successful: a safe investment | U.S. Treasury
bonds are a safe bet. 5 not likely to cause disagreement: I think it’s safe to say that few people
read the entire document. 6 to be on the safe
side (spoken) used when you are being very careful
in order to avoid an unpleasant situation: We’ll each
keep a copy of the lease to be on the safe
side. 7 better (to be) safe than sorry (spoken)
used in order to say that it is better to be careful,
even if this takes time or effort, than to take a risk
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French sauf, from
Latin salvus “safe, healthy”] —safely adv.:
Drive safely!

safe2 n. [C] a strong metal box or cupboard with a

lock on it, where you keep money and valuable
things

'safe-deposit "box n. [C] a small box used for
keeping valuable objects, usually in a special room
in a bank

safe·guard /'seIfgArd/ n. [C] a law, agreement,
etc. that is intended to protect someone or something from possible dangers or problems: safeguards against the exploitation of children
—safeguard v. [T]

in order to escape from possible danger or attack

safe·keep·ing /"seIf'kipIÎ/ n. for safekeep-

ing if you put something somewhere for safekeeping, you put it in a place where it will not get
damaged, lost, or stolen
"safe 'sex n. [U] ways of having sex that reduce
the risk of getting a sexual disease, especially by
using a CONDOM
safe·ty /'seIfti/ n. [U] 1 the state of being safe
from danger or harm: Some students are concerned
about safety on campus. 2 how safe someone or
something is: Police have expressed fears for the
girl’s safety. | People have questioned the safety of
the fireworks show.
'safety belt n. [C] a SEAT BELT
'safety net n. [C] 1 SOCIAL SCIENCE a system or
arrangement that helps people if they get into a
difficult situation or have serious problems: a safety
net for the country’s poorest people 2 a large net
that is placed below someone who is performing
high above the ground, to catch him/her if s/he
falls 3 ECONOMICS actions taken by a government
to help or protect companies or financial institutions that have serious financial problems
'safety pin n. [C] a
curved metal pin for fastening things together.
The point of the pin fits
into a cover so that it
cannot hurt you.

'safety

valve n.
[C] 1 something you

do that allows you to
express strong feelings
such as anger without
doing any harm: Exercise is a good safety valve for
stress. 2 a part of a machine that allows gas,
steam, etc. to be let out when the pressure is too
high
sag /sæg/ v. (sagged, sagging) [I] 1 to hang
down or bend in the middle, especially because of
the weight of something: The bookcases sagged
under the weight of hundreds of books. 2 to
become weaker or less valuable: a sagging
economy
sa·ga /'sAg@/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a long story or
description of events
sa·ga·ci·ty /s@'gæs@Ôi/ n. [U] (formal) good judgment and understanding SYN wisdom
sage /seIdZ/ n. 1 [C] (literary) someone, especially someone old, who is very wise 2 [U] an
HERB with gray-green leaves 3 [U] EARTH SCIENCES
sagebrush —sage adj.: sage advice
sage·brush /'seIdZbröS/ n. [U] EARTH SCIENCES a
small bush with a strong smell, that grows on dry
land in western North America
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Sag·it·tar·i·us /"sædZ@'tEri@s/ n. 1 [U] the 'salad "dressing n. [C,U] a liquid mixture for

S

ninth sign of the ZODIAC , represented by a man putting on salads to give them a special taste
with a BOW and ARROW s 2 [C] someone born sal·a·man·der /'sæl@"mændø/ n. [C] a small
between November 22 and December 21
animal similar to a LIZARD , that can live in water
said1 /sEd/ v. the past tense and past participle of and on land
1
SAY
sa·la·mi /s@'lAmi/ n. [C,U] a large SAUSAGE with
said2 adj. used when giving more information a strong taste, that is eaten cold
about someone or something that has just been
mentioned: The said robbery happened about 5:00. sal·a·ried /'sæl@rid/ adj. receiving a salary: salaried workers
sail1 /seIl/ v. 1 [I] to travel across an area of water
sal·a·ry
/'sæl@ri/ n. (plural salaries) [C,U] money
in a boat or ship: Melville sailed to Hawaii. | the
first Europeans to sail across the Atlantic 2 [I,T] to that you receive every month as payment from the
direct or control the movement of a boat or ship: organization you work for ➔ WAGES : the average
We sailed the boat along the coast. | I’d like to learn yearly/annual salary | The university may need to
how to sail. 3 [I] to start a trip by boat or ship: We pay higher salaries to attract top faculty. [ORIGIN:
sail at high tide. | The Dawn Princess will sail from 1200—1300 Latin salarium “money to pay for
salt,” from sal “salt”]
San Juan.
THESAURUS
sail through sth phr. v. to succeed in doing somepay, income, wages,
thing very easily
earnings, remuneration ➔ PAY 2
1
sail2 n. [C] 1 a large piece of strong cloth attached ➔ WORK
to a boat, so that the wind will push the boat
along 2 set sail to begin a trip by boat or ship: sale /seIl/ n. 1 [C,U] the act of selling something,
or an occasion when you sell something: The sale
The ship will set sail at dawn.
of alcohol is strictly controlled. | a yard/garage
sail·boat /'seIlboUt/ n. [C] a small boat with one sale (=an occasion when you sell things you no
or more sails
longer need) 2 sales a) [plural] ECONOMICS the
sail·ing /'seIlIÎ/ n. [U] the sport of traveling total number of products that are sold during a
through water in a sailboat ➔ see picture on page A4 particular period of time: a company with sales of
sail·or /'seIlø/ n. [C] 1 someone who works on a $60 million per year | Sales of the album have been
ship 2 someone who is in the Navy ➔ see picture at strong. b) [U] the part of a company that deals
with selling products: Sally got a job as sales
ARMED FORCES
manager. 3 for sale available to be bought: They
saint /seInt/ n. [C] 1 also Saint someone who is had to put their home up for sale. | postcards for
given a special honor by the Catholic Church after sale in the gift shop 4 on sale a) available to be
he or she has died, because s/he was very good or bought: Tickets go on sale Monday. b) available to
holy: Saint Jude 2 (spoken) someone who is very be bought for a lower price than usual: The sweatgood, kind, or patient: I’m certainly no saint! [ORI- ers were on sale. 5 [C] a time when stores sell their
GIN: 1100—1200 Old French, Late Latin sancgoods at lower prices than usual: Nordstrom’s sumtus, from Latin, “holy”] —sainthood mer sale
/'seInthUd/ n. [U]
'sales clerk n. [C] someone who sells things in a
Saint Ber·nard /"seInt§ bø'nArd/ n. [C] a very store
large strong dog with long hair
sales·man /'seIlzm@n/ n. (plural salesmen) [C]
sake /seIk/ n. [U] 1 for the sake of sb also for a man whose job is to sell things: a used car
sb’s sake in order to help, improve, or please salesman
someone or something: She stayed in the marriage
for the sake of the children. | Be nice to her, for sales·person /'seIlz"pøs@n/ n. [C] someone
Kathy’s sake. 2 for goodness’/Pete’s/ whose job is to sell things
heaven’s etc. sake (spoken) said when you are 'sales repre"sentative also 'sales rep n. [C]
annoyed, surprised, etc., or when you want to someone who travels around selling his/her compaemphasize what you are saying: Why didn’t you tell ny’s products
me, for heaven’s sake?
'sales slip n. [C] a small piece of paper that you
sal·a·ble, saleable /'seIl@b@l/ adj. something are given in a store when you buy something
that is salable can be sold, or is easy to sell
SYN receipt
sal·ad /'sæl@d/ n. [C,U] 1 a mixture of raw veg- 'sales tax n. [C,U] ECONOMICS a tax that you pay in
etables, for example LETTUCE , CUCUMBER , and addition to the cost of something you are buying
TOMATO 2 raw or cooked food cut into small
pieces and served cold: potato salad [ORIGIN: sales·wom·an /'seIlz"wUm@n/ n. (plural sales1300—1400 Old French salade, from Old women) [C] a woman whose job is selling things
Provençal salada, from salar “to add salt to”]
sa·li·ent /'seIli@nt/ adj. (formal) most noticeable
'salad bar n. [C] a place in a restaurant where you or important: the salient points of the plan
can make your own salad
—salience n. [U]
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THESAURUS
important, crucial, vital,
essential, major, key, significant ➔ IMPORTANT

sa·line /'seIlin, -laIn/ adj. CHEMISTRY containing or

consisting of salt: a saline solution (=liquid with
salt in it) [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin salinus,
from sal “salt”] —saline n. [U]
sa·lin·i·ty /s@'lIn@Ôi/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY the amount
of salt which something contains
sa·li·va /s@'laIv@/ n. [U] BIOLOGY the liquid that is
produced naturally in your mouth
sal·i·vate /'sæl@"veIt/ v. [I] 1 BIOLOGY to produce
more saliva in your mouth than usual, because you
see or smell food 2 (informal) to show interest in
something in a way that shows you like or want it:
Newspapers are salivating over the story.
sal·low /'sæloU/ adj. sallow skin looks slightly
yellow and unhealthy
salm·on /'sæm@n/ n. [C,U] a large ocean fish with
silver skin and pink flesh, or the meat from this fish
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Anglo-French salmun,
from Latin salmo]
sal·mo·nel·la /"sælm@'nEl@/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a
type of BACTERIA in food that makes you sick
[ORIGIN: 1900—2000 Modern Latin, from
Daniel E. Salmon (1850-1914), U.S. scientist]
sa·lon /s@'lAn/ n. [C] a place where you can get
your hair cut, have a MANICURE , etc.: a beauty
salon [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 French, from Italian
salone “large hall”]
sa·loon /s@'lun/ n. [C] a place where alcoholic
drinks were sold and drunk in the western U.S. in
the 19th century
sal·sa /'sæls@, 'sOl-/ n. [U] 1 a sauce made from
onions, tomatoes, and hot-tasting peppers, which
you put on Mexican food 2 a type of Latin American dance music
salt1 /sOlt/ n. 1 [U] a natural white mineral that is
added to food to make it taste better: Add some salt
and pepper. 2 [C] CHEMISTRY a type of chemical,
formed by combining an acid with another substance 3 salts [plural] a mineral substance like salt
that is used as a medicine or to make your bath
smell good [ORIGIN: Old English sealt]
salt2 v. [T] to add salt to food to make it taste better
salt sth ↔ away phr. v. to save money for future
use, especially dishonestly
salt3 adj. 1 preserved by salt: salt pork 2 containing salt or saltwater: a salt lake
'salt marsh n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES an area of flat
wet ground near the ocean with many different
varieties of grass growing on it, that is regularly
flooded by saltwater
'salt "shaker n. [C] a small container for salt
salt·wa·ter /'sOlt§"wOtø, -"wA-/ adj. EARTH SCIENCES living in salty water: saltwater fish
salt·y /'sOlti/ adj. tasting like or containing salt
—saltiness n. [U]

THESAURUS

➔ TASTE 1

sweet, tasty, sour, hot, spicy

sal·u·ta·tion /"sæly@'teIS@n/ n. [C,U] (formal) a
word or phrase used to greet someone at the beginning of a letter or speech, such as “Dear Mr.
Roberts”

sa·lute1 /s@'lut/ v. [I,T] to move your right hand to
your head in order to show respect to an officer in
the Army, Navy, etc.: He turned around and saluted
the captain. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin salutare,
from salus “health, safety, greeting”]

salute2 n. [C] 1 an act of saluting 2 an occasion
when guns are fired into the air in order to show
respect for someone: a 21-gun salute

sal·vage1 /'sælvIdZ/ v. [T] to save something
from a situation in which other things have already
been damaged, destroyed, or lost: He’s trying to
salvage his political reputation. | a sofa salvaged
from the dump

salvage2 n. [U] the act of salvaging something, or
the things that are salvaged

sal·va·tion /sæl'veIS@n/ n. [U] 1 the state of
being saved from evil by God, according to the
Christian religion 2 something that prevents danger, loss, or failure: Education seemed their best
chance of salvation.

Sal"vation 'Army n. the Salvation Army a

Christian organization that tries to help poor people

salve /sæv/ n. [C,U] a substance that you put on
sore skin to make it less painful —salve v. [T]

sal·vo /'sælvoU/ n. (plural salvos) [C] (formal) 1 one of a series of actions or statements,

especially in a situation in which people are arguing: the opening salvo of the election campaign 2 the act of shooting several guns in a battle
or as part of a ceremony

Sa·mar·i·tan /s@'mær@t§n/ also good Samaritan n. [C] someone who helps you when you have
problems [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 From the Bible
story of a person from Samaria (an area of
ancient Palestine) who stopped and helped a
man who had been attacked and robbed]

same1 /seIm/ adj. [only before noun] 1 a) one

particular person, place, etc. and not a different
one: We work at the same place. | Their birthdays
are on the same day. b) used in order to say that
two or more people, things, etc. are exactly like
each other SYN identical: I told him the same
thing. | The two of them looked exactly the same. |
She does the same job as I do, but in a bigger
company. c Don’t say “She does the same job like I
do.” b 2 used in order to say that a particular
person or thing does not change: He’s still the same
old Peter! 3 at the same time if two things
happen at the same time, they happen together: I
wanted to laugh and cry at the same time. 4 the
same old story/excuse etc. (informal, disapproving) something that you have heard many times

S
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before: politicians repeating the same old promises 5 same difference (spoken) used in order to
say that different actions, behavior, etc. have the
same result: “Should I e-mail them or fax a letter?”
“Same difference.” 6 by the same token in the
same way or for the same reasons: Some mothers
are committed to their careers. By the same token,
some fathers want to spend more time with their
families. 7 be in the same boat to be in the
same difficult situation that someone else is in
[ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old Norse samr]
GRAMMAR

Do not say “a same.” Say “the same sort of”: I’d
like the same sort of car as that.

same2 pron. 1 the same a) used in order to say

S

that two or more people, actions, or things are
exactly like each other: Thanks – I’ll do the same
for you sometime. | The houses look the same, but
one’s slightly larger. b) used in order to say that a
particular person or thing does not change: It won’t
be the same without you. | “How’s Danny?” “Oh,
he’s the same as ever.” c Don’t say “He’s same as
ever.” b 2 (and the) same to you! (spoken) used
as a reply to a greeting, or as an angry reply to a
rude remark: “Happy New Year!” “Same to
you!” 3 same here (spoken) said in order to tell
someone that you feel the same way as him/her:
“I’d love to see you again.” “Same here.”

same·ness /'seImnIs/ n. [U] a boring lack of
variety, or the quality of being very similar to
something else: the sameness of the landscape

"same-'sex

adj.
same-sex
marriage/
relationship etc. a marriage, etc. between two
men or two women

sam·ple1 /'sæmp@l/ n. [C] 1 a small part or

sam·u·rai /'sæmU"raI/ n. (plural samurai) [C]

HISTORY a member of a powerful military class in
Japan in past times
sanc·ti·fy /'sæÎkt@"faI/ v. (sanctified, sanctifies) [T] to make something holy
sanc·ti·mo·ni·ous /"sæÎkt@'moUni@s/ adj.
(disapproving) behaving as if you are morally better
than other people
sanc·tion1 /'sæÎkS@n/ n. 1 sanctions [plural]
official orders or laws stopping trade, communication, etc. with another country, as a way of forcing
its leaders to make political changes: Trade sanctions were imposed on South Africa before apartheid ended. | U.S. sanctions against Cuba 2 [U]
official permission, approval, or acceptance: The
protest march was held without government sanction. 3 [C] something, such as a punishment, that
makes people obey a rule or law: Sex outside of
marriage was punished by powerful social sanctions.
sanction2 v. [T] (formal) to officially accept or
allow something: The UN refused to sanction the
use of force.

THESAURUS
allow, let, permit, authorize
➔ ALLOW
approve, pass, endorse ➔ APPROVE

sanc·ti·ty /'sæÎkt@Ôi/ n. the sanctity of sth the

quality that makes something so important that it
must be respected and preserved: the sanctity of
marriage
sanc·tu·ar·y /'sæÎktSu"Eri/ n. (plural sanctuaries) 1 [C,U] a peaceful place that is safe and
provides protection, especially for people who are
in danger: The rebel leader took sanctuary in an
embassy. 2 [C] an area for birds or animals where
they are protected and cannot be hunted 3 [C] the
room where Christian religious services take place
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French sainctuarie,
from Late Latin sanctuarium, from Latin sanctus “holy”]
sanc·tum /'sæÎkt@m/ n. 1 the inner sanctum
(humorous) a place that only a few important people
are allowed to enter 2 [C] a holy place inside a

amount of something that is examined or used in
order to find out what the rest is like: Do you have a
sample of your work? | a blood/urine/tissue
sample (=one that a doctor examines for a disease) |
a free sample of shampoo 2 a group of people
who have been chosen to give information by
answering questions: a random sample of 500
college students 3 a small part of a song from a
CD or record that is used in a new song [ORIGIN:
TEMPLE
1200—1300 Old French essample, from Latin
sand1 /sænd/ n. [U] the substance that forms
exemplum]
deserts and beaches, and consists of many small
sample2 v. [T] 1 to taste a food or drink, go to a grains of rock [ORIGIN: Old English]
place, try an activity, etc. in order to see what it is
2
like: We sampled several kinds of cheese. 2 to sand v. [T] 1 to make a surface smooth by
choose some people from a larger group in order to rubbing it with SANDPAPER or a special piece of
ask them questions: A quarter of the people equipment 2 to put sand on a frozen road to make
sampled were college-educated. 3 to use a small it safer
part of a song from a CD or record in a new song san·dal /'sændl/ n. [C] a light open shoe that you
—sampling n. [C]
wear in warm weather [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Latin sandalium, from Greek, from sandalon]
'sampling "method n. [C] MATH one of several ➔ see picture at SHOE 1
methods that can be used to collect information
about people. The methods are different from each sand·bag /'sænÄbæg/ n. [C] a bag filled with
other in the way they choose the people to collect sand, used for protection from floods, explosions,
etc.
information about.

sarcastic
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sand·bank /'sænÄbæÎk/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a

raised area of sand in a river, ocean, etc.
sand·blast /'sænÄblæst/ v. [T] to clean or polish
metal, stone, glass, etc. with a machine that sends
out a powerful stream of sand
sand·box /'sænÄbAks/ n. [C] a special area of
sand for children to play in
sand·cas·tle /'sænÄ"kæs@l/ n. [C] a small model
of a castle made out of sand, usually by children on
a beach
'sand dune n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a DUNE
sand·man /'sænÄmæn/ n. [singular] a man in
children’s stories who makes children sleep by
putting sand in their eyes
sand·pa·per /'sænÄ"peIpø/ n. [U] strong paper
covered on one side with sand or another rough
substance, used for rubbing wood in order to make
it smooth —sandpaper v. [T]
sand·pip·er /'sænÄ"paIpø/ n. [C] a small bird
with long legs and a long beak, that lives by the
ocean
sand·stone /'sænÄstoUn/ n. [U] EARTH SCIENCES a
type of soft yellow or red rock
sand·storm /'sænÄstOrm/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a
storm in the desert in which sand is blown around
by strong winds
sand·wich1 /'sænÄwItS/ n. [C] two pieces of
bread with cheese, meat, egg, etc. between them,
usually eaten for LUNCH : tuna fish sandwiches
[ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Earl of Sandwich (171892), who ate sandwiches so that he could continue gambling without leaving the table]
sandwich2 v. be sandwiched between sth to
be in a very small space between two other things:
a motorcycle sandwiched between two vans
sand·y /'sændi/ adj. 1 covered with sand: a
sandy beach 2 sandy hair is dark BLONDE
sane /seIn/ adj. 1 able to think in a normal and
reasonable way ANT insane 2 reasonable and
based on sensible thinking: a sane solution to a
difficult problem
sang /sæÎ/ v. the past tense of SING
san·guine /'sæÎgwIn/ adj. (formal) happy and
hopeful about the future SYN optimistic: Smith’s
lawyers aren’t very sanguine about the outcome of
the trial. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French sanguin,
from Latin sanguineus, from sanguis “blood”]
san·i·tar·i·um /"sæn@'tEri@m/ n. [C] a hospital
for sick people who are getting better but still need
rest and care
san·i·tar·y /'sæn@"tEri/ adj. 1 relating to the
ways that dirt, infection, and waste are removed, so
that places are clean and healthy for people to use:
the lack of sanitary facilities (=toilets and
sinks) 2 clean and not involving any danger to
your health: All food should be stored under sanitary conditions.
'sanitary "napkin n. [C] a piece of soft material

that a woman wears in her underwear when she has
her PERIOD

san·i·ta·tion /"sæn@'teIS@n/ n. [U] the protection
of public health by removing and treating waste,
dirty water, etc.

san·i·tize /'sæn@"taIz/ v. [T] 1 to make news,

literature, etc. less offensive by taking out anything
unpleasant: a sanitized version of the story 2 to
clean something thoroughly, removing dirt and
BACTERIA

san·i·ty /'sæn@Ôi/ n. [U] 1 the ability to think in a

normal and reasonable way: I went away for the
weekend to try and keep my sanity. 2 the condition of being mentally healthy: I feared for my
mother’s fragile sanity. | She wondered if she was
losing her sanity.

sank /sæÎk/ v. the past tense of SINK
San·ta Claus /'sænô@ "klOz/ also Santa n. an
old man with red clothes and a long white BEARD ,
who children believe brings them presents at
Christmas [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Dutch Sinterklaas, from Sint Nikolaas “Saint Nicholas,”
patron saint of children]

sap1 /sæp/ n. 1 [U]

BIOLOGY the substance like
water that carries food through a plant 2 [C] (informal) a stupid person who is easy to deceive or treat
badly

sap2 v. (sapped, sapping) [T] to gradually make
something weak or destroy it: The heat and humidity sapped my strength.

sap·ling /'sæplIÎ/ n. [C] a young tree ➔ see picture
at PLANT 1

sap·phire /'sæfaIø/ n. [C,U] a transparent bright

blue jewel [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French
safir, from Latin, from Greek, from Hebrew
sappir, from Sanskrit sanipriya “dear to the
planet Saturn”]

sap·py /'sæpi/ adj. (disapproving) expressing love
and emotions in a way that seems silly: a sappy
love song

sap·wood /'sæpwUd/ n. [U] BIOLOGY the younger
outer wood in a tree, that is not as dark or hard as
the wood in the middle, through which water, SAP ,
and other liquids are moved around the plant

Sa·ran Wrap /s@'ræn "ræp/ n. [U] (trademark)
thin transparent plastic used for wrapping food

sar·casm /'sAr"kæz@m/ n. [U] a way of speaking

or writing in which you say the opposite of what
you really mean in order to make an unkind joke or
to show that you are annoyed: There was a hint of
sarcasm (=a little sarcasm) in his letter. | His voice
dripped with sarcasm (=showed a lot of sarcasm).
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French sarcasme, from
Late Latin, from Greek sarkazein “to tear flesh,
bite your lip angrily, sneer”]

sar·cas·tic /sAr'kæstIk/ adj. using sarcasm: He
can be very sarcastic. —sarcastically adv.
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sar·coph·a·gus

/sAr'kAf@g@s/ n. (plural
sarcophagi) a decorated stone box for a
dead body, used in
ancient times ➔ MUMMY
sar·dine
/sAr'din/
n. 1 [C] a young HERRING (=a type of fish),
or the meat from this
fish, usually sold in
cans 2 be packed
like sardines to be
packed tightly together
in a small space

sar·don·ic /sAr'dAnIk/ adj. speaking or smiling
in an unpleasant way that shows you do not have a
good opinion of someone or something [ORIGIN:
1600—1700 French sardonique, from Greek
sardonios, from sardanios; influenced by Sardonios “Sardinian,” because of a plant from
Sardinia (an Italian island) which causes the
face to twist into a smile]

S

sa·ri /'sAri/ n. [C] a type of loose clothing worn by

many Indian and Bangladeshi women, and some
Pakistani women

SASE n. [C] self-addressed stamped envelope an envelope that you put your name, address,
and a stamp on, so that someone else can send you
something

sash /sæS/ n. [C] 1 a long piece of cloth that you
wear around your waist like a belt: a white dress
with a blue sash 2 a long piece of cloth that you
wear over one shoulder and across your chest as a
sign of a special honor [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
Arabic shash “fine cloth”]

sass /sæs/ v. [T] (spoken) to talk in a rude way to
someone you should respect: Don’t sass me, young
lady! —sass n. [U]

sass·y /'sæsi/ adj. (informal) 1 a sassy child is
rude to someone s/he should respect 2 a sassy
woman is confident and does not really care what
other people think about her

SAT /sæt/ n. [C] (trademark) Scholastic Aptitude
Test an examination that high school students take
before they go to college

sat /sæt/ v. the past tense and past participle of SIT
Sa·tan /'seIt§n/ n. the Devil, considered to be the
main evil power and God’s opponent

sa·tan·ic /s@'tænIk, seI-/ adj. 1 relating to prac-

tices that treat the Devil like a god: satanic
rites 2 (literary) extremely cruel or evil: satanic
laughter

sa·tan·is·m /'seIt§n"Iz@m/ n. [U] the practice of
treating the Devil like a god —satanist n. [C]

sat·el·lite /'sæÔl"aIt/ n. [C] 1 a machine that has

been sent into space and goes around the Earth in
order to send and receive electronic information: a
live broadcast coming in by/via satellite | a satellite
communications network ➔ SPACE 1 2 PHYSICS a
natural object such as the moon that moves around
a PLANET ➔ see picture at APOGEE 3 a country,
town, or organization that is controlled by or is
dependent on another larger one: the former Soviet
satellites of eastern Europe [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
French, Latin satelles “personal servant or
guard”]
'satellite "dish n. [C] a large circular piece of
metal that receives the signals for satellite television
"satellite 'television also "satellite T'V n. [U]
television programs that are broadcast using SATELLITE s in space
sa·ti·ate /'seISi"eIt/ v. [T usually passive] (literary)
to completely satisfy a desire or need for something, for example food: They rested, satiated with
the big meal. —satiated adj. —satiety
/s@'taI@Ôi/ n. [U]
sat·in /'sæt§n/ n. [U] a type of cloth that is very
smooth and shiny [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
French]
sat·in·y /'sæt§n-i/ adj. smooth, shiny, and soft like
satin: satiny material
sat·ire /'sætaIø/ n. 1 [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS a way of
criticizing someone or something, in which you
show his, her, or its faults in a funny way: a
comedian who does political satire | a satire of the
movie industry 2 [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a play, story,
etc. written in this way —satirical /s@'tIrIk@l/
adj. —satirically adv.
sat·i·rist /'sæÔ@rIst/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS someone who writes satire
sat·i·rize /'sæÔ@"raIz/ v. [T] ENG. LANG. ARTS to use
satire to make people see someone’s or something’s
faults: a movie satirizing the fashion industry
sat·is·fac·tion /"sæÔIs'fækS@n/ n. 1 [C,U] a
feeling of happiness or pleasure because you have
achieved something or gotten what you wanted
ANT dissatisfaction: He looked around the room
with satisfaction. | Liz found satisfaction in her
job. | the satisfaction of knowing that I was
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right 2 [U] the act of getting something you want, sat·u·rate /'sætS@"reIt/ v. [T] 1 to make someneed, or have demanded: the satisfaction of basic
thing completely wet: The ground is completely
physical needs 3 to sb’s satisfaction as well or
saturated with rain. 2 to make something very
completely as someone wants: I’m not sure I can
full of a particular type of thing: an area saturated
answer that question to your satisfaction.
with radio stations —saturation /"sætS@'reIS@n/
n. [U]
sat·is·fac·to·ry /"sæÔIs'fækt@ri, -tri/ adj. good
enough for a particular situation or purpose, or "saturated 'fat n. [C,U] a type of fat from meat
good enough to please you ANT unsatisfactory
and milk products
➔ SATISFYING : a satisfactory explanation | Progress
Sat·ur·day
/'sæÔødi, -deI/ (written abbreviation
has been satisfactory. | a satisfactory result | an
Sat.) n. [C,U] the seventh day of the week, between
agreement that is satisfactory to both sides
Friday and Sunday: The documents were released
THESAURUS
Saturday. | Jim’s going to Phoenix on Saturday. |
good enough – having a standard that is
Would next Saturday be a good time for me to
satisfactory for a particular purpose or situation:
visit? | I went out and played golf last Saturday. |
Well, that coat’s a little big, but it’s good enough.
What are you doing Saturday night? [ORIGIN:
acceptable – good enough for a particular
800—900 Translation of Latin Saturni dies “day
purpose: Some students said it was easy to get
of Saturn”]
acceptable grades without doing much work.
passable (formal) – good enough to be
acceptable, but not very good: Al speaks passable
Spanish.
all right/okay – acceptable, but not excellent:
The food was all right, I guess, nothing special.
reasonable – fairly good, large, or high: a
reasonable level of pay
respectable – good or satisfactory: She jumped
a respectable five and a half feet.
adequate – enough in quantity or of a good
enough quality for a particular purpose: Are they
given adequate training before starting work?

sat·is·fied /'sæÔIs"faId/ adj. 1 pleased because
something has happened in the way that you want,
or because you have achieved something ANT dissatisfied: satisfied customers | Are you satisfied
with your job? 2 feeling sure that something is
right or true: I’m satisfied (that) he’s telling the
truth.
THESAURUS
sure, certain, convinced,
confident ➔ SURE 1

3 satisfied? (spoken) said in an annoyed way
when you say or do something that you do not
really want to say or do: Okay, okay, I was wrong –
satisfied?
sat·is·fy /'sæÔIs"faI/ v. (satisfied, satisfies)
[T] 1 to make someone happy by providing what
s/he wants or needs: One bite satisfied my craving
for chocolate. | Can the school satisfy the needs of
special learners? 2 to make someone feel sure
that something is true or has been done correctly:
The evidence did not satisfy the jury that he was
guilty. 3 (formal) to be good enough for a particular purpose, standard, etc.: students who have not
satisfied the requirements for graduation [ORIGIN:
1400—1500 Old French satisfier, from Latin
satisfacere, from satis “enough” + facere “to
make”]
sat·is·fy·ing /'sæÔIs"faI-IÎ/ adj. 1 making you
feel pleased and happy, especially because you
have got what you wanted: a satisfying victory 2 food that is satisfying makes you feel that
you have eaten enough: a satisfying meal

Sat·urn /'sæÔøn/ n.

PHYSICS the second largest
PLANET , which is sixth from the Sun ➔ see picture at
SOLAR SYSTEM

sauce /sOs/ n. [C,U] a thick cooked liquid that is

served with food to give it a particular taste: spaghetti with tomato sauce [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Old French, Latin salsa, from sallere “to add
salt to”]

sauce·pan /'sOs-pæn/ n. [C] a deep round metal
container with a handle, used for cooking

sau·cer /'sOsø/ n. [C] a small round plate that you
put a cup on

sau·cy /'sOsi/ adj. about sex or relating to sex, in a

way that is amusing but not shocking: a saucy
comedy

sau·er·kraut /'saUø"kraUt/ n. [U] a salty German food made of CABBAGE

sau·na /'sOn@/ n. [C] 1 a room that is filled with
steam to make it very hot, in which people sit
because it is considered healthy 2 a time when
you sit or lie in a room like this

saun·ter /'sOnôø, 'sAn-/ v. [I] to walk in a slow

and confident way: Myers sauntered up to her desk.

sau·sage /'sOsIdZ/ n. [C,U] a mixture of meat and
SPICE s, usually in a small tube shape, that is cooked
and often eaten for breakfast [ORIGIN: 1400—

1500 Old North French saussiche, from Late
Latin salsicia, from Latin salsus “salted”]

sau·té /sO'teI/ v. [T] to cook something quickly in
a little hot oil or fat: sautéed mushrooms

sav·age1 /'sævIdZ/ adj. 1 very cruel and violent:

a savage murder 2 criticizing someone or something very severely: a savage attack on the newspaper industry 3 very severe and harmful: savage
budget cuts 4 (old-fashioned) PRIMITIVE [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Old French sauvage, from Latin
silvaticus “of the woods, wild”] —savagely adv.

savage2 n. [C] (old-fashioned, offensive) someone
from a country where the way of living seems
simple and undeveloped
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savage3 v. [T] 1 to criticize someone or some-

thing very severely: a movie savaged by the critics 2 if an animal savages someone, it attacks
him/her, and causes serious injuries
sav·age·ry /'sævIdZri/ n. [U] extremely cruel and
violent behavior
sa·van·na, savannah /s@'væn@/ n. [C,U] EARTH
SCIENCES a large flat area of land covered in grass in
a warm part of the world
save1 /seIv/ v.
1 FROM HARM/DANGER [T] to make someone or
something safe from danger, harm, or destruction:
We are working to save the rain forest from
destruction. | The new treatment could save his life.
2 MONEY [I,T] also save up to keep money so that
you can use it later: We’re trying to save money to
buy a house. | I’m saving up for a trip to Europe.
3 NOT WASTE [T] to use less time, money, energy,
etc. so that you do not waste any: We’ll save time if
we take a cab. | Buying new equipment will actually
save the company money.
4 TO USE LATER [T] to keep something so that you
can use or enjoy it in the future: I’m saving this
bottle of champagne for a special occasion.

S

THESAURUS

keep, store, reserve ➔ KEEP 1

5 HELP TO AVOID [T] to help someone by making it
unnecessary for him/her to do something that is
inconvenient or difficult: If you could pick up Lori’s
birthday cake, it would save me a trip to the bakery.
6 COLLECT [T] also save (sth ↔) up to keep all the
objects of a particular kind that you can find so that
they can be used for a special purpose: I’m saving
all the bottles and cans for recycling.
7 KEEP FOR SB [T] to stop people from using
something so that it is available for someone else:
We’ll save some dinner for you. | Will you save me
a seat?
8 COMPUTER [I,T] IT to make a computer keep the
work that you have done on it: Don’t forget to save
before you close the file. ➔ COMPUTER
9 SPORT [T] to stop the other team from scoring a
GOAL in games such as SOCCER or HOCKEY
10 saving grace the one good thing that makes
someone or something acceptable: His sense of
humor was his only saving grace. ➔ lose/save
face at FACE 1
save on sth phr. v.
to avoid wasting something by using as little as
possible of it: We turn the heat down during the day
to save on electricity. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
French salver, from Late Latin salvare, from
Latin salvus]
save2 n. [C] an action by the GOALKEEPER in
SOCCER , HOCKEY , etc. that prevents the other team
from getting a point
sav·er /'seIvø/ n. 1 time-saver/money-saver/
energy-saver etc. something that prevents loss or
waste: Shopping by mail is a great timesaver. 2 [C] someone who saves money in a bank
sav·ing /'seIvIÎz/ n. 1 savings [plural] all the

money that you have saved, especially in a bank:
She lost their life savings in a Vegas casino. 2 [C]
an amount of something that you have not used or
do not have to spend: Enjoy 25% savings on our
regular prices. | a saving of $15
'savings ac"count n. [C] ECONOMICS a bank
account that pays INTEREST on the money you
have in it
"savings and 'loan (abbreviation S&L) n. [C]
ECONOMICS a business similar to a bank where you
can save money, and that also lends money for
things such as houses
'savings bank n. [C] ECONOMICS a bank whose
business is mostly from savings accounts and from
LOAN s on houses
sav·ior /'seIvyø/ n. 1 [C] someone or something
that saves you from a difficult or dangerous situation: Many believed he would be the savior of the
organization. 2 the/our Savior another name for
Jesus Christ, used in the Christian religion
sa·vor /'seIvø/ v. [T] to make an activity or experience last as long as you can, because you are
enjoying every moment of it: Drink it slowly and
savor every drop.
sa·vor·y /'seIv@ri/ adj. savory food has a pleasant
spicy or salty smell or taste: savory snacks [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French savouré, past participle of savourer, from savour]
sav·vy /'sævi/ n. [U] practical knowledge and
ability: marketing savvy —savvy adj.: a savvy
businesswoman
saw1 /sO/ v. the past tense of SEE
saw2 n. [C] a tool that has a flat blade with a row of
sharp points, used for cutting wood
saw3 v. (past tense sawed, past participle sawed or
sawn /sOn/) [I,T] to cut something using a saw: We
decided to saw off the lower branches of the apple
tree. ➔ CUT 1
saw·dust /'sOdöst/ n. [U] very small pieces of
wood that are left when you cut wood with a saw
saw·mill /'sOmIl/ n. [C] a factory where trees are
cut into boards
sawn /sOn/ v. a past participle of SAW 3
sax /sæks/ n. [C] (informal) a saxophone
sax·o·phone /'sæks@"foUn/ n. [C] a metal musical instrument that you play by blowing into it and
pressing special KEY s [ORIGIN: 1800—1900
French, from Adolphe Sax (1814-94), Belgian
musician who invented the instrument]
say1 /seI/ v. (past tense and past participle said /sEd/,
third person singular says /sEz/)
1 EXPRESS STH [T] to express a thought or feeling
in words: “I’m so tired,” she said. | They left
without saying goodbye. | Dave said (that) he’d
call back. | Did she say what happened? | Tom
didn’t say why he was angry. | That was a nice/
mean/strange thing to say. | What did you say to
them?
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USAGE

Say cannot have a person as its object. Do not
use “say me.” Use “ tell me” instead. Compare
these sentences: He said that he was tired. | He
told me that he was tired.
THESAURUS

mention – to say something but without giving

many details: He mentioned something about a
party.
add – to say something more about something:
Is there anything you’d like to add?
state (formal) – to give a piece of information or
your opinion, especially by saying it clearly: The
witness stated that he had never seen the woman
before.
utter (literary) – to say something: No one
uttered a word.
express – to say how you feel about something:
It’s hard to express how I felt.

2 PRONOUNCE [T] to pronounce a word or sound:
How do you say your last name?
3 WITHOUT WORDS [I,T] to express something
without using words: What is Hopper trying to say
in this painting? | Her smile says it all (=her smile
expresses her happiness).
4 GIVE INFORMATION [T] to give information in
writing, pictures, or numbers: The clock said quarter after six. | The instructions say (that) you cook it
for ten minutes.
5 sth goes without saying used when what you
have said or written is so clear that it really did not
need to be stated: It goes without saying that a
well-rested person is a better worker.
6 say to yourself to think something: I was
worried about it, but I said to myself, “You can do
this.”
7 to say the least used when what you have said
could have been stated much more strongly: The
house needs work, to say the least.
8 having said that used before saying something
that makes the opinion you have given seem less
strong: The movie is poorly made, but having said
that, it’s still a cute picture to take the kids to.
9 that is to say used before describing what you
mean in more detail or more clearly: Things still
aren’t equal. That is to say, women still are not paid
as much as men.
SPOKEN PHRASES

10 be saying used in phrases to emphasize that
you are trying to explain what you mean in a way
that someone will understand better, especially in a
situation in which you are arguing with someone
and do not want him/her to be angry: All I’m
saying is that he should have been more careful. |
I’m not saying it’s a bad idea, just that we need to
think about it. | I’m just saying it would be easier if
we made a copy. | Maybe if you stopped shouting at
him, he might actually tell you what’s wrong, (do
you) know what I’m saying (=do you understand
me)?
11 [T] to suggest or suppose that something might

happen or might be true: Say you were going to an
interview. What would you wear? | Let’s say they
don’t approve our plan. What do we do then?
12 what do you say? used in order to ask
someone if s/he agrees with a suggestion: What do
you say we all go to a movie?
13 you can say that again used in order to say
that you completely agree with someone: “It’s cold
in here.” “You can say that again.”
14 say when used when you want someone to tell
you when you have given him/her the correct
amount of something, especially a drink
[ORIGIN: Old English secgan]

say2 n. 1 [singular, U] the right to help decide

something: Citizens should have a say in how their
tax money is spent. | Members felt that they had no
say in the proposed changes. | The chairman has
the final say (=has the right to make the final
decision about something). 2 have your say to
have the opportunity to give your opinion about
something: You’ll all have the chance to have your
say.
say·ing /'seI-IÎ/ n. [C] a well-known statement
that expresses an idea most people believe is true
and wise
THESAURUS

phrase, expression, idiom,
cliché, proverb, maxim ➔ PHRASE 1

SC the written abbreviation of SOUTH CAROLINA
scab /skæb/ n. [C] 1 a hard layer of dried blood

that forms over a cut or wound 2 (informal) an
insulting word for someone who works in a place
where other people are on STRIKE (=refusing to
work because of a disagreement with an employer)
scads /skædz/ n. [plural] (informal) large numbers
or quantities of something: scads of money
scaf·fold /'skæf@ld, -foUld/ n. [C] 1 a structure
built next to a building or high wall, for people to
stand on while they work on the building or
wall 2 a structure used in past times for killing
criminals by hanging them from it [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Old North French escafaut, from
Vulgar Latin catafalicum “stage, platform, scaffold”]

scaf·fold·ing

/'skæf@ldIÎ/ n. [U]
poles and boards that
are built into a structure
for people to stand on
when they are working
on a high wall or the
outside of a building
scald /skOld/ v. [T] to
burn yourself with hot
liquid or steam [ORIGIN:
1100—1200
Old
North French escalder, from Late Latin excaldare “to wash in warm water”]
scald·ing /'skOldIÎ/ adj., adv. extremely hot:
scalding hot coffee
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(hot) ➔ HOT

scale1 /skeIl/ n.
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hot, boiling/baking/scorching

1 SIZE [singular, U] the size or level of something,
when compared to what is normal: The scale of the
problem soon became clear. | There has been housing development on a massive scale since 1980. | a
large/small scale research project
2 MEASURING SYSTEM [C usually singular] a system
for measuring the force, speed, amount, etc. of
something, or for comparing it with something
else: The earthquake measured 7 on the Richter
scale. | Your performance will be judged on a scale
of 1 to 10.
3 RANGE [C usually singular] the whole range of
different types of people, things, ideas, etc. from
the lowest level to the highest: Some rural schools
have 50 students while at the other end of the scale
are city schools with 5,000 students.
4 FOR WEIGHING [C] a machine or piece of equipment for weighing people or objects: The nurse
asked me to get on the scale. ➔ see picture at WEIGH
5 MEASURING MARKS [C] a set of marks with
regular spaces between them on an instrument that
is used for measuring: a ruler with a metric scale
6 MAP/DRAWING [C,U] the relationship between
the size of a map, drawing, or model and the actual
size of the place or thing that it represents: a scale
of 1 inch to the mile
7 MUSIC [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a series of musical
notes that have a fixed order and become gradually
higher or lower in PITCH
8 ON FISH [C usually plural] one of the small flat
pieces of hard skin that cover the bodies of fish,
snakes, etc. ➔ see picture on page A2
scale2 v. [T] to climb to the top of something that
is high: They scaled a 40-foot wall and escaped.
scale sth ↔ back/down phr. v. to reduce the size
of something such as an organization or plan:
Military operations in the area have been scaled
down.
'scale "drawing n. [C] a drawing of an object,
building, or areas, etc. that is larger or smaller than
the actual object, building, etc.
sca·lene tri·an·gle /"skeIlin 'traI"æÎg@l/ n.
[C] MATH a TRIANGLE with three sides that are all
different lengths ➔ see picture at TRIANGLE
scal·lion /'skæly@n/ n. [C] a small white onion
with a small round end and a long green stem that
you eat raw SYN green onion
scal·lop /'skæl@p, 'skAl@p/ n. [C] a small sea
animal that has a hard flat shell, or the meat from
this animal
scal·loped /'skæl@pt, 'skA-/ adj. cloth or objects
that have scalloped edges are cut in a series of
small curves as a decoration
scalp1 /skælp/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the skin on the top of
your head, where your hair grows
scalp2 v. [T] 1 (informal) to buy tickets for an
event and sell them again at a much higher

price 2 to cut the scalp off a dead enemy as a sign
of victory

scal·pel /'skælp@l/ n. [C] a small and very sharp
knife used by doctors during operations

scalp·er /'skælpø/ n. [C] someone who makes

money by buying tickets for an event and selling
them again at a very high price
scal·y
/'skeIli/
adj. 1 an animal that is
scaly is covered with
small flat pieces of hard
skin 2 scaly skin is dry
and rough
scam /skæm/ n. [C]
(informal) a smart but
dishonest plan to get
money: an insurance
scam

scam·per /'skæmpø/ v. [I] to run with short
quick steps, like a small animal: A mouse scampered into its hole.

scan1 /skæn/ v. (scanned, scanning) 1 [I,T] also

scan through to read something quickly in order
to understand its main meaning or to find a particular piece of information ➔ SKIM : I had a chance to
scan through the report on the plane. 2 [T] to
examine an area carefully, because you are looking
for a particular person or thing: They anxiously
scanned the streets for Billy. 3 [T] if a machine
scans an object or a part of your body, it produces a
picture of what is inside ➔ SCANNER : All luggage
has to be scanned at the airport. 4 [T] to copy a
picture or piece of writing onto a computer by
putting it into a machine attached to the computer
➔ SCANNER [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Late Latin
scandere, from Latin, “to climb”]

scan2 n. [C] a medical test in which a special
machine produces a picture of something inside
your body: a bone/brain scan

scan·dal /'skændl/ n. [C,U] something that has

happened that people think is immoral or shocking:
He was involved in a major financial scandal.
[ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Late Latin scandalum
“offense,” from Greek skandalon]

scan·dal·ize /'skændl"aIz/ v. [T] to do something that shocks people very much

scan·dal·ous /'skændl-@s/ adj. completely
immoral and shocking: scandalous behavior

scan·ner /'skænø/ n. [C] 1

PHYSICS a machine
that passes a beam of ELECTRON s over an object or
a part of your body in order to produce a picture of
what is inside 2 IT a piece of computer equipment
that copies an image from paper onto the computer

➔ see picture on page A6

scant /skænt/ adj. not enough: The story has
received scant attention in the press.

scant·y /'skænôi/ adj. very little in size or amount:
a scanty bikini —scantily adv.: scantily dressed

scavenge
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scape·goat /'skeIpgoUt/ n. [C] someone who is

blamed for something bad that happens, even if it is
not his/her fault: He’s been made a scapegoat for
their lack of success. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 scape
(from scape “to get away” (13—20 centuries),
from escape) + goat] —scapegoat v. [T]

scar1 /skAr/ n. [C] 1 a permanent mark on your
skin from a cut or wound: The cut will leave a
permanent scar.
THESAURUS
blemish, bruise, pimple, zit,
wart, blister, freckle, mole ➔ MARK 2

2 a feeling of fear and sadness that stays with a
person after a bad experience: The war has left a
deep scar on this community. [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Old French escare, from Late Latin
eschara, from Greek]

scar2 v. (scarred, scarring) [T] 1 to have or be
given a permanent mark on your skin from a cut or
wound: The fire had left him scarred for life. 2 if a
bad experience scars you, it leaves you with a
feeling of sadness and fear that continues for a long
time: She was deeply scarred by her father’s suicide.

scarce /skErs/ adj. if food, clothing, water, etc. is
scarce, there is not enough of it available

scarce·ly /'skErsli/ adv. 1 almost not at all, or
almost none at all SYN hardly: Their teaching
methods have scarcely changed in the last 10
years. | The country has scarcely any industry. 2 definitely not, or almost certainly not:
Owen is really angry, and you can scarcely blame
him.

scar·ci·ty /'skErs@Ôi/ n. [singular, U] a situation in
which there is not enough of something: a scarcity
of medical supplies

scare /skEr/ v. 1 [T] to make someone feel
1

frightened: I didn’t mean to scare you. | We were
scared to death (=very scared). | The alarm scared
the life out of me (=scared me very much)! 2 [I] to
become frightened: I don’t scare easily, you know.
[ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old Norse skirra, from
skjarr “shy, fearful”]
scare sb/sth ↔ off/away phr. v. 1 to make someone or something go away by frightening him, her,
or it: A barking dog had scared the attackers
away. 2 to make someone uncertain or nervous so
that s/he does not do something s/he was going to
do: I’d like to call him, but I don’t want to scare
him off.
scare sth ↔ up phr. v. (spoken) to make something
although you have very few things to make it from:
I’ll try to scare up some breakfast.

scare2 n. 1 [singular] a sudden feeling of fear: You

really gave us a scare. 2 [C] a situation in which a
group of people become frightened about something: a bomb scare

scare·crow

/'skErkroU/ n. [C] an
object made to look like
a person, that is put in a
field to frighten birds
away
scared /skErd/ adj.
frightened by something
or
nervous
about
something SYN afraid:
A lot of people are
scared of flying. | She was scared (that) she might
slip and fall on the ice. | Steve heard some noise,
and he was scared stiff/scared to death
(=extremely frightened).
THESAURUS
frightened, afraid, terrified,
petrified, fearful, phobic ➔ FRIGHTENED

scarf1 /skArf/ n. (plural scarves /skArvz/ or
scarfs) [C] a piece of material that you wear

around your neck, head, or shoulders to keep you
warm or to make you look attractive [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Old North French escarpe, from
Old French escherpe “bag hung around the
neck”] ➔ see picture at CLOTHES
scarf2 v. (slang)
scarf sth ↔ down/up phr. v. to eat something
very quickly: I scarfed down a candy bar between
classes.
scar·let /'skArlIt/ n. [U] a very bright red color
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French escarlate,
from Medieval Latin scarlata, from Persian
saqalat, type of cloth] —scarlet adj.
scarves /skArvz/ n. a plural of SCARF 1
scar·y /'skEri/ adj. (comparative scarier, superlative
scariest) frightening: a scary movie

scath·ing /'skeIDIÎ/ adj. scathing remarks, COMMENT s,

etc. criticize someone or something very
severely: a scathing attack on the president [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 scathe “to harm” (12—20 centuries), from Old Norse skatha]

scat·ter /'skæÔø/ v. 1 [T] to throw or drop a lot
of things over a wide area: Scatter the seeds over
the soil. 2 [I,T] if people or animals scatter, or if
something scatters them, they move quickly in
different directions: The sound of gunfire made the
crowd scatter.

scat·ter·brained /'skæÔø"breInd/ adj. (informal) tending to forget or lose things because you do

not think in a practical way

scat·tered /'skæÔød/ adj. spread over a wide area
or over a long period of time: The weather forecast
is for scattered showers (=short periods of rain).

scav·enge /'skævIndZ/ v. [I,T] to search for food
or useful objects among things that have been
thrown away [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 scavenger
(16—21 centuries), from scavager “tax collector, someone who cleans streets”] —scavenger
n. [C]
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sce·nar·i·o /sI'nEri"oU, -'nær-/

Ac n. (plural
scenarios) [C] a situation that could possibly hap-

S

pen but has not happened yet: Even in the worstcase scenario (=if the worst possible thing
happens), we’ll still get the money back. | A likely
scenario is that the college will hire a new head
coach by June.
scene /sin/ n.
1 PLAY/MOVIE [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a part of a play or
movie during which the action all happens in one
place over a short period of time: She comes on in
Act 2, Scene 3. | a love scene
2 ACCIDENT/CRIME [singular] the place where an
accident or crime happened: Firefighters arrived
on/at the scene within minutes. | the scene of the
crime
3 VIEW/PICTURE [C] a view or picture of a place: a
peaceful country scene c Don’t say “There’s a nice
scene from my window.” Say “There’s a nice view
from my window.” b
4 the music/fashion/political etc. scene a particular set of activities and the people who are
involved in them: a newcomer to the political scene
5 ARGUMENT [C] a loud angry argument, especially in a public place: Sit down and stop making
a scene!
6 not sb’s scene (informal) not the type of thing
someone likes: Loud parties aren’t really my scene.
7 behind the scenes secretly, while other things
are happening publicly: People are working hard
behind the scenes.
8 set the scene a) to provide the conditions in
which an event can happen: This agreement sets the
scene for democratic elections. b) to describe the
situation before you begin to tell a story [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 French scène, from Latin scena,
scaena “stage, scene”]
sce·ner·y /'sin@ri/ n. [U] 1 the natural features
of a place, such as mountains, forests, etc.: What
beautiful scenery! 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS the painted
background, furniture, etc. used on a theater stage
sce·nic /'sinIk/ adj. with beautiful views of
nature: Let’s take the scenic route home.
scent /sEnt/ n. [C] 1 a particular smell, especially
a pleasant one: the scent of roses
THESAURUS
smell, aroma, fragrance,
perfume ➔ SMELL 2

2 the smell left behind by an animal or person
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French sentir “to feel,
smell,” from Latin sentire “to feel”]
scent·ed /'sEnôId/ adj. having a pleasant smell:
scented soap
sched·ule1 /'skEdZ@l, -dZul/ Ac n. 1 [C,U] a
plan of what someone is going to do and when s/he
is going to do it: What’s your schedule like on
Wednesday? | I have a very busy/full/tight schedule
this week (=I am very busy). | The project is six
months behind schedule (=progressing more
slowly than planned). | The building was finished
ahead of schedule (=earlier than the planned
time). | We are right on schedule (=doing things at

the planned times). ➔ PLAN 1 2 [C] a list showing
the times that buses, trains, etc. leave or arrive at a
particular place [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French
cedule “piece of paper, note,” from Late Latin
schedula, from Latin scheda “sheet of papyrus”]
schedule2 Ac v. [T] to plan that something will
happen at a particular time: The meeting has been
scheduled for Friday. | Another new store is scheduled to open in three weeks.
sche·mat·ic1 /ski'mæÔIk/ adj. showing the main
parts of something in a simple way: a schematic
drawing of a circuit
schematic2 n. [C] a simple drawing of a structure, especially of an electrical or MECHANICAL
system, that shows its main parts
scheme1 /skim/ Ac n. [C] 1 a plan, especially
to do something bad or illegal: a scheme to avoid
paying taxes
THESAURUS
PLAN 1

plan, plot, conspiracy ➔

2 a system that you use to organize information,
ideas, etc.: a classification scheme that divided the
stories by genre 3 color scheme the different
colors in which a room or house is painted

scheme2 v. [I] to secretly make dishonest plans to

get or achieve something: politicians scheming to
win votes —schemer n. [C]
schism /'sIz@m, 'skIz@m/ n. [C,U] (formal) the
separation of a group of people into two groups as
the result of a disagreement
schiz·o·phre·ni·a /"skIts@'frini@/ n. [U] a serious mental illness in which someone’s thoughts and
feelings become separated from what is really happening around him/her [ORIGIN: 1900—2000
German schizophrenie, from Greek schizo“split” + phren “mind”] —schizophrenic
/"skIts@'frEnIk/ adj., n. [C]
schlep /SlEp/ v. (schlepped, schlepping) [T]
(informal) to carry or pull something heavy: I don’t
want to schlep this bag all the way across town.
[ORIGIN: 1900—2000 Yiddish shleppen, from
Middle High German sleppen]
THESAURUS

carry, tote, lug, haul ➔ CARRY

schlock /SlAk/ n. [U] (informal) things that are
cheap, bad, or useless

schmaltz·y /'SmOltsi, 'SmAl-/ adj. (informal, disapproving) dealing with strong emotions such as

love and sadness in a way that seems silly: a
schmaltzy love song [ORIGIN: 1900—2000
schmaltz “schmaltzy quality” (20—21 centuries), from Yiddish shmalts “melted fat”]
—schmaltz n. [U]

schmooze /Smuz/ v. [I] (informal, disapproving) to
talk about unimportant things at a social event in a
friendly way that is not always sincere [ORIGIN:
1800—1900 Yiddish shmuesn “to talk”]
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schmuck /Smök/ n. [C] (informal) a stupid person
[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Yiddish shmok “penis,
stupid person,” from German schmuck “decoration”]

schnapps /Snæps/ n. [U] a strong alcoholic drink
[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 German schnaps, from
Low German snappen “to snap”]

schol·ar /'skAlø/ n. [C] someone who studies a
subject and knows a lot about it

schol·ar·ly /'skAløli/ adj. 1 relating to the serious study of a particular subject: a scholarly journal 2 someone who is scholarly spends a lot of
time studying, and knows a lot about a particular
subject

schol·ar·ship /'skAlø"SIp/ n. 1 [C] an amount

of money that is given to someone by an organization to help pay for his/her education: a football/
music/academic, etc. scholarship | Michael got a
scholarship to college. 2 [U] the knowledge,
work, or methods used in serious studying: Burns’s
book is a work of great scholarship.

scho·las·tic /sk@'læstIk/ adj. (formal) relating to
schools or teaching ➔
scholastic record

ACADEMIC :

an excellent

school1 /skul/ n.

1 BUILDING [C,U] a place where children are
taught: Which school did you go to (=attend)? | I
can get some work done while the kids are at
school (=studying in the school building).
TOPIC

At school, schoolchildren/students have classes
with a teacher and study/learn a range of
subjects. In class, students do classwork. After
school, they do homework. Students take
tests/exams. If they pass a test/an exam, they
succeed in the test. If they fail a test/an exam,
they do not succeed in the test, and may have to
retake it.

2 TIME AT SCHOOL [U] a) the time spent at
school: What are you doing after school? b) the
time during your life when you go to a school:
Joanne’s one of my old friends from school.
GRAMMAR

Do not use “the” before school when you are
talking about someone studying or teaching
there: What time do you leave for school in the
morning?
Use “the” before school if someone goes there
for some other reason, not to study or teach:
We all went to see the play at the school.
You must also use “the” if you describe exactly
which school you are talking about: the school
on Court Street

3 in school attending a school, as opposed to
having a job: Are your boys still in school?
4 UNIVERSITY a) [C,U] (informal) a college or
university, or the time when you study there:
“Where did you go to school?” “UC San

scissors

Diego.” b) [C] a department that teaches a particular subject at a university: the Harvard School of
Law | I worked my way through law/medical/
graduate school.
5 FOR ONE SUBJECT [C,U] a place where a particular subject or skill is taught: an art school
6 TEACHERS/STUDENTS [singular,U] the students
and teachers at a school: The whole school was
sorry when she left.
7 ART/IDEAS [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a number of artists,
writers, etc. who are considered as a group because
their style of work or their ideas are very similar:
the Dutch school of painting
8 school of thought an opinion or way of thinking about something that is shared by a group of
people: There are many schools of thought on how
yoga should be taught.
9 FISH [C] BIOLOGY a large group of fish or other sea
creatures that are swimming together: a school of
dolphins [ORIGIN: Old English scol, from Latin
schola, from Greek schole “discussion, school”]
school2 v. [T] (formal) to train or teach someone:
The children are schooled in music and art from a
very early age.
school·ing /'skulIÎ/ n. [U] education at school
schoo·ner /'skunø/ n. [C] a fast sailing ship with
two sails
sci·ence /'saI@ns/ n. 1 [U] knowledge about the
physical world that is based on testing and proving
facts, or work that results in this knowledge: the
teaching of science in schools | developments in
science and technology 2 [C,U] the study of a
particular type of human behavior: political science
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French, Latin scientia
“knowledge,” from scire “to know”]
"science 'fiction n. [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS books and
stories about the future, for example about traveling
in time and space ➔ BOOK 1
sci·en·tif·ic /"saI@n'tIfIkX/ adj. 1 relating to
science: scientific discoveries | a scientific experiment 2 using an organized system: We do keep
records, but we’re not very scientific about it.
"scientific 'method n. [U] SCIENCE a thorough
method for doing scientific study, in which scientists test their ideas about how things work by doing
EXPERIMENT s
"scientific no'tation n. [U] SCIENCE a way
of writing very small and very large numbers.
For example, 1x10f means one billion or
1,000,000,000; 1x10Vf means one billionth or
0.000000001.
sci·en·tist /'saI@ntIst/ n. [C] someone who
works in science
sci-fi /"saI'faI/ n. [U] (informal) SCIENCE FICTION
scin·til·lat·ing /'sInôl"eIÔIÎ/ adj. (formal) very
interesting, exciting, and impressive: a scintillating
speech
scis·sors /'sIzøz/ n. [plural] a tool for cutting
paper, cloth, etc., made of two sharp blades fastened together in the middle, and handles with
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holes for your finger and thumb: Hand me that pair
of scissors, please. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
French cisoires, from Late Latin cisorium “cutting tool”]
scle·ra /'sklIr@/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the white outer
layer of your eye
scoff /skOf, skAf/ v. [I] to laugh at a person or
idea, or to say something in a way that shows you
think he, she, or it is stupid: David scoffed at my
fears.
scold /skoUld/ v. [T] to tell someone in an angry
way that s/he has done something wrong: Mom
scolded the boys for taking the candy without
asking first. —scolding n. [C,U]
THESAURUS

➔ CRITICIZE

rebuke, admonish, reprimand

scoop1 /skup/ n. [C] 1 a deep spoon for serving

S

food, or the amount that a scoop contains: two
scoops of ice cream 2 an important or exciting
news story that is reported by one newspaper,
television station, etc. before any of the others
know about it
scoop2 v. [T] to pick something up with a scoop, a
spoon, or with your curved hand: Cut the melon
and scoop out the seeds.
scoot /skut/ v. [I] (informal) 1 to move to one
side, especially to make room for someone or
something else: Can you scoot over? 2 to move
quickly: Go to bed, Andrew – scoot!
scoot·er /'skuÔø/ n. [C] 1 a small two-wheeled
vehicle like a bicycle with an engine ➔ see picture at
TRANSPORTATION 2 a child’s vehicle with two
small wheels, an upright handle, and a narrow
board that you stand on with one foot, while the
other foot pushes the vehicle along the ground
scope1 /skoUp/ Ac n. [U] 1 the range of things
that a subject, activity, book, etc. deals with: A
thorough discussion of this subject is beyond the
scope of this paper. 2 the opportunity to do or
develop something: I want a job with scope for
promotion. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Italian scopo
“purpose,” from Greek skopos]

scope2 v.

scope sb/sth ↔ out phr. v. (informal) to look at

someone or something to see what he, she, or it is
like: A couple of guys were scoping out the girls.
scorch /skOrtS/ v. [I,T] if you scorch something, or
if it scorches, its surface burns slightly and changes
color: Turn down the iron or you’ll scorch your
shirt. —scorch n. [C]: scorch marks from the fire
scorch·er /'skOrtSø/ n. [C usually singular] (informal) an extremely hot day
scorch·ing /'skOrtSIÎ/ adj. (informal) extremely
hot: the scorching heat of summer in New Orleans
score1 /skOr/ n. [C] 1 the number of points that
each team or player has won in a game or competition: What’s the score? | The final score was 35 to
17. | Who’s going to keep score (=keep a record of

the points won)? 2 the number of points that a
student has earned for correct answers on a test:
Average test scores have fallen in recent years. | I
got a higher/lower score than Tracy on the geometry test. 3 sb knows the score (informal) if
someone knows the score, s/he knows the real facts
of a situation, including any unpleasant ones: He
knew the score when he decided to get
involved. 4 ENG. LANG. ARTS a printed copy of a
piece of music, or the music itself: a jazz
score 5 on that score (spoken) concerning the
subject you have just mentioned: We’ve got plenty
of money, so don’t worry on that score. 6 scores
of sth a large number of people or things: Scores of
reporters
gathered
outside
the
courthouse. 7 settle a score to do something to harm
someone who has harmed you in the past [ORIGIN:
1000—1100 Old Norse skor “mark cut into a
surface, count, twenty”]
score2 v. 1 [I,T] to win or earn points in a game,
competition, or test: How many goals has he scored
this year? | Dallas scored in the final minute of the
game. | Anyone who scored under 70% has to take
the exam again. 2 [T] to give a particular number
of points in a game, competition, or test: The exams
will be scored by computer. 3 score points (with
sb) (informal) to do or say something to please
someone or to make him/her feel respect for you:
You’ll score points with your girlfriend if you send
her flowers. 4 [I,T] (slang) to manage to get something such as sex or illegal drugs
score·board /'skOrbOrd/ n. [C] a sign on which
the score of a game is shown as it is played
score·card /'skOrkArd/ n. [C] a printed card
used for writing the score of a game as it is played
scor·er /'skOrø/ n. [C] 1 someone who scores a
GOAL , point, etc. in a game 2 also scorekeeper
someone who records the number of points won in
a game or competition as it is played
scorn1 /skOrn/ n. [U] strong criticism of someone
or something that you think is stupid or not as good
as other people or things: He could barely disguise
his scorn for her. —scornful adj.
scorn2 v. [T] (formal) to show in an unkind way
that you think that a person, idea, or suggestion is
stupid or not worth considering: Skinner’s ideas
were scorned by many American psychologists.
Scor·pi·o /'skOrpi"oU/ n. 1 [U] the eighth sign of
the ZODIAC , represented by a scorpion 2 [C]
someone born between October 24 and November
21
scor·pi·on /'skOrpi@n/ n. [C] a tropical creature
like an insect with a curving tail and a poisonous
sting
Scotch /skAtS/ n. [C,U] a type of WHISKEY (=a
strong alcoholic drink) made in Scotland, or a glass
of this drink
"Scotch 'tape n. [U] (trademark) sticky thin clear
plastic in a long narrow band, used for sticking
paper and other light things together

scrape
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scot-free /"skAt 'fri/ adv. get off scot-free

(informal) to avoid being punished although you
deserve to be [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 scot “tax”
(13—19 centuries), from Old Norse skot “shot,
payment”]
Scot·tish /'skAÔIS/ adj. relating to or coming from
Scotland
scoun·drel /'skaUndr@l/ n. [C] (old-fashioned) a
bad or dishonest man
scour /skaUø/ v. [T] 1 to search very carefully
and thoroughly through an area or a document:
Police have scoured the area for evidence. 2 to
clean something very thoroughly by rubbing it with
a rough material
THESAURUS
clean, do/wash the dishes,
scrub, do the housework, dust, polish, sweep
(up), mop ➔ CLEAN 2

scourge /skødZ/ n. [C] (formal) something that

causes a lot of harm or suffering: the scourge of
war [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Anglo-French
escorge, from Old French escorgier “to whip”]
—scourge v. [T]
scout1 /skaUt/ n. [C] 1 a soldier who is sent to
search an area in front of an army and get information 2 someone whose job is to look for good
sports players, musicians, etc. in order to employ
them: a talent scout 3 a member of the GIRL
SCOUTS or BOY SCOUTS [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Old French escouter “to listen,” from Latin
auscultare]
scout2 v. 1 [I] also scout around to look for
something in a particular area: I’ll scout around for
a place to eat. 2 [T] also scout for to look for
good sports players, musicians, etc. in order to
employ them
scowl /skaUl/ v. [I] to look at someone in an angry
or disapproving way: Tom scowled at me from
across the room. —scowl n. [C]
Scrab·ble /'skræb@l/ n. [U] (trademark) a game
using a special board and small objects with letters
on them, in which you try to make words out of the
letters
scrabble v. [I] to quickly feel around with your
fingers in order to find something
scrag·gly /'skrægli/ adj. growing in a way that
looks uneven and messy: a scraggly beard
scram /skræm/ v. (scrammed, scramming) [I]
(informal) to leave a place very quickly, used especially to tell someone to leave: Get out of here!
Scram!
scram·ble1 /'skræmb@l/ v. 1 [I] to climb up or
over something quickly and with difficulty, using
your hands to help you: The kids were scrambling
over the rocks. | They tried to scramble up the
cliff. 2 [I] to compete and struggle with other
people in order to get or reach something: people
scrambling for safety 3 [I] to try to do something
difficult very quickly: Builders are scrambling to
keep up with demand for their services. 4 [T] to

mix electronic signals so that they cannot be understood without a special piece of equipment: All
messages are scrambled for security reasons. 5 [T]
to mix up the order of letters, words, etc., so that
the meaning is not clear
scramble2 n. [singular] 1 a quick and difficult
climb in which you have to use your hands to help
you: a rough scramble over loose rocks 2 a situation in which people rush and struggle with each
other in order to get or reach something: a
scramble for the best seats
"scrambled 'eggs n. [plural] eggs that have been
cooked after mixing the white and yellow parts
together
scrap1 /skræp/ n. 1 [C] a small piece of paper,
cloth, etc.: He wrote his address on a scrap of
paper.
THESAURUS
PIECE 1

piece, fragment, strip ➔

2 [C] a small amount of information, truth, etc.:
There isn’t a scrap of evidence to support her
story. 3 [U] materials or objects that are damaged
or not used anymore, but can be used again in
another way: He collects and sells scrap metal
(=metal from old cars, machines, etc. that is melted
and used again). 4 scraps [plural] pieces of food
that are left after you have finished eating: scraps
for the dog 5 [C] (informal) a short fight or argument that is not very serious: Katie got into a little
scrap at school.
THESAURUS

fight, brawl, scuffle ➔ FIGHT 2

scrap2 v. (scrapped, scrapping) [T] 1 (informal)

to decide not to do or use something because it is
not practical: We’ve decided to scrap the whole
idea of renting a car. 2 to get rid of an old
machine, vehicle, etc., and use its parts in some
other way: equipment to be sold or scrapped
scrap·book /'skræpbUk/ n. [C] a book with
empty pages in which you can stick pictures, newspaper articles, or other things you want to keep
scrape1 /skreIp/ v. 1 [T] to remove something
from a surface, using the edge of a knife, stick, etc.:
Jerry bent to scrape the mud off his boots. 2 [I,T]
to rub against a rough surface in a way that causes
slight damage or injury, or to make something do
this: I scraped my knee on the sidewalk. 3 [I,T] to
make an unpleasant noise by rubbing roughly
against a surface: She couldn’t hear him over the
racket of chairs scraping and trays being put away.
scrape by phr. v. to have just enough money to
live: They just manage to scrape by on her salary.
scrape sth ↔ together/up phr. v. to get enough
money for a particular purpose, when this is difficult: We’re trying to scrape together enough money
for a vacation.
scrape2 n. [C] 1 a mark or slight injury caused
by rubbing against a rough surface: Steve only got a
few cuts and scrapes.
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THESAURUS
injury, wound, bruise,
contusion, cut, laceration, bump ➔ INJURY

2 (informal) a situation in which you get into trouble
or have difficulties: Harper has had previous
scrapes with the law. 3 the noise made when one
surface rubs roughly against another: the scrape of
chalk on the blackboard

'scrap "paper n. [U] used paper on which you can
write notes, lists, etc.

scrap·py /'skræpi/ adj. (informal, approving) hav-

ing a determined character and always willing to
compete, argue, or fight
scratch1 /skrætS/ v. 1 [I,T] to rub your skin with
your nails ➔ ITCH : Will you scratch my back? | Try
not to scratch those mosquito bites. ➔ see picture on
page A8

THESAURUS
TOUCH 1

S

touch, feel, stroke, rub ➔

people started screaming. | She lay there screaming
in pain.
THESAURUS
shout, shriek, yell, bellow,
holler ➔ SHOUT 1

2 [I,T] to shout something in a very loud high voice
because you are angry or afraid SYN yell: I
screamed for help. | The girls were screaming at
each other.

scream2 n. [C] 1 a loud high noise that you
make when you are hurt, frightened, excited, etc.:
He let out a scream.
C O L L O C AT I O N S

shrill/piercing – very loud, high, and annoying
high-pitched – very high
ear-splitting – very loud
bloodcurdling – very frightening

2 a very loud high sound: the scream of the jet
engines 3 be a scream (informal) to be very
funny: “How was the show?” “It was a scream.”

2 [T] to cut someone’s skin slightly with your nails
or with something sharp: Did the cat scratch you? | screech /skritS/ v. 1 [I,T] to shout loudly in a
The tree’s branches had scratched her high voice, especially because you are upset: “Get
hands. 3 [T] to damage a surface by pulling some- out of my way!” she screeched. 2 [I] if a vehicle
thing sharp against it: Don’t drag the chair – you’ll screeches, its wheels make a loud high noise: The
scratch the floor. 4 [I] if an animal scratches, it car screeched to a halt. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
rubs its foot against something, making a noise: scritch “to screech” (13—20 centuries), from
The dog kept scratching at the door to be let the sound] —screech n. [C]
in. 5 scratch the surface to deal with only a
1
very small part of a subject: He believes that we’ve screen /skrin/ n. 1 [C] the flat glass part of a
television
or a computer, on which you see words,
only scratched the surface of what we can do with
the internet. 6 [T] (informal) to stop planning to do pictures, etc.: a computer with an 18-inch screen |
something because it is no longer possible or prac- It’s easier to correct your work on screen than on
tical: I guess we can scratch that idea. 7 [T] to paper. ➔ see picture on page A6 2 [C] a large flat
remove a person or thing from a list: Her name had white surface that movies are shown on in a movie
theater 3 [singular, U] movies in general: his first
been scratched from/off the list of competitors.
appearance on screen | Her play was adapted for
2
scratch n. 1 [C] a long thin cut or mark on the the big screen. 4 [C] a wire net that covers an open
surface of something or on someone’s skin: Where door or window so that air can get inside a house
did this scratch on the car come from? 2 from but insects cannot: screens on the windows | a
scratch without using anything that was prepared screen door 5 [C] a piece of furniture like a thin
before: I made the cake from scratch. 3 without a wall that can be moved around and is used for
scratch (informal) without being injured at all: dividing one part of a room from another 6 [C]
Stuart was hurt in the accident, but Max escaped something that hides a place or thing: The house
without a scratch.
was hidden behind a screen of bushes. [ORIGIN:
'scratch "paper n. [U] cheap paper, or paper that 1300—1400 Old French escren, from Middle
has already been used on one side, that you can Dutch scherm]
write notes or lists on
screen2 v. [T] 1 to do medical tests on people in
scratch·y /'skrætSi/ adj. 1 scratchy clothes or order to discover whether they have a particular
materials have a rough surface and are uncomfort- illness: Women over the age of 50 are screened for
able to wear or touch: a scratchy pair of wool breast cancer. 2 to find out information about
socks 2 a voice that is scratchy sounds deep and people in order to decide whether they can be
trusted in a particular job: People wanting to work
rough 3 a scratchy throat is sore
with children are thoroughly screened. 3 also
scrawl /skrOl/ v. [T] to write something in a fast, screen off to hide or protect something by putcareless, or messy way: a telephone number ting something in front of it: The hedge screens the
scrawled on a piece of paper —scrawl n. [C,U]
back yard from the street. 4 screen (your) calls
scraw·ny /'skrOni/ adj. thin and weak: a scrawny to let your telephone calls be answered by an
ANSWERING MACHINE , so that you can decide
little kid
whether or not to talk to the person who calls
1
scream /skrim/ v. 1 [I] to make a loud high you 5 to show a movie or television program
noise with your voice because you are hurt, frightened, excited, etc.: There was a loud bang and screen·ing /'skrinIÎ/ n. 1 [C,U] the showing of
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a film or television program: a screening of Spielberg’s new movie 2 [C,U] medical tests that are
done on a lot of people to make sure that they do
not have a particular disease: new guidelines on
screening for breast cancer | The group received
mammograms, then follow-up screenings in succeeding months. 3 [U] tests or checks that are done
to make sure that people or things are acceptable or
useful for a particular purpose: security screening
of airline passengers

screen·play /'skrinpleI/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
story written for a movie or a television show

'screen "saver n. [C]

IT a moving picture that
appears on a computer screen while you are not
using the computer

screen·writ·er /'skrin"raIÔø/ n. [C]
ARTS

ENG. LANG.

someone who writes screenplays

screw1 /skru/ n. 1 [C] a thin pointed piece of

metal that you push and turn in order to fasten
pieces of wood or metal together ➔ NAIL , SCREWDRIVER 2 have a screw loose (informal) to be
slightly crazy [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Old French
escroe “inner screw, nut,” from Latin scrofa
“female pig”]

screw2 v. 1 [T] to fasten one thing to another,

using a screw: Screw the shelf to the wall. 2 [T] to
fasten or close something by turning it until it
cannot be turned any more: Don’t forget to screw
the top back on.
screw around phr. v. (spoken) to waste time or
behave in a silly way: Stop screwing around and
get back to work!
screw up phr. v. 1 screw sth ↔ up (informal) to
make a bad mistake that ruins what you intended to
do: You’d better not screw up again! | He’s always
screwing everything up. 2 screw sb ↔ up (informal) to make someone feel extremely unhappy,
confused, or anxious, especially for a long time:
Carole’s family really screwed her up.

screw·ball /'skrubOl/ n. 1 [C] (informal) someone who seems very strange, silly, or
crazy 2 screwball comedy a film or television
program that is funny because silly or crazy things
happen

screw·driv·er /'skru"draIvø/ n. [C] a tool that
you use to turn screws

"screwed 'up adj. (informal) 1 very unhappy,

confused, or anxious because you have had bad
experiences in the past: These poor kids, they’re so
screwed up from their parents’ divorce. 2 not
working, or in a bad condition: My left leg got
screwed up playing football.

THESAURUS

➔ DRAW 1

draw, sketch, doodle, trace

—scribble n. [C,U]

scribe /skraIb/ n. [C] someone in past times

whose job was to copy or record things by writing
them
scrimp /skrImp/ v. scrimp and save to try to
save as much money as you can, even though you
have very little
script /skrIpt/ n. 1 [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS the written
form of a speech, play, movie, etc. 2 [C,U] ENG.
LANG. ARTS the set of letters used in writing a
language SYN alphabet: Arabic script
script·ed /'skrIptId/ adj. a scripted speech or
broadcast has been planned and written down so
that it can be read
scrip·ture /'skrIptSø/ n. 1 [U] also the (Holy)
Scripture the Bible 2 [C,U] the holy books of a
particular religion —scriptural adj.
script·writ·er /'skrIpt"raIÔø/ n. [C] someone
who writes scripts for movies, television programs,
etc.
scroll1 /skroUl/ n. [C] a document that is rolled up,
especially an official document from the past [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 scrow “scroll” (13—17 centuries), from Old French escroue “piece of paper,
scroll;” influenced by roll]
scroll2 v. [I,T] IT to move information up or down a
computer screen so that you can read it
scrooge /skrudZ/ n. [C] (informal) someone who
hates to spend money [ORIGIN: 1800—1900
Ebenezer Scrooge, character in A Christmas
Carol (1843) by Charles Dickens]
scro·tum /'skroUÔ@m/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the bag of
flesh on a man or male animal that contains the
TESTICLE s
scrounge /skraUndZ/ v. (informal) 1 [T] to get
money or something you want by asking other
people to give it to you instead of earning it or
paying for it yourself: We managed to scrounge up
enough money to pay the bills. 2 [I] to search for
something such as food or supplies: We saw children scrounging around for food in garbage cans.
scrub1 /skröb/ v. (scrubbed, scrubbing) [I,T] to
clean something by rubbing it very hard with a stiff
brush or rough cloth: Tom was on his knees, scrubbing the floor.
THESAURUS
clean, do/wash the dishes,
scour, do the housework, dust, polish, sweep
(up), mop ➔ CLEAN 2

screw·y /'skrui/ adj. (informal) slightly strange or

scrub2 n. [U] EARTH SCIENCES low bushes and trees

scrib·ble /'skrIb@l/ v. 1 [T] also scribble

scruff /skröf/ n. by the scruff of the neck by

crazy: a screwy plan

down to write something quickly in a messy way:
He scribbled down his phone number on a business
card. 2 [I] to draw marks that do not mean anything

that grow in very dry soil

the back of a person’s or animal’s neck: The cat
had a kitten by the scruff of its neck.
scruff·y /'skröfi/ adj. dirty and messy: a scruffy
kid
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scrump·tious /'skrömpS@s/ adj. (informal) food scur·ri·lous /'skø@l@s, 'skör-/ adj. (formal) scurthat is scrumptious tastes very good

scrunch /skröntS/ v.

scrunch sth ↔ up phr. v. to twist and press a piece
of paper into a ball
scru·ple /'skrup@l/ n. [C usually plural] a belief
about what is right and wrong that prevents you
from doing something bad: He has no scruples
about lying.
scru·pu·lous /'skrupy@l@s/ adj. 1 taking a lot
of care to make sure that every detail is correct:
This job requires scrupulous attention to detail.
THESAURUS
careful, methodical, thorough,
meticulous, systematic, painstaking,
conscientious ➔ CAREFUL

2 careful to be honest and fair —scrupulously
adv.

scru·ti·nize /'skrut§n"aIz/ v. [T] to examine
someone or something very carefully and completely

S

THESAURUS
examine, inspect, go
through/go over ➔ EXAMINE

scru·ti·ny /'skrut§n-i/ n. [U] the process of

examining something carefully and completely:
Closer scrutiny shows that the numbers don’t add
up. | The senator’s office later came under scrutiny
from the Justice Department.
scu·ba div·ing /'skub@ "daIvIÎ/ n. [U] the sport
of swimming under water while breathing from a
container of air on your back
scuff /sköf/ v. [T] to make a mark on a smooth
surface by rubbing something rough against it: I’ve
already scuffed my new shoes.

scuf·fle /'sköf@l/ n. [C] a short fight: A policeman

was injured in a scuffle with demonstrators yesterday. —scuffle v. [I,T]
THESAURUS

fight, brawl, scrap ➔ FIGHT 2

sculp·tor /'skölptø/ n. [C]

ENG. LANG. ARTS

an

artist who makes sculptures

sculp·ture /'skölptSø/ n. 1 [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS

a work of art made from stone, wood, clay, etc.: a
bronze sculpture by Peter Helzer 2 [U] ENG. LANG.
ARTS the art of making objects out of stone, wood,
clay, etc.: a sculpture class [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Latin sculptura, from sculpere “to carve”] ➔
ART

sculp·tured /'skölptSød/ adj. 1 cut or formed

from wood, clay, stone, etc., or decorated with
sculptures 2 sculptured muscles/features
etc. muscles, etc. that have a smooth attractive
shape

scum /sköm/ n. [singular, U] the thick dirty substance that forms on the surface of a liquid: a pond
covered with green scum

rilous remarks, articles, etc. contain damaging and
untrue statements about someone
scur·ry /'skøi, 'sköri/ v. (scurried, scurries) [I]
to move very quickly with small steps: workers
scurrying around the factory floor
scut·tle /'sköÔl/ v. 1 [T] (informal) to ruin someone’s plans or chance of being successful: The issue
threatens to scuttle the peace talks. 2 [I] to run
quickly with small steps, especially because you
are afraid: Eddie scuttled down the hall. 3 [T] to
sink a ship, especially in order to prevent it from
being used by an enemy
scythe /saID/ n. [C] a farming tool with a long
curved blade, used for cutting grain or long grass
SD the written abbreviation of SOUTH DAKOTA
SE the written abbreviation of SOUTHEAST
sea /si/ n. 1 [C] EARTH SCIENCES a large area of salty
water that is smaller than an ocean, or that is
enclosed by land: the Mediterranean Sea | an
inland sea (=a sea that is completely surrounded by
land) 2 [singular, U] a word meaning the ocean that
is used when talking about traveling in a ship or
boat: The boat was heading out to sea (=away from
land). | four days at sea (=on a boat in the
ocean) 3 a sea of sth a large number or amount
of something: a sea of people 4 the seas (literary)
the ocean [ORIGIN: Old English sæ]
sea·bed /'sibEd/ n. the seabed EARTH SCIENCES
the SEA FLOOR
sea·board /'sibOrd/ n. [C] the east side of the
U.S., next to the Atlantic Ocean: the eastern/
Atlantic seaboard
"sea 'floor n. the sea floor EARTH SCIENCES the
land at the bottom of the sea
sea·food /'sifud/ n. [U] ocean animals such as
fish and SHELLFISH that can be eaten
sea·gull /'sigöl/ n. [C] a common gray and white
bird that lives near the ocean and has a loud cry
sea·horse /'sihOrs/ n. [C] a small sea fish that
has a head and neck that look like those of a horse
seal1 /sil/ n. [C] 1 a large sea animal that has
smooth fur, eats fish, and lives around coasts 2 an
official mark that is put on documents, objects, etc.
in order to prove that they are legal or real: the seal
of the Department of Justice 3 a piece of rubber or
plastic used on something such as a pipe, machine,
or container in order to prevent something such as
water or air from going into or out of it: a leak in
the rubber seal 4 a piece of paper, plastic, WAX ,
etc., that you break in order to open a letter or
container: Do not use this product if the seal on the
bottle is broken. 5 seal of approval if you give
something your seal of approval, you say that you
accept or approve of it, especially officially: a diet
that has the Medical Association’s seal of approval
seal2 v. [T] 1 also seal up to close an entrance,
container, or hole with something that stops air,
water, etc. from coming in or out of it: Many of the
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tombs have remained sealed since the 16th century. 2 to close an envelope, package, etc. using
something sticky, such as TAPE or glue 3 seal a
deal/agreement etc. to do something that makes
a promise, agreement, etc. seem more definite or
official: We shook hands, sealing the bargain.
seal sth ↔ in phr. v. to stop something from going
out of the thing it is contained in: Fry the steak
quickly to seal in the flavor.
seal sth ↔ off phr. v. to stop people entering a
particular area or building, especially because it is
dangerous: Police sealed off the street to traffic.
sealed /sild/ adj. something that is sealed is completely closed and cannot be opened unless it is
broken, cut, or torn: a sealed envelope
'sea "level n. [U] the average level of the sea, used
as a standard for measuring the height of an area of
land, such as a mountain: Its highest ridge is 6,000
feet above sea level.
'sea "lion n. [C] a large type of SEAL that lives on
the coasts of the Pacific Ocean
seam /sim/ n. [C] 1 the line where two pieces of
cloth have been sewn together 2 EARTH SCIENCES a
layer of a mineral, such as coal, that is under the
ground 3 the line where two pieces of metal,
wood, etc. have been joined together
sea·man, Seaman /'sim@n/ n. [C] someone who
has the lowest rank in the Navy
seam·less /'simlIs/ adj. done or made so well,
that you do not notice where one part ends and
another part begins: The show is a seamless blend
of song, dance, and storytelling.
seam·stress /'simstrIs/ n. [C] a woman whose
job is to make and sew clothes
seam·y /'simi/ adj. involving unpleasant things
such as crime, violence, or immoral behavior: the
seamy side of politics [ORIGIN: 1800—1900
seamy “having the rough side of the seam showing” (17—19 centuries), from seam]
sé·ance /'seIAns/ n. [C] a meeting where people
try to talk to the spirits of dead people, or to receive
messages from them
'sea plane n. [C] an airplane that can land on
water
sear /sIr/ v. 1 [I,T] to burn something with a
sudden very strong heat: The firestorm seared the
ground. 2 [T] to cook the outside of a piece of
meat quickly at a very high temperature 3 [I,T] to
have a very strong unpleasant effect on you: The
images sear themselves into the viewer’s mind.
search1 /søtS/ n. 1 [C] an attempt to find someone or something that is difficult to find: The
company has begun a search for a new president. |
The tiger goes in search of food. | Police have
called off the search for (=officially stopped looking for) the missing children. 2 [C] IT a series of
actions done by a computer to find information: I
ran a search for information on diabetes. 3 [singular] an attempt to find the answer to or explanation
of a difficult problem: the search for genetic causes

of disease [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French cerchier “to go around, examine, search,” from
Late Latin circare “to go around”]
search2 v. 1 [I,T] to try to find someone or
something by looking very carefully: Denise
searched her purse for a photo of Ben. | Jackie’s
searching for a job. | I searched through the
papers on my desk, looking for the receipt.
THESAURUS
look, try to find sb/sth, hunt
for sb/sth, go through sth, have a look for
sb/sth ➔ LOOK 1

2 [T] if the police or someone in authority searches
you or your house, bags, etc., they look for things
you might be hiding: Police searched the house for
weapons. 3 [T] IT to use a computer to find information, especially on the Internet: Try searching
the Web for a cheap flight. 4 [I] to try to find an
answer or explanation for a difficult problem: The
Center is searching for solutions to campus overcrowding.
'search "engine n. [C] IT a computer program
that helps you find information on the Internet ➔
INTERNET

search·ing /'søtSIÎ/ adj. trying hard to find out

details, facts, or someone’s feelings and thoughts:
searching questions
search·light /'søtSlaIt/ n. [C] a large bright light
used for finding people, vehicles, etc. at night
'search "party n. [C] a group of people who are
organized to look for someone who is lost or
missing
'search "warrant n. [C] a legal document that
officially allows the police to search a building
sear·ing /'sIrIÎ/ adj. 1 searing pain is very
severe 2 extremely hot: the searing heat of the
desert
sea·shell /'siSEl/ n. [C] an empty shell that once
covered some types of ocean animals
sea·shore /'siSOr/ n. the seashore the land
along the edge of the ocean ➔ BEACH
THESAURUS
SHORE 1

shore, coast, beach ➔

sea·sick /'si"sIk/ adj. feeling sick because of the

movement of a boat or ship —seasickness n. [U]

sea·side /'sisaId/ adj. relating to the land next to

a sea or ocean: a seaside restaurant
sea·son1 /'siz@n/ n. 1 [C] one of the four main
periods in the year, which are winter, spring, summer, and fall: the change of the seasons 2 [C
usually singular] a period of time in a year when
something happens most often or when something
is usually done: The rainy/wet season usually starts
in May. | the first game of the season (=the time
when a particular sport is played) | the hunting/
football etc. season | the holiday season (=the
period from Thanksgiving to New Year) 3 be in
season if particular vegetables or fruit are in
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season, it is the time of year when they are ready to
be eaten 4 out of season if someone hunts or
catches fish out of season, s/he is doing it when it is
not legal [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French saison, from Latin satio “act of planting seeds”]
season2 v. [T] to add salt, pepper, etc. to food in
order to make it taste better
sea·son·a·ble /'siz@n@b@l/ adj. seasonable
weather/temperatures weather that seems typical for a particular season ANT unseasonable
sea·son·al /'siz@n@l/ adj. only happening, available, or needed during a particular season: seasonal
farm workers
sea·soned /'siz@nd/ adj. [only before noun] having a lot of experience of something: a seasoned
diplomat
sea·son·ing /'siz@nIÎ/ n. [C,U] salt, pepper,
SPICE s, etc. that you add to food to make it taste
better
'season "ticket n. [C] a ticket that allows you to
go on a trip, go to a theater, watch a sports team,
etc. as often as you want during a period of time

S

'sea stack n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a tall thin upright
rock structure in the ocean near an island or large
area of land, formed by the gradual effect of the
wind and waves moving against the land

seat1 /sit/ n. 1 [C] a place where you can sit,
especially one in a vehicle, restaurant, theater, etc.:

Lucy sat in the front/back seat. | We had great seats
at the Giants game.
C O L L O C AT I O N S

back/rear/front seat – the back or front seat in
a car
driver’s seat – where the driver sits
passenger seat – the seat next to the driver’s
window/aisle seat – a seat next to the window
or aisle on an airplane
front row seat – a seat in a theater, stadium,
etc. that is closest to the stage, field, etc.
good seat – one in a theater, stadium, etc. from
which you can see well
empty/vacant seat – one that is not being used
book/reserve a seat – to arrange to have a seat
in a theater, on an airplane, etc. at a particular
time in the future

2 take/have a seat to sit down 3 [C] the part of a
chair, bicycle, etc. that you sit on: the toilet
seat 4 [C] a position as a member of the government or a group that makes official decisions:
Republicans hold a majority of the seats in the
Senate. | a seat on the school board 5 [singular] the
part of your pants that you sit on 6 baby/child/
car/safety seat a special seat that you put in a car
for a baby or small child 7 seat of learning/
government etc. (formal) a place, usually a city,
where a university or government is based [ORIGIN:
1100—1200 Old Norse sæti] ➔ take a back
seat at BACK SEAT
seat2 v. [T] 1 seated sitting down: We were
seated at the table. | Please be seated. | Remain
seated and fasten your seat belts. | The boy seated
next to me had red hair. 2 seat yourself to sit
down somewhere 3 to make someone sit in a
particular place: The hostess will seat you
soon. 4 if a room, vehicle, theater, etc. seats a
number of people, it has enough seats for that
number: The new Olympic stadium seats over
70,000.
'seat belt n. [C] a strong belt attached to the seat
of a car or airplane, that you fasten around yourself
for protection in an accident: Please fasten your
seat belts.
seat·ing /'siÔIÎ/ n. [U] 1 all the seats in a theater,
restaurant, etc. 2 the places where people will sit,
according to an arrangement: a seating plan for the
reception
'sea "urchin n. [C] a small round sea animal that is
covered with sharp points
sea·weed /'siwid/ n. [U] a common plant that
grows in the ocean
se·ba·ceous /sI'beIS@s/ adj. BIOLOGY related to a
part of the body that produces special oils
se·bum /'sib@m/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a special oil that is
produced by the skin
sec /sEk/ n. [C] (spoken) a short form of “second”:
Wait a sec, will you?
se·cede /sI'sid/ v. [I] (formal) to formally stop
being part of a country, especially because of a
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disagreement: The southern states wanted to secede
from the U.S. in the 1850s. —secession
/sI'sES@n/ n. [singular, U]
se·ces·sion·ist /sI'sES@nIst/ n. [C] HISTORY
someone who wants an area to formally stop being
part of a country, especially someone who wanted
the South to stop being part of the U.S. around the
time of the CIVIL WAR
se·clud·ed /sI'kludId/ adj. very private and
quiet: a secluded beach
se·clu·sion /sI'kluZ@n/ n. [U] the state of being
private and away from other people: The family
lives in seclusion.
sec·ond1 /'sEk@nd/ number, pron. 1 2nd; someone or something that is after the first one: September 2nd | Jane’s second husband | She came in
second in the women’s marathon. 2 another
example of the same thing, or another in addition to
the one you have: A second woman came into the
room. 3 have second thoughts to start having
doubts about a decision you have made: I had
second thoughts about going to graduate
school. 4 a second chance an opportunity to try
to do something again, after you failed the first
time 5 be second to none to be better than
anyone or anything else: His generosity is second to
none.
second2 n. 1 [C] a unit for measuring time.
There are 60 seconds in a minute: Players have five
seconds to take a shot. 2 [C usually singular] (spoken) a very short period of time: For a second, I
thought he was joking. | I’ll be off the phone in a
second! | Just a second, I’m almost ready. 3 seconds [plural] a) another serving of the same food,
after you have eaten your first serving b) goods
sold cheaply because they are not perfect: factory
seconds [ORIGIN: (1) 1300—1400 Medieval
Latin secunda, from secunda pars minuta “second small part, one sixtieth of a minute,” from
Latin secundus]
sec·ond·ar·y /'sEk@n"dEri/ adj. 1 not as important or valuable as something else: Some of the
students behave as though studying is secondary to
their social life. 2 developing from something of
the same type, or coming from it: a secondary
infection 3 relating to secondary schools: secondary education
"secondary 'growth n. [U] BIOLOGY an additional increase in the width of the roots and stems
of large plants or trees which supports the growing
plant and helps it develop ➔ PRIMARY GROWTH
'secondary "school n. [C] a school that children
go to after ELEMENTARY SCHOOL and before college ➔ HIGH SCHOOL
"secondary 'source n. [C] 1 ENG. LANG. ARTS a
book, article, etc. that deals with a piece of literature or a historical event and that can be used to
support your ideas in an ESSAY 2 HISTORY a
description of an event by someone who was not
there when it happened ➔ PRIMARY SOURCE
"secondary 'stress n. [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS the

second strongest STRESS that you give to part of a
word or sentence when you speak it, for example
the “dar” in “secondary.” It is shown in this dictionary by the mark ( /"/). ➔ PRIMARY STRESS

"second 'base n. [U] in a game of baseball, the
second of the four places that a player must touch
before gaining a point

"second 'class n. [U] a way of traveling, espe-

cially on trains, that is cheaper but not as comfortable as FIRST CLASS

"second-'class adj. 1 considered to be less

important than other people or things: They treated
us like second-class citizens (=people who are not
as important as other people in society). 2 relating
to cheaper and less comfortable seats on a train,
bus, etc.: second-class tickets

"second-'guess v. [T] 1 to criticize something
after it has already happened, by saying what
should have been done: A lot of people have been
second-guessing the police investigation. 2 to try
to say what will happen or what someone will do
before s/he does it

sec·ond·hand /"sEk@nÄ'hændX/ adj. 1 secondhand clothes, furniture, books, etc. have already
been owned or used by someone else: a cheap
secondhand car 2 a secondhand report, secondhand information, etc. is told to you by someone
who is not the person who originally said it
—secondhand adv.

sec·ond·ly /'sEk@nÄli/ adv. used in order to give
a second fact, reason, etc.: Firstly, I need the extra
money, and secondly, I like working in a bar.

"second 'nature n. [U] something you have done
so often that you now do it without thinking a lot
about it: After you get used to driving a car, it
becomes second nature.

"second 'person n. the second person

ENG.

LANG. ARTS in grammar,
NOUN that you use to

a form of a verb or PROshow the person you are
speaking to. “You” is a second person pronoun,
“you are” is the second person singular of the verb
“to be.” ➔ FIRST PERSON , THIRD PERSON

"second-'rate adj. not very good: second-rate
artists

second wind /"sEk@nd 'wInd/ n. [singular] a
new feeling of energy after you have been working
or exercising very hard, and had thought you were
too tired to continue

se·cre·cy /'sikr@si/ n. [U] the act of keeping

something such as information secret, or the state
of being secret: She swore him to secrecy (=made
him promise to keep a secret). | talks conducted in
secrecy

se·cret1 /'sikrIt/ adj. known about by only a few

people: The deal was kept secret until the contracts
were signed. | He kept his marriage secret from his
parents (=he did not tell his parents about it). |
secret government files [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
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French, Latin secretus, past participle of secernere “to separate”] —secretly adv.: I secretly
recorded our conversation.
THESAURUS

Confidential information is secret and not

intended to be shown or told to other people:
confidential FBI files
Classified information, documents, etc. are kept
secret by the government or an organization: a
spy who passed classified documents to the enemy
Sensitive information is kept secret because
there would be problems if the wrong people
knew it: The report contained sensitive
information on the situation in Iraq.
Covert activities are done secretly, especially by
a government or official organization: covert
operations run by the CIA
Undercover work is done secretly by the police
in order to catch criminals or find out
information: The police mounted an undercover
operation to break the drug-smuggling ring.
Clandestine meetings, arrangements, actions,
etc. are organized and carried out in secret: a
clandestine nuclear weapons program ➔ PRIVATE 1

S

secret2 n. [C] 1 something that is kept hidden or

that is known about by only a few people: Can you
keep a secret (=not tell a secret)? 2 in secret in a
private way or place that other people do not know
about: The meetings took place in secret. 3 a
particular way of achieving a good result: The
secret to good French bread is steam in the oven.

"secret 'agent n. [C] someone who secretly collects information or watches people for a government

sec·re·tar·y /'sEkr@"tEri/ n. (plural secretaries)

[C] 1 someone whose job is to TYPE letters, keep

records, arrange meetings, answer telephones, etc.
in an office 2 an official who is in charge of a
large government department in the U.S.: the Secretary of Defense 3 an official in an organization
whose job is to write down notes from meetings,
write letters, etc.: the secretary of the PTA
—secretarial /"sEkr@'tEri@l/ adj.

se·crete /sI'krit/ v. [T] 1

BIOLOGY if part of a
plant or animal secretes a substance, it produces
that substance: The male secretes a scent to mark
out its territory. 2 (formal) to hide something

THESAURUS

hide, conceal ➔ HIDE 1

—secretion /sI'kriS@n/ n. [C,U]

se·cre·tive /'sikr@ÔIv/ adj. behaving in a way that
shows you do not want to tell people your thoughts,
plans, etc.

"secret 'service n. the Secret Service a U.S.
government department whose main purpose is to
protect the President

sect /sEkt/ n. [C] a group of people who have their
own set of beliefs or religious habits, especially a

group that has separated from a larger group [ORI1300—1400 Old French secte “group,
sect,” from Latin secta “way of life, type of
people”]
GIN:

THESAURUS
CHURCH

church, denomination, cult ➔

sec·tar·i·an /sEk'tEri@n/ adj. supporting a par-

ticular religious group and its beliefs, or relating to
the differences between religious groups ANT nonsectarian: sectarian violence
sec·tion1 /'sEkS@n/ Ac n. [C] 1 one of the parts
that an object, group, place, etc. is divided into: the
eastern section of the city | the reference section of
the library | The rocket is built in sections (=in parts
that are then fitted together). | the brass section of
the orchestra | the poor section of society ➔
PART 1 2 one of the parts of a book or newspaper:
the sports/travel/business etc. section | the topic
discussed in section 3 [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin
sectio, from secare “to cut”] —sectional adj.
section2 v. [T] to separate something into parts
section sth ↔ off phr. v. to divide an area into
parts: The old part of the graveyard had been
sectioned off by trees.
sec·tion·al·ism /'sEkS@nl"Iz@m/ n. [U] POLITICS
when someone, especially a politician, shows that
he or she is concerned only with what is best for
one part of a country, not what is best for the whole
country
sec·tor /'sEktø/ Ac n. [C] 1 a part of an area of
activity, especially of business, industry, or trade:
jobs in the public/private sector (=the part controlled by the government or by private companies) 2 one of the parts that an area is divided into
for military purposes: the former eastern sector of
Berlin
sec·u·lar /'sEky@lø/ adj. not religious or not
controlled by a religious authority: a secular government
sec·u·lar·ize /'sEky@l@"raIz/ v. [T] SOCIAL SCIENCE
to remove the control or influence of religious
groups from a society or an institution
—secularization /"sEky@l@r@'zeIS@n/ n. [U]
se·cure1 /sI'kyUr/ Ac adj. 1 not likely to
change or be at risk: a secure job 2 safe and
protected from danger: The bank’s deposits remain
secure. 3 fastened, locked, or guarded: Keep your
passport in a secure place. 4 confident about
yourself and your abilities ANT insecure: children
who feel secure in their parents’ love 5 feeling
certain about a situation and not worried that it
might change: He was successful and financially
secure (=did not need to worry about having
enough money). [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin
securus, from se “without” + cura “care”]
—securely adv.: The door was securely locked.
secure2 v. [T] 1 to get or achieve something
important, especially after a lot of effort: a treaty
designed to secure peace 2 to make something
safe from being attacked or harmed: Troops
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secured the border. 3 to fasten or tie something
tightly in a particular position: Her ponytail was
secured with an elastic band.
THESAURUS
fasten, attach, join, glue,
tape, staple, clip, tie, button (up), zip (up) ➔
FASTEN

se·cu·ri·ty /sI'kyUr@Ôi/

Ac n. [U] 1 the state of
being safe, or the things you do to keep someone or
something safe: national security | airport security
checks | security cameras | tight security at the
conference | the security of Internet purchases 2 protection from change, risks, or bad
situations: employees with job security | Rules and
order can give a child a sense of security. 3 the
guards who protect a business’s buildings, equipment, and workers: The receptionist called security.
se·dan /sI'dæn/ n. [C] a large car that has seats for
at least four people and has a TRUNK
se·date /sI'deIt/ adj. slow, formal, or not very
exciting: a sedate private club
se·dat·ed /sI'deIÔId/ adj. made sleepy or calm by
being given a sedative
sed·a·tive /'sEd@ÔIv/ n. [C] a drug used in order
to make someone sleepy or calm
sed·en·tar·y /'sEdn"tEri/ adj. a sedentary job
involves sitting down or not moving very much
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French sédentaire, from
Latin sedentarius, from sedere “to sit”]
sed·i·ment /'sEd@m@nt/ n. [singular, U] EARTH
SCIENCES the solid material, such as dirt, that settles
at the bottom of a liquid
sed·i·ment·a·ry /"sEd@'mEntri, -'mEnô@ri/ adj.
EARTH SCIENCES made of the sediment at the bottom
of lakes, oceans, etc.: sedimentary rock
se·di·tion /sI'dIS@n/ n. [U] LAW speech, writing,
or actions that try to encourage people to disobey a
government —seditious adj.
se·duce /sI'dus/ v. [T] 1 to persuade someone to
do something, especially to have sex, by making it
seem extremely attractive: Are you trying to seduce
me? 2 to make someone want to do something by
making it seem very attractive or interesting: young
people who are seduced by Hollywood [ORIGIN:
1400—1500 Latin seducere “to lead away,”
from ducere “to lead”] —seduction
/sI'dökS@n/ n. [C,U]
se·duc·tive /sI'döktIv/ adj. 1 sexually attractive: a seductive look 2 very attractive to you: a
seductive job offer
see /si/ v. (past tense saw /sO/, past participle seen
/sin/)
1 NOTICE [T] to notice someone or something,
using your eyes: He saw her go into the house. |
Can I see your ticket, please? | Did you see where
the car went off the road?
USAGE

You look at a picture, person, thing, etc. because
you want to: Hey, look at these jeans.

You see something without planning to: Two
people saw him take the bag.
You watch TV, a movie, or something that
happens for a period of time: Did you watch the
football game last night? | The kids are watching
TV.
You can also say that you saw a movie, a
program, etc., but you cannot say “see
television”: I saw a great movie on TV last night.
THESAURUS

notice – to see something interesting or unusual:

I noticed a police car outside their house.
spot – to notice or recognize someone or
something that is difficult to see: Nick spotted the
advertisement in the paper.
glimpse/catch a glimpse of sth/sb – to see
something or someone, but only for a short time:
I caught a glimpse of his face as he ran past the
window.
make sth out – to see something, but only with
difficulty: Ahead, I could just make out the figure
of a woman.
catch sight of sb/sth – to suddenly see
someone or something: She caught sight of Alec,
waiting in a doorway.
witness – to see something bad happen,
especially an accident or a crime: Several people
witnessed the attack.
behold (literary) – to see something: The
northern lights are an awesome sight to behold.
observe (formal) – to see or notice something
in particular: He observed that the fuel gauge was
not working. ➔ HEAR

2 UNDERSTAND [I,T] to understand or realize something: Do you see how it works? | I could see (that)
something was terribly wrong. | (You) see, you have
to put in this part first (=used when you are
explaining something). | “It goes in the red box.”
“Oh, I see (=I understand).” | At 14, he couldn’t see
the point of (=understand the reason for) staying in
school. | It’s all coming apart here, see what I
mean/see what I’m saying? (=used to check that
someone understands)
3 ABILITY TO SEE [I,T] to be able to use your eyes
to look at things and know what they are: I can’t
see a thing without my glasses.
4 VISIT/MEET [T] to visit, meet, or have a meeting
with someone: I’m seeing Margo and Rod on
Saturday. | You ought to see a doctor.
5 FIND OUT [T] to find out information or a fact:
Plug it in and see if it’s working. | Marion looked
out to see what was happening. | We could see that
it was dangerous.
6 WATCH [T] to watch a television program, play,
movie, etc.: Karl’s seen “Star Wars” about eight
times.
7 CONSIDER [T] to consider someone or something
in a particular way: I thought I’d done the right
thing, but Bill saw it differently. | Fights on TV can
make children see violence as normal. | Well, the
way I see it, that school is no worse than any other.
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8 EXPERIENCE [T] to have experience of some- something difficult until it is finished, or to give
thing: The attorney said he had never seen a case help and support to someone during a difficult time:
I managed to earn enough to see me through the
like this before.
9 HAPPEN [T] to be the time when something rest of the year. | He’d promised to stay long
happens, or the place where something happens: enough to see it through.
This year has seen a 5% increase in burglaries.
3 see sth through sb’s eyes to see something or
10 FUTURE [I,T] to find out something about the think about it in the way that someone else does
future, or to imagine what might happen in the see to sth phr. v.
future: Just wait and see if anything improves. | to deal with something or make sure that it hapCall them and see if we can schedule a meeting. | I pens: Klein saw to it that she got free tickets.
don’t know – I’ll see how it goes/things go. | I can’t
seed1 /sid/ n. 1 a) [C] a small hard object prosee her as a teacher.
duced by plants, from which a new plant will grow:
11 MAKE SURE [T] to make sure or check that an apple seed ➔ see picture at PLANT 1 b) [U] a
something is done correctly: Their duty is to see quantity of seeds: grass seed 2 (the) seeds of
that the rules are kept.
sth the beginning of something that will grow and
12 be seeing sb to be having a romantic relation- develop: The World War I peace agreement sowed
ship with someone
the seeds of World War II. [ORIGIN: Old English
13 see eye to eye to agree with someone: My sæd]
mother and I have never really seen eye to eye.
2
14 see fit to do sth (formal) to decide that it is seed v. [T] to plant seeds in the ground
right to do something, even though many people 'seed coat n. [C] BIOLOGY a protective cover surdisagree: The government has seen fit to start rounding the seeds of a plant, that prevents it from
testing more nuclear weapons.
becoming too dry
SPOKEN PHRASES
'seed cone n. [C] BIOLOGY in a tree that produces
15 see you used in order to say goodbye to both male and female cells, a container for holding
someone you will meet again: Okay, I’ll see you the female cells during the time when male cells are
later. | See you, Ben.
developing
16 let’s see/let me see said when you are trying seed·ling /'sidlIÎ/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a young plant
to remember something or think about something: grown from seed ➔ see picture at PLANT 1
Let me see, that’s two per person, so 24.
17 I don’t see why not said when you mean yes: seed·y /'sidi/ adj. (informal) looking dirty or poor,
and often being related to illegal or immoral activ“Would that be possible?” “I don’t see why not.”
18 I’ll/we’ll see said when you do not want to ity: a seedy bar
make a decision immediately, especially when you see·ing /'siIÎ/ conjunction because a particular fact
are talking to a child: “Can Denise come too?” or situation is true: You can stay out later tonight,
“We’ll see.”
seeing that/as it’s Friday.
19 you should have seen sb/sth said when you
"
Seeing
'Eye "dog n.
think someone or something you have seen was
[C] (trademark) a dog
very funny, surprising, etc.: You should’ve seen the
that is trained to guide
look on her face!
blind people
20 we’ll see about that said when you intend to
seek
/sik/ Ac v. (past
stop someone doing something: “She says she’s
leaving early today.” “Really? We’ll see about tense and past participle
sought /sOt/) [T] 1 to
that.”
try to find or get something: graduates seeking
[ORIGIN: Old English seon]
employment
|
Ted
see about sth phr. v.
to make arrangements for someone to do some- sought advice/approval/
thing: I made some phone calls to see about getting help from his parents. |
Refugees sought refuge
him a job.
from the civil war.
see sb ↔ off phr. v.
to go to an airport, station, etc. to say goodbye to
THESAURUS
look, search, try to find
someone who is leaving: My friends came to see
sb/sth, hunt for sb/sth, have a look for sb/sth
me off at the airport.
➔ LOOK 1
see sb ↔ out phr. v.

to go with someone to the door when s/he leaves:
No, that’s okay, I’ll see myself out (=leave without
anyone coming with me).
see through phr. v.
1 see through sb/sth to be able to recognize the

truth when someone is trying to deceive you: I
can’t lie to her; she sees right through me.
2 see sb/sth through (sth) to continue doing

2 (formal) to try to achieve or do something: The
governor will seek re-election. | Schools are seeking to improve test scores. [ORIGIN: Old English
secan]

seem /sim/ v. [linking verb] 1 to appear to exist or
be true, or to have a particular quality or feeling: It
seemed very strange. | The nausea seems to be a
side effect from the medication. | It seems to me you
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don’t have much choice. | He seems to like his job. |
The town seemed like a nice place. | It just didn’t
seem right to me.
THESAURUS

appear (formal) – to seem to have particular
qualities: Light colors make a room appear bigger
than it is.
look – to seem to be something, especially by
having a particular appearance: William looked
very tired.
sound – to seem to have a particular quality
when you hear or read about someone or
something: It sounds like a wonderful trip.
come across as sth – to seem to have certain
qualities: She comes across as a really happy
person.

2 can’t/couldn’t seem to do sth used to say that
you have tried to do something but cannot do it: I
can’t seem to relax. 3 used to make what you are
saying less strong or certain, and more polite: We
seem to have turned onto the wrong road. [ORIGIN:
1100—1200 Old Norse sœma “to be appropriate
to,” from sœmr “appropriate”]
seem·ing /'simIÎ/ adj. (formal) appearing to be
true even though it may not be: Your seeming lack
of concern worries me.
seem·ing·ly /'simIÎli/ adv. in a way that appears
to be true but may not be SYN apparently: a
seemingly endless road | a seemingly simple task
seen /sin/ v. the past participle of SEE
seep /sip/ v. [I] to flow slowly through small holes
or cracks: Blood seeped through/into the bandages. —seepage n. [singular, U]
see·saw1 /'sisO/ n. [C] a long board on which
children play, that is balanced in the middle so that
when one end goes up the other end goes down
seesaw2 v. [I] to move suddenly up and down or
from one condition to another and back again:
Stock prices seesawed throughout the morning.
seethe /siD/ v. [I] to be so angry that you are
almost shaking: Holly was seething with rage.
—seething adj.
seg·ment /'sEgm@nt/ n. [C] 1 a part of something that is different from or divided from the
whole: a segment of the entertainment market | an
orange segment ➔ PART 1 2 MATH the part of a line
between two points 3 MATH a part of a circle that is
separated from the rest of the circle by a straight
line across it [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin segmentum,
from
secare
“to
cut”]
—segmentation /"sEgm@n'teIS@n/ n. [U]
—segmented /'sEgmEnôId/ adj.
seg·re·gate /'sEgr@"geIt/ v. [T] to separate one
group of people from others, usually because they
are a different race, sex, religion, etc. ANT integrate: The classes are segregated by ability. | Not
long ago, schools in the South were racially segregated. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin, past participle of segregare, from se- “apart” + grex
“herd”]

THESAURUS
separate, divide, split,
partition ➔ SEPARATE 2

seg·re·gat·ed /'sEgr@"geIÔId/ adj. segregated

buildings or areas can only be used by members of
a particular race, sex, religion, etc.: racially segregated schools
seg·re·ga·tion /"sEgr@'geIS@n/ n. [U] the practice of keeping people of different races or religions
apart and making them live, work, or study
separately ANT integration: racial segregation
seis·mic /'saIzmIk/ adj. EARTH SCIENCES relating to
or caused by EARTHQUAKE s: a period of seismic
activity | seismic waves [ORIGIN: 1800—1900
Greek seismos “shock, earthquake,” from seiein
“to shake”]
seis·mo·graph /'saIzm@"græf/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES an instrument that measures and records the
movement of the Earth during an EARTHQUAKE
—seismographic /"saIzm@'græfIkX/ adj.
seis·mol·o·gy /saIz'mAl@dZi/ n. [U] EARTH SCIENCES the scientific study of EARTHQUAKE s
—seismologist n. [C]
seize /siz/ v. [T] 1 to take hold of something
quickly and in a forceful way SYN grab: Thomas
seized her hand. 2 to take control of a place
suddenly, using military force: Rebels seized control of the embassy. 3 to take away something
such as illegal guns, drugs, etc.: Police seized 10
kilos of cocaine. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
French saisir “to take possession of,” from
Medieval Latin sacire]
sei·zure /'siZø/ n. 1 [U] the act of taking control
or possession of something suddenly: the seizure of
illegal firearms 2 [C] a short time when someone
is unconscious and cannot control the movements
of his/her body: an epileptic seizure
sel·dom /'sEld@m/ adv. very rarely: Glenn seldom
eats breakfast. [ORIGIN: Old English seldan]
THESAURUS
rarely, not very often, hardly
ever, infrequently ➔ RARELY

se·lect1 /sI'lEkt/

Ac v. [T] to choose something
or someone SYN pick: The entertainers were
selected to appeal to both adults and children. | the
five students selected for the program | The university selected Garrett as athletics director. [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Latin, past participle of seligere “to
select,” from legere “to gather, choose”]
THESAURUS
choose, pick, opt for sth,
decide on sth ➔ CHOOSE

select2 adj. (formal) consisting of or used by a

small group of specially chosen people: a select
club
se"lect com'mittee n. [C] POLITICS a small
group of politicians and advisers from various parties, chosen to examine a particular subject
se·lec·tion /sI'lEkS@n/ Ac n. 1 [C,U] the act of
choosing something or someone, or the thing or
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person that is chosen SYN choice: his selection as
the Democratic candidate | the selection of a new
leader | Make a selection from the list. 2 [C] a
collection of things of one type, especially things
for sale: a wide selection of jewelry 3 [C usually
singular] a number of things that have been chosen
from among a group of things of the same type: a
selection of Simon and Garfunkel songs
se·lec·tive /sI'lEktIv/ Ac adj. careful about
what you choose to do, buy, etc.: a highly selective
university
se"lective 'breeding n. [U] BIOLOGY the deliberate mating (MATE ) of two animals in order to
produce better animals than existing ones
self /sElf/ n. (plural selves /sElvz/) 1 [C usually
singular] the type of person you are, including your
character, abilities, etc.: He’s starting to feel like his
old/usual self again (=feel normal again, after
feeling bad or sick). 2 [U] your feeling of being a
separate person, different from other people: the
need for a child to develop a sense of self
"self-ab'sorbed adj. interested only in yourself
and the things that affect you
"self-ap'pointed adj. (disapproving) giving yourself a duty or job without the agreement of other
people: a self-appointed guardian of morality
"self-as'sured adj. confident about what you are
doing —self-assurance n. [U]
THESAURUS
confident, self-confident,
assertive ➔ CONFIDENT

"self-'centered adj. interested only in yourself
and never thinking about other people SYN selfish:
a vain, self-centered man
"self-'confident adj. sure that you can do things
well, that people like you, etc. SYN confident
—self-confidence n. [U]
THESAURUS
confident, self-assured,
assertive ➔ CONFIDENT

"self-'conscious adj. worried and embarrassed
about what you look like or what other people think
of you: “Hi,” I said, suddenly self-conscious about
my accent.
THESAURUS

shy, timid, bashful ➔ SHY 1

"self-con'tained adj. complete in itself and not

needing other things to make it work: a selfcontained army base
"self-con'trol n. [U] the ability to control your
feelings and behavior even when you are angry,
excited, or upset: children learning to exercise
self-control
"self-de'feating adj. making a situation have a
bad result for you: the self-defeating attempt to stay
young
"self-de'fense n. [U] the use of force to protect
yourself from attack: She shot him in self-defense.

"self-de'nial n. [U] the practice of not having or

doing the things that you enjoy, either because you
cannot afford them or for moral or religious reasons
"self-de'structive adj. self-destructive actions
are likely to harm or kill the person who is doing
them
"self-'discipline n. [U] the ability to make yourself do the things that you ought to do, without
someone else making you do them: Working at
home takes self-discipline. —self-disciplined
adj.

"self-ef'facing adj. (formal) not wanting to attract

attention to yourself or your achievements
SYN

modest

"self-em'ployed adj. working for yourself rather
than for a company

"self-es'teem n. [U] the feeling of being satisfied

with your own abilities, and that you deserve to be
liked or respected: Lack of success at school often
leads to low/poor self-esteem.
"self-'evident adj. clearly true and needing no
proof SYN obvious
"self-ex'planatory adj. clear and easy to understand, with no need for explanation: The controls
are pretty self-explanatory.
"self-ful"filling 'prophecy n. [C] a statement
about what will happen in the future, that becomes
true because you changed your behavior to make it
happen
"self-'government n. [U] POLITICS the government of a country or part of a country by its own
citizens, rather than by another country or group
"self-'help n. [U] the use of your own efforts to
deal with your problems instead of depending on
other people: self-help books
"self-'image n. [C] the idea that you have of your
own abilities, appearance, and character: a poor/
good/positive self-image
"self-im'portant adj. (disapproving) thinking you
are more important than other people
"self-im'provement n. [U] the activity of trying
to learn more skills or deal with your problems
better
"self-in'dulgent adj. (disapproving) allowing yourself to have or enjoy something that you do not
need: He’s irresponsible and self-indulgent.
—self-indulgence n. [singular, U]
"self-in'flicted adj. a self-inflicted injury, problem, etc. is one that you have caused yourself: a
self-inflicted gunshot wound
"self-'interest n. [U] the state of caring most
about what is best for you, and less about what is
best for other people: an action that is in the
national self-interest
self·ish /'sElfIS/ adj. (disapproving) caring only
about yourself and not about other people
ANT unselfish: Don’t be selfish. —selfishness
n. [U] —selfishly adv.
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self·less /'sElflIs/ adj. caring about other people

more than about yourself
"self-'made adj. successful and rich because of
your own efforts: a self-made millionaire
"self-'pity n. [U] the feeling of being too sorry for
yourself
"self-'portrait n. [C] a picture that you make of
yourself
"self-pos'sessed adj. calm and confident
because you are in control of your feelings
"self-preser'vation n. [U] keeping yourself from
being harmed or killed: the instinct for selfpreservation
"self-re'liance n. [U] the ability to act and make
decisions by yourself without depending on other
people —self-reliant adj.
"self-re'spect n. [U] a feeling of confidence and
happiness about your abilities, ideas, and character:
She needs to regain her confidence and self-respect.
—self-respecting adj.
"self-re'straint n. [U] the ability to control what
you do or say in situations that upset you
"self-'righteous adj. (disapproving) very proud
and sure that your beliefs, attitudes, etc. are right, in
a way that annoys other people
"self-'sacrifice n. [U] (approving) the act of giving
up what you need or want in order to help someone
else —self-sacrificing adj.

"self-'satisfied adj. SMUG
self-'service also "self 'serve adj. relating to

stores, restaurants, etc. where you get things for
yourself, rather than being served: a self-service
gas station
"self-'serving adj. (disapproving) showing that you
will only do something if it gains you an advantage:
self-serving politicians
'self-styled adj. (disapproving) having given yourself a title, position, etc. without having a right to it:
a self-styled expert
"self-suf'ficient adj. able to provide all the things
you need without help from other people: a country
that is self-sufficient in food production —selfsufficiency n. [U]
"self-sup'porting adj. able to earn enough
money to support yourself: a self-supporting
museum
sell /sEl/ v. (past tense and past participle sold
/soUld/) 1 [I,T] to give something to someone in
exchange for money ANT buy: I sold him my
baseball card collection. | We sold the car for
$5,000. | It is illegal to sell alcohol to
minors. 2 [I,T] to offer something for people to
buy: a store selling hand-crafted jewelry | Avocados
sell for only a few cents each in Mexico. 3 [I,T] to
make someone want to buy something: Advertisers
know that sex sells. 4 [T] to be bought by people:
Her novels have sold millions of copies. | Lowerpriced homes continue to sell well/badly. 5 [I,T] to

try to make someone accept a new plan, idea, etc.,
or to become accepted: the candidate’s attempts to
sell his policies to the voters [ORIGIN: Old English
sellan]
sell sth ↔ off phr. v. to sell something, especially
cheaply, because you need the money or want to
get rid of it: The company is selling off everything
but its core business.
sell out phr. v. 1 to sell all of something, so that
there is none left: The concert is almost sold
out. 2 (informal) to do something that is against
your beliefs or principles, in order to get power or
money: a politician who has sold out to the gun
lobby
sell·er /'sElø/ n. [C] 1 a person or company that
sells something ANT buyer 2 good/best/
biggest etc. seller a product that a company sells
a lot of ➔ BEST-SELLER
'selling point n. [C] a special feature of a product
that will make people want to buy it
sell·out /'sElaUt/ n. [singular] 1 a performance,
sports event, etc. for which all the tickets have been
sold: a sellout crowd 2 (informal) a situation in
which someone does not do something s/he promised, or in which s/he does something that is against
his/her beliefs or principles: Environmental groups
labeled the deal a sellout.
selves /sElvz/ n. the plural of SELF
se·man·tics /s@'mænôIks/ n. [U] 1 ENG. LANG.
ARTS the meaning of a word or phrase 2 ENG. LANG.
ARTS the study of the meanings of words and
phrases —semantic adj.
sem·a·phore /'sEm@"fOr/ n. [U] a system of
sending messages using two flags, that you hold in
different positions to represent letters and numbers
sem·blance /'sEmbl@ns/ n. a/some semblance of sth a condition or quality that is similar
to another one: Life was returning to some semblance of normality.
se·men /'sim@n/ n. [U] BIOLOGY the liquid that is
produced by the male sex organs and contains
SPERM

se·mes·ter /s@'mEstø/ n. [C] one of two periods

into which a year at school or college is divided
➔ QUARTER : the spring/fall semester ➔ UNIVERSITY
[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 German, Latin semestris
“half-yearly,” from sex “six” + mensis “month”]
sem·i /'sEmi/ n. [C] (informal) 1 a very large
heavy truck consisting of two connected parts 2 a
SEMIFINAL

sem·i·cir·cle /'sEmi"søk@l/ n. [C] 1 MATH half a
circle ➔ see picture at CIRCLE 1

THESAURUS
shape, square, circle, triangle,
rectangle, oval ➔ SHAPE 1

2 a group arranged in a curved line: chairs
arranged in a semicircle —semicircular
/"sEmi'søkyUlø/ adj.

semi"circular ca'nal n. [C] BIOLOGY one of three

S

semicolon
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tubes inside your INNER EAR that gives your brain
information about your body’s position and direction and helps to keep you balanced
sem·i·co·lon /'sEmi"koUl@n/ n. [C] ENG. LANG.
ARTS the mark (;) used in writing to separate independent parts of a sentence or list
sem·i·con·duct·or /'sEmik@n"döktø/ n. [C]
PHYSICS a substance such as SILICON that is used in
electronic equipment to allow electricity to pass
through it
sem·i·fi·nal /'sEmi"faInl, 'sEmaI-, "sEmi'faInl/
n. [C] one of two sports games whose winners then
compete against each other to decide who wins the
whole competition ➔ QUARTERFINAL
sem·i·lu·nar valve /"sEmilunø 'vælv,
"semai-/ n. [C] BIOLOGY one of two small parts in
your heart that open and close to prevent blood
flowing back into the left and right VENTRICLE s
➔ see picture at HEART

sem·i·nal /'sEm@n@l/ adj. new and important, and

S

influencing the way something develops in the
future: Darwin’s seminal work on evolution
sem·i·nar /'sEm@"nAr/ n. [C] a short course or a
special meeting that people attend in order to study
a particular subject: a seminar on effective management
THESAURUS
lesson, course, period,
lecture ➔ CLASS 1

sem·i·nary /'sEm@"nEri/ n. (plural seminaries)

[C] a college at which people study religion and can

train to be priests or ministers

se·mi·ot·ics /"sEmi'AÔIks/ also sem·i·ol·o·gy

/"sEmi'Al@dZi/ n. [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS the way in
which people communicate through signs and
images, or the study of this —semiotic
/"sEmi'AÔIk/ adj.
Se·mit·ic /s@'mIÔIk/ adj. relating to the race of
people that includes Jews, Arabs, and, in ancient
times, Babylonians and Assyrians ➔ ANTI-SEMITIC
Sen·ate /'sEnIt/ n. the Senate POLITICS the
smaller of the two groups of people who make the
laws in countries such as the U.S. and Australia
➔ HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES [ORIGIN: 1100—
1200 Old French senat, from Latin senatus,
from senex “old man”]
sen·a·tor, Senator /'sEn@Ôø/ n. [C] a member of
the Senate: Senator Feinstein —senatorial
/"sEn@'tOri@l/ adj.
THESAURUS
politician,
congressman/congresswoman, governor,
mayor ➔ POLITICIAN

someone to go somewhere: The UN is sending
troops to the region. | The refugees were sent back
to Sudan. | Frank came, but I sent him away. 3 to
arrange for someone to go somewhere and stay
there: Morrison was sent to jail for five
years. 4 send your love/best wishes etc. to
ask someone to give your greetings, good wishes,
etc. to someone else: Mark sends his love. 5 to
make someone or something do something: The
blast sent people running for safety. | The film sent
me to sleep. [ORIGIN: Old English sendan]
send away for sth phr. v. to order something
through the mail
send sth ↔ down phr. v. to make something lose
value: The news sent shares down.
send for sb/sth phr. v. to ask or order someone to
come to you, or that something be brought or
mailed to you: An ambulance was sent for. | Send
now for your free catalog.
send sb/sth ↔ in phr. v. 1 to send something,
usually by mail, to a place where it can be dealt
with: Did you send in your application? 2 to send
soldiers, police, etc. somewhere to deal with a
dangerous situation: The FBI sent in agents to
investigate.
send sb/sth ↔ off phr. v. 1 to mail something
somewhere: She sent off the completed book to her
publisher. 2 to make someone go somewhere: We
got sent off to camp every summer.
send sb/sth ↔ out phr. v. to make something or
someone go from one place to various other places:
The wedding invitations were sent out weeks ago.
'send-off n. [C] (informal) an occasion when people
gather together to say goodbye to someone who is
leaving: We wanted to give you a big send-off.
se·nile /'sinaIl/ adj. mentally confused or behaving strangely, because of old age —senility
/sI'nIl@Ôi/ n. [U]
Se·nior /'sinyø/ (written abbreviation Sr.) adj. used
after the name of a man who has the same name as
his son ➔ JUNIOR : Robert Burrelli, Sr.
senior1 n. [C] 1 a student in the last year of HIGH
SCHOOL or college ➔ STUDENT 2 be two/five/
ten etc. years sb’s senior to be two, five, ten,
etc. years older than someone [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Latin “older,” from senex “old”]
senior2 adj. older, or of higher rank ANT junior: a
senior officer
THESAURUS
POSITION 1

chief, high-ranking, top ➔

"senior 'citizen n. [C] an old person, especially
someone over the age of 65

"senior 'high school n. [C] a HIGH SCHOOL
send /sEnd/ v. (past tense and past participle sent se·nior·i·ty /"sin'yOr@Ôi, -'yAr-/ n. [U] 1 if you
/sEnt/) [T] 1 to arrange for something to go or be
taken to another place, especially by mail: Taryn
sent some pictures of the baby. | I sent you an
e-mail yesterday. | Do you want me to send a copy
to you? | a letter sent by fax 2 to ask or tell

have seniority in a company or organization, you
have worked there a long time and have some
official advantages: a worker with ten years’ seniority at the plant 2 the state of being older or higher
in rank than someone else: a position of seniority

sensor
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sen·sa·tion /sEn'seIS@n/ n. 1 [C,U] the ability
to feel, or a feeling that you get from one of your
five senses: Matt had a burning sensation in his
arm. | Jerry realized that he had no sensation in his
legs. 2 [C] a feeling that is difficult to describe,
caused by a particular event, experience, or
memory: I had the strangest sensation that I was
being watched. 3 [C usually singular] extreme
excitement or interest, or someone or something
that causes this: The band’s first album caused a
sensation among rap fans.

sen·sa·tion·al /sEn'seIS@nl/ adj. 1 very interesting or exciting: a sensational finish to the
race 2 (disapproving) intended to excite or shock
people: sensational news stories 3 (informal) very
good: She looked sensational.

sen·sa·tion·al·ism /sEn'seIS@nl"Iz@m/ n. [U]
(disapproving) a way of reporting events or stories
that is intended to excite or shock people

sense1 /sEns/ n.

1 JUDGMENT [U] good understanding and judgment, especially about practical things, that allows
you to make sensible decisions ➔ COMMON SENSE :
Earl had the sense not to move the injured man
much. | There’s no sense in waiting any longer (=it
is not sensible to continue waiting).
2 FEELING [singular] a feeling about something: She
felt a strong sense of accomplishment. | A sense of
panic has spread over the country.
3 make sense a) to have a clear meaning and be
easy to understand: Do these instructions make any
sense to you? | I can’t make sense of (=understand)
the report. b) if something makes sense, there
seems to be a good reason for it: Why would she
wander off alone? It doesn’t make sense. c) to be a
sensible thing to do: It makes sense to take care of
your health while you’re young.
4 SIGHT/SMELL ETC. [C] BIOLOGY one of the five
natural powers of sight, hearing, touch, taste, and
smell: Dogs have a keen sense of smell.
5 sense of humor the ability to understand and
enjoy things that are funny, or to make people
laugh: Larry has a great sense of humor.
6 in a sense/in one sense/in some senses
used to say that something is true or correct in a
particular way but there may be other ways in
which it is not true or correct: We’re all competitors
in a sense but we also want each other to succeed.
7 sb’s senses someone’s ability to know and do
what is sensible in a situation: I’m glad that Lisa
finally came to her senses (=realized what was
sensible) and sold that car. | Have you lost your
senses (=are you crazy)? | It’s too bad it took a
lawsuit to bring them to their senses (=make them
think clearly and behave sensibly).
8 ABILITY [singular] a natural ability to judge something: When we were in the woods, I lost all sense
of direction (=ability to know where I was).
9 in the sense that used in order to say that
something you have just said is true in a particular
way: The experiment was a success in the sense
that we got the results we were looking for.
10 MEANING [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS the meaning of a

word, phrase, sentence, etc.: The word “record”
has many senses. | In what sense is the term used?
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French sens, from
Latin sensus, from sentire “to feel”]

sense2 v. [T] to feel that something exists or is true
without being told or having proof: I could sense
something was wrong. | Sonya sensed that David
wanted to be alone. | I could sense how disappointed she was.

sense·less /'sEnslIs/ adj. 1 happening or done
for no good reason or with no purpose: the senseless killing of innocent people
THESAURUS
POINTLESS

pointless, futile, useless ➔

2 (informal) if someone is knocked, beaten, etc.
senseless, s/he is hit until s/he is unconscious

sen·si·bil·i·ty /"sEns@'bIl@Ôi/ n. (plural sensibilities) [C,U] the way that someone reacts to particular
subjects or types of behavior: We apologize if we
have offended the sensibilities of our viewers. | our
moral sensibility

sen·si·ble /'sEns@b@l/ adj. 1 showing good
judgment: Come on, be sensible. | a sensible
approach to the problem
USAGE

Use sensible in order to talk about someone
who makes good reasonable decisions and who
does not behave in a stupid or dangerous way:
She’s sensible enough not to drive when she’s had
a drink.
Use sensitive in order to talk about someone
who is easily upset or offended: He’s a little
sensitive about his height.

2 suitable for a particular purpose, and practical
rather than fashionable: Wear sensible shoes.
—sensibly adv.

sen·si·tive /'sEns@ÔIv/ adj. 1 a sensitive person

is able to understand the feelings, problems, etc. of
other people ANT insensitive: a husband who is
sensitive to his wife’s needs 2 easily offended or
hurt by the things that other people do or say: a
very sensitive child | Chrissy is very sensitive about
her weight. | Alan is very sensitive to criticism.
➔ see USAGE box at SENSIBLE 3 easily affected,
hurt, or damaged by a substance or temperature:
My teeth are really sensitive to cold. | sensitive
skin 4 a sensitive situation or subject needs to be
dealt with very carefully because it is secret or
because it may offend people: a sensitive
issue/subject/topic | highly sensitive information
THESAURUS
SECRET 1

secret, confidential ➔

5 reacting to very small changes in light, temperature, sound, etc.: a highly sensitive listening device
—sensitively adv. —sensitivity /"sEns@'tIv@Ôi/

n. [U]

sens·or /'sEnsø, -sOr/ n. [C] a piece of equipment

S
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that is used to find light, heat, movement, etc., even value. —sentimentality /"sEnô@mEn'tæl@Ôi/ n.
in very small amounts
[U]
sen·so·ry /'sEns@ri/ adj. BIOLOGY relating to your sen·try /'sEntri/ n. (plural sentries) [C] (oldSENSE of sight, hearing, smell, taste, or touch: a
fashioned) a soldier standing outside a building as a
baby’s sensory perception
guard
sen·su·al /'sEnSu@l/ adj. relating to or enjoying se·pal /'sip@l, 'sE-/ n. [C] BIOLOGY one of the small
physical pleasure, especially sexual pleasure: a sen- leaves that contains a young flower before the
sual massage | She believes that food can be a flower opens, and which stays directly under the
sensual pleasure. —sensuality /"sEnSu'æl@Ôi/ n. flower ➔ see picture at FLOWER 1
[U]

sen·su·ous /'sEnSu@s/ adj. 1 pleasing to your

sep·a·ra·ble /'sEp@r@b@l/ adj. able to be sepa-

rated from something else ANT inseparable
of sight, hearing, smell, taste, or touch: the
sensuous feel of silk 2 attractive in a sexual way: sep·a·rate1 /'sEprIt/ adj. 1 not related to or not
affected by something else: He keeps his profesher sensuous curves
sent /sEnt/ v. the past tense and past participle of sional life separate from his private life. | It’s a
completely separate issue. 2 different: a word with
SEND
four separate meanings | My wife and I have
1
sen·tence /'sEnt§ns, -t@ns/ n. [C] 1 ENG. LANG. separate bank accounts. 3 not joined to each other
ARTS a group of written or spoken words that has a
or touching something else: There is a small smoksubject and a verb, and expresses a complete ing area separate from the main dining room.
thought or asks a question. Sentences written in [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin, past participle of
English begin with a capital letter and end with a separare, from se- “apart” + parare “to prepare,
PERIOD , a QUESTION MARK , or an EXCLAMATION
get”] —separately adv.
POINT . 2 a punishment that a judge gives to some2
one who is guilty of a crime: a 10-year prison sep·a·rate /'sEp@"reIt/ v. 1 [I,T] to divide or
sentence | Harris is serving a 28-year sentence split something into two or more parts, or to make
(=spending 28 years in prison). | He has just begun something do this: Ms. Barker separated the class
a life sentence for murder. | The defendant faces a into four groups. | At this point the satellite sepapossible death sentence (=punishment by death). rates from the rocket.
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French, Latin sentenTHESAURUS
tia “feeling, opinion, sentence,” from sentire “to
divide – to separate something into a number of
feel”]
smaller parts: The teacher divided the class into
SENSE

S

THESAURUS
PUNISHMENT

punishment, penalty, fine ➔

sentence2 v. [T] if a judge sentences someone

who is guilty of a crime, s/he gives him/her a
punishment: He was sentenced to life in prison for
the murder.
sen·ti·ment /'sEnô@m@nt/ n. 1 [C,U] (formal) an
opinion or feeling that you have about something:
Public/Popular sentiment (=what many people
believe) against the war was growing. | “Anderson
ought to be fired.” “My sentiments exactly (=I
completely agree).”
THESAURUS
opinion, view, position,
attitude ➔ OPINION

2 [U] feelings such as pity, love, or sadness that are
considered to be too strong or not appropriate for a
particular situation: There’s no room for sentiment
in business!
sen·ti·men·tal /"sEnô@'mEnôlX/ adj. 1 showing
emotions such as love, pity, and sadness too
strongly: a sentimental movie | Laurie still gets
sentimental about our old house.
THESAURUS
emotional, moving, touching,
schmaltzy ➔ EMOTIONAL

2 based on or relating to feelings rather than being
practical: a sentimental view of the past | The watch
wasn’t worth much, but it had great sentimental

groups.
split – to separate something into two or more
groups, parts, etc.: We split the money between
us.
break up – to separate something into smaller
parts: The phone company was broken up to
encourage competition.
segregate – to separate one group of people
from others because of race, sex, religion, etc.:
Schools were racially segregated.
partition (formal) – to divide a country, room, or
building into two or more parts: After World War
II, Germany was partitioned into East and West
Germany.
apportion (formal) – to decide how something
should be divided between various people: The
funds are apportioned to each of the schools in
the district.

2 [T] to be between two things so that they cannot
touch each other or connect to each other: A curtain
separated one patient’s area from another. 3 [I] to
start to live apart from your husband, wife, or
sexual partner: When did Lyle and Jan separate?
THESAURUS
divorce, split up/break up,
leave sb ➔ DIVORCE 2

4 [I,T] to move apart, or to make people do this:
Police moved in to separate the crowd. | In the fog,
they got separated from the rest of their group.

sep·a·rat·ed /'sEp@"reIÔId/ adj. no longer living

sermon
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with your husband, wife, or sexual partner: Her
parents are separated.
sep·a·ra·tion /"sEp@'reIS@n/ n. 1 [U] (formal)
the act of separating or the state of being separate:
the separation of powers between Congress and
the President 2 [C,U] a period of time when two or
more people live apart from each other: Separation
from the family is hard on children. 3 [C] a situation in which a husband and wife agree to live apart
even though they are still married

sepa"ration of 'powers n. [singular, U] POLITICS

the situation that exists when each of the three parts
of government, the EXECUTIVE , LEGISLATIVE , and
JUDICIAL branches, are independent of each other
and do different things
Sep·tem·ber /sEp'tEmbø/ (written abbreviation
Sept.) n. [C,U] the ninth month of the year,
between August and October: School starts in
September. | We have to turn in the papers on
September 2nd. | Laura moved here last
September. | They’re getting married next September. [ORIGIN: 1000—1100 Old French Septembre, from Latin September, from septem
“seven;” because it was the seventh month of
the ancient Roman year]
se·quel /'sikw@l/ n. [C] 1 ENG. LANG. ARTS a
movie, book, etc. that continues the story of an
earlier one: They’ve made several sequels to “Batman”. 2 an event that is related to an earlier event
se·quence /'sikw@ns/ Ac n. [C,U] 1 the order
in which things happen, or are supposed to happen:
Two of the pages were out of sequence (=not in the
correct order). | Try to place the following pictures
in sequence (=in the correct order). 2 a series of
related events, actions, etc. that happen in a particular order: the sequence of events that led to World
War I [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Late Latin sequentia, from Latin sequi “to follow”]
se·quen·tial /sI'kwEnS@l/ Ac adj. (formal)
relating to or happening in a sequence
—sequentially adv.
se·quin /'sikwIn/ n. [C] a small shiny flat round
piece of metal that is sewn on clothes for decoration
se·quoi·a /sI'kwOI@/ n. [C] a REDWOOD ➔ see
picture on page A10

ser·e·nade /"sEr@'neId/ n. [C]

ENG. LANG. ARTS a
love song —serenade v. [T]
ser·en·dip·i·ty /"sEr@n'dIp@Ôi/ n. [U] (literary)
the process of accidentally discovering something
that is interesting or valuable: Many scientific discoveries are pure serendipity.
se·rene /s@'rin/ adj. very calm or peaceful [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin serenus “clear, calm”]
—serenity /sI'rEn@Ôi/ n. [U]

THESAURUS
calm, relaxed, laid-back,
easygoing, mellow ➔ CALM 2

serf /søf/ n. [C]

HISTORY someone who lived and
worked on land that s/he did not own and who had

to obey the owner of this land, during the Middle
Ages in Europe
ser·geant /'sArdZ@nt/ n. [C] a low rank in the
Army, Air Force, police, etc., or an officer who has
this rank
se·ri·al1 /'sIri@l/ adj. 1 arranged or happening
one after the other in the correct order: serial
processing on a computer 2 serial killer/rapist
etc. someone who commits the same crime several
times
serial2 n. [C] a story that is broadcast or printed in
several separate parts on television, in a newspaper,
etc.
'serial "number n. [C] a number put on things
that are produced in large quantities, so that each
one has its own different number
se·ries /'sIriz/ Ac n. (plural series) [C] 1 a
group of events, actions, or things of the same kind
that happen one after the other: There has been a
series of accidents along this road. | the first novel
in a series 2 a set of television or radio programs
with the same characters or on the same subject: a
new comedy series 3 a set of sports games played
between the same two teams: the World Series (=in
baseball) [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin serere “to
join”]
'series "circuit n. [C] PHYSICS an electrical CIRCUIT (=complete circle that an electric current travels in) in which electricity travels through all the
lights or SWITCH es one after the other ➔ PARALLEL
CIRCUIT

se·ri·ous /'sIri@s/ adj. 1 a serious problem, situ-

ation, etc. is extremely bad or dangerous: Luckily,
the damage was not serious. | Drugs are a serious
problem in many communities. | Her mother’s been
in a serious accident. 2 be serious to say what
you really mean, and not joke or pretend: John is
serious about finding a new career. | You can’t be
serious (=I do not believe you)! 3 important and
deserving a lot of attention: Raising children is a
serious business. 4 a serious romantic relationship
is intended to continue for a long time [ORIGIN:
1400—1500 French sérieux, from Late Latin
seriosus, from Latin serius] —seriousness n.
[U]

se·ri·ous·ly /'sIri@sli/ adv. 1 in a way that is bad

or dangerous: Two of the victims were seriously
injured. | Something was seriously wrong. 2 in a
way that shows that you think something is important: He’s thinking seriously about running for
governor. | Don’t take everything he says so seriously (=think that it is important). 3 [sentence
adverb] (spoken) used to show that what you say
next is not a joke: Seriously, I really need you to be
there on time.
ser·mon /'søm@n/ n. [C] 1 a talk about a religious subject, usually given at a church and based
on the Bible 2 (informal, disapproving) a long talk in
which someone tries to give you unwanted moral
advice: I don’t need another sermon on the virtues
of hard work! ➔ PREACH
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ser·pent /'søp@nt/ n. [C] (literary) a snake [ORIGIN:

S

1200—1300 Old French, Latin, present
participle of serpere “to creep”]
ser·rat·ed /s@'reIÔId, 'sE"reIÔId/ adj. having a
sharp edge made of a row of connected V-shaped
points: a serrated knife
se·rum /'sIr@m/ n. [C,U] BIOLOGY a liquid containing substances that fight infection or poison, that is
put into a sick person’s blood
serv·ant /'søv@nt/ n. [C] someone who is paid to
clean someone’s house, cook food for him/her, etc.
serve1 /søv/ v.
1 FOOD/DRINKS [I,T] to give someone food or
drinks as part of a meal: Dinner will be served at
8:00. | The crab was served with melted butter and
a slice of lemon. | Why aren’t you out there serving
the guests?
2 BE USED [I,T] to be appropriate for a particular
purpose: The couch can also serve as a bed. |
Critics claim that the weapon serves no useful
military purpose.
3 DO A JOB [I,T] to spend time doing a particular
job, especially one that is helpful: Kelly served a
three-year term in the Army. | In 1993, Campbell
became the first woman to serve as Canada’s prime
minister.
4 PROVIDE STH [T] to provide an area or a group of
people with something that they need or use: Its
Southwestern Bell subsidiary serves customers in
Texas, Missouri, Oklahoma, Kansas and Arkansas.
5 IN PRISON [T] to spend time in prison: Baxter
served a five-year sentence for theft.
6 LEGALLY [T] to officially give or send someone a
legal document to appear in court: Jones was
served a summons to appear in court.
7 SPORTS [I,T] to start playing a game such as
tennis by throwing the ball into the air and hitting it
to your opponent
8 it serves sb right (spoken) used in order to say
that someone deserves something bad, because s/he
has done something stupid or unkind: “I failed my
test.” “Serves you right for not studying.”
serve2 n. [C] the action in a game such as tennis in
which you throw the ball into the air and hit it to
your opponent
serv·er /'søvø/ n. [C] 1 IT the main computer on
a network that controls all the others 2 someone
who brings you food in a restaurant
serv·ice1 /'søvIs/ n.
1 IN A STORE ETC. [U] the help that people who
work in a restaurant, hotel, store, etc. give you: The
food is terrific but the service is lousy. | the customer service department
2 WORK DONE [C,U] the work that you do for
someone or an organization: He retired after 20
years of service. | You may need the services of a
lawyer. | She was given an award in honor of her
years of service to the Democratic Party.
3 BUSINESS [C] a business that provides help or
does jobs for people rather than producing things: a
cleaning service
4 public services things such as hospitals,

schools, etc. that are provided by the government
for the public to use
5 CEREMONY [C] a formal religious ceremony,
especially in a church: The funeral service will be
held on Friday.
6 HELP [singular, U] (formal) help that you give to
someone: “Thank you so much.” “I’m glad to be of
service (=to help).” | We’re at your service (=available to help), Ma’am.
7 the service a country’s military forces, especially considered as a job
8 GOVERNMENT [C] an organization that works for
the government: the foreign service
9 SPORTS [C] an act of hitting the ball to your
opponent to start a game such as tennis
10 CAR/MACHINE [C] a regular examination of a
car or machine to make sure that it works correctly
11 in service/out of service to be available or
not available for people to use: Two of the Fire
Department’s trucks were out of service for much
needed repairs.
service2 v. [T] 1 to examine a machine or vehicle
and fix it if necessary: When’s the last time you had
the car serviced?
THESAURUS

repair, fix ➔ REPAIR 2

2 to provide people with something that they need:
buses that service the local community
serv·ice·a·ble /'søvIs@b@l/ adj. ready or able to
be used
'service "charge n. [C] an amount of money that
is added to the price of something in order to pay
for extra services that you use when buying it: For
phone orders, there’s a $1 service charge.
'service e"conomy n. [C] ECONOMICS a country
or an economic system in which most people work
for businesses that provide services, rather than
businesses involved in MANUFACTURING (=producing goods)
serv·ice·man /'søvIs"mæn, -m@n/ n. (plural
servicemen /-"mEn, -m@n/) [C] a man who is a
member of the military
'service "station n. [C] a GAS STATION
serv·ice·wom·an /'søvIs"wUm@n/ n. (plural
servicewomen /-"wImIn/) [C] a woman who is a
member of the military
ser·vile /'søv@l, -vaIl/ adj. (disapproving) very
eager to obey and please someone
serv·ing /'søvIÎ/ n. [C] an amount of food that is
enough for one person
ser·vi·tude /'søv@"tud/ n. [U] the condition of
being a SLAVE or being forced to obey someone
ses·sion /'sES@n/ n. [C] 1 a period of time used
for a particular purpose, especially by a group of
people: a question-and-answer session | teachertraining sessions 2 a formal meeting or group of
meetings, especially of a court of law or government organization: The State Court is now in session. 3 a part of the year when classes are given at
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a university [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French,
Latin sessio “act of sitting, session,” from sedere “to sit”]

set1 /sEt/ v. (past tense and past participle set, present
participle setting)
1 PUT STH SOMEWHERE [T] to carefully put some-

thing down somewhere: Just set that bag down on
the floor. | He took off his watch and set it on the
dresser.
2 STANDARD [T] to decide something that other
things are compared to or measured against: The
agency has set standards for water cleanliness. |
Parents should set an example for their children
(=behave in the way they want their children to
behave).
3 PRICE/TIME ETC. [T] to decide that something
will happen at a particular time, cost a particular
amount, etc.: The judge plans to set a date for the
trial. | Officials have not yet set a price on how
much the study will cost.
4 CLOCK/MACHINE [T] to move part of a clock or a
piece of equipment so that it will do what you want
it to do: I set my alarm for 6:30. | Do you know how
to set the VCR?
5 START STH HAPPENING [I,T] to make something
start happening or to make someone start doing
something: Angry mobs set the building on fire. |
Careless campers set fire to the dry brush. | A study
by military experts was immediately set in motion. |
Volunteers set to work clearing trash from the field.
6 MOVIE/STORY ETC. [T] ENG. LANG. ARTS if a play,
movie, story, etc. is set in a place or at a particular
time, the action takes place there or then: Clavell’s
epic novel is set in 17th-century Japan.
7 set a record to run faster, jump higher, etc. than
anyone else: He set a new world record in the 100
meters at the games.
8 set the table to put knives, forks, etc. on a table
so that you can eat a meal
9 set sb/sth straight to correct something or
someone: The company wants to set the record
straight (=explain the true situation) about its
safety procedures.
10 set the stage/scene to make it possible for
something to happen: Recent pay cuts set the stage
for a strike.
11 SUN/MOON [I] when the Sun or Moon sets, it
moves lower in the sky and disappears ANT rise
12 set your mind/sights/heart on (doing) sth
to be determined to achieve something or decide
that you definitely want to have it: Heath had set
her sights on the U.S. Senate seat for Colorado.
13 set foot in/on sth to go into or onto a place:
The event is attracting people who have never
before set foot in a museum.
14 set sb/sth free/loose to allow a person or
animal to be free: All the other hostages were
finally set free.
15 set sail to start sailing somewhere
16 BECOME SOLID [I] if a substance sets, it
becomes hard: The concrete will set within two
hours.
17 set sth to music a) ENG. LANG. ARTS to write
music for a story or poem: poems set to music by

Lloyd Webber b) to arrange something so that it
can be done while music plays: exercise routines
set to music
18 set a trap a) to make a trap ready to catch an
animal b) to invent a plan that will catch someone
doing something wrong: Police set a trap for the
thieves.
19 BONE a) [T] to move the ends of a broken bone
into position so that they are in the right place to
grow together again b) [I] if a broken bone sets, it
joins together again
20 HAIR [T] to arrange someone’s hair while it is
wet, so that it will have a particular style when it is
dry
set about sth phr. v.
set about (doing) sth to begin doing something:

Johnny set about improving his Spanish before his
trip.
set sb against sb phr. v.

to make someone start to argue or fight with someone else: The civil war set brother against brother.
set sb/sth apart phr. v.

to make someone or something different from or
better than other similar people or things: The
movie’s realistic characters set it apart from other
gangster pictures.
set sth ↔ aside phr. v.
1 to save something for a special purpose: Hotels
must set aside 50% of their rooms for non-smokers.
2 to decide not to be affected by a particular belief,
idea, etc. because something else is more important: They should set politics aside and do what is
best for the country.
set back phr. v.
1 set sb/sth ↔ back to delay the progress or

development of someone or something: Officials
fear that the incident will set back race relations.
2 set sb back (informal) to cost someone a lot of
money: My new stereo set me back $2,000.
set sth ↔ down phr. v.
to write about something so that you have a record
of it, such as a set of rules: The rules of the game
were clearly set down.
set in phr. v.

if something unpleasant sets in, it begins and is
likely to continue: Winter seems to be setting in
early this year.
set off phr. v.
1 to start to go somewhere: Thousands of people set

off for the West during the 1800s.
2 set sth ↔ off to make something start happening: The attack set off another round of fighting. |
The rains set off a mudslide that killed 15 people.
3 set sth ↔ off to make something explode: The
bomb was set off by a remote control device.
4 set sth ↔ off to make an ALARM start working:
A fire in the kitchen set off the smoke alarms.
set forth phr. v.
1 set sth ↔ forth (formal) to write or talk about an

idea, rule, etc. in a clear and organized way, especially in an official document or speech SYN set
out: the principles set forth in the treaty
2 (literary) to start a trip SYN set out

S
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set out phr. v.
1 to start a trip, especially a long trip: The couple

S

setting. 3 ENG. LANG. ARTS the place or time in
which the events in a book, movie, etc. happen:
London is the setting for his most recent novel.

set out for Fresno at 9:30.
2 set out to do sth to deliberately start doing
something in order to achieve a particular result: He set·tle /'sEÔl/ v.
set out to make a movie about his experiences in 1 END ARGUMENT [I,T] to end an argument or
solve a disagreement: an attempt to settle the
Vietnam.
case/claim/lawsuit | The union finally settled with
3 set out sth to write or talk about ideas, rules, etc.
in a clear and organized way: He is the first candi- management after a two-day strike. | They might be
willing to settle out of court (=come to an agreedate to set out his foreign policy proposals.
ment without going to a court of law). | They met
set up phr. v.
recently to try and settle their differences (=agree
1 set sth ↔ up to start a company, organization, to stop arguing).
business, etc.: The county has set up a special 2 COMFORTABLE POSITION [I,T] to move into a
education program for teenage mothers.
comfortable position: Dave settled back and turned
2 set sth ↔ up to prepare equipment so that it is on the TV. | Roger settled himself on a park bench
ready for an event, activity, or situation: Chris, for a photograph.
could you help me set up the computer?
3 DECIDE STH [T] to decide on something, or
3 set sth ↔ up to arrange for something to organize the details of something that will happen
happen: Call the doctor’s office and set up an in the future: So it’s settled — I’ll meet you in front
appointment.
of the theater at 7:00.
4 set sth ↔ up to build or place something 4 IN A NEW PLACE a) [I,T] to go to a place where
somewhere: The police have set up a roadblock.
no people have lived permanently before and start
5 set sb ↔ up to deliberately make people think to live there: the men and women who settled
that someone has done something wrong: Hudson Alaska b) [I] to begin to live in a place where you
accused his partners of setting him up.
intend to live for a long time: My family moved
6 set up shop to start a business: They set up shop around a lot before settling in Los Angeles.
in 1993 in Mason’s basement.
5 SNOW/DUST [I] if snow, dust, etc. settles, it falls
set2 n. [C] 1 a group of things that belong together to the ground and stays there
or are related in some way: a set of dishes | a set of 6 BILL/DEBT [T] if you settle a bill, account, debt,
rules | a chess set ➔ see picture at COLLECTION 2 a etc., you pay all the money that you owe
television: a TV set 3 a) a place where a movie 7 settle a score to do something bad to someone
or television program is filmed: OK, everybody, because s/he has done something bad to you
quiet on the set! b) the SCENERY , furniture, etc. 8 STOMACH [I,T] if your stomach settles, or if
used in a play, movie, or television show 4 one something settles it, it stops feeling uncomfortable
part of a game such as tennis or VOLLEYBALL : or making you sick
Hewitt leads two sets to one. 5 a performance by a 9 settle your nerves to do something to make
band, singer, or DJ: They played a 90-minute set.
yourself stop being nervous or upset: He took a
set3 adj. 1 [only before noun] a set time, amount, deep breath to settle his nerves.
price, etc. is fixed and is never changed: We meet at settle down phr. v.
a set time each week. | I invest a set amount of 1 settle (sb) down to become quiet and calm, or
money each month. 2 [not before noun] (informal) to make someone quiet and calm: Kids, settle down
ready to do something: If everyone is all set, we’ll and eat your dinner. | Sometimes we take the baby
start the meeting. | I was just set to leave when the for a ride in the car to settle him down.
phone rang. 3 be set on/upon/against (doing) 2 to start living a quiet and calm life in one place,
sth (informal) to be very determined about some- especially when you get married: My parents want
thing: Jerry’s dead set against paying the extra me to marry Jim and settle down.
money for the trip. 4 in a particular place or 3 to begin to do something and to give it all your
attention: When he finally settled down to work, it
position: a castle set on a hill
was 10:30.
set·back /'sEt§bæk/ n. [C] something that delays settle for sth phr. v.
your progress or makes things worse than they to accept something that is less than what you
were: Losing their drummer is a major setback for wanted: We looked at some nice apartments, but we
the band. | The peace talks suffered a setback when had to settle for the cheapest one.
fighting resumed this week.
settle in also settle into sth phr. v.
THESAURUS
problem, difficulty, snag,
hitch ➔ PROBLEM

set·ting /'sEÔIÎ/ n. [C] 1 the place where some-

thing is or where something happens, and all the
things that surround it: a cabin in a mountain
setting | the perfect setting for a wedding 2 the
position in which you put the controls on a machine
or instrument: Turn the microwave to its highest

to become happier and more comfortable in a new
situation or place: Adam seems to have settled in at
his new school.
settle on/upon sth phr. v.

to decide or agree on something: They haven’t
settled on a name for the baby yet.
settle up phr. v. (informal)
to pay money that you owe for something: I’ll settle
up with the bartender, then let’s go.
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set·tled /'sEÔld/ adj. 1 feel/be settled to feel

comfortable about living or working in a particular
place: We don’t feel settled in our new house
yet. 2 unlikely to change: the settled life of a
farmer
set·tle·ment /'sEÔlm@nt/ n. 1 [C,U] an official
agreement or decision that ends an argument: The
two sides have reached a settlement (=made an
agreement) in the land dispute. 2 [C,U] ECONOMICS
a payment of money that you owe someone or that
someone owes to you: He accepted a financial
settlement of $500. 3 [U] the movement of a large
number of people into a new place in order to live
there: the settlement of the Oklahoma territory 4 [C] a group of houses and buildings where
people live, in a place where no group lived before:
a Stone Age settlement
set·tler /'sEtlø, 'sEÔl-ø/ n. [C] someone who goes
to live in a new place, usually where there were few
people before: early settlers of the American West
set·up /'sEÔöp/ n. [C usually singular] 1 a way of
organizing or arranging something: Do you like the
new setup at work? 2 (informal) a dishonest plan
that is intended to trick someone: I knew immediately that the whole thing was a setup.
sev·en /'sEv@n/ number 1 7 2 seven o’clock:
The movie starts at seven. 3 seven years old: Patty
was seven on her last birthday. [ORIGIN: Old
English seofon]
sev·en·teen
/"sEv@n'tinX/
number
17
—seventeenth number
sev·enth /'sEv@nθ/ number 1 7th 2 1/7 3 be
in seventh heaven (informal) to be extremely
happy
sev·en·ty /'sEv@nÔi/ number 1 70 2 the seventies a) the years between 1970 and
1979 b) the numbers between 70 and 79, especially when used for measuring temperature 3 be
in your seventies to be aged between 70 and 79:
She’s
in
her
early/mid/late
seventies.
—seventieth /'sEv@nÔiIθ/ number: her seventieth
birthday
sev·er /'sEvø/ v. [T] (formal) 1 to cut through
something completely: His finger was severed in
the accident. 2 to end a relationship or agreement
with someone: The deal severs all ties between the
two organizations. —severance n. [U]
sev·eral /'sEvr@l/ quantifier a number of people or
things that is more than a few, but not a lot ➔ FEW :
I called her several times on the phone. | I’ve talked
to several of my students about this.
sev·erance pay /'sEvr@ns "peI/ n. [U] money
you get from a company that you worked for when
they no longer have a job for you
se·vere /s@'vIr/ adj. 1 very bad or serious: severe
head injuries | severe problems 2 very strict or
extreme: severe criticism | The president’s plan
calls for severe penalties for underage criminals. 3 not kind or friendly: a severe look on her
face [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French sévère, from

Latin severus] —severity /sI'vEr@Ôi/ n. [C,U]

se·vere·ly /s@'vIrli/ adv. very badly or to a great

degree: The building was severely damaged in the
fire. | She was punished severely for her actions.
sew /soU/ v. (past tense sewed, past participle sewn
/soUn/ or sewed) [I,T] to use a needle and thread to
make or repair clothes, or to attach something such
as a button to them: My mother taught me to sew. |
Can you sew a button on this shirt for me? [ORIGIN: Old English siwian] —sewing n. [U] ➔ see
picture at KNIT 1

sew sth ↔ up phr. v. (informal) to gain control over

a situation so that you are sure to win or get an
advantage: The Republicans think they have the
election sewn up.
sew·age /'suIdZ/ n. [U] the waste material and
used water that is carried away from houses by
sewers: a sewage treatment plant
sew·er /'suø/ n. [C] a pipe or passage under the
ground that carries away waste material and used
water from houses, factories, etc. [ORIGIN: 1400—
1500 Old French esseweur, from essewer “to
carry away water,” from Vulgar Latin exaquare]
sewn /soUn/ v. a past participle of SEW
sex /sEks/ Ac n. 1 [U] BIOLOGY the physical
activity that people do together in order to produce
babies or for pleasure: They believe it’s wrong to
have sex before they’re married. | the need to
practice safe sex (=wear something that will protect you from sexual diseases) 2 [U] BIOLOGY the
condition of being male or female: I don’t care
what sex the baby is, as long as it’s healthy. 3 [C]
one of the two groups of people or animals, male
and female: He isn’t comfortable with members of
the opposite sex (=people that are not his own
sex). | people of both sexes (=men and women)
'sex "chromosome n. [C] BIOLOGY either of the
two CHROMOSOME s in humans and some animals
that directly influence whether someone is male or
female
'sex drive n. [C usually singular] someone’s ability
or need to have sex regularly
'sex edu"cation n. [U] education in schools
about sexual activity and sexual relationships
sex·ism /'sEk"sIz@m/ Ac n. [U] the belief that
one sex is weaker, less intelligent, or less important
than the other, especially when this results in
women being treated unfairly: programs to lessen
sexism in the workplace
THESAURUS
prejudice, racism,
discrimination, intolerance, bigotry,
homophobia, anti-Semitism ➔ PREJUDICE 1

sex·ist /'sEksIst/ adj. relating to or showing sexism: sexist remarks —sexist n. [C]

'sex life n. [C] someone’s sexual activities
'sex "symbol n. [C] someone famous who many

people think is very sexually attractive
Ac adj. 1 relating to sex:

sex·u·al /'sEkSu@l/

S

sexual harassment
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sexual contact | a sexual relationship 2 relating to light or heat: She used her hand to shade her eyes
the social relationships between men and women: a from the Sun.
commitment to greater sexual equality —sexually
adv.: the age when teenagers become sexually
active (=start having sex)
"sexual 'harassment n. [U] sexual remarks,
looks, or touching done to someone who does not
want it, especially from someone s/he works with
"sexual 'intercourse n. [U] (formal) the physical
act of sex between two people
sex·u·al·i·ty /"sEkSu'æl@Ôi/ Ac n. [U] the things
people do and feel that are related to their desire or
ability to have sex: A person’s sexuality is constrained by the rules of society.
sex·y /'sEksi/ adj. (comparative sexier, superlative
sexiest) sexually exciting or attractive: sexy clothes shad·ow1 /'SædoU/ n. 1 [C] a dark shape that an
SGML n. [U] IT Standard Generalized Markup object or a person makes on a surface when he, she,
Language a computer language that allows you to or it is between that surface and the light: The sun
write documents in a structure that can be read on began to cast long shadows (=make long shadows)
across a grassy field. 2 [C,U] darkness caused
different computer systems ➔ HTML , XML
when light is prevented from coming into a place:
Sgt. the written abbreviation of SERGEANT
Margaret’s face was half hidden in shadow. | He
sh, shh /SS/ interjection used in order to tell some- waited in the shadows. 3 without/beyond a
one to be quiet: Shh! I can’t hear what he’s saying. shadow of a doubt without any doubt at all: I
shab·by /'Sæbi/ adj. 1 shabby clothes, places, or think he’s guilty beyond a shadow of a
objects are old and in bad condition: shabby hotel doubt. 4 cast a shadow over/on sth to make
rooms 2 unfair or wrong: I don’t deserve this kind something seem less attractive or impressive: The
scandal cast a shadow over his reputation for the
of shabby treatment. —shabbily adv.
rest of his career.
1
shack /Sæk/ n. [C] a small building that has not shadow2 v. [T] to follow someone closely in order
been built very well
to watch what s/he is doing
shack2 v.
shad·ow·y /'SædoUi/ adj. 1 mysterious and
shack up phr. v. (informal, disapproving) to start secret: a shadowy figure from his past 2 full of
living with someone who you have sex with but are shadows and difficult to see: a shadowy corner
not married to: I found out that she was shacked up
shad·y /'SeIdi/ adj. 1 protected from the Sun or
with some guy from Florida.
producing shade: a shady spot for a picnic 2 (inforshack·le1 /'Sæk@l/ n. [C usually plural] 1 one of a mal) not honest or legal: a shady business deal
pair of metal rings joined by a chain, that is used shaft /Sæft/ n. [C] 1 a passage that goes up through
for keeping a prisoner’s hands or feet a building or down into the ground, so that someone
together 2 the shackles of sth (written) limits or something can get in or out: an elevator shaft 2 a
that something puts on your freedom: We need to long handle on a tool, SPEAR , etc. 3 shaft of light/
free ourselves from the shackles of the past.
sunlight a narrow beam of light
shackle2 v. [T] 1 to restrict what someone can shag·gy /'Sægi/ adj. 1 shaggy hair or fur is long
do: a company shackled by debts 2 to put shackles and messy: a shaggy beard 2 having shaggy hair
on someone
shade1 /SeId/ n. 1 [singular, U] an area that is
cooler and darker because the light of the Sun
cannot reach it ➔ SHADOW : Let’s find a table in the
shade. | boys sitting in the shade of a tree ➔ see
picture at SHADOW 1 2 [C] something that reduces or
blocks light, especially a cover that you pull across
a window 3 [C] a particular degree of a color: a
darker shade of red 4 shades [plural] (informal)
SUNGLASSES 5 shade of meaning/opinion
etc. a meaning, etc. that is slightly different from
other ones: The word can have many shades of
meaning, depending on the context. 6 a shade
very slightly, a little bit: The room is a shade too shake1 /SeIk/ v. (past tense shook /SUk/, past
hot for me. [ORIGIN: Old English sceadu]
participle shaken /'SeIk@n/, present participle shakshade2 v. [T] to protect something from direct ing) 1 [I,T] to move up and down or from side to
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side with quick movements, or to make someone or
something do this: His hands were shaking. | Shake
the bottle before you open it. | She shook him by the
shoulders and told him to wake up.
THESAURUS

tremble – to shake because you are frightened
or upset: The dog was trembling with fear.

shiver – to shake because you are very cold: I
jumped up and down to stop myself shivering.

wobble – to shake from side to side: The pile of
books wobbled and fell.

vibrate – to shake continuously with small fast

movements: The music was so loud that the
whole room vibrated.
quiver – if a person’s voice or a part of their
body quivers, it shakes slightly, especially because
s/he is angry, upset, or anxious: The boy’s top
lip began to quiver (=because he was going to
cry).
rattle – to shake and make a noise: The windows
rattled in the wind.

2 shake your head to move your head from side
to side as a way of saying no, or to show disapproval or sadness ➔ NOD 3 shake sb’s hand/
shake hands (with sb) to hold someone’s hand in
your hand and move it up and down, as a greeting
or a sign that you have agreed on something 4 [I]
if your voice shakes, it sounds unsteady, usually
because you are nervous or angry 5 [T] to make
someone feel less confident or certain about something: This experience has shaken my confidence/
faith/belief in the legal system. 6 be/look/feel
shaken to be frightened, shocked, or upset: Mark
looked shaken as he put down the phone. [ORIGIN:
Old English sceacan]
shake sb ↔ down phr. v. (informal) to get money
from someone by using threats
shake off phr. v. 1 shake sth ↔ off to get rid of
an illness, problem, etc.: I can’t seem to shake off
this cold. 2 shake sb ↔ off to escape from
someone who is chasing you
shake sth ↔ out phr. v. to shake something such
as a cloth so that small pieces of dirt, dust, etc.
come off
shake sb/sth ↔ up phr. v. 1 if an unpleasant
experience shakes someone up, s/he is shocked or
upset by it: The accident really shook her up. 2 to
make changes to an organization, country, etc. to
make it more effective ➔ SHAKEUP
shake2 n. [C] 1 an act of shaking: Give the
ketchup bottle a good shake. 2 a MILKSHAKE : a
vanilla shake
shake·down /'SeIkdaUn/ n. [C] 1 (informal) the
act of getting money from someone by using
threats 2 a final test of a vehicle or system for
problems before it is put into general use, to find
any remaining problems
shak·en /'SeIk@n/ v. the past participle of SHAKE 1
shake·up /'SeIk-öp/ n. [C] a process in which an
organization, company, etc. makes a lot of changes
in a short time in order to be more effective

shak·y /'SeIki/ adj. 1 weak and unsteady because

of illness, old age, or shock: a shaky voice | She
stood up, still feeling a little bit shaky. 2 likely to
fail or be unsuccessful: a shaky marriage | The
team got off to a shaky start (=they started
badly). 3 not solid or firm: a shaky ladder
shall /S@l; strong Sæl/ modal verb 1 (formal) used
in official documents to state an order, law, promise, etc.: The right to a trial by jury shall be
preserved. 2 shall I/we? used in order to ask a
question, especially as a way of suggesting something: Shall I turn on the air conditioner? 3 (formal) used in order to say what will happen in the
future: I shall keep her picture always. [ORIGIN:
Old English sceal]

S
shal·low /'SæloU/ adj. 1 measuring only a short

distance from the top to the bottom ANT deep: a
shallow baking dish | The rice is planted in shallow
water. 2 (disapproving) not interested in or not
showing any understanding of important or serious
matters ANT deep: a shallow argument | If he’s
only interested in your looks, that shows how shallow he is.
sham1 /Sæm/ n. [singular] (disapproving) someone
or something that is not what s/he is claimed to be:
Our marriage is a sham.
sham2 adj. made to appear real in order to deceive
people: sham jewelry
sham·bles /'Sæmb@lz/ n. (informal) be (in) a
shambles a) to be very badly organized, and fail
completely: The whole evening was a shambles –
the food never even arrived. b) to be very messy
or damaged: The apartment was a shambles.
shame1 /SeIm/ n. [U] 1 it’s/what a shame
(spoken) used in order to say that a situation is
disappointing, and you wish things had happened
differently: It’s such a shame (that) Margaret
couldn’t come. | “Our game was cancelled because
of the rain.” “Oh, that’s a shame.” | What a shame
we missed the wedding. 2 the feeling of being
guilty or embarrassed that you have after doing
something that is wrong ➔ ASHAMED : a deep sense
of shame
THESAURUS

guilt, remorse ➔ GUILT

3 Shame on you! (spoken) used in order to tell
someone that s/he should feel ashamed of something that s/he has done: Shame on you, Patrick. I

shame
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trusted you. 4 put sb/sth to shame to be so
much better than someone or something else that it
makes the other thing seem very bad or ordinary:
This party puts my little dinner to shame. 5 loss of
honor: His behavior brought shame on the whole
family. | There’s no shame in finishing second (=it
should not make you feel ashamed).
shame2 v. [T] to make someone feel ashamed: It
shames me to say it, but I lied.
shame·ful /'SeImf@l/ adj. so bad that someone
should be ashamed: a shameful secret
—shamefully adv.
shame·less /'SeImlIs/ adj. not seeming to be
ashamed of your bad behavior, although other
people think you should be ashamed: a shameless
liar —shamelessly adv.
sham·poo1 /Sæm'pu/ n. (plural shampoos) [C,U]
a liquid soap used for washing your hair [ORIGIN:
1700—1800 Hindi cãpo, from cãpna “to press,
shampoo”]
shampoo2 v. [T] to wash something with shampoo: She showered and shampooed her hair.
shan·ty /'Sænôi/ n. (plural shanties) [C] a small
building that has not been built very well

➔ SHAPED : a cake in the shape of a heart | What
shape is your kitchen table?
THESAURUS

Types of shapes
square – a shape with four straight sides that

are equal in length and four angles of 90 degrees

circle – a round shape that is like an O
semicircle – half a circle
triangle – a shape with three straight sides and
three angles

rectangle – a shape with four straight sides and
four angles of 90 degrees

oval – a shape like a circle, but which is longer

than it is wide
cylinder – an object in the shape of a tube

Describing types of shapes
square – shaped like a square: a square box
circular/round – shaped like a circle: a circular

table

semicircular – shaped like a semicircle: a
semicircular arch above the door

triangular – shaped like a triangle: sails divided

into triangular sections
rectangular – shaped like a rectangle: a simple
rectangular building
oval – shaped like an oval: an oval swimming
pool
cylindrical – shaped like a cylinder: The statue is
on top of a tall cylindrical column.

2 in good/bad/poor shape in good, bad, etc.
condition or health: The old car’s still in good
shape. 3 in shape/out of shape in a good or
bad state of health or physical FITNESS : I need to
get in shape. 4 take shape to develop into a
clear and definite form 5 [C] something or someone that you cannot see clearly enough to recognize: He was just a shape in the mist.

shape2 v. [T] 1 to influence something such as a

belief or opinion and make it develop in a particular
way: an event that shaped public opinion 2 to
make something have a particular shape: Shape the
clay into small balls.
shape up phr. v. (informal) 1 to improve your
behavior or work: You better shape up, John, or
you’re off the team. 2 to make progress in a
particular way: The team is starting to shape up
nicely.

shaped /SeIpt/ adj. having a particular shape:

heart-shaped/star-shaped etc. flowers | a trophy
shaped like a football

shape·ly /'SeIpli/ adj. having an attractive shape:
her long shapely legs

share1 /SEr/ v. 1 [I,T] to have or use something

shape1 /SeIp/ n. 1 [C,U] the form that something
has, for example round, square,

TRIANGULAR ,

etc.

with other people: She shares an office with her
boss. | There’s only one book – we’ll have to
share. 2 [T] to let someone have or use something
that belongs to you: Will you share your toys with
Ronnie? 3 [I,T] to divide something between two
or more people: I took the cookies to work to share
with everybody.
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THESAURUS
give out, hand out/pass out,
distribute ➔ GIVE 1

4 [T] to have the same interest, opinion, etc. as
someone else: We share an interest in cooking. 5 [T] to tell someone else about an idea,
secret, problem, etc.: Thank you for sharing your
feelings with me.

share2 n. 1 [singular] the part of something that

you own or are responsible for: I paid my share of
the bill and left. | Becky deserves a large share of
the credit. 2 have/get your (fair) share to get as
much of something as you could reasonably expect
to have: Rob’s certainly getting his share of attention from the women. | Don’t worry – you’ll get
your fair share. 3 [C] ECONOMICS one of the equal
parts into which the OWNERSHIP of a company is
divided, that people can buy and sell ➔ STOCK : He
wants to buy/sell 500 shares in CNN. | shares in
General Electric

share·crop·ping /'sEr"krApIÎ/ n. [U] a type of
farming in which the farmer rents the land from the
owner and is paid a share of the value of the crop
—sharecropper n. [C]

share·hold·er /'SEr"hoUldø/ n. [C]

ECONOMICS

someone who owns STOCK

shark /SArk/ n. [C] a large sea fish with very sharp
teeth

sharp1 /SArp/ adj.

1 ABLE TO CUT something that is sharp has a
very thin edge or point
that can cut things easily
ANT
dull, blunt: a
sharp knife | The blade
is razor sharp (=very
sharp).
2 DIRECTION a sharp
turn or bend changes
direction suddenly: a
sharp turn in the road |
Make a sharp left/right
onto Grant Avenue.
3 CHANGE a sharp increase, fall, etc. is very sudden
and very big: a sharp rise/increase in prices | a
sharp decline/drop in the number of smokers
4 DIFFERENCE clear and definite, so that there is
no doubt: The crowd’s support was in sharp contrast (=very different) to the criticism he has
received lately. | a sharp difference of opinion
5 INTELLIGENT able to think and understand things
very quickly: She’s a very sharp lawyer. | her sharp
wit
6 PAIN sudden and very bad: a sharp pain in my
chest
7 REMARK criticizing in a severe and angry way:
The proposal has drawn sharp criticism from the
president. | He’s known for his sharp tongue.
8 EYES able to see or notice things very easily:
Lenny has a sharp eye for detail.
9 CLOTHES attractive and stylish: My grandfather
was a sharp dresser (=wore stylish clothes).

10 SOUNDS loud, short, and sudden: a sharp cry
11 PICTURE if an image or picture is sharp, you
can see all the details very clearly: a sharp picture
on the TV
12 MUSIC a) F/C etc. sharp ENG. LANG. ARTS a
musical note that is a HALF STEP higher than the
note F, C, etc., and is shown by the sign (#)
➔ FLAT b) ENG. LANG. ARTS a musical note that is
sharp is played or sung slightly higher than it
should be ➔ FLAT
13 TASTE having a strong taste: sharp Cheddar
cheese [ORIGIN: Old English scearp] —sharply
adv. —sharpness n. [U]
sharp2 adv. 1 at 8 o’clock/two-thirty etc.
sharp at exactly 8:00, 2:30, etc.: I expect you to be
here at 10:30 sharp. 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS if you sing
or play music sharp, you sing or play slightly
higher than the correct note so that it sounds bad
sharp·en /'SArp@n/ v. [I,T] to make something
sharper, or become sharper: sharpening a pencil
sharp·en·er /'SArp@nø/ n. [C] a tool or machine
that sharpens pencils, knives, etc.
shat·ter /'SæÔø/ v. 1 [I,T] to break suddenly into
very small pieces, or to make something do this:
My cup fell to the floor and shattered.
THESAURUS

break, smash ➔ BREAK 1

2 [T] to completely destroy someone’s hopes,
beliefs, or confidence: A knee injury shattered his
hopes of becoming a baseball player.
shave1 /SeIv/ v. [I,T] to cut off hair very close to
the skin, especially from your face or legs, using a
RAZOR : Brian had cut himself shaving. | She
shaves her legs. [ORIGIN: Old English scafan]
shave2 n. 1 [C usually singular] an act of shaving: I
need a shave. 2 a close shave a situation in
which you only just avoid an accident or something
bad
shav·er /'SeIvø/ n. [C] a tool used for shaving
shav·ings /'SeIvIÎz/ n. [plural] very thin pieces of
something such as wood that are cut from a surface
shawl /SOl/ n. [C] a piece of cloth that is worn
around the shoulders or head for warmth, especially
by women
s/he /"Si ø 'hi/ pron. used in writing when the
subject of the sentence can be either male or female
she1 /Si/ pron. a female person or animal who has
been mentioned or is known about: “Where’s
Kate?” “She went out to the car.” | “I saw Suzy
today.” “Oh really, how is she?” | She’s (=she is) a
nurse.
she2 n. [singular] a female: What a cute dog! Is it a
she or a he?
sheaf /Sif/ n. (plural sheaves /Sivz/) [C] several
pieces of paper held or tied together
shear /SIr/ v. (past tense sheared, past participle
sheared or shorn /SOrn/) [T] to cut the wool off a
sheep
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shears /SIrz/ n. [plural] a tool like a large pair of

which is fired from a large gun [ORIGIN: Old
English sciell]
sheath /Siθ/ n. (plural sheaths /SiDz, Siθs/) [C] a shell2 v. [T] to fire shells at something, using a
cover for the blade of a knife or sword
large gun
shell out phr. v. (informal) to pay money for somesheaves /Sivz/ n. the plural of SHEAF
thing, often when you do not want to: We had to
she’d /Sid/ 1 the short form of “she had”: She’d shell out over $400 to get the car fixed.
forgotten to close the door. 2 the short form of
“she would”: She said she’d love to come.
shed1 /SEd/ n. [C] a small building used especially
for storing things: a tool shed
shed2 v. (past tense and past participle shed)
[T] 1 to get rid of something that you do not want:
I’d like to shed a few pounds (=lose some weight)
before summer. 2 BIOLOGY to allow something to
fall off, especially as part of a natural process:
Snakes regularly shed their skin. 3 shed tears to
cry: She had not shed a single tear during the
funeral. 4 shed blood to kill someone 5 shed
light on sth to make something easier to understand: Recent research has shed light on the causes shell·fish /'SEl"fIS/ n. (plural shellfish) [C,U] a
small sea or water animal that has a shell, or this
of the disease.
sheen /Sin/ n. [singular, U] a smooth shiny appear- animal eaten as a food
shel·ter1 /'SEltø/ n. 1 [C,U] a place with a roof
ance
sheep /Sip/ n. (plural sheep) [C] a farm animal over it that protects you from danger or the weather,
that is kept for its wool and its meat [ORIGIN: Old or the protection that it gives: a bomb shelter | a bus
shelter | The family took shelter in the cellar when
English sceap] ➔ see picture at FARM 1
the tornado hit. 2 [C] a place where people or
sheep·ish /'SipIS/ adj. uncomfortable or embar- animals can go if they have no home or are in
rassed because you have done something silly or danger from someone who treats them badly: a
wrong: Renny apologized, looking sheepish. shelter for battered women 3 [U] a place to live,
—sheepishly adv.
considered as one of the basic needs of life: providsheer /SIr/ adj. 1 sheer joy/luck/bliss etc. joy, ing food and shelter for the homeless
luck, etc. with no other feeling or quality mixed shelter2 v. 1 [T] to provide a place where somewith it: people dancing and singing with sheer one is protected from the weather or from danger:
joy 2 the sheer size/weight/numbers etc. families who sheltered Jews from the Nazis
used in order to emphasize that something is very
THESAURUS
protect, guard, shield,
big, heavy, etc.: The most impressive thing about
give/offer/provide protection ➔ PROTECT
Alaska is its sheer size. 3 a sheer drop, cliff, etc. is
extremely steep 4 material that is sheer is fine or 2 [I] to stay somewhere in order to be protected
thin, so that you can almost see through it
from bad weather or danger: People were sheltering
sheet /Sit/ n. [C] 1 a large piece of thin cloth that in doorways, under bridges, anywhere.
you put on a bed to lie on or under: Have you shel·tered /'SEltød/ adj. 1 protected from anychanged the sheets (=put clean sheets on the bed)? thing that might hurt, upset, or shock you: Gina
➔ see picture at BED 1 2 a thin flat piece of some- had a sheltered childhood. 2 protected from the
thing such as paper, metal, or glass: a sheet of weather: a sheltered valley
paper 3 a large flat area of something such as ice
or water that is spread over a surface: The road was shelve /SElv/ v. [T] to decide not to continue with
a plan, although you might continue with it later:
covered with a sheet of ice.
The project has been shelved due to lack of funding.
sheik, sheikh /Sik, SeIk/ n. [C] 1 an Arab chief shelves /SElvz/ n. the plural of SHELF
or prince 2 a Muslim religious teacher or leader
shelv·ing /'SElvIÎ/ n. [U] a set of shelves, or the
shelf /SElf/ n. (plural shelves /SElvz/) [C] a long material used for them
flat board attached to a wall, in a frame, etc., that
you can put things on: shelves of books | Could you she·nan·i·gans /S@'nænIg@nz/ n. [plural] (inforget me that bowl off the top shelf? [ORIGIN: mal) tricks or slightly dishonest behavior
1300—1400 Middle Low German schelf]
shep·herd /'SEpød/ n. [C] someone whose job is
to take care of sheep
she’ll /Sil/ the short form of “she will”
1
sher·bet
/'Søb@t/ n. [U] a frozen sweet food
shell /SEl/ n. [C] 1 the hard outer part that covers
and protects nuts, eggs, seeds, and some types of made from water, fruit, sugar, and milk
animals: sea shells | peanut shells 2 a metal tube sher·iff /'SErIf/ n. [C] a chief police officer in a
containing a bullet and an explosive substance, COUNTY who is elected [ORIGIN: Old English
scissors
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scirgerefa, from scir “area with its own government” + gerefa “person in charge of an area”]

sher·ry /'SEri/ n. (plural sherries) [C,U] a strong
Spanish wine, or a glass of this drink [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 sherris “sherry” (16—18 centuries), from Xeres (now Jerez), city in southwestern Spain]

she’s /Siz/ 1 the short form of “she is”: She’s my

little sister. 2 the short form of “she has”: She’s
invited us to a party.

shield1 /Sild/ n. [C] 1 something that protects
someone or something from being hurt or damaged: police carrying riot shields | the heat shield
on a rocket 2 a broad piece of metal or leather
used in past times by soldiers to protect themselves
in battle

shield2 v. [T] to protect someone or something

from being hurt, damaged, or upset: Of course, you
try to shield your children from bad influences. | a
hat to shield your face from the sun
THESAURUS
protect, guard, safeguard,
give/offer/provide protection ➔ PROTECT

shift1 /SIft/

Ac v. [I,T] 1 to change your opinion
or attitude: Washington’s policy toward Taiwan
appears to have shifted. 2 to move from one place
or position to another, or make something do this:
Jan shifted uncomfortably in her seat. | Amos
shifted his chair around to get a better look. 3 to
change the GEAR s when you are driving: I pulled
away and shifted into second gear.

shift2

Ac n. [C] 1 a change in the way most
people think about something, or in the way something is done: Polls show a shift in public opinion. |
the shift from communism to capitalism 2 one of
the periods during each day and night when workers in a factory, hospital, etc. are at work: Lou’s on
the night/day shift this week. ➔ GEAR SHIFT

shift·less /'SIfôlIs/ adj. lazy and not at all interested in working
THESAURUS

slothful ➔ LAZY

lazy, idle, indolent, slack,

shift·y /'SIfti/ adj. someone who is shifty looks
dishonest

shim·mer /'SImø/ v. [I] to shine with a soft light
that seems to shake slightly: a lake shimmering in
the moonlight —shimmer n. [singular]
THESAURUS
SHINE 1

shine, gleam, glint, glisten ➔

shin /SIn/ n. [C] the front part of your leg between
your knee and your foot ➔ see picture on page A4

shine1 /SaIn/ v. (past tense and past participle shone

/SoUn/, present participle shining) 1 [I] to produce
light: The Sun was shining. | The bright TV lights
were shining in her eyes.

THESAURUS

flash – to shine brightly for a very short time:
Lightning flashed across the sky.

flicker – to shine with an unsteady light: The
candle flickered and went out.

twinkle – to shine in the dark but not very

brightly or continuously: stars twinkling in the sky

glow – to shine with a warm soft light: I could
see a lamp glowing in the window.

sparkle – to shine with many small bright points

of light: diamonds sparkling in the light
shimmer – to shine with a soft light that seems
to shake slightly: The lake shimmered in the
moonlight.
gleam – if something smooth and clean gleams,
it shines: The silverware had been polished until it
gleamed.
glint – if something that is shiny glints, it reflects
light very strongly: The Sun glinted off the
windows.
glisten – to shine and look wet or oily: Tears
glistened on her cheeks.

2 [I] to look bright and smooth: Dan polished the
car until it shone. 3 (past tense and past participle
shined) [T] to make something bright by rubbing it:
When’s the last time you shined your shoes? 4 [T]
to point a light toward a particular place or in a
particular direction: Shine the flashlight over
here. 5 [I] if your eyes or face shine, they show
you are happy 6 [I] to be very good at something:
The concert will give young musicians a chance to
shine. [ORIGIN: Old English scinan]
shine2 n. [singular, U] the brightness that something
has when light shines on it: Lucy’s dark hair
seemed to have lost its shine.
shin·gle /'SIÎg@l/ n. [C,U] one of many thin pieces
of wood or other material used for covering a roof
or a wall
shin·ny /'SIni/ v. (shinnied, shinnies) shinny
up/down (informal) to climb quickly up or down a
tree or a pole
shin·y /'SaIni/ adj. (comparative shinier, superlative
shiniest) bright and smooth looking: shiny hair |
shiny leather boots
ship1 /SIp/ n. [C] 1 a large boat used for carrying
people and things on the ocean: a cruise ship |
Supplies came by ship.
THESAURUS

Ships that carry people
cruise ship, liner, ferry
Ships that carry goods
freighter, tanker, barge
Fighting ships
aircraft carrier, battleship, cruiser,
submarine, warship

2 a space vehicle: a rocket ship [ORIGIN: Old
English scip]
ship2 v. (shipped, shipping) [T] 1 to deliver
goods: The books will be shipped out to you within
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24 hours. 2 to send or carry something by sea

ship·load /'SIploUd/ n. [C] the number of people
or things a ship can carry

ship·ment /'SIpm@nt/ n. [C,U] a load of goods

S

being delivered, or the act of sending them: a
shipment of grain | The goods are ready for shipment.
ship·ping /'SIpIÎ/ n. 1 shipping and handling
the price charged for delivering goods: Please add
$2.95 to cover shipping and handling. 2 [U] ships
considered as a group, or anything that is related to
business done by ships: The canal has been closed
to shipping.
ship·wreck1 /'SIp-rEk/ n. [C,U] the destruction of
a ship by a storm or an accident, or a ship that has
been destroyed in this way: survivors of a shipwreck
shipwreck2 v. be shipwrecked to have been in
a ship that has been destroyed by a storm or an
accident
ship·yard /'SIp-yArd/ n. [C] a place where ships
are built or repaired
shirk /Søk/ v. [I,T] (formal) to avoid doing something you should do: parents who shirk their
duties/responsibilities towards their children
shirt /Søt/ n. [C] a piece of clothing that covers the
upper part of your body and your arms, and has a
collar and usually buttons down the front
➔ BLOUSE , T-SHIRT : She was wearing a white silk
shirt. | I have to wear a shirt and tie to work.
[ORIGIN: Old English scyrte] ➔ see picture at

caused by a flow of electricity passing through your
body: Ow! The toaster gave me a shock. 4 [U] a
medical condition in which someone is very weak,
often after an unpleasant experience: The crash
victims are suffering from shock. | He is clearly in
a state of shock. 5 [C] EARTH SCIENCES SHOCK
WAVE 6 [C] a SHOCK ABSORBER [ORIGIN: (1)
French choc, from choquer “to strike against”]
shock2 v. 1 [I,T] to make someone feel very
surprised, and usually upset or offended: We were
shocked to hear of his arrest. 2 [T] to give someone an electric shock —shocked adj.
'shock ab"sorber n. [C] a piece of equipment
connected to each wheel of a vehicle to make it
travel smoothly over uneven ground
shock·ing /'SAkIÎ/ adj. very offensive or upsetting: a shocking crime
THESAURUS
surprising, astonishing,
astounding, staggering, stunning ➔
SURPRISING

'shock wave n. [C] 1 a strong feeling of shock

that people have when something bad happens
without warning: The news sent shock waves
through the world’s stock markets. 2 EARTH SCIENCES a strong movement of air, heat, or the earth
from an explosion, EARTHQUAKE , etc.
shod1 /SAd/ adj. (literary) wearing shoes
shod2 v. the past tense and past participle of SHOE
shod·dy /'SAdi/ adj. 1 badly or cheaply made, or
not done well: shoddy goods 2 unfair and dishonest: He treated me in a pretty shoddy way. [ORIGIN:
CLOTHES
1800—1900
shoddy “cloth made from reused
shirt·sleeves /'Søtslivz/ n. in (your) shirt- wool” (19—20
centuries)]
sleeves wearing a shirt but no JACKET

shish ke·bab /'SIS k@"bAb/ n. [C] small pieces

of meat and sometimes vegetables, cooked on a
stick
shiv·er1 /'SIvø/ v. [I] to shake slightly because you
are cold or frightened: Come inside – you’re shivering.
THESAURUS
shake, tremble, wobble,
quiver ➔ SHAKE 1

shiver2 n. [C] a shaking movement of your body

that happens when you are cold or afraid: A shiver
ran down my spine (=I felt afraid). —shivery adj.
shoal /SoUl/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a large group of fish
that swim together
THESAURUS
group, flock, herd, school,
pack, litter ➔ GROUP 1

shock1 /SAk/ n. 1 [C usually singular] an unex-

pected and unpleasant event or piece of news that shoe1 /Su/ n. [C] 1 something that you wear to
makes you extremely upset: Rob’s death came as a cover your feet, that is made of leather or some
complete shock to us. 2 [singular,U] the feeling of other strong material: a pair of shoes | high-heeled
surprise and DISBELIEF you have when something shoes 2 be in sb’s shoes to be in the situation
unexpected and unpleasant happens: She looked that someone else is in: I wouldn’t like to be in his
like she was in shock. | the shock of seeing some- shoes when his wife finds out what happened.
one in such pain 3 [C] a sudden painful feeling [ORIGIN: Old English scoh]
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shoe2 v. (past tense and past participle shod /SAd/)

[T] to put a HORSESHOE (=curved piece of metal)

on a horse’s foot
shoe·horn /'SuhOrn/ n. [C] a curved piece of
plastic or metal that you use to help you put a shoe
on easily
shoe·lace /'SuleIs/ n. [C] a thin piece of string or
leather that you use to tie your shoes SYN lace
shoe·string /'Su"strIÎ/ n. on a shoestring
done or made without spending very much money:
a movie made on a shoestring
shone /SoUn/ v. the past tense and past participle
of SHINE 1
shoo /Su/ interjection said in order to tell an annoying child or animal to go away —shoo v. [T]: Aunt
Betty shooed us out of the kitchen.
'shoo-in n. [C usually singular] (informal) someone
who is expected to win an election or race easily:
He looked like a shoo-in to win the election.
shook /SUk/ v. the past tense of SHAKE 1
"shook-'up adj. [not before noun] (spoken) very
frightened, shocked, or upset because of something
that has happened

shoot1 /Sut/ v. (past tense and past participle shot

shoot2 n. [C] 1 an occasion when someone takes
photographs or makes a movie: a photo
shoot 2 BIOLOGY a new part of a plant

shoot3 interjection said when you are annoyed,
disappointed, or surprised: Oh shoot, I forgot to go
to the bank.

shoot·ing /'SuÔIÎ/ n. [C] a situation in which
someone is killed or injured by a gun

"shooting 'star n. [C]

PHYSICS a piece of rock or
metal from space that burns brightly as it falls
toward the Earth

shop1 /SAp/ n. 1 [C] a small store that sells only a
particular type of goods: a card shop 2 [C] a place
where things are made or repaired: a bicycle repair
shop 3 [U] a subject taught in school, in which
students use tools and machinery to make or repair
things [ORIGIN: Old English sceoppa “stall”]
➔ set up shop at SET UP

shop2 v. (shopped, shopping) [I] to go to one or

more stores to buy things: I was out shopping for
food. —shopper n. [C]: The store was full of
Christmas shoppers.
shop around phr. v. to compare the price and
quality of different things before you decide which
to buy

/SAt/)
shop·lift /'SAp"lIft/ v. [I,T] to take something from
1 GUN [I,T] to fire a gun at someone, or kill or injure
a store without paying for it —shoplifting n. [U]
someone with a gun: Stop or I’ll shoot! | She pulled
—shoplifter n. [C]
out a gun and shot him. | Someone on the roof was
THESAURUS
steal, burglarize, pilfer ➔
shooting at her. | He had been shot in the leg while
STEAL 1
trying to escape. | One police officer was shot dead
in the incident.
THESAURUS
2 MOVE QUICKLY [I,T] to move quickly in a particuoffender, thief, robber,
lar direction, or to make something move in this
burglar, pickpocket ➔ CRIMINAL 2
way: The fountain shoots water 20 feet into the air. |
A sharp pain suddenly shot through his right arm. shop·ping /'SApIÎ/ n. 1 [U] the activity of going
3 PHOTO/MOVIE [I,T] to take photographs or make
to stores to buy things: I’ve got to do some shopa movie: The movie was shot in Rome.
ping (=buy the food, etc. that you use regularly). |
4 SPORTS [I,T] to throw, kick, or hit a ball toward
Christmas shopping 2 go shopping to go to
the place where you can make points: We were
stores to buy things, often for enjoyment 3 [singuwaiting for him to shoot.
lar] the things you have bought, usually food: The
5 shoot (spoken) used in order to tell someone to
boys helped me bring the shopping in from the car.
start speaking: “I’ve got a question.” “Okay,
'
shopping
"center n. [C] a group of stores built
shoot.”
together in one area
6 shoot the breeze (informal) to have a friendly
conversation about unimportant things: Cal and I 'shopping mall n. [C] a MALL
were sitting on the porch, shooting the breeze.
1
7 shoot your mouth off (informal) to talk too shore /SOr/ n. [C,U] EARTH SCIENCES the land along
the
edge
of a large area of water: We could see a
much, especially about your opinions or a secret:
boat about a mile from shore. | The cabin stood on
Don’t go shooting your mouth off about this.
the shores of Lake Erie. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
shoot sb/sth ↔ down phr. v.
Middle Dutch, Middle Low German schore]
1 to destroy an enemy airplane while it is flying:
THESAURUS
The plane was shot down over the ocean.
2 to say that what someone suggests is wrong or
coast – the land next to the ocean: The island is
stupid: Terry’s boss shot down all her ideas.
15 miles off the coast of Newfoundland.
shoot for sth phr. v. (informal)
beach – an area of sand or small stones at the
to try to achieve something: Okay, we’ll shoot for
edge of an ocean or lake: We spent the day at
1:30 (=try to do something by then).
the beach. | Let’s take a walk on the beach at
shoot up phr. v.

to quickly increase in number, size, or amount:
Prices shot up by 60%.

sunset. | Palm Beach, Florida
seashore – the area of land next to the ocean:
hotels directly on the seashore
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bank – the edge of a river: the banks of the
Mississippi river

shore2 v.

shore sth ↔ up phr. v. 1 to support a wall with

large pieces of wood, metal, etc. to stop it from
falling down 2 to help or support something that is
likely to fail or is not working well: The money is
needed to shore up the failing bank.
shore·line /'SOrlaIn/ n. [C,U] EARTH SCIENCES the
land on the edge of a lake, river, or ocean
SYN coastline: the island’s rocky shoreline ➔ see
picture on page A11

shorn /SOrn/ v. a past participle of SHEAR
short1 /SOrt/ adj.

1 LENGTH/DISTANCE not very long in length or far
in distance ANT long: His hair is very short. | a
short skirt | It’s only a short distance from here to
the river.
2 TIME happening for only a little time or for less
time than usual ANT long: a short meeting | I’ve
just been living here a short time. | Life’s too short
to stay angry.
THESAURUS

S

Lasting only a short time
brief – lasting only a short time, especially

because there is not much time available: We
made a brief visit to the Museum of Modern Art.
quick – doing something very quickly, especially
because you are in a hurry: He had a quick
shower and left for work.
cursory – a cursory look or check is done very
quickly, without much attention to details: The
officer took a cursory look inside the trunk.
temporary – something that is temporary is
expected to continue for only a short time, and
will not be permanent: I’m sure it’s only a
temporary problem.
ephemeral (formal) – existing only for a short
time, and changing quickly: Fashion is very
ephemeral.
using only a few words
brief – using only a few words: He left a brief
note saying that he would be late.
concise – short and clear, and with no
unnecessary words: Try to keep your answers as
concise as possible.
succinct – expressing something well but with
very few words: His instructions were always short
and succinct.
curt – replying in very few words, in a way that
seems rude: I received a rather curt letter saying
that my application had been unsuccessful.

3 PERSON not as tall as average height ANT tall: a
short fat man
4 NOT ENOUGH not having enough of something
you need: I’m short of cash right now. | I’m five
dollars short.
5 on short notice with very little warning that
something is going to happen: Sorry – we can’t
come on such short notice.
6 in the short run/term during a short period of

time after the present: The crisis will affect the
peace process, at least in the short term.
7 be short for sth to be a shorter way of saying a
name: Her name is Becky, short for Rebecca.
8 short of breath unable to breathe easily, especially because of being unhealthy
9 be in short supply to not be available in large
quantities: Fruit and sugar were in short supply
then.
10 be short with sb to speak to someone in a rude
or unfriendly way: Sorry I was so short with you on
the phone.
11 in short order very quickly: His demands were
met in short order.
12 get the short end of the stick (informal) to be
given something difficult or bad to do, especially
when other people have been given something
better [ORIGIN: Old English scort] —shortness
n. [U]

short2 adv. short of (doing) sth without actually

doing something: They’ve cut the budget and the
workforce – everything short of canceling the
project altogether. ➔ cut sth short at CUT 1, fall
short (of sth) at FALL 1, be running short of sth
at RUN 1, stop short of sth at STOP 1
short3 n. 1 shorts [plural] a) short pants that
end at or above the knees: a pair of
shorts b) loose underwear for men SYN boxer
shorts 2 in short used when you want to say the
most important point in a few words: In short, I
don’t think we can do it. 3 for short as a shorter
way of saying a name: It’s called the Message
Handling System – MHS for short. 4 [C] (informal)
a short movie that is shown before the main movie
in a theater 5 [C] (informal) a SHORT CIRCUIT
short4 v. [I,T] (informal) to have a bad electrical
connection that makes a machine stop working
correctly, or to make something do this
short·age /'SOrÔIdZ/ n. [C,U] a situation in which
there is not enough of something that people need:
food shortages | a shortage of medicine
short·bread /'SOrt§brEd/ n. [U] a hard sweet
cookie made with a lot of butter
short·cake /'SOrt§"keIk/ n. [U] cake over which
a sweet fruit mixture is poured: strawberry shortcake
"short-'change v. [T] 1 to treat someone
unfairly by not giving him/her what s/he deserves:
The miners felt short-changed by the new contract. 2 to give back too little money to someone
who has paid you for something
"short 'circuit n. [C] the failure of an electrical
system caused by bad wires or a fault in a connection in the wires
short·com·ing /'SOrt§"kömIÎ/ n. [C usually plural] a fault in something or someone, that makes it,
him, or her less effective: the shortcomings of the
new law | shortcomings in his research
"short 'cut n. [C] 1 a quicker more direct way of
going somewhere: Let’s take a short cut across the
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park. 2 a quicker way of doing something: There
are no short cuts to finding a job.
short·en /'SOrt§n/ v. [I,T] to become shorter, or to
make something shorter ANT lengthen: Her name
is often shortened to Pat. | It was fall, and the days
had begun to shorten.
short·en·ing /'SOrt§n-IÎ, -nIÎ/ n. [U] fat made
from vegetable oil that you mix with flour when
making PASTRY
short·fall /'SOrtfOl/ n. [C] the difference between
the amount you have and the amount you need or
expect: shortfalls in the city’s budget
short·hand /'SOrthænd/ n. [U] a fast method of
writing using special signs and short forms of
words: taking notes in shorthand
'short list n. [C] a list of the most appropriate
people for a job, chosen from all the people who
were first considered for it
short-lived /"SOrt'lIvdX/ adj. existing only a
short time: a short-lived fashion
short·ly /'SOrtli/ adv. 1 very soon: I expect him
home shortly. | The president left for Washington
shortly before noon.
THESAURUS

soon, in a minute, any minute
now, before long, presently ➔ SOON

beautiful shot of the countryside around Prague b) the view of something in a movie, television program, or photograph: a close-up shot | In
the opening shot, we see a man walking down a
street.
4 ATTEMPT (informal) an attempt to do something
or achieve something: Marty always wanted to take
a shot at acting. | I’ll give it my best shot (=try as
hard as possible).
5 DRINK a small amount of a strong alcoholic
drink: a shot of whiskey
6 DRUG the act of putting medicine into your body
using a needle: Have you had your tetanus shot?
7 a shot in the dark an attempt to guess something without having any facts or definite ideas: My
answer to the last question was a complete shot in
the dark.
8 like a shot very quickly: He jumped up like a
shot and ran to the door. ➔ BIG SHOT , LONG SHOT
shot2 adj. be shot (informal) to be in bad condition
or useless: This battery is shot – do we have
another one?
shot3 v. the past tense and past participle of
SHOOT 1

shot·gun /'SAt§gön/ n. [C] a long gun, used for
shooting animals and birds

"shotgun 'wedding n. [C] a wedding that has to

take place immediately because the woman is
2 speaking in a way that is not patient: “Yes, yes, I
going to have a baby
understand,” he said shortly.
'shot put n. the shot put a sport in which you
"short-order 'cook n. [C] someone in a restauthrow a heavy metal ball as far as you can —shot
rant kitchen who makes the food that can be preputter n. [C]
pared easily or quickly
should /S@d; strong SUd/ modal verb 1 used when
"short-'range adj. [only before noun] short-range
giving or asking for advice or an opinion: You
weapons are designed to travel or be used over a
should have called me right away. | Should I wear
short distance
my gray dress? | Children shouldn’t (=should not)
take candy from strangers. 2 used in order to say
short·sight·ed, short-sighted /"SOrt'saIÔIdX/
that you expect something to happen or be true:
adj. 1 not considering the future effects of someYvonne should be back by 8:00. | It should be a
thing: The company’s decision was short-sighted. |
nice day tomorrow. 3 (formal) used like “if” in
the shortsighted option 2 NEARSIGHTED
formal CONDITIONAL sentences that use the
short·stop /'SOrtstAp/ n. [C,U] the position in
present tense: Should you decide to accept the offer,
baseball between SECOND BASE and THIRD BASE ,
please return the enclosed form.
or the person who plays this position
shoul·der1 /'SoUldø/ n. [C] 1 one of the two
"short 'story n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a short written
parts of the body at each side of the neck where the
story, usually about imaginary events
arm is connected: Andy put his arm around his
wife’s shoulders. | When we asked him what was
"short-'term adj. continuing for only a short time
wrong, he just shrugged his shoulders (=raised
into the future ANT long-term: a short-term soluthem to show that he did not know or care). ➔ see
tion ➔ in the long/short term at TERM 1
picture on page A3 2 watch/look over sb’s
'short wave n. [U] a range of radio waves used for
shoulder to watch carefully what someone is
broadcasting around the world
doing, sometimes so that you can criticize him/her:
I can’t work at the computer when someone is
shot1 /SAt/ n. [C]
watching over my shoulder. 3 the part of a shirt,
1 GUN an act of firing a gun, or the sound that this
coat, etc. that covers your shoulders 4 a shoulder
makes: We heard a shot. | He quickly fired three
to cry on someone who gives you sympathy:
shots.
Diane’s always there when I need a shoulder to cry
2 SPORTS an attempt to throw, kick, or hit the ball
on. 5 an area of ground beside a road where
toward the place where you can get a point: Nice
drivers can stop their cars if they are having trouble
shot! | Shaw made the shot and turned to run down
shoulder2 v. 1 shoulder the responsibility/
the court.
blame/cost etc. to accept a difficult or unpleasant
3 MOVIES/PHOTOGRAPHS a) a photograph: a
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RESPONSIBILITY ,

duty, etc.: Carrie shouldered the
burden of taking care of three young kids
alone. 2 shoulder your way through/into etc.
to move through a large crowd of people by pushing with your shoulders: He shouldered his way
through the crowd.

'shoulder bag n. [C] a woman’s

PURSE that
hangs from the shoulder by a long piece of material

'shoulder blade n. [C]

BIOLOGY one of the two
flat bones on each side of your back ➔ see picture on

page A3

should·n’t /'SUdnt/ modal verb the short form of
“should not”

should’ve /'SUd@v/ modal verb the short form of
“should have”

shout1 /SaUt/ v. [I,T] to say something very loudly:
“Get out of the way!” she shouted. | I wish he’d
stop shouting at the children. | They shouted for
help.
THESAURUS

THESAURUS

stick – to put something somewhere in a

careless way: Just stick the books on the table for
now.
thrust – to push something somewhere
suddenly or forcefully: David thrust his hands into
his pockets.
dump – to drop or put something somewhere in
a careless way: Don’t just dump your coat on the
floor!
cram/jam – to force a lot of something into a
small space: Josh crammed his books and coat
into his locker.

3 shove it (spoken) an impolite phrase said when
you are very annoyed or angry and you do not want
to talk to someone any longer: They can take their
job and shove it. —shove n. [C]
shove off phr. v. to push a boat away from the land,
usually with a pole

call (out) – to shout in order to get someone’s

shov·el1 /'Söv@l/ n. [C] a tool with a long handle,

scream – to shout in a very loud high voice

shovel2 v. 1 [I,T] to dig or move earth, stones, etc.

attention

S

quickly and carelessly: Just shove those papers into
the drawer for now.

because you are so angry, excited, etc. that you
cannot control your voice
shriek – to shout in a loud high unpleasant
voice, because you are frightened, angry, excited,
etc.
yell – to shout, for example because you are
angry or excited, or because you want to get
someone’s attention
cry out – to make a sudden loud noise, for
example when you are suddenly hurt or afraid
raise your voice – to say something more
loudly than usual, often because you are angry
about something
cheer – to shout to show that you like a team,
performance, etc.
bellow – to shout loudly in a deep voice
holler (informal) – to shout loudly ➔ SCREAM 1

shout sb ↔ down phr. v. to shout so that someone
who is speaking cannot be heard: She tried to
argue, but was quickly shouted down.
shout sth ↔ out phr. v. to say something suddenly
in a loud voice: Don’t shout out the answer.

shout2 n. 1 [C] a loud call that expresses anger,

excitement, etc.: She heard a shout from
upstairs. 2 give sb a shout (spoken) to go and
find someone and tell him/her something: Give me
a shout if you need any help.

shove /Söv/ v. 1 [I,T] to push someone or something in a rough or careless way, using your hands
or shoulders: People were pushing and shoving to
get a better view. | They searched him and shoved
him into a cell.
THESAURUS
PUSH 1

push, poke, nudge, elbow ➔

2 [T] (informal) to put something somewhere

used for digging or moving earth, stones, etc.

with a shovel: I’m going out to shovel the
driveway/sidewalk (=shovel snow from the driveway or sidewalk). 2 shovel sth into/onto sth to
put something into a place quickly: He sat at the
table shoveling his dinner into his mouth.

show1 /SoU/ v. (past tense showed, past participle
shown /SoUn/)

1 LET SB SEE [T] to let someone see something:
Karen showed us her wedding pictures. | I showed
the letter to Ruth.
2 MAKE STH CLEAR [T] to make it clear that
something is true or exists by providing facts or
information: The report shows a rise in
employment. | Studies have shown (that) consumers are buying more organic produce. | Applicants
must show how their qualifications make them
suitable for the job.
THESAURUS
demonstrate, indicate,
suggest, prove, establish ➔ DEMONSTRATE

3 HOW YOU FEEL [T] to show how you feel by the
way that you behave: Alan tried not to show his
disappointment.
4 EXPLAIN STH [T] to tell someone how to do
something or where something is: I’ll show you
what to do. | My grandma showed me how to make
cornbread.
THESAURUS
EXPLAIN

explain, tell, demonstrate ➔

5 GUIDE SB [T] to go with someone and guide
him/her to a place: Did Rachel show you where to
leave your coat? | I’ll show you the way.
THESAURUS
LEAD 1

lead, guide, escort, usher ➔
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6 CAN BE SEEN [I,T] if something shows, people 'show "business n. [U] the entertainment induscan see or notice it easily: His anger showed on his
try
face. | Ellen was tired, and it showed.
show·case /'SoUkeIs/ n. [C] an event or situation
7 MOVIE [I,T] if a movie or television program is
that is designed to show the good qualities of a
shown, people are able to see it at a theater or on
person, organization, etc.: a showcase for new
television: The movie was shown on HBO.
musical talent —showcase v. [T]
8 show signs of sth used in order to say that show·down /'SoUdaUn/ n. [C] a meeting, argusomething is starting to become noticeable: At 65,
ment, fight, etc. that will settle a disagreement or
Nelson shows no signs of slowing down. | Data
competition that has continued for a long time: a
from the second quarter showed some signs of
showdown between the top two teams in the league
improvement.
1
/'SaUø/ n. [C] 1 a thing that you stand
show·er
9 INFORMATION [T] if a picture, map, etc. shows
under to wash your whole body: The phone always
something, you can see it on the picture, map, etc.:
rings when I’m in the shower. 2 an act of washing
a map showing all the stations
your body while standing under the shower: Hurry
10 have something/nothing to show for sth to
up! I want to take a shower too. 3 a short period
have achieved something or nothing as a result of
of rain: Showers are expected later today.
your efforts: I’ve been practicing so hard, and I still
THESAURUS
have nothing to show for it. [ORIGIN: Old English
rain, drizzle, downpour, sleet
sceawian “to look, look at, see”]
➔ RAIN 1
show sb around phr. v.
4 a party at which presents are given to a woman
to go with someone around a place and show
who is going to get married or have a baby: We’re
him/her what is important, interesting, etc.: His
having a baby shower for Paula on Friday.
wife showed us around the house.
shower2 v. 1 [I] to wash your whole body while
show off phr. v.
standing under a shower 2 [I,T] to cover a person
1 (disapproving) to try to make people admire your
or place with a lot of small things: People standing
abilities, achievements, or possessions: Ignore him.
near the window were showered with broken
He’s just showing off.
glass. 3 [T] to give someone a lot of something:
2 show sth ↔ off to show something to many
Mother showered us with gifts.
people because you are very proud of it: Jen
show·ing
/'SoUIÎ/ n. 1 [C] an occasion when a
proudly showed off her engagement ring.
movie, art show, etc. can be seen or looked at: a
show up phr. v.
special showing of Georgia O’Keeffe’s paint1 (informal) to arrive at the place where someone is
ings 2 [C usually singular] something that shows
waiting for you: It was 9:20 when he finally showed
how well or badly you are doing: The senator made
up.
a strong showing at the polls.
2 to be easy to see or notice: The bacteria showed
show·man
/'SoUm@n/ n. (plural showmen
up under the microscope.
/-m@n/) [C] someone who is good at entertaining
3 show sb ↔ up to do something that embarrasses
people and getting a lot of public attention
someone or make him/her seem stupid when other
—showmanship n. [U]
people are there
shown
/SoUn/ v. the past participle of SHOW 1
show2 n. [C] 1 a performance in a theater or on
radio or television: a new show opening on 'show-off n. [C] (informal, disapproving) someone
who always tries to show how smart s/he is or how
Broadway | a popular TV show ➔ TELEVISION 2 a
much skill s/he has so that other people will admire
collection of things for the public to look at: the
him/her: Don’t be such a show-off!
spring flower show | a Paris fashion show 3 a
show of sth something that someone does in show·piece /'SoUpis/ n. [C] something that an
order to make a particular feeling or quality clear to
organization, government, etc. wants people to see
someone else: The army marched through the town
because it is a successful example of what they are
in a show of force. 4 make a show of sth
doing
(disapproving) to do something in a very clear way show·room /'SoUrum/ n. [C] a large room where
so that other people notice that you are doing it: She
you can look at things that are for sale: a car
made a show of interest. 5 on show if something
showroom
is on show, it is in a place where it can be seen by
the public: The photographs will be on show until show·y /'SoUi/ adj. very colorful, big, expensive,
etc. in a way that attracts people’s attention: a
the end of the month. 6 let’s get this show on
showy ring
the road (spoken) said when you want to tell
people it is time to start working or start a trip
shrank /SræÎk/ v. the past tense of SHRINK 1
"show and 'tell n. [U] an activity for children in shrap·nel /'Srapn@l/ n. [U] small pieces of metal
which they bring an object to school and tell the
from a bomb or bullet that has exploded [ORIGIN:
other children about it
1800—1900 Henry Shrapnel (1761-1842), British army officer who invented such bombs]
show biz /'SoU bIz/ n. [U] (informal) SHOW BUSINESS
shred1 /SrEd/ n. [C] 1 a small thin piece that is
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torn or cut roughly from something: The kitten had "shrink-'wrapped adj. goods that are shrinktorn/ripped the toy to shreds. 2 a very small wrapped are wrapped tightly in plastic —shrinkamount: There’s not a shred of evidence against wrap n. [U]
him (=there is none at all).
shriv·el /'SrIv@l/ also shrivel up v. [I,T] if someshred2 v. (shredded, shredding) [T] 1 to cut or thing shrivels, or if it is shriveled, it becomes
smaller and its surface is covered in lines because it
tear something into shreds ➔ see picture at CUT 1
is dry or old: The flowers had shriveled up.
THESAURUS
cut, chop (up), slice, dice,
—shriveled adj.: her shriveled hands
peel, carve, grate ➔ CUT 1
shroud1 /SraUd/ n. [C] 1 a cloth that is wrapped
around a dead person’s body before it is bur2 to put a document into a shredder
ied 2 something that hides or covers something: a
shred·der /'SrEdø/ n. [C] a machine that cuts shroud of fog
documents into small pieces so that no one can read
shroud2 v. 1 be shrouded in darkness/mist/
them
cloud etc. to be so dark that you cannot see
shrewd /Srud/ adj. good at judging what people or anything, or be completely covered and hidden by
situations are really like, especially in a way that mist, cloud, etc.: mountains shrouded in
makes you successful: a shrewd businesswoman clouds 2 be shrouded in mystery/secrecy
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 shrew in the old meaning etc. to be mysterious, secret, etc.
“very bad man”]
shrub /Sröb/ n. [C] a small bush
shriek /Srik/ v. [I,T] to shout loudly, or to say shrub·ber·y /'Sröb@ri/ n. [U] shrubs planted
something in a very loud voice, especially because close together in a group
you are frightened, excited, angry, etc. shrug /Srög/ v. (shrugged, shrugging) [I,T] to
SYN scream: They were dragged from their
raise and then lower your shoulders in order to
homes, shrieking and weeping. | “I’ll kill you,” show that you do not know something or do not
Anne shrieked at him. —shriek n. [C]
care about something: Dan shrugged and went
THESAURUS
back to what he was doing. | Melanie shrugged her
shout, scream, yell, holler ➔
shoulders. —shrug n. [C]: “I don’t know,” he said
SHOUT 1
with a shrug.
shrill /SrIl/ adj. a shrill sound is high and unpleas- shrug sth ↔ off phr. v. to treat something as
unimportant and not worry about it: Marge tried to
ant: shrill voices
shrug off her failure.
THESAURUS
high, high-pitched, piercing
shrunk /SröÎk/ v. the past participle of SHRINK 1
➔ HIGH 1
shrunk·en /'SröÎk@n/ adj. having become
loud, noisy, ear-splitting ➔ LOUD 1
smaller or been made smaller: a shrunken sweater
shrimp /SrImp/ n. [C,U] a small curved sea animal shuck /Sök/ v. [T] to remove the outer cover of a
that has ten legs and a soft shell, or the meat from vegetable such as corn or PEA s, or the shell of
OYSTER s or CLAM s
this animal
shucks
/Söks/ interjection (old-fashioned) said in
shrine /SraIn/ n. [C] 1 a place that is related to a
holy event or holy person, and that people visit for order to show you are a little disappointed about
religious reasons 2 a place that people visit and something
respect because it is related to a famous person: shud·der /'Södø/ v. [I] to shake because you are
Elvis Presley’s home has become a shrine. [ORI- frightened or cold, or because you think something
is very unpleasant: She shuddered at the thought.
GIN: Old English scrin, from Latin scrinium
—shudder n. [C]
“case, box”]
1
1
/'Söf@l/ v. 1 [I] to walk slowly and in a
shuf·fle
shrink /SrIÎk/ v. (past tense shrank /SræÎk/, past
noisy
way,
without lifting your feet off the ground:
participle shrunk /SröÎk/) 1 [I,T] to become
smaller, or to make something smaller: My sweater an old man shuffling across the room 2 shuffle
shrank in the dryer. 2 [I,T] to become smaller in your feet to keep moving your feet slightly
amount, size, or value: Profits have been shrinking because you are bored or embarrassed: Ernie
over the last year. 3 [I] to move away because you looked nervous and shuffled his feet. 3 [T] to move
something such as papers into a different order or
are afraid: She shrank back in fright.
shrink from sth phr. v. to avoid doing something into different positions: Ginny shuffled the papers
difficult or unpleasant: Many people shrink from on her desk. 4 [I,T] to mix playing cards into a
different order before playing a game with them
discussing such personal issues.
2
n. be/get lost in the shuffle to not be
shuffle
shrink2 n. [C] (informal, humorous) a PSYCHIA- noticed or considered because there are so many
TRIST
other things to deal with
shrink·age /'SrIÎkIdZ/ n. [U] the act of shrink- shuf·fle·board /'Söf@l"bOrd/ n. [U] a game in
which you use a long stick to push a flat round
ing, or the amount that something shrinks
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object along a smooth surface toward an area with
numbers on it

shun /Sön/ v. (shunned, shunning) [T] to avoid
someone or something deliberately: She shuns publicity.

shunt /Sönt/ v. [T] to move someone or something

to another place or position, especially in a way that
seems unfair: Some of the children had been
shunted aside into slower classes.

shush /SöS, SUS/ v. 1 shush! (spoken) said in
order to tell someone, especially a child, to be
quiet 2 [T] to tell someone to be quiet: She started
to complain, but Betty shushed her.

shut1 /Söt/ v. (past tense and past participle shut,
present participle shutting) [I,T] to close something,

or to become closed: Do you want me to shut the
window? | I heard the back door shut. | She leaned
back and shut her eyes. [ORIGIN: Old English
scyttan]
shut sb/sth away phr. v. to put someone or something in a place away from other people: He shut
himself away in his office.
shut down phr. v. shut sth ↔ down if a company, factory, machine, etc. shuts down, or if you
shut it down, it stops operating: Three nuclear
generators were shut down for safety reasons. |
How do I shut down this machine?
shut off phr. v. 1 shut sth ↔ off if a machine,
tool, etc. shuts off, or if you shut it off, it stops
operating: We shut the engine off before it
overheated. | The heat shuts off automatically. 2 shut sth ↔ off to prevent goods or
supplies from being available or being delivered:
Food, oil, and gas supplies were shut off during
the fighting. 3 shut yourself off to avoid
meeting and talking to other people: After his
wife’s death, Pete shut himself off from the rest of
the family.
shut out phr. v. 1 shut sb ↔ out to deliberately
not let someone join in an activity, process, etc.:
Many of the working poor are being shut out of the
health care system. 2 shut sth ↔ out to stop
yourself from seeing, hearing, or thinking about
something: He can shut out the rest of the world
when he’s working. 3 shut out sb to defeat an
opposing team and prevent them from getting any
points: The Blue Jays shut out the Phillies 3–0.
shut up phr. v. 1 shut up! (spoken) said in order
to tell someone rudely to stop talking 2 shut sb
up to make someone stop talking or be quiet: I
wish I could say something that would calm him
down and shut him up.

shut2 adj. [not before noun] not open

SYN closed:
We heard the door slam shut behind us. | Squeeze
your eyes shut.

shut·down /'SötdaUn/ n. [C] the closing of a
factory, business, or piece of machinery: a shutdown of the paper mill

'shut-eye n. [U] (informal) sleep: I really need to
get/catch some shut-eye (=go to sleep).

shut·ter

/'SöÔø/ n.
a wooden or
metal cover that can be
closed over the outside
of a window 2 a part of
a camera that opens to
let light onto the film
shut·tle1 /'SöÔl/ n.
[C] 1 an airplane, bus,
or train that makes regular short trips between two places: the WashingtonNew York shuttle | The hotel provides a free shuttle
service to restaurants downtown. 2 a SPACE
[C] 1

SHUTTLE

shuttle2 v. [T] to travel or move people regularly

between two places: The visitors were shuttled
between the hotel and the conference center twice a
day.
shut·tle·cock /'SöÔl"kAk/ n. [C] a small light
object that you hit over the net in the game of
BADMINTON SYN birdie

shy1 /SaI/ adj. 1 nervous and embarrassed about

meeting and speaking to other people, especially
people you do not know: As a teenager, I was
painfully shy (=extremely shy). | She’s too shy to
speak up for herself.
THESAURUS

timid – not brave or confident: She’s a good
player, but timid on the court.

bashful – shy and not willing to say very much:
Rachel blushed and gave me a bashful smile.

demure (formal) – a girl or woman who is

demure is shy, quiet, and always behaves well:
Tammy was quiet and demure.
self-conscious – worried and embarrassed
about what you look like or what other people
think of you: I was too self-conscious to be a good
actor.
reserved – not liking to express your emotions
or talk about your problems: a quiet, reserved
man
introverted – thinking a lot about your own
interests, problems, etc., and not liking to be with
other people: She was an introverted person who
did not become involved in campus activities.
retiring (formal) – not wanting to be with other
people: a shy and retiring woman ➔ INSECURE ,

SOCIABLE

2 sb is not shy about sth used in order to say
that someone is very willing to do something or get
involved in something: John has strong opinions,
and he’s not shy about voicing them. [ORIGIN: Old
English sceoh] —shyly adv.: She smiled shyly.
—shyness n. [U]

shy2 v. (shied, shies) [I] if a horse shies, it makes a
sudden movement away from something because it
is frightened
shy away from sth phr. v. to avoid doing something because you are not confident enough about
it: Erik had always shied away from speaking in
public.
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shy·ster /'SaIstø/ n. [C] (informal) a dishonest
person, especially a lawyer or politician

sib·ling /'sIblIÎ/ n. 1 [C] (formal) your brother or

sister: All of her siblings are still in Korea. 2 sibling rivalry competition between brothers and sisters for the attention of their parents

sic /sIk/ adv. ENG. LANG. ARTS used after a word that
you have copied into a piece of writing in order to
show that you know it was not spelled or used
correctly

sick /sIk/ adj. 1 suffering from a disease or ill-

ness: His mother’s very sick. | Everyone ate the
same thing, but I was the only one who got sick. |
Leslie called in sick (=telephoned to say she would
not come to work because she was sick) today.
THESAURUS

feel sick – to feel sick in your stomach and as if
you might vomit

not feel good/well – to feel sick: Mommy, I

S

don’t feel good.
ill – sick: More than 50 school children became ill.
not very well: You don’t look very well (=you
look sick).
under the weather (spoken) – slightly sick:
I’ve been a little under the weather lately.
ailing (formal) – weak and sick: his ailing
grandmother
infirm (formal) – weak or sick, especially
because of being old: They looked at nursing
homes for their elderly and infirm father.

2 be sick to bring food up from your stomach
through your mouth SYN vomit: I think I’m going
to be sick. 3 the sick people who are sick: nurses
taking care of the sick and wounded 4 feel sick
(to your stomach) to feel as if you are going to
VOMIT : I felt so sick after eating all that popcorn. 5 be sick (and tired) of/be sick to death
of to be angry and bored with something that has
been happening for a long time: I’m sick and tired
of her excuses. 6 make me sick (spoken) a) to
make you feel strong anger and disapproval: People
who treat animals like that make me sick. b) to
make someone feel very JEALOUS – used humorously: He’s so smart and successful it makes me
sick! 7 be worried sick to be extremely worried:
Why didn’t you call? We were worried sick about
you. 8 someone who is sick does things that are
strange and cruel: The murders are obviously the
work of a sick mind. 9 sick stories, jokes, etc. deal
with death and suffering in a cruel or unpleasant
way [ORIGIN: Old English seoc]

sick·en /'sIk@n/ v. 1 [T] to make you feel strong

anger and disapproval: We were sickened by newspaper reports of child abuse. 2 [I] to become sick

sick·en·ing /'sIk@nIÎ/ adj. 1 very shocking,
annoying, or upsetting: It’s sickening to see so
many poor people in such a wealthy country. 2 disgusting and making you feel as if you
want to VOMIT : the sickening smell of rotting meat

sick·le /'sIk@l/ n. [C] a tool with a blade in the

shape of a hook, used for cutting wheat or long
grass
'sick leave n. [U] the time you are allowed to be
away from work because of sickness
sick·ly /'sIkli/ adj. 1 weak, unhealthy, and often
sick: a sickly child 2 a sickly smell, taste, etc. is
disgusting and makes you feel sick —sickly adv.:
the sickly sweet smell of cheap perfume
sick·ness /'sIknIs/ n. 1 [U] the state or feeling
of being sick: soldiers suffering from hunger and
sickness | motion/car/sea etc. sickness (=sickness
caused by traveling in a car, boat, etc.)
THESAURUS

disease, illness ➔ DISEASE

2 [C] a particular illness: common sicknesses such
as colds and ear infections ➔ MORNING SICKNESS
sick·o /'sIkoU/ n. (plural sickos) [C] (informal)
someone who gets pleasure from things that most
people find disgusting or upsetting: What kind of
sicko would write something like that?
'sick pay n. [U] money paid by an employer to a
worker who cannot work because of illness
side1 /saId/ n. [C]
1 PART OF AN AREA one of the two areas that
something is divided into: Jim grew up on Detroit’s
east side. | They own a house on the other side of
the lake. | She tilted her head to one side, considering the question.
2 NEXT TO STH [usually singular] the place or area
directly next to someone or something: Stand on
this side of me so Dad can get a photo. | Her
mother was always at/by her side in the hospital.
3 side by side a) next to each other: They walked
side by side. b) if people live, work, etc. side by
side, they do it together, have a good relationship,
and help each other: Doctors and scientists are
working side by side to find a cure for AIDS.
4 EDGE the part of an object or area that is farthest
from the middle, at or near the edge: We pulled over
to the side of the road.
5 OF A BUILDING/VEHICLE ETC. a part of something that is not the front, back, top, or bottom: A
truck ran into the left side of the bus.
6 OF A THIN OBJECT one of the two surfaces of a
thin flat object: You can write on both sides of the
paper.
7 FLAT SURFACE one of the flat surfaces of something: A cube has six sides. | a five-sided shape
8 from side to side moving continuously from
right to left: The boat swayed from side to side as
waves hit it.
9 from all sides from every direction: enemy
gunfire coming from all sides
10 SUBJECT/SITUATION one part of a subject,
problem, or situation: I’d like to hear her side of the
story. | You should look on the bright side (=think
about the positive parts of the situation). | Who’s in
charge of the creative side of the project?
11 ARGUMENT/WAR ETC. one of the people,
groups, teams, or countries opposing each other in
an argument, war, etc.: Nancy’s on our side
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work as a sideline. 3 on the sidelines not taking
part in an activity even though you want to: There
are still buyers on the sidelines waiting to get
stocks.
sideline2 v. be sidelined to not be included in a
game or event because you are injured or because
you are not as good as someone else: Their quarterback was sidelined with a knee injury.
side·long /'saIdlOÎ/ adj. a sidelong look/
glance a way of looking at someone by moving
your eyes to the side, done secretly or when you are
nervous
'side "order n. [C] a small amount of a food
ordered in a restaurant to be eaten with a meal, but
served on a separate dish: a side order of onion
rings
side·show /'saIdSoU/ n. [C] a separate small part
of a CIRCUS or fair, that often has very unusual
performers
side·step /'saIdstEp/ v. (sidestepped, sidestepping) [T] to avoid a difficult question or decision: Congressman Howell sidestepped the
reporters’ questions.
side·swipe /'saIdswaIp/ v. [T] to hit the side of a
3
side v.
car or other vehicle with the side of your car
side against sb phr. v. to argue against a person or
side·track
/'saIdtræk/ v. [T] to make someone
group in an argument, fight, etc.
stop doing or saying something by making him/her
side with sb phr. v. to support a person or group in
interested in something else: I think we’re getting
an argument, fight, etc.: It seems like Frank always
sidetracked from the main issue here.
sides with Dad.
"
side-view
'mirror n. [C] a mirror attached to the
side·board /'saIdbOrd/ n. [C] a long low piece of
side of a car
furniture in a DINING ROOM that you store dishes
side·walk /'saIdwOk/ n. [C] a hard surface or
and glasses in
path for people to walk on along the side of a street
side·burns /'saIdbønz/ n. [plural] hair that grows
down the sides of a man’s face in front of his ears side·ways /'saIdweIz/ adv. toward one side, or
with the side facing forward: Mel’s car slid side[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 burnsides type of beard in
ways as it hit the ice.
which the chin is shaved, from Ambrose Burnside (1824-81), U.S. general who wore such a sid·ing /'saIdIÎ/ n. [U] wood, metal, or plastic in
beard]
long narrow pieces, used for covering the sides of
houses: They’ve put new aluminum siding on their
side·car /'saIdkAr/ n. [C] an enclosed seat that is
home.
joined to the side of a MOTORCYCLE and has a
separate wheel
si·dle /'saIdl/ v. [I] to walk toward someone or
something slowly, as if you do not want to be
'side dish n. [C] a dish that is served along with
noticed: Theo sidled up to me with an embarrassed
the main food at a meal
look.
'side ef"fect n. [C] 1 an effect that a drug has on
your body in addition to the intended effect: The siege /sidZ/ n. [C,U] a situation in which an army
surrounds a place and stops supplies of food, weapdrug has no harmful side effects. 2 an unexpected
ons, etc. from getting to it: a city under siege
result of an activity, situation, or event
(=surrounded by an army)
THESAURUS
result, consequences,
si·es·ta
/si'Est@/ n. [C] a short sleep in the after1
aftereffects ➔ RESULT
noon, often taken by people in warm countries
➔ NAP [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Spanish, Latin
side·kick /'saId"kIk/ n. [C] (informal) someone
sexta (hora) “sixth hour, noon”]
who is a close friend or helper of a more important
person, especially in a movie or on a television sieve /sIv/ n. [C] a kitchen tool that looks like a
wire net, used for separating solids from liquids
show
—sieve v. [T]
side·line1 /'saIdlaIn/ n. [C] 1 one of the two
lines that form the edges of a field where sports are sift /sIft/ v. [T] 1 to put flour, sugar, etc. through a
sifter in order to remove large pieces 2 also sift
played, and the area just outside these
through to examine something very carefully in
lines 2 something that you do to earn money in
order to find something: The commission will have
addition to your regular job: Mark does translation
(=agrees with us). | We were on the winning/losing
side. | Teachers should never take sides (=support
just one person or opinion).
12 FOOD a dish that you eat in addition to the main
dish of a meal in a restaurant SYN side dish, side
order: I’ll have the roast beef sandwich with a side
of fries.
13 on the side a) in addition to your regular job:
He runs a little business on the side. b) in addition
to the main dish that you order in a restaurant:
Could I have a salad on the side?
14 PART OF YOUR BODY the left or right part of
your body from your shoulder to the top of your
leg: Turn over and lie on your right side.
15 OF A FAMILY the parents, grandparents, etc. of
your mother or father: There’s a history of heart
disease on my mother’s side.
16 MOUNTAIN/VALLEY one of the sloping areas of
a hill, valley, etc.
side2 adj. [only before noun] 1 in or on the side of
something: You can leave by the side door. 2 side
street/road etc. a street, road, etc. that is smaller
than a main street: We parked the car on a side
street. 3 from the side of something: a side view of
the statue
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to sift through thousands of White House docu- reader recognizes immediately as a whole without
needing to examine its different parts
ments.
sift·er /'sIftø/ n. [C] a kitchen tool made of a tube sign1 /saIn/ n. [C] 1 a piece of paper, metal, etc.
with a wire net inside, through which you put flour, with words or a picture that gives people informasugar, etc. in order to remove or break up large tion, a warning, or instructions: Follow the signs
pieces
that say “Montlake Bridge.” | a no smoking
sigh1 /saI/ v. [I] to breathe out loudly and slowly, sign 2 an event, fact, etc. that shows that someespecially when you are tired or in order to express thing exists or is happening, or that it will happen in
a strong emotion: She sighed deeply and shook her the future: The house showed no signs of a forced
head.
entry. | That’s a good/bad sign! | Extreme tiredness
sigh2 n. [C] an act or sound of sighing: Judy sat is an early sign of the disease. | There are worrying
signs that the agreement will fail.
down with a sigh of relief.
C O L L O C AT I O N S
sight1 /saIt/ n.
clear/obvious/visible sign – one that you can
1 ABILITY TO SEE [U] the physical ability to see
clearly see or understand
➔ EYESIGHT : My grandmother is losing her sight
good/positive/encouraging sign – one that
(=going blind).
tells you that something good might happen
2 ACT OF SEEING [singular,U] the act of seeing
bad/warning sign – one that tells you that
something: He can’t stand the sight of blood. | We
something bad might happen
caught sight of (=suddenly saw) Henry as we
early sign – one that shows what is happening
turned the corner.
at the beginning of a process, situation, etc.
3 STH YOU SEE [C] something you can see, espesure sign – one that proves that something is true
cially if it is something beautiful, unusual, etc.: The
Wrigley Building is one of the most famous sights
3
a picture or shape that has a particular meaning
in Chicago. | It was a common sight to see children
SYN symbol: A dollar sign looks like “$.” 4 a
begging on the streets.
4 in/within sight (of sth) a) inside the area that movement or sound that you make without speakyou can see: There was nobody in sight. | We ing, in order to tell someone something: ‘I’m ready
camped within sight of the lake. b) likely to hap- to go,’ he said, giving the crowd a thumbs-up
sign. 5 one of the SYMBOL s of the ZODIAC [ORIpen soon: Peace is in sight.
5 out of sight (of sth) outside the area that you GIN: 1200—1300 Old French signe, from Latin
can see: Keep your car windows rolled up and your signum “mark, sign, image, seal”]
valuables out of sight.
sign2 v. 1 [I,T] to write your name on a letter or
6 not let sb out of your sight to make sure that document to show that you wrote it or agree with it,
someone stays near you: Stay here, and don’t let or to make it official: Rundon signed the agreement
the baby out of your sight.
last week. | Underneath, she had signed her name. |
7 lose sight of sth to forget an important part of The players signed autographs after the game.
something because you are too concerned about the ➔ see picture at CHECK 2 2 [T] to officially agree to
details: We have lost sight of the fact that the employ someone: Columbia Records signed her to
computer is only a tool.
a three-year contract. 3 [I] to tell someone some8 out of sight, out of mind used to say that you thing by using movements: She signed to us to get
will soon forget someone or something if you do out of the way.
not see him, her, or it for a short period of time
sign sth ↔ away phr. v. to sign a document that
9 ON A WEAPON [C usually plural] the part of a gun gives your property or legal rights to someone else:
or weapon that helps you aim at something [ORI- The Puyallup Tribe signed away much of their land
GIN: Old English gesiht]
rights.
sight2 v. [T] to see something from a long distance sign for sth phr. v. to sign a document to prove that
away, especially something you have been looking you have received something: I need you to sign for
for: Two bears have been sighted in the area.
this package.
sign (sb) ↔ in phr. v. to write your name or
sight·ed /'saIÔId/ adj. able to see ANT blind
sight·ing /'saIÔIÎ/ n. [C] an occasion when some- someone’s name in a book when you enter a hotel,
thing is seen, especially when it is something an office building, etc.
sign off phr. v. 1 to officially say or show that you
unusual or rare
approve of a document, plan, or idea: Both sides
sight-read /'saIt§rid/ v. (past tense and past parti- signed off on the agreement. 2 to say goodbye at
ciple sight-read /-rEd/) [I,T] ENG. LANG. ARTS to play
the end of a radio or television broadcast, or at the
or sing written music that you are looking at for the end of a letter
first time, without practicing it first
sign on phr. v. to agree to work for someone or to
sight·see·ing /'saIt"siIÎ/ n. [U] the activity of do something, and usually to sign a document
visiting famous or interesting places, especially as a showing this: Several boys signed on as volunteers.
tourist: We went sightseeing and saw a play. sign out phr. v. 1 sign (sb) out to write your
—sightseer n. [C]
name in a book when you leave a hotel, an office
'sight word n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a word which a building, etc. 2 sign sth ↔ out to write your
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name on a form or in a book to show that you have
taken or borrowed something
sign sth ↔ over phr. v. to sign an official document that gives your property or legal rights to
someone else: Daley signed over his shares to his
partner.
sign up phr. v. 1 sign sb ↔ up if someone is
signed up by an organization, s/he signs a contract
and agrees to work for that organization: Navy
recruiters want to sign up people with technical
abilities. 2 to put your name on a list because you
want to take a class, belong to a group, etc.: 500
children have signed up for the music classes.
sig·nal1 /'sIgn@l/ n. [C] 1 a sound, action, or
event that gives information or tells someone to do
something: He gave the signal to start. | I phoned,
but only got a busy signal (=a sound telling you the
phone is being used). | The governor is sending
signals that he will run for president. 2 PHYSICS a
series of light waves, sound waves, etc. that carry
an image, sound, or message to something such as
a radio or television: After landing on the asteroid,
the spacecraft will continue to send/transmit signals to Earth. | The 18-inch dish is able to receive
signals directly from a satellite.
signal2 v. 1 [I,T] to make a movement or sound,
without speaking, that gives information or tells
someone to do something: Marshall signaled for
coffee. 2 [T] to make something clear by what you
say or do: Carter has signaled his intention to run
for mayor. 3 [T] to be a sign or proof that something is going to happen: Bad behavior may signal
a learning problem. 4 [I] to show the direction you
intend to turn in a car, by using lights SYN indicate: Don’t forget to signal before you change
lanes.
sig·na·to·ry /'sIgn@"tOri/ n. (plural signatories)
[C] (formal) one of the people or countries that sign
an agreement
sig·na·ture /'sIgn@tSø/ n. [C] your name written
the way you usually write it, for example at the end
of a letter, on a check, etc.: We need your signature
on these documents. ➔ WRITE
sig·nif·i·cance /sIg'nIf@k@ns/ Ac n. [U] the
importance or meaning of something, especially
something that might affect you in the future: the
historical significance of the battle
sig·nif·i·cant /sIg'nIf@k@nt/ Ac adj. 1 noticeable or important ANT insignificant: a significant
20th century artist | significant differences between
the two groups
THESAURUS
important, crucial, vital,
essential, major, key ➔ IMPORTANT

2 having a special meaning that is not known to
everyone: Tom gave her a significant look. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin, present participle of
significare, from signum “mark, sign, image,
seal”] —significantly adv.
sig"nificant 'other n. [C] (humorous) your husband, wife, girlfriend, or boyfriend

sig·ni·fy /'sIgn@"faI/

Ac v. (signified, signifies)
[T] 1 to represent, mean, or be a sign of some-

thing: The image of a dove signifies peace. | The
flag signified that the ship was Japanese. 2 to
express a wish, feeling, or opinion by doing something: Everyone nodded to signify their agreement.
sign·ing /'saInIÎ/ n. [U] the act of writing your
name on something such as an agreement or a
contract: the signing of the peace agreement
'sign "language n. [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS a language that uses hand movements instead of spoken
words, used by people who cannot hear
sign·post /'saInpoUst/ n. [C] 1 something that
is used for holding a street sign up 2 something
that shows you what is happening or what you
should do: The employment figures are a key signpost of the economy’s performance.
si·lence1 /'saIl@ns/ n. 1 [C,U] complete quiet
because no one is talking, or a period of complete
quiet: There was a stunned/awkward/embarrassed
etc. silence. | a brief/short/long silence | The family
sat eating in silence. 2 [U] complete absence of
sound or noise: the silence of space | A blackbird’s
call broke the silence.
silence2 v. [T] 1 (written) to make someone stop
criticizing or giving his/her opinions: Critics of the
government were silenced. 2 to make someone
stop talking, or to stop something making noise: A
shout from the soldier silenced everybody.
si·lenc·er /'saIl@nsø/ n. [C] a thing that is put on
the end of a gun so that it makes less noise when it
is fired
si·lent /'saIl@nt/ adj. 1 not saying anything or
making any noise SYN quiet: silent prayer | The
crowd fell silent (=became quiet) when the President appeared. 2 failing or refusing to talk about
something: Those closest to the actress are remaining silent about the affair. 3 [only before noun] a
silent movie has pictures but no sound 4 a silent
letter in a word is not pronounced [ORIGIN:
1400—1500 Latin, present participle of silere
“to be silent”] —silently adv.
"silent 'partner n. [C] someone who owns part of
a business but does not make decisions about how it
operates
sil·hou·ette1 /"sIlu'Et, 'sIlu"Et/ n. [C] a dark
shape or shadow, seen against a light background
[ORIGIN: 1700—1800 French, from Étienne de
Silhouette (1709-67), French politician famous
for not liking to spend money whose name
became assocated with a cheap simple picture]
silhouette2 v. [T] to appear as a silhouette: skyscrapers silhouetted against the sky
sil·i·cate /'sIl@"keIt, -k@t/ n. [C,U] EARTH SCIENCES
one of a group of common solid mineral substances
that exist naturally in the Earth’s surface
sil·i·con /'sIlI"kAn, -k@n/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY an
ELEMENT that is often used for making glass,
bricks, parts for computers, etc.
"silicon 'chip n. [C] IT a computer CHIP
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silk /sIlk/ n. [C,U] a thin thread produced by a

S

silkworm, or the soft, usually shiny cloth made
from this thread: a silk shirt
silk·en /'sIlk@n/ adj. (literary) soft and smooth like
silk, or made of silk: her silken hair
silk·worm /'sIlk-wøm/ n. [C] a type of CATERPILLAR (=insect) that produces silk
silk·y /'sIlki/ adj. soft and smooth like silk: silky
fur
sill /sIl/ n. [C] the narrow flat piece of wood at the
base of a window frame
sil·ly /'sIli/ adj. (comparative sillier, superlative silliest) not sensible or serious: a silly thing to do |
You’re being silly. [ORIGIN: Old English sælig
“happy”] —silliness n. [U]
si·lo /'saIloU/ n. (plural silos) [C] 1 a tall round
building used for storing grain, animal food,
etc. 2 a large structure under the ground from
which a MISSILE can be fired
silt /sIlt/ n. [U] EARTH SCIENCES sand or mud that is
carried by the water in a river, and settles in a bend
of the river or in the entrance to a port
sil·ver1 /'sIlvø/ n. [U] 1 CHEMISTRY a valuable
shiny white metal that is an ELEMENT and is used
for making jewelry, spoons, etc. 2 the color of this
metal [ORIGIN: Old English seolfor]
silver2 adj. 1 made of silver: a silver spoon ➔ see
picture at MATERIAL 1 2 colored silver: a silver dress
"silver anni'versary n. [C] the date that is
exactly 25 years after an important event, especially
a wedding
"silver 'medal n. [C] a prize made of silver that is
given to someone who finishes second in a race or
competition
sil·ver·ware /'sIlvø"wEr/ n. [U] objects such as
knives, spoons, and forks that are made of silver or
a similar metal
sim·i·lar /'sIm@lø/ Ac adj. almost the same but
not exactly the same ANT dissimilar ➔ ALIKE : kids
with similar backgrounds | The system is similar to
one used in other schools. | The two cheeses are
similar in flavor. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French
similaire, from Latin similis “like, similar”]
THESAURUS

like – similar in some way to something else: It

tastes a little like chicken.
alike – very similar: She and her sister look alike.
comparable (formal) – similar to something
else in size, number, quality, etc.: Is the pay rate
comparable to that of other companies?
akin to sth – similar to something: He looked at
me with something akin to awe.
analogous (formal) – similar to another
situation or thing, so that you can compare them
or use one thing to help you understand the
other: The communication system is analogous to
the body’s nervous system.
identical – exactly the same: The two pictures
were identical.

matching – having the same color, style, or
pattern as something else: The twins were dressed
in matching outfits.

sim·i·lar·i·ty /"sIm@'lær@Ôi/

Ac n. (plural similarities) [C,U] the quality of being similar, or a

particular way in which things or people are similar: There are similarities with German, but Yiddish
is a distinct language. | his similarity to my
brother | Discuss the similarities and differences
between the two writers.
sim·i·lar·ly /'sIm@løli/ Ac adv. in a similar way:
The two cities are laid out similarly.
"similar 'polygons n. [plural] MATH similar POLYGON s (=flat shapes with three or more sides) have
the same shape and equal angles, but do not have to
be the same size
sim·i·le /'sIm@li/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS an expression in which you compare two things using the
words “like” or “as,” for example “as red as blood”
➔ METAPHOR
sim·mer /'sImø/ v. 1 [I,T] to cook food in liquid
and not allow it to boil 2 simmer down (spoken)
to become less excited or angry and more calm
—simmer n. [singular]
sim·per /'sImpø/ v. [I] to smile in a way that is
silly and annoying
THESAURUS
SMILE

smile, grin, beam, smirk ➔

sim·ple /'sImp@l/ adj. 1 not difficult or

complicated SYN easy: a simple math problem |
The solution is fairly/pretty/relatively simple. | It’s
simple to make.
THESAURUS

easy – not difficult: It was an easy class.
straightforward – simple and easy to
understand: a straightforward task

uncomplicated – not difficult to understand or

deal with, and not having many parts: The
instructions are clear and uncomplicated.
facile (formal) – too simple and showing a lack
of careful thought or understanding: a facile
explanation

2 made in a plain style, without a lot of decoration
or things that are not necessary: a simple white
dress 3 not involving anything else: He plays for
the love of music, pure/plain and simple. | The
simple fact/truth is we don’t have the money.
c Don’t say “The fact is simple.” b 4 consisting of
only one or a few necessary parts: simple tools like
a hammer and saw 5 ordinary and not special in
any way: I live a very simple life. 6 simple
past/present/future ENG. LANG. ARTS a tense of a
verb that is not formed with an AUXILIARY such as
“have” or “be” [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French
“plain, uncomplicated,” from Latin simplus,
from sim- “one” + -plus “multiplied by”]

"simple 'interest n. [U]

ECONOMICS INTEREST

that is calculated on the sum of money that you first

single
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and does not include the interest it has
already earned ➔ COMPOUND INTEREST
"simple-'minded adj. not able to understand
complicated things
"simple 'sentence n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a sentence that consists of one main CLAUSE , for
example: “He ate the cake.”
sim·plic·i·ty /sIm'plIs@Ôi/ n. [U] the quality of
being simple and not complicated, especially when
this is attractive or useful: the simplicity of his
writing style | For simplicity (=to make something
easy), divide the class into three groups.
sim·pli·fy /'sImpl@"faI/ v. (simplified, simplifies)
[T] 1 to make something clearer and easier to do
or understand ➔ OVERSIMPLIFY : a promise to simplify the tax forms 2 MATH to change an EQUATION , FRACTION , or other mathematical expression
into its simplest form, using ARITHMETIC and
ALGEBRA —simplification /"sImpl@f@'keIS@n/
n. [U]

sim·plis·tic /sIm'plIstIk/ adj. (disapproving)

treating difficult subjects in a way that is too
simple: a simplistic view of the problem
sim·ply /'sImpli/ adv. 1 only SYN just: You
shouldn’t buy something simply because it’s on
sale. 2 used in order to emphasize what you are
saying: The movie simply isn’t any good. 3 in a
way that is easy to understand: To put it simply
(=explain it in a simple way), inflation means that
prices rise. 4 in a plain and ordinary way: Alanna
was dressed quite simply.
sim·u·late /'sImy@"leIt/ Ac v. [T] to make or do
something that is not real but looks, sounds, or feels
as though it is real: Computer models have simulated conditions on Mars. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
Latin, past participle of simulare “to copy,”
from similis “like, similar”] —simulator n. [C]:
a flight simulator —simulated adj. ➔ ARTIFICIAL
sim·u·la·tion /"sImy@'leIS@n/ Ac n. [C,U]
something you do or make in order to practice what
you would do in a real situation: a computer simulation used to train airline pilots
si·mul·ta·ne·ous /"saIm@l'teIni@s/ adj. happening or done at exactly the same time: a simultaneous broadcast on TV and radio [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 Medieval Latin simultaneus, from Latin
simul “at the same time”] —simultaneously
adv.

sin1 /sIn/ n. 1 [C] something you do that is against

religious laws: He confessed his sins to one of the
priests. 2 [singular] (informal) something that you
do not approve of: It’s a sin to waste food.
sin2 v. (sinned, sinning) [I] to do something wrong
that is against religious laws
sin3 MATH the written abbreviation of SINE
since /sIns/ conjunction, prep., adv. 1 at or from a
particular time in the past until now: I haven’t seen
him since we graduated from high school. | Paul
had been waiting since 2 o’clock. | His ex-wife has
since remarried, but he’s still single. | We’ve lived

here ever since we got married. | He had a car
accident in 2002. Since then, he has been unemployed. 2 because: You’ll have to get up early,
since the bus leaves at 7 a.m. 3 since when?
(spoken) used in questions to show anger or surprise: Since when did you start smoking? ➔ see
Grammar box at AGO

sin·cere /sIn'sIr/ adj. honest and true, or based on

what you really feel or believe ANT insincere: a
sincere apology [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin sincerus “clean, pure”]
sin·cere·ly /sIn'sIrli/ adv. 1 in a sincere way:
Both men sincerely admired each other’s
work. 2 Sincerely/Sincerely yours/Yours sincerely an expression you write at the end of a
formal letter before you sign your name
sin·cer·i·ty /sIn'sEr@Ôi/ n. [U] the quality of being
honest, and really meaning or believing what you
say: I don’t doubt her sincerity, but I think she’s got
her facts wrong.
sine /saIn/ n. [C] MATH the FRACTION that you
calculate for an angle in a RIGHT TRIANGLE , by
dividing the length of the side opposite the angle by
the length of the HYPOTENUSE (=longest side)
sin·ew /'sInju/ n. [C,U] BIOLOGY a strong CORD in
the body that connects a muscle to a bone
sin·ew·y /'sInyui/ adj. showing strong muscles
sin·ful /'sInf@l/ adj. 1 morally wrong
SYN wicked: a sinful man 2 (informal) very bad or
wrong: a sinful waste of money
sing /sIÎ/ v. (past tense sang /sæÎ/, past participle
sung /söÎ/) 1 [I,T] to make musical sounds,
songs, etc. with your voice: The kids sang songs
about peace. | Jana sings in the church choir. | She
started singing Georgie to sleep. 2 [I] if birds sing,
they produce high musical sounds —singing n.
[U]

sing along phr. v. to sing with someone else who is

already singing or playing music: Sing along
to/with all your favorite tunes.
sing out phr. v. to sing or shout loudly and clearly
sing. the written abbreviation of SINGULAR
singe /sIndZ/ v. [I,T] to burn something slightly on
the surface or edge, or to be burned in this way
sing·er /'sIÎø/ n. [C] someone who sings, especially as a job: an opera singer
sin·gle1 /'sIÎg@l/ adj. 1 only one: We lost the
game by a single point. | a single sheet of
paper 2 not married: Is he single? | a club for
single men/women 3 single parent/mother/
father a mother or father who takes care of her/his
children by herself or himself, because s/he is not
married 4 used in order to emphasize a separate
thing: Smoking is the single most important cause
of lung cancer. | This is the single biggest/greatest
problem we face. | She visits her mother every
single day. 5 intended to be used by only one
person ➔ DOUBLE : a single bed ➔ see picture at BED 1
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French, Latin singulus]
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single2 n. [C] 1 a musical recording of only one

song: her hit single 2 a one-dollar bill: Do you
have any singles? 3 singles [plural] people who
are not married: a singles bar (=where single
people can go to drink and meet people)
"single 'file n. [U] a line with one person behind
the other: The children walked in single file to the
field.
"single-'handedly also "single-'handed adv.
done by one person with no help from anyone else
THESAURUS
alone, on your own, (all) by
yourself, solo, independently, unaided ➔
ALONE

"single 'market n. [C]

S

ECONOMICS a group of
countries in which there is freedom of movement of
goods, services, money, and workers, and with an
agreement on rules for production and trade. The
European Union is a single market.
"single-'minded adj. having one clear purpose
and working hard to achieve it: a single-minded
determination to succeed
sin·gly /'sIÎgli/ adv. alone, or one at a time:
people walking singly or in groups
sing·song /'sIÎsOÎ/ n. [singular] a way of speaking in which your voice keeps rising and falling
—singsong adj.
sin·gu·lar1 /'sIÎgy@lø/ adj. 1 ENG. LANG. ARTS
relating to the singular 2 [usually before noun] very
great or noticeable: a singular achievement
singular2 n. the singular ENG. LANG. ARTS in grammar, the form of a word that represents only one
person or thing. For example, “child” is in the
singular. ➔ PLURAL
sin·gu·lar·ly /'sIÎgy@løli/ adv. (formal) in a way
that is very noticeable or unusual: She wore a
singularly inappropriate dress.
sin·is·ter /'sInIstø/ adj. seeming to be bad or
evil: There was something/nothing sinister about
his financial dealings. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Old
French sinistre, from Latin sinister “left-handed,
unlucky”]
sink1 /sIÎk/ v. (past tense sank /sæÎk/ or sunk
/söÎk/, past participle sunk)
1 IN WATER [I,T] to go down below the surface of
water, mud, etc., or to make something do this: The
Titanic sank to the bottom of the ocean. | Submarines were ordered to sink enemy ships. ➔ see

picture at FLOAT 1 ➔ DIVE 1

2 FALL/SIT DOWN [I] to fall down heavily, especially because you are weak or tired: I sank down
into one of the soft chairs.
3 MOVE LOWER [I] to move down slowly to a lower
level: The sun sank beneath the horizon.
4 GET WORSE [I] to gradually get into a worse
state: In the 1930s, America sank deeper into the
Depression.
5 DECREASE [I] to decrease in amount, number,
value, etc.: House prices in the area are sinking
fast.

6 be sunk (informal) to be in a situation in which
you are certain to fail or have a lot of problems: If
he doesn’t lend us the money, we’re sunk!
7 your heart sinks/your spirits sink if your
heart or spirits sink, you lose your hope or confidence
8 a sinking feeling a feeling that you get when
you realize that something very bad is beginning to
happen
9 sink or swim to succeed or fail without help
from anyone else
10 MONEY [T] to spend a lot of money on
something SYN invest: They had sunk thousands
into that house.
11 SPORTS [T] to get a basketball or GOLF ball into
a basket or hole
sink in phr. v.
if information, facts, etc. sink in, you begin to
understand them or realize their full meaning: At
first, what she said didn’t really sink in.
sink2 n. [C] an open container in a kitchen or
BATHROOM that you fill with water to wash dishes,
your hands, etc.: There was a pile of dirty dishes in
the sink.
sin·ner /'sInø/ n. [C] someone who SIN s
sin·u·ous /'sInyu@s/ adj. curving and twisting
smoothly, like the movements of a snake: a tree
with sinuous branches
si·nus /'saIn@s/ n. [C] BIOLOGY one of the pair of
hollow spaces in the bones of your face behind
your nose
sip1 /sIp/ v. (sipped, sipping) [I,T] to drink something slowly, swallowing only small amounts: Mrs.
Hong sipped her tea.
sip2 n. [C] a very small amount of a drink: He took
a sip of coffee.
si·phon1 /'saIf@n/ v. [T] 1 to take something
away from the person, organization, etc. for which
it was intended, especially to dishonestly take
money: Aid was siphoned off by government officials for their own use. 2 SCIENCE to remove liquid
from a container using a siphon
siphon2 n. [C] SCIENCE a bent tube that you use to
get liquid out of a container, by holding one end of
the tube at a lower level than the container
sir /sø/ n. 1 (spoken) used in order to speak
politely to a man when you do not know his name
or when you want to show respect: Can I help you,
sir? | “Do you understand, Louise?” “Yes, sir.” |
Dear Sir (=used at the beginning of a business
letter to a man when you do not know his
name) 2 Sir a title used before the name of a
KNIGHT : Sir Lancelot [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
French, Latin senior “older”]
sire /saIø/ v. [T] (written) 1 to be the father of a
child 2 to be the father of an animal —sire n. [C]
si·ren /'saIr@n/ n. [C] a piece of equipment that
makes very loud warning sounds, used on police
cars, fire engines, etc.: I heard police sirens in the
distance.
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sir·loin /'sølOIn/ also "sirloin 'steak n. [C,U] a

sit back phr. v.
1 to get into a comfortable position and relax: Just

sis·sy /'sIsi/ n. (plural sissies) [C] (informal) a boy

sit back and relax – I’ll make dinner.
2 to make no effort to get involved in something:
You can’t just sit back and then complain about
what happens.

good piece of meat cut from the back of a cow

that other boys do not approve of because he likes
doing things that girls do —sissy adj.

sis·ter /'sIstø/ n. [C] 1 a girl or woman who has

the same parents as you ➔ BROTHER : Mary is my
big/older sister, and Kim is my little/younger sister.
➔ RELATIVE 1 2 used by women to talk about other
women and to show that they have feelings of
friendship and support toward them: Susan B.
Anthony and other sisters fought for our right to
vote. 3 also Sister a NUN : Sister Frances [ORIGIN: Old English sweostor] —sisterly adj.
sis·ter·hood /'sIstø"hUd/ n. [U] a strong loyalty
among women who share the same ideas and aims
➔ BROTHERHOOD

'sister-in-"law

n.
(plural sisters-in-law)
[C] 1 the sister of your husband or wife 2 the

wife of your brother, or the wife of your husband’s
or wife’s brother

sit /sIt/ v. (past tense and past participle sat /sæt/,

present participle sitting)
1 ON A SEAT [I] a) to be on a chair, a seat, or the

ground with the top half of your body upright and
your weight resting on your BUTTOCK s: The children sat around her on the floor. | I was sitting at
my desk writing a letter. | Sit still (=sit without
moving) and let me fix your hair. b) also sit
down to move to a sitting position after you have
been standing: He came and sat beside/next to her.
➔ see picture on page A9

2 OBJECTS/BUILDINGS [I] to lie or be in a particular position or condition: Several books sat on the
desk. | The house sat empty for two years.
3 NOT DO ANYTHING [I] to stay in one place for a
long time, especially doing nothing useful: I can’t
sit here all day, I have work to do. | He was just
sitting there, staring into space.
4 MAKE SB SIT [T] also sit sb down to make
someone sit somewhere: She sat the boy in a
corner.
5 TAKE CARE OF [I] to take care of a baby or child
while his/her parents are not home SYN babysit
6 sit tight to stay where you are and not move, or
to stay in the same situation and not do anything,
while you are waiting for something: Investors
should sit tight and not panic.
7 not sit well with sb if a situation, plan, etc. does
not sit well with someone, s/he does not like it: A
tax raise won’t sit well with the voters.
8 sit on the fence to avoid saying which side of
an argument you support or what your opinion is
about something
9 MEET [I] to have an official meeting: The court
sits once a month. [ORIGIN: Old English sittan]
sit around phr. v.
to spend time resting or not doing anything useful
or to spend a lot of time sitting and doing nothing
useful: We were just sitting around talking.

sit in phr. v.

to be present somewhere but not get involved in the
activity: I sat in on one of his classes.
sit in for sb phr. v.

to do a job, go to a meeting, etc. instead of the
person who usually does it: He’s sitting in for Sally
while she’s gone.
sit on sth phr. v.

to be a member of an organization or other official
group: Hawkins sits on several committees.
sit sth ↔ out phr. v.
to stay where you are and not take part in something until it finishes: Due to injuries, Herrera sat
out the last two games.
sit through sth phr. v.

to go to a meeting, performance, etc. and stay until
it finishes, even if it is very long or boring: We had
to sit through a three-hour meeting this morning.
sit up phr. v.
1 to be in a sitting position or move to a sitting

position after you have been lying down: He finally
was able to sit up in bed and eat something. |
Tommy, sit up straight and stop slouching.
2 to stay awake and not go to bed: He sat up all
night reading it.
3 sit up and take notice to suddenly start paying
attention to someone or something: Their live gigs
became so popular that record companies began to
sit up and take notice.

sit·com /'sIt§kAm/ n. [C,U] a funny television
program in which the same characters appear in
different situations each week ➔ TELEVISION

'sit-down adj. 1 a sit-down meal or restaurant is

one in which you sit at a table and eat a formal
meal 2 sit-down protest/strike etc. POLITICS an
occasion when a large group of people protest
something by not moving from a particular area
until their demands are listened to

site1 /saIt/

Ac n. [C] 1 a place where something
important or interesting happened: the site where
the Pilgrims landed | archeological digs at historical sites | the site of an important battle
THESAURUS
place, position, spot, point,
location ➔ PLACE 1

2 an area where something is being built or will be
built: a construction site 3 a WEBSITE 4 a place
that is used for a particular purpose: a Navajo
burial site [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French,
Latin situs, from sinere “to leave, put”]

site2 v. be sited to be put or built in a particular
place: The zoo is sited in the middle of the city.

'sit-in n. [C]

POLITICS a protest in which people sit
down and refuse to leave a place until their
demands are listened to
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sit·ter /'sIÔø/ n. [C] (spoken) a BABYSITTER
sit·ting /'sIÔIÎ/ n. at/in one sitting during one

company’s sheer size gives it an advantage. 3 [C]
one of the standard measures in which clothes,
goods, etc. are made and sold: This shirt is the
wrong size. c Don’t say “have a size.” b | They didn’t
have anything in my size. | a size 10 shoe 4 largesized/medium-sized etc. large, average, etc. in
size: a pocket-sized calculator

continuous period of time when you are sitting in a
chair: Morris read the whole book in one sitting.
sit·u·at·ed /'sItSu"eIÔId/ adj. be situated to be
in a particular place or position: The hotel is situated in/near the old market district.
size2 v.
sit·u·a·tion /"sItSu'eIS@n/ n. [C] a combination size sb/sth ↔ up phr. v. (informal) to look at or
of all the things that are happening and all the consider a person or situation and make a judgment
conditions that exist at a particular time and place: about them: He sized up the situation in a glance.
the present economic/political situation in the
country | He asked himself what his father would siz·zle /'sIz@l/ v. [I] to make a sound like water
falling on hot metal: bacon sizzling in the pan
have done in the same situation.
—sizzle n. [singular,U] ➔ see picture on page A7
C O L L O C AT I O N S
skate1 /skeIt/ n. [C] 1 an ICE SKATE 2 a
difficult/bad/dangerous/tough situation –
one that is bad and difficult to deal with
economic/political/financial situation
present/current situation – one that exists now
no-win situation – one that will end badly no
matter what you decide to do
win-win situation – one that will end well for
everyone involved in it
If a situation improves, it becomes better.
If a situation worsens or deteriorates, it
becomes worse.

S "situation 'comedy n. [C] a

SITCOM

'sit-up n. [C usually plural] an exercise for your

stomach, in which you sit up from a lying position
while keeping your feet on the floor ➔ CRUNCH
six /sIks/ number 1 6 2 six o’clock: I get out of
class at six. 3 six years old: My folks moved here
when I was six. [ORIGIN: Old English]
'six-pack n. [C] six bottles or cans of a drink sold
together as a set: a six-pack of beer
six·teen /"sIk'stinX/ number 16 —sixteenth
number

sixth /sIksθ/ number 1 6th 2 1/6
"sixth 'sense n. [singular] a special ability to feel

or know something without using any of your five
hearing, smell, taste, or touch)

SENSE s (=sight,
➔ INTUITION

six·ty /'sIksti/ number 1 60 2 the six-

ROLLER SKATE

skate2 v. [I] to move on skates —skating n. [U]:
Let’s go skating. —skater n. [C]

skate·board /'skeIt§bOrd/ n. [C] a short board
with two wheels at each end, on which you stand
and ride, pushing your foot along the ground in
order to move —skateboarding n. [U] ➔ see

picture at BOARD 1

'skate park n. [C] a special place where children
can ride skateboards

skel·e·ton /'skEl@t§n/ n. 1 [C] BIOLOGY the structure consisting of all the bones in a human or
animal body: the human skeleton ➔ see picture on
page A3 2 have a skeleton in the closet to have
a secret about something embarrassing or unpleasant that happened to you in the past 3 skeleton
staff/crew/service only enough people to keep
an operation or organization working [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Modern Latin, Greek, from skeletos “dried up”] —skeletal adj.
skep·tic /'skEptIk/ n. [C] someone who does not
believe something unless s/he has definite proof
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Greek skeptikos “thoughtful,” from skeptesthai “to look, consider”]
skep·ti·cal /'skEptIk@l/ adj. doubting or not
believing something: Voters are highly skeptical
about/of
the
proposal.
—skepticism
/'skEpt@"sIz@m/ n. [U]
THESAURUS

doubtful, dubious,

ties a) the years between 1960 and 1969 b) the
unconvinced ➔ DOUBTFUL
numbers between 60 and 69, especially when used
for measuring temperature 3 be in your sixties sketch1 /skEtS/ n. [C] 1 a drawing that you do
to be aged between 60 and 69: He’s in his early/ quickly and without a lot of details: a pencil sketch
mid/late sixties. —sixtieth /'sIkstiIθ/ number
of a bird
siz·a·ble, sizeable /'saIz@b@l/ adj. fairly large: a
THESAURUS
drawing, picture, doodle,
sizable crowd
THESAURUS

big, large, substantial ➔ BIG

size1 /saIz/ n. 1 [C,U] how big or small something
is: Class sizes are smaller at private schools. | an
orange that is the size of (=the same size as) a
softball | Abby and Kate are about the same size. |
Shrimp vary in size. 2 [U] the fact of being very
big: You should see the size of their house! | The

comic strip, cartoon ➔ DRAWING
picture, caricature, illustration ➔ PICTURE 1

2 a short humorous scene that is part of a longer
performance: a comedy sketch 3 a short written or
spoken description without a lot of details: a brief
sketch of each candidate [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
Dutch schets, from Italian schizzo, from schizzare “to splash”]
sketch2 v. 1 [I,T] to draw a sketch of something

skin
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THESAURUS
DRAW 1

draw, doodle, scribble ➔

2 [T] also sketch out to describe something in a
general way, giving the basic ideas: Deming
sketched out his plans for the new business.
sketch·y /'skEtSi/ adj. not thorough or complete,
and not having enough details to be useful: sketchy
information
skew /skyu/ v. [T] if something skews the result of
a test, election, RESEARCH , etc. it affects the
results, making them incorrect: Money is skewing
our political system. —skewed adj.: Sometimes
the data can be badly skewed.
skew·er /'skyuø/ n. [C] a long metal or wooden
stick that you put through a piece of raw food that
you want to cook —skewer v. [T]
ski1 /ski/ n. (plural skis) [C] one of a pair of long
narrow pieces of wood or plastic that you fasten to
boots so you can move easily on snow [ORIGIN:
1700—1800 Norwegian, Old Norse skith “stick
of wood, ski”]
ski2 v. (skied, skies) [I] to move over snow on skis
—skier n. [C] —skiing /'skiIÎ/ n. [U]: We’re
going skiing this weekend. ➔ see picture on page A4
skid1 /skId/ v. (skidded, skidding) [I] if a vehicle
skids, it suddenly slides sideways and it is difficult
to control: A car skidded on the ice. ➔ see picture at

skil·let /'skIlIt/ n. [C] a FRYING PAN
skill·ful /'skIlf@l/ adj. good at doing something
that you have learned and practiced: a skillful
painter
THESAURUS

expert very skillful and experienced at doing
something: He’s an expert cook.
accomplished very skillful, especially at artistic
or creative things: an accomplished musician
talented very good at doing something because
you have a natural ability: His coach saw that he
was a talented young player.
gifted extremely good at doing something
because you have a great natural ability: Atwood
is one of the most gifted writers of her generation.
adept good at doing something that needs a lot
of care and skill: She became adept at dealing
with difficult customers.
cunning skillful at tricking people in order to get
what you want: a cunning politician
deft moving in a quick and skillful way: He
finished the portrait with a few deft brush strokes.

—skillfully adv.

skim /skIm/ v. (skimmed, skimming) 1 [T] to

remove something that is floating on the surface of
a liquid: Skim the fat off the soup. 2 [I,T] also
skim through to read something quickly to find
the main facts or ideas in it: Helen opened the
SLIDE 1
newspaper and skimmed the headlines. 3 [T] to
move along quickly, nearly touching the surface of
skid2 n. [C] 1 a sudden sliding movement of a
something: birds skimming the trees
vehicle, that you cannot control: skid marks | He
skim sth ↔ off phr. v. to take the best people, best
went into a skid on an icy road. 2 be on the
part of something, or money for yourself: Corrupt
skids/hit the skids (informal) to begin to fail: That
leaders have skimmed off much of the country’s
was when his career hit the skids.
wealth.
skill /skIl/ n. [C,U] an ability to do something very
'
skim
milk n. [U] milk that has had most of its fat
well, especially because you have learned and pracremoved from it
ticed it ➔ TALENT : a test of basic skills in reading
and math | a child’s reading/writing/ skimp /skImp/ v. [I,T] to not use enough money,
communication skills | We are beginning to questime, effort, etc. on something, so it is unsuccessful
tion his managerial/leadership etc. skills. | The
or of bad quality: Don’t skimp on buying good
men rode their horses with great skill. [ORIGIN:
shoes for your children.
1100—1200 Old Norse skil “good judgment,
skimp·y /'skImpi/ adj. too small in size or quanknowledge”]
tity: a skimpy little dress
THESAURUS
talent – a natural ability to do something well:
He has a remarkable musical talent.

ability – your level of skill at doing something:

She has great athletic ability.
knack (informal) – a natural ability to do
something well: Kate has a knack for making
people feel at ease.
flair/gift – a natural ability to do something very
well: He has a flair for languages.
aptitude (formal) – a natural ability or skill,
especially in learning: If you want to be an
accountant, you should have an aptitude for
mathematics. ➔ ABILITY

skilled /skIld/ adj. having the training and experience needed to do something well
a highly skilled mechanic

ANT

unskilled:

skin1 /skIn/ n.

1 ON A BODY [C,U] BIOLOGY the natural outer covering of a human’s or animal’s body: her beautiful
dark skin | The snake was shedding its skin.
C O L L O C AT I O N S

fair/pale skin
dark/olive skin
dry/oily/sensitive skin
smooth/soft skin
rough/leathery skin
good/bad skin – healthy or unhealthy skin
➔ HAIR

2 FOOD [C,U] the natural outer layer of some fruits
and vegetables: banana skins
3 ANIMAL SKIN [C,U] the skin of an animal used as
leather, clothes, etc.: a tiger skin rug

S
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4 dark-skinned/smooth-skinned etc. having a
particular type or color of skin: a fair-skinned
woman
5 LAYER [C,U] a thin solid layer that forms on the
top of a liquid such as paint or milk when it gets
cool or is left uncovered
6 COMPUTER [C,U] IT the way particular information appears on a computer screen, especially when
this can be changed quickly and easily
7 get under sb’s skin (informal) to annoy someone, especially by the way you behave: I could tell
my comment had gotten under his skin.
8 have thin/thick skin to be easily upset or not
easily upset by criticism
9 (do sth) by the skin of your teeth (informal) to
succeed in doing something, when you have almost
failed to do it: We made it there by the skin of our
teeth.
10 make sb’s skin crawl to make someone feel
uncomfortable, nervous, or slightly afraid
11 sth is only skin deep used in order to say that
something may seem important or effective, but it
really is not because it only affects the way things
appear: Beauty is only skin deep. [ORIGIN: 1100—
1200 Old Norse skinn]
skin2 v. (skinned, skinning) [T] to remove the skin
from an animal, fruit, or vegetable
skin·flint /'skIn"flInt/ n. [C] (informal, disapproving) someone who hates spending or giving away
money SYN miser
skin·head /'skInhEd/ n. [C] a young person who
SHAVE s off his/her hair and often behaves violently
toward people who are not white
skin·ny /'skIni/ adj. (comparative skinnier, superlative skinniest) very thin, especially in a way that is
not attractive: a tall, skinny kid
THESAURUS
thin, slim, slender, slight,
lean, underweight, gaunt ➔ THIN 1

'skinny "dipping n. [U] (informal) swimming
without any clothes on

"skin-'tight adj. clothes that are skin-tight fit
tightly against your body: skin-tight jeans

skip /skIp/ v. (skipped, skipping) 1 [T] to not do
something that you would usually do or that you
should do: I’d skipped breakfast. | Brad got in
trouble for skipping school. 2 [I] to move forward
with quick jumps from one foot to the other:
children skipping down/across the street
THESAURUS

jump, hop, leap ➔ JUMP 1

3 [I,T] to not read, mention, or deal with something
that would normally come or happen next: I
skipped question four. | Readers occasionally skip
over a word they don’t know. 4 [I] to go from one
subject, place, etc. to another in no particular order:
She skips from one topic to another.
skip·per /'skIpø/ n. [C] (informal) someone who is
in charge of a ship SYN captain
skir·mish /'skømIS/ n. [C] a military fight

between small groups of people or soldiers: a
border skirmish
skirt1 /skøt/ n. [C] a piece of women’s clothing
that fits around the waist and hangs down like the
bottom part of a dress: She was wearing a white
blouse and a plain black skirt. | a short/long skirt
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old Norse skyrta “shirt”]
➔ see picture at CLOTHES

skirt2 also skirt around v. [T] 1 to go around the

outside edge of a place: The soldiers skirted around
the town and crossed the river. 2 to avoid talking
about an important problem, subject, etc.: The company spokesman skirted the question. 3 if you
skirt the rules or the law, you do something that is
not illegal, but that does not exactly follow the rules
skit /skIt/ n. [C] a short funny play
skit·tish /'skIÔIS/ adj. nervous, frightened, or not
sure about something: a skittish horse
skulk /skölk/ v. [I] to hide or move around quietly
because you do not want to be seen: Two men were
skulking in the shadows.
skull /sköl/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the bones of a person’s
or animal’s head ➔ see picture on page A3
skull·cap /'skölkæp/ n. [C] a YARMULKE
skunk /sköÎk/ n. [C] a small black and white
animal that produces a very bad smell if it feels
threatened
sky /skaI/ n. (plural skies) 1 [C,U] the space above
the Earth where the Sun, clouds, and stars are: a
clear/cloudless/overcast etc. sky | a few clouds in
the sky 2 skies [plural] the sky – used especially
when talking about the weather: clear skies 3 the
sky’s the limit (spoken) used to say that there is no
limit to what someone can achieve, spend, etc.
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old Norse “cloud”]
sky·div·ing /'skaI"daIvIÎ/ n. [U] the sport of
jumping from an aircraft and falling through the sky
before opening a PARACHUTE —skydiver n. [C]
"sky-'high adj. (informal) extremely high or expensive: Prices at the auction were sky-high. —skyhigh adv.
sky·light /'skaIlaIt/ n. [C] a window in the roof of
a building
sky·line /'skaIlaIn/ n.
[C] the shape made by
tall buildings or hills
against the sky: the New
York City skyline
'sky "marshall n. [C] a
specially trained person
who carries a gun and
whose job is to travel on
an airplane and protect
it from attack by
TERRORIST s SYN air
marshall

sky·rock·et

/'skaI"rAkIt/ v. [I] to increase suddenly and by large
amounts: Property values have skyrocketed.
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sky·scrap·er /'skaI"skreIpø/ n. [C] a very tall

building in a city
slab /slæb/ n. [C] a thick flat piece of a hard
material such as stone: a concrete slab
slack1 /slæk/ adj. 1 hanging loosely, or not pulled
tight: a slack rope 2 with less business activity
than usual: People get laid off when things are
slack. 3 (disapproving) not taking enough care to
do things correctly: The waiters were slack.
slack2 n. 1 slacks [plural] a pair of
pants 2 take/pick up the slack a) to do something that needs to be done because the person or
organization that usually does it is no longer doing
it: As the government cuts programs, charities try
to pick up the slack. b) to make a rope
tighter 3 cut/give sb some/any slack (informal)
to allow someone to do something without criticizing him/her or making it more difficult: They have
no reason to cut the opposing team any
slack. 4 [U] looseness in the way something such
as a rope hangs or is fastened: He gave the line
some slack, then slowly began reeling it in.
slack3 also slack off v. [I] to not work as quickly
as you should on your job: Everything was going
well, and I thought I could slack off a little.
—slacker n. [C]
slack·en /'slæk@n/ v. [I,T] to gradually become
slower, weaker, or less active, or to make something do this: The rain slackened briefly.
slag /slæg/ n. [U] waste material that is left when
metal is obtained from rock
slain /sleIn/ v. the past participle of SLAY

slake /sleIk/ v. (literary) slake your thirst to
drink so that you are not THIRSTY

slam1 /slæm/ v. (slammed, slamming) 1 [I,T] if a
door, gate, etc. slams, or if someone slams it, it
shuts loudly with a lot of force: Baxter left the
room, slamming the door. | The door slammed
shut. 2 [I,T] to hit something or someone against a
surface with a lot of force, or to hit something with
a lot of force: Manya slammed the phone down. |
He was going 50 mph when he slammed into the
back of a car stopped at a red light. 3 [T] (informal,
written) to criticize someone strongly: Watson was
slammed for not acting sooner.

slam2 n. [C usually singular] the noise or action of
hitting or closing something hard

'slam dunk n. [C] an action in basketball when a

player jumps up high and throws the ball down
through the basket —slam dunk v. [I]

slan·der /'slændø/ n. [C,U] a spoken statement
about someone that is not true and is intended to
damage the good opinion that people have of him/
her —slander v. [T] —slanderous adj.
THESAURUS

perjury ➔ LIE 3

lie, fib, falsehood, libel,

slang /slæÎ/ n. [U] very informal, sometimes

offensive, language that is used especially by
people who belong to a particular group —slangy
adj.

THESAURUS
language, lingo, jargon,
terminology ➔ LANGUAGE

slant1 /slænt/ v. 1 [I,T] to slope, or to make
something slope in a particular direction: a hat
slanted over his forehead 2 [T] to provide information in a way that unfairly supports one opinion,
gives an advantage to one group, etc.

slant2 n. [singular] 1 a sloping position or angle:
The house seems to be built at/on a slant. 2 a way
of writing or thinking about a subject that shows
support for a particular set of ideas or beliefs: a
feminist slant on Dickens’s novels

slan·ted /'slænôId/ adj. 1 (disapproving) providing facts or information in a way that unfairly
supports only one side of an argument or one
biased: The article was
opinion SYN
slanted. 2 sloping: a slanted roof

slap1 /slæp/ v. (slapped, slapping) [T] 1 to hit
someone quickly with the flat part of your hand:
She slapped his face.
THESAURUS

hit, punch, beat, smack,

whack, strike ➔ HIT

1

2 (informal) to suddenly make someone do something more, pay more money, etc.: In 1990, the U.S.
slapped sanctions on Iraq. 3 slap sb on the
back to hit someone on the back in a friendly way,
often as a way of praising him/her
slap sth ↔ on phr. v. to put or spread something
quickly on a surface in a careless way: Just slap on
a coat of paint.

slap2 n. [C] 1 a quick hit with the flat part of your

hand 2 a slap in the face an action that seems to
be deliberately intended to offend or upset someone: The offer was so low as to be a slap in the
face. 3 a slap on the wrist (informal) a punishment that is not very severe

slap·dash /'slæpdæS/ adj. careless and done too
quickly: a slapdash job

slap·stick /'slæp"stIk/ n. [U] humorous acting in
which the actors fall over, throw things at each
other, etc.

slash1 /slæS/ v. 1 [I,T] to cut or try to cut something in a violent way with a sharp weapon, making
a long deep cut: Someone had slashed the car’s
front tire. 2 [T] (informal, written) to greatly reduce
an amount or price: a campaign promise to slash
taxes
THESAURUS

➔ REDUCE

reduce, lower, decrease, cut

slash2 n. [C] 1 also slash mark a line (/) used in

writing to separate words, numbers, or letters 2 a
long narrow cut in something

S
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slat /slæt/ n. [C] a thin flat piece of wood, plastic, sleaze /sliz/ n. [U] immoral behavior, usually
or metal, used especially in furniture

involving sex or lies: allegations of political sleaze

slate1 /sleIt/ n. 1 [U] EARTH SCIENCES a dark gray slea·zy /'slizi/ adj. (comparative sleazier, superla-

rock that can be easily split into thin flat
pieces 2 [C] POLITICS a list of people that voters can
choose in an election
slate2 v. be slated to do sth/be slated for sth
if something is slated to happen, it is planned to
happen in the future: The committee is slated to
vote on the bill next week. | The corner office
buildings are slated for demolition.
slath·er /'slæDø/ v. [T] (informal) to cover something with a thick layer of a soft substance: fresh
bread slathered with butter
slaugh·ter /'slOÔø/ v. [T] 1 to kill a lot of people
in a cruel or violent way: Hundreds of innocent
civilians had been slaughtered by government
troops.
THESAURUS
kill, murder, massacre,
exterminate, slay ➔ KILL 1

S

2 to kill an animal for food 3 (informal) to defeat
an opponent by a large number of points: New York
slaughtered Boston, 11–2. —slaughter n. [U]: the
slaughter of innocent people
slaugh·ter·house /'slOÔø"haUs/ n. [C] a building where animals are killed for their meat
slave1 /sleIv/ n. [C] 1 someone who is owned by
another person and is forced to work without pay
for him/her 2 be a slave to/of sth (disapproving)
to be so strongly influenced by something that you
cannot make your own decisions: a slave to fashion
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French esclave, from
Medieval Latin sclavus, from Sclavus “Slavic
person;” because in the early Middle Ages many
Slavic people in central Europe were slaves]
slave2 v. [I] to work very hard with little time to
rest: Hector grew up watching his father slaving
away at a factory job.
'slave "driver n. [C] (informal, disapproving) someone who makes people work extremely hard
"slave 'labor n. [U] 1 (informal) work for which
you are paid a very small amount of
money 2 work done by slaves, or the slaves that
do this work
slav·er·y /'sleIv@ri/ n. [U] the system of having
slaves, or the condition of being a slave: Slavery
was abolished (=officially ended) after the Civil
War. | They were captured and sold into slavery.
slav·ish /'sleIvIS/ adj. (disapproving) too willing to
do what you are told to do or to behave like
someone else, without thinking for yourself: slavish
devotion to duty
slay /sleI/ v. (past tense slew /slu/, past participle
slain /sleIn/) [T] to kill a person or animal violently: St. George slew the dragon. —slaying n.
[C]

THESAURUS
kill, murder, assassinate,
slaughter ➔ KILL 1

tive sleaziest) (disapproving) 1 a sleazy place is

dirty, cheap, or in bad condition: sleazy
bars 2 relating to sex or dishonest behavior: a
sleazy lawyer
sled /slEd/ n. [C] a vehicle that slides over snow,
often used by children —sled v. [I]
sledge ham·mer /'slEdZ "hæmø/ n. [C] a large
heavy hammer
sleek /slik/ adj. 1 sleek hair or fur is smooth,
shiny, and healthy-looking: a cat’s sleek fur 2 having a smooth attractive shape: a sleek limousine
sleep1 /slip/ v. (past tense and past participle slept
/slEpt/) 1 [I] to rest your mind and body by lying
down with your eyes closed ➔ ASLEEP : “Did you
sleep well?” | He was sleeping soundly when the
phone rang. | I couldn’t sleep last night. | If you’re
tired, why don’t you sleep late (=sleep until late in
the morning) tomorrow? | Goodnight, sleep tight
(=sleep well).
USAGE

Use sleep when you are giving more information,
for example how long someone sleeps, or where
s/he sleeps: Most people sleep for about eight
hours. | He slept downstairs.
Do not use sleep to talk about starting to sleep.
Use fall asleep or go to sleep: She fell asleep in
front of the TV.
C O L L O C AT I O N S

sleep well/badly
sleep soundly – to sleep deeply and peacefully
sleep like a baby/sleep like a log – to sleep
very well, without waking up at all
sleep late/sleep in – to deliberately sleep later
than usual in the morning
sleep lightly – to wake up very easily if there is
any noise

2 sleep on it (spoken) to not make a decision about
something important until the next day 3 [T] to
have enough beds for a particular number of
people: The tent sleeps six. [ORIGIN: Old English
slæp]
sleep around phr. v. (disapproving) to have sex
with many people without having a serious relationship with any of them
sleep in phr. v. to sleep later than usual in the
morning: I slept in till 10:00 on Saturday.
sleep sth ↔ off phr. v. to sleep until you are no
longer drunk: Why don’t you take him home so he
can sleep it off.
sleep over phr. v. to sleep at someone’s house for a
night: Mom, can I sleep over at Ann’s tonight?
sleep through sth phr. v. to continue sleeping
while something noisy is happening: How could
you have slept through the earthquake?
sleep together phr. v. (informal) if people sleep
together, they have sex with each other
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sleep with sb phr. v. (informal) to have sex with
someone, especially someone you are not married
to: Everyone knows he’s sleeping with Diana.

sleep2 n. 1 [U] the natural state of being asleep

use later: Janssen usually has a few surprises up his
sleeve. [ORIGIN: Old English sliefe]

sleeve·less /'slivlIs/ adj. without sleeves: a
sleeveless dress

➔ ASLEEP : I rarely get more than 6 hours of sleep a
night. | What time did you get to sleep (=start
sleeping)? | I didn’t get much sleep last night. | Ed
sometimes talks in his sleep (=while he is sleeping). 2 [singular] a period when you are sleeping:
You’ll feel better after a good night’s sleep (=a
night when you sleep well). | A sudden noise woke
me from a deep sleep. 3 go to sleep a) to start
sleeping: Katherine went to sleep about 7:00 last
night. b) (informal) if a part of your body goes to
sleep, you cannot feel it for a short time because it
has not been getting enough blood 4 lose (any)
sleep over sth (spoken) to worry about something: If his client goes to jail, he won’t lose any
sleep over it. 5 put a dog/cat etc. to sleep to
give an animal drugs so that it dies without pain

slen·der /'slEndø/ adj. thin, graceful, and attrac-

sleep·er /'slipø/ n. [C] 1 someone who is asleep

sleuth /sluθ/ n. [C] (old-fashioned) someone who

or who sleeps in a particular way: Sam’s a heavy/
light sleeper (=he sleeps well or wakes up easily). 2 a movie, book, etc. that is successful, even
though people did not expect it to be

'sleeping bag n. [C] a large warm bag for sleeping in, especially when camping

'sleeping pill n. [C] a PILL that helps you to sleep

sleep·less /'sliplIs/ adj. a sleepless night a
night when you are
—sleeplessness n. [U]

unable

to

sleep

sleep·walk·er /'slip"wOkø/ n. [C] someone who

walks while s/he is sleeping —sleepwalk v. [I]
—sleepwalking n. [U]

sleep·y /'slipi/ adj. (comparative sleepier, superlative sleepiest) 1 tired and ready for sleep: I don’t

know why I’m so sleepy. 2 a sleepy place is quiet
and without much activity: a sleepy little town
THESAURUS

➔ QUIET 1

quiet, calm, tranquil, peaceful

—sleepily adv. —sleepiness n. [U]

sleep·y·head /'slipi"hEd/ n. [C] (spoken) someone, especially a child, who looks as if s/he wants
to go to sleep: It’s time for bed, sleepyhead.

sleet /slit/ n. [U] freezing rain —sleet v. [I]
THESAURUS

rain, drizzle, shower,
downpour, hail, hailstones ➔ RAIN 1
snow, snowflakes, slush, blizzard, frost ➔
SNOW 1

sleeve /sliv/ n. 1 [C] the part of a piece of

clothing that covers your arm or part of your arm: a
blouse with short/long sleeves 2 long-sleeved/
short-sleeved with long or short sleeves: a longsleeved shirt 3 have sth up your sleeve
(informal) to have a secret plan that you are going to

sleigh /sleI/ n. [C] a large vehicle pulled by animals, used for traveling on snow

sleight of hand /"slaIÔ @v 'hænd/ n. [U] quick
skillful movements with your hands when performing magic tricks
tive: long slender fingers
THESAURUS

➔ THIN 1

thin, slim, slight, skinny, lean

slept /slEpt/ v. the past tense and past participle of
SLEEP 1

tries to find out information about a crime [ORIGIN:
1800—1900 sleuthhound “dog used for tracking
people” (14—20 centuries), from sleuth “track”
(12—15 centuries) (from Old Norse sloth) +
hound]

slew1 /slu/ n. a slew of sth (informal) a large
number: Her work as a reporter has won her a slew
of awards.

slew2 v. the past tense of SLAY
slice1 /slaIs/ n. [C] 1 a thin flat piece of bread,

meat, etc. cut from a larger piece: a slice of pizza |
Cut the tomato into thin/thick slices. ➔ PIECE 1 2 a
part or a piece of something: The German company
wants a slice of the U.S. market. 3 a slice of life
a film, play, or book which shows life as it really is
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Old French esclice “thin
piece broken off,” from esclicier “to splinter”]

slice2 v. 1 [T] also slice up to cut meat, bread,
etc. into thin flat pieces: Could you slice the bread?
➔ see picture at CUT 1

THESAURUS
cut, chop (up), dice, peel,
carve, shred, grate ➔ CUT 1

2 [I,T] to cut something easily with one movement
of a sharp knife or edge: Careful – that blade could
slice through your finger.

slick1 /slIk/ adj. 1 (disapproving) good at persuad-

ing people, often in a way that does not seem
honest: a slick salesman 2 (disapproving) attractive
or skillful, but not containing any important or
interesting ideas: slick commercials 3 smooth and
slippery: The roads are slick with ice.

slick2 n. [C] an OIL SLICK
slick3 v.

slick sth ↔ down/back phr. v. to make hair
smooth and shiny by putting oil, water, etc. on it

S
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THESAURUS

lean ➔ THIN 1

thin, slim, slender, skinny,

slight2 v. [T] to offend someone by treating him/

her rudely: Meg felt slighted at not being invited to
the party.
slight3 n. [C] (formal) a remark or action that
offends someone: I consider the comment a slight
on the quality of our work!
slight·ly /'slaItli/ adv. 1 a little: She raised her
eyebrow slightly. | The official gave a slightly different version of events. | The trip took slightly
more than an hour. 2 slightly built having a thin
and delicate body
slim1 /slIm/ adj. 1 attractively thin: tall and slim
THESAURUS

lean ➔ THIN 1

slide1 /slaId/ v. (past tense and past participle slid

S

thin, slender, slight, skinny,

2 very small in amount or number: a slim lead in
the polls | We have only a slim chance of winning.
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Dutch “bad, of low quality”]
slim2 v. (slimmed, slimming)
slim down phr. v. 1 to reduce the size or number
of something: Apex Co. is slimming down its workforce to cut costs. 2 to become thinner by eating
less or exercising more: I’ve been trying to slim
down since Christmas.
slime /slaIm/ n. [U] a thick slippery substance that
looks or smells bad
slim·y /'slaImi/ adj. 1 covered with slime: slimy
rocks 2 (informal, disapproving) friendly in a way
that does not seem sincere: a slimy politician

/slId/) 1 [I,T] to move smoothly over a surface
while continuing to touch it, or to make something
move in this way: children sliding on the ice | She
slid the box across the floor. | The door slides open
automatically. 2 [I,T] to move somewhere quietly
without being noticed, or to move something in this
way: She slid out of the room without waking
anyone. | He slid the gun into his pocket. 3 [I]
ECONOMICS to become lower in value, number, or
amount: Car sales slid 0.5% in July. 4 [I] to
gradually become worse, or to begin to have a
problem: Morrison gradually slid into alcohol and
drug abuse. 5 let sth slide (informal) to ignore
something: I didn’t agree, but I let it slide. [ORIGIN:
Old English slidan]
sling1 /slIÎ/ v. (past tense and past participle slung
slide2 n. [C] 1 a large structure for children to /slöÎ/) [T] to throw or put something somewhere in
slide down while playing 2 a photograph in a a way that is careless and forceful: She slung her
frame that you shine a light through to show a purse over her shoulder.
picture on a screen or wall: slides of our vaca2
tion 3 a decrease in the amount, value, standard, sling n. [C] 1 a piece of cloth tied around your
or quality of something: a slide in interest rates | neck to support your injured arm or hand: Emily’s
The school is worried about the slide in student arm has been in a sling for six weeks. 2 a set of
performance. 4 EARTH SCIENCES a sudden fall of ropes or strong pieces of cloth that are used to lift
earth, stones, snow, etc. down a slope: a rock and carry heavy objects
slide 5 SCIENCE a small thin piece of glass, used for sling·shot /'slIÎSAt/ n. [C] a stick in the shape of
holding something when you look at it under a a Y with a thin band of rubber across the top, used
MICROSCOPE ➔ see picture at MICROSCOPE
especially by children to throw stones
'slide pro"jector n. [C] a piece of equipment that slink /slIÎk/ v. (past tense and past participle slunk
makes slides appear on a screen
/slöÎk/) [I] to move somewhere quietly and
"sliding 'scale n. [C] a system for calculating how secretly, especially because you are afraid or
much you pay for taxes, medical treatment, etc., in ashamed: He lowered his eyes and slunk back into
which the amount that you pay changes according his office.
to different conditions: Fees are calculated on a slip1 /slIp/ v. (slipped, slipping) 1 [I] to accidensliding scale.
tally slide a short distance quickly, or to fall by
slight1 /slaIt/ adj. 1 small in degree, and not sliding in this way: Joan slipped and fell. | Be
slipped and
serious or important: a slight delay | a slight careful not to slip on the ice. | The knife
1
increase | a slight headache 2 not the slightest cut her finger. ➔ see picture at SLIDE
chance/doubt/difference etc. no doubt, chance,
THESAURUS
fall, trip, stumble, lose your
etc. at all: I didn’t have the slightest idea who that
balance ➔ FALL 1
man was. 3 someone who is slight is thin and
2 [I] to go somewhere, without attracting other
delicate: a slight old lady
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people’s attention: I managed to slip out of the
office before 5:00. 3 [T] to put something somewhere, or to give someone something quietly or
secretly: Dad slipped me $50 when Mom wasn’t
looking. | Someone slipped a note under my
door. 4 [I,T] to put on or take off a piece of
clothing quickly and smoothly: I’ll just slip into
something more comfortable. | He slipped off his
coat and went upstairs. 5 [I] to become worse or
lower than before SYN fall: Standards have slipped
in the restaurant since the head chef left. 6 let sth
slip to say something without meaning to, when
you had wanted it to be a secret: Lance let it slip
that Julie was planning to quit. 7 slip your mind
if something slips your mind, you forget to do it: I
meant to call you but it completely slipped my
mind.
slip out phr. v. if something slips out, you say it
without intending to: I’m sorry I spoiled the surprise; it just slipped out.
slip up phr. v. to make a mistake: They slipped up
and sent me the wrong form.
slip2 n. [C] 1 a small or narrow piece of paper: a
slip of paper with her phone number on it 2 a slip
of the tongue something that you say when you
meant to say something else 3 a piece of underwear, similar to a thin dress or skirt, that a woman
wears under a dress or skirt 4 give sb the slip
(informal) to escape from someone who is chasing
you: He gave the police the slip.
slip·knot /'slIpnAt/ n. [C] a knot that you can
make tighter by pulling one of its ends
"slipped 'disc n. [C] a painful injury caused when
a connecting part between the bones in your back
moves out of place
slip·per /'slIpø/ n. [C] a light soft shoe that you
wear in your house ➔ see picture at SHOE 1
slip·per·y /'slIp@ri/ adj. 1 something that is slippery is difficult to hold, walk on, etc. because it is
wet or GREASY : Careful, the sidewalk’s slippery. 2 a/the slippery slope the beginning of
something that will be hard to stop and will develop
into something very bad
slip·shod /'slIpSAd/ adj. (disapproving) done too
quickly and carelessly: slipshod work
'slip-up n. [C] a careless mistake: We cannot afford
another slip-up.
slit /slIt/ v. (past tense and past participle slit, present
participle slitting) [T] to make a straight narrow cut
in cloth, paper, etc.: Slit the pie crust before baking.
—slit n. [C]
slith·er /'slIDø/ v. [I] to slide or move across a
surface, twisting and moving like a snake
sliv·er /'slIvø/ n. [C] a very small narrow piece of
something: a sliver of glass | You can just see a
sliver of the ocean from our hotel.
slob /slAb/ n. [C] (informal) someone who is lazy,
dirty, and messy
slob·ber /'slAbø/ v. [I] to let SALIVA (=liquid
produced in your mouth) come out of your mouth

slouch

and run down: The dog’s slobbered all over the
rug!
slog /slAg/ v. (slogged, slogging) [I] 1 to work
very hard at something without stopping: I’ve been
slogging through a boring 400 page novel. 2 to
walk somewhere with difficulty: soldiers slogging
through the mud
slo·gan /'sloUg@n/ n. [C] a short phrase that is
easy to remember, used by politicians, companies
that are advertising, etc.: The crowd shouted antiracist slogans.
slop1 /slAp/ v. (slopped, slopping) [I,T] to make
liquid move around or over the edge of something,
or to move in this way: The coffee slopped out of
the cup and all over me.
slop2 n. [U] 1 food waste that is used for feeding
animals 2 food that is too soft and tastes bad: I’m
not eating that slop!
slope1 /sloUp/ n. 1 [C] a piece of ground or a
surface that is higher at one end than the other: a ski
slope 2 [singular] the angle at which something
slopes: a slope of 30°
slope2 v. [I] if the ground or a surface slopes, it is
higher at one end than the other: They looked out
over a broad meadow that sloped toward the water.
slop·py /'slApi/ adj. 1 not done carefully or thoroughly: sloppy work | sloppy handwriting 2 sloppy clothes are loose-fitting and not neat:
a sloppy old sweater 3 wet and disgusting: a
sloppy kiss —sloppily adv. —sloppiness n. [U]
slosh /slAS/ v. [I] 1 to walk through water or mud
in a noisy way: kids sloshing through puddles 2 if
a liquid in a container sloshes, it moves against the
sides of the container: water sloshing around in the
bottom of the boat
sloshed /slASt/ adj. (informal) drunk: Gus was
sloshed even before the party started.
slot1 /slAt/ n. [C] 1 a long narrow hole made in a
surface: Which slot do the coins go in? 2 a short
period of time allowed for one particular event on a
program: the most popular TV show in its time slot
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French esclot “hollow
place in the bone in the middle of the chest”]
slot2 v. (slotted, slotting) [I,T] to put something
into a slot, or to go in a slot: The cassette slots in
here.
sloth /slOθ, sloUθ/ n. 1 [C] a slow-moving animal from Central and South America 2 [U] (literary) laziness —slothful adj.
'slot ma"chine n. [C] a machine in which you put
coins so that you can play games or try to win
money
slouch1 /slaUtS/ v. [I] to stand, sit, or walk with
your shoulders bent forward in a way that makes
you look tired or lazy: Stanley was slouched
against the wall, fast asleep.
slouch2 n. 1 [singular] the position of your body
when you slouch 2 be no slouch (informal) to be

S

slovenly
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very good or skillful at something: He’s no slouch
with a camera.

sludge /slödZ/ n. [U] a soft thick substance made
of mud, waste, oil, etc.

slov·en·ly /'slöv@nli, 'slA-/ adj. dirty, messy, and slug1 /slög/ n. [C] 1 a small creature with a soft

body, that moves very slowly and eats garden
plants 2 (informal) a bullet 3 (informal) a piece of
metal used illegally instead of a coin in machines
1
slow /sloU/ adj. 1 not moving, being done, or that sell things
happening quickly ANT fast: The slowest runners
2
started at the back. | They’ve been slow in answer- slug v. (slugged, slugging) [T] 1 (informal) to hit
ing our letter (=took a long time to answer it). | The someone hard with your closed hand SYN punch: I
police were slow to respond (=took too long to do stood up and he slugged me again. 2 slug it out
something). | Progress has been painfully slow to argue or fight until someone wins or something
has been decided: The two sides are slugging it out
(=far too slow).
in court. 3 to hit a baseball hard
THESAURUS
slug·gish /'slögIS/ adj. moving, working, or
gradual – happening slowly over a long period
reacting more slowly than normal SYN slow: The
of time: There has been a gradual improvement in
traffic was sluggish downtown.
the economic situation.
sluice1 /slus/ n. [C] a passage for water to flow
leisurely – doing something slowly because you
through, with a gate that can stop the water if
are enjoying what you are doing: They went for a
necessary
leisurely walk in Central Park. | a leisurely
breakfast
sluice2 v. [T] to wash something with a lot of
sluggish – moving or doing something more
water
slowly than normal: The car felt sluggish when he
slum1 /slöm/ n. [C] an area of a city with old
first started driving it.
buildings in very bad condition, where many poor
tardy – doing something too slowly or too late: If
people live: She grew up in the slums of L.A. ➔
you are tardy by more than 20 minutes it will
careless: a slovenly old woman [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 sloven “dirty messy person”]

S

count as an unauthorized absence.

AREA

2
2 [not before noun] showing time that is earlier than slum v. (slummed, slumming) [I,T] to spend time

the true time ANT fast: My watch is a few minutes in conditions that are much worse than those you
slow. 3 if business is slow, there are not many are used to: We traveled around the country, slumcustomers: It’s been a slow day. 4 someone who is ming it.
slow does not understand things quickly or easily: slum·ber /'slömbø/ v. [I] (literary) to sleep
The school gives extra help for slower students. —slumber n. [singular,U] —slumbers n. [plural]
[ORIGIN: Old English slaw]
'slumber "party n. [C] a party in which a group
slow2 v. [I,T] also slow up to become slower, or to of children sleep at one child’s house
make something slower: Her breathing slowed and
1
she fell asleep. | Road work slowed up traffic this slump /slömp/ v. [I] 1 ECONOMICS to suddenly go
down
in
price, value, or number: Car sales have
morning.
slumped recently. 2 to fall or lean against someslow down phr. v. [I,T] to become slower, or to thing because you are not strong enough to stand:
make someone or something slower: Slow down or He was found slumped over the steering wheel of
you’ll get a speeding ticket. | Dave’s back trouble is his car.
slowing him down.
slump2 n. [C] 1 ECONOMICS a sudden decrease in
slow3 adv. slowly: Can you run a little slower? I prices, sales, profits, etc.: a slump in the housing
can’t keep up.
market 2 ECONOMICS a period when there is a
slow·down /'sloUdaUn/ n. [C usually singu- reduction in business and many people lose their
jobs: an economic slump
lar] 1 a reduction in activity or speed: a slowdown
in the tourist trade 2 a period when people delibTHESAURUS
recession, depression,
erately work slowly in order to protest about somedownturn ➔ RECESSION
thing
3 a time when a player or team does not play well:
slow·ly /'sloUli/ adv. at a slow speed or rate: The Yankees needed this win to pull them out of a
Doctors slowly removed the bandages from her slump.
arm. | Things have begun to change slowly.
slung /slöÎ/ v. the past tense and past participle of
"slow 'motion n. [U] movement in a movie or SLING
television program shown at a much slower speed
than the speed at which it happened: Let’s see a slunk /slöÎk/ v. the past tense and past participle
of SLINK
replay of that goal in slow motion.
1
/slø/ v. (slurred, slurring) 1 [I,T] to speak
slur
slow·poke /'sloUpoUk/ n. [C] (spoken) someone
unclearly
without separating words or sounds: After
who moves or does things too slowly
a few drinks, he started to slur his words. 2 [T] to
"slow-'witted adj. not quick to understand things criticize someone or something unfairly

smart
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slur2 n. [C] an unfair criticism, or an offensive
remark: racial slurs
slurp /sløp/ v. [I,T] to drink a liquid while making
a noisy sucking sound —slurp n. [C]
THESAURUS
drink, sip/take a sip, gulp sth
down, swig, take/have a swig ➔ DRINK 2

slush /slöS/ n. 1 [U] partly melted snow
THESAURUS
snow, snowflakes, sleet,
blizzard, frost ➔ SNOW 1

2 [C] a drink made with crushed ice and a sweet
liquid: orange slush —slushy adj.
'slush fund n. [C] a sum of money kept for
dishonest purposes, especially by a politician
sly /slaI/ adj. (comparative slier or slyer, superlative
sliest or slyest) 1 using tricks and dishonesty to
get what you want: He’s sly and greedy. 2 showing that you know something that others do not
know: a sly smile 3 on the sly (informal) secretly
doing something you are not supposed to be doing:
He’s been seeing someone else on the sly. —slyly
adv.

smack1 /smæk/ v. [T] 1 to hit someone or something, especially with your open hand ➔
She smacked him hard across the face.
THESAURUS

strike ➔ HIT 1

PUNCH :

hit, punch, slap, beat, whack,

2 smack your lips to make a short loud noise
with your lips because you are hungry
smack of sth phr. v. to seem to have a particular
bad quality: a policy that smacks of age discrimination.
smack2 n. [C] a hit with your open hand, or a
noise like the sound of this: She gave him a smack
on the hand.
smack3 adv. (informal) 1 exactly or directly in the
middle of something, in front of something, etc.: an
old building smack (dab) in the middle of campus 2 if something goes smack into something, it
hits it with a lot of force: The van ran smack into
the wall.
small /smOl/ adj. 1 not large in size or amount
ANT big: a small dark woman | Rhode Island is the
smallest state. | a store selling small appliances |
This jacket is too small.
THESAURUS

little – small in size: a little house
tiny – very small: a tiny baby
minute – extremely small: Even in minute
amounts, the chemical is very harmful.

miniature – very small, used about things that

are normally a larger size: a miniature camera
minuscule – extremely small: Police found a
minuscule amount of poison in the bottle.
petite – used about a woman who is short and
thin in an attractive way: a petite girl
diminutive (formal) – very small, used
especially about people: a diminutive man ➔ BIG

2 unimportant or easy to deal with: a small
problem | We may have to make a few small
changes. 3 small business/farm/company a
business that does not involve large amounts of
money or does not employ a large number of
people 4 a small child is young
THESAURUS

young, little ➔ YOUNG 1

5 a small fortune a lot of money: That house must
have cost him a small fortune. [ORIGIN: Old
English smæl] —small adv.: He writes so small I
can’t read what the note says.
"small 'change n. [U] money in coins of low
value
"small 'claims court n. [C] LAW a court that
deals with cases that involve small amounts of
money

'small fry n. [U] (informal) 1 children 2 people or
things that are not important when compared to
other people or things

"small in'testine n. [singular]

BIOLOGY the long
tube that food goes through after it has passed
through your stomach and before it enters the
LARGE INTESTINE ➔ see picture at ORGAN

"small-'minded adj. (disapproving) only interested
in things that affect you, and too willing to judge
people according to your own opinions: greedy
small-minded people

"small po'tatoes adj. (informal) not very big or

important: Compared to his salary, mine is small
potatoes.

small·pox /'smOlpAks/ n. [U]

BIOLOGY a serious
disease that causes spots that leave permanent
marks on your skin

"small-'scale adj. not involving a lot of people,
money, etc.: a small-scale project

'small talk n. [U] polite friendly conversation
about unimportant subjects: He’s not very good at
making small talk.

'small-time adj. unimportant or not successful: a
small-time drug dealer

smart1 /smArt/ adj. 1 intelligent or showing good
judgment ANT stupid: Jill’s a smart kid. | I was
smart enough to take advantage of a good
opportunity. | I don’t think that would be a very
smart move (=sensible thing to do).
THESAURUS
intelligent, bright, brilliant,
clever, gifted ➔ INTELLIGENT

2 smart machines, weapons, etc. use computers or
advanced technology to work: smart bombs 3 saying funny things in a way that is not respectful:
Don’t get smart with me, young lady! 4 (oldfashioned) neat and fashionable: a smart suit
—smartly adv.: smartly dressed men

smart2 v. [I] 1 to be upset because someone has

offended you: He’s still smarting from the

S

smart aleck
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insult. 2 if a part of your body smarts, it hurts with smell1 /smEl/ v. 1 [I] to have a particular smell:
a stinging pain
The room smelled of fresh bread. | This wine smells
like berries. 2 [I] to have an unpleasant smell
THESAURUS
hurt, sting ➔ HURT 1
SYN
stink: Something in the refrigerator
smells. 3 [T] to notice or recognize a particular
smell, or to be able to do this: I could smell alcohol
smart al·eck /'smArÔ "ælIk/ n. [C] (informal) on his breath. 4 [T] to put your nose near somesomeone who says funny or intelligent things in a thing in order to discover what type of smell it has:
rude or annoying way
Come and smell these roses.
'smart card n. [C] a small plastic card with an smell2 n. 1 [C] the quality that you recognize by
electronic part that records and remembers infor- using your nose: the smell of flowers | the strong
mation
smell of gasoline | the fresh smell of the ocean
smarts /smArts/ n. [U] (spoken, informal) intelliTHESAURUS
gence: Julie impressed her boss with her smarts
aroma – a strong pleasant smell, used especially
and hard work.
about food: the aroma of fresh coffee
smar·ty-pants /'smArÔi "pænts/ n. [C] (humorscent/fragrance/perfume – a pleasant smell:
ous) a SMART ALECK
the sweet fragrance of roses
smash1 /smæS/ v. 1 [I,T] to break into many
small pieces in a forceful way, or to make some- 2 [C] a bad smell: What’s that smell in the basething do this by dropping, throwing, or hitting it: ment?
THESAURUS
The plates smashed on the floor. | Rioters smashed
store windows and set fire to cars.
stink: the stink of rotting fish
THESAURUS

S

break, shatter ➔ BREAK 1

2 [I,T] to hit an object or surface in a forceful way,
or to make something do this: Murray smashed his
fist against the wall. | Thompson died when his
motorcycle smashed into a parked car. 3 [T] to
destroy something such as a political system or
criminal organization: Police have smashed a drug
smuggling ring.
smash sth ↔ in phr. v. to hit something with so
much force that you damage it: The door had been
smashed in.
smash sth ↔ up phr. v. to damage or destroy
something: She smashed up the truck in an accident.
smash2 also smash hit n. [C] a very successful
new play, movie, song, etc.: the latest Broadway
smash
smashed /smæSt/ adj. (informal) drunk
smat·ter·ing /'smæÔ@rIÎ/ n. a smattering of
sth a small number or amount of something: a
smattering of applause | He has a smattering of
French (=he knows a little French).
smear1 /smIr/ v. 1 [I,T] to spread a liquid or soft
substance on a surface, or to become spread on a
surface: Jill smeared lotion on Rick’s back. | The
note was damp and the ink had smeared. 2 [T] to
spread an untrue story about someone important in
order to harm him/her: an attempt to smear the
party leadership
smear2 n. [C] 1 a dirty or oily mark that is left on
a surface: There was a smear of blood on the
carpet.
THESAURUS
MARK 2

mark, stain, spot, smudge ➔

2 an untrue story about someone important that is
meant to harm him/her

stench: the stench of burning rubber
odor: the odor of alcohol on his breath

3 [U] the ability to notice or recognize smells: an
excellent sense of smell
smell·y /'smEli/ adj. having a strong bad smell:
smelly socks
smelt /smElt/ v. [T] to melt a rock that contains
metal in order to remove the metal
smidg·en /'smIdZ@n/ also smidge /smIdZ/ n.
[singular] (informal) a small amount of something:
Add just a smidgen of salt.
smile /smaIl/ v. 1 [I] to have a happy expression
on your face in which your mouth curves up: Keith
smiled at me. | a smiling baby
THESAURUS

grin – to smile continuously with a very big

smile: He walked out of the bathroom grinning
from ear to ear.
beam – to smile because you are very pleased
about something: Jenny ran across the room,
beaming with pleasure.
smirk – to smile in an unpleasant way, for
example because you are pleased by someone
else’s bad luck: Some of the snowboarders were
smirking at my efforts.
simper – to smile in a way that is silly and
annoying: Mary-Ann simpered and giggled.

2 [T] to say or express something with a smile:
“You’re welcome,” she smiled. —smile n. [C]: a
big smile
smirk /smøk/ v. [I] to smile in a way that is not
nice, and that shows that you are pleased by someone else’s bad luck: Both officers smirked and
laughed at him. [ORIGIN: Old English smearcian
“to smile”] —smirk n. [C]
THESAURUS
SMILE

smile, grin, beam, simper ➔

snack
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smith /smIθ/ n. [C] 1 goldsmith/silversmith
etc. someone who makes things from gold, silver,
etc. 2 a BLACKSMITH

smith·er·eens /"smID@'rinz/ n. blow/smash
etc. sth to smithereens (informal) to destroy
something completely by breaking it violently into
very small pieces

smit·ten /'smIt§n/ adj. be smitten to suddenly
feel that you love someone very much: He’s absolutely smitten with that new girl.
smock /smAk/ n. [C] a loose piece of clothing like
a long shirt, worn especially by artists to protect
their clothes
smog /smAg, smOg/ n. [U] dirty air caused by
smoke from cars and factories in cities —smoggy
adj.

smoke1 /smoUk/ n. 1 [U] the white, gray, or

black gas that is produced by something burning:
cigarette smoke | The fire sent up a huge cloud of
smoke. 2 [C] an act of smoking a cigarette, etc.:
He went outside for a smoke. 3 [C] (informal) a
cigarette: Do you have a smoke? 4 go up in
smoke (informal) if your plans go up in smoke, you
cannot do what you intended to do [ORIGIN: Old
English smoca]
smoke2 v. 1 [I,T] to suck or breathe in smoke
from a cigarette, pipe, etc., or to do this regularly as
a habit: Do you mind if I smoke? | We sat on the
porch smoking cigarettes. | I only smoke when I’m
drinking. 2 [I] to produce or send out smoke: a
smoking chimney 3 [T] to give fish or meat a
special taste by hanging it in smoke: smoked
salmon —smoking n. [U]
smok·er /'smoUkø/ n. [C] someone who smokes
ANT nonsmoker: She used to be a heavy smoker
(=someone who smokes a lot).
'smoke screen n. [C] something that you say or
do to hide your real plans or actions
smoke·stack /'smoUkstæk/ n. [C] a tall CHIMNEY at a factory or on a ship
"smoking 'gun n. [C usually singular] (informal)
definite proof of who is responsible for something
bad or how something really happened
smok·y /'smoUki/ adj. 1 filled with smoke: a
smoky room 2 producing a lot of smoke: a smoky
fire 3 having the taste, smell, or appearance of
smoke: smoky cheese
smol·der /'smoUldø/ v. [I] 1 to burn slowly
without a flame: The factory is still smoldering
after last night’s blaze. 2 to have strong feelings
that are not expressed: Nick left Judy smoldering
with anger.

smooch /smutS/ v. [I] (informal) if two people
smooch, they kiss each other in a romantic way
—smooch n. [C]

smooth1 /smuD/ adj. 1 having an even surface,
without any BUMP s or holes ANT rough: a smooth
road | smooth skin ➔ see picture at BUMPY

THESAURUS

flat, even ➔ FLAT 1

2 a liquid mixture that is smooth is thick but has no
big pieces in it: smooth peanut butter 3 with no
sudden movements or changes of direction, especially in a way that is graceful or comfortable:
Swing the tennis racket in one smooth motion. | a
smooth flight 4 operating or happening without
problems: a smooth transition from dictatorship to
democracy 5 (disapproving) polite and confident in
a way that people do not trust: a smooth talker
—smoothly adv.: My talk went smoothly.
—smoothness n. [U]
smooth2 v. [T] 1 also smooth out/down to
make something flat by moving your hands across
it: Tanya sat down, smoothing her skirt. 2 to make
a rough surface flat and even: Make sure you
smooth down all the surfaces before you start
painting.
smooth sth ↔ over phr. v. to make problems or
difficulties seem less important: He depended on
Nancy to smooth over any troubles.
smooth·ie /'smuDi/ n. [C] a thick drink made of
fruit and fruit juices that have been mixed together
until they are smooth
smor·gas·bord /'smOrg@s"bOrd/ n. [C,U] a
meal in which people serve themselves from a large
number of different foods
smoth·er /'smöDø/ v. [T] 1 to kill someone by
putting something over his/her face so that s/he
cannot breathe 2 to cover the whole surface of
something with something else: a cake smothered
with/in chocolate 3 to give someone so much love
and attention that s/he feels like s/he is not free and
becomes unhappy 4 to make a fire stop burning by
preventing air from reaching it: We used a wet
towel to smother the fire.
smudge1 /smödZ/ n. [C] a dirty mark: There was
a smudge of lipstick on the cup. —smudgy adj.
THESAURUS
MARK 2

mark, stain, spot, smear ➔

smudge2 v. [I,T] if a substance such as ink or paint

smudges or is smudged, it becomes messy or
unclear because someone has touched or rubbed it:
Now look, you’ve smudged my drawing! | Your
lipstick is smudged.
smug /smög/ adj. (disapproving) showing that you
are very satisfied with how smart, lucky, or good
you are: a smug smile —smugly adv.
smug·gle /'smög@l/ v. [T] to take someone or
something illegally from one place to another:
cocaine smuggled from South America into the
United States —smuggler n. [C]: drug smugglers
—smuggling n. [U]
smut /smöt/ n. [U] (disapproving) books, stories,
pictures, etc. that offend some people because they
are about sex —smutty adj.: a smutty T.V. show
snack1 /snæk/ n. [C] a small amount of food that
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you eat between main meals or instead of a meal: I
only had time to grab a quick snack. | a bedtime
snack ➔ see picture at DINE
snack2 v. [I] to eat a small amount of food
between main meals or instead of a meal
'snack bar n. [C] a place where you can buy
snacks
sna·fu /'snæfu, snæ'fu/ n. [C] (informal) a situation in which something does not happen the way it
should
snag1 /snæg/ n. [C] 1 (informal) a disadvantage or
problem, especially one that is not very serious: His
plans hit a snag when his plane was diverted to
Chicago.
THESAURUS
problem, setback, difficulty,
hitch ➔ PROBLEM

S

2 a thread that has been accidentally pulled out of a
piece of cloth because it has gotten stuck on something sharp or pointed
snag2 v. (snagged, snagging) 1 [I,T] to damage
something by getting it stuck on something, or to
become damaged in this way: Marty’s fishing line
snagged on a tree branch. 2 [T] (informal) to get
someone to notice you, or to succeed in getting
something that is difficult to get: Can you snag that
waiter for me? | I snagged two tickets for tonight’s
show.
snail /sneIl/ n. [C] 1 a small soft creature that
moves very slowly and has a hard shell on its
back 2 at a snail’s pace extremely slowly
'snail mail n. [U] the system of sending letters
through the mail, rather than by email

2 [I,T] to move into a particular position with a short
loud noise, or to make something do this: The
pieces just snap together like this. | She snapped
her briefcase open/shut. 3 [I,T] to speak quickly in
an angry way: I’m sorry I snapped at you. | “Don’t
be ridiculous,” she snapped. 4 [I] if a dog snaps at
you, it tries to bite you 5 snap your fingers to
make a short loud noise by moving a finger quickly
across the thumb on the same hand 6 [I] to suddenly become unable to control a strong feeling
such as anger or worry: I don’t know what happened – I guess I just snapped. 7 [T] to stop a
series of events: Tampa snapped an eight-game
losing streak on Saturday. 8 [T] (informal) to take a
photograph: We asked a policeman to snap our
picture.
snap out of sth phr. v. (informal) to suddenly stop
being sad, tired, upset, etc.: Come on, Gary, snap
out of it.
snap up phr. v. 1 snap sth ↔ up to buy something immediately, especially because it is very
cheap: People initially snapped up shares in dotcom companies. 2 snap sb ↔ up to eagerly take
an opportunity to have someone as part of your
company, team, etc.: It would shock the hockey
world if the Bruins didn’t snap him up.
snap2 n. 1 [singular] a sudden short loud noise,
especially of something breaking or closing: I
heard a snap, and then the tree just fell over. 2 [C]
a small metal object that fastens clothes when you
press its two parts together 3 be a snap (informal)
to be very easy to do: Making pie crust is a snap.
➔ cold snap at COLD 1
snap3 adj. snap judgment/decision a judgment
or decision made quickly, without careful thought
or discussion

snap·py /'snæpi/ adj. 1 spoken or written in a
short, clear, and often funny way: Keep your
answer short and snappy. 2 make it snappy
(spoken) said in order to tell someone to hurry, in a
way that is not polite: Get me a drink, and make it
snappy. 3 (informal) snappy clothes are attractive
and fashionable: a snappy blue blazer
snap·shot /'snæpSAt/ n. [C] a photograph taken
quickly and often not very skillfully
THESAURUS
picture, sketch, painting,
portrait, cartoon, illustration, poster, image ➔

snake1 /sneIk/ n. [C] an animal with a long thin

PICTURE 1

body and no legs: Paul was bitten by a poisonous
snare1 /snEr/ n. [C] a trap for catching an animal
snake. [ORIGIN: Old English snaca]
2
snake2 v. [I] (literary) to move in long twisting snare v. [T] 1 to catch an animal using a
snare
2 to catch someone, especially by tricking
curves: The train snaked its way through the hills.
him/her: Last year, State Police in the area snared
1
snap /snæp/ v. (snapped, snapping) 1 [I,T] if 257 speeding motorists with their radar guns.
something snaps, or if you snap it, it breaks with a
short loud noise: Dry branches snapped under their snarl /snArl/ v. 1 [I,T] to speak or say something
feet. | I snapped the ends off the beans and dropped in an angry way: “Shut up!” he snarled. 2 [I] if an
them into a bowl. | He snapped the chalk in animal snarls, it makes a low angry sound and
shows its teeth 3 also snarl up [I,T] if traffic
two/half (=into two pieces).
snarls or is snarled, it cannot move 4 [I] if hair,
THESAURUS
break, shatter, crack ➔
thread, wires, etc. snarl, they become twisted and
BREAK 1
messy and are difficult to separate —snarl n. [C]

snore
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snatch1 /snætS/ v. [T] 1 to take something away

from someone with a quick violent movement: I
saw two kids snatch her purse. 2 to take someone
or something away from a place by force: Vargas
was snatched from his home by two armed
men. 3 to quickly take the opportunity to do something: I managed to snatch an hour’s sleep on the
bus.
snatch2 n. a snatch of conversation/song
etc. a short and incomplete part of something that
you hear
snaz·zy /'snæzi/ adj. (informal) very bright, attractive, and fashionable: a snazzy new car
sneak1 /snik/ v. (past tense and past participle
sneaked or snuck /snök/) 1 [I] to go somewhere
quietly and secretly: She snuck out of the house
once her parents were asleep. 2 [T] to take something somewhere secretly: He had tried to sneak
drugs across the border. 3 sneak a look/glance
at sth to look at something quickly and secretly: I
sneaked a look at her diary.
sneak up phr. v. to come near someone very
quietly, so s/he does not see or hear you: Don’t
sneak up on me like that!
sneak2 n. [C] (informal) someone who does things
secretly and cannot be trusted
sneak·er /'snikø/ n. [C] a TENNIS SHOE
sneak·ing /'snikIÎ/ adj. have a sneaking
suspicion/feeling (that) to think you know something without being sure: I had a sneaking suspicion that he was lying.
sneak·y /'sniki/ adj. doing things in a secret and
often dishonest way
sneer /snIr/ v. [I] to smile or speak in a way that is
not nice and shows you have no respect for someone or something: He sneered at her taste in music.
—sneer n. [C]
sneeze /sniz/ v. [I] 1 when you sneeze, air suddenly comes out of your nose and mouth in an
uncontrolled way, for example when you have a
cold: The dust is making me sneeze. | I’ve been
coughing and sneezing all day. 2 sth is nothing
to sneeze at (informal) used in order to say that
something is impressive enough to be considered
important: With 35 nations involved, the competition is nothing to sneeze at. [ORIGIN: Old English
fneosan] —sneeze n. [C]
snick·er /'snIkø/ v. [I] to laugh quietly in a way
that is not nice at something that is not supposed to
be funny —snicker n. [C]
THESAURUS
laugh, giggle, chuckle,
cackle, titter, guffaw ➔ LAUGH 1

snide /snaId/ adj. funny but unkind: She started
making snide remarks/comments about him.

sniff /snIf/ v. 1 [I,T] to breathe in through your

nose in order to smell something: cats sniffing at
their food 2 [I] to breathe air into your nose with a
loud sound, especially in short breaths: She sniffed
a few times and then stopped crying. —sniff n. [C]

sniff at sth phr. v. to refuse something in a proud
way: A job with them is nothing to sniff at (=something you should not refuse).
sniff sth ↔ out phr. v. to discover or find something by its smell: dogs that sniff out drugs
snif·fle /'snIf@l/ v. [I] to sniff continuously in
order to stop liquid from running out of your nose,
especially when you are crying or when you are
sick
snif·fles /'snIf@lz/ n. the sniffles a slight cold:
Max has had the sniffles all week.
snip /snIp/ v. (snipped, snipping) [I,T] to cut
something with scissors, making quick small cuts
—snip n. [C]
THESAURUS

cut, trim ➔ CUT 1

snipe /snaIp/ v. [I] 1 to shoot at people from a

hidden position 2 to criticize someone in an
unkind way: It’s easier to snipe at someone’s ideas
than come up with a solution.
snip·er /'snaIpø/ n. [C] someone who shoots at
people from a hidden position
snip·pet /'snIpIt/ n. [C] a small piece of information, music, etc.: a few snippets of conversation
snit /snIt/ n. be in a snit (informal) to be annoyed
about something in a way that seems unreasonable
snitch1 /snItS/ v. (informal) 1 [I] (disapproving) to
tell someone in authority that someone else has
done something wrong because you want him/her
to be punished 2 [T] to steal something, especially
something that is small and not valuable
snitch2 n. [C] someone who is not liked because
s/he tells people in authority when other people do
things that are wrong or against the rules
snivel /'snIv@l/ v. [I] to behave or speak in a weak
complaining way, especially while crying
snob /snAb/ n. [C] 1 someone who thinks s/he is
better than other people: Ellen is such a
snob. 2 music/wine etc. snob someone who
knows a lot about music, etc. and thinks his/her
opinions are better than other people’s [ORIGIN:
1800—1900 snob “shoemaker, person of low
social rank” (18—19 centuries)]
snob·ber·y /'snAb@ri/ n. [U] the attitudes and
behavior of snobs
snob·bish /'snAbIS/ also snob·by /'snAbi/ adj.
having attitudes and behavior that are typical of a
snob
snoop /snup/ v. [I] to try to find out about someone’s life or activities by secretly looking at his/her
things: I caught her snooping in/around my office.
—snoop n. [C]
snoot·y /'snuÔi/ adj. rude and unfriendly because
you think you are better than other people
snooze /snuz/ v. [I] (informal) to sleep for a short
time —snooze n. [C]
snore /snOr/ v. [I] to make a loud noise each time
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you breathe while you are asleep [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 From the sound] —snore n. [C]
snor·kel1 /'snOrk@l/ n. [C] a tube that allows a
swimmer to breathe air when his/her face is under
water
snorkel2 v. [I] to swim using a snorkel
—snorkeling n. [U]
snort /snOrt/ v. [I,T] to make a noise by forcing air
out through your nose, especially in order to
express anger or when laughing: Olsen snorted at
the suggestion. —snort n. [C]
snot /snAt/ n. (informal) 1 [U] an impolite word
for the thick MUCUS (=liquid) produced in your
nose 2 [C] someone who is snotty behaves as
though s/he is better than other people
'snot-nosed adj. snot-nosed kid/brat etc.
(informal) an annoying child
snot·ty /'snAÔi/ adj. (informal) 1 showing that you
think you are better than other people SYN snobbish: You’re always there with a snotty
remark. 2 wet and dirty with MUCUS from your
nose: the child’s snotty face
snout /snaUt/ n. [C] the long nose of some kinds
of animals, such as pigs
snow1 /snoU/ n. 1 [U] water frozen into soft
white pieces that fall like rain in cold weather:
Snow was falling on the quiet street. | We are
expecting six inches of snow. | The snow is already
melting. | High winds and heavy snow (=a lot of
snow that is falling) caused chaos on the roads. |
The rain was turning to light snow.
THESAURUS

snowflakes – pieces of falling snow
sleet – a mixture of snow and rain
slush – snow on the road that has partly melted
and is very wet

blizzard – a storm with a lot of snow and a
strong wind

frost – white powder that covers the ground

when it is cold ➔ RAIN 1

2 [C] a period of time during which snow falls: the
first snow of the winter [ORIGIN: Old English
snaw]
snow2 v. 1 it snows if it snows, snow falls from
the sky: Look, it’s snowing! | We got back home
before it started snowing. 2 be snowed in to be
unable to leave a place because so much snow has
fallen: We were snowed in for a week. 3 be
snowed under (with sth) (informal) to have more
work than you can deal with: I’d love to go, but I’m
totally snowed under right now. 4 [T] (informal) to
make someone believe or support something that is
not true: Even the banks were snowed by this
charming conman.
snow·ball1 /'snoUbOl/ n. [C] a ball made out of
snow that someone has pressed together: The kids
were having a snowball fight outside.
snowball2 v. [I] if a problem or situation snowballs, it quickly gets bigger or harder to control

snow·board /'snoUbOrd/ n. [C] a long wide

board made of plastic, which people stand on to go
down snow-covered hills as a sport
snow·board·ing /'snoU"bOrdIÎ/ n. [U] the sport
of going down snow-covered hills on a snowboard
—snowboarder n. [C]
snow·bound /'snoUbaUnd/ adj. unable to leave
a place because there is too much snow
snow·drift /'snoU"drIft/ n. [C] an area of deep
snow formed by the wind
snow·fall /'snoUfOl/ n. [C,U] an occasion when
snow falls from the sky, or the amount that falls in a
particular period of time: a light/heavy snowfall
snow·flake /'snoUfleIk/ n. [C] a small soft white
piece of frozen water that falls as snow
'snow job n. [C] (informal) an act of making
someone believe something that is not true
snow·man /'snoUmæn/ n. (plural snowmen
/-mEn/) [C] a figure of a person made out of snow
snow·plow /'snoUplaU/ n. [C] a vehicle or piece
of equipment attached to the front of a vehicle, used
for pushing snow off roads
snow·shoe /'snoUSu/ n. [C] one of a pair of wide
flat frames used for walking on snow without
sinking
snow·storm /'snoUstOrm/ n. [C] a storm with
strong winds and a lot of snow
snow·y /'snoUi/ adj. if it is snowy, the ground is
covered with snow or snow is falling: a snowy
January day
snub /snöb/ v. (snubbed, snubbing) [T] to be
rude to someone, especially by ignoring him/her
when you meet —snub n. [C]
snuck /snök/ v. a past tense and past participle of
SNEAK

snuff1 /snöf/ v.

snuff sth ↔ out phr. v. 1 to put out a CANDLE by
covering it or pressing the flame with your fingers 2 (informal) to end something in a sudden
way: laws intended to snuff out smoking in public
places
snuff2 n. [U] 1 tobacco made into a powder,
which some people breathe in through their
noses 2 not be up to snuff (informal) to not be
good enough: Her performance just wasn’t up to
snuff.
snug /snög/ adj. 1 warm and comfortable: The
children were safe and snug in their
beds. 2 clothes that are snug fit fairly tightly
—snugly adv.
snug·gle /'snög@l/ v. [I] also snuggle up to get
into a warm comfortable position: couples snuggling up on cold winter nights
so1 /soU/ adv. 1 used in order to emphasize what
you are saying: He was so weak that he could
hardly stand up. | So many kids come from broken
homes these days. | I feel so embarrassed. | That
party was so boring! 2 used in order to refer back
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to something that has already been mentioned: If
you have not sent in your payment yet, please do so
immediately. | “Will I need my coat?” “I don’t
think so.” 3 so do I/so is he/so would John
etc. used in order to say that something is also true
about someone else: “I have a lot to do today.” “So
do I.” | If you’re going to have dessert then so will
I. 4 be so to be true or correct: “It belongs to my
father.” “Is that so?” | Please say it isn’t so! 5 or
so used when you cannot be exact about a number,
amount, or period of time: He left a week or so
ago. | Dena had five drinks or so. 6 and so
on/forth used after a list to show that there are
other similar things that could also be mentioned: a
room full of old furniture, paintings, rugs, and so
forth 7 be just/exactly so to be arranged neatly,
with everything in the right place: Everything has
to be just so at Maxine’s dinner parties. 8 so as
(not) to do sth (formal) in order to do or not do
something: Try to remain calm so as not to alarm
anyone.
SPOKEN PHRASES

9 said in order to get someone’s attention, especially in order to ask him/her a question: So, Lisa,
how’s the new job going? 10 said when you are
making sure that you have understood something:
So you aren’t actually leaving until Friday? 11 used with a movement of your hand
when you are describing how big, tall, etc. something or someone is, or how to do something: It was
about so big. | Then you fold the paper like
so. 12 also so what? used in order to say impolitely that you do not think that something is important: “I’m going to tell Mom what you said.”
“So?” | Yes, I’m late. So what? 13 (slang) definitely: He is so not the right person for her. 14 so
long! used in order to say goodbye 15 so be it
used in order to show that you do not like or agree
with something, but you will accept it: If this means
delaying the trip, then so be it. 16 so much for
sth used to say that something you tried to do did
not work, or something that was promised did not
happen: Well, so much for getting out of here at five
o’clock. 17 so help me also so help me God
said in order to emphasize how determined you are:
So help me God, I will not let you down.

so conjunction 1 used in order to show why some2

thing happens: I got hungry, so I made a sandwich.
c Don’t say “Since I got hungry, so I made a
sandwich.” b
THESAURUS

therefore, as a
result/consequently/as a consequence, thus,
hence, accordingly ➔ THEREFORE

2 so (that) in order to make something happen, or
make something possible: I put your keys in the
drawer so they wouldn’t get lost. ➔ ORDER 1

soak /soUk/ v. [I,T] 1 if you soak something, or if

you let it soak, you cover it with liquid for a period
of time: Just put that dish in the sink to soak. | Soak
the beans overnight. 2 to make something completely wet, or to become completely wet: If you

don’t take your umbrella, you’re going to get
soaked. | The blood had soaked through the bandage.
soak sth ↔ up phr. v. 1 if something soaks up a
liquid, it takes the liquid into itself SYN absorb:
The bread will soak up the milk. 2 to enjoy everything about an experience: I just wanted to soak up
the sun.
soak·ing /'soUkIÎ/ also "soaking 'wet adj. completely wet
'so-and-so n. (plural so-and-sos or so-and so’s)
[U] (spoken) used in order to talk about someone,
without saying his/her name: All they care about is
whether so-and-so is going to be at the party.
soap1 /soUp/ n. 1 [U] the substance that you use
with water to wash things, especially your body: a
bar of soap | Wash your hands with soap and
water. 2 [C] (informal) a SOAP OPERA [ORIGIN:
Old English sape]
soap2 v. [T] to rub soap on someone or something
soap·box /'soUpbAks/ n. be/get on your
soapbox (informal, disapproving) to tell people your
opinions about something in a loud and forceful
way
'soap "opera n. [C] a television or radio story
about the daily lives of the same group of people,
which is broadcast regularly ➔ TELEVISION
soap·y /'soUpi/ adj. containing soap: soapy water
soar /sOr/ v. [I] 1 to increase quickly to a high
level: The temperature soared to 97°. 2 to fly,
especially very fast or very high up in the air: birds
soaring overhead 3 buildings, mountains, or
cliffs, etc. that soar look very tall and impressive:
The cliffs soar 500 feet above the ocean.
—soaring adj.

sob /sAb/ v. (sobbed, sobbing) [I] to cry while

breathing in short sudden bursts: He began sobbing
uncontrollably. —sob n. [C]
so·ber1 /'soUbø/ adj. 1 not drunk 2 extremely
serious: The scale of the damage is a sober
reminder of the power of nature. —soberly adv.

sober2 v.

sober (sb ↔) up phr. v. to gradually become less

drunk, or to make someone do this: Some black
coffee might sober you up.

so·ber·ing /'soUb@rIÎ/ adj. making you feel very
serious: a sobering thought

so·bri·e·ty /s@'braI@Ôi/ n. [U] 1 the condition of
not being drunk or not drinking alcohol: Almost
half the AA members had two or more years of
sobriety. 2 (formal) behavior that shows a serious
attitude toward life

'sob "story n. [C] (informal, disapproving) a story
that someone tells you in order to make you feel
sorry for him/her

'so-called adj. [only before noun] 1 used in order
to show that you think the name that someone or
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something is called is wrong: these so-called freedom fighters 2 used in order to show that something or someone is usually called a particular
name: Only so-called “safe and sane” fireworks
are allowed.
soc·cer /'sAkø/ n. [U] a sport played by two
teams of 11 players who try to kick a ball into their
opponents’ GOAL [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 association (football); because it was originally played
under the rules of the English Football Association]
so·cia·ble /'soUS@b@l/ adj. someone who is
sociable is friendly and likes to be with other
people: I wish my son was a bit more sociable.
THESAURUS

S

outgoing – liking to meet and talk to new
people: an outgoing, popular girl
extroverted – confident, and enjoying being
with other people: an extroverted salesman
gregarious – friendly and enjoying being and
talking with other people: a gregarious man who
loves telling stories
affable – friendly and easy to talk to: an affable
man in his forties
genial – cheerful, kind, and friendly: a big, genial
man
convivial (formal) – a convivial situation is
friendly and pleasant and full of people: convivial
church suppers ➔ SHY 1

so·cial /'soUS@l/ adj. 1 SOCIAL SCIENCE relating to

human society and the way it is organized: social
issues such as unemployment and education | The
students come from a variety of social classes
(=groups of people who have the same social position). 2 relating to meeting people, forming relationships with them, and spending time with them:
Ellis always had an active social life. | a range of
social events for employees | Children need to
develop their social skills. 3 social animals live
together in groups, rather than alone [ORIGIN:
1600—1700 Latin socialis, from socius “someone you spend time with”] —socially adv.:
socially acceptable behavior
"social 'climber n. [C] (disapproving) someone
who tries very hard to move into a higher social
class
"social 'criticism n. [U] SOCIAL SCIENCE the act of
expressing judgments about the good and bad
qualities of a particular society
"social de'mocracy n. 1 [U] POLITICS a political
and economic system, especially in many European
countries, based on some ideas of SOCIALISM combined with DEMOCRATIC principles, such as personal freedom and government by elected
representatives 2 [C] POLITICS a country, especially
in Europe, with a government based on this system
—"social 'democrat n. [C]

so·cial·is·m /'soUS@"lIz@m/ n. [U]

POLITICS an
economic and political system that tries to give
equal opportunities to all people, and in which most

businesses belong to the government ➔ CAPITALISM , COMMUNISM —socialist adj., n. [C]
so·cia·lite /'soUS@"laIt/ n. [C] a rich person who
is well known for going to many fashionable parties
so·cial·ize /'soUS@"laIz/ v. [I] to spend time with
other people in a friendly way: I hate having to
socialize with strangers.
"social mo'bility n. [U] SOCIAL SCIENCE the ability
to move easily from one social class to another
"social 'science n. [C,U] subjects such as history,
politics, and economics, or one of these subjects
"Social Se'curity n. [U] ECONOMICS a U.S. government program into which workers must pay
money, that gives money to old people and others
who cannot work

'social "studies n. [plural] SOCIAL SCIENCE
"social 'welfare n. [U] programs to help people
who are poor, do not have jobs, etc.

'social "worker n. [C] someone who is trained to

help people with particular social problems
—social work n. [U]
so·ci·e·ty /s@'saI@Ôi/ n. (plural societies) 1 [C,U]
all the people who live in the same country and
share the same laws and customs: a modern industrial society | Children are the least powerful members of society.
THESAURUS
people, the public, populace,
population ➔ PEOPLE 1

2 [C] an organization with members who share
similar interests, aims, etc.: the American Cancer
Society
THESAURUS
organization, institution,
institute, association, club ➔ ORGANIZATION

3 [U] the rich and fashionable people in a country: a
society wedding

so·ci·o·ec·o·nom·ic

/"soUsioU"Ek@'nAmIk,
-"ik@-/ adj. ECONOMICS relating to both social and
economic conditions

so·ci·ol·o·gy /"soUsi'Al@dZi/ n. [U] the scientific
study of societies and the behavior of people in
groups —sociologist n. [C]

so·cio·path /'soUsi@"pæθ, -Si@-/ n. [C] someone
whose behavior toward other people is strange and
possibly dangerous

sock1 /sAk/ n. [C] 1 a piece of clothing that you

wear on your foot inside your shoe: a pair of socks
➔ see picture at CLOTHES 2 knock/blow sb’s
socks off (informal) to surprise and excite someone
a lot [ORIGIN: (1) Old English socc, from Latin
soccus “light shoe”]

sock2 v. [T] (informal) to hit someone very hard
sock·et /'sAkIt/ n. [C] 1 the place in a wall
where you can connect electrical equipment to the
supply of electricity SYN outlet 2 the hollow part
of something that another part fits into: eye sockets

solar
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sod /sAd/ n. [C,U] a piece of dirt with grass grow-

ing on top of it
so·da /'soUd@/ n. [C,U] 1 a SOFT
THESAURUS
SOFT DRINK

soft drink, pop, soda pop ➔

so·fa /'soUf@/ n. [C] a comfortable seat that is wide

enough for two or three people to sit on
SYN couch: She sat down on the sofa. [ORIGIN:
1600—1700 Arabic suffah “long seat”]
soft /sOft/ adj. 1 not hard, firm, or stiff, but easy
to press ANT hard: a soft pillow 2 smooth and
pleasant to touch ANT rough: soft skin | a cat with
soft fur 3 a soft sound, voice, or music is quiet and
often pleasant to listen to: There was some soft
music playing in the background. | Her voice was
soft and calming.
THESAURUS

quiet, low, muffled, hushed

4 soft colors or lights are not too bright
Soft lighting is much more romantic.
THESAURUS
LIGHT 2

ANT

and has no alcohol in it: cola and other
soft drinks
THESAURUS

DRINK

2 also 'soda "water water that contains BUBBLE s,
often added to alcoholic drinks [ORIGIN: 1400—
1500 Italian, name of a plant from which soda is
obtained]
sod·den /'sAdn/ adj. very wet and heavy: sodden
clothing
so·di·um /'soUdi@m/ n. [U] 1 CHEMISTRY (symbol
Na) a silver-white metal that is an ELEMENT and
usually exists in combination with other substances 2 SODIUM CHLORIDE (=salt): a lowsodium diet
"sodium 'chloride n. [U] CHEMISTRY the type of
salt that is used in cooking and on foods

➔ QUIET 1

BUBBLE s

harsh:

light, pale, pastel, faded ➔

5 soft drugs are illegal drugs and are considered to
be less harmful than some other drugs 6 (informal)
a soft job, life, etc. is too easy and does not involve
hard work or difficulties 7 (informal) not strict
enough or not treating people severely enough
when they have done something wrong: The Governor does not want to seem soft on crime. | Some
of his rivals think he’s gone soft. 8 have a soft
spot for sb to like someone 9 a soft touch
(informal) someone who is easy to deceive or persuade to do something such as give you
money 10 soft water does not contain a lot of
minerals and forms bubbles from soap easily [ORIGIN:
Old English softe] —softly adv.
—softness n. [U]

soft·ball /'sOfôbOl/ n. a) [U] an outdoor game

similar to baseball but played with a slightly larger
and softer ball b) [C] the ball used in this game
"soft-'boiled adj. an egg that is soft-boiled has
been boiled until the white part is solid, but the
yellow part is still liquid
'soft drink n. [C] a sweet drink that contains

Soft drink, soda, pop, and soda pop all mean

the same thing. Soft drink is a general word that
is used everywhere in the U.S. Soda is used
mainly in the Northeast and Southwest. Pop is
used mainly in the Midwest and West. Soda pop
is fairly old-fashioned, but it is still used in some
parts of the U.S., especially in the Midwest.

soft·en /'sOf@n/ v. [I,T] 1 to become softer, or to

make something do this ANT harden: a lotion that
helps to soften your skin 2 to become less severe
and more gentle, or to make something do this: His
voice softened as he spoke to her. | Goldberg tried
to soften the blow (=make bad news less upsetting)
with a joke.
soften sb ↔ up phr. v. to be nice to someone so
that s/he will do something for you
soft·en·er /'sOf@nø/ n. [C] a substance that you
add to water to make clothes feel soft after washing
soft·heart·ed /"sOft'hArÔIdX/ adj. kind and sympathetic
soft·ie, softy /'sOfti/ n. (plural softies) [C] (informal) someone who is very kind and sympathetic, or
is easily persuaded: He’s just a big softy really.
"soft-'spoken adj. having a quiet gentle voice
soft·ware /'sOfô-wEr/ n. [U] IT the sets of programs that tell a computer how to do a particular
job ➔ HARDWARE : She loaded the new software. |
software programs | a software company
soft·wood /'sOfô-wUd/ n. [C,U] wood from trees
such as PINE and FIR that is cheap and easy to cut,
or a tree with this type of wood ➔ HARDWOOD
soft·y /'sOfti/ n. [C] another spelling of SOFTIE
sog·gy /'sAgi/ adj. very wet and soft: The pie crust
was kind of soggy.
soil1 /sOIl/ n. [C,U] the top layer of the earth in
which plants grow: The soil here is very poor. | rich,
fertile soil [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Anglo-French
“piece of ground,” from Latin solium “seat”]
THESAURUS

ground, earth ➔ GROUND 1

➔ see picture at PLANT 1

soil2 v. [T] (formal) to make something dirty
—soiled adj.

so·journ /'soUdZøn/ n. [C] (formal) a period of

time that you stay in a place that is not your home
—sojourn v. [I]
sol·ace /'sAlIs/ n. [U] a feeling of happiness after
having been very sad or upset: After the death of
her son, Val found solace in the church.
so·lar /'soUlø/ adj. PHYSICS relating to the Sun or
the Sun’s power ➔ LUNAR : a solar eclipse | solar
energy [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin solaris, from
sol “Sun”]

S
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"solar 'cell n. [C] PHYSICS a piece of equipment that

S

picture at SHOE 1 2 [C,U] a flat ocean fish, or the
can produce electric power from the light from the meat from this fish
Sun
sole·ly /'soUli/ Ac adv. only, or not involving
solar plex·us /"soUlø 'plEks@s/ n. [singu- anyone or anything else: Scholarships are awarded
lar] 1 BIOLOGY a set of nerves inside your chest just
solely on the basis of financial need.
above your stomach, that control the way the sol·emn /'sAl@m/ adj. 1 very serious: His face
organs inside your stomach area work 2 the front grew solemn. | a solemn ceremony 2 [only before
part of your body below your chest
noun] a solemn promise is a promise that you will
definitely keep [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French
solemne, from Latin solemnis “ceremonial, formal, solemn”] —solemnly adv. —solemnity
/s@'lEmn@Ôi/ n. [U]
so·lic·it /s@'lIsIt/ v. [T] (formal) to ask someone for
money, help, or information —solicitation
/s@"lIs@'teIS@n/ n. [C,U]
so·lic·i·tor /s@'lIs@Ôø/ n. [C] 1 (formal) someone
who goes from place to place trying to sell
goods 2 LAW the main lawyer of a city, town, or
government department
so·lic·it·ous /s@'lIs@Ô@s/ adj. (formal) caring very
much about someone’s safety, health, or comfort
sol·id1 /'sAlId/ adj. 1 firm and usually hard, without spaces or holes: solid rock | The lake in the park
is frozen solid. ➔ HARD 1 2 strong and well made:
a good solid chair 3 a solid achievement or solid
work is of real, practical, and continuing value:
Kids need a good solid education in high school. |
Julia has a solid foundation for a career in
design. 4 someone or something that is solid can
be depended on or trusted: a bank with a solid
reputation | The prosecution has no solid evidence. 5 solid gold/silver/oak etc. completely
made of gold, etc.: a solid gold necklace 6 (infor'solar "system n. the solar system PHYSICS the mal) continuous, without any pauses: She didn’t
Earth and all the PLANET s, moons, etc. that move talk to me for three solid weeks. [ORIGIN: 1300—
around the Sun
1400 Old French solide, from Latin solidus]
sold /soUld/ v. the past tense and past participle of —solidly adv. —solidity /s@'lId@Ôi/ n. [U]
SELL
solid2 n. [C] 1 PHYSICS an object or substance that
sol·der /'sAdø, 'sO-/ v. [T] to join metal surfaces has a firm shape: Water changes from a liquid into
a solid when it freezes. 2 solids [plural] food that
together or to repair them using melted metal
sol·dier1 /'soUldZø/ n. [C] a member of the army, is not liquid: Is the baby eating solids yet? 3 MATH
especially someone who is not an officer [ORIGIN: a shape that has length, width, and height
1200—1300 Old French soudier, from soulde sol·i·dar·i·ty /"sAl@'dær@Ôi/ n. [U] the loyalty and
“pay,” from Late Latin solidus “gold coin”] support of a group of people that share the same
aim or opinions: We are going on strike to show
➔ see picture at ARMED FORCES
solidarity with the nurses.
soldier2 v.
soldier on phr. v. to continue doing something in so·lid·i·fy /s@'lId@"faI/ v. (solidified, solidifies)
spite of difficulties: It won’t be easy without him, [I,T] to become solid, or to make a substance
become solid
but we’ll have to soldier on.
so·lil·o·quy
/s@'lIl@kwi/ n. (plural soliloquies)
"sold-'out adj. if a concert, movie, etc. is sold-out,
[C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a long speech made by an actor
all the tickets for it have been sold
who is alone on the stage
sole1 /soUl/ Ac adj. [only before noun] 1 only: He
was the sole survivor of the crash. | His sole sol·ip·sis·tic /"sAl@p'sIstIk/ adj. (formal, disappurpose in going there was to see Rachel. | the sole proving) concerned only with yourself and the
black member of the jury 2 not shared with any- things that affect you SYN self-centered: his
one else: The women had to take sole responsibility solipsistic view of the world
for their children. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old sol·i·taire /'sAl@"tEr/ n. 1 [U] a card game for
French soul, from Latin solus “alone”]
one player 2 [C] a piece of jewelry that has only
sole2 n. 1 [C] the bottom of your foot or shoe: one jewel in it: a diamond solitaire ring
The soles of his feet were perfectly clean. ➔ see sol·i·tar·y /'sAl@"tEri/ adj. 1 [only before noun] a

some
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solitary person or thing is the only one in a place: A
solitary figure waited by the door. 2 [only before
noun] done or experienced without anyone else
around: Helena took long solitary walks to the
lake. 3 spending a lot of time alone, usually
because you like being alone ANT sociable:
Hamilton was described as a solitary man.
"solitary con'finement n. [U] a punishment in
which a prisoner is kept alone
sol·i·tude /'sAl@"tud/ n. [U] the state of being
alone, especially when this is what you enjoy: She
spent most of her life living in solitude.
so·lo1 /'soUloU/ adj. 1 ENG. LANG. ARTS performed
by one musician, rather than by a group: I don’t
really like his solo album. 2 done alone, without
anyone else helping you: his first solo flight
THESAURUS
alone, on your own, (all) by
yourself, unaided ➔ ALONE

—solo adv.

solo2 n. (plural solos) [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a piece of
music written for one performer

so·lo·ist /'soUloUIst/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a musician who performs a solo

sols·tice /'sAlstIs, 'sOl-/ n. [C] the longest or

shortest day of the year: the summer/winter solstice
sol·u·ble /'sAly@b@l/ adj. CHEMISTRY a soluble substance can be DISSOLVE d in a liquid ANT insoluble
sol·ute /'sAlyut/ n. [C] CHEMISTRY the substance
that has DISSOLVE d in a chemical solution
so·lu·tion /s@'luS@n/ n. [C] 1 a way of solving a
problem or dealing with a difficult situation: the
perfect solution to all our problems | Both sides are
trying to find a peaceful solution. | The only
solution was to move into a quieter apartment.
THESAURUS

answer – a successful way of dealing with a

problem: Some people believe that the answer to
the problem of rising crime is to build more
prisons.
cure – a way of completely getting rid of a
problem, especially one that affects many people
in society, so that it does not happen again: The
only cure for unemployment is to make it easier for
companies to invest and create new jobs.
remedy – a possible way of dealing with a
problem: A number of remedies have been
suggested, but so far none has shown itself to be
effective.
panacea (formal) – something that people think
will solve all their problems, used especially when
you doubt that this is true: Nuclear energy was
seen as a universal panacea for all our energy
problems.

2 the correct answer to a question or problem: The
solution to the puzzle is on page 14. 3 CHEMISTRY a
liquid mixed with a solid or a gas: a weak sugar
solution | saline solution

THESAURUS

➔ MIXTURE

mixture, combination, blend

solve /sAlv/ v. [T] 1 to find a way of dealing with

a problem or difficult situation: Mike thinks money
will solve all his problems. 2 to find the correct
answer to a question or problem, or the explanation
for something that is difficult to understand: I
couldn’t solve the equation. | Police are still trying
to solve the crime/case/mystery. [ORIGIN: 1400—
1500 Latin solvere “to loosen, solve, dissolve,
pay”] —solvable adj.
sol·vent1 /'sAlv@nt/ adj. having enough money to
pay your debts —solvency n. [U]
solvent2 n. [C] CHEMISTRY a chemical substance
that can change a solid substance into a liquid, or
that can remove a substance from a surface
som·ber /'sAmbø/ adj. 1 sad and serious: a
somber mood 2 dark, or not having any bright
colors: a somber room
some1 /s@m; strong söm/ quantifier 1 a number of
people or things, or an amount of something, when
the exact number or amount is not said or shown:
Do you want some coffee? | Of course you’ll make
some new friends in college.
USAGE

Use some in questions when you think the
answer will be “yes”: Would you like some coffee?
Use any when you do not know what the answer
will be: Were there any letters for me?

2 a number of people or things, or an amount of
something, but not all: The team has some of the
best young players in the country. | Some people
believe in life after death. | In some cases, the
damage can be repaired. 3 (formal) a fairly large
amount of something: It was some time before the
police finally arrived. [ORIGIN: Old English sum]

some2 pron. 1 a number of people or things, or

an amount of something, but not all: Many local
businesses are having difficulties, and some have
even gone bankrupt. | Some will live and some will
not. 2 a number of people or things, or an amount
of something, when the exact number or amount is
not stated: We’re out of milk. Could you buy some
on your way home? 3 and then some (informal)
and more: He has enough money to buy the house
and then some!
some3 determiner 1 (informal) used when you are
talking about a person or thing that you do not
know, remember, or understand: Can you give me
some idea of the cost? | For some reason or other
they decided to move to Detroit. | He’s receiving
some kind/type/sort of award. 2 some friend/
help! etc. (spoken) said when you are annoyed
because someone or something has disappointed
you: I can’t believe you told Mom – some brother
you are!
some4 adv. 1 a little more or a little less than a
particular number or amount: Some 700 homes
were damaged by the storm. 2 some more an

S
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additional number or amount of something: Would
you like some more cake? 3 (spoken) a little: We
could work some and then rest a while.
some·bod·y /'söm"bAdi, -"bödi/ pron. SOMEONE

some·day /'sömdeI/ adv. at an unknown time in
the future: Someday I’m going to go to Spain.

some·how /'sömhaU/ adv. 1 in some way,

(informal) used when someone is between the ages
of 20 and 29, 30 and 39, etc., when you do not
know exactly
SPOKEN PHRASES

7 or something said when you cannot remember
or cannot be exact: Maybe I cooked it too long or
something. 8 be (really) something used when
something is impressive or unusual: It’s really
something to see all the hot air balloons taking off
together. 9 a little something a small gift that is
not very expensive: Here’s a little something for
you.

although you do not know how: We’ll get there
somehow. | I knew he was connected somehow or
other with the CIA. 2 for some reason, but you are
not sure why: Somehow it seemed like the right
thing to do.
some·time /'sömtaIm/ adv. at an unknown time
some·one /'sömwön/ pron. a word meaning a in the past or future: I’ll call you sometime next
particular person, used when you do not know or week.
do not say who that person is SYN somebody: Be
careful! Someone could get hurt. | “Does Mike still some·times /'sömtaImz/ adv. on some occalive here?” “No, someone else (=a different per- sions, but not always: Sometimes I don’t get home
until 9:00 at night. | “Do you miss your old
son) is renting it now.”
school?” “Sometimes.”
GRAMMAR

THESAURUS

someone, anyone

S

In questions and negative sentences, we usually
use anyone and not someone: Can anyone
hear me? | There isn’t anyone else who knows
about this.

some·place /'sömpleIs/ adv. (spoken)

SOME-

WHERE

som·er·sault /'sömø"sOlt/ n. [C] a movement in

occasionally/on occasion – sometimes but
not often: We see each other occasionally.

(every) once in a while/every so often –
sometimes but not regularly: It would be nice if
he would call every once in a while.
from time to time – sometimes but not often
or regularly: A situation like this arises from time
to time. ➔ OFTEN , NEVER , RARELY

which you roll forward until your feet go over your some·way /'sömweI/ adv. (informal) SOMEHOW
head and touch the ground again [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 Old French sombresaut, from Latin super some·what /'sömwöt/ Ac adv. slightly, but not
very much: I feel somewhat responsible for the
“over” + saltus “jump”] —somersault v. [I]
accident.
some·thing /'sömθIÎ/ pron. 1 used to mention
a particular thing when you do not know its name, some·where /'sömwEr/ adv. 1 in a place or to
do not know exactly what it is, etc. ➔ ANYTHING , a place that is not specific: My wallet must be
around here somewhere. | Let’s find somewhere to
EVERYTHING , NOTHING : There’s something in my
eye. | He said something about a party. | There’s eat. | I want to live somewhere else (=somewhere
something wrong (=a problem) with the phone. | different). | They’re made somewhere in
Can you do something about that noise? | I don’t Europe. 2 somewhere around/between etc. a
little more or a little less than a particular number
eat eggs. Could I have something else? ➔ THING
or amount SYN approximately: A good CD player
GRAMMAR
costs somewhere around $500. 3 be getting
something, anything
somewhere to be making progress: At last we’re
In questions and negative sentences, we usually
getting somewhere! 4 somewhere along the
use anything and not something, but if you
line/way used in order to say that you are not sure
are offering someone some food, a drink, etc., it
when something happened: Somewhere along the
sounds more polite to use something: Would
line I made a mistake.
you like something to eat?

2 something to eat/drink some food or a drink:
We went out for something to eat after the
movie. 3 have/be something to do with
sb/sth to be connected with or related to a particular person or thing, but in a way that you are not
sure about: I know Steve’s job has something to do
with investments. 4 make something of yourself to become successful through your own
efforts 5 something like 100/2,000 etc.
APPROXIMATELY 100, 2,000, etc.: There are something like 3,000 homeless people in this
city. 6 twenty-something/thirty-something

GRAMMAR

somewhere, anywhere

In questions and negative sentences, we usually
use anywhere and not somewhere: I can’t find
my keys anywhere.

som·no·lent

/'sAmn@l@nt/
adj.
(literary) 1 almost starting to sleep: her somnolent
brown eyes 2 making you want to sleep: a slow
somnolent song —somnolence n. [U]

son /sön/ n. 1 [C] your male child: My son is 12
years old. | She has two daughters and one son. |

sordid
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Bill was the son of German immigrants. 2 [singular] used by an older person as a friendly way to
talk to a boy or young man: What’s your name,
son? [ORIGIN: Old English sunu]
so·na·ta /s@'nAÔ@/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a piece of
CLASSICAL MUSIC usually for two instruments, one
of which is a piano
song /sOÎ/ n. 1 [C] a short piece of music with
words: She sang a song. | a pop/folk/love song | He
suddenly burst/broke into song (=started singing). 2 [U] songs in general: a celebration of
music, song and dance 3 [C,U] the musical sounds
made by birds [ORIGIN: Old English sang]
son·ic /'sAnIk/ adj. PHYSICS relating to sound
'son-in-"law n. [C] the husband of your daughter
son·net /'sAnIt/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a poem that
has 14 lines that RHYME with each other in a
particular pattern [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Italian
sonetto, from Old Provençal sonet “little song”]
so·no·rous /'sAn@r@s/ adj. having a deep, pleasantly loud sound: a sonorous voice
soon /sun/ adv. 1 in a short time from now, or a
short time after something has happened: It will be
dark soon. | Paula became pregnant soon after they
were married.
THESAURUS

in a minute (spoken) – used when talking

about something that will happen within a few
minutes: I’ll be ready in a minute.
any minute now (spoken) – used when
something will happen in a very short time from
now, but you do not know exactly when: The
train should be here any minute now.
before long – soon or in a short time: Those
two will be getting married before long.
shortly (formal) – soon: Davis made a confession
shortly after his arrest.
in the near future – in the next few weeks or
months: They promised to contact us again in the
near future.
presently (old-fashioned) – in a short time: The
doctor will see you presently.

2 quickly: I’ll get it fixed as soon as possible. | How
soon can you get here? 3 as soon as immediately after something has happened: I tried to call
you as soon as I heard the news. 4 sooner or
later used to say that something will definitely
happen, but you are not sure when: She’s bound to
find out sooner or later. 5 the sooner...the better used to say that something should happen as
quickly as possible: The sooner you finish this
report, the better. 6 no sooner had...than used
when something has happened almost immediately
after something else: No sooner had I stepped in
the shower than the phone rang. ➔ would (just)
as soon at WOULD
soot /sUt/ n. [U] black powder that is produced
when something burns
soothe /suD/ v. [T] 1 to make someone feel
calmer and less worried, angry, or upset: Lucy

soothed the baby by rocking him in her arms. 2 to
make a pain stop hurting as much: A massage
would soothe your aching muscles. [ORIGIN: Old
English sothian “to prove the truth,” from soth
“true”]
THESAURUS

➔ REDUCE

relieve, ease, lessen, alleviate

—soothing adj.: gentle, soothing music

sop /sAp/ v. (sopped, sopping)

sop sth ↔ up phr. v. to remove a liquid from a
surface using something that will ABSORB the
liquid: Jesse sopped up the spilled drink with a
towel.
so·phis·ti·cat·ed /s@'fIst@"keIÔId/ adj. 1 confident and having a lot of experience of life and
good judgment about socially important things
such as art, fashion, etc.: She’s beautiful, sophisticated, and wealthy. 2 having a lot of knowledge
and experience of difficult or complicated subjects
and therefore able to understand them well: today’s
more sophisticated investors 3 made or designed
well, and often complicated: a highly sophisticated
alarm system [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Medieval
Latin, past participle of sophisticare “to deceive
with words, hide the true nature of something,”
from Latin sophisticus]
THESAURUS
advanced, modern, high-tech,
state-of-the-art, cutting-edge ➔ ADVANCED

—sophistication /s@"fIst@'keIS@n/ n. [U]

soph·o·more /'sAfmOr/ n. [C] a student in the
second year of

HIGH SCHOOL

DENT

or college ➔

STU-

soph·o·mor·ic /sAf'mOrIk/ adj. very silly and
unreasonable: sophomoric humor

sop·o·rif·ic /"sAp@'rIfIk/ adj. (formal) making
you feel ready to sleep

sop·ping /'sApIÎ/ also "sopping 'wet adj. very
wet

so·pra·no /s@'prænoU/ n. (plural sopranos) [C,U]

ENG. LANG. ARTS a woman, girl, or young boy singer
with a very high voice
sor·bet /sOr'beI, 'sOrb@t/ n. [C,U] a sweet frozen
food made from fruit juice, sugar, and water [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Old French “fruit drink,” from
Old Italian sorbetto]
sor·cer·er /'sOrs@rø/ n. [C] a man in stories who
uses magic SYN wizard
sor·cer·ess /'sOrs@rIs/ n. [C] a woman in stories
who uses magic SYN witch
sor·cer·y /'sOrs@ri/ n. [U] magic, especially evil
magic

THESAURUS
magic, witchcraft, black
magic ➔ MAGIC 1

sor·did /'sOrdId/ adj. involving immoral or dishonest behavior: all the sordid details of the scandal [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin sordidus, from
sordes “dirt”]

S
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sore1 /sOr/ adj. 1 painful as a result of a wound,
infection, or too much exercise: My knee’s a little
sore from running yesterday. | a sore throat
THESAURUS
PAINFUL

painful, tender, stiff ➔

2 sore point/spot (with sb) something that is
likely to make someone upset or angry if you talk
about it: Don’t mention marriage – it’s a sore point
with him. 3 (old-fashioned) upset, angry, or
annoyed [ORIGIN: Old English sar] —soreness
n. [U]

sore2 n. [C] a painful place on your body where

S

your skin is cut or infected: They were starving and
covered with sores.
sore·ly /'sOrli/ adv. very much: He will be sorely
missed by everyone.
so·ror·i·ty /s@'rOr@Ôi, -'rAr-/ n. (plural sororities)
[C] a club for women at a college or university
➔ FRATERNITY
sor·row /'sAroU, 'sO-/ n. [C,U] a feeling of great
sadness, or an event that makes you feel great
sadness: a time of great/deep sorrow | Our prayers
are with you in your time of sorrow. —sorrowful
adj.

sor·ry /'sAri, 'sOri/ adj. 1 sorry/I’m sorry (spoken) a) used to tell someone that you feel bad

about doing something that has upset or annoyed
him/her: I’m really sorry. I didn’t mean to hurt your
feelings. | “Kevin! Don’t do that!” “Sorry.” | Sorry
about the mess. | I’m sorry (that) I was
late. b) used when politely saying something that
disappoints or disagrees with someone: I’m sorry –
we’re not going to be able to come. | I’m sorry to
call you so late, but this is important. 2 [not before
noun] feeling bad about a situation and wishing it
were different: Casey was sorry (that) he had
gotten so angry. | I was sorry to hear of your
father’s death. 3 be/feel sorry for sb to feel pity
or sympathy for someone because s/he is in a bad
situation: He was lonely and I felt sorry for him. |
Stop feeling sorry for yourself and do something! 4 sorry? (spoken) used to ask someone to
repeat something that you have not heard correctly
SYN pardon 5 [only before noun] (informal) very
bad: That’s the sorriest excuse I’ve ever heard.
[ORIGIN: Old English sarig, from sar; influenced
by sorrow]
sort1 /sOrt/ n. 1 [C] a type or kind of something:
What sort of work does he do? | They had all sorts
of (=many different kinds of) seafood on the menu.
THESAURUS

type, kind, category ➔ TYPE 1

2 sort of (spoken) used when what you are saying
or describing is not very definite or exact: I still feel
sort of tired. | “Do you like him then?” “Sort
of.” 3 [singular] if a computer does a sort, it
arranges a list of things in order

sort2 v. [T] to put things in a particular order, or to
arrange them in groups according to size, type, etc.:

Eggs are sorted according to size. | Applications
will be sorted into three piles.
sort sth ↔ out phr. v. 1 to organize something
that is messy, complicated, or in the wrong order: I
need to sort out all the paperwork. 2 to deal with a
problem: Mike’s still trying to sort out his personal
life.
sort through sth phr. v. to look at a lot of things in
order to find something or arrange things in order:
We sorted through all his papers after he died.
sort·a /'sOrÔ@/ a short form of “sort of,” used in
writing to show how people sound when they
speak: He’s sorta cute.
SOS n. [singular] a signal or message that a ship or
airplane is in danger and needs help [ORIGIN:
1900—2000 S and O, letters chosen because
they were easy to send by Morse code, but often
understood as short for ‘‘save our souls’’]
'so-so adj., adv. (spoken) neither very good nor very
bad: “How was the movie?” “So-so.”
souf·flé /su'fleI/ n. [C,U] a baked food that is light
and made from eggs, flour, milk, and sometimes
cheese
sought /sOt/ Ac v. the past tense and past
participle of SEEK
'sought-"after adj. wanted by a lot of people, but
difficult to get: a sought-after chef
soul /soUl/ n. 1 [C] the part of a person that is not
physical and contains his/her thoughts, feelings,
character, etc. Many people believe the soul continues to exist after death: the immortality of the
human soul | He knew in his soul that Linda was
never going to change. 2 [C] a person: There
wasn’t a soul in sight. 3 [U] a type of popular
modern music that often expresses deep emotions,
usually performed by black singers and musicians 4 [U] a special quality that gives something
its true character: the soul of the Old Town
area 5 [U] a special quality that makes you feel
strong emotions: His poetry lacks soul. [ORIGIN:
Old English sawol]
soul·ful /'soUlf@l/ adj. expressing deep, usually
sad, emotions: a soulful performance
soul·less /'soUl-lIs/ adj. lacking the qualities that
make people feel interest, emotions, or excitement:
a soulless suburb
'soul-"searching n. [U] the act of carefully
examining your thoughts and feelings in order to
make a decision: soul-searching questions
sound1 /saUnd/ n. 1 [C,U] something that you
hear, or something that can be heard: the sound of
breaking glass | Turn the sound down/up (=make
it quieter or louder) on the TV, will you?
THESAURUS

A sound is anything that you can hear: the
sound of voices
A noise is usually a loud, unpleasant, or
unexpected sound: the deafening noise of
overhead planes

south
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2 like the sound of sth to be interested in a plan,
idea, what someone says, etc.: “Things will be
changing.” “I don’t like the sound of
that.” 3 from the sound of it/things (spoken)
according to what you have heard or read about
something: From the sound of it, they’re having
marriage problems. 4 [C] EARTH SCIENCES a long
wide area of water that connects two larger areas of
water
sound2 v. 1 [linking verb] if someone or something sounds good, strange, etc., he, she, or it seems
that way when you hear or read about him, her, or
it: Mike sounds like a nice guy. | It sounded
wonderful – a dream trip. 2 [linking verb] to seem
to show a particular quality or emotion with your
voice: You sound upset. | He sounded as though/if
he were having second thoughts. | You sound like
you have a cold.
THESAURUS

as sth ➔ SEEM

seem, appear, come across

3 [linking verb] if a noise sounds like a particular
thing, that is how it seems to you when you hear it:
That sounded like thunder. 4 sound a warning/
the alarm to give a public warning or tell people to
be careful 5 sounds good (spoken) said in order
to accept something that someone has suggested:
“Do you want Thai food?” “Sounds good.” 6 [I,T]
to produce a noise, or to make something do this:
The church bells sounded.
sound sb/sth ↔ out phr. v. 1 to talk to someone
in order to find out what s/he thinks about a plan or
idea: He used polls to sound out public opinion. 2 to make the sounds of the letters as you try
to read a word: The children were sounding out
words in class.
sound3 adj. 1 practical, based on good judgment,
and likely to produce good results: His advice was
sound. | a sound investment 2 in good condition
and not damaged in any way 3 of sound mind
LAW not mentally ill
sound4 adv. sound asleep completely asleep
'sound "barrier n. the sound barrier the point
when an aircraft reaches the speed of sound
'sound bite n. [C] a short phrase from a speech or
statement that presents an important idea and that is
meant to be used on a radio or television news
program
'sound card n. [C] IT a CIRCUIT BOARD in a
computer that makes the computer able to produce
sounds
'sound ef"fects n. [plural] special sounds used in
order to make a movie, television show, etc. seem
more real

'sounding board n. [C] someone you discuss

your ideas with before using them
sound·ly /'saUnÄli/ adv. 1 sleep soundly to
sleep well and peacefully 2 completely or
severely: Washington was soundly defeated.
sound·proof /'saUnÄpruf/ adj. a soundproof

wall, room, etc. is one that sound cannot pass
through, into, or out of —soundproof v. [T]
sound·track /'saUnÄtræk/ n. [C] the recorded
music from a movie: the soundtrack to “The Mission”
soup /sup/ n. [C,U] a hot liquid food that often has
pieces of meat or vegetables in it: chicken noodle
soup | a bowl of soup [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
French soupe “piece of bread dipped in liquid,
soup”]
'soup "kitchen n. [C] a place where free food is
given to people who have no home
sour1 /saUø/ adj. 1 having an acid taste, like the
taste of a LEMON : sour apples
THESAURUS

➔ TASTE 1

sweet, tasty, salty, hot, spicy

2 milk or other food that is sour is not fresh and has
a bad taste and smell: The milk had gone
sour. 3 unfriendly or unhappy: a sour expression 4 turn/go sour (informal) to stop being
enjoyable or satisfactory: Their marriage had
turned sour. [ORIGIN: Old English sur]
sour2 v. 1 [I] to stop being enjoyable, friendly, or
satisfactory: Relations between the two countries
had soured. 2 [I,T] to become sour, or to make a
food do this
source1 /sOrs/ Ac n. [C] 1 the thing, place,
person, etc. that you get something from: gasoline
and other sources of energy | Tourism is the city’s
main/major/primary source of income. | We used a
halogen lamp as a light source because it creates a
very powerful beam of light.
THESAURUS

origin, root ➔ ORIGIN

2 the cause of a problem, or the place where it
starts: Technicians located the source of the problem. 3 a person, book, or document that you get
information from: Reliable sources say the company is going bankrupt. | Use sources such as
books, magazines, and websites when doing
research for your paper. 4 EARTH SCIENCES the place
where a stream or river starts [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Old French sourse, from sourdre “to rise,
spring out,” from Latin surgere “to rise”]
source2 Ac v. [T] to find out where you can
obtain something from: Many companies are now
sourcing both materials and labor outside the U.S.
"sour 'cream n. [U] a thick white cream with a
sour taste, used in cooking
sour·dough /'saUødoU/ also "sourdough
'bread n. [U] a type of bread with a slightly sour
taste

south1, South /saUθ/ n. [singular, U] 1 the direction that is at the bottom of a map of the world, or
to the right of someone facing the rising Sun:
Which way is south? ➔ see picture at NORTH 1 2 the
south the southern part of a country, state, etc.:
Rain will spread to the south later today. | the
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south of France 3 the South the southeastern south·west1 /"saUθ'wEstX/ n. [U] 1 the direcstates of the U.S. [ORIGIN: Old English suth]
tion that is exactly between south and west ➔ see
picture at NORTH 1 2 the southwest the southwest
USAGE
part of a country, state, etc. 3 the Southwest the
Use north/south/east/west of sth in order to
area of the U.S. that includes the states of New
describe where a place is in relation to another
Mexico, Arizona, Texas, California, Nevada, and
place: Memphis is south of St. Louis.
sometimes Colorado and Utah —southwestern
Use in the north/south/east/west, etc. of sth in
order to say which part of a place you are talking
about: The mountains are in the west of the
province.
Use northern/southern/eastern/western, etc.
with the name of a place: They have a cabin in
northern Ontario. Don’t say “in the north of
Ontario.”

adj.

southwest2 adj., adv. in, from, or toward the
southwest: We drove southwest. | a southwest wind

sou·ve·nir /"suv@'nIr, 'suv@"nIr/ n. [C] an object

that you keep to remind yourself of a special
occasion or a place that you have visited: I bought a
model of the Eiffel Tower as a souvenir of Paris. | a
souvenir shop [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 French sousouth2 adj. 1 in, to, or facing south: The hotel’s venir “to remember”]
about two miles south of Monterey. | the south
1
wall 2 south wind a wind coming from the south sov·er·eign /'sAv@rIn/ adj. 1 having the highest
power
or
authority in a country 2 POLITICS a
south3 adv. 1 toward the south: Go south on sovereign country is independent and governs itself
I-35. | The window faces south. 2 down South in —sovereignty n. [U]
or to the southeastern part of the U.S.: My folks still
sovereign2 n. [C] (formal) a king or queen
live down South.

South A·mer·i·ca /"saUθ @'mEr@k@/ n. one of

S

the seven CONTINENT s, that includes land south of
the Caribbean Sea and north of Antarctica
—South American adj.
south·bound /'saUθbaUnd/ adj. traveling or
leading toward the south: the southbound lanes of
the freeway
south·east1 /"saUθ'istX/ n. [U] 1 the direction
that is exactly between south and east ➔ see picture
at NORTH 1 2 the southeast the southeast part of a
country, state, etc. 3 the Southeast the area of
the U.S. that includes the states of Alabama,
Florida,
Georgia,
and
South
Carolina
—southeastern adj.
southeast2 adj., adv. in, from, or toward the
southeast: We drove southeast. | a southeast wind
south·er·ly /'söDøli/ adj. 1 in or toward the
south: a southerly direction 2 a southerly wind
comes from the south
south·ern /'söDøn/ adj. in or from the south part
of an area, state, country, etc.: southern New
Mexico ➔ see USAGE box at SOUTH 1

south·ern·er /'söDønø/ n. [C] someone who
comes from the southern part of a country or the
southern HEMISPHERE

south·ern·most /'söDøn"moUst/ adj. farthest
south

"South Pa'cific n. the South Pacific the southern part of the Pacific Ocean where there are
groups of islands, such as New Zealand and
Polynesia

"South 'Pole n. the South Pole the most southern point on the surface of the Earth, or the area
around it ➔ see picture at GLOBE

south·ward /'saUθwød/ adj., adv. toward the
south

THESAURUS
king, queen, prince, princess,
monarch, ruler, emperor ➔ KING

So·vi·et /'soUviIt, -vi"Et/ adj. relating to or coming from the former Soviet Union

sow1 /soU/ v. (past tense sowed, past participle

sown /soUn/ or sowed) [I,T] to plant or scatter
seeds on a piece of ground: Sow herbs indoors in
February.
sow2 /saU/ n. [C] a female pig
soy·bean /'sOIbin/ n. [C] a bean from which oil
and food containing a lot of PROTEIN is produced

spa /spA/ n. [C] 1 also health spa a place that
people go to in order to improve their health,
especially a place where the water has special
minerals in it 2 a special bathtub that sends currents of hot water around you [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 Spa Belgian town with a spa]

space1 /speIs/ n. 1 [U] the amount of an area,

room, container, etc. that is empty or available to be
used: The class has space for five more students. |
There’s not enough space in the computer’s
memory. 2 [C,U] an empty area that is used for a
particular purpose: parking spaces | storage
space 3 [U] PHYSICS the area beyond the Earth
where the stars and PLANET s are: the first man in
space | space exploration | an alien from outer
space (=far away in space)
TOPIC

Things in space

meteor, asteroid, comet, moon, planet, star,
sun, constellation, galaxy, black hole

Vehicles used in space

spacecraft, spaceship, rocket, (space)
shuttle, satellite, probe

Someone who travels in space
astronaut
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4 [C] the empty area between two things: the spaces
between the words | an empty space at the back of
the stage
THESAURUS
HOLE 1

hole, gap, crack, opening ➔

5 in the space of sth within a particular period of
time: They went from first place to last in the space
of a season. 6 [C,U] empty land that does not have
anything built on it: a fight to save the city’s open
spaces 7 [U] freedom to do what you want or to be
alone: I want to give my students space to think for
themselves.
space2 v. 1 [T] to arrange objects, events, etc. so
that they have an equal amount of space or time
between them: Space the plants four inches
apart. 2 [I] also space out (slang) to stop paying
attention and begin to look in front of you without
thinking —spacing n. [U]
'space-age adj. (informal) very modern: space-age
design
'space ca"det also 'space case n. [C] (informal)
someone who is SPACEY
space·craft /'speIs-kræft/ n. [C] a vehicle that
can travel in space ➔ SPACE 1
spaced /speIst/ also "spaced 'out adj. (informal)
SPACEY

space·ship /'speIs"SIp/ n. [C] a spacecraft –
used especially in stories ➔

SPACE 1

'space "shuttle n. [C] a spacecraft for carrying

people into space, that can be used more than once
space·y /'speIsi/ adj. (spoken) someone who is
spacey does not pay attention, forgets things, and
often behaves slightly strangely
spa·cious /'speIS@s/ adj. having a lot of space in
which you can move around: a spacious house
spade /speId/ n. [C] 1 a SHOVEL 2 a playing
card with one or more black shapes like pointed
leaves on it ➔ see picture at PLAYING CARD [ORIGIN:
(1) Old English spadu] [ORIGIN: (2) 1500—1600
Italian spada or Spanish espada “broad sword”
(used as a mark on cards)]
spa·ghet·ti /sp@'gEÔi/ n. [U] long thin pieces of
PASTA that look like strings [ORIGIN: 1800—1900
Italian spago “string”]
spam1 /spæm/ n. [U] IT email messages that a
computer user has not asked for and does not want
to read, for example from someone who is advertising something
spam2 v. [I,T] IT to send the same email message to
many different people who have not asked for it
and do not want to read it, usually as a way of
advertising something —spamming n. [U]
span1 /spæn/ n. [C] 1 the amount of time during
which something continues to exist or happen:
Most children have a short attention span. | The
mayfly has a two-day life span. 2 a period of time
between two dates or events: Over a span of five
years, they planted 10,000 new trees. | a short time

spark

span 3 the distance from one side of something to
the other: the bird’s wing span
span2 v. (spanned, spanning) [T] 1 to include
all of a period of time: a career spanning four
decades 2 to include all of a particular area: The
Internet spans the globe. 3 to go from one side of
something to the other: a bridge spanning the river
span·iel /'spæny@l/ n. [C] a dog with long hair
and long ears [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French
espaignol “Spaniard, spaniel,” from Latin Hispania “Spain”]
Span·ish1 /'spænIS/ adj. 1 relating to or coming
from Spain 2 relating to the Spanish language
Spanish2 n. 1 [U] the language used in places
such as Mexico, Spain, and South America 2 the
Spanish [plural] the people of Spain, considered as
a single group
spank /spæÎk/ v. [T] to hit a child on the BUTTOCK s with your open hand [ORIGIN: 1700—1800
From the sound] —spanking n. [C,U]
spar /spAr/ v. (sparred, sparring) [I] 1 to practice
BOXING with someone 2 to argue with someone:
Republican and Democrat senators have been
sparring over the health bill.
spare1 /spEr/ adj. 1 spare key/battery etc. a
key, etc. that you have in addition to the one you
usually use, so that it is available if it is
needed 2 not being used by anyone and therefore
available for use: a spare bedroom 3 spare time
time when you are not working: I play tennis in my
spare time. 4 spare change coins that you can
afford to give to someone [ORIGIN: Old English
spær]
spare2 v. [T] 1 to prevent someone from having
to do something difficult or unpleasant: I wanted to
spare the kids the pain of our divorce. 2 money/
time etc. to spare money or time that is left in
addition to what you have used or need: We made it
to the airport with 10 minutes to spare. 3 to make
something such as time, money, or workers available for someone, especially when this is difficult: I
guess I can spare a few dollars. | Could you spare
me twenty minutes? 4 spare no expense/effort
etc. to use as much money, effort, etc. as necessary
to do something 5 to not damage or harm someone or something, when other people or things are
being killed or damaged: If they surrendered, their
lives would be spared.
spare3 n. [C] an additional key, BATTERY , etc. that
you keep so that it is available if it is needed:
There’s a spare (=additional tire) in the trunk.
spar·ing·ly /'spErIÎli/ adv. using or giving only a
little of something: Use water sparingly this summer. —sparing adj.
spark1 /spArk/ n. [C] 1 a very small piece of fire
coming from a larger fire or from hitting two hard
objects together: sparks from the fire 2 PHYSICS a
flash of light caused by electricity passing across a
small space 3 spark of interest/intelligence
etc. a small amount of a feeling or quality: As she
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spoke, she saw a spark of hope in Tony’s eyes. spat·ter /'spæÔø/ v. [I,T] if a liquid spatters, or if
[ORIGIN: Old English spearca]
you spatter it, drops of it fall onto a surface: a
spark2 v. 1 [T] to make something start happen- t-shirt spattered with paint
ing: The argument about whether slavery should be spat·u·la /'spætS@l@/ n. [C] a kitchen tool with a
abolished or maintained sparked off the American wide flat part, used for lifting or spreading food
Civil War. 2 [I] to produce sparks
spawn1 /spOn/ v. 1 [T] to make something hapspar·kle /'spArk@l/ v. [I] 1 to shine in small pen or start to exist: The book “Dracula” has
bright flashes: diamonds sparkling in the light
spawned a number of movies. 2 [I,T] BIOLOGY if a
fish or FROG spawns, it lays a lot of eggs
THESAURUS
shine, flash, flicker, twinkle,

spawn2 n. [U] BIOLOGY the eggs of a fish or FROG

shimmer, glint, glisten ➔ SHINE 1

S

2 if someone’s eyes sparkle, they shine because
s/he is happy or excited —sparkle n. [C,U]
spark·ler /'spArklø/ n. [C] a type of FIREWORK
that you can hold in your hand, consisting of a thin
stick that burns with colored SPARK s
spark·ling /'spArklIÎ/ adj. 1 shining brightly
with points of flashing light: a sparkling
brook 2 very clean: the sparkling kitchen
'spark plug n. [C] a part in a car engine that
produces the SPARK to make the gas burn
spar·row /'spæroU/ n. [C] a common small
brown or gray bird [ORIGIN: Old English
spearwa]
sparse /spArs/ adj. small in number or amount,
and usually scattered over a large area: sparse
vegetation [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Latin sparsus
“spread out,” from the past participle of spargere “to scatter”] —sparsely adv.: sparsely populated
spar·tan /'spArt§n/ adj. very simple and without
comfort: a spartan room [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
Spartan “of Sparta” (16—21 centuries), from
Sparta city in ancient Greece whose people
lived simply]
spasm /'spæz@m/ n. [C] 1 an occasion when
your muscles suddenly become tight, causing you
pain: back spasms 2 a short period during which
you have a sudden strong feeling or reaction to
something: spasms of laughter [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Old French spasme, from Latin, from
Greek spasmos, from span “to pull”]
spas·mod·ic /spæz'mAdIk/ adj. 1 happening
for short periods of time but not regularly or continuously: my spasmodic efforts to stop smoking 2
relating
to
a
muscle
spasm
—spasmodically adv.

spas·tic /'spæstIk/ adj. (old-fashioned)

BIOLOGY

having CEREBRAL PALSY , a disease that prevents
someone being able to control his/her muscles
spat1 /spæt/ n. [C] (informal) an argument or disagreement that is not important SYN quarrel
spat2 v. a past tense and the past participle of SPIT
spate /speIt/ n. a spate of sth a large number of
similar events that happen in a short period of time:
a spate of burglaries
spa·tial /'speIS@l/ adj. relating to the position,
size, or shape of things

laid together in a soft group

spay /speI/ v. [T]

BIOLOGY to remove part of a
female animal’s sex organs so that she cannot
produce babies SYN neuter

speak /spik/ v. (past tense spoke /spoUk/, past
participle spoken /'spoUk@n/)
1 TALK TO SB [I] to talk to someone about some-

thing or have a conversation: Hello, can I speak to
Mr. Sherwood, please? | Solomon spoke with a
reporter. | He spoke of/about his love of the theater.
2 SAY WORDS [I] to use your voice to say words:
He spoke very softly.
3 LANGUAGE [T] to be able to talk in a particular
language: My brother speaks French. c Don’t say
“My brother speaks in French.” b | Can you speak
English?
4 OPINIONS [I] to say something that expresses
your ideas or opinions: Generally speaking, money
issues matter most to voters. | He spoke highly/well
of (=said good things about) her.
5 so to speak (spoken) used in order to say that
the words you have used do not have their usual
meaning: Being beaten by a 12-year-old took the
wind out of my sails, so to speak.
6 speaking of sb/sth (spoken) used when you
want to say more about someone or something that
has just been mentioned: Speaking of Jody, how is
she?
7 speak your mind to say exactly what you think
8 no sth to speak of also without any sth to
speak of nothing large or important enough to
mention: There is no industry in the town to speak
of.
9 GIVE A SPEECH [I] to make a formal speech:
Burnett spoke at the graduation ceremony. [ORIGIN: Old English sprecan, specan]
speak for sb/sth phr. v.
1 also speak on behalf of sb to express the

feelings, thoughts, etc. of another person or group
of people: Mr. Miles spoke for all the parents at the
school.
2 sth speaks for itself to show something so
clearly that no explanation is necessary: Our profits
speak for themselves (=our profits show how good
or bad our business is).
3 be spoken for to be promised to someone else:
This puppy is already spoken for.
speak out phr. v.

to say publicly what you think about something,
especially as a protest: people speaking out against
human rights abuses
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speak up phr. v.
1 (spoken) used in order to ask someone to speak

more loudly: Could you speak up please, I can’t
hear you.
2 to say publicly what you think about something:
If you don’t like what’s happening, speak up!
speak·er /'spikø/ n. [C] 1 someone who makes
a speech: the guest speaker for the evening 2 the
part of a radio, CD PLAYER , etc. where the sound
comes out ➔ see picture on page A6 3 English/
French etc. speaker someone who speaks
English, French, etc. 4 also Speaker of the
House POLITICS the politician who controls discussions in the U.S. House of Representatives
spear1 /spIr/ n. [C] a pole with a sharp pointed
blade at one end, used as a weapon
spear2 v. [T] to push a pointed object such as a
fork into something
spear·head /'spIrhEd/ v. [T] to lead an attack or
an organized action: the troops who spearheaded
the rescue mission
spe·cial1 /'spES@l/ adj. 1 different in some way
from what is ordinary or usual, and often better or
more important: a special place in the classroom
for reading | Give her something special this
Christmas. | a dish served on special occasions 2 particularly important to someone and
deserving love, attention, etc.: He made me feel
special. | her special friends 3 special care/
attention etc. more care, attention, etc. than is
usual: We try to give special care to the youngest
patients. [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old French especial, from Latin specialis “particular”]
special2 n. [C] 1 something that is not ordinary
or usual, but is made or done for a particular
purpose: a TV special on the election 2 a lower
price than usual for a particular product for a short
period of time: today’s lunch special | Chickens are
on special.
"special edu'cation n. [U] education for children who have physical or mental problems
"special ef'fects n. [plural] images or sounds that
have been produced artificially to be used in a
movie or television program
spe·cial·ist /'spES@lIst/ n. [C] someone who
knows a lot about a particular subject or has a lot of
skill in it: a heart specialist
THESAURUS

expert, authority ➔ EXPERT

spe·cial·ize /'spES@"laIz/ v. [I] to limit most of

your study, business, etc. to a particular subject or
activity: a lawyer who specializes in divorce cases
—specialization /"spES@l@'zeIS@n/ n. [C,U]
spe·cial·ized /'spES@"laIzd/ adj. developed for a
particular purpose: soldiers going through specialized training
spe·cial·ly /'spES@li/ adv. 1 for one particular
purpose: specially trained dogs used by blind

specimen

people 2 (spoken) especially: I had it made specially for you.
"special 'prosecutor n. [C] LAW an independent
lawyer who is chosen to examine the actions of a
government official and find out if they have done
anything wrong or illegal
spe·cial·ty /'spES@lti/ n. (plural specialties)
[C] 1 a subject that you know a lot about, or a skill
that you have: his academic specialty 2 a food or
product that is very good, produced in a particular
restaurant, area, etc.: The house specialty is chicken
enchiladas. 3 a particular product or business that
has one purpose or sells one type of thing: specialty
magazines
spe·ci·a·tion /"spiSi'eIS@n/ n. [U] BIOLOGY the
process by which one existing species of animal,
plant, etc. gradually changes over a long period of
time and forms into two or more different species
that are GENETIC ally different
spe·cies /'spiSiz, -siz/ n. (plural species) [C]
BIOLOGY a group of animals or plants of the same
kind that can breed with each other ➔ GENUS :
Three different species of deer live in the forest.
➔ see also ENDANGERED SPECIES , INVASIVE SPECIES

[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin “appearance, kind,”
from specere “to look (at)”] ➔ TYPE 1
spe·cif·ic /spI'sIfIk/ Ac adj. 1 detailed and
exact: specific questions | Can you be more specific? 2 used when talking about a particular
thing, person, time, etc.: Set a specific time aside to
do homework. 3 specific to sth limited to or
affecting only one particular thing: a disease specific to birds
spe·cif·i·cally /spI'sIfIkli/ Ac adv. 1 for a
particular type of person or thing: a book written
specifically for teenagers 2 in a detailed or exact
way: You were specifically requested to leave by 4
p.m.
spec·i·fi·ca·tion /"spEs@f@'keIS@n/ Ac n. [C
usually plural] a detailed instruction about how
something should be done, made, etc.: The airport
tower was built to FAA specifications.
spe"cific 'heat n. [U] CHEMISTRY the amount of
heat that is needed to raise the temperature of one
gram of a substance by one degree Celsius
spe·cif·ics /spI'sIfIks/ Ac n. [plural] the exact
details of something: The candidate made promises
but gave no specifics on how to achieve those
promises.
spe·ci·fy /'spEs@"faI/ Ac v. (specified, specifies) [T] to state something in an exact and detailed
way: The governor did not specify what changes
would be made. | His contract specifies that he
work a forty-hour week.
spec·i·men /'spEs@m@n/ n. [C] 1 BIOLOGY a
small amount or piece of something that is taken so
that it can be tested or examined: a blood/urine
specimen 2 BIOLOGY a single animal, plant, etc.
from a group of animals, plants, etc.: a specimen of
tropical fish 3 a single example of something: a
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fine specimen of Roman pottery from the 1st Cen- speech at graduation. | a speech on/about immitury A.D. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin specere “to gration 2 [U] the ability to speak, or the way
someone speaks: Her speech was slow. 3 [U] ENG.
look (at)”]
spe·cious /'spiS@s/ adj. (formal) seeming to be LANG. ARTS spoken language rather than written lantrue or correct, but really false: a specious argu- guage: In speech we use a smaller vocabulary than
in writing.
ment
speech·less
/'spitSlIs/ adj. unable to speak
speck /spEk/ n. [C] a very small mark, spot, or
because you are angry, shocked, upset, etc.: Boyd’s
piece of something: a speck of dust
answer left her speechless.
speck·led /'spEk@ld/ adj. covered with a lot of
1
/spid/ n. 1 [C,U] how fast something
speed
small spots or marks: speckled eggs
moves or travels: a car traveling at high/low speed
spec·ta·cle /'spEkt@k@l/ n. [C] 1 (disapproving) c Don’t say “in high speed.” b | an air speed of 400
an unusual or strange thing or situation that you miles an hour
see: He got drunk and made a spectacle of himC O L L O C AT I O N S
self. 2 a very impressive show or scene: the magat high/low speed
nificent spectacle of a forest in fall 3 spectacles
at great speed
[plural] (old-fashioned) glasses that you use to see
at top/full speed
things better
at lightning speed – extremely fast
1
spec·tac·u·lar /spEk'tæky@lø/ adj. very
at breakneck speed – dangerously fast
impressive or exciting: a spectacular view of the
at the speed of light
Grand Canyon —spectacularly adv.
2
[U] the rate at which something happens or is
2
spectacular n. [C] an event or performance that
done: a high-speed train | the speed of change | The
is very big and impressive
city is growing at breakneck speed (=very
spec·ta·tor /'spEk"teIÔø/ n. [C] someone who fast). 3 [U] the quality of being fast: a player with
watches an event, game, etc. ➔ see picture at AUDI- speed and power 4 five-speed/ten-speed etc.
ENCE
having a particular number of GEAR s 5 [U] (slang)
spec·ter /'spEktø/ n. 1 the specter of sth an illegal drug that makes you very active [ORIGIN:
something that frightens you because it may affect Old English sped “success, quickness”]
you badly: The failure of the talks raised the speed2 v. (past tense and past participle sped
specter of war. 2 [C] (literary) a GHOST
/spEd/ or speeded) 1 [I] to move or happen
quickly: The train sped along/by/past.
THESAURUS
ghost, spirit, phantom,
apparition ➔ GHOST

spec·trum /'spEktr@m/ n. (plural spectra /-tr@/)

1 [singular] a complete or very wide range of opinions, ideas, people, etc.: The policy appeals to a
wide/broad spectrum of voters. | women from
across the social spectrum 2 [C] PHYSICS the set of
different colors that is produced when light passes
through a PRISM
spec·u·late /'spEky@"leIt/ v. 1 [I,T] to guess
why something happened or what will happen next,
without knowing all the facts: Officials would not
speculate on/about the cause of the crash. 2 [I]
ECONOMICS to buy goods, property, etc., hoping to
make a large profit when you sell them [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Latin, past participle of speculari
“to watch (secretly),” from specere “to look
(at)”] —speculator n. [C] —speculation
/"spEky@'leIS@n/ n. [C,U]: speculation that he will
resign
-"leIÔIv/
spec·u·la·tive
/'spEky@l@ÔIv,
adj. 1 based on guessing, not facts: a speculative
article 2 ECONOMICS bought or done in order to
make a profit later: a speculative investment
sped /spEd/ v. a past tense and past participle of
SPEED

THESAURUS

RUSH 1

rush, race, dash, hurry ➔

2 be speeding to be driving faster than the legal
limit
speed up phr. v. to move or happen faster, or to
make something do this: an attempt to speed up
production | We sped up to pass the car in front of
us.
speed·boat /'spidboUt/ n. [C] a small boat with
a powerful engine that can go very fast
speed·ing /'spidIÎ/ n. [U] the action of traveling
too fast in a vehicle: Police stopped him for speeding.
'speed "limit n. [C] the fastest speed that you are
allowed to drive on a particular road: a 40 mph
speed limit
speed·om·e·ter /spI'dAm@Ôø/ n. [C] an instrument in a vehicle that shows how fast it is going
'speed trap n. [C] a place on a road where police
wait to catch drivers who are going too fast
speed·y /'spidi/ adj. (comparative speedier, superlative speediest) happening or done quickly, or
working quickly: a speedy recovery —speedily
adv.

speech /spitS/ n. 1 [C] a talk, especially a formal spell1 /spEl/ v. 1 [I,T] to form a word by writing or
one about a particular subject, given to a group of
people: a campaign speech | Walters gave/made a

saying the letters in the correct order: My last name
is Haines, spelled H-A-I-N-E-S. | a list of words

spike
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that are often spelled wrong 2 spell trouble/
defeat/danger etc. if a situation spells trouble,
etc., it makes you expect trouble: Too many tourists
could spell danger for the wilderness. 3 [T] if
letters spell a word, they form it [ORIGIN: 1200—
1300 Old French espeller]
spell sth ↔ out phr. v. to explain something clearly
and in detail: an advert spelling out the dangers of
smoking
spell2 n. [C] 1 a piece of magic that someone
does, or the special words or ceremonies used in
doing magic: The witches cast a spell on/over the
young prince.
THESAURUS

magic, curse ➔ MAGIC 1

2 a period of a particular type of weather, activity,
etc.: a dizzy spell | We’ve had a cold/warm/wet/dry
spell for most of January.
spell·bound /'spElbaUnd/ adj. extremely interested in something you are listening to: His stories
kept/held us spellbound.
'spell-"checker n. [C] IT a computer program that
tells you when you have not spelled a word correctly —spell-check v. [I,T]
spell·ing /'spElIÎ/ n. 1 [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS the
ability to spell words in the correct way: His
spelling has improved. 2 [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS the
way that a word is spelled: the correct spelling
'spelling bee n. [C] a spelling competition done
by students
spend /spEnd/ v. (past tense and past participle
spent /spEnt/) 1 [I,T] to use your money to buy or
pay for something: We spend $150 a week on
groceries. | Spending their own money teaches kids
about budgets. 2 [T] to use time doing a particular
activity: I want to spend more time with my
family. | We spent the day/morning etc. by the pool.
[ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Partly from Latin expendere and partly, later, from Old French despendre, from Latin dispendere “to weigh out”]
spend·ing /'spEndIÎ/ n. [U] ECONOMICS the
amount of money spent on something, especially
by the government: a cut in defense/public spending
spend·thrift /'spEnÄ"θrIft/ n. [C] someone who
spends a lot of money in a careless way
spent1 /spEnt/ v. the past tense and past participle
of SPEND
spent2 adj. 1 already used and now empty or
useless: spent cartridges 2 (literary) extremely
tired
sperm /spøm/ n. (plural sperm) 1 [C] BIOLOGY a
cell produced by the male sex organ that joins with
an egg to produce new life 2 [U] BIOLOGY SEMEN
spew /spyu/ also spew out v. [I,T] to flow out of
something in large quantities, or to make something
do this: factories spewing out pollution
sphere /sfIr/ Ac n. [C] 1 the shape of a ball:

The Earth is a sphere. 2 a particular area of work,
interest, knowledge, etc.: women’s sphere of activity 3 sphere of influence an area of the world or
a situation in which a particular country, group, or
person can influence what happens 4 MATH a solid
object in the shape of a ball, in which every point
on the surface is exactly the same distance from the
center. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French espere,
from Latin sphaera, from Greek sphaira “ball,
sphere”]
spher·i·cal /'sfIrIk@l, 'sfEr-/ Ac adj. having a
round shape like a ball
sphinx /sfIÎks/ n. [C] an ancient Egyptian image
of a lion with a human head
spice1 /spaIs/ n. 1 [C,U] a powder or seed taken
from plants that is put into food to give it a special
taste: herbs and spices 2 [singular,U] interest or
excitement that is added to something: Travel adds
spice to your life. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
French espice, from Late Latin species “spices”]
—spiced adj.
spice2 also spice up v. [T] 1 to add interest or
excitement to something: Graphics spice up your
marketing materials. 2 to add spice to food
spick-and-span /"spIk @n 'spæn/ adj. very
clean and neat
spic·y /'spaIsi/ adj. food that is spicy contains a lot
of spices: a hot and spicy chili
THESAURUS

➔ TASTE 1

sweet, tasty, sour, salty, hot

spi·der /'spaIdø/ n.
[C] a small creature with

eight legs that makes
WEB s (=sticky nets) to
catch insects [ORIGIN:
Old English spithra,
from spinnan]

spi·der·web

/'spaIdø"wEb/ n. [C] a
WEB ➔ COBWEB
spi·der·y /'spaId@ri/
adj. covered with or
made of lots of long thin
uneven lines: spidery
handwriting

spiel /Spil, spil/ n. [C,U] (informal) a speech that
the speaker has used many times before, usually
intended to persuade someone to buy something

spike1 /spaIk/ n. [C] 1 something that is long and

thin with a sharp point, especially a piece of
metal 2 a sudden large increase in the number,
price, rate, etc. of something: a spike in share
prices —spiky adj.
spike2 v. 1 [T] to add something, especially alcohol or a drug, to a drink: The orange juice had been
spiked with gin. 2 [I] if a number, price, rate, etc.
spikes, it increases quickly: His temperature had
spiked.
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spill1 /spIl/ v. 1 [I,T] if a liquid spills or you spill it, 'spin "doctor n. [C]

it flows over the edge of a container by accident: I
spilled coffee on my shirt. 2 [I] if people spill out
of a place, they move out in large groups 3 spill
your guts (informal) to tell someone a lot of personal things, especially because you are upset
[ORIGIN: Old English spillan “to kill, destroy,
waste”]
spill over phr. v. if a problem or bad situation spills
over, it begins to affect other places, people, etc.:
There’s a danger that the war will spill over into
neighboring countries.
spill2 n. [C,U] an act of spilling something, or the
amount that is spilled: an oil spill
spin1 /spIn/ v. (past tense and past participle spun
/spön/, present participle spinning) 1 [I,T] to turn
around and around very quickly, or to make something do this: The ceiling fans were spinning. | He
grabbed Lisa by the arm and spun her around
(=turned her around).
THESAURUS
turn, twist, whirl, twirl, swivel,
go around, revolve, rotate ➔ TURN 1

S

2 [T] to describe a situation or information in a way
that is intended to influence the way people think
about it – used especially about what politicians do:
In the book, he admits his affair but spins it as best
he can. 3 [I,T] to make cotton, wool, etc. into
thread by twisting it together 4 sb’s head is
spinning if your head is spinning, you feel confused or as though you might FAINT (=become
unconscious) 5 be spinning your wheels (informal) to continue trying to do something without
having any success 6 [T] if an insect spins a WEB
or a COCOON , it produces thread and makes
it 7 spin a tale/yarn/story to tell a story that you
have invented
spin (sth ↔) off phr. v. to make part of a company
into a separate company, or to become a separate
company: The company may spin off its engineering division. [ORIGIN: Old English spinnan]
spin2 n. 1 [C,U] an act of turning around quickly:
the spin of the wheel 2 [singular,U] POLITICS the way
someone, especially a politician, talks about information or a situation, in order to influence the way
people think about it ➔ SPIN DOCTOR : A spokesman
tried to put a positive spin on the report. | political
spin control (=the attempt to control the way
people think about an event) 3 [singular] (informal)
a short trip in a car for pleasure
spin·ach /'spInItS/ n. [U] a vegetable with large
dark green leaves [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
French espinache, from Arabic isfanakh, from
Persian]
spi·nal /'spaInl/ adj. relating to or affecting the
SPINE : a spinal injury
'spinal cord n. [C] BIOLOGY the long string of
nerves that go from your brain down your back,
through your SPINE ➔ see picture at BRAIN 1
spin·dly /'spIndli/ adj. long and thin and not
strong: spindly legs

POLITICS someone who
describes a situation in a way that is intended to
influence people’s opinions of it: a White House
spin doctor
spine /spaIn/ n. [C] 1 also 'spinal "column
BIOLOGY the long row of bones down the center of
your back ➔ see picture on page A3 2 a stiff sharp
point on an animal or plant: cactus spines 3 the
part of a book that the pages are attached to
spine·less /'spaInlIs/ adj. lacking courage and
determination
spin·ner·et /"spIn@'rEt/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a small
organ on the body of a SPIDER , from which silk
comes out when the spider is making a WEB
'spinning wheel n. [C] a simple machine used in
past times to make thread
'spin-off n. [C] a television program using characters that were originally on a different program
spin·ster /'spInstø/ n. [C] (old-fashioned) a
woman who is not married, especially one who is
no longer young and seems unlikely to marry
spi·ral1 /'spaIr@l/ n. [C] 1 a curve in the form of a
continuous line that winds around a central
point 2 a process in which something gradually
but continuously gets worse or better: the peso’s
downward spiral (=in which it continues to lose
value) —spiral adj.: a spiral staircase
spiral2 v. [I] 1 to move up or down in the shape of
a spiral: a leaf spiraling to the ground 2 to gradually but continuously get worse in a way that
cannot be controlled: The economy has spiraled
downward. | He felt his life was spiraling out of
control.
spire /spaIø/ n. [C] a tower that rises steeply to a
point, especially on a church
spir·it /'spIrIt/ n. 1 [C,U] the qualities that make
someone live the way s/he does, and make him/her
different from other people, and which many
people believe continues to exist after death
➔ SOUL : He has a generous/free/independent
spirit. | I can still feel her spirit in this house. | The
Olympic flame symbolizes the best of the human
spirit (=the qualities that make us human). 2 spirits [plural] how happy or sad someone feels at a
particular time: The children were in high/good
spirits (=happy and excited). | Her spirits rose/sank
(=she became happy or unhappy) when she heard
the news. | The music helped lift her spirits (=made
her happier). 3 [C] a creature without a physical
body, such as an ANGEL or GHOST : the spirits of
our ancestors

THESAURUS
ghost, phantom, specter,
apparition ➔ GHOST

4 [U] courage, energy, and determination: the
team’s fighting spirit 5 [singular] the attitude that
you have toward something: a spirit of cooperation 6 team/community/public etc. spirit the
strong feeling of belonging to a particular group
and wanting to help it [ORIGIN: 1200—1300
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Anglo-French, Latin spiritus “breath, spirit”]

spir·it·ed /'spIrIÔId/ adj. having a lot of courage,
determination, and energy: a spirited discussion

spir·i·tu·al1 /'spIrItSu@l, -tS@l/ adj. 1 relating to

the spirit rather than the body or mind: spiritual
health 2 relating to religion: a spiritual leader
—spiritually adv.
spiritual2 n. [C] a religious song first sung by the
black people of the U.S. when they were SLAVE s
spit1 /spIt/ v. (past tense and past participle spit or
spat /spæt/, present participle spitting) [I,T] to force
a small amount of liquid, blood, food, etc. from
your mouth: He spat on the ground. | She tasted the
drink and immediately spat it out. [ORIGIN: Old
English spittan]
spit up phr. v. if a baby spits up, it brings back milk
from its stomach out of its mouth
spit2 n. 1 [U] (informal) SALIVA 2 [C] a long thin
stick that you put through meat to cook it over a fire
spite1 /spaIt/ n. [U] 1 in spite of sth without
being affected or prevented by something
SYN despite: Mrs. Hetland, in spite of her age, is
still beautiful.
THESAURUS
however, despite,
nevertheless/nonetheless ➔ ALTHOUGH

2 a feeling of wanting to hurt, annoy, or upset
someone: Lois refused to let her ex-husband see the
children out of spite (=because of spite).
spite2 v. [T] to annoy or upset someone deliberately: He’s doing this just to spite me!
spite·ful /'spaIt§f@l/ adj. being unkind deliberately in order to annoy or upset someone
THESAURUS
mean, cruel, unkind, nasty,
vicious, malicious ➔ MEAN 2

splash1 /splæS/ v. 1 [I,T] if a liquid splashes, or if

you splash it, it falls on something or hits against it:
He splashed some cold water on his face. | Water
splashed down onto the rocks. 2 [I] to move
around in water in a noisy way: The children were
splashing around in the pool.
splash2 n. [C] 1 the sound water makes when
something hits it: Jerry jumped into the water with
a loud splash. ➔ see picture on page A7 2 a mark
made by a liquid splashing onto something else:
splashes of paint on my pants 3 a splash of
color a small area of bright color 4 make a
splash (informal) to do something that gets a lot of
public attention: The story made a splash in the
newspapers.
splash·y /'splæSi/ adj. big, bright, and very easy
to notice: a splashy tie
splat /splæt/ n. [singular] (informal) the sound made
when something wet hits a hard surface
splat·ter /'splæÔø/ v. [I,T] if a liquid splatters, or if
someone splatters it, it hits against a surface: rain
splattering against the window
splay /spleI/ also splay out v. [I,T] to spread your

split-level

fingers, arms, or legs wide apart: He sat with his
legs splayed out in front of him.
spleen /splin/ n. [C] BIOLOGY an organ near your
stomach that helps clean your blood and fight
against infections
splen·did /'splEndId/ adj. 1 excellent: a splendid performance 2 beautiful or impressive: a
splendid view from the balcony [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 Latin splendidus, from splendere “to
shine”] —splendidly adv.
splen·dor /'splEndø/ n. [U] impressive beauty:
the splendor of Yosemite Valley
splice /splaIs/ v. [T] to join the ends of two pieces
of film, wire, etc. so they form one piece
splint /splInt/ n. [C] a flat piece of wood, metal,
etc. used for keeping a broken bone in position
while it HEAL s
splin·ter1 /'splInôø/ n. [C] 1 a small sharp piece
of wood, glass, or metal that has broken off of a
larger piece: I have a splinter in my finger. 2 splinter group/organization a group of
people that separate from a larger organization
because they have different ideas
splinter2 v. [I,T] 1 to break into thin sharp pieces,
or to cause something to do this 2 if a group or
organization splinters, or if it is splintered by something such as a disagreement, it separates into
smaller groups or organizations
split1 /splIt/ v. (past tense and past participle split,
present participle splitting) 1 [I,T] also split up to
divide or make something divide into two or more
groups, parts, etc.: We’ll split (up) into three work
groups. | Try splitting this section into two.
THESAURUS
separate, divide, break up,
segregate, partition ➔ SEPARATE 2

2 [I,T] to tear or break something along a straight
line, or to be torn or broken in this way: The board
had split in two. | One of the boxes had split
open. 3 [I,T] if a group of people splits, or if
something splits them, they divide into smaller
groups after disagreeing strongly about something:
It was feared that the issue would split the
church. 4 [T] to divide something among two or
more people in equal parts: Do you want to split a
pizza? | We decided to split the money between
us. 5 [I] (informal) to leave a place quickly
split up phr. v. to end a marriage or a relationship:
Eve’s parents split up when she was three.
split2 n. [C] 1 a long straight hole caused when
something breaks or tears: a split in the seam of my
skirt 2 a serious disagreement that divides an organization or group of people into smaller groups: a
split in the Republican Party
"split in'finitive n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a phrase in
which you put an adverb or other word between the
word “to” and an INFINITIVE (=basic form of a
verb), for example in “to easily win.” Some people
think that this is incorrect English.
"split-'level adj. a split-level house, room, or
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building has floors at different heights in different
parts
"split 'second n. a split second an extremely
short period of time: For a split second, I thought I
was going to die. —split-second adj.: a splitsecond decision (=one taken very quickly)
split·ting /'splIÔIÎ/ adj. splitting headache a
very painful HEADACHE
splurge /splødZ/ v. [I] (informal) to spend more
money than you can usually afford: We went shopping and splurged on clothes.
spoil /spOIl/ v. 1 [T] to ruin something by making
it less attractive, enjoyable, useful, etc.: Don’t let
his bad mood spoil your evening. 2 [T] to let a
child do or have whatever they want, with the result
that they behave badly: We’ve been careful not to
spoil our kids. 3 [T] to treat someone in a way that
is very kind or too generous: a hotel that spoils its
guests 4 [I] if food spoils, it starts to decay [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French espoillier, from
Latin spoliare “to strip, rob”]
spoiled /spOIld/ adj. someone, especially a child,
who is spoiled is rude and behaves badly because
s/he is always allowed to do or have whatever s/he
wants: a spoiled brat
spoils /spOIlz/ n. [plural] things taken by an army
from a defeated enemy, or things taken by thieves
spoil·sport /'spOIlspOrt/ n. [C] (informal) someone who spoils other people’s fun: Come on and
play, don’t be a spoilsport.
spoke1 /spoUk/ v. the past tense of SPEAK
spoke2 n. [C] one of the thin metal bars that
connect the outer edge of a wheel to the center,
especially on a bicycle ➔ see picture at BICYCLE
spok·en1 /'spoUk@n/ v. the past participle of
SPEAK

spoken2 adj. 1 spoken English/language the

form of a particular language that you speak rather
than write 2 softly-spoken/soft-spoken/wellspoken speaking quietly or in an educated way: a
soft-spoken man (=he speaks quietly)
spokes·man /'spoUksm@n/ n. (plural spokesmen /-m@n/) [C] a male spokesperson: a spokesman for the victims’ families
spokes·per·son /'spoUks"pøs@n/ n. (plural
spokespeople /-"pipal/) [C] someone who has been
chosen to speak officially for a group, organization,
government, etc.: a White House spokesperson
spokes·wom·an /'spoUks"wUm@n/ n. (plural
spokeswomen /-"wImIn/) [C] a female spokesperson
spon·dee /'spAndi/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
RHYTHM in poetry in which there are two
STRESS ed words or SYLLABLE s next to each other,
as in the phrase “praise Him”
sponge1 /spöndZ/ n. 1 [C,U] a piece of a very
light substance that is full of small holes and is used
for washing or cleaning something 2 [C] a sea
animal with a soft body, from which some sponges

are made [ORIGIN: 1000—1100 Latin spongia,
from Greek]
sponge2 v. 1 [T] also sponge down to wash
something with a wet sponge 2 [T] to remove
liquid from a surface using a sponge 3 [I] (informal,
disapproving) to get money, food, etc. from someone
without working for it: He’s been sponging off his
friends for years.
'sponge cake n. [C,U] a light cake made with
eggs, sugar, and flour but usually no fat
spong·y /'spöndZi/ adj. soft and full of holes like
a sponge: spongy wet earth
spon·sor1 /'spAnsø/ n. [C] 1 ECONOMICS a person
or company that sponsors a television show, sports
event, etc.: the sponsor of the French Open 2 POLITICS a politician who officially introduces or supports a proposal for a new law: Senator Kelly is one
of the bill’s chief sponsors. 3 someone who sponsors a person for CHARITY
sponsor2 v. [T] 1 ECONOMICS to give money to a
television show, sports event, etc. in exchange for
the right to advertise your products at the event: a
competition sponsored by Campbell’s Soup 2 POLITICS to officially introduce or support a proposal for
a new law 3 to agree to give someone money for a
CHARITY if s/he walks, runs, swims, etc. a particular distance —sponsorship n. [U]: the industry’s
sponsorship of major sporting events
spon·ta·ne·ous /spAn'teIni@s/ adj. happening
or done without being planned or organized: a
spontaneous decision —spontaneously adv.
—spontaneity /"spAnt@'neI@Ôi, "spAnt§n'eI-/ n.
[U]

THESAURUS

➔ IMPULSIVE

impulsive, impetuous, hasty

spoof /spuf/ n. [C] a funny book, movie, or play,

etc. that copies a serious or important book, etc.
and makes it seem silly: a spoof on/of Shakespeare’s “Richard III” —spoof v. [T]
spook1 /spuk/ n. [C] (informal) a GHOST
spook2 v. [T] (informal) to frighten someone: Being
alone all night really spooked me. | The drop in
share prices spooked investors.
spook·y /'spuki/ adj. (informal) strange or
frightening SYN eerie: a spooky old house
spool /spul/ n. [C] an object shaped like a small
wheel that you wind wire, thread, camera film, etc.
around
spoon1 /spun/ n. [C] a tool used for eating, cooking, and serving food, shaped like a small bowl
with a long handle [ORIGIN: Old English spon
“piece of wood split off”]
spoon2 v. [T] to pick up or move food with a
spoon: Spoon the sauce over the fish.
spoon·er·ism /'spun@"rIz@m/ n. [C] ENG. LANG.
ARTS a phrase in which the speaker accidentally
exchanges the first sounds of two words, with a
funny result. For example, the speaker might say
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“Let me sew you to a sheet” instead of “Let me
show you to a seat.”
'spoon-feed v. (past tense and past participle
spoon-fed) [T] (disapproving) to give too much help
to someone: Spoon-feeding students does not help
them remember things.
spoon·ful /'spunfUl/ n. [C] the amount that a
spoon can hold: a spoonful of sugar
spo·rad·ic /sp@'rædIk/ adj. happening often but
not regularly or continuously: sporadic bombing
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Medieval Latin sporadicus, from Greek, from sporaden “scattered in
different places”] —sporadically adv.
spore /spOr/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a cell that is like a seed
and is produced by living things which have only a
single set of GENE s, such as MUSHROOM s or BACTERIA . Spores can develop into new mushrooms,
bacteria, etc.: Fungus spores are often spread by
the wind. [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Modern Latin
spora, from Greek, “act of planting seeds,
seed”]
sport1 /spOrt/ n. [C] 1 a physical activity in
which people compete against each other: What’s
your favorite sport? | Do you play any sports? |
Soccer and basketball are team sports. | Baseball is
America’s most popular spectator sport (=one
watched by a lot of people).

to sports: a store selling sporting goods (=sports
equipment) | one of the biggest sporting events of
the year
sports /spOrts/ adj. 1 relating to sports or used
for sports: a sports club | sports equipment 2 on
the subject of sports: I like reading the sports
pages/section (=in a newspaper).
'sports car n. [C] a low fast car, often with a roof
that can be folded back
sports·cast /'spOrts-kæst/ n. [C] a television
program of a sports game
'sports "jacket also 'sports coat n. [C] a man’s
comfortable jacket, worn on informal occasions
sports·man·ship /'spOrtsm@n"SIp/ n. [U]
behavior that is fair, honest, and polite in a game or
sports competition: We try to teach the kids good
sportsmanship.
sports·wear /'spOrtswEr/ n. [U] clothes that are
appropriate for informal occasions
"sport-u'tility "vehicle n. [C] an SUV

sport·y /'spOrÔi/ adj. (informal) designed to look

attractive in a bright informal way: a sporty red car

spot1 /spAt/ n. [C]

1 PLACE a particular place: Oh, sorry, I’m sitting in
your spot. | a popular vacation spot | a parking spot

THESAURUS

THESAURUS

Places where people play sports
field – a large area of ground, usually covered

➔ PLACE 1

with grass, where team sports are played: a
football/baseball/soccer field | The athletic fields
are next to the school.
stadium – a large sports field with seats all
around it for people to watch team sports or
track and field competitions: a football stadium
court – an area with lines painted on the
ground, for tennis, basketball, etc.: a tennis court
diamond – the area in a baseball field that is
within the shape formed by the four bases, also
used to refer to the whole field
track – a special area for running on
gym – a large room with machines which you
can use to do exercises
(swimming) pool – a place where you can swim
health club – a building where you can do
various different sports

2 an activity such as hunting or fishing
THESAURUS
GAME 1

game, recreation, hobby ➔

3 a good sport someone who does not get angry
when s/he loses at a game or sport 4 a bad/poor
sport someone who gets angry very easily when
s/he loses at a game or sport [ORIGIN: late Middle
English 1300—1400 disport]
sport2 v. be sporting sth to be wearing or
showing something in a proud way: Martin walked
in sporting a tall white cowboy hat.
sport·ing /'spOrÔIÎ/ adj. [only before noun] relating

place, position, location, site

2 COLORED AREA a small round area on a surface,
that is a different color from the rest: a white dog
with black spots
3 MARK a small mark on something: grease spots |
There are spots of blood on his jacket.
THESAURUS

➔ MARK 2

mark, stain, smudge, smear

4 on the spot (informal) a) immediately: Cathy
was offered the job on the spot. b) at the place
where something is happening: He lit up a cigar on
the spot.
5 APPEARANCE a short appearance or advertisement on TV, radio, etc.: an advertising spot | a
guest spot on the Tonight Show
6 POSITION a position in a competition: The top
finisher will earn a spot in the U.S. Olympic team.
7 put sb on the spot to deliberately ask someone
a question that is difficult or embarrassing to
answer
8 bright spot something that is good in a bad
situation: Foreign trade is the one bright spot in the
economy. ➔ hit the spot at HIT 1

spot2 v. (spotted, spotting) [T] 1 to notice or
recognize someone or something that is difficult to
see: A helicopter pilot spotted the wreckage of the
plane. | She has a good eye for spotting talent. | I
spotted something moving in the trees.
THESAURUS
see, notice, glimpse/catch a
glimpse of sth/sb, catch sight of sb/sth ➔ SEE
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2 to give the other player in a game an advantage:
Come on, I’ll spot you 10 points if you play.

"spot 'check n. [C] an examination of a few things

S

or people in a group, to see whether everything is
correct or satisfactory: Health inspectors will make
spot checks throughout the state.
spot·less /'spAtlIs/ adj. 1 completely clean:
Donna keeps her car spotless. 2 completely honest and good: a spotless reputation
spot·light1 /'spAtlaIt/ n. 1 [C] a very powerful
light that can be directed at someone or something,
or the light made by this. Spotlights are often used
to light a stage when actors or singers are performing. 2 the spotlight a lot of attention in newspapers, on television, etc.: Russia is back in the media
spotlight again.
spotlight2 v. [T] to make people pay attention to
someone or something: a music festival that spotlights modern composers
spot·ty /'spAÔi/ adj. good in some parts but not in
others: The stock market showed spotty gains.
spouse /spaUs/ n. [C] (formal) a husband or wife
[ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old French espous(e),
from Latin sponsus “promised (in marriage)”]
spout1 /spaUt/ n. [C] a small pipe on the side of a
container that you pour liquid out through

spout2 v. 1 [I,T] if a liquid spouts or fire spouts

from somewhere, it comes out very quickly in a
powerful stream: A leak spouted from the garden
hose. 2 [I] (informal) also spout off to talk a lot in
a boring or annoying way: He’s always spouting
off about politics.

sprain /spreIn/ v. [T] to injure a joint in your body
by suddenly twisting it: Amy sprained her ankle
when she fell. —sprain n. [C]
THESAURUS
HURT 1 ➔ INJURY

hurt, twist, strain, pull ➔

sprang /spræÎ/ v. a past tense of SPRING
sprawl /sprOl/ v. [I] 1 also sprawl out to lie or
sit with your arms or legs stretched out: When we
got home, Carey was sprawled on the sofa. 2 if a
building or town sprawls, it spreads out over a wide
area in an unattractive way —sprawl n. [singular,
U]: urban sprawl (=growth in the size of a town or
city)

spray1 /spreI/ v. 1 [T] to make a liquid come out

of a container, HOSE , etc. in a stream of very small
drops: Spray a little perfume on the backs of your
knees too. | She sprayed herself with perfume. ➔ see
picture at SQUIRT 1 2 [I] to be scattered in small
drops or pieces through the air: Water sprayed from
the garden hose.

spray2 n. 1 [C,U] liquid that is forced out of a

container in a stream of very small drops: hair
spray 2 [C] a special container from which liquid
comes out in small drops: a non-aerosol
spray 3 [U] water that is thrown up into the air in

very small drops: The boat scattered sea spray over
us as it rocked up and down.
spread1 /sprEd/ v.
(past tense and past participle spread)
1 OPEN/ARRANGE [T]
also spread out to
open something so that
it covers a big area, or to
arrange a number of
things so that they cover
a flat surface: Tracy had
a map spread out over
the floor. | The population is evenly spread
across the state. | He sat
with books and papers
spread over the table.
2 AFFECT MORE PEOPLE/PLACES/THINGS [I,T] to
move and affect more people, places, or a larger
area, or to make something do this: Rain will
spread throughout the area by tonight. | Cancer
has spread to her lungs. | Only a small number of
insects spread disease.
3 INFORMATION/IDEAS [I,T] to tell a lot of people
about something or to become known by a lot of
people: His neighbors began spreading rumors
that he was a spy. | News of her arrest quickly
spread.
4 SOFT SUBSTANCE [T] to put a soft substance
onto a surface in order to cover it: Spread some
honey on the bread.
5 PUSH APART [I,T] also spread apart to push
your arms, legs, or fingers wide apart
6 DO STH GRADUALLY [T] also spread out to do
something gradually over time: You can spread the
payments over a year.
7 spread yourself too thin to try to do too many
things at the same time so that you do not do any of
them effectively
8 WINGS [T] also spread open if a bird or insect
spreads its wings, it stretches them wide
spread out phr. v.

if a group of people spread out, they move apart
from each other in order to cover a wide area: If we
spread out, it should be easier to find her.
spread2 n. 1 [singular] the increase in the area or
number of people that something has an effect on:
the spread of TB 2 [C,U] a soft food that you put
on bread: cheese/chocolate etc. spread 3 [C] (informal) a large meal for several people on a special
occasion: There was a nice spread at the reception
after the wedding. 4 [C] a special article or advertisement in a newspaper or magazine: a two-page
spread 5 [C] a large farm or RANCH : a 300-acre
spread
spread·sheet /'sprEdSit/ n. [C] 1 IT a computer
program that can show and calculate financial
information 2 a document that contains rows and
COLUMN s of numbers that can be used to calculate
something
spree /spri/ n. [C] a short period in which you do
something that you enjoy, especially spending
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and wanting to do something new and exciting, that
money or drinking: I see you went on a shopping
you get in the spring
spree!
sprig /sprIg/ n. [C] a small stem or part of a branch "spring 'tide n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a TIDE in which
the rise and fall of the level of the sea is higher than
with leaves or flowers on it: a sprig of parsley
normal, which takes place every two weeks when
spring1 /sprIÎ/ n. 1 [C,U] the season between
the moon is new or full ➔ NEAP TIDE
winter and summer, when leaves and flowers
appear: The park opens in the spring. | I’m going to spring·time /'sprIÎtaIm/ n. [U] the time of year
when it is spring
Cancun this spring. | last/next spring (=the spring
before or after this one) 2 [C] a twisted piece of spring·y /'sprIÎi/ adj. returning quickly to its
metal that has been made so that it will return to its
original shape after being pressed: springy grass
original shape after it has been pressed down 3 [C]
1
/'sprIÎk@l/
sprin·kle
EARTH SCIENCES a place where water comes up natuv.
1
[T]
to
scatter small
rally from the ground: a hot spring 4 [U] the
drops of liquid or small
ability of a chair, bed, etc. to return to its normal
pieces of something
shape after being pressed down 5 [C] a sudden
onto something else:
quick movement or jump in a particular direction
spaghetti sprinkled with
2
spring v. (past tense sprang /spræÎ/ also sprung
parmesan
|
She
/spröÎ/, past participle sprung) [I] 1 to jump or
sprinkled some cookie
move suddenly and quickly in a particular direccrumbs on the ice
tion: He turned off the alarm and sprang out of
cream. 2 it is sprinbed. | He sprang to his feet (=stood up suddenly)
kling if it is sprinkling,
and rushed after her. | The lid of the box sprang
it is raining lightly
open/shut (=suddenly opened or shut). | The
2
n.
sprinkle
branch sprang back/up (=moved quickly back to
[C] 1 small pieces of
its original position or shape) and hit him in the
food, or a light layer of
face.
these: chocolate sprinkles | a sprinkle of grated
THESAURUS
cheese 2 a light rain
jump, skip, hop, leap ➔
JUMP 1
sprin·kler /'sprIÎklø/ n. [C] a piece of equipment
used for scattering drops of water on grass
2 spring to mind if someone or something springs
to mind, you immediately think of him, her, or it: sprint /sprInt/ v. [I] to run very fast for a short
Pam’s name springs to mind as someone who could
distance —sprint n. [C] —sprinter n. [C]
do the job. 3 spring into action/spring to life
THESAURUS
run, dash, tear, race ➔ RUN 1
to suddenly become active or start doing things:
The whole school springs into action at Homecoming. 4 spring to sb’s defense to immediately
1
help someone who is being attacked or criticized: sprout /spraUt/ v. 1 [I,T] BIOLOGY to start to
grow,
or
produce new leaves, BUD s, or SHOOT s: a
Molly sprang to her daughter’s defense. 5 spring
plant sprouting new flowers | seeds beginning to
a leak if a boat or a container springs a leak, it
sprout 2 [I] also sprout up to appear suddenly in
begins to let liquid in or out through a crack or hole
large numbers: new homes sprouting up in the
spring for sth phr. v. (informal) to pay for somesuburbs
thing: Carol said she’d spring for lunch.
spring from sth phr. v. to be caused by something: sprout2 n. [C] 1 BIOLOGY a new growth on a
plant 2 a bean or other plant that is not fully
health problems that spring from living in a cold,
grown and is eaten in SALAD s: alfalfa sprouts 3 a
wet country
BRUSSELS SPROUT
spring sth on sb phr. v. (informal) to tell someone
something or ask him/her to do something when spruce1 /sprus/ n. [C,U] a tree with short leaves
s/he does not expect it and is not ready for it: I’m
shaped like needles, or the wood of this tree
sorry to have to spring this on you.
2
v.
spruce
spring up phr. v. to suddenly appear or start to
spruce
(sth/sb) up phr. v. (informal) to make yourexist: All along the railroad, new towns sprang up.
self or a place look better or neater: I want to
spring·board /'sprIÎbOrd/ n. [C] 1 something
spruce up a little before dinner.
that helps you to start doing something: His computer knowledge provided a springboard for his sprung /spröÎ/ v. a past tense and the past participle of SPRING
career. 2 a strong board that bends, used in order
to jump high, especially into water
spry /spraI/ adj. a spry old person is active and
cheerful
"spring 'break n. [C] a vacation from school in
the spring that is usually one week long
spud /spöd/ n. [C] (informal) a POTATO
"spring 'chicken n. be no spring chicken spun /spön/ v. the past tense and past participle of
(humorous) to no longer be young
SPIN
"spring 'fever n. [U] a sudden feeling of energy spunk·y /'spöÎki/ adj. (informal) brave and full of
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energy and determination: the film’s spunky heroine 'squad car n. [C] a car used by police
—spunk n. [U]
squad·ron /'skwAdr@n/ n. [C] a military force
spur1 /spø/ n. 1 on the spur of the moment consisting of a group of aircraft or ships
without planning ahead of time: We got married on squal·id /'skwAlId/ adj. extremely dirty,
the spur of the moment. 2 [C] a sharp pointed unhealthy, and unsafe: squalid living conditions
object attached to the heel of a rider’s boot that s/he
presses against the side of a horse to encourage it to squall /skwOl/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a sudden
strong wind that brings rain or snow
go faster
2
squal·or
/'skwAlø/ n. [U] extremely dirty,
spur v. (spurred, spurring) [T] 1 to make an
improvement or change happen faster: Growth in unhealthy, and unsafe conditions: people living in
the city was spurred by cheap housing. 2 also squalor
spur sb on to encourage someone to do or squan·der /'skwAndø/ v. [T] to carelessly waste
continue doing something: Her sister’s success money, time, opportunities, etc.: They’ve squanspurred her on to practice harder.
dered thousands on that old house.
spu·ri·ous /'spyUri@s/ adj. (formal) not based on square1 /skwEr/ adj. 1 having four straight equal
correct facts or careful thinking, and so likely to be sides and four 90° angles: a square winwrong: spurious arguments [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 dow 2 square inch/mile etc. the measurement
Late Latin spurius, from Latin (noun), “child of of an area that is a square shape with sides an inch,
unmarried parents”]
mile, etc. long: two square acres of land 3 like a
spurn /spøn/ v. [T] (literary) to refuse to accept square in shape forming a 90° angle, or seeming to
something or to refuse to have a relationship with do this: a square corner | a square jaw 4 be (all)
square if two people are square, they do not owe
someone, in an unkind way: a spurned lover
each other any money: Here’s your $20, so now
1
spurt /spøt/ v. [I] 1 to flow out suddenly with a we’re square. 5 a square meal a complete satislot of force: Blood spurted from his arm.
fying meal 6 a square deal honest and fair
THESAURUS
treatment from someone: a car dealer that gives
pour, flow, gush, run, come
customers a square deal 7 (old-fashioned) honest:
out ➔ POUR
I’m being square with you. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300
2 to suddenly move forward very quickly: Liz Old French esquarre, from Vulgar Latin
spurted past the other runners.
exquadra, from exquadrare “to make square”]
spurt2 n. [C] 1 a stream of liquid, flames, etc. that square2 n. [C] 1 a shape with four straight equal
comes out of something suddenly: Water was com- sides forming four RIGHT ANGLE s ➔ see picture at
ing out of the faucet in spurts (=quickly for short POLYGON
periods). 2 a short sudden increase in activity,
THESAURUS
shape, circle, semicircle,
effort, or speed: a growth spurt
triangle, rectangle, oval ➔ SHAPE 1
sput·ter /'spöÔø/ v. 1 [I] if something such as a
process sputters, it stops working well or effec- 2 a broad open area with buildings around it in the
tively: The country’s economic growth sputtered to middle of a town: Times Square 3 be back to
a halt during 2007. 2 [I] if an engine sputters, it square one to be back in exactly the same situamakes sounds like very small explosions, because it tion that you started from: The development deal
is not working correctly: The engine sputtered and fell through and now we’re back to square
died. 3 [I,T] to talk quickly in short confused one. 4 MATH the result of multiplying a number by
phrases, especially because you are angry or itself. For example, the square of 5 is 25.
➔ SQUARE ROOT
shocked: “They think I’m a fool,” she sputtered.
spy /spaI/ v. (spied, spies) [I] to secretly collect square3 v. [T] MATH to multiply a number by itself
information or watch people, usually for a govern- square sth ↔ away phr. v. to finish dealing with
ment or company: She hired a private detective to something: Peter needs another day to get things
spy on her husband. | He confessed to spying for squared away at home.
North Korea. —spy n. [C]: a government spy
square off phr. v. to get ready to fight someone
squab·ble /'skwAb@l/ v. [I] to argue about some- square up phr. v. to pay money that you owe: I’ll
thing unimportant: What are those kids squabbling get the drinks, and we can square up later.
about now? —squabble n. [C]
square4 adv. (spoken) SQUARELY
THESAURUS
argue, have an argument,
fight, have a fight, quarrel, have a quarrel,
bicker ➔ ARGUE

squared /skwErd/ adj. 3/9/10 etc. squared
MATH the number 3, 9, 10, etc. multiplied by itself: 3

squared equals 9.

squad /skwAd/ n. [C] a group of people who work 'square dance n. [C] a type of dance in which

together and do a job that needs special skills: four pairs of dancers face each other in a square
soldiers in the bomb squad [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 square·ly /'skwErli/ adv. 1 exactly or directly:
French escouade, from escadre, from Italian The ball landed squarely in the palm of his
squadra “square”]
hand. 2 completely and with no doubt: The report
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puts the blame squarely on the senior managers.
MATH the square root of a
number is the number which, when multiplied by
itself, equals that number. For example, the square
root of 9 is 3. ➔ CUBE ROOT
squash1 /skwAS, skwOS/ v. 1 [T] to press something into a flat shape, often damaging it: My hat
got squashed on the flight.

"square 'root n. [C]

THESAURUS
press, crush, mash, grind,
squeeze, compress, compact ➔ PRESS 1

2 [I,T] to push yourself or someone else into a space
that is too small SYN squeeze: Seven of us
squashed into the car.
squash2 n. 1 [C,U] one of a group of large
vegetables with solid flesh and hard skins, such as
PUMPKIN s ➔ see picture at VEGETABLE 2 [U] an
indoor game similar to RACKETBALL

squat1 /skwAt/ v. [I] 1 also squat down to

balance on your feet with your legs bent under you
and your bottom near the ground 2 to live in a
building or on a piece of land without permission
and without paying rent
squat2 adj. short and thick, or low and wide: small
squat houses | He is short and squat.
squawk /skwOk/ v. [I] if a bird squawks, it makes
a loud angry cry —squawk n. [C]
squeak /skwik/ v. [I] 1 to make a very short high
noise or cry: Is that your chair squeaking? 2 squeak by/through (informal) to manage
to succeed, but not by very much: The Bulls have
squeaked through into the playoffs. —squeak n.
[C]: the squeak of new leather ➔ see picture on page
A7

squeak·y /'skwiki/ adj. 1 making very high
noises that are not loud: a squeaky voice | squeaky
bed springs
THESAURUS
HIGH 1

high, high-pitched, shrill ➔

2 squeaky clean (informal) a) never having done
anything morally wrong: The incident has ruined
McIntyre’s squeaky clean image. b) completely
clean: squeaky clean hair
squeal1 /skwil/ v. [I] 1 to make a long loud high
sound or cry: His tires squealed as he swerved

around the corner. | children squealing with excitement 2 squeal (on sb) (informal) to tell the police
or someone in authority about someone you know
who has done something wrong
squeal2 n. [C] a long loud high sound or cry:
squeals of delight
squeam·ish /'skwimIS/ adj. easily shocked or
upset, or easily made to feel sick by disgusting
sights: I couldn’t be a doctor – I’m too squeamish.
squeeze1 /skwiz/ v. 1 [T] to press something
firmly together with your fingers or hands: She
squeezed Jim’s shoulder gently. 2 [T] to twist or
press something in order to get liquid out of it:
Squeeze some lemon juice onto the salad. ➔ see
picture on page A5

THESAURUS
press, squash, crush,
compress ➔ PRESS 1

3 [I,T] to try to make a person or thing fit into a
small space SYN squash: Can you squeeze in next
to Rick? | She had to squeeze past boxes of books to
get to the front door. 4 squeeze sb/sth in (informal) to manage to do something although you are
very busy: Professor Lang can squeeze you in at
2:00. 5 squeeze sb/sth out (of sth) to not let
someone or something take part in something:
Some small businesses are being squeezed out of
the market. 6 [T] ECONOMICS to strictly limit the
amount of money that is available to an organization: a school squeezed by budget cuts [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 quease “to press, squeeze”
(15—17 centuries), from Old English cwysan]
squeeze2 n. 1 a (tight) squeeze a situation in
which there is only just enough room for things or
people to fit somewhere: It’ll be a tight squeeze
with six of us in the car. 2 [C] an act of pressing
something firmly with your fingers or hand: Laurie
gave his hand a little squeeze. 3 [C] a small
amount of something you get by squeezing: a
squeeze of lime juice 4 [singular] ECONOMICS a situation in which WAGE rises, price increases, or
borrowing money, etc. are strictly controlled: a
squeeze on farm programs
squelch /skwEltS/ v. 1 [T] (informal) to stop
something from spreading or continuing: Store
owners said the law would squelch competition. 2 [I] SQUISH

squid /skwId/ n. (plural squid or squids) [C] a sea

creature with a long soft body and ten arms
squig·gle /'skwIg@l/ n. [C] a short line in writing
or drawing that curls and twists —squiggly adj.
squint /skwInt/ v. [I] to look at something with
your eyes partly closed in order to see better: He
looked at me, squinting in the sun. —squint n. [C]
squire /skwaIø/ n. [C] a young man in the Middle
Ages who learned how to be a KNIGHT by serving
one
squirm /skwøm/ v. [I] to twist your body from
side to side because you are uncomfortable or
nervous: Stop squirming so I can comb your hair!
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squir·rel /'skwø@l/ n. [C] a small animal with a

long furry tail that lives in trees and eats nuts
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Anglo-French esquirel,
from Latin sciurus, from Greek skiouros, from
skia “shadow” + oura “tail”] ➔ see picture at

RODENT

S
squirt1 /skwøt/ v. 1 [I,T] if you squirt liquid or it

squirts, it is forced out of a narrow hole in a thin
fast stream: Orange juice squirted onto her dress. |
You need to squirt some oil in the lock. 2 [T] to hit
or cover someone or something with a stream of
liquid: The children squirted each other with the
hose.
squirt2 n. [C] 1 a fast thin stream of liquid: a
squirt of ketchup 2 (spoken) a word used when
speaking to a small child: Hey squirt — it’s time to
wake up.
squish /skwIS/ v. 1 [I,T] (informal) to SQUASH
something soft or wet, or to become squashed 2 [I]
to make a sucking sound by moving through something soft and wet, such as mud
squish·y /'skwISi/ adj. soft, wet, and easy to
SQUEEZE : squishy mud
Sr. the written abbreviation of SENIOR
St. 1 the written abbreviation of STREET 2 the
written abbreviation of SAINT
stab1 /stæb/ v. (stabbed, stabbing) 1 [T] to push
a sharp object into someone or something: He was
stabbed to death in a fight. | I was stabbed several
times in the arm/chest etc. | She says he stabbed her
with the bread knife. 2 stab sb in the back
(informal) to do something bad to someone who
likes and trusts you SYN betray
stab2 n. 1 [C] an act of stabbing or trying to stab
someone: The victim had four stab

wounds. 2 take a stab at (doing) sth (informal)
to try to do something that is difficult or that you
have never done: Carla decided to take a stab at
learning to sail.
stab·bing /'stæbIÎ/ n. [C] a crime in which
someone is stabbed
sta·bil·i·ty /st@'bIl@Ôi/ Ac n. [U] 1 the condition of not changing very often or suddenly
ANT instability: a long period of political stability 2 the condition of being strong and steady and
not likely to fall or move in an unsafe way
ANT instability: the structural stability of a building 3 the quality of being mentally and emotionally healthy, so that you are not likely to become
mentally ill: Lawyers questioned his emotional stability.
sta·bi·lize /'steIb@"laIz/ Ac v. 1 [I,T] to reach
a state where changes no longer happen often or
suddenly, or to make something do this ➔ STABLE :
The financial markets are finally stabilizing. 2 [T]
to make something steady and not likely to fall or
move in an unsafe way: A rod is put in to stabilize
the
broken
bone.
—stabilization
/"steIb@l@'zeIS@n/ n. [U]
sta·ble1 /'steIb@l/ Ac adj. 1 steady and not
likely to move: Be careful – the ladder doesn’t look
stable. 2 not likely to change often or suddenly: a
stable marriage 3 calm, reasonable, and not easy
to upset: He was clearly not a very stable person.
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French estable, from
Latin stabilis, from stare “to stand”]
stable2 n. [C] a building where horses are kept
stack1 /stæk/ n. [C] a neat pile of things: a stack of
magazines on the table
THESAURUS

pile, heap, mound ➔ PILE 1

stack2 v. 1 [I,T] also stack up to form a neat

pile, or to put things into a neat pile: Just stack the
dishes in the sink for now. | chairs that are designed
to stack easily 2 [T] to put piles of things on
something: Al has a job stacking shelves in the
supermarket.
stack up phr. v. (informal) used to talk about how
good something is compared with something else:
a new PC that stacks up well against the others on
the market
sta·di·um /'steIdi@m/ n. (plural stadiums or stadia /-di@/) [C] a building for sports, large rock
concerts, etc., consisting of a field surrounded by
rows of seats: a football stadium [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Latin, Greek stadion “unit of length, racetrack”]
staff1 /stæf/ n. [C,U] the people who work for an
organization: a meeting of library staff members |
Joan is the only lawyer we have on staff. | Reiter
manages a staff of forty. | a staff meeting ➔ WORK 1
staff2 v. [T] to be or provide the workers for an
organization: a hospital staffed by experienced
nurses —staffing n. [U]: staffing costs
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staff·er /'stæfø/ n. [C] someone who is paid to
work for an organization

stag /stæg/ n. [C] a fully grown male DEER
stage1 /steIdZ/ n. 1 [C] a particular point or time

in a process that something or someone reaches
before going to the next one: The disease is still in
its early stages. | At this stage (=right now) no one
is sure what to do next. | The government has
promised elections at some stage in the next 12
months. | Children go through various stages of
development. | the planning stage of the project
THESAURUS

part – one of the pieces or features of

something, such as an event or period of time:
The early part of his life was spent in New York.
step – one of a series of actions that you do in
order to deal with a problem or achieve
something: an important first step toward peace
phase – a separate part in a process of
development or change: Schools will receive extra
funding in both phases of the plan.
point – a specific moment, time, or stage in
something’s development: The team is playing
better than I thought they would at this point.
round – one of a number of events that are
related: the first round of the negotiations

2 [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS the raised floor in a theater
where actors, singers, musicians, etc. perform ➔ see
picture at THEATER 3 [singular, U] ENG. LANG. ARTS the
profession of acting: Lina’s always wanted to be on
stage (=be an actor). ➔ THEATER 4 [C] a place
where something important happens: the world
political stage 5 s/he’s going through a stage
(informal) used in order to say that someone young
will
soon
stop
behaving
badly
or
strangely 6 stage left/right ENG. LANG. ARTS the
left or right side of the stage, from the view of an
actor facing the people watching [ORIGIN: 1200—
1300 Old French estage, from Latin stare “to
stand”] ➔ set the stage/scene at SET 1

stage2 v. [T] 1 to organize a public event: They’re

staging five plays this summer. | Workers are staging a strike. 2 to start doing something again or
being successful, after you had stopped or not been
successful for some time: After trailing in the polls,
he staged a remarkable comeback in the days
before the election.

stage·coach /'steIdZkoUtS/ n. [C] a closed
vehicle pulled by horses, that carried passengers
and mail in past times

'stage fright n. [U] nervousness that some people
feel before they perform in front of a lot of people

'stage "manager n. [C] someone who is responsible for a theater stage during a performance

stag·ger1 /'stægø/ v. 1 [I] to walk or move in an

unsteady way, almost falling over: A man came
staggering down the stairs. | Somehow he managed
to stagger to a hospital. 2 [T] to arrange for things
to be done at different times, so that they do not all

happen at the same time: Student registration will
be staggered to avoid delays.
stagger2 n. [C] an unsteady movement of someone who has difficulty walking
stag·ger·ing /'stæg@rIÎ/ adj. extremely great or
surprising: She spends a staggering amount of
money on clothes.
THESAURUS
surprising, extraordinary,
amazing, shocking, astonishing, astounding,
stunning ➔ SURPRISING

stag·ing /'steIdZIÎ/ n. [C,U]

ENG. LANG. ARTS the
activity or art of performing a play, or the way this
is done: a modern staging of “Romeo and Juliet”
stag·nant /'stægn@nt/ adj. 1 stagnant water or
air does not move or flow and often smells
bad 2 not changing or improving: Steel production
has stayed stagnant.
stag·nate /'stægneIt/ v. [I] to stop developing or
improving: a stagnating economy —stagnation
/stæg'neIS@n/ n. [U]: political stagnation
staid /steId/ adj. serious, old-fashioned, and boring: a staid old bachelor
stain1 /steIn/ v. 1 [I,T] to accidentally make a
colored mark on something, especially one that is
difficult to remove, or to be marked in this way:
This carpet stains easily. | a tablecloth stained with
wine 2 [T] to paint wood with a stain
stain2 n. 1 [C] a mark that is difficult to remove: I
got coffee stains on my shirt.

THESAURUS

➔ MARK 2

mark, spot, smudge, smear

2 [C,U] a special liquid that you use to change the
color of wood
"stainless 'steel n. [U] a type of steel that does
not RUST
stair /stEr/ n. 1 stairs [plural] a set of steps built
for going from one level of a building to another:
Bev ran up/down the stairs. | Please leave your
shoes at the bottom/foot of the stairs. | I left my
briefcase at the top of the stairs. | The office is up
one flight of stairs (=set of stairs). 2 [C] one of the
steps in a set of stairs: Jane sat on the bottom stair.
[ORIGIN: Old English stæger] ➔ DOWNSTAIRS ,
UPSTAIRS

stair·case /'stErkeIs/ n. [C] a set of stairs inside
a building, and the structure that supports it

stair·way /'stErweI/ n. [C] a set of stairs and the

structure that supports it, either inside or outside a
building
stake1 /steIk/ n. 1 be at stake if something that
you value very much is at stake, you will lose it if a
plan or action is not successful: The team goes into
the game knowing their coach’s job is at
stake. 2 have a stake in sth a) to have an
important part or share in a business, plan, etc.:
Hughes had a 5% stake in the company. b) if you
have a stake in something, you will get advantages
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if it is successful, and you feel that you have an stall 3 an enclosed area in a building for an
important connection with it: Young people don’t animal, especially a horse
feel they have a stake in the country’s future. 3 [C] stall2 v. [I,T] 1 if an engine stalls, or you stall it, it
a pointed piece of wood, metal, etc. that is pushed suddenly stops working: My car always stalls when
into the ground to hold a rope, mark a particular it’s cold. 2 (informal) to deliberately delay doing
place, etc.: tent stakes 4 [C usually plural] money something, or to make someone else do this: Quit
that people risk on the result of a card game, horse stalling and answer my question! | I’ll try to stall
race, etc. [ORIGIN: Old English staca “sharp him for a few minutes.
post”]
stal·lion /'stæly@n/ n. [C] a fully grown male horse
stake2 v. [T] 1 to risk losing something valuable stal·wart /'stOlwøt/ n. [C] someone who strongly
on the result of a game, race, etc., or on the result of
a plan or action SYN bet: The President is staking supports a particular organization or set of ideas
his reputation on the peace plan. 2 stake (out) a [ORIGIN: Old English stælwierthe “useful,
strong”] —stalwart adj.: a stalwart supporter
claim to say publicly that you think you have a
right to have or own something: The two tribes sta·men /'steIm@n/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the male part
of a flower, that produces POLLEN ➔ ANTHER
have both staked a claim to the territory.
stake sth ↔ out phr. v. (informal) to watch a place stam·i·na /'stæm@n@/ n. [U] physical or mental
secretly and continuously: The police have been strength that lets you continue doing something for
staking out the club for weeks.
a long time without getting tired [ORIGIN: 1700—
stake·out /'steIkaUt/ n. [C] an activity in which 1800 Latin, plural of stamen “thread, thread of
the police watch a place secretly and continuously life”]
in order to catch someone doing something illegal stam·mer /'stæmø/ v. [I,T] to speak with a lot of
or to repeat the first letter of some words,
sta·lac·tite /st@'læktaIt/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a pauses
pointed object that hangs down from the roof of a either because you have a speech problem or
because you are nervous ➔ STUTTER —stammer
CAVE , that is formed gradually by water that contains minerals dropping slowly from the roof n. [singular]
stamp1 /stæmp/ n. [C] 1 also postage stamp
➔ STALAGMITE
(formal) a small piece of paper that you stick onto
sta·lag·mite /st@'lægmaIt/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES an envelope or package that shows you have paid to
a pointed object coming up from the floor of a mail it: a 41-cent stamp | a sheet/book of stamps
CAVE , that is formed gradually by water that con(=set of stamps that you buy) 2 a tool for printing
tains minerals dropping from the roof of the cave a mark onto a surface, or the mark made by this
➔ STALACTITE
tool: a stamp in your passport 3 sb’s stamp of
stale /steIl/ adj. 1 no longer fresh ANT fresh: approval someone’s statement that s/he accepts
stale bread 2 no longer interesting: a stale old something or gives permission for something: The
Board of Education has given its stamp of approval
joke
to new standardized tests. ➔ FOOD STAMP
stale·mate /'steIlmeIt/ n. [C,U] a situation in
2
v. 1 [I,T] to lift up your foot and put it
stamp
which neither side in an argument, battle, etc. can
down
hard,
or to walk in this way: She stamped out
gain an advantage: talks aimed at breaking the
of the room. | The audience applauded and stamped
stalemate
their feet. 2 [T] to put a pattern, sign, or letters on
stalk1 /stOk/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a long narrow part of a something using a special tool: Please stamp the
plant that supports leaves, fruits, or flowers: Two date on all incoming mail.
buds will develop on each stalk. ➔ see picture at stamp sth ↔ out phr. v. to prevent something bad
FLOWER 1
from continuing: efforts to stamp out drug abuse
stalk2 v. 1 [T] to follow a person or animal stam·pede /stæm'pid/ n. [C] 1 an occasion
quietly in order to catch, attack, or kill him, her, or when a large number of animals suddenly start
it: We know the rapist stalks his victims at night.
running together 2 a sudden rush by a lot of
people who all want to do the same thing or go to
THESAURUS
follow, track, tail ➔ FOLLOW
the same place [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 American
Spanish estampida, from Spanish, “crush”]
2 [I] to walk in a proud or angry way: Sheryl turned —stampede v. [I,T]
and stalked out of the room.
stance /stæns/ n. [C usually singular] 1 an opinion
stalk·er /'stOkø/ n. [C] someone who follows and that is stated publicly: the Senator’s tough stance
watches someone else over a long period of time, in on crime
a way that is annoying or threatening —stalking
THESAURUS
opinion, view, point of view,
n. [U]

stall1 /stOl/ n. [C] 1 a table or a small store with
an open front, especially outdoors, where goods are
sold: a market stall 2 a small enclosed private area
for washing or using the toilet: a shower/bathroom

position ➔ OPINION

2 the way in which you stand during a particular
activity
stanch /stæntS/ v. [T] STAUNCH
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stand1 /stænd/ v. (past tense and past participle
stood /stUd/)
1 STAND [I] to be on your feet in an upright

position: Anna was standing in front of me. | Hundreds of people stood watching. | Could you stand
still (=stand without moving) and listen to me? |
Don’t just stand there (=stand doing nothing) –
help me! | A policeman told everyone to stand
back/aside (=move and stand farther away from
something).
2 START STANDING [I] also stand up to rise onto
your feet after you have been sitting, bending, or
lying down: She stood up and put her coat on.
3 BE IN A PLACE/POSITION [I,T] to be in a place or
position, or to put something in a place or position:
There’s now a parking lot where the theater once
stood. | A lamp stood on the table. | Few houses
were left standing after the tornado hit.
4 can’t stand (spoken) to dislike something or
someone very much: Dave can’t stand dogs. |
Allison can’t stand the sight of blood. | I can’t
stand to be around cigarette smoke.
5 IN A STATE/CONDITION [linking verb] to be in a
particular state or condition: The kitchen door stood
open. | The house has stood empty for 20 years. |
Where/how do negotiations stand right now? | The
offer, as it stands (=the present offer), is not acceptable.
6 BE GOOD ENOUGH [T] to be good enough or
strong enough to remain unharmed or unchanged
by something: jeans that can stand the rough wear
kids give them | Their marriage has certainly stood
the test of time.
7 ACCEPT A SITUATION [T] to be able to accept or
deal well with a difficult situation: He could hardly
stand the pain.
THESAURUS

sth ➔ TOLERATE

tolerate, accept, put up with

8 HEIGHT [I] to have a particular height: The Eiffel
Tower stands 300 meters high.
9 LEVEL/AMOUNT [I] to be at a particular level or
amount: The unemployment rate stood at 8% in
January.
10 DECISION/OFFER [I not in progressive] if a decision, offer, etc. stands, it continues to exist or be
correct: The court has ruled that the conviction
should stand. | My offer of help still stands.
11 OPINION where sb stands if you know where
someone stands, or how someone stands on a
particular matter, you know what his/her opinion is:
Where do you stand on the issue of gun control? |
You just never know where you stand with Walter.
12 SUGGEST STH TO SB could stand (spoken)
used in order to say that someone should do something or that something should be different: He
could stand to lose a little weight.
13 stand a chance (of doing sth) to be likely to
succeed in doing something: You don’t stand a
chance of going out with her.
14 stand to do sth to be likely to do or have
something: The company stands to make more than
$12 million on the deal.
15 stand in the way/in sb’s way to prevent

someone from doing something, or prevent something from happening or developing: I always
encouraged Brian. I didn’t want to stand in his
way. | You can’t stand in the way of progress!
16 stand on your own two feet (informal) to be
independent and not need help from other people
17 it stands to reason (that) used in order to say
that something is clearly true: It stands to reason
that children will copy their parents.
18 stand trial to be brought to a court of law to
have your case examined and judged
19 stand pat to refuse to change a decision or plan
20 stand on your head/hands to support yourself on your head or hands in an upright position,
with your feet in the air [ORIGIN: Old English
standan]
stand around phr. v.

to stand somewhere and not do anything: Everybody was just standing around talking.
stand back phr. v.

to move backward away from something, or stand
some distance away from something: Stand back
from the edge of the platform.
stand by phr. v.
1 stand by sth to continue to believe that something you said, did, or believed is still correct or
true: I stand by what I said earlier.
2 stand by sb to stay loyal to someone and
support him/her in a difficult situation: Matt’s parents have stood by him through his drug problem.
3 to be ready to do something: Fire crews are now
standing by.
4 to not do anything to help someone, or to not
prevent something from happening: People just
stood by and watched him being attacked.
stand for sth phr. v.
1 to be a short form of a word or phrase: VA stands
for Veterans Administration.
2 to support an idea, principle, etc.: Martin Luther
King stood for fairness and racial equality.
3 not stand for sth if someone will not stand for
something, s/he will not allow it to happen: Ms.
Smith won’t stand for any nonsense.
stand in for sb phr. v.
to do someone else’s job while he or she is away:
Karen stood in for me when I was sick.
stand out phr. v.
1 to be clearly better than other things or people:
Morrison stands out as the most experienced candidate.
2 to be very easy to see or notice: In her red dress,
she really stood out in the crowd.
stand up phr. v.
1 to be on your feet, or to rise to your feet: We stood
up when the judge came in. | Stand up straight and
don’t slouch!
2 to be proven to be true, useful, or strong when
tested: The accusations will never stand up in
court.
3 stand sb up to not meet someone when you
have promised to meet him/her: My date stood me
up last night.
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case of trouble. b) if you are on standby for an
to support or defend someone or something when airplane ticket, you will be allowed to travel if there
s/he or it is being attacked or criticized: Don’t be are any seats that are not being used
afraid to stand up for what you believe in.
'stand-in n. [C] someone who does the job or takes
stand up to sb phr. v.
the place of someone else for a short time
to be brave and refuse to do or say what someone is
1
/'stændIÎ/ adj. [only before
stand·ing
trying to make you do or say: He became a kind of
noun] 1 permanently agreed or arranged: We have
hero for standing up to local gangs.
a standing invitation to use their beach
stand2 n. [C] 1 a piece of furniture or equipment cabin. 2 done from a standing position: a standfor supporting something: a music stand 2 a table ing ovation (=when people stand to CLAP after a
or small structure, usually outside or in a large performance)
building, used for selling or showing things to standing2 n. [U] someone’s rank or position in a
people: a hotdog stand 3 [usually singular] an opin- system, organization, etc., based on what other
ion that you state publicly: Bradley was unwilling people think of him/her: The scandal damaged the
to take a stand (=say what his opinion was) on the governor’s standing in the polls.
issue. 4 the stand LAW the place in a court of law
where someone sits when the lawyers ask him/her stand·off /'stændOf/ n. [C] a situation in which
questions: Shaw had lied on the stand (=when he neither side in a fight or battle can gain an advanwas answering questions). | Epstein will take the tage
stand (=begin answering questions) Friday. 5 an stand·off·ish /stæn'dOfIS/ adj. (informal, disapeffort to defend yourself or to oppose something: proving) unfriendly and formal
We have to make/take a stand against racstand·out /'stændaUt/ n. [C] someone who is
ism. 6 stands [plural] the place where people sit
better at doing something than other people in a
to watch a sports game
group —standout adj.
stan·dard1 /'stændød/ n. 1 [C,U] a level of stand·point /'stænÄpOInt/ n. [C] one way of
quality, skill, or ability that is considered to be thinking about a situation SYN point of view: Let’s
acceptable: teachers who have high/low standards | look at this from a practical standpoint.
Tricia’s parents set very high standards. | Students
have to meet/reach a certain standard or they stand·still /'stænÄ"stIl/ n. [singular] a situation in
won’t pass. | national academic/health/ which there is no movement or activity at all: The
environmental standards 2 by ... standards funeral brought the city to a standstill. | The traffic
compared to the normal or expected level of some- came to a standstill.
thing else: By American standards, Rafael’s salary stand·up /'stændöp/ adj. [only before noun] (inforis pretty low. 3 standards [plural] moral prin- mal) standup COMEDY involves one person telling
ciples about what kind of behavior or attitudes are jokes as a performance —standup n. [U]
acceptable: She has very high moral standards. stank /stæÎk/ v. a past tense of STINK 1
[ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old French estandard
stan·za /'stænz@/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a group of
“battle-flag”]
lines that forms part of a poem
2
standard adj. normal or usual: The shoes are
1
available in all standard sizes. | Security checks are sta·ple /'steIp@l/ n. [C] 1 a small piece of thin
wire that is used in order to hold pieces of paper
now standard practice/procedure.
together 2 a food that is needed and used all the
THESAURUS
normal, ordinary, average,
time: staples like flour and rice [ORIGIN: (2)
1
conventional ➔ NORMAL
1300—1400 Middle Dutch stapel “place of
trade”]
"standard devi'ation n. [C] MATH in STATIS- staple2 v. [T] to fasten things together with a
TICS , a calculation which shows how much each
staple
value in a set is different from the MEAN of the
THESAURUS
values in the set
fasten, attach, secure, join,
glue, tape, clip, tie, button (up), zip (up) ➔
stan·dard·ize /'stændø"daIz/ v. [T] to make all
FASTEN
the things of one particular type the same as each
other:
national
standardized
tests
sta·pler /'steIplø/ n. [C] a tool used for putting
—standardization /"stændød@'zeIS@n/ n. [U]
staples into paper
"standard of 'living n. (plural standards of star1 /stAr/ n. [C] 1 PHYSICS a very large amount of
living) [C] ECONOMICS the amount of wealth and
burning gases in space, that looks like a point of
comfort that a person, group, or country has: a light in the sky at night: I lay on my back and
nation with a high/low standard of living
looked up at the stars. | The stars were out
stand·by /'stænÄbaI/ n. (plural standbys) (=shining). | The galaxy of stars to which our sun
[C] 1 someone or something that is ready to be
belongs is one of millions of galaxies scattered
used when needed: a standby power genera- throughout the universe. ➔ SPACE 1 2 a famous
tor 2 on standby a) ready to be used when performer in entertainment or sports: a movie star |
needed: The police have been kept on standby in By the age of twenty, she was already a big
stand up for sb/sth phr. v.
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in a way that is silly or unreasonable: a starry-eyed
star. 3 a) a shape with five or six points, that is
teenager
supposed to look like a star in the sky: The U.S.
flag’s fifty stars represent fifty states. ➔ see picture at
"
Stars
and 'Stripes n. the Stars and Stripes
1
SHAPE b) a mark in the shape of a star, that is
the flag of the U.S.
used in order to show something is important: I put
stars next to the items we still need to buy. 4 (infor- Star-Span·gled Ban·ner /"stAr spæÎg@ld
mal) someone who is particularly good at some'bænø/ n. the Star-Spangled Banner the
thing: Jim is definitely our star player. 5 the star
national ANTHEM (=song) of the U.S.
of the show the person who gives the best performance in a play, movie, etc. 6 a mark used in a 'star-"studded adj. including many famous performers: a star-studded cast
system for showing how good a hotel or restaurant
is: a three-star/four-star/five-star restaurant [ORI- start1 /stArt/ v.
GIN: Old English steorra]
1 BEGIN DOING STH [I,T] to begin doing something: Have you started making dinner? | It’s startstar2 v. (starred, starring) [I,T] if a movie, play,
ing to rain. | Mark’s starting school/college in the
etc. stars someone, or if someone stars in a movie,
fall. | It’s late, so we should get started.
play, etc., that person has one of the main parts in
it: a movie starring Bruce Willis | He has also
USAGE
starred in comedies. | Nicole Kidman stars as
Start and begin usually mean the same thing,
Emma.
but start has several meanings for which you
star·board /'stArbød/ n. [U] the right side of a
cannot use begin.
ship or aircraft when you are looking toward the
Use start in order to talk about making a
front ➔ PORT
machine work: I couldn’t start the car this
morning.
starch1 /stArtS/ n. 1 [C,U] BIOLOGY a substance in
Use start in order to talk about making
such foods as bread, rice, and potatoes 2 [U] a
something begin to exist: Starting a new business
substance used for making cloth stiff
is hard work.
2
starch v. [T] to make cloth stiff using starch
2
BEGIN HAPPENING [I,T] to begin happening, or to
starch·y /'stArtSi/ adj. starchy foods contain a lot
make something do this: The race starts in ten
of starch
minutes. | The fire was started by a loose wire.
star·dom /'stArd@m/ n. [U] the situation of being
3 BUSINESS/ORGANIZATION ETC. [T] also start
a famous performer
up to begin a new business or business activity:
Brad left his father’s company to start a business of
stare /stEr/ v. [I] to look at someone or something
his own.
for a long time: Sue stared at him in disbelief. | He
4 TRIP [I] also start off/out to begin a trip: You’ll
sat staring into space (=looking at nothing for a
have to start early if you want to get there by noon.
long time). [ORIGIN: Old English starian]
5 CAR/ENGINE/MACHINE [I,T] also start up if you
—stare n. [C]: She gave him a hard stare.
start a car or engine, or if it starts, it begins to work:
THESAURUS
look, gaze, gape, regard ➔
Can’t you get that engine started?
1
LOOK
6 to start with (spoken) a) used in order to
emphasize the first of a list of things you want to
star·fish /'stAr"fIS/ (plural starfish) n. [C] a flat
mention: There’s a lot wrong with those kids – to
sea animal that is shaped like a star
start with, they’re rude. b) at the beginning of a
stark1 /stArk/ adj. 1 very simple and severe in
situation: I was nervous to start with, but then I was
appearance: the stark beauty of the
fine.
desert 2 unpleasantly clear and impossible to
7 PRICES start at/from sth if prices start at or
avoid: the stark realities of drug addiction
from a particular figure, that is the lowest figure at
—starkly adv.
which you can buy something: Tickets start from
$12.
stark2 adv. stark naked (informal) not wearing
8 ROAD/RIVER [I] if a road, river, etc. starts someany clothes
where, it begins in that place: The Red River starts
star·let /'stArlIt/ n. [C] a young actress who plays
in New Mexico.
small parts in movies and is hoping to become
9 MOVE SUDDENLY [I] to move suddenly because
famous
you are surprised or afraid [ORIGIN: Old English
star·light /'stArlaIt/ n. [U] the light that comes
styrtan “to jump”]
from the stars
start off phr. v.
to begin an activity: Let’s start off by reviewing
star·ling /'stArlIÎ/ n. [C] a greenish-black bird
what we did last week.
that is very common in Europe and North America
start on sth phr. v.
star·lit /'stAr"lIt/ adj. (literary) made brighter by
to begin working on something: You’d better get
the light of the stars: a starlit night
started on your homework.
star·ry /'stAri/ adj. having many stars: a starry sky
start out phr. v.
1 to begin happening or existing in a particular way,
"starry-'eyed adj. (informal) hopeful about things
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especially when this changes later: The book
started out as a short article.
2 to begin your life, profession, or an important
period of time: Laura started out as a teacher, and
later got into writing.
start over phr. v.

S

to start doing something again from the beginning:
If you make a mistake, just erase it and start over.
start2 n. 1 [C usually singular] the beginning of an
activity, event, or situation: Hurry, or we’ll miss the
start of the show. | They’ve had problems (right)
from the start. | It was a close race from start to
finish. | The day got off to a good/bad start. 2 it’s
a start (informal) used in order to say that something you have achieved may not be impressive, but
it will help with a bigger achievement: We only
have $2 million of the $60 million needed, but it’s a
start. 3 for a start (informal) said in order to
emphasize the first of a list of facts or opinions: I
don’t think she’ll get the job. She’s too young, for a
start. 4 [singular] a sudden movement caused by
fear or surprise: Ed woke up with a start.
start·er /'stArÔø/ n. [C] 1 a person, horse, etc.
that is in a race when it starts: Of the eight starters,
only three finished the race. 2 for starters (informal) used in order to emphasize the first thing in a
list: You’ve spelled the name wrong, for starters. 3 someone who gives the signal for a race to
begin 4 also starter motor a piece of equipment
for starting an engine
'starting "lineup n. [C usually singular] the best
players on a sports team, who play when the game
begins
start·le /'stArÔl/ v. [T] to make someone suddenly
feel surprised or slightly shocked: Sorry, I didn’t
mean to startle you. —startling adj.: startling
news
'start-up1 adj. [only before noun] ECONOMICS start-up
costs are related to starting and developing a new
business
'start-up2 n. [C] ECONOMICS a new small company:
an Internet start-up
star·va·tion /stAr'veIS@n/ n. [U] suffering or
death caused by not having enough to eat: people
dying of starvation
starve /stArv/ v. 1 [I,T] to suffer or die because
you do not have enough to eat, or to make someone
do this: Thousands of people could starve to
death. | starving refugees 2 be starving/starved
(spoken) to be very hungry: When do we eat? I’m
starving! 3 be starved for/of sth to not be given
something very important: That poor kid’s just
starved for attention.
stash1 /stæS/ v. [T] (informal) to keep something in
a safe, often secret, place: He has money stashed
away in a Swiss bank.
stash2 n. [C] (informal) an amount of something,
especially drugs or money, that is kept in a secret
place: a stash of drugs
state1 /steIt/ n. 1 [C] the condition that someone

or something is in: We are concerned about the
state of the economy. | Exercise can improve your
state of mind (=the way you think and feel). | They
found him in a state of shock. | The house was in a
sorry state (=in a bad condition). 2 [C] also State
POLITICS one of the areas with limited law-making
powers that some countries, such as the U.S., are
divided into: the state of Oklahoma 3 [C,U] also
State POLITICS a country or its government: a
meeting between heads of state | state-owned
industries
THESAURUS
country, nation, power, land,
realm ➔ COUNTRY 1

4 the States (spoken) the U.S., used especially by
someone when s/he is outside of the U.S. 5 a
state of affairs a situation: It is a sad/sorry state
of affairs when you can kill someone and only
spend a year in jail. 6 state visit/ceremony/
opening etc. POLITICS an important official visit,
ceremony, etc. involving governments or rulers: the
President’s state visit to Moscow [ORIGIN: 1100—
1200 Old French estat, from Latin status, from
the past participle of stare “to stand”]
state2 v. [T] (formal) 1 to give a piece of information or your opinion, especially by saying it clearly:
Please state your name. | The witness stated that he
had never seen the woman before.
THESAURUS

express ➔ SAY 1

say, mention, add, utter,

2 if a document, ticket, etc. states information, it
contains the information written clearly
"state 'line n. [C] the border between two states in
the U.S.
state·ly /'steItli/ adj. impressive in style or size: a
stately mansion
state·ment /'steIt§m@nt/ n. [C] 1 something
that you say or write officially and publicly: The
president is expected to make a statement later
today. | the candidate’s statement about/on the
economy | He gave a statement to the
police. 2 ECONOMICS a list showing amounts of
money paid, received, etc. and their total: a bank
statement 3 make a statement to do something,
such as wear particular clothing or drive a particular type of car, in order that people will have a
particular opinion of you: Why get your nose
pierced? Are you trying to make a statement?
"state-of-the-'art adj. using the newest methods,
materials, or knowledge SYN advanced: state-ofthe-art technology
states·man /'steItsm@n/ n. (plural statesmen
/-m@n/) [C] POLITICS a political or government
leader, especially one who is known as being wise
and fair —statesmanship n. [U]
'states’ "rights n. [plural] POLITICS the rights or
powers that U.S. states have because the Constitution has not given those rights to the Federal government
stat·ic1 /'stæÔIk/ adj. not moving, changing, or
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developing: The population of the state has
remained static for many years.
static2 n. [U] 1 PHYSICS noise caused by electricity in the air that spoils the sound on a radio or
TV 2 PHYSICS static electricity
"static elec'tricity n. [U] PHYSICS electricity that
is not flowing in a current, but collects on the
surface of an object and gives you a small electric
shock
sta·tion1 /'steIS@n/ n. [C] 1 a place where public
vehicles stop so that passengers can get on and off,
goods can be loaded, etc.: a bus/train station 2 a
building or place that is a center for a particular
type of service or activity: a police station | a gas
station 3 a company that broadcasts on radio or
television, or its programs that you receive: a
radio/TV station | I can only get a few stations on
this radio. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French, Latin
statio “place for standing or stopping,” from
stare “to stand”]
station2 v. [T] to put someone in a particular place
in order to do a particular job or military duty: My
uncle’s stationed in Germany right now.
sta·tion·a·ry /'steIS@"nEri/ adj. not moving: a
stationary vehicle
sta·tion·er·y /'steIS@"nEri/ n. [U] special paper
for writing letters on, usually with matching envelopes
'station "wagon n. [C] a car with a door at the
back, and a lot of space for boxes, cases, etc.
n. 1 statissta·tis·tic /st@'tIstIk/ Ac
tics a) [plural] a collection of numbers which
represents facts or measurements: Statistics show
that the crime rate is falling. | the poverty statistics
for New York City b) [U] SCIENCE the science of
using numbers to represent facts or measurements:
Statistics is a branch of mathematics. 2 [singular] a
single number that represents a fact or measurement: Is he aware of the statistic that two out of
three marriages fail? —statistical adj.: statistical
analysis —statistically adv.
stat·is·ti·cian /"stæÔ@'stIS@n/ Ac n. [C] someone who works with statistics
stats /stæts/ n. [plural] (informal) statistics

stat·ue /'stætSu/ n. [C] an object that looks like a
person or animal, and is made of stone, metal, etc.:

a statue of Abraham Lincoln | the Statue of Liberty

stat·u·ette /"stætSu'Et/ n. [C] a very small statue
stat·ure /'stætSø/ n. [U] (formal) 1 the degree to

which someone is admired or regarded as important: a musician of great stature 2 someone’s
height
sta·tus /'steIÔ@s, 'stæ-/ Ac n. 1 [C,U] the legal
and social position of a person, group, country, etc.:
Please state your name, age and marital status
(=whether you are married or not). | the social
status of women 2 [U] your social or professional
rank or position, considered in relation to other
people: high-status/low-status jobs | Doctors have
traditionally enjoyed high social status. 3 the
status of sth what is happening at a particular
time in a situation: No one would comment on the
status of her application. [ORIGIN: 1700—1800
Latin, from the past participle of stare “to
stand”]
status quo /"steIÔ@s 'kwoU, "stæ-/ n. the status quo the state of a situation at a particular time
'status "symbol n. [C] something that you own
that suggests you are rich or important
stat·ute /'stætSut/ n. [C] LAW a law or rule
THESAURUS

rule, law, regulation ➔ RULE 1

"statute of limi'tations n. [C]

LAW a law that
gives the period of time within which the police or
courts may take action on a legal question or crime
stat·u·to·ry /'stætS@"tOri/ adj. LAW fixed or controlled by law: statutory rights
"statutory 'rape n. [C] LAW the crime of having
sex with someone who is below a particular age
staunch1 /stOntS, stAntS/ adj. very loyal: a
staunch supporter —staunchly adv.

THESAURUS

➔ FAITHFUL

faithful, loyal, steadfast, true

staunch2 also stanch /stæntS/ v. [T] to stop the
flow of a liquid, especially of blood from a wound

stave /steIv/ v.

stave sth ↔ off phr. v. to stop someone or some-

thing from reaching you or affecting you for a
period of time: She ate an apple to stave off hunger.
stay1 /steI/ v. 1 [I] to remain in the same place,
job, school, etc., and not leave: I had to stay late at
work. | She decided to stay home. | Stay right
there! I’ll be back in a minute. 2 [I, linking verb] to
continue to be in a particular state and not change:
It was hard to stay awake. | The town has stayed
the same for centuries. | Let’s just stay calm and try
to figure out what to do. 3 [I] to live in a place for
a short time as a visitor or guest: She’s staying with
us for a week. | Where are you staying while you’re
here? c Don’t say “Where do you stay?” b 4 stay
put (informal) to remain in one place and not move
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Old French ester “to
stand, stay,” from Latin stare]
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stay away phr. v. to not go near someone or
something: Stay away from my sister!
stay behind phr. v. to stay in a place after the other
people have left
stay in phr. v. to stay in your home and not go out:
Let’s stay in and watch TV.
stay on phr. v. to continue to do a job or to study
after the usual or expected time for leaving: Karen
is staying on for a fifth year in college.
stay out phr. v. to remain away from home during
the evening or night: She stayed out until midnight.
stay up phr. v. to not go to bed: We stayed up late
last night.

stay2 n. [C] a short period of time that you spend
somewhere: We hope you enjoy your stay.

STD n. [C,U] sexually transmitted disease a
disease such as AIDS that is passed from one person
to another during sex

stead /stEd/ n. 1 stand sb in good stead to be
very useful for someone in the future: a skill that
has stood me in good stead as an actor 2 (formal)
do sth in sb’s stead to do something instead of
someone else

S

stead·fast /'stEdfæst/ adj. (literary) faithful and
very loyal

THESAURUS
faithful, loyal, devoted,
staunch, true ➔ FAITHFUL

stead·y1 /'stEdi/ adj. 1 not moving or shaking:

Keep the ladder steady. 2 continuing or developing at the same rate, without stopping or changing:
He has made steady progress. | a steady speed of 50
mph 3 steady job/work/income a job, etc. that
will continue over a long period of time 4 steady
boyfriend/girlfriend someone that you have had a
romantic relationship with for a long time
—steadily adv. —steadiness n. [U]
steady2 v. (steadied, steadies) [I,T] to hold
someone or something so he, she, or it becomes
more balanced or controlled, or to become more
balanced or controlled: He put out his hand to
steady himself.

steady3 adv. go steady (with sb) to have a long
romantic relationship with someone

steak /steIk/ n. [C,U] a thick flat piece of meat or
fish [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Old Norse steik]

THESAURUS

burglarize – to go into a building, car, etc. and

steal things from it: The office had been
burglarized.
rob – to steal money or other things from a
bank, store, or person: He robbed several gas
stations in the area.
mug – to attack someone in the street and steal
something from him/her: He had been mugged
at gunpoint.
shoplift – to steal something from a store by
leaving without paying for it: The store loses a lot
of money because people shoplift.
rip off sth (informal) – to steal something:
Someone had ripped off $3000 worth of stereo
equipment.
loot – to steal things, especially from stores that
have been damaged in a war or riot: Windows
were smashed and stores looted during the riot.
plunder (formal) – to steal money or property
from a place while fighting in a war: The Vikings
invaded and plundered the town.
pilfer (formal) – to steal things that are not
worth much: He was caught pilfering office
supplies from work. ➔ CRIME , CRIMINAL 1

2 [I] (literary) to move quietly without anyone noticing you [ORIGIN: Old English stelan]
steal2 n. a steal something that costs much less
than it is worth: At $9.99 a bottle, their Merlot is a
real steal.
stealth /stElθ/ n. [U] the action of doing something quietly and secretly [ORIGIN: 1200—1300
From an unrecorded Old English stælth “stealing”] —stealthy adj.
steam1 /stim/ n. 1 [U] the mist that hot water
produces: The kitchen was full of steam. | a steam
engine (=one that uses the power produced by
steam to operate) 2 let/blow off steam to get rid
of your anger or energy by doing something
active 3 run out of steam to no longer have the
energy or the support you need to continue doing
something
steam2 v. 1 [I] to produce steam: a cup of steaming coffee 2 [T] to cook something using steam:
Steam the vegetables for five minutes.
THESAURUS
cook, bake, fry, roast, broil,
grill, sauté, boil, deep fry ➔ COOK 1

steam sth ↔ up phr. v. to cover or be covered with
steam: My glasses are steamed up.
ciple stolen /'stoUl@n/) 1 [I,T] to take something
steam·roll /'stimroUl/ v. [T] (informal) to defeat
that belongs to someone else without his/her per- an opponent or force someone to do something by
mission: Two local men were arrested for stealing a using all your power or influence
car. | When did you find out your partner was
steam·roll·er /'stim"roUlø/ n. [C] a heavy
stealing from you?
vehicle with very wide wheels for making road
USAGE
surfaces flat
Use steal to talk about the things that were
steam·y
/'stimi/ adj. 1 full of steam, or covered
taken: Matt’s bike was stolen yesterday.
with steam: steamy windows 2 sexually exciting: a
Use rob to talk about the person that money is
steamy love scene
taken from, or the place, especially a bank:
Someone robbed the bank last night.
steel1 /stil/ n. [U] 1 a strong metal that can be

steal1 /stil/ v. (past tense stole /stoUl/, past parti-
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shaped easily, consisting of iron and CAR2 nerves of steel the ability to be brave and
calm in a dangerous or difficult situation [ORIGIN:
Old English style, stele]
steel2 v. steel yourself to prepare yourself to do
something unpleasant
"steel 'wool n. [U] a rough material made of steel
wires, used in order to make surfaces smooth,
remove paint, etc.
steel·y /'stili/ adj. extremely strong and determined: a steely expression
steep1 /stip/ adj. 1 a road, hill, etc. that is steep
goes down or up at a sharp angle 2 a steep
increase or rise in something is large and happens
quickly 3 (informal) very expensive [ORIGIN: Old
English steap “high, steep, deep”] —steeply
adv. —steepness n. [U]
steep2 v. [I,T] 1 be steeped in history/
tradition etc. to contain a lot of a particular
quality: Yale is an old university steeped in tradition. 2 to put something such as food in a liquid
and leave it there for some time: Leave the tea bag
to steep for two minutes.
stee·ple /'stip@l/ n. [C] a tall pointed tower on a
church
steer1 /stIr/ v. 1 [I,T] to control the direction that
a vehicle goes in: Maria steered while I gave
directions. 2 [T] to influence someone’s behavior
or the way a situation develops: Helen tried to steer
the conversation away from school. | My parents
steered me toward a medical career. 3 [T] to guide
someone to a place: Bobby took my arm and
steered me into the next room. 4 steer clear (of
sb/sth) (informal) to try to avoid someone or something
steer2 n. [C] a young male cow that has had part of
its sex organs removed
steer·ing /'stIrIÎ/ n. [U] the parts of a vehicle
that allow you to control the direction it goes in:
power steering
'steering wheel n. [C] a wheel that you turn to
control the direction a vehicle goes in
stel·lar /'stElø/ adj. 1 done extremely well: a
stellar performance 2 PHYSICS relating to the stars
stem1 /stEm/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a long thin part of a
plant, from which leaves or flowers grow ➔ see
BON

picture at PLANT 1

stem2 v. (stemmed, stemming) [T] stem the

tide/flow of sth to stop something from spreading
or growing: an effort to stem the rising tide of crime
stem from sth phr. v. to develop as a result of
something else: A lot of her emotional problems
stem from her childhood.
stench /stEntS/ n. [C] a strong unpleasant smell
SYN stink, odor: the stench of rotting food
sten·cil /'stEns@l/ n. [C] a piece of paper or
plastic with patterns or letters cut out of it, which
you use for painting patterns or letters onto a
surface —stencil v. [T]

ste·nog·ra·pher /st@'nAgr@fø/ n. [C] someone
whose job is to write down what someone else is
saying by using SHORTHAND —stenography n.

[U]

step1 /stEp/ n. [C]

1 MOVEMENT the movement you make when you
put one foot in front of the other when walking: He
took a few steps and then stopped. | Jamie took a
step forward/back.
2 ACTION one of a series of things that you do in
order to deal with a problem or achieve something:
We must take steps (=take action) to make sure it
never happens again. | an important first step
toward peace | Environmentalists called the change
a step in the right direction (=a good thing to do).
3 STAIR a flat narrow surface, especially one in a
series, that you put your foot on when you are
going up or down, especially outside a building
➔ STAIRS : Ellen ran up the steps and knocked on
the door.
4 STAGE IN A PROCESS a stage in a process or a
position on a scale: The next step will be to interview the selected candidates.
THESAURUS

stage, part, phase ➔ STAGE 1

5 DANCING a movement of your feet in dancing
6 in step/out of step a) having ideas that are the
same as, or different from, other people’s: The
president needs to keep in step with public opinion. b) moving your feet in the same way as, or a
different way from, people you are walking or
marching with
7 SOUND the sound you make when you take a step
➔ FOOTSTEP
8 MUSIC ENG. LANG. ARTS the difference in PITCH

between two musical notes that are separated by
one KEY on a piano SYN tone [ORIGIN: Old
English stæpe]

step2 v. (stepped, stepping) [I] 1 to move somewhere by putting one foot down in front of the
other: Step aside/back and let the doctor
through. 2 to bring your foot down on something:
Sorry – I didn’t mean to step on your foot. 3 step
on it/step on the gas (spoken) to drive faster: If
you don’t step on it we’ll miss the plane. 4 step
on sb’s toes to offend or upset someone, especially by trying to do his/her work 5 step out of
line to behave badly by breaking a rule or disobeying an order
step down/aside phr. v. to leave your job or
official position because you want to or think you
should: He’s decided to step down at the end of the
year.
step forward phr. v. to come and offer help:
Several volunteers have kindly stepped forward.
step in phr. v. to become involved in a situation,
especially to stop trouble: The police stepped in
and stopped the fight.
step out phr. v. to go out for a short time: Molly
just stepped out – may I take a message?
step sth ↔ up phr. v. to increase the amount of an
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activity or the speed of a process: The airlines are
stepping up security checks.
step·broth·er /'stEp"bröDø/ n. [C] the son of
someone who has married one of your parents
"step-by-'step adj. a step-by-step plan, method,
etc. deals with things carefully and in a particular
order: a step-by-step guide to buying a house
step·child /'stEp"tSaIld/ n. (plural stepchildren
/-"tSIldr@n/) [C] a stepdaughter or stepson
step·daugh·ter /'stEp"dOÔø/ n. [C] a daughter
that your husband or wife has from a relationship
before your marriage
step·fa·ther /'stEp"fADø/ n. [C] a man who is
married to your mother but who is not your father
step·lad·der /'stEp"lædø/ n. [C] a LADDER with
two sloping parts that are attached at the top so that
it can stand without support
step·moth·er /'stEp"möDø/ n. [C] a woman
who is married to your father but who is not your
mother
steppe /stEp/ n. [C,U] also the steppes EARTH
SCIENCES a large area of land without trees, especially in Russia, parts of Asia, and southeast Europe
'stepped-up adj. [only before noun] done more
quickly or with more effort than before ➔ STEP UP :
the stepped-up security at the airport
'stepping-"stone n. [C] 1 something that helps
you to improve or become more successful: a
stepping-stone to a better job 2 one of a row of
stones that you walk on to get across a stream
step·sis·ter /'stEp"sIstø/ n. [C] the daughter of
someone who has married one of your parents
step·son /'stEpsön/ n. [C] a son that your husband or wife has from a relationship before your
marriage
ster·e·o /'stEri"oU, 'stIr-/ n. (plural stereos)
[C] 1 a machine for playing records, CD s, etc. that
produces sound from two SPEAKER s ➔ see picture
on page A6 2 in stereo if music or a broadcast is
in stereo, the sound it makes is directed through two
SPEAKER s
ster·e·o·type1 /'stEri@"taIp, 'stIr-/ n. [C] (disapproving) an idea of what a particular type of person
is like, especially one which is wrong or unfair:
racial stereotypes | stereotypes about women
—stereotypical /"stErioU'tIpIk@l/ adj.
stereotype2 v. [T] (disapproving) to decide, usually unfairly, that some people have particular
qualities or abilities because they belong to a particular race, sex, etc.: Too many children’s books
stereotype girls as helpless and weak.
ster·ile /'stEr@l/ adj. 1 BIOLOGY unable to have
children SYN infertile ANT fertile 2 BIOLOGY completely clean and not containing any BACTERIA : a
sterile bandage 3 lacking new ideas or imagination —sterility /st@'rIl@Ôi/ n. [U]
ster·il·ize /'stEr@"laIz/ v. [T] 1 BIOLOGY to make
something completely clean and kill any BACTERIA

in it: All the surgical instruments are sterilized
before use. 2 BIOLOGY to perform an operation that
makes a person or animal unable to have babies
—sterilization /"stEr@l@'zeIS@n/ n. [C,U]
ster·ling /'stølIÎ/ adj. sterling qualities/
character/record etc. excellent qualities, character, etc.
"sterling 'silver also sterling n. [U] a metal that
is over 92% pure silver

stern1 /støn/ adj. very strict and severe: stern
warnings | a stern voice/face —sternly adv.
THESAURUS

strict, tough, firm ➔ STRICT

stern2 n. [C] the back part of a ship
ster·num /'støn@m/ n. (plural sternums or
sterna /-n@/) [C] BIOLOGY a BREASTBONE

ste·roid /'stErOId, 'stIrOId/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a drug

used especially for treating injuries, that people
sometimes use illegally to improve their sports
performance

steth·o·scope /'stEθ@"skoUp/ n. [C] an instrument used by doctors to listen to someone’s heart or
breathing [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 French stéthoscope, from Greek stethos “chest” + French
-scope]

stew1 /stu/ n. [C,U] a meal made by cooking meat
or fish and vegetables together slowly for a long
time: beef stew

stew2 v. [T] to cook something slowly in liquid:
stewed tomatoes

stew·ard /'stuød/ n. [C] 1 (old-fashioned) a man
who is a FLIGHT ATTENDANT 2 also shop steward a worker who represents the members of a
union [ORIGIN: Old English stiweard “hallguard”]

stew·ard·ess /'stuødIs/ n. [C] (old-fashioned) a
woman who is a FLIGHT

ATTENDANT

stick /stIk/ v. (past tense and past participle stuck
1

/stök/) 1 [I,T] to attach something to something
else using a sticky substance, or to become attached
to a surface: Did you remember to stick a stamp on
the envelope? | leaves sticking to the windshield |
The papers were all stuck together. 2 [I] to push a
pointed object into something, or to be pushing into
something in this way: The nurse stuck a needle in
my arm. | There’s a nail sticking through the board
here. 3 [T] (informal) to put something somewhere:
Just stick your coat on that chair.
THESAURUS
SHOVE

shove, thrust, dump ➔

4 [I] if something sticks or is stuck, it is fixed and
difficult to move: Hey, this door is stuck. 5 stick
in sb’s mind if something sticks in your mind, you
remember it well because it was surprising, interesting, etc. 6 stick your neck out (informal) to
take the risk of saying or doing something that may
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be wrong, or that other people may disagree with
[ORIGIN: Old English stician]
stick around phr. v. (informal) to stay in a place or
wait somewhere for someone
stick by sb phr. v. to help and support someone
who is in a difficult situation: My wife has always
stuck by me.
stick out phr. v. 1 if part of something sticks out,
it comes out further than the rest of a surface or
comes out through a hole: Paul’s legs were sticking
out from under the car. 2 stick sth ↔ out to
deliberately move part of your body forward or
push it out: Don’t stick your tongue out at
me! 3 stick out (like a sore thumb) (informal) to
be easily noticed because of looking very different
from everyone or everything else 4 stick it out
(informal) to continue doing something that is difficult, boring, etc.
stick to sth phr. v. 1 to decide what to do, say, or
believe, and not change this: That’s my story and
I’m sticking to it. 2 stick to your guns to continue to say or do something, although people
disagree with you
stick together phr. v. (informal) if people stick
together, they continue to support each other
stick up phr. v. if a part of something sticks up, it is
raised up or points upward above a surface
stick up for sb phr. v. (informal) to defend someone
who is being criticized: You’ll have to learn to stick
up for yourself.
stick with phr. v. (informal) 1 stick with sb to
stay close to someone when there is a risk you
could be separated 2 stick with sb/sth to continue supporting someone or doing something:
Let’s just stick with the original plan. 3 stick sb
with sth to give someone a difficult or unpleasant
responsibility: I’ll go as long as I don’t get stuck
with paying the bill again! 4 stick with it (informal) to continue doing something that is difficult,
boring, etc. 5 stick with sb to remain in your
memory: One thing he said has stuck with me ever
since.

stick n. [C] 1 a long thin piece of wood that has
2

fallen or been cut from a tree 2 a long thin piece of
something: a stick of chewing gum 3 a long thin
piece of wood or metal that you use for a particular
purpose: a walking stick 4 the sticks [plural]
(informal) an area that is very far away from a town
or city: a kid from the sticks ➔ get the short end
of the stick at SHORT 1

stick·er /'stIkø/ n. [C] a small piece of paper or
plastic with a picture or writing on it, that you can
stick onto something

'stick-in-the-"mud n. [C] someone who is not
willing to try anything new, or does not want to go
out and have fun

stick·ler /'stIklø/ n. be a stickler for rules/
punctuality etc. to think that rules, etc. are
extremely important, and expect people to follow
them

'stick shift n. [C] a piece of equipment in a car

that you move with your hand to control its GEAR s
➔ AUTOMATIC

'stick-up n. [C] (informal) a situation in which
someone steals money from people in a bank, store,
etc. by threatening them with a gun

stick·y /'stIki/ adj. 1 made of or covered with a

substance that sticks to surfaces: sticky candy | Your
hands are sticky. 2 (informal) a sticky situation,
question, or problem is difficult to deal
with 3 weather that is sticky is very hot and the air
feels wet SYN humid —stickiness n. [U]

stiff1 /stIf/ adj. 1 if a part of your body is stiff,
your muscles hurt and it is difficult to move: I’ve
got a stiff neck. | My back was stiff and sore.
THESAURUS
PAINFUL

painful, tender, sore ➔

2 difficult to bend or move: stiff cardboard
THESAURUS

hard, firm, rigid ➔ HARD 1

3 more difficult, strict, or severe than usual: He
faces a stiff penalty/fine/sentence. 4 thick and
almost solid: Beat the egg whites until
stiff. 5 unfriendly or very formal: The evening was
stiff and formal. 6 a stiff drink a very strong
alcoholic drink 7 a stiff wind/breeze a fairly
strong wind [ORIGIN: Old English stif] —stiffly
adv. —stiffness n. [U]

stiff2 adv. bored/scared/worried stiff (informal)
extremely bored, etc.

stiff3 n. [C] 1 (slang) the body of a dead per-

son 2 working stiff (informal) an ordinary person
who works to earn enough money to live

stiff4 v. [T] (slang) to not pay someone money that
you owe him/her or that s/he expects to be given

stiff·en /'stIf@n/ v. [I] to suddenly stop moving,
especially because you are frightened or worried

sti·fle /'staIf@l/ v. [T] to stop something from
happening, developing, or being expressed: laws
that stifle competition —stifling adj.: stifling heat

stig·ma /'stIgm@/ n. 1 [singular, U] a strong feeling in society that a type of behavior or a particular
illness or condition is something to be ashamed of:
the stigma attached to mental illness 2 [C] BIOLOGY
the top sticky part of the female structure of a
flower, which receives the POLLEN that allows it to
form new seeds ➔ see picture at FLOWER 1 [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Latin “mark, mark burned on the
skin,” from Greek, from stizein “to tattoo”]

stig·ma·tize /'stIgm@"taIz/ v. [T] to make someone feel they should be ashamed of their situation:
Single mothers often feel that they are stigmatized
by society. —stigmatization /"stIgm@Ô@'zeIS@n/

n. [U]

still1 /stIl/ adv. 1 up to a particular point in time
and continuing at that moment: Andy’s still asleep.
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stim·u·lus /'stImy@l@s/ n. (plural stimuli /-laI/)

USAGE

Still is used to say that a situation that began in
the past has not changed and is continuing: He
still lives with his parents.
Always means “all the time” or “every time”:
Her house is always clean. | I always see him on
Tuesdays.
Yet is used in negative sentences and questions
to talk about something that you expect to
happen, but which has not happened: I haven’t
finished the book yet. | Is Mark back from lunch yet?

2 in spite of what has just been said or done: Clare
didn’t study much, but she still passed the
exam. 3 used in order to say that something continues to be possible: We can still catch the bus if
we hurry. 4 still colder/harder/better etc. also
colder/harder/better etc. still even colder,
harder, etc. than something else: Dan found biology
difficult, and physics harder still. 5 be still going
strong to continue to be active or successful, even
after a long time: We’ve been married for 25 years,
and we’re still going strong. [ORIGIN: Old English
stille]
GRAMMAR

S

Use still before a verb unless the verb is “be”:
She still wants to go. | You’re still young.
If there are two or more verbs together, still
comes after the first one: I can still see him
sitting there at his desk.
Still usually comes before any negative word:
The car still isn’t ready.

still2 adj. 1 not moving: the still waters of the
lake | Just keep/stand/stay still while I tie your
shoes. 2 quiet and calm: The forest was completely still. ➔ QUIET 1 3 not windy: a hot still day
➔ QUIET 1 —stillness n. [U]

still3 n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a photograph of a scene
from a movie

still·born /"stIl'bOrnX/ adj. BIOLOGY born dead
"still 'life n. (plural still lifes) [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
picture of an arrangement of objects, especially
flowers and fruit ➔ see picture at PAINTING

[C,U] something that causes a development or reaction: The budget package will give a stimulus to the
economy.
sting1 /stIÎ/ v. (past tense and past participle stung
/stöÎ/) [I,T] 1 if an insect or plant stings you, it
causes a sharp pain and that part of your body
swells: Jamie was stung by a bee. 2 to feel a
sudden sharp pain in your eyes, throat, or skin, or to
make someone feel this: The antiseptic might sting
a little.
THESAURUS

hurt, smart ➔ HURT 1

3 if you are stung by something, you are upset by
it: Pearson was stung by her criticism.
sting2 n. 1 [C] a wound made when an insect or
plant stings you: a bee sting 2 [singular] a sharp
pain that you feel in your eyes, throat, or
skin 3 [C] a trick used for catching someone while
s/he is doing something illegal: an undercover sting
operation
sting·er /'stIÎø/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the point on a
creature’s body that contains poison, for example
on a BEE
sting·ray /'stIÎreI/ n. [C] a large flat fish that has
a long tail like a whip with stingers on it
stin·gy /'stIndZi/ adj. not willing to spend money
or share something even though you have enough:
She’s so stingy. —stinginess n. [U]
stink1 /stIÎk/ v. (past tense stank /stæÎk/ or stunk
/stöÎk/, past participle stunk) [I] 1 to have a very
strong bad smell: The dog’s breath stinks! | The
room stank of cigar smoke. 2 sth stinks (spoken)
said when you think something is bad or unfair: I
think the whole thing stinks. —stinky adj.
stink sth ↔ up phr. v. (informal) to fill a place with
a very strong bad smell
stink2 n. [singular] 1 make/cause/raise a stink
to complain very strongly about something 2 a
very strong bad smell
THESAURUS

smell, stench, odor ➔ SMELL 2

stilt·ed /'stIltId/ adj. stilted writing or speaking is stink·er /'stIÎkø/ n. [C] (informal) someone who
formal and unnatural

behaves badly

stilts /stIlts/ n. [plural] a pair of poles you can stink·ing /'stIÎkIÎ/ adj. having a very strong bad
stand on, used for walking high above the ground

stim·u·lant /'stImy@l@nt/ n. [C]

BIOLOGY

smell: a dump full of stinking garbage

stint1 /stInt/ n. [C] a period of time that you spend
a drug
doing something: a five-year stint in the army

or substance that makes you feel more awake and
active: Caffeine is a stimulant.

stint2 v. [I] SKIMP
stim·u·late /'stImy@"leIt/ v. [T] 1 to encourage sti·pend /'staIpEnd, -p@nd/ n. [C] an amount of

more of an activity, or to help a process develop money paid regularly to someone such as a priest or
faster: The proposed tax cuts should help to stimu- student as a salary: a monthly stipend
late the economy. 2 to make someone excited stip·u·late /'stIpy@"leIt/ v. [T] (formal) if an
about and interested in something: We hope the agreement, law, or rule stipulates something, it
project will stimulate students’ interest in science. must be done: The contract stipulates that we
—stimulating adj.: a stimulating conversation receive 25% of the profits. —stipulation
—stimulation /"stImy@'leIS@n/ n. [U]
/"stIpy@'leIS@n/ n. [C]

stoma
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stir1 /stø/ v. (stirred, stirring) 1 [T] to mix a
liquid or food by moving a spoon around in it:
Could you stir the sauce for me? | Stir the flour into
the mixture. ➔ see picture on page A5
THESAURUS

mix, combine, blend ➔ MIX 1

2 [I,T] to move slightly, or to make someone or
something do this: Rachel stirred in her
sleep. 3 [T] to make someone feel a strong emotion: The killings stirred citizens to protest.
stir sth ↔ up phr. v. to deliberately cause problems
or arguments: John was always stirring up trouble.
[ORIGIN: Old English styrian]

stir2 n. [C usually singular] 1 a strong feeling such

as excitement or anger, felt by many people: The
nude drawings at the library have caused/created
quite a stir. | The movie caused such a stir that it
was finally banned. 2 an act of stirring something:
Give the soup a stir.
'stir-fry v. (stir-fried, stir-fries) [T] to quickly cook
meat, vegetables, etc. in a little oil over very high
heat —stir-fry n.
stir·rup /'stø@p, 'stIr@p/ n. [C] one of the two
metal parts on a horse’s SADDLE that you put your
foot in

stitch /stItS/ n. [C] 1 one of the small lines of
1

thread where a piece of cloth has been sewn: tiny
stitches in the sleeves 2 a piece of special thread
that a doctor uses to sew together a cut or wound:
Nancy had 14 stitches in her leg. 3 one of the
small circles that you KNIT when you are making a
SWEATER 4 in stitches (informal) laughing so
much that you cannot stop: Her jokes had us all in
stitches. 5 not a stitch (of clothing) (informal)
no clothes at all: He stood there without a stitch on.

stitch2 v. [T] to sew two pieces of cloth together,
or to sew something onto a piece of cloth
—stitching n. [U]
stitch sth ↔ up phr. v. to sew together the edges of
a wound or two pieces of cloth: The nurse stitched
up the cut and left it to heal.

stock1 /stAk/ n. 1 [C,U] a supply of something

that is kept to be sold or used later: stocks of
canned food in the cupboard | Their new album is
now in stock/out of stock (=available or unavailable
to be sold). 2 [C,U] ECONOMICS a SHARE or shares
in a company 3 [U] a liquid made from boiling
meat, bones, or vegetables, used especially for
making soups: chicken stock 4 take stock (of
sth) to think carefully about everything that has
happened so that you can decide what to do next:
We need to take stock of the situation.

stock2 v. [T] to have a supply of something available to be sold or used: Do you stock camping
equipment?
stock up phr. v. to buy a lot of something that you
intend to use later: I need to stock up on groceries.

stock·brok·er /'stAk"broUkø/ n. [C] ECONOMICS
a person or company whose job is to buy and sell

stocks, BOND s, etc.
—stockbroking n. [U]

for

other

people

'stock cer"tificate n. [C]

ECONOMICS an official
document that proves you own stock in a company
'stock ex"change n. [C] ECONOMICS the place
where stocks, BOND s, etc. are bought and sold
SYN

stock market

stock·hold·er /'stAk"hoUldø/ n. [C]

ECONOMICS

someone who owns STOCK
stock·ing /'stAkIÎ/ n. [C] 1 a very thin closefitting piece of clothing that covers a woman’s foot
and most of her leg: silk stockings 2 a large sock
that is hung by the FIREPLACE before Christmas to
be filled with presents
'stock "market n. [C] 1 ECONOMICS the place
where stocks, BOND s, etc. are bought and sold
SYN stock exchange 2 the stock market ECONOMICS the business of buying and selling stocks,
BOND s etc. or their average value: She made a
fortune on the stock market. | The stock market
keeps going up.
stock·pile /'stAkpaIl/ n. [C] a large supply of
something that you collect in order to use it in the
future: a stockpile of weapons —stockpile v. [T]
"stock-'still adv. not moving at all
stock·y /'stAki/ adj. a stocky person is short and
heavy and looks strong: a stocky policeman
stock·yard /'stAkyArd/ n. [C] a place where
cattle are kept before being sold or killed for their
meat
stodg·y /'stAdZi/ adj. boring, formal, and oldfashioned
sto·ic /'stoUIk/ also sto·i·cal /'stoUIk@l/ adj. not
showing your emotions or not complaining when
something bad happens to you [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 Stoic “follower of the ancient Greek
thinker Zeno, who said that happiness results
from accepting what happens in life”]
—stoicism /'stoUI"sIz@m/ n. [U]
stoke /stoUk/ v. [T] 1 to add more wood or FUEL
to a fire 2 to cause something to increase: High
economic growth could stoke inflation.
stoked /stoUkt/ adj. (slang) very happy and
excited about something
stole1 /stoUl/ v. the past tense of STEAL
stole2 n. [C] a long straight piece of cloth or fur
that a woman wears over her shoulders
sto·len /'stoUl@n/ v. the past participle of STEAL
stol·id /'stAlId/ adj. not showing a lot of emotion
—stolidly adv.
sto·lon /'stoUlAn/ n [C] 1 BIOLOGY a long stem
that grows out from a plant and produces roots
where it touches the ground. New plants grow from
those roots. 2 BIOLOGY part of the body wall of
some very simple animals that grow together in one
place, on which new members of the COLONY grow
sto·ma /'stoUm@/ n. (plural stomas or stomata
/-m@Ô@/) [C] BIOLOGY one of the many very small
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holes on the surface of a leaf, that controls the or morally wrong: I never thought you’d stoop so
amount of water and gases that enter and leave the low.
plant
stoop2 n. 1 [singular] if you have a stoop, your
stom·ach1 /'stöm@k/ n. [C] 1 BIOLOGY the organ shoulders lean forward or seem too round 2 [C] a
in your body that DIGEST s the food you eat: Sam’s set of stairs leading up to a city house, or the flat
stomach growled (=made a noise). | Don’t drink on area at the top of them
an empty stomach. ➔ see picture at ORGAN 2 the
1
front part of your body, below your chest: She stop /stAp/ v. (stopped, stopping) 1 [I,T] to not
continue,
or to make someone or something not
punched her sister in the stomach. 3 the ability
and willingness to do something unpleasant: I continue: He finally stopped smoking. | The rain’s
didn’t have the stomach to watch him fight. [ORI- stopping. | Doctors stopped the bleeding. | He’s
been stopped twice by the police for speeding.
GIN: 1300—1400 Old French estomac, from
Latin stomachus “throat, stomach”] ➔ feel sick
THESAURUS
end, finish, come to an end,
to your stomach at SICK
be over ➔ END 2
stomach2 v. [T] to be able to deal with something 2 [I] to pause during an activity, trip, etc. in order to
that is unpleasant: I just can’t stomach moving
do something: We stopped for gas in Louisville. |
again.
Let’s find a place to stop and eat. | She stopped to
stom·ach·ache /'stöm@k"eIk/ n. [C] a pain in tie her shoe.
your stomach
THESAURUS
sto·ma·ta /'stoUm@Ô@/ n. BIOLOGY a plural of
have/take a break – to stop doing something
STOMA

stomp /stAmp, stOmp/ v. [I] to walk with very

S

heavy steps or put your foot down hard, usually
because you are angry
stone1 /stoUn/ n. 1 [U] EARTH SCIENCES rock, or a
hard mineral substance: a stone fireplace 2 [C] a
small rock or a piece of rock: A few of the protesters began throwing stones at the police. 3 [C] a
jewel: a ring set with precious stones 4 [C] BIOLOGY a ball of hard material that can form in an organ
such as the KIDNEY or BLADDER [ORIGIN: Old
English stan]
stone2 adv. stone cold/deaf/dead completely
cold, DEAF , or dead
stone3 v. [T] to kill or hurt someone by throwing
stones at him/her
'Stone Age n. the Stone Age HISTORY the very
early period in human history, when only stone was
used for making tools, weapons, etc. ➔ BRONZE
AGE , IRON AGE

stoned /stoUnd/ adj. (slang) feeling very excited
or very relaxed after taking illegal drugs

stone·wall /'stoUnwOl/ v. [I,T] to deliberately

delay doing something or refuse to give information about it: The union is stonewalling on the
contract.
ston·y /'stoUni/ adj. 1 covered with stones or
containing stones 2 showing no emotion or pity: a
stony silence
stood /stUd/ v. the past tense and past participle of
STAND 1

stool /stul/ n. [C] 1 a seat that has three or four

legs, but no back or arms: a piano stool ➔ see picture
at SEAT 1 2 BIOLOGY a piece of solid waste from the
body [ORIGIN: Old English stol]
stoop1 /stup/ v. [I] 1 to bend your body forward
and down: Troy stooped to pick up his pencil. 2 to
do something that other people consider to be bad

for a short time in order to rest: Are you feeling
tired? Let’s take a break.
break – to stop for a short time in order to rest
or eat something: Should we break for lunch?
pause – to stop speaking or doing something for
a short time before starting again: He paused for
a moment to consider the question.
interrupt (formal) – to stop a process or activity
for a short time: The war interrupted the supply of
oil.

3 [T] to prevent someone from doing something:
I’m leaving, and you can’t stop me. | We must do
everything we can to stop this from happening
again. 4 stop it/that! (spoken) said when you
want someone to stop annoying or upsetting you:
Stop it! That hurts! 5 stop short of sth to stop
before you do one more thing that would be too
dangerous, risky, etc.: Tom stopped short of calling
her a liar. 6 stop at nothing to be ready to do
anything to achieve something you want: They’ve
said they’ll stop at nothing to save the redwood
trees. [ORIGIN: Old English stoppian “to block
up”]
stop by phr. v. to make a short visit to a person or
place, especially before going somewhere else: It
was nice of Judy to stop by.
stop in phr. v. (informal) to make a short visit to a
place or person, especially when you are going
somewhere else: Let’s stop in at Gary’s on the way
home.
stop off phr. v. to quickly visit a place that is on the
way to where you are going: I need to stop off at
the post office.

stop2 n. 1 [singular] the action of stopping or of

being stopped: The taxi came to a stop outside his
hotel. | Mrs. Drayton put a stop to the gossip.
2 [C] a place where you stop during a trip, or the
short period you spend at that place: Paris will be
the first stop of the tour. 3 [C] a place where a bus
or train regularly stops for its passengers: This is
my stop. | the bus/subway/train stop at 45th Street

storm
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stop·gap /'stApgæp/ n. [C] a solution, plan, per-

son, etc. that you use until you have a better one: a
stopgap measure to deal with the parking problem
stop·light /'stAplaIt/ n. [C] a set of red, yellow,
and green lights used for controlling traffic
stop·o·ver /'stAp"oUvø/ n. [C] a short time
between parts of a trip, especially a long airplane
trip: a three-hour stopover in Atlanta
stop·page /'stApIdZ/ n. [C] an occasion when
workers stop working for a short time as a protest
stop·per /'stApø/ n. [C] a piece of plastic, CORK ,
etc. that you put in the top of a bottle to close it
stop·watch /'stApwAtS/ n. [C] a watch used for
measuring the exact time it takes to do something,
such as run a race ➔ see picture at WATCH 2
stor·age /'stOrIdZ/ n. [U] the act or state of
keeping something in a special place when it is not
being used: the safe storage of chemical weapons |
The furniture is in storage.

store /stOr/ n. [C] 1 a place where goods are sold
1

to the public: a street lined with small stores | a
grocery/book/shoe etc. store | I’m going to the
store (=to a food store) to get some milk.
THESAURUS

Stores that sell particular types of
goods
bookstore/clothes store/record store, etc.

– a store that sells one type of goods
grocery store – a store that sells food and other
things used in the home
supermarket – a large store that sells many
different kinds of food and things people need for
the house
bakery – a place or area within a grocery store
where bread, cakes, cookies, etc. are made or
sold
delicatessen/deli – a small store or an area
within a grocery store that sells cheese, cooked
meat, bread, etc.
liquor store – a small store where alcohol is sold
drugstore – a store where you can buy
medicines, beauty products, etc.
hardware store – a store that sells equipment
and tools that you use in your home and yard
nursery/garden center – a place where plants
and trees are grown and sold
newsstand – a place on a street where
newspapers and magazines are sold
boutique – a small store that sells fashionable
clothes or decorations

Stores that sell different types of
goods
convenience store – a store where you can

buy food, newspapers, etc., that is often open 24
hours each day
department store – a large store that sells
many different products, such as clothes, kitchen
equipment, etc.
chain store – one of a group of stores owned by
the same company

superstore – a very big store, especially one
that has many different types of products, or one
that has a lot of one type of product
Stores that sell goods more cheaply
outlet store – a store that sells things for less
than the usual price

warehouse store – a store that sells things in
large amounts at lower prices

People who use or work in stores
customer – someone who buys the things sold
in a store

sales assistant/clerk – someone whose job it
is to help customers to buy things

cashier – someone whose job is to receive and

pay out money in a store

2 a supply of something that you keep to use later:
secret stores of weapons 3 be in store to be
about to happen to someone: There’s a surprise in
store for you!

store2 v. [T] 1 also store away to put things
somewhere and keep them there until you need
them: photos stored in shoe boxes
THESAURUS

keep, save ➔ KEEP 1

2 to keep facts or information in a computer: data
stored on the hard drive

store·front /'stOrfrönt/ n. [C] 1 the part of a
store that faces the street 2 storefront church/
office/school etc. a small church, etc. in a shopping area

store·house /'stOrhaUs/ n. a storehouse of
information/memory etc. something that contains a lot of information, memories, etc.

store·keep·er /'stOr"kipø/ n. [C] someone who
owns or is in charge of a store

store·room /'stOr-rum/ n. [C] a room where
goods are stored

sto·rey /'stOri/ n. [C] a floor or level of a building
SYN

story

stork /stOrk/ n. [C] a tall white water bird with
long legs and a long beak

storm1 /stOrm/ n. [C] 1 a period of bad weather

when there is a lot of wind, rain, snow, etc.: a snow
storm | a winter/summer storm
THESAURUS
gale, hurricane, tornado,
typhoon ➔ WIND 1 ➔ RAIN 1

2 a situation in which people suddenly become
angry and excited: The changes raised a storm of
opposition/criticism/protest. 3 dance/talk/work
etc. up a storm (informal) to do something with a
lot of excitement and effort: Jenny and I cooked up
a storm. 4 take sb/sth by storm to suddenly
become very successful in a particular place: a new
show that’s taking Broadway by storm [ORIGIN:
Old English]

storm2 v. 1 [T] to attack a place and enter it using
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a lot of force: Police officers stormed the build- stove /stoUv/ n. [C] 1 a piece of kitchen equiping. 2 [I] to go somewhere in a fast noisy way ment on which you cook food in pots and pans, and
because you are very angry: Jack stormed in, that contains an OVEN : There’s a pan of rice on the
demanding an explanation.
stove. 2 a metal container inside which you burn
wood, coal, etc. in order to heat a room: an old
'storm surge n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a sudden rise wood stove [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Middle Dutch,
in the level of the sea caused by a tropical storm, Middle Low German, “heated room,” from Vulwhich results in large amounts of water flooding gar Latin extufa, from Greek typhein “to
the land
smoke”]
storm·y /'stOrmi/ adj. 1 with rain, strong winds, stow /stoU/ also stow away v. [T] to put somesnow, etc.: stormy weather | a stormy day 2 a thing away neatly in a place until you need it again:
stormy relationship or situation is one in which Please stow all carry-on baggage under your seat.
people often feel angry
stow·a·way /'stoU@"weI/ n. [C] someone who
sto·ry /'stOri/ n. (plural stories) [C] 1 a descrip- hides on an aircraft, ship, etc. in order to travel
tion of an event that is intended to entertain people: without paying
a story about/of her father’s rodeo days | The movie
is based on a true story. | a ghost/detective/love strad·dle /'strædl/ v. [T] 1 to sit or stand with
story | Grandma used to read/tell us stories every your legs on either side of something: Nick
straddled a chair. 2 if something straddles a line,
night.
road, river, etc., part of it is on one side and part on
THESAURUS
the other side: a town that straddles the U.S.Canadian border 3 to include different areas of
tale – a story about things that happened long
activity, groups, time, etc.: My research straddles
ago, or things that may not have really happened:
economics and social sciences.
tales of adventure
myth – a very old story about gods, magical
strag·gle /'stræg@l/ v. [I] if people in a large
creatures, etc.: the Greek myths about Zeus
group straggle, they move away from the group one
legend – an old story about brave people or
at a time: Travelers were beginning to straggle out
magical events: the legend of King Arthur
of Customs.
fable – a traditional story that teaches a moral
strag·gly /'strægli/ adj. (informal) growing or
lesson: the legendary fable of the race between
spreading out in a messy uneven way: straggly hair
the tortoise and the hare
yarn – a long story that is not completely true:

He spins (=tells) wonderful yarns about his
boyhood and his early career as a sailor.
narrative (formal) – a description of events that

is told as a story: The book lacks a traditional
narrative, and instead goes back and forth in time.
anecdote (formal) – a short interesting story
about a particular person or event: As I looked
through the album with my grandfather, each
picture brought an anecdote with it.

2 a report in a newspaper or news broadcast about a
recent event: The Post published a story on his
White House visit. ➔ NEWSPAPER 3 a floor or level
of a building: a three-story building (=with three
levels) 4 it’s a long story (spoken) said when you
think something will take too long to explain: It’s a
long story – I’ll tell you later. 5 to make a long
story short (spoken) said when you want to finish
explaining something quickly: To make a long story
short, she got mad and left. 6 an excuse, explanation, or lie: Do you believe his story? [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Old French estorie, from Latin
historia]

sto·ry·tell·er /'stOri"tElø/ n. [C]

ENG. LANG. ARTS

someone who tells stories

stout /staUt/ adj. 1 fairly fat and heavy
THESAURUS
fat, overweight, big, heavy,
large, plump, corpulent, rotund ➔ FAT 1

2 brave and determined: a stout defender of human
rights

straight1 /streIt/ adv. 1 in a line or direction that

is not bent, curved, or leaning: Stand up straight! |
The bathroom’s straight down the hall. | She sat
there, staring straight ahead. 2 immediately and
without any delay: Why didn’t you go straight to
the police? 3 happening one after the other in a
series: He worked 18 hours straight. 4 not see/
think straight to be unable to see or think clearly:
It was so noisy, I could hardly think straight.

straight2 adj. 1 not bent or curved: a straight
line | long straight hair ➔ see picture on page
462 2 level or upright, and not bent or leaning: Is
this sign straight? | straight teeth 3 honest and
direct: I wish you’d give me a straight answer.
THESAURUS
honest, frank, direct,
straightforward, blunt, forthright ➔ HONEST

4 one after the other: three straight victories 5 get/keep sth straight (spoken) to correctly understand the facts about a situation without
being confused: I can’t keep all their names
straight. 6 get straight A’s/B’s etc. to earn the
grade “A,” “B,” etc. in all of your school subjects 7 a straight face a serious expression on
your face even though you want to laugh or smile:
How did you keep a straight face? 8 (informal)
HETEROSEXUAL 9 alcoholic drinks that are
straight do not have any ice, water, etc. added to
them 10 (informal) not liking to take risks or do
things that are not ordinary, and often following
strict moral rules: “What’s his girlfriend like?”
“She’s pretty straight.”
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straight3 n. 1 [C] (informal) someone who is
2 the straight and
narrow a sensible and moral way of living

HETEROSEXUAL ANT gay

"straight 'angle n. [C]

MATH an angle that measures exactly 180° ➔ see picture at ANGLE 1

THESAURUS

straight·en

/'streIt§n/ v. 1 [I,T]
also straighten out to
become straight, or
make
something
straight: She straightened a picture on the
wall. 2
[I]
also
straighten up to
make
your
back
straight, or to stand up
straight after bending
down 3
[T]
also
straighten up to
clean a room that is
messy
straighten sb/sth ↔ out phr. v. 1 to deal with a
difficult situation or solve a problem: I’ll talk to
him and see if I can straighten things out. 2 to
improve your bad behavior or deal with personal
problems, or to help someone do this: He’s back in
school and getting himself straightened out.
straighten up phr. v. to start behaving well: You
straighten up right now, young man!

straight·for·ward /"streIt'fOrwødX/

Ac

adj. 1 simple or easy to understand: The task was

relatively/fairly straightforward.
THESAURUS

➔ SIMPLE

simple, easy, uncomplicated

2 honest and not hiding what you think: a straightforward response
THESAURUS
honest, frank, direct, straight,
blunt, forthright ➔ HONEST

straight·jack·et /'streIt"dZækIt/ n. [C] another
spelling of

the sound of music being played: the familiar
strains of “Happy Birthday”
strain2 v. 1 [T] to injure part of your body by
stretching it or using it more than you should: Kevin
strained a muscle in his neck.

STRAITJACKET

"straight 'ticket n. [C]

POLITICS in an election in
the U.S., a vote in which someone chooses the
CANDIDATE s of only one particular political party

strain1 /streIn/ n. 1 [C,U] worry that is caused by

always being busy or always dealing with problems: She’s been under a lot of strain lately. 2 [C]
a problem or difficulty caused when someone or
something has too much to do or too many problems to deal with: The flu epidemic has put a strain
on health organizations. | strains in their marriage 3 [U] PHYSICS the physical force or pressure
on something that is being pulled, stretched, or
pushed: The rope snapped under the
strain. 4 [C,U] an injury caused by stretching a
muscle or using part of your body more than you
should ➔ SPRAIN : eye strain 5 [C] BIOLOGY one of
the particular varieties of a plant, animal, or living
thing: a new strain of the virus 6 strains [plural]

➔ HURT 1

hurt, injure, sprain, twist, pull

2 [I,T] to try very hard to do something: She was
straining to hear what they said. 3 [T] to cause
problems or difficulties for someone or something:
Tuition costs have strained the family’s
finances. 4 [T] to separate solid things from a
liquid by pouring the mixture through a strainer or
cloth ➔ see picture on page A5 5 [I] to pull hard at
something or push hard against something: a boat
straining against the wind

strained /streInd/ adj. 1 unfriendly, not relaxed,

and showing a lack of trust: a strained conversation 2 worried and tired: Alex’s pale, strained face
strain·er /'streInø/ n. [C] a kitchen tool used for
separating solid food from a liquid
strait /streIt/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a narrow passage of water that joins two larger areas of water:
the Strait of Gibraltar
strait·jack·et,
straightjacket
/'streIt"dZækIt/ n. [C] a special coat for violent or
mentally ill people that prevents them from moving
their arms
strand /strænd/ n. [C] a single thin piece of
thread, hair, wire, etc.: He reached out and brushed
a strand of hair away from her face.
strand·ed /'strændId/ adj. needing help because
you are unable to move from a particular place: I
was stranded at the airport without any money.
strange1 /streIndZ/ adj. 1 unusual or surprising,
in a way that is difficult to understand ANT normal:
strange noises | It looked kind of strange. | It’s
strange that Brad isn’t here yet. | There was something strange about him.
THESAURUS

funny – a little strange or unusual: I heard a
funny noise downstairs.

peculiar – strange, unfamiliar, or a little

surprising: a peculiar taste

curious (formal) – strange or unusual: a curious
incident that puzzled the police

mysterious – strange in a way that is hard to

explain or understand: his mysterious
disappearance
odd – strange, especially in a way that you
disapprove of or cannot understand: It seemed
like an odd thing to say.
weird – strange and different from what you are
used to: a weird experience | weird clothes
bizarre – very unusual and strange in a way that
is hard to explain or understand: In a bizarre
twist, the judge was later arrested for
impersonating a police officer.
eccentric – an eccentric person is strange and
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different in a way that people think is slightly
amusing: an eccentric old man

2 not familiar: I was all alone in a strange country.
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French estrange “foreign,” from Latin extraneus] —strangeness n.
[U]

strange2 adv. (spoken, nonstandard) strangely
strange·ly /'streIndZli/ adv. in an unusual or

S

2 [C,U] the skill of planning the movements of
armies in a war, or an example of this: military
strategy [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Greek strategia
“art of leading an army,” from strategos]
strat·i·fied /'stræÔ@"faId/ adj. 1 SOCIAL SCIENCE
separated into different social classes: a stratified
society 2 EARTH SCIENCES containing layers of earth,
rock, etc. —stratify v. [T]
strat·o·sphere /'stræÔ@"sfIr/ n. the stratosphere EARTH SCIENCES the middle part of the
Earth’s lower ATMOSPHERE starting about six
miles above the Earth ➔ see picture at ATMOSPHERE
strat·um /'stræÔ@m, 'streI-/ n. (plural strata
/-Ô@/) [C] 1 EARTH SCIENCES a layer of a particular
type of rock or dirt 2 SOCIAL SCIENCE a social class
in society
stra·tus /'streIÔ@s, 'stræ-/ n. (plural strati /-ÔaI/)
[C,U] EARTH SCIENCES a low flat type of cloud that
usually seems to cover the sky. If a stratus cloud is
low enough, it may bring FOG or mist. ➔ CIRRUS ,

surprising way: Their son was acting/behaving
strangely. | It was strangely quiet.
strang·er /'streIndZø/ n. [C] 1 someone you do
not know: Never talk to strangers. | a phone call
from a total/perfect/complete stranger 2 someone
in a new and unfamiliar place or situation: a
stranger to New York 3 be no stranger to sth to
have had a lot of experience of something: an artist
who is no stranger to controversy
stran·gle /'stræÎg@l/ v. [T] to kill someone by
tightly pressing his/her throat with your hands,
a rope, etc. ➔ CHOKE : The victim was found CUMULONIMBUS , CUMULUS , NIMBUS
strangled to death in her home. —strangulation
straw /strO/ n. 1 a) [U] dried stems of wheat or
/"stræÎgy@'leIS@n/ n. [U]
similar plants, used for animals to eat or sleep on,
stran·gle·hold /'stræÎg@l"hoUld/ n. [C] the or for making things such as baskets: a straw
power to completely control something: Just a few hat b) [C] a single stem of this 2 [C] a thin tube
companies have a stranglehold on the market.
of plastic used for sucking a drink from a bottle or
strap1 /stræp/ n. [C] a strong band of cloth, cup 3 the last/final straw the last problem in a
leather, or plastic, that is used to fasten, hang, or series of problems that finally makes you get angry,
carry something: a watch strap ➔ see picture at give up, or refuse to accept the situation any
more 4 be grasping/clutching at straws to be
WATCH 2
trying everything you can to succeed, even though
strap2 v. (strapped, strapping) [T] to fasten the things you are doing are not likely to help or
someone or something to a place using one or more work
straps: Keller strapped on his helmet.
straw·ber·ry /'strO"bEri/ n. (plural strawberstrap·less /'stræplIs/ adj. a strapless dress, BRA , ries) [C] a soft sweet red berry with small pale
etc. does not have any straps over the shoulders
seeds on its surface [ORIGIN: Old English streawstrapped /stræpt/ adj. (informal) having little or berige, from streaw + berige “berry”] ➔ see
picture on page 414
no money to spend: I’m a little strapped for cash.
"
straw
'poll also "straw 'vote n. [C] POLITICS an
stra·ta /'stræÔ@, 'streIÔ@/ n. EARTH SCIENCES the
unofficial test of people’s opinions before an elecplural of STRATUM
tion, to see what the result is likely to be
strat·a·gem /'stræÔ@dZ@m/ n. [C] a trick or plan
1
/streI/ v. [I] 1 to move away from the place
stray
used for deceiving an enemy or gaining an advanwhere
you should be, especially without intending
tage
to: The plane had strayed from its flight plan. 2 to
stra·te·gic /str@'tidZIk/ Ac adj. 1 done as part begin to deal with or think about a different subject
of a military, business, or political plan: the strate- from the main one, especially without intending to:
gic position of U.S. armed forces in Europe 2 use- an article that strays from the facts
ful for a particular purpose, especially fighting a
stray2 adj. 1 a stray animal is lost or has no
war: strategic missiles
home: We took in a stray dog. 2 accidentally
stra"tegic 'value n. [U] the importance or use- separated from a larger group: a few stray hairs
fulness of things or places for providing a country stray3 n. [C] an animal that is lost or has no home
or an army with a military advantage
streak1 /strik/ n. [C] 1 a colored line or thin
strat·e·gy /'stræÔ@dZi/ Ac n. (plural strate- mark: gray streaks in her hair
gies) 1 [C] a planned series of actions for achievTHESAURUS
ing something: a strategy for raising funds | the
line, stripe, band ➔ LINE 1
company’s
marketing/business/development
strategy | Children develop different strategies to
2 a quality you have that seems different from the
learn material such as vocabulary.
rest of your character: a streak of indepenTHESAURUS
dence 3 a period of time when you are always
method, way, approach ➔
successful or always failing: The Ducks were on a
METHOD ➔ PLAN 1
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four-game winning/losing streak. —streaky adj.

streak2 v. 1 [T] to cover something with streaks:

Marcia’s face was streaked with sweat. 2 [I] to
move or run very quickly: A fighter jet streaked
across the sky.
stream1 /strim/ n. [C] 1 EARTH SCIENCES a natural
flow of water that is smaller than a river: a clear
mountain stream ➔ see picture at RIVER 2 a long
continuous series of people, vehicles, events, etc.: a
stream of cars | a steady/endless/constant stream
of complaints 3 a flow of water, gas, smoke, etc.:
a stream of warm air [ORIGIN: Old English]
stream2 v. 1 [I] to move quickly and continuously in one direction, especially in large amounts:
Tears were streaming down his cheeks. | People
streamed out of the theater. 2 [I] if light streams
somewhere, it shines through an opening: Sunlight
streamed in through the window. 3 [T] IT if you
stream sound or video, you play it on your computer while it is being DOWNLOAD ed from the
Internet, rather than saving it as a FILE and then
playing it
stream·er /'strimø/ n. [C] a long narrow flag or
piece of colored paper used as a decoration for
special events
stream·line /'strimlaIn/ v. [T] 1 to make something such as a business or process become simpler
and more effective: The city has streamlined the
permit process. 2 to make something have a
smooth shape so that it moves easily through the air
or water —streamlined adj.
street /strit/ n. [C] 1 a road in a town or city with
houses, stores, etc. on one or both sides: Be careful
crossing the street. | the building down/across/up
the street
THESAURUS
road, main street, avenue,
lane, main road ➔ ROAD

2 the streets the busy public parts of a city, where
there is a lot of activity, excitement, and crime:
homeless people living on the streets [ORIGIN: Old
English stræt]

street·car /'strit§kAr/ n. [C] an electric bus that

moves along metal tracks in the road
/'strit-laIt/ also street·lamp
/'strit-læmp/ n. [C] a light at the top of a tall post
in the street

streetlight

strength /strEÎkθ, strEnθ/ n.

1 PHYSICAL [U] the physical power and energy that
makes someone strong (symbol force) ANT weakness: She hardly had the strength to move.
2 DETERMINATION [U] the quality of being brave
or determined in dealing with difficult situations:
When she died, I didn’t feel I had the strength to
carry on.
3 COUNTRY/SYSTEM ETC. [U] the power of an
organization, country, or system: the military/
economic/political strength of the U.S.
4 FEELING/BELIEF ETC. [U] how strong a feeling,
belief, or relationship is: the strength of her religious beliefs
5 QUALITY/ABILITY [C] a particular quality or ability that makes someone or something successful
and effective: the strengths of the argument | her
father’s strengths and weaknesses
6 SUBSTANCE/MIXTURE [C,U] how strong a substance or mixture is: full-strength pesticides
7 MONEY [U] ECONOMICS the value of one country’s
money compared to other countries’ money: The
yen gained in strength against the dollar today.
8 NUMBER OF PEOPLE [U] the number of people
on a team, in an army, etc.: At full strength, the
squad has 12 men.
9 on the strength of sth because of something
that persuaded or influenced you: She was hired
mainly on the strength of her ability to translate
Russian. [ORIGIN: Old English strengthu]
strength·en /'strEÎkθ@n, 'strEnθ@n/ v. 1 [I,T]
to become stronger, or to make something such as a
feeling, belief, or relationship stronger
ANT weaken: Her determination to succeed has
strengthened. | Family dinners strengthen your ties/
bonds/connections with your children. 2 [T] to
make something such as your body or a building
stronger ANT weaken: an exercise to strengthen
your arms 3 [I,T] ECONOMICS to increase in value or
improve, or to make something do this
ANT weaken: The dollar has strengthened against
other currencies. | The trade agreement will
strengthen the economy.
stren·u·ous /'strEnyu@s/ adj. using a lot of
effort, strength, or determination: strenuous
exercise | strenuous objections to the plan
—strenuously adv.
strep throat /"strEp 'θroUt/ n. [U] (informal) a
fairly common medical condition in which your
throat is very sore
stress1 /strEs/ Ac n. 1 [C,U] continuous feelings of worry about your work or personal life, that
prevent you from relaxing: Baxter’s under a lot of
stress at work. | Stress can cause severe health
problems. 2 [U] special attention or importance
given to an idea or activity SYN emphasis: He
put/laid stress on the need for more teachers. 3 [C,U] PHYSICS the physical force or pressure
on an object: Fractures form when the rocks are
subjected to stress. 4 [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS the
degree of force or loudness with which you say a
word or part of a word, or play a note of music: The
stress is on the first syllable.
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stress2 v. 1 [T] to emphasize a statement, fact, or

which you carry someone who is injured or too sick
idea: Herman stressed that participation is to walk
voluntary. | She stressed the need for more health
strew /stru/ v. (past participle strewn /strun/ or
education.
strewed) [T] to throw or drop a number of things
THESAURUS
over an area in a messy way: Papers were strewn
emphasize, highlight,
all over the floor.
underline, underscore ➔ EMPHASIZE

2 [I] also stress out (spoken) to feel stressed:
Terry’s stressing out about his midterms. 3 [T] to
say a word or part of a word loudly or with more
force, or play a note of music more loudly: The
word “basketball” is stressed on the first and third
syllable.

stressed /strEst/

Ac adj. 1 also stressed out
(spoken) so worried and tired that you cannot relax:
I was stressed out and exhausted.
THESAURUS

worried, anxious, nervous,

tense ➔ WORRIED

S

2 PHYSICS a stressed object has a lot of pressure or
force put on it: The stressed rock began to fracture. 3 ENG. LANG. ARTS a stressed word or part of a
word is spoken more loudly or with more force:
The last syllable is stressed.
stress·ful /'strEsf@l/ Ac adj. making you worry
a lot: a stressful job

'stress mark n. [C]

ENG. LANG. ARTS a mark that
shows which part of a word is emphasized the most

stretch1 /strEtS/ v. 1 [I,T] also stretch out to
become bigger or looser as a result of being pulled,
or to make something become bigger or looser by
pulling it: My sweater has stretched all out of
shape. 2 [I,T] to reach out your arms, legs, or body
to full length: Maxie got up and stretched. | Klein
stretched out his hand to Devlin. ➔ see picture on
page A9 3 [I] to spread out over a large area, or
continue for a long period: The line of people
stretched around the corner. | The project will
probably stretch into next year. 4 [I] if cloth
stretches, it changes shape when you pull or wear
it, and becomes its original shape when you stop:
The shorts stretch to fit. 5 [T] to pull something so
that it is tight: Stretch a rope between two
trees. 6 be stretched (to the limit) to have
hardly enough money, supplies, energy, time, etc. to
do something: Our resources are already stretched
to the limit. 7 stretch your legs (informal) to go
for a walk
stretch out phr. v. (informal) to lie down so that
you can rest or sleep: He stretched out on the bed.

strick·en /'strIk@n/ adj. (formal) very badly
affected by trouble, illness, sadness, etc.: a woman
stricken by grief ➔ POVERTY-STRICKEN

strict /strIkt/ adj. 1 expecting people to obey
rules or do what you say: Her parents are very
strict.
THESAURUS

Other words meaning strict
tough – very strict: Tough new laws were

introduced against the sale of alcohol to minors.

firm – dealing with someone or something in a

determined way and showing that you are not
going to change your mind: It’s important to be
firm with young children.
rigorous – checking or testing something in a
very careful and thorough way: Every product
goes through a series of rigorous safety checks
before it leaves the factory.
stern – looking very strict and serious: My father
always had a stern expression on his face.
rigid – strict and difficult to change: The country
has a rigid social system.
stringent – stringent rules are very strict and
have high standards: The state of California
already has stringent controls on pollution from
cars.
draconian (formal) – draconian laws, methods,
or punishments are extremely strict: The
authorities had to use draconian measures to deal
with the violence.

Not strict
lenient – not strict and not wanting to punish

someone or control his/her behavior: The
younger teachers generally had a more lenient
attitude toward their students.
lax – a lax system is not strict enough and does
not work properly: The report criticizes the lax
security at many prisons.
easygoing – an easygoing person does not care
about being strict, and is usually calm and
relaxed: My dad’s pretty easygoing and doesn’t
mind if I stay out late, so long as he knows where I
am.

2 a strict rule, order, etc. must be obeyed: Gun
dangerous stretch of road 2 [C] a continuous regulations aren’t strict enough. | a school with
period of time: Nurses are working up to 12 hours strict rules/limits/controls 3 very exact and corat a stretch (=without stopping). 3 [C] the action rect: He practices Chinese medicine, so is not a
of stretching part of your body 4 [U] the ability of doctor in the strict sense. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
a material to become bigger or longer without Latin strictus, past participle of stringere “to tie
tearing 5 not by any stretch (of the imagina- tightly, press together”]
tion) (spoken) used in order to say that something is
definitely not true: She’s not fat, by any stretch of strict·ly /'strIkôli/ adv. 1 in a way that must be
obeyed: Smoking is strictly forbidden. 2 exactly
the imagination.
and correctly: That is not strictly true. | Strictly
stretch·er /'strEtSø/ n. [C] a covered frame on speaking, spiders are not insects. 3 used in order

stretch2 n. 1 [C] an area of water or land: a

string
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to emphasize what you are saying: The drug treatment program is strictly voluntary. 4 only for a
particular purpose, thing, or person: These bowls
are strictly for decoration.
stride1 /straId/ v. (past tense strode /stroUd/, past
participle stridden /'strIdn/) [I] to walk with quick
long steps: He strode across the room.
THESAURUS
walk, march, stroll, amble,
trudge, limp, wade, hike ➔ WALK 1

stride2 n. [C] 1 a long step that you make when

you walk 2 make (great) strides to develop or
make progress quickly: Doctors have made great
strides in treating this type of injury. 3 take sth
in stride to deal with a problem calmly without
becoming annoyed or upset: Most children take this
type of teasing in stride.
stri·dent /'straIdnt/ adj. 1 showing determination and a strong opinion in a way that other people
may think is unpleasant: strident attacks on his
opponent 2 a sound that is strident is loud and
unpleasant: her strident voice [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 Latin, present participle of stridere “to
make a rough unpleasant noise”]
strife /straIf/ n. [U] (formal) trouble or disagreement between two people or groups SYN conflict:
a period of ethnic/political/marital strife
strike1 /straIk/ v. (past tense and past participle
struck /strök/)
1 HIT [T] (formal) to hit someone or something: Paul
fell, striking his head. | The soldiers were struck by
shrapnel. | She struck him across the face.
THESAURUS
hit, punch, slap, beat, smack,
whack, bump, bang ➔ HIT 1

2 THOUGHT/IDEA [T] if a thought or idea strikes
you, you suddenly realize it, notice it, or think of it:
It struck me that he was probably nervous as well.
3 strike sb as sth to seem to someone to have a
particular quality: She strikes me as a very intelligent woman.
4 WORK [I] to deliberately stop working for a time
because of a disagreement about pay, working conditions, etc.: The dock workers are striking for
shorter work days.
5 ATTACK [I] to attack someone quickly and suddenly: Police fear the killer will strike again.
6 strike a balance to give the correct amount of
attention or importance to two opposing ideas or
situations: It’s never easy to strike a balance
between work and family.
7 STH UNPLEASANT [I] if something bad strikes, it
happens suddenly: A magnitude 7 earthquake
struck near San Francisco.
8 strike a deal to agree to do something if
someone else does something for you: The company finally struck a deal with the union.
9 strike a chord to make someone feel that s/he
agrees with, likes, or is similar to someone or
something: This idea has struck a chord with voters.
10 strike a match to make a match burn

11 strike oil/gold etc. to discover oil, gold, etc. in
the ground
12 CLOCK [I,T] if a clock strikes or strikes one,
three, six, etc., its bell makes a sound one, three,
six, etc. times to show what time it is: The clock
struck four (=4 o’clock).
strike sth ↔ down phr. v.
to say that a law or formal decision is no longer
legal or officially accepted: The Supreme Court
struck down a law against flag burning.
strike out phr. v.
1 strike sb ↔ out to get three strikes in baseball
so that you are not allowed to continue to try to hit,
or to make someone do this: The first batter was
struck out.
2 to start a difficult trip or experience: They struck
out for a better life in America.
3 strike out on your own to start doing something or living independently
4 (informal) to be unsuccessful at something: “Did
she say she’d go out with you?” “No, I struck out.”
strike up phr. v.
1 strike up a conversation/friendship etc. to
start a conversation, friendship, etc. with someone
2 strike up (sth) to begin to play or sing something: The band struck up an Irish tune.

strike2 n. 1 [C,U] a time when a group of workers

deliberately stop working because of a disagreement about pay, working conditions, etc.: The
union decided to go on strike. 2 [C] a military
attack: threats of an air strike 3 two/three etc.
strikes against a condition, situation, or quality
that makes it extremely difficult for someone or
something to be successful: Children from poor
backgrounds have several strikes against them
before even starting school. 4 [C] in baseball, an
attempt to hit the ball that fails, or a ball that is
thrown toward the BATTER within the correct area,
but is not hit
strik·er /'straIkø/ n. [C] someone who is not
working because s/he is on STRIKE

strik·ing /'straIkIÎ/ adj. 1 unusual or interesting
enough to be noticed: a striking similarity/
difference between the two girls
THESAURUS
noticeable, clear, obvious,
eye-catching, evident, conspicuous ➔
NOTICEABLE

2 very attractive, often in an unusual way: a man
with a striking face

string1 /strIÎ/ n. 1 [C,U] a strong thread made of
several threads twisted together, used for tying
things: We tied a string around the box. | a short
piece of string 2 [C] a number of similar things or
events that happen one after the other: a string of
arrests for drug offenses 3 (no) strings
attached having no special conditions or limits on
an agreement, relationship, etc., or having conditions or limits: They lent him the money with no
strings attached. 4 first/second/third string
relating to or being a member of a team or group
with the highest, second highest, etc. level of skill:

S
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the second string quarterback 5 a string of
pearls/beads etc. a lot of PEARL s, BEAD s, etc.
on a string 6 [C] one of the long thin pieces of wire
that is stretched across a musical instrument to
produce sound 7 the strings ENG. LANG. ARTS the
people in an ORCHESTRA who play instruments
such as the VIOLIN , CELLO , etc. ➔ control/hold
the purse strings at PURSE 1, pull strings at PULL 1,
pull the strings at PULL 1
string2 v. (past tense and past participle strung
/ströÎ/) [T] 1 to put things together onto a string,
chain, etc.: Girls were stringing beads to make
necklaces. 2 to hang a wire or string in the air, or
hang things on a wire or string, especially for
decoration: a clothesline strung between two posts
string sb along phr. v. (informal) to continue to
promise to do something that you do not intend to
do, especially in relationships: Jerry’s been stringing her along for years.
string sth ↔ together phr. v. to combine things in
order to make something: words strung together
into sentences
"string 'bean n. [C] a GREEN BEAN
strin·gent /'strIndZ@nt/ adj. stringent rules,
laws, etc. strictly control something
THESAURUS
strict, tough, rigorous,
draconian ➔ STRICT

string·y /'strIÎi/ adj. 1 food that is stringy has

hard to get or do something: teachers who are
striving to meet the needs of their students

strode /stroUd/ v. the past tense of STRIDE
stroke1 /stroUk/ n. [C] 1 BIOLOGY a sudden illness
in which an ARTERY (=tube carrying blood) in your
brain bursts or becomes blocked: Since Tom had a
stroke he’s had trouble talking. 2 a repeated
movement of your arms in a sport such as swimming, or a particular style of swimming or rowing:
the back stroke 3 an action done to achieve something: The change is a bold stroke on the mayor’s
part. | Getting those two to work together was a
stroke of genius. | He managed to improve his
election chances at a stroke (=with one sudden
action). 4 a stroke of (good) luck/fortune
something lucky that happens to you, that you did
not expect 5 a single movement of a pen or brush,
or a line made by doing this: With a stroke of the
pen, the deal was finalized.

stroke2 v. [T] to move your hand gently over

something: She stroked the baby’s face. ➔ see picture on page A8

THESAURUS

➔ TOUCH 1

touch, feel, rub, pet, caress

stroll /stroUl/ v. [I] to walk in a slow relaxed way:
We strolled along the beach. —stroll n. [C]: We
went for a stroll after dinner.

THESAURUS
walk, amble, trudge ➔ WALK 1
long thin pieces in it that are difficult to
eat 2 stringy hair looks like string because it is
dirty
strip1 /strIp/ v. (stripped, stripping) also strip stroll·er /'stroUlø/ n. [C] a chair on wheels in
off 1 [I,T] to take off your clothes, or take off which a small child sits and is pushed along: a baby
someone else’s clothes: He stripped and got into stroller
the shower. | I stripped off her snowsuit. 2 [T] to strong /strOÎ/ adj.
remove something that is covering the surface of 1 PHYSICAL having a lot of physical power: He
something else: Strip off the old wallpaper.
was small but strong. | the strongest muscles in your
strip sb of sth phr. v. to take away something body
important from someone such as his/her posses- 2 NOT EASILY BROKEN not easily broken or damsions, rank, or property: The doctor was found aged: a strong rope | The door was solid and strong.
guilty and stripped of his medical license.
3 POWER having a lot of power, influence, or
strip2 n. [C] 1 a long narrow piece of cloth, paper, ability: a strong leader | a strong army
etc.: Tear the paper into one-inch strips. 2 a long
THESAURUS
powerful, influential ➔
narrow area of land: a strip of sand
POWERFUL
stripe /straIp/ n. [C] a long narrow line of color
4 LIGHT a strong light is very bright
SYN band: a shirt with blue and red stripes
striped /straIpt, 'straIpId/ adj. having a pattern
THESAURUS
bright, brilliant, dazzling ➔
of stripes: a blue and white striped shirt
BRIGHT
'strip mall n. [C] a row of small stores built
together, with an area for parking cars in front of it 5 FEELINGS strong feelings, ideas, etc. are ones that
strip·per /'strIpø/ n. [C] someone whose job is to are very important to you: a strong interest in art | a
perform by taking off his/her clothes in a sexually strong sense of duty
6 ARGUMENT a strong reason, opinion, etc. is one
exciting way
that is likely to persuade other people: There’s
strip·tease /'strIptiz/ n. [C,U] the dance that a strong evidence to suggest that he’s innocent.
stripper does
7 ABLE TO DEAL WITH DIFFICULTY determined and
strive /straIv/ v. (past tense strove /stroUv/ or able to deal with problems without becoming upset
strived, past participle striven /'strIv@n/ or strived, or worried by them: Do you think she’s strong
enough to handle this? | a strong character
present participle striving) [I] (formal) to try very
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8 SKILLFUL good at something: a strong team |
Jarvis’s performance was very strong.
9 LIKELY likely to succeed or happen: He has a
strong chance of winning in Florida.
10 EFFECT having a large effect or influence: a
strong desire | He made a strong impression on me.
11 TASTE/SMELL having a taste, smell, color, etc.
that is easy to notice: strong coffee
12 RELATIONSHIP a strong relationship or friendship is likely to last a long time: a strong bond
between the two brothers
13 50/1,000/75,000 etc. strong used in order to
give the number of people in a group: Our staff is
over a thousand strong. [ORIGIN: Old English
strang]

"strong 'acid n. [C]

CHEMISTRY an acid that completely separates into ION s (=atoms with an electric
charge) when it is mixed with water
"strong 'base n. [C] CHEMISTRY a BASE (=a chemical substance that combines with an acid to form a
salt) that separates completely into HYDROXIDE
ION s and metal ions when it is mixed with water
"strong e'lectrolyte n. [C] CHEMISTRY a liquid
that allows electricity to travel through it effectively
because it contains a lot of ION s (=atoms with an
electric charge)

strong·hold /'strOÎhoUld/ n. [C] 1 an area

where there is a lot of support for a particular
attitude, way of life, political party, etc.: a Republican stronghold 2 an area that is strongly defended:
a rebel stronghold

strong·ly /'strOÎli/ adv. 1 if you feel or believe

something strongly, you are very sure and serious
about it: I feel strongly that medical records should
be private. | She is strongly opposed to abortion. 2 in a way that persuades someone to do
something: I strongly urge/advise/encourage you
to get more facts before deciding. 3 in a way that
is easy to notice: The house smelled strongly of gas.

"strong-'willed adj. having a lot of determination
to do what you want
willed child

SYN

stubborn: a strong-

stron·ti·um /'strAnôi@m, -Si@m/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY
(symbol Sr) a soft metal that is an ELEMENT

strove /stroUv/ v. a past tense of STRIVE
struck /strök/ v. the past tense and past participle
of

STRIKE

struc·tur·al /'ströktS@r@l/

Ac adj. relating to
the structure of something: structural damage to
the aircraft

struc·ture1 /'ströktSø/

Ac n. 1 [C,U] the way
in which the parts of something connect with each
other to form a whole, or the thing that these parts
make up: the chemical structure of the molecule |
Paragraphs provide a structure for your writing. 2 [C,U] the way in which relationships
between people or groups are organized in a society
or in an organization: Children need a stable family
structure to feel secure. | the city’s political/social

structure 3 [C] something that has been built: a
huge steel structure
structure2 Ac v. [T] to arrange something
carefully in an organized way: Structure your essay
so that your opinions are supported by evidence.
—structured adj.: a loosely/carefully/highly
structured novel
strug·gle1 /'strög@l/ v. [I] 1 to try very hard to
do or achieve something, even though it is difficult:
We’re struggling to pay the bills. 2 to fight someone who is attacking you or holding you: She
struggled with him, pushing him away. 3 to move
somewhere with a lot of difficulty: He struggled up
the stairs with the luggage.
struggle2 n. [C] 1 a long hard fight for freedom,
political rights, etc.: a struggle for equality | a
power struggle
THESAURUS
FIGHT 2

fight, battle, campaign ➔

2 a fight or argument between two people for
something: a long struggle with Congress over the
budget
strum /ström/ v. (strummed, strumming) [I,T] to
play an instrument such as a GUITAR by moving
your fingers across the strings
strung /ströÎ/ v. the past tense and past participle
of STRING
strut1 /ströt/ v. (strutted, strutting) [I] 1 to walk
in a proud way with your head up and your chest
pushed forward: boys strutting down the
street 2 strut your stuff (informal) to show
proudly what you can do, especially in a performance
strut2 n. [C] a long thin piece of metal or wood
used for supporting a part of a bridge, the wing of
an aircraft, etc.
stub1 /stöb/ n. [C] 1 the short part of something
that is left after the rest has been used: a pencil
stub 2 the part of a ticket that is returned to you as
proof that you have paid: a ticket stub
stub2 v. (stubbed, stubbing) [T] stub your toe
to hurt your toe by hitting it against something
stub sth ↔ out phr. v. to stop a cigarette from
burning by pressing the end of it against something
stub·ble /'stöb@l/ n. [U] the very short stiff hairs
on a man’s face when he has not SHAVE d
—stubbly adj. ➔ see picture at CLEAN-SHAVEN
stub·born /'stöbøn/ adj. determined not to
change your opinions, beliefs, etc., because you
believe you are right: a stubborn woman | his
stubborn refusal to cooperate
stub·by /'stöbi/ adj. short and thick or fat: his
stubby fingers
stuc·co /'stökoU/ n. [U] a CEMENT mixture used
especially for covering the outside walls of houses
stuck1 /stök/ v. the past tense and past participle
of STICK
stuck2 adj. 1 not able to move: I tried to open the
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window, but it was stuck. | We got stuck in traf- stu·di·o /'studi"oU/ n. (plural studios) [C] 1 a
fic. 2 not able to continue working on something room where television and radio programs are
because it is too difficult: Can you help me with made and broadcast, or where music is recorded: a
this? I’m stuck. 3 not able to get away from a recording studio in Nashville | a studio audiboring or unpleasant situation: I’m stuck at home ence 2 a movie company or the place where movall day with the kids.
ies are made: the big Hollywood studios 3 a room
"stuck-'up adj. (informal) proud and unfriendly where a painter or photographer works: an art
because you think you are better than other people studio 4 also studio apartment a small apartment with one main room
THESAURUS
proud, conceited,
stu·di·ous /'studi@s/ adj. spending a lot of time
big-headed, vain, arrogant, egotistical,
reading and studying
haughty ➔ PROUD
stud·y1 /'stödi/ n. (plural studies) 1 [C] a piece
stud /stöd/ n. 1 [C,U] BIOLOGY an animal, such as of work that is done to find out more about a
a horse, that is kept for breeding, or the use of particular subject or problem, and that is usually
animals for breeding: a stud farm | The racehorse written in a report: Several studies showed the drug
was retired to stud after a training injury. 2 [C] a can cause birth defects. | a study on/of 100 patients
small round EARRING 3 [C] (slang) a man who is
THESAURUS
research, experiment ➔
very active sexually 4 [C] a small round piece of
RESEARCH 1
metal that is put on a surface for decoration: a
2 [U] the process of learning about a subject: the
leather jacket with silver studs
stud·ded /'stödId/ adj. decorated with a lot of study of ancient history | ways to improve your
studs or jewels: a bracelet studded with diamonds study skills/habits 3 [C] a room in a house that is
used for work or study 4 studies [plural] the work
➔ STAR-STUDDED
you do in order to learn about something: She
stu·dent /'studnt/ n. [C] 1 someone who is began graduate studies at Berkeley. [ORIGIN:
studying at a school, university, etc.: She has 30 1100—1200 Old French estudie, from Latin
students in her class. | Sally’s an A/B/C student studium “mental effort, eagerness, study”]
(=she earns A’s, etc.). | a first-year law/medical
study2 v. (studied, studies) 1 [I,T] to spend time
student
going to classes, reading, etc. to learn about a
THESAURUS
subject: I need to study for a midterm. | She studied
a business/biology/English etc. major –
at Harvard. | I’m studying English/psychology/
someone studying a particular subject as his or
medicine etc.
her main subject at a college or university: Greg
is a philosophy major.
freshman – a student in the first year of high
school or college: My brother is a freshman at the
University of Wisconsin.
sophomore – a student in the second year of
high school or college
junior – a student in the third year of high
school or college
senior – a student in the last year of high school
or college
graduate – someone who has successfully
completed his/her studies at a school, college, or
university: a graduate of Ohio State University
undergraduate – a student in the first four
years of college, who is working for his/her first
degree
graduate student – someone who is studying
after completing an advanced degree such as a
Ph.D. or an M.A.
alumni – former students of a school, college, or
university: the Ithaca College Alumni Association

THESAURUS
learn, pick sth up, get the
hang of sth, acquire ➔ LEARN

2 [T] to examine something carefully to find out
more about it: An accounting firm is studying the
problem. | Dr. Brock is studying how the disease
affects children.
stuff1 /stöf/ n. [U] (informal) 1 a substance or
material of any kind: What’s this sticky stuff on the
floor? 2 a number of different things: She brought
me some books and stuff (=other things). | People
still want decent housing, good health care and a
bunch of other stuff. 3 sb’s stuff things that
belong to someone: You can put your stuff over
here for now. | I’ve got to pack my stuff.
THESAURUS
property, possessions, things,
belongings, effects ➔ PROPERTY

4 all the activities that someone does: I have a lot of
stuff to do. | He likes biking and skateboarding and
stuff like that. 5 different subjects, information, or
ideas: a magazine with a lot of interesting stuff in it
2 a student of sth someone who is very inter- [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French estoffe, from
ested in a particular subject: He’s obviously an estoffer “to provide with things needed”]
excellent student of human nature.
stuff2 v. [T] 1 to push things into a small space
"student 'body n. [C] all the students in a school, quickly: He stuffed some clothes into a bag and
university, etc.
left. 2 to fill something until it is full: a pillow
stud·ied /'stödid/ adj. studied behavior is deliber- stuffed with feathers | Campaign workers stuffed
ate and intended to have a particular effect on other envelopes. 3 to fill a chicken, vegetable, etc. with
people: She spoke with a studied politeness.
a mixture of bread, rice, etc. before cooking it 4 to
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fill the skin of a dead animal in order to make the
animal look alive
stuffed /stöft/ adj. 1 [not before noun] (informal)
completely full, so that you cannot eat any more:
The cake looks great, but I’m stuffed. 2 stuffed
animal/toy/bear etc. a toy animal covered and
filled with soft material
"stuffed-'up adj. (informal) unable to breathe
because you have a cold
stuff·ing /'stöfIÎ/ n. [U] 1 a mixture of bread,
rice, etc. that you put inside a chicken, vegetable,
etc. before cooking it 2 material that is used for
filling something such as a PILLOW
stuff·y /'stöfi/ adj. 1 not having enough fresh air:
The room was hot and stuffy. 2 boring, formal, and
old-fashioned: stuffy lawyers

THESAURUS
surprising, shocking,
astonishing, astounding, staggering ➔

SURPRISING

stunt1 /stönt/ n. [C] 1 something that is done to

attract people’s attention: a publicity stunt 2 a
dangerous action that is done to entertain people,
usually in a movie 3 pull a stunt to do something
that is silly or that is slightly dangerous: Don’t ever
pull a stunt like that again!
stunt2 v. [T] to stop someone or something from
growing or developing correctly: Lack of food has
stunted their growth.

stum·ble /'stömb@l/ v. [I] 1 to almost fall down
while you are walking: Scott stumbled over/on the
step.
THESAURUS
fall, trip, slip, lose your
balance ➔ FALL 1

2 to stop or make a mistake when you are reading
or speaking to people: He stumbled over the words
as he read his speech.
stumble on/across/upon sth phr. v. to discover
something or meet someone by chance: Hubbard
stumbled across the notebooks in a yard sale.

S

'stumbling "block n. [C] a problem that prevents 'stunt man also stunt·man n. [C] a man or
you from achieving something: the main stumbling
block to passage of the new law

stump1 /stömp/ n. 1 [C] the part of a tree that
remains in the ground after the rest has been cut
down 2 [C] the part of an arm, leg, etc. that
remains when the rest has been cut off 3 [singular]
POLITICS a place or occasion when a politician
makes a speech to try to gain political support: On
the stump, he talked a lot about health care.

stump2 v. [T] if you are stumped by a question or

problem, you are unable to find an answer to it: It’s
a question that has stumped everyone. | I was
completely stumped.

stun /stön/ v. (stunned, stunning) [T] 1 to surprise or shock someone so much that s/he does not
react: There was a stunned silence. 2 to make
someone unconscious for a short time by hitting
him/her on the head

stung /stöÎ/ v. the past tense and past participle of
STING

stunk /stöÎk/ v. a past tense and the past participle
of

STINK 1

stun·ning /'stönIÎ/ adj. 1 extremely attractive
or beautiful: You look stunning in that dress.

THESAURUS
attractive, good-looking,
nice-looking, pretty, beautiful, gorgeous ➔

ATTRACTIVE

2 very surprising or shocking: stunning news

woman whose job is to take the place of an actor
when something dangerous has to be done in a
movie
stu·pe·fied /'stup@"faId/ adj. unable to act or
think clearly, especially because you are bored,
surprised, or shocked —stupefy v. [T]: We sat
stupefied in front of the TV. —stupefaction
/"stup@'fækS@n/ n. [U]
stu·pe·fy·ing /'stup@"faI-IÎ/ adj. making you
feel extremely surprised or bored
stu·pen·dous /stu'pEnd@s/ adj. extremely large
or impressive: a stupendous achievement
stu·pid /'stupId/ adj. 1 showing bad judgment or
a lack of intelligence: How could you be so
stupid? | a stupid question | It was stupid of me to
listen to him. 2 (spoken) used when talking about
something or someone that annoys you: I can’t get
this stupid door open! [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
French stupide, from Latin stupidus, from stupere “to surprise extremely, stun”] —stupidity
/stu'pId@Ôi/ n. [C,U]
stu·por /'stupø/ n. [C,U] a state in which you
cannot think, see, etc. clearly: We found him in a
drunken stupor.
stur·dy /'stødi/ adj. (comparative sturdier, superlative sturdiest) strong and not likely to break or be
hurt: sturdy walking shoes
stut·ter /'stöÔø/ v. [I,T] to speak with difficulty
because you repeat the first sound of a word
➔ STAMMER —stutter n. [singular]

style
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style1 /staIl/

S

Ac n. 1 [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS a way
of doing, making, painting, etc. something that is
typical of a particular period of time, place, or
group of people: He’s trying to copy Van Gogh’s
style of painting. | architecture in the Gothic
style 2 [C] the particular way that someone
behaves, works, or deals with other people: Carolyn
has an informal style of teaching. | Yelling at her
students is not her style (=is not the way she
usually behaves). | I don’t like loud parties – a quiet
night at home is more my style (=I prefer quiet
nights at home). 3 [C,U] a particular design or
fashion for something such as clothes, hair, furniture, etc.: They have over two hundred styles of
wallpaper to choose from. | Long hair is in style/out
of style (=fashionable or not fashionable). 4 [U]
the particular way you do things that makes people
admire you: You may not like him, but you have to
admit that he has style. | an actor with
style 5 [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS a particular set of rules
for using words, FORMAT ting documents, spelling,
etc.: It’s not considered good style to use abbreviations in essays. 6 [C] BIOLOGY the long thin part of
the female structure in a flower, that is between the
OVARY and the STIGMA ➔ see picture at FLOWER 1
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Latin stilus “pointed stick,
stylus, style of writing”]

sub·con·scious /"söb'kAnS@s/ adj. subcon-

scious thoughts and feelings are in your mind and
affect your behavior, but you do not know that they
exist —subconsciously adv.
sub·con·ti·nent /söb'kAnt§n-@nt, -t@n@nt/ n.
[C] EARTH SCIENCES a large area of land that forms
part of a CONTINENT
sub·cul·ture /'söb"költSø/ n. [C] a particular
group of people in a society whose behavior,
beliefs, activities, etc. make them different from the
rest of the society: the drug subculture
sub·di·vide /"söbd@'vaId, 'söbd@"vaId/ v. [T] to
divide into smaller parts something that is already
divided
sub·di·vi·sion /'söbd@"vIZ@n/ n. [C] an area of
land for building a number of houses on, or these
houses once they are built
sub·due /s@b'du/ v. [T] to control someone, especially by using force: The nurses were trying to
subdue a violent patient. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Old French soduire “to lead into bad actions,”
from Latin subducere “to remove;” influenced
by Latin subdere “to force to obey”]
sub·dued /s@b'dud/ adj. 1 a person or sound
that is subdued is unusually quiet: Jason looked
style2 v. [T] to cut someone’s hair in a particular subdued after talking to the principal. 2 subdued
way
colors, lights, etc. are less bright than usual
styl·ish /'staIlIS/ Ac adj. attractive in a fashion- sub·ject1 /'söbdZIkt/ n. [C] 1 the thing you are
able way: a very stylish woman | stylish clothes
talking about or considering in a conversation,
discussion, book, movie, etc.: Bashkiroff is the
THESAURUS
fashionable, trendy ➔
subject of the book, “For Sasha, With Love.” |
FASHIONABLE
While we’re on the subject of money, do you have
$10 you owe me? | Stop trying to change the
sty·lis·tic /staI'lIstIk/ adj. ENG. LANG. ARTS relating the
to the style of a piece of writing or art: I’ve made a subject (=talk about something else)! | A member of
the audience raised the subject (=started talking
few stylistic changes to your report.
about it) of the president’s age.
sty·lis·tics /staI'lIstIks/ n. [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS the
THESAURUS
study of style in written or spoken language

styl·ized /'staI@"laIzd/

Ac

adj. ENG. LANG. ARTS

designed, written, or drawn in an artificial style that
is not natural or like real life: A stylized ocean wave
is typical of Greek decoration.

sty·mie /'staImi/ v. [T] (informal) to prevent someone from doing what s/he has planned or wants to
do: The police investigation has been stymied by a
lack of witnesses.

suave /swAv/ adj. attractive, confident, and
relaxed, but often in a way that is not sincere

sub /söb/ n. [C] 1 (informal) a

SUBMA-

2 (informal) a SUBSTITUTE 3 a SANDWICH
made out of a long LOAF of bread filled with meat,
cheese, etc.

RINE

sub·a·tom·ic

/"söb@'tAmIkX/ adj. PHYSICS
smaller than an atom or existing inside an atom:
subatomic particles

sub·com·mit·tee /'söbk@"mIÔi/ n. [C] a small
group formed from a committee to deal with a
particular subject in more detail

topic – a subject that people talk or write about:

The course covers topics such as interview
techniques and giving presentations.
theme – an important idea that appears several
times in a book, movie, talk, etc.: Man’s
relationship with nature is a common theme in his
work.
issue – an important subject or problem:
Dealing with climate change is one of the biggest
issues facing the world today.
matter – used when talking in a general way
about a subject: I have little experience in these
matters. | This is a serious matter ➔ see also

ABOUT 1

2 something that you study at a school or university: “What’s your favorite subject?” “Science.” ➔
UNIVERSITY 3 ENG. LANG. ARTS in grammar, a noun,
noun phrase, or PRONOUN that usually comes
before the verb in a sentence, and represents the
person or thing that does the action of the verb. In
the sentence “Jean loves her cats,” “Jean” is the
subject. ➔ OBJECT 4 subject matter the subject
that is being discussed in a book, shown in a movie
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or play, etc. 5 SCIENCE a person or animal that is
used in a test or EXPERIMENT : All the subjects were
men between the ages of 18 and 25. 6 ENG. LANG.
ARTS the thing or person that is shown in a painting
or photograph: Degas frequently used dancers as
his subjects. 7 POLITICS someone who was born in
a country that has a king or queen, or someone who
has the legal right to live there: He’s a British
subject. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French, Latin
subjectus, from subicere “to put under your
control”]
subject2 adj. be subject to sth a) to be likely
to be affected by something: All prices are subject
to change. b) to be dependent on something: The
deal is subject to approval by the bank. c) if you
are subject to a law, you must obey it: Congress is
subject to the same laws as everyone else.
sub·ject3 /s@b'dZEkt/ v.
subject sb/sth to sth phr. v. (formal) to force
someone or something to experience something
very bad, upsetting, or difficult: Police subjected
him to hours of questioning.
sub·jec·tive /s@b'dZEktIv/ adj. a statement, attitude, etc. that is subjective is influenced by personal opinion or feelings rather than facts
ANT

objective

sub·ju·gate /'söbdZ@"geIt/ v. [T] (formal) to

force a person or group to obey you
—subjugation /"söbdZ@'geIS@n/ n. [U]
sub·junc·tive /s@b'dZöÎktIv/ n. [C] ENG. LANG.
ARTS in grammar, a verb form used in order to
express doubt, wishes, or possibility. For example,
in “If I were you,” the verb “to be” is in the
subjunctive.
sub·let /söb'lEt, 'söblEt/ v. (past tense and past
participle sublet, present participle subletting) [I,T]
to rent to someone else a property that you rent
from its owner: I’m subletting the room for the
summer. —sublet /'söblEt/ n. [C]
sub·li·ma·tion /"söbl@'meIS@n/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY
the process in which a solid substance changes into
a gas, without ever becoming a liquid
sub·lime /s@'blaIm/ adj. excellent in a way that
makes you feel very happy [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Latin sublimis “raised above the ordinary,” from
limen “doorstep, threshold”]
sub·lim·i·nal /söb'lIm@nl/ adj. subliminal messages, suggestions, etc. affect the way you think
without you noticing it
sub·ma·rine /'söbm@"rin, "söbm@'rin/ n. [C] a
ship that can stay under water [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 sub- “under” + marine from Latin marinus, from mare “the sea”]
sub·merge /s@b'mødZ/ v. [I,T] to go or put
something under the surface of water: Many cars
were submerged by the flood. —submerged adj.:
partially submerged houses —submersion
/s@b'møZ@n/ n. [U]
THESAURUS

dive, plunge, sink ➔ DIVE 1

sub·mis·sion /s@b'mIS@n/

Ac n. 1 [U] the
state of being controlled by a powerful person or
organization and accepting that you must obey him,
her, or it: The prisoners were starved into
submission. | his submission to what God wanted
him to do 2 [C,U] the act of giving a piece of
writing to someone so s/he can consider or approve
it, or the piece of writing itself: All submissions
must be received by the 15th of March.
sub·mis·sive /s@b'mIsIv/ adj. always willing to
obey someone and never disagreeing with him/her:
a submissive wife
sub·mit /s@b'mIt/ Ac v. (submitted, submitting) 1 [T] to give a plan, piece of writing, etc. to
someone in authority so that s/he can consider or
approve it: I submitted my plan to the committee
yesterday. 2 [I] (formal) to obey someone who has
power over you, especially because you have no
choice: They refused to submit to the kidnapper’s
demands.
THESAURUS
surrender, give in, concede,
yield ➔ SURRENDER

sub·or·di·nate1 /s@'bOrd@nIt/

Ac n. [C] (formal) someone who has a lower position or less

authority than someone else: a manager who has a
good relationship with her subordinates
subordinate2 adj. (formal) less important than
something else, or lower in rank or authority: a
subordinate position
sub·or·di·nate3 /s@'bOrdn"eIt/ Ac v. [T] to put
someone or something in a less important job or
position: Mothers were expected to subordinate
their
lives
to
their
children’s
lives.
—subordination /s@"bOrdn'eIS@n/ n. [U]
su"bordinate 'clause n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
DEPENDENT CLAUSE

sub·orn /s@'bOrn/ v. [T] LAW to persuade someone
to tell lies in a court of law, or to persuade someone
to do something else that is illegal, especially for
money —subornation /"söbOr'neIS@n/ n. [U]
sub·plot /'söbplAt/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a PLOT
(=set of events) that is less important than and
separate from the main plot in a story, play, etc.

sub·poe·na /s@'pin@/ n. [C]

LAW a legal document ordering someone to come to a court of law
and be a WITNESS [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin
sub poena “under punishment” (the first words
of the written order)] —subpoena v. [T]
sub·scribe /s@b'skraIb/ v. [I] to pay money regularly to have a newspaper or magazine sent to you,
or for a particular service: What magazines do you
subscribe to? | households that subscribe to cable
TV —subscriber n. [C]
subscribe to sth phr. v. to agree with or support an
idea, opinion, etc.: They obviously don’t subscribe
to his theory.

sub·scrip·tion /s@b'skrIpS@n/ n. [C] an amount
of money that you pay regularly to have copies of a
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newspaper or magazine sent to you, or to receive a [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French, Latin subparticular service
stantia, from substare “to stand under”]
sub·se·quent /'söbs@kw@nt/ Ac adj. [only 'substance a"buse n. [U] the habit of taking too
before noun] (formal) coming after or following
many illegal drugs so that you are harmed by them
something else: Subsequent investigations did not sub·stand·ard /"söb'stændødX/ adj. not as
uncover any new evidence. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 good as the average, and not acceptable: substanLatin, present participle of subsequi “to follow dard health care
closely,”
from
sequi
“to
follow”]
—subsequently adv.: The charges against him sub·stan·tial /s@b'stænS@l/ adj. 1 large in
amount or number: She earns a substantial
were subsequently dropped.
income. | substantial evidence
THESAURUS
later ➔ NEXT 1

next, following, succeeding,

sub·ser·vi·ent /s@b'søvi@nt/ adj. (disapproving)

THESAURUS
big, large, sizable, prodigious,
huge, enormous, vast, gigantic, massive,
immense, colossal ➔ BIG

too willing to do what other people want you to do
2 large and strongly made: a substantial piece of
—subservience n. [U]
furniture
sub·side /s@b'saId/ v. [I] to become less strong or
sub·stan·tial·ly
/s@b'stænS@li/ adv. very much:
loud: The storm subsided around dawn.
Prices have increased substantially.
1
sub·sid·i·ar·y /s@b'sIdi"Eri/ Ac n. (plural subsidiaries) [C] ECONOMICS a company that is owned sub·stan·ti·ate /s@b'stænSi"eIt/ v. [T] (formal)
or controlled by another larger company: a subsid- to prove the truth of something that someone has
said: The evidence failed to substantiate his claims.
iary of General Electric

S

THESAURUS
company, firm, business,
corporation ➔ COMPANY

THESAURUS
demonstrate, show, prove,
establish ➔ DEMONSTRATE

1
subsidiary2 adj. related to, but less important sub·sti·tute /'söbst@"tut/

than, something else: He played a subsidiary role
in the negotiations.
sub·si·dize /'söbs@"daIz/ Ac v. [T] ECONOMICS
to pay part of the cost of something: housing that is
subsidized by the government —subsidized adj.:
subsidized health care
sub·si·dy /'söbs@di/ Ac n. (plural subsidies)
[C] ECONOMICS money that is paid by a government
or organization in order to reduce the cost of
something: government subsidies for small farmers
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin subsidium “soldiers
kept in reserve, support, help,” from sub- “near”
+ sedere “to sit”]
sub·sist /s@b'sIst/ v. [I] to stay alive when you
only have small amounts of food or money: The
prisoners subsisted on rice and water.
—subsistence n. [U]: subsistence farming
sub"sistence 'agriculture also sub"sistence 'farming n. [U] ECONOMICS farming in
which someone only produces enough food to feed
his/her own family, often because the land is too
poor to produce a lot of crops
sub"sistence e'conomy n. [C] ECONOMICS a
TRADITIONAL ECONOMY

sub·stance /'söbst@ns/ n. 1 [C] a type of solid,

Ac n. [C] 1 someone who does someone else’s job for a limited
period of time: a substitute teacher 2 something
new or different that you use or do instead of what
you used or did before: a sugar substitute | There is
no substitute for (=nothing better than) a good diet.

substitute2

Ac v. 1 [T] to use something new
or different instead of something else: You can
substitute margarine for butter in this
recipe. 2 [I,T] to do someone’s job for a short time
until s/he is able to do it again —substitution
/"söbst@'tuS@n/ n. [C,U]

sub·ter·fuge /'söbtø"fyudZ/ n. [C,U] (formal) a
trick or dishonest way of doing something, or the
use of this

sub·ter·ra·ne·an /"söbt@'reIni@n/ adj.

EARTH

SCIENCES

under the surface of the Earth: a subterranean lake [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin subterraneus, from sub- “under” + terra “earth”]

sub·text /'söbtEkst/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a hidden or second meaning in something that someone
says or writes

sub·ti·tles /'söb"taIÔlz/ n. [plural] words that
translate what the actors in a foreign movie are
saying, that appear on the bottom of the screen
—subtitled adj.

liquid, or gas that has particular qualities: The bag sub·tle /'söÔl/ adj. 1 not easily noticed unless you
was covered with a sticky substance. | a poisonous/ pay careful attention: She noticed some subtle
hazardous/toxic substance | illegal substances changes in his personality. 2 subtle smells, colors,
(=drugs) 2 [singular, U] the most important ideas in etc. are pleasant because they are not too strong: the
a document, speech, report, etc.: The news report subtle scent of mint in the air 3 behaving in a
said little about the substance of the peace skillful and intelligent way, especially in order to
talks. 3 [U] (formal) if something has substance, it hide what you are trying to do: I think we need a
is true: There’s no substance to his arguments. more subtle approach. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old

such
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French soutil, from Latin subtilis “finely woven,
subtle”] —subtly /'söÔl-i, 'sötli/ adv.
sub·tle·ty /'söÔlti/ n. (plural subtleties) 1 [U] the
quality that something has when it has been done in
an intelligent or skillful way: the subtlety of the
wine’s flavor 2 [C usually plural] something that is
important but difficult to notice: The subtleties of
the story do not translate well into other languages.
sub·tract /s@b'trækt/ v. [T] MATH to take a number or amount from something larger: If you subtract 15 from 25 you get 10. ➔ CALCULATE
sub·trac·tion /s@b'trækS@n/ n. [U] MATH the
process of taking a number or amount from a larger
number or amount ➔ ADDITION , DIVISION , MULTIPLICATION

sub·urb /'söbøb/ n. [C] an area away from the

center of a city, where a lot of people live: We
moved to the suburbs last year. | a suburb of
Chicago [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin suburbium,
from urbs “city”]
THESAURUS
area, district, neighborhood,
slum, ghetto ➔ AREA

sub·ur·ban /s@'bøb@n/ adj. relating to a suburb,

or in a suburb: suburban life | suburban Miami
(=the suburbs around Miami)
sub·ur·bi·a /s@'bøbi@/ n. [U] all suburbs in general: life in suburbia
sub·ver·sive /s@b'vøsIv/ adj. intending to
destroy or damage a government, society, religion,
etc.: subversive activities
sub·vert /s@b'vøt/ v. [T] POLITICS to try to destroy
the power or influence of a government, belief, etc.
sub·way /'söbweI/ n. (plural subways) [C] a
railroad that runs under the ground in cities: a
subway station | We took the subway home. ➔ see
picture at TRANSPORTATION

suc·ceed /s@k'sid/ v. 1 [I] to do what you have

tried to do, or to do well in something such as your
job ANT fail: She gave herself five years to succeed
as a writer. | Finally, I succeeded in convincing
Anna that I was right. | skills that help students
succeed in the classroom 2 [I] to have the result or
effect that something is intended to have ANT fail:
Our advertising campaign succeeded in attracting
more customers. 3 [I,T] to be the next person to
take a position or do a job after someone else: Mr.
Harvey will succeed Mrs. Lincoln as chairman.
suc·ceed·ing /s@k'sidIÎ/ adj. coming after
something else: Sales improved in succeeding
years.
THESAURUS
next, following, subsequent,
later, ensuing ➔ NEXT 1

suc·cess /s@k'sEs/ n. 1 [C,U] something that has

the result or effect that you intended, or the act of
achieving this ANT failure: We had no/some success in developing a better engine. | Jackie’s wedding was a big/huge/great success. | Eventually she

was able to make a success of the business. |
Business leaders demanded, without success, that
the government build new roads. 2 [C] someone
who does very well in his/her job, classes, in
society, etc. ANT failure: He was not much of a
success as a comedian.
suc·cess·ful /s@k'sEsf@l/ adj. 1 having the
result or effect you intended ANT unsuccessful:
The surgery was completely successful. 2 making
or earning a lot of money: a successful
businessman | a successful movie —successfully
adv.

suc·ces·sion /s@k'sES@n/

Ac n. 1 in succession happening one after the other: The team
has won four championships in succession. 2 a
succession of sth a number of people or things
that happen or follow one after another: She’s had a
succession of rich husbands. 3 [U] the act of
taking over an important job, position, etc., or the
right to do this
suc·ces·sive /s@k'sEsIv/ Ac adj. coming or
following one after the other: Babe Ruth hit three
successive home runs in one game.
—successively adv.
suc·ces·sor /s@k'sEsø/ Ac n. [C] 1 someone
who takes a job or position that was held before by
someone else: No one was certain who Mao’s
successor would be. 2 (formal) a machine, system,
etc. that exists after another one in a process of
development: The refrigerator was the successor to
the ice box.
suc·cinct /s@k'sIÎkt, s@'sIÎkt/ adj. clearly
expressed in a few words [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
Latin, past participle of succingere “to tuck up,”
from sub- “under, close to” + cingere “to put a
belt around”] —succinctly adv.
THESAURUS
SHORT 1

short, brief, concise ➔

suc·cu·lent /'söky@l@nt/ adj. juicy and tasting

very good: a succulent steak —succulence n. [U]

suc·cumb /s@'köm/ v. [I] (formal) 1 to stop
opposing someone or something, and allow him,
her, or it to take control: Eventually, she succumbed to his charms. 2 to become very sick or
die from an illness [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French
succomber, from Latin succumbere, from sub“under, close to” + cumbere “to lie down”]
such /sötS/ determiner, pron. 1 used in order to
talk about a person or thing that is like the one that
you have just mentioned: Such behavior is not
acceptable here. | “Did you get the job?” “No such
luck (=I wasn’t lucky).” 2 such as used when
giving an example of something: big cities such as
New York, Tokyo, and London 3 used in order to
emphasize an amount or degree: We had such fun at
your party! | Mandy’s such a nice person. | I was in
such a hurry that I forgot my purse. 4 there’s no
such person/thing as sb/sth used in order to
say that a particular person or thing does not exist:
There’s no such thing as a perfect job. 5 not (...)
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as such used to say that the word you are using to
describe something is not exactly correct: She’s not
retired as such, she’s just taking a long break.
GRAMMAR

such, so

Use such and so to emphasize a quality that
someone or something has.
Use so before an adjective or an adverb: I’m so
glad! | It’s so good to see you! | We know each
other so well.
Use such before a noun, or before an adjective
and noun: It was such a long way! | He’s such a
good cook! | She has such beautiful eyes!

'such-and-such determiner (spoken) used instead
of the name of something: They will ask you to
come on such-and-such a day, at such-and-such a
time.

suck /sök/ v. 1 [I,T] to hold something in your

S

suds /södz/ n. [plural] the

BUBBLE s that form on
top of water with soap in it —sudsy adj.
sue /su/ v. [I,T] LAW to make a legal claim against
someone, especially for money, because s/he has
harmed you in some way: She plans to sue the
company for $1 million. | Aaron is being sued for
fraud.
suede /sweId/ n. [U] soft leather with a slightly
rough surface: a suede jacket [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 French (gants de) Suède “Swedish
(gloves)”]
suf·fer /'söfø/ v. 1 [I,T] to feel pain or the effects
of a sickness: Neil suffered a heart attack last year. |
Marnie suffers from headaches. 2 [I,T] to experience a situation and be badly affected by it: Small
businesses are suffering financially right now. | The
team suffered its worst defeat in ten years. 3 [I] to
become worse in quality: Andy’s work began to
suffer after his divorce. —sufferer n. [C]
—suffering n. [C,U]: The war has caused so much
pain and suffering.
suf·fice /s@'faIs/ v. [I] (formal) to be enough: A
light lunch will suffice.
suf·fi·cient /s@'fIS@nt/ Ac adj. (formal) as much
as you need for a particular purpose SYN enough
ANT insufficient: Will $100 be sufficient? | They
had sufficient evidence to send him to prison.
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin, present participle
of sufficere “to put under, suffice”]
—sufficiency n. [singular, U]: Is there a sufficiency
of time to analyze the data?

mouth and pull on it with your tongue and lips:
Don’t suck your thumb, Katie. | Ben was sucking
on a piece of candy. 2 [I,T] to take air, liquid, etc.
into your mouth by making your lips form a small
hole and using the muscles of your mouth to pull
air, liquid, etc. in: Michael put the cigarette to his
lips and sucked in the smoke. 3 [T] to pull someone or something with a lot of force to a particular
place: A man almost got sucked under by the
current. 4 get/be sucked into (doing) sth to
become involved in something you do not want to
be involved in: I’m not going to get sucked into an
argument with you guys. 5 sth sucks (slang) used
THESAURUS
to say that something is bad, unfair, dishonest, etc.:
enough, plenty, ample,
That movie sucked. [ORIGIN: Old English sucan]
adequate ➔ ENOUGH
suck up to sb phr. v. (spoken, disapproving) to say
or do a lot of nice things in order to make someone suf·fix /'söfIks/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS in grammar,
like you or to get what you want: She’s always a letter or letters added to the end of a word in order
to make a new word, such as “ness” at the end of
sucking up to her boss.
“kindness” ➔ AFFIX , PREFIX [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
suck·er /'sökø/ n. [C] 1 (informal) someone who Modern Latin suffixum, from Latin suffigere “to
is easily tricked: Ellen always was a sucker. 2 be fasten beneath”]
a sucker for sth to like something so much that
suf·fo·cate /'söf@"keIt/ v. 1 [I,T] to die because
you cannot refuse it: I’m a sucker for old movies.
there is not enough air to breathe, or to be killed in
su·crose /'sukroUs/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY the most this way: One firefighter was suffocated by the
common form of sugar ➔ FRUCTOSE , GLUCOSE , smoke. 2 be suffocating (informal) to feel
LACTOSE
uncomfortable because there is not enough fresh air
suc·tion /'sökS@n/ n. [U] the process of removing —suffocation /"söf@'keIS@n/ n. [U]
air or liquid from a container or space so that suf·frage /'söfrIdZ/ n. [U] POLITICS the right to
another substance can be pulled in, or so that two vote
surfaces stick together
suf·fra·gette /"söfr@'dZEt/ n. [C] POLITICS a
sud·den /'södn/ adj. 1 done or happening woman who tried to gain the right to vote for
quickly or in a way you did not expect: We’ve had a women, especially in the early 20th century
sudden change of plans. | Don’t make any sudden suf·fra·gist /'söfr@dZIst/ n. [C] POLITICS someone
moves around the animals. 2 all of a sudden who tries to gain the right to vote for particular
suddenly: All of a sudden, the lights went out. groups of people, especially women or people
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French sodain, from above a certain age
Latin subitaneus, from subitus “sudden”]
sug·ar /'SUgø/ n. [U] a sweet white or brown
—suddenness n. [U]
substance that is obtained from plants and used for
sud·den·ly /'södnli/ adv. quickly and in a way making food and drinks sweet: Do you take sugar
you did not expect: She suddenly realized what in your coffee? [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French
she’d done. | Smith died suddenly of a heart attack. çucre, from Medieval Latin zuccarum, from
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Arabic sukkar] —sugary adj.: sugary snacks

sug·ared /'SUgød/ adj. covered in sugar: sugared
almonds

sug·gest /s@g'dZEst, s@'dZEst/ v. [T] 1 to tell
someone your ideas about what should be done:
They suggested meeting for drinks first. | Don
suggested (that) we go swimming. | Wilson suggested ways students can improve their study habits.
THESAURUS
ADVISE

advise, recommend ➔

2 to say or show that something may be true: The
article suggested that Nachez might run for
mayor. | Are you suggesting that I cheated? ➔
DEMONSTRATE 3 to say that someone or something
is suitable for a particular job or purpose SYN recommend: Gina Reed’s name has been suggested
for the job.
s@'dZEs-/
sug·ges·tion
/s@g'dZEstS@n,
n. 1 [C] an idea or plan that someone suggests, or
the act of suggesting it: We’ve had some suggestions on good plays to see in New York. | Can I
make a suggestion? | They accepted the suggestion
that Todd go first. | My boss is always open to
suggestions (=willing to listen to ideas). | I took the
class at my adviser’s suggestion.
THESAURUS

➔ ADVICE

advice, tip, recommendation

2 [singular,U] a possibility of something: The police
said that there was no suggestion of murder.
s@'dZEs-/
sug·ges·tive
/s@g'dZEstIv,
adj. 1 making you think of sex: a suggestive
remark 2 similar to something: The smells from
the jars were suggestive of an herb garden in
summer.
su·i·ci·dal /"su@'saIdlX/ adj. 1 wanting to kill
yourself: suicidal thoughts 2 likely to result in
death: a suicidal attack
su·i·cide /'su@"saId/ n. 1 [C,U] the act of killing
yourself: Her brother committed suicide last year. |
Did she leave a suicide note (=a note or letter
saying why she killed herself)? 2 political/social
etc. suicide something you do that ruins your job
or position in society [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin
sui “of oneself” + English -cide, from Latin
-caedere “to kill”]
suit1 /sut/ n. 1 [C] a set of clothes made of the
same material, including a jacket with pants or a
skirt: a dark gray business suit 2 [C] a piece of
clothing or set of clothes used for a special purpose:
a bathing suit 3 [C,U] LAW a LAWSUIT : A homeowner filed suit against the county and lost. 4 [C]
one of the four types of cards in a set of playing
cards
suit2 v. [T] 1 to be acceptable or right for a person
or situation: It takes time to find a college that will
suit your child’s needs. 2 clothes, colors, etc. that
suit you make you look attractive: Short hair suits
you. 3 to have the right qualities to do something:

Lucy’s well/ideally suited for the job. 4 suit yourself (spoken) used to tell someone that s/he can do
whatever s/he wants to do, even though you are
annoyed or upset: “I’m not sure I want to go
tonight.” “Suit yourself.”
suit·able /'suÔ@b@l/ adj. right or acceptable for a
particular person, purpose, or situation: This book
isn’t suitable for young children. —suitably adv.
—suitability /"suÔ@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [U]
THESAURUS
APPROPRIATE 1

appropriate, right, suited ➔

suit·case /'sut§keIs/ n. [C] a bag or box with a

handle, for carrying your clothes and possessions
when you travel: She folded up the clothes and
packed (=put) them in the suitcase. ➔ see picture at
CASE

suite /swit/ n. [C] 1 a set of expensive rooms in a

hotel or large building: the honeymoon suite | a
suite of offices in West Palm Beach 2 ENG. LANG.
ARTS a piece of music made up of several short
parts: the Nutcracker Suite 3 IT a group of related
computer programs
suit·or /'suÔø/ n. [C] (old-fashioned) a man who
wants to marry a particular woman
sul·fur /'sölfø/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY a yellow strongsmelling chemical substance
"sulfur di'oxide n. [U] CHEMISTRY a poisonous gas
that is a cause of air POLLUTION in industrial areas
sul·fu·ric a·cid /söl"fyUrIk 'æsId/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY a powerful acid
sulk /sölk/ v. [I] to show that you are annoyed
about something by being silent and looking
unhappy
sul·len /'söl@n/ adj. showing that you are angry or
in a bad mood by being silent and looking unhappy
sul·phur /'sölfø/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY SULFUR

sul·tan /'sölt§n/ n. [C] a ruler in some Muslim
countries

sul·try /'söltri/ adj. 1 weather that is sultry is hot
with air that feels wet 2 a woman who is sultry is
very sexually attractive

sum1 /söm/

Ac n. [C] 1 an amount of money:
The city has spent a large sum of money on parks. |
the sum of $5,000 2 the total when you add two or
more numbers together: The sum of 4 and 5 is 9.

sum2 v. (summed, summing)

sum up phr. v. 1 to end a discussion or speech by
giving the main information about it in a short
statement: So, to sum up, we need to organize our
time better. 2 to describe something in only a few
words: The meeting could be summed up as a
complete waste of time.

sum·ma·rize /'söm@"raIz/

Ac v. [I,T] to give
only the main information about an event, plan,
report, etc., not all the details: The authors summarize their views in the introduction.

S
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sum·ma·ry1 /'söm@ri/

Ac n. (plural summaries) [C] a short statement that gives the main

S

information about an event, plan, report, etc.: Read
the article and write a summary of it. | In summary, more research is needed. [ORIGIN: 1400—
1500 Medieval Latin summarius, from Latin
summa, from summus “highest”]
summary2 adj. [only before noun] done immediately without following the usual processes or
rules: The terrorists were responsible for several
summary executions.
sum·ma·tion /s@'meIS@n/ n. [C] (formal) a statement giving the main facts but not the details of
something, especially one made by a lawyer at the
end of a TRIAL : “If these photos are real,” the
prosecution lawyer said in his summation, “you are
looking at a murderer.” | a summation of the book
sum·mer /'sömø/ n. [C,U] the season between
spring and fall, when the weather is hottest: The
pool is open in the summer. | We’re going to Mt.
Whitney this summer. | last/next summer (=the
summer before or after this one) [ORIGIN: Old
English sumor]
'summer school n. [C,U] classes that you can
take in the summer at a school or college
sum·mer·time /'sömø"taIm/ n. [U] the time of
year when it is summer
"summer va'cation n. [C,U] the time during the
summer when schools are closed, or a trip you take
during this time
sum·mit /'sömIt/ n. [C] 1 POLITICS a set of important meetings among the leaders of several governments: an economic summit 2 EARTH SCIENCES the
top of a mountain: Many people have now reached
the summit of Mount Everest. ➔ see picture on page
A11

sum·mon /'söm@n/ v. [T] (formal) 1 to order

someone to come to a particular place: I was
summoned to the principal’s office. 2 also summon up to make a great effort to use your
strength, courage, etc.: It took her 11 years to
summon the courage to leave her husband.
sum·mons /'söm@nz/ n. (plural summonses) [C]
LAW an official order to appear in a court of law
sump·tu·ous /'sömptSu@s/ adj. very impressive
and expensive: a sumptuous meal
sun1 /sön/ n. 1 the Sun also the sun PHYSICS the
large bright star in the sky that gives us light and
heat, and around which the Earth moves ➔ see
picture at SOLAR SYSTEM 2 [singular, U] the light and
heat that come from the Sun: Val lay in the sun,
listening to the radio. 3 [C] PHYSICS any star around
which PLANET s move ➔ SPACE 1 [ORIGIN: Old
English sunne]
sun2 v. (sunned, sunning) [T] to sit or lie outside
when the Sun is shining
sun·bathe /'sönbeID/ v. [I] to sit or lie outside in
the sun in order to get a TAN (=darker skin)
—sunbathing n. [U]

sun·block /'sönblAk/ n. [U] a cream that you put

on your skin in order to completely prevent the Sun
from burning you ➔ SUNSCREEN
sun·burn /'sönbøn/ n. [U] the condition of having skin that is red and painful from spending too
much time in the sun —sunburned adj.
sun·dae /'söndi, -deI/ n. [C] a dish of ICE
CREAM , fruit, nuts, and sweet sauce: a hot fudge
sundae
Sun·day /'söndi, -deI/ (written abbreviation Sun.)
n. [C,U] the first day of the week, between Saturday
and Monday: Anna is coming back Sunday. | I have
to work on Sunday. | We’re going to a baseball
game next Sunday. | We had friends over last
Sunday. | She usually wakes up early on Sunday
morning. [ORIGIN: Old English sunnandæg]
'Sunday School n. [C,U] a place where children
are taught about Christianity on Sundays
sun·dial /'söndaIl/ n. [C] an object used in the
past for telling the time. The shadow of a pointed
piece of metal shows the time and moves round as
the Sun moves.
sun·down /'söndaUn/ n. [U] SUNSET
sun·dry /'söndri/ adj. (formal) MISCELLANEOUS
sun·flow·er /'sön"flaUø/ n. [C] a tall plant with a
large yellow flower and seeds that can be eaten
sung /söÎ/ v. the past participle of SING
sun·glass·es /'sön"glæsIz/ n. [plural] dark
glasses that you wear in order to protect your eyes
when the Sun is bright
sunk /söÎk/ v. a past tense and the past participle
of SINK 1
sunk·en /'söÎk@n/ adj. 1 having fallen to the
bottom of the ocean: a sunken ship 2 built or
placed at a lower level than the surrounding area: a
sunken garden 3 sunken cheeks or eyes have
fallen inward, making someone look sick
sun·light /'sönlaIt/ n. [U] natural light that comes
from the Sun: Plants need sunlight.
sun·lit /'sön"lIt/ adj. made brighter by light from
the Sun: a sunlit kitchen
sun·ny /'söni/ adj. 1 full of light from the Sun: a
sunny day 2 cheerful and happy: a sunny personality
sun·rise /'sönraIz/ n. [U] the time when the Sun
first appears in the morning
sun·roof /'sönruf/ n. [C] a part of the roof of a car
that you can open
sun·screen /'sönskrin/ n. [C,U] a cream that you
put on your skin to stop the Sun from burning you
➔ SUNBLOCK
sun·set /'sönsEt/ n. 1 [U] the time of day when
the Sun disappears and night begins 2 [C,U] the
colored part of the sky when the Sun disappears
and night begins
sun·shine /'sönSaIn/ n. [U] the light and heat
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that come from the Sun: Let’s go out and enjoy the
sunshine.
sun·tan /'söntæn/ n. [C] a TAN
sun·up /'sönöp/ n. [U] SUNRISE
su·per1 /'supø/ adj. (informal) extremely good: You
guys really did a super job.
super2 n. [C] (spoken) a building SUPERINTENDENT

super3 adv. (spoken) extremely: a super expensive
restaurant

su·perb

/sU'pøb/ adj. extremely good
The hotel was superb.

excellent:
—superbly adv.
SYN

THESAURUS
good, great, excellent,
wonderful, fantastic, outstanding, exceptional,
first-class, ace ➔ GOOD 1

'Super Bowl n. a football game played once a

year in order to decide which professional team is
the best in the U.S.
su·per·cil·i·ous /"supø'sIli@s/ adj. (formal, disapproving) behaving as if you think that other
people are less important than you: She cast a
supercilious glance in my direction.
su·per·fi·cial /"supø'fIS@l/ adj. 1 based only on
the first things you notice, not on complete knowledge: a superficial understanding of physics 2 affecting only the surface of your skin or the
outside part of something, and therefore not serious: She had some superficial cuts on her
arm. 3 (disapproving) someone who is superficial
does not think about things that are serious or
important SYN shallow [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Late Latin superficialis, from Latin superficies
“surface,” from super- “above, over” + facies
“face”] —superficially adv.
su·per·flu·ous /sU'pøflu@s/ adj. (formal) more
than is needed or wanted SYN unnecessary:
superfluous details
su·per·he·ro /'supø"hIro/ n. (plural superheroes) [C] a character in a COMIC BOOK , movie, etc.
who uses special powers, such as great strength or
the ability to fly, to help people
su·per·high·way /"supø'haIweI/ n. [C] a very
large road on which you can drive fast for long
distances
su·per·hu·man /"supø'hyum@nX/ adj. using
powers that are much greater than those of ordinary
people: a superhuman effort to finish the job
su·per·im·pose /"supøIm'poUz/ v. [T] to put
one picture, image, or photograph on top of another
so that both can be partly seen: The picture had
Mary’s head superimposed on Greg’s body.
—superimposition /"supøImp@'zIS@n/ n. [U]
su·per·in·tend·ent /"supøIn'tEnd@nt/ n.
[C] 1 someone who is responsible for all the
schools in a particular area of the U.S. 2 someone
who takes care of an apartment building 3 someone who is responsible for a place, job, activity, etc.

su·pe·ri·or1 /s@'pIriø, sU-/ adj. 1 better than

other similar people or things ANT inferior: I
believe Matisse’s work is superior to Picasso’s.
c Don’t say “superior than.” b 2 extremely good in
quality: superior wines 3 (disapproving) showing
that you think you are better than other people: She
had that superior tone of voice. [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Old French superieur, from Latin superior
“further above”]

superior2 n. [C] someone who has a higher rank
or position than you in a job: I’ll have to discuss it
with my superiors.

Su"perior 'Court n. [C,U]

LAW a law court that
has more authority than other courts in a particular
area

su·pe·ri·o·ri·ty

/s@"pIri'Or@Ôi, -'Ar-/ n.
[U] 1 the quality of being better than other people
or things: the country’s military superiority over its
neighbors 2 (disapproving) an attitude that shows
you think you are better than other people: Janet
always spoke with an air of superiority.

su·per·la·tive1 /s@'pøl@ÔIv, sU-/ adj. excellent:
superlative views of the city

superlative2 n. the superlative ENG. LANG. ARTS
in grammar, the form of an adjective or adverb that
shows the highest degree of a particular quality. For
example, “fastest” is the superlative of “fast”.

su·per·mar·ket /'supø"mArkIt/ n. [C] a very
large store that sells many different kinds of food
and things people need for the house ➔ GROCERY

STORE

su·per·mod·el /'supø"mAdl/ n. [C] a very
famous fashion model

su·per·nat·u·ral /"supø'nætS@r@lX, -tSr@lX/ n.
the supernatural events, powers, abilities, or
creatures that are impossible to explain by science
or natural causes —supernatural adj.: supernatural powers

su·per·no·va /"supø'noUv@/ n. (plural supernovas or supernovae /-vi/) [C]
very bright exploding star

PHYSICS

a very large,

sup·er·pow·er /'supø"paUø/ n. [C]

POLITICS a
country that has very great military and political
power

su·per·sede /"supø'sid/ v. [T] to replace something that is older or less effective with something
new or better: TV had superseded radio by the
1960s.

su·per·son·ic /"supø'sAnIkX/ adj. faster than
the speed of sound: supersonic jets

su·per·star /'supø"stAr/ n. [C] an extremely
famous performer, especially a musician or movie
actor

su·per·sti·tion /"supø'stIS@n/ n. [C,U] (disapproving) a belief that some objects or actions are

lucky and some are unlucky or cause particular
results [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Old French, Latin

S

superstitious
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superstitio, from superstes “standing over some- an ample/plentiful/endless etc. supply of
one,” from super- “above, over” + stare “to cash 3 supplies [plural] food, clothes, and things
that are necessary for daily life, especially for a
stand”]
su·per·sti·tious /"supø'stIS@s/ adj. (disapprov- particular period: Emergency supplies are being
sent to the flooded region. 4 gas/electricity/
ing) influenced by superstitions
water etc. supply a system that is used to supply
su·per·struc·ture /'supø"ströktSø/ n. [singu- gas, electricity, water, etc. ➔ be in short supply
lar, U] a structure that is built on top of the main part
at SHORT 1
of something such as a ship or building
supply2 v. (supplied, supplies) [T] to provide
su·per·vise /'supø"vaIz/ v. [I,T] to be in charge people with something that they need or want,
of an activity or person, and make sure that things especially regularly over a long time: Workers are
are done in the correct way: Griffin closely super- supplied with masks and special clothing. | He
vised the research. —supervision /"supø'vIZ@n/ refused to supply any information to the police.
n. [U]: working under supervision
sup"ply and de'mand n. [U] ECONOMICS the
su·per·vis·or /'supø"vaIzø/ n. [C] someone relationship between the amount of goods or serwho supervises an activity or a person vices that are for sale and the amount that people
—supervisory /"supø'vaIz@ri/ adj.: a supervi- want to buy, in a way that influences prices ➔ LAW
sory role
OF DEMAND , LAW OF SUPPLY
THESAURUS
sup·port1 /s@'pOrt/ v. [T] 1 to say that you agree
boss, manager, head,
with an idea, group, person, etc. and want him, her,
foreman, forewoman ➔ BOSS 1
or it to succeed: I don’t support any one political
sup·per /'söpø/ n. [C] the meal that is eaten in the party. | We need to support teachers in their
early evening SYN dinner: What’s for supper aims. 2 to help and encourage someone: I appre(=what will we eat)? [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old ciate your supporting me during my divorce. 3 to
provide enough money for someone to have all the
French souper]
things s/he needs: I have a wife and two children to
sup·plant /s@'plænt/ v. [T] (formal) to take the support. | You’ve got to learn to support yourplace of another person or thing: The old factories self. 4 to hold the weight of something in order to
have all been supplanted by new high-tech indus- prevent it from falling: The bridge is supported by
tries.
two columns. 5 to show or prove that something is
sup·ple /'söp@l/ adj. able to bend and move easily true: Is there enough data to support the theory?
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French souple, from support2 n. 1 [U] approval and encouragement
Latin supplex “bending under, willing to obey”] for a person, idea, plan, etc.: There is a lot of
sup·ple·ment1 /'söpl@m@nt/ Ac
n.
support for the war. | Many people have given us
[C] 1 something that is added to something else to
support in our campaign. 2 [U] money given to a
improve it SYN addition: vitamin supplements | person or organization in order to help pay for the
For doing the extra training, he is paid a supple- cost of something: He provides financial support
ment to his base salary. 2 an additional part of to his ex-wife. 3 [U] sympathy and help that you
something such as a newspaper, magazine, etc.: the give to someone: Thanks for all your supSunday supplement [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin port. 4 [C,U] an object that holds up something
supplementum, from supplere “to fill up, supple- else
ment, supply,” from sub- “up” + plere “to fill”] sup·port·er /s@'pOrÔø/ n. [C] someone who supsup·ple·ment2 /'söpl@"mEnt/ Ac v. [T] to add ports a particular person, group, or plan: supporters
something, especially to what you earn or eat, in of the governor
order to improve it: He took a night job to supple- sup'port group n. [C] a group of people who
ment their income. | They supplemented their diet meet to help each other with a particular problem,
by catching fish.
for example ALCOHOLISM
sup·ple·men·tary /"söpl@'mEntri, -'mEnô@ri/ sup·port·ing /s@'pOrÔIÎ/ adj. supporting
also sup·ple·men·tal /-'mEnôl/ adj. additional:
actor/part/role etc. an actor who has a small part
supplementary vitamins ➔ MORE 2
in a movie or play, or the part that they act
"supplementary 'angles n. [plural] MATH a pair sup·port·ive /s@'pOrÔIv/ adj. giving help or
of angles whose total is 180 degrees
encouragement: All the team members are very
sup·pli·er /s@'plaIø/ n. [C] a company that pro- supportive of each other.
vides a particular product: medical suppliers
sup·pose /s@'poUz/ v. [T] 1 be supposed to
sup·ply1 /s@'plaI/ n. (plural supplies) 1 [C,U] do/be sth a) used in order to say what someone
should or should not do, especially because of
ECONOMICS an amount of something that is available
to be sold or bought, or the process of providing official rules: You’re not supposed to smoke in
this ➔ DEMAND : the nation’s fuel supplies | here. b) used in order to say what is expected or
Demand for the new model is outstripping sup- intended to happen, especially when it does not
ply. 2 [C,U] an amount of something that is avail- happen: The checks were supposed to arrive two
able to be used: the supply of oxygen to the brain | weeks ago. c) used in order to say that something
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is believed to be true by many people: This is
supposed to be the best Chinese restaurant in town.
SPOKEN PHRASES

2 I suppose a) used in order to say that you think
something is probably true, although you are not
sure: I suppose (that) you’re right. b) used when
you are agreeing to let someone do something,
especially when you do not really want him/her to
do it: “Can we come with you?” “I suppose
so.” c) used when saying in an angry way that you
think something is true: I suppose (that) you
thought that was funny! 3 suppose/supposing
used in order to ask someone to imagine what
might happen: Suppose you do get the job. Who’d
take care of the kids? 4 what’s that supposed
to mean? said when you are annoyed by what
someone has just said: “I’ll keep your idea in
mind.” “Keep it in mind! What’s that supposed to
mean?” 5 do you suppose (that)...? used in
order to ask someone’s opinion about something:
Do you suppose people will ever live on Mars?

sup·posed /s@'poUzd/ adj. used in order to say

that what you are talking about is believed to be
true, but you do not believe or agree with it yourself: the supposed link between violent movies and
crime
sup·pos·ed·ly /s@'poUzIdli/ adv. used when
saying what other people say or believe is true,
especially when you do not think they are right: He
comes from a very wealthy family, supposedly. |
How could a supposedly intelligent person make so
many mistakes?
sup·po·si·tion /"söp@'zIS@n/ n. [C,U] (formal)
something that you think is true even though you
are not certain and cannot prove it
sup·press /s@'prEs/ v. [T] 1 to stop people from
opposing the government, especially by using
force: The army has suppressed the revolt. 2 to
control a feeling, so that you do not show it: Andy
could barely suppress his anger. 3 to prevent
important information or opinions from becoming
known: His lawyer suppressed some of the evidence. —suppression /s@'prES@n/ n. [U]
su·prem·a·cy /s@'prEm@si, sU-/ n. [U] a situation in which a group or idea is more powerful or
advanced than anything else
su·preme /s@'prim, sU-/ adj. 1 having the highest position of power, importance, or influence: the
supreme commander of the fleet 2 [only before
noun] the greatest possible: He made a supreme
effort.
Su"preme 'Court n. the Supreme Court LAW
the court of law with the most authority in the U.S.
su·preme·ly /s@'primli, sU-/ adv. extremely: a
supremely confident athlete
sur·charge /'søtSArdZ/ n. [C] money that you
have to pay in addition to the basic price of something
sure1 /SUr, Sø/ adj. 1 [not before noun] certain

about something: “That’s Sarah’s cousin.” “Are
you sure?” | I’m sure (that) I had the keys when we
left the house. | I’m not sure what happened. | Are
you always so sure about everything?
THESAURUS

certain – completely sure: I’m certain that I

turned off the stove. | It now seems certain that
the Earth’s climate is starting to change.
convinced – completely sure that something is
true, especially when you cannot prove it but you
have strong feelings about it: She was convinced
that her son was innocent.
confident – sure that something good will
happen, or that you will be able to achieve what
you want: We’re confident that we’re going to win.
satisfied – sure that something is true, so that
you have enough information to make a decision:
The insurance company needed to be fully satisfied
that the fire had started accidentally.
positive – completely sure – used especially
when other people seem doubtful: Are you
positive about that?
have no doubt – to be so certain about
something that there are no doubts in your mind:
I have no doubt that he will be found.
without (a) doubt – used when saying that you
are completely sure about something: Tiger
Woods is without doubt one of the greatest golfers
of all time.

2 make sure (that) a) to check that something is
true or that something has been done: He called to
make sure that we got home okay. b) to do something so that you can be certain of the result: Make
sure you get there early. 3 certain to happen or be
true: He’s sure to say something stupid. | Investing
in the stock market is not a sure thing (=it is
risky). 4 be sure of sth to be certain to get
something or certain that something will happen:
The Giants are now sure of a place in the playoffs. 5 sure of yourself confident about your
own abilities and opinions 6 for sure (informal) a) certainly: I think he’s married, but I don’t
know for sure. b) used in order to emphasize that
something is certain: We’ll always need teachers –
that’s for sure. 7 sure thing (spoken) said in
order to agree to something: “See you Friday.”
“Yeah, sure thing.” [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
French sur, from Latin securus, from se “without” + cura “care”]

sure2 adv. 1 sure enough (informal) used in
order to say that something happened that you
expected to happen: Sure enough, we got lost.
SPOKEN PHRASES

2 said in order to say yes to someone: “Can I read
your paper?” “Sure.” 3 used as a way of replying
when someone thanks you: “Hey, thanks for your
help.” “Sure.” 4 said in order to emphasize a
statement SYN certainly: It sure is hot out
here. 5 used in order to admit that something is
true, before you say something very different: Sure,
he’s cute, but I’m still not interested.

S
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sure·ly /'SUrli, 'Søli/ adv. 1 used in order to show

S

that you are surprised at something: Surely you’re
not leaving so soon? 2 used in order to show that
you think something must be true: This will surely
result in more problems.
sur·e·ty /'SUr@Ôi/ n. (plural sureties) 1 [C,U] LAW
money that someone gives as a promise that someone else will come to a court of law. If the person
does not come to the court, the person who pays the
surety loses some or all of the money.
➔ BAIL 2 [C] ECONOMICS someone who will pay a
debt, go to court, etc. if someone else fails to do so
surf1 /søf/ v. [I,T] 1 to ride on ocean waves standing on a special board 2 surf the Internet/Net/
Web IT to look quickly at different places on the
Internet for information that interests you ➔ INTERNET —surfer n. [C] —surfing n. [U]: Didn’t you
go surfing at Ventura? ➔ see picture on page A4,
channel surf at CHANNEL 1
surf2 n. [U] the white part that forms on the top of
waves as they move toward the shore
sur·face1 /'søf@s/ n. [C] 1 the outside or top
layer of something: the Earth’s surface | leaves
floating on the surface of the lake 2 the surface
the qualities that someone or something seems to
have until you learn more about him, her, or it: On
the surface she seems happy enough. | I sensed a
lot of tension below/beneath the surface. 3 a flat
area, for example on top of a cupboard, on which
you can work: a cleaner for all your kitchen surfaces [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 French sur- “above”
+ face “face”]
surface2 v. 1 [I] to become known: Rumors have
begun to surface in the press. 2 [I] to appear again
after being hidden or absent: Three years later he
surfaced again. 3 [I] to rise to the surface of water:
Whales were surfacing near our boat. 4 [T] to put
a surface on a road
"surface 'tension n. [U] PHYSICS the way the
MOLECULE s in the surface of a liquid stick together
so that the surface is held together
surf·board /'søfbOrd/ n. [C] a long special board
that you stand on to ride on ocean waves
sur·feit /'søfIt/ n. a surfeit of sth (formal) an
amount of something that is too large or more than
you need SYN excess: The world already has a
surfeit of mediocre pianists.
surge1 /sødZ/ v. [I] 1 to suddenly move very
quickly in a particular direction: The crowd surged
forward. 2 also surge up if an emotion surges or
surges up, you begin to feel it very strongly: Rage
surged up inside her.
surge2 n. [C] 1 a sudden large increase in something: a surge of excitement | a surge in oil
prices 2 a sudden movement of a lot of people
sur·geon /'sødZ@n/ n. [C] a doctor who does
operations in a hospital [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Anglo-French surgien, from Old French cirurgie, from Latin, from Greek cheirourgos “working with the hand”]

THESAURUS
doctor, physician, specialist,
pediatrician ➔ DOCTOR 1

sur·ger·y /'sødZ@ri/ n. (plural surgeries) 1 [U]

medical treatment in which a doctor cuts open your
body to fix or remove something inside: heart
surgery | Jenny is having surgery tomorrow. 2 [C,U] the place where operations are done
in a hospital, or the process of performing surgery:
Dr. Flint is in surgery right now.
sur·gi·cal /'sødZIk@l/ adj. relating to or used for
medical operations: surgical gloves
sur·ly /'søli/ adj. unfriendly and rude [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 sirly “like a lord, proud and grand”
(14—17 centuries), from sir]
sur·mise /sø'maIz/ v. [T] (formal) to guess that
something is true, using the information you have

sur·mount /sø'maUnt/ v. [T] (formal) to succeed
in dealing with a problem or difficulty
come

SYN

over-

sur·name /'søneIm/ n. [C] a LAST NAME
sur·pass /sø'pæs/ v. [T] to be better or greater
than someone or something else: He surpassed the
previous record by 11 seconds. | The trip surpassed
all our expectations (=it was better than we hoped
it would be).

sur·plus1 /'søplös/ n. [C,U] 1 more of something
than is needed or used: a surplus of goods 2 ECONOMICS money that a country or company has after
it has paid for the things it needs ANT deficit: a
budget surplus

surplus2 adj. more than what is needed or used:
surplus corn

sur·prise1 /sø'praIz, s@'praIz/ n. 1 [U] the feeling you have when something unexpected or
unusual happens: Bill looked at us in surprise. | To
my surprise, she agreed. | It came as no surprise
when he left. 2 [C,U] something that is unexpected
or unusual: What a surprise to see you here! | Dad,
I have a surprise for you! | a surprise party (=a
party given for someone who is not expecting
it) 3 catch/take sb by surprise to happen in an
unexpected way: The heavy snowfall caught everyone by surprise. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Old
French, past participle of surprendre “to take
over, surprise”]

surprise2 v. [T] 1 to make someone feel sur-

prised: Her reaction surprised me. | “Pam got
fired.” “It doesn’t surprise me.” 2 to find, catch,
or attack someone when s/he does not expect it: A
security guard surprised the robber.

sur·prised /sø'praIzd, s@-/ adj. having a feeling

of surprise: Robert looked surprised to see me
there. | I’m surprised at how much it costs. | We
were surprised (that) David got the job.
THESAURUS

amazed – very surprised: I was amazed at how
hard the exam was.
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shocked – feeling surprised, and often upset or
offended: We were all shocked by the news.
astonished – very surprised: Her lawyer was
astonished at the verdict.
astounded – very surprised: I was astounded at
how bad the play was.
flabbergasted – very surprised and shocked:
People were flabbergasted; something like this
couldn’t happen.
stunned – too surprised and shocked to speak:
We watched in stunned disbelief.
dumbfounded (formal) – too surprised and
confused to speak: Coach Jones is dumbfounded
by the team’s performance.
nonplussed (formal) – so surprised that you do
not know what to say or do: The stock market
seems nonplussed by the figures.
taken aback – surprised by what someone says
or does: At first she was taken aback, but then
she laughed.

have surrendered. | The man finally surrendered to
the police.
THESAURUS

give in – to accept that you have lost a fight,
game, etc.: Neither side was willing to give in.
concede (formal) – to admit that you are not
going to win a game, argument, battle, etc.:
Davis conceded defeat in the election.
yield (formal) – to allow yourself to be forced or
persuaded to do something: The government will
never yield to terrorism.
submit (formal) – to obey someone who has
power over you, especially because you have no
choice: She did not have the right to force others
to submit to her views.
admit/accept defeat – to accept that you have
not won something: In July 1905, Russia admitted
defeat in its war with Japan.

2 [T] (formal) to give something to someone in
authority, for example weapons or official docusur·pris·ing /sø'praIzIÎ, s@-/ adj. unusual or
ments: They had to surrender their passports as a
unexpected: It’s surprising how quickly she fincondition of their bail. —surrender n. [U]
ished the job. | A surprising number of people
sur·rep·ti·tious·ly
/"sø@p'tIS@sli, "sör@p-/ adv.
came. | It’s hardly/scarcely surprising that they lost
(formal) secretly, quickly, or quietly, so that other
the game. —surprisingly adv.: The test was surpeople do not notice: He smiled surreptitiously at
prisingly easy.
her. —surreptitious adj.: She gave Joe a surrepTHESAURUS
titious wave. —surreptitiousness n. [U]
extraordinary – unusual and surprising: He
sur·ro·gate /'sø@gIt, 'sör@-/ adj. [only before
spends an extraordinary amount of money on
noun] taking the place of someone or something
clothes.
else: a surrogate family —surrogate n. [C]
amazing – very surprising or unexpected, and
"surrogate 'mother n. [C] a woman who has a
sometimes difficult to believe: It’s amazing how
baby for another woman who cannot have children
fast some animals can run.
shocking – surprising and upsetting: It is
sur·round /s@'raUnd/ v. [T] 1 to be all around
shocking that a policeman could lie to the public.
someone or something: a lake surrounded by
astonishing – very surprising, and often difficult
trees | The police surrounded the house. 2 be
to believe: The population of the world is growing
surrounded by sb/sth to have a lot of a particuat an astonishing rate.
lar type of people or things near you: She is
astounding – very surprising, and almost
surrounded by friends. 3 to be closely related to a
impossible to believe: the astounding success of
situation or event: Some of the issues surrounding
her second novel
alcohol abuse are very complex. —surrounding
staggering – very surprising and shocking,
adj.: the surrounding countryside
especially because something is so large: a
sur·round·ings
/s@'raUndIÎz/ n. [plural] the
staggering sum of money
place that you are in and all the things in it: It took
stunning – very surprising and shocking: In a
me a few weeks to get used to my new surroundstunning announcement, the senator said he was
ings.
retiring.
sur·veil·lance /sø'veIl@ns/ n. [U] the act of
watching a particular person or place carefully,
sur·real
/s@'ril/
also
sur·re·a·lis·tic
usually in order to catch a criminal or prevent a
/s@"ri@'lIstIk/ adj. ENG. LANG. ARTS a surreal situation
crime: Police have the suspect under surveillance. |
or experience is very strange, like something from a
surveillance cameras [ORIGIN: 1800—1900
dream, often because there is a combination of
French surveiller “to watch over,” from surunusual and unrelated events or images
“over” + veiller “to watch”]
sur·re·al·ism /s@'ri@"lIz@m/ n. [U] ENG. LANG.
1
sur·vey
/'søveI/ Ac n. [C] 1 a set of questions
ARTS a style of 20th century art or literature in
that
you
ask a large number of people in order to
which the artist or writer connects unrelated images
find out about their opinions and behavior
and objects in a strange way —surrealist adj.
SYN poll, questionnaire: ABC News conducted a
—surrealist n. [C]
survey of working women. | Surveys show that most
sur·ren·der /s@'rEndø/ v. 1 [I] to stop fighting
Americans support the president. 2 a careful
because you know that you cannot win, or to stop
examination of an area of land, done in order to
trying to escape from the police: The rebel forces
make a map of it: a geological survey of the
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area 3 a general description or report about a sus·pect3 /'söspEkt/ adj. difficult to believe or
particular subject or situation: a survey of American trust: Her story is highly suspect.
History [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Old French surv- sus·pend /s@'spEnd/ Ac v. [T] 1 to officially
eeir “to look over”]
stop someone from working, driving, or going to
sur·vey2 /sø'veI, 'søveI/ Ac v. [T] 1 to ask a school for a fixed period, because s/he has broken
large number of people a set of questions in order the rules: Joey was suspended from school. | Her
to find out about their opinions or behavior: More driver’s license was suspended. 2 to officially
than 50% of the students surveyed said they exer- stop something from continuing, usually for a short
cise regularly. 2 to look at someone or something time: The bus service has been suspended until
carefully so that you can make a decision, or find further notice. 3 (formal) if something is susout more information: I surveyed the damage to the pended somewhere, it is hanging down from there:
car. 3 to examine and measure an area of land in a chandelier suspended from the ceiling [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Old French suspendre “to hang up,
order to make a map
interrupt,” from Latin suspendere, from subsur·vey·or /sø'veIø/ n. [C] someone whose job is “up” + pendere “to hang”]
to measure and record the details of an area of land
sus·pend·ers /s@'spEndøz/ n. [plural] two
sur·viv·al /sø'vaIv@l/ Ac n. [U] the state of bands of cloth that go over your shoulders and are
continuing to live or exist, especially after a diffi- attached to your pants to hold them up
cult or dangerous situation: The operation will sus·pense /s@'spEns/ n. [U] a feeling of not
increase his chances of survival. | It’s survival of knowing what is going to happen next: Don’t keep
the fittest (=a situation in which only the strongest us in suspense. What happened?
people, animals, or organizations can continue to
sus·pen·sion /s@'spEnS@n/ Ac n. 1 [U] the
exist).
act of officially stopping something from continusur·vive /sø'vaIv/ Ac v. [I,T] 1 to continue to ing for a period of time: a suspension of military
live after an accident, illness, etc.: Only one person activity 2 [C,U] an act of removing someone from
survived the crash. 2 to continue to live normally a school or job for a short time, in order to punish
or exist in spite of difficulties: Few small businesses him/her: a three-day suspension for cheating 3 [U]
survived the recession. | How do you manage to equipment attached to the wheels of a vehicle to
survive on such a low salary? | It’s been a tough make it comfortable to ride in 4 [U] a liquid
few months, but I’ll survive. 3 to continue to exist mixture containing very small pieces of solid matafter a long time: Only a few Greek plays have ter that have not completely DISSOLVED in the
survived. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Old French sur- liquid
vivre “to live longer than,” from Latin supervivere] —surviving adj. [only before noun]: The sus·pi·cion /s@'spIS@n/ n. 1 [C,U] a feeling that
couple’s two surviving children will inherit the someone is probably guilty of doing something
wrong or dishonest: Potter was arrested on suspifamily home.
cion of robbery. | I’m not sure who erased the file,
sur·vi·vor /sø'vaIvø/ Ac n. [C] 1 someone but I have my suspicions. 2 [U] a feeling that you
who continues to live after an accident, illness, etc.: do not trust someone: She always treated us with
There were no survivors. 2 (approving) someone suspicion.
who continues to live a normal life even when s/he
has many difficulties or problems: He’s a survivor. sus·pi·cious /s@'spIS@s/ adj. 1 feeling that you
do not like or trust someone or something: I’m
sus·cep·ti·ble /s@'sEpt@b@l/ adj. likely to be suspicious of her intentions. | Her behavior made
affected by a particular illness or problem: I’ve me suspicious. 2 making you think that something
always been very susceptible to colds.
bad or illegal is happening: He died under suspicircumstances. —suspiciously adv.: They
su·shi /'suSi/ n. [U] Japanese food consisting of cious
were acting suspiciously.
raw fish eaten with cooked rice
sus·tain /s@'steIn/ Ac v. [T] 1 to make somesus·pect1 /'söspEkt/ n. [C] someone who may be thing continue to exist or happen over a period of
guilty of a crime: the police’s prime suspect time: The nation’s economy was largely sustained
(=main one)
by foreign aid. 2 (formal) to suffer damage, an
sus·pect2 /s@'spEkt/ v. [T] 1 to think that some- injury, or loss of something: Two people sustained
one may be guilty of a crime: She is suspected of minor injuries. 3 (formal) to provide enough food,
murder. 2 to think that something is probably true, water, air, etc. for people to stay alive: Are we
especially something bad: She suspected (that) damaging the environment so badly that the Earth
will be unable to sustain life? [ORIGIN: 1200—
Sandra had been lying.
1300 Old French sustenir, from Latin sustinere
THESAURUS
think, believe, figure, guess
“to hold up, sustain”]
➔ THINK
sus·tain·a·ble /s@'steIn@b@l/ Ac adj. 1 ECO3 to think that someone or something is not com- NOMICS able to continue without causing damage to
environment:
sustainable
economic
pletely honest, sincere, or real: Do you have reason the
growth 2 able to continue for a long time: Working
to suspect his motives?
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more than sixty hours a week is not sustainable in
the long-term.

sus"tainable de'velopment n. [U] ECONOMICS

the practice of limiting how much coal, oil, and
other natural materials a country or industry uses,
so that they continue to last for a long time
sus·tained /s@'steInd/ adj. continuing for a long
time: A sustained effort is needed.
sus·te·nance /'söst@n@ns/ Ac n. [U] (formal) 1 food that is needed in order to live: The
buffalo provided sustenance to the Plains Indians. 2 something that helps something to continue: His religion was his sustenance.
SUV n. [C] sport utility vehicle a type of vehicle
that is bigger than a car and is made for traveling
over rough ground
svelte /svElt/ adj. a svelte woman is thin and
graceful [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 French, Italian
svelto “stretched,” from svellere “to pull out”]
SW the written abbreviation of SOUTHWEST
swab /swAb/ n. [C] a small stick with a piece of
material on the end, used for cleaning wounds or
doing medical tests: a cotton swab —swab v. [T]
swag·ger /'swægø/ v. [I] to walk proudly, swinging your shoulders in a way that seems too confident —swagger n. [singular, U]
swal·low1 /'swAloU/ v. 1 [T] to make food or
drink go down your throat: She swallowed her
coffee and got up to leave. 2 [I] to make liquid in
your mouth go down your throat, especially
because you are nervous or afraid: He swallowed
anxiously before answering. 3 [T] (informal) to
believe a story or explanation that is not actually
true: I found his story a little hard to swallow.
THESAURUS

buy ➔ BELIEVE

believe, accept, fall for sth,

4 swallow your pride to do something that seems
necessary even though you feel embarrassed or
ashamed
swallow sth ↔ up phr. v. to make something
disappear or become part of something else: As the
city grew, local farms were swallowed up.
swallow2 n. [C] 1 an act of making food or drink
go down your throat: Mike drank his beer in one
swallow. 2 a common small bird with pointed
wings and a tail with two points
swam /swæm/ v. the past tense of SWIM
swamp1 /swAmp, swOmp/ n. [C,U] EARTH SCIENCES
land that is always very wet or covered with water
—swampy adj.
swamp2 v. [T] 1 (informal) to suddenly give
someone more work, problems, etc. than s/he can
deal with: We’ve been swamped with job applications. 2 to suddenly cover something with a lot of
water so that it causes damage: Huge waves
swamped the town.
swan /swAn/ n. [C] a large white bird with a long
neck, that lives near lakes and rivers

swank /swæÎk/ also swank·y /'swæÎki/ adj.

(informal) very fashionable or expensive: a swank
New York hotel
swap /swAp/ v. (swapped, swapping) [I,T] to
exchange something you have for something that
someone else has: Can I swap seats with you?
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 swap “to hit” (14—19
centuries), from the sound; from the practice of
striking the hands together when agreeing a
business deal] —swap n. [C]
THESAURUS
EXCHANGE 2

exchange, trade ➔

'swap "meet n. [C] an occasion when people meet
to buy and sell used goods, or to exchange them

swarm1 /swOrm/ v. [I] if people swarm somewhere, they quickly move there together

swarm with sb/sth phr. v. to be full of people,

birds, or insects: The beaches are swarming with
people in the summer.
swarm2 n. [C] a large group of insects that move
together: a swarm of bees
swarth·y /'swOrDi, -θi/ adj. someone who is
swarthy has dark skin
swat /swAt/ v. (swatted, swatting) [I,T] to hit an
insect in order to kill it: He swatted at a fly that was
buzzing near his ear. —swat n. [C]
swatch /swAtS/ n. [C] a small piece of cloth that
is used as an example of a type of material or its
quality
swath /swAθ, swOθ/ n. [C] (formal) a long thin
area of something, especially land
sway1 /sweI/ v. 1 [I,T]
to move slowly from
one side to another:
palm trees swaying in
the breeze 2 [T] to try
to influence someone to
make a particular decision: Nothing you say
will sway her.
sway2 n. [U] 1 a
swinging
movement
from one side to
another: the sway of the
ship 2 (literary) the
power to rule or influence people: Superstitious beliefs still hold sway in
the country.
swear /swEr/ v. (past tense swore /swOr/, past
participle sworn /swOrn/) 1 [I] to use offensive
language: Don’t swear in front of the children. | I’m
sorry I swore at you. 2 [I,T] to promise that you
will do something: Do you swear to tell the truth?
THESAURUS
promise, give sb your word,
take/swear an oath, vow, pledge ➔ PROMISE 1

3 [T] (informal) used in order to emphasize that
something is true: She swore that she had never
seen him before. | I swear (to God) I didn’t take
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anything out of your room. 4 I could have
sworn (that)... (spoken) used in order to say that
you were sure about something, but now you are
not sure: I could have sworn I left my keys here.
swear by sth phr. v. to strongly believe that something is effective: Heidi swears by vitamin C for
preventing colds.
swear sb ↔ in phr. v. 1 to make someone publicly promise to be loyal to a country or an important job: The new governor was sworn in
today. 2 LAW to make someone give an official
promise in a court of law: The jury had to be sworn
in.
swear off sth phr. v. to decide to stop doing
something that is bad for you: I’m swearing off
alcohol after last night!
'swear word n. [C] a word that is considered rude
or shocking
sweat1 /swEt/ v. 1 [I] BIOLOGY to have liquid
coming out through your skin, especially when you
are hot or nervous: The heat was making us sweat. |
He was sweating heavily/profusely (=a lot). 2 [I]
(informal) to work hard: I spent all night sweating
over my term paper. 3 don’t sweat it (spoken)
used in order to tell someone not to worry about
something: Don’t sweat it – I’ll lend you the money.
sweat sth ↔ out phr. v. to continue doing something until it is finished, even though it is difficult:
We had to sweat it out until the rest of the crew
arrived.
sweat2 n. 1 [U] BIOLOGY liquid that comes out
through your skin, especially when you are hot or
nervous SYN perspiration: His shirt was soaked
with sweat. | We had both worked up a sweat
(=started sweating because of working hard). |
Sweat poured from his exhausted body. 2 a cold
sweat nervousness or fear that makes you sweat
even though you are not hot: I woke up from the
nightmare in a cold sweat. 3 sweats [plural]
(informal) a SWEAT SUIT or the pants of a sweat
suit 4 no sweat (spoken) used in order to say that
you can do something easily: “Can I have a ride
home?” “Yeah, no sweat!”
sweat·er /'swEÔø/ n. [C] a piece of warm wool or
cotton clothing with long SLEEVE s, which covers
the top half of your body: She put her sweater on. |
a wool/cotton/cashmere sweater [ORIGIN: 1800—
1900 sweat; because it was originally worn
when doing exercise, to make you sweat] ➔ see
picture at CLOTHES

'sweat pants n. [plural] soft thick pants, worn
especially for sports

sweat·shirt /'swEt-Søt/ n. [C] a thick soft cotton

shirt with long sleeves, no collar, and no buttons,
worn especially for sports
sweat·shop /'swEt-SAp/ n. [C] a factory where
people work hard in bad conditions for very little
money
'sweat suit, sweat-suit /'swEtsut/ n. [C] a set
of clothes made of thick soft material, worn especially for sports ➔ see picture at CLOTHES

sweat·y /'swEÔi/ adj. covered with

SWEAT , or
smelling like sweat: I felt hot and sweaty. | sweaty
hands
sweep1 /swip/ v. (past tense and past participle
swept /swEpt/) 1 [T] also sweep up to clean the
dirt from the floor or ground using a BROOM : I’ve
just swept the kitchen floor.

THESAURUS
clean, do the housework,
dust, polish, vacuum, scrub, mop ➔ CLEAN 2

2 [I,T] to move somewhere quickly or to move
something quickly: The crowd swept through the
gates. | I swept the papers quickly into the
drawer. 3 sweep the country/nation to quickly
affect or become popular with most of the people in
a country: a fashion trend that is sweeping the
nation 4 sweep sb off his/her feet to make
someone feel suddenly and strongly attracted to
you in a romantic way 5 sweep sth under the
rug to try to hide something bad that has happened
sweep sth ↔ away phr. v. to completely destroy
something or make something disappear: Entire
houses were swept away by the floods.
sweep2 n. [C] 1 a long swinging movement of
your arm, a weapon, etc. 2 a long curved line or
area of land: the sweep of the hills in the distance 3 [usually singular] a search or attack that
moves through a particular area: Soldiers made a
sweep of the village.
sweep·ing /'swipIÎ/ adj. 1 affecting many
things, or affecting one thing very much: sweeping
changes 2
sweeping
statement/
generalization (disapproving) a statement that is
too general and does not consider all the facts
sweep·stakes /'swipsteIks/ n. (plural sweepstakes) [C] 1 a type of competition in which you
have a chance to win a prize if your name is
chosen 2 a type of BET ting in which the winner
gets all the money risked by everyone else
sweet /swit/ adj. 1 having a taste like sugar:
sweet, juicy peaches
THESAURUS

➔ TASTE 1

tasty, sour, salty, hot, spicy

2 having a pleasant smell or sound: a sweetsmelling rose 3 kind, gentle, and friendly: Fran is
such a sweet person. | It was sweet of you to
help. 4 pretty and pleasant – used when you are
talking about children and small things SYN cute:
Her baby is so sweet. 5 making you feel happy
and satisfied: Revenge is sweet! 6 have a sweet
tooth to like to eat sweet foods 7 Sweet! (spoken) used in order to show that you think something
is very good: “I got four tickets to the concert.”
“Sweet!” [ORIGIN: Old English swete]
—sweetly
adv.:
She
smiled
sweetly.
—sweetness n. [U]
sweet·en /'swit§n/ v. 1 [I,T] to become or make
something sweeter: Sweeten the mixture with
honey. 2 sweeten the deal/pot/offer etc.
(informal) to make a deal seem more acceptable,
usually by offering more money
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sweet·en·er /'swit§n-ø, -nø/ n. [C,U] a sub-

stance used instead of sugar to make food or drinks
taste sweeter: Many diet foods are full of artificial
sweeteners.
sweet·heart /'swithArt/ n. [C] 1 a way of talking to someone you love: Good night, sweetheart. 2 (old-fashioned) the person that you love:
He married his childhood sweetheart.
sweet·ie /'swiÔi/ n. [C] (spoken) 1 a way of
talking to someone you love 2 someone who is
kind and easy to love: Pat’s such a sweetie!
"sweet po'tato n. [C] a root that looks like an
orange potato, is yellow inside, and tastes sweet
sweets /swits/ n. [plural] (informal) sweet food or
candy
swell1 /swEl/ v. (past tense swelled, past participle
swollen /'swoUl@n/) 1 [I] also swell up to
gradually increase in size, especially because of an
injury: My ankle swelled up like a balloon. 2 [I,T]
to increase to a much bigger amount or number:
The city’s population has swollen to 2 million. 3 swell with pride/anger etc. to feel very
proud, angry, etc.
swell2 n. [singular] the movement of the ocean as
waves go up and down
swell3 adj. (old-fashioned) very good: I had a really
swell time.
swell·ing /'swElIÎ/ n. [C,U] an area on your body
that becomes larger than usual because of injury or
sickness: This medicine should help reduce the
swelling.
swel·ter·ing /'swElt@rIÎ/ adj. unpleasantly hot:
a sweltering summer day

laps a day. | We used to swim in the lake. 2 [I] if
your head swims, you feel confused or as if everything is spinning around 3 [I] if something you are
looking at swims, it seems to move around, usually
because you are sick: The room swam around
her. 4 be swimming in/with sth to be covered
by a lot of liquid: meatballs swimming in sauce
[ORIGIN: Old English swimman] —swimming
n. [U]: Do you want to go swimming?
swim2 n. [C] a time when you swim: Would you
like to go for a swim after work?
'swim "bladder n. [C] BIOLOGY an AIR BLADDER
'swimming pool n. [C] a structure that has been
built and filled with water for people to swim in
SYN

pool

hot, boiling/baking/scorching
(hot), scalding ➔ HOT

'swimming suit n. [C] a SWIMSUIT
'swimming trunks n. [plural] a piece of clothing

swept /swEpt/ v. the past tense and past participle

swim·suit /'swImsut/ n. [C] a piece of clothing

THESAURUS

of

SWEEP

swerve /swøv/ v. [I] to make a sudden movement

to the left or right while moving forward, usually in
order to avoid hitting something: Mark swerved to
avoid hitting the dog.
swift /swIft/ adj. happening or moving very
quickly: a swift response —swiftly adv.
swig /swIg/ v. (swigged, swigging) [T] (informal)
to drink something by taking large amounts into
your mouth —swig n. [C]
THESAURUS
drink, gulp sth down, down
sth, knock sth back, take/have a swig, guzzle
2
➔ DRINK

swill1 /swIl/ n. [U] food for pigs
swill2 v. [T] to drink a lot of something, especially
beer

swim1 /swIm/ v. (past tense swam /swæm/, past
participle swum /swöm/, present participle swimming) 1 [I,T] to move through the water, using

your arms and legs: Can Lucy swim? | He swims 20

like SHORT s, worn by men for swimming
worn for swimming

swin·dle1 /'swIndl/ v. [T] to get money from

someone by trickingor deceiving him/her [ORIGIN:
1700—1800 swindler “person who swindles”
(18—21 centuries), from German schwindler
“someone
confused
or
unbalanced”]
—swindler n. [C]
swindle2 n. [C] a situation in which someone gets
money from someone else by tricking him/her
swine /swaIn/ n. (plural swine) [C] (old-fashioned)
a pig
swing1 /swIÎ/ v. (past tense and past participle
swung /swöÎ/) 1 [I,T] to move backward and
forward while hanging from a particular point, or to
make something move in this way: They walked
hand in hand, swinging their arms. | The sign
swung in the wind. 2 [I,T] to move smoothly in a
curved direction, or to make something move this
way: The screen door kept swinging open/
shut. 3 [I] if opinions or feelings swing, they
change a lot: Her mood swung from happiness to
despair.
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swing around phr. v. to turn around quickly, or to
make something do this: Mitch swung around to
face her.
swing at sb/sth phr. v. to try to hit someone or
something with your hand or with an object that
you are holding: He swung at the ball and missed.
swing by (sth) phr. v. (informal) to quickly visit a
person or place before going somewhere else: Can
we swing by the store on the way home?
swing2 n. [C] 1 a seat hanging from ropes or
chains, on which children swing: A bunch of kids
were playing on the swings. 2 an attempt to hit
someone or something by swinging your arm, an
object, etc.: Then he tried to take a swing at
me. 3 a change from one feeling, opinion, etc. to
another: mood swings | a big swing in public
opinion 4 be in full swing if a party, event, etc. is
in full swing, it is at its highest level of activity
swipe /swaIp/ v. 1 [I,T] also swipe at to hit or
try to hit someone or something by swinging your
arm very quickly 2 [T] (informal) to steal something: Somebody swiped my wallet. 3 [T] to pull a
plastic card through a machine that can read the
electronic information on it —swipe n. [C]
swirl /swøl/ v. [I,T] to turn around and around, or
to make something do this: Mist swirled around the
mountain peaks. —swirl n. [C]
swish /swIS/ v. [I,T] to move or make something
move quickly through the air with a soft sound like
a whistle: One cow swished its tail. —swish n.

swiv·el /'swIv@l/ also swivel around v. [I,T] to
turn around while remaining in the same place, or
to make something do this: She wants a chair that
swivels.
THESAURUS
turn, twist, spin, whirl, twirl,
go around, revolve, rotate ➔ TURN 1

swol·len1 /'swoUl@n/ v. the past participle of
SWELL

swollen2 adj. 1 a part of your body that is

swollen is bigger than usual because of injury or
sickness: My knee is still really swollen from the
accident. 2 a swollen river has more water in it
than usual
swoon /swun/ v. [I] (old-fashioned) to feel so much
emotion that you almost FAINT (=lose consciousness)
swoop /swup/ v. [I] 1 to suddenly and quickly
move down through the air, especially to attack
something: An owl swooped down and grabbed a
mouse. 2 if soldiers or the police swoop, they go
somewhere very quickly and without warning in
order to attack or ARREST someone —swoop n.
[C]

sword /sOrd/ n. [C] a weapon with a long sharp
blade and a handle

sword·fish /'sOrd"fIS/ n. [C] a large fish with a
long pointed upper jaw

swore /swOr/ v. the past tense of SWEAR
[singular]
sworn1 /swOrn/ v. the past participle of SWEAR
Swiss1 /swIs/ adj. relating to or coming from sworn2 adj. 1 sworn statement/testimony
Switzerland

Swiss2 n. the Swiss [plural] the people of Switzerland, considered as a single group

switch1 /swItS/ v. 1 [I,T] to change from doing or

using one thing to doing or using something else: If
you switch to a low-fat diet, your health will
improve. | He kept switching from one subject to
another. | He switched sides just days before the
election. 2 [T] to replace an object with a similar
object, especially secretly or accidentally: We must
have accidentally switched umbrellas.
switch sth ↔ off phr. v. to turn off a machine,
radio, light, etc. by using a switch: Be sure to
switch off the lights when you leave.
switch sth ↔ on phr. v. to turn on a machine,
radio, light, etc. by using a switch: Could you
switch the radio on?
switch over phr. v. to start using a different product, system, etc.: More and more people are switching over to Internet banking.
switch2 n. [C] 1 the part that you press or push
on a machine, radio, light, etc. so that it starts or
stops operating: Where’s the on/off switch? | a light
switch 2 a change from one thing to another: More
shoppers are making the switch to organic food.
switch·board /'swItSbOrd/ n. [C] a piece of
equipment that connects all the telephone calls
made to or from a particular business, hotel, etc.

something you say or write that you have officially
promised is the truth 2 sworn enemies two
people or groups who will always hate each other
swum /swöm/ v. the past participle of SWIM
swung /swöÎ/ v. the past tense and past participle
of SWING
syc·a·more /'sIk@"mOr/ n. [C,U] an eastern North
American tree with broad leaves, or the wood from
this tree
syc·o·phant /'sIk@f@nt/ n. [C] (formal, disapproving) someone who always praises an important
person in order to gain an advantage, not in an
honest way —sycophantic /"sIk@'fæntIkX/ adj.
syl·lab·if·i·ca·tion /sI"læbIfI'keIS@n/ also
syl·lab·i·ca·tion /sI"læbI'keIS@n/ n. [U] ENG.
LANG. ARTS the separation of a word into syllables
syl·la·ble /'sIl@b@l/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS each part
of a word that contains a single vowel sound. For
example, “cat” has one syllable and “butter” has
two.
syl·la·bus /'sIl@b@s/ n. (plural syllabi /-baI/ or
syllabuses) [C] a plan that shows a student what
s/he will be studying in a particular subject
sym·bi·o·sis /"sImbi'oUsIs, -baI-/ n. [U] 1 a
relationship between people or organizations that
depend on each other equally 2 BIOLOGY the relationship between two different living things that
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exist very closely together and depend on each
other for particular advantages —symbiotic
/"sImbi'AÔIkX/ adj.
sym·bol /'sImb@l/ Ac n. [C] 1 a picture, person, object, etc. that represents a particular quality,
idea, organization, etc.: The cross is the most
important symbol in Christianity. | The dove is a
symbol of peace. 2 a letter, number, or sign that
represents a sound, amount, chemical substance,
etc.: Fe is the chemical symbol for iron. [ORIGIN:
1400—1500 Latin symbolum, from Greek symbolon “proof of who someone is, checked by
comparing its other half”]
sym·bol·ic /sIm'bAlIk/ Ac adj. 1 representing
a particular idea or quality: A red rose is symbolic
of love. 2 important and representing an idea or
quality, but not having any real effect: The president’s trip to Russia was mostly symbolic.
—symbolically adv.: Fairy tales deal symbolically with the problems of growing up.
sym·bol·ism /'sImb@"lIz@m/ Ac n. [U] the use
of symbols to represent things: There’s a lot of
religious symbolism in his paintings.
sym·bol·ize /'sImb@"laIz/ Ac v. [T] if something symbolizes a quality, feeling, etc., it represents it: A wedding ring symbolizes a couple’s
promises to each other.
also
sym·met·ri·cal
/s@'mEtrIk@l/
sym·met·ric /s@'mEtrIk/ adj. having two sides
that are exactly the same size and shape
ANT

asymmetrical

sym·me·try /'sIm@tri/ n. [U] the quality of being

symmetrical [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin symmetria, from Greek, from symmetros “symmetrical,” from syn- “together” + metron “measure”]
sym·pa·thet·ic /"sImp@'θEÔIkX/ adj. 1 showing that you understand how sad, hurt, lonely, etc.
someone feels ANT unsympathetic: a sympathetic
nurse | Parents aren’t always very sympathetic
towards their children.
THESAURUS
kind, nice, caring,
warm-hearted, compassionate ➔ KIND 2

2 [not before noun] willing to support someone’s
plans, actions, ideas, etc. ANT unsympathetic:
He’s fairly sympathetic to the staff’s concerns. 3 sympathetic character/figure etc.
ENG. LANG. ARTS someone in a book, play, etc. who
ANT
unsympathetic
most people like
—sympathetically adv.
sym·pa·thize /'sImp@"θaIz/ v. [I] 1 to understand how sad, hurt, lonely, etc. someone feels: I
can sympathize with the way you’re feeling. 2 to
support someone’s ideas or actions: Very few
people sympathize with his views.
sym·pa·thiz·er /'sImp@"θaIzø/ n. [C] someone
who supports the aims and ideas of a political
organization
sym·pa·thy /'sImp@θi/ n. (plural sympathies)
[C,U] 1 a feeling of support for someone who is

synopsis

sad, hurt, lonely, etc.: I have absolutely no sympathy for students who get caught cheating on tests. |
I’m sorry to hear Bill died; you have my deep
sympathy. 2 support for someone’s plans, actions,
ideas, etc.: I do have some sympathy with their
aims.
sym·pho·ny /'sImf@ni/ n. (plural symphonies)
[C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a long piece of music written for
an ORCHESTRA [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
French symphonie, from Latin symphonia, from
Greek, from symphonos “sounding together”]
symp·tom /'sImpt@m/ n. [C] 1 a physical condition that shows you may have a particular disease: Common symptoms of diabetes are weight
loss and fatigue. 2 a sign that a serious problem
exists: Rising crime rates are another symptom of a
society in trouble. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin
symptoma, from Greek, “something that happens,
symptom”]
—symptomatic
/"sImpt@'mæÔIk/ adj.
syn·a·gogue /'sIn@"gAg/ n. [C] a building where
Jewish people go to have religious services [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old French synagoge, from
Late Latin, from Greek “gathering of people,
synagogue”]
sync /sIÎk/ n. (informal) 1 in sync working
together at the same time or speed, or in the same
way 2 out of sync working at a different time or
speed, or in a different way
syn·chro·nize /'sIÎkr@"naIz/ v. [T] to make two
or more things happen or move at the same time
—synchronization /"sIÎkr@n@'zeIS@n/ n. [U]
syn·di·cate /'sInd@kIt/ n. [C,U] a group of
people or companies that join together to achieve a
particular aim: the city’s largest crime syndicate
syn·di·cat·ed /'sInd@"keIÔId/ adj. a syndicated
newspaper COLUMN , television program, etc. is
bought and used by several different newspapers or
broadcasting
companies
—syndication
/"sInd@'keIS@n/ n. [U]
syn·drome /'sIndroUm/ n. [C] a set of physical
or mental conditions that show you have a particular disease
syn·o·nym /'sIn@"nIm/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
word with the same or nearly the same meaning as
another word in the same language. For example,
“sad” and “unhappy” are synonyms. ANT antonym
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin synonymum, from
Greek, from synonymos “synonymous”]
syn·on·y·mous /sI'nAn@m@s/ adj. 1 having a
strong association with another quality, idea, situation, etc.: He thinks that being poor is synonymous
with being a criminal. 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS two words
that are synonymous have the same or nearly the
same meaning
syn·op·sis /sI'nApsIs/ n. (plural synopses /-siz/)
[C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a short description of the main
parts of a story [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Late Latin,
Greek, from synopsesthai “to be going to see
together”]
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syn·tac·tic /sIn'tæktIk/ adj. ENG. LANG. ARTS relat-

T

Tt

ing to SYNTAX (=the way that words are arranged
in order to form sentences or phrases)
syn·tax /'sIntæks/ n. [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS the way
that words are arranged in order to form sentences
or phrases [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French syntaxe,
from Late Latin syntaxis, from Greek, from T, t /ti/ the twentieth letter of the English alphabet
syntassein “to arrange together”]
T /ti/ n. to a T (informal) exactly or perfectly: That
syn·the·sis /'sInθ@sIs/ n. (plural syntheses dress fits you to a T.
/-siz/) [C,U] the act of combining several things
into a single complete unit, or the combination that tab /tæb/ n. [C] 1 an amount of money that you
is produced [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Greek syntith- owe for a meal or drinks you have had, or for a
service: Our lunch tab came to $53. | I’ll put it on
enai “to put together”]
your tab. | The city is picking up the tab for street
syn·the·size /'sInθ@"saIz/ v. [T] to combine dif- repairs (=is paying for them).
ferent things in order to produce something: ScienTHESAURUS
tists can now synthesize the drug.
bill, check ➔ BILL 1
syn·the·siz·er /'sInθ@"saIzø/ n. [C] an electronic musical instrument that can produce the 2 keep tabs on sb/sth (informal) to carefully
sounds of various different musical instruments
watch what someone or something is doing: The
syn·thet·ic /sIn'θEÔIk/ adj. made from artificial police are keeping close tabs on her. 3 a small
substances, not natural ones: synthetic fabrics like piece of metal, plastic, or paper that you pull to
open a container 4 a small piece of paper, cloth,
acrylic and polyester —synthetically adv.
plastic, etc. that sticks out from the edge of someTHESAURUS
artificial, fake, man-made,
thing, so that you can find it more easily
imitation ➔ ARTIFICIAL
tab·by /'tæbi/ n. (plural tabbies) [C] a cat with
syph·i·lis /'sIf@lIs/ n. [U] a very serious disease light and dark lines on its fur
that is passed from one person to another during sex ta·ble1 /'teIb@l/ n. [C] 1 a piece of furniture with
sy·ringe /s@'rIndZ/ n. [C] a hollow tube and a flat top supported by legs: a picnic table | He sat
needle used for removing blood or other liquids at the kitchen table, reading. | I’ll set the table
from your body, or putting drugs, etc. into it [ORI- (=put knives, forks, dishes, etc. on a table before a
meal). | Can you clear the table (=take the plates,
GIN: 1400—1500 Medieval Latin syringa, from
etc. off the table after a meal), please. 2 a table at
Greek syrinx “tube”]
a restaurant: Reserve a table for four and invite
syr·up /'sø@p, 'sIr@p/ n. [U] thick sticky liquid your sisters. | The whole table (=all the people
made from sugar: pancakes with maple syrup sitting at a table in a restaurant) got up and
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French sirop, from left. 3 a list of numbers, facts, or information
Medieval Latin, from Arabic sharab “drink, arranged in rows across and down a page: the
wine, syrup”] —syrupy adj.
book’s table of contents 4 under the table (inforsys·tem /'sIst@m/ n. [C] 1 a group of things or mal) money that is paid under the table is paid
parts that work together as a whole for a particular secretly and illegally 5 turn the tables (on sb)
purpose: the public school system | a new computer to change a situation completely so that someone
system 2 a way of organizing or doing something: loses an advantage and you gain one [ORIGIN:
a filing system | a system of government 3 sb’s 1100—1200 Old French, Latin tabula “board,
system someone’s body – used when you are list”]
talking about its medical or physical condi- table2 v. table a bill/proposal/offer etc. to
tion 4 get sth out of your system (informal) to decide to deal with an offer, idea, etc. later
do something that helps you stop feeling angry,
annoyed, or upset 5 the system (informal) the ta·ble·cloth /'teIb@l"klOθ/ n. [C] a cloth used for
official rules and powerful organizations that covering a table
restrict what you can do: You can’t beat the system ta·ble·spoon /'teIb@l"spun/ n. [C] 1 (written
(=avoid or break the rules). 6 BIOLOGY the parts in a abbreviation tbsp.) a) a special large spoon used
human or animal body that work together to do a for measuring food b) also ta·ble·spoon·ful
particular job: the digestive system
/-spun"fUl/ the amount this spoon holds 2 a large
sys·tem·at·ic /"sIst@'mæÔIk/ adj. organized spoon used for eating or serving food
carefully and done thoroughly: a systematic tab·let /'tæblIt/ n. [C] 1 a small round piece of
approach to training —systematically adv.
medicine that you swallow SYN pill: vitamin C
THESAURUS
tablets
careful, methodical, thorough,
meticulous, painstaking ➔ CAREFUL

sys·tem·ic /sI'stEmIk/ adj.

BIOLOGY

your whole body: a systemic infection

THESAURUS

affecting

MEDICINE

medicine, pill, capsule ➔

2 a set of pieces of paper for writing on that are

tail
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glued together at the top 3 a flat piece of hard clay
or stone that has words cut into it

'table "tennis n. [U] PING-PONG
tab·loid /'tæblOId/ n. [C] a newspaper that has

small pages, a lot of photographs, short stories, and
not much serious news ➔ BROADSHEET ➔ NEWSPAPER

ta·boo /t@'bu, tæ-/ n. (plural taboos) [C,U] a

religious or social custom which means a particular
activity or subject must be avoided —taboo adj.: a
taboo subject
tab·u·late /'tæby@"leIt/ v. [T] (formal) to arrange
facts, numbers, or information together in lists,
rows, etc. —tabulation /"tæby@'leIS@n/ n. [U]
tac·it /'tæsIt/ adj. tacit agreement, approval, or
support is given without anything actually being
said: Some people think there is a tacit agreement
between the government and industry to not enforce
environmental laws. —tacitly adv.
tac·i·turn /'tæs@"tøn/ adj. a taciturn person does
not talk a lot, and seems unfriendly
tack1 /tæk/ also tack up v. [T] to attach something
to a wall, board, etc. using a THUMBTACK
tack sth ↔ on phr. v. (informal) to add something
new to something that is already complete: Joan
tacked a few words on the end of my letter.
tack2 n. 1 [C,U] the way you deal with a particular situation or a method that you use to achieve
something: If polite requests don’t work, you’ll
have to try a different tack. 2 [C] a THUMBTACK 3 [C] a small nail with a sharp point and a
flat top: carpet tacks
tack·le1 /'tæk@l/ v. [T] 1 to try to deal with a
difficult problem: The program is a new attempt to
tackle homelessness.
THESAURUS

➔ DEAL 2

deal with sth, take care of sth

2 to force someone to the ground to stop him/her
from running, especially in football: Edwards was
tackled on the play.
tackle2 n. 1 [C] the act of tackling someone 2 [C] in football, one of the players who play
on the outside of the GUARD s 3 [U] the equipment
used in some sports such as fishing
tack·y /'tæki/ adj. 1 showing that you do not
have good judgment about what is fashionable,
socially acceptable, etc.: It’s kind of tacky to give
her a present that someone else gave
you. 2 cheaply made and of bad quality: tacky
furniture 3 slightly sticky —tackiness n. [U]
ta·co /'tAkoU/ n. (plural tacos) [C] a type of
Mexican food made from a TORTILLA , that is
folded and filled with meat, beans, etc. [ORIGIN:
1900—2000 Mexican Spanish, Spanish, “wad,
snack”]
tact /tækt/ n. [U] the ability to say or do things
carefully and politely so that you do not embarrass
or upset someone

tact·ful /'tæktf@l/ adj. careful not to say or do

something that will embarrass or upset someone
else ANT tactless: There was no tactful way of
saying what he wanted to say. —tactfully adv.
tac·tic /'tæktIk/ n. 1 [C usually plural] a skillfully
planned action used for achieving something:
aggressive sales tactics 2 tactics [plural] the way
in which soldiers, weapons, etc. are arranged in a
battle
tac·ti·cal /'tæktIk@l/ adj. 1 done in order to help
you achieve what you want: His public statement
was a tactical move to avoid criticism. 2 tactical
aircraft/missile etc. an aircraft, MISSILE , etc. that
is used over a short distance during a battle
—tactically adv.
tact·less /'tæktf@l/ adj. carelessly saying or
doing things that are likely to upset someone
ANT tactful —tactlessly adv.
THESAURUS
rude, impolite, insulting,
offensive ➔ RUDE

tad /tæd/ n. (spoken) a tad a small amount: Could
you turn up the sound just a tad?

tad·pole /'tædpoUl/ n. [C] a small creature with a

long tail that lives in water and grows into a FROG
or TOAD
taf·fy /'tæfi/ n. [U] a type of soft CHEWY candy
tag1 /tæg/ n. 1 [C] a small piece of paper, plastic,
etc., attached to something to show what it is, who
owns it, what it costs, etc.: I can’t find the price tag
on these jeans. 2 [U] a children’s game in which
one player chases and tries to touch the others
tag2 v. (tagged, tagging) [T] to attach a tag to
something: Scientists have now tagged most of the
bay’s seals.
tag along phr. v. (informal) to go somewhere with
someone, especially when s/he has not invited you:
Do you mind if I tag along?
tai·ga /'taIg@/ n. the taiga EARTH SCIENCES a forest
of PINE trees (=trees with needle-shaped leaves that
stay on the tree in winter) between the TUNDRA and
the STEPPES of northern Russia and Asia
tail1 /teIl/ n. 1 [C] the movable part that sticks out
at the back of an animal’s body: The dog wagged
its tail. ➔ see picture on page A2 2 [C] the back part
of an aircraft ➔ see picture at AIRPLANE 3 [C] the
end or back part of something, especially something long and thin: the tail of a
comet 4 tails a) [plural] a man’s jacket with two
long parts that hang down the back, worn to formal
events b) [U] the side of a coin that does not have
a picture of someone’s head on it
ANT heads 5 the tail end of sth the last part of
an event, situation, or period of time: the tail end of
the century
tail2 v. [T] (informal) to secretly watch and follow
someone such as a criminal
THESAURUS

follow, track, stalk ➔ FOLLOW

T
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tail off phr. v. to gradually become quieter, smaller,
weaker, etc.: His voice tailed off as he saw his
father approaching.
tail·gate1 /'teIlgeIt/ v. [I,T] to drive too closely to
the vehicle in front of you
tailgate2 n. [C] 1 a door at the back of a car or
truck that opens out and down 2 a TAILGATE
PARTY

'tailgate "party n. [C] a party before a sports

T

event or concert, where people eat and drink in the
PARKING LOT of the place where the event is
happening
tail·light /'teIl-laIt/ n. [C] one of the two red
lights at the back of a vehicle
tai·lor1 /'teIlø/ n. [C] someone whose job is to
make clothes, especially men’s clothes, that are
measured to fit each customer perfectly
tailor2 v. tailor sth to/for sb to make something
so that it is exactly what someone wants or needs:
The music class is tailored to children.
tai·lor·ing /'teIl@rIÎ/ n. [U] the way that clothes
are made, or the job of making them
"tailor-'made adj. 1 exactly right for someone or
something: The job seems tailor-made for
him. 2 made by a tailor: a tailor-made suit
tail·pipe /'teIlpaIp/ n. [C] a part of a car’s
EXHAUST

tail·spin /'teIlspIn/ n. 1 in/into a tailspin in or

into a bad situation that keeps getting worse in a
way that you cannot control: Raising interest rates
could send the economy into a tailspin. 2 [C] an
occasion when an airplane falls through the air,
with the front pointing down and the back spinning
in a circle
taint /teInt/ v. [T] 1 to make someone or something seem less honest, respectable, or good: Her
reputation was tainted by the scandal. 2 to damage something by adding an unwanted substance to
it: The blood supplies were tainted with bacteria.
—taint n. [C]
taint·ed /'teInôId/ adj. 1 a tainted substance is
not safe because it is spoiled or contains poison: a
tainted blood supply 2 affected or influenced by
something illegal, dishonest, or morally wrong:
tainted witnesses
Tai·wan·ese /"taIwA'nizX/ adj. relating to or
coming from Taiwan
take1 /teIk/ v. (past tense took /tUk/, past participle
taken /'teIk@n/) [T]
1 MOVE to move someone or something from one
place to another: Merritt was taken by ambulance
to the nearest hospital. | Remember to take a jacket
with you. | I was going to take some work home.
2 DO STH used with a noun to show that an action
is being done: Here, take a look. | I’m going to take
a shower first. | Would you mind taking a picture/
photo of us? | The new rules take effect May 1. | He
took the lead (=went into first place) on the final
lap.

3 REMOVE to remove something from a particular
place: Can you take the turkey out of the oven for
me?
4 STEAL/BORROW to steal something or borrow
something without asking someone’s permission:
They took all her jewelry.
5 HOLD/PUT to get hold of something in your
hands: Let me take your coat.
6 TIME/MONEY/EFFORT if something takes a particular amount of time, money, etc., that amount of
time, money, etc. is needed in order for it to happen
or succeed: It takes about three days to drive there. |
It’ll take a lot of planning, but I think it can be
done.
7 ACCEPT/RECEIVE to accept or receive something: Are you going to take the job? | Do you take
Visa? | Take my advice and go see a doctor. | Why
should I take the blame?
8 STUDY to study a particular subject: We had to
take two years of English.
9 take a test/exam to write or do a test: I’m
taking my driving test next week.
10 GET CONTROL to get possession or control of
something: Rebel forces have taken control of the
airport. | The communists took power in 1948.
11 ACCEPT STH BAD to accept a bad situation
without becoming upset: Jeff can’t take the stress. |
She’s taken a lot of abuse from him. | His constant
drinking was hard to take (=difficult to accept).
12 MACHINE/VEHICLE if a vehicle, machine, etc.
takes a particular type of gasoline or BATTERY ,
etc., you have to use that type of gasoline, etc. in
order for it to work: Most cars take unleaded gas.
13 MEDICINE/DRUG to swallow or INJECT a medicine or drug: He doesn’t smoke, drink, or take
drugs (=use illegal drugs). | Why don’t you take an
aspirin or something?
14 TRAVEL to use a car, bus, train, etc. to go
somewhere, or to travel using a particular road: I’ll
take the subway home. | Take Route 78 to Exit 18.
15 REACT/CONSIDER to react to someone or something or consider him, her, or it in a particular way:
He takes his job very seriously. | I didn’t mean for
you to take what I said literally.
16 WRITE also take down to write down information: He’s not here; can I take a message? | Let me
take down your phone number.
17 FEELINGS/REACTIONS to have a particular feeling or reaction when something happens: His family took the news pretty hard (=were very upset). |
She doesn’t seem to take a lot of interest in her kids.
18 MEASURE to measure the amount, level, or rate
of something: Sit here and we’ll take your blood
pressure.
19 HAVE SPACE FOR SB/STH to have enough space
to contain a particular number of people or things:
The station wagon takes six people.
20 BUY to decide to buy something: He gave me a
discount so I said I’d take it.
21 SIZE to wear a particular size of clothing or
shoes: Jim takes an extra large shirt.
22 not take sth lying down to refuse to accept
being treated badly
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23 take it upon yourself to decide to do something even though no one has asked you to do it:
Parents have taken it upon themselves to raise extra
cash for the school.
24 do you take sugar/milk/cream etc.? (spoken) used to ask someone whether s/he likes to have
sugar or milk in a drink such as tea or coffee
[ORIGIN: 1000—1100 Old Norse taka] ➔ take
care at CARE 2, take care of sb/sth at CARE 2, take
part at PART 1, take place at PLACE 1
take after sb phr. v.
to look or behave like another member of your
family: Jenny takes after her dad.
take sth ↔ apart phr. v.
to separate something into all its different parts
ANT put together: Vic took apart the faucet and
put in a new washer.
take sb/sth ↔ away phr. v.
to remove someone or something: One more speeding ticket and your license will be taken away. | He
was taken away to begin a four-year prison sentence.
take sth ↔ back phr. v.
1 to admit that you were wrong to say something:
All right, I’m sorry, I take it back.
2 to return something to the store where you bought
it because it does not fit, is not what you wanted,
etc.
take sth ↔ down phr. v.
to remove something from its place, especially by
separating it into pieces ANT put up: We take down
the Christmas tree on January 6.
take in phr. v.
1 take sth ↔ in to collect or earn an amount of
money: We’ve taken in $100,000 so far for charity.
2 take sb/sth ↔ in to let someone or something
stay in your house or a shelter, because she, he, or it
has nowhere else to stay: The Humane Society took
in almost 38,000 cats and dogs last year.
3 take sth ↔ in to notice, understand, and remember things: Babies take in an amazing amount of
information.
4 take sth ↔ in to bring something to a place in
order to be repaired: I need to take the car in for a
tune-up.
5 take in sth to go to see something, such as a
movie, play, etc.: Tourists come to New York to take
in the sights.
6 be taken in (by sth) to be deceived by someone
who lies to you: Don’t be taken in by his promises.
7 take sth ↔ in to make a piece of clothing fit you
by making it narrower: If we take in the waist, the
dress will fit you.
take off
1 take sth ↔ off to remove something ANT put
on: Your name has been taken off the list. | Take
your shoes off in the house.
2 if an aircraft takes off, it rises into the air from the
ground
3 (informal) to leave a place: We packed everything
in the car and took off.
4 take time/a day/a week etc. off also take
time, etc. off work to not go to work for a period

of time: I’m taking some time off work to go to the
wedding.
5 to suddenly become successful: He died just as
his film career was taking off.
take on phr. v.
1 take sb ↔ on to compete or fight against

someone: The winner of this game will take on
Houston in the championship.
2 take on sth to begin to have a particular quality
or appearance: Once we had children, Christmas
took on a different sort of importance.
3 take sth ↔ on to start doing some work or to
start being responsible for something: Ethel agreed
to take on the treasurer’s position.
4 take sb ↔ on to start to employ someone: The
team has taken on a new coach.
take out phr. v.
1 take sb out to go with someone to a restaurant,

movie, party, etc., and pay for his/her meal and
entertainment: We’re taking Sabina out for dinner.
2 take sth ↔ out to arrange to get something from
a bank, court, insurance company, etc.: The couple
took out a $220,000 mortgage.
take sth ↔ out on sb phr. v.

to treat someone badly when you are angry or
upset, even though it is not his/her fault: Don’t take
it out on me just because you’ve had a bad day.
take sth ↔ over phr. v.

to take control of something: His son will take over
the business.
take to phr. v.
1 take to sb/sth to start to like someone or

something: The two women took to each other right
away.
2 take to doing sth to begin doing something
regularly: Sandra has taken to getting up early to
go jogging.
take up phr. v.
1 take sth ↔ up to begin doing a job or activity:

I’ve just taken up tennis.
2 take up sth to fill a particular amount of time or
space: The program takes up a lot of memory on the
hard drive. | Our new car takes up the whole
garage.
3 take sth ↔ up to begin discussing or considering
something: The Senate will take up the bill in the
next few weeks.
take sb up on sth phr. v.

to accept an offer, invitation, etc.: A number of
students have taken him up on his offer of extra
help.
take sth ↔ up with sb phr. v.

to discuss something with someone, especially a
complaint or problem: You should take it up with
the police.

take2 n. [C] 1 an occasion when a scene for a

movie or television program is filmed 2 [usually
singular] (informal) the amount of money earned by a
store or business in a particular period of time

tak·en /'teIk@n/ v. the past participle of TAKE
take·off /'teIk-Of/ n. 1 [C,U] the time when an
airplane leaves the ground and begins to fly: The
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plane crashed shortly after takeoff. ➔ see picture at
2 [C] a funny performance that copies the
style of a particular show, movie, or performer

LAND 2

take·out /'teIk-aUt/ n. [C] 1 a meal you buy at a

restaurant to eat at home 2 a restaurant that sells
this food —take-out adj.
take·o·ver /'teIk"oUvø/ n. [C] 1 the act of getting control of a company by buying over half of its
STOCK 2 the act of getting control of a country or
political group, often using force: a military takeover

tal·cum pow·der /'tælk@m "paUdø/ n. [U] a
powder which you put on your skin after washing
to make it smell nice

tale /teIl/ n. [C] a story about imaginary events: a

fairy tale by Hans Christian Andersen | tales of
adventure
THESAURUS

yarn ➔ STORY

story, myth, legend, fable,

tal·ent /'tæl@nt/ n. 1 [C,U] a natural ability to do

something well: great musical talent | his talent for
painting | Vinny has a real talent for basketball.
THESAURUS

T

flair, gift, aptitude ➔ SKILL

2 [U] a person or people who have talent: The
Marlins have some of the best young talent in
baseball. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 talent unit of
weight or money in the ancient world (9—21
centuries), from Latin talentum, from Greek
talanton; from a story in the Bible in which a
man gives talents to his three servants, and two
of them use them well]

tal·ent·ed /'tæl@ntId/ adj. having a natural ability
to do something well: a talented actor
THESAURUS

➔ SKILLFUL

expert, accomplished, gifted

tal·is·man /'tælIsm@n, -lIz-/ n. (plural talismans) [C] an object that some people believe has

the power to protect them

talk1 /tOk/ v. 1 [I] to say things to someone as part
of a conversation ➔ SPEAK : How old was your
baby when she started to talk? | Who’s he talking to
on the phone? | English people love to talk about
the weather. | I was just talking with Louis the
other day. c Don’t say “talk English/Chinese, etc.”
say “speak English/Chinese, etc.” b
THESAURUS

have a conversation – to talk informally to

another person or people in order to ask
questions, exchange ideas, etc.: I had a brief
conversation with him last week.
chat (with/to sb)/have a chat – to talk to
someone in a friendly way about things that are
not very important: She’s chatting with Chris. |
We ended up having a chat about sailing.
converse (formal) – to have a conversation with

someone: Students like her because she can
converse with them in their own language.
visit with sb (informal) – to have a
conversation with someone, especially about
your personal lives
discuss – to talk seriously about ideas or plans:
We’ll discuss the matter at the meeting.
gossip – to talk about other people’s private
lives when they are not there: People have
started to gossip about his wife.
whisper – to talk quietly, usually because you do
not want other people to hear what you are
saying: He turned to his mother and whispered
something in her ear. | “I love you,” she whispered.

2 [I,T] to discuss something with someone, especially something important: I’d like to talk with you
in private. | Grandpa never talks about the war. |
Those guys are always talking sports/business/
politics etc. (=discussing them). 3 talk your way
out of sth (informal) to use excuses or explanations
to escape from a bad situation: My brother always
manages to talk his way out of trouble. 4 [I] to give
a speech: Professor Wilson will talk on/about the
recent election in Canada. 5 [I] to tell someone
secret information because you are forced to: Prisoners who refused to talk were shot.
SPOKEN PHRASES

6 talk tough (on sth) to tell people your opinions
very strongly: The governor is talking tough on
crime. 7 what are you talking about? used
when you think what someone has said is stupid or
wrong: What are you talking about? I paid you
yesterday. 8 we’re/you’re talking $500/three
days etc. used to tell someone how much something will cost, how long something will take to do,
etc.: We’re talking at least ten days to fix the
car. 9 talk about funny/stupid/rich etc. said in
order to emphasize that something is very funny,
stupid, etc.: Talk about lucky. That’s the second
time he’s won this week.
talk back phr. v. to rudely answer someone who is
older or has more authority than you: Don’t talk
back to your father!
talk down to sb phr. v. to speak to someone as if
s/he is stupid, although s/he is not: He always
explained things but never talked down to me.
talk sb into sth phr. v. to persuade someone to do
something: Maybe I can talk Vicky into driving us
to the mall.
talk sb out of sth phr. v. to persuade someone not
to do something: Brenda talked me out of quitting
my job.
talk sth ↔ over phr. v. to discuss a problem with
someone before deciding what to do

talk2 n. 1 [C] a conversation: Steve and I had a

long talk last night. | I need to have a talk with
Suzanne. 2 talks [plural] formal discussions
between governments, organizations, etc.: the latest
trade talks 3 [C] a speech: Ms. Mason will be
giving a talk on/about the Civil War. 4 [U] news
that is not official or not completely true: There was
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talk of the factory closing down. 5 [U] a particular
type of conversation or way of talking: I’m tired of
all this football talk. ➔ SMALL TALK , TRASH TALK
talk·a·tive /'tOk@ÔIv/ adj. liking to talk a lot
talk·er /'tOkø/ n. [C] (informal) someone who talks
a lot or talks in a particular way: a fast talker
"talk 'radio n. [U] radio programs on which people
talk about various subjects, for example sports or
politics
'talk show n. [C] a television show in which
famous people answer questions about themselves
➔ TELEVISION

tall /tOl/ adj. 1 having a greater than average
height ANT small: the tallest boy in the class | tall
buildings 2 having a particular height: My brother’s almost 6 feet tall.
USAGE

Use tall to talk about the height of people and
trees: She’s only five feet tall. | a road with tall
trees on either side
Use tall to talk about other narrow objects: an
old house with tall chimneys | the tall mast of a
ship
Use high to talk about mountains, walls, fences,
etc.: the highest mountain in the world | How
high will the wall be?
Use high to talk about how far something is from
the ground: The shelf’s too high for the kids to
reach.
You can use both tall and high to talk about
buildings: one of the highest buildings in the
world | a city with crowded streets and tall buildings

3 a tall tale something someone tells you that is so
unlikely that it is difficult to believe 4 a tall order
(informal) a piece of work or a request that will be
extremely difficult to do: Finding a witness to this
crime is going to be a tall order.

tal·low /'tæloU/ n. [U] hard animal fat used for

making CANDLE s
tal·ly1 /'tæli/ n. (plural tallies) [C] a record of how
much you have won, spent, used, etc. by a particular point in time: Somebody should be keeping a
tally of (=writing down) how much we owe.

tally2 v. (tallied, tallies) 1 [T] also tally up to
calculate the total number of points won, things
done, etc.: Can you tally up the scores? ➔ CALCULATE 2 [I] if two numbers, statements, dates, etc.
tally, they match exactly: The signatures should
tally with the names on the list.

tal·on /'tæl@n/ n. [C] one of the sharp curved nails

on the feet of some birds that hunt ➔ see picture on
page A2

tam·bou·rine /"tæmb@'rin/ n. [C] a small drum
with small pieces of metal around the edge, that
you hold in your hand and play by hitting or
shaking it

tame1 /teIm/ adj. 1 a tame animal is not wild any
longer, because it has been trained to live with

people ANT wild: tame elephants 2 (informal) boring and disappointing: “How was the movie?”
“Pretty tame.”

tame2 v. [T] to train a wild animal so that it will
not hurt people

tam·per /'tæmpø/ v.

tamper with sth phr. v. to change something
without permission, usually in order to damage
it: Several bottles of aspirin had been tampered
with.

tam·pon /'tæmpAn/ n. [C] a tube-shaped piece of

cotton that a woman puts in her VAGINA during her
PERIOD (=monthly flow of blood)

tan1 /tæn/ adj. 1 having a pale yellow-brown
color 2 having darker skin after spending a lot of
time in the Sun: Your face is really tan.

tan2 n. 1 [C] the attractive brown color that someone with pale skin gets after s/he has been in the
sun SYN suntan: Monica got a nice tan during her
trip. 2 [U] a pale yellow-brown color

tan3 v. (tanned, tanning) 1 [I,T] if you tan, or if
the Sun tans you, your skin becomes darker
because you spend time in the sun: I don’t tan
easily. 2 [T] to change animal skin into leather by
putting a special acid on it

tan·dem /'tænd@m/ n. 1 in tandem (formal)
together or at the same time: Police are working in
tandem with local schools to reduce car
thefts. 2 [C] a bicycle built for two riders sitting
one behind the other

tan·gent /'tændZ@nt/ n. go off on a tangent to
suddenly start talking or thinking about a completely different subject

tan·gen·tial /tæn'dZEnS@l/ adj. (formal) tangential information, remarks, etc. are only related to a
particular subject in an indirect way: His lectures
are full of tangential information. —tangentially
adv.

tan·ger·ine /"tændZ@'rin/ n. [C] a sweet fruit that
looks like a small orange [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
French Tanger “Tangier,” city in Morocco]

tan·gi·ble /'tændZ@b@l/ adj. 1 clear enough or
definite enough to be easily seen or noticed
ANT intangible: tangible proof 2 (formal) if something is tangible, you can touch or feel it

tangle1 v. [I,T] to become twisted together, or make

something become twisted together, in a messy
way: My hair tangles easily.
tangle with sb phr. v. (informal) to argue or fight
with someone

tan·gle2 /'tæÎg@l/ n. [C] hair, threads, knots, etc.
that have become twisted together: a tangle of
branches
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/'tæÎg@ld/

also
tangled
up
adj. 1 twisted together

T

telephone: Murray began to suspect that his phone
had been tapped.
tap2 n. [C] 1 an act of hitting something gently,
especially to get someone’s attention: Suddenly I
felt a tap on my shoulder. 2 an object used for
letting liquid, especially beer, out of a BARREL 3 a
small electronic object that allows you to secretly
listen to someone’s telephone conversations 4 on
tap beer that is on tap comes from a BARREL 5 a

in a messy way: The
phone cord is all
tangled up. 2 complicated and confusing:
tangled emotions
tan·go /'tæÎgoU/ n.
(plural tangos) [C] a
FAUCET
dance from South
'
tap
"dancing n. [U] a type of dancing in which
America with smooth
you wear shoes with pieces of metal on the bottom,
movements and sudden
which make a sound as you move —tap dance v.
pauses, or the music for
[I]
this dance
1
tang·y /'tæÎi/ adj. having a pleasantly strong sharp tape /teIp/ Ac n. 1 a) [U] a thin narrow band
of
plastic
material used for recording sounds or
taste or smell: a tangy lemon dessert —tang n.
video pictures ➔ VIDEOTAPE : Did you get the
[singular]
interview on tape (=recorded on tape)? b) [C] a
tank /tæÎk/ n. [C] 1 a large container for holding flat plastic case that contains this type of tape: I’ll
liquid or gas: a fish tank | a car’s gas tank 2 a listen to the tape tomorrow. | a blank tape (=one
heavy military vehicle with a large gun and metal with nothing recorded on it) 2 [C,U] a narrow band
belts over its wheels [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Portu- of sticky material used for sticking things together
guese tanque “pool”]
SYN Scotch tape: A photo was stuck to the wall
tan·kard /'tæÎkød/ n. [C] a large metal cup used with tape.
for drinking beer
tape2 Ac v. 1 [I,T] to record sounds or pictures
tank·er /'tæÎkø/ n. [C] a vehicle or ship used for onto a tape ➔ VIDEOTAPE : Did you tape the
carrying a large amount of liquid or gas: an oil movie? 2 [T] to stick something onto something
else using tape: He has lots of postcards taped to
tanker
tan·ta·lize /'tænôl"aIz/ v. [T] to show or promise his wall.
THESAURUS
something that someone really wants, but then not
fasten, attach, secure, join,
allow him/her to have it
glue, staple, clip, tie, button (up), zip (up) ➔
FASTEN
tan·ta·liz·ing /'tænôl"aIzIÎ/ adj. making you
want something very much: Tantalizing smells 3 [T] also tape up to firmly tie a BANDAGE around
came from the kitchen.
an injury
tan·ta·mount /'tænô@"maUnt/ adj. be tanta- 'tape deck n. [C] the part of a STEREO used for
mount to sth to be almost the same thing as recording and playing sounds on a tape
something else that is bad: His refusal to speak was
'tape "measure n. [C] a long band of cloth or
tantamount to admitting he was guilty.
metal with inches, centimeters, etc. marked on it,
tan·trum /'tæntr@m/ n. [C] if someone, espe- used for measuring things
cially a child, throws or has a tantrum, s/he suddenly becomes very angry, noisy, and ta·per /'teIpø/ v. [I,T] to become gradually narrower toward one end, or to make something
unreasonable: temper tantrums
narrower at one end —tapered adj.: pants
Tao·ism /'taUIz@m, 'daU-/ n. [U] SOCIAL SCIENCE a become
way of thought developed in ancient China, based with tapered legs
on the writings of Lao Tzu, emphasizing a natural taper off phr. v. to decrease gradually: The rain
finally tapered off in the afternoon.
and simple way of life
1
'
tape
re"corder n. [C] a piece of electronic equiptap /tæp/ v. (tapped, tapping) 1 [I,T] to gently hit
your fingers or foot against something: Someone ment used for recording and playing sounds on a
was tapping on the window outside. | Caroline tape —tape record v. [T]
tapped her feet in time to the music. | He turned as tap·es·try /'tæpIstri/ n. (plural tapestries) [C,U]
someone tapped him on the shoulder. ➔ see picture heavy cloth with colored threads woven into it to
on page A8
make a picture, or a large piece of this cloth
THESAURUS

hit, knock, bang, rap ➔ HIT 1

tape·worm /'teIpwøm/ n. [C] a long flat PARAthat lives inside the INTESTINE s of people and
animals and can make them sick
SITE

2 [I,T] to use or take what you need from a supply
of something: With the Internet you can tap into tap·root /'tæprut/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the main root of
information from around the world. | We need to tap some types of plants, that grows straight down and
the country’s natural resources without destroying produces smaller side roots. A CARROT is an
the environment. 3 [T] to put a tap on someone’s example of a plant with a taproot.
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'tap "water n. [U] water that comes out of a
FAUCET

tar1 /tAr/ n. [U] 1 a black substance that is thick
and sticky, used on road surfaces, or on roofs in
order to protect them from water 2 a sticky dark
brown substance that is produced when tobacco
burns
tar2 v. (tarred, tarring) [T] to cover something with
tar
ta·ran·tu·la /t@'ræntS@l@/ n. [C] a large hairy
poisonous SPIDER [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Medieval Latin, Old Italian tarantola, from Taranto
city in southern Italy, where such spiders are
found]
tar·dy /'tArdi/ adj. late, or done too slowly: If you
are tardy once more you’ll have to stay after
school. —tardiness n. [U]
THESAURUS
LATE 1

late, overdue, belated ➔

slow, sluggish ➔ SLOW 1

tar·get1 /'tArgIt/

Ac n. [C] 1 an aim or result
that you try to achieve: We’re trying to reach a
target of $2 million in sales. | It will take a lot of
hard work to meet (=achieve) our target this year.
THESAURUS

goal, aim, objective ➔ GOAL

2 an object, person, or place that is deliberately
chosen to be attacked: a military target | Cars
without security devices are an easy target for
thieves. 3 the person or place that is most directly
affected by an action, especially a bad one: The
country is a target of criticism for its human rights
record. 4 something that you practice shooting at:
Pete missed the target by two inches. [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Old French targette, from targe
“small shield”]
target2 v. [T] 1 to aim something at someone or
something: Are the missiles targeted on/at American cities? 2 to make something have an effect on
a limited group or area: Which welfare programs
are targeted at the unemployed? 3 to choose a
particular person or place to attack: Thieves have
targeted smaller banks with less security.
tar·iff /'tærIf/ n. [C] ECONOMICS a tax on goods that
are brought into a country or taken out of it: The
government may impose tariffs on imports.
tar·mac /'tArmæk/ n. [U] 1 ASPHALT 2 the
tarmac the large area at an airport where airplanes
land and take off [ORIGIN: 1900—2000, from
tarmacadam from John L. McAdam (17561836), Scottish engineer who invented the process]
tar·nish /'tArnIS/ v. 1 [T] to make someone or
something less impressive or respectable: More
violence will tarnish the school’s reputation. 2 [I]
if a metal tarnishes, it becomes less shiny and loses
its color
tar·ot /'tæroU/ n. [singular, U] a set of cards used

for telling what might happen to someone in the
future
tarp /tArp/ also tar·pau·lin /tAr'pOl@n/ n. [C,U] a
heavy cloth or piece of thick plastic that water
cannot go through, used to protect things from the
rain
tar·ry /'tæri/ v. (tarried, tarries) [I] (literary) to stay
in a place too long, or delay going somewhere
tart1 /tArt/ adj. tart food has a sour taste: tart green
apples
tart2 n. [C] a small PIE without a top, usually
containing fruit
tar·tan /'tArt§n/ n. [C,U] a traditional Scottish
pattern with colored squares and lines, or cloth with
this pattern
tar·tar /'tArÔø/ n. [U] a hard substance that forms
on teeth, damaging them
'tartar "sauce n. [U] a cold thick white sauce
often eaten with fish
task /tæsk/ Ac n. 1 [C] a job or particular thing
that you have to do, especially a difficult or annoying one: We were given the task of rescuing crash
victims. | A computer can perform (=do) several
tasks at the same time.
C O L L O C AT I O N S

easy/simple/routine task – one that is easy to
do
difficult/impossible task – one that is difficult
to do
arduous task – one that needs a lot of hard
work and continuous effort
daunting task – one that causes you to worry or
be frightened
odious task – one that is unpleasant to do
thankless task – one that is difficult and you do
not get much praise for
menial task – one that is boring and does not
need skill to do
mundane task – one that is ordinary and not
interesting or exciting

2 take sb to task to angrily criticize someone for
doing something wrong [ORIGIN: 1200—1300
Old North French tasque, from Medieval Latin
tasca “tax or service to be done for a ruler”]
'task force n. [C] a group formed for a short time
to deal with a particular problem, especially a
military or political one
tas·sel /'tæs@l/ n. [C] a
group of threads tied
together at one end and
hung as a decoration on
curtains, clothes, etc.
—tasseled adj.
taste1 /teIst/ n. 1 [singular, U] the feeling that
is produced when your
tongue touches a particular food or drink, for
example how sweet it is: I don’t like the taste of
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garlic. | a bitter/sour/sweet, etc. taste | He no longer tat·tle·tale /'tæÔl"teIl/ n. [C] (spoken) someone
has any sense of taste or smell.
who tattles
THESAURUS
tat·too /tæ'tu/ n. (plural tattoos) [C] a picture,
word, etc. that is put permanently onto your skin
delicious – very good
using a needle and ink: He has a tattoo of a snake
sweet – like sugar
on his left arm. [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Tahitian
tasty – having a pleasant taste, but not sweet
(the language spoken on the Pacific island of
sour – like a lemon (=yellow fruit)
Tahiti) tatau] —tattooed adj. —tattoo v. [T]
salty – containing a lot of salt
hot/spicy – containing spices that give you the
taught /tOt/ v. the past tense and past participle of
feeling that your mouth is burning
bland – not having an interesting taste

T

2 [C,U] the kind of things that someone likes: We
have similar tastes in clothes. | She never lost her
taste for travel. 3 [U] your judgment when you
choose clothes, decorations, etc.: She has really
good taste in music. 4 [C usually singular] a small
amount of a food or drink, eaten to find out what it
is like: Here, have a taste and tell me what you
think. 5 be in good/bad/poor taste to be
appropriate or inappropriate for a particular occasion: The joke was in very bad taste. 6 a taste of
sth a short experience of something: The trip gave
us a taste of life on board a ship.
taste2 v. 1 [I] to have a particular type of taste:
The chicken tastes really good. | This milk tastes a
little sour. c Don’t say “is tasting.” b | What does the
soup taste like (=how would you describe its
taste)? 2 [T] to put a small amount of food or
drink in your mouth in order to find out what it is
like: Taste this and see if it needs more salt. 3 [T]
to recognize the taste of a food or drink: My cold’s
so bad I can’t taste a thing. c Don’t say “I am not
tasting.” b
taste·ful /'teIsôf@l/ adj. chosen, decorated, or
made with good taste: Frank was dressed in casual
but tasteful clothes. —tastefully adv.: a tastefully
furnished apartment
taste·less /'teIsôlIs/ adj. 1 chosen, decorated,
or made with bad taste: tasteless jokes 2 tasteless
food is unpleasant because it does not have a strong
taste
tast·er /'teIstø/ n. [C] someone whose job is to
test the quality of a food or drink by tasting it: wine
tasters
tast·ing /'teIstIÎ/ n. [C] an event where you can
try different kinds of food and drinks: a cheese
tasting
tast·y /'teIsti/ adj. having a very good taste: a
tasty meal
THESAURUS
delicious, sweet, sour, salty,
hot, spicy, bland ➔ TASTE 1

tat·tered /'tæÔød/ adj. old and torn: tattered curtains

tat·ters /'tæÔøz/ n. in tatters a) clothes that are
in tatters are old and torn b) completely ruined:
All his great plans lay in tatters.
tat·tle /'tæÔl/ v. [I] if a child tattles, s/he tells a
parent or teacher that another child has done something bad

TEACH

taunt /tOnt, tAnt/ v. [T] to try to make someone

upset or angry by saying something unkind: The
other kids taunted him about his weight. —taunt
n. [C]

Tau·rus /'tOr@s/ n. 1 [U] the second sign of the

represented by a BULL 2 [C] someone
born between April 20 and May 20
taut /tOt/ adj. 1 stretched tight: a taut
rope 2 seeming worried: a taut look on his face
—tautly adv.
tau·tol·o·gy /tO'tAl@dZi/ n. (plural tautologies)
[C,U] (technical) a statement in which you say the
same thing twice using different words in a way
that is not necessary, for example “He sat alone by
himself.” —tautological /"tOÔ@'lAdZIk@l/ adj.
—tautologically adv.
tav·ern /'tævøn/ n. [C] a BAR [ORIGIN: 1200—
1300 Old French taverne, from Latin taberna
“small simple building, shop”]
taw·dry /'tOdri/ adj. cheap and of bad quality:
tawdry jewelry —tawdriness n. [U]
taw·ny /'tOni/ adj. having a light gold-brown
color: a lion’s tawny fur
tax1 /tæks/ n. [C,U] the money you must pay the
government, based on how much you earn, what
you buy, where you live, etc.: a 13% tax on
cigarettes | Everyone who works pays tax. | The city
will have to raise taxes to pay for the roads. | If
elected, she promised to cut taxes. | I only earn
$25,000 a year after taxes (=after paying tax). | a
tax increase/cut [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
French taxer “to make a judgment about, tax,”
from Latin taxare “to feel, make a judgment
about, blame”]
tax2 v. [T] 1 to charge a tax on something:
Incomes of under $30,000 are taxed at 15%. 2 tax
sb’s patience/strength etc. to use almost all of
someone’s PATIENCE , strength, etc.: His constant
questions had begun to tax her patience.
tax·a·tion /tæk'seIS@n/ n. [U] ECONOMICS the system of charging taxes, or the money collected from
taxes
'tax base n. [C usually singular] 1 ECONOMICS all the
people and companies who pay tax, and the total
amount they pay 2 ECONOMICS income, goods, and
property on which people or companies must pay
tax
"tax-ex'empt adj. not taxed, or not having to pay
tax: tax-exempt savings | a tax-exempt charity
ZODIAC ,
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tax·i1 /'tæksi/ n. (plural taxis) also tax·i·cab
/'tæksi"kæb/ [C] a
TATION

CAB ➔ see picture at TRANSPOR-

taxi2 v. (past tense and past participle taxied, third

person singular taxis or taxies, present participle taxiing) [I] if an airplane taxis, it moves slowly on the

ground before taking off or after landing

tax·i·der·my /'tæks@"dømi/ n. [U] the process or

in a university or college. A professor has a
higher rank than a lecturer or an instructor.
An instructor is also someone who teaches a
sport or practical skill such as swimming or
driving: a driving instructor | an aerobics
instructor
A coach trains a person or team in a sport: a
football coach ➔ SCHOOL 1, UNIVERSITY

skill of filling the body of a dead animal, bird, or "teacher’s 'pet n. [C] a child who everyone
fish with a special material so that it looks alive
thinks is the teacher’s favorite student and is therefore disliked by the other students
tax·ing /'tæksIÎ/ adj. needing a lot of effort: a
taxing job
teach·ing /'titSIÎ/ n. 1 [U] the work that a
teacher does, or the profession of being a teacher:
'taxi stand n. [C] a place where taxis wait in order
I’d like to go into teaching (=become a teacher)
to get passengers
when I finish college. 2 also teachings [plural]
tax·on·o·my /tæk'sAn@mi/ n. (plural taxonothe moral, religious, or political ideas spread by a
mies) [C,U] BIOLOGY the process or way of organizparticular person or group: the teachings of the
ing living things such as plants or animals into a
Buddha
system of different groups according to the features
that they share, and of giving them names tea·cup /'tiköp/ n. [C] a cup that you serve tea in
—taxonomic /"tæks@'nAmIkX/ adj.: Both spe- teak /tik/ n. [C,U] a very hard yellowish-brown
cies are members of the same taxonomic family as
wood that is used for making ships and good
shrimp.
quality furniture, or the tree that this wood comes
from
tax·pay·er /'tæks"peIø/ n. [C] someone who
pays taxes
team1 /tim/ Ac n. [C] 1 a group of people who
compete against another group in a sport, game,
'tax "shelter n. [C] a plan or method that allows
etc.: Which team is winning? | a baseball/football
you to legally avoid paying taxes
etc. team ➔ GROUP 1 2 a group of people who are
TB the abbreviation of TUBERCULOSIS
chosen to work together to do a particular job: a
tbsp. the written abbreviation of TABLESPOON
team of doctors | The children must work as a team
to solve the problem.
tea /ti/ n. 1 a) [C,U] a drink made by pouring
boiling water onto dried leaves, or a cup of this team2 v. [I,T] also team up to form a team with
another person, company, etc. in order to work
drink: a cup of tea | We’ll have two teas and a
together: We’re teaming up with another publisher
coffee, please. b) [U] dried leaves used for making
to do the book.
tea 2 mint/herbal etc. tea a hot drink made by
pouring boiling water onto the leaves or flowers of team·mate /'tim-meIt/ n. [C] someone who
a particular plant [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Chinese
plays or works on the same team as you
te]
'team "player n. [C] someone who works well as
'tea bag n. [C] a small paper bag with dried leaves
a member of a team
in it, used for making tea
team·ster /'timstø/ n. [C] someone whose job is
teach /titS/ v. (past tense and past participle taught
to drive a truck
/tOt/) 1 [I,T] to give someone lessons, especially in
team·work
/'timwøk/ n. [U] the ability of a
a school or college: Mr. Rochet has been teaching
group to work well together, or the effort the group
for 17 years. | She teaches math at Jackson High
makes
School. | Firstly, we teach the children to read. | All
students are taught basic computer skills. | We tea·pot /'tipAt/ n. [C] a container used for serving
tea, that has a handle and a SPOUT
teach students about the dangers of drugs. 2 [T] to
tell or show someone how to do something: Can tear1 /tEr/ v. (past tense tore /tOr/, past participle
you teach me one of your card tricks? | My dad
torn /tOrn/) 1 [I,T] if you tear paper, cloth, etc., or
taught me (how) to swim. 3 teach sb a lesson
if it tears, you make a hole in it or it breaks into
(informal) to punish someone for something s/he has
small pieces SYN rip: You’ve torn your sleeve. | He
done, so that s/he will not want to do it again
tore the envelope open. | Oh no, I tore a hole in my
[ORIGIN: Old English tæcan “to show, teach”]
jeans! | Someone had torn some pages out of the
teach·er /'titSø/ n. [C] someone whose job is to
book. | Be careful, you don’t want your dress to
teach: my history teacher
tear! ➔ BREAK 1 2 [T] to pull something violently
from
a person or place: The storm actually tore the
THESAURUS
door off its hinges. 3 [I] to move very quickly,
A teacher is usually someone who works in a
often in a careless or dangerous way: Two kids
school: Marie is a high school teacher.
came tearing around the corner.
A teacher can also be someone who helps a
person learn something: a guitar teacher
A professor, lecturer, or an instructor teaches

THESAURUS
RUN 1

run, sprint, dash, race ➔

T

tear

T
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tear apart phr. v. 1 tear sth ↔ apart to make a
group, organization, etc. start having problems: The
scandal is tearing the company apart. 2 tear sb
apart to make someone feel extremely unhappy or
upset: It tore me apart to see her leave.
tear sth ↔ down phr. v. to deliberately destroy a
building: The old high school was torn down in the
early ’90s.
tear into sb/sth phr. v. (informal) to strongly criticize someone or something: Then he started tearing into her for spending too much money.
tear sth ↔ up phr. v. to tear a piece of paper or
cloth into small pieces: He tore up all of Linda’s
old letters.
tear2 /tIr/ n. [C] a drop of liquid that comes out of
your eyes when you cry: She ran away with tears in
her eyes. | Garner left the courtroom in tears
(=crying). | Suddenly Brian burst into tears
(=started crying).
tear3 /tEr/ n. [C] a hole in a piece of paper, cloth,
etc. where it has been torn: There was a tear in his
shirt.
tear·drop /'tIrdrAp/ n. [C] a single tear
tear·ful /'tIrf@l/ adj. crying or almost crying
tease1 /tiz/ v. 1 [I,T] to make jokes about someone in order to embarrass or annoy him/her because
you think it is funny: Don’t cry. I was just teasing. |
His friends teased him about his accent. 2 [T] to
comb your hair in the wrong direction so that it
looks thicker
tease2 n. [C] someone who enjoys teasing people
tea·spoon /'tispun/ n. [C] 1 (written abbreviation
tsp.) a small spoon used for STIR ring a cup of tea
or coffee 2 a) a special spoon used for measuring
food b) also tea·spoon·ful /'tispunfUl/ the
amount this spoon holds
teat /tit/ n. [C] a NIPPLE on a female animal
tech·ni·cal /'tEknIk@l/ Ac adj. 1 relating to
the practical skills, knowledge, and methods used
in science or industry: Technical experts will look
into the cause of the crash. | technical training 2 relating to a particular subject or profession:
a legal document full of technical terms
tech·ni·cal·i·ty /"tEknI'kæl@Ôi/ n. (plural technicalities) 1 [C] a small detail in a law or rule: The
case against him had to be dropped because of a
technicality. | He got off on a technicality
(=because of a technicality). 2 technicalities
[plural] the details of a system or process that you
need special knowledge to understand
tech·ni·cally /'tEknIkli/ Ac adv. 1 according
to the exact details of a rule or law: Technically,
he’s responsible for fixing all the damage. 2 relating to the way machines are used in science and
industry: a technically advanced engine
tech·ni·cian /tEk'nIS@n/ n. [C] a skilled scientific or industrial worker: a lab technician
tech·nique /tEk'nik/ Ac n. [C,U] a special skill
or way of doing something: new techniques for

teaching English | Tiger Woods is regarded as a
golfer with excellent technique.
THESAURUS
METHOD

method, way, approach ➔

tech·nol·o·gy /tEk'nAl@dZi/

Ac n. (plural technologies) [C,U] machines, equipment, and ways of

doing things that are based on modern knowledge
about science and computers: medical technology |
The company is a leader in developing new technologies in agriculture. —technological
/"tEkn@'lAdZIk@l/ adj.: The twentieth century was a
time
of
rapid
technological
change.
—technologically adv.: a technologically
advanced country
tec·ton·ic plate /tEk"tAnIk 'pleIt/ n. [C] EARTH
SCIENCES one of the very large areas of rock that
form the surface of the Earth, and that move around
in relation to each other in a way that can cause
EARTHQUAKE s, etc.
ted·dy bear /'tEdi "bEr/ n. [C] a soft toy shaped
like a bear [ORIGIN: 1900—2000 from Theodore
( Teddy) Roosevelt (1858-1919), U.S. president,
who liked hunting bears]
te·di·ous /'tidi@s/ adj. boring, and continuing for
a long time: a tedious discussion
THESAURUS
boring, dull, humdrum,
monotonous ➔ BORING

te·di·um /'tidi@m/ n. [U] the quality of being
tedious

tee /ti/ n. [C] a small object used for holding a
GOLF

ball, or the raised area from which you hit the

ball

teem /tim/ v.

teem with sth phr. v. to be full of people or

animals that are all moving around: The lake
teemed with fish. —teeming adj.: the teeming
streets of Cairo
teen /tin/ n. (informal) 1 [C] a teenager 2 teens
[plural] the period of your life when you are
between 13 and 19 years old: She got married when
she was still in her teens. —teen adj.
teen·age /'tineIdZ/ adj. between 13 and 19 years
old, or relating to someone who is: teenage
pregnancy | our teenage son c Don’t say “our son is
teenage.” b
teen·ag·er /'ti"neIdZø/ n. [C] someone who is
between 13 and 19 years old
THESAURUS
child, kid, adolescent,
youngster, minor, juvenile ➔ CHILD

tee·ny /'tini/ also tee·ny-wee·ny /"tini 'winiX/
adj. (spoken) very small

SYN

tiny

'tee "shirt n. [C] a T-SHIRT
tee·ter /'tiÔø/ v. [I] 1 to move or stand in an

unsteady way: She stood there, teetering in her new
high-heeled shoes. 2 be teetering on (the
brink/edge of) sth to be very likely to become

tell
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involved in a dangerous situation: The country is
teetering on the brink of revolution.
teeth /tiθ/ n. the plural of TOOTH
teethe /tiD/ v. [I] if a baby is teething, his/her first
teeth are growing
tee·to·tal·er /'ti"toUÔlø/ n. [C] someone who
never drinks alcohol —teetotal adj.
Tef·lon /'tEflAn/ n. [U] (trademark) a special material that stops things from sticking to it, often used
in making cooking pans

tel·e·com·mu·ni·ca·tions

/"tEl@k@"myun@'keIS@nz/ n. [U] the process of
sending and receiving messages by telephone,
radio, SATELLITE , etc.
tel·e·com·mut·er /'tEl@k@"myuÔø/ n. [C]
someone who works for a company at home using
a computer connected to the main office
tel·e·con·ference /'tEl@"kAnfr@ns/ n. [C] a
discussion between people in different places who
talk to each other using telephones and video
equipment —teleconference v. [I]
tel·e·gram /'tEl@"græm/ n. [C] a message sent by
telegraph
tel·e·graph /'tEl@"græf/ n. [C,U] an oldfashioned method of sending messages using electrical signals, or the equipment used for sending
these messages [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 French
télégraphe, from Greek tele- “far away” + Latin
-graphus “written”)]
te·lep·a·thy /t@'lEp@θi/ n. [U] a way of communicating in which thoughts are sent from one person’s mind to another person’s mind —telepathic
/"tEl@'pæθIkX/ adj.
tel·e·phone1 /'tEl@"foUn/ n. [C] a PHONE [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 tele- + Greek phone “sound,
voice”]
telephone2 v. [I,T] to PHONE
te·leph·o·ny /t@'lEf@ni/ n. [U] IT computer
HARDWARE and SOFTWARE that allow a computer
to make and receive telephone calls
tel·e·pho·to lens /"tEl@"foUÔoU 'lEnz/ n. [C] a
special camera LENS used for taking clear photographs of things that are far away
tel·e·scope /'tEl@"skoUp/ n. [C] a piece of scientific equipment shaped like a tube with special
LENS es, used for making distant objects such as
stars and PLANET s look larger and closer [ORIGIN:
1600—1700 Modern Latin telescopium, from
Greek teleskopos “seeing a long way,” from
tele- “far away” + skopos “watcher”]
tel·e·scop·ic /"tEl@'skApIkX/ adj. relating to a
telescope, or using a telescope: a telescopic lens
tel·e·thon /'tEl@"θAn/ n. [C] a television show in
which famous people provide entertainment and
ask the people who are watching to give money to
help people who need it
tel·e·van·ge·lism /"tEl@'vændZ@"lIz@m/ n. [U]
the activity of giving speeches on television to

persuade people to become Christians or to give
money to a Christian organization

tel·e·vise /'tEl@"vaIz/ v. [T] to broadcast something on television: Is the game going to be televised?

tel·e·vi·sion /'tEl@"vIZ@n/ also TV n. 1 also
'television "set [C] a piece of electronic equipment shaped like a box with a screen, on which you
can watch programs: Will you turn on/off the
television? 2 [U] the programs that you can watch
and listen to on a television: He’s been watching
television all day. | What’s on television tonight?
THESAURUS

Types of television programs
movie/film: There’s a good movie on Channel 7
at 9 o’clock.

soap opera – a program that is on TV regularly,
often every day, about the same group of people

sitcom – a funny TV program which has the

same people in it every week in a different story
game show – a program in which people play
games in order to try and win prizes
talk show – a program in which people answer
questions about themselves
cartoon – a movie or program that uses
characters that are drawn and not real
drama series – a set of TV programs about the
same group of people or about a particular
subject, shown regularly: a new drama series
about cops and lawyers
documentary – a program that gives
information about a subject
the news: the 6 o’clock news
TOPIC

When you want to watch TV, you look in the TV
guide (=a list of TV programs) to see what’s on.
When you decide which program/show you want
to watch, you turn on the TV, usually by using a
remote control. Many people just turn on the TV
and change channels (=television stations) until
they find a program they want to watch. If you
change channels a lot, you can call it channel
hopping/surfing. A lot of people have cable TV
or satellite TV, which gives them a lot of channels
to choose from. People who watch a lot of TV are
sometimes called couch potatoes.

3 [U] the activity of making and broadcasting programs on television: a job in television [ORIGIN:
1900—2000 French télévision, from Greek tele“far away” + vision (from Latin videre “to see”)]

tell /tEl/ v. (past tense and past participle told
/toUld/)
1 INFORMATION [T] to give someone facts or information in speech or writing: Tell Mark (that) I said
hi. | Did you tell Jennifer about the party? | Could
you tell me how to make that cheesecake? | She
wouldn’t tell me why she was angry. | I don’t think
he’s telling the truth. | Dad used to tell us bedtime
stories.

T
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tell sb ↔ off phr. v.

USAGE

Tell and say are used differently. You “tell
someone something”: I told him the good news.
but you “say something to someone”: He always
says hello to me. Do not say “I told to him” or “he
said me”.
THESAURUS

T

explain, show ➔ EXPLAIN

2 RECOGNIZE [I,T] to be able to recognize or judge
something correctly: I could tell (that) it was a
serious discussion. | Use plain yogurt instead of
sour cream – you can’t tell the difference. | “How
long will it take?” “It’s hard to tell.”
3 WHAT SB SHOULD DO [T] to say that someone
must do something: Tell her to put on her coat –
it’s cold. | Stop telling me what to do!
4 tell yourself to persuade yourself to do something or that something is true: I kept telling myself
to relax.
5 SIGN [T] to give information in a way other than
by speech or writing: This red light tells you it’s
recording.
6 tell time to be able to know what time it is by
looking at a clock
7 there’s no telling what/how/whether etc.
used in order to say that it is impossible to know
what has happened or what will happen next:
There’s no telling how long it will take.
8 all told in total: All told, 40,000 airline workers
have lost their jobs this year.
9 STH WRONG [I,T] (spoken) to tell someone in
authority about something wrong that someone else
has done: I was afraid my little sister would tell on
us.
SPOKEN PHRASES

to talk angrily to someone when s/he has done
something wrong: She told him off in front of the
whole office.
tell·er /'tElø/ n. [C] someone whose job is to
receive and pay out money in a bank
tell·ing /'tElIÎ/ adj. a remark that is telling shows
what you really think, although you may not intend
it to
tell·tale /'tElteIl/ adj. clearly showing something
has happened or exists, often something that is a
secret: What are the telltale signs of drug addiction?
te·mer·i·ty /t@'mEr@Ôi/ n. [U] (formal) the quality
of doing or saying something even though you
know it may offend or annoy someone or get you in
trouble: He had the temerity to criticize me!
temp1 /tEmp/ n. [C] an office worker who is only
employed for a limited period of time
temp2 v. [I] to work as a temp: Anne’s temping
until she can find another job.
tem·per1 /'tEmpø/ n. 1 [C,U] a tendency to
become suddenly angry: John needs to learn to
control his temper. 2 lose/keep your temper to
suddenly become very angry, or to stay
calm 3 have a quick/hot/slow etc. temper to
get angry very easily, or not very easily: Her father
has a violent temper. 4 -tempered having a particular type of temper: a bad-tempered old man | an
even-tempered child (=one who is calm and does
not get angry easily)
temper2 v. [T] 1 (formal) to make something less
difficult or severe: Her criticism is tempered with
humor. 2 to make metal harder by heating it and
then making it cold: tempered steel
tem·pera·ment /'tEmpr@m@nt/ n. [C,U] the
part of your character that makes you likely to be
happy, angry, sad, etc.: a baby with a calm temperament
tem·pera·men·tal
/"tEmpr@'mEnôl/
adj. 1 tending to get upset, excited, or angry very
easily 2 a temperamental machine does not
always work correctly
tem·perance /'tEmpr@ns/ n. [U] the practice of
never drinking alcohol

10 (I’ll) tell you what said in order to suggest
something: Tell you what, call me on Friday, and
we’ll make plans then.
11 I tell you/I’m telling you/let me tell you said
in order to emphasize something: I’m telling you,
the gossip in this place is unbelievable!
12 tell me about it said in order to say that you
already know how bad something is: “She’s so
arrogant!” “Yeah, tell me about it.”
13 (I) told you (so) said when someone does
something you have warned him/her about, and it
'temperance "movement n. [C usually singular]
has a bad result: I told you. You can’t trust her.
14 to tell (you) the truth said in order to empha- HISTORY a group of people whose aim was to prevent
size that you are being honest: I don’t know how or strictly limit the drinking of alcohol, especially
in the late 1800s and early 1900s
you cope, to tell you the truth.
15 you never can tell/you can never tell used tem·perate /'tEmprIt/ adj. weather or a part of
in order to say that you can never be certain about the world that is temperate is never very hot or very
what will happen in the future: They’re not likely to cold: a temperate climate
win, but you never can tell.
'temperate "zone n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES one of
the two parts of the Earth that are between the
[ORIGIN: Old English tellan]
POLAR ZONE s and the TROPIC s, where the weather
tell sb apart phr. v.
to be able to see the difference between two people is not usually very hot nor very cold
or things, even though they are similar: Carol puts tem·pera·ture /'tEmpr@tSø/ n. 1 [C,U] how
the twins in different color booties so you can tell hot or cold something is: Water freezes at a temperature of 32°F. | The temperature rose to 102
them apart.
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continue because any problems can be dealt with:
degrees. | Temperatures could drop to below zero
Continuing to fight in Vietnam no longer seemed
tonight. | Store this product at room temperature
tenable.
(=the normal temperature in a room). 2 sb’s temperature the temperature of your body, used as a te·na·cious /t@'neIS@s/ adj. very determined to
measure of whether you are sick or not: The nurse
do something, and unwilling to stop trying
took my temperature. 3 have a temperature to
—tenaciously adv. —tenacity /t@'næs@Ôi/ n.
be hot because you are sick
[U]
tem·pest /'tEmpIst/ n. [C] (literary) a violent ten·an·cy /'tEn@nsi/ n. (plural tenancies) [C,U]
storm
the period of time that someone rents a house,
tem·pes·tu·ous /tEm'pEstSu@s/ adj. always
room, etc., or the right to use a house, room, etc.
full of strong emotions: a tempestuous relationship
that has been rented
tem·plate /'tEmpleIt/ n. [C] 1 a sheet of paper, ten·ant /'tEn@nt/ n. [C] someone who lives in a
plastic, or metal in a particular shape, used in order
house, room, etc. and pays rent to the person who
to help you cut other materials in the same
owns it ➔ LANDLORD : The desk was left by the
shape 2 IT a computer document that you use as a
previous tenant.
model for producing many similar documents
"tenant 'farmer n. [C] someone who farms land
tem·ple /'tEmp@l/ n. [C] 1 a building where
that is rented from someone else
people go to worship in some religions: a Buddhist
tend
/tEnd/ v. 1 tend to do sth to be likely to do
temple 2 [usually plural] one of the two fairly flat
a particular thing: People tend to need less sleep as
areas on each side of your FOREHEAD [ORIGIN: (1)
they get older. 2 [T] also tend to sb/sth to take
800—900 Latin templum]
care of someone or something: Rescue teams were
tem·po /'tEmpoU/ n. (plural tempos) [C] 1 the
tending to the survivors.
speed at which something happens SYN pace: the
tempo of city life 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS the speed at tend·en·cy /'tEnd@nsi/ n. (plural tendencies)
[C] 1 if someone or something has a tendency to
which music is played
do something, s/he is likely to do it: He has a
tem·po·rar·y /'tEmp@"rEri/ Ac adj. existing or
tendency to talk too much. 2 the way in which a
happening for only a limited period of time
situation is beginning to develop or a change that is
ANT permanent: a temporary visa | Linda was
happening to it: There is a tendency for men to
employed on a temporary basis. [ORIGIN: 1500—
marry younger women.
1600 Latin temporarius, from tempus “time”]
1
/'tEndø/ adj. 1 gentle in a way that
ten·der
—temporarily /"tEmp@'rEr@li/ adv.: The library
shows
love:
a tender look 2 a tender part of your
is temporarily closed.
body is painful if someone touches it: My arm is
THESAURUS
short, brief ➔ SHORT 1
still tender where I bruised it.
THESAURUS

tempt /tEmpt/ v. 1 [T] to persuade someone to

do something by making it seem attractive: They’re
offering free gifts to tempt people to join. 2 be
tempted to do sth to consider doing something
that may not be a good idea: I was tempted to
correct him, but I didn’t want to hurt his feelings. 3 tempt fate to say or do something that
may cause problems —tempting adj.: a tempting
offer
temp·ta·tion /tEmp'teIS@n/ n. [C,U] 1 a strong
desire to have or do something even though you
know you should not: I had to resist the temptation
to slap her. | I finally gave in to temptation and had
a cigarette. 2 something that you want to have or
do, even though you know you should not: The
candy at the check-out counter is a temptation to
children.
ten1 /tEn/ number 1 10 2 ten o’clock: I have a
meeting at ten. 3 ten years old: He’s ten next
week. [ORIGIN: Old English tien]
ten2 n. [C] a piece of paper money worth $10
ten·a·ble /'tEn@b@l/ adj. (formal) 1 a tenable
belief, argument, etc. is reasonable and can be
defended successfully: The new discovery makes
this theory less tenable. 2 a tenable situation can

3
ANT

tender

food

painful, sore ➔ PAINFUL

is

easy

to

cut

and

eat

tough 4 tender age (literary) a time when

you are young or do not have much experience: He
left home at the tender age of sixteen. —tenderly
adv. —tenderness n. [U]
tender2 v. [T] (formal) to formally offer something
to someone: Maria has tendered her resignation
(=officially said that she is going to leave her job).
ten·der·heart·ed /"tEndø'hArÔIdX/ adj. very
kind and gentle
ten·don /'tEnd@n/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a thick strong
part inside your body that connects a muscle to a
bone
ten·dril /'tEndr@l/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a thin curling
piece on the stem of a climbing plant, by which the
plant fastens to a wall
ten·e·ment /'tEn@m@nt/ n. [C] a large building
divided into apartments, especially in a poor area of
a city
ten·et /'tEnIt/ n. [C] a principle or belief: the
tenets of Buddhism
ten·nis /'tEnIs/ n. [U] a game in which two or four

T

tennis shoe

T
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people use RACKET s to hit a ball to each other Dakota Sioux tipi, from ti “to live in a place” +
pi “to use for”]
across a net
'tennis shoe n. [C] a light shoe used for sports
tep·id /'tEpId/ adj. tepid liquid is slightly warm
ten·or /'tEnø/ n. 1 [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a male te·qui·la /t@'kil@/ n. [U] a strong alcoholic drink
singer with a high voice 2 the tenor of sth made in Mexico [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Spanish
(formal) the general meaning or quality of some- Tequila area of Mexico]
thing: the tenor of the president’s speech
ter·a·byte /'tEr@"baIt/ n. [C] IT a unit for measurtense1 /tEns/ Ac adj. 1 nervous and anxious: ing the amount of information a computer can store
You seem really tense – what’s wrong? | a tense or use, equal to about a TRILLION BYTE s
atmosphere/situation/moment
term1 /tøm/ n. [C]
THESAURUS
worried, anxious, nervous ➔
1 in terms of sth if you explain something in
WORRIED
terms of a particular fact or event, you talk about it
2 tense muscles feel tight and stiff —tensely adv.: only in relation to that fact or event and no others:
In terms of sales the book hasn’t been very successShe leaned forward tensely, listening.
ful.
2
tense also tense up v. [I,T] to become tight and 2 in financial/artistic etc. terms if you describe
stiff, or to make your muscles do this
or consider something in financial, etc. terms, you
tense3 n. [C,U] ENG. LANG. ARTS in grammar, one of are thinking of it in a financial, etc. way: A million
the forms of a verb that shows actions or states in years isn’t a very long time in geological terms.
the past, the present, or in the future. For example, 3 WORD/EXPRESSION a word or expression that
“he studied” is in the past tense, “he studies” is in has a particular meaning, especially in a technical
the present tense, and “he will study” is in the or scientific subject: I don’t understand these legal/
medical/technical terms.
future tense.
4 CONDITIONS terms [plural] the conditions of an
ten·sion /'tEnS@n/ Ac n. 1 [C,U] the feeling agreement, contract, legal document, etc.: Under
that exists when people do not trust each other and the terms of the agreement, the debt will be repaid
may suddenly attack each other or start arguing: the over twenty years.
racial tension in American society | tension 5 be on good/bad/friendly etc. terms (with
between the union workers and management 2 [U] sb) to have a particular type of relationship with
a nervous and anxious feeling: The room was filled someone: He hasn’t been on good terms with his
with tension as students waited for their father for years.
exams. 3 [U] tightness or stiffness in a wire, rope, 6 SCHOOL/COLLEGE one of the periods that a
muscle, etc.: Muscle tension can be a sign of school or college year is divided into ➔ QUARTER ,
stress. 4 [C,U] a difficult situation in which differ- SEMESTER : When does the spring term start?
ent needs or ideas affect the situation in opposite 7 PERIOD OF TIME a fixed period of time during
ways: the tension between preserving civil liberties which someone does something or something hapand increasing national security 5 [U] the amount pens: The president hopes to be elected for a
of force that stretches something: How much ten- second term. | Reynolds could get a prison term of
sion can the wire bear before snapping?
up to 85 years.
tent /tEnt/ n. [C] a shelter that you can easily 8 be on speaking terms to be able to talk to
move, made of cloth or plastic and supported by someone and have a friendly relationship with him/
poles and ropes: Where should we pitch the tent her: We’re barely on speaking terms now.
9 come to terms with sth to understand and deal
(=put up the tent)?
with a difficult situation: It was hard to come to
ten·ta·cle /'tEnô@k@l/ n. [C] BIOLOGY one of the terms
with Marie’s death.
long thin parts like arms of a sea creature such as an
10 in the long/short term during a long or short
OCTOPUS
period from now: The company’s prospects look
ten·ta·tive /'tEnô@ÔIv/ adj. 1 not definite or cer- better in the long term. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
tain: tentative plans 2 done without confidence: a French terme “edge, limit, end,” from Latin
tentative smile —tentatively adv.
terminus]
tenth /tEnθ/ number 10th
term2 v. [T] (formal) to use a particular word or
ten·u·ous /'tEnyu@s/ adj. a situation or relation- phrase to describe something: The meeting could
ship that is tenuous is uncertain, weak, or likely to hardly be termed a success.
change: There is only a tenuous connection ter·mi·nal1 /'tøm@n@l/ Ac adj. a terminal disbetween the two events. —tenuously adv.
ease cannot be cured, and causes death: terminal
ten·ure /'tEnyø/ n. [U] 1 the right to stay perma- cancer —terminally adv.: terminally ill
nently in a teaching job at a university 2 (formal) terminal2 n. [C] 1 a big building where you go
the period of time when someone has an important to get onto airplanes, buses, or ships: Our flight
job: the Mayor’s tenure in office
leaves from Terminal B. 2 IT a computer KEYte·pee, teepee /'tipi/ n. [C] a round tent used by BOARD and screen connected to a computer that is
some Native Americans [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 somewhere else
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ter·mi·nate /'tøm@"neIt/

Ac v. [I,T] (formal) if
something terminates, or if you terminate it, it ends:
Who has the power to terminate the contract? | It
was an agonizing decision to terminate the pregnancy.
n.
ter·mi·na·tion /"tøm@'neIS@n/ Ac
[C,U] 1 the act of ending something, or the end of
something: the termination of the marriage 2 a
medical operation to end the life of a developing
child before it is born SYN abortion
ter·mi·nol·o·gy /"tøm@'nAl@dZi/ n. [U] the technical words or expressions that are used in a particular subject: scientific terminology [ORIGIN:
1800—1900 Medieval Latin terminus “word,
term” (from Latin; TERM1) + English -ology]
THESAURUS
LANGUAGE

language, lingo, jargon ➔

ter·mi·nus /'tøm@n@s/ n. [C] the place at the end
of a railroad or bus line [ORIGIN: 1800—1900,
from Latin terminus “edge, limit, end”]
ter·mite /'tømaIt/ n. [C] an insect that eats wood
from trees and buildings
ter·race /'tErIs/ n. [C] 1 a flat outdoor area next
to a building or on a roof, where you can sit to eat,
relax, etc. 2 a flat area cut out of the side of a hill,
often used for growing crops on [ORIGIN: 1500—
1600 Old French “pile of earth, terrace,” from
Latin terra “earth, land”]
ter·ra·cot·ta /"tEr@'kAÔ@X/ n. [U] hard redbrown baked clay: a terracotta pot [ORIGIN:
1700—1800 Italian “baked earth”]
ter·rain /t@'reIn/ n. [C,U] land of a particular type:
rocky terrain
ter·res·tri·al /t@'rEstri@l/ adj. 1 EARTH SCIENCES
relating to the Earth rather than to the Moon, stars,
or other PLANET s 2 BIOLOGY living on or relating
to land rather than water [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Latin terrestris, from terra “earth”]
ter·ri·ble /'tEr@b@l/ adj. very bad SYN awful: The
food at the hotel was terrible. | a terrible accident |
You’re making a terrible mistake. [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Old French, Latin terribilis, from terrere
“to frighten”]
THESAURUS
bad, awful, appalling, horrific,
lousy, horrendous, atrocious, abysmal ➔
BAD 1

horrible, disgusting, revolting, dreadful ➔

HORRIBLE

ter·ri·bly /'tEr@bli/ adv. 1 very badly: The team

played terribly. 2 extremely: I’m terribly sorry,
but the answer is no.
ter·ri·er /'tEriø/ n. [C] a type of small dog
ter·rif·ic /t@'rIfIk/ adj. 1 (informal) very good or
enjoyable: That’s a terrific idea. | She looked terrific. 2 (formal) very large in size or degree: a
terrific shock —terrifically adv.
ter·ri·fied /'tEr@"faId/ adj. very frightened: The

children were terrified of the dog. | We were terrified that the bridge would collapse.
THESAURUS
frightened, afraid, scared,
petrified, fearful ➔ FRIGHTENED

ter·ri·fy /'tEr@"faI/ v. (terrified, terrifies) [T] to
make someone extremely afraid: The thought of
giving a speech terrified her. —terrifying adj.: a
terrifying experience

ter·ri·to·ri·al /"tEr@'tOri@l/ adj. 1 [only before
noun] relating to land or ocean that is owned or

controlled by a particular country: U.S. territorial
waters 2 territorial animals or people closely
guard the place they consider to be their own

ter·ri·to·ry

/'tEr@"tOri/ n. (plural territories) 1 [C,U] land or ocean that is owned or con-

trolled by a particular country: Canadian territory |
The plane was flying over enemy territory.
THESAURUS

area, region ➔ AREA

2 [U] land of a particular type: At that time, the
western part of America was unexplored territory. 3 [C] land that belongs to a country, but is not
a state, PROVINCE , etc.: the U.S. territory of
Guam 4 [C,U] the area that an animal considers to
be its own 5 [U] a particular area of experience or
knowledge: We are in unfamiliar/uncharted territory (=an area that we do not yet know about) with
the new drug. 6 come/go with the territory to
be a natural and accepted part of a particular job,
situation, place, etc.: You’d better get used to criticism from the press – it comes with the territory.
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin territorium “land
around a town,” from terra “earth, land”]

ter·ror /'tErø/ n. 1 [C,U] a feeling of extreme

fear, or something that causes this: She ran away in
terror. | the terrors of war 2 [U] violent action for
political purposes SYN terrorism: a campaign of
terror against the West

ter·ror·ism /'tEr@"rIz@m/ n. [U] the use of bombs
and violence, especially against ordinary people, to
achieve political aims: an act of terrorism | More
security at airports is part of the efforts to combat
terrorism.

ter·ror·ist /'tEr@rIst/ n. [C] someone who uses

bombs and violence, usually against ordinary
people, in order to achieve political aims: a suspected terrorist —terrorist adj.: a terrorist attack

ter·ror·ize /'tEr@"raIz/ v. [T] to deliberately
frighten people by threatening to harm them, especially so they will do what you want

ter·ry·cloth /'tEri"klOθ/ n. [U] thick cotton cloth
used for making TOWEL s

terse /tøs/ adj. a terse reply, message, etc. uses
very few words and shows that you are annoyed
—tersely adv.

test1 /tEst/ n. [C] 1 a set of questions or exercises
to measure someone’s skill or knowledge: I have a

T
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history test tomorrow. | Paul passed/failed his driver’s test. | All students must take a placement test.
c Don’t say “make a test.” Say “take a test.” b 2 a
medical examination on a part of your body: a
blood test | a test for HIV | They don’t know what’s
wrong with her yet – they’re running/doing some
tests. 3 a process used to find out whether something works, whether it is safe, etc.: In science, we
did a test for chemicals in the water. 4 a situation
in which the qualities of something are clearly
shown: Today’s race is a real test of skill. | Living
together will really put their relationship to the test
(=find out how good it is).
test2 v. [T] 1 to measure someone’s skill or
knowledge, using a test: We’re being tested on
grammar tomorrow. 2 to use or check something
to find out whether it works or is successful: None
of our products is tested on animals. 3 to do a
medical check on part of someone’s body: You need
to get your eyes tested. | They tested her for diabetes. 4 to show how good or strong something is:
The next six months will test your powers of leadership.
tes·ta·ment /'tEst@m@nt/ n. (formal) a testament to sth something that shows or proves
something else very clearly: His latest record is a
testament to his growing musical abilities.
'test ban n. [C] an agreement between countries to
stop testing NUCLEAR WEAPON s
'test case n. [C] a legal case that makes a particular principle of law clear and is used as a model for
similar cases in the future
'test drive n. [C] an occasion when you drive a car
and decide if you want to buy it —test-drive v.
[T]

tes·ti·cle /'tEstIk@l/ n. (plural testicles or testes

/'tEstiz/) [C] BIOLOGY one of the two round organs
below a man’s PENIS that produce SPERM
tes·ti·fy /'tEst@"faI/ v. (testified, testifies) [I,T] to
make a formal statement of what is true, especially
in a court of law: Two men testified that they saw
you there. | She refused to testify against my husband. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin testificari,
from testis “witness”]
tes·ti·mo·ni·al /"tEst@'moUni@l/ n. [C] a formal
statement about someone’s qualities and character
tes·ti·mo·ny /'tEst@"moUni/ n. (plural testimonies) [C,U] 1 LAW a formal statement of what is
true, especially one made in a court of law: In her
testimony, Susan denied the allegations. ➔
COURT 1 2 (a) testimony to sth something that
clearly shows or proves that something is true: This
achievement is a testimony to your hard work.
tes·tos·ter·one /tE'stAst@"roUn/ n. [U] BIOLOGY
the HORMONE in men that gives them their male
qualities
'test tube n. [C] SCIENCE a small glass container
shaped like a tube that is used in scientific tests
tes·ty /'tEsti/ adj. impatient and easily annoyed: It

had been a long day, and we were all getting a little
testy. —testily adv.
tet·a·nus /'tEt§n-@s, -n@s/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a serious disease caused by infection in a cut or wound
teth·er /'tEDø/ n. [C] a rope or chain that is used
to tie something to something else —tether v. [T]
tet·ra·he·dron /"tEtr@'hidr@n/ n. [C] MATH a
solid shape with four sides that are shaped like
TRIANGLE s
Tex-Mex /"tEks 'mEksX/ adj. [only before noun]
(informal) relating to the music, cooking, etc. of
Mexican-American people: a Tex-Mex restaurant
text1 /tEkst/ Ac n. 1 [U] any written material:
The book has pictures but no text. | The disk can
store huge quantities of text. 2 [C] a book or other
piece of writing that is related to learning or
intended for study ➔ TEXTBOOK : religious
texts 3 the text of sth the exact words of something: The entire text of the speech was printed in
the newspaper. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French
texte, from Latin textus “woven material”]
text2 v. [T] to send someone a text message using a
CELL PHONE

text·book1 /'tEksôbUk/ also text n. [C] a book

about a subject which students use: a history textbook
textbook2 adj. a textbook example/case (of
sth) a very clear and typical example of how
something should happen or be done
tex·tile /'tEkstaIl/ n. [C] any material that is made
by weaving
'text "message n. [C] a written message that you
send to someone using a CELL PHONE —text
messaging n. [U]
tex·tu·al /'tEkstSu@l/ Ac adj. ENG. LANG. ARTS
relating to the way that a book, story, or article is
written: a textual analysis of the poem
tex·ture /'tEkstSø/ n. [C,U] the way that a surface, material, etc. feels when you touch it, and
how smooth or rough it looks: fabric with a coarse
texture
tex·tured /'tEkstSød/ adj. having a surface that is
not smooth
thal·a·mus /'θæl@m@s/ n. (plural thalami /-maI/)
[C] BIOLOGY an area of the brain that sends the
information you receive from your eyes, ears, etc.
to the CEREBRAL CORTEX
than /D@n; strong Dæn/ conjunction, prep. used
when comparing two things or people that are
different: Jean’s taller than Stella. | A used car can
cost less than $2,000. | I can swim better than you.
thank /θæÎk/ v. [T] 1 to tell someone that you are
pleased and grateful for a gift or for something that
s/he has done: We would like to thank everyone for
helping. 2 thank God/goodness/heavens
(spoken) said when you are very glad about something: Thank God no one was hurt! 3 have sb to
thank (for sth) (spoken) used in order to say who
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you are grateful to: I have Phil to thank for getting
me my first job.
thank·ful /'θæÎkf@l/ adj. glad and grateful that
something good has happened: Our family has a lot
to be thankful for. | I’m thankful that no one was
hurt. —thankfully adv.: Thankfully, everything
turned out all right.
thank·less /'θæÎklIs/ adj. a thankless job is
difficult and you do not get much praise for doing it
thanks1 /θæÎks/ interjection (informal) 1 used to
tell someone that you are grateful for something
s/he has done for you or given you SYN thank you:
Can I borrow your pen? Thanks. | Thanks for the
drink. | Thanks a lot for helping out. 2 (spoken)
used when politely answering someone’s question
about you: “How are you?” “Fine,
thanks.’’ 3 thanks/no thanks (spoken) said in
order to accept or refuse something that someone is
offering you: “Do you want another cup of coffee?” “Oh, thanks.”
thanks2 n. [plural] 1 something that you say or
do to show that you are grateful to someone: He left
without a word of thanks. 2 thanks to sb/sth
because of someone or something: We’re late,
thanks to you.
Thanks·giv·ing /"θæÎks'gIvIÎ/ n. a holiday in
the U.S. and Canada in the fall when families have
a large meal together to celebrate and be thankful
for food, health, families, etc.
'thank you1 interjection 1 said in order to tell
someone that you are grateful for something that
s/he has done: I really liked the book. Thank you. |
Thank you very much. | Thank you for the perfume. 2 thank you/no thank you said in order
to accept or refuse something that someone is
offering you: “Would you like another cookie?”
“No thank you.”
'thank you2 adj. thank you letter/gift/note
etc. a letter, gift, etc. that is given to someone to
thank him/her for something
'thank you3 n. [C usually singular] something that
you say or do to thank someone for something:
Please accept this gift as a thank you for your
support.
that1 /Dæt/ determiner, pron. (plural those /DoUz/)
1 used to talk about someone or something that is
far away from you or closer to another person than
it is to you ➔ THIS : My office is in that building. |
Who are those boys over there? 2 used to talk
about someone or something that has already been
mentioned or is already known about ➔ THIS : I’ve
never seen that movie. | Who told you that? | Those
were her exact words. 3 /D@t/ used after a noun as
a RELATIVE PRONOUN , instead of “which” or
“who”: a ticket that I bought last week | Have you
met the couple that moved in next door?
USAGE

The relative pronoun that is often left out when it
is the object of a verb: She’s the woman (that) I
love.

You can use that instead of which or who when
you are saying which thing or person you mean:
This is the man that/who called the police.
You cannot use that instead of which or who if
you are simply adding information: This is my
father, who lives in Dublin. | She owns an old Rolls
Royce, which she bought in 1954.
SPOKEN PHRASES

4 that’s it a) used when what you have mentioned is all of something or the end of something:
It rains in February and that’s it for the
year. b) used in order to tell someone that s/he has
done something correctly: Turn the wheel to the
left, yes, that’s it. 5 that is used in order to correct
a statement or give more exact information about
something: It’s a seven-day trip. That is, it’s five
days there plus two days driving. 6 that’s life/
men/politics etc. used to say that something is
typical of a particular situation, group of people,
etc.: I guess I made a mistake, but hey, that’s
life. 7 that’s that said when something is completely finished or when a decision will not be
changed: You’re not going and that’s
that! 8 that’s all there is to it said in order to
emphasize that something is simple to do, explain,
etc.: We lost because we didn’t play well. That’s all
there is to it.

that2 /D@t; strong Dæt/ conjunction used after

verbs, nouns, and adjectives to introduce a CLAUSE
which shows what someone says or thinks, or
which states a fact, gives a reason, etc.: The rules
state that if the ball hits the line, it’s in. | Is it true
that the Nelsons are moving? | They’re showing the
movie that you wanted to see. | Have you gotten the
letter that I sent you? ➔ so (that) at SO 2
that3 /Dæt/ adv. (spoken) 1 that long/much/big
etc. used when talking about the size of something
and showing it with your hands: It’s about that
long. 2 that good/bad/difficult etc. as good,
bad, etc. as someone has already mentioned: I
didn’t realize things were that bad. 3 not that
much/long/big etc. not very much, long, etc.: It
won’t cost all that much.
thatch /θætS/ n. [C,U] dried STRAW used for
making roofs —thatched adj.
thaw1 /θO/ v. 1 [I,T] also thaw out if ice or snow
thaws or is thawed, it becomes warmer and turns
into water ANT freeze: The snow was beginning to
thaw. 2 [I,T] also thaw out if frozen food thaws
or is thawed, it becomes soft so it is ready to be
cooked ANT freeze 3 [I] to become more friendly
and less formal: Relations between the two countries are beginning to thaw.
thaw2 n. [singular] 1 a period of warm weather
during which snow and ice melt: the spring
thaw 2 a time when a relationship becomes more
friendly
the1 /D@; before a vowel Di; strong Di/ definite
article 1 used before nouns to show that you are

T
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talking about a particular person or thing, especially when he, she, or it has already been mentioned or when there is only one ➔ A : the tallest
building in the world | the woman I saw yesterday |
That’s the dress I want. 2 used as part of the
names of some countries, rivers, oceans, etc.: the
United States | the Pacific Ocean 3 used before an
adjective to make it into a noun that refers to a
particular group of people: the economic gap
between the rich and the poor 4 used before a
singular noun to show that you are talking about
that thing in general: The computer has changed
our lives. 5 each or every: He’s paid by the
hour. 6 used before the names of musical instruments: Kira’s learning to play the piano. 7 used in
order to talk about a part of the body: The ball hit
him right in the eye! 8 used before a particular
date or period of time: the 1960s | the third of
May 9 used in order to emphasize that someone or
something is important or famous: It’s definitely the
movie to see.
GRAMMAR

T

Do not use the when you are talking about
something in general using an uncountable
noun or a plural noun form: Do you like pizza? |
She gets a lot of emails.
Use the when you are talking about a particular
thing: The pizza was still very hot. | The email
was from a friend in Boston.
Do not use the before the names of airports,
train stations, or streets: The plane arrives at
Denver airport at 5:30. | The train leaves from
Grand Central. | She lives on Carr Avenue.
Use the when you are talking about a particular
airport, train station, or street without naming it:
We arrived at the airport. | The train was just
leaving the station. | They live on the same street.

the2 adv. 1 the... the... used in comparisons to

plays: She’s been working in theater for many
years. 3 [C] a building where movies are shown
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French theatre, from
Latin, from Greek theatron, from theasthai “to
watch”]
the·at·ri·cal /θi'ætrIk@l/ adj. 1 relating to the
theater: an expensive theatrical production 2 behaving in a way that is intended to make
people notice you —theatrics n. [plural]
theft /θEft/ n. [C,U] the act or crime of stealing
something ➔ THIEF : car theft | She reported the
theft of $200 from the office.
THESAURUS

crime, robbery, burglary,
show that two things happen together: The more
shoplifting ➔ CRIME
you practice, the better you’ll play. | “When do you
want this?” “The sooner the better.” 2 used in
front of the SUPERLATIVE form of adjectives and their /Dø; strong DEr/ possessive adj. 1 belonging
adverbs to emphasize that something is as big, or relating to the people, animals, or things that
good, etc. as it is possible to be: He likes you the have been mentioned, or are known about: The
guests left their coats on the bed. | Their daughter is
best.
teacher. 2 (spoken) used instead of “his” or “her”
the·a·ter /'θi@Ôø/ n. 1 [C] a building with a stage aafter
words such as someone, anyone, everyone,
where plays are performed: the Apollo Theater
etc.: Everybody has their own ideas about it.
TOPIC
theirs /DErz/ pron. 1 the thing or things belongYou go to the theater to see a play, musical,
ing to or relating to the people or things that have
opera, or ballet. Before you go to the theater, you
been mentioned, or are known about: When our
can reserve tickets at the box office. The place
washing machine broke the neighbors let us use
that you pay to sit in is called a seat. You have
theirs. 2 (spoken) used instead of “his” or “hers”
seats on the floor (=lowest level) or in the
after words such as someone, anyone, everyone,
balcony (=highest level). You can get a program
etc.: Okay, get your coats. Does everyone have
(=small book telling you about the play, the
theirs?
actors, etc.). In front of the audience (=people
them
/D@m, @m; strong DEm/ pron. 1 the object
watching), there may be an orchestra (=group of
form
of
“they”: Has anybody seen my keys? I can’t
musicians) below the stage. During the play there
find
them.
| My friends want me to go out with them
is usually an intermission (=when the
tonight. 2 (spoken) used instead of “him” or “her”
performance stops for a short time and people
after words such as someone, anyone, everyone,
can have a drink).
etc.: If anyone calls, can you tell them to call back
2 [U] the work of acting in, writing, or organizing later?
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the·mat·ic /θi'mæÔIk/

Ac

adj. ENG. LANG. ARTS

relating to a particular theme, or organized by
themes: the thematic content of the book
—thematically adv.: The book is organized thematically.
theme /θim/ Ac n. 1 [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS the
main subject or idea in a book, movie, speech, etc.:
Love is the main theme of the book.
THESAURUS

subject, topic ➔ SUBJECT 1

2 theme music/song/tune music or a song that
is always played during a particular television or
radio program [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Latin
thema, from Greek, “something laid down,
theme”]

'theme park n. [C] an AMUSEMENT

that is
based on one subject such as water or space travel
them·selves /D@m'sElvz, DEm-/ pron. 1 the
REFLEXIVE form of “they”: People usually like to
talk about themselves. 2 used in order to emphasize the subject or object of a sentence: Doctors
themselves admit that the treatment does not
always work. 3 (all) by themselves a) alone:
Many old people live by themselves. b) without
help: The kids made cookies all by themselves. 4 (all) to themselves for their own use:
The kids had the pool to themselves today.
then1 /DEn/ adv. 1 after something has happened:
We could have lunch and then go shopping. 2 at a
particular time in the past or future: Just then, the
phone rang. | By then, he was married. | My family
lived in New York back then. 3 (spoken) said in
order to show that what you are saying is related in
some way to what has been said before: “He can’t
come on Friday.” “Then how about Saturday?” | So
you’re going into nursing then? 4 used in order to
say that if one thing is true, the other thing is also
true or should be the correct result: “I have to pick
Bobby up at school.” “Then you should leave by
2:30.” 5 used in order to add something to what
you have just said: He’s really busy at work, and
then there’s the new baby, too! 6 then and there
immediately: I would have given up then and there
if my parents hadn’t encouraged me. ➔ but then
(again)... at BUT 1, (every) now and then at NOW 1
then2 adj. [only before noun] used when talking
about someone who did a job at a particular time in
the past: the then-President of the U.S.
the·o·lo·gian /"θi@'loUdZ@n/ n. [C] someone
who studies or writes about theology
PARK

the·ol·o·gy /θi'Al@dZi/ n. [U] the study of religion
—theological /"θi@'lAdZIk@l/ adj.

the·o·rem /'θi@r@m, 'θIr@m/ n. [C] MATH a statement that can be shown to be true, especially in
mathematics

the·o·ret·i·cal /"θi@'rEÔIk@l/

Ac adj. 1 SCIENCE
relating to scientific ideas rather than practical
situations: theoretical physics 2 a theoretical situation could exist but does not yet exist

the·o·ret·i·cally /"θi@'rEÔIkli/

Ac adv. 1 used
to say that something could happen, but it is
extremely unlikely: Theoretically, every child
should have an equal chance at a good education. 2 according to a theory: Is near light-speed
space travel theoretically possible?

the·o·rist /'θi@rIst/

Ac also the·o·re·ti·cian
/"θi@r@'tIS@n/ n. [C] someone who develops ideas
that explain why particular things happen or are
true

the·o·rize /'θi@"raIz/ v. [I,T] to think of a possible
explanation or reason for a particular event, fact,
etc.: Police theorize that the two men were working
together.

the·o·ry /'θi@ri, 'θIri/

Ac
n. (plural theories) 1 [C] SCIENCE an idea that explains how some-

thing works, why something happens, etc.,
especially one that has not yet been proven to be
true: Darwin’s theory of evolution | There are
different theories about how the brain works. | The
theory that light is made up of waves is commonly
accepted.
THESAURUS
IDEA

idea, concept, hypothesis ➔

2 in theory something that is true in theory should
be true, but may not actually be true: In theory, the
crime rate should decrease as employment
increases. 3 [U] the general principles or ideas of a
subject: music theory [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Late
Latin theoria, from Greek, from theorein “to
look at”]

ther·a·peu·tic /"θEr@'pyuÔIk/ adj. 1 relating to
the treatment or cure of a disease: therapeutic
drugs 2 making you feel calm and relaxed

ther·a·py /'θEr@pi/ n. (plural therapies) 1 [C,U]
the treatment of an illness or injury over a fairly
long period of time: Ted’s having physical therapy
for his back. 2 [U] the treatment or examination of
someone’s mental problems by talking to him/her
for a long time about his/her feelings: He’s been in
therapy for years. —therapist n. [C]: a speech
therapist

there1 /DEr/ pron. there is/are/was/were etc.
used in order to say that something exists or happens: There were several people hurt in the
accident. | Suddenly, there was a loud crash. | Are
there any questions? [ORIGIN: Old English thær]

there2 adv. 1 in or to a particular place that is not

where you are or near you ➔ HERE : Would you
hand me that glass over there? | I know Tucson well
because I used to live there. | The party was almost
over by the time I got there (=arrived). 2 at a
particular point in time, in a situation, story, etc.:
I’ll read this chapter and stop there. 3 if something is there, it exists: The money’s there if you
need it. 4 be there (for sb) to be ready to help
someone if s/he needs help: My folks are great –
they’re always there for me. ➔ then and there at
THEN 1
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SPOKEN PHRASES

5 there is sth also there it is a) said to make
someone look or pay attention to something:
There’s the statue I was telling you about. b) said
when you have found something you were looking
for: “Where’s my purse?” “There it is, on the
couch.” 6 there (you go) (informal) a) also
there you are used when giving something to
someone or when you have done something for
someone: I’ll just get you the key – there you
are. b) used in order to tell someone that s/he has
done something correctly or understood something:
Can you turn just a little to the left? There you
go. 7 there used when you have finished something: There, that’s the last piece of the
puzzle. 8 hello/hi there used when greeting
someone, especially when you have just noticed
him/her 9 there, there used in order to comfort a
child: There, there, it’s all right.

there·a·bouts /"DEr@'baUts, 'DEr@"baUts/ adv.

T

near a particular number, amount, or time, but not
exactly: The chair costs $50 or thereabouts.
there·af·ter /DEr'æftø/ adv. (formal) after a particular event or time SYN afterward: The store
caught fire and closed shortly thereafter.
there·by /DEr'baI, 'DErbaI/ Ac adv. (formal)
with the result that: Expenses were cut 12%,
thereby increasing efficiency.
THESAURUS
therefore, so, as a
result/consequently/as a consequence, thus,
hence, accordingly ➔ THEREFORE

there·fore /'DErfOr/ adv. (formal) for the reason

someone makes a decision as a result of
something: The jury found him not guilty.
Accordingly, the judge set him free.

there·in /DEr'In/ adv. (formal) 1 in that place, or

in that piece of writing: We have studied the report
and the information contained therein. 2 therein
lies sth used in order to state the cause of something: The two sides will not talk to each other, and
therein lies the problem.
there·of /DEr'öv/ adv. (formal) relating to something that has just been mentioned: Money, or the
lack thereof (=lack of money), played a major role
in their marital problems.
there·up·on /'DEr@"pAn, "DEr@'pAn/ adv. (formal) immediately after something happens and as a
result of it
ther·mal /'θøm@l/ adj. 1 PHYSICS relating to or
caused by heat: thermal energy 2 thermal clothing
is made from special material to keep you warm in
very cold weather: thermal underwear
ther·mo·dy·nam·ics /"θømoUdaI'næmIks/ n.
[U] PHYSICS the science that deals with the relationship between heat and other forms of energy
—thermodynamic adj.
ther·mom·e·ter /θø'mAm@Ôø/ n. [C] a piece of
equipment that measures the temperature of the air,
your body, etc. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 French
thermomètre, from Greek therme “heat” +
French -mètre “-meter”]
ther·mo·nu·cle·ar fu·sion /"θømoUnukliø
'fyuZ@n/ n. [U] PHYSICS NUCLEAR FUSION that
takes place when the NUCLEI of light atoms, for
example those of HYDROGEN , crash into each other
at very high speeds and temperatures

that has just been mentioned: The gang was armed,
and therefore more dangerous. | It was clear that
Lucy was unhappy. Therefore, it wasn’t surprising Ther·mos /'θøm@s/ n. [C] (trademark) a special
when she quit.
container like a bottle that keeps hot drinks hot or
THESAURUS
cold drinks cold
so – used when saying that something happens
or someone does something as a result of
something else: They had not eaten all day, so
they were very hungry.

as a result/consequently/as a
consequence – used when saying what the

result of something is: The law on seat belts was
changed, and as a result thousands of lives have
been saved. | This disease attacks the plant, the
flower does not open, and consequently no seeds
are produced.
thus (formal) – as a result of what you have just
mentioned: The dinosaurs all died out within a
short period of time. Thus it seems likely that there
must have been some kind of catastrophic event.
hence (formal) – for this reason: The lake has ice
on it all year, hence the name “Iceberg Lake.”
thereby (formal) – used when saying what the
result of something is. You use thereby in the
middle of a sentence.: These two companies
merged, thereby creating the company that exists
today.
accordingly (formal) – used when saying that

ther·mo·sphere /'θøm@"sfIr/ n. the thermo-

sphere EARTH SCIENCES the highest layer of the
Earth’s upper ATMOSPHERE , which consists of the
EXOSPHERE and the IONOSPHERE

ther·mo·stat /'θøm@"stæt/ n. [C] an instrument
that keeps a room, machine, etc. at a specific
temperature

the·sau·rus /θI'sOr@s/ n. (plural thesauruses or
thesauri /-'sOraI/) [C] a book in which words are

put into groups with other words that have a similar
meaning

these /Diz/ determiner, pron. the plural form of
THIS

the·sis /'θisIs/

Ac n. (plural theses /'θisiz/)
[C] 1 ENG. LANG. ARTS a long piece of writing about a

particular subject that you do as part of an advanced
university degree, such as a MASTER’S DEGREE : He
wrote his thesis on 18th century literature.
THESAURUS
essay, composition, paper,
dissertation ➔ ESSAY

thin
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2 also thesis statement ENG. LANG. ARTS the statement in a piece of writing that gives the main idea
or the writer’s opinion 3 an idea or opinion about
something, that you discuss in a formal way or give
examples for: His thesis is that large governments
no longer work very well. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400
Latin, Greek, “an act of laying down,” from
Greek tithenai “to put, lay down”]
they /DeI/ pron. 1 the people or things that have
already been mentioned or that are already known
about: Ken gave me these flowers – aren’t they
beautiful? | I stopped at Doris and Ed’s place, but
they weren’t home. 2 a particular group or organization, or the people involved in it: Where are they
going to build the new highway? | “Naranjas” is
what they call oranges in Mexico. 3 they say/
think (spoken) used in order to say what people in
general say or think: They say it’s bad luck to spill
salt. 4 (spoken) used instead of “he” or “she” after
words such as someone, anyone, everyone, etc.:
Somebody at work said they saw you at the party.
they’d /DeId/ 1 the short form of “they had”:
They’d been missing for three days. 2 the short
form of “they would”: They’d like to visit us soon.
they’ll /DeIl, DEl/ the short form of “they will”:
They’ll have to wait.
they’re /Dø; strong DEr/ the short form of “they
are”: They’re very nice people.
they’ve /DeIv/ the short form of “they have”:
They’ve been here before.

thick·en /'θIk@n/ v. [I,T] to become thick, or make
something thick: Thicken the soup with flour.

thick·et /'θIkIt/ n. [C] a group of bushes and
small trees

thick·ness /'θIknIs/ n. [C,U] how thick some-

thing is: Roll out the dough to a thickness of 1 inch.

"thick-'skinned adj. not easily offended or upset
by criticism

thief /θif/ n. (plural thieves /θivz/) [C] someone
who steals things ➔ THEFT : a car thief | Thieves
broke in and stole some valuable jewelry.
THESAURUS
offender, robber, burglar,
pickpocket ➔ CRIMINAL 2

thigh /θaI/ n. [C] the top part of your leg above
your knee ➔ see picture on page A4

thim·ble /'θImb@l/ n.
[C] a small hard cap that

you put over the end of
your finger to protect it
when you are sewing
thin1 /θIn/ adj. (com-

parative thinner, superlative
thinnest) 1 something

that is thin is not very
wide
or
thick
ANT thick: a thin slice of cheese | The walls here
are paper-thin (=very thin). ➔ see Picture at
THICK 1 2 having little fat on your body ANT fat:
He’s tall, very thin, and has dark hair.
THESAURUS

slim and slender – used about someone who is
thin in an attractive way

slight – used about someone who is thin and
whose body structure is small

skinny – used about someone who is very thin
in a way that is not attractive

lean – used about someone who is thin in a

thick1 /θIk/ adj. 1 something that is thick is wide

and not thin ANT thin: a thick piece of bread | a
thick layer of paint 2 2 feet thick/12 inches
thick etc. used in order to describe how thick
something is: The wall is about 16 inches
thick. 3 a substance that is thick has very little
water in it: thick soup 4 difficult to see through or
breathe in: The air was thick with smoke. | driving
in thick fog 5 growing very close together with
not much space in between: a thick forest | He has
thick black hair. [ORIGIN: Old English thicce]
—thickly adv.
thick2 n. 1 be in the thick of sth to be involved
in the most active, dangerous, etc. part of a situation: U.S. troops are right in the thick of the
action. 2 through thick and thin in spite of any
difficulties or problems: They stayed married
through thick and thin.

healthy way: He has a runner’s physique: long
legs and a lean body.
underweight – used, especially by doctors,
about someone who is too thin, in a way that is
not healthy
gaunt – used about someone who is thin, pale,
and unhealthy
emaciated (formal) – used about someone
who is extremely thin and weak because of
illness or not eating
anorexic (formal) – used about people who are
extremely thin because they have a mental illness
that makes them stop eating
skeletal – used about people who are so thin
that you can see the shape of their bones ➔ FAT 1

3 if someone has thin hair, s/he does not have very
much hair ANT thick 4 air that is thin is difficult
to breathe because there is not much oxygen in
it 5 a substance that is thin has a lot of water in it
ANT thick: thin broth [ORIGIN: Old English
thynne] —thinness n. [U]
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thin2 v. (thinned, thinning) [I,T] to make some- think /θIÎk/ v. (past tense and past participle
thing thinner, or to become thinner: She has really
thick hair, and the hairdresser thinned it a little
(=cut it so that there were fewer hairs). | Thin the
paint with water.
thin out phr. v. if a crowd thins out, people gradually leave so there are fewer of them

thought /θOt/) 1 [T] to have an opinion about

thing /θIÎ/ n. [C] 1 a fact, idea, statement, action,

believe – to think that it is true: We believe that

or event: A funny thing happened last week. | That’s
a terrible thing to say. | I have better things to do
with my time. | I kept wondering if I was doing the
right thing. 2 used to talk about an object without
saying its name, or when you do not know its
name: Do you know how to turn this thing off?
THESAURUS

object (especially written) – a thing, especially a
hard solid thing: a sharp metal object
something – a thing, used especially when you
do not know its name or what it is: There’s
something in my eye.
item – one of the things in a set, group, or list:
He saved a few items and threw away the rest.
article – a thing, especially one of a group of
things: an article of clothing

T

3 things [plural] life in general and the way it is
affecting people: How are things going at work? |
We can’t change the way things are. 4 sb’s
things the things you own or the things you are
carrying: Just put your things over there. 5 not
know/feel/see etc. a thing to know, feel, see,
etc. nothing: It was so dark I couldn’t see a
thing. 6 there’s no such thing (as sth) used in
order to emphasize that someone or something does
not exist or does not happen: There’s no such thing
as Santa Claus! 7 the last thing sb wants/
expects etc. something that someone does not
want, expect, etc. at all: The last thing we wanted
was to start a fight. 8 do your own thing (informal) to do what you want, and not what someone
else wants you to do
SPOKEN PHRASES

9 the thing is said when explaining a problem or
the reason for something: We want to come, but the
thing is we can’t find a babysitter. 10 for one
thing said when giving a reason for something: I
don’t think she’ll get the part – for one thing she
can’t sing! 11 it’s a good thing (that) used in
order to say that it is lucky or good that something
happened: It’s a good thing the drug store’s open
late. 12 first thing at the beginning of the day or
morning: Let’s talk about the report first thing in
the morning. 13 (it’s) just one of those things
used in order to say that something that has happened is not someone’s fault or could not have been
avoided 14 it’s (just) one thing after another
said when a lot of bad or unlucky things keep
happening to you

thing·a·ma·jig /'θIÎ@m@"dZIg/ n. [C] (spoken)
said when you cannot remember the real name of
the thing you want to mention

something: I think that New York is a great place to
live. | I don’t think (that) he likes me (=I think that
he does not like me). | What do you think of my
new car?
THESAURUS

the risk is small.

suspect – to think that something, especially

something bad, is true but not be sure: She
suspected that he was seeing another woman.
consider – to think of someone or something in
a particular way or have a particular opinion: I
consider him a friend.
figure – used to say what your opinion is: I figure
he’s at least 19.
guess – used to say what you think is true or
likely: I guess he’ll be pretty upset when he finds
out.

2 [T] to believe that something is true, although you
are not sure: I think (that) you’re right. | I thought it
was going to be sunny. 3 [I] to use your mind to
decide something, solve problems, have ideas, etc.:
What are you thinking about? | I couldn’t think of
anything to say. | Just a second, I’m thinking. 4 [I]
use your mind to remember something: I can’t
think of her name. 5 think about/of doing sth
to consider the possibility of doing something: I’m
thinking about moving to Florida. 6 think of sb
to consider the feelings and wishes of another
person, rather than just doing what you want: Bill’s
always thinking of others. 7 think better of sth
to decide not to do something that you had intended
to do: He reached for his cigarettes and then
thought better of it. 8 think nothing of (doing
sth) to do something easily that other people consider to be difficult or unusual: Purdey thinks nothing of driving two hours to work every
day. 9 think twice to consider a decision very
carefully before you decide if you will do it or not:
You should think twice before signing the contract. 10 who would have thought? used in
order to say that something is very surprising:
Who’d have thought being a mother would make
you so happy? 11 think well/highly of sb/sth to
admire or approve of someone or his/her work: His
teachers seem to think highly of him. 12 think
positively to believe that you are going to be
successful or that a situation is going to have a
good result ➔ UNTHINKABLE
SPOKEN PHRASES

13 I think so/I don’t think so used when answering a question to say that you do or do not believe
something is true: “Will she be back on Friday?”
“I think so.” 14 I think I’ll... said when telling
someone what you will probably do: I think I’ll go
to bed early tonight. 15 I thought (that) used
when you are politely suggesting something to do: I
thought we could go to the lake this weekend. 16 do you think (that)...? used when you
are asking someone politely to do something for
you: Do you think that you could give me a

thong
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ride? 17 you would think (that) also you
would have thought (that) used in order to say
that you expect something to be true although it is
not: You would think someone who can sing that
well would take better care of their voice. 18 just
think! said when asking someone to imagine or
consider something: Just think – tomorrow we’ll be
in Hawaii! 19 come to think of it said when you
have just remembered something that is related to
your conversation: Come to think of it, I did see
Rita yesterday.
[ORIGIN: Old English thencan]
think back phr. v. to think about things that happened in the past: Thinking back, it amazes me we
survived on so little money.
think sth ↔ out phr. v. to think about something
carefully, considering all the possible problems,
results, etc.: The arguments had not been thought
out very carefully.
think sth ↔ over phr. v. to consider something
carefully before making a decision: Take a few days
to think over the offer.
think sth ↔ through phr. v. to think carefully
about the possible results of doing something: Give
us time to think it through.
think sth ↔ up phr. v. to produce an idea, plan, etc.
that is completely new: Who thinks up the stories
for these stupid TV shows?
think·ing /'θIÎkIÎ/ n. [U] 1 an opinion about
something, or an attitude toward something: They
have a different way of thinking about the
issue. 2 the activity of using your mind to solve a
problem, produce thoughts, etc.: Lance’s quick
thinking had saved her life.
'think tank n. [C] a committee of people with
experience in a particular subject that an organization or government establishes to produce ideas and
give advice: a right-wing think tank
thin·ly /'θInli/ adv. 1 if something is cut thinly, it
is cut into thin pieces: a thinly sliced onion 2 with
only a small number of people or things spread
over a large area: a thinly populated area
thin·ning /'θInIÎ/ adj. if your hair is thinning,
some of it has fallen out
"thin-'skinned adj. too easily offended or upset
by criticism
third /θød/ number 1 3rd 2 1/3
"third 'base n. [U] in baseball, the third place that
a player must touch before gaining a point
"third de'gree n. give sb the third degree
(informal) to ask someone a lot of questions in order
to get information from him/her
"third-degree 'burn n. [C] a very severe burn
that goes through someone’s skin
"third 'party n. [singular] LAW someone who is not
one of the two main people involved in something,
but who is involved in it or affected by it
"third 'person n. [singular] ENG. LANG. ARTS in grammar, a form of a verb or PRONOUN that you use to

show the person or thing that is being mentioned.
“He,” “she,” “it,” and “they” are all third person
pronouns. ➔ FIRST PERSON , SECOND PERSON
'third-person adj. third-person narrative/
account/story ENG. LANG. ARTS a story that is told
by a third person narrator

"third person 'narrator n. [C.]

ENG. LANG. ARTS

someone who tells a story from outside the action
of the story and who knows everything that is
happening ➔ FIRST PERSON NARRATOR
"third-'rate adj. of very bad quality
"Third 'World n. the Third World a phrase
meaning the poorer countries of the world that do
not have developed industries, which some people
consider to be offensive —Third World adj.
thirst /θøst/ n. 1 [singular] the feeling of wanting
or needing a drink ➔ HUNGER : Water is the best
drink to quench your thirst (=stop you being
thirsty). c Don’t say “I have thirst.” say “I am
thirsty.” b 2 [U] the state of not having enough to
drink: Many of the animals had died of thirst. 3 a
thirst for sth a strong need or desire for something: a thirst for knowledge
thirst·y /'θøsti/ adj. feeling that you want to drink
something ➔ HUNGRY : I’m thirsty – can I have a
glass of water? —thirstily adv.
thir·teen /"θø'tinX/ number 13 —thirteenth
number

thir·ty /'θøÔi/ number 1 30 2 the thir-

ties a) the years between 1930 and 1939 b) the
numbers between 30 and 39, especially when used
for measuring temperature 3 be in your thirties
to be aged between 30 and 39: She’s in her early/
mid/late thirties. —thirtieth /'θøÔiIθ/ number
this1 /DIs/ determiner, pron. (plural these /Diz/
) 1 used to talk about someone or something that is
close to you ➔ THAT : My mother gave me this
necklace. | What should I do with this (=something
I am holding and showing you)? 2 used to talk
about something that has just been mentioned or is
already known about: I’m going to make sure this
doesn’t happen again. 3 used to talk about the
present time or a time that is close to the present
➔ LAST , NEXT : What are you doing this week? |
We’ll be seeing Malcolm this Friday (=on Friday of
the present week). 4 (spoken) used in conversation
to mention a particular person or thing: This friend
of mine said he could get us tickets. | We saw this
really cool movie last night. 5 this is... (spoken)
used in order to introduce someone to someone
else: Nancy, this is my wife, Elaine.
this2 adv. used when talking about the size, number, degree, or amount of something: I’ve never
stayed up this late before. | Katie’s about this tall
now (=said when using your hands to show a size).
this·tle /'θIs@l/ n. [C] a wild plant with purple
flowers and leaves that have sharp points
thong /θOÎ, θAÎ/ n. 1 thongs [plural] a pair of
open summer shoes, held on your feet by a
v-shaped band that fits between your toes 2 [C] a
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piece of underwear, or the bottom part of a BIKINI , her desk, lost/deep in thought (=thinking so much
she did not notice anything else). 3 [U] the act of
that has a single string instead of the back part
thor·ax /'θOræks/ n. (plural thoraxes or thoraces considering something carefully and seriously: You
/-r@siz/) [C] 1 BIOLOGY the part of the body need to give the decision plenty of
between your neck and your DIAPHRAGM (=area thought. 4 (it’s) just a thought (spoken) said
above your stomach) 2 BIOLOGY the part of an when you have made a suggestion and you have not
insect’s body between its head and its ABDOMEN thought about it very much 5 [C,U] a feeling of
caring about someone: Michael never gave any
—thoracic /θO'ræsIk/ adj.
thought to others. | You are always in my thoughts
thorn /θOrn/ n. 1 [C] a sharp point that grows on a (=used in order to tell someone that you think and
plant such as a rose 2 a thorn in your side care about him/her a lot). 6 [U] a way of thinking
someone or something that annoys you or causes that is typical of a particular group, period of
you problems over a long time
history, etc.: ancient Greek thought 7 [C,U] an
thorn·y /'θOrni/ adj. 1 thorny question/ intention or wish: He has no thoughts of running
problem/issue etc. a question, problem, etc. that for President.
is very difficult to deal with 2 having a lot of thought·ful /'θOtf@l/ adj. 1 serious and quiet
thorns
because you are thinking about something: a
thor·ough /'θøoU, 'θöroU/ adj. 1 including thoughtful look on his face | a thoughtful
every possible detail: The police conducted a thor- silence 2 kind and always thinking of things you
can do to make other people happy: You have a
ough search of the property.
very thoughtful husband. | It was really thoughtful
THESAURUS
careful, methodical,
of you to remember my birthday.
meticulous, systematic, painstaking ➔
CAREFUL

T

2 careful to do everything that you should and
avoid mistakes: As a scientist, Madison is methodical and thorough. —thoroughness n. [U]
thor·ough·bred /'θø@"brEd, 'θøoU-, 'θör-/ n.
[C] a horse that has parents of the same very good
breed
thor·ough·fare /'θø@"fEr, 'θøoU-, 'θör-/ n. [C]
the main road through a city
thor·ough·ly /'θøoUli, 'θör-/ adv. 1 completely
or very much: Thanks for dinner; I thoroughly
enjoyed it. 2 carefully and completely: Rinse the
vegetables thoroughly.
those /DoUz/ determiner, pron. the plural of THAT
though1 /DoU/ conjunction 1 used in order to
introduce a statement that is surprising, unexpected,
or different from your other statements
➔ ALTHOUGH : Though Beattie is almost 40, she still
plans to compete. | I seem to keep gaining weight
even though I’m exercising regularly. 2 used like
“but” in order to add a fact or opinion to what you
have said: I thought he’d been drinking though I
wasn’t completely sure. 3 as though used like
“as if” in order to say how something seems or
appears: She was staring at me as though she knew
me.
though2 adv. (spoken) in spite of that: Raleigh’s a
nice city. Mark doesn’t want to leave Georgia,
though.
thought1 /θOt/ v. the past tense and past participle
of THINK
thought2 n. 1 [C] something that you think of,
think about, or remember ➔ IDEA : I’ve just had a
thought. I’ll ask Terry to come. | Even the thought
of flying scares me. | The thought that I might not
have a job next year made me nervous. | What are
your thoughts on the subject (=what is your opinion)? ➔ IDEA 2 [U] the act of thinking: She sat at

THESAURUS
kind, nice, considerate,
caring, warm-hearted ➔ KIND 2

—thoughtfully adv. —thoughtfulness n. [U]

thought·less /'θOtlIs/ adj. not thinking about the
needs and feelings of other people: a thoughtless
remark
THESAURUS

mean, unkind, cruel ➔ MEAN 2

thou·sand

/'θaUz@nd/
number 1 1,000 2 thousands (informal) a lot of:

We’ve received thousands of letters from fans.
[ORIGIN: Old English thusend] —thousandth
adj.

thrash /θræS/ v. 1 [T] to hit someone violently,

often as a punishment 2 [I] to move from side to
side in an uncontrolled way: A fish was thrashing
around on the river bank. —thrashing n. [C,U]
thrash sth ↔ out phr. v. to discuss a problem
thoroughly until you find an answer: Officials are
still trying to thrash out an agreement.
thread1 /θrEd/ n. 1 [C,U] a long thin line of
cotton, silk, etc. that you use to sew cloth: a needle
and thread ➔ see picture at KNIT 1 2 [singular] the
relation between different parts of a story, explanation, etc.: He lost the thread (=forgot the main part)
of his argument.
thread2 v. [T] 1 to put thread, string, rope, etc.
through a hole: Will you thread the needle for
me? 2 thread your way through/down etc. to
move through a place by carefully going around
things that are in the way: Bikers have to thread
their way through traffic, because there’s no safe
bike lane.
thread·bare /'θrEdbEr/ adj. clothes, CARPET s,
etc. that are threadbare are very thin because they
have been used a lot
threat /θrEt/ n. 1 [C,U] a statement in which you
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tell someone that you will cause damage or harm if
s/he does not do what you want: He made a threat
against my family. | threats of violence | a bomb
threat 2 [C usually singular] someone or something
that may cause damage or harm to another person
or thing: a threat to national security
THESAURUS
DANGER

danger, risk, hazard ➔

3 [C usually singular] the possibility that something
bad will happen: the threat of famine
threat·en /'θrEt§n/ v. 1 [T] to say that you will
cause someone trouble, pain, etc. if s/he does not
do what you want: Sandra threatened to run away
from home. | Don’t you threaten me! 2 [T] to be
likely to harm or destroy something: Pollution is
threatening the historical buildings of Athens. 3 [I,T] if something unpleasant threatens to
happen, it seems likely to happen: The fighting
threatens to become a major war.
threat·en·ing /'θrEt§n-IÎ/ adj. making threats or
intended to threaten someone: a threatening letter
three /θri/ number 1 3 2 three o’clock: I’ll meet
you at three. 3 three years old: Mikey didn’t start
talking until he was three. [ORIGIN: Old English
thrie, threo]
three-D, 3-D /"θri 'diX/ adj. a three-D movie or
picture is made so that it appears to be threedimensional —three-D, 3-D n. [U]: a movie in
3-D
"three-di'mensional adj. 1 having or seeming
to have length, depth, and height ➔ TWO-DIMENSIONAL : a three-dimensional object 2 ENG. LANG.
ARTS a three-dimensional character in a book,
movie, etc. seems like a real person because s/he
has many different qualities ➔ ONE-DIMENSIONAL
thresh·old /'θrEShoUld, -SoUld/ n. [C] 1 on
the threshold of sth at the beginning of a new
and important event or development: In the 1990s,
we were on the threshold of a new period in
telecommunications. 2 the level at which something begins to happen or have an effect on something: She has a high/low pain threshold. 3 the
entrance to a room, or the area of floor at the
entrance
threw /θru/ v. the past tense of THROW
thrift /θrIft/ n. [U] (old-fashioned) wise and careful
use of money —thrifty adj.
'thrift store n. [C] a store that sells used goods,
especially clothes, often in order to get money for a
CHARITY

thrill1 /θrIl/ n. [C] a strong feeling of excitement

and pleasure, or the thing that makes you feel this:
For him, nothing beats the thrill of driving a fast
car.
thrill2 v. [I,T] to feel strong excitement and pleasure, or make someone else feel this: His music
continues to thrill audiences. —thrilled adj.: We’re
thrilled with the results. —thrilling adj.: a thrilling
game

thrill·er /'θrIlø/ n. [C] a movie or book that tells
an exciting story about murder, crime, etc. ➔
MOVIE

thrive /θraIv/ v. (past tense thrived or throve
/θroUv/, past participle thrived, present participle
thriving) [I] (formal) to become very successful or

very strong and healthy: Cactuses are able to thrive
in dry conditions. —thriving adj.: a thriving business
throat /θroUt/ n. [C] 1 the passage from the back
of your mouth down the inside of your neck: I have
a sore throat. ➔ see picture on page A3 2 the front
of your neck: The attacker grabbed Mark by the
throat. 3 force/ram sth down sb’s throat
(informal) to force someone to accept your ideas or
listen to your opinions when s/he does not want
to 4 be at each other’s throats if two people
are at each other’s throats, they are fighting or
arguing with each other ➔ clear your throat at
CLEAR 2, jump down sb’s throat at JUMP 1
throat·y /'θroUÔi/ adj. a throaty sound is low and
rough
throb1 /θrAb/ v. (throbbed, throbbing) [I] 1 if a
part of your body throbs, you get a regular feeling
of pain in it: I woke up with a throbbing headache.
THESAURUS

hurt, ache, smart ➔ HURT 1

2 to beat strongly and regularly

throb2 n. [C] a strong regular beat: the low throb of

the music
throes /θroUz/ n. in the throes of sth in the
middle of a very difficult situation: El Salvador was
in the throes of a bloody civil war.
throne /θroUn/ n. [C] 1 the chair on which a king
or queen sits 2 the throne the position and power
of being king or queen: In 2002, Queen Elizabeth
of Great Britain celebrated her 50th year on the
throne.
throng1 /θrOÎ, θrAÎ/ n. [C] (literary) a large group
of people in one place SYN crowd
throng2 v. [I,T] (literary) if people throng a place,
they go there in large numbers: Crowds thronged
Times Square on New Year’s Eve.
throt·tle1 /'θrAÔl/ v. [T] to hold someone’s throat
very tightly so that s/he cannot breathe
SYN

strangle

throttle2 n. [C] a piece of equipment that controls
the amount of gas going into an engine

through1 /θru/ prep., adv. 1 from one side or end
of something to the other: He climbed in through
the window. | The train went through a tunnel. | We
found a gap in the fence and climbed
through. 2 from the beginning to the end, including all parts of something: She slept through the
movie. | I’ve searched through my files but I can’t
find the receipt. | Make sure you read the contract
through before signing it. 3 if you see or hear
something through a window, wall, etc., the window, wall, etc. is between you and it: I could see
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him through the window. | Music was coming
through the walls. 4 because of someone or with
the help of something or someone: She succeeded
through sheer hard work. | I got the job through an
employment agency. 5 going into an area, group,
etc. and moving across it or within it: Planes fly
through the air. | a trip through Europe 6 Friday
through Sunday/March through May etc.
from Friday until the end of Sunday, from March
until the end of May, etc.: The exhibit will be here
through July 31st. 7 through and through completely: He came in from the rain soaked through
and through. ➔ come through at COME , get
through at GET , go through at GO 1, pull through

at PULL 1

through2 adj. 1 be through (with sth) (informal) to have finished using something, doing some-

thing, etc.: I’m through with the phone now if you
still need it.
THESAURUS

done, finished ➔ DONE 2

2 (informal) be through (with sb) to no longer
have a romantic relationship with someone: Steve
and I are through!
through·out /θru'aUt/ adv., prep. 1 in every part
of a place: Thanksgiving is celebrated throughout
the U.S.

T

THESAURUS
EVERYWHERE

everywhere, all over sth ➔

2 during all of a particular time: She was calm
throughout the interview.
throve /θroUv/ v. a past tense of THRIVE
throw1 /θroU/ v. (past tense threw /θru/, past participle thrown /θroUn/)
1 THROW A BALL/STONE ETC. [I,T] to make an
object move quickly from your hand through the air
by moving your arm: Kids were throwing snowballs at each other. | Throw the ball to Daddy. ➔ see
picture on page A9
THESAURUS

toss – to throw something, especially in a

careless way: She tossed her coat onto the bed.
chuck (informal): Kids were chucking snowballs
at passing cars.
hurl – to throw something with a lot of force:
They hurled a brick through his window.
fling – to throw something somewhere with a lot
of force, often in a careless way: He flung her keys
into the river.
cast – to throw something somewhere,
especially when fishing: The fishermen cast their
nets into the water.

to throw a ball in a sport
pass – to throw, kick, or hit a ball to another
member of your team

pitch – to throw the ball to the person who is
trying to hit the ball in a game of baseball

lob – to throw or hit a ball so that it moves
slowly in a high curve

bowl – to roll a heavy ball in the game of bowling

2 PUT STH CARELESSLY [T] to put something
somewhere quickly and carelessly: Just throw your
coat on the bed.
3 PUSH ROUGHLY [T] to push someone or something roughly toward a particular direction or position: Police threw the man to the ground. | She
threw open the windows.
4 throw yourself on/down etc. to move somewhere suddenly and with force: Elise threw herself
on the bed and started to cry.
5 throw yourself into sth to start doing something with a lot of effort and energy: I threw myself
into my work.
6 throw sb/sth into confusion/crisis/chaos
etc. to do something that causes people to be
confused, worried, etc.: The changes to welfare
threw millions of children deeper into poverty.
7 MOVE HANDS/HEAD ETC. [T] to suddenly move
your hands, arms, head, etc. in a particular direction: Vic threw his head back and laughed.
8 throw sb in jail/prison (informal) to put someone in prison
9 throw sb (spoken) to confuse or shock someone,
especially by suddenly saying something: His reaction threw me for a loop (=completely confused
me).
10 throw a party to organize a party and invite
people
11 throw a glance/look/smile etc. (at sb) to
quickly look at someone, smile at someone, etc.,
especially in a way that shows what you are feeling: He threw her a worried look.
12 throw a game/fight to deliberately lose a
game or fight that you could have won
13 throw the book at sb to punish someone as
severely as possible
14 MAKE SB FALL [T] if a horse throws its rider, it
makes him/her fall off
throw sth ↔ away phr. v.
1 to get rid of something that you do not want or
need: Instead of throwing away junk mail, recycle
it.
2 to lose or waste a chance, advantage, etc.: The
Wildcats just threw away their shot at the championship.
throw in phr. v.
1 throw sth ↔ in to add something, especially to
what you are selling: I bought a new computer with
some software thrown in.
2 throw in the towel (informal) to admit that you
have been defeated
throw sb/sth ↔ off phr. v.
1 to take off a piece of clothing quickly and
carelessly
2 to escape from someone or become free from
something or someone: During the American Revolution, the colonists threw off British rule.
3 to confuse a situation or make it not work
correctly: The changes will throw off the schedule.
throw sth ↔ on phr. v.
to put on a piece of clothing quickly and carelessly
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throw sb/sth ↔ out phr. v.
1 to get rid of someone or something that you do

not want or need: I threw a lot of stuff out.
2 to make someone leave a place quickly because
s/he has behaved badly: Cooper got thrown out of
the Navy for taking drugs.
3 if people throw out a plan or suggestion, they
refuse to accept it
throw sth ↔ together phr. v.
to make something quickly and not very carefully:
How about throwing some sandwiches together?
throw up phr. v. (informal)
to VOMIT
throw2 n. [C] an action in which someone throws
something: a good throw to first base
throw·a·way /'θroU@"weI/ adj. 1 throwaway
remark/line etc. a short remark that is said
quickly and without thinking carefully 2 throwaway society a society that wastes things instead
of caring about the environment
throw·back /'θroUbæk/ n. [C usually singular]
something that is similar to something that existed
in the past: The machine looks like a throwback to
an earlier era.
thrown /θroUn/ v. the past participle of THROW
thru /θru/ prep., adj., adv. (informal) THROUGH
thrust1 /θröst/ v. (past tense and past participle
thrust) [T] 1 to push something somewhere with a
sudden or violent movement: Dean thrust some
money into the driver’s hand.
THESAURUS

shove, stick ➔ SHOVE

2 to be put in a difficult situation or forced to accept
it: The incident thrust the nation into an economic
crisis.

thrust2 n. 1 the thrust the main meaning or
most important part of what someone says or does:
The main/major/whole thrust of his argument is
that all of life is political. 2 [U] PHYSICS the force
of an engine that makes a car, train, or airplane
move forward
thru·way /'θruweI/ n. [C] a wide road for fast
traffic
thud /θöd/ n. [C] the low sound that is made by a
heavy object hitting something else: He landed
with a thud. —thud v. [I]
thug /θög/ n. [C] a violent man

thumb1 /θöm/ n. [C] 1 the short thick finger on

the side of your hand that helps you to hold things
➔ see picture at HAND 1 2 give/get the thumbs
up/down to show that you approve or disapprove
of something, or that you are ready to do something: His new movie got the thumbs up from the
public. | Ralph gave Captain Baker the thumbs-up
sign. 3 be under sb’s thumb if you are under
someone’s thumb, s/he controls what you do
➔ rule of thumb at RULE 1, stick out (like a sore
thumb) at STICK OUT

thumb2 v. thumb your nose at sb/sth to show

that you do not respect rules, laws, someone’s
opinion, etc.: Protesters feel the government is
thumbing its nose at citizens’ basic rights.
thumb through sth phr. v. to look through a book,
magazine, etc. quickly
thumb·nail1 /'θömneIl/ n. [C] the nail on your
thumb
adj.
thumbnail
sketch/
thumbnail2
description a short description that gives only the
main facts
thumb·tack /'θömtæk/ n. [C] a short pin with a
wide flat top, used for attaching papers to walls
thump /θömp/ v. 1 [I,T] to make a dull sound by
hitting against something: The dog thumped his tail
on the floor. 2 [I] if your heart thumps, it beats
very quickly because you are frightened or
excited 3 [T] (informal) to hit someone: Brasco
thumped him on the back. —thump n. [C]
thun·der1 /'θöndø/ n. [U] the loud noise that you
hear during a storm, usually after a flash of LIGHTNING : a storm with thunder and lightning | Suddenly, there was a great clap/crack of thunder.
[ORIGIN: Old English thunor]
thunder2 v. 1 it thunders if it thunders, a loud
noise comes from the sky, usually after LIGHTNING 2 [I] to make a very loud noise: The kids
came thundering downstairs.
thun·der·bolt /'θöndø"boUlt/ n. [C] a flash of
LIGHTNING that hits something
thun·der·clap /'θöndø"klæp/ n. [C] a loud noise
of thunder
thun·der·cloud /'θöndø"klaUd/ n. [C] a large
dark cloud in a storm
thun·der·ous /'θönd@r@s/ adj. extremely loud:
thunderous applause ➔ LOUD 1
thun·der·storm /'θöndø"stOrm/ n. [C] a storm
with thunder and LIGHTNING
thun·der·struck /'θöndø"strök/ adj. extremely
surprised or shocked
Thurs·day /'θøzdi, -deI/ (written abbreviation
Thurs.) n. [C,U] the fifth day of the week, between
Wednesday and Friday: I tried to call you
Thursday. | Kim is leaving for Chicago on
Thursday. | He was arrested last Thursday. | I
made the appointment for next Thursday. | Jason
arrived late Thursday night. [ORIGIN: Old
English Thunresdæg, from Thunor god of the
sky + dæg “day”]
thus /Dös/ adv. (formal) 1 as a result of something
that you have just mentioned SYN so: Traffic will
become heavier, thus increasing pollution.
THESAURUS
therefore, so, as a
result/consequently/as a consequence,
hence, thereby, accordingly ➔ THEREFORE

2 in this way: The oil spill could thus contaminate
the water supply. 3 thus far until now: Reviewers
have said it’s the best movie thus far this year.
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thwart /θwOrt/ v. [T] to prevent someone from

T

doing what s/he is trying to do
thy·roid /'θaIrOId/ also 'thyroid "gland n. [C]
BIOLOGY an organ in your neck that produces HORMONE s (=substances that affect the way your body
grows and the way you behave)
ti·a·ra /ti'Ar@, ti'Er@/ n. [C] a piece of jewelry like
a small CROWN
tib·i·a /'tIbi@/ n. (plural tibias or tibiae /-bi-i/) [C]
BIOLOGY a bone in the front of your leg ➔ FIBULA
tic /tIk/ n. [C] a sudden movement of a muscle in
your face, that you cannot control
tick1 /tIk/ n. [C] 1 the short repeated sound that a
clock or watch makes every second 2 a small
creature with eight legs that attaches itself to animals and sucks their blood
tick2 v. 1 [I] if a clock or watch ticks, it makes a
short sound every second 2 what makes sb tick
(informal) the reasons that someone behaves in a
particular way
tick sb/sth ↔ off phr. v. 1 (informal) to annoy
someone: Her attitude really ticks me off. 2 to tell
someone a list of things: McCoy ticked off a list of
the speakers.
"ticked-'off adj. (informal) very annoyed
tick·et1 /'tIkIt/ n. [C] 1 a printed piece of paper
that shows that you have paid to do something, for
example see a movie or travel on an airplane: two
tickets to/for the Lakers game | a concert/bus/
airplane ticket

THESAURUS
touch, feel, stroke, rub,
scratch, pat, pet, brush, caress ➔ TOUCH 1

2 [I,T] if something touching your body tickles you,
it makes you want to rub your body because it is
uncomfortable: Mommy, this blanket tickles. 3 [T]
if a situation, remark, etc. tickles you, it amuses or
pleases you: Mom will be tickled pink/tickled to
death (=very pleased) when she hears you’re coming.
tickle2 n. [C] a feeling in your throat that makes
you want to cough
tick·lish /'tIklIS/ adj. 1 someone who is ticklish
is very easy to tickle 2 (informal) a ticklish situation or problem must be dealt with very carefully
tic-tac-toe /"tIk tæk 'toU/ n. [U] a children’s
game in which two players draw the marks X and
O in a pattern of nine squares, trying to get three in
a row
tid·al /'taIdl/ adj. relating to the regular rising and
falling of the ocean: tidal pools
'tidal wave n. [C] a very large ocean wave that
flows over the land and destroys things
tid·bit /'tId"bIt/ n. [C] 1 a small piece of food
that tastes good 2 a small piece of interesting
information, news, etc.

THESAURUS

Types of tickets
one-way ticket – a ticket that lets you go to a
place but not back again

round-trip ticket – a ticket that lets you go to a
place and back again

off-peak ticket – a ticket that is cheaper than

the usual price because you cannot use it at the
busiest times
season ticket – a ticket that lets you make the
same trip every day for a particular period of
time
e-ticket – a ticket that you buy over the
Internet, which you print from your computer or
which you pick up when you arrive at the airport
to go on your trip

2 a printed note saying that you must pay money
because you have done something illegal while
driving or parking your car: a speeding/parking
ticket 3 a list of the people supported by a particular political party in an election: the Democratic
ticket [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Early French etiquet
“notice attached to something,” from Old
French estiquier “to attach”]
ticket2 v. [T] to give someone a ticket for parking
his/her car in the wrong place or for driving too fast
tick·le1 /'tIk@l/ v. 1 [T] to move your fingers
lightly over someone’s body in order to make
him/her laugh: Stop tickling me!

tide1 /taId/ n. 1 [C] the regular rising and falling

of the level of the ocean: It’s high/low tide. ➔ NEAP
2 [singular] the way in which
events or people’s opinions are developing: The tide
has turned, and more jobs are being created than
lost. 3 [singular] a large amount of something that
is increasing: a rising tide of hate crimes
TIDE , SPRING TIDE

tide2 v.

tide sb over phr. v. to help someone deal with a
difficult time: Could you lend me $50 to tide me
over until payday?
ti·dy /'taIdi/ adj. carefully arranged, and not messy
tie1 /taI/ v. (past tense and past participle tied, present
participle tying, third person singular ties) 1 [I,T] to
fasten something or hold it in a particular position
using a rope, string, etc.: The dress ties in the
back. | She tied the scarf around her neck. | a dog
tied to the fence
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THESAURUS
fasten, attach, secure, join,
glue, tape, staple, clip, button (up), zip (up) ➔
FASTEN

2 [T] to make a knot in a rope, string, etc.: Can you
tie your shoelaces yet? 3 [I] also be tied to have
the same number of points in a competition: The
two teams are tied for first place. | The score is
tied. 4 be tied to sth to be related to something
and dependent on it: Pay is tied to performance.
tie sb down phr. v. to stop someone from being
free to do what s/he wants to do: I didn’t want to be
tied down with a child.
tie in phr. v. if one idea or statement ties in with
another one, they are similar or related: The displays tie in with the advertising campaign.
tie sb/sth ↔ up phr. v. 1 to tie someone’s arms,
legs, etc. so that s/he cannot move: They had tied
her up so she couldn’t escape. 2 to fasten something together by using string or rope: The package
was tied up with string. 3 to use a system so much
that it stops working effectively: Sorry I’m late – I
got tied up in traffic. | The case could tie up the
courts for months. 4 be tied up a) to be very
busy b) if your money is tied up in something, it is
all being used for that thing: Our money’s tied up in
real estate.

tie2 n. [C] 1 a long narrow piece of cloth that men

wear around their neck, tied in a knot outside their
shirts ➔ see picture at CLOTHES 2 a relationship
between two people, groups, or countries: close
family ties | diplomatic/economic/political etc. ties
with Japan 3 a piece of string, wire, etc. used in
order to fasten or close something such as a
bag 4 the result of a game, competition, or election in which two or more people get the same
number of points, votes, etc.: The game ended in a
tie.
tie·break·er /'taI"breIkø/ n. [C] an additional
question or point that decides the winner when two
people or teams are tied
'tie-dye v. [T] to make a pattern on clothing or
other material by tying string around it and coloring
it with DYE
tier /tIr/ n. [C] 1 one of several layers or levels
that rise up one above another: the top tier of
seats 2 one of several levels in an organization or
system: four tiers of management
tiff /tIf/ n. [C] a slight argument between friends
ti·ger /'taIgø/ n. [C] a large strong wild cat with
orange and black lines on its fur

tight1 /taIt/ adj.

1 CLOTHES fitting part of your body very closely:
These shoes feel too tight. | tight jeans
2 FIRMLY PULLED pulled or stretched firmly: a
tight bandage
3 FIRMLY FIXED firmly fixed and difficult to move:
Make sure the screws are tight.
4 FIRMLY CONTROLLED controlled very strictly
and firmly: Security is tight for the President’s visit.
5 MONEY a) (informal) if money is tight, you do

not have enough of it b) (disapproving) someone
who is tight tries hard to avoid spending money
6 TIME if time is tight, it is difficult for you to do
the things you need to do in the time you have: a
tight schedule
7 COMPETITION a tight election, game, competition, etc. is one in which the competitors have an
almost equal chance of winning: a tight race for the
Senate seat —tightly adv.
tight2 adv. very firmly or closely SYN tightly:
Hold tight and don’t let go. | Put the lid on tight. |
tight-fitting jeans
tight·en /'taIt§n/ v. 1 [T] to close or fasten
something firmly by turning it: Tighten the clamps
in place. 2 [I,T] if you tighten a rope, wire, STRAP ,
etc., or if it tightens, it is stretched or pulled until it
is tight: I tightened the bindings of the snowshoes. 3 [T] also tighten up to make a rule, law,
or system more strict: The government has tightened border controls. 4 [I,T] if your muscles or a
part of your body tightens, or you tighten it, it
becomes stiff: Miguel’s lips tightened in
anger. 5 [I,T] to close firmly around something:
Richard tightened his grip on her arm. 6 tighten
your belt (informal) to try to spend less money than
you usually spend
"tight-'fisted adj. (informal, disapproving) not generous with money SYN stingy
"tight-'lipped adj. not willing to talk about something
tight·rope /'taIt§roUp/ n. [C] a rope or wire high
above the ground that someone walks along in a
CIRCUS

tights /taIts/ n. [plural] a piece of women’s cloth-

ing made of thick colored material that fits tightly
over the feet and legs and goes up to the waist
til·de /'tIld@/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a mark (˜) that is
placed over the letter “n” in Spanish when it is to be
pronounced /ny/
tile /taIl/ n. [C] a thin square piece of baked clay or
other material that is used for covering roofs, walls,
or floors —tile v. [T]
till1 /tIl, tl/ prep., conjunction (spoken) until: I was up
till 1:00 a.m.
till2 v. [T] to prepare land for growing crops
tilt /tIlt/ v. [I,T] 1 to move into a position where
one side is higher than the other, or to make
something do this: She listened, her head tilted to
one side. 2 if an opinion or situation tilts, or
something tilts it, it changes so that people start to
prefer one person, belief, or action to others: Public
opinion had been tilting toward supporting the war.
—tilt n. [C,U]
tim·ber /'tImbø/ n. [U] trees that are cut down
and used for building or making things
time1 /taIm/ n.
1 MINUTES/HOURS ETC. [U] the thing that is measured in minutes, hours, years, etc. using clocks:
Time seemed to pass/go by very quickly. | a threemonth period of time
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2 ON THE CLOCK [singular] a particular point in
time that is shown on a clock in hours and minutes:
What time is it? | Evan is just learning to tell time
(=look at a clock to see what time it is).
3 OCCASION [C] an occasion when something happens or someone does something: We visit him two
or three times a month. | When was the first/last
time you saw Kelly? | It makes me laugh every/each
time I see it. | The next time you come, we’ll go to a
show. | Smoking is not allowed at any time.
4 HOW OFTEN/HOW LONG [singular, U] a period of
time during which something happens or someone
does something, used especially to emphasize how
often or how long it happens: I used to play tennis
all the time (=often). | They seem to spend most of
the time arguing (=they argue a lot). | Mandy’s
been gone for a long/short time. | Patty whined the
whole time (=during all of a period of time). | These
pictures were taken some time ago (=a fairly long
time ago).
5 WHEN STH HAPPENS [C,U] the particular minute,
hour, day, etc. when something happens or someone does something: At that/the time (=at that
particular time in the past), few people had cars. | I
was really hungry by the time I got home. | We left
the building at the same time. c Don’t say “in the
same time.” b | The program’s on at breakfast/
supper time. | You’ve caught me at a bad time (=a
time that is not convenient) – can I call you back
later? | This isn’t the right time to ask for a raise.
6 it’s time... used in order to say when something
should be done, should happen, or is expected to
happen: It’s time for dinner. | It’s time to go.
7 TIME NEEDED [U] the amount of time that is
available or needed to do something: Learning a
language takes time (=takes a long time). | I won’t
have time to cook dinner. | I want to spend more
time with my family. | Come on – stop wasting
time. | There is time for questions afterward.
8 be on time to arrive or happen at the correct
time or the time that was arranged: The buses are
never on time. c Don’t say “be in time.” b
9 in time early or soon enough to do something:
They arrived in time for dinner. c Don’t say “on
time to” or “on time for.” b
10 from time to time sometimes, but not regularly or very often: He comes up to visit from time
to time.
11 ahead of time before an event or before you
need to do something, in order to be prepared: We
need to get there ahead of time to get a good seat.
12 at all times always: Keep your hands inside the
car at all times.
13 in no time soon or quickly: We’ll be there in no
time.
14 it’s about time (spoken) said when you feel
strongly that something should happen soon or
should already have happened: It’s about time you
got a job!
15 half the time if something happens half the
time, it happens quite often: Half the time, Alan
doesn’t even return her phone calls.
16 when the time comes when something that
you expect to happen actually happens, or when

something becomes necessary: She’ll make the
right choice when the time comes.
17 one/two etc. at a time allowing only a
specific number of things to happen or exist at the
same time: You can borrow three books at a time.
18 take your time to do something slowly or
carefully without hurrying: Take your time and look
over your essay before turning it in.
19 for the time being for a short period of time
from now, but not permanently: For the time being,
she’s living with her father.
20 good/bad/difficult etc. time a period of time
or an occasion when you have experiences that are
good, bad, etc.: That was the happiest time of my
life. | Did you have a good time at Laura’s?
21 IN HISTORY [C] a particular period in history: It
happened in the time of the Romans.
22 times [plural] the present time or a particular
period in history, and the ways that people do or did
things during that period: modern times | Their
technology is 30 years behind the times.
23 time’s up (spoken) said in order to tell people to
stop doing something because there is no more
time left: Okay, time’s up. Put down your pencils.
24 in time to sth if you do something in time to a
piece of music, you do it using the same RHYTHM
and speed as the music
25 do time (informal) to spend time in prison
[ORIGIN: Old English tima]
time2 v. [T] 1 to do something or arrange for
something to happen at a particular time: The bomb
was timed to go off at 5:00. | an ill-timed/welltimed announcement (=one that happens at a bad or
good time) 2 to measure how fast someone or
something is going, how long it takes to do something, etc.: Christie was timed at 10.02 seconds.
"time and a 'half n. [U] one and a half times the
normal rate of pay
'time bomb n. [C] 1 a situation that is likely to
become a very serious problem: It’s an environmental time bomb. 2 a bomb that is set to explode
at a particular time
'time card n. [C] a card on which the hours you
have worked are recorded by a machine
'time-con"suming adj. needing a long time to
do: a time-consuming process
'time frame n. [C] the period of time during
which you expect or agree that something will
happen or be done
'time-"honored adj. a time-honored method, custom, etc. is one that has existed or worked well for
a long time
time·keep·er /'taIm"kipø/ n. [C] someone who
officially records how long it takes to do something, especially at a sports event
time·less /'taImlIs/ adj. always remaining beautiful, attractive, etc.: timeless melodies
'time "limit n. [C] the longest time that you are
allowed to do something in: There is a time limit
for using the library computer.
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time·ly /'taImli/ adj. done or happening at exactly

the right time: a timely decision
"time 'off n. [U] time when you are officially
allowed not to be at work or studying
"time 'out n. 1 take time out to rest or do
something different from your usual job or activities 2 [C] a short time during a sports game when
the teams can rest and get instructions from the
COACH

tim·er /'taImø/ n. [C] an instrument for measuring

time, when you are doing something such as cooking
times /taImz/ prep. MATH multiplied by: Two times
two equals four. ➔ CALCULATE
time·ta·ble /'taIm"teIb@l/ n. [C] a plan of events
and activities, with their dates and times
SYN schedule: Many people are calling for a
timetable for withdrawing the troops.
'time warp n. be (caught/stuck) in a time
warp to have not changed even though everyone or
everything else has: The sleepy little town seems to
be caught in a time warp.
'time zone n. [C] one of the 24 areas the world is
divided into, each of which has its own time
tim·id /'tImId/ adj. not brave or confident: a timid
child —timidly adv. —timidity /t@'mId@Ôi/ n. [U]
THESAURUS

➔ SHY 1

shy, bashful, self-conscious

listen to, and sounds like it is coming from something made of metal: tinny music
tin·sel /'tIns@l/ n. [U] thin pieces of shiny silver
paper, used especially as Christmas decorations
tint1 /tInt/ n. [C] a small amount of a light color
SYN shade: The sky had a pink tint.
tint2 v. [T] to change the color of something,
especially hair
ti·ny /'taIni/ adj. extremely small: thousands of
tiny little fish | a tiny fraction of the budget
THESAURUS
small, little, minute, miniature,
minuscule ➔ SMALL

tip1 /tIp/ n. [C] 1 the end of something, especially

something pointed SYN point: the tip of your nose |
the northern tip of the island 2 a small amount of
additional money that you give to someone such as
a WAITER or taxi driver for his/her service: Did you
leave a tip? | a $5 tip 3 a helpful piece of advice:
tips on/for losing weight | He gave me some tips on
taking good pictures.
THESAURUS
advice, suggestion,
recommendation ➔ ADVICE

4 on the tip of your tongue if a word, name, etc.
is on the tip of your tongue, you know it but cannot
remember it immediately 5 the tip of the iceberg a small sign of a problem that is much larger:
These figures are just the tip of the iceberg.

tim·ing /'taImIÎ/ n. 1 [U] the skill of doing

tip2 v. (tipped, tipping) 1 [I,T] to lean at an angle,

tin·ker /'tIÎkø/ v. [I] (informal) to make small

tip·sy /'tIpsi/ adj. (informal) slightly drunk
tip·toe1 /'tIptoU/ n. on tiptoe standing on your

or to make something do this: The boat tipped a
something at exactly the right time: A comedian
little to that side. | Jesse tipped his chair
has to have good/bad/wonderful timing or his
back. 2 [I,T] to give a tip to a WAITER , taxi driver,
jokes will fall flat. 2 [C,U] the time when someone
etc. for his/her service: I tipped him $5. 3 be
does something or when something happens: the
tipped with sth to have one end covered in
timing of his resignation
something: The arrows were tipped with poison
tim·or·ous /'tIm@r@s/ adj. (formal) lacking confitip sb ↔ off phr. v. (informal) to give someone such
dence and easily frightened: a small, timorous
as the police secret information about something
woman —timorously adv.
illegal: The police must have been tipped off about
tin /tIn/ n. [U] a soft white metal used for making
the robbery.
cans, building materials, etc.: a tin can
tip (sth ↔) over phr. v. to fall or turn over, or to
make something do this: The canoe suddenly tipped
tin·der /'tIndø/ n. [U] material that burns easily,
over. | The baby tipped the plant over.
used for lighting fires
ti·pi
/'tipi/ n. [C] a TEPEE
tine /taIn/ n. [C] a pointed part of something that
has several points, for example on a fork
'tip-off n. [C] (informal) 1 a warning or message
about something illegal that is given secretly to the
tin·foil /'tInfOIl/ n. [U] (old-fashioned) FOIL
police, a government, etc. 2 the beginning of a
tinge /tIndZ/ n. [C] a very small amount of a color,
basketball game, when the ball is thrown in the air
emotion, or quality: a tinge of sadness in her voice |
and two players jump for it
white paint with a yellow tinge —tinged adj.
tin·gle /'tIÎg@l/ v. [I] to feel a slight sting on your tip·ster /'tIpstø/ n. [C] (written) someone who
gives the police, a REPORTER , etc. secret informaskin: My fingers tingled with the cold. —tingle n.
tion about something that is going to happen
[C]
changes to something in order to repair it or
improve it: Dad was tinkering with the engine.
tin·kle /'tIÎk@l/ v. [I] to make high soft ringing
sounds: a tinkling bell —tinkle n. [C]
tin·ny /'tIni/ adj. a tinny sound is unpleasant to

toes, with the rest of your feet off the ground: Matt
stood on tiptoe to see.

tiptoe2 v. [I] to walk on tiptoe: Rita tiptoed downstairs. ➔ see picture on page A9

T
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ti·rade /'taIreId/ n. [C] a long angry speech criti-

painting, play, etc.: What is the title of her new
cizing someone or something: a tirade against/at book? 2 [C] (written) a book: this year’s bestpolluters
selling titles 3 [C] a word or name that describes
tire1 /taIø/ n. [C] a thick round piece of rubber that someone’s rank or position: Her official title is
fits around the wheel of a car, bicycle, etc.: I had a editorial manager. 4 [C] a word such as “Mrs.,”
flat tire (=all the air went out of it) on the way “Dr.,” “Senator,”, etc. that is used before someone’s
name to show whether s/he is married or what
home.
his/her rank or position is 5 [C] the position of
2
tire v. 1 [I,T] to become tired, or to make some- being the winner of an important sports competione feel tired: Even short walks tire her. 2 tire of tion: the National League batting title 6 [singular,
sth to become bored with something: We never U] LAW the legal right to own something: Who has
tired of her stories.
the title to this land?
tire sb ↔ out phr. v. to make someone very tired:
2
v. [T] to give a name to a book, play, etc.: The
title
All that walking tired me out.
concert was titled “Home for the Holidays.”
tired /taIød/ adj. 1 feeling that you want to sleep
or rest: I was too tired to move. | Ben looks tired 'title role also 'title "character n. [C] the main
character in a play, movie, etc., which is the same
out.
as the name of the play, etc.
THESAURUS
tit·ter /'tIÔø/ v. [I] to laugh quietly, especially in a
exhausted – extremely tired: I was completely
nervous way —titter n. [C]
exhausted after the long trip.

worn out – very tired because you have been

T

working or playing hard: By the end of the season,
many players are worn out.
weary – very tired, especially because you have
been doing something for a long time: She grew
weary (=became weary) of spending every day
in the car. | weary travelers
run-down – tired and unhealthy: If you’re feeling
run-down, you probably need a holiday.
beat (informal) – very tired: I’m beat.
fatigued (formal) – extremely tired: They were
fatigued after the long voyage.

2 tired of (doing) sth bored or annoyed with
something: I’m tired of waiting.
tire·less /'taIølIs/ adj. working very hard in a
determined way: a tireless worker —tirelessly
adv.

THESAURUS
ENERGETIC

energetic, vigorous ➔

tire·some /'taIøs@m/ adj. annoying and boring
➔

TIRING :

a tiresome conversation

tir·ing /'taI@rIÎ/ adj. making you feel tired: The
trip had been tiring.

tis·sue /'tISu/ n. 1 [C] a piece of soft thin paper,

used for blowing your nose 2 [U] BIOLOGY the
material forming animal or plant cells: damaged
lung tissue
tit-for-tat /"tIt fø 'tæt/ n [U] (informal) something bad that you do to someone because s/he has
done something bad to you
tithe /taID/ n. [C usually plural] 1 SOCIAL SCIENCE a
particular amount, usually 10% of income, that
members of some Christian churches are expected
to give to the church 2 HISTORY a tax paid to the
church, in past times
tit·il·late /'tIÔl"eIt/ v. [T] to make someone feel
excited or interested, especially sexually: TV news
seems often meant to titillate you, not inform you.
ti·tle1 /'taIÔl/ n. 1 [C] the name given to a book,

THESAURUS
laugh, giggle, chuckle,
snicker ➔ LAUGH 1

tiz·zy /'tIzi/ n. (informal) in a tizzy feeling nervous, upset, and sometimes confused

TLC n. [U] (informal) tender loving care kindness
and love that you give to someone when s/he is sick
or upset
TN the written abbreviation of TENNESSEE
TNT n. [U] a powerful explosive
to1 /t@; before vowels tU; strong tu/ [used with the
basic form of a verb to make the infinitive.] c Do not use
“to” with modal verbs. b 1 used after a verb, noun,
or adjective when the INFINITIVE completes its
meaning: I’d love to go! | It’s starting to rain. | The
men were told to leave the bar. | If you get a chance
to see the play, you should. | Dad says he’s not
ready to retire yet. | It’s great to see you! 2 used by
itself instead of an INFINITIVE in order to avoid
repeating the same verb: You can go if you want
to. 3 used after “how,” “where,” “who,” “whom,”
“whose,” “which,” “when,” “what,” or “whether”:
Can you show me how to do this? | Maria didn’t
know whether to call Tim or not. 4 used in order to
show the purpose of an action: He covered the child
to keep her from getting cold. | To begin with, let’s
look at chapter three. 5 used after “too” and an
adjective: It’s too cold to go outside. 6 used after
an adjective and “enough”: Are you feeling well
enough to go back to work? 7 used after “there is”
and a noun: There’s nothing to do here.
to2 prep. 1 in order to be in a particular place,
event, state, etc.: The drive to the city takes five
hours. | I couldn’t go to sleep. | Are you going to the
wedding?
THESAURUS
ORDER 1

in order to, so (that), for ➔

2 toward or in the direction of a place: She went to
the door. | Throw the ball to me. 3 used in order to
show the position of something, especially in relation to something else: The water came up to our
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knees. | They live in a town 50 miles to the south of to·day1 /t@'deI/ n. [U] 1 the day that is happening
Denver. | My back was to the door (=facing the
now: Today is Wednesday. | today’s paper 2 the
door). 4 used in order to show who receives or
present time: young people of today
owns something, or to whom speech is directed: today2 adv. 1 during the day that is happening
Angie said “hi” to me this morning. | The ring
now: Mom, can we go to the park today? 2 in the
belongs to her mother. 5 used in order to show
present time: Today, heart disease is the leading
where something is touching, fastened, or concause of death in women.
nected: We tied the rope to a tree. | The computers
are linked to a server. 6 used to show a relation- tod·dle /'tAdl/ v. [I] to walk with short unsteady
steps, like a very young child does
ship with someone or something: She’s married to
Gary’s cousin. 7 starting with one thing or in one tod·dler /'tAdlø/ n. [C] a child between the ages
place and ending with or in another: A to Z | Count
of about 1 and 3
to 10. | It’s 30 miles from here to Toronto. 8 used to-'do n. [singular] (informal) unnecessary excitewhen showing who or what is affected by an action
ment or angry feelings about something SYN fuss
or situation: Mr. Reger is nice to everyone. | The
1
toe
/toU/ n. [C] 1 one of the five separate parts at
chemicals are a danger to ocean life. 9 fitting or
the end of your foot: I hurt my big toe (=largest
being part of a machine or piece of equipment: I
toe). ➔ see picture on page A3 2 on your toes
have a key to the office. 10 used when comparing
ready for anything that might happen: The managtwo numbers, things, etc.: The Bears won, 27 to
ers come to the factory floor, just to keep us on our
10. 11 used in order to mean “before” when you
toes. ➔ step on sb’s toes at STEP 2
are giving the time: It’s ten to four. | two weeks to
Christmas
toe2 v. toe the line to do what you are told to do
by people in authority
toad /toUd/ n. [C] an animal like a large FROG but
brown in color
TOEFL /'toUf@l/ n. Test of English as a Foreign Language a test that students can take if
toad·stool /'toUdstul/ n. [C] a plant that looks
their first language is not English, that proves that
like a MUSHROOM , but is usually poisonous
they can understand English
1
toad·y /'toUdi/ n. (plural toadies) [C] (disapprovtoe·hold
/'toUhoUld/ n. [singular] your first
ing) someone who pretends to like an important
involvement in a particular activity, from which you
person and does whatever that person wants, especan develop and become stronger: It took us five
cially in order to gain an advantage in the future
years to gain a toehold in the market.
toady2 v. (toadied, toadies)
toe·nail /'toUneIl/ n. [C] the hard flat part that
toady to sb phr. v. (disapproving) to pretend to like
covers the top end of your toe
an important person, organization, etc., and do
whatever that person or organization wants, so that "toe-to-'toe adv. go/stand/fight toe-to-toe
(with) sb to argue or fight with someone in a way
they will help you or like you —toadying also
that shows you will not stop
toadyism n. [U] (disapproving)
tof·fee
/'tOfi, 'tAfi/ n. [C,U] a sticky brown candy
to and fro /"tu @n 'froU/ adv. moving in one
made from sugar and butter, or a piece of this
direction and then back again: They swung to and
fro.
to·fu /'toUfu/ n. [U] a soft white food that is made
from SOYBEAN s
toast1 /toUst/ n. 1 [U] bread that has been heated
until it is brown and CRISP : a slice/piece of toast to·ga /'toUg@/ n. [C] HISTORY a long loose piece of
2 [C] an occasion when you toast someone: They
clothing worn by people in ancient Greece and
raised their glasses in a toast to the happy couple.
Rome
toast2 v. [T] 1 to drink a glass of wine, etc. with to·geth·er1 /t@'gEDø/ adv. 1 if two or more
things are put together, they form a single subject,
other people in order to thank someone, wish somegroup, mixture, or object: Add the numbers
one luck, or celebrate something: We toasted our
together. | We put the puzzle together last
victory with champagne. 2 to make bread or other
night. 2 with or next to each other: Kevin and I
food turn brown by heating it
went to school together. | Keep everything together
toast·er /'toUstø/ n. [C] a machine used for
in a folder. | We were crowded/packed etc. together
making toast
in one little room. 3 if two people are together,
they are married or have a romantic relationship:
toast·y /'toUsti/ adj. (spoken) warm in a way that
Mark and Sarah decided to live together. 4 at the
makes you feel comfortable
same time: Why do all the bills seem to come
to·bac·co /t@'bækoU/ n. [U] dried brown leaves
together? ➔ get your act together at ACT 2
that are smoked in cigarettes, CIGAR s, etc., or the
together2 adj. (spoken) thinking clearly, being
plant that these come from
very organized, etc.: Carla seems really together.
to·bog·gan·ing /t@'bAg@nIÎ/ n. [U] the sport of
to·geth·er·ness
/t@'gEDønIs/ n. [U] a feeling
sliding down snow-covered hills on a special
of having a close relationship with other people
wooden or plastic board that curves up at the front
—toboggan n. [C] —toboggan v. [I]
tog·gle /'tAg@l/ n. [C] IT something such as a key

T
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on a computer that lets you change from one pain, difficulty, etc. without being harmed: plants
with limited tolerance for/to the cold 3 [C,U] MATH
operation to another —toggle v. [I,T]
the amount by which a measurement can be differtogs /tAgz, tOgz/ n. [plural] (informal) clothes
ent from what is wanted
toil /tOIl/ v. [I] (literary) to work very hard for a long
tol·er·ate
/'tAl@"reIt/ v. [T] to accept something,
period of time —toil n. [U]
even though you do not like it: The school will not
toi·let /'tOIlIt/ n. [C] a large bowl that you sit on to tolerate sexual harassment. | My stepmother barely
get rid of waste matter from your body [ORIGIN: tolerated me. —tolerant adj. —toleration
1500—1600 French toilette “cloth put around /"tAl@'reIS@n/ n. [U]
the shoulders while arranging the hair or shavTHESAURUS
ing, toilette, toilet,” from toile “net, cloth”]
THESAURUS

Do not use toilet to talk about a room with a
toilet in it.
bathroom – a room in a house with the toilet in
it

restroom, women’s/ladies’ room, men’s
room – a room in a public place that has one or
more toilets in it

lavatory – a room with a toilet in it, especially a

room in a public building such as a school or on
an airplane
latrine – an outdoor toilet at a camp or military
area
outhouse/privy – a small outdoor building in
which the waste goes into a hole below the
building, used in campgrounds and in the past
behind houses

T

'toilet "paper n. [U] soft thin paper used for

cleaning yourself after you have used the toilet
toi·let·ries /'tOIl@triz/ n. [plural] things such as
soap and TOOTHPASTE that are used for washing
and cleaning yourself
to·ken1 /'toUk@n/ n. [C] 1 a round piece of metal
that you use instead of money in some
machines 2 something that represents a feeling,
fact, event, etc.: This is a token of our appreciation.
token2 adj. 1 a token action, change, etc. is small
and not very important, but is done to show that
you are dealing with a problem or will keep a
promise: He receives a token salary for his
help. 2 token woman/minority/black etc.
someone who is included in a group to make
everyone think that it has all types of people in it,
when this is often not really true
to·ken·ism /'toUk@"nIz@m/ n. [U] actions that
are intended to make people think that an organization deals fairly with people or problems when in
fact it does not
told /toUld/ v. the past tense and past participle of

accept – to agree or deal with a situation you
do not like but cannot change: She found it hard
to accept his death.
stand – to be able to accept or deal well with a
difficult situation: It was so noisy in there that I
could hardly stand it.
put up with sth – to accept an annoying
situation or someone’s annoying behavior,
without trying to stop it or change it: I don’t see
how you can put up with the constant noise.
live with sth – to accept a bad situation as a
permanent part of your life that you cannot
change: Stress is just something you have to learn
to live with.
condone (formal) – to accept or allow behavior
that most people think is wrong: I cannot
condone the use of violence.

toll1 /toUl/ n. [C] 1 [usually singular] the number of

people killed or injured at a particular time: The
death toll has risen to 83. 2 [usually singular] a bad
effect that something has on someone or something
over a long period of time: Years of smoking have
taken their toll on his health. 3 the money you
have to pay to use a particular road, bridge, etc.
toll2 v. [I,T] if a bell tolls, or you toll it, it keeps
ringing slowly
'toll booth n. [C] a place where you pay to use a
particular road, bridge, etc.
"toll-'free adj. a toll-free telephone call does not
cost any money: Call our toll-free number now.
tom·a·hawk /'tAm@"hOk/ n. [C] a light AX used
by some Native Americans in past times
to·ma·to /t@'meIÔoU/ n. (plural tomatoes) [C] a
soft round red fruit, eaten as a vegetable raw or
cooked: a tomato sauce [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
Spanish tomate, from Nahuatl (a language from
Southern Mexico and Central America) tomatl]
➔ see picture at VEGETABLE

tomb /tum/ n. [C] a grave, especially a large one

above the ground: the tomb of China’s first
emperor [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Anglo-French
tolerable is not very good, but you are able to tumbe, from Late Latin tumba “pile of earth
accept it ANT intolerable: The heat was barely under which a body is buried”]
tom·boy /'tAmbOI/ n. [C] a girl who likes to play
tolerable. —tolerably adv.
tol·er·ance /'tAl@r@ns/ n. 1 [U] willingness to the same games as boys
allow people to do, say, or believe what they want: tomb·stone /'tumstoUn/ n. [C] a GRAVESTONE
society’s need for religious/racial tolerance | He
had little tolerance for/of mistakes. 2 [C,U] the tom·cat /'tAmkæt/ n. [C] a male cat
degree to which someone or something can suffer tome /toUm/ n. [C] (literary) a large heavy book
TELL

tol·er·a·ble /'tAl@r@b@l/ adj. something that is

tool
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to·mor·row1 /t@'mAroU, -'mOr-/ adv. on or dur- "tongue-in-'cheek adv. said or done seriously,
ing the day after today: Hanson is leaving
tomorrow. | I’ll see you tomorrow morning/
afternoon/night. [ORIGIN: Old English to morgen, from to “to” + morgen “morning”]

tomorrow2

but meant as a joke

'tongue-tied adj. unable to speak easily because
you are nervous

'tongue "twister n. [C] a word or phrase with
n. [U] 1 the day after today

➔ TODAY , YESTERDAY : Tomorrow is Thursday. 2 the future, especially the near future: the
schools of tomorrow 3 do sth like there’s no
tomorrow to do something without worrying
about the future: We’re spending money like there’s
no tomorrow.

ton /tön/ n. [C] 1 a unit for measuring weight,

equal to 2,000 pounds 2 (informal) a very large
quantity or weight: Your suitcase weighs a ton! |
She spent tons of money.

tone1 /toUn/ n. 1 [C,U] the way your voice

many similar sounds that is difficult to say quickly

ton·ic /'tAnIk/ n. 1 [C,U] also tonic water a
bitter-tasting drink with BUBBLE s, that you mix
with some alcoholic drinks 2 [C] something, especially a medicine, that gives you more energy or
strength

tonic sol-fa /"tAnIk soUl 'fA/ n. [U]

ENG. LANG.

ARTS

a system of using SYLLABLE s to represent the
notes of a musical scale

to·night1 /t@'naIt/ adv. on or during the night of
today: I think I’ll go to bed early tonight.

sounds, which shows how you are feeling or what
you mean: Ben’s calm, relaxed tone of voice |
“Yes,” she replied, in an amused tone. 2 [singular,
U] the general feeling or attitude expressed in a
piece of writing, activity, etc.: The argument set the
tone (=began a feeling that continued) for the
evening. | the formal tone of her poems 3 [C] a
sound made by a piece of electronic equipment:
Please leave a message after the tone. 4 [U] the
quality of a sound, especially the sound of a musical instrument or someone’s voice 5 [U] how
strong and firm your muscles, skin, etc. are: Exercise will improve your muscle tone. 6 [C] a SHADE
of a particular color 7 [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS the
difference in PITCH between two musical notes that
are separated by one KEY on the piano SYN step

tonight2 n. [U] the night of today: Tonight is a

tone2 also tone up v. [T] to improve the strength

too /tu/ adv. 1 more than is needed, wanted, or

and firmness of your muscles, skin, etc.: Do these
exercises to tone your stomach muscles.
tone sth ↔ down phr. v. to make something such
as a speech or piece of writing less offensive,
exciting, etc.: Advisers told him to tone down his
statement.

"tone-'deaf adj. unable to hear the difference
between different musical notes

ton·er /'toUnø/ n. [U] a type of ink that is used in
machines that print or copy documents

tongs /tAÎz, tOÎz/ n. [plural] a tool for picking up
objects, made of two movable
attached at one end

BAR s

that are

tongue /töÎ/ n. [C] 1 the soft part in your mouth

that you can move and that you use for tasting and
speaking 2 bite/hold your tongue to stop yourself from saying something: Jim struggled to hold
his tongue. 3 a language: your mother/native
tongue (=the language you learned as a child)
THESAURUS
LANGUAGE

language, dialect ➔

4 the part of a shoe under the LACE s (=strings that
you tie them with) [ORIGIN: Old English tunge]
➔ a slip of the tongue at SLIP 2, on the tip of
your tongue at TIP 1

very special occasion. | tonight’s news

ton·nage /'tönIdZ/ n. [U] 1 the number of TON s
that something weighs 2 the size of a ship or the
amount of goods it can carry, shown in TON s

ton·sil /'tAns@l/ n. [C]

BIOLOGY one of two small
organs at the sides of your throat near the back of
your tongue

ton·sil·li·tis /"tAns@'laIÔIs/ n. [U]

BIOLOGY

an

infection of the tonsils

To·ny /'toUni/ n. (plural Tonies) [C] a prize given
each year to the best plays, actors, etc. in New
York’s theaters

possible: You’re going too fast! | He was too sick to
travel.
USAGE

Too is usually used to show that you do not like
or approve of something: This happens too
often. | You’re too old to go clubbing. | Help came
too late to save the struggling animal.
Very is used to emphasize something which can
be either good or bad: It’s very hot today. | She’s
always very busy.

2 also: Sheila wants to come too. | “I’m really
hungry.” “I am too!” 3 very: It shouldn’t be too
long until dinner’s ready. 4 be too much for sb
used in order to say that something is so difficult,
tiring, or upsetting that someone cannot do it 5 I
am too!/I did too! etc. (spoken) used when you
disagree with what someone has said about you:
“You’re not old enough.” “I am too!”

took /tUk/ v. the past tense of TAKE
tool1 /tul/ n. [C] 1 something such as a hammer,
SCREWDRIVER ,

etc. that you use to make or repair
things: He has all the tools needed for the
job. 2 something such as a piece of equipment or
skill that is useful for a particular purpose: Music
can be a useful/valuable/powerful tool for learning.
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tool2 v.

tool around/along phr. v. (informal) to drive, espe-

cially for fun

tool·box /'tulbAks/ n.
[C] a special box for

keeping tools in

toot /tut/ v. [I,T] if a

T

horn toots, or if you toot
it, it makes a short
sound —toot n. [C]
tooth /tuθ/ n. (plural
teeth /tiθ/) [C] 1 one
of the hard objects in
your mouth that you use
for biting and chewing your food: The wolf had
fierce eyes and sharp teeth. | Did you brush your
teeth (=clean them)? ➔ see picture on page A3 2 one
of the pointed parts that sticks out from a comb,
saw, etc. 3 fight (sb/sth) tooth and nail to try
with a lot of effort and determination to do something: Neighborhood groups fought tooth and nail
against the closing of the school. [ORIGIN: Old
English toth] ➔ have a sweet tooth at SWEET
tooth·ache /'tuθeIk/ n. [C,U] a pain in a tooth
tooth·brush /'tuθbröS/ n. [C] a small brush for
cleaning your teeth ➔ see picture at BRUSH 1
tooth·paste /'tuθpeIst/ n. [U] a substance used
for cleaning your teeth
tooth·pick /'tuθ"pIk/ n. [C] a small pointed piece
of wood used for removing pieces of food from
between your teeth
top1 /tAp/ n. [C]
1 HIGHEST PART the highest part of something
ANT bottom: the tops of the mountains | Write
your name at the top of the page. | an ice cream
sundae with nuts on top of it
2 UPPER SURFACE the flat upper surface of an
object: The table has a glass top. | Photographs of
the family were displayed on top of the piano.
3 on top of sth a) in addition to something: On
top of everything else, I need $700 to fix my
car! b) in control of a situation: He felt alert and
on top of things.
4 the top the best, most successful, or most important position in an organization, company, competition, etc.: The people at the top make the
decisions. | What do these men, who have reached
the top of their professions, have in common?
5 CLOTHING clothing that you wear on the upper
part of your body: a pink top
6 COVER a cover for a pen, container, etc., especially something that you push or turn: I can’t get
the top off this jar.

9 TOY a toy that spins and balances on its point
when you twist it
10 on top of the world (informal) extremely
happy
top2 adj. 1 at the top ANT bottom: the top button
of my shirt 2 best or most successful: a top
salesman | the top score ➔ POSITION 1
top3 v. (topped, topping) [T] 1 to be higher,
better, or more than something: Their profits have
topped $5 million this year. 2 be topped by/with
sth to have something on top: ice cream topped
with maple syrup
top sth ↔ off phr. v. (informal) to do one final thing
before finishing something: She topped it off by
being named the most valuable player.
top out phr. v. if something that is increasing tops
out, it reaches its highest point and stops rising: The
Dow Jones average topped out at 5999.75 today.
"top 'hat n. [C] a man’s tall hat with a flat top, worn
in past times ➔ see picture at HAT
"top-'heavy adj. 1 too heavy at the top and therefore likely to fall over 2 a top-heavy organization
has too many managers
top·ic /'tApIk/ Ac n. [C] a subject that people
talk or write about: The discussion was on the topic
of human rights. | the main topic of conversation |
The environment is a hot topic (=important topic)
during this election year. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500
Latin Topica “Topics,” from Greek Topika, from
topikos “of a place, of a useful quotation.” This
was the title of a book by the ancient Greek
thinker Aristotle.]
THESAURUS

➔ SUBJECT 1

subject, theme, issue, matter

top·i·cal /'tApIk@l/

Ac adj. relating to something that is important at the present time: The show
deals with topical issues.
'topic "sentence n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS the sentence in a PARAGRAPH that states the main idea
you are writing about
top·less /'tAplIs/ adj. a woman who is topless is
not wearing any clothes on the upper part of her
body
top·most /'tApmoUst/ adj. highest: the topmost
branches
"top-'notch adj. (informal) having the highest quality or standard: top-notch schools
also
top·o·graph·ic
/"tAp@'græfIkX/
top·o·graph·i·cal /"tAp@'græfIk@l/ adj. EARTH SCIENCES relating to topography
to·pog·ra·phy
/t@'pAgr@fi/ n. [U] 1 EARTH SCI2
THESAURUS
cover, lid, cap ➔ COVER
ENCES the science of describing or making a map of
an area of land 2 EARTH SCIENCES the shape of an
7 off the top of your head (informal) said without area of land, including its hills, valleys, etc. [ORIchecking the facts: Off the top of my head I’d say GIN: 1500—1600 Late Latin topographia
there were about 50.
“description of a place,” from Greek, from
8 at the top of your voice/lungs shouted or topographein
“to
describe
a
place”]
sung as loudly as you can
—topographer n. [C]
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top·ping /'tApIÎ/ n. [C,U] food that you put on top

of other food to make it taste or look better: pizza
toppings
top·ple /'tAp@l/ v. 1 [I,T] to fall over, or to make
something do this: Several trees toppled over in the
storm. 2 [T] to take power away from a leader or
government: The scandal could topple the government.
"top-'secret adj. top-secret documents or information must be kept completely secret
top·sy-tur·vy /"tApsi 'tøviX/ adj. (informal) in a
state of complete disorder or confusion
torch1 /tOrtS/ n. [C] a long stick that you burn at
one end for light or as a symbol: the Olympic torch
torch2 v. [T] (written) to start a fire deliberately in
order to destroy something: Someone torched the
old warehouse.
tore /tOr/ v. the past tense of TEAR
tor·ment1 /'tOrmEnt/ n. [C,U] severe pain and
suffering, or something that causes this
tor·ment2 /tOr'mEnt/ v. [T] to make someone
suffer a lot of mental or physical pain: He was
tormented by guilt. —tormentor n. [C]
torn /tOrn/ v. the past participle of TEAR
tor·na·do /tOr'neIdoU/ n. (plural tornadoes) [C]
an extremely violent storm consisting of air that
spins very quickly [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Spanish
tronada “thunderstorm”]
THESAURUS

wind, gale, storm, hurricane,

typhoon ➔ WIND 1

tor·pe·do /tOr'pidoU/ n. (plural torpedoes) [C] a
weapon that is fired under the surface of the ocean
and explodes when it hits something [ORIGIN:
1700—1800 torpedo type of fish that can produce electricity to protect itself (16—21 centuries), from Latin, “stiffness, numbness, torpedo
fish”] —torpedo v. [T]
tor·pid /'tOrpId/ adj. (formal) lazy or sleepy, and
with no energy, activity, or excitement: the torpid
warmth of the evening —torpidly adv.

tor·rent /'tOr@nt, 'tAr-/ n. 1 a torrent of sth a
lot of something: a torrent of criticism 2 [C] a
large amount of water moving very quickly in a
particular direction —torrential /t@'rEnS@l, tO-/
adj.: torrential rain

tor·rid /'tOrId, 'tAr-/ adj. 1 involving strong

emotions, especially sexual excitement: a torrid
love affair 2 extremely hot
tor·so /'tOrsoU/ n. (plural torsos) [C] your body,
not including your arms, legs, or head
tort /tOrt/ n. [C] LAW an action that is wrong but not
criminal and can be dealt with in a CIVIL court of
law
tor·ti·lla /tOr'tiy@/ n. [C] a thin flat Mexican bread
made from CORNMEAL or flour
tor·toise /'tOrÔ@s/ n. [C] a slow-moving animal
that can put its legs and head inside the shell that
covers its body [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Old French
tortue, from Vulgar Latin tartaruca, from Late
Latin tartaruchus “of Tartarus, the land of the
dead in ancient stories;” because it used to be
thought that tortoises and turtles came from
hell]
tor·tu·ous /'tOrtSu@s/ adj. 1 complicated, long,
and therefore confusing: a tortuous process 2 a
tortuous road has a lot of turns and is difficult to
travel on
tor·ture1 /'tOrtSø/ n. [C,U] 1 the act of torturing
someone 2 mental or physical suffering: The waiting must be torture for you.
torture2 v. [T] to deliberately hurt someone in
order to force him/her to tell you something, to
punish him/her, or to be cruel: He was tortured to
death in prison.
toss /tOs/ v. 1 [T] to throw something without
much force: Could you toss me my keys? | He
tossed the apples into a barrel.
THESAURUS
THROW 1

throw, chuck, fling, lob ➔

2 [I,T] to move around continuously in a violent or
uncontrolled way, or to make something do this:
The kite was being tossed by the wind. | I was
tossing and turning (=changing my position in bed
because I could not sleep) all night. 3 [T] also
toss out (informal) to get rid of something:
“Where’s the newspaper?” “I tossed it.” 4 [T] to
cover food in a liquid by moving it around in the
liquid: Toss the carrots in melted butter. —toss n.
[C] ➔ toss/flip a coin at COIN 1
'toss-up n. it’s a toss-up (spoken) said when you
do not know which of two things will happen, or
which of two things to choose: So far the election is
a toss-up.
tot /tAt/ n. [C] (informal) a small child
to·tal1 /'toUÔl/ adj. 1 complete, or as great as is
possible: Their marriage was a total disaster. | She
has been slowed down by the almost total loss of
her sight. 2 total number/amount/cost etc.
the number, amount, etc. that is the total: The total
cost of the building will be $6 million.
total2 n. [C] the number that you get when you
have added everything together: The city spent a
total of two million dollars on the library. | I was
out of work for 34 days in total.
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total3 v. 1 [linking verb] to add up to a particular

amount: Prize money totaling $5,000 will be
awarded. 2 [T] (informal) to damage a car so badly
that it cannot be repaired: Chad totaled his dad’s
new Toyota.
to·tal·i·tar·i·an /toU"tæl@'tEri@n/ adj. POLITICS
based on a political system in which people are
completely controlled by the government
—totalitarianism n. [U]
to·tal·i·ty /toU'tæl@Ôi/ n. [U] (formal) the whole of
something
to·tal·ly /'toUÔl-i/ adv. completely: I totally agree. |
He’s become a totally different person. | These
mistakes are totally unacceptable.
THESAURUS
completely, absolutely,
entirely, wholly, utterly ➔ COMPLETELY

tote /toUt/ v. [T] (informal) to carry something
THESAURUS

➔ CARRY

carry, lug, cart, haul, schlep

'tote bag n. [C] a large bag in which you carry
things

to·tem pole /'toUÔ@m poUl/ n. [C] a tall wooden

T

pole with images of animals or faces cut into it,
made by some Native American tribes
tot·ter /'tAÔø/ v. [I] to walk or move in an unsteady
way
touch1 /tötS/ v. 1 [T] to put your finger, hand, etc.
on something or someone: Don’t touch the paint –
it’s still wet! | She reached out to touch his arm.
THESAURUS

feel – to touch something with your fingers to

find out about it: Feel this teddy bear – it’s so soft!

handle – to touch something or pick it up and

hold it in your hands: Please do not handle the
merchandise.
stroke – to move your hand gently over
something: She stroked the baby’s face.
rub – to move your hand or fingers over a
surface while pressing it: Bill yawned and rubbed
his eyes.
scratch – to rub your nails on part of your skin:
Try not to scratch those mosquito bites.
pat – to touch someone or something lightly
again and again, with your hand flat: He knelt
down to pat the dog.
pet – to touch and move your hand gently over
an animal: Do you want to pet the cat?
brush – to touch someone or something lightly
as you pass by: Her hand brushed mine.
caress – to gently move your hand over a part
of someone’s body in a loving way: Miguel gently
caressed her hair.
tickle – to move your fingers lightly over
someone’s body in order to make him/her laugh:
Minna tickled the baby’s feet and he gurgled.

2 [I,T] if two things are touching, there is no space
in between them: Make sure the wires aren’t touching. 3 not touch sth a) to not use or handle

something: My brother won’t let me touch his
bike. b) to not eat or drink something: She didn’t
touch her breakfast. c) to refuse to deal with or
become involved in a particular situation or problem: Our lawyer said he wouldn’t touch the
case. 4 not touch sb/sth to not hurt someone or
not damage something: I swear Mom, I didn’t touch
him! 5 [T] to affect someone’s emotions, especially by making him/her feel pity or sympathy
➔ TOUCHED : His speech touched everyone
present. 6 touch base to talk to someone in
order to find out how s/he is or what is happening: I
wanted to touch base with you before the meeting.
touch down phr. v. if an aircraft touches down, it
lands on the ground
touch sth ↔ off phr. v. to cause a bad situation or
violent event to begin: The report touched off a
fierce debate.
touch on/upon sth phr. v. to mention something
when you are talking or writing: Her songs touch
on social issues.
touch sth ↔ up phr. v. to improve something by
making small changes to it: Norma touched up her
makeup for the picture.
touch2 n. 1 [C] the action of putting your finger,
hand, etc. on someone or something: Rita felt the
touch of his hand on her shoulder. 2 in touch
(with sb) talking or writing to someone: I’ve been
trying to get in touch with (=phone or talk to) you
all morning. | Bye. I’ll be in touch. | We’ve stayed/
kept in touch (=continued to write or call each
other, even though we do not see each other often)
since college. | I’ve lost touch with (=stopped
writing or talking to) my high school friends. 3 in
touch/out of touch having or not having the
latest information or knowledge about a subject,
situation, or the way people feel: I think he’s out of
touch with the American people. 4 [U] the ability
to know what something is like when you feel it
with your fingers: Her skin was cool to the
touch. 5 a touch of sth a small amount of
something: a touch of sadness in her voice | Make
the salad dressing with a touch of lemon juice for
extra flavor. 6 [C] a small detail or change that
improves something: Becky put the finishing
touches on the cake. 7 [U] a particular way of
doing something skillful: I must be losing my touch
– I can’t hit anything today.
"touch-and-'go adj. (informal) if a situation is
touch-and-go, there is a risk that something bad
could happen: After Dad’s operation, it was touchand-go for a while.
touch·down /'tötSdaUn/ n. [C] 1 the action in
football of moving the ball into the opponents’ END
ZONE in order to gain points 2 the moment that a
space vehicle lands on the ground
touched /tötSt/ adj. feeling happy and grateful
because of what someone has done for you: We
were touched by their concern.
touch·ing /'tötSIÎ/ adj. making you feel sympathy or sadness: Fox gave a touching tribute to his
late father.
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THESAURUS

➔ EMOTIONAL

emotional, moving, poignant

touch·stone /'tötSstoUn/ n. [C] a standard used
for measuring the quality of something

touch·y /'tötSi/ adj. 1 easily offended or annoyed
➔ SENSITIVE : She is very touchy about her past. ➔
GRUMPY 2 touchy subject/question etc. a sub-

ject, etc. that needs to be dealt with very carefully
because it may offend or upset people
tough1 /töf/ adj. 1 difficult and needing a lot of
effort: Working as a fireman is tough. | a tough
question | a tough choice/decision
THESAURUS
difficult, hard, challenging,
demanding, arduous ➔ DIFFICULT

2 a tough person is very strong or determined: a
tough businesswoman 3 very strict: tough antismoking laws
THESAURUS
strict, firm, stringent,
draconian ➔ STRICT

4 tough material is not easily broken or damaged:
tough durable plastic 5 tough meat is difficult to
cut or eat ANT tender: a tough steak 6 tough!/
tough luck! (spoken) said when you do not have
any sympathy for someone else’s problems: “I’m
freezing!” “Tough! You should have worn your
coat.” 7 a tough place, area, etc. is likely to have a
lot of violence and crime: He grew up in a tough
neighborhood. —toughness n. [U]

tough2 v.

tough sth out phr. v. to deal with a very difficult

situation by being determined to continue: He
could’ve gone home, but he stayed and toughed it
out.
tough·en /'töf@n/ also toughen up v. [I,T] to
become tougher, or to make someone or something
do this: Hard work has toughened her up.

tou·pee /tu'peI/ n. [C] a piece of artificial hair

that a man can wear when he has no hair on part of
his head

tour1 /tUr/ n. [C] 1 a trip to several different
places in a country, area, etc.: a 7-day tour of Egypt
THESAURUS
TRAVEL 2

travel, trip, excursion ➔

2 a short trip through a place to see it: We went on a
tour through/of the Smithsonian. | Sue once
worked as a tour guide in Boston. 3 a planned trip
by a group of musicians, a sports team, etc. in order
to play in several places: The band goes on tour
later this year.

tour2 v. [I,T] to visit a place on a tour: We’re going
to tour New England this summer.

tour·ism /'tUrIz@m/ n. [U] the business of provid-

ing tourists with places to stay and things to do: The
island depends on tourism for most of its income.

tour·ist /'tUrIst/ n. [C] someone who visits a place

for pleasure: San Francisco is always full of tourists in the summer. | The Statue of Liberty is a major
tourist attraction.
tour·na·ment /'tUrn@m@nt, 'tø-/ n. [C] a competition in which many players or teams compete
against each other until there is one winner
THESAURUS
competition, championship,
contest, playoff ➔ COMPETITION

tour·ni·quet /'tUrnIkIt, 'tø-/ n. [C] a band of

cloth that is twisted tightly around an injured arm
or leg to make blood stop coming out
tou·sle /'taUz@l, -s@l/ v. [T] to make someone’s
hair look messy —tousled adj.
tout /taUt/ v. [T] to praise someone or something in
order to persuade people that he, she, or it is
important or worth a lot: Paul’s band is being
touted as the next big thing.
tow1 /toU/ v. [T] if one vehicle tows another one, it
pulls the other vehicle along behind it: Our car had
to be towed away.
THESAURUS

pull, tug, drag ➔ PULL 1

➔ see picture at PULL 1

tow2 n. 1 [C, usually singular] an act of towing a

vehicle or ship 2 in tow following closely behind
someone or something: Mattie arrived with all her
children in tow.
to·ward /tOrd, t@'wOrd/ also towards prep. 1 in
a particular direction: All the windows face toward
the river. | I saw a man coming toward me. c Don’t
say “I saw a man coming to me.” b 2 concerning
someone or something: How do you feel toward
her? | Different cultures have different attitudes
towards divorce. 3 in a process that will produce a
particular result: We should always be working
toward peace. 4 money put, saved, or given
toward something is used to pay for it: So far I’ve
saved $4,000 toward a new car. 5 just before a
particular time: I felt tired toward the end of the
day. 6 near a particular place: We’re building a
pipeline down toward Abilene.
tow·el1 /'taU@l/ n. [C] a piece of cloth used for
drying something: a bath towel (=for drying
yourself) | a dish towel [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
French toaille]
towel2 also towel off/down v. [I,T] to dry your
body using a towel
tow·er1 /'taUø/ n. [C] 1 a tall narrow building or
part of a building: the Eiffel Tower | a church
tower 2 a tall structure used for signaling or
broadcasting: a radio/television tower
tower2 v. [I] to be much taller than the people or
things around you: Lewis towered over his opponent. —towering adj.
town /taUn/ n. 1 [C] a place with houses, stores,
offices, etc. where people live and work, that is
smaller than a city: a little town on the coast 2 [U]
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the town or city where you live: How long have you
THESAURUS
find, locate, track sb/sth
been in town? | She’s from out of town (=lives in a
down ➔ FIND 1
different town). | I’ll be out of town this weekend. 3 [U] the business or shopping center of a 4 to find out where a telephone call is coming from,
town: “Where’s Dad?” “He’s gone into using electronic equipment: Police were able to
town.” 4 [singular] all the people who live in a trace the call to an apartment in Brooklyn.
particular town: The whole town got involved in the —traceable adj.: Drug smugglers do not want the
celebrations. 5 (out) on the town (informal) money to be traceable.
going to restaurants, theaters, etc. for entertainment trace2 n. 1 [C,U] a sign that someone or somein the evening: Everyone went out for a night on thing has been in a place: We found no trace of
the town. 6 go to town (on sth) (informal) to do them on the island. | He disappeared without a
something eagerly and with a lot of energy: The trace (=completely). 2 [C] a very small amount of
school really went to town on their production of a substance, quality, emotion, etc. that is difficult to
“The Wizard of Oz.” (=they did the play well and notice: There was a trace of poison in the glass. | a
worked hard on it). [ORIGIN: Old English tun trace of sorrow in his voice
“yard, buildings inside a wall, village, town”]
'trace "element n. [C] CHEMISTRY 1 a chemical
"town 'hall n. [C] a public building used for a ELEMENT that your body needs a very small
town’s local government
amount of to live 2 a chemical ELEMENT that only
town·house /'taUnhaUs/ n. [C] a house in a exists in small amounts on Earth
group of houses that share one or more walls ➔ tra·che·a /'treIki@/ n. (plural tracheas or traHOUSE 1
cheae /-ki-i/) [C] BIOLOGY the tube down which air
town·ship /'taUnSIp/ n. [C] an area where people goes from the throat to the lungs SYN windpipe
live and work that is organized under a local gov- ➔ see picture at LUNG
ernment
track1 /træk/ n.
towns·peo·ple /'taUnz"pip@l/ also towns·folk 1 keep/lose track of sb/sth to pay attention to
/'taUnzfoUk/ n. [plural] all the people who live in a someone or something so that you know what is
particular town
happening, or to fail to do this: She lost track of all
'tow truck n. [C] a strong vehicle that can pull cars the money she spent.
2 be on the right/wrong track to think in a way
behind it
that is likely to lead to a correct or incorrect result:
tox·ic /'tAksIk/ adj. poisonous: toxic chemicals Keep going, you’re on the right track.
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Late Latin toxicus, from 3 FOR RACING [C] a course with a special surface
Latin toxicum “poison”] —toxicity /tAk'sIs@Ôi/ on which people, cars, horses, etc. race
n. [U] ➔ HARMFUL
4 SPORT [U] the sport of running on a track: He
tox·i·col·o·gy /"tAksI'kAl@dZi/ n. [U] BIOLOGY the ran track in high school. ➔ see picture on page A4
5 be on/off track to be in a state or situation that
medical study of poisons and their effects
will lead to success or failure: I feel that my career
"toxic 'waste n. [C,U] waste products from indus- is back on track now.
try that are harmful to people, animals, or the 6 RAILROAD [C] the two metal lines that a train
environment
travels on: railroad tracks ➔ TRAIN 1
tox·in /'tAksIn/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a poisonous sub- 7 tracks [plural] marks on the ground made by a
moving animal, person, or vehicle: We saw bear
stance, especially one made by BACTERIA
tracks in the mud.
1
toy /tOI/ n. [C] an object for children to play with: 8 SONG [C] one of the songs or pieces of music on
Her husband brought home some new toys for the a record: the best track on the album
baby. | a toy car | The children were playing with 9 make tracks (informal) to leave somewhere
their new toys.
quickly, or hurry when going somewhere ➔ fast
track at FAST 1, off the beaten track/path at
toy2 v.
toy with phr. v. 1 toy with sth to think about an BEATEN , ONE-TRACK MIND
idea, plan, etc. for a short time and not very track2 v. [T] 1 to search for a person or animal by
seriously: She toyed with the idea of becoming an following a smell or tracks on the ground: We
actress. 2 toy with sb/sth to lie to someone or tracked the moose for hours.
trick him/her, for example saying that you love
THESAURUS
follow, tail, stalk ➔ FOLLOW
him/her when you do not
1
trace /treIs/ Ac v. [T] 1 to study or describe the
history, development, or origin of something: He 2 to follow the movements of an aircraft or ship by
traced his family history (back) to the 17th cen- using RADAR 3 to leave mud or dirt behind you
tury. 2 to copy a picture by putting a thin piece of when you walk: Who tracked mud all over the
paper over it and drawing the lines that you can see floor?
through the paper ➔ DRAW 1 3 to find someone or track sb/sth ↔ down phr. v. to find someone or
something that has disappeared: Police are still something after searching in different places: We
finally were able to track down her parents.
trying to trace the missing child.
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"track and 'field n. [U] the sports that involve

running races, jumping, and throwing things ➔ see
picture on page A4

'track meet n. [C] a sports competition with a
variety of running, jumping, and throwing events

'track "record n. [singular] all the things that a

person or organization has done in the past that
show how well she, he, or it is likely to do similar
things in the future: The company has a track
record of promoting women to high positions.
tract /trækt/ n. [C] 1 the digestive/
respiratory/urinary etc. tract BIOLOGY a system
of connected organs in your body that have one
purpose 2 a large area of land: a tract of forest
trac·ta·ble /'trækt@b@l/ adj. (formal) easy to control or deal with ANT intractable: She’s not a
tractable child. —tractability /"trækt@'bIl@Ôi/ n.
[U]

trac·tion /'trækS@n/ n. [U] 1 the force that prevents something such as a wheel from sliding on a
surface: The car lost traction and ran off the
road. 2 the process of treating a broken bone with
special medical equipment that pulls it
trac·tor /'træktø/ n. [C] a strong vehicle with
large wheels, used for pulling farm equipment
trade1 /treId/ n. 1 [U] the business of buying and
selling things, especially between countries: foreign
trade | the trade in oil
THESAURUS

business, commerce,
industry, private enterprise ➔ BUSINESS

2 the banking/retail/tourist etc. trade the business that comes from or is done by banks,
etc. 3 [C] an exchange: Let’s make a trade – my
frisbee for your baseball. 4 [C,U] a particular job,
especially one in which you work with your hands:
Jerry’s a plumber by trade.

trade2 v. 1 [I,T] to buy and sell goods and ser-

vices: Penalties were imposed on U.S. companies
that traded with Cuba. 2 [I,T] to exchange one
thing for another: I’ll trade my apple for your
candy bar.
THESAURUS
EXCHANGE 2

exchange, swap ➔

3 if two or more people trade insults or blows, they
insult or hit each other
trade sth ↔ in phr. v. to give something old that
you own, such as a car, as part of the payment for
something new: I traded my Chevy in for a Honda.
trade on sth phr. v. to use a situation or someone’s
kindness in order to gain an advantage for yourself:
She’s trading on her father’s fame to try to make it
in the music business.
trade up phr. v. to sell something such as a car or
house so that you can buy a better car or house

'trade associ"ation also 'industry associ"ation n. [C] ECONOMICS a NONPROFIT organization
that supports and protects the rights of a particular
industry, for example by trying to persuade the

government to make changes to certain laws, so
that the industry will develop and be successful
'trade "barrier n. [C] ECONOMICS something such
as a tax or a law that prevents foreign goods or
services from entering a country easily
'trade-in n. [C] a car, piece of equipment, etc. that
you give as part of the payment for the newer one
that you are buying
trade·mark /'treIdmArk/ n. [C] a special word
or picture on a product that shows it is made by a
particular company, that cannot be used by any
other company
'trade-off n. [C] ECONOMICS the act of accepting
something that you do not like or giving up an
advantage that you have because it allows you to
have or achieve something that you want: Inflation
is often a trade-off for healthy economic growth.
trad·er /'treIdø/ n. [C] 1 ECONOMICS someone
who buys and sells goods 2 ECONOMICS someone
who buys and sells STOCK s, BOND s, or CURRENCY , etc. on a financial market
'trade route n. [C] ECONOMICS a way across land
or the ocean used by traders’ vehicles, especially
ships, in the past
'trade "school n. [C] a school where people go in
order to learn a particular TRADE 1
"trade 'secret n. [C] a piece of secret information
about a particular business, that is only known by
the people who work there
'trade war n. [C] ECONOMICS a situation in which
companies or countries compete against each other
very strongly, and which usually involves governments putting higher taxes on particular goods
brought in from another country
tra·di·tion /tr@'dIS@n/ Ac n. 1 [C,U] something that people have done for a long time, and
continue to do: an old family/Jewish/American etc.
tradition | This country has a long tradition of
welcoming immigrants. | It’s a tradition that the
groom should not see the bride before the wedding.
THESAURUS
HABIT

habit, custom, convention ➔

2 (be) in the tradition of sth to have many of the
same features as something made or done in the
past: He is an entertainer in the great tradition of
vaudeville. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French,
Latin traditio “act of handing over”]
tra·di·tion·al /tr@'dIS@nl/ Ac adj. 1 relating to
the traditions of a country or group of people: a
traditional Irish folk song | traditional Mexican
food | It is traditional to exchange gifts at Christmas. 2 following ideas, methods, etc. that have
existed for a long time rather than doing something
new or different: A woman’s traditional role is as a
mother. —traditionally adv.: Traditionally, blacks
have voted for Democratic candidates.
tra"ditional e'conomy n. [C] ECONOMICS an
economic system that uses only ideas and methods
that have existed for a long time, rather than using

T

traditionalist

new or different ideas or methods

tence economy
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SYN

subsis-

Ac

n. [C]

another vehicle, used for carrying something
heavy 3 a short advertisement for a movie or
television program

someone who likes traditional ideas and does not 'trailer park n. [C] an area where trailers are
like change
parked and used as people’s homes
traf·fic /'træfIk/ n. [U] 1 the vehicles moving train1 /treIn/ n. [C] 1 a long vehicle which travels
along a particular road: We left early to avoid the along a railroad carrying people or goods. It contraffic. | heavy/light traffic (=a small or large sists of a line of carriages pulled by an engine: the
amount of traffic) 2 the movement of aircraft, train to Detroit | It’ll take about 4 hours by train. | I
ships, or trains from one place to another: air traffic take the train to work. | Hurry up or we’ll miss our
control
train. ➔ see picture at TRANSPORTATION
'traffic "jam n. [C] a long line of vehicles on the
TOPIC
road that cannot move, or that move very slowly:
You decide which train you are going to get/catch.
We were stuck in a traffic jam for two hours!
You buy your ticket at the ticket office. You look

traf·fick·ing /'træfIkIÎ/ n. drug/arms traffick-

trag·e·dy /'trædZ@di/ n. (plural tragedies)

at the departure board to check which
platform/track your train leaves from.
Sometimes the train is on time but sometimes it is
running late or delayed. When your train
arrives, you get on and find a seat in one of the
cars (=one of the connected parts of a train).
You can usually get a drink or small meal in the
dining car.

of a child’s death 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS a serious play
that ends sadly, or this style of writing: Shakespeare’s tragedies [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old
French tragédie, from Latin, from Greek tragoidia]

2 train of thought a related series of thoughts that
are developing in your mind: Sorry, I’ve lost my
train of thought. 3 a long line of moving animals,
vehicles, or people: a camel train 4 a part of a
dress that spreads out over the ground behind the
person wearing it

ing the activity of buying and selling illegal drugs
or weapons —trafficker n. [C] —traffic v. [I,T]

'traffic light also 'traffic "signal n. [C] a set of
red, green, and yellow lights used for controlling
traffic SYN light

[C,U] 1 a very sad and shocking event: the tragedy

T

tra·gic /'trædZIk/ adj. very sad and shocking: We train2 v. 1 [I,T] to teach someone or be taught the
heard the news of Holly’s tragic death in a plane
crash. —tragically adv.

trail1 /treIl/ v. 1 [I,T] also trail behind to be

skills of a particular job or activity: Sally spent two
years training as a nurse. | He’s training to be a
pilot. 2 [T] to teach an animal to do something or
to behave correctly: I’ve trained the dog to
sit. 3 [I,T] to prepare for a sports event by exercising and practicing, or to make someone do this: He
is training for the Olympics. ➔ PRACTICE 2
—trained adj.

losing a game, competition, or election: The Cowboys are trailing 21–14. 2 [I,T] to pull something
behind you, especially along the ground, or to be
pulled in this way: The wedding dress trailed on the
ground behind her. 3 [I] to follow someone: The
two mothers walked along with their kids trailing
behind them. 4 [T] to follow someone by looking train·ee /treI'ni/ n. [C] someone who is being
for signs that s/he has gone in a particular direction trained for a job: a sales trainee
trail off phr. v. if your voice trails off, it becomes train·er /'treInø/ n. [C] someone whose job is to
quieter and quieter until it cannot be heard: Her train people or animals to do something
words trailed off as Mrs. Hellman walked into the
room.
train·ing /'treInIÎ/ n. 1 [singular, U] the process
of teaching or being taught skills for a particular
trail2 n. 1 [C] a path across open country or job: Myers has no formal training in music. 2 [U]
through a forest: a hiking trail in the moun- special physical exercises that you do to stay
tains 2 a trail of blood/clues/destruction etc. healthy or prepare for a competition: weight
a series of marks or signs left behind by someone training | She’s in training for the Boston Maraor something that is moving 3 be on the trail of thon.
sb/sth to be looking for a person or information
that is difficult to find: He is always on the trail of a trait /treIt/ n. [C] a particular quality in someone’s
big story.
character SYN characteristic: His jealousy is one
trail·blaz·er /'treIl"bleIzø/ n. [C] (informal) of his worst traits.
THESAURUS
someone who is the first to discover or develop new
characteristic, quality ➔
methods of doing something: She is a trailblazer in
CHARACTERISTIC 1
the field of medical research.

trail·er /'treIlø/ n. [C] 1 a vehicle that can be trai·tor /'treIÔø/ n. [C] someone who is not loyal
pulled behind a car, used for living in during a
vacation 2 a vehicle that can be pulled behind

to his/her country, friends, etc.: He had been a
traitor to his country.
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appeal of baseball transcends age and class.
—transcendence n. [U]
tran·scen·den·tal /"trænsEn'dEnôl/ adj. existing above or beyond human knowledge or understanding

tran·scen·den·tal·ism

tra·jec·to·ry /tr@'dZEkt@ri/ n. (plural trajectories) [C] PHYSICS the curved path of an object that is

fired or thrown through the air

tram /træm/ n. [C] a STREETCAR
tramp1 /træmp/ n. [C] (old-fashioned) someone

who has no home or job and moves from place to
place, often asking for food or money
tramp2 v. [I,T] to walk somewhere with heavy
steps: Kids were tramping through the snow on
their way to school.
tram·ple /'træmp@l/ v. [I,T] 1 to step on something heavily so that you crush it with your feet:
One woman was trampled to death by the
crowd. 2 to ignore or not care about someone’s
rights or feelings: The new rule tramples on people’s right to free speech.
tram·po·line /"træmp@'lin, 'træmp@"lin/ n. [C]
a piece of sports equipment that you jump up and
down on, made of a sheet of material tightly
stretched across a large frame
trance /træns/ n. [C] a state in which you seem to
be asleep but you are still able to hear and understand what is said to you: He seemed to be in a
trance. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French transe,
from transir “to pass away, become unconscious,” from Latin transire]
tran·quil /'træÎkw@l/ adj. pleasantly calm, quiet,
and peaceful: a tranquil spot for a picnic
—tranquility /træÎ'kwIl@Ôi/ n. [U]
THESAURUS
QUIET 1

quiet, calm, peaceful ➔

tran·qui·liz·er /'træÎkw@"laIzø/ n. [C] a drug

used in order to make a person or animal calm or
unconscious —tranquilize v. [T]
trans·act /træn'zækt/ v. [I,T] (formal) to do business
trans·ac·tion /træn'zækS@n/ n. [C] (formal) a
business deal: the company’s financial transactions
trans·at·lan·tic /"trænz@t'lænôIk/ adj. crossing
the Atlantic Ocean, or involving people on both
sides of the Atlantic: a transatlantic flight | a
transatlantic business deal
tran·scend /træn'sEnd/ v. [T] (formal) to go
above or beyond the usual limits of something: The

/"trænsEn'dEnÔl"Iz@m/ n. [U] 1 SOCIAL SCIENCE the
belief, held especially by Kant, that knowledge can
be obtained by studying thought and not only by
practical experience 2 SOCIAL SCIENCE a 19thcentury set of beliefs, held especially by Emerson,
that emphasized a person’s natural ability to know
the
SPIRITUAL
nature
of
things
—transcendentalist n. [C]
trans·con·ti·nen·tal
/"trænskAnt@n'Enôl,
"trænz-/ adj. crossing a CONTINENT : the first transcontinental railroad
tran·scribe /træn'skraIb/ v. [T] to write down
the words that someone has said, or the notes of a
piece of music —transcription /træn'skrIpS@n/
n. [C,U]

tran·script /'træn"skrIpt/ n. [C] 1 an exact

written or printed copy of something that was said:
a transcript of the witness’s testimony 2 an official college document that has a list of the classes
you took as a student and the grades you received
trans·fer1 /'trænsfø, træns'fø/ Ac v. (transferred, transferring) 1 [I,T] to move from one
place, job, etc. to another, or to make someone or
something do this: After his first year at Valley
College he transferred to UCLA. | They’re transferring him from accounts to the shipping department. 2 [T] to move money from one account or
institution to another: I’d like to transfer $500 to
my checking account. 3 [T] LAW to officially give
property or money to someone else [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Latin transferre, from trans
“across” + ferre “to carry”] —transferable
/træns'fø@b@l/ adj.: Organization and dealing well
with people are skills that are transferable to any
job.
trans·fer2 /'trænsfø/ Ac n. 1 [C,U] the process of transferring someone or something: Your
bank will organize the transfer of funds. | a job
transfer 2 [C] a ticket that allows a passenger to
change from one bus, train, etc. to another without
paying more money: You should ask the bus driver
for a transfer.
"transfer RN'A (abbreviation tRNA) n. [U] BIOLOGY MOLECULE s of RNA that carry AMINO ACID s to
RIBOSOME s (=a small part of every living cell)
trans·fixed /træns'fIkst/ adj. unable to move
because you are shocked, frightened, etc.: We were
transfixed by the pictures of the storm on TV.
trans·form /træns'fOrm/ Ac v. [T] to change
the appearance, character, etc. of someone or something completely, especially in a good way: Will the
attempt to transform the country into a democracy
succeed? —transformation /"trænsfø'meIS@n/
n. [C,U]: the complete transformation of the city

T
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THESAURUS
change, alter, reform,
revolutionize ➔ CHANGE 1

trans·form·er /træns'fOrmø/ n. [C]

PHYSICS a
piece of equipment for changing electricity from
one VOLTAGE to another
trans·fu·sion /træns'fyuZ@n/ n. [C,U] the process of putting one person’s blood into the body of
someone else as a medical treatment
trans·gress /trænz'grEs/ v. [I,T] (formal) to do
something that is against the rules of a religion or
society [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 French transgresser, from Latin, past participle of transgredi
“to step beyond,” from trans “across” + gredi
“to step”] —transgression /trænz'grES@n/ n.

[C,U]

tran·sient1 /'trænZ@nt/ adj. (formal) 1 continu-

T

ing only for a short time: His success was transient. 2 working or staying somewhere for only a
short time: transient workers
transient2 n. [C] someone who has no home and
moves from place to place
tran·sis·tor /træn'zIstø/ n. [C] PHYSICS a piece of
electronic equipment that controls the flow of electricity in radios, televisions, etc.
tran·sit /'trænzIt/ Ac n. [U] 1 the process of
moving people, products, etc. from one place to
another: The shipment must have been lost in transit. 2 the system of moving people or things from
one place to another: Is it easy to get there using
public transit? (=buses, trains, etc.) [ORIGIN:
1400—1500 Latin transitus, from transire “to
go across,” from trans “across” + ire “to go”]
tran·si·tion /træn'zIS@n/ Ac n. [C,U] (formal)
the process of changing from one form or condition
to another: The transition from full-time work to
retirement can be difficult.
tran·si·tion·al /træn'zIS@nl/ Ac adj. relating to
a period of change from one form or condition to
another: transitional housing | a transitional period
between jobs
tran·si·tive verb /"trænz@ÔIv 'vøb/ n. [C] ENG.
LANG. ARTS a transitive verb has an object. In the
sentence “She makes her own clothes,” “makes” is
a transitive verb. ➔ INTRANSITIVE VERB
tran·si·to·ry /'trænz@"tOri/ Ac adj. TRANSIENT
trans·late /'trænzleIt, "trænz'leIt/ v. 1 [I,T] to
change speech or writing from one language to
another ➔ INTERPRET : He translated the book into
German. 2 translate into sth if one thing translates into another, the second thing happens as a
result of the first: Will more investment translate
into more jobs? —translation /trænz'leIS@n/ n.
[C,U]

trans·la·tor /'trænz"leIÔø/ n. [C] someone who

changes writing or speech into a different language
➔ INTERPRETER
trans·lu·cent /trænz'lus@nt/ adj. not transparent, but clear enough for some light to pass through

[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin, present participle
of translucere “to shine through,” from lucere
“to shine”] —translucence n. [U]
trans·mis·sion /trænz'mIS@n/ Ac n. 1 [C,U]
the process of sending out radio or television signals or programs, or the signals or programs themselves 2 [C] the part of a vehicle that uses the
power from the engine to turn the wheels: The car
has automatic transmission. 3 [U] (formal) the
process of sending or passing something from one
place, person, etc. to another: the transmission of
disease 4 [U] (formal) the process of passing information, ideas, CUSTOM s, etc. between people: the
transmission of values from parent to child
trans·mit /trænz'mIt/ Ac v. (transmitted,
transmitting) 1 [I,T] to send out electric signals
for radio or television SYN broadcast 2 [T] to
send or pass something from one place, person, etc.
to another: The virus is transmitted through the
blood. 3 [T] (formal) to pass knowledge, ideas,
CUSTOM s, etc. from one person or group to
another: Schools transmit both knowledge and culture to students. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin
transmittere, from trans “across” + mittere “to
send”]
trans·mit·ter /trænz'mIÔø, 'trænz"mIÔø/ n. [C]
equipment that sends out radio or television signals
trans·mute /trænz'myut/ v. [I,T] (formal) to
change from one substance or type of thing into
another, or to make someone or something do this:
The article shows how traditional African music
was transmuted into modern forms such as jazz or
gospel. —transmutable adj. —transmutation
/"trænzmyu'teIS@n/ n. [C,U]
trans·par·ent /træns'pær@nt, -'pEr-/ adj. 1 if
something is transparent, you can see through it:
transparent glass 2 easy to notice and not deceiving anyone SYN obvious: The ad was a transparent attempt to fool the voters. [ORIGIN: 1400—
1500 Medieval Latin, present participle of
transparere “to show through,” from Latin trans
“through”
+
parere
“to
show”]
—transparency n. [U] —transparently adv.
tran·spi·ra·tion /"trænsp@'reIS@n/ n. [U] BIOLOGY the process that happens when a plant loses
water through its leaves
tran·spire /træn'spaIø/ v. [I] (formal) to happen:
Nobody knows what transpired that day.
trans·plant1 /træns'plænt/ v. [T] 1 to move an
organ, piece of skin, etc. from one person’s body to
another 2 to move a plant from one place and put
it in another [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Late Latin
transplantare, from Latin trans “across” + plantare “to plant”]
trans·plant2 /'trænsplænt/ n. [C,U] a medical
operation in which an organ from someone’s body
is put into another person, or the organ itself: a
heart transplant
trans·port /træns'pOrt/ Ac v. [T] to move or
carry goods, people, etc. from one place to another

trapeze
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in a vehicle: Helicopters will transport the equipment. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French transporter, from Latin, from trans “across” +
portare “to carry”]
THESAURUS

carry, cart, haul ➔ CARRY

trans·por·ta·tion /"trænspø'teIS@n/

Ac

n.

[U] 1 a system or method for carrying passengers

or goods from one place to another: Buses are the
main form of public transportation. 2 the process
or business of taking goods from one place to
another: the transportation of goods
trans·pose /træns'poUz/ v. [T] (formal) to
change the order or position of two or more words,
letters, etc.
trans·sex·u·al /trænz'sEkSu@l/ n. [C] someone
who has had a medical operation to become a
person of the opposite sex
trans·verse /"trænz'vøsX/ adj. lying or placed
across something
trans·ves·tite /trænz'vEstaIt/ n. [C] someone,
especially a man, who enjoys dressing like a person
of the opposite sex

trap1 /træp/ n. [C] 1 a piece of equipment for
catching animals: a mouse trap 2 a bad situation
from which it is difficult to escape: the deadly trap
of drug addiction 3 a trick that is intended to catch
someone or make him/her say or do something that
s/he did not intend to

trap2 v. (trapped, trapping) [T] 1 to prevent

someone from escaping from somewhere, especially a dangerous place: Up to 25 people may be
trapped in the burning building. 2 to trick someone so that s/he says or does something that s/he
did not intend to: The police trapped him into
confessing. 3 be/feel trapped to be in a bad
situation from which it is difficult to escape: She
was trapped in an unhappy marriage. 4 to catch
an animal in a trap
THESAURUS
CATCH 1

catch, capture, corner ➔

5 to prevent something such as water, dirt, heat, etc.
from escaping or spreading: The filter traps dust.

'trap door n. [C] a small door that covers an
opening in a floor or roof

tra·peze /træ'piz/ n. [C] a short

BAR

hanging

T

trapezium
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from two ropes high above the ground, used by
ACROBAT s

tra·pe·zi·um /tr@'pizi@m/ n. (plural trapezia

/-zi@/ or trapeziums) [C] MATH a shape with four
sides, none of which is parallel with any other side
trap·e·zoid /'træp@zOId/ n. [C] MATH a shape
with four sides, only two of which are parallel
➔ see picture at POLYGON

trap·per /'træpø/ n. [C] someone who traps wild

animals for their fur
trap·pings /'træpIÎz/ n. [plural] all the clothes,
possessions, etc. that show how rich, famous, or
powerful someone is: He has all the trappings of
stardom.
trash1 /træS/ n. [U] 1 things that you throw away,
such as old food, dirty paper, etc. SYN garbage:
Just put it in the trash. | Will someone please take
out the trash (=take it outside the house)?
THESAURUS

➔ GARBAGE

T

garbage, refuse, litter, waste

2 (informal) something that is of very poor quality:
There’s so much trash on TV these days.
trash2 v. [T] (informal) 1 to destroy something
completely: You can’t have parties if your friends
are going to trash the place. 2 to criticize someone or something severely: Critics have trashed the
movie.
'trash can n. [C] a GARBAGE CAN
'trash com"pactor n. [C] a machine used for
pressing trash into a small mass
'trash talk also 'trash "talking n. [U] the act of
saying rude or insulting things to or about a sports
player during a game or competition
trash·y /'træSi/ adj. of extremely bad quality:
trashy novels
trau·ma /'trOm@, 'traUm@/ n. [C,U] a state of
extreme shock that is caused by a very bad or
frightening experience, or the experience itself: the
trauma of divorce | soldiers suffering from trauma
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Greek “wound”]
trau·mat·ic /tr@'mæÔIk, trO-/ adj. very shocking
and upsetting: a traumatic experience
trau·ma·tize /'trOm@"taIz, 'traU-/ v. [T] to
shock someone so badly that s/he is affected by it
for a very long time: He was traumatized by his
war experiences.
trav·el1 /'træv@l/ v. 1 [I,T] to make a trip from
one place to another, especially to distant places:
Rick’s traveling across/through the U.S. with a
backpack. | We always travel light (=without taking
many bags). | We traveled by bus/train etc. through
France. | He spent years traveling the country/
world.
THESAURUS

Ways of traveling
drive or go by car
fly or go by plane

sail or go by boat/ship
take a train/bus/taxi/cab or go by train/bus

etc.

walk/hike or go on foot
bike or go by bike
Someone who travels
traveler – any person who is traveling
passenger – someone who is traveling in a car,
bus, train, airplane, etc.

tourist – someone who is traveling somewhere

for a vacation
explorer – someone who travels to places that
people have not visited before
commuter – someone who travels a long
distance to work every day ➔ AIRPORT , JOURNEY ,

PASSPORT

2 [I] to move from one place or person to another:
News travels fast in a small town. 3 [I,T] to go a
particular distance or at a particular speed: We
traveled over 400 miles the first day of our trip. |
The bus was traveling at a high speed.
travel2 n. 1 [U] the act or activity of traveling:
Heavy rain is making road travel difficult.
USAGE

You can take, make, or go on a trip, journey, or
voyage, but you cannot use these verbs with
travel.
THESAURUS

travel/traveling – the general activity of going

from one place to another, especially for long
distances and long periods of time: a special
ticket for train travel around Europe | I haven’t
really done much traveling.
trip – the time spent and the distance traveled in
going from one place to another: a trip to the
grocery store | They’re planning a trip to Hawaii.
journey (formal) – a trip that is long or difficult:
the journey across the plains in a covered wagon
travels – trips to places that are far away, or the
act of moving from place to place over a period
of time: her travels in South America
voyage – a trip in which you travel by ship or in
a spacecraft, used mainly in stories: Columbus’s
voyage across the ocean
tour – a trip for pleasure, during which you visit
several different towns, areas, etc.: a tour of
Europe
expedition – a long and carefully organized trip,
especially to a dangerous or unfamiliar place:
Lewis and Clark’s expedition across North America
excursion – a short trip to visit a place, usually
by a group of people: an all-day excursion to
Catalina Island
pilgrimage – a trip to a holy place for religious
reasons: a pilgrimage to Lourdes

2 travels [plural] trips, especially to places that are
far away: She made a lot of friends on her travels.
'travel "agency n. [C] a business that arranges
travel and vacations
'travel "agent n. [C] someone who works in a
travel agency

tree
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trav·el·er /'træv@lø/ n. [C] someone who is on a

treas·ur·er /'trEZ@rø/ n. [C] someone who takes

'traveler’s "check n. [C] a special check that can

treas·ur·y /'trEZ@ri/ n. (plural treasuries)

be exchanged for the money of a foreign country

[C] 1 the money in an organization’s accounts 2 a

tra·verse /tr@'vøs/ v. [T] (formal) to move across,

government office that controls a country’s money:
the Treasury Department
treat1 /trit/ v. [T] 1 to behave toward someone in
a particular way: Why do you treat me like an
idiot? | My parents always treated me as an equal. |
Mr. Parker treats everyone equally/fairly. 2 to
consider something in a particular way: You can
treat these costs as business expenses. 3 to give
someone medical attention for a sickness or injury:
Eleven people were treated for minor injuries. 4 to buy or arrange something special for
someone: We’re treating Mom to dinner for her
birthday. 5 to put a special substance on something or use a chemical process in order to protect
or clean it: The wood has been treated to make it
waterproof.
treat2 n. 1 [C] something special that you give
someone or do for him/her: If you’re good, I’ll buy
you a treat. 2 [singular] an unexpected event that
gives you a lot of pleasure: Getting your letter was
a real treat. 3 my treat (spoken) used in order to
tell someone that you will pay for something: Put
away your money – dinner’s my treat.
treat·a·ble /'triÔ@b@l/ adj. able to be medically
treated: The disease is treatable with antibiotics.
trea·tise /'triÔ@s/ n. [C] a serious book or article
about a particular subject: a treatise on political
philosophy
treat·ment /'trit§m@nt/ n. 1 [C,U] a method
that is intended to cure an injury or sickness: a new
treatment for cancer | She was given emergency
treatment by paramedics. 2 [U] a particular way
of behaving toward someone or of dealing with
him/her: Western society’s treatment of women has
improved. | The coach denied giving his son
preferential/special treatment. 3 [C,U] a particular
way of dealing with or talking about a subject: I
didn’t think the program gave the issue serious
treatment. 4 [U] a process by which something is
cleaned, protected, etc.: a waste treatment plant
trea·ty /'triÔi/ n. (plural treaties) [C] POLITICS a
formal written agreement between two or more
countries: a peace treaty
tre·ble1 /'trEb@l/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS the upper
half of the whole range of musical notes
treble2 v. [I,T] to TRIPLE
tree /tri/ n. [C] a very tall plant that has a TRUNK
(=thick wooden stem), branches, and leaves: an
apple tree | As a kid, I loved to climb trees.
[ORIGIN: Old English treow]

trip or who travels often

over, or through something, especially land or
water
trav·es·ty /'trævIsti/ n. (plural travesties) [C]
something that is very bad because it is not what it
should be: The trial was described as a travesty of
justice.
trawl /trOl/ n. [C] a wide net that is pulled along
the bottom of the ocean to catch fish —trawl v.
[I,T]

trawl·er /'trOlø/ n. [C] a fishing boat that uses a
trawl

tray /treI/ n. [C] a flat piece of plastic, metal, or

wood with raised edges, that is used for carrying
things such as plates, food, etc.
treach·er·ous /'trEtS@r@s/ adj. 1 someone who
is treacherous cannot be trusted because s/he
secretly intends to harm you 2 extremely dangerous because you cannot see the dangers: Black ice
on the roads made driving treacherous.
treach·er·y /'trEtS@ri/ n. [U] actions that are not
loyal to someone who trusts you
tread1 /trEd/ v. (past tense trod /trAd/, past participle trodden /'trAdn/) 1 tread carefully/lightly
etc. to be very careful about what you say or do in
a difficult situation: It’s best to tread lightly when
the boss is in a bad mood. 2 tread water to stay
floating upright in deep water by moving your legs
as if you were riding a bicycle 3 [I,T] (oldfashioned) to walk or step on something
tread2 n. 1 [C,U] the pattern of lines on the part of
a tire that touches the road 2 [C] the part of a stair
that you put your foot on
tread·mill /'trEdmIl/ n. 1 [C] a piece of exercise
equipment that has a large belt around a set of
wheels, that you can walk or run on while staying
in the same place 2 [singular] work or a way of life
that seems very boring because you always have to
do the same things
trea·son /'triz@n/ n. [U] the crime of being disloyal to your country or government, especially by
helping its enemies
treas·ure1 /'trEZø/ n. 1 [U] a group of valuable
things, such as gold, silver, jewels, etc.: a story
about buried treasure 2 [C] a very valuable and
important object such as a painting or ancient
document: the treasures of the Art Institute of
Chicago
treasure2 v. [T] to treat something or someone as
very special, important, or valuable: I’ll always
treasure the memories of this day.
'treasure "hunt n. [C] a game in which you have
to find something that has been hidden by answering questions that are left in different places

care of the money for an organization

THESAURUS

Types of tree
evergreen – an evergreen tree does not lose its

leaves in winter
deciduous – a deciduous tree loses its leaves in
winter

T

treetop
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conifer – a tree such as a pine or fir that has

leaves like needles and produces cones
containing seeds
fruit tree – a tree that produces fruit that can be
eaten

Areas of trees
the woods – a large area with many trees
woodland – an area of land that is covered with
trees

forest – a very large area with a lot of trees
growing closely together

rain forest – a tropical forest with tall trees, in
an area where it rains a lot

jungle – a tropical forest with trees and large
plants

bush – wild country with trees and bushes in

Australia or Africa
grove – a piece of land with trees growing on it,
usually the same type of tree

Material from trees
wood – the usual word for the hard material that
trees are made of

lumber/timber – wood used for building and
making things

hardwood – strong heavy wood from trees such

as oaks

T

softwood – wood from trees such as pine and
fir that is cheap and easy to cut
firewood – wood that has been cut or collected
in order to be burned in a fire
➔ see picture at PLANT 1

tree·top /'tritAp/ n. [C usually plural] the top
branches of a tree

trek /trEk/ v. (trekked, trekking) [I] to make a long

and difficult trip on foot: Lewis and Clark, the
explorers, trekked across the Rockies. —trek n.
[C]: a trek across the country —trekking n. [U]

trel·lis /'trElIs/ n. [C] a wooden frame for supporting climbing plants

trem·ble /'trEmb@l/ v. [I] to shake because you

are upset, afraid, or excited: Her lip trembled as she
spoke. | Ray’s voice was trembling with fear/anger.
THESAURUS
SHAKE 1

shake, shiver, quiver ➔

tre·men·dous /trI'mEnd@s/ adj. 1 very great in

amount, size, power, etc.: I have tremendous
respect for her. | a runner with tremendous
speed 2 excellent: The play was a tremendous
success. —tremendously adv.
trem·or /'trEmø/ n. [C] 1 a small EARTHQUAKE 2 a slight shaking movement in your body
that you cannot control: There was a tremor in her
hands.

trem·u·lous /'trEmy@l@s/ adj. (literary) shaking
slightly, especially because you are nervous: a
tremulous voice —tremulously adv.

trench /trEntS/ n. [C] a long narrow hole that is
dug along the ground

tren·chant /'trEntS@nt/ adj. (written) expressed

very strongly, effectively, and directly: a trenchant
criticism of big business
'trench coat n. [C] a long RAINCOAT with a belt
trend /trEnd/ Ac n. [C] 1 the way a situation is
generally developing or changing SYN tendency:
There’s a trend toward more part-time
employment. | recent trends in education 2 a way
of doing something or a way of thinking that is
becoming fashionable: fashion trends
trend·y /'trEndi/ adj. (comparative trendier, superlative trendiest) (informal) modern and fashionable:
the trendiest club in town
THESAURUS
FASHIONABLE

fashionable, stylish ➔

trep·i·da·tion /"trEp@'deIS@n/ n. [U] (formal) a

feeling of anxiety or fear about something that is
going to happen
tres·pass /'trEspæs/ v. [I] to go onto someone’s
land without permission —trespasser n. [C]
THESAURUS

➔ ENTER 1

enter, sneak in, get in, intrude

tres·tle /'trEs@l/ n. [C] a wooden support made of
beams in an “A” shape under a table or bridge

tri·al /'traI@l/ n. 1 [C,U] a legal process in which a

court of law examines a case to decide whether
someone is guilty of a crime ➔ TRY : a murder
trial | Holt is on trial for (=being judged in a court
for) bank robbery. | He stands trial (=will be
judged in a court) in June. | The defendant has a
right to a fair trial. 2 [C,U] a test to know if
something works well and is safe: clinical trials of
a new drug 3 [C,U] a short period during which
you use something or employ someone to find out
whether he, she, or it is satisfactory for a particular
purpose or job: Bonnie’s been hired on a trial
basis. 4 trial and error testing different ways of
doing something in order to find the best one: I
learned to cook by/through trial and error. 5 trials [plural] a sports competition in which people
who want to be on a team are tested to find out who
is best SYN tryout: the Olympic swimming trials 6 trials and tribulations difficult experiences and troubles: He’s undergoing all the trials
and tribulations of being a teenager.
"trial 'run n. [C] an occasion when you test something new in order to see if it works
tri·an·gle /'traI"æÎg@l/ n. [C] 1 a flat shape with
three straight sides and three angles ➔ see picture at
POLYGON

THESAURUS
shape, square, circle,
semicircle, rectangle, oval ➔ SHAPE 1

2 a small musical instrument shaped like a triangle,
that you play by hitting it with a small metal BAR
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin triangulum, from
tri- “three” + angulus “angle”] —triangular
/traI'æÎgy@lø/ adj.

trill
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tri·ath·lon /traI'æθlAn, -l@n/ n. [C] a sports com-

petition in which you run, swim, and ride a bicycle

tribe /traIb/ n. [C] a social group that consists of

people of the same RACE who have the same
beliefs, customs, language, etc. and live in one area
ruled by a chief: the tribes of the Amazon jungle
—tribal adj.: tribal art | tribal leaders
THESAURUS

group ➔ RACE 1

race, nation, people, ethnic

trib·u·la·tion /"trIby@'leIS@n/ n. [C,U] (formal)

serious trouble or a serious problem ➔ trials and
tribulations at TRIAL
tri·bu·nal /traI'byunl, trI-/ n. [C] a type of court
that has official authority to deal with a particular
situation or problem: a war crimes tribunal
tri·bu·tar·y /'trIby@"tEri/ n. (plural tributaries)
[C] a river or stream that flows into a larger river
trib·ute /'trIbyut/ n. [C,U] something that you
say, do, or give in order to express your respect or
admiration for someone: The concert will be a
tribute to Bob Dylan. ➔ pay tribute to sb/sth at
PAY 1 [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin tributum, from
tribuere “to give out to the tribes, pay”]
tri·ceps /'traIsEps/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the large
muscle at the back of your upper arm
trick1 /trIk/ n. [C] 1 something you do in order to
deceive someone: It was just a trick to get me to
agree. 2 something you do to surprise someone
and make other people laugh: The kids like playing
tricks on the grownups. 3 a skillful set of actions
that seem like magic, done in order to entertain
people: a magic trick 4 do the trick (spoken) if
something does the trick, it solves a problem or
achieves what you want: A little salt should do the
trick. 5 an effective way of doing something:
There’s a trick to getting the audience’s attention.
trick2 v. [T] to deceive someone in order to get
something from him/her or make him/her do something: Believe me, we’re not trying to trick you. |
Clients were tricked into believing he’d invest the
money.
trick·er·y /'trIk@ri/ n. [U] the use of tricks to
deceive or cheat people
trick·le /'trIk@l/ v. [I] 1 if liquid trickles somewhere, it flows slowly in drops or in a thin stream:

Sweat trickled down his face. 2 if people,
vehicles, goods, etc. trickle somewhere, they move
there slowly in small groups or amounts: Refugees
have begun to trickle across the border. —trickle
n. [C]: a trickle of blood
"trick or 'treat v. go trick or treating if children
go trick or treating, they put on COSTUME s and go
from house to house on Halloween and say “trick
or treat” in order to get candy
trick·ster /'trIkstø/ n. [C] someone who deceives
or cheats people
trick·y /'trIki/ adj. (comparative trickier, superlative
trickiest) something that is tricky is difficult to deal
with or do because it is complicated and full of
problems: Finding out how the trouble started will
be tricky.
tri·cus·pid valve /traI'köspId "vælv/ n. [C]
BIOLOGY a part on the right side of your heart that
opens and closes to allow blood to flow from the
right ATRIUM into the right VENTRICLE and prevent blood from flowing back into the atrium ➔ see
picture at HEART

tri·cy·cle /'traIsIk@l/ n. [C] a small vehicle, used

especially by young children, with one wheel at the
front and two wheels at the back
tri·dent /'traIdnt/ n. [C] a weapon with three
points that looks like a large fork
tried1 /traId/ v. the past tense and past participle of
TRY

tried2 adj. tried and tested/true used success-

fully many times: tried and tested methods
tri·fle /'traIf@l/ n. [C] 1 a trifle... a little
SYN slightly: The soup is a trifle salty. 2 something that has little value or importance
trig·ger1 /'trIgø/ Ac n. [C] 1 the part of a gun
that you press with your finger to fire it: Carter
aimed and pulled the trigger. 2 be the trigger
(point) to be the thing that causes a serious problem
trigger2 also trigger off v. [T] to make something
happen: Heavy rain may trigger mudslides. | Peanuts can trigger an allergic reaction in some
people.
THESAURUS
cause, bring about sth, result
in sth, lead to sth, prompt ➔ CAUSE 2

trig·o·nom·e·try /"trIg@'nAm@tri/ n. [U]

MATH

the part of mathematics that is concerned with the
relationship between the angles and sides of TRIANGLE s [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Modern Latin
trigonometria, from Greek trigonon “triangle” +
-metria “measuring”]
trike /traIk/ n. [C] (informal) a TRICYCLE
tri·lat·er·al /"traI'læÔ@r@lX/ adj. including three
groups or countries: a trilateral agreement
trill /trIl/ n. [C] a musical sound made by quickly
repeating two notes that are very similar: a bird’s
trill —trill v. [I,T]

T

trillion
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tril·lion /'trIly@n/ number 1,000,000,000,000
tril·o·gy /'trIl@dZi/ n. (plural trilogies) [C] a group

of three books, plays, movies, etc. that have the
same subject or characters [ORIGIN: 1600—1700
Greek trilogia “group of three plays,” from tri“three” + -logia “-logy”]
trim1 /trIm/ v. (trimmed, trimming) [T] 1 to cut a
small amount off something, especially to make it
look neater: Trim off the excess fat.
THESAURUS

cut, snip ➔ CUT 1

2 to reduce the size or amount of something,
especially to save money: The mayor has plans to
trim the city’s budget. 3 to decorate something
around its edges: a coat trimmed with velvet

trim2 adj. thin and healthy looking: a trim figure
trim3 n. 1 [singular] an act of cutting something in

order to make it look neater: Your beard needs a
trim. 2 [singular, U] a decoration around the edges
of a car, piece of clothing, etc.: a blue car with
white trim

with your foot by accident so that you fall or almost
fall: Jack tripped on/over the bottom step.
THESAURUS
fall, slip, stumble, lose your
balance ➔ FALL 1

2 [T] also trip up to make someone fall by putting
your foot in front of him/her when s/he is moving 3 [T] to accidentally make an electrical system
operate by moving part of it: An intruder had
tripped the alarm.
trip (sb ↔) up phr. v. to make a mistake, or to cause
someone to make a mistake: The question was
intended to trip him up.
tri·par·tite gov·ern·ment /traI"pArÔaIt
'gövøm@nt/ n. [C,U] POLITICS a government in
which three political parties share power
tripe /traIp/ n. [U] the stomach of a cow or pig,
used as food
tri·ple1 /'trIp@l/ adj. having three parts, or involving three people or groups: a triple gold medal
winner

triple2 v. [I,T] to increase by three times as much,

or to make something do this: The landlord tripled
/'traImEstø, traI'mEstø/ n. the rent.
[C] 1 one of three periods into which a year at
school or college is divided 2 BIOLOGY one of the tri·plet /'trIplIt/ n. [C] one of three children born
three-month periods of a woman’s PREGNANCY : at the same time to the same mother
Many women feel sick during the first trimester of trip·li·cate /'trIpl@kIt/ n. in triplicate if a docupregnancy. [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 French trimes- ment is written in triplicate, there are three copies
tre, from Latin trimestris, from tri- “three” + of it
mensis “month”]
tri·pod /'traIpAd/ n.
trim·mings /'trImIÎz/ n. all the trimmings all [C] a support with three
the other types of food that are traditionally served legs, used for a camera,
with the main dish of a meal: a turkey dinner with TELESCOPE , etc.
all the trimmings
trite /traIt/ adj. a trite
trin·i·ty /'trIn@Ôi/ n. the (Holy) Trinity in the remark, idea, etc. has
Christian religion, the union of Father, Son, and been used so often that
it seems boring and not
Holy Spirit in one God
sincere
trin·ket /'trIÎkIt/ n. [C] a piece of jewelry or a
tri·umph1 /'traI@mf/
small pretty object that is not worth much money
n. 1 [C] an important
tri·no·mi·al /traI'noUmi@l/ n. [C] MATH a math- success or victory, espeematical expression that has three parts connected cially after a difficult
by the sign + or the sign −, for example x + y + z struggle: a foreign
—trinomial adj.
policy triumph | Fans
tri·o /'trioU/ n. (plural trios) [C] 1 a group of three celebrated San Francisco’s triumph over Cincinpeople or things: a jazz trio 2 a piece of music for nati in the Super Bowl. 2 [U] a feeling of pleasure
and satisfaction that you get from success or victhree performers
tory: shouts of triumph —triumphant
1
trip /trIp/ n. [C] 1 an occasion when you go from /traI'ömf@nt/ adj.: a triumphant army
one place to another, often to visit a place or
2
person: a trip to the grocery store | I’d met him on triumph v. [I] to gain a victory or success, espemy last trip to Japan. | They recently took a trip to cially after a difficult struggle: Good will triumph
Florida. | a camping/fishing/ski trip | a week-long over evil.
THESAURUS
business trip
win, be victorious, prevail ➔

tri·mes·ter

T

THESAURUS
travel, journey, voyage, tour,
expedition, excursion, pilgrimage ➔ TRAVEL 2

2 (slang) the strange mental experiences someone
has when s/he takes an illegal drug such as LSD

WIN 1

tri·um·phal /traI'ömf@l/ adj. done or made in

order to celebrate a victory or success: a triumphal
parade
trip2 v. (tripped, tripping) 1 [I] to hit something triv·i·a /'trIvi@/ n. [plural] 1 detailed facts about

trouble
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world: tropical flowers 2 weather that is tropical is
history, famous people, sports, etc.: movie trivia | a
trivia quiz/game/contest 2 unimportant or useless
hot and the air seems wet
details: meaningless trivia
'tropical "zone n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES parts of the
triv·i·al /'trIvi@l/ adj. not important, valuable, or
Earth near the tropics, where the weather is always
serious: This issue is not a trivial matter. [ORIGIN:
hot and the Sun shines for most of the year
1400—1500 Latin trivialis “found everywhere,
common,” from trivium “place where three tro·pism /'troU"pIz@m/ n. [U] BIOLOGY the ways in
which a plant moves or grows as a reaction to
roads meet, crossroads”]
things such as light, GRAVITY , or being touched
triv·i·al·ize /'trIvi@"laIz/ v. [T] to make something important seem less important than it really tro·po·sphere /'troUp@"sfIr, 'trA-/ n. the troposphere EARTH SCIENCES the lowest level of the
is: The media seemed to trivialize the court’s deciEarth’s ATMOSPHERE , from the surface to about
sion.
eleven
miles above the Earth ➔ see picture at ATMOtRNA /"ti Ar En 'eI/ BIOLOGY the abbreviation of
TRANSFER RNA

tro·chee /'troUki/ n. [C]

ENG. LANG. ARTS a
in poetry, that has a STRESS ed (=emphasized) word or SYLLABLE (=part of a word) followed by a word or syllable that is not stressed, for
example in the word “father”
trod /trAd/ v. the past tense of TREAD
trod·den /'trAdn/ v. the past participle of TREAD
troll /troUl/ n. [C] an imaginary creature in ancient
Scandinavian stories, like a very large or very small
ugly person
trol·ley /'trAli/ n. [C] an electric vehicle for carrying passengers, that moves along the street on metal
tracks
trom·bone /trAm'boUn/ n. [C] a metal musical
instrument, that you play by blowing into it and
moving a long sliding tube —trombonist n. [C]
tromp /trAmp, trOmp/ v. [I] (informal) to walk
around or through a place with firm heavy steps
troop1 /trup/ n. 1 troops [plural] soldiers in an
organized group: Troops were sent in to stop the
riots. 2 troop movement/withdrawal/morale/
readiness etc. the movements, etc. of soldiers 3 [C] a group of soldiers, especially on
horses or in TANK s 4 [C] an organized group of
people or animals: a Girl Scout troop [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 French, Late Latin troppus “group
of sheep”]
troop2 v. [I] (informal) to move together in a group:
People trooped across/along/down etc. the street.
troop·er /'trupø/ n. [C] a member of a state
police force in the U.S.
tro·phy /'troUfi/ n. (plural trophies) [C] a prize for
winning a competition, especially a silver cup or a
PLAQUE : He was presented with the championship
trophy.
trop·ic /'trApIk/ n. 1 the tropics [plural] EARTH
SCIENCES the hottest part of the world, which is
between the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of
Capricorn 2 [C] EARTH SCIENCES of the two imaginary lines around the world, either the Tropic of
Cancer which is 23½° north of the EQUATOR , or
the Tropic of Capricorn which is 23½° south of the
equator ➔ see picture at GLOBE
trop·i·cal /'trApIk@l/ adj. 1 coming from or
existing in the hottest and wettest parts of the
RHYTHM

SPHERE

trot /trAt/ v. (trotted, trotting) [I] 1 if a horse

trots, it moves fairly quickly with short steps 2 to
run fairly slowly with short steps: Jimmy trotted
along behind his parents. —trot n.
trot sb/sth ↔ out phr. v. (informal) to use an
explanation, idea, opinion, etc. that has been used
many times before: He trotted out the same old
excuses.

trou·ba·dour /'trub@"dOr/ n. [C] a singer and
poet who traveled around in past times

trou·ble1 /'tröb@l/ n.

1 PROBLEMS [C,U] problems that make something
difficult, make you worry, spoil your plans, etc.:
They’re having some trouble with their car. | We
had trouble getting reservations. | a plane with
engine trouble | the company’s financial troubles | It
took her mind off her troubles.
THESAURUS
PROBLEM

problem, difficulty, hassle ➔

2 BAD POINT [singular] (spoken) used when saying
what is not satisfactory about something or someone or what causes problems: The trouble with you
is you don’t listen. | There isn’t enough time. That’s
the trouble.
3 in/into/out of trouble a) if someone or something is in trouble, she, he, or it is in a situation that
has a lot of problems or that is difficult or dangerous: Their marriage was in trouble. | The agency
was in serious/big/deep trouble. b) if someone is
in trouble, s/he has done something which someone
will punish him/her for or be angry about: My
daughter’s gotten into trouble at school. | Joe’s in
trouble with the police. | After-school activities
help kids stay/keep out of trouble.
4 HEALTH [U] (informal) a problem that you have
with your health: He has heart/back trouble.
5 EFFORT [U] an amount of effort and time that is
needed to do something: She took the trouble to
explain it to us again. | “Could you help me carry
this?” “Sure, it’s no trouble (=I am happy to
help).”
6 be asking for trouble (informal) to take risks or
do something stupid that is likely to cause problems: You’re asking for trouble if you don’t get
those brakes fixed.
7 ARGUMENT/VIOLENCE [C,U] a situation in which
people argue or fight with each other: The police
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stepped in to stop the troubles outside the court- enemies to stop fighting or arguing for a short time:
The warring sides have called/declared a truce.
house.
trouble2 v. [T] (formal) 1 if a problem troubles truck1 /trök/ n. [C] a large road vehicle that is used
you, it makes you feel worried or upset: His behav- for carrying heavy loads: a truck driver | a garbage/
ior toward her troubled me. 2 to say something or dump/delivery etc. truck ➔ PICKUP ➔ see picture at
ask someone to do something which may use TRANSPORTATION
his/her time or upset him/her: I won’t trouble you truck2 v. [T] to take something somewhere by
again.
truck: Food and medicine were trucked in.
trou·bled /'tröb@ld/ adj. 1 worried or anxious: truck·er /'trökø/ n. [C] someone whose job is
Clayton looked troubled.
driving a truck
THESAURUS
upset, unsettled, disturbed,
'truck farm n. [C] a farm that grows vegetables
perturbed ➔ UPSET 1
and fruit for sale directly to customers
truck·ing
/'trökIÎ/ n. [U] the business of taking
2 having many problems: our troubled public
schools | We are living in troubled times. 3 having goods from place to place by truck
many mental or emotional problems: a deeply truck·load /'trökloUd/ n. [C] the amount of
troubled man
something that a truck can carry
trou·ble·mak·er /'tröb@l"meIkø/ n. [C] some- 'truck stop n. [C] a cheap place to eat and buy gas
one who deliberately causes problems
on a HIGHWAY , used especially by truck drivers
trou·ble·shoot·er /'tröb@l"SuÔø/ n. [C] some- truc·u·lent /'tröky@l@nt/ adj. (formal) easily
one whose job is to deal with serious problems in a annoyed and always willing to argue with people
company, organization, etc. —troubleshooting
trudge /trödZ/ v. [I] to walk with slow heavy steps
n. [U]
because you are tired, or it is difficult to walk: A
trou·ble·some /'tröb@ls@m/ adj. causing prob- group of soldiers trudged up/down the hill.
lems: troublesome questions
THESAURUS
walk, march, stride, hike ➔
'trouble "spot n. [C] a place where trouble often
WALK 1
happens, especially war or violence: Troops are
being sent to trouble spots abroad.
true /tru/ adj. 1 based on facts and not imagined
trou·bling /'tröblIÎ/ adj. worrying: The results or invented ANT false: It is true that people are
living longer. | The movie is based on a true story.
raise some troubling questions.
THESAURUS
trough /trOf/ n. [C] 1 a long narrow open conright, correct ➔ RIGHT 1
tainer that holds water or food for animals 2 ECONOMICS the lowest point in an economic period that
has high and low points, when the total value of all 2 [only before noun] real and correct: the true meangoods and services produced in a country will not ing of Christmas | The house was sold for only a
fraction of its true value. 3 (spoken) used when
fall any further
admitting that something is a fact: True, he has a
trounce /traUns/ v. [T] to defeat someone com- college degree, but he doesn’t have enough job
pletely: Colorado trounced Minnesota, 58–7.
experience. 4 true love/courage/friend etc.
THESAURUS
love, a friend, etc. that has all the qualities that he,
beat, defeat, clobber, cream
she, or it should have: He’s a true friend. 5 come
➔ BEAT 1
true if dreams, wishes, etc. come true, they haptroupe /trup/ n. [C] a group of singers, actors, pen: Their wish for a child finally came
true. 6 faithful and loyal, or doing what you have
dancers, etc. who work together
promised to do: She stayed true to her husband
trou·sers /'traUzøz/ n. [plural] a piece of clothing during the trial. | He was true to his word and
that covers the lower half of your body and that has didn’t say anything to anyone. [ORIGIN: Old
a separate part for each leg SYN pants
English treowe “faithful”]
trout /traUt/ n. (plural trout) [C,U] a common river
THESAURUS
faithful, loyal, staunch,
fish, or the meat from this fish
steadfast ➔ FAITHFUL
trove /troUv/ n. [C usually singular] a large number
of special or valuable things: a treasure trove of "true-'life adj. based on what really happened, and
antique furniture
not invented: a true-life adventure
trow·el /'traU@l/ n. [C] a small garden tool used truf·fle /'tröf@l/ n. [C] 1 a soft chocolate
for digging
candy 2 a FUNGUS you can eat that grows under
tru·ant /'tru@nt/ adj. staying away from school the ground
without permission [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old tru·ism /'truIz@m/ n. [C] a statement that is
French “wanderer”] —truancy n. [U] —truant clearly true, so that there is no need to say it
n. [C]
tru·ly /'truli/ adv. 1 used in order to emphasize
truce /trus/ n. [C] an agreement between two that the way you are describing something is true
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SYN really: What is truly important? | I truly
trust2 n. 1 [U] the belief that you can trust
believe Alex saved my life. 2 in an exact or correct
someone ANT distrust: It took three years to earn
his trust. | At first, there was a lack of trust between
way: A spider can’t truly be called an insect.
them. | I had put my trust in the doctor. 2 [U] an
➔ yours (truly) at YOURS
arrangement in which someone legally controls
trump1 /trömp/ n. [C] 1 a SUIT or a playing card
your money or property, usually until you are old
that is chosen to be of a higher value than the others
enough to use it: $100,000 is being held in trust for
in a particular card game 2 trump card somehis daughter. 3 [C usually singular] an organization
thing that you can do or use in a situation, which
or group that has control over money that will be
gives you an advantage
used to help someone else: the J. Paul Getty
trump2 v. [T] to play a trump that beats someone
trust 4 [C] a group of companies that work
else’s card in a game
together to reduce competition: a railroad
trump sth ↔ up phr. v. to use false information to
trust 5 [C] ECONOMICS a group of separate compamake someone seem guilty of a crime
nies that are placed under the control of a single
—trumped-up adj.: trumped-up charges
managing board
trum·pet1 /'trömpIt/ n. [C] 1 a musical instru- trust·ee /trö'sti/ n. [C] a person or company that
ment that you blow into, which consists of a long
has control of money or property that is in a trust
bent metal tube that is wide at one end 2 the loud
for someone else
noise that an ELEPHANT makes
'trust fund n. [C] money belonging to someone
that is controlled for him/her by a trustee
trumpet2 v. [T] to tell everyone about something
you think is important or are proud of: The head- trust·ing /'tröstIÎ/ adj. willing to believe that
lines trumpeted their victory.
other people are good and honest: a trusting little
child
trum·pet·er /'trömpIÔø/ n. [C] someone who
plays a trumpet
trust·wor·thy /'trösô"wøDi/ adj. able to be
trusted or depended on
trun·cate /'tröÎkeIt/ v. [T] (formal) to make
something shorter SYN shorten: The speech had to trust·y /'trösti/ adj. (humorous) a trusty weapon,
be truncated because of a lack of time.
horse, friend, etc. is one you can depend on
—truncation /tröÎ'keIS@n/ n. [U]
truth /truθ/ n. 1 the truth the true facts about
trun·cat·ed /'tröÎ"keIÔId/ adj. made short, or
something: Do you think he’s telling the truth? | He
shorter than before: a truncated speech
finally told the truth about what he had done in the
war. | It was months before the whole truth was
trun·dle /'tröndl/ v. [I,T] to move slowly on
discovered. 2 [U] the state or quality of being true:
wheels, or to make something do this by pushing it
There was no truth in the rumor. 3 [C] (formal) an
or pulling it
important fact or idea that is accepted as being true:
trunk /tröÎk/ n. [C] 1 the thick central wooden
scientific truths 4 to tell (you) the truth (spoken)
stem of a tree that branches grow from: A sign was
used when you admit something or tell someone
tacked to a tree trunk. ➔ see picture at PLANT 1 2 an
your true opinion: To tell you the truth, I just don’t
enclosed space at the back of a car where you can
care.
put bags, tools, etc.: Put the suitcases in the
truth·ful
/'truθf@l/ adj. giving the true facts about
trunk. 3 the very long nose of an ELEPHANT 4 a
something: truthful answers —truthfully adv.
large box made of wood or metal, in which clothes,
books, etc. are stored or packed for travel- try1 /traI/ v. (tried, tries) 1 [I,T] to attempt to do
ing 5 trunks [plural] short pants that men wear
something: Try again when you’re not so tired. |
when swimming 6 (formal) the main part of your
Please try to come early. | Greg tried hard not to
body, not including your head, arms, or legs
laugh.
➔ TORSO
THESAURUS
trust1 /tröst/ v. 1 [T] to believe that someone is
attempt – to try to do something, especially
honest and will not do anything bad or wrong: I’ve
something difficult: He was attempting to climb
never trusted her. | Can you trust him with your car
Mt. Everest without oxygen.
(=believe he will not damage it)? | Managers must
see if you can do sth (spoken) – to try to do
trust employees to get the job done. 2 [T] to
something: I’ll see if I can get you a ticket.
depend on something and believe it is correct or
do your best – to try very hard, even if
will work: I trust his judgment. | Not trusting her
something is difficult and you are not sure you
voice, she nodded.
will succeed: They’ll do their best to get it finished

THESAURUS

on ➔ DEPEND

depend, rely on/upon, count

3 I trust (spoken, formal) used in order to say that
you hope something is true: The reasons, I trust,
are clear.
trust in sb/sth phr. v. (formal) to believe that you
can depend on someone or something

by Friday.

make an effort to do sth – to try to do
something, especially something difficult: The
teachers make an effort to identify a student’s
strengths and weaknesses.
endeavor (formal) – to try very hard to do
something: The company endeavors to satisfy its
customers.
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2 [T] to do or use something, go somewhere, taste
something, etc. in order to find out if it is useful,
successful, or enjoyable: Try logging off and logging on again. | Doctors are trying some new drugs
in the cancer battle. | Have you tried Thai
food? 3 [T] to examine and judge a person or a
legal case in a court of law: Three men were tried
for the murder. 4 try sb’s patience/nerves/
temper etc. to make someone start to feel impatient, nervous, angry, etc.
try sth on phr. v. to put on a piece of clothing to
find out if it fits or makes you look attractive: I
tried on one of her silk dresses.
try out phr. v. 1 try sth ↔ out to use something
such as a method or piece of equipment to find out
if it works or is good: Are you going to try out your
new bike? 2 to show your skills in an attempt to be
chosen as a member of a team, an actor in a play,
etc.: Sandra’s trying out for the girls’ basketball
team.
try2 n. (plural tries) [C usually singular] an attempt to
do something: It looks hard, but I’ll give it a try. |
Good try, kid.
try·ing /'traI-IÎ/ adj. difficult and unpleasant to
deal with: a trying time
try·out /'traI-aUt/ n. [C] an occasion when someone shows his/her skills in an attempt to be chosen
for a sports team, play, etc. ➔ AUDITION
tsar /zAr, tsAr/ n. [C] another spelling of CZAR
T-shirt /'ti Søt/ n. [C] a soft cotton shirt, with short
SLEEVE s and no collar ➔ see picture at CLOTHES
tsp. the written abbreviation of TEASPOON
tsu·na·mi /tsU'nAmi/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a very
large wave which can cause a lot of damage when it
reaches land. A tsunami is usually caused by an
EARTHQUAKE .
tub /töb/ n. [C] 1 a large container in which you
sit to wash yourself SYN bathtub 2 a plastic or
paper container with a lid, that food is sold in: a tub
of ice cream 3 a large round container used for
washing things, storing things, etc.
tu·ba /'tub@/ n. [C] a large metal musical instrument with a wide opening that points straight up,
that you play by blowing and that produces very
low sounds
tub·by /'töbi/ adj. (informal) short and fat
tube /tub/ n. [C] 1 a pipe made of metal, plastic,
glass, etc., especially one that liquids or gases go
through: The patients are fed through tubes. 2 a
container for a soft substance, that you SQUEEZE to
push the substance out: a tube of toothpaste 3 a
tube-shaped part inside your body: a fallopian tube
(=part of a woman’s organs for having
babies) 4 the tube (spoken) the television: What’s
on the tube? 5 go down the tubes if a situation
goes down the tubes, it suddenly becomes bad:
Small businesses are going down the tubes.
tu·ber /'tubø/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a round swollen part
on the stem of some plants, that grows below the

ground and from which new plants grow. A potato
is a tuber.
tu·ber·cu·lo·sis /tU"bøky@'loUsIs/ n. [U] BIOLOGY a serious infectious disease that affects the
lungs and other parts of the body
tub·ing /'tubIÎ/ n. [U] tubes, usually connected
together in a system: copper tubing
tu·bu·lar /'tuby@lø/ adj. made of tubes or shaped
like a tube
tuck1 /tök/ v. [T] 1 to push the edge of a cloth or
piece of clothing into something so that it stays in
place: He tucked in his shirt. 2 to put something
in a small space or a safe place: She tucked the
money into her pocket. 3 to out an arm, leg, or
head close to the body and keep it there: The duck
had its head tucked under its wing.
tuck sth ↔ away phr. v. 1 to put something in a
safe or hidden place: She tucked it away in a
drawer. 2 be tucked away to be in a safe or
hidden place: They own a cabin tucked away in the
mountains.
tuck sb ↔ in phr. v. to make a child feel comfortable in bed by arranging the BLANKET s around him
or her
tuck2 n. [C] 1 a fold of cloth sewn flat in a piece
of clothing 2 a medical operation to make someone look thinner or younger: a tummy tuck
Tues·day /'tuzdi, -deI/ (written abbreviation
Tues.) n. [C,U] the third day of the week, between
Monday and Wednesday: He’ll be back Tuesday. |
Martha is going to St. Louis on Tuesday. | I’ll see
you next Tuesday. | We had the exam last
Tuesday. | The meeting is scheduled for Tuesday
afternoon. [ORIGIN: Old English tiwesdæg, from
Tiw god of war + dæg “day”]
tuft /töft/ n. [C] a short thick group of hairs,
feathers, grass, etc.: a tuft of hair —tufted adj.
tug1 /tög/ v. (tugged, tugging) [I,T] to pull something suddenly and hard: Alice tugged at my hand.
THESAURUS

pull, drag ➔ PULL 1

tug2 n. [C] 1 also tug boat a small strong boat
used for pulling ships 2 a sudden strong pull

"tug-of-'war n. [singular] 1 a competition in

which two teams pull on the opposite ends of a
rope 2 a situation in which two people or groups
compete to get or keep the same thing
tu·i·tion /tu'IS@n/ n. [U] 1 the money you pay
for being taught: What is the cost of tuition at a
private college? 2 the act of teaching
tu·lip /'tulIp/ n. [C] a tall brightly colored garden
flower, shaped like a cup [ORIGIN: 1500—1600
Modern Latin tulipa, from Turkish tülbend “turban;” from the shape of the flower]
tum·ble /'tömb@l/ v. [I] 1 to fall or roll in a
sudden uncontrolled way: Rocks tumbled down the
hillside. 2 to decrease suddenly: Oil prices have
tumbled. —tumble n. [C]
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tum·bler /'tömblø/ n. [C] a glass with a flat
bottom and no handle

tum·my /'tömi/ n. (plural tummies) [C] (informal)
stomach – used especially by or to children

tu·mor /'tumø/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a group of cells in
the body that grow too quickly and cause sickness
or health problems: a brain tumor

tu·mult /'tumölt/ n. [C,U] (formal) a state of confusion, excitement, or other strong emotion: the
tumult of civil war —tumultuous /tU'möltSu@s/
adj.

tu·na /'tun@/ n. [C,U] a large common ocean fish,

or the meat from this fish, usually sold in cans
[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 American Spanish, Spanish atun, from Arabic tun]

tun·dra /'töndr@/ n. [U]

tun·nel1 /'tönl/ n. [C] a

passage that has been
dug under the ground or
through a mountain,
usually for cars or trains
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500
Old French tonel “barrel,” from tonne, from
Medieval Latin tunna]
tunnel2 v. [I] to dig a
tunnel

"tunnel

'vision n.
[U] 1 the tendency to

think about only one
subject, so that you forget other things that may be important too 2 a
condition in which someone’s eyes are damaged so
that s/he can only see straight ahead

EARTH SCIENCES the large
flat areas of land in northern areas where it is very
cold and there are no trees

Tup·per·ware /'töpø"wEr/ n. [U] (trademark) a

tune1 /tun/ n. 1 [C] a series of musical notes that

tur·ban /'tøb@n/ n. [C] a long piece of cloth that is

are nice to listen to: a pretty tune | It’s sung to the
tune of “Happy Birthday.” 2 in tune/out of
tune playing or singing the correct musical notes,
or playing or singing notes that are slightly too high
or low: My guitar’s completely out of tune. 3 in
tune with sb/sth, out of tune with sb/sth able
or unable to realize, understand, or agree with what
someone else thinks or wants: Do we want a
president who is in tune with ordinary Americans? 4 to the tune of $100/$15 million etc.
(informal) used in order to emphasize how large an
amount or number is 5 change your tune to
suddenly have a different opinion about something

tune2 v. [T] 1 to make a musical instrument play

the correct PITCH : The piano needs to be
tuned. 2 to make a television or radio receive
broadcasts from a particular CHANNEL or STATION : Stay tuned for more great music on
KHPI. 3 also tune up to make small changes to
an engine so that it works better
tune in phr. v. 1 to watch or listen to a particular
television or radio program, or to make your television or radio receive that program: I tuned in to the
Giants’ game. 2 (informal) to realize or understand
what is happening or what other people are thinking: Try to tune in to your spouse’s needs.
tune (sb/sth ↔) out phr. v. (informal) to ignore or
stop listening to someone or something: It’s hard to
tune out the noise in the office sometimes.
tune up phr. v. when musicians tune up, they
prepare their instruments so that they play at the
same PITCH

type of plastic container with a tight lid, used for
storing food
worn twisted around the top of your head

tur·bine /'tøbaIn, -bIn/ n. [C] an engine that
works when the pressure from a liquid or gas
moves a special wheel around

tur·bu·lence /'tøby@l@ns/ n. [U] 1 irregular
and strong movements of air or water that are
caused by the wind: There was a lot of turbulence
during the flight. 2 a situation in which people’s
thoughts, actions, and emotions are always changing: political turbulence

tur·bu·lent /'tøby@l@nt/ adj. 1 experiencing a
lot of sudden changes and often wars or violence:
The book is set during the turbulent years before
the American Revolution. 2 turbulent winds,
oceans, etc. move around a lot with strong movements

turd /tød/ n. [C] (informal) a piece of solid brown
waste passed from the body

tu·reen /tU'rin/ n. [C] a large dish with a lid, used
especially for serving soup

turf /tøf/ n. [U] 1 grass and soil on the ground’s

surface, or an artificial substance made to look like
this: thick green turf 2 (informal) an area that
someone knows well and feels that s/he controls or
owns: Davis’s political turf

tur·gid /'tødZId/ adj. 1 boring and difficult to
understand: turgid poetry 2 swollen, especially
with liquid

tur·key /'tøki/ n. [C,U] a bird similar to a chicken

'tune-up n. [C] an occasion when someone fixes
and cleans your car’s engine, or the process of
doing this

but larger, or the meat from this bird [ORIGIN:
1500—1600 Turkey; because the bird looked
like the guinea fowl, which was brought into
Europe through Turkey] ➔ COLD TURKEY

tu·nic /'tunIk/ n. [C] 1 a long loose piece of

tur·moil /'tømOIl/ n. [singular, U] a state of confu-

clothing, usually without SLEEVE s, worn in the
past 2 a woman’s long loose shirt

sion, excitement, and trouble: In 1967 the country
was in racial turmoil.
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turn1 /tøn/ v.

1 YOUR BODY [I] to move your body so that you
are looking in a different direction: Alison turned
and walked away. | Turn around so I can zip you
up. | He turned to look behind him.
2 OBJECT [T] to move an object so that it is facing
in a different direction: She turned the box around/
over to look at the label. | A boat was turned upside
down on the beach.
3 DIRECTION [I] a) to go in a new direction when
you are walking, driving, etc.: Turn right at the next
light. b) if a road, river, etc. turns, it curves and
starts to go in a new direction: Further on the river
turns east.
4 MOVE AROUND A CENTRAL POINT [I,T] to move
around a central point that does not move: The
wheels turned slowly.
THESAURUS

twist – to turn something using a circular

movement: She twisted her hair up into a bun.

spin – to turn around and around very quickly:

T

Skaters were spinning on the ice.
whirl – to turn around and around very quickly,
or to make something do this: the noise of the
whirling fans
twirl – to turn around and around or to make
something do this, especially as part of a dance
or performance: Half a dozen couples were
twirling to a waltz.
swivel – to turn around while remaining in the
same place, or to make something do this: a desk
chair that swivels
go around – to move in a continuous circular
movement: The fans go around to move the air
and cool the room.
revolve – to turn around a central point: The
wheels began to revolve slowly.
rotate – to turn or move around a particular
point: The Earth rotates every 24 hours.

5 AGE [linking verb] to become a particular age:
Megan’s just turned four.
6 CHANGE [linking verb] to start to have a different
quality than before: The weather will turn colder. |
The protests turned violent. | His hair is turning
gray. | Helen turned bright red (=because she was
embarrassed).
7 PAGE [T] to move a page in a book or magazine
so that you can see the next one
8 ATTENTION/THOUGHTS [I,T] to start to think
about, deal with, look at, etc. a particular person,
thing, or subject, instead of what you were thinking
about, etc. before: The reporters turned their attention to Dugan. | The conversation turned to events
in Eastern Europe.
9 turn your back (on sb/sth) to refuse to help or
be involved with someone or something: She
wouldn’t turn her back on her friends.
10 turn over a new leaf to decide that you will
change your behavior to make it better
11 turn a deaf ear/turn a blind eye to ignore
what someone is saying or doing: The administration turned a blind eye to the arms shipments.

12 turn sb/sth loose to allow a person or animal
to be free to do what she, he, or it wants
13 turn a profit to make a profit ➔ turn your
nose up (at sth) at NOSE 1, turn the tables (on
sb) at TABLE 1, turn sth upside down at UPSIDE
DOWN

turn (sb) against sb/sth phr. v.

to make someone stop liking or agreeing with
someone or something: His experiences in Vietnam
turned him against the war.
turn around phr. v.
1 turn (sth ↔) around if a situation, business,

game, etc. turns around, or if you turn it around, it
changes and starts to become successful or to
develop in the way you want: The economy
appears to be turning around. | They’ve turned the
business around.
2 turn around and say/do sth to say or do
something that is unexpected or that seems unreasonable: I don’t want him to turn around and sue
us.
turn away phr. v.
1 turn sb ↔ away to refuse to let people into a

theater, restaurant, etc. because it is too full: By
6:00, we were turning people away.
2 turn (sb ↔) away to refuse to give sympathy,
help, or support: The hospital will never turn a sick
child away. | The U.S. cannot just turn away from
the world’s problems.
turn back phr. v.
1 turn (sb ↔) back to go in the opposite direction,

or to tell someone to do this: Snow covered the
trail, and we had to turn back. | The journalists
were turned back at the border.
2 to return to doing something in the way it was
done before: Once you’ve left her, there will be no
turning back. ➔ turn/set the clock back at
CLOCK 1

turn sb/sth ↔ down phr. v.
1 to make a machine such as a television, OVEN ,

etc. produce less sound, heat, etc.: Turn the TV
down!
2 to refuse an offer, request, or invitation: She was
offered promotion, but turned it down.
turn in phr. v.
1 turn sth ↔ in to give something to someone in

authority: They turned in a petition with more than
160,000 signatures.
2 turn sth ↔ in to give work that you have done to
your teacher: Have you turned in your homework?
3 turn sb ↔ in to tell the police where a criminal is
4 (informal) to go to bed: I think I’ll turn in.
turn (sth) into sth phr. v.

to become something different, or to make someone or something do this: The argument turned into
a fight. | The witch turned the frog into a prince.
turn off phr. v.
1 turn sth ↔ off to stop a supply of water,

electricity, etc., especially so that a machine stops
working: Turn off the TV – it’s dinner time.
2 turn off sth to drive off one road and onto
another, often a smaller one: We turned off the
highway looking for a place to eat.
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3 turn sb off to make someone decide that s/he
does not like someone or something: Many voters
are turned off by politics. ➔ TURNOFF

turn on phr. v.
1 turn sth ↔ on to make the supply of water,

electricity, etc. begin to flow through a pipe,
machine, etc., so that it starts working: Alice turned
on a light.
2 turn on sb to suddenly attack someone physically or by using unpleasant words: “That’s right,
cry!” he said, turning on me.
turn out phr. v.
1 to happen in a particular way, or to have a

particular result: Luckily, everything turned out
okay/all right/fine/well. | It turned out that we
were right. | The trail turned out to be much
rougher than they expected.
2 turn sth ↔ out if you turn out a light, you push a
button to stop the flow of electricity
3 if people turn out for an event, they go to it or
take part in it: Only about 30 people turned out for
the show. ➔ TURNOUT
4 turn sth ↔ out to produce or make something:
The factory turns out 100,000 trucks a year.
5 turn sb out to make someone leave his/her home
turn over phr. v.
1 turn sth ↔ over to sb to give someone the right

to own something such as a plan, business, piece of
property, or to make him/her responsible for it:
Some of the work is being turned over to private
firms.
2 turn sb/sth ↔ over to bring a criminal or
information to the police or another official organization: Benson was turned over to the FBI
yesterday. | The documents will be turned over to
the IRS.
3 turn over sth if a business turns over a particular
amount of money, it makes that amount during a
period of time ➔ TURNOVER
turn to phr. v.
1 turn to sb/sth to try to get help, advice, or

sympathy from someone: Biotechnology firms
turned to Wall Street for financing.
2 turn to sth to go to a particular page in a book,
magazine, etc.: Turn to page 45.
3 turn to sth to begin thinking about or doing
something new: Bateman turned to politics after
law school.
4 turn (sth) to sth to become different in some way,
or to make something do this: The land is turning
to desert.
turn up phr. v.
1 turn sth ↔ up to make a machine such as a

radio, OVEN , etc. produce more sound, heat, etc.:
Turn up the radio a little.
2 to be found, especially by chance, after being
searched for: The keys turned up in the silverware
drawer.
3 turn sth ↔ up to find something by searching
for it thoroughly: An inspection of the brakes
turned up no defects.
4 to arrive: Danny turned up late as usual.
5 if an opportunity or situation turns up, it happens,

especially when you are not expecting it: Don’t
worry, a job will turn up soon.

turn2 n.

1 CHANCE TO DO STH [C] the time when it is your
chance, duty, or right to do something that a group
of people are doing, one after another: Whose turn
is it to set the table? | It’s your turn, Bob.
2 take turns if a group of people take turns doing
something, one person does it, then another person
does it, etc.: We took turns driving. | Take turns on
the swing!
3 in turn a) one after another: He spoke to each of
the students in turn. b) as a result of something:
Interest rates were cut, and in turn, share prices
rose.
4 CHANGE DIRECTION [C] a change in the direction you are moving in: Make a left/right turn at
the stop sign.
5 TWO ROADS JOIN [C] a place where a road joins
another road: I think we missed our turn. | Take the
second turn on the left.
6 CHANGE IN EVENTS [C] a sudden or unexpected
change that makes a situation develop in a different
way: Her health took a turn for the worse/better. |
Monday’s turn of events was an embarrassment for
the administration.
7 MOVE STH [C] the act of turning something: Give
the wheel another turn.
8 the turn of the century the beginning of a
century
9 do sb a good turn to help someone
turn·a·round /'tøn@"raUnd/ n. [singular] 1 an
important and complete change from a bad situation to a good one: Brock has been key to the team’s
turnaround. 2 the time it takes to receive something, deal with it, and send it back: What is the
turnaround time on maintenance requests?
turn·coat /'tønkoUt/ n. [C] someone who stops
supporting a political party or group and joins the
opposite group
'turning point n. [C] the time when an important
change starts to happen: The win was a turning
point in his athletic career.
tur·nip /'tønIp/ n. [C,U] a large round pale yellow
or white root, cooked and eaten as a vegetable
turn·off, turn-off /'tønOf/ n. [C] 1 a smaller
road that leads off a main road: Take the Ramsey
Canyon turnoff. 2 something that makes you dislike or lose interest in something, usually sex
turn·out /'tønaUt/ n. [singular] the number of
people who go to an event such as a party, meeting,
or election: Voter turnout was 93%.
turn·o·ver /'tøn"oUvø/ n. 1 [singular] the
amount of money a business earns in a particular
period: an annual turnover of $35 million 2 [U]
the rate at which people leave an organization and
are replaced by others: The company has a high
rate of turnover. 3 [C] a small fruit PIE : apple
turnovers
turn·pike /'tønpaIk/ n. [C] a main road that you
have to pay a TOLL to use [ORIGIN: 1700—1800

T

turn signal
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turnpike road (18—20 centuries), from turnpike
“turning post with sharp points fixed into it,
used to control movement past it”]
THESAURUS
road, street, highway,
freeway, expressway ➔ ROAD

'turn "signal n. [C] one of the lights on a vehicle

that flash to show which way the vehicle is turning

turn·stile /'tønstaIl/ n. [C] a gate that spins
around and only lets one person through at a time

turn·ta·ble /'tøn"teIb@l/ n. [C] a piece of equipment used for playing records

tur·pen·tine /'tøp@n"taIn/ n. [U] a strongsmelling oil used for removing paint

tur·pi·tude /'tøp@tud/ n. [U] (literary) evil: He
was criticized for his moral turpitude.

tur·quoise /'tøkwOIz, -kOIz/ n. [U] a bright

T

blue-green color [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Old
French turqueise, from turqueis “Turkish”]
—turquoise adj.
tur·ret /'tøIt, 'törIt/ n. [C] a small tower on a
large building, especially a castle
tur·tle /'tøÔl/ n. [C] a REPTILE (=type of animal)
that has four legs and a soft body covered with a
hard shell
tur·tle·neck /'tøÔl"nEk/ n. [C] a type of shirt or
SWEATER with a high close-fitting collar that covers most of your neck
tush /tUS/ n. [C] (informal) the part of your body
that you sit on
tusk /tösk/ n. [C] one of the two very long teeth
that stick out of an animal’s mouth, for example an
ELEPHANT ’s
tus·sle /'tös@l/ n. [C] a struggle or fight —tussle
v. [I]

tu·tor /'tuÔø/ n. [C] someone who is paid to teach

only one or a few students, especially students who
are having difficulty with a subject: my French
tutor [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin tutus, past participle of tueri “to look at, guard”] —tutor v. [T]:
He’s tutoring me in math.
tu·to·ri·al /tu'tOri@l/ adj. relating to a TUTOR or
the teaching that s/he does
tux·e·do /tök'sidoU/ also tux /töks/ n. (plural
tuxedos) [C] a man’s suit that is usually black,
worn on formal occasions [ORIGIN: 1800—1900
Tuxedo Park, town in New York State]
TV n. [C,U] television: What’s on TV? | The kids
were watching TV. | Sue just bought a new TV. | a
good TV show/program/series
"TV 'dinner n. [C] a frozen prepared meal you can
buy from the store, that you heat up and eat at home
'TV set n. [C] a television
twang /twæÎ/ n. [C usually singular] 1 a quality in
the way someone speaks, when the sound comes
through the nose as well as the mouth 2 a short
ringing sound like the one made by pulling a tight

string and quickly letting it go —twang v. [I,T]
twas /twöz/ (literary) it was – used in past times
tweak /twik/ v. [T] 1 to make small changes to
something in order to improve it: Congress has
tweaked the tax system again. 2 to quickly pull or
twist something: Grandpa tweaked my nose.
tweed /twid/ n. [U] a rough wool cloth used
especially for making JACKET s
tweet /twit/ v. [I] to make a quick high sound like
a small bird —tweet n. [C]
tweez·ers /'twizøz/ n. [plural] a small tool made
from two thin pieces of metal joined at one end,
used in order to pull or move very small objects: a
pair of tweezers
twelfth /twElfθ/ number 1 12th 2 one of twelve
equal parts of something
twelve /twElv/ number 1 12 2 12 o’clock: I’m
going to lunch at twelve. 3 12 years old: He’s
twelve. [ORIGIN: Old English twelf]
"twelve-bar 'blues n. [U] ENG. LANG. ARTS a series
of CHORD s that does not repeat itself until 12 BAR s
have been played. It is the most common musical
form used in BLUES music.
"twelve-tone 'scale n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
musical scale consisting of 12 notes, counting both
the black and white keys on a piano. It is based on
dividing an OCTAVE into 12 exactly equal INTERVAL s.
twen·ty1 /'twEnôi/ number 1 20 2 20 years old:
She’s almost twenty. 3 the twenties a) the years
between 1920 and 1929 b) the numbers between
20 and 29, especially when used for measuring
temperature 4 sb’s twenties the time when
someone is 20 to 29 years old: a woman in her
early/late twenties [ORIGIN: Old English twentig]
—twentieth number
twenty2 n. (plural twenties) [C] a piece of paper
money worth $20
"twenty-four/'seven usually written as 24/7 adv.
(informal) if something happens twenty-four/seven,
it happens all day, every day

"twenty-'one n. [U] BLACKJACK
twerp /twøp/ n. [C] (spoken) a stupid or annoying
person

twice /twaIs/ adv. two times: I’ve seen that movie

twice. | The island is twice the size of
Massachusetts. | He makes twice as much money as
I do. ➔ TWO

twid·dle /'twIdl/ v. [T] to move your fingers
around, or to turn something with them many
times, usually because you are bored

twig /twIg/ n. [C] a very thin branch that grows on
a larger branch of a tree

twi·light /'twaIlaIt/ n. [U] the time between day
and night when the sky starts to become dark, or
the pale light at this time

two-piece
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HURT 1 3 [T] to change the true or intended meaning
of someone’s statement SYN distort, misrepresent: He accused her of twisting his words for
political reasons. 4 [I] if a road, river, etc. twists, it
has a lot of curves in it 5 twist sb’s arm (informal) to persuade someone to do something that s/he
does not want to do
twist2 n. [C] 1 an unexpected change in a story or
situation: The lemon grass gives a new twist on/to a
classic dish. 2 something that is twisted into a
shape: pasta twists 3 a bend in a road, river, etc.
twist·ed /'twIstId/ adj. 1 bent in many directions or turned many times: twisted metal ➔ see

twin1 /twIn/ n. [C] one of two children who are

born at the same time to the same mother: Jenny
and Julie are identical twins (=twins who look
exactly the same). | I have a twin brother.
twin2 adj. 1 like something else and considered
with it as a pair: the jet’s twin engines 2 used in
order to describe two things that happen at the same
time and are related to each other: the twin problems of poverty and unemployment
"twin 'bed n. [C] a bed for one person
twine1 /twaIn/ n. [U] thick strong string
twine2 v. [I,T] to twist something, or to twist
around something: Morning glories had twined
around the fence.
twinge /twIndZ/ n. [C] 1 a sudden pain 2 a
twinge of guilt/fear/jealousy etc. a sudden
slight feeling of guilt, fear, etc.: He felt a twinge of
guilt for not calling.
twin·kle /'twIÎk@l/ v. [I] 1 if a star or light
twinkles, it shines in the dark with an unsteady
light
THESAURUS
shine, flash, flicker, sparkle,
shimmer, glint, glisten ➔ SHINE 1

2 if someone’s eyes twinkle, s/he has a happy
expression: Her eyes twinkled with amusement.
—twinkle n. [C usually singular]
twirl /twøl/ v. [I,T] to continue turning around
quickly, or to make something do this: Dancers
were twirling on stage. —twirl n. [C]
THESAURUS
turn, twist, spin, whirl, swivel,
go around, revolve, rotate ➔ TURN 1

twist1 /twIst/ v. 1 [I,T] to bend, turn, or wind
something using a circular movement, especially
something such as wire, hair, or cloth: Twist the
ends together. | The sheets were twisted tightly
around him. | Twist off the bottle cap (=remove it
by twisting).
THESAURUS

➔ TURN 1

turn, spin, whirl, twirl, rotate

2 [I,T] to turn a part of your body around or change
your position by turning: He twisted around to look
at me. | I twisted my ankle (=hurt it by turning it in
the wrong direction) playing soccer. ➔

picture at BENT 2

THESAURUS
bent, curved, warped,
crooked ➔ BENT 2

2 strange and slightly cruel: a twisted joke

twist·er /'twIstø/ n. [C] (informal) a TORNADO
twit /twIt/ n. [C] (spoken) a stupid or silly person
twitch /twItS/ v. [I] if a part of your body twitches,

it makes a sudden small uncontrolled movement: A
muscle near his mouth twitched. —twitch n. [C]
twit·ter /'twIÔø/ v. [I] if a bird twitters, it makes a
lot of short high sounds —twitter n. [singular]
two /tu/ number 1 2
THESAURUS

a pair (of sth) – two things of the same type

that you use together: a pair of shoes
a couple (of sth) – two things of the same type:
a couple of stamps
a couple – two people who are married or have
a romantic relationship: a married couple
twins – two children who were born on the
same day to the same mother
double room/bed etc. – a room, bed, etc. for
two people
twice – two times: I phoned her twice yesterday.
for two – for two people: A table for two, please.

2 two o’clock: The game begins at two. 3 two
years old: My daughter is two. [ORIGIN: Old
English twa]
'two-bit adj. (slang) not very good or important: a
two-bit actor
"two-by-'four n. [C] a long piece of wood that is
two inches thick and four inches wide
"two-di'mensional adj. flat, having length and
height, but no depth ➔ THREE-DIMENSIONAL : a
two-dimensional drawing
"two-'faced adj. (informal, disapproving) changing
what you say according to who you are talking to,
in a way that is not honest or sincere

two·fold /'tufoUld/ adj. two times as much or as

many of something: a twofold increase in cases of
TB —twofold adv.
'two-piece adj. a two-piece suit has a coat and
pants that match

T
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two·some /'tus@m/ n. [C] a group of two people

really my type. 4 [U] printed letters: italic type

2
'two-time v. [T] (informal) to have a secret relation- type v. [I,T] to write something using a computer

ship with someone who is not your regular girlfriend, husband, etc.

'two-tone adj. having two different colors
"two-'way adj. 1 moving or allowing movement

or

TYPEWRITER

type·cast /'taIpkæst/ v. (past tense and past participle typecast) [T] to always give an actor the same

type of character to play: He does not want to be
typecast as a bad guy.

in both directions: two-way traffic 2 a two-way type·face /'taIpfeIs/ n. [C] a group of letters,
radio sends and receives messages 3 involving numbers, etc. of the same style and size, used in
two people, groups, countries, etc., in such a way printing
that each person, etc. is doing something with the
type·writ·er /'taIp"raIÔø/ n. [C] a machine that
other: two-way trade
prints letters, numbers, etc. onto paper ➔ PRINTER
TX the written abbreviation of TEXAS
type·writ·ten /'taIp"rIt§n/ adj. written using a
ty·coon /taI'kun/ n. [C] someone who is very typewriter: a typewritten manuscript
successful in business and has a lot of money: an
ty·phoid /'taIfOId/ also "typhoid 'fever n. [U]
oil tycoon
BIOLOGY a serious infectious disease that is caused
ty·ing /'taI-IÎ/ v. the present participle of TIE
by BACTERIA in food or water

tyke /taIk/ n. [C] (informal) a small child
tym·pan·ic

mem·brane

'mEmbreIn/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the
similar part in animals or insects

/tIm"pænIk
or a

EARDRUM

type1 /taIp/ n. 1 [C] a group of people or things

T

that have similar features or qualities, and that are
different from other people or things: different types
of people | What’s your blood type? | Romantic
novels of this type sell well.
THESAURUS

kind – a slightly more informal word for type:
What kind of fish is this?

sort – a slightly more informal word for type:

They carry all sorts of toys for indoor and outdoor
play.
category – a group of people or things that are
all of the same type: The novels are divided into
three categories: romances, mysteries, and science
fiction.
brand – a type of produce made by a particular
company: several different brands of soap
make – a type of product made by a particular
company: “What make of car do you drive?” “A
Ford.”
model – one particular type or design of a
vehicle, machine, weapon, etc.: The new models
come out in September.
genre – a type of art, music, literature, etc. that
has a particular style or feature: He has written
novels in several genres, most notably science
fiction.
variety – a particular type of something that is
different from other things of a particular kind:
different varieties of apples
species – a group of animals or plants of the
same type that can breed with each other: three
species of deer

2 [C] someone with particular qualities, interests,
appearance, etc.: the athletic type 3 not be sb’s
type (informal) to not be the kind of person that
someone is attracted to: Alex is OK – but he’s not

ty·phoon /taI'fun/ n. [C]

EARTH SCIENCES a very
violent storm in tropical areas in which the wind
moves in circles at speeds of over 74 miles per hour
[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 touffan “typhoon”
(16—19 centuries), from Arabic tufan “hurricane;” influenced by Chinese daai fong “great
wind”]

THESAURUS
wind, gale, storm, hurricane,
tornado ➔ WIND 1

ty·phus /'taIf@s/ n. [U]

BIOLOGY a serious infectious disease that is caused by the bite of an insect

typ·i·cal /'tIpIk@l/ adj. 1 having the usual features or qualities of a particular thing, person, or
group: the typical American diet | At age 2, the
typical child talks in two-word sentences. | Cool
weather is typical of early April. 2 (that’s) typical! (spoken) said when you are annoyed that something bad has happened again: The car won’t start –
typical!

typ·i·cally /'tIpIkli/ adv. 1 in the way that something usually happens: Summer classes typically
last six weeks. 2 in the way that a person or group
usually behaves, or that shows the usual features of
something: The female is typically smaller than the
male.

typ·i·fy /'tIp@"faI/ v. (typified, typifies) [T] to be a
typical example or feature of something: This is
one of the dark paintings that typify her work.

typ·ing /'taIpIÎ/ n. [U] the activity of writing
using a

TYPEWRITER

or

KEYBOARD

typ·ist /'taIpIst/ n. [C] someone who uses a TYPEWRITER

or

KEYBOARD

ty·po /'taIpoU/ n. [C] (informal) a small mistake in
the way something has been TYPE d or printed

ty·ran·ni·cal /tI'rænIk@l/ adj. behaving in an
unfair or cruel way toward someone you have
power over: a brutal and tyrannical government
—tyrannize /'tIr@"naIz/ v. [T]
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tyr·an·ny /'tIr@ni/ n. (plural tyrannies) 1 [U]

strict, unfair, and often cruel control over someone:
her husband’s abusive tyranny 2 [C,U] POLITICS
government by a cruel ruler who has complete
power: The country suffered decades of tyranny.
ty·rant /'taIr@nt/ n. [C] someone, especially a
ruler, who uses his/her power in an unfair or cruel
way
tzar /zAr, tsAr/ n. [C] a CZAR

Uu
U, u /yu/ the twenty-first letter of the English
alphabet

u·biq·ui·tous /yu'bIkw@Ô@s/ adj. (formal) seeming to be everywhere: New York’s ubiquitous yellow
cabs —ubiquity n. [U]

ud·der /'ödø/ n. [C]

BIOLOGY the part of a cow,
female goat, etc. that produces milk

UFO n. [C] Unidentified Flying Object a strange
moving object in the sky that some people believe
is a SPACESHIP from another world

ugh /ög, ök, öh/ interjection used in order to show
strong dislike: Ugh! That tastes terrible!

ug·ly /'ögli/ adj. (comparative uglier, superlative
ugliest) 1 very unattractive, and not nice to look

at: an ugly building | She’s not pretty, but she’s not
ugly either.
THESAURUS

unattractive – an unattractive person or thing is

not pleasing to look at: He always thought he
was unattractive to women. | a dirty and
unattractive building
unsightly (formal) – an unsightly mark, building,
etc. is not pleasing to look at: The illness can
cause unsightly marks on the skin.
hideous – extremely ugly: She was wearing a
hideous purple and orange sweater.
repulsive – having an ugly or unpleasant
appearance that makes people feel
uncomfortable: There was something rather
repulsive about him.
grotesque – extremely ugly in a strange or
unnatural way: The movie was full of grotesque
images of violence.
be an eyesore – if a place or building is an
eyesore, it is very ugly: The garbage dump is an
eyesore.

2 very unpleasant or violent in a way that makes
you feel frightened: The game turned ugly as fans
threw things at the players. | an ugly scene at the
bus stop [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old Norse

ultrasound

uggligr “frightening,” from uggr “fear”]
—ugliness n. [U]
uh /ö/ interjection said when you are deciding what
to say next: I, uh, I’m sorry I’m late.
UHF n. [U] ultra-high frequency a range of radio
waves that produces very good sound quality
uh huh /n'hn, m'hm, @'hö/ interjection (informal)
used in order to say yes or to show that you
understand something: “Is this the one you want?”
“Uh huh.”
uh oh /'§ö §oU/ interjection (informal) said when you
have made a mistake or have realized that something bad has happened: Uh oh, I forgot my keys.
uh uh /'§ön §ön, '§m§m/ interjection (informal)
used in order to say no: “Did Ann call?” “Uh uh.”
ul·cer /'ölsø/ n. [C] a sore area on your skin or
inside your body: a stomach ulcer
ul·na /'öln@/ n. [C] BIOLOGY one of the two bones in
your lower arm, on the side opposite your thumb
➔ RADIUS
ul·te·ri·or /öl'tIriø/ adj. ulterior motive/
purpose/reason a reason for doing something
that you deliberately hide in order to get an advantage for yourself: He’s just being nice. I don’t think
he has any ulterior motives.
ul·ti·mate1 /'ölt@mIt/ Ac adj. [only before
noun] 1 an ultimate purpose, aim, reason, etc. is the
final and most important one: Her ultimate goal is a
career in politics. 2 better, bigger, worse, etc. than
all other people or things of the same kind: A Rolls
Royce is the ultimate symbol of wealth. 3 the ultimate result of a long process is what happens at the
end of it: the ultimate failure of the project 4 an
ultimate decision, responsibility, etc. is one that you
cannot pass on to someone else: Who has the ultimate authority in the family? [ORIGIN: 1600—
1700 Late Latin ultimatus “last,” from ultimare
“to come to an end, be last”]
ultimate2 n. the ultimate in sth the best or most
modern example of something: The Orient Express
is the ultimate in rail travel.
ul·ti·mate·ly /'ölt@mItli/ Ac adv. 1 [sentence
adverb] after everything else has been done or
considered: Ultimately it’s your decision. | Their
efforts ultimately resulted in his release from
prison. 2 being the person responsible for important final decisions: In most families, the mother is
ultimately responsible for the children.
ul·ti·ma·tum /"ölt@'meIÔ@m/ n. [C] a statement
saying that if someone does not do what you want,
s/he will be punished: She finally gave him an
ultimatum: either stop drinking or move out.
ul·tra·son·ic /"öltr@'sAnIkX/ adj. PHYSICS ultrasonic sounds are too high for humans to hear, and
ultrasonic sound waves measure more than 20,000
Hertz
ul·tra·sound /'öltr@"saUnd/ n. [C,U] a medical
process that uses sound waves to produce images of
something inside of your body

U

ultraviolet

ul·tra·vi·o·let /"öltr@'vaI@lItX/ adj.

U
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ultraviolet light cannot be seen but makes your skin
darker when you are in the sun
um /m, @m/ interjection said when you are deciding
what to say next: Um, yeah, I guess so.
um·bil·i·cal cord /öm'bIlIk@l "kOrd/ n. [C]
BIOLOGY a tube that joins a baby that has not been
born yet to its mother
um·brage /'ömbrIdZ/ n. take umbrage (at
sth) (formal) to be offended by something that
someone has done or said
um·brel·la /öm'brEl@/ n. [C] an object that you
hold above your head to protect yourself from the
rain: He stood there under his umbrella, watching
the rain. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Italian ombrella,
from Latin umbella, from umbra “shade,
shadow”]
um·laut /'umlaUt, 'Um-/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a
sign written like two periods over a vowel in
German and some other languages to show how it
is pronounced, for example ü
ump /ömp/ n. [C] (spoken, informal) an umpire
um·pire /'ömpaIø/ n. [C] the person who makes
sure that the players obey the rules in sports such as
baseball and tennis —umpire v. [I,T] ➔ REFEREE 1
ump·teenth /'ömptinθ, "öm'tinθ/ quantifier
(informal, disapproving) if something happens for the
umpteenth time, it happens too many times:
They’re showing “The Wizard of Oz” for the umpteenth time. —umpteen quantifier
UN n. the United Nations an international organization that tries to find peaceful solutions to
world problems
un·a·bashed /"ön@'bæStX/ adj. not shy or
embarrassed: the child’s unabashed curiosity
un·a·bat·ed /"ön@'beIÔId/ adj. continuing without becoming weaker or less violent: The storm
continued unabated.
un·a·ble /ön'eIb@l/ adj. not able to do something
➔ INABILITY : She was unable to sleep. | I’m sorry;
I’m unable to help you.
un·a·bridged /"ön@'brIdZdX/ adj. a piece of
writing, speech, etc. that is unabridged has not been
made shorter
un·ac·cept·a·ble /"ön@k'sEpt@b@l/ adj. something that is unacceptable is wrong or bad and
should not be allowed to continue: Nancy’s behavior is unacceptable. —unacceptably adv.
un·ac·com·pa·nied /"ön@'kömp@nid/ Ac
adj. having no one with you: an unaccompanied
child
un·ac·count·a·ble
/"ön@'kaUnô@b@l/
adj. 1 not having to explain your actions or decisions to anyone else 2 very surprising and difficult
to explain: It was a good product that flopped for
unaccountable reasons. —unaccountably adv.
un·ac·cus·tomed /"ön@'köst@mdX/ adj. (formal) 1 unaccustomed to (doing) sth not used

to something: He was unaccustomed to dealing
with children. 2 [only before noun] not usual, typical, or familiar: This winter’s unaccustomed
warmth prompted questions about global warming.
un·a·dul·ter·at·ed /"ön@'dölt@"reIÔId/ adj.
complete or pure: pure unadulterated pleasure
adj. not
un·af·fect·ed /"ön@'fEktId/ Ac
changed or influenced by something: Parts of the
city remained unaffected by the fire.
un·aid·ed /ön'eIdId/ Ac adj. without help: He
could not stand up unaided.
THESAURUS
on your own, (all) by yourself,
independently ➔ ALONE

un·al·i·en·a·ble /ön'eIli@n@b@l, -ly@-/ adj.
INALIENABLE

un·al·ter·a·ble /ön'Olt@r@b@l/

Ac adj. not able
to be changed: an unalterable decision
un·al·tered /ön'Oltød/ adj. not changed
un·am·big·u·ous /"önæm'bIgyu@s/ Ac adj.
very clear and not confusing: an unambiguous
answer —unambiguously adv.
un-A'merican adj. not supporting or loyal to
American customs, ideas, etc.
u·nan·i·mous /yu'næn@m@s/ adj. a unanimous
decision, vote, etc. is one on which everyone agrees
➔ AGREE —unanimously adv. —unanimity
/"yunæ'nIm@Ôi/ n. [U]
un·an·nounced /"ön@'naUnstX/ adj., adv. happening without anyone knowing about it or expecting it: Several people arrived unannounced. | an
unannounced visit
un·an·swered /"ön'ænsød/ adj. an unanswered
telephone call, letter, question, etc. has not been
replied to
un·an·tic·i·pat·ed /"önæn'tIs@"peIÔId/ adj. not
expected: an unanticipated expense
un·ap·peal·ing /"ön@'pilIÎX/ adj. not pleasant
or attractive: an unappealing brown color
un·ap·pre·ci·at·ed /"ön@'priSi"eIÔId/ adj. if
someone or something is unappreciated, people do
not recognize their good qualities or value: Some of
the workers felt unappreciated.
un·ap·proach·a·ble /"ön@'proUtS@b@l/ adj.
seeming unfriendly and therefore difficult to talk
to: a silent and unapproachable man
un·armed /"ön'ArmdX/ adj. not carrying any
weapons: An officer shot an unarmed man.
un·as·sist·ed /"ön@'sIstId/ Ac adj. without
help: She was able to walk unassisted.
un·as·sum·ing /"ön@'sumIÎX/ adj. quiet and
showing no desire for attention SYN modest
un·at·tached /"ön@'tætStX/ Ac adj. 1 not
involved in a romantic relationship 2 not fastened
or connected to anything
adj.
un·at·tain·a·ble /"ön@'teIn@b@l/ Ac
impossible to achieve: an unattainable goal

uncommon
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un·at·tend·ed /"ön@'tEndIdX/ adj. left alone

without anyone in charge: Do not leave your children unattended.
un·at·trac·tive /"ön@'træktIvX/ adj. 1 not
physically attractive or beautiful
THESAURUS
UGLY

ugly, unsightly, hideous ➔

2 not good or desirable: two unattractive options

un·au·thor·ized /ön'Oθ@"raIzd/ adj. done with-

out official approval or permission: an unauthorized biography
un·a·vail·a·ble /"ön@'veIl@b@l/ Ac adj. 1 not
able to be obtained: The album was previously
unavailable on CD. 2 not able or willing to meet
with someone: Mr. Foster is unavailable for comment (=not able or willing to speak to reporters).
un·a·void·a·ble /"ön@'vOId@b@l/ adj. impossible
to prevent: an unavoidable delay
un·a·ware /"ön@'wEr/ Ac adj. not noticing or
realizing what is happening: He was unaware of
his legal rights.
un·a·wares /"ön@'wErz/ adv. catch/take sb
unawares if something catches you unawares, it
happens when you are not prepared for it: Events in
the Middle East caught the CIA unawares.
un·bal·anced /ön'bæl@nst/ adj. 1 slightly
crazy: mentally unbalanced 2 an unbalanced
report, argument, etc. is unfair because it emphasizes one opinion too much
un·bear·a·ble /ön'bEr@b@l/ adj. too bad, painful, or annoying for you to deal with: Her pain had
become unbearable. —unbearably adv.
un·beat·a·ble /ön'biÔ@b@l/ adj. something that is
unbeatable is the best of its kind: unbeatable prices
un·beat·en /ön'bit§n/ adj. a team, player, etc.
that is unbeaten has not been defeated
un·be·liev·a·ble /"önbI'liv@b@l/ adj. 1 used to
emphasize how good, bad, surprising, etc. something is: The sound quality of this stereo is
unbelievable. | an unbelievable amount of
money 2 very difficult to believe and probably not
true: Yvonne’s excuse was totally unbelievable.
—unbelievably adv.
un·bi·ased /ön'baI@st/ Ac adj. unbiased information, opinion, advice, etc. is fair because the
person giving it is not influenced by their own or
other people’s opinions SYN impartial: We aim to
provide a service that is balanced and unbiased. |
an unbiased observer
THESAURUS

fair, impartial ➔ FAIR 1

un·born /"ön'bOrnX/ adj. [only before noun] not yet
born: an unborn child

un·bound·ed /"ön'baUndId/ adj. (formal) very
great and seeming to have no limit: unbounded
optimism

un·bri·dled /"ön'braIdld/ adj. not controlled and
too extreme: unbridled anger

un·but·ton /ön'böt§n/ v. [T] to undo the buttons
on a piece of clothing

un·called-for /ön'kOld "fOr/ adj. behavior or

remarks that are uncalled-for are insulting, unfair,
or inappropriate
un·can·ny /ön'kæni/ adj. very strange and difficult to explain: The team has an uncanny ability to
win close games. —uncannily adv.
un·cer·tain /ön'søt§n/ adj. 1 feeling doubt
about something: I’m uncertain about what to say
to her. | She was uncertain of whether to confront
him. 2 not clear, definite, or decided: His future
with the company is uncertain. 3 in no uncertain terms if you say something in no uncertain
terms, you say it in a clear way, without trying to be
polite: We were told in no uncertain terms not to
come back. —uncertainty n. [C,U]: uncertainty
about the future —uncertainly adv.
also
un·chang·ing
/ön'tSeIndZIÎ/
un·changed /ön'tSeIndZd/ adj. always staying
the same
un·chart·ed /ön'tSArÔId/ Ac adj. uncharted
territory/waters a situation or activity that you
have never experienced or tried before
un·checked /"ön'tSEktX/ adj. if something bad
goes unchecked, it is not controlled or stopped and
continues or gets worse: Left unchecked, the disease will spread.
un·civ·i·lized /ön'sIv@"laIzd/ adj. 1 behavior
that is uncivilized is rude or socially unacceptable 2 (old-fashioned) societies that are uncivilized
have a very simple way of life SYN primitive
un·cle /'öÎk@l/ n. [C] the brother of your mother
or father, or the husband of your AUNT : I went to
stay with my aunt and uncle for a few days. | Uncle
Bill [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French, Latin
avunculus “mother’s brother”]
un·clean /"ön'klinX/ adj. dirty
un·clear /"ön'klIrX/ adj. difficult to understand or
know about: The terms of the contract are very
unclear.
Uncle Sam /"öÎk@l 'sæm/ n. (informal) the U.S.,
or U.S. government, usually represented by the
figure of a man with a white BEARD and tall hat
Uncle Tom /"öÎk@l 'tAm/ n. [C] (disapproving) a
black person who is too respectful to white people
un·com·fort·a·ble
/ön'kömft@b@l,
ön'kömføÔ@b@l/ adj. 1 not feeling physically
comfortable, or not making you feel comfortable:
These shoes are uncomfortable. 2 unable to relax
because you are embarrassed: I feel uncomfortable
talking about sex. | an uncomfortable silence
—uncomfortably adv.
un·com·mon /ön'kAm@n/ adj. rare or unusual: It
is not uncommon for (=it is fairly common for)
employees to work sixty hours a week.
—uncommonly adv.

U
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/ön'kAmpr@"maIzIÎ/

has no plural form, such as “water,” “gold,” or
“furniture” ANT countable
intentions: He has always been an uncompromising un·couth /ön'kuθ/ adj. behaving or speaking in a
supporter of gun control.
way that is rude and unacceptable
un·con·cerned /"önk@n'søndX/ adj. not wor- un·cov·er /ön'kövø/ v. [T] 1 to discover someried about something, or not interested in it: Americans cannot be unconcerned about the problem of thing that has been kept secret or hidden: Customs
officials uncovered a plot to smuggle drugs into the
the world’s poor.
country. 2 to remove the cover from something
un·con·di·tion·al /"önk@n'dIS@n@lX/ adj. not
limited by or depending on any conditions: We are unc·tu·ous /'öÎktSu@s/ adj. (formal, disapproving)
demanding the unconditional release of the hos- behaving in a way that is not sincere, by being too
friendly or praising other people too much, or
tages. —unconditionally adv.
showing this behavior: He was friendly without
un·con·firmed /"önk@n'fømdX/ adj. not proved being unctuous.
or supported by official information: There has
been an unconfirmed report/rumor etc. of a un·cut /"ön'kötX/ adj. 1 a movie, book, etc. that
is uncut has not been made shorter, for example by
nuclear accident.
having violent or sexual scenes removed 2 an
un·con·scion·a·ble /ön'kAnS@n@b@l/ adj. (for- uncut jewel has not yet been cut into a particular
mal) morally wrong or unacceptable
shape
un·con·scious1 /"ön'kAnS@sX/ adj. 1 unable to un·daunt·ed /"ön'dOnôIdX, -'dAn-/ adj. not
see, move, feel, etc. because you are not conscious: afraid to continue doing something in spite of
The car’s driver was knocked unconscious. 2 an difficulties or danger: Nelson was undaunted by
unconscious feeling is one that you have without the opposition to his plan.
realizing it SYN subconscious: unconscious feelings of guilt 3 be unconscious of sth to not un·de·cid·ed /"öndI'saIdIdX/ adj. not having
realize the effect of something you have said or made a decision about something: Many voters are
done: Barb seemed unconscious of the attention her undecided about which candidate to choose.
dress was attracting. —unconsciously adv. un·de·ni·a·ble /"öndI'naI@b@lX/ Ac adj. defi—unconsciousness n. [U]
nitely true or certain: an undeniable fact
unconscious2 n. the/sb’s unconscious the —undeniably adv.
part of your mind in which there are thoughts and un·der /'öndø/ prep., adv. 1 below or at a lower
feelings that you do not realize that you have level than something, or covered by it ANT over:
➔ SUBCONSCIOUS
She’s hiding under the blanket. | The dog was
un·con·sti·tu·tion·al
/"önkAnst@'tuS@n@l/ sleeping under the bed. | Lee wore a sweater under
his jacket. | He pushed Lonnie’s head under the
Ac adj. not allowed by the rules that govern a
country or organization: The Supreme Court ruled water. 2 less than a particular age, number,
amount, or price ANT over: You can’t get a ticket
that the law was unconstitutional.
for under $10. | Children six and under can ride the
un·con·trol·la·ble /"önk@n'troUl@b@l/ adj. bus for free. | I can’t buy beer – I’m under age
impossible to control or stop: uncontrollable rage
(=not old enough). 3 controlled or governed by a
un·con·trolled /"önk@n'troUld/ adj. 1 uncon- particular leader, government, system, etc.: a countrolled emotions or behavior continue because no try under Marxist rule 4 be under discussion/
one stops or controls them 2 without rules or laws: construction/attack etc. to be in the process of
an uncontrolled free market
being discussed, built, etc. 5 under way happening or in the process of being done: Construction is
un·con·ven·tion·al /"önk@n'vEnS@n@l/ Ac
already under way on the new airport. 6 affected
adj. very different from the normal way people
behave, think, dress, or do things: his unconven- by a particular influence, condition, or situation:
She performs well under pressure. | He was
tional lifestyle
accused of driving while under the influence of
un·con·vinc·ed /"önk@n'vInst/ Ac adj. not alcohol/drugs. 7 if you work under someone, that
persuaded that something is right or true: He was person is in charge of what you do at work: She had
unconvinced that the idea would work.
a total staff of ten working under her. 8 according
to a particular law, agreement, etc.: Under state
THESAURUS
doubtful, dubious, skeptical
law, we are entitled to inspect your
➔ DOUBTFUL
accounts. 9 used to say in which part of a book,
list, or system you can find particular information:
un·cool /"ön'kulX/ adj. (slang) not fashionable or The baby’s records are filed under the mother’s
acceptable: My parents are hopelessly uncool.
name. ➔ be under the impression (that) at
un·co·op·era·tive /"önkoU'Apr@ÔIvX/ adj. not IMPRESSION
willing to work with or help someone
un·der·a·chiev·er /"önd@r@'tSivø/ n. [C]
un·count·a·ble /ön'kaUnô@b@l/ adj. uncount- someone who does not do as well at school or at
able noun ENG. LANG. ARTS in grammar, a noun that work as s/he could do if s/he worked harder
adj. determined not to change your opinions or

U
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—underachieve v. [I] —underachievement

n. [U]

un·der·age /"öndø'eIdZX/ adj. too young to

legally buy alcohol, drive a car, etc.: underage
drinking ➔ YOUNG 1
un·der·charge /"öndø'tSArdZ/ v. [I,T] to charge
someone too little money for something ANT overcharge

un·der·class /'öndø"klæs/ n. [singular] the low-

est social class, consisting of people who are very
poor
un·der·class·man /"öndø'klæsm@n/ n. (plural
underclassmen /-m@n/) [C] a student in the first
two years of HIGH SCHOOL or college ➔ UPPERCLASSMAN

un·der·cov·er /"öndø'kövøX/ adj. undercover
work is done secretly by the police in order to catch
criminals or find out information: an undercover
agent/cop
THESAURUS
SECRET 1

secret, covert, clandestine ➔

un·der·cur·rent /'öndø"kø@nt, -"kör-/ n. [C] a

feeling that someone does not express openly:
There was an undercurrent of suspicion about the
newcomers.
un·der·cut /"öndø'köt, 'öndø"köt/ v. (past
tense and past participle undercut, present participle
undercutting) [T] 1 to make something weaker or

less effective: Such activity could undercut public
confidence in Congress. 2 to sell something more
cheaply than someone else: Supermarkets are able
to undercut local stores.
un·der·dog /'öndø"dOg/ n. the underdog the
person or team in a competition that is not expected
to win
un·der·es·ti·mate /"öndø'Est@"meIt/ Ac
v. 1 [I,T] to think that something is smaller, cheaper,
easier, etc. than it really is ANT overestimate:
They underestimated the cost of the construction. 2 [T] to think that someone is less skillful,
intelligent, etc. than s/he really is
un·der·go /"öndø'goU/ Ac v. (past tense underwent /-'wEnt/, past participle undergone /-'gOn/,
third person singular undergoes) [T] if you undergo
a change, a bad experience, etc., it happens to you
or is done to you: He’ll have to undergo major
heart surgery.
un·der·grad·u·ate /"öndø'grædZuIt/ n. [C] a
student in college, who is working for his/her
BACHELOR’S

DEGREE

➔

STUDENT

—undergraduate adj.
adj.,
un·der·ground
/"öndø'graUndX/
adv. 1 under the earth’s surface: an underground
tunnel | creatures that live underground 2 an
underground political organization is secret and
illegal 3 go underground to start doing something secretly, or hide in a secret place: The Ukrainian church went underground during the
Communist era.

"Underground 'Railroad n. the Underground Railway HISTORY a secret system that
helped SLAVE s in the southern U.S. escape and
travel to a safe place in the north
un·der·growth /'öndø"groUθ/ n. [U] bushes,
small trees, etc. that grow around and under bigger
trees
un·der·hand /'öndø"hænd/ adj., adv. thrown
with your arm under the level of your shoulder
ANT

overhand

un·der·hand·ed /'öndø"hændId/ adj. dishonest

and done secretly: an underhanded deal
Ac v. (past tense underlay /-'leI/, past participle underlain /-'leIn/, present
participle underlying, third person singular underlies)
[T] (formal) to be the cause of something, or be the
basic thing from which something else develops:
Unless we deal with the problems that underlie
crime, crime rates will never decrease.
un·der·line /'öndø"laIn, "öndø'laIn/ v. [T] 1 to
draw a line under a word 2 to show that something
is important: The rise in crime underlines the need
for more jobs.

un·der·lie /"öndø'laI/

THESAURUS
emphasize, highlight,
accentuate, underscore ➔ EMPHASIZE

un·der·ly·ing /'öndø"laI-IÎ/

Ac adj. underlying reason/cause/problem etc. the reason,
cause, etc. that is most important but that is not
easy to discover: The underlying causes of her
depression lay in her childhood.
THESAURUS

basic, fundamental ➔ BASIC

un·der·mine /'öndø"maIn, "öndø'maIn/ v. [T]

to gradually make someone or something less
strong or effective: This could seriously undermine
the peace process.
un·der·neath /"öndø'niθ/ prep., adv. directly
below or under something ➔ BENEATH : We turned
some rocks over to see what was underneath. |
There’s nice wood underneath all that paint.
un·der·nour·ished /"öndø'nøISt, -'nörISt/
adj. not healthy because you have not eaten enough
food or the right type of food
un·der·paid /"öndø'peIdX/ adj. earning less
money than you deserve —underpay
/"öndø'peI/ v. [I,T]
un·der·pants /'öndø"pænts/ n. [plural] a short
piece of underwear worn on the lower part of the
body ➔ see picture at CLOTHES
un·der·pass /'öndø"pæs/ n. [C] a road or path
that goes under another road or path
un·der·priv·i·leged /"öndø'prIvlIdZdX/ adj.
very poor and not having the advantages of most
other people in society: underprivileged children
THESAURUS
poor, disadvantaged,
deprived ➔ POOR

U
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un·der·rat·ed /"öndø'reIÔIdX/ adj. better than un·der·stat·ed /"öndø'steIÔIdX/ adj. (approving)

U

people think or say ANT overrated: an underrated simple in a way that is attractive: I liked the
actor —underrate v. [T]
understated decoration of his office.
un·der·score /'öndø"skOr/ v. [T] to emphasize un·der·state·ment /'öndø"steIt§m@nt/ n. [C]
that something is important: The survey under- a statement that is not strong enough to express
scores the division between rich and poor in how good, impressive, bad, etc. something really is:
To say the movie was bad is an understatement.
America.
un·der·stood
/"öndø'stUd/ v. the past tense and
THESAURUS
emphasize, stress, highlight,
past participle of UNDERSTAND
underline ➔ EMPHASIZE
un·der·stud·y /'öndø"stödi/ n. (plural underun·der·shirt /'öndø"Søt/ n. [C] a piece of under- studies) [C] an actor who learns a part in a play so
that s/he can act if the usual actor cannot perform
wear worn under a shirt
un·der·side /'öndø"saId/ n. the underside of un·der·take /"öndø'teIk/ Ac v. (past tense
undertook /-'tUk/, past participle undertaken
sth the bottom side or surface of something
/-'teIk@n/) [T] (formal) 1 to start to do a piece of
un·der·sized /"öndø'saIzdX/ adj. too small
work, especially one that is long and difficult: The
un·der·staffed /"öndø'stæftX/ adj. not having country undertook a massive reform of its legal
enough workers, or having fewer workers than system. 2 undertake to do sth to promise or
usual: The lines are so long because we’re under- agree to do something
un·der·tak·er /'öndø"teIkø/ n. [C] (oldstaffed right now.
fashioned) someone whose job is to arrange funerals
un·der·stand /"öndø'stænd/ v. (past tense and SYN funeral director
past participle understood /-"stUd/) 1 [I,T] to know
the meaning of what someone is saying to you, or un·der·tak·ing /'öndø"teIkIÎ/ Ac n. [C usually
the language that s/he speaks: Do you understand singular] an important job, piece of work, etc. for
Spanish? | I could barely understand what he was which you are responsible: Holding the Olympic
saying. | I’m not very good at German but I can Games is a massive undertaking.
make myself understood (=make what I say clear to un·der·tone /'öndø"toUn/ n. [C] a feeling or
other people). c Don’t say “I am understand- quality that exists but which is not easy to notice:
ing.” b 2 [I,T] to know how someone feels and why an undertone of sadness in her voice
s/he behaves the way s/he does, and to be sympa- un·der·tow /'öndø"toU/ n. [C] a strong current
thetic: Believe me, John – I understand how you under the ocean’s surface that pulls water away
feel. | Just tell him what happened – I’m sure he’ll from the shore
understand. 3 [I,T] to know how or why a situation, event, etc. happens, especially through learning or experience: My father never understood
baseball. | Do you understand how this
works? 4 [T] to believe that something you have
heard or read is true: I understand (that) you want
to buy a car.

un·der·stand·a·ble /"öndø'stænd@b@l/ adj.
understandable behavior, reactions, etc. seem reasonable because of the situation you are in: It’s
understandable that he’s a little afraid. | Your
anger toward him is perfectly understandable.

un·der·stand·ing1 /"öndø'stændIÎ/ n. 1 [sin-

un·der·wa·ter /"öndø'wOÔøX, -'wA-/ adj. [only
learning and experience: She has a basic under- before noun] below the surface of the water, or able
standing of computers. 2 [singular, U] sympathy to be used there: an underwater camera
toward someone’s character and behavior: Harry —underwater adv.
thanked us for our understanding. 3 [C] an infor- un·der·wear /'öndø"wEr/ n. [U] clothes that you
mal private agreement about something: I thought wear next to your body under your other clothes
we had come to an understanding about the
un·der·weight /"öndø'weItX/ adj. weighing
price. 4 [U] the ability to think and learn
less than is expected or usual ANT overweight: an
2
understanding adj. showing sympathy and underweight baby
pity for other people’s problems: an understanding
THESAURUS
thin, slight, skinny, lean,
boss
1
gular, U] knowledge about something, based on

un·der·state /"öndø'steIt/ v. [T] to describe

gaunt ➔ THIN

something in a way that makes it seem less impor- un·der·world /'öndø"wøld/ n. [singular] the
tant or serious than it really is ANT overstate: The criminals in a particular place and the activities
they are involved in
report understates the severity of the problem.

unequivocal
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un·der·write /'öndø"raIt, "öndø'raIt/ v. (past

THESAURUS
naked, bare, have nothing on,
not have anything on ➔ NAKED

business, etc. with money: The project is underwritten by a National Science Foundation grant.
un·de·sir·a·ble /"öndI'zaIr@b@lX/ adj. (formal)
someone or something that is undesirable is not
welcome or wanted because they may have a bad
effect: The drug can produce undesirable side
effects.
un·de·ter·mined /"öndI'tømIndX/ adj. not
known, decided, or calculated: The cause of death
is undetermined.
un·de·vel·oped /"öndI'vEl@ptX/ adj. undeveloped land has not been built on or used for a
particular purpose
un·di·min·ished /"öndI'mInISt/ Ac adj. not
weaker or less important than before: His love for
her was undiminished.
un·dis·closed /"öndIs'kloUzdX/ adj. not known
publicly: an undisclosed amount/sum of money
un·dis·guised /"öndIs'gaIzdX/ adj. an undisguised feeling is clearly shown and not hidden:
undisguised hatred
un·dis·put·ed /"öndI'spyuÔIdX/ adj. undisputed leader/master/champion etc. someone
whom everyone agrees is the leader, etc.
un·dis·turbed /"öndI'støbdX/ adj., adv. not
interrupted or moved: They let her rest undisturbed.
un·di·vid·ed /"öndI'vaIdIdX/ adj. complete:
Please give me your undivided attention.
un·do /ön'du/ v. (past tense undid /-'dId/, past
participle undone /-'dön/, third person singular
undoes /-'döz/) [T] 1 to untie or open something
that is tied or closed: I can’t get the clasp on my
necklace undone. 2 to try to remove the bad
effects of something: The courts have tried to undo
the legal abuses of the past. 3 to change something back to the state or condition it was in before
improvements were made: Changing the law will
undo decades of progress.
un·do·ing /ön'duIÎ/ n. be sb’s undoing to
cause someone’s failure, defeat, shame, etc.: Borrowing too much money proved to be his undoing.
un·done /"ön'dönX/ adj. 1 not tied or closed:
Your shirt button has come undone. 2 not finished
or completed: Much of the work on the bridge has
been left undone.
un·doubt·ed·ly /ön'daUÔIdli/ adv. used in order
to emphasize that something is definitely true: He’s
undoubtedly one of the best guitar players of all
time.
un·dress /ön'drEs/ v. [I,T] to take your clothes
off, or take someone else’s clothes off: Yvonne
undressed and got into bed.
un·dressed /ön'drEst/ adj. not wearing any
clothes: He started to get undressed (=take his
clothes off).

un·due /"ön'duX/ adj. (formal) more than is rea-

tense underwrote /-roUt/, past participle underwritten /-rIt§n/) [T] (formal) to support an activity,

sonable, appropriate, or necessary: The tax creates
an undue burden on farmers.
un·du·lat·ing /'öndZ@"leIÔIÎ/ adj. [only before
noun] (formal) moving or shaped like waves that are
rising and falling: the undulating green hills
—undulate v. [I] —undulation /"öndZ@'leIS@n/
n. [C,U]

un·du·ly /ön'duli/ adv. (formal) more than is normal or reasonable: unduly harsh punishment

un·dy·ing /"ön'daI-IÎX/ adj. (literary) continuing
for ever: undying love

un·earth /ön'øθ/ v. [T] 1 to find something that
was buried in the ground: Scientists have unearthed
eight more skeletons at Pompeii.
THESAURUS
FIND 1

find, discover, turn sth up ➔

2 to find out information or the truth about something

un·earth·ly /ön'øθli/ adj. very strange and
unnatural: an unearthly greenish light

un·eas·y /"ön'iziX/ adj. worried and anxious
because you think something bad might happen:
We felt uneasy about his decision. —unease n.
[U] —uneasiness n. [U] —uneasily adv.
THESAURUS
worried, anxious, concerned,
nervous, apprehensive ➔ WORRIED

un·ec·o·nom·i·cal /"önEk@'nAmIk@l, -ik@-/

adj. using too much effort, money, or materials to

make a profit

un·ed·u·cat·ed /ön'EdZ@"keIÔId/ adj. not hav-

ing much education, or showing that someone is
not well educated
un·em·ployed /"önIm'plOIdX/ adj. without a
job: an unemployed actor | I’ve been unemployed
for six months.
n.
un·em·ploy·ment
/"önIm'plOIm@nt/
[U] 1 the condition of not having a job, or the
number of people who do not have a job: Unemployment remains relatively low/high. | The unemployment rate is rising. 2 money paid regularly by
the government to people who have no job: He’s
been on unemployment for three months.
un·end·ing /ön'EndIÎ/ adj. something, especially
something bad, that is unending seems as if it will
continue for ever: an unending stream of people
un·e·qual /ön'ikw@l/ adj. 1 unfairly treating different people or groups in different ways: the
unequal treatment of minorities 2 not the same in
size, amount, value, rank, etc.: two rooms of
unequal size
un·e·quiv·o·cal /"önI'kwIv@k@l/ adj. (formal)
completely clear and definite with no doubts

U

unerring
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un·er·ring /ön'ErIÎ, ön'øIÎ/ adj. always right: un·for·get·ta·ble /"önfø'gEÔ@b@l/ adj. somehis unerring judgment

thing that is unforgettable is so beautiful, good,
exciting, etc. that you remember it for a long time:
an unforgettable sight
be morally wrong: an unethical banking practice
un·for·tu·nate
/ön'fOrtS@nIt/ adj. 1 happening
un·e·ven /ön'iv@n/ adj. 1 not flat, smooth, or
level: uneven ground 2 not equal or balanced: The because of bad luck: an unfortunate accident
racial mix of the school is uneven. 3 good in some
THESAURUS
unlucky, ill-fated ➔ UNLUCKY
parts and bad in others: a music album of uneven
quality —unevenly adv.
un·ex·cused /"önIk'skuzdX/ adj. unexcused 2 someone who is unfortunate has something bad
absence an occasion when you are away from happen to him/her: When we entered the room, the
teacher was yelling at some unfortunate stuschool or work without permission
dent. 3 an unfortunate situation, condition, quality,
un·ex·pect·ed /"önIk'spEktIdX/ adj. surprising etc. is one that you wish was different: It’s unforbecause of not being expected: the unexpected tunate (that) so few people seem willing to help.
death of his father —unexpectedly adv.
un·for·tu·nate·ly /ön'fOrtS@nItli/ adv. [senun·ex·pur·gat·ed /ön'Ekspø"geIÔId/ adj. (for- tence adverb] used when you are mentioning a fact
mal) an unexpurgated book, play, etc. is complete
that you wish was not true: Unfortunately, it’s too
and has not had parts that might offend people late for me to do anything about it.
removed ANT expurgated
un·found·ed /ön'faUndId/ Ac adj. not based
un·fail·ing /ön'feIlIÎ/ adj. always there, even in on facts or EVIDENCE SYN wrong: The company
times of difficulty or trouble: her unfailing kindness insisted that our complaints were unfounded.
un·fair /"ön'fErX/ adj. not right or fair: an unfair un·friend·ly /ön'frEnÄli/ adj. 1 not kind or
decision | The system is unfair to the poor.
friendly: The neighbors seemed unfriendly. 2 not
—unfairly adv. —unfairness n. [U]
helping or wanting a type of person or thing: Many
un·faith·ful /ön'feIθf@l/ adj. someone who is American cities are unfriendly to pedestriunfaithful has sex with someone who is not his/her ans. 3 an unfriendly government or nation is one
wife, husband, or usual partner: Kurt had been that opposes yours
unfaithful to his wife on several occasions.
un·furl /ön'føl/ v. [T] to unroll and open a flag,
un·fa·mil·iar /"önf@"mIlyø/ adj. not known to sail, etc.
you: an unfamiliar face | I am unfamiliar with his
books. —unfamiliarity /"önf@"mIl'yær@Ôi/ n. [U] un·gain·ly /ön'geInli/ adj. awkward and not
graceful: an ungainly teenager
un·fash·ion·a·ble /ön'fæS@n@b@l/ adj. not
un·grate·ful
/ön'greItf@l/ adj. not thanking
popular or fashionable at the present time
someone for something s/he has given to you or
ANT fashionable: unfashionable shoes
done for you
un·fas·ten /"ön'fæs@n/ v. [T] to undo something:
un·hap·py /ön'hæpi/ adj. 1 not happy: an
Lewis unfastened his seat belt.
unhappy childhood | She had been unhappy for a
un·fa·vor·a·ble /ön'feIv@r@b@l/ adj. 1 show- long time.
ing that you do not like something: an unfavorable
THESAURUS
sad, depressed, down, low,
review of the movie 2 unfavorable conditions,
blue ➔ SAD
events, etc. are not good: an unfavorable weather
report
2 feeling worried or annoyed because you do not
un·feel·ing /ön'filIÎ/ adj. not showing sympathy like what is happening SYN dissatisfied: Many
for others: How can she be so cold and unfeeling? Americans are deeply unhappy with the state of the
un·fet·tered /ön'fEÔød/ adj. not restricted in any nation. | Dennis is unhappy about having to work
on a Saturday. —unhappiness n. [U]
way
—unhappily adv.
un·fit /ön'fIt/ adj. not good enough to do someun·health·y
/ön'hElθi/ adj. 1 likely to make you
thing or to be used for something: That woman is
unfit to raise a child! | The land is unfit for sick: unhealthy city air 2 not physically healthy:
an unhealthy baby 3 not normal or natural and
cultivation.
likely to cause harm: Any obsession is unhealthy.
un·fold /ön'foUld/ v. [I,T] 1 if a story, plan, etc.
unfolds, it becomes clearer as you hear or learn un·heard-of /ön'hød öv/ adj. something that is
more about it: The case began to slowly unfold in unheard of is extremely unusual or has never hapcourt. 2 to open something that was folded: She pened before: The opera raised the price of its seats
to an unheard-of $100 each!
unfolded the map.
un·fore·seen /"önfOr'sinX, -fø-/ adj. an unfore- un·help·ful /ön'hElpf@l/ adj. not useful, and
seen situation is one that you did not expect to likely to make a situation worse ANT helpful: I
happen: an unforeseen delay | Due to unforeseen think it’s really unhelpful to focus only on the
school’s failings. —unhelpfully adv.
circumstances, the play has been canceled.

un·eth·i·cal /ön'EθIk@l/

U

Ac

adj. considered to

unisex
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un·ho·ly /ön'hoUli/ adj. 1 an unholy alliance

an agreement between two people or organizations
who would not normally work together, usually for
a bad purpose 2 very great and very bad: We’re in
an unholy mess.
un·hook /ön'hUk/ v. [T] to unfasten or remove
something from a hook
UNICEF /'yun@"sEf/ n. the United Nations
Children’s Fund an organization that helps children who suffer from disease, HUNGER , etc.
u·ni·corn /'yun@"kOrn/ n. [C] an imaginary animal like a white horse with a long straight horn on
its head

un·i·den·ti·fied /"önaI'dEnô@"faIdX, "ön@-/ adj.
an unidentified person or thing is one that you do
not know the name of: an unidentified body

u·ni·fi·ca·tion /"yun@f@'keIS@n/

Ac n. [U] the
act of combining two or more groups, countries,
etc. to make a single group or country: the unification of Germany after the fall of the Berlin Wall

u·ni·form1 /'yun@"fOrm/

Ac n. [C] 1

a particular type of clothing that the members of an organization wear to work: Here’s a picture of me
wearing my football uniform. 2 in uniform a) wearing a uniform b) in the army, navy,
etc. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French uniforme,
from Latin uniformis, from uni- “one” + -formis
(from forma “form, shape”)] —uniformed adj.:
uniformed police officers

uniform2

Ac adj. things that are uniform are all
the same shape, size, etc.: Grade A eggs must be of
uniform size. —uniformly adv.: She received uniformly
high
grades.
—uniformity
/"yun@'fOrm@Ôi/ n. [U]: There is no uniformity of
opinion on the issue.

u·ni·fy /'yun@"faI/

Ac v. (unified, unifies) [T]

to
combine the parts of a country, organization, etc. to
make a single unit ➔ UNIFICATION : Spain was
unified in the 16th century. —unified adj.: a unified military leadership

u·ni·lat·er·al /"yun@'læÔ@r@lX/ adj. a unilateral
action or decision is made by only one of the
groups involved in a situation without the agreement of the others ➔ BILATERAL , MULTILATERAL : a
unilateral ceasefire

un·i·ma·gin·a·ble /"önI'mædZ@n@b@lX/ adj.
not possible to imagine: unimaginable wealth
—unimaginably adv.

un·i·ma·gin·a·tive

/"önI'mædZ@n@ÔIvX/

adj. 1 lacking the ability to think of new or unusual

ideas 2 ordinary and boring, and not using any
new ideas: unimaginative architecture

un·im·por·tant /"önIm'pOrt§ntX/ adj. not
important

un·im·pressed /"önIm'prEst/ adj. not thinking
that someone or something is good, interesting,
etc.: Board members were unimpressed with/by the
plan.

un·im·pres·sive /"önIm'prEsIvX/ adj. not as
good, large, etc. as expected or necessary: The
school’s test results were unimpressive.

un·in·formed /"önIn'fOrmdX/ adj. not having
enough knowledge or information: He seemed
uninformed about foreign policy.

un·in·hab·it·ed /"önIn'hæbItIdX/ adj. an uninhabited place does not have anyone living there
SYN deserted: an uninhabited island

un·in·hib·it·ed /"önIn'hIbIÔIdX/ adj. confident
or relaxed enough to do or say what you want to

un·in·jured /ön'IndZød/ adj. not hurt or damaged

un·in·spired /"önIn'spaIødX/ adj. not showing
any imagination, and so not interesting or exciting:
an uninspired performance

un·in·sured /"önIn'SUrdX/ adj. having no insurance: uninsured drivers

un·in·tel·li·gi·ble

/"önIn'tEl@dZ@b@l/ adj.
impossible to understand: Most of what he said was
unintelligible.

un·in·ten·tion·al /"önIn'tEnS@n@lX/ adj. not
done deliberately: unintentional errors on his tax
form —unintentionally adv.

un·in·ter·est·ed /ön'IntrIstId, -'Inô@"rEs-/ adj.
not interested

un·in·ter·rupt·ed /"önInô@'röptIdX/ adj. continuous without stopping or being interrupted: eight
hours of uninterrupted sleep

un·ion /'yuny@n/ n. 1 [C] a

LABOR UNION : the
teachers’ union | Are you going to join the union?

THESAURUS
ORGANIZATION

organization, association ➔

2 [singular] a group of countries or states with the
same central government: countries that were part
of the former Soviet Union 3 the Union HISTORY
used to talk about the U.S., or about the northern
states of the U.S., during the Civil War: Union
soldiers 4 [singular, U] (formal) the act of joining
two or more things together, or the state of being
joined together: the union of East Germany with
West Germany 5 [C,U] (formal) marriage

un·ion·ized /'yuny@"naIzd/ adj. having formed a
union, or belonging to one —unionize v. [I,T]

u·nique /yu'nik/

Ac adj. 1 (informal) unusually
good and special: The workshop will give participants a unique opportunity to study with an artist. 2 being the only one of its kind: Every person
is unique. 3 unique to sb/sth existing only in a
particular place, person, or group, etc.: The issues
being discussed here are not unique to the U.S.
—uniquely adv.: a uniquely talented artist
—uniqueness n. [U]: the uniqueness of each
individual person

u·ni·sex /'yun@"sEks/ adj. appropriate for both
men and women: a unisex jacket

U

unison
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u·ni·son /'yun@s@n/ n. in unison if a group of
people do something in unison, they all do it
together at the same time

u·nit /'yunIt/ n. [C] 1 a person or thing that is one

assistants (T.A.), who are graduate students in
the subject they are teaching. Students must
write papers and, in science subjects, do lab (=
laboratory) work, and they take midterm and
final exams. Final exams take place at the end of
each semester or quarter (=periods of time that
the college year is divided into). Students earn
credits for each class. Once a student has
earned enough credits, s/he graduates and gets
a degree (=academic title).

whole part of something larger: The family is the
smallest social unit. | an eight-unit apartment building (=it has eight apartments) 2 a group of people
who work together as part of a larger group: the
emergency unit of the hospital 3 an amount of
something used as a standard of measurement: The
dollar is the basic unit of money in the U.S. 4 one un·just /"ön'dZöstX/ adj. not fair or reasonable:
of the numbered parts into which a TEXTBOOK (=a unjust laws
book used in schools) is divided ➔ CHAPTER 5 a
piece of furniture that can be attached to others of un·jus·ti·fied /"ön'dZöst@"faId/ Ac adj. done
the same type: a kitchen unit 6 a piece of equip- without a good reason: an unjustified attack
ment that is part of a larger machine: The cooling —unjustifiable adj.
unit is broken.
un·kempt /"ön'kEmptX/ adj. not neat: Her hair
U·ni·tar·i·an /"yun@'tEri@n/ n. [C] a member of a was dirty and unkempt.
Christian group that does not believe in the Trinity un·kind /"ön'kaIndX/ adj. cruel or not nice: an
unkind remark
—Unitarian adj.

u·nite /yu'naIt/ v. [I,T] to join together as one

U

THESAURUS

mean, thoughtless ➔ MEAN 2

group, or to make people join together in this way,
especially in order to achieve something: Congress
united behind the President. | The deal would unite un·know·ing·ly /ön'noUIÎli/ adv. without realizing what you are doing or what is happening:
two of the country’s oldest electronics firms.
Millions of people may have been unknowingly
u·nit·ed /yu'naIÔId/ adj. 1 involving or done by infected.
everyone: Business and government need to make a
1
united effort to clean up the environ- un·known /"ön'noUnX/ adj. 1 not known
about:
An
unknown
number of rebels are in hidment. 2 closely joined by sharing feelings, aims,
ing. 2 not famous: an unknown musician
etc.: a united community
unknown2 n. [C] someone who is not famous:
U"nited 'Nations n. the UN
Early in her career, she was still an unknown.
u·ni·ty /'yun@Ôi/ n. [U] a state or situation in which
un·law·ful
/ön'lOf@l/ adj. not legal
people work together to achieve something that
they all agree on: The team suffers from a lack of un·lead·ed /"ön'lEdIdX/ n. [U] gas that does not
contain any LEAD ➔ REGULAR
unity.
u·ni·ver·sal /"yun@'vøs@lX/ adj. 1 involving un·leash /ön'liS/ v. [T] to cause or make someeveryone in the world or in a particular group: With thing start happening suddenly and with a strong
some exceptions, citizens in the U.S. have universal effect: The ceremony unleashed memories of the
voting rights. | a universal health care pro- war.
gram 2 true or appropriate in every situation: a un·less /@n'lEs, ön-/ conjunction used in order to
universal truth —universally adv.
say that something will happen or be true if another
u·ni·verse /'yun@"vøs/ n. the universe all of thing does not happen or is not true: We can go in
my car unless you want to walk. | He won’t go to
space, including all the stars and PLANET s
sleep unless you tell him a story. c Don’t say
u·ni·ver·si·ty /"yun@'vøs@Ôi/ n. (plural universi- “unless if.” b ➔ IF 1
ties) [C] a school at the highest level, where you un·li·censed /ön'laIs@nst/ Ac adj. without a
study for a DEGREE ➔ COLLEGE : a graduate of LICENSE (=an official document that gives you
Harvard University | He later attended the Univer- permission to do or have something): unlicensed
sity of California.
guns
TOPIC
un·like /"ön'laIkX/ prep. 1 completely different
People who go to college to study a subject
from another person or thing: Unlike me, she’s
are called students. Students choose a major
intelligent. 2 not typical of someone: It’s unlike
(=main subject to study) and sometimes a minor
Judy to leave without telling us.
(=second subject to study). Students must also
un·like·ly /ön'laIkli/ adj. not likely to happen: It’s
study subjects that are not related to their main
unlikely (that) I’ll be able to get an earlier flight. |
subjects, in order to get a good general
The weather is unlikely to improve over the next
education. During the four or five years that they
few days. —unlikelihood n. [U]
go to university, students go to/attend lectures,
un·lim·it·ed /ön'lImIÔId/ adj. without any limit:
classes, and seminars. They are taught by
a rental car with unlimited mileage
professors or sometimes by teaching

unpleasant
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un·list·ed /"ön'lIstIdX/ adj. not in the list of

numbers in the telephone book: an unlisted phone
number
un·load /ön'loUd/ v. 1 [I,T] to remove goods
from a vehicle or large container, or to have them
removed: I unloaded the dishwasher. | The ship
took a long time to unload. 2 [T] (informal) to get
rid of something by selling it quickly: The warehouse is trying to unload a huge quantity of goods
at discount prices. 3 [I,T] to take film out of a
camera or bullets out of a gun
un·lock /ön'lAk/ v. [T] to undo the lock on a door,
box, etc.
un·luck·y /"ön'lökiX/ adj. 1 having bad luck:
Chicago was unlucky to lose in the final minute of
the game. | She’s been unlucky in love (=not able to
find someone to love romantically).
THESAURUS

unfortunate – unlucky: They were unfortunate
not to win.
ill-fated – unlucky and leading to serious
problems or death: 16 soldiers died during the
ill-fated mission to rescue the hostages.
jinxed – very unlucky, and causing you to be
unsuccessful or have problems: That’s the third
fire we’ve had here. I’m beginning to think this
place is jinxed.
inauspicious (formal) – making people think
that bad things could happen: The defeat was an
inauspicious beginning to his major league career.

2 happening as a result of bad luck: It was unlucky
for us that the bank closed just as we got
there. 3 believed to cause bad luck: Some people
think black cats are unlucky.
un·manned /"ön'mændX/ adj. an unmanned
vehicle or building does not have anyone in it: an
unmanned spacecraft
un·marked /"ön'mArktX/ adj. something that is
unmarked has no words or signs on it: an unmarked
police car
un·mar·ried /"ön'mæridX/ adj. not married
SYN

single

un·mask /ön'mæsk/ v. [T] to make a truth that

has been hidden become known: He was unmasked
as an enemy spy.
un·mis·tak·a·ble /"önmI'steIk@b@lX/ adj. easy
to recognize: the unmistakable taste of garlic
THESAURUS
noticeable, clear, obvious,
striking, evident, conspicuous ➔ NOTICEABLE

un·mit·i·gat·ed /ön'mIÔ@"geIÔId/ adj. [only

before noun] used to emphasize how bad something
is: The night turned into an unmitigated disaster. |
He had the unmitigated gall to complain.
un·moved /"ön'muvd/ adj. feeling no pity, sympathy, or sadness: The judge was unmoved by his
excuses.
un·named /"ön'neImdX/ adj. an unnamed person, place, or thing is one who is mentioned,

especially by a newspaper, but whose name is not
given: The newspaper quoted an unnamed diplomatic source.
un·nat·u·ral /"ön'nætS@r@l/ adj. 1 different
from normal, especially in a way that is strange or
wrong: It’s unnatural for a child to spend so much
time alone. 2 seeming false, or not real or natural:
Julia’s laugh seemed forced and unnatural. 3 different from what is produced in nature ➔ ARTIFICIAL ,
MAN-MADE :
an unnatural shade of
red 4 different from normal human behavior in a
way that seems morally wrong SYN abnormal
—unnaturally adv.
un·nec·es·sar·y /ön'nEs@"sEri/ adj. not needed,
or more than is needed: unnecessary risks
—unnecessarily /"ön-nEs@'sEr@li/ adv.
un·nerve /ön'nøv/ v. [T] to upset or frighten
someone so that s/he loses his/her confidence or
ability to think clearly: Dave was completely
unnerved by the argument with Terry.
—unnerving adj.
un·no·ticed /ön'noUÔIst/ adj. without being
noticed: She sat unnoticed at the back.
un·ob·served /"ön@b'zøvd/ adj., adv. not seen,
or without being seen: Bret left the meeting unobserved.
un·ob·tru·sive /"ön@b'trusIvX/ adj. not easily
noticed or not trying to be noticed: an efficient
unobtrusive waiter
un·oc·cu·pied /ön'Aky@"paId/ adj. a seat,
house, room, etc. that is unoccupied has no one in it
un·of·fi·cial /"ön@'fIS@lX/ adj. 1 done or produced without the approval of or permission from
someone in authority: According to unofficial
results, Carey received 52 percent of the
vote. 2 not done as part of official duties: The
President made an unofficial visit to a children’s
hospital. —unofficially adv.
un·or·tho·dox /ön'Orθ@"dAks/ adj. different
from what is usual or accepted by most people:
unorthodox behavior
un·pack /ön'pæk/ v. [I,T] to take everything out of
a box or SUITCASE : I haven’t had a chance to
unpack yet.
un·paid /"ön'peIdX/ adj. 1 an unpaid bill or debt
has not been paid: unpaid taxes 2 done without
getting any money: unpaid work | unpaid leave/
time off (=unpaid time away from work)
un·par·al·leled /ön'pær@"lEld/ Ac adj. (formal)
much bigger, better, or worse than anything else:
Those years were a time of unparalleled happiness
in our lives.

un·planned /"ön'plændX/ adj. not planned or
expected: an unplanned pregnancy

un·pleas·ant /ön'plEz@nt/ adj. 1 not pleasant
or enjoyable ANT nice: an unpleasant surprise 2 not kind or friendly ANT nice: He said
some very unpleasant things.

U

unplug
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un·plug /ön'plög/ v. (unplugged, unplugging) un·ques·tioned /ön'kwEstS@nd/ adj. accepted
[T] to disconnect a piece of electrical equipment by

U

taking its PLUG out of a SOCKET
un·plugged /ön'plögd/ adj. if a group of musicians perform unplugged, they perform without
electric instruments
un·pop·u·lar /ön'pApy@lø/ adj. not liked by
most people: an unpopular decision | The plans
were unpopular with voters.
un·prec·e·dent·ed /ön'prEs@"dEnôId/ Ac
adj. never having happened before, or never having
happened so much: The Steelers won an unprecedented four Super Bowls in six years.
un·pre·dict·a·ble /"önprI'dIkt@b@lX/ Ac adj.
changing so much that you do not know what to
expect: unpredictable weather —unpredictably
adv. —unpredictability /"önprIdIkt@'bIl@Ôi/ n.
[U]: the unpredictability of her behavior
un·pre·pared /"önprI'pErdX/ adj. not ready to
deal with something: I was totally unprepared for
that question.
un·pre·pos·sess·ing /"önprip@'zEsIÎ/ adj. not
special, attractive, or interesting, and not likely to
be noticed: an unprepossessing girl of 14
un·prin·ci·pled /ön'prIns@p@ld/ Ac adj. (formal) not caring whether what you do is morally
right: Duncan called him an unprincipled liar.
un·print·a·ble /ön'prInô@b@l/ adj. unprintable
words, jokes, songs, etc. are so rude or shocking
that they cannot be printed in a newspaper or
magazine
un·pro·duc·tive /"önpr@'döktIvX/ adj. not
achieving very much: an unproductive meeting
un·pro·fes·sion·al /"önpr@'fES@n@l/ adj.
behaving in a way that is not acceptable in a
particular profession: Osborn was fired for unprofessional conduct.
un·prof·it·a·ble /ön'prAfIÔ@b@l/ adj. 1 making
no profit: an unprofitable business 2 (formal) producing no advantage
un·pro·tect·ed /"önpr@'tEktIdX/ adj. 1 not
protected against damage or harm: Without a roof
the building was unprotected from the
weather. 2 unprotected sex/intercourse sex
without a CONDOM
un·pro·voked /"önpr@'voUktX/ adj. an unprovoked attack or unprovoked anger, etc. is directed
at someone who has not done anything to deserve it
un·pub·lished /ön'pöblISt/ Ac adj. unpublished writing, information, etc. has never been
printed
un·qual·i·fied /ön'kwAl@"faId/ adj. 1 not having the right knowledge, experience, or education
to do something: The hospital was accused of
hiring unqualified health workers. 2 complete:
The movie is an unqualified success.
un·ques·tion·a·bly /ön'kwEstS@n@bli/ adv. in
a way that leaves no doubt: This is unquestionably
the coldest winter in years.

by everyone: The king had an unquestioned right to
rule.
un·quote /'önkwoUt/ v. (spoken) ➔ quote...
unquote at QUOTE 1
un·rav·el /ön'ræv@l/ v. 1 [T] to understand or
explain something that is very complicated: Detectives are still trying to unravel the mystery surrounding her death. 2 [I,T] if you unravel threads
or if they unravel, they become separated
un·real /"ön'rilX/ adj. 1 an experience, situation,
etc. that is unreal seems so strange that you think
you must be imagining it: It seemed unreal to be
sitting and talking to someone so famous. 2 not
relating to real things that happen: Test questions
often deal with unreal situations.
un·re·al·is·tic /"önri@'lIstIk/ adj. unrealistic
ideas or hopes are not reasonable or sensible: He
has unrealistic expectations about what kind of job
he’ll get. | It’s unrealistic to expect her to be happy
all the time.
un·rea·son·a·ble /ön'riz@n@b@l/ adj. 1 not
fair or sensible: It’s unreasonable to give a
10-year-old so much responsibility. | He has a
talent for dealing with the kids when they’re being
unreasonable. 2 behaving in a way that is not
pleasant, not sensible, and often silly 3 unreasonable prices, costs, etc. are too high
un·rec·og·niz·a·ble /"önrEk@g'naIz@b@l/ adj.
changed or damaged so much that you cannot
recognize someone or something: The downtown
area is almost unrecognizable.
un·rec·og·nized /ön'rEk@g"naIzd/ adj. 1 not
receiving the respect someone deserves: The
recording features an unrecognized jazz musician
of the 1930s. 2 not noticed or not thought to be
important: Some of these problems had gone
unrecognized for years.
un·re·cord·ed /"önrI'kOrdIdX/ adj. not written
down or recorded: Their courage went largely
unrecorded.
un·re·fined /"önrI'faIndX/ adj. 1 an unrefined
substance is in its natural form: unrefined
sugar 2 (formal) not polite or educated
un·reg·u·lat·ed /ön'rEgy@"leIÔId/ Ac adj. not
controlled by a government or law: unregulated
trade
un·re·lat·ed /"önrI'leIÔIdX/ adj. events, actions,
situations, etc. that are unrelated are not connected
with each other: He will now stand trial on unrelated charges.
un·re·lent·ing /"önrI'lEnôIÎX/ adj. (formal) an
unpleasant situation that is unrelenting continues
for a long time without stopping or improving: two
days of unrelenting rain
un·re·li·a·ble /"önrI'laI@b@lX/ Ac adj. unable
to be trusted or depended on: unreliable
information | My old car is unreliable in the winter.
un·re·lieved /"önrI'livdX/ adj. a bad situation

unsophisticated
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that is unrelieved continues for a long time because
nothing happens to change it: unrelieved pain
un·re·mit·ting /"önrI'mIÔIÎX/ adj. (formal) continuing for a long time and not likely to stop:
unremitting criticism
un·re·pent·ant /"önrI'pEnt@nt/ adj. not
ashamed of behavior or beliefs that other people
think are wrong: He’s an unrepentant racist.
un·re·quit·ed /"önrI'kwaIÔIdX/ adj. unrequited love romantic love that you feel for someone who does not feel the same love for you
un·re·solved /"önrI'zAlvdX/ Ac adj. an unresolved problem or question has not been answered
or solved: There was unresolved conflict between
the two men.
un·re·spon·sive /"önrI'spAnsIv/ Ac adj. not
reacting to something or not affected by it: The
disease is unresponsive to drugs.
un·rest /ön'rEst/ n. [U] a political situation in
which people protest or behave violently: Troops
are attempting to control the civil/political etc.
unrest in the country.
un·re·strained /"önrI'streIndX/ Ac adj. not
controlled or limited: unrestrained laughter
un·res·trict·ed /"önrI'strIktIdX/ Ac adj. not
limited by anyone or anything: an unrestricted
choice of doctors
un·ri·valed /ön'raIv@ld/ adj. (formal) better than
any other: an unrivaled collection of 19th-century
art
un·roll /ön'roUl/ v. [I,T] to open something that
was in the shape of a ball or tube, and make it flat,
or to become open in this way: He unrolled the
sleeping bag.
un·ru·ly /ön'ruli/ adj. 1 violent or difficult to
control: unruly children 2 unruly hair is messy
un·safe /ön'seIf/ adj. 1 dangerous and likely to
cause harm: It’s unsafe to swim in the river. 2 in
danger and likely to be harmed: Many people feel
unsafe walking alone at night.
un·said /ön'sEd/ adj. be left unsaid if something
is left unsaid, you do not say it although you think
it: Some things are better left unsaid (=it is better
not to mention them).
un·san·i·tar·y /ön'sæn@"tEri/ adj. dirty and
likely to cause disease: unsanitary conditions

un·sat·is·fac·to·ry /"önsæÔIs'fækt@ri/ adj. not
good enough: Your work is unsatisfactory.

un·sa·vor·y /ön'seIv@ri/ adj. bad, dishonest, or
morally unacceptable: unsavory business deals

un·scathed /ön'skeIDd/ adj. not hurt by a bad or
dangerous situation: The driver came out of the
crash unscathed.

un·screw /ön'skru/ v. [T] 1 to open something
by twisting it: Turn off the light before unscrewing
the bulb. 2 to take the screws out of something

un·scru·pu·lous /ön'skrupy@l@s/ adj. behav-

ing in an unfair or dishonest way: an unscrupulous
lawyer
un·sea·son·a·bly /ön'siz@n@bli/ adv. unseasonably warm/cold/mild etc. used for saying
that the weather is warmer, colder, etc. than usual at
a particular time of year —unseasonable adj.
un·seat /ön'sit/ v. [T] to remove someone from a
position of power: Two candidates are trying to
unseat the mayor.
un·seem·ly /ön'simli/ adj. (formal) unseemly
behavior is not polite or appropriate: It was considered unseemly for women to smoke.
un·seen /"ön'sinX/ adj., adv. (formal) not noticed
or seen: She left the office unseen.
un·self·ish /ön'sElfIS/ adj. caring about other
people and thinking about their needs and wishes
rather than your own —unselfishly adv.
—unselfishness n. [U]
un·set·tle /ön'sEÔl/ v. [T] to make someone feel
slightly worried or nervous: Being in a room full of
strangers unsettled me.
un·set·tled /"ön'sEÔldX/ adj. 1 making people
feel unsure about what will happen: The country
faces an unsettled future. 2 slightly worried, upset,
or nervous: The children are feeling unsettled by
the divorce.
THESAURUS
UPSET 1

upset, troubled, disturbed ➔

3 an unsettled argument continues without reaching
any agreement: The issue remains unsettled. 4 if
the weather is unsettled, it keeps changing and
there is a lot of rain 5 feeling slightly sick: My
stomach’s a little unsettled after all that rich food.
un·set·tling /ön'sEÔl-IÎ/ adj. causing worry:
There have been some unsettling changes in the
industry.
un·shav·en /ön'SeIv@n/ adj. a man who is
unshaven has short hairs growing on his face
because he has not SHAVE d ➔ see picture at CLEANSHAVEN

un·sight·ly /ön'saItli/ adj. not nice to look at:
unsightly office buildings
THESAURUS
UGLY

ugly, unattractive, hideous ➔

un·skilled /"ön'skIldX/ adj. 1 not trained for a
particular type of job: unskilled workers 2 unskilled work does not need people with
special skills

un·so·lic·it·ed /"öns@'lIsIÔIdX/ adj. not asked
for and often not wanted: unsolicited advice

un·so·phis·ti·cat·ed

/"öns@'fIst@"keIÔId/

adj. 1 not having much knowledge or experience

of modern and fashionable things: unsophisticated
audiences 2 unsophisticated tools, methods, or
processes are simple or not very modern

U

unsound
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un·sound /"ön'saUndX/ adj. 1 unsound argu- un·swerv·ing /ön'swøvIÎ/ adj. never changing

U

ments, methods, etc. are not based on fact or
reason 2 an unsound building or structure is in bad
condition
un·speak·a·ble /ön'spik@b@l/ adj. extremely
bad: unspeakable crimes
un·spe·ci·fied /ön'spEs@"faId/ Ac adj. not
known or not stated: The ticket is valid for an
unspecified period of time.
un·spoiled /"ön'spOIldX/ adj. an unspoiled place
is beautiful because it has not changed and there are
no buildings there: unspoiled beaches
un·spo·ken /ön'spoUk@n/ adj. understood but
not discussed: There was an unspoken agreement
between us that we would tell Dee.
un·sports·man·like /ön'spOrtsm@n"laIk/ adj.
not behaving in a fair honest way when playing
sports
un·sta·ble /ön'steIb@l/ Ac adj. 1 likely to
change suddenly and become worse: an unstable
economy 2 dangerous and likely to fall over: an
unstable wall 3 someone who is unstable changes
very suddenly so that you do not know how s/he
will react or behave ➔ CRAZY
un·stead·y /ön'stEdi/ adj. shaking or moving in
an uncontrolled way, or likely to move or shake: I
felt unsteady on my feet. | The old bridge had
become unsteady.
un·stop·pa·ble /ön'stAp@b@l/ adj. unable to be
stopped: The team seems unstoppable this year.
un·stressed /ön'strEst/ adj. ENG. LANG. ARTS an
unstressed word or part of a word is pronounced
with less force than other ones
un·sub·stan·ti·at·ed /"öns@b'stænSi"eIÔId/
adj. not proved to be true: The allegations of child
abuse were unsubstantiated.
un·suc·cess·ful /"öns@k'sEsf@lX/ adj. not
achieving what you wanted to achieve: an unsuccessful
attempt
to
win
the
election
—unsuccessfully adv.: We tried, unsuccessfully,
to convince Hererra of the truth.
un·suit·a·ble /ön'suÔ@b@l/ adj. not having the
right qualities for a particular person, purpose, or
situation: This movie is unsuitable for young children.
un·sung /"ön'söÎX/ adj. not praised or famous for
something you have done, although you deserve to
be: Men like Garcia are the unsung heroes of the
war.
un·sure /"ön'SUrX/ adj. 1 not certain about
something or about what you have to do: If you’re
unsure of the rules, ask the teacher. 2 unsure of
yourself not having enough confidence: Clara
seemed shy and unsure of herself.
un·sus·pect·ing /"öns@'spEktIÎX/ adj. not
knowing that something bad is about to happen:
Criminals can make easy money from mugging
unsuspecting tourists.

in spite of difficulties: unswerving loyalty
/"önsImp@'θEÔIk/
adj. 1 not kind or helpful to someone who is
having problems ANT sympathetic: The immigration officer was utterly unsympathetic. 2 [not
before noun] not willing to support someone’s plans,
actions, ideas, etc. ANT sympathetic: The college
stands accused of being unsympathetic to/toward
minority students. 3 unsympathetic character/
figure etc. ENG. LANG. ARTS someone in a book, play,
etc. who most people do not like ANT sympathetic
—unsympathetically adv.
un·tan·gle /ön'tæÎg@l/ v. [T] 1 to make things
straight that are twisted together: Conditioner helps
untangle your hair after you wash it. 2 to understand something that is very complicated
un·tapped /"ön'tæptX/ adj. an untapped
RESOURCE , market, etc. has not yet been used
un·ten·a·ble /ön'tEn@b@l/ adj. an untenable situation has become so difficult that it is impossible to
continue: The scandal put the President in an
untenable position.
un·think·a·ble /ön'θIÎk@b@l/ adj. impossible to
accept or imagine: It was unthinkable a few years
ago for a woman to run for President.
un·ti·dy /ön'taIdi/ adj. (formal) messy: an untidy
room
un·tie /ön'taI/ v. [T] to undo the knots in something, or undo something that has been tied:
Mommy, can you untie my shoelaces?
un·til /@n'tIl, ön-/ prep., conjunction 1 if something happens until a particular time, it continues
and then stops at that time: I have classes until 7
p.m. today. | Debbie’s on vacation until Monday.

un·sym·pa·thet·ic

USAGE

Until and till are used to talk about the time
when something stops: They stayed until/till after
midnight.
As far as is used to talk about the place where
something stops: Does the bus go as far as the
station?
Up to is used mainly to talk about the final
number or the biggest possible number: The
children had to count up to fifty.

2 not until used in order to say that something will
not happen before a particular time: The movie
doesn’t start until 8 p.m. | The doctor’s not available until tomorrow.
un·time·ly /ön'taImli/ adj. happening earlier than
it should or than you expected: an untimely death
un·tir·ing /ön'taI@rIÎ/ adj. (approving) never stopping while working or trying to do something: She
was honored for her untiring efforts to help the
homeless.
un·told /"ön'toUldX/ adj. too much or too many to
be counted: Floods did untold damage to farmland.
un·touch·a·ble /ön'tötS@b@l/ adj. someone

up
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who is untouchable is in such a strong position that
s/he cannot be affected by, or punished for, anything: These drug dealers think they’re untouchable.
un·touched /ön'tötSt/ adj. not changed,
affected, or damaged in any way: The town was
almost untouched by the war.
un·toward /"ön'tOrd/ adj. (formal) unexpected,
unusual, or not wanted: Neighbors say that nothing
untoward had happened on the night of the shooting.
un·tried /"ön'traIdX/ adj. something that is
untried has not yet tested to see whether it is
successful: an untried theory
un·true /ön'tru/ adj. not based on facts that are
correct SYN false
un·truth·ful /ön'truθf@l/ adj. dishonest or not
true
un·used1 /"ön'yuzdX/ adj. not being used, or
never used: unused plane tickets
un·used2 /ön'yust/ adj. unused to (doing) sth
not experienced in dealing with something: She’s
unused to driving at night.
un·u·su·al /ön'yuZu@l, -Z@l/ adj. different from
what is usual or normal: Our team has an unusual
number of talented players. | unusual clothes | It’s
unusual for Dave to be late.
un·u·su·al·ly /ön'yuZu@li, -Z@li/ adv. unusually
hot/difficult etc. more hot, difficult, etc. than is
usual
un·veil /ön'veIl/ v. [T] 1 to show or tell people
something that was a secret: The mayor will unveil
plans for a new park. 2 to remove the cover from
something as part of a formal ceremony
un·voiced /ön'vOIst/ adj. ENG. LANG. ARTS
unvoiced CONSONANT s are produced without moving your VOCAL CORDS ; for example /d/ and /g/ are
VOICED consonants, and /t/ and /k/ are unvoiced
un·want·ed /"ön'wönôIdX, -'wAn-, -'wOn-/ adj.
not wanted or needed: an unwanted pregnancy
un·war·rant·ed /ön'wOr@nôId, -'wAr-/ adj. not
done for any good reason: Shafer said the criticism
was unwarranted.
un·wel·come /ön'wElk@m/ adj. not wanted:
This is unwelcome news for farmers. | Many minority students felt unwelcome at the southern university.
un·wield·y /ön'wildi/ adj. an unwieldy object is
heavy and difficult to carry
un·will·ing /ön'wIlIÎ/ adj. not wanting to do
something: He’s still unwilling to admit he was
wrong. | unwilling participants
un·wind /ön'waInd/ v. (past tense and past participle unwound /-'waUnd/) 1 [I] to relax and stop
feeling
anxious:
Swimming
helps
me
unwind. 2 [I,T] to undo something that is wrapped
or twisted around something else

un·wise /"ön'waIzX/ adj. not based on good judgment: It would be unwise to make him mad.

un·wit·ting·ly /ön'wIÔIÎli/ adv. without knowing
or realizing something: Several employees unwittingly became involved in illegal activities.
—unwitting adj.
un·wor·thy /ön'wøDi/ adj. not deserving respect,
attention, etc.: This idea is unworthy of serious
consideration.

un·wrap /ön'ræp/ v. (unwrapped, unwrapping)

[T] to remove the paper, plastic, etc. that is around
something: Brianna was unwrapping her birthday
presents.
un·writ·ten /"ön'rIt§nX/ adj. known about and
understood by everyone but not written down: an
unwritten rule
un·yield·ing /ön'yildIÎ/ adj. (formal) not willing
to change your ideas or beliefs: The senator
expressed her unyielding support for the president.
un·zip /ön'zIp/ v. (unzipped, unzipping) [T] to
unfasten the ZIPPER on a piece of clothing, bag, etc.
up1 /öp/ adv., prep. 1 toward a higher place or
position ANT down: Duncan climbed up into the
tree. | Walk up the hill and turn right. | Could you
come up here and help us? | Put your hand up if
you know the answer. 2 in a higher place or
position ANT down: “Where’s Dave?” “He’s up in
his room.” | The cat’s up a tree. | A balloon floated
up above us. 3 in or to a place that is further along
something such as a road or path SYN down: I’m
going up the road to see Jill. 4 into an upright or
raised position: The choir stood up to sing. | The
hair on the dog’s back was sticking up. 5 toward
or in the north ANT down: I’m driving up to see my
parents. | His relatives all live up north. 6 very
close to someone or something: The cop came up
to the car and asked Chad for his
license. 7 increasing in loudness, strength, heat,
activity, etc. ANT down: Turn up the TV. | Violent
crime was up 3% this month. 8 completely done,
used, etc., so that there is nothing left: All the space
in the basement is filled up. | Eat up your dinner! 9 broken or divided completely: She tore the
letter up into tiny pieces. | We’ll split the money up
evenly. 10 firmly fastened, covered, or joined: The
box was tied up with string. | Her dad covered her
up and said goodnight. 11 brought or gathered
together: Add up the following numbers. | He gathered up all the pens he could find. 12 toward the

U
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place where a river starts: We sailed up the
river. 13 above and including a particular number
or amount: This movie is suitable for children aged
12 and up. 14 up to sth a) used in order to
show the highest amount or level of something, or
the latest time something can happen: Up to 10
people are allowed in the elevator at one time. |
This offer is valid up to December 15. b) used in
order to say or ask what someone is doing: What
have you been up to lately? | I’m sure Bob’s up to
something (=doing something secret or
bad). c) good enough or well enough to do something: The local police just aren’t up to the job
(=not good enough to do it). | Do you feel up to a
walk today? 15 up and down a) higher and
lower: The kids were so excited they were jumping
up and down. b) to one end of something and
then back again: We walked up and down the street
trying to find the house. 16 it’s up to you (spoken) said to tell someone that you want him/her to
make a decision: “Do you think I should get the
dress?” “It’s up to you.” 17 up close very near
someone or something: If you look up close, you
can see the cracks. 18 meet/see/know etc. up
close to meet someone or experience something
that you had previously only read or heard about: I
was surprised by how short he was when I met him
up close.
up2 adj. 1 awake: “Sorry, were you in bed?” “No,
I’m still up.” 2 IT a computer system that is up is
working ANT down 3 a level, number, or amount
that is up is higher than before ANT down: Profits
were up by 4% this year. 4 beating your opponent
by a certain number of points ANT down: With 5
minutes left, Boston is up by 8 points. 5 (informal)
if a period of time is up, it is finished: I’ll give you
a signal when the ten minutes are up. 6 be up
against sb/sth to have to deal with a difficult
situation or fight an opponent: We’re up against
some of the biggest companies in the world. 7 be
up for sth a) to be intended for a particular
purpose: The house is up for sale. | The topic will
be up for discussion at the meeting. b) (spoken) to
be interested in doing something, or willing to do
something: Is anybody up for a game of tennis? 8 be up and running if a machine or
process is up and running, it is working correctly:
The equipment should be up and running in about
three weeks. 9 be up before sb/sth to be judged
in a court of law: He was up before the grand jury
on charges of fraud.

up4 v. (informal) 1 (upped, upping) [T] to increase

the amount or level of something: They’ve upped
Don’s salary by $2,500. 2 up and do sth to
suddenly do something different or surprising:
Without saying another word, he up and left.
"up-and-'coming adj. likely to be successful and
popular: an up-and-coming actor
up·beat /"öp'bitX/ adj. cheerful and making you
feel that good things will happen: We remained
calm and upbeat about the situation.
up·braid /öp'breId/ v. [T] (formal) to tell someone
angrily that s/he has done something wrong: I
heard a manager upbraiding one of the workers.
up·bring·ing /'öp"brIÎIÎ/ n. [singular, U] the way
that your parents care for you and teach you to
behave when you are growing up: He had a very
strict upbringing.
up·chuck /'öp-tSök/ v. [I] (spoken, informal) to
VOMIT

up·com·ing /'öp"kömIÎ/ adj. happening soon:
the upcoming elections

up·date1 /'öpdeIt, "öp'deIt/ v. [T] 1 to add the

most recent information to something: The system
needs to be updated. 2 to make something more
modern in the way it looks or operates: We need to
update our image.
up·date2 /'öpdeIt/ n. [C] the most recent news
about something: an update on the earthquake
up·end /öp'End/ v. [T] to turn something over so
that it is upside down
up·front /öp'frönt/ adj. 1 talking or behaving in
a direct and honest way: Jill’s always been upfront
with him.
THESAURUS
honest, frank, candid, direct,
straight, straightforward, forthright ➔ HONEST

2 paid before any work has been done or before
goods are supplied —upfront adv.: We’ll need
$300 upfront.

up·grade /'öpgreId, "öp'greId/ v. [T] to improve

something, or to exchange something for something better: I was upgraded to first class on the
flight back. | We need to upgrade our computer.
—upgrade /'öpgreId/ n. [C]
up·heav·al /öp'hiv@l, 'öp"hiv@l/ n. [C,U] a very
big change that often causes problems: political
SPOKEN PHRASES
upheaval
10 What’s up? used in order to greet someone, or
up·hill /"öp'hIlX/ adj., adv. 1 toward the top of a
to ask if there is a problem: Hey, Mark! What’s hill ANT downhill: an uphill climb 2 an uphill
up? 11 be up on (sth) to know a lot about battle, job, etc. is very difficult and needs a lot of
something: I’m not really up on the way things effort: Kent faces an uphill battle if he wants to
work here.
win.
3
up·hold
/öp'hoUld/ v. (past tense and past participle
up n. 1 ups and downs the good things and
bad things that happen in a particular situation: upheld /-'hEld/) [T] 1 to defend or support a law,
We’ve had our ups and downs like all system, or principle so that it is not made weaker:
couples. 2 be on the up and up (spoken) if a They want to uphold family values. 2 LAW if a court
person or business is on the up and up, he, she, or it upholds a decision that is made by another court, it
states that the decision was correct
is honest and does things legally

upside down
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up·hol·ster /@'poUlstø, öp'hoUl-/ v. [T] to cover

a chair with material —upholstered adj.
up·hol·ster·y /@'poUlst@ri/ n. [U] material that is
used for covering chairs, or the process of doing
this
up·keep /'öpkip/ n. [U] the care that is needed to
keep something in good condition: the upkeep of a
big house
up·lift·ing /"öp'lIftIÎX/ adj. making you feel
more cheerful: uplifting music
up·on /@'pAn, @'pOn/ prep. (formal) on: We are
completely dependent upon your help. | The king
was sitting upon the throne.
up·per /'öpø/ adj. [only before noun] 1 in a higher
position than something else ANT lower: the upper
jaw 2 near or at the top of something ANT lower:
the upper floors of the building 3 more important
or higher in rank than other parts in an organization
ANT lower: upper management 4 have/gain the
upper hand to have more power than someone
else, so that you are able to control a situation:
Rebels have gained the upper hand in some areas.
up·per·case /"öpø'keIsX/ n. [U] letters written
in their large form, such as A, B, C, etc. ➔ CAPITAL
ANT

lowercase

"upper 'class n. the upper class SOCIAL SCIENCE

the group of people who belong to the highest
social class ➔ LOWER CLASS , MIDDLE CLASS , WORKING CLASS —upper-class adj.: upper-class communities
up·per·class·man /"öpø'klæsm@n/ n. (plural
upperclassmen /-m@n/) [C] a student in the last
two years of HIGH SCHOOL or college ➔ UNDERCLASSMAN

up·per·most /'öpø"moUst/ adj. 1 most impor-

tant: Your safety is uppermost in my mind (=I think
it is most important). 2 highest: the uppermost
branches of the tree
up·pi·ty /'öp@Ôi/ adj. (spoken, informal) behaving as
if you are more important than you really are, or
not showing someone enough respect
up·right /'öp-raIt/ adj., adv. 1 standing, sitting,
or pointing straight up: Andy stood upright when he
heard the noise. | Please put your seat in an upright
position. 2 always behaving in an honest way:
upright citizens
up·ris·ing /'öp"raIzIÎ/ n. [C] an occasion when a
large group of people use violence to try to change
the rules, laws, etc. in an institution or country: a
popular uprising (=by the ordinary people in a
country)
THESAURUS
revolution, rebellion, revolt,
insurrection ➔ REVOLUTION

up·riv·er /öp'rIvø/ adv. toward the place where a
river begins, in the opposite direction from the way
the water is flowing
up·roar /'öp-rOr/ n. [singular, U] a lot of noise or

angry protest about something: The announcement
caused an uproar.
up·root /"öp'rut/ v. [T] 1 to pull a plant and its
roots out of the ground 2 to make someone leave
his/her home and move to a new place, especially
when this is difficult: Steven’s new job will mean
uprooting the family.
up·scale /"öp'skeIlX/ adj. made for or relating to
people from a high social class who have a lot of
money: an upscale department store
up·set1 /"öp'sEtX/ adj. 1 [not before noun]
unhappy and worried because something bad or
disappointing has happened: What are you so upset
about? | He was upset that Helen had lied to him. |
When I told him he’d failed, he got very upset.
THESAURUS

unsettled – slightly worried, upset, or nervous:
The children are feeling unsettled by the divorce.
troubled – slightly worried and upset: She
looked troubled by this news.
disturbed – worried and upset: He had been too
much disturbed to sleep.
perturbed – worried, upset, and annoyed: The
criticism drew a perturbed reaction from the team’s
coach.
distressed – very sad, worried, and upset: Her
family were very distressed that she had not
contacted them.
distraught – extremely worried, sad, and upset:
Friends tried to comfort his distraught mother.
traumatized – shocked and upset by a bad
experience for a very long time: He was
traumatized by his war experiences.

2 an upset stomach/tummy an illness that has
an effect on the stomach and makes you sick
up·set2 /öp'sEt/ v. (past tense and past participle
upset, present participle upsetting) [T] 1 to make
someone feel unhappy or worried: Kopp’s comments upset many of his listeners. 2 to change
something in a way that causes problems: I hope I
haven’t upset all your plans. 3 upset sb’s stomach to make someone feel sick
up·set3 /'öpsEt/ n. [C] an occasion when a person
or team that is not expected to win defeats a
stronger opponent in a competition, election, etc.
up·set·ting /öp'sEÔIÎ/ adj. making you feel
upset: an upsetting experience
up·shot /'öpSAt/ n. the upshot (of sth) the final
result of a situation SYN outcome: The upshot is
that she’s decided to take the job.
up·side /'öpsaId/ n. the upside the positive part
of a situation ANT downside
"upside 'down adj., adv. 1 with the top at the
bottom and the bottom at the top: Isn’t that picture
upside down? 2 turn sth upside down a) to
move a lot of things and make a place messy
because you are looking for something: We turned
the house upside down looking for my keys. b) to
change something completely: Her life had been
turned upside down by the accident.

U
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up·stage /"öp'steIdZ/ v. [T] to do something that up·turn /'öptøn/ n. [C] a time when business
takes people’s attention away from a more important person or event

U

activity is increased and conditions improve
ANT downturn ➔ UPSWING : an upturn in oil
production
up·turned /'öptønd, "öp'tønd/ adj. 1 pointing
upward at the end: an upturned nose 2 turned
upside down: upturned boxes
up·ward1 /'öpwød/ adj. [only before
noun] 1 moving or pointing toward a higher
position ANT downward: an upward movement of
the hand 2 increasing to a higher level
ANT downward: the upward trend in house prices
upward2 also upwards adv. 1 from a lower
place or position to a higher one ANT downward:
Billy pointed upward at the clouds. 2 increasing to
a higher level ANT downward: Salaries have been
moving upwards.
u·ra·ni·um /yU'reIni@m/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY a heavy
RADIOACTIVE white metal that is used in producing
up·stairs /"öp'stErzX/ adj., adv. 1 on or toward a NUCLEAR energy and weapons
higher floor of a building ANT downstairs: Her U·ra·nus /yU'reIn@s, 'yUr@n@s/ n. PHYSICS the
office is upstairs on your right. | the upstairs bath- seventh PLANET from the Sun ➔ see picture at SOLAR
room 2 the upstairs one or all of the upper floors SYSTEM
of a building: Would you like to see the upstairs?
ur·ban /'øb@n/ adj. in or relating to a town or city
up·stand·ing /öp'stændIÎ/ adj. (formal) honest ➔ RURAL , SUBURBAN : the growth of urban areas |
and responsible: an upstanding citizen
the urban poor [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin urbaup·start /'öpstArt/ n. [C] someone who is new in nus “urban, sophisticated,” from urbs “city”]
his/her job and behaves as if s/he is more important
ur·bane /ø'beIn/ adj. behaving in a relaxed and
than s/he is
confident way in social situations
up·state /"öp'steItX/ adj. in or toward the northur·ban·ize
/'øb@"naIz/ v. [T usually pasern part of a state ANT downstate: upstate New
sive] 1 SOCIAL SCIENCE to build houses, cities, etc. in
York —upstate adv.
the COUNTRYSIDE 2 SOCIAL SCIENCE if a society is
up·stream /"öp'strimX/ adv. along a river, in the urbanized, people live mainly in cities
opposite direction from the way the water is —urbanization /"øb@n@'zeIS@n/ n. [U]
flowing ANT downstream —upstream adj.
"urban re'newal n. [U] the process of improving
up·surge /'öpsødZ/ n. [C] a sudden increase: a poor city areas by building new houses, stores, etc.
recent upsurge in car sales
up·swing /'öpswIÎ/ n. [C] an improvement or "urban 'sprawl n. [U] the spread of city buildings
increase in the level of something ➔ UPTURN : an and houses into an area that was COUNTRYSIDE
upswing in the economy | Incomes are on the ur·chin /'øtSIn/ n. [C] (old-fashioned) a small dirty
upswing.
child
up·take /'öpteIk/ n. be slow/quick on the u·re·ter /yU'riÔø, 'jUr@Ôø/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a tube
uptake (informal) to be slow or fast at learning or inside the body that carries URINE (=the yellow
understanding things
liquid waste produced by the body) from the KIDup·tight /"öp'taItX/ adj. (informal) behaving in an NEY s to the BLADDER
annoyed way because you are feeling nervous and u·re·thra /yU'riθr@/ n. [c] BIOLOGY the tube
worried: You shouldn’t get so uptight about it.
through which URINE (=waste water) flows out of
"up-to-'date adj. 1 including all the newest infor- the body from the BLADDER , and also through
mation: up-to-date travel information | Doctors which the SEMEN of males flows
must keep up-to-date with medical research. urge1 /ødZ/ v. [T] to strongly advise someone to do
2 modern or fashionable: the most up-to-date something: Cal’s family urged him to find another
technology | The old system should be brought job. | Environmental groups have urged that the
up-to-date (=made modern).
land remain undeveloped.
"up-to-the-'minute adj. including the most
THESAURUS
advise, recommend, suggest
recent information, details, etc.: up-to-the-minute
➔
ADVISE
news
up·town /"öp'taUnX/ adj., adv. to or in the north- urge sb ↔ on phr. v. to encourage someone to try
ern area of a city where the richer people live harder, go faster, etc.: Urged on by the crowd, they
scored two more goals.
➔ DOWNTOWN : The Parkers live uptown.

used to
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urge2 n. [C] a strong wish or need: sexual urges | I

felt a sudden urge to hit him.
ur·gent /'ødZ@nt/ adj. very important and needing
to be dealt with immediately: an urgent message |
She’s in urgent need of medical attention.
—urgency /'ødZ@nsi/ n. [U]: a matter of great
urgency —urgently adv.: Help is urgently needed.
u·ri·nar·y /'yUr@"nEri/ adj. BIOLOGY relating to
urine or to the parts of your body through which
urine passes
u·ri·nate /'yUr@"neIt/ v. [I] BIOLOGY to make urine
flow out of your body
u·rine /'yUrIn/ n. [U] BIOLOGY the liquid waste that
comes out of your body when you go to the toilet
URL n. [C] IT uniform resource locator an
address for a particular WEBSITE on the Internet
urn /øn/ n. [C] 1 a container that holds and pours
a large amount of coffee or tea 2 a decorated
container, especially one that is used for holding the
ASH es of a dead body
us /@s; strong ös/ pron. the object form of “we”: He
walked by, but he didn’t see us.
U.S. n. the U.S. the United States of America
U.S.A. n. the U.S.A. the United States of America
us·a·ble /'yuz@b@l/ adj. something that is usable
can be used: The software converts raw data into
usable information.
us·age /'yusIdZ/ n. 1 [C,U] the way that words
are used in a language: a book on modern English
usage 2 [U] the way in which something is used,
or the amount of it that is used: Homeowners must
cut water usage.
USB n. [C] IT universal serial bus a way of
connecting equipment such as a mouse or a
PRINTER to a computer, using a wire
"USB 'drive n. [C] IT universal serial bus drive
a small piece of equipment for storing information,
that connects into the USB port on a computer. A
USB drive can be removed and put into another
computer. SYN jump drive
"USB 'port n. [C] IT universal serial bus port a
place on a computer where you can connect a piece
of equipment, through which information can be
sent and received very quickly
use1 /yuz/ v. 1 [T] if you use something, you do
something with it for a particular purpose: Can I
use your phone? | I need to use the bathroom (=go
to the toilet). | Use a food processor to grate the
vegetables. | The system is easy to use. | We only
use the car for driving in the city. 2 [T] to need or
take an amount of food, gas, money, etc.: These
light bulbs use less electricity. | Our car’s using too
much oil. 3 [T] to treat someone in an unkind and
unfair way in order to get something that you want:
Can’t you see that Andy is just using you? 4 [T] to
say or write a particular word or phrase: I try not to
use bad language around the kids. 5 [I,T] to take
illegal drugs [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French

user, from Latin usus, past participle of uti “to
use”]
use sth ↔ up phr. v. to use all of something: Who
used up all the toothpaste?
use2 /yus/ n.
1 ACT OF USING STH [singular, U] the act of using
something: the use of computers in education
2 WAY STH IS USED [C] a purpose for which
something can be used: The drug has many uses.
3 the use of sth the right or ability to use
something: Joe’s given me the use of his office. |
She lost the use of both legs.
4 make use of sth to use something that is
available in order to achieve something or to get an
advantage for yourself: It’s a shame that students
don’t make more use of the computer lab. | Try to
make good use of your time.
5 put sth to (good) use to use knowledge, skills,
etc. for a particular purpose: The job will give you a
chance to put your first-aid training to good use.
6 be (of) no use (to sb) to be completely useless:
The books are of no use to me now.
7 it’s no use doing sth (spoken) used in order to
tell someone not to do something because it will
have no effect: It’s no use arguing with Kathy. She
won’t listen.
8 it’s no use! (spoken) used in order to say that you
are going to stop doing something because you do
not think it will be successful: It’s no use! I can’t fix
this.
9 have no/little use for sb/sth to not like or
respect someone or something: She has no use for
people who are always complaining.
10 be in use being used: The computer room’s in
use all morning.
11 for the use of sb for a particular person or
group to use: The gym is for the use of employees
only.
12 WORDS [C] one of the meanings of a word, or
the way that a particular word is used ➔ USAGE :
The use of the word “gay” to mean “happy” is
old-fashioned.
used1 /yust/ adj. be used to (doing) sth if you
are used to something, you have experienced it
many times before and it no longer seems surprising, difficult, etc.: Kathy is used to getting up
early. | He still hasn’t gotten used to the weather
here.
used2 /yuzd/ adj. used cars/clothes/books
etc. cars, clothes, etc. that have already had an
owner SYN secondhand
used to /'yust@; final or before a vowel 'yustu/
modal verb if something used to happen, it happened
often or regularly in the past but does not happen
now: We used to go to the movies every week. | “Do
you play golf?” “No, but I used to.”
USAGE

Used to is used in order to talk about something
that someone did regularly in the past but does
not do anymore: I used to play tennis twice a
week, but I don’t have time now.
Be used to and get used to are used in order
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to talk about being or becoming more
comfortable with a situation or activity, so that it
does not seem surprising, difficult, etc. anymore:
Are you used to the cold winters yet? | I can’t get
used to living in a big city.

use·ful /'yusf@l/ adj. helping you to do or to get

what you want: useful information | It’s useful to
make a list before you start. —usefully adv.
—usefulness n. [U]
use·less /'yuslIs/ adj. not useful or effective in
any way: These scissors are completely/totally
useless. | It’s useless to complain. ➔ POINTLESS
us·er /'yuzø/ n. [C] someone who uses a product,
service, etc.: The CD-ROM allows the user to hear
how all of the words in the dictionary are
pronounced. | Ramps designed for wheelchair users
have been added to the building. | Users of cell
phones pay more for calls.
"user-'friendly adj. easy to use or operate
us·er·name, user name /'yuzø"neIm/ n. [C] IT
a name or special word that proves who you are and
allows you to enter a computer system or use the
Internet
ush·er1 /'öSø/ n. [C] someone who shows people
to their seats at a theater, wedding, etc.
usher2 v. [T] to take someone into or out of a room
or building: His secretary ushered us into the
office.
THESAURUS
LEAD 1

V

lead, guide, show, escort ➔

usher in sth phr. v. to make something new start
happening: Gorbachev ushered in a new era of
reform.
u·su·al /'yuZu@l, -Z@l/ adj. 1 the same as what
happens most of the time or in most situations:
Let’s meet at the usual place. | I woke up a little
earlier/later than usual. 2 as usual in the way
that happens or exists most of the time: They were
late, as usual.
u·su·al·ly /'yuZu@li, -Z@li/ adv. used when
describing what happens on most occasions or in
most situations: We usually go out for dinner on
Saturday. | Usually, I just get a sandwich for lunch.
u·surp /yu'søp/ v. [T] (formal) to take someone
else’s power, position, job, etc.
UT the written abbreviation of UTAH
u·ten·sil /yu'tEns@l/ n. [C] a tool or object that
you use to prepare, cook, or eat food: cooking
utensils [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French utensile, from Latin utensilis “useful”]
u·ter·us /'yuÔ@r@s/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the organ in a
woman or female MAMMAL where babies develop
u·til·i·tar·i·an /yu"tIl@'tEri@n/ adj. (formal) useful and practical rather than being used for decoration: utilitarian clothes
u·til·i·ty /yu'tIl@Ôi/ Ac n. (plural utilities) [C
usually plural] a service such as gas or electricity that

is provided for people to use: Does the rent include
utilities?
u·til·ize /'yuÔl"aIz/ Ac v. [T] (formal) to use
something [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 French utiliser,
from utile “useful”] —utilization /"yuÔl@'zeIS@n/ n. [U]
ut·most1 /'öt§moUst/ adj. the utmost
importance/care/etc. the greatest possible
importance, care, etc.: This is a matter of the utmost
importance.
utmost2 n. [singular] 1 to the utmost to the
highest limit, EXTENT , degree, etc. possible: The
piece challenges singers to the utmost. 2 do your
utmost to try as hard as you can in order to
achieve something: We’ve done our utmost to make
them feel welcome.
u·to·pi·a /yu'toUpi@/ n. [C,U] an imaginary perfect world where everyone is happy —utopian adj.
u·to·pi·an·ism /yu'toUpi@"nIz@m/ n. [U] SOCIAL
SCIENCE the set of ideas, beliefs, etc. on which the
development of a UTOPIAN society are based.
These ideas are often seen as not practical or
possible.
ut·ter1 /'öÔø/ adj. complete or extreme: We
watched in utter amazement. —utterly adv.: He
felt utterly exhausted.
utter2 v. [T] (literary) to say something: No one
uttered a word. ➔ SAY 1 —utterance n. [C]
U-turn /'yu tøn/ n. [C] a turn that you make in a
vehicle, so that you go back in the direction you
came from: Shea made a U-turn and drove away.
u·vu·la /'yuvy@l@/ n. (plural uvulas or uvulae /-li/)
[C] BIOLOGY a small soft piece of flesh that hangs
down from the top of your mouth near your throat

Vv
V, v /vi/ 1 the twenty-second letter of the English

alphabet 2 the number 5 in the system of ROMAN
3 PHYSICS the written abbreviation of

NUMERAL s
VOLT

v. a written abbreviation of VERSUS
VA the written abbreviation of VIRGINIA
va·can·cy /'veIk@nsi/ n. (plural vacancies)

[C] 1 a room in a hotel that is available for

someone to stay in: The motel sign said “no vacancies.” 2 (formal) a job that is available for someone
to start doing: The principal is interviewing candidates to fill several vacancies at the school.
va·cant /'veIk@nt/ adj. 1 empty and available for
someone to use: vacant apartments
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THESAURUS

empty, free ➔ EMPTY 1

2 (formal) if a position in an organization is vacant,
the job is available because no one is doing it 3 if
someone has a vacant expression, s/he does not
seem to be thinking about anything —vacantly
adv.: Cindy was staring vacantly out into empty
space.

va·cate /'veIkeIt/ v. [T] (formal) to leave a seat,

room, etc. so that someone else can use it: Guests
must vacate their rooms by noon.
va·ca·tion /veI'keIS@n, v@-/ n. 1 [C,U] a time
that is spent not working or not at school, especially
time spent in another place for enjoyment: They’re
on vacation for the next two weeks. | How did you
spend your summer vacation? | We’d like to take a
vacation in the Virgin Islands.
THESAURUS

vacation – time you spend away from school or

work: a two-week vacation in Mexico | a real
family vacation
holiday – a day when no one officially has to go
to work or school: the Thanksgiving holiday
break – a time when you stop working or
studying in order to rest, or a short vacation from
school: a ten-minute coffee break | We spent
spring break in Florida.
leave – a time when you are allowed not to
work for a special reason: Angela is on maternity
leave.
furlough – a short period of time in which
someone is allowed to be away from his/her job,
especially in the military: a soldier home on
furlough
R & R – rest and relaxation; a vacation given to
people in the army, navy, etc. after a long time of
hard work or during a war: During the Vietnam
War, soldiers were sent to Hawaii for R & R.
sabbatical – a period when someone who
teaches stops doing his/her usual work in order
to study or travel: Prof. Morris is on sabbatical
this semester.

2 [U] the number of days, weeks, etc. that you are
allowed as paid holiday by your employer: All
employees get three weeks’ paid vacation each
year. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French, Latin
vacatio “freedom”] —vacation v. [I]
vac·ci·nate /'væks@"neIt/ v. [T] to protect someone from a disease by giving him/her a vaccine
SYN
immunize: Have you been vaccinated
against
measles?
—vaccination
/"væks@'neIS@n/ n. [C,U]

vac·cine /væk'sin/ n. [C,U] a substance that is
used to protect people from a disease, that contains
a weak form of the VIRUS that causes the disease: a
polio vaccine [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Latin vaccinus “of a cow,” from vacca “cow;” because the
substance was originally obtained from sick
cows]

vac·il·late /'væs@"leIt/ v. [I] (formal) to continue

valentine

to change your opinions, ideas, etc. because you
cannot decide between two choices
vac·u·ole /'vækyu"oUl/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a small
space inside a living cell, used for storing water,
food, or waste
vac·u·ous /'vækyu@s/ adj. (formal) lacking in
serious thought or intelligence: a vacuous remark
—vacuously adv. —vacuousness n. [U]
vac·uum1 /'vækyum/ n. 1 [C] a vacuum
cleaner 2 [C] PHYSICS a space that is completely
empty of all air or gas 3 [singular] a situation in
which someone or something is missing or lacking:
Her husband’s death left a vacuum in her life.
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin vacuus “empty”]
vacuum2 v. [I,T] to clean a place using a vacuum
cleaner: She vacuumed the living room.
THESAURUS
clean, do the housework,
dust, polish, sweep (up), scrub, mop ➔ CLEAN 2

'vacuum "cleaner n. [C] a machine that cleans
floors by sucking up the dirt from them

'vacuum-"packed adj. vacuum-packed food is

packed in a container from which the air is
removed, in order to keep the food fresh
va·ga·ries /'veIg@riz/ n. [plural] (formal) unexpected changes in a situation that you cannot control: the vagaries of the weather
va·gi·na /v@'dZaIn@/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the passage
from a woman’s outer sexual organs to her UTERUS
—vaginal /'vædZ@nl/ adj.
va·grant /'veIgr@nt/ n. [C] (formal) someone who
has no home or work
vague /veIg/ adj. 1 unclear because someone
does not give enough details or say exactly what
s/he means: John was a little vague about where he
was going. | vague promises to end the
war 2 have a vague idea/feeling etc. to think
that something might be true or that you remember
something, although you are not sure
vague·ly /'veIgli/ adv. 1 slightly: She looked
vaguely familiar. 2 not clearly: His statement was
very vaguely worded. 3 in a way that shows you
are not thinking about what you are doing: He
smiled vaguely.
vain /veIn/ adj. 1 (disapproving) too proud of your
appearance or your abilities ➔ VANITY : Men can be
just as vain as women.
THESAURUS
proud, conceited,
big-headed, stuck-up, egotistical ➔ PROUD

2 in vain without success: I tried in vain to convince Paul to come. 3 vain attempt/hope etc.
an attempt, hope, etc. that is not successful [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French, Latin vanus
“empty, vain”] —vainly adv.
va·lence /'veIl@ns/ also va·len·cy /'veIl@nsi/ n.
(plural valencies) [C] CHEMISTRY a measure of the
ability of atoms to combine to form COMPOUND s
val·en·tine /'væl@n"taIn/ n. [C] 1 a card given

V

Valentine’s Day

V
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on Valentine’s Day 2 a name for someone you
THESAURUS
property, possessions, things,
love or like, who you send a card to on Valentine’s
belongings, effects ➔ PROPERTY
Day: Will you be my valentine?
1
'Valentine’s "Day n. a holiday in some countries val·ue /'vælyu/ n. 1 [C,U] the amount of money
when people give special cards, candy, or flowers that something is worth: the value of the house |
The dollar has been steadily increasing/decreasing
to people they love
in value. | Did the thieves take anything of value
val·et /væ'leI, 'væleI/ n. [C] 1 someone who (=worth a lot of money)? 2 [U] the importance or
parks your car for you at a hotel or restaurant 2 a usefulness of something: His research was of great
male servant who takes care of a man’s clothes, value to doctors working with this disease. | These
serves his meals, etc.
earrings have sentimental value (=are important to
val·iant /'væly@nt/ adj. (formal) very brave: a you because they were a gift, remind you of somevaliant rescue attempt
one, etc.). 3 values [plural] your beliefs about
what is right and wrong, or about what is important
THESAURUS
brave, courageous, heroic ➔
in life: traditional family values 4 good/great
1
BRAVE
etc. value something that is worth the amount you
pay for it [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French,
val·id /'vælId/ Ac adj. 1 a valid ticket, docu- Vulgar Latin valuta, from Latin valere “to be
ment, or agreement can be used legally or is offi- worth, be strong”]
cially acceptable ANT invalid: a valid
2
passport 2 based on strong reasons or facts: They value v. [T] 1 to think that something is important
and
worth having: I value your friendhad some valid concerns about the safety of the
airplane. | In order to make a valid comparison, the ship. 2 to say how much something is worth: a
tests must be carried out under comparable condi- painting valued at $5 million
tions. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French valide, from valve /vælv/ n. [C] 1 a part of a tube or pipe that
Latin validus “strong, effective,” from valere “to opens and closes like a door in order to control the
be worth, be strong”] —validity /v@'lId@Ôi/ n. flow of liquid, gas, air, etc. passing through 2 BIOL[U]: Scientists are questioning the validity of his
OGY a part of an ARTERY (=tube that blood flows
research.
through) or VEIN that folds or closes in order to
val·i·date /'væl@"deIt/ Ac v. [T] (formal) to show stop blood flowing back in the direction it came
or prove that something is true or correct from [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin valva “part of
a door”] ➔ see picture at BICYCLE
ANT invalidate: It is hoped that the results of the
study will be validated by future research.
vam·pire /'væmpaIø/ n. [C] in stories, a dead
val·ley /'væli/ n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES an area of person who sucks people’s blood by biting their
lower land between two lines of hills or mountains: necks
the San Fernando Valley [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 van /væn/ n. [C] 1 a truck with an enclosed back,
Old French valee, from val] ➔ see picture on page used for carrying goods: Jerry began unloading the
van. 2 a large box-like car
A11
val·or /'vælø/ n. [U] (literary) great courage, espe- van·dal /'vændl/ n. [C] someone who deliberately
damages things, especially public property
cially in war
van·dal·ism
/'vændl"Iz@m/ n. [U] the crime of
THESAURUS
courage, bravery, guts ➔
deliberately damaging things, especially public
COURAGE
property
van·dal·ize
/'vændl"aIz/ v. [T] to damage or
val·u·a·ble /'væly@b@l, -yu@b@l/ adj. 1 worth a
destroy things deliberately, especially public proplot of money: a valuable ring
erty: The church property had been vandalized.
THESAURUS
van·guard
/'vængArd/ n. in the vanguard (of
precious – valuable because of being rare or
sth) involved in an important activity, and trying to
expensive: precious gems
achieve something or develop new ideas: a group in
priceless – so valuable that you cannot
the vanguard of political reform
calculate a financial value: a priceless painting by
va·nil·la /v@'nIl@/ n. [U] a substance with a
Rembrandt
slightly sweet taste, used in ICE CREAM and other
worth a lot/a fortune – to be worth a very
foods
large amount of money: Their house is now worth
a fortune. ➔ EXPENSIVE
van·ish /'vænIS/ v. [I] to disappear suddenly, espe2 valuable help, advice, etc. is very useful cially in a way that cannot be easily explained:
➔ INVALUABLE : I think we’ve all learned a valuable When I looked again, he’d vanished. | The ship
vanished without a trace (=disappeared, leaving no
lesson today.
sign of what had happened to it).
val·u·a·bles /'væly@b@lz/ n. [plural] things that
you own that are worth a lot of money, such as van·i·ty /'væn@Ôi/ n. [U] (disapproving) the quality
jewelry, cameras, etc.: Guests should leave their of being too proud of yourself ➔ VAIN
valuables in the hotel safe.
van·quish /'væÎkwIS/ v. [T] (literary) to defeat

vase
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beat, con-

consisting of a lot of different types of people or
things

van·tage point /'vænôIdZ "pOInt/ n. [C] 1 a

va·ri·e·ty /v@'raI@Ôi/ n. (plural varieties) 1 a

someone or something completely

quer

SYN

good position from which you can see something 2 a way of thinking about things that is
influenced by your own situation SYN point of
view

vap·id /'væpId/ adj. (formal) lacking intelligence,

interest, or imagination: a vapid TV show
—vapidly adv. —vapidness n. [U] —vapidity
/v@'pId@Ôi/ n. [U]
va·por /'veIpø/ n. [C,U] CHEMISTRY many small
drops of liquid that float in the air: water vapor
var·i·a·ble1 /'vEri@b@l, 'vær-/ Ac adj. 1 likely
to change often or be different: a variable rate of
interest | Hospital food is highly variable in quality. 2 variable cost ECONOMICS a cost to a company or business that changes when the amount of
goods being produced changes
variable2 n. [C] 1 something that may be different in different situations: A number of variables
can affect a student’s performance. | Variables such
as social class and education influence political
beliefs. 2 MATH a mathematical quantity which can
represent different values, usually shown as a letter
➔ CONSTANT —variability /"vEri@'bIl@Ôi, "vær-/
n. [U]

"variable ex'pression n. [C] MATH a mathemati-

cal expression that has a variable in it, for example
2x + 3
var·i·ance /'vEri@ns, 'vær-/ Ac n. be at variance (with sth/sb) (formal) if two people or things
are at variance with each other, they do not agree or
are very different: The results from later experiments were considerably at variance with the original ones.
var·i·ant /'vEri@nt, 'vær-/ Ac n. [C] something
that is slightly different from the usual form of
something: a spelling variant | The moth is a
variant of the species that arrived here from Europe
in 1869. —variant adj.
var·i·a·tion /"vEri'eIS@n, "vær-/ Ac n. 1 [C,U]
a difference between similar things, or a change
from the usual amount or form of something:
variations in prices from store to store | Slight
temperature variations are not critical. 2 [C]
something that is done in a slightly different way
from normal: This is the traditional recipe, but of
course there are many variations. | There are several variations of socialism, including communism.
var·i·cose veins /"vær@koUs 'veInz/ n. [plural]
a medical condition in which the VEIN s in your leg
become swollen and painful
var·ied /'vErid, 'vær-/ Ac adj. including many
different types of things or people: a varied diet |
This essay discusses the many varied groups in
American society.
var·i·e·gat·ed /'vErI"geIÔId, 'vær-/ adj. 1 BIOLOGY a variegated plant, leaf, etc. has different colored marks on it: variegated holly 2 (formal)

variety of sth a lot of different things or people:
The girls come from a variety of different
backgrounds. | The T-shirts are available in a wide
variety of colors. 2 [U] the differences within a
group, set of actions, etc. that make it interesting:
She wants more variety in her work. 3 [C] a
particular type of something that is different from
other things of a similar kind: different varieties of
apples [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French variété,
from Latin varietas, from varius “various”]
THESAURUS
TYPE 1

type, kind, sort, category ➔

va'riety "show n. [C] a television or radio program or a play that consists of many different
performances, especially funny ones

var·i·ous /'vEri@s, 'vær-/ adj. several different:
This coat comes in various colors. | He decided to
leave school for various reasons.

var·i·ous·ly /'vEri@sli, 'vær-/ adv. in many different ways: He’s been variously called a genius
and a madman.

var·nish1 /'vArnIS/ n. [C,U] a clear liquid that is
painted onto things that are made of wood, to
protect them and give them a shiny surface [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French vernis, from Medieval Latin veronix, type of resin used for making
varnish]

varnish2 v. [T] to paint something with varnish
var·si·ty /'vArs@Ôi/ n. (plural varsities) [C,U] the
main team that represents a university, college, or
school in sports: the varsity basketball team

var·y /'vEri, 'væri/

Ac v. (varied, varies) 1 [I] if

several things of the same type vary, they are all
different from each other: Prices vary from $10 to
$50. | The flowers vary in color and size. | Test
scores varied widely from child to child. 2 [I] to
change often: The price of seafood varies according to the season. | “How often do you play
tennis?” “Oh, it varies.” | The level of pay varies
with the experience of the employee. 3 [T] to
regularly change what you do or the way that you
do it: You need to vary your diet. | Good writers
vary the length and structure of their sentences.
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin varius “various”]
—varying adj.: varying degrees of success

vas·cu·lar /'væsky@lø/ adj.

BIOLOGY relating to
the tubes through which liquids, for example blood,
flow in the bodies of animals or in plants

"vascular 'tissue n. [U] BIOLOGY material through
which water, SAP , and other liquids are carried
around a plant

vase /veIs, veIz, vAz/ n. [C] a container used to

put flowers in [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French,
Latin vas “container”]

V
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va·sec·to·my /v@'sEkt@mi/ n. (plural vasectomies) [C,U] a medical operation that makes a man

unable to produce children

Vas·e·line /'væs@"lin, "væs@'lin/ n. [U] (trademark) a thick clear substance used on the skin to

make it less dry

vas·sal /'væs@l/ n. [C]

HISTORY a man in the
Middle Ages who was given land to live on by a
LORD in return for promising to work or fight for
him
vast /væst/ adj. 1 extremely large: vast areas of
rainforest

THESAURUS
big, large, huge, enormous,
gigantic, massive, immense ➔ BIG

2 the vast majority (of sth) almost all of a group
of people or things [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin
vastus “empty, desolate, very large”]
vast·ly /'væsôli/ adv. very greatly: vastly different
opinions
vat /væt/ n. [C] a very large container for keeping
liquids in
vault1 /vOlt/ n. [C] 1 a room with thick walls and
a strong door, where money, jewels, etc. are kept
safely 2 a room where people from the same
family are buried 3 a jump over something
vault2 also vault over v. [T] to jump over something in one movement, using your hands or a pole
to help you: He vaulted over the fence and ran off.
THESAURUS
JUMP 1

jump, leap, spring, hurdle ➔

V chip /'vi tSIp/ n. [C] a CHIP in a television that

V

allows parents to prevent their children from watching programs that are violent or have sex in them
VCR n. [C] video cassette recorder a machine
that is used for recording television shows or
watching VIDEOTAPE s
VD n. [U] (old-fashioned) venereal disease a disease that is passed from one person to another
during sex
VDU n. [C] IT visual display unit a computer
screen SYN monitor
-’ve /v, @v/ the short form of “have”: We’ve finished.
veal /vil/ n. [U] the meat from a CALF (=young
cow)
vec·tor /'vEktø/ n. [C] also vector quantity
MATH a quantity that has a direction as well as a
size, usually represented by an ARROW
veer /vIr/ v. [I] to change direction suddenly: The
car veered sharply to the left.
veg /vEdZ/ also veg out v. [I] (informal) to relax
and not do anything important
ve·gan /'vig@n, 'veI-, 'vEdZ@n/ n. [C] someone
who does not eat meat, fish, eggs, or milk products
vege·ta·ble /'vEdZt@b@l/ n. [C] a plant such as

corn or potatoes, which you can eat: fresh fruits
and vegetables | We have a small vegetable garden.
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Medieval Latin vegetabilis “growing,” from vegetare “to grow”]
veg·e·tar·i·an /"vEdZ@'tEri@n/ n. [C] someone
who does not eat meat or fish: I’m thinking about
becoming a vegetarian. —vegetarian adj.
veg·e·ta·tion /"vEdZ@'teIS@n/ n. [U] BIOLOGY
plants in general, especially all the plants in one
particular area: a meadow with thick vegetation
veg·gie1 /'vEdZi/ n. [C usually plural] (informal) a
vegetable
veggie2 adj. a veggie burger/sandwich etc.
(informal) a HAMBURGER , SANDWICH , etc. that is
made using vegetables or grain, rather than meat
ve·he·ment /'vi@m@nt/ adj. showing very strong
feelings or opinions: vehement protests
—vehemently adv.: Hoff vehemently denies the
accusations. —vehemence n. [U]
ve·hi·cle /'viIk@l/ Ac n. 1 [C] (formal) a thing
such as a car, bus, etc. that is used for carrying
people or things from one place to another: a
description of the stolen vehicle 2 a vehicle for
(doing) sth something that you use as a way of
spreading your ideas, opinions, etc.: The newspaper
is a vehicle for government propaganda. | Drawing,
like writing, can be a vehicle for exploring your
feelings. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 French véhicule,
from Latin vehiculum, from vehere “to carry”]
veil /veIl/ n. [C] 1 a thin piece of material that
women wear to cover their faces: a bridal veil 2 a
veil of secrecy/silence etc. something that stops
you knowing the full truth about a situation: A veil
of mystery surrounded Gomez’s death.
veiled /veIld/ adj. 1 veiled criticism/threats
etc. criticisms, threats, etc. that are not said
directly 2 be veiled in mystery/secrecy if
something is veiled in mystery, secrecy, etc., very
little is known about it
vein /veIn/ n. [C] 1 BIOLOGY one of the tubes
through which blood flows to your heart from other
parts of your body ➔ ARTERY : Death was caused by
a wound to the jugular vein (=the large vein in
your neck). 2 BIOLOGY one of the thin lines on a
leaf or on the wing of an insect 3 EARTH SCIENCES a
thin layer of coal, gold, etc. in rock 4 in a ... vein
in a particular style of speaking or writing: Her
speech continued in the same vein.
Vel·cro /'vElkroU/ n. [U] (trademark) a material
used for fastening shoes, clothes, etc., made from
two special pieces of cloth that stick to each other
ve·loc·i·ty /v@'lAs@Ôi/ n. (plural velocities) [C,U]
PHYSICS the speed at which something moves in a
particular direction over a period of time: the velocity of light [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French vélocté,
from Latin velocitas, from velox “fast”]
vel·vet /'vElvIt/ n. [U] cloth with a soft surface on
one side [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French veluotte, from velu “hairy,” from Latin villus “rough
hair”]
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vel·vet·y /'vElvIÔi/ adj. looking, feeling, tasting, or

sounding smooth and soft: a velvety voice
ve·na ca·va /"vin@ 'keIv@/ n. [C] BIOLOGY one of
two large tubes that carry blood back to your heart
from different parts of your body: the superior
vena cava (=tube that returns blood to the heart
from the head and the upper part of the body) | the
inferior vena cava (=tube that returns blood to the
heart from the lower part of the body) ➔ see picture
at HEART

ven·det·ta /vEn'dEÔ@/ n. [C] a situation in which

one person tries for a long time to harm another
person
vend·ing ma·chine /'vEndIÎ m@"Sin/ n. [C] a
machine that you can get cigarettes, candy, drinks,
etc. from, by putting in money
ven·dor /'vEndø/ n. [C] someone who sells
things, especially in the street: street vendors
ve·neer /v@'nIr/ n. 1 [C,U] a thin layer of good
quality wood that covers the outside of a piece of
furniture that is made of a cheaper material: oak
veneer 2 a veneer of sth (formal) behavior that
hides someone’s real character or feelings: a veneer
of politeness
ven·er·a·ble /'vEn@r@b@l/ adj. (formal) a venerable person or organization is very old and
respected: venerable institutions
ven·er·ate /'vEn@"reIt/ v. [T] (formal) to treat
someone or something with great respect,

especially because she, he, or it is old, holy, or
connected with the past
ve·ne·re·al dis·ease /v@'nIri@l dI"ziz/ n.
[C,U] VD

Ve·ne·tian blind /v@"niS@n 'blaInd/ n. [C] a
covering for a window, made of long flat bars that
can be raised or lowered to let in light ➔ see picture

on page A6

venge·ance

n.
[singular,
/'vEndZ@ns/
U] 1 something violent or harmful that you do to

someone in order to punish him/her for hurting
you: a desire for vengeance 2 with a vengeance
with much more force or effort than is expected or
normal: The Colts started the season with a vengeance, winning three straight games.
venge·ful /'vEndZf@l/ adj. (literary) very eager to
punish someone who has hurt you
ven·i·son /'vEn@s@n/ n. [U] the meat of a DEER
Venn di·a·gram /'vEn "daI@græm/ n. [C] MATH
a picture that shows the relationship between two
sets of things by using circles that OVERLAP each
other. The part of each set that is the same for both
sets is put into the place where the circles cross.
ven·om /'vEn@m/ n. [U] 1 a liquid poison that
some snakes, insects, etc. produce 2 extreme
anger or hatred: a speech full of venom
—venomous adj.
vent1 /vEnt/ n. 1 [C] a hole or pipe through which
gases, smoke, or liquid can enter or go out: an air

V

vent
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vent 2 give vent to sth (formal) to do something covered with freshly growing green grass and
plants
to express a strong feeling
vent2 v. [T] to do something to express your feel- ver·dict /'vødIkt/ n. [C] 1 LAW an official deciings, often in a way that is unfair: Jay vented his sion that is made by a JURY in a court of law about
anger on/at his family.
whether someone is guilty or not guilty of a crime:
reached a verdict (=made a decision)?
ven·ti·late /'vEnôl"eIt/ v. [T] to let fresh air into a Has the jury
1
room, building, etc. [ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Latin, ➔ COURT 2 an official decision or opinion made
past participle of ventilare, from ventus “wind”] by a person or group that has authority: The panel
—ventilated adj.: Mechanics should work in a will give their verdict tomorrow. [ORIGIN: 1200—
well-ventilated
space.
—ventilation 1300 Anglo-French, Old French ver “true” + dit
“saying, judgment”]
/"vEnôl'eIS@n/ n. [U]
1
verge
/vødZ/ n. be on the verge of sth to be
ven·ti·la·tor /'vEnôl"eIÔø/ n. [C] a RESPIRATOR
about to do something: Andy was on the verge of
ven·tral /'vEntr@l/ adj. [only before noun] BIOLOGY tears.
relating to the stomach of an animal or fish ➔ DOR2
SAL

ven·tri·cle /'vEntrIk@l/ n. [C] BIOLOGY one of the
two spaces inside the bottom of your heart from
which blood is pumped into your body ➔ ATRIUM ,

AURICLE ➔ see picture at HEART

ven·tril·o·quist /vEn'trIl@kwIst/ n. [C] some-

V

one who speaks without using his/her lips, in a way
that makes the sound seem to come from somewhere else, especially from a PUPPET
—ventriloquism n. [U]
ven·ture1 /'vEntSø/ n. [C] ECONOMICS a new business activity that involves taking risks: a new joint
venture (=an agreement between two companies to
do something together)
venture2 v. (formal) 1 [I] to risk going somewhere when it could be dangerous: Several boats
ventured out to sea, despite the weather. 2 [T] to
say or do something although you are not sure of it,
or are afraid of how someone may react to it: No
one else ventured an opinion.
ven·ue /'vEnyu/ n. [C] a place where an organized
meeting, concert, etc. takes place: a popular jazz
venue [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Old French “coming,” from venir “to come,” from Latin venire]
Ve·nus /'vin@s/ n. PHYSICS the second PLANET
from the Sun ➔ see picture at SOLAR SYSTEM
ve·rac·i·ty /v@'ræs@Ôi/ n. [U] (formal) the quality
of being true or of telling the truth: They doubted
his veracity. —veracious /v@'reIS@s/ adj.
ve·ran·da /v@'rænd@/ n. [C] a PORCH
verb /vøb/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS in grammar, a
word or group of words that is used in order to
describe an action, experience, or state. In the
sentence “They arrived late,” “arrived” is a verb.
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French verbe, from
Latin verbum “word, verb”]
ver·bal /'vøb@l/ adj. 1 spoken, not written: a
verbal agreement 2 relating to words or using
words: verbal skills —verbally adv.
ver·ba·tim /vø'beIÔIm/ adj., adv. repeating the
actual words that were spoken or written
ver·bose /vø'boUs/ adj. (formal) using or containing too many words
ver·dant /'vød@nt/ adj. (literary) verdant land is

verge v.

verge on/upon sth phr. v. to be very close to a
harmful or extreme state: Their behavior sometimes
verges on insanity.
ver·i·fy /'vEr@"faI/ v. [T] (verified, verifies) to find
out if a fact, statement, etc. is correct or true: There
was no way to verify his story. [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Old French verifier, from Medieval Latin
verificare,
from
Latin
verus
“true”]
—verification /"vEr@f@'keIS@n/ n. [U]
ver·i·ta·ble /'vEr@Ô@b@l/ adj. (formal) used in
order to emphasize your description of someone or
something: a veritable army of tourists (=a very
large number of them)
ver·min /'vømIn/ n. [plural] small animals or
insects that are harmful or difficult to control [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French, Latin vermen
“worm”]
ver·nac·u·lar /vø'næky@lø/ n. [C usually singular] ENG. LANG. ARTS the language or DIALECT that
ordinary people in a country or area speak, especially when this is not the official language or
formal language: Instead of being in Latin, the
church service was held in the vernacular.
THESAURUS
LANGUAGE

language, dialect ➔

ver·sa·tile /'vøs@Ôl/ adj. 1 good at doing a lot of

different things and able to learn new skills quickly
and easily: a versatile singer 2 having many different uses: Cotton is a versatile material. [ORIGIN:
1600—1700 French, Latin versatilis “turning
easily,” from versare “to turn”] —versatility
/"vøs@'tIl@Ôi/ n. [U]
verse /vøs/ n. 1 [C] a set of lines that forms one
part of a poem or song, and that usually has a
pattern that is repeated in other parts 2 [U] ENG.
LANG. ARTS words arranged in the form of poetry: a
book of verse | Parts of the play are written in
verse.
versed /vøst/ adj. be (well-) versed in sth to
know a lot about a subject or to have a lot of skill in
doing something: lawyers who are well-versed in
these matters
ver·sion /'vøZ@n/ Ac n. [C] 1 a copy of something that is slightly different from other forms of
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it: the original version of the movie | a new version
a lot.” b | I enjoyed my visit very much. c Don’t say
of an old song | Many devout people have objected
“I very much enjoyed my visit.” b [ORIGIN: 1200—
1300 Old French verai, from Latin verax “truthto each new version of the Bible. 2 a description of
ful,” from verus “true”]
an event that is given by one person: I’m not sure I
believe Bobby’s version of the story. [ORIGIN: very2 adj. [only before noun] used in order to
1500—1600 French, Medieval Latin versio
emphasize that you are talking about one particular
“turning,” from Latin versus]
thing or person: Start again from the very
ver·sus /'vøs@s/ prep. 1 (written abbreviation vs.
beginning. | You come here this very minute
or v.) used in order to show that two people or
(=now)! | The very thought (=just thinking about it)
teams are against each other in a game or a court
of food makes me feel sick.
case: the Knicks versus the Lakers 2 used when "very high "frequency n. [U] VHF
comparing the advantages of two different things or
ideas: It’s a question of quantity versus quality. ves·sel /'vEs@l/ n. [C] (formal) a ship or large boat
➔ BLOOD VESSEL
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Medieval Latin “toward,
against,” from Latin vertere]
vest /vEst/ n. [C] 1 a piece of clothing without
SLEEVE s that has buttons down the front, worn over
ver·te·bra /'vøÔ@br@/ n. (plural vertebrae /-breI,
a shirt as part of a suit 2 a piece of special clothing
-bri/) [C] BIOLOGY one of the small hollow bones
without SLEEVE s that is worn to protect your body:
down the center of your back
a bulletproof vest [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 French
ver·te·brate /'vøÔ@br@t, -"breIt/ n. [C] BIOLOGY
veste, from Latin vestis “piece of clothing”]
an animal that has a BACKBONE ➔ INVERTEBRATE
vest·ed in·terest /"vEstId 'IntrIst/ n. [C] if
ver·tex /'vøtEks/ n. (plural vertices /'vøÔ@siz/ or
you have a vested interest in something happening,
vertexes) [C] 1 MATH the point where two sides of
you have a strong reason for wanting it to happen
a POLYGON or three or more sides of a POLYHEbecause you will get money or advantages from it
DRON meet 2 MATH the highest or lowest point on a
ves·ti·bule /'vEst@"byul/ n. [C] (formal) a wide
PARABOLA
passage or small room inside the front door of a
ver·ti·cal /'vøÔIk@l/ adj. pointing straight upward:
public building
a vertical line —vertically adv. ➔ see picture at
ves·tige /'vEstIdZ/ n. [C] (formal) a small part or
LINE 1
amount of something that remains when most of it
ver·ti·go /'vøÔI"goU/ n. [U] a sick DIZZY feeling
no longer exists: a policy that is one of the last
that is caused by looking down from a very high
vestiges of the Cold War
place
vet /vEt/ n. [C] 1 a VETERINARIAN someone who
verve /vøv/ n. [U] (literary) if someone does someis trained to give medical care and treatment to sick
thing with verve, s/he does it with energy and
animals 2 (informal) a VETERAN : Vietnam vets
excitement
vet·er·an
/'vEÔ@r@n/ n. [C] 1 someone who has
ve·ry1 /'vEri/ adv. 1 used in order to emphasize an
been a soldier, sailor, etc. in a war: veterans of the
adjective, adverb, or expression ➔ REALLY : It’s a
Korean War 2 someone who has had a lot of
very good book. | My family is very important to
experience in a particular activity: a veteran jourme. | Sid gets embarrassed very easily. | Carter
nalist
went to the very best schools. | The two brothers
vet·er·i·nar·i·an /"vEÔ@r@'nEri@n, "vEtr@-,
died on the very same (=exactly the same) day.
"vEt§n-/ n. [C] a VET
USAGE
vet·er·i·nar·y
/'vEÔ@r@"nEri, 'vEtr@-, 'vEt§n-/
Do not use very with adjectives and adverbs that
adj. relating to the medical care and treatment of
already have a strong meaning, for example
sick animals
“huge” or “terrible.” Say “a terrible war,” not “a
very terrible war.”
ve·to1 /'viÔoU/ v. (past tense and past participle
You can use really instead: That was a really
vetoed, third person singular vetoes) [T] POLITICS to
awful movie.
officially refuse to allow something to happen,
Do not use very with the comparative form of
especially something that other people or organizaadjectives. Do not say “This school’s very better.”
tions have agreed: The President vetoed the bill.
Use much instead: This school’s much better.
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin “I refuse to allow,”
➔ TOO
from vetare “to forbid”]
2 not very a) used before a quality to mean veto2 n. (plural vetoes) [C,U] POLITICS a refusal to
give official permission for something, or the right
exactly the opposite of that quality: She wasn’t very
to refuse to give such permission: the governor’s
happy about working overtime (=she was
veto of a bill
angry). b) only slightly: “Was the game very
exciting?” “Not very.” 3 your very own used in vex /vEks/ v. [T] (old-fashioned) to make someone
order to emphasize that something belongs to one
feel annoyed or worried
particular person: I finally have my very own bedTHESAURUS
room. 4 very much a lot: It didn’t cost very
annoy, irritate, bother, irk ➔
much. c Don’t say “It cost very much.” Say “It cost
ANNOY

V
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VHF n. [U] very high frequency radio waves that

move very quickly and produce good sound quality
VHS n. [U] (trademark) a type of VIDEOTAPE
vi·a /'vaI@, 'vi@/ Ac prep. 1 traveling through a
place on the way to another place: We’re flying to
Denver via Chicago. 2 using a particular machine,
system, person, etc. to send, receive, or broadcast
something: The concert was broadcast around the
world via satellite. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin
“by way of,” from via “way”]
vi·a·ble /'vaI@b@l/ adj. something that is viable is
able to exist or succeed: Solar energy is a viable
alternative to coal or gas. | The plan isn’t
economically/commercially viable.
vi·a·duct /'vaI@"dökt/ n. [C] a long high bridge
across a valley
vi·al /'vaI@l/ n. [C] a very small bottle, used especially for liquid medicines
vibe /vaIb/ n. [C usually plural] (informal) the feelings that a particular person, group, or situation
seems to produce and that you react to: I’m getting
good/bad vibes from this guy.
vi·brant /'vaIbr@nt/ adj. 1 exciting, full of
energy, and interesting: a vibrant personality 2 a
vibrant color is bright and strong

sex or drugs 2 [C] a bad habit: Smoking is my only
vice. 3 [C] a bad or immoral quality in someone’s
character ANT virtue: the vice of greed
"vice 'president n. [C] 1 the person who is next
in rank to the president of a country 2 someone
who is responsible for a particular part of a company: the vice president of marketing
'vice squad n. [C] the part of the police force that
deals with crimes involving sex or drugs
vi·ce ver·sa /"vaIs 'vøs@, "vaIs@-/ adv. used
when the opposite of a situation you have just
described is also true: Whatever Susie wants, James
doesn’t, and vice versa.
vi·cin·i·ty /v@'sIn@Ôi/ n. in the vicinity (of sth)
in the area around a particular place: The car was
found in the vicinity of the bus station.
vi·cious /'vIS@s/ adj. 1 violent and dangerous,
and likely to hurt someone: a vicious dog 2 cruel
and deliberately trying to upset someone: a vicious
rumor
THESAURUS
mean, cruel, unkind, nasty,
spiteful, malicious ➔ MEAN 2

—viciously adv. —viciousness n. [U]

"vicious 'circle n. [singular] a situation in which

one problem causes another problem that then
causes the first problem again
vi·cis·si·tudes /v@'sIs@"tudz/ n. [plural] (formal)
the continuous changes and problems that affect a
situation or someone’s life: the vicissitudes of married life

vic·tim /'vIktIm/ n. [C] 1 someone who has been

V
vi·brate /'vaIbreIt/ v. [I,T] to shake continuously

hurt or killed by someone or something, or who has
been affected by a bad situation: victims of gang
violence | a murder/rape victim | an aid program
for flood/earthquake/famine victims 2 something
that is badly affected or destroyed by a situation or
action: Some small businesses have fallen victim to
budget cuts.

with small fast movements, or to make something vic·tim·ize /'vIkt@"maIz/ v. [T] to deliberately
do this: The music got louder and the walls began treat someone unfairly
to vibrate.
vic·tor /'vIktø/ n. [C] (formal) the winner of a
battle or competition
THESAURUS
SHAKE 1

shake, tremble, shiver ➔

vi·bra·tion /vaI'breIS@n/ n. [C,U] a continuous

vic·to·ri·ous /vIk'tOri@s/ adj. successful in a
battle or competition

slight shaking movement: the vibrations of the vic·to·ry /'vIkt@ri/ n. (plural victories) [C,U] the

success you achieve by winning a battle, game,
plane’s engine
election, etc. ANT defeat: Napoleon’s military
vic·ar /'vIkø/ n. [C] a priest in the Church of victories | the Lakers’ victory over/against the
England or in the Episcopal church
Celtics | The government has won an important
vi·car·i·ous /vaI'kEri@s/ adj. experienced by victory. | This ruling represents a victory for all
watching or reading about someone else doing women. [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Old French victosomething, rather than by doing it yourself: Parents rie, from Latin victoria, from victus, past partiget vicarious pleasure/satisfaction from their chil- ciple of vincere “to defeat, win”]
dren’s success. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin vid·e·o1 /'vIdioU/ n. (plural videos) 1 [C] a copy
vicarius “acting in place of another,” from vicis of a movie or television program that is recorded on
“change, alternation, position”]
VIDEOTAPE ➔ DVD , TAPE : Let’s rent a video
vice /vaIs/ n. 1 [U] criminal activities that involve tonight. | Has the movie come out on video yet?

vilify
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go to a video/movie store
get/rent a video or movie
watch a video
rewind a video – to press a button to go back
to an earlier part
fast forward a video – to press a button to go
to a later part
pause a video – to stop the video for a short
time
make a video – to use a video camera to film
someone or something

2 [C,U] a VIDEOTAPE : Do we have a blank video
(=one with nothing recorded on it) anywhere? 3 [U] the process of recording and showing television programs, movies, real events, etc.
using video equipment: the use of video in the
classroom

video2 adj. [only before noun] relating to recording

and broadcasting sound and pictures on a VIDEOTAPE ➔ AUDIO : video equipment
"video cas'sette re"corder n. [C] a VCR
vid·e·o·disk /'vIdioU"dIsk/ n. [C] a round flat
piece of plastic from which movies can be played
in the same way as from a VIDEOTAPE ➔ DVD
'video "game n. [C] a game in which you move
images on a screen by pressing electronic controls
vid·e·o·tape1 /'vIdioU"teIp/ n. [C] a long narrow
band of MAGNETIC material in a plastic container,
on which movies, television programs, etc. can be
recorded
videotape2 v. [T] to record a movie, television
program, etc. on a videotape
vie /vaI/ v. (vied, vying, vies) [I] to compete very
hard with someone in order to get something: The
two brothers vied for her attention.

view /vyu/ n. 1 [C] your belief, opinion, or atti1

tude about something ➔ POINT OF VIEW : We have
different views on this issue. | Not all her friends
shared her views. | What are your views about
global warming? | In my view, our civil liberties
are just as important as national security.
THESAURUS
OPINION

opinion, position, attitude ➔

2 [C,U] what you are able to see or the possibility of
seeing it: We had a really good view of the stage. | I
sat behind a tall guy who blocked my view
(=stopped me from seeing something). | Suddenly
the pyramids came into view (=began to be
seen). 3 [C] the whole area that you can see from
somewhere, especially when it is very beautiful or
impressive: a spectacular view of the mountains | A
new factory now spoils the view (=makes it look
less beautiful) of the park.

Scenery is used to talk about the natural
features of a place, such as mountains, forests,
etc.: the breathtaking scenery in Arizona
You cannot say “sceneries.”

4 [C] a photograph or picture that shows a beautiful
or interesting place: The postcards show scenic
views of New York. 5 on view paintings, photographs, etc. that are on view are in a public place
where people can go to look at them 6 in view of
sth (formal) used in order to introduce the reason
for a decision, action, or situation: In view of all
that has happened, Smith is expected to resign.
[ORIGIN: 1400—1500 Old French veue, vue,
from veeir, voir “to see,” from Latin videre]

view2 v. 1 [T] to think of something or someone

in a particular way: My grandparents viewed the
United States as a land of opportunity. | Some of the
local people view tourists with suspicion. 2 [T]
(formal) to look at or watch something: The mountain is best viewed from the north side.
view·er /'vyuø/ n. [C] someone who watches
television: The series is watched by millions of
viewers.
view·point /'vyupOInt/ n. [C] 1 a particular
way of thinking about a problem or subject
SYN point of view: From his viewpoint, he had
done nothing wrong. 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS the opinion
or attitude of the person who is writing a story,
especially when it has an influence on the story
itself SYN point of view ➔ LIMITED POINT OF VIEW ,
OMNISCIENT POINT OF VIEW

vig·il /'vIdZ@l/ n. [C,U] 1 a silent political protest

in which people gather outside, especially during
the night: Demonstrators held a candlelight vigil at
the site of the bombing. 2 a time, especially during
the night, when you stay awake in order to pray or
stay with someone who is sick: John’s been keeping a vigil beside his son in the hospital.
vig·i·lant /'vIdZ@l@nt/ adj. (formal) giving careful
attention to what is happening, so that you will
notice if something bad happens: Doctors should
remain vigilant for signs of infection. —vigilance
n. [U]

vig·i·lan·te /"vIdZ@'lænôi/ n. [C] someone who

tries to catch and punish criminals without having
any legal authority to do so
vig·or /'vIgø/ n. [U] physical and mental energy
and determination

vig·or·ous /'vIg@r@s/ adj. 1 using a lot of energy

and strength or determination: vigorous exercise | a
vigorous opponent of gun control
THESAURUS
energetic, full of energy,
dynamic ➔ ENERGETIC

2 strong and very healthy: a vigorous athlete

USAGE

vile /vaIl/ adj. (informal) very bad or disgusting: The

View is used to talk about all the things you can
see from a place: We had a spectacular view of
the ocean from the hotel.

vil·i·fy /'vIl@"faI/ v. (vilified, vilifies) [T] (formal) to

bombing was a vile act of terrorism.

say bad things about someone in order to make

V

villa

V
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other people have a bad opinion of him/her: He was vi·o·la /vi'oUl@/ n. [C] a wooden musical instruvilified by the press.
ment shaped like a VIOLIN but larger and with a
lower sound
vil·la /'vIl@/ n. [C] a big country house
vi·o·late
/'vaI@"leIt/ Ac v. [T] LAW to disobey or
vil·lage /'vIlIdZ/ n. [C] 1 a very small town: My
parents live in a small village in Mexico. 2 the do something against a law, rule, agreement, etc.:
village the people who live in the village: The The military action violated international law. |
whole village came to the wedding. [ORIGIN: Within less than a year, the agreement had been
1300—1400 Old French ville “farm, village,” violated.
THESAURUS
from Latin villa]
disobey, break a rule/law,
defy,
flout, contravene ➔ DISOBEY
vil·lag·er /'vIlIdZø/ n. [C] someone who lives in a
village
vi·o·la·tion /"vaI@'leIS@n/ Ac n. [C] LAW an
vil·lain /'vIl@n/ n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS the main bad action that breaks a law, rule, agreement, etc.:
character in a movie, play, or story
human rights violations | traffic violations | What
happened was a major violation of international
THESAURUS
hero, main character,
law.
protagonist, anti-hero ➔ HERO
vi·o·lence /'vaI@l@ns/ n. [U] 1 behavior that is
vil·lain·y /'vIl@ni/ n. [U] (literary) evil or criminal intended to hurt other people physically: There’s
behavior
too much violence on TV. | violence against
vin·di·cate /'vInd@"keIt/ v. [T] (formal) to prove women | We condemn any act of viothat what someone said or did was right, especially lence. 2 extreme force: the violence of a tornado
when many people believe s/he was wrong vi·o·lent /'vaI@l@nt/ adj. 1 violent actions are
intended to hurt people: an increase in violent
—vindication /"vInd@'keIS@n/ n. [U]
vin·dic·tive /vIn'dIktIv/ adj. deliberately cruel crime | The riots ended in the violent deaths of
three teenagers. 2 someone who is violent is
and unfair
likely to attack, hurt, or kill other people: a violent
vine /vaIn/ n. [C] a climbing plant that grows long and dangerous criminal | The demonstrators sudstems that attach themselves to other plants, trees, denly turned violent (=became violent). 3 violent
buildings, etc.: grape vines
movie/play etc. a movie, play, etc. that shows a
vin·e·gar /'vInIgø/ n. [U] a sour-tasting liquid lot of violence 4 violent feelings or reactions are
that is made from wine, used for improving the strong and very difficult to control: Joe has a
taste of food or preserving it [ORIGIN: 1200— violent temper. | a violent coughing fit 5 violent
1300 Old French vinaigre, from vin “wine” + storm/earthquake etc. a storm, EARTHQUAKE ,
etc. that happens with a lot of force [ORIGIN:
aigre “sour”]
1300—1400 Old French, Latin violentus]
vine·yard /'vInyød/ n. [C] a piece of land where
vi·o·let /'vaI@lIt/ n. [C] a small sweet-smelling
GRAPE s are grown in order to make wine
dark purple flower
vi·o·lin /"vaI@'lIn/ n. [C] a wooden musical instrument that you hold under your chin and play by
pulling a BOW (=a special stick) across the strings
—violinist n. [C]
VIP n. [C] very important person someone who
is famous or powerful and is treated with respect
vi·per /'vaIpø/ n. [C] a small poisonous snake
vi·ral /'vaIr@l/ adj. BIOLOGY relating to or caused by
a VIRUS : His viral infection is being treated with
antibiotics.
vir·gin1 /'vødZIn/ n. [C] someone who has never
had sex
2
1
adj. virgin land/forest etc. land, forest,
virgin
vin·tage /'vInôIdZ/ adj. [only before noun] 1 vinetc.
that
is still in its natural state and has not been
tage wine is good quality wine that is made in a
particular year 2 old and showing high quality: a used or changed by people
vintage car
vir·gin·i·ty /vø'dZIn@Ôi/ n. [U] the condition of
never having had sex: He was 20 when he lost his
THESAURUS
old, antique, classic ➔ OLD
virginity (=had sex for the first time).
Vir·go /'vøgoU/ n. 1 [U] the sixth sign of the
vintage2 n. [C] a particular year or place in which ZODIAC , represented by a VIRGIN 2 [C] someone
a wine is made, or the wine itself
born between August 23 and September 22
vi·nyl /'vaInl/ n. [U] a type of strong plastic
vir·ile /'vIr@l/ adj. (approving) a man who is virile

visit
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is strong in a sexually attractive way —virility
/v@'rIl@Ôi/ n. [U]
vi·rol·o·gy /vaI'rAl@dZi/ n. [U] BIOLOGY the scientific study of VIRUS es and the diseases caused by
them
adj. [only before
vir·tu·al /'vøtSu@l/ Ac
noun] 1 very nearly a particular thing: The two
countries are locked in a virtual state of war. | Some
scientists claim that the existence of other universes
is a virtual certainty. 2 made, done, seen, etc. on
the Internet, rather than in the real world: The
website allows you to take a virtual tour of the art
gallery. ➔ ARTIFICIAL
vir·tu·al·ly /'vøtSu@li, -tS@li/ Ac adv. almost
completely: He was virtually unknown until the
elections. | Virtually all studies show that global
temperatures are rising.
"virtual re'ality n. [U] IT an environment produced
by a computer that looks and seems real to the
person experiencing it
vir·tue /'vøtSu/ n. [C,U] 1 (formal) behavior that
is morally good, or a good quality in someone’s
character ANT vice: a life of virtue | Stella has
many virtues. 2 an advantage that makes something better or more useful than something else: the
virtues of organic farming 3 by virtue of sth
(formal) by means of or as a result of something: He
became chairman by virtue of hard work. [ORIGIN:
1100—1200 Old French virtu, from Latin virtus
“strength, virtue,” from vir “man”]
vir·tu·o·so /"vøtSu'oUsoU/ n. (plural virtuosos)
[C] ENG. LANG. ARTS someone who is a very skillful
performer, especially in music: a piano virtuoso
—virtuoso adj.: a virtuoso performance
vir·tu·ous /'vøtSu@s/ adj. (formal) behaving in a
very honest and moral way
vir·u·lent /'vIr@l@nt, 'vIry@-/ adj. 1 (formal) full
of hatred: virulent racism 2 a poison, disease, etc.
that is virulent is very dangerous and affects people
very quickly
vi·rus /'vaIr@s/ n. [C] 1 BIOLOGY a very small
living thing that causes infectious illnesses, or the
illness caused by this: the common cold virus 2 IT
a set of instructions secretly put into a computer
that can destroy information stored in the computer
[ORIGIN: 1500—1600 Latin “thick slippery liquid, poison, bad smell”]
vi·sa /'viz@/ n. [C] an official mark that is put on
your PASSPORT , that allows you to enter or leave
another country: a three-month tourist/visitor’s
visa | He has been granted a visa by the State
Department. [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 French,
Latin, “things seen,” from visus]
vis·age /'vIzIdZ/ n. [C] (literary) a face
vis-à-vis /"viz@'vi/ prep. (formal) in relation to or
in comparison with something or someone
vis·cous /'vIsk@s/ adj. a viscous liquid is thick
and does not flow easily —viscosity /vI'skAs@Ôi/
n. [U]

vise /vaIs/ n. [C] a tool that holds an object firmly

so that you can work on it using both of your hands
Ac n. [U] the distance
that it is possible to see at a particular time: There is
poor visibility on the roads due to heavy fog. | The
ship set out in good visibility and fairly calm seas.
vis·i·ble /'vIz@b@l/ Ac adj. something that is
visible can be seen or noticed ANT invisible: The
mountains weren’t visible because of the clouds. | a
visible change in her attitude | On a clear night, the
moon’s craters are visible from Earth. [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Latin visibilis, from visus, past
participle of videre “to see”] —visibly adv.: She
was visibly upset by the news. | When a hive of bees
is about to swarm, it becomes visibly agitated.
vi·sion /'vIZ@n/ Ac n. 1 [U] the ability to see
SYN sight: Will the operation improve my vision? |
She has good/poor vision. | The drug’s side effects
may include headaches, muscular pain, and vision
problems. 2 [U] the area that you can see: For a
moment, the passing car was outside my field of
vision. 3 [C] an idea of what you think something
should be like: He had a clear vision of how he
hoped the company would develop. | The President
outlined his vision for the future. | People who
change the world have an original vision, rooted in
dreams rather than experience. 4 [C] something
you believe you see as part of a religious experience: She said that an angel appeared to her in a
vision. 5 [U] the knowledge and imagination that
are needed in planning for the future with a clear
purpose: We need a leader with vision. [ORIGIN:
1200—1300 Old French, Latin visio, from
visus, past participle of videre “to see”]
vi·sion·ar·y /'vIZ@"nEri/ adj. having clear ideas of
how the world can be better in the future
—visionary n. [C]
vis·it1 /'vIzIt/ v. 1 [I,T] to go and spend time with
someone: Eric went to Seattle to visit his cousins. |
My aunt is coming to visit next week.

vis·i·bil·i·ty /"vIz@'bIl@Ôi/

THESAURUS

You go to a movie, museum, theater, etc.:
Everyone likes to go to the movies.
You go to see or go and see a person or place:
We went to see my aunt last week.
If you go sightseeing, you visit places of interest
in a country.
If someone comes by/over, s/he visits you
informally in your home.
If someone drops in/by, or stops by/in, s/he
visits you in your home, especially on the way to
another place.

2 [I,T] to go and spend time in a place, especially as
a tourist: We want to visit the Grand Canyon on our
trip. 3 [T] to look at a website on the Internet:
Over 1,000 people visit our site every week. 4 [I]
(informal) to talk socially with someone: We
watched TV while Mom visited with Mrs. Levinson.
visit2 n. [C] 1 an occasion when someone visits a
place or person: a visit to London | We’re just here
on a short visit. | When are you going to pay us a

V

visitation

V
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visit? | We’ve just had a visit from the
police. 2 (informal) an occasion when you talk
socially with someone, or the time you spend doing
this: Barbara and I had a nice long visit.
vis·it·a·tion /"vIz@'teIS@n/ also "visi'tation
"rights n. [U] LAW the right that a parent who is
DIVORCE d has to see his/her children
vis·i·tor /'vIz@Ôø/ n. [C] someone who comes to
visit a place or a person: a guidebook for visitors to
Mexico City | Let’s not bother them now – they
have visitors (=people are visiting them).
vi·sor /'vaIzø/ n. [C] 1 the curved part of a hat or
HELMET that sticks out above your eyes, or a
special hat that consists only of this 2 the part of a
HELMET that can be lowered to protect your
face 3 a flat object above the front window of a
car that you pull down to keep the sun out of your
eyes
vis·ta /'vIst@/ n. [C] (literary) a view, especially
over a large area of land
vis·u·al1 /'vIZu@l/ Ac adj. relating to seeing or to
your sight: The movie has a strong visual impact. |
The nerves carry visual information from the eyes
to the brain. —visually adv.: Of the information
our senses receive, 75% is received visually.
visual2 n. [C usually plural] something such as a
picture or part of a movie, video, etc. that you can
see, not the parts that you hear: the movie’s stunning visuals
"visual 'aid n. [C] something such as a map,
picture, or movie that is used for helping people to
learn
"visual 'arts n. [plural] ENG. LANG. ARTS art such as
painting, SCULPTURE , etc. that you look at, rather
than literature or music
vis·u·al·ize /'vIZu@"laIz/ Ac v. [T] to form a
picture of someone or something in your mind
SYN imagine: I tried to visualize the house as he
described it. | Part of your preparation should be to
visualize the race before you run it.
THESAURUS
imagine, picture, envision,
envisage ➔ IMAGINE

vi·tal /'vaIÔl/ adj. 1 extremely important or neces-

sary: These computer systems are vital to our
business. | Regular exercise is vital for your
health. | Tourism plays a vital role in the country’s
economy.
THESAURUS
important, of
great/considerable importance, crucial ➔
IMPORTANT

necessary, essential, indispensable ➔
NECESSARY

2 full of life and energy: Their music still sounds as
fresh and vital as the day it was written. [ORIGIN:
1300—1400 Old French, Latin vitalis “of life,”
from vita “life”]
THESAURUS

➔ ENERGETIC

energetic, vigorous, dynamic

vi·tal·i·ty /vaI'tæl@Ôi/ n. [U] life and energy: He
has the vitality of a man half his age.

vi·tal·ly /'vaIÔl-i/ adv. in an extremely important or

necessary way: It’s vitally important that you
attend the meeting.
"vital 'organ n. [C] BIOLOGY a part of your body
that is necessary to keep you alive, such as your
heart and lungs
"vital sta'tistics n. [plural] facts about people
such as their age, race, and whether they are married, especially in official records
vi·ta·min /'vaIÔ@mIn/ n. [C] a chemical substance
found in food that is necessary for good health:
Oranges are full of vitamin C.
vit·ri·ol·ic /"vItri'AlIk/ adj. something you say
that is vitriolic is very cruel and angry toward
someone: a vitriolic attack on the senator’s character
vi·tu·per·a·tion /vaI"tup@'reIS@n, vI-/ n. [U]
(formal) angry and cruel criticism —vituperative
/vaI'tup@r@ÔIv, -"reIÔIv/ adj. —vituperate
/vaI'tup@"reIt/ v. [I]
vi·va·cious /vI'veIS@s, vaI-/ adj. someone, especially a woman, who is vivacious has a lot of
energy and is fun to be with —vivaciously adv.
viv·id /'vIvId/ adj. 1 vivid memories, dreams,
descriptions, etc. are so clear that they seem real:
He had a vivid picture of her in his mind. 2 vivid
imagination an ability to imagine unlikely situations very clearly 3 vivid colors or patterns are
very bright —vividly adv.
viv·i·sec·tion /"vIv@'sEkS@n/ n. [U] the practice
of operating on animals in order to do scientific
tests on them [ORIGIN: 1700—1800 Latin vivus
“alive” + English section “cutting”]
V-neck /'vi nEk/ n. [C] a type of shirt or SWEATER
with a collar that is shaped like the letter V
vo·cab·u·lar·y /voU'kæby@"lEri, v@-/ n. (plural
vocabularies) [C,U] 1 ENG. LANG. ARTS all the words
that someone knows, learns, or uses: Reading is
one of the best ways to improve your vocabulary. 2 ENG. LANG. ARTS the words that are used
when talking about a particular subject: Most technical jobs use a specialized vocabulary. 3 ENG.
LANG. ARTS all the words in a particular language:
English has the largest vocabulary of any language. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French vocabulaire, from Latin vocabulum “word, name”]
vo·cal1 /'voUk@l/ adj. 1 expressing your opinion
strongly or loudly: a vocal critic/opponent of the
president 2 relating to the voice: vocal music
—vocally adv.

vocal2 n. [C usually plural] the part of a piece of
music that is sung rather than played on an instrument: The song has Maria McKee on vocals.

'vocal cords, vocal chords n. [plural]

BIOLOGY

thin pieces of muscle in your throat that produce
sound when you speak or sing

volleyball
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vo·cal·ist /'voUk@lIst/ n. [C] someone who sings,

especially with a band
vo·ca·tion /voU'keIS@n/ n. [C,U] the feeling that
the purpose of your life is to do a particular job, or
the job itself: Teaching isn’t just a job to her – it’s
her vocation.
THESAURUS

career ➔ JOB

job, occupation, profession,

vo·ca·tion·al /voU'keIS@n@l/ adj. vocational

school/training/education etc. a school or
method of training that teaches you the skills you
need to do a particular job
vo·cif·er·ous /voU'sIf@r@s/ adj. (formal) loud
and determined in expressing your opinions: a
vociferous opponent of the plan —vociferously
adv.

vod·cast /'vAd"kæst/ n. [C]

IT a PODCAST that
contains VIDEO images or pictures
vod·ka /'vAdk@/ n. [U] a strong clear alcoholic
drink, first made in Russia
vogue /voUg/ n. be in vogue/be the vogue to
be fashionable and popular: Long skirts are back in
vogue. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French “act of rowing, course, fashion,” from Old Italian voga,
from vogare “to row”]
voice1 /vOIs/ n. 1 [C,U] the sound you make when
you speak or sing, or the ability to make this sound:
I thought I heard voices downstairs. | Andrea has a
really deep voice for a woman. | He called out in a
loud voice. | He’s caught a bad cold and lost his
voice (=cannot speak). | I can hear you – you don’t
have to raise your voice (=speak louder, especially
in an angry way). | Keep your voice down (=speak
more quietly) – we don’t want to wake everyone
up. 2 [C,U] an opinion or wish that is expressed:
Shouldn’t parents have a voice in deciding how
their children are educated? 3 [singular] a person,
organization, newspaper, etc. that expresses the
wishes or opinions of a group of people: Dr. King
became the voice of the civil rights movement. 4 the voice of reason/experience etc.
opinions or ideas that are reasonable, based on
experience, etc., or someone who has these ideas:
Ben has been the voice of reason throughout the
crisis. 5 the active/passive voice ENG. LANG.
ARTS the form of a verb that shows whether the
subject of a sentence does an action or has an
action done to it [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
French vois, from Latin vox]
voice2 v. [T] to tell people your opinions or feelings about a particular subject: We all voiced our
concerns about the plan.
voiced /vOIst/ adj. ENG. LANG. ARTS voiced sounds
are made using the VOCAL CORDS . For example,
/d/ and /g/ are voiced consonants. ➔ VOICELESS
voice·less /'vOIsl@s/ adj. ENG. LANG. ARTS voiceless
sounds are made without using the VOCAL CORDS .
For example, /p/ and /k/ are voiceless consonants.
'voice mail n. [U] a system that records telephone

calls so that you can listen to them later ➔ ANSWER-

ING MACHINE

void1 /vOId/ adj. 1

LAW a contract or agreement
that is void is officially no longer legal: They were
demanding that the elections be declared
void. 2 be void of sth (literary) to completely
lack something: Her eyes were void of all expression.
void2 n. [C] 1 a feeling of great sadness that you
have when someone you love dies or when something important is missing from your life: Work
helped to fill the void after his wife died. 2 an
empty space where nothing exists
void3 v. [T] LAW to make a contract or agreement
void so that it has no legal effect: The ruling party
voided elections in 14 cities.
vol·a·tile /'vAl@Ôl/ adj. 1 a volatile situation is
likely to change suddenly and without much warning 2 someone who is volatile can suddenly
become angry or violent 3 CHEMISTRY a volatile
liquid or substance changes easily into a gas
—volatility /"vAl@'tIl@Ôi/ n. [U]

V
vol·ca·no /vAl'keInoU/ n. (plural volcanoes or
volcanos) [C] EARTH SCIENCES a mountain with a

large hole at the top out of which rocks, LAVA , and
ASH sometimes explode: This island has several
active volcanoes (=volcanoes that may explode at
any time). —volcanic /vAl'kænIk/ adj.: volcanic
rocks
vo·li·tion /v@'lIS@n, voU-/ n. of your own volition (formal) because you want to do something and
not because you are forced to do it: Robin left the
company of her own volition.
vol·ley /'vAli/ n. [C] 1 a large number of bullets,
ARROW s, rocks, etc. fired or thrown at the same
time: a volley of shots 2 a lot of questions, insults,
attacks, etc. that are all said or made at the same
time: a volley of abuse
vol·ley·ball /'vAli"bOl/ n. 1 [U] a game in which
two teams hit a ball to each other across a net with

volt
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their hands and try not to let it touch the
ground 2 [C] the ball used in this game

or drink comes up from your stomach and out
through your mouth

volt /voUlt/ n. [C] PHYSICS a unit for measuring the vomit2 n. [U] the food or drink that comes out
force of an electric current [ORIGIN: 1800—1900
Alessandro Volta]

volt·age /'voUltIdZ/ n. [C,U] PHYSICS the force of
an electric current measured in volts

vol·ta·ic cell /vAl"teI-Ik 'sEl/ n. [C]
PRIMARY CELL

vol·ume /'vAly@m, -yum/

V

PHYSICS

a

when someone vomits

voo·doo /'vudu/ n. [U] magical beliefs and practices used as a form of religion, especially in parts
of Africa, Latin America, and the Caribbean
THESAURUS
magic, witchcraft, sorcery,
black magic, the occult ➔ MAGIC 1

Ac
n. 1 [U] the
amount of sound produced by a television, radio, vo·ra·cious /v@'reIS@s, vO-/ adj. (formal) wantetc.: Can you turn the volume up/down? 2 [U] the ing to do something a lot, especially eating: He had
amount of space that a substance fills or an object a voracious appetite. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Latin
contains: Let the dough double in volume before vorax, from vorare “to swallow”] —voracity
you bake it. | The ocean is so deep that its volume is /v@'ræs@Ôi/ n. [U]
six times greater than all land above sea vor·tex /'vOrtEks/ n. (plural vortices /'vOrt@siz/
level. 3 [C,U] the total amount of something: an or vortexes) [C] a large area of wind or water that
increase in the volume of traffic | The system can spins quickly and pulls things into its center
process large volumes of data. 4 [C] a book, especially one of the books into which a very long book vote1 /voUt/ v. 1 [I,T] POLITICS to show which
is divided: a 12-volume set of poetry | The focus of person you want to elect or whether you support a
most of the other chapters in this volume is on plan by raising your hand, marking a paper using a
World War II. [ORIGIN: (4) 1300—1400 Old pen or a machine, or CLICK ing on a WEB PAGE on
French, Latin volumen “roll, scroll,” from volv- the Internet: Who did you vote for? | Only Stevens
ere “to roll”]
voted against the measure. | If we can’t agree, we’ll
have to vote on it. | Congress voted to reduce taxes
vo·lu·mi·nous
/v@'lum@n@s/
adj.
(for- by 2%. 2 [T] to choose someone or something for
mal) 1 very large: a voluminous skirt 2 volumia particular prize by voting for him/her: The pronous books, documents, etc. are very long and gram was voted best documentary show on televicontain a lot of information
sion. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Latin votum
vol·un·tar·y /'vAl@n"tEri/ Ac adj. done will- “promise, wish,” from vovere “to promise”]
ingly and without being forced or being paid: vote2 n. [C] 1 POLITICS a choice or decision that
voluntary work | We’re asking for people to help on you make by voting: He’s certainly not going to get
a voluntary basis (=without being paid). | The new my vote! | There were 1,079 votes for Mr. Swanson,
law is supported by many professionals and volun- and 766 for Mr. Reynolds. | You have until 8:00 to
tary organizations. —voluntarily /"vAl@n'tEr@li/ cast your vote (=to vote). 2 an act of making a
adv.
choice or decision by voting: We couldn’t decide,
vol·un·teer1 /"vAl@n'tIr/ Ac v. 1 [I,T] to offer so we took a vote on it. | Congress will put the bill
to do something without expecting any reward: to a vote tomorrow. 3 the vote a) POLITICS the
Ernie volunteered to wash the dishes. | I volun- total number of votes made in an election or the
teered for the job. | Chris volunteers at the local total number of people who vote: Davis won the
food bank. 2 [T] to tell someone something with- election with 57% of the vote. | efforts to win the
out being asked: Michael volunteered the informa- African American/Irish/Jewish vote (=all the votes
tion before I had a chance to say anything. | He of African Americans, Irish people, etc.) b) POLInever volunteers answers in class. 3 [I] to offer to TICS the right to vote: In France, women didn’t get
join the army, navy, etc.: When the war began, my the vote until 1945. 4 vote of confidence the
brother immediately volunteered. | She volunteered action of showing publicly that you support somefor military service. [ORIGIN: 1500—1600 French one
volontaire, from Latin voluntarius, from volun- vot·er /'voUÔø/ n. [C] someone who votes or has
tas “will”]
the right to vote: Let the voters decide the issue.
volunteer2 Ac n. [C] 1 someone who does 'voting booth n. [C] POLITICS an enclosed place
something without being paid, or who is willing to where you can vote without being seen
offer to help someone: We need volunteers to help
look for the children. | Most of the relief work was vouch /vaUtS/ v.
done by volunteers. 2 someone who offers to join vouch for sb/sth phr. v. 1 to say that you have a
the army, navy, or air force
firm belief that something is true or good because
vo·lup·tu·ous /v@'löptSu@s/ adj. a woman who of your experience or knowledge of it: I’ll vouch
is voluptuous has large breasts and a soft curved for the accuracy of that report. 2 to say that you
believe that someone will behave well and that you
body
will be responsible for his/her behavior, actions,
1
vom·it /'vAmIt/ v. [I,T] (formal) if you vomit, food etc.: Don’t worry about Andy – I can vouch for him.
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vouch·er /'vaUtSø/ n. [C] a type of ticket that can
be used for a particular purpose instead of money

vow1 /vaU/ n. [C] a serious promise: marriage
vows | She made a vow to herself that she would
never go back. [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old French
vou, from Latin votum “promise, wish”]
vow2 v. [T] to make a serious promise to yourself
or someone else: Supporters have vowed to continue the protest until Adams is released. | I vowed
(that) I would never drink again.
THESAURUS
promise, swear, take/swear
an oath, pledge ➔ PROMISE 1

vow·el /'vaU@l/ n. [C]

ENG. LANG. ARTS the sounds
represented in English by the letters a, e, i, o, or u,
and sometimes y ➔ CONSONANT [ORIGIN: 1300—
1400 Old French vouel, from Latin vocalis,
from vox “voice”]
voy·age /'vOI-IdZ/ n. [C] 1 a long trip, especially
in a ship or a space vehicle: the voyage from
England to America

THESAURUS
TRAVEL 2

travel, trip, journey ➔

2 voyage of discovery a voyage made by
to find out more about the world or
about something scientific —voyage v. [I] (literary)
voy·eur /vOI'ø/ n. [C] someone who gets sexual
pleasure from secretly watching other people’s
sexual activities —voyeurism /'vOI@"rIz@m/ n.
[U] —voyeuristic /"vOI@'rIstIkX/ adj.
vs. /'vøs@s/ a written abbreviation of VERSUS
VT the written abbreviation of VERMONT
vul·gar /'völgø/ adj. 1 vulgar language, humor,
etc. is not polite because it talks about things such
as sex or going to the toilet in a rude way: vulgar
jokes 2 not showing good judgment about what is
attractive or appropriate: a vulgar display of wealth
[ORIGIN: 1300—1400 Latin vulgaris, from volgus, vulgus “common people”] —vulgarity
/v@l'gær@Ôi/ n. [U]
vul·ner·a·ble /'völn@r@b@l/ adj. easy to harm,
hurt, or attack ANT invulnerable: The army was in
a vulnerable position. | She looked so young and
vulnerable. [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Late Latin vulnerabilis, from Latin vulnus “wound”]
—vulnerability /"völn@r@'bIl@Ôi/ n. [U]
vul·ture /'völtSø/ n. [C] a large wild bird that eats
dead animals
vy·ing /'vaI-IÎ/ v. the present participle of VIE
EXPLORER s,

Ww
W, w /'döb@l"yu, 'döb@yu/ 1 the twenty-third

letter of the English alphabet 2 PHYSICS the written
abbreviation of WATT
W also W. the written abbreviation of WEST or
WESTERN

WA the written abbreviation of WASHINGTON
wack·y /'wæki/ adj. (informal) silly in an amusing
way

wad1 /wAd/ n. [C] 1 a thick pile of thin sheets of

something, especially money: a wad of dollar
bills 2 a thick soft mass of material that has been
pressed together: a wad of bubble gum
wad2 also wad up v. (wadded, wadding) [T] to
press something such as a piece of paper or cloth
into a small tight ball: Aaron wadded up his paper
towel and threw it into the trash.
wad·dle /'wAdl/ v. [I] to walk with short steps,
swinging from one side to another like a duck
—waddle n. [C]
wade /weId/ v. [I,T] to walk through water that is
not deep ➔ WALK 1
wade in/into sth phr. v. to start taking part in a
discussion, argument, attack, etc., in a forceful or
annoying way: Celebrities waded in to complain
about the tabloids.
wade through sth phr. v. to read or deal with a lot
of long and boring written work: Preston was
wading through a 500-page report.
wa·fer /'weIfø/ n. [C] a very thin cookie
waf·fle1 /'wAf@l/ n. [C] a flat bread with a pattern
of deep squares, often eaten for breakfast
waffle2 v. [I] (informal) to be unable to decide what
action to take: He cannot continue to waffle on this
issue.
waft /wAft, wæft/ v. [I,T] to move gently through
the air: The smell of bacon wafted up from the
kitchen.
wag /wæg/ v. (wagged, wagging) [I,T] 1 if a dog
wags its tail, or the tail wags, it shakes from one
side to another 2 to move your head, finger, etc.
from side to side, especially in order to show
disapproval: “Not now,” said Ralph, wagging his
finger at the girls. —wag n. [C]
wage1 /weIdZ/ n. 1 [singular] the amount of
money you earn, usually for each hour that you
work: He earns a good wage. | an hourly wage | the
minimum wage c Don’t say “an annual wage.” Say
“an annual salary.” b 2 wages [plural] the money
you are paid each day, week, or month: Unskilled
workers are paid lower wages.
THESAURUS

➔ PAY 2

pay, income, salary, earnings

W
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wage2 v. [T] to be involved in a war, struggle, or

W

fight against someone or something: The police are
waging a campaign/war against drug pushers.
"wage-'price "spiral n. [C] ECONOMICS a process
in which higher wages lead to an increase in the
cost of producing goods, so that prices rise. Wages
then have to rise again so that people can buy
goods, and this leads to higher and higher prices.
wa·ger1 /'weIdZø/ n. [C] 1 an agreement to risk
money on the result of a race, game, etc.
SYN bet 2 the money that you risk: a $10 wager
wager2 v. [T] to risk money on the result of a race,
game, etc.: Brad wagered $20 on the game.
wag·on /'wæg@n/ n. [C] 1 a strong vehicle with
four wheels, pulled by horses 2 a small CART with
four wheels and a long handle in the front, used as a
toy for children 3 (informal) a STATION
WAGON 4 be on the wagon (informal) to no
longer drink alcohol
'wagon train n. [C] a large group of wagons
traveling together in past times
waif /weIf/ n. [C] someone, especially a child or a
young woman, who is pale and thin and looks as if
s/he does not have a home
wail /weIl/ v. 1 [I] to cry out with a long high
sound because you are in pain or very sad: Somewhere behind them, a child began to wail. 2 [T] to
say something in a loud, sad, and complaining way:
“My money’s gone!” she wailed. 3 [I] to make a
long high sound: Sirens were wailing in the distance —wail n. [C]
waist /weIst/ n. [C] 1 the part in the middle of
your body just above your HIP s: a slim waist 2 the
part of a piece of clothing that goes around your
waist: These pants are too big in the waist.
waist·band /'weIsôbænd/ n. [C] the part of a
skirt, pants, etc. that fastens around your waist
waist·line /'weIsôlaIn/ n. 1 [singular] the measurement around your waist 2 [C] the position of
the waist of a piece of clothing
wait1 /weIt/ v. 1 [I] to not do something until
something else happens, someone arrives, etc.:
Hurry up! Everyone’s waiting. | Wait right here
until I come back. | people waiting for the bus |
Henson has been waiting to hear from Miller.

SPOKEN PHRASES

3 wait a minute/second said in order to ask
someone to wait for a short time: Wait a second –
I’ll get my coat. 4 sb can’t wait/can hardly
wait said to emphasize that someone is very
excited about something and eager for it to happen:
I can’t wait to see the look on his face. 5 sth
can/can’t wait if something can wait, it does not
have to be done immediately. If something can’t
wait, it must be done now: Which bills have to be
paid and which can wait? 6 wait and see used in
order to say that someone should be patient because
s/he will find out about something later, but not
now 7 wait until/till used when you are excited
about telling or showing someone something: Wait
till I tell Janice! 8 wait your turn to wait until it
is your turn to do something

wait around phr. v. to do nothing while you are
waiting for something to happen, someone to
arrive, etc.: I waited around for 10 minutes.
wait on sb phr. v. 1 to serve food to someone at
his/her table, especially in a restaurant 2 wait on
sb hand and foot (humorous) to do everything for
someone
wait up phr. v. 1 to wait for someone to return
before you go to bed: Please don’t wait up for
me. 2 Wait up! (spoken) used to tell someone to
stop and wait for you: Hey, wait up, you guys!
wait2 n. [singular] a period of time in which you
wait for something to happen, someone to arrive,
etc.: a three-hour wait for our flight | They’ll have a
long wait.
wait·er /'weIÔø/ n. [C] a man who serves food in a
restaurant ➔ RESTAURANT
'waiting list also 'wait list n. [C] a list of people
who want to do or buy something, but who must
wait before they can do or have it: Over 500
students are on the waiting list.
'waiting room n. [C] a room for people to wait in,
for example to see a doctor
wait·ress /'weItrIs/ n. [C] a woman who serves
food at the tables in a restaurant ➔ RESTAURANT
waive /weIv/ v. [T] to state officially that a right,
rule, etc. can be ignored: She waived her right to a
lawyer.
waiv·er /'weIvø/ n. [C] an official statement sayUSAGE
ing that a right, rule, etc. can be ignored
Wait is never followed directly by a noun. You
wake1 /weIk/ also wake up v. (past tense woke
must say “wait for”: I’m waiting for a phone call.
/woUk/, past participle woken /'woUk@n/) [I,T] to
Or you can say “wait to do something”: We’re
stop sleeping, or to make someone stop sleeping:
waiting to hear the news.
Try not to wake the baby. | I woke up early.
Expect can be followed directly by a noun. Use
it to say that you strongly believe that something
wake up to sth phr. v. to start to realize and
will come, happen, etc.: I’m expecting a phone
understand a danger, an idea, etc.: The public is just
call. | The police are expecting trouble.
beginning to wake up to the impact of these
Look forward to means to be excited and
changes.
pleased about something that you know is going
2
n. [C] 1 in the wake of/in sth’s wake as
wake
to happen: I’m looking forward to seeing you all.
a result of something: Five councilors resigned in
2 wait tables to serve food to people at their table the wake of the scandal. 2 the track or path made
behind a car, boat, etc. as it moves along: The car
in a restaurant
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left clouds of dust in its wake. 3 the time before a
funeral when people meet to remember the dead
person
wak·en /'weIk@n/ v. [I,T] (formal) to wake, or to
wake someone: The sound had wakened him.

wak·ing /'weIkIÎ/ adj. waking hours/life etc.
all the time when you are awake: He spends every
waking moment with that girl!

walk1 /wOk/ v. 1 [I,T] to move forward by putting

one foot in front of the other: We must have walked
ten miles. | Do you walk to work? | Lori walked into
his office. | tourists walking around the downtown
area ➔ see picture on page A9
THESAURUS

march – to walk like soldiers, with regular steps
stride – to walk with long steps in a determined
way

stroll – to walk in a relaxed way, especially for
pleasure

amble – to walk slowly in a relaxed way
trudge – to walk in a tired way or when it is
difficult to continue walking

limp – to walk with difficulty because one leg is

hurt

wade – to walk through water
hike – to take a long walk in the country,

mountains, etc. ➔ RUN 1, TRAVEL 1

2 [T] to walk through or across a particular area: It’s
not safe to walk the streets at night. | He spent two
years walking the Baja coastline. 3 [T] to walk
somewhere with someone: It’s late – I’ll walk you
home. 4 walk the dog to take a dog outside to
walk 5 walk all over sb (informal) to treat someone very badly: She lets those kids walk all over
her. 6 [I] also walk free (informal) to leave a court
of law without being punished or sent to
prison 7 walk the walk (informal) to do the things
that a particular type of person is expected to do:
She doesn’t call herself a feminist, but she walks
the walk.
walk away phr. v. to leave a bad or difficult
situation: You can’t just walk away from eight years
of marriage!
walk away with sth phr. v. to win something
easily: Bradley won, walking away with $50,000.
walk in on sb phr. v. to go into a place and
accidentally interrupt someone whom you did not
expect to be there
walk into sth phr. v. 1 to hit an object accidentally
as you are walking: She walked straight/right into
a tree. 2 to become involved in an unpleasant
situation without intending to: The soldiers walked
into an ambush. 3 to do something that makes you
seem stupid: You walked straight into that one!
walk off phr. v. to leave someone by walking away
from him/her
walk off with sth phr. v. to steal something, or to
take something by mistake: Someone walked off
with my new jacket!
walk out phr. v. 1 to stop working or leave a
situation as a protest: Most miners have walked

wallow

out. 2 to leave your husband, wife, etc. suddenly:
Mary just walked out on him one day.
walk2 n. 1 [C] a trip that you make by walking:
Let’s go for a walk. | I like to take a walk after
lunch. | It’s only a ten-minute/two-mile walk from
here. 2 [C] a particular path or ROUTE for walking:
popular walks in Yellowstone National Park 3 [singular] the way someone walks: Do you remember
that guy with a funny walk? ➔ WALK OF LIFE
walk·er /'wOkø/ n. [C] 1 a metal frame that old
or sick people use to help them walk 2 someone
who is walking, especially at a particular speed, in
a particular place, etc.: a nice area for walkers |
He’s a fast/slow walker.
walk·ie-talk·ie /"wOki 'tOki/ n. [C] one of a pair
of radios that you can carry with you, and use to
speak to the person who has the other radio
'walk-in adj. big enough for a person to walk
inside: a walk-in closet
'walking stick n. [C] a long thin stick, used to
help support you when you walk
Walk·man /'wOkm@n/ n. [C] (trademark) a small
machine that plays TAPE s and has HEADPHONES ,
that you carry with you to listen to music
"walk of 'life n. (plural walks of life) [C] the
position in society that someone has: The club has
members from all walks of life.
'walk-on n. [C] a small acting part in a play or
movie in which the actor has no words, or an actor
who has this part —walk-on adj.
walk·out /'wOk-aUt/ n. [C] an occasion when
people stop working or leave somewhere as a
protest: City employees staged a walkout.
'walk-up n. [C] (informal) an apartment that you
have to walk up the stairs to, because there is no
ELEVATOR in the building
walk·way /'wOk-weI/ n. [C] a path, often above
the ground, built to connect two parts of a building
or two buildings
wall /wOl/ n. [C] 1 one of the sides of a room or
building: Her bedroom walls were covered with
posters. | We pushed the bed against the wall. 2 an
upright structure made of stone or brick, that
divides one area from another: the wall surrounding the apartment complex 3 the side of something hollow, such as a pipe or tube: the walls of the
blood vessels 4 something that prevents you from
doing something or going somewhere: A wall of
people was blocking my way. [ORIGIN: Old
English weall] —walled adj. ➔ have your back
to/against the wall at BACK 2, drive sb up the
wall at DRIVE 1
wal·let /'wAlIt, 'wO-/ n. [C] a small object that
you keep money in, that is usually made of leather
and that you carry in your pocket or PURSE
wal·lop /'wAl@p/ v. [T] (informal) to hit someone or
something very hard —wallop n. [C]
wal·low /'wAloU/ v. [I] 1 (disapproving) to spend
too long feeling an emotion, especially a negative

W

wallpaper

W
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emotion: You don’t have time to wallow in selfpity. 2 to roll around in mud or water
wall·pa·per /'wOl"peIpø/ n. [U] 1 paper that
you stick onto the walls of a room in order to
decorate it 2 the picture that you have as the
background on the screen of a computer
—wallpaper v. [T]
'Wall Street n. 1 a street in New York City
where the American STOCK EXCHANGE is 2 ECONOMICS the American STOCK EXCHANGE
"wall-to-'wall adj. covering the whole floor: wallto-wall carpeting
wal·nut /'wOlnöt/ n. 1 [C] a slightly bitter nut
with a large light brown shell, or the tree on which
this grows 2 [U] the dark brown wood of this tree
wal·rus /'wOlr@s, 'wAl-/ n. [C] a large sea animal
with two long thick teeth coming down from the
sides of its mouth
waltz1 /wOlts/ n. [C] a fairly slow dance with a
RHYTHM consisting of patterns of three beats, or
the music for this dance [ORIGIN: 1700—1800
German walzer, from walzen “to roll, dance”]
waltz2 v. [I] 1 to dance a waltz 2 (informal, disapproving) to walk somewhere calmly and confidently: Eric waltzed in late again.
wan /wAn/ adj. looking pale, weak, or tired: a wan
smile
wand /wAnd/ n. [C] a thin stick you hold in your
hand to do magic tricks
wan·der /'wAndø/ v. 1 [I,T] to walk slowly
across or around an area, usually without having a
clear direction or purpose: We wandered around
the city. | Homeless people wandered the
streets. 2 [I] also wander off to move away from
where you are supposed to stay: The kids got bored
and started to wander off. 3 [I] to start to talk or
write about something not related to the main
subject that you were talking or writing about
before 4 [I] if your mind, thoughts, etc. wander,
you no longer pay attention to something: He
began to read, but his mind wandered. [ORIGIN:
Old English wandrian] —wanderer n. [C]
wane1 /weIn/ v. [I] 1 if something such as power,
influence, or a feeling wanes, it becomes gradually
less strong or less important: My enthusiasm for the
project was waning. 2 when the moon wanes, you
gradually see less of it ANT wax
wane2 n. on the wane becoming smaller,
weaker, or less important: The show’s popularity is
on the wane.
wan·gle /'wæÎg@l/ v. [T] (informal) to get something by persuading or tricking someone: I managed to wangle an invitation.
wan·na /'wön@, 'wAn@/ a short form of “want
to” or “want a,” used in writing to show how people
sound when they speak: I don’t wanna go.
wan·na·be /'wAn@"bi/ n. [C] (informal) someone
who tries to look, behave, or do something like a
famous or popular person: an Elvis wannabe

want1 /wönt, wAnt, wOnt/ v. [T] to have a desire

or need for something: What do you want for your
birthday? | This is a team that really wants to win. |
Do you want me to read you a story? | Want (=do
you want) a drink? | I can pick it up on my way to
work, if you want (=if you would like that).
want for sth phr. v. to not have something that you
need: Those kids have never wanted for anything.
[ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old Norse vanta]

want2 n. [C,U] something that you desire or need
but do not have: They are dying for want of food
and medicine.

'want ad n. [C] a small advertisement that you put
in a newspaper if you want to employ someone to
do a job

want·ed /'wönôId/ adj. someone who is wanted is
being looked for by the police: He is wanted for
murder.

want·ing /'wönôIÎ/ adj. lacking or missing something that is needed: Security procedures were
found wanting.

wan·ton /'wAnt§n, 'wOn-/ adj. 1 deliberately
causing damage or harm for no reason: wanton
destruction 2 (old-fashioned) sexually uncontrolled: She felt wanton and wild.

war /wOr/ n. [C,U] 1 a time when two or more

countries, or opposing groups within a country,
fight each other with soldiers and weapons
ANT peace: World War II | In 1793, England was
at war with France. | the war with/against
Germany | the soldiers killed in the war | Was it
right to go to war (=take part in a war)? | the war
between the states
THESAURUS

warfare – the activity of fighting in a war – used

especially when talking about particular methods
of fighting: guerrilla warfare
fighting – an occasion when people or groups
fight each other in a war, in the street, etc.: One
thousand people have died since the fighting
began.
conflict – fighting or a war: the conflict in the
Middle East
combat – fighting during a war: The soldiers
were wounded in combat.
action – fighting in a war: He had been killed in
action.
hostilities – fighting in a war: the formal
cessation of hostilities

2 a struggle to control or stop a bad or illegal
activity: the war on/against drugs 3 a situation in
which a person or group is fighting for power,
influence, or control: a trade war [ORIGIN: 1100—
1200 Old North French werre, from Old French
guerre] —war v. [I]
war·ble /'wOrb@l/ v. [I,T] to sing with a high
continuous but quickly changing sound, the way a
bird does

'war crime n. [C] HISTORY a cruel act done during a

warp
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war, that is illegal under international law —war
criminal n. [C]
ward1 /wOrd/ n. [C] 1 a part of a hospital where
people who need medical treatment stay: the maternity ward (=for women who are having babies) | the
children’s ward 2 LAW someone, especially a child,
who is under the legal protection of another person
or of a court of law 3 POLITICS one of the small
areas that a city has been divided into for the
purpose of local elections

ward2 v.

ward sth ↔ off phr. v. to do something to protect

yourself from an illness, danger, attack, etc.: a
spray to ward off insects
war·den /'wOrdn/ n. [C] the person in charge of a
prison
war·drobe /'wOrdroUb/ n. [C] the clothes that
someone has: her large wardrobe

ware·house /'wErhaUs/ n. [C] a large building
for storing large quantities of goods

'warehouse "store n. [C] a type of store that
sells things in large amounts at lower prices than
normal stores

wares /wErz/ n. [plural] (written) things that are for

sale, usually not in a store: craftspeople selling
their wares

war·fare /'wOrfEr/ n. [U] the activity of fighting

in a war – used especially when talking about
particular methods of fighting: guerrilla warfare
(=when small groups of fighters attack a larger
army many times) | The Geneva Convention bans
all forms of chemical/biological/germ warfare.
THESAURUS

war, fighting, conflict ➔ WAR

'war "game n. [C] an activity in which soldiers

fight an imaginary battle in order to test military
plans

war·head /'wOrhEd/ n. [C] the explosive part at
the front of a MISSILE

war·like /'wOrlaIk/ adj. threatening war or attack,
or seeming to like war: a warlike gesture

war·lock /'wOrlAk/ n. [C] a man who has magic
powers, especially to do bad things

war·lord /'wOrlOrd/ n. [C] a leader of an unofficial military or fighting group who controls an area
of land

warm1 /wOrm/ adj. 1 slightly hot, especially in a

pleasant way ANT cool: Are you warm enough? |
warmer weather | a warm bath | They huddled
together to keep warm.
THESAURUS

hot, lukewarm ➔ HOT

2 able to keep in heat or keep out cold: warm
clothes 3 friendly: a warm smile [ORIGIN: Old
English wearm]

THESAURUS
friendly, cordial, amiable,
welcoming ➔ FRIENDLY

—warmly adv.

warm2 also warm up v. [I,T] to become warm or
warmer, or to make someone or something do this:
There’s some soup warming up on the stove. ➔ GLOBAL WARMING

warm to sb/sth also warm up to sb/sth phr. v. to
begin to like someone or something: Bruce didn’t
warm to him as he had to Casey.
warm up phr. v. 1 to do gentle physical exercises
to prepare your body for exercise, singing, etc.: The
girls are warming up before the game. 2 warm
(sth ↔) up if a machine or engine warms up, or if
you warm it up, it becomes ready to work after
being turned on
"warm-'blooded adj. BIOLOGY having a body temperature that remains fairly high whether the temperature around it is hot or cold ➔ COLD-BLOODED :
Mammals are warm-blooded animals.
"warmed 'over adj. 1 food that is warmed over
has been cooked before and then is heated again for
eating 2 an idea or argument that is warmed over
has been used before and is no longer interesting or
useful
"warm-'hearted adj. friendly and kind: a warmhearted old lady
THESAURUS
kind, nice, caring,
compassionate, sympathetic ➔ KIND 2

war·mon·ger /'wOr"möÎgø, -"mAÎ-/ n. [C]

someone who is eager to start a war
—warmongering n. [U]
warmth /wOrmθ/ n. [U] 1 a feeling of being
warm: the warmth of the sun 2 friendliness: the
warmth of her smile
'warm-up n. [C] a set of gentle exercises that you
do to prepare your body for exercise, dancing,
singing, etc.
warn /wOrn/ v. [I,T] to tell someone that something
bad or dangerous might happen, so that s/he can
avoid it or prevent it: A sign warned of/about the
presence of snakes. | I warned you not to walk
home alone. | The label warns that pregnant
women should not drink alcohol.
warn·ing /'wOrnIÎ/ n. [C,U] something that tells
you that something bad or dangerous might happen, so that you can avoid it or prevent it: a
warning of/about the risks involved | The planes
attacked without warning. | a warning to women
over 50 | You’ve been given several warnings
already. | Be aware of warning signs (=pain, etc.
that shows that an illness is coming) such as tiredness and headaches.
THESAURUS
advice, suggestion,
recommendation ➔ ADVICE

warp /wOrp/ v. [I,T] 1 to become bent or twisted,
or to make something do this: The wood had

W

warpath
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warped in the heat. 2 to influence someone in a
THESAURUS
clean, do/wash the dishes,
way that has a harmful effect on how s/he thinks or
scour, scrub, mop, do the laundry, dry clean
behaves ➔ TIME WARP
➔ CLEAN 2
war·path /'wOrpæθ/ n. be on the warpath 2 [I,T] to clean your body with water and usually
(humorous) to be angry about something and want soap: Wash your hands thoroughly. | I’m going
to punish someone for it
upstairs to wash. 3 [I,T] if water, a river, the ocean,
warped /wOrpt/ adj. 1 someone who is warped etc. washes, it flows somewhere or makes somehas ideas or thoughts that most people think are thing move somewhere: waves washing against the
unpleasant or not normal: a warped sense of shore | Floods washed much of the topsoil away. |
humor 2 bent or twisted into the wrong shape: a Their boat washed up/ashore about five miles
south. 4 sth doesn’t/won’t wash (spoken) said
warped door
when you do not believe or accept someone’s
'warp speed n. [U] (informal) a very fast speed
explanation, reasons, etc.: His explanation just
war·rant1 /'wOr@nt, 'wA-/ v. [T] to be a good didn’t wash. 5 wash your hands of sth to
enough reason for something to happen or be done refuse to be responsible for something: Congress
➔ UNWARRANTED : The story doesn’t warrant the can’t wash its hands of this. [ORIGIN: Old English
attention it’s been given.
wascan]
warrant2 n. [C] LAW an official paper, signed by a wash sth ↔ down phr. v. 1 to drink something in
judge, that allows the police to do something, for order to help you swallow food or medicine: He
example ARREST someone or search a building: a washed down a mouthful of toast with coffee. 2 to
warrant for Bryson’s arrest | The local judge clean something using a lot of water: Ted was
washing down the driveway.
issued the warrant.
wash off phr. v. if a substance washes off, you can
war·ran·ty /'wOr@nti, 'wA-/ n. (plural warran- remove it from the surface of something by washties) [C,U] a written promise that a company will ing: Will this paint wash off?
fix or replace something if it breaks after you have wash out phr. v. 1 if a substance washes out, you
bought it: The TV comes with a 3-year warranty.
can remove it from a material by washing it: I don’t
war·ren /'wOr@n, 'wA-/ n. [C] 1 a set of holes know if that ink will wash out. 2 wash sth ↔ out
and passages under the ground, that rabbits live to wash the inside of something: Will you wash out
in 2 a lot of narrow passages in a building or the cups?
between buildings: a warren of corridors
wash up phr. v. to wash your hands: Go wash up
war·ring /'wOrIÎ/ adj. fighting in a war: warring for supper.
factions
wash2 n. 1 [C,U] clothing, sheets, etc. that have
war·ri·or /'wOriø, 'wA-/ n. [C] (literary) a soldier, been washed or that need washing: I did three loads
of wash. | Your blue shirt is in the wash (=being
especially an experienced and skillful one
washed or waiting to be washed). 2 [C] EARTH
'warrior "code n. [C] SOCIAL SCIENCE a set of moral SCIENCES a river in a desert area that has no water in
rules and principles followed by men, especially it most of the time 3 it will all come out in the
those from the highest social class, who live in a wash (spoken) said when you think that a problem
society where they are expected to fight if neces- will be solved without you having to do anything
sary
about it ➔ CAR WASH
war·ship /'wOrSIp/ n. [C] a navy ship with guns wash·a·ble /'wAS@b@l/ adj. able to be washed
wart /wOrt/ n. [C] a small hard raised spot on your without being damaged: a machine washable
sweater
skin caused by a VIRUS
wash·basin
/'wAS"beIs@n/ also wash·bowl
THESAURUS
blemish, bruise, scar, pimple,
/'wASboUl/ n. [C] a SINK
zit, blister, freckle, mole ➔ MARK 2

war·time /'wOrtaIm/ n. [U] the time during

which a war is happening: his wartime experiences

'war-torn adj. being damaged or destroyed by war:
his war-torn homeland

war·y /'wEri/ adj. careful and worried about dan-

ger or problems: Teach children to be wary of
strangers. —warily adv.

was /w@z; strong wöz, wAz/ v. the past tense of
BE

in the first and third person singular

wash1 /wAS, wOS/ v. 1 [T] to clean something
with water and usually soap: She helped Penny
wash the dishes. | Wash the mud off the truck.

wash·cloth /'wASklOθ/ n. [C] a small square
piece of cloth that you use to wash yourself

"washed-'out adj. very tired and pale: the old
man’s washed-out eyes

"washed-'up adj. (informal) someone who is
washed-up is no longer successful: a washed-up
rock star

wash·er

/'wASø/ n. [C] 1 a washing
machine 2 a small ring of plastic or metal that you
put between a NUT and a BOLT , or between two
pipes, to make them fit together tightly

wash·ing /'wASIÎ/ n. [U] clothes, etc. that need to
be washed or have just been washed

watch
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'washing ma"chine n. [C] a machine that
washes clothes

wash·room /'wASrum, -rUm/ n. [C] (oldfashioned) a RESTROOM

was·n’t /'wöz@nt, 'wAz@nt/ v. the short form of
“was not”: He wasn’t there.

WASP, Wasp /wAsp/ n. [C] white Anglo-Saxon
Protestant a white American whose family was
originally from northern Europe, and who is therefore considered to be part of the most powerful
group in society

wasp /wAsp, wOsp/ n. [C] a black and yellow
flying insect similar to a BEE , that can sting you

waste1 /weIst/ n. 1 [singular, U] the use of some-

thing such as money or skills in a way that is not
effective, useful, or sensible: a waste of resources |
My father thought college would be a waste of
time/money. 2 go to waste if something goes to
waste, it is not used: A lot of the food ended up
going to waste. 3 [C,U] unwanted things or substances that are left after you have used something:
household waste | the safe disposal of nuclear/
toxic/hazardous wastes
THESAURUS
GARBAGE

garbage, trash, refuse ➔

waste2 v. [T] 1 to use something in a way that is

not effective, or to use more of it than you should:
Don’t waste electricity! | They wasted a lot of time
trying to fix it themselves. 2 be wasted on sb if
something is wasted on someone, s/he does not
understand it or does not think it is worth anything:
The joke was wasted on him.
waste away phr. v. to gradually become thinner
and weaker because you are sick

USAGE

You look at a picture, person, thing, etc. because
you want to: Hey, look at these jeans.
You see something without planning to: Two
people saw him take the bag.
You watch TV, a movie, or something that
happens for a period of time: Did you watch the
football game last night? | The kids are watching
TV.
You can also say that you saw a movie, a
program, etc., but you cannot say “see
television”: I saw a great movie on TV last night.

2 [T] to be careful about something, in order to
avoid an accident or unwanted situation: Watch
your head – the door’s low. | Watch your weight
(=be careful not to become fat) and exercise. | Why
don’t you watch where you’re going? | Hey, watch
it – you stepped on my toes. 3 watch your
language/mouth/tongue to not say things that
might hurt or offend other people: Watch your
language, Bill, there’s ladies present. 4 [T] to take
care of someone or guard something: Could you
watch the kids for me Saturday night? 5 watch
the clock to keep looking to see what time it is
because you are bored or do not want to work
[ORIGIN: Old English wæccan]
watch (out) for sth phr. v. to look for something,
so that you are ready to deal with it: I watched for
the White Oak exit. | You can ride your bike, but
watch out for cars.
watch out phr. v. used in order to tell someone to
be careful: Watch out! It’s hot!
watch over sth phr. v. to take care of something, or
guard it: The eldest child watches over the younger
ones.

waste3 adj. not being used effectively, or no
longer useful: waste paper

waste·bas·ket /'weIsô"bæskIt/ n. [C] a con-

W

tainer into which you put paper, etc. that you want
to get rid of

wast·ed /'weIstId/ adj. 1 useless: It had been a
wasted trip. 2 (spoken) having drunk too much or
taken drugs: Chuck got wasted at Bryan’s party.

waste·ful /'weIstf@l/ adj. using more than is
needed of something, or using it badly, so that it is
wasted: wasteful packaging on groceries

waste·land /'weIsôlænd/ n. [C,U] 1 an area of
land that is not or cannot be used for anything: a
desert wasteland 2 a place, situation, or time that
has no excitement or interest: Television is a vast
wasteland.

waste·pa·per

bas·ket

"bæskIt/ n. [C] a WASTEBASKET

/'weIsô"peIpø

watch1 /wAtS, wOtS/ v. 1 [I,T] to look at and pay

attention to something or someone: Harry was
watching the game on TV. | I watched him go. |
Watch closely – can you see it moving?

watch2 n. 1 [C] a small clock that you wear on
your wrist or carry in your pocket: Scott looked at
his watch. 2 [singular,U] the process of checking a
situation or a place carefully so that you always
know what is happening and are ready to deal with
it: Police kept a 24-hour watch on the house. |
Several soldiers stood watch. | Douglas kept watch
while the others slept. 3 be on the watch for
sb/sth to be looking and waiting for someone you
might see or something that might happen: Be on
the watch for pickpockets. 4 [C,U] people

watchdog
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employed to guard or protect someone or something, or the fixed period of the day or night when
they do this: the night watch | It was my turn to be
on watch.

watch·dog /'wAtSdOg/ n. [C] 1 a person or
group that makes sure other people follow rules: a
consumer watchdog group 2 a dog that protects
someone’s property

watch·ful /'wAtSf@l/ adj. careful to notice what is
happening, in order to prevent something bad happening: She learned to bake under the watchful
eye of her mother.

watch·mak·er /'wAtS"meIkø/ n. [C] someone
who makes and repairs watches and clocks

watch·man /'wAtSm@n/ n. (plural watchmen
/-m@n/) [C] someone whose job is to guard a
building or area: the night watchman

watch·word /'wAtSwød/ n. [singular] the main
principle or rule that you think about in a particular
situation: The school’s watchword is “a community
of learners.”

wa·ter1 /'wOÔø, 'wA-/ n. 1 [U] the clear colorless

W

liquid that falls from the sky as rain, forms lakes, 'water "cycle n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES a continuous
rivers, and oceans, and is used for drinking, wash- process in which water on the ground or in the
ing, etc.: a drink of water | Mike waded out into the ocean becomes heated by the Sun and changes into
water. | Floods left the area under water. | a cabin very small drops of liquid. These drops rise into the
with no running water (=water from pipes) | fresh air and then fall back onto the ground or into the
water (=from a lake, river, etc., not from an ocean) ocean as rain.
fish ➔ see picture at WATER CYCLE 2 waters [plu- "watered-'down adj. a watered-down statement,
ral] a) EARTH SCIENCES the part of the ocean near or
plan, etc. is not as strong or offensive as a previous
belonging to a particular country: boats fishing in one: a watered-down version of the proposal
Icelandic waters b) EARTH SCIENCES the water in a
particular lake, river, etc.: The waters of the Ama- wa·ter·fall
zon flow into the ocean. 3 in/into hot water in a /'wOÔø"fOl/ n. [C] EARTH
situation in which you have a lot of trouble: My SCIENCES water that falls
brother got into hot water at school. [ORIGIN: Old straight down over a
rock or from the top of a
English wæter]
mountain
water2 v. 1 [T] to pour water on a plant or seeds 'water "fountain n.
in the ground to help them grow 2 [I] if your eyes [C] a piece of equipment
water, they fill with water because they hurt: Her in a public place, that
eyes watered and her throat hurt. 3 [I] if your produces a stream of
mouth waters, it fills with water because you see water that you can drink
something that looks good to eat
from
water sth ↔ down phr. v. 1 to make something wa·ter·front
weaker by adding water: The whiskey had been /'wOÔø"frönt/ n. [C]
watered down. 2 to make an idea, statement, etc. land at the edge of a
less strong so that it does not offend or upset lake, river, etc.: a restaurant on the waterfront
anyone: The bill got watered down in the Senate.
wa·ter·hole /'wOÔø"hoUl/ n. [C] a WATERING
wa·ter·bed /'wOÔø"bEd/ n. [C] a bed made of HOLE
rubber or soft plastic and filled with water
'watering can n. [C] a container with a long
wa·ter·borne /'wOÔø"bOrn/ adj. carried by hollow part on the front for pouring water on plants
water: waterborne bacteria
'watering hole n. [C] (informal) 1 a place such
as a club or BAR where people can buy drinks: the
wa·ter·col·or /'wOÔø"kölø/ n. [C,U] a special students’ favorite watering hole 2 EARTH SCIENCES a
paint mixed with water, or a painting made with small area of water in a dry place, where wild
these
animals go to drink
'water "cooler n. [C] a WATER FOUNTAIN
wa·ter·logged /'wOÔø"lOgd, -"lAgd/ adj. land or
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radio waves 6 make waves (informal) to cause
an object that is waterlogged is so wet it cannot
hold any more water
problems: We have a job to finish, so don’t make
waves, OK? ➔ HEAT WAVE
wa·ter·mark /'wOÔø"mArk/ n. [C] 1 a special
design on a piece of paper, that you can only see wave2 v. 1 [I,T] to move your hand, or something
when it is held up to the light 2 the mark showing
you hold in your hand, from side to side as a signal
the highest level of a lake, river, etc.
or greeting, or to express something: demonstrators
waving their signs | The boys waved at her. | John
wa·ter·mel·on /'wOÔø"mEl@n/ n. [C,U] a large
waved to the waiter, asking for the check. | I waved
round green fruit with juicy dark pink flesh and
goodbye. | One of the cops waved me through/away
black seeds ➔ see picture on page 414
(=moved his hand to show me which way to go).
'water "polo n. [U] a game played in a swimming
➔ see picture on page A8 2 [I] if a flag waves, it
pool, in which two teams of players try to throw a
moves with the wind
ball into their opponents’ GOAL
wave sth ↔ aside phr. v. to refuse to pay attention
wa·ter·proof /'wOÔø"pruf/ adj. not allowing
to a person, or to his/her opinions, questions, ideas,
water to go through: waterproof boots
etc.: “Not true!” she said, waving aside any further
questions.
'water re"sistant adj. not letting water in easily,
but not keeping all water out: a water resistant wave·length /'weIvlEÎkθ/ n. [C] 1 PHYSICS the
watch
size of a radio wave or the distance between two
waves of energy such as sound or light 2 be on
wa·ter·shed /'wOÔø"SEd/ n. 1 [singular] the
the same wavelength (informal) to think in the
point at which an important change happens: The
same way about something as someone else does
beginning of television was a watershed in 20thcentury culture. 2 [C] EARTH SCIENCES the high land wa·ver /'weIvø/ v. [I] 1 to be unsteady: Her
separating two river systems
voice wavered slightly. 2 to become weaker or less
certain: Their faith in me never wavered. 3 to not
wa·ter·side /'wOÔø"saId/ adj. at the edge of a
make a decision because you have doubts: Harland
lake, river, etc.: a waterside restaurant
is wavering between two options.
—waterside n. [singular]
'water "skiing n. [U] a sport in which someone is wav·y /'weIvi/ adj. having waves (=even curved
shapes): wavy hair ➔ see picture on page 462
pulled along on SKI s over water by a boat: Do you
➔ BENT 2
want to go water skiing? —water ski v. [I]
—water skier n. [C]
wax1 /wæks/ n. [U] 1 a thick substance made of
'water "table n. [C] EARTH SCIENCES the level below
fats or oils, used for making things such as
the surface of the ground, where there is water
CANDLE s 2 a natural sticky substance in your ears
wa·ter·tight /'wOÔø"taIt/ adj. not allowing water wax2 v. 1 [T] to put wax on something to protect it
to get in: a watertight container
or make it shine 2 wax romantic/eloquent etc.
to talk eagerly about someone or something you
wa·ter·way /'wOÔø"weI/ n. (plural waterways)
admire, especially for a long time: He waxed nos[C] an area of water, often part of a river, that ships
talgic about the one-room schools of his
can go through
youth. 3 [I] when the moon waxes, it seems to get
wa·ter·works /'wOÔø"wøks/ n. [plural] buildbigger every night ANT wane 4 [T] to use wax to
ings, pipes, and supplies of water that form a public
remove the hair from your legs
water system
"waxed 'paper also 'wax "paper n. [U] paper
wa·ter·y /'wOÔ@ri/ adj. containing too much water:
with a thin layer of wax on it, used for wrapping
watery soup | watery eyes
food
watt /wAt/ n. [C] PHYSICS a unit for measuring
wax·y
/'wæksi/ adj. made of wax, covered in wax,
electrical power: a 100-watt light bulb [ORIGIN:
or feeling like wax: apples with a waxy skin
1800—1900 James Watt]
—waxiness n. [U]
watt·age /'wAÔIdZ/ n. [singular, U] PHYSICS the
1
power of a piece of electrical equipment measured way /weI/ n.
1 ROAD/PATH [C] the road, path, etc. that you have
in watts
to follow in order to get to a particular place: Which
wave1 /weIv/ n. [C] 1 EARTH SCIENCES an area of
way should we go? | Can you mail this on your way
raised water that moves across the surface of the
downtown/home? | Could you tell me the way to
ocean or another large area of water: waves breakthe police station from here? | Ben knows the way. |
ing on the beach 2 a sudden increase in a particuI can give you a ride; it’s on my/the way. | Can you
lar emotion, activity, number, etc.: a recent crime
move your bag; it’s in the way.
wave | a wave of nostalgia for his childhood | a
USAGE
sudden wave of nausea | a great wave of immigrants from Eastern Europe 3 the movement you
Use on the way when you will do something or
make when you wave your hand: She left with a
pass something as you go to a place: I’ll get some
wave of her hand. 4 a part of your hair that curls
gas on the way home.
slightly: a wave in her hair 5 PHYSICS the form in
Use in the way when something is preventing
which some types of energy move: light/sound/
you from getting to the place you are going to: I

W
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couldn’t get out of the driveway because Mark’s
car was in the way.

2 DIRECTION [C] a particular direction: Which way
is north? | Face this way, please.
3 METHOD [C] a manner or method of doing
something or thinking about something: Is there
any way to tell how old it is? | I’d like to tell her in
my own way. | Grief does not affect everyone in the
same way. | Look at the way that guy’s dressed! |
Ryan has a funny way of talking.
THESAURUS

➔ METHOD

W

method, technique, approach

4 in a way/in some ways/in one way used in
order to say that something is partly true: In a way,
I like working alone better.
5 DISTANCE/TIME [singular] the distance or time
between two places or events, especially if it is
long: a long way from home | We have a way to go
yet before we’re done. | Did he actually come all
the way (=the whole distance) from Bali?
6 have/get your way to do what you want even if
someone else wants something different: They
always let that kid get his own way.
7 the way/sb’s way where someone wants to go:
There was a big truck in the way (=preventing
people from going past). | Get out of my way
(=move aside)!
8 get in the way of sth to prevent something
from happening: Don’t let your social life get in the
way of your studying.
9 come a long way to have developed a lot:
Psychiatry has come a long way since the 1920s.
10 be/have a long way to go to need a lot of
time to develop or reach a particular standard:
There is a long way to go before democracy is
accepted there.
11 under way happening or moving: Building
work is scheduled to get under way (=start happening) today.
12 be on the way/its way/sb’s way to be
arriving soon or traveling to a place: The check is
on its way. | Carla’s already on her way here.
13 way around/up a particular order or position
that something should be in: Which way around
does this skirt go? | Make sure all the pictures are
the right way up.
14 give way to sth if one thing gives way to
another thing, this other thing replaces it or controls
it: fear gave way to anger
15 go out of your way to do sth to do something that involves making a special effort, especially for someone else: Ben went out of his way to
help us.
16 you can’t have it both ways used in order to
say that you cannot have the advantages of two
different possible decisions
17 make way a) to move to one side so that
someone or something can pass b) if one thing
makes way for something else, this other thing
replaces it: Several houses were torn down to make
way for a new fire station.

SPOKEN PHRASES

18 by the way said when you want to begin
talking about a new subject that you have just
remembered: Oh, by the way, I saw Marie yesterday.
19 no way! a) used in order to say that you will
definitely not do or allow something: No way am I
letting him know about this. b) used in order to
say that you do not believe something or are surprised by it: “She’s 45.” “No way!”
20 that’s the way used in order to tell someone
that s/he is doing something correctly: Keep your
arms straight out – that’s the way.
21 way to go! used in order to tell someone that
s/he has done something good, or done something
very well ➔ out of the way at OUT 2

[ORIGIN: Old English weg]

way2 adv. 1 long in distance or time: a boat way

out on the lake | a movie made way back before
they used sound 2 way more/bigger/longer
etc. (spoken, informal) a lot more, bigger, longer,
etc.: This test was way harder than the last one.
way·lay /'weIleI/ v. (past tense and past participle
waylaid) [T] to stop someone when s/he is trying to
go somewhere, so that you can talk to him/her, or in
order to rob or attack him/her
"way of 'life n. (plural ways of life) [C] the way
someone lives, or the way people in a society
usually live: the American way of life
"way-'out adj. (spoken) very modern and strange: I
like jazz, but not the way-out stuff.
way·side /'weIsaId/ n. fall/go by the wayside
to stop being successful, important, popular, etc.:
My dream of college fell by the wayside.
way·ward /'weIwød/ adj. not following rules,
and causing problems: a wayward teenager
we /wi/ pron. 1 the person who is speaking and
one or more other people: We went to a movie. | We
live in Dallas. 2 people in general: We know
almost nothing about what causes the disease. | We
all dream of being rich one day.
weak /wik/ adj. 1 not physically strong: He felt
weak and dizzy. | a weak heart | Nina was weak
from/with hunger. 2 not strong in character, and
easily influenced: He’s weak and indecisive. 3 not
having much ability or skill in a particular activity
or subject: I’m good at math, but weak at/in
science. | the team’s weak shooting 4 not having
much power or influence: a weak leader 5 not
being good enough to persuade, influence, or interest people: a weak excuse | a weak joke 6 not
financially successful: the country’s weak
economy 7 containing a lot of water or having
little taste: weak tea [ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old
Norse veikr] —weakly adv.
"weak 'acid n. [C] CHEMISTRY an acid that does not
completely separate into ION s (=atoms with an
electric charge) when it is mixed with water
"weak 'base n. [C] CHEMISTRY a BASE (=a substance that combines with an acid to form a salt)
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that does not completely separate into ION s
(=atoms with an electric charge) when it is mixed
with water, and has a low PH
"weak e'lectrolyte n. [C] CHEMISTRY a liquid that
does not allow electricity to travel through it effectively because it does not contain many ION s
(=atoms with an electric charge)

weak·en /'wik@n/ v. [I,T] 1 to become less pow-

erful or physically strong, or to make someone or
something do this: The disease has weakened her
heart. | a country weakened by war 2 to become
less determined, or to make someone do this: Nothing could weaken her resolve/determination. 3 if
money, the economy, etc. weakens, or if they are
weakened, their value is reduced: the country’s
weakened economy

weak·ling /'wik-lIÎ/ n. [C] (disapproving) someone who is not physically strong

weak·ness /'wiknIs/ n. 1 [C] a fault in some-

one’s character or in a system, organization, design,
etc.: What are your strengths and weaknesses? | a
major weakness in the program 2 [U] the state of
lacking strength in your body or character: weakness in the muscles 3 [U] lack of power, strength,
or influence: moral weakness in our society | the
weakness of our currency 4 a weakness for sth
if you have a weakness for something, you like it
very much even though it may not be good for you:
She’s always had a weakness for chocolate.

wealth /wElθ/ n. 1 [U] a large amount of money

and possessions: their family’s personal wealth | the
nation’s mineral wealth 2 a wealth of sth a lot
of something useful or good: the wealth of information on the Internet

wealth·y /'wElθi/ adj. (comparative wealthier,
superlative wealthiest) 1 having a lot of money or
valuable possessions: a very wealthy man
THESAURUS
rich, well-off, affluent,
well-to-do ➔ RICH

2 the wealthy people who have a lot of money or
valuable possessions

wean /win/ v. [T] BIOLOGY to gradually stop feeding

a baby his/her mother’s milk and start giving him/
her ordinary food
wean sb off/from sth phr. v. to make someone
gradually stop doing something you disapprove of:
He’ll need to be weaned off the drug slowly.
be weaned on sth phr. v. to be influenced by
something from a very early age: young movie
directors who were weaned on MTV videos

weap·on /'wEp@n/ n. [C] 1 something that you

use to fight with, especially a knife or gun: soldiers
carrying their weapons | the danger posed by
nuclear/chemical/biological weapons 2 an action,
piece of information, piece of equipment, etc. that
you can use to win or be successful in doing
something: a new weapon in the fight against
cancer [ORIGIN: Old English wæpen]
—weaponry n. [U]

wear1 /wEr/ v. (past tense wore /wOr/, past participle worn /wOrn/) 1 [T] to have something on

your body, especially clothes or jewelry: Why
aren’t you wearing your glasses? | a girl wearing a
pink sun dress | His wife was wearing black/white/
blue etc. (=wearing black, etc. clothes). 2 [T] to
have your hair in a particular style: Fay wore her
hair in braids. 3 [I,T] to become thinner, weaker,
etc. by continued use, or to make something do
this: He’s worn a hole in his pants already. 4 [T]
to have a particular expression on your face: She
was wearing a smile. 5 wear well to remain in
good condition after a period of time: Expensive
fabrics don’t always wear well. 6 sth is wearing
thin (informal) if an excuse, explanation, opinion,
etc. is wearing thin, it has been used so often that
you no longer believe or accept it 7 wear the
pants (informal) to be the person in a family who
makes the decisions
wear (sth ↔) away phr. v. to gradually become
thinner, weaker, etc., or to make something do this
by using it, rubbing it, etc.: The paint is almost all
worn away. | The water is gradually wearing away
the rock.
wear down phr. v. 1 wear (sth ↔) down to
gradually become smaller, or to make something do
this by using it, rubbing it, etc.: My shoes have
worn down at the heel. 2 wear sb ↔ down to
gradually make someone physically weaker or less
determined: The constant stress is wearing her
down.
wear off phr. v. if pain or the effect of something
wears off, it gradually stops: The anesthesia was
starting to wear off.
wear on phr. v. if time wears on, it passes very
slowly, especially because you are bored: It became
hotter as the day wore on.
wear out phr. v. 1 wear sth ↔ out to become
weak, broken, or useless, or to make something do
this by using it a lot or for a long time: I think these
batteries have worn out. 2 wear sb out to feel
extremely tired, or to make someone feel this way:
You look really worn out. 3 wear out your welcome to stay at someone’s house longer than s/he
wants you to [ORIGIN: Old English werian]

wear2 n. [U] 1 clothes of a particular type, or

worn for a particular activity: evening wear 2 normal damage caused by continuous use over a long
period: Check the tires for wear and tear. 3 the
amount of use you can expect to get from something: You’ll get a lot of wear out of a sweater like
that.

wea·ri·some

/'wIris@m/ also wear·ing
/'wErIÎ/ adj. (formal) making you feel bored, tired,
or annoyed: a wearisome task

wea·ry1 /'wIri/ adj. (comparative wearier, superlative weariest) very tired: She was weary of
arguing. | The nation is weary of war. —wearily
adv. —weariness n. [U]
THESAURUS
tired, exhausted, worn out,
beat, fatigued ➔ TIRED
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weary2 v. (wearied, wearies) [I,T] (formal) to web·cast /'wEbkæst/ v. (past tense and past parti-

W

become very tired or no longer enjoy something, or ciple webcast) [I,T] IT to broadcast an event on the
to make someone feel this way: Jacobs wearied of Internet, at the time the event happens
his job at the bank.
'web page n. [C] IT all the information that you
wea·sel1 /'wiz@l/ n. [C] 1 a samll thin furry can see in one part of a website
animal that kills other small animals 2 (informal) web·site /'wEbsaIt/ n. [C] IT a place on the
someone who has not been loyal to you or has Internet where you can find information about
deceived you
something, especially a particular organization: For
more information, visit our website. ➔ INTERNET
weasel2 v.
weasel out of sth phr. v. (informal) to avoid doing we’d /wid/ 1 the short form of “we had”: We’d
something you should do by using dishonest better go now. 2 the short form of “we would”:
excuses or lies: He’s in court trying to weasel out of We’d rather stay.
his debts.
wed /wEd/ v. (past tense and past participle wedded
weath·er1 /'wEDø/ n. 1 [singular, U] the tempera- or wed, present participle wedding) 1 [I,T] (literary)
ture and other conditions such as sun, rain, and to marry someone 2 be wedded to sth to
wind: What’s the weather like today? | Our flight believe strongly in a particular idea or way of doing
was delayed because of bad weather. | very cold/ things
warm/hot/dry weather 2 under the weather wed·ding /'wEdIÎ/ n. [C] a marriage ceremony,
(informal) slightly sick: I’m feeling a little under the especially one with a religious service: Have you
weather. [ORIGIN: Old English weder]
been invited to their wedding? | a simple wedding
weather2 v. 1 [T] to come through a very diffi- reception (=a special meal or party after a
cult situation without failing: Business was bad, but wedding) | a wedding dress/cake/present
we knew we would weather the storm. 2 [I,T] if a
TOPIC
surface is weathered, the wind, rain, and sun graduAt a wedding ceremony/service the most
ally change its appearance: a weathered stone
important people are the bride (=woman getting
monument | Her face was weathered by the sun.
married) and the groom (=man getting married).
'weather "forecast n. [C] a report on the televiThe best man helps the groom and the maid of
sion or radio that says what the weather will be like
honor and the bridesmaids help the bride. After
—weather forecaster n. [C]
the ceremony, there is usually a reception. Then
the bride and groom go on a honeymoon
'weather vane n. [C] a metal object attached to
(=special vacation). ➔ ENGAGED , MARRIED
the top of a building, that moves to show the
direction the wind is blowing
'wedding ring n. [C] a ring that you wear to show
weave1 /wiv/ v. 1 (past tense wove /woUv/, past that you are married
participle woven /'woUv@n/) [I,T] to make cloth, a
1
CARPET , a basket, etc. by crossing threads or thin wedge /wEdZ/ n. [C] 1 a piece of wood, metal,
etc.
that
has one thick edge and one pointed edge,
pieces under and over each other by hand or on a
used for keeping a door open, splitting wood,
LOOM : traditional basket weaving 2 (past tense
wove, past participle woven) [T] to put many differ- etc. 2 something shaped like a wedge: a wedge of
ent ideas, subjects, stories, etc. together and con- chocolate cake
nect them smoothly: Her novels weave together wedge2 v. [T] 1 to force something firmly into a
suspense and romance. 3 (past tense and past parti- narrow space: We wedged a towel under the door
ciple weaved) [I,T] to move somewhere by turning
to keep the cold air out. 2 wedge sth open/shut
and changing direction a lot: The car was weaving to put something under a door, window, etc. to
in and out of traffic.
make it stay open or shut
weave2 n. [C] the way in which a material is wed·lock /'wEdlAk/ n. (old-fashioned) born out
woven, and the pattern formed by this: a fine weave of wedlock if a child is born out of wedlock,
web /wEb/ n. 1 the Web IT the system that his/her parents are not married when s/he is born
connects together computers around the world so Wednes·day /'wEnzdi, -deI/ (written abbreviathat people can use and find information on the tion Wed.) n. [C,U] the fourth day of the week,
Internet SYN the World Wide Web: popular sites between Tuesday and Thursday: Classes start
on the Web 2 [C] a net of sticky thin threads made Wednesday. | What time are you coming on
by a SPIDER to catch insects: a spider spinning its Wednesday? | I have to work next Wednesday. |
web ➔ see picture at SPIDER 3 a web of sth a Eva had surgery last Wednesday. | We’re all going
closely related set of things that can be very com- out to dinner on Wednesday night. [ORIGIN: Old
plicated: a web of lies
English wodnesdæg, from Woden “Odin” + dæg
webbed /wEbd/ adj. webbed feet or toes have “day”]
skin between the toes ➔ see picture on page A2
wee /wi/ adj. 1 (literary) very small: a wee
web·cam /'wEbkæm/ n. [C] IT a video camera child 2 the wee hours the early hours of the
that is connected to a computer and broadcasts morning, just after MIDNIGHT
images onto a website ➔ see picture on page A6
weed1 /wid/ n. [C] 1 a wild plant that grows
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where you do not want it to grow: She was pulling
weeds in the back yard. 2 like weeds quickly and
in large numbers: Housing developments began to
spring up like weeds.
weed2 v. [I,T] to remove weeds from a place
weed sb/sth ↔ out phr. v. to get rid of people or
things that are not very good: Weaker students were
weeded out of the program.
week /wik/ n. [C] 1 a period of time equal to
seven days, beginning on Sunday and ending on
Saturday: I can’t see you this week. | last/next week
(=the week before or after this one) 2 any period
of time equal to seven days and nights: I’ve been
living here for six weeks. | This is the second time
the Yankees have lost in a week. | I’ll be back a
week from today/tomorrow/Friday (=a week after
today, etc.). | Are you busy the week after next
(=the week that follows next week)? 3 also work
week the part of the week when you go to work,
usually from Monday to Friday: a 40-hour week | I
don’t see the kids much during the week. [ORIGIN:
Old English wicu]
week·day /'wikdeI/ n. (plural weekdays) [C] any
day of the week except Saturday and Sunday
week·end /'wikEnd/ n. [C] Saturday and Sunday:
What are you doing this weekend? | Jerry sees the
children mainly on weekends. | last/next weekend
(=the weekend before or after this one) | We went to
the beach over the weekend (=during the weekend).
week·ly /'wikli/ adj. happening or done every
week: a weekly radio show | weekly meetings
—weekly adv.
THESAURUS

➔ REGULAR 1

hourly, daily, monthly, yearly

week·night /'wiknaIt/ n. [C] any night except
Saturday or Sunday

wee·nie /'wini/ n. [C] (spoken) a HOT DOG
weep /wip/ v. (past tense and past participle wept

/wEpt/) [I,T] (literary) to cry: She wept quietly for a
few moments.
weigh /weI/ v. 1 [linking verb] to have a particular weight: The baby
weighs 12 pounds. |
How much do you
weigh? 2 [T] to measure how heavy someone or something is:
Have you weighed yourself lately? 3 [T] also
weigh up to consider
something
carefully
before making a decision: I had to weigh the
options pretty carefully.
weigh sb ↔ down phr. v. 1 if something weighs
you down, it is heavy and difficult to carry 2 if
you are weighed down by your problems and difficulties, you worry a lot about them: He felt weighed
down by his responsibilities.

weigh in phr. v. 1 to have your weight measured
before taking part in a competition 2 to add a
remark to a discussion or an argument: The chairman then weighed in with his own opinion.
weigh on sb phr. v. to make someone feel worried:
The problem’s been weighing on my mind for a
long time.
weight1 /weIt/ n.
1 WHAT SB/STH WEIGHS [U] how heavy someone
or something is: She’s always worried about her
weight. | Have you lost weight (=become thinner)? |
I think he’s put on some weight (=become fatter). |
I’m watching my weight (=being careful not to gain
weight).
2 HEAVINESS [U] the fact of being heavy: The
weight of her boots made it hard for her to run.
3 HEAVY THING [C] something that is heavy: I can’t
lift heavy weights because of my bad back.
4 RESPONSIBILITY/WORRY [singular] something
that makes you worry: the weight of responsibility |
Selling the house was a great weight off my mind.
5 IMPORTANCE [U] if something has weight, it is
important and influences people: Tina’s opinion
doesn’t carry much weight around here.
6 FOR MEASURING QUANTITIES [C] a piece of
metal weighing a particular amount that is balanced
against something else to measure what it weighs
7 weights [plural] heavy pieces of metal, usually
fixed to a metal bar, that people lift to make their
muscles bigger ➔ WEIGHTLIFTING : I’ve been lifting
weights for years. ➔ pull your weight at PULL 1
weight2 also weight down v. [T] to add something heavy to something or put a weight on it,
especially in order to keep it in place: fishing nets
weighted with lead
weight·ed /'weIÔId/ adj. giving an advantage or
disadvantage to one particular group or activity:
The voting system is weighted against the smaller
parties.
weight·less /'weItlIs/ adj. having no weight,
especially when you are floating in space
—weightlessness n. [U]
weight·lift·ing /'weIt"lIftIÎ/ n. [U] the sport of
lifting weights attached to the ends of a bar
—weight-lifter n. [C]
weight·y /'weIÔi/ adj. important and serious: a
weighty problem
weird /wIrd/ adj. (informal) unusual and strange: I
had a really weird dream. | There’s something
weird about him. | The weird thing is that no one
else seemed to notice.
THESAURUS
strange, funny, peculiar, odd,
bizarre ➔ STRANGE 1

weird·o /'wIrdoU/ n. (plural weirdos) [C] (spoken)
someone who seems strange

wel·come1 /'wElk@m/ interjection said in order to

greet someone who has just arrived: Welcome to
Chicago! | Welcome back – it’s good to see you
again. [ORIGIN: Old English wilcume, from wilcuma “person you are glad to have as a guest”]
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welcome2 adj. 1 if you are welcome in a place,

the other people want you to be there: I had the
feeling I wasn’t really welcome. | They did their
best to make me feel welcome. 2 if something is
welcome, people are pleased that it has happened
because it is useful, pleasant, etc.: a welcome
suggestion | a welcome breeze on a hot day
SPOKEN PHRASES

3 you’re welcome said in order to reply politely
to someone who has just thanked you for something: “Thanks for the coffee.” “You’re welcome.” 4 be welcome to sb/sth used in order to
say that someone can be with someone or have
something if s/he wants to, because you do not
want to: If Rob wants that job, he’s welcome to
it! 5 be welcome to do sth used in order to say
that someone can do something if s/he wants to:
You’re welcome to stay for lunch.

welcome3 v. [T] 1 to say hello in a friendly way

to someone who has just arrived: Jill was welcoming guests at the door. | They welcomed us
warmly. 2 to be glad when something happens or
is done, or to say that you are glad: We would
welcome a change in the law.
welcome4 n. [C] the way in which you greet
someone when s/he arrives at a place: They gave
him a very warm welcome when he returned to
work. ➔ wear out your welcome at WEAR OUT
wel·com·ing /'wElk@mIÎ/ adj. making you feel
happy and relaxed: a welcoming smile
THESAURUS
friendly, warm, cordial,
hospitable ➔ FRIENDLY

weld /wEld/ v. [T] to join metal objects to each

W

though you do not particularly want to do it: I guess
we may as well get started. b) used in order to say
that doing something else would have an equally
good result: The traffic was so bad we might as well
have walked here. 6 very much, or very long in
time: I’m well aware of the problem. | It was well
after 2:00 by the time we finished.
well2 adj. (comparative better, superlative
best) 1 healthy: My mother’s not very well. | I’m a
lot better, thanks. | I hope you get well soon. ➔
HEALTHY 2 all is well/all is not well (formal) used
in order to say that a situation is satisfactory or not
satisfactory: All is not well with their marriage. 3 it’s just as well (that) (spoken) used in
order to say that things have happened in a way that
is lucky or good: It’s just as well I took the train
today – I heard the traffic was really bad. 4 it’s/
that’s all very well (spoken) used in order to say
that you are not happy or satisfied with something:
It’s all very well for you to say you’re sorry, but I’ve
been waiting here for two hours!
well3 interjection 1 used in order to pause before
saying something, or to emphasize what you are
saying: Well, let’s see now, I could meet you on
Thursday. | Well, I mean, you shouldn’t just take
things without asking. | “Jim doesn’t want to
come.” “Well then, let’s go on our own.” 2 also oh
well said in order to show that you accept a
situation even though it is not a good one: Oh well,
at least you did your best. 3 also well, well used
in order to express surprise or amusement: Well, so
Steve got the job. 4 said in order to connect two
parts of a story that you are telling: You know that
guy I was telling you about? Well, he’s been
arrested! 5 Well? used in order to ask someone to
reply to you or tell you what has happened: Well?
What did he say?
well4 n. [C] 1 EARTH SCIENCES a deep hole in the
ground from which water is taken 2 EARTH SCIENCES
a very deep hole in the ground from which oil is
taken
well5 also well up v. [I] (literary) if a liquid wells
up, it rises and may start to flow: Tears began to
well up in her eyes.
"well-ad'justed adj. emotionally healthy and able
to deal well with the problems of life: a happy,
well-adjusted child
"well-'balanced adj. 1 a well-balanced person is
sensible and does not suddenly become angry,
upset, etc. 2 a well-balanced meal or DIET contains all the things you need to stay healthy
"well-be'haved adj. behaving in a polite or
socially acceptable way: a well-behaved child ➔

other by heating them and pressing them together
when they are hot —welder n. [C]
wel·fare /'wElfEr/ Ac n. [U] 1 also Welfare
money paid by the government to people who are
very poor, not working, sick, etc.: Most of the
people in this neighborhood are on welfare. | The
study found that 90 percent of welfare recipients
are employable. 2 someone’s welfare is his/her
health, comfort, and happiness: We’re only concerned with your welfare. | It is our responsibility to
look after the welfare of animals.
we’ll /wil/ the short form of “we will”: We’ll have
to leave soon.
well1 /wEl/ adv. (comparative better, superlative
best) 1 in a good, successful, or satisfactory way:
Did you sleep well? | She doesn’t hear very well. |
Is the business doing well? | I hope your party goes
well. 2 thoroughly or completely: I don’t know her
very well. | Mix the flour and eggs well. 3 as well POLITE
(as sb/sth) in addition to someone or something "well-'being n. [U] a feeling of being comfortable,
else: I’m learning French as well as Ital- healthy, and happy
ian. 4 may/might/could well used in order to
say that something is likely to happen or is likely to "well-brought-'up adj. a child who is wellbe true: What you say may well be true. 5 sb brought-up has been taught to be polite and to
may/might as well do sth (informal) a) used in behave well
order to say that you will do something even "well-'done adj. meat that is well-done has been
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cooked thoroughly ➔ MEDIUM , RARE : He likes his
steak well-done.
"well-'dressed adj. wearing attractive fashionable
clothes: an attractive well-dressed young woman
"well-'earned adj. deserved because you have
worked hard: a well-earned vacation
"well-'fed adj. having plenty of good food to eat:
well-fed children
"well-'groomed adj. someone who is wellgroomed has a very neat and clean appearance: a
well-groomed young man
"well-'heeled adj. (informal) rich

"well-in'tentioned adj. WELL-MEANING
"well-'known adj. known by a lot of people: a
well-known artist

THESAURUS
famous, renowned, noted,
distinguished, eminent ➔ FAMOUS

"well-'meaning adj. intending or intended to be

helpful, but often failing or making things worse:
well-meaning advice
well·ness /'wElnIs/ n. [U] the state of being
healthy: The gym offers a variety of wellness programs (=programs to help people stay healthy).
"well-'off adj. having enough money to have a very
good standard of living: Stella’s family is well-off.

went /wEnt/ v. the past tense of GO
wept /wEpt/ v. the past tense and past participle of
WEEP

we’re /wIr/ the short form of “we are”: We’re
going to the library.

were /wø/ v. a past tense of BE
weren’t /wønt, 'wø@nt/ v. the short form of

“were not”: Why didn’t you tell me that you weren’t
happy?
were·wolf /'wErwUlf/ n. (plural werewolves) [C]
a person in stories who changes into a WOLF
west1, West /wEst/ n. [singular, U] 1 the direction
toward which the Sun goes down: Which way is
west? ➔ see picture at NORTH 1 2 the west the
western part of a country, state, etc.: Rain will
spread to the west later today. | the west of Ireland 3 the West a) the part of the U.S. west of
the Mississippi River b) the countries in North
America and the western part of Europe [ORIGIN:
Old English]
USAGE

"well-'paid adj. providing or receiving a good

Use north/south/east/west of sth in order to
describe where a place is in relation to another
place: Chicago is south of Milwaukee.
Use in the north/south/east/west of sth in
order to say which part of a place you are talking
about: The mountains are in the west of the
province.
Use northern, southern, eastern, western with
the name of a place: They have a cabin in
northern Ontario.
Don’t say “in the north of Ontario.”

well-read /"wEl 'rEdX/ adj. someone who is well-

west2 adj. 1 in, to, or facing the west: four miles

THESAURUS
rich, wealthy, affluent,
well-to-do ➔ RICH

salary: a well-paid job | well-paid executives

read has read many books and knows a lot about
different subjects
"well-'rounded adj. someone who is wellrounded has had a wide variety of experiences in
life
"well-'spoken adj. able to speak in a clear and
polite way
"well-'thought-of adj. liked and admired by
other people
"well-'timed adj. said or done at the most appropriate time: My arrival wasn’t very well-timed.
"well-to-'do adj. rich SYN wealthy: a well-to-do
family
'well-"wisher n. [C] someone who does something to show that s/he wants someone to succeed,
be healthy, etc.: She received hundreds of cards
from well-wishers.
Welsh /wElS/ adj. relating to or coming from
Wales
welt /wElt/ n. [C] a raised mark on someone’s skin
where s/he has been hit
wel·ter /'wEltø/ n. (formal) a welter of sth a
large and confusing number of different details,
emotions, etc.: a welter of information

west of Toronto | the west coast of Florida 2 west
wind a wind coming from the west
west3 adv. 1 toward the west: Go west on I-90 to
Spokane. | The window faces west. 2 out West in
or to the western part of the U.S.: My family moved
out West to Arizona last year.
west·bound /'wEsôbaUnd/ adj. traveling or leading toward the west: westbound traffic | the westbound lanes of the freeway
west·er·ly /'wEstøli/ adj. 1 in or toward the
west: sailing in a westerly direction 2 a westerly
wind comes from the west
west·ern1 /'wEstøn/ adj. 1 in or from the west
part of an area, country, state, etc.: western
Iowa 2 Western in or from the countries in North
America and the western part of Europe: Western
technology ➔ see USAGE box at WEST 1
western2 n. [C] a movie about life in the 19th
century in the American West ➔ MOVIE
west·ern·er, Westerner /'wEstønø/ n. [C]
someone who comes from the western part of a
country or the western HEMISPHERE
"Western 'Europe n. the western part of Europe,
including places such as Great Britain and Italy
—"Western Euro'pean adj.
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west·ern·ized /'wEstø"naIzd/ adj. [only before wharf /wOrf/ n. (plural wharves /wOrvz/) [C] a

W

noun] influenced by and behaving like the people in
structure that is built out into the water so that boats
North
America
and
Western
Europe can stop next to it SYN pier
—westernize v. [T]
what /w@t; strong wöt, wAt/ determiner,
west·ern·most /'wEstøn"moUst/ adj. farthest pron. 1 used in order to ask for information about
something: What are you doing? | What did Ellen
west: the westernmost part of the island
west·ward /'wEstwød/ adj., adv. toward the west say? | What kind of dog is that? | “I didn’t think it
would be like this.” “What do you mean?” 2 used
wet1 /wEt/ adj. (comparative wetter, superlative in order to talk about something that is not known
wettest) 1 covered in or full of water or another or certain: No one knows what happened. | I’m not
liquid ANT dry: Try not to get your feet wet. | a wet sure what to do. 3 the thing which: Show me what
sponge | We were soaking wet (=extremely you bought. | I believe what he told me. 4 used at
wet). 2 rainy: It’s very wet outside. 3 not yet dry: the beginning of a sentence, to emphasize what you
wet paint 4 wet behind the ears (informal) very are saying: What an idiot! | What I need is a nice
young and without much experience —wetness hot bath. 5 have what it takes to have the
n. [U]
ability or courage to do something: Whitman didn’t
➔ guess what/
wet2 v. (past tense and past participle wet or wetted, have what it takes to do the job.
you’ll never guess at GUESS 1, so what? at SO 1
present participle wetting) [T] 1 to make something
wet: Wet this cloth and put it on her fore- SPOKEN PHRASES
head. 2 wet the bed/wet your pants to make 6 what? a) used in order to ask someone to
your bed or pants wet because you URINATE by repeat something that s/he has just said because you
accident
did not hear it very well: “Do you want a fried
'wet suit n. [C] a thick piece of clothing, usually egg?” “What?” b) used when you have heard
made of rubber, that swimmers wear to keep warm someone calling your name and you are asking
him/her what s/he wants: “Anita?” “What?” “Can
when they are in the water
you come here for a minute?” c) used in order to
we’ve /wiv/ the short form of “we have”: We’ve show that you are surprised by what someone has
got to leave by 6:00.
said 7 what about...? a) used in order to make
whack1 /wæk/ v. [T] (informal) to hit someone or a suggestion: What about sending him an
e-mail? b) used in order to introduce a new persomething hard
son or thing into the conversation: What about
THESAURUS
hit, punch, slap, beat, smack,
Patrick? What’s he doing nowadays? 8 What’s
strike ➔ HIT 1
up? used when saying hello to someone you know
well: “Hey, Chris! What’s up?” “Not
whack2 n. (informal) 1 out of whack if a much.” 9 what’s up with sb/sth? used in order
machine or system is out of whack, it is not to ask what is wrong or what is happening: What’s
working correctly 2 take a whack at sth to try up with this printer – does it work? 10 what (...)
to do something: I can’t open this jar; do you want for? a) used in order to ask the reason for someto take a whack at it? 3 [C] the act of hitting thing or purpose of something: What’s this thing
something hard, or the noise this makes
for? b) why: “She’s decided to work part-time.”
whacked /wækt/ also "whacked 'out adj. (spo- “What for?” 11 what if...? a) used in order to
ask what will happen, especially when it could be
ken) 1 very tired 2 behaving in a very strange
something bad or frightening: What if we get stuck
way
out there in the snow? b) used when making a
whale1 /weIl/ n. [C] a very large animal that swims suggestion:
What if you just take that part out of the
in the ocean and breathes through a hole on the top speech? 12 what’s his/her/its name used when
of its head [ORIGIN: Old English hwæl]
talking about a person or thing whose name you
whale2 v.
cannot immediately remember: Is what’s his name
whale on sb/sth phr. v. to start hitting someone or still working here? 13 ...or what? a) used in
order to ask if there is another possibility: Are they
something
whal·er /'weIlø/ n. [C] 1 someone who hunts doing that to save money, or what? b) used in
order to show you are impatient when asking a
whales 2 a boat used for hunting whales
question:
Are
you
coming
now,
or
whal·ing /'weIlIÎ/ n. [U] the activity of hunting what? 14 what’s what the real facts about a
whales
situation that are important to know: She’s been
wham1 /wæm/ interjection 1 said when describing working here long enough to know what’s
the sound of one thing hitting another thing very what. 15 what’s with sb? used in order to ask
hard: The car went wham into the wall. 2 said in why someone is behaving strangely or why someorder to show that something very unexpected sud- thing strange is happening: What’s with Nicky? He
denly happens: Everything is going OK and then, seems really mad. 16 what’s with sth? used in
order to ask the reason for something: What’s with
wham, you lose your job.
all the sad faces?
2
wham n. [C] the sound made when something is
hit very hard
[ORIGIN: Old English hwæt]
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what·cha·ma·call·it /'wötS@m@"kOlIt/ n. [C] "wheeling and 'dealing n. [U] activities that

(spoken) a word you use when you cannot remember the name of something
what·ev·er1 /w@Ô'Evø/ determiner, pron. 1 any or
all of the things that are wanted, needed, or possible: Just take whatever you need. | He needs
whatever help he can get. 2 used in order to say it
is not important what happens, what you do, etc.
because it does not change the situation: Whatever I
say, she always disagrees. 3 ...or whatever (spoken) used in order to refer to other things of the
same kind: You can go swimming, scuba diving, or
whatever. 4 (spoken) used in order to say that you
do not know the exact meaning of something or the
exact name of someone or something: Why don’t
you invite Steve, or whatever he’s called, to supper? 5 whatever you say/think/want (spoken)
used in order to tell someone that you agree with
him/her or will do what s/he wants, especially
when you do not really agree or want to do it:
“How about camping, just for a change?” “OK,
whatever you want.” 6 used as a reply to say that
you do not care what is done or chosen, or that the
exact details of something do not matter: “What
flavor do you want? Strawberry, vanilla...?”
“Whatever.”
whatever2 also what·so·ev·er /"wötsoU'Evø/
adv. used in order to emphasize a negative statement: She had no money whatsoever.
what·not /'wöt§nAt/ n. and whatnot (spoken)
an expression used at the end of a list of things
when you do not want to give the names of everything: Put all your paper, pencils, and whatnot in
this drawer.
wheat /wit/ n. [U] a plant that produces a grain
used for making flour, or this grain [ORIGIN: Old
English hwæte]
whee·dle /'widl/ v. [I,T] to persuade someone to
do something by saying pleasant things that you do
not really mean: She managed to wheedle $15 out
of him.
wheel1 /wil/ n. [C] 1 one of the round things
under a car, bicycle, etc. that turns and allows it to
move: the car’s front/rear wheels ➔ see picture at
BICYCLE 2 a STEERING WHEEL : He had fallen
asleep at the wheel (=while driving). 3 a flat
round part in a machine, that turns when the
machine operates: a gear wheel
wheel2 v. 1 [T] to move something that has
wheels: She wheeled her bike into the garage. 2 [I]
to turn around suddenly: Anita wheeled around
and started yelling at us. ➔ WHEELING AND DEALING
wheel·bar·row /'wil"bæroU/ n. [C] a small
CART with one wheel in the front and two long
handles for pushing it, that you use outdoors to
carry things
wheel·chair /'wil-tSEr/ n. [C] a chair with
wheels, used by people who cannot walk
wheel·ie /'wili/ n. do/pop a wheelie (informal)
to balance on the back wheel of a bicycle or
MOTORCYCLE that you are riding

involve a lot of complicated and sometimes dishonest deals, especially in politics or business
—wheeler-dealer n.
wheeze /wiz/ v. [I] to breathe with difficulty,
making a whistling sound in your chest —wheezy
adj.

THESAURUS
breathe, pant, be short of
breath, be out of breath, gasp for breath,
gasp for air ➔ BREATHE

when /wEn/ adv., conjunction 1 used when asking

what time something will happen: When are we
leaving? | I’ll tell you when to stop. 2 at or during
the time that something happens: He was nine
when his father died. | I was in the shower when the
doorbell rang. | The best moment was when Barnes
scored the winning goal.
THESAURUS

at the time – used in order to talk about a

particular time in the past when two things
happened at the same time: I couldn’t go to the
wedding as I was in New York at the time.
by the time – used in order to say that one
thing has or will have already happened when
something else happens: By the time a child is
five, he will have watched hundreds of hours of
television.
by that time – used in order to mention a
particular time when something has already
happened: She called at six, but by that time we
had already left.

3 after or as soon as something happens: I’ll phone
you when I get home. 4 even though something is
true: Why do you want a new bike when this one is
perfectly good? [ORIGIN: Old English hwanne,
hwenne] ➔ since when at SINCE
when·ev·er /wE'nEvø, w@-/ adv., conjunction 1 every time: Whenever we come here, we see
someone we know. 2 at any time: Come over
whenever you want. 3 (spoken) used in order to
say that it does not matter when something happens: “Should I come over around six?” “Whenever.”
where /wEr/ adv., conjunction 1 at, to, or from a
particular place or position: Where do you live? | I
asked Lucy where she was going. | Do you know
where my glasses are? 2 used in order to ask or
talk about the situation or state of something:
Where do you see yourself in ten years? | Where do
we go from here (=what do we do now)? [ORIGIN:
Old English hwær]
where·a·bouts1 /'wEr@"baUts, "wEr@'baUts/
adv. (spoken) used to ask in a general way where a
place is: Whereabouts do you live?
where·a·bouts2 /'wEr@"baUts/ n. [U] the place
where someone or something is: His whereabouts
are still a mystery.
where·as /wEr'æz; weak wEr@z/ Ac conjunction
(formal) used in order to say that although something is true of one thing, it is not true of another:

W
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Nowadays the trip takes six hours, whereas then it
took several weeks. | Stafford had years of experience, whereas Lufkin was new to the job.
where·by /wEr'baI/ Ac adv. (formal) by means
of which, or according to which: The government
passed a law whereby all children receive free
education.
where·in /wEr'In/ adv., conjunction (formal) in
which place or part: The San Francisco house,
wherein he and his family live, was damaged by the
earthquake.
where·u·pon /"wEr@'pAn, 'wEr@"pAn/ conjunction (formal) after which: One of them called the
other a liar, whereupon a fight broke out.
wher·ev·er /wEr'Evø/ adv., conjunction 1 to or
at any place: If you could go wherever you wanted
to in the world, where would you go? | Sit wherever
you like. 2 wherever possible when it is possible to do something: We try to use locally produced food wherever possible. 3 (spoken) used at
the beginning of a question to show surprise: Wherever did you find that old thing?
where·with·al /'wErwI"DOl, -"θOl/ n. the
wherewithal to do sth the money or ability you
need in order to do something: He just didn’t have
the wherewithal to do more with his life.
whet /wEt/ v. (whetted, whetting) whet sb’s
appetite (for sth) to make someone want more of
something by letting him/her try it or see what it is
like
wheth·er /'wEDø/ conjunction 1 used when talking about a choice between different possibilities:
He asked her whether she was coming. | I couldn’t
decide whether or not I wanted to go. 2 used in
order to say that something definitely will or will
not happen in spite of what the situation is:
Whether you like it or not, you have to take that
test.
whew /hwyu, hwu/ interjection said when you are
surprised, very hot, or feeling glad that something
bad did not happen: Whew! That was close!
which /wItS/ determiner, pron. 1 used in order to
ask or state what things you mean when a choice
has to be made: Which of these books is yours? |
Ask him which one he wants.
USAGE

Which and what are both used when you are
asking about one thing out of a number of
possible things.
Use which when the answer is one of a limited
set of possible things: Which house does Tom live
in?
Use what when there are a very large number of
possibilities: What’s his name? | What is the
answer to question 12?
Which can be followed by “of,” but what cannot:
Which of these dresses do you like best?

2 used in order to show what specific thing or
things you mean: This is the book which I told you
about. 3 used in order to add more information

about something, especially in written language
after a COMMA : The house, which was completed
in 1856, was famous for its huge marble
staircase. | The train only takes two hours, which is
quicker than the bus. [ORIGIN: Old English
hwilc]
which·ev·er /wI'tSEvø/ determiner, pron. 1 used
in order to say that it does not matter which person
or thing is chosen because the result will be the
same: You get the same result whichever way you
do it. 2 any of a group of things or people: You can
have whichever you like best.
whiff /wIf/ n. [C] a smell of something that is not
strong: As she walked past, I caught a whiff of
(=smelled) her perfume.
while1 /waIl/ n. a while a period of time, especially a short one: Can you wait a while? | For a
while, I worked in the Sales Department. | I’ll be
back in a little while. [ORIGIN: Old English hwil]
➔ AWHILE , worth your while at WORTH 1
while2 conjunction 1 during the time that something is happening: They arrived while we were
having dinner. | I like to listen to music while I’m
taking a bath. 2 in spite of the fact that
SYN although: While it was a good school, I was
not happy there. 3 used in order to say that,
although something is true of one thing, it is not
true of another SYN whereas: That region has
plenty of water, while this one has little water.
while3 v. while away the hours/evenings/
days etc. to spend time in a pleasant and lazy
way: We whiled away the summer evenings talking.
whim /wIm/ n. [C] a sudden desire to do or have
something, especially when there is no good reason
for it: I went to visit her on a whim.
whim·per /'wImpø/ v. [I] to make low crying
sounds because you are sad, frightened, or in pain:
The dog ran off whimpering. —whimper n. [C]
whim·si·cal /'wImzIk@l/ adj. unusual or strange
and often amusing: whimsical drawings
whine /waIn/ v. [I] 1 to complain in a sad annoying voice about something: Stop whining! | She was
whining about how hard her life is. 2 to make a
long high sound because you are in pain or
unhappy: The dog was whining at the door.
—whine n. [C]
whin·ny /'wIni/ v. (whinnied, whinnies) [I] if a
horse whinnies, it makes a high sound
whip1 /wIp/ n. [C] a long thin piece of rope or
leather with a handle, used for making animals
move faster, or for hitting people as a punishment
whip2 v. (whipped, whipping) 1 [T] to hit a
person or animal with a whip 2 [I] to move suddenly or violently: Bill whipped around to see what
was happening. 3 [T] (informal) to move something
with a quick sudden movement: He whipped out a
gun. 4 whip sb/sth into shape (informal) to
make a system, group of people, etc. start to work
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in an organized way 5 [T] to mix cream or the
clear part of an egg very hard until it becomes stiff
SYN beat: Whip the cream until thick.
whip up phr. v. 1 whip sb ↔ up to try to make
people feel strongly about something: The speech
was an attempt to whip up opposition to the
plan. 2 whip sth ↔ up (informal) to quickly make
something to eat: I could whip up a salad.
whip·lash /'wIplæS/ n. [U] a neck injury caused
when your head moves forward and back again
suddenly and violently, especially in a car accident
whip·ping /'wIpIÎ/ n. [C] a punishment given to
someone by hitting him/her, especially with a whip
whir /wø/ v. (past tense and past participle whirred,
present participle whirring) [I] if a machine whirrs, it
makes a continuous low sound —whir n. [singular]:
the whir of a lawnmower
whirl1 /wøl/ v. [I,T] to turn or spin around very
quickly, or to make someone or something do this:
He whirled her around the dance floor.
THESAURUS
turn, twist, spin, twirl, swivel,
go around, revolve, rotate ➔ TURN 1

whirl2 n. 1 give sth a whirl (informal) to try

something that you are not sure you are going to
like or be able to do 2 [singular] a lot of activity of
a particular kind: a whirl of social activity 3 be in
a whirl to feel very excited or confused about
something 4 [C usually singular] a spinning movement, or the shape of a substance that is spinning: a
whirl of dust
whirl·pool /'wølpul/ n. [C] a powerful current of
water that spins quickly and pulls things down into
it
whirl·wind /'wøl"wInd/ n. 1 a whirlwind
romance/tour etc. something that happens much
more quickly than usual 2 [C] an extremely strong
wind that moves quickly with a circular movement,
causing a lot of damage 3 a whirlwind of
activity/emotions etc. a situation in which you
quickly experience a lot of different activities or
emotions one after another
whisk1 /wIsk/ v. [T] 1 to mix liquids, eggs, etc.
very quickly, using a fork or a whisk ➔ BEAT ,
WHIP : Whisk the yolks and sugar in a bowl. ➔ see
picture on page A5 2 to quickly take something or
someone somewhere: They whisked her off to the
hospital.
whisk2 n. [C] a small kitchen tool made of curved
pieces of wire, used for whisking eggs, cream, etc.
whisk·er /'wIskø/ n. 1 [C] one of the long stiff
hairs that grow near the mouth of a cat, mouse, etc.
➔ see picture on page A2 2 whiskers [plural] the
hair that grows on a man’s face
whis·key /'wIski/ n. (plural whiskeys or whiskies) [C,U] a strong alcoholic drink made from
grain, or a glass of this drink [ORIGIN: 1700—
1800 Irish Gaelic uisce beathadh and Scottish
Gaelic uisge beatha “water of life”]
whis·per /'wIspø/ v. 1 [I,T] to speak or say

something very quietly, using your breath rather
than your voice: He leaned over to whisper something to her. | “I love you,” she whispered in his
ear. 2 [I] (literary) to make a soft sound: The wind
whispered in the trees. —whisper n. [C]: She
spoke in a whisper.
whis·tle1 /'wIs@l/ v. 1 [I,T] to make a high or
musical sound by blowing air out through your lips:
Adam whistled to/at me from across the
street. 2 [I] to make a high sound by blowing into a
whistle: The referee whistled and the game
began. 3 [I] to move quickly with a high sound:
Bullets were whistling through the air. 4 [I] to
make a high sound when air or steam is forced
through a small hole: a whistling kettle
whistle2 n. [C] 1 a small object that produces a
high sound when you blow into it: The referee blew
his whistle. 2 a high sound made by blowing air
through a whistle, your lips, etc. ➔ blow the
whistle (on sb) at BLOW 1
white1 /waIt/ adj. 1 having the color of milk, salt,
or snow: white paint 2 belonging to the race of
people with pale skin who were originally from
Europe: The suspect is a young white man. 3 looking pale because of illness, strong emotion, etc.:
Are you OK? You’re as white as a sheet
(=extremely pale). [ORIGIN: Old English hwit]
—whiteness n. [U]
white2 n. 1 [U] the color of milk, salt, or snow:
She was dressed completely in white. 2 [C] also
White someone who belongs to the race of people
with pale skin who were originally from
Europe 3 [C,U] the part of an egg which surrounds
the YOLK and becomes white when cooked
"white 'blood cell n. [C] BIOLOGY one of the cells
in your blood that fights against infection ➔ RED
BLOOD CELL

'white-bread adj. (informal) relating to people
who are white and who have traditional American
values, and who are often considered boring: a
white-bread suburban family
"white-'collar adj. [only before noun] white-collar
workers have jobs in offices, banks, etc. rather than
jobs in factories, building things, etc. ➔ BLUECOLLAR

'White House n. 1 the White House the offi-

cial home in Washington, D.C., of the President of
the U.S. 2 [singular] the President of the U.S. and
the people who advise the President: The election
resulted in a Democratic White House. —White
House adj.: a White House spokesperson
"white 'lie n. [C] (informal) a lie that is not very
important, especially one that you tell in order to
avoid hurting someone’s feelings
"white 'light n. [U] PHYSICS all the different colors
of light in the SPECTRUM mixed together, so that
they appear white. Sunlight is an example of white
light.
whit·en /'waIt§n/ v. [I,T] to become white, or to
make something do this
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"White 'Pages n. the White Pages the white

W

part of a telephone DIRECTORY , containing the
names, addresses, and telephone numbers of people
with telephones ➔ YELLOW PAGES
"white 'trash n. [U] (informal) an insulting expression meaning white people who are poor and
uneducated
white·wash /'waIt§wAS, -wOS/ n. 1 [C usually
singular] an attempt to hide the true facts about a
serious accident or illegal action: One magazine
called the report a whitewash. 2 [U] a white liquid
mixture used for painting walls, fences, etc.
—whitewash v. [T]
white·wa·ter /'waIt§"wOÔø, -"wA-/ n. [U] a part
of a river that looks white because the water is
flowing very quickly over rocks
whit·tle /'wIÔl/ v. 1 [I,T] to cut a piece of wood
into a particular shape by cutting off small
pieces 2 [T] also whittle down to gradually
make something smaller by taking parts away: I’ve
whittled down the list of guests from 30 to 16.
whittle sth away also whittle away at sth phr.
v. to gradually make something smaller or less
effective: Congress has been whittling away at our
freedom of speech.
whiz1 /wIz/ v. (whizzed, whizzing, whizzes) [I]
(informal) to move very quickly: Marty whizzed
past us on his motorbike.
whiz2 n. [C] (informal) someone who is very skilled
at something
'whiz kid n. [C] (informal) a young person who is
very skilled or successful at something
who /hu/ pron. 1 used in order to ask or talk about
which person is involved, or what the name of a
person is: “Who is that?” “That’s Amy’s brother.” |
Who locked the door? | I know who sent you that
card. 2 used in order to add more information
about someone: That’s the woman who owns the
house. | She asked her English teacher, who had
studied Latin. [ORIGIN: Old English hwa]
whoa /woU, hwoU, hoU/ interjection 1 used in
order to tell someone to become calmer or do
something more slowly 2 used in order to show
that you are surprised or that you think something
is impressive
who’d /hud/ 1 the short form of “who had”: The
doctors were treating a young girl who’d been
attacked. 2 the short form of “who would”: Who’d
know where I can get tickets?
who·dun·it /hu'dönIt/ n. [C] (informal) a book,
movie, etc. about a murder, in which you do not
find out who the murderer is until the end
who·ev·er /hu'Evø/ pron. 1 used in order to talk
about someone when you do not know who s/he is:
Whoever did this is in big trouble. 2 used in order
to show that it does not matter which person does
something: Whoever gets there first can find a
table.
whole1 /hoUl/ n. 1 the whole of sth all of

something: The whole of the morning was
wasted. 2 on the whole generally or usually: On
the whole, life was much quieter after John
left. 3 as a whole used in order to say that all the
parts of something are being considered: We must
look at our educational system as a whole. 4 [C
usually singular] something that consists of a number
of parts, but is considered as a single unit: Two
halves make a whole. [ORIGIN: Old English hal
“healthy, unhurt, complete”]
whole2 adj. 1 all of something SYN entire: She
drank a whole bottle of wine. | The whole thing
(=everything about a situation) just makes me
sick. 2 complete and not divided or broken into
parts: Place a whole onion inside the chicken.
whole·heart·ed /"hoUl'hArÔIdX/ adj. involving
all your feelings, interest, etc.: You have our wholehearted support. —wholeheartedly adv.
'whole note n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a musical note
that continues for as long as two HALF NOTE s
"whole 'number n. [C] MATH a number such as 0,
1, 2, etc. that is not a FRACTION
whole·sale /'hoUlseIl/ adj. 1 relating to the sale
of goods in large quantities, usually at low prices,
to people or stores that then sell them to other
people ➔ RETAIL : a wholesale price 2 (disapproving) affecting almost everything or everyone, and
often done without any concern for the results: the
wholesale destruction of the rainforest
—wholesale adv. —wholesaler n. [C]
whole·some /'hoUls@m/ adj. 1 likely to make
you healthy: a good wholesome breakfast 2 considered to be morally good or acceptable: a nice
clean wholesome kid
'whole wheat adj. whole wheat flour or bread is
made using every part of the wheat grain, including
the outer layer
who’ll /hul/ the short form of “who will”: This is
Denise, who’ll be your guide today.
whol·ly /'hoUli/ adv. (formal) completely: The club
is wholly responsible for the damage.
THESAURUS
completely, absolutely,
totally, entirely ➔ COMPLETELY

whom /hum/ pron. 1 (formal) the object form of

“who”: To whom am I speaking? | He spoke to a
man with whom he used to work. 2 many/all/
some etc. of whom many, all, etc. of the people
just mentioned: They had four sons, one of whom
died young.
whoop /hup, wup/ v. [I] to shout loudly and in a
happy way —whoop n. [C]
whoops /wUps/ interjection said when you make a
small mistake, drop something, or fall
whoosh /wUS, wuS/ v. [I] (informal) to move very
fast with a soft rushing sound: Cars whooshed past.
—whoosh n. [C]
whop·per /'wApø/ n. [C] (informal) something
that is unusually large
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whop·ping /'wApIÎ/ adj. [only before noun] (informal) very large: a whopping 28% increase

who’re /'huø, hUr/ the short form of “who are”:
Who’re those two guys?

who’s /huz/ 1 the short form of “who is”: Who’s
sitting next to Josh? 2 the short form of “who
has”: That’s Karl, the guy who’s studied in Brazil.

whose /huz/ possessive adj., pron. 1 used in order
to ask which person or people a particular thing
belongs to: Whose jacket is this? 2 used in order
to show the relationship between a person and
something that belongs to that person: That’s the
man whose house burned down.

who’ve /huv/ the short form of “who have”
why /waI/ adv., conjunction 1 for what reason:

Why are these books so cheap? | Why haven’t you
finished it yet? | I don’t know why she won’t talk to
me. 2 why don’t you/why doesn’t he etc. ...?
(spoken) used in order to make a suggestion: Why
don’t you try this one? 3 why not? (spoken) a) used in order to ask someone why s/he has
not done something: “I haven’t done my homework.” “Why not?” b) used in order to agree to do
something: “Do you want to come along?” “Yeah,
why not?”
WI the written abbreviation of WISCONSIN
wick /wIk/ n. [C] the
string on a CANDLE or
in an oil lamp, that is
burned
wick·ed
/'wIkId/
adj. 1 morally bad or
evil: the wicked stepmother in the story of
Cinderella
THESAURUS
BAD 1

bad, evil, immoral, wrong ➔

2 bad in a way that is amusing: a wicked grin | his
wicked sense of humor 3 (slang) very good: a
wicked concert
wick·er /'wIkø/ adj.
made
from
thin
dry branches woven
together: a wicker basket
/waId/
wide1
adj. 1 measuring a
large distance from one
side to the other
ANT narrow: a wide
street | The quake was
felt over a wide area. |
Roberto’s face broke
into a wide grin.
2 measuring a particular
distance from one side to the other: The bathtub’s
three feet wide and five feet long. | How wide is the
door? 3 including a lot of different people, things,

or situations: We offer a wide range of vegetarian
dishes. | We want to reach a wider audience. 4 happening among many people or in
many places: The trial was given wide coverage in
the media. | We fear that the fighting will develop
into a wider conflict. 5 statewide/citywide/
company-wide etc. affecting all the people in a
place: Teen drug use is a citywide problem. 6 wide difference/gap etc. a large and
noticeable difference: wide differences of opinion
[ORIGIN: Old English wid]
wide2 adv. 1 completely, or as much as possible:
Somebody left the door wide open. | It was 3 a.m.,
but I was wide awake. | The guards stood with their
legs wide apart. | He stretched his arms wide,
waiting for her hug. 2 wide open a competition,
election, etc. that is wide open can be won by
anyone: The presidential race is still wide
open. 3 away from the point you were aiming at:
His shot went wide.
wide·ly /'waIdli/ adv. 1 in a lot of different
places, or by a lot of people: Are these products
widely available? | Salinger is widely known as the
author of “The Catcher in the Rye.” 2 to a large
degree SYN a lot: Taxes vary widely from state to
state.
wid·en /'waIdn/ v. [I,T] 1 to become wider, or to
make something wider ANT narrow: His eyes widened in fear. | The old trail was widened into a
road. 2 to become greater or larger, or to make
something do this: The gap between low and high
incomes began to widen after 1974.
wide·spread /"waId'sprEdX/ Ac adj. happening in many places: the widespread use of illegal
drugs | This type of fish is widespread throughout
South East Asia.
wid·ow /'wIdoU/ n. [C] a woman whose husband
has died and who has not married again: She’s the
widow of the late Thomas Franklin.
wid·owed /'wIdoUd/ adj. a widowed person is
someone whose husband or wife has died: my
widowed mother/father
wid·ow·er /'wIdoUø/ n. [C] a man whose wife
has died and who has not married again
width /wIdθ, wItθ/ n. [C,U] the distance from one
side of something to the other: the width of the
window | It’s ten inches in width. ➔ see picture at
DIMENSION

wield /wild/ v. [T] 1 wield power/influence/
authority etc. to have a lot of power, influence,
etc., and use it: During the Middle Ages, the
Church wielded a lot of influence. 2 to hold a
weapon or tool that you are going to use

wife /waIf/ n. (plural wives /waIvz/) [C] the

woman that a man is married to ➔ HUSBAND : This
is my wife Elaine. | He had two children with his
first wife.
Wi-Fi, wi-fi /'waI faI/ n. [U] (trademark) IT a way
of connecting computers to the Internet or to a
network, without using wires
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wig /wIg/ n. [C] artificial hair that you wear on

W

your head ➔ TOUPEE [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 periwig type of wig (16—21 centuries), from Old
Italian perrucca “hair, wig”]
wig·gle /'wIg@l/ v. [I,T] to make small movements
from side to side or up and down, or to make
something move this way: Wiggle your toes.
—wiggle n. [C]
wig·wam /'wIgwAm/ n. [C] a type of tent that
was used in past times by some Native Americans
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Abnaki and Massachusett
(Native American languages) wikwam]
wik·i /'wIki/ n. [C,U] IT a WEB PAGE , or series of
web pages, which can be written or changed by the
people who use that website
wild1 /waIld/ adj. 1 wild animals or plants live or
grow in a natural state, without being controlled by
people ANT tame: wild horses | wild flowers ➔
NATURAL 1 2 showing strong uncontrolled emotions
such as excitement, anger, or happiness: a wild look
in her eyes | wild laughter | The kids were wild with
excitement. 3 (spoken) exciting, interesting, or
unusual: Sarah’s party was wild. | a wild haircut 4 [only before noun] done or said without
knowing all the facts or thinking carefully about
them: a wild guess 5 be wild about sb/sth
(informal) to like someone or something very much:
I’m not too wild about his movies. 6 a wild card in
a game can represent any card that you want it to
be 7 a wild area of land is in a completely natural
state and does not have farms, towns, etc. on it
wild2 adv. 1 run wild to behave in an uncontrolled way because you have no rules or people to
control you 2 go wild to suddenly become very
noisy and active because you are excited or angry:
The crowd went wild when the Giants won.
wild3 n. in the wild in an area that is natural and
not controlled or changed by people ➔ CAPTIVITY :
The reserve gives protection to animals that live in
the wild.
wil·der·ness /'wIldønIs/ n. [singular, U] a large
area of land that has never been built on or used for
growing crops or raising animals: the Alaskan wilderness
"wild 'goose "chase n. [singular] a situation in
which you waste a lot of time looking for something that cannot be found
wild·life /'waIldlaIf/ n. [U] animals and plants
that live in natural conditions
wild·ly /'waIldli/ adv. 1 extremely: Baseball is
wildly popular. 2 in a very uncontrolled or excited
way: The crowd cheered wildly.
wiles /waIlz/ n. [plural] things you say or tricks
you use in order to persuade someone to do what
you want
will1 /w@l, @l, l; strong wIl/ modal verb 1 used in
order to make the future tense: Kathy will be there
tomorrow. | What time will she get here? | I’ll (=I
will) go shopping later. 2 used in order to say that
you are ready or willing to do something: I’ll do

whatever you say. | Vern said he won’t (=will not)
work for Joe. 3 used in order to ask someone to do
something: Will you do me a favor? 4 used in
CONDITIONAL sentences that use the present tense:
If it rains, we’ll (=we will) have the barbecue in the
clubhouse. 5 used like “can” to show what is
possible: This car will seat 5 people. 6 used in
order to say what always happens, or what is
generally true: Accidents will happen. 7 Will
you... (spoken) used to give an order: Will you shut
up!
will2 /wIl/ n. 1 [C,U] the determination to do what
you have decided to do: He’s lost the will to live. | a
woman of high intelligence and strong will 2 [C] a
legal document that shows who you want to have
your money and property after you die: Grandma
Stacy left me $7,000 in her will. | Have you made a
will? 3 [singular] what someone wants to happen in
a particular situation: No one can force him to stay
here against his will (=if he does not want
to). 4 at will whenever you want, and in whatever
way you want: They can just change their policies
at will. 5 where there’s a will there’s a way
(spoken) used in order to say that if you are determined enough you will succeed
will3 v. [T] 1 to try to make something happen by
thinking about it very hard: He shut his eyes,
willing her to win. 2 to officially give something
to someone after you die: She willed the house to
her son.
will·ful, wilful /'wIlf@l/ adj. (disapproving) doing
what you want even though people tell you not to: a
willful child —willfully adv.
will·ing /'wIlIÎ/ adj. 1 be willing to do sth to
be prepared to do something: How much are they
willing to pay? 2 eager to do something: They
were willing participants in the fraud.
—willingness n. [U] —willingly adv.
wil·low /'wIloU/ n. [C] a tree with very long thin
branches, that grows near water ➔ see picture on
page A10

wil·low·y /'wIloUi/ adj. tall, thin, and graceful
will·pow·er /'wIl"paUø/ n. [U] the ability to

make yourself do something even if it is difficult or
unpleasant: I don’t have the willpower to diet.
wil·ly-nil·ly /"wIli 'nIli/ adv. something that happens to you willy-nilly happens whether you want
it to or not
wilt /wIlt/ v. [I] if a plant wilts, it becomes soft and
bends because it needs water or is old
wil·y /'waIli/ adj. good at using tricks in order to
get what you want: a wily politician
wimp /wImp/ n. [C] (informal) someone who is
weak and afraid: Don’t be such a wimp. —wimpy
adj.

wimp2 v.

wimp out phr. v. (spoken) to not do something that
you intended to do, because you do not feel brave
enough, strong enough, etc.
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win1 /wIn/ v. (past tense and past participle won
/wön/, present participle winning) 1 [I,T] to be the
best or first in a competition, game, election, etc.
ANT lose: Who do you think will win the Super
Bowl? | Dad won at chess again. | Marcy’s team
won by 3 points. | We could not have won the war
without them.
THESAURUS

come in first – to win a competition, game, etc.
be/come in first/second etc. place – used to
describe someone’s position at the end of a race

be in the lead or be ahead – to be winning at

a particular time during a competition
be victorious (formal) – to be the winner in a
battle or competition
triumph (formal) – to gain a victory or success,
especially after a difficult struggle
prevail (formal) – if a person, idea, or principle
prevails, s/he or it achieves success after a
struggle
the winning team/horse etc. – the one that
wins
If you are the champion or you hold the record
for something, you are the person who has
beaten all other people in a series of competitions.

2 [T] to earn a prize at a competition or game:
Thorpe won a gold medal. | I won $200 playing
poker. 3 [T] to get something good because of all
your efforts and skill SYN gain: Dr. Lee’s work won
her the admiration of scientists worldwide. [ORIGIN: Old English winnan “to work, fight”]
win out phr. v. to succeed after being unsuccessful
for a long time: Sooner or later, good sense will win
out.
win sb ↔ over phr. v. to persuade someone to like
you or support you
win2 n. [C] a victory or success, especially in a
sport: a record of seven wins and six losses

wince /wIns/ v. [I] to suddenly change the expres-

sion on your face when you see or remember
something painful or embarrassing: I still wince at
the memory of how badly I sang.
winch /wIntS/ n. [C] a machine with a rope or
chain, used for lifting heavy objects —winch v. [T]
wind1 /wInd/ n. 1 [C,U] the air outside when you
can feel it moving around you: An icy wind blew
through the open door. | Expect strong winds and
rain tomorrow. | a gust of wind (=a short strong
wind) | A cold east/west etc. wind (=from the east,
etc.) was blowing.
THESAURUS

breeze – a light wind
gust – a sudden strong movement of wind
gale – very strong wind ➔ RAIN 1, SNOW 1

2 get wind of sth to find out about something
private or secret 3 [C] your ability to breathe
easily: Rae got the wind knocked out of her (=was
hit in the stomach and could not breathe for a short
time). 4 the winds the people in an ORCHESTRA
or band who play musical instruments that you

blow into, such as the
English]

FLUTE

[ORIGIN: Old

wind2 /waInd/ v. (past tense and past participle
wound /waUnd/) 1 [I,T] to turn or twist something
several times around something else: Don’t wind
the cord around the iron. 2 [T] also wind up to
make a machine, toy, clock, etc. work by turning a
small handle around several times: I forgot to wind
my watch. 3 [I] if a road, river, etc. winds, it curves
or bends many times
wind down phr. v. to gradually end: The party
started winding down after midnight.
wind up phr. v. 1 to be in a bad situation or place
after a lot has happened: Most of them wound up in
prison. 2 wind sth ↔ up to end an activity,
meeting, etc.: It’s almost 5:00 – we’d better wind
things up.

Wind·break·er /'wInÄ"breIkø/ n. [C] (trade-

mark) a type of coat that protects you from the wind

wind·chill fac·tor /'wInÄtSIl "fæktø/ n. [U]
the effect the wind has in cold weather, making the
temperature even colder

wind·ed /'wIndId/ adj. having difficulty breathing
because you have exercised too much or have been
hit in the stomach

wind·fall /'wInÄfOl/ n. [C] an amount of money
that you get when you do not expect it

wind·ing /'waIndIÎ/ adj. having bends or curves:
a long winding river

wind in·stru·ment /'wInd "Instr@m@nt/ n. [C]

a musical instrument such as the FLUTE that you
play by blowing into it
wind·mill /'wInÄ"mIl/
n. [C] a tall structure
with parts that are
turned by the wind, used
to crush grain or make
electricity
win·dow /'wIndoU/ n.
[C] 1 a space or an area
of glass in the wall of a
building or vehicle, that
lets in light: Can I open/
close/shut
the
window? | He was
looking/gazing out the
window. | I could see
her face in the window (=on the other side of the
window). 2 IT one of the areas on a computer
screen where different programs are operating
[ORIGIN: 1200—1300 Old Norse vindauga, from
vindr “wind” + auga “eye”]

'window "dressing n. [U] 1 an attempt to make

something seem better than it really is 2 the art of
arranging things in a store window so that they look
attractive to customers

win·dow·pane /'wIndoU"peIn/ n. [C] a whole
piece of glass used in a window
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'window "shopping n. [U] the activity of look- wink /wIÎk/ v. [I] to

W

ing at goods in store windows without intending to
buy them
win·dow·sill /'wIndoU"sIl/ n. [C] a shelf at the
bottom of a window
wind·pipe /'wInÄpaIp/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the tube
through which air passes from your throat to your
lungs
wind·shield /'wInÄSild/ n. [C] the large window
at the front of a vehicle
'windshield "wiper n. [C] a long thin object that
moves across a windshield to remove rain
wind·surf·ing /'wInÄ"søfIÎ/ n. [U] the sport of
sailing across water by standing on a special board
and holding onto a large sail ➔ see picture on page A4
wind·swept /'wInÄswEpt/ adj. 1 a place that is
windswept is often very windy and has few or no
trees or buildings to protect it 2 made messy by
the wind: windswept hair
wind·y /'wIndi/ adj. if it is windy, there is a lot of
wind: It’s been windy all day. | a windy beach
wine1 /waIn/ n. [C,U] an alcoholic drink made
from GRAPE s, or a type of this drink: a glass of
red/white wine | a fine selection of wines [ORIGIN:
Old English win, from Latin vinum]
wine2 v. wine and dine to entertain someone
with good food, wine, etc.
wine·glass /'waInglæs/ n. [C] a tall glass with a
thin stem, used for drinking wine
win·er·y /'waIn@ri/ n. (plural wineries) [C] a place
where wine is made and stored
wing1 /wIÎ/ n. [C] 1 the part of a bird’s or insect’s
body used for flying: The ducks started flapping
their wings. ➔ see picture on page A2 2 one of the
large flat parts that stick out of the sides of an
airplane and help it stay in the air ➔ see picture at
AIRPLANE 3 one of the parts that a large building is
divided into: the east wing of the library 4 POLITICS
a group of people within a political party or other
organization who have a particular opinion or aim
➔ LEFT-WING , RIGHT-WING : the liberal wing of the
Democratic Party 5 take sb under your wing to
help or protect someone younger or less experienced than you 6 waiting in the wings ready to
be used, or ready to do something: At least two
potential buyers are waiting in the wings. 7 the
wings [plural] the side parts of a stage, where
actors are hidden from people watching the play
wing2 v. wing it (informal) to do something without any planning or preparation: We’ll just have to
wing it.

close and open one eye
quickly, usually to show
that you are joking or
being friendly: “Don’t
tell Mom,” he said,
winking at her. —wink
n. [C]: He smiled and
gave her a wink.
win·ner /'wInø/ n.
[C] 1 someone who
wins something: The
winner will receive
$5,000. | a Nobel Prize
winner | the winner of
the Boston Marathon 2 (informal) someone or
something that is likely to be successful: His new
movie looks like a winner.
win·ning /'wInIÎ/ adj. 1 the winning person or
thing is the one that wins a competition or game:
the winning team | the winning run | I’m on a
winning streak (=continuing to win). 2 winning
smile/charm/personality etc. a feature you
have that makes people like you
win·nings /'wInIÎz/ n. [plural] money that you
win in a game or competition
win·now /'wInoU/ also winnow down v. [I,T] to
make a list, group, or quantity smaller by getting
rid of the things that you do not need or want: We
eventually winnowed down the list of twenty candidates to three.
winnow sth ↔ out phr. v. to get rid of the parts of
something that you do not need or want: The
changing environment winnowed out the creatures
who could not adapt.
win·o /'waInoU/ n. (plural winos) [C] (informal)
someone who drinks a lot of alcohol and lives on
the streets
win·some /'wIns@m/ adj. (literary) pleasant and
attractive: a winsome smile
win·ter /'wInôø/ n. [C,U] the season between fall
and spring, when the weather is coldest: The park
closes in the winter. | I’m going skiing this winter. |
last/next winter (=the winter before or after this
one) [ORIGIN: Old English]
win·ter·time /'wInôø"taIm/ n. [U] the time
when it is winter
win·try /'wIntri/ adj. cold or typical of winter: a
wintry day
win-'win situ"ation n. [C] a situation that will
end well for everyone involved in it
wipe /waIp/ v. [T] 1 also wipe off to clean
something by rubbing it with a cloth or against a
winged /wIÎd/ adj. having wings: winged insects soft surface: Could you wipe off the table? | Wipe
feet on the mat before you come in. 2 to
wing·span /'wIÎspæn/ n. [C] the distance from your
remove
dirt, water, etc. from something with a cloth
the end of one wing to the end of the other
or your hand: He wiped the sweat from his face. |
wing·tip /'wIÎtIp/ n. [C] 1 a type of man’s shoe wiping away her tears 3 to remove all the sound,
with a pattern of small holes on the toe 2 the end film, or information from something such as a tape,
of an airplane’s or bird’s wing
CD, or computer HARD DRIVE
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wit

wipe out phr. v. 1 wipe sb/sth ↔ out to destroy wise2 v.
or remove someone or something completely: Fires
wise up phr. v. (informal) to realize the truth about a
wiped out half of the city. 2 wipe sb ↔ out
situation: Corporations should wise up and realize
(informal) to make you feel extremely tired: All that
that employees aren’t machines.
running wiped me out. 3 (spoken) to fall or hit
wise·crack
/'waIzkræk/ n. [C] (informal) a quick,
something when driving a car, riding a bicycle, etc.
funny, and often slightly unkind remark
wipe sth ↔ up phr. v. to remove liquid from a
THESAURUS
surface using a cloth: Wipe up this mess!
joke, gag, one-liner, quip,
witticism
➔ JOKE 1
wip·er /'waIpø/ n. [C] a WINDSHIELD WIPER
wire1 /waIø/ n. 1 [U] metal that is long and thin 'wise guy n. [C] (informal) an annoying person who
like thread: a wire fence 2 [C] a long thin piece of
thinks that s/he knows more than s/he really does
metal that is used to carry electricity: a telephone
wish1 /wIS/ v. 1 [T] to want something to happen
wire 3 [C] (old-fashioned) a TELEGRAM
even though it is unlikely: I wish they’d hurry up! |
wire2 v. [T] 1 also wire up to connect electrical
I wish (that) I could remember his name. 2 [I,T]
wires so that a piece of equipment will work: I’m
(formal) to want to do something: I wish to make a
almost finished wiring up the alarm. 2 to fasten
complaint. 3 [T] to say that you hope someone
two or more things together using wire 3 to send
will be happy, successful, lucky, etc.: Wish me
money electronically 4 (old-fashioned) to send a
luck! 4 I/you wish! (spoken) said when you do
TELEGRAM
not think something is true or possible, but you
want it to be: “I’m going to get a role in his new
wire·less /'waIølIs/ adj. IT relating to a system of
movie.” “Yeah, you wish!”
communication that does not use electrical or telewish for sth phr. v. to want something to happen,
phone wires: wireless Internet connections
or want to have something, especially when it
wire·tap /'waIø"tæp/ v. (wiretapped, wiretapseems unlikely: If you could have anything, what
ping) [I,T] to secretly listen to someone’s telephone
would you wish for? [ORIGIN: Old English
conversations by attaching electronic equipment to
wyscan]
the wires of his/her telephone —wiretap n. [C]
2
n. [C] 1 the act of wishing for something
wir·ing /'waI@rIÎ/ n. [U] the network of wires that wish
that you want, or the thing that you wish for: Close
form the electrical system in a building, vehicle, or
your eyes and make a wish! | Did you get your
piece of equipment: You need to replace the wiring.
wish? 2 (formal) a desire for something: It’s
wir·y /'waI@ri/ adj. 1 someone who is wiry is thin
important to respect the wishes of the patient. | He
but strong 2 wiry hair is stiff and curly
left school against his parents’ wishes (=his parents
did not want him to leave school). | I had no wish to
wis·dom /'wIzd@m/ n. [U] 1 good judgment and
see him. 3 best wishes a friendly phrase that you
the ability to make wise decisions based on your
write before your name in cards and letters
knowledge and experience 2 question/doubt
the wisdom of (doing) sth used to say that you wish·bone /'wISboUn/ n. [C] a Y-shaped chicken
think something is not sensible: Many experts
bone that two people pull apart in order to find out
question the wisdom of sending these men to
who will get his/her wish
prison.
"wishful 'thinking n. [U] a way of thinking that
'wisdom tooth n. [C] BIOLOGY one of the four
is based on what you want to happen rather than
large teeth at the back of your mouth that do not
what is likely to happen
grow until you are an adult
wish·y-wash·y /'wISi "wASi, -"wOSi/ adj. (informal, disapproving) a wishy-washy person does not
wise1 /waIz/ adj. 1 based on good judgment and
have firm or clear ideas, and seems unable to
experience: It’s wise to leave before the traffic gets
decide what s/he wants
too heavy. | a wise decision 2 a wise person makes
good decisions and gives good advice because s/he wisp /wIsp/ n. [C] 1 a small thin amount of hair,
has a lot of experience: a wise leader
grass, etc.: A wisp of hair had escaped from under
THESAURUS
her hat. 2 a small thin line of smoke or cloud
intelligent, smart, bright,
—wispy adj.
brilliant ➔ INTELLIGENT
3 be none the wiser a) to not understand some- wist·ful /'wIsôf@l/ adj. slightly sad because you
cannot have something you want: a wistful expresthing even though it has been explained to you:
sion —wistfully adv.
They sent me on a training course, but I’m still
none the wiser. b) used to say that no one will find wit /wIt/ n. 1 [U] the ability to say things that are
funny and smart 2 [C] someone who has this
out about something bad someone has done: He
ability 3 wits [plural] your ability to think quickly
could have taken the money, and we would have
and make the right decisions: Without a gun, he
been none the wiser. 4 price-wise/time-wise
knew he’d have to rely on his wits. | Somehow,
etc. (informal) used for saying which feature of a
Austin kept his wits about him (=thought quickly
situation you are referring to: It would have been a
and dealt with a difficult situation). 4 be at your
problem transportation-wise. [ORIGIN: Old
English wis] —wisely adv.
wits’ end to be upset because you have tried
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everything possible to solve a problem 5 scare
sb out of his/her wits to frighten someone very
much
witch /wItS/ n. [C] a woman who has magic
powers, especially to do bad things
witch·craft /'wItSkræft/ n. [U] the use of magic,
usually to do bad things
THESAURUS
magic, sorcery, black magic,
the occult, voodoo ➔ MAGIC 1

'witch "doctor n. [C] a man who is believed to be

W

able to cure sick people using magic, especially in
some parts of Africa
'witch hunt n. [C] (disapproving) an attempt to find
and punish people whose opinions, political beliefs,
etc. are considered to be wrong or dangerous
with /wIθ, wID/ prep. 1 used in order to show that
two or more people or things are together in the
same place: She went to the beach with her
friends. | Put this bag with the others. | eggs mixed
with milk | Make sure you take an umbrella with
you. 2 having, possessing, or carrying something:
a boy with a broken arm | Where’s the dish with the
blue pattern? 3 because of something, or as a
result of something: Connie smiled with pride. | The
room was bright with sunlight. 4 including: Your
dinner comes with fries. 5 using something, or by
means of something: Don’t eat with your fingers! |
What will you buy with the money? 6 used in order
to say what covers or fills something: I prefer a
pillow filled with feathers. | His hands were covered
with blood. 7 relating to something: What’s wrong
with the radio? | Be careful with that glass. 8 supporting someone or sharing his/her opinion: I agree
with you. | You’re either with me or against
me. 9 used to say who or what someone has a
particular feeling toward: She’s in love with
you. 10 used to say which other person, group, or
country is involved in an action or activity: He’s
always arguing with his son. | the war with Germany 11 used to say how someone does something, or how something happens: The fuel has to
be handled with great care. 12 at the same rate as
something else, and because of it: The wine will get
better with age. 13 be with me/you (spoken) to
understand what someone is saying: Are you with
me? 14 employed by someone: Jack has been
with the company for 25 years. 15 used to talk
about the position of someone’s body: He stood
with his back to the wall.
with·draw /wIθ'drO, wID-/ v. (past tense withdrew /-'dru/, past participle withdrawn /-'drOn/)
1 [T] to take money out of a bank account: He
withdrew $200 from his savings account. 2 [T] to
stop giving support or money to someone or something: Congress threatened to withdraw support for
the space project. 3 [I,T] to stop taking part in a
competition, race, etc., or to leave an organization:
She was withdrawn from Winston Academy. | The
third candidate has withdrawn.
THESAURUS
QUIT

quit, give up, drop out ➔

4 [I,T] if soldiers withdraw from an area, they leave
it: American troops were gradually withdrawn. 5 [T] if you withdraw a threat, request,
proposal, etc., you say that you no longer intend to
do what you said or no longer want what you asked
for: We have withdrawn our offer to buy the company.
with·draw·al /wIθ'drO@l/ n. 1 [C,U] the action
of taking money out of a bank account, or the
amount you take out: I’d like to make a withdrawal, please. 2 [C,U] the action of moving an
army, its weapons, etc. away from the area where it
was fighting: Many people are calling for the
withdrawal of troops. 3 [U] the action of not
continuing to give something: Their leader was
threatened with the withdrawal of U.S. aid. 4 [U]
the act of no longer taking part in an activity or
being a member of an organization: Hanson’s withdrawal from the competition surprised everyone. 5 [U] the pain, bad feelings, etc. that someone
suffers when s/he stops regularly taking a drug:
Many people have withdrawal symptoms when
they quit smoking.
with·drawn /wIθ'drOn/ adj. quiet, and not wanting to talk to people: As the years passed, he
became increasingly withdrawn.
with·er /'wIDø/ also wither away v. [I] 1 if a
plant withers, its leaves become dry and it starts to
die 2 to become weaker and then disappear: Our
morale eventually withered away.
with·hold /wIθ'hoUld, wID-/ v. (past tense and
past participle withheld /-'hEld/) [T] to refuse to
give someone something: They said McShane had
withheld information from Congress.
with·in /wI'DIn, wI'θIn/ adv., prep. 1 during the
period of time mentioned, or before the period of
time ends: The movie should start within the next
five minutes. | Within a month of meeting him, I
knew I was in love. 2 less than a certain distance
from a particular place: We need a hotel within a
mile of the airport. 3 inside an organization, society, or group of people: There have been a lot of
changes within the department since I
joined. 4 according to particular limits or rules:
You must drive within the speed limit.
with·out /wI'DaUt, wI'θaUt/ adv., prep. 1 not
having a particular thing: I can’t see anything
without my glasses. | They went without food and
water for two days. 2 not having someone with
you: Why did you leave without me? | We can’t
finish this job without Jake. 3 not doing a particular thing: He left without saying goodbye. | Suddenly, without warning, Griffin turned and
ran. 4 not showing a particular emotion: The
mayor announced his resignation without bitterness.
with·stand /wIθ'stænd, wID-/ v. (past tense and
past participle withstood /-'stUd/) [T] to not be
harmed or affected by something: The buildings
have withstood earthquakes since 1916.
wit·ness1 /'wIt§nIs/ n. [C] 1 someone who saw
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an accident or a crime: Unfortunately, there were
no witnesses to the robbery. 2 LAW someone who
describes in a court of law what s/he knows about a
crime: He asked the witness how well she knew the
defendant. | Michael was a crucial witness for the
prosecution. 3 someone who watches another person sign an official document, and then signs it also
to prove this
witness2 v. [T] 1 to see something happen, especially an accident or a crime: Few people actually
witnessed the event.
THESAURUS

➔ SEE

see, notice, behold, observe

2 to watch someone sign an official document, and
then sign it also to prove this
'witness stand n. [C] the place in a court of law
where a witness answers questions
wit·ti·cism /'wIÔ@"sIz@m/ n. [C] a smart and
amusing remark
THESAURUS
joke, gag, wisecrack,
one-liner, quip, pun, funny story ➔ JOKE 1

wit·ty /'wIÔi/ adj. (comparative wittier, superlative
wittiest) smart and funny: a witty young man | a

witty response
THESAURUS

funny, amusing, humorous,
comical ➔ FUNNY 1

wives /waIvz/ n. the plural of WIFE
wiz·ard /'wIzød/ n. [C] 1 a man who has magic

powers 2 also wiz /wIz/ (informal) someone who
is very good at doing something: a computer wizard
wiz·ened /'wIz@nd/ adj. old and having dry skin
with a lot of WRINKLE s (=lines)
wk. the written abbreviation of WEEK
wob·ble /'wAb@l/ v. [I] to move from side to side
in an unsteady way —wobbly adj.: a wobbly chair
—wobble n. [C]
THESAURUS

➔ SHAKE 1

shake, tremble, shiver, quiver

woe /woU/ n. 1 woes [plural] (formal) problems

that are affecting someone: the country’s economic
woes 2 [U] (literary) great sadness
woe·be·gone /'woUbI"gOn, -"gAn/ adj. looking
very sad
woe·ful /'woUf@l/ adj. 1 very bad or serious: the
woeful state of the economy 2 (literary) very sad: a
woeful goodbye —woefully adv.: woefully inadequate facilities
wok /wAk/ n. [C] a large round pan, used especially
in Chinese cooking
woke /woUk/ v. the past tense of WAKE
wo·ken /'woUk@n/ v. the past participle of WAKE
wolf1 /wUlf/ n. (plural wolves /wUlvz/) [C] a wild
animal similar to a large dog

wolf2 also wolf down v. [T] (informal) to eat
something very quickly: She wolfed down a couple
of hamburgers.

wom·an /'wUm@n/ n. (plural women /'wImIn/)
1 [C] an adult female person ➔ MAN : Who was that
woman you were talking to? | Ireland’s first woman
president | single women 2 [singular] women in
general: It’s not safe there for a woman traveling
alone. [ORIGIN: Old English wifman, from wif
“woman, wife” + man “person”]

wom·an·hood /'wUm@n"hUd/ n. [U] the state of
being a woman, or the time when a female person
is an adult ➔ MANHOOD

wom·an·iz·er /'wUm@"naIzø/ n. [C] a man who
tries to have sexual relationships with many different women

wom·an·kind /'wUm@n"kaInd/ n. [U] women
considered together as a group

womb /wum/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the part of a female’s

body where her baby grows before it is born
SYN

uterus

wom·en /'wImIn/ n. the plural of WOMAN
won /wön/ v. the past tense and past participle of
WIN

won·der1 /'wöndø/ v. [I,T] 1 to think about

something that you are not sure about, and try to
guess what is true, what will happen, etc.: I wonder
if she knows we’re here. | I wonder how Wendy’s
feeling today. | We wondered where you’d
gone. 2 I was wondering if/whether (spoken) a) used in order to ask someone if s/he would
like to do something: We were wondering whether
you’d like to come with us. b) used in order to
politely ask for something: I was wondering if I
could use your phone. 3 to doubt whether someone or something is good or true: I began to
wonder about this business of his. 4 to be surprised by something: I wonder why she didn’t call
the police.

wonder2 n. 1 [U] a feeling of admiration and

surprise: They listened to Lisa’s story in/with wonder. 2 no wonder (spoken) said when you are not
surprised about something: No wonder you feel sick
– you ate a whole pizza! 3 [C usually plural] something that is very impressive: the wonders of modern technology

wonder3 adj. [only before noun] very good and
effective: a new wonder drug

won·der·ful /'wöndøf@l/ adj. extremely good
SYN great: Congratulations! That’s wonderful
news! | We had a wonderful time. —wonderfully

adv.

THESAURUS
good, excellent, outstanding,
exceptional, superb ➔ GOOD 1
nice, great, fantastic ➔ NICE

won’t /woUnt/ v. the short form of “will not”: Dad
won’t like it.
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wont1 /wOnt, woUnt/ adj. be wont to do sth woo·zy /'wuzi/ adj. (informal) feeling weak and
(formal) to be likely to do something

unsteady

SYN

dizzy

wont2 n. as is sb’s wont (formal) used in order to word1 /wød/ n.
say that it is someone’s habit to do something

woo /wu/ v. [T] 1 to try to persuade someone to

do something such as support you, vote for you, or
buy something from you: Politicians were busy
wooing voters. 2 (old-fashioned) to try to persuade
a woman to love you and marry you
wood /wUd/ n. 1 [C,U] the material that trees are
made of, which is used to make things: polished
wood floors | The table was made from three
different types of wood. 2 the woods [plural] a
small forest: I went for a walk in the woods.
➔ knock on wood at KNOCK 1
wood·chuck /'wUdtSök/ n. [C] a GROUNDHOG
wood·ed /'wUdId/ adj. covered with trees
wood·en /'wUdn/ adj. made from wood: a
wooden bench ➔ see picture at MATERIAL 1
wood·land /'wUdl@nd, -lænd/ n. [C,U] an area of
land that is covered with trees
wood·peck·er /'wUd"pEkø/ n. [C] a bird that
uses its long beak to make holes in trees

W

wood·wind /'wUd"wInd/ n. [C usually plural] ENG.
LANG. ARTS

the group of musical instruments that
you play by blowing and pressing KEY s
wood·work /'wUdwøk/ n. [U] 1 the parts of a
building that are made of wood 2 the skill of
making wooden objects
wood·y /'wUdi/ adj. looking, smelling, tasting, etc.
like wood: woody plants
woof /wUf/ interjection the sound a dog makes
when it BARK s
wool /wUl/ n. [U] 1 the soft thick hair of a sheep,
used for making cloth and YARN 2 material made
from wool: a wool skirt | wool blankets ➔ see picture
at MATERIAL 1

wool·en /'wUl@n/ adj. made of wool: woolen
socks

wool·ens /'wUl@nz/ n. [plural] clothes that are
made from wool

wool·y /'wUli/ adj. made of or feeling like wool: a
wooly hat

1 LANGUAGE PART [C] a group of sounds or letters
that have a particular meaning: “Casa” is the
Spanish word for “house.” | Write a 500-word
essay about your family. | I know the tune, but not
the words.
2 STH SAID/WRITTEN [C] something that you say
or write: Tell us what happened in your own
words. | Promise you won’t say a word (=not say
anything) about the accident to John.
3 not believe/hear/understand a word used to
emphasize that you do not believe or cannot hear
any part of what someone is saying: I didn’t understand a word you said.
4 STATEMENT [C] something important that someone says to you: Mr. Gleeson would like a word
with you in his office. | Can I give you a word of
caution/advice/encouragement etc. (=used when
you want to warn someone not to do something,
give them some advice, etc.)? | Mr. Martin will now
say a few words (=make a short speech).
5 in other words used when you are repeating a
statement in a clearer way: Some people aren’t
demonstrative. In other words, they don’t express
their feelings.
6 NEWS [singular, U] a piece of news or a message:
The word is the company’s closing its offices in
Houston. | Have you had any word from your
lawyers yet? | The group went on television to
spread the word (=tell other people the news)
about child abuse. | Many people learned about the
band by word of mouth (=because someone told
them about the band).
7 sb’s word someone’s promise or statement that
something is true: I give you my word; we’ll take
good care of him. | I trust him to keep his word. |
The money’s all there — take my word for it
(=believe what I say is true). | He’s a man of his
word (=does what he promises to do).
8 swear/dirty/cuss word a word that is considered to be offensive or shocking by most people
9 word for word in exactly the same words:
That’s not what he said word for word, but it’s
close.
10 put in a good word for sb to try to help
someone get or achieve something by saying good
things about him/her to someone else: Could you
put in a good word for me with your boss?
11 the last word the last statement in a discussion
or argument: She’s not content unless she has the
last word.
12 not in so many words not in a direct way:
“So Dad said he’d pay for it?” “Not in so many
words.”
13 give/say the word to tell someone to start
doing something: Don’t move until I give the word.
14 the final word the power to decide whether or
how to do something: My boss has the final word
on hiring staff.

word2 v. [T] to use words that are carefully chosen
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when saying or writing something: a carefully
worded letter
'word "family n. [C] ENG. LANG. ARTS a group of
related words that are all formed from the same
base word. For example, the word family of the
word “final” includes “finally,” “finalist,” and
“finality.”
word·ing /'wødIÎ/ n. [U] the words and phrases
used in order to express something: the exact wording of the contract
'word "processor n. [C] a small computer or
computer software that you use for writing
—word processing n. [U]
word·y /'wødi/ adj. (disapproving) using too many
words: a wordy explanation
wore /wOr/ v. the past tense of WEAR
work1 /wøk/ v.
1 DO A JOB [I,T] to do a job in order to earn money,
or to do the activities and duties that are part of
your job: “Where do you work?” “I work in the
city.” | Heidi works for a law firm in Montreal. | I
used to work at Burger King. | She works as a
bartender in a nightclub. | He’s working with
children who have learning difficulties. | Are you
willing to work nights/weekends etc.?
TOPIC

If you work for a company or organization, you are
an employee.
The person or organization you work for is your
employer.
Your employer pays your salary or wages.
An organization’s staff are all the people who
work for the organization.
Your colleagues or co-workers are the people
you work with.
When you reach the age to stop working
permanently, you retire. ➔ JOB

2 MACHINE/EQUIPMENT a) [I] if a machine or
piece of equipment works, it does what it is supposed to do: The CD player isn’t working. b) [T]
to make a machine or piece of equipment do what it
is supposed to do: Does anyone know how to work
the printer?
3 BE EFFECTIVE [I] to be effective or successful:
This plan isn’t going to work. | I hope this cough
medicine works.
4 DO AN ACTIVITY [I] to do something that needs
effort in order to achieve a result: He’s working
toward a better life for his family. | She’s been
working hard to get the house ready.
5 work your way through/to etc. sth a) to
move somewhere slowly and with difficulty: He
worked his way through the crowd. b) to achieve
something gradually by working: Dave worked his
way to the top of the firm.
6 work your way through school/college to do
a job while you are in college because you need the
money to help pay for it
7 HAVE AN EFFECT [I] to have a particular effect on
someone or something: Unfortunately, her bad
grades worked against (=caused problems for)

her. | Your job experience should work in your
favor (=help you).
8 MOVE SLOWLY [I,T] to move into a position
slowly with many small movements, or to move
something in this way: Slowly, he worked the
screwdriver into the crack.
9 SHAPE STH [T] if you work a material such as
clay, leather, or metal, you bend it, shape it, etc. in
order to make something
10 EXERCISE [T] to exercise a muscle or part of
your body
11 LAND [T] if you work the land or the soil, you
try to grow crops on it [ORIGIN: Old English
wyrcan]
work on phr. v.
1 work on sth to try to repair, complete, or

improve something: Dad’s still working on the
car. | I need to work on my essay.
2 work on sb to try continuously to influence
someone, or persuade him/her to do something
work out phr. v.
1 if something works out, it gradually stops being a

problem: Don’t worry. I’m sure everything will
work out fine.
2 to do a set of exercises that make you stronger:
Sue works out in the gym twice a week.
3 work sth ↔ out to calculate an amount, price, or
value: Have you worked out how much we owe
them?
4 to cost a particular amount: The hotel works out
to/at about $50 a night.
5 work sth ↔ out to find a solution to a problem,
or make a decision after thinking carefully: He still
hasn’t worked out which college he’s going to.
work up phr. v.
work up an appetite/a sweat to do so much

exercise that you become very hungry or SWEATY
work up to sth phr. v.

to gradually prepare yourself for something difficult: I started with 10 laps and now I’ve worked up
to 20.

work2 n. 1 [U] your job or the activities that you

do regularly to earn money: Much of our work
involves meeting clients. | Do you want to go to
dinner after work (=after you have finished
working)? | Hurry up, or we’ll be late for work. |
I’ve been out of work (=without a job) for a year. |
Rob’s still looking for work. c Don’t say “I have a
work.” Say “I have a job.” b
THESAURUS

career ➔ JOB

job, occupation, profession,

2 [U] the place where you do your job: I’ll see you
at work on Monday. 3 [U] physical or mental
activity and effort: Looking after children can be
hard work. | Stop talking and get to work (=start
working)! | They’ve done a lot of work on their
house. 4 [U] the things you produce for your job,
as part of a class, etc.: We’re pleased with your
work. | an excellent piece of work 5 [C] a painting,
book, play, piece of music, etc.: great works of
art 6 at work doing a job or an activity: Crews
were at work repairing the roads. 7 have your

W
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work cut out (for you) (informal) used to say that
it will be very difficult to do something 8 work
clothes clothes designed for people to work
in 9 the (whole) works (spoken) everything that
is available with something you are buying: a
hamburger with the works (=with onions, cheese,
etc.) 10 works [plural] a building where goods are
produced or an industrial process takes place: a gas
works 11 [U] PHYSICS the movement of energy into
an object, measured as the amount of force placed
on an object mutiplied by the distance the object
moves ➔ do sb’s dirty work at DIRTY 1
work·a·ble /'wøk@b@l/ adj. a workable plan or
system can be used or done effectively: a workable
solution
work·a·hol·ic /"wøk@'hOlIk/ n. [C] (informal)
someone who spends all his/her time working
work·bench /'wøkbEntS/ n. [C] a strong table
used for working on things with tools
work·book /'wøkbUk/ n. [C] a school book with
questions and exercises in it
"worked 'up adj. (informal) very upset or excited
about something: Don’t get so worked up about
your daughter.
work·er /'wøkø/ n. [C] 1 someone who works
for a company or organization, especially someone
who is not a manager: Fifty workers lost their jobs. |
a farm worker 2 someone who works in a particular way: Lisa’s a good/hard/slow etc. worker.
"workers’ compen'sation also "workers’
'comp n. [U] money that a company must pay to a
worker who is injured or becomes sick as a result of
his/her job
work·fare /'wøkfEr/ n. [U] a system under which
unemployed people must work before they are
given money by the government
work·force /'wøkfOrs/ n. [singular] all the people
who work in a particular country, industry, or company: There are still more men than women in the
workforce.
work·ing /'wøkIÎ/ adj. [only before noun] 1 having a job: a working mother 2 relating to work:
bad working conditions 3 in working order
working correctly and not broken: My watch is still
in good working order. 4 a working knowledge
of sth enough practical knowledge about something to use it effectively
"working 'class n. the working class SOCIAL
SCIENCE the group of people in society who usually
do physical work and who do not have much
money or power ➔ LOWER CLASS , MIDDLE CLASS ,
UPPER CLASS —working-class adj.: a workingclass neighborhood
work·ings /'wøkIÎz/ n. [plural] the way something works: The article explains the workings of
government departments.
work·load /'wøkloUd/ n. [C] the amount of work
that a person is expected to do: a heavy workload
(=a lot of work)

work·man /'wøkm@n/ n. (plural workmen) [C]

someone who does physical work such as building
or repairing things
work·man·like /'wøkm@n"laIk/ adj. skillfully
and carefully done, but often in an uninteresting
way: a workmanlike performance
work·man·ship /'wøkm@n"SIp/ n. [U] the skill
with which something has been made
work·out /'wøk-aUt/ n. [C] a series of physical
exercises that you do to keep your body strong and
healthy: I started my workout with some stretching
exercises. ➔ EXERCISE 2
work·sheet /'wøkSit/ n. [C] a piece of paper
with questions, exercises, etc. for students
work·shop /'wøkSAp/ n. [C] 1 a room or building where people use tools and machines to make
or repair things 2 a meeting at which people try to
improve their skills by discussing their experiences
and doing practical exercises: a writing workshop
work·sta·tion /'wøk"steIS@n/ n. [C] the part of
an office where you work, including your desk,
computer, etc.
world /wøld/ n.
1 the world the PLANET we live on, and all the
people, countries, etc. on it SYN Earth: the world’s
longest river | Athletes from all over the world/
around the world compete in the Olympics. | The
practice is illegal in many parts of the world. ➔
EARTH

2 SOCIETY [singular] our society, and the way that
people live and behave: I want a better world for
my kids. | In an ideal world, you and your sister
would get along.
3 AREA OF ACTIVITY/WORK [C usually singular] a
particular area of activity or work, and the people
who are involved in it: the world of sports | the
music world
4 COUNTRIES [singular] a particular group of countries: the Western world | the industrialized world
5 DIFFERENCE/CHANGE [C] used to emphasize
that a difference or change is very great: There’s a
world of difference between his public and private
life. | We’re worlds apart.
6 SB’S LIFE [C] the life and experiences of a
particular person or group of people: He lives in a
world of his own. | The book explores the writer
Hemingway’s world.
7 in the world used in order to emphasize what
you are saying: You’re the best dad in the world. |
Why in the world should I listen to you?
8 the animal/plant/insect world animals, etc.
considered as a group
9 ANOTHER WORLD [C] another PLANET that is not
the Earth: a science fiction novel set on a world
light years away from Earth
10 have the best of both worlds to have the
advantages of two completely different things
11 out of this world (informal) very good: Their
ice cream is out of this world!
12 do sb a world of good (informal) to make
someone feel much better: A vacation would do
you a world of good.
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13 be/feel on top of the world (informal) to feel
extremely happy
14 mean the world to sb/think the world of
sb if someone or something means the world to
you, or if you think the world of him/her, you love
or respect him/her very much [ORIGIN: Old
English woruld “human existence, this world,
age”] ➔ the outside world at OUTSIDE 2
"world-'class adj. among the best in the world: a
world-class athlete
"world-'famous adj. known about by people all
over the world: a world-famous musician
world·ly /'wøldli/ adj. 1 sb’s worldly goods/
possessions everything someone owns 2 knowing a lot about people and society, based on
experience: worldly young men
"world 'power n. [C] a powerful country that has
a lot of influence in many parts of the world
"world 'record n. [C] the fastest time, longest
distance, highest level, etc. that anyone has ever
achieved anywhere in the world, especially in a
sport: He set a new world record for the
marathon. | the 800-meter world record holder
—world-record adj.
"World 'Series n. the World Series the last
series of baseball games that is played each year in
order to decide the best professional team in the
U.S. and Canada
world·wide /"wøld'waIdX/ adj. everywhere in
EVERYWHERE
the world: worldwide fame ➔
—worldwide adv.

"World Wide 'Web (abbreviation WWW) n. the
World Wide Web IT the system that connects
computers around the world together so that people
can use and find information on the Internet
SYN

the Web

worm1 /wøm/ n. [C] 1 a small tube-shaped crea-

ture with a soft body and no legs that lives in the
ground 2 IT a type of computer VIRUS that can
make copies of itself and destroy information on
computers that are connected to each other [ORIGIN: Old English wyrm “snake, worm”] ➔ a
(whole) can of worms at CAN 2

worm2 v. worm your way into/through etc.
sth to move slowly through or into a small place or
a crowd: My daughter wormed her way into my
sleeping bag.

worn1 /wOrn/ v. the past participle of WEAR
worn2 adj. a worn object is old and slightly dam-

aged because it has been used a lot: worn stone
steps

"worn 'out, worn-out adj. 1 very tired because
you have been working or playing hard

THESAURUS
tired, exhausted, beat,
fatigued ➔ TIRED

2 too old or damaged to be used: a pair of worn-out
sneakers

wor·ried /'wøid, 'wörid/ adj. unhappy or ner-

vous because you are worrying about someone or
something: We were really worried about you! | I
got worried when you didn’t call. | People are
worried that they may lose their jobs.
THESAURUS

anxious – very worried and unable to relax: She
was getting anxious about the children.

concerned – worried about a social problem, or

about someone’s health, safety, etc.: Many
scientists are concerned about global warming.
nervous – worried or frightened about
something, and unable to relax: I get really
nervous about exams.
uneasy – worried because you think something
bad might happen: I felt uneasy leaving the kids
with him.
stressed (out) – so worried that you cannot
relax: I’m getting totally stressed out about work.
tense – feeling nervous and worried because
something bad might happen: All the guys were
tense, clutching their rifles.
apprehensive (formal) – worried about
something that you are going to do, or about the
future: The girls were apprehensive before the
game, knowing that Illinois was a tough opponent.

wor·ry1 /'wøi, 'wöri/ v. (worried, worries) 1 [I]

to think about someone or something a lot, because
you feel nervous or unhappy about him, her, or it: I
worry about Dave. | She worried that she would get
pregnant. | Parents worry about/over their children’s safety. 2 don’t worry (spoken) a) said
when you are trying to make someone feel less
anxious: Don’t worry, we’re fine. b) used in order
to tell someone that s/he does not have to do
something: Don’t worry about the kids – I’ll take
them to school. 3 [T] to make someone feel nervous, unhappy, or upset: It worries me that she
hasn’t called yet. [ORIGIN: Old English wyrgan
“to strangle”]
worry2 n. (plural worries) 1 [C] a problem or bad
situation that makes you unhappy because you do
not know how to solve it: financial worries 2 [U]
the feeling of being anxious about something: Her
father was frantic with worry.
wor·ry·ing /'wøiIÎ, 'wör-/ adj. making you feel
worried: a worrying development
worse1 /wøs/ adj. [the comparative of “bad”] 1 not
as good as, less pleasant than, or more severe than
someone or something else: Traffic always gets
worse after 4:30. | The accident could have been
much/far worse. | Don’t go see her; it will only
make matters/things worse. 2 more sick than
before, or in a condition that is not as good: Do you
feel any worse? | His hearing has gotten worse. |
He seemed none the worse for his ordeal. 3 go
from bad to worse to continue getting worse:
Things went from bad to worse and finally we got
divorced.
worse2 adv. 1 in a more severe or serious way
than before: It hurt worse than anything. 2 not as
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well, or less successfully: Margo sings even worse
than I do!

worse3 n. [U] something worse: Critics are wrong

to say the changes are for the worse (=make things
worse).

wors·en /'wøs@n/ v. [I,T] to become worse, or to

W

year’s worth of training 2 [U] the worth of someone or something is how important or useful he,
she, or it is: children who have a sense of their own
worth | The new computer system has already
proved its worth. 3 [U] the worth of something is
its value in money: It is difficult to estimate the
current worth of the company.

make something become worse: The weather had worth·less /'wøθlIs/ adj. 1 not valuable, not
worsened.
important, or not useful: The data was worth"worse 'off adj. poorer, less successful, or having less. 2 a worthless person has no good qualities or
fewer advantages than you did before: There are a useful skills
lot of people worse off than I am.
worth·while /"wøθ'waIlX/ adj. if something is
wor·ship /'wøSIp/ v. (past tense and past participle worthwhile, it is important or useful, or you gain
worshiped or worshipped, present participle wor- something from it: All that work finally seemed
shiping or worshipping) 1 [I,T] to show respect worthwhile.
and love for a god, especially by praying in a wor·thy /'wøDi/ adj. 1 good enough to deserve
church, TEMPLE , etc.: People have worshipped in respect, admiration, or attention: a worthy
this church for hundreds of years. 2 [T] to love and opponent | worthy achievements 2 be worthy of
admire someone very much: She worships her sth (formal) to deserve something: We need a
grandpa. —worship n. [U]: a house of worship leader who is worthy of respect.
(=a church or building where people can pray)
would /w@d, @d, d; strong wUd/ modal
—worshiper, worshipper n. [C]
verb 1 used as a past tense of “will” when reportTHESAURUS
admire, respect, look up to
ing what someone has said or thought: Mr. Thomas
sb, idolize, revere ➔ ADMIRE
said it would be okay to go. | She told me she
wouldn’t (=would not) come. 2 used when talking
1
worst /wøst/ adj. [the superlative of “bad”] worse about a possible situation or about a situation that
than anything else of the same type: It was the does not exist: Dad would be really mad if he
worst movie I’ve ever seen. | the worst snowstorm knew. | I’d (=I would) help you if I could. | If you
had listened to me, you wouldn’t have gotten in
in years
trouble. 3 used in order to say what you intended
worst2 n. 1 the worst someone or something to do or expected to happen: I thought Caroline
that is worse than all others: This is the worst I’ve would be happy, but she got really mad at me. |
ever done on a test. | The worst of the storm seemed Glenn knew he’d (=he would) be tired the next
to be over. | What’s the worst that can hap- day. 4 used in order to say that something happen? 2 at worst if a thing or situation is as bad as pened regularly in the past: In the evenings, we’d
it can be: At worst, the repairs will cost you around (=we would) read or play games. 5 would not/
$700. 3 if (the) worst comes to (the) worst if wouldn’t used in order to say that someone
the worst possible thing happens: If worst comes to refused to do something or that something did not
worst, we’ll have to sell the house.
happen even though you tried to make it happen:
worst3 adv. 1 in the worst way, or most severely: Blair would not answer the question. | The door
Their city was worst affected by the war. 2 worst wouldn’t open.
of all used to say what the worst feature of some- SPOKEN PHRASES
one or something is: He is mean, selfish and, worst 6 would like/would love used in order to say that
of all, lazy.
you want something: I would love to see your new
worth1 /wøθ/ adj. 1 be worth sth to have a house! 7 Would you...? said in order to ask for or
particular value, especially in money: Our house is offer something politely: Would you bring me that
worth about $350,000. | Each question is worth 4 broom? | Would you like a drink? | Would you mind
points. 2 be worth (doing) sth to be helpful, waiting until tomorrow? 8 I would/I wouldn’t
valuable, interesting, or good for you: The Getty used in order to give advice: I’d (=I would) try to
Museum is definitely worth a visit/worth visiting. | get there early. | I wouldn’t go by myself, if I were
It was a lot of hard work, but it was worth it. | Stop you. 9 used before verbs that express what you
crying over him. He’s not worth it. | It is worth think, when you want to make an opinion less
pausing to examine this more closely. | It’s worth a definite: I would guess that he’d bring a friend. | I
try (=you might get what you want if you try doing would have thought you’d be tired. 10 would
something). 3 worth your while valuable to you sooner/would (just) as soon used when you are
because you could gain something you want or saying what you would prefer to happen or be
need: It’d be worth your while to talk to someone done: I’d just as soon stay in and watch TV. | We
would just as soon you didn’t tell her. 11 would
who works there.
rather said when you prefer doing or having one
2
worth n. 1 ...worth of sth an amount of some- thing instead of another: I would rather take a nice
thing based on how much money you spend, how vacation than spend a lot on clothes. 12 used in
much time you use, etc.: 20 dollars’ worth of gas | a order to show you are annoyed about something
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that someone has done: You would go and tell the
teacher!

'would-be adj. would-be actor/robber etc.
someone who hopes to have a particular job or
intends to do a particular thing
would·n’t /'wUdnt/ v. the short form of “would
not”: She wouldn’t answer.
would’ve /'wUd@v/ v. the short form of “would
have”: You would’ve liked it.
wound1 /wund/ n. [C] 1 an injury, especially a
deep cut made in your skin by a knife or bullet:
gunshot wounds | Keston suffered/received severe
wounds in the attack.
THESAURUS
injury, bruise, contusion, cut,
laceration, scrape ➔ INJURY

2 damage, problems, or emotional pain caused by
something bad happening: It will take more than an
apology to heal the wounds.
wound2 v. [T] 1 to injure someone, especially
with a knife or gun: Two officers were badly/
seriously/severely wounded.
THESAURUS

hurt, injure, maim ➔ HURT 1

2 to make someone feel unhappy or upset: She was
deeply wounded by the criticism. —wounded adj.
wound3 /waUnd/ v. the past tense and past participle of WIND
wound up /"waUnd 'öp/ adj. very angry, nervous,
or excited: He got so wound up he couldn’t sleep.
wove /woUv/ v. the past tense of WEAVE
wo·ven /'woUv@n/ v. the past participle of WEAVE
wow1 /waU/ interjection said when you think something is impressive or surprising: Wow! You look
great!
wow2 v. [T] (informal) to make people admire you a
lot: The movie has wowed the critics.
wpm /"döb@lju pi 'Em/ words per minute used
to describe the speed at which someone can write
using a KEYBOARD
wran·gle /'ræÎg@l/ v. [I] to argue with someone
angrily for a long time: Congress is still wrangling
over Social Security. —wrangle n. [C]
wran·gler /'ræÎglø/ n. [C] (informal) a COWBOY
wrap1 /ræp/ v. (wrapped, wrapping) [T] 1 to fold
cloth, paper, etc. around something, especially in
order to cover it: I haven’t wrapped her present
yet. | Here, wrap this blanket around you. 2 to
hold someone or something by putting your arms,
legs, or fingers around him, her, or it: I wrapped my
arms around my daughter. ➔ HUG 1 3 have sb
wrapped around your (little) finger to be able to
persuade someone to do whatever you want
wrap sth ↔ up phr. v. 1 to completely cover
something by folding paper, cloth, etc. around it:
My sandwiches are wrapped up in foil. 2 to finish
or complete a job, meeting, etc.: Investigators hope

wrestle

to wrap up the case soon. 3 be wrapped up in
your children/work etc. to give so much attention to your children, work, etc. that you do not
have time for other things
wrap2 n. 1 [U] thin clear soft plastic that you
wrap around something to protect it or keep it
clean: Cover the food with plastic wrap. 2 [C] a
SANDWICH made of a TORTILLA folded around
meat, cheese, etc. 3 [C] (old-fashioned) a SHAWL
wrap·per /'ræpø/ n. [C] the paper or plastic that
covers a piece of food, especially candy: gum
wrappers ➔ COVER 2
'wrapping "paper n. [C,U] colored paper used
for wrapping presents
wrath /ræθ/ n. [U] (formal) very great anger
wreak /rik/ v. (literary) wreak havoc to cause a
lot of damage, problems, or suffering
wreath /riθ/ n. [C] a decoration made from flowers and leaves arranged in a circle
wreck1 /rEk/ v. [T] (informal) 1 to completely
spoil something so that it cannot continue in a
successful way: His drinking problem wrecked
their marriage. 2 to damage something, such as a
car or building, so badly that it cannot be repaired
wreck2 n. [C] 1 a bad accident involving cars or
airplanes: Only one person survived the wreck.
THESAURUS
accident, crash, collision,
pile-up ➔ ACCIDENT

2 a car, airplane, or ship that is so damaged it
cannot be repaired 3 (informal) someone who is
very nervous, tired, or unhealthy: I was a wreck,
physically and emotionally. 4 (informal) something
that is very messy and needs a lot of repairs: The
house was a wreck when we bought it.
wreck·age /'rEkIdZ/ n. [U] the broken parts of a
car, airplane, or building that has been destroyed in
an accident: the wreckage of the plane
wren /rEn/ n. [C] a very small brown bird that sings
wrench1 /rEntS/ v. [T] 1 to twist and pull something from its position using force: Prisoners had
even wrenched doors off their hinges. 2 to injure
part of your body by twisting it suddenly: Sam
wrenched his back.
wrench2 n. [C] 1 a metal tool with a round end,
used for turning NUT s 2 be a wrench an experience that is a wrench is difficult, and involves
strong emotions: It was a wrench to leave San
Diego.
wrench·ing /'rEntSIÎ/ adj. extremely difficult to
deal with, and involving strong emotions: a
wrenching choice | a gut-wrenching/heartwrenching story (=one that makes you feel strong
emotions)
wrest /rEst/ v. (formal) wrest sth from sb a) to
take away someone’s power or influence b) to
violently pull something away from someone
wres·tle /'rEs@l/ v. 1 [I,T] to fight by holding
onto someone and trying to push or pull him/her
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down 2 [I] to try to deal with a difficult problem or
emotion: Several cities are wrestling with budget
deficits.
wres·tling /'rEslIÎ/ n. [U] a sport in which you
try to throw your opponent to the ground and hold
him/her there —wrestler /'rEslø/ n. [C]
wretch /rEtS/ n. [C] (literary) someone whom you
pity
wretch·ed /'rEtSId/ adj. extremely unhappy,
especially because you are lonely, sick, poor, etc.
wrig·gle /'rIg@l/ v. [I,T] to twist from side to side
with small quick movements, or to move part of
your body this way: A small child sat wriggling in
her lap. —wriggle n. [C]
wring /rIÎ/ v. (past
tense and past participle
wrung /röÎ/) [T] 1 also

W

wring out to tightly
twist
wet
clothes,
sheets, etc. in order to
remove water from
them 2 to succeed in
getting something from
someone, after a lot of
effort: The company is
trying to wring more
work from its employees. 3 wring your
hands to rub and press
your hands together because you are nervous or
upset 4 wring sth’s neck to kill an animal or
bird, such as a chicken, by twisting its neck
wring·er /'rIÎø/ n. 1 go through the wringer
(informal) to have an unpleasant or difficult experience 2 [C] a machine used especially in past times
for pressing water out of washed clothes
wrin·kle1 /'rIÎk@l/ n. [C] 1 a line on your face or
skin, that you get when you are old 2 a line in
cloth, paper, etc. caused by crushing it or accidentally folding it: wrinkles in his shirt
wrinkle2 v. [I,T] to form small folds in something
such as clothes or skin, or to be shaped in these
folds: Linen wrinkles easily. | Patty wrinkled her
nose in disgust. —wrinkled adj.: his wrinkled face
wrist /rIst/ n. [C] the joint between your hand and
your arm: She had a silver bracelet on her wrist.
➔ see picture at HAND 1

wrist·watch /'rIsô-wAtS/ n. [C] a watch that you

wear on your wrist
writ /rIt/ n. [C] LAW a legal document that orders
someone to do something or not to do something
write /raIt/ v. (past tense wrote /roUt/, past participle written /'rIt§n/) 1 a) [I,T] to produce a new
book, story, article, etc.: Bombeck wrote about
family life in a funny way. | a poem written by Walt
Whitman b) [I] to earn money by writing books,
plays, articles, etc.: He writes for “The
Chronicle.” 2 [I,T] to write a letter to someone:
Have you written to Mom yet? | I wrote her last
week. | He finally wrote me a letter. 3 [I,T] to form

words, letters, or numbers with a pen or pencil: In
kindergarten, kids start learning to write. | Please
write your name on the form.
THESAURUS

make a note (of sth) – to write down
information that you might need later

jot sth down – to write something very quickly
scribble sth – to write something very quickly

and in a messy way

take/get sth down – to write down what
someone is saying
fill sth out/in – to write information about
yourself on a form or other official document
sign sth – to write your signature (=name) at
the end of a letter, document, etc.
key sth in/type sth in/enter sth – to write or
record information on a computer
compose (formal) – to write a letter, poem,
etc., thinking very carefully about it as you write
it
pen (literary) – to write a letter, note, etc. with a
pen
inscribe (formal) – to write words on something
hard, usually by cutting them into the surface of
something such as a stone or coin ➔ READ

4 IT to record information in the memory of a
computer, on a DISK , etc. [ORIGIN: Old English
writan “to scratch, draw, write”]
write (sb) back phr. v. to reply to someone’s letter
by writing a letter and sending it to him/her: Write
back soon!
write sth ↔ down phr. v. to write something on a
piece of paper: I wrote down her phone number.
write in phr. v. 1 to write a letter to an organization in order to complain, ask for information, or
give an opinion 2 write sb ↔ in to add someone’s
name to your BALLOT in order to vote for him/her
write off phr. v. 1 write sb ↔ off to decide that
someone or something is useless, unimportant, or a
failure: Casey had been written off as a “problem
student.” 2 write sth ↔ off to decide that a debt
will never be paid to you, and officially accept it as
a loss
write sth ↔ out phr. v. to write all the information
that is needed for a list, report, check, etc.: Gina
wrote out a check for $820.
write sth ↔ up phr. v. to write something such as a
report, article, etc., based on notes you made earlier: Doug is writing up the results of his research.

'write-in n. [C] POLITICS a vote that you give someone who is not on the
name on it

BALLOT

by writing his/her

'write-off n. [C] an official agreement that someone does not have to pay a debt

writ·er /'raIÔø/ n. [C] someone who writes books,
stories, etc. in order to earn money ➔ AUTHOR : a
writer of children’s books | a speech writer

'write-up n. [C] an opinion about a new book, play,

product, etc., that appears in a magazine or newspaper

WYSIWYG
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writhe /raID/ v. [I] to twist your body because you

are suffering pain: A soldier was writhing in pain/
agony.
writ·ing /'raIÔIÎ/ n. 1 [U] words that are written
or printed: She was wearing a T-shirt with Japanese
writing on the back. 2 [U] the particular way
someone writes with a pen or pencil SYN handwriting: her neat writing 3 in writing a promise,
agreement, etc. that is in writing has been written
down, which proves that it is official 4 [U] the
activity or job of writing books, stories, etc.: creative writing | The children were working on a
piece of writing. 5 [U] books, stories, and poems
in general: European writing from the
1930s 6 writings [plural] the books, stories,
poems, etc. that a particular person writes: Mark
Twain’s writings
writ·ten /'rIt§n/ v. the past participle of WRITE
wrong1 /rOÎ/ adj. 1 not correct, not the one you
intended, or not the one you should use ANT right:
You’re wrong – I was there and I know. | I bought
the wrong size. | I got question 4 wrong. | You must
have dialed the wrong number (=not the telephone
number you wanted).
THESAURUS

incorrect – used about facts, answers, etc. that
are completely wrong
erroneous (formal) – not correct: The
information we received was erroneous.
inaccurate – used about information, a number,
etc. that is not exactly right: The sales figures
were inaccurate.
misleading – used about a statement or piece
of information that makes people believe
something that is wrong: He admitted making a
false and misleading statement to Congress. |
misleading advertising
false – used about facts that are untrue and
wrong: He used false financial statements to
defraud investors.
fallacious (formal) – containing or based on
false ideas: a fallacious statement
be mistaken (formal) – used about a person
whose opinion about something is wrong: No,
I’ve never been there. You must be mistaken.
➔ RIGHT 1

2 not morally right or acceptable SYN bad
ANT right: He didn’t do anything wrong! | What’s
wrong with making a profit? ➔ BAD 1 3 not
suitable ANT right: It was the wrong time to make
such a big decision. | I think they’re wrong for each
other. 4 used in order to describe a situation where
there are problems, or when someone is sick or
unhappy: Ed noticed that there was something
wrong, as his son’s grades started slipping. |
What’s wrong, Jenny? | What’s wrong with your
shoulder? 5 if something is wrong with a vehicle

or machine, it is not working correctly: What’s
wrong with the phone? 6 be in the wrong place
at the wrong time to become involved in a bad
situation without intending to 7 the wrong side
of the tracks (informal) a poor part of a town or a
poor part of society: The story is about a boy
growing up on the wrong side of the tracks. [ORIGIN: 1100—1200 Old Norse rangr “not correct
or as planned”]
wrong2 adv. 1 not done in the correct way
ANT right: You spelled my name wrong. 2 go
wrong to develop problems and stop being good,
successful, useful, etc.: Everything went wrong
yesterday. | Something has gone wrong with the
car. 3 get sth wrong to make a mistake in the
way you remember or understand something: I got
the answer wrong. | Don’t get me wrong – I like
Benny. I just don’t like what he’s doing.
wrong3 n. 1 [U] behavior that is not morally
correct: Parents teach their children the difference
between right and wrong. 2 [C] an action, decision, situation, etc. that is not fair: We want a
chance to right the wrongs they have suffered
(=have a fair solution to an unfair situation). 3 be
in the wrong to make a mistake, or deserve the
blame for something 4 sb can do no wrong
used in order to say that someone seems to be
perfect
wrong4 v. [T] (formal) to treat someone unfairly or
judge him/her unfairly: They believe that they have
been wronged.
wrong·do·ing /'rOÎ"duIÎ/ n. [C,U] (formal) illegal actions or immoral behavior —wrongdoer n.
[C]

wrong·ful /'rOÎf@l/ adj. unfair or illegal: a wrongful death suit —wrongfully adv.

wrong·ly /'rOÎli/ adv. not correctly, or in a way

that is unfair or immoral: He was wrongly accused
of fighting.
wrote /roUt/ v. the past tense of WRITE
"wrought 'iron n. [U] long thin pieces of iron
formed into shapes: a wrought iron gate
wrung /röÎ/ v. the past tense and past participle of
WRING

wry /raI/ adj. showing in a humorous way that you
are not pleased by something: a wry smile

WV the written abbreviation of WEST VIRGINIA
WWW n. IT the written abbreviation of the WORLD
WIDE WEB

WY the written abbreviation of WYOMING
WYSIWYG /'wIzi"wIg/ n. [U] what you see is

what you get IT a way of showing information, a
document, etc. on a computer screen in the way that
it will look when it is printed
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X-ray2 v. (X-rayed, X-rays, X-raying) [T] to photograph part of someone’s body using X-rays

'X-ray "telescope n. [C] PHYSICS a special TELE-

that can see the X-rays sent out from distant
objects in space, such as stars or BLACK HOLE s
xy·lem /'xaIl@m/ n. [singular, U] BIOLOGY in a plant
X, x /Eks/ 1 the 24th letter of the English alpha- stem, the woody structure that carries water up
bet 2 the number 10 in the system of ROMAN from the roots to the other parts of the plant
NUMERAL s 3 a mark used to show a kiss: Love,
xy·lo·phone /'zaIl@"foUn/ n. [C] a musical
Grandma XXX
instrument with flat metal BAR s, that you play by
x /Eks/ MATH a sign used in mathematics, represent- hitting them with a stick
ing a number or quantity that is not known but can
be calculated: If 3x = 6, then x = 2.
x-ax·is /'Eks "æksIs/ n. [C] MATH the line that goes
from left to right of a GRAPH ➔ Y-AXIS
X-chro·mo·some /'Eks "kroUm@"soUm,
-"zoUm/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a type of CHROMOSOME
that exists in pairs in female cells, and with a
Y-CHROMOSOME in male cells
x-co·or·di·nate /'Eks koU"Ordn-It/ n. [C] MATH
the position of a point in relation to the x-axis of a
Y, y /waI/ the 25th letter of the English alphabet
GRAPH ➔ Y-COORDINATE
yacht /yAt/ n. [C] a large expensive boat used for
xen·o·pho·bi·a /"zEn@'foUbi@/ n. [U] an sailing, racing, and traveling for pleasure [ORIGIN:
extreme fear or dislike of people from other coun- 1500—1600 Early modern Dutch jaght, from
tries [ORIGIN: 1900—2000 Greek xenos Middle Low German jachtschiff “hunting ship”]
“strange” + phobos “fear”] —xenophobe ➔ see picture at TRANSPORTATION
/'zEn@"foUb/ n. [C]
yak1 /yæk/ n. [C] a long-haired cow from central
x-in·ter·cept /'Eks "InôøsEpt/ n. [singular] MATH Asia
the point where a line crosses the X-AXIS of a
yak2 v. (yakked, yakking) [I] (informal) to talk a lot
GRAPH ➔ Y-INTERCEPT
about things that are not serious
XL extra large used on clothes to show that a
y’all /yOl/ pron. (spoken) a word meaning “you” or
piece of clothing is very big
“all of you,” used mainly in the southern U.S.: How
X·mas /'krIsm@s, 'Eksm@s/ n. [C,U] (informal) a are y’all doing?
written form of the word Christmas
yam /yæm/ n. [C,U] a SWEET POTATO [ORIGIN:
XML n. [U] IT Extensible Markup Language a 1500—1600 Portuguese inhame and Spanish
computer language that allows you to write docu- ñame, from a West African language]
ments in a structure that can be read on different
yank /yæÎk/ v. [I,T] to pull something quickly and
computer systems ➔ HTML , SGML
with force: Kendall yanked on the door handle.
Yan·kee /'yæÎki/ n. [C] 1 HISTORY someone who
fought against the southern states in the American
Civil War 2 also Yank a U.S. citizen – sometimes
considered an insult when used by someone who is
not American
yap /yæp/ v. (yapped, yapping) [I] if a small dog
yaps, it BARK s in an excited way —yap n. [C]
yard /yArd/ n. [C] 1 the land around a house,
usually covered with grass: The kids were playing
in the front/back yard. 2 (written abbreviation yd.)
a unit for measuring length, equal to 3 feet or
0.9144 meters: The beach was only a hundred
yards from my back door. [ORIGIN: (1) Old English
geard “enclosed area”]
X-ray1 /'Eks reI/ n. [C] 1 PHYSICS a beam of
'yard sale n. [C] a sale of used clothes, furniture,
RADIATION that can go through solid objects and is
used for taking photographs of the inside of the toys, etc. from someone’s house that takes place in
body 2 an X-ray photograph taken by doctors in his/her yard ➔ GARAGE SALE
order to search for broken bones, injuries, etc. yard·stick /'yArd"stIk/ n. [C] 1 something that
inside someone’s body: The X-ray showed that her you compare another thing with, in order to judge
how good or successful it is: He uses his dad’s
leg was not broken.
SCOPE
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accomplishments as a yardstick against which to
measure his own achievements. 2 a special stick
that is exactly one yard long, used for measuring
yar·mul·ke /'yAm@k@, 'yArm@lk@/ n. [C] a small
round cap worn by some Jewish men
yarn /yArn/ n. 1 [U] a thick type of thread used
for KNIT ting 2 [C] (informal) a long story that is
not completely true
THESAURUS

story, tale, myth, legend,
fable, narrative, anecdote ➔ STORY

yawn1 /yOn/ v. [I] 1 to

open your mouth wide
and breathe deeply, usually because you are
tired or bored 2 yawning gap/chasm a very
large difference between
two groups, things, or
people: There are yawning gaps in the medical
care available to Americans.
yawn2 n. 1 [C] an act of yawning 2 [singular]
(informal) someone or something that is boring: The
movie was a yawn.
y-axis /'waI "æksIs/ n. [C] MATH the line that goes
from top to bottom on a GRAPH ➔ X-AXIS
Y-chro·mo·some /'waI "kroUm@"soUm,
-"zoUm/ n. [C] BIOLOGY the CHROMOSOME that
makes someone a male instead of a female ➔ XCHROMOSOME

y-co·or·di·nate /'waI koU"Ordn-It/ n. [C] MATH

the position of a point in relation to the y-axis of a
GRAPH ➔ X-COORDINATE
yd. the written abbreviation of YARD
yeah /yE@/ adv. (spoken, informal) yes
year /yIr/ n. [C] 1 also calendar year (written
abbreviation yr.) a period of time equal to 365 or
366 days, divided into 12 months, beginning on
January 1 and ending on December 31: Where are
you spending Christmas this year? | at the start of
school last/next year | The museum has 100,000
visitors a year. 2 any period of time equal to about
365 days or 12 months: Jenny is five years old. | My
passport expires in a year. | I met him a year ago. |
The tax year begins in April. 3 years [plural]
(informal) many years: It’s been years since I’ve
ridden a bike. | I haven’t seen her in/for years. 4 a
particular period of time in someone’s life or in
history: the war years 5 school/academic year
the period of time during a year when students are
in school, college, etc.: the 2004–05 academic
year 6 all year round during the whole year: It’s
sunny there all year round.
year·book /'yIrbUk/ n. [C] a book printed once a
year by a school or college, about its students,
sports events, clubs, etc. during that year
year·ling /'yIrlIÎ/ n. [C] a young animal, especially a horse, between the ages of one and two

year·ly /'yIrli/ adj., adv. happening or done every

year or once a year: Our yearly trip to Florida was
a lot of fun.
THESAURUS

➔ REGULAR 1

hourly, daily, weekly, monthly

yearn /yøn/ v. [I] (literary) to want something very

much, especially something extremely difficult to
get: They yearned to go home. | She yearned for a
child. —yearning n. [U]
yeast /yist/ n. [U] a substance used for making
bread rise and for producing alcohol in beer or wine
yell /yEl/ v. [I,T] to shout or say something very
loudly because you are angry, excited, or frightened: Don’t yell at me! | Someone yelled out the
score. | She yelled, “Come back here!” —yell n.
[C]

THESAURUS
shout, scream, cry out,
bellow, holler ➔ SHOUT 1

yel·low1 /'yEloU/ adj. having the same color as

LEMON s or butter: yellow flowers [ORIGIN: Old
English geolu]
yellow2 n. [U] a yellow color —yellow v. [I,T]:
The pages had yellowed with age.
"Yellow 'Pages n. (trademark) the Yellow
Pages a book that lists the telephone numbers and
addresses of stores, restaurants, and businesses in a
particular area
yelp /yElp/ v. [I] to make a short high cry like a dog
makes, because of pain, excitement, etc. —yelp n.

[C]

yen /yEn/ n. (plural yen) 1 [C] a standard unit of

money used in Japan 2 [singular] a strong desire: a
yen to travel
yeo·man /'yoUm@n/ n. (plural yeomen /-m@n/)
[C] 1 an officer in the U.S. Navy who often works
in an office 2 HISTORY a farmer in Britain and
Canada in the past who owned and worked on his
own land
yep /yEp/ adv. (spoken, informal) yes
yes /yEs/ adv. (spoken) 1 said in order to give a
positive reply to a question, offer, or request: “Is it
real gold?” “Yes.” | “Nancy, did you want some
pie?” “Yes, please.” | I’m sure Dad will say
yes. 2 said in order to agree with a statement: “It’s
such a nice day.” “Yes, it is.” 3 said in order to
disagree with a negative statement, to say that the
opposite is true: “John doesn’t like me anymore.”
“Yes, he does!” | “There’s no bread.” “Yes, there is,
in the freezer.” 4 said when you have noticed that
someone wants your attention: “Linda!” “Yes?” |
Yes, sir, how may I help you? 5 said when you are
very happy or excited: Yes! I got the job!
yes·ter·day1 /'yEstødi, -deI/ adv. on or during
the day before today: Where did you go yesterday? |
He arrived yesterday morning.
yesterday2 n. [U] 1 the day before today: Did
you go to yesterday’s meeting? 2 the recent past:

Y

yet
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The problems of yesterday look easy compared with
those of today. [ORIGIN: Old English giestran
dæg, from giestran “yesterday” + dæg “day”]

yo·ga /'yoUg@/ n. [U] a

system of exercises in
which you control your
body and mind [ORI1
yet /yEt/ adv. 1 used in negative statements and GIN: 1700—1800 Sanquestions to mean “at the present time” or skrit “union”]
“already”: I don’t think she’s awake yet. | Have you
eaten yet? | “Is Lori here?” “Not yet.” 2 at some yo·gurt /'yoUgøt/ n.
time in the future: She may change her mind yet. | [U] a smooth thick liqWe have yet to hear from them (=we still have not uid food that tastes
heard). 3 in addition to what you have already slightly sour, made from
gotten, done, etc.: He’s made yet another mistake. | milk: a bowl of yogurt
I’m sorry to ask for help yet again (=one more time [ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Turkish]
after many others). 4 better/worse yet used in yoke /yoUk/ n. [C] a wooden BAR used for joining
order to emphasize that something is even better or together two animals, especially cattle, in order to
worse than the thing mentioned before: Respond by pull heavy loads —yoke v. [T]
letter, or better yet, a telephone call. 5 in spite of
yo·kel /'yoUk@l/ n. [C] (humorous) someone from
something SYN but: a quiet yet powerful leader
the country who has not experienced living in
yet2 conjunction used in order to introduce a state- modern society
ment that is surprising: an inexpensive yet effective yolk /yoUk/ n. [C,U] the yellow part in the center of
solution | We sent thousands of forms, yet fewer an egg [ORIGIN: Old English geoloca, from geolu
than 50 were returned.
“yellow”]

yew /yu/ n. [C,U] a tree or bush with leaves that yon·der /'yAndø/ adv., determiner (literary) over
look like flat needles, or the heavy wood of this tree

there

Yid·dish /'yIdIS/ n. [U] a language similar to you /y@, yU; strong yu/ pron. [used as a subject or
German, used in many places by Jewish people
—Yiddish adj.

yield /yild/ v. 1 [T] to produce something: One
1

study has yielded some interesting results. 2 [I,T]
to allow yourself to be forced or persuaded to do
something: The government will never yield to
terrorism.
THESAURUS
surrender, give in, concede,
submit ➔ SURRENDER

3 [I] to allow the traffic from a bigger road to go
first 4 [I] to move, bend, or break because of
physical pressure

object] 1 the person or people someone is speak-

ing or writing to: You must be hungry. | Do you
want a drink? | I can’t hear you. 2 people in
general ➔ ONE : You can’t trust anybody these
days. | You never know what Jim will say. 3 used
with nouns or phrases when you are talking to or
calling someone: You jerk! | You kids, be
quiet! 4 you all (spoken) used instead of “you”
when speaking to two or more people: What do you
all want to do tonight?

you’d /y@d, yUd; strong yud/ 1 the short form of
“you would”: I didn’t think you’d mind. 2 the
short form of “you had”: You’d better do what he
says.

yield2 n. [C] 1 the amount of something that is you’ll /y@l, yUl; strong yul/ the short form of “you
produced, especially crops 2 ECONOMICS the
amount of profit that you receive from a STOCK or
BOND

Y

y-in·ter·cept /'waI "InôøsEpt/ n. [singular] MATH
the point where a line crosses the
➔ X-INTERCEPT

Y-AXIS

of a

GRAPH

yip·pee /'yIpi/ interjection said when you are very
happy or excited about something

YMCA n. Young Men’s Christian Association
an organization that provides places to stay, sports
activities, and training for young men, especially in
large cities ➔ YWCA

yo /yoU/ interjection (slang) said in order to greet
someone or get his/her attention, or as a reply when
someone says your name

yo·del /'yoUdl/ v. [I] to sing while changing your

natural voice to a very high voice and back again
many times

will”: You’ll have to speak louder.

young1 /yöÎ/ adj. 1 at an early stage of life or

development ANT old: young children | You’re too
young to get married. | a young country
THESAURUS

A small/little child is a very young child.
Someone who is youthful seems or is young.
Someone who is immature behaves in a way that
is not sensible because it is typical of the
behavior of someone much younger.
Someone who is green is young and lacks
experience.
Someone who is underage is too young to legally
buy alcohol, drive a car, etc.
If someone is at a tender age, s/he is very young
and easily influenced. ➔ OLD , CHILD

2 seeming or looking younger than you are
SYN
youthful: You too can have healthier,
younger-looking skin. 3 designed or intended for
young people: Is this dress too young for me?

zebra
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young2 n. 1 the young young people considered

as a group 2 [plural] young animals: a turtle and
her young
young·ster /'yöÎstø/ n. [C] a young person
THESAURUS

child, kid, teenager,
adolescent, minor, juvenile ➔ CHILD

your

/yø; strong yUr, yOr/ possessive
adj. 1 belonging or relating to the person or people

someone is speaking to: Is that your mother? | It’s
not your fault. 2 belonging or relating to any
person: If you are facing north, east is on your
right.
you’re /yø; strong yUr, yOr/ the short form of
“you are”: You’re bothering me.
yours /yUrz, yOrz/ pron. 1 the thing or things
belonging or relating to the person or people someone is speaking to: Yours is over there. | That bag is
yours, isn’t it? | Is he a friend of yours? 2 yours
(truly/sincerely) also sincerely yours a phrase
you write before you sign your name at the end of a
letter 3 yours truly (humorous) used instead of
“I”: Yes, yours truly finally quit smoking.
your·self /yø'sElf/ pron. (plural yourselves
/yø'sElvz/) 1 used when talking to someone to
show that s/he is affected by his/her own action:
Don’t hurt yourself! | Make yourself a cup of
coffee. 2 used in order to emphasize “you”: Why
don’t you do it yourself? 3 (all) by yourself a) without help: Do you think you can move
the sofa by yourself? b) alone: You’re going to
Ecuador by yourself? 4 (all) to yourself for your
own use: You’ll have the house all to yourself this
weekend.
youth /yuθ/ n. (plural youths /yuDz, yuθs/)
1 [U] the period of time when someone is young, or
the quality of being young: Despite his youth, he
was traveling alone. | She had been beautiful in her
youth. 2 [U] young people in general: the youth of
the 1960s | a church youth group | youth culture 3 [C] a boy or young man, especially a TEENAGER : A youth was arrested for stealing.
THESAURUS

man, boy, male ➔ MAN 1

youth·ful /'yuθf@l/ adj. typical of young people,

or seeming young: youthful energy | He was youthful in appearance. ➔ YOUNG 1
'youth "hostel n. [C] a place where people, especially young people who are traveling, can stay
very cheaply for a short time
you’ve /y@v, yUv; strong yuv/ the short form of
“you have”: Okay, you’ve persuaded me.
yo-yo /'yoUyoU/ n. (plural yo-yos) [C] a small toy
that is made of two circular parts joined together
that go up and down a string as you lift your hand
up and down
yr. the written abbreviation of YEAR
yuc·ca /'yök@/ n. [C] a desert plant with long

pointed leaves and a thick stem ➔ see picture on page
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yuck /yök/ interjection said when you think some-

thing is unpleasant: Yuck! This tastes horrible!
—yucky adj.
Yule /yul/ n. [C] (literary) Christmas
Yule·tide /'yultaId/ n. [U] (literary) the period
from just before Christmas until just after it
yum /yöm/ interjection said in order to emphasize
that you think something tastes good: Yum! Apple
pie!
yum·my /'yömi/ adj. (informal) food that is
yummy tastes very good
yup·pie /'yöpi/ n. [C] (informal) a young person
who only seems interested in having a professional
job, earning a lot of money, and buying expensive
things [ORIGIN: 1900—2000 young urban professional]
YWCA n. Young Women’s Christian Association an organization that provides places to stay,
special help, and training for young women, especially in large cities ➔ YMCA

Zz
Z, z /zi/ the 26th and last letter of the English
alphabet

Z /zi/ n. catch/get some Zs (spoken) to sleep
za·ny /'zeIni/ adj. crazy or unusual in a way that is
amusing and exciting: a zany new TV comedy

zap /zæp/ v. (zapped, zapping) [T] (informal) 1 to

kill, destroy, or attack something extremely quickly,
especially by using electricity or a LASER
beam 2 to cook something quickly in a MICROWAVE 3 to send information quickly from one
computer to another
zeal /zil/ n. [U] eagerness to do something, especially to achieve a particular religious or political
aim: The Republicans are known for their zeal to
cut taxes.
zeal·ous /'zEl@s/ adj. extremely interested in and
excited about something that you believe in very
strongly, and behaving in a way that shows this: a
zealous environmental activist
THESAURUS
enthusiastic, passionate,
ardent, fanatical ➔ ENTHUSIASTIC

—zealously adv. —zealousness n. [U]

ze·bra /'zibr@/ n. [C] a wild African animal like a

horse, that has black and white bands on its body
[ORIGIN: 1600—1700 Italian “wild donkey”]

Z

Zen
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Zen /zEn/ also "Zen 'Buddhism n. [U] a type of zip2 n. (spoken) 1 [C usually singular] a short form
Buddhism from Japan that emphasizes

MEDITA-

TION

ze·nith /'zinIθ/ n. [C usually singular] 1 the most

Z

of ZIP CODE 2 [U] nothing at all, or zero: We beat
them 10-zip.
THESAURUS

zero, nothing, O, nil ➔ ZERO 1

successful point in the development of something:
This album shows Simon at the zenith of his powers. 2 the highest point that the Sun or a star 'zip code n. [C] a number that you put below the
reaches in the sky
address on an envelope to help the post office
zeph·yr /'zEfø/ n. [C] (literary) a soft gentle wind deliver the mail more quickly [ORIGIN: 1900—
2000 zone improvement plan]
ze·ro1 /'zIroU, 'ziroU/ number 1 the number 0
'zip file n. [C] IT a computer FILE that has been
THESAURUS
made smaller so that it is easy to store and move
nothing: The score was twenty-two to nothing.
zip·per /'zIpø/ n. [C]
O /oU/ – used to say the number zero like the
an object for fastening
letter O: Their zip code is O two one two five.
clothes, bags, etc., with
(=02125).
two lines of small pieces
zip (informal): We were behind 3-zip.
of metal or plastic that
nil (formal) – nothing or zero: His chances of
slide together
winning were practically nil.
zit /zIt/ n. [C] (slang) a
2 SCIENCE the point between – and + on a scale for PIMPLE
measuring something, especially temperature. In zo·di·ac /'zoUdi"æk/
the Celsius system of measuring temperature, 0 is n. the zodiac an imagithe point at which water freezes: It was 20° below nary circle in space that
zero.
the Sun, Moon, and
zero2 v. (zeroed, zeroes, zeroing)
PLANET s follow as a
zero in on sb/sth phr. v. to aim at one thing, or give path, which some people believe influences peospecial attention to one person or thing: War planes ple’s lives [ORIGIN: 1300—1400 French zodiaque, from Greek zoidiakos “animal figures”]
zeroed in on a target.
zest /zEst/ n. [U] 1 a feeling of eagerness, excite- zom·bie /'zAmbi/ n. [C] 1 (informal) someone
ment, and enjoyment: a zest for life 2 the outer who moves very slowly and cannot think clearly
because s/he is very tired 2 a dead body that is
skin of an orange or LEMON , used in cooking
to move, walk, etc. by magic [ORIGIN:
zig·gu·rat /'zIg@ræt/ n. [C] HISTORY a tall struc- made
1800—1900 Kimbundu (an African language)
ture with a TEMPLE (=place where people pray to
nzumbi “spirit of a dead person”]
God) on the top, built in ancient Mesopotamia. It
has a RECTANGULAR base and many levels, each of zone /zoUn/ n. [C] part of an area that has a
specific purpose or has a special quality: a
which is smaller than the one below.
no-parking zone | the war/battle/combat zone
zig·zag1 /'zIgzæg/ n. [C] a line that looks like a ➔ TIME ZONE
row of z’s joined together
THESAURUS
area, region, territory, district
zigzag2 v. (zigzagged, zigzagging) [I] to move
➔
AREA
forward in sharp angles, first to the left and then to
the right, etc.: The path zigzags across the mounzon·ing /'zoUnIÎ/ n. [U] a system of choosing
tain.
areas to be used for particular purposes, such as
zilch /zIltS/ n. [U] (informal) nothing at all: I’ve building houses —zone v. [T]
looked for jobs everywhere, but come up with zilch.
zoo /zu/ n. (plural zoos) [C] a place where many
zil·lion /'zIly@n/ number (informal) an extremely different types of animals are kept so that people
large number or amount: She asked a zillion ques- can see them: How about taking the children to the
tions.
zoo?
zinc /zIÎk/ n. [U] CHEMISTRY (symbol Zn) a white zo·ol·o·gy /zoU'Al@dZi/ n. [U] BIOLOGY the scienmetal that is an ELEMENT . Zinc is used to make tific study of animals and their behavior
BRASS and to cover and protect objects made of
—zoologist
n.
[C]
—zoological
iron.
/"zoU@'lAdZIk@l/ adj.
zip1 /zIp/ v. (zipped, zipping) 1 [T] also zip up to zoom /zum/ v. [I] (informal) 1 to go somewhere or
close or fasten something using a ZIPPER : Zip up do something very quickly: A red car zoomed
your coat.
past. 2 to increase suddenly and quickly: Inflation
zoomed 123%. [ORIGIN: 1800—1900 From the
THESAURUS
fasten, secure, join, glue,
sound]
tape, staple, clip, tie, button (up) ➔ FASTEN
zoom in/out phr. v. if a camera zooms in or out, it
2 [I] to go somewhere or do something very makes the object you are taking a photograph of
seem closer or farther away
quickly: A few cars zipped past us.
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'zoom "lens n. [C] a camera

LENS that moves in
order to make the objects you are taking a photograph of seem closer and larger
zo·o·plank·ton /"zoU@'plæÎkt@n/ n. [U] BIOLOGY the very small animals floating in water that are
part of PLANKTON
zuc·chi·ni /zu'kini/ n. [C,U] a long smooth dark

Zzz

green vegetable [ORIGIN: 1900—2000 Italian
zucca “gourd”] ➔ see picture at VEGETABLE
zy·gote /'zaIgoUt/ n. [C] BIOLOGY a cell that is
formed when a female’s egg cell is FERTILIZE d
[ORIGIN: 1800—1900 Greek zygotos “joined
together”]
Zzz used in writing to represent sleep

Z
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Animals

A2

scales

Jaguar

Salmon

tail

dorsal fin
gill

hind leg

whiskers
fangs

fin
antler

front  
leg

claws

paw

tail

Puffin

Lobster

beak

leg

muzzle

Moose

claw
webbed feet

pincer

antennae

hoof

antennae
chrysalis

Butterfly

beak
breast

wing

wing
claws

Eagle
larva/
caterpillar

Mockingbird
Buffalo/Bison

wing

eggs

tail feathers
fur
horn

talon
tail

Alligator

nostrils

teeth
jaw

feet

Picture Dictionary
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Body

Body

Face

eye

hair

head

nose

forehead

neck

mouth

shoulder

eyebrow
ear

eyelashes chest
arm
nostril

cheek

lip
fingers

chin
teeth
jaw

skull

elbow
hand

hip

throat
thigh

cheekbone

shoulder
blade

collarbone
ribs

knee
toes
shin

ankle
backbone/spine

foot
pelvis

brain
kneecap
lung
heart

stomach

liver

kidney

intestine
bladder

Skeleton

Internal organs

Picture Dictionary

Sports
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track

gliding

baseball

ice hockey
parachuting

golf
kayaking

mountain biking

football
rowing

swimming
climbing

skiing
sailing
wind surfing

surfing

Picture Dictionary
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Kitchen Verbs
beat

sprinkle

whisk

strain

knead

crush
roll/roll out

squeeze

pour

mix

spread

stir

Picture Dictionary
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Computers and Technology
Venetian blind

CDs

stereo (system)
flat screen TV
speaker

DVD player
DVDs

webcam

games console
joystick
laptop
monitor

screen
cell phone
scanner
mp3 player

digital camera
mouse

memory stick

mouse pad
keyboard

PC/computer

headphones
printer
harddrive

Picture Dictionary
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Sounds
crash

ring

squeak
creak
bang

buzz
splash
rustle

rattle

click
crunch

sizzle

fizz

hiss

crackle

Picture Dictionary
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Verbs of Movement (hands)

flick

clap

hold hands
pinch

tap

point

scratch

poke
squeeze

pet/stroke
wave

Picture Dictionary
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Verbs of Movement (body)
put down

pick up

lift

bend

carry
hold
stretch
jump

squat

jump rope
kneel

lean

hop

crouch
drag

pull

climb

push

drop
jog

walk

fall

march
sit

crawl

run

tiptoe

catch
throw
kick

punch
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Plants and Trees
cactus

palm

cedar

maple

poplar
willow
holly

redwood/sequoia

bush

fir

yucca
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Geographical Features

peak

summit

ridge

mountain range

plateau
gorge

foothills

forest

valley

lake

fields

dunes
bay
delta
coastline
cliffs
ocean

beach
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Geographical Names
Name		
				

Adjective and name of a person from
this place

Afghanistan

/{f'g{n@"st{n/

Africa
Albania
Algeria
America (=the U.S.)
North America
   South America
Andorra
Angola
Antarctic
Antigua and  
Barbuda
Arctic
Argentina

/'{frIk@/
/{l'beIni@, Ol£/
/{l'dZIri@/
/@'mErIk@/
   /nOrT @'mErIk@/
   /saUT @'mErIk@/
/{n'dOr@/
/{Î'gol@/
/{n'tArktIk/
/{n'tig@, £gw@
   @nd bAr'bud@/
/'ArktIk/
/"ArdZ@n'tin@/

/'{fg{n/
   /{f"g{n@'st{ni/
/'{frIk@n/
/{l'beIni@n, Ol£/
/{l'dZIri@n/
/@'mErIk@n/
   /nOrT @'mErIk@n/
   /saUT @'mErIk@n/
/{n'dOr@n/
/{Î'goUl@n/
/{n'tArktIk/
/{n'tig@n, £gw@n/
   /bAr'bud@n/
/'ArktIk/
/"ArdZ@n'tIni@n/
/'A:rdZFnti:n/

Armenia
Asia
Atlantic
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan

/Ar'mini@/
/'eIZ@/
/@t'l{nôIk/
/O'streIly@, A£/
/'Ostri@, 'A£/
/'{zøbaI'dZAn, "A£/

Afghan or
Afghanistani
African
Albanian
Algerian
American
   North American
   South American
Andorran
Angolan
adj: Antarctic
Antiguan or   
   Barbudan
adj: Arctic
adj: Argentinian
person: Argentinian  
   or Argentine
Armenian
Asian
adj: Atlantic
Australian
Austrian
Azerbaijani

Bahamas, the
Bahrain
Baltic
Bangladesh
Barbados
Belarus
   (Belorussia)
Belgium
Belize
Benin
Bermuda
Bhutan
Bolivia
Bosnia and
   Herzegovina
Botswana

/b@'hAm@z/
/bA'reIn/
/'bOltIk/
/"bAÎgl@'dES, "b{Î£/
/bAr'beIdoUs/
/"bEl@'rus/
   /"bEloU'röS@/
/'bEldZFm/
/b@'liz/
/b@'nin/
/bø'myud@/
/bu'tAn, £'t{n/
/b@'lIvi@/
/"bAzni@ @nd
   "hErts@g@'vin@/
/bAt'swAn@/

Bahamian
Bahraini
adj: Baltic
Bangladeshi
Barbadian
Belorussian

/b@'heImi@n/
/bA'reIni/
/'bOltIk/
/"bAÎgl@'dESi, "b{Î£/
/bAr'beIdi@n/
/"bEloU'röS@n/
/'bEldZ@n/
/b@'lizi@n/
/"bEnI'nizX/
/bø'myudn/
/"butn'izX/
/b@'lIvi@n/
/'bAzni@n/
   /"hÆrts@g@U'vini@n/
/bAt'swAn@n/
   /mAt'swAn@/

Brazil
Brunei
Bulgaria
Burkina Faso

/br@'zIl/
/bru'naI/
/böl'gEri@/
/bø"kin@ 'fAsoU/

Burma (former
   name of
Myanmar)
Burundi

/'bøm@/

Belgian
Belizean
Beninese
Bermudan
Bhutanese
Bolivian
Bosnian
   Herzegovinian
adj: Botswanan
   person: Motswana
people:  
   the Batswana
Brazilian
Bruneian
Bulgarian
Burkina or
Burkinabe
Burmese

/bU'rundi/

Burundian

/bU'rundi@n/

Cambodia

/k{m'boUdi@/

Cambodian

/k{m'boUdi@n/

/Ar'mini@n/
/'eIZ@n/
/@t'l{nôIk/
/O'streIly@n, "A£/
/'Ostri@n, 'A£/
/"{zøbaI'dZAniX, "A£/

  /b{t'swAn@/
/br@'zIli@n/
/bru'naI@n/
/böl'gEri@n/
/"bøkin{'beI/
/bø'miz/

Geographical Names
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Cameroon
Canada
Cape Verde
Caribbean
Cayman Islands

/"k{m@'run/
/'k{n@d@/
/keIp 'vød/
/k@'rIbi@n, "k{r@'bi@nX/
/'keIm@n "aIl@ndz/

/"k{m'runi@nX/
/k@'neIdi@n/
/keIp 'vødi@n/

Central African
   Republic
Chad
Chile
China
Colombia
Comoro Islands, the
Congo, the  
   Democratic
   Republic of
Congo, Republic of
Costa Rica
Croatia
Cuba
Cyprus
Czech Republic, the

/"sEntr@l "{frIk@n
   rI'pöblIk/
/tS{d/
/'tSIli/
/'tSaIn@/
/k@'lömbi@/
/'kAm@"roU aIl@ndz/
/"dEm@kr{ÔIk rI"pöblIk
   @v 'kAÎgoU/

Cameroonian
Canadian
Cape Verdean
adj: Caribbean
adj: Cayman Island
   person: Cayman
   Islander
Central African
Chadian
Chilean
Chinese
Colombian
Comoran
Congolese

/'tS{di@n/
/'tSIli@n/
/"tSaI'nizX/
/k@'lömbi@n/
/'kAm@r@n/
/"kAÎg@'liz/

/rI"pöblIk @v 'kAÎgoU/ Congolese
/"koUst@ 'rik@/
Costa Rican
/kroU'eIS@/
Croatian
/'kyub@/
Cuban
/'saIpr@s/
Cypriot
/"tSEk rI'pöblIk/
Czech

/"kAÎg@'lizX/
/"koUst@ 'rik@nX/
/kroU'eIS@n/
/'kyub@n/
/'sIpri@t/
/tSEk/

Denmark

/'dEnmArk/

adj: Danish
   person: Dane
/dZI'buÔi/
Djiboutian
/"dAm@'nik@/
Dominican
/d@"mInIk@n rI'pöblIk/ Dominican

/'deInIS/
   /deIn/
/dZI'buti@n/
/"dAm@'nik@nX/
/d@'mInIk@n/

/"ist 'timOr/
/'Ekw@dOr/
/'idZIpt/
/El 's{lv@"dOr/
/'IÎgl@nd

Timorese
Ecuadorian
Egyptian
Salvadorian
adj: English
   person:
   Englishman,
   Englishwoman
		   people: the English
/"Ekw@tOri@l 'gIni/
Equatorial Guinean
Equatorial Guinea
Eritrea
/"ErI'tri@/
Eritrean
Estonia
/E'stoUni@/
Estonian
Ethiopia
/"iTi'oUpi@/
Ethiopian
Europe
/'yUr@p/
European

/"timO'rizX/
/"Ekw@'dOri@nX/
/I'dZIpS@n/
/"s{lv@'dOri@nX/
/'IÎglIS/

Fiji
/'fidZi/
Fijian
Finland
/'fInl@nd/
adj: Finnish
		   person: Finn
France
/fr{ns/
adj: French
		   person:
   Frenchman,
   Frenchwoman
		   people:
the French

/'fIdZi@n/
/'fInIS/
   /fIn/
/frEntS/

Djibouti
Dominica
Dominican
  Republic, the
East Timor
Ecuador
Egypt
El Salvador
England

Gabon
Gambia, the

/g{'boUn/
/'g{mbi@/

Gabonese
Gambian

/"keIm@n 'aIl@nd/
   /"keIm@n 'aIl@ndø/
/"sEntr@l '{frIk@n/

   /'IÎglISm@n/
   /£"wUm@n/
/"Ekw@tOri@l 'gIni@n/
/"ErI'tri@nX/
/E'stoUni@n/
/"iTi'oUpi@n/
/"yUr@'pi@nX/

   /'frEntSm@n/
   /£"wUm@n/

/"g{b@'nizX/
/'g{mbi@n/
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Georgia
/'dZOrdZ@/
Georgian
Germany
/'dZøm@ni/
German
Ghana
/'gAn@/
Ghanaian
Gibraltar
/dZI'brOltø/
Gibraltarian
Great Britain
/"greIt 'brIt§n/
adj: British
		   person: Briton
		   people: the British
Greece
/gris/
Greek
Greenland
/'grinl{nd/
adj: Greenlandic
		   person:
Greenlander
Grenada
/gr@'neId@/
Grenadian
Guatemala
/"gwAÔ@'mAl@/
Guatemalan
Guiana also
/gi'{n@, £'An@/
Guianese
   French Guiana
Guinea
/'gIni/
Guinean
Guinea-Bissau
/"gIni bI'saU/
Guinea-Bissauan
Guyana also
/gaI'{n@/
Guyanese or
   British Guyana
   Guyanan
Haiti
/'heIÔi/
Haitian
Holland (another
/'hAl@nd/
adj: Dutch
   name for
   person: Dutchman,
   The Netherlands)
   Dutchwoman
		   people: the Dutch
Honduras
/hAn'dUr@s/
Honduran
Hong Kong
/'hAÎ "kAÎ/
Hong Kong
Hungary
/'höÎg@ri/
Hungarian
Iceland
/'aIsl@nd/
adj: Icelandic
		   person: Icelander
India
/'Indi@/
Indian
Indonesia
/"Ind@'niZ@/
Indonesian
Iran
/I'r{n, £An/
Iranian
Iraq
/I'r{k, £Ak/
Iraqi
Ireland,
/rI"pöblIk @v 'aIrl@nd/ adj: Irish
   Republic of, the
   person: Irishman,
   Irishwoman
   people: the Irish
Israel
/'Izri@l/
Israeli
Italy
/'IÔli/
Italian
Ivory Coast
/"aIv@ri 'koUst/
Ivorian
   (former name of
   Cote d’Ivoire)

/'dZOrdZ@n/
/'dZøm@nX/
/gA'neI@n/
/"dZIbrOl'tEri@n/
/'brIÔIS/
   /'brIt§n/
/grik/
/grin'l{ndIk/
   /'grinl@ndø/
/gr@'neIdi@n/
/"gwAÔ@'mAl@nX/
/"gaI@'nizX/
/'gIni@n/
/"gIni bI'saU@n/
/"gaI@'nizX/
    /gaI'{n@n/
/'heIS@n/
/dötS/
   /'dötSm@n/
   /-"wUm@n/
/hAn'dUr@n/
/höÎ'gEri@n/
/aIs'l{ndIk/
   /"aIsl@ndø/
/'Indi@n/
/"Ind@'niZ@nX/
/I'reIni@n/
/I'r{ki,£Aki/
/'aIrIS/
   /'aIrISm@n/
   /£"wUm@n/  
/Iz'reIli/
/I't{ly@n/
/aI'vOri@n/

Jamaica
Japan
Jordan

/dZ@'meIk@/
/dZ@'p{n/
/'dZOrdn/

Jamaican
Japanese
Jordanian

/dZ@'meIk@n/
/"dZ{p@'nizX/
/dZOr'deIni@n/

Kazakhstan
Kenya
Kirabati
Korea, North
Korea, South
Kuwait
Kyrgyzstan

/'kAzAk"stAn/
/'kEny@, 'ki£/
/"kIrI'bAti/
/"nOrT k@'rI@/
/"saUT k@'rI@/
/kU'weIt/
/'kIrgI"st{n/

Kazakh
Kenyan
Kirabati
North Korean
South Korean
Kuwaiti
Kyrgyz

/'kAzAk/
/'kEny@n, 'ki£/
/"kIrI'bAti/
/"nOrT k@'rI@n/
/"saUT k@'rI@n/
/kU'weIÔi/
/kIr'gIz/

Laos

/laUs, 'leIAs/

Laotian or  
   Lao

/'laUS@n/
   /laU/

Geographical Names
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/'l{tvi@/
/'lEb@nAn, £n@n/
/l@'soUtoU/

Latvian
Lebanese
adj: Sotho
   person: Mosotho
		   people:
   the Basotho
Liberia
/laI'bIri@/
Liberian
Libya
/'lIbi@/
Libyan
Liechtenstein
/'lIkt@n"staIn/
adj: Liechtenstein
		   person:
   Liechtensteiner
Lithuania
/"lIT@'weIni@/
Lithuanian
Luxemburg
/'löks@m"bøg/
adj: Luxemburg
		   person:
   Luxemburger
Macedonia
/"m{sI'doUny@/
Macedonian
Madagascar
/"m{d@'g{skø/
Malagasy
Malawi
/m@'lAwi/
Malawian
Malaysia
/m@'leIZ@/
Malaysian
Maldives, the
/'mOldivz/
Maldivian
Mali
/'mAli/
Malian
Malta
/'mOlt@/
Maltese
Marshall
/'mArS@l "aIl@ndz/
adj: Marshallese
Islands, the		   person: Marshall
   Islander
Mauritania
/"mOr@'teIny@/
Mauritanian
Mauritius
/mO'rIS@s/
Mauritian
Mediterranean
/"mEd@t@'reIni@nX/
adj: Mediterranean
Melanesia
/"mEl@'niZ@/
Melanesian
Mexico
/'mEksIkoU/
Mexican
Micronesia
/"maIkroU'niZ@/
Micronesian
Moldova
/mAl'doUv@/
Moldovan
Monaco
/'mAn@"koU/
Monegasque or
   Monacan
Mongolia
/mAÎ'goUli@/
Mongolian or
   Mongol
Montserrat
/"mAntsE'r{t/
Montserratian
Morocco
/m@'rAkoU/
Moroccan
Mozambique
/"moUz@m'bik/
Mozambican
Myanmar
/'myAnmAr/
Burmese

/'l{tvi@n/
/"lEb@'nizX/
/'soUtoU/
   /m@'soUtoU/
   /b@'soUtoU/
/laI'bIri@n/
/'lIbi@n/
   /'lIkt@n"staInø/
/"lIT@'weIni@n/
   /'löks@m"bøgø/
/"m{sI'doUny@nX/
/"m{l@'g{siX/
/m@'lAwi@n/
/m@'leIZ@n/
/mOl'dIvi@n/
/'mAli@n/
/"mOl'tizX/
/"mArS@'liz/
   /"mArS@l 'aIl@ndø/
/"mOr@'teIni@nX/
/mO'rIS@n/
/"mEl@'niZ@n/
/'mEksIk@n/
/"maIkroU'niZ@n/
/mAl'doUv@n/
/"mAn@'g{sk/
   /'mAn@k@n/
/mAÎ'goUli@n/
   /'mAÎg@l/
/"mAntsE'reIS@nX/
/m@'rAk@n/
/"moUz@m'bik@nX/
/"bø'miz/

Namibia
/n@'mIbi@/
Namibian
/n@'mIbi@n/
Nauru
/nA'uru/
Nauruan
/nA'uru@n/
Nepal
/nI'pOl/
adj: Nepalese
/"nEp@'lizX/
		   person: Nepali	   /"nEp@'li/
   or Nepalese
Netherlands, The
/D@ 'nEDøl@ndz/
adj: Dutch
/dötS/
		   person: Dutchman,   /'dötSm@n/
   Dutchwoman
  /-"wUm@n/
pl. people:
   the Dutch
/nu 'zil@nd/
adj: New Zealand
New Zealand
  
   person: New 	   /nu 'zil@ndø/   
   Zealander
  
Nicaragua
/"nIk@'rAgw@/
Nicaraguan
/"nIk@'rAgw@nX/
Niger
/'naIdZø/
Nigerien
/ni'ZEri@n/
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Nigeria
Norway

/naI'dZIri@/
/'nOrweI/

Nigerian
Norwegian

/naI'dZIri@n/
/nOr'widZ@n/

Oman

/oU'mAn/

Omani

/oU'mAni/

Pacific
Pakistan
Palestine
Panama
Papua New Guinea

/p@'sIfIk/
/"p{kI'st{n/
/'p{l@staIn/
/'p{n@mA/
/"p{pyu@ nu 'gIni/

adj: Pacific
Pakistani
Palestinian
Panamanian
Papuan or
   Papua New
   Guinean
Paraguayan
Persian

/"p{kI'st{niX/
/"p{l@'stIni@n/
/"p{n@'meIni@n/
/'p{pyu@n/
   /"p{pyu@ nu 'gIni@n/
  
/"p{r@'gwaI@nX/
/'pøZ@n/

Paraguay
/'p{r@gwaI/
Persia (former
/'pøZ@/
   name of Iran)
Peru
/p@'ru/
Peruvian
Philippines
/'fIl@pinz/
adj: Philippine
		   person: Filipino
Poland
/'poUl@nd/
adj: Polish
		   person: Pole
Polynesia
/"pAl@'niZ@/
Polynesian
Portugal
/'pOrtS@g@l/
Portuguese
Puerto Rico
/"pOrÔ@ 'rikoU/
Puerto Rican

/p@'ruvi@n/
/'fIl@pin/
   /"fIl@'pinoU/
/'poUlIS/
   /poUl/
/"pAl@'niZ@n/
/"pOrtS@'gizX/
/"pOrÔ@ 'rik@n/

Qatar

/'kAtø/

Qatari

/kö'tAri/

Romania
Russia (Russian  
   Federation, the)
Rwanda

/roU'meIni@/
/'röS@/
   /"röS@n fEd@'reIS@n/
/ru'And@/

Romanian
Russian

/roU'meIni@n/
/'röS@n/

Rwandan

/ru'And@n/

Saint Kitts & Nevis
Saint Lucia
Saint Vincent and
   the Grenadines
Samoa
San Marino

/seInt "kIts @nÄ 'nivIs/
/seInt 'luS@/
/seInt "vIns@nt an De
   "gren@'dInz/
/s@'moU@/
/s{n m@'rinoU/

Kittitian, Nevisian
Saint Lucian
Vincentian

/k@'tIS@n/, /nI'vIZ@n/
/seInt 'luS@n/
/vIn'senS@n/

Samoan
Sammarinese
   San Marinese
São Tomean

/s@'moU@n/
/"s{m{r@'niz/
   /"s{n m{r@'niz/   
/"saUn t@'meI@n/

São Tomé &
/"saUn t@"meI @nd
Principe
   'prIns@p@/
Saudi Arabia
/"saUdi @'reIbi@/
adj: Saudi Arabian
/"saUdi a'reIbi@n/
		   person: Saudi
   /'saUdi/
Scotland
/'skAtl@nd/
adj: Scottish
/'skAÔIS/
		   person: Scot
   /skÁt/
Senegal
/"sEnI'gOl/
Senegalese
/"sEnIg@'lizX/
Seychelles, the
/seI'SElz/
Seychellois
/"seISEl'wAX/
Sierra Leone
/si"Er@ li'oUn/
Sierra Leonean
/si"Er@ li'oUni@n/
Singapore
/'sIÎ@pOr/
Singaporean
/"sIÎ@'pOri@nX/
Slovakia
/'sloUv{ki@/
Slovakian
/'sloUvAki@n/
Slovenia
/sloU'viny@/
Slovenian or
/sloU'vini@n/
   Slovene
   /'sloUvin/
Solomon
/'sAl@m@n "aIl@nÄz/
adj: Soloman Island
Islands, the
   person: Solomon    /"sAl@m@n 'aIl@ndø/
   Islander
Somalia
/soU'mAli@/
Somali
/soU'mAli/
South Africa
/saUT '{frIk@/
South African
/saUT '{frIk@n/
Spain
/speIn/
adj: Spanish
/'sp{nIS/
		   person: Spaniard    /'sp{nyød/
		   people: the Spanish
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Sri Lanka
/sri 'lAÎk@/
Sri Lankan
Sudan
/su'd{n/
Sudanese
Surinam, Suriname /"sUrI'nAm/
adj: Surinamese
		   person: Surinamer
Swaziland
/'swAzil{nd/
Swazi
Sweden
/'swidn/
adj: Swedish
		   person: Swede
Switzerland
/'swItsøl@nd/
Swiss
Syria
/'sIri@/
Syrian

/sri 'lAÎk@n/
/"sudn'IzX/
/"sUrIn@'mizX/
   /"sUrI'nAmø/
/'swAzi/
/'swidIS/
   /swid/
/swIs/
/'sIri@n/

Tahiti
/t@'hiÔi/
Tahitian
Taiwan
/"taI'wAn/
Taiwanese
Tajikistan
/tA'dZikI"st{n/
Tajik
Tanzania
/"t{nz@'ni@/
Tanzanian
Thailand
/'taIl{nd, £l@nd/
Thai
Tibet
/tI'bEt/
Tibetan
Togo
/'toUgoU/
Togolese
Tonga
/'tAÎg@/
Tongan
Trinidad and
/"trInId{d @n
Trinidadian or
Tobago
t@'beIgoU/
   Tobagonian
Tunisia
/tu'niZ@/
Tunisian
Turkey
/'tøki/
adj: Turkish
		   person: Turk
Turkmenistan
/"tøkmEnI'st{n/
Turkmen
Tuvalu
/tu'vAlu/
Tuvaluan

/t@'hiS@n/
/"taIw@'nizX/
/tA'dZik/
/"t{nz@'ni@nX/
/taI/
/tI'bEt§n/
/"toUg@'liz/
/'tAÎg@n/
/"trInI'd{di@nX/
   /"toUb@'goUni@n/
/tu'niZ@n/
/'tÆrkIS/
   /tøk/
/'tøkm@n/
/tu'vAlu@n/

Uganda
Ukraine
United Arab
Emirates
United Kingdom
   of Great Britain
and  Northern
   Ireland, the
United States, the
Uruguay
Uzbekistan

/yu'g{nd@/
/yu'kreIn/
/yu"naIÔId "{r@b
   'Em@rIts/
/yu"naIÔId "kIÎd@m @v
   greIt "brIt§n @nÄ
   "nOrDøn 'aIrl@nd/

Ugandan
Ukrainian
Emirati

/yu'g{nd@n/
/yu'kreIni@n/
/"EmI'rAti/

adj: British
   person: Briton
   people:
the British
adj: American
Uruguayan
Uzbek

/'brIÔIS/
   /'brIt§n/

Vanuatu

/"v{nu'Atu,
   "v{nwA'tu/
/"vEn@'zweIl@/
/"vyEt'nAm/

Vanuatuan

/"v{nu'Atu@n,
   "v{nwA'tu@n/
/"vEn@'zweIl@nX/
/"vjEtn@'mizX/

Venezuela
Vietnam

/ju"naIÔId 'steIts/
/'yUr@"gwaI/
/Uz'bEkI"st{n/

Venezuelan
Vietnamese

/@'mErIk@n/
/"yUr@'gwaI@nX/
/'Uzbek/

Wales
/weIlz/
adj: Welsh
/wElS/
		   person:
   Welshman,
   /'wElSm@n/
   Welshwoman
  /£"wUm@n/
		   people: the Welsh
Yemen
Yugoslavia

/'yEm@n/
/"yug@'slAvi@/

Yemeni
Yugoslavian or
   Yugolslav

/'yEm@ni/
/"yug@'slAvi@n/
   /'yug@"slAv/

Zambia
Zimbabwe

/'z{mbi@/
/zIm'bAbweI/

Zambian
Zimbabwean

/'z{mbi@n/
/zIm'bAbweI@n/

